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March 9, 2018
Shane McCoy
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – Alaska District
Anchorage Field Office, Regulatory Division (1145) CEPOA-RD
1600 A Street, Suite 110
Anchorage, AK 99501-5146
Shane.M.Mccoy@usace.army.mil
Re:

Proposed Pebble Mine Project (POA-2017-271) – Permit Application and NEPA
Scoping Comment Period and Hearing Locations

Dear Mr. McCoy,
Our organizations collectively represent the interests of fifteen Tribal governments and nine
Alaska Native village corporations throughout the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska, as well as
the interests of Bristol Bay Native Corporation’s 10,300 shareholders of Yup’ik, Denai’na, and
Alutiq heritage with ancestral ties to Bristol Bay. In addition, Bristol Bay Economic Development
Corporation represents the economic interests and opportunities for the residents of 17-member
communities throughout the region. Together, our organizations represent the economic, cultural, and
social foundations of Bristol Bay, Alaska, home of the world’s most prolific wild sockeye salmon
fishery. We write to request that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps) not initiate a National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process until the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) supplies basic
environmental and economic information about its proposal and, when the Corps does initiate a
NEPA process, that it do so using a robust process designed to maximize transparency and public
participation.
Our organizations are greatly concerned about the proposed Pebble mine project, one of the
most controversial projects in the history of Alaska, going through what appears to be a very
aggressive permitting timeline and without sufficient baseline data and project economics
information necessary to undertake the permitting process. In addition to the well-known risks
presented from the size of the Pebble deposit, its location at the headwaters of Bristol Bay, and the
low-quality potentially acid-generating ore type, PLP is proposing entirely new components to the
project in its Clean Water Act (CWA) permit application. These include a 188-mile long natural gas
pipeline, a causeway, jetty, and dock extending 4.2 miles into Cook Inlet waters, use of an icebreaking barge to make a daily round-trip crossing of Lake Iliamna, a 230-megawatt power plant,
and the construction of more than 80 miles of private roads that will have more than 200 stream
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crossings and at least eight bridges. Many of these components lack any of the necessary baseline
studies to inform the NEPA and CWA 404 permitting process. In addition, PLP has not provided
information about the economic viability of its proposal. Consideration of PLP’s proposal and
meaningful NEPA review cannot occur without these missing elements.
We write with these specific requests: (1) the Corps not initiate any NEPA process until PLP
presents sufficient environmental baseline and economic data; (2) when it comes time to start a
NEPA scoping process, the Corps include a minimum 120-day comment period, with public hearings
and necessary translation services throughout Bristol Bay, the Kenai Peninsula, Anchorage, and the
Pacific Northwest; and (3) the Corps provide full and broad-scope participation by federal and state
resource agencies and tribal government entities as cooperating agencies. We provide detailed
justification and recommendations on these requests, including providing recommended public
hearing locations for Bristol Bay, in the attached document.
We do not make these requests in a vacuum. It is our understanding that PLP believes the
Corps will issue its public notice of NEPA scoping in the coming weeks and it will include a scoping
comment period of 60 days or fewer. If either of these are true, this is unacceptable for the largest
mine, by far, ever proposed in Alaska, the largest development project ever proposed for Southwest
Alaska, and a project that will have adverse impacts to the headwaters of the world’s largest wild
sockeye salmon fishery.
Any NEPA analysis of this project should not be rushed. The Corps should not begin a
NEPA scoping process until PLP conducts and submits baseline data for the project’s components, as
it is difficult if not impossible for the public to meaningfully comment on scoping without at least a
general understanding of its full range of potential impacts. Further, understanding the proposal’s
economics is important to inform any scoping-stage input on impacts and reasonable alternatives,
and would protect against this entire effort being a colossal waste of government and public time and
resources. Nor should the process reduce or marginalize the ability for the public, tribes, and
cooperating agencies to meaningfully participate. We are discouraged that, to-date, the Corps has not
extended cooperating agency invitations to the region’s tribal governments and the Corps has not
initiated consultation with any of Bristol Bay’s Alaska Native Corporations.
We urge the Corps to take the time necessary to properly and adequately assess the project
and its impacts and to conduct an open and robust permitting process. As the Governor of Alaska and
our congressional delegation have all stated, Pebble is a unique project that must undergo the most
extensive and fair, rigorous, and transparent permitting processes due to its risks. And as
Administrator Pruitt noted, Pebble’s “permit application must clear a high bar, because EPA believes
the risk to Bristol Bay may be unacceptable.” We agree. Bristol Bay’s fisheries and fisheries-based
economy and way-of-life demand an extensive, fair, rigorous, and transparent review.
We thank you for your consideration of our requests.
Sincerely,

_____________________________________
Jason Metrokin
President & CEO, Bristol Bay Native Corporation
111 West 16th Avenue, Suite 400
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 278-3602

__________________________________
Norm Van Vactor
President & CEO, Bristol Bay Economic Dev’t Corp.
PO Box 1464
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
Phone: (907) 842-4370
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____________________________________
Robert Heyano
President, United Tribes of Bristol Bay
P.O. Box 1252
Dillingham, AK 99576
Phone: (907) 842-1687
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Ralph Andersen
President & CEO, Bristol Bay Native Association
P.O. Box 310
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
Phone: (907) 842-5257

_____________________________________
Myrtice Evalt
Interim Executive Director, Nunamta Aulukestai
PO Box 735
Dillingham, AK 99576
Phone: (907) 842-4404
Enclosure
Cc:
Honorable Bill Walker, Governor of Alaska
Honorable Byron Mallott, Lt. Governor of Alaska
Honorable Lisa Murkowski, U.S. Senate
Honorable Dan Sullivan, U.S. Senate
Honorable Don Young, U.S. House of Representatives
Honorable Maria Cantwell, U.S. Senate
Honorable Pete Kelly, Alaska State Senate President
Honorable Bryce Edgmon, Alaska Speaker of the House
Scott Pruitt, EPA Administrator
Chris Hladick, EPA Region 10 Administrator
Lee Forsgren, EPA Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Water
Todd T. Semonite, U.S. Army Corps of Engr’s, Commanding General & Chief of Engr’s Lt. General
Michael Brooks, U.S. Army Corps of Engr’s Alaska District Commander Col.
David S. Hobbie, U.S. Army Corps of Engr’s Alaska District, Chief of Regulatory Division
Ryan Fischer, Principle Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
Christopher Page, Assistant to the Secretary for Env’t, Tribal, and Regulatory Affairs
Andy Mack, Commissioner, Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Larry Hartig, Commissioner, Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Sam Cotten, Commissioner, Alaska Department of Fish & Game
Chris Prandoni, Associate Director for Natural Resources, Council on Environmental Quality
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Attachment to Bristol Bay leaders March 9, 2018 letter to the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers concerning the Pebble Permit Application and
NEPA Scoping Comment Period and Hearing Locations
This document provides our detailed justifications and recommendations to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps) related to its National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
scoping process for the proposed Pebble mine project (POA-2017-271), in particular regarding
our requests that the Corps (1) suspend its NEPA process until the Pebble Limited Partnership
(PLP) presents sufficient environmental baseline and economic data about its proposal so as to
reasonably inform the NEPA process; (2) when the time is right, utilize a robust NEPA scoping
public comment period of at least 120-days and public hearings with necessary translation
services throughout Bristol Bay as well as in the Kenai Peninsula, Anchorage, and the Pacific
Northwest; and (3) seek and promote full and broad-scope participation by federal and state
resource agencies and tribal government entities as cooperating agencies, and undergo
comprehensive formal consultation with appropriate entities, including relevant Alaska Native
Corporations.
I.

Request that the Corps Suspend the Permitting Process for the Proposed Pebble
Mine Project

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) defines scoping as an “early and open
process for determining the scope of issues to be addressed and for identifying the significant
issues related to a proposed action.”1 The scoping process provides an opportunity for people
potentially affected by the project to express their views and concerns and to contribute to the
completeness of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The Corps and CEQ regulations for NEPA in general and the scoping process in
particular counsel that the Corps obtain information related to a project’s baseline studies and
economic viability prior to undertaking the scoping process. Scoping “is the key to preparing a
concise EIS and clarifying the significant issues to be analyzed in depth,”2 and the Corps must
analyze project alternatives with respect to both environmental impact and economics.3
As an initial matter, it is our understanding that no new baseline documents or data were
submitted with PLP’s application to the Corps in December 2017. The only publicly available
baseline documents compiled by PLP, therefore, are now more than a decade old, with data
collected from 2004 to 2008.4 And those baseline studies failed to include newly proposed
project components such as the transportation corridor, Iliamna Lake, and the proposed port site.
The government and public’s ability to understand and consider this project are fundamentally
1

40 C.F.R. § 1501.7.
33 C.F.R. § 230.12. See also 40 C.F.R. § 1501.7(a)(2).
3
See 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a) (environmental impact), 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(2) (alternative practicability evaluated
based on, among other things, cost). “Inaccurate economic information may defeat the purpose of an EIS by
‘impairing the agency’s consideration of the adverse environmental effects’ and by ‘skewing the public’s
evaluation’ of the proposed agency action.” NRDC v. U.S. Forest Serv., 421 F.3d 797, 811 (9th Cir. 2005) (agency
misread market demand report before opening area to timber sales) (quoting Hughes River Watershed Conservancy
v. Glickman, 81 F.3d 437, 446-48 (4th Cir. 1996)). See also Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n v. Nat’l Marine Fisheries Serv.,
235 F.Supp.2d 1143, 1157 (D. Wash. 2002) (“An EIS that relies upon misleading economic information may violate
NEPA if the errors subvert NEPA’s purpose of providing decisionmakers and the public an accurate assessment
upon which to evaluate the proposed project.”).
4
The Pebble Environmental Baseline Documents (2004-2008) are available at https://pebbleresearch.com/.
2
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hindered by the lack of such data, and the Corps and CEQ regulations support a Corps decision
to wait until this information is available before undertaking the NEPA process. We note that for
other hardrock mine projects in Alaska, such as the Donlin Gold Project, applicants provide
detailed and current baseline data prior to the NEPA scoping process. Indeed, for the Donlin
Gold Project the applicant submitted a voluminous permit application containing baseline
information as well as a water resources management plan, an integrated waste management
plan, a monitoring plan, a waste rock management plan, and a natural gas pipeline plan of
development with its CWA permit application, all documents that were available to the public to
assess during the scoping comment period.5 To-date, no such voluminous permit application and
baseline information exists for the public to review for the proposed Pebble mine project.
With respect to project economics, the Corps utilizes Alternatives Screening Criteria to
determine what alternatives will be reviewed under both the reasonable range of alternatives
under NEPA and the alternatives review under the 404(b)(1) Guidelines of the CWA. It is
therefore imperative that the applicant, prior to the outset of any permit processing and NEPA
analysis, provide a feasibility assessment and underlying economic information that supports the
applicant’s assertions regarding the viability of the project. Without an economic feasibility
assessment and underlying economic data that supports the applicant’s assertions regarding the
viability of the project, the public is simply unable to meaningfully comment about the
appropriate scope of impacts or alternatives review.
Remarkably, PLP’s parent company itself admits that it has not assessed the economics
of its proposal, and asks the Corps to undertake, and the public to engage in, a permitting process
that may have no basis in economic reality:
Northern Dynasty completed a Preliminary Assessment on the Pebble
Project in February 2011 and, as noted above, since that time after
considering stakeholder feedback, the Pebble Partnership has submitted an
application for a CWA 404 permit for the Pebble Project on the basis of a
substantially smaller mine facility footprint and with other material
revisions …. As a result, the economic analysis included in the 2011
Preliminary Assessment is considered by Northern Dynasty to be out of
date such that it can no longer be relied upon. In light of the foregoing, the
Pebble Project is no longer an advanced property for the purposes of NI
43-101, as the potential economic viability of the Pebble Project is not
currently supported by a preliminary economic assessment, pre-feasibility
study or feasibility study. The EIS process currently underway by the
USACE will consider alternative scenarios with respect to a number of
aspects of the proposed project. Accordingly, the Company has not
completed a current comprehensive economic analysis of the Pebble
Project but anticipates that having a complete understanding of, and being
able to properly assess all of the proposed alternatives that the USACE
will be considering as part of the scoping process conducted during the
5

See, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Alaska District, Donlin Gold Project Environmental Impact Statement Final
Scoping Report, Aug. 2013, Appendix A at p. 99, available at
http://www.donlingoldeis.com/BackgroundDocuments.aspx. In addition, Donlin’s economic feasibility study, also
available to the public prior to NEPA scoping, utilized Donlin’s environmental baseline studies and data to inform
its economic assessment of the project. See, NovaGold Technical Report on Second Updated Feasibility Study (Nov.
18, 2011), available at http://www.novagold.com/_resources/projects/technical_report_donlin_gold.pdf.
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initial phase of the EIS will provide additional clarity with respect to the
project to be evaluated so that an economic analysis can be completed.6
PLP and its parent company thus ask the government bear the burden of crafting and
implementing a permitting process on a project that may not be economic, and further expects
the public to engage in good faith in such a farcical process. Such a process has a high chance of
being a colossal waste of government and public time and resources, all because the mining
company will not update its economic analysis.
Furthermore, project changes mid-permitting due to economic considerations will impact
and undermine the purpose and need statement, analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts, and any alternatives analyses developed to date. To be sure, projects reasonably can
evolve during a permitting process, but to start without any economic feasibility studies
conducted on the project proposal would undermine the public’s involvement and input during
the scoping process by not allowing for informed input on a real proposal and potential
alternatives to that real proposal.
The Corps should not begin scoping until PLP presents environmental baseline data and
information about its proposal’s economic feasibility to reasonably inform the NEPA process.
II.

Guidance from the Corps’ Past Project Scoping Examples

The Corps Alaska District is currently the lead NEPA permitting agency for three ongoing permitting processes – the Alaska Stand Alone Pipeline, the Nanashuk Project, and the
Donlin Gold Project. For these proposed projects, NEPA scoping comment periods ranged
between 75 and 106 days long with the Corps holding upwards of 16 public hearings during
scoping periods.7 Moreover, preceding scoping for these projects, the Corps invited numerous
tribal, local, state, and federal entities to participate fully as cooperating agencies on myriad
subject matters. Cooperating agency entities included U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM),
U.S. National Park Service (NPS), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS), U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration (PHMSA), the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) State
Pipeline Coordinator’s Office (SPCO), Alaska Department of Fish and Game (AKDF&G),
Alaska Department of Health and Human Services (AKHHS), and Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (AKDEC), North Slope Borough, the tribal government of Nuiqsut,
the Aniak/Kuskokwim Watershed Council, and the federally recognized Tribal governments of
Crooked Creek, Chauthbaluk, Knik, and Napaimute.8
6

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd., 2018 Technical Report on the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska, USA (effective
date Dec. 22, 2017), pp. 1-2 available at
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00003151 (date of filing Feb. 22,
2018), see also https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000149315218002671/ex99-1.htm.
7
In 2014, the Corps provided a 75-day public scoping period for the Alaska Stand Alone Pipeline supplemental EIS
and held 16 scoping hearings across the State. See U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Alaska District Alaska StandAlone Pipeline Project SEIS Public Scoping Report, Nov. 2014, at 12, http://www.asapeis.com/meetings.html. In
2016, the Corps provided a 103-day scoping comment period and held 4 hearings for the Nanashuk project EIS. —
an oil and gas project in the Colville River delta on the North Slope. See, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Alaska
District – Special Public Notice — Scoping Comment Period Extension, April 29, 2016,
http://www.nanushukeis.com/projects/nanushukeis/documents/2016_04_29_special_public_notice_extension.pdf.
8
See, Alaska Stand Alone Pipeline SEIS, http://www.asapeis.com/index.html and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Alaska District – Special Public Notice, Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement, Feb. 19,
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A particularly useful comparison (due to the fact that both are hardrock mines) is that of
the Donlin Gold Project, located in Kuskokwim drainage of southwest Alaska. In the years prior
to initiating the federal permitting process, the owner of the Donlin Gold Project released two
feasibility studies detailing the project’s economic viability.9 Then, in late 2012, the Corps
initiated the scoping stage for the Donlin Gold Project EIS. The Corps set out a 106-day scoping
period, running from December of 2012 through March of 2013.10 In addition to issuing the
public notice announcing its intent to prepare an EIS, the Corps prepared a project newsletter that
it sent to a mailing list of 1,000 stakeholders and 7,450 mailing addresses, including all mailbox
holders in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta communities.11 The newsletter explained the EIS
process, provided a summary of the proposed project and noted how to the public could
participate in developing the EIS. The Corps utilized several techniques to notify the public of
the proposed project EIS and public comment opportunities including advertisements in regional
newspapers, local radio advertisements, and notices sent by press release and mail.12 Public
scoping meetings were held in thirteen communities throughout the EIS analysis area plus
Anchorage during the scoping period.13 The scoping meetings also provided the public with the
opportunity to participate via teleconference.14 For villages where there was no scoping meeting,
the applicant provided travel support. Overall, representatives from 21 neighboring villages
attended scoping meetings in the host communities, for a total of 35 villages participating in
person.15
At the outset of the Donlin EIS, the Corps began informal consultation with agencies
regarding the permits that may be required to implement the proposed project. Those agencies
included: BLM, FWS, PHMSA, EPA, DNR, Alaska Department of Fish and Game (AKDF&G),
Alaska Department of Health and Human Services (AKHHS), and Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (AKDEC).16 Of these agencies, the BLM, FWS, PHMSA, and
DNR became cooperating agencies, with no participation limits.17 In addition to the
governmental agencies, the Aniak/Kuskokwim Watershed Council and the federally recognized
Tribal governments of Crooked Creek, Chauthbaluk, Knik and Napaimute served as cooperating
agencies and provided valuable technical expertise and input on a variety of topics to be
addressed in the draft EIS.18

2016, http://www.nanushukeis.com/projects/nanushukeis/documents/noi_to_prepare_eis.pdf and see Donlin Draft
EIS Executive Summary at ES-50, http://www.donlingoldeis.com/Documents/2%20Executive%20Summary.pdf.
9
See, NovaGold Technical Report on Second Updated Feasibility Study (Nov. 18, 2011), available at
http://www.novagold.com/_resources/projects/technical_report_donlin_gold.pdf (updating the February 2009 first
feasibility study).
10
Donlin Scoping Report at 5.
11
See Donlin Draft EIS Executive Summary at ES-50, available at
http://www.donlingoldeis.com/Documents/2%20Executive%20Summary.pdf.
12
Id.
13
Id.
14
Id.
15
Id.
16
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Alaska District, Donlin Gold Project Environmental Impact Statement Final
Scoping Report, Aug. 2013, at 6. In the Donlin Scoping Report, the Corps noted that “[c]ooperating agencies are
those that have jurisdiction by law or special expertise, including tribes who request cooperating agency status.” Id.
17
See Donlin Draft EIS Executive Summary at 1, available at
http://www.donlingoldeis.com/Documents/2%20Executive%20Summary.pdf.
18
Id.
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These examples all entail robust and model NEPA scoping processes for large projects in
Alaska – an early and open process for determining the scope of issues to be addressed and for
identifying the significant issues related to a proposed action. Given the risk and intense
controversy surrounding the proposed Pebble mine, in developing its methods of public
engagement for scoping on the proposed Pebble mine project, the Corps should look to these
examples as the minimum required for its Pebble permitting work.
III.

Requested Public Engagement in the NEPA and Clean Water Act 404
Permitting Scoping Process

Given the magnitude of potential impacts and significant controversy related to the
proposed Pebble mine, we collectively urge the Corps and its third-party contractor, AECOM, to
proceed with robust public engagement. NEPA mandates certain procedures, which ensures
informed agency decision-making and meaningful public participation.19
In order to ensure that there is meaningful public participation, the Corps should take
every step possible to provide scoping meetings throughout the Bristol Bay region. As was the
case in the Donlin scoping period, if meetings are not held in particular villages, the Corps and
the applicant should take all possible steps to ensure that those from non-host locations are able
to participate. Such steps should include providing travel support, as Barrick Gold did in the
Donlin NEPA scoping process.
Further, the Corps and AECOM should ensure that all scoping meetings include
translators and should provide translated copies of all written materials distributed at scoping
meetings. Executive Order 12898 requires agencies to “translate crucial public documents,
notices and hearings, relating to human health or the environment for limited English speaking
populations.”20 The Bureau of the Census recognizes the Dillingham Census Area, which
encompasses the entirety of the Bristol Bay region, as having more than 5 percent of voting-age
citizens belonging to single language minority (Alaska Native – Yup’ik) and are therefore
classified as having limited English proficiency (LEP).21 Moreover, it is imperative that the
Corps and AECOM provide information at the scoping meetings in a manner that is easily
understood by the public and devoid of acronyms and procedural/administrative terminology not
used by the general public. Likewise, we request that, like for the Donlin Gold Project scoping
process, the translator at public hearings make efforts to use specialized vocabulary that has been
established to help communicate about technical mining issues in Yup’ik.22
We are formally requesting the Corps hold public scoping meetings in, but not limited to,
the following list of Bristol Bay communities potentially impacted by the proposed Pebble mine:
x
x
x
x

Dillingham
Kokhanok
New Stuyahok
Koliganek

x
x
x
x

Igiugig
Togiak
Pilot Point or Point Heiden
Chignik, Chignik Lake, or Chignik Lagoon

19

Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 348–49 (1989); Oregon Nat. Desert Ass'n v. Zinke,
250 F. Supp. 3d 773, 774 (D. Or. 2017).
20
Executive Order No. 12898, 59 Fed. Reg. at 7630 (Feb. 16, 1994) (Section 5-5).
21
Voting Rights Act Amendments of 2006, Determinations Under Section 203, 76 Fed. Reg. 63,602 (Oct. 13, 2011).
22
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Alaska District, Donlin Gold Project Environmental Impact Statement Final
Scoping Report, Aug. 2013, at 8.
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x
x
x
x
x

Iliamna
Newhalen
Nondalton
Naknek
King Salmon

x
x
x
x
x
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Ekwok
Manokotak
Egegik
Levelock
Pedro Bay

In addition to holding scoping meetings throughout the Bristol Bay region, 23 the Corps
should ensure that scoping meetings are held where stakeholders, like commercial fisherman,
sport fisherman, and businesses that rely upon Bristol Bay salmon or other resources potentially
impacted by the proposed mine, including its transportation corridor, are located. Such scoping
meetings should include meetings in the Pacific Northwest, Anchorage and throughout the Kenai
Peninsula.
Finally, to ensure that there is meaningful public participation, which will serve the
NEPA purpose of informing the decision-makers, the Corps should provide no less than 120
days for submission of scoping comments. Such a scoping period would be similar to the Donlin
scoping period, which, again, provides the minimum standard that the Corps should follow. This
is a reasonable request given the nature and concerns regarding the proposed mine. Moreover,
Bristol Bay residents are busy throughout the year with subsistence and commercial fishing
seasons, the lead-up preparatory work necessary to have successful subsistence and commercial
seasons, and other economic and personal pursuits. A lengthy comment period is necessary to
provide Bay residents a reasonable opportunity to participate in the process.
IV.

The Corps Should Include Agencies With Special Expertise and Interested
Tribal Governments as Cooperating Agencies.

NEPA mandates that Federal agencies responsible for preparing NEPA analyses and
documentation do so in cooperation with other governmental agencies.24 The Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations specify that a lead agency consider establishing
cooperating agency status to Tribes and State or local agencies which have jurisdiction by law or
special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved in a proposal for legislation
or other federal action.25 To have jurisdiction by law, agencies must have “authority to approve,
veto, or finance all or part of a proposal.”26 An agency is considered to have special expertise
when it has a related “statutory responsibility, agency mission, or . . . program experience.”27
CEQ has long recognized the important role that cooperating agencies play in the
decision making process. After addressing these relationships in the CEQ Regulations and in the
guidance for implementing them,28 CEQ provided further clarification on the roles and
responsibilities of lead and cooperating agencies in the “Forty Most Asked Questions

23

In addition to the proposed community meetings, we fully expect the Corps will honor the government-togovernment consultation requests submitted by the region’s federally recognized Tribes, and will schedule such
consultations during or before the proposed scoping period.
24
42 U.S.C. §§ 4331(a), 4332(2).
25
40 C.F.R. §§ 1501.6, 1508.5.
26
40 C.F.R. § 1508.15.
27
40 C.F.R. § 1508.26.
28
See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1500-1508; Council on Environmental Quality, “Agency Implementing Procedures Under
CEQ’s NEPA Regulations,” January 19, 1979.
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Concerning CEQ’s NEPA Regulations.”29 Subsequently, the importance of designating nonFederal agencies as cooperating agencies was emphasized in CEQ Memoranda to Federal
Departments and Agencies in 1999 and 2002.30 These memoranda urge agencies to more actively
solicit the participation of potential cooperating agencies in conducting NEPA reviews.31
In 2016, CEQ identified several benefits of cooperating agency participation, including:
“disclosure of relevant information early in the analytical process; receipt of technical expertise
and staff support; avoidance of duplicative reviews by Tribal, State, and local entities; and
establishment of a mechanism for addressing inter- and intra-governmental issues and enhancing
inter- and intra-agency and governmental trust.”32
The importance of including agencies and tribal governments with special expertise in
developing NEPA documents and analyzing a project’s impacts cannot be understated. Agencies
and Tribes have special expertise regarding impacts to natural resources including fisheries,
wildlife, wetlands, water, air, as well as socio- and environmental impacts to potentially affected
communities. This expertise should be welcomed in the NEPA process, not excluded. Thus, we
request the Corps extend cooperating agency invitations to interested tribal governments, as well
as local, state, and federal agencies with special expertise and involve cooperating agencies on
the full scope of the proposed Pebble mine project.

29

Council on Environmental Quality, “Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s NEPA Regulations,” March
16, 1981.
30
Council on Environmental Quality, “Designation of Non-Federal Agencies to be Cooperating Agencies in
Implementing the Procedural Requirements of NEPA,” July 28, 1999 and Council on Environmental Quality,
“Cooperating Agencies in Implementing the Procedural Requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act,”
January 30, 2002.
31
Council on Environmental Quality, “Reporting Cooperating Agencies in Implementing the Procedural
Requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act,” December 23, 2004.
32
Council on Environmental Quality, Memorandum for Heads of Federal Departments and Agencies Re: Fourth
Report on Cooperating Agencies in Implementing the Procedural Requirements of the National Environmental
Policy Act, Oct. 4, 2016, at 2, available at
https://ceq.doe.gov/docs/ceq-reports/Final-Cooperating-Agency-Report-Oct2016.pdf.
Enclosure to letter to Shane McCoy, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Re: Proposed Pebble Mine (POA-2017-271)
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June 5, 2018
Shane McCoy
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – Alaska District
Anchorage Field Office, Regulatory Division (1145) CEPOA-RD
1600 A Street, Suite 110
Anchorage, AK 99501-5146
Shane.M.Mccoy@usace.army.mil
Re:

Project Updates for the Proposed Pebble Mine Project (POA-2017-271)

Dear Mr. McCoy:
As the Bristol Bay region prepares for another incredible fishing season, we write to
renew our previous request that the Army Corps of Engineers (“the Corps”) take action to
address serious deficiencies in the permitting process surrounding the proposed Pebble Mine.
Specifically, we request the Corps: (1) require the Pebble Limited Partnership (“PLP”) submit a
new project description and revised permit application with the necessary supporting
documentation and data;1 (2) conduct a new completeness determination;2 (3) issue a
supplemental, revised, or corrected public notice of the revised permit application;3 and (4) once
those three legal requirements have been met, re-start the NEPA scoping process4 with a new 90day public comment period and public hearings. The insufficiency of PLP’s current permit
application and PLP’s financial uncertainty underscore the importance of granting our request.
There are several reasons behind this request. First, PLP recently submitted to you what it
calls “Technical Note on Updates.”5 This document substantially revises the Pebble project
design without much detail, proposes significant operational modifications, and includes a 25%
increase in the quantity of material to be mined. These changes—five months after PLP’s
1

33 C.F.R. § 325.1(d) (“The application must include a complete description of the proposed activity…”).
Id.
3
33 C.F.R. § 325.2(a)(2) (“The district engineer will issue a supplemental, revised, or corrected public notice if in
his view there is a change in the application data that would affect the public’s review of the proposal.”).
4
The NEPA scoping process “is the key to preparing a concise EIS and clarifying the significant issues to be
analyzed in depth.”). 33 C.F.R. § 230.12. See also 40 C.F.R. § 1501.7.
5
See https://pebbleprojecteis.com/ (“Monday, May 21, 2018 – Updates to Project Information Available”).
2
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submission of its initial permit application and squarely in the middle of the on-going NEPA
scoping process—substantiate the concerns our organizations raised in our March 9, 2018 letter
to you. At the time, we opined that PLP’s permit application was missing a substantial amount of
pertinent information and asked the Corps not to initiate the NEPA process until PLP provided
more information about the project. Additional time has proven these earlier concerns accurate.
The substantive project changes described by PLP include the following:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Total mined material increases from 1.2 billion tons to 1.5 billion tons (an
increase of 25%);
Tailings tonnages increase. For the pyritic tailings storage cell, the increase is
from 135 million tons to 150 million tons. For the bulk tailings storage cell,
the increase is from 950 million tons to 1,150 million tons;
Pit dimensions increase and the pit outline changes in an unspecified manner;
The location of the open pit water management pond moves to the south;
The location of the lined pyritic TSF moves from the North Fork Koktuli
West site to an unspecified North Fork Koktuli East site location;
The powerplant capacity increases from 230MW to 270MW;
Annual concentrate production increases cause a ~10% increase in road and
marine traffic; and
LNG pipeline size increases from 10-inch diameter to 12-inch diameter.

These are significant project changes. That PLP has described them in a sparse 5-page
memo, without a single diagram or sketch, without specifications or locations for several of the
proposed changes, and without any of the baseline studies and detailed descriptions required by
the Corps’ own regulations only exacerbates our concerns. The Corps has already sent to PLP
more than 30 “requests for information,” to which PLP, to date, has not fully responded.6
Indeed, the responses PLP provided the Corps are themselves incomplete and/or explicitly state
that significant additional field-work must be done to comply with the information requests.
These responses further underscore the insufficiency of PLP’s permit application and the
significance of PLP’s current financial stress. This is not a project that is ready for a NEPA
analysis and review.
A second development warranting the demand for a new project description and
supporting documentation (and ultimately a new scoping period) is that First Quantum Minerals,
Ltd., the company that previously agreed to finance PLP’s permitting effort, exited its agreement
with PLP. This means PLP currently only has the financial resources to pay for permitting in the
short-term. The Corps and the public have an interest in not commencing a permitting process
when a project proponent lacks the resources to see it through to completion. There is no point to
moving forward faced with such fundamental financial uncertainty.
In short, the current scoping process is too quickly approaching its conclusion and should
be suspended, extended, or restarted. PLP’s current project description includes important
components that are not well-defined and are still changing on behalf of a project proponent that
may not have the financial resources to make it through permitting—let alone actually construct
6

See, https://pebbleprojecteis.com/documents/library. The Corps has posted 13 RFIs where PLP has provided responses
to the agency. However, PLP’s 13 responses themselves are not complete. For many of the responses, PLP notes that a
complete response is months away, pending future field and geotechnical studies. “The applicant will be given a
reasonable time, not to exceed 30 days, to respond to requests of the district engineer.” 33 C.F.R. § 325.2(d)(5).
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any project that is ultimately approved. There is no way for the Corps or the public to engage in
an adequate scoping process under these circumstances. The Corps should demand that PLP
produce a new and more complete permit application with an updated project description and
demonstrate its financial ability to pay for the permitting process. Following these submissions,
the Corps should engage in a new completeness determination, and, if the application is deemed
complete, initiate a new scoping comment period and hold additional public scoping meetings. If
PLP fails to submit a new or amended permit application and provide missing baseline and
technical information to the Corps in a timely manner, the Corps should put the application and
NEPA process on hold.
Our organizations have spent significant time and resources analyzing the current permit
application and attending public hearings in the region. PLP’s project revisions mid-NEPA
scoping undermines the public process dictated by NEPA.
Pebble is among the most controversial projects ever proposed in Alaska. It deserves a
well-informed and thorough scoping process that allows the public to understand “the significant
issues to be analyzed in depth”7 and identify “the significant issues related to a proposed
action.”8 This does not exist at this time. It is incumbent on the Corps to make changes in this
process so that it exists going forward.
Thank you for your consideration and please provide a prompt response to this request.

_____________________________________
Jason Metrokin
President/CEO, Bristol Bay Native Corporation
111 West 16th Avenue, Suite 400
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 278-3602

__________________________________
Norm Van Vactor
President/CEO, Bristol Bay Economic Dev’t Corp.
PO Box 1464
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
Phone: (907) 842-4370

____________________________________
Robert Heyano
President, United Tribes of Bristol Bay
P.O. Box 1252
Dillingham, AK 99576
Phone: (907) 842-1687

Ralph Andersen
President & CEO, Bristol Bay Native Association
P.O. Box 310
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
Phone: (907) 842-5257

_____________________________________
Myrtice Evalt
Interim Executive Director, Nunamta Aulukestai
PO Box 735
Dillingham, AK 99576
Phone: (907) 842-4404
7
8

33 C.F.R. § 230.12.
40 C.F.R. § 1501.7.
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Cc:
Honorable Bill Walker, Governor of Alaska
Honorable Byron Mallott, Lt. Governor of Alaska
Honorable Lisa Murkowski, U.S. Senate
Honorable Dan Sullivan, U.S. Senate
Honorable Don Young, U.S. House of Representatives
Honorable Maria Cantwell, U.S. Senate
Honorable Pete Kelly, Alaska State Senate President
Honorable Bryce Edgmon, Alaska Speaker of the House
Scott Pruitt, EPA Administrator
Chris Hladick, EPA Region 10 Administrator
Lee Forsgren, EPA Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Water
Todd T. Semonite, U.S. Army Corps of Engr’s, Commanding General & Chief of Engr’s Lt. General
Michael Brooks, U.S. Army Corps of Engr’s Alaska District Commander Col.
Andy Mack, Commissioner, Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Larry Hartig, Commissioner, Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Sam Cotten, Commissioner, Alaska Department of Fish & Game
Chris Prandoni, Associate Director for Natural Resources, Council on Environmental Quality
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June 29, 2018
Submitted via E-mail and Web-Portal to:
Shane McCoy
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
Program Manager, Regulatory Division
P.O. Box 6898
Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska 99506-0898
Shane.M.Mccoy@usace.army.mil
poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil
Re:

Bristol Bay Native Corporation Comments on NEPA Scoping for the Proposed
Pebble Mine Project (POA-2017-271)

Dear Mr. McCoy:
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) submits the attached as National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) scoping comments for the proposed Pebble mine project. The people of
Bristol Bay are getting ready for busy subsistence, commercial, and sport fisheries and an
influx of visitors awed by the bounty of life in the region – all made possible by our strong
and sustainable salmon runs. This frenzy of activity adds weight to our comments, which
identify serious deficiencies in the permit application currently before the Army Corps of
Engineers (the Corps), express concern with the process undertaken by the Corps, and
provide specific comments on topics that must be considered in a draft Environmental
Impact Statement.
Pebble is among the most controversial projects ever proposed in Alaska. It deserves a wellinformed and thorough scoping process that allows the public to understand “the significant
issues to be analyzed in depth” and identify “the significant issues related to a proposed
action.” The Corps has provided the public with an abbreviated process on a project that was
not prepared to enter into permitting. As we expressed to the Corps in our letters dated
March 9 and June 5, many deficiencies in the permit application and project description have
undermined this process and indeed caused the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) to submit a
substantially revised project design mid-scoping and after the close of public hearings.
Moreover, the company that previously agreed to finance PLP’s permitting effort has
recently exited its framework agreement with PLP. This means PLP currently only appears to
have financial resources sufficient to pay for permitting in the short-term. The project
description includes important components that are not well-defined and still evolving. And
this is all being driven by a project proponent that may not have the financial resources to
make it through permitting—let alone actually construct any project. There is no way for the
Corps or the public to engage in an adequate scoping process under these circumstances.
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PLP entered the NEPA permitting process with serious deficiencies in its permit application.
For example, PLP’s permit application is lacking sufficient and recent environmental
baseline data for many project components, adequate wetlands delineation, an economic
feasibility report, and a compensatory mitigation plan. The Corps itself has acknowledged
voluminous data gaps through its more than three dozen Requests for Information (RFIs)
which it sent to PLP. PLP has either failed to respond or provided only limited responses to
these RFIs.
The insufficiency of PLP’s current permit application, combined with the significant project
modifications mid-scoping and lack of adequate response to RFIs, warrant a suspension of
the permitting process until a more complete permit application has been submitted to the
Corps. If and when that happens, the Corps should re-start scoping. In the meantime, we
urge you to closely coordinate with EPA throughout permitting, as our request that EPA take
action pursuant to their Clean Water Act authority to protect our waters and fishery remains
relevant.
Once again, Bristol Bay’s commercial salmon fishery opened powerfully, with early season
returns in the Nushagak District including at least one day so far with a sockeye salmon catch
of over one million fish. This 130-year-old commercial fishery supports 14,000 American
jobs in Bristol Bay and generates $500 million in direct income annually. Nationally, the
region’s commercial fisheries supports 20,000 American jobs, and generates over $1.5
billion in annual economic activity. Bristol Bay is also a bucket list destination for hunters
and anglers, whose hunting and fishing trips support an additional 850 jobs and add $60
million annually to the region’s economy. Simply stated, the people and communities of
Bristol Bay economically and culturally depend on the region’s fisheries and will not risk
those resources to a large-scale mining project proposed by foreign interests. PLP has had
more than ample opportunity to gain social license for its plans, and yet, at its most
fundamental, its mining plans remain unacceptable. The proposed Pebble mine project poses
fundamental and unacceptable risks to the salmon fisheries of the region and the economic
and subsistence benefits those fisheries provide.
Sincerely yours,
_________________
Daniel Cheyette
Vice President, Lands and Natural Resources
Enclosures:

Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation on the National Environmental
Policy Act Scoping process for the proposed Pebble mine project
Appendices A-C
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Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation
on the National Environmental Policy Act
Scoping Process for the
Proposed Pebble Mine Project (POA-2017-271)

Submitted to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
June 29, 2018

Prepared by Daniel Cheyette, BBNC, and
Peter Van Tuyn and Karen Schmidt, Bessenyey & Van Tuyn, LLC
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Bristol Bay is home to a 130-year-old commercial fishery that supports 14,000 American
jobs in Bristol Bay and generates $500 million in direct income annually. Nationally, the
region’s commercial fisheries support 20,000 American jobs, and generates over $1.5 billion
in annual economic activity. Bristol Bay is also a bucket list destination for hunters and
anglers, whose hunting and fishing trips support an additional 850 jobs and add $60 million
annually to the region’s economy. The people and communities of Bristol Bay economically
and culturally depend on, and thus prioritize the stewardship of, Bristol Bay’s salmon
resource. The proposed Pebble mine project poses fundamental risks to that salmon
resource. BBNC thus opposes the proposed mine.
After receiving requests for protective action from BBNC and others from the region,
including tribes, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducted a comprehensive
science and public participation process so that it could determine whether the regions’
concerns were justified. EPA’s work bore out those concerns; the mining of the massive
Pebble ore deposit poses a great risk of unacceptable adverse impacts to the Bristol Bay
salmon resource. EPA then initiated action pursuant to its Clean Water Act (CWA) authority
to prevent those impacts, though to date it has not finalized that action.
So that the Corps can best understand the issues that BBNC, tribal, and other leaders from
the region, as well as the EPA, have with the mining of the Pebble ore deposit and to inform
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and CWA review process, these comments
set out in detail the history of Bristol Bay and iterations of the proposed Pebble mine over the
years. We provide detailed comments outlining the many aspects of the proposed project
that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps) and its cooperating and co-lead agencies
must address in the NEPA and CWA review process. We also address the many information
and data deficiencies in Pebble’s permit application in the face of which the Corps cannot
proceed given its own legal obligations.
II.

INTERESTS OF BRISTOL BAY NATIVE CORPORATION

BBNC is an Alaska Native Regional Corporation created by Congress in 1971 to manage the
lands and resources under their ownership and to represent the economic, social, and cultural
interests of Alaska Native people from the Bristol Bay region.1 Since its inception, BBNC
has taken seriously its responsibilities to protect the assets entrusted to its care and the
interests of its approximately 10,300 shareholders.2 BBNC is also the largest private
landowner in the Bristol Bay region, and its holdings include significant property in the
vicinity of the Pebble deposit.3

1

See 43 U.S.C. § 1606.
See BBNC Website, http://www.bbnc.net/.
3
See id. http://www.bbnc.net/our-corporation/land/maps/.
2
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BBNC’s mission is “Enriching our Native way of life.”4 In fulfilling its mission, BBNC
adheres to three core principles: (1) protect the best interests of shareholders; (2) maintain or
grow total annual dividends; and (3) celebrate and preserve Alaska Native culture and the
connection with the land and waters that support the subsistence way of life.5 To further its
mission, BBNC’s Board of Directors has approved multiple resolutions that evidence the
corporation’s land management philosophy. These include: the “Resource Protection
Policy” describing the cultural and economic importance of Bristol Bay’s sockeye salmon
runs and providing notice of BBNC’s opposition to the Pebble mine;6 a resolution “In
Support of Responsible Resource Development” specifying that BBNC’s policy of resource
development in the region “is sensitive to fiscal, environmental, and social sustainability
concerns including the protection of subsistence culture, practices, clean water, and healthy
fish;”7 and a “Fish First Priority” resolution acknowledging that “sustainable fisheries
continue to be the cultural, subsistence and economic cornerstones of the Bristol Bay
region,” and affirming that BBNC’s input on land management decisions in the Bristol Bay
region on lands not owned by BBNC will be “guided by a priority protection for fish and fish
habitat.”8
BBNC is thus committed to responsible land and resource management as well as protection
of Alaska Native culture, the subsistence way of life, and the region’s sustainable
commercial and sport fishing industries, all of which depend on the region’s pristine waters
and healthy salmon populations.9
BBNC’s commitment to responsible development is also fueled by the will of its
shareholders. For BBNC shareholders, protecting Bristol Bay’s water and salmon resources
is of fundamental importance to their social, cultural, and economic interests. BBNC’s
shareholders recognize that the salmon resource cannot be put at risk or sacrificed in order to
facilitate the extraction of minerals or other resources, as it simply is too important to the
people, culture, and economy of the Bristol Bay region.
III.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A.

ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC VALUE OF BRISTOL BAY

The Bristol Bay region is vast, containing approximately 40 million acres of land,10 and it
contains myriad mountains, rivers, lakes, and wetlands.11 Much of the region lies within the
4

See id., http://www.bbnc.net/our-corporation/about/values-goals/.
See id.
6
BBNC Resolution 09-41, “Resource Protection Policy” (Dec. 11, 2009).
7
BBNC Resolution 11-28, “In Support of Responsible Resource Development” (Dec. 7, 2011).
8
BBNC Resolution 13-11, “Fish First Policy” (May 17, 2013).
9
See BBNC, Values & Goals, available at http://www.bbnc.net/our-corporation/about/values-goals/.
10
See BBNC, http://www.bbnc.net/our-corporation/land/maps/.
11
See id.
5
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Bristol Bay watershed—a unique sprawling, permeable, and porous network of creeks and
streams that produce large numbers of salmon.12 The waters of Bristol Bay contain locallyadapted and genetically distinct populations of salmon that help to ensure the long-term
health and stability of salmon stocks across the watershed.13 Year after year, for generations
upon generations, tens of millions of salmon reliably return to Bristol Bay.14
The Alaska Native people of Bristol Bay come from three different cultural traditions—
Aleut, Eskimo, and Athabascan. Salmon are a revered renewable resource that has been
harvested sustainably in the region for millennia, and salmon harvesting is central to the
cultural traditions of these diverse Alaska Native peoples. Indeed, subsistence activities play
a major role in defining Alaska Native families and communities through the passing on of
knowledge and traditions from one generation to the next and the reinforcement of Native
values, such as generosity, respect for elders, self-esteem, and cultural respect.15
Bristol Bay communities are also geographically isolated from the rest of the Alaska and, in
most cases, from one another.16 These communities are self-reliant, operating without the
benefit of interconnected road and utility systems, and subsistence use of wild resources is
the most consistent and reliable component of the local economy.17 As a consequence,
studies have shown that the vast majority of households in the region rely on subsistence
fishing, hunting, and gathering for a large percentage of their food.18 Given the extremely
12

See Pebble Science, Moran R., Water-Related Impacts at the Pebble mine (2007), available at
http://www.pebblescience.org/Pebble-Mine/water-impact.html (“The extensive glacial gravel deposits are
highly permeable; a characteristic that contributes to salmon productivity but also provides pathways for
water and potentially for mine wastes to move between surface and groundwater and between river
basins.”).
13
EPA, Proposed Determination of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10 Pursuant to
Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act—Pebble Deposit Area, Southwest Alaska, (July 2014), at 3-49 to
3-52, available at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201407/documents/pebble_pd_071714_final.pdf [hereafter “Proposed Determination” or “PD”]. See also
Schindler, Daniel E., et al., Population Diversity and the Portfolio Effect in an Exploited Species, 465
NATURE 609 (June 3, 2010), available at
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v465/n7298/full/nature09060.html.
14
See id.
15
See Fall, James A., et al., An Overview of the Subsistence Fisheries of the Bristol Bay Management
Area, at 2-3, ADF&G Special Public. No. BOF 2009-07 (Nov. 2009), available at
www.adfg.alaska.gov/specialpubs/SP2_SP2009-007.pdf.
16
See id.; Duffield et al., Revised Final Report, Economics of Wild Salmon Watersheds: Bristol Bay,
Alaska, at 23 (Feb. 2007) (prepared by University of Montana and Bioeconomics, Inc. for Trout
Unlimited-Alaska), available at
http://www.bber.umt.edu/pubs/survey/Economics%20of%20Wild%20Salmon%20Ecosystems%20in%20
Bristol%20Bay_2007.pdf.
17
See Fall, supra note 155, at 2.
18
Between 1975 and 2007, subsistence salmon harvests have averaged about 152,000 fish per year. See
id., at 5; Callaway, Don, A Statistical Description of the Affected Environment as it Pertains to the
Possible Development of the Pebble mine—17 Communities in Bristol Bay at 17 (2012) (a study funded
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high cost of groceries in rural Alaska, replacing the salmon harvest with store-bought meat
would cost approximately $7,500 for the average Alaska Native family, representing nearly
20% of the average Alaska Native household income.19 Commercial fishing is also the major
economic engine for Bristol Bay and other Alaskan coastal communities.20 Any damage to
salmon resources in Bristol Bay would lead to poorer nutrition, as well as economic, social,
and cultural hardship.21
The importance of Bristol Bay’s extraordinary salmon resource extends far beyond local
communities as well. Bristol Bay is a sought-after destination for sport anglers around the
world, who are drawn to the Kvichak River, Nushagak River, Upper Talarik Creek and other
legendary Bristol Bay waterways by the world’s largest sockeye salmon run and
extraordinarily large and powerful rainbow trout.22 The waters of Bristol Bay support the
most valuable commercial sockeye salmon fishery in the world, supplying nearly half of the
world’s wild sockeye salmon catch.23 Salmon is also by far the most valuable commercial
fish managed by the State of Alaska, and Bristol Bay is Alaska’s richest commercial
fishery.24
Bristol Bay’s commercial salmon fishery provides enormous economic benefits to both the
Alaskan and national economies.25 Nearly one-third of all of Alaska’s salmon harvest
earnings come from the Bristol Bay region26 and the seafood industry contributes $5.8 billion
to the Alaska economy and 78,500 jobs.27 The 2017 sockeye salmon catch in Bristol Bay
had a direct harvest value of $214.6 million and—owing to Bristol Bay processing and
by Bristol Bay Native Corporation).
19
Id. at 27-28.
20
See Alaska Commercial Fisheries Entry Comm’n, 2012 Annual Report, at 1 (2013), available at
http://www.cfec.state.ak.us/mnu_Annual_Reports.htm.
21
See Knapp, Gunnar, et al., Institute of Social and Econ. Research, Univ. of Alaska Anchorage, The
Economic Importance of the Bristol Bay Salmon Industry (April 2013), available at
http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Publications/2013_04TheEconomicImportanceOfTheBristolBaySalmonIndustry.pdf [hereafter ISER Report].
22
See Save Bristol Bay, Trout Unlimited Website, http://www.tu.org/tu-projects/save-bristol-bay.
23
See ISER Report, Executive Summary at 1. See also Dan, Tyler H., et al., Genetic Stock Composition
of the Commercial Harvest of Sockeye Salmon in Bristol Bay, Alaska, 2009, at 1, ADF&G Fishery Data
Series No. 11-21 (July 2011), available at http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/FedAidpdfs/FDS11-21.pdf.
24
See ADF&G, Commercial Fisheries: Information by Fishery, available at
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fishingCommercialByFishery.main.
25
See ISER Report.
26
See Woodby, D., et al. Commercial Fisheries of Alaska, ADF&G Special Public. No. 05-09 (June
2005), available at https://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/sslmc/may-06/adfg/05-adfgreport.pdf.
27
See Alaska Dept. Fish & Game (ADF&G), Commercial Fisheries, available at
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fishingCommercial.main. See Alaska Commercial Fisheries
Entry Comm’n, 2012 Annual Report, at 1 (2013), available at
http://www.cfec.state.ak.us/mnu_Annual_Reports.htm.
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sustainable management—was almost double the 20-year average of $108.9 million.28 On an
average year, the secondary wholesale value increases to more than $503 million when
additional shipping, secondary processing, and distribution expenditures are added to the
estimate.29
The nationwide benefits of the Bristol Bay commercial fishery are also compelling. The
nearly 14,000 seasonal fishing and processing jobs created by the Bristol Bay salmon fishery
give rise to an additional 5,852 year-round jobs for United States residents, which generate
an estimated $411.7 million in earnings for these workers.30 On an average year, Bristol Bay
salmon fisheries thus create a total economic output value of $1.5 billion.31
Salmon are the basis for so much of Bristol Bay’s community strength. By example, in
February of 2011, after nearly two years of engaging community members in 27
communities, the people of Bristol Bay drafted the “Bristol Bay Vision Statement.”32 The
statement reflects the community’s shared values, opinions, and concerns of the residents,
and shows that people in the community strongly agree on their values and goals for the
future, such as:33
x The foundation of the Bristol Bay Region is committed families, connected to our land
and waters.
x We believe future generations can live healthy and productive lives here. Across our
region, we share common values of community, culture, and subsistence.
x We assert the importance of local voices in managing our natural resources to continue
our way of life.
x We welcome sustainable economic development that advances the values of Bristol Bay
people. Our future includes diverse economic opportunities in businesses and industries
based largely on renewable resources. Large development based on renewable and
nonrenewable resources must not threaten our land, our waters, or our way of life.
x We are unified to secure a prosperous future.
B.

EPA WATERSHED ASSESSMENT AND PENDING 404(C) ACTION

The loss of salmon-supporting waters from the proposed Pebble mine would be devastating
and unprecedented in Alaska. In 2010, BBNC along with Alaska Native Tribes and others,
called upon EPA to exercise its authority under CWA Section 404(c) to protect Bristol Bay
28

See ADF&G, 2017 Bristol Bay Salmon Season Summary (Sept. 14, 2017),
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/static-f/applications/dcfnewsrelease/865497019.pdf.
29
See ISER Report, Main Report at 34.
30
See id at 21
31
ISER Report, Executive Summary at 2.
32
http://www.bristolbayvision.org/
33
http://www.bristolbayvision.org/wp-content/uploads/Vision-Statement-final-with-Notes.pdf
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salmon resources.34 In response, EPA took a conservative yet reasonable approach to
establishing aquatic resource loss limits, an approach that is well within its discretion and
that achieves the need for protection of valuable fisheries resources. Appendix A to this
comment letter describes in detail EPA’s Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment findings,
lengthy administrative record, and the well-founded proposed 404(c) restrictions. The vast
administrative record for the EPA Watershed Assessment and Proposed Determination
represents the best available science regarding Bristol Bay and the threats posed from mining
the Pebble deposit.
EPA responded to the region’s 404(c) petitions by conducting extensive public outreach and
by performing a watershed assessment to gather information and study the potential risks
associated with large-scale mining in Bristol Bay. In January 2014, following three years of
study that included dozens of meetings with stakeholders in the region, extensive scientific
analysis, multiple rounds of public hearings, several draft documents, and two rounds of peer
review, and 1.1 million public comments, the vast majority of which echoed the early
petitioners’ call for action (including a remarkable 98% from the Bristol Bay region during
one comment period), EPA finalized its Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment (BBWA).35
Thereafter, in February 2014 EPA Region 10 at long last took a first step toward protecting
the Bristol Bay salmon resources for future generations by proposing an “unacceptable
adverse effects” determination36 and then later in July 2014 took a second step toward
protecting Bristol Bay by issuing a Proposed Determination on restrictions on discharges of
wastes from mining the Pebble deposit.37
In its 404(c) Proposed Determination for mining the Pebble deposit, EPA Region 10 put
forward a set of restrictions based on the unacceptable adverse impacts that would be
expected from the “construction and routine operation of a 0.25 stage mine at the Pebble
deposit.”38 EPA Region 10 proposed reasonable upper limits for aquatic resource losses
resulting from the discharge of dredged or fill material from mining the Pebble deposit.
These upper limits, imposed on discharges individually or collectively, include any of the
following:
34

Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010). EPA has
also received “over 850,000 requests from citizens, Tribes, Alaska Native corporations, commercial and
sport fisherman, jewelry companies, seafood processors, restaurant owners, chefs, conservation
organizations, members of the faith community, sport recreation business owners, elected officials and
others asking EPA to take action to protect Bristol Bay.” See
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
35
See EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska
(2014), available at http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=253500#Download
[hereafter “Bristol Bay Assessment” or “BBWA”].
36
Letter from Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 Regional Administrator, to Tom Collier, PLP CEO, Joe
Balash, Commissioner, ADNR, and Col. Christopher D. Lestochi, Commander, USACE Alaska Dist.
(Feb. 28, 2014).
37
PD at 5-1.
38
PD at ES-6, 5-1.
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x 5 or more linear miles of streams with documented anadromous fish occurrence;
x 19 or more linear miles of stream tributaries where anadromous fish occurrence is not
currently documented, but that are tributaries to streams with documented
anadromous fish occurrence;
x 1,100 or more acres of wetlands, lakes, or ponds contiguous with either streams with
documented anadromous fish occurrence or tributaries of those streams; and
x Greater than 20% of daily flow in 9 or more linear miles of streams with documented
anadromous fish occurrence.39
EPA Region 10 had a solid foundation for its proposed “unacceptable adverse effects”
determination under its CWA authority. As described in the BBWA, a large-scale mine at
the Pebble deposit would destroy large tracts of vital salmon habitat because of the inherent
geographic nexus between the ore deposit and important salmon streams. Moreover, mining
at the Pebble deposit, like other metallic sulfide mining, would generate enormous quantities
of tailings and waste material containing copper and other toxic metals. These materials
could potentially escape into the surrounding environment during routine operations as well
as through future mishaps and failures, destroying and degrading many miles of salmon
streams and thousands of acres of interconnected wetlands, ponds, and lakes.40
Support continues to grow for EPA’s Proposed Determination and for final 404(c) action.
As EPA heard during public hearings in the Bristol Bay region in October 2017, the people
of the region overwhelmingly requested that EPA keep its proposed restrictions in place.
EPA heard strong testimony about the cultural and economic uncertainty the people in the
region are facing from the proposed Pebble mine. Of the 120 people who testified in the two
public hearings in Dillingham and Iliamna, more than 85% supported keeping the Proposed
Determination in place. The agency also received more than one million written public
comments in fall 2017, more than 99.9% of which supported keeping the agency’s Proposed
Determination in place.
On January 26, 2018, EPA Administrator Pruitt announced that, after hearing directly from
stakeholders and the people of Alaska, the agency would keep the Proposed Determination in
place. In announcing his decision, the Administrator noted that “it is my judgment at this
time that any mining projects in the region likely pose a risk to the abundant natural
resources that exist there. Until we know the full extent of that risk, those natural resources
and world-class fisheries deserve the utmost protection.”41 EPA’s decision to invoke its
404(c) authority and its findings in the Proposed Determination are supported by a vast
record and the best available science, as is its decision to keep the Proposed Determination in
place.

39

PD at ES-6, 5-1.
See BBWA, at Chapter 8.
41
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-administrator-scott-pruitt-suspends-withdrawal-proposeddetermination-bristol-bay
40
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Notably, nothing in PLP’s most recent mine plans has done anything to quell the existing
apprehension throughout the Bristol Bay region. To the contrary, the people of Bristol Bay
are even more fearful that the Corps will allow PLP to segment its operations and thereby
mask the full extent of impact. PLP is currently proposing to mine only 1.5 billion of the full
11.0 billion metric ton deposit. And EPA found that even a mine proposal one-sixth the size
of the 1.5 billon ton mine currently proposed by PLP42 would eliminate or dewater at least
4.7 miles (7.6 km) of streams with documented occurrence of coho and Chinook salmon.43
According to EPA, this level of “large impact on anadromous fish streams is unprecedented
in the context of the CWA Section 404 regulatory program in Alaska.”44 In addition, experts
who examined the deposit concluded that some of the mine waste would require treatment in
perpetuity,45 with PLP consultants acknowledging that the timeframe for “concern” for mine
waste could be on the order of 10,000 years.46 It was these scientific findings, among others,
founded in the EPA’s Watershed Assessment after years of study and public input, that led
the agency to exercise its proactive 404(c) authority in Bristol Bay, noting the “ecological
and mineral resources of the Bristol Bay watershed create one of the unique instances
anticipated” for the proactive use of 404(c) restrictions.47
C.

THE PROPOSED PEBBLE MINE PROJECT
1.

History of Exploration and Ownership at the Pebble Deposit

The Pebble deposit was first explored by Cominco America Incorporated between 1985 and
1997. Drilling on the Pebble deposit began in 1988 and continued through 1997, with 117
holes totaling 62,930 feet completed.48 During this time, baseline environmental,
engineering, and preliminary economic studies were initiated and the prospect subsequently
changed hands and was explored by Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (NDM) between 2001
and 2007 and by the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) between 2007 and the present.49
42

These EPA impact estimates are for a mine size of 0.25 billion tons. As of its May 11, 2018 “Technical
Update” to its Army Corps permit application, PLP plans to mine 1.5 billion tons of material. See
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/ (“Monday, May 21, 2018 – Updates to Project Information Available”).
43
PD at 4-6; see also BBA at Figure ES-2.
44
PD at 4-6.
45
Id. at 4-62. The Corps must not take at face value PLP’s current claims that it need not treat and
maintain pyritic tailings in perpetuity. See, e.g. Memo from James Fueg, PLP, to Shane McCoy, USACE
(May 11, 2018), Technical Note on Updates to PLP’s Proposed Project, pp. 2-3, available at
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/files/05_11_2018_Pebble_Project_Updates_to_Proposed_Project.pdf. The
Corps must take a hard look at this assertion and analyze it in the face of abundant scientific evidence to
the contrary. Indeed, PLP’s assertion is premised on PLP closing the open pit after 20 years, something
that is contradicted by the company’s simultaneous claims that the mine will operate for “generations”
and upwards of 200 years.
46
See The Keystone Center, Panels on Geology and Geochemistry & Hydrology and Water Quality (Oct.
2-4, 2012), video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9tD35mqab8.
47
PD at 4-2.
48
Id. at 2-1.
49
Id. For a detailed discussion of exploration efforts over the years, see Technical Report NI 43-101,
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Mineral exploration of the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds resulted in the discovery
of additional low-grade mineral deposits. Between 2001 and 2011, NDM/PLP staked
additional claims, conducted further geochemical and geophysical surveys, completed
698,296 feet of drilling to delineate the Pebble deposit, and completed 169,151 feet of
drilling elsewhere on the land. By 2013, NDM/PLP had drilled 1,355 holes on the Pebble
property, totaling 1,042,218 feet.50 This work resulted in significant expansion of the
western delineation of the Pebble deposit, and the discovery of an ore deposit to the east.
Some engineering, baseline environmental studies, and stakeholder engagement work also
occurred during this time, ending in 2013.51 And, as described below, throughout its years of
mineral exploration and continuing through today, NDM/PLP has touted the Pebble ore
deposit as huge and world class, noting that the mine that will “operate for generations.”52
PLP was created in 2007 by co-owners NDM and Anglo American PLC to design, permit,
construct, and operate a long-life mine at the Pebble deposit53 Notably, NDM and PLP have
never actually developed or operated a mine and instead, over the past decade have
attempted to partner with many major mining companies to help develop and operate the
mine. Every major mining company that initially engaged on the project subsequently
walked away. In 2011, Mitsubishi Corporation, which held a significant amount of NDM
shares, divested those shares.54 In 2013, Anglo American PLC followed and withdrew from
the 50-50 partnership.55 And in 2014, Rio Tinto walked away from the project, donating its
shares to education and community groups in Bristol Bay and Alaska.56 It is largely
understood that these major mining companies sold out of NDM or otherwise departed the
project because of its poor economics and lack of social license from the people of Bristol
Bay. In December 2017, NDM announced that it had entered into a “framework agreement”
with First Quantum Minerals (FQM) to help fund the permitting process and negotiate terms
of an “options agreement,” which, if taken to fruition, would have resulted in a $1.5 billion

NDM, 2018 Technical Report on the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska, USA (issue date Feb. 22, 2018),
available at https://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00003151.
50
NDM, 2018 Technical Report on the Pebble Project, supra n. 49, at 63.
51
PD at 2-1.
52
https://www.pebblepartnership.com/plan.html (emphasis original).
53
Id.
54
SEC, Schedule 13G (Feb. 25, 2011), available at
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/877197/000095014211000433/eh11000089_sc13ga4-ndml.htm
55
Alaska Dispatch News, Anglo American withdraws from Pebble mine, casting project’s future into
doubt (Sept. 16, 2013), available at https://www.adn.com/economy/article/anglo-american-withdrawspebble-mine-project/2013/09/16/
56
Alaska Dispatch News, In latest blow to Pebble prospect, mining giant Rio Tinto is pulling out (April 7,
2014), available at https://www.adn.com/economy/article/latest-blow-pebble-prospect-mining-giant-riotinto-pulling-out/2014/04/07/
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infusion into the proposed project in exchange for a 50% stake in PLP.57 However, after
conducting its due diligence in the first months of 2018 and investing an initial $37.5 million
into the project’s permitting, FQM terminated the framework agreement and announced it
would not be moving forward with an agreement with NDM including with investments in
the project or permitting process.58 After the departure of FQM, PLP has acknowledged that
the permitting process will cost at least $150 million59 and that the company’s goal to repartner remains.60
2.

PLP and NDM Tout a 11.0 Billion Metric Ton Deposit with 12
Additional Potential Deposits in 266,356 Acres of Mining Claims

Belying its “small mine” claims, whenever PLP’s parent company, NDM, discusses the
Pebble deposit to its investors, the SEC, the Canadian Securities, and even with regulators
and politicians, it speaks of a more than 10 billion ton deposit. Indeed, the stated goal of
PLP’s parent company is to expand mine operations for generations.61 For example, in the
months leading up to the scoping process on this permit application alone, NDM’s CEO
made the following public statements regarding the size of the Pebble deposit and the life of
the mining project there:
x “We need to walk before we run. That we need to build something that the region, the
state, and the communities would be comfortable with… These projects are
conducive to large-scale operations. The bigger you build it – you know, because
almost you make the same amount of money for every unit that goes through it, so the
more units that go through the plant, the more money you make – but scale has
impacts and people wanna say can you manage impacts before we let you build the
monster, something really, really large.”62
x “This is the kind of project that is a generational opportunity. … I don’t know too
many mines that start off at a scale and don’t change over time … At 160,000 tons a

57

NDM Press Release, Northern Dynasty Enters Into Framework Agreement With First Quantum
Minerals (Dec. 18, 2017), available at
https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/site/assets/files/4623/december_18-_2017.pdf
58
NDM Press Release, Northern Dynasty and First Quantum Minerals Terminate Framework Agreement
(May 25, 2018), available at https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/site/assets/files/4701/may_25_2018.pdf
59
Statement of Doug Allen, NDM VP Corporate Communication at John Tumazos Very Independent
Research Metals Conference (June 27, 2018), available at http://www.wsw.com/webcast/vir17.
60
NDM Corporate Presentation (June 2018), p. 24, available at
https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/site/assets/files/4617/northern_dynasty_june_2018_web.pdf.
61
Ron Thiessen, Denver Gold Forum (Sept. 25, 2017), http://www.denvergoldforum.org/dgf17/companywebcast/NDM:CN/ (“this project, it’s a multi-generational opportunity. Its size and scale will lead to a very,
very long life mine and the property we have hosts showings that we’ve got drillholes in that we believe
there’s other mining opportunities as well.”)
62
Statement of Ron Thiessen, NDM CEO (Dec. 20, 2017), interview available at:
https://www.frankcurzio.com/archives/ (episode 579).
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day, the resource that we have actually could last for 200 years.”63
x “You know, and finally, this project, it’s a multi-generational opportunity. It’s size
and scale will lead to a very, very long life mine and the property we have hosts
showings that we’ve got drillholes in that we believe there’s other mining
opportunities as well.”64
x “This is 10 billion tons. It’s open in three directions. On the East end of the deposit
there’s a fault … on the other side of the fault contains the highest grade hole that’s
not included in the 10 billion tons; so there’s substantial resources on the other side of
that fault.”65
x “In addition, we’ve got about just under 500 square miles of mineral titles… There in
the largest block [graphic on screen] you can see the actual Pebble deposit and in
those other circles represent additional anomalies. Many of them have drillholes in
them and many of those ore grade…. this represents development for many years,
perhaps centuries into the future. And when you build the infrastructure in there and
you’ve got a concentrator you can feed it forever. And old pits or old subsidence
zones can be used for new waste deposition sites or new tailings sites without
increasing the footprint of the project overall. So it really is, I think, a huge
opportunity. The other thing is comparing Pebble overall to some of the well-known
districts in the world, we can see that, you know, porphyry’s by their nature tend to
happen in clusters, no different [for] Pebble.”66
Indeed, on PLP’s website itself today, the company continues to tout a mine that will
“operate for generations,” noting that “the Deposit may hold a century’s worth of
minerals.”67 Moreover, PLP’s CEO himself has stated that even if PLP does not expand the
mining beyond a 20-year, 1.5 billion ton development, “it’s unlikely that much copper and
gold will be left in the ground, and so someone will probably come along and want to do a
second phase of the project at another time.”68
The Corps, as the EPA likewise did years ago, should look to the low-grade nature of the
Pebble ore body and the high expense in operating a massive hardrock mine in remote
Alaska where there exists no present infrastructure. Given the controversy engendered by
PLP’s permit application and NDM and PLP’s lack of credibility in Bristol Bay, a rigorous
review by the Corps is necessary to establish the true minimal scope of the likely mining of
63

Statement of Ron Thiessen, Vancouver Resource Investment Conference (Jan 22, 2018) video available
at, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBs1dnP_9eo.
64
Statement of Ron Thiessen, Denver Gold Forum (Sept. 26, 2017), at 1:25-1:46, video available at
http://www.denvergoldforum.org/dgf17/company-webcast/NDM:CN/.
65
Id. at 2:50-3:49.
66
Id. at 4:33-5:55.
67
https://www.pebblepartnership.com/plan.html (emphasis original).
68
Statement of Tom Collier, PLP CEO, NBC Nightly News, Proposed Pebble Mine in Alaska could
threaten world’s largest salmon fishery (Feb. 3, 2018), available at https://www.nbcnews.com/nightlynews/proposed-pebble-mine-alaska-could-threaten-world-s-largest-salmon-n844431.
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the Pebble ore deposit and to ensure the proper analysis that NEPA requires. As noted by
EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy in a letter to PLP dated September 30, 2013, “The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed Northern Dynasty’s robust February 2011
Securities and Exchange Commission filings, which suggest that a mine plan with such a
short [18 to 20 years] time horizon might not be economically viable and that a 45-year to
78-year horizon is the most likely development scenario.”69 And according to PLP itself in a
technical note to the Corps dated March 20, 2018, a project alternative of 50,000 tons per day
(larger than the 31,000 tons per day smallest scenario analyzed by EPA), “does not produce a
positive financial return.”70 The Corps should independently review all assumptions made
by PLP regarding whether its various project alternatives are economically feasible.
Turning to on-the-ground details, PLP holds 2,402 state mining claims located on 266,356
acres at the headwaters of Bristol Bay.71 Within those claims, PLP/NDM describes a
resource estimate at the Pebble deposit as 6.5 billion metric tons measured and indicated and
4.5 billion metric tons inferred.72 In defining this 11.0 billion metric ton deposit, PLP/NDM
refer only to the main delineated deposit itself, noting that the main delineated deposit may
extend to the east and south into areas as yet undelineated and unexplored.73 Indeed, PLP
states that a borehole “drilled outside the current resource… demonstrates the high-grade
potential to the east,” and that “[t]here also remains exciting exploration potential to add to
the known resource … to the east, at depth, and possibly, to the south.”74
In addition to the Pebble deposit itself, PLP/NDM describe 12 additional mineralized areas
within its mining claims that “warrants follow-up drilling in the years ahead,” as “[t]he
potential to find and delineate satellite deposits elsewhere on the Pebble property is clear.”75
NDM notes that:
10 zones of Cretaceous mineralization, comparable in age to the Pebble
deposit have already been discovered in the area. These include several
porphyry copper as well as gold and polymetallic vein prospects. … In
addition, two identified zones of precious-metals bearing, vein-style
mineralization of Eocene age occur on the property.76

69

See Letter from Gina McCarthy, EPA Administrator, to John Shively, PLP CEO (Sept. 30, 2013).
Technical Note on Project Options and Screening Criteria, from James Fueg, PLP, to Shane McCoy,
USACE (March 20, 2018), p. 6.
71
Technical Report NI 43-101, NDM, 2018 Technical Report on the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska,
USA (issue date Feb. 22, 2018), available at
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00003151.
72
https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/pebble-project/project-overview/
73
https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/pebble-project/geology-and-exploration/
74
Id.
75
Id.
76
Id.
70
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These 12 additional deposits located on NDM/PLP property include: the Sill prospect
(Eocene), Sharp Mountain Zone (Eocene), the 1 Gold Zone, the 25 Gold Zone, the 65
Porphyry Zone, the 37 Skarn Zone, the 38 Porphyry Zone, the 52 Porphyry Zone, the 308
Porphyry Zone, the 459 Zone, the 498 Zone, and the 522 Zone.77 These twelve deposits are
depicted on the map below.

The EIS should analyze and disclose potential impacts under reasonably foreseeable
development scenarios in which mining operations eventually expand to the extent of
economically viable extraction of mineral resources at the Pebble deposit, including the 45year and 78-year scenarios reported by NDM in Ghafarri et al. (2011),78 mining the entire
known 11.0 billion ton deposit, mining additional ore that PLP and NDM intends to discover
to the south and east of the main deposit, and mining the 12 additional mineral targets
identified by PLP and NDM within its 2,402 mining claims.

77

Technical Report NI 43-101, NDM, 2018 Technical Report on the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska,
USA (issue date Feb. 22, 2018), p. 65-68, available at
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00003151. See also
https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/pebble-project/maps-and-figures/.
78
See, e.g. https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/news/news-releases/2011/northern-dynastyreceives-positive-preliminary-assessment-technical-report-for-globally-significant-pebble-copper-goldmolybdenu/. Full 2011 Preliminary Economic Assessment available at
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00003151 (March 18, 2011
Technical Report NI 43-101).
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PLP’s 404 Application and Project Revisions

Despite this unassailable market and technical information, PLP submitted a Clean Water
Act Section 404 permit application to the Corps for a project with a mine life of
approximately 20 years.79 During that time, PLP is proposing:
x a total of 1.5 billion tons of material mined over the life of the project;
x mining rate up to 75 million tons per year;
x milling rate up to 58 million tons per year;
x annual copper-gold concentrate production of 660,000 tons; and
80
x annual molybdenum concentrate production of 16,500 tons.
The Mine Site would include an open pit, a tailings storage facility, a low grade ore
stockpile, overburden stockpiles, material sites, water management ponds, milling and
processing facilities, and supporting infrastructure such as the power plant, water treatment
plants, camp facilities, and storage facilities.
x The final pit dimensions would be 6,500 feet in length, 5,500 feet in width, and 1,350
to 1,750 feet in depth.
x The final tailings storage facility (TSF) would have a capacity of 1.1 billion tons.
x The peak low grade ore (LGO) storage capacity would be 330 million tons.
81
x The power plant would have a generating capacity of 270 megawatts.
In addition to the Mine Site, the project as described in the application would have three
other major components: a transportation corridor, a port, and a natural gas pipeline.82 The
transportation corridor would consist of: (1) a private, double-lane road extending 30 miles
south from the Mine Site to a ferry terminal on the north shore of Iliamna Lake; (2) an icebreaking ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate 18 miles across Iliamna
Lake to a ferry terminal on the south shore near the village of Kokhanok; (3) a private,
double-lane road extending 35 miles southeast from the South Ferry Terminal to the
proposed Amakdedori Port on Cook Inlet; and (4) separate roads would connect the
Transportation Corridor to the villages of Iliamna, Newhalen, and Kokhanok.83 Natural gas,
sourced through the existing natural gas supply infrastructure for the Cook Inlet area, would
be the primary energy source for the Pebble Project, connected via a proposed 188-mile long
pipeline.84

79

https://pebbleprojecteis.com/files/12_22_2017_POA_2017271_DA_Application_Pebble_Limited_Partnership.pdf. See also Notice of Intent to Prepare and EIS, 83
Fed. Reg. at 13,483.
80
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/overview/projectoverview
81
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/overview/minesite
82
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/overview/projectoverview
83
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/overview/transportationcorridor
84
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/overview/projectoverview
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PLP’s permit application lacks much of the necessary baseline data the Corps needs to
develop the EIS. For example, PLP’s permit application is missing the following
information essential to the development of an EIS:
x A detailed water management plan
x A compensatory mitigation plan
x An adequate wetlands functional assessment
x Adequate baseline data about many project components and affected resources
x An economic feasibility study
x Adequate geotechnical data about dredge and fill materials
x Adequate wetlands delineation across the entire project area
Furthermore, PLP currently has numerous pending and approved permit applications for field
work over the next five years to help inform its project design and gather the baseline data
necessary for the Corps to conduct a proper NEPA analysis.
1. Authorization from Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) in Miscellaneous
Land Use Permit A20186118 for exploratory activities, including drilling 80-120
geotechnical and shallow boreholes in 2018 to “advance understanding regarding the
regolith for future development planning and for ongoing resource evaluation;”85
2. Authorization from DNR “to conduct a geotechnical survey of the proposed
Amakdedori port site with a helicopter portable sonic type drill rig. The survey will
include drilling up to 12 boreholes in sizes ranging from 2" to 8" in diameter and to an
estimated depth of 100' to 200'.”86
3. Five-year authorization (2018-2023) from NOAA/NMFS for field surveys related to
marine mammals in Cook Inlet waters;87
4. Five-year authorization (2018-2023) from DNR for a radio tower to support field
work in the south transportation corridor area;88
5. Five-year authorization (2018-2023) from DNR for meteorological tower located near
the proposed port and south transportation corridor area;89
6. Five-year authorization (2018-2023) from DNR for a radio tower to support field
work in the Amakdedori port site;)90
7. Four Temporary Water Use Authorizations from DNR for the summer 2018 to
support geotechnical drilling work;91
85

http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/pdf/A20186118_FINAL_PACKAGE.pdf. Note
that while DNR authorized one year of activities under this permit, PLP requested authorization for five
years.
86
https://aws.state.ak.us/OnlinePublicNotices/Notices/View.aspx?id=190491
87
83 Fed. Reg. 24,978 (May 31, 2018), see also
https://apps.nmfs.noaa.gov/preview/applicationpreview.cfm?RecType=Project&RecordID=21856&Proje
ctID=21856&view=01100000000000100000#Supplemental
88
https://aws.state.ak.us/OnlinePublicNotices/Notices/View.aspx?id=190487
89
https://aws.state.ak.us/OnlinePublicNotices/Notices/View.aspx?id=190490
90
https://aws.state.ak.us/OnlinePublicNotices/Notices/View.aspx?id=190470
91
TWUA F2018-055, TWUA F2018-056, TWUA F2018-058, and TWUA F2018-059.
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8. Five Title 16 fish habitat permits from Alaska Department of Fish & Game (ADF&G)
for water withdrawals in the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper
Talarik Creek related to summer 2018 geotechnical drilling;92
9. A fish resource permit from ADF&G for fish and invertebrate sampling at the
Amakdedori port site and alternative port sites;93
10. A fish resource permit from ADF&G for fish sampling in Iliamna Lake94
11. A fish resource permit for fish surveys in the North Fork Koktuli and along the
proposed transportation corridor;95 and
12. Two-year authorization from DNR (November 2017 to November 2019) for an
acoustic doppler current profiler, seasonal tide gauges, and monitoring device in
Amakdedori Bay to measure currents, tides, waves, and ice.96
These permit applications and authorizations, focused on collecting baseline data over the
course of the next one to five years, represent an admission by PLP of the significant data
gaps in its permit application and supporting baseline information.
As an example for how a lack of sufficient data and detailed plans can thwart the public’s
involvement in the permitting process, last month, squarely in the middle of the NEPA
scoping process and after the close of public hearings, PLP submitted to the Corps a five
page document it called “Technical Note on Updates.”97 The substantive project changes
described in brief in this document by PLP include the following:
x Total mined material increases from 1.2 billion tons to 1.5 billion tons (an
increase of 25%);
x Tailings tonnages increase. For the pyritic tailings storage cell, the increase is
from 135 million tons to 150 million tons. For the bulk tailings storage cell, the
increase is from 950 million tons to 1,150 million tons;
x Pit dimensions increase and the pit outline changes in an unspecified manner;
x The location of the open pit water management pond moves to the south;
x The location of the lined pyritic TSF moves from the North Fork Koktuli West
site to an unspecified North Fork Koktuli East site location;
x The powerplant capacity increases from 230MW to 270MW;
x Annual concentrate production increases cause a ~10% increase in road and
marine traffic; and
x LNG pipeline size increases from 10-inch diameter to 12-inch diameter.
92

FH18-Il-0127 (NFK 871); FH18-Il-0128 (NFK 841); FH18-Il-0135 (SFK 841); FH18-Il-0133 (UTCS8); and FH18-Il-0134 (SFK - S16).
93
CF-18-061 (Fish Resource) (authorization for April 12, 2018 to Nov 30, 2018).
94
SF2018-170d (Fish Resource) (authorization May 20, 2018 to Oct. 30, 2018).
95
SF2018-170a (Fish Resource) (not yet issued).
96
https://aws.state.ak.us/OnlinePublicNotices/Notices/View.aspx?id=187119.
97
See https://pebbleprojecteis.com/ (“Monday, May 21, 2018 – Updates to Project Information
Available”).
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It is obvious from this list that PLP has now substantially revised the Pebble project design,
including presenting significant operational modifications and a 25% increase in the quantity
of material to be mined. These changes—five months after PLP’s submission of its initial
permit application—underscore the substantial amount of pertinent information that was
missing in the permit application, and that remain missing now, including essential details,
baseline studies, and economic feasibility studies. Additional time has thus proven our
earlier concerns to be accurate. Our concerns are unabated as the Corps moves the process
along despite ongoing and future planned field studies to collect baseline data and PLP’s
failure to submit detailed project plans to state agencies with permitting authority.
PLP has not yet sought required State of Alaska permits related to mine development. These
permit applications should be submitted prior to the development of a draft EIS so that the
detailed information contained in these applications may be used to inform the NEPA
analysis. Without applications for these permits, many aspects of the project remain
unknown. The State of Alaska encourages applicants to utilize the Large Mine Permitting
Team and to synchronize and coordinate federal and state permit applications “to provide
relevant information to the public in a transparent, understandable way and offer productive
means for citizens to provide their input.”98 Pebble will be required to obtain a number of
state permits, all of which require extensive baseline data and detailed project designs that
will inform the NEPA analysis, including, among other permits:
x Alaska Solid Waste Program Integrated Waste Management Permit (ADEC)
x Alaska Solid Waste Program Solid Waste Disposal Permit (ADEC)
x Clean Air Act permits (ADEC)
x Clean Water Act Section 402 APDES Water Discharge and Stormwater
Permits (ADEC)
x Oil Discharge Prevention and Contingency Plan (ADEC)
x Fish Habitat Permit (ADF&G)
x State lands leases – Tidelands Leases, Upland Mining Lease (ADNR)
x Water Rights Authorizations (ADNR)
x Alaska Dam Safety Program Certificates (ADNR)
x Plan of Operations Approval (ADNR)
x Reclamation Plan Approval (ADNR)
x Bonding Approval (ADNR)99
The lack of information supporting these permit applications precludes the public from
participating in a meaningful manner, and precludes the Corps from making informed
decisions on the process and the project. These applications provide critical information to
understand the full extent of impacts, and are critical to determine the appropriate scope of
98

Id.
ADNR, Permitting Large Mine Projects in Alaska (Oct. 3, 2017), available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/lmptprocess2017rev_km.pdf.
99
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review for this project. The Corps must have the details and supporting information and data
accompanying these state permits in hand and analyze such information prior to issuing a
draft EIS.
Underscoring this lack of information, the Corps has already sent to PLP more than 30
requests for information (RFIs), to which PLP, to date, has not fully responded.100 Topics of
the Corps RFIs include broad topics such as surface water hydrology, tailings facilities
geotechnical data, water treatment, water withdrawals, pit wall stability, land ownership,
socioeconomics, icebreaking ferry design, oceanographic data, horizontal directional drilling,
project design options, port dredging options, air quality, fish aquatic habitat, marine
mammals, soils, spills, subsistence, vegetation, wildlife, cultural resources, and wetlands.101
PLP has not responded to many of these requests, as the company lacks this basic data. For
example, on the topic of cultural resources, PLP notes additional in-field surveys and desktop
investigations must be undertaken and will be completed by Fall 2018 at the earliest.102 On
the topic of mine site geotechnical data and tailings storage facility impoundment
composition, PLP says that “preliminary” results are expected in September 2018 103 and for
pit wall stability, PLP says that “The stability analyses work is expected to be completed by
July 31, 2018.”104 These responses further underscore the insufficiency of PLP’s permit
application and reaffirm that this is not a project ready for a NEPA analysis and review.
NDM and PLP financial issues also call into serious question its ability to provide adequate
information, including but not limited to, complete RFI responses. To continue in this
situation is to put the burden on the public to speculate at PLP’s plans, and then respond to
its own guesswork.
To put the serious nature of the information gaps into the scoping perspective, even at the
size described in the permit application the mine site alone would directly destroy more than
3,000 acres of wetlands and numerous miles of anadromous streams. The mine footprint,
based on the impacts assessed in EPA’s 0.25 billion ton mine scenario, would directly impact
at least 24 miles of streams by eliminating, blocking, or dewatering streams, of which at least
100

See, https://pebbleprojecteis.com/documents/library. The Corps has posted 13 RFIs where PLP has
provided responses to the agency, out of at least 39 RFIs sent to the applicant. PLP’s 13 responses
themselves are not complete. For many of the responses, PLP notes that a complete response is months
away, pending future field and geotechnical studies. “The applicant will be given a reasonable time, not to
exceed 30 days, to respond to requests of the district engineer.” 33 C.F.R. § 325.2(d)(5).
101
See, e.g., https://pebbleprojecteis.com/documents/library
102
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/files/RFI025.zip. PLP plans only to conduct a “desktop investigation” for
impacts to cultural resources along the transportation corridor, putting off any in-the-ground surveys until
an unknown date “prior to construction.” Id. BBNC takes issue with this proposal. All surveys should be
completed before the draft EIS so that the agency can fully analyze the transportation corridor’s direct and
indirect impacts to cultural resources and so the agency can appropriately assess transportation and
alignment alternatives.
103
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/files/RFI_014.zip and
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/files/04_26_2018_RFI_015_TSF_Quarries_Response.pdf
104
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/files/04_26_2018_RFI_023_Pit_Wall_Stability_Response.pdf.
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5 miles are currently known to provide spawning and rearing habitats for salmonids.105
Moreover, copper effluent during routine operations would cause death or reduced
reproduction of aquatic invertebrates in 13 miles of streams in the Pebble 0.25 scenario.106
However, Pebble’s current proposed mine plan is 1.5 billion tons – or six times the size of
the EPA 0.25 scenario – and is thus closer to EPA’s analysis of a 2.0 billion ton mine. For
that size mine, EPA predicts that copper contamination from routine mine operations would
induce avoidance of streams by salmon in 15 to 35 miles of streams in the Pebble 2.0
scenario.107 EPA also predicts that this scenario would also cause death or reduced
reproduction of aquatic invertebrates (a crucial element of the food web for salmon) in 25 to
38 miles of streams in the Pebble 2.0 scenario.108 As noted by the EPA, the impacts to
anadromous fish streams from mining even a 0.25 billion ton deposit at the Pebble site, “is
unprecedented in the context of the CWA Section 404 regulatory program in Alaska.”109
IV.

LEGAL BACKGROUND

As it considers PLP’s permit application, the Corps is bound by specific legal duties under,
among other laws, NEPA and the Clean Water Act. So that the Corps can review our input
in its proper legal context, we lay out some of these duties here.
A.

THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

The purpose of scoping under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is to
determine the scope of the proposed project and the significant issues that will require indepth analysis in the EIS.110 The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) defines scoping
as an “early and open process for determining the scope of issues to be addressed and for
identifying the significant issues related to a proposed action.”111 The scoping process
provides an opportunity for people potentially affected by the project to express their views
and concerns and to contribute to the completeness of the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS).
The Corps and CEQ regulations for NEPA in general and the scoping process in particular
counsel that the Corps obtain information related to a project’s baseline studies and
economic viability prior to undertaking the scoping process.112 Scoping “is the key to
preparing a concise EIS and clarifying the significant issues to be analyzed in depth,”113 and
105

BBWA at ES-15 to ES-18.
Id.
107
Id.
108
Id.
109
PD at 4-6.
110
40 C.F.R § 1501.7(a)(2).
111
40 C.F.R. § 1501.7.
112
40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.23, 1502.24, 1508.8.
113
33 C.F.R. § 230.12. See also 40 C.F.R. § 1501.7(a)(2).
106
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the Corps must analyze project alternatives with respect to both environmental impact and
economics.114
The EIS must provide a description of the underlying need and purpose to which the agency
is responding in proposing the alternatives and the proposed action.115 The EIS must then
“[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives[.]”116 This
alternatives requirement is “the heart” of the EIS.117 To satisfy the alternatives requirement,
the EIS must consider all reasonable alternatives to a given project, and it must rigorously
explore and objectively evaluate those alternatives.118 Descriptions must be given for any
alternatives eliminated from detailed study.119 The Corps should thus identify reasonable
alternatives and fully evaluate a No Action Alternative, obtain missing information critical to
define the scope of the EIS, and take an adequate amount of time to fully consider the
impacts of this project. The EIS must also include a discussion of the environmental
consequences of the proposed action and alternatives, including the environmental impacts of
each alternative, any adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided if the proposal is
implemented, and any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources.120
An EIS must provide a “full and fair discussion of significant environmental impacts.”121
The environmental information made available to the public “must be of high quality.”122
“Accurate scientific analysis” proves “essential to implementing NEPA.”123 NEPA requires
an agency to ensure “scientific integrity” in the analyses contained in an EIS.124 NEPA finds
relevant “both short- and long-term effects.”125 For the purpose of evaluating significant
114

See 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a) (environmental impact), 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(2) (alternative practicability
evaluated based on, among other things, cost). “Inaccurate economic information may defeat the purpose
of an EIS by ‘impairing the agency’s consideration of the adverse environmental effects’ and by ‘skewing
the public’s evaluation’ of the proposed agency action.” NRDC v. U.S. Forest Serv., 421 F.3d 797, 811
(9th Cir. 2005) (agency misread market demand report before opening area to timber sales) (quoting
Hughes River Watershed Conservancy v. Glickman, 81 F.3d 437, 446-48 (4th Cir. 1996)). See also Nat’l
Wildlife Fed’n v. Nat’l Marine Fisheries Serv., 235 F.Supp.2d 1143, 1157 (D. Wash. 2002) (“An EIS that
relies upon misleading economic information may violate NEPA if the errors subvert NEPA’s purpose of
providing decisionmakers and the public an accurate assessment upon which to evaluate the proposed
project.”).
115
40 C.F.R. § 1502.13.
116
Id. § 1502.14.
117
Id. § 1502.14.
118
Id. § 1502.14(a).
119
Id. § 1502.14(a).
120
Id. § 1502.16.
121
40 C.F.R. § 1502.1.
122
40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(b).
123
Id.
124
40 C.F.R. § 1502.24.
125
40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(a).
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impacts in the EIS, if there is incomplete information relevant to reasonably foreseeable
significant adverse impacts and the information is “essential to a reasoned choice among
alternatives and the overall costs of obtaining it are not exorbitant,” the information must be
included in the EIS.126
For the purpose of evaluating significant impacts in the EIS, if there is incomplete
information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts and the
information is “essential to a reasoned choice among alternatives and the overall costs of
obtaining it are not exorbitant,” the information must be included in the EIS.127 If not
satisfied that the permit application and supporting materials are sufficient to prepare an EIS,
“[t]he district engineer may require the applicant to furnish appropriate information that the
district engineer considers necessary.”128 Moreover, if the district engineer considers
additional information or data inadequate or inaccurate, he “may, after specifying the
information in contention, require the applicant to resubmit any previously submitted
data.”129
To comply with NEPA, the Army Corps must consider all direct, indirect, and cumulative
environmental impacts of the proposed action.130 “Direct effects” are caused by the action
and occur at the same time and place as the proposed project.131 “Indirect effects” are caused
by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably
foreseeable.132 All types of impacts include “effects on natural resources and on the
components, structures, and functioning of affected ecosystems,” as well as “aesthetic,
historic, cultural, economic, social or health [effects].”133 “Cumulative effects” are defined
as: [T]he impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action
when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of
what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place
over a period of time.134 In a cumulative impact analysis, an agency must take a “hard look”
at all actions. The effects and impacts to be analyzed include ecological, aesthetic, historical,
cultural, economic, social, and health impacts.135

126

40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(a).
40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(a).
128
33 C.F.R. Part 325 Appx. B, ¶3 and ¶8(b).
129
33 C.F.R. Part 325 Appx. B, ¶8(f)(2).
130
40 CFR § 1502.16; 40 CFR § 1508.8; 40 CFR §1508.25(c).
131
40 CFR § 1508.8(a).
132
40 CFR § 1508.8(b).
133
Id.
134
40 CFR § 1508.7.
135
Id. § 1508.8.
127
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The EIS must also consider actions that are connected with, or closely related to, the project
in question.136 NEPA requires that “connected actions” and “cumulative actions” be
considered together in a single EIS.137 “Connected actions” are defined as actions that:
automatically trigger other actions which may require environmental impact statements;
cannot or will not proceed unless other actions are taken previously or simultaneously; or are
interdependent parts of a larger action and depend on the larger action for their
justification.138 “Cumulative actions” are those “which when viewed with other proposed
actions have cumulatively significant impacts.”139 “Cumulative impact” is defined as “the
impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what
agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions.”140 Such impacts
can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a
period of time.141
B.

THE CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 404 AND THE 404(b)(1) GUIDELINES

Congress enacted the Clean Water Act (CWA) in 1972 to “restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.”142 The CWA sets
several goals, including attainment and preservation of “water quality which provides for the
protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife . . . .”143 To further its goals, the
CWA prohibits “discharge of any pollutant” into navigable waters except in accordance with
the Act’s terms.144 Section 404 of the CWA establishes a program to regulate the discharge
of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including wetlands. Activities in
waters of the United States regulated under this program include fill for infrastructure
development (such as roads and ports) and mining projects. Section 404 requires a permit
before dredged or fill material may be discharged into waters of the United States. The basic
premise of the program is that no discharge of dredged or fill material may be permitted if:
(1) a practicable alternative exists that is less damaging to the aquatic environment or (2) the
nation’s waters would be significantly degraded.145
The EIS for Pebble mine must assess the environmental issues relevant to determining
whether the proposal qualifies for a permit under section 404 of the Clean Water Act. In
general terms, this requires addressing environmental issues relevant to a determination as to
136

40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(1).
Id. § 1508.25.
138
Id. § 1508.25(a)(1).
139
40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(2).
140
Id. § 1508.7.
141
Id.
142
33 U.S.C. § 1251(a).
143
33 U.S.C. § 1251(a)(2).
144
33 U.S.C. § 1311(a).
145
See 33 U.S.C. § 1344 (2011); 40 C.F.R. § 230.10.
137
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whether issuing a section 404 permit is consistent with the public interest,146 and the
404(b)(1) Guidelines,147 including the joint Corps of Engineers/EPA compensatory
mitigation regulations.148 Specifically, with regard to compliance with section 404
permitting requirements, the EIS must assess in detail the following issues (among others):
x Impacts to wetlands;
x Impacts to fish and wildlife;
x Impacts to cultural and recreational values;
x Impacts to water quality;
x Onsite and offsite alternatives to the proposed project;
x The possibility of minimizing impacts to the above resource values through
modifications of the proposed project;
x The potential for the project to cause or contribute to significant degradation of the
waters of the United States;
x The availability of compensatory mitigation to address unavoidable impacts of the
proposed project; and
x The economic viability of the project as proposed in light of the environmental risks
associated with failure of the proposed project.
The above list is not intended to be exhaustive regarding the regulatory requirements for
section 404 permitting. It sets out critical issues as to which detailed scoping comments are
provided in Sections VI to VIII below.
V.

NEPA SCOPING COMMENTS.
A.

THE NEPA SCOPING PROCESS AND EIS SCHEDULE IS INADEQUATE

From the outset, the Corps has utilized a rushed and inadequate NEPA process that has
undermined public input and trust. For example, BBNC and others have consistently
expressed the following concerns with this ongoing NEPA process:
x Inadequate permit application and supporting baseline information and studies
x Inadequate scoping timeline, inadequate number of public hearings spaced quickly
together, and without translation services
x Outdated baseline studies lacking for many new project components
x Significant changes to preferred project design mid-scoping process and the failure of
the Corps to require an amended permit application
x The Corps’ failure to conduct Alaska Native Corporation consultation
x Failure of PLP to submit State permit applications containing the supporting details
necessary to inform public review of the proposed project during the scoping period
x Pushing forward with a draft EIS in January 2019 before the essential baseline data
146

33 CFR § 320.4.
40 CFR § 230.
148
33 CFR § 332, 40 CFR § 230 Subpart J (“Mitigation Rule”).
147
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and studies and State permit applications have been submitted and analyzed by the
public
The Corps has proposed an expedited schedule for the preparation of draft and final versions
of the EIS, proposing to release the draft EIS in January 2019, only seven months after
scoping is completed.149 The Corps provides an equally short period to take comments on
the draft EIS, review the comments, incorporate changes, respond to comments and complete
a final EIS — all proposed to be completed in less than a year.150 This expedited NEPA
review is counter to the purpose of NEPA. It will not result in a fully informed decision and
will not allow for meaningful public participation. Moreover, sticking to this timeline will
preclude PLP from gathering the requisite data and information needed for its various permit
application and needed to inform the NEPA analysis. PLP is currently proposing to conduct
many multi-year surveys and studies to assess, among other things, impacts to fish and
wildlife populations and habitat, water quality, geotechnical design parameters, cultural
resources, and project economics. The Corps EIS timeline guarantees that the final EIS will
be issued before many of these essential studies are completed.
As described in Section III.C.3. above, PLP’s permit application lacks sufficient detail
necessary to “engage State, local and tribal governments and the public in the early
identification of concerns, potential impacts, relevant effects of past actions and possible
alternative actions.”151 There is a substantial amount of baseline data missing from PLP’s
application that must be gathered before the Corps can meaningfully evaluate, and the public
can fully understand, the potential impacts from the project. The baseline data submitted by
PLP is out of date, having been gathered between 2004 and 2008 for the most part, and is
based on an old and revised project area. The south transportation corridor, Iliamna Lake,
and Amakdedori port areas have not been studied by PLP at all over the years. Finally, the
permit application itself lacks sufficient details on many project components and design,
proposed mitigation measures, and water management plan, among other things.
And undermining the entire NEPA scoping process, directly in the middle of the scoping
process and following the close of public hearings, PLP quietly filed with the agency a short
document that reflected large changes in its proposed project, including expanding the size of
the proposed mine itself. To the people of Bristol Bay, this was yet another example of PLP
hiding and then moving the ball; it had firmly stated that its 404 application would be
complete and could form the only reasonable basis on which to judge its proposal, and then
in the same time frame in which it lost the latest in its long line of significant
investors/partners, it upped the mine size. This development appears to observers as a
calculated move to try and bridge the gap between the PLP permit application and NDM’s
promises to the market, which had all of a sudden become much more relevant to its future,
and revealed once again that NDM and PLP public statements mean little.
149

https://pebbleprojecteis.com/schedule
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In light of these significant project changes and the voluminous information PLP has not
produced for the Corps and public to properly assess its permit application, BBNC and others
have asked the Corps to stop and take clear-eyed stock of the insufficiencies in PLP’s permit
application and supporting material; surely the law, coupled with this extremely checkered
history, would counsel the Corps to ensure that PLP met its burden to put forth in good faith
sufficient detail to support its application. Rather than do so, the Corps has indicated it will
not require PLP to submit a revised permit application and necessary baseline information
before going ahead and drafting the EIS. Coupled with Corps statements that the NEPA
process intended to inform its decision would be done next year and that drafting of the first
chapters of the EIS are already underway – far quicker than NEPA was done on any mine in
recent decades and in the face of repeated mandates from political leaders in Alaska that the
process must be among the most rigorous ever undertaken given what is at stake – the Corps
now gives the public the appearance that it is facilitating a shallow and truncated process for
Pebble.
B.

PURPOSE AND NEED

The EIS must provide a description of the underlying need and purpose to which the agency
is responding in proposing the alternatives and the proposed action.152 A statement of
purpose and need cannot be defined in unreasonably narrow terms and must be reasonable
under the objectives of the statute in which the action is proposed under.153 PLP’s permit
application states that the Project’s purpose and need is:
to produce commodities, including copper, gold, a molybdenum, from
the Pebble Deposit in a manner that is commercially viable using
proven technologies that are suitable for the remote project location.
Because the lease area is not served by existing infrastructure,
achieving the project purpose requires the construction of facilities for
the mining and processing of the mineral-bearing rock and the
construction of support and access infrastructure. The purpose of the
natural gas pipeline from the Kenai Peninsula is to provide a long-term
stable supply of natural gas to meet the energy needs of the Project by
connecting to the existing regional gas supply network. The need for
the proposed Project is to meet the increasing global demand for
commodities such as copper, gold, and molybdenum.154
Notably, and highly unusually, PLP has not published any information related to the
economics of its mine plan, instead, PLP stated in February 2018 that it will rely on the
Corps’ alternatives analysis to shape project economics and inform an economic feasibility
analysis:
152

40 C.F.R. § 1502.13.
City of Carmel-By-The-Sea v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 1997)
154
PLP Permit Application at p. 8.
153
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Northern Dynasty completed a Preliminary Assessment on the Pebble
Project in February 2011 and, as noted above, since that time after
considering stakeholder feedback, the Pebble Partnership has submitted
an application for a CWA 404 permit for the Pebble Project on the
basis of a substantially smaller mine facility footprint and with other
material revisions as are described in detail in Section 16.5 of this
Report. As a result, the economic analysis included in the 2011
Preliminary Assessment is considered by Northern Dynasty to be out of
date such that it can no longer be relied upon. In light of the foregoing,
the Pebble Project is no longer an advanced property for the purposes
of NI 43-101, as the potential economic viability of the Pebble
Project is not currently supported by a preliminary economic
assessment, pre-feasibility study or feasibility study. The EIS
process currently underway by the USACE will consider
alternative scenarios with respect to a number of aspects of the
proposed project. Accordingly, the Company has not completed a
current comprehensive economic analysis of the Pebble Project but
anticipates that having a complete understanding of, and being
able to properly assess all of the proposed alternatives that the
USACE will be considering as part of the scoping process
conducted during the initial phase of the EIS will provide
additional clarity with respect to the project to be evaluated so that
an economic analysis can be completed.155
This is backwards. This statement raises questions as to the practical and legal implications
of PLP’s plans to wait for NEPA scoping to be completed prior to issuing an economic
assessment of the proposed project. For similar hardrock mining projects in Alaska where
the Corps was the lead NEPA agency, the project applicant had completed feasibility studies
prior to submitting 404 permit applications. For example, Donlin had completed two
feasibility studies in the years leading up to their submission of a 404 permit application and
the start of the NEPA process.156 Without an economic feasibility study, it is impossible at
this time to define the range of alternatives under PLP’s purpose and need statement. The
Corps should ensure that the purpose and need statement closely reflects the requirements
under the CWA and NEPA, and is drafted in a broad manner.
155

Technical Report NI 43-101, NDM, 2018 Technical Report on the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska,
USA (issue date Feb. 22, 2018), available at
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00003151. See also,
NDM Press Release, Northern Dynasty Files Technical Report on the Pebble Project, Alaska (Feb. 23,
2018), https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/site/assets/files/4632/2018-02-23_nr.pdf.
156
Donlin’s feasibility studies were released in 2009 and in January 2012. See
http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/novagold-files-donlin-gold-feasibility-study-technical-reporttsx-ng-1606092.htm. Donlin submitted its permit application with USACE on July 26, 2012. See
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/donlin/.
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THE SCALE OF ANALYSIS MUST INCLUDE REASONABLY FORESEEABLE
MINE EXPANSION

As described above, the purpose of scoping under the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) is to determine the appropriate parameters of the review required for the proposed
project, including the issues that require in-depth analysis in an EIS.157 “Cumulative actions”
are those “which when viewed with other proposed actions have cumulatively significant
impacts.”158 “Cumulative impact” is defined as “the impact on the environment which
results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or
person undertakes such other actions.”159 A potential future action may be “reasonably
foreseeable” and therefore should be included within the scope of the allegedly related EIS as
a cumulative action or impact.160 Such impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.161 An agency preparing an
EIS “may not ‘segment’ its analysis so as to conceal the environmental significance of the
project or projects.”162
NDM and PLP actions to date suggest that they are inappropriately attempting to limit the
scope of NEPA and CWA assessment to a wholly un-grounded scale of mining. The Corps
must dismiss this effort and evaluate the potential impacts of mining at a scale that matches
what PLP and NDM have routinely told investors and the mining community at large. The
EIS should analyze and disclose potential impacts under reasonably foreseeable development
scenarios in which mining operations eventually expand to the extent of economically viable
extraction of mineral resources at the Pebble deposit, including the 45-year and 78-year
scenarios reported in Ghafarri et al. (2011), mining the entire known 11.0 billion ton deposit,
mining additional ore that PLP and NDM intends to discover to the south and east of the
main deposit, and mining the 12 additional mineral targets identified by PLP and NDM
within its 2,402 mining claims.163 The Corps must also analyze and disclose potential

157

40 C.F.R § 1501.7(a)(2).
40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(2).
159
Id. § 1508.7.
160
National Wildlife Fed’n, 184 F.Supp. 184 F.Supp.3d 861, 938-948 (D. Or. 2016) (holding that Corps
and Bureau of Reclamation should have prepared a single EIS on their adoption of 73 reasonable and
prudent alternatives (RPA) recommended in a NMFS biological opinion on operation of the Federal
Columbia River Dam System, because they were part of a single plan, they were connected actions, and
they were cumulative actions); Natural Resources Defense Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., 421 F.3d 797,
815 (9th Cir. 2005) (failure to consider cumulative effects of “reasonably foreseeable, continued
highgrading” of old-growth trees across federal and private lands violated NEPA).
161
Id.
162
Hammond v. Norton, 370 F.Supp. 2d 226, 244 (D.D.C. 2005).
163
See supra discussion at section III.C.2.
158
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impacts from mining of additional claims discovered, located, and staked surrounding the
Pebble deposit owned by companies other than PLP/NDM.164
As discussed above, PLP and NDM have also consistently touted the extensive size of the
ore deposit. Based on the measured, indicated and inferred resources, PLP estimates that the
mine “is the world’s largest undeveloped copper and gold resource.”165 On Northern
Dynasty Minerals’ Pebble Project Overview webpage, it notes that “[t]he Pebble deposit is
one of the greatest stores of mineral wealth ever discovered, and the world’s largest
undeveloped copper and gold resource. The Pebble Project’s tonnes, grade, metallurgy and
geometry have the potential to support a modern, long-life mine.”166 NDM CEO Ron
Thiessen recently noted that PLP has “about 500 sq. miles of mineral titles” and that “the
reality is this represents development for many years, perhaps centuries into the future and
when you build the infrastructure in there and you’ve got a concentrator you can feed it
forever.”167
PLP’s website confirms that this is no small mine, stating “[w]e know that the Deposit is
large enough, and rich enough, to sustain production for 20-25 years, and quite possibly
operate for generations.”168 PLP reiterates this point, stating again on its website that “[o]ur
initial approach is for a 20-25-year mine. We believe it’s possible that the project could
extend for decades—the Deposit may hold a century’s worth of minerals.”169 In NDM’s
most recent Management’s Discussion and Analysis, which accompanies its audited yearly
financial statement, NDM states “[t]he project proposed as envisaged in the Project
Description uses a portion of the currently estimated Pebble mineral resources. This does not

164

For a detailed discussion of the reasonably foreseeable cumulative impacts associated with mining the
Pebble deposit, see EPA Watershed Assessment, Chapter 13. For a current depiction of the state mining
claims staked in the Pebble deposit area, see DNR Mine Claims Mapper, available at
http://akmining.info/ and associated GIS layers available for download at: http://asgdc.alaska.gov/#137.
There are currently approximately 3,200 mining claims active in the Bristol Bay region owned by at least
five other mining companies. In addition, there are more than 4,000 abandoned state mining claims in the
same area that may be re-staked by new mining companies at any time, as they are located on state lands
open to mineral entry. Id. See also https://pebblewatch.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/Footprint_20171006.jpg.
165
See The Pebble Project, A Pathway to Permitting, Denver Gold Forum, Sept. 2017, The Pebble
Partnership, Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd., at 6
166
See Northern Dynasty Minerals Pebble Project – Project Overview,
http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/pebble-project/project-overview/
167
See The Pebble Project, A Pathway to Permitting, Denver Gold Forum, Sept. 2017, The Pebble
Partnership, Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd., Webcast at 4:36 min., available at
http://www.denvergoldforum.org/dgf17/company-webcast/NDM:CN/.
168
See The Pebble Partnership Plan, https://www.pebblepartnership.com/plan.html (last visited June 8,
2018).
169
Id. (emphasis added).
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preclude development of additional resources in other phases of the project in the future.”170
And, PLP’s CEO himself has stated that even if PLP does not expand the mining beyond the
currently proposed 20-year, 1.5 billion ton development, “it’s unlikely that much copper and
gold will be left in the ground, and so someone will probably come along and want to do a
second phase of the project at another time.”171
EPA noted that due to the identified 11 billion metric tons of ore, “it is expected that
development of a mine at the Pebble deposit would ultimately be much larger than the 0.25
stage mine and could exceed the 6.5 stage mine.”172 Further, EPA acknowledged that the
actual size of the mine is likely to expand, stating that:
Mine construction and operation would also require the construction of
support facilities, including a major transportation corridor, pipelines, a
power-generating station, wastewater treatment plants, housing and
support services for workers, administrative offices, and other
infrastructure. Such facilities would greatly expand the “footprint” of
the mine and affect additional aquatic resources beyond the scope of
this proposed determination.173
This is not atypical, even of mines that were economically feasible in their initial design.
Expert analysis of hardrock mines throughout Alaska and the United States shows that
subsequent phases of development and expansion are the normal course of business.174
Consequently, even if NDM and PLP had a legitimate, independently-prepared, analysis175 of
their proposal showing that it is economic at the scale proposed, which they do not have,
extensive mining of the deposit is reasonably foreseeable. NEPA obligates the Corps to
analyze full-scale mining of the deposit.

170

Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd., Management’s Discussions and Analysis, Year Ended December 31,
2017, March 29, 2018, at 11, available at
https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/site/assets/files/4651/year_end_2017_financial_report.pdf
(emphasis added).
171
Statement of Tom Collier, PLP CEO, NBC Nightly News, Proposed Pebble Mine in Alaska could
threaten world’s largest salmon fishery (Feb. 3, 2018), available at https://www.nbcnews.com/nightlynews/proposed-pebble-mine-alaska-could-threaten-world-s-largest-salmon-n844431.
172
Id. at ES–3.
173
Id. at ES–2.
174
Letter from David M. Chambers, Ph.D., P. Geop., to EPA (June 28, 2013), Appendix B: Examples of
Expansions at Federal or State-Equivalent NEPA Hardrock Mines in the United States, available at
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-5657.
175
See Hard Rock Mining Handbook at 57, available at
https://www.stantec.com/content/dam/stantec/files/PDFAssets/2014/Hard%20Rock%20Miner%27s%20H
andbook%20Edition%205_3.pdf.
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In preparing the BBWA, EPA acknowledged that its estimate of impacts from the largest
scenario considered did not consider the potential effects of development of the entire
deposit:
It is also important to note that the largest scenario considered in this
assessment, based upon 6.5 billion tons (5.9 billion metric tons) of ore,
does not represent complete extraction of the Pebble deposit. Ghaffari
et al. (2011) estimate the entire Pebble mineral resource at 11.9 billion
tons (10.8 billion metric tons); were a mine to be developed that fully
extracted this amount of ore, potential effects could be significantly
greater than those estimated in the assessment.176
Because even the EPA’s largest mine scenario did not even analyze the impacts from mining
the entire deposit, it is incumbent on the Corps to develop this analysis. Pebble’s project
states an intent to extract 12.5% of the known measured and inferred resources. By focusing
only on the “small mine” proposed by Pebble in its CWA 404 application, the Corps is
failing to assess the reasonably foreseeable impacts from a mine that will be expanded in the
future.
Any attempt to limit the scope to the mine size as currently proposed violates NEPA. For
example, the Corps’ Scoping Document is disturbingly misleading to the public on this point.
By failing to look at mine development beyond that in Pebble’s current application, the
Corps will in effect unlawfully segment the “project” based only on the development of
phase 1 of the mine, which is a small fraction of the resources Pebble has documented as
measured and indicated.
D.

THE EIS MUST EVALUATE REASONABLE AND FORESEEABLE
ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING A NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

The EIS must “[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives.”177
This alternatives requirement is “the heart” of the EIS.178 To satisfy the alternatives
requirement, the EIS must consider all reasonable alternatives to a given project, and it must
rigorously explore and objectively evaluate those alternatives.179 Descriptions must be given
for any alternatives eliminated from detailed study.180 “Reasonable alternatives include those
that are practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common
sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”181
176

BBWA at 6–4.
Id. § 1502.14.
178
Id. § 1502.14.
179
Id. § 1502.14(a).
180
Id. § 1502.14(a).
181
Council on Environmental Quality, Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s National
Environmental Policy Act Regulations, 46 Fed. Reg. 18026 (Mar. 23, 1981).
177
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The EIS must also include a discussion of the environmental consequences of the proposed
action and alternatives, including the environmental impacts of each alternative, any adverse
environmental effects that cannot be avoided if the proposal is implemented, and any
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources.182 As such, the EIS must include a
discussion of alternatives for each project component, including, but not limited to
alternatives for: mine pit location, mine tailings location, use of various water treatment
methods and management pond designs, use of different tailings storage and design methods,
tailings dam construction location and composition, milling rates and project lifespan, mine
to waste strip ratios, gold recovery methods (including the potential for future cyanide use on
tailings containing gold remnants), water discharge locations, energy sources (including use
of power transmission lines in lieu of a pipeline and powerplant at the site), transportation
methods (including use of a slurry pipeline instead of trucking and barging), alignments of
all linear project components, port location, ferry crossing locations, best available mining
technologies, alternative sources of gold/copper/molybdenum on mineral properties owned
by PLP/NDM parent company Hunter Dickinson, and compensatory mitigation options.
As to the transportation corridor and natural gas pipeline facilities and operations, the draft
EIS should fully explore the different route alternatives, different tidewater port options, rail
options, slurry pipeline options, air options, and water transport options. For any alternatives
considered in detail, PLP should provide a wetlands delineation. Highlighting PLP’s lack of
pre-application due diligence, PLP has never discussed with BBNC its proposed road
corridor despite the fact that it implicates substantial BBNC property interests. The Corps
should consult with local communities and surface and subsurface landowners to determine a
route which will have the least impact on subsistence and other resources in the region. The
corps should consult with location communities regarding an ice-breaking ferry crossing
Iliamna Lake, something that potentially will impede winter travel across the lake between
communities. The Corps is not limited to the routes considered and eliminated by PLP, and
is legally obligated to explore and evaluate reasonable alternatives in its EIS.
The preferred alternative must be either the least environmentally damaging practicable
alternative (LEDPA) or the no action alternative. It is PLP’s responsibility to clearly
demonstrate that its proposed project is the LEDPA and otherwise complies with Corps
permitting requirements. Given the lack of sufficient information nin the permit application
to analyze alternatives assocated with all of the project components discussed above, the
Corps should suspend its EIS preparation and require PLP to resubmit its permit application
with PLP’s best effort to identify the impacts it believes are unavoidable under the
regulations: i.e., the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative. Otherwise,
based on the peer-reviewed findings of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment and EPA’s
Proposed Determination, the Corps should identify the no action alternative as the preferred

182

Id. § 1502.16.
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alternative unless it can determine, at the DEIS stage, that one of the action alternatives
meets the 404(b)(1) guidelines.183
E.

THE CORPS MUST CONSIDER A WIDE RANGE OF DIRECT, INDIRECT AND
CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Appendix B to this comment letter contains BBNC’s specific suggestions for inclusion and
questions related to more than 30 topics where the Corps must consider direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts in the draft EIS. These topics include the direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts on: the aquatic ecosystem, wetlands, water quality and quantity and hydrological
impacts, fish and fish habitat, wildlife and habitat, geophysical impacts, air quality and
emissions, power plant energy impacts, climate, subsistence, cultural resources, public
health, environmental justice, economic impacts, tailings failure scenarios, tailings leaks,
water management plan, acid rock mine drainage, mine processing, chemical/toxic materials,
financial assurances for reclamation and long-term monitoring and management, the natural
gas pipeline, dredging activities, Iliamna Lake ferry, Amakdedori port, barge use,
transportation corridor invasive species, endangered species, visual resources, noise
pollution, human health, recreation, and socioeconomics.
As also noted under each of these categories in Appendix B, a wide range of essential and
current baseline data is missing from PLP’s application for many of its project components.
This missing information makes the Corps’ job evaluating the direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts impossible. Many of these project components are located in pristine
and largely unstudied areas of the region. Prior to drafting an EIS for the propose project,
the Corps should require credible baseline data on the variety of issues that must be
addressed in the EIS, irrespective of the time it may take to gather such data; Bristol Bay is
no place to cut corners.

VI.

THE EIS MUST ADDRESS THE 404(b)(1) GUIDELINES OF THE
CLEAN WATER ACT

The Corps has a duty to restore and protect the integrity of waters of the United States,
including wetlands.184 The Corps carries out this duty by issuing permits for the discharge of
dredged or fill material into the navigable waters.185 Through regulations and guidance, the
Corps has established a process, standards, and requirements for the issuance of such
permits.186 Most importantly, these permits must be issued in strict compliance with the
guidelines established by the EPA and the Corps under Section 404(b)(1) of the CWA
183

See generally, attached Appendix C (Recommendations on the scope of analysis pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, Prepared for the Bristol Bay
Native Corporation by Thomas G. Yocom, Wetlands Regulatory Scientist, Huffman-Broadway Group,
Inc.).
184
33 U.S.C. § 1251(a).
185
33 U.S.C. § 1344.
186
33 C.F.R. § 320.4; 40 C.F.R. § 230.1-98.
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(Guidelines).187 The Guidelines require that “dredged and fill material should not be
discharged into the aquatic ecosystem, unless it can be demonstrated that such a discharge
will not have an unacceptable adverse impact either individually or in combination with
known and/or probable impacts of other activities affecting the ecosystems of concern.”188
Additionally, the degradation and destruction of wetlands and other special aquatic sites are
considered “among the most severe environmental impacts.”189 Corps regulations
specifically identify wetlands as “special aquatic site[s],” and detail their outstanding value
and particular sensitivity to disturbances.190 No discharge shall be permitted if there is a
practicable alterative which would have less adverse impacts on the aquatic ecosystem, so
long as the alternative does not have other significant adverse environmental
consequences.191
A.

THE CORPS MUST IDENTIFY THE LEAST ENVIRONMENTALLY DAMAGING
PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVE

Practicable alternatives include activities and discharges which do not involve discharge of
dredged/fill material into waters of the U.S.192 An alternative is practicable if it is capable of
being done after taking into consideration costs (not economics), existing technology, and
logistics in light of the overall project purpose.193 As described more thoroughly in
Appendix C to these comments, for purposes of evaluating alternatives under the CWA to
determine the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA), the Corps
should require that PLP demonstrate that no other ore deposits have been available to the
company and that there are no deposits that could be developed which would pose less
environmental damage to aquatic environments. The LEDPA analysis must consider not only
alternatives within the project area, but also alternative mining of other ore deposits that have
been or could have been acquired by PLP and its parent company Hunter Dickinson.
Because PLP’s application is not complete, because PLP has failed to provide a prefeasibility or feasibility assessment of its project design, and because its project design keeps
changing mid-permitting, it is impossible at this to know what is within the realm of
consideration as a practicable alternative. It is PLP’s responsibility to clearly demonstrate
that its proposed project is the LEDPA and otherwise complies with Corps permitting
requirements. It is not the job of the United States agencies to design projects for applicants
or to tell an applicant the parameters of its project so that the applicant can make an after-thefact determination of economic feasibility.194 The Corps should suspend its EIS preparation
187

33 U.S.C. § 1344(b)(1); 40 C.F.R. § 230.1.
40 C.F.R. § 230.1(c).
189
40 C.F.R. § 230.1(d).
190
40 C.F.R. § 230.10.
191
40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a).
192
40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(1).
193
Id. at § 230.10(a)(2).
194
See, attached Appendix C. See also, supra section V.B.
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and require PLP to resubmit its permit application with PLP’s best effort to identify the
impacts it believes are unavoidable under the regulations: i.e., the least environmentally
damaging practicable alternative.
B.

THE EIS MUST EVALUATE WHETHER THE PROJECT CAUSES OR
CONTRIBUTES TO SIGNIFICANT DEGRADATION OF THE AQUATIC
RESOURCES

If the Corps cannot determine if appropriate and practicable mitigation measures will be
implemented to offset unavoidable project impacts, it should deny the permit application for
causing or contributing to significant degradation of the aquatic ecosystem.195 No 404 permit
can be issued for a project that “will cause or contribute to significant degradation of waters
of the United States.”196 Therefore, the EIS must provide information that will enable the
Corps to determine whether significant degradation may result from the construction,
operation and closure of Pebble mine and its ancillary facilities. While the 404(b)(1)
Guidelines do not limit the factors that may be considered as part to a significant degradation
analysis, the relevant regulations provide specific information as to factors that need to be
considered include:
(1) Significantly adverse effects of the discharge of pollutants on
human health or welfare, including but not limited to effects on
municipal water supplies, plankton, fish, shellfish, wildlife, and special
aquatic sites.
(2) Significantly adverse effects of the discharge of pollutants on life
stages of aquatic life and other wildlife dependent on aquatic
ecosystems, including the transfer, concentration, and spread of
pollutants or their byproducts outside of the disposal site through
biological, physical, and chemical processes;
(3) Significantly adverse effects of the discharge of pollutants on
aquatic ecosystem diversity, productivity, and stability. Such effects
may include, but are not limited to, loss of fish and wildlife habitat or
loss of the capacity of a wetland to assimilate nutrients, purify water, or
reduce wave energy; or
(4) Significantly adverse effects of discharge of pollutants on
recreational, aesthetic, and economic values.197
At a minimum, the EIS needs to provide information to support a determination as to
whether the proposed mining project causes or contributes to significant degradation with
regard to all of the pertinent factors set out above. In particular, impacts to fish, wildlife, fish
and wildlife habitat, wetlands, recreation, aesthetic and economic values need to be
considered. Moreover, these impacts need to be considered in the context of the human
health and welfare issues of the populations dependent on the fisheries and wildlife that will
195

See 40 CFR 230.10(c).
Id.
197
40 CFR 230.10(c).
196
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be affected by the proposed mine project (both alone and in combination with reasonably
foreseeable additional mining activity). The relevant populations that need to be considered
include both indigenous populations which rely on fish and wildlife for subsistence and
cultural values, as well as business operations dependent on healthy fish and wildlife
populations.
For a lengthy discussion of what the Corps must consider pursuant to the 404(b)(1)
guidelines to ensure the proposed Pebble Mine project will not cause or contribute to
significant degradation of waters of the United States, see Appendix C attached to this letter.
At a minimum, the Corps must consider:
x Relevant findings from 40 CFR § 230, Subparts B & G; consideration of C – G,
with an emphasis on persistence and permanence.
x Impacts to human health and welfare – fisheries and wildlife, cultural impacts
including subsistence. For this, the Corps, in cooperation with co-lead and
cooperating agencies, should conduct a Health Impact Assessment.
x Lifestages of aquatic life and wildlife dependent on aquatic ecosystems
x Diversity, productivity, and stability of all salmonid species throughout the
watersheds impacted, including the potential scope of loss (particularly permanent
loss) and loss of genetic diversity.
x Adverse effects on recreational, aesthetic, and economic values.
x Limitations on effectiveness of mitigation to address these concerns.
C.

THE EIS MUST EVALUATE MEASURES TO AVOID, MINIMIZE, AND
MITIGATE IMPACTS

CEQ has defined mitigation in its implementing regulations for NEPA to include avoiding,
minimizing, rectifying, reducing over time, and compensating for impacts. The 1990
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) EPA and the Corps establishes a three-part process,
known as the mitigation sequence, to help guide mitigation decisions and determine the type
and level of mitigation required under Clean Water Act Section 404 regulations.
x Step 1. Avoid - Adverse impacts to aquatic resources are to be avoided and no
discharge shall be permitted if there is a practicable alternative with less adverse
impact.
x Step 2. Minimize - If impacts cannot be avoided, appropriate and practicable steps to
minimize adverse impacts must be taken.
x Step 3. Compensate - Appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation is
required for unavoidable adverse impacts which remain. The amount and quality of
compensatory mitigation may not substitute for avoiding and minimizing impacts.198
According to the EPA, PLP’s proposal to discharge and fill in anadromous waters “is
unprecedented in the context of the CWA Section 404 regulatory program in Alaska.”199
198
199

https://www.epa.gov/cwa-404/cwa-section-404-mitigation
PD at 4-6.
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Therefore, the Corps priority should be to require PLP to avoid and minimize impacts.
Because of the location and type of the Pebble deposit and the aquatic resources that would
be irreversibly destroyed with the development of the Pebble deposit, the Corps cannot
forego mitigation on this project. Corps of Engineers regulations mandate evaluation of the
appropriateness of compensatory mitigation for “significant resource losses which are
specifically identifiable, reasonably likely to occur, and of importance to the human or
aquatic environment.”200 These include impacts to wetlands, fish and wildlife resources,
cultural and recreational values, and water quality. The Corps needs to take specific steps to
further assess the magnitude of each of these categories of resource losses associated with the
proposed project, and analyze which of these impacts can be practicably avoided and
minimized. When mitigation is required to offset unavoidable impacts, “the amount of
required mitigation must be, to the extent practicable, sufficient to replace lost aquatic
resource functions.”201
1.

Avoidance

Avoidance measures the Corps must consider include onsite and offsite alternatives to the
proposed project that would meet the project’s purpose. The Corps must analyze and
consider alternative project configurations that would best avoid impacts to aquatic
resources. In addition to project site configurations, this includes analyzing orebody
alternatives located elsewhere and owned by the applicant’s parent company, Hunter
Dickinson, as well as mining elsewhere on PLP’s 266,000 acres of claims where impacts to
aquatic resources might be lessened. The Corps must also consider avoidance measures
related to the proposed port and transportation corridor, such as alternatives to the method of
transportation (slurry pipeline versus trucking and barging and use of powerlines instead of a
natural gas pipeline) and alternatives to port location and shipping/lightering methods.
2.

Minimization

The EIS must evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation measures to avoid impacts to aquatic
resources. To minimize the impacts of mining the Pebble deposit, at least three broad
categories of minimization alternatives need to be thoroughly explored:
x Construction design requirements and best management practices to reduce the direct
and indirect impacts of facilities constructed as part of the mining operation.
x Restoration alternatives so that, to the extent practicable, impacts associated with the
mining operation are temporary impacts.
x To address long-term impacts of the mining operations, the EIS needs to evaluate
options for long-term protections for the site and potentially at risk aquatic resources.
Construction and Design Best Management Practices. As part of its EIS, the Corps should
fully describe all the construction and design best management practices for all of the
project’s components and how these practices and designs minimize impacts. Project
200
201

See 33 CFR § 320.4(r)(2).
33 C.F.R. § 332.3(f)(1).
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components to be addressed include, but are not limited to: the mine site, ports and shipping,
and the transportation and utility corridor.
The applicant’s proposal to construct lengthy roads, pipelines and utility corridors could lead
to substantial discharges of fill in waters of United States and extensive watershed impacts
resulting from destruction of wetlands, habitat fragmentation, stream modification, polluted
runoff, and pipeline spills. Construction impacts for these features are also likely to be
significant. The EPA Assessment at Appendix G provides a detailed analysis of the potential
environmental impacts of the various transportation and utility corridors proposed as part of
the Pebble mine project and strategies for minimizing the impacts that cannot be avoided.
However, the EPA analysis assumes that all of the corridors proposed for the project are
necessary. In addition, the locations for the corridors assumed by EPA are materially
different from those proposed by the applicant, so the EPA analysis cannot be relied upon for
that purpose.
To address this, the EIS must initially provide a rigorous analysis as to whether each feature
is necessary for the project to be practicable. Those that can be eliminated should be
eliminated. For the features that are necessary, the EIS should examine alternatives that
minimize the length of these corridors and combine these corridors where practicable to
minimize habitat fragmentation.202 As part of this analysis, the EIS should consider whether
the corridor locations assessed by EPA constitute a less environmentally damaging
practicable alternative to the applicant’s proposal.
As to each of the proposed transportation and utility corridors, the EIS needs to carefully
analyze design criteria to minimize direct and indirect impacts to waters of the United States,
fisheries and other wildlife habitat. To do this, at the outset, the EIS needs to identify all
streams, wetlands, other waters of the United States, and other significant wildlife habitat
(including, but not limited to, nesting/denning areas, feeding areas and travel corridors) that
the corridors could cross or otherwise materially affect. In this analysis, the EIS also needs
to analyze the ecosystem and human reliance on these potentially-impacted values.
With regard to significant wildlife habitat areas, all corridors should be located to avoid
them, with an adequate buffer based on a case-by-case assessment of the fish and wildlife
habitat at issue. If this is not practicable, mitigation measures need to be developed to
compensate for the unavoidable impacts.
With regard to streams, each should be identified as to whether it is known habitat for fish,
known not to be habitat for fish, or, in the very limited circumstances where the law does not
compel data gathering,203 not assessed for fishery habitat. With regard to wetland areas, each
should be identified as to whether it is adjacent to one or more streams, with information
202

See BBWA Appendix G, p 31-32 (clustering of pipelines reduces the direct spatial footprint of
disturbance by concentrating construction and maintenance activity).
203
See 40 C.F.R. 1502.22.
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provided as to the fishery habitat status of the adjacent stream(s). With regard to significant
wildlife habitat areas, each should be mapped to assist in avoiding impacts.
With the above information in hand, the EIS should identify criteria needed to design each
necessary corridor to minimize impacts. Ideally, each stream and wetland should be bridged,
with no footings placed in waters of the United States. If this alternative is not practicable,
the Corps should explain in detail why, and then examine alternatives that allow minimal
construction of footings in waters of the United States and an alternative that bridges all
streams, and bridges wetlands adjacent to streams known to function as fishery habitat and
streams not assessed for fishery habitat.
To the extent the Corps presents alternatives with less extensive bridging, the EIS needs to
analyze and disclose the direct and indirect impacts to waters of the United States and
fisheries associated with that alternative, and analyze appropriate compensatory mitigation.
In addition, the EIS needs to analyze how culverts and porous fills can be designed and
constructed to minimize impacts where bridging is not feasible.204 In particular, with regard
to culverts, it is essential to develop a monitoring and maintenance strategy to ensure that
maximum hydrological connectivity is maintained.
The EPA Assessment provides the analytical underpinning to support this approach.205
Specifically, EPA concludes with regard to streams:
where rivers are wide and river or stream channels shift location frequently, any
crossing structure short of fully spanning the channel migration or flood-prone valley
width can prove problematic. Because of the nature of design structures and
geomorphic setting, crossings of small streams (under about 3 meters in width) pose
greater risk of causing barriers to animal migration and movement of sediment and
natural debris, whereas crossings of larger streams pose risk of erosion,
sedimentation, channel and floodplain alteration, and delivery of pollutants from
spills. The importance of small streams in Bristol Bay for Dolly Varden and other fish
species (Woody and O’Neal 2010) underscores the need for culverts to provide fish
passage and maintain fish habitat, even where salmon are absent. Numerous studies
also document that connectivity between small headwater streams (including streams
with intermittent or seasonal flow) and downstream habitats is important and, in some
cases, critical for productivity and survival of salmonids (e.g., Hilderbrand and
Kirshner 2000, Young et al. 2004, Fausch et al. 2002, Hastings 2005, Wigington et al.
2006, Bryant et al. 2009). In general, culvert crossings of small streams remain
problematic, even under contemporary standards and practices as applied by state
highway departments and land management agencies.206

204

See BBWA Appendix G p. 29-30 (problems associated with culverts); p. 31 (porous fill as a
minimization measure).
205
BBWA Appendix G, p. 29-30.
206
BBWA Appendix G, p. 29-30 (Citations at pp. 37-44)
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With regard to wetlands and near-surface groundwater resources, the EPA Assessment
concludes:
Effective mitigation of adverse roadway impacts to streams must account explicitly
not just for the passage of fish and surface waters; in ecosystems like Bristol Bay that
are rich in shallow groundwater, roadways must also avoid disrupting or obstructing
hyporheic flow paths and shallow aquifers. Short of not building new roads
altogether, the most effective practice to avoid alteration of hydrology and hydrologic
connectivity is to locate the route well away from streams, wetlands, springs, seeps,
areas of near-surface groundwater, pond and lake shorelines, and alluvial fans and
glacio-alluvial valley trains where frequently shifting stream courses are present. Due
to the number and density of streams, zones of near-surface groundwater, and
associated wetlands in the area of the potential transportation corridor (Hamilton
2007), complete avoidance of “sensitive habitat” would be exceedingly difficult. If
avoidance of these sensitive hydrologic features is impossible, the next best
mitigation is bridge the roadway across them, completely spanning the area of both
surface water and near-surface groundwater, thereby reducing direct physical
intersection of the roadway and water features.207
As to the road corridor, assuming it is determined to be necessary, the design must examine
alternatives that minimize dust and direct road runoff and other pollutants away from waters
of the United States. Ideally a combination of fencing and piping can minimize the impacts
of polluted runoff and road detritus on streams and adjacent wetlands. Dust can be addressed
through both road design and maintenance measures.208 As to any pipeline corridor deemed
necessary, the EIS should analyze spill control, containment and countermeasures. A
comprehensive plan addressing these issues should be included in the EIS.209 In particular,
this plan needs to evaluate the practicability of secondary containment in areas where
discharges to waters of the United States are possible.
Secondary containment is a particularly important measure for isolating and managing leaks
or spills wherever the pipeline is directly above surface water. Ideally some form of
secondary containment should extend to other locations where leaks or spills could reach and
contaminate surface or subsurface waters.210
With regard to impacts during construction, all waters of the United States and significant
wildlife habitat areas need to be mapped and flagged on the ground. Work involved in
construction must avoid all unnecessary direct impacts to these areas. For example,
materials storage and construction staging areas need to be located outside of waters of the
United States and significant wildlife habitat areas. In addition, during construction, rigorous
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storm water pollution controls need to be implemented to minimize impacts associated with
polluted runoff from construction activities.
While minimization of impacts from these corridors is essential, it is also important to
consider EPA’s conclusions regarding site-specific measures to minimize impacts from road
and pipeline corridors:
It is commonly recognized that the environmental impact of a major construction
project like a road or major pipeline corridor can never be fully mitigated (Trombulak
and Frissell 2000). Indeed, inherent to the underlying purpose of road projects (i.e., to
alter natural conditions so that vehicle transportation is possible where it was
physically impossible before) are changes to landscape structure that not only
irretrievably alter ecosystem and biological conditions within the construction
footprint, but also interrupt or modify the natural flux of water, sediment, nutrients,
and biota across the ecosystem, usually permanently (Darnell et al. 1976, Rhodes et
al. 1994, Forman and Alexander 1998, Forman 2000, Forman and Deblinger 2000,
Trombulak and Frissell 2000). Moreover, engineering or implementation failures,
unanticipated field conditions, and/or unforeseen environmental events inevitably test
and compromise the effectiveness of mitigation measures applied in large projects
(e.g., Espinosa et al. 1997, Levy 2009). The only sure way to avoid impacts to a
freshwater ecosystem from a large road or pipeline project is to refrain from building
such a project in that ecosystem (Frissell and Bean 2009).211
Therefore, to the extent these impacts cannot be avoided, the EIS needs to assess the
limitations of minimization efforts in reducing the environmental impacts of the mine’s
essential corridor features. These impacts will then need to be addressed as part of the
compensatory mitigation requirements for the project.
Restoration Opportunities. The EIS should examine the possibility of removing project
features following completion of the proposed mining activity. In particular, the EIS should
examine the practicability and environmental benefits of removing the applicant’s private
road, mine pipeline and associated infrastructure and restoring the watercourses and the
wetlands affected by these project components.
Long Term Protections. EPA finds that, in addition to decades of active mining activity,
wastes would require active management for centuries, and possibly in perpetuity.212 EPA
notes that existing engineered mine waste storage systems have only been in place for about
50 years. And that, in particular, “[t]he response of current technology in tailings dam
construction is untested and unknown in the face of centuries of unpredictable events.”213 It
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should be noted that a number of recent failures of modern engineered tailings dams place
into question the reliability of this technology.214
EPA concludes that, to be adequately protective, “[m]aintenance of mine discharges in terms
of water quality, quantity, and timing to avoid adverse impacts would require long-term
commitments for monitoring and facility maintenance.”215 EPA notes “the financial and
technological requirements could be large and the cumulative risks (and likely instantaneous
consequences) of facility accidents, failures and human errors would increase with time.”216
These risks include, but are not limited to catastrophic failure of the tailings storage facilities,
breakdowns in the leachate collection system (including failure to detect new leachate
sources), failure to maintain wastewater treatment facilities. “Additionally, climate change
and predicted increases in [regional] water surplus” will require adaptation to new water
management regimes.217 This poses a significant threat to the long-term stability of the
tailings storage facilities, the closed mine pit, the waste rock facilities, the leachate collection
system, and the wastewater treatment system.
The Corps will face a significant challenge in assessing whether Pebble mine will be in the
public interest in light of these reasonably foreseeable long-term threats.218 Also, these long
term threats need to be considered in any determination as to whether the facility will cause
or contribute to violations of water quality standards and/or cause or contribute to significant
degradation of the waters of the United States.219 The EIS needs to evaluate the long-term
risks described above in light to the information provided by the applicant. In doing so, it is
appropriate for the EIS to evaluate the history of mining operations in the United States and
around the world causing long-term environmental degradation as well as the unique issues
associated with long-term maintenance of mining facilities in this area.
The EIS also needs to discuss the need for special conditions to address long-term
maintenance of the mine facility following the completion of mining. These include, but are
not limited to, a performance bond and/or other financial assurances sufficient to fund
maintenance of the site in perpetuity in the event the applicant fails to properly maintain the
site, and sufficient to remediate the site and compensate for natural resource damages in the
event of toxic contamination either due to maintenance failures or catastrophic failure of the
tailings storage facilities, pipelines or other mine features.
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See, e.g., Mount Polley Independent Expert Investigation and Review Report,
https://www.mountpolleyreviewpanel.ca/.
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BBWA at p. 8-61.
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Id.
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See 33 CFR § 320(4)(a)(1) (benefits of a project must be balanced against its reasonably foreseeable
detriments).
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40 CFR § 230.10(b),(c).
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Corps of Engineers Regulatory Guidance Letter 05-1 provides useful guidance as to the
potential scope of financial assurances the Corps of Engineers should consider in addressing
these issues. The EIS should consider this guidance in developing options for financial
assurances. However, the EIS needs to evaluate a wide range of financial assurance options
(including options not considered in RGL 05-1) given the long-term threats posed by this
mine, the importance of the resources at stake, and the long history of environmental
degradation associated with the hard rock mining industry.
3.

Mitigation

With respect to any unavoidable impacts to wetlands, PLP must develop a compensatory
mitigation plan approved by the Corps and integrated into the NEPA analysis. PLP’s permit
application, however, contains no meaningful information regarding the plans to provide
compensatory mitigation for the unavoidable impacts of the proposed project. As discussed
further below, this should be remedied by requiring the applicant to submit a substantive
compensatory mitigation plan so that the public, in scoping, may meaningfully participate in
the development of compensatory mitigation plans for the project. Given this deficiency in
the record, our scoping comments, at this time, are limited to conceptual comments as to the
goals any meaningful compensatory mitigation plan would need to meet.
Pursuant to the Corps’ permitting regulations, the applicant is required to take the initial
steps in developing information regarding compensatory mitigation. The applicant must
include in its 404 permit application “a statement describing how impacts to waters of the
United States are to be compensated for or a statement explaining why compensatory
mitigation should not be provided.”220 Permit applicants are responsible for proposing an
appropriate compensatory mitigation option to offset unavoidable impacts.221 In addition, for
a 404 permit application to be complete, it must provide “sufficient information to issue a
public notice.222 With regard to compensatory mitigation, the public notice must provide a
level of detail “commensurate with the scope and scale of the impacts.”223
PLP’s 404 permit application fails to satisfy the requirements of the Corps’ regulations. It
neither describes how the impacts associated with its project will be compensated for, nor
provides a rationale why compensatory mitigation should not be required. In addition, the
application fails to provide information sufficient for the issuance of a public notice,
particularly given the scope and scale of the proposed impacts. As such, the Corps should
reject the application as incomplete.224 In the alternative, the Corps of Engineers could
request additional information needed to address this deficiency in the application. 33 CFR
325.1(e).
220
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However, as noted above, until sufficient information is provided to satisfy the requirements
of 33 CFR § 325.1(d)(7) and 33 CFR § 332.4(b)(1), the Corps should treat the application as
incomplete and suspend processing of the permit. The public cannot provide meaningful
comments on a public notice lacking any substantive information on this issue. In addition,
the public is prejudiced in its ability to participate in the scoping process if it has no
information regarding the substance of the applicant’s compensatory mitigation. Until this
deficiency is properly addressed, the Corps should not conclude the scoping process.
The Corps regulations mandate evaluation of the appropriateness of compensatory mitigation
for “significant resource losses which are specifically identifiable, reasonably likely to occur,
and of importance to the human or aquatic environment.”225 The extent of the known
impacts to wetlands, fish and wildlife resources, cultural and recreational values, and water
quality are discussed throughout this comment letter and in appendices. The Corps needs to
take specific steps to further assess the magnitude of each of these categories of resource
losses associated with the proposed project, and analyze the extent to which these impacts
can be practicably avoided and minimized.
Similarly, the 404(b)(1) Guidelines prohibit permitting the discharge of dredged or fill
material “unless appropriate and practicable steps have been taken which will minimize
potential adverse impacts of the discharges to the aquatic ecosystem.226 Even after full
development of practicable avoidance and minimization measures, the known impacts of
mining the Pebble deposit are extremely significant. Thousands of acres of wetlands will be
destroyed. Miles of streams which serve as habitat for fish and wildlife resources, including
but not limited to, migrating salmonids will be filled, dewatered and or severed by
construction of the mine and associated facilities. Water quality in surviving streams will be
significantly degraded by copper and other pollutants. Commercial, recreational and
subsistence fisheries will be degraded.
It is essential that the EIS fully document these impacts and the limitations on avoiding and
minimizing these impacts at the Pebble mine site, so that the extent of the necessary
compensatory mitigation can be properly identified. These “specifically identified impacts”
are all “significant resource losses” that are certain to occur from construction and operation
of Pebble mine and are “of importance to the human or aquatic environment.”227 Therefore,
once the magnitude of these impacts is fully identified, the EIS must develop compensatory
mitigation alternatives that are “directly related to the impacts, appropriate to the scope and
degree of those impacts, and reasonably enforceable.”228
To address the unavoidable adverse effects of proposed discharges of dredged or fill
material, the Corps and EPA jointly developed a rule entitled Compensatory Mitigation For
225
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Losses of Aquatic Resource.229 The Mitigation Rule sets an overarching standard that must
be met in developing an appropriate compensatory mitigation proposal. The fundamental
objective of compensatory mitigation is to offset environmental losses resulting from
unavoidable impacts to waters of the United States authorized by DA permits. The district
engineer must determine the compensatory mitigation … based on what is practicable and
capable of compensating for the aquatic resource functions that will be lost as a result of the
permitted activity.230 The magnitude of the unavoidable impacts to waters of the United
States and aquatic resource functions from this project will require enormous compensatory
mitigation to comply with these regulatory thresholds. In cases where insufficient
compensatory mitigation is proposed, “the district engineer may determine that a DA permit
for the proposed activity cannot be issued because of the lack of appropriate and practicable
compensatory mitigation options.”231
VII.

THE CORPS MUST ADDRESS PLP’S INADQUATE WETLANDS
DELINEATION PRIOR TO ISSUING A DRAFT EIS

As part of its initial permit application, PLP submitted a Preliminary Jurisdictional
Determination (PJD) Report,232 which was later revised and resubmitted to comply with
Corps policies that any area that “may be” subject to Clean Water Act jurisdiction pursuant
to Section 404 “will be” considered jurisdictional for the purposes of processing PLP’s
permit application.233 In revising its PJD report and maps, PLP was directed to consider any
areas it had initially mapped as “mosaics” of wetlands and uplands as 100% wetlands in its
revised PJD maps. These modified maps were submitted in February 2018, after which the
Corps issued a signed PJD234 for the project, determining that there are 15,591.99 acres of
“waters of the United States,” including wetlands within PLP’s study boundary. The Corps
assertion of jurisdiction is 406.69 acres more than the 15,185.3 acres that PLP estimated in
its revised PJD, and 3083.29 acres more than what PLP estimated in its December 2017 PJD
report.
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33 CFR § 332, 40 CFR 230, Subpart J.
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The signed PJD, however, is based on outdated data and inadequate field surveys. The Corps
should have rejected PLP’s PJD report and methodology as inadequate and invalid.
Moreover, PLP has surveyed wetlands in an uneven manner across different project
components and alternatives, undermining the ability of the Corps to conduct a proper
LEDPA analysis.
The PJD report was based primarily on data collected a decade or more ago. PLP’s
jurisdictional delineation efforts began in 2004, more than 13 years before PLP chose to
submit its permit application.235 The Corps should not have accepted PLP’s wetland maps
for the purposes of making a PJD because the majority of the supporting data were collected
over a decade ago. National Corps policy considers jurisdictional delineations more than 5
years old to be expired because of the changes that can occur to wetland boundaries over
time.236 The Corps should not have accepted PLP’s observations recorded in 2004-2008 as
reliable under the Corps’ own policies, and in this regard, even the data from 2013 may be
outdated. Data from 2017 should be considered current, although these data appear to be
only within the proposed transportation corridor between Iliamna Lake and Cook Inlet, and
do not serve to update or reaffirm observations made years earlier in the mine site area.
Moreover, in 2007, the Corps’ adopted an Alaska-specific regional supplement237 to its 1987
Wetland Delineation Manual238 that provides Alaska-specific guidance on how to delineate
wetlands in Alaska and sub-regions within the State. Nearly all of the data collected for
PLP’s PJD report utilized the outdated 1987 Wetlands Delineation Manual. The Corps
should require PLP to re-delineate the entire proposed project area based on the 2007
regional supplement, as this will better inform the potential impacts to wetlands.
Finally, the Corps should require PLP to survey and delineate wetlands for every project
component equally so that an adequate comparison of direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts can be made. To date, nearly all of the wetlands delineation field studies and
descriptions have occurred in the mine site area and along the old proposed transportation
corridor to the north of Iliamna Lake. PLP has proposed multiple transportation corridor
routes in addition to the preferred alternative south of Iliamna Lake, such as a northern route,
different spur roads, and a route around the west side of Iliamna Lake. To date, these
alternatives have been inadequately studied or not studied at all. PLP presents no
comprehensive study of wetlands to the south and west of Iliamna Lake. These alternative
235

A third of PLP’s wetland delineation field data were collected in 2004, and more than 72% of its
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routes must be studied and delineated in the same manner as the wetlands at the preferred
alternative and transportation corridor components within the mine site study area in order
for the Corps to properly assess the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative
and to assess changes in corridor alignment to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands.

VIII. OTHER CLEAN WATER ACT COMPLIANCE ISSUES THAT
MUST BE INCLUDED IN DRAFT EIS
In addition to the CWA issues discussed in sections VI and VII above, the EIS for Pebble
mine must assess impacts to water quality when determining whether the proposal qualifies
for a permit under section 404 of the Clean Water Act.239 Detailed information developed by
EPA demonstrates the potential for contamination to ground and surface waters from the
operation and closure of Pebble mine. The information developed by EPA also documents
that this contamination will extend far beyond the boundaries of the project site. The EIS
should incorporate EPA’s findings into its analysis. The EIS should also analyze whether
and, if so, to what extent, the project proposal developed by the applicant warrants
refinements to EPA’s analysis and conclusions. The discussion below seeks to highlight the
most important conclusions EPA reaches in its analysis of the water quality impacts of
Pebble mine. Importantly, it is not intended to be exhaustive as to the water quality issues
that need to be addressed in the EIS.
A.

ROUTINE MINE OPERATIONS

Specifically, EPA finds that “[w]ater from the mine site would enter streams through
wastewater plant discharges and in uncollected runoff and leakage of leachates from the
waste rock piles and TSFs [tailings storage facilities].”240 EPA observes that mine tailings,
non-acid forming waste rock and acid forming waste rock all have the potential to form
leachates of various toxicities. In particular, EPA finds that untreated leachates from acidforming waste rocks “would require 2,900- to 52,000-fold dilution to achieve water quality
criteria.”241
EPA predicts that copper contamination from routine mine operations would induce
avoidance of streams by salmon in 15 to 35 miles of streams in the Pebble 2.0 scenario.242
EPA also predicts that this scenario would also cause death or reduced reproduction of
aquatic invertebrates (a crucial element of the food web for salmon) in 25 to 38 miles of
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In general terms, this requires addressing environmental issues relevant to a determination as to
whether issuing a section 404 permit is consistent with the public interest, 33 CFR § 320.4, and the
404(b)(1) Guidelines, 40 CFR § 230.
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as a basis for comparison to Pebble’s proposal, since it is closest in size to the project as currently
proposed by the applicant.
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streams in the Pebble 2.0 scenario.243 EPA predicts direct salmon mortality is likely to result
due to toxic contamination from routine mine operations under the Pebble 2.0 Scenario.244
EPA acknowledges that its findings of water quality impacts from routine operations are
sensitive to the efficiency of the mine’s leachate capture system.245 In its analysis, EPA
assumes capture of 84% of the leachate in the Pebble 2.0 scenario.246 EPA also notes “[t]o
avoid exceeding water quality criteria for copper, more than 99% capture would be
required.” The EIS should carefully review EPA’s findings in this area. Given EPA’s
expertise in assessing compliance with water quality requirements, EPA’s findings are
entitled to substantial deference. The EIS should also carefully assess whether the proposed
leachate capture system for the mine will achieve sufficient capture of leachate to assure
compliance with all water quality requirements.
Unless rebutted in the EIS, EPA’s findings of water quality contamination during routine
mine operations are sufficient to warrant a determination that, as a result of toxic pollutant
releases associated with the proposed Pebble mine, the project will not comply with pertinent
water quality standards and will significantly degrade fishery resources. These issues are
particularly within the expertise of EPA given its role in administering the NPDES permit
program and its extensive history in assessing sources of acid mine drainage and remediating
its impacts. The EIS should fully consider EPA’s analysis and findings on this issue in light
of information provided by the applicant. However, it is not appropriate to assume that the
applicant will be capable of achieving unrealistic results in controlling leachate releases from
the mine sit, a concern that is particularly acute given NDM and PLP’s history of misleading
statements and failed promises.
B.

IMPACTS OF PROJECT FAILURES ON WATER QUALITY

The EIS needs to assess the potential impacts of reasonably foreseeable failures in mine
operations. These include, but are not necessarily limited to: tailings dam failures,
wastewater collection and treatment plant failures, and pipeline failures. Any of these
failures has the potential to release enormous quantities of toxic contaminants into wetlands
and streams.
These types of failures are reasonably foreseeable at a porphyry copper mining operation.
For example, “[w]ater collection and treatment failures have been documented at 13 of 14
porphyry copper mines in the United States” despite the presence of mitigation measures
designed to prevent such failures.247 These failures could lead to substantially greater
releases of copper and other toxics than are predicted to occur in normal operations.248
243

Id.
Id. at pp. 8-51 – 8-52, Table 8-25.
245
BBWA p. ES-15.
246
BBWA p. ES-29.
247
BBWA at 8-54. See also Earthworks. 2012, U.S. Copper Porphory Mines Report: The Track Record
of Water Quality Impacts Resulting From Pipeline Spills, Tailings Failures and Water Collection and
244
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Chapter 9 of the EPA Assessment includes a detailed discussion of, among other things, the
risk of a tailings dam failure at Pebble mine.249 While, as EPA notes, efforts to assess the
likelihood of tailings dam failures are subject to numerous uncertainties, it should be noted
that the risk of a tailings dam failure under the Pebble 2.0 scenario (assuming a 1,000 year
closure period) ranges between1.2% and 70%. EPA’s 1,000 year closure period is likely
optimistic given its conclusion that the mine site will need maintenance for centuries and
potentially in perpetuity.250
A number of significant tailings dam failures at modern tailings facilities have occurred in
recent years, with substantial environmental impacts.251
The EPA Assessment goes on to assess the water quality and aquatic habitat impacts of a
potential tailings dam failure at Pebble mine, using the Pebble 0.25 and 2.0 mining
scenarios.252 This analysis concludes that such a failure ”would have significant adverse
affect on Koktuli and Nushagak River salmon, Dolly Varden and Rainbow Trout populations
affecting downstream fisheries, including subsistence users.”253 It goes on to caution that
adverse impacts could also occur “in the lower Koktuli, Mulchatna, and Stuyahok Rivers”,
resulting in impacts to “much greater proportions of the Nushagak Chinook populations and
other resident and anadromous fish populations.”254
Chapter 11 of the EPA Assessment includes a risk assessment of pipeline spills under each of
the Pebble mine scenarios. As to the Pebble 2.0 scenario, it predicts 2.2 pipeline spills would
likely occur for each of the pipelines during the 25 year duration of that scenario, with each
pipeline facing a 30% chance of a major rupture during that period.255
Treatment Failure. Washington, DC.
248
BBWA p. 8-51 – 8-54, Table 8-25 and accompanying text.
249
BBWA pp. 9-7 – 9-12.
250
Id. p. ES-29. Where specific information is available regarding the Pebble 2.0 scenario, that
information is used as a basis for comparison to Pebble’s proposal, since it is closest in size to the project
as currently proposed by PLP. See supra pp. 18-19. Whereas there are material differences between the
Pebble 2.0 scenario and PLP’s current plan, the EIS should consider EPA’s findings except to the extent
specific information is developed through the NEPA process warranting reaching different conclusions.
To the extent any of EPA’s water quality findings are not accepted, the EIS should explain the reasons for
this.
251
See, Mount Polley Independent Expert Investigation and Review Report,
https://www.mountpolleyreviewpanel.ca/. See also Bowker & Chambers, The Risk, Public Liability, &
Economics of Tailings Storage Facility Failures (July 21, 2015), available at
https://earthworks.org/cms/assets/uploads/archive/files/pubs-others/BowkerChambersRiskPublicLiability_EconomicsOfTailingsStorageFacility%20Failures-23Jul15.pdf.
252
BBWA pp. 9-22 – 9-27.
253
Id. pp. 9-26.
254
Id. pp. 9-27.
255
Id. pp. 11-5.
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EPA’s Assessment also analyzes the likely impact of an ore concentrate pipeline spill on two
stream crossings along the transportation corridor EPA assumed would be used.256 The
analysis indicates that acute and chronic toxics effects would be expected to occur in the
receiving waters.257 The analysis concludes that the following impacts to salmon and other
fish in the receiving waters of a concentrate pipeline would be as follows:
x Reduced production of salmon fry and parr and all life stages of other salmonids from
the loss of invertebrate prey due to extensive acute lethality during the spill and
persistent chronic toxicity in areas where the concentrate is deposited.
x Loss of a year-class of salmon and other salmonids due to direct acute toxicity during
and immediately following a concentrate spill.
x Loss of salmon spawning habitat due to avoidance of copper in areas of deposition
and possibly in the entire stream, if aqueous concentrations from leaching concentrate
were sufficiently high.
x Persistent chronic toxicity to salmonid eggs and fry in areas of concentrate deposition,
where it is not aversive to spawning adults.258
The EIS, at a minimum needs to assess the risks and reasonably foreseeable impacts of each
of these three failure scenarios in the context of the applicant’s proposed project. The EPA
analysis can greatly assist in structuring this analysis, though the Corps’ analysis can now be
customized to PLP’s specific proposal. It is important to note that the nature of the toxic
impacts associated with each of the three reasonably foreseeable failures discussed above is
not likely to be materially affected by the differences between EPA’s scenarios and the
applicant’s proposal as the PLP permit application is similar to EPA’s scenarios, except of
course for the access corridor. The potential differences concern the magnitude and location
of the impacts.
The normal operations of the applicant’s proposed project and each of the three reasonably
foreseeable mine failures would likely release substantial quantities of mine waste and/or
mine product into downstream waters. Each of these discharges would cause violations of
water quality requirements in affected receiving waters and would cause significant adverse
impacts to fisheries including but not limited to salmonids. EPA has documented these
impacts for the scenarios analyzed in the EPA Assessment. In the EIS, the Corps should
apply the analytical approach developed in the EPA Assessment to the specific project
proposed by the applicant.
In addition, the Corps must comply with the testing requirements set forth in 40 CFR § 230,
Subpart G. In doing so, the Corps should consult with EPA as to the proper scope of the
needed testing, particularly in light of the extensive work already conducted by EPA.259 If
256

Id. pp. 11-7 – 11-19.
Id. pp. 11-17, Table 5 and accompanying text.
258
BBWA at p. 11-18.
259
40 CFR § 230.60 (where the results of prior work can be provide useful information, they should be
257
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the Corps elects not conduct such testing, it should explain it rationale consistent with the
provisions of 40 CFR § 230.60(d).
C.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS AND LONG-TERM MONITORING

In the EIS, the Corps must conduct a rigorous field and laboratory testing regime to assess
the extent to which the proposed project will contaminate ground and surface waters, and the
extent to which such contamination will affect biological resources, with particular attention
to fishery resources. This information is crucial as part of any determination whether the
project is in the public interest, has the potential to significantly degrade water quality, and
otherwise complies with water quality standards. To the extent relevant, the Corps of
Engineers can consider adopting information included in the EPA Assessment. However,
particularly to support any determination as to whether the project complies with the
404(b)(1) Guidelines, the Corps must independently address contaminant issues.260
The 404(b)(1) Guidelines include specific provisions to address contaminant testing.
Consistent with provisions of the 404(b)(1) Guidelines, the EIS needs to provide a detailed
assessment of the potential for chemical contamination associated with this project. Under
the 404(b)(1) Guidelines, in cases where there is a reasonable probability of chemical
contamination, testing is required as set forth in 40 CFR § 230.61. Among the criteria in
assessing the need for testing is “[a]ny possibility of the presence of substantial natural
deposits of minerals or other substances which could be released to the aquatic environment
in harmful quantities by man-induced discharge activities.”261
As applied to the Pebble mine project, testing should be conducted on the anticipated treated
wastewater and leachate release from routine operations, assuming a reasonable range of
achievable leachate capture. EPA’s analysis provides a useful data set that can assist in
developing this analysis. In particular, EPA’s analysis includes important information on the
achievable range of leachate capture. However, the Corps will need to customize its analysis
to PLP’s proposal, and of course reach its own conclusion as to the appropriate range of
leachate capture to assess.
Testing will also be needed with regard to the three reasonably foreseeable failure events
analyzed by EPA (wastewater collection and treatment failure, tailings dam failure, and
concentrate pipeline failure), except to the extent the EPA Assessment obviates the need for
further testing. The EPA Assessment, at a minimum, provides a framework for conducting
each of these testing regimes. Consultation with EPA would be appropriate to determine to
what extent EPA’s analysis can be adopted by the Corps, and to the extent that additional
work is needed, how the additional testing work and analysis should be structured.

used); 40 CFR 230.61(b)(1).
260
40 CFR § 230.11.
261
40 CFR § 230.60(b)(6).
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THE CORPS MUST CONDUCT A PUBLIC INTEREST REVIEW

Section 404 permit applications must include a statement of purpose and need for the
proposed activity.262 In order to obtain a dredge-and-fill permit, the Applicant must show
that the proposed project is the “least environmentally damaging practicable alternative.”263
When considering alternatives to a project, USACE must conduct a review of the project to
obtain “information necessary to evaluate the probable impact on the public interest.”264
For the Corps to properly conduct a public interest review of the proposed Pebble mine
project, the agency must independently evaluate the project’s economic benefits and costs,
including analyzing negative impacts to the Bristol Bay salmon resource fishery from habitat
destruction, catastrophic dam failure, loss of genetic diversity, the reduced marketability and
perceived contamination of fish products, and the cascading effects these negative impacts
will have throughout the socioeconomic underpinning of the region. The Corps must also
require an independent economic analysis of the costs to build, operate, and fully reclaim and
remediate the proposed project within a 20-year timeframe and take into consideration
whether the mine plan is economically feasible. Even if PLP provides an economic
feasibility analysis, which it has not done, the Corps must not blindly accept PLP’s
statements that the mine is economically viable as currently proposed, but rather must
independently review the project’s economic viability. Indeed, the EPA, pursuant to its own
CWA authority, has already questioned whether mining anything less than for 45 years or 2
billion tons of material will be economical.265
The Corps will face a significant challenge in assessing whether the proposed Pebble mine
will be in the public interest in light of reasonably foreseeable long-term threats such as
catastrophic failure of the tailings storage facilities, breakdowns in the leachate collection
system (including failure to detect new leachate sources), and failure to maintain wastewater
treatment facilities.266 Commencing an economically infeasible mining project is contrary to
the public interest because it risks leaving the public with the responsibility to stabilize and
remediate an abandoned site. Long-term threats need to be considered in any determination
as to whether the facility will cause or contribute to violations of water quality standards
and/or cause or contribute to significant degradation of the waters of the United States.267

262

33 C.F.R. § 325.1(d)(1).
40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a).
264
33 C.F.R. §320.4 (2010); 33 C.F.R. § 325.3(a).
265
See supra, n. 69.
266
See 33 CFR § 320(4)(a)(1) (benefits of a project must be balanced against its reasonably foreseeable
detriments).
267
See 40 CFR § 230.10(b) and 40 CFR § 230.10(c).
263
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Finally, the Corps should look to the lengthy administrative record compiled by the EPA,
particularly the seventeen public hearing transcripts for the BBWA and 404(c) action to
inform its analysis of the public interest.268

X.

THE EIS MUST ADDRESS THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 9
OF THE RIVERS AND HARBORS ACT

The Corps and the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) are cooperating agencies helping to prepare the
EIS and will base their respective permit decisions on the EIS. The Corps will evaluate the
application under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, and Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act. Pursuant to Section 9 of the Rivers and Harbors act, the USCG has authority for
permitting bridges over navigable waters. 269 The benefits of cooperating agency
participation in the preparation of NEPA analyses include disclosing relevant information
early in the process, applying available technical support, avoiding duplication of efforts, and
addressing intergovernmental issues. The Corps should ensure the EIS contains necessary
information for its cooperating agencies such as USCG to fully analyze the project pursuant
to their individual permitting requirements and statutory mandates.
As it now stands, the information provided by PLP is woefully inadequate for USCG to do
the analysis legally required by their agency. USCG requires information on direction and
strength of currents,270 the heights of the high and low water marks,271 and may impose
necessary conditions relating to the construction, maintenance, and operation of these bridges
in the interest of public navigation.272
Regarding bridge construction, PLP’s permit application simply states: “The access roads
will include eight bridges, six of which will be single-span, two-lane bridges that range in
length from approximately 90 to 170 feet. There will be one large (550 feet) multi-span, twolane bridge across the Newhalen River and one large (455 feet) multi-span, two-lane bridge
across the Gibraltar River.”273
There is not nearly enough information here for USCG to impose conditions relating to the
construction, maintenance of operations of these bridges, or make any determination relating
268

Transcripts from seventeen EPA public hearings available at:
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=EPA-R10-OW-2017-0369 (2017 public hearings in Dillingham
and Iliamna); https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=EPA-R10-OW-2014-0505 (2014 public hearings in
Dillingham, New Stuyahok, Anchorage, Kokhanok, Nondalton, Iliamna, and Igiugig); and
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 (2012 public hearings in New
Stuyahok, Anchorage, Nondalton, Dillingham, Igiugig, Naknek, Seattle, and Levelock).
269
See 33 C.F.R. pt. 115.
270
Id. § 115.50(h)(2)
271
Id. § 115.50(h)(3)
272
U.S. Coast Guard, Bridge Permitting Guide 3 (2016).
273
Permit Application, Attachment D at p. 52.
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to PLP’s ability to operate these bridges in a manner that protects the public interest. Given
the volatility of seasonal river heights in this region and the company’s plans to transport
highly-toxic materials over these salmon-bearing waters, it is critical that bridges be welldesigned and follow sound construction techniques.
Further, there is no information on bridge clearances over navigable waters. There is no
discussion of stream flow or direction of currents, bridge construction or reclamation
techniques. The bridges that will need piers driven into waterway are not identified. This
lack of important information is unacceptable. Several navigable rivers that will require
USCG-permitted bridges are important for recreation and subsistence activities.
Finally, PLP has chosen to utilize lower-cost culverts rather than bridges in many instances.
Indeed, PLP plans to install 222 culverts in its transportation corridor.274 Both the Corps and
the USCG need to review and analyze those decisions to see if they are appropriate to
minimize environmental impacts.

XI.

CONCLUSION

The people and communities of Bristol Bay economically and culturally depend on the
region’s fisheries. The proposed Pebble mine project poses fundamental risks to the salmon
fisheries of the region and the economic, cultural and subsistence benefits those fisheries
provide. At its most fundamental, PLP’s plans for mining are unacceptable and it has had
more than ample opportunity to gain social license and legal approval for its plans.
Pebble is among the most controversial projects ever proposed in Alaska. It deserves a wellinformed and thorough scoping process that allows the public to understand “the significant
issues to be analyzed in depth” and identify “the significant issues related to a proposed
action.” To date, the Corps has provided the public with an abbreviated process on a project
that was not prepared to enter into permitting. Many deficiencies in the permit application
and project description have caused PLP to submit a substantially revised project design midscoping and after the close of public hearings. The project description includes important
components that are not well-defined and still evolving. There is no way for the Corps or the
public to engage in an adequate scoping process under these circumstances.
PLP’s permit application is lacking sufficient and recent environmental baseline data for
many project components, adequate wetlands delineation, an economic feasibility report, a
compensatory mitigation plan, and many other specific issues identified in the more than
thirty requests for additional information the Corps has sent to PLP. The insufficiency of
PLP’s current permit application, combined with the significant project modifications midscoping, warrant a suspension of the permitting process until a more complete permit
application has been submitted to the Corps.

274

Permit Application, Attachment B.
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Again, we recommend the Corps: (1) require Pebble to submit requisite information to
support the changes in its design, including updating or completing out-dated baseline
documents; (2) conduct a new completeness determination; (3) issue a supplemental, revised
or corrected public notice; and (4) re-start the scoping process after Pebble has met its
obligations and the Corps has conducted a thorough review of the application.
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Appendix A – History of EPA Watershed Assessment and 404(c) Action
The loss of salmon-supporting waters from the proposed Pebble mine would be
devastating and unprecedented in Alaska. In 2010, after living for many years under
the threat of the proposed Pebble mine, BBNC along with Alaska Native Tribes and
others, called upon the EPA to exercise its authority under CWA Section 404(c) to
protect Bristol Bay salmon resources.1 In response, EPA took a conservative yet
reasonable approach to establishing aquatic resource loss limits, by first developing the
Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment (BBWA). The BBWA is an ecological risk
assessment undertaken by the agency in an effort to scientifically document “the
significance of Bristol Bay’s ecological resources and evaluate the potential impacts of
large-scale mining on th[ose] resources.”2 The BBWA was the product of three years of
study, two rounds of public comment, and independent, external peer review. The
BBWA assessed how “mining-related stressors . . . would affect ecological resources in
the watershed.”3 The vast administrative record for the BBWA represents the best
available science regarding Bristol Bay and the threats posed from mining the Pebble
deposit.
A.

A Decade of Uncertainty, Anxiety, Confusion, and Frustration over
the Proposed Pebble mine

From 2004 to present, NDM and PLP made frequent statements about the company’s
intention to soon enter permitting for the mine. So many years of broken promises and
living under the threat of permitting created, as Senator Lisa Murkowski noted in her
letter to PLP, “anxiety, confusion and frustration” throughout the Bristol Bay region. 4
The following are selected comments over time illustrating a pattern of broken promises
that has persisted long before EPA’s involvement in Bristol Bay:
x

2004 – Northern Dynasty Minerals (NDM) announces they expect “completion in
2005 of a Bankable Feasibility Study and permit applications for the construction and
operation of a long life, large-scale, open pit gold-copper-molybdenum mine.”5

1

Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010). EPA has also
received “over 850,000 requests from citizens, Tribes, Alaska Native corporations, commercial and sport
fisherman, jewelry companies, seafood processors, restaurant owners, chefs, conservation organizations,
members of the faith community, sport recreation business owners, elected officials and others asking
EPA to take action to protect Bristol Bay.” See
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
2
EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska (2014),
available at http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=253500#Download [hereinafter
“BBWA”], at ES-1.
3
BBWA at ES-10.
4
See Letter from Sen. Lisa Murkowski to PLP (July 1, 2013), available at
http://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=3b2efb37-cdd2-4203-856872c405e2a4e4.
5
NDM Press Release (Nov. 3, 2004),
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000116477104000013/ndm6k_110304.htm
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x

2005 – NDM claims that it will “complete a feasibility study in December 2005 and
prepare submissions to apply for environmental permits during 2006.”6

x

2007 – PLP targets the “goal of the Partnership is to engineer, permit, construct and
operate a modern, long-life mine at the Pebble Project. The partners are targeting
completion of a pre-feasibility study in December 2008, a feasibility study by 2011
and commencement of commercial production by 2015.”7

x

2008 –PLP was on “schedule to finalize a proposed development plan in 2009 and,
following input from project stakeholders, apply for permits in early 2010.” 8

x

2009 – PLP noted they were “completing a Prefeasibility Study and preparing the
Pebble Project for permitting in 2010.”9

x

2010 – PLP claims it is “preparing to initiate project permitting under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 2011.”10

x

2010 – PLP CEO John Shively tells the Juneau Empire that PLP is likely to start
applying for permits in early 2011.11

x

2011 – PLP reports that “design process is nearing important milestones and that
PLP intends to enter the permitting phase toward the end of 2012.” 12

x

2012 – PLP announces preparing the Pebble project for permitting at the end of
2012.13

x

2013 – On E & E News, PLP CEO John Shively explains that he hopes “to have a
project to take into permitting this year.”14

6

NDM Press Release (Nov. 1, 2005),
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000116477105000018/ndm6k-110105.htm
7
NDM Press Release (Oct. 4, 2007),
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000116477107000008/ndm6k_100407.htm w
8
NDM Press Release (Oct. 27, 2008),
http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/ndm/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=595696
9
NDM Press Release (March 19, 2009),
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000116477109000003/ndm6k_031909.htm
10
NDM Press Release (Feb. 1, 2010),
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000116477110000002/ndm6k_020110.htm
11
http://juneauempire.com/stories/092410/sta_711593114.shtml#.VjEcCqR43Pw
12
NDM Press Release (May 2, 2011),
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299311001739/exhibit99-1.htm s
13
NDM Press Release (May 15, 2012),
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299312001783/exhibit99-1.htm
14
E&E News (June 13, 2013), http://www.eenews.net/tv/videos/1698/transcript
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x

2013 – NDM CEO Ron Thiessen stated to the International Business Times, that
“We can permit this mine. There’s no question.” “The heavy lifting is done and we
have all of the data.” Thiessen further stated that “Northern Dynasty will have
permitting documentation done and ready to file by the first quarter of 2014”15

x

2015—Present – PLP’s website claims they are working toward the goal of
submitting our initial project description for permitting” and “we’re only just now
preparing to apply for permits”16

x

2017 – NDM CEO Ron Thiessen states that PLP will enter into a new partnership
and submit its permit applications by the third quarter of 2017.17

Despite these unfulfilled claims of a detailed 404 permit application that never
materialized,18 over the years PLP had indeed submitted mine plans to regulatory
agencies for various purposes.19 In these submissions, PLP touted several scenarios
and stages of mine development, the smallest being a 2.0-billion-ton mine taking 28
years to extract and the largest being a 6.5 billion-ton mine taking 78 years.20
Last fall, PLP released to the public a new iteration of its proposal for a mine plan.21
That plan called for a mine footprint (mine pit, tailings facility, and waste pit) of 5.4
square miles, 1.2 square miles larger than the 0.25 scenario that EPA determined has
“unacceptable adverse effects” on the fishery. Then, in December 2017, PLP’s 404
application described a 1.1 billion ton mine operating with 160,000 tons per day
throughput, again larger than EPA’s 0.25 scenario. Subsequently, in May 2018, PLP
revised its mining plans upwards by 25% to 1.5 billion tons (or six times the size of
EPA’s 0.25 billion ton scenario), operating with 180,000 tons per day throughput.
Nothing in PLP’s most-recent and evolving project proposal resolves or addresses the
findings of both the BBWA and PD. In fact, as PLP itself notes, its most-recent project
15

International Business Times (Nov. 27, 2013), http://www.ibtimes.com/pebble-mine-executive-saysnorthern-dynasty-can-manage-giant-alaskan-copper-mine-alone-if-necessary
16
http://www.pebblepartnership.com/plan.html
17
NDM Press Conference (May 12, 2017), available at
http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/site/assets/files/4390/ndm-conf-call-transcript-may-12-2017.pdf
18
To be sure, PLP did file a 404 permit application in 2017. Yet for all the reasons BBNC has detailed in
its March and June letters to the Corps, and in the main body of these comments, it is not a good-faith,
detailed, permit application.
19
See, e.g., Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd., Securities Exchange Comm’n Filing (Feb. 24, 2011),
available at https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299311000722/exhibit99-1.htm;
Pebble Project—ADNR Water Rights Applications (2006), available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/water-right-apps/index.cfm.
20
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd., Securities Exchange Comm’n Filing (Feb. 24, 2011), available at
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299311000722/exhibit99-1.htm
21
See PLP Presentation by Tom Collier to the Alaska Resource Development Council, Oct. 5, 2017, at 35
(PLP Current Plan), available at http://www.akrdc.org/assets/Breakfasts/collier2017.pdf.
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proposal remains larger than the EPA 0.25 mine scenario.22
Furthermore, it is clear PLP simply intends to start with a mine at this scale and then
expand by artificially segmenting its project proposal.23 And, PLP’s CEO himself has
stated that even if PLP does not expand the mining beyond a 20-year, 1.5 billion ton
development, “it’s unlikely that much copper and gold will be left in the ground, and so
someone will probably come along and want to do a second phase of the project at
another time.”24
B.

Local people’s concerns about the proposed Pebble mine

In light of the enormous importance of salmon to Bristol Bay communities, PLP’s
proposals for mining of the Pebble deposit25 have been of great interest to the people of
Bristol Bay. After much study and deliberation, the consensus in Bristol Bay is that the
proposed Pebble mine would severely undercut the very foundation of Bristol Bay – its
incredible salmon resource. That PLP continues to push the mine, especially in light of
its oft-repeated yet also ignored statements of deference to the people of Bristol Bay,
PLP’s proposal causes disruption, uncertainty, and fear throughout the region. Metallic
sulfide mining of the Pebble ore deposit has the potential to cause devastating adverse
impacts on the area’s sensitive salmon habitats and to diminish the salmon resources
that serve as the foundation of the region’s subsistence way of life, Alaska Native
culture, and robust commercial salmon fishing industry.
The stress created by this threat, coupled with the uncertainty surrounding a permitting
timeline, has exhibited itself in social and economic ways throughout the region. Such
fears and uncertainties have been expressed in comments submitted to EPA from
BBNC shareholders and regional residents. The Corps should look to the lengthy
administrative record compiled by the EPA, particularly the seventeen public hearing
transcripts for the BBWA and 404(c) action to inform its analysis of the public interest.26
Some examples in EPA’s long record of public comment include:
22

Id.
See BBNC letter to the Army Corps (June 29, 2018), section III.C.2.
24
Statement of Tom Collier, PLP CEO, NBC Nightly News, Proposed Pebble Mine in Alaska could
threaten world’s largest salmon fishery (Feb. 3, 2018), available at https://www.nbcnews.com/nightlynews/proposed-pebble-mine-alaska-could-threaten-world-s-largest-salmon-n844431.
25
PLP has submitted mine plans to regulatory agencies for various purposes. See, e.g., Northern
Dynasty Minerals Ltd., Securities Exchange Comm’n Filing (Feb. 24, 2011), available at
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299311000722/0001062993Ǧ 11-000722index.htm; Pebble Project—ADNR Water Rights Applications (2006), available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/water-right-apps/index.cfm.
26
Transcripts from seventeen EPA public hearings available at:
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=EPA-R10-OW-2017-0369 (2017 public hearings in Dillingham and
Iliamna); https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=EPA-R10-OW-2014-0505 (2014 public hearings in
Dillingham, New Stuyahok, Anchorage, Kokhanok, Nondalton, Iliamna, and Igiugig); and
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 (2012 public hearings in New Stuyahok,
Anchorage, Nondalton, Dillingham, Igiugig, Naknek, Seattle, and Levelock).
23
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x

“Any perception amongst salmon consumers that a toxin producing industrial mining
complex is operating in the heart of our fishery will damage our marketability …
Acting proactively will also protect the mining industry by providing certainty of what
standards would need to be met for any mineral development to occur.” 27

x

“It’s been a decade that the threat of this mine has hung over our heads and for
people in my generation investing in the fishery, buying in is a huge leap and
financial risk and I see it as one that our fishery will pay back to us as long as we
make sure that the habitat remains there…. For a fishery to be successful we need
continued investment and for that we need the trust that our government is looking
out for us. … And now we need action. We can’t wait any longer; we can’t let the
threat of this hang over us anymore.”28

x

“My biggest concern is the future of the fishery. We need clear water here … So I
think my biggest concern is the future of the fishery. If that mine is developed up
there, I think it's going to be -- it's going to be terrible on the water….[T]he salmon
and the commercial fishery provides us with the cash, cash that we need for other
products, ammunition, flour, and all the other things we need for to exist out here.”29

x

“We have been in this battle long enough. We want to see something start
happening that can assure Alaska native people in this area that our waters, our way
of life will continue to be protected.”30

x

“As I stand here in front of you today, my mind isn’t really here. It’s at home with my
children that I’ve left for the fourth time this month on Pebble-related causes. It’s on
my subsistence net I was supposed to mend. It’s on getting fish ready, the birch
trees we were supposed to cut, it’s on my cabin and boat rentals, it’s on my clients I
get in seven days for the sport fishing opener. It’s on my school board meeting I’ll
be missing. It’s on canning jars, bug spray for the baby, and another toy I’d better
get for the quilt trip present. Standing here in front of you today, talking about a
mining giant threatening my entire way of life wasn’t what I ever could have planned
for ... .”31

27

Letter from Lindsay Bloom, F/V Rainy Day, to EPA, Docket No. EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 (July 17,
2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2691.
28
Statement of Katherine Carscallen, Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association, to EPA
Administrator Gina McCarthy (Aug. 27, 2013), audio file available at http://kdlg.org/post/epaadministrator-listens-concerns-about-pebble-mine-during-visit-dillingham (42:00 to 45:00).
29
Testimony of Hjalmar “Ofi” Olson, former Chairman of the Board, President and CEO of BBNC and
commercial fisher, Hearing Transcript from EPA Meeting, Dillingham, Alaska (June 5, 2012), at 16-17,
available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-1290.
30
Testimony of Joe Chythlook, BBNC Chairman of the Board, Hearing Transcript from EPA Meeting, New
Stuyahok, Alaska (June 7, 2012), at 15, available at
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-4154.
31
Testimony of Christina Salmon, Igiugig Village Council, EPA Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Public
Hearing – Seattle, Washington at 24-25 (May 31, 2012), available at
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-1270.
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PLP’s repeated promises and failure to file a permit application or otherwise address the
concerns of local people over the course of a decade drove BBNC, along with several
Alaska Native Tribes and others, to file petitions in 2010 asking EPA to impose § 404(c)
protections for Bristol Bay water and salmon resources.32
In its initial 404(c) petition letter to EPA, BBNC explained that “risks to Bristol Bay
resources from leaching and potential dam failure are something that the people of this
region will face long after the proposed mine has stripped the mineral wealth and
ceased operating.”33 Specifically, BBNC was then, and remains today, concerned with
“unacceptable risks of irreparable harm to the water quality and the natural and
renewable resources” in Bristol Bay from long-term contamination that would be difficult
to contain over time and would lead to chronic degradation of salmon habitat. 34 Chronic
degradation of salmon habitat would diminish the salmon resources that serve as the
foundation of the region’s subsistence way of life, Alaska Native culture, and robust
commercial salmon fishing industry.
In its petition, BBNC also explained that “an impoundment failure quickly would reach
BBNC lands and Bristol Bay itself, and thus be devastating to the people of this
region.”35 As BBNC said in its petition, proposed Pebble mine development “poses an
unacceptable risk to our shareholders, their subsistence-based livelihoods, and the
prospects for the future, long-term economic development opportunities for the
region.”36
C.

EPA’S Watershed Assessment and 404(c) Proposed Determination

The loss of salmon-supporting waters from the proposed Pebble mine would be
devastating and unprecedented in Alaska. In 2010, BBNC along with Alaska Native
Tribes and others, called upon the EPA to exercise its authority under CWA Section

32

See, e.g., Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC to EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010); Joint Letter from Six
Tribes to EPA (May 2, 2010); Letter from Alaska Independent Fishermen’ Marketing Association to EPA
(May 13, 2010); Letter from Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Devt. Ass’n to EPA (June 20, 2010); Bristol Bay
Native Association, A Resolution Requesting the EPA to Invoke Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act as
Appropriate in the Kvichak and Nushagak Drainages of the Bristol Bay Watershed to Protect Habitat and
Existing Uses, Res. 2010-32 (Sept. 17, 2010). EPA also received 404(c) requests and letters of support
from Ekuk Village Council, Clarks Point Tribal Council, Twin Hills Village Council, Alaska Independent
Fishermen’s Marketing Association, Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association, National
Council of Churches, and numerous other sporting and conservation groups.
209
Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC to EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010).
34
Id.
35
Id.
36
Id.
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404(c) to protect Bristol Bay salmon resources.37 In response, EPA took a conservative
yet reasonable approach to establishing aquatic resource loss limits, an approach that
is well within its discretion and that achieves the need for protection of valuable fisheries
resources.
EPA responded to the region’s 404(c) petitions by conducting extensive public outreach
and by performing a watershed assessment to gather information and study the
potential risks associated with large-scale mining in Bristol Bay. In January 2014,
following three years of study that included dozens of meetings with stakeholders in the
region, extensive scientific analysis, multiple rounds of public hearings, several draft
documents, and two rounds of peer review, and 1.1 million public comments, the vast
majority of which echoed the early petitioners’ call for action (including a remarkable
98% from the Bristol Bay region during one comment period), EPA finalized its Bristol
Bay Watershed Assessment (BBWA).38 Thereafter, in February 2014 EPA Region 10 at
long last took a first step toward protecting the Bristol Bay salmon resources for future
generations by proposing an “unacceptable adverse effects” determination 39 and then
later in July 2014 took a second step toward protecting Bristol Bay by issuing a
Proposed Determination on restrictions on discharges of wastes from mining the Pebble
deposit.40
EPA Region 10 had a solid foundation for its proposed “unacceptable adverse effects”
determination under its CWA authority. As described in the BBWA, a large-scale mine
at the Pebble deposit would destroy large tracts of vital salmon habitat because of the
inherent geographic nexus between the ore deposit and important salmon streams.
Moreover, mining at the Pebble deposit, like other metallic sulfide mining, would
generate enormous quantities of tailings and waste material containing copper and
other toxic metals. These materials could potentially escape into the surrounding
environment during routine operations as well as through future mishaps and failures,
destroying and degrading many miles of salmon streams and thousands of acres of
interconnected wetlands, ponds, and lakes.41
Support continues to grow for EPA’s Proposed Determination and for final 404(c) action.
37

Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010). EPA has
also received “over 850,000 requests from citizens, Tribes, Alaska Native corporations, commercial and
sport fisherman, jewelry companies, seafood processors, restaurant owners, chefs, conservation
organizations, members of the faith community, sport recreation business owners, elected officials and
others asking EPA to take action to protect Bristol Bay.” See
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
38
See EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska
(2014), available at http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=253500#Download
[hereafter “Bristol Bay Assessment” or “BBA”].
39
Letter from Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 Regional Administrator, to Tom Collier, PLP CEO, Joe
Balash, Commissioner, ADNR, and Col. Christopher D. Lestochi, Commander, USACE Alaska Dist. (Feb.
28, 2014).
40
PD at 5-1.
41
See BBA, at Chapter 8.
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As EPA heard during public hearings in the Bristol Bay region in October 2017, the
people of the region overwhelmingly requested that EPA keep its proposed restrictions
in place. Of the 120 people who testified in the two public hearings in Dillingham and
Iliamna, more than 85% of them supported keeping the Proposed Determination in
place and opposed EPA’s proposal to withdraw the Proposed Determination. EPA
heard strong testimony about the cultural and economic uncertainty the people in the
region are facing if the agency withdraws its Proposed Determination. The agency
received more than one million public comments in fall 2017, more than 99.9% of which
supported keeping the agency’s Proposed Determination in place as PLP was entering
the 404 permitting process.
On January 26, 2018, EPA Administrator Pruitt announced that, after hearing directly
from stakeholders and the people of Alaska, the agency would keep the Proposed
Determination in place. In announcing his decision, the Administrator noted that “it is
my judgment at this time that any mining projects in the region likely pose a risk to the
abundant natural resources that exist there. Until we know the full extent of that risk,
those natural resources and world-class fisheries deserve the utmost protection.”42
EPA’s decision to invoke its 404(c) authority and its findings in the Proposed
Determination are supported by a vast record and the best available science, as is its
decision to keep the Proposed Determination in place.
Notably, nothing in PLP’s most recent mine plans has done anything to quell the
existing apprehension throughout the Bristol Bay region. To the contrary, the people of
Bristol Bay are even more fearful that the government will allow PLP to segment its
operations and thereby mask the full extent of impact. Even a mine size smaller than
the one currently touted by PLP43 would eliminate or dewater at least 4.7 miles (7.6 km)
of streams with documented occurrence of coho and Chinook salmon. 44 And EPA has
found that this level of “large impact on anadromous fish streams is unprecedented in
the context of the CWA Section 404 regulatory program in Alaska.”45 In addition, a
hardrock mine at the headwaters of Bristol Bay would require treatment in perpetuity,46
with PLP consultants acknowledging that the timeframe for “concern” for mine waste
could be on the order of 10,000 years.47 It was these scientific findings, founded in the
42

https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-administrator-scott-pruitt-suspends-withdrawal-proposeddetermination-bristol-bay
43
These EPA impact estimates are for a mine size of 0.25 billion tons. As of its May 11, 2018 “Technical
Update” to its Army Corps permit application, PLP plans to mine 1.5 billion tons of material. See
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/ (“Monday, May 21, 2018 – Updates to Project Information Available”).
44
PD at 4-6; see also BBA at Figure ES-2. The footprint (mine pit, tailings facility, and waste pit) of PLP’s
mine proposal released on October 5, 2017 is 5.4 square miles, which is 1.2 square miles larger than the
0.25 scenario analyzed by EPA. See Pebble Project Update Presentation, available at
https://www.pebblepartnership.com/update/20171005_Presentation.pdf?v=2.
45
PD at 4-6.
46
Id. at 4-62.
47
See The Keystone Center, Panels on Geology and Geochemistry & Hydrology and Water Quality (Oct.
2-4, 2012), video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9tD35mqab8.
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EPA’s Watershed Assessment after years of study and public input, that led the agency
to exercise its proactive 404(c) authority in Bristol Bay, noting the “ecological and
mineral resources of the Bristol Bay watershed create one of the unique instances
anticipated” for the proactive use of 404(c) restrictions.48
1. The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Provides the Best Available
Science Regarding Bristol Bay and the Threats Posed by the Pebble
mine
EPA responded to the concerns raised in 404(c) petitions by first studying the Bristol
Bay watershed and its outstanding ecological, cultural, and economic importance as
well as evaluating the potential impacts of large-scale mining on the resources of Bristol
Bay.49 The BBWA quantified, in a conservative manner, the expected loss of wetlands,
streams, lakes, and ponds from the construction and operation of a porphyry copper
mine at the Pebble deposit. EPA elected to focus on the Pebble deposit because its
size and extensive characterization make it “the most likely site for near-term, largescale mine development in the region.”50
To address the uncertainties regarding the size of a mine that might be proposed for
construction at the Pebble deposit, EPA analyzed three potential mining scenarios—
Pebble 0.25 (250 million tons of ore), Pebble 2.0 (2 billion tons of ore), and Pebble 6.5
(6.5 billion tons of ore) scenario.51 EPA acknowledged that the exact details of any final
mine proposal would differ from the specific elements of any one of the scenarios
analyzed by EPA. However, the scenarios “reflect the general characteristics of mineral
deposits in the watershed, modern conventional mining technologies and practices, the
scale of mining activity required for economic development of the resource and the
infrastructure needed to support large-scale mining.”52 By assessing three separate
mine sizes, EPA provided a realistic range of potential impacts based on the resources
in the Bristol Bay watershed and the real world consequences of large-scale mining.
The following discussion highlights some of the most important factors underlying EPA’s
findings.
Location of the Pebble Ore Deposit. The mining claims that encompass the Pebble
ore deposit cover roughly 186 square miles53 and straddle the river drainages that serve
48

PD at 4-2.
BBA at ES-1.
50
Id. at ES-3 to ES-4.
51
The Pebble 2.0 and Pebble 6.5 scenarios were based on potential mine sizes suggested by planning
work done by Northern Dynasty Minerals and the Pebble Limited Partnership. Id. at ES-10, 6-1, 6-20.
These scenarios represent a realistic range for what might be proposed in a plan to mine the Pebble
deposit, based on conventional mining practices and the expressed intentions of the holders of the rights
to mine the Pebble deposit. See generally BBA, Chapters 4, 6.
52
Id. at ES-10 to ES-11.
53
NDM, The Pebble Project: The Future of U.S. Mining & Metals, available at
http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/i/pdf/ndm/NDM_FactSheet.pdf.
49
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as the foundation of Bristol Bay’s world-renowned salmon fisheries. This represents a
simple and straightforward geographic conflict—the Pebble minerals are lying directly
underneath vital salmon spawning, rearing, and migration habitat. As a result, EPA
concluded that the ordinary day-to-day operation of a large-scale mine—even without
any accidents or catastrophic events—would result in the direct loss of large quantities
of habitat important to salmon.54
The “mine footprint” is described in the BBWA as the “area covered by the mine pit,
waste rock piles, TSFs [tailings storage facilities], groundwater drawdown zone, and
plant and ancillary facilities.”55 According to EPA, if the Pebble deposit were to be fully
developed at the 0.25 billion tons of ore level, direct impacts from the mine footprint
alone would cause 24 miles of streams to be “lost—that is, eliminated, blocked, or
dewatered,” including 5 miles “known to provide spawning or rearing habitats for coho
salmon, sockeye salmon, Chinook salmon, and Dolly Varden.” 56 Reduced or altered
stream flows would “reduce the amount and quality of fish habitat” in another 9.3 miles
of salmon-bearing streams,57 and stream flow alterations would also eliminate 1,300
acres of off-channel habitats for salmon and other fishes in wetlands, ponds, and
lakes.58
Certainty of Toxic Waste Generation. The Pebble 0.25 scenario reflects the size of a
mine associated with “a median-sized porphyry copper deposit of 250 million tons of
ore.”59 The mining of the Pebble deposit at this level will lead to the generation of
enormous quantities of acid mine waste and the leaching of copper and other toxic
metals from mine tailings and waste rock. According to EPA, the expected scale of
mining operations at the Pebble deposit, given the low-grade nature of the ore deposit,
“will necessarily produce large amounts of waste material.”60 Indeed, a mine developed
at the 0.25 billion tons of ore level would generate an estimated 406 million tons of
waste rock containing copper and other heavy metals.61 This amount of waste rock is
greater than that produced to date by other Alaska mines: Fort Knox’s total waste rock
production, for example, is reported to be 372.5 million tons, Red Dog’s is 157 million,
while Greens Creek, Kensington, and Pogo are each reported at 2 million tons or less. 62
Moreover, given the low-grade nature of the Pebble ore body63 and the stated goals of

54

See BBA at ES-14, 7-19 to 7-28.
Id. at ES-13.
56
Id.
57
Id.
58
See id.
59
BBA at 6-20.
60
Id. at ES-10.
61
See id. at ES-11 tbl. ES-1.
62
See Levit, Stuart & David Chambers, Comparison of the Pebble mine With Other Alaska Large Hard
Rock Mines at 11-12, Table 1 (Center for Science & Public Participation, Feb. 2012).
63
See Letter from Gina McCarthy, EPA Administrator, to John Shively, PLP CEO (Sept. 30, 2013).
55
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PLP’s parent company to expand mine operations for generations,64 EPA was being
conservative in utilizing the Pebble 0.25 scenario as it is far smaller than any PLP
proposals.65
The waste rock associated with the Pebble ore body is acid-forming with high copper
concentrations in test leachates.66 The exposure of waste rock to water would lead to
leaching of metals and likely would lead to the generation of acid mine drainage. 67 With
respect to the Pebble deposit, copper is the major contaminant of concern as it is toxic
to salmon in low concentrations. This is especially true in the streams near the Pebble
deposit because they are low in hardness, and copper toxicity increases as water
hardness decreases.68 According to EPA, “during routine operations,” without any
system failure or catastrophic event and no matter how effectively the wastewater
treatment system was working, water contaminated with copper and other toxic metals
“would enter streams” and “water quality would be diminished” through “uncollected
runoff and leakage of leachates from the waste rock piles and TSFs.”69 Much of this
water would contain heavy metals in extremely high concentrations. At Pebble, “[w]aste
rocks associated with the ore body are acid-forming with high copper concentrations in
test leachates, and would require 2,900- to 52,000-fold dilution to achieve water quality
criteria.”70 Under the 0.25 scenario, leachate escaping during routine operations would
cause death or reduced reproduction of aquatic invertebrates in 13 miles of streams,
and since these invertebrates are the “primary food source for juvenile salmon and all
life stages of other salmonids,” the leachate “would be expected to reduce fish
productivity.”71
Acid mine drainage, moreover, can and does persist for many decades at abandoned
and inactive mines throughout the nation and typically carries with it soluble metals that

64

Ron Thiessen, Denver Gold Forum (Sept. 25, 2017), http://www.denvergoldforum.org/dgf17/companywebcast/NDM:CN/ (“this project, it’s a multi-generational opportunity. Its size and scale will lead to a very,
very long life mine and the property we have hosts showings that we’ve got drillholes in that we believe
there’s other mining opportunities as well.”)
65
PLP continues to state that the resource includes 6.44 billion tons of measured and indicated resources
and 4.46 billion tons of inferred resources. See The Pebble Project, A Pathway to Permitting, Denver
Gold Forum, Sept. 25 2017, The Pebble Partnership, Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd., at 3, available at
http://wsw.com/webcast/dgf17/ndm.to/presentationDownload.pdf. PLP’s website confirms that this is no
small mine, stating “[w]e know that the Deposit is large enough, and rich enough, to sustain production for
20-25 years, and quite possibly operate for generations” and “[o]ur initial approach is for a 20-25-year
mine. We believe it’s possible that the project could extend for decades—the Deposit may hold a
century’s worth of minerals.” See The Pebble Partnership Plan,
https://www.pebblepartnership.com/plan.html.
66
BBA at ES-15.
67
PD at 4-52; BBA at 8-3.
68
BBA at 3-27.
69
Id. at ES-15.
70
Id.
71
Id.
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are toxic to aquatic life.72 Acid mine drainage can accelerate the leaching of heavy
metals from surrounding rock and soils, and even in the absence of acidity, arsenic and
other metals can leach from tailings and waste rock piles, contaminating adjacent
waters and posing a threat to human drinking water resources as well as aquatic
organisms.73 These types of severe impacts are not just hypothetical. It is well
established that hard-rock mines can generate substantial amounts of toxic wastes, and
these wastes have had devastating effects on ecological resources and human
communities.74 At many abandoned mine sites throughout the American West—
including sites far less ecologically sensitive than the area surrounding the Pebble ore
deposit—acid mine drainage contaminated with heavy metals has persisted for decades
without abatement.75
Monitoring and treatment of mine tailings, waste rock, and their associated wastewater
would be required on a massive scale long after the cessation of active mining
operations and potentially for hundreds to thousands of years, 76 making it virtually
certain that a catastrophic failure or accident will eventually occur. Ken Taylor, PLP’s
Vice-President for Environment has admitted that “[w]e have to think about what it’s
going to be like out there 10,000 years from now.” 77 Similarly, a consultant for PLP has
acknowledged that the timeframe for “concern” for mine waste could be on the order of
10,000 years.78 Indeed, it is widely recognized that hard-rock metallic sulfide mines
require ongoing maintenance and water treatment.79
PLP’s current plans suggest that treatment in perpetuity may not be needed of the
pyritic tailings facility and, according to their most recent plan, pyritic tailings will be
returned to the open pit and stored below water. PLP claims that this eliminates the
need for perpetual maintenance and water treatment. Given the uncertain technology
72

See generally U.S. Govt. Accounting Office (GAO), ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES: HARDROCK MINING
CLEANUP OPERATIONS (June 14, 2006), available at http://www.gao.gov/assets/90/82282.pdf; EPA, Office
of Solid Waste, Special Waste Branch, TECHNICAL DOCUMENT: ACID MINE DRAINAGE PREDICTION (1994),
available at http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/upload/amd.pdf.
73
See, e.g., EPA Website, Abandoned Mine Drainage, http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/acid_mine.cfm.
74
See generally U.S. Govt. Accounting Office (GAO), ABANDONED MINES: INFORMATION ON THE NUMBER OF
HARDROCK MINES, COST OF CLEANUP, AND VALUE OF FINANCIAL ASSURANCES (2011), available at
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11834t.pdf; GAO, ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES: HARDROCK MINING
CLEANING OBLIGATIONS (2006), available at http://www.gao.gov/assets/90/82282.pdf; EPA, Office of Solid
Waste, Special Waste Branch, TECHNICAL DOCUMENT: ACID MINE DRAINAGE PREDICTION (1994), available
at http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/upload/amd.pdf.
75
See GAO, ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES, at 2.
76
BBA at 6-33 (monitoring and management of exposed materials, leachate, and tailings storage facilities
would be required for hundreds to thousands of years).
77
PBS Frontline, Alaska Gold (July 24, 2012), transcript available at
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/environment/alaska-gold/transcript-26/.
78
See The Keystone Center, Panels on Geology and Geochemistry & Hydrology and Water Quality (Oct.
2-4, 2012), video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9tD35mqab8.
79
See EPA, Identification of Priority Classes of Facilities for Development of CERCLA Section 108(b)
Financial Responsibility Requirements, 74 Fed. Reg. 37,213, at 37,214-17 (July 28, 2009).
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and PLP’s history of misstatements, the Corps must analyze this. For example, this
plan is premised on PLP closing the open pit after 20 years, something that seems
unlikely as the company simultaneously claims that the mine will operate for
“generations” and upwards of 200 years.80 If PLP does not close the open pit for more
than 200 years, where will the pyritic tails be stored in the meantime and how will
effluent from these tails be treated? After 200 years, how will the water level in the
open pit be maintained so that discharging will not be required? Once the level of the
pit lake has risen to about 890 feet elevation, water will have to be pumped from the pit,
treated as required, and discharged to the environment. Additionally, PLP only says
that perpetual treatment of the pyritic facility will be eliminated;81 however, the Corps
should look at whether other project components such as the main water management
pond will continue discharging after closure.
Mining the Pebble deposit is also likely to result in further releases of copper and heavy
metal contamination because mine tailings would have to be contained over long
periods of time, during which a variety of system failures and catastrophic events could
be expected to occur. In the BBWA, EPA explains that “[a] variety of water collection
and treatment failures are possible, ranging from operational failures that result in short
term releases of untreated or partially treated leachates to long-term failures to operate
water collection and treatment systems in perpetuity. A reasonable but severe failure
scenario would involve a complete loss of water treatment and release of average
untreated wastewater flows into average dilution flows.”82 If just this moderate failure of
the wastewater treatment system occurred in the Pebble 0.25 scenario, it would be
sufficient to cause “direct effects” on salmon in 17 miles of streams, and the aquatic
invertebrates that salmon feed on would be “killed or their reproduction reduced” in 48
to 62 miles of streams.83 Similar adverse impacts on salmon could also occur through
the overfilling of a tailings storage facility and spillage of contaminated water overflow
during heavy rains.84
The failure of a tailings storage facility dam would result in serious adverse effects on
salmon.85 For instance, a failure of the dam at TSF 1 (which is included in all three of
the BBWA scenarios) would “result in a flood of tailings slurry into the North Fork Koktuli
River,” “scour the valley and deposit many meters of tailings fines in a sediment wedge
across the entire valley,” “bury salmon habitat ... along nearly the entire length” of the
river below the dam, “cause serious habitat degradation in the mainstem Koktuli River
80

https://www.pebblepartnership.com/plan.html. See also, Statement of Ron Thiessen, Vancouver
Resource Investment Conference (Jan 22, 2018) video available at,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBs1dnP_9eo.
81
Memo from James Fueg, PLP, to Shane McCoy, USACE (May 11, 2018), Technical Note on Updates
to PLP’s Proposed Project, pp. 2-3, available at
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/files/05_11_2018_Pebble_Project_Updates_to_Proposed_Project.pdf
82
BBA at ES-16.
83
Id.
84
See id.
85
See generally id. at ES-17 to ES-24.
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and downstream into the Mulchatna River,” and cause “[n]ear-complete loss of North
Fork Koktuli River fish populations downstream of the TSF” plus additional salmon and
other fish population losses in the mainstem Koktuli, Nushagak, and Mulchatna
Rivers.86
Impossibility of Effective Mitigation. The BBWA establishes that many of the
adverse impacts associated with the development of a large-scale mine at the Pebble
deposit could not be adequately mitigated.87 Under the Mitigation Rule promulgated by
EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Army Corps), mitigation must first seek to
avoid adverse impacts to the aquatic ecosystem and, to the extent such impacts cannot
be avoided, those impacts must be minimized.88 Where impacts cannot be avoided or
minimized, appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation must be provided as
required by the 404(b)(1) Guidelines.89 The Mitigation Rule also requires that, for
mitigation to effectively compensate for impacts to aquatic resources, such mitigation
must be in the same area as the impacts—preferably in the same watershed.90
The BBWA thoroughly documents the reasons why the adverse impacts from mining
the Pebble deposit would not be offset by compensatory mitigation. First, impact
avoidance and minimization would not eliminate the losses of aquatic habitat caused by
mining because wetlands and streams are widely distributed in the affected watersheds,
substantial infrastructure would have to be built in this largely undeveloped and pristine
region, and siting options are limited due to the location of the ore body.91
Further, none of the compensatory mitigation measures proposed to date would
adequately compensate for the aquatic habitat losses at the scale at which they would
occur. Mitigation credits and in-lieu fee program credits – the preferred mitigation
methods under the Mitigation Rule92 – would be inadequate. There is currently no
approved mitigation bank serving this area, and the single in-lieu fee program that
services the area has provided compensation only for projects with much more limited
impacts.93 In any event, both mitigation approaches would be stymied by the lack of
86

Id. at ES-23 to ES-24.
BBA App. J. An article co-authored by one of BBNC’s outside counsel undertook a similar analysis of
potential compensatory mitigation measures for large-scale hardrock mining in Bristol Bay, evaluated
them against the requirements of the Mitigation Rule and reached a similar conclusion. See Yocom,
Thomas G. & Rebecca L. Bernard, Mitigation of Wetland Impacts from Large-Scale Hardrock Mining in
Bristol Bay Watersheds, Seattle J. Envt’l L., Vol. 3:71 (2013), available at
http://www.sjel.org/vol3/mitigation-of-wetland-impacts-from-large-scale-hardrock-mining-in-bristol-baywatersheds (“there are few, if any, reasonable and practicable measures within the relevant watersheds
that could offset the enormous losses of headwater wetland and aquatic habitats associated with the
proposed Pebble mine.”).
88
40 C.F.R. § 230.91(c).
89
Id. § 230.10(d); 40 C.F.R. § 230.91(c)(3).
90
Id. 230.93(b).
91
BBA, App. J at 11.
92
Id. §§ 230.93(b)(2); 230.93(b)(3).
93
Id., App. J at 11, 13.
87
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degraded resources and opportunities for restoration or enhancement within the
affected watersheds.94 In addition, all of the permittee-responsible compensatory
mitigation measures that have been suggested by PLP in its response to EPA’s 15-day
letter95 – measures such as increasing habitat connectivity, removing beaver dams,
increasing habitat quality or quantity, and augmenting water flows – are either
unavailable within the affected watersheds because of their intact, functioning character,
or have an inadequate track record of success.96 Finally, as EPA points out in the
BBWA, preservation is a disfavored method of mitigation and no sites that are large
enough, threatened, and not otherwise protected have been identified in the affected
watersheds or in the larger Bristol Bay region.97
Looking outside of the affected watersheds, the potential mitigation measures that have
been suggested by PLP in its response to EPA’s 15-day letter – measures such as
restoring old mine sites or constructing hatcheries – are problematic for various reasons
and are not available at the necessary scale.98
For all of these reasons, sufficient compensatory mitigation opportunities are simply not
available within the affected watersheds or nearby to adequately offset the enormous
losses of aquatic habitat that would occur as a result of mining the Pebble deposit.99
2. EPA’s Intent to Issue Notice of a Proposed Determination and
Unacceptable Adverse Effects Finding
EPA released the final draft of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment on January 14,
2014.100 With the release of the final BBWA, EPA also released two new documents
related to the Peer Review of the BBWA, EPA’s Response to Peer Review Comments
and Peer Review Follow-on Comments on the second BBA draft.101 These documents
detail very closely how EPA addressed all independent peer reviewer comments when
finalizing the BBWA. In March 2014, EPA also released its responses to public
comments on both drafts of the BBWA, closely detailing how the agency addressed the
public’s, and PLP’s, concerns in the BBWA.102
94

Id., App. J at 13. EPA correctly concludes in its compensatory mitigation analysis that the “most
appropriate geographic scale” within which to compensate for unavoidable impacts from mining the
Pebble deposit would be at the site of impact, i.e. the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper
Talarik Creek watersheds. Id. at 9.
95
Letter from Tom Collier, PLP CEO, to Dennis McLerran, Region 10 Administrator, EPA (April 29, 2014),
available at
https://web.archive.org/web/20170216214136/http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/ndm/EPA_BBWA.asp.
96
BBA, App. J at 13-32.
97
Id., App. J at 33.
98
Id., App. J at 33-36.
99
Yocom & Bernard, supra note 249, at 22.
100
79 Fed. Reg. 3,369 (Jan. 21, 2014).
101
https://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=253500#Download
102
Id.
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After internal review and deliberation, on February 28, 2014, EPA announced that it was
taking the first step to initiate its 404(c) action by issuing a 15-day letter to PLP, the
Corps, and the State of Alaska (as landowner).103 In its announcement, EPA noted that
“[t]his action, requested by EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, reflects the unique nature
of the Bristol Bay watershed as one of the world’s last prolific wild salmon resources
and the threat posed by the Pebble deposit, a mine unprecedented in scope and scale.”
On that day, Region 10 Regional Administrator Dennis McLerran sent letters to PLP, the
Corps, and the State of Alaska noting that “[b]ased on the input that the EPA receives
during [404(c) steps], the Agency could decide that further review under Section 404(c)
is not necessary” and prompted PLP to engage in early consultation with EPA, the Army
Corps, and the State by submitting “information for the record to demonstrate that no
unacceptable adverse effects to aquatic resources would result from discharges
associated with mining the Pebble deposit or that actions could be taken to prevent
unacceptable adverse effects to waters from such mining.” 104 Region 10 noted that it
was taking the step to “review potential adverse environmental effects” of mining the
Pebble deposit because “it has reason to believe that porphyry copper mining of the
scale contemplated at the Pebble deposit would result in significant and unacceptable
adverse effects to important fishery areas in the watershed.”105 EPA provided PLP until
April 29, 2014 to respond.106
Following its proposed “unacceptable adverse effects” finding, EPA afforded PLP and
the State of Alaska (as landowner) with 60 days to submit information, for the record, to
demonstrate either that no unacceptable adverse effects on aquatic resources would
result from discharges associated with mining the Pebble deposit or that actions could
be taken to prevent such unacceptable adverse effects.107 After carefully considering
responses from PLP, the Corps, and others, including nearly 1,500 pages of information
and comments from PLP, EPA Region 10 was not satisfied that no unacceptable
adverse effect could occur and took the next step under the 404(c) regulations to issue
a Proposed Determination.108
On July 18, 2014, EPA announced and made available its 404(c) Proposed
Determination for the Pebble Deposit in Bristol Bay, Alaska, holding a 60-day comment

103

EPA Press Release, EPA moves to protect Bristol Bay fishery from Pebble mine (Feb. 28, 2014),
https://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
104
Letter from Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 Regional Administrator, to Tom Collier, PLP CEO, Joe
Balash, Commissioner, ADNR, and Col. Christopher D. Lestochi, Commander, USACE Alaska Dist. (Feb.
28, 2014).
105
Id.
106
Letter from Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 Regional Administrator, to Tom Collier, PLP CEO
(March 13, 2014).
107
PD at 2-11.
108
PD at 2-14.
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period and public hearings and tribal consultations throughout the region. 109 EPA’s
proposed restrictions were broadly supported by the public – 99% of the more than
670,000 comments EPA received on the Proposed Determination supported the
agency’s proposal. In the seven public hearings held throughout Alaska on the
Proposed Determination, more than 75% of Alaskans supported the agency’s proposal,
a number that grows to 82% when considering the Bristol Bay region alone.
3. EPA’s Proposed Determination Technical and Scientific Findings
Remain Unrefuted and PLP’s Mine Plan Exceeds Restrictions
In its 404(c) Proposed Determination for mining the Pebble deposit, EPA Region 10 put
forward a set of restrictions based on the unacceptable adverse impacts that would be
expected from the “construction and routine operation of a 0.25 stage mine at the
Pebble deposit.”110 EPA Region 10 proposed reasonable upper limits for aquatic
resource losses resulting from the discharge of dredged or fill material from mining the
Pebble deposit. These upper limits, imposed on discharges individually or collectively,
include any of the following:
x
x
x
x

5 or more linear miles of streams with documented anadromous fish occurrence;
19 or more linear miles of stream tributaries where anadromous fish occurrence
is not currently documented, but that are tributaries to streams with documented
anadromous fish occurrence;
1,100 or more acres of wetlands, lakes, or ponds contiguous with either streams
with documented anadromous fish occurrence or tributaries of those streams;
and
Greater than 20% of daily flow in 9 or more linear miles of streams with
documented anadromous fish occurrence.111

These restrictions are amply supported by the record and are conservative in many
respects. And the proposed restrictions were broadly supported by the public – 99% of
the more than 670,000 comments EPA received on the Proposed Determination
supported the agency’s proposal. In addition, in the seven public hearings held
throughout Alaska on the Proposed Determination, more than 75% of Alaskans
supported the agency’s proposal, a number that grows to 82% when considering the
Bristol Bay region alone.
Region 10 has fashioned a set of proposed 404(c) restrictions that establish an upper
limit on permittable salmon habitat losses, expressed in linear miles and acres of
streams and wetlands, lakes, and ponds, from mining the Pebble deposit. These
109

https://archive.epa.gov/epapages/newsroom_archive/newsreleases/b52a95f5b3adefc185257d190005675
8.html
110
PD at ES-6, 5-1.
111
PD at ES-6, 5-1.
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proposed restrictions are geographically focused on a designated sub-area within the
three watersheds most likely to be adversely affected by Pebble mine waste discharges.
The proposal is fully supported by Region 10’s finding, despite PLP’s opportunity to
submit additional information to EPA to offset its conclusion that mining the Pebble
deposit under any of the three mining scenarios studied, “even the smallest, could result
in significant and unacceptable adverse effects on ecologically important streams,
wetlands, lakes and ponds and the fishery areas they support.”112 Additionally, in
developing the proposed restrictions, Region 10 excluded consideration of several
whole categories of serious adverse impacts associated with mining, and this rendered
the proposed restrictions very conservative.
Narrow Geographic Scope. Region 10’s proposed restrictions are geographically
narrow in several ways. They encompass only discharges of dredged or fill material
associated with mining the Pebble deposit.113 They are also limited to the three subwatersheds within which these mine-waste discharges are most likely to occur—the
North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek watersheds. 114
Further, within these three watersheds, the restrictions are limited to waters within the
boundaries of mine claims currently owned by NDM subsidiaries.115 These geographic
limits are each justified, and yet taken together they further narrowed the proposed
restrictions.
Limitation to Mine Waste from Pebble Deposit. The Proposed Determination is
grounded in the risk assessment undertaken in the BBWA, the underlying scientific
literature, the extensive peer review evaluating the Assessment, numerous public
comments from scientists and experts providing additional technical and scientific
information to inform the final Assessment, and consultation with tribal governments.116
EPA initiated the Assessment in order to study the effects of large-scale mining on
water quality and the Bristol Bay salmon fishery. 117 EPA specifically evaluated the
Pebble deposit as a case study for potential risks, identifying and assessing three
112

PD at 5-1. See also id at 2-14 (“After fully considering the April 29, 2014, submittals from PLP and the
Alaska Attorney General, the Regional Administrator was not satisfied that no unacceptable adverse
effect could occur, or that adequate corrective action could be taken to prevent an unacceptable adverse
effect. Thus, EPA Region 10 has decided to take the next step in the Section 404(c) process, publication
of this proposed determination.”)
113
PD at ES-1.
114
Id. at ES-1, 2-18.
115
Id. at 2-18.
116
Id. at 2-6, 2-11. See also, Summary, Peer Review for Bristol Bay Assessment,
http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/peer-review-bristol-bay-assessment (the purpose of the peer review
process on the Assessment was “to ensure that the assessment incorporated high quality data and
information, was unbiased, and that all conclusions were supported by sound science.”); Public
Involvement for Bristol Bay Assessment, http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/public-involvement-bristol-bayassessment (EPA consulted with 13 federally-recognized tribal governments in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and assembled an intergovernmental technical team to provide input on the
Assessment).
117
Id. 2-5.
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scenarios for mining that deposit.118 The Pebble deposit is: located in the headwaters
of the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds; the largest known porphyry copper
deposit in Southwest Alaska; and the most likely site for near-term, large-scale mine
development in the Bristol Bay watershed.119 Focusing on the Pebble deposit was
justified and reasonable because it is the most likely ore to be mined and thus it poses
an imminent and realistic threat.120
In the Proposed Determination, Region 10 likewise reasonably limits its geographic
scope to the Pebble deposit based on the analysis in the Assessment and the
associated record.
Limitation to Three Sub-Watersheds. In the BBWA, EPA identifies five geographic
scales that it used for various aspects of its analysis—the largest scale and the
fundamental scope of the entire assessment is the entire Bristol Bay watershed (Scale
1).121 The smallest two scales are the “mine scenario footprints,” which encompasses
the footprint of the major mine components, the groundwater drawdown zone, and
ancillary facilities for each mine size scenario (Scale 4) and the “transportation corridor
area” (Scale 5), which was not a finer scale than Scale 4 but simply a shift in focus from
the site of the mine footprint to the site of the transportation corridor.122 In between
these two extremes are the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds, including the drainage
areas containing stream segments that flow directly or via downstream segments into
the mainstem Nushagak or Kvichak Rivers (Scale 2), and the “mine scenario
watersheds,” which include the cumulative drainage areas of the North and South Fork
Koktuli Rivers to their junction and Upper Talarik Creek to its junction with Iliamna Lake
(Scale 3).123 In the Assessment, Region 10 uses the broader geographic scales to
describe the environment of the region and the finer scales to evaluate the potential
effects of mining operations.124 Specifically, Scale 3—the three mine scenario
watersheds—form the basis of much of the analysis of impacts.125
Given the severity of potential impacts within the mine scenario watersheds, as
analyzed in the Assessment, Region 10 used the boundaries of these watersheds—
North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek—as a starting point for
defining the geographic scope of the potential disposal site to which the proposed
restrictions would apply.126 The Assessment is a key part of the solid foundation
supporting Region 10’s determination that these watersheds are the most likely location
118

BBA at 1-4.
PD at 2-14; BBA at 4-1, 6-8.
120
BBA at 4-1, 6-19, 6-20.
121
Id. at 2-8; PD at 2-6.
122
BBA at 2-8.
123
Id. at 2-8.
124
Id.
125
See, e.g., id., Chapter 7.
126
PD at 2-18.
119
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for both the discharges associated with a Pebble mine and the unacceptable adverse
effects flowing from those discharges.127
Limitation to Area Encompassing NDM Mining Claims. Region 10 could reasonably
have defined the geographic scope of the disposal site as co-extensive with the
boundaries of these watersheds. Instead, Region 10 took the conservative additional
step of refining the potential disposal site to focus on the specific “area where
discharges associated with mining the Pebble deposit will likely occur.”128 That area
encompasses “all mine claims owned by NDM subsidiaries in the three watersheds” 129
as well as the entire footprint of each mining scenario, including the mine pit, waste rock
pile, and tailings storage facilities where discharges of dredged or fill material would
occur.130 This refinement is consistent with the analysis in the Assessment and is a
sound policy choice. By defining the geographic scope “as narrowly as possible,” 131
EPA is targeting the actual threat and acting to prevent unacceptable adverse effects to
the Bristol Bay fishery in the least intrusive manner possible.
High Ceiling for Aquatic Resource Losses. Region 10’s proposed restrictions are
supported by the impacts assessed in the BBWA.132 Indeed, the proposed restrictions
are “derive[d] from the estimated impacts resulting from the discharges of dredged or fill
material associated with the construction and routine operation of a 0.25 stage mine at
the Pebble deposit.”133 Based on the findings in the Assessment discussed in Section
IV.B above, the proposed restrictions establish the following upper limits for aquatic
resource losses resulting from the discharge of dredged or fill material from mining the
Pebble deposit:
127

See id. at 2-18, Chapter 4; BBA at 6-4, Chapter 7.
PD at 2-17. See id. (explaining that “a potential disposal site that includes all mine claims owned by
NDM subsidiaries in the three watersheds best represents locations where the discharge of dredged or fill
material associated with mining the Pebble deposit, and any resulting unacceptable adverse effects on
fishery areas, are most likely to occur”).
129
Id. at 2-18. Discharges are most likely to occur here because “Alaska state law specifically recognizes
the opportunity for mineral claim owners to use the state’s surface land above their mineral claims for
mining activity.” Id. (citing 11 AAC 86.600).
130
See PD at ES-5 (“In this case, the proposed geographic boundaries of the potential disposal site are
the waters within the mine claims held by NDM subsidiaries, including PLP, that fall within the SFK, NFK,
and UTC watersheds (Figure ES-3). EPA Region 10 focused on this area because it determined that it
best represents the smallest geographical area where the discharge of dredged or fill material associated
with mining the Pebble deposit is most likely to occur.”). Compare id. at ES-10, Figure ES-3 (map of
potential disposal site) with BBA at ES-6, Figure ES-2 (map of Pebble 0.25, 2.0, and 6.5 components
overlaid with watersheds).
131
PD at 2-17. See id. (reasoning that this scope, “although narrowly tailored to include only those areas
where discharge of dredged or fill material associated with mining the Pebble deposit is most likely, will
protect important fishery areas from unacceptable adverse effects”). See also id. at ES-1 (scope of the
proposed restrictions is “geographically narrow” and does not affect other deposits or mine claim holders
besides those associated with the Pebble deposit).
132
Id. at ES-6, 5-1.
133
Id.
128
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x 5 or more linear miles of streams with documented anadromous fish occurrence; 134
x 19 or more linear miles of stream tributaries where anadromous fish occurrence is
not currently documented, but that are tributaries to steams with documented
anadromous fish occurrence;135
x 1,100 acres or more of wetlands, lakes, or ponds contiguous with either streams with
documented anadromous fish occurrence or tributaries of those streams; 136 and
x Greater than 20% of alteration of daily flow in 9 or more linear miles of streams with
documented anadromous fish occurrence.137
By using the Pebble 0.25 scenario as a baseline for the Proposed Determination,
Region 10 reasonably developed restrictions closely tied to and amply supported by the
administrative record.
While the upper limits for stream, wetland, lake, and pond losses that Region 10 has
proposed are supported by the analysis in the Watershed Assessment, it is important to
note that these ceilings are conservative, in the sense that aquatic resource losses at
these levels would still amount to massive impacts that could justify an even lower
ceiling. Indeed, a survey of hard-rock mines permitted under Section 404 of the CWA in
Alaska138 shows that never before has the Army Corps authorized a mining project with
the potential for this extent of anadromous streams and wetland destruction.139 For
example, at the Rock Creek Gold Mine in Northwest Alaska, the Army Corps permitted
discharges into 346.5 acres of waters of the U.S. for purposes of mine construction and
authorized the permanent loss of 170.5 acres of wetlands, but the affected waters were
not anadromous.140 At another example frequently touted by PLP,141 the Red Dog Mine
recently obtained approvals for an expansion that involved the placement of dredged or

134

Compare id. at 5-1, with BBA at ES-13 (concluding that the mine footprint alone for a 0.25 billion tone
mine would destroy 5 miles of known salmon spawning or rearing habitat).
135
Compare PD at 5-1, with BBA at ES-13 (concluding that the mine footprint alone for a 0.25 billion ton
mine would destroy a total of 24 miles of anadromous and non-anadromous streams).
136
Compare PD at 5-1, with BBA at ES-13 (concluding stream flow alterations resulting from the mine
footprint alone for a 0.25 billion ton mine would destroy 1,300 acres of wetlands, ponds, and lakes serving
as off-channel habitat for salmon and other fishes).
137
Compare PD at 5-1, with BBA at ES-13 (concluding stream flow alterations exceeding 20% resulting
from the mine footprint alone for a 0.25 billion ton mine would adversely affect habitat in 9.3 miles of
salmon streams).
138
For 404 permit documents on large-scale mining projects in Alaska, see
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/.
139
See PD 4-6.
140
See Department of the Army, Permit Evaluation and Decision Document (Feb. 26, 2007), available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/rockcreek/pdf/rcacoedd.pdf.
141
See Pebble Limited Partnership, Pebble’s Promise, available at
http://corporate.pebblepartnership.com/files/documents/Pebble_promise.pdf (“Mine operations at Middle
Fork Red Dog Creek, at Red Dog Mine, led to cleaner water in the stream…”).
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fill material in less than 10 acres of wetlands.142 At the Kensington Mine in Southeast
Alaska the 404 permit for the discharge of mine-related dredge and fill materials from
construction of new facilities affected 61.7 acres of anadromous waters and wetlands. 143
And finally, at Greens Creek Mine in Southeast Alaska the presence of salmon streams
led the U.S. Forest Service in 2013 to reject the operator’s proposed 116-acre tailings
expansion, which would have resulted in the direct loss of 1,646 linear feet of salmon
stream habitat from tailings, in favor of a smaller tailings facility expansion alternative
that would not discharge into streams.144
In none of these large-scale mine examples has the Army Corps permitted losses
anywhere near 19 miles of non-anadromous streams, let alone 5 miles of anadromous
stream losses. Likewise, none of these previously permitted large-scale mines come
close to the EPA’s proposed ceiling of 1,100 acres of wetlands, lakes, or ponds losses.
Exclusion of Several Categories of Adverse Impacts. The proposed restrictions do
not take into account adverse impacts on salmon and their habitat resulting from
mining-related accidents and failures, the construction and operation of pipelines and
roads, or the effects of toxic discharges. These are all factors that EPA could
reasonably have relied on in developing its restrictions, and doing so could only have
led to a more stringent approach.
The BBWA and associated record provide extensive analysis and documentation of the
potential for tailings dam failures under each of the three mine scenarios.145 Region 10
142

See U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Public Notice of Application for Permit (Apr. 23, 2013), available at
http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/Portals/34/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/POA-1984-12M49_Chukchi%20Sea_PN.pdf (proposed work included “1.79 acres of excavated wetlands to raise the
dam plus 5.7 acres of excavated wetlands and 6.6 acres of excavated uplands to construct the road.”).
Previous authorizations at Red Dog included proposed work that would “affect 245 acres, of which 119
acres are wetlands.” U.S. EPA, Red Dog Mine Extension, Aqqaluk Project: Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (Oct. 2009), available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/reddog/pdf/rdseis2009vol2a.pdf.
143
See Department of the Army Permit POA-1990-592-M, Lynn Canal 31, available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/kensington/pdf/kensusacelynncanal05.pdf (authorizing
permittee to “[d]redge, place structures, and discharge an approximate total of 3,487,950 cubic yards of
fill and dredged fill materials into an approximate total of 61.7 acres of waters.”); see also U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Public Notice of Application for Permit, available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/kensington/pdf/kensusacepnjul09.pdf (“A total of 83.4 acres of
fill was authorized under DA permit modification POA-1990-592-M”). See also, Coeur Alaska, Inc. v.
Southeast Alaska Conservation Council, 129 S. Ct. 2458, 2464 (2009) (“Over the life of the mine, Coeur
Alaska intends to put 4.5 million tons of tailings in the lake. This will raise the lakebed 50 feet—to what is
now the lake's surface— and will increase the lake's area from 23 to about 60 acres.”).
144
See Greens Creek gets OK for partial expansion of tailings facility, ALASKA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE
(Sept. 12, 2013), available at http://www.alaskajournal.com/Alaska-Journal-of-Commerce/SeptemberIssue-3-2013/Greens-Creek-gets-OK-for-partial-expansion-of-tailings-facility/; see also, U.S. Dep’t. of
Agriculture, Greens Creek Mine Tailings Disposal Facility Expansion, Final EIS and ROD Vol. 1, available
at http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/greenscreek/pdf/FEIS_ROD.pdf (selecting alternative D,
which was developed to “avoid filling any part of Tributary Creek with tailings.”).
145
See, e.g., BBA, Chapter 9.
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nevertheless elected not to rely on such impacts to support its proposed restrictions.146
Since Region 10 elected not to consider this important factor, e.g., how much material
could be released in a tailings dam failure and how much downstream habitat would be
impacted when this occurs, its estimate of unacceptable adverse effects and the
proposed restrictions that flow from them are inherently conservative.
The BBWA and the rest of the administrative record also include substantial analysis
and documentation of ancillary facilities necessary for the construction and development
of a mine at the Pebble deposit, such as roads, power plants, ports, and pipelines, as
well as the potential adverse impacts on anadromous streams associated with these
facilities, such as pipeline failures and road crossings.147 Estimated pipeline failure
statistics in the Assessment indicate that this factor poses a significant threat to salmon
and salmon habitat: the expected number of failures for each of the four pipelines would
be about 2.2 over the life of the mine in the 0.25 mine scenario, while the chance of a
large rupture in each of the three pipelines carrying liquids would exceed 25% and there
would be a greater than 99.9% chance that at least one of these three pipelines would
fail during the life of the project, releasing contaminants into nearby anadromous
waters.148 Similarly, the BBWA demonstrates that 86 miles of road construction would
be required in connection with mining the Pebble deposit, and these roads would
involve at least 64 stream crossings, with direct impacts to salmon spawning streams.149
Region 10’s decision not to consider these factors in the Proposed Determination, while
within the agency’s discretion, further renders its analysis of impacts and its proposed
restrictions conservative. And indeed, the BBWA estimates of road construction were
conservative – PLP’s proposed project contains 222 stream and river crossings, as
compared to the 64 stream crossings analyzed by EPA in the BBWA.150
Region 10’s proposal is also conservative in that it does not take into account the
toxicity of mine-related discharges to waters and wetlands, even though the BBWA
includes considerable analysis of the threats to water quality resulting from toxic
discharges during routine operations, such as from tailings leachate, waste rock
leachate, mine pit runoff, and wastewater discharge, as well as from catastrophic
accidents and failures.151 Even during routine operations, the record demonstrates that
toxic discharges would cause significant negative impacts on aquatic organisms. 152
Region 10’s decision to exclude toxicity and water quality considerations amplifies the
conservative nature of its proposed restrictions.
Finally, EPA’s estimates of stream and wetland losses resulting from the mine scenarios
146

PD at ES-6.
BBWA, Chapters 10 and 11.
148
Id. at 11-5 to 11-6.
149
Id. at ES-16.
150
PLP Permit Application Appendix B-Culverts Schedule.
151
BBWA., Chapter 8.
152
Id., Chapter 14.1.1.
147
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are conservative. This is because the available stream, wetland, and anadromous fish
databases are incomplete – not all waters in the affected area have been mapped or
surveyed, and those that have been are missing some stream courses and channel
sinuosity.153 Thus, EPA’s estimates of stream and wetland losses are low. 154 Yet even
these understated losses of aquatic resources amount to a “large impact on
anadromous fish streams,”155 one that is “unprecedented in the context of the CWA
Section 404 regulatory program in Alaska”156 and that “could compromise the
sustainability of fish populations” within the mine scenario watersheds as well as
downstream.157 In short, even with incomplete data and the resulting uncertainty as to
the “full implications” of these understated stream and wetland losses, Region 10 had
more than enough information to conclude that “the discharge of dredged or fill material
associated with the Pebble 0.25 stage mine could have unacceptable adverse effects
on fishery areas in the SFK, NFK, and UTC watersheds, as well as downstream fishery
areas.”158
The BBWA, the Proposed Determination, the administrative record and the traditional
knowledge of the people of Bristol Bay all support EPA Region 10’s conclusion that
large-scale metallic sulfide mining at the Pebble deposit and associated waste disposal
activities will result in “unacceptable adverse impacts” on the presently healthy and
abundant wild salmon ecosystems in the North and South Fork Koktuli Rivers and
Upper Talarik Creek drainages at the heart of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery.
4. EPA Keeps the 404(c) Proposed Determination in Place; Public
Support Continues for Final EPA Action
There has been an unprecedented outpouring of public support for EPA 404(c) action
due to the significant harms that would result from mining the Pebble deposit. Nearly
two million comments from individuals and organizations throughout Alaska, other
states, and even internationally have demonstrated an unprecedented level of support
for EPA’s proposed 404(c) action in light of the severe harms that would be caused by
mining the Pebble deposit. Indeed, as EPA noted in beginning this process, the agency
received requests from “citizens, tribes, Alaska Native corporations, commercial and
sport fisherman, jewelry companies, seafood processors, restaurant owners, chefs,
conservation organizations, members of the faith community, sport recreation business
owners, elected officials and others asking EPA to take action to protect Bristol Bay.” 159

153

See BBA at 7-23, Box 7-1, and 7-34 to 7-35.
Id. at 7-34 to 7-35.
155
PD at 4-6.
156
Id. at 4-6.
157
Id. at 4-13.
158
Id. at 4-13.
159
See EPA, News Release—EPA Moves to Protect Bristol Bay Fishery from Pebble mine (Feb. 28,
2014), available at http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
154
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The factual record regarding the effects of placing a hardrock mine at the site of the
Pebble deposit is robust, accounting for nearly 4 years of study and public and peer
review input leading to EPA’s decision to invoke 404(c) and its finding of unacceptable
adverse effects. In fact, it is the most robust administrative record in the history of
EPA’s 404(c) actions. EPA initially held eight public hearings, received 1.1 million
public comments, conducted two peer reviews, published two drafts of its Watershed
Assessment culminating in a 1,402 page final report, and engaged in consultation with
the Army Corps, State of Alaska, and PLP prior to issuing its Proposed Determination.
Then, on its 200-page Proposed Determination, EPA held another seven public
hearings and received another 670,000 public comments, 99% of which supported the
agency’s findings and requested the agency issue a Final Determination. And finally,
on its proposal to withdrawal the Proposed Determination in July-October 2017, EPA
received over 1 million written comments, 99.9% of which supported the agency’s
Proposed Determination and use of its 404(c) authority.
The administrative record to date is relevant, robust, and complementary to the Corps’
work in processing any 404 permit application and undertaking NEPA analysis. Overall,
EPA analyzed approximately 30,000 pages of comments and technical data from PLP
in making its decision to initiate 404(c) and another 1,200 pages from PLP during the
Proposed Determination comment period. The vast administrative record for the EPA
Watershed Assessment and Proposed Determination represents the best available
science regarding Bristol Bay and the threats posed from mining the Pebble deposit.
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APPENDIX B – DIRECT, INDIRECT, CUMULATIVE, AND UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS
THE CORPS MUST ANALYZE IN AN EIS FOR THE PROPOSED PEBBLE MINE

Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Impacts
The EIS must assess the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of the proposed project on
the human environment, as well as means to mitigate adverse environmental impacts. 1 The
Corps must take a “hard look” at all direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and impacts to
be analyzed, including ecological, aesthetic, historical, cultural, economic, social, and health
impacts.2 These effects are defined as:
Ɣ Direct Effects – effects caused by the project that occur in the same time and place. 3
This includes effects caused by the proposed Pebble mine project itself and all of its
related components.
Ɣ Indirect Effects – effects that are somewhat removed in time or distance from the
project, but nonetheless are reasonably foreseeable. 4 This includes effects caused
by the proposed Pebble mine project, and that are later in time and farther removed
in distance but are still reasonably foreseeable. This includes effects such as
changes in land use patterns, population density or growth, impacts of transporting
ore, impacts of the power plant, and all of the related effects on air and water and
the environment from these effects.
Ɣ Connected Actions, Cumulative Impacts, Reasonably Foreseeable – connected
actions are defined as actions that: automatically trigger other actions which may
require environmental impact statements; cannot or will not proceed unless other
actions are taken previously or simultaneously; or are interdependent parts of a
larger action and depend on the larger action for their justification.5 “Cumulative
impact” is defined as “the impact on the environment which results from the
incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or
person undertakes such other actions.”6 Reasonably foreseeable future actions
need to be considered even if they are not specific proposals. This includes impacts
on the environment resulting from the incremental impacts of the proposed Pebble
mine when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions
(i.e., other potential projects such as expanding the Pebble mine size or mining other
deposits in Bristol Bay).

1

40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.16, 1508.25(c).
40 C.F.R. § 1508.8.
3
40 C.F.R. § 1508.8(a).
4
40 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b).
5
40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(1).
6
40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(2).
2
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Although the application submitted by PLP lacks details necessary to evaluate and disclose
the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts associated with a project of this size and
complexity at this time, this Appendix lays out in broad terms the issues the Corps must
include in a draft EIS.
Direct, indirect, and cumulative effects, as defined above, could be associated with the
construction, operation, and closure phases for the major components of the mine site,
transportation facilities, port, and pipeline under review in an EIS. In addition, cumulative
impacts could be associated with the reasonably foreseeable construction of an expanded
mine size at the Pebble deposit of up to at least the entire known 11.0 billion metric ton
deposit, mining additional ore that PLP and NDM intends to discover to the south and east
of the main deposit where they have indicated the deposit is “open,” mining the 12
additional mineral targets identified by PLP and NDM within its 2,402 mining claims, and the
mining of additional claims discovered, located, and staked surrounding the Pebble
deposit.7 The Corps should describe, analyze, and take a hard look at the direct, indirect,
and cumulative effects associated with each of these proposed Pebble project on:
Geology. The Corps must address impacts to bedrock, surface geology, gravel resources,
paleontological resources, and landforms from all proposed Pebble project components.
Soils. The Corps must address impacts to soil, permafrost, and erosion, including soil
quality and contamination and removal and destruction of soil resources from all proposed
Pebble project components.
Geohazards and seismic Conditions. The Corps must address impacts from
earthquakes, slope instability, dam construction, and horizontal directional drilling.
Climate and Meterology. The Corps must address impacts from air pollutants emitted
during mine operations and contribution to greenhouse gas emissions from 270MW
powerplant.
Surface water hydrology. The Corps must address impacts to surface water from
changes in streamflow, dams and effluent, water balance, flood magnitude and frequency,
wetlands, lakes, and ponds filling, surface water extraction from all proposed Pebble project
components and during construction, operation, and closure phases.

7

For a detailed discussion of the reasonably foreseeable cumulative impacts associated with mining the
Pebble deposit, see EPA Watershed Assessment, Chapter 13. For a current depiction of the state mining
claims staked in the Pebble deposit area, see DNR Mine Claims Mapper, available at http://akmining.info/
and associated GIS layers available for download at: http://asgdc.alaska.gov/#137.
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Groundwater hydrology. The Corps must address impacts to groundwater and aquifers
from all proposed Pebble project components and during construction, operation, and
closure phases.
Water quality. The Corps must address impacts to surface water, groundwater, and
benthic sediment from all proposed Pebble project components and during construction,
operation, and closure phases. Includes impacts to marine waters and Lake Iliamna.
Air quality. The Corps must address impacts to air quality (pollutants, visibility,
greenhouse gases, etc) from all proposed Pebble project components and during
construction, operation, and closure phases. Including impacts from transporting ore and
materials to and from the mine site, shipping ore, powerplant emissions, and fugitive dust.
Noise and vibration. The Corps must address impacts on the natural environment and
use of the area from noises and vibration during construction and operation, including
construction and blasting of the mine facilities and transportation corridor and port, mine
operations and rock extracting, powerplant, transportation, etc.
Vegetation. The Corps must address impacts to vegetation (including removal), rare and
sensitive plants, and impacts from invasive plants and climate change from all proposed
Pebble project components and during construction, operation, and closure phases.
Wetlands. The Corps must address direct filling of more than 4,000 acres of wetlands,
destruction of wetlands from dewatering and hydrological changes, pollution to wetlands,
impacts on wetlands functions, clearing and removal of wetland vegetation, degrading
wetland vegetation and soils, etc. from all proposed Pebble project components and during
construction, operation, and closure phases.
Wildlife. The Corps must address impacts to mammals, birds, marine mammals, big game
species from habitat destruction and loss, behavioral disturbance, accidental environmental
damage, fragmenting of habitats, exposure to contaminated water and dust, exposure to
noise, transportation collusions from all proposed Pebble project components and during
construction, operation, and closure phases.
Fish and aquatic resources. The Corps must address impacts such as destruction of
approximately 20 miles of streams and 4,000 acres of connected wetlands, construction of
more than 200 culverts impacting fish passage, long-term contamination from mine effluent
and dust deposition in water, accidental spills and tailings dam failures, pipeline failures,
impacts to fish, macroinvertebrates, water quality, destruction of aquatic and riparian
habitat, increased erosion and sedimentation, etc. [note – this encompasses the EPA’s
study]
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Endangered and threatened species. The Corps must address impacts to endangered
and threatened species. Pebble’s proposed port site is designated Critical Habitat for the
Cook Inlet Beluga Whale and the Northern Sea Otter, both listed endangered. Lake Iliamna
(where Pebble proposes to barge ore across) is home to freshwater seals that have been
considered in the past for ESA status. Other ESA listed species that might be located in the
project area and in ore shipping routes include Steller’s eider, humpback whale, Steller sea
lion, fin whale.
Land ownership, management, and use. The Corps must address the proposed mine
site and many project components including the port site and a majority of the transportation
corridor are proposed on state-owned lands. Many of the proposed project components are
located on state-owned lands and waters designated under the Kenai Area Plan and Bristol
Bay Area Plan for uses such as recreation, subsistence, and public recreations and
tourism.8 A pattern of land use change would occur in the region long-term with additional
mining deposits explored for development. For example, mine construction, operation, and
closure would limit any access to these lands and transportation corridor to private entities
only and use and enjoyment of private lands will be adversely impacted from industrial
activities. In addition, the Corps must analyze the effects of all project components on nonstate surface and subsurface estate owners, particularly Alaska Native Corporations and
native allotments.
Recreation. The Corps must address impacts to recreation and tourism include increased
noise, decreased visibility due to fugitive dust and powerplant and mobile source emissions,
scars on the viewshed due to the port, road, and mine site, and perception of contaminated
waters, fish, and wildlife. State lands and waters around the southern transportation
8

The southern transportation corridor within the Bristol Bay Area Plan lands is located mostly in
management unit R09-07 Tommy Creek/Chigmit. See BBAP map,
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/planning/areaplans/bristol/2013/pdf/bbap_amend2013_map3-09.pdf.
Management intent of these lands is general use “to be managed for a variety of uses, including the
protection of fish and wildlife resources and their associated habitat, and dispersed recreation.
Development authorizations may be considered appropriate subject to the protection of these resources.”
Unit R09-07 Tommy Creek/Chigmit, available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/planning/areaplans/bristol/2013/pdf/bbap_amend2013_ch3_reg09.pdf. The port
is located on and the southern transportation corridor route crosses lands and waters managed under the
Kenai Area Plan for habitat only, where management intent of these lands is for “Brown bear spring
feeding. Harbor seal haulout areas along coast north from Contact Point; moose, general distribution;
Dolly Varden/Arctic char, general distribution; seabird nesting colonies on southeast coast; ducks and
geese, general distribution; herring spawning on shoreline of this tract.” See management unit 19 Bruin
Bay uplands, http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/planning/areaplans/kenai/pdfs/chap_3_region_12.pdf and map
number 12E, http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/planning/areaplans/kenai/pdfs/12e.pdf. And the port is proposed in
state waters designated and managed for Public Recreation and Tourism – Dispersed Use (see
management unit 522A) Other resources and uses of these waters: “Beaches used by aircraft for landing.
Herring spawning habitat, herring/salmon migration corridor, juvenile fish/shellfish rearing habitat,
commercial fishing activity. Anadromous stream mouths. Beluga whale habitat. Cultural sites present.
Herring spawn along coast, north of Unit 596, south of the mouth of Amakdedori Creek.” Id.
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corridor are designated specifically for public recreation and tourism (see footnote 8), and
impacts to these uses and designations should be assessed.
Visual resources. The Corps must address the mine site, transportation corridor, and port
will have permanent and significant impacts on the appearance of the landscape as viewed
from key observation points, planes, etc. and will in turn impact use and enjoyment of the
area by many. The proposed Pebble mine will create a massive 20-square mile scar on the
pristine wilderness of Bristol Bay; rock blasting during mine construction will result in dust
emissions and reduced visibility; daily truck traffic will disturb visitors to the beautiful Iliamna
Lake region; and associated dust and powerplant emissions from all these activities will
reduce visibilities. All these will negatively impact tourism and peaceful enjoyment of Bristol
Bay’s wilderness. The Army Corps must consider the direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts from all of these mining and construction activities and must consider how, even
after mine closure, tourism and visual resources will be impacted for hundreds of years to
come.
Socioeconomics. The Corps must address all project components will have significant
impacts on local communities, and infrastructure and services.
Environmental justice. The Corps must address impacts related to environmental justice
include food security and subsistence resources, health impacts from pollution and
exposure to increased industrial activities and noises, increased risk of injury and exposure
to hazardous materials, increased exposure to outsiders and the cascading social and
psychological problems that brings (substance abuse, stress, cultural conflicts, etc.).
Cultural resources. The Corps must address impacts to cultural resources (historical and
pre-historical sites) and direct destruction of cultural resources from all project components.
Subsistence. The Corps must address long-term multi-generational impacts to traditional
knowledge and practices, subsistence harvest patterns, subsistence values and beliefs,
subsistence hunting and fishing due to habitat destruction and fragmentation and loss of
access, and the resulting socio-cultural impacts.
Human health. The Corps must address short and long-term impacts from all stages of the
project include increased risks of accidents and injuries, exposure to hazardous materials,
negative impacts on food, nutrition, and subsistence, increased potential for infectious
diseases, risks to clean water and sanitation from population-stressed infrastructure, risks to
health and human services from population-stressed infrastructure and services.
Existing transportation. The Corps must address impacts to boat traffic (recreation and
fishing and shipping) due to port facility shipping and Lake Iliamna barging, increased air
traffic during all project phases. The Corps must assess how an ice-breaking ferry on Lake
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Iliamna will impact residents who travel across the frozen lake via truck, ATV, snowmachine
in the winter to visit neighboring communities.
Spill risk. The Corps must address impacts from spills of diesel fuel, oil, liquefied natural
gas, mine slurry chemicals, and mine tailings. These spills may result from routine
operations or from accidents ranging from small to catastrophic.
Pipeline reliability and safety and energy/fuel use. The Corps must address impacts to
Kenai residents, Cook Inlet waters, Lake Iliamna waters, the waters of 200+ stream
crossings, and potential for accidents due to earthquakes, land erosion and subsidence,
pipeline corrosion, explosions, and tampering. The Corps must address the impacts of a
270MW power plant, utilizing 50 million standard cubic feet per day, on the Cook Inlet
natural gas supply and the impacts to neighboring communities also using this same,
limited supply.
Climate change. The Corps must address increased greenhouse gas emissions from
powerplant, mobile sources, and shipping associated with the proposed Pebble mine
project; reduction in vegetation and impacts to permafrost, water, and biological resources.
Impacts to National Parks and Recreation/Tourism. The Corps must analyze the
impacts of the proposed Pebble mine, private road, powerplant and port facility on Lake
Clark and Katmai National Parks. Lake Clark National Park is downwind from the proposed
mine and 270-megatt powerplant. Air pollution and dust from the proposed mine and
powerplant will negatively impact use of the park. And any harm to the Kvichak watershed
and its salmon run will negatively impact Lake Clark National Park. Likewise, the brown
bears of Katmai National Park will be negatively impacted by the 65-mile private road
corridor passing through pristine brown bear habitat with 35 haul trucks running each day.
The Army Corps must analyze the impacts harming these National Parks will have on
tourism and use and enjoyment of public lands.

Unavoidable Adverse Effects
The Corps must also describe, analyze, and take a hard look at the unavoidable adverse
effects (e.g., the direct and indirect effects as described above that cannot be avoided or
mitigated away through permitting stipulations and requirements) pertaining to impacts to
waters of the United States,9 e.g., to the topics described below. If the Corps cannot
determine whether appropriate and practicable mitigation measures will be implemented to
offset unavoidable project impacts, it may be compelled to deny the permit application for
causing or contributing to significant degradation of the aquatic ecosystem.10
9

See 33 C.F.R. pts. 325 and 332; 33 C.F.R. § 332.3(a)(1); 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(c).
40 C.F.R. § 230.10(c).

10
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Geology and Soils. Including changes in landforms and reduction in mineral, soil, fossilbearing bedrock and aggregate resources; surface and intrusive activities during
construction and operations would affect the mechanical and thermal properties of the soil
and would modify permafrost distribution.
Surface and Groundwater Hydrology. For example: lowered water table in the vicinity of
the mine site; average flow reduction in Upper Talarik Creek, North Fork Koktuli, and South
Fork Koktuli; alteration of groundwater flow and elevation; and alteration of streamflow
including damming of Bristol Bay headwater tributaries, and the resulting direct and indirect
impacts to fish habitat.
Water Quality. For example: the unavoidable and irreversible impacts associated with
surface pit lake water drainages into BB headwaters will exceed water quality standards for
some metals and other pollutants and would discharge in perpetuity; atmospheric
deposition of mine dust and powerplant emissions could pollute surface waters;
catastrophic tailings dam failures or spills during transportation (ferry or truck) could pollute
surface waters; pipeline failure under Lake Iliamna or rivers and streams could pollute
surface waters.
Vegetation and wetlands. The Pebble mine project proposes to destroy 4,000 acres of
wetlands. It is unclear if they will be able to avoid or mitigate these impacts, as no mitigation
plan is available. If these impacts cannot be avoided or minimized, they will be permanent
and irreversible and will have cascading effects throughout the ecosystem, economy, and
Bristol Bay communities. Additional impacts include changes in vegetation and wetlands
because of hydrology changes, potential introduction of non-native and invasive species,
removal of vegetation and wetlands.
Wildlife and Threatened and Endangered Species. The Pebble mine project will cause
permanent changes in habitat, direct habitat removal, disturbance, and risk of injury or
mortality from shipping collisions. The proposal will put a massive shipping port in
designated Critical Habitats of the endangered Cook Inlet Beluga Whale and the
endangered Northern Sea Otter.
Fish. Such as: permanent changes in habitat (including effects of wetland and stream
destruction), direct habitat removal, stream flow and temperature changes, and
sedimentation.
Visual Resources. Facilities, infrastructure, equipment, and vegetation clearing would
contrast with the natural landscape and impact viewsheds of nearby state and federal
parklands. Impacts are permanent and would persist following project closure.
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Cultural Resources. Such as: permanent changes to cultural landscape and permanent
impacts to and destruction of historic and culturally significant sites.
Subsistence. Such as: disturbance and displacement from subsistence use areas,
potential for increased competition for resources, disturbance to subsistence fishing, and
potential contamination of wildlife and waterfowl due to the tailings pond and pit lake.
Hazardous Materials and Spills. Petroleum products, liquefied natural gas, mine tailings,
and mine slurry chemicals could be spilled as a result of the proposed Pebble mine.
Resources that could be unavoidably and permanently adversely affected by spills include
vegetation, fish, wildlife, water resources, subsistence harvest and uses, recreation, cultural
resources, and the economy.
Climate Change. The proposed Pebble mine project would contribute to global climate
change, primarily through the release of greenhouse gases from the burning of fossil fuels
during production and shipping. Climate change will in turn impact many aspects of the
physical, biological, and social environment, including precipitation patterns, permafrost
distribution, vegetation, wildlife, fire regimes, and subsistence.
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February 5, 2019
Via U.S. Mail and Email to:
The Honorable R.D. James
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works
108 Army Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20310-0101

Re:

Col. Phillip Borders
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
Regulatory Division P.O. Box 6898
JBER, Alaska 99506-0898
poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil

Public Input on the Proposed Pebble Mine Project (POA-2017-271)

Dear Assistant Secretary James and Colonel Borders,
In order to facilitate the meaningful involvement of the people of Bristol Bay in the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers’ permitting process related to the proposed Pebble mine we request a
minimum 270-day comment period for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Draft EIS).
We also request that public hearings be moved to the latter part of the public comment period
and that the Corps distribute hard copies of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
throughout Bristol Bay.
There are several reasons why the Corps should agree with our requests. First, as prior
formal comment periods related to Pebble demonstrate, the interest within and outside of Bristol
Bay on decisions related to the proposed Pebble mine is massive. Indeed, it is without precedent.
Pebble-related comment periods undertaken by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) drew input from thousands of Bristol Bay residents, as well as tens of thousands of
Alaskans and millions of Americans. The Corps’ own Pebble-related scoping comment period
drew hundreds of individuals throughout Bristol Bay to attend and provide verbal comments at
public meetings and to submit written comments. This intense interest stems from the
substantial and severe risks posed by the proposed Pebble mine to Bristol Bay’s wild salmon
fishery, which in turn are founded on the massive size of the low-grade Pebble ore deposit, its
location at the headwaters of Bristol Bay’s world-renowned wild salmon fisheries, and its
potentially-acid-generating nature, among other concerns.
Understanding how these unique issues interplay with the existing cultures, natural values
and uses of Bristol Bay is a demanding and technically complex task. The Corps’ own Project
1
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File related to its permit process well-illustrates this point, as it currently contains approximately
350,000 pages of documents.

Relatedly, Pebble has substantially revised its proposal since the scoping period,
including a 25% increase in the quantity of material to be mined and two new transportation
alternatives. Unlike in other permit processes where the Corps has kept the public updated of
project changes, the Corps has done little outreach on Pebble.
In order to protect our interests and to meet our obligations to the acutely-interested
people we represent, Bristol Bay Native Corporation, Bristol Bay Native Association and Bristol
Bay Economic Development Corporation must devote significant attention and resources to
evaluating the Draft EIS, Pebble Limited Partnership’s (PLP’s) permit application, and related
technical documents and communications. The technical issues raised by PLP’s proposal
involve many scientific disciplines, including fishery, aquatic, marine and wetlands ecology,
geochemistry, geophysics, hydrology, geohazards, wildlife biology, maritime and freshwater
shipping, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and survey data, and more. Examples of
complex aspects of the proposal and its potential impacts requiring expert review include, but are
not limited to, water treatment plans, seismic hazards, tailings storage and storage dams, and
surface and groundwater impacts. To make matters more challenging, some of the aspects of
PLP’s proposal appear to us to be unprecedented in the world of hard rock mining.
Adding to the challenge we face is the fact that the Corps is proceeding even though PLP
has not applied for State of Alaska and other federal permits without which the mine cannot be
developed. A coordinated process allows both federal and state executive branch decisionmakers to be informed by a consideration of the facts presented and issues raised in all of the
primary permitting fields, including PLP’s plan of operations, water and waste management
plan, reclamation plan and more.
As one example of a problem area, AECOM, which PLP hired to facilitate the Corps’
EIS process, has noted the absence of a State-required reclamation plan for the project and stated
2
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that it “is potentially essential to a reasoned choice among the alternatives.” The choice among
alternatives is critical to the integrity of the Clean Water Act and NEPA processes. As another
example, PLP appears not to have provided sufficient information concerning bridge crossings
over anadromous waters to support a Coast Guard permit application, and PLP itself admits that
its conceptual design concepts to support that permit “differ from those presented in” PLP’s
Clean Water Act permit application.
The benefits of concurrent permitting are formally recognized by the State of Alaska,
which specifically put in place a “process to coordinate all State agency permitting for [large
mine] projects [] which [] integrates with federal and local government permitting.” As Alaska’s
Department of Natural Resources notes, this process “has significantly improved mine permitting
for the benefit of both the industry and the public.” Notably, the Pogo mine involved concurrent
consideration and decisions on federal and state permits. Further, the Corps suspended its
Chuitna mine permit process to await state permit applications from the project developer.
While, as noted above, Alaska encourages the concurrent consideration of federal and
state permits, and recognizes the substantial benefits to the public and industry in doing so, it
cannot force a potential developer to apply for state permits. Because the Corps does have the
ability to align its process with that of the State of Alaska, BBNC discussed this issue with the
Corps’ Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary at the Pentagon. At our meeting this past
September we were glad to hear from top Corps’ staff that the Pebble 404 permit would be the
last significant Pebble-related permit on which a decision would be made, thus ensuring the
Corps’ is informed by other permit processes before making a final decision.
Unfortunately, months later when PLP still had not applied for other permits and the
Corps’ permitting process did not slow down, the Principal Deputy wrote back to BBNC that the
law does not require the Corps to align its process with that of the State, or, presumably, other
federal agencies. This point is not, however, responsive to the issue at hand. The fact that the
Corps believes that the law does not require process alignment does not mean that the Corps
cannot do so, as indeed it has elsewhere. Nevertheless, the message from the Corps was clear; it
is not inclined to align permit review processes in order to achieve a more effective and efficient
review process for the public, agencies and the applicant. The Corps’ current path puts a higher
burden on us to fill in the blanks of essential missing information and assess what that means for
the Corps’ impacts analysis and presentation of alternatives, and this takes time.
Furthermore, our task is not simply to work internally and with experts to digest this
information, identify gaps, and prepare technical comments. We also have an obligation to
consult with the people of Bristol Bay whose interests we are charged with protecting and
representing. In late spring and summer, Bristol Bay bustles with people traveling for
subsistence, or to prepare for and conduct their commercial fishing operations, or as part of their
jobs in the sports fishing or other economies. As they travel and undertake their activities, the
people of the region will have the opportunity to share insights and opinions on Pebble and the
Draft EIS, which they will do on the rivers and trails, in villages, on the docks, and over the
radio. These informal interactions are the most effective means for the people of Bristol Bay to
share information about all things important to the region.
This dynamic explains why the Corps should hold public hearings at the latter part of a
3
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minimum 270-day comment period, which would align with the fall in Bristol Bay. While we
presume that the Corps is already planning on distributing hard copies of the Draft EIS, the low
connectivity and rudimentary internet download rates and opportunities in many parts of Bristol
Bay, coupled with the reality of life in Bristol Bay’s summer season counsels that the Corps take
extra care in ensuring that such hard copies are available in the villages, on the boats, at the
docks and at other gathering points of Bristol Bay.
Numerous public statements made by Alaska and federal leaders reinforce the importance
of the Corps engaging in an especially rigorous, open and community-sensitive permitting
process for the proposed Pebble mine. For example, Senator Murkowski has stated “[w]e must
ensure that all relevant stakeholders are given ample opportunity to consider the information
provided, as well as sufficient opportunity and forum to provide comment on it.” Others
speaking up on this issue include former EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (the Pebble “permit
application must clear a high bar”); Governor Dunleavy (“…science is essential to guide us. …
Alaskans should … insist that our permitting process not be short-circuited”) and Bryce Edgmon,
Bristol Bay resident, former Speaker of the Alaska State House, and current Alaska State
Representative (the Corps’ “review of the proposed project [should be] suitable careful,
transparent, thorough, and comprehensive”).
In terms of its potential impact to Bristol Bay, no activity has a higher potential to change
the fabric of life in Bristol Bay than the proposed Pebble mine. Based on your targeted Draft
EIS release date of March 1, 2019 and our collective experience with Bristol Bay, a minimum of
270 days is necessary to ensure that our organizations and the people of the region have the
opportunity to meaningfully participate in your critical Clean Water Act and NEPA decisionmaking.
Sincerely,

_____________________________________
Jason Metrokin
President/CEO, Bristol Bay Native Corporation
111 West 16th Avenue, Suite 400
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 278-3602

__________________________________
Norm Van Vactor
President/CEO, Bristol Bay Economic Dev’t Corp.
PO Box 1464
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
Phone: (907) 842-4370

Ralph Andersen
President & CEO, Bristol Bay Native Association
P.O. Box 310
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
Phone: (907) 842-5257
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BBNC Shareholder Opinions ––
The Pebble Mine Project
BBNC Shareholder Opposition to Pebble Mine Project

Question: What is your
personal opinion of the proposed
Pebble Mine project – would you
say you’re strongly in favor, somewhat in favor, somewhat opposed
or strongly opposed to it?

Opposed

81%

19%
Favor

BBNC Shareholder Opposition to Pebble by Bristol Bay Region
Nushagak region

93%

Aleknagik, Clarks Point, Dillingham, Ekuk,
Ekwok, Koliganek, New Stuyahok, Portage Creek

Togiak region

90%

Manokotak, Togiak, Twin Hills

Ugashik region

86%

Egegik, Pilot Point, Port Heiden, Ugashik

Chignik region
Chignik, Chignik Lagoon, Chignik Lake, Ivanof Bay, Perryville

Naknek region

75%
74%

King Salmon, Levelock, Naknek, South Naknek

Iliamna region

68%

Igiugig, Iliamna, Kokhanok, Newhalen, Nondalton, Pedro Bay

BBNC commissioned Dittman Research & Communications to conduct this survey of 2,286 BBNC shareholders
from September to October 2011.
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PEBBLE MINE
POLLING UPDATE
ALASKANS
REMAIN OPPOSED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF PEBBLE MINE
SUPPORT OPPOSE

SUPPORT FOR PEBBLE MINE

48%

51%

39%

39%

53%

31%
MAY
2012

OCT
2012

NOV
2013

56%

57%

32%

32%

FEB
2015

JAN
2016

53%

56%

54%

37%

33%

35%

JAN
2017

JAN
2018

APR
2019

BBNC SHAREHOLDERS

ALASKANS

ARE FIRMLY OPPOSED
TO THE PROJECT

FIRMLY OPPOSE PEBBLE’S PLANS TO SECURE STATE
FUNDS, LOANS, OR SUBSIDIES TO PAY FOR THE MINE:

Do you generally support or oppose the
SURSRVHG3HEEOH0LQH"b

If Pebble Mine moves forward, the mining company will need
to build new infrastructure like private roads and a gas pipeline.
Would you support the use of state funds, state loans, or subsidies
to pay for the infrastructure needed for the mine to operate?

80

SUPPORT

76%

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

SUPPORT

60

23%
40

71%

20

20

15%

40

60

80
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BBNC SHAREHOLDERS

PEBBLE’S ENGAGEMENT
EFFORTS HAVE FAILED TO
REACH A MEANINGFUL
NUMBER OF ALASKANS
WITH ONLY

ARE VERY CONCERNED ABOUT THE POTENTIAL RISKS POSED BY
PEBBLE MINE, ARE SKEPTICAL OF THE POTENTIAL ECONOMIC
BENEFITS, AND DO NOT HAVE CONFIDENCE THAT PLP WILL
PROTECT THE BRISTOL BAY FISHERY

27%
33%

How concerned are you about potential risks posed by Pebble
Mine to Bristol Bay and its salmon runs?b

10%

85%
20

6RPHZKDW1RW&RQFHUQHG

40

60

80

of shareholders &
100

9HU\)DLUO\&RQFHUQHG

of statewide voters
recalling having seen
or heard anything
from Pebble Limited
Partnership.

7KLQNLQJDERXWWKHEHQHƓWVDQGGUDZEDFNVRIWKH3HEEOH0LQH
SURMHFWZKLFKRIWKHVHVWDWHPHQWVFRPHVbFORVHVWbWR\RXURSLQLRQ"

19%

65%
20

40

60

(FRQRPLFEHQHƓWVRXWZHLJKSRWHQWLDOULVNV

80

100

5LVNVRXWZHLJKSRWHQWLDOHFRQRPLFEHQHƓWV

+RZPXFKFRQƓGHQFHGR\RXKDYHWKDW3HEEOH0LQHZLOOGHOLYHUWKHHFRQRPLF
EHQHƓWVWKDW3HEEOH/LPLWHG3DUWQHUVKLSLVFODLPLQJLWZLOOGHOLYHU"b

14%
40

&RPSOHWH$/RWRI&RQƓGHQFH

60

80

8%

100

1R1RW7RR0XFK&RQƓGHQFH

actually becoming less
supportive.

+RZPXFKFRQƓGHQFHGR\RXKDYHLQ3HEEOH/LPLWHG3DUWQHUVKLS
WRSURWHFWWKH%ULVWRO%D\ƓVKHU\"

13%

5%

of statewide voters more
supportive of the project,

69%
20

PEBBLE’S OUTREACH
MADE ONLY

74%
20

&RPSOHWH$/RWRI&RQƓGHQFH

40

60

80

100

1R1RW7RR0XFK&RQƓGHQFH

ALASKA VOTERS
& BBNC SHAREHOLDERS
BOTH BELIEVE THAT PLP WILL INCREASE
THE SIZE OF THE MINE OVER TIME
To reduce environmental impacts, the company behind
Pebble Mine has proposed starting with a smaller mine for
WKHƓUVW\HDUVDQGWKHQWDNLQJDQRWKHUORRNDWHQODUJLQJ
the mine after that. In your opinion, if the initial smaller mine
is allowed to proceed, how likely is it that future plans to
enlarge the mine will be pursued and approved?

Shareholder Poll:b

16%

58%

20

40

60

80

Statewide Poll:b

11%

61%

1RW9HU\/LNHO\1RW/LNHO\DW$OO
$OPRVW&HUWDLQ3UREDEO\

20

40

60

80
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Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation
on the Proposed 404(c) Determination in
Bristol Bay, Alaska

Submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
September 19, 2014

Prepared by Daniel Cheyette, BBNC, and
Peter Van Tuyn, Rebecca Bernard, Teresa Clemmer, and Karen Schmidt,
Bessenyey & Van Tuyn, LLC
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Four years ago, Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) along with Alaska Native Tribes
and others, called upon the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to exercise its
authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 U.S.C. § 1344(c)) to
protect Bristol Bay salmon resources. 1 BBNC greatly appreciates the extensive time and
effort EPA has devoted to evaluating Bristol Bay and its invaluable salmon fishery,
analyzing the potential impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed, and
developing its proposed 404(c) restrictions. Nevertheless, the need for action has become
even more urgent over time. Local residents, communities, and businesses have been
suffering far too long in the face of the threats posed by the Pebble mine. BBNC respectfully
urges EPA to move forward without any further delay. 2
While there is support for responsible resource development in the region, this support does
not extend to the Pebble project. There is an irreconcilable conflict between maintaining one
of the most abundant and sustainable salmon fisheries in the world, one that is critical to the
region’s subsistence and commercial fishing way of life, and the development of a huge
open-pit mine in a sensitive location that targets a low-grade sulfide ore with significant acidgenerating potential. For many years, the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) has promised
that it would soon enter a formal permitting process during which all relevant issues would
be analyzed. Such promises were never met, and concerns have grown as PLP has claimed
ever greater benefits to be derived from mining of the Pebble deposit.
EPA responded to the 404(c) petitions judiciously and thoughtfully, albeit slowly, by
conducting extensive public outreach and by performing a watershed assessment to gather
information and study the potential risks associated with large-scale mining in Bristol Bay.
Roughly four years later, following dozens of meetings with stakeholders, extensive
scientific analysis, multiple rounds of public hearings, several draft documents, and two
1

Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010).
EPA has also received “over 850,000 requests from citizens, Tribes, Alaska Native corporations,
commercial and sport fisherman, jewelry companies, seafood processors, restaurant owners,
chefs, conservation organizations, members of the faith community, sport recreation business
owners, elected officials and others asking EPA to take action to protect Bristol Bay.” EPA
moves to protect Bristol Bay fishery from Pebble Mine, EPA Press Release (Feb. 28, 2014),
available at http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
2
BBNC attaches and incorporates by reference its previous comments on the Bristol Bay
Assessment and 404(c) 15-day letter. See Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation on the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, Parts I and II
(July 23, 2012), attached as Appendix A; BBNC, Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation
on the Second External Review Draft of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment (June 28, 2013),
attached as Appendix B; Letter from BBNC to EPA (March 26, 2014), attached as Appendix C;
BBNC Comments on Bristol Bay 404(c) Initial Consultation (April 29 2014), attached as
Appendix D.
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rounds of peer review, and after receiving 1.1 million public comments, the vast majority of
which echoed the early petitioners’ call for action (including a remarkable 98% from the
Bristol Bay region), EPA finalized its watershed assessment in January 2014 (Bristol Bay
Assessment or BBA). 3 Then, in February 2014, EPA Region 10 at long last took a first step
toward protecting the Bristol Bay salmon resources for future generations by proposing an
“unacceptable adverse effects” determination and restrictions on discharges of wastes from
mining the Pebble deposit pursuant to Section 404(c) of the CWA (Proposed Determination
or PD).
EPA Region 10 has a solid foundation for its proposed “unacceptable adverse effects”
determination. As described in the Bristol Bay Assessment, a large-scale mine at the Pebble
deposit would destroy large tracts of vital salmon habitat because of the inherent geographic
nexus between the ore deposit and important salmon streams. Moreover, mining at the
Pebble deposit, like other metallic sulfide mining, would generate enormous quantities of
tailings and waste material containing copper and other toxic metals. These materials would
likely escape into the surrounding environment during routine operations as well as through
future mishaps and failures, destroying and degrading many miles of salmon streams and
thousands of acres of interconnected wetlands, ponds, and lakes. 4
EPA Region 10 has proposed a set of restrictions based on the unacceptable adverse impacts
that would be expected from the “construction and routine operation of a 0.25 stage mine at
the Pebble deposit.” 5 EPA Region 10 proposes reasonable upper limits for aquatic resource
losses resulting from the discharge of dredged or fill material from mining the Pebble
deposit. These upper limits, imposed on discharges individually or collectively, include any
of the following:
x 5 or more linear miles of streams with documented anadromous fish occurrence;
x 19 or more linear miles of stream tributaries where anadromous fish occurrence is not
currently documented, but that are tributaries to steams with documented anadromous
fish occurrence;
x 1,100 or more acres of wetlands, lakes, or ponds contiguous with either streams with
documented anadromous fish occurrence or tributaries of those streams; and
x Greater than 20% of daily flow in 9 or more linear miles of streams with documented

3

See EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay,
Alaska (2014), available at
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=253500#Download [hereafter
“Bristol Bay Assessment” or “BBA”].
4
See BBA, Chapter 8.
5
EPA, Proposed Determination of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10
Pursuant to Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act—Pebble Deposit Area, Southwest Alaska, ES6, 5-1 (July 2014), available at http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201407/documents/pebble_pd_071714_final.pdf [hereafter “Proposed Determination” or “PD”].
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anadromous fish occurrence. 6
These restrictions are amply supported by the record and are conservative in many respects.
After providing background information on BBNC and the Bristol Bay salmon resource in
Sections II and III of these comments, BBNC explains in detail in Sections IV and V how the
record supports the proposed restrictions and how they are conservative. Specifically, the
restrictions are conservative in that EPA’s determination is narrow in geographic scope as
based on the record and excludes consideration of several whole categories of serious
adverse impacts associated with mining, such as mining-related accidents and failures, the
construction and operation of pipelines and roads, and the effect of toxic discharges.
Compounding the problem is the fact that the estimated losses of streams, wetlands, lakes,
and ponds on which the restrictions are based, are derived from incomplete databases.
While BBNC strongly supports EPA’s proposed 404(c) action, in these comments we offer
suggestions aimed at clarifying and strengthening the proposed restrictions. In Section VI,
BBNC asks EPA to clarify several aspects of the Proposed Determination, namely that the
404(c) restrictions apply on an area-wide basis rather than as limits on individual projects,
that the disposal site boundary described in the Proposed Determination will not be affected
by changes in ownership of the mining claims, that the term “tributary” used in the Proposed
Determination includes both direct and indirect tributaries, and that construction of the mine
pit must be included when calculating stream and wetland losses. In Section VII, BBNC
proposes an additional restriction limiting habitat degradation from mine-generated toxic
contamination, such as effluent with elevated copper concentrations, and a rebuttable
presumption of anadromous fish occurrence in unsurveyed streams and tributaries. Finally,
in Section VIII, BBNC offers recommendations to ensure adequate implementation,
oversight, and enforcement of the final restrictions.
There are many sound policy reasons for EPA to move forward and finalize its 404(c)
restrictions expeditiously, as discussed in Section IX. First and foremost, EPA would be
providing assurance that the region’s world-class salmon fishery will not be degraded by
mining of the Pebble deposit. Additionally, EPA would be alleviating the ongoing harms
already being experienced by Bristol Bay communities and businesses. Simultaneously, EPA
would be ensuring the effective and efficient use of limited resources by establishing an
overarching ceiling on adverse impacts up front, which would thus guide mine developers to
design projects that are feasible and appropriate for Bristol Bay and prevent unnecessary
investments of review time and resources by permitting agencies. Moreover, the Assessment
and 404(c) review process will provide a wealth of information that will inform future
permitting processes, and these materials will supplement and support the additional
environmental review of such projects that could take place during a 404 permitting process
and accompanying NEPA review should PLP ever file a permit application.

6

PD, at ES-6, 5-1.
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The time has come for EPA to finalize the proposed 404(c) protections for Bristol Bay
salmon. By doing so, EPA will preserve the salmon-centered way of life in Bristol Bay and
will free the people, communities and businesses of Bristol Bay to move forward with
responsible economic development.

II.

BRISTOL BAY NATIVE CORPORATION

BBNC is an Alaska Native Regional Corporation created by Congress in 1971 to manage the
lands and resources entrusted to its ownership and to represent the economic, social, and
cultural interests of Alaska Native people from the Bristol Bay region. 7 Since its inception,
BBNC has taken seriously its responsibilities to protect the assets entrusted to its care and the
interests of its 9,600 shareholders. 8 BBNC is also the largest private landowner in the Bristol
Bay region, and its holdings include significant property in the vicinity of the Pebble
deposit. 9
BBNC’s mission is “Enriching our Native way of life.” 10 In fulfilling its mission, BBNC
adheres to three core principles: (1) protect the best interests of shareholders; (2) maintain or
grow total annual dividends; and (3) celebrate and preserve Alaska Native culture and the
connection with the land and waters that support the subsistence way of life. 11 To further its
mission, BBNC’s Board of Directors has approved multiple resolutions that evidence the
corporation’s land management philosophy. These include: the “Resource Protection
Policy” describing the cultural and economic importance of Bristol Bay’s sockeye salmon
runs and providing notice of BBNC’s opposition to the Pebble mine; 12 a resolution “In
Support of Responsible Resource Development” specifying that BBNC’s policy of resource
development in the region “is sensitive to fiscal, environmental, and social sustainability
concerns including the protection of subsistence culture, practices, clean water, and healthy
fish;” 13 and a “Fish First Priority” resolution acknowledging that “sustainable fisheries
continue to be the cultural, subsistence and economic cornerstones of the Bristol Bay
region,” and affirming that BBNC’s input on land management decisions in the Bristol Bay
region on lands not owned by BBNC will be “guided by a priority protection for fish and fish
habitat.” 14
BBNC is thus committed to responsible land and resource management as well as protection
7

See 43 U.S.C. § 1606.
See BBNC Website, http://www.bbnc.net/index.php.
9
See id. http://www.bbnc.net/index.php/our-land/maps.
10
See id., http://www.bbnc.net/index.php/our-corporation/our-values.
11
See BBNC, 2012 Annual Report, at 1 (2013), available at http://www.bbnc.net/index.php/ourpeople10/media/publications.
12
BBNC Resolution 09-41, “Resource Protection Policy” (Dec. 11, 2009).
13
BBNC Resolution 11-28, “In Support of Responsible Resource Development” (Dec. 7, 2011).
14
BBNC Resolution 13-11, “Fish First Policy” (May 17, 2013).
8
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of Alaska Native culture, the subsistence way of life, and the region’s sustainable
commercial fishing industries, all of which depend on the region’s pristine waters and
healthy salmon populations. 15
BBNC’s commitment to responsible development is also fueled by the will of its
shareholders. For BBNC shareholders, protecting Bristol Bay’s water and salmon resources
is of fundamental importance to their social, cultural, and economic interests. A late-2011
survey of BBNC’s shareholders, for example, demonstrated that 81% of the respondents
opposed development of the Pebble mineral deposit. 16 BBNC’s shareholders recognize that
the salmon resource cannot be put at risk or sacrificed in order to facilitate the extraction of
minerals or other resources. The salmon resource is simply too important to the people,
culture, and economy of the Bristol Bay region.

III.

BRISTOL BAY’S EXTRAORDINARY SALMON FISHERY AND
THE PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES WHO DEPEND ON IT

The Bristol Bay region is vast, containing approximately 40 million acres of land, 17 and it
contains myriad mountains, rivers, lakes, and wetlands. 18 Much of the region lies within the
Bristol Bay watershed—a unique sprawling, permeable, and porous network of creeks and
streams that produce large numbers of salmon. 19 The waters of Bristol Bay contain locallyadapted and genetically distinct populations of salmon that help to ensure the long-term
health and stability of salmon stocks across the watershed. 20 Studies have shown that Bristol
Bay’s subsistence and commercial salmon fisheries are robust and sustainable with moderate

15

See BBNC Video, Responsible Development: Our Land, Our Peoples, Our Companies,
available at http://www.bbnc.net/index.php/news-a-events/164-responsible-development-video.
16
See BBNC, Pebble Mine Survey Results Newsletter (Nov. 2011), available at
http://www.bbnc.net/images/stories/bbnc_pebble_results.pdf and also attached as Appendix E.
See also BBNC, Press Release—Pebble Survey Results (Nov. 22, 2011), available at
http://www.bbnc.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=195:bbnc-pebblepoll&catid=36:news-a-events&Itemid=44. Per the poll, 81% of the shareholders who responded
to the polling are opposed to the development of Pebble.
17
See BBNC Website, http://www.bbnc.net/index.php/our-land.
18
See BBNC, Bristol Bay Regional Map, available at
http://www.bbnc.net/images/stories/regional_map.jpg.
19
See Pebble Science, Moran R., Water-Related Impacts at the Pebble Mine (2007), available at
http://www.pebblescience.org/Pebble-Mine/water-impact.html (“The extensive glacial gravel
deposits are highly permeable; a characteristic that contributes to salmon productivity but also
provides pathways for water and potentially for mine wastes to move between surface and
groundwater and between river basins.”).
20
See Schindler, Daniel E., et al., Population Diversity and the Portfolio Effect in an Exploited
Species, 465 NATURE 609 (June 3, 2010), available at
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v465/n7298/full/nature09060.html.
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annual fluctuations. 21 This attribute underscores the individual importance of the distinct
salmon populations in each of the salmon-bearing ponds, lakes, wetlands, creeks, and
streams throughout the watershed. 22
The Alaska Native people of Bristol Bay come from three different cultural traditions—
Aleut, Eskimo, and Athabascan. Salmon are a revered renewable resource that has been
harvested sustainably in the region for millennia, and salmon harvesting is central to the
cultural traditions of these diverse Alaska Native peoples. Indeed, subsistence activities play
a major role in defining Alaska Native families and communities through the passing on of
knowledge and traditions from one generation to the next and the reinforcement of Native
values, such as generosity, respect for elders, self-esteem, and cultural respect. 23
Bristol Bay communities are also geographically isolated from the rest of the Alaska and, in
most cases, from one another.24 These communities are self-reliant, operating without the
benefit of interconnected road and utility systems, and subsistence use of wild resources is
the most consistent and reliable component of the local economy. 25 As a consequence,
studies have shown that the vast majority of households in the region rely on subsistence
fishing, hunting, and gathering for a large percentage of their food. 26 Given the extremely
high cost of groceries in rural Alaska, replacing the salmon harvest with store-bought meat
would cost approximately $7,500 for the average Alaska Native family, representing nearly

21

See id.
See PD, at 3-49 to 3-52 (discussion of salmon population diversity in the Bristol Bay
watershed).
23
See Fall, James A., et al., An Overview of the Subsistence Fisheries of the Bristol Bay
Management Area, at 2-3, ADF&G Special Public. No. BOF 2009-07 (Nov. 2009), available at
www.adfg.alaska.gov/specialpubs/SP2_SP2009-007.pdf. In the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act of 1980 (ANILCA), Congress found that “the continuation of the opportunity
for subsistence uses” by rural Alaskans “is essential to Native … and non-Native physical,
economic, traditional, and social existence,” 16 U.S.C. § 3111(1), and that there is a “national
interest in the proper regulation, protection, and conservation of fish and wildlife on the public
lands in Alaska and the continuation of the opportunity for a subsistence way of life by residents
of rural Alaska,” id. § 3111(5).
24
See id.; Duffield et al., Revised Final Report, Economics of Wild Salmon Watersheds: Bristol
Bay, Alaska, at 23 (Feb. 2007) (prepared by University of Montana and Bioeconomics, Inc. for
Trout Unlimited-Alaska), available at
http://www.bber.umt.edu/pubs/survey/Economics%20of%20Wild%20Salmon%20Ecosystems%
20in%20Bristol%20Bay_2007.pdf.
25
See Fall, supra note 23, at 2.
26
Between 1975 and 2007, subsistence salmon harvests have averaged about 152,000 fish per
year. See id., at 5; Callaway, Don, A Statistical Description of the Affected Environment as it
Pertains to the Possible Development of the Pebble Mine—17 Communities in Bristol Bay at 17
(2012) (a study funded by Bristol Bay Native Corporation), attached as Appendix F.
22
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20% of the average Alaska Native household income. 27 Commercial fishing is also the
major economic engine for Bristol Bay and other Alaskan coastal communities. 28 Any
damage to salmon resources in Bristol Bay would lead to poorer nutrition, as well as
economic, social, and cultural hardship. 29
The importance of Bristol Bay’s extraordinary salmon resources extends far beyond local
communities as well. Bristol Bay is a sought after destination for sport anglers around the
world, who are drawn to streams like the Kvichak River, Nushagak River, and Upper Talarik
Creek by the world’s largest sockeye salmon run and monster rainbow trout. 30 The waters of
Bristol Bay support the most valuable commercial sockeye salmon fishery in the world,
supplying nearly half of the world’s wild sockeye salmon catch. 31 Salmon is also by far the
most valuable commercial fish managed by the State of Alaska, and Bristol Bay is Alaska’s
richest commercial fishery. 32
Bristol Bay’s commercial salmon fishery provides enormous economic benefits to both the
Alaskan and national economies. 33 Nearly one-third of all of Alaska’s salmon harvest
earnings come from the Bristol Bay region 34 and the seafood industry contributes $5.8 billion
to the Alaska economy and 78,500 jobs. 35 In Alaska, the 2010 sockeye salmon catch had a
direct harvest value of $165 million and—owing to Bristol Bay processing—a total first
wholesale value of $390 million. 36 The secondary wholesale value increases to more than
27

Callaway, supra note 26, at 27-28.
See Alaska Commercial Fisheries Entry Comm’n, 2012 Annual Report, at 1 (2013), available
at http://www.cfec.state.ak.us/mnu_Annual_Reports.htm.
29
See Knapp, Gunnar, et al., Institute of Social and Econ. Research, Univ. of Alaska Anchorage,
The Economic Importance of the Bristol Bay Salmon Industry (April 2013), available at
http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Publications/2013_04TheEconomicImportanceOfTheBristolBaySalmonIndustry.pdf [hereafter ISER Report].
30
See Save Bristol Bay, Trout Unlimited Website, http://www.tu.org/tu-projects/save-bristol-bay.
31
See ISER Report, Executive Summary at 1. See also Dan, Tyler H., et al., Genetic Stock
Composition of the Commercial Harvest of Sockeye Salmon in Bristol Bay, Alaska, 2009, at 1,
ADF&G Fishery Data Series No. 11-21 (July 2011), available at
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/FedAidpdfs/FDS11-21.pdf.
32
See ADF&G, Commercial Fisheries: Information by Fishery, available at
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fishingCommercialByFishery.main.
33
See ISER Report.
34
See Woodby, D., et al. Commercial Fisheries of Alaska, ADF&G Special Public. No. 05-09
(June 2005), available at https://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/sslmc/may06/adfg/05-adfg-report.pdf.
35
See Alaska Dept. Fish & Game (ADF&G), Commercial Fisheries, available at
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fishingCommercial.main. See Alaska Commercial
Fisheries Entry Comm’n, 2012 Annual Report, at 1 (2013), available at
http://www.cfec.state.ak.us/mnu_Annual_Reports.htm.
36
See ISER Report, Main Report, at 16.
28
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$503 million when additional shipping, secondary processing, and distribution expenditures
are added to the estimate. 37 The Bristol Bay sockeye salmon fishery also supported 11,921
fishing and processing jobs in 2010. 38 Of that total, 4,369 jobs went to Alaska residents who
earned an estimated $50.1 million. 39 These Alaska fishing and processing jobs also support
an additional 1,338 year-round Alaska jobs that generate an estimated $112.1 million in
earnings and have a total economic output value of $287.7 million. 40
The nationwide benefits of the Bristol Bay commercial fishery are also compelling. The
11,921 seasonal fishing and processing jobs created by the Bristol Bay salmon fishery
(equivalent to 1,987 year-round jobs) give rise to an additional 5,852 year-round jobs for
United States residents, which are projected to generate an estimated $411.7 million in
earnings for these workers. 41 Bristol Bay salmon fisheries thus create a total economic
output value of $1.2 billion. 42

IV.

EPA HAS A STRONG BASIS FOR ITS PROPOSED
“UNACCEPTABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS” DETERMINATION.

There is ample information in the Bristol Bay Assessment, the Proposed Determination, and
the rest of the administrative record to support EPA Region 10’s conclusion that large-scale
metallic sulfide mining at the Pebble deposit and associated waste disposal activities will
result in “unacceptable adverse impacts” on the presently healthy and abundant wild salmon
ecosystems in the North and South Fork Koktuli Rivers and Upper Talarik Creek drainages
at the heart of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery. In particular, three fixed realities support this
conclusion: (1) the Pebble ore deposit lies directly underneath vital salmon spawning,
rearing, and migration habitat; (2) metallic sulfide mining inherently and unavoidably
generates toxic wastewater and acid mine drainage; and (3) adverse impacts on salmon
cannot be effectively mitigated within the affected watersheds.
A.

THE BRISTOL BAY ASSESSMENT

In the Bristol Bay Assessment, EPA evaluated the potential impacts of large-scale mining on
the resources of Bristol Bay. 43 The Bristol Bay Assessment quantified, in a conservative
manner, the expected loss of wetlands, streams, lakes, and ponds from the construction and
operation of a porphyry copper mine at the Pebble deposit. EPA elected to focus on the
Pebble deposit because its size and extensive characterization make it “the most likely site

37

See id., Main Report, at 34.
See id., Executive Summary, at 6.
39
See id., Main Report, at 21-22.
40
See id.
41
See id.
42
See id.
43
BBA at ES-1.
38
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for near-term, large-scale mine development in the region.” 44
To address the uncertainties regarding the size of a mine that might be proposed for
construction at the Pebble deposit, EPA analyzed three potential mining scenarios—Pebble
0.25 (250 million tons of ore), Pebble 2.0 (2 billion tons of ore), and Pebble 6.5 (6.5 billion
tons of ore) scenario. 45 EPA acknowledged that the exact details of any final mine proposal
would differ from the specific elements of any one of the scenarios analyzed by EPA.
However, the scenarios “reflect the general characteristics of mineral deposits in the
watershed, modern conventional mining technologies and practices, the scale of mining
activity required for economic development of the resource and the infrastructure needed to
support large-scale mining.” 46 By assessing three separate mine sizes, EPA has provided a
realistic range of potential impacts based on the resources in the Bristol Bay watershed and
the real world consequences of large-scale mining.
EPA summarized its conclusions with regard to likely ecological impacts of each of these
mine scenarios as follows: “The Regional Administrator has reason to believe that mining of
the Pebble deposit at any of these sizes, even the smallest, could result in significant and
unacceptable adverse effects on ecologically important streams, wetlands, lakes and ponds
and the fishery areas they support.” 47 The following discussion highlights some of the most
important factors underlying this determination.
B.

LOCATION OF THE PEBBLE ORE DEPOSIT

The mining claims that encompass the Pebble ore deposit cover roughly 186 square miles, 48
and they straddle the river drainages that serve as the foundation of Bristol Bay’s worldrenowned salmon fisheries. This represents a simple and straightforward geographic
conflict—the Pebble minerals are lying directly underneath vital salmon spawning, rearing,
and migration habitat. As a result, EPA has concluded that the ordinary day-to-day operation
of a large-scale mine—even without any accidents or catastrophic events—would result in
the direct loss of large quantities of habitat important to salmon. 49
The “mine footprint” is described in the Bristol Bay Assessment as the “area covered by the
44

Id. at ES-3 to ES-4.
The Pebble 2.0 and Pebble 6.5 scenarios were based on potential mine sizes suggested by
planning work done by Northern Dynasty Minerals and the Pebble Limited Partnership. Id. at
ES-10, 6-1, 6-20. These scenarios represent a realistic range for what might be proposed in a
plan to mine the Pebble deposit, based on conventional mining practices and the expressed
intentions of the holders of the rights to mine the Pebble deposit. See generally BBA, Chapters
4, 6.
46
Id. at ES-10 to ES-11.
47
PD at 5-1.
48
NDM, The Pebble Project: The Future of U.S. Mining & Metals, available at
http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/i/pdf/ndm/NDM_FactSheet.pdf.
49
See BBA at ES-14, 7-19 to 7-28.
45
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mine pit, waste rock piles, TSFs [tailings storage facilities], groundwater drawdown zone,
and plant and ancillary facilities.” 50 According to EPA, if the Pebble deposit were to be fully
developed at the 0.25 billion tons of ore level, direct impacts from the mine footprint alone
would cause 24 miles of streams to be “lost—that is, eliminated, blocked, or dewatered,”
including 5 miles “known to provide spawning or rearing habitats for coho salmon, sockeye
salmon, Chinook salmon, and Dolly Varden.” 51 Reduced or altered stream flows would
“reduce the amount and quality of fish habitat” in another 9.3 miles of salmon-bearing
streams, 52 and stream flow alterations would also eliminate 1,300 acres of off-channel
habitats for salmon and other fishes in wetlands, ponds, and lakes. 53 The loss of salmonsupporting waters at this magnitude would be devastating and unprecedented in Alaska. 54
C.

CERTAINTY OF TOXIC WASTE GENERATION

The Pebble 0.25 scenario reflects the size of a mine associated with “a median-sized
porphyry copper deposit of 250 million tons of ore.” 55 The mining of the Pebble deposit will
lead to the generation of enormous quantities of acid mine waste and the leaching of copper
and other toxic metals from mine tailings and waste rock. According to EPA, given the
expected scale of mining operations at the Pebble deposit and the low-grade nature of the ore
deposit, the project “will necessarily produce large amounts of waste material.” 56 Indeed, a
mine developed at the 0.25 billion tons of ore level would generate an estimated 406 million
tons of waste rock containing copper and other heavy metals. 57 This amount of waste rock is
greater than that produced to date by other Alaska mines: Fort Knox’s total waste rock
production, for example, is reported to be 372.5 million tons, Red Dog’s is 157 million,
while Greens Creek, Kensington, and Pogo are each reported at 2 million tons or less. 58
The waste rock associated with the Pebble ore body is acid-forming with high copper
50

Id. at ES-13.
Id.
52
Id.
53
See id.
54
According to Ed Fogels, DNR Deputy Commissioner, the State of Alaska has never permitted
a very large mine in salmon habitat. See Lisa Demer, Citizens group goes to court to push DNR
to grant it water rights for salmon protection, ANCHORAGE DAILY NEWS (Sept. 21, 2013),
available at http://www.adn.com/2013/09/21/3087652/citizens-group-goes-to-courtto.html#storylink=cpy. Further, we have found no record of any Section 404 permits being
issued within EPA Region 10, including Alaska, authorizing such large-scale filling and
destruction of wild salmon habitat.
55
BBA at 6-20.
56
Id. at ES-10.
57
See id. at ES-11 tbl. ES-1.
58
See Levit, Stuart & David Chambers, Comparison of the Pebble Mine With Other Alaska
Large Hard Rock Mines at 11-12, Table 1 (Center for Science & Public Participation, Feb.
2012).
51
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concentrations in test leachates. 59 The exposure of waste rock to water would lead to metals
leaching and likely would lead to the generation of acid mine drainage. 60 With respect to the
Pebble deposit, copper is the major contaminant of concern as it is toxic to salmon in low
concentrations. This is especially true in the streams near the Pebble deposit because they
are low in hardness, and copper toxicity increases as water hardness decreases. 61 According
to EPA, “during routine operations,” without any system failure or catastrophic event and no
matter how effectively the wastewater treatment system was working, water contaminated
with copper and other toxic metals “would enter streams” and “water quality would be
diminished” through “uncollected runoff and leakage of leachates from the waste rock piles
and TSFs.” 62 Much of this water would contain heavy metals in extremely high
concentrations. At Pebble, “[w]aste rocks associated with the ore body are acid-forming
with high copper concentrations in test leachates, and would require 2,900- to 52,000-fold
dilution to achieve water quality criteria.” 63 Under the 0.25 scenario, leachate escaping
during routine operations would cause death or reduced reproduction of aquatic invertebrates
in 13 miles of streams, and since these invertebrates are the “primary food source for juvenile
salmon and all life stages of other salmonids,” the leachate “would be expected to reduce fish
productivity.” 64
Acid mine drainage, moreover, can and does persist for many decades at abandoned and
inactive mines throughout the nation and typically carries with it soluble metals that are toxic
to aquatic life. 65 Acid mine drainage can accelerate the leaching of heavy metals from
surrounding rock and soils, and even in the absence of acidity, arsenic and other metals can
leach from tailings and waste rock piles, contaminating adjacent waters and posing a threat to
human drinking water resources as well as aquatic organisms. 66 These types of severe
impacts are not just hypothetical. It is well established that hard-rock mines can generate
substantial amounts of toxic wastes, and these wastes have had devastating effects on

59

BBA at ES-15.
PD at 4-52; BBA at 8-3.
61
BBA at 3-27.
62
Id. at ES-15.
63
Id.
64
Id.
65
See generally U.S. Govt. Accounting Office (GAO), ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES:
HARDROCK MINING CLEANUP OPERATIONS (June 14, 2006), available at
http://www.gao.gov/assets/90/82282.pdf; EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Special Waste Branch,
TECHNICAL DOCUMENT: ACID MINE DRAINAGE PREDICTION (1994), available at
http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/upload/amd.pdf.
66
See, e.g., EPA Website, Abandoned Mine Drainage,
http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/acid_mine.cfm.
60
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ecological resources and human communities. 67 At many abandoned mine sites throughout
the American West—including sites far less ecologically sensitive than the area surrounding
the Pebble ore deposit—acid mine drainage contaminated with heavy metals has persisted for
decades without abatement. 68
Monitoring and treatment of mine tailings, waste rock, and their associated wastewater
would be required on a massive scale long after the cessation of active mining operations and
potentially for hundreds to thousands of years, 69 making it virtually certain that a
catastrophic failure or accident will eventually occur. Ken Taylor, PLP’s Vice-President for
Environment has admitted that “[w]e have to think about what it’s going to be like out there
10,000 years from now.” 70 Similarly, a consultant for PLP has acknowledged that the
timeframe for “concern” for mine waste could be on the order of 10,000 years. 71 Indeed, it is
widely recognized that hard-rock metallic sulfide mines require ongoing maintenance and
water treatment, particularly those that are large in size and long-lasting in duration, 72 like
the proposed Pebble mine.
Although the current proposed restrictions do not take into account the potential for a
catastrophic failure or accident, it is important to acknowledge that mining the Pebble deposit
is also likely to result in further releases of copper and heavy metal contamination because
mine tailings would have to be contained over long periods of time, during which a variety of
system failures and catastrophic events could be expected to occur. In the Bristol Bay
Assessment, EPA explains that “[a] variety of water collection and treatment failures are
possible, ranging from operational failures that result in short term releases of untreated or
partially treated leachates to long-term failures to operate water collection and treatment
systems in perpetuity. A reasonable but severe failure scenario would involve a complete
loss of water treatment and release of average untreated wastewater flows into average

67

See generally U.S. Govt. Accounting Office (GAO), ABANDONED MINES: INFORMATION ON
THE NUMBER OF HARDROCK MINES, COST OF CLEANUP, AND VALUE OF FINANCIAL ASSURANCES
(2011), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11834t.pdf; GAO, ENVIRONMENTAL
LIABILITIES: HARDROCK MINING CLEANING OBLIGATIONS (2006), available at
http://www.gao.gov/assets/90/82282.pdf; EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Special Waste Branch,
TECHNICAL DOCUMENT: ACID MINE DRAINAGE PREDICTION (1994), available at
http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/upload/amd.pdf.
68
See GAO, ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES, at 2.
69
BBA at 6-33 (monitoring and management of exposed materials, leachate, and tailings storage
facilities would be required for hundreds to thousands of years).
70
PBS Frontline, Alaska Gold (July 24, 2012), transcript available at
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/environment/alaska-gold/transcript-26/.
71
See The Keystone Center, Panels on Geology and Geochemistry & Hydrology and Water
Quality (Oct. 2-4, 2012), video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9tD35mqab8.
72
See EPA, Identification of Priority Classes of Facilities for Development of CERCLA Section
108(b) Financial Responsibility Requirements, 74 FED. REG. 37213, 37214-17 (July 28, 2009).
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dilution flows.” 73 If just this moderate failure of the wastewater treatment system occurred
in the Pebble 0.25 scenario, it would be sufficient to cause “direct effects” on salmon in 17
miles of streams, and the aquatic invertebrates that salmon feed on would be “killed or their
reproduction reduced” in 48 to 62 miles of streams. 74 Similar adverse impacts on salmon
could also occur through the overfilling of a tailings storage facility and spillage of
contaminated water overflow during heavy rains. 75
The failure of a tailings storage facility dam would result in serious adverse effects on
salmon. 76 For instance, a failure of the dam at TSF 1 (which is included in all three of the
Bristol Bay Assessment scenarios) would “result in a flood of tailings slurry into the North
Fork Koktuli River,” “scour the valley and deposit many meters of tailings fines in a
sediment wedge across the entire valley,” “bury salmon habitat ... along nearly the entire
length” of the river below the dam, “cause serious habitat degradation in the mainstem
Koktuli River and downstream into the Mulchatna River,” and cause “[n]ear-complete loss
of North Fork Koktuli River fish populations downstream of the TSF” plus additional salmon
and other fish population losses in the mainstem Koktuli, Nushagak, and Mulchatna Rivers. 77
And failure scenarios are realistic as demonstrated by recent events. Indeed, within a month
of EPA’s release of the Proposed Determination, two modern massive copper mine tailings
dams failed—one at the Buenavista del Cobre mine in Sonora, Mexico, 78 and another at the
Mt. Polley mine in British Columbia’s Fraser River watershed, 79 each with sobering
consequences. These incidents are stark reminders that, over the lifetime of any tailings

73

BBA at ES-16.
Id.
75
See id.
76
See generally id. at ES-17 to ES-24.
77
Id. at ES-23 to ES-24.
78
Adam Williams, G-Mex Spill May Be Worst in Recent Times, Authorities Say,
BLOOMBERGBUSINESSWEEK (Aug. 26, 2014), available at
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2014-08-26/g-mex-spill-may-be-worst-in-recent-timesauthorities-say; Clayton Conn, Recovering from Mexico’s Worst Industrial Mine Spill, teleSUR
(Sept. 2, 2014), available at http://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/Recovering-from-MexicosWorst-Industrial-Mine-Spill-20140902-0034.html, Mark Stevenson, Mexico pollution, water
disputes turn political, CHRON (Sept. 10 2014), available at
http://www.chron.com/news/world/article/Mexico-pollution-water-disputes-turn-political5746734.php.
79
Amy Judd, Mount Polley Mine tailings pond breach is one of the worst in the world: Experts,
GLOBAL NEWS (Aug. 7, 2014), available at http://globalnews.ca/news/1498222/mount-polleymine-tailings-pond-breach-is-one-of-the-worst-in-the-world-experts/.
74
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impoundment, the probability of a failure of some sort is nearly assured. 80 In reality, it is not
a question of “if,” it is a question of “when.”
In Mexico, residents close to the dam failure witnessed more than 10 million gallons of
wastewater and tailings containing sulphuric acid and heavy metals spill out, contaminating
two rivers that flow for more than 270 kilometers and impacting water supplies and human
health. 81 The contamination affected the water supply of 24,000 people in seven
communities along the rivers and forced schools to close for several weeks.82 Local
residents reported the river turning bright orange and fish and livestock dying from the
contamination. 83 Cattle ranchers, dairy farmers, and farmers along the rivers are
experiencing negative economic impacts from a lack of fresh water and because the public is
avoiding buying milk and produce for fears of contamination. 84 A class action lawsuit has
been filed against the mining company, 85 the Mexican government has taken preliminary
action to fine the mining company more than $3 million for the spill, 86 and Mexican officials
are estimating a $150 million cleanup price tag. 87 The communities and farmers have voiced
fears for an uncertain future as the health effects from the spill could show up in the long
term and the contamination is destroying local economic investments in agriculture. 88
80

Jack Caldwell, Tailings & Mine Waste 2012: The Challenge of Tailings Risk Management in
Perpetuity (Oct. 18, 2012), available at http://ithinkmining.com/2012/10/18/tailings-mine-waste2012-the-challenge-of-tailings-risk-management-in-perpetuity/#more-9351 (description of
comments by Steve Vick made at the 2012 Tailings & Mine Waste Conference, Keystone, CO).
81
Id.
82
Dolia Estevez, No Apology From Mining Tycoon German Larrea for Worst Ecological
Disaster in Mexico’s History, FORBES (Sept. 2, 2014), available at
http://www.forbes.com/sites/doliaestevez/2014/09/02/no-apology-from-mining-tycoon-germanlarrea-for-worst-ecological-disaster-in-mexicos-history/.
83
Max Ocean, Water Restrictions Imposed After Mining Spill Turns Mexico River Orange,
COMMON DREAMS (Aug. 11, 2014), available at
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2014/08/11/water-restrictions-imposed-after-mining-spillturns-mexico-river-orange.
84
Valeria Fernandez, Mine spill devastates Mexican Farmers, ALJAZEERA (Sept. 17, 2014),
available at http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2014/09/mine-spill-devastates-mexicanfarmers-201491654850240366.html.
85
Amalia Escobar, Class action lawsuit filed against Grupo Mexico, EL UNIVERSAL (Sept. 3,
2014), available at http://www.eluniversal.com.mx/in-english/2014/class-action-lawsuit-filedagainst-grupo-mexico-93902.html.
86
Estevez, supra note 82.
87
Nacha Cattan & Brendan Case, Grupo Mexico Spill Sparks Scrutiny of $150 Million Cleanup,
BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Sept. 17, 2014), available at
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2014-09-17/grupo-mexico-spill-sparks-public-scrutiny-of150-million-mop-up.
88
Fernandez, supra note 84.
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The Mount Polley tailings dam failure further illustrates the severity of the risk of harm to
communities and ecosystems associated with construction and operation of a tailings dam.
This dam failure occurred in the Fraser River drainage, a salmon-bearing watershed, and the
mine design is similar to the plan for mining the Pebble deposit. 89 Mount Polley is an open
pit copper/gold mine, processing 20,000 tons per day by concentrating ore using
conventional crushing, grinding, and flotation processes. 90 Plans for Pebble include use of
the same processing methods for up to 200,000 tonnes per day, as well as storage of tailings
behind similar tailings dam facilities. 91 In fact, the engineering company that designed
tailings facilities plans for Pebble, Knight Piésold Ltd., was the initial Engineer of Record
that designed, engineered, and oversaw the construction of the Mount Polley tailings
facility. 92 PLP has touted mining operations along the Fraser River as providing “no
evidence to suggest these mines present a current or future risk to the fishery resources of the
overall Fraser River watershed.” 93 As recently as May 2014, PLP cited “a series of mines
along the Fraser River” as the “best examples” of mines co-existing with salmon. 94

89

Compare Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine, available at
http://www.imperialmetals.com/s/MountPolleyMine.asp?ReportID=584863 (description of
Mount Polley Mine as an open pit copper/gold mine, processing 20,000 tonnes per of ore a day
with conventional crushing, grinding, and flotation processes) with BBA at 6-8 to 6-16
(describing mine processes and tailings facilities proposed for Pebble) and Alaska DNR, Pebble
Project – Water Rights Applications, available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/water-right-apps/index.cfm (providing
Pebble tailings dam designs from Knight Piésold Ltd.). See also Dave Bendinger, Expert: Mount
Polley an example of what could happen at Pebble, THE BRISTOL BAY TIMES (Aug. 15, 2014),
available at
http://www.thebristolbaytimes.com/article/1433expert_mount_polley_an_example_of_what_cou
ld (“Mount Polley tailings dam is the same center line design being proposed for Pebble”).
90
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine, available at
http://www.imperialmetals.com/s/MountPolleyMine.asp?ReportID=584863.
91
PD at 2-16, Table 2-2 (showing ore processing rate of 198,000 metric tons/day for Pebble 2.0
and 31,100 metric tons/day for Pebble 0.25); BBA at 6-8 to 6-16 (describing mine processes and
tailings facilities proposed for Pebble).
92
See Knight-Piésold Consulting, Statement by Knight-Piésold Ltd. regarding the Mount Polley
Mining Incident (Aug. 8, 2014), available at
http://www.knightpiesold.com/en/index.cfm/news/statement-by-knight-piesold-ltd-regardingthe-mount-polley-mining-incident/; Alaska DNR, Pebble Project – Water Rights Applications,
available at: http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/water-right-apps/index.cfm
(providing Pebble tailings dam designs from Knight Piésold Ltd.).
93
Commented Submitted by John Shively, CEO, PLP, on the BBA (July 23, 2012), available at
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-5416.
94
Dave Bendinger, An Interview With Pebble CEO Tom Collier, KDLG (May 2, 2014),
available at http://kdlg.org/post/interview-pebble-ceo-tom-collier at 29:20.
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In fact, however, the Mount Polley tailings dam failure in the Fraser River watershed has
proven to be one of the largest tailings dam breaches in the world. 95 The Mount Polley
disaster released about 25 million cubic meters of tailings and contaminated water into
anadromous lake and stream habitat, caused disruption in community water supplies, 96 and
introduced toxic contaminants into anadromous fish waters and lakes that could remain for
decades. 97 The initial response effort by the mine’s owner, Imperial Metals, did not entirely
stop all discharges and the British Columbia Ministry of Environment issued a warning to the
company to stop continuing and on-going discharges, a first step in an enforcement action
from a violation of the Canada’s Environmental Management Act. 98 While the Environment
Ministry lifted some of its initial drinking water bans, many First Nations people remain
concerned about both the short-term and long-term impacts to salmon that use and migrate
through this habitat. 99 Some First Nations peoples have hired their own experts to test the
waters and salmon for contaminants, and have issued an initial report calling the event “the
largest environmental disaster in British Columbia’s history” as well as a violation of
international law and tribal natural law. 100 Estimates are that between $50 million and $500

95

Amy Judd, Mount Polley Mine tailings pond breach is one of the worst in the world: Experts,
GLOBAL NEWS (Aug. 7, 2014), available at http://globalnews.ca/news/1498222/mount-polleymine-tailings-pond-breach-is-one-of-the-worst-in-the-world-experts/. Indeed, even PLP CEO
Tom Collier called the Mount Polley incident a “disaster.” Comments to Resource Development
Council (Sept. 4, 2014), available at
http://www.akrdc.org/membership/events/breakfast/1415/090414.html.
96
Gordon Hoekstra, Mount Polley mine tailings spill nearly 70 per cent bigger than first
estimated, THE VANCOUVER SUN (Sept. 3, 2014), available at
http://www.vancouversun.com/Mount+Polley+mine+tailings+spill+nearly+cent+bigger+than+fir
st+estimated/10172302/story.html; The Canadian Press, Water ban linked to Mount Polley mine
tailings spill partially lifted, THE VANCOUVER SUN (Aug. 12, 2014), available at
http://www.vancouversun.com/Water+linked+Mount+Polley+mine+tailings+spill+partially+lifte
d/10097584/story.html.
97
Mark Hume, Mount Polley tailings spill effects could last for decades, THE GLOBE AND MAIL
(Sept. 14, 2014), available at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/mountpolley-tailings-spill-effects-could-last-for-decades/article20596892/.
98
Gordon Hoekstra, Mount Polley mine defends efforts to stop discharge, THE VANCOUVER SUN
(Sept. 16, 2014), available at
http://www.vancouversun.com/Mount+Polley+mine+defends+efforts+stop+discharge/10208010/
story.html.
99
Id.
100
Yuct Ne Senxiymetkwe Camp, Initial Assessment Report on Imperial Metals Mount Polley
Mine Tailings Facility Storage Breach (Aug. 27, 2014), available at
http://www.scribd.com/doc/238124095/Yuct-Ne-Senxiymetkwe-Camp-Initial-AssessmentReport-on-Imperial-Metals-Mount-Polley-Mine-Tailings-Storage-Facility-Breach.
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million will be spent on clean-up and investigations. 101 While the full effects will not be
understood for years, the spill has brought economic harm to local recreation and tourism
businesses, 102 put mine workers in the community out of work, 103 and greatly impacted First
Nations tribes, homes, and subsistence way of life. 104
D.

IMPOSSIBILITY OF EFFECTIVE MITIGATION

The Bristol Bay Assessment establishes that many of the adverse impacts associated with the
development of a large-scale mine at the Pebble deposit could not be adequately mitigated. 105
Under the Mitigation Rule promulgated by EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(Army Corps), mitigation must first seek to avoid adverse impacts to the aquatic ecosystem
and, to the extent such impacts cannot be avoided, those impacts must be minimized. 106
Where impacts cannot be avoided or minimized, appropriate and practicable compensatory

101

Reuters, Imperial Metals raising $100-million to clean up B.C. spill (Aug. 15, 2014),
available at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industry-news/energy-andresources/imperial-metals-raising-100-million-to-clean-up-bc-spill/article20074754/.
102
Id.; Deana Cacus, Mount Polley Mine Spill Area Faces Economic Fallout, BUSINESS REVIEW
CANADA (Aug. 26, 2014), available at
http://www.businessreviewcanada.ca/finance/1095/Mount-Polley-Mine-Spill-Area-FacesEconomic-Fallout; Jason Proctor, Mount Polley mine: tourism operators plead for help, CBC
NEWS (Aug. 26, 2014), available at http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/mountpolley-mine-tourism-operators-plead-for-help-1.2746651.
103
Id.; see also CBC News, Mount Polley mine spill: Layoff notices sent to 42 workers (Aug. 14,
2014), available at http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/mount-polley-mine-spilllayoff-notices-sent-to-42-workers-1.2736460?cmp=rss.
104
Sunny Dhillon, First Nations fear the worst for B.C.’s salmon run following Mount Polley
breach, THE GLOBE AND MAIL (Aug. 6, 2014), available at
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/first-nations-fear-the-worst-for-bcssalmon-population/article19945332/; Mark Hume, Mount Polley tailings spill effects could last
for decades (Sept. 14, 2014), available at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/britishcolumbia/mount-polley-tailings-spill-effects-could-last-for-decades/article20596892/(three First
Nations chiefs shut down the salmon fishery because of concerns that the fish exposed to Mount
Polley pollutants might pose a human health risk).
105
BBA App. J. An article co-authored by one of BBNC’s outside counsel undertook a similar
analysis of potential compensatory mitigation measures for large-scale hardrock mining in
Bristol Bay, evaluated them against the requirements of the Mitigation Rule and reached a
similar conclusion. See Yocom, Thomas G. & Rebecca L. Bernard, Mitigation of Wetland
Impacts from Large-Scale Hardrock Mining in Bristol Bay Watersheds, Seattle J. Envt’l L., Vol.
3:71 (2013), available at http://www.sjel.org/vol3/mitigation-of-wetland-impacts-from-largescale-hardrock-mining-in-bristol-bay-watersheds (“there are few, if any, reasonable and
practicable measures within the relevant watersheds that could offset the enormous losses of
headwater wetland and aquatic habitats associated with the proposed Pebble Mine.”).
106
40 C.F.R. § 230.91(c).
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mitigation must be provided as required by the 404(b)(1) Guidelines. 107 The Mitigation Rule
also requires that, for mitigation to effectively compensate for impacts to aquatic resources,
such mitigation must be in the same area as the impacts—preferably in the same
watershed. 108
The Bristol Bay Assessment thoroughly documents the reasons why the adverse impacts
from mining the Pebble deposit would not be offset by compensatory mitigation. First,
impact avoidance and minimization would not eliminate the losses of aquatic habitat caused
by mining because wetlands and streams are widely distributed in the affected watersheds,
substantial infrastructure would have to be built in this largely undeveloped and pristine
region, and siting options are limited due to the location of the ore body. 109
Further, none of the compensatory mitigation measures proposed to date would adequately
compensate for the aquatic habitat losses at the scale at which they would occur. Mitigation
credits and in-lieu fee program credits – the preferred mitigation methods under the
Mitigation Rule 110 – would be inadequate. There is currently no approved mitigation bank
serving this area, and the single in-lieu fee program that services the area has provided
compensation only for projects with much more limited impacts. 111 In any event, both
mitigation approaches would be stymied by the lack of degraded resources and opportunities
for restoration or enhancement within the affected watersheds. 112 In addition, all of the
permittee-responsible compensatory mitigation measures that have been suggested –
measures such as increasing habitat connectivity, removing beaver dams, increasing habitat
quality or quantity, and augmenting water flows – are either unavailable within the affected
watersheds because of their intact, functioning character, or have an inadequate track record
of success. 113 Finally, as EPA points out in the Bristol Bay Assessment, preservation is a
disfavored method of mitigation and no sites that are large enough, threatened, and not
otherwise protected have been identified in the affected watersheds or in the larger Bristol
Bay region. 114
Looking outside of the affected watersheds, the potential mitigation measures that have been
suggested – measures such as restoring old mine sites or constructing hatcheries – are
107

Id. § 230.10(d); 40 C.F.R. § 230.91(c)(3).
Id. 230.93(b).
109
BBA, App. J at 11.
110
Id. §§ 230.93(b)(2); 230.93(b)(3).
111
Id., App. J at 11, 13.
112
Id., App. J at 13. EPA correctly concludes in its compensatory mitigation analysis that the
“most appropriate geographic scale” within which to compensate for unavoidable impacts from
mining the Pebble deposit would be at the site of impact, i.e. the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork
Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek watersheds. Id. at 9.
113
Id., App. J at 13-32.
114
Id., App. J at 33.
108
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problematic for various reasons and simply are not available at the necessary scale. 115 For all
of these reasons, sufficient compensatory mitigation opportunities are simply not available
within the affected watersheds or nearby to adequately offset the enormous losses of aquatic
habitat that would occur as a result of mining the Pebble deposit. 116
For all these reasons, Region 10’s proposed unacceptable adverse effects determination is
eminently reasonable and well supported by the administrative record.

V.

REGION 10’S PROPOSED 404(C) RESTRICTIONS ARE
SUPPORTED BY THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD AND ARE
BASED ON CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTIONS.

Region 10 has fashioned a set of proposed 404(c) restrictions that establish an upper limit on
permittable salmon habitat losses, expressed in linear miles and acres of streams and
wetlands, lakes, and ponds, from mining the Pebble deposit. These proposed restrictions are
geographically focused on a designated sub-area within the three watersheds most likely to
be adversely affected by Pebble mine waste discharges. The proposal is fully supported by
Region 10’s determination that mining the Pebble deposit under any of the three mining
scenarios studied, “even the smallest, could result in significant and unacceptable adverse
effects on ecologically important streams, wetlands, lakes and ponds and the fishery areas
they support.” 117 Additionally, in developing the proposed restrictions, Region 10 has
elected to exclude consideration of several whole categories of serious adverse impacts
associated with mining, and this renders the proposal very conservative. 118
A.

THE GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED 404(C) RESTRICTIONS IS
NARROWLY TAILORED.

Region 10’s proposed restrictions are geographically narrow in several ways. They
encompass only discharges of dredged or fill material associated with mining the Pebble
deposit. 119 They are also limited to the three sub-watersheds within which these mine-waste
discharges are most likely to occur—the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper
Talarik Creek watersheds. 120 Further, within these three watersheds, the restrictions are
limited to waters within the boundaries of mine claims currently owned by NDM
115

Id., App. J at 33-36.
Yocom & Bernard, supra note 106, at 22.
117
PD at 5-1.
118
BBNC is not asking the EPA to reopen the restrictions to account for a less conservative
approach, rather BBNC points out these issues to show how reasonable EPA is being in
fashioning the proposed restrictions and to point out that these are the types of issues that must
be addressed in a 404 permitting process for any mine plan that falls below the unacceptable
threshold laid out in the proposed determination.
119
PD at ES-1.
120
Id. at ES-1, 2-18.
116
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subsidiaries. 121 These geographic limits are each justified, and yet taken together they render
the scope of the restrictions quite conservative.
Limitation to Mine Waste from Pebble Deposit. The Proposed Determination is grounded
in the risk assessment undertaken in the Bristol Bay Assessment, the underlying scientific
literature, the extensive peer review evaluating the Assessment, numerous public comments
from scientists and experts providing additional technical and scientific information to
inform the final Assessment, and consultation with tribal governments. 122 EPA initiated the
Assessment in order to study the effects of large-scale mining on water quality and the
Bristol Bay salmon fishery. 123 EPA specifically evaluated the Pebble deposit as a case study
for potential risks, identifying and assessing three scenarios for mining that deposit. 124 The
Pebble deposit is: located in the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds;
the largest known porphyry copper deposit in Southwest Alaska; and the most likely site for
near-term, large-scale mine development in the Bristol Bay watershed. 125 Focusing on the
Pebble deposit was justified and reasonable because it is the most likely mine that would be
sought to be developed in the short-term, because extensive site-specific information is
available for that deposit, and because it poses the most imminent and realistic threat. 126
In the Proposed Determination, Region 10 likewise reasonably limits its geographic scope to
the Pebble deposit based on the analysis in the Assessment and the associated record.
Limitation to Three Sub-Watersheds. In the Bristol Bay Assessment, EPA identifies five
geographic scales that it used for various aspects of its analysis—the largest scale and the
fundamental scope of the entire assessment is the entire Bristol Bay watershed (Scale 1). 127
The smallest two scales are the “mine scenario footprints,” which encompasses the footprint
of the major mine components, the groundwater drawdown zone, and ancillary facilities for
each mine size scenario (Scale 4) and the “transportation corridor area” (Scale 5), which was
not a finer scale than Scale 4 but simply a shift in focus from the site of the mine footprint to
121

Id. at 2-18.
Id. at 2-6, 2-11. See also, Summary, Peer Review for Bristol Bay Assessment,
http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/peer-review-bristol-bay-assessment (the purpose of the peer
review process on the Assessment was “to ensure that the assessment incorporated high quality
data and information, was unbiased, and that all conclusions were supported by sound science.”);
Public Involvement for Bristol Bay Assessment, http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/publicinvolvement-bristol-bay-assessment (EPA consulted with 13 federally-recognized tribal
governments in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and assembled an
intergovernmental technical team to provide input on the Assessment).
123
Id. 2-5.
124
BBA at 1-4.
125
PD at 2-14; BBA at 4-1, 6-8.
126
BBA at 4-1, 6-19, 6-20.
127
Id. at 2-8; PD at 2-6.
122
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the site of the transportation corridor. 128 In between these two extremes are the Nushagak
and Kvichak watersheds, including the drainage areas containing stream segments that flow
directly or via downstream segments into the mainstem Nushagak or Kvichak Rivers (Scale
2), and the “mine scenario watersheds,” which include the cumulative drainage areas of the
North and South Fork Koktuli Rivers to their junction and Upper Talarik Creek to its
junction with Iliamna Lake (Scale 3). 129 In the Assessment, Region 10 uses the broader
geographic scales to describe the environment of the region and the finer scales to evaluate
the potential effects of mining operations. 130 Specifically, Scale 3—the three mine scenario
watersheds—form the basis of much of the analysis of impacts. 131
Given the severity of potential impacts within the mine scenario watersheds, as analyzed in
the Assessment, Region 10 reasonably decided to use the boundaries of these watersheds—
North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek—as a starting point for
defining the geographic scope of the potential disposal site to which the proposed restrictions
would apply. 132 The Assessment is a key part of the solid foundation supporting Region 10’s
determination that these watersheds are the most likely location for both the discharges
associated with a Pebble mine and the unacceptable adverse effects flowing from those
discharges. 133
Further Limitation to Area Encompassing NDM Mining Claims. Region 10 could
reasonably have defined the geographic scope of the disposal site as co-extensive with the
boundaries of these watersheds. Instead, Region 10 took the conservative additional step of
refining the potential disposal site to focus on the specific “area where discharges associated
with mining the Pebble deposit will likely occur.” 134 That area encompasses “all mine
claims owned by NDM subsidiaries in the three watersheds” 135 as well as the entire footprint
of each mining scenario, including the mine pit, waste rock pile, and tailings storage facilities

128

BBA at 2-8.
Id. at 2-8.
130
Id.
131
See, e.g., id., Chapter 7.
132
PD at 2-18.
133
See id. at 2-18, Chapter 4; BBA at 6-4, Chapter 7.
134
PD at 2-17. See id. (explaining that “a potential disposal site that includes all mine claims
owned by NDM subsidiaries in the three watersheds best represents locations where the
discharge of dredged or fill material associated with mining the Pebble deposit, and any resulting
unacceptable adverse effects on fishery areas, are most likely to occur”).
135
Id. at 2-18. Discharges are most likely to occur here because “Alaska state law specifically
recognizes the opportunity for mineral claim owners to use the state’s surface land above their
mineral claims for mining activity.” Id. (citing 11 AAC 86.600).
129
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where discharges of dredged or fill material would occur. 136 This refinement is consistent
with the analysis in the Assessment and is a sound policy choice. By defining the geographic
scope “as narrowly as possible,” 137 EPA is targeting the actual threat and acting to prevent
unacceptable adverse effects to the Bristol Bay fishery in the least intrusive manner possible.
B.

THE PROPOSED RESTRICTIONS ESTABLISH A HIGH CEILING.

Region 10’s proposed restrictions are supported by the impacts assessed in the Bristol Bay
Assessment. 138 Indeed, the proposed restrictions are “derive[d] from the estimated impacts
resulting from the discharges of dredged or fill material associated with the construction and
routine operation of a 0.25 stage mine at the Pebble deposit.” 139 Based on the findings in the
Assessment discussed in Section IV.B above, the proposed restrictions establish the
following upper limits for aquatic resource losses resulting from the discharge of dredged or
fill material from mining the Pebble deposit:
x 5 or more linear miles of streams with documented anadromous fish occurrence; 140
x 19 or more linear miles of stream tributaries where anadromous fish occurrence is not
currently documented, but that are tributaries to steams with documented anadromous
fish occurrence; 141
x 1,100 acres or more of wetlands, lakes, or ponds contiguous with either streams with
documented anadromous fish occurrence or tributaries of those streams; 142 and
x Greater than 20% of alteration of daily flow in 9 or more linear miles of streams with
136

See PD at ES-5 (“In this case, the proposed geographic boundaries of the potential disposal
site are the waters within the mine claims held by NDM subsidiaries, including PLP, that fall
within the SFK, NFK, and UTC watersheds (Figure ES-3). EPA Region 10 focused on this area
because it determined that it best represents the smallest geographical area where the discharge
of dredged or fill material associated with mining the Pebble deposit is most likely to
occur.”). Compare id. at ES-10, Figure ES-3 (map of potential disposal site) with BBA at ES-6,
Figure ES-2 (map of Pebble 0.25, 2.0, and 6.5 components overlaid with watersheds).
137
PD at 2-17. See id. (reasoning that this scope, “although narrowly tailored to include only
those areas where discharge of dredged or fill material associated with mining the Pebble deposit
is most likely, will protect important fishery areas from unacceptable adverse effects”). See also
id. at ES-1 (scope of the proposed restrictions is “geographically narrow” and does not affect
other deposits or mine claim holders besides those associated with the Pebble deposit).
138
Id. at ES-6, 5-1.
139
Id.
140
Compare id. at 5-1, with BBA at ES-13 (concluding that the mine footprint alone for a 0.25
billion tone mine would destroy 5 miles of known salmon spawning or rearing habitat).
141
Compare PD at 5-1, with BBA at ES-13 (concluding that the mine footprint alone for a 0.25
billion ton mine would destroy a total of 24 miles of anadromous and non-anadromous streams).
142
Compare PD at 5-1, with BBA at ES-13 (concluding stream flow alterations resulting from
the mine footprint alone for a 0.25 billion ton mine would destroy 1,300 acres of wetlands,
ponds, and lakes serving as off-channel habitat for salmon and other fishes).
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documented anadromous fish occurrence. 143
By using the Pebble 0.25 scenario as a baseline for the Proposed Determination, Region 10
reasonably developed restrictions closely tied to and amply supported by the administrative
record.
While the upper limits for stream, wetland, lake, and pond losses that Region 10 has
proposed are supported by the analysis in the Watershed Assessment, it is important to note
that these ceilings are conservative, in the sense that aquatic resource losses at these levels
would still amount to massive impacts that could justify an even lower ceiling. Indeed, a
survey of hard-rock mines permitted under Section 404 of the CWA in Alaska 144 shows that
never before has the Army Corps authorized a mining project with the potential for this
extent of anadromous streams and wetland destruction. 145 For example, at the Rock Creek
Gold Mine in Northwest Alaska, the Army Corps permitted discharges into 346.5 acres of
waters of the U.S. for purposes of mine construction and authorized the permanent loss of
170.5 acres of wetlands, but the affected waters were not anadromous. 146 At another
example frequently touted by PLP, 147 the Red Dog Mine recently obtained approvals for an
expansion that involved the placement of dredged or fill material in less than 10 acres of
wetlands. 148 At the Kensington Mine in Southeast Alaska – a project that was challenged all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court – the 404 permit for the discharge of mine-related dredge
and fill materials from construction of new facilities affected 61.7 acres of anadromous

143

Compare PD at 5-1, with BBA at ES-13 (concluding stream flow alterations exceeding 20%
resulting from the mine footprint alone for a 0.25 billion ton mine would adversely affect habitat
in 9.3 miles of salmon streams).
144
For 404 permit documents on large-scale mining projects in Alaska, see
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/.
145
See supra note 54 (ADNR official’s statement to the same effect).
146
See Department of the Army, Permit Evaluation and Decision Document (Feb. 26, 2007),
available at http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/rockcreek/pdf/rcacoedd.pdf.
147
See Pebble Limited Partnership, Pebble’s Promise, available at
http://corporate.pebblepartnership.com/files/documents/Pebble_promise.pdf (“Mine operations at
Middle Fork Red Dog Creek, at Red Dog Mine, led to cleaner water in the stream…”).
148
See U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Public Notice of Application for Permit (Apr. 23, 2013),
available at http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/Portals/34/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/POA-198412-M49_Chukchi%20Sea_PN.pdf (proposed work included “1.79 acres of excavated wetlands to
raise the dam plus 5.7 acres of excavated wetlands and 6.6 acres of excavated uplands to
construct the road.”). Previous authorizations at Red Dog included proposed work that would
“affect 245 acres, of which 119 acres are wetlands.” U.S. EPA, Red Dog Mine Extension,
Aqqaluk Project: Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (Oct. 2009), available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/reddog/pdf/rdseis2009vol2a.pdf.
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waters and wetlands. 149 And finally, at Greens Creek Mine, an underground mine in
Southeast Alaska, the presence of salmon streams led the U.S. Forest Service in 2013 to
reject the operator’s proposed 116-acre tailings expansion, which would have resulted in the
direct loss of 1,646 linear feet of salmon stream habitat from tailings, in favor of a smaller
tailings facility expansion alternative that would not discharge into streams. 150
Compared to these previous 404 permit authorizations for large-scale mine construction,
EPA’s proposed restrictions would allow for high levels of discharges into waters of the U.S.
In none of these large-scale mine examples has the Army Corps permitted losses anywhere
near 19 miles of non-anadromous streams, let alone 5 miles of anadromous stream losses.
Likewise, none of these previously permitted large-scale mines come close to the EPA’s
proposed ceiling of 1,100 acres of wetlands, lakes, or ponds losses. EPA clearly is taking a
conservative yet reasonable approach to establishing aquatic resource loss limits, an
approach that is well within its discretion and that achieves the need for protection of
valuable fisheries resources while leaving the 404 permit process open to a potential project
with adverse impacts below these high ceilings.
C.

REGION 10’S EXCLUSION OF SEVERAL CATEGORIES OF ADVERSE IMPACTS
RENDERS THE PROPOSED RESTRICTIONS EVEN MORE CONSERVATIVE.

Region 10’s approach is conservative in several other ways as well. The proposed
restrictions do not take into account adverse impacts on salmon and their habitat resulting
from mining-related accidents and failures, the construction and operation of pipelines and
roads, or the effects of toxic discharges. These are all factors that EPA could reasonably
have relied on in developing its restrictions, and doing so could only have led to a more
stringent approach.
149

See Department of the Army Permit POA-1990-592-M, Lynn Canal 31, available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/kensington/pdf/kensusacelynncanal05.pdf
(authorizing permittee to “[d]redge, place structures, and discharge an approximate total of
3,487,950 cubic yards of fill and dredged fill materials into an approximate total of 61.7 acres of
waters.”); see also U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Public Notice of Application for Permit,
available at http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/kensington/pdf/kensusacepnjul09.pdf
(“A total of 83.4 acres of fill was authorized under DA permit modification POA-1990-592-M”).
See also, Coeur Alaska, Inc. v. Southeast Alaska Conservation Council, 129 S. Ct. 2458, 2464
(2009) (“Over the life of the mine, Coeur Alaska intends to put 4.5 million tons of tailings in the
lake. This will raise the lakebed 50 feet—to what is now the lake's surface— and will increase
the lake's area from 23 to about 60 acres.”).
150
See Greens Creek gets OK for partial expansion of tailings facility, ALASKA JOURNAL OF
COMMERCE (Sept. 12, 2013), available at http://www.alaskajournal.com/Alaska-Journal-ofCommerce/September-Issue-3-2013/Greens-Creek-gets-OK-for-partial-expansion-of-tailingsfacility/; see also, U.S. Dep’t. of Agriculture, Greens Creek Mine Tailings Disposal Facility
Expansion, Final EIS and ROD Vol. 1, available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/greenscreek/pdf/FEIS_ROD.pdf (selecting
alternative D, which was developed to “avoid filling any part of Tributary Creek with tailings.”).
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The Bristol Bay Assessment and associated record provide extensive analysis and
documentation of the potential for tailings dam failures under each of the three mine
scenarios. 151 Region 10 nevertheless elected not to rely on such impacts to support its
proposed restrictions. 152 Since Region 10 elected not to consider this important factor, e.g.,
how much material could be released in a tailings dam failure and how much downstream
habitat would be impacted when this occurs, its estimate of unacceptable adverse effects and
the proposed restrictions that flow from them are inherently conservative.
The Bristol Bay Assessment and the rest of the administrative record also include substantial
analysis and documentation of ancillary facilities necessary for the construction and
development of a mine at the Pebble deposit, such as roads, power plants, ports, and
pipelines, as well as the potential adverse impacts on anadromous streams associated with
these facilities, such as pipeline failures and road crossings. 153 Estimated pipeline failure
statistics in the Assessment indicate that this factor poses a significant threat to salmon and
salmon habitat: the expected number of failures for each of the four pipelines would be about
2.2 over the life of the mine in the 0.25 mine scenario, while the chance of a large rupture in
each of the three pipelines carrying liquids would exceed 25% and there would be a greater
than 99.9% chance that at least one of these three pipelines would fail during the life of the
project, releasing contaminants into nearby anadromous waters. 154 Similarly, the Bristol Bay
Assessment demonstrates that 86 miles of road construction would be required in connection
with mining the Pebble deposit, and these roads would involve at least 64 stream crossings,
with direct impacts to salmon spawning streams. 155 Region 10’s decision not to consider
these factors in the Proposed Determination, while within the agency’s discretion, further
renders its analysis of impacts and its proposed restrictions conservative.
Region 10’s proposal is also conservative in that it does not take into account the toxicity of
mine-related discharges to waters and wetlands, even though the Bristol Bay Assessment
includes considerable analysis of the threats to water quality resulting from toxic discharges
during routine operations, such as from tailings leachate, waste rock leachate, mine pit
runoff, and wastewater discharge, as well as from catastrophic accidents and failures. 156
Even during routine operations, the record demonstrates that toxic discharges would cause
significant negative impacts on aquatic organisms. 157 Region 10’s decision to exclude
toxicity and water quality considerations amplifies the conservative nature of its proposed
restrictions.

151

See, e.g., BBA, Chapter 9.
PD at ES-6.
153
BBA, Chapters 10 and 11.
154
Id. at 11-5 to 11-6.
155
Id. at ES-16.
156
Id., Chapter 8.
157
See supra, sections IV.C, VII.A.
152
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Finally, EPA’s estimates of stream and wetland losses resulting from the mine scenarios are
conservative. This is because the available stream, wetland, and anadromous fish databases
are incomplete – not all waters in the affected area have been mapped or surveyed, and those
that have been are missing some stream courses and channel sinuosity. 158 Thus, EPA’s
estimates of stream and wetland losses are low. 159 Yet even these understated losses of
aquatic resources amount to a “large impact on anadromous fish streams,” 160 one that is
“unprecedented in the context of the CWA Section 404 regulatory program in Alaska” 161 and
that “could compromise the sustainability of fish populations” within the mine scenario
watersheds as well as downstream. 162 In short, even with incomplete data and the resulting
uncertainty as to the “full implications” of these understated stream and wetland losses,
Region 10 had more than enough information to conclude that “the discharge of dredged or
fill material associated with the Pebble 0.25 stage mine could have unacceptable adverse
effects on fishery areas in the SFK, NFK, and UTC watersheds, as well as downstream
fishery areas.” 163 While this conclusion is fully supported by the record, we emphasize that
Region 10’s reliance on the existing, incomplete data renders its analysis conservative, and
the full impacts of the evaluated mine scenarios will be greater than Region 10 has
concluded.

VI.

REGION 10 SHOULD CLARIFY SEVERAL ASPECTS OF THE
PROPOSED RESTRICTIONS IN ITS RECOMMENDED
DETERMINATION.
A.

REGION 10 SHOULD CLARIFY THAT THE 404(C) RESTRICTIONS APPLY ON
AN AREA-WIDE BASIS RATHER THAN AS LIMITS ON INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS.

In the Proposed Determination, Region 10 proposes to “restrict the discharge of dredged or
fill material related to mining the Pebble deposit into waters of the United States within the
potential disposal site that would, individually or collectively, result in any of the following
[specific losses of aquatic resources.]” 164 This language indicates that the restrictions would
apply on an area-wide basis rather than a project-specific basis. In other words, the upper
limits enumerated in the restrictions would impose a ceiling on acceptable resource losses for
the overall defined area, not for each specific project that might be proposed with the defined
area. This is, of course, the only interpretation consistent with the proposed unacceptable
adverse effects determination, which has been made on an area-wide basis.
Nevertheless, it is important to clarify and very clearly state in the Recommended
158

See BBA at 7-23, Box 7-1, and 7-34 to 7-35.
Id. at 7-34 to 7-35.
160
PD at 4-6.
161
Id. at 4-6.
162
Id. at 4-13.
163
Id. at 4-13.
164
Id at 5-1 (emphasis added).
159
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Determination that the 404(c) restrictions must be implemented on an area-wide basis in
order to ensure a mining project is not proposed or developed in a piecemeal fashion so that
it avoids the aquatic resource loss ceilings imposed by the restrictions. It is evident that there
is the potential for project segmentation or phasing with respect to any future proposal to
mine the Pebble deposit. The NDM preliminary mine plan from which the Pebble 2.0 and
6.5 mine scenarios were derived presents three successive mine development cases. 165 The
smallest of these is called the “Investment Decision Case” and is described as “an initial 25year open pit mine life upon which a decision to initiate mine permitting, construction and
operations may be based.” 166 Subsequent cases are the 45-year “Reference Case” and the 78year “Resource Case.” The plan, moreover, is explicit that “[p]hases of development beyond
25 years will require separate permitting and development decisions to be made in the future,
based on the prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated experience gained from
developing and operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project.” 167
Given this potential for phased permitting of the Pebble mine, as well as the potential for
multiple projects to be proposed by independent mine developers over the years to come, it is
critical that the Proposed Determination state clearly that the aquatic resource loss ceilings
apply to the defined area as a whole, rather than separately to each specific project or project
phase. BBNC recommends that the phrase “individually or collectively” be defined as
follows:
x “A project to mine the Pebble deposit ‘individually’ exceeds the restrictions and cannot
be permitted if its impacts, considered alone, exceed one or more of the restrictions set
in this action. Projects to mine the Pebble deposit ‘collectively’ exceed the restrictions
and cannot be permitted if the impacts associated with earlier mining activity at the
Pebble deposit and impacts associated with further mining activity proposed at the
Pebble deposit combine to exceed one or more of the restrictions set in this action.
Projects to be analyzed collectively include multiple mining proposals submitted by the
same mine developer (such as multiple phases to the same mining operations), as well
as independent mining proposals from different mine developers.”
This definition would help ensure that the proposed 404(c) restrictions are durable and
cannot be evaded through project segmentation or multiple mining proposals.
B.

REGION 10 SHOULD CLARIFY THAT THE DISPOSAL SITE BOUNDARY WILL
NOT BE AFFECTED BY CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP OF THE MINING CLAIMS.

In defining the boundary of the “potential disposal site” encompassed by the proposed 404(c)
restrictions, Region 10 has explained that it “includes all mine claims owned by NDM
subsidiaries in the three watersheds [because this] best represents locations where the
165

Ghaffari, H., et al., Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska at 5.
Prepared for NDML by WARDROP (a Tetra Tech Company), Vancouver, BC. (2011).
166
Id.
167
Id.
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discharge of dredged or fill material associated with mining the Pebble deposit, and any
resulting unacceptable adverse effects on fishery areas, are most likely to occur.” 168 The
Proposed Determination then goes on to provide a legal description of the potential disposal
site. 169 The Proposed Determination thus provides both a narrative description of the
potential disposal site based on mine claim ownership and a legal description, but it does not
state which of these descriptions controls.
Ownership of mining claims can change rapidly, particularly where a mine operator is
experiencing financial or other challenges, as is true at Pebble. Indeed, the mining claims at
and around the Pebble deposit have been far from static. For instance, NDM subsidiaries
have over the years expanded and exercised options to acquire mining claims in the region
from other mineral exploration companies. 170 Likewise, some mining claims around the
Pebble deposit have been abandoned or relinquished, leaving the potential that some may be
restaked. 171 From 2011 to 2014, PLP’s claims and interests in claims were reduced from
3,108 172 to 2,776 active claims, 173 leaving many relinquished claims open for potential
restaking by new owners.
In light of this, it is highly likely that “all mine claims owned by NDM subsidiaries in the
three watersheds” will not have the same meaning in the future that it has today. In the event
168

PD at 2-18.
Id. at 2-18 to 2-20.
170
See, e.g., Dave Bendinger, Liberty Star transfers mining claims north of Pebble to Northern
Dynasty, ALASKA DISPATCH NEWS (June 6, 2014), available at
http://www.adn.com/article/20140606/liberty-star-transfers-mining-claims-north-pebblenorthern-dynasty-0. See also, Ghaffari, supra note 165, at 19 (describing PLP’s rights circa 2011
to acquire interests in mineral claims by incurring exploration expenditures on behalf of other
mineral claim holders – rights which PLP later exercised in acquiring claims from Full Metal
Minerals and Liberty Star).
171
For example, in December 2013 Liberty Star abandoned hundreds of claims in the Pebble
region, from 413 claims down to 54 claims. Liberty Star, News Release—Liberty Star’s Big
Chunk Alaska Claims Paid (Dec. 6, 2013), available at
http://www.libertystaruranium.com/2013/12/06/nr-169-liberty-stars-big-chunk-alaska-claimspaid/. These claims currently have no holder and may be restaked in the future by NDM
subsidiaries or other exploration companies.
172
Ghaffari, supra note 165, at 19. This number of claims includes PLP’s direct and indirect
holdings of claims in 2011.
173
Alaska DNR State Mining Claims Mapper,
http://dnr.alaska.gov/Mapper/mapper?reqtype=LINK&url=General%20User&uid=mining.
According to the ADNR mapping output, there are currently 542 claims held by Kaskanak Inc.,
908 claims held by Pebble East Claims Corp., 1032 claims held by Pebble West Claims Corp.,
and 294 claims held by U5 Resources Inc. For comparison purposes to past PLP mine claims
counts in note 171, these counts include all claims held in the region, including those held
outside the disposal site boundary.
169
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that mine claims do change hands, or active PLP mine claims are abandoned or relinquished,
it will be critical to the clarity and durability of the 404(c) determination that the legal
description of the potential disposal site be considered controlling. Therefore, BBNC
requests that Region 10 state explicitly in the Recommended Determination that mine claim
ownership was merely a practical mechanism for narrowing the geographic scope of the
restrictions, but that the applicability of the restrictions is governed by the current legal
description.
C.

REGION 10 SHOULD CLARIFY THAT THE TERM “TRIBUTARY” INCLUDES
BOTH DIRECT AND INDIRECT TRIBUTARIES.

Restrictions 1.b and 2 limit impacts on tributaries of streams with documented anadromous
fish occurrence. 174 However, the Proposed Determination leaves potential uncertainty as to
how tributaries are to be defined for purposes of these restrictions. In the Recommended
Determination, Region 10 should clarify these restrictions to make clear that “tributary” for
the purposes of these restrictions includes both streams that flow directly into anadromous
fish streams (direct tributaries) as well streams that flow into anadromous fish streams by
way of other streams (indirect tributaries). This issue could be best addressed by providing a
clarifying definition of “tributary” in Section 5. This approach is consistent with the
reasoning underlying the proposed restrictions as well as the ecological significance of
headwater streams in the Bristol Bay watershed.
In the Bristol Bay Assessment, overall stream losses for the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario (24
miles) were calculated without regard to the presence of anadromous fish, 175 and then a
subset of roughly 5 miles were described as containing known spawning and rearing habitat
for anadromous fish. 176 The remaining 19 miles of streams consist, generally speaking, of
headwater streams that are either direct or indirect tributaries to anadromous fish streams. 177
Both the Bristol Bay Assessment and the Proposed Determination document the crucial
ecological significance of headwater streams in affected watersheds. Headwater streams that
are not habitat for anadromous fish provide water, nutrients, organic material,
macroinvertebrates, algae, and bacteria to support the functioning of higher order streams. 178
In particular, narrow headwater streams are effective in providing organic material to streams
174

Restriction 1.b restricts the loss of 19 or more linear miles of streams tributary to streams with
documented anadromous fish occurrence. Restriction 2 restricts the loss of 1,100 or more acres
of wetlands, lakes or ponds contiguous with streams with documented anadromous fish
occurrence or tributaries of such streams.
175
BBA at 7-24.
176
Id. at 7-26, Table 7-5.
177
This can be seen by comparing BBA, 7-24, Figure 7-10 with PD, Figure 4-1. Figure 7-10
shows all the eliminated, blocked or dewatered streams under the Pebble 0.25 scenario. Figure
4-1 documents that all or almost all of these streams either consist of anadromous fish habitat or
streams that are direct or indirect tributaries of such streams.
178
PD at 3-10.
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that receive little or no nutrients from marine waters. 179 These benefits are present equally in
streams that are direct and indirect tributaries of anadromous fish streams. Similarly, EPA’s
404(c) restrictions should apply with equal force to direct and indirect tributaries of
anadromous fish streams.
As discussed above, the impacts associated with the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario provide the
foundation for Region 10’s proposed restrictions. 180 Since the impacts from this scenario on
tributary streams were calculated in a manner that included both direct and indirect
tributaries, Region 10 should clarify in its Recommended Determination that Restrictions 1.b
and 2 encompass both direct and indirect tributaries of streams with documented anadromous
fish habitat. 181
D.

REGION 10 SHOULD CLARIFY THAT THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MINE PIT
MUST BE INCLUDED WHEN CALCULATING STREAM AND WETLAND LOSSES.

The Proposed Determination indicates that the mine pit must be included when calculating
the total destroyed waters and wetlands, 182 and this provision should be stated even more
clearly in the Recommended Determination. The Recommended Determination should
clarify that discharges of dredged or fill material would occur with the construction of the
open pit and, therefore, the direct and secondary impacts of constructing and operating the
open pit are to be included in determining whether any mine proposal complies with the
restrictions. It is highly unlikely that one could construct an open pit mine in waters of the
U.S. without discharging dredged or fill material since such construction involves digging,
pushing dirt around, creating piles, clearing vegetation, and similar activities. 183 Moreover,
179

BBA at 7-30.
PD at ES-6, 5-1.
181
Applying the restrictions to both direct and indirect tributaries is also consistent with Ninth
Circuit case law defining tributaries. See Headwaters v. Talent Irrigation District, 243 F.3d 526
(9th Cir. 2001) (a stream which contributes its flow to a larger stream or other body of water is a
tributary). Both direct and indirect tributaries contribute their flow to anadromous fish streams,
and both are deserving of protection.
182
PD at ES-2.
183
See Further Revisions to the Clean Water Act Regulatory Definition of “Discharge of
Dredged Material,” 66 FED. REG. 4550 (EPA, Jan 17, 2001) (new rule provides that “the agencies
regard the use of mechanized earth-moving equipment to conduct landclearing, ditching,
channelization, in-stream mining or other earth-moving activity in waters of the U.S. as resulting
in a discharge of dredged material unless project-specific evidence shows that the activity results
in only incidental fallback[.]”); Aqqaluk Extension Project (Red Dog Mine) Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement at 1-9 (activities requiring 404 permit include placement of fill
in jurisdictional wetlands associated with stripping of overburden and subsequent mining),
available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/oa/eab_web_docket.nsf/Filings%20By%20Appeal%20Number/ED1A2B
5C2B3AA819852576FD0048A4EE/$File/Response%20to%20Petition%20Exhibit%202%20...2
8.04.pdf.
180
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the impacts associated with the construction of an open pit for the 0.25 scenario would be
very extensive, potentially even approaching one or more of the stream and wetland loss caps
in the proposed restrictions. Indeed, as discussed in Sections IV.B and V.B above, the
footprint for a 0.25 billion ton mine is the primary basis for the restrictions, and many other
important sources of habitat loss have been excluded through EPA’s conservative
assumptions. It is thus important to ensure that this degree of impacts is included in the
calculation of impacts for purposes of determining compliance with the proposed restrictions.

VII. REGION 10 SHOULD STRENGTHEN PROTECTION OF SALMON
RESOURCES IN THE RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION.
A.

REGION 10 SHOULD PROTECT SALMON FROM TOXIC CONTAMINATION.

In its Recommended Determination, Region 10 should provide protection against habitat
degradation through discharges of mine-related wastewater and leachate containing copper
and other toxic metals. To date, the proposed restrictions address only the impacts of
physical losses of aquatic habitat, not the degradation and loss of ecological function
resulting from mine-generated toxic pollution. 184 Yet whether a stream’s ecological function
is lost due to physical destruction, direct fish toxicity impacts, or food chain disruption due to
toxicity, the end result is the same—loss of stability for a complex assemblage of salmon
populations that comprise the greatest remaining salmon fishery in the world.
The Bristol Bay Assessment indicates that contamination of aquatic habitat from the
discharge of copper and other toxic metals is a real concern even under the Pebble 0.25
scenario. The potential sources of toxic contamination are the tailings leachate, non-acidgenerating (NAG) waste rock leachate, potentially acid-generating (PAG) waste rock
leachate, and effluent from the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). 185 Estimated
concentrations of copper in the three leachate pollution streams under all mine scenarios are
all elevated – some extremely so – above background levels and relevant water quality
standards. 186 As acknowledged in the Bristol Bay Assessment, “some leachate would escape
collection” 187 and “would flow to the three receiving streams [North Fork Koktuli, South
Fork Koktuli, Upper Talarik Creek].” 188
With respect to effluent from the WWTP, EPA assumes that this effluent would be treated to
meet applicable water quality criteria – indeed, EPA assumes that the effluent would be
184

PD at 5-1. We also recommend that Region 10 add to its section addressing compliance with
relevant portions of the 404(b)(1) Guidelines a discussion of compliance with the Guidelines’
prohibition on permitting discharges that will cause or contribute to violations of water quality
standards (40 C.F.R. § 230.10(b)). See id. § 4.3.
185
BBA, Chapter 8.
186
See id. at 8-8 to 8-12, Tables 8-4 through 8-8.
187
Id. at 8-1.
188
Id. at 8-4.
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required to meet both state criteria and national chronic criteria due to “the importance of the
aquatic resources and the degree of public concern . . . .” 189 During routine operations,
copper criteria would be exceeded in some stream reaches and toxic effects would be
expected for aquatic invertebrates, upon which immature salmon rely for food.190 In the
South Fork Koktuli copper loading from non-acid-generating waste rock in three stream
reaches (SK/Halo Rock, SK 100G, and SK 100F) “would increase estimated concentrations
to chronically toxic levels for invertebrates in the first 22km,” i.e., the first 14 miles. 191
Toxic degradation of 14 miles of streams in the headwaters of the richest salmon fishery in
the world qualifies as an unacceptable adverse impact. Moreover, as copper is added to
water, some of it settles out, entering sediment, flushing out onto wetland floodplains,
moving about through surface water-groundwater interactions, and generally increasing the
total amount of copper accumulated in the system. 192
In the event of a WWTP or tailings dam failure, the effects would be much broader and more
severe. 193 For the Pebble 0.25 scenario, the estimated concentration of copper in the effluent
that would be released in the event of a WWTP failure is 75 g/L for the Pebble 0.25
scenario, magnitudes above both applicable state and national criteria. 194 Additionally,
adverse effects are shown in nearly all stream reaches as a result of a tailings dam failure. 195
Under the Pebble 0.25 scenario, as many as 100 stream miles would experience toxic effects
(invertebrate chronic, invertebrate acute, and fish avoidance) in the event of a large-scale
release of contaminated tailings and wastewater. 196
These failure scenarios are important because the Bristol Bay Assessment indicates that
water collection and treatment failure has occurred in 93% of the mining operations
evaluated, resulting in a 0.93 probability of failure for a mine at the Pebble deposit. 197
Accordingly, Region 10 has concluded that wastewater “treatment failures of some sort are
likely to occur.” 198 The potential for a WWTP or tailings dam failure thus provides additional
189

Id. at 8-14. The national chronic criteria, particular for copper, are very low, so it would be
helpful to see some discussion of how a mining operation could meet these criteria, especially in
anadromous streams where – as EPA acknowledges – no mixing zones may be permitted. See
BBA at 8-3 (citing Title 18, Section 70 of the Alaska Administrative Code).
190
BBA at 8-44, Table 8-22; 8-52.
191
Id. at 8-46.
192
See, e.g., K. Loska & D. Wiechula, Effects of pH and Aeration on Copper Migration in
Above-Sediment Water, POLISH J. ENVT’L STUDIES 9:5 (2000).
193
BBA at 8-47 to 8-48.
194
Id. at 8-15, Table 8-9.
195
Id. at 8-45, Table 8-23.
196
Id. at 8-52, Table 8-25.
197
Id. at 14-5 to 14-6.
198
Id. at 8-55. See also discussion above in Section IV.C regarding Mt. Polley disaster and
numerous other dam failures, as well as the long life of any large-scale mine.
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support for protection against the degradation or destruction of viable salmon habitat through
toxic contamination.
Region 10 should therefore incorporate toxicity protections into the Recommended
Determination, which it can do, for example, as follows:
x Define “loss” of streams to include “discharges of dredged or fill material into waters
of the U.S. that contain metals or other contaminants in concentrations that would,
individually or collectively, cause or contribute to the violation of any state or national
water quality criterion.”
Under the existing definition, stream loss encompassed by the 404(c) restrictions can occur
through the physical elimination, dewatering, or fragmentation of those streams. 199 By
revising the definition of “loss” to include discharges of metals and other contaminants in
toxic concentrations, the 5-mile threshold for anadromous streams and the 19-mile threshold
for non-anadromous streams could be reached through the degradation of streams through
physical effects, toxic contamination, or both.
This addition to the definition of “loss” would echo the language of the 404(b)(1) guidelines,
which prohibit issuance of a permit for discharges that will cause or contribute to violation of
any applicable state water quality standard or toxic effluent standard. 200 It expands slightly
on the guidelines, however, by incorporating national as well as state water quality criteria
into the restriction. This is consistent with EPA’s approach in the Bristol Bay Assessment of
using its new “biotic ligand model” to calculate acute and chronic criteria for copper, the
primary contaminant of concern for salmon. 201 It is also consistent with EPA’s assumption
that permits for discharges from the WWTP would require that potentially toxic
contaminants “be kept below concentrations equivalent to national chronic criteria” because
of “the importance of the aquatic resources and the degree of public concern . . . .” 202
Incorporating violations of state and national water quality criteria into the meaning of “loss”
for purposes of the proposed 404(c) restrictions would make EPA’s assumptions explicit and

199

PD at 5-2.
40 C.F.R. § 230.10(b). This provision of the 404(b)(1) Guidelines allows for “consideration
of disposal site dispersion and dilution,” id., but EPA has acknowledged in the Bristol Bay
Assessment that mixing zones would not be allowed in anadromous waters under Alaska law.
BBA at 8-3 (citing Title 18, Section 70 of the Alaska Administrative Code).
201
Id. at 8-23. EPA explained that BLM, which was used to calculate new national water quality
criteria for copper, is an advance over the Alaska standard because “it more fully accounts for
the mechanisms controlling variance in toxicity.” Id. Application of the BLM results in lower
criteria. Id. at 8-23 to 8-24, Table 8-11.
202
BBA at 8-14.
200
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enforceable while reinforcing existing legal requirements. 203
B.

REGION 10 SHOULD APPLY A REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION OF ANADROMOUS
FISH OCCURRENCE TO UNSURVEYED STREAMS.

As discussed above, the restrictions proposed by Region 10 establish ceilings for aquatic
resource losses resulting from the discharge of dredged and fill material from mining the
Pebble deposit. The principal ceiling is 5 linear miles of streams with documented
anadromous fish occurrence. 204
Whether a stream has documented anadromous fish occurrence is thus a crucial factor
affecting whether and how the proposed 404(c) restrictions will apply to a specific mine
proposal. Yet EPA has acknowledged repeatedly, in both the Bristol Bay Assessment and
Proposed Determination, that its estimates of overall stream and wetland losses as well as
anadromous stream losses are low because the available data are incomplete. 205 This raises
the risk—indeed the likelihood—that some streams will evade the 5-mile threshold because
they have not been surveyed for anadromous fish presence and hence the potential pool of
“documented anadromous streams” to which the 5-mile loss threshold will apply is
substantially smaller than it should be.
Fish populations across Bristol Bay have not been comprehensively sampled and, as a result,
the Anadromous Waters Catalog (AWC) and Alaska Freshwater Fish Inventory (AFFI)
databases on which EPA is relying do not characterize all potential fish-bearing streams. 206
According to the Proposed Determination, of the 674 miles of streams mapped in the North
Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek watersheds, about 30% are
documented to contain anadromous fish. 207 According to the Alaska Department of Fish &
Game (ADF&G), however, the number of anadromous streams specified in the AWC
“represents less than 50% of the streams, river and lakes actually used by anadromous
species.” 208 These figures suggest that, were the currently unsurveyed streams to be
surveyed, anadromous fish would likely be found in more than double the length of currently
documented stream miles (i.e., approximately 60%).
These underestimations are compounded by information gaps relating to the extent of
streams and wetlands present in the three watersheds. Estimates of stream losses resulting
203

It is worth noting that EPA relied on downstream water quality impacts in its 404(c) decision
for Spruce Mine. See, e.g., U.S. EPA, Final Determination of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Pursuant to § 404(c) of the Clean Water Act Concerning the Spruce No. 1 Mine, Logan
County, West Virginia at 50-60 (Jan. 13, 2011).
204
PD at 5-1.
205
See, e.g., id. at 3-5, 3-8, 4-21; BBA at 7-23, Box 7-1.
206
PD at 3-19; BBA at 7-23, Box 7-1.
207
PD at 3-20.
208
BBA at 7-23, Box 7-1 (citing ADF&G online database).
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from the mine scenarios in the Bristol Bay Assessment are based in part on data from the
National Hydrography Dataset (NHD), which does not capture all stream courses or all
channel sinuosity, and this results in an underestimation of anticipated stream losses. 209
Similarly, the wetland acreages identified in the Proposed Determination are rough figures
derived from the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI), which includes data for only about
83% of the area encompassed by the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper
Talarik Creek watersheds and therefore results in underestimation of the presence of
wetlands. 210
In short, a substantial amount of anadromous stream habitat could fail to receive protection
under the 5-mile threshold as a result of incomplete data. 211 This concern is heightened by
the genetic diversity among localized salmon populations—the portfolio effect that is
emphasized throughout the Proposed Determination.212 Much like a diverse financial
portfolio, this “fine-scale population structuring that results from the diversity of aquatic
habitats in the watershed helps to maintain the integrity of overall Bristol Bay salmon stocks
and contributes to their resilience to perturbation.” 213 Extensive losses of anadromous
habitat could “eliminate local, unique populations [and] translate into a substantial loss of
genetic variability with impacts extending well beyond the footprints of the lost habitats.” 214
Allowing this to occur would be inconsistent with EPA’s stated goal to avoid compromising
the sustainability of fish populations within the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and
Upper Talarik Creek watersheds as well as downstream fishery areas. 215
In order to prevent these information gaps from undermining the effectiveness of the
proposed 404(c) restrictions, in its Recommended Determination, Region 10 should
incorporate a presumption that unsurveyed streams in the impacted area are anadromous.
One way to do so would be as follows:
x Define “documented anadromous fish occurrence” 216—as the term is used in proposed
restriction 1.a—to include “stream miles that have not yet been surveyed to determine
the presence or absence of anadromous fish.”

209

PD at 3-5; BBA at 7-23, Box 7-1.
PD at 3-8.
211
Although some of these undocumented stream miles will be captured by the 19-mile
restriction applicable to tributaries of documented anadromous streams, some may not be
depending on how EPA ultimately defines “tributary.” See discussion above in section VI.C,
recommending that EPA define “tributary” to include both direct and indirect tributaries.
212
See, e.g., PD at 4-7 to 4-8.
213
Id. at 4-7.
214
Id. at 4-8.
215
Id. at 4-13.
216
Id. at 5-1 (proposed restriction 1.a).
210
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The presumption could be limited to streams with a gradient of less than 20%, but stream
reaches as steep as 20% are capable of supporting salmonids, in particular Dolly Varden and
coho. 217
This presumption could be set aside through a survey demonstrating the actual presence or
absence of anadromous fish. Accepted sampling protocols such as EPA’s Rapid
Bioassessment protocols 218 or those recommended by the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game (ADF&G) should be required. 219 This approach would represent an appropriate
application of the precautionary principle in this globally significant salmon habitat where so
much potential habitat has yet to be properly identified.

VIII. REGION 10 SHOULD TAKE STEPS TO ENSURE THE 404(C)
RESTRICTIONS ARE FULLY IMPLEMENTED.
EPA is proposing to establish upper limits on the adverse impacts to water resources
associated with mining the Pebble deposit. This does not mean that mines with lesser
impacts would necessarily be environmentally acceptable or permittable under the CWA.
Instead, “proposals to mine the Pebble deposit that have impacts below each of these
restrictions would proceed through the Section 404 permitting process,” and “would have to
meet the statutory and regulatory requirements for permitting under Section 404.” 220 Active
EPA involvement in the 404 permitting process will be critical to the success of 404(c)
restrictions in protecting Bristol Bay water and salmon. Since EPA already possesses ample
oversight authority, BBNC encourages Region 10 to include a statement in the
Recommended Determination indicating its intent to ensure that the 404(c) restrictions, once
finalized, are fully implemented and enforced.
EPA Oversight Tools. EPA oversees the 404 permitting program through a variety of
authorities, including but not limited to comments on permit applications, restrictions on the
use of a defined area as a disposal site, elevation of disputed decisions involving aquatic
resources of national importance, and an array of administrative, civil, and criminal
217

Bryant, M.D., et al. (2004), Salmonids on the Fringe: Abundance, Species Composition, and
Habitat Use of Salmonids in High-Gradient Headwater Streams, Southeast Alaska,
TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY 133:6, 1529-1538, available at
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1577/T03-157.1 - .VBs4cufledM.
218
Barbour, M.T. et al., RAPID BIOASSESSMENT PROTOCOLS FOR USE IN STREAMS AND
WADEABLE RIVERS: PERIPHYTON, BENTHIC MACROINVERTEBRATES AND FISH, 2d ed., EPA 841B-99-002 (U.S. EPA, Office of Water Washington, D.C., 1999).
219
See Hankin, SAMPLING DESIGNS FOR ESTIMATING THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH IN SMALL
STREAMS, Res. Pap. PNW-360 (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific
Northwest Research Station, Portland OR, 1986); Thurow. R. F., UNDERWATER METHODS FOR
STUDY OF SALMONIDS IN THE INTERMOUNTAIN WEST, Gen. Tech. Rep. INT-GTR-307 (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Intermountain Research Station, Ogden, UT, 1994).
220
PD at ES-7.
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enforcement authorities. 221 EPA should express its commitment to using these permitting
oversight tools as a means to ensure that the 404(c) restrictions are properly implemented and
enforced.
EPA Involvement in Review of 404 Permit Applications. Should a Pebble mine proposal be
presented to the Army Corps, EPA will have a responsibility to provide comments setting
forth its analysis of the consistency of the permit application with 404(c) requirements as
well as 404 permitting requirements. 222 EPA may be called upon to address some or all of
the following issues:
x
x
x
x
x

Evasion of the restrictions through attempts to phase or segment a mining project;
Proper determination of which streams support anadromous fish;
Application of the restrictions to indirect tributaries;
Copper toxicity from the leaching of tailings, waste rock piles, and the mine pit; 223
Risk of failure from inadequate design and/or improper operation of a tailings dam or
WWTP; 224
x The impossibility of developing adequate compensatory mitigation to offset the
unavoidable impacts of construction and routine operation of any Pebble deposit mine; 225
x Impacts associated with roads, housing and other infrastructure necessary for the
construction and routine operation of any Pebble deposit mine; 226 and
x Cumulative impacts associated with other reasonably foreseeable mining activity that
could follow permitting of any Pebble deposit mine. 227
One key issue involves the calculation of stream, lake, pond, and wetland losses. For every
404 permit application, the Army Corps is required to undertake a jurisdictional
determination to delineate waters of the U.S. that are subject to 404, 228 and to ensure

221

See 33 U.S.C. §§ 1319, 1344(a), (c), (q); Clean Water Act Section 404(q) Memorandum of
Agreement Between the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of the Army
(1992), available at http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/wetlands/dispmoa.cfm; EPA Fact
Sheet, Wetland Regulatory Authority, EPA843-F-04-001 (April 2004), available at
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/wetlands/upload/reg_authority_pr.pdf.
222
See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1344(b)(1); 40 C.F.R. part 230; and 33 C.F.R. § 323.6(a) (requiring
specific findings about numerous types of impacts, avoidance and minimization of impacts, and
compensatory mitigation for unavoidable impacts).
223
PD at 4-52 – 4-56.
224
Id. at 4-62 - 4-69.
225
Id. at 4-58 – 4-61; BBA, App. J.
226
Id. at ES-6.
227
BBA, Chapter 13; PD § 4.3.1.2. Another significant issue is the potential impacts to fisheries
from the loss of miles of streams and acres of wetlands, lakes, and ponds below the thresholds
set in the restrictions.
228
See U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Guidance Letter No. 08-02 (June 26, 2008),
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compliance with 404(b)(1) guidelines. 229 An accurate and complete accounting of
jurisdictional waters and affected stream, wetland, and anadromous habitat is thus always
necessary to comply with 404 permitting requirements. 230 Given the sensitive aquatic
resources in Bristol Bay, in any Pebble mine permitting process it would be important for
EPA and the Army Corps to ensure that comprehensive, up-to-date, and specific data about
stream, wetland, and anadromous habitat losses is available, both to determine whether the
proposal complies with the 404(c) restrictions and for rigorous 404 permit review. This
complete and accurate accounting could be accomplished by means of “improved, higherresolution mapping, increased sampling of possible fish-bearing waters, and groundtruthing,” 231 and could be assisted by the jurisdictional determination process as well.
With respect to all these issues and any others that may arise during 404 permitting for a
Pebble mine project, it will be critical for EPA to play an active role in order to ensure the
effectiveness of its 404(c) restrictions and to prevent unacceptable effects on Bristol Bay
salmon resources.

IX.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS SUPPORT PROACTIVE 404(C)
RESTRICTIONS.

There are many sound policy reasons for EPA to finalize its 404(c) restrictions expeditiously
and on a proactive basis. EPA would be providing assurance that the region’s world-class
salmon fishery will not be degraded by the mining of the Pebble deposit. Simultaneously,
EPA would be promoting efficiency by allowing informed investments of time and resources
by both mine developers and federal and state permitting agencies. The establishment of
404(c) restrictions will also guide mine developers to design projects that are feasible and
appropriate for Bristol Bay, and the restrictions are overwhelmingly in the public’s best
interest.
A.

PROACTIVE 404(C) RESTRICTIONS WILL PROVIDE A WIDE ARRAY OF
PUBLIC BENEFITS.

Final 404(c) restrictions will provide long-term protection against chronic degradation of
salmon habitat, help prevent catastrophic harm to salmon resources, and alleviate ongoing
harm to local communities from the uncertainty and fears associated with potential mining of
the Pebble deposit.

available at http://www.usace.army.mil/Portals/2/docs/civilworks/RGLS/rgl08-02.pdf.
229
See supra note 222.
230
See 33 C.F.R. § 325.1(c), (d)(1), 325.3(a) (permit application and public notice requirements);
Army Corps, Application for Department of the Army Permit ¶ 22 (requiring a statement of the
surface area filled, in acres of wetlands or linear feet of “other waters”), available at
http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/Portals/34/docs/regulatory/engform_4345_2013july. A
complete application must be reviewed for compliance with the 404(b)(1) guidelines,
231
BBA at 7-23, Box 7-1.
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Long-Term Protection Against Chronic Degradation of Salmon Habitat. In its initial
404(c) petition letter to EPA, BBNC explained that “risks to Bristol Bay resources from
leaching and potential dam failure are something that the people of this region will face long
after the proposed mine has stripped the mineral wealth and ceased operating.” 232
Specifically, BBNC was then, and remains today, concerned with “unacceptable risks of
irreparable harm to the water quality and the natural and renewable resources” in Bristol Bay
from long-term contamination that would be difficult to contain over time and would lead to
chronic degradation of salmon habitat. 233 Chronic degradation of salmon habitat would
diminish the salmon resources that serve as the foundation of the region’s subsistence way of
life, Alaska Native culture, and robust commercial salmon fishing industry. The proposed
restrictions will protect against these and other harms associated with long-term degradation
of salmon habitat.
Preventing Potentially Catastrophic Harm to Salmon Resources. In its petition, BBNC
also explained that “an impoundment failure quickly would reach BBNC lands and Bristol
Bay itself, and thus be devastating to the people of this region.” 234 BBNC’s concerns remain
valid today. The recent Mt. Polley tailings dam collapse on the Fraser River has validated
the long-held fears of BBNC shareholders and others about allowing open-pit copper and
gold mining within essential salmon habitat. This incident reveals the fallacy of unrealistic
guarantees against tailings dam and other failures with instantaneous and potentially
devastating consequences. The Mt. Polley mine has been held up by PLP as an example of
modern mining practices, touted for co-existing with another great wild salmon fishery. Yet
the Mt. Polley disaster released 4.5 million cubic meters of slurry into anadromous lake and
stream habitat, caused disruption in community water supplies, 235 introduced toxic
contaminants into anadromous fish waters and lakes that will remain for decades, 236 harmed

232

Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010).
Id.
234
Id.
235
Water ban linked to Mount Polley mine tailings spill partially lifted, THE VANCOUVER SUN
(Aug. 12, 2014), available at
http://www.vancouversun.com/Water+linked+Mount+Polley+mine+tailings+spill+partially+lifte
d/10097584/story.html.
236
Mark Hume, Mount Polley tailings spill effects could last for decades, THE GLOBE AND MAIL
(Sept. 14, 2014), available at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/mountpolley-tailings-spill-effects-could-last-for-decades/article20596892/ (“The deposition of heavy
metals on the bottom of the lake is worrisome to anybody who knows anything about heavy
metals and fish . . . . I mean they will weep for a long time – decades, perhaps centuries – at the
bottom of the lake. They will mix with the water column and get into the food web, first of all
through zooplankton and phytoplankton, which are eaten by sockeye smolts … then up the food
chain that way.”) (quoting fisheries biologist Richard Holmes).
233
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local businesses, 237 put mine workers out of work, 238 and caused three First Nations chiefs to
shut down salmon fisheries for the year due to fears about the negative health impacts of
toxic contaminants in subsistence foods. 239 Sadly, it is the downstream communities, First
Nations communities, fishermen, and recreation and tourism businesses that will bear the
brunt of negative impacts in the Fraser River watershed. With a much larger mineral deposit
and tailings dam size, 240 a similar tailings dam failure at a future Pebble mine would have
even greater devastating impacts on BBNC shareholders and the Bristol Bay community.
Alleviating Ongoing Harm to Local Communities. In light of the enormous importance of
salmon to Bristol Bay communities, proposals for large-scale mining of the Pebble deposit 241
have been causing severe disruption, uncertainty, and fear throughout the region. Largescale metallic sulfide mining has the potential to cause devastating adverse impacts on the
area’s sensitive salmon habitats and to diminish the salmon resources that serve as the
foundation of the region’s subsistence way of life, Alaska Native culture, and robust
commercial salmon fishing industry. 242 And the stress created by this threat, coupled with
the uncertainty surrounding a permitting timeline, has exhibited itself in social and economic
ways throughout the region. Such fears and uncertainties have been expressed in comments
submitted to EPA from BBNC shareholders and regional residents:
237

Deana Cacus, Mount Polley Mine Spill Area Faces Economic Fallout, BUSINESS REVIEW
CANADA (Aug. 26, 2014), available at
http://www.businessreviewcanada.ca/finance/1095/Mount-Polley-Mine-Spill-Area-FacesEconomic-Fallout; Jason Proctor, Mount Polley mine: tourism operators plead for help, CBC
NEWS (Aug. 26, 2014), available at http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/mountpolley-mine-tourism-operators-plead-for-help-1.2746651.
238
Id.
239
Mark Hume, Mount Polley tailings spill effects could last for decades, THE GLOBE AND MAIL
(Sept. 14, 2014), available at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/mountpolley-tailings-spill-effects-could-last-for-decades/article20596892/; see also Sunny Dhillon,
First Nations fear the worst for B.C.’s salmon run following Mount Polley breach, THE GLOBE
AND MAIL (Aug. 6, 2014), available at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/britishcolumbia/first-nations-fear-the-worst-for-bcs-salmon-population/article19945332/.
240
Compare Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine, available at
http://www.imperialmetals.com/s/MountPolleyMine.asp?ReportID=584863 (description of
Mount Polley Mine as an open pit copper/gold mine, processing 20,000 tonnes per of ore a day
with conventional crushing, grinding, and flotation processes) with PD at 2-16, Table 2-2
(showing ore processing rate of 198,000 metric tons/day for Pebble 2.0 and 31,100 metric
tons/day for Pebble 0.25); BBA at 6-8 to 6-16 (describing mine processes and tailings facilities
proposed for Pebble).
241
PLP has submitted mine plans to regulatory agencies for various purposes. See, e.g.,
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd., Securities Exchange Comm’n Filing (Feb. 24, 2011), available
at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299311000722/0001062993䇲 11000722-index.htm; Pebble Project—ADNR Water Rights Applications (2006), available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/water-right-apps/index.cfm.
242
See supra section III.
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x “We have been in this battle long enough. We want to see something start happening that
can assure Alaska native people in this area that our waters, our way of life will continue
to be protected.” 243
x “My biggest concern is the future of the fishery. We need clear water here … So I think
my biggest concern is the future of the fishery. If that mine is developed up there, I think
it's going to be -- it's going to be terrible on the water….[T]he salmon and the commercial
fishery provides us with the cash, cash that we need for other products, ammunition,
flour, and all the other things we need for -- to -- to exist out here.” 244
x “As I stand here in front of you today, my mind isn’t really here. It’s at home with my
children that I’ve left for the fourth time this month on Pebble-related causes. It’s on my
subsistence net I was supposed to mend. It’s on getting fish ready, the birch trees we
were supposed to cut, it’s on my cabin and boat rentals, it’s on my clients I get in seven
days for the sport fishing opener. It’s on my school board meeting I’ll be missing. It’s
on canning jars, bug spray for the baby, and another toy I’d better get for the quilt trip
present. Standing here in front of you today, talking about a mining giant threatening my
entire way of life wasn’t what I ever could have planned for ... .” 245
x “It’s been a decade that the threat of this mine has hung over our heads and for people in
my generation investing in the fishery, buying in is a huge leap and financial risk and I
see it as one that our fishery will pay back to us as long as we make sure that the habitat
remains there…. For a fishery to be successful we need continued investment and for
that we need the trust that our government is looking out for us. … And now we need
action. We can’t wait any longer; we can’t let the threat of this hang over us
anymore.” 246
x “Any perception amongst salmon consumers that a toxin producing industrial mining
243

Testimony of Joe Chythlook, BBNC Chairman of the Board, Hearing Transcript from EPA
Meeting, New Stuyahok, Alaska (June 7, 2012), at 15, available at
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-4154.
244
Testimony of Hjalmar “Ofi” Olson, former Chairman of the Board, President and CEO of
BBNC and commercial fisher, Hearing Transcript from EPA Meeting, Dillingham, Alaska (June
5, 2012), at 16-17, available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQORD-2012-0276-1290.
245
Testimony of Christina Salmon, Igiugig Village Council, EPA Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment Public Hearing – Seattle, Washington at 24-25 (May 31, 2012), available at
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-1270.
246
Statement of Katherine Carscallen, Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association,
to EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy (Aug. 27, 2013), audio file available at
http://kdlg.org/post/epa-administrator-listens-concerns-about-pebble-mine-during-visitdillingham (42:00 to 45:00).
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complex is operating in the heart of our fishery will damage our marketability … Acting
proactively will also protect the mining industry by providing certainty of what standards
would need to be met for any mineral development to occur.” 247
For ten years, PLP has been promising to initiate the permitting process and make the details
of its mining plans available for public scrutiny, but over and over again, PLP has failed to
fulfill these promises. 248 These realities drove BBNC, along with several Alaska Native
Tribes and others, to file petitions in 2010 asking EPA to impose § 404(c) protections for
Bristol Bay water and salmon resources. 249 As BBNC said in its petition, proposed Pebble
mine development “poses an unacceptable risk to our shareholders, their subsistence-based
livelihoods, and the prospects for the future, long-term economic development opportunities
for the region.” 250 By finalizing its proposed 404(c) restrictions promptly, EPA will be
providing great relief to Bristol Bay families, fishermen, and others who are living in fear
that large-scale mining could devastate Bristol Bay water and salmon resources and devoting
huge amounts of time and energy to preventing this from occurring.
Proactive Decision-Making is in the Public Interest. There has been an unprecedented
outpouring of public support for EPA 404(c) action due to the significant harms that would
result from mining the Pebble deposit. Hundreds of thousands of individuals and
organizations throughout Alaska, other states, and even internationally have demonstrated an
unprecedented level of support for EPA’s proposed 404(c) action in light of the severe harms
that would be caused by mining the Pebble deposit. Indeed, as EPA notes, it “has received
over 850,000 requests from citizens, tribes, Alaska Native corporations, commercial and
sport fisherman, jewelry companies, seafood processors, restaurant owners, chefs,
conservation organizations, members of the faith community, sport recreation business

247

Letter from Lindsay Bloom, F/V Rainy Day, to EPA, Docket No. EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276
(July 17, 2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD2012-0276-2691.
248
See Letter from Sen. Lisa Murkowski to PLP (July 1, 2013), available at
http://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=3b2efb37-cdd2-4203-856872c405e2a4e4.
249
See, e.g., Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC to EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010); Joint Letter
from Six Tribes to EPA (May 2, 2010); Letter from Alaska Independent Fishermen’ Marketing
Association to EPA (May 13, 2010); Letter from Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Devt. Ass’n to
EPA (June 20, 2010); Bristol Bay Native Association, A Resolution Requesting the EPA to
Invoke Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act as Appropriate in the Kvichak and Nushagak
Drainages of the Bristol Bay Watershed to Protect Habitat and Existing Uses, Res. 2010-32
(Sept. 17, 2010). EPA also received 404(c) requests and letters of support from Ekuk Village
Council, Clarks Point Tribal Council, Twin Hills Village Council, Alaska Independent
Fishermen’s Marketing Association, Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association,
National Council of Churches, and numerous other sporting and conservation groups.
250
Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010).
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owners, elected officials and others asking EPA to take action to protect Bristol Bay.” 251 In
weighing the public interest before initiating this particular 404(c) proceeding, EPA
considered these many requests and expressions of support to begin the 404(c) process. In
addition, the United States has a trust responsibility to the tribes of Bristol Bay that dictates
and supports its action here. 252
As a private corporation engaged in responsible resource development, BBNC believes that
even mine development interests like PLP stand to benefit from pre-permit 404(c)
proceedings, because the 404(c) would inform investment in their projects. In the recent
Mingo Logan litigation, the State of West Virginia raised concerns that a delayed 404(c)
action results in a “squandering” of state resources (evaluating permits, etc.) that could be
avoided through an earlier determination. 253 Similarly, in promulgating its regulations
implementing 404(c), EPA explained:
Such an approach will facilitate planning by developers and industry. It will
eliminate frustrating situations in which someone spends time and money developing
a project for an inappropriate site and learns at an advanced stage that he must start
over. In addition, advance prohibition will facilitate comprehensive rather than
piecemeal protection of wetlands. 254
EPA’s early 404(c) proceeding in Bristol Bay can thus help prevent a substantial waste of
time and resources on the part of both the mine developer and government agencies. A
proactive approach also reflects good government, ensuring that the permitting process does
not waste private and public resources or allow uniquely reckless projects to slip through the
cracks. The public thus has a strong interest in seeing EPA move forward toward completion
of its 404(c) action without delay.

251

See EPA, News Release—EPA Moves to Protect Bristol Bay Fishery from Pebble Mine (Feb.
28, 2014), available at http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-228_bristol_bay.
252
Executive agencies are required to recognize Tribes’ sovereign status, principally by
establishing processes to allow for meaningful involvement and government-to-government
consultation between agencies and tribes where agency decisions impact tribal interests. Exec.
Order 13,084, 63 FED. REG. 96 (May 19, 1998) (requiring “regular and meaningful involvement”
by tribal governments in agency actions affecting tribal interests); Exec. Order 13,175, (Nov. 6,
2000) (requiring “government-to-government” consultation and coordination with tribes when
actions affect tribal interests). EPA fulfills these requirements with its continued tribal
consultation with 20 tribes, including all 13 tribes with federally-recognized tribal governments
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. See EPA, Public Involvement for Bristol Bay
Assessment, http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/public-involvement-bristol-bay-assessment.
253
See Mingo Logan Coal Co. v. U.S. Ent’l Protection Agency, 714 F.3d 608 (D.C. Cir. 2013).
254
Denial or Restriction of Disposal Sites; Section 404(c) Procedures, 44 FED. REG. 58076,
58,077 (Oct. 9, 1979).
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EPA’S 404(C) ACTION PRESENTS A LOW RISK OF UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCES.

BBNC appreciates the fact that EPA has directly addressed issues of precedent and
unintended consequences in its 404(c) process. EPA’s letter initiating the 404(c) review
explicitly states that the review “will only assess the effects of mining of the Pebble deposit
and will not consider other mining or non-mining related development in the watershed.” 255
With respect to setting a precedent, the agency was explicit about its actions:
This review reflects the ecological significance and vulnerability of the Bristol Bay
watershed and the nature and scope of anticipated adverse environmental effects
associated with proposed large-scale mining of the Pebble deposit. It does not reflect
a change in the way that the Agency will review and assess other mining projects in
Alaska or elsewhere. 256
EPA also addressed this issue in its press release announcing the start of the 404(c) process:
This action, requested by EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, reflects the unique
nature of the Bristol Bay watershed as one of the world’s last prolific wild salmon
resources and the threat posed by the Pebble deposit, a mine unprecedented in scope
and scale. It does not reflect an EPA policy change in mine permitting.
Extensive scientific study has given us ample reason to believe that the Pebble Mine
would likely have significant and irreversible negative impacts on the Bristol Bay
watershed and its abundant salmon fisheries,” said EPA Administrator Gina
255

Letter from EPA to PLP, Alaska DNR, and Army Corps, at 1 (Feb. 28, 2014), available at
http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-02/documents/bristol-bay-15day-letter-2-282014.pdf. See also Letter from Lisa Jackson, EPA, to U.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski (May 17,
2012), available at
http://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=23ad1548-0ed4-4f8b-bad8851828b744ba (“Your letter raises an important question about the precedential effect of a
hypothetical EPA section 404(c) review of mining in Bristol Bay on other future development
activities in the Bristol Bay watershed. ... I want to be clear that the focus of our assessment is
on the environmental and water quality impacts from discharges of dredged or fill material
associated with large-scale mining in the watershed…. Since this assessment focuses only on the
impacts of large-scale mining projects to the Bristol Bay watershed, use of the assessment in
support or in opposition to other types of wetland fill activities is not appropriate. ... A final
404(c) action in Bristol Bay prohibiting or restricting large scale mining activities would not
affect other development in the watershed.”); Testimony of Lisa Jackson at Appropriations
Subcommittee Hearing SD-124 (May 16, 2012), video available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGWOA7Y7wZM (confirming, in response to questions
from Senator Lisa Murkowski, that effect of Bristol Bay Assessment and any 404(c) action based
on it will be limited to large-scale mining).
256
Id.
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McCarthy. “It’s why EPA is taking this step forward in our effort to ensure protection
for the world’s most productive salmon fishery from the risks it faces from what
could be one of the largest open pit mines on earth. This process is not something the
Agency does very often, but Bristol Bay is an extraordinary and unique resource. 257
The reality is that EPA’s 404(c) authority is rarely used. Only 13 final 404(c) actions have
been undertaken by EPA during the 42 years that the authority has been in existence, 258 and
only two of these had a pre-permit element to them. 259 Additionally, having participated in
this process now for several years—from the initial petitions through the initiation of 404(c)
action—it is clear to BBNC that it takes an extraordinary commitment of public and agency
resources to support such a process and that this, in and of itself, is a significant limiting
factor ensuring EPA’s continued sparing use of its 404(c) authority in other contexts.
Given these realities, BBNC is satisfied that EPA’s initiation of 404(c) action here does not
carry with it significant risk of setting an adverse precedent program-wide or having
unintended consequences in Bristol Bay or elsewhere. BBNC expects EPA to remain true to
these commitments and not use its actions here as a model for future proactive 404(c)
reviews where they are not sought by local stakeholders or warranted by the value of the
resources or the risks posed by the potential activities.

X.

CONCLUSION

EPA has established a solid record to support its Proposed Determination that discharges of
dredged or fill material associated with its Pebble 0.25 mine scenario would have an
unacceptable adverse effect on the unique and globally significant salmon resources of
Bristol Bay. In light of this record, and given the urgent need in the region for achieving
closure on this issue, BBNC urges EPA to expeditiously finalize its determination and
restrictions and complete the 404(c) process.

257

EPA Press Release, EPA moves to protect Bristol Bay fishery from Pebble Mine (Feb. 28,
2014), available at http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
258
See EPA Website, Chronology of 404(c) Actions, available at
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/wetlands/404c.cfm.
259
See id. (materials discussing EPA 404(c) action in Henry Rem, Marion Becker, et al. and
Senior Corporation Sites—Dade County, Florida); U.S. EPA, Proposed Determination To
Restrict the Specification of Leonard Pond and Its Wetlands as Disposal Sites, 54 FED. REG.
35927 (Aug. 30, 1989) (proposing to restrict the extent of filling activities that may occur at a
site consisting of Leonard Pond and its adjacent wetland in Agawam, Massachusetts). This
advance 404(c) proposal was never finalized. See Robert Brumbaugh, Watershed Study
Impediments: Field Regulatory Survey Discussion Paper, IWR Report 97-PS-2 at C-1 (The
Corps of Engineers Institute for Water Resources, Dec. 1997), available at
http://www.iwr.usace.army.mil/Portals/70/docs/iwrreports/97ps2.pdf.
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I. Introduction
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) thanks the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for preparing the Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
(“Assessment”)1 and urges the agency to expeditiously complete a Final Assessment and
invoke its authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) to protect the
waters and fishery resources of Bristol Bay. BBNC is one of thirteen Alaska Native
Regional Corporations formed under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971
(ANCSA). BBNC is a for-profit corporation created to represent the economic, social
and cultural interests of the Native people from Bristol Bay. The corporation currently
has approximately 9,000 Eskimo, Aleut, and Athabascan shareholders and has title to
nearly three million subsurface acres in the Bristol Bay region. BBNC supports
responsible resource development, which we define as development that is fiscally,
environmentally and socially sustainable and that serves the long-term interests of our
people, our region, and our businesses.
The Draft Assessment is a scientifically and legally sound document that provides
a reasonable assessment of the risks posed by large-scale hardrock mining within the
Bristol Bay watershed. In fact, as discussed below, the assessment is quite conservative
in its estimation of risks, underestimating them in various ways.

1

EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, External
Review Draft, EPA 910-R-12-004a (May 2012) [hereafter Draft Assessment], available at
http://www.epa.gov/ncea/pdfs/bristolbay/bristol_bay_assessment_erd_2012_vol1.pdf.

1
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II.

Underestimation of Potential Risks and Impacts

The Draft Assessment is well-written, well-documented and scientifically sound.
It is a thorough review of the existing literature on the resources of Bristol Bay and a
solid assessment of the risks posed to those resources by potential large-scale hardrock
mining in the region. Indeed, as explained in this section, the Draft Assessment tends to
underestimate both the abundance and importance of the watershed’s resources and the
risks posed by large-scale mining.
A. Habitat Loss
The Draft Assessment underestimates the amount of habitat that would be lost
under the hypothetical mine scenario.2 It does this in part by excluding certain areas from
the mine footprint and, consequently, from the calculation of habitat acres lost to the
mine footprint. In addition, the Draft Assessment bases its estimate of stream losses on
the Alaska National Hydrography Dataset (ANHD), which uses a coarse scale and
therefore underestimates the reach and extent of streams in the vicinity. Finally, the Draft
Assessment bases its estimate of wetland losses on National Wetlands Inventory (NWI)
maps, even though Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) delineated substantially more
wetland and aquatic areas within its “mine mapping area” than are shown in NWI maps
of the same areas. As a result of this underestimation of habitat losses, the risks
associated with such habitat loss are understated. EPA could expand its habitat, stream
and wetland estimates as detailed in Attachment A (Comments of Thomas G. Yocom).
The Draft Assessment also does not adequately assess the challenges (risks) of
mitigating these stream and wetland losses, which we believe are substantial. We
recommend that EPA address in the Final Assessment the risks/probabilities that such
losses could be adequately offset through compensatory mitigation measures. This
discussion should include examples of large hardrock mining operations that have
excavated and/or filled large areas of fisheries habitat and wetlands where those direct
impacts have been either benign or offset by compensatory mitigation measures.
B. Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat
The fisheries and aquatic habitat information in the Draft Assessment is very
informative and well-written, and thus understandable to a wide variety of stakeholders.3
2

See Comments of Thomas Yocom, attached as Attachment A. Thomas G. Yocom is a former National
Wetlands Expert for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, serving at EPA from 1984 until retiring in
2005. He also served as a fishery biologist for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine
Fisheries Service from 1971 until 1984. He has been a Wetlands Regulatory Scientist for the HuffmanBroadway Group since 2006.
3
See Comments of Andy Seitz, attached as Attachment B. Andy Seitz, Ph.D., has a Bachelor of Science
degree in Biology from Cornell University and a Ph.D. in Fisheries Oceanography from the University of
Alaska Fairbanks. He has conducted fisheries research for the past 15 years on numerous fish species in
North America and Europe. He is currently an Assistant Professor of Fisheries at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks where he teaches several fisheries classes and conducts research on fishes in both freshwater and
marine ecosystems.

2
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Some limited revisions, however, are warranted. For example, EPA should add a greater
explanation of the key terms “quality,” “diversity,” and “portfolio effect,” as they are
used with respect to fish, and Appendix F could be expanded to include more of the
considerable available information about the importance of Bristol Bay as a rearing area
for several species of commercially important fishes.
C. Vegetation
In most ecosystems, plant species are the primary producers of bio-mass on which
all members of the trophic web directly or indirectly rely. Vegetation also plays an
important role in water and nutrient cycling, ecosystem energy flow, water quality and
flow regimes and other beneficial ecosystem functions. To the extent the Draft
Assessment includes information about vegetation, for example on page 5-19, it relies
heavily on studies from PLP’s EBD. This reliance should be exercised with caution. The
results reported in the EBD cannot be verified because the underlying data and photo
signature guides used to generate the vegetation maps are not provided. 4 In addition, the
study lacks complete vegetation type descriptions and photographs,5 the mapping is
presented in a manner and scale that precludes meaningful interpretation6 and omits
critical information about invasive species.7 These omissions are significant and, as such,
the vegetation information contained in the EBD must necessarily be viewed with some
skepticism. Nevertheless, the conclusion of the Draft Assessment related to vegetation –
“[t]he presence of both willow and alder in the headwater stream riparian zones implies
high-quality basal food resources for stream fishes in the mine area”8 – is well-founded
and supported by other sources of information about vegetation in the watershed.
D. Wastewater Treatment
The Draft Assessment does not squarely address the challenges of constructing
and operating a modern day mine that could possibly meet the “no failure” scenario with
respect to wastewater treatment.9 In addition to the unprecedented quantity of
4

For a more thorough critique of PLP’s Vegetation Studies see Michelle Sturdy, “Review of Pebble Mine
Project Environmental Baseline Document Chapter 13: Vegetation” (2012), attached as Attachment C.
5
The appendices to the EBD include vegetation type descriptions and photographs, but these generally lack
important site characteristic information such as elevation, slope, aspect, landscape position, soil types, etc.
This is important information that was not presented because it had not been through quality control review
(EBD, Chapter 13, page 9).
6
The vegetation-type polygons in the vegetation maps obscure the underlying vegetation. This makes it
impossible to compare the vegetation in the imagery to the assigned vegetation type. The scale of the maps
is too also small for any meaningful interpretation.
7
Although the EBD study objectives indicate the incidental observations of plants considered weeds were
to be documented, such information is missing although five species are listed in the mine mapping area
plant list. One of these is Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense). This species is of particular concern because
an aggressive, highly invasive plant that is common to disturbed sites and difficult to eradicate.
Observations of this species would be highly important and should have been given more attention in the
EBD.
8
Draft Assessment at 5-19.
9
See William M. Riley, Review Comments on the Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, attached as
Attachment D. William M. Riley served as the EPA Region 10 New Source NEPA (National
Environmental Policy Act) Compliance coordinator (1983-1985), Aquatic Resources Unit Manager (1985-

3
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contaminated water that would require treatment (over 130 million gallons per day), State
of Alaska water quality criteria (WQC) would have to be met end-of-pipe without the
benefit of dilution (all other Alaska hardrock mines rely on dilution to meet WQC).
Furthermore, the water balance significantly underestimates the volume of contaminated
wastewater that would require treatment during operation and post-closure, and it does
not account for extreme events such as peak storm runoff. The Draft Assessment does not
address the porous nature of the surficial deposits and fractured bedrock in the project
area as well as other information that places in serious doubt the ability of a conventional,
unlined tailings impoundment to capture toxic tailings leachate before it enters the local
groundwater system. Finally, the Draft Assessment does not adequately address the fact
that the enormous amounts of wastewater could be discharged only during the five
months of the year when receiving waters are not frozen, greatly increasing the
magnitude of the water management challenge. We recommend that in the Final
Assessment EPA at a minimum acknowledge that the result of this approach is an
understatement of both the water management challenge and the potential for water
management failures associated with its hypothetical mine scenario.
E. Post-Closure Reclamation
The Draft Assessment does not squarely address the challenges of constructing
and operating a modern day mine that could actually meet the “no failure” scenario with
respect to reclamation.10 Post-closure, aquatic habitats would have to be recreated on an
unprecedented scale and waters within the reclamation area would have to meet water
quality standards. The Draft Assessment leaves unanswered a number of questions about
the feasibility of reclamation, including whether there will be adequate cover material
and topsoil, and whether any mining project in a sub-arctic region has ever successfully
achieved reclamation of this nature on so large a scale. We recommend that EPA address
these questions in the Final Assessment.
F. Cumulative and Watershed-Scale Effects of Multiple Mines
The Draft Assessment appears to underestimate habitat losses in the cumulative
case, just as in its risk assessment proper.11 In addition, the Draft Assessment makes a
number of assumptions about joint use of facilities by multiple mining operations that
may not be valid and that may result in an understatement of the risks of multiple mine
development, a possibility that EPA should at a minimum acknowledge in the Final
Assessment EPA.

1994), Regional Mining Coordinator (1994-2004) and Director of the Office of Environmental Assessment
from 2004 until his retirement in 2007.
10
Id.
11
Thomas G. Yocom, Comments on EPA’s Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, attached as
Attachment A.

4
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G. Subsistence Impacts
The Draft Assessment includes very useful and informative information about
subsistence. At the same time, it does not adequately discuss the very important socioeconomic impacts to local communities that would likely result from the potential
environmental impacts of the development of the hypothetical mine scenario.12 There is
substantial literature documenting the adverse impacts of mining and energy development
on small indigenous communities, such as increased inflation, overwhelming demands on
existing services, and increases in social problems like domestic violence. The
Assessment would benefit from greater attention to this literature and a more thorough
and prominent discussion of these threats.
H. Wildlife
The Draft Assessment is understated in its appraisal of the effects of a large-scale
mining operation on wildlife resources. More attention should be focused on the impacts
that loss of or damage to the salmon resource would have on these other wildlife
resources – either as a food source or, more generally, as a source of nutrients for their
habitat. In addition, the Draft Assessment does not address the potential for noise
pollution or fugitive dust resulting from the mining infrastructure and what effects this
might have on the behavior of key subsistence species like caribou, moose, and migratory
bird and waterfowl.13 The Draft Assessment also does not examine the effects the
transportation corridor might have on the movement and behavior of these species.14
Appendix C to the Draft Assessment appropriately makes it clear that marinederived nutrients from salmon are likely to have at least some effect on important
subsistence resources, including caribou and moose. As the Draft Assessment discusses,
the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds support a bounty of wildlife resources that are
important to both subsistence and commercial users in the region. Indeed, the Draft
Assessment correctly identifies that caribou, moose, bear, ducks, geese and other
shorebirds provide a sizeable portion of subsistence protein crucial to the communities
within the affected watersheds.15 Salmon that leave the river drainages to feed in marine
ecosystems bring marine-derived nutrients to freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems when
they return to spawn.16 The introduction of marine-derived nutrients, including
12

Don Callaway, Comments on Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: Subsistence Impacts (2012),
attached as Attachment E. Don Callaway, Ph.D., University of Michigan (anthropology), was also a postdoctoral fellow in statistics at the University of California, Berkeley. Dr. Callaway served as Senior
Cultural Anthropologist with the National Park Service Alaska Region for 27 years. He conducted
extensive fieldwork in over 50 Alaska rural indigenous communities and nearly a dozen indigenous
communities in the Russian Far East. Dr. Callaway's research focuses on subsistence issues, climate
change, and the social and cultural impacts of regulatory, mining, and energy initiatives.
13
See, e.g., Busnel, R.G. & John Fletcher (eds.). 1978. Effects of Noise on Wildlife. New York: Academic
Press. Available at:http://www.doeal.gov/SWEIS/OtherDocuments/347%20roll5doc9blp9.pdf.
14
See, e.g., Singer, F.J. & J.B. Beattie. 1986. The controlled traffic system and associated wildlife
responses in Denali National Park. Arctic 39:195-203.
15
Draft Assessment, Appendix C at 3.
16
Cederholm C.J., Kunze M.D., Murota T., Sibatani A. (1999) Pacific salmon carcasses: Essential
contributions of nutrients and energy for aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Fisheries 24:6-15.
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phosphorous and nitrogen, is critical to inducing productivity in ecosystems where they
would otherwise be limiting factors.17 Carnivores, including bald eagles, wolves, and
brown bear rely on salmon as a food source to support and maintain healthy populations.

17

Id. at 6-11.

6
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III.

Conclusion

The Draft Assessment is founded on a thorough review of the existing literature
on the resources of Bristol Bay, takes local knowledge of those resources into account,
and includes a solid assessment of the risks posed to those resources by potential largescale hardrock mining in the region. As documented here, the Draft Assessment
underestimates both the abundance and importance of the watershed’s resources and the
risks posed by large-scale mining, and despite its significant findings of potential adverse
impacts, actually presents a conservative view of those potential impacts.

7
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I.

Introduction

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) thanks the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) for preparing the Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
(“Assessment”)1 and urges the agency to expeditiously complete a Final Assessment and
invoke its authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) to protect the
waters and fishery resources of Bristol Bay. BBNC is one of thirteen Alaska Native
Regional Corporations formed under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971
(ANCSA). BBNC is a for-profit corporation created to represent the economic, social
and cultural interests of the Native people from Bristol Bay. The corporation currently has
approximately 9,000 Eskimo, Aleut, and Athabascan shareholders and has title to nearly
three million subsurface acres in the Bristol Bay region. BBNC supports responsible
resource development, which we define as development that is fiscally, environmentally
and socially sustainable and that serves the long-term interests of our people, our region,
and our businesses.
The Draft Assessment is well-grounded in both law and science. The Draft
Assessment provides a solid foundation for EPA to initiate procedures under Section
404(c) of the CWA to restrict discharges of dredged or fill material associated with
hardrock mine wastes into certain “waters of the United States” within the Bristol Bay
watershed. BBNC believes the Draft Assessment provides justification for such
restrictions on discharges associated with mining the Pebble Deposit.

1

EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, External
Review Draft, EPA 910-R-12-004a (May 2012) [hereafter Draft Assessment], available at
http://www.epa.gov/ncea/pdfs/bristolbay/bristol_bay_assessment_erd_2012_vol1.pdf.

1
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II.

The Draft Assessment Has A Strong Legal and Scientific Basis

EPA has done an excellent job of ensuring that the Draft Assessment is both
legally sound and scientifically rigorous. The Clean Water Act provides EPA with clear
authority to conduct the Assessment and EPA is exercising this authority in an appropriate
timeframe and manner and with an exemplary team of experts. Further, the hypothetical
mine scenario on which the risk assessment is based is reasonable, and the Draft
Assessment appropriately does not assess the economic benefits of large-scale hardrock
mining. Finally, the Draft Assessment is being conducted in compliance with relevant
peer review requirements.
A.

EPA Possesses the Authority to Conduct the Watershed Assessment
Under Sections 104 and 404 of the CWA.

EPA is authorized to conduct watershed assessments as it deems appropriate in
order to achieve the goals of the CWA and in order to properly oversee the 404 permitting
program. The CWA directs EPA to “establish national programs for the prevention,
reduction and elimination of pollution”2 and to “prescribe such regulations as are
necessary to carry out [its] functions under [the CWA].”3 As a means of fulfilling its role
in the 404 process (described below in Part III) and these broader statutory responsibilities,
Congress has granted EPA broad discretionary authority in Section 104 of the CWA to
conduct research and gather information, including the authority to “conduct and promote
the coordination and acceleration of, research, investigations, experiments, training,
demonstrations, surveys, and studies relating to the causes, effects, extent, prevention,
reduction, and elimination of pollution” and to “collect and make available through
publications and other appropriate means, the results of and other information, including
appropriate recommendations by [the EPA Administrator] in connection therewith,
pertaining to such research and other activities ... .”4
EPA has explained that “the purpose of the Watershed Assessment effort is to
research and better understand the unique resources in the Bristol Bay watershed and the
effects of pollution from large-scale development on such resources, including effects on
water quality and salmon fisheries” and thus “[t]he Watershed Assessment clearly falls
within the obligations and authorities provided in CWA Section 104.”5 EPA has also
noted that “[t]he Watershed Assessment is similar to other environmental assessments
EPA has conducted to evaluate the impacts of past actions or estimate the potential
impacts of future actions.”6
Additionally, EPA’s authority to conduct a watershed assessment in Bristol Bay is
implied in its authority to prohibit or restrict 404 permitting in defined areas under Section
404(c) of the CWA.7 In order to make the “unacceptable adverse effects” determination
2

33 U.S.C. § 1254(a).
33 U.S.C. § 1361(a).
4
33 U.S.C. § 1254(a)(1) and (b)(1).
5
Letter from D. McLerran, U.S. EPA, to M. Geraghty, Alaska Attorney General, at 2 (April 5, 2012).
6
Id.
7
33 U.S.C. § 1344(c).
3
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required by 404(c), EPA must in some manner collect information about the affected
resources and the impacts that discharges of dredged or fill material would have on these
resources. The Assessment is an appropriate way to gather this information. Indeed, in
announcing its decision to conduct the Assessment, EPA explained that its
... action ... represents EPA’s proactive steps to better understand the watershed
and gather important scientific information. This information gathered will
inform any future guidelines or actions about how to protect the waters and
promote sustainable development.8
This explanation is consistent with the requirement that if the Administrator
chooses to exercise her 404(c) authority, she must “set forth in writing and make public
[her] findings and [her] reasons for making any determination.”9 Thus, EPA has clear
authority to collect the information necessary to inform potential decisions under Section
404(c) of the CWA through an assessment of the Bristol Bay watershed.
Also, under EPA regulations setting out its 404(c) procedures, “the Administrator
will take into account all information available to [her] ... .”10 The Assessment allows
EPA to gather into one place all the available information on the Bristol Bay resources and
the risks posed by large-scale mining to those resources, to assist EPA in complying with
its regulations if and when the agency makes a proposed determination under 404(c).
In the 404(c) context, EPA’s scientific watershed assessment process is guided by
its existing regulations and prior experience. EPA’s 404(c) regulations explain that “[i]n
evaluating the unacceptability of such impacts, consideration should be given to the
relevant portions of the section 404(b)(1) guidelines (40 CFR part 230).”11 Among other
things, the 404(b)(1) Guidelines advise EPA to “[e]valuate the various physical and
chemical components which characterize the non-living environment of the candidate site,
the substrate and the water including its dynamic characteristics;” and “[e]valuate the
material to be discharged to determine the possibility of chemical contamination or
physical incompatibility of the material to be discharged.”12 Preparation of the
Assessment is consistent with these Guidelines.
EPA’s current watershed assessment process is also informed by its extensive
experience in conducting dozens of similar assessments under its “advance identification”
(ADID) procedures spelled out in the 404(b)(1) Guidelines.13 The ADID process is an
advisory process in which EPA takes steps to identify sites that are unsuitable for disposal
8

U.S. EPA, Press Release, EPA Plans Scientific Assessment of Bristol Bay Watershed (Feb. 7, 2011),
available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/8c1e5dd5d170ad99852578300067d3b3?OpenDocument (last
visited July 7, 2012).
9
33 U.S.C. § 1344(c).
10
40 C.F.R. § 231.1(a).
11
40 C.F.R. § 231.2(e).
12
Id. § 230.5(e), (f), (h).
13
See 40 C.F.R. § 230.80; EPA, Advance Identification (ADID),
http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/facts/fact28.html (last visited April 5, 2012).
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of dredged or fill material within a watershed.14 The 404(c) process differs in that it can
lead to obligatory restrictions on such disposals, but the up-front scientific assessment
conducted in both contexts is similar.
One instance in which EPA has proactively undertaken a scientific watershed
assessment involves coal mining activities in the Appalachian mountains.15 The
assessment led to a series of reports which EPA developed as part of a set of actions to
further clarify and strengthen environmental permitting requirements for Appalachian
mountaintop removal and other surface coal mining projects, in coordination with other
Federal and State regulatory agencies.16 The reports assessed similar issues to those
addressed in the Draft Assessment, such as impacts on headwater streams, downstream
water quality, and stream ecosystems, and the cumulative impacts of multiple mining
operations.17
In short, it is abundantly clear that EPA has the legal authority to conduct scientific
watershed assessments, including the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment. Indeed, PLP
representatives have recently acknowledged that EPA has such authority.18 EPA also has
substantial experience and expertise in conducting watershed assessments in a variety of
contexts.
B.

The Draft Assessment Was Well-Designed and Was Not Rushed.

The Draft Assessment is the culmination of nearly fourteen months of work by
EPA to collect and synthesize all available scientific information about the Bristol Bay
watershed – in particular the Nushagak and Kvichak drainages – into one comprehensive
analysis. The report assesses the watershed’s natural resources and the economic and
cultural benefits associated with those resources, including the largest undisturbed wild
sockeye salmon run in the world. The purpose of the assessment is to better understand
how future large-scale mining projects may affect water quality and the Bristol Bay
salmon fishery. In light of the nature of the document, its preparation was not rushed.
The Draft Assessment does not consider a specific mining proposal. Rather, the
assessment team developed two potential mining scenarios based on what is known about
the Pebble Deposit, the geography of the region and current mining technologies and
practices. It then modeled the potential environmental impacts or stresses that large-scale
mining might cause to the most important resources of the region—its fisheries and
wildlife. Lastly, the Assessment team met with local communities and interviewed 53
Alaska Native elders to better understand local concerns and the human impacts that largescale mining might bring to the watershed. These efforts helped inform the assessment
14

See EPA, Advance Identification (ADID), supra note 13.
See EPA, The Effects of Mountaintop Mines and Valley Fills on Aquatic Ecosystems of the Central
Appalachian Coalfields and a Field-Based Aquatic Life Benchmark for Conductivity in Central Appalachian
Streams, 75 FED. REG. 18499 (April 12, 2010).
16
See id. at 18499.
17
Id.
18
Statement of John Shively, CEO, Pebble Limited Partnership, Transcript of EPA Hearing on Draft Bristol
Bay Watershed Assessment, Anchorage, Alaska, at 52, lines 18-20 (June 4, 2012) (“First of all we certainly
recognize the EPA has a right to do a watershed assessment.”).
15
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team about the role Bristol Bay salmon and other wildlife play in sustaining the traditional
subsistence lifestyle of the resident Native people and their communities.
The Draft Assessment is the end product of a thorough review and assessment
process that includes participation from federal and state agencies, public and industry
input, tribal consultation, and a thorough scientific peer review. The Draft Assessment
responds to growing interest in large-scale mining in the watershed from a number of
stakeholders and local communities that are concerned about the impacts that large-scale
mining would bring to the region. In many respects, the Assessment effort demonstrates
EPA’s commitment to transparency and sound, science-based information to help protect
Bristol Bay’s waters and fish.
C.

The Draft Assessment Is Being Prepared at the Appropriate Time.

Although the Bristol Bay Watershed Assesment is not a regulatory action, many
entities, including BBNC, have urged EPA to initiate a regulatory action under Section
404(c) to protect the Bristol Bay watershed from the devastating effects of large-scale
mining. For the reasons discussed below, EPA has clear authority to implement such a
regulatory action proactively—before the commencement of the dredge-and-fill
permitting process—in order to protect defined waters of the U.S. from “unacceptable
adverse effects” and to prevent large investments of time and resources by industry and
government agencies in permitting efforts relating to projects that would later be denied
permits because they would cause unacceptable impacts. The Assessment is necessary
and appropriate at this time because it allows EPA to determine whether the
environmental impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed would be
unacceptable and whether certain restrictions could be placed on future 404 permits to
address such impacts. In other words, since the 404(c) protections sought by many parties
can and should be adopted before the commencement of the permitting process for any
large-scale mining projects in Bristol Bay, it is likewise highly appropriate for EPA to be
conducting the Assessment in advance of any such process.
Section 404(c) provides that “the Administrator is authorized to prohibit the
specification (including the withdrawal of specification) of any defined area as a disposal
site, and [s]he is authorized to deny or restrict the use of any defined area for specification
(including the withdrawal of specification) as a disposal site, whenever [s]he determines”
the environmental impacts would be unacceptable.19 This language is forward-looking
and makes it clear that EPA may implement watershed protections under 404(c) at any
time. As EPA has provided in its regulations implementing 404(c):
The [EPA] Administrator may exercise a veto over the specification by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers or by a state of a site for the discharge of dredged or
fill material. The Administrator may also prohibit the specification of a site
under section 404(c) with regard to any existing or potential disposal site

19

33. U.S.C. § 1344(c) (emphasis added).
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before a permit application has been submitted to or approved by the Corps or
a state.20
At the time it promulgated these rules, EPA explained that “the statute clearly
allows it to use 404(c) before an application is filed.”21 EPA further explained that the
timely implementation of 404(c) restrictions prior to the commencement of the permitting
process “will facilitate planning by developers and industry,” “will eliminate frustrating
situations in which someone spends time and money developing a project for an
inappropriate site and learns at an advanced stage that he must start over,” and “will
facilitate comprehensive rather than piecemeal protections of wetlands.22 EPA has thus
provided several valid reasons why it should exercise its 404(c) authority prior to the
initiation of a particular permitting process.
In other contexts, EPA has repeatedly emphasized its legal authority to implement
404(c) actions prior to project permitting. For instance, in exercising its 404(c) authority
in 1984, the EPA Administrator explained that “[w]here the facts warrant it, I may
prohibit all future discharges of all dredged or fill material at a site, whether or not the site
has previously been specified in a 404 permit. If there is already a permit, my actions
would be a ‘withdrawal of specification;’ if no permit has been issued, my action would
be a ‘prohibition of specification.’”23 This interpretation was recently found by a court to
be somewhat too broad because it would allow EPA to take action under 404(c) too late,
rather than too early. In March 2012 a federal district court reversed EPA’s 404(c) action
with respect to a large surface coal mine in West Virginia (the Spruce No. 1 mine)
precisely because EPA had waited too long and promulgated its action after the issuance
of a final permit.24 The court held that the CWA “does not give EPA the power to render
a permit invalid once it has been issued by the Corps” and explained that it was
“unreasonable to sow a lack of certainty into a system that was expressly intended to
provide finality.”25 Accordingly, EPA’s actions under 404(c) must be implemented before
the Corps issues a final dredge-and-fill permit. EPA’s recent statement that it “strongly
prefers to initiate the § 404(c) process prior to issuance of a permit”26 is thus well-founded
and consistent with federal court precedent.
20

40 C.F.R. § 231.1(a) (emphasis added).
EPA 404(c) Procedures, 44 FED. REG. 58076, 58077 (Oct. 9, 1979).
22
Id.
23
EPA, Final Determination of the Administrator Concerning the M.A. Norden Site Pursuant to Section
404(c) of the Clean Water Act, at 16 (June 15, 1984), available at
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/wetlands/upload/NordenCoFD.pdf (last visited July 7, 2012). See
Final Determination of the Administrator Concerning the M.A. Norden Site Pursuant to Section 404(c) of
the Clean Water Act, 49 FED. REG. 29142 (July 18, 1984).
24
See Mingo Logan Coal Company v. EPA, Civ. No. 10-0541 (memo. op.) (D.D.C. Mar. 23, 2012).
25
Id. at 2.
26
EPA, Spruce No. 1 Mine Veto, Final Determination of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Pursuant to § 404(c) of the Clean Water Act Concerning the Spruce No. 1 Mine, Logan County, West
Virginia, at 45, 76 FED. REG. 3126 (Jan. 19, 2011). See also, EPA, Big River Veto, Final Determination of
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Assistant Administrator for Water Pursuant to Section 404(c) of
the Clean Water Act Concerning the Proposed Big River Water Supply Impoundment Kent County, Rhode
Island, at 4 (Mar. 1, 1990) (stating that “the Section 404(c) regulations explicitly recognize EPA’s authority
to take actions pursuant to Section 404(c) in advance of and/or in the absence of a permit application (40
CFR § 231.1(a)).),” available at http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/wetlands/upload/BigRiverFD.pdf;
21
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It is not only appropriate but necessary for EPA to be conducting the Assessment
(or something like it) in advance of any potential 404(c) action in Bristol Bay. Since a
potential 404(c) action is most appropriately undertaken prior to completion of the
permitting process, the predicate watershed assessment must be completed during that
timeframe as well. When making a determination to prohibit dredge-and-fill permitting in
a defined area, the EPA Administrator “shall set forth in writing and make public [her]
findings and [her] reasons for making any determination under this subsection.”27 The
key finding is whether a disposal of dredged or fill material at a particular site would have
an “unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and fishery
areas (including spawning and breeding areas), wildlife, or recreational areas.”28 A
finding by EPA under this section must be based on a record of information. In order to
provide evidence and written reasons in support of such a finding, EPA must first collect
and analyze information about local resources and the impact that disposal of dredged or
fill material in the area would have on them. Given the proactive nature of 404(c), EPA’s
watershed assessment process must necessarily be forward-looking as well. Conducting
the Assessment at the present time is a responsible step toward well-informed decisionmaking.
EPA’s decision to prepare the Assessment in advance of the permitting process is
reasonable and appropriate given the unique fishery resources of Bristol Bay and their
importance to local, regional, and statewide communities, as well as the likelihood that
large-scale mining operations would cause catastrophic and irreversible harm to these
resources. Most scientific information generated during the permitting process in Alaska
is developed by the project applicant, rather than by a government agency with extensive
scientific and technical expertise relating to watershed management, such as EPA.29 The
information submitted by the project proponent tends to be narrowly focused on the
immediate project at hand, rather than the ecosystem as a whole. This narrow scope
leaves significant gaps in the scientific information and limits the capacity of the
permitting agencies to determine the potential impacts of large-scale mining. Moreover,
in order to ensure the objectivity and scientific integrity of the Assessment’s findings,
EPA, Veto, Final Determination of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Assistant Administrator for
Water, Concerning Three Wetland Properties ... for which Rockplowing is Proposed in East Everglades,
Dade County, Florida (June 15, 1988) at 4 (explaining that “... EPA’s Section 404(c) authority may be
used ... to preclude permitting either before the Corps has made its final decision . . . or in the absence of a
permit application ... .”), available at http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/wetlands/upload/RemFD.pdf.
27
33 U.S.C. § 1344(c).
28
Id.
29
In Alaska, the Large Mine Project Team reviews the technical documents generated during the permit
application process and coordinates agency comments, but the permit applicant collects and prepares the
baseline data. See ADNR-OPMP, Permitting Large Mine Projects in Alaska, at 5, 6 (last updated Jan. 10,
2012), available at http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/lmptprocess10jan2012rev.pdf (last visited
April 5, 2012); ADNR-ML&W, Pebble Project, http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/ (last
visited April 5, 2012) (“In conjunction with the ongoing exploration activities, PLP is collecting baseline
environmental data for the project area. State and federal agencies are providing guidance to PLP for this
data collection effort.”); Pebble Limited Partnership, Report F-Surface Water Quality, at 1 (2009), available
at http://www.pebblepartnership.com/documents/report-f-surface-water-quality (last visited April 5, 2012)
(indicating limitation in scope of PLP’s baseline research to the “deposit area” and the “transportation
corridor”).
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EPA is conducting an extensive peer review process covering the entire Assessment and
all the scientific information upon which it is based.30 By contrast, the information
submitted by a project proponent during a permitting process is generally not subjected to
this kind of rigorous overarching peer review process. With its emphasis on the
ecosystem and its inclusion of a thorough peer review process, the Assessment will
provide a more holistic and objective assessment of the potential impacts of large-scale
mining on the Bristol Bay watershed, and this will benefit reviewing agencies and the
public if and when a formal permitting process, including a NEPA analysis, begins for the
proposed Pebble Mine or any other large-scale mining operations.
EPA does not often devote its limited staff and resources to the development of an
in-depth watershed assessment like the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment. EPA’s
decision to conduct the Assessment at an early stage reflects sound judgment. It allows
for a precautionary approach to the protection of these key resources, whereas waiting
until later to conduct the assessment and implement a subsequent regulatory action under
404(c) would be more likely to lead to inefficiencies and wasted investment of time and
resources by the mining industry and by local, State, and federal government agencies.
D.

EPA Is Proceeding in a Well-Structured Manner and Providing Ample
Opportunity for Interagency Consultation and Public Participation.

In 2010, EPA received requests from nine Bristol Bay Tribes and BBNC, as well
as “other tribal organizations and many groups and individuals,” all of whom urged EPA
to exercise its authority under 404(c) of the CWA to protect Bristol Bay’s world-class
fisheries from harmful effects of large-scale mining operations.31 Since then, EPA has
been proceeding in a well-structured and methodical manner, and it has been providing
extensive opportunities for interagency consultation and public participation.
In February 2011, EPA issued an “Outline for the Development of EPA’s Bristol
Bay Watershed Assessment,” in which it described a “process for EPA, in coordination
with Federal, State and Tribal organizations to collect and evaluate information necessary
to determine whether to initiate an advanced 404(c) action, or take other appropriate
action ... .”32 EPA explained that the purpose of its process would be to “build a common
understanding of potential impacts to Bristol Bay’s salmon fishery and to identify possible
options for protecting these resources.”33 EPA announced that it would be preparing a
30

See EPA, Assessment of Potential Large-Scale Mining on the Bristol Bay Watershed of Alaska:
Nomination of Peer Reviewers, 77 FED. REG. 11111 (Feb. 24, 2012) (hereafter “Call for Nominations”);
EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska—Peer
Review Panel Members and Charge Questions, 77 FED. REG. 33213 (June 5, 2012) (hereafter “Panel
Members and Charge Questions”); EPA, Notice of Peer Review Meeting for EPA’s Draft Report Entitled An
Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, AK, 77 FED. REG. 40037
(July 6, 2012) (hereafter “Notice of Peer Review Meeting”); see also below, Part II.H.
31
See EPA, Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment (Powerpoint presentation), at slide 3 (Dec. 2011).
32
EPA Region 10, Outline for the Development of EPA’s Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment (Feb. 7, 2011),
available at http://www.epa.gov/region10/pdf/bristolbay/outline_bristol_bay_watershed_assessment.pdf
(last visited July 10, 2012).
33
Id.
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“watershed assessment for Bristol Bay’s salmon fishery using existing scientific and
agency produced information” which would “describe the Bristol Bay salmon fishery, the
potential risks posed to this fishery associated with largescale human development in
Bristol Bay, and available measures to mitigate these risks.”34 EPA also described a series
of specific tasks that it planned to complete in preparing the Assessment, including
reviewing and documenting relevant scientific literature and interviewing agency staff and
other experts with respect to the characterization of the salmon fishery, risks associated
with large-scale development, and potential mitigation measures, as well as synthesizing
the “cumulative impacts of all risks, threats and stressors identified on the long term
ecological integrity of the Bristol Bay salmon resource and factor in the perpetual efficacy
of any mitigation measures identified.”35
EPA also emphasized that it would “seek participation from federal, state and
tribal agencies to: [p]ool relevant information at their disposal and determine appropriate
sources of missing information; [r]eview EPA’s watershed assessment; and [p]articipate in
public meetings organized by EPA (below).”36 More specifically, EPA noted that it would
“consult with Tribes in the watershed that request consultation and will meet with
prospective resource developers within the watershed, relevant federal and Alaska state
agencies and other interests as requested and appropriate.”37
Furthermore, EPA demonstrated its commitment to public participation by
explaining that it would be accepting written and oral comments and holding two rounds
of public meetings in Anchorage and the Bristol Bay watershed.38 The first set of public
meetings would be to “present the preliminary findings of the scientific analysis and
solicit public input” on the nature of the fishery and the potential risks to the fishery.39
The second set of meetings would take place after peer review of the assessment for the
purpose of discussing available mitigation technologies and practices.40 EPA also noted
that it would be preparing and publicizing summaries of each meeting, fact sheets, and
mailings in order to keep the public informed.41
Nearly a year later, in December 2011, EPA confirmed that the development of the
Assessment was “[b]eing conducted in an open and transparent manner.”42 EPA
explained that its “management and staff have made trips to the region to see firsthand
what is being studied and talk with those affected.”43 Over the intervening months, EPA
had put together a strong project team consisting of scientists, technical, and support staff
from EPA Region 10 and EPA’s Office of Water, and the Office of Research and
Development, as well as EPA contractors and other federal agencies, as described in more

34

Id.
Id.
36
Id.
37
Id.
38
See id.
39
Id.
40
See id.
41
See id.
42
EPA Powerpoint (Dec. 2011).
43
Id.
35
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detail in Part I above.44 Moreover, EPA has been engaged in government-to-government
consultation with Tribes; working with an intergovernmental technical team (IGTT),
including representatives from federal and state agencies and tribal governments; initiating
extensive public outreach, including holding community meetings in Ekwok, Iliamna,
Nondalton, Newhalen, Koliganek, Kokhanok, New Stuyahok, Dillingham, and
Anchorage; reviewing hundreds of letters and petitions and tens of thousands of emails;
maintaining a website and listserv; responding to media and Congressional inquiries;
conducting a traditional ecological study involving dozens of interviews in several Bristol
Bay villages; and interviewing village elders regarding the importance of salmon in
people’s lives.45
As planned, EPA has published its Draft Assessment and is now conducting a
public comment period on the draft for a period of more than 60 days from May 18
through July 23, 2012. During this period, EPA has been conducting webinars on the
Draft Assessment,46 and it has completed a series of public meetings in Seattle,
Washington, and Anchorage, Alaska, as well as the regional villages of Dillingham,
Naknek, Levelock, Igiugig, Nondalton, and New Stuyahok.47 At these meetings, the
overwhelming majority of commenters supported the Assessment process and many of
these urged EPA not to delay the Assessment process by extending the public comment
period for the Draft Assessment, as requested by the mining industry. In Dillingham, for
example, 100% of 90 people testifying supported the process.48 In Naknek, 57 of 61
people testifying were supportive, along with 100% of the 25 people who testified in
Levelock, 22 of the 25 people who testified in Igiugig, 45% of the Anchorage testifiers
and 82% of those testifying in Seattle.49 Altogether, 80% of those who spoke at public
hearings on the draft watershed assessment (and over 93% of those who spoke at the inregion hearings) supported EPA’s work with many of those urging the agency to keep its
current schedule.50 According to BBNC Board Chairman Joe Chythlook, “[e]ven though
people in the region are busy with commercial and subsistence fishing preparations, most
have been prepared for the release of the assessment for some time now.”51

44

See id.
See id.
46
EPA Region 10, News Release, EPA Releases for Public Comment Draft Scientific Study of Bristol Bay
Watershed (May 18, 2012), available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d96f984dfb3ff7718525735900400c29/6979fe30fc6583f385257a0
20061b472!OpenDocument (last visited July 10, 2012); Judy Smith, Community Involvement Coordinator,
EPA Region 10 (email to Bristol Bay listserv), Webinar: Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Overview
(July 10, 2012).
47
EPA Bristol Bay Website, http://yosemite.epa.gov/R10/ECOCOMM.NSF/bristol+bay/bristolbay (last
visited July 6, 2012).
48
See BBNC, EPA Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Public Hearings, Summary of Initial Results
(June 15, 2012) (attached as Attachment 1).
49
Id.
50
Id.
51
BBNC, EPA Receives Overwhelming Support at Public Meetings in Bristol Bay (News Release, June 11,
2012) (attached as Attachment 2).
45
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In light of these comments, EPA has announced that it will maintain its current
schedule.52 Under this schedule, there will still be additional opportunities for public
participation. The scientific peer review process will include robust public participation,
as discussed further below. Furthermore, although EPA has repeatedly emphasized that its
action “does not represent any regulatory decision by the agency,”53 EPA has also noted
that its regulations “establish a clear process with multiple opportunities for stakeholder
involvement, and in the event a 404(c) action is initiated, the EPA would of course follow
these required procedures.”54 For example, EPA’s regulations require a public comment
period of 30 to 60 days on a proposed 404(c) determination, as well as one or more public
hearings if there is a “significant degree of public interest” or if “an affected landowner or
permit applicant or holder requests a hearing.”55
E. The Assessment Team Is Exemplary.
The Draft Assessment was written, compiled and reviewed by a robust team. The
scientists, academics, and professionals who contributed to its production possess the
necessary experience and credentials for the project. The authors include 16 professionals
who are well-respected within their fields and the scientific community in general.56
These come from appropriate fields that span the breadth of the assessment topics,
including, among other areas of expertise, plant ecology (Rebecca Aicher), stream fish
ecology and habitat (Joseph Ebersole), aquatic ecology (Daniel Rinella), wetlands and
watersheds (Phil North), hydrology (Parker J. Wigington, Jr.), ecosystem modeling (Greg
Blair), environmental assessment (Jeffrey Frithsen, Kate Schofield, Glenn Suter),
ecological risk assessment (Michael Kravitz), waste and chemical management (Sheila
Eckman), geotechnical and geoenvironmental engineering (Ralph Grismala), geology (Jim
Rice), and civil engineering/environmental restoration (Steve Seville).
These authors were assisted by an additional 39 experts who further expanded the
dynamic background of the assessment team. These contributors included experts in
additional fields including, but not limited to, anthropology (Alan Boraas, Catherine
Knott), economics (Gunnar Knapp, Ginny Fay, Oliver Scott Goldsmith, Tobias Schworer),
bioeconomics (Chris Neher, David Patterson, John Duffield), habitat conservation
(Douglas Limpinsel), environmental engineering and chemistry (David Bauer), forest
ecology (Michael Wiedmer), mineral resources (Barbara Butler, Robert Seal), toxicology
(Ned Black), and GIS (Rori Perkins).

52

Judy Smith, Community Involvement Coordinator, EPA Region 10 (email to Bristol Bay listserv), Send in
your comments on the draft Bristol Bay watershed assessment by July 23! (July 5, 2012).
53
EPA Press Release, EPA Plans Scientific Assessment of Bristol Bay Watershed (Feb. 7, 2011), available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/8c1e5dd5d170ad99852578300067d3b3?OpenDocument. In
response to a letter from the Alaska Attorney General, EPA reiterated that “the Watershed Assessment is not
a regulatory action” and that “EPA has not initiated any regulatory action under 404(c), or any other
authority.” Letter from EPA to Alaska Attorney General, at 2 (April 5, 2012).
54
Id. See 40 C.F.R. § 231.4.
55
Id. § 231.4(a)-(b).
56
Draft Assessment at xvi.
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Moreover, the Draft Assessment was reviewed by no fewer than 15 EPA
professionals who possess scientific and professional expertise in the many fields covered
by the assessment. In short, the Draft Assessment was prepared by a large team of wellregarded professionals who have backgrounds and expertise in all of the fields critical to
the watershed assessment. There are no gaps in the experience or expertise of the team.
F.

The Draft Assessment Appropriately Uses a Hypothetical Mine
Scenario.

The Draft Assessment is also based on a reasonable hypothetical scenario. As an
initial matter, it is clear that EPA does not need to wait to see the details of any specific
mine Section 404 permit application to determine whether unacceptable impacts will
result from large-scale hardrock mining operations in the headwaters of the Kvichak and
Nushagak River drainages. For instance, EPA could potentially make a determination that
filling in several miles of Upper Talarik Creek would result in unacceptable impacts, even
if there are no specific permit applications seeking authorization to discharge dredged or
fill material in those waters. In other words, for purposes of the Draft Assessment, largescale hardrock mining projects can appropriately be generalized so long as the potential
impacts of discharges of mine wastes to surface waters, groundwater, and fish habitat are
site-specific. EPA has acknowledged that, even in the absence of a permit application
identifying specific discharge proposals “there are instances where a site may be so
sensitive and valuable that it is possible to say that any filling of more than X acres will
have unacceptable adverse effects.”57
The hypothetical mine plan examined by EPA in the Draft Assessment, moreover,
is drawn from preliminary plans for the Pebble Project as described by Northern Dynasty
Mines in the Alaska Water Rights applications that it submitted to the Alaska Department
of Natural Resources (DNR) in 2006, and as described in the 2011 Wardrop Report. As
part of the Pebble Project, Northern Dynasty submitted to DNR surface and ground water
rights applications for the South Fork Koktuli River, Upper Talarik Creek, and an
unnamed tributary of the North Fork Koktuli River.58 These applications provide
hundreds of pages of information, maps, and descriptions on which to assess a fact-based
hypothetical mining scenario. The applications specify the location of the Pebble Deposit
and the overall mine plans and infrastructure. Maps contained within the applications
show the approximate location of the proposed open pit, two proposed tailings storage
facilities, and several other key structures including the proposed water treatment facility,
drainage ditches, and water transmission routes.59 The descriptions contained within these
applications describe the Pebble Project as “a large open pit mine located 17 miles
northwest of the community of Iliamna, on the north side of Lake Iliamna,” which is the
57

U.S. EPA, Denial or Restriction of Disposal Sites; Section 404(c) Procedures, 44 FED. REG. 58076, 58077
(Oct. 9, 1979).
58
See DNR, Mining, Land & Water (website), Pebble Project-Water Rights Applications, Complete Water
Rights Applications submitted by Northern Dynasty Mines, Inc.,
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/water-right-apps/index.cfm (last visited July 10, 2012).
59
Northern Dynasty Mines, Inc., Application for Water Rights South Fork Koktuli River, LAS 25871 (July
7, 2006), available at http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/water-right-apps/index.cfm.
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same area examined by EPA in the Draft Assessment.60 The applications also provide that
“primary mine area facilities will consist of the open pit, ore conveyor, ore stockpile, a
mill site (with associated offices, workshops, equipment repair and storage areas), tailing
storage facilities, and a worker camp. Transportation facilities will include a mine area
road network, and an approximately 100-mile road to a port facility on Cook Inlet.”61 In
the Draft Assessment, EPA examines the effects of a hypothetical mining scenario that
includes features that are similar to or the same as those in the permit applications.
Indeed, the Draft Assessment is conservative in that it does not attempt to evaluate the
possible effects associated with the construction of other structures described in the Water
Rights Applications, including offices, workshops, and a worker camp; nor does it
evaluate reasonably foreseeable related impacts, including induced growth in otherwise
pristine areas.
Furthermore, the Wardrop Report, an independent technical assessment of the
Pebble Project published in 2011, provides over 500 pages of additional information
regarding the Pebble Project.62 The Wardrop Report reaffirms that the Pebble Project
would be an open pit mining development of a large copper-gold-molybdenum deposit.
The Report also provides a general layout for the proposed mining development that
includes locations of the open pit, tailings storage facilities, water treatment facilities, and
main access road.63 The layout described in the Wardrop Report includes structures not
described in the Water Rights Applications, including the necessary power plant,
accommodations, shops and storage facilities.64 Maps included in the Wardrop Report
depict a mine development of approximately 28 square miles (18,000 acres).65 The
minimum mine size analyzed in the Draft Assessment would cover approximately 16
square miles (10,250 acres).
Taken together, the 2006 Water Rights Applications submitted by PLP and the
2011 Wardrop Report provide sufficient data to describe and assess potential risks of an
open pit mine and associated facilities in the vicinity of the Pebble Deposit. The
hypothetical examined by EPA relies on these data, although EPA’s assessment focuses
only on the primary structures associated with the facility and not the additive impacts and
risks from secondary but necessary mining project facilities. Accordingly, the
hypothetical mining scenario described by EPA in the Draft Assessment provides a sound
60

Id at 132.
Id.
62
Ghaffari, Hassan et al, Wardrop, a Tetra Tech Company, Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project:
Southwest Alaska (Feb. 17, 2011) [hereafter Wardrop Report], available at
http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/i/pdf/ndm/Pebble_Project_Preliminary%20Assessment%20Techn
ical%20Report_February%2017%202011.pdf (last visited July 10, 2012). The Wardrop Report conforms to
the standards set out in National Instrument 43-101, which is a national instrument for the Standards of
Disclosure for Mineral Projects within Canada. The Instrument is a codified set of rules and guidelines for
reporting and displaying information related to mineral properties owned by, or explored by, companies
which report these results on stock exchanges within Canada. The Wardrop Report does not address a
hypothetical project, and it is appropriate for EPA to consider its information to be valid for purposes of the
Draft Assessment.
63
Wardrop Report at 7.
64
Id.
65
Id.
61
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basis for a conservative (i.e., understated) assessment of the risks of large-scale mining in
the Bristol Bay watershed.
Any claim that EPA should wait for PLP to file a permit application and initiate
the NEPA process before evaluating the potential adverse impacts of a large-scale mining
operation in the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak River drainages is not wellfounded. Such a claim is based, in part, on the premise that without a formal permit
application, EPA cannot assess the impacts of a project whose actual footprint and
operations are unknown, rendering EPA’s conclusions hypothetical. However, as stated
above, sufficient documentation exists upon which impacts and risks can, in fact, be
assessed. The location of the Pebble Deposit is known and well-delineated, and quantities
of ore, overburden, and waste rock have been estimated and made public by the mining
proponents. Mining proponents have also proposed nearby drainages to serve as tailings
storage facilities and identified areas where waste rock would likely be disposed,
following standard industry practices. Whereas there may be some variation in the
location and size of these facilities, the impacts assessed by EPA are reasonably
foreseeable.
The use of hypothetical scenarios to evaluate environmental effects is common in
the NEPA process as well. An environmental impact statement must discuss “reasonable”
alternatives to a proposed action.66 “Reasonable” alternatives are those alternatives that
achieve the project purpose, at least to a large degree, and that are feasible.67 Because
these alternatives differ from the proposed action, they are often hypothetical. In City of
Carmel-By-the-Sea, for example, the Ninth Circuit upheld an EIS that evaluated several
alternative means of accommodating an increase in traffic along a highway system.68 The
alternatives included adding new lanes to existing highways, building a new highway, and
several variations with different degrees of new highway construction.69 By necessity, these
alternatives were hypothetical in nature. Thus, if PLP were to enter the permitting process
for the proposed Pebble mine, an EIS would be required and several reasonable
alternatives to the proposed action would have to be considered. Several of these
alternative strategies would necessarily be hypothetical in nature.
Moreover, there is no question that large-scale hardrock mining within the Bristol
Bay watershed would result in discharges of dredged or fill material (mine wastes) into
regulated wetland and aquatic areas. Accordingly, such mining proposals would require
authorization under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, which requires that permitted
projects be clearly demonstrated to be the least environmentally damaging practicable
alternative (LEDPA). Whereas NEPA requires that a reasonable range of alternatives be
considered and disclosed to the public, NEPA does not require the selection of a particular
alternative. CWA regulations do, even if the LEDPA is an alternative that the permit
applicant has not proposed. As such, it is appropriate for EPA to assess alternatives that
may not be exactly what proponents of hardrock mining within the Bristol Bay watershed
may propose.
66

42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(iii).
See, e.g., City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 123 F.2d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 1997).
68
Id. at 1157-59.
69
Id.
67
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G.

The Draft Assessment Appropriately Does Not Include an Analysis of
the Economic Benefits of Large-Scale Hardrock Mining.

The Draft Assessment appropriately does not include a cost-benefit analysis of
large-scale mining. The Draft Assessment is a scientific risk assessment for the Bristol
Bay watershed, not a risk management proposal. EPA uses risk assessment to
“characterize the nature and magnitude of health risks to humans ... and ecological
receptors ... from chemical contaminants and other stressors that may be present in the
environment.”70 Once the risk has been characterized, “[r]isk managers use this
information to help them decide how to protect humans and the environment from
stressors or contaminants.”71 In other words, “[r]isk assessment provides
‘INFORMATION’ on potential health or ecological risks, and risk management is the
‘ACTION’ taken based on consideration of that and other information.”72 “Scientific
factors provide the basis for the risk assessment,” whereas, in many regulatory contexts,
“[e]conomic factors inform the manager on the cost of risks and the benefits of reducing
them, the cost of risk mitigation or remediation options and the distributional effects.”73
As a risk assessment, the role of the Draft Assessment is to provide information about
environmental risks, not to undertake a balancing of those risks with the potential benefits
of the action resulting in those risks.
Nor would a “cost-benefit” analysis be appropriate in the context of a 404(c)
action. As EPA has explained, “section 404(c) does not require a balancing of
environmental benefits against non-environmental costs such as the benefits of the
foregone project” because of “the language of 404(c) which refers only to environmental
factors.”74 EPA has emphasized that “there is no requirement in 404(c) that a cost/benefit
analysis be performed, and there is no suggestion in the legislative history that the word
‘unacceptable’ implies such a balancing.”75 Similarly, the Fourth Circuit Court of
Appeals has held that EPA may rest its decision to impose restrictions under Section
404(c) solely on a finding of unacceptable adverse effects to the environment,76 and other
federal courts have reached the same conclusion.77

70

EPA Website, http://epa.gov/riskassessment/basicinformation.htm#arisk.
Id.
72
Id. (emphasis in original).
73
Id.
74
EPA, Denial or Restriction of Disposal Sites; Section 404(c) Procedures, 44 FED. REG. 58076, 58078 (Oct.
9, 1979). EPA regulations do provide that the impacts of the discharge of pollutants on “economic”
values—but not the economic benefits of the discharge of pollutants—are to be considered in determining
whether a discharge of pollution into waters of the U.S. would have an unacceptable adverse effect. See 40
C.F.R. § 231.2(e) (definition of “unacceptable adverse effect”); 230.10(c)(4) (significant degradation due to
significantly adverse effects of pollution on economic values).
75
44 FED. REG. at 58078.
76
James City County, Virginia v. Envt’l Protection Agency, 12 F.3d 1330, 1336 (4th Cir. 1993).
77
See, e.g., Creppel v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Civ. A. No. 77-25, 1988 WL 70103 at *6 (E.D. La.
June 29, 1988) (“The plain language of section 404(c) does not require a balancing of environmental
concerns against ‘the public interest.’ There is no mention of this kind of ‘statutory balancing’ . . . .”).
71
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The requirements applicable to the Corps during the 404 permitting process are
somewhat different. The Corps must conduct a public interest review, in which it
balances the “benefits which reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal”
against the “reasonably foreseeable detriments.”78 Corps guidelines require that all
“relevant” factors be considered during a public interest review, including economics.79
By contrast, EPA is not required or allowed to engage in a similar, general public interest
analysis. Rather, a 404(c) action is appropriate if a proposed discharge site will have an
“unacceptable adverse effect” on fishery areas. The EPA’s “unacceptable adverse effect”
analysis is guided by the 404(b)(1) Guidelines, not the Corps regulations or guidelines for
public interest review. In short, an evaluation of the benefits of a proposed action,
including the economic benefits, is not appropriate during a 404(c) determination.
The fact that a cost-benefit analysis is neither required nor appropriate in the
404(c) regulatory context reinforces the idea that a cost-benefit analysis would be wholly
out of place in a scientific risk assessment that will help EPA determine how to proceed
under its regulatory authorities.
H.

EPA Is Complying with All Applicable Requirements for Peer Review.

The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has promulgated guidelines
for peer review of scientific information developed by federal agencies. The OMB peer
review guidelines are set forth in a bulletin that was issued in January 2005 and became
effective later that year (Bulletin).80 The Bulletin requires each federal agency to “conduct
a peer review on all influential scientific information that the agency intends to
disseminate,” to the extent permitted by law.81 The Bulletin establishes distinct peer
review requirements for “influential scientific information” (ISI)82 and for “highly
influential scientific assessments” (HISAs),83 which are considered a subset of ISI and are
subject to “stricter minimum requirements” for peer review.84 EPA is conducting a peer
review for the Draft Assessment and conforming to the more stringent requirements
applicable to HISAs.85
78

33 C.F.R. §320.4(a).
Id.
80
See OMB, Final Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review, 70 FED. REG. 2664 (Jan. 14, 2005)
(hereafter “Bulletin”), available at http://www.ssa.gov/515/PeerReviewsFedRegNoticeForFinalBulletin.pdf
(last visited April 17, 2012).
81
Id. at 2675 (Sec. II(1)). See id. (Sec. III(2)). The Bulletin provides a lengthy definition of the term
“dissemination.” See id. at 2667, 2674-75.
82
The term “influential scientific information” means “scientific information the agency reasonably can
determine will have or does have a clear and substantial impact on important public policies or private sector
decisions.” Id. at 2667, 2675.
83
A scientific assessment is considered “highly influential” where “the agency or the OIRA Administrator
determines that the dissemination could have a potential impact of more than $500 million in any one year
on either the public or private sector or that the dissemination is novel, controversial, or precedent-setting, or
has significant interagency interest,” id. at 2671. See id. at 2675. OIRA refers to the Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs within OMB. See id. at 2674.
84
See id. “Even for these highly influential scientific assessments,” however, “the Bulletin leaves
significant discretion to the agency formulating the peer review plan.” Id.
85
See EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska—
Peer Review Panel Members and Charge Questions, 77 FED. REG. 33213, 33214 (June 5, 2012).
79
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Under the Bulletin, each federal agency must post on its public website and update
every six months a Peer Review Agenda describing all planned and ongoing peer reviews
of information qualifying as ISI, including HISAs.86 As required, EPA’s Peer Review
Agenda is posted on its public website.87 Similarly, each federal agency’s Peer Review
Plan for a particular information product, such as a HISA, must also be posted on its
public website and must include specific information.88 EPA’s Peer Review Plan for the
Draft Assessment is posted on its public website, and the Plan includes all the necessary
information: a summary of the subject and purpose of the report; designation of the report
as ISI or HISA; timing of the review; manner in which the review will be conducted;
opportunities for public comment; the number of reviewers and a description of their
required expertise; and how reviewers will be nominated and selected.89
Federal agencies are also required to establish a mechanism for public comment on
the adequacy of their peer review plans, and they must take such comments into
consideration.90 EPA provided a public comment period on the adequacy of the Draft
Assessment Peer Review Plan from April 9, 2012 through May 10, 2012.91
The peer review requirements for HISAs are set forth in Sections II and III of the
Bulletin. 92 These requirements address the selection of the peer reviewers, the peer
review mechanism, and the transparency of the process and opportunities for public
participation.
Selection of Peer Reviewers. The “most important factor” in the selection of
reviewers is “expertise,” and federal agencies “shall ensure that, in cases where the
document being reviewed spans a variety of scientific disciplines or areas of technical
expertise, reviewers who represent the necessary spectrum of knowledge are chosen.”93
As specified in EPA’s public notice dated June 5, 2012, the Draft Assessment peer review
panel includes members with the appropriate scientific and technical expertise in the
relevant subject areas; collectively, the panel members possess strong expertise in each of
the subject areas relevant for evaluating the Draft Assessment. In addition to ensuring that
the panel members have the necessary expertise, federal agencies should also strive for
“balance” among peer reviewers, meaning the reviewers “should also be selected to
86

See Bulletin, at 2672, 2676. See also NRC, Applying OMB Peer Review Guidelines (ML051600303), at
3 (undated) (hereafter “NRC Guidance”) (summarizing OMB peer review procedures), available at
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/ml051600303.pdf (last visited April 17, 2012).
87
See EPA, Peer Review Agenda, http://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_pr_agenda.cfm (last visited April 17,
2012).
88
See Bulletin, at 2673, 2676-77.
89
See EPA-ORD, Evaluation of the Impact of Potential large-scale mining development in the Nushagak
and Kvichak watersheds of Bristol Bay, Alaska (External Review Draft), Peer Review Plan, Version 2,
Record ID No. 241743 (undated) (hereafter “Peer Review Plan”), available at
http://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_pra_view.cfm?dirEntryID=241743 (last visited April 17, 2012).
90
See id. at 2673, 2677.
91
See EPA-ORD (summary information on website concerning status of Draft Assesment)
http://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_pra_view.cfm?dirEntryID=241743 (last visited April 17, 2012).
92
See Bulletin, at 2667-71 (requirements for ISI) and 2671-72, 2675-76 (incorporating the requirements for
ISI and supplementing these with additional requirements for HISAs).
93
Id. at 2669. See id. at 2675.
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represent a diversity of scientific perspectives relevant to the subject.”94 The Bulletin
“emphasize[s] that the term ‘balance’ here refers not to balancing of stakeholder or
political interests but rather to a broad and diverse representation of respected perspectives
and intellectual traditions within the scientific community, as discussed in the NAS
[National Academy of Sciences] policy on committee composition and balance.”95 The
Draft Assessment peer review team is balanced in the sense described in the Bulletin
because its members come from a variety of backgrounds and employment including
academia, industry and government.
The Bulletin also specifies that federal agencies “shall consider requesting that the
public, including scientific and professional societies, nominate potential reviewers.”96
EPA invited nominations from the public between February 24 and March 16, 2012.97
Federal agencies must also ensure that federal employees serving as peer reviewers
comply with applicable federal ethics requirements.98 For other peer reviewers, agencies
must “adopt or adapt” the committee selection policies of the National Academy of
Sciences (“NAS”).99 Both the NAS and federal government “recognize that under certain
circumstances some conflict may be unavoidable to obtain the necessary expertise.”100
EPA has taken a strong stance, however, relating to conflicts of interest. In its selection
criteria for peer reviewers, EPA required the “absence of financial conflicts of interest,”
and “no actual conflicts of interest or the appearance of [impropriety].”101 In addition, to
help ensure objectivity, peer reviewers “shall not have participated in development of the
work product.”102 With respect to HISAs, federal agencies “shall bar participation of
scientists employed by the sponsoring agency,” subject to a few limited exceptions.103
The Draft Assessment peer review team appears to meet these criteria.104
Peer Review Mechanism. The purpose of the Bulletin is “to enhance the quality
and credibility of the government’s scientific information,” and it recognizes that
“different types of peer review are appropriate for different types of information.”105 A
federal agency’s choice of a peer review mechanism “shall be based on the novelty and
complexity of the information to be reviewed, the importance of the information to
decision making, the extent of prior peer review, and the expected benefits and costs of
94

Bulletin, at 2669.
Id. at 2671.
96
Id. at 2675, 2676.
97
See EPA, Assessment of Potential Large-Scale Mining on the Bristol Bay Watershed of Alaska:
Nomination of Peer Reviewers, 77 FED. REG. 11111, 11111 (Feb. 24, 2012); EPA, Panel Members and
Charge Questions, 77 FED. REG. at 33214.
98
Bulletin, at 2675, 2676.
99
Id.
100
Id. at 2670.
101
See EPA, Call for Nominations, 77 FED. REG. at 11111; EPA, Panel Members and Charge Questions, 77
FED. REG. at 33214. EPA used the word “impartiality,” but this appears to be a typographical error; in
context, it appears EPA meant to use the word “impropriety.”
102
Bulletin, at 2675.
103
Id. at 2676.
104
See, e.g., Panel Members and Charge Questions, 77 FED. REG. at 33213 (affiliations of peer reviewers do
not include EPA).
105
Id. at 2665.
95
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review, as well as the factors regarding transparency described [elsewhere in the
Bulletin].”106 Agencies “should strive to ensure that their peer review practices are
characterized by both scientific integrity and process integrity.”107 The following
considerations are of particular importance in determining the appropriate peer review
mechanism.
According to the Bulletin, “[w]hen time and resources warrant, panels are
preferable, as they tend to be more deliberative ... and the reviewers can learn from each
other.”108 Also, more rigorous multi-stage processes “are particularly valuable for highly
complex, multi-disciplinary, and more important documents, especially those that are
novel or precedent-setting.”109 EPA has convened a peer review panel for the Draft
Assessment, and it is engaging in a rigorous multi-stage peer review process.110 Thus,
EPA is implementing a peer review mechanism with the characteristics for which OMB
has expressed a preference.
The Bulletin also expresses a preference for conducting peer review “early in the
process of producing information” in order to “focus attention on data inadequacies in
time for corrections.”111 EPA is conducting the peer review process before publishing any
specific regulatory proposal concerning the Bristol Bay watershed under Section 404(c) of
the Clean Water Act or any other legal authority.
The “charge” communicates instructions to the peer reviewers regarding “the
objective of the peer review and the specific advice sought.”112 According to OMB,
“[p]eer review is most powerful when the charge is specific and steers the reviewers to
specific technical questions while also directing reviewers to offer a broad evaluation of
the overall product.”113 The charge questions that EPA is using satisfy this standard.
Furthermore, the Bulletin provides that peer reviewers “shall be charged with reviewing
scientific and technical matters, leaving policy determinations for the agency.”114 EPA
has repeatedly highlighted this distinction.115
With respect to HISAs, the agency “shall provide the reviewers with sufficient
information—including background information about key studies or models—to enable
them to understand the data, analytic procedures, and assumptions used to support the key
findings or conclusions of the draft assessment.”116 EPA has met this requirement by
providing the peer review panel with the Draft Assessment, which consists of 1,180 pages
published in three volumes. The first volume sets forth the main text (338 pages), and the
106

Id. at 2675.
Id. at 2668.
108
Id.
109
Id.
110
See supra note 30 (citing the several EPA Federal Notices regarding the peer review process for the Draft
Assessment).
111
Bulletin, at 2668.
112
Id.
113
Id.
114
Id. at 2675.
115
EPA, Notice of Peer Review Meeting for EPA’s Draft Report Entitled An Assessment of Potential
Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, 77 FED. REG. 40037, 40038 (July 6, 2012).
116
Bulletin, at 2676.
107
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two remaining volumes provide an additional 842 pages of materials compiled into nine
appendices which show the reviewers the information upon which the Draft Assessment is
based.117
Transparency and Public Participation. To help ensure public transparency, each
federal agency “shall instruct peer reviewers to prepare a report that describes the nature
of their review and their findings and conclusions.”118 For HISAs, the peer review report
“shall include the charge to the reviewers and a short paragraph on both the credentials
and relevant experiences of each peer reviewer.”119 Moreover, the agency “shall prepare a
written response to the peer review report, explaining (a) the agency’s agreement or
disagreement with the views expressed in the report, (b) the actions the agency has
undertaken or will undertake in response to the report, and (c) the reasons the agency
believes those actions satisfy the key concerns stated in the report (if applicable).”120 The
agency “shall disseminate its response” on its public website, along with the “related
material,” including the final peer review report and charge statement.121 In its recent
public notice inviting the public to the August 2012 peer review meeting, EPA confirms
that, before finalizing the Assessment, it will consider the “final peer review report” and
that this report “will be made available to the public.”122
Also, in the context of a HISA, “[w]henever feasible and appropriate, the agency
shall make the draft scientific assessment available to the public for comment at the same
time it is submitted for peer review (or during the peer review process) and sponsor a
public meeting where oral presentations on scientific issues can be made to the peer
reviewers by interested members of the public.”123 More generally, the agency “shall,
whenever practical, provide peer reviewers with access to public comments that address
significant scientific or technical issues.”124 In conformance with these guidelines, EPA is
holding a public comment period on the Draft Assessment concurrently with the peer
review process, and it is sponsoring two days of meetings at which interested members of
the public will be given an opportunity to provide oral comments directly to the peer
reviewers.125 Additionally, “[p]anel members will have access to any written comments
and materials submitted.”126
Finally, to avoid undue delay, the agency “shall clearly specify time limits for
public participation throughout the peer review process.”127 EPA has clearly delineated
the time limits for each stage of public participation. For instance, as discussed above,
EPA recently made a formal announcement that it will be maintaining the previously
established deadline of July 23, 2012 for public comments on the Draft Assessment.
117

See full text of Draft Assessment with appendices.
Bulletin, at 2675.
119
Id. at 2676.
120
Id.
121
Id. (referencing Sec. II(5) on p. 2675).
122
EPA, Notice of Peer Review Meeting, 77 FED. REG. at 40038.
123
Bulletin, at 2676.
124
Id.
125
See Notice of Peer Review Meeting, 77 FED. REG. at 40037.
126
See id. at 40038.
127
Bulletin, at 2676.
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III.

The Draft Assessment Provides a Solid Foundation on Which To Base
Proactive 404(c) Action.

BBNC urges EPA to invoke its authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water
Act (CWA) to protect the waters and fishery resources of Bristol Bay. As detailed below,
the Draft Assessment provides a solid foundation for EPA to initiate procedures under
Section 404(c) of the CWA to restrict discharges of dredged or fill material associated
with the proposed Pebble Mine into waters of the United States within the Bristol Bay
watershed.
A. The Draft Assessment Provides a Clear and Unequivocal Basis for an
“Unacceptable Adverse Effect” Finding.
The goal of the Clean Water Act (CWA) is to restore and maintain the chemical,
physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters so that they can support “the
protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and recreation in and on the
water.”128 To further this goal, the CWA regulates, among other things, discharges of
dredged or fill material (defined as a pollutant under the Act) into waters of the United
States.129 The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has the primary regulatory authority
to implement this Section 404 permitting program, with oversight from the EPA as set out
in Section 404(c). Section 404(c) authorizes EPA to prohibit or withdraw the
specification, or deny, restrict, or withdraw the use for specification, of any defined area
as a disposal site for dredged or fill material whenever the EPA Administrator determines
“that the discharge of such materials into such area will have an unacceptable adverse
effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and fishery areas (including spawning
and breeding areas), wildlife, or recreational areas.”130
EPA regulations define “unacceptable adverse effect” as an “impact on an aquatic
or wetland ecosystem which is likely to result in significant degradation of municipal
water supplies (including surface or ground water) or significant loss of or damage to
fisheries, shellfishing, or wildlife habitat or recreation areas.”131 Thus, in order for EPA to
make an “unacceptable adverse effect” finding, it must determine that a “significant loss
of or damage to fisheries” or another enumerated resource is “likely” to occur. The loss or
damage must be significant and it must be likely, but it need not be absolutely certain to
occur. As EPA stated in the Federal Register notice announcing the 404(c) regulations:
... [A]bsolute certainty is not required. Because 404(c) determinations are by their
nature based on predictions of future impacts, what is required is a reasonable
likelihood that unacceptable adverse effects will occur – not absolute certainty but
more than mere guesswork.132
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The Draft Assessment establishes beyond rational debate that the Bristol Bay
salmon fishery is a world-class resource that deserves protection. According to the Draft
Assessment, Bristol Bay supports the largest sockeye salmon fishery in the world,
producing nearly half of the world’s sockeye salmon. The other half is produced in much
smaller segments by 11 discrete subregions in Russia and North America. Of the nearly
half of the world’s sockeye salmon produced in Bristol Bay, over half of those originate in
the Nushagak and Kvichak drainages. These are the largest drainages in the Bristol Bay
basin and the focus of the assessment, as well as the location of the Pebble Deposit. The
Bristol Bay Chinook fishery is also highly valuable, and its mainstay is the Nushagak
River run, which is one of the largest runs globally and produces between 100,000 and
200,000 fish annually. The Yup’ik and Dena’ina people who live in Bristol Bay are “two
of the last intact, sustainable salmon-based cultures in the world.”133 Salmon account for
just over half of the subsistence harvest in Bristol Bay, and subsistence foods account for
about 80% of the protein consumed by area residents. Persistence of these salmon-based
cultures depends in part on “the continued pristine condition of the region’s landscape and
biological resources.”134
In positing why Bristol Bay produces such an abundance of salmon, the Draft
Assessment identifies the key qualities of the region that must be preserved in order for
the fishery to retain its present character:
The exceptional quality of the Bristol Bay watershed’s fish populations can be
attributed to several factors, the most important of which is perhaps the
watershed’s high-quality, diverse aquatic habitats, which are untouched by humanengineered structures and flow management controls. Surface and subsurface
waters are highly connected, enabling hydrologic and biochemical connectivity
between wetlands, ponds, streams, and rivers, thus increasing the diversity and
stability of habitats able to support fish. The high diversity of habitats, high quality
of surface and subsurface waters, and relatively low development pressures all
contribute to making Bristol Bay a highly productive system. This high diversity of
habitats also has enabled the development of high genetic diversity of fish
populations. This genetic diversity acts to reduce year-to-year variability in total
production and increases the stability of the fishery.135
Thus, to prevent unacceptable adverse effects to this high-value fishery, it is imperative to
protect the watershed’s high-quality, diverse aquatic habitats, its high quality of surface
and subsurface waters, and its high connectivity between surface and subsurface waters.
The Draft Assessment is conservative in its assumptions and predictions (i.e.,
understating both the abundance of resources and the risks of mining). Nonetheless, it
clearly demonstrates that discharging dredged or fill material (mine wastes) from the
Pebble Deposit within the Nushagak and Kvichak drainages is incompatible with
preserving the key qualities of the watershed that support the world-class salmon fishery.
EPA’s summary of impacts shows how each of the key qualities would be affected by the
133
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hypothetical mining scenario operating in a “no failure” mode: (1) eliminated or blocked
streams would result in the loss of 55 to 87 miles of suitable spawning and rearing habitats
for coho salmon, Chinook salmon, sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, and Dolly Varden; (2)
reduced flow caused by diversion of water would reduce the amount and quality of fish
habitat and reduce connectivity between wetlands and streams in the area of the mine
footprint; (3) removal of 2,512 to 4,286 acres of wetlands would eliminate off-channel
habitat for salmon and other fishes, which are important for enhanced foraging and rearing
of juvenile salmon; (4) indirect effects of stream and wetland removal would include
reductions in the quality of downstream habitat for coho salmon, Chinook salmon,
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, and Dolly Varden in the Upper Talarik, North Fork
Koktuli, and South Fork Koktuli drainages; (5) diminished habitat quality in streams
below road crossings – including habitats that are important spawning areas for sockeye
salmon – would result from altered flows, runoff of road salts, and siltation of spawning
habitat and reduced invertebrate prey; and (6) inhibition of salmonid movement at road
crossings could result from culverts that may block or diminish the use of the full stream
length over time.136
The “failure” modes considered in the Draft Assessment involve much more
extensive impacts. If a tailings dam were to fail, allowing a conservative 20% of tailings
to discharge into streams, the North Fork Koktuli and perhaps the entire Koktuli River
would not support salmonid fish in the short term, would provide very low-quality
spawning and rearing habitat for decades, and would likely result in near-complete loss of
North Fork Koktuli fish populations.137 Although EPA estimates that the probability of a
tailings dam failure is low, it rates other failures—associated with product pipelines,
culverts, and water management systems—as likely or very likely. As with dam failure,
these failures would result in large-scale releases of toxic wastes into salmon spawning
habitat, causing the loss and degradation of this important fish habitat.138
In short, despite its conservative approach, the Draft Assessment establishes that
discharges of mine wastes from mining the Pebble Deposit would have an unacceptable
adverse effect on the Bristol Bay fishery. As a result, EPA has the authority to move
forward with a 404(c) determination prohibiting or restricting such discharges.
Loss of High-Quality, Diverse Habitats. Mining the Pebble Deposit would result
in substantial, direct losses of pristine headwater streams and wetlands that include salmon
spawning and rearing habitat. The direct losses of waters of the U.S. that would result
from the mining of the Pebble Deposit are described well in the Draft Assessment. Indeed,
the losses are, if anything, understated, and would likely be even greater than what is
depicted in the Draft Assessment.139 For example, the Draft Assessment states that:
Under the minimum mine size, 87.5 km of first- through third-order streams
located in the site watersheds would be eliminated or blocked by the mine footprint
(Table 5-3 and Figure 5-9). Under the maximum mine size, an additional 19 km of
136
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streams in the pit and waste rock pile area, and an additional 34.9 km of firstthrough third-order streams in the South Fork Koktuli River watershed (TSF 2 and
TSF 3) would be eliminated or blocked, for a total of 141.4 km of streams
eliminated or blocked in the mine area (Table 5-3).140
Of this total, 21.7 km in the minimum scenario and 33.8 km in the maximum scenario are
documented anadromous streams.141 Specifically, spawning habitat would be lost for
coho salmon in the North Fork and South Fork Koktuli watersheds, and coho and sockeye
spawning habitat would be lost in the Upper Talarik Creek watershed.142 Rearing habitat
for these and other species would be lost in all three watersheds.143 “In addition to streams,
10.2 km2 of wetland habitat would be eliminated by the minimum footprint, and 17.3 km2
of wetland habitat would be eliminated by the maximum mine size footprint (Table 53).”144
The Draft Assessment describes the importance of headwater and wetland habitats.
The headwater streams that would be affected are high in organic material, providing
“high-quality basal food resources for stream fishes in the mine area.”145 Off-channel
wetlands increase capacity for juvenile salmon rearing by offering rearing and foraging
conditions that are not available in the main stream.146 Beaver ponds and groundwater
sources in the headwater streams and wetlands in the mine footprint likely provide
important overwintering habitat for stream fishes, and the mine scenarios therefore could
result in lost overwintering habitat.147 Headwater streams and wetlands are also important
in that they contribute nutrients and organic matter to downstream reaches. Their loss
would result in “greatly reduce[d] inputs of organic material, nutrients, water, and
macroinvertebrates to reaches downstream of the mine footprint. . . .”148 Finally,
headwater streams in the North Fork and South Fork Koktuli River drainages “may
provide a temperature-moderating effect, providing temperatures beneficial to fishes in
summer and possibly winter as well.”149 Although EPA concluded that it was unable to
quantify the effects of these changes on fish populations in the mine area, its discussion
makes it clear that the changes will be adverse and significant.
Direct loss of habitat would be more extreme under the failure scenarios, in
particular the tailings dam failure scenario. As described in the Draft Assessment, a
tailings dam failure “would completely eliminate suitable spawning and rearing habitat for
salmon and other native fishes in the North Fork Koktuli River downstream of the tailings
dam, immediately following the tailings dam failure event.”150 Because of the enormous
quantity of sediments that would be deposited, it would likely take decades for suitable
140
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habitat to recover in the North Fork Koktuli watershed.
Reduced Streamflows and Diminished Connectivity of Surface and Subsurface
Waters. According to projections in the Draft Assessment, the start-up phase of mine
operations would result in an 8% reduction in streamflow in the Upper Talarik Creek
watershed, a 78% reduction in the South Fork Koktuli River watershed, and a 73%
reduction in the North Fork Koktuli River watershed, with flow reductions diminishing
downstream of the relevant gauges.151 Under the minimum mine size, flow reductions
would be 33% in Upper Talarik Creek, 79% and 36% at two separate gauges in the South
Fork Koktuli River, and 63% in the North Fork Koktuli River.152 Under the maximum
mine scenario:
The net effects of lost effective watershed area and recapture and release of water
would result in reductions in streamflow that would be most severe for gages
UT100D (32% reduction), SK100F (29% reduction), and NFK119A (31%
reduction). The physical extent and connectivity of wetlands to one another and to
the stream network in the cone of depression would also be reduced, with a
concomitant reduction in their associated contributions to salmon rearing habitat as
well as detrital inputs and macroinvertebrate support. Furthermore, where the
associated streams experience reduced flow, loss of connectivity to wetlands with
their associated refugia and contributions to food supply would further impact fish
populations which could already experience impacts as a result of the impacts of
reduced flow.153
As the Draft Assessment thoroughly describes, these reduced flows will have
different thermal characteristics than the natural stream flows, with concomitant adverse
impacts on temperature-sensitive fish, such as salmon.154 In addition, “[d]isruptions or
changes to groundwater flowpaths could have significant adverse effects on winter habitat
suitability for fish, particularly if groundwater-dominated stream reaches are converted to
surface water-dominated systems.”155 Given the complexity of the hydrologic system and
significant unknowns, the Draft Assessment invokes a protective approach:
Given the high likelihood of complex groundwater-surface water connectivity in
the mine area, predicting and regulating flows to maintain key ecosystem functions
associated with groundwater-surface water exchange is particularly challenging. . . .
[U]ntil linkages between biology, groundwater, surface water, and proposed
activities can be better predicted and understood, a protective approach would
identify and maintain surface and groundwater flows in the mine area within
natural flow regimes.156
In order to assess the risks associated with these projected streamflow reductions
and impacts to groundwater-surface water connectivity, the Draft Assessment rationally
151
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applies a “sustainability boundary approach,” under which a flow alteration of greater than
20% “would result in moderate to major changes in ecosystem structures and
functions.”157 First, evaluating the start-up phase of the mine operation, the Draft
Assessment concludes that “[t]he flow reductions predicted in the upper South Fork
Koktuli and North Fork Koktuli River watersheds are well beyond the 20% limit set by the
sustainability boundary approach.”158 Flow alterations “of this magnitude would have a
very significant adverse effect on salmonid populations and overall ecosystem functioning
in these portions of the watershed.”159 With respect to the minimum mine scenario,
streamflow reductions would be greater during full operation than in the start-up phase
because of the expanded mine footprint, but this would be partially offset by water being
recaptured and returned to the streams.160 Nonetheless, under the minimum mine scenario,
in the South Fork and North Fork Koktuli watersheds “anticipated reductions in
streamflows would still exceed the 20% sustainability threshold for stream gauge stations
in the upper South Fork Koktuli River and North Fork Koktuli River watersheds (gauges
SK100G, SK100F, and NK119A).”161 The result is slightly less severe for the maximum
mine scenario, in which greater rates of water recapture and return would “largely
compensate for reduced streamflows . . . .”162 Again, however, the ultimate conclusion is
stark:
Reductions in flow and losses of stream habitat of the magnitudes estimated for the
start-up, minimum, and maximum operation periods represent substantial risks to
spawning and rearing habitat for populations of coho, sockeye, and Chinook
salmon; Dolly Varden; and rainbow trout in the upper portions of these watersheds.
Habitat quantity and quality would be significantly diminished by the loss of flow
from the mine site resulting from multiple mechanisms, including a direct
reduction in the area and volume of habitat, the loss of channel to off-channel
habitat connectivity, increased periods of zero flow, and reduced food production.
Although the loss of salmonid production cannot be estimated, flow reductions
greater than 20% would be expected to have substantial effects based on those
mechanisms and on the substantial effects on stream structure and function
(Richter et al. 2011).163
In addition, loss of streamflow would affect connectivity between the main
channel and off-channel habitats important to juvenile salmonids and would also affect
hydrologically connected wetlands that are important to fish. 164 Moreover, reduced
streamflows would likely affect groundwater, which is currently the predominant
contributor to streamflows. As EPA explains in the Draft Assessment, “[m]ine operations
that reduce surface water contributions in the natural drainage course, or that lower
groundwater tables, may influence groundwater paths and connections within and among
157
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streams in the mine area in ways that are unpredictable, but that could have significant
impacts on fish.” 165 These conclusions by themselves provide a strong foundation for
taking action under 404(c) to restrict discharges of mine wastes into waters of the U.S.
from the mining of the Pebble Deposit.
Deterioration of Water Quality Due to Pollution. EPA does not explicitly identify
the relatively pristine water quality in the Bristol Bay watershed as a key factor
contributing to the exceptional quality of the fish populations.166 Nonetheless, the Draft
Assessment does acknowledge the sensitivity of salmon to water pollution, in particular
copper and other metals, acid mine drainage, sediments, and increases in water
temperature.167 The Draft Assessment also acknowledges that these forms of pollution
would result, in varying degrees of probability, from the hypothetical mining scenarios
evaluated.168 As a practical matter, therefore, the deterioration of water quality that would
result from mining the Pebble Deposit would undermine the exceptional quality of the
Bristol Bay fishery and therefore further supports a determination of unacceptable adverse
effect.
The “no failure” mine scenario in the Draft Assessment assumes that applicable
water quality standards will be met during mine operations as a result of systems put in
place to collect and treat wastewater before discharging it into local waters: “If the
leachates and excess process waters are collected and treated before discharge to achieve
state standards and national criteria, unacceptable toxic effects should not occur.”169 At the
same time, the Draft Assessment warns—correctly, we believe—that the no-failure
scenario “is not considered to be a realistic case, because accidents and failures always
happen in complex and long-lasting operations.”170 Addressing the failure to collect and
treat wastewater as one potential “failure” scenario, the Draft Assessment concludes—
again, we believe correctly—that the probability of such failures is “high,” with such
failures “highly likely to result in release of untreated leachates for hours to months.”171
Thus, even during the operating life of the mine, it is highly likely that wastewater
management failures will occur and untreated leachates will be released into local waters
and degrade the high quality of these waters.
In addition, EPA recognizes that treatment of wastewaters would have to continue
after mine closure, likely in perpetuity. EPA explains that “[w]eathering of the waste rock
and pit walls would release contaminant concentrations of potential concern such as
sulfates and metals. Weathering to the point where these contaminants are present in only
trace amounts (at levels approaching their pre-mining background concentrations) would
likely take hundreds to thousands of years, resulting in a need for management of
materials and leachate over that time.”172 EPA assumes that the water treatment system in
place during mine operations would be maintained for as long as needed, but it adds this
165
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important caveat: “Such a seepage collection and treatment system might need to be
maintained for hundreds to thousands of years. There are no examples of such successful,
long-term collection and treatment systems for mines, because these time periods exceed
the lifespan of most past large-scale mining activities, as well as most human
institutions.”173 In its table summarizing the probability and consequences of the various
failures analyzed, the assessment labels this particular failure as “certain” and concludes
that “[w]hen water is no longer managed, untreated leachates would flow to the
streams.”174 As with waste management failure during mining operations, these longerterm releases too will severely degrade the high quality of surface and subsurface waters.
The primary “failure” scenario evaluated in the Draft Assessment involves a
tailings dam failure that releases 20% of its contents into local waters, admittedly a
conservative assumption. The Draft Assessment clearly indicates the magnitude of effects
from the toxicity of such releases as well as from habitat destruction:
The physical and chemical effects of tailings on fish and invertebrates would be
extensive in both space and time. Elevated levels of suspended tailings would last
for years. Deposited tailings and their leachate would persist at toxic levels for
decades. The acute effects of a tailings spill would extend far beyond the modeled
distance, which resulted in modeled tailings deposition of 3 to 14 m approximately
30 km downstream (Section 4.4.2). Based on data from other sites, tailings
deposition from a spill would extend for more than 100 km downstream, resulting
in chronic exposures and effects (Section 4.4.2).175
Another “failure” scenario addressed in the Draft Assessment is a product
concentrate pipeline failure and spill that would release 366,000 liters (L) of leachate,
which exceeds State water quality criteria for six metals, including copper (by a factor of
more than 700).176 None of the receiving rivers or streams could provide enough dilution
to avoid exceeding the “acute” water quality criterion.177 If a spill of this magnitude
reached a stream or wetlands, the result would be toxic levels of copper and perhaps other
metals in these waters.178 As to the likelihood of such an event, the Draft Assessment
estimates a 98% likelihood per pipeline in 25 years (the minimum mine scenario).179
Moreover, during the 78-year timespan of the maximum mine scenario, there is a
probability of 1.5 stream-contaminating spills and 2 wetland-contaminating spills,180
making such an event “likely in the maximum size of mine scenario.”181 According to the
Draft Assessment:
173
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The experience with pipelines in general and with the Alumbrera copper
concentrate pipeline suggests that pipeline failures and product spills would be
likely in the maximum size of mine scenario. A spill of product concentrate slurry
into a stream may kill fish and invertebrates immediately, but would certainly
cause long-term local loss of fish and invertebrates. The settled concentrate would
become sediment, which would be toxic to fish and invertebrates for many years
until it washed into Iliamna Lake, where it could be toxic to the eggs and larvae of
sockeye salmon until it was sufficiently mixed with or buried by clean sediment.182
The Draft Assessment also raises the serious concern that existing State water
quality criteria for copper are not adequately protective of aquatic life.183 Thus, even
assuming the waste management system functions properly and achieves water quality
standards at discharge, the result still may be a level of toxicity that is unacceptable to fish.
EPA recommends that any permits issued for discharges of mine wastes in the Nushagak
and Kvichak drainages require that the national copper criterion be met as well as State
standards. We agree with this recommendation, which is consistent with BBNC’s
recommendation that EPA invoke its 404(c) authority to restrict mine waste discharges so
as to ensure, among other things, no toxicity in receiving waters. The Draft Assessment
also identifies uncertainty as to whether even the national copper criterion (especially the
chronic criterion) is adequately protective of the invertebrates upon which fish feed.184
This and the other uncertainties identified with respect to EPA’s toxicity analysis185 call
for EPA to be rigorous in determining the unacceptability of adverse effects related to
deterioration of water quality in the region.
B. The Significance of the Resources in the Nushagak and Kvichak
Watersheds and the Risks from Large-Scale Mining Dwarf the Resources
and Risks Involved in Previous 404(c) Determinations.186
To date, EPA has completed a total of 13 actions under its Section 404(c) authority,
beginning 30 years ago.187 Eleven of these occurred between 1981 and 1990, ten of which
(77%) were initiated and completed during the Reagan and G.H.W. Bush Administrations.
Only two 404(c) actions have been completed in the last 20 years. To date, only one
404(c) action has been completed west of the Mississippi (the Two Forks Dam proposal in
Colorado in 1990). Other proposed discharges have prompted EPA to initiate 404(c)
actions, including actions in the West, but these additional cases have been resolved,
leading to no permanent restrictions or prohibitions on the proposed discharges.
EPA’s actions under its 404(c) authority have placed restrictions or prohibitions on
182
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a variety of proposed activities, including public and private development. The two largest
projects that have been prohibited to date were government proposals from the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers for facilities intended to provide flood control and/or reclamation in
the lower Mississippi River. The potential impacts of these two projects on aquatic
resources and wildlife were estimated at many thousands of acres. Other projects that have
been restricted or prohibited include developments of less than 100 acres (smallest at 25
acres), stream impacts ranging from 6.6 miles to over 30 miles, and reservoir impacts of
several hundred acres. Four of the 13 projects restricted or prohibited by EPA have been
for reservoirs.
The bases for the determinations that the impacts of each discharge would be
“unacceptable” are varied. For example, the first 404(c) action taken by EPA in 1981 was
based on the nature of the material that was being used to fill a wetland site in Florida.
EPA took action to stop a permittee from filling wetlands with garbage after a permit had
been issued to fill those same wetlands with clean fill material. EPA had not objected to
the original permit application.
In another case, EPA determined that the impacts of discharges associated with a
proposed shopping mall were unacceptable based on its finding that these impacts were
avoidable. The 54-acre red maple swamp that would have been filled was considered
somewhat degraded and was surrounded on three sides by freeways, but EPA considered
its loss to be unacceptable (in spite of proposed compensatory mitigation) because EPA
determined that a less-damaging alternative site was practicable. Only in connection with
the proposed Two Forks Dam in Colorado was a “world-class” resource identified, that
being a reach of the South Fork of the Platte River that supported a particularly renowned
sport fishery for trout. EPA made a final decision under 404(c) to protect this world-class
fishery from the adverse effects of the proposed dam.
Based on the analysis in the Draft Assessment, the quality of the fishery resources
at risk in the Bristol Bay watershed are unparalleled, and they face risks of unprecedented
magnitude resulting from the mining of the Pebble Deposit, including the construction,
operation, and maintenance of enormous tailings storage impoundments. In light of the
richness of the fishery resources and the potential for devastating impacts, the high stakes
before EPA at this time dwarf those involved in any of EPA’s previous 404(c) actions and
demonstrate that such action is clearly warranted in this instance.
C. EPA’s Responsibilities To the Tribes in the Bristol Bay Region Support
404(c) Action To Restrict Discharges Associated with Large-Scale Hardrock
Mining.
Like other federal agencies, EPA has a trust responsibility to the federallyrecognized Tribes in the Bristol Bay region. Executive agencies are required to recognize
Tribes’ sovereign status, principally by establishing processes to allow for meaningful
involvement and government-to-government consultation between agencies and tribes
where agency decisions impact tribal interests. 188 In accordance with its trust
188
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responsibilities and its mandate under these executive orders, the EPA’s policy is that it
will “consult on a government-to-government basis with tribal governments when EPA
actions and decisions may affect tribal interests” and ensure “the close involvement of
tribal governments and give[] special consideration to their interests whenever EPA’s
actions may affect Indian country or other tribal interests.”189 This mandate supports
continued EPA efforts to consult with the Tribes as the agency considers whether to
initiate action under 404(c). A decision to proceed under 404(c) would be fully consistent
with EPA’s trust responsibility.
As required by Executive Order 12,898, EPA has integrated environmental justice
concerns into its central mission and has applied the order’s environmental justice
mandate to all aspects of the Agency’s work.190 To this end, the agency has established a
goal to ensure that impacted communities have “full and meaningful access to the
permitting process and to develop permits that address environmental justice issues to the
greatest extent practicable under existing environmental laws.”191 Moreover, the agency
has stressed that “no group of people should bear a disproportionate share of the negative
environmental consequences resulting from industrial, governmental and commercial
operations or policies.”192
Environmental justice concerns are arguably triggered by the potential for largescale hardrock mining in the Bristol Bay region, threatening as it does the waters and
fisheries upon which thousands of Alaska Natives depend. As has been stated in EPA
guidance documents, “contamination of the water…and the subsequent accumulation of
these contaminants in the people through ingestion, inhalation, and contact not only
endangers the health of [Alaska Natives], but also threatens the well-being of their future
generations and undermines the cultural survival of tribes and Alaska Native villages.”193
These environmental justice implications further compel EPA to take 404(c) action to
protect the waters of Bristol Bay.
D. EPA Should Act Proactively To Avert the Market Impacts and the
Uncertainty That Will Be Generated in the Region if PLP Enters the
Permitting Process.
EPA may base a proactive 404(c) determination on a finding that the discharges to
be restricted would cause significant deterioration of waters of the U.S. by, among other

9, 2000) (requiring “government-to-government” consultation and coordination with tribes when actions
affect tribal interests).
189
EPA, Proposed Policy on Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribes, at 3, 6 (June 9, 2010),
available at www.epa.gov/tp/pdf/consultation-letter-policy-0610.pdf.
190
Exec. Order 12,898, 59 C.F.R. 32 (Feb. 11, 1994) (Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice in
Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations).
191
EPA Plan EJ 2014, ii, http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/plan-ej-2014/plan-ej2011-09.pdf.
192
Id.
193
Fish Consumption and Environmental Justice, 138,
http://www.epa.gov/compliance/ej/resources/publications/nejac/fish-consump-report_1102.pdf (internal
citations omitted).
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avenues, significantly adversely impacting “economic values.”194 The Draft Assessment
indicates a very high likelihood that discharges of mine wastes from mining the Pebble
Deposit would cause significant deterioration of waters of the U.S. via direct habitat losses,
toxicity of the receiving waters, and hydrological impacts.195 The end result of this
deterioration would be a potentially substantial reduction in fish production, which would
have a significant impact on the economic value of the salmon fishery, which is a
sustainable mainstay of the region’s economy.196 This result supports an EPA decision to
invoke its 404(c) authority proactively. Proactive use of 404(c) is further supported by the
fact that the harm to the economic value of the fishery will begin before discharges of
mine wastes begin, as the attached Statement of Robert Waldrop describes.197 As PLP
moves closer to submitting permit applications, and certainly if PLP actually enters the
permitting process, the market for Bristol Bay salmon will begin to respond to the
uncertainty created by the potential that permits will be issued for the mine. In other
words, the looming possibility that the Pebble Mine will be built and operated – made
more real by the initiation of the permitting process – would itself cause harm to the
economic value of the Bristol Bay fishery, further underscoring the need for EPA to act as
soon as possible to restrict discharges of mine wastes from mining the Pebble Deposit into
waters of the U.S.198

194

40 C.F.R. § 230.10(c).
See generally supra Part III.A.
196
See Draft Assessment at 2-17 to 2-18 (describing economic value of Bristol Bay fishery resources).
197
Statement of Robert Waldrop, Executive Director, Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development
Association (July 11), attached as Attachment 4.
198
This point was also made by people who testified during EPA’s public comment period. See e.g.,
testimony of Captain Charlie Gordon, Naknek, Alaska (June 5, 2012).
195
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IV.

Conclusion

The Draft Assessment is a legally and scientifically sound document that provides
an extremely conservative assessment of the risks posed by large-scale hardrock mining in
the Bristol Bay watershed. Its well-supported findings lead inexorably to the conclusion
that the proposed Pebble mine would have unacceptable adverse effects on critical
resources of Bristol Bay, including the Bristol Bay salmon fishery. EPA should thus
immediately initiate 404(c) action to protect Bristol Bay from the threat posed by the
proposed Pebble mine. As detailed in Riley and Yocom (2011), this 404(c) action should
take the form of proactive restrictions designed to protect salmon and salmon habitat.
Such “wild salmon sideboards” would provide certainty to the communities and industries
existing in and contemplating becoming part of Bristol Bay as to non-negotiable standards
that are required to protect waters of the U.S. in Bristol Bay, and the salmon and people
that, in turn, rely upon that plentiful and pristine water.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (“BBNC”) thanks the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(“EPA”) for its extensive efforts in preparing the Second External Review Draft of the Bristol
Bay Watershed Assessment (“Revised Assessment”).1 BBNC appreciates EPA’s responsiveness
and willingness to take into consideration BBNC’s previous comments and supporting
documentation in its review and revision of the assessment.2 BBNC respectfully urges EPA to
complete a Final Assessment expeditiously as a means to strengthen the agency and public’s
understanding of the fishery and water resources of the Bristol Bay watershed. BBNC opposes
the proposed Pebble Mine and other equally large mining development in the Nushagak and
Kvichak watersheds because of the threats such projects pose to the wild salmon fisheries that
are the cultural and economic foundation of the region.3
The time for EPA to act is now. After more than twenty-six months of study, EPA has a solid
scientific foundation on which to take action under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act
(“CWA”). Moreover, through public testimony and written comments from hundreds of Bristol
Bay residents and thousands of other concerned citizens, EPA has heard an urgent call for
protection of the region’s sensitive waters and fishery resources through 404(c) action.4 EPA has
also heard repeated comments concerning the hardship already being suffered by Bristol Bay
fishermen, residents, and communities due to the uncertainty surrounding the proposed Pebble
Mine. Many people have urged EPA to act promptly to ensure that Bristol Bay fishermen and
residents can move forward with their lives without the looming threat of large-scale destructive
mining operations. EPA’s delay has a very real negative economic impact on the region.5 As
detailed in a recent report, the Bristol Bay salmon fishery in 2010 generated $1.5 billion in
output value and thousands of jobs across the United States,6 and that season is generally

1

EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, Second
External Review Draft, EPA 910-R-12-004Ba (April 2013) [hereafter “Revised Assessment”], available
at http://www.epa.gov/ncea/pdfs/bristolbay/bristol_bay_assessment_erd2_2013_vol1.pdf.
2
A table showing how EPA has responded to BBNC’s comments on the First Draft Watershed
Assessment in the Revised Assessment is attached to these comments as Appendix A.
3
See Callaway, Don, A Statistical Description of the Affected Environment as it Pertains to the Possible
Development of the Pebble Mine—17 Communities in Bristol Bay (July 23, 2012) (previously submitted
to EPA by BBNC in 2012 during the Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment comment period).
4
See Appendix B—Bristol Bay Draft Watershed Assessment Public Comments Analysis (showing that
more than 500 public comments and testimony from the Bristol Bay region, or 92%, supports immediate
EPA action).
5
See, e.g., Statement of Robert Waldrop, Executive Director, Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development
Association (July 11, 2012) available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQORD-2012-0276-4525 (explaining the economic harms to the value of the fishery before discharges of the
mine wastes even begin).
6
Institute of Social and Economic Research at the University of Alaska, The Economic Importance of the
Bristol Bay Salmon Industry (May 13, 2013) available at http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/news/?p=577
and attached as Appendix C. Similarly, the State of Alaska values salmon seafood production at
approximately $1.3 billion in 2010. See Alaska Dept. Revenue, REVENUE SOURCES BOOK (Fall 2012), at
18, available at http://www.tax.alaska.gov/programs/sourcebook/.
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representative of other seasons7. EPA should act now to prevent further economic uncertainty
and disruption in the Bristol Bay region.
Finally, BBNC asks that EPA take immediate action to protect Bristol Bay resources because the
State of Alaska has shown a lack of commitment to protect this pristine watershed and its
communities from the unacceptable adverse impacts of large-scale mining.8 EPA 404(c) action
will provide greater protection to Bristol Bay resources and better ensure the continuation of the
region’s sustainable and valuable commercial fishery, sport fishing, and tourism industries.
Even more importantly, EPA has an obligation to use its authority to protect the Alaska Native
culture and way of life for generations to come.
II.

EPA HAS CLEAR LEGAL AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT THE WATERSHED
ASSESSMENT.

As discussed at length in BBNC’s comments on the Draft Assessment, EPA possesses broad
statutory authority to conduct a watershed assessment under Sections 104 and 404 of the CWA.9
In preparing such an assessment, EPA is required to conduct research and gather information,
take into account all information available, and set forth findings in writing to the public.10 EPA
has done an excellent job of ensuring that the Bristol Bay watershed assessment and peer review
processes satisfy all applicable legal requirements, and EPA has carried out these processes in a
scientifically rigorous manner.
The Revised Assessment is the culmination of nearly twenty-six months of work by EPA to
collect and synthesize the best available scientific information and public testimony about the
Bristol Bay watershed into one comprehensive analysis. EPA has focused its attention largely on
the Nushagak and Kvichak drainages, which are at the heart of the largest undisturbed wild
sockeye salmon run in the world. The Revised Assessment analyzes the watershed’s natural
resources, as well as the economic and cultural benefits associated with those resources. The
purpose of the Revised Assessment is to enhance the agency’s and the public’s understanding of
how future large-scale mining projects may affect water quality and fishery resources within the
Bristol Bay watershed. In light of the comprehensive nature of the document, robust public
comment and public hearing opportunities, and extensive peer review of the Draft Assessment by
7

The ISER Report focuses on the 2010 fishing season because that is the most recent year for which
comprehensive economic data is available. Per the report, salmon harvests, prices and values vary from
year to year both higher and lower than 2010 and thus the calculations for 2010 “provide a reasonable
illustration of the overall scale and nature of the economic impacts of the industry and the distribution of
those impacts between states.” Id., Main Report, at 15-16.
8
See, e.g., Alaska Dispatch, Pebble Mine fears shadow Alaska land plan for Bristol Bay (May 5, 2013),
available at: http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/20130505/pebble-mine-fears-shadow-alaska-landplan-bristol-bay-area. See also Juneau Empire, Senate Passes Permitting Bill (March 12, 2013), available
at http://juneauempire.com/state/2013-03-12/senate-passes-permitting-bill.
9
See BBNC, Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment—Part II, at 2-4 (July 23, 2012) [hereafter “BBNC Part II
Comments”].
10
See BBNC Part II Comments, at 2-4 (explaining EPA’s authority and requirements for developing a
watershed assessment).
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an accomplished team of professionals, preparation of this Revised Assessment fully complies
with EPA’s legal authority and obligations.
III.

THE REVISED ASSESSMENT MEANINGFULLY CLARIFIES ITS PURPOSE,
SCOPE, AND THE ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT APPROACH.

EPA has meaningfully clarified the purpose and scope of the Revised Assessment and
demonstrated how it is consistent with an ecological risk assessment approach.
In response to specific peer reviewer concerns regarding the timing of the watershed
assessment,11 the Revised Assessment clarifies that the assessment, like all risk assessments, is
“based on scenarios that define a set of possible future activities.”12 The Revised Assessment
properly characterizes its purpose as a means to “assess mining-related stressors that could affect
ecological resources in the watershed” through the development of “realistic mine scenarios” that
are largely based on plans and baseline data developed by mine proponents.13
In response to feedback from the peer reviewers,14 EPA uses a spatial scale analysis to better
orient the Revised Assessment around the locations of greatest potential impact from mining.15
The Revised Assessment sets forth five spatial scales that serve to improve the reader’s
perspective about the Bristol Bay region and illustrate how various parameters would be
impacted by the development of a large-scale mine. The five spatial scales used to analyze
natural, cultural, and mineral resources are (1) the overall Bristol Bay watershed; (2) the
Nushagak and Kvichak River sub-watersheds; (3) three large tributaries that originate from the
proposed Pebble Mine footprint (South Fork Koktuli, North Fork Koktuli, and the Upper Talarik
Creek); (4) the three mine-footprint scenarios (Pebble 0.25, Pebble 2.0, and Pebble 6.5); and (5)
the combined sub-watersheds situated along the proposed transportation corridor.16 The EPA
also considered two periods of mine activities. The first is the period, likely lasting 20-100
years, during which a mine would be developed and operated. The second is the period, likely
lasting “in perpetuity,” during which the mine site and wastes are monitored, treated and
remediated.17
As noted by some peer reviewers, one of the defining steps of an ecological risk assessment is
the use of well-defined endpoints.18 Accordingly, the Revised Assessment better defines and
11

EPA, Final Peer Review Report—External Peer Review of EPA’s Draft Document An Assessment of
Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, at 21-22 (Sept. 2012) (prepared
for EPA by Versar, Inc.) [hereafter “Peer Review Report”], available at
http://www.epa.gov/ncea/pdfs/bristolbay/Final-Peer-Review-Report-Bristol-Bay.pdf.
12
Revised Assessment, at ES-10.
13
Id. at ES-10.
14
Peer Review Report, at ii.
15
Revised Assessment, at ES-2 to ES-3.
16
Id. at ES-2.
17
Id. at ES-4.
18
Peer Review Report, at iii, 7, 91.
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clarifies its assessment endpoints as “explicit expressions of the environmental resources of
interest to the risk assessors, decision makers, and stakeholders.”19 Because “the sustainability
of the Bristol Bay fishery is a concern shared by all Bristol Bay stakeholders,” EPA helpfully
clarified its selection of salmonid fishes as the definitive assessment endpoint.20 In addition,
EPA clarified its use of two key secondary endpoints—wildlife and Alaska Native cultures—as
“affected by changes in salmonid fisheries.”21 These endpoint parameters serve to enhance the
level of detail and provide a useful framework for the important site- and mine- specific analyses
undertaken throughout the assessment and as a means of characterizing the impacts to Alaska
Native cultures.
IV.

THE REVISED ASSESSMENT AMPLY SUPPORTS EPA’S CONCLUSIONS
REGARDING THE ADVERSE IMPACTS OF LARGE-SCALE MINING ON THE
BRISTOL BAY WATERSHED.

The Revised Assessment is well-written, well-documented, and scientifically sound. It includes
a thorough review of existing literature on the fishery and water resources of the Bristol Bay
watershed and a solid assessment of the risks posed to those resources by large-scale mining
activities. The Revised Assessment incorporates and utilizes the best available data within the
proper geographic and substantive scope of the assessment. This data and information has been
collected from a wide range of sources, including the Pebble Limited Partnership (Environmental
Baseline Documents),22 State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources,23 State of Alaska
Department of Fish and Game,24 Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Wardrop Report, cited as
Ghaffari),25 and the U.S. Geological Survey.26
The Revised Assessment has also been strengthened through a rigorous peer review and public
comment process. In response to the questions and concerns raised during these processes, the
Revised Assessment broadens the potential mining scenarios, strengthens the biological and
subsistence information, includes a more sophisticated cumulative impacts analysis, and squarely
evaluates the long-term effectiveness of remediation and mitigation strategies. As a result, the
Revised Assessment provides strong support for EPA’s conclusions regarding the adverse
impacts of large-scale mining on the fishery and water resources of Bristol Bay.

19

Revised Assessment, at 1-3.
Id.
21
Id. at ES-2.
22
See id. at 3-12, 7-12, 8-23, 9-24, and 11-7.
23
See id. at 4-9, 8-20, 9-8, 13-7 to 13-9.
24
See, e.g., id. at 3-36, 5-10, 5-12, 5-35 to 5-36, 7-2, 7-12 to 7-13, 9-29 to 9-32, 10-7 to 10-8, 10-29, 13-7
to 13-8.
25
See, e.g., id. at 2-3, 3-35, 4-13 to 4-14, 6-1 to 6-3, 6-9 to 6-11, 6-19, 8-59 to 8-60.
26
See, e.g., id. at 2-13 to 2-14, 3-15 to 3-18, 3-34 to 3-35, 7-34 to 7-44.
20
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A.

THE REVISED ASSESSMENT INCLUDES A SUBSTANTIALLY SMALLER PEBBLE
MINE SCENARIO AND USES CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTIONS THROUGHOUT.

As discussed at length in BBNC’s previous comments on the Draft Assessment, EPA
appropriately uses hypothetical mine scenarios to determine whether unacceptable impacts will
result from large-scale mining operations in the headwaters of the Kvichak and Nushagak River
drainages.27 Large-scale mining projects can appropriately be generalized so long as the
potential impacts of discharges of mine wastes to waters and impacts on fish habitats are sitespecific.28 Moreover, although EPA does not need to wait to see the details of any specific
permit application to determine whether unacceptable impacts will occur,29 the hypothetical
scenarios utilized by EPA are modeled on preliminary plans for the Pebble Project as described
by Northern Dynasty Minerals in its 2006 Alaska Department of Natural Resources Water Rights
application and its 2011 Wardrop Report (Ghaffari et al.).30 These materials provide detailed
information, maps, and descriptions on which to assess a fact-based hypothetical mining
scenario.
Indeed, in its Revised Assessment, EPA clarifies that the mine scenarios “draw on plans
developed for Northern Dynasty Minerals, consultation with experts, and baseline data collected
by the Pebble Limited Partnership to characterize the likely mine site, mining activities, and
surrounding environment”31 and that the mine scenarios “realistically represent the type of
development plan that can be anticipated for a porphyry copper deposit in the Bristol Bay
watershed.”32 Additionally, in response to concerns raised by peer reviewers,33 the Revised
Assessment properly clarifies that the scenarios are based on worldwide industry standards for
porphyry copper mining and incorporate modern conventional mining practices.34 Furthermore,
the Revised Assessment conservatively assumes that only modern mining technologies and
practices will be utilized in Bristol Bay and that these technologies and practices are in place and
working properly at all times.35 These are extremely careful assumptions for a risk assessment.
Perhaps the most significant and conservative overall revision to the assessment is EPA’s
addition of a substantially smaller Pebble Mine scenario consisting of 0.25 billion tons of ore.
Although this mining scenario is substantially smaller than the 2.0 billion tons and 6.5 billion
tons Pebble Mine scenarios included in the original Draft Watershed Assessment, its impacts
would still be quite large, with a total surface area of 5.88 square kilometers.36

27

BBNC Part II Comments, at 12-14.
See id.
29
See 40 C.F.R. § 231.1.
30
See Revised Assessment, at ES-10.
31
Id., at ES-10.
32
Id.
33
Peer Review Report, at 48.
34
Revised Assessment, at ES-10.
35
Id. at ES-11.
36
Id.
28
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The three Pebble Mine scenarios considered in the Revised Assessment are based on the
preliminary mine details put forth in the Wardrop report and incorporate information from
scientific and industry literature from mines around the world.37 The Revised Assessment
utilizes these scenarios to provide a better understanding of the potential range of risks and
impacts associated with a particular scale of proposed action. Inclusion of the 0.25 billion ton
scenario analysis—a mining scenario that is likely uneconomical to develop in such a remote
area38—allows EPA to include an extremely down-sized assessment of impacts to the Bristol
Bay watershed.
EPA’s evaluation of all three Pebble Mine scenarios includes analysis and quantification of the
mine and tailings footprints, miles of adversely impacted streams, acres of wetlands lost, the
effect of mine leachate on streams, and the extent of effects from tailings dam failures. EPA’s
analysis demonstrates that the impacts on the fishery and water resources of the Bristol Bay
watershed would be significant under any of the Pebble Mine scenarios. Indeed, even under the
economically unlikely smaller scenario, mining development would cause the direct loss of 24
miles of streams, 5 miles of known spawning and rearing habitats for salmonids, and 1,200 acres
of wetlands, as well as reductions in streamflow within an additional 9.3 miles of streams,
unquantifiable indirect effects of stream and wetlands losses, and 95 million metric tons of
potentially acid-generating waste rock.39
Additionally, the inclusion of the 0.25 billion tons of ore scenario allows EPA to quantify the
cumulative effects from development of multiple similar-sized deposits surrounding Pebble and
to quantify the impacts associated with “different stages in the potential process of mining the
Pebble deposit,” as discussed further below.40 It is, nevertheless, important to note EPA’s
acknowledgement that estimated impacts of aquatic habitat loss “would differ across different
deposits, based on the size and location of mine operations within the watersheds.”41
B.

THE REVISED ASSESSMENT BETTER DESCRIBES POTENTIAL MINING IMPACTS.
1.

Impacts on Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat

The Revised Assessment is improved in that it includes more scientific information concerning
Bristol Bay fisheries and aquatic habitat. The following are a few examples. The Revised
Assessment contains:

37

Id. at 6-1.
Id. at ES-9 (“Because these deposits are low grade . . . mining will be economic only if conducted over
large areas.”).
39
Id. at ES-14, tbl. ES-1.
40
Id. at ES-2.
41
Id. at ES-25.
38
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•

Considerably more discussion of the importance of the upper Bristol Bay watershed stream
reaches as rearing habitat for several species of commercially important and subsistence
fishes;42

•

A better discussion of the importance of maintaining small and diverse fish populations, both
salmonid and non-salmonid, and expanded consideration of the genetic “portfolio effect” to
buffer against genetic drift and protect biological complexity and stability of the fishery;43

•

More analysis of other important Bristol Bay fish species (such as rainbow trout, char, and
Dolly Varden), and an improved analysis of the importance of these fish species to the health
of the watershed, to sportfishing, and as subsistence food;44

•

Better accounting of the Chinook salmon commercial fishery and king salmon in general;45

•

A better discussion of mine-induced changes to hydrologic connectivity between wetlands,
groundwater, and surfacewater and the impacts of dewatering to aquatic habitats, including
quantification of negative impacts on stream temperature and cold water refugia habitat in
upper stream reaches;46 and

•

A better discussion of fish habitat degradation from routine mining activities, including an
improved analysis of both the direct and indirect effects on salmonids from copper leachate.
For instance, under the 6.5 billion ton scenario leaching during standard operation will
directly impact salmonids in up to 35 miles of streams beyond the mine footprint and will
indirectly impact up to 51 miles of streams beyond the mine footprint.47

It is important to emphasize that the Revised Assessment continues to use conservative
information to assess the scope of mining impacts on aquatic habitat and fisheries.48 While EPA
has properly broadened its characterization of Bristol Bay fisheries and aquatic habitat, the
Revised Assessment uses a very careful approach to assess the impacts of large-scale mining on
fisheries and aquatic habitat. For instance, the Revised Assessment includes the assumption that
no significant human or engineering failures will occur during mine development49 and
42

Id. at 3-18 to 3-28. See also BBNC, Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation on the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment—Part I, at 2-3 (July 23, 2012)
[hereafter “BBNC Part I Comments”] (asking EPA to include more best available information about
rearing habitat, diversity, the portfolio effect, and commercially important fishes).
43
Id. at 5-26. BBNC thanks EPA for its use and better explanation of the genetic “portfolio effect” and
genetic diversity, as requested in BBNC’s previous comments on the Draft Assessment. See BBNC Part I
Comments, at 3.
44
See, e.g., Revised Assessment, at ES-5, tbl. 5-1; 5-9 to 5-11; and 5-20 to 5-23.
45
Id. at 5-8, tbl. 5-3.
46
See, e.g., id. at 3-13 to 3-14; tbl. ES-2; and 6-24, box 6-2.
47
Id. at ES-15, 8-54.
48
BBNC Part I Comments, at 2 and Attch. A (discussing similar underestimates in the Draft Assessment).
49
Revised Assessment, at ES-11 (“The assessment considers risks from routine operation of a mine
designed using modern conventional mitigation practices and technologies and with no significant human
or engineering failures.”).
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furthermore conducts tailings dam failure impact analysis for only the smaller 0.25 and 2.0
billion ton scenarios while not assessing these impacts under the larger mine scenario.50
Additionally, BBNC notes that the Revised Assessment is also conservative because it contains
assumptions and data sets that substantially underestimate the amount of habitat that would be
lost under the hypothetical mine scenarios. As discussed in BBNC’s comments on the Draft
Assessment and reasserted here,51 EPA estimates wetland impacts using National Wetland
Inventory (“NWI”) maps that underestimate jurisdictional wetlands, leading to narrow
calculations of the habitat likely to be lost under each of the Revised Assessment mine
scenarios.52
Though it includes a much more in-depth and focused analysis, the Revised Assessment
consequently remains conservative in its quantification of aquatic habitats and its assessment of
the impacts to such habitats. The Revised Assessment, nevertheless, provides ample support for
the conclusion that large-scale mining in Bristol Bay will result in extensive habitat degradation
and destruction of fishery and water resources.53
2.

Subsistence Impacts

The Revised Assessment rightfully notes that “[f]or Alaska Natives today, subsistence is more
than the harvesting, processing, sharing, and trading of land and sea mammals, fish, and plants.
Subsistence holistically subsumes cultural, social, and spiritual values that are the essence of
Alaska Native cultures.”54 BBNC is pleased to see that the Revised Assessment contains a more
comprehensive analysis of important subsistence resources in the Bristol Bay region and the
impacts of varying mine proposal sizes on these subsistence resources. In particular, the Revised
Assessment devotes more attention to important subsistence resources beyond salmon, including
non-salmonid fishes (rainbow trout and char) and other wildlife (bear, moose, caribou,
waterfowl).55 The Revised Assessment also recognizes the importance of these subsistence
resources—acknowledging the importance of all salmonid species, various non-salmon fishes,
caribou, moose, waterfowl, and berries.56 BBNC supports these revisions, as they further
quantify the importance of maintaining small and diverse fish populations, preventing fish
habitat degradation from trace metallic contaminants and dewatering, and ensuring pristine fish
spawning and rearing habitat.
The Revised Assessment nevertheless still contains a more limited discussion of the
socioeconomic impacts on local communities that would result from large-scale mine
50

Id. at ES-17 (“Failures in the Pebble 6.5 scenario, which includes three TSFs, were not analyzed… .”).
BBNC Part I Comments, at 2 and Attch. A.
52
Revised Assessment, at 7-21, Box 7-1.
53
See e.g., Revised Assessment, at ES-14, tbl. ES-2 (explaining that impacts from development of the 6.5
billion ton scenario will result in elimination, blocking, or dewatering of 145km important stream
habitat).
54
Id. at 5-33.
55
Id. at 5-32, 12-8.
56
See generally id. at Ch. 5.
51
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development and the resulting loss of subsistence resources in the Kvichak and Nushagak river
basins. While rightfully stating that “[s]almon are integral to the entire way of life in these
cultures as subsistence food and subsistence-based livelihoods, and are an important foundation
for language, spirituality, and social structure,”57 the Revised Assessment is narrow in that it
does not analyze the inevitable adverse impacts on the Alaska Native way of life that would
result if large-scale mining development proceeds in Bristol Bay. In earlier comments on the
Draft Assessment, BBNC emphasized that the assessment “does not adequately discuss the very
important socioeconomic impacts to local communities that would likely result from the
potential environmental impacts of the development of the hypothetical mining scenario” and
that “the Assessment would benefit from greater discussion and a more thorough and prominent
discussion of these threats.”58 Integrating the information cited in BBNC’s comments would
improve this area of the assessment.
3.

Cumulative Impacts of Multiple Large-Scale Mines and Ancillary
Development

The Revised Assessment now includes a more detailed analysis of the cumulative impacts of
large-scale mine development in the Bristol Bay watershed.59 In particular, the Revised
Assessment includes a greatly improved discussion of a multiple-mine scenario and long-term
ancillary development. For instance, the Revised Assessment explains that, if multiple mines
were developed, the area suffering cumulative impacts could reach 8,600 to 13,000 acres in size,
including 25 to 40 miles of eliminated or blocked stream habitats and cumulative wetlands losses
from 1,800 to 6,100 acres.60 Once again, moreover, this conservative analysis underestimates
impacts because it is based on low-end mine development predictions and contains more narrow
assumptions about the true extent of ancillary development. Indeed, the Revised Assessment
properly notes the conservative nature of its cumulative impacts estimates.61
In earlier comments on the Draft Assessment, BBNC noted that EPA’s cumulative analysis
underestimated cumulative habitat losses by excluding certain areas from the mine footprint and
by underestimating stream reaches and wetlands delineations.62 In addition, BBNC noted that
the Draft Assessment underestimated cumulative impacts by assuming joint use of facilities by
multiple mining operations.63 BBNC thus notes that the Revised Assessment remains
conservative with regard to these two points as well.64
57

Id. at ES-8.
BBNC Part I Comments, at 5.
59
Revised Assessment, Ch. 13 (responding to peer reviewer concerns set forth in Peer Review at 95, 98).
60
Id. at ES-25.
61
See id. (Referring to the cumulative risks analysis, “These are conservative estimates of lost habitats . .
..).
62
BBNC Part I Comments, at 4.
63
Id.
64
See Revised Assessment, at 13-9 (showing that EPA’s methods for estimating cumulative impacts from
other mines utilizes wetlands and stream data underestimates aquatic impacts, and that EPA further
assumes that four additional mining facilities included in its cumulative impacts analysis would utilize the
mill, tailings storage facility, and other facilities developed at Pebble Mine).
58
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Moreover, the Revised Assessment’s treatment of ancillary development is similarly improved,
and remains conservative. EPA properly expands its analysis of the potential transportation
corridor to include an analysis of diesel pipeline spills, product concentrate spills, truck accidents
involving process chemicals, and culvert failures. Indeed, in response to peer reviewer
requests,65 the Revised Assessment contains an extensive discussion of culverts in Chapters 6
and 10 and an entire Appendix devoted to road and pipeline development on water quality and
freshwater resources.66 At the same time, the Revised Assessment remains conservative because
it does not include a more detailed accounting of other types of inevitable ancillary development.
In fact, EPA openly acknowledges that it “does not consider all impacts associated with future
large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.”67 Specifically, EPA points out that the Revised
Assessment confines its scope of analysis to exclude impacts associated with the following
mining-related infrastructure and ancillary development: construction and operation of a deepwater port in Cook Inlet; “one or more large-capacity, electricity-generating power plants that
would be required to power the mine and port;” induced development (such as support services
for mine employees and families); increased access to recreational resources; and an increased
transportation infrastructure throughout the Bristol Bay region.68 EPA also admits that it has
used “conservative estimates of lost habitats, because we did not estimate the hydrologic
drawdown zones around each pit mine.”69
4.

Seasonal Flow Variations and Climate Change Impacts

In response to peer review requests70, the Revised Assessment better characterizes and discusses
seasonal hydrologic processes, seasonal flow variations, and how global climate change will
influence these hydrologic processes and rates. The Revised Assessment then properly utilizes
modeling to evaluate the expected impacts of combined pressures from seasonal climate and
flow variability and mine development on the fragile watershed ecosystem.71 While EPA admits
its modeling technique is limited, it notes that climate change and seasonal variation impacts
during salmon migration events will likely intensify any effects caused by large-scale mining.72
BBNC agrees with this additional analysis, as limited as it admittedly is, as a means of
acknowledging, if not fully quantifying, additional and compounding impacts from large-scale
mining on the Bristol Bay Watershed.

65

Peer Review Report, at 56, 73–76.
Revised Assessment, Chs. 6, 10; Appx. G.
67
Id. at ES-4.
68
Id.
69
Id.
70
Peer Review Report, at 9.
71
Revised Assessment, at 3-36 to 3-45; 14-15.
72
Id. at 3-37.
66
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C.

THE ASSESSMENT OF REMEDIATION AND MITIGATION IS GREATLY EXPANDED.
1.

Wastewater Capture and Treatment

EPA’s discussion of wastewater capture and treatment in the Revised Assessment represents a
significant improvement over the general discussion of wastewater in the initial Draft
Assessment. BBNC agrees with the heightened importance EPA devotes to this discussion and
the creation of a new watershed assessment chapter devoted to Water Collection, Treatment, and
Discharge.73 In this chapter, EPA sets forth additional details concerning the drainage of waste
rock leachate to streams and a mine site water balance of potential mine impacts under the
different mine scenarios.74
Impacts from Routine Operations. In response to peer review requests that the watershed
assessment include not only catastrophic wastewater pollution events, but also day-to-day routine
contamination stressors,75 the Revised Assessment now contains an improved analysis of routine
operation impacts, including leachate/leaks of toxins from wastewater containment facilities and
nonpoint runoff sources, wastewater treatment plant failures, road culvert failures, and truck
accidents.76 In so doing, the Revised Assessment adopts a more realistic discussion of waste
rock leachate through a routine operations scenario rather than the unrealistic “no failure”
scenario utilized in the Draft Assessment.77
This is a significant improvement to analysis of leachate escapement and is a useful starting
point to analyze wastewater capture and treatment requirements. Indeed, as EPA’s revised
analysis shows, even routine large-scale mining operations with wastewater collection and
treatment cannot operate without degrading water quality and causing direct negative impacts on
salmonids downstream.78
Wastewater Capture. The Revised Assessment better utilizes advanced modeling to detail
wastewater capture and treatment under routine operation scenarios. As noted by the peer
reviewers, EPA’s analysis in the Draft Assessment was cursory, and its calculations failed to
include catchment and treatment of acid rock leachate.79 In the Revised Assessment, EPA

73

Id. Ch. 8.
Id. at 8-18 to 8-19.
75
Peer Review Report, at 7, 20, 58, 63, 107.
76
Revised Assessment, at ES-15 to ES-16.
77
Compare Draft Assessment, at ES-14 (discussing the failure/no failure dichotomy, with “no failure”
defined as the default day-to-day mode of operation) with Revised Assessment, at ES-15 (discussing
routine operations outside of a failure/no failure dichotomy with the routine operations including
assessment of leaching/leakage of wastewater containment facilities, wastewater treatment plant failures,
culvert failures, and truck accidents).
78
See Revised Assessment, at ES-15 (explaining that leachate from routine operations, particularly copper
concentrations, would “be sufficient to cause direct effects on salmonids” in up to 35 miles of streams and
beyond the mine footprint in the 6.5 billion ton scenario).
79
Peer Review Report, at 10.
74
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greatly improved its analysis of this ongoing water quality threat by modeling capture of leachate
from cone-of-depression wells as described in the Wardrop Report.80
Utilizing this modeling, EPA concludes that “greater than 99% capture efficiency would be
required to prevent exceedance of the copper criteria for the South Fork Koktuli River under the
Pebble 6.5 scenario.”81 Without this capture efficiency, negative effects on aquatic life beyond
the mine footprint would occur, including fish aversion and avoidance on up to 35 miles of
streams, “rapidly induced death of many or all fish” in up to 7.5 miles of streams, and death or
reduced reproduction of the primary juvenile salmon food source (aquatic invertebrates) for up to
51 miles of streams.82 Importantly, EPA notes that a 99% capture efficiency would “require
technologies beyond those specified in . . . the most recent preliminary mine plan.”83 Indeed, the
Revised Assessment assumes a leachate capture efficiency of only 50%.84 These modeling
results are, yet again, conservative because the Revised Assessment uses average projected
leachate concentrations85 and continues to use narrow assumptions to assess the risks and
feasibility of treating massive seasonal flows and volumes of wastewater.86
Despite these conservative assumptions, the Revised Assessment properly concludes that even
long-term, non-catastrophic wastewater capture utilizing the best mining technology cannot
avoid negative impacts to aquatic habitat.
2.

Post-Closure Reclamation and Perpetual Treatment

In the peer review report, multiple experts questioned the acceptability and practicality of
development and operation of a mine that will require perpetual treatment after closure.87
Specifically, the peer reviewers rightfully questioned the practicality of monitoring and
managing waste rock and tailing storage facilities for tens of thousands of years.88 In response,
the Revised Assessment addresses perpetual treatment and monitoring as it relates to: the tailings
facility (including dams),89 the structural integrity of all mine infrastructure,90 perpetual
wastewater collection and treatment systems,91 and overall uncertainties associated with longterm mine waste management.92 Indeed, the Revised Assessment’s discussion of the
uncertainties associated with perpetual treatment admits “[t]he response of the current
80

Revised Assessment, at 4-12, 6-13.
Id. at ES-15.
82
Id. (using numbers based on the 6.5 billion ton mine scenario).
83
Id.
84
Id. at ES-28.
85
Id. at 6-40; Tables 8-4 through 8-8.
86
Id. at 8-4 (routine operation wastewater volume calculated on a yearly, non-seasonal basis).
87
Peer Review Report, at 49, 67.
88
Id. at 8.
89
Revised Assessment, at ES-27, 6-33, 9-12.
90
Id. at ES-27, 6-16.
91
Id. at ES-15, 6-34, 8-22.
92
Id. at ES-27, 12-16, 14-16.
81
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technology in the construction of tailings dams is untested and unknown in the face of centuries
of extreme events . . . .”93 Further, the Revised Assessment concludes that “[e]ven if the mining
and mitigation practices described in the mine scenarios were performed perfectly, an operation
of this size would inevitably destroy or degrade habitat of salmonids.”94 BBNC agrees with
EPA’s characterization that perpetual treatment of mining wastes is untested and not worth the
risk to such sensitive waters and fishery resources.
3.

Compensatory Mitigation

The discussion of compensatory mitigation in Appendix J of the Revised Assessment represents
a significant improvement over the general discussion of mitigation that was included as
Appendix I of the Draft Assessment. Appendix J clarifies that CWA regulations prohibit
issuance of a 404 permit where appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation measures
are lacking.95 It is also clear from the discussion in Appendix J and from earlier analyses96 that
existing opportunities to mitigate the impacts of the Pebble Mine as proposed, as well as those of
the new smaller 20-year, 0.25 billion ton mine scenario analyzed in the Revised Assessment, are
highly unlikely to meet the CWA 404 regulatory requirements.
Notably EPA’s compensatory mitigation conclusion is weaker than the analysis that precedes it.
EPA concludes that “[t]here are significant challenges regarding the potential efficacy of
compensation measures proposed by commenters for use in the Bristol Bay region, raising
questions as to whether sufficient compensation measures exist that could address impacts of this
type and magnitude.”97 Yet the analysis in Appendix J supports the stronger conclusion that the
mine scenarios (and the Pebble Mine as proposed) would not qualify for a Section 404 permit
because of the lack of sufficient appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation measures
to offset the type and magnitude of aquatic resource losses. As EPA points out, any large mine
at the Pebble deposit would directly destroy hundreds to thousands of acres of high-functioning
wetlands and tens of miles of salmon streams.98 These streams and wetlands are not replaceable
or fungible. Not only do they provide important ecological functions, they also support
genetically unique salmon populations that are part of the overall population diversity that is key
to the stability of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery.99 Appendix J, and the earlier analysis in
Yocom & Bernard 2013, thoroughly support the conclusion that there are no reasonable or
practicable compensatory mitigation measures that could adequately offset the impacts of mining
the Pebble deposit within the affected or nearby watersheds.

93

Id. at 14-16.

94

Id.

95

See 40 C.F.R. § 230.91(c)(3).
See Yocom, Thomas G., and Rebecca L. Bernard, Mitigation of Wetland Impacts from Large-Scale
Hardrock Mining in Bristol Bay Watersheds (2013), available at http://www.sjel.org/vol3/mitigation-ofwetland-impacts-from-large-scale-hardrock-mining-in-bristol-bay-watersheds.
97
Revised Assessment, App. J, at 16.
98
Id. at 7.
99
Id. See Schindler et al., Population diversity and the portfolio effect in an exploited species, 465
NATURE 609-612 (2010).
96
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The paragraphs that follow highlight several aspects of the Appendix J compensatory mitigation
analysis that support this stronger conclusion and are particularly important in any compensatory
mitigation discussion relating to mining of the Pebble deposit. The following discussion also
includes brief comments on each compensatory mitigation measure analyzed in Appendix J.
Ecological Functions of Lost Aquatic Resources. The discussion of the ecological functions of
the streams and wetlands that would be lost under each of the Revised Assessment mine
scenarios is important and on-the-mark.100 EPA recognizes the enormity of the number of acres
and miles of wetlands and streams that would be lost, as well as the important and unique
ecological functions that these waters perform. EPA acknowledges that it is these functions—
indeed, the whole suite of functions—that would have to be replaced through compensatory
mitigation. Particularly important is EPA’s acknowledgment that the losses of streams and
wetlands would affect genetically unique populations of salmon, undermining the stability of the
overall Bristol Bay fishery that depends on the genetic diversity of individual populations (the
“portfolio effect”).101
Appropriate Watershed Scale. The discussion correctly acknowledges that the most appropriate
watershed scale is the affected drainages themselves—North Fork Koktuli (“NFK”), South Fork
Koktuli (“SFK”), and Upper Talarik Creek (“UTC”).102 EPA correctly recognizes that this scale
is most appropriate because compensatory mitigation in these drainages would have the greatest
likelihood of replacing the suite of functions lost to mining, in particular impacts to salmon
populations that are unique to these drainages. In addition, it is important to note that watersheds
(as delineated by the U.S. Geological Survey) are much larger on average in Alaska, due to
mapping-scale differences, and that additional caution is therefore warranted in considering
mitigation measures outside of the immediate drainages where the impacts occur.
Lack of Appropriate and Practicable Compensatory Mitigation Measures. EPA acknowledges
that all three compensatory mitigation mechanisms—mitigation banks, in-lieu fee programs, and
permittee-responsible mitigation—share the fundamental problem that there simply are not
opportunities for mitigation that could effectively replace the suite of aquatic functions that
would be lost under the Revised Assessment mine scenarios.103 As EPA states:
In the context of the mine scenario, the primary challenge to both a watershed approach
and on-site compensatory mitigation is the absence of existing degraded resources and
watershed needs within the NFK, SFK and UTC watersheds. Specifically, these three
watersheds are largely unaltered by human activities, and there appear to be no sites that
a mitigation project could restore or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts expected
from the mine scenarios.104

100

Revised Assessment, App. J, at 5-6.
Revised Assessment, at 5-24.
102
Id. at 6-7 (citing Yocom & Bernard (2013); Schindler et al. (2010)).
103
Id. at 8.
104
Id. at 8-9.
101
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This statement is accurate and well-supported, and it strongly underscores the reality that it is
simply impossible to adequately compensate for the magnitude and type of proposed impacts
associated with the mine scenarios in an ecologically intact environment.
Appendix J analyzes several potential compensatory mitigation measures proposed by public and
peer review commenters. The analysis of these measures is adequate, although may understate
their ineffectiveness.
Beaver Dam Removal. EPA’s assessment reviews the scientific evidence concerning the impact
of beaver dams on salmonid species and concludes that the impacts are more positive than
negative.105 EPA may also want to cite the findings of Pebble Partnership studies (as cited at
footnote 117 in Yocom & Bernard 2013) that beaver ponds provide important habitat for
salmonids.
Flow Management. EPA properly concludes that, even if a flow management system were
shown to successfully control water temperature in water discharges, this system would be
required as a measure to minimize impacts rather than as a compensatory mitigation measure.106
In addition, such measures would require difficult, unprecedented, and perhaps even impossible,
perpetual management and maintenance.
Spawning Channels. There is inadequate scientific evidence of success with such measures. The
constant maintenance such channels require would be inconsistent with the requirement that
compensatory mitigation projects be self-sustaining.107
Preservation. EPA states that a preservation approach to compensatory mitigation “would
require a site that is very large, performs similarly important aquatic functions, and is under
threat of destruction or adverse modification.”108 EPA should go further and acknowledge that,
under the Section 404 regulations, the mitigation site would be required to perform not just
“similarly important aquatic functions,” but the same suite of aquatic functions as the resources
lost to mining.109 As EPA points out, no one has identified any such site and, perhaps even more
importantly, there is no precedent for such a preservation-dominated mitigation approach in the
context of this type and magnitude of ecological loss.
Unavailable and Inadequate Off-Site Mitigation:
Old Mine Site Remediation, Road Removal, and Road Stream Crossing Retrofits. EPA correctly
notes that, although there are degraded sites that could benefit from restoration or enhancement,
these are few and scattered, located in more distant portions of the broader Nushagak and
Kvichak watersheds, and simply not adequate in size or type to offset aquatic resource losses

105

Id. at 9-10. See also Yocom & Bernard (2013).
Id. at 10-11.
107
Id. at 11. See 40 C.F.R. § 230.97(b).
108
Id.
109
See 40 C.F.R. § 230.93(a)(1).
106
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associated with the mine scenario.110 Additionally, the use of such distant sites as compensatory
mitigation would not be consistent with the Section 404 regulations:
Defining the watershed scale this broadly ... would likely fail to effectively compensate
for the adverse environmental impacts of the permitted discharge—the fundamental
requirement of the Mitigation Rule. The genetic differences between individual salmon
stocks in various drainages, and the importance of this genetic diversity to the overall
stability of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery, undermine the value of mitigation measures
designed to protect aquatic resources in a drainage far from the site of impact.111
Hatchery Construction. Hatcheries would pose more ecological risks than benefits.112 To put it
simply, it would be inconsistent with the Section 404 regulations’ emphasis on replacing lost
aquatic functions to mitigate for impacts to wild—and genetically unique—salmon populations
by introducing hatchery fish with all their attendant ecological problems.
Fish Stocking. For the same reasons, fish stocking poses more ecological risks than benefits.113
Commercial Fishery Harvest Reductions. Not only would this measure not be effective in
mitigating impacts, as EPA states,114 but there would be a fundamental inequity in forcing an
existing and sustainable user group to reduce its impacts to compensate for the impacts of a new
and non-sustainable user.
Other Suggested Compensation Measures. BBNC agrees with EPA’s conclusion that payments
to organizations for education, outreach, and research may be beneficial but do not constitute
compensatory mitigation under the regulations.115
The analysis in Appendix J provides ample support for the conclusion that there are no
appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation measures that would adequately offset the
specific aquatic resource losses that would result from development of either the Pebble Mine or
any of the Revised Assessment mine scenarios.
V.

CONCLUSION

The Revised Assessment is founded on a thorough review of existing literature on the fishery
and water resources of Bristol Bay, takes local knowledge of those resources into account, and
includes a solid assessment of the risks posed to those resources by potential large-scale mining
in the region. EPA has greatly strengthened and clarified the science and estimation of risks
throughout the Revised Assessment, and EPA’s robust peer review and public comment process
support these strong scientific findings. BBNC respectfully urges EPA to finalize the assessment
110

Revised Assessment, App. J, at 12-13.
Yocom & Bernard (2013).
112
Id. at 13-14.
113
Id. at 15.
114
Id.
115
Id. at 15-16.
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without delay so that it can be relied on by agency decisionmakers, stakeholders, and the general
public as a valuable information resource and as a guide in future federal, State, and local
decision-making processes affecting the waters, fishery resources, and Alaska Native cultures of
Bristol Bay.
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Estimating
Habitat Loss

Topic

Use of Maps and Datasets: “[T]he Draft
Assessment bases its estimate of stream losses on
the Alaska National Hydrography Dataset (ANHD),
which uses a coarse scale and therefore
underestimates the reach and extent of streams in the
vicinity [and] bases its estimate of wetland losses on
National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps, even
though Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) delineated
substantially more wetland and aquatic areas within
its ‘mine mapping area’ than are shown in NWI
maps of the same areas. As a result of this
underestimation of habitat losses, the risks
associated with such habitat loss are understated.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at2)

BBNC submitted technical comments by Thomas
Yocom, explaining that EPA underestimated the 25year mine scenario tailings storage facility footprint
by 1,000 acres when it used hypothetical footprints
taken directly from the Wardrop Report, thereby
underestimating direct and indirect impacts to
habitat. (BBNC Comments Part I, Attch. A, at 2-3)

The Revised Assessment uses the same
assumptions and Wardrop Report data to
calculate habitat acres that would be lost to the
mine footprint.
(Revised Assessment, at ES-10)

Mine Footprint: “The Draft Assessment
underestimates the amount of habitat that would be
lost under the hypothetical mine scenario. It does
this in part by excluding certain areas from the mine
footprint and, consequently, from the calculation of
habitat acres lost to the mine footprint.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at2)

EPA’s Revised Assessment continues to use
National Wetland Inventory maps to calculate
wetlands impacts. EPA’s Revised Assessment
also continues to use the ANHD data to
estimate the reach and extent of streams in the
mine footprint vicinity that will be eliminated,
blocked, or altered in flow.
(Revised Assessment, at 7-21)

However, the 25-year mine scenario footprint
was revised slightly upward between the Draft
and Revised Assessments – from a 14.9-km2
tailings impoundment in the Draft Assessment
to a 15.8-km2 tailings impoundment in the
Revised Assessment. (Draft Assessment, at
ES-11 and Revised Assessment, at ES-11)

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions

Appendix
B to BBNC
Commentsofon
Bristol
Bay
404(c)
Proposed Determination,
Page 23 of 132.
Appendix
A, Comments
Bristol
Bay
Native
Corporation
on the
Second External Review Draft of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment

Use of these maps and datasets leads to a conservative
overall quantification of jurisdictional wetlands acreage and
stream reaches likely to be lost or negatively impacted under
each of the Revised Assessment mining scenarios.

BBNC would like to point out that EPA’s calculations are
still based on conservative assumptions and data found in the
Wardrop Report.

BBNC appreciates that EPA has revised its calculation of the
25-year mine scenario tailings storage facility footprint to
accurately account for the size of a facility.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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Estimating
Habitat Loss
(cont.)

Topic

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment

“The hypothetical mine plan examined by EPA in
the Draft Assessment, moreover, is drawn from
preliminary plans for the Pebble Project as described
by Northern Dynasty Minerals” in its State water
rights applications and in the 2011 Wardrop
Report.”
(BBNC Comments Part II, at 12)

EPA revised the Watershed Assessment to
Mining Scenarios as a means of Estimating
include a substantially smaller Pebble Mine
Habitat Loss and Mine Footprint: “The Draft
scenario consisting of 0.25 billion tons of ore.
Assessment is […] based on a reasonable
hypothetical scenario. . . . EPA does not need to wait
to see the details of any specific mine Section 404
permit application to determine whether
unacceptable impacts will result from large-scale
hardrock mining operations.”
(BBNC Comments Part II, at 12)

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions

Appendix
B to BBNC
Commentsofon
Bristol
Bay
404(c)
Proposed Determination,
Page 24 of 132.
Appendix
A, Comments
Bristol
Bay
Native
Corporation
on the
Second External Review Draft of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment

Inclusion of the 0.25 billion ton scenario analysis—a Pebble
mining scenario so small it would be uneconomical to
develop in such a remote area—allows EPA to include very
conservative assessment of negative impacts to the Bristol
Bay watershed from mine development. Even under the
very unlikely 0.25 scenario analysis, the Revised Assessment
concludes that mining development would cause the
unacceptable direct loss of 24 miles of streams, 5 miles of
known spawning and rearing habitats for salmonids, and
1,200 acres of wetlands. (Revised Assessment, at ES-14)

Although this mining scenario is substantially smaller than
the 2.0 billion tons and 6.5 billion tons Pebble Mine
scenarios included in the original Draft Watershed
Assessment, the 0.25 scenario is still quite large with a total
surface area impact of 5.88 square kilometers.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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The Revised Assessment now includes
Appendix J, describing the potential of
compensatory mitigation in the Bristol Bay
region to offset habitat losses from large-scale
metallic mines.

Assessing the Risks to Offsetting Habitat Losses
with Compensatory Mitigation: “The Draft
Assessment also does not adequately assess the
challenges (risks) of mitigating these stream and
wetland losses.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at2)

BBNC’s Recommendation: “We recommend that
In the Revised Assessment, EPA added
EPA address in the Final Assessment the
Appendix J to assess compensatory mitigation.
risks/probabilities that such losses could be
adequately offset through compensatory mitigation
measures. This discussion should include examples
of large hardrock mining operations that have
excavated and/or filled large areas of fisheries
habitat and wetlands where those direct impacts
have been either benign or offset by compensatory
mitigation measures.”(BBNC Part I Comments, at 2)

In the Revised Assessment, EPA added
Appendix J to assess compensatory mitigation

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions

Compensatory Site-Specific Mitigation: “Whereas Appendix I
Mitigation
discusses mitigation practices and descriptions of
mining industry standard practices, this 24-page
report offers no specifics about the Bristol Bay
watershed or mitigation practices therein” and “falls
short of assessing the likelihood that a mine would
be constructed that could adequately offset habitat
losses.” (BBNC Part I Comments, Attch. A, at 1-2)

Topic

Appendix
B to BBNC
Commentsofon
Bristol
Bay
404(c)
Proposed Determination,
Page 25 of 132.
Appendix
A, Comments
Bristol
Bay
Native
Corporation
on the
Second External Review Draft of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment

The analysis in Appendix J provides ample support for the
conclusion that there are no appropriate and practicable
compensatory mitigation measures that would adequately
offset the specific aquatic resource losses that would result
from development of either the Pebble Mine or the BBWA
mine scenarios

Appendix J represents a significant improvement over the
general discussion of mitigation included in Appendix I of
the Draft Assessment.

The discussion of compensatory mitigation in Appendix J of
the Revised Assessment represents a significant
improvement over the general discussion of mitigation that
was included as Appendix I of the initial Draft BBWA.

Indeed, Appendix J supports the conclusion that the mine
scenarios (and the Pebble Mine as proposed) would not
qualify for a Section 404 permit because of the lack of
sufficient appropriate and practicable compensatory
mitigation measures to offset the type and magnitude of
aquatic resource losses.

BBNC agrees with EPA’s improved analysis of risks and
uses of compensatory mitigation described in Appendix J.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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Wastewater
Treatment

Topic

Wastewater Treatment and Seasonal
Fluctuations: “[T]he water balance significantly
underestimates the volume of contaminated
wastewater that would require treatment during
operation and post-closure, as it does not account for
extreme events such as peak storm runoff… [T]he
Draft Assessment does not adequately address the
fact that the enormous amounts of wastewater could
be discharged only during the five months of the
year when receiving waters are not frozen, greatly
increasing the magnitude of the water management
challenge.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 3-4)

BBNC submitted detailed technical comments by
William M. Riley, detailing various shortcomings
with EPA’s “No Failure” scenario as a means of
assessing impacts with respect to wastewater
treatment and reclamation. (BBNC Comments Part
I, Attch. D)

Wastewater Treatment and the ‘No Failure’
Scenario: “The Draft Assessment does not squarely
address the challenges of constructing and operating
a modern day mine that could possibly meet the ‘no
failure’ scenario with respect to wastewater
treatment.”

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions

The Revised Assessment continues to include
more limited assumptions of seasonal flow
variations, such as assessing how large
snowmelt flows would impact wastewater
treatment facilities and increase nonpoint
source runoff. (Revised Assessment, at 8-4,
routine operation wastewater volume
calculated on a yearly, non-seasonal basis)

The Revised Assessment now focuses on the
day-to-day routine impacts of toxic leachate
from wastewater containment facilities and
nonpoint runoff sources. (Revised
Assessment, at ES-15)

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment
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Despite these conservative assumptions used to calculate
required wastewater capture efficiency, the Revised
Assessment properly concludes that even long-term, noncatastrophic wastewater capture utilizing the best mining
technology cannot avoid negative impacts to aquatic habitat.

The Revised Assessment properly concludes that long-term,
non-catastrophic wastewater capture attempts utilizing even
the best mining technology cannot avoid negative impacts to
aquatic habitat.

The Revised Assessment adopts a more realistic discussion
of waste rock leachate through a routine operations scenario
rather than the unrealistic “no failure” scenario utilized in the
Draft Assessment. BBNC welcomes this improved analysis
of the day-to-day routine impacts of large-scale metallic
mining on water quality and the resulting direct negative
impacts on downstream salmonids.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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Wastewater
Treatment
(cont.)

Topic

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment
The Revised Assessment better utilizes
advanced modeling to detail wastewater
capture, treatment, and leachate potential under
routine operation scenarios. By utilizing
modeling to assess these parameters, the
Revised Assessment adopts a more realistic
discussion of waste rock leachate through a
routine operations scenario rather than the
unrealistic “no failure” scenario utilized in the
Draft Assessment.

The Revised Assessment contains considerable
more attention to leachate contamination and
the impacts of this on water quality. Utilizing
modeling, EPA concludes that “greater than
99% capture efficiency would be required to
prevent exceedance of the copper criteria for
the South Fork Koktuli River under the Pebble
6.5 scenario.” (Revised Assessment, at ES-15)

The Revised Assessment largely removes the
failure/no failure dichotomy and adopts an
approach to modeling wastewater
contamination that better shows the challenges
of water management and the potential for
non-catastrophic failures.

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions

Tailings Leachate: “The Draft Assessment does not
address the porous nature of the surficial deposits
and fractured bedrock in the project area as well as
other information that places in serious doubt the
ability of a conventional, unlined tailings
impoundment to capture toxic tailings leachate
before it enters the local groundwater system.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 3)

Water Quality Criteria: “In addition to the
unprecedented quantity of contaminated water that
would require treatment (over 130 million gallons
per day), State of Alaska water quality criteria
(WQC) would have to be met end-of-pipe without
the benefit of dilution (all other Alaska hardrock
mines rely on dilution to meet WQC).”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 3-4)

BBNC Recommendation: “We recommend that in
the Final Assessment EPA at a minimum
acknowledge that the result of this approach is an
understatement of both the water management
challenge and the potential for water management
failures associated with its hypothetical mine
scenario.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 4)
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BBNC thanks the EPA for its updated approach to its
analysis of wastewater treatment and management. This
strengthens the conclusion that even the best wastewater
capture technology will not prevent exceeding the copper
criteria for the South Fork Koktuli River under the Pebble
6.5 scenario.

BBNC thanks the EPA for this additional analysis and would
like to point out the Revised Assessment’s conclusion that
even long-term, non-catastrophic wastewater capture
utilizing the best mining technology cannot avoid negative
impacts to aquatic habitat.

BBNC welcomes EPA’s approach to assessing tailings
leachate contamination and points out that, as EPA’s revised
analysis shows, even routine large-scale mining operations
with wastewater collection and treatment cannot operate
without degrading water quality and causing direct negative
impacts on salmonids downstream.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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Post-Closure
Reclamation

Topic

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment

BBNC Recommendation: “The Draft Assessment
leaves unanswered a number of questions about the
feasibility of reclamation, including whether there
will be adequate cover material and topsoil, and
whether any mining project in a sub-arctic region
has ever successfully achieved reclamation of this
nature on so large a scale. We recommend that EPA
address these questions in the Final Assessment.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 4)

These questions remain unaddressed in the
Revised Assessment. Appendix I is the only
section of the Revised Assessment that
substantially discusses post-closure
reclamation and it does not address these
concerns. Indeed, the Revised Assessment
notes that it “assume[s] that the site would be
reclaimed according to statutory requirements,
but it is outside the scope of the assessment to
evaluate a specific post-closure plan.”
(Revised Assessment, at 4-8)

Long-Term “No Failure” Scenario: “The Draft
The Revised Assessment largely removes the
Assessment does not squarely address the challenges failure/no failure dichotomy.
of constructing and operating a modern day mine
that could actually meet the ‘no failure’ scenario
with respect to reclamation. Post-closure, aquatic
habitats would have to be recreated on an
unprecedented scale and waters within the
reclamation area would have to meet water quality
standards.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 4)

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions
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BBNC notes that the Revised Assessment devotes little
attention to the feasibility and specifics of post-closure
reclamation, which would be extremely difficult for a mine
like the proposed Pebble mine. The assessment thus remains
conservative in this regard as well.

BBNC would like to point out that the Revised Assessment’s
treatment of uncertainties associated with perpetual
treatment admits “[t]he response of the current technology in
the construction of tailings dams is untested and unknown in
the face of centuries of extreme events . . . .” BBNC agrees
with EPA’s characterization that perpetual treatment of
large-scale metallic hardrock mining is untested and not
worth the risk.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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Cumulative
and
WatershedScale Effects
of Multiple
Mines

Topic

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment

Page 7 of 10

The Revised Assessment continues to use the
same assumptions about the joint use of
facilities by multiple mining operations.
(Revised Assessment, at 13-9)

EPA acknowledges limitations of its
cumulative footprint analysis, stating that
“[t]he actual infrastructure needed to operate
any large-scale mine would be significantly
more extensive […] and would result in a large
cumulative mine footprint.” (Revised
Assessment at 6-3)

BBNC Recommendation: “EPA should at a
minimum acknowledge” the limiting assessments of
joint facility use and underestimation of habitat
impacts.
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 4)

BBNC thanks EPA for acknowledging its use of
conservative cumulative impact assumptions and would like
to point out that EPA’s estimations of cumulative impacts on
habitat from multiple mines remain conservative
quantifications.

BBNC notes that EPA’s use of such assumptions makes its
cumulative impacts analysis conservative.

The Revised Assessment contains the same set BBNC notes that EPA’s revised analysis of cumulative
of assumptions to assess habitat losses. (See
habitat loss underestimates the direct aquatic and terrestrial
above discussion of Estimating Habitat Loss)
habitat losses, and is thus conservative in this regard as well.
Moreover, the Revised Assessment contains an
extremely conservative 0.25 billion ton mining
scenario for use in its cumulative analysis.

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment

Joint Facility Use: “the Draft Assessment makes a
number of assumptions about joint use of facilities
by multiple mining operations that may not be valid
and that may result in an understatement of the risks
of multiple mine development.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 4)

Underestimation of Cumulative Habitat Loss:
“The Draft Assessment appears to underestimate
habitat losses in the cumulative case, just as in its
risk assessment proper.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 4)

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions
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Fisheries and
Aquatic
Habitat

Topic

The Assessment was revised considerably to
include more information about the biological
complexity of salmon stocks and the portfolio
effect. (Revised Assessment, sections 5.2.4
and 13.4.1)

Appendix F was expanded slightly to consider
more discussion of salmon contribution to
trophic levels and salmon range and
distribution. Moreover, the Revised
Assessment itself was also updated to include
considerable more attention to the upper
Bristol Bay watershed reaches as rearing
habitat for several species of commercially
important and subsistence fishes. (Revised
Assessment, at 3-18 to 3-28)

BBNC Recommendation: “Appendix F could be
expanded to include more of the considerable
available information about the importance of
Bristol Bay as a rearing area for several species of
commercially important fishes.” (BBNC Part I
Comments, at 3)

EPA re-organized the chapters and appendixes
in a manner that makes the Revised
Assessment even more understandable and
accessible than the previous draft.

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment

BBNC Recommendation: “EPA should add a
greater explanation of the key terms ‘quality,’
‘diversity,’ and ‘portfolio effect,’ as they are used
with respect to fish.” (BBNC Part I Comments, at 3)

Overall: “The fisheries and aquatic habitat
information in the Draft Assessment is very
informative and well-written, and thus
understandable to a wide variety of stakeholders.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 2)

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions
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BBNC welcomes this expansion of Appendix F and the
Assessment itself, as these now contain more information
about the upper reaches of Nushagak and Kvichak River
systems as important salmon rearing habitat.

BBNC welcomes these revisions and EPA’s
acknowledgment that the losses of streams and wetlands
would affect genetically unique populations of salmon,
undermining the stability of the overall Bristol Bay fishery
that depends on the genetic diversity of individual
populations.

The Revised Assessment is very informative, organized, and
well-written. BBNC thanks the EPA for developing a
document that will be relied on by agency decisionmakers,
stakeholders, and the general public as a valuable
information resource and as a guide in future federal, State,
and local decision-making processes affecting the waters,
fishery resources, and Native cultures of Bristol Bay.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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EPA notes that socioeconomic impacts to local
communities is only a secondary and indirect
effects endpoint for consideration in the
assessment. (Revised Assessment at 5-1)

Socio-Economic Impacts to Local Communities:
The Draft Assessment “does not adequately discuss
the very important socioeconomic impacts to local
communities that would likely result from the
potential environmental impacts of the development
of the hypothetical mine scenario.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 5)

BBNC submitted detailed technical comments from
Don Callaway, containing a thorough evaluation of
the socioeconomic environment near the Pebble
Deposit. (BBNC Part I Comments, Attach. E)

EPA’s Revised Assessment includes no
references to the socioeconomic evaluation
provided by Don Callaway and submitted as
part of BBNC’s 2012 comments.

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions

Subsistence
and
Socioeconomic BBNC Recommendation: “There is substantial
Impacts
literature documenting the adverse impacts of
mining and energy development on small indigenous
communities, such as increased inflation,
overwhelming demands on existing services, and
increases in social problems like domestic violence.
The Assessment would benefit from greater
attention to this literature and a more thorough and
prominent discussion of these threats.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 5)

Topic
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BBNC notes that the Revised Assessment is very
conservative in assessing subsistence and socioeconomic
impacts. Indeed, the Revised Assessment merely focuses on
subsistence foods and lifestyle indirectly as an endpoint for
evaluating the impact of salmon loss, rather than including a
separate endpoint for analysis of the impacts on local
communities from the mine itself.

BBNC is pleased that the Revised Assessment expanded the
“fish-mediated risk” analysis into a full and separate chapter.

BBNC notes that the Revised Assessment does not analyze
the multiple inevitable impacts to Alaska Native cultures and
ways of life if large-scale hardrock mining development
proceeds in Bristol Bay. BBNC recognizes that EPA has
limited the scope of its assessment to “fish-mediated”
impacts on Alaska Natives, and notes that this limited scope
makes the assessment very conservative in nature.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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Wildlife and
Subsistence
Impacts

Topic

The Revised Assessment devotes more
attention to important subsistence resources
beyond salmon, including non-salmonid fishes
(rainbow trout and char) and other wildlife
(bear, moose, caribou, waterfowl). (Revised
Assessment, at 5-32 and 12-8) The Revised
Assessment also recognizes the importance of
these subsistence resources—acknowledging
the importance of all salmonid species, various
non-salmon fishes, caribou, moose, waterfowl,
and berries. (Revised Assessment at Ch. 5)

The Revised Assessment devotes more
attention to the impacts of salmon decline on
other important species. (Revised Assessment,
at Ch. 12)

Salmon as a Keystone Species: “More attention
should be focused on the impacts that loss of or
damage to the salmon resource would have on these
other wildlife resources – either as a food source or,
more generally, as a source of nutrients for their
habitat.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 5)

Assessing Mine Impacts on Wildlife: “the Draft
Assessment does not address the potential for noise
pollution or fugitive dust resulting from the mining
infrastructure and what effects this might have on
the behavior of key subsistence species like caribou,
moose, and migratory bird and waterfowl. The
Draft Assessment also does not examine the effects
the transportation corridor might have on the
movement and behavior of these species.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 5)

Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical
Submissions
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BBNC is pleased to see that the Revised Assessment
contains a more comprehensive analysis of important
subsistence resources in the Bristol Bay region and the
impacts of varying mine proposal sizes on these subsistence
resources.

BBNC welcomes these changes to the assessment, as they
further exemplify the importance of salmon to the entire
Bristol Bay ecosystem.

BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment
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Appendix B

Overwhelming Public Support for
EPA Action to Protect Bristol Bayi

For additional information: Daniel Cheyette, Bristol Bay Native Corporation, (907) 278-3602
 
i

Numbers compiled from all individual written public comments, mass mailings, and public hearing
testimony found in the EPA Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment docket at www.regulations.gov. Charts
exclude late comments. Bristol Bay regional chart excludes all comments submitted via national
organizations. "Neutral” refers to comments that do not take a position on EPA involvement or 404c
action, i.e. some science reports and comments, neutral requests for extension of time, etc.
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March 26, 2014
Mr. Dennis McLerran
Region 10 Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 900
Seattle, WA 98101
Dear Regional Administrator McLerran,
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) writes to strongly urge the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
move forward efficiently and quickly with the 404(c) process as outlined in your February 28, 2014, letter to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), the State of Alaska, and the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP). Our Corporation,
shareholders and the people of Bristol Bay would like to see EPA issue a Final Determination before the end of 2014.
The specter of the proposed Pebble mine has been hanging over our communities and lives for the past decade. We
need that to end. We want the 404(c) process to lead to practical restrictions on the development of the proposed
Pebble mine that protect the water quality of the region and its world class fisheries. We need EPA to finalize its
action this year.
Accompanying this letter is a timeline outlining the chronology of delays and uncertainty our shareholders and other
Bristol Bay residents have faced over the last ten years as PLP has time and time again failed to deliver on promises
that it would complete its mining plans and start applying for permits. PLP’s actions have caused significant harm,
including promoting uncertainty that has impacted the marketability of the fishery, hindered our fishing families as
they have tried to make rational investment decisions in their businesses, and forced our younger generations—who
might be contemplating becoming fishermen—to consider other career paths. This uncertainty has also damaged the
social fabric of our region, including subsistence, through the stress of having the threat of massive chronic and acute
pollution from the proposed Pebble mine continue indefinitely. Simply put, Bristol Bay residents need closure.
BBNC appreciates that EPA has begun the 404(c) process and is currently engaged with the Corps, State of Alaska
and PLP in a consultation period that will run through April. Once that period ends, we ask that the agency promptly
publish a Proposed Determination and hold public hearings in the Bristol Bay region before June 10th when most
residents must turn their attention to the upcoming fishing season. Adherence to this schedule will keep EPA on track
to have a final consultation with the Corps, State of Alaska and PLP later this year, and issue a Final Determination
before the end of 2014.
Our shareholders and other Bristol Bay residents have endured economic and social uncertainty for a decade due to
the prospect of Pebble’s development. BBNC has long advocated that EPA place reasonable restrictions on the
mining of the Pebble deposit to protect water and salmon—prohibit discharges of dredged or fill material associated
with mining the Pebble deposit into salmon habitat, prohibit discharges unless it is proven they are not toxic to
aquatic life, and prohibit discharges that may result in long-term water management or treatment. We urge EPA to
complete the 404(c) process before the end of the year and provide the Bristol Bay region with certainty for the first
time since Pebble’s discovery and assessment.
Sincerely,

Jason Metrokin
President & CEO

– Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation

“If you do that [mine], you might as well shut
down our plant in Naknek.”

– Naknek Family Fisheries

“The marketing of our seafood is highly
dependent on the perception of our watershed
as pristine, non-industrial, and undeveloped...”

– Bristol Bay Regional Seafood
Development Association

“As the prospect of a mine becomes more real,
major uncertainty will be created throughout the
wÃ iÀÞ]vÀ«À`ÕVÌÌ ÀÕ} VÃÕ«Ì°»

– Lindsey Bloom, F/V Rainy Day

“Any perception amongst salmon consumers that a toxin
producing industrial mining complex is operating in the
i>ÀÌvÕÀwÃ iÀÞÜ`>>}iÕÀ>ÀiÌ>LÌÞo»

– Wild River Guides Co

“Development of Pebble would be the destruction of our
Bristol Bay ‘brand’ of clean water and sustainable wild salmon.”

– Silver Bay Seafoods LLC

“Our company is now preparing to embark upon a multimillion dollar effort to construct a state of the art seafood
processing facility in Naknek, Alaska. This investment hinges
on the expectation of future productive salmon populations
and a marketing strategy that these salmon come from the
most pristine waters on Earth.”

– Northern Dynasty Minerals

pQPUEJGFWNGVQƂPCNK\GCRTQRQUGF
development plan in 2009 and …
apply for permits in early 2010.”

– Northern Dynasty Minerals

“a full permitting process for a port,
access road, and open pit mine all
slated to begin in 2006.”

– Northern Dynasty Minerals

“completion in 2005…
of permit applications.”

– Pebble Limited Partnership
(3.18.2009)

“preparation to initiate state
and federal permitting under
the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) in 2010.”

– Northern Dynasty
Minerals

SECOND DRAFT
OF WATERSHED
ASSESSMENT

2013

– Northern Dynasty Minerals

“PLP intends to enter the permitting
phase towards the end of 2012.”

– PLP representative
(10.18.2011)

“We have never even
said that we’re going
to [seek a] permit.
We may not.”

EPA PUBLIC HEARINGS

FIRST DRAFT
OF WATERSHED
ASSESSMENT

EPA COMMITMENT
TO WATERSHED
ASSESSMENT

404(C) PETITIONS
TO EPA

Statements by project proponents
during this time insinuated that
permitting was imminent.

“preparing to initiate
project permitting
under the National
Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) in 2011.”

2012

2011

2010

PRE-2010

– PLP representative (6.13.2013)

“hope to have a project to take
into permitting this year.”

FINAL DRAFT
OF WATERSHED
ASSESSMENT

2014

Timeline of events following 10 years of misleading statements by Pebble project proponents.

– Food Marketing Institute (3.1.2012)

“A number of our members have made extraordinary commitments to
sustainable seafood sourcing and are rapidly transitioning their supply
V >ÃÌÛiÀw>LÞ>`ÀiÃ«ÃLÞÃÕÀVi`«À`ÕVÌ°ÜiÛiÀ]Ì Ã
«ÀViÃÃÃÞ«ÃÃLiÌÌ iiÝÌiÌÌ >ÌÌ iwÃ iÀiÃÜi`i«i`
on - like Bristol Bay - are maintained and protected.”

ECONOMIC CERTAINTY
NEEDED FOR THE
COMMERCIAL AND
RECREATIONAL
FISHING INDUSTRIES
OF BRISTOL BAY
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April 29, 2014
Via Electronic Mail:
Gina McCarthy, Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20460
mccarthy.gina@epa.gov
Re:

Dennis McLerran, Regional Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10
1200 Sixth Ave.²RA 140
Seattle, WA 98101
mclerran.dennis@epa.gov

BBNC Comments on Bristol Bay 404(c) Initial Consultation

Dear Administrator McCarthy and Regional Administrator McLerran:
,QOLQHZLWK(3$¶VHQFRXUDJHPHQWRISXEOLFSDUWLFLSDWLRQLQLWVGHFLVLRQ-making process (40
C.F.R. § 25.3), Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) submits the attached comments for your
consideration as part of the initial consultation period for a potential 404(c) action to protect
Bristol Bay salmon and people from the harmful impacts of mining the Pebble deposit. Now that
EPA has completed its scientific assessment and initiated a 404(c) review, BBNC urges the
agency to move forward in a more timely manner. BBNC submitted its petition to EPA seeking
prompt 404(c) action in August 2010, and it has taken more than three and a half years since then
just for EPA to commence the 404(c) review. This timeframe has been painfully slow for the
affected people, communities, and businesses in Bristol Bay.
Restrictions on discharges of dredged or fill material associated with mining are needed to
establish lasting protection for Bristol Bay salmon and put an end to the destructive anxiety and
uncertainty pervading many Bristol Bay communities. BBNC has submitted a set of proposed
restrictions that strike an appropriate balance between mining and salmon protection, and we
encourage EPA to give those restrictions careful consideration. After WRGD\¶VFRQFOXVLRQRIWKH
initial consultation period, BBNC urges EPA to move forward expeditiously in issuing a proposed
determination, conducting a meaningful public comment process, and taking final action.
Sincerely yours,

Daniel Cheyette, Esq.
Associate General Counsel of Natural Resources
Enclosure:

Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation on the Initial Consultation
Regarding a Potential 404(c) Action in Bristol Bay, Alaska

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Comments of Bristol Bay Native Corporation
on the Initial Consultation Regarding a Potential
404(c) Action in Bristol Bay, Alaska

Submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
April 29, 2014

Prepared by Daniel Cheyette, BBNC, and
Peter Van Tuyn, Teresa Clemmer, Rebecca Bernard, and Karen Schmidt,
Bessenyey & Van Tuyn, LLC

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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POLICY CONSIDERATIONS SUPPORT PROACTIVE 404(C) ACTION.
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IV.

ONGOING DELAYS ARE CAUSING HARM TO BRISTOL BAY COMMUNITIES AND
BUSINESSES.
PROACTIVE 404(C) ACTION WILL BENEFIT MINE DEVELOPERS AND
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES, AS WELL AS LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND BUSINESSES.
PROACTIVE 404(C) REVIEW DOES NOT HARM 3/3¶S PROCEDURAL INTERESTS, AND
IT ENSURES ROBUST EVALUATION OF MINING IMPACTS ON SALMON.
THE STATE OF ALASKA IS NOT PROTECTING BRISTOL BAY COMMUNITIES OR
SALMON RUNS.
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1.
Location of Pebble Ore Deposit
2.
Necessity of Large-Scale Mining
3.
Certainty of Toxic Waste Generation
4.
Impossibility of Effective Mitigation
BBNC PROPOSES REASONABLE AND CAREFULLY TAILORED 404(C) RESTRICTIONS
TO PROTECT SALMON RESOURCES WHILE ALLOWING RESPONSIBLE MINING.
1.
Protecting Vital Salmon Habitat from Mine Wastes
2.
Protecting Salmon Resources from Toxic Pollution
3.
Protecting Salmon and Communities from Long-Term Pollution
(3$¶S 404(C) ACTION PRESENTS A LOW RISK OF UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES.

EPA PROVIDED EXTENSIVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STAKEHOLDER INPUT AND PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BRISTOL BAY ASSESSMENT.
EPA HAS FULFILLED ALL APPLICABLE SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT AND PEER REVIEW
STANDARDS.
(3$¶S 404(C) REVIEW WILL INCLUDE SUBSTANTIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR
STAKEHOLDER INPUT AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION.

CONCLUSION
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Four years ago, the Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) along with Alaska Native Tribes
and others, called upon the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to exercise its
authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act (CWA), 33 U.S.C. § 1344(c), to protect
Bristol Bay salmon resources in the Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds.1 BBNC is now urging
EPA to move forward without any further delay.
While there has always been support for responsible resource development in the region, as the
Pebble mine proposal first came to the public¶VDWWHQWLRQ, local residents identified a potentially
irreconcilable conflict between, on the one hand, one of the most abundant and sustainable
salmon fisheries in the world which is critical to WKHUHJLRQ¶VVXEVLVWHQFHand commercial fishing
way of life and, on the other hand, a huge mine targeting low-grade ore in a sensitive location
that presents massive potential for adverse impacts. A period of study by local interests
followed, during which the concerns of local residents were confirmed by their own education
efforts.
Concurrently, and for many years, the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) was promising that it
would soon enter a formal permitting process during which all of the issues would be analyzed.
Such promises were never met, and concerns grew as PLP claimed ever greater benefits to be
derived from the mining of the Pebble deposit. Additionally, concerns about the adequacy of a
State-based solution to protect Bristol Bay salmon were (and continue to be) raised in light of
State actions that weaken $ODVND¶VQDWXUDOUHVRXUFHPDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPreduce opportunities
for public participation in agency decisions, and raise the bar for citizen access to judicial review
of agency decisions. This unique situation demanded a unique solution, prompting petitioners to
seek action under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act.
EPA responded judiciously and thoughtfully, if slowly, to the petitions by conducting extensive
public outreach and performing an ecosystem assessment to gather information and study the
nature and extent of the various issues involved. More than three and a half years later, after
dozens of meetings with stakeholders from all sides as well as the State of Alaska, extensive
scientific analysis, multiple rounds of hearings, several draft documents, and two rounds of peer
review, and after receiving 1.1 million public comments, the vast majority of which echoed the
HDUO\SHWLWLRQHUV¶FDOOIRUDFWLRQ (including a remarkable 98% from the Bristol Bay region), EPA
finalized An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay,
Alaska in January 2014 (Bristol Bay Assessment).
Then, in February 2014, EPA at long last took a first step toward 404(c) action that would
provide lasting protection of Bristol Bay salmon resources for future generations. EPA once
again took a measured approach by granting PLP, the State of Alaska, and the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (Army Corps) 60 days, rather than the specified 15 days, to participate in the initial
consultation period.2 :KLOH%%1&DSSUHFLDWHV(3$¶Vefforts, the need for action has become
More recently, (3$KDVUHFHLYHG³RYHUUHTXHVWVIURPFLWL]HQV7ULEHV$ODVND1DWLYH
corporations, commercial and sport fisherman, jewelry companies, seafood processors, restaurant owners,
chefs, conservation organizations, members of the faith community, sport recreation business owners,
HOHFWHGRIILFLDOVDQGRWKHUVDVNLQJ(3$WRWDNHDFWLRQWRSURWHFW%ULVWRO%D\´
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
2
See http://www.pebblewatch.com/index.php/600-epa-grants-extension-in-first-step-of-404-c-process.
1
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even more urgent over time. Local residents, communities, and businesses have been suffering
far too long in the face of the threats posed by the Pebble mine. The time has come for EPA to
move ahead more expeditiously.
EPA now has a solid foundation for 404(c) action. It is abundantly clear that (1) a mine at the
Pebble site would destroy large tracts of vital salmon habitat because of the inherent geographic
nexus between the ore deposit and important salmon streams; (2) any mining of the Pebble
deposit would necessarily have extensive impactsQRWRQO\EHFDXVHRIWKHRUHGHSRVLW¶s size but
also because this type of deposit would require large-scale development to be economically
viable; (3) mining of the Pebble deposit would generate enormous quantities of tailings and
waste material containing copper and other toxic metals, which are likely to escape into the
surrounding environment during routine operations as well as through future mishaps and
failures, thereby destroying and degrading many miles of salmon streams and thousands of acres
of interconnected wetlands, ponds, and lakes; and (4) adverse impacts on salmon from such
mining operations cannot be effectively mitigated in this ecologically sensitive area.
(3$KDVEHIRUHLW%%1&¶VSURSRVDOIRUUHDVRQDEOHFDUHIXOO\-tailored restrictions which could be
applied to any mine plan for the Pebble deposit and which would protect salmon and their
habitat. There are many sound policy reasons for EPA to move forward promptly and adopt
these restrictions. First and foremost, (3$ZRXOGEHSURYLGLQJDVVXUDQFHWKDWWKHUHJLRQ¶V
world-class salmon fishery will remain intact and thereby alleviate the ongoing harms already
being experienced by Bristol Bay¶VSHRSOH communities, and businesses. Simultaneously, EPA
would be preventing wasted investments of time and resources by both mine developers and
federal and State permitting agencies. The establishment of 404(c) restrictions at this time will
steer mine developers to design projects that are feasible and appropriate for Bristol Bay.
Moreover, the Bristol Bay Assessment and 404(c) review process will provide a wealth of
information that will inform future permitting processes, and these materials will supplement and
support, rather than displace, the additional environmental review of such projects that will take
place under NEPA should PLP ever actually file an application for a 404 permit.
BBNC respectfully urges EPA to exercise its 404(c) authority promptly and without any further
delay in order to resolve the unusually severe resource conflicts present in Bristol Bay. By doing
so, EPA will be freeing the people, communities, and businesses of Bristol Bay to move forward
with responsible economic development while at the same time preserving the salmon-centered
way of life that has served them so well.
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II.

EPA HAS A STRONG BASIS FOR 404(C) ACTION, AND MINING
RESTRICTIONS CAN BE APPROPRIATELY LIMITED.
$

(3$+$668)),&,(17,1)250$7,215(*$5',1*7+(/2&$7,216,=($1'
7<3(2)0,1,1*$77+(3(%%/('(326,7726833257$ & $&7,21

EPA now has ample information to support its conclusion that large-scale metallic sulfide
PLQLQJDWWKH3HEEOHGHSRVLWDQGDVVRFLDWHGZDVWHGLVSRVDODFWLYLWLHVZLOOUHVXOWLQ³XQDFFHSWDEOH
DGYHUVHLPSDFWV´RQWKHSUHVHQWO\KHDOWK\DQGDEXQGDQWZLOGVDOPRQecosystems in the Kvichak
and Nushagak river drainages. PLP or any other developers of the Pebble deposit cannot escape
four fixed realities: (1) the location of the Pebble ore deposit is in close proximity to vital
salmon spawning, rearing, and migration habitat, as well as to waters that influence that habitat;
(2) mining the Pebble deposit has to be carried out on a large scale in order to be economically
viable; (3) metallic sulfide mining inherently and unavoidably will generate toxic wastewater and
acid mine drainage; and (4) adverse impacts on salmon cannot be effectively mitigated in this
ecologically sensitive area.
1.

Location of Pebble Ore Deposit

The mining claims within the Pebble ore deposit cover roughly 186 square miles.3 These mining
claims straddle the Kvichak and Nushagak river drainages, which serve as the foundation of
%ULVWRO%D\¶VZRUOG-renowned salmon fisheries. This represents a simple and straightforward
geographic conflict²the Pebble minerals are lying directly underneath the headwaters of some
RIWKHZRUOG¶VPRVWSURGXFWLYHVDOPRQVWUHDPVSRQGVDQGZHWODQGKDELWDW$VDUHVXOW(3$KDV
concluded that the ordinary day-to-day operation of a large-scale mine²even without any
accidents or catastrophic events²would result in the direct loss of large quantities of salmon
habitat.4
7KH³PLQHIRRWSULQW´LVGHVFULEHGLQWKH%ULVWRO%D\$VVHVVPHQWDVWKH³DUHDFRYHUHGE\WKH
mine pit, waste rock piles, TSFs [tailings storage facilities], groundwater drawdown zone, and
plant and ancillary faciliWLHV´5 According to EPA, if the Pebble deposit were to be fully
developed at the 6.5 billion tons of ore level, direct impacts from the mine footprint alone would
cause 94 miles of streams to be ³ORVW²that is, eliminated, blocked, oUGHZDWHUHG´LQFOXGLQJ
PLOHV³NQRZQWRSURYLGHVSDZQLQJRUUHDULQJKDELWDWVIRUFRKRVDOPRQVRFNH\HVDOPRQ
&KLQRRNVDOPRQDQG'ROO\9DUGHQ´6 5HGXFHGRUDOWHUHGVWUHDPIORZVZRXOG³UHGXFHWKH
DPRXQWDQGTXDOLW\RIILVKKDELWDW´LQDQRWKHUPLOHVof salmon-bearing streams,7 and stream
flow alterations would also eliminate 5,350 acres of off-channel habitats for salmon and other

3

NDM, The Pebble Project: The Future of U.S. Mining & Metals, available at
www.northerndynastyminerals.com/i/pdf/ndm/NDM-Facts.pdf .
4
See EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska,
Exec. Summary, at ES-14, and Ch. 7, at 7-19 to 7-28 (Jan. 2014), available at
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=253500#Download >KHUHDIWHU³%ULVWRO%D\
$VVHVVPHQW´@
5
Id. at ES-14.
6
Id.
7
Id.
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fishes in wetlands, ponds, and lakes.8 The loss of salmon streams at this magnitude would be
unprecedented and devastating for Alaskans.
2.

Necessity of Large-Scale Mining

$FFRUGLQJWRWKH%ULVWRO%D\$VVHVVPHQWWKH³SRWHQWLDOIRUODUJH-scale mine development in the
region is greatest for copper deposits and, to a lesser extent, for intrusion-UHODWHGJROGGHSRVLWV´
DQG³>E@HFDXVHWKHVHGHSRVLWVDUHORZ-grade²meaning that they contain relatively small
amounts of metals relative to the amount of ore²mining will be economic only if conducted
RYHUODUJHDUHDV´9 (3$¶VDQDO\VLVLQFOXGHVWKUHHVFHQDULRVLQYROYLQJPLQing activities
ranging from 0.25 billion tons of ore over 20 years, to 2.0 billion tons of ore over 25 years, to 6.5
billion tons of ore over 78 years.10 7KHVHDUHPHDQWWRUHIOHFW³VWDJHV´LQWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIWKH
Pebble deposit,11 and the smallest scenario illustrates likely impacts associated with the mining
of ore deposits elsewhere in the Bristol Bay region that are smaller than the Pebble ore deposit.12
Given the low-grade ore, along with the huge investments in infrastructure required to conduct
mining operations in remote areas of Western Alaska, development of the Pebble deposit is only
likely to occur at a large-scale.
Indeed, in its filings with the public securities regulators since 2011 and in presentations to its
investors, Northern Dynasty Minerals (NDM) has been presenting the Pebble project as a largescale, long-term mine, with the potential to remain operating for up to 78 years and to extract as
much as 10.78 billion tons of ore.13 1'0¶Vreports and filings specify a 45-year mine
proceVVLQJELOOLRQWRQVRIRUHDVWKH³5HIHUHQFH&DVH´IRUits assessment because it offers an
³HQKDQFHGOHYHORIGHYHORSPHQWZLWKLQDWLPHIUDPHWKDWPDNHVDVLJQLILFDQWFRQWULEXWLRQWR
WKHSURMHFW¶V1HW3UHVHQW9DOXH´14 NDM thus offers the 45-year, 3.8 billion tons of ore
8

See id.
EPA, Bristol Bay Assessment, Exec. Summary, at ES-9. See id., Ch. 4, at 4-2 tbl. 4-1 (identifying
3HEEOHGHSRVLWRUHW\SHDV³SRUSK\U\FRSSHU´DQGRUHJUDGHTXDOLW\DV³ORZ´ DQG- ³7KHORZ
concentrations of disseminated metals in porphyry copper deposits require large amounts of ore to enable
a return on inveVWPHQW´ See also id. Appx. H, U.S. Geological Survey, Geologic and Environmental
Characteristics of Porphyry Copper Deposits with Emphasis on Potential Future Development in the
Bristol Bay Watershed, Alaska, at 9 (April 2012), (At porphyry copper deposits such as the Pebble
GHSRVLW³>E@HFDXVHWKHFRSSHURUHJUDGHVDUHJHQHUDOO\OHVVWKDQSHUFHQWJUHDWHUWKDQSHUFHQWRIWKH
PDWHULDOPLQHGHQGVXSDVZDVWH´ 
10
See id., Exec. Summary, at ES-10.
11
See id. at ES-10.
12
See id. at ES-4.
13
See Ghaffari, et al, Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska (prepared for
1'0E\:$5'523D7HWUD7HFK&RPSDQ\  )HE >KHUHDIWHU³:DUGURS5HSRUW´@available
at
http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/i/pdf/ndm/Pebble_Project_Preliminary%20Assessment%20Tec
hnical%20Report_February%2017%202011.pdf; and
http://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00003151 (showing
Wardrop Report was filed with Canadian public securities regulators on SEDAR filing system as
technical Report NI 43-101 on Mar. 18, 2011). See also NDM News Release (Feb. 23, 2011), available
at http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/ndm/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=595724 (summarizing
Wardrop Report for investors and potential investors).
14
Wardrop Report, supra note 12, at 470.
9
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Reference Case scenario as the scenario upon which 1'0¶V investors and potential investors
should base their investment decisions. In other words, NDM presents this as the most
economically viable and likely mining scenario. Moreover, in its economic report released last
year, PLP indicated that, after a five-year construction phase, initial production would take place
over the next 25 years, and production could potentially continue through another three 20-year
GHYHORSPHQWSKDVHV³before exhaustion of the mineral resources.´15
3.

Certainty of Toxic Waste Generation

The mining of the Pebble deposit will lead to the generation of enormous quantities of acid mine
waste and the leaching of copper and other toxic metals from mine tailings and waste rock.
According to EPA, given the expected scale of mining operations at the Pebble deposit, the
project ³ZLOOQHFHVVDULO\SURGXFHODUJHDPRXQWVRIZDVWHPDWHULDO´16 Indeed, a mine developed
at the 6.5 billion tons of ore level would generate an estimated 15.7 billion tons of waste rock
containing copper and other heavy metals.17 Over time, the exposure of these wastes to
precipitation and erosion would allow the metals to leach, and it would lead to the generation of
acid mine drainage.
Acid mine drainage can and does persist for many decades at abandoned and inactive mines
throughout the nation and typically carries with it soluble metals that are toxic to aquatic life.18
Acid mine drainage can accelerate the leaching of heavy metals from surrounding rock and soils,
and even in the absence of acidity, arsenic and other metals can leach from tailings and waste
rock piles, contaminating adjacent waters and posing a threat to human drinking water resources
as well as aquatic organisms.19 With respect to the Pebble deposit, copper is the major
contaminant of concern as it is toxic to salmon in low concentrations. This is especially true in
the streams near the Pebble deposit because they are low in hardness, and copper toxicity
increases as water hardness decreases.20
$FFRUGLQJWR(3$³GXULQJURXWLQHRSHUDWLRQV´without any system failure or catastrophic event
and no matter how effectively the wastewater treatment system is working, water contaminated
ZLWKFRSSHUDQGRWKHUWR[LFPHWDOV³ZRXOGHQWHUVWUHDPV´DQG³ZDWHUTXDOLW\ZRXOGEH
GLPLQLVKHG´WKURXJK³XQFROOHFWHGUXQRIIDQGOHDNDJHRIOHDFKDWHVIURPWKHZDVWHURFNSLOHVDQG
76)V´21 Much of this water would contain heavy metals in extremely high concentrations. At
Pebble, ³[w]aste rocks associated with the ore body are acid-forming with high copper
concentrations in test leachates, and would require 2,900- to 52,000-fold dilution to achieve
15

IHS, Inc., The Economic and Employment Contributions of a Conceptual Pebble Mine to Alaska and
the United States, at iv-v (prepared for PLP) (May 2013), available at
http://corporate.pebblepartnership.com/files/documents/study.pdf.
16
Bristol Bay Assessment, Exec. Summary, at ES-10.
17
See id. at ES-11 tbl. ES-1.
18
See generally U.S. Govt. Accounting Office (GAO), Environmental Liabilities: Hardrock Mining
Cleanup Operations (June 14, 2006), available at http://www.gao.gov/assets/90/82282.pdf; EPA, Office
of Solid Waste, Special Waste Branch, Technical Document: Acid Mine Drainage Prediction (1994),
available at http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/upload/amd.pdf.
19
See, e.g., EPA Website, Abandoned Mine Drainage, http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/acid_mine.cfm.
20
EPA, Bristol Bay Assessment, Ch. 3, at 3-27.
21
Id., Exec. Summary, at ES-15.
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ZDWHUTXDOLW\FULWHULD´22 MorHRYHU³JUHDWHUWKDQFDSWXUHHIILFLHQF\ZRXOGEHUHTXLUHGWR
prevent exceedance of the copper criteria for the South Fork Koktuli River in the Pebble 6.5
VFHQDULR´DQGWKLV³ZRXOGUHTXLUHWHFKQRORJLHVEH\RQGWKRVHVSHFLILHGLQRXUVFHQDULRVRU
identifLHGLQWKHPRVWUHFHQWSUHOLPLQDU\PLQHSODQ´23
The contamination of streams with copper and other toxic metals as a result of routine operations
would cause serious harm to salmon populations. EPA estimates that, in the Pebble 6.5 scenario,
³>U@DSLGO\ LQGXFHGGHDWKRIPDQ\RUDOOILVKZRXOGRFFXU´LQPLOHVRIVWUHDPVDQGWKHDTXDWLF
inverWHEUDWHVWKDWVHUYHDVVDOPRQ¶V³SULPDU\IRRGVRXUFH´ZRXOGGLHRUGHFOLQHLQDQRWKHU
miles of streams, causing a reduction in salmon productivity.24 Moreover, copper and other
heavy metal concentrations would damage water quality enough to cause salmon to avoid yet
another 35 miles of contaminated streams.25
Mining the Pebble deposit is also likely to result in further releases of copper and heavy metal
contamination because mine tailings would have to be contained over long periods of time,
during which a variety of system failures and catastrophic events could be expected to occur. In
WKH%ULVWRO%D\$VVHVVPHQW(3$H[SODLQVWKDW³>D@ variety of water collection and treatment
failures are possible, ranging from operational failures that result in short term releases of
untreated or partially treated leachates to long-term failures to operate water collection and
treatment systems in perpetuity. A reasonable but severe failure scenario would involve a
complete loss of water treatment and release of average untreated wastewater flows into average
dilution flows.´26 If just this moderate failure of the wastewater treatment system occurred, in
the Pebble 6.5 scenario, D³ILVKNLOOZRXOGRFFXUUDSLGO\´LQPLOHVRIVWUHDPVcopper
concentrations would be sufficient to cause ³direct effects´ on salmon in 60 miles of streams,
and the DTXDWLFLQYHUWHEUDWHVWKDWVDOPRQIHHGRQZRXOGEH³NLOOHG RUWKHLUUHSURGXFWLRQUHGXFHG´
in 62 miles of streams.27 Similar adverse impacts on salmon could also occur through the
overfilling of a tailings storage facility and spillage of contaminated water overflow during
heavy rains.28
The failure of a tailings storage facility dam resulting from an earthquake or severe storm would
result in serious adverse effects on salmon.29 For instance, a failure of the dam at TSF 1 (which
is included in all three of the Assessment scenarios) would ³result in a flood of tailings slurry
LQWRWKH1RUWK)RUN.RNWXOL5LYHU´³VFRXUWKHYDOOH\DQGGHSRVLWPDQ\PHWHUVRIWDLOLQJVILQHVLQ
DVHGLPHQWZHGJHDFURVVWKHHQWLUHYDOOH\´³EXU\VDOPRQKDELWDWDORQJQHDUO\WKHHQWLUH
OHQJWK´RIWKHULYHUEHORZWKHGDP³cause serious habitat degradation in the mainstem Koktuli
5LYHUDQGGRZQVWUHDPLQWRWKH0XOFKDWQD5LYHU´ and FDXVH³>Q@HDU-complete loss of North Fork
.RNWXOL5LYHUILVKSRSXODWLRQVGRZQVWUHDPRIWKH76)´SOXVDGGLWLRQDOVDOPRQDQGRWKHUILVK
population losses in the mainstem Koktuli, Nushagak, and Mulchatna Rivers.30
22

Id.
Id.
24
Id.
25
Id.
26
Id. at ES-16.
27
Id.
28
See id.
29
See generally id. at ES-17 to ES-24.
30
Id. at ES-23 to ES-24.
23
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These types of severe impacts are not just hypothetical. It is well established that hard-rock
mines can generate substantial amounts of toxic wastes, and these wastes have had devastating
effects on ecological resources and human communities.31 At many abandoned mine sites
throughout the American West²including sites far less ecologically sensitive than the area
surrounding the Pebble ore deposit²acid mine drainage contaminated with heavy metals has
persisted for decades without abatement.32
The Bristol Bay Assessment demonstrates that mining at the Pebble deposit would create risks
even greater than those at existing western mines. Mining at Pebble would generate enormous
quantities of acid-generating and copper-leaching mine waste. As a result, monitoring and
treatment of mine tailings, waste rocks, and their associated wastewater would be required on a
massive scale long after the cessation of active mining operations and potentially for hundreds to
thousands of years.33 .HQ7D\ORU3/3¶V9LFH-President for Environment has admitted that
³>Z@HKDYHWRWKLQNDERXWZKDWLW¶VJRLQJWREHOLNHRXWWKHUH\HDUVIURPQRZ´34
Similarly, a consultant for PLP has acknowledged tKDWWKHWLPHIUDPHIRU³FRQFHUQ´IRUPLQH
waste could be on the order of 10,000 years.35 Indeed, it is widely recognized that many hardrock metallic sulfide mines require ongoing maintenance and water treatment, particularly mines
that are large in size and long-lasting in duration,36 much like the proposed Pebble mine.
4.

Impossibility of Effective Mitigation

There is no possibility that the adverse impacts discussed above could be adequately
mitigated. Under the EPA/Army Corps Mitigation Rule, mitigation must first seek to avoid
adverse impacts to the aquatic ecosystem and, to the extent such impacts cannot be avoided,
those impacts must be minimized.37 Where impacts cannot be avoided or minimized,
appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation must be provided as required by the
404(b)(1) Guidelines.38
Given the pristine character of the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds, even assuming the
adverse impacts of mining the Pebble deposit could be mitigated, which the Assessment makes
clear they cannot, there is no possibility of effective compensatory mitigation anywhere is the

31

See generally GAO, Abandoned Mines: Information on the Number of Hardrock Mines, Cost of
Cleanup, and Value of Financial Assurances (2011), available at
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11834t.pdf; GAO, Environmental Liabilities, supra note 17; and EPA,
Technical Document, supra note 17.
32
See GAO, Environmental Liabilities, supra note 17, at 2.
33
EPA, Bristol Bay Assessment, Ch. 6, at 6-33 (monitoring and management of exposed materials,
leachate, and tailings storage facilities would be required for hundreds to thousands of years).
34
PBS Frontline, Alaska Gold (July 24, 2012), transcript available at
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/environment/alaska-gold/transcript-26/.
35
See The Keystone Center, Panels on Geology and Geochemistry & Hydrology and Water Quality (Oct.
2-4, 2012), video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9tD35mqab8.
36
See EPA, Identification of Priority Classes of Facilities for Development of CERCLA Section 108(b)
Financial Responsibility Requirements, 74 FED. REG. 37213, 37214-17 (July 28, 2009).
37
See 40 C.F.R. § 230.91(c).
38
See id. §§ 230.10(d), 230.91(c)(3).
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vicinity of the impacts.39 It is a fundamental requirement of the Mitigation Rule that, for
mitigation to effectively compensate for impacts to aquatic resources, such mitigation must be in
the same area as the impacts²preferably in the same watershed.40 Otherwise, the ecological and
human communities affected by the loss of aquatic resources become sacrifice zones.
Since there is no possibility for effective mitigation of large-scale mining of the Pebble deposit,
LWLVYLWDOWKDW(3$¶s 404(c) action proceed so that the Bristol Bay ecosystem, its fisheries, and
the communities that depend on them are not sacrificed as a result of the proposed Pebble mine.
B.

BBNC PROPOSES REASONABLE AND CAREFULLY TAILORED 404(C)
RESTRICTIONS TO PROTECT SALMON RESOURCES WHILE ALLOWING
RESPONSIBLE MINING.

From the outset, BBNC has been urging EPA to adopt reasonable, carefully tailored restrictions
that would protect Bristol Bay salmon resources without stopping all mining in the region.
%%1&¶Vthree proposed restrictions consist of common sense operational standards based largely
on existing practices, as discussed below. Taken together, they will protect Bristol Bay salmon
resources from the degradation and destruction associated with large-scale metallic sulfide
mining and mine waste disposal in the vicinity of the Pebble deposit. BBNC urges EPA to apply
the three proposed restrictions below to any and all covered discharges associated with metallic
sulfide mining at any location within the Pebble deposit. The restrictions should also encompass
discharges associated with all phases of metallic sulfide mining and related activities, such as the
construction of a waste treatment system or the placement of a liner for a tailings storage facility.
1.

Protecting Vital Salmon Habitat from Mine Wastes

%%1&¶VILUVWSURSRVHGUHVWULFWLRQZRXOGSURKLELWWKHGLVFKDUJHRIGUHGJHGRUILOOPDWHULDOLQWR
wild salmon spawning, rearing, or migration habitat. The purpose of this restriction is to ensure
that vital salmon habitat in the region of the Pebble deposit will not be destroyed or degraded
through the disposal of mine wastes.
Prohibiting the discharge of mine wastes into salmon habitat is consistent with existing practice.
Indeed, neither the State of Alaska nor EPA has ever permitted a very large mine in salmon
habitat.41 Thus, this restriction is based on existing practice as well as the sound policy of
SURWHFWLQJRQHRIWKHZRUOG¶VIHZUHPDLQLQJKHDOWK\DQGDEXQGDQWZLOd salmon fisheries.
7KHXVHRIWKHWHUP³VDOPRQVSDZQLQJUHDULQJRUPLJUDWLRQKDELWDW´LVLQWHQGHGWRWUDFNWKH
language of the Alaska Anadromous Waters Catalog and its authorizing statute42 and to use this
existing mechanism for determining the waters to which the restriction applies. At the same
39

Thomas G. Yocom and Rebecca L. Bernard, Mitigation of Wetland Impacts from Large-Scale
Hardrock Mining in Bristol Bay Watersheds, 3 SEATTLE J. ENVTL. LAW 71 (Mar. 27, 2013), available at
http://www.sjel.org/vol3/mitigation-of-wetland-impacts-from-large-scale-hardrock-mining-in-bristol-baywatersheds.html .
40
See 40 C.F.R. § 230.93(b).
41
See Lisa Demer, Citizens group goes to court to push DNR to grant it water rights for salmon
protection, ANCHORAGE DAILY NEWS (Sept. 21, 2013), available at
http://www.adn.com/2013/09/21/3087652/citizens-group-goes-to-court-to.html#storylink=cpy.
42
See AS § 16.05.871.
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time, however, many waters have not yet been surveyed to determine whether they should be
identified as salmon spawning, rearing, or migration habitat. It is critically important to ensure
that discharges²including those associated with the placement of liners for tailings storage
facilities²avoid all actual spawning, rearing, and migration habitats regardless of whether they
are presently included in the State Anadromous Waters Catalog. %%1&¶VSURSRVHGUHVWriction
therefore includes a survey requirement. All waters of the U.S. within the mine scenario
watersheds or otherwise proposed to receive discharges of mine wastes from the Pebble deposit
must be carefully surveyed and mapped according to accepted scientific protocols and under the
direction of EPA, in partnership with the Alaska Department of Fish & Game, to determine
whether additional waters should be identified in the Catalog.
2.

Protecting Salmon Resources from Toxic Pollution

%%1&¶VVHFRQGSURSRVHGUHVWULFWLRQZRXOGSURKLELWWKHGLVFKDUJHRIGUHGJHGRUILOOPDWHULDOinto
waters of the U.S. unless the proponent can demonstrate to the satisfaction of EPA that such
material is not toxic to aquatic life. The purpose of this restriction is to protect sensitive salmon
habitat from contamination, degradation, or destruction through exposure to the toxic materials
typically found in the waste generated through metallic sulfide mining.
Testing for toxicity is well-grounded in standard 404 permitting procedures. The 404(b)(1)
guidelines specify the general evaluation and testing procedures to be followed by the permitting
authority when reviewing proposals to discharge dredge or fill material.43 In addition, the
Regional Administrator can require specific testing approaches and procedures on a case-by-case
basis.44 Further, there are testing protocols that are widely accepted as standard protocols,
including by EPA.45
BBNC is proposing that three specific demonstrations be required to show that there will be no
toxicity to aquatic life: (1) mine wastes will not generate acid mine drainage; (2) mine wastes
will not leach toxic metals; and (3) mine wastes will not have acute or chronic toxic effects on
aquatic organisms. These demonstrations track the toxicity testing component of the 404(b)(1)
guidelines while giving EPA the authority to determine the specific tests that must be undertaken
in order to establish that the dredged or fill material is not toxic to aquatic life. The specific tests
required to make these demonstrations would be prescribed by EPA in consultation with the
State of Alaska and the Army Corps.
3.

Protecting Salmon and Communities from Long-Term Pollution

%%1&¶VWKLUGSURSRVHGUHVWULFWLRQZRXOGSURKLELWWKHGischarge of dredged or fill material where
EPA finds that long-term water management or treatment may be required. Given the
extraordinarily high value of the fisheries resources of the Bristol Bay watershed and their
increasing rarity worldwide, indefinite long-term waste treatment should not be considered a
viable option in connection with the mining of the Pebble deposit.
43

40 C.F.R. § 230.5.
Id. § 230.61.
45
See, e.g., EPA AND HARDROCK MINING: A SOURCE BOOK FOR INDUSTRY IN THE NORTHWEST AND
ALASKA, Appendices C and G (EPA Jan. 2003), available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/R10/WATER.NSF/840a5de5d0a8d1418825650f00715a27/e4ba15715e97ef21882
56d2c00783a8e/$FILE/Maintext.pdf.
44
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The only meaningful way to address the risks posed by the need for long-term water
management and treatment associated with mining the Pebble deposit is to establish a firm
deadline. EPA should impose a restriction that requires mine proponents to demonstrate that
active water management and treatment will not be required at the Pebble site (including the
mine pit, tailings piles, and waste rock dumps) more than 10 years following completion of the
closure phase.46 If the mine proponents cannot demonstrate that water management and
treatment will be complete in that time period, the mining proposal must not be permitted.
C.

(3$¶S 404(C) ACTION PRESENTS A LOW RISK OF UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCES.

Some have expressed concern that EPA 404(c) action to protect Bristol Bay salmon would set a
dangerous precedent or have unintended consequences for 404 permits for other projects. BBNC
shares these concerns and appreciates the fact that EPA has directly addressed them in its 404(c)
process. (3$¶VOHWWHULQLWLDWLQJWKH F UHYLHZH[SOLFLWO\VWDWHVthat the UHYLHZ³ZLOORQO\
assess the effects of mining of the Pebble deposit and will not consider other mining or nonPLQLQJUHODWHGGHYHORSPHQWLQWKHZDWHUVKHG´47 With respect to setting a precedent, the agency
was explicit about its actions:
This review reflects the ecological significance and vulnerability of the Bristol Bay
watershed and the nature and scope of anticipated adverse environmental effects
associated with proposed large-scale mining of the Pebble deposit. It does not reflect a
change in the way that the Agency will review and assess other mining projects in Alaska
or elsewhere.48
EPA also addressed this issue in its press release announcing the start of the 404(c) process:
This action, requested by EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, reflects the unique nature
of the Bristol Ba\ZDWHUVKHGDVRQHRIWKHZRUOG¶s last prolific wild salmon resources and
7KHWHUP³FORVXUHSKDVH´UHIHUVWR³WKHSHULRGIROORZLQJFRPSOHWLRQRIPLQLQJRSHUDWLRQV HLWKHUDV
planned or prematurely) when mining has ceased and activities related to reclamation and preparation of
WKHVLWHIRUIXWXUHVWDELOLW\FRQWLQXH´EPA, Bristol Bay Assessment, Ch. 4, at 4-20.
47
Id. See also Letter from Lisa Jackson, EPA, to U.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski (May 17, 2012), available at
http://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=23ad1548-0ed4-4f8b-bad8851828b744ba ³<RXUOHWWHUUDLVHVDQLPSRUWDQWTXHVWLRQDERXWWKHSUHFHGHQWLDOHIIHFWRIDK\SRWKHWLFDO
EPA section 404(c) review of mining in Bristol Bay on other future development activities in the Bristol
Bay watershed. ... I want to be clear that the focus of our assessment is on the environmental and water
quality impacts from discharges of dredged or fill material associated with large-scale mining in the
ZDWHUVKHG«6LQFHWKLVDVVHVVPHQWIRFXVHVRQO\RQWKHLPSDFWVRIODUJH-scale mining projects to the
Bristol Bay watershed, use of the assessment in support or in opposition to other types of wetland fill
activities is not appropriate. ... A final 404(c) action in Bristol Bay prohibiting or restricting large scale
PLQLQJDFWLYLWLHVZRXOGQRWDIIHFWRWKHUGHYHORSPHQWLQWKHZDWHUVKHG´ 7HVWLPRQ\RI/LVD-DFNVRQDW
Appropriations Subcommittee Hearing SD-124 (May 16, 2012), video available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGWOA7Y7wZM (confirming, in response to questions from
Senator Lisa Murkowski, that effect of Bristol Bay Assessment and any 404(c) action based on it will be
limited to large-scale mining).
48
EPA 404(c) Initiation Letter, supra note 46, at 1.
46
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the threat posed by the Pebble deposit, a mine unprecedented in scope and scale. It does
not reflect an EPA policy change in mine permitting.
³Extensive scientific study has given us ample reason to believe that the Pebble Mine
would likely have significant and irreversible negative impacts on the Bristol Bay
watershed and its abundant salmon fisheries,´ said EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy.
³,W¶s why EPA is taking this step forward in our effort to ensure protecWLRQIRUWKHZRUOG¶s
most productive salmon fishery from the risks it faces from what could be one of the
largest open pit mines on earth. This process is not something the Agency does very
often, but Bristol Bay is an extUDRUGLQDU\DQGXQLTXHUHVRXUFH´49
The reality is that (3$¶V F DXWKRULW\LVrarely used. Only 13 final 404(c) actions have been
undertaken by EPA during the 42 years that the authority has been in existence,50 and only one of
these has had a pre-permit element to it.51 Additionally, having participated in this process now
from the initial petitions through the initiation of 404(c) action, it is clear to BBNC that it takes
an extraordinary commitment of public and agency resources to support such a process and that
this, in and of itself, is a significant limiting factor ensuring (3$¶V continued sparing use of its
404(c) authority in other contexts.
As its historical use demonstrates, it is even rarer for EPA to contemplate proactive use of its
404(c) authority.52 In all of the 13 previous actions, a 404 permit application had been filed with
the Army Corps before EPA took action. (3$¶VXQXVXDOGHFLVLRQWRPRYHIRUZDUGSURDFWLYHO\
here was made in the context of a series of failed promises from Pebble mine developers over the
past decade that a 404 permit would soon be filed.53 As discussed in more detail below, EPA has
received thousands of petitions urging the agency to move forward proactively, with many
emphasizing that the uncertainty caused by this delay is already harming people and businesses
in Bristol Bay.
Consequently, while BBNC will remain vigilant into the post-404(c) future to ensure that its
interest in responsible development in the region and elsewhere will be protected from unduly
intrusive government regulatioQ%%1&EHOLHYHVWKDW(3$¶VLQLWLDWLRQRI F DFWLRQKHUHGRHV

49

EPA Press Release, EPA moves to protect Bristol Bay fishery from Pebble Mine (Feb. 28, 2014),
available at http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay.
50
See EPA Website, Chronology of 404(c) Actions, available at
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/wetlands/404c.cfm.
51
See id. (materials discussing EPA 404(c) action in Henry Rem, Marion Becker, et al. and Senior
Corporation Sites²Dade County, Florida).
52
Notably, the pre-SHUPLWQDWXUHRI(3$¶V F DFWLRQLQ%ULVWRO%D\FRXOGFKDQJHDWDQ\WLPHLI3/3
were to file a permit application. As recently as November 2013, NDM President Ron Thiessen stated
WKDW3/3H[SHFWHGWREH³UHDG\´WRLQLWLDWHIHGHUDODQd state permitting in the first quarter of 2014, but that
it would make its final decision when the process of selecting right partner and investor is more advanced.
See Ron Thiessen, NDM, Keynote Address, RDC Alaska Resources Conference, summarized at
http://www.akrdc.org/newsletters/2013/december/pebbleandalaska.html and video available at
http://akrdc.org/membership/events/conference/2013/presentations/.
53
See Letter from U.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski to John Shively, PLP CEO, Mark Cutafini, Anglo American
CEO, and Ron Thiessen, NDM CEO (July 1, 2013), available at
http://www.pebblewatch.com/images/stories/pdfs/LAM_Letter.pdf >KHUHDIWHU³0XUNRZVNL/HWWHU´@
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not carry with it any significant risk of setting an adverse precedent program-wide or having
unintended consequences in Bristol Bay.

III.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS SUPPORT PROACTIVE 404(C) ACTION.
$

21*2,1*'(/$<6$5(&$86,1*+$5072%5,672/%$<&20081,7,(6$1'
%86,1(66(6

In 2010, EPA received requests from nine Bristol Bay Tribes, BBNC, and other interested
JURXSVXUJLQJ(3$WRH[HUFLVHLWV F DXWKRULW\WRSURWHFW%ULVWRO%D\¶VZRUOG-class fisheries
from the threats posed by mining the Pebble deposit.54 The need for the petitions arose out of the
adoption by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) of a flawed land use plan for
the Bristol Bay area in 2005, a decade of promises and delays from PLP,55 fears of unacceptable
risks and irreparable harms to pristine waters and fisheries in the event of Pebble mine
development, lack of a meaningful response from the State to these fears, and considerable
uncertainties about the UHJLRQ¶V economic and cultural future in the face of mine development.
As BBNC said in its letter asking EPA to initiate the 404(c) process, the proposed Pebble mine
GHYHORSPHQW³SRVHVDQXQDFFHSWDEOHULVNWRRXUVKDUHKROGHUVWKHLUVXEVLVWHQFH-based
livelihoods, and the prospects for the future, long-term economic development opportunities for
WKHUHJLRQ´56
Some critics have suggested there is no need for 404(c) action at this time and no harm in
waiting until PLP submits a permit application, but this ignores the disruption and uncertainty
that the prospect of the Pebble Mine has already caused in many Bristol Bay communities. The
people of Bristol Bay have been dealing with the threat posed by the Pebble Mine for nearly a
decade, including the uncertainty it engenders for nearly all aspects of life in Bristol Bay²
social, cultural, subsistence, economic, and environmental. It was the severity of the threat to
Bristol Bay salmon combined with these long years of anxiety and confusion²created entirely
by PLP57²that led the broad array of interests noted above to petition EPA to initiate 404(c)
54

In May 2010, six federally-recognized Tribes from the Bristol Bay region²Nondalton Tribal Council,
Koliganik Tribal Council, New Stuyahok Traditional Council, Ekwok Village Council, Curyung
(Dillingham) Tribal Council, and Levelock Village Council²sent a letter to EPA requesting that it
initiate a section 404(c) action to protect the Bristol Bay watershed. See Joint Letter from Six Tribes to
Lisa Jackson, EPA Administrator (May 2, 2010). In August 2010, BBNC sent a letter requesting that
EPA protect Bristol Bay under section 404(c). See Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to Dennis
McLerran, EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010). EPA also received 404(c) requests from Ekuk Village
Council, Clarks Point Tribal Council, and Twin Hills Village Council. Additionally, EPA received letters
VXSSRUWLQJWKHLQLWLDWLRQRI F DFWLRQIURPWKH$ODVND,QGHSHQGHQW)LVKHUPHQ¶V0DUNeting
Association, Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association, National Council of Churches, and
numerous other sporting and conservation groups. See, e.g., /HWWHUIURP$ODVND,QGHSHQGHQW)LVKHUPHQ¶
Marketing Association to Lisa Jackson, EPA Administrator (May 13, 2010); Letter from Bob Waldrop,
%ULVWRO%D\5HJLRQDO6HDIRRG'HYW$VV¶QWR/LVD-DFNVRQ(3$$GPLQLVWUDWRU -XQH 7KH
Bristol Bay Native Association (BBNA) also approved a resolution asking EPA to use its 404(c) authority
to protect Bristol Bay. See BBNA, A Resolution Requesting the EPA to Invoke Section 404(c) of the
Clean Water Act as Appropriate in the Kvichak and Nushagak Drainages of the Bristol Bay Watershed to
Protect Habitat and Existing Uses, Res. 2010-32 (Sept. 17, 2010).
55
See Murkowski Letter, supra note 60.
56
Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 (Aug. 12, 2010).
57
See Murkowski Letter, supra note 60.
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action. Senator Lisa Murkowski acknowledged this disruption in 2013, writing that PLP has
SURPLVHG³LPPLQHQW´DFWLRQRQWKHPLQHIRU³QHDUO\DGHFDGH,´EXW that ³DIWHU\HDUVRIZDLWLQJLW
LVDQ[LHW\IUXVWUDWLRQDQGFRQIXVLRQWKDWKDYHEHFRPHWKHQRUP´LQPDQ\$ODVND
communities.58 Any further delay in EPA action will exacerbate the ongoing disruption in the
region.
Throughout the three-year long development of the Bristol Bay Assessment, numerous
commenters in the Bristol Bay region expressed the need for swift EPA action to protect Bristol
Bay salmon resources. Their comments highlight the ongoing cultural pressures resulting from
exploration of the Pebble ore deposit, the ever-present uncertainty engendered by PLP and State
government inaction regarding the mine, as well as the direct threats posed by the potential
development of the mine. EPA also heard repeated comments concerning the hardship already
being suffered by Bristol Bay fishermen, residents, and communities due to the uncertainty
surrounding Pebble mining proposals. Commenters have consistently urged EPA to act
promptly to ensure that Bristol Bay fishermen and residents can move forward with their
economic pursuits without the looming threat of large-scale destructive mining operations.
(3$¶VGHOD\is having very real negative economic impact on the region. This negative impact
is expressed in the following excerpts from comments submitted to EPA:
x

x

x

³,W¶VEHHQDGHFDGHWKDWWKHWKUHDWRIWKLVPLQHKDVKXQJRYHURXUKHDGVDQGIRUSHRSOHLQP\
generation investing in the fishery, buying in is a huge leap and financial risk and I see it as
one that our fishery will pay back to us as long as we make sure that the habitat remains
there... . For a fishery to be successful we need continued investment and for that we need
the trust that our government is looking out for us. ... $QGQRZZHQHHGDFWLRQ:HFDQ¶W
ZDLWDQ\ORQJHUZHFDQ¶WOHWWKHWKUHDWRIWKLVKDQJRYHUXVDQ\PRUH´59
³2XUILVKHU\LVUREXVWDQGKHDOWK\EHFDXVHRIWKHSULVWLQHDQG untouched watershed
conditions ... . Greater investment opportunity exists and I have no doubt that others would
invest their resources if the cloud of uncertainty, posed by the threat of the Pebble Mine, was
HOLPLQDWHG´60
³$V,VWDQGKHUHLQIURQWRI\RXWRGD\P\PLQGLVQ¶WUHDOO\KHUH,W¶VDWKRPHZLWKP\
FKLOGUHQWKDW,¶YHOHIWIRUWKHIRXUWKWLPHWKLVPRQWKRQ3HEEOH-UHODWHGFDXVHV,W¶VRQP\
VXEVLVWHQFHQHW,ZDVVXSSRVHGWRPHQG,W¶VRQJHWWLQJILVKUHDG\WKHELUFKWUHHVZHZHUH
VXSSRVHGWRFXWLW¶VRQP\FDELQDQGERDWUHQWDOVLW¶VRQP\FOLHQWs I get in seven days for
WKHVSRUWILVKLQJRSHQHU,W¶VRQP\VFKRROERDUGPHHWLQJ,¶OOEHPLVVLQJ,W¶VRQFDQQLQJ
MDUVEXJVSUD\IRUWKHEDE\DQGDQRWKHUWR\,¶GEHWWHUJHWIRUWKHTXLOWWULSSUHVHQW6WDQGLQJ
here in front of you today, talking about a mining giant threatening my entire way of life
ZDVQ¶WZKDW,Hver could have planned for ... .´61

58

See id.
Statement of Katherine Carscallen, Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association, to Gina
McCarthy, EPA Administrator (Aug. 27, 2013), audio file available at http://kdlg.org/post/epaadministrator-listens-concerns-about-pebble-mine-during-visit-dillingham (42:00 to 45:00).
60
Testimony of Norm Van Vactor, CEO/President of the Bristol Bay Economic Development
Corporation, to U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources Hearing
RQ³(3$YV$PHULFDQ0LQLQJ-REV´ 2FW available at
http://naturalresources.house.gov/UploadedFiles/VanVactorTestimony10-10-13.pdf.
61
EPA Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Public Hearing ± Seattle, Washington at 24-25 (May 31,
2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-1270.
59
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x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

³2XUFRPSDQ\LVQRZSUHSDULQJWRHPEDUNXSRQDPXOWL-million dollar effort to construct a
state of the art seafood processing facility in Naknek, Alaska. This investment hinges on the
expectation of future productive salmon populations and a marketing strategy that these
VDOPRQFRPHIURPWKHPRVWSULVWLQHZDWHUVRQ(DUWK´62
³7KHPDUNHWLQJRIRXUVHDIRRGLVKLJKO\GHSHQGHQWRQWKHSHUFHSWLRQRIRXUwatershed as
pristine, non-LQGXVWULDODQGXQGHYHORSHG«7KHULVNLVWRRJUHDWWRDOORZWKLVW\SHRIPLQLQJ
LQWKLVUHJLRQ´63
³$Q\SHUFHSWLRQDPRQJVWVDOPRQFRQVXPHUVWKDWDWR[LQSURGXFLQJLQGXVWULDOPLQLQJ
complex is operating in the heart of our fisher\ZLOOGDPDJHRXUPDUNHWDELOLW\«$FWLQJ
proactively will also protect the mining industry by providing certainty of what standards
ZRXOGQHHGWREHPHWIRUDQ\PLQHUDOGHYHORSPHQWWRRFFXU´64
³,I\RXGRWKDW>PLQH@\RXPLJKWDVZHOOVKXWGRZQRXUSODQWLQ1DNQHN´65
³'HYHORSPHQWRI3HEEOHZRXOGEHWKHGHVWUXFWLRQRIRXU%ULVWRO%D\µEUDQG¶RIFOHDQZDWHU
DQGVXVWDLQDEOHZLOGVDOPRQ´66
³$VDEXVLQHVVRZQHU,KDYHRSHUDWHGXQGHUWKHVKDGRZRI3HEEOHPLQHORQJHQRXJK´67
³3OHDVHKHOSXVLWZRXOGEHWKHELggest mine in the world. It hurts me deeply, I have actually
cried that our home might be destroyed and I want to save our fish and wildlife. I want my
grandchildren to be able to fish like I did. I want to be using my fish camp and living off the
fish DQGVXEVLVWHQFHHYHU\WUDGLWLRQDOZD\,¶YHOLYHGWKLVZD\P\ZKROHOLIHDQG,¶P
\HDUVROG,GRQ¶WOLNHSHRSOHEHLQJDJDLQVWHDFKRWKHURYHUWKLVPLQH´68
³$VWKHSURVSHFWRIDPLQHEHFRPHVPRUHUHDOPDMRUXQFHUWDLQW\ZLOOEHFUHDWHGWKURXJKRXW
the fLVKHU\IURPSURGXFWLRQWKURXJKFRQVXPSWLRQ´69

62

Letter from Troy A. Denkinger, President of Silver Bay Seafoods, LLC, to EPA, Docket No. EPA-HQORD-2012-0276 (July 19, 2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPAHQ-ORD-2012-0276-5305.
63
Letter from Izetta Chambers, Naknek Family Fisheries, to EPA, Docket No. EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276
(June 8, 2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-02760596.
64
Letter from Lindsay Bloom, F/V Rainy Day, to EPA, Docket No. EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 (July 17,
2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2691.
65
Testimony of Robin Samuelson, Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation, Record of Public
Comment Meeting, Levelock Alaska, at 13-14 (June 6, 2012), available at
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-4037 .
66
Letter from Mark Rutherford, owner of the Wild River Guides Co., to EPA, Docket No. EPA-HQORD-2012-0276 (May 31, 2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPAHQ-ORD-2012-0276-1353.
67
Letter from Raymond F. Petersen, Katmailand, Inc., to EPA, Docket No. EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189
(May 15, 2013), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-20130189-2131.
68
Testimony of Gladys Evanoff, Record of Public Comment Meeting, Nondalton Alaska, at 7 (June 7,
2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-4830 .
69
6WDWHPHQWRI5REHUW:DOGURS([HF'LU%ULVWRO%D\5HJLRQDO6HDIRRG'HYW$VV¶QWR(3$'RFNHW
No. EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 (July 11, 2012) available at
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-4525.
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After three years of scientific process and stakeholder consultation, there is immense need for
swift EPA action to protect Bristol Bay salmon resources and to provide economic and cultural
certainty to the region. Indeed, upon announcement of initiation of its 404(c) review, Bristol Bay
residents and businesses have reiterated the need for timely and efficient completion of a Final
'HWHUPLQDWLRQ$V%%1&VWDWHGLQLWVOHWWHUWR(3$ODVWPRQWK³7KHVSHFWHr of the proposed
Pebble mine has been hanging over our communities and lives for the past decade. We need that
WRHQG«:HQHHG(3$WRILQDOL]HLWVDFWLRQWKLV\HDU´70
%

352$&7,9( & $&7,21:,//%(1(),70,1('(9(/23(56$1'
*29(510(17$/$*(1&,(6$6:(//$6/2&$/&20081,7,(6$1'
%86,1(66(6

In Section 404(c), Congress gave EPA broad authority to protect water resources from
unacceptable adverse effects ³whenever´ the time is right.71 The Pebble deposit presents one of
the rare cases when the right time for EPA to exercise its authority happens to be before the
proponent has filed a permit application with the Army Corps.
In the preamble to its 1979 regulations implementing 404(c), EPA articulated some of the policy
reasons why it made sense for Congress to grant EPA broad authority in the pre-permit
timeframe²providing certainty for developers and preventing harm to waters and wetlands.
Where EPA has reason to believe that ³unacceptable adverse effects´ would result from the
specification of an area for disposal of dredged or fill material, acting on that belief before a
permitting process has begun is beneficial because it provides certainty for developers and
avoids wasting their time and money:
EPA also feels that there are strong reasons for including this pre-permit authority in the
present regulations. Such an approach will facilitate planning by developers and
industry. It will eliminate frustrating situations in which someone spends time and
money developing a project for an inappropriate site and learns at an advanced stage that
he must start over. In addition, advance prohibition will facilitate comprehensive rather
than piecemeal protection of wetlands.72
Proactive use of 404(c) thus stems from a concern for the plight of the applicant as well as a
desire to protect the site before any adverse impacts occur.
In this case, EPA has concluded, based on extensive analysis, that ³unacceptable adverse effects´
would result from allowing the discharge of dredged or fill material from large-scale mining
operations into waters overlying the Pebble deposit. The extensive scientific analysis, public
comments, and peer review process that culminated in the Bristol Bay Assessment provide ample
VXSSRUWIRU(3$¶V³unacceptable adverse effects´ finding. Furthermore, that finding will be
tested and verified through the 404(c) process. The key point, however, is that the goals of
certainty for developers and avoiding harm to waters are best served in this situation by going
forward with that process now. Waiting for a permitting process to begin would only be more
70

Letter from Jason Metrokin, BBNC, to Dennis McLerran, EPA Region 10 (Mar. 26, 2014).
33 U.S.C. § 1344(c).
72
EPA, Denial or Restriction of Disposal Sites; Section 404(c) Procedures, 44 FED. REG. 58076, 58077
2FW >KHUHDIWHU³(3$3UHDPEOH´@
71
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damaging as more time, energy, and money would be invested by industry, permitting agencies,
and the public.73 Moreover, the disruption and anxiety arising from the potential for large-scale
metallic sulfide mining to occur in vital salmon spawning, rearing, and migration habitat would
continue for many more years.
In sum, (3$¶VGHFLVLRQWRSUHSDUHWKH$VVHVVPHQWLQDGYDQFHRIWKHSHUPLWWLQJSURFHVVLV
reasonable and appropriate given the unique fishery resources of Bristol Bay and their
importance to local, regional, and statewide communities, as well as the likelihood that largescale mining operations would cause catastrophic and irreversible harm to these resources.
&

352$&7,9( & 5(9,(:'2(6127+$503/3¶6352&('85$/,17(5(676
$1',7(1685(652%867(9$/8$7,212)0,1,1*,03$&76216$/021

(3$¶VLQLWLDWLRQRIa 404(c) review process in Bristol Bay does nothing to harm the procedural
interests of the Pebble mining proponents. Indeed, one primary purpose of a proactive 404(c)
SURFHVVLVWR³IDFLOLWDWHSODQQLQJE\GHYHORSHUVDQGLQGXVWU\´E\³HOLPLQDW>LQJ@IUXVWUDWLQJ
situations in which someone spends time and money developing a project for an inappropriate
site ..´74 Thus, the proactive 404(c) process will benefit PLP by laying out clearly whether
and/or under what conditions the waters overlying the Pebble deposit may be specified as a
disposal site for the discharge of dredged or fill material from mining that deposit. Given the
many years during which PLP has repeatedly failed to follow through on promises to submit its
permit application, it is hard to see what procedural harm PLP would suffer from waiting a few
additional months for the conclusion of the 404(c) process. If PLP should choose nonetheless to
proceed with a permit application before knowing what 404(c) restrictions may affect its project,
it may do so, and nothing prevents the Army Corps from processing its application and
beginning the NEPA review that would be required.75 The 404(c) review and 404 permitting
processes can proceed in tandem, and both involve substantial opportunities for stakeholder
participation and public comment.
Additionally, any project-specific NEPA process conducted by the Army Corps in response to a
mining permit application in Bristol Bay will benefit from (3$¶V in-depth analysis in the Bristol
Bay Assessment and 404(c) review. Indeed, because EPA is an agency whose mission and
expertise are focused on protection of the environment,76 its actions are typically considered the
73

According to a recent GAO report, the average time from initiation to completion of an EIS is 4.6
years. See GAO, National Environmental Policy Act: Little Information Exists on NEPA Analyses, at 14
(April 2014), available at http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/662546.pdf . It would be wasteful and
inefficient for all involved to complete an EIS process for a mining project without taking into account
404(c) restrictions from the outset.
74
EPA Preamble, 44 FED. REG. at 58077.
75
See 33 C.F.R. § 323.6(b).
76
See, e.g., Legislative History of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1367, Senate
Conf. Rep. No. 92-1236, reprinted in 1972 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 3668, 3824) ³7KHVROH
purpose of the Act is the enhancement of environmental quality. . . . If the actions of the Administrator
under this Act were subject to the requirements of NEPA, administration of the Act would be greatly
LPSHGHG´ Douglas County v. Babbitt, 48 F.3d 1495 (9th &LU  ³,IWKHSXUSRVHRI1(3$LVWR
protect the physical environment, and the purpose of preparing an EIS is to alert agencies and the public
to potential adverse consequences to the land, sea or air, then an EIS is unnecessary when the action at
LVVXHGRHVQRWDOWHUWKHQDWXUDOXQWRXFKHGSK\VLFDOHQYLURQPHQWDWDOO´  KROGLQJFULWLFDOKDELWDW
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³IXQFWLRQDOHTXLYDOHQW´RI1(3$DQGDUHexempt from NEPA review.77 And there can be no
doubt that EPA is conducting a robust process here.
Shortly after announcing that it would prepare the Bristol Bay Assessment, EPA held a series of
meetings in communities throughout the region and solicited input from a wide range of
individuals and entities on the key issues and topics to be analyzed. 78 Moreover, the initial
consultation phase of the 404(c) review provides another opportunity for early stakeholder input.
The Bristol Bay Assessment also thoroughly describes the Bristol Bay region, including all
aspects of the physiography and aquatic systems that could be relevant to a consideration of the
environmental impacts of large-scale mining, and these issues will be addressed again in the
 F SURFHVV7KH³XQDFFHSWDEOHDGYHUVHHIIHFWV´VWDQGDUGQHFHVVDULO\IRFXVHVRQWKHZDWHU
and fishery resources that would be affected by mining development, and it is standard EPA
practice to include in both Proposed and Final Determinations a description of the affected area
and resources at stake.79
Additionally, EPA has thoroughly evaluated and compared three alternative mine scenarios,
EDVHGXSRQWKUHH³FDVHV´SUHVHQWHGE\NDM.80 EPA has also signaled its intent to analyze
alternative approaches to crafting a proposed 404(c) determination. The Bristol Bay Assessment
also devotes six chapters to the potential environmental impacts of these three mine scenarios,
including the immediate impacts to streams and wetlands from the mine footprint as well as the

designation under ESA not subject to NEPA); Anaconda v. Ruckelshaus, 482 F.2d 1301 (10th Cir. 1973)
(holding that, inasmuch as the sole mission of EPA is improving the quality of the environment, it would
only serve to impede its efforts to compel it to stop what it is doing to file an impact statement).
77
See 33 U.S.C. § 1371(c)(1) (with exceptions not relevant here, under the Clean Water $FW³QRDFWLRQRI
the Administrator taken pursuant to this chapter shall be deemed a major Federal action significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment within the meaning of the National Environmental Policy
$FWRI´ American Trucking Assn., Inc. v. EPA, 175 F.3d 1027 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (compliance with
1(3$LVQRWUHTXLUHGZKHUHDQDJHQF\¶VRUJDQLFVWDWXWHUHTXLUHVSURFHGXUHVWKDWDUHWKHIXQFWLRQDO
equivalent of NEPA); Western Nebraska Resources Council v. U.S. EPA, 943 F.2d 867 (8th Cir. 1991)
(3$GHFLVLRQXQGHU6DIH'ULQNLQJ:DWHU$FWZDVWKH³IXQFWLRQDOHTXLYDOHQW´RI1(3$ State of
Alabama v. EPA, 911 F.2d 499 (11th Cir. 1990) (EPA procedures under the Resource Conservation and
5HFRYHU\$FWDUHWKH³IXQFWLRQDOHTXLYDOHQW´RI1(3$ ; Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Costle, 590 F.2d 1011
'&&LU  ³,QHVVHQFH&RQJUHVVZDVFRQYLQFHGWKDW(3$¶VLQWHUQDOG\QDPLFVDQGSURFHGXUHV
ZHUHWKH³IXQFWLRQDOHTXLYDOHQW´RIWKH1(3$GXWLHVLPSRVHGRQRWKHUDJHQFLHV´ Portland Cement
Assn. v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 375 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (EPA actions under the Clean Air Act are the
³IXQFWLRQDOHTXLYDOHQW´RI1(3$DQGWKHUHIRUHGRQRWUHTXLUH1(3$UHYLHZ 
78
See EPA Website, http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/public-involvement.
79
See, e.g., EPA, Proposed Determination To Prohibit, Restrict, or Deny the Specification, or the Use for
Specification (Including Withdrawal of Specification), of an Area as a Disposal Site; Spruce No. 1
Surface Mine, Logan County, WV, 75 FED. REG. 16788 (Apr. 2, 2010) (particularly Section III,
³&KDUDFWHULVWLFVDQG)XQFWLRQVRIWKH,PSDFWHG5HVRXUFHV´ZKLFKincludes sections describing
³:DWHUVKHGDQG6WUHDP&RQGLWLRQV´DQG³:LOGOLIH´ ; EPA, Final Determination Pursuant to § 404(c) of
the Clean Water Act Concerning the Spruce No. 1 Mine, Logan County, West Virginia (Jan. 2011)
SDUWLFXODUO\&KDSWHU,9³6LWH&KDUDFWHULVWLFVDQG(FRORJLFDO)XQFWLRQV´ZKLFKLQFOXGHVVHFWLRQV
GHVFULELQJ³:DWHUVKHGDQG6WUHDP&RQGLWLRQV´DQG³:LOGOLIH´ 
80
See EPA, Bristol Bay Assessment, Ch. 6, at 6-1 (discussing cases presented by NDM in Wardrop
Report, supra note 12).
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impacts of routine mine operations and potential failure scenarios.81 An additional chapter
evaluates the cumulative impacts of developing other mineral deposits in the region.82
The Bristol Bay Assessment process also earns high marks for transparency and public
participation, with two rounds of public comment and the additional safeguard of peer review.
The 404(c) process will also provide these benefits, with several opportunities for stakeholder
and public participation.83
Together, the Bristol Bay Assessment and 404(c) review serve to identify potential effects early
RQDQGDYRLGSUREOHPVWKDWZDVWHWLPHDQGPRQH\7KH$VVHVVPHQW¶VWKRURXJKUHYLHZRIWKH
scientific literature and analysis of impacts have clearly laid out the impacts of large-scale
mining in the headwaters of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery,84 and as discussed above 404(c)
action prevents project proponents and permitting agencies from wasting time and money on a
project that cannot be permitted.
In short, far from harming 3/3¶V procedural interests or eliminating appropriate NEPA review,
(3$¶Vpre-permit 404(c) action will protect PLP from wasting time, effort, and resources on a
project that ultimately cannot be permitted, and the materials developed by EPA during the
Bristol Bay Assessment and 404(c) review processes will prove to be an invaluable resource for
project-specific NEPA review, should a 404 permit application ever be filed to mine the Pebble
deposit.
'

7+(67$7(2)$/$6.$ ,61273527(&7,1*%5,672/%$<&20081,7,(625
SALMON RUNS.

BBNC would prefer a local or State-originated solution to the risks posed by the mining of the
Pebble deposit, but that is not possible. In fact, the State of Alaska has eliminated and undercut
laws and policies in Alaska involved in permitting for large mining projects, such as the Pebble
mine. These changes have had the effect of reducing the analysis of environmental impacts,
eliminating opportunities for public input regarding permitting and land and water resource
disposal decisions, and raising the bar for citizen access to judicial review. $QGWKH6WDWH¶V
efforts to ease the permitting path continue apace. Unfortunately, tKH6WDWH¶Vcontinuing
legislative and regulatory changes do not evidence a robust regulatory program that can
adequately SURWHFWWKHSXEOLF¶VVDOPRQDQGZDWHUUHVRXUFHV
In 2005, for instance, the State rolled back protections for salmon habitat set forth in the Bristol
Bay Area Plan. The 2005 plan eliminated 94% of the protective fish and wildlife habitat land
use designations that had encompassed the majority of the 12 million acre planning area since
1984.85 Only after litigation and sustained public engagement did ADNR relent and restore

81

See EPA, Bristol Bay Assessment, Chs. 7-12.
See id. Ch. 13.
83
See 40 C.F.R. Part 231.
84
See EPA, Bristol Bay Assessment, Chs. 7-13.
85
See http://www.adn.com/2012/11/29/2708188/compass-tribal-leaders-fight-dnr.html
82
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many of these habitat protections,86 and regardless WKHSODQ¶VSURWHFWLRQVFDQEH illusory given
the DJHQF\¶V vast discretion in their implementation.
In 2011, the Alaska Legislature refused to re-authorize the Alaska Coastal Management Program
and allowed the existing program to sunset.87 Subsequent efforts to restore the program have
been unsuccessful.88 This decision eliminated a highly effective program through which coastal
communities previously had an opportunity to guide WKHGHYHORSPHQWRI$ODVND¶VFRDVWDO
resources and minimize adverse impacts.89 Alaska²a state with more coastline than the rest of
the nation combined²is now the only coastal state without a coastal management program.
Moreover, Alaska has a longstanding tradition of valuing State sovereignty, yet it has eliminated
the most important program for ensuring State and local voices are heard in federal decisions
affecting $ODVND¶Vcoastal resources.90
Starting in 2013, the Governor and Alaska Legislature began the process of taking control of the
federal 404 permitting program away from the Army Corps and putting it in the hands of State
officials7KH*RYHUQRU¶VVWDWHGSXUSRVHVIRUWKLVHIIRUWDUHWR³OLPLWIHGHUDORYHUUHDFK´
³UHPRY>H@DVLJQLILFDQWDPRXQWRIZHWODQGVIURPIHGHUDODXWKRULW\´DQGWKHUHE\³UHGXFH>@WKH
QXPEHURISURMHFWV´UHTXLULQJ1(3$UHYLHZ.91 Thus, contrary to recent assertions by the State of
Alaska that EPA should abandon its 404(c) review in order to avoid interfering with a robust and
appropriate NEPA process, it is on record trying to limit or even eliminate that process.
$ODVNDKDVDOVRLPSOHPHQWHGD³ORVHUSD\V´UXOHWKDWDSSOLHVWRMXGLFLDOFKDOOHQJHVRI6WDWH
permitting decisions. Placing such hurdles in the way of judicial review of agency permitting
decisions led the United States to find that Alaska law is now out of compliance with the federal
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act.92 While Pebble would need authorization under a
different statutory program, as a policy matter, when it comes to the importance of citizens being
able to access the judiciary, there is no difference between surface coal mining and the Pebble
situation.

86

See http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/20130505/pebble-mine-fears-shadow-alaska-land-planbristol-bay-area http://kdlg.org/post/dnr-has-finalized-amendments-2005-bristol-bay-area-plan ;
http://www.alanausterman.com/?p=3591
87
See http://www.alaskacoast.state.ak.us/.
88
See, e.g., http://www.adn.com/2012/08/12/2585804/battle-lines-drawn-over-coastal.html;
http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/index.ssf/2012/08/initiative_to_re-establish_ala.html.
89
See, e.g., http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/why-alaskans-should-vote-restore-coastalmanagement-program
90
In his opposition to efforts to reinstate the Alaska Coastal Management Program, former Alaska
Governor and U.S. Senator Frank Murkowski downplayed the importance of local participation in
decision-PDNLQJVWDWLQJWKDW³>V@XSSRUWIRUWKHLQLWLDWLYHFRPHVPRVWO\IURPSHRSOHLQYROYHGLQORFDO
government entities who waQWPRUHFRQWURORYHUVWDWHDQGIHGHUDOGHFLVLRQV´ZKLOHHPSKDVL]LQJWKHYLHZ
WKDW³ZHDOUHDG\KDYHWRRPXFKJRYHUQPHQWLQRXUOLYHV´$QFKRUDJH'DLO\1HZV&RPSDVV $XJ
2012), available at http://www.adn.com/2012/08/22/2597128/vote-no-murkowski-says-initiative.html.
91
Letter from Gov. Sean Parnell to Alaska Senate Pres. Charlie Huggins (Jan. 17, 1013) (accompanying
404 permitting primacy legislation), available at
http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/get_documents.asp?session=28&docid=3579.
92
See http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/20140427/feds-say-alaska-laws-hamper-lawsuits-againstmining-companies-must-be-changed
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Alongside these sweeping programmatic changes, in 2012, 2013, and 2014, the Alaska
Legislature took XSQXPHURXVELOOVLQLWLDWHGE\WKH*RYHUQRU¶VRIILFHDQGDFWLYHO\VXSSRUWHGE\
ADNR aimed at reducing the level of analysis required in permitting and land and water resource
decisions, minimizing $ODVNDQV¶ opportunities for input into decisions that will directly affect
them, and reducing citizen access to judicial review.93 The Legislature is expected to give
further consideration to similar measures in the next legislative session as well.
In light of the State of $ODVND¶VVXVWDLQHGHIIRUWVWRZHDNHQ, rather than strengthen, its natural
resource management and permitting programs, it is necessary and appropriate for EPA to move
forward expeditiously in exercising its 404(c) authority to protect Bristol Bay salmon and water
resources.

IV.

EPA IS PROCEEDING IN AN OPEN AND TRANSPARENT MANNER
AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS.
$

(3$3529,'('(;7(16,9(23325781,7,(6)2567$.(+2/'(5,1387$1'
38%/,&3$57,&,3$7,21,17+('(9(/230(172)%5,672/%$<$66(660(17

Starting very early in its development of the Bristol Bay Assessment, EPA made a concerted
effort to maximize inter-agency and tribal consultation, stakeholder input, and public
participation. Indeed, during the development of the Assessment, EPA Region 10 held 17
meetings with PLP, 18 meetings with State of Alaska agencies, and 31 meetings with Alaska
Native Tribes, commercial fishermen, and sport fishermen.94 Furthermore, EPA engaged in
government-to-government consultation with Tribes and collaborated through an
intergovernmental technical team (IGTT), including representatives from federal and State
agencies and tribal governments.95 (3$PDQDJHPHQWDQGVWDIIDOVR³PDGHWULSVWRWKHUHJLRQWR
VHHILUVWKDQGZKDWLVEHLQJVWXGLHGDQGWDONZLWKWKRVHDIIHFWHG´ 96 Moreover, even before the
publication of its initial Draft Assessment, EPA reviewed hundreds of letters and petitions and
tens of thousands of emails; maintained a website and listserv; responded to media and
Congressional inquiries; conducted a traditional ecological study involving dozens of interviews
93

The State of Alaska has also quietly begun a process of repealing and rewriting its resource
management plans for State fish and wildlife refuges, sanctuaries, and critical habitat areas. The plan
revisions are being drafted without meaningful opportunities for public input and without significant
inter-agency consultation, and they would have the effect of eliminating and weakening protections for
public lands and fish and wildlife resources. See http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/20140422/fishand-game-weakening-land-use-regulations-alaskas-wildlife-refuges-sanctuaries;
http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/20140424/will-fish-and-game-have-any-juice-left-protect-fishand-wildlife-alaska-once.
94
EPA, Senior Manager Schedules, Dennis J. McLerran, Regional Administrator, US EPA Region 10
(from Oct. 2010 to present), available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/Calendars_3?OpenView&RestrictToCategory=Dennis%20J.%
20McLerran.%20Regional%20Administrator,%20US%20EPA%20Region%2010&count=10000. See
also, e.g., meetings with multiple stakeholders (May 18, 2012), available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/Calendars_3/85256CBD007E4BB785257A02005B0D71?Open
Document.
95
See id.
96
EPA Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, at 7 Powerpoint (Dec. 2011), available at
http://www.epa.gov/region10/pdf/bristolbay/epa_bristol_bay_update_120511.pdf .
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in several Bristol Bay villages; and interviewed village elders regarding the importance of
VDOPRQLQSHRSOH¶VOLYHV97
EPA released its initial Draft Assessment in May 2012.98 In June 2012, EPA held eight public
comment meetings in Dillingham, Naknek, New Stuyahok, Nondalton, Levelock, Igiugig,
Anchorage, and Seattle, which were attended by approximately 2,000 people.99 EPA prepared
and publicized summaries of each meeting, fact sheets, and mailings in order to keep the public
informed.100 EPA also conducted webinars on the Draft Assessment.101 EPA released its
Revised Draft Assessment in April 2013 and conducted another extensive public comment
period.102 EPA ultimately received more than 1.1 million comments during these two comment
periods.103 EPA staff have indicated that these are the most comments the agency has ever
received on a technical scientific document.104
%

(3$+$6)8/),//('$//$33/,&$%/(6&,(17,),&$66(660(17$1'3((5
5(9,(:67$1'$5'6

The Bristol Bay Assessment and the accompanying peer review processes satisfy all applicable
guidelines and standards, and EPA has carried out these processes in a scientifically rigorous
manner. The Final Assessment is the culmination of three years of work by EPA to collect and
synthesize the best available scientific information and public testimony about the Bristol Bay
watershed into one comprehensive analysis. As peer reviewer Dennis D. Dauble, Ph.D said,
³[n]eedless to say this document should serve as a model for completeness. The authors should
EHFROOHFWLYHO\SURXGRIWKHLUDFFRPSOLVKPHQW´105 In light of the comprehensive nature of the
document, robust public comment and public hearing opportunities, and participation by an
accomplished team of pURIHVVLRQDOV(3$¶VSUHSDUDWLRQRIWKH$VVHVVPHQWIXOO\FRPSOLHVZLWKLWV
obligations relating to scientific assessments.

97

See id.
See EPA External Review Draft of An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems
of Bristol Bay, Alaska, Docket EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 (May 18, 2012), available at
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=241743.
99
See http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/public-involvement.
100
See http://yosemite.epa.gov/R10/ECOCOMM.NSF/bristol+bay/bristolbay.
101
EPA Region 10, News Release, EPA Releases for Public Comment Draft Scientific Study of Bristol
Bay Watershed (May 18, 2012), available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d96f984dfb3ff7718525735900400c29/6979fe30fc6583f385257
a020061b472!OpenDocument; Judy Smith, Community Involvement Coordinator, EPA Region 10 (email
to Bristol Bay listserv), Webinar: Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Overview (July 10, 2012).
102
EPA, Second External Review Draft of An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon
Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, Docket No. EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189 (April 26, 2013), available at
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=242810.
103
See http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/public-involvement.
104
Comment of Sheila Eckman, EPA, during presentation at Alaska Forum on the Environment (Feb. 4,
2014).
105
EPA, Response to Peer Review Comments on the May 2012 and April 2013 Drafts of An Assessment of
Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska 337 (Jan. 15, 2014), available at
http://www.epa.gov/ncea/pdfs/bristolbay/EPAs%20Response%20to%20Peer%20Rev%20Comments.pdf.
98
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EPA also conducted an extensive peer review process which complied with all requirements
applicable to highly influential scientific assessments.106 EPA contracted with Versar, Inc. to
oversee the peer review process and, with input from the public, Versar assembled a peer review
panel comprised of 12 independent experts and developed a list of charge questions. The panel
experts provided EPA with a written peer review report on the Draft Assessment.107 In preparing
this report, the peer review panel had access to the public comments submitted on the first draft
of the Bristol Bay Assessment, as well as oral public comments provided directly to the peer
review panel during the public portion of a peer review panel meeting. EPA considered this
report, along with public comments, in developing the second draft of the Bristol Bay
Assessment. The original panel of 12 peer reviewers also conducted a follow-on review to
evaluate whether the Revised Draft Assessment was responsive to their earlier comments. 108
EPA considered these follow-on peer review comments, along with public comments, during its
preparation of the final draft of the Bristol Bay Assessment. EPA released its response to the
initial and follow-on peer review comments concurrently with its issuance of the Final
Assessment in January 2014.109
The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has promulgated guidelines for peer review
RI³LQIOXHQWLDOVFLHQWLILFLQIRUPDWLRQ´DQGIRU³KLJKO\LQIOXHQWLDOVFLHQWLILFDVVHVVPHQWV´ the
ODWWHURIZKLFKDUHVXEMHFWWR³VWULFWHUPLQLPXPUHTXLUHPHQWV´IRUSHHUUHYLHZ110 From the
outset, EPA conducted its peer review for the Assessment according to the more stringent
requirements applicable to HISAs.111 EPA has fully complied with or exceeded all applicable
OMB guidelines, including the following:
x Peer review agenda requirements
x Peer review planning requirements, including holding a public comment period regarding the
sufficiency of the Draft Bristol Bay Peer Review Plan from April 9, 2012 through May 10,
2012
x Inviting nominations of peer reviewers from the public between February 24 and March 16,
2012 and establishing strong criteria to protect against conflicts of interest

106

See generally http://www2.epa.gov/bristolbay/peer-review-process.
See David A. Atkins, M.S., et al., External Peer Review of EPA’s Draft Document: An Assessment of
Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska (Sept. 17, 2012), available at
http://www.epa.gov/ncea/pdfs/bristolbay/Final-Peer-Review-Report-Bristol-Bay.pdf.
108
See Peer Review Follow-On Comments on the April 2013 Draft of an Assessment of Potential Mining
Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska (Jan. 15, 2014), available at
http://www.epa.gov/ncea/pdfs/bristolbay/PR_Follow-on_Comments.pdf.
109
See EPA, Response to Peer Review Comments on the May 2012 and April 2013 Drafts of An
Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska (Jan. 16, 2014),
available at
http://www.epa.gov/ncea/pdfs/bristolbay/EPAs%20Response%20to%20Peer%20Rev%20Comments.pdf;
EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska (Final
Report, Jan. 15, 2014), available at http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=253500.
110
OMB, Final Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review, 70 FED. REG. 2664, 2667-71 (requirements
for ISI) and 2671-72, 2675-76 (incorporating the requirements for ISI and supplementing these with
additional requirements for HISAs) (Jan. 14, 2005), available at
http://www.ssa.gov/515/PeerReviewsFedRegNoticeForFinalBulletin.pdf.
111
See EPA, An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska—
Peer Review Panel Members and Charge Questions, 77 FED. REG. 33213, 33214 (June 5, 2012).
107
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x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Selecting peer reviewers with the necessary expertise and representing a range of
perspectives and intellectual traditions, including panelists from academia, industry, and
government
Adopting a peer review mechanism with characteristics favored in the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget guidelines, including using a panel of reviewers, implementing a
multi-stage process, and initiating peer review early in the process and before publishing any
regulatory proposal
Obtaining public input into the charge questions
Adopting charge questions which steered the reviewers toward specific technical questions as
well as a broader evaluation of the Assessment
Maintaining a distinction between policy issues to be considered by EPA staff and scientific
and technical issues to be considered by the peer reviewers
Providing the peer reviewers with an abundance of background materials, studies, reports,
and public comments to assist them in analyzing the Draft Assessment and Revised Draft
Assessment
Making the Draft Assessment and Revised Draft Assessment available for public comment
concurrently with the peer review process
Organizing public meetings at which members of the public could provide input on scientific
issued to the peer review panel
Instructing the peer reviewers to prepare a report
3URYLGLQJDZULWWHQUHVSRQVHWRWKHSHHUUHYLHZUHSRUWDQGGLVVHPLQDWLQJWKLVRQ(3$¶V
public website along with other peer review-related materials

,QVKRUW(3$¶VHIIRUWVLQGHYHORSLQJWKH$VVHVVPHQWKDYHEHHQH[HPSODU\,QPDQ\UHVSHFWV
EPA has gone above and beyond the minimum requirements set forth in applicable guidelines.
Nevertheless, a significant drawback of this level of rigor has been the extensive time it has
taken to move forward with the 404(c) action originally requested by BBNC and numerous other
entities in 2010. The time has come for EPA to move forward in an expeditious manner toward
the completion of a 404(c) decision.
&

(PA¶S 404(C) REVIEW WILL INCLUDE SUBSTANTIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR
STAKEHOLDER INPUT AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

EPA will provide a similarly robust public process in connection with its 404(c) action, and this
will provide multiple opportunities for stakeholder input and public participation. On February
28, 2014, EPA sent a letter to PLP, the State of Alaska, and the Army Corps notifying them that
it was initiating a review process under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act.112 PLP and the
State of Alaska responded by asking EPA to toll its 404(c) review process indefinitely to await
the submission of permit applications by the project proponent and the completion of permit
review by State and federal agencies. EPA did not grant this request, but it did agree to
quadruple the length of the initial 15-day consultation period,113 giving these entities
DSSUR[LPDWHO\GD\VWRGHPRQVWUDWHWKHDEVHQFHRI³XQDFFHSWDEOHDGYHUVHHIIHFWV´RUWR
LGHQWLI\DFWLRQVWKDW³FRXOGEHWDNHQWRSUHYHQWXQDFFHSWDEOHDGYHUVHHIIHFWV«´114

112

See EPA 404(c) Initiation Letter, supra note 46.
See http://www.pebblewatch.com/index.php/600-epa-grants-extension-in-first-step-of-404-c-process
114
Id. at 2.
113
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Since initiating the 404(c) review process, EPA Region 10 has already held six meetings with
stakeholders, including Pebble and the State of Alaska.115 Going forward, there will be several
additional steps in which stakeholders will be able to provide substantive input. After EPA
issues a Proposed Determination, its regulations provide for a public comment period of 30 to 60
days during which PLP, the State of Alaska, and other interested individuals and entities can
FRPPHQWRQ(3$¶VSURSRVHG04(c) action.116 (3$KDVDOVRH[SUHVVHGDQLQWHQWLRQWRKROG³RQH
RUPRUHSXEOLFKHDULQJV´117 Thereafter, if EPA still concludes that large-scale mining will
LPSRVH³XQDFFHSWDEOHDGYHUVHHIIHFWV´RQVDOPRQHFRV\VWHPV(3$ZLOOGHYHORSD
Recommended Determination setting forth restrictions or prohibitions on such activities in
specified areas. At that point, there will be a second opportunity for consultation between the
EPA Assistant Administrator for Water and PLP, State of Alaska, and Army Corps. If EPA
UHPDLQVFRQYLQFHGRIWKHOLNHOLKRRGRI³XQDFFHSWDEOHDGYHUVHLPSDFWV´WKH$VVLVWDQW
Administrator for Water will issue a Final Determination, including appropriate restrictions or
prohibitions on mining at the Pebble deposit.

V. CONCLUSION
EPA action to protect Bristol Bay is overwhelmingly supported by local interests, acutely
needed, and firmly grounded in science, law, and policy. BBNC urges EPA to adopt the salmonprotective restrictions proposed by BBNC and to ensure that they are applied to any 404 permit
to discharge dredged or fill material associated with mining the Pebble deposit. Most
importantly, BBNC urges EPA to finalize Clean Water Act protections for Bristol Bay as soon as
possible and without further unnecessary delay.

115

See EPA Meeting Logs, available at http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/Calendars?OpenView.
The six meetings took place on the following dates: Senior Leaders of the United Tribes of Bristol Bay
(Mar. 4, 2014); Peter Robinson, PLP (Mar. 6, 2014); Tom Collier, John Shively, and Peter Robertson,
PLP (Mar. 12, 2014); Tom Collier, PLP (Mar. 25, 2014); Alaska Attorney General Mike Geraghty (Mar.
25, 2014); and Jason Metrokin, BBNC, and Wayne Nastri (Mar. 27, 2014).
116
40 C.F.R. § 231.4(a)-(b).
117
See http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/names/r10_2014-2-28_bristol_bay .
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Bristol Bay
Native Corporation
111 W. 16th Avenue, Suite 400 • Anchorage, Alaska 99501-5109

NOVEMBER 2011
Pebble Mine Survey Results Newsletter

Dear Shareholder,
We are pleased to share the results of our recent shareholder survey regarding the proposed Pebble
Mine project. This survey is the second shareholder survey BBNC has conducted on the Pebble Mine
since 2007. BBNC engaged Dittman Research & Communications to conduct both surveys.
BBNC supports responsible resource development but opposes the Pebble project due to the risks
it poses to our fisheries and our Native way of life. We believe there are other projects that could be
developed in our region that would provide jobs and other economic benefits that would not present
unacceptable environmental risks to our people and our land. As the results of the survey indicate,
a significant majority of shareholders oppose the Pebble project. The results also reveal that more
shareholders are opposed to the project now than in 2007.
Dittman Research received well over 2,200 survey responses – and I’d like to thank all shareholders
who participated in sharing opinions on this very important subject. The BBNC Board of Directors and
management team greatly value your ideas, suggestions, and opinions. We will continue to move the
corporation forward with your views in mind. As it pertains to Pebble, BBNC will continue its efforts to
oppose the development of this project while at the same time supporting other responsible resource
development projects in our region.
Sincerely,

Jason Metrokin
President & Chief Executive Officer
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When conducting opinion surveys it is very important that
an accurate representation of the population is sampled. In
this survey, a total of 2,286 responses were received which
represents a 32% response rate. This is a high response rate
and as you can see from the graphic below, the characteristics

GEOGRAPHIC
LOCATION
Bristol Bay region
Anchorage

of BBNC Shareholders who responded to the survey (green)
closely resemble the overall demographic composition of the
BBNC Shareholder base (blue). This balanced representation
allows BBNC to have a high degree of confidence in the
accuracy of the survey results.

T hank you!

Respondent Profile
41%

51%
25%

Other Alaska

22%
14%

Outside Alaska

13%

20%

14%

AGE
18-30

29%

31-45

23%

25%

46-60

24%

28%

61+

31%
18%

22%

GENDER
Male
Female

48%

47%

52%

53%
BBNC ACTUAL

BBNC SURVEY

Returned Surveys by Region
Region

Delivered

Received

% Return

% Total

Bristol Bay

3,147

1,160

37%

51%

Anchorage

1,791

501

28%

22%

965

303

31%

13%

Outside Alaska

1,336

322

24%

14%

TOTAL

7,239

2,286

32%

100%

Other Alaska
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Question: What is your personal

opinion of the proposed Pebble Mine project – would you say you’re strongly in favor,
somewhat in favor, somewhat opposed or
strongly opposed to it?

Overall, BBNC shareholders are near
absolute in their opposition to the
proposed Pebble Mine project, with over
four-out-of-five (81%) being opposed to
it – 69% report being “strongly opposed”.
9%
10%
81% 12%
69%
19%

Strongly favor
Somewhat favor
Somewhat opposed
Strongly opposed

Question: Prior to December 2009,

BBNC officially maintained a neutral position, not for or against, the proposed Pebble
Mine project. In December 2009, BBNC
changed its stance on the proposed Pebble
Mine project by officially adopting a position
against the project.

What is your opinion of BBNC’s decision
to adopt a position against the proposed
Pebble Mine project? Do you strongly agree,
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or
strongly disagree with BBNC’s decision?

77% 64% Strongly agree
13% Somewhat agree
21% 8% Somewhat disagree
13% Strongly disagree
2% Unsure

Personal Opinion of
Pebble Mine Project

Strongly/
Somewhat
Opposed

81%

19%
St
Strongly/
Somewhat
S
Favor

Agree with
BBNC’s Decision

Strongly/
Somewhat
Agree

77%

21%
Strongly/
Somewhat
Diasagree
2%
Unsure

Over three-out-of-four shareholders (77%) agree
with BBNC’s decision to change their position on
Pebble from neutral to one of opposition – 64%
being in “strong agreement”.
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Question: BBNC has requested the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
use its authority under the Clean Water Act
to carefully tailor a prohibition that would
restrict or deny certain permits for the proposed Pebble Mine.

What is your opinion of BBNC’s approach of
asking the EPA to stop the proposed Pebble
Mine project? Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with that approach?

The vast majority of shareholders agree
with BBNC’s decision to involve the EPA
in its effort against Pebble.
81% 68% Strongly agree
13% Somewhat agree
18% 7% Somewhat disagree
11% Strongly disagree
1% Unsure

Ask EPA to Restrict
or Deny Permits

Strongly/
Somewhat
Agree

81%

The vast majority of shareholders
believe the Pebble Mine permitting
process should be stopped before
it is completed.

1%
Unsure

Pebble Mine
Permitting Process

Question: As far as the proposed
Pebble Mine project is concerned, do you
believe it should continue through the
environmental impact and permitting
process, or should it be stopped before
the permitting process is completed?

18%
Strongly/
Somewhat
Disagree

21%
Continue
Process

Stop
Process

77%

2%
Unsure
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Question: In addition to commercial fishing, Bristol Bay has a variety of other

valuable natural resources. Please indicate whether you support or oppose development
of the following resources within the Bristol Bay region.

Renewable resources such as tidal or wind

88%
9%

Tourism & wildlife viewing

86%
11%

Sale of rock, sand & gravel

80%
17%

Sport ﬁshing & hunting

78%
20%

On-shore oil & gas

57%
39%

Oﬀ-shore oil & gas

46%
50%

Strongly/Somewhat
Support

Mining (other than Pebble)

37%
58%

Strongly/Somewhat
Oppose

Question: How much trust and confidence do you have in the following groups or
organizations to give you accurate information about the proposed Pebble Mine project?

BBNC

80%
17%

EPA

50%
43%

Complete/Quite a
Lot of Conﬁdence

State of Alaska

38%
54%

Not Too Much/
No Conﬁdence

Pebble Limited Partnership

14%
74%
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Oppose Pebble Mine

Support Pebble Mine

“I am proud that my native corporation is putting our people
and land before money. We can always make more money,
but if we destroy or land, we destroy our way of life.”

“If the project can benefit BBNC, then it should continue.”

“I am very happy that BBNC board is looking out for the
shareholders future and the younger generations way of Life
in our area! Thank You!”

“I like to fish, hunt, pick berries, and live off the land, but
I also would like to work to pay my bills, buy gas,
oil, electricity, and food; and motors to go out to get
subsistence food.”

“I’m very happy that they decided to take a stand to protect
our lands and resources. We live a simple life and without
our resources we will be nothing.”

“BBNC, State of Alaska & EPA will always have a watchful
eye on this project as they move forward so let Alaska
grow with more jobs for our people and others...”

“I’m grateful that BBNC saw the detrimental impact that the
mine would have on our beautiful Alaska and took the lead
to put a stop to it.”

“Shareholders have differing opinions and should NOT
be blanketed under any single entity speaking on
their behalf.”

Bristol Bay
Native Corporation
111 W. 16th Avenue, Suite 400 • Anchorage, Alaska 99501-5109

PRSRT STD
US POSTAGE
PAID
ANCHORAGE, AK
PERMIT #

IMPORTANT!
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Exhibit 1

A Statistical Description of the Affected Environment as it Pertains to the
Possible Development of the Pebble Mine – 17 Communities in Bristol Bay
Introduction
In order to study the socioeconomic environment in the communities that are near the proposed
Pebble mine site, data were aggregated and two programs were developed into a Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) format. These two SPSS files were structured as a
“Household Master File” and a “Demographic Master File”. The files aggregated data collected
from 1,710 individuals living in 510 households across 17 communities in the Bristol Bay
region.
The Household Master File contains 381 variables that encompass information relating to: 1) the
composition, size, age, length of residence, and other social attributes of households, 2)
household income, including sources of wage and unearned income, 3) the industries and types
of employment experienced by household members, and 4) the extent to which individuals and
households relied on and shared subsistence resources.
The Demographic Master File, contains 174 fields that describe individual attributes. These
fields (or variables) contain information about age, ethnicity, participation in subsistence
activities, type of job (or jobs), wage income, length of employment, work schedule and so
forth. 1
Summary Findings
Demographic:
Of the 510 households contacted in this survey research effort in 17 communities in the Bristol
Bay region, about 80% (1,361) of the respondents were self-identified as Alaska Native, while
349 or about 20% consisted of a variety of non-Native ethnicities, but mostly Caucasian. As
mentioned in the text, households were identified as Alaska Native if either spouse was Alaska
Native. Using this criterion, about 80% of the households contained in this data set were
identified as Alaska Native.
The average age for non-Natives in this sample was 34.8 years of age, whereas the average age
of Alaska Native individuals was 31 years of age. About 40% of the Alaska Native population in
this sample was under 18 years of age, compared to 30% of the non-Native population. In
general, the Alaska Native residents of Bristol Bay present a younger age profile than other
residents, with the exception of the 62+ population cohort which at 10% is almost double the
proportion of non-Natives of a similar age.
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With respect to the length of residency, when measuring the individual in the household who has
lived in the region the longest, Alaska Natives average almost 43 years (nearly two and a half
times the average residency of non-Natives [16.22 years]). On average, Alaska Native
households have 3.5 residents, whereas all others average 2.81 persons.
Subsistence:
Although Alaska Native and non-Native households seem to participate in many subsistence
activities in similar proportions, the intensity of effort varies considerably between the two
groups. On average, Alaska Native households harvest many more species of wildlife than do
non-Native households; 65% of non-Native households harvest less than 13 species of wildlife
while two-thirds of Alaska Native households harvest more than 13 species, with about 1 in 5
households harvesting more than 25 species. In addition, Alaska Native individuals have per
capita harvests of about twice the amount of salmon (roughly 300 pounds (lbs) versus 150 lbs)
and more than twice the per capita harvest of all species (roughly 500 lbs versus 200 lbs) when
compared to non-Native individuals. Also while Alaska Native households harvest high
amounts of a broad range of species, more than three quarters of non-Native harvest come from
salmon stocks. Alaska Native households also share a greater variety and amount of subsistence
resources than do their non-Native congeners.
Income:
There are dramatic differences in income between non-Native and Alaska Native households and
individuals and significant differences between Bristol Bay Alaska Native households and the
average income for households within the state of Alaska. Table 1 and Table 2 highlight some of
these differences.
Table 1
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Average Household Income by Source and Ethnicity
Source of Income
Total Wages

Native
Households

Non-Native
Households

$29,349

$64,043

Income - Entitlements (AFDC, APA)

$2,551

$495

Income - Dividends (PFD, Longevity)

$5,283

$3,247

Income - Retirement (including Soc. Sec.)

$2,826

$2,305

Total Amount of Unearned Income

$10,737

$6,134

Total Earned & Unearned Income

$39,869

$68,857

410

97

Approximate Number of Households (n)
Notes:
AFDC
APA
PFD

=
=
=

Aid to Families with Dependent Children
Adult Public Assistance
Alaska Permanent Fund Dividend
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Table 2
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Per Capita Income by Ethnicity
Alaska Native
Individuals

Non-Native
Individuals

Percent
Difference*

Per Capita Wage Income

$8,776

$17,433

50%

Per Capita Unearned Income

$3,234

$1,705

190%

$11,901

$19,138

62%

Total Per Capita Income
*% difference = Alaska Native per capita/non-Native per capita

In addition, more than a third of Alaska Native households were below the poverty line, and
nearly 1 in 6 non-Native households were in a similar position. These rates are far higher than
the state of Alaska at 9.1%, with the U.S. national rate at 7.6%.
Employment:
Two sectors, local government and commercial fishing, account for 70% of all employment for
Alaska Natives in the Bristol Bay sample. Although non-Native commercial fishers earn high
incomes, they represent only around 10% of the total employment by sector.
Conclusion:
Alaska Native households in the Bristol Bay region are particularly vulnerable to any impacts
that the Pebble mine may bring to salmon stocks. With low incomes and high rates of poverty,
and high dependency on employment in commercial fisheries, high harvests, and salmon for
subsistence needs, these households have very little buffer or resources to adapt if significant
interruptions in salmon runs occur.
The mining industry provided few local jobs, only ten in the data aggregated and analyzed in this
study. Average remuneration for those mining jobs is $15,000 per year, which is slightly better
on average than for fishing ($14,000/year). However, the fishing sector accounts for nearly $2
million in revenue (only for this sample, regional population figures will be considerably higher),
while mining currently provides about $150,000 in income (may be considerably more if results
from Dillingham were available).
Potential income losses from commercial fishing and canneries in the communities in the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game sample would be approximately $2.5 million. The potential loss of
the subsistence salmon resource would exceed $5 million (685,210 lbs salmon across all
communities priced at $7.50/lb). Accordingly, the potential dollar loss of salmon to these
communities exceeds $7.5 million.

4
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A Baseline Description of 17 Bristol Bay Communities 2004-2008
Background and Research Design
About seven years ago, the National Park Service (NPS) provided funding to the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) subsistence division to implement a subsistence harvest
survey in three communities associated with Lake Clark National Park and Preserve. These
surveys were part of an overall effort to collect subsistence and other baseline data for 18
communities in the Bristol Bay region. These 18 communities all have the potential to be
affected by the proposed Pebble mine. The Canadian mining company, Northern Dynasty
Minerals Ltd., through their contractor Stephen R. Braund and Associates (SBA), funded the
collection of a substantial amount of Geographic Information System (GIS) data on subsistence
use areas for these 18 communities. However, like the NPS, SBA subcontracted harvest and
associated social and economic data collection to the ADF&G subsistence unit, which has
considerable experience collecting and processing these types of surveys.
In addition, the NPS, under a separate purchase agreement, paid the ADF&G, to convert the
harvest surveys obtained in the initial fourteen communities from an Access database format
(where each harvest event is a record) to a spreadsheet format (where each record represents the
summary harvest for each household) as input for the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS). All of this information (minus identifying characteristics of individual respondents)
remains in the public domain because public funding was involved in both efforts. Table 3
details the number of household interviews conducted each year between 2004 and 2007 in the
Bristol Bay region.
Table 3
Household Subsistence Surveys Conducted in the Bristol Bay Region by
ADF&G 2004-2008.
Study Year

Number of
Interviews

Percent

2004

116

22.7

2005

138

27.3

2007

152

29.7

2008

104

20.3

Total

510

100.0

Following the initial phases of the Pebble interviews in 14 communities, six other communities
were contacted by the Pebble Limited Partnership to participate in this baseline research. One of
these communities, Ekwok, declined to participate. Another community, Portage Creek, had too
few residents to comprise a statistical sample. Three other communities, Aleknagik, Clark’s
Point, and Manokotak, have had harvest surveys completed and are now integrated in this write-
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up. Dillingham, the final community, has been surveyed but data files may not be available until
July of 2012.
ADF&G Technical Paper No 3682 for the communities of Aleknagik, Clark’s Point and
Manokotak will be available at the beginning of 2012 and the information from this report
(e.g., sampling frame and research design) will be included in this report should the information
be available prior to this report’s mid-January deadline.
Research Design – Sampling
Table 4 groups the communities to be described in this paper by the year they were surveyed,
and include the number of households that were interviewed, the number of households in the
community during the survey year, the proportion of households interviewed, and the intended
sampling proportion. Although some of this information is now outdated, these data still remain
the empirical standard for analyzing the potential impacts of the Pebble mine on subsistence,
economic, and social issues.
The 2004 research design focused on communities closest to the proposed Pebble mine site.
Subsequent years saw an expansion of research to other communities in the region that may also
experience impacts. Geographical proximity is a feature of all phases of this subsistence research
as it facilitates reduced logistical costs in the collection of the survey data.
In general, the ADF&G tried to interview every household in the smaller, rural, and mostly
indigenous communities to achieve the 100% intended sampling proportion for the 2004
research. However, these intended sampling proportions are seldom met for a variety of reasons,
including that the research was conducted during very narrow windows of opportunity, a
household’s refusal to participate in the research, a household’s absence from the community at
the time of interview (e.g., due to medical appointments, part-time wage employment, 02or
subsistence activities). Nevertheless, a very high sampling proportion, averaging 66%, was
accomplished for Iliamna, Newhalen, Nondalton, Pedro Bay, and Port Alsworth. In addition,
Nondalton, the largest community, had a sampling proportion of nearly 80%.
However, once communities have more than about 50 households, the ADF&G employs a
random sampling technique, most often attempting a random representative sample of about half
the number of households. Another threshold is reached once communities become much larger
than 100-120 households (perhaps 500 people), at which point the ADF&G employs a random
and/or stratified sampling procedure, e.g., Dillingham.

2

Holen, D., T. Krieg, J. Stariwat, and D. Koster. Subsistence harvests and uses of wild resources in Aleknagik,
Clark’s Point, and Manokotak. Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Subsistence Technical Paper
No.368, Alaska.
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Table 4
Seventeen Bristol Bay Communities – Sample and Sampling Design.
#HH's
Interviewed

#HH's in
Community

% Interviewed

Intended
Sample %

Iliamna

13

23

57%

100%

Newhalen

25

39

64%

100%

Nondalton

38

48

79%

100%

Pedro Bay

18

29

62%

100%

Port Alsworth

22

36

61%

100%

Subtotal

116

175

66%

Igiugig

12

13

92%

100%

Kokhanok

35

42

83%

100%

Koliganek

28

42

67%

100%

Levelock

14

19

84%

100%

New Stuyahok

49

96

51%

50%

Subtotal

138

212

66%

King Salmon

49

109

45%

50%

Lime Village

7

11

64%

100%

Naknek

75

222

34%

66%

South Naknek

21

27

78%

100%

Subtotal

152

369

41%

Aleknagik

32

47

68%

50%

Clarks Point

11

18

61%

100%

Manokotak

61

96

64%

50%

Subtotal

104

161

65%

Community/Year
2004

2005

2007

2008

Notes:
HH = household

Slightly above 70% (12/17) of the communities in this report had sampling strategies which
attempted to contact and interview everyone in the community. The remaining communities had
sampling goals of 66% (Naknek) or 50% (New Stuyahok, King Salmon, Aleknagik, and
Manokotak). As we shall see, the size of a community can be an influence on its social
organization, including ethnic composition, economic opportunity, and subsistence pursuits. In
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addition, sample size often speaks to how confident we can be about the results of our
generalizations.
Demography
Ethnicity
The Bristol Bay demographic file aggregates specific characteristics of each household member
in the sample. Each of the 1,710 individuals that were living in 512 households surveyed in 17
communities has a row (record) of information containing up to 95 variables associated with
them. Thus we know for every individual in this data set their age, ethnicity, employment, wage
income, and participation in subsistence activities. From this data set, as presented in Table 5,
below we can see that nearly 80% of all individuals in our sample are Alaska Native.
Table 5
Bristol Bay Demographic File 17 Communities; Ethnic Affiliation of Sample Population
Ethnicity

Frequency

Percent

Non-Native

349

20.4%

Alaska Native

1361

79.6%

Total

1,710

100%

Using a separate file, where households are the unit of analysis, provides information across a far
broader range of topics (355 variables). In the household file, for example, the ethnicity for the
household heads and their spouses is included. Table 6 below provides a proportional
breakdown of households in each community by ethnicity. Based on the previously discussed
criteria, Table 7 shows the proportion of Alaska Native households by community and survey
year. For the purposes of this report, and consonant with ADF&G practices, a Native household
is defined as any household where the household head and/or a spouse is self-identified as an
Alaska Native. Table 6 shows that 14 of the communities are predominantly Native, with 80+
percent of the households having at least one of the household heads as a self-identified Alaska
Native. Eight of the communities (Clark’s Point, Igiugig, Kokhanok, Koliganek, Levelock,
Lime Village, New Stuyahok, and Newhalen), using the definition from above, are 100% Alaska
Native with Nondalton, at 97%, nearly so. The very large community of Naknek, with more than
200 households is about two-thirds Alaska Native. Naknek, with a long history of fish
processing, has historically had a significant non-Native population.
Finally, two of the communities, King Salmon and Port Alsworth, for a variety of historical and
economic circumstances, have non-Native households in the majority. Ethnicity plays an
important role in outcomes such as subsistence use, employment, and income, as seen later in
this analysis.
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Table 6
17 Bristol Bay Communities - Ethnic Composition of Survey Households
Community

Non-Native

Native

Total

Percent Native

Aleknagik

5

27

32

84%

Clarks Point

0

11

11

100%

Igiugig

0

12

12

100%

Iliamna

4

9

13

69%

King Salmon

34

15

49

31%

Kokhanok

0

35

35

100%

Koliganek

0

28

28

100%

Levelock

0

13

15

100%

Lime Village

0

7

7

100%

Manokotak

5

56

61

92%

Naknek

27

48

75

64%

New Stuyahok

0

49

49

100%

Newhalen

0

25

25

100%

Nondalton

1

37

38

97%

Pedro Bay

2

16

18

89%

Port Alsworth

17

5

22

23%

South Naknek

2

19

21

90%

Total

99

412

511

81%
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Table 7
17 Bristol Bay Communities – Population Size and
Ethnic Composition of Survey Households
Estimated
Population

#HH's in Community

Percent* HH's Alaska
Native

Iliamna

90

23

69%

Newhalen

183

39

100%

Nondalton

205

48

97%

Pedro Bay

47

29

89%

Port Alsworth

113

36

23%

Subtotal

638

175

Igiugig

50

13

100%

Kokhanok

179

42

100%

Koliganek

167

42

100%

Levelock

54

19

100%

New Stuyahok

461

96

100%

Subtotal

911

212

King Salmon

246

109

31%

Lime Village

27

11

100%

Naknek

533

222

64%

South Naknek

52

27

90%

Subtotal

858

369

Community/Year
2004

2005

2007

2008
Aleknagik

219

84%

Clarks Point

62

100%

Manokotak

442

92%

Subtotal

723

Note:
*Based on sample results from household file, where a household is classified as Alaska Native if either a household head or
his/her spouse is self-identified as Alaska Native.
HH= household
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With respect to the 17 communities contained in this analysis we can see some rough dimensions
on which to structure our analysis. First are the eleven small predominantly Native communities
with populations of about 200 people or less that are also 90-100% Alaska Native (Newhalen,
Nondalton, Pedro Bay, Igiugig, Kokhanok, Koliganek, Levelock, Lime Village, South Naknek,
Aleknagik and Clark’s Point). A second tier, represented by New Stuyahok and Manokotak, are
larger with populations of around 450 people, yet are still predominantly Alaska Native. Of the
remaining four communities, two are predominantly non-Native (King Salmon and Port
Alsworth) and two are about two-thirds Alaska Native (Iliamna and Naknek). These latter four
communities range in size from small (Iliamna) to substantial (Naknek).
We could also organize our analysis of communities by proximity to the proposed Pebble mine
site or by overlap of subsistence use areas and the proposed mine site. Some of these
considerations will be analyzed in the next deliverable; however, a caution should be made that
the strength of impacts may not be very well correlated with geographical or distance
considerations. For example, impacts to salmon stocks may reverberate in communities far
removed from the proposed mine site.
Ethnicity, Age and Gender
Chart 1 provides a population pyramid for all non-Native individuals in the sample for 17
communities in the Bristol Bay region. Note the low representation of girls in the 15-24 age
intervals; this is probably an artifact of chance as there are about equal proportions of males and
females under the age of 24 in this pyramid. The average age for a non-Native individual in the
ADF&G Pebble sample was 34.8 years of age (n=349, SD= 19.4). In Table 8 below, the 65+ age
distribution of non-Native individuals comprise less than 5% (16/342) of their total population.
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Chart 1
17 Bristol Bay Communities – non-Native Population Pyramid
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Table 8
17 Bristol Bay Communities non-Native Age Distribution by Gender
Gender
Population
Pyramid

Male

Female

Count

Row %

Count

Row %

0-4

12

66.7%

6

33.3%

5-9

11

42.3%

15

57.7%

10-14

16

42.1%

22

57.9%

15-19

14

73.7%

5

26.3%

20-24

4

44.4%

5

55.6%

25-29

8

47.1%

9

52.9%

30-34

9

39.1%

14

60.9%

35-39

19

52.8%

17

47.2%

40-44

14

53.8%

12

46.2%

45-49

23

60.5%

15

39.5%

50-54

18

51.4%

17

48.6%

55-59

14

53.8%

12

46.2%

60-64

11

73.3%

4

26.7%

65-69

6

75.0%

2

25.0%

70-74

5

71.4%

2

28.6%

75-79

1

100.0%

0

.0%

80-84

0

.0%

0

.0%

85+

0

.0%

0

.0%

Total

185

54.1%

157

45.9%
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Chart 2
17 Bristol Bay Communities – Alaska Native Population Pyramid

The population pyramid (Chart 2) for Alaska Native individuals in the ADF&G Pebble sample
has a more symmetrical “Christmas Tree” appearance when compared to the non-Native
population pyramid. Distributions for 65+ individuals who compose nearly 8% (102/1286) of
the total population are noticeable. In addition, there are only 4 non-Native women over the age
of 65 and they form only 25% of the population for this age cohort. In contrast, a clear majority
of Alaska Natives are females over the age of 65. The average age for an Alaska Native
individual is 31 years of age (n=1355, SD=21.1). Table 9 is a detailed description of Chart 2.
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Table 9
17 Bristol Bay Communities Alaska Native Age Distribution by Gender
Gender
Population
Pyramid

Male

Female

Count

Row %

Count

Row %

0-4

52

51.5%

49

48.5%

5-9

53

52.0%

49

48.0%

10-14

75

49.7%

76

50.3%

15-19

94

56.3%

73

43.7%

20-24

46

53.5%

40

46.5%

25-29

41

64.1%

23

35.9%

30-34

44

55.0%

36

45.0%

35-39

44

57.9%

32

42.1%

40-44

47

49.5%

48

50.5%

45-49

56

52.3%

51

47.7%

50-54

33

55.0%

27

45.0%

55-59

27

43.5%

35

56.5%

60-64

18

54.5%

15

45.5%

65-69

15

37.5%

25

62.5%

70-74

14

60.9%

9

39.1%

75-79

11

44.0%

14

56.0%

80-84

2

28.6%

5

71.4%

85+

4

57.1%

3

42.9%

Total

676

52.6%

610

47.4%

Dependency Ratios
Dependency ratios are a statistical yardstick used by many analysts to summarize the relationship
between the proportion of individuals in the labor force and their ability to support the dependent
and elder cohorts in their community and region. High dependency ratios indicate that
considerable amounts of the labor force productivity may be needed to support the more
dependent cohorts of the population. In some sense, these measures don’t make sense for small
indigenous communities, in that, cultural mechanisms, such as extensive sharing of subsistence
resources, may smooth out many of the potential inequalities possible in the demographic
context. Nevertheless, these measures may provide some insight in a situation where dramatic
changes in the environment, e.g., access to subsistence resources or considerable social and
cultural impacts, may be in the near future.
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Table 10 below compares the proportion (%) of the total Bristol Bay population that falls into
various age intervals (cohorts). These age intervals are selected to create a total dependency
ratio; in the case of our calculations this is represented by the following equation:
individuals 0-14 years of age + individuals  65/individuals 15-64 x 100

When initially formulated, and the current standard for the worldwide index, the childdependency ratio was calculated by dividing the number of individuals 0-14 by the number of
individuals 15-64 (times 100). Similarly the age-dependency ratio is calculated by dividing the
number of individuals’ ш 65 by the number of individuals 16-64 (times 100). The intention of
these ratios is to try and understand how many labor force participants (15-64) are available to
support the supposedly dependent age cohorts of the community population, i.e., children (0-14)
and elderly (ш65).
Undeniably, there are problems with this measure. In Western countries, the 0-14 year-old age
category seems to ignore the fact that in our society most children are in school (and thus
dependent financially on their parents) until at least 18 years of age. Thus many U.S. and British
statistics use a 0-18 year-old age cohort in their calculations. We will present results from both
approaches, the first will allow us to make national and international comparisons. However,
given that 0-18 seems the most realistic threshold, we will also provide calculations for this
index.
The dependency ratio also fails in other areas. In our society, many 65-year-old individuals are
still in the workforce. In addition, many commentators note that the ш65 age cohort, due to
medical costs and so forth, are actually much more expensive to support. In some indices, the
elder cohort are weighted (i.e., equal 1.5 times the number of individuals in the child cohort).
We have not weighted our indices.
In comparison, the U.S. and Alaska dependency ratios, using the 15-64 interval for labor force
participants, is between 45-50. Thus Alaska Native Bristol Bay families with an index of 55
have a higher dependency on the existing labor force (i.e., fewer workers supporting more
dependents) than do non-Native Bristol Bay families (who have very low dependency ratios) or
the U.S./Alaska population as a whole. The 55 score is comparable to Mexico (which also has a
very young population) and Europe and Scandinavia (which have much higher age dependency
ratios). Using the more realistic labor cohort of 19-64 year olds our calculations show a high
dependency ratio of nearly 85, which is comparable to countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.
However, without calculations from Africa, using a 19-64-worker cohort, this is to some extent
comparing apples to oranges.
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Table 10
Bristol Bay – Age Cohorts and Dependency Ratios – non-Native and Native
Bristol Bay NonNative

Bristol Bay Alaska
Native

% 14 Years & Under

23.8%

27.5%

% 18 Years & Under

28.9%

38.3%

% 18-24 Years of Age

2.9%

9.0%

% 55-64 Years of Age

11.7%

7.5%

% 62 Years and Older

6.6%

9.7%

% 65 Years and Older

4.6%

7.9%

%15-64 Years of Age

71.6%

64.6%

% 19-64 Years of Age

66.5%

53.8%

Youth Dependency Ratio (0-14)

33.2

42.5

Youth Dependency Ratio (0-18)

43.5

70.2

Age Dependency Ratio/(15-64)

6.4

12.2

Age Dependency Ratio/(19-64)

6.9

14.5

Total Dependency Ratio/(15-64)

39.6

54.7

Total Dependency Ratio/(19-64)

50.4

84.7

Sample Size (n)

349

1355

Household Size/Length of Residency:
As indicated in Table 11 and Table 12, Alaska Native households are far larger and have lived in
the region far longer than their non-Native congeners. With respect to the United States as a
whole, the average household size is 2.59 people, with Alaska (heavily influenced by its
indigenous population) having a slightly higher average at 2.74. Only two states in the United
States (California and Utah) have average household sizes as high as 3.14. Three-quarters of the
non-Native households in Bristol Bay have three or fewer persons. In contrast, almost two-thirds
of Alaska Native households have three or more persons.
It is also clear, indicated by the average of four decades of residency, that Alaska Native
households are long-term residents of the region and indigenous inhabitants of the landscape.
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Table 11
17 Bristol Bay Communities – Average Household Size and Maximum
Length of Residency By Ethnicity
Non-Native households (n=97)

Alaska Native households (n=412)

2.81

3.49

16.22 years

42.8 years

Average household size
Average Maximum
Residency

Table 12
17 Bristol Bay Communities – Household Size by Ethnicity
Household Ethnicity

Number of People in
Household

Non-Native

Native

1 person

23 (24%)

68 (17%)

91

2 people

30(31%)

92 (22%)

122

3 people

17 (18%)

66 (16%)

83

4 people

12 (12%)

76 (18%)

88

5 people

7 (7%)

41 (10%)

48

6 people

5 (5%)

33 (8%)

38

7 people

1 (1%)

21 (5%)

22

8 people

0

8 (2%)

8

9 people

1 (1%)

3 (1%)

4

10 people

1 (1%)

2 (.5%)

3

11 people

0

2 (.5%)

2

Total

97 (100%

412 (100%)

509

Total

Subsistence
Introduction
While much of the following description will focus on harvest amounts for subsistence or
commercial use, one should not be mislead that the economic and dietary impact of subsistence
activities is necessarily, as viewed by rural indigenous people, the most important outcome of
these endeavors. Subsistence resources do provide sustenance and are a major portion of the diet,
especially in small communities where transportation costs make the purchase of store-brought
foods prohibitive. However, subsistence resources and the activities associated with the harvest
of these resources provide more than food. Participation in family and community subsistence
activities, whether it is clamming, processing fish at a fish camp, or caribou hunting with a father
or brother, provide the most basic memories and values in an individual’s life. These activities
define and establish the sense of family and community. These activities teach how a resource
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can be identified, methods of harvest, efficient and non-wasteful processing of the resource, and
preparation of the resource as a variety of food items.
The distribution of these resources establishes and promotes the most basic ethical values in
Native and rural culture - generosity, respect for the knowledge and guidance of elders, selfesteem for the successful harvest of a resource, and family and public appreciation in the
distribution of the harvest. No other set of activities provides a similar moral foundation for
continuity between generations.
Food preferences are the most conservative behaviors in any culture. The unique preparation
and special taste of foods encountered by children as they grow up stays with them forever.
Years later, the taste and smell of certain foods evoke memories of family and belonging.
However, discussion about to the contribution of subsistence activities to the cultural and social
well-being of rural Alaska communities will mostly be considered in the next report in this
series, which focuses on the social, economic, and cultural impacts that occur should access to
these resources and activities be interrupted or severely impacted.
In much of the following description, contrasts will be made between non-Native and Alaska
Native households. This comparison is not intended to diminish the importance of the natural
landscape and its resources for many non-Native households, nor the potential impacts to these
households from the development of the proposed Pebble mine. Nevertheless, as empirical
research into the impacts of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (EVOS) indicates, there are substantial
residential, subsistence, economic, employment, and cultural differences between the two
groups. Again, this is not to say there is and can be substantial overlap in behaviors, attitudes,
values, and activities between the two groups, especially non-Native households that have long
residential histories in the area. However, to fully comprehend the potential impacts to
communities in the region from the possible development of such a large-scale mine, these issues
have to be addressed.
To highlight this point, we will include a brief digression to show how these differences played
out in consequences of the EVOS to communities in the Prince William Sound. One aspect of a
multi-method research methodology designed to study the social and cultural impacts of the
EVOS involved interviewing (and re-interview) some 2,728 informants from communities in the
Gulf of Alaska. This research indicated that personal, psychological, and community impacts
resulting from EVOS varied dramatically depending on values imputed to the landscape.
In a telling analysis of the consequences of the EVOS, Joseph G. Jorgensen, in a 1995 article 3,
demonstrates empirically that Natives and Non-Natives, with respect to environmental ethics
(among other ethics), are organized very differently on key social features – ideas, sentiments,

3

Jorgensen, J. G. 1995. Ethnicity, Not Culture? Obfuscating Social Science in the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Case.
American Indian Culture and Research Journal 19(4):1-124. University of California, Los Angeles.
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and acts. These differences had an important affect on how the outcomes of the spill were
perceived.
Jorgensen notes that in the same environment, natives have greater knowledge about species
within that landscape than do non-Natives, that natives more frequently identify spiritual values,
rather than commodity values as the preeminent attribute of the environment (1995:Table K29),
and finally that Natives more frequently report that places in the environment have special
meanings for them and their kinspersons (past and present) (1995:Table Q7).
Table 13 and Table 14 below, based on over 2,700 initial and follow-up interviews, contrast
indigenous versus Western values and attitudes toward the environment (and inherently views
and perspectives on ethnographic landscapes). Note that no culture exhibits a homogenous
response from all its members. The understanding is implicit when cultures come in contact with
each other; members of both cultures may acquire new values and attitudes. In fact, for some
behaviors related to traditional communitarian values, long-term non-Natives seem to adopt
many traditional indigenous values.
What is clear from the survey research results is that nearly half the Native respondents viewed
the landscape as possessing only spiritual values whereas less than 6% of the Non-Natives felt
the same way (1995: Table K29 reproduced below).
Table 13
Results from Survey Research after the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill in Several Communities
Within Prince William Sound
(Jorgensen 1995:Table K29. Ethics and Significant Symbols Attached to Environment)
Ethics and Significant Symbols Attached to Environment*

Natives (%)

Non-Natives
(%)

1. The environment, or features of it (rivers, forests, coal seams, oil
deposits, fish, and sea mammals etc.), is viewed as commodities, that
is, items whose values are established in the marketplace and are
available for purchase or sale.

0%

31%

2. Combination of commodity and spiritual views.

54%

60%

3. The environment, or features of it, is viewed as being endowed with
spirits to which significant cultural symbols are attached (e.g.
helpfulness). The general environment is not conceptualized as a
commodity.

46%

6%

*Percentages based on approximately 2,700 respondents

Another question (Q7) asked:
Does the respondent have special memories about the wildlife or the places, such as springs,
lakes, bays, lagoons, in his/her area that the respondent's family likes to recount?
As the table below indicates, members of both cultural traditions have strong symbolic
attachments to the landscape; the clear difference is that traditional indigenous households have
many more such symbols that have accumulated over time.
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Table 14
Jorgensen 1995 Question Q7: Significant Symbols Attached to
Places in Local Environment
Significant Symbols Attached to Places in Local
Environment.*

Natives (%)

Non-Natives (%)

1. None

4%

7%

2. A Few

24%

44%

3. Many

28%

44%

4. Many that have accumulated over two or more generations

44%

5%

*Percentages based on approximately 2,700 respondents

As noted above, none of these responses are a 100% for either group. Multivariate analysis
seems to indicate that long-term non-Native residents and high-income Native residents seemed
to have borrowed more heavily from the other culture’s repertoire.
Participation in Subsistence Activities by Ethnicity and Gender
Table 15, below indicates a high degree of similarity in participation in subsistence activities by
Native and non-Native individuals. In addition, there are gender differences that also seem to be
similar between the two groups. Males, regardless of ethnicity, seem to hunt and fish in similar
proportions and at rates more than three times that of females. Surprisingly, and in contrast with
traditional Native expectations for division of labor, men and women tend to process these
resources at similar percentages, although Native women tend to have slightly higher processing
proportions than do their non-Native congeners. In addition, Native women tend to collect and
process berries and plants at slightly higher proportions than anyone else. Of course, this
question asks only participation, not intensity of participation, i.e., how often or how many
resources are harvested and processed.
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Table 15
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – All Individuals Participation in Subsistence Activities by
Ethnicity and Gender
Ethnicity
Subsistence
Activity

Non-Native

Alaskan Native

Gender

Gender

Male

Female

Male

Female

Count Column % Count Column % Count Column % Count
Attempt to Hunt

Column %

No

87

46.0%

138

86.3%

302

42.6%

532

82.6%

Yes

102

54.0%

22

13.8%

407

57.4%

112

17.4%

No

84

44.4%

98

61.3%

331

46.7%

326

50.6%

Yes

105

55.6%

62

38.8%

378

53.3%

318

49.4%

No

27

14.3%

50

31.3%

193

27.2%

239

37.2%

Yes

162

85.7%

110

68.8%

516

72.8%

403

62.8%

No

30

15.9%

40

25.0%

239

33.8%

198

30.8%

Yes

159

84.1%

120

75.0%

469

66.2%

444

69.2%

No

139

73.9%

155

96.9%

493

69.6%

592

92.4%

Yes

49

26.1%

5

3.1%

215

30.4%

49

7.6%

No

142

75.1%

143

89.4%

507

71.7%

516

80.5%

Yes

47

24.9%

17

10.6%

200

28.3%

125

19.5%

No

60

31.7%

41

25.6%

188

26.5%

96

14.9%

Yes

129

68.3%

119

74.4%

521

73.5%

547

85.1%

No

63

33.9%

40

25.2%

233

33.0%

111

17.3%

Yes

123

66.1%

119

74.8%

474

67.0%

532

82.7%

Game or Birds?

Process Game
or Birds?

Attempt to
Harvest Fish?

Process Fish?

Attempt to Hunt
Furbearers?

Process
Furbearers?

Gather Plants?

Process Plants?
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Sustainability
Selecting only for Alaska Native respondents, Table 16 provides a breakdown by age and gender
of participation in the hunting and processing of subsistence game species. Of the valid 1,283
responses, 795 (62%) said no; although, nearly a quarter of these negative responses were
individuals who were under the age of 10. Of the 488 (38%) individuals who responded yes,
about 80% were males. Of the 385 males who responded positively, about 40% are between the
ages of 5 to 24, slightly more than 40% are between the ages of 25-49, and the remaining 20%
are 50+ years of age. By gender, Alaska Native males hunt at a ratio of about 4:1 when
compared to females. An important conclusion that can reached from this distribution is that
younger cohorts of males are being trained and participate in this subsistence activity in
proportions that ensure a sustainable group of hunters for the community for at least five decades
into the future.
The distribution of female participants is more skewed. Over half of all women who participate
in hunting are between the ages of 25-49. Women in younger age cohorts comprise only about
one-third of the total participants. It might seem that some shortfall exists for female
participation in this subsistence activity in the long run. However, consonant with traditional
expectations of division of labor, we can see (Table 17) that three times as many Native females
process the harvest of game as actually help harvest, it and their recruitment for this activity by
age cohort is proportional to male hunters.
Confidence about recruitment for both male and female Alaska Natives into subsistence
activities is shown in the abbreviated table below (Table 17). Although there is some traditional
division of labor in hunting, high numbers of men and women, at all ages, participate in the
harvesting of fish, which is, by far the most important subsistence resource. Nearly triple the
numbers of women engage in fishing when compared to hunting. In addition, the younger
cohorts of women who fish appear to be similar in proportion as men and to have the same
potential for sustainable recruitment.
Table 16
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Alaska Native Individuals Who Hunt and Fish
by Aggregated Age Cohort
Age Cohort

Male Hunting

Female Hunting

Male Fishing

Female Fishing

5-24 years

40%

31%

42%

39%

25-49 years

42%

56%

41%

39%

50+ Years

18%

13%

17%

22%

n=

385

103

492

382
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Table 17
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Participation in Hunting Game & Birds by Alaska Native
Individuals by Age Cohort and Gender
Attempt to Hunt Game or Birds?
Age
Recoded
in 5yr.
Intervals

No

Yes

Male

Female

Count

Column
%

Count

Column
%

Count

Column
%

Count

Column
%

0-4

50

17.2%

47

9.3%

2

.5%

1

1.0%

5-9

33

11.4%

45

8.9%

20

5.2%

4

3.9%

10-14

39

13.4%

66

13.1%

36

9.4%

10

9.7%

15-19

34

11.7%

60

11.9%

60

15.6%

13

12.6%

20-24

12

4.1%

36

7.1%

33

8.6%

4

3.9%

25-29

19

6.6%

18

3.6%

22

5.7%

5

4.9%

30-34

16

5.5%

27

5.3%

28

7.3%

9

8.7%

35-39

11

3.8%

23

4.6%

33

8.6%

9

8.7%

40-44

15

5.2%

34

6.7%

32

8.3%

14

13.6%

45-49

10

3.4%

34

6.7%

46

11.9%

16

15.5%

50-54

11

3.8%

21

4.2%

22

5.7%

6

5.8%

55-59

11

3.8%

31

6.1%

16

4.2%

4

3.9%

60-64

5

1.7%

12

2.4%

13

3.4%

3

2.9%

65-69

4

1.4%

23

4.6%

11

2.9%

2

1.9%

70-74

9

3.1%

6

1.2%

5

1.3%

3

2.9%

75-79

9

3.1%

14

2.8%

2

.5%

0

.0%

80-84

1

.3%

5

1.0%

1

.3%

0

.0%

85+

1

.3%

3

.6%

3

.8%

0

.0%

Total

290

100.0%

505

100.0%

385

100.0%

103

100.0%

Table 18 below details participation in the harvesting of fish by Alaska Native individuals based
on their age and gender.
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Table 18
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Participation in Harvesting Fish by Alaska Native
Individuals by Age Cohort and Gender
Attempt to Harvest Fish
Age
Recoded
in 5yr.
Intervals

No

Yes

Male

Female

Count

Column
%

Count

Column
%

Count

Column
%

Count

Column
%

0-4

42

23.0%

37

16.5%

10

2.0%

11

2.9%

5-9

20

10.9%

22

9.8%

33

6.7%

27

7.1%

10-14

23

12.6%

35

15.6%

52

10.6%

41

10.7%

15-19

18

9.8%

28

12.5%

76

15.4%

44

11.5%

20-24

11

6.0%

13

5.8%

34

6.9%

26

6.8%

25-29

6

3.3%

9

4.0%

35

7.1%

14

3.7%

30-34

12

6.6%

13

5.8%

32

6.5%

23

6.0%

35-39

3

1.6%

5

2.2%

41

8.3%

27

7.1%

40-44

11

6.0%

7

3.1%

36

7.3%

41

10.7%

45-49

9

4.9%

9

4.0%

47

9.6%

41

10.7%

50-54

5

2.7%

4

1.8%

28

5.7%

23

6.0%

55-59

6

3.3%

15

6.7%

21

4.3%

20

5.2%

60-64

2

1.1%

4

1.8%

16

3.3%

11

2.9%

65-69

2

1.1%

8

3.6%

13

2.6%

17

4.5%

70-74

5

2.7%

1

.4%

9

1.8%

8

2.1%

75-79

6

3.3%

9

4.0%

5

1.0%

5

1.3%

80-84

1

.5%

3

1.3%

1

.2%

2

.5%

85+

1

.5%

2

.9%

3

.6%

1

.3%

Total

183

100.0%

224

100.0%

492

100.0%

382

100.0%

Total Number of Subsistence Species Used
Table 19 below clearly indicates that while all ethnicities in the Bristol Bay region engage in the
harvest of wildlife resources, the traditional commitment to harvest a wide variety of resources is
certainly emphasized in Alaska Native households, although not exclusively. About two-thirds
of non-Native households harvest 13 resources or less, in contrast about two-thirds of Alaska
Native households harvest more than this number of species. In addition, about one in five
Alaska Native households harvest more than 25 species.
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Table 19
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Total # of Subsistence Species
Used by Households by Ethnicity
Household Ethnicity
Total Number of
Subsistence Species
Used by Household

Non-Native

Native

Count

Column %

Count

Column %

0-8

37

38.1%

71

17.2%

9-13

27

27.8%

87

21.1%

14-17

12

12.4%

73

17.7%

18-24

15

15.5%

94

22.8%

25-59

6

6.2%

87

21.1%

Total

97

100.0%

412

100.0%

In Table 20 below, values in the bottom row totals run like a pendulum starting with non-Native
households heavily represented in the 0-13 species utilized categories and gradually decreasing
until they meet the Alaska Native households at the bottom. These Native households gradually
gain amplitude until nearly half the households are contained in the 18-59 species-used interval.
Six communities (Clark’s Point, Igiugig, Koliganek, Lime Village, Manokotak, and New
Stuyahok) stand out in their extensive harvest of a broad range of wildlife resources.
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Table 20
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Number of Subsistence Species Used
By Community and Ethnicity
Household's Ethnicity

Community

Non-Native

Native

Number of Species Used

Number of Species Used

0-8

9-13

14-17

18-24

25-59

0-8

9-13

14-17

18-24

25-59

Row%

Row%

Row%

Row%

Row %

Row%

Row%

Row%

Row%

Row%

80%

0%

0%

20%

0%

15%

30%

22%

19%

15%

Clark's Point

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

9%

9%

36%

46%

Igiugig

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

33%

8%

17%

42%

Iliamna

50%

50%

0%

.0%

0%

22%

22%

44%

11%

0%

King Salmon

47%

35%

6%

9%

3%

40%

13%

7%

27%

13%

Kokhanok

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

20%

31%

23%

14%

11%

Koliganek

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

7%

4%

18%

43%

29%

Levelock

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

23%

15%

23%

23%

15%

Lime Village

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

14%

29%

14%

43%

Manokotak

.0%

0%

40%

40%

20%

9%

11%

16%

30%

34%

Naknek

26%

22%

11%

26%

15%

21%

13%

25%

25%

17%

New Stuyahok

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

10%

20%

14%

27%

29%

Newhalen

0%

0%

.0%

0%

0%

24.%

32%

16%

12%

16%

Nondalton

0%

100 %

0%

0%

0%

30%

35%

5%

16%

14%

Pedro Bay

0%

0%

50%

50%

0%

38%

38%

25%

0%

0%

Port Alsworth

47%

29%

18%

6%

0%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

South Naknek

0%

50%

50%

0%

0%

16%

26%

16%

26%

16%

38%

28%

12%

16%

6%

17%

21%

18%

23%

21%

Aleknagik

Total

Harvest Quantities
Alaska Native households, on a per capita basis, harvest about twice (Table 21) the salmon and
nearly two and a half times the total of all wildlife resources (Table 22) when compared to nonNative individuals in the region. A typical U.S. individual would consume slightly over 200
pounds of meat, fish, and poultry products in a year, almost all of which is purchased.
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Table 21
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Per Capita Harvest Wildlife Resources by Ethnicity
Alaska Native Individuals

Non-Native Individuals

Per Capita Salmon Harvest

289.4 lbs.

153.1 lbs.

Per Capita Harvest – All Species

481.3 lbs.

203.4 lbs.

Table 22
Bristol Bay 17 Communities - Average Household Harvest in Pounds
Various Resource Categories by Ethnicity
Harvest in Pounds - Wildlife Species

Native

Non-Native

% Difference in Harvest

Salmon Harvested

956

553

58%

Finfish Harvested

126

41

33%

6

8

130%

Big Game Harvested

316

89

28%

Small Game Harvested

13

5

35%

Caribou Harvested

117

34

29%

Moose Harvested

186

39

21%

Marine Mammals Harvested

39

3

7%

Birds and Eggs Harvested

32

3

9%

Plants and Berries Harvested

100

23

23%

All Resources Harvested

1590

732

46%

Shellfish Harvested

The big differences in consumption between Alaska Native and non-Native households in Bristol
Bay occur in the salmon, finfish, and big game categories. In addition, non-Native families
consume almost no marine mammals, or wild birds or their eggs. Of course, Non-Native
households have almost no legal access to marine mammals, unless these resources are gifted to
them. It is key to realize that Alaska Native households, which average slightly under four
household members, would have to replace a considerable proportion of their diet should their
access to wildlife resources be interrupted. Animal protein, given shipping and other expenses,
is extremely expensive to purchase in small rural communities. For example, to replace their
salmon consumption by purchasing store-bought meat at $7.50/lb would be $7,500 for a typical
family. As we shall see in a later section, average household income for Alaska Native families
in the Bristol Bay region is a little under $40,000. So the replacement cost for salmon would be
about 20% of their total household budget. The average household income for non-Native
families is nearly $70,000. Replacement cost for non-Native households would be slightly over
$4,000, which represents about 6% of their total household budget. Of course, at this point, none
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of these calculation currently fold into the budgetary impacts to household income from
commercial fishing losses should salmon populations face substantial impacts.
Pie charts 3 and 4 below graphically illustrate dietary dependence on the harvest of wildlife
resources. Nearly three quarters of all non-Native household harvest of wildlife resources is
salmon.
Chart 3
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Ave. Pounds of Harvest by Resource Type
Alaska Native Households (Total = 1,590 lbs.)

Proportion of Harvest by ResourceType
Alaskan Native Households

ͳΨ

͵Ψ ʹΨ Ψ

Lbs. Salmon
Lbs. Finfish .

ʹͲΨ
ͺΨ

Lbs. Big Game
ͲΨ

Lbs. Small Game
Lbs. Marine Mammals.
Lbs. Birds/Eggs
Lbs. Plants/Berries
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Chart 4
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Ave. Pounds of Harvest by Resource Type
Non-Native Households (Total = 732 lbs.)

ͲΨ

Proportion of Harvest by Resource Type
Non-Native Households.
ͳΨ

Ψ

ͲΨ

͵Ψ
Lbs. Salmon

ͳ͵Ψ

Lbs. Finfish .
Lbs. Big Game
Ψ

Lbs. Small Game
Lbs. Marine Mammals.
Lbs. Birds/Eggs
Lbs. Plants/Berries

Table 23 and Table 24 illustrate the household dependency on total wildlife harvests by
community and ethnicity. Table 23 shows that the majority of the harvesting for the households
of the three communities with substantial non-Native households (King Salmon, Naknek and
Port Alsworth) is less than 500 pounds of wildlife resources.
Table 24 deals with Alaska Native households by community. As one might expect the six
communities identified as harvesting the widest diversity of wildlife species - Clark’s Point,
Igiugig, Koliganek, Lime Village, Manokotak, and New Stuyahok - also harvest large amounts
of wildlife resources. Interestingly, however, we now add the communities of Kokhanok,
Newhalen and Nondalton, and their species range, while somewhat attenuated, also harvest large
amounts of fewer species.
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Table 23
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Non-Native Households
Harvest Distributions by Community
Recode of Total Lbs. Harvested by Household
Community

0-121 lbs.

122-473 lbs.

494-1077 lbs.

1078-2223 lbs.

2224+ lbs.

Total

Count Row % Count Row % Count Row % Count Row % Count Row % Count Row %
Aleknagik

0

0%

3

60%

1

20%

1

20%

0

0%

5

100%

Clark's Point

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Igiugig

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Iliamna

0

0%

0

0%

3

75%

1

25%

0

0%

4

100%

16

47%

9

27%

4

12%

4

12%

1

3%

34

100%

Kokhanok

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Koliganek

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Levelock

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Lime Village

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Manokotak

0

.0%

3

60%

1

20%

1

20%

0

0%

5

100%

Naknek

9

33%

8

30%

8

30%

1

4%

1

4%

27

100%

New Stuyahok

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Newhalen

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Nondalton

0

0%

0

0%

1

100%

0

0%

0

0%

1

100%

Pedro Bay

0

0%

1

50%

0

0%

0

0%

1

50%

2

100%

Port Alsworth

3

18%

8

47%

5

29%

1

6%

0

0%

17

100%

South Naknek

0

0%

1

50%

1

50%

0

0%

0

0%

2

100%

28

29%

33

34%

24

25%

9

9%

3

3%

97

100%

King Salmon

Total
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Table 24
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Alaska Native Households
Harvest Distributions by Community
Recode in Five Intervals of Total Lbs. Harvested by Household
Community

0-121 lbs.

122-473 lbs.

494-1077 lbs.

1078-2223 lbs.

2224+ lbs.

Total

Count Row % Count Row % Count Row % Count Row % Count Row % Count Row %
Aleknagik

4

15%

4

15%

8

30%

6

22%

5

19%

27

100%

Clark's Point

0

0%

1

9%

2

18%

3

27%

5

45%

11

100%

Igiugig

2

17%

2

17%

1

8%

3

25%

4

33%

12

100%

Iliamna

1

11%

0

0%

0

0%

6

67%

2

22%

9

100%

King Salmon

9

60%

0

0%

1

7%

4

27%

1

7%

15

100%

Kokhanok

4

11%

3

9%

7

20%

5

14%

16

46%

35

100%

Koliganek

2

7%

3

11%

2

7%

10

36%

11

39%

28

100%

Levelock

2

15%

4

31%

2

15%

4

31%

1

8%

13

100%

Lime Village

1

14%

1

14%

0

0%

3

43%

2

29%

7

100%

Manokotak

8

15%

14

25%

13

24%

10

18%

10

18%

55

100%

Naknek

14

29%

11

23%

14

29%

5

10%

4

8%

48

100%

New Stuyahok

9

18%

7

14%

4

8%

10

20%

19

39%

49

100%

Newhalen

1

4%

2

8%

3

12%

9

36%

10

40%

25

100%

Nondalton

5

14%

5

14%

11

30%

7

19%

9

24%

37

100%

Pedro Bay

3

19%

3

19%

6

38%

3

19%

1

6%

16

100%

Port Alsworth

2

40%

1

20%

1

20%

1

20%

0

0%

5

100%

South Naknek

6

33%

6

33%

2

11%

4

22%

0

0%

18

100%

Total

73

18%

67

16%

77

19%

93

23%

100

24%

410

100%

Sharing
About 40% of non-Native households in the Bristol Bay sample give away no subsistence
resources. This is about twice the proportion of Alaska Native households who give away no
subsistence resources. Of those households that do share subsistence resources, all but one NonNative household (i.e., 99%) share less than 8% (.08) of the total available resource species
(Table 25). In contrast, more than a quarter of the Alaska Native households share 8% (.08) or
more of the available subsistence resources. Although the total of available resources varies by
community, i.e., coastal communities usually have access to a greater number of resources, the
total number of resources (as enumerated on the ADF&G questionnaire) available to any one
community is about 125, so 8% represents about 10 species of fish (salmon, finfish), mammals
(moose or caribou), marine invertebrates, berries, and so forth.
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Table 25
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Percent of Subsistence Species
Given Away by Ethnicity
Household's Ethnicity
Percent of Available Resource
Species Given Away

Non-Native

Native

Count

Column %

Count

Column %

.00

36

37.1%

68

16.9%

.01

6

6.2%

33

8.2%

.02

16

16.5%

44

10.9%

.03

9

9.3%

37

9.2%

.04

1

1.0%

32

7.9%

.05

13

13.4%

25

6.2%

.06

8

8.2%

26

6.5%

.07

6

6.2%

16

4.0%

.08

1

1.0%

22

5.5%

.09

0

.0%

11

2.7%

.10

0

.0%

20

5.0%

.11

0

.0%

8

2.0%

.12

0

.0%

10

2.5%

.13

0

.0%

10

2.5%

.14

0

.0%

3

.7%

.15

0

.0%

6

1.5%

.16

0

.0%

3

.7%

.17

0

.0%

6

1.5%

.18

0

.0%

3

.7%

.19

1

1.0%

6

1.5%

.20

0

.0%

3

.7%

.21

0

.0%

2

.5%

.23

0

.0%

3

.7%

.24

0

.0%

1

.2%

.26

0

.0%

1

.2%

.27

0

.0%

2

.5%

.28

0

.0%

1

.2%

.31

0

.0%

1

.2%

Total

97

100.0%

403

100.0%
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Table 26, below, indicates that far more households receive (are gifted) subsistence resources
than give them away. Whereas, about 40% of the non-Native households did not give away
resources, this proportion drops to less than a quarter for the reception of wildlife resources. On
the Alaska Native household side, the proportion of non-givers, at around 17%, drops to 6% for
the proportion of recipients. This means that more than 80% of non-Native households and
nearly 95% of Alaska Native households are gifted wildlife resources (most often fish) by some
other households in their community. What these variables do not measure is the amount of
subsistence resources that are shared.
Table 26
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Percent of Subsistence Species
Received by Ethnicity
Percent of Available
Resource Species
Received

Household's Ethnicity
Non-Native

Native

Count

Column %

Count

Column %

.00

23

23.7%

25

6.2%

.01

5

5.2%

25

6.2%

.02

17

17.5%

54

13.3%

.03

14

14.4%

48

11.9%

.04

7

7.2%

34

8.4%

.05

8

8.2%

31

7.7%

.06

7

7.2%

41

10.1%

.07

4

4.1%

23

5.7%

.08

6

6.2%

17

4.2%

.09

3

3.1%

19

4.7%

.10

0

.0%

21

5.2%

.11

0

.0%

9

2.2%

.12

0

.0%

12

3.0%

.13

0

.0%

6

1.5%

.14

0

.0%

9

2.2%

.15

1

1.0%

8

2.0%

.16

0

.0%

5

1.2%

.17

2

2.1%

2

.5%

.18

0

.0%

4

1.0%

.19

0

.0%

3

.7%
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Table 26
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Percent of Subsistence Species
Received by Ethnicity (continued)
Percent of Available
Resource Species
Received

Household's Ethnicity
Non-Native

Native

Count

Column %

Count

Column %

.20

0

.0%

2

.5%

.22

0

.0%

3

.7%

.23

0

.0%

1

.2%

.26

0

.0%

2

.5%

.30

0

.0%

1

.2%

Total

97

100.0%

405

100.0%

The ADF&G, given time constraints and an already extensive questionnaire, often find it
difficult to ascertain the amount of subsistence shared. In addition, documenting sharing
networks requires an additional module to the questionnaire and an increased burden on
community respondents. However, several ADF&G studies in other parts of the state have
addressed the issue of sharing networks in great detail. The results of this research and a more
detailed consideration of the importance of sharing in Alaska Native and rural American culture
will be contained in the second and final report in this series. In general, this other research
indicates that considerable quantities of wildlife resources are shared between households in
rural communities. In these rural communities, and especially among Alaska Native households,
about 70% of the resources gifted are harvested by about 30% of the households. The research
also indicates that non-Native households tend to be recipients and that Alaska Native
households tend to share a far greater amount of a wider variety of resources than do their nonNative congeners.
Although the issue of sharing subsistence resources will be addressed in much greater detail in
the next deliverable, Table 27 seems to suggest an expected pattern. For Alaska Native
households, priority in sharing subsistence resources first goes to the elderly and then to
households headed by younger women or other individuals who lack active harvesters in their
household. Nearly three-quarters of households headed by younger non-Native women receive
little if any subsistence resources, while nearly 80% of Alaska Native households headed by
younger women with their children receive high numbers of subsistence species.
Households with older Alaska Native women (61+) receive by far the highest amount of
subsistence species, with nearly 80% of these households receiving 10-40 different species. In
contrast, no non-Native household with elderly females receives this amount, although as Table
28 indicates, the sample size is quite small for this cohort.
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Table 27
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Percent of Total Species Received
By Ethnicity and Age of Female Household Head
% of Total Species Received
Female Household Head
Age and Ethnicity

0

.01 -.02

.03 -.05

.06 -.10

.11 - .33

Count Row % Count Row % Count Row % Count Row % Count Row %
19-35

Ethnicity

36-45

Ethnicity

46-50

Ethnicity

51-60

Ethnicity

61+

Ethnicity

Non-Native

8

47%

4

24%

2

12%

3

18%

0

0%

Native

4

6%

17

25%

26

39%

16

24%

4

6%

Non-Native

5

21%

6

25%

8

33%

5

21%

0

0%

22

27 %

20

11

13%

3

27%

3

0

0%

6

13%

0

0%

Native

7

Non-Native
Native

4

Non-Native
Native

3
3

Non-Native
Native

1

1
0

8%

23

9%

4

8%

10

19%
4%

3
10

20%
0%

2
3

28%
36 %
21%
19 %
15%

12
6
20

25%
38%
29%

16
4

24%
27%
33%
25%

24

35%

12

17%

40%

2

40%

0

0%

0

0%

5%

14

22%

25

39%

22

34%

Table 28, below indicates there are only 5 non-Native female household heads 61+, whereas
there are 54 Alaska Native Households headed by women 61+. Of these 54 Alaska Native
households 47 (87%) receive substantial numbers of subsistence species while none of the
non-Native female 61+ households receive this high proportion of subsistence species.
Table 28
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Distribution by Age of Female Household Heads
(or Spouses) by Household Ethnicity
Age

Non-Native Female Household
Heads

Alaska Native Female Household
Heads

19-35

17

67

36-45

24

83

46-50

11

49

51-60

16

69

61+

5

54

Total

73

323

Income
A more detailed analysis of the potential impacts to income and employment to Bristol Bay
households from the establishment of the Pebble mine will be demonstrated in the next
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deliverable. However, Tables 29 through 33 and Charts 5 through 8 provide a substantial
descriptive picture of the economic characteristics of households in Bristol Bay. As a standard
for comparison, the median income for households in Anchorage in 2009 was about $73,000,
while the per capita income was about $33,500. The mean household income in Anchorage was
an astounding $87,500, but some truly wealthy households skew this figure so we will use the
“median” for our comparisons. Similar parameters for the state of Alaska show a median
household income of $67,000 and a per capita income of around $29,000.
Table 29
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Per Capita Income
by Ethnicity
Alaska Native
Individuals

Non-Native
Individuals

Percent
Difference*

Per Capita Wage Income

$8,776.

$17,433

50%

Per Capita Unearned Income

$3,234

$1,705

190%

$11,901

$19,138

62%

Total Per Capita Income

*% difference= Alaska Native Per capita/non-Native per capita

In summary, the following tables and charts indicate that Alaska Native households in Bristol
Bay have slightly more than half the incomes of Anchorage households and about 60% of a
typical statewide Alaska household. Non-Native households do slightly better than the typical
Alaska household and slightly worse than an Anchorage household. This of course does not
factor in the higher cost of living for households in the Bristol Bay region, where fuel and energy
costs and access to retail stores and so forth are quite restricted. Some indices have the cost of
living in rural Alaska twice that of Anchorage.
In addition, these summary parameters disguise some other economic disparities both for Alaska
Native and non-Native households. For example, Alaska Native per capita income in Bristol
Bay is about $12,000, is only about 40% of the per capita income for Alaska as a whole. NonNative individuals have only about two-thirds the per capita income of a typical Alaskan.
Finally, slightly more than 9% of households in Alaska are below the poverty level (Anchorage =
7.6%). Bristol Bay households, using incomes measured earlier than these parameters and thus
may be a slight overestimation of the actual proportion by no more than 5% has dramatically
different proportions. Nearly 40% of Alaska Native households are below the poverty threshold
and nearly 18% of non-Native households find themselves in a similar situation (see Table 33).
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Table 30
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Average Household Income by Source and Ethnicity
Native
Households

Source of Income
Total Wages

Non-Native
Households

$29,349

$64,043

Income - Entitlements (AFDC,APA)

$2,551

$495

Income - Dividends (PFD, Longevity)

$5,283

$3,247

Income - Retirement (including Soc. Sec.)

$2,826

$2,305

Total Amount of Unearned Income

$10,737

$6,134

Total Earned & Unearned Income

$39,869

$68,857

410

97

Approximate Number of Households (n).
Notes:
AFDC
APA
PFD

=
=
=

Aid to Families with Dependent Children
Adult Public Assistance
Alaska Permanent Fund Dividend

Chart 5, below graphically illustrates the considerable contrast in wage income between Alaska
Native and non-Native households. In addition, non-Native total household income is more than
40% greater the Alaska Native households.
Chart 5
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Average Household Wage, Unearned & Total
Income by Ethnicity
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As noted in Table 31, below, while two-thirds of non-Native households have incomes greater
than $44,000, nearly 60% of Alaska Native households have incomes of less than $44,000. In
addition, as indicated in charts 6 and 7 below, non-Native households depend on wage income
for more than 90% of their total income, whereas Alaska Native households have a greater
dependence on entitlements and other sources of unearned income. Non-wage sources of income
often provide a steady source of cash in extended families, which helps support these households
where wage income is seasonal or part-time. In current national economic circumstances, state
and national programs that provide transfer payments can also be brittle in the sense that they
seldom keep pace with inflation and are at the funding whim of political and budgetary forces far
beyond local control.
Table 31
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Distribution of Total
Household Income by Ethnicity
Household's Ethnicity
Total Household Income

Non-Native

Native

Total

Count Column% Count Column% Count Column%
$0-13,000

15

15.6%

85

20.8%

100

19.8%

$13,001-26,000

5

5.2%

95

23.3%

100

19.8%

$26,001-44,000

12

12.5%

94

23.0%

106

21.0%

$44,001-73,000

28

29.2%

73

17.9%

101

20.0%

$75,001+

36

37.5%

61

15.0%

97

19.2%

Total

96

100.0%

408

100.0%

504

100.0%
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Chart 6
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Alaska Native Households
Proportion of Total Household Income by Source (Total = $39,869)

Alaska Native Households
Proportion of Total Income by Source

Ψ
ͳ͵Ψ
Ψ

Total Wages
Entitlements
͵Ψ

Dividends
Retirement
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Chart 7
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Non-Native Households
Proportion of Total Household Income by Source (Total = $68,857)

Non-Native Households
Proportion of Total Income by Source
ͳΨ

ͷΨ ͵Ψ

Total Wages
Entitlements
Dividends
ͻͳΨ

Retirement

As Table 32, below indicates the eight communities identified either as harvesting a wide
diversity of wildlife species (Clark’s Point, Igiugig, Koliganek, Lime Village, Manokotak, and
New Stuyahok - and/or also harvesting large amounts of wildlife resources - Kokhanok,
Newhalen and Nondalton) have, with the exception of Manokotak, modest household incomes,
with the vast majority of their households falling in the first three columns (i.e., with household
incomes of less than $44,000). These communities with the highest dependence on wildlife
resources, while at the same time having the most modest of backup financial resources, are most
likely to suffer substantial impacts should the Pebble mine, in a variety of ways, limit their
access to wildlife resources. Analysis of this topic is one of the primary subjects of the next
report.
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Table 32
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Distribution of Total Household Income by Community
Recode of Total Household Income
$0-13,000

$13,00126,000

$26,00144,000

$44,00173,000

$75,001+

Total

Count

Count

Count

Count

Count

Count

Aleknagik

3

11

5

7

6

32

Clark's Point

9

0

0

1

1

11

Igiugig

4

3

2

2

1

12

Iliamna

1

3

1

3

5

13

King Salmon

4

2

7

9

27

49

Kokhanok

6

10

13

5

1

35

Koliganek

7

6

8

4

3

28

Levelock

5

2

4

3

0

14

Lime Village

3

1

2

1

0

7

Manokotak

10

6

19

18

7

60

Naknek

19

9

10

15

21

74

New Stuyahok

9

20

11

3

4

47

Newhalen

2

3

8

6

6

25

Nondalton

7

16

7

7

0

37

Pedro Bay

2

4

3

6

3

18

Port Alsworth

3

2

5

7

5

22

South Naknek

6

2

2

4

7

21

Community

Poverty Threshold
Table 33 shows the number of households below the poverty threshold (for a household of their
size) highlighted in yellow. Alaska Native household counts are in parenthesis.
We have sufficient economic data to determine poverty levels for a total of 507 households out
of 510. Out of the 507 households in this table, 409 were Alaska Native and 98 were nonNative. Of the 507 households captured in the Table 33 below, 35.5% (180 households) were
below the poverty line. Of the 409 Alaska Native households, 162 or 39.6% were below the
poverty line, while 18/98 non-Native households, or 18% were below the poverty line. Given
that households were interviewed over a five-year period and the thresholds are from only a oneyear period (2008) these proportions may overestimate Alaska Native rates at the time of their
interview by a maximum of 5% and the non-Native rate by 2%.
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Table 33
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Household Size by Poverty Threshold
All Households
Recode Household Size for Poverty Comparison
Household Income
by Poverty Level

1

2

3

Count

Count

Count

Count Count Count Count Count Count

34 (30)

31 (27)

10 (8)

15 (11)

7 (7)

5 (5)

0

1 (1)

1

13,351-18,210

12

7 (7)

11 (10)

8 (8)

1 (1)

2 (2)

1 (1)

0

0

18,211-22,890

10

7

6 (6)

5 (5)

1 (1)

3 (3)

1 (1)

0

0

22.891-27,570

5

7

5

7 (7)

3 (3)

2 (2)

1 (1)

0

0

27,571-32,250

2

5

4

5

1 (1)

1 (1)

1 (1)

1 (1)

2 (2)

32,251-36,930

5

6

7

5

7

2 (1)

2 (2)

2 (2)

1

36,931-41,610

4

5

7

4

0

3

2 (2)

0

2 (2)

41,611-46,290

2

7

1

7

4

1

2

0

0

46,291-50,970

1

3

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

50,971-55,650

3

2

3

6

3

2

1

1

0

55,651-60,330

1

5

2

4

1

1

0

1

1

60,331-65,010

3

1

3

3

0

1

1

1

0

65,011+

9

35

23

19

20

13

8

1

2

Total

91

121

83

88

48

38

21

8

9

0-13,530

4

5

6

7

8

9+

Employment
The description of the employment profile for the 17 communities in Bristol Bay is complex.
Table 34 below is derived from the Demographic Master File, where each row of 174 variables
in the data matrix represents an individual person. However, using a script within the SPSS
program, many of these details are aggregated and transferred to the Household Master File.
The intent of this transfer is to take advantage of the much more comprehensive information
within the household file that contains extensive variables on harvest, income, and population
characteristics.
Table 34 shows age in five-year intervals and provides some numerical standard as to who could
be in the workforce. Utilizing the discussion of dependency ratios mentioned in an earlier
section, we subtract the 0-14 years of age cohort and those individuals 65+. This leaves 244
non-Native individuals and 835 Alaska Native individuals 15-64 years of age (see Table 35).
Now there are some difficulties with this breakdown of age cohorts. We could have used the age
interval 18-64, however we chose not to for two reasons: 1) there are Alaska Native individuals
15-19 who are in the workforce (usually as crew members on commercial fishing boats) and 2)
to be consistent with the standard worldwide dependency ratios discussed earlier in this report.
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Also, we recognize that there are a number of individuals 65+ who are still in the workforce, and
many 15-64 who are not (perhaps for reasons of school attendance or health etc.).
So of the 1633 individuals in this sample for which we have both age and ethnicity data, about
900 (actual 896) are in the workforce in some capacity. Table 34 shows the distribution of
individuals in five-year intervals by ethnicity. Table 35 summarizes Table 34 and shows the
breakdown of the population into traditional “workforce” (15-64) and “dependency” cohorts
(0-14 & 65+).
Table 34
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Age Breakdown by Ethnicity
Demographic Master File
Age Recoded in 5yr. Intervals

Ethnicity

Total

Non Native

Alaska Native

0-4

18

101

119

5-9

26

102

128

10-14

38

151

189

15-19

19

167

186

20-24

9

86

95

25-29

17

64

81

30-34

23

81

104

35-39

36

77

113

40-44

26

95

121

45-49

38

108

146

50-54

35

61

96

55-59

26

63

89

60-64

15

33

48

65-69

8

40

48

70-74

7

23

30

75-79

1

25

26

80-84

0

7

7

85+

0

7

7

342

1291

1633

Total

43
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Table 35
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Summary of Age Distribution into
“Workforce” and “Dependency” Cohorts
Non-Native
Individuals

Alaska Native Individuals

0-14 years of age

82

354

65+ years of age

16

102

98

456

244

835

342

1291

Sub-total
Individuals 15-64
Total

Table 36 is derived from Tables 34 and 35 above, and from additional statistical runs not
included in this report. Essentially, this table reconciles the 15-64 “labor force” status between
that reported in the Household Master File with Tables 34 and 35, which are derived from the
Demographic Master File. In addition, the final row in Table 36 calculates the unemployment
rate by ethnicity. If these rates seem unrealistically low, this is partially due to a definitional
outcome. Anyone reporting any employment during the year was coded as employed. However,
as indicated in Table 37, the majority of Alaska Native employment was part-time or seasonal
(“irregular”) and perhaps “underemployment,” rather than “unemployment” characterizes the
Alaska Native demographic.
Table 36
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Workforce Status of Individuals by Ethnicity
Non-Native
Individuals

Alaska Native
Individuals

Individuals in workforce Table x.1

189

707

Adults Unemployed

16

56

Adults not in workforce

3

32

~36

~40

~55

~128

~244

~835

16/189=8.5%

56/707=7.9%

15-19 not working/missing information*
Sub-total
Total

Formal % Unemployment
*Derived from tables not included in this report.

Essentially Table 37 shows that about 60% of all non-Native employment is full time, with the
other 40% of the workforce employed either as part-time or seasonal work. These proportions
are reversed for Alaska Native individuals, where only 40% have found or have chosen to work a
full-time job.
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Table 37
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Work Schedule of Employed Adults
by Ethnicity
Ethnicity

Work Schedule
Full Time (35+hrs)
Part Time (<35hrs)
Irregular (Comm. fish)

Total

Total

Non-Native

Alaska Native

Count

115

224

339

% Ethnicity

60%

32%

38%

Count

36

212

248

% Ethnicity

19%

30%

28%

Count

38

260

298

% Ethnicity

21%

38%

34%

Count

189

707

896

% Ethnicity

100%

100%

100%

Employment by Sector
Table 38 clearly demonstrates the dependence of Alaska Natives on employment in local
government and commercial fishing as the two most critical industrial sectors, and accounts for
over 70% of all their employment. These two sectors, as will be developed in the next report, are
also extremely vulnerable to the impacts of industrial mining. Non-Native employment is
concentrated in three industrial sectors: local government, transportation, communication and
utilities, and services which also account for about 70% of all non-Native employment. Note
that these sample results do not include data from Dillingham, which is the community hub for
the region and its results might strongly affect the generalizations made in this section.
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Table 38
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Demographic Master File Employment by
SIC (recoded) and Ethnicity
Non-Native
Total SIC

Alaska Native Total
SIC

Total SIC

Federal Government

27

40

67

State Government

15

28

43

Local Government

69

345

414

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing

27

210

237

Mining

0

11

11

Construction

8

26

34

Manufacturing

2

14

16

Transportation, Communication & Utilities

48

35

83

Retail Trade

3

25

28

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate

1

5

6

Services

71

63

134

271

802

1073

Standard Industrial Classification

Total
Note:
SIC = Standard Industrial Classification

Note that the totals differ between Table 38 above and Table 39 below. These discrepancies are
the result of coding, programming and data entry incongruities between the various waves of
survey research. The five Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) categories highlighted in
the Alaska Native column account for about 70% of all employment. The three SOC codes
highlighted under the non-Native column account for slightly less than 50% of all their
employment. Note the high dependence on fishing occupations for Alaska Natives which is not
reflected in non-Native employment; although, non-Natives employed in the fishing industry
have, on average, substantially higher incomes.
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Table 39
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Demographic Master File
SOC by Ethnicity
NonNative
Total
SOC.

Alaska
Native
Total SOC

Total SOC

Executive, Administrative, and Managerial

30

81

111

Engineers, Surveyors and Architects

2

0

2

Natural Scientists and Mathematicians

5

1

6

Social Scientists, Social Workers, Religious Workers and Lawyers

10

13

23

Teachers, Librarians, and Counselors

31

62

93

Health Diagnosing and Treating Practitioners

3

10

13

3

3

Standard Occupational Classification.

Registered Nurses, Pharmacists, Dietitians, Therapists and PAs
Writers, Artists, Entertainers, and Athletes

1

9

10

Health Technologists and Technicians

1

12

13

Technologists and Technicians, Except Health

9

6

15

Marketing and Sales Occupations

3

27

30

Administrative Support Occupations, Including Clerical

17

56

73

Service Occupations

41

127

168

Agricultural, Forestry, and Fishing Occupations

13

234

247

Mechanics and Repairers

15

27

42

Construction and Extractive Occupations

8

36

44

Precision Production Occupations

2

20

22

3

3

Production Working Occupations
Transportation and Material Moving Occupations

19

42

61

Handlers, Equipment Cleaners, Helpers, and Laborers

10

88

98

Military Occupations

2

2

Miscellaneous Occupations

4

4

863

1083

Total

220

Notes:
PAs – physicians’ assistants
SOC = Standard Occupational Classification

Wage Income
A brief discussion of wage income was included in the introductory paragraphs to the income
section. What is most striking about Table 40 is the great disparity between Alaska Native and
non-Native wage income, with Alaska Native households, on average, receiving less than half
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the wage income of non-Native households. Of more concern, as indicated in Table 41, is that
these discrepancies occur in the same occupational categories.
In the most important employment industries for Alaska Natives their income is one-third that of
non-Natives in fishing and less than half in local government and services. Table 42 and Chart
8, below, details these differences by ethnicity for each Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
code.
There may be a number of reasons for these discrepancies, including differentials in education,
high proportions of part-time and seasonal employment, and the skill set and experience required
for higher paid administrative and technical positions. The data set contains the specific name of
most occupations for each individual, but they have not been included here for reasons of time
and concerns about anonymity; although, details from this variable may be included in the next
report should a reasonable way (i.e., through re-aggregation) be found to protect anonymity. An
interesting aspect of Table 41 is the results from the mining sector. All ten jobs in this sector are
held by Alaska Natives with remuneration slightly better on average than fishing. However, the
fishing sector accounts for nearly two million dollars in revenue (for the sample, the amount for
the regional population will be considerably higher) while mining currently provides about
$150,000 in income.
Table 40
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Total Wage Income by Ethnicity
Average Wage Income

Sum of Wage Income

Non-Native Household

$64,043

$6,084,130

Alaska Native Household

$29,349

$11,944,930

Total

$18,052,060
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Table 41
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Household Master File
Wage Income by SIC Sector and Ethnicity
Number of Households/Ave. Wage/%Wages Per Sector
Non-Native

Alaska Native

Count

Column
%

Ave
Wage

Sum
Wages

%
Wages
per
Sector

Count

Column
%

Ave.
Wage

Sum
Wages

%
Wages
per
Sector

Fishing

10

9%

$42,562

$425,626

8%

133

25%

$14,112

$1,876,993

21%

Mining

0

-

-

-

-

10

2%

$15,179

$151,789

2%

Construction

5

5%

$44,250

$221,253

4%

29

6%

$15,622

$453,049

5%

Cannery (Food)

0

-

-

-

-

7

1%

$31,500

$220,500

2%

Trans./Comm./Util.

19

17%

$65,810

$1,250,407

24%

22

4%

$30,863

$678,999

8%

Trade

9

8%

$28,695

$258,262

5%

38

7%

$8,393

$318,960

4%

Finance/Insur./RE.

0

-

-

-

-

5

1%

$30,271

$151,357

2%

Services

20

18%

$34,615

$692,308

13%

47

9%

$16,678

$783,884

9%

Federal Govt.

14

13%

$62,660

$877,253

17%

19

4%

$25,481

$484,154

5%

State Govt.

10

9%

$49,486

$494,865

10%

15

3%

$9,238

$138,577

2%

Local Govt.
Admin.

16

15%

$45,998

$735,981

14%

152

29%

$20,043

$3,046,605

34%

Local Govt. Educ.

6

6%

$32,686

$196,120

4%

49

9%

$15,242

$746,870

8%

109

100%

$5,152,079

100%

526

100%

$9,051,742

100%

SIC Jobs Sector

Total

Finally, Table 41 and Chart 8 also provide the sum total of wages for each SIC code an
aggregation that will prove useful for the analysis should the initiation of the Pebble mine have a
substantial impact on salmon fisheries in the region. For example, loss of income from
commercial fishing and canneries ($2.5 million in the ADF&G sample), plus the replacement
cost of subsistence salmon (well above $5 million for just the 17 communities included in this
report), may make it difficult to justify the mine on strictly economic terms for local residents.
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Table 42
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Average Wage Income by Ethnicity
and Proportion of Non-Native/Alaska Native Income by SIC Sector
Jobs Sector
Fishing

Non-Native Ave. Wage

Alaska Native Ave.
Wage

%Native/Non-Native

$42,562.68

$14,112.73

33%

Mining

$15,179.00

Construction

$44,250.73

$15,622.39

35%

-

$31,500.00

-

Trans./Comm./Util.

$65,810.91

$30,863.59

47%

Trade

$28,695.87

$8,393.71

29%

-

$30,271.53

-

Services

$34,615.42

$16,678.39

48%

Federal Govt.

$62,660.98

$25,481.81

41%

State Govt.

$49,486.50

$9,238.49

19%

Local Govt. Admin.

$45,998.87

$20,043.46

44%

Local Govt. Educ.

$32,686.67

$15,242.25

47%

Cannery (Food)

Finance/Insur./RE.

Chart 8
Bristol Bay 17 Communities – Average Wage Income by Sector and Ethnicity
Non-Native Ave. Wage

Alaska Native Ave. Wage
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OVERWHELMING PUBLIC
SUPPORT FOR EPA ACTION
TO PROTECT BRISTOL BAY
1

Analysis of 1.1 Million Public Comments & Testimony
on EPA’s Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment

2.02%

BRISTOL BAY
REGION COMMENTS
& TESTIMONY
ON EPA’S BRISTOL
BAY WATERSHED
ASSESSMENT

21.23%

97.98%

Bristol Bay comments
supportive of EPA action
(1,795 comments & testimony)

78.77%

Bristol Bay comments not
supportive of EPA action
(37 comments & testimony)

ALASKA PUBLIC COMMENTS
& TESTIMONY ON EPA’S
BRISTOL BAY WATERSHED
ASSESSMENT

1.1 MILLION PUBLIC
COMMENTS &
TESTIMONY ON EPA’S
BRISTOL BAY WATERSHED ASSESSMENT
Supportive of EPA action
(879,070 letters, petition
signatures, & public testimony)

22.33%

77.67%

Alaska comments
supportive of EPA action
(6,500 comments & testimony)
Alaska comments not
supportive of EPA action
(1,752 comments & testimony)

Not supportive of EPA action
(252,686 letters, petition
signatures, & public testimony)

1. Numbers compiled from an analysis of all public hearing
testimony, unique public comments, mass mailings, and
petitions available for review on the EPA Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment dockets EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 and
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189 available at www.regulations.gov.

Statewide polling shows:
ONLY 1 IN 3 ALASKANS
HAS A FAVORABLE VIEW
OF THE PEBBLE PROJECT.
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November 3, 2015
Via email and hand delivery to:
Commissioner Mark Myers
mark.myers@alaska.gov
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
550 W. 7th. Avenue, Ste 1400, Anchorage, AK 99501
Re:

Petition to the State of Alaska for a Detailed Inspection and Reporting of Impacts
Associated with the Pebble Limited Partnership’s Multi-Year Hardrock
Exploration and Reclamation at the Pebble Deposit (Permit No. 6118)

Dear Commissioner Myers:
The Pebble mineral deposit underlies land owned by the State of Alaska at the headwaters of one
of the most abundant and sustainable wild salmon fisheries in the world. The wild salmon of
Bristol Bay support the cultural, spiritual, and subsistence way of life of the residents of Bristol
Bay. Alaska Native households in Bristol Bay are highly reliant on subsistence resources as
sources of food.1 In addition, subsistence resources and activities related to harvesting these
resources play a major role in defining Alaska Native families and communities.2 The fishery is
also the foundation for the region’s economy. The direct annual monetary value of the
commercial fishery alone is $1.5 billion and it supports 14,000 jobs.3 Bristol Bay is also one of
the world’s preeminent sportfishing destinations, attracting anglers from around the globe who
seek the region’s beauty, remoteness, and phenomenal fishing, and provide jobs and annual
1

Callaway, Don, A Statistical Description of the Affected Environment as it Pertains to the Possible Development of
the Pebble Mine—17 Communities in Bristol Bay (2012) at 2, 17.
2
See id. at 17.
3
Institute of Social and Economic Research at the University of Alaska, The Economic Importance of the Bristol
Bay Salmon Industry (May 13, 2013) available at http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Publications/2013_04TheEconomicImportanceOfTheBristolBaySalmonIndustry.pdf
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revenues in excess of $100 million. Subsistence commercial and sportfishing are all wholly
dependent on Bristol Bay’s renewable fishery resource and the region’s pristine habitat and
waters.
While no longer actively engaged in mineral exploration in the region, over the last three decades
the Pebble Limited Partnership (“PLP”) and its subsidiaries and predecessors have drilled 1,355
holes totaling 1,042,218 feet (over 190 miles) of core holes in the Pebble deposit area.4 This
exploratory drilling, with some drillholes more than one mile deep, and associated staging
activities have the potential to harm the abundant, pristine and critically important surface water
and groundwater in the areas in which PLP’s exploration activity has occurred.5 As the Alaska
Supreme Court noted this year: “the hundreds of sumps [associated with PLP’s exploration
activities] containing toxic waste and chemically reactive material represent a continuing
potential source of environmental harm . . . .”6
To ensure the protection of Bristol Bay’s waters and wild salmon fishery, the undersigned groups
and individuals (“Petitioners”) hereby petition the State of Alaska, Department of Natural
Resources (“DNR”) to direct PLP to undertake an investigation.7 As detailed below, it appears
from past and recent field reports and investigations that many of PLP’s wells may not have been
properly plugged, reclamation and re-vegetation efforts have been unsuccessful in many
locations, and potentially toxic drilling waters and muds from PLP’s drilling activities may have
been mishandled and thus may pose a serious yet unquantified threat to surface water and
groundwater in the region. The people of Bristol Bay are entitled to know the extent of the
problems and thus a thorough investigation of the exploration activities and risks is warranted.
The State should also be concerned about the extent of potential problems at the Pebble
exploration site because if PLP’s financial situation requires them to abandon the Pebble project
the expense of conducting the statutorily required reclamation will fall onto the State. As it

4

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd., 2014 Technical Report on the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska, USA (effective
date Dec. 31, 2014), p.67 available at
http://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00003151 (date of filing Feb. 6, 2015)
(also available on SEC website at :
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299315000646/exhibit99-1.htm) [hereinafter “NDM
2014 Technical Report”] (attached hereto as Exhibit A). Regardless of who actually did the work on the claims now
held by PLP, the company, being the sole permittee, is responsible for reclamation of any activity undertaken on
those claims.
5
See Exhibit B for a map showing selected PLP boreholes with a depth greater than 5,000 feet. Some of these
boreholes DNR has identified as problematic over the years, such as 8432, 8405, and 8420. Moreover, some of
these drillholes are located less than 100 feet from water bodies.
6
Nunamta Aulukestai, et al. v. State of Alaska, Dep't of Natural Res., No. S-14560/14579, at 47 (Alaska 2015); see
also id. at 46 (“there is the potential for environmental damage primarily through pollution of groundwater by the
toxic waste that has been disposed of on the land and by acid rock drainage”).
7
DNR already appears to be starting an investigation into the status of PLP’s reclamation. DNR took a good first
step by requesting PLP provide a “[c]omplete catalog of drill holes and current site conditions for scheduling
planned maintenance” in its most recent Field Monitoring Report. DNR, Field Monitoring Report—APMA
A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015), available at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22. From the
language of the action item, however, it is unclear precisely what DNR is asking of PLP and in what timeframe, and
as detailed below, in any event it is a subset of what petitioners seek here. Regardless, petitioners ask that whatever
information DNR obtains from PLP through its action item be made publicly available.
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stands now, PLP is exempt from preparing a reclamation plan and providing a security bond,8
and absent State action consistent with this petition, there is currently no mechanism in place to
protect the State if PLP abandons the site.
As described in this petition, Petitioners request that: (1) DNR require PLP to undertake studies
of the reclamation status and potential threats posed by its exploration activities; (2) DNR require
PLP to provide a detailed accounting of the present reclamation status and surface and ground
water quality for all sites associated with PLP’s exploration activities between 1987 and today;
and (3) DNR require PLP to present a plan, including cost estimates and work deadlines, for
eliminating the threat posed by its exploration activities to water and wild salmon.
Three factors add urgency to this request. First, as PLP, DNR, and others acknowledge, PLP’s
exploration activities have exposed to air and water ore that has the potential to generate acid,
which can have significant impacts on land and water quality and the life it sustains. As
explained below, the time frame in which such acid can be generated is such that it may already
be occurring from some of PLP’s earlier exploration activities. Even where acid generation is
not yet occurring, the potential for it to occur as a result of PLP’s exploration activities is high
and it is therefore critical that a timely effort be made to prevent such pollution in order to avoid
the much more difficult challenge of redressing it after the fact. Second, PLP and its parent
company, Northern Dynasty Minerals, are not currently engaged in exploration operations in
Alaska and based on public information may be facing unusual financial liquidity constraints.
Third, the reclamation costs for the already-existing exploration disturbances are a large
unknown. Consequently, to avoid the risk that the State may have to cover the costs associated
with assessing and reclaiming PLP’s exploration activities if the company is financially unable to
do so, it is important that DNR obtain the information and commitments sought by this petition
in a timely manner.
I.

Petitioners

Petitioners consist of groups and individuals who live, work, and recreate in the Bristol Bay
region and have been concerned about PLP’s exploration efforts for more than ten years.
United Tribes of Bristol Bay (“UTBB”) is a tribally-chartered consortium in the Bristol Bay
region of Southwest Alaska. UTBB acts as political subdivision of its member tribal
governments who have been leading environmental justice work in Bristol Bay for decades.
UTBB was founded in 2013 by six Bristol Bay tribes and has grown to represent fourteen tribal
governments. UTBB’s mission is to protect the lands and waters supporting the subsistence way
of life by advocating against unsustainable large-scale hard rock mines like the Pebble Project.
UTBB is guided by the results in the Bristol Bay Regional Visioning Project, a comprehensive
project outlining a sustainable future that honors our traditional values and way of life. UTBB’s
fourteen member Tribal governments include: Togiak Traditional Council, Twin Hills Village
8

AS 27.19.050(c) (“A miner exempt under (a) of this section shall file an annual reclamation statement with the
commissioner disclosing . . . the specific reclamation measures used to comply with AS 27.19.020,”); see also,
Alaska DNR, Multi-Year 2014-2016 Miscellaneous Land Use Permit for Hardrock Exploration & Reclamation,
Permit #6118 to Pebble Limited Partnership [hereinafter “PLP 2014-2016 MLUP”] (“[y]ou . . . are exempt from
reclamation bonding”).
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Council, Manakotak Village Council, Curyung Tribal Council, Ekuk Village Council, Clark’s
Point Village Council, Aleknagik Traditional Council, Portage Creek Village Council, New
Stuyahok Traditional Council, New Koliganek Village Council, Levelock Village Council,
Nondalton Village Council, Pilot Point Tribal Council, and Chignik Lake Tribal Council.
Stuyahok Limited is a Native Corporation located in New Stuyahok, a village located on the
Nushagak River. Ekwok Natives Limited is a Native Corporation with offices in Dillingham and
Ekwok, a village located on the Nushagak River. Koliganek Natives Limited is a Native
Corporation with offices in Koliganek, a village located on the Nushagak River.
Nunamta Aulukestai (“Nunamta”), which means Caretakers of our Land, is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit that includes ten tribal corporations and ten tribal governments. The organization was
incorporated as a non-profit in 2007.9 Nunamta’s headquarters is in Dillingham, Alaska.
Nunamta’s mission is to protect the land, water, and air that will sustain their way of life for all
generations. Since 2007, Nunamta has focused its organizational efforts on educating the local
people and the general public about the Pebble Project and the harmful effects it would have on
the subsistence, commercial, and sport fishing economies in Bristol Bay. In doing so, Nunamta
advocates on behalf of more than 6,000 tribal and village corporation members in the Bristol Bay
region. Nunamta has aesthetic, cultural, and subsistence interests in the public lands, waters and
resources at the Pebble Project site. Members of Nunamta use the Pebble project area for
hunting, fishing, other subsistence activities, and recreation. The members of Nunamta have
lived off the land for thousands of years. For the members of Nunamta, subsistence has been and
continues to be the means of survival in the region. Nunamta’s members’ subsistence depends
on access to both (1) the Pebble project area and (2) wildlife resources that utilize that habitat in
the project area.
Bristol Bay Native Association, Inc. (“BBNA”) is an Alaska Native regional non-profit
corporation and a tribal consortium of 31 federally recognized tribes of the Bristol Bay region.
BBNA works collectively with tribes and partnering organizations to protect the lands and
natural ecosystem of Bristol Bay as well as support subsistence opportunities for the people of
the region. The Mission of BBNA is to maintain and promote a strong regional organization
supported by the Tribes of Bristol Bay to serve as a unified voice to provide social, economic,
cultural, educational opportunities and initiatives to benefit the Tribes and the Native people of
Bristol Bay.
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (“BBNC”) is a for-profit ANCSA regional corporation with
more than 9,600 shareholders. BBNC was created by Congress in 1971 pursuant to ANCSA to
represent the economic, social, and cultural interests of Alaska Native people from the Bristol
Bay region. Since its inception, BBNC has taken seriously its responsibility to protect the assets
entrusted to its care as well as the interests of its shareholders. BBNC remains actively engaged
in a variety of efforts to preserve Bristol Bay’s salmon fisheries, which serve as the basis for the
9

In April 2013, Nunamta filed an administrative appeal of PLP’s 2013 MLUP (Permit No. A136118) that expressed
concern with PLP’s inadequate reclamation for certain boreholes, among other things. Because the 2013 permit has
expired, Nunamta has agreed to withdraw its administrative appeal. However, Nunamta still has concerns about the
particular boreholes addressed in the administrative appeal, but this Petition addresses those specific concerns along
with Nunamta’s overall concerns about reclamation at the Pebble site.
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region’s social, cultural, and economic well-being. In order to fulfill these duties and carry out
the will of its Alaska Native shareholders, BBNC has a strong interest in protection of the water
and salmon resources of Bristol Bay, as well as the associated subsistence, commercial and sport
fishing, and cultural values of its shareholders.
Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation (“BBEDC”) is a regional, community-based
corporation charged with developing and enhancing the economic opportunities in the 17
communities BBEDC represents and for the greater Bristol Bay watershed.
Commercial Fishermen for Bristol Bay (“CFBB”) is a group of commercial fishermen and
fishing organizations from around the country working together to protect the commercial
fishing industry and commercial fishing jobs in Bristol Bay.
Alaska Sportsman’s Bear Trail Lodge, Blue Mountain Lodge, Enchanted Lake Lodge, Alaska’s
Fishing Unlimited, Frontier River Guides, and No See Um Lodge are all sport fishing and
guiding businesses that depend on Bristol Bay headwaters for the successful operation of their
businesses.
II.

PLP’s Exploration Permit, Remediation, and Monitoring Requirements

PLP’s current and past exploration activities were authorized by DNR under Miscellaneous Land
Use Permits (“MLUP”).10 An MLUP is issued under AS 38.05.850, which provides:
The director . . . may issue permits, rights-of-way, or easements on state land for roads,
trails, ditches, field gathering lines or transmission and distribution lines, log storage, oil
well drilling sites and production facilities for the purposes of recovering minerals from
adjacent land under valid lease, and other similar uses or improvements, or revocable
nonexclusive permits for the personal or commercial use or removal of resources that the
director has determined to be of limited value.11
Under this authority, the director and commissioner must make all decisions to grant, suspend, or
revoke a MLUP by giving “preference to that use of the land that will be of greatest economic
benefit to the State and the development of its resources.”12 The purpose of the permitting is to
manage uses on State land “in order to minimize adverse effects on the land and its resources.”13
DNR has the discretion to subject each permit to “any provisions the department determines
necessary” to assure compliance with the MLUP regulations, and “to minimize conflicts with
other uses, to minimize environmental impacts, or otherwise to be in the interests of the state.”14

10

PLP’s current MLUP will expire on December 31, 2016.
AS 38.05.850. MLUPs are discretionary for many general land uses; however, DNR must issue MLUPs for
“more intrusive” land uses, such as the activities involving the use of hydraulic prospecting or mining equipment or
exploratory drilling to a depth in excess of 300 feet. 11 AAC 96.010(a)(1)(A) and (D). See also Nunamta v. State,
No. S-14560/14579, at 29 (Alaska 2015).
12
AS 38.05.850.
13
11 AAC 96.005.
14
11 AAC 96.040(b).
11
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DNR issues MLUPs for mineral exploration operations with reclamation stipulations as required
by Alaska Statute 27.19 (Reclamation).15 The standard for reclamation requires that mining
operations “be conducted in a manner that prevents unnecessary and undue degradation of land
and water resources, and… [is] reclaimed as contemporaneously as practicable with the mining
operation to leave the site in a stable condition.”16 Leaving the site in a stable condition requires
the permittee to “reclaim a mined area that has potential to generate acid rock drainage (acid
mine drainage) in a manner that prevents the generation of acid rock drainage or prevents the
offsite discharge of acid rock drainage.”17 This reclamation standard applies even if the miner is
exempt from the reclamation plan and bonding requirements.18 If an exempt miner “fails to
reclaim a mining operation to the standards of AS 27.19.020,” that miner is then required to
prepare a reclamation plan and provide a bond.19 The bonding requirements under AS 27.19.040
are intended to protect the State should a miner leave a mining site without completing the
necessary reclamation.
In addition to the general reclamation standard, PLP’s current MLUP contains the following
specific reclamation stipulations:
(a.) Topsoil and overburden muck, not promptly redistributed to an area being reclaimed,
shall be separated and stockpiled for future use. This material shall be protected from
erosion and contamination by acidic or toxic materials and should not be buried by
broken rock.
(b.) The area reclaimed shall be reshaped to blend with surrounding physiography using
strippings and overburden, then be stabilized to a condition that shall retain sufficient
moisture to allow for natural revegetation.
(c.) Stockpiled topsoil, overburden muck, and organic material shall be spread over the
contoured exploration to promote natural plant growth.
(d.) Exploration trenches shall be backfilled and the surface stabilized to prevent
erosion…. All exploration trenches shall be reclaimed by the end of the exploration
season in which they are constructed, unless specifically approved by the Division of
Mining, Land & Water.
(e.) Shallow auger holes (limited to depth of overburden) shall be backfilled with drill
cuttings or other locally available material in such a manner that closes the hole to
minimize the risk to humans, livestock, and wildlife.
(f.) All drill hole casings shall be removed or cut off at, or below, ground level.
15

See PLP 2014-2016 MLUP (issued by DNR “in accordance with and subject to the requirements and general
stipulations of Alaska Statute 27.19 (Reclamation)…”); see also AS 27.19.100 (the definition of “mining operation”
includes “each function, work, facility, and activity in connection with the development, extraction, and processing
of a locatable or leasable mineral deposit... and each use reasonably incident to the development, extraction, and
processing… ”) (emphasis added).
16
AS 27.19.020 (emphasis added); see also PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit (issued by DNR “in accordance
with and subject to the requirements and general stipulations of Alaska Statute 27.19 (Reclamation)…”).
17
11 AAC 97.240.
18
AS 27.19.050(c) (“A miner exempt under (a) of this section shall file an annual reclamation statement with the
commissioner disclosing . . . the specific reclamation measures used to comply with AS 27.19.020,”); see also AS
27.19.070(a) (“A miner exempted under AS 29.19.050(a) is subject to civil action for the full amount of reclamation
and administrative costs incurred by the state related to the action if the commissioner determines that reclamation
was not conducted under AS 27.19.020.”).
19
AS 27.19.050(d).
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(g.) All drill holes shall be plugged by the end of the exploration season during which
they are drilled, unless otherwise specifically approved by the Division of Mining,
Land & Water.
(h.) All drill holes shall be plugged with bentonite holeplug, a benseal mud, or equivalent
slurry, for a minimum of 10 feet within the top 20 feet of the drill hole in competent
material. The remainder of the hole will be backfilled to the surface with drill
cuttings. If water is encountered in any drill hole, a minimum of 7 feet of bentonite
holeplug, a benseal mud, or equivalent slurry shall be placed immediately above the
static water level in the drill hole. Complete filling of the drill holes, from bottom to
top, with a bentonite holeplug, benseal mud, or equivalent slurry is also permitted and
is considered to be the preferred method of hole closure.
(i.) If artesian conditions are encountered, the operator shall contact [DEC] for hole
plugging requirements.
(j.) Upon completion of drilling activity, drill pads shall be reclaimed as necessary,
including reseeding, to encourage natural revegetation of the sites and protect them
from erosion.20
PLP’s current MLUP requires that the company file an Annual Reclamation Statement by
December 31st each year the permit is in effect, including photographs of the completed
reclamation work. Failure of PLP to submit an Annual Reclamation Statement and photos may
result in loss of PLP’s exemption from reclamation bonding.21
PLP’s current MLUP does not permit the company to allow surface structures to remain on the
property beyond the expiration of the permit and, if surface structures remain, “they must be
immediately authorized through another operations approval and land use permit or other written
authorization, even if no mining is occurring, otherwise the surface structures will be deemed to
be in trespass.”22 If PLP fails to remove surface structures, DNR has the right to do so at PLP
expense.23
Under the terms of PLP’s current MLUP, DNR may enter onto and inspect the Pebble deposit
area and PLP’s facilities at all reasonable times and without notice to PLP.24 PLP’s MLUP is
revocable upon violation of any of the permit’s terms, conditions, stipulations, or upon failure to
comply with any other applicable laws, statutes, and regulations (both federal and state).25
Moreover, DNR has the authority to require PLP, “at its expense” to clean an area “to the
reasonable satisfaction of the State of Alaska” where “any unlawful discharge, leakage, spillage,
20

PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 1.
AS 27.19.050(c). See also, PLP 2014-2016 MLUP (DNR exempting PLP from reclamation bonding because the
company submitted a Letter of Intent to do Reclamation).
22
PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 5.
23
11 AAC 96.040(f) (“If the permittee fails to remove the improvements in compliance with this requirement, the
department may sell, destroy, or remove the improvements, whichever is most convenient for the department, at the
permittee's expense, including the department's costs associated with restoration and expenses incurred in the
performance of these duties.”).
24
PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 9.
25
PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 10. See also id at Sec. 3 (requiring that PLP’s operations under the
permit be conducted “in conformance with applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations now, or
hereafter, in effect during the life of the permit.”).
21
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emission, or pollution of any type occur[s] due to permittee’s or its employees’, agents’,
contractors’, subcontractors’, licensees’, or invitees’ act or omission….”26 In short, DNR has
broad authority to investigate and enforce PLP’s compliance with its permit.27
As detailed below, evidence indicates that PLP may not be in compliance with the State
reclamation standard and the reclamation stipulations contained in its permit. If this evidence
proves true and PLP has un-remedied violations, DNR can condition a new permit on remedying
the violations, requiring a reclamation plan, and securing financial assurance or a bond.28 DNR
has a duty to the people of Bristol Bay and all Alaskans to investigate this situation and to ensure
that the risk posed by PLP’s explorations efforts to area water quality and fishery resources is
eliminated.29
III.

Evidence indicates that PLP’s exploration efforts may pose significant risk to
area water quality and fishery resources.

There is evidence that PLP is not complying with the reclamation standard and the conditions of
its MLUP. As described below and further detailed in the attached Exhibits, Petitioners have
categorized their concerns into five types of long- and short-term harm associated with PLP’s
exploration activities: (1) acid-generating pollution impacts from PLP’s efforts to drill 1,355
holes and apparent failures to plug or properly plug abandoned drill holes; (2) impacts from
unlined sumps to surface and ground water quality and re-vegetation and remediation efforts; (3)
failure of remediation and re-vegetation efforts due to discharge of drilling waters and muds onto
tundra and in natural water bodies and topographic depressions; (4) oil and fluid spills associated
with exploration activities; and (5) storage of heavy equipment, materials, fluids, and debris on
tundra, as well as abandoned facilities, buildings, and equipment.
DNR’s recent visit to a limited portion of PLP’s exploration drilling and activity sites furthers
Petitioners’ concerns with current and potential long-term contamination from PLP’s exploration
activities and reveals that PLP may be in on-going violation of its MLUP and the relevant
statutes and regulations governing mineral exploration and reclamation. Furthermore, in clear
violation of AS 27.19 and the terms of its MLUP, PLP has failed to file its most recent Annual
Reclamation Statement for any land reclamation and activities conducted by the company during
2014.30

26

PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 10.
See, e.g., id. at Sec. 3. In addition, if PLP fails to comply with the terms and stipulations of its MLUP, or the
provisions of the Miscellaneous Land Use Regulations and Reclamation Act, and “after receiving written notice,
fails to remedy such default within the time specified in the notice, the Director may cancel this permit.” Id. at Sec
16.
28
11 AAC 96.145(b); AS 27.19.050(d).
29
11 AAC 96.040(a); PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 10.
30
See http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/reclamation-reports/index.cfm. (last accessed Nov. 1,
2015).
27
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A. Acid-generating pollution impacts from efforts to drill 1,355 Drill Holes and failures to
plug abandoned drill holes
Evidence indicates that PLP may have failed to plug or adequately plug many abandoned drill
holes. For example, DNR’s field monitoring report from this year concludes that, out of a
sampling of 24 drill holes checked during the site visit (~2% of PLP’s entire drilling effort),
eight drill holes require action to eliminate surface water seepage and to repair equipment, caps,
or plugs.31 Thus, 33% of the holes checked by DNR have problems, and if this ratio holds true
for the entirety of PLP’s holes, there could be well over 400 holes that require remedial action.
This demonstrates why a full accounting is needed.
Many of PLP’s drilling activities targeted and bore through potentially acid-generating (PAG)
ore. As PLP acknowledges, the pre-Tertiary rock it pierced through and pulled from the ground
“was found to be dominantly PAG due to elevated acid potential (AP) values resulting from
increased sulphur concentrations and limited neutralization potential (NP) resulting from lack of
carbonate minerals.”32 PAG ore causes acid drainage with high levels of dissolved metals (such
as ammonia, barium, and other contaminants) and high sulfate levels, and may have long-lasting
impacts to surface water and ground water.33 Importantly, the higher occurrence of Pebble PAG
ore exists in the headwaters of river systems that provide habitat and nutrients to aquatic life that
are sensitive to chemical fluctuations and are easily disrupted by discharge of acid drainage over
time.34
Furthermore, PAG ore can lead to the generation of acid in as little as ten years, and can persist
for thousands of years. PLP further describes that “[i]n the pre-Tertiary samples, acidic
conditions occur quickly in core with low NP [and] field data suggest that the onset to acidic
conditions is about 20 years, while laboratory kinetic tests show that the delay to the onset of
acidic conditions is expected to be between a decade and several decades.”35 Acid generation
may persist in surface and ground water for hundreds to thousands of years.36
To provide one example of the lasting impacts from PAG rock, in 2013 DNR reported that an
abandoned PLP well hole drilled in 2011 was discharging iron-colored water, staining the
surface and impacting vegetation.37 Such discoloration is a sign that PAG ore may be generating

31

DNR, Field Monitoring Report—APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
32
NDM 2014 Technical Report at 146.
33
Kendra Zamzow, PhD, Potential Impacts to Water during Exploration at the Pebble Prospect, Alaska (Aug.
2010) at 54, available at http://www.csp2.org/files/reports/Potential%20Exploration%20WQ%20Impacts%20%20Zamzow%20Aug10.pdf.
34
Zamzow at 54.
35
NDM 2014 Technical Report at 146.
36
Zamzow at 4 (“Depending on the other material in the rock, such as carbonates, the development of acid may be
delayed by several decades; however, once started, it may continue unabated for hundreds to thousands of years.”).
37
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 1, 16 (July 23, 2013),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble072313.pdf. For another example of longterm impacts, see DNR, Field Monitoring Report—APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 9 (July 22,
2015), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22
(where DNR noted that a well hole drilled in 1988 was still discharging iron-colored water to the surface in 2015).
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actual acid.38 For ease of reference, Petitioners have compiled from past DNR reports numerous
examples of failure to plug drill holes and abandoned drill holes impacting the tundra years later.
B. Impacts from unlined sumps to surface and ground water quality and re-vegetation
and remediation efforts
Evidence indicates that PLP has not re-vegetated and remediated all sumps and trenches used in
exploration. The regulations require that the company “reclaim a mined area that has potential to
generate acid rock drainage (acid mine drainage) in a manner that prevents the generation of acid
rock drainage or prevents the offsite discharge of acid rock drainage.”39 DNR should further
investigate to determine the status of PLP’s efforts to re-vegetate and remediate the sumps and
trenches used in exploration.
As the Alaska Supreme Court recently noted regarding the risk of sumps associated with PLP’s
exploration, “the hundreds of sumps containing toxic waste and chemically reactive material
represent a continuing potential source of environmental harm.”40 Between one and three sump
pits were dug for the settlement of the slurry of drilling mud and drilling waste that was
discharged from a single bore hole.41 The smaller sump pits are approximately eight feet long,
four feet wide and six feet deep, while the larger sump pits are about 15 to 20 feet long, five feet
wide and six feet deep.42 The risk of harm from sumps containing drill cuttings increases with
time, as the onset to acidic conditions from PAG rock materials contained in the drill cuttings is
about 10 years.43
One third-party report of water quality sampled at a sump located at an active PLP exploration
rig in October 2011 found that water sampled from the sump exceeded water quality standards
for aluminum, cadmium, copper, iron, lead, manganese, silver, zinc, diesel range organics, and
residual range organics.44 The study found that these contaminants documented in the sump
were “likely attributable to mineralized drill cuttings and rock ‘flour’ [as well as] from fuels
and/or muds used in drilling.”45 Moreover, studies of the Pebble deposit area show porous
surface materials, highly interconnected ground and surface waters, and a subsurface perforated

38

Zamzow at 54 (“Acid rock reactions occur as oxygenated groundwater moves through sulfidic rock; the onset of
the reactions may be delayed by several years, but once started they are likely to continue for decades. This may be
directly observable as red or orange water. . .”).
39
11 AAC 97.240.
40
Nunamta v. State, No. S-14560/14579, at 47 (Alaska 2015).
41
Nunamta v. State, No. S-14560/14579, at 4 (Alaska 2015).
42
Nunamta v. State, Case No. 3AN-09-9173 CI (Superior Court’s Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law) at 2526 (citing Taylor at Tr. 817 and Wober at Tr. 264-65).
43
NDM 2014 Technical Report at 146. See also, Zamzow at 1 (“Sulfide rock is particularly problematic in that it
becomes sulfuric acid upon contact with water and oxygen; this process may occur quite quickly or may take several
decades depending on the other material in and around the rock.”).
44
Woody, Zamzow, Welker, and O’Neal, Water Quality at Pebble Prospect Drill Rig #6, South Fork Koktuli River,
Bristol Bay, Alaska, 22-23 Oct. 2011 (Final Report July 9, 2012), available at
http://www.pebblescience.org/pdfs/2013-July/SUMP_Final_9_July_2012compressed.pdf (Table 2 from report
attached hereto as Exhibit C).
45
Woody, et al., at 1.
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so extensively by PLP’s drilling operations that anything spilled to the surface waters or tundra
may easily spread to the groundwater as well.46
C. Failure of remediation and re-vegetation efforts due to discharge of drilling waters and
muds onto tundra and in natural water bodies and topographic depressions
In addition, PLP’s discharge of drilling waters and muds into water bodies and directly onto
tundra may have occurred in the past without a permit from the State.47 These discharges have
led to failed re-vegetation efforts and lasting impacts on the tundra. If verified, this failure would
also violate the regulatory requirement that PLP “reclaim a mined area that has potential to
generate acid rock drainage (acid mine drainage) in a manner that prevents the generation of acid
rock drainage or prevents the offsite discharge of acid rock drainage.”48
Use of the sumps as described above “describes best practices.” However, there is evidence that
at times PLP and its predecessors simply allowed the discharged material to flow onto the tundra
or into tundra ponds.”49 Indeed, numerous DNR field reports describe discharge of drilling water
and muds directly onto tundra and into natural water bodies (such as kettle ponds) and
topographic depressions.50 For ease of reference, in Exhibit D Petitioners have compiled from
past DNR reports numerous examples of unsuccessful site re-vegetation and PLP’s disposal of
drill materials and water directly onto tundra.
D. Oil and fluid spills associated with exploration activities
Evidence indicates that there were numerous oil spills over time by PLP in its exploration efforts.
Petitioners are concerned that the harms from these spills may still be present and the site may
not be in a stable condition.51 DNR should investigate further to determine the status of any
spills at the Pebble exploration site.
Petitioners have compiled a list of 27 oil, fuel, or fluid spills by PLP totaling 467 gallons.52
Some of these spills occurred during drilling operations and present challenges for keeping fluids

46

Zamzow at 54.
It is unclear to petitioners when the use of sumps became a part of PLP’s Plan of Operations and when PLP
completely discontinued discharging drilling waters and muds directly onto tundra and into natural water bodies.
Petitioners have evidence that suggests PLP was discharging directly into water bodies and tundra pursuant to an
expired Plan of Operations when they should have been using sumps as required in their current Plan of Operations.
Such information gaps about potentially harmful and unlawful activities is precisely why DNR should be collecting
more complete information from PLP.
48
11 AAC 97.240.
49
Nunamta v. State, No. S-14560/14579, at 4, fn 2 (Alaska 2015). DNR field reports identified discharge directly
onto tundra and surface waters as a problem in late 2008 and somewhere around 2009-2010 PLP’s practices changed
to greater use of sumps. See, e.g., ADNR Field Monitoring Report, p. 2 (Oct. 28, 2008),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble102808.pdf (“State regulatory agencies and
the PLP should further discuss the relative merits of handling drill fluids by discharge onto the ground, discharge
into dry depressions, or recirculation.”)
50
See Exhibit D—Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems.
51
AS 27.19.020.
52
See Exhibit E—ADEC Record of Reported Spills from Pebble Exploration Activities.
47
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out of ground and surface water.53 The porous surface materials at the Pebble deposit, combined
with the subsurface perforated so extensively by PLP’s drilling operations, means that anything
spilled to the surface waters or tundra may easily spread to the groundwater as well.54
For example, at one spill location, DNR made note that the smell and sheen from the spill
remained in the soil months later; however, it is not clear that DNR ever was able to revisit the
site to see if the issue was resolved.55 And in another instance, observation of a drill site nearly
two years after a hydraulic fluid spill showed reclamation issues with little vegetation regrowth
and tundra replacement that did not survive.56 And in a third instance, a spill of 40 gallons of
hydraulic fluid was injected down the drill hole, so the leak was not noticed until circulation
brought it back to the surface.57 A DNR visit to the site a year later, once the drilling rig had
been removed and drilling had ceased, showed that the tundra was regenerating slowly and an
iron bacteria sheen was noted in water surface at the site.58 These three examples are a small
subset of the at least 27 spills caused by PLP during its exploration efforts. Review of DNR’s
field reports suggests that many of the more significant spill sites were never revisited by DNR.59
These spill sites could be exhibiting similar reclamation issues.
E. Storage of heavy equipment, materials, fluids, and debris on tundra; abandoned
facilities, buildings, and equipment
Finally, PLP has paused exploration activities and has performed no actual labor or
improvements to its claims since September 19, 2013. 60 Despite PLP’s failure to work on its
claims for the past two seasons, the company has failed to remove much of its equipment,
facilities, debris, and buildings. Petitioners have compiled a list of the known equipment and
facilities located on PLP’s claims in Exhibit F. Types of equipment left behind include:
abandoned camp sites and buildings;61 mounted backhoes for digging sumps;62 likely hundreds
53

Zamzow at 9-11.
Zamzow at 54.
55
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection, Part III at p. 2 (July 26, 2007),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble072607.pdf
56
ADNR Field Monitoring Report, p. 15 (Oct. 28, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/fieldreports/pebble102808.pdf and ADNR Field Monitoring Report, p. 12 (Aug. 3, 2010),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble080310.pdf.
57
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 3 (July 12, 2011),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble071211.pdf
58
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 11 (June 19, 2012),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061912.pdf
59
See Exhibit D (oil and hydraulic fuel spills occurring at drill sites such as 10488, 10512, 11529, 11540, and 1549
were never mentioned in subsequent DNR field reports after an initial site visit).
60
Pebble Limited Partnership, Affidavit of Annual Labor for State Mining Claims for the Year Ending September
01, 2015, Recording Dist. 320 Iliamna, 2015-000160-0 9(showing no labor from September 1, 2014 to September 1,
2015); and Pebble Limited Partnership, Affidavit of Annual Labor for State Mining Claims for the Year Ending
September 01, 2014, Recording Dist. 320 Iliamna, 2014-000302-0 (showing September 19, 2013 as the last day of
actual work performed on claims).
61
ADNR Pebble Project Inspection (June 14, 2006), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/fieldreports/pebble06142006.pdf (describing 2004 camp site left behind
62
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection 9 (July 26, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/fieldreports/pebble072607.pdf (describing site preparation for drilling operations). See also id at 10 (photo of backhoe
used for drilling sumps)
54
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of tundra mats (large wooden pallets, constructed with 2x6 boards with 4x4 cross members for
support, sometimes placed on steel supports);63 weather stations;64 and drill rig facilities (e.g., a
storage structure, fuel storage, numerous drill rods and casing).65
Section 5 of PLP’s MLUP requires that all surface structures be removed from State land upon
expiration or termination of the MLUP.66 As described below, Petitioners are concerned that
PLP will abandon its exploration efforts and run out of the financial resources to comply with
this permit condition, and will instead leave behind its equipment, facilities, and debris for the
State to remove at substantial expense. In order to lessen the potential for this outcome,
Petitioners request that DNR require an accounting from the company of everything that it will
be required to remove from State land at the end of its permit term. In addition, given PLP’s
financial state, it may be prudent for DNR to obtain financial security from PLP to ensure that
there are available funds for the statutorily required remediation.
IV.

PLP’s mine development and financial status

As noted above, between 1987 and 2013 PLP and its subsidiaries and predecessors drilled
thousands of wells in the headwaters of Bristol Bay, totaling nearly 200 miles of holes through
the mineralized rock, overburden, surface water, and groundwater of the region.67 Since then,
PLP has undertaken no exploration or other significant activity on its claims, and it has not made
public any specific plans to do so.68
Over the last decade, PLP has made multiple statements about its near-readiness to file for mine
development permit applications. However, PLP has never followed through with action after
making those statements, and in its recent filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission it is unclear whether PLP has current or specific plans to file for such permits. 69
In urging PLP to proceed with permitting, U.S. Senator Lisa Murkowski detailed some of these
promises in a 2013 letter to PLP and its parent companies, pointing out that PLP promised
“imminent” action on the mine for “nearly a decade” but “after years of waiting, it is anxiety,
frustration, and confusion that have become the norm” in many Alaska communities in the

63

Id at 9. Photos of PLP’s Main Camp site from DNR’s July 22, 2015 inspection show at least 10 piles of tundra
pads stacked 10 high.
64
Id at 4 (photo of weather station)
65
Id at 12-13 (see also photos at 14-22).
66
PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 5.
67
NDM 2014 Technical Report at 67-73. See also, Pebble Limited Partnership, Affidavit of Annual Labor for State
Mining Claims for the Year Ending September 01, 2014, Recording Dist. 320 Iliamna, 2014-000302-0 and Pebble
Limited Partnership, Affidavit of Annual Labor for State Mining Claims for the Year Ending September 01, 2015,
Recording Dist. 320 Iliamna, 2015-000160-0 9(showing no labor from September 1, 2014 to September 1, 2015)
(showing that PLP’s last field work on its claims occurred on September 19, 2013).
68
See NDM 2014 Technical Report at 14. See also, supra at fn. 60 (labor affidavits showing no labor conducted on
the claims from since September 13, 2013). See also, NDM 2014 Technical Report at 30 (“There are no activities
proposed that require additional permits.”).
69
The report “is unable to offer any assessment of the likelihood of permitting a future mine at Pebble as it is
beyond the scope of this report;” however, the report also states that “There are no activities proposed that require
additional permits.” NDM 2014 Technical Report at 30.
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region of the Pebble deposit.70 Statements from PLP and its parent companies claiming
permitting is imminent include:
x November 3, 2004: a press release asserting “completion in 2005 of . . . permit
applications.”71
x August 12, 2005: a press release asserting “a full permitting process for a port, access
road and open pit mine all slated to begin in 2006.”72
x October 27, 2008: a press release asserting the company was “on schedule to finalize a
proposed development plan in 2009 and, following input from project stakeholders, apply
for permits in early 2010.”73
x March 18, 2009: a press release asserting the company was in “preparation to initiate
state and federal permitting under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in
2010.”74
x February 1, 2010: a press release asserting the company was “preparing to initiate project
permitting under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 2011.”75
x May 2, 2011: a press release announcing that the company intended “to enter the
permitting phase towards the end of 2012.”76
x October 18, 2011: a media statement from a PLP representative that “We have never
even said that we’re going to [seek a] permit. We may not.”77
x June 13, 2013: a media statement from a PLP representative that the company “hope[s] to
have a project to take into permitting this year.”78
Today, PLP’s website claims that they are “working toward the goal of submitting our initial
project description for permitting” and “we’re only just now preparing to apply for permits.”79
However, according to PLP’s most recent SEC filings, additional work on its claims and
prerequisite prefeasibility studies will be undertaken at a later, unknown, date “as funds become
available.”80
Further, public records reveal that PLP and its parent company NDM are facing potential cash
flow constraints. According to the company’s most recent quarterly financial disclosures, it is
spending roughly $25 million per year.81 To meet these expenses, three times in the last year
NDM has raised working capital by issuing special warrants that can be converted into NDM
70

Letter from Senator Lisa Murkowski to John Shively, PLP CEP, Mark Cutafini, Anglo American CEO, and Ron
Thiessen, NDM CEO (July 1, 2013), available
athttp://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=3b2efb37-cdd2-4203-8568-72c405e2a4e4.
71
Id.
72
Id.
73
Id.
74
Id.
75
Id.
76
Id.
77
Id.
78
Id.
79
http://www.pebblepartnership.com/plan.html (last accessed Nov. 1, 2015).
80
NDM 2014 Technical Report at 14 (emphasis added).
81
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd., Management’s Discussion and Analysis (ended June 30, 2015), available at
http://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00003151 (date of filing Aug. 14,
2015) (also available on SEC website at :
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299315004694/exhibit99-2.htm)
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stock shares.82 In other words, Northern Dynasty has been diluting its value in order to generate
its operating capital. Significant to this petition, the money NDM has been raising is not being
spent on advancing its claims or dealing with environmental concerns outlined above. Between
2010 and 2014 PLP spent in excess of $23 million on its drilling and exploration efforts,83 but
during the 2014-2015 season, it does not appear as if the company has spent any money on either
due diligence on its claims or reclamation efforts.84
Equally telling, all of PLP’s major mining partners (Mitsubishi, Anglo American, and Rio Tinto)
have departed the project.85 This suggests that some of the world’s most sophisticated and
experienced mining companies see mining the Pebble deposit as a major risk that is not worth the
investment.
Petitioners are concerned that, given PLP’s financial status and its decade of unreliable and
misleading statements regarding its federal permit application timeline, the company cannot be
trusted to keep its promises to the State of Alaska and the people of Bristol Bay that it will fully
document, reclaim, and remediate all of the harms associated with its mineral exploration
operations.
V.

Request to DNR for a Complete Reclamation Status and Formal Exploration
Reclamation Plan from PLP

In order to ensure that PLP is in compliance with state law and the terms of its permit, and to
ensure that PLP fully reclaims its exploration operations, Petitioners hereby request that DNR
require PLP: (1) to undertake studies of the reclamation status and potential threats posed by its
exploration activities; (2) to provide a detailed accounting of the present reclamation status and
surface and ground water quality for all sites associated with PLP’s exploration activities

82

See, e.g. NDM, News Releases, Northern Dynasty to Raise Up to $20 Million in Financing Transactions (Aug.
10, 2015) (Northern Dynasty Minerals planning to raise about US$20 million dollars by offering Special Warrants
(to be converted to NDM shares) and by acquiring Cannon Point Resources, a small mineral exploration company.
The acquisition of Cannon Point Resources was contingent on selling US$10 million Special Warrants).
83
PLP, Affidavit of Annual Labor for State Mining Claims for the Year Ending September 01, 2011, Recording
Dist. 320 Iliamna, 2011-000252-0 (spending in excess of $3,806,240); PLP, Affidavit of Annual Labor for State
Mining Claims for the Year Ending September 01, 2012, Recording Dist. 320 Iliamna, 2012-000366-0 (spending in
excess of $13,552,783); PLP, Affidavit of Annual Labor for State Mining Claims for the Year Ending September 01,
2013, Recording Dist. 320 Iliamna, 2013-000302-0 (spending in excess of $4,322,289); and PLP, Affidavit of
Annual Labor for State Mining Claims for the Year Ending September 01, 2014, Recording Dist. 320 Iliamna, 2014000302-0 (spending in excess of $2,130,230).
84
See supra at fn. 60 (labor affidavits showing no labor conducted on the claims from since September 13, 2013).
See also, http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/reclamation-reports/index.cfm. (last accessed Nov. 1,
2015) (showing PLP failed to file an Annual Reclamation Report for 2014).
85
See, InvestorPoint, All Insiders Activity for Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. – Mitsubishi Corporation,
http://www.investorpoint.com/stock/nakNorthern%20Dynasty%20Minerals%20Ltd./insider/Mitsubishi%20Corporation/All%20Types/ (showing Mitsubishi
sale of 10.1 million Northern Dynasty shares and divestment from the company on Feb. 25, 2011); and NDM News
Releases, Anglo American Withdraws from Pebble Project (Sept. 16, 2013), available at:
http://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/ndm/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=605024; and Rio Tinto News
Releases, Rio Tinto gifts stake in Northern Dynasty Minerals to Alaskan charities (April 7, 2014),
http://www.riotinto.com/media/media-releases-237_10183.aspx.
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between 1987 and today; and (3) to present a plan, including cost estimates and work deadlines,
for eliminating the threat posed by its exploration activities to water and wild salmon.
A reclamation plan and reclamation bonding protects the State from bearing the financial burden
of statutorily required reclamation when a mining operation fails to do so.86 However, PLP is
exempt from the reclamation plan and bonding requirements.87 In the normal circumstance, a
mining operation would proceed from exploration to production, which would trigger the
requirements for a reclamation plan and bonding. Thus, the State is typically able to protect
itself at that stage. Indeed, the development of many mines in Alaska proceed directly from
exploration to permitting and development in very short order, sometimes within one year.88
However, as demonstrated above, there is no certainty that PLP will ever progress to that stage.89
In addition, there are legitimate questions about PLP’s financial ability to ever do so.90 Indeed,
there are numerous examples of when a state and/or federal government have become financially
responsible for significant reclamation costs after a mining company abandons a project or
declares bankruptcy.91 As a result, the State has a financial interest right now in investigating the
status of PLP’s reclamation. If there are any questions about whether PLP has met the
reclamation requirements under the statute or the conditions in their permit, the State should
make the necessary determinations and require a reclamation plan and bonding.92
Petitioners request that any reclamation plan should include all of the following elements to
address the suspected reclamation violations described above:
A. 1,355 Drill Holes
Petitioners request that DNR require PLP to provide a full listing of all 1,355 drill holes and
should include at least the following information:
x Type of drill hole
x Location of drill hole
x Date drilled and date plugged
86

AS 27.19.030-.040; 11 AAC 97.310; 11 AAC 97.400-.450.
AS 27.19.050(a); PLP 2014-2016 MLUP.
88
See U.S. Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Mines, Regulator Processes Associated with Metal-Mine Development in
Alaska—A Case Study of the Red Dog Mine, at pp. 9-11, available at
http://www.blm.gov/style/medialib/blm/ak/jrmic/usbm_rpts.Par.22991.File.tmp/OFR_93-92.pdf (explaining that
exploration activities of the Red Dog deposit were conducted from 1980-81, while at the same time the EIS process
under NEPA began in 1981 and was completed in 1984 with full permitting completed in 1984 and construction on
the project and infrastructure beginning in 1986.).
89
See supra at Sec. IV.
90
Id.
91
See Jim Kuipers, Putting a Price on Pollution, Financial Assurance for Mine Reclamation and Closure, Center
for Science in Public Participation, (March 2003), available at
https://www.earthworksaction.org/files/publications/PuttingAPriceOnPollution.pdf; see also U.S. Gov’t
Accountability Office, GAO-05-377, Hardrock Mining: BLM Needs to Better Manage Financial Assurances to
Guarantee Coverage of Reclamations Costs (2005), http://www.gao.gov/assets/250/246828.pdf (out of 48 hardrock
operations on BLM land “that had ceased and not been reclaimed by operators,” BLM only has $69 million in
financial assurances while the actual cost for reclamation was $10.6 million, which left a $56.4 million shortfall that
the government had to cover).
92
AS 27.19.050(d); 11 AAC 97.610.
87
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Observed issues over the years
Current status of drill hole
Water quality samples from surface water and ground water near drill hole
Estimated cost of plugging and further reclamation

B. Sumps associated with each drill hole
Petitioners request that DNR require PLP to provide a full listing of all sumps and trenches
associated with each of the 1,355 drill holes and should include at least the following:
x Location of sump
x Associated drill hole
x Date of reclamation
x Observed issues over the years
x Current status of sump
x Water quality samples directly from the sump, remove overburden from reclaimed sump
and sample the surface water beneath
x Estimated cost of further reclamation
C. Drilling water overflow areas, including trenches, kettle ponds, topographic
depressions, and tundra uplands
Petitioners request that DNR require PLP to provide a full listing of all areas where water and
drilling muds were allowed to overflow from sump and drill holes or where discharged into
trenches, kettle ponds, topographic depressions, and tundra uplands and should include at least
the following information:
x Location of overflow or discharge
x Associated drill hole number and location
x Date of reclamation
x Observed issues over the years
x Current status of overflow or discharge area, including status of re-vegetation
x Water quality and soil quality samples directly from kettle ponds and topographic
depressions used as overflow areas
x Estimated cost of further reclamation
D. Oil and Fluid Spills
Petitioners request that DNR require PLP to provide a full listing of all oil and other liquid spills,
including those that may not have been reported to the Department of Conservation, if any, and
should include in this listing at least the following information:
x A description of the spill, including location, type of material, and volume
x How the spill was cleaned up at the time
x Subsequent efforts to clean up spill impacts
x Current status of reclamation and re-vegetation of the spill site
x Soil and/or water testing of the spill site
x Estimated cost of further cleanup
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E. Storage of heavy equipment, materials, fluids, and debris on tundra; abandoned
facilities, buildings, and equipment
Petitioners ask that DNR obtain from PLP a complete and more detailed accounting of the items
that remain on the surface of the mining claims held by PLP and its affiliates in the Pebble
deposit. This accounting will allow the State and public to assess the cost and the company’s
ability to remove such equipment and facilities. This accounting will also be beneficial to the
State when PLP is required to remove such equipment at a future date, pursuant to its MLUP
permit conditions. Petitioners ask that DNR require PLP to provide a list detailing all
equipment, including but not limited to all materials, fluids, debris, facilities, and should include
at least the following information:
x A description of each item,
x How long each item has been located in the Pebble deposit area
x Whether the company plans to use the item in the future
x The weight of the item and estimated cost of removal.
In addition, the reclamation plan should include any additional requirements that DNR deems
necessary to meet the statutory requirements and the requirements of PLP’s current MLUP.
These statutory and permit requirements include: minimizing adverse effects on State land and
resources;93 reclaiming the exploration disturbances to leave the site in a stable condition,
including the prevention of generation and/or discharge of acid rock drainage;94 cleaning up any
discharges, leakages, spills, or pollution;95 and removal of all surface structures, facilities, and
debris from the surface of the mining claims held by PLP and its affiliates.96 Finally, pursuant to
the terms and stipulations of its MLUP, DNR should require PLP to clean up any threats posed
by its exploration activities to water and wild salmon “to the reasonable satisfaction of the State
of Alaska.”97
VI.

Conclusion

Evidence from public documents raises serious questions about the existing and potential impact
stemming from Pebble Limited Partnership’s exploration activities. Given the unique attributes
of the proposed Pebble mine—its large size, potentially-acid-generating ore type, and sensitive
location—it is important that the State of Alaska be especially vigilant in its oversight of PLP’s
exploration activities. PLP’s ambiguous future—both in terms of its finances and permitting
plans—add further weight and urgency to this petition. To ensure the protection of Bristol Bay’s
waters and wild salmon fishery and to protect itself from potential financial exposure, the State
should timely act on this petition.

93

11 AAC 96.005.
AS 27.19.020; 11 AAC 97.240.
95
PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 10.
96
PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 5.
97
PLP 2014-2016 MLUP Terms of Permit, Sec 10.
94
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Sincerely,

____________________________________
Robert Heyano
President, United Tribes of Bristol Bay
unitedtribesofbb@gmail.com
Phone: (907) 842-1687
Fax: (907) 842-1853

_____________________________________
Kimberly Williams
Executive Director, Nunamta Aulukestai
PO Box 735
Dillingham, AK 99576
Phone: (907) 842-4404

Peter Christopher, Sr.
President, Stuyahok Ltd.
PO Box 50
New Stuyahok, AK 99636
Phone: (907) 693-3122

President, Ekwok Natives Limited
PO Box 1189
Dillingham, AK 99580
Phone: (907) 464-3317

_____________________________________
Herman Nelson, Sr.
President, Koliganek Natives Limited
P.O. Box 5023
Koliganek, AK 99576
Phone: (907) 596-3519
Fax: (907) 596-3462

_____________________________________
Jason Metrokin
President/CEO, Bristol Bay Native
Corporation
111 West 16th Avenue, Suite 400
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 278-3602
Fax: (907) 276-3924

_____________________________________
Norm Van Vactor
President/CEO, Bristol Bay Economic
Development Corporation
PO Box 1464
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
Phone: (907) 842-4370
Fax: (907) 842-4336

Martin Kviteng,
Owner/President, Alaska’s Fishing Unlimited
44 Mammoth Lane
Port Alsworth, AK 99653
Phone: (907) 781-2220
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________________/s/___________________
Everett Thompson
Commercial Fishermen for Bristol Bay
Naknek, Alaska
salmonandsoul@gmail.com
Phone: (907) 469-0707

________________/s/___________________
Tracy Vrem
Blue Mountain Lodge
P.O. Box 771838
Eagle River, AK 99577
Cell: (907) 360-0541
Lodge: (907) 439-2419

________________/s/___________________
John Holman
No See Um Lodge
6218 Beechcraft Circle
Wasilla, AK 99654
Phone: (907) 232-0729

________________/s/___________________
Daren & Tracy Erickson
Enchanted Lake Lodge
P.O. Box 97
King Salmon, Alaska 99613
Tel: (907) 694-6447
Direct Lodge: (907) 273-0044

________________/s/___________________
Marty Decker
Owner, Frontier River Guides
P.O. Box 141521
Anchorage, AK 99514
Phone: 1-877-818-2278

________________/s/___________________
Nanci Morris Lyon
Alaska Sportsman’s Bear Trail Lodge
Mile 4 Kuisiack River, AK 99613
Phone: (907) 276-7605

Cc
Governor Bill Walker
Lieutenant Governor Byron Mallott
Representative Bryce Edgmon
Senator Lyman Hoffman
Tom Collier, CEO, Pebble Limited Partnership
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LIST OF EXHIBITS
A. Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd., 2014 Technical Report on the Pebble Project, Southwest
Alaska, USA (effective date Dec. 31, 2014), Chapter 10, available at
http://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00003151 (date
of filing Feb. 6, 2015) (also available on SEC website at :
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164771/000106299315000646/exhibit99-1.htm)

B. Map of Selected PLP Boreholes with Depth Greater than 5,000 Feet
C. Analyte Concentrations of Water Quality Parameters Measured at Pebble Drill Rig #6, South
Fork Koktuli River, Nushagak River Drainage, Bristol Bay Alaska on October 22 and 23,
2011, from Woody, Zamzow, Welker, and O’Neal, available at
http://www.pebblescience.org/pdfs/2013-July/SUMP_Final_9_July_2012compressed.pdf

D. Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems
E. ADEC Record of Reported Spills from Pebble Exploration Activities
F.

Pebble Exploration Facilities and Equipment Left Behind
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Exhibit D

DH 6340

DDH 7366

DDH 7374

DDH 7368

DDH 6355

6/14/2006

5/9/2007

9/6/2007

9/6/2007

9/6/2007

Drill fluids overflow onto tundra;
footprint visible after reclamation

Drill fluids overflow onto tundra;
footprint visible after reclamation

Drill fluids overflow onto tundra

Fuel spill; unknown if drill hole
was cemented when abandoned.

Drill fluids overflow onto tundra

Type of Problem
Drill fluids overflow onto tundra

Details
PLP encountered water at 1200’ depth, discharged 2-30 gallons
per minute of water over a rocky area on a hill.1 The “water”
discharged onto the tundra at this drill rig – as well as with all
others in this Exhibit – was a mixture of water, drilling muds (such
as EZ-mud) and cuttings from bore holes.
PLP encountered water at 150’ to 275’ depth, produced 80-130
gallons per minute.2 Water flowed from the drill hole through a
hose to a ditch flowing into a sump and the sump was overflowing
onto the tundra and a large pump moved water from the sump to
an upland pond.3
PLP spilled 2-5 gallons of diesel fuel while slinging a fuel tank
away from DDH 7366. The diesel spilled onto the tundra
approximately 200 yards east-southeast of the hole. A light
backhoe was used to scoop up the contaminated soil. Inspection
of the site by DNR nearly 2 months later indicated a faint smell of
diesel from the soil.4 Also unknown if the drill hole was cemented
when abandoned.5
Overflow water from the sump was discharged directly to tundra
and DNR observed evidence that the settling sump pit had
overflowed.6
Sump pits were not used during drilling, drilling water was
discharged directly onto the tundra, post-reclamation the site was
not re-vegetated and bare soil was observed.7
Sump pits were not used during drilling, drilling water was
discharged directly onto the tundra, post-reclamation the site
footprint was slightly visible.8

Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems

2

Page 1 of 8

ADNR Pebble Project Inspection, pp. 2-3 (June 14, 2006), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble06142006.pdf.
ADNR Pebble Project Inspection pp. 3-4 (June 14, 2006), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble06142006.pdf.
3
ADEC Pebble Project Inspection pp. 3-4 (June 14, 2006), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebbledec06142006.pdf.
4
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection, Part III at p. 2 (July 26, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble072607.pdf .
5
ADNR Pebble Field Report, p. 4 (Sept. 13, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble091307.pdf.
6
ADNR, Pebble Field Report, p. 3 (Sept. 6, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble090607.pdf.
7
ADNR, Pebble Field Report, p. 5 (Sept. 6, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble090607.pdf.

1

Drill Hole Site No.
DH 6339

Obs. Date
6/14/2006
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DDH 7385

Drill Site No. 7369

DDH 7388

DDH 7362

DDH 5331

DDH 7389

Drill Hole/Site no. 8423

10/4/2007

10/4/2007

10/17/2007

6/18/2008

6/18/2008

6/18/2008

8/27/2008

Drill fluids overflow onto tundra;
footprint visible after reclamation
Not plugged, water discharging
from hole
Drill fluids overflow onto tundra;
smell of fuel

Not plugged; water discharging
from hole

Drill fluids overflow onto tundra

Natural hallow used a sump

Drill fluids overflow onto tundra

Type of Problem
Not plugged or reclaimed,
potential groundwater
contamination site

Details
“One hole was located that was drilled in 2006 and not plugged or
reclaimed (drill hole 6347).”9 “Wells used as water sources need
to be capped when not in use to prevent contamination of
groundwater, e.g., Well No. 6347.”10
Sump pit and trench flooded, water and material discharged
directly onto the tundra north of the rig, trench and sump pit
system inadequate due to marshy conditions.11
A large natural hallow is used as a secondary sump, DNR pictures
show a large pond completely filled with drilling mud-laden
water.12
Artesian flow of 4 gallons/minute, drill water discharge was
flowing along a trench into a sump which was overflowing into a
small depression nearby and spilling onto the surrounding
tundra.13
Abandoned drill site, not plugged, unknown if cemented, site not
re-vegetated, reclamation on-going, water discharging from the
hole.14
Abandoned drill site, site plugged and reclamation on-going,
footprint still visible with bare patches present15
Abandoned drill site, not plugged, water discharging from the
hole, hole not cemented, reclamation work had been done.16
Drill water overflow discharged to upland tundra from sumps,
slight fuel odor near the fuel tanks and staining on the ground near
the odor.17

Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems

9

Page 2 of 8

ADNR, Pebble Field Report, p. 6 (Sept. 6, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble090607.pdf.
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection Report, p. 1 (Sept. 13, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble091307.pdf.
10
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection Report p. 1 (Oct. 4, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble100407.pdf.
11
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection Report p. 3 and 10 (Oct. 4, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble100407.pdf.
12
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection Report p. 8 (Oct. 4, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble100407.pdf.
13
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection Report p. 3 (Oct. 17, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble101707.pdf.
14
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report p. 8 (June 18, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061708.pdf.
15
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report p. 8 (June 18, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061708.pdf.
16
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report p. 9 (June 18, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061708.pdf.

8

Drill Hole Site No.
Drill Site/Well No. 6347

Obs. Date
9/13/2007
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Drill Hole/Site No. 8418

DDH 8405

DDH 8415

Drill Hole/Site No. 8440

Drill Hole/Site No. 8441

Drill Hole/Site No. 8420

Drill Hole/Site No. 9473

8/27/2008

8/27/2008

8/27/2008

10/28/2008

10/28/2008

10/28/2008

10/15/2009

Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Drill water discharged onto
tundra

Type of Problem
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Footprint visible after
reclamation, unable to tell if
plugged
Footprint visible after
reclamation, unable to tell if
plugged
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Fuel spill

Mud was flowing out of the recirculation tank, onto the ground
next to the drill, mud flowed downhill towards a kettle pond.22
Approximately one gallon of hydraulic fluid was spilled; some got
into the sump and surrounding area; discharge of drill water and
mud into topographic depression.23 Observation of this site 2
years later showed reclamation issues with little soil or vegetation
and tundra replacement that did not survive.24
No water recirculation, drilling water and mud discharged onto
snow/tundra.25
Drill water and mud from sump pits discharged uphill onto
tundra.26 Returning to this site one year later to observe
reclamation, the drill hole was not plugged and reclamation was
not finished.27

Abandoned well hole, unable to tell if drill hole had been plugged
or not, no re-vegetation, footprint visible.21

Abandoned well hole, unable to tell if drill hole had been plugged
or not, no re-vegetation, footprint visible.20

Drill water overflow discharged to upland tundra from sumps.19

Details
Drill water overflow discharged to upland tundra from sumps.18

Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems
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ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, pp. 8-10 (Aug. 27, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble082708.pdf.
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, pp. 12-14 (Aug. 27, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble082708.pdf.
19
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, pp. 15-16 (Aug. 27, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble082708.pdf.
20
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, pp. 1, 23-24 (Aug. 27, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble082708.pdf.
21
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, pp. 1, 25-26 (Aug. 27, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble082708.pdf.
22
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 8 (Oct. 28, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble102808.pdf.
23
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 15 (Oct. 28, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble102808.pdf.
24
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 12 (Aug. 3, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble080310.pdf.
25
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 18 (Oct. 28, 2008), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble102808.pdf.
26
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 3 (October 15, 2009), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble101509.pdf.
27
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 15 (May 24, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble052411.pdf.
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Drill Hole Site No.
Drill Hole/Site No. 8420

Obs. Date
8/27/2008
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Drill Hole/Site No. 9462

DDH 10488
Drill Hole/Site No. 8429

Drill Hole/Site No. 8432

Drill Hole/Site No. 9466

Drill Hole/Site No. 9470
and 9471
Drill Hole/Site No. 8412

Drill Hole/Site No. 8440

DDH 10488
DDH 10498

10/15/2009

6/8/2010
6/15/2010

6/15/2010

6/15/2010

6/15/2010

6/16/2010

7/8/2010
8/3/2010

Footprint visible after
reclamation
Fuel Spill
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra

Fuel spill
Footprint visible after
reclamation
Footprint visible after
reclamation
Footprint visible after
reclamation
Footprint visible after
reclamation
Incomplete or unsuccessful
remediation

Type of Problem
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Sump pit not reclaimed

Spill of 15.0 gallons of hydraulic oil.36
Drill water and mud from sump pits discharged uphill onto
tundra37

“Site reclaimed, but areas of exposed soil were observed where
vegetation did not take.”33
Unknown if drill hole was plugged or cemented, vegetation is not
regrowing at the site, “Site was messy and in poor condition.
What appeared to be bentonite was present in clumps on the
ground. Standing water around drill hole.”34
“Most of the vegetation is dead and not growing back.”35

Details
Drill water and mud from sump pits discharged uphill onto
tundra28
Abandoned drill hole, plugged, but sump pit not reclaimed and
water discharge trench only partially filled in.
Spill of 15.0 gallons of hydraulic oil29
“Site was reclaimed but vegetation is not growing well”; dead
vegetation at the site.30
“site reclaimed but vegetation growth is limited and bare soil
present.”31
“Vegetation growth appears slower here than other sites.”32

Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems
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ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 7 (October 15, 2009), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble101509.pdf.
ADEC Spill Report (June 8, 2010), http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=35905.
30
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 8 (June 15-16, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061510.pdf.
31
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 9 (June 15-16, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061510.pdf.
32
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 11 (June 15-16, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061510.pdf.
33
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 12 (June 15-16, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061510.pdf.
34
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 14 (June 15-16, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061510.pdf.
35
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 16 (June 15-16, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061510.pdf.
36
ADEC Spill Report (July 8, 2010), http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=35905.
37
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 7 (Aug. 3, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble080310.pdf.
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6/16/2010

Drill Hole Site No.
Drill Hole/Site No. 9471

Obs. Date
10/15/2009

Exhibit D
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“Tundra has been replaced, but growth of the vegetation is quite
limited.”39
Spill of 25.0 gallons of hydraulic oil40
Drill water and mud from sump pits discharged downslope from
pits onto tundra41
“DDH 11528 had areas on the tundra where drill water had
overflowed trench.”42
Reclaimed in Fall 2010, “Slight petroleum odor on vegetation
adjacent to drill hole. Approximately a 4-foot diameter area was
stained at this site.”43 Spill remediated by next site visit but the
vegetation around the drill site is sparse.44
Spill of 3.0 gallons of hydraulic fluid45
Spill of 40.0 gallons of hydraulic fluid. Hydraulic fluid was
injected down the drill hole, so the leak was not noticed until
circulation brought it back to the surface.46 A year later, after
abandoned, tundra is regenerating slowly and iron bacteria sheen
noted on water surface at reclamation site.47
“A filled sump at DDH 10523 has collapsed, and needs more
fill.”48

Details
“much of the site has not revegetated.”38

39
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ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 11 (Aug. 3, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble080310.pdf.
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 13 (Aug. 3, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble080310.pdf.
40
ADEC Spill Report (Sept. 10, 2010), http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=36292.
41
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 2 (Oct. 13, 2010), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble101310.pdf.
42
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 1 (May 24, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble052411.pdf.
43
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 14 (June 22, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble062211.pdf.
44
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 1 (July 12, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble071211.pdf.
45
ADEC Spill Report (June 26, 2011), http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=38026.
46
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 3 (July 12, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble071211.pdf.
47
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 11 (June 19, 2012), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061912.pdf.
48
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 1 (July 12, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble071211.pdf.
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DDH 10523

7/12/2011

Filled sump collapsed

DDH 11529
Fuel spill
Drill Hole/Site No. 11533 Fuel Spill; Incomplete or
unsuccessful remediation

Type of Problem
Footprint visible after
reclamation
DDH 7378
Footprint visible after
reclamation
DDH 10512
Fuel spill
Drill Hole/Site No. 10523 Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
DDH 11528
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Drill Hole/ Site No.
Staining and petroleum odor at
10514
reclamation site

Drill Hole Site No.
DDH 9464

Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems

6/26/2011
6/26/2011

6/22/2011

5/24/2011

9/10/2010
10/13/2010

8/3/2010

Obs. Date
8/3/2010
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GH11292S
Fuel spill
Drill Hole/Site No. 09462 Artesian flow impacting
remediation efforts

DDH 11540
DDH 11534

DDH 1549
GH 12-333

10/7/2011
10/20/2011

6/8/2012
6/19/2012

8/7/2012
8/21/2012

Fuel spill
Incomplete or unsuccessful
remediation
Fuel spill
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra

Details
“Evidence of significant impacts to riparian vegetation or stream
banks.”49
“Site 11-522 will require extra attention during reclamation as the
site was occupied for a considerable period of time and some
vegetation was trampled.”50
Spill of 13.0 gallons of diesel51
Abandoned well, plugging in progress, “lots of water issued from
the hole;” water upflowing through subsurface materials and
discharging to the ground. “Overland flow as created discolored,
possibly iron stained zones on the surface 10-15 feet wide.”52
Eight months later, grouting stopped the artesian flow, but the drill
hole was not yet reclaimed and iron staining and remnants of
materials discharged from previous artesian upwelling were
observed.53 And in summer 2013 there was still some iron
staining on the tundra adjacent to the revegetated sump pits and
most of the vegetation was not doing well.54
Spill of 10.0 gallons of hydraulic fluid55
Abandoned drill hole site from previous year, replaced tundra not
doing very well.56
Spill of 13.0 gallons of hydraulic fluid57
“Water from sump pit pumped up slope and away from any
surface water and discharged on tundra.”58
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ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 2 (Aug. 25, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble082511.pdf.
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 1 (Aug. 25, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble082511.pdf.
51
ADEC Spill Report (Oct. 7, 2011), http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=38469.
52
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 10 (Oct. 20, 2011), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble102011.pdf.
53
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 1, 6 (June 19, 2012), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061912.pdf.
54
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 1, 16 (July 23, 2013), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble072313.pdf.
55
ADEC Spill Report (June 8, 2012), http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=39865.
56
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 9 (June 19, 2012), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble061912.pdf.
57
ADEC Spill Report (Aug. 7, 2012), http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=40301.
58
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 2 (Aug. 21, 2012), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble082112.pdf.
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Drill Hole/Site No. 11533

8/25/2011

Impacts to vegetation

Drill Hole Site No.
Type of Problem
Drill Hole/Site No. 11531 Impacts to vegetation

Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems

Obs. Date
8/25/2011
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DDH 12560

DDH 12562
GH 13-371

GH 12-322S

DDH12555

GH 13-383

DH 4223

DDH 40

DH 9

10/17/2012

6/28/2013
7/23/2013

7/23/2013

8/6/2013

9/9/2013

7/22/2015

7/22/2015

7/22/2015

Water from well created surface
staining
Surface staining; impacts to
vegetation

Type of Problem
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Fuel spill
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Footprint visible after
reclamation, drill hole not
plugged
Footprint visible after
reclamation
Drill fluids discharged onto
tundra
Water upwhelling near
abandoned drill hole

Water from sump pit discharged on tundra about 200ft northeast of
the rig.65
“The area around the drill hole location is extremely wet and
spongy. Lab tests conducted by PLP indicate that the chemical
composition is similar to other nearby seeps in the surrounding
area.”66
“Water from DDH 40 created the surface staining with iron algae
in a channel approximately 120 feet long.”67
Abandoned well hole from 1988, “Surface staining and impact on
vegetation are evident from aerial view.”68

Abandoned drill site, vegetation sparse.64

Details
Water from sump pit discharged on tundra approximately 200ft
south of the rig.59
Water from sump pit discharged on tundra approximately 200ft
south of the rig.60
Spill of 2.0 gallons of hydraulic fluid61
Water from sump pit discharged on tundra about 200ft northwest
of the rig, some murky water pooled at discharge site.62
Drill hole not plugged and the trench and sump pit locations were
visible due to brown color of tundra.63

Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems
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ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 8 (Oct. 17, 2012), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble101712.pdf.
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 14 (Oct. 17, 2012), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble101712.pdf.
61
ADEC Spill Report (June 28, 2013), http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=42036.
62
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 2 (July 23, 2013), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble072313.pdf.
63
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, p. 13 (July 23, 2013), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble072313.pdf.
64
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, pp. 5-6 (Aug. 6, 2013), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble080613.pdf.
65
ADNR Pebble Field Monitoring Report, pp. 2-4 (Sept. 9, 2013), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble090913.pdf.
66
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 7 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
67
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 9 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
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Drill Hole Site No.
DDH 12561

Obs. Date
10/17/2012
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DH 4224

DH 5330

DH 7382

DH 8413

DH 8423

DH 9475

7/22/2015

7/22/2015

7/22/2015

7/22/2015

7/22/2015

7/22/2015

Field maintenance needed

Field maintenance needed

Field maintenance needed

Field maintenance needed

Field maintenance needed

Field maintenance needed

Type of Problem
Field maintenance needed

Details
“Field maintenance activities to eliminate surface water seepage
and minor surface repairs to existing valves, caps, or plugs.”69
“Field maintenance activities to eliminate surface water seepage
and minor surface repairs to existing valves, caps, or plugs.”70
“Field maintenance activities to eliminate surface water seepage
and minor surface repairs to existing valves, caps, or plugs.”71
“Field maintenance activities to eliminate surface water seepage
and minor surface repairs to existing valves, caps, or plugs.”72
“Field maintenance activities to eliminate surface water seepage
and minor surface repairs to existing valves, caps, or plugs.”73
“Field maintenance activities to eliminate surface water seepage
and minor surface repairs to existing valves, caps, or plugs.”74
“Field maintenance activities to eliminate surface water seepage
and minor surface repairs to existing valves, caps, or plugs.”75

Selected Examples of Pebble Exploration Drill Holes with Known Past Recorded Problems
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ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 9 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
69
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
70
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
71
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
72
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
73
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
74
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
75
ADNR, Pebble Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, p. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
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Drill Hole Site No.
DH 1240

Obs. Date
7/22/2015
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Exhibit E

Northern Dynasty Mine/ Pollux
Aviatin
Northern Dynasty Mines, Iliamna
Runway Spill
Northern Dynasty Mine Connector
Northern Dynast Mine AK Plane
zone 5
Northern Dynasty Mines Diesel
Pebble Mine Hydraulic Oil 2/15/08
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pebble 5 gal hydraulic spill
Pebble Project 5 gal Hydraulic Spill
Pebble Exploration AvGas Spill 40
Gallons
---------------------------------------------

062699071011

062699148012

062699174023
072699129014

072699255015
082699046016
082699137017
082699138018
082699143019
0826991650110
0826991970111
0826992100112
0826992460113
0826992460214
0826992690115

0826993220116

3/12/2006

5/28/2006

6/23/2006
5/9/2007

9/12/2007
2/15/2008
5/16/2008
5/17/2008
5/22/2008
6/13/2008
7/15/2008
7/28/2008
9/2/2008
9/2/2008
9/25/2008

11/17/2008

9.0

12.0
30.0
5.0
3.0
4.0
8.0
18.0
2.0
5.0
5.0
40.0

20.0
80.0

90.0

Gallons
Spilled
35.0

2

http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=26070
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=26636
3
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=26839
4
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=28682
5
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=29926
6
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=30799
7
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=31549
8
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=31551
9
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=31552
10
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=31702
11
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=31800
12
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=31889
13
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=36122
14
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=36124
15
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=32204

1

Spill Name

Spill Number

Hydraulic Oil

Diesel
Hydraulic Oil
Hydraulic Oil
Engine Lube Oil
Hydraulic Oil
Hydraulic Oil
Aviation Fuel
Ethylene Glycol
Hydraulic Oil
Hydraulic Oil
Aviation Fuel

Diesel
Diesel

Diesel

Aviation Fuel

Material Spilled

Pebble Mine

Northern Dynasty Mine
Northern Dynasty Mine
Pebble Mine
Pebble Mine
Pebble Mine
Pebble Mine
Pebble Mine
Pebble Mine
Pebble Limited Partnership
Pebble Limited Partnership
Pebble Exploration

Northern Dynasty Mine
Northern Dynasty Mine

-----------------------------------

Northern Dynasty Mine

Responsible Party

ADEC Record of Reported Spills from Pebble Exploration Activities

Date
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Total Gallons Reported Spilled =

467

13.0
2.0

13.0
10.0

3.0

25.0

1.5
15.0

Gallons
Spilled
10.0
1.5
7.0
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http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=32592
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=34277
18
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=34507
19
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=34651
20
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=35949
21
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=35905
22
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=36292
23
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=38026
24
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=38469
25
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=39865
26
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=40301
27
http://dec.alaska.gov/Applications/SPAR/PublicMVC/PERP/SpillDetails?SpillID=42036
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Total Spills = 27

8/7/2012
6/28/2013

10/7/2011
6/8/2012

6/26/2011

9/10/2010

6/1/2010
7/8/2010

0926992150117 South Hanger, Iliamna Airport
0926992270118 Hydraulic line ruptured
0926992880119 Pebble Exploration 7 Gal Hydraulic
Spill
20
10269915201
Pebble Project Diesel
1026991890121 Pebble Project Bore Hole DDH
10488
1026992530122 Pebble Bore Hole
DDH 10512
1126991770223 Pebble Exploration Boring DDH
11529
1126992800124 Pebble Project Drill Site GH11292S
1226991600125 Pebble Limited Partnership, DDH
11540, 10 Gal Hydr
26
12269922001
Pebble DDH1549 Hydraulic
1326991790127 Pebble BH DDH 12562 Hydraulic

8/3/2009
8/15/2009
10/15/2009

Spill Name

Spill Number

Hydraulic Oil
Hydraulic Oil

Diesel
Hydraulic Oil

Hydraulic Oil

Hydraulic Oil

Hydraulic Oil
Hydraulic Oil

Diesel
Hydraulic Oil
Hydraulic Oil

Material Spilled

Pebble Limited Partnership
Pebble Limited Partnership

Pebble Limited Partnership
Pebble Limited Partnership

Pebble Limited Partnership

Pebble Limited Partnership

Pebble Limited Partnership
Pebble Limited Partnership

Pebble Exploration
Pebble Exploration
Pebble Project

Responsible Party

ADEC Record of Reported Spills from Pebble Exploration Activities

Date
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West Orebody, discovery
outcrop

Near drill hole GH12-320S

Near DH 5326

Discovery Outcrop Old
Exploration Camp

Main Supply Depot

Watershed Supply Area

Description
“Northern Dynasty built a camp with 8-10 small buildings for use in 2004.
The facility is no longer used as a camp, but Northern Dynasty has left the
structures in place for storage and a possible shelter in bad weather.”1 As of
2013, it is “used for storage of drill parts, water line, reclamation supplies, etc.
in temporary structures. When not in use at the drill rigs, all other temporary
structures used as emergency shelters, water heater housing, empty garbage
totes, outhouses, etc., are also stored at the Supply Depot. One 10ft x 20ft
wooden structure is used to store drill supplies that require protection from the
elements. A WeatherPort type tent (approximately 24ft x 60ft) is used to
temporarily store mechanical equipment. Both temporary structures are
heated.”2
The old exploration camp is located about 200 yards south of discovery
outcrop and was being used for storage during many years of PLP’s
exploration efforts. According to DNR in 2007, PLP “has a lot of materials
stored in the old camp, particularly drill steel.” 3
As of July 2015, the following items remained at the depot: (1) at least 19
boxes for line heaters; (2) spill response kits; (3) at least 3 wooden fly boxes;
(4) at least 10 piles of tundra pads stacked 10 high; (5) multiple drill platforms
not being used; (6) numerous drill rods and casing; (7) dunnage material for
cribbing; (8) multiple aluminum water boxes and fly boxes stored for future
use; (9) two med ports; (10) numerous empty fuel tanks; (11) sheds; (12)
supply storage tents; and (13) the main supply storage building.4
As of July 2015, this closed site contained a few buildings, a Quonset hut,
support structures out in the field, and many scattered barrels.5 Contains two
temporary structures erected to protect water hose and keep it from freezing.
One is metal clad (approximately 10ft x 20ft) and the other is a wooden
structure (approximately 20ft x 40ft).6

Pebble Exploration Facilities and Equipment Left Behind

2

ADNR Pebble Project Inspection (June 14, 2006), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble06142006.pdf.
PLP, 2013 Annual Reclamation Report, The Pebble Project, p 3 (April 4, 2014), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/reclamationreports/plprec2013.pdf.
3
ADNR Pebble Field Inspection, Part III at 6 and 9 (July 26, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble072607.pdf.
4
ADNR, Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, pp. 2-5 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
5
ADNR, Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, pp. 11-12 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
6
PLP, 2013 Annual Reclamation Report, The Pebble Project, p 3 (April 4, 2014), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/reclamationreports/plprec2013.pdf.

1

Location
SE1/4 SE1/4 Sec 21 T3S
R35W

Facility or Equipment
2004 Camp Site with 8-10
buildings
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Western extent of PLP
operations, former drill sites
DDH-6349, GH10-220, and
DDH 115318
Wiggly Lake

West Bay (3)

In 2007, the site was used for on-site fuel storage – one depot held 3,000
gallons and was 200 feet from the lake, the other depot held 2,000 gallons and
was 100 feet from the lake and fuel was parsed out to the various drill sites as
needed.10 However, as of summer 2015, the structures and infrastructure for
the heliport site and fuel supply depot at Wiggle Lake had been removed.11

Description
Pebble 1, aka North Weather Station, is situated at 59d 54.183 N, 155d 19.800
W. Pebble 8, aka Northwest Weather Station, is situated at 59d 54.536 N, 155d
18.742 W. “During 2013, two 60 meter towers were installed at two distinct
locations. The purpose of these stations is to collect wind data for 18 to 24
months, after which the towers and stations will be removed and site
reclaimed. Meteorological Tower 1 is located on State of Alaska land, PLP
mining claim, on Kaskanak Mountain approximately 18 miles from the Iliamna
Airport at 59d 49 40.08 N, 155d 28 33.67 W. Meteorological Tower 2 is
located on State of Alaska land, PLP mining claim, on Sharp Mountain
approximately 17 miles from the Iliamna Airport at 59d 46 55.70 N, 155d 26
01.72 W.”7
Three small facilities for storage and to provide shelter for crews during data
collection.9

Pebble Exploration Facilities and Equipment Left Behind

PLP, 2013 Annual Reclamation Report, The Pebble Project, p 3 (April 4, 2014), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/reclamationreports/plprec2013.pdf.
8
PLP, 2013 Annual Reclamation Report, The Pebble Project, p 3 (April 4, 2014), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/reclamationreports/plprec2013.pdf.
9
ADNR, Field Monitoring Report, APMA A20146118 Pebble Limited Partnership, pp. 15 (July 22, 2015),
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.
10
ADNR, Field Report Pebble Copper/Gold Project (April 5, 2007), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/field-reports/pebble040507.pdf.
11
ADNR, Pebble Project Field Monitoring Report (July 22, 2015), http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/fieldreports/pebble10122015.pdf?pdf=pebble-july22.

7

Wiggly Lake Airport and fuel
storage

Location
Various

Facility or Equipment
Weather Monitoring Facilities
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of digging a hole of this size in the headwaters of
Kvichak and Nushagak River systems. Water quality and
habitat is a driving force behind the incredible fishery.
I hope we can preserve it.
Thank you.
DOROTHY LARSON: Thank you. My name
is Dorothy Larson, and I come from Snag Point, which is
now Dillingham, Alaska. I am of (inaudible) and Filipino
descent. I am also a shareholder of the Bristol Bay
Native Corporation and a tribal member of the village of
Dillingham. I also serve on the Bristol Bay Native
Corporation board of directors as its vice chair. And
just to tell you a little bit about BBNC, we have three
million acres of land and 9,000 shareholders across the
United States and internationally.
I fished commercially for over 60 years, so I've got
a few years on Mr. Reidar here. And my sons and my
grandchildren and other family members are still involved
in the fishery as commercial and subsistence fishers.
They rely upon the economic benefits of the salmon, as
well as the cultural and subsistence value of the salmon
and other resources from the land and the sea.
Bristol Bay Native Corporation's mission statement
is very simple and direct: enrich our native way of
life. We are proud of our nativeness and we are proud of
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REIDAR SOLBERG: This will be in
Norwegian.
So my name is Reidar Solber and I'm a secondgeneration Bristol Bay fisherman. I fished Bristol Bay
for 52 years. I started with my dad in 1960 and fished
25 years with my brother. In the past twelve years, I've
fished with my son.
Bristol Bay has had many difficult struggles; one of
them being in 1972 with the high seas intercept fishery,
we had one twelve-hour period, and in 1973, there was no
fishery whatsoever.
With the help of the Federal Government and Senator
Magnuson and Senator Stevens, we were able to get the
200-mile limit into effect and preserve the fishery. And
with the management of Alaska Department of Fish and
Game, it magnified to runs as high as 60 million a year.
This was made possible because of the water quality and
the habitat in the region.
We're again looking to the Federal Government for
help to preserve the most powerful salmon-producing river
systems in the world. I will be passing the fishery on
to my son, with the hope that he will be able to pass it
on, as a third-generation fisherman, on to his son or
daughter in generations to come.
My thanks to the EPA for looking at the consequences
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our way of life and we want to maintain and enrich that
way of life.
Well, how do we do this? We do it by taking care of
our land and our resources from the sea, as well as the
land, from the abundance of the natural resources that
feed us throughout the year. It's not just during the
salmon season; it's throughout the year.
It also provides an economic base with the
commercial fishing and other economic interests we invest
in. We want to sustain our subsistence lifestyle, while
blending the western way of living, which we must adapt
to. We do not want to live in the past, but we can and
should have the opportunity to live in the way we are
accustomed to by providing a strong economic future for
the people of Bristol Bay, responsibly and without risk,
by ensuring the continued sustainability of our salmon.
BETSY DANIELS: Thanks, Dorothy. I'm
going to have to go to the next person. I'm so sorry.
Thank you.
Anne Mosness, and forgive me -ANNE MOSNESS: It's Norwegian.
Mosness.
I appreciate that the EPA is looking at the culture
and heritage of the region. My family only had a few
decades up there, but we have great affection for the
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people who live in that region, that immense landscape

2

that they live in that's ruggedly beautiful, and when you

3

leave the harbors and the diesel engines, there's just

4

timelessness and this quiet that I think is really rare

5

on our planet.

6

When my father first came to Alaska in 1929, he was

7

a gold miner, and he has a mine that's on old mining maps

8

up on the Bering Sea area. And when the government used

9

the gold miners' equipment to build the airstrip out in

10

Aleutian, that put my father basically out of business.

11

But he returned to Bristol Bay for four decades to

12

fish. And as he aged, I started fishing with him. I'm

13

almost as old as Reidar. Probably older. I started in

14

1973 up there.

15

My son started coming on the boat when he was ten,

16

and there was 70 years between the oldest and the

17

youngest on our fishing boat for four summers. And I

18

listened to my father tell my son the story of his life,

19

and I don't remember ever hearing the regret that we were

20

not a gold mining family, although when someone once

21

asked the value of the gold in the mine, it was

22

astoundingly high.

23

But I think my father realized that we were a part

24

of that great cycle of nature. We were harvesting this

25

fabulous fish that was being eaten by people all over the
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more than that, what we fish for the season.
In addition, many of the tribes do support the
timeline that was given through July 23rd. It will be
giving you sufficient time to review, as well as the
tribes, and in addition to that, when the peer review is
done, we're going to have another opportunity.
Thank you.
JIM KLUG: My name is Jim Klug. I'm
the owner of a well-known travel business that sends
hundreds of anglers a year to sport-fish the waters of
Bristol Bay.
I'm here today not only as an independent business
owner concerned about the future of Bristol Bay, but also
as the current chairman of the American Fly Fishing Trade
Association, the trade group that represents the entire
fly fishing industry throughout America.
For the record, our industry is completely united in
its opposition to the development of the Pebble Mine
project, and we believe that Bristol Bay watershed, as
the home to the largest salmon runs in North America and
the world, is a one-of-a-kind resource that cannot be put
at risk.
The American Fly Fishing Trade Association agrees
with the EPA's scientific review findings that Pebble
Mine is a threat to Bristol Bay. A project that proposes
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world. We had a lot of pride in the family business. It
was not short-term wealth, which is what his gold mine
would have brought him.
So there's a statement in the book that says that
the destruction of the common food resource is not a sad
by-product of modern industrialization but a necessary
prerequisite for its success. And we have too many
things happening that are destroying the economy of the
fisheries, but I want folks to know that there's many of
us here working to keep the value up.
Thank you.
BOBBY ANDREW: Good afternoon, Dennis
and Rick. And before I start on behalf of the Tribal
Council of Ekwok, I want to thank Dennis and Tommy for
coming to Ekwok about six days after you announced the
assessment was going to be released. It gave two
different villages the opportunity to review the draft.
And on behalf of the two villages, I want to thank you.
In addition to that, the six tribes that were
involved in sending a letter to you, Dennis, as well as
to the EPA, we support the work that you have done.
And in addition, in review of the assessment -- or
the PowerPoint presentation you just made, I'd like to
see you take another look at the subsistence portion
where you have 342 pounds of food. I think it's a lot
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to spew up to ten billion tons of toxic mining waste that
would theoretically be stored behind massive earthen dams
up to 50 stories tall, all in a known earthquake zone, is
quite simply an environmental disaster that is waiting to
happen.
To construct and dig one of the world's largest
open-pit mines in the heart of such an ecologically
sensitive and economically significant area is the worst
possible nightmare for the Alaskan wilderness, for the
people who live and work throughout the area, and for the
countless businesses and jobs that are directly and
indirectly linked to the Bristol Bay region.
The foreknown consortium that wants to mine the
Pebble area would have you believe that opposition to
their project comes from the standard no mining, no
development, zero extraction attitudes of radical
environmentalism.
As a business owner and lifelong sportsman, I am
here to tell that you nothing could be further from the
truth. Watching these slides and reading the report,
when you see facts up there that say leakage of acidic
drainage likely, failure of road culverts likely -BETSY DANIELS: Thank you.
JIM KLUG: -- pipelines failure to
release toxic --
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BETSY DANIELS: Thank you.

2

JIM KLUG: Thank you.

3

DENNIS ANDREW, SR.: Good afternoon.

4

My name is Dennis Andrew, Senior. I'm from the village

5

of New Stuyahok, Alaska, on the Nushagak River. And if

6

the mine goes through there, we'll be first affected on

7

the Nushagak River.

8
9

But I'm the tribal chief, president. I also sit on
our (inaudible) board, plus I sit on Bristol Bay Native

10

Association, and plus CSC, Community School Committee for

11

our (inaudible) school.

12

And the population of New Stuyahok is 510, and 110

13

percent is subsistence users. We depend on our land

14

there; the water, the game, the berries. We depend on

15

it. It's just like our dinner table constantly.

16

As I speak right now, they're gathering. It's

17

started. Birds came up. (Inaudible) season is almost

18

wrapped up. Salmon are showing up. There's people from

19

the village that are already going down to Lewis Point to

20

our fish camp, waiting for our King Salmon that they

21

really depend on.

22

This Pebble Mine is very, very unacceptable. It's

23

not acceptable for biggest fishery in the world. Up and

24

down the Nushagak, a lot of villages and stuff, we depend

25

on subsistence, hundred and ten percent or more for
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development that would result in a maze of roads that
would fragment important habitat and impact hunting for
generations to come.
And as pointed out by the Bristol Bay watershed
assessment, this mine would do serious harm for this
fishery, and it's time for the Obama administration to
basically use its authority under the Clean Water Act to
protect Bristol Bay.
Thank you.
JASON METROKIN: Thank you. My name
is Jason Metrokin. I'm a shareholder, as well as
president and CEO, to Bristol Bay Native Corporation. We
appreciate the EPA's efforts to ensure balanced science
that is at the forefront of decisions that will determine
the immediate and long-term viability of Bristol Bay.
Salmon is the lifeblood of our region. In 2009,
after several years of information gathering, BBNC took a
position to protect the fishery by opposing the Pebble
Mine project.
The risk associated with the project have estimated
as having nearly eleven billion tons of mine waste
located at the headwaters of the world's largest and
potentially last wild salmon run. This are far too great
a risk for us to accept. An overwhelming majority of our
shareholders, including residents of Bristol Bay, oppose
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years, from way back from sailboat fishing days. Now
we're improving our salmon (inaudible), cooling our fish
down. Market is coming back up. We need that salmon to
continue so our grandchildren could -BETSY DANIELS: Thanks, Dennis.
DENNIS ANDREW, SR.: Thank you.
JOEL WEBSTER: Hi, my name is Joel
Webster. I'm with the Theodore Roosevelt Conservation
Partnership. We're a national hunting and fishing
conservation organization that works in partnership with
other sporting organizations and rank and file hunters
and anglers.
And I came from Missoula, Montana, today because of
the importance of the Bristol Bay fishery not only for
Alaskans but for sportsmen across America. And, you
know, where I come from in Montana, western Montana, is
known as the tribal capitol of the west, but all the
serious anglers I know in Montana dream of fishing for
trophy rainbows and Dollys and salmon in the Bristol Bay
area of Alaska. And those who have been there know that
this resource is too special to be developed.
And Bristol Bay area is also important for big game.
This mine poses threats for bear, moose, and caribou
hunting. And not only would an industrialized habitat
harm this spot, but it paves the way for future
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the project, as well. In fact, a study last fall
indicated the majority of voting Alaskans oppose this
project.
In almost any development project, there will be
opposition. To my knowledge, this is the first time
where the proponents are in the minority.
Is it prudent to say that we oppose this project
without having seen a final plan? The fact is, we were
told by developers from day one the project would be an
open-pit mine so large that it could be seen from the
moon.
We know where the deposit is located, the deposit
type, and its potential size. As an Alaskan, I must
admit I get leery when the Federal Government involves
itself in local decision-making, but the feds do have a
role in permitting oversight.
In this case, your role is to ensure that dredge and
fill material permits are regulated to prohibit discharge
into salmon spawning habitat that is toxic to aquatic
life and would require perpetual treatment. You have
that legal authority, and this draft study supports it.
They have said the EPA can't possibly understand the
breadth of development impacts over only one year of
study. Conversely, it's hard for me to fathom that
foreign companies claim --
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BETSY DANIELS: Thanks, Jason.
GASPAR PERRICONE: My name is Gaspar
Perricone, and I am the codirector of Bull Moose
Sportsman's Alliance based out of Denver, Colorado. We
are a national sportsman organization, dedicated to the
traditions/opportunities of hunters and anglers
throughout the United States.
It seems that all too often, we approach the
(inaudible) between development and the protection of our
national resources, our land, water and wildlife, as
(inaudible). And I think in many situations, that
decision is a false dichotomy.
There's numerous examples of where wildlife and
development coexist in a very symbiotic fashion. I'm
here today to say, however, though, the Bristol Bay
fishery and the proposed Pebble Mine is not one of those
areas that can coexist in a manner in which both will
flourish.
Bristol Bay is obviously one of the largest salmon
fisheries in the world. It has been prized by hunters
and anglers for over a century and is a truly unique
treasure that's part of our American heritage, and it
would be a shame to see that go.
Unfortunately, the proposed Pebble Mine would put
this one-of-a-kind fishery at incredible risk,
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opportunity here on behalf of the shareholders of BBNC.
My name is Peter Andrew and I'm a director of BBNC; also
a director of one of the local utilities in Dillingham.
I thank you for the assessment. Thank you. And it
correlates with everything that our people in Bristol Bay
feel that would happen to our folks and to our rivers and
to our fish. I will be asking the EPA to please do the
404(c) on behalf of all the fish, on behalf of the
people, on behalf of our culture, on behalf of the people
that are not here yet; our kids' kids and their kids.
We've had a wonderful commercial fishery that has
been happening for at least 135 years, and we've also, my
people, have depended on resource for over 10,000 years.
So I thank you for your time. We'll probably have
some more time later. So thank you.
ROB MASONIS: Good afternoon. My name
is Rob Masonis. I'm the vice president for Western
Conservation at Trout Unlimited.
TU is a national conservation organization of
concerned anglers who are dedicated to the conservation
of North America's salmon and trout and the watersheds
where they are found. There are over 150,000 members
across the country, including in Alaska, and over 4,000
in Washington State. Our members travel to Bristol Bay
to fish and enjoy the spectacular experience of Bristol
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threatening not only the native Alaskans that depend on
the livelihood -- depend on it for their livelihood, but
also a keystone of the Alaska economy.
The fact of the matter is that the EPA's watershed
assessment clearly demonstrates that any type of such a
development will have a serious impact on the largest
Sockeye salmon fishery in the world. Certainly it isn't
something that I think is worth bargaining with.
So as a result of this release, we as sportsmen and
the sportsmen community have come together for a single
ask for EPA and Obama administration, and that ask is
respectfully this: that you guys implement commonsense
solutions that would regulate the proposal of the Bristol
Bay mine and utilize your authority under 404(c) of the
Clean Water Act.
And let me conclude by saying this: if fidelity to
land, water, and wildlife is the statutory mission of
this agency, then I think surely the guiding philosophy
and the guiding thought has got to be that of a faithful
devotion to that unwritten statute that we hand down the
state of our natural world to our grandchildren improved
and not impaired in value.
PETER ANDREW: Good afternoon. I
don't know if it's on.
Good afternoon, Dennis. Thank you for the
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Bay's (inaudible).
Trout Unlimited commends EPA for the draft watershed

3

assessment, which is a solid scientific analysis that is

4

corroborated by the independent scientific analysis the

5

TU and the Wild Salmon Center released in February. Both

6

analyses show clearly the large-scale mining would

7

destroy salmon travel habitat, water quality, and present

8

a significant risk of catastrophic destruction to Bristol

9

Bay's prolific salmon and trout populations.

10

This population fuel the vibrant sustainable fishing

11

economies of Bristol Bay, which are worth hundreds of

12

millions of dollars annually and provide over 14,000

13

jobs. Because of this great threat, TU has played a lead

14

role in organizing 500 hunting and fishing groups and

15

businesses across the U.S. to put in writing their

16

opposition to large-scale mining in Bristol Bay.

17
18

Trout Unlimited is not (inaudible) development.
With the Bristol Bay Native Corporation, we've developed

19

a detailed proposal that identifies the conditions under

20

which responsible development could occur that does not

21

put Bristol Bay salmon and its salmon-fueled economy at

22

risk. We provided that document to EPA.

23

In closing, if ever there was a case in which EPA

24

should exercise its clear authority under the Clean Water

25

Act to prevent harmful development, this is it. By
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acting now to prohibit large-scale mining in Bristol Bay,
EPA will protect the environment and a thriving salmonbased economy, while providing (inaudible) to all
interests and saving large sums of private and taxpayer
money that would be required to process other
applications that would ultimately be denied.
BETSY DANIELS: Thanks, Rob.
ROB MASONIS: This is good leadership
and good government.
Thank you.
GEORGE KEEFE: My name is George
Keefe. I live in Edmonds, Washington, and I'm a
backpacker and a retired CPA.
I am thrilled by the pristine beauty of the
Northwest. Next month, I'm going backpacking along the
Olympia Peninsula's Elwha River to celebrate the largest
dam removal project in the U.S. That is a triumph for
native people and for the environment and for all who
want their children and grandchildren to have the same
thrills.
I am very concerned that the triumph on the Elwha
River may be jeopardized by the world's largest earthen
steel and concrete dam proposed near Bristol Bay. The
tailings dam of 740 feet high, 4.3 miles in length, if
built, would be three times larger than the Three Gorges

1

50, 60 years ago as the largest and most valuable

2

mineralized zone in the United States -- excuse me -- in

3

the North American continent.

4

The State of Alaska has ordered twice to declare the

5

Pebble area a mining zone. Senator Stevens changed his

6

mind. He spoke against it and (inaudible) better and was

7

in favor of it.

8
9

I think a very significant element for the EPA to
consider and everybody to consider is that your study

10

encompasses an enormous area, and the Pebble property is

11

just a fraction of that. There are mining claims outside

12

the Pebble area, and they could multiply things

13

dramatically.

14
15

The feeling of the company, of which I'm an investor
and also a long-term member, Trout Unlimited --

16
17

BETSY DANIELS: Okay, thanks Ricardo.
You can submit your full comments online.

18

RICARDO RUBY: (Inaudible) the

19

company, (inaudible) bar has been set so high, nobody

20

else will be able to do it.

21

BETSY DANIELS: Okay. Thank you.

22

CARL BEVIS: I'm Carl Bevis. Just

23

more a comment along kind of, I guess, a systems line and

24

probability.

25

When you look at the failure rates, the failure
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Dam in China, which is built of steel and concrete, not
mere earth.
A tailings dam must last forever. Seismic mapping
is incomplete in the Pebble Mine region. Two U.S.
Geologic Survey publications differ in where they map the
fault, but both suggest the Castle Mountain/Lake Clark
fault may run within five miles of Pebble Mine. However,
the mine developer claims the fault is 18 miles away and
the structures are currently designed to withstand an
earthquake at that distance.
If the fault runs five miles from the mine, the
force can be three times greater from the same
earthquake. Even the late Senator Ted Stevens of Alaska,
usually a strong proponent of resource extraction
projects, declared in 2007 his opposition to the Pebble
Mine proposal.
I urge the EPA to use its power under Section 404(c)
of the Clean Water Act to prohibit development of the
Pebble Mine as currently proposed.
RICARDO RUBY: Well, it had to happen,
I have a very different voice.
You don't realize it, but all this white hair is a
steel (inaudible), so I can stand some (inaudible).
I am puzzled that this event is happening now,
because the area was identified by the geologic survey
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rates of some of the systems associated with this

2

relative to, say, public transportation, if public

3

transportation had failure rates on this order, you would

4

never get on it. You would never get on the bus or you

5

wouldn't get in your car, let alone get in an airplane.

6

So until such time that failure rates of such

7

enormous systems and structures can be shown to be on the

8

order of magnitudes of public transportation, where human

9

life is definitely at risk, it shouldn't be even be

10

considered.

11

That's all.

12
13
14

LARRY BARRETT: Good morning -- or
good afternoon, actually.
My name is Larry Barrett. I'm the director of

15

operations for Far Bank Enterprises, which is a holding

16

company that owns and operates three popular fly fishing

17

brands; RIO, Redington, and Sage.

18

In aggregate, Far Bank employs 250 people and we

19

manufacture fly rods across the Sound on Bainbridge

20

Island and fly line in Idaho Falls, Idaho. We immensely

21

enjoy the fact that we are able to make our products in

22

the United States, and we realize the direct connection

23

to healthy fisheries and our economy and jobs.

24
25

We care about Bristol Bay in a number of ways.
First, our customers care. Many of them have been able
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to enjoy their (inaudible) sports fishing there. And for
those who haven't been, it is a destination that many
anglers yearn to go from all over the globe.
Most important to us is about 20 percent of the fly
rods that we produce on Bainbridge Island and 10 percent
of the fly lines that we manufacture make a trip to
Bristol Bay.
After reviewing the EPA's watershed assessment, we
know that salmon streams and habitat will be destroyed.
Isn't that enough for us to say no to Pebble Mine?
If the Pebble Mine is constructed, my business in
the lower 48 and others will be negatively impacted and
jobs will be lost.
I want to urge our leaders and EPA to protect this
one-of-a-kind resource that drives economic value well
beyond Alaska. Please keep to the timeline and maintain
the July 23rd deadline for public comment. Timely
progress towards finalizing the assessment is critical.
Thank you.
KIM WILLIAMS: Thank you.
I'm the executive director of Nunamta Aulukestai,
which is a Yupik word that means "Caretakers of Our
Land." We have a membership of ten village corporations
in Bristol Bay and nine tribal governments. I am also
the third chief of the (inaudible) Tribal Council, and

1

I counted 16 communities. And some in Bristol Bay will

2

say Dillingham, of which I live in, is not a part of the

3

watershed, but I am here to tell you, my council believes

4

we are part of this watershed, and we are not going away

5

in giving you our comments.

6

The other final comment that I want to make is, in

7

Bristol Bay, we are very polarized on this issue. And

8

for us, when we have people going out and telling our

9

elders to sign petitions and to extend comments and

10

telling them that they can't throw their fish guts in the

11

water, we believe that that needs to be stopped -- or EPA

12

needs to take that into consideration when you get any

13

kind of a questionnaire coming to you.

14

ELAINE PACKARD: I chair the Water and

15

Salmon Committee for the Washington State chapter of the

16

Sierra Club. And one of our primary concerns is to

17

protect our iconic salmon, their habitat, and the Bristol

18

Bay residents who rely on the salmon for their livelihood

19

and cultural heritage.

20

Because of this, we are an ally in opposing the

21

proposed mine. We strongly support EPA's protection

22

under 404(c).

23

I will say that I have never been fortunate enough

24

to physically go to Bristol Bay, but I recently showed

25

the documentary "Red Gold" for Sierra Club members and it
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more importantly, I'm a mother of six.
I want to thank the EPA for doing the watershed
assessment. I sat in on the EPA technical team for my
tribe and watched them participate with EPA's team as
they interacted with state, federal, and tribal
officials.
My tribe is also on record requesting action under
the Clean Water Act, Section 404(c) that prevents largescale mining in the watershed. We request that you
finalize this watershed assessment and move into a 404(c)
process.
But you want comments on the draft, so I want to
give you my comments. And I may have more as I continue
reading this Volume 1 and the executive summary.
In Section 8, on the integrated risk
characterization chapter, tailings dam failure, I guess
the question that I have is, you put 28 percent, 30
percent impact at the Koktuli River and 10 to 20 percent
loss in the Mulchatna, but as the mine life continues -or the mine scenario continues, as you have hydrology
(inaudible) to other streams, I think your number is
slightly low. It should be a little bit higher, and so I
ask that you take a look at that section.
Another section on the report, Section 2, Alaska
native cultures, where you list 14 communities in 2.2.5,
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was a -- I heard both sides in this documentary, the pro
and the people against the mine. And everyone who was
watching that film came away very moved by the beauty of
the area and very committed to preserving what exists
right now.
Thank you.
CHRISTINA SALMON: My name is
Christina Salmon. I am the granddaughter and John and
Mary Olympic. I was born and raised in Igiugig, Alaska.
I currently serve on the Igiugig Village Council and the
Igiugig Native Corporation.
As I stand here in front of you today, my mind isn't
really here. It's at home with my children that I've
left for the fourth time this month on Pebble-related
causes. It's on my subsistence net I was supposed to
mend. It's on getting fish ready (inaudible), the birch
trees we were supposed to cut, it's on my cabin and boat
rentals, it's on my clients I get in seven days for the
sport fishing opener. It's on my school board meeting
I'll be missing. It's on canning jars, bug spray for the
baby, and another toy I'd better get for the quilt trip
present.
Standing here in front of you today, talking about a
mining giant threatening my entire way of life wasn't
what I ever could have planned for, but I do know that
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being here is where I need to be.
We weren't raised with a lot of money. We would
technically be labeled by the western society as poor,
but never once growing up did that thought ever cross our
innocent little minds. We had food in the freezer, we
had hand-me-down clothes, and we had the basics for
survival. And we were the happiest, dirtiest, most carefree kids you've ever met.
So don't be fooled into thinking that we are poor
people who can't exist without Pebble. We have managed
just fine for the past 10,000 years without them.
In your assessment, you mention ten potential dam
failures under the mine scenario. To those of us who
have lived there for over 10,000 years, each and every
one of those "maybes" is not a risk we are willing to
take for future generations and the survival of our
culture.
I'd like to thank you for taking the time to listen
to me today. I'd also like to commend EPA on their
dedication, unbiased research, and constant open
conversations with people with Bristol Bay.
Thank you.
TYLER EDGAR: Hi, my name is Tyler
Edgar and I am here today representing the National
Council of Churches. The National Council of Churches
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thousands.
In light of your scientific findings, we urge you to
do all that you can to protect Bristol Bay in a quick and
timely fashion, using the authority provided to you by
the Clean Water Act.
I ask Archbishop Benjamin if he had a message he
wanted me to share with you. He sent me this: The
choices we make today with regard to Pebble will impact
generations. We will be blessed or cursed by them. We
must do all that we can to protect this beautiful and
bountiful part of God's earth.
Thanks so much for the opportunity to share
comments.
BRUCE HAM: I thank you for the
opportunity. Dennis, thank you for the science. I would
like to suggest that along with the science, that you
append the report with a historical understanding of how
we've remediated our fishing problems here in the lower
48 states.
I am a surgeon by trade. I do high-risk surgery and
I have to manage benefits and risks every day. And I am
also a grandfather, and I also have a Horizon. I love to
fish. I've been a former whitewater guide, and I would
like my children to be able to enjoy the rivers of
Bristol Bay that I have had an opportunity to enjoy, and
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(inaudible) 30,000 Christian denominations and more than
40 million people around the U.S.
First, I bring greetings from his grace, the Right
Reverend Benjamin, archbishop of the Diocese of Alaska
for the Orthodox Church in America. He'd hoped to be
here today but was unable to adjust his travel
accordingly.
Archbishop Benjamin (inaudible) seminary in Kodiak,
Alaska for (inaudible), and has worked closely with the
Alaska native community around Bristol Bay, many of who
are orthodox. The NCC and its member community are
grateful for the work of the EPA to better understand the
science and processes that have allowed Bristol Bay to
become the most prolific and diverse Sockeye salmon
fishery in the world and home to one of the last salmon
subsistence cultures.
The scientific evidence you have provided reaffirms
that protecting Bristol Bay is in keeping with our
Christian call to protect creation and seek justice for
the most vulnerable and for our neighbors.
Your assessment provides conclusive evidence that
the proposed Pebble Mine and other large-scale mining in
its least intrusive form will devastate significant
portions of salmon habitat, significant portions of God's
creation that provides jobs and livelihoods for
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I would like to see that for a longer horizon than a

2

mine.

3

And just a few disclosures. I'm probably one of

4

the few people here that actually owns mining claims

5

(inaudible) Oregon. I grew up in northeastern Oregon,

6

and in northeastern Oregon, we used to have many streams

7

with lots of salmon, lots of steelhead, and now you can

8

count on one hand the number of reds in the Lostine

9

River; maybe more than a couple of hands the number of

10

reds in the (inaudible) River. And these are areas that

11

have had relatively low impact.

12

I don't think that historically we've done a good

13

job of protecting ourselves by government, and I would

14

hope that we could actually put some kind of it into the

15

report that looks at this from a historical perspective.

16

That's what we've been able to do.

17
18
19

And I appreciate the opportunity to offer you that
suggestion.
ROBERT METZGER: Hi, I'm Robert

20

Metzger. I'm a member of the Bellevue/Issaquah,

21

Washington Trout Unlimited.

22

I am here to speak against the proposed Pebble Mine.

23

In my life, I have lived in the mountains of Montana and

24

Colorado for 16 years and have seen firsthand the damage

25

to the environment operating mines have and are still
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doing (inaudible).
Alaska is our last mostly untouched land, and the
Pebble Mine would do irreversible damage to another
beautiful state and harming ancient way of life in the
Alaska Native American that depends on the clean
watershed that Pebble Mine would destroy.
Please don't allow the Pebble Mine to open.
MICHAEL McDONALD: Hi. I'd first like
to start off by saying I find it very ironic that the
very first hearing about a proposed mine in Alaska is in
Seattle, Washington. I just find it a little fishy.
But I'd like to go on from there and say, this is a
very valuable mineral deposit, and as we continue to
develop our country, we're going to demand these
resources, especially as we continue to explore new
opportunities of renewal land resources.
Wind turbines take a tremendous amount of copper.
If we want to keep continuing down the road of exploring
those technologies, I think that this would be something
we should definitely look into, especially with the track
record that other countries have with their environmental
track record.
I think, you know, as Americans, we hold that very
near and dear to our heart, and with all the rules and
regulations in place, that this can be done in a safe and

1

exposure to mercury -- or associated with that.

2

In the assessment, you describe a great number of

3

potential impacts that are catastrophic -- tailings ponds

4

washing down the stream, pipelines, failing -- at

5

predictable rates, for predictable reasons. It's

6

unacceptable, in my opinion, to put such a beautiful area

7

at risk with such -- risks of such elevated levels.

8
9
10

Please protect Bristol Bay. Please say no to the
Pebble Mine. Thank you very much.
SEAN MAGEE: Thank you. My name is

11

Sean McGee. I'm here today on behalf of Northern Dynasty

12

Minerals, 50 percent owner of the Pebble project. I'm

13

also here representing our shareholders, some three-

14

quarters of which are residents of the United States.

15

I'd like to begin by saying that when we first

16

learned the EPA was going to conduct a watershed

17

assessment, we welcomed it. We welcomed it because in

18

initiating the study, the EPA had rejected the notion of

19

issuing a preemptive veto of the project, because there

20

simply wasn't enough information to do so. We agreed

21

with that conclusion then and we agree with it today.

22

However, we felt that the watershed assessment also

23

presented a unique opportunity to inject some science

24

into this discussion; one that's been characterized by

25

extremely volatile, politicized, and emotional debate.
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efficient manner.
Thank you very much.
MICHAEL O'LEARY: Hi. My name is
Michael O'Leary. I just want to thank the administration
and staff of the EPA for putting this report together. I
had a quick chance to review it this afternoon and
appreciate what's in it.
I'm going to make a personal biographical story as
to why I'm here today, and then I'm also going to connect
that to Pages 20 through 25 of the report.
35 years ago, my father and grandfather taught me
how to fish in the tributaries above the coastal fork of
the Willamette River.
In 1990, Oregon State University researchers started
to connect the idea that fish tissue that was sampled out
of that area had elevated levels of arsenic and mercury.
A very short period of time later, it was tied
specifically up to the Black Butte mine, which, in 2010,
was finally declared as an EPA Superfund site, as the
owners had abandoned it. Tailings were washed out
downstream and were collected.
In the year 2000, my grandfather passed away with
many years of onset of neurological conditions which were
diagnosed as a combination of Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's, which are also indicative of periods of
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Unfortunately, that hasn't happened. The draft

2

Bristol Bay watershed assessment study is a fundamentally

3

flawed document that reflects more on the state of

4

politics and advocacy than on science, and that's a

5

terrible shame.

6

We're hopeful that the final report will present a

7

more objective and informed review. If not, the EPA will

8

have only succeeded in exacerbating the flames of

9

controversy around Pebble, one that has pitted families

10

against one another, communities against one another, and

11

sectors against one another.

12

Why do we believe the Bristol Bay watershed

13

assessment is flawed? Principally because it is

14

premature. By the EPA's own admission, it has evaluated

15

the ultimate hypothetical project, a project has that not

16

been defined and for which key environmental litigation

17

strategies have not been presented.

18

You don't have to be a scientist to understand that

19

you cannot assess what you do not know. That's why every

20

resource development project in this country is assessed

21

by federal and state regulators after a proponent has

22

finished his studies and presented them.

23

Am I running out of time?

24

BETSY DANIELS: Ten seconds.

25

SEAN MAGEE: We are at a point of
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taking a comprehensive review and we will present our
science in weeks to come. We're hopeful that the final
report will shed light on this issue.
We're very concerned -BETSY DANIELS: Thank you.
SEAN MAGEE: Thank you for your time.
TREFON ANGASAN: Thank you. Thank you
for the opportunity to speak today. I represent the
Alaska Peninsula Corporation, which is a merger of five
village corporations in the Bristol Bay region.
I appreciate BBNC coming here today, but I would
like to say that they don't speak for the Alaska
Peninsula Corporation. We have stated that in the past
and will continue to state that.
The only reason why we're here today is because we
are very concerned that the timelines that you have
submitted for public comment are not in sync with the
needs that are apparent in Bristol Bay at this point.
We know that -- we've heard Dennis talk, Dennis from
New Stuyahok, talk about how the salmon and herring is
winding up. His people are gathering to go down river,
and I appreciate that. I appreciate, you know, the
native way of life, and that's always been something that
we all aspire to maintaining.
But I think that we, as a land representative of an
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may have missed something, but I don't think so. This is
about the five hundredth one of these hearings that I've
been at on various things in my unfortunately long
career.
I would hope that EPA will finish this report by
turning out a benefits section that is as extensive and
hypothetical as the present one.
Thank you.
MARY ANN PEASE: Good afternoon. My
name is Mary Ann Pease. I am a 25-year Alaska resident.
I am married to a lifelong native Alaskan and have two
sons, ages 21 and 9. Both of our sons were born and
raised in Alaska and we all reside there today.
I am personally astounded that EPA has chosen
Seattle as the starting point for hearings on the draft
watershed assessment for an Alaskan project, an Alaskan
issue. When I heard that this was taking place in
Seattle, I insisted on staying an extra day on a business
trip to point this out.
The Pebble project, if allowed to go through a
rigorous permitting process, is a project based in Alaska
that positively impacts our economic future, jobs,
revenues to our state, and represents responsible
resource development.
The draft Bristol Bay watershed assessment process
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organization that owns 400,000 acres of surface land in
the Bristol Bay region, 200,000 of those acres that are
adjacent to Pebble prospect, we're very concerned that we
don't know enough about what the impact is going to be on
the holdings of the Alaska Peninsula Corporation.
We take no position on Pebble. I mean, Pebble has
to meet a whole higher threshold, a standard, that we
aren't familiar with at this point because this is a new
environment for us -- am I done?
BETSY DANIELS: Yes, thank you.
TREFON ANGASAN: Thank you.
RON ARNOLD: My name is Ron Arnold.
You'll have to pardon my voice. I'm recovering from a
surgery that wasn't on my voice, but it bungled it up
anyway.
I'm the executive vice president of a nonprofit
group in Bellevue, Washington, just across the lake,
called The Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise. We
attempt to do what the name says, very simply.
One of the comments that we have, and the only one
here today, is that we feel that this report -- and you
asked for comments about the science -- the science is
supposed to be impartial. And a risk/benefit assessment,
which your study is, is only half done. We've seen the
risks, but I don't recall anything about the benefits. I
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and any potential 404(c) actions which may result from it

2

are of concern at this time because not only is the

3

process rushed and premature, but there is not even a

4

single permit application regarding development of Pebble

5

in front of the state or federal governments, nor has the

6

NEPA process been initiated.

7
8
9
10
11

The design for Pebble, including the very important
environmental mitigation strategies, have not been
finalized. A preemptive veto of the Pebble project is no
different than a preemptive approval.
The watershed assessment and potential 404 actions

12

conflict with federal and state laws and represents

13

another unwarranted federal infringement on management of

14

Alaska's lands.

15

The watershed assessment and potential 404(c)

16

actions discourage investment in Alaska resources and

17

takes a just-say-no approach to new economic development,

18

jobs, and our state's future viability for revenue stream

19

diversification.

20

Should the EPA be successful in this effort, it

21

could become a mechanism to squelch large-scale projects

22

in all sectors; projects that are now quite needed for

23

private sector job creation and economic vitality.

24

Unfortunately, the outcome of this meeting and this

25

assessment feels predetermined.
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BETSY DANIELS: Thanks, Mary Ann.
MARY ANN PEASE: Thank you. That is a
conclusion looking for a study.
LISA REIMERS: I request that you
extend the comment period at least 120 days to give this
300-plus page report time to be digested by many people.
This report was released less than 12 days ago, and it is
still pretty much on my computer as we speak, since it's
so long.
The impacts we've heard a lot about today on the
404(c) from the Clean Water Act, I don't know if
everybody understands the long-term impact for
development; not just for the Pebble Mine but all
developments everywhere in all states.
This opens up the potential for the largest land
grab in the Federal Government we've ever seen. Or
should I say, the EPA is opening this and not elected
bodies of officials. This is coming from an agency and
not our elected officials.
Thank you.
MICHAEL McDONALD: Hey, Dennis, when
you opened this thing up, your opening statement was an
apology for the short notice on for this meeting. To
echo what was mentioned earlier, I think it's very
important you open the window for this hearing period.
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Seattle, Oregon, are dictating our lives and they're not
thinking about the human factor. There are people that
live in these villages that need jobs. How would they
like it if we came down and dictated in their lands and
their waters?
This is very emotional for me because at the end of
the day, our people are up there trying to figure out how
to survive. We don't depend on commercial fishing,
subsistence. It's a choice. We still need a cash
economy, and we'd like you to extend the time period.
Thank you.
MICHAEL SCHUT: Hi. My name is
Michael Schut. I'm actually from Seattle, as well. I am
the Economic and Environmental Affairs Officer for the
Episcopal Church. The Episcopal Church has 2.4 million
members and more than 7,000 congregations around the
United States.
First and foremost, I bring greetings from Bishop
Rickel, the Episcopal Bishop of the Diocese of Olympia,
which includes Seattle and Western Washington. Bishop
Rickel could not be here today but sends his gratitude
for the work of the EPA.
The presiding bishop of the Episcopal Church,
Katharine Jefferts Schori, is both a scientist and a
priest and believes that both science and religion are
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You stated the people were loading up in the fleet
to head up to Alaska to fish. I've heard multiple people
talk about their people getting ready to go out and fish,
and yet we're going to shut this thing down on July 23rd,
I think you said?
I think you ought to consider opening that window so
that those that are out there fishing don't have to make
the choice between working for a living or coming to a
hearing like this.
Thank you.
LISA REIMERS: Dennis, when you opened
up the meeting, you failed to mention there are other
leaders that are closest to the Pebble project, me being
one of them.
My name is Lisa Reimers. I'm from Iliamna, Alaska,
15 miles away from the proposed Pebble project. I'm here
representing a landholder, Iliamna Natives Limited, which
owns 90,000 acres, and also the Government Tribal
Council, Iliamna Village Council.
And a lot of the tribes that are there in the area
the own the surface land have not come out opposed to the
Pebble project. And so I think that you need to take
into consideration they would like this time extended.
And what I find very odd is that we're here in
Seattle, and a lot of the commercial fisherman from
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critical to our understanding of the world and our goals
in it.
Bishop Jefferts Schori frequently talks about
science and religion providing two ways of knowing/
understanding the beauty of creation, and she notes that
we have better depth perception when we use both.
The scientific assessment conducted by the EPA
provides that depth perception that we in the faith
community did not have before when it comes to Bristol
Bay.
As Bishop Rickel and four others noted in the letter
to the EPA last year, Bristol Bay is a place of rare
beauty and abundance that can only be found in this part
of God's creation. Alaska natives have sustainably
coexisted with creation for thousands of years.
Our faith tells us Bristol Bay is important,
important as a part of God's creation, important to
Alaska native culture, and important if we are to live
out our call as Christians to keep, protect, and care for
God's earth and the neighbors.
The EPA's assessment is in keeping with biblical
teaching that reflect the beauty and bounty of God's
earth. However, and maybe more importantly, the
scientific assessment also provides us with knowledge of
the mechanisms and systems that make Bristol Bay the
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place that it is, the place that we believe is worthy of

2

protection.

3

We urge you to use Section 404 of the Clean Water

4

Act, as you travel around Bristol Bay, to preempt,

5

provide protection from inappropriate development in this

6

watershed.

7
8
9

Thank you for this opportunity.
BOB WALDROP: Thank you very much for
holding the hearing. We appreciate it very much.

10

I'm Bob Waldrop. I'm the executive director of the

11

Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association.

12

That's an association of about 1850 permit holders in the

13

drift net fishery of Bristol Bay.

14

Our association was among the first to seek your

15

interest in this issue, and we are sincerely grateful for

16

the work and the science embedded in the draft watershed

17

assessment.

18

The draft validates initial concerns on many levels

19

and on so many points, that they are almost impossible

20

for me to summarize right now. So I'll have to do that

21

in my written comments.

22
23

In Bristol Bay, the nation's waters include some of
the best remaining salmon habitat in the world.

24

Significantly, this is also good habitat for jobs and

25

economic development, supporting an estimated 14,000 jobs
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Thank you very much.
MARK WASHBURN: Hello. My name is
Mark Washburn, and I am a journeyman electrician and I
work around the Washington area and I've also worked in
Oregon.
As an electrician, I have greatly seen the effects
of copper and other natural resources and their prices in
the construction industry, and I'm glad someone from the
construction industry can talk about this, because having
a mine of this magnitude, mining for copper, will really
affect the amount of jobs incoming into our industry.
Also, I think the EPA should try and work with the
Pebble Mining companies to develop instead of just trying
to stonewall them and stop the whole process. It seems
really premature and -- yes, that's all I have to say.
ABE WILLIAMS: Thank you. My name is
Abe Williams. I am from Alaska. I was born and raised
in King Salmon. I'm the president of a native
corporation there called Paug Vik. I'm also the
executive director of Nuna Resources.
As I look around the room here, I see some of my
fellow commercial fisherman that I fish nearby in Bristol
Bay, as well. I've fished there since the young age of
nine. Had I known this was going to be an anti-Pebble
pep rally, I might have razzled up the guys that were at
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in Bristol Bay. Holders of 2700 of those jobs reside
here in Washington State. So this truly is a national
issue by that measure.
The natural environment of Bristol Bay is the
general topic addressed by the draft watershed
assessment, but in Bristol Bay, the natural and the
cultural and seafood business environment are the same.
You protect one, you protect the other.
Good stewardship of the natural environment is
necessary to maintaining the existing and thriving
fishery.
Some say the EPA is the problem. It's not so, I
don't believe. The problem stems from the plans to dig
American's largest hard rock mine amidst the largest
Sockeye salmon fishery in the world.
It's our opinion that the science-based EPA process
is not the problem but, instead, defines a route to an
answer. We urge you to continue along the path started
with the watershed assessment and continue to follow the
trail laid down by good science and good thoughts.
Good science, such as expressed in the watershed
assessment, is one of the major reasons we have a healthy
salmon fishery in Bristol Bay. Our fisherman have
confidence that science will play a dominant role in
protecting the businesses and the enterprises.
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the Microsoft office and brought them over here.
But I really would like EPA to focus on putting

3

accurate science into the watershed assessment. And when

4

I read through the executive summary here, it really

5

frightens me that they have taken the steps that we see

6

out there currently in our communities right now that

7

have -- they just monger fear to folks to completely

8

oppose projects like this.

9

And our region is economically challenged, to the

10

point where our people is moving away, our native

11

cultures are moving away. And when your folks in the

12

native communities move away, that is when a culture

13

dies. Okay?

14

And we have this problem currently. We have schools

15

shutting down. We have things taking place that is

16

necessarily bad for our area. So I really want

17

sideboards put back into this process and I want due

18

process to take place here. It's very important, not

19

only for projects in Alaska but projects here in Seattle

20

and abroad the U.S.

21
22

I cannot stress enough how important it is to get
accurate science here. We're commenting on a watershed

23

assessment that is due peer review here. That peer

24

review should have taken place long ago, and then we

25

should be commenting on the materials that came from the
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peer review.
It's insulting to Alaskans when this happens.
JONATHAN YOUNG: Hi. My name is
Jonathan.
I'm under the impression that the report is not done
because it hasn't been peer-reviewed. Is the report
going to change when it becomes peer-reviewed? And if it
changes, will we again have a chance to comment on it?
I would like to talk about it again after you peerreview it.
Thank you.
MARK RUTHERFORD: Mark Rutherford
here. I'm the owner of Wild River Guide Company, an
established fly fishing business in Bristol Bay. I
appreciate the opportunity to comment to Dennis and Rick
and all the EPA.
I've carefully read the findings and believe the
overall EPA assessment accurately depicts the effects of
a large open-pit mine development in Bristol Bay. I've
considered the findings in relation to my experience in
the past three decades, where I've surveyed many dozens
of mines in Alaska and the Yukon territory and subarctic
(inaudible) tundra, and wetland habitats similar to the
mine site.
I concur with the EPA's findings that there's a high
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culvert failure. In my opinion, it is closer to a
hundred percent.
Thank you.
JASON BRUNE: For the record, my name
is Jason Brune from Anchorage, Alaska. I serve as the
government relations and public affairs manager for
Anglo American U.S., a proud partner of the Pebble
Partnership.
Anglo American is one of the largest mining
companies in the world. In every location in which we
operate, we strive to generate lasting benefits. We have
a strong commitment to safety, operational excellence,
and sustainable development.
Anglo American's shareholder base is approximately
20 percent American, and our CEO, Cynthia Carol, is an
American woman who has previously worked as a geologist
in Alaska.
Anglo American's only major investment in the U.S.
today is at Pebble, and at year's end, we will have
invested over half a billion dollars on this project.
Anglo American is proud to stand with our partner in
the Pebble Limited Partnership, Northern Dynasty, today
in expressing our significant concerns about the Bristol
Bay watershed assessment.
I am not here today on behalf of the Pebble Limited
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likelihood of mine contaminants reaching salmon-bearing
streams/rivers/lakes during development and the postdevelopment in-perpetuity phases.
I think you've provided good analysis and
documentation for your findings. However, I offer my
opinion that the EPA findings significantly underestimate
degradation of the mine development on freshwater
resources by as much as an order of magnitude. The EPA
did not adequately address pipeline construction and
management, electrical grid construction, and road
construction.
My family and I depend upon the Bristol Bay salmon
for our livelihood. For more than 30 years, we've
depended upon salmon for our personal subsistence,
commercial harvest, and today for the sport fish guiding
business we own.
I want to comment on road and culvert failures in
particular. I'm very experienced with road construction
across the forest lands, road construction across tundra
lands, and roads through wetlands and waterways,
including (inaudible) roads.
Undertaking road construction across salmonid
streams or recharged wetlands in Bristol Bay is
extraordinarily shortsighted. I question the scientific
data used, which models a 33 to 60 percent chance of
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Partnership itself or on behalf of Northern Dynasty.
However, I believe that our partners share the views that
I will present to you here today.
I should also say at the outset, that Anglo American
accepts that the right to develop any mining project must
be earned. This is done over the course of the project's
development and in particular during the course of
permitting. Permitting is, thus, a critical process and
should never have any preordained outcome, positive or
negative. Anglo American accepts this. We are trying to
understand whether the EPA does.
As was said in (inaudible) testimony, the
combination of mining a hypothetical mine plan to assess
project effects, leaning heavily on environmental
activists or scientific information, and refusing to
consider the scientific work completed by Pebble as a
part of its environmental baseline document, has
contributed in no small part to the deep flaws inherent
in the draft report.
Meaningful judgments about Pebble and its effects it
may have on fish and water in Alaska cannot be made
before the project is fully designed, proposed, and
evaluated under NEPA. The EIS that will be prepared for
Pebble under NEPA will be fully informed by Pebble's
proposed development plan, its mitigation strategy --
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BETSY DANIELS: Thank you.

2

JASON BRUNE: I'm almost done.

3
4

-- the U.S. and Alaska rigorous systems for
evaluating (inaudible) --

5
6

BETSY DANIELS: See, I don't have to
be the referee. You are.

7

BENJAMIN BLAKEY: Thank you for coming

8

here today for providing this opportunity to review your

9

assessment.

10

My name is Ben Blakey. I am a Bristol Bay fisherman

11

and a former fleet manager for Snopac Products based here

12

in Seattle. I live and grew up in Seattle, but I've

13

spent every summer in Bristol Bay since I was about five

14

years old.

15

I'm here today to voice my opposition to any large-

16

scale mining project in the Bristol Bay watershed and

17

voice my full support for the EPA's 404(c) process and

18

the watershed assessment of the potential mining impacts.

19

My family and I have worked in Bristol Bay for my

20

entire life and we hope to for many years to come. And

21

basically, this EPA assessment that we are talking about

22

today is, at its core, a risk assessment. And if we're

23

asking whether or not the potential benefits of mine

24

development in Bristol Bay watershed will outweigh the

25

risks, I just want to make this very clear that on behalf
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attempting to organize my testimony, I found it difficult
to narrow down the list of scientific and economic data
posed against the mine, not to mention the threat it
poses my family's way of life.
The abundance of negative claims makes it clear
that whether the mine should be developed isn't even a
question. For those of you involved in the process of
the mine, you know how deeply it would affect the people,
the land, the economy of Alaska and the rest of the
world.
As we have heard from the various testimony today,
there are endless reasons the Pebble Mine should be
stopped, reasons that are not only perilous but are also
quite obvious. It is time for the Obama administration
to stand up and protect Bristol Bay, American fishing
jobs, and the wildlife Alaskans depend on for subsistence
fishing and hunting. It can do so by using the authority
granted to the EPA under Section 404(c) of the Clean
Water Act to halt the development of this mine.
Thank you.
DAVID HARSILA: Thank you. Good
afternoon. My name is David Harsila. I'm here
representing fishermen that own and operate businesses
and vessels that fish the waters of Bristol Bay. I'm a
resident of our association AIFMA, the Alaska Independent
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of myself, my family, and the hundreds of other Bristol
Bay fisherman that could not be here today, we are
adamantly opposed to any mine development activity that
would put our salmon at risk.
So thank you for coming here today and for hearing
these comments.
JORDEN GREINER: Hello. My name is
Jorden Greiner. I was born and raised in Homer, Alaska,
and just finished my undergraduate degree in
international political economy at the University of
Puget Sound in Tacoma, Washington.
Like many Alaskans, I was raised in a family that
depends on fishing. Working on my Yupik father's charter
boat, I have deckhanded for the majority of my existence,
as a family tradition and to finance my education.
Starting with knowledge gained on the boat and
continuing with high school reports and my college senior
thesis, the proposed Pebble Mine has influenced my
academic and personal life in Alaska and here in
Washington. And just last year, Homer's 82 Bristol Bay
commercial fishermen contributed nearly $9 million of
gross earnings from the Bristol Bay's 2011 season alone.
Inevitably, the proposed mine has cast a dominant
shadow on my life and has propelled me to passionately
take action against it. Earlier this week, when I was
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Fisherman's Marketing Association, which was formed by

2

commercial fishermen in 1966. And I'm here on our

3

fishermen's behalf, since they cannot be here.

4

AIFMA endorses the EPA 404(c) process and the

5

watershed assessment of potential mining impacts on

6

salmon ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska. After

7

reviewing as much of the material, our board has not

8

found inaccuracies in the report so far and does not

9

disagree with the content so far, but we will continue to

10

plow through the material and might have further comments

11

down the road here shortly.

12

Also, approximately 900 permits that fish the waters

13

of Bristol Bay are owned by Washington State residents.

14

The Bristol Bay fishery and related industries

15

substantially contribute to the economy of the state of

16

Washington. The economics of Bristol Bay are well

17

established and have been sustainable over time.

18

We urge the metallic sulfide mining within the

19

watershed of Bristol Bay be prohibited. Clearly the risk

20

of damage by the mining industry to the freshwater

21

habitat that salmon depend upon is too great, as most

22

likely the damage will be certain.

23

Some specific reasons: perpetual care and storage

24

of acid-generating rock waste and tailings; massive

25

dewatering of groundwater affecting streams; and the
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inevitable releases of contamination, including dam
failure seepage, slurry, and fuel pipeline failures.
Thank you.
JOEL REYNOLDS: Thank you very much.
My name is Joel Reynolds, senior attorney with the
National Resources Defense Council and appearing on
behalf of its 1.3 million members and activists.
First, we applaud the EPA for exercising its
authority in undertaking the watershed assessment, and we
applaud Senator Cantwell for her leadership in supporting
it.
I urge you not to be deterred by claims from Anglo
American and Pebble Limited Partnership of an EPA
overreach or that this is rushed or that this is
premature. One suspects that any science not controlled
by PLP will be considered an overreach or fear mongering.
And the notion that the 404(c) process or the 104
process enacted by Congress does not comply with
principles of due process is just not supportable as a
matter of law.
Second, the watershed assessment is a highly
technical document with a great depth of scientific
analysis and detail, but in simple terms, it confirms
what the residents of the region have long understood:
that large-scale mining like the proposed Pebble Mine
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2003 and have been fishing there since and am a Bristol
Bay permit holder.
Thank you for undertaking this process. I'm very
hopeful that we can come to the point where we all agree
that this place needs to be protected.
I saw on the pie chart you had there that the
southern B.C. and U.S. stocks make up one of the more
significant portions of Sockeye salmon in the world other
than Bristol Bay.
Well, that is the case some years. We've had the
misfortune of fishing every other year, every third year
here, every fourth year at times. It's immensely
inconsistent, and that is the beauty of Bristol Bay. It
happens every year. It's a pristine ecosystem. We don't
have the good fortune of that here in the southern
states.
And I just -- I really support you to protect this
place under the 404(c). It is a national treasure and
there is nothing like it in the world.
JENNIFER GISH: Hi. My name is
Jennifer Gish, and I'm the marketing manager for
Redington. We are a fly fishing company that
manufactures fly fishing rods, reels, wares and apparel.
The Bristol Bay Pebble Mine is very important topic,
as it is the livelihood of our business, it does depend
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would pose an unacceptable and unavoidable risk of harm
to the people, the communities, and the wildlife of the
Bristol Bay watershed.
Building a massive mine in this location at the top
of the watershed of the world's greatest wild salmon
fishery is a reckless idea, a dangerous venture for which
significant risk to protected resources cannot be
eliminated, no matter how extensive the environmental
review or comprehensive the mitigation regulators might
impose.
The only certainty is that eventually the mitigation
will fail, eventually contamination will occur,
eventually the fisheries will be destroyed.
We shouldn't gamble what we can't afford to lose,
and we can't afford to lose the Bristol Bay fishery.
On behalf of NRDC and its members, we thank you for
your critically important work thus far, and we urge you
to move forward proactively to protect the people and
wildlife of Bristol Bay.
BRENDAN FLYNN: Hi. My name is
Brendan Flynn. I am a Puget Sound reef net fisherman and
gill net fisherman. I was born and raised in the San
Juan Islands, Lopez Island, and grew up fishing the
Fraser River stock of Sockeye salmon.
I had the good fortune to make it to Bristol Bay in
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on it. The proposed Pebble Mine which would be situated
in the heart of Bristol Bay watershed produces an
unacceptable risk for the fly fishing industry, which
relies on the health and vitality of hunting and fishing
ecosystems.
Upon learning about the possibility of a massive
mine in the heart of this ecosystem in 2007, we've been
outspoken in our opposition. Redington has been a
leading conservation voice for this campaign, holding
true to the ethos that conservation of major fisheries is
of paramount importance for protecting the longevity of
our industries.
Alaska attracts recreational anglers from all over
the world. Sports fishing contributes $1.4 billion
annually to the Alaska economy and more than $60 billion
to Bristol Bay alone. Many visitors spend up to a
thousand per week to stay at well-appointed lodges and
fly in small planes to some of the most exclusive and
celebrated trout and salmon waters in the world.
These are our customers. This is who I'm standing
up here for today; these customers and for our future
customers. Our commitment to save the Bristol Bay
campaign has never wavered, and with the recent EPA
studies to assess the impact a massive pit mine might
have, our commitment is stronger than ever. We want to
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thank the EPA for shedding more light on the effects of
the Bristol Bay Pebble Mine. Our fisheries are more
precious than gold.
JIM WADDELL: Thank you. My name is
Jim Waddell. I'm a professional civil engineer and a
taxpayer.
And I want to base my comments, though, on my
experience of 35 years working for the Army Corps of
Engineers in various fields such as designing and
constructing earthen dams and levies and so forth. Also,
my experience maintaining and operating complex systems
like dams and my experience working with EPA Superfund
cleanup projects; in particularly, dam reclamation and
asset waste problems.
One of the problems I find with the report is, you
don't go into enough detail explaining the consequences
of the -- well, basically the assumptions that you're
making about failures and operations and so forth. You
give some pretty good examples in there, but you need
more of that kind of stuff.
What you really need to explain, though, is, the
probability of failures is sort of, I think,
underestimated, frankly. Having experienced these kind
of projects, having dealt with these kind of projects,
nothing is ever built like the plan says it's going to

1

science that you guys have put into this. I do agree

2

that things -- there's things that could be explained

3

better, but you guys have done a very good job of delving

4

into this huge project.

5

And what it really boils down to is not whether I

6

live to see this thing done, or anybody in this room.

7

It's the future generations. There's 10,000 years of

8

history that can go on 78 years of a mine. What's going

9

to happen in 78 years? The jobs are all going to be gone

10

in 78 years, except for the people that have to sit there

11

and look over the toxic landscape and say, "That's my

12

legacy."

13

The Obama administration should follow in the

14

footsteps of Teddy Roosevelt. Be bold. Do not let

15

corporate interests run over the population of Bristol

16

Bay.

17
18

Thank you.
TOBY HALTER: My name is Toby Halter.

19

I was born and raised in Montana about 200 miles from the

20

Butte copper mine.

21

One thing that was in this report that I didn't see

22

anything was the adverse human effects or what would

23

happen to the long-term effects.

24
25

I have a lot of family members, friends that have
grown old, grown up around Butte, that have had some very
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be. The mitigation plans are rarely followed, and
there's various reasons for this. Usually even in
the well -- well, semi-well-funded public sector, there's
never enough money to pay the engineers or the
technicians enough to do what is required to ensure the
safety, either ecologically or human, of the project.
In a case like this, we're starting off
understanding, we've got a limited partnership. Why did
they do that? Why isn't it, you know -- you know, why is
it limited? Well, there's obvious reasons for that.
What we need to be doing is understanding what it
takes to manage these projects and explain it to the
public in these documents, because without that, they're
not -- you're never going to appreciate the complexity
and what it takes to actually construct and operate these
things safely.
JON FRANKLIN: My name is Jon
Franklin. I work for Trident Seafoods presently. Our
company has approximately 500 permit holders that fish
for us in the Bristol Bay area. And I've personally been
involved in Bristol Bay for 32 years. Both my sisters
are married to Bristol Bay natives. So I have a pretty
fair idea of the beauty, and the extent to which this
project will impact the Bristol Bay native population.
And one thing that I really appreciate is the
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nasty diseases associated with the mining. So I just
think that in this assessment, I just -- you know, the
adverse effects of mining and what they do to a human
population is a (inaudible) native people.
There's a lot of native Alaskan people that are
going to stay living in that area. Like the gentleman
said before, 78 years of mining, you know, and you're
looking at maybe five, ten thousand years, if we can even
hold on that long, of having to deal the negative effects
and the carcinogens and all the nasty chemicals that are
associated with mining.
So I just didn't see that very clearly in your
report.
Thank you.
LELAND MIYAWAKI: I'm Leland Miyawaki,
and I am the fly fishing manager for the Orvis store in
Bellevue. And the Orvis company owns about 50 or 60 fly
shops across the country. We're 160 years old. We are a
retailer and a -- and a manufacturer at the same time.
We have endorsed guides, outfitters, lodges
throughout the United States and the world, and we send a
lot of people to Alaska and to Bristol Bay to go fishing.
There's a lot of them that go there, a lot spend a lot of
money.
I urge you to, under your authority, to -- excuse
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me -- under your authority to go forth with 404(c) and
the Clean Water Act and stop this mine in its tracks.
But there's something more important I want to say
other than that: my wife, who loves Sockeye salmon. She
thinks it's the only thing that swims in the sea. He
doesn't care what I bring home and what I catch and what
I release. So I urge you, bring peace and harmony to my
home.
ANDREW BENNETT: Thanks. My name is
Andrew Bennett. I grew up in Fairbanks, Alaska, and now
I run a sport fishing lodge on the Kanektok and
(inaudible) Rivers just northwest of Bristol Bay. I
employ 20 people each summer and host 250 guests from
all over the world who come to experience the incredible
unique fishery in southwest Alaska. I'm also good
friends with many residents of the Yupik village of
Quinhagak just down river from our camp, who depend on
annual salmon runs for subsistence.
I'm opposed to large-scale mining in Bristol Bay
because I feel that the risks that a large-scale mine has
an adverse impact on this healthy, unique fishery is too
great. I applaud the content of the draft assessment.
I currently live here in Washington, where our
deficient balance in development with management of our
natural resources have decimated salmon populations, and
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project should go forward.
What I was young, we would speak frequently with
fisheries research people that had a base on Porcupine
Island in Lake Iliamna, and they told us that the beach
on Knutson Bay was the largest Sockeye spawning salmon
ground in the world. And right now there's no roads in
that area, there's no other cabins, there's no power
lines. There's nothing. And to think about putting the
haul road right past the most prolific Sockeye spawning
beach in the world is sort of incomprehensible.
Thank you very much for the work you've done and I
appreciate your thoughts. Thanks.
RON RICHARDS: My name is Ron
Richards. I'm an Alaska salmon fisherman. A lot of us
live here. All of us get our equipment here. And the
Seattle area is a largest market for Alaska Sockeye
salmon. It's a natural place to have the first hearing.
I applaud the EPA for embarking on this study.
History here does not bode well for us, except in this
case it appears we're off to a good start.
All of the arguments I've heard today in support of
this mine are arguments that have been advanced over the
course of history time and again; there's never anything
that's going to go wrong with their project, everything's
going to work out great.
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I don't want to see the same thing happen in my great
home state of Alaska.
Thank you.
KAREN REED: Good afternoon. I'm not
a commercial fisherman and it's been a long time since
I've even caught a fish, but I have been privileged to
spend time nearly each of the last 40 summers on the
shores of Lake Iliamna on Knutson Bay, at the easternmost
end of the lake. That's the beach that's shown on Page
19 of the executive summary.
I am completely opposed to the idea of the Pebble
Mine mine. I think that the ecology there is so fragile
and the impacts from the haul road construction and the
pipeline construction really need to be looked at more
seriously in your 404(c) study.
Just imagine a traffic accident of a truck hauling
arsenic to do -- the leachate on the minerals on the
mine, a pipeline break. We've seen a lot of really
serious spring floods in the bay and it will wash down
hundreds of yards of material and change the shoreline
over night, and trying to built a road that could survive
that kind of an environment is difficult to imagine.
So I really appreciate the work that you've done in
this assessment. The findings are very alarming. It's
hard to imagine, if these findings hold, that this
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If you read Malcolm McLeod's "Salmon King of Fish,"
"A River Lost," "Golden Spruce," and (inaudible), you'll
get a good historical context of how these natural
resources decisions are usually made, and it's usually
not right. You guys are off to a good start.
One suggestion in your economic analysis. The
Valdez oil spill showed us that not only will an adverse
environmental impact in a certain area affect the income
of the people that are impacted directly, but it will
impact all of the Alaska fish market.
We Alaska fisherman who were not directly impacted
by the oil spill saw the value of our catch plummet. The
same thing will happen in a Bristol Bay disaster, where
some pollutant affects the fish. It will tarnish the
reputation of all of us.
Finally, as an attorney in the past, I struggle with
the definition of "insanity" from time to time, but I'll
tell you, I've never seen a better example of insanity
than the Pebble Mine application.
Thank you.
THOMAS QUINN: I'm here to speak as an
academic and a researcher. I got my Ph.D. in fisheries
over 30 years ago, have been studying ecology and
conservation of salmon and trout ever since, including
the last 25 years in the Kvichak watershed.
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The research has taught me two things about
conservation and salmon and natural resources. Two
pillars.
The first is the restoration of that which is
damaged but salvageable, and the second is the
preservation of that which is valuable and still
functioning.
We saw the removal of the dams on the Elwha River,
and that's a wonderful, wonderful example, but at a cost
of hundreds of millions of dollars, and in truth, the
total numbers (inaudible) estimates in the populations
we're talking about in Bristol Bay. Not that it's not a
good thing to do. We need to keep in perspective what
our mothers taught us: an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure.
And in Bristol Bay, we have the opportunity to
prevent destruction of something which is already
functioning perfectly as it is.
As a scientist -- I see a number of current and
former students out here in the audience -- we commend
EPA for their scientific approach. We're happy to
contribute all the data that we have. In fact, we'd be
happy to examine data presented by the Pebble
Partnership.
The more data you see, the farther you proceed with
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to evaluate the value of commercial fishing to people
throughout your Region 10, because I'm here doing
business and I hadn't planned to testify but just
happened to be here on a day when you were having this
hearing and appreciate the fact that you can do it here
in Seattle, because this is a place that also has some of
the benefits from this resource that is in Bristol Bay.
Thank you.
EDWARD DAVIS: Thank you. The EPA is
to be congratulated -- am I on? The EPA is to be
congratulated for their assessment that they've done to
date.
Suppose you finally get to the point to where you
actually go by your instructions as an Environmental
Protection Agency and veto and don't let the mine go
through.
You really should be looking at a further study, a
larger one. Look at the boundaries of the watershed
area. Maybe you should be looking at the totality of the
watershed area, and maybe, like the gentleman mentioned
earlier, a Teddy Roosevelt kind of action. Maybe a
wilderness area for the entire watershed, with the
existing developments that are there to be able to remain
and expand in the manner in which they have in the last
200 years.
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the science, the more certain you'll become that this is
not something that you should allow.
You're the Environmental Protection Agency. We're
counting on you to live up to your name: protect our
environment.
Thank you.
CHARLES TREINEN: Thank you very much.
Charles Treinen. I thank you for the opportunity to
testify.
I want to thank the EPA Region 10 for the political
fortitude that it took to undertake this study to begin
with, and then also to release this study and give us the
opportunity to speak about what we've seen so far from
that report.
To me, as a commercial fisherman for 35 years in
Alaska and ten of the last -- last ten years in Bristol
Bay, I want to say that I believe that you've done a good
job of expressing something that seems, to me,
intuitively obvious, and that I want to encourage you to
continue to bring that scientific evidence to light so
that we can have the same sheet of music to read off of,
so to speak, in determining what's real and what's not,
outside of the public relations environment.
And just in terms of something that you may want to
look at a little further is to reevaluate or to continue
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That's all I really have to say. Thank you.
FRED HARNISCH: Hello. My name is
Fred Michael Harnisch of Homer, Alaska. I thank you for
the opportunity to express my thoughts concerning the
proposed Pebble Mine, Alaska.
I was born and raised in Slag Valley on the south
side of Chicago, within a large industrial area. It was
here that I began my education on large industry, seeing
how many were driven by greed and without much concern
for their employees or for the natural environment.
My calling then was the natural environment in the
west, and after completing my four-year degree in forest
management at Purdue University, I began my permanent
work with the United States Forest Service, which lasted
for 31 years, until I took early retirement in 1994 to
spend more time with my family and friends.
I have worked with the United States Forest Service
in Idaho, Montana, Washington State, Oregon, and Alaska,
spending 19 of these years on the Tongass and Chugach
National Forest in Alaska, along with fighting forest
fires and other activities throughout the state.
I retired as district ranger for the Darrington
Ranger District in Washington State and moved back to my
363-square-foot cabin in Homer, including an outhouse.
I also continue to spend time in Washington in order
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to be close to my family, where I have a cabin also, a
small one, near Darrington. I have fished for Four
Seasons commercially in Bristol Bay, three for red salmon
and one for herring, and have friends in Alaska,
Washington State, and Oregon that commercial and sport
fish throughout Alaska.
In fact, I was quite surprised to find ranchers in
eastern Oregon that also fished in Bristol Bay.
The experience I've gained over the years in various
areas of the world concerning large industry, and of what
I've read -BETSY DANIELS: Fred, you're going to
have to wrap it up.
FRED HARNISCH: I'm strongly against
the proposed Pebble Mine.
ERIC FORRER: My name is Eric Forrer.
I have 50 years in the state of Alaska.
The genie in a bottle of the Pebble proposal is the
chemistry and the physics of open-pit mining. Once the
land is broken, no technology and no litany of corporate
promises can halt the destruction of Bristol Bay's river
ecology.
With a level tone and in clean expository English,
the EPA draft watershed assessment puts flesh on the
bones of this development dilemma. It also touches on

1

have the benefit of a sense of cumulative protection that

2

has not been applied --

3
4

BETSY DANIELS: You can submit the
rest of your comments. Thank you.

5
6

RICHARD LEEDS: My name is Richard
Leeds. Thank you for holding this meeting today.

7

As the co-president of the Wildlife Forever Fund

8

located in Washington State, we've been active in the

9

conservation of estuaries and coastal wetlands along the

10

connected habitats of the Pacific Coast, from Oregon to

11

Alaska.

12

I visited the proposed mine site in the Bristol Bay

13

watershed, as well as Bristol Bay and large sections of

14

the Alaskan coast, including the Prince William Sound.

15

The Prince William Sound, unanticipated remaining damage

16

has been discovered 20 years after the Exxon Valdez oil

17

spill. We can't expect otherwise in any other

18

development.

19

Based on my experience, I believe that the hydrology

20

and air interconnections within and outside the proposed

21

mine site have potential poisonous flows with their

22

susceptibility to seismic events and the resulting

23

catastrophic long-term damage are understated in the

24

report.

25

Let me repeat: I've been up there and I think it
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the secondary issue, which is the unpredictability of
corporate behavior.
In 1963, '64, and '65, it was my privilege to be the
only Caucasian in the King salmon fishery on the lower
Yukon. There were some days from those years on the
river that were so full of light, that they still sparkle
through the mist of 50 years of memory. And from those
days, I formed the values I have lived by and wrote the
rules of my own road.
Although it was the waning years of a world class
system, it was still healthy enough to understand what it
had been before, and the young adults who taught me to
fish still had a sense of their culture and their place.
The collapse of the fishery there has been
accompanied by a relentless economic and social stress
that foreshadows the fate of Bristol Bay under the
influence of a generations-long mine.
I make three arguments regarding Bristol Bay.
First, I join those and see that culture and place
will be destroyed by the mine. Basically, Pebble
developers will push everything I know and love right out
of the frame.
Second, given the destruction or massive damage to
every salmon system from the Sacramento to the Yukon, I
argue that this last reasonably healthy system should
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understates the level of interconnectivity.
Large-scale mining is too risky to be permitted in
this important natural resource, as has been identified
in this EPA assessment. Please continue to study the
risks presented by development and large-scale mining in
particular.
Thank you for holding these hearings and thank you
for protecting indigenous people and wildlife nationwide
and worldwide.
SALLY SHORT: I'm Sally Short and I'm
a retired microbiologist. I spent 22 years working in
fish pathology lab for the state of Alaska. Our primary
job was to monitor the health of salmon stocks in both
wild systems and in hatcheries.
Basically my professional life was concerned with
understanding and supporting Alaska's salmon runs, while
learning natural risks of disease and habitat. We did
this to defend Alaska at a basic biological level of
health, life, and a sense of pace for Alaska's human
population, as well as for all of the species connected
to salmon.
It breaks my heart to see that any people or any
industry would woefully threaten to destroy what I spent
my life defending. It makes me angry to think that a
lifetime of effort by myself and many others would be
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swept away by some industrial disaster, when all we have
to do is say no.
Thank you.
ANN KROEKER: Ann Kroeker. You had
asked what needs to be changed away from the (inaudible).
I would actually -THE REPORTER: Could you speak up a
little bit?
ANN KROEKER: Besides the cultures who
live close, salmon of course travel far and wide, which
is why we in Seattle are just as important as the ones in
Bristol Bay. The health of the salmon is particularly
important to our health here, whether we get to eat it or
not or -- and whether it's nutritionally damaged.
Historically and culturally, it does affect more
than the close-by cultures who are affected most, but it
certainly should be considered in its entirety.
I also want to ask you, please don't add economic
values or job values or other disputed trade-offs to your
study, which, if you can keep it as factual and
bio/eco/regional as possible, we would absolutely
appreciate that.
Thank you very much.
STU SMITH: Good afternoon. My name
is Stuart Smith, individual citizen from Olympia,

1

little chat. And the pilot was part of a group of maybe

2

a half a dozen or a dozen helicopters that were operating

3

in the area, doing sampling for the proposed mine.

4

The helicopter pilot was against the mine, but she

5

said, "The money is so good, I can't pass it up." And it

6

got me thinking that now she's got a little bit of this

7

black stain on her soul.

8

And I just see these large industrial developments

9

come about because lots of little people end up with --

10
11

BETSY DANIELS: Thank you for your
comments.

12

ROBERT WISSMAN: I'm Robert Wissman.

13

I'm a retired professor at the University of Washington.

14

And I congratulate EPA on their assessment, but it's

15

required by law. Usually these bureaucratic assessments

16

are a mile wide, and science, they're a millimeter deep,

17

they're not there.

18

And I have studied systems all over the world, and I

19

think what we need is a simultaneous scientific

20

assessment funded by EPA and industry, because I know how

21

long it takes these systems to show their resilience to

22

recovery. I've studied Mt. St. Helens. I've studied

23

Coeur d'Alene mining district, effects on the river and

24

the lake. I've studied with Tom in Alaska in the Bristol

25

Bay area, as far as wetlands, streams and lakes. And
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Washington. Thanks for the time to speak with you, and
also thanks for your efforts on this assessment.
I am in agreement with it. I believe, however, it
misses one point within my interest (inaudible); that
misses the impact on the human soul.
The people that are proposing mining in this part of
the world, such as the Pebble Mine, they don't see their
purpose as providing human kind or mankind with a useful
product like iron and gold. Their interest is in money.
They see money in the ground. And these people have a
black stain upon our soul called greed. They're already
super billionaire, trillionaire, millionaire kind of
people, and for some reason, that isn't rich enough.
They've got to have more. That's an illness with them.
With them, it's about extracting as much money as they
can to become even richer than they were before.
They weren't happy with just being stupendously
rich. They've got to be fantastically super rich. And I
see that's the problem with Pebble and mining in that
part of the world.
I had the opportunity in the fall of 2010 to travel
to this part of the world and spend some time at the
Pebble site. And it was on the shore of Lincoln Lake, I
talked to a helicopter pilot who had landed at a fueling
station there and was eating lunch. And we had a nice
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these systems, we know how fragile they are, but we do
not know how resilient they are, but I'm afraid they do
not have the resilience to take the insult that the
industry is proposing in these landscapes. We don't know
really what's going to happen.
So I encourage a scientific assessment, not a
government-funded bureaucratic assessment. Science
usually gets short-circuited in these arenas.
Thank you.
DAVID KERLICK: David Kerlick.
Thanks. I am a theoretical physicist and a taxpayer.
One of the things that seems weak about your
executive summary really is probability of failure. I
think one of my mentors, Richard Feynman, who was
assigned the space shuttle disaster, and all of the
senior guys at NASA were saying, oh, one in a million,
and the engineers on the ground were saying one in
twenty-five, and then the shuttle blew up. It was one in
twenty-five.
So I'm very, very distrustful of dam failure once in
2,000 years. That's not very good failure analysis.
Okay. Your guys' expertise is not in civil
engineering. You need to have some civil engineers
onboard, as well as the fisheries people, when you're
trying to make estimates of failure analysis.
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That's it.
JUANITA CARLSON: Hello. My name is
Juanita Carlson.
This is emotional.
First, I want you to know who I am. My husband for
40 years was John Francis Smith, until he passed in
February 2004. My husband was Yupik Eskimo, born and
raised in Dillingham, Alaska, although we made our home
in Buckley, Washington. He worked for Boeing for 42
years.
His father, George Smith, was long-time manager of
the Felder and Gale General Store in Dillingham. His
brothers, William, Tennyson, and George Smith and sister
Liz Flores are all Yupik. Many of our relatives and
friends are residents of Dillingham. In fact, I think
we're related to half of the town.
We're also members of the (inaudible) Corporation.
My three children are also Yupik and shareholders of
BBNC, a legacy from my husband to his children,
grandchildren, and me. In fact, my oldest daughter, Erin
Smith, teaches math at the Eagle River High School and
her husband is on the executive board of BBNC.
I am so proud of my family's connection to Bristol
Bay and our heritage. I love my visits to Dillingham,
the people; the culture, the fishing, the pristine, quiet
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Some salmon systems we lost long ago; a hundred,
hundred and fifty years ago. Others we have lost just in
my lifetime.
So we are here today sitting in Seattle, where
salmon are a cultural icon, and yet almost all of the
wild salmon that makes it to our dinner tables comes from
Alaska. It has come to this.
So I ask you, are we really going to repeat the same
mistakes we made here in the lower 48 and destroy Bristol
Bay, a place with some of the last and most productive
wild salmon habitat in the world? Are we going to
destroy the entire Bristol Bay ecosystem? Are we going
to destroy the way of life for the communities and
economies that Bristol Bay salmon support?
And we know what wild salmon need: unobstructed
spawning ground, clean water, clean gravel to spawn, the
right amount of water at the right time, the right water
temperature at the right time.
The Environmental Protection Agency's own scientific
review on this issue concludes that large-scale mining in
Bristol Bay would result in adverse impacts to wild
salmon populations. So this time in Alaska, if we are to
go ahead and mine in the world's largest Sockeye salmon
producing system, we can't claim ignorance, because we
know what salmon need and we know the impacts --
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beauty. Everything about the area. I don't want a
large-scale mine to affect adversely this area.
My fear is that salmon fishing in the Bristol Bay
region will change and disappear. I want the EPA to stop
the development of large-scale mining.
Thank you.
AMY GULICK: Amy Gulick. I live here
in Washington State.
The Columbia, the Skagit, the Nisqually, the
Duwamish, these are just a few of the many river systems
right here in Washington State that once had incredible
runs of wild salmon.
Gig Harbor, Anacortes, Westport, these are just a
few of the many communities that salmon used to support
in Washington State.
In Oregon and Northern California, it's the same
story.
Today, the lower 48 has just 2 percent of its
historic wild salmon runs. 2 percent. That's it.
How did this happen? Like most losses, it happened
gradually, one river at a time, one stream at a time, one
community at the time, one fishing boat at a time. We
dammed, dredged, logged, developed, and polluted salmon
habitat; in some cases out of ignorance, others out of
greed, and others we just fight in the name of progress.
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BETSY DANIELS: Thank you, Amy.
PETER MARSHALL: Good afternoon.
Peter Marshall. I live now in Bellevue, Washington. I
no longer hold a commercial salmon license, but I did
years ago, 40 years ago. And like the previous speaker,
I've been alarmed by what's happened to salmon in this
area. That's why I took a big interest in what may
happen north of us.
I'm speaking now as a long-term member of National
Resources Defense Council and their position that was
stated very well earlier. But my own particular concern
is over the long-term fate of wild salmon on the earth as
a whole. And such a big portion of it originates in
these watersheds and is so precious, that I think there's
no chance to even imagine having a large-scale mine
there.
I got a good sense of the significance of the
Bristol Bay salmon fishery. I've done projects up in
Naknek and King Salmon up in Bristol Bay Borough, and I
got a good sense of the pride that people who fish in
that area are about the wild salmon, especially and more
recently in contrast to the farmed salmon in Canada. And
we read nowadays about the risks to the wild salmon
stocks.
And so I think that the EPA watershed assessment
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dramatizes the unique conditions that support the Bristol
Bay fishery, and I believe EPA should use its authority
to protect those conditions in perpetuity.
Thank you very much.
PATRICIA SUMPTION: My name is
Patricia Sumption. I have been an activist with Sierra
Club and also with an organization that works on issues
related to salmon on the Green River, Green-Duwamish
here. And I have not had time -- this meeting came up
too fast for me to read any documents. I'm lucky to be
here. But I -- so these are preliminary comments, and I
will try to do some written comments when I have had time
to get the scientific aspects. So I'm going to be
emotional, I guess.
I wanted to say that I've had -- I think some salmon
was talking to me. I've been protecting environmental
issues for a long time, but not salmon necessarily, and
yet there they were. And they need to be protected. And
so somehow I work on that on the Green River. And some
of you know that there was a problem with a dam a couple
of years ago. And I'm on conference calls every other
week with the Corps of Engineers, the fish people,
et cetera, and we try to keep our eye on what's going on
there and we try to build the salmon runs.
As you just heard, salmon runs in Washington and the
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entering this time of enlightenment where we know we're
connected.
So I don't live in Alaska, but what Alaska does
connects to me in my daily life. And so it's important
that I speak out against billboards in Fife, because I
have to look at them even though they're on tribal lands.
So what I'm saying here is, you're charged with a
really important job. And I'm the daughter of one of the
world's -- he just passed -- geotechnical engineers who
was involved with building the world's largest earth dam
in Pakistan, three miles wide. My father was brilliant
and the plans were brilliant, and it was funded by the
World Bank, and the best engineers in the world were
commissioned to be part of this project.
They had gotten the entire thing completed and they
were testing the intake tunnels, and somebody forgot a
bolt and the doors didn't shut and the tunnel failed.
And the dam was taken off course for the next five years.
So what I'm saying to you is, in your assessment -BETSY DANIELS: Thank you for your
comments. Sorry we have to cut you off.
HEATHER LOWE: I will write to you.
BETSY DANIELS: Thank you. Please
submit the rest of your comments. I apologize.
JANNA TREISMAN: My name is Janna
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rest of the lower 48 are in very deep trouble. So it is
insane to put a mine in the headwaters of Bristol Bay,
considering that it is a huge gift that we are given and
that we need to protect.
I have a strong affinity for Alaska. I haven't been
to Bristol Bay, but I have hiked there. I've been there
with fellow fisher -- or not fellow fishermen, because I
don't even go fishing, but a fisherman who has fished in
Alaska, and my uncle during -BETSY DANIELS: I'm going to have to
ask you to submit your full comments. Sorry. Thank you.
PATRICIA SUMPTION: I didn't get to be
emotional enough.
HEATHER LOWE: Hi. I'm Heather Lowe.
I am really pleased that we got to this part of the list,
because I didn't expect that we'd have an opportunity to
hear so many comments.
I'll make it short.
I am a Seattle resident, born in New York, but I've
lived here for 15 years. And your job, to me, is the
most important thing on earth, so I commend you for being
part of a really influential piece of government.
And I'd like to say that in years past, people
didn't care what other people did, because it was on my
block or my city or my state. And I'm hoping that we're
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Treisman, and I went to Alaska in the early '70s with my
husband, Eric, who has since passed away, who worked for
Alaska Legal Services and then was general counsel for
Bristol Bay Native Corporation. And so that's how I got
to Dillingham.
I worked for the schools, and so a lot of the places
that you're naming are places where I worked in the
schools. I was a federal programs coordinator, so it was
(incomprehensible) Portage Creek, and all the way there.
I was absolutely astounded by Alaska, having grown
up in western New York State. It was just marvelous.
And I would like to say that the pristine beauty of the
land and the richness of the resource made a lifelong
impression upon me and the way that the people would
share being able to participate in the subsistence way of
life. (Inaudible) didn't have a set net, 25 (inaudible)
set net. I learned how to cut fish. I actually, after a
while, got kind of good at it.
I'd like to congratulate the EPA on your good
science in the -- in this draft that I read. I'm very
pleased to see this agency taking a proactive stance and
setting the bar for the issues that we will be working at
later.
And as a taxpayer, I am concerned about what I might
have to pay for or my children might have to pay for when
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things go wrong.
Specifically, I'd like to talk about your provisions
on water collection and treatment operations, where we
have a high probability of possible failure; water
collection and treatment post closure, where we have a
high probability of failure; and the leaching and the
amount of water. There's a big range there, 2,000 to
almost 60,000 gallons. I'd like to see, you know, more
work on that.
I found that absolutely terrifying -BETSY DANIELS: Thank you.
JANNA TREISMAN: Thank you.
THEO ROE: Hello. I'm Theo Roe. I've
had the privilege of running a Bristol Bay fishing boat
for each of the last 30 years. I am strongly opposed to
the Pebble Mine for many reasons: social, economic,
scientific, moral, spiritual, and even patriotic.
I'll share just a couple of my objections.
Bristol Bay has served as a coming of agery for
generations of young people. It certainly helped me.
I've watched two of my nephews start fishing as young
teenagers. I saw them rise to the challenges of the
fishery to build self-confidence and self-worth. They
helped feed the world and it felt good. I watched them
turn from silly kids into good men.
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confident and productive members of society.
BETSY DANIELS: Thank you.
THEO ROE: Thank you.
PETE MODOFF: Hi, I'm Pete Modoff. I
work for Senator Maria Cantwell.
And first of all, I want to thank the EPA for
holding this hearing in Seattle in a timely manner. I
know that this was one of the major requests, though,
Senator Cantwell and folks would have the opportunity to
participate.
The draft assessment, the watershed assessment, I
think, has confirmed many of the concerns that have
been -- that Senator Cantwell has on the threat to the
fishing industry operating off in Bristol Bay, and
just -- I'll be brief, but I just want to read a couple
things that she put in a letter she wrote yesterday to
Lisa Jackson, the administrator of the EPA.
And the first thing that she said was -- besides
expressing her concerns and the fact that this draft
assessment seems to confirm these concerns -- was that it
is important that the EPA continues to adhere to sciencebased decision-making, and also she wants to make sure
that the EPA continues to work on this -- you know, this
draft assessment is a positive first step and, you know,
she just wants to make sure that the concerns of the
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My daughter started fishing with me when she was 15.
Presently, she is attending college full-time and working
a part-time retail job. Yesterday on her 19th birthday,
she lamented the fact that her present job had no
meaning. She wasn't producing anything. She wasn't
contributing enough to society. I think that's pretty
good for a 19-year-old.
Bristol Bay provides the priceless opportunity for
young people to be humbled by the sea, to rise to the
challenges, to persevere and ultimately put food in
people's bellies. It's a special feeling. It builds
character. It instills the need and the confidence to be
productive. It creates good people.
I've had the honor of spreading the remains of close
friends in the waters of Bristol Bay. They weren't from
the region, but the impact the area made on their lives
made it the right place to lay their bodies to rest.
The thought of intentionally building a gigantic
cesspool of poisons at their final resting area is just
sickening.
I'm proud to have spent my life providing such a
healthy food for the people of the world. I'm proud to
be associated with the people of Bristol Bay, past and
present. Don't let Pebble Mine steal the opportunity for
future generations to build character, to become
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fishing industry, much of which is based here in
Washington State, is continued to be listened to by the
EPA and the other federal regulators as they consider
this mine proposal.
So thank you very much. And thank you all for
coming.
SHANNON FORD: Hello. My name is
Shannon, and I am a limited government conservative who
favors state's rights and generally votes for things that
favor business and economic development. I am not
opposing resources and mining and all those kinds of
things, but this is the wrong mine in the wrong place.
I'm a fourth-generation fisherman. I've been
fishing up there my whole life. When this issue first
came up, I was on the fence because it sounded good; lots
of money, lots of jobs, we're in an economic downturn,
people need things. And I started doing some research,
and the more that I found out, the more horrified I
became.
I started reading case studies of other states.
Jared Diamond's "Collapse" is a wonderful resource of
finding out what happens to areas when things like this
go in.
And this does affect outside of Alaska. The economy
spreads all over the entire country. If people from
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Alaska don't come out here and promote the fish and the
area, the economy doesn't develop. You have to be able
to sell the fish and have the tourism and all those kinds
of things bringing from the rest of the country. So it
is a nationwide issue.
Right now, we're in an economic downturn, and when
that happens, food rules. I am surviving right now by
selling my salmon as a personal business. And as fish
supplies dry up worldwide, our salmon from Alaska is
going to have increasing value. Right now, they're
coming back in record numbers. If we keep it that way,
we're going to have an incredible resource that's going
to be there long beyond any mine.
You've heard all the different facts and figures
about enough containment pond spillage to bury Seattle.
What I want to say, that nobody has said, is: even if
nothing happens, there's no spills, nothing ever happens,
merely building the mine changes the perception of the
area forever.
The Exxon Valdez settlement was for -BETSY DANIELS: Thank you for your
comments. Sorry no interrupt.
DAVID ROWE: Wow. We've heard a lot
of theory and horror stories this evening -- or this
afternoon.
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business value of this?
BETSY DANIELS: Thank you.
DAVID ROWE: But also include the cost
of remediation in perpetuity.
BETSY DANIELS: Thank you.
(Proceedings concluded at 5:00 p.m.)
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I am from Anglo American's hometown, Johannesburg,
South Africa. It's not theory.
Johannesburg now has rivers of radioactive mine
acid. In a few years, the mine acid is going to be 10
percent of the quantity of the rivers right now. Some of
the acidity that comes out of these mines is the
equivalent of battery acid, something like a pH of two.
It is bad stuff.
Anglo, before this happened, sold their mines, moved
to London, and is now London company. If you ask them
what happened to their mines in Johannesburg, they were
minority owners, they didn't own these mines. But there
are books written about Anglo American, books called
"South Africa, Inc." Anglo owned about more than 50
percent of the stock equity in the South Africa stock
exchange. They pretty much owned the mines, but they did
it in clever ways.
What could happen in Pebble Mine?
When Pebble Mine fails -- not if; when. In
perpetuity, this is guaranteed. It's not a possibility.
That's one big error in your study. In perpetuity, this
is guaranteed to fail. They will pack their bags and
wash their hands, and Alaska will be left with the
results of this disaster.
There have been some people saying, what about the
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1

BELLA HAMMOND:

Thank you very to the

2

EPA for their presence and for the assessment.

3

And I want to repeat, again, that the people of

4

the Bristol Bay area requested that the EPA

5

become involved and do this; and I want to

6

express my appreciation to them and to anyone

7

who helped with this process.

8
9

I personally am very opposed to the
Pebble Project for obvious reasons that have

10

been stated many times.

11

Bristol Bay area and fished for many years.

12

I'm very familiar with the area where the

13

proposed mine goes.

14

I grew up in the

And I asked a number of people today

15

if they'd ever been to that area and most of

16

them said no.

17

are involved who haven't been to that area

18

should take the time to see the beauty and this

19

beautiful fishery that we have.

20

renewable resources and -- and I think I

21

understand that as more time goes on there is

22

more concern about the Pebble Project.

23

becoming enlightened I think is crucial for

24

people to understand what we might lose.

25

so I really hope people will learn more about

And I think if you -- those who

Other

And
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1

the Pebble Project.

2

THE FACILITATOR:

3

BELLA HAMMOND:

4

TREFON ANGASAN:

Thank you, Bella.
Thank you.
Thank you very much.

5

My name is Trefon Angasan, and I'm the chairman

6

of the board of the Alaska Peninsula

7

Corporation.

8

is a merger of five village corporations of the

9

Bristol Bay region.

The Alaska Peninsula Corporation

Two of the village

10

corporations are from the Iliamna Lake area.

11

And the APC owns about 200,000 acres of land

12

adjacent to the Pebble Project.

13

We -- we really don't know what

14

impact the studies are to have, the assessment

15

or any action that EPA takes on what it's going

16

to do to the Alaska Peninsula Corporation

17

lands.

18

can look at what the full impact is going to be

19

so that we could then make meaningful comments

20

to the study.

21

We are asking for more time so that we

At this time we find that we're

22

unable to fully get the message out to our

23

shareholders to have consultations with them

24

because they're getting ready -- as we all know

25

are getting ready for the upcoming season.
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1

with all due respect to Bella, I appreciate

2

Bella's comments.

3

right or anyone is wrong in this process.

4

think that we need more time so that we could

5

all get to the same level of commitment, that

6

everyone's going to make their choices already.

7

I don't think that anyone is
I

So I'm -- I don't see you moving but

8

I'll continue to talk as long as you're not

9

telling me not to.

10

So having said all that I would

11

appreciate the EPA extending their deadline as

12

requested by the attorney general.

13

requested for 120 days.

14

Thank you.

15

THE FACILITATOR:

16

THOMAS TILDEN:

He's

Thank you.
My name is Thomas

17

Tilden; I'm tribal chief for Dillingham,

18

Alaska.

19

ago that I used to look at Life and Look

20

magazines and watch water on fire.

21

EPA for being able to step in and prevent that

22

from happening ever again.

23

I'm a fisherman.

I'm a fisherman.

24

in 1965.

25

were very rich.

It wasn't too long

And I thank

I started fishing

My grandmother always told me that we
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1

I want to point out some weak points

2

in regards to the EPA assessment.

I believe

3

that you were weak on history.

4

you have got to take a look at the Native

5

people that live out in that area.

6

been 50 to 180 generations of people that have

7

lived in that area, depended on that salmon and

8

want to continue to do so.

9

more emphasis in regards to how the people

I believe that

There's

There has to be

10

survive out there.

11

but that is subsistence to the folks that live

12

out there.

13

That is not only economics

The other part that you're weak on is

14

in regards to the freshwater fish that is in

15

the area.

16

Pike, whitefish, suckers, that all come up into

17

the freshwater area.

18

look at how that contributes to the people.

19

The people depend on it greatly.

And EPA needs to take a

Our people that have lived in this

20

area for centuries want to continue to live

21

there.

22

believe that the subsistence lifestyle is very

23

important.

24

important.

25

We believe that we have a right.

We

We believe that our culture is

When you come out to Bristol Bay and
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1

you take a look at who we are, we are people of

2

fish.

3

music.

4

are.

5

back out, study the people that live there,

6

that are going to die there, that are going to

7

be buried there that depend on this fish.

Fish is in our art.

Fish is in our

Fish is in our dance.

Fish is who we

That is in your economy.

8

Thank you very much.

9

AGNES RYCHNOVSKY:

So please come

Okay.

My name is

10

Agnes Rychnovsky.

I was born and raised in

11

Newhalen, Alaska.

I am the vice president of

12

Newhalen Tribal Council.

13

tribe as a roads coordinator.

14

Native Corporation shareholder.

15

evening to share my thoughts on EPA's watershed

16

assessment.

17

I also work for the
I am an Alaska
I'm here this

Let me first disclose my personal

18

opinion about the Pebble Project.

19

support large-scale open-pit mining within the

20

largest salmon spawning grounds in the world.

21

Also the only lake in Alaska that has

22

freshwater seals.

23

I don't

I'm glad to see that EPA has made

24

attempt to do a watershed assessment.

All

25

efforts be recognize including the -- all
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1

efforts should be recognized including the

2

Pebble baseline environmental studies.

3

As a village leader it is our job to

4

preserve and protect the traditional use routes

5

and subsistence use areas for hunting, fishing

6

and gathering because today we are the keepers

7

of the land.

8

traditional lands eventually being closed due

9

to wetland status.

I am concerned about our

I've heard EPA's response

10

assuring us that that will not occur; but with

11

any governmental structure people change,

12

policy change, treaties are broken; and I'm

13

hesitant about taking anyone or any agency at

14

full faith and credit in light of historical

15

behavior patterns.

16

It is my responsibility as a

17

grandmother to fight for the preservation of

18

our traditional rights for my grandchildren and

19

my future great grandchildren.

20

THE FACILITATOR:

Thank you.

I'm

21

sure we haven't got to all your comments so if

22

you could submit them, thank you.

23

CHARISSE MILLETT:

Thank you.

My

24

name is Charisse Millett, and I'm a State

25

Representative here in Anchorage.

I represent
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1

House District 30.

2

First and foremost I want to thank

3

the EPA for having hearings.

Second of all, I

4

want to say shame on you for having the first

5

meeting in Washington State.

6

about a project that's within the State of

7

Alaska.

8

land that is open for mineral development.

9

State through our AG office and the Governor's

10

office has expressed strong objection to this

11

entire process the EPA, your agency, is doing.

12

It falls against every agreement that we took

13

with the federal government on statehood, not

14

to mention the complete and utter arrogance

15

this agency has displayed about our State

16

policies.

17

development introduced to NEPA, to the State or

18

to anybody.

19

opinion and taken things that were prospective

20

in nature from the development -- from the

21

developers and decided this is what it's going

22

to be.

We're talking

The Pebble deposit is located on State
The

There hasn't even been a plan of

What you have done is taken an

23

As a State legislator what I'm

24

concerned about is the precedents you're

25

setting today.

As a State legislator when I
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1

talk to folks about growing our economy,

2

extracting resources from the state of Alaska

3

and getting people to invest and create jobs

4

and wealth for the residents of the State of

5

Alaska you have just scared away every

6

potential investor for the State of Alaska when

7

it comes to mineral resource development.

8
9

Now I want to talk about the
assessment.

I'm not going to talk about

10

Bristol Bay because we all love Bristol Bay.

11

It's beautiful.

12

no other place -- there's no other world-class

13

fishery in the world.

14

You can't repeat it.

Your process is premature.

There's

Your

15

process is short, fast.

The size of the Pebble

16

Project is the size of Virginia.

17

study that you did in Chesapeake Bay took you

18

five years.

19

THE FACILITATOR:

20

PETER ANDREW:

Your last

Thank you.

Thank you.

My name is

21

Peter Andrew; I'm from the village of New

22

Stuyahok, tribal member.

23

director.

24
25

Also BBNC board of

I want to thank the EPA for doing the
assessment.

It follows and mirrors what we
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1

feel culturally.

2

resources.

3

We need to protect our

We also need to make sure that we

4

keep to the time line.

We are a very busy

5

people.

6

you have laid out.

7

that the people in the region that cannot be

8

here be heard.

9

to everybody that's available in the region and

10

I hope that you will also have time to do that.

11

I thank you for doing the assessment.

We need to stick to the time line that
And I want to make sure

I ask that you make available

12

So I also see a lot of green hands that

13

represent hands off Alaska.

14

believe that.

15

foreign companies should have their hands off

16

Alaska.

17

I absolutely

In the mining industry there are

RUSSELL NELSON:

Thank you.

18

name's Russell Nelson.

19

Bristol Bay Native Corporation.

20

six years on the Alaska State Board of

21

Fisheries.

My

I'm a director of the
I also spent

22

I have a large Yup'ik family in

23

Bristol Bay who depend on King salmon and

24

Sockeye salmon for subsistence.

25

or the Bristol Bay commercial salmon fishery is

The economy --
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1

the economic agent of our region.

2

environmental damage from large-scale mining by

3

placing tailings in salmon streams as you are

4

documenting in your assessment will make our

5

culture, subsistence and regional economy

6

suffer.

7

The

Your time line for comments is

8

sufficient.

9

manner and follow it up with the 404(c) action.

10
11
12

Please complete it in a timely

Listen to the vast majority of the
people that live in the Bristol Bay region.
My family and I want to thank you for

13

conducting the Bristol Bay watershed

14

assessment.

15

Thank you.

ABE WILLIAMS:

All right.

Thank you

16

for this opportunity.

17

I was born and raised in King Salmon, Alaska.

18

I'm the president of the Paug-Vik Corporation

19

which has 120,000 acres of land adjacent to the

20

Kvichak and Naknek River system.

21

My name is Abe Williams.

I'm here to ask the EPA, again, for

22

an extension in this process.

I think the

23

process is very short and daunting, and there's

24

a lot of information to cover that's not been

25

covered right now.

And it's very important to
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1

the people of southwest Alaska not only to

2

protect our resource, to make sure it's

3

protected, but at the same time protect our

4

people.

5

We all love our salmon.

I respect

6

everybody here that is respectful to those

7

salmon resources; but our communities have seen

8

a drastic decrease in population, school

9

closures and big, big issues that we have as

10

Alaskans abroad in western Alaska and all our

11

communities.

12

projects down like this through the EPA and the

13

watershed assessment process is ludicrous.

14

Absolutely ludicrous.

15

Native people's opportunities through fear and

16

emotion.

17

science-based information, and let's have a

18

dialogue that has sideboards on it; and let's

19

have a dialogue that means everything to the

20

people of Alaska.

And to preemptively strike

Do not extinguish our

Let's sit down and discuss

21

Thank you.

22

SHARON CLARK:

Hi, my name is Sharon

23

Clark; and I'm here today to thank the EPA for

24

coordinating this effort and coming up with a

25

plan.
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1

The Alaska Native culture has

2

presented in the Nushagak and Kvichak

3

watershed, one of the last two intact

4

sustainable salmon-based cultures in the world.

5

Forty-four years ago the Bristol Bay Native

6

Association board of directors passed a

7

resolution stopping the Cominco Mine from

8

coming into our area, Northern Dynasty and then

9

Pebble Mine.

10

What I wanted to read today is

11

something that my dad had published in his

12

book.

13

the record.

14

day and age we make decisions for the short

15

term without thinking about the long-term

16

impact.

17

things in a hurry.

18

development of the Pebble Mine, previously

19

called Cominco, near Iliamna.

20

huge open-pit mine could destroy the land and

21

pollute the waters and streams.

22

proceed to the ocean and therefore salmon.

23

Poor resource development can be deadly to fish

24

and to the spawning and rearing of the fish.

25

It can also pollute our drinking water.

And I want to leave two copies here for
"Oftentimes I think that in this

Everybody nowadays seems to want to do
For example I oppose the

Creating such a

The streams

We
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1

need to look at the short-term development

2

carefully and we need to protect the resources

3

that will support us for a long time."

4

In our area we are -- our tribal

5

council went on record six years ago opposing

6

the Pebble Mine.

7

people that live in the area fish for this

8

large natural resource.

9

natural resource in our area.

And our grandchildren and

Mining is not a

10

THE FACILITATOR:

11

SHARON CLARK:

12

PAT KVASNIKOFF:
Stand up.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Who's supporting the

13

mine?

Anyway, Tommy Tilden, we grew

14

up together in the village over there.

15

very important what he said on the fish.

16

you go there and you watch it and I remember

17

growing up, this is back in the dog team days

18

before the snow machine come over there.

19

out there and we'd hunt geese, ducks, et

20

cetera.

21

kind of like rabbits.

22

they drink water there and they get food, they

23

lay the eggs.

24

we eat the eggs.

25

all this migration too from different parts of

Now how do they migrate?

And
Now

We go

They hop

They drink water here,

Guess what?

We eat the birds,

And then the fish depend on
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1

the world.

2

I've been overseas two different

3

times in the Lower 48 and I've seen places that

4

are polluted.

5

pollution once it gets there.

6

devastating.

7

There's no solution for the
It's

And so I look at my people, I see

8

Coolie over there and I see Angasan and people

9

from back home.

We want to be protected.

Yes,

10

us Alaska Natives but also the non-Natives that

11

live there too, trying to protect everybody.

12

Thank you very much.

13

CATHY GIESSEL:

Thank you.

Good

14

evening.

My name is Cathy Giessel; I'm a State

15

Senator.

I'm also a lifelong Alaskan born here

16

in the territory of Alaska in that little town

17

called Fairbanks.

18

practitioner.

I practiced in both urban and

19

rural Alaska.

Rural Alaska where there are few

20

jobs and few paychecks.

21

I'm also a nurse

In fact schools are closing in rural

22

Alaska.

In one of the local papers yesterday

23

it cites four more rural schools slated to

24

close this year.

25

actually in Bristol Bay.

One of the schools is
There's a ripple
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1

effect.

2

health aide will also move out of that

3

community because she has a child that needs

4

schooling.

5

that will leave the village without a clinic.

6

Not only is the school closing but the

So she's leaving the village and

This is about people.

People are not

7

an invasive species in the State of Alaska.

8

belong here.

9

use and conserve.

We

The resources are here for us to
Conserve means use what we

10

need, just like we conserve energy by turning

11

off lights when we leave a room.

12

unconscionable that the EPA would hastefully

13

write a report like this and put it forth as

14

science.

15

would insert itself into an issue that belongs

16

to the State of Alaska.

17

It is

Even worse that a federal agency

Alaska is not an internal colony of

18

the United States.

19

with a careful, credible and competent

20

permitting process.

21

preemptive action by the EPA will destroy

22

Alaska's future as a resource utilization

23

state.

24

opportunities for our citizens.

25

It is a sovereign state

The unprecedented

You're destroying jobs and future

Thank you.
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1

THE FACILITATOR:

I think we're going

2

to go ahead and get started with the public

3

comments now.

4

BRAD ANGASAN:

Thank you,

5

Mr. McLerran, Mr. Parkin.

I want to applaud

6

you on the watershed assessment that you're

7

bringing forth today.

8

unprecedented, it's huge.

9

have a concern about the amount of time that

It's immense, it's
Because of that I

10

you're putting out there for the comment

11

period.

12

I'm a lifelong commercial fisherman.

13

Been doing it all my life.

14

out on the boat with me in the summertime, he's

15

a fifth-generation commercial fisherman.

16

lot of people can say that.

17

be raising a sixth-generation commercial

18

fisherman and I look forward to that.

19

My son who comes

Not a

God willing he'll

Many of my family reside between the

20

communities of South Naknek, Naknek and King

21

Salmon.

22

Kakhonak on the eastern shore of Lake Iliamna.

23

Because of that I'm really concerned about the

24

amount of time that you've allotted for the

25

public comment period.

My mother lives in the community of

And I'm going to ask
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1

that you extend that out to the end of fall

2

until people have a chance to come back from

3

their subsistence, commercial money-making

4

period and they can provide some meaningful

5

input in regard to your watershed assessment

6

which is huge.

7

there.

8
9

There's a ton of information in

Rick just spent 15 minutes going
through the watershed assessment, and I

10

appreciate that.

Thank you.

Now I have a

11

general highlight of what I should look forward

12

to.

13

people in my family, my friends, people who

14

reside back in the village.

15

information to try to get back to them.

16

taking off to Bristol Bay on the 12th of June,

17

getting my boat ready -- thank you.

But I have to convey that back to the

18

That's a lot of

RICHARD FREISINGER:

I'm

Richard

19

Freisinger.

I live here in Anchorage.

And

20

there's a lot about the Clear Water Act on

21

these mines.

22

of comments on TV from the anti-Pebble people.

23

And you look at the Fort Knox Mine, Red Dog,

24

Kennecott.

25

right on the shores of the Copper River.

If you look -- I've heard a lot

Kennecott Mine existed years ago
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1

problem.

2

that they -- I don't know if it's EPA or who it

3

is that checks their water supply.

4

is cleaner than it goes into the mine, it goes

5

out of the mine cleaner.

6

the same way.

7

Fort Knox, they have a mine up there

The water

And the Red Dog Mine

Now the people over in Iliamna, this

8

mine provides jobs, security, a hope and a

9

future.

10
11

And like that lady just said, medical

help and schools.
We've heard a lot of narrow-minded

12

comments against the mine itself.

13

a dog in this fight but I think what the -- the

14

anti-Pebble Mine people have done on TV and try

15

to sandbag other people's minds is a shame.

16

I ain't got

And another thing, that mine is on

17

State land, not federal.

And I thought the EPA

18

was to check just the water, making sure they

19

keep the rules.

20

doing here.

I don't know what you guys are

21

Thank you.

22

MARTHA ANELON:

Good afternoon.
I live in Iliamna.

My

23

name is Martha Anelon.

24

choose not to support the 404 watershed

25

assessment at the moment because of the time
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1

frame.

2

I will share with you that I have

3

three beautiful daughters I will look out for.

4

I strongly believe that I am their voice for

5

their future with their input.

6

we make today will affect them tomorrow.

7

up to us to provide community development

8

opportunities for a younger generation to

9

thrive, succeed and continue to live in our

10

Decisions that
It is

communities.

11

I have a few questions for you.

Does

12

EPA honestly think that residents of the

13

Bristol Bay region truly understand what the

14

404(c) is?

15

down?

16

region will be affected by the 404(c)?

17

pushing to have a 404(c) go through?

18

the supporters?

19

travel throughout the region?

20

has this been expedited?

21

questions do you think other regional residents

22

have questions also that can't be here today?

23

Why was Dillingham and Naknek not included on

24

the 404(c) watershed assessment?

25

the Bristol Bay region just as we are.

Is it truly directed to shut Pebble

What other projects throughout the
Who is
Who are

Is EPA receiving funds to
From who?

Why

If I have all these

They are in
They
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1

want development and opportunities for their

2

residents and restrict us in the villages.

3

We as residents in the villages need

4

opportunities just as they do.

5

interest groups such as the EPA coming to our

6

region to make decisions for us when we are

7

here to voice our opinion.

8

region and this is our home and you don't live

9

out there, we do.

10

Thank you.

11

LISA REIMERS:

We have outside

We do live in the

Hi.

Thank you for

12

giving me the opportunity to speak.

13

represent Iliamna Natives Limited which owns

14

98,000 acres near the proposed Pebble Mine.

15

And as you know we do not support the 404(c)

16

because we are not sure what the impacts will

17

be on our Native lands.

18

a written statement that it would not impact

19

our Native lands we would like to see that, and

20

I don't think you guys are able to or do you

21

want to?

22

or --

23
24
25

Dennis?

Unless you can give us

Richard?

DENNIS McLERRAN:
questions tonight.

I

Can't answer that

We're not answering

We'll talk to you later.

LISA REIMERS:

Okay.

Because that's
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1

a big concern of ours.

And the Iliamna Village

2

Council is the tribal government for Iliamna

3

and we look at things a little differently

4

because our people do not depend on commercial

5

fishing.

6

because a lot of people had to sell their

7

permits because the commercial fishing does not

8

sustain them.

9

And a lot of people and a lot of our kids are

We have to make a different decision

And the subsistence is a choice.

10

depending on the western society.

11

depend on the western society anymore.

12

have to look at this a little differently.

13

They don't
So we

I also want to mention that BBNC owns

14

the sub-surface of the land.

15

the surface in our area.

16

us.

17

Nanunkta does not speak for us.

18

from Dillingham, 150 miles, do not speak for

19

us.

20

it on their lands.

21
22

They do not speak for

Trout Unlimited does not speak for us.
The people

And if they want the 404(c), they can have

And I think you need to extend the
time for this period for the comments.

23

Thank you.

24

BILL JEFFRESS:

25

They don't own

opportunity to testify.

Thank you for the
I will state for the
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1

record that I'm neither for or against any

2

mineral development project proposed within the

3

evaluation area primarily because nothing has

4

been formally proposed.

5

description, no design drawings, no plan of

6

operation or application.

7

No project

What I do support is a public process

8

established and promulgated for federal and

9

State administrative procedures, not what

10

appears to be a pseudo-political hatchet job on

11

Alaska resource development that's clearly

12

disguised as scientific assessment.

13

I'm saddened and disheartened to have

14

to comment on the external review draft as it

15

highlights how far EPA has strayed from the

16

mission established by Congress in 1970 to

17

protect human health and the environment.

18

upon a time EPA prided itself on conducting

19

thorough and objective scientific evaluations

20

based on sound technical principles of science

21

and engineering.

22

Once

The draft document proposed to have

23

completed the comprehensive assessment of an

24

area of approximately 20,000 square miles in 11

25

months.

Impossible.

Evaluations and
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1

statistics reported by third-party consultants

2

who have been opponents of mining for 30 years.

3

Each of those biased assessments are referenced

4

to a greater extent than those federal and

5

State agencies that have been mandated by

6

Congress and the Legislature to design and

7

build dam structures.

8

Engineers, Bureau of Reformation and State Dam

9

Safety Departments who have designed, built and

10

regulated such structures are only incidentally

11

referenced.

12

the American people.

13

The U.S. Army Corps of

What an injustice to Alaska and to

JOHN STURGEON:

Good evening.

14

you for the opportunity to comment.

15

John Sturgeon.

16

years.

17

Thank

My name is

I've worked in Alaska for 42

I'm a forester by profession.
I've not made my mind up on Pebble

18

yet because they have not submitted the needed

19

permits.

20

vacancies to the public, people like me, how

21

they plan on developing the Pebble Mine.

22

however strongly support Pebble being able to

23

go through the permitting process to explain

24

how they can mine while protecting other

25

affected resources like the fish and the water

The permit process will explain the
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1

quality.

2

assessment the EPA has done on the Pebble

3

Project without knowing what Pebble's plans

4

really are.

5

I strongly object to grant the

Currently Alaska's economy is

6

dangerously dependent on oil production.

That

7

production's declining at a rate of 7 percent

8

annually.

9

to diversify our economy.

We should be doing whatever possible
The EPA's

10

pre-judging a resource development project

11

before permits are even submitted sends a very

12

negative message to future investors in Alaska.

13

I agree with Governor Parnell and our

14

Congressional delegation that supports due

15

process and fair consideration of all resource

16

development projects.

17

EPA to stop its assessment process until a

18

permitting process is in front of the federal

19

government.

20

The State AG has asked

I totally agree with that.

Finally I believe that EPA is out of

21

control in regards to following the law.

22

recent unanimous decision by the U.S. Supreme

23

Court against the EPA and -- on the Sackett

24

case, the EPA's arrogant response to the

25

Court's decision confirms that belief.
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1

I also would like to request that the

2

comment period be extended.

3

opportunity to comment.

4

SARAH McCARR:

Thank you for the

Good evening.

My name

5

is Sarah McCarr.

I'm from New Stuyahok.

I do

6

not support the EPA's assessment on the Bristol

7

watershed.

8

for more time to be spent on the assessment.

9

think that many people in the region do not

At the very least I am requesting

10

fully understand the potential impacts to the

11

region.

12

only concerns large-scale mining in the -- I

13

can say that currently New Stuyahok is looking

14

into planning to build a road connecting the

15

communities.

16

connecting the community adjacent to the

17

Nushagak River.

18

controversy will not affect this project?

19

is why I cannot support this assessment.

I

The majority is being told that it

20

Can you tell me that the --

Can you tell me that the

RACHAEL PETRO:

Good evening.

This

My

21

name is Rachael Petro.

I'm the president and

22

CEO of the Alaska State Chambers of Commerce.

23

The Alaska Chamber supports

24

predictable regulatory and permitting

25

processes.

And it's upon such a baseline that
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1

businesses evaluate the risk and cost of

2

investing their dollars in any business

3

endeavor.

4

assessment action and the potential to initiate

5

a 404(c) process on a project that has not

6

initiated permitting is extremely

7

disconcerting.

8

period to at least 120 days to allow for public

9

review of the document and its sources.

10

revisit the assessment and give it the

11

necessary time required to develop into a

12

comprehensive analysis or drop the assessment

13

process altogether.

14

For this reason the EPA's watershed

Please extend your comment

Please

The current assessment and any

15

preemptive action will deprive government

16

agencies and stakeholders in this room of the

17

specific information, size and rigorous reviews

18

that will come out of a multi-year NEPA

19

process.

20

proponent has spent eight years and

21

$120 million studying 1,500 square miles.

22

They've not yet even applied for permits

23

because they continue their environmental

24

studies.

25

spent less than a year assessing 20,000 square

It's interesting that the project

It's outrageous that the EPA has
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1

miles, an area about the size of West Virginia.

2

This is a disgrace to Alaskans.

3

The project in question is on State

4

land designated for mining.

Alaska's

5

permitting and regulatory systems are the best

6

in the United States supporting responsible

7

resource development while protecting our

8

awesome environment.

9

how to do it right, and we've been doing it

We Alaskans actually know

10

right.

11

prior to statehood.

12

members and all Alaskans who saved the

13

fisheries from the federal government's

14

mismanagement when it became a state in 1959.

15

Left to the federal government Alaskans would

16

not have the fisheries resources we have today.

17

The Alaska Chamber was formed in 1952
And it was Alaska Chamber

LESIL McGUIRE:

Thank you very much.

18

And welcome to Alaska.

I want to start by

19

saying that I come before you today on behalf

20

of my neighbors, my constituents that I

21

represent, and I hope other Alaskans here in

22

the room, to just express my concern, one, that

23

the public comment period be extended.

24

think you've heard that echoed over and over

25

again.

And I

It's disconcerting to have the EPA
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1

coming in on a process that has been moving

2

forward, but then to come in with such a short

3

time period certainly makes Alaskans feel as if

4

our rights are being infringed on.

5

that first.

6

So I ask

Second, I have as a State lawmaker

7

sitting on the resources committee spent a lot

8

of time on this issue.

9

in King Salmon, Alaska, for my formative years,

My family owned a lodge

10

for 22 years.

11

area.

12

there and many of the people that make their

13

livelihood from the salmon and other resources.

14

So I think I join many Alaskans in saying that

15

this is a very complex problem.

16

competing resource issues and we're all moving

17

through it together as an Alaska family.

18

what's so offensive is to have the EPA come in

19

without any permit authority, as we've stated

20

earlier by the previous testifier, without a

21

404(c) application even being made and usurping

22

the rights that we have in this state to go

23

through this process.

24
25

I spent time fishing in the

I know many of the Elders that live

There are

But

The process is under way through our
large mining act.

There are intense analyses
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1

that are going on and I think if we allow this

2

to go forward as Alaskans, whether you're for

3

or against Pebble Mine, we're setting a very

4

dangerous precedent.

5

stake are State lands and they were selected in

6

our statehood act and as part of the gift that

7

we were given at statehood.

8

premature decision come in I believe would

9

thwart the objectives that --

10

The lands that are at

THE FACILITATOR:

So to have a

Thank you, Senator.

11

We have a two minute -- so if you could submit

12

the rest of your comments that would be

13

helpful.

14

BRYAN CLEMENZ:

Bryan Clemenz,

15

director at CH2 speaking to you as an Alaskan

16

and a board member of the Alaska Support

17

Industry Alliance.

18

I am representing over more than 400

19

Alaska member businesses that support the

20

mining, oil and gas industries employing

21

approximately 35,000 people in the state.

22

membership is not necessarily for or against

23

any given mining development in the subject

24

watershed area, but instead we all support

25

responsible resource development.

Our

Our minds
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1

will not be swayed by entering speculative

2

assessment based on a fictional model but

3

instead deciding in due time and with due

4

process through the well-established permitting

5

process where the best available technologies

6

at the time of the permit may be employed and

7

the actual proposed mitigation plans can be

8

appropriately considered.

9

This assessment is premature at best.

10

We further believe that the time taken to study

11

the issue of this assessment is insufficient as

12

is the comment period for the public to review

13

and comment on this issue.

14

by this assessment for future projects will

15

have an adverse effect on the economy of our

16

great state and our nation.

17

that has yet to file an application, permit or

18

environmental impact statement would be an

19

overreach by the EPA.

20

has a political agenda on a political time

21

line.

22

The precedent set

Creating a project

It's as if this endeavor

Alaska prides itself on responsible

23

resource development while ensuring a safe

24

environment for people, wildlife and aquatic

25

life.

Anything else is unacceptable to Alaska
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1

citizens.

2

Aside from abandoning the current

3

course and allowing the well-established

4

permitting process to work, we urge EPA to

5

spend more time in science-based assessment and

6

certainly to provide sufficient time for public

7

review and comment.

8

Thank you.

9

TIM ANELON:

Hi.

I'm Tim Anelon.

10

I'm from Iliamna, Alaska.

11

17 miles away from my village and it's

12

surprising to see EPA here.

13

Seattle.

14

you know, I've been there.

15

all over the place.

16

I'm -- the mining is

They're from

I've been to Seattle.

I've been --

I've seen bridges

I'm surprised to hear you say that,

17

oh, yeah, we might stop if there's a few

18

culverts across some cricks.

19

of Kwee-Jack Salmon.

20

Kwee-Jack Salmon.

21

go up a crick I will call the Fish and Game of

22

Alaska.

23

Alaska to come and help clear our streams.

24
25

I'm the caretaker

I am the caretaker of

If there's salmon that can't

Do you guys hear me?

Fish and Game of

And it's -- it's the first time I'm
seeing so many Representatives and Senators in
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1

one building.

And I don't even really know

2

half of these people and it would be a shame on

3

you guys not to listen to what they're saying.

4

If you guys think you guys can come in here in

5

Alaska and come in here and just say, oh, we're

6

going to stop you guys from doing whatever

7

you're doing, this is wrong.

8

wouldn't go down to Seattle and say, oh, hey,

9

stop making all those bridges down there

You know, we

10

because I drove over a whole bunch of bridges

11

down there.

12

here and tell us, oh, no, don't do this, don't

13

do that.

14

It's wrong to see you guys come up

You know, that's what you guys -- you

15

guys never came to Iliamna to talk to my

16

parents because my parents are Elders.

17

to invite you guys to come to our village.

18

guys say you're -- I'm -- I'm a vice president

19

of Iliamna Village Council, it's a federally

20

recognized tribe.

21

to talk to my Elders there.

We have
You

And you guys have never come

22

Thank you.

23

AVES THOMPSON:

My name's Aves

24

Thompson.

I'm the executive director of the

25

Alaska Trucking Association.

The Alaska
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1

Trucking Association is a not-for-profit 501C6

2

statewide trade association representing the

3

interests of our members throughout Alaska.

4

The Alaska Trucking Association urges

5

that the EPA not make any premature judgments

6

on the Pebble Project until the permitting

7

process is complete.

8

prior to permit application is unacceptable.

9

A preemptive decision

The Pebble mineral deposit is not

10

located on federal land nor is it inside a

11

refuge or a park.

12

designated for mineral exploration.

13

of Alaska depends on the development of its

14

natural resources on its lands to diversify and

15

support its economy.

16

It is located on State land
The State

Every project no matter the size or

17

location should have an opportunity to be

18

reviewed by the process.

19

there are more than 60 major permits and

20

hundreds more from local, state, and federal

21

agencies that must be successfully obtained.

22

If the process determines that a project as

23

designated cannot protect the environment and

24

the other resources it will not advance.

25

an application is filed describing the project

In the case of mining

Until
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1

in detail and an environmental impact statement

2

is completed the EPA is prematurely determining

3

adverse impacts based on hypothetical

4

assessments.

5

full-blown comprehensive analysis or drop the

6

assessment process altogether until the

7

appropriate time.

8
9
10

The EPA should develop a

And finally, please extend the
comment period to adequately allow for public
review.

11

Thank you.

12

JASON METROKIN:

Thank you.

13

evening.

14

shareholder as well as the president and CEO

15

for Bristol Bay Native Corporation.

16

thankful to the EPA for conducting a watershed

17

assessment.

18

politicize the effort as a premature veto

19

decision to allow all development -- to

20

disallow all development in Bristol Bay or

21

anywhere in Alaska for that matter.

22

My name is Jason Metrokin.

Good
I'm a

BBNC is

Unfortunately folks wish to

Contrary to what some people will

23

lead you to believe the EPA is not an intruder

24

to Bristol Bay but rather an invited guest by

25

tribes and Bristol Bay Native Corporation.
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1

here to tell you that the assessment is a

2

welcome balance to the science needed to test

3

the co-existence of the world's largest and

4

potentially last wild salmon fishery and

5

development of hard rock minerals.

6

BBNC believes in the end the science

7

will show that Bristol Bay salmon are worth

8

protecting and the vast majority of our Native

9

shareholders will agree.

Our study last fall

10

indicated that 81 percent of BBNC shareholders

11

oppose development of the Pebble Mine.

12

knowledge this may be the first time the

13

proponents are in the minority for a

14

large-scale development project in Alaska.

15

To my

The voice of the people must be heard

16

on this issue.

Who better to dictate the

17

future of resource use than the very people who

18

represent 10,000 years of caretaking.

19

results show 68 percent of Iliamna Lake

20

shareholders, 74 percent of Naknek/King Salmon

21

area shareholders, 75 percent of Chigniks, 86

22

percent in the Ugashik area, 90 percent in the

23

Togiak area and 93 percent in the Nushagak area

24

villages oppose this project.

25

represent families who recognize the need to

Our

These numbers
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1

protect the fishery and the risks associated

2

with the proposed Pebble Mine are far too

3

great.

4

Thank you.

5

DOROTHY LARSON:

My name's Dorothy

6

Larson and I come from Dillingham.

7

live here in Anchorage.

8

redundant, if I am.

9

be repeated for you to understand why we oppose

10

And I also

I apologize for being

I feel that our views must

the Pebble Project.

11

I'd like to thank Mr. McLerran and

12

Mr. Parkin and the EPA team for the work that

13

was done in the Bristol Bay watershed

14

assessment.

15

reinforces Bristol Bay's commitment to the

16

shareholders and tribal members of our region.

17

We make sure that our position reflected the

18

position of our people.

19

humongous hard rock mine amidst the salmon

20

streams, lakes, rivers, wetlands and

21

neighboring lands which would impact and

22

destroy our way of life.

23

It is a critical document which

They do not want a

The subsistence, commercial and the

24

sport fishers must be protected and be held

25

risk free.

The risks and impacts to our salmon
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1

culture are formidable and unacceptable.

We

2

cannot afford to speculate on the success or

3

non-success of the Pebble Project going

4

forward.

We cannot afford either.

5

We too have conducted our own studies

6

at BBNC.

And we have worked with the

7

scientific community.

8

Pebble wash publications which provide much

9

scientific information.

Please review the BBNC's

We will submit these

10

as part of the record for our technical

11

comments.

12

We are pleased that the EPA has

13

reviewed the indigenous and traditional

14

knowledge and had consultation with village

15

Elders.

16

what the western scientific community referred

17

to as anecdotal become hard science?

18

give credence to the observations and the

19

experience of the indigenous perspectives.

However, when do hundreds of years of

We must

20

Please maintain your time line and --

21

THE FACILITATOR:

22

DAVE ATCHESON:

Thank you, Dorothy.
All right.

I am an

23

ex-commercial fisherman and a lifelong sport

24

fisherman who's been lucky enough to experience

25

the awe and wonder of catching a variety of
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1

fish in the Bristol Bay drainage.

2

to thank you for coming and doing the

3

assessment.

4

And I want

I keep hearing a lot of things about

5

rushed science.

6

assessment, which I would hope everybody here

7

will do, it's a review of other studies on

8

mining and the effects on the surrounding

9

environment, both recent data and long-standing

10

data and how it might be applied in the Bristol

11

Bay drainage.

12

But having read the

What I would ask of the EPA is to

13

take into account that most of those studies

14

are done on mines like the Bingham Canyon Mine

15

which is comparable to a mine of this sort are

16

done in relative arid environments compared to

17

the Bristol Bay drainage with a huge amount of

18

rainfall, ground water that's only 30 inches,

19

in some cases, below the surface.

20

inconceivable to do something like this if you

21

look at the science and you look at the other

22

studies that are long term that have been done.

23

And I would ask you to take into account how

24

wet this region is.

25

doesn't bode well for an area like Bristol Bay.

And it's

The analysis simply
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1

It's unconscionable to think that this could

2

happen.

3

350 runs of wild salmon are extinct

4

in the Pacific Northwest and it's happened in

5

my lifetime.

6

be to leave to our children and our

7

grandchildren.

8
9

That is a terrible legacy would

BRETT VEERHUSEN:
is Brett Veerhusen.

Yes.

Hi, My name

I'm 26 years old and I was

10

born in Homer, Alaska.

11

be one of the youngest captains in Bristol Bay.

12

I want to thank you, EPA, for conducting your

13

watershed assessment and for thoroughly

14

examining the 27,000 pages the Pebble

15

Partnership provided to conduct a thorough

16

assessment I would imagine.

17

And I'm lucky enough to

I'm concerned about the Pebble Mine

18

because I am 26.

19

effects of this mine longer than most people

20

here.

21

every year through my commercial fishing

22

business.

23

as long as I'm a fisherman and for as long as

24

I'm a small business owner.

25

I'm likely to feel the

I employ three people along with myself

And I'd like to keep it that way for

I'm not against mining.

I'm not
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1

against jobs.

2

But the 14,000 renewable jobs and the $480

3

million impact commercial and sport fishery

4

provides to Alaska and the nation is not worth

5

sacrificing for a short-term goal and a copper

6

mine.

7

I'm not against economic impact.

I'd like to remind the EPA that 82

8

percent of the commercial fishermen in Bristol

9

Bay are against the Pebble Mine.

I'm here to

10

say that I hope to keep fishing, whether it's

11

myself or my family, forever.

12

Bristol Bay's water pristine and thriving

13

forever.

14

examine the future of our fisheries and the

15

impact a mine like the Pebble Mine could have

16

on up-and-coming young captains who want to

17

provide a clean, renewable food for Alaska, the

18

United States and the world.

And to keep

And I'd like the EPA to thoroughly

19

Thank you.

20

NANCY HILLSTRAND:

My name's Nancy

21

Hillstrand.

I'm the owner/operator of Pioneer

22

Alaskan Fisheries; it's a 48-year Alaska

23

corporation.

24

which is a seafood-processing plant.

25

background is in remote Alaska salmon culture

And Cold Point Trading Company
My
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1

for all five species of salmon and for critical

2

life stage histories from spawn to migration.

3

This is an issue of national security.

4

take a crow and give him something shiny and

5

you take a crow and give him something to eat

6

he'll be alerted to the shiny part.

7

it comes to some food, eventually that is

8

what's going to happen.

9

that food.

If you

But when

He's going to go for

And we're at a very volatile place

10

in Alaska because we have five days of food in

11

Alaska coming from outside.

12

something as absolutely immense as the Bristol

13

Bay salmon resource it's just absolutely

14

unconscionable.

15

And if we damage

I urge you to use your authority and

16

I thank you so kindly for this ecological

17

assessment.

18

review.

19

Job well done in performing this

The risk factors of the EPA documents

20

clearly show that the culminative direct and

21

indirect losses and impacts into perpetuity are

22

just not sustainable.

23

for what you've done with that.

24
25

And I thank you again

Please expand the assessment on the
sensitive life stage histories for all and each
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1

of the salmon and trout and all the freshwater

2

fish species to include prior and during the

3

eyed-egg stage which is a very, very fragile

4

stage of salmon which I didn't see in the

5

assessment.

6

alevins are below the substrate and the rearing

7

smolt habitat of vertebrates.

8
9

And also upon the hatch while the

So thank you very kindly for what
you've done.

I really appreciate and I thank

10

you for honoring the people that asked you for

11

this assessment.

12

Thanks very much.

VERNER WILSON:

Hi, my name's Verner

13

Wilson.

14

And I'm a fisherman there.

15

the EPA for doing your assessment.

16

I was born and raised in Bristol Bay.
And I want to thank

My people depend on fisheries.

My

17

grandpa came from Finland to come here.

Then

18

he met my grandma who's Yup'ik as well.

That

19

was over 40 years ago.

20

This fishery, as you know, is a

21

renewable resource.

It's been here for

22

thousands of years and we want to protect that.

23

And, you know, this mine -- the Pebble Mine but

24

also the infrastructure and other mines that it

25

can lead to are fine but they'll only last for
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1

a few decades.

2

And so I'm very disappointed in the

3

State of Alaska for not taking the leadership

4

to assess the -- all the impacts that it could

5

have on the residents of the state of Alaska

6

but also the people of Bristol Bay.

7

that we have to hear -- depend on the federal

8

government to help protect our resource.

9

marketing of our seafood industry in Alaska,

It's sad

The

10

how it could affect future taxpayers by placing

11

the burden on all the taxpayers in the future

12

to upkeep this mine.

13

And I want to remind everyone that

14

Pebble may be on State land but this is an

15

international resource.

16

resource.

17

local people.

18

land, State land, local land.

19

that -- I'm glad that the EPA's taking the

20

leadership to protect our fishery and to -- I

21

hope that you will use it to foresee authority

22

and to keep the time line.

This is a national

And this is a resource that is for
And so it could affect federal
And so I hope

23

And I want to say quyana very much to

24

protect that thousand-year-old fishery and that

25

could last there for a millennium.
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1

Thank you.

2

STEVEN GOSUK:

My name is Steven

3

Gosuk and I am a resident of Bristol Bay and I

4

come from the community of Togiak, Alaska.

5

today I'm here to personally state I do not

6

support the EPA's scientific data research

7

within the proposed mine site area.

And

8

Given the factual information within

9

the time EPA conducted its scientific research

10

which was roughly a year I am convinced with

11

the releasing of the data -- I am not convinced

12

with the releasing of the data that has been

13

published.

14

thinking about it, getting potential evidence

15

from a vast location of the proposed mine site

16

area, a year's worth of data collection is not

17

sufficient enough for a report.

18

In giving this food for thought and

I would also like to ask if the EPA

19

is taking into consideration postponing

20

community hearings within the busy time of the

21

summer season.

22

signatures petitioning EPA from a total of ten

23

Bristol Bay communities that are requesting to

24

postpone summer community areas for later this

25

fall.

There have been a total of 318

And for the record I do have the 318
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1

signatures from individuals living in the

2

Bristol Bay region communities asking the

3

Alaska delegation to request that the EPA

4

extend their date line for comment on the

5

recently released Bristol Bay watershed

6

assessment.

7

And I have this here.

REED CHRISTENSEN:

Thanks.

You know, used to

8

be that there were three letters when heard by

9

the average American citizen would evoke a

10

tremendous amount of anxiety, fear, distrust

11

and a general high level of alarm.

12

number of letters has doubled.

13

not-so-funny joke to tell a co-worker at work

14

that they had a call waiting for them from the

15

IRS.

16

three more letters, the EPA.

17

Chantell Sackett from Priest Lake, Idaho.

18

had to go all the way to the Supreme Court in

19

order to find protection from the

20

self-described omnipotent EPA.

21

unanimous 9 to 0 decision attests to the

22

out-of-control nature of this agency and their

23

associated enforcement methods of their

24

incomprehensible plethora of ever-changing

25

rules and regulations.

Now the

It used to be a

Now the same reaction can be induced by
Just ask Mike and
They

The Court's

In the case of the
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1

Sackett family the EPA unsuccessfully tried to

2

overwhelm them with their position of having

3

all the knowledge and knowing all the facts.

4

Now in the case of the possible

5

Pebble Mine Project it would appear the EPA's

6

trying a different tactic.

7

EPA is facing an organization that does know

8

about the environment.

9

dealing with an organization that has done a

In this case the

In this case the EPA's

10

tremendous amount of research and has the

11

technical ability as well as the financial

12

wherewithal to go toe to toe with the

13

scientists of the EPA.

14

scientists have done and continue to do their

15

homework.

16

they continue to go well above and beyond the

17

normal requirements in order to address

18

concerns and to mitigate the risks associated

19

with this project.

20

The Pebble Project

They have jumped through hoops and

So what does the EPA do now?

It

21

appears that they are preemptively trying to

22

brush aside the science and research and tell

23

us that this whole concept is not a good idea.

24

In the case of the Sacketts the EPA came after

25

the fact and tried to retroactively impose
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1

penalties on a building permit that was

2

approved through the legal process.

3

case of the Pebble Project the EPA appears --

4

THE FACILITATOR:

In the

Thank you.

I

5

realize we have -- submit your comments because

6

I don't think you finished.

7

SIDNEY NELSON:

Thank you.

My name is Sidney

8

Nelson.

I live in Dillingham, Alaska.

9

family and I are subsistence users.

My

We put up

10

king salmon for family use every year.

11

put up a lot of sockeye and harvest moose each

12

year.

13

We also

I appreciate the EPA with watershed

14

assessment.

15

Thank you for coming to Alaska to assess the

16

greatest sockeye salmon fishery in the world.

17

Don't let mining in Bristol Bay hurt our

18

culture by instituting 404(c) action.

19

The time line is sufficient.

RICK HALFORD:

Thank you and thank

20

you for being here.

My name is Rick Halford.

21

I know that your position may not be popular in

22

the short term but I think you're used to that.

23

It's your job to look out for the long term

24

sometimes against the expedience and the

25

interest of the short term.
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1

In 24 years in the State Legislature,

2

and I have to apologize to all my friends in

3

the mining industry, I've only opposed one

4

mine, just this one.

5

one is different.

6

the history of Alaska in that all the mines in

7

all Alaska's history would fit in the hole.

8

But the bottom line is you're here because,

9

sadly, of the State's failures.

So I'm sorry, but this

This one is unique in all

And that

10

bothers me because it is my state and I care

11

what it does.

12

lacks enforcement of water quality standards,

13

of water use permits.

14

those who work against and work against the

15

citizens who tried to sue and go to court.

16

see the Pebble Mine and the State of Alaska

17

against Alaska citizens in numerous lawsuits.

18

We see the State of Alaska changing the primary

19

designation of this plan of this area in the

20

area of the plan in 2005, years after the

21

claims were filed.

22

But the fact is that the State

The State's joining with

Here in Anchorage you hear a lot.

23

But what you hear in the region is totally

24

different.

25

Legislature representing this region is

The delegation in the State
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1

unanimously on record asking you to be here

2

asking you to review this.

3

that you understand and that we thank you for

4

being here.

5

from Outside.

6

the original people of the area and the

7

overwhelming majority of the population.

8
9
10

It is important

You are not here as someone coming
You're here at the request of

If there's anything short in your
report it's that you've understated the size
and potential of --

11

THE FACILITATOR:

12

MICHAEL SATRE:

Thanks, Rick.
My name is Michael

13

Satre.

14

Alaska, and Juneau is my home.

15

I was born and raised in southeast

I have worked in the mining industry

16

my entire adult life, and I am currently the

17

executive director of Council of Alaska

18

Producers and I'm speaking on their behalf

19

tonight.

20

The Council is a nonprofit trade

21

association representative of large metal mines

22

and major metal development projects in the

23

state of Alaska.

24

the development of our natural resources should

25

be accomplished through a permitting and

The Council strongly believes
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1

regulatory framework that is rigorous, science

2

based, transparent and predictable.

3

encourage and support local input and

4

involvement through the currently established

5

permitting processes that are initiated once a

6

project has been proposed.

7

health, safety and the environment are properly

8

protected through the completion of all

9

required impact studies before a decision can

10
11

We also

This ensures that

be made to permit or restrict development.
Unfortunately the EPA's decision to

12

issue the draft watershed assessment that uses

13

a hypothetical mining project to outline

14

potential impacts in the Bristol Bay area

15

usurps a currently established process.

16

we support the collection of baseline

17

scientific data in the region to use and

18

evaluate future permit applications we cannot

19

support the use of this data in premature,

20

speculative and hypothetical scenarios that

21

attempt to assess the impacts of large-scale

22

development.

23

While

Furthermore, the possibility of these

24

assumed impacts could then be used to justify

25

preemptive section 404(c) actions that prohibit
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1

development and lack scientific credibility.

2

The development of our natural resources here

3

in Alaska must be carefully balanced to ensure

4

that our environment is protected and the

5

resources are not put in conflict, that modern

6

mining industry in Alaska and communities that

7

surround it have benefit from the process while

8

permits be filed, impacts measured and

9

appropriate mitigation protections put in place

10

before operations can begin.

I'll be asking to

11

halt this assessment until permits can be

12

filed.

13

Thank you very much for your time.

14

JOHN SHIVELY:

My name's John

15

Shively, I'm the CEO of the Pebble Limited

16

Partnership.

17

points.

18

I want to make a couple quick

First of all we certainly recognize

19

the EPA has a right to do a watershed

20

assessment.

21

this one is correct particularly if it's going

22

to be a precursor to using the 404(c).

23

We don't think the way you've done

We think the report is inadequate.

24

We've spent eight years and $120 million

25

studying a much larger area than you've studied
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1

in less than a year.

2

and social report that's over 27,000 pages

3

compared to your relatively short report.

4

rushed.

5

report is out?

6

What is the rush?

7

good people should have the time to look at it.

8
9

We have an environmental

It's

Why a hearing only two weeks after the
Why only 60 days to comment?
I mean, if your science is

And then lastly I'd just like you to
think about this:

If this report is being used

10

by EPA to issue permits for Pebble to mine, the

11

people that oppose Pebble will be yelling and

12

screaming about the process, that the report

13

was inadequate and that the timing was wrong

14

and that it needed to be done better.

15

be doing that and they will be absolutely

16

right.

They'll

17

Thank you.

18

CHIP TREINEN:

19

opportunity to testify.

20

Treinen.

21

Alaska as chair of the environmental committee

22

as well as being a Bristol Bay drift net

23

fisherman myself.

24
25

Thank you for the
My name is Chip

I'm speaking for United Fishermen of

United Fishermen of Alaska is a
broad-based coalition of individuals and
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1

organizations involved in the commercial

2

fisheries throughout the state with membership

3

that encompasses coastal skiff operations to

4

high seas factory.

5

painfully reached through wide-range reviews by

6

my first interests.

7

UFA's positions are

In a 2010 letter you have expressed

8

concerns regarding the risks posed by

9

large-scale mining development in Bristol Bay,

10

and it passed the EPA initiate the 404(c)

11

process.

12

keeping with UFA's consistent support for using

13

the best available data and science for any

14

public policy decision we appreciate the EPA

15

has conducted this study and has released a

16

draft assessment.

17

UFA's position remains unchanged.

In

UFA strongly supports the rigorous

18

peer review that can further establish

19

credibility for the final report.

20

may find fault within the assessment before

21

specific projects have been submitted, general

22

geologic, biologic, hydrologic and engineering

23

realities are not by any means unknown.

24

noted by EPA, this study is not a regulatory

25

action and does not pre-judge consideration of

While some

As
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1

proposed mining activities through the normal

2

permitting process.

3

UFA hopes that this assessment will

4

provide a useful foundation for analyzing the

5

economic and ecological values of the Bristol

6

Bay region and can be a touchstone to help

7

guide decision-making on specific large-scale

8

mine proposals.

9

Thank you for the opportunity to

10

comment today.

11

more extensive written cements.

12

And UFA will also be submitting

JOHN MacKENZIE:

Thank you.

My name

13

is John MacKenzie, and I'm the CEO of the

14

public business Anglo American, a proud partner

15

in Pebble Partnership.

16

of the largest mining companies in the world.

17

It is about 20 percent American owned including

18

by Alaska's Permanent Fund.

19

we'll have invested over half a billion dollars

20

on studying this project.

21

Anglo American is one

By year's end

I'm here today to express Anglo

22

American's significant concerns about the draft

23

Bristol Bay watershed assessment.

24

States and Alaska have rigorous systems for

25

evaluating mine application.

The United

As a global
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1

mining company I can say that they're amongst

2

the most rigorous in the world.

3

encourage the application of these

4

well-established and fair processes, rather

5

than this hasty approach which is without any

6

precedence and that could shortcut the due

7

process.

8

We strongly

Meaningful judgment about the Pebble

9

Project and the effects that it may have on

10

fish and water in southwest Alaska cannot be

11

made before this project is fully designed,

12

submitted and evaluated under the National

13

Environmental Policy Act.

14

I live in Santiago, Chile.

15

Approximately two years ago we experienced an

16

8.8 magnitude earthquake, one of the largest

17

ever recorded.

18

at operations in Chile was damaged by the

19

earthquake.

20

into account the modern engineering that goes

21

into planning, building and operating tailings

22

facilities today before making its final

23

assessment.

24
25

None of the tailings facilities

The watershed assessment must take

Anglo American accepts the rights to
develop any mining project must be earned.
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1

This is not only in the course of the project's

2

development and in particular during the course

3

of permitting.

4

process and should never give a preordained

5

outcome, positive or negative.

6

Thank you very much.

7

KENDRA ZAMZOW:

Permitting is a critical

My name is Kendra

8

Zamzow.

9

chemistry with a focus on mining.

10

I have a Ph.D. in environmental
I live and

work here in Alaska.

11

The approach that the EPA has used is

12

rigorous and it asks the right questions.

13

Geology, habitat and geography provide the

14

basic constraints within risk and mitigation

15

were examined.

16

scenario, not a worst-case scenario.

17

clear about uncertainties, and despite the

18

uncertainties it is clear that significant

19

damage will occur even under best mine

20

management practices.

21

The EPA looked at a reasonable
They were

Damage will occur because the network

22

of surface and subsurface waters provide

23

diverse and essential habitat.

24

of mining copper porphyry severely disrupts

25

hydrology.

And the pattern

Damage will occur because massive
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1

waste facilities must be managed to prevent

2

chemical damage to aquatic habitat.

3

treatment cannot go on day in and day out

4

forever.

5

But

The EPA has diligently studied

6

Pebble's own data and data from other copper

7

porphyry mines to grasp how waste material will

8

react and how it could be managed.

9

appreciate the effort the EPA has invested in

I

10

understanding this region and reasonable risk,

11

and urge them to use this report as a

12

foundation for future actions.

13

Thank you.

14

DEANTHA CROCKETT:

15

on the presentation today, thank you.

16

Good evening.

Really impressed

I'm Deantha Crockett.

17

I am a lifelong Alaskan, and I'm the executive

18

director of the Alaska Miners' Association.

19

AMA is a nonprofit membership organization

20

established in 1939 to represent the mining

21

industry in Alaska.

22

While my association generally

23

concerns itself with issues affecting the

24

mining industry, we feel that the watershed

25

assessment isn't about mining at all.

It's not
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1

about the proposed Pebble Project or effects on

2

salmon habitat.

3

stopping the project before it even enters the

4

permitting process.

5

It's about frantically

When our nation, state or community

6

tries to stop projects before they even submit

7

plans for review we lose our ability to manage

8

the economy to provide jobs for our people.

9

Let me be clear.

A preemptive decision on a

10

project, whether it's approval or denial, is

11

unacceptable to the Alaska Miners' Association.

12

The State of Alaska has a strong

13

permitting system; in fact we believe we have

14

the best regulatory system in the world.

15

have responsibly operated mines that pose many

16

accomplishments and environmental protections

17

and recommendations.

18

industry is so often tagged with negative

19

perceptions it leaves achievements diminished,

20

and even brushed aside.

21

We

However, the mining

Our mines provide full-time,

22

high-paying jobs with an average wage of

23

$100,000 to Alaska residents right in

24

communities where the mines are located.

25

better to take care of the environment than the
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1

ones who call it home.

2

In regards to the assessment,

3

spending less than a year to assess an area

4

20,000 square miles is irresponsible.

5

the assessment is compatible with firsthand on

6

the ground data gathering is also

7

irresponsible.

8

provide adequate time for the assessment to be

9

comprehensive and based on sound science, or

10

even better, drop the assessment altogether.

11

Thank you for the opportunity, and

12

The fact

We believe EPA must go back and

we'll submit further written comments.

13

MATTHEW FAGNANI:

Thank you and thank

14

you for conducting this hearing.

15

Matthew Fagnani.

16

My name's

I don't know if it's just lost on me

17

but the initial briefing on the -- when the EPA

18

said that this is not about the Pebble, yet all

19

the comments we're hearing are about Pebble.

20

So I'm kind of at a disconnect between the

21

watershed assessment and the perception of the

22

audience.

23

But I'm here testifying on behalf of

24

myself and my family.

In my 20-plus career

25

I've been an avid supporter and have earned a
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1

good living while working for the resource

2

industry.

3

able to support my family, be associated with

4

the resource industry while protecting the

5

environment and earning a living.

6

I'm proud of the fact that I've been

What I find amazing about the EPA

7

Bristol Bay watershed assessment report it's

8

based on a conceptual hypothetical mine

9

project.

This is junk science.

The EPA would

10

never accept a conceptual or hypothetical

11

application for a project from a resource

12

industry developer nor should you have produced

13

a report that's not based on facts and not

14

supported by permit application.

15

is a disservice to Alaska and especially rural

16

Alaskans with high unemployment and whose

17

communities need jobs and economic

18

diversification.

19

This action

As you know there is ample time for

20

the EPA to weigh in during the established

21

committee process to question aspects of the

22

project description and permit applications.

23

also support the attorney general of Alaska

24

who's asking for the 120-day extension to

25

respond to this report.

If you are truly
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1

interested in what's good for Alaska then you

2

should not be conducting public comment periods

3

during fishing and subsistence gathering time

4

within the Bristol Bay region unless it's the

5

intent of the EPA to limit the voices of rural

6

Alaska.

7

In summary, I do not support the

8

EPA's action using the 404(c) as a vehicle to

9

interfere with the established permitting

10

process.

11

federal permitting process as it is designed to

12

evaluate these type of projects.

13

what the project wants to do and how the

14

project plans on protecting the fish and the

15

environment.

16

asking for the 120-day extension of the public

17

comment period.

18

And I do support the State and

Let's see

I also support the State in

TOM LAKOSH:

Yes, thank you very much

19

for this opportunity to comment on your draft

20

study here.

21

And it's quite obviously quite

22

necessary given that the stage of the

23

development we have here to set a baseline

24

evaluation of the watershed.

25

definitely raised the debate to a higher level

And it has most
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1

here as even Charisse Millett, now after a

2

little discussion, is interested in sponsoring

3

legislation that might be able to address one

4

of the concerns that you raised in your report.

5

Is that there may be centuries if not in

6

perpetuity treatment of mine waste of off-flow

7

from mines.

8
9

So, yes, it was quite helpful to
raise the debate; and it is absolutely

10

necessary at this point now to follow through

11

to get exact numbers to discern exactly how

12

much we will have to put aside for the in

13

perpetuity treatment of waste and possibly the

14

further scenarios that were mentioned.

15

So it's that type of information that

16

we need to properly fashion legislation to

17

protect the long-term interests of Alaskans to

18

make sure that these developments are done in a

19

responsible manner if at all.

20

Thank you very much.

21

RICK ROGERS:

Hi, good evening.

My

22

name is Rick Rogers.

23

director of the Resource Development Council

24

for Alaska.

25

I'm the executive

The EPA has not afforded Alaskans
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1

with adequate time to fully review the

2

document.

3

benefit of the work of the recently assembled

4

peer review committee.

5

that comment period be extended 120 days.

6

The public should have the full

And we would request

EPA is embarking on an ill-conceived

7

and unprecedented course of action by assessing

8

the risks of hypothetical project scenarios.

9

Members are fearful that once this precedent is

10

established the EPA may exercise its misguided

11

preemptive strike to attempt to control land

12

use and aquatic resource and infrastructure

13

development where it has neither the mandate or

14

authority to do so.

15

If the EPA were to deny any project

16

access to the State and federal permitting

17

process, we believe such action would be an

18

assault on Alaska's sovereignty.

19

not the EPA's role to dictate to Alaskans

20

appropriate uses of State land outside the

21

specific confines of reviewing permit

22

applications for fill and discharges for

23

specific projects.

24
25

It is simply

Alaskans don't need the EPA to remind
us of the importance of our fisheries for both
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1

commercial, sport and subsistence uses in our

2

economies.

3

about the negative impacts of unregulated

4

mining.

5

has a proud and exemplary record for ensuring

6

that mining and fisheries can co-exist.

7

Pebble, like Alaska's existing large producing

8

mines, should be afforded the rigorous review

9

of the NEPA and well-established scientifically

10

based permitting processes that include over 60

11

major State and federal permits and

12

authorizations.

13

operating to the highest standards and current

14

with their renewable resources.

15

be afforded the same opportunity to --

We also don't need the EPA to talk

EPA needs to be reminded that Alaska

Alaska's existing mines are

16

THE FACILITATOR:

17

TIM TROLL:

Pebble should

Thank you.

My name is Tim Troll.

18

I'm the executive director of the

19

Nushagak-Mulchatna Wood-Tikchik Land Trust in

20

Bristol Bay.

21

responsible for assembling a team of

22

scientists, coordinated in raising funds to

23

conduct an independent program of environmental

24

baseline studies around the Pebble Prospect.

25

I've been on the site several times, and most

From 2007 to 2011 I was
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1

of these reports I agree with.

2

organized a research project last year to

3

assess fish distribution and anatomy in the

4

Humboldt plain area which is also mentioned in

5

your report.

6

I also

A few observations supported by this

7

research and your assessment:

Large open pit

8

mines in this region cannot be built without

9

destroying salmon habitat.

In fact some

10

habitat the State has already protected is

11

mineral lands.

12

natural system in this area that would be

13

destructed by an open pit mine is dwarfed by

14

what we know we don't understand.

15

likelihood a copper mine in this region, even

16

one built with best intention and modern method

17

would require post-closure active management,

18

power for pumps, constant treatment and human

19

vigilance to prevent pollution forever.

20

What we understand about the

In all

For many of these reasons I don't

21

really believe this is a decision for our

22

generation.

23

to put salmon and people at risk for 50 or 100

24

years.

25

until the next glacier passes through.

It is one thing for our generation

It's another thing to put them at risk
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1

And one technical comment:

I don't

2

believe the EPA assessment really adequately

3

addressed the issue of fugitive dust during

4

operation and during construction.

5

Thank you.

6

CARL PORTMAN:

My name is Carl

7

Portman, and I'm a lifelong Alaskan.

8

The EPA has embarked on an

9

unprecedented review of over 15 million acres

10

in Bristol Bay watershed.

11

review at great speed and outside the context

12

of any specific mine plan permit application.

13

Its conclusions therefore are premature and

14

speculative; and are now being used, perhaps by

15

design, to urge the EPA to block the Pebble

16

Project before it has even applied for a single

17

permit.

18

EPA authority to veto every agency's approval

19

of permits, it is unprecedented that the agency

20

would prepare a watershed assessment in advance

21

of any permit application for a project

22

development plan.

23

its veto authority in advance of permits being

24

issued by other agencies.

25

And it has done this

While the Clean Water Act gives the

The agency has never used

Killing Pebble now would be no
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1

different than saying yes to the project before

2

it enters the permitting process.

3

project should have an opportunity to be

4

reviewed on its merits.

5

permitting process requires a thorough

6

environmental impact statement on major

7

projects including analysis of detailed plans

8

and proposed mitigation measures.

9

Every

The State and federal

If the science-based process

10

ultimately determines a project would have an

11

adverse effect on Bristol Bay fisheries it will

12

not advance.

13

process to work.

14

come through that process which was designed to

15

provide a full and honest assessment with

16

public input at various phases to help reach

17

informed decisions.

18

undermine the process and set a dangerous

19

precedent for future projects across Alaska and

20

challenge the State's rights to develop natural

21

resources on its lands.

22

government agencies and stakeholders of the

23

specific information and science that would be

24

generated by the multiyear process.

25

The EPA must allow the permitting
Decisions on any project must

A preemptive veto would

It would also deprive

Pebble offers too much potential for
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1

a region without a diverse economy to be denied

2

an opportunity to present its plan and show how

3

it will comply with environmental laws and

4

protect the fishery.

5

must be --

Pebble and other projects

6

THE FACILITATOR:

7

NELLI WILLIAMS:

My name is Nelli

8

Williams.

9

And I want to thank you and your team for your

10
11

This is Mason.

Thank you.

I live in Anchorage.

work on the draft watershed assessment.
The public who owns the fishery and

12

the mineral deserve an unbiased science, and

13

you guys have laid it out nicely.

14

I work with Trout Unlimited.

Part of

15

my job is working with a crew of sport

16

fishermen, guiding operators, guides that

17

depend on Bristol Bay's healthy fisheries.

18

Many of these folks are out in Bristol Bay

19

right now shuttling their gear, getting their

20

staff ready for the upcoming tourist season;

21

and they aren't able to be here in full force.

22

But in talking with them they were particularly

23

impressed and liked that in the watershed

24

assessment you looked at the impacts that

25

large-scale mining would have on the watershed
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1

even if nothing went wrong.

2

really important point that you did include in

3

the watershed assessment.

4

I think that's a

These small business owners will be

5

directly impacted by a development like Pebble.

6

They won't be able to take visitors to the

7

87-plus miles of streams that would either be

8

dug up or dewatered.

9

apologize to their visitors as helicopters fly

10

overhead while they're fishing and they can't

11

give them a true Alaska backcountry experience.

12

So thank you for pointing out that even if

13

nothing goes wrong there will still be impacts.

14

They will have to

On a more personal note, I grew up

15

dreaming of Alaska.

16

land, explore its plentiful rivers and

17

mountains.

18

Alaskans love about their state; a wild

19

landscape that has been around for generations.

20

I wanted to live off the

Bristol Bay defines what many

Please honor the request by Alaska

21

Native tribes, commercial fishermen, sportsmen

22

and women and use your authority in section

23

404(c) of the Clean Water Act to protect

24

Bristol Bay for future generations like Mason.

25

JOHN MacKINNON:

Thank you for this
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1

opportunity to testify on the draft watershed

2

assessment.

3

executive director of the Association of

4

General Contractors of Alaska, a construction

5

trade association of over 650 business members

6

representing the majority of the construction

7

industry in Alaska.

8

that association.

9

My name is John MacKinnon; I'm the

I'm speaking on behalf of

You're putting the cart well before

10

the horse with this.

11

assessment -- watershed assessment lacking

12

specific and current data that is open to

13

public comment before a planning peer review.

14

Peer reviewers are experts who take an unbiased

15

look at the science and recommend any needed

16

improvements.

17

done before public comment?

18

You have a rush

And shouldn't the peer review be

The watershed assessment, potential

19

404(c) action is premature in the absence of an

20

actual permit application.

21

application describing the potential project

22

will occur after a thorough review of all the

23

issues that have been glossed over here with

24

this watershed assessment.

25

of well-established regulatory processes and

A permit

This steps outside
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1

represents another unwarranted federal

2

incursion on the management of Alaska's lands.

3

Any action with this will deprive the

4

government, the tribes, the public and

5

stakeholders out of the science and rigorous

6

reviews that would come out of a multiyear NEPA

7

process.

8

The State of Alaska and many

9

statewide groups and many Alaska Native village

10

and tribal organizations in the region oppose

11

the current EPA watershed assessment plan until

12

there's a formal application to properly

13

evaluate any proposed project.

14

period should be extended to adequately allow

15

for public review of the document.

16

comment period in place is insufficient and

17

should be extended by 120 days to allow

18

commenters ample time to provide feedback.

19

of this after a thorough peer review.

20

Thank you.

21

INEZ WEBB:

The comment

The 60-day

All

Hi, my name is Inez Webb.

22

I'm originally from Dillingham.

I grew up in

23

the same area that both of my parents grew up

24

in and both of my grandmothers.

25

of the Cyryung Tribal Council, Choggiung

I'm a member
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1

Limited and Bristol Bay Native Corporation.

2

I want to thank you for being here.

3

I also want to thank you for scheduling the

4

hearings that you have in the Bristol Bay

5

region.

6

who cannot and don't have the means to come

7

here to have an opportunity to speak.

8

your time line is great.

9

respect I think that the cart is in the right

10

place.

11

I think it's very important for those

I think

And with all due

I thank you for your time.
AARON STRYK:

12

opportunity.

13

Stryk.

Thank you for this

For the record, my name is Aaron

14

And I'm here today to respectfully

15

ask that the Environmental Protection Agency

16

not only withhold from making any premature

17

decisions as it relates to projects in the

18

Bristol Bay area but that it also stop

19

undermining the established State and federal

20

permitting process and avoid setting what has

21

been called a dangerous precedent for future

22

development not only in Alaska but in the rest

23

of the Lower 48.

24

the EPA has conducted this watershed assessment

25

to help inform its decision, what good is such

And while I understand that
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1

an assessment when it goes completed in only a

2

year, had limited resources and a reliance on a

3

hypothetical mining project with hypothetical

4

environmental impacts?

5

the issue we're facing today, making a

6

preemptive decision before any permit

7

application has been submitted and denying a

8

project fair access to the State and federal

9

permitting process.

And that's the crux of

Every project no matter

10

its size and location should have an

11

opportunity to be reviewed by the process which

12

is specifically designed to safeguard the

13

environment and ensure responsible development.

14

And in the case of mining a project

15

like Pebble will have to obtain approval of

16

hundreds of local, state and federal agencies

17

before advancing.

18

permit one industry or resource to advance at

19

the expense of another.

20

however, the EPA is threatening to shut down

21

Pebble before it even has had an opportunity to

22

make its case.

23

Alaska business and trade associations are in

24

opposition to this assessment.

25

informed decision can possibly be made until a

And this process will not

With this assessment,

And there's a reason so many

It's because no
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1

formal permit application's in place to

2

properly evaluate the project.

3

So before you continue to move

4

forward I ask you to stop all further work on

5

this assessment process until the Pebble

6

Project has been fully designed, has presented

7

an environmental mitigation study for

8

protecting the aquatic resources in the area,

9

has completed an economic benefit study and

10

finally has submitted a formal permit

11

application to the federal government and begun

12

the lengthy permitting process.

13

we come to any conclusion on the Pebble Project

14

and --

15

THE FACILITATOR:

16

ANDERS GUSTAFSON:

Only then can

Thank you.
My name is Anders

17

Gustafson; I'm the executive director of the

18

Renewable Resources Coalition here in Alaska

19

which represents about 6,000 Alaskan members.

20

And we would like to thank you for taking the

21

time to do this assessment in looking at this

22

issue.

23

We've been screaming at the top of

24

our lungs for years asking somebody to look and

25

see what we're about to do to future
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1

generations to one of the greatest fisheries in

2

the world.

It's fallen on deaf ears for the

3

most part.

We have fought hard at State levels

4

with initiative levels with bills in front of

5

our Legislature.

6

taking care of it first.

7

care of it, then I find this perfectly

8

reasonable to think that the EPA, the

9

Environmental Protection Agency, would stop and

And shame on us for not
But if we don't take

10

protect this area and this region.

11

Bristol Bay then what can the EPA protect?

12

If not

So we'd like to commend you for

13

taking the assessment.

14

your position having to hold these meetings and

15

listen to this and work on this forever.

16

have tried our best to do something here with

17

Alaskans by Alaskans for Alaskans.

18

understand the sentiment amongst all the people

19

here who don't like the federal intrusion.

20

what happens if we don't do something?

21

happens if we don't take care of it and stand

22

up on our own to take it?

23

projects are the same.

24

good idea.

25

We're not envious of

We

And so I

But

What

Not all development

Not everything is a

Thank you very much appreciate it.
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1

KATI CAPOZZI:

Hi, good evening.

For

2

the record my name is Kati Capozzi, and I

3

represent myself and my family.

4

the opportunity to testify tonight, and I

5

understand and respect your request for brief

6

testimony; so I'll keep mine short and to the

7

point.

8
9

I appreciate

As an Alaskan but more importantly as
an American who's been raised to believe that

10

the government will do what it says it's going

11

to do I have serious concerns that a government

12

agency can show up, conduct a watershed

13

assessment in an area greater than West

14

Virginia in under a year, release the

15

assessment with an unreasonably short public

16

comment period and above all do this while

17

stepping completely outside the existing

18

stringent regulatory processes.

19

unprecedented and an attack on the private

20

sector across Alaska and the United States.

This is

21

I appreciate a lot of folks here are

22

asking you to extend the comment period to 120

23

days.

24

could do, but honestly I really think you

25

should drop this assessment altogether until an

And I think at a minimum that's what you
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1

actual permit is applied for, and then that

2

would be maybe the more necessary time to step

3

in and conduct an assessment.

4

JEFF PARKER:

5

Parker.

6

the initial petition.

7

myself tonight.

I'm Jeff

I'm counsel to six tribes that filed

8
9

Thank you.

I'm just speaking for

I think you know my views.

I would like to focus on five points
of the content of the assessment.

I do think

10

you need to address fugitive dust from mining

11

operations.

12

context of the roads.

13

you have -- in that fugitive dust you can have

14

acid drainage.

15

You've addressed it only in the
From mining operations

Second, you do address the management

16

of -- the history of the management of the

17

fisheries.

18

years of history of trying to protect the

19

drainages by the Native people.

20

should also address the more recent history of

21

State and federal efforts to protect these

22

drainages and that's been outlined.

23

And you address also the 4,000

I think you

Thirdly, I encourage you to take a

24

more expansive view of cumulative impacts.

25

addressed cumulative impacts only in the
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1

context of additional potential mines.

2

address it as the regulations do in terms of

3

secondary effects such as population growth,

4

that sort of thing, that may have increased

5

competition for use of resources, use of fish

6

and game.

7

habitat.

8
9

I would

You addressed it only in terms of

Fourth, I think you should clarify
the statements about tailings dam failure.

The

10

results only -- it relates only to slope

11

failure not other sources such as overtopping.

12

And, finally, fifth, I think you

13

should edit carefully your appendixes for the

14

moments in which your experts talk outside

15

their expertise, sometimes inconsistent with

16

other portions of the documents.

17

TOM MALONEY:

Good evening.

My name

18

is Tom Maloney.

19

thank each and every one of you for being here

20

for so many hours today and coming out whether

21

you're for or against.

22

that we've been hearing.

23

First of all, I'd like to

It's great testimony

My employer, CH2M Hill, is one of the

24

largest private employers in the state of

25

Alaska with approximately 3,000 employees
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1

primarily involved in engineering and

2

consulting, construction and operations and

3

maintenance.

4

our opinion the state of Alaska has a vigorous

5

process for evaluating whether or not any

6

project will go forward in the Bristol Bay

7

watershed area.

8

and scientific studies have been taking place

9

on State of Alaska lands designated for mining.

10

I'm the Alaska area manager.

In

The exploratory environmental

At the present time there is no

11

project development plan for Pebble or various

12

other possible resource projects in this area.

13

Therefore, it is premature for any agency to

14

reach any conclusion on potential environmental

15

impacts which may never arise based on the

16

future project plan.

17

How would a student at this fine

18

University of Alaska campus feel if they

19

received a failing grade prior to the start of

20

the semester even starting?

21

majoring in welding and nondestructive testing

22

here at UAA would not like it.

23

to a lot of you.

24

today.

25

My son, Sam, who's

He said hello

He's up on the Haul Road

As a shareholder of Anglo American
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1

and an Alaska resident, the breadth, depth and

2

expense of Pebble environmental and scientific

3

studies to date are truly extraordinary.

4

order for the Pebble Project to advance in any

5

future form there will need to be more than 60

6

major permits issued, an EIS completed and a

7

comprehensive analysis of any project plan.

8

This will include mitigation measures for

9

potential impacts.

10

In

Let's continue to allow the

11

permitting process to work.

12

government owns approximately 60 percent of

13

Alaska's lands already.

14

owns the lands where the Pebble deposit is

15

located.

16

KARA MORIARTY:

The federal

The State of Alaska

Thank you.

Good

17

evening.

18

Moriarty, and I'm the executive director of the

19

Alaska Oil and Gas Association, commonly

20

referred to as AOGA.

21

association for the oil and gas industry which

22

is the largest private industry in Alaska.

23

For the record my name is Kara

We are a business trade

We oppose the EPA Bristol Bay

24

watershed assessment because of the dangerous

25

precedent it sets for all Alaska industries
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1

including especially our industry, the State's

2

largest economic driver.

3

expressed by my members is the EPA's

4

unprecedented action of preparing its

5

assessment in advance of any permit

6

application.

7

agency has rarely used its veto authority and

8

never in advance of permits being issued by

9

other agencies is especially troubling for my

10
11

The primary concern

Moreover oh, the fact that the

members.
My members are also concerned about

12

the impact this action will have on the

13

scientific data collection process.

14

private companies in an effort to evaluate

15

projects they are evaluating are the largest

16

producers of scientific data.

17

federal and State agencies now expect and rely

18

on the data companies are compiling.

19

preemptive action to judge a project before all

20

the data is collected and evaluated will

21

undoubtedly discourage companies from investing

22

in prospective scientific activities.

23

Bottom line:

Currently

Because of this

The EPA's

Every potential

24

development project should have an opportunity

25

to be reviewed on its merits.

The fact that
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1

the EPA is taking this action now would set a

2

new and dangerous precedent for Alaska.

3

oppose the watershed assessment and encourage

4

the EPA to allow the exhaustive permitting

5

process to continue before prejudging any

6

project.

7

Thank you.

8

SUZANNE ARMSTRONG:

9

evening.

And we

Thank you.

Good

For the record my name is Suzanne

10

Armstrong.

11

Associated Builders and Contractors of Alaska.

12

I am the president of the

We are opposed to the EPA Bristol Bay

13

watershed assessment.

14

premature, inadequate and the effect of a

15

404(c) action could have a detrimental impact

16

on all resource development and jobs for

17

Alaskans.

18

The assessment is

The draft watershed assessment

19

attempts to assess the potential environmental

20

impacts associated with mining activities and

21

at a scale that is yet to be determined by the

22

project developer and without environmental

23

mitigation factors that have yet to be defined

24

by the project developer and Corps of

25

Engineers.

It is unreasonable that the EPA
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1

could develop a thorough assessment of

2

potential impacts after spending less than one

3

year studying an area the size of West Virginia

4

especially after the project developer has

5

spent over eight years and over $120 million

6

conducting environmental studies.

7

studies are not yet complete.

8
9

And these

This assessment could lead to a
decision to preemptively veto permits even

10

before the project developer has submitted a

11

permit application.

12

This was a dangerous precedent for

13

other resource development projects in Alaska

14

and a potential 404(c) action also takes a

15

just-say-no approach to jobs.

16

billions in capital investment, more than 2,000

17

jobs from construction and another 1,000 jobs

18

in ongoing operations and maintenance over the

19

life of the mine in one of the most

20

economically distressed areas in Alaska.

21

This will kill

The EPA should kill the assessment

22

until there is a permit application in front of

23

the appropriate federal and State agencies for

24

consideration.

25

Thank you.
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1

SAM SNYDER:

Hi.

My name is Sam

2

Snyder.

I have a doctorate in environmental

3

studies where I examine the difficulties of

4

Native job restoration in on a very small

5

context.

6

whole 'nother ball game.

So something the size of Pebble is a

7

I'm employed by a group called the

8

Alaska Conservation Foundation but in reality I

9

work for the people interested in Bristol Bay.

10

In that work in part I manage a team of

11

scientists, and I pick up where Tim Troll has

12

left off.

13

the Bristol Bay area for some time now.

14

work and in that research our team is one of

15

the few that has actually entirely read all

16

30,000 pages of Pebble's environmental baseline

17

documents.

18

applications that are on record at DNR for

19

water rights.

20

there, materials out there to have an honest

21

conversation about what is at stake here and

22

what that mine might look like even at a small

23

scale.

24

assessment.

25

We have done independent research in
In our

We've also read Pebble's permit

In 2006 there were plans out

And we've also studied the watershed

So I want to first congratulate you
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1

on the thoroughness of the watershed assessment

2

and thank you for the work that you are doing.

3

Having read all of that our team has

4

made it quite clear or better yet, Pebble's

5

data, Pebble's own data, makes it quite clear

6

and your assessment helps to add to that

7

clarity couple of things:

8

world's largest and most diverse sockeye salmon

9

fishery on the planet on which jobs, economies

Bristol Bay is the

10

depend.

11

complex system with clean water, little ability

12

to buffer against metals toxicity or acid mine

13

drainage.

14

generate acid in periods of decades to months,

15

therefore could pose great risk to the fishery

16

and to the communities that depend upon it.

17

More importantly Pebble's data shows a

More importantly this mine will

So I urge you to stick with the time

18

line.

19

and so that we can protect this resource to

20

people that depend upon it, the future

21

generations in Alaska.

22

I appreciate the work that you are doing

DAWN FRY:

Thank you for coming and

23

I'm really grateful that you came and very glad

24

for your work.

25

three-and-a-half hours from here, one way.

I'm from Kasilof,
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1

great-great-grandfather came to the state in

2

the 19th century, a Norwegian captain of a

3

sailing ship.

4

New Guinea.

5

And I hope you know what the word Papua, New

6

Guinea means.

7

their freedom back from Rio Tinto and

8

Bougainville Island.

9

conservative.

10

But my dad raised me in Papua,
He ran a tuberculosis hospital.

15,000 people died trying to get

15,000.

And that's

Ok Tedi Mine is in an area of

11

subsistence people who don't wear shoes and

12

don't have schools; they lost all their fish

13

when the tailings dam failed.

14

of New Guinea is controlled by Indonesia for

15

the financial benefits they get from free port,

16

Morehead.

17

The entire half

The people on that side of the island

18

are black.

19

The people of Indonesia are Muslim mostly and

20

Asians.

21

they took over as even worse colonizers.

22

the United States helped them by conducting a

23

fraudulent vote before the United Nation.

24
25

They're animus.

They're Christian.

And when they kicked out the Dutch
And

And now these people here are worried
about time lines and your work.

They want
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1

global mining to come here and Anglo American

2

are a bunch of sons of bitches as bad as

3

anybody.

4

Do you know about that place?

5

know about those mines?

6

deny it.

Don't say -- don't

Please don't.

7

TERRY SEVY:

My name is Terry Sevy.

8

I'm a Bristol Bay fisherman since 1985.

9

reside in Anchorage.

I

I raise my family in

10

Anchorage.

11

another Bristol Bay season.

12

Do you

I'm currently in preparation for

In just a few words -- you know, I

13

can't tell you just how important Bristol Bay

14

and the salmon I catch, the industry are to me,

15

to my family, my friends, the state of Alaska

16

and our country.

17

Pebble Mine threatens not just my way of life

18

but a way of life for generations to come.

19

mine would set the foundation for ecological

20

and economical disaster.

21

For that matter, the world.

I urge the EPA to use their authority

22

and the 404(c) to protect Bristol Bay.

23

request that you do so.

24

you're here.

25

The

I

I appreciate that

Thank you for being here.

LIZ SNYDER:

Hello.

Thank you for
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1

letting me speak on behalf of my family.

2

professor of public health and also a

3

scientist, and I'm speaking with a perspective

4

of a public health researcher and educator.

5

I'm a

My concerns with the Pebble Mine are

6

related to food security in Alaska.

With

7

respect to a western diet we are a state

8

experiencing a serious degree of food

9

insecurity in terms of healthy food

10

availability, access and utilization.

11

been estimated that we import 95 percent of our

12

food and that only three days' worth of food

13

are on the shelves in grocery stores in cities

14

like Anchorage and Fairbanks.

15

rural Alaska for many the store is literally

16

right outside the door, and I understand that

17

most would like to keep it that way.

18

It's

However, in

The environmental threats of the

19

Pebble Mine are also human health threats in

20

that reductions in the real but foreseen

21

numbers and quality of wild foods can

22

contribute to decreases in subsistence

23

activities, increases in food insecurity and a

24

continued increase in costly diet-related

25

conditions such as obesity, diabetes, heart
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1

disease and cancer.

2

Thank you.

3

DAN OBERLATZ:

My name is Dan

4

Oberlatz.

5

Alpine Adventures.

6

players in the Bristol Bay -- emerging Bristol

7

Bay adventure tours industry.

8

business since 1998.

9

I'm here with my company, Alaska
We are one of the key

We've been in

I first came to Alaska and the

10

Bristol Bay region 20 years ago so I'm a newbie

11

by comparison to many of the people in the

12

room.

13

sitting in Bella and Jay Hammond's library and

14

taking in the view of Currant Creek and Copper

15

Mountain and the majesty of Lake Clark and

16

southwest Alaska.

17

seeing a sun set in Bristol Bay as a commercial

18

fisherman my second summer in Alaska.

19

traversed the Alaska Range over five times from

20

Cook Inlet over into the Bristol Bay country

21

via Two Lakes, Telaquana Lake, Turquoise Lake,

22

Twin Lakes.

23

over the state of Alaska.

24

the most important and spectacular places in

25

the state, if not the most.

But I've had the great fortune of

I've had the fortune of

I know the area.

I've

I travel all

I think it's one of

The Bristol Bay
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1

region is perfect.

2

It is perfect.

So what I would like to address to

3

the EPA in addition to sincere thanks for

4

initiating the comprehensive watershed

5

assessment in May of 2010 the New Zealand

6

government conducted a study of mining's impact

7

on tourism.

8

risks to tourism arise from both derogation of

9

key landscapes and from damage to the nation's

10

clean, green and 100 percent pure branding in

11

overseas markets.

12

segment of the international tourism market

13

will simply switch to alternative destinations

14

in the event policies are adopted which

15

downgrade the brand image.

16

projected damage to GNP could be in the order

17

of one percent of New Zealand's GNP.

18

Their conclusion:

Quote, the

As a result an important

The resulting

So I think this is a moment to

19

celebrate the majesty of the place.

20

you so much for bringing a super important step

21

forward in the process.

22

are engaging in writing history, and it's

23

absolutely critical we get this one right.

24
25

PETER MACKSEY:
Macksey.

And thank

All of us in the room

My name is Peter

I work for a fabricator.

I work for
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1

the fishing industry and for the mining

2

industry.

3

for 60 years.

4

I've been in business here in Alaska

I'm testifying in protest of what I

5

see as an attempt to circumvent the process.

6

No permits have been applied for.

7

was submitted.

8

the application happens.

9

No mine plan

The real review begins after

What did this cost, if I could ask?

10

What was its purpose?

11

water quality assessment.

12

question the validity and the quality of the

13

resources that you used in this assessment, I

14

see this assessment as nothing more than the

15

level of a high school science project.

16

made assumptions.

17

answers and some things -- fake scenario.

18

really don't know anything about what's going

19

to happen or what the conclusions are.

20
21

Name another pre-project
While I do not

You've

You came up with some
You

I think you should wait till a permit
process happens and move ahead then.

22

Thank you.

23

FRANCIS GALLELA:

Thank you for

24

coming, EPA.

I know in your process you are

25

going to have science; and you're going to have
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1

culture.

2

keep out the consideration of American

3

historical conservation ethics that started

4

over a hundred years ago.

5

But I don't think you can ignore or

And with that in mind let me take you

6

back to 1903, probably the most important

7

camping trip that ever took place in the United

8

States.

9

Roosevelt spent three days camping in Yosemite

In Yosemite John Muir and Theodore

10

and talking about conservation and talking

11

about the importance of Yosemite.

12

point Yosemite was in dire trouble.

13

loggers wanted to log it.

14

mine it.

15

people wanted to dam it so San Francisco could

16

have water.

17

Muir convinced Theodore Roosevelt that he

18

should protect Yosemite, which he did when he

19

went back to the White House after his camping

20

trip.

And at that
The

The miners wanted to

The cattlemen wanted to graze it and

But during those campfires John

That was in 1903.

21

Now Yosemite, and I think we all

22

agree on this, is one of the jewels in our

23

National Parks' crown.

24

anybody here in 2012 now would look back and

25

say, "I think Muir and Roosevelt made the wrong

And I don't think
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1

decision."

2

protected it and they had vision.

3

Instead I think they'd say they

In a like manner, 100 years from now

4

as descendants look back on what we're doing, I

5

hope they can say, "They did well, they

6

considered us, the long-range view, in making

7

their decision and in their impact statements."

8

Thank you.

9

MAYNARD TAPP:

My name is Maynard

10

Tapp.

11

started here in 1985.

12

industry, and I've testified numerous times on

13

behalf of the industry to allow development

14

under different plans issued by U.S. Fish and

15

Wildlife and Bureau of Ocean and Energy

16

Management.

17

I'm a partner in a small business I
Serves the oil and gas

These highly professional

18

organizations provide options to the public for

19

testimony based on years of study.

20

point I'm very disappointed that the EPA is

21

starting this process.

22

ready, aim is what's happening right now.

23

need to go back and follow the process that's

24

been established in law and by State and

25

federal law.

At this

We seem to be shoot,
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1

The other thing -- and basically I'll

2

just -- let me say give it over to whatever

3

John Shively said.

4

over at Pebble and they would not do this

5

project unless they can do it right.

6

I know the folks that work

The other thing, this is a process

7

within your own system in your report.

If you

8

do a risk assessment and you have a no failure

9

policy or result you also need to include in

10

that result the risk of new jobs, new revenues

11

to the state and new health and educational

12

facilities that would be brought to the state

13

by way of a project like this.

14

Thank you.

15

PAIGE KRICHBAUM:

Hi.

I'm Paige

16

Krichbaum.

17

for coming.

18

with Alaska Youth for Environmental Action, and

19

I would like to read our youth resolution to

20

protect wild Alaska salmon.

21

I would like to say thank you, EPA,
I'm from Alaska obviously.

I'm

Whereas wild Alaska sustains our

22

lifestyle, economies and our Alaskan

23

identities.

24

Whereas living off of salmon is our

25

way of life and we want future generations to
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1

have the same great experience as us and our

2

ancestors.

3

Whereas Alaska commercial wild

4

fisheries provide 50 percent of the seafood

5

consumed in the U.S. and 44 percent of the

6

seafood exported by the U.S.

7

Whereas of all Alaska major

8

industries including construction, oil and gas,

9

mining and forestry, the wild seafood industry

10

employs the highest number of Alaska workers.

11

Whereas genetically engineered fish

12

are a threat to human health, wild fish stocks

13

and Alaska's economy.

14

Whereas the proposed Pebble Mine

15

threatens to devastate the economic, cultural,

16

and environmental viability of the Bristol Bay

17

region along with the state of Alaska.

18
19
20

Whereas Alaska is the last stronghold
of wild salmon in the world.
Now, therefore, be it resolved that

21

Alaska youth recognize the importance of

22

preserving and protecting wild Alaska salmon

23

and ask our leaders to preserve and protect the

24

habitat and integrity of Alaska's wild salmon

25

against irreversible harm.
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1

This was signed by teens all over

2

Alaska including Anchorage, Cordova, Fairbanks,

3

Homer, New Stuyahok, Seward, Yakutat, Newhalen,

4

Kenai, Dillingham, Togiak, Elim, Bethel,

5

Emmonak, Golovin Bay, Koliganek and Palmer.

6

Thank you.

7

KEITH WALTERS:

Hello.

My name is

8

Keith Walters.

I've been involved in the

9

mining industry for the last 35 years.

And I

10

can tell you that our existing regulators are

11

very thorough and know what they're doing.

12

think that you should give them a chance to do

13

their job and do it correctly.

14

urge the EPA to postpone or drop the watershed

15

assessment and any possible use of 404(c) in

16

the future.

17

Thank you.

18

CHARLES HAWLEY:

I

And I would

Thank you.

I have

19

to skip around a little bit because we've

20

covered a lot of things.

21

assessment by the EPA is relevant to a somewhat

22

uncertain rule established by section 404.

23

this case specifically with respect to the

24

possible effect of a hard rock mine.

25

But anyway, the

In

The EPA did not ask for comments on
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1

the economics of the Pebble Project or any

2

other copper deposit.

3

make a professional analysis of the complex

4

model but it is not in the model produced.

5

The EPA is contracted to

The EPA did not and perhaps should

6

not adjust items outside of its jurisdiction to

7

have a general interest and arguably equal

8

value in environmental analysis that was made.

9

It did not seek information on the

10

non-subsistence economy of the project area or

11

the importance to the State of Alaska even

12

though this project was on State land with

13

favorable minerals.

14

Does it make sense to predict the

15

rise and fall of the most important hard rock

16

mineral deposit found in Alaska without much

17

more information?

18

business it's difficult to express just how

19

good Pebble is or could be.

20

Pebble Mine is uncertain, but geologically

21

Pebble appears to be in the top three or four

22

copper deposits in the world.

23

good of a copper deposit as Pebble is as the

24

Pebble deposit.

25

Unless you're in the mineral

KRIS WARREN:

The extent of

It's about as

Good evening.

My name
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1

is Kris Warren.

2

over 30 years.

3

Anchorage water and wastewater untility.

4

result I've had over 35 years' experience

5

working in the highly regulated environmental

6

protection industry.

7

a mid-sized hotel here in Anchorage which

8

supports almost 40 local families whose

9

livelihood depends on the Alaska economy.

10

I've lived in Anchorage for
I'm a retired manager with the
As a

Also my wife is owner of

You know the mining industry has a

11

long history in Alaska.

12

most recent years has had an outstanding

13

environmental track record.

14

thousand good-paying jobs throughout the state

15

there's numerous examples of large and small

16

operations in Alaska which have protected and

17

in some cases even improved the natural

18

environment, the Red Dog Mine being one example

19

in particular.

20

And at least in the

While providing a

There's no valid reason to believe

21

that a copper mine in the headwaters of the

22

Bristol Bay watershed would have a negative

23

effect on that fishery especially given today's

24

stringent regulatory oversight and modern

25

mining methods.

Quite the contrary, the mine
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1

will produce an immense amount of materials --

2

minerals which we all need for everyday life

3

while producing thousands more badly needed and

4

good-paying jobs in southwest Alaska.

5

Over the 35 years of my career in the

6

water industry I've worked with dedicated EPA

7

and Adak employees most of whom are focused on

8

working with their permittees towards a dual

9

goal of protecting the environment while

10

allowing responsible resource development.

11

However, more recently the EPA has taken a

12

clearly antagonistic approach to development of

13

any kind.

14

business and allow the Pebble Mine application

15

process to at least proceed to see what the end

16

result will be.

17

The EPA should stay out of Alaska's

And to those of you in the room who

18

are delighted the EPA has come to your rescue,

19

be careful what you wish for because they may

20

come after your industry next.

21

VALERIE CONNOR:

Good evening.

Thank

22

you very much.

My name is Valerie Connor, and

23

I'm the conservation director at Alaska Center

24

for the Environment.

25

members who recognize the importance of

We have 6,000 Alaska
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1

cultural, biological and economic importance of

2

Bristol Bay.

3

I know everyone in this room would

4

agree that our salmon resources are vital.

5

Whether -- where we seem to disagree is whether

6

or not large-scale industrial mines belong in

7

the headwaters of one of the most productive

8

salmon systems in the world.

9

historically caused damage, sometimes

Mining has

10

catastrophically, to watersheds around the

11

globe.

12

extra level of scrutiny.

13

work that you've done in the watershed

14

assessment.

15

And Bristol Bay watershed deserves this
We thank you for the

Your assessment substantiates what

16

many of us already suspected, that the

17

cumulative impacts caused by a mine of this

18

scale will have negative impact on Bristol Bay

19

fisheries.

20

work protecting the waters of Alaska.

21

hope you'll use your authority using the

22

404(c).

Please continue to do your hard
And we

23

Thank you so much for coming.

24

CHARLES ENGLAND:

25

Charles England.

For the record I am

I am not the CEO of any
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1

corporation nor am I the president of anything.

2

In fact sometimes I even wonder if I'm the head

3

of my own house.

4

on honor to come to speak before you gentlemen.

5

I basically have two points.

But anyway I do consider it

One,

6

that much of this was built on fear.

Fear that

7

has not necessarily been founded.

8

State of Alaska, may we all understand, the

9

State of Alaska has not spoken.

But the

And so we do

10

not know whether the State would say yes or no

11

to that.

12

process has not been submitted.

13

I find it personally offensive as a citizen of

14

the United States of America and also an Alaska

15

citizen that the EPA would step in before and

16

circumvent the State's rights, the due process

17

on State land concerning the mining area that

18

was designated to be able to do so.

19

In fact, the application and the
And that's why

We do have an extensive process to go

20

through.

And the State of Alaska I believe

21

does have the right to speak and to say so

22

without the intrusion of the federal government

23

coming before that process is done.

24

very surprised if this process continues to go

25

on if something happens, that a lawsuit would

I would be
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1

not be brought forth before the courts.

2

would not surprise me at all.

3

recent record in the Supreme Court has not

4

fared well.

5

Nixon is probably turning over in his grave

6

concerning the things that are going on with

7

the EPA.

8
9

It

And, again, your

I personally think that Richard

Secondly, you have admitted that the
investigation was not pooled by your own

10

committee.

So to present that to a deciding

11

board would be academically dishonest and --

12

THE FACILITATOR:

13

HENRY OLYMPIC:

Thank you.

Hello.

My name is

14

Henry Olympic.

15

the Newhalen Tribal Council Board.

16

guys for coming and listening.

17

I'm from Newhalen.

The bottom line is:

I sit on
Thank you

Do we really

18

want Pebble in our backyard?

And I'm not for

19

Pebble; I'm not against Pebble.

20

We talked about development within our

21

communities, opportunities for ourselves and

22

our younger generations.

23

community, Newhalen, the communities around

24

Newhalen, my boys that are growing up and being

25

raised in Newhalen.

I'm neutral.

I think about my

We as community members
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1

need development and opportunities for us to

2

become independent and to grow within our

3

community, because out there, you know, we pay

4

almost $7 a gallon for heating fuel.

5

unlead -- unlead gas, we need some kind of

6

development.

7

And

I do not want the EPA to come into my

8

community and tell me and my neighbors we

9

can't -- what we can and can't build in our own

10

community.

We need development and

11

opportunities to have a good place and that --

12

that's where we live; that's our home.

13

Thank you.

14

NICK PEPPERWORTH:

Are you really

15

sure you want to go there?

I heard this lady

16

over here say that.

17

been taking from people that have been talking.

18

Commercial fishing no longer sustains

This is just notes I've

19

them.

20

And I grew up there.

21

in the cannery on the spit.

22

fish than you can imagine.

23

traps and the government was in charge.

24
25

You people are from Washington State.
My wife's mother worked

How's the fishing?
sure you want to go there?

There was more
They put out fish

Are you really
This is not worth
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1

it.

2

I'm in the construction business.

3

You're going to dig a hole out here for a

4

building.

5

They're going to be there.

6

welcome them here, and I'm not thankful that

7

they're here.

8

here.

9

not kidding.

These people are going to be there.
I don't -- I don't

We have enough regulation out

I say go back to Washington.

10

And I'm

You know what the people do now in

11

Washington?

12

these guys, the federal government was in

13

charge.

14

back home to Washington, Oregon or wherever.

15

They run casinos.

I'm sorry.

No fish.

And

I think you guys should go

BONNIE TISLER:

My name is Bonnie

16

Tisler.

17

came -- our family came here for mining.

18

miner.

19

Anchorage, Alaska.

20

first vote that I was old enough to make.

21

why did I vote for statehood?

22

that all we had was the fed and they owned 98

23

percent of Alaska.

24

well.

25

I'm a fourth-generation Alaskan that
I'm a

I'm a member of the Gold Prospectors of
I voted for statehood.

The
And

Because before

And they didn't manage it

We needed State regulations.

We
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1

needed a State Senator.

2

representatives that represented the needs of

3

the people.

4

fisherman.

5

agree with the comments of Alaska Chamber of

6

Commerce.

7

those people.

8
9

We needed

My father was a commercial
He sold king salmon for $5 each.

I

I think we really need to listen to
They're our economy.

I've continued education with
wonderful people like Chuck Holly that was just

10

there.

He's a professor in geology because I

11

wanted to know more about this Pebble.

12

thing that struck me most about what I learned

13

from him was the third thing that's in that

14

deposit.

15

had no idea what moly was or what moly did.

16

Moly's used to harden steel.

17

from Indonesia with their unpredictable

18

politics.

The

Some odd stuff called molybdenum.

I

Most of it comes

You can't make --

19

THE FACILITATOR:

20

AMY SNYDER:

Thank you, Bonnie.

My name is Amy Snyder

21

and I work at the Alaska Marine Conservation

22

Council.

23

organization dedicated to protecting the

24

integrity of Alaska's marine ecosystems and

25

sustaining working waterfronts.

And we're a community-based

Please accept
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1

these comments on behalf of our board, staff

2

and over 700 members who include commercial and

3

sport fishermen, subsistence harvesters and

4

coastal residents throughout Alaska.

5

individuals and their families are currently

6

culturally and economically dependent on

7

helping marine and coastal environments.

8
9

These

We have the world's largest wild
salmon fishery in Bristol Bay and watershed to

10

nearshore habitat needed to support subsistence

11

productivity.

12

of clean water and healthy marine ecosystems

13

it's not just a natural world that must shape

14

your deliberations but also the people,

15

economies, cultures and traditions.

16

life in coastal Alaska.

17

seek to support our communities.

18

So with regard to the protection

This is

U.S. policy should

The EPA has properly acknowledged the

19

need to protect clean water and healthy marine

20

ecosystems.

21

Pebble Project jeopardize the region's clean

22

waters and abundant natural resources.

23

has the power under section 404(c) of the Clean

24

Water Act to prohibit or restrict the discharge

25

of dredge or flow materials if they pose an

The significant risks posed by the

The EPA
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1

unacceptable adverse effect on natural

2

resources, fisheries, wildlife, waters or

3

recreational areas.

4

clearly demonstrates that large-scale mining

5

would have unacceptable adverse effects on the

6

watershed even without mine failure.

7

The EPA's assessment

Bristol Bay's rich fisheries and its

8

globally important populations of marine

9

mammals, sea birds and waterfowl is vital to

10

the health of our ecological, economic and

11

social future.

12

threat to all of that.

13

our time to pursue economic development that

14

promotes these values rather than extinguish

15

the basis for long-term sustainable livelihood.

The Pebble Mine is a direct
It is the challenge of

16

THE FACILITATOR:

17

BEAU OBRIGEWITCH:

Thank you.
Thank you.

I

18

would like to open by thanking Washington

19

Senator Cantwell for ensuring the opportunity

20

for the public to speak out against the

21

proposed Pebble Mine was initiated in a state

22

that is not Alaska by people that are not

23

Alaskan and by corporations that are not Alaska

24

based.

25

I do have a few questions that are
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1

Alaskan.

When are our oil folks going to start

2

taking a stand that they're our fish?

3

importantly, they're our jobs.

4

sense and I stand patiently by.

5

Bristol Bay Native Corporation going to start

6

running commercials about our jobs going to

7

outsiders?

8

anti-development crowd is going to step up and

9

rant and rave about jobs going to outsiders?

More

That only makes
When is

I wonder when the rest of the

10

And right there in her press release, one of a

11

hundred, Senator Cantwell throws in the fact

12

that tens of thousands of Washington State jobs

13

depend on Bristol Bay's healthy sustainable

14

salmon populations.

15

$188 million annual directly benefit Washington

16

State commercial recreational businesses.

Further, approximately

17

But alas, since the announcement that

18

public testimony was being taken last week this

19

story barely made a blip on the daily news.

20

Apparently it only counts that jobs and money

21

are leaving Alaska when the companies are

22

multinational oil and mine corporations and the

23

workers are from states that don't have a ZIP

24

code that begins with 98.

25

In closing and to the point of this
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1

testimony I would like to say that I find it

2

interesting that the antis are always saying

3

we're only opposed to Pebble if sound science

4

proves it cannot be safely completed.

5

at every step they've tried to stop the science

6

from proceeding and simply rely on emotional

7

reactionaryism.

8

fight against the threat that the EPA will shut

9

down Pebble under the auspices of the Clean

10

Water Act before the permitting process has

11

been given an opportunity to play itself out.

12

However,

And here we are beginning a

You asked at the beginning of this

13

what needs to be added to the assessment.

14

time.

15

eventually applied for.

More

Wait and evaluate the permits that are

16

Thank you.

17

DAVE APLIN:

Thank you.

My name's

18

Dave Aplin.

I'm with the World Wildlife Fund

19

Alaska program.

20

international conservation organization.

21

the U.S. we have 1.2 million members and

22

thousands of members here in the state of

23

Alaska.

24

places like the United Kingdom and South Africa

25

and Canada where the mining corporations often

You may know we're an
In

We also operate around the world in
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1

are based as well.

2

reach and contact.

3

So we have some of the same

I'd like to thank you for being here

4

tonight.

I'd like to thank you for recognizing

5

the entreaties of the people that live within

6

the region that felt unserved by their State

7

government.

8
9

I'm reminded after hearing tonight's
testimony of a famous philosopher in American

10

history, Bazooka Joe.

11

Bazooka Joe from the gum wrapper.

12

episode where Joe walks up on a guy, the guy's

13

on all fours under a streetlight.

14

"What are you doing?"

15

quarter."

16

there."

17

"Because the light's better."

18

I'm sure you remember
Remember the

Joe asks,

"I'm looking for a

"Where did you lose it?"

"Over

"Why are you looking for it here?"

I think if you look at the massive

19

amount of time, money and energy Pebble

20

Partnership have put into their baseline

21

research you'll see something like that

22

cartoon.

23

$120 million.

24

document, all 20 or 30,000 pages, there's

25

nowhere that will tell you how many salmon

We heard eight years and
Yet if you look at that
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1

smolts are released into that system.

2

This section on geologic and seismic

3

impacts are short-shrift.

So thank you for

4

being cumulative, broad.

5

add, fugitive dust is important.

6

look at seismic activity is important and

7

looking at the infrastructure that will develop

8

and the secondary and tertiary impacts is all

9

important work to do.

And if I might just

10

Thanks for being here.

11

GAIL PHILLIPS:

Thank you.

12

evening.

13

lifelong Alaskan.

14

and now live in urban Alaska.

15

Additional

My name is Gail Phillips.

Good
I'm a

I was raised in rural Alaska

Your disrespect and ignorance on

16

Alaska people and issues by holding your first

17

hearing on this issue in Seattle is

18

inexcusable.

19

held a hearing on fishing regulations in the

20

Straits of Juan de Fuca in Alaska before

21

scheduling a hearing in the state of

22

Washington.

23

Alaskans -- you would never have

Other than trying to do an end run on

24

well-established permitting processes at both

25

the State and federal levels, why are you so
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1

afraid of the outcome that you have chosen this

2

preemptive measure to try to stop the Pebble

3

Mine without even knowing the benefit or

4

parameters of a mine plan?

5

to separate any potential restrictions in your

6

404(c) findings as they relate to any State or

7

local development project in the Bristol Bay

8

watershed unrelated to the Pebble Mine?

9

legal justifications will you use to excuse

10

blatant prejudices against the mine versus

11

another project such as a community water

12

source project?

13

your actions or findings that may be in

14

conflict with NEPA, the Clean Water Act or the

15

Alaska Statehood Act?

16

spend the next 25 to 50 years in various courts

17

trying to justify your actions on this

18

unprecedented and ill-thought-out plan?

19
20

How can you intend

What

How do you plan to justify

Are you prepared to

I don't want the 404(c) process
delayed.

I'd like to see it thrown out.

21

Thank you.

22

NANCY WAINWRIGHT:

Hello.

My name's

23

Nancy Wainwright, and I work for Trustees for

24

Alaska principally on issues surrounding the

25

adequacy of the State of Alaska permitting
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1

process for mineral exploration, statewide and

2

particularly familiarly on the Pebble Project.

3

And I want to thank EPA for its efforts to

4

finally provide the public with unbiased

5

information about the resources and the

6

potential impacts of a large-scale mine in the

7

Bristol Bay region, which the State of Alaska

8

has failed to do.

9

The fact that EPA's chosen to have an

10

inclusive public process using peer-reviewed

11

science about the potential project of such

12

significance is precisely the function the

13

government should serve and which EPA's charged

14

in carrying out the Clean Water Act.

15

to applaud this effort.

16

function of the government particularly when

17

the State has failed to carry out its

18

responsibility with the Pebble Mine and other

19

mines statewide, both in exploration and

20

development.

21

I'm going

It's an essential

I urge you to look carefully at the

22

State's ability to monitor and to carry out its

23

permitting process and conduct rigorous

24

permitting that you have heard about tonight.

25

Because in my organization we represent people
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1

that have attempted to get information just

2

about Pebble exploration, not the development,

3

from the State.

4

and the discovery process to gain information

5

about what the State was authorizing at Pebble

6

and what Pebble had done at the site at just

7

the exploration stage.

8

done no analysis of the cumulative effects of

9

that exploration that has occurred for 24 years

And we had to use litigation

The State has still

10

at the Pebble site.

And no analysis of the

11

impacts of the discharges of drilling muds on

12

the tundra, tens of thousands of helicopter

13

trips --

14

THE FACILITATOR:

15

RENEE REEVE:

Thank you.

For the record, my name

16

is Renee Reeve and I'm here tonight as a

17

private citizen.

18

I'm extremely concerned with the

19

short amount of time taken to draft this

20

assessment.

21

studies and permit applications in a similar

22

time frame the citizens of Alaska would be

23

outraged, and they should be now.

24

preemptive decision on any project or permit

25

should be unacceptable to those who respect the

If industry were to put together

Further, any
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1

process in place.

I have a respect for that

2

process, and I want to see it allowed to go

3

forward.

4

Finally, given the short amount of

5

time used to develop this assessment the EPA

6

should absolutely extend the comment period to

7

allow interested Alaskans of which you saw

8

hundreds here tonight to weigh in on the issue.

9
10

Thank you.
RICHARD KOLLER:

My name is Richard

11

Koller, and I support responsible resource

12

development in Alaska.

13

testifying this evening I do not thank you for

14

this opportunity to comment.

15

that I have to be here.

16

federally recognized entities invited a federal

17

agency to participate in the lynching -- had to

18

change the page -- of the legitimate permitting

19

process for resource development citing

20

hypothetical problems with tragic consequences

21

unfounded by any evidence-based effort,

22

information that belongs in a scary science

23

fiction novel rather than -- another page here.

24

It's on the back -- rather than an official

25

government activity.

Unlike many others

In fact I resent

I'm appalled that nine

We are at an official
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1

government activity.

2

that you accepted the invitation to the

3

lynching, EPA.

4

DON McEWEN:

What appalls me more is

My name is Don McEwen,

5

and I'm a citizen of Alaska.

And I've always

6

been for the Pebble Mine.

7

folks' report I think that there should be no

8

processing of any abstracting materials at the

9

mine site because of the potential disastrous

But because of you

10

results, that it all should be loaded on a rail

11

line and taken to the tidewater in Cook Inlet,

12

processed there, or put on freighters and taken

13

elsewhere to be processed.

14

And there's a potential side effect

15

to having a rail line to that area.

It would

16

be a safe secure way of transporting boats from

17

Cook Inlet to Bristol Bay area.

18

Anyway, thank you for your time.

19

APRIL FERGUSON:

Thank you.

My

20

name's April Ferguson.

I'm an employee and

21

shareholder of BBNC, Bristol Bay Native

22

Corporation, and a member of Curyung Tribal.

23

And I am delighted that the EPA's accepted the

24

invitation of tribes and the residents of the

25

state of Alaska to come.

And I really
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1

appreciate your enduring this brutal hearing

2

schedule and taking the time to go out to our

3

region and to listen to us.

4

Thank you.

And good job on the watershed

5

assessment which as I understand it did take

6

into account Pebble data and State of Alaska

7

data.

8

billion dollars in study they did is going to

9

be used for something.

So it's good to know that a half a

10

I would ask you to stick to your time

11

line, please.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation,

12

we do support responsible development; and

13

we're not against mining.

14

interests.

15

particular project.

We've got mining

We're just opposed to this
We're opposed to Pebble.

16

I believe personally it's in

17

America's national security interest to protect

18

the genetically diverse salmon stocks of a

19

major food source of 46 percent of the world's

20

red salmon come from the Bristol Bay region,

21

and it's all protein.

22

to husband and take care of.

23

It's something we need

You're here because the Bristol Bay

24

region is a wetland, and some people would call

25

it a swamp.

It's this hydrologic connectivity
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1

of rivers and ponds that the assessment speaks

2

of.

3

the salmon smolt can swim underground from the

4

rivers through the sand literally to the inland

5

ponds and lakes there.

This area is so porous and saturated that

6

Out of the research data that Pebble

7

provided there's a glaring lack of seismic

8

data.

9

take in account the Mulchatna caribou herd.

I wanted to mention that.

10

DONALD STEVENS:

And please

I'm Don Stevens.

11

I've been Alaskan since 1962 when the Navy

12

stationed me on Adak.

13

in both geology and chemistry and a Ph.D. in

14

geology all from the University of Alaska,

15

Fairbanks.

16

minerals exploration geologist since August 15,

17

1970.

18

exploration business since February 1 of 1978.

19

Mineral discoveries I have made have

I have bachelor degrees

I've been employed as a full-time

And I run my own consulting minerals

20

provided over a thousand man-years of

21

employment for Alaskans.

22

were insignificant compared to the economic

23

importance of the Pebble deposit however.

24
25

These discoveries

The adverse consequences of the EPA's
Bristol Bay watershed assessment are far too
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1

great to be based on a rushed, incomplete,

2

pseudo-scientific, premature and biased effort.

3

The potential for misuse of this tool to stop

4

development projects nationwide is too great to

5

continue any further if you care about the

6

future of our nation.

7

bomb for your anti-development warfare.

8
9

You have built this A

Both the Alaska Statehood Act and
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act are

10

seriously jeopardized by any repetition of this

11

assessment approach in that the needed

12

development of natural resources elsewhere in

13

the state can be stopped by an arbitrary and

14

capricious federal agency.

15

already had a chilling effect on the world's

16

perception of Alaska as a friendly investment

17

climate for minerals resource development.

This assessment has

18

To conclude I feel so sorry for the

19

young people of our nation who are growing up

20

--

21

THE FACILITATOR:

Thank you.

22

DAN SADDLER:

23

appreciate the chance to testify.

24

record, I'm Dan Saddler, State Representative,

25

District 18, Eagle River and JBER.

Thank you very much.
For the

I'm here
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1

because I've got significant concerns about

2

this draft watershed assessment.

3

Listening to the testimony here

4

tonight you'd think we were here to decide yes

5

or no on the Pebble Mine.

6

idea of Pebble Mine; you may oppose the idea of

7

Pebble Mine; I've got friends, constituents,

8

some on both sides.

9

are and I believe appropriately open-minded and

10

You may support the

But the majority of them

have not made up their mind yet.

11

There's a fair process where we

12

decide whether there should be a Pebble Mine or

13

not.

14

permit mining process.

15

do that.

16

taking place outside a permitting process.

17

It's just not fair.

18

The NEPA process, State permitting, large
There's lot of ways to

I'm afraid that the 404(c) action is

It's an overreach of federal

19

authority, and I hate to say overreaching

20

federal authority is something we have a great

21

deal of experience with here in Alaska.

22

great to see EPA hurry up and conduct such a

23

broad reaching study in one year, 220,000

24

square miles in such a short amount of time.

25

It feels like someone wants to hurry up and

It's
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1

make up their mind before all the permitting's

2

done, all the facts are in.

3

let this process proceed fairly.

4

time to do it right.

5

the comment process and at best toss this out

6

and do it again right the first time.

Let's take

At the very least, extend

7

Thank you.

8

CHRIS WILSON:

9

Let's take time to

First off I would like

to thank you for your scientific assessment of

10

Bristol Bay.

11

a vested interest in Alaska lands.

12

I believe that all Alaskans have

I would like to see the 404(c)

13

process proceed with the ultimate

14

recommendation to protect Bristol Bay form open

15

pit mining for these reasons:

16

commercial salmon fishery provides over

17

$480 million a year to 14,000 employed

18

individuals; multigenerational sustained

19

employment and income to local communities;

20

providing economic health and integrity for

21

local culture.

22

sockeye commercial fishery as well as a large

23

population depending on a subsistence harvest

24

of aquatic as well as a land-based protein

25

source.

First off, the

It's the world's largest

Long-term sustainable
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1

multibillion-dollar world-class sport fishery

2

that employs local population and brings

3

secondary and tertiary income to the state

4

through tax revenue and local spending.

5

and pristine ecosystems provide spawning and

6

rearing of native run salmon stock as well as

7

Chilkoot trout, Arctic char and many other

8

aquatic species.

9

headers provide a pristine environment as well

10

as a remote wilderness experience without the

11

need of scientific studies to prove its present

12

value, cyclic production and economic viability

13

and opportunity to promote pristine and remote

14

wilderness experience.

15

Intact

The Bristol Bay drainages and

The negatives of this potential

16

project is unproven engineering on a scale that

17

has never been attempted before in the history

18

of mankind located in an earthquake-prone and

19

volcanic area that is remote and

20

environmentally fragile.

21

4,000 acres of pristine wetlands and lost

22

habitat.

23

of --

Elimination of up to

Mining industry, the poor reputation

24

THE FACILITATOR:

25

JUDITH BERTNER:

Thank you.
Hi, I'm Judith
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1

Bertner; and I'm from a Bristol Bay fishing

2

family.

3

assessment on Bristol Bay and for being here to

4

listen to us.

5

Thank you for protecting our treasures; the

6

clean water and the good food that we all

7

deserve.

Thank you for doing this scientific

8
9

Thank you for doing your job.

My husband and I fished on a gilander
in Bristol Bay for 40 years.

We raised our

10

four sons in the fishery, an opportunity that

11

allows small-scale business success.

12

and his family continue the tradition.

13

One son

Now retired we subsistence fish with

14

our grandsons for our family food.

15

you might want to include in your assessment

16

that not only villagers depend on subsistence

17

fish, but many of us in Anchorage do too, and

18

other cities.

19

And I think

Last week a friend who had fished all

20

around Alaska called me asking what I did to

21

make the sockeye salmon I gave her so

22

delicious.

23

asked.

24

rinse them in a bucket, vac seal them and put

25

them in our chest freezer," I said.

"How did you process it?" she

"Well, we clean them on the beach,

"That was
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1

the most delicious fish I've ever cooked," she

2

said, "so I wondered what you did."

3

nothing I did.

4

Bristol Bay fish," I said.

5

"It's

It's the wild, unspoiled

Now you know why we don't want a

6

large-scale mine in this area.

7

the EPA, to use your authority to protect this

8

valuable resource.

9

AMES LUCE:

I'm asking you,

I'm representing myself.

10

I'm an Alaska citizen.

I have flown, hunted

11

and fished in the Iliamna area for 46 years and

12

am a property owner in King Salmon as well as

13

in Anchorage.

14

I thought that any analysis, and this

15

may be beyond your particular charge, should be

16

a risk/benefit analysis.

17

analysis I came upon an article, mining taxes

18

and revenue in Alaska.

19

this.

20

almost three billion dollars in 2009 but paid

21

less than two percent to state and local

22

governments counting all forms of taxes, fees

23

and royalties."

I would like to quote

"Alaska's mineral industry was worth

24
25

And in a risk/benefit

Less than two percent.

Taxes on other industries are much
higher.

The oil and gas industry paid about 20
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1

percent of its market value.

And of course it

2

is the basis of our economy.

Now while low

3

taxes for mining are attractive to

4

corporations, some organizations and

5

legislative bodies argue that they do not

6

represent a fair long-term value for Alaska's

7

resources, particularly since the vast majority

8

of the mining corporations are not in Alaska.

9

And I would remind you that article

10

eight, section 2 of the State's Constitution

11

provides, and I quote, "The Legislature shall

12

provide for the utilization, development and

13

specific --

14

THE FACILITATOR:

15

CARL WASSILIE:

Thank you.
Good evening.

My

16

name is Carl Wassilie.

And my Yup'ik name is

17

Angut'aq.

18

speak on behalf of Alaska Big Village Network.

19

And I do want to thank the EPA for this

20

watershed assessment.

21

to have a scientific analysis of the impacts to

22

do the watershed.

23

many species, including the human beings that

24

rely on the water -- the freshwater in the

25

watershed.

And I'm a Yup'ik biologist.

I will

It's extremely important

And the salmon, just one of
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1

So the far-reaching impacts, as many

2

people have mentioned before, from the region

3

were not just economics, the cultural impacts

4

are significant.

5

-- in which many of the creation stories which

6

are -- which allow for the cultural vitality of

7

the protection of the ecosystem, services that

8

provide these current economic benefits for

9

hundreds of years in the industry, fishing.

If we go back to the time of

10

But the benefits of the cultural vitality are

11

just as important because it's that respect

12

that is given to the land.

13

So traditional knowledge, it's a

14

tough one.

It's a tough one to look at,

15

looking at the creation story and mythology,

16

it's just as critical as looking at genetics of

17

that salmon that we eat.

I get the minerals --

18

THE FACILITATOR:

Thank you.

19

SHARON COX:

20

for this opportunity.

I am a 30-year resident

21

of Anchorage, Alaska.

I'm a tax-paying

22

citizen.

23

on the morality and the integrity of EPA

24

exercising their right to enforce the 404(c) on

25

Pebble Project before the permitting process

Good evening.

Thank you

My purpose here today is commenting
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1

begins.

I believe the EPA in all of its wisdom

2

is wrong in not allowing the permitting process

3

to unfold in the normal fashion as any other

4

large-scale mine or small-scale mine in the

5

state of Alaska.

6

This is a State issue.

I've heard comment and questions

7

whether the large-scale mining permit team has

8

the education to follow through with the

9

permitting process.

10

It doesn't mean that

Washington, D.C. is any smarter.

11

Thank you.

12

STEPHANIE SCHMIDT:

I'm Stephanie

13

Schmidt.

I'm from Anchorage, Alaska.

And I'd

14

like to commend the EPA for the study that

15

they've done, the scientific study.

16

Ph.D. in freshwater ecology.

17

a third of my very short life studying

18

fisheries and studying the human impacts on

19

fisheries.

20

the fisheries, the salmon fisheries here in

21

Alaska.

22

that is pro or opposed to mining.

23

make that clear.

24

research biologist in support of your

25

scientific study.

I'm a

I've spent nearly

And I currently work in Alaska on

I do not work for any organization
Just want to

I'm simply here as a fishery
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1

Many of the criticisms of the study

2

tonight focus on hastiness, yet no one has

3

provided any explicit examples of how the

4

science is bad or junk.

5

empirical evidence that would negate or

6

disagree with what the EPA has put out tonight.

7

No one has provided

I'd also like to thank you for not

8

doing a risk/benefit analysis because you

9

cannot put a monetary value on a loss of

10

culture and a loss of subsistence in Alaska.

11

I'd like to thank you for putting together the

12

panel of experts.

13

thoroughly vetted through that.

14

that you take into consideration what those

15

experts have to say.

16

The process is going to be
And I hope

I'd like to commend you for the

17

comprehensive literature review that you have

18

completed of studies that have gone through

19

rigorous scientific review, studies that

20

represent millions of dollars of research that

21

have documented the impacts of mining on salmon

22

habitat.

23

On a more technical point of the

24

study, I'd like to thank you for highlighting

25

impacts that this type of mining would have on
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1

Chinook.

2

populations are declining and so I appreciate

3

that you've done that.

4

We know that in Alaska Chinook

One last point is I'd like you to

5

consider looking at the changing environment

6

that we face today.

7

it's human caused or not is --

Climate change, whether

8

THE FACILITATOR:

Thank you.

9

MARLEANNA HALL:

Good evening.

My

10

name is Marleanna Hall.

11

things for the record.

12

against any project that has been discussed

13

tonight, especially one that hasn't yet

14

submitted a project plan.

15

importantly, I, like many other people in this

16

room, would rather be spending time with my

17

family who is visiting from up north but I'm

18

here because this is important to me.

19

I just want to say two
First, I am not for or

Secondly, more

My message is about the process.

The

20

EPA must stop undermining existing regulatory

21

processes and avoid setting dangerous precedent

22

for projects in Alaska.

23

should not be further jeopardized by federal

24

overreach.

25

this so-called assessment and allow the

Investment in Alaska

But if the EPA isn't going to halt
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1

existing process to play out, it should at

2

least extend the comment period by a minimum of

3

120 days.

4

Lastly, as a shareholder of Bering

5

Straits Native Corporation I hope the EPA

6

doesn't come into my region and try to

7

preemptively stop any projects it's trying to

8

do in the Bristol Bay Native Corporation

9

region.

10

Thank you.

11

SCOTT BLAKE:

Hello.

Good evening.

12

My name is Scott Blake.

I'm an Alaska

13

resident, fourth-generation commercial

14

fisherman and president and CEO of Copper River

15

Seafoods.

16

steward to the 150 families that work for our

17

company and the thousands of families that live

18

in the communities that we interact with.

19

of those communities being Togiak, Alaska in

20

the Bristol Bay watershed.

In that role I'm responsible to be a

One

21

I think it's important to note that

22

the Alaska seafood industry is a multibillion

23

dollar industry.

24

primary resources.

25

salmon.

At the heart of it is two
One is pollock and one is

At the heart of the salmon industry is
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1

the Bristol Bay salmon.

You take that away and

2

it'll affect our entire salmon industry in the

3

state.

4

to be able to compete globally with the

5

resources that we have being much more limited.

It will be a crushing blow to all of us

6

I want to leave you -- I want to

7

change -- one more thing to say.

I was born

8

and raised in Alaska.

9

most interesting -- spoke about this night.

1989 I woke up to the
I

10

woke up in the morning to my mom in a frantic

11

panic in the kitchen screaming about the 1989

12

EXXON VALDEZ oil spill.

13

asking, have any of you ever lived through a

14

tragedy?

15

promising my great-great grandfather and my

16

grandfather and my father and myself that

17

they'll be able to manage what they do, that

18

these tragedies won't happen.

19

do happen they'll be able to clean it up.

20

Today I can tell you 23 years later that I

21

still have my herring permits up on the shelf

22

that I do not fish --

It was a tragedy.

I can remember the oil companies

23

THE FACILITATOR:

24

CHUCK BECKER:

25

I'm

is Chuck Becker.

And then if they

Thank you.

Good evening.

I'm retired.

My name

I don't have a
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1

dog in this fight but I am a concerned Alaska

2

citizen.

3

are here addressing hypotheticals.

4

engaged in an exercise like this was back in

5

logic class in college.

6

this exercise is basically designed to block

7

development of Pebble Mine even before mine

8

management has applied for a permit.

9

this a bit premature?

10

I'm sincerely puzzled as to why we
Last time I

As I understand it

Isn't

I've learned that the Pebble Mine

11

developers have spent $100 million in the past

12

decade assessing potential environmental

13

impacts and mitigation strategies.

14

has accomplished that in less than a year?

15

Your team

The State of Alaska has in place one

16

of the most stringent permitting systems in any

17

state in the country.

18

EPA to interfere with this state's system

19

should be immediately challenged as an affront

20

to the Constitution of the United States and

21

the rights of the states therein.

22

Any potential action by

EPA should table the assessment until

23

such time as the permitting process is

24

complete, then reintroduce the process.

25

Thank you.
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1

CESAR MARTINSON:

I would like to say

2

a big thank you to the EPA for coming to our

3

state and conducting this analysis.

4

would also like to say that there's been a lot

5

of talk tonight about how well the State of

6

Alaska does environmental protection.

7

And I

It reminds me of my father who

8

teaches here at the University of Alaska,

9

Anchorage.

He's had 20 years of his life with

10

the State Department of Environmental

11

Conservation as a hydraulic engineer.

12

worked with other people in the DEC to try to

13

develop regulations regarding hull safety with

14

regard to oil coming out of the port of Valdez.

15

He was routinely shut down by the corrupt

16

leadership of the state of Alaska who was more

17

interested in serving the interest of the oil

18

industry than protecting human life and

19

protecting the environment.

20

the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill, I saw it firsthand,

21

what the State leadership did to the people of

22

Alaska by being more concerned with the

23

interest of industry than with science.

24

would encourage you to stand up to the

25

government, to stand up to the State

My dad

My dad's work on

And I
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1

Legislature and other people in this state who

2

have clearly indicated that they are okay

3

defending multinational corporations' ability

4

to rape one of our prime jewels of this state

5

instead of standing up for the people of

6

Alaska.

7

And I applaud you to conduct more

8

thorough analysis on the tailings pond and the

9

dust that this mine is going to create.

I

10

would encourage you to look at the health

11

impacts that this mine is going to have on the

12

people of Alaska.

13

to thank Rick Halford, I'd like to thank Bella

14

Hammond and other State leadership who had the

15

backbone to challenge Anglo American and these

16

other corporations who want to put their hands

17

on Alaska.

And in closing I would like

18

Thank you.

19

VIVIAN MENDENHALL:

I commend you,

20

EPA, for enduring all the hearings.

My name is

21

Vivian Mendenhall.

22

Alaska.

23

professional experience in science and

24

management of waterworks including the effects

25

of contaminants.

I'm a 30-year resident of

I have a Ph.D. and 45 years of

I actually would like to
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1

speak on something that falls at the request we

2

started with here, something I think ought to

3

be added to the assessment.

4

First, I just want to say that I

5

appreciate the EPA and its watershed

6

assessment.

7

let people who are -- would rather have the

8

permit process play out with the NEPA

9

assessment, the same data, the same kind of,

10

quote, hypothetical scenarios are going to be

11

used in the EIS, which is being done with the

12

same law, by the way, as brings the EPA here

13

today.

14

And just in passing I'd like to

A major risk to the environment that

15

is not being considered in this assessment is

16

direct toxicity of the mine's ponds and lakes

17

to the wildlife in the area of the mine.

18

are going to be two types of water bodies.

19

is the lake or lakes that will fill the open

20

mine pit.

21

because they go down deeper than the water

22

table.

23

toxic water.

24

to keep it out of the water table.

25

There
One

All open mine pits fill with water

And some, not all, are filled with
You must manage the water forever

The tailings pond is the other kind
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1

of water body.

And they are always toxic

2

because they're on top of metal and acidic

3

rocks.

4

perpetuity.

5

that clean water would cover all the tailings.

6

But that was the ignorance of the fact that

7

lakes and ponds always mix top to bottom at

8

least twice a year.

They can be treated but that'll be to

9

Northern Dynasty CEO said in 2006

TOM BUNDE:

Yeah, good evening.

I'm

10

Tom Bundy.

11

commercial pilot retired, a commercial

12

fisherman retired and an active sports

13

fisherman.

14

camps.

15

162 towns and villages throughout Alaska.

16

been blessed to be familiar with the Bristol

17

Bay area.

18

a hearing in Alaska on an Alaskan issue for

19

Alaskans.

20

I'm a State Senator retired, a

So I've got a foot in a lot of

Blessed by that experience I visited
I've

And I want to thank you for holding

We appreciate that.
As it's probably become very aware to

21

you Alaskans have no shortage of opinions or

22

the willingness to share them.

23

probably very obvious where we stand on an

24

issue depends in part on where we sit.

25

And it's also

I would like to make a couple of
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1

points that expand on perhaps what you've

2

already heard.

3

least, it seems it's an attempt to circumvent

4

the State's permitting process.

5

bigger issue than the Pebble Mine.

6

a permitting process that's valid, it should be

7

allowed to work.

8

changed; but it should be changed within the

9

State and not by some federal override.

First point is that, for me at

Now it's a
If we have

If it's invalid, it should be

And

10

that is I think something considered State

11

rights and one of the reasons we've remained

12

the United States.

13

The second point that I'd like to

14

make is the independent consequences of sincere

15

but blocking of resource development.

16

such a poor economy in rural Alaska that

17

without resource development these people are

18

going to be, in my opinion, forced to live in

19

third world conditions.

It's

20

Finally, in -- there's a current ad

21

on the television from the Bristol Bay Native

22

Corporation; it says a --

23
24
25

THE FACILITATOR:

Thank you.

Sorry

to interrupt.
CHRIS BRANHAM:

Hi, I'm Chris
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1

Branham.

I'm probably the most insignificant

2

person here for what I've got to say.

3

family was the very first family to start a fly

4

out fishing lodge in Iliamna.

5

the family and when I'm gone it's done.

6

I'm here just to give you some advice and give

7

you some recommendations.

8
9

My

I'm the last of
But

Since I was 18 years old I have flown
around the Iliamna area every year for 40

10

years.

11

that area.

12

important, and this is a thing that really

13

bothers me, when I first started I heard about

14

Pebble Mine, it wasn't -- I said, "Oh, sure,

15

good, nothing wrong with the Pebble Mine."

16

was even kind of in favor of it.

17

you look at the size of this particular mine

18

and the devastation it can do I said, "You know

19

what, I don't care if I'm the last person here,

20

this is not good."

21

I know every bit of the territory in
And the thing that's most

I

But then when

One of the things that hasn't been

22

mentioned here is that people don't realize it,

23

one of the things that's important if you go to

24

the -- I don't know how many people have

25

actually seen the area where the Pebble Mine
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1

is.

You see pictures, you see all these fancy

2

rivers and lakes and all this, all this flat

3

country, there's nothing there.

4

you've actually been there you don't know what

5

you're going to be destroying.

6

But unless

One of the other issues that's also

7

important is this scientific data.

I don't

8

need any scientific data to tell you that when

9

you start digging a mine at Pebble you are

10

going to destroy the fishing and all the salmon

11

in that area.

12

And I just want to tell you that the

13

Pebble Mine is not a good thing.

14

huge.

15

Thank you.

16

PAULA WILLIAMS:

Hi.

It's too

My name is

17

Paula Williams.

18

systems.

19

in this area once when I was flying to Twin

20

Lakes.

21

I have a Ph.D. in complex

I've only had the pleasure of being

When I was finishing up my Ph.D.,

22

which I did in 2009, I did a lot of studying of

23

mining in Alaska.

24

clear from the report is whether the EPA has

25

had the advantage of acid rock drainage reports

One thing I'm not really
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1

out of Pebble Mine.

I think that if you're

2

talking about science those are very clear that

3

the ores from the samples that they've taken,

4

the last time I saw those on the State Web site

5

was in 2008.

6

sulphides and very low in buffering compounds.

7

They will produce a significant amount of acid

8

which will then release sulfuric acid which

9

will then release a lot of chemicals into the

But the ores are very high in

10

water.

11

gotten ahold of those studies and taken a look

12

at that.

13

So I am hoping that the EPA has in fact

I also noted in at least the

14

executive summary which I admit is the only

15

thing I've had time to read that there is

16

comment about the tailings failure being toxic

17

to invertebrates but that the toxicity to fish

18

is less clear.

19

studies that show that non-lethal levels of

20

copper in the waterways do in fact have

21

significant impacts on fish including their

22

olfactory abilities, et cetera.

23

I think there are plenty of

Finally, I think that there have been

24

a lot of comments tonight about how these --

25

how people want to be beneficent to the people
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1

in that area by providing them jobs.

And I

2

think that's a little disingenuous.

The vast

3

majority of the people in that area are saying

4

that we don't want the mine.

5

Thank you.

6

BEN MOHR:

7

you for coming out.

8

outside, and I would much rather be out there

9

than in here.

I would like to say thank
It is a gorgeous night

I'm sure there's a lot of people

10

that would agree with that.

11

deal.

This is a big

It's very important.

12

Very quickly I would like to say

13

that, just so it's on the record, I clearly

14

agree with the State attorney general when he

15

calls the actions of this agency, especially

16

when related to the EPA watershed assessment,

17

obviously that's the action we're talking

18

about, and also the requests the petitions

19

you've received for a preemptive 404 issuance

20

on Pebble.

21

capricious, vague and according to the letter

22

from the attorney general very likely illegal.

23

Not a huge fan of the agency putting forth

24

effort into these activities.

25

reason for conducting this assessment is it's

Those actions are arbitrary,

I think the
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1

predicated on a bad idea, overreaches the

2

authority of the EPA.

3

Substandard to the assessment though

4

I do want to bring up a couple of things.

You

5

guys mentioned a handful of projects in the

6

assessment, specifically Groundhog Mountain or

7

the Groundhog project and Humble prospect.

8

Humble if I understand correctly had their

9

first drill hole completed last week.

The

10

folks at Groundhog have only done surface

11

exploration.

12

those projects and their shareholders would be

13

really glad to know there's a financially

14

feasible mine project out there.

15

them a lot of work.

16

been invented because there happen to be mine

17

claims on the land because it's assumed in this

18

assessment that those claims are going to turn

19

into projects.

20

the case.

21

I'm sure my friends who work on

It would save

But instead this has just

But that is more often than not

So I encourage the EPA to go back and

22

do a more thorough assessment, give the

23

residents in the state the time to actually

24

read and understand the document and compare it

25

to what they know.
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1

DAVID FARRING:

I read a proverb

2

yesterday that says, and I'll paraphrase it,

3

the man who answers a question before he's

4

heard the question's a fool.

5

me that's a little bit of what the EPA is

6

doing.

7

give an answer to it.

8

guess at what the proposal's going to be.

And it seems to

There's no proposal but they seem to

9

And they're making a

Now I don't like the fear factor.

I

10

remember the fear factor that happened when the

11

oil pipeline was built.

12

said it'll destroy the caribou herds.

13

caribou will never migrate again, it'll destroy

14

them all.

15

the pipeline and there's more caribou on the

16

North Slope than there ever was before.

17

The fear was that they
The

Well, you know, guess what, we built

I understand it's a very, very

18

fearful thing for the people who depend on the

19

fishing.

20

fishing will be destroyed.

21

that's a ridiculous assumption.

22

going to allow the fisheries to be destroyed.

23

No one will allow that kind of project.

24
25

And to think that all of a sudden
But, you know,
No one is

What we need to find out is how can
we develop this without destroying the fishery.
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1

That's the challenge.

And if there's --

2

somebody mentioned a railroad.

3

they mine all that copper in the Copper River

4

over at Kennecott without destroying the Copper

5

River?

6

the state.

7

And huge fish.

8

Did it destroy the run?

9

How did they do that without destroying that

Well, how did

One of the biggest king salmon runs in
One of them at the Copper River.
Well, what happened to that?
I don't think it did.

10

run?

A whole huge mountain of copper was mined

11

there back about the turn of the century.

12

So I don't think the fear factor

13

needs to be added in.

I think we need facts.

14

And I just say that it's not all or nothing.

15

think we can develop a mine, just how do we do

16

it and how do we protect the fishery.

17

Thank you.

18

MICHAEL JESPERSON:

I'm Michael

19

Jesperson.

20

my wife and our three children.

21

written comments.

22

tonight.

23

I

I'm here today representing myself,
I did submit

I'll try to be brief

My children range from three to 16.

24

My oldest despite being autistic is a

25

sophomore -- just finished his sophomore year
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1

and passed the high school graduation exam.

2

can't be here tonight because his autism gives

3

him troubles when he's happy in large groups.

4

But his two favorite sayings both have three

5

words.

6

prove it.

7

think of it because I want to say it.

8

you're kidding, right?

9

He

The first one is really, serious and
The second one is -- now I can't
It's

And those two things are both

10

appropriate here.

11

report studies without having time to fully vet

12

them, let alone study them or come to decent

13

conclusions.

14

draft proposal without the time to decide why

15

those studies have the conclusions they were

16

without the time to check the methodology of

17

those studies and without the time to verify

18

the results.

19

scientific or fair?

20

You incorporate into your

You incorporate studies into your

How therefore can your study be

I don't know if the mine should be

21

put in or not.

Quite frankly, I don't care.

22

If you want to spend another hundred million

23

dollars over the next ten years pumping it into

24

the economy here to decide if they should build

25

it, great.

And then maybe they don't get to
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1

build it.

2

hundred million dollars into our economy.

3

But in the meantime we get another

Let's give the process a chance.

4

Let's use real science instead of relying on

5

studies that were done for dubious reasons.

6

Thank you.

7

DONNE FLEAGLE:

My name is Donne

8

Fleagle.

I'm an Alaskan resident and an

9

employee of a Bristol Bay Alaska Native Village

10

Corporation subsidiary.

11

800-plus shareholders in realtime about the EPA

12

Bristol Bay watershed assessment.

13

My role is to inform

This year's EPA's deadlines and

14

schedules have been for me inconsistent and

15

troublesome as I'm trying to keep our

16

membership informed of EPA's actions,

17

activities and intentions.

18

period for the EPA scientific peer review

19

committee was extended.

20

was 18 days late.

21

to perform is challenging in a number of ways.

22

Aside from the transportation and logistical

23

challenge of meeting with people in the hope of

24

keeping them informed or up to speed, the

25

largest challenge comes from the fact that the

The nomination

The draft assessment

The job I have been charged
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1

Bristol Bay region is now in a state of

2

movement.

3

migratory and seasonal pattern has started.

4

People are preparing for commercial or

5

subsistence fishing.

6

Guides are out in the field.

7

Fish camps are being occupied.

8

work is in full swing.

9

going.

During this time of year the annual

Bear hunting has started.
School is out.
Construction

Sports fishers are

Lodges are open.

And many of the

10

tradesmen are not in their home villages.

11

Tribes and tribal organizations have a number

12

of capital improvement projects as well as

13

program goals to accomplish before the ground

14

freezes again.

15

attention and focus is on the work season and

16

its summer activities.

17
18

Everyone is busy and their

The designated 60-day comment period
would be ideal if it was in the dead of winter.

19

THE FACILITATOR:

20

LAURA GORMAN:

Thank you.

Hi, my name is Laura

21

Gorman.

I'm not only an Aleknagik Natives

22

Limited shareholder, I'm a Bristol Bay Native

23

Corporation shareholder, a former driftnet

24

commercial fisherman from Bristol Bay and

25

subsistence in the Bristol Bay region.
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1

I wanted to give first of all a

2

special thanks to the Environmental Protection

3

Agency for being here.

4

you have the right to be here.

5

your job.

6

environment, the water, the wetlands.

7

are precious wetlands; it's the spawning

8

grounds for salmon.

9

industry.

This is an assessment;
You're doing

You have a job to protect the

It's a $480 million

These other folks have their own

10

interests at heart.

11

out there, do you have salmon in your

12

refrigerator or your freezer?

13

to your family?

14

I'm sure you do.

15

you got other fish.

16

These

I have to ask those folks

Do you give it

Do you ship it out?

Okay.

And not just salmon either,

Anyhow, I have to -- there's a verse

17

that I really want to say, a proverb.

18

says, only when the last tree has died and the

19

last river has been poisoned and the last fish

20

been caught will we realize that we cannot eat

21

money.

22

And it

It's a Cree Indian proverb.
The Pebble Mine people will come, and

23

they'll rape the area; they'll walk out with

24

dollars in their pockets, smiling.

25

will be butchered.

The land

There will be acidic
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1

fallout, and it will affect the land.

2

where the salmon spawn and come back and have

3

come back for 4,000 years.

4

It is a subsistence area.

5

in the village.

6

water out of the lakes.

7

a boat in the --

That's

I grew up

And I can tell you I drank the
I packed the water in

8

THE FACILITATOR:

9

VAL ANGASAN:

Thank you.

Thank you.

My name is

10

Val Angasan and I'm -- the best and the

11

worst-case scenario instead of July 23rd would

12

be at least after, you know, hunting season

13

which would be in October.

14

worst case -- best of the worst case.

15

of the best case, you have taken enough

16

research to tell you that you've already

17

compromised the process.

18

scientists are probably tweaked at this point.

19

So I would highly recommend that you let the 65

20

permits that are required to be done done.

21

then go ahead and implement and override Army

22

Corps of Engineers as you see fit at that

23

point.

24
25

That would be a
The best

And your own

And

The other thing that I want to say
that I don't like, feel intimidated living in
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1

Dillingham, I do.

I don't like it when my wife

2

is intimidated when someone is standing outside

3

a place where people from Africa were invited

4

to in good faith, to the extent that her

5

friends would not come to a meeting in

6

Dillingham.

7

never did.

8

hearing in Dillingham.

9

enough intimidation over there to include that.

That doesn't set well with me.

It

I don't think you can have a fair
I think there'll be

10

And I'm telling you that I've taken enough

11

graduate research classes to say that.

12

Thank you.

13

BARBARA WINKLEY:

My name is Barbara

14

Winkley, and I'm a 45-year resident of Alaska.

15

I reside in Anchorage.

16

This proposed mine and urban dam

17

would be built and operated in the headwaters

18

of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery which

19

encompasses many square miles of rich

20

sediments, rivers and streams.

21

knew the value of the Bristol Bay fishery and

22

he cared for the people who depended on this

23

valuable renewable resource.

24

oil lease sales in Bristol Bay and when he

25

became Governor bought back the oil leases in

Jay Hammond

He opposed the
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1

Kachekmak Bay that had been sold by a previous

2

administration.

3

only the federal government to slow us down

4

from our short-sighted greed and long-term

5

consequences.

6

We have no Jay Hammond now,

A similar mine at Queenstown,

7

Tasmania went into operation over a hundred

8

years ago.

9

recipient of much of the mine's sludge is only

10
11

And the King River, which was

just now starting to recover.
I come today to voice my opposition

12

and oppose the permit for the biggest urban dam

13

in North America and the Pebble Mine.

14

to you fellas for holding these hearings.

15

JIM WHITLOCK:

Thanks

Good evening.

I'm Jim

16

Whitlock, Alaska resident.

17

mining engineer, have been for 35 years.

18

I'm a professional

Regarding Pebble I can't say I'm in

19

favor of it or against it at this time because

20

the mine plan has not been submitted.

21

would ask the EPA to table their process on the

22

404(c) to preemptively take this opportunity

23

away from the mining company to go through the

24

normal permitting process that has worked well

25

here in Alaska and to get all the State and

And so I
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1

federal permits.

2

To answer so many of these questions

3

that have come up today, we talked about

4

questions on fugitive dust and it's too much

5

water hauled out and can't handle the tailings

6

dam.

7

that will be addressed over time.

All that will come out in 60-some permits

8
9

All I can ask is you allow that
process to take place and all that to be

10

answered in due time.

And if that is not

11

possible you can at least extend the comment

12

period for another 120 days.

13

That's all I have.

14

KAREN MATTHIAS:

Thank you.

Thank you.

My name

15

is Karen Matthias, and I support responsible

16

resource development that both protects the

17

environment and provides jobs and economic

18

benefit.

19

One of the things that makes this

20

country great is respect for due process.

It's

21

a cornerstone of our democracy.

22

existing regulatory laws and policies is

23

harmful to our country.

24

precedent to prohibit a project before it has

25

even made a permit application.

Preempting the

It sets a dangerous

That precedent
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1

could be applied to any large project in any

2

industry.

3

economic development which seems like the worst

4

message we could send at a time of economic

5

hardship in our nation.

6

This discourages investment and

It would be completely irresponsible

7

to preemptively approve the Pebble Project.

8

It's equally important that it not be

9

preemptively vetoed.

Our State and federal

10

regulations set a very high bar.

11

multi-year process requires dozens of permits

12

involving many federal, State and local

13

agencies.

14

for public input.

15

about the State process.

16

forgetting that it is state, federal and local.

17

The

And there are numerous opportunities
I've heard a lot of concern
I think people are

If the process determines that a

18

project as designed cannot protect the

19

environment and the other resources then it

20

does not receive approval to move forward.

21

That is due process.

22

That is what's fair.

I urge you to first let the Pebble

23

Project make its application and then evaluate

24

the project in accordance with the law.

25

Thank you.
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1

JOEL STEFANSKI:

My name's Joel

2

Stefanski, and I'm representing myself and my

3

family.

4

me what the federal government's all about.

5

And you also educated my son who is a

6

third-year geology student on the public

7

process and some issues he's going to be

8

dealing with the next 30 to 40 years hopefully.

Did a good deed tonight and you showed

9

Thank you, EPA, for being interested

10

in the great state of Alaska.

11

assessment is terribly flawed.

12

fast-tracked their fake science by fear in this

13

information to Alaskans.

14

assessment in a year and a half, but during

15

that time there's only been a six-month period

16

with non-winter so they can do a sound

17

assessment and come up with good scientific

18

facts when there's no ice and snow on the land.

19

It takes the Municipality of

20

Anchorage six months to approve a house site in

21

Anchorage.

22

hypothetical mining scenarios like -- words

23

like "likely, could, potential, low probability

24

of failure."

25

Your premature
EPA has

EPA says it's done an

EPA takes -- talks about

Questions for EPA are:

What are the
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1

possible effects on Alaska for not developing a

2

large-scale mineral site?

3

There's room in Alaska for all, not

4

just special interest groups.

Alaskans have

5

the will power and technology to develop our

6

resources in a sound manner.

7

is an embarrassment to all Alaskans.

8

an extended public process.

This is a State

9

issue, not a federal issue.

If this 404(c)

EPA's assessment
I support

10

goes through, it will stop all resource

11

industries including the fishing in Bristol

12

Bay.

What a failure of the public process.

13

Nay-sayers said the TransAlaskan

14

Pipeline couldn't be built and they were so

15

wrong.

16

is bright and there's room for all of us.

I'd like to think that our future here

17

MIKE REDMOND:

My name is Mike

18

Redmond.

I'm a registered professional

19

engineer, retired.

20

sweatshirt.

21

geotechnical engineering.

22

going to address -- I'm going to keep my

23

comments to the science used in the draft

24

watershed assessment only, and specifically on

25

section 6.

That's why I can wear a

My background is structural and
And specifically I'm
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1

My review of section 6, it looks like

2

the people that wrote it had natural resource

3

background, were biologists or chemists.

4

you need to have engineers be a part of the

5

assessment team because they need to look at

6

the structures and all the structural integrity

7

and all of the engineering aspects that go

8

along with this assessment.

9

And

When Pebble ends up submitting their

10

request they have one of the most sophisticated

11

mines that engineering event -- project that's

12

ever been done.

13

on board at the EPA in order to provide a

14

proper scientific assessment of that.

And you need the proper team

15

Thank you.

16

THE FACILITATOR:

17

(Meeting was concluded at 9:56 p.m.)

Thank you.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

CERTIFICATE

2

I, KRISTIN L. O'REILLY, Notary Public for

3

the State of Alaska, and Registered Professional

4

Reporter, do hereby certify that the foregoing

5

proceedings were taken before me at the time and

6

place herein set forth; that the proceedings were

7

reported stenographically by me and later

8

transcribed by computer transcription; that the

9

foregoing is a true record of the proceedings taken

10

at that time; and that I am not a party to, nor do I

11

have any interest in, the outcome of the action

12

herein contained.

13

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

14

my hand and affixed my seal this 19th day of June,

15

2012.

16
17
18
19
20

__________________________
Kristin L. O'Reilly
Notary Public, State of Alaska
My Commission Expires: 12/18/2014

21
22
23
24
25
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1
2
3
4
5

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency -- Region 10

6

Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment

7
8
9

Public Hearing
June 5, 2012
11:30 a.m.

10
11
12

Held at:
Middle School Gym
Dillingham, Alaska

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

MR. TILDON:

For the record, my name is Thomas

2

Tildon; I'm the Tribal Chief for the Curyung Tribe, and I

3

want to thank you for taking the -- doing this assessment,

4

first of all.

5

And is on target, it's timely, and it's -- and I'm glad

6

that you're out here to listen to the folks and our

7

comments.

8

like to discuss some of the weak points of the assessment.

9

I think that the assessment is very good.

I think that it's weak in some areas, and I'd

I believe that it's weak in regards to when

10

discusses the seismic activity in that particular area.

11

hope that you and -- and the scientific review panel are

12

able to go back and take a look at strength a lot more.

13

think it's also weak in regards to the Native people that

14

leave in the region that depend on fishery.

15

that our society is not like any other society, that we've

16

lived here for anywhere from fifteen to 150 generations,

17

depending on what anthropologist you talk to.

18

believe that we're going to live here continued for a lot

19

longer.

20

I

I

I cannot say

And I

And I hope that you put a lot of emphasis on our

21

independence of salmon.

And not only to our economy but

22

to our culture.

23

that I believe that we need to put a little more emphasis

24

on, and that is climate change.

25

happening; we that live here in Bristol Bay see it

I'd also like to talk about another issue

Climate change is
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1

happening.

2

would take a little more look at that.

3

you invoke 404(c) after all of this assessment and peer

4

review is done.

5

Obama was right when he said that "Bristol Bay is a

6

natural treasure," and we want to keep it that way.

7

you.

8
9

We see the weather change and we hope that you
And we hope that

And we firmly believe that President

MR. HEYANO:

Thank you.

Thank

My name is Robert

Heyano, and as their president I'm representing Native

10

Tribe of Yukon.

11

the task of Briston Bay Watershed Assessment.

12

of fishing and salmon resources in the waters, assists

13

food as our wildlife resources present the watershed.

14

members are also very dependant on commercial salmon

15

fishery.

16

of cash income for any given year.

17

assessment to be an acceptable document, therefore have no

18

recommended changes at this time.

19

We want to first thank you for taking on
Our members

Our

For many of our members, it is the soul source
We find the draft

We appreciate you taking into consideration our

20

comments on those establishing the existing time line and

21

you maintain them.

22

our belief that you people and your agency are the only

23

agency that say large scale mining, such as Pebble, from

24

happening within the region.

25

your time and opportunity for allowing us to provide

We want to convey to you that it is

We want to thank you for
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1

comments to the draft assessment.

2

MR. MAINES:

Good morning.

Thank you.
Hello, welcome to

3

Dillingham.

4

record.

5

First of all, thank you for coming.

6

here to hear my comments.

7

for help, my plea for help.

8

initial steps to understand my life, my home.

9

importantly, thank you for Briston Bay Watershed

10

My name is Billy Maines, M-a-i-n-e-s for the

I am a council chief for Curyng Tribal Council.
Thank you for being

Thank you for hearing my cry
And thank you for taking the
Most

Assessment.

11

Your assessment, along with the Pebble

12

Partnership baseline data puts into writing what I've been

13

told and what I pass on.

14

alive, vibrant, sensitive, clean pristine ecosystem.

15

water rich.

16

depends on that system.

17

Nature's presence.

18

of Bristol Bay.

19

left alone.

20

But the Bristol Bay watershed is
It's

It provides for everything on everyone who
It's a gift from God, it's Mother

It's father times endowment to people

It always has been, always will be; if

The true definition of the people who live here

21

and who come to visit here lives within the Bristol Bay

22

watershed.

23

weak as far as what the eco-system really is involved

24

with.

25

and rear, but it's also at the estuary of Bristol Bay into

As fas as the assessment goes, it is kind of

It's not only the head waters from the -- and swan
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1

the Bering Sea.

2

watershed that feed and breath the crap.

3

It's all the nutrients that come from our

MR. STEVENS:

Thank you.

First, I should say I'm

4

not here representing either the Senate or my district,

5

actually just to speak for myself.

6

in the Senate and my district that disagree with me.

7

is such an enormously important issue.

8

answers; I'm here to listen and to learn from you, but I'm

9

concerned about the opposing issues here.

10

I know there's people
This

I don't have the

First, as a state, we have a responsibility to

11

all of our natural resources, to all of the people.

12

Constitution says we will use our natural resources for a

13

maximum benefit of all of the people of Alaska.

14

has a long history, certainly a lot of jobs and a lot of

15

money.

16

sports fisheries, and it's sufficient lifestyle.

17

Concerned that any mining in Bristol Bay has to be very,

18

very carefully securitized, we have to have high

19

environmental standards, we have to protect the water

20

quality and the fish.

21

Our

Mining

But my concern, frankly, is commercial fisheries,

These are such big issues.

This is a big mine, this is bigger than anything

22

we've seen in Alaska.

There maybe a risk; there maybe a

23

risk to water, to fish.

24

earthquakes; the possibility of the waste rocks; the fact

25

that we contain this material forever, that's a long, long

My concern is the dam; the
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1

time.

2

your meeting here in Bristol Bay, appearing for the folks

3

who are most concerned.

4

science based information, how best to protect our

5

watershed, how best to protect this world class fishery.

6

I appreciate EPA's concern and work.

I appreciate

We need science and we need

So here we are in one of the most exciting times

7

of the year with fishing season starting, with thousands

8

and thousands of fishing jobs on the line with hundreds of

9

millions of dollars on the line.

I don't know the answer,

10

but it was the right thing to do for EPA to do this

11

independent assessment.

12

-- a similar assessment.

13

the better this is, the right thing to do at the right

14

time and the right place.

15

MR. EDGMON:

I'd like to see the -- I should
The more science that we have,

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

My name is

16

Byrce Edgmon.

I represent the greater part of Bristol Bay

17

watershed Alaska legislator.

18

today to make a couple general statements of the strong

19

support of the draft assessment.

20

comment to how the report looks at the watershed, at least

21

the larger part of the watershed.

22

looks at its entirely sort of a manner that takes in both

23

the risks as well as the values of the fisheries, and it

24

does so from the -- a distance in a way that a very frank

25

permitting process couldn't under take.

I want to come before you

First, I'd like to

As a holistic matter it
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1

A couple years ago we tried in the Alaska

2

Legislator to fund such a study of the natural academy of

3

sciences, unfortunately we came up short in getting the

4

funding; we came up short in getting political support to

5

do something like that.

6

And I think it sets out, again, in a macro -- a micro

7

matter.

8

that in response to the comments that -- that talked --

9

that you've heard about this rushed, this is a preemptive

So I strongly support the study.

When looking at the fishery I -- I would also say

10

strike against the development of Alaska.

11

processes the Stat's right issue.

12

But this study

I just strongly -- I think whenever there's a

13

resource development project that needed this kind of

14

extra scrutiny, that needed this to -- again, a broader

15

look at all the resources and all the significant

16

interests, that it could be out there with large scale

17

development.

18

talking potentially many projects.

19

is the project that would offset.

20

We are not just talking one project, we're
I would say that this

Lastly, in terms of any shortcomings for the

21

study, and I know it's outside the scope of the agency,

22

but study legislature we were also going to look at the

23

social economic aspects of bringing in several hundred, if

24

not thousands, of large work force into the region, what

25

those affects could be.

So I'll close by saying, I thank
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1

you for all the work you're doing; and I strongly support

2

your project.

3

MS. FERGUSON:

Thank you.

I'm a direct

4

descendant of the fish people, the salmon people in the

5

Bristol Bay area.

6

parents are late David Gesup, and mom is Sue Gesup.

7

born and raised at Togiak.

8

I think of Alaska people that lived for every season.

9

people do know how to live all the land and passed it down

10

And my name is Anna May Ferguson.

My
I was

When I think of time in the -My

through generations.

11

When I'm here people -- and people are down from

12

the Bristol Bay Region are here, they are for or against.

13

For me, I am against Pebble Mine.

14

thinking about open pit mine.

15

the livelihood of your commercial fishermen is in

16

jeopardy.

Our food are in jeopardy, our future is in

17

jeopardy.

What my mind and heart can fathom is the of

18

future my people.

19

I cannot fathom

Money is good for jobs, but

And the way I introduce myself, I learned that

20

being a direct descendant of Bristol Bay Region.

21

of the fish people.

22

other places and people introduce themselves as they are

23

from here -- in clan is their descendants of this and we

24

have in the Bristol Bay Region, lived -- there are

25

thousands of years.

We are the salmon people.

We are

We go to

And when I say jobs are good, jobs
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1

are good, yes; but we have lived in this land either you

2

know from my ancestors without jobs and the main job that

3

we have existence.

4

MR. KRITZ:

Thank you.
Thank you for the opportunity to

5

listen to us.

Since it's very important my -- my first

6

thought was talking about the water assessment is that our

7

-- our people, our grandparents have told us how important

8

water has always been for us.

9

came around and the doctor started telling us how

And then western culture

10

important water is to our lives.

11

my name is Moses Kritz, and thank you for being here.

12

And I would like to --

I was born and raised in Togiak, and I'm 62 years

13

old.

14

of the lifestyle we have had since I can remember.

15

came to -- I remember and thought we were the only people

16

on the planet and know that we were not isolated and

17

didn't know that we were poor because we had all the

18

resources that we had -- had from the land, the sea, and

19

the waters around us that we need to sustain our way of

20

life.

21

I wish I could express myself enough to convince you
When I

And with our culture we did not know that we were

22

heathens, because we have always been.

We are still who

23

we are and will be -- and will be who we are for centuries

24

to come, because our children and grandchildren are still

25

carrying on what we eat, how we hunt, gather, all the
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1

resources that are there that will sustain us for more

2

centuries to come.

3

MR. NELSON:

Thank you.

Thank you Rick, and

4

thank you for bringing EPA to Bristol Bay.

5

Russell Nelson, and I'm the director Bristol Bay Native

6

Corporation.

7

I come from a very large family that really depends on

8

fishing here in Bristol Bay.

9

salmon that we use, it's our that -- we make salmon strips

10

out of and Toctuee [phonetic] is one of the rivers that is

11

a major spawner of the king salmon, and people wait for

12

the kings and get them as they come in; and sometimes we

13

miss them, sometimes we don't fill our smokehouse as well

14

as we -- for the winter because of lack of king salmon at

15

certain times.

16

to us.

17

My name is

I have six years on the Alaska State Board.

We put up a lot of king

So if any -- that stock of king salmon is

The time line that you have comments is

18

absolutely sufficient.

People out to just -- want to

19

comments now shouldn't be waiting, delaying the project.

20

The people that I see are asking you to delay that are

21

people that are paid hands to try to derail the whole

22

process to begin with.

23

comment period is absolutely sufficient.

24

down this road.

25

and then we need to go on to make sure that the 404(c) can

So please, your assessment -- your
Let's continue

We need to get this assessment completed
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1

be taken as the next step to take a look at really

2

important things that have to happen with this -- to

3

protect -- first you can't fill up tailings if fill

4

tailings the fish won't be there.

5

Second, you can't have the fixing zones like the

6

State of Alaska has been allowing.

And, you know, Rick

7

came he said it's okay to have mixing.

8

mixing zones.

9

of this stuff.

We don't need

And the final thing is, we can't take care
The mining companies will be gone, and we

10

need to make that the toxics never come down these rivers.

11

Thank you.

12

MR. WASSILY, SR.:

13

MR. NICHOLAI:

(Undiscernible speaker.)

(Speaking Native tongue.)

I want

14

to try to summarize that very quickly.

15

Togiak.

16

his elders and those who lived before him has always

17

mentioned that -- that food -- that the food comes from

18

the land and sea.

19

program.

20

the adverse impact may have on the fish and game in the

21

region if that is -- if that is allowed to many people

22

within his village said that they would not have what

23

they've had in the past from the land and sea.

24
25

Robert Nicholai,

And his opening comments was that -- that's what

And he compares to a food stamp

And that he's been hearing about the Pebble and

And he urges that we need to protect what we have
lived on.

Many of them don't have any jobs; but hunting
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1

and fishing is -- is just like a job to many folks who

2

live in the village because from continued doing that with

3

the salmon, they can be assured that they will have

4

something to eat.

5

Thank you.

MR. NUNALOOK, SR.:

(Speaking Native Tongue.)

6

That was Dan Nunalook Sr., an elder in Togiak, Alaska.

7

And what he knows many people may not know is, he's an

8

elder.

9

have faced through the years, and he started realizing

He realized there's been many problems our people

10

what was happening from 1930 on.

11

back then.

12

fished until 2008.

13

There was not a fish

And he started commercial fishing in 1936; he

The concern that he's concern has been fish in

14

Bristol Bay and then the major area that he is concerned

15

about is the habitant and the very gone -- for the smote

16

and fish that have already.

17

been -- already been affected.

18

concern is that with not -- they'll been more effect on

19

the habitant; and he said he had much more to say, he

20

realizes that time is short.

21

he has lots of stories to tell you.

22

writes some in English and some in Native.

23

some reference you can go see him and he'll show his

24

notes.

25

He says that -- that that has
And I guess he -- his

And if given time sometime,
He has a notebook; he
So if you need

Thank you.
MR. FORSLING:

Good afternoon, my name is
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1

Johnthan Forsling.

2

Togiak and Sudan, as well as the chair committee on Fish &

3

Game advisor committee.

4

in -- the past six-years that I lived in Togiak, I've

5

taken part in a lot of -- a lot of Fish & Game -- I've

6

seen the impacts of the current tributaries when it's

7

managed.

8

partnership between tribe and up the river seafood for

9

corporation.

10

I'm the chairman for the Council of

In the six years that I've lived

And tradition started four years ago.

It's

Feature of this bay depends on local ownership.

11

The processing of salmon, and it doesn't -- the if our

12

mine was to go through, it will decimate our culture and

13

decimate our people.

14

Bay, and if a mine was to go through, it will effect --

15

decimate our culture and our peeps.

16

future for Bristol Bay is dependant on our salmon and our

17

local ownership in the processing.

18

you guys acting here, listen to what we have to say, and

19

taking the time to look at this project.

20

MR. BROWN:

There's 229 -- there's 23 Bristol

And the future -- the

And I'd like to thank

Thank you for the opportunity.

I'm

21

Mel Brown.

I represent Bristol Bay Native Corporation as

22

a director.

23

50 years, and I plan to go as long as I possibly could.

24

And the Lord has been good to me in terms of health,

25

because of fresh fish that we are dependant on for years.

Been a commercial fishermen for the last
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1

My family is a five generations at one time.

2

our children and our grandchildren to be fishermen.

And

3

we've depended on the food for all of those years.

And we

4

plan, as our grandchildren are taught, to honor and

5

respect the fish that we depend on so much here in Bristol

6

Bay.

7

whole world, and we want to keep it that way.

8
9

We've taught

It's the richest and the largest fishery in the

One of the things that I'm appreciative of today
is the EPA coming in.

You are standing up for us, and we

10

are with you; we'll back you up in any way that we could.

11

And we want you to be here, and we thank you that you've

12

planned a risk assessment on this mine that is going to be

13

right in the center of the salmon habitat where the salmon

14

are reared.

15

to go, to lay their eggs, and spawn so future generations

16

can continue to have this food, not only commercially, but

17

culturally, but for ongoing future generations.

18

this way for year after year.

19

The healthiest food is where the salmon knows

It's gone

And I thank you that you're already planning the

20

risk assessment.

21

needs to be made.

22

you've already done -- thank you so much for listening to

23

us.

24
25

It has to be an independent study that
You need to give it more time.

MR. ANDERSON:

Thank you very much.

By what

My name is

Norman Anderson, I'm the youngest son of Ed and Jay
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1

Anderson.

My testimony is an objection to the proposed

2

public project.

3

generations scenario as a reaction to all generations

4

taking care of the land and share today what they enjoyed

5

then.

6

from now.

The Alaska people have belief in several

We must take care -- will have some generations

7

Over the years I have seen mineral corporation

8

abuse their right to explore and destroy our land, they

9

elate to activities, serial killers who move from one

10

location to another who kill and maim our precious planet.

11

Bristol Bay we have protected for years.

12

exploration to exist to make Bristol Bay a crime scene.

13

If we do not take a stand as caretakers of the resources.

14

There's a former spokeperson back several years ago on the

15

proposed public project, you did not only focus on the

16

Pebble project, as Pebble will become the hole in the

17

bagel should and become the reality.

18

surrounding it is now being stated for potential -- for

19

potential development of other companies will be approved

20

as well.

21

And it's been --

All the way

And since the first day of Alaska came to claim

22

Bristol Bay as their home, there were -- there was

23

earthquakes, volcanos, epidemics.

24

mineral corporation will be allowed to create a future for

25

themselves in Bristol Bay, we people are from a way of

However, since the
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1

life.

We thank the EPA for coming here, and do everything

2

we can to take care of this big village we call earth.

3

Thank you very much.

4

MS. ANDERSON:

I'm not a tribal elder, but circle

5

an elder; so I'm a young elder.

6

Anderson; I'm representing myself.

7

have the potential of impact on the fishery and all

8

animals and consequently destroy a 4,000-year-old culture

9

and people, I ask the department of interior advisor,

My name is Flossie
Because the mine would

10

protect the lives of our Native people and our resources

11

and help us stop the possibility of destruction of our

12

people and resources.

13

to do so since the government has a Native trust

14

responsibility to us.

15

MR. OLSEN:

The federal government has a duty

Thank you.

My name is Hjalmar Olsen.

I was born

16

and raised here in Dillingham.

17

chairman of the board for 28 years until Joe took my place

18

a couple years ago.

19

for very much for doing too, EPA assessment.

20

timely, and I think you're probably one of the few

21

agencies, if not, the only agency that listened to the

22

tribes and the people here in Bristol Bay.

23

I'm a BBNC board member,

Welcome to Dillingham, and thank you
I think it's

My biggest concern is the future of the fishery.

24

We need clear water here.

You could start any place in

25

Bristol Bay from Togiak to Dillingham, up here we have all
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1

the lakes.

2

spawning areas for salmon, what about the land animals,

3

the seals, the beluga and the birds, they need clean water

4

too.

5

fishery.

6

going to be -- it's going to be terrible on the water.

7

And I want to publicly say, I don't think there's a safe

8

mine in the world, the field will be leaking and we'll

9

have a disaster here.

10

I think state parks, which one of our greater

So I think my biggest concern is the future of the
If that mine is developed up there, I think it's

And what -- what is -- why do we --

Bristol Bay is because we got salmon here.

11

We assist a lot, but the salmon and the

12

commercial fishery provides us with the cash, cash that we

13

need for other products, ammunition, flour, and all the

14

other things we need for -- to -- to exist out here.

15

want to thank you again for doing this assessment.

16

think I looked it over and it's -- you've done a pretty

17

good summary of it.

18

MS. KRITZ:

So I

I

So thank you very much.
Hi, my name Anecia Kritz; and I'm

19

from the beautiful village of Togiak.

Thank you very much

20

for coming here today to listen to us.

21

our subsistence way my entire life, and I'm proud to say I

22

teach my grandchildren and my children our traditional

23

subsistence way of life.

24

can help if we let pollution destroy our lands and water.

25

I don't want any big mines like Pebble to contaminate my

I have practiced

Passing on our traditional ways
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1

subsistence food.

2

take care of our lands.

3

beautiful place to us.

4

to protect it for our grandchildren and children.

5

Our culture cannot survive if we don't
Our ancestors passed on this
And we must do everything we can

Thank you for doing the Bristol Bay Watershed

6

Assessment.

We know our Bristol Bay is priceless and now

7

you have the scientific proof.

8

and take action now to protect our homeland.

9

us that live our subsistence foods, we don't go to the

Please do what is right
And a lot of

10

store every time we going to eat.

We live off our land.

11

And just an information, that my family been called Pebble

12

people.

13

think that way, I'm probably more hundred percent against

14

Pebble than you are.

15

MR. NELSON:

So for those informations to let the people that

Thank you.
Good morning.

As an independent

16

qualified in the animal system, I find the assessment

17

sufficient for public knowledge, but a work-in-progress

18

within a scientific ability allow me therefore to set way

19

into my testimony I title "food security."

20

worker of eight seasons, an active worker in environmental

21

science forces will change as a master student environment

22

and natural resource management.

23

As a cannery

I speak in defense of great vast and man

24

coexistence of means to survive.

To hunt of great is --

25

dual citizen of the United States of America and the
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1

islands.

2

Southwest Alaska at the.

3

of the cold far north, the disbelief of this hunter

4

gathers who live around the equator.

5

thousands of cannery workers following the life of salmon,

6

I come back season after season to earn a living so others

7

can bounty from the great industry of Bristol Bay has

8

brought the life of hunter gatherers to commercial lives

9

-- really want -- catch salmon to homes, schools, and

10

I have the opportunity to live and work
Seeing how the hunter gatherers

Being one of

tables around the globes, this substance of life.

11

In a global level, the fight for Bristol Bay to

12

fight great -- and verses air, water, and food for

13

generations to come, of the other as the last remaining

14

salmon cans are frozen the subsistence life of hunting and

15

tracking come under weight to prepare for the long cold

16

days of winter.

17

not have the alternative of farming every live stock as a

18

means to survive and here lies the difference.

19

This is survival in Southwest Alaska do

For my last remaining seconds, allow me to make a

20

common private around the globe as point from a tribal

21

lass.

22

bodies, land provides homes, land provides crops for women

23

and children, land provides rivers for our fish and

24

mountains for our hunting skills.

25

respect this land, we protect this land.

Fathers taught us to love the land, land for our

We love this land, we
People --
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1
2

culture land -- these are our treasures.
JEFF SKRADE:

Good morning, folks.

My name is

3

Jeff Skrade; I'm representing myself here today.

And I'm

4

really delighted you came out to hear our testimony.

5

currently employed by Peter Pan Seafoods here in

6

Dillingham.

7

them for 14 years, prior to that I worked for the State of

8

Alaska Department of Fish & Game and for the two

9

commercial fisheries for 21 years.

I'm

My title is fleet manager; I've been with

This is my 41st year

10

working for Bristol Bay and the State of Alaska mostly in

11

Bristol Bay.

12

And we have truly a natural treasure here, folks.

13

Please keep in mind this is the last wild stocks wild

14

salmon fishery here on the planet, the very last one.

15

When Alaska became a state years ago, the fisheries in

16

this area were depleted.

17

due to a number of factors, including high seas,

18

overfishing, and a very unresponsive system of manager.

19

That is has all been changed.

20

fisheries the world over that have failed for various

21

reasons, that's not the case here in Bristol Bay.

22

very blessed, and we have experienced record level of

23

production.

Evidence suggests that this was

You've heard about

We're

24

Since 2004 this catch database goes back to 1883

25

in a handout that I passed out to earlier for you to look
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1

at.

Under Alaska Constitution, Alaska Procedures Act,

2

some serious of guidelines that -- that involve the public

3

in the process of management and developing the management

4

plan and the regulations of government fishery.

5

participants with the most best interest are involved in

6

this process and our supportive positive management of

7

this common property resource.

8
9

The

I've given you written comments and -- and I
didn't even finish the first page let alone the second.

10

Best wishes for coming out, and thank you for our chance

11

to testify.

12

MR. EGDORF:

Good afternoon.

Thank you for being

13

here, thank you for this assessment.

14

of work.

15

which is the first lake above the wood.

16

35 years.

17

is no mine.

18

and I learned a lot about the area, it cannot take the

19

impact of a huge mine operation.

20

approved, the whole area becomes available, hundreds of

21

square miles.

22

My name is David Egdorf.

It's an epic piece

I live at Linden Lake,
I've been here

And I'm a sport fishing camp monitor.

My vote

I've flown thousands of hours in the area;

If Pebble Mine is

And this area can't support that.

Subsistence lifestyle here is the important

23

thing, culture needs to be considered immensely.

I don't

24

know what else to say, but we just don't need a mine here.

25

These people can't be subjected to the possibilities of
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1

the loss of their culture, their home, their heritage.

2

think that about covers it for me.

3

being here.

4

about the fish.

5

But thank you for

And give this country your best shot.

MR. OLSEN, SR.:

I

Good afternoon.

It's

I'd like to

6

thank you for coming to Dillingham today, I appreciate it.

7

My name is Tom Olsen, Sr.; this is my boy, Junior.

8

up on fish, eating fish, and I'm a commercial fishermen my

9

whole life.

I grew

My boy is right behind me, he did the same.

10

He'd ask at dinner, "What's for dinner, dad?"

11

"Fish," and he'd say, "Oh, yum, I can't wait to eat fish,

12

dad."

Fish is good.

I'd say,

Fish cut the fat.

13

Everyone talks about how to live a long life, my

14

dad always told me, the fat from the oil in the fish make

15

you live longer.

16

fishermen about the Pebble Mine, it'll hurt our land,

17

it'll hurt our people, and it'll hurt many generations to

18

come.

And I'm here today as a commercial

And thank you for coming, and have a good summer.

19

MS. GESTRING:

Thank you for coming today to do

20

this assessment.

It clearly highlights the severe and

21

lasting consequences to wild salmon habitat if mining

22

Pebble deposit.

23

the direct loss of an -- to 87 streams, 87 miles of

24

streams.

25

that the mine will become severe and lasting source of

The mine footprint alone would respect

But I'm particularly struck by the livelihood
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1

drainage.

2

And the rivers and streams below the mine.
The assessment estimates the waste drive piles

3

alone could generate up to 2.8 million gallons of

4

contaminated sewage in a year, if it isn't already

5

contaminated.

6

sea beds, it could be so high the entire flow of the

7

Eppers creek [phonetic] couldn't provide enough of a

8

solution to water flow.

9

entire creek, the potentially a large area of the lake to

10

And as for the copper concentration in the

So failure to contain these, the

become toxic to fish.

11

According to the assessment, there are no

12

examples of successful long term collection and treatment

13

systems for the mine.

14

truck underwater and tailing for the pit after the mine is

15

closed, but it should be clear that storing mine

16

underwater slow -- not stop acid generation and evidence

17

of hundreds of operating mines around the world.

18

industry document indicate that all impoundment leak to

19

some extent over time.

20

There is talk about storing a waste

Lots of

So the bottom line seems very clear, managing for

21

the wild sustainable productive fishery or the visual

22

likelihood of managing for water pollution and perpetuity

23

and assessment makes a very compelling scientific case for

24

404(c).

25

Thank you.
MR. BRAUD:

Good afternoon, my name is Dylan
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1

Braud.

2

commercial fishermen.

3

environmental studies.

4

if it can go wrong, it will.

5

at this recent watershed assessment; thank you for taking

6

a hard look at this issue.

7

I'm a father of two young boys, a lifetime Alaska
I have a law degree of science and
As we say in the fishing industry,
Thank you for taking a look

There's one rule that I think is relevant to this

8

whole issue and it's overlooked, it is the temperable

9

important to this issue.

Namely, how this decision

10

impacts future generations.

11

which all decisions should be based in this watershed.

12

The comment pointed at the commercial fishing season based

13

on the assessment and the fewer marks inquiry.

14

consider that the margin of error in the testing of the

15

sulfite, and if you apply that margin of error couple

16

percent to 10 billion tons of waste, that's a significant

17

margin of contamination of the watershed compliance.

18

This should be a standard by

First 10

Next, how will the cause aside mine long term?

19

How will this withstand seismic activity?

Is seismic in

20

the watershed assessment.

21

70-year mine under state the probably size of skill

22

development in Bristol Bay mining district.

23

several continuous mines next to Pebble Mine, that's a

24

seven-year mine severely understates the probability

25

development and probable not to be produced over the long

What's the next 25-year and

There are
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1

term, that's the significance.

2

The impact will be significant and provide what

3

we -- currently is your watershed assessment.

The

4

partnership of the literature indicates Pebble side is

5

highly likely more over levels of acid mine drainage will

6

likely increase over the long term.

7

scientific, the number of salmon streams will greatly be

8

impacted by the road.

9

associate blasting the open pit and completion of the work

Based on review of

And I understated if you didn't

10

entail will probably have contaminated enter the

11

watershed.

They will be mobilized an cycled through the

12

ecosystem.

I wrote a paper to summarize, 14 inches, I'll

13

leave it on your desk.

14

MR. WILSON:

For the record, my name is Kenneth

15

Wilson.

16

Dillingham.

17

32.3 million, plus or minus.

18

threaten there food -- our food source?

19

known ring of fire of earthquakes.

20

had an earthquake in Anchorage, north of Anchorage and

21

Kenai.

22

that's just the last -- last eight months.

23

I'm here to represent the commercial fishermen of
The salmon forecast for the 2012 season is
Why would anybody want to
We live in a

This past winter we

Just this past winter that's only one fire, and

The fire in the mine could travel for miles, with

24

strong winds, the underwater we have at Pebble Mine will

25

be the first to cause pollution.

The salmon wouldn't have
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1

a chance.

2

might produce in 50 years.

3

the forecast rain from 23.18 million to 41.42 million for

4

the past 10 years, and that's only for the past 10 years.

5

I would like to say thank you for coming to Bristol Bay.

6

And we were just only a few weeks away from a run here in

7

Bristol Bay.

8

in about two weeks.

9

I'm asking you to use common sense, this mine
The renewable resource with

The run is at the south end and will be here

MR. FRISS-MIKKELSEN:

Thank you for this

10

opportunity, and I appreciate your taking a look at this

11

issue.

12

life.

13

have never -- when I came to Bristol Bay, I was just

14

completely awed by the amount of wildlife.

15

of this place is just amazing.

16

this place is just so unique.

17

way back will start altering the composition of the water

18

and the elements in this water they use to navigate,

19

they'll be lost.

20

culture will be lost.

21

It is -- I've been a commercial fishermen all my
I've fished in every ocean in this world.

And I

The strength

And the sensitivity of
How these fish find their

And all these people will be lost.

The

The -- the decision that we have to make now is

22

not just for subsistence and Native culture and the

23

commercial fishermen and hunters and the sport fishermen,

24

everyone else is involved up here, it is an issue -- it

25

speaks to the values that we want to leave to our
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1

children.

2

we going to leave to this people, what will they inherit?

3

This place is so special that, to me, mining Bristol Bay

4

is pure and simple, a risk we cannot take.

5

that's all I know.

6

And -- and the country and the world.

What are

And that's --

Thank you very much.

MS. WYSOCKI:

Hi, I'm Anie Wysocki.

I'm

7

representing my family and my Koliganek Triable Council.

8

First, on the area of subsistence to my family and village

9

and this area on this plants.

The -- rights, nutures we

10

need for generations; we care for our water, and it

11

provides for us.

12

fourth generation and grandparents fifth generation.

13

I'd like to continue this as part of who we are.

14

My family has been commercial fishermen
And

Third area, for my village corporation and tribal

15

council, I mean, I've always encouraged people to sell

16

their lands near our village mines drilling.

17

15 miles north west -- west of near Keel Mountain.

18

oppose this mine, but it's happening; these mines feel

19

like giants, makes me feel so small.

20

appreciate you coming here and doing our assessment.

21

like to say that my people have been -- are natural

22

scientists.

23

land, we watch how the fish do stuff; and every time when

24

we came back and we notice anything, talk amongst

25

ourselves and say, "This is happening," or we'll say,

This mines
We

And I really
I'd

We always watch the animals, we watch the
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1

"Looks at the beaver," and say, "Oh, they're doing this,"

2

and that's a sign that -- that -- that will help us

3

determine what kind of winter we're going to have, what is

4

coming in; and all that stuff we look at these things like

5

water and water travels.

6

place because it's traveling down from river and ocean and

7

right back, and it's just like a cycle that continues.

8

Thank you for listening to us.

9

MR. ANDREW:

It doesn't stay just in one

Thank you.

Welcome to salmon

10

country.

11

federal waters that we are looking at, that rear so many

12

salmon need protection.

13

are for places like this.

14

thank you for your assessment.

15

assessment across the country -- across America, we have

16

seen once salmon habitat destroyed for mining and other

17

development.

18

52 percent of the world's sockeye salmon come from -- come

19

from these waters and come from Bristol Bay.

20

I'm Peter Andrew, BBNC board member.

These

EPA's charter reason for being
We need -- we need you and
We thank you for your

This is the last habitat in the world.

Along with BBNC and 31 villages passed the

21

resolution, and that is asking the EPA to act on the

22

assessment and also act on the 404(c) process.

23

of my cultural background and generations of subsistence,

24

ask for the support of your assessment.

25

our state government and agencies within this state with

On behalf

We've been asking
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1

no avail to protect these waters.

2

to recognize and protect this place.

3

to your timeline that you've laid out in the process and

4

act on 404(c) on behalf of the people that cannot be here,

5

I -- I ask please, to protect our future for our

6

generations that are yet to come.

7

MR. WANG:

Thank you.

We've invited the EPA
I urge you to keep

Thank you.

My name is Christopher

8

Wang, and I'm a commercial fishermen here in Bristol Bay.

9

During the off season I live in San Francisco and work as

10

a chef.

11

the last sustainable wild food sources in the world.

12

challenge you to name another that is wild, sustainable,

13

and harvested on this scale, tuna, cod, kelp.

14

point there's been no other culture to farm salmon,

15

farming salmon taste like it didn't have a different

16

animal, it's died to protect the acid as lower level of

17

three's and higher levels of PCP.

18

people call it salmon.

19

As a chef I have realized salmon is truly one of
I

Up to this

It's a shame that

We are living in a world with increasing

20

population who need food and water supply.

We carry

21

certain level less than arrogant, we think that technology

22

will save us.

23

for entailments and genetically generate new food.

24

would a watershed, or -- even best case scenario, the

25

worst case scenario is a damaged and doubted ecosystem

And we can install tangible containments
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1

lost.

2

limited to the Bristol Bay watershed, it is impacted

3

through the world.

4

I want the EPA to realize that the system is not

If you took the time to walk the streets of

5

Dillingham, it tells it's own story.

This is the working

6

town, the broad card activity as upcoming salmon looms on

7

the horizon, take a closer look at the Hurlalong Fire

8

Station [phonetic] -- this is how this works, the welcome

9

to Dillingham banner poles, the multi-colored sand, and

10

the exterior walls of the library, the mural on the side

11

of the gas station on the way out of town.

12

of these examples, salmon formed the art work backbone of

13

this community by nourishment, financial stability,

14

culture, multi-generation interactions, families working

15

together to harvest and store enough food to keep them

16

through the winter.

17

backbone but a main source of food is lost.

18

And every one

Take this away not only as a cultural

MR. RAYMOND:

Thank you.

Hello members of the EPA; my name

19

is Tyrone Raymond.

I'm a commercial fishermen, I'm third

20

generation; and I've lived here my entire life.

21

officials charges, the well being of our environment,

22

given the job of attempting to keep our environment as

23

good as condition as possible.

24

the demands of our civilization, Galveston's spent much of

25

their time going to the -- picking up the pieces have not

As

Given the circumstances in
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1

gone according to plan, this is taken lightly.

2

Yet here you face a chance to do something so

3

proactively for the good of the entire region, it's people

4

and countless multitude, on healthy vast and verse

5

ecosystem.

6

A decision about whether to develop a beautiful pristine

7

place like western Alaska goes way beyond all arguments,

8

it goes way beyond speculating whether or not the notable

9

changes will be good or bad for the people who live here.

10

It goes to a much broader issue, which is as human beings

11

will be able to change our short term view of economic

12

gain for a view that recognizes the meaning of true wealth

13

to ourselves and to all the other creatures that inhabit

14

this region and need this planet.

How often does a chance like this come about?

15

I support the draft assessment and am hopeful

16

that due process the EPA will vote the 404(c) based on

17

some science, common sense, and a vision of future that

18

understands the meaningful difference between the abstract

19

of wealth and true wealth the Bristol Bay Region is wealth

20

in body.

21

Thank you.
MR. BECK:

I want to say thank you for all the

22

hard work.

My name is Matt Beck, and I'm a commercial

23

fishermen here in Bristol Bay.

24

are just a few small part of resources that is here to

25

helps us to survive.

Salmon and water, these

These resources of life are exactly
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1

put at risk when we even think about putting a mine

2

anywhere.

3

sense of life in a world we continue to get more and more

4

detached from nature.

5

end?

6

the whole world, that we have the ability to protect

7

nature, we have the ability to stop things like this from

8

happening, we need to make that statement.

9

show the world that it is possible to protect.

10

Gold, copper, these things only give us a false

When is it enough?

When does it

The Pebble Mine, if we can stop it now, the same for

We need to

What does it take to stop wrecking the earth?

11

Instead, teach people what we really need to live.

12

the money in the world can't bring back extinct species or

13

truly decontaminate a natural resource.

14

start thinking about our future?

15

extremely fortunate to be a first generation fishermen and

16

surrounded by these great people who have built

17

generations of life around these resources.

18

All

When does society

I consider myself

The last nine years of life have been built

19

around this world.

I can only hope that I -- all that I

20

can, children my grandchildren can stand here surrounding

21

by these family and generations.

22

are amazing people who I am sure know the true essence of

23

life and survival.

24

same thing?

25

250 seats are in here, it's not just the salmon, the

All these generations

I wonder how many miners can say the

I really support your assessment.

Close to
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1

water, it's our air, it's our land quality.

2

scenario failure is likely, and I think that can be --

3

understatement even from the scientific side point of

4

view.

5

will happen and it will hurt this environment.

6

Best case

Failure is immanent, it's human nature.

MS. HOSETH:

And it
Thank you.

Hi, my name is Debbie Hoseth; I'm

7

from Twin Hills.

I lived in Dillingham for 18 years

8

before I moved back.

9

-- living off the land and living traditionally with

When I moved back I realized that we

10

advice from my Elders, we have to take care of our land in

11

order for our land to take care of us.

12

learn about the pebble, it's very, very personal to me to

13

be against it, to take care of our land and our land will

14

take care of us in return.

15

MR. HOFFERLE:

So the more I

Thank you.

Good afternoon.

And people are

16

trying to drown the government in a bathtub, your actions

17

in preparing this assessment are completely warranted and

18

stand up to the -- what we expect from the Environmental

19

Protection Agency.

20

your bureaucratically heroic.

21

on the State of Alaska I think in terms of getting a fair

22

shake, a fair assessment of this project.

23

trying to think which six items I ought to address today.

24

And I think probably the most important has to do with

25

risk.

So your actions are both welcome and
Thank you.

We've given up

I've been
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1

And the -- the international commission on large

2

dams bulletin 121 addresses tailing dam failures.

And the

3

three most prominent reasons for fail tailing dam failures

4

arises from over chopping unusual rain fall, seismic

5

liquefaction, and important of institutional of failures.

6

And I'd like to address each one of the those if I could.

7

First of all, I would like to say that the values

8

you use when you're addressing seismic failures I think is

9

inadequate, the data base is mines from 2000-mile from all

10

over the world.

11

addressing specifically mines from seismically active

12

areas, and I think that would change the probabilities of

13

what's going on.

14

I think your data base ought to be

In terms of overtopping, a couple of years ago,

15

this was springtime, I saw the whole Douchebag Basin

16

[phonetic] from black coin all the way up that was

17

underwater.

18

facilities or institutional stuff, we don't have any human

19

institutions that go back even a thousand years.

20

that you need to assess -- reassess roots.

21

the other issues in written comments.

22

for being here.

23

And in terms of management of tailings

MR. LISAC:

I think

I'll address

Thank you very much

Thank you for this opportunity, I

24

appreciate you being -- watershed assessment efforts.

25

independent peer review process that's been planned and
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1

encourage finding of unacceptable adverse effects and to

2

prohibit the court for issues 404 permits for large scale

3

developments.

4

process or enforcement protect this valuable resource.

5

finely approach the fact that I'm very revealing,

6

especially the non-failures.

7

large open pit mine will have unacceptable impacts,

8

fugitive dust alone are -- is great harm to people in the

9

environment.

10

I don't believe the State of Alaska permits
I

Even without failure, a

Open pit mining is not rocket science, the

11

technologies safeguards have been around a long time.

12

Around the world all take leave and have caused water

13

quality on issues, mostly open pit mines are a desert of

14

mines, which Bristol Bay is pretty much a swamp.

15

under the blown failure scenarios is not a question of if

16

or when the impacts of the ecosystem will occur.

17

really only one reason that Bristol Bay is the largest

18

salmon region in the world, and that's because we've

19

destroyed all the others.

20

So even

There is

From the -- to the Columbia River, primarily

21

habitant destruction.

So it's time to make a stand to

22

clean water and fish and protect this viable ecosystem.

23

Really what's the hurry?

24

the future maybe technology will advance to allow a safe

25

extraction of mineral and the handling of waste materials.

The minerals will be there in
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1

Maybe salmon will go away like the dinosaurs and our

2

planet will warm as predicted and then we can harvest

3

these minerals.

4

Thank you.

MS. WILSON:

Hi, my name is Jacquelyn Wilson.

5

Thank you for coming together to hear our testimonies.

6

Alaska the people that I teach, people have been coming to

7

Alaska for their benefits.

8

period.

9

And now the giant is knocking at the door to rape our

Take, for example, the Russian

On west wiping an entire fur bearing exchange.

10

resources and our pristine environment.

11

this happen.

12

one of its kind worldwide.

13

of life and our culture.

14

Act and protect last frontier of our great nation.

15

you.

16

In

Please do not let

We value our commercial fisheries, the only

MS. WASSILLIE:

We value our subsistence way

Please support the Clean Water
Thank

Hi, my name is Emm Wassillie.

I

17

lived in Togiak for the last 30 years.

And I'm the proud

18

mother of five children, and my husband is a commercial

19

fishermen; and two of my sons also fish.

20

way of life is really important to my father and mother.

21

We all work together after to make sure we have

22

subsistence.

23

we wouldn't be able to live off the land like our people

24

always have.

25

want our lands and water protected so my grandchildren can

Our subsistence

Without clean water and healthy environment,

I always oppose the Pebble Mine, because I
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1

live a subsistence land life as well.

2

I've always have way of life to my children and

3

grandchildren to know how important for them to do the

4

same and not only ensure culture, but so we can survive.

5

Even with a job the cost of living in our villages is high

6

and our traditionally are what keep food on our tables and

7

our culture -- cultures thriving.

8

for doing the Briston Bay Watershed Assessment.

9

you have your scientific proof and large scale mining are

10

hurting our watershed.

11

Bay.

And I want to thank you
And now

Please act now and protect Bristol

Thank you.

12

MR. WASSILY, JR.:

Good afternoon, and welcome to

13

Dillingham.

14

Point.

15

9, and I'm 56; so what's that, like 46 -- 47 years?

16

I'm still young, and I'm still fishing.

17

sons I'm very proud of.

18

I'm Steve Wassily Jr., originally from Starts

I've fished most of my life.

I started when I was
And

And I have three

But anyway, I'm here to say that we're talking

19

about quality.

Help us keep our quality, quality of fish,

20

quality of the animals, the water we drink.

21

important; because if the mine goes through, throw all

22

that quality out the window.

23

to the quality of fish that we catch commercially and

24

subsistence.

25

you know, depends on water.

It's very

Even farm fish can't compare

And we need the birds, everything all the -And right now how many
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1

bottles of these would it take to make a gallon?

2

how much it would cost us to drink water?

3

what's going to happen if the Pebble Mine goes through,

4

price of water is more than gas per gallon.

I mean, it's

5

not easy to -- to make that kind of money.

Please help us

6

keep our water clean.

7

Imagine

Because this is

Thank you.

MS. TREYDETTE:

Patricia Treydette; I lived in

8

Dillingham.

9

This surprised me -- notice from the meetings in Anchorage

10

a lot of Alaskans are not huge fans of the Feds and EPA in

11

general.

12

to you guys and ask for help.

13

came.

14

developments involved, particularly when the government is

15

-- is somewhere else and we're a rural community without

16

much population to vote.

17

what goes down little here -- they aren't in Anchorage,

18

and so -- it's kind of important to us to -- you're the

19

ones that can come riding to the rescue, I hope.

20

I'm A subsistence and a commercial fishermen.

And so, you know, that took a lot for us to come
And we appreciate that you

It's kind of a conflict of interest for resource

So we're going to get basically

We really appreciate you're doing the plan.

I

21

think it's extremely conservative.

I -- I think there's

22

probably more threat than what you're seeing, but I

23

appreciate you're recognizing the fact that Pebble doesn't

24

have to put a mine plan for us to know what they have to

25

do to make it economically and physically develop.
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1

guys definitely did the right thing there.

2

see in the plan was anything addressing the ongoing damage

3

from the exploration.

4

it's simply not within the scope of your program.

5

it's ongoing, it's happening now, it is doing damage.

6

haven't been -- the ground there, but I have friends and

7

relatives who have, and there is damage.

8

this happens, the fewer the ways they are, the more we can

9

save.

Damage is already been done and continues to be

10

done.

So.

11

What I didn't

I don't know if I missed that or
But
I

So the sooner

Thank you.

MS. SAMUELSEN:

Hi, I'm Robin Samuelsen.

I'm

12

president and CEO of the Bristol Bay corporation; and I

13

represent 17 communities in the Bristol Bay Region.

14

you for coming out today and doing this assessment done on

15

Bristol Bay.

16

State of Alaska and the federal government was managing

17

subsistence.

18

subsistence, because they got compliance with -- now we

19

have U.S. and Fish and Wildlife Service in Alaska managing

20

subsistence, and since the State changed its mind.

Thank

I want to roll back a few years when the

The State of Alaska was managing

21

Today my board strongly opposes the Pebble Mine.

22

We feel that we've spent millions of dollars in trying to

23

improve the quality.

24

me could get $0.40 a pound, nobody was making money, this

25

last year the salmon prices were $1.45 a pound, that's why

A few years ago these people behind
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1

our economy improved our quality of product tremendously.

2

We can't keep the farm salmon, both Chili and -- and

3

Norway.

4

one of the biggest canneries in Alaska.

5

producing company.

6

duty sea foods.

7

that mine goes through and there's damage to the water

8

quality, we will lose our customers.

9

key.

10

But we need to have clean water.

We also have
We are a salmon

BBNC we own 50 percent of the ocean

It's been our largest investment.

If

You guys hold the

We don't get a fair deal from the State of

11

Alaska.

12

be issued to be Pebble Mine votes, 66 of them are going to

13

come from the State of Alaska and one from you guys, it is

14

EPA.

15

we -- fair shake from the State of Alaska on this issue.

16

And I think you seen that last night in the testimony in

17

Anchorage.

18

I think you guys done a real good job on -- on the first

19

cut you -- you've entered into a reason.

20

six years, and there's still a lot of questions to be

21

answered.

22

We feel that there was 67 permits that needs to

We're putting our faith into the EPA system, because

We've -- I've gone through the assessment and

The last five,

The bottom line for us is, we have a economy out

23

here; our economy is improving.

We are getting more and

24

more permits than watershed residents have, and we need to

25

continue on with our due diligence and stop the Pebble
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1

Mine.

We don't want that damn mine in Bristol Bay.

2

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:

Hi, good afternoon.

I am here

3

today to speak against the Pebble Mine.

The land and the

4

water sustain lives for many of thousands for years.

5

hold this toxics of it, it will not stand.

6

to save the water.

And

Please help us

Thank you.

7

MS. HENRY:

8

Twin Hills Council.

9

council.

My name is Julius Henry; I'm from
I'm here to speak on behalf of the

As you know, the waters that came and everything

10

when it really changed the way of life.

11

change the fish, but it allows effect the way south and

12

the mammals of areas I -- I want EPA to help us on this.

13

Thank you.

14

MR. BOUKER:

It will not only

Thank you very much for inviting me

15

here.

16

number of years.

17

back -- my personal history goes back some 30 years.

18

daughter-in-law's history goes back a number of

19

generations uncountable.

20

back to the 1930s and '40s.

21

My name is David Bouker, and I've lived here for a
Our family's fishing history here goes
My

And my wife's parents, they go

However, to go back a little bit, about 45 years

22

ago I used to work for a mining company in Bristol Bay.

23

And this was a mining company that used to dredge.

24

the dredge pond, which is behind the dredge, was upstream

25

of the dredge, and the out roll from that, which I think
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1

was called the salmon river, flowed about a mile and a

2

half into the crest near Bristol Bay.

3

itself was muddy and the bay for a half a mile out was

4

just pure yellow, and obviously we had no fish.

And

5

whether they got fish now or not, I don't know.

But the

6

-- the situation at that time looked pretty sad.

7

all I have.

8
9

That's

Thank you.

MS. FRITZE:
assessment.

And the river

Thank you for conducting this

My name is Annie Fritze.

I am a small

10

business owner relying on the beaver, river otter, and on

11

fur bearing animals to help sustain my small business.

12

am also a lifelong subsistence user and a mother of three

13

children and four grandchildren who enjoy our salmon,

14

moose, caribou, edible plants, and berries.

15

this magnificent and mostly untouched region has been home

16

to my ancestors, peoples residing on the rivers for

17

centuries; they followed a traditional way of life in

18

pursuit of subsisting off the land.

19

its valuable natural resource is salmon.

20

I

Since time,

And most importantly,

Each year more than one million salmon return to

21

the rivers and streams where the salmon hatch and spawn

22

for the next cycle of life.

23

behavior that has supported hundreds of generations of

24

humans.

25

nourish its land and waters and its people, all other

This is such an ancient

So long as a salmon return to the river to
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1

animals find the haven and subsistence here too.

2

spawning and dying of salmon help create the soils for the

3

berries, plants, grasses, shrubs, and trees to take root

4

and complete the cycle of life.

5

to us.

6

is the development of one of the worlds largest open pit

7

mines located near Lake Clark.

8

head waters of the Kobuk River.

9

into the Mauneluk River which then joins New Mash River

Water is very important

Without clean water there is no life.

The Kobuk River flows

[phonetic] and flows out to the Bristol Bay.

11

This is my granddaughter.

12

MS. FRITZE:
fish.

14

in the smokehouse.

15

yummy.

16

-- our waters.

17

Of concern

This mine will rest on the

10

13

The

My name is Cabella Fritze.

I do not want Pebble Mine.

I love

I help my grandmother

Once the fish is done, it is very

I also like moose and caribou.

MS. AYOJLAK:

Please protect the

Phyllis Ayojlak, and I'm a proud

18

mother of six and a grandmother as well.

I'm from Togiak

19

and work for the Togiak traditional council'S

20

environmental program as the coordinator.

21

I'm in favor of EPA Briston Bay Watershed Assessment.

22

happy it was done in a timely manner and the public review

23

period is adequate.

24

watershed assessment towards the environmental impacts

25

that the proposed pebble project may cause.

I want to say
I'm

I appreciate the EPA doing the

I want to say
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1

that the subsistence is my livelihood and I'm also a

2

commercial fisherwoman in Togiak.

3

a commercial fisherwoman, and I now fish the permits she

4

passed down to me.

5

My grandmother was also

I'm so thankful I'm able to live a subsistence

6

way of life like my ancestors, and I feel very threatened

7

by the Pebble -- Pebble project.

8

life isn't possible without our land and water being

9

clean.

Our traditional way of

So I don't support the projects that risk our way

10

of life continuing into the future.

11

and listening to us, and I'm in full support of you taking

12

action to protect our people here in Bristol Bay.

13

MR. DUNAWAY:

Thank you.

We are -- coming here

I'm Dan Dunaway; I was

14

born and raised and educated in Alaska.

15

Dillingham 23 years.

16

in 1973.

17

here in Dutch Harbor.

18

22 years of experience in the department of Fish & Game.

19

The last 15 years of my career spent here in the Bristol

20

Bay fisheries all over.

21

and Bristol Bay Subsistence Federal Council.

22

I've lived in

I first started working Bristol Bay

I've lived in southwest Alaska since about 1978
For a retired fishing guy of

I sit on the Fish & Game for --

I applaud the EPA for getting up to speed this

23

mining thing early in the process.

Too often government

24

is short.

25

Overall my greatest concern is -- is the fear of pollution

This time I think you're doing it right.
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1

of this eruption of water and drainages of the area.

2

Specifically from what I've been able to look at in your

3

report, you generally use the open pit mines in the area.

4

But I know there's a lot of talking about blocking caving

5

touching on that full report; I think that needs to be

6

explored further.

7

caving where you don't know what's going on underground.

8

And you don't know what's going to happen when things

9

subside.

10

Frankly, I'm more concerned about block

So I hope that -- that could be expanded more.
I'm sure that this mine coming up the mining

11

companies are going to try to find a way to prepare for

12

all the different scenarios.

13

Alaska has limited staff and no experience open -- and

14

entirely never before mined an area on the scale you're

15

looking at.

16

national attention.

17

know how many fishermen that has come from all over the

18

world to this spectacular, spectacular -- there's no other

19

place like it.

20

In addition, the state of

They don't have the capacity; we need the
This is a world resource; and I don't

Thank you.

MR. LATSHA:

Hello, my name is Don Latsha; and my

21

father is from Seattle, Washington.

By the way, my father

22

started this fishery in 1957; my brother and I got into it

23

in 1971.

24

brother and I are still around; my father's passed away.

25

Fishing here is -- has had a traumatic input of life,

We've been coming up here ever since.

My
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1

obviously, since before I was born.

2

staff in the early '70s take place and fishing stocks

3

rebound, the fishery was faulted.

4

late '70s on the fresh frozen market come in, raised our

5

prices and they farm fishery attack and our prices

6

dropped.

7

got our best to produce a quality fish through our -- our

8

icing processes and the quality of the boats, we're just

9

stocking everything we can.

10

I watched the men

We enjoyed through the

All kind of excuses we in the bay of salmon have

Now, we -- looking at a public perception that we

11

have a mine that can't be contained above our pristine

12

water.

13

fault or not a fault, the farm fishery community has a

14

very apicale reason to say, "Hey, guys, community -- world

15

community, you guys might be eating tainted fish here."

16

So that's all I have to say I'm worried about is what

17

might take place if the mine is installed.

18

So I'm worried that, again, whether there is a

MR. CHYTHLOOK:

Thanks.

Good afternoon, my name is Joe

19

Chythlook.

20

I've been chairman for a couple years.

21

behalf of shareholders of who anyone -- percent of opposed

22

to the development of the mine.

23

are able to be here, thank you for coming, and also for

24

the Briston Bay Watershed Assessment that you did.

25

I'm a BBNC shareholder, BBNC board member.
And I'll speak on

And for those of you who

Ever since BBNC board took action in 2009,
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1

there's been many discussions about this issue.

And what

2

we find in your report -- published report advisory and

3

rating issues that we've been talking about.

4

always had a salmon first policy.

And one finding salmon

5

culture support that 100 percent.

Another EPA finding

6

that even if board if it mines.

7

98 percent of likely pipeline failure for 25 years of

8

operation.

9

cause a loss of up to 30,000 of king salmon and 10 to

BBNC has

Another suggestion that

And finally, failure of a tailing dam would

10

20 percent of king salmon potential impacts like these are

11

unacceptable to me and the people I represent.

12

Subsistence impacts culture, our culture, our

13

primary food source and our long standing sustainable

14

economy the make top effect us now and in our future.

15

You're -- finally support Pebble Mine are simply too great

16

for us to accept ourself and for those who come after.

17

Therefore, I would simply urge that EPA take action under

18

the 404(c) to protect the Bristol Bay salmon and BBNC will

19

be there, to continue to be -- will for as long as we can.

20

Thank you.

21

MR. SCHINDLER:

I'm Daniel Schindler; I'm a

22

scientist with the fisheries institute to the University

23

of Washington.

24

ecosystems here -- Bristol Bay for over 16 years.

25

of the things that remains our viewpoint is basically how

We study salmon for the watersheds and
And one
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1

little we know about these systems.

2

complex ecosystems.

3

environment of assessment development.

4

proper assessment in one of 10 years is almost irrelevant.

5

What we need to be able to do is draw information and

6

experience from other places where mining has been

7

developed, and we also need to be able to use common

8

sense.

9

They are incredibly

And that complexly hurdle toward
Whether you can do

It appears that the EPA review of potential

10

impacts over this mine is -- is objective.

11

fairly from other places as well as the existing

12

information that's been produced from Bristol Bay salmon.

13

So in general, we support your report and objective and

14

fair assessment of potential risks.

15

MR. FRIS-MIKKELSEN:

And draws

Thank you.

Hi, thanks for letting me

16

speak with you today.

I'm John Fris-Mikkelsen.

I've been

17

fishing here in the bay since I was 12.

18

summer since I was just a baby, ever since my family has

19

been coming up.

20

all this testimony; I don't want you to believe everything

21

I tell you today.

22

is one thing that I saw missing possibly from the

23

assessment in my reading of it was the sort of decisional

24

intra-structure that maybe included in the development of

25

the area and mineral development, but it has not -- is not

I'm here every

And it's really important that you hear

A couple of points that I think maybe
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1

directly related necessarily to the mining housing of all

2

of employees needed, help and utilities, power generation

3

that seem it was explicitly was left out of this stage of

4

the assessment.

5

looked at along with many of the other elements that have

6

not yet been included in the assessment.

7

I think it's important that that be

Finally, I just wanted to bring your attention to

8

the types of jobs that we have here.

You know we can talk

9

about dollars and cents and cost benefit analysis, fishery

10

versus the mining; but we have very unique jobs here.

11

have owner/operator businesses and immense opportunities,

12

very low cost.

13

and build their businesses, and I think that's incredible,

14

and not only that, but it's a value that you know the

15

politicians look to small businesses in the country and

16

how much that means to our economy, and this is really an

17

example of where we have those small businesses.

18

a small business mecca here in Bristol Bay.

19

incredible.

20

last best hope here in the bay, so thanks so -- and keep

21

up the good work.

22

We

So if people want to get any businesses

This is

That's really

I really think that bears repeating -- maybe

MR. STRUB:

Thank you.
Thank you.

My name is Henry Strub;

23

I'm a 35-year fishermen here in Bristol Bay.

And I think

24

I built everything up here, including my family up in --

25

what appears to me is that it seems to be far easier to
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1

reserve renewal resources than to regenerate one that's

2

become ruined.

3

northwest, it has been very good for a lot of people

4

compared to a project like this where a little bit of mine

5

materials will be mined the property will be built.

6

suspect that the enhancement efforts and recovery efforts

7

on the river every year are more valuable, more expensive,

8

and -- what that mine could produce here.

9

look at our country, all of the herd of bison killed, the

10

An example is the Toms Rover in the

I

And when we

big three haves been cut down.

11

But here's a resource that's good as it ever was

12

come and experience this and pick up sewer it -- with

13

modern equipment and the salmon is such a wonderful

14

renewable creature that it decides it's going to die.

15

when it comes home, all we have to do is embrace them, get

16

enough of them to get the run in the future and all the

17

rest are for our use.

18

later on too.

19

So

And I want to say that to my family

Thank you.

MS. ROBINETTE:

Hi, my name is Jennifer

20

Robinette.

Half my family is from Bristol Bay.

And my

21

ancestors have lived here for generations.

22

my husband and I bought a house in Florida at the height

23

of the housing war, and overnight that house was worth

24

half of what we paid for it, and today it's worth a third

25

of that.

Five years ago

We had more than that reason to move back to
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1

Alaska.

2

come back and learn my culture from my relatives.

3

We missed Alaska.

And I had an opportunity to

Two years ago I had never cut salmon.

Now, I

4

live off the subsistence food.

There was times after

5

winter year that we ran out of food because we ran out of

6

fuel and a cold -- the house went cold in the winter

7

because we didn't have enough money to buy fuel.

8

didn't worry us because we had salmon we put up the summer

9

before.

But that

Now, baby boy, Charles Darwin, is old enough to

10

ask for the food that he likes the most; and he asks for

11

salmon.

12

Environmentally aware people realize that the

13

land plays a huge role -- is environmental services such

14

as clean water.

15

assessment something that addresses clean drinking water;

16

I didn't see that.

17

find I -- after looking through the three volumes.

18

biological threats to an environment that development

19

brings such evasive plans there are evasive plans here in

20

Alaska that add to the degradation of the salmon habitat,

21

there are also evasive plans documented by -- that have

22

killed the moose in Anchorage.

23

you could address that.

24
25

I hope that you can add to your

There is another thing that I did not
The

So that would be great if

So thank you so much for your Briston Bay
Watershed Assessment, and I have to thank the salmon.
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1

MS. CLARK:

Good afternoon.

I'd like to thank

2

Rick and Dennis for coming to Bristol Bay to listen to

3

many of the stories told by our residents of the area.

4

was born and raised in Clarks Point.

5

and centuries my family occupation as commercial fishermen

6

and gathers and subsistence user.

7

fish annually and pick over four hundred gallons of

8

berries per year.

9

river.

10

I

And for many years

We catch over 3,000

We're people of the tundra and of the

My testimony today is -- is to thank you for

11

producing the Briston Bay Watershed Assessment.

12

would like to thank the six tribes that were involved in

13

inviting EPA to pursue this effort on behalf of the

14

Bristol Bay people.

15

the last of this cultures in the world.

16

territory to the ocean and therefore to the sea.

17

of our salmon beds are up in the upper territories where

18

Pebble is identified.

19

any development in the mining area that could poison, not

20

only our fish, our water, our air, our land, and our

21

animals.

22

And I

The Alaska river watershed are two of
Water's a
And many

And we now withstand the risk of

We are noematic people, and we gather from one

23

location to another.

We travel for 20,000 something miles

24

in our area to gather our subsistence needs; we're social

25

culture people.

And the risk is too heavy, that risk is
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1

not one century come or time.

You cannot replace a

2

culture or people or places when we were gone.

Thank you.

3

MS. RAMIREZ:

4

and I was born and raised here.

5

will do to the fish in the area.

6

for coming out here and doing this assessment, it's very

7

important to us.

8

fact that even if you build the mine and they have the

9

capability to make it safe, it still will destroy the

10

89-mile road that's going to go over salmon streams.

11

Hi, my name is Kristina Ramirez;
And I fear what the world
I want to thank you guys

I also want to call attention to the

I know for a fact that whenever you build

12

something around a place where mammals are present, the

13

animals disappear because of what you built is taking on

14

their habitat.

15

resources to us, they can't be replaced by anything else.

16

I would like you to please act on a timely manner on the

17

404(c), and please keep to your time line on the comment

18

period.

19

These salmons are a very important local

Thank you.
MS. WILLIAMS:

We were just dealing with a minor

20

crisis, that crisis is king salmon.

I apologize for being

21

out there.

22

thank you for coming into the Bristol Bay Region.

23

reviewed your assessment, I specially liked the section on

24

Alaska Native cultures.

25

my tribe conducts culture camp every year so that we

Thank you for the watershed assessment, and
As I

As a leader here in my community,
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1

maintain a sustainable salmon based culture for our

2

children and future generations.

3

this, and I need a course on the section.

4

page E4-9 we don't believe that the section that

5

identifies us, maintaining our ties is 4,000 years.

6

believe it more to be 10,000 years.

Page 2-19 touches on
However, on

We

7

It is not only that the salmon from my food on

8

the table for generations in the past and today, but we

9

recognize through the assessment salmon that we want to

10

maintain our future.

11

this land, water and air from the future that is yet to

12

come.

13

sport, and commercial fishermen.

14

subsistence net on the beach with their grandparents, just

15

like I did 40 plus years ago with my parents.

16

love going up to the lake or up in the river with their

17

grandparents to sports fish or fresh water fish and

18

salmon, just like I did.

19

After all, we were only borrowing

My children, like my generation, are subsistence,
My children check the

My children

As we move into the commercial salmon season, my

20

oldest and my youngest boys will fish commercially with

21

their grandfather.

22

relationship into one section, nor does it recognize the

23

risk under the fish immediate fish risks section page 23

24

of the executive summary, that relationship occurs here

25

out in the bay and I think needs to do that.

The assessment doesn't pull this
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1

Finally, the last thing, we ask you do not extend

2

the comment period as requested by the State of Alaska.

3

They never accommodate us, so why the heck should we

4

accommodate them?

5

the request for political purposes.

6

believe they want to see a change in presidency.

7

long as they extend you out maybe a new president will

8

come in and they'll get their way.

9

And their -- my opinion they only made

MR. NANALOOK:

And so -- and I
So as

Thank you.

(Undiscernible speaker.)

I'm

10

sorry for being ill informed, but I addressed to this --

11

colleague.

12

-- my real testimony is -- I'm adopted, my adopted name is

13

Kenneth Nanalook.

14

same people who are here.

15

of California, Los Angeles, or I don't like -- history in

16

1963 and the reprint in 1980 -- and other Michigan.

17

disclosed our existing I dated back to 30 thousand years

18

BC.

19

became quote unquote, best guess.

20

were -- they had not lived, experienced the means to reach

21

the -- much here's the walk the walk, talk the talk that

22

we do.

23

From brief history of who I am.

My real name

I was born and raised with the exact
I understudied my degree of --

That

But rest assured, some of the -- they're finding
Simply because there

This amendment is composed of -- made up of who

24

we buy or sustain from -- our lands of timely this day and

25

age by actually take use and hand on experience harvest
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1

dressing operation clean, cook, and drink process of

2

harvest to taste is to -- out this process up here points

3

to head.

4

does not look exactly how it is to look, when there's

5

something wrong with the food chain and is the -- on the

6

way.

7

This end process is what we eat when something

We are here for compelling reason.
Yet again, faced with issue at the idea of the

8

Pebble project but careful pattern of thing fish -- which

9

impact youth and taken part of the diet would be

10

eliminating, not if topics come into contact with the

11

world renowned salmon with proven that fair oil is not

12

good for the heart.

13

for -- to collect the first -- firsthand and concern that

14

is the dramatic live off this land.

15

And however, I conclude and thank you

However, I urge your good office to convey with

16

the vote of confidence to Secretary of Interior to act --

17

move under -- the fish responsibility the office carry to

18

protect the fish population that -- protect my statutory

19

definition by congress and other public law.

20

to submit this for the record.

21

MS. CARSCALLEN:

Good afternoon.

I would like

Thank you.

My

22

name is Katherine Carscallen; I'm was born and raised here

23

in Dillingham.

And I' fish commercially and subsistence

24

my whole life.

I'm a third generation fishermen here.

25

First of all, I would like to thank you for taking the
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1

time and effort and all the hard work on this assessment.

2

I believe it's a preposterous task to define the volume as

3

fisheries and adopting it and numbers will always

4

undervalue resource means to people who depend on most.

5

But what you're hearing here today will hopefully help

6

fill the rest in on the assessment.

7

There was one major point that -- given so far,

8

it's a detail that should be included in the assessment,

9

but also it's reason why the tribal fishermen are asking

10

for your help and action now.

11

region that are going on right now on a massive scale with

12

no end IN sight.

13

generation, connection of generation degradation of

14

significant and going on unchecked.

15

subject and hope it be included in you're final

16

assessment, more often the social impacts of the

17

exploration region right now.

18

I'm talking about impacts

Effects of fuel spills, water

I'll submit that

You can ask anyone what the concern for future

19

is, overall it's about worrying about losing their

20

livelihood or way of life, all to mining development that

21

we don't want and thus has been out of our power to stop.

22

It's tremendous -- have stopped mine by now we would have

23

not -- jumping to the conclusions antidevelopment gone

24

through the process you're going through right now.

25

local city comments fishing organizations we've all done
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1

everything we can to ensure that fisheries protection --

2

protected, but we're not the agency with the power to do

3

that; your agency was given the power on the nations Clean

4

Water Act gives you the authority and responsibility to

5

take actions in situations just like this now.

6

And so I thank you and hope this -- your

7

assessment.

And what I really ask you to do, the

8

conclusions you've already found are very clear what we

9

already know that this type of development pose an

10

unacceptable adverse to the resources; please take action.

11

Thank you.

12

MS.

TINKER:

My name is Tina Tinker.

I was born

13

here in 1958, but was raised in the Lower 48 until I was

14

19 and returned to meet my father.

15

to learn my Native ways, ways of life.

16

was a little girl sitting on my mother's lap and eating

17

dried fish and -- I still remember my mother getting

18

upset, she wanted to eat her fish she loved, which she

19

loved so much by herself and wishing I was playing

20

outside.

21

enough of our dry salmon.

22

Since I got back I had
I remember when I

But I couldn't stop eating and couldn't get

When I first heard of this mine pebble, I told

23

myself, "Why would we want to destroy our lands and fish

24

when we have so much pristine water, which gives us life

25

for so many generations?"

Since my Natives presence
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1

known, I have made great efforts to correct great baseline

2

water quality studies and influence data since 2004, and

3

have seen a change to this land.

4

all over the area now, a day -- now a day we go up there

5

and you don't see them like I used to.

6

that the exploration for gold and copper may already be

7

affecting the salmon that returns every year.

8
9

Truly there is salmon

This is telling me

Now, that rock is doing exploration, we are now
seeing the pike population be affected.

We ask Bristol

10

Bay residents, fish resources, whether it's salmon or

11

other and fish that has kept our Native culture alive.

12

also take great pride in teaching our children our way of

13

life by living off our resources like fish, caribou, and

14

moose.

15

way of life or even feed our children.

16

We

Which gold and cooper will never teach our Native

So I'm asking you today to please help protect

17

our Bristol Bay watershed from large scale mining; because

18

if we don't act now, we may never see our way of life

19

again.

20

Thank you.
MR. HIRUTSUKU:

Hi, My name is Thomas Hirutsuku

21

from Dillingham and up the villages.

You know, even if

22

this mine -- I hope you it don't go through, because, you

23

know, the come -- I've been all the way up the river, you

24

know, because I drink that water, because if this mining

25

does come through, we won't be able to drink it and camp
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1

on it, we won't live off it.

2

the salmon.

3

because we like it, it's clear, good water.

4

It's going to hurt us and

Because we do go up there, go up the river

I like drinking that water.

That's the good area

5

for camping and enjoying our freedom with the animals and

6

fish.

7

And, you know, and we want our grandkids to enjoy that,

8

you know, enjoy our fish, enjoy our wildlife, and -- good

9

fresh water we have.

And I love fish.

I've been fishing all my life.

There's a fish fresh water, it goes

10

back whether they're going to drink when they go up river.

11

What they're going to have?

12

because the water's all spoiled, because -- I like to have

13

that water good, nice, and clean for our -- our

14

generation, for our kids to be more happier.

15

MR. CHEYETTE:

There's nothing to drink

Thank you.

Good afternoon, my name is Daniel

16

Cheyette.

I represent the BBNC Native Corporation.

This

17

past year I've had the honor and good fortune to work with

18

the BBNC board and shareholders, and I've come to greatly

19

appreciate Bristol Bay and its people.

20

live here love this land, this place.

21

so many the resource have supported their families for

22

thousands of years.

23

region's greatest resource.

24

assessment and assembling a better understanding of

25

potential impacts of large scale mining development.

The people who
And I've heard from

The fish of Bristol Bay are the
Thank you for undertaking the
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1

The -- there are many areas that the assessment

2

has gotten right.

3

largest sockeye salmon fishery.

4

wildlife are essential to the culture, structure, and

5

economies of the region.

6

essential to the people, on average obtain 80 percent of

7

protein from these resources, yes, yes, yes.

8

nevertheless, there are other areas assessment that should

9

be expanded.

10

The Bristol Bay supports the world's
That the fish and other

And that subsistence harvest are

But

More attention should be focused on social

11

economics of the fishermen and on other resources mean to

12

the personnel economy economies of families.

13

the subsistence plays to the cultural fabric of these

14

families and communities.

15

communities if these resources disappear.

16

should focus on how Bristol Bay would change if a mine or

17

mines were to be developed, the additional social services

18

that would be necessary, the stresses that would be

19

introduced by the necessary expansion that would

20

inevitably occur.

21

The roles

The social cost to the
The assessment

In short, the assessment does a great job of

22

identifying the more direct and immediate impacts that

23

would result from the mine; but we need to peel back more

24

layers, underlying changes of mining would cause the

25

communities, families, and lives of Bristol Bay.

I urge
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1

you to finalize the assessment on the current time line

2

and then start your restrictions that will protect the

3

unique and special place.

4

MR. VICTOR NICK:

Thank you.
I'm Friar Victor Nick.

My son

5

and I are both commercial fishermen here.

I've always had

6

fishing net ever since we were little children.

7

years ago our -- our leaders in the church, known as the

8

Bristol Bay Church, came together to allow the rest of us

9

TO discover the uniqueness and the people within our

A few

10

church to bless the waters of the lake.

11

-- the waters, and so they the -- the -- the fish and

12

moose, caribou, and everything that touches these --

13

touched by the waters, including all our communities.

14

that's something we've done a few years ago, but that's

15

what we've within doing for the past 200 years.

16

And to sand they

And

Once the orthodox missionaries landed in the soil

17

of Alaska, they've always do the blessings of waters.

So

18

this one realized that not just the orthodox enjoy these

19

blessings, but everyone here in the -- in the town of

20

Dillingham, in the villages up river and Togiak and all of

21

us are touched by the waters; therefore, we're all touched

22

by the blessings.

23

of the Pebble Mine, and to introduce themselves I once

24

realized that I'm -- I'm for fishing, he walked away.

25

can I bless that mine that destroyed us?

Last year I was approached by members

How

The mine takes
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1

gold and cooper into one pocket and then take out the --

2

from the other pocket for which way to vote.

3

So I thank you very much for being here for the

4

people here.

5

you.

6

This is our life -- this is our life.

MS. HURLEY:

Good afternoon.

Thank

My name is Alannah

7

Hurley.

I'm here today as grandmother and the daughter of

8

parents Dessert Hurley [phonetic].

9

here in Bristol Bay, and I'm fortunate to live a

I was born and raised

10

subsistence way of life.

11

fisherwoman.

12

assessment.

13

way of life is qualified worth of $6,000,000 annually.

14

Although I appreciate your calculation, I beg to differ.

15

You cannot set a price tag to define yourself as

16

subsistence, some people of -- attempting to assign a

17

price tag to life itself.

18

all day from all these people with the culture and way of

19

life is priceless.

20

I'm also a commercial

First, thank you very much for -- water
I saw your slide earlier that our subsistence

Listen to us, as you've heard

The last point, the executive summary states that

21

the actual response of Alaska impacts is uncertain.

And

22

it isn't possible to predict specific changes in

23

demographics, cultural practices, or physical and mental

24

health.

25

looking into history of many of the innocent people now

You can get the answer to this question by simply
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1

impacted negatively by mining like the -- whose cultures

2

existence has been and continues to be affected by the

3

mining industry.

4

single person who stood up and is connected to Bristol

5

Bay, we will tell you what will happen to our people if

6

miners were -- you destroy our home.

7

die.

8

Bristol Bay will be a haunting memory of what we used to

9

have.

10

And as you've heard today from every

Our culture will

Our fishing economy will crash, and our thriving

I have a hundred voices of people who couldn't

11

make it today pleading with you to not let it happen.

12

have your scientific evidence of -- have always known.

13

Bristol Bay is worth protecting.

14

always take care of us as long as we fight to protect it.

15

Now, do what we all know is right to Bristol Bay watershed

16

into action and use your authority under 404(c) to protect

17

Bristol Bay.

18

MR. CHYTHLOOK:

You

We know our land will

Hi you guys, good to see you.

My

19

name is Daniel Chythlook, you know me you as the tribal

20

coordinator.

21

clean help to water not.

22

drinking clean water.

23

fish, has been part of the food system and will continue

24

to be part of the food system; so we hope you guys keep

25

it.

Clean water has been told by -- without
You want to ensure that you are

Salmon, along with fresh waters
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1

I don't -- the one place that's major salmons

2

spawning tributaries that salmon goes to hatch.

Salmon

3

has been part of our Native spiritual food; and without

4

the food and waters we will die slowly, we'll be here

5

existing, but our spirit will be gone.

6

realize our salmon is commercial and Bristol Bay is one of

7

many areas of five species of land is spawn.

8

see our salmon continue to return and the waters remain

9

healthy so they can spawn and other places that, of

Other people

We'd like to

10

course, clean waters are needed to help our moose,

11

caribou, fresh water fisheries all to survive.

12

gift to be here today at this assessment.

It's a

Yee haw.

13

MR. CUNNINGHAM:

14

commercial fishing in Bristol Bay.

15

out here.

16

the risk -- that risk probability that is generated is

17

underestimated, they come from the literature review of

18

other mines around the world is one of the most unstable

19

places on the earth.

20

after reviewing the document was the cost of maintaining

21

the mines for long time, forever is a long time.

22

longer life span of most corporations, so then who's going

23

to foot the bill in the long run?

24
25

Hi, I'm Curry Cunningham.

I do

With college fishing

While I'll applaud your assessment, I wonder if

Another question that proposed to me

Much

To save a last effort to save the residents of
Bristol Bay and finally plea with respect to the criticism
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1

that your actions are premature, being the lack of permit

2

applications.

3

already been an impact.

4

ongoing.

5

spilled in the river as a direct result of development

6

actions.

7

I would venture to say that there has
Exploratory mining is already

In just two years ago gallons of fuel were

That's all.

Thank you.

MR. RADENBURGH:

Thank you very much.

I very

8

much appreciate all the work that's been done, and my name

9

is Todd Radenburgh.

I'm with the UAF Bristol Bay campus

10

environmental, I'm a professor here.

And you say we need

11

science, getting science you need one thing, I would like

12

to mention we didn't see in the reports that say we had

13

two very fabulous -- last nine-months hear in Dillingham.

14

A lot of people who are in this room presented all kinds

15

of data that abstract books, and I guess you call it

16

literature.

17

maybe to be included in this next version of the document.

18

Another issue is, I love to see a real definition

We'd like to see some of that information

19

of the world perpetuity.

The second generations pay the

20

-- to me it says seven million years, 100 million years,

21

all this has implications of scale.

22

scale issues as well, individual scale, individuals going

23

up to the communities, and both the social aspects as well

24

as the major or natural aspect, ecosystems services; there

25

is nothing like that in the document.

So I'd like to see
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1

From the perspective, where does the value of

2

undeveloped real estate.

3

Economies says it doesn't have a value until you cut the

4

trees or you put a farm plot on it.

5

value.

6

somewhere.

7

getting less and less from an economic value should have

8

more value.

9

value.

10

Usually the London School of

Obviously it has

I'd love to see that value in a document
Nature has to be more developed and it's

This region not being able to have major

Thank you.
MS. LIND:

Good afternoon, my name is Gladys

11

Lind; and I'm a third generation commercial fisherwoman on

12

the beach, which is about 30 miles southwest of here.

13

I've also subsistence fished my entire life.

14

husband and I are raising our four children to do the

15

same.

16

the assessment in response to the six tribes that

17

requested it be done.

18

I speak to the assessment.

And my

Thank you for providing

In reviewing the material my daughter copied

19

yesterday, I saw that the EPA conducted extensive

20

scientific research that basically supports all along what

21

we feared would happen should a large open pit mine be

22

allowed to go through.

23

portion of the assessment which is titled "fish mediated

24

risk to indigenous culture."

25

indigenous -- and the daughter of a culture for over

My only critique surrounds the

I want to point out that
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1

88 years -- I read it with great indifference, because

2

what is lacking is how can one remain scientific and

3

predict the effects having the main stay of our

4

subsistence culture taken away from us?

5

document any predictions or produce any scientific

6

hypothesis could not be able to describe the devastation

7

to our way of life could not be captured in two

8

paragraphs.

9

much.

10

I'll leave you with that.

MS. JENKINS-BRITO:

Hi.

To attempt to

Thank you very

My name is Susan

11

Jenkins-Brito.

12

resident, and a sports subsistence commercial fishermen.

13

My husband is a lifelong Bristol Bay resident and third

14

generation, and we hope our daughter follows in our

15

footsteps.

16

Mine, we want to thank the EPA for this assessment of the

17

potential impacts that could come to subsidiary companies.

18

I'm a lifelong Alaskan, a Dillingham

As a family who are opposed by the Pebble

We were concerned about the king salmons freely

19

stopping being a species, and we were concerned about

20

protecting the other four species of salmon.

21

protect our clean water sources from contamination and as

22

well as our fresh water, salt water, and salmon stocks --

23

or fish stocks, I'm sorry.

24

foul in the area that rely heavily on catches to feed our

25

family year around and commercial salmon fishing our

We need to

Not to mention all the water
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1
2

livelihood.
Thank you to EPA for coming to Bristol Bay and

3

for your scientific efforts to help keep Pebbles and all

4

mines out of our precious home.

5

uncertainties to take this risk.

6

MS. LARSON:

There is just too many
Thank you.

Good afternoon; and hello to Rick,

7

it's nice to see you again.

So that was nice since

8

talking to you.

9

administrator to the tribal council here in Dillingham.

I'm Dorothy B. Larson.

I'm the

10

And we reviewed as much as we could, the assessment we've

11

had it for a couple weeks; so I haven't gotten through

12

every page.

13

in the butt, so I wanted you to know personally that we

14

appreciate you being here and some of -- that you can help

15

us with protecting our environment.

16

We hear all the time that the EPA is a pain

I think to me the EPA main focus is the

17

environment.

It's not business, it's not money, and maybe

18

not even government, but the environment; and we

19

appreciate that you are experts in that.

20

appreciate the research that -- new assessments.

21

pretty astonishing to see in black and white what we know

22

what -- happen to our renewable resources if any little

23

mishap happens at the mine.

24

utilize their authority to enforce the 404(c) on the Clean

25

Water Act to protect the watershed that request still

I also
And it's

We requested that the EPA
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1
2

stands.
I'd like to remind you that to use your authority

3

to do so, we don't have to prove that a mishap will

4

happen, but that if a mishap does happen, that it will

5

cause horror to renewable resources.

6

assessment makes it clear that even a smallest of mishap

7

in a mining scenario will harm a renewable resources.

8

I also am concerned that when you talk about close mining

9

monitoring, that you use the word potentially continue and

10

perpetuity, I don't think that's an option, the continuing

11

perpetuity is an absolute necessity and a must.

12

I believe this

And

So thank you for your time, and we do appreciate

13

the assessment; and we're glad that you're here; and we'll

14

see you at the pot luck at 5:00.

15

MR. MONTECUCCO:

Hi, I'm John Montecucco.

I've

16

been fishing here, I guess, for about 22 years.

I guess a

17

-- parts of the assessment that I have a little bit of

18

emphasis that has the seismic; because like when I look I

19

see a little in-perpetuity constitutes the old saying what

20

goes up must come down.

21

I think look like from giant -- either it seems like, you

22

know, that eventually there will be an earthquake and it

23

could come very -- and it seems to me that less than

24

50 years ago we had a 9.2 earthquake here in Alaska, and

25

we have an active volcano here.

And in perpetuity in essentially
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1

And I think that to be told they -- that somebody

2

think that they can safely engineer a dam of that size

3

here -- you know you're watching footage from, you know,

4

the tsunami in Japan, and I think safely engineering with

5

Mother nature is kind of difficult.

6

the Environment Protection Agency, I would just ask that

7

you protect our environment.

8

MR. FAITL:

9

live in Dillingham.

And I guess you're

Thanks.

I'm Joseph R. Faitl.

My family and I

I have extended family in long --

10

fish and mining.

11

Flagstaff, and I commercial fish here in Bristol Bay.

12

Strongly oppose Pebble Mine and any other mine in Bristol

13

Bay, for many reasons I've already given today.

14

the EPA assessment, and I also ask that you consider -- or

15

continue to consider, if you have our cold temperatures

16

and recovery rates of our plants, fish, water and so forth

17

when considering mitigation measures or damages to the

18

area.

19

I prospected for gold in Wyoming and

I support

The recovery rate in Alaska, I believe, is very

20

slow.

We were at very cold temperatures, 30 below

21

temperatures for weeks.

22

assessment considered rain falling on top of spring snow.

23

It is fairly common for rain to wipe out our snow in two

24

or three days, not just in spring, but during the winter.

25

And if you know the rain and snow combined together can

I also was pleased to see that
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1

create a risk of flood or erosion.

2

facts that do matter concern that you -- getting some

3

cherry picked facts from some of those collecting the

4

data.

5

are objective, not cherry picked for your assessment.

6

Finally, I thank you greatly for your assessment and

7

coming to Dillingham.

8
9

Additionally, the

I hope there is a way for you to verify that facts

MR. McCANABLY:

Hi, and thank you very much for

the opportunity to speak here today.

My name is Kevin

10

McCanably.

11

know why I come today.

12

ninth year or ninth season of permit holder; and I've been

13

fishing since before it was commercialized.

14

that not only the fish and the wildlife that depend on

15

them, myself included, are too important to risk for any

16

economic reason that the mine could bring.

17

So to a lot of the owners in the region you
I'm 26 years old, going to my

So I feel

Accidental discharge of processed chemicals and

18

byproducts and acid mine leaks are realistic concerns.

19

Mining has an approximate important environmental track

20

record according to USPA of contaminated waters of 40

21

waters of western continental U.S. and 500,000 abandoned

22

mines in 32 states that can cost tens of billions of

23

dollars according to Earthworks.

24

modern large rock compared water volume with environmental

25

impact statements predictions from the permitting stage,

A recent study of 25
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1

and 76 percent of those 1,925 exceeded water fall and

2

released either surface or ground water.

3

worker safety public health and environment problem that

4

is mining on races south gone other in the U.S. down from

5

of Canada -- they also already been a permit progress and

6

have 45 land and water use violations.

And community

7

And in closing, I kind of had another mine in

8

mind where they had failures, where it leaked into the

9

river and up 250,000 lives from one of 120 down stream of

10

the mine has been affected and all the leak for livelihood

11

far out weigh the risks in the area.

12

I really appreciate your time.

And seriously I

13

do understand that the State of Alaska really is looking

14

to, you know, keep the government, the Feds out of this --

15

this decision-making; but the State of Alaska and the

16

Alaska day-to-day of resources repeatedly violates section

17

8 of Alaska -- issue with specifically provide of leases

18

of state land were prescribe public notice of safe --

19

permitting is, in my mind, effective because it has

20

sufficiently rigorous determine that issue of permit will

21

best as demonstrated by on by the a lack of received

22

served as an input.

23

MS. ALAKAYAK:

(Speaking Native tongue.)

24

(Indiscernible speaker.)

That's my name, my -- I survive.

25

My great-great grandma survived from starvation.

Sockeye
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1

salmon is needed to survive.

2

for coming here and supporting our effort to keep our

3

waters clean here in Bristol Bay.

4

subsistence lifestyle.

5

animals in the -- on the land.

6

help to feed the rest of the human population out on the

7

earth here on this globe.

8
9

And then I thank you guys

Here we have our

We eat the food, fish all the
And we set the mouth and

And I appreciate the assessment that you bring
here.

And the one word that stands out when I see the

10

assessment is the word "forever."

11

your scientific research.

12

to give -- what -- what -- what happens as the process

13

goes in this -- this evolution?

14

we're feeding the moose on the earth, as are salmon, just

15

through the cracks if the mine drainage with all of the

16

elements, the raising of the flood poisoning the water,

17

that means we're going to be poisoning the rest of the

18

people on the earth.

19

recognized as tribal state United States citizen Americans

20

and the UN recognizes us as well.

21

MR. MOORE:

You know you bring us

We read that and we -- we have

Here the earth -- if

And here our human rights are

So thank you.

Hi, I'm Ah-by-you Moore; I'm from

22

Dillingham.

I'm a lifelong resident, I'm 28.

23

happens all the time.

24

because I love it here.

25

much I love it here.

This

I love Dillingham and call it home,
And I came to realize exactly how

Talk about this strike of -- it was
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1

like my life flashed before my eyes.

2

came home and I started painting murals around here is

3

what I did.

4

generation, because we share -- shared resources in the

5

region -- how able to appear.

6

I'm an artist, so I

This issue is particularly important to my

We share the clean water and everything like

7

moose, caribou, and salmon that live because of the clean

8

water.

9

day, that severe water shortages around the world in 50

I was just watching the Mystery Channel the other

10

years.

11

mining and when the world will desperately need clean

12

drinking water.

13

perhaps it will still be edible in 50 years.

14

it, without clean water, our chances to live our

15

subsistence lifestyle are slim.

16

This is about the time that Pebble will be done

We utilize the food and water here
Lets face

Like the salmon, I plan on spawning out here in

17

Bristol Bay.

18

subsistence food, she's four months and I'm feeding her

19

dried beef.

20

Thanks.

21

My daughter will be raised eating

Please protect our lifestyle and our culture.

MS. ROEHL:

My name is RaeAnn Roehl.

I love

22

Bristol Bay; because ever since I can remember, my fresh

23

-- my home, my whole family has been subsistence fishers.

24

So that could possibly pollute Bristol Bay making this

25

planet -- because my family and so many others have been
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1

reliant for food and money.

Pollution of the water won't

2

just affect the animals in Bristol Bay, but it will affect

3

all wildlife that eats and drinks from the bay.

4

please use the 404(c) authority to protect Bristol Bay and

5

my future.

And

Thank you.

6

MS. MOWER:

Hello, my name is Katrina Mower; and

7

I'm Crystal Nixon's daughter.

8

family and lots of fish at the house.

9

fish we enjoy at our house and the water we drink will

We eat a lot of fish in the
I think that the

10

probably be polluted.

11

with my family is one of the great times I enjoy.

12

big reason why I -- I know that all my family members love

13

to teach me and my siblings to fish.

14

-- I would like to do the same with my kids and grandkids.

15

It breaks my heart, because fishing
And a

I would like to do

If this Pebble Mine goes around, could -- never

16

be able to fish the same way as we do now.

17

people going along with this will try not to pollute our

18

fish, but it's very, very sure they can't.

19

stop Pebble Mine.

20

I'm sure that

So please help

Thank you.

MS. SORENSEN:

My name is Chenita Sorensen.

21

since I was a little girl I have been fishing with my

22

Grandpa Pat.

23

when I think of Pebble Mine.

24

happening would be a risk of pollution in the water

25

culture in many ways.

Ever

The smell of fish brings to my memory of
I with -- worry this

Fish is a huge resource and --
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1

throughout Alaska.

2

they will do when they are all older and generations to

3

come.

4

authority to protect Bristol Bay and my future.

5

If you think of the children and what

Please stop the Pebble Mine and use your 404(c)

MS. NIXON-LUCKHURST:

Hi, thank you for being

6

here today.

As she said, my name is Crystal

7

Nixon-Luckhurst.

8

is a major part of my life while growing up, and it

9

continues to be today.

I grew up in Dillingham; and subsistence

Throughout the year we might fish

10

and gather from the land.

11

house is the fish, it's frozen, canned, salted or smoked.

12

Salmon is important to me culturally and spiritually.

13

prepare fish for my mom and my grandmother and my aunties;

14

and we're all teaching my children how to prepare fish,

15

and they're ages 2 to 13.

16

The majority of my food in my

I

Besides fish, we are very active with other

17

subsistence food from this home.

When I grew, I looked in

18

the freezer you would find blueberries, red berries

19

blackberries, huckleberries, chicken, duck, goose, smelts

20

wild greens, and if we're lucky, a moose and caribou,

21

along with king salmon, red silver, and my favorite is dog

22

salmon.

23

hurt our subsistence way of life.

24

hurt my family and our future generations of the people of

25

Bristol Bay.

I will believe that proposed Pebble Mine would
And it would directly

And it would -- it would literally kill our
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1

way of life here.

2

protect our Bristol Bay and our families.

3

So please use your 404(c) authority to

MS. LARSON:

Hello.

Thank you.

I would like to first

4

welcome the EPA to Bristol Bay, and thank you for this

5

opportunity to speak.

6

Eskimo.

7

Native village.

8

village council and also proud to say that I'm a

9

commercial fisher woman and lifelong subsistence user.

10

Curley [phonetic] is located on the left bank furthest

11

village of the river.

12

members, and with a population of approximately 210.

13

My name is Delores Larson; I'm an

I was born here in Dillingham and raised in the
I am the environmental coordinator,

Curley has about 300 tribal

With that said, I would like to thank the EPA for

14

doing the Briston Bay Watershed Assessment.

We have been

15

concerned with the Pebble for many years and asking the

16

EPA to please use your authority under section 404(c) of

17

the Clean Water Act to protect our watershed and

18

everything that goes with it.

19

that we breathe; our pristine water; the land that we live

20

off of; and most importantly, the Fish and Wildlife; and

21

ultimately human health.

This includes the very air

22

I consider myself a rich Native resident, but not

23

because of money and -- but of the food in my freezer; the

24

food that comes from my land; the food that comes with

25

every season all year long; whether it's salmon, wild
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1

plants; berries in the summer; moose, pike, whitefish in

2

the fall; caribou, geese, and ducks in the spring.

3

name it, we eat it.

4

fresh and abundant, but also very lean and healthy.

5

truly believe that the proposed Pebble Mine, the

6

traditional Native subsistence lifestyle, a lifestyle that

7

flourished for nearly 10,000 years.

8
9

You

Our Fish and Wildlife are not only
I

Bristol Bay supplies the largest wild salmon fish
left on earth.

Already there are concerns about mining

10

exclusions going on, we were noticing a change in our

11

caribou that usually come straight through or near my

12

community.

13

with fresh water, fish like our pike and whitefish.

14

not certain that these are results from the mining

15

exclusions but certainly will not help it.

16

watershed assessment, EPA find that even if the proposed

17

Pebble Mine would run time still have an effect on our

18

salmon habitant and in passing our culture and our way of

19

life, primarily food sources and long term subsistence

20

economy they are too great for the Native people of this

21

land.

22

We have also noticed in our -- very concerned
I'm

From the

I speak on behalf of my family and community in

23

Bristol Bay, And for future generations will not have the

24

best of both worlds that is the money and jobs that come

25

from mining, and in the salmon and wildlife that coming
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1

from the very land.

I mean no disrespect, but it is

2

common sense that mining and salmon cannot co-exist.

3

choose salmon, I choose Bristol Bay; it is time for EPA to

4

take action under section 404(c).
Thank you.

I

Thank you.

5

MR. JOHNSON:

My name is Fritz

6

Johnson; I live in Dillingham.

7

when I became a commercial fishermen, I've been here ever

8

since.

9

science of the watershed assessment.

Bristol Bay became my home

I don't have any recommendation for modifying the
I want to thank you

10

for documenting what the people here are confirming, that

11

Bristol Bay is a natural treasure that needs your

12

protection.

13

You're all aware, I'm on both coasts of North

14

America less than a hundred years ago, specifically

15

northwest in California, commercial salmon fishing there

16

described as producing money and fish like rain.

17

are not existing anymore.

18

that they used to be.

19

purpose but population growth development.

20

Those

They weren't -- just a shadow

And they weren't doing it on

In Bristol Bay -- telling you experience it's

21

difficult to comprehend what right described salmon runs

22

here -- biblical hoards.

23

the protection of places like this is -- is the very

24

reason that the Environmental Protection Agency exists.

25

Please hear our voices and let the science guide you.

It's the last on the planet and
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1

Political pressure call as such serve the sciences and it

2

won't serve your mission.

3

MS. SEITZ:

Thank you.

Good afternoon.

Timing is

4

everything.

Thank you so much for the opportunity to

5

comment on your assessment of the potential mining in

6

Bristol Bay.

7

the City of Dillingham.

8

of the City of Dillingham.

9

have showed repeatedly that they are in favor of

I'm Jody Seitz, I'm the planning director of
I was asked to testify on behalf
The Dillingham City Council

10

protecting the resources of Bristol Bay and is evidently

11

opposed to offshore oil exploration as well as large scale

12

mining in Bristol Bay.

13

Mine.

14

That's specifically the Pebble

The EPA review of drafts are very consistent with

15

recently opposed large scale mining first in 2006.

16

Resolution 2006-201 is about how Dillingham depends on

17

serving as a major hub and import for the world's largest

18

salmon fishery.

19

has been the backbone of many people's livelihoods and

20

subsistence for many generations.

21

commercial in the world watersheds here in watershed of

22

those 156 drift, 112 near Dillingham.

23

three, that's the number of jobs created.

24
25

And on the commercial wild salmon fishery

There are 297

Multiply that by

You can see that Dillingham hosts one of the last
working fisheries in the nation.

When driving through
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1

town you see fishing boats in people's yards, nets being

2

hung, the BA boatyard, the protected harbor in Bristol

3

Bay, processing plants, trucks full of fish boxes out to

4

the airport, the airport -- air cargo planes are

5

frequently flying out.

6

the beaches now for the king salmon run to arrive.

7

Fish nets and subsistence signs on

We post no -- that benefit the fisheries, and the

8

fisheries require pristine water for the survival of fish

9

and everything that's connected to them.

As the sign

10

says, crystal waters communities as well as people in the

11

area depends on wells for fresh water.

12

large scale mining recognizes other large scale spawning,

13

the other species are susceptible to earthquakes.

14

you for validating the other risks posed by the mining

15

discussed, as well as looking at the consequences over of

16

the mine.

17

-- it spent 82 million the deferred products 38 needed

18

just to mix light on safety problems with our own -- fail

19

equipment.

20

large scale mining when though 201 it banned any funds the

21

Pebble fund due relationship the pearl partnership.

22

The cities of

Thank

This city offered to staff and air $7,000,000

You think be last oppose mining it opposed

The council is protecting the urban living and

23

the salmon fisheries.

24

our community long after peak oil, copper and gold run

25

out.

Thank you.

The best option for survival for

I'll submit industry resolutions for
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1

your record.

2

MS. BENNS:

Wassilliisia Benns.

I'm here to

3

represent my family members.

4

in Dillingham.

5

My family will be fishing both for commercial and

6

subsistence.

7

also harvest berries and plants.

8

think my grandchildren's children may not be able to do

9

the same thing and have the great resource we have in

I was born and raised here

I'm a subsistence user first and foremost.

We hunt for moose, caribou, and birds.

It breaks my heart to

10

Bristol Bay.

11

grandchildren how to process fish.

12

can, and we freeze.

13

blue, red berries that we all pick together.

14

process as a fundamentally moose, caribou, and birds.

15

I

I practice and I teach my children and
We smoke, we salt, we

We pick berries.

We have black,
And we also

The life -- the lifestyle we have here in Bristol

16

Bay has taught my family to be productive citizens,

17

commercial fishing, working as a family or to work all

18

together.

19

and sisters, live here in Dillingham.

20

fish, and we will die eating fish.

21

continue to live off the land.

22

resources.

23

see -- end of day, but I wanted to share with you some of

24

what my family does every summer.

25

All my family members, including my brothers
We grew up eating

And -- and we'll

Please protect our

Thank you for taking time out.

MR. WASSILY:

And I don't

So thank you.

Hi, good morning; I'm Danny
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1

Wassily.

2

I love subsistence, I love to hunt, I love to put up fish,

3

I love to hunt moose and caribou, I love to pick berries.

4

I'm against the Pebble Mine; I like you guys to join them.

5

The watershed is a very important part of life, it does

6

feed the fish, it brings fish back to spawn and bring the

7

small fish and also to the birds and the life of animals.

8

To take away the water we have nothing.

9

I'm a commercial fishermen and subsistence user.

The water in front of you right now -- like my

10

brother said, it may run just for a two, it could run from

11

10 to 20 bucks.

12

have nothing; we're going to starve.

13

nothing to drink but this toxic waste.

14

dam in the winters to come all that snow and water it

15

melts, that's going to overflow and bust; and it will

16

contaminate the whole Alaska, all the rivers.

17

said, it will kill everything that's right now.

18

the pictures of what they're doing and the holes they dug.

19

You take away our water we're going to
We're going to have
And we build that

Like I
You see

I guarantee all the animals will have to move

20

away from here.

21

dug nearly 600 holes, I heard maybe 12 -- 12 holes.

22

guarantee you I know the Pebbles eventually as of -- I

23

thank you for your time.

24
25

You go to all the holes they dug, they

MS. MUIR:

I

Thank you for doing the Briston Bay

Watershed Assessment.

And thank you for coming to
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1

Dillingham.

My name is Rachel Muir.

I'm a practitioner

2

in the -- here.

3

I'm representing myself and my experience here in Bristol

4

Bay, and I'm on leave time right now.

5

Bristol Bay have supported themselves on the land and

6

water for thousand of years through subsistence and

7

commercial fishing, and this community in balance.

8

watershed assessment it states that 46 percent of the

9

world's sockeye salmon comes from Bristol Bay.

I'm a 20-year resident of Dillingham.

The people of

In the

So

10

technically the people of Bristol Bay have been supporting

11

themselves for thousands of years so the people of the

12

world can afford to buy wild salmon for hundreds of years.

13

From my perspective, the last hundred years

14

compensation by agencies in the state.

Social -- of the

15

new change, just purification is much stronger, as already

16

incurred -- it seems absolutely unethical to allow

17

corporation intervention to divide the people of Bristol

18

Bay.

19

metal resource extraction and -- in the regions rich and

20

balanced ecosystem recognize their strength and our EPA a

21

survival by taking action -- clean water action section,

22

404(c).

Over a 20 -- over a 40- to 70-year stretch, rare

23

Thank you for standing up risk assessment,

24

understanding benefits of clean water, and for listening

25

today.

Please use your authority to protect this corner
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1

of the world with 404(c) section of the Clean Water Act

2

you are supporting here by the people of Bristol Bay.

3

MS. MERAZ:

My name is Colette Meraz; I live in

4

Dillingham.

I am the daughter of Carrie Barnes.

5

most of my childhood with my grandparents, Daisy Barnes

6

and the late Harley Barnes Sr.

7

commercial fishermen.

8

my grandfather's boat, and I have many wonderful memories

9

fishing and gathering subsistence foods.

I come from a family of

I spent my time at fish camp or on

I am now married

10

and have three wonderful children.

11

Aubrina was three; and Wakey, who is one.

12

we freeze, smoke, salt, and can fish.

13

this is who we are.

14

I spent

Sunshine was 11;
And every year

We do this because

My children know how rich our future is from the

15

net.

16

winter months.

17

from my mother and my grandparents.

18

way of life to my children.

19

children not being able to pass our way of life to their

20

children makes my heart hurt.

21

children and my grandchildren's way of life to continue to

22

be passed on to the future generations.

23

our water.

24
25

They help process the fish and store it for the
This way of life was passed down to me
And I am passing my

And the thought of my

I come to you today for my

Please protect

Thank you.

MR. SMALL:
is Stan Small.

[Indiscernible speaker.]

I live in Dillingham.

Hi, my name

My wife and six
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1

kids and six grandchildren.

And the one thing that they

2

forget to say about the little bit of fishing tributaries

3

of that -- the title folks goes all the way up to passed

4

-- up the new -- up the -- all away -- everything coming

5

out of this bay may go -- these different tributaries.

6

Outside the fish travel down there like the trade they

7

don't swim against the tide, they come back up -- tide

8

come with them.

9

them with the ice and the ice breaking them up -- dirt

All the toxins would go right along with

10

into the mud it thickens, moves the mud on down pretty big

11

-- sandbar across the bay here or come here the next year

12

pick up, disappear, move down the bay some place else.

13

So it's not just -- just the one place, it's all

14

these other -- these other mining concerns are waiting for

15

you to pass this one.

16

Bay.

It is by -- guys said it was already -- so why don't

17

you.

So this isn't just one little thing or do this one

18

thing and try this is a whole of Bristol Bay and that

19

after they -- they sell this thing off, then the big guy

20

takes the big bucks, all the flex guy who has a couple of

21

dollars less and sells to the next guy who dime --

22

collapse or somebody owns that 50 cent pocket shoot -- fix

23

that sorry bankrupt; and that's how it goes.

24
25

So they can set more mining Bristol

It'll go right on down.

The big guy wrote sets

that I'm going to cover my bill, I'm -- pay my way, before
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1

it ever gets to where it's that bad.

2

now we're all gone in affect us Pebble Mine told me you

3

don't have to worry about stand, because by the year 2020

4

is building the dam.

5

you won't have to worry about it, stand.

6

about my kids I said what about my kids whether or not get

7

a job working an the mine.

8

much.

9

doing this before something happens.

10

A hundred years from

And my kids won't get to fish but

Yeah, okay.

But I worry

Thank you very

Thank you very much for thinking about this and

MR. LIBOFT:

Why wait till later?

Hi, my name is Jerry Liboft.

I am a

11

45-year resident of Bristol Bay, and I fished all of these

12

years.

13

the issues, and I really appreciate it.

14

outline your draft assessment at two levels of

15

uncertainty.

16

uncertainty the inconclusiveness of the existing knowledge

17

that we have in the ecology region.

18

-- very little of the geology, biology, seismology, and

19

their interactions in the sensitive area that we call

20

Bristol Bay.

21

before we risk large scale mining.

22

Thanks for endorsing the 404(c) and for setting
My concerns

The first level of uncertainty is the

We still don't know

We need science and setting up the area

My second level of concern on the uncertainty is

23

the extent of our ability to quantify and effectively

24

mitigate potential failing on operation and closures of

25

mines the size of the Pebble.

Experts have proved the
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1

operations were three times in the last couple of years.

2

We were told that they somehow leaked; and they said it

3

never happen, and if it did, it could be effectively

4

vague; that the experts were wrong on both counts.

5

were told the same thing for The Gulf of Mexico in 2010.

6

The largest oil spill in northern American history, the

7

experts said it wouldn't happen, they were wrong.

We

8

And finally, last year the earthquake and Tsunami

9

in Japan, it caused a meltdown of the reactor; the results

10

of which were not predicted it couldn't happen, yet it

11

did.

12

I think the known and unknown risks outlined in your

13

document lead me to say, "Invoke the 404(c) and stop big

14

mining now."

15

that nothing will go wrong.

16

year in closing offshore oil rigs, mentioned Bristol Bay

17

and mentioned it is a treasure that we can be -- risk, the

18

same applies to large scale mining.

19

and concern.

20

Japan lived with the consequences for generations.

Until you can be assured, really assured,

MS. DUNLAP:

President Obama said last

Thanks for your time

Hi, my name is Heidi Dunlap; and I'm

21

a second generation commercial fishermen.

I've been

22

harvesting salmon here in Bristol Bay for 19 years.

23

is been my only job.

24

selling fish, particularly salmon.

25

strongly oppose Pebble Mine.

This

Catching fish, processing fish or
I strongly -- I

Our salmon needs clean water
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1

to exist and prosper.

2

that Bristol Bay salmon could quite possibly be the

3

largest most sustainable wild food base resource in the

4

world.

5

I would like to propose the idea

Why risk something so great?
If our salmon stopped returning for some other

6

reason, then maybe we could consider extracting these

7

resources.

8

still be here, and my bet is that the industry will have a

9

better method of extraction by then.

In another hundred years these minerals will

Thank you for being

10

here, thank you for doing this assessment.

I support and

11

agree on most aspects of it.

12

assessment I would like to see more research and emphasis

13

put to seismic activity of the area and it's potential

14

impacts on a massive mine and an ecological and sensitive

15

environment.

I also think the comment period should not

16

be extended.

This process does not need to be further

17

postponed.

18

to protect Bristol Bay, its watershed, and its people.

19

Thank you.

However, with the final

Please initiate 404(c) of the Clean Water Act

20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

CERTIFICATE

2
3

I, BROOKLENDE D. LEAVITT, notary public for

4

the State of Alaska, and Certified Shorthand Reporter, do

5

hereby certify that the foregoing proceedings were taken

6

before me at the time and place herein set forth; that the

7

witness was sworn to tell the truth; that the proceedings

8

were reported stenographically by me and later transcribed

9

by computer transcription; that the foregoing is a true

10

record of the proceedings taken at that time; and that I

11

am not a party to, nor do I have any interest in, the

12

outcome of the action herein contained.

13
14

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand and affixed my seal this 3rd day of July, 2012.

15
16
17
18

_______________________________

19

Brooklende D. Leavitt

20

Notary Public, State of Alaska

21

My commission expires: 1/30/2016

22
23
24
25
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
Record of Public Comment Meeting
Naknek, Alaska - Tuesday, June 5, 2012

[00:02:13.10]
Joe Chythlook
My name is Joe Chythlook and I am a BBNC shareholder. A board member and the chairman
of the board. BBNC represents about 9,000 shareholders of whom 81% are opposed to the
development of the Pebble Mine. I'm also a lifelong Bristol Bay watershed resident and a life
long subsistence user and hunter. Fifty years of commercial salmon fishing experience. First I
want to thank EPA for doing a BB watershed assessment. BBNC have been dealing with the
threat of Pebble Mine for many years. Since the BBNC made its position to oppose the Pebble
Mine over in December 2009, many have been advocating for the very same issues that have
recently been published as findings in your report.

Our traditional knowledge is in total

agreement with what many have expressed regarding your findings. BBNC board has always
had a salmon first policy. One finding that the salmon are the fundamental foundation of our
cultures supports this 100%. One other EPA finding that even if the proposed Pebble Mine
worked perfectly, it would destroy as much as 87 miles of salmon streams and 4,000 acres of
wetland. And it suggests that there is a 98% of pipeline failure over 25 years putting at least 1/3
of the Lake Iliamna sockeye salmon population at risk. Finally, the failure of a tailings dam
could cause a 30% loss of Nushagak king salmon and 10-20% of the Mulchatna king salmon.
Potential impacts like these are absolutely unacceptable to me and to the people I represent.
This is a risk to our culture, our primary food source and our long term sustainable economy.
BBNC will continue to work with you.
[00:05:01.25]
Russell Nelson
My name is Russell Nelson. Thanks for coming to Bristol Bay and conducting this assessment.
I'm a director of the BBNC, I've spent six years on the Alaska state board of fisheries,
generations of my family and I have subsistence fished, hunted and commercial fished in Bristol
Bay. The comment period of July 23 is plenty of time. We haven't started fishing this year and
1
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most of the fisherman will be done before July 23. I think we have a lot of time to take a look at
this and make the comments. You are not overreaching. We have three basic things that we
need after this assessment is done and we can get to a 404(c) action. First, the tailings should
not be deposited into salmon streams. Second toxic materials should not be allowed in salmon
streams and I mean no mixing zones. Third, perpetual remediation should not be allowed ever
in BB. These mining companies go bankrupt. When they are done they leave the country and it
is up to the taxpayers to foot the bill forever and ever. We can't have that here. Please help us
ensure that the greatest sockeye salmon run in the world is preserved for future generations.
Thank you.
[00:06:28.06]
Bryce Edgmon
Good evening. I too want to thank you for coming out to the area and doing the assessment.
I'm going to offer a few comments in general support of the document. My name is Bryce
Edgmon. I am a member of the Alaska legislature and I represent a good part of the BB
watershed including the BB borough area. First I want to say that the assessment gives this
area what I would call a stamp of authenticity in terms of it being a one of a kind resource.
Many times, in Juneau, I've encountered a lot of decision makers, a lot of my colleagues in the
legislature that might know about the Katmai Park, they might know about the Wood-Tikchik
Park or Lake Clark preserve or any particular element but they don't understand the overall
significance of the area. Second, I'd like to say that in terms of the diversity of the habitat and
the complexity involved and the genetic makeup of the salmon species and how interrelated and
interdependent they are on each other, in terms of if you go and do damage to one of the six
river systems, you may be doing damage to all six of the river systems. I think that the
document will help us understand the cumulative impacts. I would like to talk about the broad
picture that this provides because the permitting process as I understand it, and I don't claim to
be an expert, really has a singular focus and it involves a lot of different tracks that take place
sometimes unrelated to each other. This document is going to help provide that broader
picture. I've heard in the media, broader characterizations about this process being rushed,
about it being an intrusion on states’ rights and about it being a straw man or preemptive action.
I don't see it that way at all. I see it as informing the constituents behind me on both sides of the
issue. I see it providing more science, more research, and more information on making a
decision that is highly complex and beyond most people’s understanding. Thank you.

2
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[00:08:54.12]
Peter Andrew
My name is Peter Andrew. Thank you very much for coming to salmon country. I am a BBNC
board member and a lifelong commercial fisherman and subsistence user. These special
waters that we are talking about today need your protection. They need your protection.
Senator Murkowski and Governor Parnell have gone on record saying that they will not trade
salmon for minerals. We have gone on record asking them over and over again to please
protect our waters to no avail. BBNC, along with BBNA and the 31 villages have passed
supporting resolutions asking EPA to take action on 404(c) to protect our waters. On behalf of
my cultural background, generations of subsistence use, I urge you take care of our people and
our cultural ways of life. We have invited you, we have asked you to come, our region has
asked because you are the only people and the only agency that may be able to help us with
this. We do not need to trade this resource for a resource that is nonrenewable and will only
enrich foreign mining companies. Thank you.
[00:10:44.18]
Moses Kritz
Thank you for this opportunity. My name is Moses Kritz and I am from the traditional village of
Togiak. I was born and raised there in Togiak. I cannot stress enough and urge you to help us
to protect the waters of our lands. Our people and our elders have always taught us the
importance of waters that sustain the living fish and others in our waters. Recently, the doctors
have urged whenever we become sick, that we drink a lot of fluids. We have, as I said before,
we have always been in our cultural lands and in our regions. I wish I could express myself
enough to convince you of the importance of the life giving waters of BB. The three quarters of
the economy that sustain us is the subsistence way of life. We are also teaching what we are
taught to our children to carry on or pass on what we have learned from our parents and
grandparents. When to hunt and fish. When not to hunt and fish. What to expect from season
to season. How to survive in different seasons. Our cultural people have taught us very well
since we are from the western most part of Bristol Bay, it does not mean that we will not be
greatly affected. We have always traded for shared with other villages.

3
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[00:13:20.14]
Bella Hammond
Thank you. The first thing I would like to say is thank you to EPA for their assessment.
Listening to the people of BB and other concerned fisherman and subsistence users and as far
as I'm concerned I think more enlightenment about the Pebble project will only help smooth the
waters for better understanding of what our loss in that salmon area could be. Not just that
area, but the ripple effect that in so many ways. I encourage people to take more of an interest
and also express more concern about the environment. Many many times over the past few
years, I have asked people why you support the Pebble project. The first thing I hear is "well, it
will provide jobs," which is true. However, I don't hear enough about concern for the
environment and long term effects, or no concern for the environment and this is very very
troubling. I want to remind people that EPA is doing what they should do, what they were
requested to do, and I can't thank them enough for that.
[00:16:18.26]
Hjalmar Olsen
Good evening. My name is Hjalmar Olson. I belong to the Curyung Tribe and I'm also a BBNC
board member. My main concern about the development up there is the spawning grounds.
Whenever you touch the spawning grounds, whether it is in the lower 48 or wherever, the
salmon got less and less. Why do you suppose that Bristol Bay has the last great wild salmon
in the world? We have five river systems and each one of them requires large spawning
grounds. Also the caribou and the moose. My family has a cabin about 50 miles west of this
proposed development. We have been going up there for many many years trapping and
hunting and fishing. If this project is developed, we are going to have one heck of a time
keeping the water clean. As a matter of fact it will be polluted and nobody will be fishing. We
have a good economy as your numbers indicate. Why would we want to kill a renewable
economy for a mine up here that is only going to last for so many years? I want to thank for this
assessment. You are the only government agency that listened to the tribes and came out to
meet with the people. The rest of them say it's too early, it's too early. We have a room full of
fisherman here and they are here early working on their boats. You have to prepare early. That
is why many of us have made a decision to oppose this development. Thank you very much.

4
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[00:18:23.25]
Mel Brown
Thank you for the opportunity to speak. My name is Mel Brown, commercial fisherman for the
last 50 years and I aim to go longer than that. I am a director for BBNC and also a tribal
member for the Naknek village. I want to thank you so much that EPA is here and doing the
watershed assessment study. This is the area that is the second largest watershed in Alaska
and it is the largest fishery in the world that produces the largest amount of salmon. Yet, it is
unbelievable that the largest proposed mine is going to attempt to build this huge mine that has
the lowest grade ore that possibly will create serious problems for us in the future. We have
depended on the food source. The area that is located for the site itself is right smack in the
middle of salmon producing habitat. It takes care of the salmon and the cycles of salmon that
we depend on as subsistence users, commercially, cultural dependency on this covers this who
BB area with the 37 villages that exist here. It is unconscionable to me to even think that this
might happen to us here. Not only does this area where the mine is coming in provide a bread
basket of animals, all different types of birds and fish that exist there. We are concerned and
we are thankful that you are here listening to our concerns and putting them into action.
[00:20:51.16]
Paul Hansen
Hello, my name is Paul Hansen and I am a Naknek tribal elder. Resident of Naknek, Alaska.
Thank you for allowing me to testify and welcome to our community. The EPA 404c authorizes
to protect or deny discharge of dredge fill material to the waters of the US including wetlands.
Using such sites for disposal would have unacceptable adverse impacts on various resources,
including fisheries, water and wildlife. As a tribal elder and resident, I want to make it clear that
the development of a large scale mine for a sulfide mineral deposit and disposal of tailings into
salmon bearing rivers would have an unacceptable impact on the Bristol Bay region and all that
it supports. Your agency with authority and responsibility to protect BB now you have the
science to prove it. The development of the Pebble prospect would have unacceptable adverse
impacts on the BB fisheries and wildlife. Waiting for the state permitting process is the
developer’s timeline, leaving local residents in limbo with no assurance for our future. Bristol
Bay is important and worth protecting because runs have sustained BB native populations for
generations and is the most important resource we utilize. Thank you.

5
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[00:22:47.08]
Violet Wilson
Hi I'm Violet Wilson and I live here in Naknek. I am happy you folks are here because I would
like my voice to be heard. I totally oppose the Pebble Mine because I have been involved with
fishing for 51 years myself. My grandfather started in the 1800's and I have my children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren involved in fishing today. Fishing has been very
important to me and also subsistence fishing. I lost my first husband when I have five little
children. If it wasn't for commercial fishing and subsistence fishing I would have had a very hard
time. I am very proud to say that I can stand here tonight and say that I have never drawn a
welfare check. I would do anything to try and keep our waters clean, because I feel this is a
very touchy situation. The waters are very particular and for any kind of chemical to be used
would be disastrous. I am so grateful you are here. This means a lot to me. I would like to see
our fishing industry go on, because there a lot of people involved in fishing, a lot more than
there would ever be working in the mine. I would like to see this go on for years and years for
future generations. Thank you very much.
[00:25:26.02]
Sergie Chukwak
I am an elected official of the BBNC on the board of directors and I'm also a tribal elder. I
became a Grandpa on October 1 and I think I qualify for an elder. Thank you for coming.
Fishing is our life and our livelihood. It's what we do for healthy communities, healthy lifestyles.
Going out and catching the subsistence fish, smoking these. Passing the traditional cultural
knowledge on to the younger generations.

You hear about how they will make you free, the

fish. We have been doing this for 6,000 years and we will want to do it for 6000 more. The short
life of a sulfide mine that lasts 50-70 years and maybe a little longer 75 years, but one that
activity is done the mine is just going to sit there with all of the chemicals and continue to kill off
more of the rivers and streams, and then instead of just 24% of the Nushagak and the Kvichak
river contaminated it is going to be 100% and that is going to be death of 37 communities in
BB.. Once they are done it's going to be like the gold rush - boom and ghost town. I think that
is unacceptable and we need clean water for another 6,000 years. Thank you.

6
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[00:27:42.26]
Anna Hoover
Hello thank you very much for being here. My name is Anna Hoover and my grandmother came
from the Aleutian Islands and my family has been fishing BB for a long time. My grandparents,
my aunts, ay uncles, my mother, my father, my cousins, we all fish BB in the summers. I am
based out of Egegik and someone from Togiak mentioned that there will be a lot of other
communities that will be affected. The water is all connected as we all know. I've been in
school. I have a double master’s degree from the University of Washington and I've been at my
thesis for my Native American Art History degree to raise awareness about this mine. Violet
might have been one of the beautiful women who spoke earlier. Awareness is really helping.
Front page New York Times helps. I launched a T-shirt campaign. I thank you for your research
and putting that into a digestible anything that can be distributed is really the key to helping stop
the mine. It is obviously a terrible idea. It's been said over and over again. The generations
that are coming who can be fed from this resource and this land and it's a beautiful interaction
and it's one that we are losing around the world. When we realize that we have lost it we strive
to get it back, but it is taking a long time for this beautiful balance between human, animal and
subsistence lifestyle to come about and evolve. Thank you.
[00:30:09.05]
Sam Carter
Hello I'm Sam Carter from down in Egegik. This is fishing country here. If we lose our fish. I
want to say thank you guys for being here. If we all put our heads together and try to come up
with a solution. I am really grateful. Thank you.
[00:30:38.18]
Donne Fleagle
Thank you. My name is Donne Fleagle. I work for Wetaviiq. It is a subsidiary of the Alaska
Peninsula Corporation which represents five villages: Kokhanok, Newhalen, Ugashik, Port
Heiden and Newhalen. I work as the project director. My role is to inform APC shareholders
about the EPA BB watershed assessment. It has nothing to do with the Pebble Mine. We
haven't seen any plans and they haven't added their documentation. I do want to tell you what
the concerns are from APC and Wetaviiq. In the summertime in Alaska, my second and third
quarter visits with the shareholders will be challenging. People are busy. The focus is
7
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elsewhere and I would like to request a 120 day extension on behalf of the APC and Wetaviiq.
Thank you very much.
[00:31:52.03]
Lloyd Montgomery
Hi, I am Lloyd Montgomery. I just made my 48th year transfer from Prince William Sound. I am
an elder for the Chugak Native Corporation and the Igiugig? Corporation and I made my 48th
year transfer from the Copper River to Bristol Bay. I fished here in 1994 for 10 days. The first
day I was here I fell absolutely in love with this place. I was hoping that one of these days I
would have the opportunity to come back and it was available for me to come back. I fished a
lot of coast. I had experience for the last 48 years. The promise that Exxon made that there
would be no oil spill. I really appreciate the EPA and their assessment, what they have done on
BB. The money that is involved. I would like to thank those who are behind me to witness this
because this is what the rest of the world is going to witness. The whole Pebble Mine and the
after effects of what will happen with the whole place. I would like to share with you a little bit
that I sent to the Pebble Mine website called Journey: This journey has been made generation
after generation. How can I go wrong, it's in my DNA? Here I lay my sack my back. There is
no rhyme or reason why I'm here. At the same time, I'm in season. Ma and Pa nowhere in
sight and I'm scared out of my life. I am left alone on my own every day of my life at this stage
of change. My eyes begin to see within this realm. I'm cuddled in the spot with brothers and
sisters too many to count. Within this (?) comes a (?). We have no choice. Make no mistake
this is our estate. We have no life at that stage. Here we sit under the ice, it's not nice. In the
winter all we do is shiver. Soon it will pass. We will be on our way at last. We look at each
other. Where are Ma and Pa? With no answer, one by one we begin the trip of water. We be
on the other side and that is the end of it. Thank you.
[00:34:19.02]
Norman van Vactor
Good evening. My name is Norman van Vactor I'm the general manager of Leader Creek
Fisheries, one of the main fish processors located here in Bristol Bay. We are about three miles
down the river bank from here and we have about 440 employees. We have about 100
independent fishing families who fish their permits for us. I've been involved in the BB fishing
industry for about 30 years, and I've been tracking concern about the Pebble Mine project for
8
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about 9. My parents were born and raised in the Black Hills of South Dakota and some of my
early memories of a young man were going back and panning for gold with my Grandfather.
This is not South Dakota. This is not Montana, Utah or Nevada. This is BB and it is absolutely
incredible. In about two weeks from now, tens of millions of salmon will return to this incredible
place and the pristine habitat that rears them. The will first and foremost provide incredible food
and protein for us, to the subsistence users of the region, and from there, they will go on to feed
people around the world. Naturally we are concerned about the large scale threats to the
fisheries and the quality of habitat that are preempted by the Pebble Mine proposal. Your report
makes clear that puts to ink what many of us have known and felt would happen, should this
proposed project be allowed to continue. Elsewhere around the world, hundreds of millions of
dollars are being spent to restore habitat that has been destroyed. Here it is ours to protect, not
destroy. The proponents of this project would argue for more time for public comment. These
are the same people who for years now have promised timely reports and transparency. But
nothing has been farther from the truth or reality. We ask that your agency stay on track and
stay focused. Our habitat and our salmon depend on it. It really is about location and
magnitude. I must say that under normal circumstances, a lot of industries like our own, we run
for cover when we hear EPA is in town. I thank you for being here and for protecting.
[00:36:52.11]
Tiel Smith
Thank you very much, my name is Tiel Smith. I was born and raised in SW AK here in
Dillingham. I now work for BBNC as the VP of lands and regional operations. I am a lifelong
fisherman here in BB, and my comments today will not be redundant to the comments already
given by our BBNC board members and staff. In fact I will start with my closing statement and
then if I get cut off I will be good to go. As the largest private landowner, I support the continued
and increased protections to development of the renewable and nonrenewable resources in BB
and that being done responsibly. What does BBNC consider responsible? BBNC board and
staff have no intention of supporting any large scale development that would impact the pristine
nature of the water or impact the renewable resource of the salmon. We have a long history of
economic development projects in the region including docks like you see here in Naknek.
They play a pivotal role in transportation of goods and services and the like. We support good
business and jobs. The entire commercial fisherman who are joining us today, as well as
tourism business. We also support conservation easements. We purchased easements that
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are strategic to salmon habitat. WE also listen to our shareholders including 81% that oppose
this project. Thank you very much.
[00:39:12.26]
Frederick Anderson
My name is Fred Anderson and I am a Naknek resident and a fisherman. First of all thank you
to EPA for protecting our land, environment and fishery. The natural resources should be a
priority over money and jobs. Who needs these jobs? Everyone who needs to work around
here is working. Even the TV people who say we need jobs are working. I'd like to see a show
of hands to see who needs a job. For the last couple of years I've been doing a study with the
BB Times local newspaper. The employment ads. Every day there are 30-50 jobs, some of
them starting at $39,000 dollars. Many of the affected areas like Pebble they can't find people
for these jobs. Who are these jobs for? Everyone who is willing to work is working. My main
concern, if Pebble is allowed to their baseline research and is doing test drilling, because of the
impact of studies like that on natural resources and the environment.
[00:41:10.12]
Kristina Ramirez
My name is Kristina Ramirez and I was born right here in Bristol Bay. My family and I
subsistence fish and we have for generations. First I would like to thank you for coming out
here and conducting this assessment. What I would like to add, is that even if Pebble could
safely build the mine, they would have to build 89 miles of roads over salmon habitat and
through them. This is scary to me, because as we are all aware, when manmade structures are
built, the wildlife around them suffers. Please use the 404(c) to protect the wildlife, and I ask
you please keep to your timeline comment period deadline. The only people who want more
time are the state and Pebble and they just want to filibuster. We already know what we need
to say and that is we don't need this mine. That is because our people and our culture are
worth more than anything that the mine could ever produce. Thank you.
[00:42:11.09]
Richard Russell.
Good evening. I am Richard Russell. I had a 24 year career here with the AKDFG in the BB
area. Ten years as a sport fish biologist, the rest of the time as a commercial salmon fish
10
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biologist. Very very familiar with the Iliamna area and I am opposed to any large scale industrial
development in the Iliamna Lake watershed due to the impacts that are certain to follow on the
waters, fish and the wildlife of the drainage; both by the development itself and the associated
infrastructure. Particularly roads, landfills, sewage and chemical disposal systems, water
reservations, holding ponds, tailing storage etc. Numerous stream crossings of the 70 or so
streams that you identified are very problematic. A couple of those streams, one of them in
Knutson River and the other one is Canyon Creek, routinely change their channel. Any kind of
structure put across them that carries a slurry or anything else is very likely to be washed out
periodically and heavy equipment will have to be in there mucking up the stream as well as
replacing whatever was there to begin with. Actually I favor establishing the Lake Iliamna area
as a National Fish Reserve as has been suggested due to its international importance as a
fisheries resource. I thank you very much for being here.
[00:44:01.04]
George Wilson
Welcome to our community and thank you for coming. My name is George Wilson. My wife
and I came here from Detroit in 1979. We were seeking an adventure. To say the least, the
change in our environment was remarkable. In those 33 years, we raised our three children
here; fishing, hunting, subsistence fishing, gathering berries and making smoked salmon are
activities we enjoy. We play on the lakes and rivers of the area. My family has been involved in
fishing commercially since 1980. We set net fished on the Naknek Kvichak portion of the
district. Our adult children return every summer to help us fish our sites. The business has and
is still paying for their college education. Over the years, we have seen the price of salmon rise
and fall. We are currently seeing a slow rebound in fish prices. Quality improvement due to
handling and refrigeration are improving the marketability of our fish. The marketing is
augmented by the fact that our salmon are wild, renewable and pristine. The waters where they
regenerate is clear, clean and pristine. The Pebble project, if permitted, represents a huge
threat to the rearing waters of two of the largest fish producing drainages left on earth. If sulfuric
acid and copper leachate dissolve in surface and ground water, along with other pollutants, are
more than likely going to make their way through the earthen dam constructed to hold them
back. Ad infinitim is a long time. It won't matter if the salmon get confused as to where their
natal stream is. The pollution may not kill the salmon outright. As a matter of fact the salmon
may return every year, somewhere. But the perception that these salmon are tainted food
sources is all that it will take to drive prices down to a point where the industry will not survive.
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15,000 jobs and hundreds of millions of dollars annually are at stake. My job is at stake. A way
of life is at stake. The largest reason the community is here is at stake. The quality of the water
is at stake. It is not worth the risk.
[00:46:23.24] (microphone echo)
Iso Montlavan
Greetings. As an independent scholar, studying biodiversity and ecosystems, I find the EPA
assessment to be technically sound and sufficient for general public discussion, and a work in
progress to be reviewed in the scientific community. Here is testimony I prepared and I call it "In
Defense of Food Security." As a cannery worker of 8 seasons and an active worker in the
environmental science field, and a master’s student in natural resources and environmental
science, I speak in defense of this bastion of nature and man and the subsistence that we need
to survive. I am from the two continents on either side of the Pacific Ocean. As a dual citizen of
the United States and the Philippine Islands, I have a great opportunity to live and work with the
Yup'ik society of Alaska and the ? people of the ?also. I see how these hunter gatherers of the
cold far north have a great disadvantage compared to hunter gatherers who live around the
equator. Being one of thousands of cannery workers who follow a migratory life of salmon that
come back season after season so we can make a living and survive on the bounty from the
great almighty. The seasonal industry offers a way for hunters and gathers and commercial
fishers to bring salmon to homes, schools and tables around the globe. This is subsistence life
in the global level. The fight for Bristol Bay is a fight between two great professions, metals of
gold and copper on one hand and the basics of life; pure air, pure water and food for
generations to come. As the last the last remaining salmon of the season are canned, the
subsistence ways of hunting, berry picking and trapping get underway to prepare for the long
days of winter. This is survival. The Yup'iks of SW Alaska do not have alternatives of buying
and raising livestock as a way to survive. Here lies the difference. For my last remaining
seconds, allow me to echo a common cry of indigenous people from around the globe. Taken
from a piece written by a tribal leader from across the ocean. (Statement read - inaudible).
[00:49:13.08]
Andria Agli
My name is Andria Agli and I am a granddaughter of the Olympic and (?) lineages. Families
who have fished these waters for salmon for many lifetimes. I grew up in the village of S.
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Naknek just across the river. I am a lifelong subsistence fisherman and also a commercial
fisherman. Utilizing traditional knowledge that has been passed down from my grandmother
and my mother over the years. Salmon and the salmon way of life have always been the
foundation of our generations. Nothing compares to the excitement and the taste of that first
king salmon in June or the boiled fish head and the eggs that come from that salmon. I've
travelled many places in my life and experienced many cultures. This has allowed me to truly
appreciate what we have here at home. While I live and work in Anchorage during the winter
months, this area is still my home. We are blessed to able to nurture our bodies and our souls
with our salmon resource and I would like to thank EPA for coming out to the region to hear
from the people who are affected most. The detailed science in the watershed assessment
shows that large scale mining would destroy our precious salmon streams and other wetlands.
This risk is too great for us to accept for our culture and our long term sustainable food source.
I ask EPA to quickly take 404c action to protect our salmon and our way of life as well as our
land and the future of generations to come. Thank you.
[00:50:48.23]
Norman C Anderson
Thank you. My name is Norman Anderson. I am the youngest son of Norman Anderson of
Yakutat (?) and Alma Christenson of Ugashik. My testimony is an objection to the proposed
Pebble project and a request that you stick to your timeline. Native Alaskan people have
believed in the seven generation scenario as our ancestors have always gingerly taken care of
the land to assure that we today can enjoy what they had then. We must take care to ensure
that our descendants will have seven generations from now. Over the years I have seen
mineral and hydrocarbon corporations abuse the right to explore and destroy our lands. I relate
their activity to serial killers who move from one area to another to kill and maim our clans.
Bristol Bay is a valued place that we have protected for years, and against mineral and
hydrocarbon exploration. There is the potential to make BB a crime scene. If we do not take a
stand as caretakers of our land. As a former spokesperson of Northern Dynasty said here at a
meeting in this auditorium. If we not only focus on the Pebble project, because Pebble will
become the hole in the bagel if the permitting of the Pebble site becomes a reality. The land
around us would be staked for potential development and other companies will be approved as
well. Since the first native Alaskans claimed Bristol Bay as their home there have been
earthquakes, volcanoes, hurricane force winds, blizzards and epidemics. However, since the
mineral corporation is allowed to create a future for themselves, we have subsistence lifestyle
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people who are at an end of our way of life. As much as David slew Goliath with a small stone,
Northern Dynasty can cut off Bristol Bay with a project named Pebble. I dedicate my testimony
to our (? name) of Newhalen, who once told me don't let them hurt the land. His request hit me
like a million porcupine quills. His view was to be heard in any testimony but he asked my
generation to protect our traditional habits. I thank EPA for coming to my village and have a
safe travel back home.
[00:54:13.05]
Daniel Cheyette
Good evening. My name is Daniel Cheyette and I work for BBNC. I've had the honor and good
fortune of working with BBNC's board and shareholders. I've come to greatly appreciate Bristol
Bay and its people. The people who live here love this place and its waters. Its resources have
supported their families for thousands of years. As you have heard tonight and as you will
continue to hear, salmon is the regions greatest resource. Thank you for undertaking the
assessment and assembling a better understanding of the watershed and the potential impacts
of large scale mining. The assessment is appropriately focused only on large scale mining
development. Thank you for not focusing on other infrastructure development that is critical to
the regions survival. The assessment is not about roads, the assessment is not about runways
and airports. The assessment is not about small property owners. It's not about the Sacketts
and the Kegels. The assessment answers the critics who falsely assert that the EPA is
targeting all improvements and aims to freeze Bristol Bay in place and time. To the contrary,
the assessment is a useful planning tool. It does a great job of identifying the more direct and
immediate impacts of large scale mines. By way of improvement, I encourage EPA to add
layers to the assessment and look at underlying and indirect impacts that mines would cause to
BB families and communities. The socioeconomic impacts to individuals and families, the
cultural loss of communities and the additional community needs that large mines would bring. I
urge the EPA to finalize the assessment on the existing timeline and start implementing the
restrictions and protections that will protect this unique and special place and its salmon
resources.
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[00:56:25.21]
Dan Barr
Thank you. My name is Dan Barr and I am president of the BB Drift netters Association. I’m 70
years old and I've fished almost half my life in the fishery. My family has fished for generations.
First of all I would like to request a 120 day extension. Our members have not had an adequate
notice even though you have given good notice, it is not adequate and I believe that we need to
build on the kind of comments we heard here today. Secondly, I believe the economic impacts
can be vastly greater than is portrayed in the report. I read from ocean news and technology
from May 2012, the worldwide demand for seafood is expected to more than double in the next
10-15 years. However the amount of seafood being harvested from our oceans is expected to
decline due to overfishing. I suggest that in ten years, the value of this fishery could be 600
million and could be potentially $900 million. Third point is that is captures that mining impacts
and disasters are vastly underreported in the mining industry. I give the case of Canada, where
the recent Economist says that they are the worst of eight leading countries that only 20% of the
potential for transparency is being used, and just in the last two weeks, the salmon farmers
attempted to make industry make it illegal to report salmon farm disease with the penalty of
$75000 and two years in jail. I believe that some of this is applicable to the mining industry. A
friend of mine said they had some tailings they removed and when it ripped they used acid and
four years later distorted salmon came back. Mining can leave a terrible impact in perpetuity.
Thanks for your effort to get to the truth and to prevent horror, tragedy and devastation from the
residents and visitors to this resource. It is not a matter of if but when if mining is permitted.
Thank you.\
[00:58:30.19]
Sharon Wilson
Thank you. My name is Sharon Wilson and I am the regional outreach coordinator for Pebble. I
was asked this evening if I would read their statement regarding the assessment. The Pebble
Partnership views the watershed assessment as rushed and inadequate. Rushed because EPA
has only spent 11 months on preparing the assessment. Rushed because the first meeting was
held on this 1,100 page document are being held only two short weeks after the draft of the
report was released and rushed because EPA is allowing only 60-days when the people of
Alaska are being asked to comment in the middle of summer. The current draft of the
assessment is inadequate because EPA spent only 11 months studying and area of 20,000
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square miles, while the Pebble Partnership has spent eight years studying approximately 1,500
square miles. Inadequate because the Pebble Partnership study is almost 30,000 pages for this
acreage and the EPA study is about 1,100 and inadequate because their environmental studies
were gathered and analyzed by scientists on the ground and field research and EPA by their
own admission did not spend time analyzing the field data. EPA should return when Alaskans
have more time to review the material so that they can meaningfully comment on this
assessment. The state of Alaska asked for a 120-day extension on the public comment period.
EPA should take the time to do this assessment correctly or stop their work. The current
approach is insufficient, inadequate and rushed. Thank you for your time.
[01:00:27.27]
Sara O-Neill
Hi there. My name is Sara O'Neill. I am a freshwater ecologist with 15 years of experience
working on the salmon ecosystems. In nearly every place I have worked, salmon populations
have been pushed to if not past the brink of extinction. That is until I finally faced the fish of
Bristol Bay five years ago. I have worked with tribes and non-profits and fell in love at first sight
with the habitats and salmon populations of the Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds. I would like
to commend the EPA for the thorough work you have put into the assessment and to highlight
your conclusions regarding the global significance of not only of the sockeye salmon population,
but also the Nushagak king salmon, which you documented can be the largest king run in the
world in many years. This makes the area particularly important to conserve and to study
further since king salmon populations are declining throughout the North Pacific Ocean in spite
of millions of dollars spent on their restoration in the lower 48, and even in places with minimal
human development like the Yukon River. Most of the information in the assessment is based
on the low resolution national wetlands inventory data, and vastly underestimates the area
impacted by mining in a landscape where I personally sank into the saturated tundra up to my
thighs more times than I wish to recall. Given their importance to fish and wildlife, more effort is
essential to accurately estimate the wetland area in the region. Overall you have done an
excellent job, given the information available; to draw sound and well founded conclusions. The
Kvichak and Nushagak Rivers indeed support one of the world’s largest and last remaining
salmon ecosystems and even under ideal albeit unlikely circumstances, mining of this type and
size in this hydrologically and biologically complex place, simply cannot take place without
impact. I kindly thank you for your work and take the next logical step in prohibiting the
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discharge of mine waste in this country's and perhaps the world’s last intact freshwater salmon
habitat.
[01:02:41.23]
Rick Halford
Thank you again. I kind of am amazed at the unity of Bristol Bay and that probably thousands
of the most independent people on earth have gone to the EPA, to the federal government to
ask for help. The reason is the complete failure of our state to protect this area. The State of
AK is acting like a development partner of Pebble. Whether it is temporary water use permits,
dumping directly of drilling material into the groundwater, artesian slime running down the hill.
We flew across a well that has been running for three years, since it was photographed by
National Geographic in September of 2009. It is still running today and the slick is still going
down the hill. It is within a mile of their biggest camp. They fly across it hundreds and hundreds
of times and do nothing. And the state does nothing.

As a matter of fact, when long term

Alaskans, people like Bella Hammond file a lawsuit for simple access for water use permits, the
state joined by Pebble argues against it. Now they come to you to ask for a longer comment
period. It is hypocritical. It's ridiculous. Your watershed assessment, one area I think can be
stronger is that you underestimate the size of potential damage. You are buying the argument
that there is no plan. There is a plan, for a water rights application in 2006 where there is
approximately 2.5 billion tons. It has to be a plan, or they have to give up their water rights
application, because the law requires to have the priority date, you have to have a plan of
appropriation of the water. They can't have it both ways. The state can't have it both ways
either. Pebble is telling us the lie of the century. It's still a lie, as it was when the Romans told
the British almost two thousand years ago.
[01:05:26.02]
Everett Thompson
First of all, thank you for coming out to my community. All my statements are of my own opinion
and don't reflect anyone besides myself.

I am a tribal member for Naknek, a village council

member and a shareholder for APC. (?), BBNC and Levelock Limited. I thank EPA for coming
out here. We have asked you to come out here and a lot of people with a passion for common
sense. I don't know how they could build a mine out here below sea level and in such a moist
area without having terrible effects on our fish. I have ties to the area and I have been a
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fisherman since I was a little kid. This is my 29th season coming into it. My daughter is 11
years old and it is her third season coming into it. I am looking forward to it. I look forward to
working my butt off to make a living for my family and there have been plenty of winters where
my only income was salmon. The state seems like they give the EPA a hard time, but the state
allocated a million dollars to do this same study a few years back - an independent scientific
review. Nothing was done. In the Pebble Partnership, they talk about socio-economics and
how we need this mine and we need jobs and we need this and that. But where are we going to
be in 100 years when this boom and bust economy has wore itself out and exhausted itself out
and our fisheries is to suffer. So I would like you guys to do a 404(c) process and have a
sustainable economy in this area like we have had for thousands and thousands of years.
Thank you.
[01:07:25.28]
Sharon Thompson
Hi, my name is Sharon Thompson and I live here in Naknek with my husband and two kids. I
am very thankful that EPA has conducted the watershed assessment of BB which confirmed
that mining at this scale would cause loss of spawning and rearing habitat and would severely
impact our fisheries. Even if there weren't any accidents or catastrophic failures, common
sense and now science tells us that development and operation of a mine this big would affect
our fish populations and water quality. I am worried that even their exploratory drilling over the
last few years has degraded water quality. We drink from a well at our house, and the kids
enjoy clean safe water from the ground. I don't believe that Pebble can guarantee that acid,
metal and other contaminants won't be released upstream from us over the life span of that
mine. They might not even be able to detect that, which puts us all at risk. Digging up miles of
land and streams and taking tons of water from the area results in loss of critical habitat for fish.
Not to mention other wildlife that we all depend on. It is arrogant for Pebble officials to claim that
they can control the flow of water or know of the intricate pathway of its flow underground. It is
also ridiculous for them to claim that they can recreate salmon streams after they are destroyed.
We need clean safe water just as much as the fish do to survive. We survive here only because
of the fish. My husband supports our family through commercial fishing, and we also depend on
subsistence fishing and eat salmon year round. Any threat to the health of our fish or the
reputation of this fishery would be disastrous for our lives and economy here. The statue of
liberty is made up of copper with an iron and steel skeleton. When it was first completed in
1886 it was shiny and new like a copper penny. After 30 years it was exposed to the elements,
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it was oxidized and turned green and faded over time. I would rather see the statue of liberty be
recycled for its copper than see the Pebble extract low grade mineral deposit here in BB
because our thriving fishery is just as much a symbol of our liberty, giving us freedom to enjoy
clean water, a good environment and the subsist off the land. It is equally important that we
defend our national treasure. The last and greatest salmon fishery.
[01:09:46.05]
Lindsey Bloom
Good evening. My name is Lindsey Bloom and I am a lifelong Alaskan and a long time BB
commercial fisherman. I want to thank the EPA for coming to BB and taking the time to be here
and listen to our comments. I'm really humbled by the people who have spoken before me and
it's hard to find words to import what has already been expressed about the value of our clean
water and wild fisheries of this region up here in Alaska. You asked originally for the
conclusions that we could draw from the watershed assessment and I think that there is no
conclusion to be drawn, except that your agency has a duty to move forward and protect the BB
watershed. The original ask, and I thank the tribes who asked you to get involved, they asked
you to use the 404(c) action to protect our watershed and if nothing else, if I can leave one thing
with you tonight, it's that you absolutely must do it, and you must do it now. We have been held
hostage by years of Pebble Partnership propaganda and spending money to try and buy the
vote of the Alaskans. They don't have it, they won't have it and we need your help.
[01:11:07.09]
Melanie Brown
Hi, my name is Melanie Brown. I'm a member of the Naknek Native Village Council and a
BBNC shareholder. I'm also a permit holder in BB, I set net here in the Naknek district on the
site that my great grandfather Paul Shukan established generations ago. I have two children,
and my oldest daughter is getting ready to enter the fishery. She is very eager and that makes
me very proud. My parents are both permit holders in the bay and I have a niece who is a
permit holder as well and a brother-in-law. As you can see, the commercial fishery in BB, it is
economic support to my family. But more importantly, the salmon, they have provided countless
meals over the years. The salmon have been at the center of our table for generations. The
salmon have indirectly fed the mammals that are also part of our meals throughout the winter. I
am not a scientist, but I strongly believe that large scale mining development would greatly
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impact the fishery. I'm really grateful for the work that the EPA is doing, and from what I was
able to glean from the watershed assessment, I feel that it really supported what I already
believed. I understand that you have the power to prohibit mining waste from basically being
dumped into the rearing habitat of our salmon under the clean water act section 404 and I would
ask that you use that authority to prohibit mining waste from being deposited into the waterways
of the Bristol Bay watershed. Thank you for being here, I really appreciate the work that you are
doing and thanks for your time.
[01:13:45.29]
Olaf Hansen
Hello, my name is Olaf Hanson. I am a Naknek resident, a third generation BB commercial
fisherman. It is very important to me. I take my family up to the Kvichak every year, and I would
like to keep doing that. My son, second youngest wants to fish. My older son has fished. The
fishing community we need to protect this and 404(c) should be a must, it shouldn't be a maybe.
You guys need to help us and we need help now, because right now we are in desperate
measures for what is going to happen here, and you guys have the authority to step up and help
us out. We have grandkids, we have grandparents, and we have moms, dads, uncles, aunts
that live in this community. They eat the fish, they pick the berries, they eat the berries, and
they take pictures. You eat moose, you eat caribou, this is very very important to our
community. I am a subsistence user myself and you guys to help us out would be appreciated.
We are asking as one voice, even though there are a lot of us in here, we are one voice. We
are asking you to step up and put the 404(c) into action and get this ball rolling so that we can
carry on. I would hate to not be able to go and do what I do for my lifestyle here.
[01:15:13.07]
Ron Nebert
I'm Ron Nebert and I'm with Ocean Beauty Seafood’s. We are a local seafood processor. I
would like to say that Ocean Beauty opposes the Pebble Mine project. We feel like that it will
greatly endangered seafood jobs and salmon invested throughout BB.
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[01:15:49.21]
Jodie McDonnell
My name is Jodie McDonnell. Thank you so much for coming to Bristol Bay to hear the people
of our region. I have been a resident of Naknek for 16 years, and my husband for 32 year. I
originally came to Naknek working for a seafood buyer. I fell in love with this region and
specifically this fishery, eventually becoming commercial fisherman for two seasons. I am
currently a safety trainer, training commercial fisherman and seafood workers in first aid and
marine safety. My husband and I also own a machine shop where we repair propellers and
impellers and shafts for the Bristol Bay gillnet fleet and others. We make our living because the
BB fishery. We also subsistence fish for salmon each year. Filling our freezer for the winter
with salmon and our cupboards with canned and smoked salmon. One of my concerns has to
do with the high seismic activity in this area and the creation of tailings ponds behind large
earthen dams. The potential for leaching into our watersheds. If you have ever been on the
beach subsistence fishing, or on a gill netter, watching the salmon hit the net, you would
understand my love of this fishery. It is like nothing else I have ever seen. I would hate to see
something unique go away. I would trade it for anything in the world. I also feel like the
comment period of July 23 is sufficient. Thank you for your assessment and please help us
protect our resource by using your authority to implement 404(c).
[01:17:38.06]
Joe Klutsch
My name is Joe Klutsch, I have been a 40 year resident of King Salmon/Naknek. My wife and
my son have been here. My son graduated from this state. My testimony has been made so
much easier because of the heartfelt comments we have heard from the people who have
spoken before me. You certainly now are aware of the cultural and environmental implications
of this mining project if it were to move forward. You have already heard this, but I am going to
say it again. We are talking about the largest scale pit mine in the word with a very low grade of
ore. Remediation in perpetuity. It will take as long. We will be long gone. It will take forever to
protect the watershed from the byproducts that come from this mine. That is by their own
admission. That is unacceptable. There is more here involved than just the salmon fishery with
all due respect. It's an entire ecosystem. Its birds, game, plants, its' the cultural dimensions of
this that are at stake. I commend EPA for what you have produced to date and I want you to
continue on this course. I think everything in regard to this project qualifies for the 404(c). I will
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be humble enough to quote something that our former governor Jay Hammond said years ago.
"As it relates to resource development projects, we have to distinguish between what is
reasonable and sustainable and that which is malignant". This project has every earmark of
being malignant. I urge you to use 404(c).
[01:19:59.09]
Don Martinson
Hi. My name is Don Martinson. I want to thank the EPA for taking part in this. And I want to
thank the BB natives for asking for this to happen. Without the BB natives, we wouldn't be able
to proceed in this fashion. They are a gentle people and they are fierce defenders of what they
have here. I really appreciate what they are doing. I've fished here for 50 years; this will be my
51st season. It has provided for my family all of these years and I've really enjoyed fishing and
it has been a great way of life and I know how all these other people feel about it too. The
watershed that they hope to impact, the Pebble people, will at the very minimum take away
stream flow and then in the future it will be the leaching out that will be the killer. It is going to
have an immediate impact to take water. It will destroy life. This project has turned all of us into
pro-lifers. We are anti-death in this matter and we beg the EPA to do everything in their power
to push this as hard as they can. Thank you.
[01:22:16.00]
David Harsila
Good evening. I'm David Harsila. I'm here representing an organization. (Significant
microphone feedback). Association of Fisherman known as AIFMA. An association of
independent owners and operators who are a significant number of people here in the bay. And
I am here representing the fisherman who cannot be here today tonight. We are supportive of
the 404(c) process, including the assessment and the comment period ending July 23. So far
we have not found any inaccuracies in our review of the documents and did not disagree with
the findings. We will continue to review the document and will submit written comment by July
23. We urge the prohibition of hard rock sulfide mining in this region. Thank you.
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[01:23:56.21]
Robert Bonammo
Robert Bonammo, I am also a member of AIFMA along with David who just spoke. I am a third
generation fisherman in BB. I'm from N. California. I'm fully invested in this fishery as were my
grandfather and my father before me. I truly appreciate the EPA's efforts and providing this
assessment of mining impacts in the BB watershed. I believe that any and all information
concerning the impacts of any mining in such a diverse area such as BB is not only necessary,
but imperative to ensure the continuation of its pristine existence and diverse way of life for both
man and enough. I thank you again for the attention that you are giving to this proposed
onslaught to one of nature’s true gifts. Thank you.
[01:25:26.24]
George Wilson Jr.
My name is George Wilson. I appreciate all of you coming here to listen to all of us. I've been a
lifelong fisherman. I started when I was eight years old in my Dad's boat. I'm a third generation
fisherman and my ancestors in this region go back to recorded time. I feel like I need to speak
on behalf of my ancestors that raised me and my parents that we have to respect this area as
planned for the water and the salmon and the birds and the wildlife. Also, for myself now as a
commercial fisherman and also for future generations. My kids, I hope that someday they can
partake of this great fishery, one of the last great salmon fisheries in the world. It is one of the
last ones, and I feel it is very important that you guys take the appropriate action under 404(c).
I'm also president of Levelock Natives limited, which strongly opposes the Pebble Mine. I
appreciated you guys work on 404(c) and we will continue to do anything we can to help you
guys along in this regard. I would tell the state that all my adult life I’ve been able to work out
here in this region from fishing in the summer to jobs during the winter. There have always
been jobs for the people who want to work. Even when we were not actually employed, we
have been able to live off of the salmon and the wildlife.
[01:27:33.16]
Harlan Bailey
My name is Harlan Bailey. The Sacramento River in northern California is my native river. It
was once home 100 years ago to one of the great salmon runs of the western Pacific. Due to
long term long term environmental changes, these fish and the people who it supported are all
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but gone. I fished here in BB for 41 years now. My son and daughter fish here. We have a
home here. We pay taxes here. We buy goods and services here. We appreciate your work
here and we thank you for being here. As far as we are concerned, the part of our federal taxes
that is going to EPA is money well spent.
[01:28:41.08]
Ricky Cooke
My name is Ricky Cooke. I have fished all the way from New England, I live in Florida and I fish
here now. I am President of the (?) Washington Association and the Aquaculture Association in
Florida. We fight for water quality constantly. This is the best clean thing I've seen in my whole
life. You have created in the past to do this now. Use the history of mining to stop this and
save what is here.
[01:29:35.25]
Fred Pike
Good evening and thank you for coming. My name is Fred Pike. I too am with the AIFMA. I'm
VP and represent the local fisherman and

Alaska fisherman and fisherman throughout the

US. I also live here in BB. In Naknek, I've been a resident here for 38 years. Prior to coming to
AK, my wife and I grew up in the northern Minnesota iron range. I grew up around open pits
and underground mines. I know what damage they can do and what they are doing presently.
They have not built a containment pond that does not leach. I will just commend the EPA for
their assessment and I urge them to continue forward and move on to the inevitable. Thank you
for your time.
[01:31:34.15]
Greg Harris
My name is Greg Harris. I am a 31 year resident and small business owner. I would just like to
say that I'm the last person that wants to see EPA here. I am a staunch advocate of this state.
I believe in our freedoms and think that many of us came to Alaska for that reason. It seems
that our legislature has decided for whatever reason to issue the Pebble Mine that permit. In a
lot of ways, I think that EPA has some things that they shouldn't be in and some things they
wouldn't do, but I would say this. You guys are doing the right thing, that is investigating and
analyzing and evaluating and education and for that I commend you and on this I will stand
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alongside you. Because the last thing I want to see is this damn mine here. It's a toxic waste
spill waiting to happen and people in this room are here for a reason, because they want to
continue to come here and see the sustainable and whole fishery. All it takes is about an
eighth grade education and sixth grade reading level to do your homework to realize that this
mine at this location is bad news. I believe in timber, mining, but this mine and this place is
wrong. Thank you very much.
[01:33:34.22]
Matthew Johnson
I want to thank the EPA for coming here and opposing the Pebble Mine. My family has been
fishing here since 1960 and it is amazing opportunity for a young guy like myself to experience a
fishery that has this much life and prosperity. My entire family has been coming up here for
years, and it's been amazing the opportunity that I've personally had because of this. I want my
children to be able to know this and I definitely don't want the Pebble Mine to destroy this
unbelievably beautiful and natural environment. Thank you very much for coming.
[01:34:33.07]
Larry Vanderlin
I have presently been in Alaska and lived and fished here for about 40 years. Altogether, with
my kids our family has been fishing Bristol Bay for 87 years if you add it all up. We are fishing
for tuition. My daughter now has a boat as well and I look forward to that. (hard to hear
preface). As the earlier gentleman from Sacramento, I live between the Rogue and the Klamath
Rivers. Those are nice rivers, but severely degraded, and they will never recover in spite of
millions of dollars that have been thrown at recovery of the salmon that once resided there.
They are always imperiled. We understand full well what damages are, what Pebble is
proposing here is larger than anything that we know of. The salmon are very robust, but they
are from a fragile environment. There are many aspects to their multifaceted environment that
can throw a wrench into their whole survival. It is very very important that we treat any
development, and analyze anything that we do here and be very careful. I would like you thank
you for coming here. It is a good thing that has happened on this subject, the specter of Pebble
is awful. Thank you very much.
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[01:36:54.23]
Chris White
Thanks for coming. I'm Chris White. I've fished here with my family and kids for about 35
years. It is an experience that has been a wonderful, wonderful ride. I hope that 100 years from
now in June, when my, and all of our future generations show up here, that they are not living
under a giant hammer of toxic ponds upriver from us. Waiting for them to fall and ruin all we
have. What you found in this assessment is a treasure, a national treasure on par with the
Grand Canyon, but it is even bigger than that. Because of its uniqueness it's a planetary
treasure and if we allow something this wild and this big and this rare to be threatened by
something as potentially devastating as this mine, I totally believe that we have lost our way to
the kingdom of heaven.
[01:38:18.18]
Nancy Morris Lyon
Hi. My name is Nancy Morris Lyon and I too thank you for coming here. I am the owner and
operator of (?) Alaska Sportsman Fishing Lodge, which is a sport fishing operation up here on
the Naknek River. I have people who come from all around the world who come to my lodge to
enjoy the wonders of Bristol Bay. People from around the world enjoy eating the fish of BB;
they are truly the heartbeat of our area. This is America's last wild, strong native salmon stock.
In the local economies in this entire area are built around the salmon stock of BB. As your study
has concluded, the potential dangers from an open pit mine being developed in this area can be
extremely lethal to these salmon resources. I believe the benefits are nowhere near the risks
that the mine offers. I do not believe this mine is worth the risk, and I hope in my heart of hearts
that you invoke your 404(c) authority and make sure that this mine does not take place or
operate so that the salmon and the heart beat of this area can remain for many more
generations. Thank you for coming and thank you for your study.
[01:39:49.21]
Richard Wilson
Thank you. Richard Wilson. I've been fishing here in Bristol Bay for several generations. (poor
audio quality). I'm here on behalf of several of the elders taking on a different angle here that
we have heard. A lot of great conversation here and a lot of great values we are hearing. I sit
on a federal RAC board here in the area for our region. I'm also a member of villages. Some of
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the struggles that we have had lately sitting down with federal agencies is that things always
seem to be rushed. I totally agree that we want fish forever, but you talked about a need to hear
from our tribal entities and from elders. The elders have been telling me they haven't really had
a chance to sit down and talk about it yet. I think that out of respect for the elders and the
indigenous people here and the land holders, that just for that reason alone we should be able
to go over some of this stuff so that we could make great decisions. They feel like they are
being pressured. Knowing that I have been involved with federal subsistence stuff here for
three or four years, and the wheels turn so slow on the federal side of things, and to have the
opportunity to get the elders together, realize that you have a deadline of July, but you also
have the ability to revoke anything that comes your way, so it's not like you have the ability to do
it. I ask you give us time so that our tribes and our elders can mull this over and make
responsible decisions.
[01:42:41.14]
Captain Charley Gordon
I want to thank EPA for being here. I've been a commercial fisherman here in Alaska for the
past 41 years. I also have a degree from the Univ. of Washington in Fishery Biology. This
certainly is the most pristine habitat on earth. This fishery supports a variety of lifestyles. My
particular one is direct marketing of BB wild salmon. The perception of my customers, primarily
natural foods stores and restaurants, food coops and their customers perceive the fish that
come out of this area to be absolutely the highest in the world for salmon. There is a growing
demand for wild salmon. The reasons are obvious. Nutritional. If the perception, such as in the
case of the Exxon Valdez, comes that the fish are tainted, then damage is done. A mining
operation of this level would give that perception, even if the slightest. EPA's own admission
that even if no failure should occur there will be an impact on the river averse to the habitat and
there go the fish. So there are most of my concerns. The other thing is that even if a small
mine or a scaled down version of the Pebble Mine were allowed to go in the area. Other mines
would go in the area and eventually you will have a much larger footprint. Overall of several
mines. I am concerned about this fact as well. We have all seen across the country where local
water quality has been affected by companies with good intentions or big mines in other states.
That is documented, so there is no reason to ... (inaudible).
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[01:45:48.12]
Anishia Elbie
Thank you on behalf of Naknek and Bristol Bay. My name is Anishia Elbie, my parents are
Trefon Angason, Sr. and (inaudible) of Ugashik. I am a 62 year resident of S Naknek. I have
been a commercial fisherman for 40 years. Since I do not fully understand how the EPA system
works, I have a worry. First, do comments made in person carry a bigger impact than those that
are written? Are comments made with passion and strong emotion weighed heavier than those
comments made in a concise and succinct manner have an impact on the conclusions?
Second, are comments made during this comment period going to be tabulated into pro mining
and anti mining columns, with the winning columns swaying EPA decision? There are many of
us who don't want to get mired in the highly polarized pro or anti mining camp, so I hope not. I
haven't read through the assessment yet, so I don't know if the science is credible or complete.
However, from what I have seen in your summary, my comments are this. First, in the
assessment you interview 53 elders and it looks like the data on subsistence indigenous culture
and impact are region wide. Shouldn't your (inaudible). Who determined the list of 53 elders?
How did your questions be determined? If you want these elders testimony included to help you
make a decision, then why was there only one indigenous culture expert on your scientific peer
review panel? Second, I don't believe the comment period for this assessment and the
comment period for the questions for the independent scientific peer review panel are long
enough. To make informed comments, both need to be longer. Please grant an extension for
both periods. Thank you for coming to Bristol Bay.
[01:48:35.07]
Tim Cook
My name is Tim Cook. I'm proud to say that I'm a commercial fisherman. I'm also an attorney.
I was the former Director for Fisheries and the Environment for Gov. Hickel in Washington, DC.
I am opposed to the Pebble Mine. The impact of the mine is not just on commercial fisheries,
but it is also on subsistence lifestyle, and it is also on the culture of the area. I think the EPA
has a duty to protect all of those. This area sits in one of the most geologically active zones
anywhere in North America. The impact of a sizeable earthquake is unknown, especially when
you take into consideration what happened to Japan. The best laid plans were washed away.
As Sergie said, this fishery has been going along for 6,000 years.
Forever is a lot longer than 600 years. Thank you.
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[01:50:10.14]
Mark Connor
Hello. I'm Mark Connor. I'm a fisherman. My understanding is that this mine will require
hundreds of millions of gallons of water to transport some 200 billion tons of crushed ore 87
miles to the coast. Further, the mine will require hundreds of millions of gallons of water from
the water table for settling ponds for these mines. I just want to state that I'm not sure if we
know what our water tables are here and what they will be 25 years from now. This last
summer I attended a lecture in King Salmon. A man came here to examine the glaciers of BB,
specifically in Katmai NP. He was looking for - he was an archaeologist - and he was looking
for evidence of man 3,000 years old. That has just now melted out of snowfields. He found
artifacts in the Wrangell Mountains that had just melted out of the snowfield last season. The
summer before last. These were 3000 year old artifacts made out of wood, and feathers that
hadn't been exposed. Our climate is changing and the water table is changing also, so what we
change our predictions on today may not be true 25 years from now. You can go to the
historical society here in Naknek and look at the photographs of the old school house looking
towards the mountains. You can see that there are no alder trees growing. One indication of
melting permafrost level are the growing of the alders. As the permafrost melts they can put
their roots down and they can grow. You can take a satellite photograph and you can see that
the tundra lakes are shrinking because the subsurface layer of permafrost is melting. That is
happening right now. You can go out and you can no longer see from the old school house to
the mountains. It has grown up with alders. Things are variable and changing in nature and I
don't think we can afford to risk giving hundreds of millions of gallons to a mine at this point.
[01:53:06.16]
Dylan Braund
Good evening. My name is Dylan Braund. I have two young boys who are commercial
fisherman and I am a long time Alaska commercial fisherman. I hold a law degree and a master
of science in environmental studies. No mine has ever been turned away by the state of
Alaska. I have personally reviewed about 67 permits that the Pebble Partnership will need for
this project to proceed. I encourage you to use your preemptive veto to exercise your 404(c)
authority. There is nothing in the permitting regime that would preclude development of this
project. Thank you for undertaking this watershed assessment. Thank you for taking the
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harness? of this issue (poor audio quality). One aspect of this issue that gets overlooked is the
temporal aspect of this issue. Mainly, how this issue will impact future generations. This is the
standard that all decisions should be based on. They should see not how decisions will affect
us, but how it will affect future generations who have no voice in the process. You alone have
the opportunity to stand up for future generations and exercise your 404(c) authority. Make a
decision grounded in scientific fact and law. I have read the Clean Water Act in its entirety. In
my view, the protection of the most globally significant sockeye salmon resource on the planet is
exactly the purpose for which 404(c) was drafted. I have a paper I wrote that I am going to
leave with you. It's a review of 14 inches of literature relevant to the Pebble Mine and Bristol
Bay. In my remaining time, I want to make a few remarks about the watershed assessment.
The subject of impacts of copper on the salmon are well documented, include, but are not
limited to the seminal effects on salmon, liver damage, retarded growth among others.
Additionally, existing water quality standards for the state of Alaska are not sufficiently protective
of salmon function. Therefore, the mine could meet water quality standards and still have a
detrimental effect on the fishery.
[01:55:59.23]
Gary Cline
Hello. My name is Gary Cline. I am a Bristol Bay resident, commercial fisherman and a
subsistence harvester. I want to thank you for coming out here to hear from the local fisherman
and cannery issues, but most of all for conducting this assessment. I think it is a crucial for all of
us to understand the importance of our watershed, how it functions and the impact large scale
mining will have on our fishery and ecosystem; from the surface waters and the subsurface
waters which are critical to our salmon spawners. I'm particularly worried about the 87 miles of
spawning streams and gravels will disappear. This is unacceptable. In particular, I'm worried
about Chinook and Coho that reside in the Koktuli River, which branches off the Mulchatna and
Nushagak. My family ranges from Togiak to Aleknagik to New Stuyahok and every time I travel
the Nushagak to see my relatives we go up the Mulchatna. I am also concerned about the
caribou, something that is often disregarded when speaking about this issue. I see the people
on the Yukon River who are regulated on how much salmon they can put up. For me I feel
blessed to be in Bristol Bay and we have so much salmon that we don't live like that. According
to your assessment 40% of salmon in the western region are depleted due to human induced
pollution. I don't want to see that or experience that here. We are lucky that this resource feeds
thousands of families and generates 400 or 500 million a year to the economy. This will result
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in more jobs according to your assessment that the mine would create if Pebble is development.
I cannot think of a more appropriate reason to initiate the 404(c). I urge you to do so and please
don't extend the comment period. I think we have enough time to review and comment on the
document.
[01:58:48.22]
Ralph Zimin
My name is Ralph Zimin and I am a third generation fisherman here. Thank for being here. I'd
like to make just a couple quick factual things pertaining to the watershed assessment
proposals. Some of the items that pertain to us and fishing for example, years ago there was a
project (inaudible) check, it was quite some years ago, both of these documents talked about
effects, engineers, experts etc. In the early 2000's, the cost was estimated of 160 to 180 million
dollars to process the two fish from moving and also separating the two stocks. If memory
serves me correctly, it was one group had 50,000 spawners and the other group had 250,000,
maybe 200,000. Of course, here in BB we have a lot more. The section that almost everyone
is familiar with here in Alaska is Exxon Valdez. Again, the experts all put their minds together
and said this was a safe thing. We all know what a disaster that ended up being. I am not into
growing government, but I wonder if for example, if there was a second person at the helm to
provide oversight and prevent that, it might have been cheaper than the billions spent. The third
point in the same category (inaudible) - a truck got stuck under an overpass and why they were
trying to deliberate how to solve this problem, a boy comes along on a bicycle and says let the
air out of the tires. Problem solved. Thank you.
[02:01:22.04]
Bonnie Gestring
Thank you for completing the Bristol Bay watershed assessment. It clearly highlights the severe
and lasting consequences to mine the Pebble project. I am particularly concerned about the
likelihood that the mine waste that is generated will become a severe and lasting source of acid
mine drainage to the rivers and streams below the mine. I look at acid mine drainage as
opening Pandora’s Box, because there is no fix to acid mine drainage it becomes a matter of
trying to manage it. The assessment estimates the waste rock pile alone could generate up to
2.8 million gallons of contaminated seepage every year and estimates the copper concentration
in the seepage to be so high that the entire flow of Upper Talarik Creek could fail to meet water
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quality standards. It could contaminate the entire creek and potentially even Iliamna Lake could
become toxic to fish. There has been talk about the quarry and the acid generating waste rock
underwater in the tailing pond open pit after the mine is closed. I want to emphasize that it is
not a fix. Keeping the waste rock underwater while it slows the process, does not stop acid
generation. The experience of operating mines, particularly those that are comparable to
Pebble, there is ample documentation that industry to indicate that all tailings ponds leak over
time. So I think it’s very clear the choice between a sustainable fishery that continue in
perpetuity, or the horrible pollution that would come with the mine. I think there is a compelling
case for a 404(c). Thank you.
[02:03:52.26]
Eric Marble
Hello. I come to you guys to ask for help. I am a third generation fisherman, currently attending
Arizona State University. If I was not a fisher I would not be going to college. This is also true
for my crew members and a lot of the other kids I go to school with. To attend college and
come out loan free is unheard of these days. I want to continue to fish and I want my kids to
fish. My little brother, he is 8 years old, came up for the first time last year. I assume he will
want to continue in my footsteps and follow my dad and grandfathers footsteps. I understand
that you guys have the ability to fight Pebble and if I did, I would, but I don't have $2 million to
hire lawyers and stand up and go to bat against them. I hope that you will take the ability that
you have and use it. Thank you.
[02:05:15.12]
Sue Flensburg
Thank you. These are my notes. I am originally from New York, but I have lived in Dillingham
since 1978. I commercial fished, I was a crew member for my husband for 18 years, so I know
what it was like to experience the adrenalin, I know what it was like to fall overboard and get
rescued, but my daughter is the director of the Bristol Bay coastal management program. Back
in the 80's we originally did a recreation management plan for the Nushagak River and
Mulchatna Basin. Shortly thereafter, they started putting up information on the exploration of
Pebble and things started to escalate. Both Lake and Peninsula Borough and the coastal
management program we did a draft proposal to the state to develop a special area
management plan. It is one of the things they are (inaudible). The response from the state is
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that the two were not connected. So consequently, the opportunity to do that kind of planning
did not happen. In my current capacity, and I should emphasize that I am speaking as an
individual here, but my current capacity is helping generate dollars for sport fishing for
reservations such as (inaudible). One of the things that the state of Alaska should be doing.
Unfortunately it is very costly to do these things for reservations. To wrap this up, the state has
a huge role in this. It is concerning the coastal management has disappeared; there is very little
state support for reservation and tour base. Thank you for mentioning this.
[02:07:54.08]
END

Note: This is not a certified transcript. This record of oral comments was transcribed by Judy
Smith, EPA Community Involvement Coordinator from audio recordings taken at the EPA public
meeting held in Naknek, Alaska beginning at 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, June 5, 2012. Every effort
was made to transcribe the testimony accurately, but there may be errors or omissions because
of background noise during the meeting or the sound quality of the recording.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
Record of Public Comment Meeting
Igiugig, Alaska - Wednesday, June 6, 2012

[00:00:00.28]
Mary Olympic (translated from Yup'ik by Joe Chythlook)
Translator speaks: How are you tonight? I am sleepy. She will tell us what she knows, she
can't tell what she don't know. She remembers what her grandfather told her when he was
about the same age. She used to think that her grandfather was talking about stuff that didn't
make any sense. She recalls her grandfather talking about things that are going to take place in
the future. One of the things that he used to mention was gold and minerals were going to
cause a lot of problems for many people. How did her grandfather know that things like this
were going to happen? In reference (I guess) to the Pebble Mine from what she has observed
and heard there is potential for toxic drainage for both sides of the mine into the Nushagak and
Iliamna or Kvichak River. One of the concerns her grandfather used to have is to tell the white
folks that there are effects that any mine could have on the people. It is a concern she heard
from her grandfather that is if there are any problems or tragedies from mining that happens it
could have a devastating effect on salmon, and even though there is money in gold, it doesn't
last as long as what we have in the salmon resource. She says that in her mind, subsistence
way of life is more valuable than what the mine has to offer, because in the end, it will still be
there when the mine is gone. A concern she shares with her grandfather says that it will not
only affect the fish, but it will affect the bears and the animals in the area will also be affected.
She shares that we are experiencing some of the things and concerns that her grandfather
shared. Some of the hard times and she would like to convey the same concerns to our young
people so that they will also know what she learned from the past. She realizes that people who
are for it are working hard to make it happen. It will be money, but in the end, it has an end
compared to what we already have. She wants to relay that she was taken on a trip out of state
to where an Indian reservation and an elder there relayed that there was a different kind of fish
and after a mine..... from the toxic waste there were no more fish in the area. Some of the other
effects, the deer, squirrel and other small mammals drank from the water and died and the
people could not eat them. She reiterates the fact it is a risky threatening, life threatening
business what we are facing today and she realizes that people pushing for it.
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She has been recalling some of the teachings and thinking about them she has lost some
sleep, because she is worried about what may happen to the future generations, the young
people who are going to be facing this more than her. Kind of a little humor to her grandfather
from her Mom's side used to tell her that where the Pebble prospect is now, has always been a
prospect for money and then she says she couldn't believe it because you were cross-eyed.
One of the major effects that she is concerned about is that many people who have commercial
fished for years, not just from Bristol Bay, but from all over that there is a detrimental effect from
the mine on those people too. (Yupik exchange) Thank you.
[00:14:45.28]
Randy Alvarez
My name is Randy Alvarez and I live in Igiugig since 1980. I serve on the Igiugig Tribal Council
as the Vice President. I also serve on the Lake Iliamna Fish and Game Advisory Committee I
serve as the Chairman of that committee. I also serve on the Lake and Peninsula Borough
assembly. I represent the north; I have one of the northern seats. I've been commercial fishing
in Bristol Bay since I was old enough to sit in the boat - five or six years old - and I plan to do
that as long as I can. That has basically been my livelihood. I am also a representative of our
area people and I need to speak that way. As most of you know, our villages our dying. My
position is that I'm not in the same position as the tribes who asked for the 404c, but I'm also not
in the same position of the two tribes that wanted the permitting process go through. What I
would like to see EPA do is wait till they submit a proposal and then take action. Don't wait until
the permitting goes through I would like to see what they plan on doing. I don't want to kill
anything before we have all of the information. That is not leadership. I don't support a tailings
dam that is going to be monitored and treated forever. If they can find a way to do this while
minimizing the damage, it ought to be looked at. Having a catastrophic failure from ten
thousand to a million, that is quite a range. That is like Fish and Game telling us that their
forecast for escapement for Bristol Bay is 35 million, but it could be anywhere from 24 to 60
million. Most of the time they are pretty close, but that is quite a range. A lot of people flew
here. The chance of not surviving the plane crash back to where you came from is probably
greater than the catastrophic failure of a tailings dam. Everybody takes a gamble every day of
their life. You have to do things. I am only saying this because I will never be working at this
mine site if it ever gets developed, but there are a lot of people who could possibly do that that
live in the region. Our villages our dying. In our school district, the Lake and Peninsula School
District, we had two schools close, one two years ago due to lack of enrollment. People are
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moving away due to lack of economic opportunity. I feel like I'm damned if I do and damned if I
don't, so that is kind of what I wanted to speak to you about. I also noticed on your assessment
that how confident you are on this information. If you look on page 13, it shows a picture of a
rainbow and the caption says it was caught in American Creek on the Kvichak River. I trapped
over there in the early 80s before it became a national Park. American Creek runs into Kovo
Lake, which runs into Grosvenor Lake, which runs Savenasky River which runs into Naknek
Lake which runs into the Naknek River. It is part of the Naknek River drainage. I haven't had a
chance to look at your assessment, I've been pretty busy getting ready for commercial fishing,
but I just came back today to come to this. I am going to be too busy to make an intelligent
comment. I looked at it for about an hour but there is a lot of information to digest and I won't be
putting my boat away until the end of July. I won't be able to comment on anything until August
or September, so I would like to see the comment period extended because I'm going to leave
tomorrow morning and go back and will be fishing in a week or ten days, and won't have time to
do that. You said that the Upper Talarik Creek has had some 80,000 fish in it. That is a high
number. The Kvichak River is a cyclic river system. It has ups and downs. Fish and Game tried
to level it out a few years ago and kind of screwed it up for a while but every other system in
Bristol Bay is pretty much level. Lake Iliamna has had as much as 10 million escapements up
the river. Up the lake. There was so many fish in the lake one year in the 70s that the lake
would stink. Typically there are about 20,000 sockeye that spawn there. It’s not a big system,
but there are great big systems nearly that I am worried about like Upper Talarik Creek typically
a 10th of the Kvichak River escapement doesn't even compare to it. Other areas around the
lake are big producers, but they are so far away I don't know what kind of impact it would make.
I kind of like to have accurate information because I serve on councils and game boards and I
have to give accurate information or I lost credibility and they won't do what I like them to do. I
didn’t see a lot of accurate information. I wasn't asked anything on this assessment on
subsistence or anything. I served on the BB federal subsistence committee for a few years - I
represented the whole Bristol Bay area and I wasn't asked anything and I was concerned about
that.
[00:23:52.02]
Joe Chythlook
I retired from Fish and Game after 20 years. I'm Joe Chythlook. I am a tribal member of the
Aleknagik and I lived in Bristol Bay all my life. I have been a hunter and a subsistence and
commercial fisherman for a good part of my life. First of all I want to thank EPA for doing a BB
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watershed assessment. BBNC shareholders met through the years since we started discussing
the Pebble and dealing with the threat that many spoke about for a long time. Recently BBNC
shareholders in our survey find that 81% of them were opposed to development of the mine.
BBNC made its position known in 2009. Some of the very issues that you guys are speaking
about and have published have been some issues that we have talked about for years with our
shareholders. The traditional knowledge that you very aptly spoke about is in total agreement
with many of the things that are expressed in the report as I read it. BBNC board always had a
truth first policy and one finding that suggests that salmon is the foundation of our culture I
support 100%. There are a couple of findings that I wanted to mention. One is that is the 98%
likelihood of pipeline failure is for 25 years would put at least 1/3 of Lake Iliamna sockeye
population at risk. That is pretty high. Finally, if there was ever a failure of a tailings dam it
would cause 30% loss of Nushagak king salmon and 10-20% of the Mulchatna king salmon as
well. It is potential risks like this that concern to me and the people who we listen to have
voiced for many years. The risk to our culture and our primary food source and our long
standing tradition. Again, the ____that our people have talked about the risk associated with
the Pebble mine and they are too great to accept today, and as Mary suggests for those of our
people who come after us. So, my urge again today is that EPA take quick action on a 404c to
protect Bristol Bay waters and salmon and our people. In my opinion, the dialogue has gone on
long enough. The sooner we get this done, the better it will be for all of us. The BBNC board
and staff are committed to solve any issues and problems we have with our region. Thank you.
[00:28:16.17]
Pete Hill (5 years old)
My name is Pete Hill. I wondered about the drinking water because we ______ get our drinking
water from Iliamna Lake.
[00:28:45.22]
Sharon Wilson
This is just a comment ____ Pebble on their release. But I am here on a personal note to ask
EPA to extend the comment period. I am a commercial fisherman and a BBNC shareholder and
I belong to the Naknek Village Council as a member and I spent a good time of my life up here
on Lake Iliamna before I moved to Naknek with my family. My dad is sitting over there I come
from a long line of fisherman. As Randy stated earlier, the amount of time it takes to get ready
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and when you are out there fishing, well last year I didn't get off the boat until August 8. My
husband is a diehard fisherman. You are asking people to give you comments on the
watershed assessment and for myself it's just not enough time to pick it up and read it. I would
like to see you extend the comment period. Thank You
[00:30:28.03]
Hjalmar Wilson
My name is Hjalmar Olsen. A retired fisherman. I've been fishing all my life. Well over 50
years in all parts of Bristol Bay. I've hunted and trapped up the Mulchatna. Up the Swan and
Koktuli River on the peninsula and I served on the Nushagak Fish and Game advisory
committee for about 25 years. I also served as chairman and CEO of the BBNC for about 30
years, until I retired about four years ago. I want to thank EPA for doing the watershed
assessment. I think it was long overdue. I think we need - personally I'm concerned about the
economy of the BB region, you showed some numbers up there. I can remember a few years
when they were higher than that and I can remember a few years when they were a disaster.
But fishing for 50 some years and I survived it. My family done very well, it is a nice renewable
economy and it is still as vibrant as it was when it started in the 1880's. If this development up
there is developed, I think the potential for a disaster is imminent. It will affect the spawning
beds for the salmon. Wherever you start in the lower 48, the Columbia River, Sacramento
River. High development has destroyed the salmon industry out there and talk to a lot of
fisherman from the lower 48 that come up here to fish and they say take care of our fishery up
here you've got a golden opportunity. Another thing I want to tell you is that I don't think you
should extend that comment period. We live in a high tech world we have 29 tribal governments
in the region. They all have tribal administrators. We have village corporations that are active.
We are a high tech world. We have computers that can reach around the world in seconds. We
have telephones; we have fax machines; so I think that July 23 is ample enough time for us to
submit public comments. Thank you for travelling around the region and welcome to the
Serengeti of Alaska.
[00:33:39.24]
Peter Andrew
My name is Peter Andrew. Commercial fisherman, subsistence user, BBNC board member. I
want to thank the EPA for conducting the watershed assessment. After reviewing it I feel that
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the accuracy of this assessment and the information that has been gathered and used. In the
executive document you used comments and scenarios that were used by Pebble Partnership
along with Northern Dynasty. The data in their plan and that information was gathered over
eight years. Therefore, I feel and I think that you need to carry out your time line. We have
been at this for eight years. Stick to your timeline. Finish it. Help us save our culture. Help
save our economy thank you guys for coming and I hope that the future will be as bright as
bright sockeye salmon.
[00:35:13.06]
Amy Riddle
I am Amy Riddle. I have connections to the bay since 1968. Living in King Salmon, Naknek for
38 years and since 07 we moved to this valley and my husband and I come to Igiugig for the
summer. Thank you for being here. Just like all of us in the audience who have lives filled with
things to do; you have taken time to be here. I appreciate that effort and this opportunity to
speak.

I have subsistence fished and hunted and game for 44 years. I learned this way of life

as a young girl helping my parents. After George and I married, we continued this way of life
and raised our daughter Adrienne on subsistence fish and game. A is getting married in August
and we look forward to the possibility of grandchildren. As you can see from this line of thought
that we intend to have our grandchildren by our side participating in this subsistence lifestyle.
So what concerns me about the potential mining impacts that your assessment addresses. On
the cover of the assessment, there is a statement that says Do not cite or quote, although I can
appreciate the reasons for this, there are some reasons that I want to stress. The condition of
terrestrial ecosystems in BB is intimately linked to the condition of salmon populations. This is
true of my family who has relied on salmon for three generation. This subsistence way of life is
a key element of identity. It is all I've ever known since I was a little girl. It's all our daughter
has known. A key element to our identity, yes. A salmon based existence is integral to our life.
Even with no failures at the mine there are major problems. I understand that my 44 years of
subsistence is small when compared to 10,000 years of residence of Bb. In the assessment, it
states several times that the consequence of problems could not be quantified. I respectfully
disagree. As I look around the room at the faces here, I see people who are just as concerned
as I am about our way of life and our identity. I say that is quantifiable.

[00:37:47.12]
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George Riddle
I am the husband who she alluded to. For 30 years as of yesterday. Again my name is George
Riddle. I own Blueberry Island Lodge. We have been in the Bay for some time and involved. I
appreciate your assessment. In the scenario, you did mention terrestrial use and possible loss
of habitat, but one of the things that I didn't see was waterfowl and upland game habitat loss
mentioned and the migratory waterfowl that are an important part of subsistence. I would also
like to address the extension for commenting. Alaska has a short working season and we must
make hay while the sun shines so I would personally endorse extending that period.
[00:39:00.20]
Kristina Ramirez
One thing that is really big is we like to share food, so I brought some Nushagak king salmon.
You can eat it. I had a whole speech written out, but one thing I was thinking about was the
tailings dam. Are those going to be a standard dam with a wall and no top? (Phil North
responded that it would likely be an earthen dam with an engineered core). I didn't see anything
in the report about the permafrost and about how the ground when it freezes, it heaves. I guess
my concern is that this dam if this dam is not covered and then the ground heaves, then the
tailings would be able to seep into the ground as you know the wetlands here - it is all water
underneath and it is all soppy. I wish you would look more into the permafrost and how the
ground would change levels. I know from personal experience around here, the houses, they
shift, the buildings they shift, s that is something that they should really, really consider even if
they could do this 100% perfect okay they should look into it. Everything around here is
lopsided because of it and if this should be forever, and we see buildings that are pushing 50
years or even 20 years they have shifted. My mom’s house is 20 years old and it is already
tilting. That is something that should be considered, especially in the long term.
[00:41:23.14]
Don Shepard
My name is Don Shepard. I live in Pedro Bay. I've been here since 2004 about six months
each year. I'd like to see in your assessment ____not presented in the executive summary and
use the dam as an example. There is no comparison between this study and other EPA studies
and whether they considered all of the same variables. There are probably studies from various
science groups industries or universities and there are no comparisons with those. Perhaps
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most importantly to carry through with all of your studies a review of history. When EPA did
their study in 1990-something on a dam somewhere. What was the result of that study and how
did it compare to fact. Show your error bars from error bars from specific documented cases. If
you could carry that through it would be very useful. I am a physical chemist, I crunch numbers
and it makes me happy.
[00:43:07.07]
Colter Barnes
I guess what I just want to ask the EPA is just to take the local comments very seriously. The
people that are here today are the best scientists that you have. They might not have the titles
or degrees and the agencies and NOAA. These are the people who live here. What about the
seals. I didn't see anything in the packet, I didn't get to read the whole thing, but there are two
places on the planet earth that are known to host freshwater seals and I didn't see anything
about them. I don't know if this was missed or if the data wasn't out there. If we missed that,
what might we have missed on a smaller scale? Another thing is the word in perpetuity. I've
heard the word a lot and also forever. I don't think humans can comprehend what that means.
We throw around forever like it means something. It is like hanging a balloon full of acid over
Washington DC that is going to be there forever and some day it might break or pop. You can
lose your jobs, lose your livelihood or lose your culture and that word forever is risky and that
scares me a bit. There is a lot of good information and accurate information in the assessment
that would take hundreds or thousands of years to do completely. From the seals to the
sticklebacks, to everything in between there is so much. The fear of the unknown is the
greatest fear of all. What we can talk about is that this environment has sustained culture for
thousands of years. It sustained jobs and commercial fishing for hundreds of years, and
recreation and sport fishing and everything. For years the conservation was controlled by the
people, but now this responsibility has been farmed out to the agencies. Fish and Game G,
Forest Service, EPA and that worries me. It's hard to take care of things when you are not living
it. So I ask that you take public comment very seriously. From Mary Olympic to Pete Hill this is
very serious and I ask that you take it seriously.

[00:46:16.23]
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Renee Zacker
I wrote this down so that I could read it really fast and it helps me to look at my paper so that I
am not scared. Salmon oil is good for my mood. Ask my husband. I like to eat the oily skin
part of the smoked salmon. My mouth is watering just talking about it. I know I don't have to
convince many people here how good our subsistence food is. My name is Renee Zacker, I've
lived around Iliamna Lake for most of my life. I feed my five kids, my husband and my motherin-law subsistence food. We put up salmon in the summer and hunt moose in the winter. My
husband commercial fishes and my son just started this year. I know of the importance of
salmon to our way of life. With that said, some of the risks to salmon and their habitat that the
Pebble Mine might cause if they go through, even without any major failures. Eliminated or
blocked streams reduced water flow, mining water for day to day operations and the removal of
miles of streams and acres of wetlands. This would affect salmon and the other fish in the area
by reducing the quality and quantity of habitat without any major failures. The thought of a
failure is unimaginably scary. I thought that I only had two minutes so I didn't say a lot. I am
aware that a lot of people are moving away from villages to Anchorage to work. There just
aren't enough jobs and this makes me sad. So I have to say to our native corporations to create
more jobs using the renewable resources that we have so that we won't have to gamble with
our children’s future by letting the mine pollute. Allowing the mine to go forward is just too risky
to our way of life, our water and our subsistence. I thank EPA for doing this assessment.
Please take action to stop this potential and actual pollution of our water and salmon habitat. I
didn't go into detail about the actual pollution, and I'm just saying because I saw the YouTube
video. It looks like they are polluting already. I want EPA to look into what they are already
doing with the drill holes and the mud. It looked like pollution and like maybe there was already
acid coming up from the drill holes. I would like that to be looked into and seeing maybe if it is
polluting and already happening.
[00:49:38.19]
Brian Kraft
My name is Brian Kraft. I have a sport fishing lodge here on the Kvichak River about four miles
downstream. I have another one on the Naknek River as well. This is my 19th year of
operation in the region. I want to thank the EPA for doing the watershed assessment, although I
couldn't spend much time looking at it. You were asked by nine tribes to invoke the 404(c). I
understand the process you had to go through, the watershed assessment has to be done, that
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there are facts that have to be found, there has to be a basis in order to proceed with the 404c
process and I looked through what the assessment has done and the amount of information that
is available from Northern Dynasty minerals, from Pebble Partnership and from other state
agencies as to what resources already exist in the region is monumental. The assessment has
taken those data into consideration and has looked at what a potential mine would look like in
the region and in that area and it has accurately determined on a minimal basis that there is
going to be an impact to the area to the fishery and the habitat. I've also looked at the
assessment through the eyes of this region and the jobs that are talked about extensively. It is
not EPA's job to create jobs. It is EPA’s job under the CWA to protect the waters of the US.
The state of Alaska has failed to do so. EPA has been asked to come in and make a
determination of whether a 404c should be put in place. A 404c determination does not prohibit
mining and it does most certainly not prohibit other activities such as airports other roads and
other industrial projects coming into the region. The risk assessment is spot on. The state of
AK does not have a tool in its permitting system that is rigorous and diligent to simply ask the
question of whether the area is appropriate for the type of industrial activity that is proposed.
This risk assessment should be looked at as a valuable tool and put in place for the general
public to look at and make a determination if this is an area that we want to risk losing stream
just by the footprint of industrial development going in. It is important that people have an
opportunity to comment. I think the time is adequate to make a comment on it. Typically when
we are presented with state issues we get between 30-45 days to comment no matter what you
are doing or the season, and rarely if ever is there an extension on that comment period. This
is a draft assessment, it is not a 404c determination, and the public will have another
opportunity to comment if and when a 404c determination is made. I strongly urge to stay on
time and stay on target and make a final determination with the final assessment. I appreciate
you coming to villages throughout the region to hear comment.
[00:54:47.00]
John Bouker

I really wasn't planning on speaking, but I flew up some BBNC folks from Dillingham. My wife is
from Manokotak and I have six kids. Five Bristol Bay ____permits, I own an Air Taxi and three
operating hard rock quarries in western Alaska. Went to school of mines in Butte, Montana - a
premier mining school. It does not take a rocket scientist to figure out what copper sulfite does
to fish. You go to Butte Montana and it is pink on the rock. It doesn’t take fancy study or words.
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I know what storm water prevention plans are and all that stuff. What do you do when you
make a mess with a mine? You can make it look real good with a D-8 and a DX 7 - it will look
good real fast. The state of Alaska doesn't pay attention. We need EPA to come in and put the
hammer down because nobody is watching. And I own a mine. When is the last time someone
came up and checked storm water at my mine? Try never. There is all kinds of time. It's all
about mines. I make more money with hard rock mine than I make fishing, but the fish are
important for my kids who are Manokotak. Fish are first. Plenty of time You can study things
until you are blue in the face. The studies just go on and on and on. Big impact, sport fishing
big impact. I flew helicopters for oil which is pretty clean. How many villages up there have
engineers? Very few. Everyone comes from down south.
[00:57:12.20]
Roy Andrew
Hi I am Roy Andrew from Kokhanok. I do some mining research on all different aspects.
Sometimes I have to play neutral. One of the things I don't like is absence of for example what
the large scale complex would look like. If you go to a study a top ten mines in the world, say
for acreage and when you take a picture next to a truck tire you look tiny. If you look at the
huge industrial complex and if you place one truck on there it will look tiny. Just think about the
exhaust fumes and that isn't counting dust and fumes and everything that comes out.......365
days a year on and on. What I don't like seeing it that this paper is like parts per million...if you
go into the study of before, during and after pictures of the mine at Red Dog. Go by Kiana. You
can see a big difference. The mine people cannot say "but we didn't." It cannot be disputed.
We are known for our high east winds. On Lake Iliamna you can find north winds on the
Kokhanok winds you find east wind. Think of all the machinery exhaust that will blow over and
fall on the Scott River side. That is unacceptable. When you have a shift of wind, it will fall right
in the middle of Iliamna. Look at before during after pictures of large scale mining and if you
keep that as true, this is something that no pro or anti mine groups can dispute. One thing that
shocked me was was talking to people from Kiana area who told me of the damages they had
seen. I thought they were just talking, but no, and then I saw the pictures. You cannot have
Anglo American and Northern Dynasty come in and dispute your study. Use pictures as iron
clad proof. I don't think its right for an industrial complex to come into a place where there has
been no development of this size. If you look at the for example the oil fields - they may have
acceptable damages. But put a mining operation out there in no place, although the damages
are acceptable for an industrial complex, they are unacceptable for our type of life and culture. I
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don't like it. It is unacceptable and I wish EPA would do a study on that - go to a site and
examine 300 mines. I did this for my work. What you will find is shocking. I think what
disgusted me the most were the pictures. The pictures didn't lie. The pro mining people
couldn’t come in and dispute.
[01:04:01.24]
Bonnie Gestring
I would like to thank the EPA for completing the draft BB watershed assessment. It clearly
highlights the severe and lasting consequences of developing the Pebble deposit on wild
salmon habitat. I am particularly concerned by the likelihood that the mine waste will become a
severe and lasting source of acid mine drainage to the rivers and streams below the mine. Acid
mine drainage is like opening Pandora’s Box. There is no fix for it. The assessment estimates
that there are waste rock piles alone could generate up to 2.8 billion gallons of contaminated
seepage every year and that the copper concentration of that seepage could be so high that the
entire flow of upper Talarik Creek couldn't provide enough dilution to meet water quality
standards. So failure to contain those releases could cause the entire creek and possibly
portions of Iliamna Lake to become toxic to fish. There has been talk about storing the acid
generating waste rock under water or in the tailing impoundment or in the open pit after the
mine has been closed. I would like to stress the importance that storing mine waste under
water will only slow the process it doesn't stop acid generation and there is ample
documentation even with industry records of hundreds of operating mines around the world.
These records say that all these mines leak to some extent over time. The bottom line in terms
of my take away is that there is a bit of a choice between managing for a sustainable a fish
population in perpetuity or managing mine waste and contaminated water in perpetuity. The
assessment makes a compelling case for initiating a 404c process.
[01:06:36.05]
Tiel Smith
Thank you for the opportunity to talk a little bit today. I realize that you have to be limited on
testimony time, but it is nice to not be limited to two minutes. I was born and raised in Bristol
Bay. I commercial fish on the Kvichak at Graveyard point my entire life and I enjoy that with my
family today. I've also had the opportunity to work as BBNC's land man. VP of lands and
regional operations. I've done that since 2004. What I have learned working for BBNC is that
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we along with the village corporation own 3 million acres of land. Today’s discussion is about
the protection of waters. There is a correlation between the two and I appreciated the
explanation about the studies that you have done relative to that connection. BBNC and the
village corporation have a long proud history of doing economic development in the region and
we want to continue to be able to do that. However, I could not speak more eloquently than my
BBNC board members have done in making their request to EPA. The point I would make on
behalf of the landowners, is that there is sustainable development that will need to happen even
as we increase the protections for the development of such projects. We do appreciate all of the
science and effort that has gone into the assessment. Considering not just the corporations but
other private land owners as well who are impacted by such significant decisions. The
renewable resource of fish is priority and is not matched anywhere in the world and we want to
continue to support that.
[01:09:57.21]
Todd Calitri
I have been lucky enough to spend the last 14 summers on the Kvichak as the Sportsman's
Lodge manager. I have also had the privilege to grow as a human being with a lot of the locals
here in Igiugig. My only comment tonight is that I have 11 guides on staff at the lodge. Each
one of the guides has had sufficient time to read over the assessment and make comments,
and I would like to request that the comment period not be extended. Thank you for coming to
spend time with us.
[01:10:46.19]
Sandra Alvarez
I am the third resident of Igiugig to speak to you tonight. My name is Sandra Alvarez and I have
lived here since 1983. I have been a participant in the BB commercial fishing for 42 years. I
won't tell you that I'm for or against or otherwise. I speak to what I have seen, and I have only
seen the exec. summary handed to me this afternoon. We are getting ready to greet the
incoming salmon. This won't be the first time we have had things like this go under the radar.
In my brief overview, I would say that the one thing that stood out is that you compare apples
and oranges. In looking at the sockeye salmon you are looking at Bristol Bay and your
document name is Bristol Bay assessment. Possibly 2/3 of the runs don't come within 100
miles of this system. Back when I fished Egegik they were looking for 10 million, now they are
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looking for 5. When you say 82,000 are in the system that doesn't seem like a lot. A decent
fisherman will catch 20,000. What I would like to see more of in the assessment itself is
percentages and rates and what the impact would exactly be on the resource. It speaks also to
acres and miles, but it doesn't speak to the system itself. People have talked about the east
wind and the impacts from pollution flowing through the system. The other big part of it is the
dissipation level. If you do a case study on the worst possible case scenario you could have,
what you are looking at in terms of how far out into the ecosystem. It is 90 miles - 30 miles however many thousand feet of pure pristine water. comparing the quantity of toxins you could
have as it would enter the system would be a good thing to have in the document. I've worked
for the village council for a good many years and I realize the economic impacts of this that and
many things. We love our fish and we appreciate your time. If there is a way to extend the
comment period you would get better comments out of the fishermen and the fleet. You are not
going to hear what they would have said.
[01:16:40.03]
Roz Goodman
My name is Roz Goodman. I am a resident of Pedro Bay. I have lived there for the last 12
years. I first started coming to the lake area in 1982. I lived with a family near Pedro Bay and
subsistence fished with them. I also lived in Dillingham for 3 years and worked as a librarian for
the SW Region school district. Thank you for being proactive. I appreciate the fact that you
listen to the local voice and I also appreciate the fact that there is now a scientific voice for the
BB watershed, the fisheries and the lifestyle of the area that was not there before. I am also
happy that things are moving along so that when time comes for more action we are prepared
more than we would be without the assessment. I would like to see the comment time
extended. I had trouble downloading some of the documents. This was the first chance I had to
see the overall assessment and I also personally would like to talk to more people who are not
here because I learned a lot from your presentation and encourage more of them to read the
report and comment as well. Perhaps there could be a compromise for September. Also, I
know the computer age you get info and respond, but in this case I think you need to get the
info and think about it before responding. The next thing, I have a suggestion on the science
part, on page 12 you mention the secondary development and this report does not address it,
but the secondary development is very critical. The increased population and the stresses on
the use of the resources and more fishing or whatever. Some will be good benefits and some
may not be. It would be helpful to see the pros and cons of an influx of people. One concern
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from Pedro Bay is the dust factor from the road. There will be dust even from a service road. It
would be helpful to include this in the assessment. The last thing I would like to say is that I've
lived in Alaska for 30 years and I moved here by choice. My experience of living in this area is
that people choose to be here whether born or coming here. It is a choice. It is not a scientific
fact, but three reasons people choose to be in BB is because clean water, the fishery and the
lifestyle. I think if any of those change big time then BB is going to be totally different and will
not be the BB we know now.
[01:21:16.12]
Gil Jacko
I'm Gil Jacko from Pedro Bay. I am a laborer. I don't commercial fish, but I gather salmon to
smoke or salt. I gather berries. I have one question. Does the road have to be there? (Phil
answered that this is the alternative that is usually on the table). Any time you put a road in a
natural environment especially a hillside or a mountainside, all the downhill side of that road is
going to be severely affected. It is like putting a noose on the vegetation below the road. If the
road has to be there, it would be a wise decision or an option to invest some time to get a real
understanding of how to suspend the road over natural vegetation like you guys do with the
pipeline. Down in San Diego, sections of the I-9 are 100 feet in the air. I just recently in the last
1 year have gotten the basic village highway to go around the land mass. Because of what we
did with that 2.5 miles of road, it cut off the vegetation flow to the rest of the wetland. Berries
don't grow the way they used to below that road. When I was 11 or 12 I could pick handfuls of
salmonberries there and now I can count the number of berries. The other organisms and
aquatic life is being cut off. So this 75 miles long road (Rick: 86) another one was that they
suggested mining through the mountain out of sight out of mine and they would go through our
little village. There would be trash and garbage and toxic chemicals. There is not getting
around that once there is a truck there it is over with. It is really scary. I just took a hazwoper
class and it freaked me out. Don't change any dates. Keep it the same. You guys got a
deadline.
[01:25:51.20]
Tanya Salmon
I wasn't going to speak, but after several people went I realized that this is what I needed to do
for my daughter. I’ve grown up here. I never commercial fished in my life. My dad wanted us
girls to stay away from the boatyards. But we did subsistence fishing and we have subsistence
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fished in our family for over 10,000 years. It is a cycle that is always repeated. It is amazing to
see four generations at the splitting table. My gram, my mom, my sister and her kids. It is a
tradition that keeps getting passed on and on. I keep getting worried about the water quality if
the mine does open. Here we have running water, but nobody likes to drink it. Everybody
would rather go down to the river and pack water and I am one of those people who would
rather pack water to drink river water. My daughter grew up on it. I gave my niece a glass of
well water and she spit it out. Then I gave her river water and she was bouncing around like it
was really good stuff. I think it is important that we keep our water quality. I checked out
several mines and I was disturbed to find that they could not drink their water any more. They
had to get all of their water imported. What happened to that community - the community is
slowly dying off. They are talking about how everyone is leaving outside, but if you think about
it, if something were to happen to our water, to our fish, then nobody would be here but the
miners. Once the water is gone then everyone is gone. Water is very important to our
community growing up and playing in it. I've given my daughter water without boiling it and they
were horrified. But why would I buy water - I have it right here. My big concern is that
something would happen to the water in our region.
[01:28:48.15]
Brad Waitman
My name is Brad Waitman and I have the little lodge across the river called Igiugig Lodge and I
have been guiding here since 1985. Since 1987 until 09 I guided out of Nondalton and I was a
pilot guide, so I spent a lot of time looking around. My route to take me back to Nondalton was
right over the top of Upper Talarik Creek. I did a lot of hunting and trapping at Groundhog
Mountain which is right where is mine is. Back in the 80s I remember seeing the core samples.
Another mining company was looking at that area but decided not to go forward. Once I saw
them looking start to ramp up and start drilling in the 90's I started thinking about it every time I
flew over Upper Talarik. Getting back to the water quality thing, I thought if they dig a hole, it is
a natural artesian river and the water from Upper Talarik is going to flow into that hole. They will
have to divert the water back out so that it doesn't destroy the stream. It is going to totally
contaminate the smell of the water. The fish won't like the smell of the water and they won't
come back. The Upper Talarik has a beautiful fun of sockeyes, silvers and lots of rainbows. It
is a beautiful stream. It is great to see the EPA looking at this. If they were to destroy one
stream it is a deal breaker. I don't see how they could be allowed to divert water back and
make a Disneyland stream. If it is not a natural running stream, the fish and the whole smell of
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it will be completely changed. The other thing and I learned this from someone else that
showed me what the mine might look like, is that there is a lake called Frying Pan Lake is going
to be where the tailings pond is supposed to be. You have destroyed Upper Talarik to get the
flow back up and you have destroyed Frying Pan Lake by putting a tailing pond is on top and
claim that the lake is still there, just underneath the tailings. It doesn't make sense. I hope EPA
keeps a good close watch first Upper Talarik will be ruined and everything will go down from
there.
[01:32:07.27]
Aaron Shugak
My name is Aaron Shugak and I am from Pedro Bay. I would like to thank you for coming here
and doing your study. I encourage you to do whatever you possibly can to keep the mine from
going in. If the mine goes in and something does happen - and we are human, we make
mistakes - Mistakes get people hurt or worse. If the mine goes through and an accident does
happen a lot of salmon will disappear and it will be like a chain reaction. The bears their main
food source is the salmon and if they don't have a source of food, there are dangers for locals
from bears coming to towns and going into dumpsters and go after people. I strongly
encourage you to do whatever you can to keep the mine from going in.
[01:33:46.28] END
************************

Note: This is not a certified transcript. This record of oral comments was transcribed by Judy
Smith, EPA Community Involvement Coordinator from audio recordings taken at the EPA public
meeting held in Igiugig, Alaska beginning at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, June 6, 2012. Every effort
was made to transcribe the testimony accurately, but there may be errors or omissions because
of background noise during the meeting or the sound quality of the recording.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
Record of Public Comment Meeting
Levelock, Alaska - Wednesday, June 6, 2012
[00:00:51.17]
Ray Apokedak
My name is Raymond Apokedak, vice president, and I wanted to talk about the wetlands. If you
go for a plane ride you can see all the lakes and creeks and all of that stuff. I am a commercial
fisherman, and I want my son and my grandsons to enjoy what we have today and I don't want
it to be lost. Like subsistence fishing now, mostly, I don't want anything to happen to our way of
life. The way I grew up and the way I want my family to be. Mine was short and sweet.
[00:02:22.01]
Peter Apokedak
My name is Peter Apokedak. I am an elder here at Levelock. All my life I been doing
subsistence fishing myself. I am a salmon fisherman. I know the area where the mining is
going to be. I went to school in Newhalen. That is why I know the country from subsisting.
Caribou, moose, porcupine, ptarmigans, and we drink out of the creek. We didn't have bottled
water then. Pure water. What I don't like about this mine is that it is in the wrong place.
Everyone is telling me this too. It's the wrong place. Our Bristol Bay watershed on one side
and the Nushagak on the other side. That is not going to be a little hole, they are going to make
a gigantic of a hole up there. The way I look at it, there not big hills up there. It is little hills
where they are going to be digging and it is all pretty much swamp. (Couldn't understand
sentence). Everyone is going to see it. In my lifetime, I will probably be gone by the time it gets
going. The elders always say from the beginning, don't start it. We are here now, and some of
us are against it.
[00:05:15.29]
Danielle Dawkins
My name is Danielle Dawkins and I come from reindeer herders on my Moms side and wagon
train travelers on my Dad's side. It is from these two diverse cultures that I have the privilege to
come to you today. I am currently a member of the Levelock village council and recently
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became a BBNC shareholder due to the recent loss of my mom (Marlis). First of all I would like
to express my gratitude to you for the hard work that has been put thus far into the watershed
assessment. I urge you to pay especially close attention to the voices of our elders all across
Bristol Bay. They have instilled in them the deepest of our roots, and our God given way of life;
our culture that has been slowly fading away. It is the adaptation to modern civilization that we
have embraced so far, that it is causing our cultures to become lost. With this in mind, it is not
about our unwillingness to adapt to a money-making economy. Our village, through the help of
BBEDC grants will be implementing and will be utilizing a fish processing plant that will employ
up to 22 local residents with the potential for growth. This employment will help us to become a
more sustainable community. For how long? It is detrimental to our way of life to hang on to
the ingenuity of the proposed Pebble project. Pebble area, an area that is monumental to the
integrity of the Bristol Bay fisheries, both locally and globally. Regardless of some opinions, my
subsistence way of life is a necessity and not just done for pleasure. I save thousands of
dollars a year by smoking, canning, salting and freezing fish that our mighty Kvichak provides.
Along with the berries, and caribou, moose, rabbits and plentiful birds that my sons bring home
to me. Nothing makes me more proud than knowing that these traditions have been passed on
to us for thousands of generations.
Figure 5-14 on page 566 and figure 5-16 on page 573 illustrates the proposed transportation
corridor and the distribution of salmon, Dolly Varden, rainbow trout and the sockeye spawners
that use this area. What, if any areas of similar construction can you provide regarding the
overall risk of this type of destruction to the spawning population? The destruction and the risks
of this making it are far too great for me to just sit back and not inquire if whether or not the
proposed Pebble mine, our existing fisheries and our subsistence way of life can really coexist?
Natural disasters are unknowable, unstoppable and unpredictable in most cases. I ask that you
please delve deeper into these natural occurrences and the potential it plays on the
withstandings of the proposed pit, and things to be built, especially the seismic activity around
the proposed Pebble site. It is my understanding that perhaps the fault lines run closer than
what is illustrated in the figure 4-11 on page 442.
My understanding from reading the draft assessment has proven to me that damage could
result if Pebble gets to proceed with the proposed pit, TSF and transportation corridor. Manmade is not fool proof and no one guarantee the stability of the structures that the proposed
Pebble site is planning on building when there is a lack of documentation on TSF withstandings
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and failings. Furthermore, the devastation that is left in the wake of past mining projects, for
example Fort Belknap and Johannesburg is mind boggling. Can that happen here? It would be
wonderful if all industries could co-exist without damages done. However, there are too many
"could happen and if" scenarios in the assessment on the damages that will take place should
anything fail during this project. It is a risk that I'm not willing to stand by and watch without solid
guarantees and comparisons showing that they will not. If there is any doubt that catastrophe
could happen to the area surrounding the site, I urge you to take necessary action under 404(c)
and protect our Bristol Bay wetlands, streams and our subsistence way of life. It clearly states
that your mission is to protect human health and the environment. Our subsistence way of life
plays a substantial role in our health both spiritually and physically.
[00:10:06.28]
New sound file started
Olga Chukwak
Spoken in Yup'ik
She said that she is against the Pebble Mine too. All the people she talked to up the lake, the
same. They don't want a mine. The elders used to tell her that the mine would ruin all our fish.
She is doing her best to get it out to us. (Translator says at end that he missed most of it.)
New sound file started
George Wilson, Jr.
Hello, my name is George Wilson, Jr. And I am the president of the Levelock Natives
Corporation and we are the largest single landowner on the Kvichak River. The corporation
feels as a whole, that they are worried about the Pebble project and what would it do to the
fisheries here. They strongly oppose it. I’ve been a commercial fisherman for 33 years and I
learned that craft from my Dad and my grandfather. I have two young daughters and I hope
they grow up in it. It provided me with income, but also subsistence for our household. Just as
everyone has a home here in Levelock, everyone has fish and game in it because of the rich
resource we have here. It is pristine and healthy environment is why our elders moved here
and stayed here. I have two young fishermen who fish with me, and they are both from
Levelock. I teach them the craft of being a fisherman and I hope someday that I can see them
in their own boats fishing alongside me. That would be one of the benefits that I can bring on to
young fishermen. This is a small community that is still a very strong fishing community. We
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have a little processing plant that we hope to get started soon that will provide jobs to a lot of
people. I don't like the rhetoric that we get from Pebble that there aren't any jobs here. I've
been able to work most of my adult life. Some of them aren’t the most glamorous, but there are
always jobs. Fishing is a huge part of that. It put me through college and I hope that someday it
can put my girls through college.
I grew up in Igiugig and Levelock here. I grew up on the river with my Dad. We subsistence
fished and got berries, harvest moose and caribou every year. Only because of the clean
environment there are all of these resources for us to take. Some of the questions I have of
EPA: You talk about what would happen up there if there was a large failure and what the effect
would be on salmon on just on these two river systems. What would it do to the surrounding
area such as the birds and the animals? Everything has a secondary effect. Second, the
Pebble Mine site, you talk about the footprint, but as you said earlier, it's completely surrounded
by leases. If Pebble was to get started it would bring in infrastructure, power, and roads that
would make it more viable for the smaller leases to start up or go into partners with Pebble. All
of a sudden the picture gets a whole lot bigger. It is already largest in N. America. Thanks for
coming to listen to us.
[00:03:29.28]
Moses Kritz
Thank you for the opportunity. My name is Moses Kritz and I am from Togiak. Thank the
Levelock folks for sharing their subsistence foods this afternoon. I am from Togiak and it is the
furthermost west of Bristol Bay. Definitely, we will be affected because the most recent trade I
did was with herring roe and seal oil with a person from Koliganek for Whitefish. That way we
definitely will be affected. This afternoon, my topic is economic development and economic
sustainability of our community. It has always been the focus of our community to have the
subsistence way of life, and currently in a partnership with our tribe and Copper River Seafoods,
processing high-grade salmon and halibut and educating our local fisherman on bleeding and
icing our salmon as soon as it comes out of the water. The waters of Togiak and marketing our
fish to the high end users to our great country of the USA. Please continue to help us protect
our waters that continues to sustain our livelihood and for the protection of our salmon. This is
culturally our way of life. Please consider 404(c), protecting our environment and the salmon. I
thank you again for the opportunity to be as we have been throughout the centuries.
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[00:06:04.23]
Norm Anderson
I would first of all like to thank Levelock Natives for allowing me to give testimony today on
traditional lands. For anyone who doesn’t know me, I'm Norman Anderson, originally from
Naknek. I'm youngest son of Edward G Anderson of (?) and Alma Christenson of Ugashik. I am
a third generation fisherman and I live a subsistence lifestyle. During the winter months, I'm
employed with the Economic Development Administration out of Dillingham with the BBNA as
the Economic Development Program Manager. Regardless of what is offered to the tribes
throughout the years, we have always pursued sustainable economic development to ensure
the fact that as we over the years have appreciated the seven generations scenario, to assure
into the future what we have today as our generations before us. We must be sure to gingerly
take care of our lands. When I was in college, I once read where the Native Alaskan people
carved a living out of a harsh environment. I felt proud, and then I thought that is BS. We live in
harmony with the land. The way we take it and we see it. We know how to read the land; we
know how to read the waters, because that was handed down to us one generation to the next.
In several meetings I have been to, I see where the argument always comes up about putting a
price on our subsistence foods and they say they cannot do that. I agree because of the fact
that it is priceless to us. It cannot be replaced. If anything was to come about where there was
a natural or manmade (disaster), we would not be able to replace that. Farmed salmon is not a
thing I like. Wild Alaskan Salmon. They try manipulating genes and species and you come up
with mad cow disease and you come up with Frankenfish and it is just appalling. We have the
most natural and abundant product here with us. Because of the fact that we as the indigenous
people have always taken care of what we have. We take what we need. We share with the
less fortunate until we need more and have it available to us. If you look in Webster’s dictionary
and look up the term subsistence, all of our pictures would be next to it because we are the
perfect example of that. What we learned from the elders we teach to the youth. The elders
shared with us the fact that we only take what we need and they taught us how to prepare it. As
we experienced here this evening. My personal feelings on the 404(c) - we do need this
assistance. For years we fought off everything from epidemics to weather to invading countries
and other things that are happening and we see it happening again. Years ago, when I was a
board member with BBNA, we were approached by a Tech Cominco. At the time, their man
who approached us gave a long presentation on the benefits of mining and when we found out
where it was we said no. Surprisingly to some, the government process for this particular
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process worked, because that individual no longer worked for the mining industry, but was given
a position in the state department of land management. There is always this attitude of drill
baby drill such as the current governor, that he inherited from the last governor who ran for
governor and then ran.
I agree that the timeline for comment should remain as it is, because of the fact that the
opposition would review what we had and then it would give them the feed to retaliate.
Additional time is just smoke and mirrors. It is a game play. Stick to your guns. We offer you
what we have for generations; the consistency, maintaining the integrity that we have and
preserving our lands.
[00:11:38.15]
Russell Nelson
My name is Russell Nelson. First I want to talk about your summary you guys put out. I read it.
It’s a very easy read, it was very well done. I loved the pictures even. You did a good job of
going over things. I looked at your main report. Vol. 1 2 and 3, I haven't had time to study it,
but as I went through the pages, I noticed that inside of there, most of it is factual information.
There is nothing really to comment on because you guys made such a nice document that I
know people around here are going to want copies of it, just so that they can write their grants
and get the statistics out of it. You did a really wonderful job of the demographics. Not a whole
lot to comment on, maybe other than add a few things like the seismic data that are lacking in
everybody's data. The Pebble Partnership 30,000 pages had had just 7 pages and two of those
were copied out of someone else’s and basically they said that all we think is that the Lake
Clark fault goes either north or south and it doesn't go south and yet we know that this a fault
zone. I think we know that there is a huge hole in the seismic data, so when they start planning
things like the tailings dam, I noticed that you guys have the three types of normal tailings dams
that they have and one of them is more susceptible to breakage than the other. If they are
allowed to build it, they have to be able to build it right and that will take seismic data.
Please make sure this effort is done on time. This tactic of delay this, lets delay this forever, but
this is too important to the people of this region for delay. When you talk about July 23, to end
the comment period, the main commercial fishery is done by then. People are getting their
boats ready now, but it is not a hurry rush thing. It is not going to be for a few weeks until we
have a fishing season. I talked to my parents and they are pretty old, and if you think they are
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going to read this document, and comment on it. They are leaving up to people like us. I am
three courses away from a bachelor’s degree and I'm reading it and I'm saying I can comment
on everything that I need to comment on during this time. It's not too short and so let’s get it
done so we can move down the line.
We need to ensure three things about this area. #1 This is the initial footprint of a mine this
size. We need to ensure that they don't put tailings in salmon spawning streams. We need
every single salmon. We have more permits and we can stop the BB run already and F and G
does and good job and lets the escapement go through. The king salmon is a very important
part of our fishery. If you cover that portion of the king salmon spawning beds, it is going to
make it very hard to for us to maintain our culture of people who eat king every year. It's the
first fish of the year, it's a very important fish for us and we can't have that huge loss. And we
can’t stand to have toxins and mixing zones up there and we can’t stand to have that place
dewatered. Fish need water. That is why we have the fish here. We cannot stand to take care
of that mine site forever and have perpetual remediation and an empty sulfide mine that goes
bankrupt after they have taken all of the money out and taken it overseas to their shareholders
wherever they may be. Those are the really important things. We need to protect the salmon,
protect the spawning beds and if they can build that mine without endangering the spawning
beds and without injuring the fish have at it, but please protect the salmon.
[00:16:15.16]
Sergie Chukwak
My name is Serge Chukwak. My grandson will be the 5th generation commercial fisherman. I
started out fishing on the south beak in S. Naknek, known as Johnson hill some 40 years ago
helping out my aunt and grandma. Then in 1980 I started drifting with my mom and oldest
brother in an open skiff. We asked for a bunk and they put a cabin on our skiff and we were
happy. I have four children. My son started out fishing when he was four years old, a couple of
weeks in the fall. He started fishing from the beginning to the end the next year when he was
five. A couple of weeks ago he graduated from high school. Two years ago he ran his own
fishing boat. He was the youngest captain in 2010. My point is that fishing for my family and I is
our life, whether it be subsistence or commercial fishing. Family history: I had great aunts who
lived in New Koliganek, Ekwok and New Stuyahok. Aunts and Uncles in Newhalen and Igiugig.
All of my family lives in the Nushagak and Kvichak drainage. You contaminate or take away of
their subsistence lifestyle is unacceptable. To tell the elders that they cannot eat the salmon
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because there is contaminated and you can only have 8 ounces a day of contaminated farm
fish, or you can die of cancer. The elders, to tell them that they can't eat fish and change their
lifestyle. They are going to do it anyway. Eat it until they go to the hospital. They will eat fish
whether it's good for them or not. Personally, I think they will do it until the day they die. They
don't do anything else. I hope they know better.
I encourage you to restrict large scale mining in the Nushagak and Kvichak drainages for the
health and safety of the people and for the descendants of the people who intend to remain in
this area and who call this land home. The only difference between the people who live in the
city and the people who live in rural Alaska is that your backyard has a fence around it. Our
backyard is 20 miles in every direction and that is where we live. That is our backyard and to
fence it off and keep someone out to keep the contaminants out, it just won't happen. They are
not able to do it. Before they put the first dam on the Columbia River, there was a lot of salmon
in Washington. Now there are a lot of dams and barely any salmon to speak of. We allow one
mine here. There are claims all the way from Yellow Creek to behind Nondalton. If they allow
one pit to happen that pit is going to be from my backyard up to my cousin’s backyard about 120
miles. That is unacceptable. If you the EPA allow this mine to happen are you willing to be the
very person who puts an end to the people who subsistence hunt and fish in this area for the
last 6000 years. My observation is don't allow large scale mining to happen and contaminate
our waters. Sorry, I got a little emotional here. Don't do it. Put this nightmare to rest for once
and for all.
[00:22:16.06]
Arthur Bloom
I wrote out my comments so that I can be understood but I will keep it short. I first want to say
that it is a privilege to live in a democracy where we have the opportunity to speak to everyone
and I'm also quite privileged to be in the same room with these people who have lived in
harmony with the land since the beginning. My name is Arthur Bloom. I came to Alaska almost
40 years ago to work as a research fisheries biologist. For the past 21 years I have commercial
fished in Bristol Bay. I thank you for doing a science based assessment. While I am sure you
have heard from proponents of corporate profit, and that government is overreaching in state
affairs; I believe it was absolutely necessary for you to take the lead on a science based
assessment. Oops is not an acceptable outcome in the world’s most productive salmon habitat.
The likelihood of spills, contaminated discharges and other failures is considerable. There
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cannot be guarantees and no way to repair the damage once it occurs. The risk of mining
activity once it occurs in Bristol Bay is severe. Minute concentrations of copper affect salmon,
not to mention acid production and all the other potential impacts of monumental size
construction activity. Witness the demise of the Alaska coastal zone management program and
the formation just the other day of groups to oppose the reinstitution of the ACZMP. Based on
that I personally believe that the state of AK permitting process which has been tweaked in
recent years to favor dollar based development, is not capable of assessing the risks of this
unique situation that involves unique life styles, unbelievable natural resource productivity and
hugely valuable economic productivity that when managed properly can be sustained in
perpetuity. Proponents of mining development are asking to extend the comment period. That
can only be to allow the corporate PR machine to attempt to make this a type of popularity
contest. Many of us have been analyzing this threat for many many years. Six or eight years
since the claims have been announced. The comment period is sufficient and the future of
Bristol Bay salmon runs and all that they support should not be decided by PR driven popularity
contest decision making. Thank you.
[00:25:22.25]
Anna Mae Bartholomew
My name is Anna Mae Bartholomew. Many of you know my parents Mike and Mary (?). So
anyway, I was born and raised in Dillingham, Bristol Bay. Our traditional knowledge is our
salmon. For generations, we have put up roughly 5,000 pounds of salmon each and every year
to provide for our families. In our traditional ways and traditional knowledge, we do not waste.
We use nearly every inch of that salmon that we catch. We use the heads, the tails, the
stomach linings and the eggs. From the meat from our salmon we freeze it, can it, smoke it, dry
it, pickle it. Half smoke it, three day smoke it and then can it, we bake it, we dehydrate it, we salt
it, we jerky it and we boil it. Our traditional ways also include the spawned out salmon. In our
families and our traditional ways we call them (Yup'ik word), wand actually (this fish) is a
delicacy. You can't wait for that time of the year to have that (fish). Where you have pork,
chicken or beef, we replace it with salmon. Your pork, beef, chicken and other meats are your
staple. Our traditional knowledge and way of life is salmon. When that goes away, and is
wiped out, our traditional knowledge and ways are gone. We cannot replace that salmon.
Please make sure to add this to your assessment.
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[00:27:11.05]
Golda June Weiland
My name is Golda Weiland. I am from Dillingham and I work for BBNA. I come from a rich
heritage of native ancestors who moved to the BB region for the purpose of becoming
commercial fisherman and live and practice the traditional life as we know it today. My heritage
is rich in abundance with the knowledge to survive. It is rich in the economic opportunity that
the salmon bring to our region each year. Our traditional way of life has been preserved for
hundreds of years. The main law of the land is preservation. Preserve the berries, preserve the
game, preserve and protect our salmon. We have a right to continue our subsistence way of life
and a right to continue to make our living from salmon. It is also our duty to oppose any
activities that will impose harm on any our traditions, people, animals and in this case salmon.
That is why we need to act to protect BB. Fishing and living a subsistence way of life is not just
a right for the people of Bristol Bay, fishing is a highly prized value. What is the traditional
definition of value? To consider with respect to worth excellence, use or importance. In order to
become fully internalized, values must be chosen freely from alternatives after careful
consideration of the consequences of each alternative. A value is prized or cherished by the
individual, who feels happy with the choice and is willing to publicly affirm the choice. The
individual must act on the choice repeatedly in some form of way. So take a look around, nod
your heads at each other, because we are standing together here today, voicing our values,
voicing our opinions to prevent Pebble. Please take 404 action to protect Bristol Bay.
[00:29:24.04]
Thomas Gardiner IV
My name is Thomas Gardiner. I like to say thank you for holding these meetings and let us talk.
From traditional knowledge we keep our culture going. My subsistence life is with my family,
which consists of four boys and my wife. I also help my grandmother, grandfather, mother,
father and our other family members. I hold a Bristol Bay drift permit, my family fishes with me
both commercially and subsistence. My family has been doing the same for generations and I
hope we can keep passing it on. My family processes approximately 4,000 pounds of salmon,
kings, reds, slivers, etc. We start when the fish first come into the river, all the way to the very
end. My family and I smoke, dry and freeze the salmon. I brought you some canned salmon to
share that we keep year round. If the salmon go away, my family would have to buy more food
from the store. I would have less funds to buy food from the story if I cannot commercial fish for
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salmon. This would result for the first time my kids or grandkids could not have salmon as well
as my ancestors. The fish keep us tied to the land. For all these reasons, the loss of salmon is
unacceptable. Please consider 404(c) to protect Bristol Bay. We need to protect our way of life.
Thanks.
[00:31:24.08]
Steve Scarbro
This is something else isn't it? Thank you to the good folks at EPA for showing up and listening
to us. Thank you to good citizens our good community and surrounding villages. As I stand
before you today, I am both fearful and hopeful, for these are hard and troubled times to be
sure. I'm reminded of a recent of a recent event, when a skiff full of people from (Platinum) to
pick eggs and wound up in an ice flow, adrift for nearly a week before finally landing near Port
Heiden, clear across Bristol Bay. To any average human, this probably would have been a life
ending experience, but not these folks, no way. They accepted their situation with their usual
humor and good cheer as part of the natural order of things. You see the native cultures of the
north have conditioned themselves to not only thrive, but prosper in the face of hardship and
adversity. How is that, you ask? I tell you. Long, long ago, these people realized that only a
humble and respectful relationship with the landscape so ominous and unforgiving would be
rewarded by a happy and healthy existence. In other words folks, this land and its associated
cultures have flourished for the millennia because the indigenous people have adapted with and
adapted to their environment as opposed to other cultures who adapt and change their
environment to suit themselves. Alaska native drifting across the Bering Sea in an open skiff is
as much at home as anyone of you sitting on your couches watching TV. Like Sergie said, this
is all our backyards. Folks, what is truly at stake here today, is the permanent destruction and
the very existence of the only wild and pristine lands and related culture of its' kind, anywhere
on planet earth. Only one of its kind.

A working living breathing entity, wholly into itself,

perfected by God. Many years ago, a wise old man once said to me, if that gold were meant to
be had, it wouldn't be buried where it is. Thank about those words for a minute people. I think
what that old time means to say is that those mineral deposits are there for a reason. At the
very least, it is an integral part of a vast and rich ecosystem, such as the birds and bees and
flowers and trees, etc. Perhaps, even the very source or nectar that feeds and nourishes this
very region couldn't that be a hoot if modern science figured that out. If so, those minerals
should be preserved in perpetuity and protected as is, not mined. I for one choose to believe
that old man, I choose to believe people who have known all along, because there is a lot we
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don't know, a lot we are not meant to know, and a lot we will never know. But ladies and
gentlemen, please know this with all certainty: do not fool with Mother Nature. Listen to what
these people are telling you. Please do not let the permitting process continue. You can stop
this insanity right now. You have the authority, you say so yourselves. I believe you also have
the moral obligation to do what is right by the people and the land. Please do so before it is too
late. Thank you.
[00:36:51.20]
Andria Agli
My name is Andria Agli. I grew up in the village of South Naknek, which is just downriver from
here. However, my family has hunted up and down the Kvichak River and around Lake Iliamna
for generations. I'd like to thank EPA for holding these meetings and hearing from the people
who live and hunt and fish on the river systems that will be impacted most. I've heard the
statements from the state of Alaska and the other supporters of the large scale mining, that the
Bristol Bay watershed assessment was rushed and that the study was too premature. We
support the science of this document as it in turn supports what the elders of this area and their
traditional knowledge have said all along. Please protect our land and protect our fish and
protect our game. I've also heard the statements and the comments that the comment period is
too short. I believe the attendance and the statements at these meetings by the local people
and the fisherman shows their commitment and understanding of the severity of this issue. You
were right that this is a busy time of the year. We are preparing our boats, we are mending our
nets, we are cleaning our smokehouses and we are sharpening our knives. However, by
testifying at these meetings and missing out on one day or maybe several days of preparation
for those who attend multiple meetings here in the region, we hope that this will prevent, with
the help of the EPA, missing out on a lifetime of salmon and missing out on a way of life that we
have treasured for thousands of years. Please show your commitment by keeping the current
public comment timeline, and the schedule that you have posted here. Take a quick 404(c)
action to protect the waters of BB. Thank you to the village of Levelock for your hospitality and
thank you EPA for coming out to the region.
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[00:39:19.09]
Robin Samuelson
Thank you for showing up in Levelock today, EPA. I wish you could make it to more villages.
But we realize the time crunch you guys are under. The people of Levelock have been here
before, a lot of them are my friends, they really appreciate you coming out and hearing their
concerns. For the record, my name is Robin Samuelson. I don't know who the hell I am today.
I listed commercial fisherman and a subsistence user. I sit on the board of the BBEDC. I sit on
the board of the BBNC; I've worked for these people all of my life. We don't want a foreign
company coming in and destroying our land. There are 67 permits that are going to be issued
for this mine. 66 of them would be from the state of Alaska and one from EPA. Them 66
permits, we think the state is going to sign off. Let me bring to back to when we elected
Governor Frank Murkowski as governor of Alaska. He said he was going to revamp the process
on permitting into a rampant acceleration and create economies. He did away with our coastal
zone management. We had our lands protected! Under our old policies, there never would be
a Pebble Mine going in near Iliamna. Frank and his henchmen threw that out, they wouldn't
listen to us. Frank and his henchmen got the US Fish and Wildlife Service to come into Bristol
Bay and all of Alaska because the state of Alaska said that people couldn't have subsistence.
They violated a federal law called ANILCA, so we brought in USFWS. The history against the
native people in rural Alaska in the last 20 years is been unbelievable what these guys are
getting away with. It is the same henchmen that you guys heard from in Anchorage the other
day, saying go out to Bristol Bay and put in that mine that is going to destroy the water. If that
mine goes through, you might as well fly over Levelock and drop a bomb. These people are not
going to survive. Today they will not survive. They will not afford food from the store. They eat
from the land and they eat from the water. We eat millions of dollars worth of subsistence
foods. Go to Ekwok and drop another bomb and take 20 more and drop them in Dillingham and
the other villages because that is what is what you would let it do. The Pebble Mine is the
Germans to the Jews in 1942, there is no question. This is our land; this isn't some (Yup'ik
word) land. This is our land. Our elders and our forefathers grew up on it. I see know that
Pebble and the Attorney General want to extend the comment period. Your comment period is
great. You are hitting the villages before fishing season. What they want to do is delay tactic,
delay tactic, delay tactic, so they can wait until the next administration, hoping that Romney is
elected and that Romney can put in the mine. The economy out here. I am also the President
of BBEDC. I represent this community along with 17 other communities. It is one of the biggest
fish processors in the state of Alaska. On the average, we do 160 million pounds of fish a year.
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If you do that, you might as well shut down our plant in Naknek. I've talked to our buyers and if
the mine goes through and pollutes the water in front of Levelock, and that water goes down to
the Kvichak and taints the fish, our market are done. Again, bring the bombs and drop them on
us. We have nothing to live for without our land and water. Frank Murkowski and his boys set
this up. This is a foreign company, a foreign company that wants to come to our homeland and
destroy it. Don't let it happen. These people and the other people in Bristol Bay.... BBNC did a
study and 81% of the people said no, they said hell no. We didn't poll one white man. If we had
polled the white man, we’d have about 90 to 95% standing behind saying No Mine No Mine.
Our people here, the non-native people here who don't want that mine, it should be alright. We
don’t go to NY and tell them we are going to build a big pit in downtown square. We didn’t go to
San Francisco. Don't let this foreign mine come in and create genocide on the native people
here. Thank you.
[00:44:50.04]
John Anderson
My name is John Anderson and I want to thank you for coming today and giving us the
opportunity to speak. What I am hearing wherever I go, and I've been to all these villages - I'm
lucky - I've been on all these river systems from Egigik to Good News, I've hunted Iliamna Lake
to the Mulchatna, the Nushagak the Kvichak. What I am hearing is fear. Robin touched on it. A
dam up there with all of that waste would be just like a time bomb. Almost like having a bomb
on the plane, it's just a matter of time until there is an earthquake. They are terrorizing
everyone here. They are scaring us, because they are trying to take away our lifestyle.
Everyone mentioned salmon, but it goes a lot further than salmon. Thank you.
[00:46:26.14]
Daniel Cheyette
Good afternoon. My name is Daniel Cheyette and I work for BBNC. Thank you EPA for
travelling out to our region and taking the comments and hearing the concerns of our residents
and thank you to the community of Levelock for hosting this meeting and allowing me to
participate. I've lived in Alaska for 16 years, but I grew up on the outside. Like you, I grew up
with a sense of my home town. It was a sense of community, but not a sense of place. As you
likely are learning on this trip. Bristol Bay is much different. Everyone who lives here has a
deep and strong sense of place. There is a powerful connection to the lands and waters and
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the resources of BB. It is a connection that starts before birth. It is genetic. It is handed down
through the generations and it is also learned from a very young age. A connection told in
stories from parents and elders and experienced first hand. Toddlers accompany parents and
grandparents fishing, hunting, berry picking. They participate at home to store that food and
save it. It is part of the family experience for anyone who grows up in Bristol Bay, and as a
result, this land its water and its resources become a part of who you are. This is a connection
without a price tag and it cannot be replaced. If it is lost, it is lost forever. That is why everyone
you have heard is so passionate. It is also why we are grateful for the watershed assessment.
The assessment encapsulates in scientific terms, what everyone here knows in their hearts and
their DNA - that this is a unique and special place that cannot be risked. I want to address the
watershed assessment timeline. The 60-days for review and comment are more than sufficient.
The watershed assessment is not an action document, it is a planning document. More
important, it focuses on a single activity, the impact of large scale mining. The public
documents at both the state and federal levels have comparable time periods of 60-70 days.
For example, the BB area plan, the state planning document for this entire region, not just a
watershed, but focused on all watershed uses, not just one - and that dictates all future actions
on state lands, not just describing potential impacts, had a 75 day comment period. The simple
truth is that anyone who tells you that 60-days is not enough are simply advocating for delay.
EPA should not accept that. It should stay the course and finalize the assessment on the
current timeline. As you have heard here and elsewhere, the people of Bristol Bay have had the
specter of large scale mining development handing over them for many years. Letting the
process stall and delay longer than 60-day for public comment is not only unwarranted, it is
unconscionable. The people of BB and the shareholders of BBNC ask you to finalize the
assessment on schedule. Thank you.
[00:50:20.05]
Kendall Barbery
First of all I want to say thank you very much. I don't know many of you here and the people I
know, I have just recently met, so I appreciate your hospitality and welcoming me into your
community and sharing your foods. My name is Kendall Barbery. I grew up in SE Virginia, but
I've lived in Egegik for the past eight years as a seasonal fisher since 2006. I am a Masters
Student at the Yale school of forestry and environmental studies. I am dedicating a lot of my
time there to the development of the Pebble Mine. As a side note, in Connecticut there are no
wild salmon. I'd like to suggest a possible improvement to the EPA watershed assessment
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regarding the reservoir and mine induced seismicity. I'm appreciative of the efforts of the EPA
and giving some credence to the risk of induced seismicity in the assessment, I believe on page
4-38, yet I'm a little disappointed to find that it warranted only one paragraph and a single
citation from a 1976 study. Additional and more current data is available that addresses the link
between mining, tailings activity and seismic activity. Mining, mine pit dewatering and eventual
refilling of the mine pit, as well as tailings storage, may increase pore pressure beneath the site
and lubrication, tectonic stress and fault slip in a mine site. Even at low magnitudes, current
triggered earthquake could lead to increased liquefaction, tailings pond failure and chronic
contamination of the Bristol Bay watershed. The size of the proposed operations at the Pebble
Mine site, along with the potential development of other adjacent mineral deposits could
significantly impact the water balance across the landscape and have serious implications for
the tectonic stability of the proposed mine and the surrounding region. Although the Lake Clark
fault is considered inactive, a 2002 study which I can provide you with citations, suggests that
triggered earthquakes are just as likely in stable as in active tectonic settings. Induced
seismicity may increase the probability of tailings impoundment failure, and that is something
that we cannot risk here in BB. For that reason, I think it warrants further study by the EPA.
Risks must be thoroughly addressed to protect BB resources and its vibrant communities.
Thank you.
[00:53:17.04]
Greg Andrew, Jr.
A lot of good testimony here. Hello, my name is Greg Andrew, Jr. I am originally from
Kokhanok, AK, from Lake Iliamna. My dad and grandparents were from the Lake Iliamna area,
and my mother is from Aniak? on the Kuskokwim River. I am the administrator for the Levelock
village council. I have five children and five grandchildren. I would like to thank the EPA for
taking the time to do the assessment on the Kvichak and Nushagak River drainages - drainages
that produce at least half of the world's supply of salmon. I like what I see in the assessment
about how important the supply of fish and wildlife and the land are to the natives of the area,
who depend on it for their subsistence lifestyle that we so choose to live. I would also like to
thank BBNC and the Levelock village corporation - not afraid to stand up and voice for what is
right for the majority of the members who oppose the mine. Which other corporations should
have done. I'd also like to thank Nunamta and Trout Unlimited for their part in trying to keep the
BB watershed and lands pristine and intact. We had Pebble here in Levelock explaining their
studies of the area at and near the proposed Pebble site. When asked if they were doing any
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water quality testing on the Kvichak River, they said yes, they were, but actually the site that
they are testing is in the Kaskanak Creek - water that drains into the Kvichak. It is common
sense that if the waters upriver are contaminated, then the water downriver will be contaminated
as well, and the Kvichak is the only Lake Illimani drainage. I keep hearing how poor and
economically depressed we are in this area and how we need the Pebble mine for jobs. I do not
believe that we are poor, I believe that we are rich and we are blessed with plenty of fish and
wildlife to enable us to live on an in the Nushagak and Kvichak, Lake Iliamna, Bristol Bay area.
The fish, wildlife and land that we may not have if the Pebble Mine is allowed to operate. I see
in the assessment that the EPA finds that the damage will be done even if the mine worked
perfectly. This is unacceptable and it is something that we knew before the draft assessment
came out, and it is why we fight to keep our ways, our waters and land in the perfect condition
that they are today and that they will be for years into the future, hopefully. The Pebble Mine
would be a short term economic gain for only a handful of people, most of whom are not from
the country, at the expense of long-term stability for the local people who will be affected by the
mines impact. They talk of seeing the mine go through to give people in the region jobs. But if
the mine were to go through and the area is devastated, due to an accident or something, then
what reason is there for anyone to stay in the BB area? Without life sustaining fish and wildlife
for subsistence and commercial use that we depend on and enjoy today and hopefully for
generations to come. Once again I would like to thank EPA for doing the assessment and I
would like to urge EPA to take the right step. I think July 23 is an adequate time, and I the
404(c) action to protect the livelihood, well being and existence and the way of life we enjoy
today.
[00:57:11.13]
Janice Chukwak
My name is Janice Chukwak. Thank you EPA for coming here to hear my plea for help in
fighting against the Pebble Mine. You have heard of the beauty and the uniqueness of our
heritage, culture and subsistence lifestyles. All life on earth depends on clean, drinkable water.
The waters of the Kvichak and Nushagak Rivers are the cleanest, purest, sweetest water that
our salmon come back to each and every year. Other species of fish live in the river year round.
We know that the salmon come up our rivers to spawn. We depend upon them for food during
our long cold winters. We can predict each year the salmon’s return, but Pebble cannot predict
the magnitude of a natural disaster or if and when it will strike. I have heard how they tell us
that the mine and the salmon can coexist, but I have not heard from them is a plan about how
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they can take care of the pollution that is a threat to our waters and streams. No emergency
preparedness plan to take care of the villages of Igiugig and Levelock on the Kvichak, and
Koliganek, New Stuyahok, Ekwok and Portage Creek on the Nushagak. All I see are them
offering villages money to buy our trust. No plan for earthquake, no plan for flooding or overflow
of the tailings pit. For me that means no plan for my future subsistence. For centuries, my
people have lived off the land, not taking any more than what was needed to survive the winter.
I know what is expected of me when the fish arrives and when the berries are ripe I know what I
need to do. What I don't know is what will be my life and culture after Pebble. I've asked myself
this question many times, trying to see a future, but I come up with a blank picture. What will
happen to my native culture? Not knowing what will happen to my kids and grandkids frightens
me. Will my new subsistence way of life be gone, will it be taking my grandsons to the store to
buy the salmon and other stuff. Is all my hard work will be lost and just memories that will be
passed on to them? For them to imagine for them to know what it was like before Pebble and
the pollution that it may cause. Please, I asked you to intercede on my behalf and preserve our
subsistence way of life and continue to keep our water pure and clean so that we continue for
generations to come. I speak proudly today for my family as I have four generations here with
me at this meeting. My Mom Olga, my daughter Jenae and my grandson Brayson. Please
allow me to become the grandmother that my gram was and that my mom is. To allow me to
teach my grandsons Colby and Brayson my way of life. Thank you.
[01:01:04.11]
Hans Apokedak
Hi. My name is Hans Apokedak a have been here in Bristol Bay for 40 years. I am a fourth
generation commercial fisherman, but a people of the fish for thousands of years. I am against
the mine because it threatens my way of life. I am a subsistence user. I can go catch fish
without hardly any cost versus going to the store where it is 20-some bucks a pound. I could
not afford to go to the store then. I was hoping that this mine wouldn't go in for the future
generations. For my daughters and hopefully grandchildren in the future. This fish that we eat
and love every year that swims up the river - that is our gold. As far as copper or whatever
versus food, I will choose food any day over something that we don't need or depend on like our
subsistence. You hear now reports of tuna that are getting radiation or whatever, and I believe
that one day in the future, the world will look to Bristol Bay as a solid food that is fresh that is not
contaminated. If you bring in the mine, it will bring the fish prices down probably get
contaminated. This whole BB region everything and anything depends on fish, from the
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smallest living organism to us human beings. If the fish go away then this whole place will go.
Animals and everything from this area depends on it. This Pebble Mine is a threat here. I can't
describe how bad it would be and this would be the future. There might not be a major spill
today, but tomorrow there might be. No amount of money or "oops, I'm sorry" will make it
better, because you can’t bring back the fish. It takes years for Mother Nature to bring
something back. With the world and everything that is going to crap and getting contaminated,
one day we are going to need this fish. We don't need copper to survive. I don't have a
computer or e-mail because I don't need it. I am outdoors because I love it there. It is fun and I
want my family and future generations in thousands of years to come enjoy what I have
enjoyed. In the future we need to protect this. Like what they do in those parks in the lower 48.
You have to bring your poop out, that is how drastic they are. So the fishing thing here, it
shouldn't be a discussion on what is good or bad. It is the way of life and how people are and
how dare they come in and think they are going to help us. I'm all for change, but that kind of
change is unheard of. It is our backyards. If you are hearing about unemployment and how
there aren't jobs, then you must be talking to those people who are unemployed. It is not hard
to get a job if you apply yourself and you work. I choose to live here because I love it here, I
grew up here. I had a chance to go to Wisconsin once, but I said no, I have to go up the river. I
love it here. I choose to live here. The choice is - I don't want to be forced to do anything I don't
want and you guys don't want to be forced to, it is our way of life. As I see it, you are our last
line of defense on this subject. The state has only been around for 50 years or so and we have
been here for thousands of years. You need to listen to the people and that is what I have to
say. Thank you for listening
[01:06:18.28]
Alexander Tallekpallek
To the Environmental Protection Agency. My name is Alexander Tallekpallek, and I work for
Levelock Electric Corporation. I also contribute my time as a planning commissioner for the
Lake and Peninsula Borough. I am on the native corporation board here in Levelock. I recently
adopted four of my sister’s kids. I am a strong believer of our heritage in Levelock on the
Kvichak River. This is my place and subsistence home. I would like to thank EPA for travelling
to the area and gathering the truth. For our land, our strength, our way of life and our
subsistence lifestyle. Today I feel confident about my village and my subsistence way of life
and I serve the people to the best of my knowledge. I am a commercial fisherman and I depend
on seasonal earnings to prepare for fall and winter months, which helps my family of nine a
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whole bunch. I am an optimistic person about life and my family's future. I do not see a mine
like Pebble Mine passing along, since it does not benefit my family or my native way of life,
cultures and keeping our land natural. In the watershed assessment, I read in your report about
fish; where they go and where they spawn and how close it would be to the mine. I was
surprised how many creeks and how many spawning areas would be destroyed if the mine goes
through. I am even more surprised that the mine needs a power source of 500 megawatts to
run the mine. That is enough power to provide electricity to a city of such as anchorage Alaska.
There is one thing to me that is unacceptable. It stands out nationwide. Contaminating the
salmon forever. Allowing the chance will destroy our culture, not now, but for the people 10, 20
or 50 years from now. Our future will only read on how our way of life had been before a mine
developed. Our culture is fading fast enough without the mine. I have a huge concern about
losing family heritage not only ours, but Alaskan cultures as well. With this mine being a threat
here in BB, it would mean that the mining industry has no remorse on any place here in Alaska.
There are other places that can be mined before the mining industry destroys our land. I would
like to ask EPA with great concern to take action under section 404(c) of the clean water act.
We need to continue to provide our nation with the best salmon in the world for our people. I
am helping people here in BB because this is my home and my culture and I want to pass this
world knowing that our salmon will provide the best food in the world and it is here in Bristol Bay
in the lakes, rivers and streams surrounding the proposed mine. Again to the EPA I thank you
for hearing my testimony and I thank you for taking the time to provide the vital information on
our streams, rivers, lakes and lands up there in the mining area. The Pebble Mine will damage
our lifestyle and they will contaminate our fish. This is potential damage that can have an effect
on our way of life forever. Please take my message to our Senator Lisa Murkowski, as I am a
concerned Alaskan native.
[01:11:01.00]
Gary Cline
My name is Gary Cline. I'm also known as "Yupik name" which means little box. I was named
after a respected elder from the village of Koliganek. Many people have been speaking about
looking after the future generations. To take only what you need. I was fortunate to come from
a family that taught me the traditional knowledge of ecology. Not only to live in respect and
harmony with the environment, but we did that because our people believed in "Yupik word"
which means from up above. The person or universe or spirit that lives within the universe, but
also lives within Mother Nature. We felt that within our dead animals or plants that they were
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always among us. Living through our spirit and with their spirit and if you were to misuse or
mistreat that animal or plant their kind would not allow their spirit to return to earth to be born
again or return to your family to allow it to be harvested the next year. So that is why we always
have taught to respect animals, and why we "Yupik word" to clean the rest of the meat of the
bone to show our respect to the animal who gave itself to our family. Like I said, I am fortunate
to have elders who taught me these ways. I want to be able to pass this on to my nephews and
cousins. So after looking through some of your assessment and noting that 30% of the salmon
might be destroyed from the Koktuli River off the Mulchatna - that is unacceptable in my mind.
Like forget who said it earlier. It is the first fish we go after. People have nets out in Dillingham
who are waiting for their first kings. Also, it's a 10-20% that may be lost from the Mulchatna.
That doesn't even include the Stuyahok River and another river up the Mulchatna. So the
potential of losing up to 50% of our sockeye or Chinooks. That is unacceptable, considering
that only two years ago only 36,000 went up there. We had to shut down our king fishery and I
am giving a sigh of relief that 60,000 made it up last year. A mine puts more stress on this
vulnerable population and is unacceptable. I want to pass on the traditions that my
grandparents taught me. Please initiate the 404(c) and I request that you do not extend the
comment period. As fisherman, we will have downtime where we can read and go through the
report thoroughly. I want to read the next two sections. I've only seen the first one. I really
appreciate the work you do. To me I don't understand why this is a discussion. This is why we
created the EPA and the clean water act. We have such a source of fresh water throughout the
world, why jeopardize the best sockeye salmon run on the planet. It is a no brainer. Thank you.
[01:16:05.26]
Gustie Tallekpallek
My name is Gustie Tallekpallek, I'm a long time resident. I'm not speaking for myself. I'm
speaking for people who can't speak for themselves. This is proof that we need clean water for
the baby bottle. I'm sure you have grandchildren also. You need clean water for their baby
bottles. You let the Pebble Mine come in and contaminate the water and kill the fish, you think
about their future the kids here. You kill the fish, you hurt our babies. This is very precious
here. We need our future to continue and to keep the water clean and safe. See he is crying
for clean water. I speak for people who can't speak for themselves. I love clean water. I bathe,
eat drink out of it. That is all I have. Thank you.
END
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************

Note: This is not a certified transcript. This record of oral comments was transcribed by Judy
Smith, EPA Community Involvement Coordinator from audio recordings taken at the EPA public
meeting held in Levelock, Alaska beginning at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, June 6, 2012. Every
effort was made to transcribe the testimony accurately, but there may be errors or omissions
because of background noise during the meeting or the sound quality of the recording.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
Record of Public Comment Meeting
New Stuyahok, Alaska - Thursday, June 7, 2012

[00:00:08.17] _001
Dennis Andrews
Good evening. My name is Dennis Andrew and I am the Tribal Council President and I also sit
on Stuyahok Ltd board and also BBNA. Just a few days ago I testified in Seattle, and what I
would like to see EPA do is stick with the schedule and don't change it for testimonies. I think it
is very very important. Also, what we want you to use 404(c) that we have been working on with
the communities and another real big one is that we want to work with EPA in BB basin. We are
not against EPA we want to work with you guys and I support the assessment. What is really
important is that this country here, the Nushagak and the Naknek River, the salmon it is a real
huge watershed. Our kings go up the Koktuli, both forks there. It's totally unacceptable for a
big project in the headwaters of the Mulchatna, Koktuli and on the Nankek Kvichak side. This
project is so huge; if it ever goes you could even see it from the moon. We cannot have that. It
is our way of life here. Some of my trips, I went to EPA office in DC, and stuff that I've told
them. This country is our dinner table. We have been surviving from way back, from early
1900's, from our old fishermen from sailboat days, all the way back. Our same fish still come
back to these waters. To top it off, this salmon here, all the five species here, feeds the ocean
also, not just the rivers. There are 40 million salmon that do come up and not just fish we are
talking about our caribou and our moose, our ptarmigan, our berry picking. As we speak today,
herring season has gone by. Bird season. They have been gathering eggs and stuff and now
we are waiting on the kings to show up to survive through the winter. Like I said strongly, we
support the assessment, what you guys did, and we want to thank EPA that they came out with
the assessment. I want to thank you for coming to New Stuyahok and other villages, but as I
said before, don't change your schedule. Stick to your schedule. Thank you.
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Sound files_002 and _003
Mary Hanson (Elder speaking in Yupik)
Translator [00:04:45.11]: I interviewed her before the meeting. Basically she talks about the
same things she talked in Yup'ik. She recounts many years ago living above the Mulchatna.
She recounts moving around to many places like the Swan River area. They lived off the land
and they ate everything from it, and they used water. They gathered wild ferns, sour duck, wild
celery and when berries were in season, they berries that were first harvested were the
blueberries, followed by the black and red berries. They harvested in the springtime, April, they
harvested ducks and woodland birds, geese. And in the spring time, before they migrated,
upriver, they gathered pikes from creeks and streams and they also gathered whitefish and
these were prepared, dried. They also gathered beaver and ground squirrels and she said we
are here because our land and water were so pure. When my six children were young, we used
to go to Lewis Point and there I subsisted salmon. In my day, she watched sailboats. Back
then the pay was very little, but her Dad got basic necessities such as flour, sugar, coffee and
tea. She mentioned also that the reason they are here today is because they lived off the land
and today her children and grandchildren still live off the land.
Sound file _004
Natashia Neketa (Elder in Yup'ik)
Translator: [00:02:17.26]: All her life, she raised eight kids who are adults now. She worked
very hard and worked hard on salmon. All of Stuyahok know, most of Koliganek and Ekwok
know of this strong woman. She could run skiffs, we call boats with motors skiffs. She could go
anywhere and gather wood. She put up fish and even went back and forth to Lewis Point with
her family. She did that because she worked on salmon, she subsisted and she commercial
fished. After commercial fishing was over there would still be fish she would return back to the
fish campgrounds and quickly work to subsistence fish. She would fillet them, hang them, the
works and then she said that she has a very heavy heart for our future on account of Pebble
Mine, because she doesn't want Pebble Mine to go through. Many of us who work on salmon,
we work really hard to keep our way of life. If Pebble goes through, we will have no fish to keep
us alive. Most of us are alive because our salmon kept us alive. We didn't have jobs many
years ago, but we were rich if we had fish. We ice fished too.
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Sound file 005
Gust Blunka (Elder in Yup'ik)
Translator: [00:00:27.01] Some elders do not feel comfortable speaking - it’s not our culture to
be up front: As long as I could remember, my parents relied on fish. My kids are adults now;
they work on fish, salmon. I am very happy EPA support our fish and water and I believe we
must keep our water clean.
Sound file _006
Massa Gumlickpuk (Elder in Yup'ik)
Translator: [00:03:16.25] As long as I could remember we ate fish as children. I lived here and
when there was no school, we would migrate upriver and above the Mulchatna in search of
food. Our salmon made us who we are now. When school opened here in Stuyahok we began
living here. We raised our kids - me and my husband had six. Me and my husband, we used to
transport to Lewis Point. We would put up salmon there and before I would leave we would put
up dried pike, beaver, dried moose meat. My husband gathered from the land on foot. He was
a fisherman back then and he commercial fished. Today, because my children watched me put
up fish they follow our footsteps. I have 20 grandchildren, 19 and three others that are greatgrandchildren. I want to thank EPA for keeping our waters safe and please keep fighting for our
younger generation so they can have salmon in the future.
Sound file _007
Nick Wyagon (Elder in Yup'ik)
Translator: He was born in 1923 or 24. He was our first ancient singer and drummer, but now
he is so aged he can’t hear very good. This is what he had to say: We are in perilous times in
regard to the Pebble Mine. What our ancestors talked about is here. Greed. Those people
talked about how we will have to pay for our water. It's here. Water is so important - we dig
wells now for water. Me and my family spent many years putting up fish, salmon. I was a
sailboat fisherman. My wife was a subsistence person. We survived on salmon. I was born in
Nunamchuck(?) in 1923 and I was raised there. We used to relocate up the main river or
anywhere above Mulchatna. I have a cabin up at the Mulchatna. It is used by my sons and
great-grandsons when they gather fish and game. My ancestors had full access to all of Alaska.
We lived, gathered and survived on this land, even to this day.
3
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Sound file _009
Natalia Wassilliey (Elder)
Hi. My name is Natalia Wassilliey and I am 66 years old. Grandma of 20 grandkids, the
youngest will be 2 next month. Seven great grandkids. That is why I am sitting here now, to
keep our lands and rivers the way that God gave them to us. The way they have been for
generation to generation so that we could do our subsistence way of life. Berry picking, moose
and caribou hunting, mostly fishing. Right now we are getting excited for the kings to come up
our river. For everyone works together cutting fish. To dry, salt or vacuum pack for the winter.
We do not waste anything, because we fish. Around here it is gold, gold to us which we
treasure. When we fill our dry rack, we go walking and help one another. If we see another
lady, whether it is an elder or a young lady, we stop and help. Sometimes without even asking
we stop we ask for an Ulu(?) knife and we help them. We work as teamwork. If Pebble Mine
goes through, we might as well kiss our subsistence way of life away. Even though they say
nothing will affect our land or water, it will. Drainage will go to our water, which comes down the
Mulchatna. Fish and the wildlife drink water and use water. Like right now. It's been raining for
two days and the river has gone up. Our creeks will overflow. Nobody can say fish don't go to
this or that river. It can't be stopped it can’t be fixed. If the Pebble Mine goes through and the
drainage goes down to our water, nothing will stop it. It will go all over. In the future I hate to
see a big ugly empty pit, which they leave once they take out the entire gold etc. Since it's not
their land, they don't care how they leave it, because they are not from the surrounding area. If
we went to their land and tried to do the same thing, they wouldn’t like it. They would try not to
have us do the same thing. So please leave our beautiful land like it was even since before I
was born u to now. I want my kids and grandkids to be able to enjoy our beautiful land and live
off of it forever like we did. When I do attend Pebble Partnership meetings; that does not mean
I am for Pebble. I go to learn more. Money talks. Even if it does go through, I want to know
what we could do to help our kids and grandkids in the future. When I do go to Pebble
Partnership and come back, I hear people say, "Oh, you are for Pebble." I tell them that is not
true. I speak out and tell them that I oppose it. I oppose in their faces. I want to show a
painting that was done by my granddaughter who is sitting there. She is seven years old, she
said, Grandpa, you and my Nana, you put fish on the table and they are up there. And that
brown up there is where we dry our fish and there are houses, a red one, and we have puppies
back there in the cage. That goes to show you that even kids know something about our
fishing. Thank you very much.
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Sound file _010
Sacally Wonhola (Elder in Yup'ik)
Translator: All of our elders here look after our youth as a whole and we have been talking with
our kids and letting them know about the future and how they should behave and how they
should grow up. You mention that in 1963 they would travel to spring places. Back in 1963 he
went over to Newhalen, and not sure if he had been there before, but at the intersection from
where the airport is to the store, there is a post office on the right hand side as you come into
Newhalen. There were caribou and moose in abundance in that area. Now lately, there isn't
any more moose to be seen in that area. He mentioned that we had five Russian guests who
came down, and the salmon runs that they had and the bears that they had back in their day
were was mining projects going on in Russia. But since they started development in that area,
they no longer see salmon or bears. They inquired as to how we planned to stop the Pebble
Project and how we are going to take care of the land. He also mentioned that our youth today
are brought up in the technological world. They are taught the subsistence way of life, but
today, most them o longer speak the Yup'ik language, and we should return to that.
Sound file _011
Timothy Wonhola
First of all I'd like to thank everybody who is sitting in here. I know many of you come from long
ways and I appreciate what EPA has tried to do in each and every village that they have visited.
Each resident that they visited are representing their village. I really really really cherish the
water systems that we have around here. I chaired the watershed from its grassroots for six
years as the chairman.

Now Nunamta come into place to see that it became a tool for our

future generations yet to come. It makes me happy to be part of that and to be part of an elder
in this village now. Because there is so many things in life that we would really really like to
have. One thing we really want is well being of our families and well being of our surroundings
and well being of our nature that we walk in for many years. We have kept it clean from our
parents parents that gave it to us and thought about it. We learned from our parents how to
take care of things and they in turn take care of us. We need to do that to the younger
generations yet to come. I cherish the water so much. Because we have the feeling that
nothing would be alive. We have so many things in common, everywhere I look in here. Clean
water and the EPA can provide that. One thing that we know we live on laugh on perish on.
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There is three things we know on this planet. One of them is water. The other one is land. The
third one is air. Without them there is nothing. That is why we need to cherish what remains. I
would really like to see that happen. I really appreciate you coming from long ways to hear us
out. Because once the mine goes through there will be so much banging of the dynamite that is
blasting and for what 100 years. And if those things happen there will be nothing around the
mining areas. Zero. The subsistence way of life that I cherish so much would be gone. For the
younger generations yet to come we need to have that in place. Just like what Harvey
Samuelsen taught me. No matter what happens, around your region, don't ever let the mining
go through. Today I cherish his testimony on that. To pass on to the other generations yet to
come. I really really appreciate all the important people who come to sit on behalf of behalf of
New Stuyahok and on behalf of the other villages because this village is the first that would be
impacted by the mine. There is other mines that we need to talk about besides Pebble in this
region. I am also one of the state park members. I also cherish that, because in the park
system there is so much fish that goes into spawning grounds as well as the Nushagak and the
Kvichak and it would be so ugly to see that big mountains of tailings go, because the others
used to tell me, one of these days this river will turn red and I know what red is - it is the orange
color of tailings. That is what they used to speak about the elders. Even in our church systems,
our religion, water is blessed everywhere. We need clean water. It is a renewable resource. I
really cherish those things and I thank you for coming and listening on my behalf. From my
parents although they are long gone, I still cherish them. I cherish what is to come for future
generations because I have a grandson now who I really love. He keeps me going.
[00:07:21.28]
Jasmine Kritz
Hello. My name is name is Jasmine Kritz. I am 19 years old and the oldest of 8 children. I
grew up moving back and forth between Togiak and Aleknagik and I currently reside in
Dillingham. The fish has been a very big part of my life. At a very young age I was taught by
my grandparents how to split fish and the process of drying fish. Unfortunately, if the Pebble
Mine is approved and carried through with, I will no longer be able to continue to split or put
away fish, let alone teach my own children or grandchildren one day. No matter how safe they
say Pebble Mine could be, there is always the possibility of an earthquake happening or any
other kind of natural disaster that could cause a leak from the waste the mine has made. I am
afraid that my generation could be the last to see the beautiful fish that BB has. If the Pebble
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Mine is approved. Please do what is right so we can keep on subsistence and commercial
fishing for the rest of our lives. Thank you for listening.
[00:10:11.07]
Heidi Kritz
Hello, good afternoon. My name is Heidi Kritz and thank you for giving me this opportunity. I
am 17 years old and I am from Dillingham, but I was raised in Togiak and Aleknagik. Growing
up in a traditional family, I was taught how to tell the difference in fish and how to process them
properly. My sister and I started with trout and as my grandmother said, as you got older, you
graduated to better eating fish like reds and more recently kings. At the start of my 8th grade
year, I was asked what I knew about the Pebble Mine and I didn't know anything. This is when I
learned that it would be the largest mine in North America, it would be seen from space and it
would be right on the headwaters of BB. I actively became involved in a group called rebels to
Pebble. I continued to spread the word on the effects this mine could bring to the environment
and the native people. If this mine goes through our people would be devastated, because it
runs the risk of destroying the most important part of our culture and our livelihood. Destroying
the land we come from won't just affect my generation, it will affect many generations that come
after mine. Please use your authority to protect our land. Thank you.
[00:12:17.00]
Kimberly Williams
Thank you EPA for the Assessment of potential impacts on the salmon ecosystems in BB. My
name is Kimberly Williams and I am the Executive Director of Nunamta Aulukestai, which is
Yup'ik for caretakers of our land. Nunamta is a non-profit corporation whose membership
includes ten Alaska native village corporations and 10 tribes located in the BB region of Alaska.
Nunamta's mission is to establish a framework to collaborate in the mission of protection of
lands and natural resources. I am the third chief of the Curyung Tribal Council, and I thank EPA
for sitting down with my tribe in government to government consultation. It is too bad that the
state of AK can't do the same. I would like to speak of the irony that the state of AK wants more
time for public comment. You have scheduled eight public meetings and a 60-day comment
period so that we the public could speak to the assessment and we will get another opportunity
to comment at the peer review of the document. The state of AK should be looking to EPA for
the right way to get public comment. The state attorney general Geraghty complains that 60
7
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days is inadequate. He had the audacity to ask for four months for the public and state to
address the technical and legal merits of this assessment. Yet, the audacity of industry
representatives who express their alarm that the public isn't given sufficient time to respond.
How ironic and how hypocritical. For the last 24 years, the mining companies have been
exploring for copper and gold on the state lands in the headwaters of BB, hoping to develop the
largest mine of its type in North America. They have drilled 1200 bore holes some more than a
mile deep and used fragile tundra and wetlands as their waste dump; criss-crossed subsistence
areas with tens of thousands of helicopter flights and removed millions of gallons of water from
streams and ponds that support spawning salmon and other freshwater fishes. They have done
all that with the states permission without public notice, without inviting public comment and
without public hearings. While AK regulators have permitted industrial scale exploration, they
have never asked the public to comment on whether the state should permit in the headwaters
of the world’s premier sockeye salmon fishery, nor have they asked the tribal governments who
the federal government recognizes. Nor have they asked the indigenous people who are Yup'ik
and Dena'ina, who are real people with an intact and thriving salmon based culture, which this
assessment recognizes and sets out to get our comments about a mine scenario that could
produce billions of tons of toxic waste that could be stored forever, held back by an earthen
dam. Thank you for gathering the science and a mining scenario to address the potential
impacts that a large scale mine will do to our salmon streams and the impact it will have on us
as a people. We are represented by trustees for AK, and we went to court seeking, and here I
will use some of the attorney generals own words "an adequate opportunity to address the
technical and legal merits of the state exploration permit." The issue is on appeal to the state
supreme court and the state adamantly insists that the public has no right to even know about
such permits in advance, let alone comment on them. The state systematically avoids any
public notice before it grants mining exploration and water permits. They asked you for 60
days? They never asked us. Never. Even when the state does allow public comment, as it did
for the Rock Creek gold mine near Nome. The comment period is half as long and the state is
downright stingy in granting more time. It allowed the public just three extra days to comment
on Rock Creek and they approved the project and then were forced to shut it down when the
warnings from the critics proved accurate. Had the state been doing its job for the past two
decades, it would have by now its own full record of public participation on the very issues
raised by your draft assessment, and it would have undertaken its own analysis of whether
exploration and development are in the best interest of the state. The state would not need 60
days to comment on the draft; rather they have been doing everything in their power both
8
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politically and through regulation to grease the wheels for development. They are ready to
defend their rigorous permitting process and are quick to tell EPA "hands of Alaska" because
their rigorous permitting process is out there. But I am here to say, their use of a marine land
classification in their own Bristol Bay area plan is their way for them to make it easier for
permitting. We all know in this room that there are no walruses around the Pebble site, so the
marine classification used by the state is worthless. So, if the state of AK is interested in
seeking public comment, through their exploration phase of the Pebble deposit, which is a large
scale mine that gets addressed in your assessment, they would already know and conclude that
mining at this scale would cause a loss of spawning and rearing habitat for both anadromous
and freshwater fishes. The loss of wetlands that support migratory birds and habitat for other
large game. I would like to speak to other comments that have been given around the region. It
is not your role to solve for jobs in our region, nor is it your job to solve the declining population
or the closing of the schools in our region. Your role is clean water and the protection of these
waters. The regulations need to ensure that we have clean water. Thank you for doing this
assessment and doing what the state of AK should be doing. Tell them that the comment
deadline is July 23. Thank you.
[00:18:29.11]
Luki Akelkok (Elder)
Hello EPA people. I'm glad you guys are around. I was listening to all the elders and they were
saying what I was supposed to be saying. I'm an elder you know. I've here living all my life.
We have been fighting this Pebble Mine since it started. We got this Executive Director there
and started the Nunamta Aulukestai so we can protect our resources, or land and all that stuff
and get involved with that and get an organization started. Then the Pebble Mine came and
that is what we have been focusing on since the start of the mine. We have been at it since
2000 or 2001. There are a lot of resources that we are trying to protect. It would ruin all our
clean water and land and everybody has the most clean land and water. It is going to pollute
the land and then we tell it to the mining company in Reno out there and it was then we learned
that it didn't look good. We went to a mine or two and kind of learned more about what would
happen if the mine would ever go through. I've been in this from the start and sometimes it has
been pretty tough. As I was listening to the elders, they say we got to start working together
and have one voice because we don't have one voice. One voice will win. We need to get
united and work together. The old people used to work together way in the back. The worked
to protect native rights. In the olden days, the old people used to say (talks in Yup'ik). They talk
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about the salmon and it's already declining in the water of the Koktuli River. I've been travelling
around up there a lot. It has been declining slowly. When I started there used to be so much
sockeye and king salmon up there. I have a cabin up there where they spawn. You could hear
the fish splish splashing all night. Now you can't even hear them anymore. There is only a
handful. I also go upriver and talk to those people who are sport fishing. Getting dropped off at
Frying Pan Lake. It's changing. There are no more trout and no more kings and you look up
there and there is no more testing of salmon. No more of those fish around where they used to
be. You don't see so much bears anymore fishing at the river there. When there used to be a
lot of fish the beach used to be just lay down with fish and you would see nine or 10 bears up
there fishing. Now it is just going away. They call that the place that was a calving area for the
caribou. Now I never see a caribou up there in the last four or five years. Not so many years
ago there used to be a herd of 200,000 caribous. That herd declined and now the Mulchatna
herd moved up north. They have the collars where they followed them. There is a lot of stuff
happening and I heard a lot of comments about Pebble Mine. The land is where we live off of. I
started doing that when I was a kid. I used to help my grandparents. I only went to the 5th
grade. I had to get out of school to try to put food on the table with the animals. All the resources
we have on our land here. Our land is our food. I talked to some of these people and I heard
some of the elders were talking way back. They used to fish salmon and the salmon weren't
worth much. $100 would buy a whole worth of grubstake but now days it don’t. If the mine ever
goes through, how are the people going to survive in the winter? Everybody stock up with
salmon and moose and freshwater fish. Freshwater fish was never talked about much. They
get the those fish, the white fish, and they put them in a cave and get them soft and it gets soft
and sour like Tillamook cheese and then they are delicious to eat. They say you don't waste
any fish. You put the heads in the ground and make some stinky heads and they are better
than ice cream. Then they talked about guts, they mix them with guts. They put some clay with
them. I was raised with the elders since my teenage years. I went to fifth grade. I wish I went
to high school and graduated college. I don't know what I would be if I went that high. But I've
been involved in politics since my younger days. I'm really against Pebble Mine and they don't
come and talk to me. Some of them I say hey I know you for years and we need to talk. You
know the EPA people are the key people to keep clear water and fresh air and all that. We did
Clean Water Act way back and that went kaput. Somebody speaker up and ruined the whole
situation. Some of you know who I'm talking about. That was sad. I was involved in the clear
water and clean air. You hear most of the important issues from the elders and we don't want
Pebble Mine. I guess that is enough.
10
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[00:27:37.09]
Richard King
My name is Richard King. I am from downriver. I would like to thank you guys for coming. The
assessment that you have done is really the only breath of fresh air that we have gotten on this
Pebble Mine chair. You listened to the Nunamta chair and what she said about the state and
the timeline for the public comment. The state does not grant us anything like that. We should
do a 404(c) now and I read your assessment and I have a couple of quick points. On the water
reserves for what the mine takes out - and puts back in there - that is not enough for us to
navigate the river. On low water years we won't be able to traverse our boats across the
sandbars because it’s only ankle deep. One other thing I notice is that you don't declare king
salmon as an endangered species. They are the rarest of all salmon. In your own comments,
you stated that 30% of them would be affected. Well a lot of them go up into the Koktuli and
they spawn there. To lose that species even more would be a bad thing. I always attended the
AK forum on the environment; John Shively and the Pebble Partnership were there. They
would sit at the head of the room and we were forced by the state of AK to write all of our
questions on a card and they screened all of our questions, they screened them all. The state’s
request to make the commenting period longer I don't think that is the right thing to do. I think
you ought to do 404(c) now. Were any of these people in Anchorage when you were there?
Were any of the people in the BBNC room? We had asked him so he knows. We need to do
404 (c) now and that is all I got to say.

New sound file
Bryce Edgmon
My name is Bryce Edgmon. I represent the New Stuyahok area as well as Ekwok as well as
representing the greater part of the watershed area. A couple thoughts I would like to leave you
with today since I have testified before. One is, I've been able to sit through the hearings and
as time has gone on, I've been able to grasp the dynamics. Some of those dynamics are
political in nature. Certainly the dynamics of the time line being extended is a non-issue. I've
been able to observe at the meetings at Dillingham and Naknek that the attendance has been
very robust and the people are very engaged and very active. I would argue that if you came
out to get local testimony that you couldn't have come out at a better time, because you got
11
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everybody before both commercial and subsistence fishery season starts and this is the ideal
time to get the testimony. In addition, I would argue that the political dynamic that all the entities
who want to extend the comment period are well funded pro business and trade organizations
that have a great amount of presence in Juneau, Washington DC, Houston, Vancouver BC.
Wherever they are they have great access to technical staff, legal staff. They have the ability to
provide commentary on short order on anything that might come in front of them. Regarding the
state’s request to extend the timeline period, I'm only left to wonder if the reason they need
more time is because they have never come out and done an assessment on the watershed
themselves. I don't think that they have. As a legislator, I've ask them to come out and look at
the entire area as a whole and a request that has many times over fallen on deaf ears. So I
strongly support the assessment, I would request that going through this assessment as I did
that there not be any major revisions to this study, that the assessment be allowed to move on
into its final form so that it can be submitted to be part of the process. If the Pebble Partnership
gets to the permitting stage this fall, we want this assessment done to have the ability to have
your agency and all of its resources, technical and otherwise, to have had that broad brush look
at the whole area, and to look at it, not only from a cumulative risk standpoint, but also from the
ecological value. What is the value of this region, and how does it tie in on this perhaps small
footprint that could have devastating impacts all over the entire area if it is allowed to go forward
and there is some kind of catastrophe. I will close that I have had some time to reflect on the
value of the assessment, and I think the true value of the assessment will rise above the Pebble
Mine and any of these other prospective large-scale mineral developments because, as I look at
the resources we have here in Alaska to put towards mega projects, whether it be gas pipelines
or Susitna Dam or whether it is rare earth mining in southeast or other mineral development
projects, our government agencies are strapped. We don't really have the manpower to be able
to deal with all these project should they happen at one time, and there is the possibility that
they could happen at one time. This assessment can help us in Alaska understand the value of
this very highly productive world class watershed, but also lend itself to smaller projects in the
future, whether it be extractive mining or any other activity that might take place here. I would
like to say thank you very much for coming to ground zero of a project like the Pebble Mine,
because they are directly downriver. I want to thank all the elders for testifying today, and I
want to give my appreciation for the hard work you have done as an agency in putting this
assessment together.
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[00:04:39.00]
Jimmy R Hurley
My name is Jimmy R. Hurley and I reside in Ekwok and I am speaking for myself tonight
although I sit in a lot of different positions for Ekwok. One thing I would say with this Pebble
Project is that with everybody hem hawing and hollering back when things started, you should
really appreciate Peter over here who opposed the mine when we were invited by Northern
Dynasty. The first guy to stand up and oppose the mine because of the risks. It has been a
long battle since then, and I bowed out on some of that stuff because I saw that there were a lot
of risks, and I for one own a lot of property up there. I own land (listed several places) and also
up close to mines. My concern is that when you implement something, you have to look at the
land adjacent to it in this assessment. I have land that is going to be valuable that I will pass on
to my kids. We see and we talk about by-catch. We are talking about kings today. As of today
there have been 50,000 kings caught in the Bering Sea. No one is talking about that. There is
so much to say for or against, maybe jobs and whatever, but even today, even EPA cannot tell
us they can stop the mine because there is too much money in this. There is billions and
billions of dollars. It's not to say that you are going to roll over and play dead, but you have a lot
of people concerned about the future and who knows what the future is. If they did stop it, there
are other areas over here where there are other mines, so I encourage you to think about that.
When you take that home to bed, put it under your pillow and wish hard, but you can't get
everything. It is going to be a struggle every way, whichever way you are looking. There are
elders. My family and my wife’s family, they came in the 1800's and traded up and down the
river. My grandfather was a good man and he helped all of the people. That is the way it is
when you are there to help people who, you have to try. I'm not going to say too much for or
against Pebble, but we got to live with it, everyone in the room has to live with it. If we stop it or
we don't that is what is going to happen.
[00:09:13.20]
Norm Anderson (Elder)
Thank you. First of all I would like to thank New Stuyahok for allowing me to testify on their
tribal lands. I'm originally from Naknek. My church name is Nicolayo. I'm the Economic
Development Program Manager for the BBNA. I’ve been there about five years. Prior to that I
was on the BBNA board of directors. We established the EDC program. For those of you who
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don't really have the scope of what BB is, we have over 40,000 square miles, 31 villages, and
29 that are inhabited. About 10,000 native shareholders. We are led by the BBNC. Recently,
the partnership of all the BB's, the health, housing, economic development and other
corporations partnered up and put together the BB regional visions project. In this project, we
travelled to each of the village twice and talked to the people about what they wanted to see in
terms of education, economics, energy and commercial and subsistence fishing. This was to
see how our corporations and associations could work together. It had nothing to do with
mineral or hydrocarbon, although some of the villages thought we were gearing up for that, it
was to put together strategic plans for our corporations, for our comprehensive plans for our
tribes to work on. We needed to have the impetus to lay things out in programs before us.
When it does come down to minerals and hydrocarbons, the cumulative impacts really need to
be studied because, if we do have an influx of populations that come in here, our social
programs are going to be impacted significantly. We don't have health care facilities to take
care of more people. Are hospitals are being cut down. The federal funds, energy programs,
educational programs, our schools are being cut. We have villages that are closing schools.
Programs and budgets, police are being cut. All of the programs that affect us on a daily basis
are going to be impacted because of the population increase. All of these people who do come
in are going to be wanted to be subsistence or commercial hunters, and that will impact us as
the competition for moose and caribou and fish increases. Everyone wants to come to BB and
the draw for those who don't come out here to make it their mainstay, do so for commercial or
support reasons. We are home to some of the largest animals and their numbers are
significant, because we as native people were only taught to take what we need, as we live a
subsistence lifestyle. It is crucial; it is the way we were taught. The reason we have plenty of
lean water and berries and stuff is because we gingerly and carefully live in harmony with the
land and only take what we need. We don't destroy the land where we get our berries, because
we know that is where the animals feed. We can go back to the traditional places and hunt
culturally for what we see around us. The abundance of food we shared today was what we
referred to as our country food. It is a main part of our lives. If we were to go home and look
into people’s freezers, you are not going to see chicken or pork. You are going to see berries
and fish and that sort. It is the most important part; it is the common denominator for everything
we do in BB is to be assured that we take care of our land and our waters and our air. It is a
very important part. I'm going to keep my comments like my Mom, short and sweet, because I
think it’s important that as we get closer to ground zero you can hear the tension in the air, and I
want to hear more comments from local people. Again, I want to thank New Stuyahok for the
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opportunity to visit, and I know as you flew in here that you saw how beautiful this country was
and we want to be sure that seven generations from now they have that also. Thank you.
[00:14:31.27]
Joe Chythlook
Good afternoon. You have heard from me a couple of times. I am Joe Chythlook. Chairman of
BBNC board. Born and raised in this area. I share many of the same concerns that our people
have. One point that I want to bring out is that Pebble Partnership claims that by talking the way
we do, that we are trying to scare people. I want to say that ever since I was 2-3 years old I was
scared of white people. It's nothing new. Anyway, we have a right to be afraid of what is
happening, because we live in this land. Any risks to our livelihood, our lifestyle and our
subsistence foods, our commercial fishing foods and all of our other foods that these people
have shared with you today are all part of our culture. If there is any risk that you guys have
identified and I'm glad that you have. I have spoken to several of those at other meetings this
week. One of them is our king salmon. This river here is the main producer of king salmon in
BB. If anything were to happen up in the headwaters to destroy that, a major subsistence food
that we all love up and down river, even from Aleknagik where I am a tribal member, would be
lost. This is a concern that we all share. Then as far as the timeline for the assessment. I think
we all agree, and I have heard most of the people who testify agree that your timeline is
something that needs to happen as soon as possible. We have been in this battle long enough.
We want to see something start happening that can assure Alaska native people in this area
that our waters, our way of life will continue to be protected. For some of the young people, that
the elders spoke about here, I have three grandkids, and it just so happens that my boy married
some gal from Oregon. I asked my grandson where he came from the other day when I was in
Anchorage visiting, and out of the blue, without me thinking, he said he was half American!
What I'm trying to teach him is that being Alaska Native is just as American as anybody else.
We have been here in America for many years. We thank you for your efforts to help us and I
hope I you will put your assessment into practice as soon as possible.
[00:18:27.29]
Wally Gust (Father Deacon - Elder)
I am Wally Gust. I am a Deacon with the church here and you have heard Kim’s report to the
state of AK and it is falling into deaf ears. I have notes here from 2007 from some of the youth
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that you see here. These are notes that they had written to the state of AK. You heard Kim say
and I will say again, the state is not listening, so EPA I am going to ready briefly if I can go
through these quickly and if I can't I will let you know. Dear representatives, I am in second
grade. I want our land left alone. Dear state representatives, don't hurt our animals and our fish
and our land. Don't run our waters because we want to drink our water and we want animals to
eat. Hi. My name is Malia (?) and we live in New Stuyahok. We don't want the state to let the
Pebble Mine come here at New Stu, because we could eat and because we cook all of our stuff
and have water and just get big if we have water from the river. I am a student at New
Stuyahok; I know you want the mine to go through because of the money. Dear State
Representatives, Please don't ruin our water and our animals. We could swim in the water we
could dive in the water. Please don't ruin our fish and our land. Even the moose and the
animals. Please don't ruin our land. We want to go hunting for moose and so I can have some
fish. I get emotional. These are from kids from five years ago and the reason that I bring this
up is because the state is not listening to us. As a government to government relationship here,
I ask that EPA exercise their authority to use their veto power so that we can put a halt to what
is happening in our backyards. I will read one more here. Dear State, Why do you want to ruin
our land in Alaska? If you ruin our land, we won't have any animals in Alaska. We will miss our
fish and I will miss ice fishing and hunting. We won't be able to make animals. We live in New
Stuyahok in Alaska. Why do you want to have the mine to come to Alaska and have money? I
will miss picking berries in Alaska. These are testimonies from our kids back then. Our state
representatives don't care about our land. We want to drink the water, swim, hunt and go
fishing. I am sitting here with a bottle of water container. Should this mine goes through, the
water that we drink when we go out hunting and ice fishing we will not be able to dip into the
water and to drink it. We live a simple lifestyle. We drink the waters of the river. Think what it
would look like if the tailings were to go into the river. This (bottle) is what we would be drinking
out of. The money that we get from wages or from other means will be spent on water
containers. We will be drinking water out of plastic. So please I am begging that you exercise
you authority to veto the Army Corps of Engineers permitting process. Take into heart what you
just heard. I not only read these to you from five years ago, but I am presenting them to you
now so that these kids who wrote these five years back, will have something to tell their children
when they are parents and grandparents in the future. Thank you.
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[00:26:04.05]
Annie Fritze
I am Annie Fritze. I am originally from New Stuyahok. I live in Dillingham. I want to thank New
Stuyahok, my home town, for hosting this event. I am a small business owner, relying on the
beaver, river otter and other fur bearing animals to help sustain my skin sewing business. I am
also a lifelong subsistence user and a mother of three children and four grandchildren who are
here today with me, who enjoy our salmon, moose, caribou and other animals and plants.
Since time immemorial, this magnificent and mostly untouched region has been home to many
of its indigenous peoples residing along the streams and rivers for centuries and even the
millennia. They follow the traditional way of life in subsisting off the land and mostly it's valuable
natural resource, its salmon. Each year more than one million salmon return to the rivers and
streams, where the salmon hatch and spawn for the next cycle of life. So long as the salmon
return to the Nushagak River to nourish its land and water and its people, all other animals will
find haven and sustenance here too. The spawning and dying salmon help create the soils for
berries, plants, grasses, shrubs and trees to take root and complete the miraculous circle of life.
Water is very very important to us. Without clean water, life would not live. Of concern, is the
development of one of the world’s largest open pit mines located near Iliamna and Lake Clark.
This mine will lay on the headwaters of the Koktuli River, which flows into the Mulchatna, which
flows into this beautiful Nushagak River, which then flows out to the Bristol Bay. Land and
water have always been central to the lives of the people, providing a life of subsistence,
opportunities and largely responsibility. Please act on 404(c) to protect our federal waters that
mean so much to us. Thank you very much.
[00:29:28.03]
Brian Fritze
This piece of fish right here, it takes water. Water is so important. There is a story I was told
while going to school. It consists of three young men who they were almost out of fish and they
couldn't get any food and they were wondering what was going on. They had one piece of dried
fish left. One boy broke it up and the oldest boy, he went out to get food. He didn't come back,
he ran out of food. The third brother, he went out and he was lost, he didn't have food. The last
brother, he took the dried fish and he looked at his grandmother and he said I'm going to find
my brothers. He found his brothers and he only saw skulls that remained on the side of the
mountain. There is a cannibal that lived up there. You take the food away from us and the
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water that is important to this fish and then what we will have? Nothing. No food, no water.
This mine will devastate us. It is important to us to have the water. In our tradition, we were
taught orally and by watching and learning. Recently, my mom, she had broken her wrist, so I
had to learn how to cut fish, because my younger sister wasn't around or my older brother. She
taught me how to make the water just right with the salt and make the fish strips, how to cut
them down, how to fillet them. I have a lot of respect for the women now, because that is a lot of
work! Everything it boils down to is that this water is important to us. We go up every year and
we go caribou hunting, me and my cousins. We don't take water with us because we know we
can drink right out of the river. We go up the Mulchatna. Since we were 14 we have been
travelling like this. We don't need to bring water with us. We could get it straight out of the
ground as long as there is not beaver. Water is so important. It makes our fish and our food.
Thank you.
[00:33:36.23]
Randal A. Hastings
Randy Hastings. I appreciate and thank you for coming. I would like to thank you for listening
to the seven tribes and working on this assessment. I strongly agree with it and I hope you
push for it. Since I have lived here, 32 plus years, travelling up and down the river, I have
noticed that ever since the mine started doing exploration up in the Koktuli, the fish and game
have been depleting more and more every year. So there has been some point of effect from
exploration. It tells me that if the mine goes through it is going to kill everything. It will be
devastating. Most everybody in this community and everyone I know who lives in rural areas
live off the land as I do. Fish and game, berries and vegetation is our main staples of food. I
appreciate everything you are doing and all of your hard work. Thank you.
[00:35:18.06]
Anuska Oyaluk (Elder)
My name is Anuska Oyaluk from here in New Stuyahok Alaska. I remember when I was a little
girl growing up, I used to be with my Daddy and my Mom. I know we would travel by canoe, we
would travel by sled, we would go by foot. I remember lots of elders here in New Stuyahok a
long time ago. We used to help them out, sharing our native foods. My daddy would talk to me
and help me to try and understand them when they would talk to me in Yup'ik. Then we had no
airport here in New Stuyahok. Then when I grew up, I remember when I was sick. No airport. I
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remember that when I was getting out they brought a helicopter. I was sick for a long time when
I was a little girl. They took me some of our water, so I could drink our clear water. Long time
ago our water used to be dirty. I can’t remember when they took me to the hospital in
Anchorage and I never woke up. I was so sick. Finally, I wake up myself. Where am I and they
told me I was in the hospital in Anchorage. For years I finally came back to New Stuyahok in
1965. We used to go most the time in a skiff, go cast and way up the year I follow up to the
Koktuli and the Swan River, way up there. For maybe four days we are out in the fish camp.
We keep on going and going and pretty soon we hardly see caribou, moose and where are the
animals? Then we see one thing, I think that moose was along upriver at fish camp. I did not
like to see like this anymore. Then when I first hearing about the copper mining, I was hurting.
Because I did not like to hear about the copper miner. It might not work out that way. When I
first hear it, but I think about animals long time ago. I used to see close by. Summertime, when
I go to fish camp. The animals were really close by when I played down at the beach in the
wintertime. Now I look for many years now and where did the animals go? They are not here
close by any more. I reach back our ancestors, because I remember I grow up when we used
to go picking berries. There was not berries growing very much. Hard work to find bears. We
go out for that too. I think that one year or two years, we keep on going and going for like
summer time is coming. We go all over. Finally the berries are growing after the berries are
really growing we pick the berries. That way of my life. I like to eat native foods. I grew up like
this when I was a little girl. I did not want to hear about any more copper mine. I am really
against the copper mine. I think about more fish and animals that are all over. We used to help
our elders many years ago until I grow up. Sometime, we think about having our fresh, clear
water. That is our way of life and it is lost in a dark cloud. Please try to keep the clear water
here in New Stuyahok for many years ago. We finally find some. I'm glad you guys are here.
Thank you very much.
[00:45:29.06]
Evan Wonhola (Elder)
First off, my name is Evan Wonhola and I am a council member. I graduated from school in
1973 and lived in New Stu all my life. Right after I graduated, I said to myself that I would live
off the land and Sacally, one of the elders who spoke earlier, said I'm the youngest of the
Wonhola boys. When I was growing up I said that I would be very familiar with the Mulchatna
River system. It's where I trapped; it's where I hunted, and where I fished. I know that area like
the back of my hand. I know the Koktuli, the south fork and the north fork, and I also know
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where my parents came from in Koliganek. They dog sledded over the mouth of the Swan
River right next to where the Pebble site is. The one thing when I look through your
assessment, the Swan River is also a flyway from the swans, the geese and all the ducks. It is
a habitat area for the birds. One thing I wanted to stress - I noticed that after the Pebble Mine
came in, because I was always fascinated by Mulchatna, my elders stated before, like Greg
Moxie, an elder who is deceased, in fact he is now buried in below Stuyahok River - the old
Stuyahok site - he stated to me before he died, that was God's country up there. I was
fascinated by what that area would bring. While I trapped and hunted all those areas up there
I've stepped foot on all those mountains. One of the deceased elders said - and it finally came
to me after he was gone - that he used to say this is in Yup'ik (speaks) Our land here, even
though there is a lot of money there is no value to the land (Yup'ik) There is no comparison to
money. This land is precious. We were on our way to Lewis Point, I love to go there every year
and bring my family. The grandkids that I have are looking forward to splitting fish, looking
forward to packing fish. We do our subsistence way of life down there. But one thing that I
wanted to bring out is that we do have graves down there. Our elders who were there before
us. They were so close to the edge of Lewis Point that we had to move those graves to up the
hill. We have been in our subsistence way of life for years and years. I feel that if the mine
went through, this village will be one of the first ones to be affected. It is only 15 air miles from
here to the mine. That is of concern for this community. I read in the assessment that one of
the things that I questioned during the meeting in Ekwok, because I am familiar with the area,
was that the NF and SF Koktuli - the mine is going to be in the middle. There is a lot of fresh
water that comes out of that mountain on the north side and the south side. It's a concern
because it is a spawning area for the king salmon and other species, mostly king. My kids are
really looking forward to going down to Lewis Point, and I told them we are going to be leaving
after today’s hearing. They are learning how to split fish. My grandson is going hunting like I
used to. He could walk for miles without me carrying him. Just to take one moose home or in
Lewis Point he goes after fish. He takes that fish head and takes it back to the camp where we
subsist. I want to say that I support the timeline that we are going by right now, and I thank EPA
for coming out and hearing what we have to say. We are concerned. I have always listened to
our elders; I am familiar with that area. That is my stomping area. Greg Moxie - now deceased his very words before he got deceased - God's country up there. Around here is trash. Up
there is God's country there is wildlife abundant. A lot of caribou, moose and spawning areas.
Now, I can only recall only four spawning areas, but I support the EPA 100%. I'd like to see a
delay in the mining because of our kids. Thank you very much.
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New sound file _013
Sally Gumlickpuk
I would like to thank EPA for working on the watershed assessment and for listening to the
people of the region. My name is Sally Gumlickpuk. I am originally from New Stuyahok, but I
moved to Dillingham. I work for Nunamta Aulukestai and I would like to submit my testimony. I
am testifying for my grandson who lives in the city of Anchorage, but just lives his subsistence
food. As soon as he came, he was eating fish in seal oil, and seagull eggs and (?) strips. We
have practiced our subsistence ways for generations and want to continue doing that for the
next seven generations to come. To keep on doing that, we rely on the clean water and the
environment. So I urge you to keep with your timeline as they people of the region have taken
time from their busiest time of the year preparing for subsistence gathering and the coming
fishing season. Again thank you EPA for holding your hearings in the village.
[00:02:17.01]
Wassillie Andrews
Thank you very much for coming here to our community. My name is (gave Yup'ik name) and
Wassillie Andrews. I too like to welcome you to New Stuyahok. I am a born and raised fisher
and hunter and commercial fisherman like my dad was. He was my first teacher in subsistence
and commercial fishing. I and my members here in New Stuyahok are very concerned about
preserving our traditional and cultural lifestyle. We enjoy using this lifestyle that goes back
thousands of years. Hunting for moose and caribou just to name a few. Fish for king salmon
and to make trips to hang, smoke and salt fish to be used for cold winter months. Gathering
spring plants and also berries.

I still use my teachings about this lifestyle and I look forward to

leaving our village here on Sunday and going to our fish camp at Lewis Point. I am a
commercial fisherman that turned captain in 1978. Salmon, kings, chum, reds, pink and Coho,
also river whitefish, pike, grayling, rainbow, varden and arctic char need clean fresh water. On
the post mine it is a major threat that will affect our traditional subsistence lifestyle. The elders,
in the early 90's, and I have been a council administrator since the 1980's, 1981 through 2010
as the administrator; I really enjoyed that job for that length of time. The elders stated that this
large scale mine would have a devastating effect. It will affect our traditional, cultural lifestyle. I
support the protection of BB now, before permitting. I encourage you to use your 404(c)
authority to protect BB. Again thank you for coming.
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[00:05:31.12]
Sarah McCarr
Hi. My name is Sarah McCarr. I am a community associate for the Pebble Partnership. The
Pebble Partnership views the watershed assessment as rushed and inadequate. Rushed
because EPA has only spent 11 months on preparing the assessment. Rushed because the
first public meetings on this 1,100 page document are being held only two short weeks after the
draft of the report was released and rushed because EPA is allowing only 60-days when the
people of Alaska are being asked to comment on the matter in the middle of summer. The
current draft of the assessment is inadequate because EPA spent only 11 months studying and
area of 20,000 square miles, while the Pebble Partnership has spent eight years studying
approximately 1,500 square miles. Inadequate because the Pebble Partnership study is nearly
30,000 pages for this acreage and the EPA study is about 1,100 pages. And inadequate
because their environmental studies were gathered and analyzed by scientists on the ground
doing field research and EPA by their own admission did not spend time analyzing our data.
EPA should return in the fall when Alaskans have more time to review the material so that they
can meaningfully comment on this assessment. We support the state of Alaska asked for a
120-day extension on the public comment period. EPA should take the time to do this
assessment correctly or stop their work. The current approach is insufficient, inadequate and
rushed. Thank you.
[00:07:55.03]
Peter Christopher
My name is Peter Christopher, Sr. I am the Vice President for our traditional council. On behalf
of the New Stuyahok traditional council, I welcome you to New Stuyahok and I want to thank
you for putting out the Bristol Bay assessment. I like the data and the surveys that you put in
the BB assessment. I want to let you know that what we do under the Nushagak advisory is
that we work with Dept of Fish and Game and determine or they give us the forecast for our BB
runs. This year in 2012, we are expecting 32.3 million salmon returns. The two major
watersheds, which are the Naknek and Kvichak, is going to receive as high as 15 million
salmon. The harvest for that 15 million is going to be 9 million. For the Nushagak, which is this
river, the forecast for our salmon is 6.76 of salmon. For the harvest for Nushagak it is 4.65
million. Depending on the processing plants, they usually average 80 cents to a dollar or dollar
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fifty per pound of salmon that we get. They average 5-8 pounds each red salmon. For the
kings, they use the major Nushagak. This river is the highest king salmon returns in BB. 25%
of that, for example. 100,000 kings was forecasted of that goes up the Koktuli River where the
mine is going to be developed at the headwaters. From the studies from the fish and game, and
these are their official notes, like 25000 kings would come to the Koktuli. I have done summer
research of the little fry’s that come to the mouth of the Koktuli and Stuyahok and Old Man
River. The science group from Fairbanks out of the university were able to catch silver salmon,
red salmon and king salmon fry’s. The little salmon that hatch up there. They stay up in those
rivers for three seasons, three years. On the third year at the breakup, these young salmon go
out with the ice. On this trip with the scientists it was successful and they applauded me for
showing them where to do the samples and where the little fish are. Next, September, they are
going to come back and they want to do the upper Nushagak River, the same thing that we did
last year. This year’s return is forecast at 32.3 million and that is pretty good. But some years it
is higher - 35 to 40 million that comes to BB. History, a little history of this Pebble Limited
Partnership is just formed recently by the Anglo-American and Northern Dynasty. When they
first discovered the Pebble - it was the Cominco Company that discovered it in the late 1970
and 80. When they first came here to New Stuyahok, the people here said "We don't want the
mine to be developed up there." Afterwards, Northern Dynasty came in after Cominco. They
came around to the village and we said the same thing, that we didn't want that mine to be
developed in the uplands of the Mulchatna and part of the Naknek Kvichak watershed. When
Northern Dynasty come back with Anglo-American out of London based, they formed the
Pebble Limited Partnership. We are the true people of Alaska who live here. We haven't
moved. Bishop Gregory said we had the best resources on this river. You didn't need to go to
the store to buy meat and fish. We have it here. That is what we want to protect and preserve.
We have been fighting it for years. It is not new. Fighting the Pebble now. When we did the
study with the DNR, one of the things I stated is that either EPA or DNR have to listen to the
original people, not the foreign companies that come into our area and try to develop mining
industry. We are concerned about the resources and the fishery and I've given you the forecast
that we are expecting. It is not only that, as an elder said earlier, our Mulchatna caribou herd
has moved away from the Pebble exploration because of the noise factor. It was already stated
during the report that the cause of the herd moving away was because of the noise. They
moved up to join the Kuskokwim caribou herd. About 25% of the caribous that used to live
around the Mulchatna moved up to major upper Nushagak River. We would like to say that we
are concerned. Even the village council, the corporation and the city of New Stuyahok has
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written a resolution to the legislature, the delegates and the congressmen Don Young before
Ted Stevens also to him - a joint resolution opposing the Pebble Mine. We all signed it from the
three community governments and entities. I have a lot more, because I have been on this
subject for a lot of years from the start. Thank you again for coming to New Stuyahok and
listening to our concerns, because we have been commercial fishing since 1967. I became a
captain while I was going to high school in 10th grade because my old man couldn't fish
anymore. I provided for my family. The only thing I take is 100-150 dollars from fishing. The
rest went to my family. I didn't care as long as my sisters and my family had money for the
winter. Now days, kids and myself know that you couldn't make it on 10-150 dollars, boarding
down south. To let you know that I am a commercial fisherman, a hunter and trapper - both
rivers - Mulchatna and Nushagak. This is BB watershed table. The resources that we have.
[00:19:32.24]
Peter Gumlickpuk
Hello. Peter Gumlickpuk. I am the coordinator for the New Stuyahok Tribal Council. I'm glad
you guys came and I hope you work with this 404(c) to make it go through. Why? Glance
outside and see how beautiful it is. A renewable resource that goes every year and with this
mining that is coming up, will you see that if you come back in ten years? Will you see the
renewable resource out there, that girl? We have heard about water, about how precious it is.
Anybody that doesn't drink water will die. Our plants will die. Our animals will die. Our little fish
that depend on little bugs will die. They call it a hard name that I can't pronounce - they are
microinvertebrates. When they die, our little fish will die. When it is developed you hear about
hydrology. These microinvertebrates live there and our salmon depend on them. If the mining
goes through, we will have nothing. Little bugs that I study all the time, when I sample and
check the creek, will be no more. I fear for my little grandchildren that are growing up. You have
seen a lot of testimony on different subjects, but for me, your pictures are so beautiful. Will you
see this when you come back? It is God's country out there. When they EIS statements come
from Pebble to state, the state will look at it and say, "Wow, looks good." They will give them
that permit to do mining. With that 30,000 pages of the stuff that is given to the state they say
hey, that looks good. Here we have been fighting to protect this watershed for a year and they
say we are working too fast. We aren't working too fast, we are fighting to keep you to do the
right assessment for our watershed and I hope you guys will continue to work on this. Thank
you.
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[00:24:01.17]
Moxie Andrew, Jr.
Good afternoon. I'd like to thank EPA for doing a great job on protecting our environment. To
me it's not too fast assessment, it's not rushed, to me, what I was worried about AngloAmerican, they had their own scientists going out and doing their own studies and frankly, I
wouldn't trust them. I'm glad EPA came in with their own assessment. They may use other
data elsewhere from scientists, I'm glad you did that. You are getting bad comments from the
state and Pebble, but I commend you guys for doing a good job protecting our way of life. Our
lifestyle it maybe subsistence, commercial or sport fisherman, but in the long term it's beneficial
rather than the short term profit interest of a big company which profit won't come to Alaska it
will go to foreign companies. That is not a very good thing. That is for their narrow interests.
Anyway, I am Moxie Andrew Jr. I am Stuyahok Ltd, President and land manager. As Pres. of a
native corporation who manage their lands for subsistence purposes. We continue to do it
today and practice a subsistence way of life. Before, our ancestors, they were somewhat
nomadic, they moved up the Mulchatna and here and there. One of the reasons they moved to
this location was flooding up in the upper Mulchatna and Koktuli. There is a lot of precipitation
and a lot of snow in winters. One of the reasons the elders picked this area is because it was
rich environment. There are trees, willows, big game, small game. Salmon is the main source
it’s why we have such a rich environment. Just like my farm land in the lower 48, they get their
growth. Here the salmon play a big part of it. They spawn and they die and all of the small and
big game and the land and the plants rely on them. It is like a fertilizer for this area, which is
very important. One of the elders I spoke with in Koliganek before he passed away, said that
salmon is very important, even the salmon fry. Before, they had starvation in this area a few
years back, and what they survived on was salmon fry, because they had no big game like
moose and the salmon fry to keep them from starving. On your assessment one thing I saw
that was lacking is about whitefish. When there are low numbers in salmon, the people eat a lot
of whitefish. It is sometimes called humpback. We get those during the spring. They are a
migrating fish, maybe freshwater, there are little studies. From the lakes in the spring, they
move into the rivers and the sloughs. We just got done with that. We kept whitefish if there
were no salmon. Like in the sport fishing section, they said that 190,000 trout was caught, what
we rely on is whitefish. They migrate just like the salmon, maybe at four or five years of age
they spawn. They run up the rivers to the lakes. Tikchik Lakes and others, maybe Swan River.
The do go up and spawn. The fall we catch those too. I catch maybe 200 whitefish to put away
for the winter and I sundry them. Also, I barter and trade with people who live on the coast for
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seal oil and herring, clams. Some people say they are more sensitive than the salmon when
they run up their streams to go spawning. This is by word of mouth. There is little studies on
this, but I would like to see more of that in the assessment. People mention caribou, and my
concern is migration in calving grounds of the caribou in this area. In this area there are five
areas where they have caribou. They are S Peninsula, N Peninsula, Mulchatna, Nushagak and
there is one more. There is also one more herd in the Naknek area. The calving grounds are in
the upper Mulchatna and the small groups that calve in the Koktuli area, and they are not very
far from the mine site. My concern is with calving, because in the 1980's the population was
18,000. In the 1990's it went up to 200,000, and now in 2008, the last time I looked, they are
down to 30,000. Some could be due to predators. In 1998 we see caribou limping around they
had foot rot, in 1999 they had lung worm. In 2000, 6 out of 10 had bacteria in their lungs or lung
worm and we have global warming where in the spring it warms up and thaws and freezes the
ground where they had food, possibly the lichen. As Peter mentioned they have migrated up to
the Kuskokwim and they are started to calve in the Kemuk mountain area. I don't want to put
any more stress on them and be like the lower peninsula where they had to cut off hunting for
caribou. I don't want to see that. I don't want to see more stress on the caribou. That is one of
the main food sources that we have. I don't want to see that mine because there are dams,
there are tailings deposits, and there may be a pipeline and a road and where they store their
tailings. It is too much of a risk. In the assessment you say 1 in 1 million or 1 in 10,000, but
accidents happen. I don't want to see that. Accidents do happen, whether it is human or
Mother Nature who rules over everything. I don't want to see that. Especially the long term, in
perpetuity if they leave the tailings and the dam, who is going to keep an eye on it? One spill
and they devastate this whole area. I want to thank you and consider keeping this for our future
generations. It's international now; we have a people who come from all over the world who
come to this area.
[00:33:08.01]
Rachel Panamarioff
First I would like to tell you how I became me. I am the granddaughter of Simon and Wonhola
Sr.; I am the daughter of Evan and Dorothy Wonhola. My name is Rachel Panamarioff. I am a
teacher. I will be with the school district in Barrow. For five years, I taught here at home. I'm
still getting nervous, because what Wally showed earlier, that was my group. Last year I was
able to teach as a Yup'ik teacher, and that was the most rewarding experience as high school
students learned our traditions, values, language and culture. Most of all, they worked with our
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elders every day. Our highlight was when the students learned how to cut fish, split, smoke and
can with the help of the elders and school staff. In our subsistence class, students learned how
to mend nets, make Ulu's, make ice fishing poles, to even tasting frozen white fish. Every year,
my family, my daughters, we get excited to move to fish camp. My whole life, ever since I was a
baby, I go. There we are taught our family values through our tradition of cutting fish, and just
being there at fish camp. My two older girls, one is 14, the other is 10, already know how to split
fish. I do expect my 8 and 4 year old to do as well. Even though my family and I will leave for
the school year, we will come back home for the summers more excited than ever to go to fish
camp. Even though it was a week before moving, my daughters, they are always packed to go
to Lewis Point. If we were to lose this way of life with the mine going through, we will not only
lose our traditional way of living, but also our culture and values. Our people will be lost and
without an identity. Recently through APIC? and BBNC to Texas as a teacher in a week to work
with others on electrical and engineering opportunities so that the younger generation, instead
of trying to go and work at Pebble, they will be able to look at other college opportunities. It
doesn't mean that I'm for the Pebble personally, but as an educator, I have to teach both the
pros and the cons. Thank you for coming.
[00:37:20.16]
Lucy A Weedman
First of all I would like to welcome you to our community. My name is Lucy Weedman. I was
just thinking about what Father Deacon presented and I get emotional when I think about the
mine coming through and destroying our way of life. Anyways, I was born and raised here in
BB. New Stuyahok is my home. I consider it to be my home town. It will be one of the villages
that would be affected by the Pebble Mine if it does go through on the Nushagak River. I am
giving testimony today as a subsistence user. I am an avid subsistence user of the Nushagak
River, the fish that it provides and all the other animals that we subsist for here. Our lifestyle,
especially today with our economy, everything is getting higher and more expensive. I know we
pay for our food that we pay for triples all the time year after year. My family, as well as other
families, depends on this watershed. I would also like to point out that Alaska is considered to
be one of the last frontiers. I want to also say that BB is one of the richest and purest and most
pristine of all of Alaska put together. Only because it doesn't have any existing mines right now,
except for the exploration that is going on. Our watershed is pure and pristine and it holds all
five species of the salmon we subsist for. It sustained my family as well as other families year
round. I want to point out that not only does the salmon rely on the watershed, the other
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animals that we subsist for; moose, caribou and other wildlife we gather is in jeopardy of
becoming extinct with the Pebble Mine coming through. We, the indigenous people of this river
here will also be jeopardized. Our lifestyle, our way of life, and it won't be no more. I am a
grandmother of five and hopefully more. When mining started being talked about a while back,
my first thought was wow, there are going to be jobs available for our people here. But I was
very uncomfortable with the word mining, so I did my own research. The more I learned about
the mining world, I didn't like what I was reading and I didn't like what I found out about what
mines could do to our land and especially our water. In mining, you use a lot of the water, lots
and lots of water. Our waters are very sensitive, especially for the salmon we rely on. In doing
the research on mining, that our watershed, in the whole world you won’t find a pristine pure
watershed as we have here. It holds all five species of the salmon that we harvest and we hear
about salmon farming. The farmed salmon that we hear about it doesn't even come close to the
salmon that we have here. I'd also like to reflect today on Luki Akelkok's testimony. He said
that the exploration that is going on right now and he mentioned that the other animals out
there. My husband and family, we use the upper Mulchatna to hunt. I'd like to reconfirm that
the animals and fish that used to be up there are already disappearing. Every bend of that river
we used to come across some form of game up there. Now there is nothing. I'd like to thank
EPA for doing the assessment and as a subsistence user in this region. I'd like to ask EPA to
invoke everything you can to ensure that our watershed is protected to the maximum of what
you can do for our region. Thank you again for listening.
[00:43:58.19]
Gregory Chunak (Elder – began in Yup'ik)
(Then in English) I hardly catch any fish in my cabin up river. Maybe after big shake. The
ground moved around in Anchorage a long time ago. After that the whole river used to be lots
of fish. I used to see all kinds of fish. Rainbows, sockeyes, any kind of fish because I have the
cabin, way up the Mulchatna below Luki's cabin. I used to see all kind of game. Any kind of
animal. Now they are getting lesser and less. Hardly any, maybe come from after that big
quake. It's really changed. Before that earthquake there used to be lots. Then we start
watching before. If the mine goes through, everything is going to be gone. I used to work with
Pebble looking for oil. I used to work down the coast looking for oil. They use water from the
lakes. They do the same thing with these mines they will use even more. Pebble will use lots of
water. It is no good. If it is bad. We have lots of little creeks up there. I have been travelling to
my cabin. It is God's country up there. Really beautiful, but it is changing. The river is
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changing; even the little fishes are going away a little bit at a time. The last spring I go up I
hardly see any caribou anymore. Every time I go to the cabin I use to see caribou in the river.
Now I don't see them no more. Even moose, even Beaver, no more.
New sound file _014
Gust Choknak (Elder in Yup’ik)
Translator: He is a tribal elder. He told the translator that where the Pebble Mine is located is
where the caribou migrated. Now that isn't happening. The water will be contaminated. We all
live on water, beaver, muskrats and many other animals rely on this fresh water. He noticed
now days - he is a moose hunter too - moose liver getting holes. Some of these he is bringing
up because it might be the exploration. In the past he didn't see this. In the many years the
exploration has been going on, he wonders if it is affecting the moose from the Mulchatna area.
We speak to preserve what we have for our children and future generations. Gold comes and
goes and that is it. Salmon comes every year. If mining happens it will be like the gold and it
will come and go forever.
New sound file _015
Okalena Andrew (talked with translator in Yup'ik)
Translator: This is Okalena Andrew. She is one of the oldest elders in New Stuyahok. She
thinks she is 92. She said that I don't want our land spoiled by machines. When I die I want our
ways to continue. My husband was a reindeer herdsman. He roamed free all over this area,
because he took care of reindeer. She understands why you are here and she says thank you
EPA for coming to us.
[00:01:53.20]
Margie Hastings
I am Margie Hastings and I am the Secretary of the New Stuyahok traditional council. I am in
support of what EPA is doing. We finally have an organization that is taking a very difficult step
looking at protecting our salmon, our water and our natural resources and our livelihood. We
respect our land, water and people. We take only what we need. Mining company works hard
to get what they want, even if it means destruction. We teach our children respect. Mining
shows disrespect. That is all I have to say.
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[00:03:13.10]
Thomas Weedman
I'm Thomas Weedman. I am a resident of New Stuyahok. I am a subsistence user pretty much
since the day I was born. This goes beyond my time. I can relate to my grandmother who
passed on at least ten years ago. It was believed that she was 105 and I can relate to the
lifestyle she had. I think she was a reindeer herder like some of these elders were saying. I can
only imagine how did our elders live so long, so long that they live up to 80 to 100 years. It is
very obvious that they were drinking pristine water and the lifestyle of food. Those fish and
habitat were untouched by mankind. These were God given. They were so pristine that they
can live that long. I want to live that long, but now days we keep hearing all these cancer
coming in and I can relate that to cyanide that they want to use to take the gold out of the rocks.
That is the easiest way to take the gold out. When we have this cyanide poisoning, it's going to
come down our rivers and it will lower our lifespan. I went to a mining meeting in Bethel. It was
said to me that cyanide as small as a grain of rice can kill fish. If we have the dumping of water
that comes down to these rivers, how many more fish are we going to lose? The wild salmon
and the fish we eat throughout the river. I can go out during the winter and even the frozen
river, it provides me with water. The fish we eat and all the beaver and the muskrat that they
have eaten a long time ago. For me in my perspective, Pebble Mine is a wasteland that is
knocking at our doors. That wasteland is going to be taking out our way of life and living. I can
just tell all the pros and cons, but for me Pebble Mine will take that living and lifestyle away from
us. Thank you.
New sound file_016
Anna Gust
My name is Anna Gust. I don't usually talk in front of a crowd, but I just want to thank you for
coming to our village and we support you in whatever you are doing. The thing I want to say is
that we should preserve what God has created and not try to destroy it, meaning the mine. We
should preserve what God has created. If you sampled some strips earlier that was what my
family brought, and I also wanted you to taste something that our family enjoys doing - the jerky.
If you notice the pictures that you downloaded to your computer, we take pride in what we do.
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[00:01:14.12]
Father Alexie Askoak
I am Father Alexie. I am the Priest at the church here in New Stuyahok. What I want to share
with you on January 19, we go down to the river to bless the water. For us it is very important
that we maintain and keep our waters clean. Another part that I want to share is that every
summer, we participate in subsistence gathering with fish. Even my two grandsons are excited
to help us out when we are working on fish. I am very supportive of EPA and I'm glad that you
are here. In the back of my head I'm always hoping that someone will come that carries
something that will help. I asked someone how much weight you carry. He said that this could
be it. I encourage all of you to help us out here and to keep our waters clean, so that every
year, the church can continue to bless the waters here to make holy water for our people to use.
New sound file _017
Chief Moxie Andrew
I have a celebration for Pentecost if you could read it. It says blessed art thou oh Christ our
God who has revealed the fisherman as most wise, by sending down on them the Holy Spirit.
Through them thou dids't draw them into your net oh, lover of men. Glory to thee. That is the
blessing of the nets and blessing them for people to use.
Separate sound file
Ryan Brennan

NOTE: Testimony was taken on Friday, June 8th, 2012. Mr. Brennan had to unload a barge that
was at New Stuyahok, worked all night, and was unable to come back to the public meeting.
EPA staff told him that he could submit his testimony at anytime they were still in the community.
EPA staff did not have the digital recorder when Mr. Brennan approached them while they were
walking around the town and so staff used a cell phone camera to record his testimony.
Hi my name is Ryan Brennan and I am from Dillingham, Alaska and I have lived up in this
community, New Stuyahok, for the past three years. We are opposed to the Pebble Mine
simply because of the natural resources and wildlife that sustain us, help save us quite a bit of
money that we can’t afford for food and what not, our way of life for thousands of years. With
this pebble mine and where it is at, especially on the fault line, that ring of fire fault line, you
know anything can happen. Anything man made that we have ever experienced has had
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problems. I was actually. .. In Dillingham couple years ago, Sir Mark Moody where CEO of
Anglo American at the time, he said it will never break, never leak. One thing history has told us
can be destroyed, anything man made can be destroyed. Mother Nature can destroy it. I had
the guy stuttering actually, I said, “what are you guys going to do for us if the dam breaks and
you contaminate all our wildlife - our wild salmon and fishery and everything?” He started
stuttering, uh uh uh there will be legal issues put in place. I said, I realize you will have legal
standbys for it, but that takes time, and if you contaminate our fish and that starts making us
sick and what not, our children and everything. Those legal issues take time. We are going to
need food now, who is going to take care of that? He could not provide me with an answer. So,
yeah, it’s a bad enough scenario. From what I know it is not even American owned, it’s going to
be owned by another country, just like our oil. We are not really going to profit nothing off of it.
They are just going to strip our lands, and we won’t see next to nothing. As for the economy of
it, they say will provide jobs and even then its pick and choose who you know type of thing.
There is not much opportunity for us locals to get on there. They will hire one or two of us to
pacify the laws and then it will be who they want in there and their company people. But Also
you know with The wide variety of fishes we have here, reds, kings, dogs, chums, whatever,
and trout, grayling, pike, white fish, trout, chums, and all the other animals the wolves foxes and
bears and everything that sustain off that. This watershed feeds other nutrients into and other
nutrients like berries too. If the Cyanide chemicals, sulfuric acid, whatever they use to strip all
that, gets into our environment it’s going to kill everything off. So, It’s not going to be very
economically positive for us, it’s going to be Environmentally damaging in severe ways, if there
is a natural disaster, this is the last and largest fishery that’s left that’s not contaminated and
other kinds of things. So, I am not looking forward to the Pebble Mine, at all. Yeah, it’s just not
good.

*********

Note: This is not a certified transcript. This record of oral comments was transcribed by Judy
Smith, EPA Community Involvement Coordinator from audio recordings taken at the EPA public
meeting held in New Stuyahok, Alaska beginning at 1:00 p.m. on Thursday, June 7, 2012. Every
effort was made to transcribe the testimony accurately, but there may be errors or omissions
because of background noise during the meeting or the sound quality of the recording.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
Record of Public Comment Meeting
Nondalton, Alaska - Thursday, June 7, 2012

[00:00:00.39]
Will Evanoff
This will be short and sweet. In representing the Nondalton Tribal Council and the tribe of
Nondalton, I would like to say thank you for initiating this study and focusing on the part that
documents the subsistence, nutritional, social and spiritual importance of salmon to the
Denai'ina people and other native groups in the region. This information is vital to the survival
of our culture and we appreciate having our voice and perspective be heard at a local level.
Nondalton has already been heavily impacted by the mining exploration in the area. In the last
six years, there has been a steady increase in visitors to the village, including scientists,
researchers, reporters, mining companies, anti and pro Pebble people. The Nondalton Tribal
Council, who is under the authority of a federally recognized tribe, has limited resources and
staff to address the issues concerns and visitors coming into the community. There is an
increased level of stress due to Nondalton Tribal Council opposition to the mine. The survival of
our culture directly depends on the health of our land, the fish and the wildlife. No amount of
money or jobs can replace our way of life and our culture.
[00:02:12.20]
Jackie Hobson
My name is jack Hobson and I am a member of the Nondalton Tribal Council and we have been
dealing with this issue for a long time. We are one of the six tribes who approached EPA and
asked them to use their 404c authority to stop the Pebble Mine. But, they said they couldn't do
that, they had to go through this process and that is what they are doing now. It has been going
on over a year and I am very satisfied with what they have been doing, how they have been
doing it and how they have been involving everyone in it. As you can see there are a fair
amount of people in here and they are from all over, not just Nondalton. It is a whole Bristol Bay
issue. Water is very important to everything we do. If you take a look outside, everything is
coming back to life is due to water. Our bodies are made up of 70% water. The earth is 90%
water, but if you think about it only 1% of the water is drinkable. A lot of things depend on
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water, even in the water there are things that depend on the nutrients that come from salmon.
The salmon swims up the stream and they die, they go to the bottom of the lakes and streams
and then they feed other invertebrates and microorganisms that feed fish and other stuff. As
you all know, fish have been important to us all our lives. Not 4,000 lives but a millennium.
That is what we are trying to do is protect our way of life our culture and the fish for the next
generations to come. These are renewable resources that will always be around as long as we
take care of it. Another thing, these fish and animals they can't speak for themselves and that is
why we are here. We are the caretakers of the land. Our ancestors took care of it for us and
now we have to pass it on to the next generation. What we do and how we do it will affect the
next generation. We don't want to leave them with things that they are going to end up fighting
forever. That is not the native way. We are asking EPA to use your authority to do what you
have to do to protect our culture and our way of life.
[00:05:56.10]
Harry Kashnikoff
My name is Harry Kashnikoff and I got to thank the EPA for coming here to speak up about
what they are doing and I'm glad they are here and I hope they use the 404c. I am for 404c,
because it's our land and it's our life. We have lived here all our lives and we don't want to lose
it. I think our ancestors the people up there dealt with the same thing and we want our kids to
live the same kind of life we did. Fishing, hunting, drinking the water and we don't have to worry
about pollution. I am in support of 404c.
[00:07:15.12]
Nancy Delkittie
Good afternoon welcome to our village. I would like to thank EPA for all the hard work you did
on this assessment. This will help protect our clean water and our home, as we are not getting
any kind of assistance from our state of Alaska government. My name is Nancy Delkittie. I am
a Denai'ina, an Athabascan Indian. This village is my home. We are very rich people in our
culture, our resources, plants, animals and salmon. They all need clean water. That is
including us, the Denai'ina people of the land. But only because we are so blessed to have
clean water. Salmon have been a great part of our diet for generations and will be in the future.
When I was young, 11 years old in 1960, we didn't have freezers. I remember how busy - not
just my family, but the whole village was in preparing for the summer salmon to come.
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Preparing the smoke houses, the drying racks, getting each smokehouse full, getting wood for
the smokehouses.

In the summer, our village came alive when salmon came. Our people

would eat well. My Mom cooked salmon three times a day. Then when the berries ripened,
my Mom would make a desert with the salmon as we still do today. Families worked all summer
harvesting salmon. When we got done with the eating fish, we would harvest the salmon for our
sled dogs. My Mom had two teams of dogs. Most families had two smokehouses, one for
eating fish and one for dog food. Our parents and elders learned from our ancestors and they
taught us at an early age how to harvest the salmon, berries and other plants. They also taught
us how to salt salmon, the birds and beaver for winter. We also have a water holiday. On this
day we show respect celebration to the water. It is a day we give the water a rest. We can't
travel on water. On that day we give thanks for water the life giving gift, not only to the people
but to the fish, plants and animals that need water. Salmon is known after 60 years that I know
of, they are still in our diet today. Salmon will be here for the next generation to come. Without
these we cannot exist as Denai'ina people. Are village will die. People will move. Our salmon
will be no more. Our clean water will be polluted for mining. Thank you for helping to save our
homes and food from the mining companies. We have been here for generations. Mining has
been dividing our people for the past six or seven years. Family against family, brother against
brother. This has to come to an end.
[00:12:01.04]
Clara Trefon
I am the tribal administrator for Nondalton. I thank EPA for coming here and doing this activity.
I ask that you do not extend the timeframe due to the importance of getting this done. There
isn't enough information on other fish in the study such as rainbow, Dolly Varden, white fish and
pike and other fish that we eat that use the mine area up there. And, migratory birds, that is
really important to us. The place where they have the Pebble site is caribou calving ground and
also used to be a spring fish site for our people. Can you look at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks information on our culture and our people the Denai'ina people on how we use the
land, where we fish, where we hunt and how we live and I don't think there is enough
information on the culture? Because the state doesn't recognize tribes, we have limited input on
the process for the permitting process because it is a state function. We are not recognized, so
we don't have a voice in the state system. That should be noted in your study too. We have no
recognition from the state and limited from Pebble. It is just based on the state regulations that
don't include us. It is important to note that. Thank you and please don't extend the time.
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[00:14:08.19]
Kristi Jefferies
My name is Kristi Jefferies. I am a Denai'ina Athabascan Indian raised in Nondalton and I am
proud to be raising my family here in Nondalton. My husband and I have two daughters aged
six months and seven years old. Thank you for stepping in a conducting this scientific
assessment on likely impacts for proposed large-scale mining. The assessment is well written
and validates when we suspected, that at a minimum 10s of thousands of acres that support the
fish and wildlife we rely on will be destroyed. It shows that billions of tons of toxic waste will
remain and we will have to contain, manage and treat it for hundreds of years perhaps forever.
Such harm and long-term threats to the environment are clear and unacceptable. Please take
action under 404c to prevent disposal of billions of tons of toxic waste in our wetlands. Please
help us preserve our fish, wildlife and culture. The watershed assessment in my view
underestimates the impacts that even underestimate are unacceptable. I am intimately
connected to this region and I am concerned about our ancestral lands. I want to make sure
that my children and grandchildren will be able to use the lands abundant resources for
subsistence in the future and that they retain their culture. As a Nondalton Tribal council
member, it is my responsibility to preserve the land and water for future generations. The land,
water, fish and wildlife have allowed us to live in this area for thousands of years. This land is
our home it is the land of our ancestors. It is our right as residents of this region to protect and
preserve our traditions, culture and spirituality. For these reasons I strongly oppose the Pebble
Mine as it presents unacceptable risks to our subsistence and culture. The watershed
assessment shows us that no one can guarantee that industrial mining of copper is
environmentally safe and rather will not endanger our land, waterways and way of life. It will
damage our pristine land and water. It will harm the wildlife and vegetation, and most
importantly the fishery that we rely on for food. I do not see that benefit, especially long term
from this mine. It will jeopardize the land, water fish and wildlife and most important the people
in our village. The people should be able to voice their opinion and be heard. I ask you to
please take into consideration what is at stake here. Not just the environment we live in but also
the welfare of our people and our traditional and cultural way of life is on the line. I know mine
proponents want to delay the assessment because it is well done and underestimates the likely
impacts and is based on good science. A 60-day comment period is sufficient. Please finish
this is a timely manner and use the 404 c. Thank you very much for considering my concerns. It
is very important and means a lot to me and my family.
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[00:18:12.20]
Agnes Petrowski.
My name is Agnes Petrowski. I am the VP of the Newhalen Tribal council and I also work for the
Newhalen Tribe as the roads coordinator. I want to talk about the deadline of the assessment.
First and foremost I am a mother and a grandmother of two years old and a month old. As a
grandmother it is my responsibility to fight for and preserve our traditional rights for my
grandchildren and future great grandchildren so they can practice subsistence way of life for
generations to come. While I applaud the assessment as a beginning, by all means it will not be
the end, especially when the people of Newhalen continue to live off the land. The comment
period needs to be extended to early winter. EPA has chosen one of the busiest times of year
in Alaska to hold hearings. Our people are on the move. Some are getting ready to commercial
fish and working other summer jobs. Newhalen is a seasonal village. Our people need to work
when jobs become available during the summer. So we will subsistence fishing and gathering.
The executive summary doesn't allow me a sufficient time to express my concerns let alone
those I serve. Time must be provided for our region to review the document and talk about it
among ourselves in different settings and come to our own conclusions before the draft
assessment. You were talking about the land and wetland that we depend on for subsistence.
The tribe needs to be provided with adequate time to review and understand this assessment
and what impacts it will have on our traditional lands. We are asking that more time be allowed
and to extend the comment period.
[00:21:22.05]
Courtney Gomez
My name is Courtney Gomez and I am a Chief on the Currying Tribal Council in Dillingham.
Thank you for coming here today and to our region to meet with us all. I feel like the
assessment is exceptional. I left Bristol Bay when I graduated from high school and went off to
college and became a trained scientist returning to Bristol Bay to work from the BBNA natural
resource department for the last seven years. It was only a couple of months ago that I traded
careers so that I am no longer affiliated with any funding source so that I can be a more active
citizen and choose for my tribal council and fighting for the rights of our people to protect our
lands and waters. We feel very strongly that the timeline is sufficient and everyone who cares
enough to comment has taken time out of their day. Look at all of us who made time to be here
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today. I am not a paid representative, paid by any organization to be here. I actually took
vacation leave from my own job to be here today. We support the document. It is very strong
and thanks you for taking the time.
[00:22:35.18]
Moses Kritz
Thank you for being here. I thank the Nondalton folks for their generosity in allowing us to share
their traditional foods. Thank you for allowing me to speak on behalf of our village. I am from
Togiak and I'm the President of our traditional council. We are the western most part of BB.
The reason that I’m here today is to ask you to help us. Our ancestors told us that water has
sustained our way of life for thousands of years. I wear several hats. Traditional Council
President. BBNC as a director. I'm also with BBEDC. It is a sufficient amount of time for 60
days for the assessment and I think that a 404c is a must to protect our lands and waters. On
another note, BBNC has always stressed fish first. I believe in it and I hope that you listen to us
and protect our way of life and culture. Under BBEDC - history is very important to our
communities and its economic values. So I thank you for listening and allowing.
[00:24:59.10]
Olga Balluta
I just want thank all the people who are working so hard for the water, the fish and the plants
and thinking of what our next generation is going to need. Doing the same thing maybe. Who
knows, I don't know. Everybody is concerned about this mine, the water the fish and the plants
and the animals. We all use that. We all depend on that. I know that everybody is all talking
about it. I am glad that people are coming from all over everywhere to from city and down the
state and especially Bristol Bay who is working so hard for everybody and our fish and water
and our land. Thank you.
[00:26:19.08]
William Trefon Senior
My name is William Trefon Senior. I am an elder from Nondalton, but I live at Port Alford for
nine years. EPA watershed assessment - I didn't know if was going on for a year and now I
don't really know what to comment on. It is very hard for me to say something that I want to
say. We have been in this area for thousands and thousands of years and we lived off the
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water and the water was kept clean. That is how we want the environment to keep. Our people
are an environmentally concerned people, so I just want to say that I am for clean water and
clean land, but I am also for economic development where our people can go to work and have
a place to work in this live in this area. Do I see it now, there are no jobs and a lot of people are
moving out to where they can find work. So there are getting lesser and lesser people here
because there is no economic base. Subsistence wise, we subsist, but it is not subsisting
anymore, it is an allocation from the state. In the past we got what we wanted when we wanted
it. Now the state tells us when the seasons open and to get it now. Subsistence is not like it
used to be. Still we depend on fish, we put up a lot. We must keep the environment like it is.
I'm hoping that EPA could be there in place to step in if the mine is polluting to stop the
pollution. I'm not prepared for this kind of testimony. I didn't know this was developed this
much. We should have been informed more on what was happening. I have been blind to this.
I'm not against or for the mine, but I want to see my people have a place to work here in the
area and subsistence to continue.
[00:29:56.23]
Gladys Evanoff (low audio)
I am from Nondalton. I lived on subsistence all of my life. I would like to thank EPA for doing
what they are doing to protect our environment. Please help us, it would be the biggest mine in
the world. It hurts me deeply, I have actually cried that our home might be destroyed and I want
to save our fish and wildlife. I want my grandchildren to be able to fish like I did. I want to be
using my fish camp and living off the fish and subsistence every traditional way. I've lived this
way my whole life and I'm 77 years old. I don't like people being against each other over this
mine. We should all live together and love one another as neighbors. It seems like it is pulling
us apart. Money should not take people apart. We should all respect each other and allow that
we are who we are. I worry about this big mine that is coming in. Please help us protect Bristol
Bay from the mine.
[00:31:46.18]
Darlene Wygone
I just came from Koliganek and I would like to thank EPA for coming here to hear the comments
and to be invited here to come and speak. We came a long way living off our land and water.
There is no separation. We are very seasonal for our traditional foods and salmon culture. I’m
a commercial fisherman. I went down to Ekuk to set my lines and get ready for fishing and I
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also went there to pick up some greens and vegetables and then there is medicine plants that
we live off on the land. You are talking about the effects of how a large-scale mine will affect us.
It will affect us real. Our land and waters are like you hear a lot of these people talk about how
we live. It is still continuing today. We would like to see that it stays protected. That it is not
only going to affect the people around here. It affects everybody from all over. Even people
from Red Dog mine and the people up in Barrow ask about how we are doing against the
Pebble mine. We are still talking about it. There are a lot of people who don't want it. There
are a lot of people who like to earn income. But, me personally I like how we are living now,
fishing and off the land without the gold mine, even my family also and other people. I am not
against people who work hard, but I would rather not see that. Help us now to stop the mine.
Don't let it drag on and on. If the large-scale mining goes on, it's going to hurt us physically and
spiritually. There is going to be a lot more like now - gold mining brought prostitution and
drinking and alcohol and all that stuff. Throughout the years we have had to learn how to deal
with all that stuff. It will be harder for us and who is going to help us. EPA will have to look
somewhere else and to some other department. Please put a stop to the mine.
[00:35:58.07]
Valerie Engebretsen
My name is Valerie. I work for Pebble. I have a big family who loves the outdoors and enjoy
their subsistence way of life. Subsistence is good, but it is not paying for my bills and does not
clothe my kids. I oppose EPA's action concerning the watershed assessment. I believe it was
rushed. They only spent 11 months studying an area of 20,000 sq. miles and they only give the
public 60 days to read and comment on the draft. It is during the busiest time of year for us all.
EPA needs to give the public and themselves more time to learn and educate on these matters
so we can make rightful and informed decisions. I also want to clarify a misunderstanding of an
elder. We don't threaten our elders. Our people. We educate them. I want to make good
decisions. No one speaks for me. Tribal leaders, BBNC, Nunamta. No one has the right to put
words and false accusations on anybody. Furthermore, we also need to educate ourselves on
the 404c as well as all the regulations that follow. The EPA needs to extend the public
comment period time to a later date. It is insufficient and rushed. We need more time to read
through the watershed assessment and the 404c. I'm asking if what you are saying about the
discharge in the water can you please put that in writing. Can you clarify that? I would really
like to see that in writing. That is all I have.
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[00:41:15.03]
Karen Evanoff
Hi. My name s Karen Evanoff. I am a Tribal Member of Nondalton. My ancestors have lived
here for generations on this land, and they were the first caretakers and managers of this land
for centuries. Looking at the assessment on line and I also looked at Pebbles assessment
online. Compared to what EPA has, which is much smaller, Pebble goes from the floor to the
ceiling. It is a much larger volume of information to take in. EPA is doing something on time for
once. You are getting things done sufficiently and in a timely manner. The federal government
has a responsibility to ensure the health of the environment and food and water for future
generations. Overall the survival of our earth. Our earth is suffering in a huge way and it is
because of the greed of human beings around the world. This began centuries ago when
western society began to lose the deep connection with nature and the relationship with nature
being an equal. Living in harmony with all that is natural on earth. I say this because (Yup'ik
word), white people used to live in harmony with all that is on earth. Before dominance and
exploitation took over, before taking from the land became the priority. We as indigenous
people have held on to this relationship much longer. This area and our way of life is the last
few of remaining cultures that rely on salmon not only for food, but as the core of our culture and
our identity. The traditional ecological knowledge and characterization study which is this one,
that documents the importance of salmon to the people of the region, is a vital part of the overall
assessment. It is vital because it portrays the voice and the spirit of the people, and the social
relationship with the fish and the wildlife, and between people in our community and between
each community. We shared with each other. That is part of our custom. It also documents the
sacredness of our area and the inner biological clock that keeps us in tune with the land and the
abundance that it provides. Right now, this clock is ticking in each one of us as we anticipate
the coming of the salmon. If we are part of the generation that has lived here for centuries and
this intimate interconnection with salmon is within all of us, no matter how dependent we have
become on the material world, or how immersed we have become on the western society. The
remaining of the study besides this one needs to incorporate the voice and the science of the
people in order to be complete. Local input into the scientific research is beneficial for many
reasons. We know the land best where the fish and wildlife are. The kinds of fish, the
movement and change of wildlife, the habitat area, reasons for decline, water quality, just to
name a few. Western science is only one part. Our ancestors knew about the minerals back in
our sacred mountains. They made a conscious choice not to talk about it openly because they
knew that outsiders would come and hardship that would cause to our land and our people.
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The spring season we are in now, in our culture, is the most powerful season of the year.
Everything is waking up and coming back to life. We believe that everything on earth is alive
and has a spirit. This is called (Yup'ik word); it means it is saying something. It is crying out in
pain because of the destruction. I hope our answer in Alaska will come from people like you in
this room and that you will work hard to protect what we have left.
[00:46:38.10]
Carol Loftfield
This is an emotional thing for the 404(c). I hope it is done in a timely manner. My name is Carol
Loftfield and I've been a resident of Nondalton for about 20 years now. I'm a pilot, artist and
educator. I can give you facts and figures, I could try to prove to you how important this land is
to me, to the people who call it home, to all that live here. But the facts and figures paint a small
picture of a much larger truth. Facts and figures describe, define and measure. If lucky, they
allow for accurate predictions. But what we are talking about today is a deeper truth. There is
an inexpressible beauty here. A beauty that is part of a profound relationship. The black bear,
the brown bear, the red berries, the aqua water, the powder blue sky. These are the colors of
my home. The colors of this land. This is the beauty. But the beauty, its color, its motion and
meaning is much more. To wax poetic, it is a great flowing design, with creatures lives and
habits all interwoven. The black bear munches on red berries, and then drops the plants tiny
seeds on trails far and wide. The tiny seeds take root and start anew. Both mundane and
marvelous, it is all in concert. Every life form singing its part in this great song of beauty and
interdependence. This beauty, this interdependece includes you and me as much as the red
berry and the black bear. Whether we participate through choice or not, we are still part of an
extraordinary and magnificent grand design from the bears in our own backyard to the sparkling
stars in the heavens above. This is our beauty. It is ours, not as in we own it. Rather, it is ours
in the choices we make in relation to it. This is a time for important choices. Is our relationship
with this land one of carving out in gigantic proportions its precious metals, or is it protecting its
great flowing design. Its waters, its fish, its creatures lives and habits - all interwoven. What is
proposed is a mining complex unprecedented in size and impact. I choose to protect this land
against such massive extraction. Thank you for listening.
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[00:50:19.24]
Christopher Gay
Hello everybody. For those who don't know me, my name is Chris and I've been here 40 years.
My father and I run a sport fishing lodge. I've been a pilot guide for the last 25 years. I know
the area very well, including the Koktuli, and Talarik Creek, Stuyahok and all that connecting
watershed area. Back in 96 and through 98 they said that the hydro dam would not affect our
fisheries. Well it has. Fourteen years later and our salmon are still declined. Our fish are been
eaten by northern pike and trout, dominant which are starting to dominate the lake system
because of the lack of salmon. The rivers are sensitive and touchy to the salmon migration.
The change of the smell from a small project like this should be considered in the fact of how
large that is going to be. It is going to have such a major impact for generations. Our children
are not going to have anything left when it is all done. I've flown this area for a long time, and I
can tell you that it is definitely something that would have to be done extremely carefully and it's
possible that the area could not handle that type of large development. I'm not an anti-miner, I
like my electronic devices and copper, and gold and all that stuff. It is all about saving
something that can be saved and protecting other things like the caribou, the fish and the
moose. They can't protect themselves. If a small project like that should be taken into
consideration when we are looking at something that is so big. We are already in decline here.
Our population of salmon is trying to come back. It is trying, but it is going to need help from us.
Thank you.
[00:52:54.14]
Clyde Trefon
Hi. My name is Clyde Trefon for most of you that don't know me. There was a petition going
around to get an extension that was stopped here. We still have phone calls that people wanted
to sign it so that we could extend that. That was stopped here. Like what Val was saying, there
was a rumor that an elder being threatened that they needed to sign it or go to jail. That is not
true, that is a bald faced lie. I got on the radio and said if anyone wanted to clear this up they
could call me about it and no one called me. With that, like what my Dad Bill Trefon was saying,
it should be extended. He needs more time to learn about it, we all need more time to learn
about it and it's going on too fast. If you guys are saying that you are only going to be here for
Pebble, then you need to say it on paper that you are only going to be here on Pebble and
nothing else, because we heard stories from people who were former EPA workers. They say
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that you guys could basically lie to us and so we want to see it on paper. Like we did in the
past, but without the treaty being broken though. So we want to see all of this on paper that you
guys going to be here for Pebble and Pebble only. Is that going to happen?
(Rick Parkin asks him to send him question in writing because he is not clear on what is being
asked for - there is an exchange for clarification)
My family does subsistence. We like our fish. But still, nobody is going to give my boys jobs.
Nobody is going to pay my bills. I'm not for or against. I want clean water, but we need jobs
around here. Who is going to pay for my bills? I sure don't want to go back to welfare like I've
been on for a while. I'm eight years sober today. I'm proud of that. No local help, just Valerie
and my folks. I do my subsistence, I love my fish. My kids stay at fish camp from when we
move down there to when we come back. We don't go down there in the daytime and come
back in the evening, then all your fish is eaten by a bear. We don't do that, we stay with our
fish. Thank you guys very much.
[00:56:46.14]
Charlotte Balluta
Good afternoon. I'm Charlotte Balluta. I'm the environmental coordinator for the Nondalton
Tribal Council. I am Denai'ina Athabascan born and raised in Nondalton. I'm (?), my mother
was a chief's daughter and this is what she taught me. To respect the fish. I would like to thank
the EPA for doing this assessment, because what you are doing is very important to me, our
people and our future generations. We have to protect our culture, our environment from the
proposed Pebble Mine. For decades, we have been caretakers of our land. It has been passed
down to us for generations. We are very fortunate to have Lake Clark National Park to help
protect our land and culture. The park has been a good neighbor. If the Pebble Mine or the big
hydro along the Susitna River is developed, it would threaten our culture, water, fish and
everything we value. The fish are very important to us. The first fish that comes in, we give it to
the elders. Everyone comes together and we share the fish. To respect the first fish of the
season we eat and when we are done we take the bones and put it back in the water. That is
thanking the fish for giving its life to us. I'm a grandmother of three and I want to pass this
tradition on to my grandchildren as my mother taught me. So that in my future, my
grandchildren will be able to eat fish, because it is a most healthy food. I'm proud to say that
our water is the most pure, clean, healthy water. It’s sad to see other places where they can't
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drink their water because it has been contaminated by mining. That is not what I want for future
generations. Once again, I would like to thank EPA for being here and doing what they are
supposed to be doing in environmental protection. Please finish the watershed assessment in a
timely manner. I think that 60 day comment period you have for the assessment is plenty.
Thank you for listening to us and stepping in to study this mine. You listened to us and took
action when we asked for your help. We appreciate it and if you can help us to continue to
protect our water and fish. Please use the Clean Water Act authority to protect Bristol Bay
forever.
[00:59:31.23]
Donne Fleagle
Thank you. My name is Donne Fleagle. I am from McGrath. I am Athabascan according to the
migration stories that I'm learning from my job. It's very interesting about this BB area as it
relates to the Kuskokwim. I'm from the headwaters of the Kuskokwim and how the relations and
villages are connected. It’s been an interesting part of my job that I'm covering. I work for
Wetaviiq, a subsidiary of the Alaska Peninsula Corporation. It represents five villages Port
Heiden, Ugashik, South Naknek, Newhalen and Kokhanok. My job is to explain is to explain the
EPA Bristol Bay watershed assessment. The assessment came out 10 days late, and I'm
working very hard, I'm just one person. I will be travelling out to the communities next week and
the week after to explain what I can on the EPA assessment. I'm here on behalf of APC and
Wetaviiq to request that EPA consider a 120 day extension, which gives all of us the opportunity
in our own time to review and make comments. We know that if this was in the dead of the
winter, I wouldn’t be challenged with 2nd and 3rd quarter visits. We are now. We are right in
the middle of summer and we have such a short window in which to perform a lot of things for
ourselves economically and personally. We are under the gun. I have some questions and
some comments and I don't expect any answers today. I would like to know when a regulatory
decision on the 404(c) be made. I am in agreement with others in the room on the need for
some additional data. Not that it would make the decision process any easier, but it would be
good to have data. Data on fish that are in the watershed area. I'm also curious about the
Alaska Native cultures and the impact from the mine scenario, which you know from the
executive summary, is uncertain. I am wondering if it is possible in the world that we live in now
to do a comparison. If it is in the continental US or in south America, or someplace where there
is a small isolated culture that has experienced mining and we can look at the benefits and also
the adverse impacts. Just to get an idea. To move beyond where we are at. It is mentioned in
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the Executive Summary about multiple mines. I have to ask, will others follow suit. I imagine
they will also be subject to the Army Corps of Engineers and EPA review and the 404(c). I am
also curious if any of these other prospects that you looked at - I think there was one called
groundhog mountain, if there are any that are nondestructive to the streams and waters. I am
also curious as to why the draft assessment says do not quote or cite, when my job entails
some kinds of data that I have to put out when I have to inform other people. I also would like to
echo what one very good thing I heard said, being from out of the area, is that the whole thing
seems to boil down to Pebble or no Pebble. What I have seen is a lot of tension, stress and
hard feelings from a region that I've always thought of as one, that has been able to house a lot
of different Alaskan cultures that have such a spirit of hospitality, generosity and strength. It
also hurts me to see friendships back away because of our various positions on this. I just want
to say that I hope that things get better here, and I want to thank EPA for helping me with the
job that I've had to perform and will continue to perform.
[01:05:06.05]
Carol Ann Woody
So, I wanted to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the watershed assessment. I am
Dr. Carol Ann Woody. I am a fisheries scientist and I've worked in this region since 1991.
Since 2006, I have basically worked full time focusing on potential impacts from Pebble on the
fisheries resource for tribes and non-profits in the area. I've reviewed most of the EPS's
watershed assessment, and I have found that the writing, it is very well written. It is concise. It
is clear. It is based on the best available science. You have done a good job. From my
perspective, I think the 60-day comment period is adequate for the information that you have
presented. If anything, I think your assessment of the potential impacts of mineral development
to fisheries resources actually is very conservative, almost too conservative. The reason I think
this is that you assume that the Pebble prospect would only develop 6.5 tons of their 10.8 billion
ton estimated resource. Because all estimates of the mineral wealth, jobs and benefits from
that particular resource are based on full exploitation of the 10.8 billion tons. The watershed
assessment should consider impacts of expansion to the 10.8 billion ton Pebble Mine scenario.
Mines will generally expand and expand as long as they are economically viable, as do the
impacts. One thing that I didn't see in the assessment is that waters in the region are very low
hardness. They cannot inputs of acid. Pebble Limited Partnership's own data indicate that it
will be an acid generating mine. The majority of the ore in there is acid generating. Because
the waters have very low hardness and very low dissolved organic carbon, and I studied this,
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which means there is high potential for rapid impacts. It will start with the algae and then the
invertebrates, then the fish and it is something that is very important to consider. The
information on wetlands in the region is not well characterized. I've spent a lot of time on the
ground at Pebble, the Koktulis and Talarik, and it is very very wet. I think it is even wetter than
has been characterized and the impacts will be much greater than have been characterized. As
most of you know, of all of the fish bearing streams in Alaska, fewer than half of our streams
have ever been surveyed. Many streams in the region have never been surveyed and looked
at. Just a few years ago I went out and we added 105 miles of anadromous waters that no one
had ever identified, including streams on top of the Pebble deposit. In the cumulative impacts
section of your assessment, it indicates about 200 miles of streams or rivers could be blocked or
destroyed Over 20 hundred acres could be converted to toxic waste dumps, which would
require constant vigilance and maintenance into the future, possibly forever. I think it would be
good to add to the cumulative effects section, a comprehensive table that adds to 10.8 billion
scenario of development for Pebble along with the Groundhog scenario and three others, I can't
remember the names right now. But I think that putting a table together so that people could
see how many lost streams, how many blocked streams, how many areas of wetlands or
estimated areas would be covered, all the way to the scenario, because frankly I think that if the
Pebble Mine has 10.8 billion tons and they have potentially more based on new maps that they
have, then they will develop all of it. I think it is only fair to the people who live here that they
have a good idea of what they may lose. Despite some of the underestimates of likely impacts
to fisheries, I think the watershed assessment and also the preponderance of scientific evidence
on mining, indicated that BB fisheries would be irreparably harmed by large-scale mining due to
how large the mines are; the type, because copper sulfide mines can create acid and copper is
the most toxic to aquatic life. Also, where it is located in the headwaters, in a very wet region
down the Talarik into Lake Iliamna, which is the world’s largest sockeye salmon rearing lake,
where hundreds of millions to even billions of sockeye salmon rear 1-2 years before they go to
see. If there were to be an impact in Iliamna, it would destroy the Kvichak run. In the Nushagak
run, impacts there as you have indicated, it would harm not just the Chinook, but many of the
other species. Thank you for intervening on behalf of the tribes who were worried about their
fish and water resources, and thank you for the good job. It was very interesting. I hope you
make some modifications, but I think you can get it done in 60-days.
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[01:11:42.15]
Tina Anderson
(Facilitator reads statement for commenter) I am going to read this statement for Tina Anderson
who is Iliamna Natives Corporation Board Member. It is the local native corporation closest to
the Pebble. They own 90,000 acres of surface land near the proposed Pebble project. We do
not want the 404c imposed on our lands. BBNC, Nunamta and Trout Unlimited and people who
live in Dillingham, EPA can impose it on their lands. All these organizations do not speak for us.
Dillingham, Nondalton and all the special interest groups are going to create cultural and
economic genocide for us. We do not live on subsistence, we need an economy. By the way,
BBNC owns subsurface lands and do not have say over our surface lands. They should not be
part of this assessment and all of the board members are from Dillingham or Nushagak, who do
not have the best interest of us. We want more time to understand what the 404(c) could do to
our native lands or people. We would like you to extend the comment period. We also want
EPA to do a written statement that this will not be imposed on local native landholders like the
Sacketts, who got fined 37,500 a day for supposedly violating the 404(c) Clean Water Act or like
the Victoria Curry from Pennsylvania whose Dad was put in jail for violating Clean Water Act for
three years and who ended up passing away after being released from jail. Reassure us in a
written statement about what 404 regulation could be imposed on us if the 403(c) was
regulated. The 402 has to do with subsistence. Stop trying to control us. We do not want any of
you to decide what is best for us. We can do that ourselves. Thank you.
[01:14:28.07]
Heather Nudlash
My name is Heather Nudlash. I am Denai’ina Athabascan from Nondalton. I currently live in
Dillingham. As far back as I can remember we always had fish. My earliest memory as a child
is down here in a fish camp. Playing in the water and helping my great grandmother and the
rest of my family put up fish. Salmon is a renewable sustainable resource that will last forever if
we take care of it, versus a mine that will last a few decades and leave toxic waste forever.
Don't ruin it for short term gain. Salmon is about 75% of my food. I look forward to putting up
subsistence every year.

I hope that my son is able to enjoy the way of life, putting up salmon,

doing the whole subsistence thing, and taking care of the land. I hope that he can enjoy clean
water the rest of his life, along with my grandkids, his grandkids. Salmon is a super food. Clean
water is always good to have. Stop Pebble before it ruins our culture and way of life. Stick to
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your timeline and don't extend it. If people want to make comments, they will make time if it is
important to them. Protect our fish. Help us in our time of need.
[01:16:09.00]
June Tracey
Hi. My name is June Tracey. I've been born and raised in this area here. I am the second
daughter of (background noise) and our traditional chief Balluta. My Mom passed on in 1976.
I've been listening to everything that has been said. I'm not used to doing ceremonies. All of
my chada's and chidas have brought us from generation to generation on how to survive, how
to live off the land, how to do things in the area. Every season has something to do with
survival. I listened to everyone who is making comments and agree with everybody. I wasn't
going to do a testimony, but my dad is 89 years old and he can't hardly talk or hear or anything.
He said that we have to do something. Now something is being done. He told me well I'm not
going to be around what goes on in the future, although he doesn't like to admit that he is
getting old, but he is. He still does his subsistence. He still sets out his nets and runs around
with his nets and still gets the smokehouse ready. This is something that inspired us children
and the grandchildren and my great grandchildren. This is something. It is so very dear to us,
because sometimes we take things for granted here. We live here all our lives and we take
things for granted. We look at it, we see it and we say, oh, but it is our home and it has been
home for generations (speaks in Denai’ina). I am proud of who I am, I am proud to say I am
from here, and this is something that everybody has been talking about. This is our land. This
is our life. This is thing here has been going on for the last eight years. The people come here
and they interview. They want to know how we live. They want to know how we talk and they
want to know how we think. But it is up to us as people who live here year round to make this
decision. We have EPA here and I really appreciate you guys coming in and being able to voice
our opinions and listen to us. At first I thought, they say, we are poor, but I don't think there is
such a thing in our Denai’ina ways as poor. We are rich in every which way that you could think
of. We don't worry about homelessness. We don't worry about somebody who don't have a
home. We don't worry about starvation. This is something that this land gave us. This is our
supermarket. I don't know what is going to happen in the next 10-15 year, but I would like for
my children to come back from wherever they may be and have my grandchildren run around.
Any my great grandchildren, there are two years old still running around with dried fish hanging
out of their mouths and enjoying it. I would like to see this go from generation to generation that
our young children can run around in this beautiful land and see what it is all about, able to drink
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the water and be able to stand on the beach and have cup of Chai or go down to the water and
grab a cup of water, without worrying. Can we eat it, can we drink it? This is something that we
really have to think about and something that I have thought a lot down at my fish camp. They
asked me if I'm nervous and I am nervous. I really appreciate this room full of people who
travelled all the way up here to listen to this testimony and who are concerned about what is
going on in our part of the country. Let's take our native pride back, this is what I mean. This is
ours. This is what we are all sitting here for and we are all concerned. Thank you.
[01:22:09.22]
Heidi Kritz
Thank you guys for coming to Bristol Bay. My name is Heidi Kritz and I am from Dillingham. I
was raised in Togiak and Aleknagik. Growing up in a traditional family, I was taught how to tell
the difference in fish at a very young age and how to process them. My sister and I started with
trout, like my grandma says, as you got older you graduated to better eating fish like reds, and
more recently kings. At the start of my 8th grade year, I was asked what I knew about the
Pebble Mine and I didn't know anything. This is when I learned that it would be the largest mine
in North America, it would be seen from space and it would be right on the headwaters of Bristol
Bay. I actively became involved in a group called Rebels to Pebble. I continued to educate
people on the effects this mine could bring to the environment and to our native people. If this
mine goes through, we would be devastated, because it runs the risk of destroying the most
important part of our culture and our livelihood. Destroying the land we come from won't only
affect my generation, it will affect many generations that come after mine. Please use your
authority to help us protect our land. Thank you.
[01:24:03.13]
Jasmine Kritz
Hello. My name is name is Jasmine Kritz. I am 19 years old and the oldest of 8 children. I
grew up moving back and forth from Togiak and Aleknagik and I currently reside in Dillingham.
The fish has been a very big part of my life. At a young age, I was taught by my grandparents
how to split fish and the process of drying fish. Unfortunately, if the Pebble Mine is approved
and carried through with, I will no longer be able to continue to split or put away fish, let alone
teach my own children or grandchildren one day. Because, no matter how safe they say Pebble
Mine could be, there is always the possibility of an earthquake or any other kind of natural
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disaster that can cause a leak from the waste made from the mine and there is no way to
protect the rivers. I am afraid that my generation could be the last to see the beautiful fish that
our Bristol Bay has if the Pebble Mine is approved. Please do what is right so we can keep on
subsistence and commercial fishing off of our land. Even though the Pebble Mine could provide
jobs for approximately 100 years, that doesn't compare what our BB has provided us since long
before I was born and long before my grandparents were born. Bristol Bay will provide for us for
the rest of our lives. Thank you for coming and listening.
[01:26:11.10]
Melissa Blair
With all due respect to the Nondalton village elders, leaders and residents who depend on the
land today, my name is Melissa Blair and I am the representative from the National Parks
Conservation Association. Thank you EPA for listening and responding to the tribes of Bristol
Bay, the people who asked you to use the Clean Water Act to help protect the clean water and
salmon fishery of Bristol Bay. It is so incredibly important to the people and the jobs and the
tourism and the communities into the future. Thank you for the watershed assessment. It is
comprehensive, well written, and very understandable. You now have scientific information and
data and traditional knowledge to understand how unique the Bristol Bay fishery is and how
important it is to the ecosystem, jobs and culture. You also understand massive size and scale
of the potential mining district and the risk it poses to this region. NPCA. We encourage you to
use the Clean Water Act to protect BB. This fight has gone on long enough and it is time for
people to have a chance to begin to heal. While the watershed assessment does examine the
possibility of not just one massive mine, but a massive mining district being built right alongside
Lake Clark National Park, we don't think it goes quite far enough to understand risks that a
massive mining district would pose to the National Park, especially the mining plans that are in
the headwaters of the Susitna River, a freshwater tributary of the Clark. You would think that
living downstream from of a 4 million acre national park, especially one of the best and vast in
the country would guarantee that you would have clean water and a clean environment to
sustain you for generations. Unfortunately, as you have heard today and you have heard
throughout the bay, that is just not the case with what looms just over these hills. The first time I
came to Nondalton, I was in the back and I saw some folks walking around with bottles of water.
I asked Liz Alexie for one. She said, oh no, absolutely not. You are going to drink our water,
because we have absolutely the best water in the world. I hope that you always do. Thank you.
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[01:29:03.29]
Bonnie Gestring
Good afternoon everyone. I would like to thank the EPA for the assessment. I've read the
document and it clearly highlights the severe and lasting consequences to wild salmon from
mining the Pebble deposit. I am particularly concerned about the likelihood of acid mine
drainage becoming a severe and lasting source of pollution to communities below the mine.
Acid mine drainage is like opening Pandora's Box. It is long term and it is a problem that can't
be fixed once it develops. The nation’s largest superfund site is a large copper sulfide deposit
that is like the Pebble deposit, which acid mine drainage that will last for tens of thousands of
years. One of the findings in the assessment that particularly struck me was the seepage from
the waste rock piles, which they estimate in the assessment as being up to 2.8 billion gallons of
contaminated water that would be generated every year, which would be a source of
contamination to the upper Talarik Creek and down into Lake Iliamna if it is not completely
contained forever. There are not examples of long term collection for the mining industries
because they just haven't been around for that length of time either. There has been some talk
about trying to address that acid mine drainage issue by placing the acid mine drainage
generating waste under water either in the open pit or in the tailing pond. I want to emphasize
that it is not a fix. Keeping the waste rock underwater while it slows the process, does not stop
acid generation. The experience of operating mines, particularly those that are comparable to
Pebble, there is ample documentation that industry to indicate that all tailings ponds leak over
time. So my take away from the assessment is that all this information that was presented is
that the assessment makes a very compelling scientific case for the need for a 404(c) to protect
the salmon population productive and sustainable from here on out. I urge the EPA to move
forward with the process as quickly as possible. Thank you.
[01:31:49.06]
Rick Rau
Thank you. My name is Rick Rau and I live in Koliganek. I've been there five years. I've kind of
been adopted into that village. I spent a long time in the military. My history is primarily in
Allentown, Pennsylvania, which is right next to Bethlehem. If you are not familiar with
Bethlehem, if you have steel built, any type of steel or iron produced between 1930 and 1975, it
came from my home town. They mined the ore and coal from that region to the point of
devastation. In my home town of Bethlehem, I didn't have a high school reunion and I've been
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out of high school a while. A lot of that is attributed to the mining, a lot of that is attributed to
degradation of the water systems around. There are state parks nearby that have been affected
by the mining. As a resident of Koliganek, I see a history repeat developing. Not just from my
history, but from history across the nation. After reading the report and I did read it, I
respectfully disagree about how the report is written. There are citations that need to be
annotated a lot more thoroughly. I don't see a correct reference to anything that is cited in there
and realize that it is draft and you say do not quote or cite anything from that source, but in my
professional opinion the writing needs to be absolutely detailed. It seems rushed to me. I think
that this assessment, while valid needs to be extremely well documented. I've seen things
thrown out in my previous career in law enforcement based on the lack of people doing what
they were supposed to do when it comes to documentation. As a federal employee, back when
I had a job in the federal government, I saw a lot of time wasted because of red tape and a lot of
improperly cited sources and documentation. I absolutely urge you to reevaluate whoever is
writing your report for you and make sure that the citations are accurate and that there is
nothing that could be left to be challenged. It seems biased. Starting phrases off with the word
because. Detailing information that seems like it could be determined to be one sided could give
people in the peer review committee the opportunity to discount that source or that information,
based purely on the fact that it was biased. I definitely urge you to reevaluate that document
and look at more of a historical value to it. There is a way to synthesize the information that you
are putting out so that you can see others peoples history and how mining has affected their
waters and their communities. Don't let that happen to the communities out here that have
adopted me and taken me in when I've lost my home.
[01:35:14.20]
Luther Hobson Jr.
Hi. My name is Luther Hobson. I was a fisherman for a few years down in Bristol Bay. I want
to thank the EPA for coming here and listening to everybody who has something to say. There
are so many people that eat from Bristol Bay all over the world and they pay cash money to eat
all the different kind of food that comes from Bristol Bay. Maybe the FDA should be sitting at
the table.
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[01:37:00.25]
Tiel Smith
Thank you for the opportunity. You have heard from me in a prior testimony, but I will add a
little something this time. First of all, I am Tiel Smith and I was born and raised in the region
and am now in Dillingham. Since 2004, I have worked for BBNC as the VP of lands and
resources. I am a tribal member of the Curyung and I am a corporation shareholder. I fish in
BB on the Kvichak at Graveyard Point, and I have for generations. I look forward to continuing
to do that. In the few hours I've been sitting here and listening to testimony, I've gotten here
with all these folks when I do meetings for the regional corporations. We talk about the lands
and resources and corporate business. I won't talk about that, but I will say that each year I
have a chance to talk about my job. It is two things basically. It is to continue to oversee the
culture, tradition of our people and the use of their land. It is also to find responsible and
sustainable development. It is a bit of a challenge to work those two together. BBNC will be in
their 40th year along with the other corporations. We celebrate that and have done a
tremendous assessment of our oil and gas opportunity and our hard rock mineral potential over
the past forty years. But as you can see, if you look carefully in our region, there is not a
development that we have found and we have spent thousands and millions of dollars looking
for something to develop. We have never overlooked the fact that salmon and game have been
so much as priority in our region. We recognize that. Especially in light of Pebble project being
looked at so closely. We not only know about that, we have studied it and we know about many
other prospects and exploration targets in the region, none of which today make any sense to
develop, based on the necessity to look for increased protections to the fish and game. I would
conclude this thought by saying; this is significant, because we own the most land in the region
as a private landowner, 3 million acres. We do that in conjunction with village corporations who
are also for profit corporations looking for good business opportunity, both who want to sustain.
At this point we are looking for greater protection, so this environmental assessment lends itself
very well to that exercise. We know about the state regulations, we know about the federal. We
know about the types of protection that they can and can't give, so we are supportive of this
type of action. We not only look scientifically and critically at our lands and waters, but we also
listen to our shareholders and locals, so we have surveyed them. Not just a large number of our
shareholders, but we have also surveyed by individual community. Each individual community
has shown over 50% opposition to this particular large development. On a whole 81% are
opposed to the Pebble project. At the same time, they support BBNC in their position to
responsibly develop and sustainably develop. I find that to be a very good comparison. I would
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conclude with this one last fact, that these are rough numbers. Your meetings within the region
have been able to yield about 250 comments. About 10 of those comments are supportive or
neutral of mining development showing 9% opposition to large scale development and in
particular Pebble in southwest Alaska. I think my numbers are pretty close. You have seen us
be a part of these hearings as you've gone around. We appreciate this scientific effort and that
is my testimony today.
[01:43:10.27]
Russell Nelson
I thank you. My name is Russell Nelson and I am from Dillingham. I sit on the board of
directors for the BBNC and not all of us are from Dillingham. We have directors all the way from
the east side of Anchorage over to Togiak, so I just wanted to say that since I heard someone
say that we were all from Dillingham. I’m sure some of the other board members would object
to a statement that they were from Dillingham. Not that Dillingham is a bad place. I grew up
there, I love it, not so much just the town, but also getting out to the cabin where we do our
subsistence hunting and fishing. Those are the really important parts to our family. This
watershed assessment that you are conducting this comment draft, it doesn’t take long to read
through. It's well done. I liked the pictures in it and then the three volumes. I went through
them, I didn't study them closely, but I did go through them and I thought, what a great set of
demographics for this area. A lot of people try to write grants to get money to help our
communities, I think you say not to comment of it, but I think when it is finalized we are going to
be plagiarizing a whole bunch of it to write our drafts. It's accurate and it's up to date. I think
you have done a wonderful job. As far as the timeline for commenting on the assessment,
there is not really that much stuff to comment on, except to add some things that you may have
left out, such as seismic data could be added. When you look at the Pebble seismic data in that
big pile of paper that they sent out, they put in about seven pages of seismic data and two of
them they copied from someone else. They make this assumption that the Lake Clark fault
comes straight down the lake, which aims at Pebble and all of the other faults just keep on
going although they know there are fault lines that run right through Pebble, and in their data
they make the assumption that the fault line goes either to the right or to the left very quickly and
that it goes around Pebble. I don't see how they can come to that conclusion making an
assumption like that. So that kind of data needs to be added. We really appreciate you guys
coming and we appreciate you doing this draft assessment and we hope you finish up the
assessment and I'm going to comment on your three volumes and it’s not going to take long.
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Most of it is demographics and you just have to fill in some little holes where it needs to be. July
23, most of the people will be done fishing by then. Also, most people aren't fishing now. They
are getting their boats ready but there is time in the evening if you are really concerned and
really have an interest and intention to comment on this there is plenty of time for us to
comment on it. Thank you.
[01:46:24.11]
Kim Williams
Thank you EPA for the Assessment of potential mining impacts on the salmon ecosystems in
BB. My name is Kimberly Williams and I am the Executive Director of Nunamta Aulukestai,
which is Yup'ik for caretakers of our land. Nunamta is a non-profit corporation whose
membership includes ten Alaska native village corporations and nine tribes located in the BB
region of Alaska. Nunamta's mission is to establish a framework to collaborate in the mission in
management and protection of lands and natural resources. I am the third chief of the Curyung
Tribal Council, and I thank EPA for sitting down with my tribe in government to government
consultation. It is too bad that the state of AK can't do the same. I would like to speak of the
irony that the state wants more time for public comment. You have scheduled eight public
meetings and a 60-day comment period so that we the public could speak to the assessment
and we will get another opportunity to comment at the peer review of the document. The state
of AK should look to EPA for the right way to get public comment. The state attorney general
Geraghty complains that 60 days is inadequate. He had the audacity to ask for four months for
the public and state to address the technical and legal merits of this assessment. Yet, the
audacity of industry representatives who express their alarm that the public isn't given sufficient
time to respond. How ironic and how hypocritical. For the last 24 years, the mining companies
have been exploring for copper and gold on state lands in the headwaters of BB, hoping to
develop the largest mine of its type in North America. They have drilled 1200 bore holes, some
more than a mile deep and used fragile tundra and wetlands as their waste dump; criss-crossed
subsistence areas with tens of thousands of helicopter flights. Removed millions of gallons of
water from streams and ponds that support spawning salmon and other freshwater fishes. They
have done all that with the states permission. Without public notice, without inviting public
comment and without public hearings. While AK regulators have permitted industrial scale
exploration, they have never asked the public to comment on whether the state should permit in
the headwaters of the world’s premier sockeye salmon fishery, nor have they asked the tribal
governments who the federal government recognizes. Nor have they asked the indigenous
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people who are Yup'ik and Denai’ina, who are real people with an intact and thriving sustainable
salmon based culture, which this assessment recognizes and sets out to get our comments
about a mine scenario that could produce billions of tons of toxic waste that could be stored
forever, held back by an earthen dam. Thank you for gathering the science and a potential
mining scenario to address the potential impacts that a large scale mine will do to our salmon
streams and the impact it will have on us as a people. We are represented by trustees for AK,
and we went to court seeking an adequate opportunity to address the technical and legal merits
of the state exploration permit. The issue is on appeal to the Alaska Supreme Court and the
state adamantly insists that the public has no right to even know about such permits in advance,
let alone comment on them. The state systematically avoids any public notice and any hearing
before it grants mining exploration and water permits. Do they give 60 days? Never. Even
when the state does allow public comment, as it did for development of the Rock Creek gold
mine near Nome. The comment period is half as long and the state is downright stingy in
granting more time. It allowed the public just three extra days to comment on Rock Creek.
They approved the project and then were forced to shut it down when the warnings from the
critics proved accurate. Had the state been doing its job for the past two decades, it would have
by now its own full record of public participation on the very issues raised by your draft
assessment. It would have undertaken its own analysis of whether exploration and
development are in the best interest of the state. The state would not then need 60 days to
comment on the draft; rather they have been doing everything in their power both politically and
through regulation to grease the wheels for development. They are ready to defend their
rigorous permitting process and are quick to tell EPA "hands of Alaska" because their rigorous
permitting process. But I am here to say, their use of a marine land classification in their own
Bristol Bay area plan is their way for them to make it easier for permitting. We all know in this
room that there are no walruses around the Pebble site. That is marine land classification for
you. So, if the state of AK is interested in seeking public comment, through their exploration
phase of the Pebble deposit, which is a large scale mine that gets addressed in your
assessment, they would already know and conclude that mining at this scale would cause a loss
of spawning and rearing habitat for both anadromous and freshwater fishes. The loss of
wetlands that support migratory birds and habitat for caribou and other large game. It is not
EPA's role to solve for jobs in our region, nor is it your job to solve the declining population or
the closing of our schools in our region. Your role is clean water and the protection of these
waters. The regulations need to ensure that we have clean water. Thank you for this
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assessment and doing what the state of AK should be doing. Tell them that the comment
deadline is July 23. Thank you.
[01:52:42.04]
Peter Andrew
Thank you. My name is Peter Andrew. BBNC board director, commercial fisherman and
subsistence user. Yesterday, June 6 was a pretty important day that not everybody recognizes.
Yesterday, 100 years ago, my father was awakened by mother. This was 1912. Katmai had just
blown off. It was dark for three or four days. He said it was something that he would never,
ever forget. I ask you guys to take another look at the seismic and volcanic activity which is
fairly close to this particular project. I'd also like to remind you that the BBNC had not taken a
position on Pebble or large scale mining lightly. We studied it for a few years. We agonized
over it. With the support of our people, we feel very very, very, confident that a major part of our
people want us to take this position and we did. So we are asking EPA along with the BBN,
which in March passed a unanimous resolution asking EPA to come in and do the assessment
and get it done. We will be asking again to use section 404(c). It is important to our culture and
I thank these people for the hospitality. This is our land, this is our people, and this is our place.
Please this is your place. This is America's place. President Obama classified Bristol Bay as
one of the top national treasures. Please do your duty and protect our federal waters that will
be in jeopardy. I thank you and I think I got the last word.
End

Note: This is not a certified transcript. This record of oral comments was transcribed by Judy
Smith, EPA Community Involvement Coordinator from audio recordings taken at the EPA public
meeting held in Nondalton, Alaska beginning at 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, June 7, 2012. Every
effort was made to transcribe the testimony accurately, but there may be errors or omissions
because of background noise during the meeting or the sound quality of the recording.
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1

2

2

[START RECORDING]

3

[Background noise]

4

MR. DAVID ALLNUTT: (First remarks are off

5

mic).

6

Ashley Palomaki, I believe they will be, there's

7

Ashley, and Brittany is in the back.

8

be taking separate recorded oral comments in the

9

other room during the hearing.

10
11

Also, here today are Brittany Bennett and

They will

So now I'd like

to turn it over to Betsy with some ground rules.
MS. BETSY DANIELS:

Good afternoon.

Whoa,

12

good afternoon everybody.

I don't think I need

13

to yell at you, I really don't.

14

This is a really interesting room to have a

15

hearing.

16

thank you to everyone for doing their best to

17

keep side conversations down because it really

18

-- we can -- the folks in the back, we are

19

hearing your voices up here so just so you know.

20

And part of our goal today is to have these

21

voices for the presentation get out to everybody

22

and then we'll turn it over to have kind of what

23

we've done in the past which is have a 2-minute

24

testimony.

25

So, again, my name is Betsy Daniels.

There we go.

The sound really bounced around .

So

And I've got a timer here for folks .

Ubiqus Reporting
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1

3

2

I'm the same person, I've been here before and

3

just tried to help with the meeting.

4

talked to some folks, you know it's really hard

5

to say everything you want to say in two

6

minutes.

7

help you.

8

you.

9

is being recorded for a record.

I understand.

I've

So, we have a timer to

And just a few things that might help

This is a formal public hearing.

And it

So . . . I'll

10

have to stop talking if other folks are talking

11

'cause I can hear all your voices up here.

12

what the record needs is your name for the

13

record, and there's a recorder here, and so if

14

you could say your name and then give your two

15

minutes that would be great.

16

pictures being taken with cameras from different

17

places.

18

to be aware of that.

19

to get here.

20

be here.

21

have eldercare, jobs, kids, family, and so thank

22

you so much for taking the time out of your

23

lives to be here, regardless of your viewpoint

24

about the decision that EPA is working on here

25

and is asking for your comment on.

So,

There are some

And so, I just kind of wanted everyone
Many of you have traveled

You've all given up something to

Some folks have childcare, some folks

So today

Ubiqus Reporting
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1

4

2

what was published out there in the Federal

3

Register, newspapers, et cetera is the EPA,

4

here, these folks, are requesting public comment

5

on a proposal to withdraw the 2014 Section

6

404(c) proposed determination.

7

things you may likely disagree with today .

8

may hear things you agree with.

9

try to make sure that in the short three hours

You will hear
You

We're going to

10

that we have, we hear from as many people as

11

possible.

12

ask you to do today is not applaud after each

13

person 'cause it just takes longer.

14

not -- I'm not trying to stifle your feelings or

15

but it just takes up a lot of time.

16

going to try to keep it moving.

17

there's applause we're going to wait and then

18

the folks that have signed up later might not

19

get to talk 'cause these EPA folks have to get

20

on flights and leave at 4:00, so I just kind of

21

want to make that clear that I'm just trying to

22

make it work for everybody.

23

speak once.

24

of hats.

25

written testimony cards in the back so if you

So, the hardest thing I'm going to

So, it's

So, we're

If I -- if

So, each person can

We realize a lot of you wear a lot

So, what's great is they've got

Ubiqus Reporting
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5

2

could come up one time for your two minutes, if

3

you're really finding you got like a number

4

that's late in the pile and you've got something

5

at home or jobs or school, I know we have a lot

6

of students here, you can give your oral

7

testimony, where's Ashley?

8

oh, here's Ashley.

9

across from the doors, the main entrance to the

10

school, she's going to be there with a recorder

11

and she works for EPA and so some folks just

12

can't wait until like 4:00, you know you've got

13

to get going, so line up in the hall down there

14

if you're finding this is taking too long, the

15

same, it ends up in the same record.

16

same weight as a written comment, speaking in

17

front of your community here, speaking in that

18

room, they have the same weight in the record.

19

It's all -- they have -- so I just didn’t want

20

anybody to feel like that they made the effort

21

to come and got left out.

22

choices for you.

23

give them their time to speak, don't interrupt.

24

If there's noise, lots of applause or anything

25

these guys aren't going to be able to hear them

I'm going to have --

Down in Room 1 on the right

It has the

So, there's lots of

While folks are speaking, just

Ubiqus Reporting
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1

6

2

speak.

Try to -- there will be a microphone

3

there, try to speak into the microphone and what

4

you're doing is you're going to be talking with

5

EPA and not to the rest of the room.

6

interrupt to just kind of help you out if you

7

need, if that's not working out for you, I'll

8

kind of remind you how it's supposed to go .

9

soon we're going to call the Elders and elected

10

officials first, work through those, when I get

11

to the end of that pile I'll ask to see if I've

12

forgot -- if we just didn’t get anybody, you

13

should have let the sign-in folks know that when

14

you signed in.

15

numbers until the close of the hearing.

16

let's see if I've forgotten anything else .

17

I think that we're going to open, officially

18

open the hearing now and have a presentation

19

from Palmer and then I'll remind everybody real

20

quick how the cards work so you should have a

21

number if you want to speak . . .

22

haven't gotten a card yet, be sure to get a card

23

and get a number so that I can call your number

24

if you want to talk.

25

carefully and respectfully as possible.

I might

So

And then I'll go through all the
And …
So,

so if you

And we'll go through it as
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1

7

2

think, David, I think you were going to, oh, Lee

3

is going to talk next.

4

go ahead?

5

MR. LEE FORSGREN:

Okay Lee, why don't you

Hi, I'm Lee Forsgren and

6

I'm the Deputy Assistant Administrator for

7

Water, at EPA Headquarters.

8

of Administrator Pruitt.

9

all for coming today.

I'm here on behalf

I wanted to thank you

I know how difficult it

10

is that you all made sacrifices to be here and

11

we do appreciate that.

12

We have no preconceived notions but we are here

13

to hear what you have to say.

14

forward to hearing each and every one of your

15

testimonies.

16

I would now turn it over to Palmer Hough to

17

figure out kind of how we got here.

18

We're here to listen.

And I look

And for a little bit of background

MR. PALMER HOUGH:

Thank you, Lee. I want to

19

thank everyone for taking the time to

20

participate in today's hearings and for coming

21

out, again, to share your thoughts and comments

22

with EPA.

23

here.

24

proposal to withdraw its 2014 Clean Water Act

25

Section 404(c) Proposed Determination.

I'll begin with explaining why we're

The EPA is seeking public comment on its

Ubiqus Reporting
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8

2

proposed determination would have restricted

3

certain waters of the Bristol Bay watershed as

4

disposal sites for dredged or fill material

5

associated with mining the Pebble deposit.

6

Today's presentation will provide you with

7

information regarding EPA's proposal.

8

seeking your feedback about whether to withdraw

9

the proposed 404(c) determination at this time

EPA is

10

for the reasons that I'm fixing to outline.

11

There's a great deal of history regarding the

12

Pebble deposit and I'll attempt to summarize

13

some key points from that history that are

14

important to today's hearing.

15

involved with potential large-scale mining in

16

the Bristol Bay watershed for over a decade,

17

working with all stakeholders in the region.

18

Since 2001, Northern Dynasty Minerals, a

19

Canadian mining company, and later its

20

subsidiary, the Pebble Limited Partnership, have

21

been exploring the possibility of developing the

22

mine at the Pebble deposit.

23

EPA received a series of requests to use its

24

404(c) authority to restrict or prohibit

25

discharges associated with mining at the Pebble

EPA has been

Starting in 2010,

Ubiqus Reporting
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1

9

2

deposit.

At the same time, we also received

3

requests not to use our 404(c) authority at that

4

time.

5

communications with groups on both sides of the

6

debate, EPA decided not to grant either of those

7

sets of competing petitions.

8

initiated a scientific assessment in 2011 to

9

study the watershed and inform future decision-

After months of deliberation and

Instead, EPA

10

making.

What followed was a 3-year scientific

11

process that included multiple rounds of public

12

comment and generating more than a million

13

written comments, external peer review, as well

14

as consultation with tribes and ANCSA

15

corporations.

16

was finalized in 2014, EPA considered the

17

available information, including the watershed

18

assessment, and the Regional Administrator from

19

EPA Region 10 decided to initiate the 404(c)

20

process.

21

issued its proposed determination outlining a

22

set of restrictions that would limit the extent

23

of salmon supporting streams and wetlands that

24

could be destroyed or degraded associated with

25

mining the Pebble deposit.

After the watershed assessment

And in July of 2014, EPA Region 10

EPA took public
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1

10

2

comment on the proposed determination in 2014 .

3

We also consulted with tribes and ANCSA

4

corporations.

5

lawsuits against EPA relating to the agency's

6

work in Bristol Bay.

7

these lawsuits affected EPA's 404(c) review.

8

404(c) is a provision in the Clean Water Act

9

that gives EPA the authority to restrict or

Also in 2014, Pebble filed three

I'll talk about how one of

10

prohibit discharges of dredged or fill material

11

into wetlands, streams, or other aquatic

12

resources, when EPA makes a determination that

13

those discharges would have an unacceptable

14

adverse effect on certain resources, including

15

fishery areas.

16

step process for doing a 404(c) review.

17

first step involves sending an initiation letter

18

to the Army Corps of Engineers and to affected

19

land owners.

20

Corps, to Pebble, and to the State in February

21

of 2014.

22

EPA, and EPA met with Pebble, and we met with

23

the State, before proceeding to step two.

24

two involves an EPA regional office issuing a

25

proposed determination and offering an

Our regulations establish a 4The

EPA sent such a letter to the

That letter invited consultation with

Ubiqus Reporting
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2

opportunity for public comment.

As I mentioned

3

earlier, EPA Region 10 issued its proposed

4

determination in July of 2014.

5

holding seven public hearings, one of which was

6

here in Dillingham, EPA accepted written public

7

comments until September 19th, 2014.

8

public comment period on the proposed

9

determination, EPA received approximately

And after

During the

10

670,000 public comments and oral testimony from

11

over 300 hearing participants.

12

part of one of Pebble's lawsuits against EPA,

13

Pebble obtained a preliminary injunction on

14

November 25th, 2014, which halted EPA's Section

15

404(c) review until that lawsuit was resolved

16

this past May.

17

had not stopped the 404(c) review at step two,

18

the next step in the 404(c) review process, step

19

three, would have been for EPA Region 10 to

20

either forward what's called a recommended

21

determination to EPA headquarters or to withdraw

22

the proposed determination.

23

four of the 404(c) review process, if the Region

24

had submitted a recommended determination to EPA

25

headquarters, EPA headquarters would make a

Excuse me.

As

If that preliminary injunction

Finally, under step
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2

final decision deciding whether or not any of

3

the proposed restrictions should be made

4

permanent.

5

Pebble deposit was stopped at the proposed

6

determination, step two, in November of 2014

7

because of lawsuits filed by Pebble.

8

were in litigation with Pebble for approximately

9

two and a half years.

EPA's 404(c) review regarding the

And we

EPA resolved all those

10

outstanding lawsuits with Pebble through a May

11

11th, 2017 settlement agreement.

12

highlight three key terms from that settlement

13

agreement.

14

challenges against EPA's Bristol Bay Watershed

15

Assessment, the science report that we put out

16

in 2014, so EPA is now free to use that

17

scientific assessment without any limitation.

18

Second, Pebble wanted more time to submit a

19

permit application, so EPA agreed to pause its

20

404(c) review for between two and a half to four

21

years, starting on May 11th, 2017.

22

term works is if Pebble submits a permit

23

application to the Army Corps by November 11th

24

of 2019, EPA Region 10 agrees not to forward a

25

recommended determination, that's step three of

And I want to

First, Pebble dropped all of its

The way this
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2

the 404(c) process, to EPA Headquarters until

3

either a final environmental impact statement is

4

issued for the Pebble Mine Project or until May

5

11th, 2021, whichever is earlier.

6

term I want to talk about from the settlement

7

agreement is the one that we're here today and

8

that we're focused on.

9

settlement agreement, EPA also agreed to

So, the third

As part of the

10

initiate a process to propose to withdraw its

11

2014 proposed determination and to do so by July

12

11th, 2017.

13

requirement of the settlement agreement when it

14

released its withdrawal proposal on July 11th.

15

If EPA ultimately decides to withdraw the

16

proposed determination, the settlement agreement

17

does not prohibit EPA from considering future

18

section 404(c) review and issuing a new proposed

19

determination at any time.

20

about EPA's proposal to withdraw.

21

fulfillment of the settlement agreement and

22

policy direction from EPA's new Administrator,

23

EPA is proposing to withdraw the 2014 proposed

24

determination at this time and we're taking

25

public comment on that proposal.

Well, EPA fulfilled this

So now let's talk
In

EPA's proposal
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2

that was published in the Federal Register lays

3

out a four-part rationale for withdrawal.

4

first part of this rationale is that the

5

proposal reflects the new Administrator’s desire

6

to provide Pebble with additional time to submit

7

a permit application to the Army Corps and

8

potentially allow the Army Corps permitting

9

process to initiate without having an open and

The

10

unresolved 404(c) review.

The second part of

11

this rationale is a little bit tricky to

12

comprehend.

13

regulations, keeping the proposed determination

14

in place would not prevent Pebble from

15

submitting a permit application to the Corps;

16

keeping the proposed determination in place

17

wouldn't prevent the Corps from reviewing that

18

permit application.

19

determination is kept in place the only thing

20

that the Corps can't do is issue a permit for a

21

mine at the Pebble deposit.

22

withdrawal proposal notes that withdrawal at

23

this time would remove any uncertainty, real or

24

perceived, about Pebble's ability to submit a

25

permit application and have that permit

So, under existing federal

If the proposed

Nevertheless, the
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2

application reviewed by the Corps.

The third

3

part of EPA's rationale for proposing to

4

withdraw indicates that it would -- the proposal

5

would allow the factual record regarding any

6

forthcoming permit application to develop.

7

the fourth part of the rationale is that the

8

proposal makes it clear that EPA retains the

9

discretion to act under 404(c) prior to issuance

10

of any potential Army Corps permit for a mine at

11

the Pebble deposit.

12

this proposed withdrawal until October 17th.

13

couple of additional points to keep in mind

14

about EPA's process. EPA Region 10 Regional

15

Administrator will make a final decision in

16

consultation with EPA's Administrator.

17

not soliciting comment at this time on the

18

proposed restrictions from 2014 or on the

19

science or the technical information underlying

20

the 2014 proposed determination.

21

comment on whether to withdraw the proposed

22

determination for the reasons provided in the

23

Federal Register and that I just highlighted.

24

And if a final withdrawal decision is made,

25

whether the Administrator should review and

And

We're taking comment on
A

EPA's

EPA is seeking
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2

reconsider that withdrawal decision.

Now, it's

3

very important to note that nothing requires

4

that EPA withdraw their proposed determination

5

at this time.

6

withdraw at this time.

7

seeking your input on whether we should withdraw

8

the proposed determination at this time and why

9

you think that and if a final withdrawal

EPA can make a decision not to
So, in summary, EPA is

10

decision is made, whether the Administrator

11

should review and reconsider that withdrawal

12

decision.

13

at today's hearing and any written comments that

14

you submit before the close of the comment

15

period.

16

our facilitator, Betsy.

17

We look forward to hearing your input

Thank you and I'll turn it back over to

MS. DANIELS:

Thanks, Palmer.

Okay.

Okay.

All

18

right, so is everybody ready?

So just a

19

reminder to hold your applause.

20

hard for a few hours to do that.

21

set up the timer here.

22

going to read off the first few numbers.

23

have a couple of minutes.

24

kind of count it down for you just so you can

25

know to keep it to two minutes.

I know it's
I'm going to

I'll help you.

And I'm
You'll

This will help you,

So, the first
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we have -MR. ALLNUTT (hearing officer): (Interposing)
Betsy, do I need to open the hearing?
MS. DANIELS:
the hearing.

Oh, you should probably open

That would be good.

MR. ALLNUTT:

Okay.

Go ahead.

Before we start

8

receiving your comments, I need to make a few

9

statements for the official record.

For the

10

record this meeting is being convened on

11

Wednesday, October 11th in the Dillingham

12

Seventh Day Adventist Gym in Dillingham, Alaska .

13

The purpose of this public hearing is to receive

14

public comments on EPA's proposal to withdraw

15

the proposed Clean Water Act restrictions for

16

mining the Pebble deposit area in the Bristol

17

Bay watershed.

18

public hearing was published in the Alaska

19

Dispatch News and in the Bristol Bay Times.

20

a notice was placed in the Federal Register on

21

September 21st, 2017.

22

announced on EPA's Bristol Bay website, by

23

email, and by the news media.

24

comment period began on July 11th, 2017 and ends

25

on October 17th, 2017.

Notice of this proposal and this

And

This hearing was also

The public

Today's hearing is being
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2

recorded.

A transcript of the recording will be

3

placed in the public comment document for the

4

proposed withdrawal.

5

translation will be done at the time the

6

recording is transcribed.

7

provides interested people an opportunity to

8

express their views on the proposed withdrawal

9

and to provide EPA with as much relevant

Any needed language

Today's hearing

10

information as possible to assist in decision-

11

making.

12

today.

13

received at this hearing along with all the

14

comments received during the public comment

15

period in a written response to comments

16

document that will accompany any final decision.

17

Now I think I'm going to turn it over to Betsy -

18

-

19
20
21

EPA will not respond to your comments
But it will respond to all comments

MS. DANIELS: (Interposing) Okay, right,
right.

Right.

MR. ALLNUTT:

-- and the last thing I will

22

note for the record is there are several open

23

seats in the front row.

24

time to stand up so please fill those seats if

25

you feel the need.

Three hours is a long

I'll turn it over now to
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19

Betsy.
MS. DANIELS:

All right, thanks.

Sorry.

4

So, David, Lee, and Russ, if you can put your

5

headsets on, our first couple of speakers will

6

be speaking in Yup'ik and we do have a

7

translator, Esther, I think is all set up.

8

so, that'll be Mike Gloko Sr., number one, first

9

and then Mike Minista, the other Mike, number

10

two from Manokotak.

11

Number one Mike, are you number one?

12

Mike?

13

for him?

14

come here?

15

if you like.

16

So, number one Mike?

Come here, here Sir.
Here?

Sir, can you

You can put your paper here

Yeah, there you go.

MR. MIKE Gloko Sr.(Manokotak Elder):
Somebody supposed to translate for me

18

(unintelligible).
MS. DANIELS:
in Yup'ik.

You may speak in Yup'ik.

21

yeah, we have the translator.

22

Yup'ik.
MR. GLOKO SR.:

Hi.

Yeah, go ahead, you may speak

20

23

Is this

Can you bring the microphone over here

17

19

And

Okay.

He's,

But go ahead in

First of all, is, the

24

kind of, the kind of people Pebble Mines only

25

hires heavy equipment operators, union members,
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2

(unintelligible) mechanic. [Unintelligible off

3

mic.]
MS. DANIELS: (Directions for translator)

4
5

Start again Sir.
MR. GLACO SR.: (SPEAKING THROUGH TRANSLATOR

6
7

BUT TRANSLATOR IS ALL OFF MIC AND

8

UNINTELLIGIBLE)
MS. DANIELS:

9

So, can I hear you now?

Okay.

10

Why don't you just stay here 'cause you can have

11

water and then if you want to put your headset

12

on, we'll have number two Mike?

13

number two Mike.

14

all hearing?

15

both of these so that people can hear what

16

you're saying, are you okay with that? Thank

17

you.

18
19
20

Is it working?

Okay.

TRANSLATOR:

Okay, they're

So if you can speak, hold

Thank you.

I think it'd be

easier if I just did this.
MS. DANIELS:

Is this -- well they want to

21

hear what you're saying.

22

number two Mike.

23

Come on up,

So.

Okay.

Okay,

MR. MIKE MINISTA (Manokotak Elder):

24

is Mike Minista.

I come from.

25

or five years old I helped my mom, Hepnet

My name

When I was four
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2

(phonetic), on my family fished at Bristol Bay

3

for all their lives.

4

Mine is not good for Bristol Bay waters.

5

tributary of that mine flows -- it goes to reach

6

our reserve in Togiak and ruin our culture and

7

livelihood of fishing and the wild fish of the

8

Bristol Bay.

9

any of the protection from our region.

10
11

To me I think the Pebble
One

Please don't -- please don't take
Thank

you.
MS. DANIELS:

Thank you.

So, if anyone else

12

needs translation that would be helpful to know

13

we wanted to do that first so folks that needed

14

trans -- anyone else let Tami Fordham know here,

15

okay?

16

translator, thank you.

17

four, Kimberly Williams, coming up.

18

really want to thank the school and the teacher,

19

lead teacher, and students who helped set up

20

today.

21
22

Okay.

Thanks.

While we have number
I want,

So, thank you so much for having us.

MS. KIMBERLY WILLIAMS (Curyung Tribal
Council):

Ready?

23

MS. DANIELS:

24

MS. WILLIAMS:

25

Thank you to the

Okay, go ahead.
For the record my name is

Kimberly Williams, born and raised in
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2

Dillingham.

This is also where I raised my six

3

children.

4

today and under these circumstances.

5

be here taking comment on the proposed

6

determination placing responsible restrictions

7

around the proposed Pebble Project.

8

you spent a decade gathering the science and

9

listening to the people of Bristol Bay about how

What a travesty to have you here
You should

After all

10

this project can wipe out salmon, all species:

11

the King, Sockeye, Chum, Coho, and Pink in the

12

north and south fork of the Chilikadrotna and

13

Mulchatna drainages and portions of Iliamna

14

Lake.

15

what it means to live as indigenous peoples.

16

You have come here after a half-hour meeting

17

between Administrator Pruitt and the Pebble

18

Limited Partnership CEO Tom Collier to take away

19

what we spent 15 years fighting for.

20

Responsible restrictions on a project that

21

impacts our way of life and what it means to

22

live as People of Salmon because of a bogus,

23

fake news due process argument.

24

what I thought EPA spent the last decade working

25

on.

This week our community is celebrating

Due process is

Eight public comment hearings throughout
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23

2

Bristol Bay and in Anchorage and Seattle

3

listening to the stakeholders.

4

years of this past decade you've heard from 1.5

5

million voices, citizens of the United States,

6

and they've got wiped away by a half-hour

7

meeting with a person who's spent his career in

8

the swamp called Washington D.C.

9

meeting with a Washington insider who gets $12.5

In these seven

A half hour

10

million bonus if he can get a permit within 4

11

years of applying and $6.5 million if it takes 6

12

years.

13

this company spend millions accessing

14

politicians at all levels of government.

15

Nothing during the last decade has stopped this

16

company from applying for their permit

17

applications.

18

Bristol Bay from protecting our salmon and the

19

streams and habitat that they depend on.

20

has the opportunity to listen to the 1.5 million

21

voices who want responsible restrictions placed

22

on this deposit.

23

proposed determination in place and come back

24

and have a comment period about that proposed

25

determination.

The people of Bristol Bay have watched

Nothing will stop the people of

EPA

So, I hope you will leave that

Thank you.
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2
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4

MS. DANIELS:

So number 14.

No,

MS. BERTHA PAVIAN-LOCKUK (Togiak Traditional
Council):

6

what, to start talking?

8

14?

it's not bingo, sorry.

5

7

14?

24

Do I need to show you my number or

MS. DANIELS:

Yes, make sure we can hear you

that one was too quiet.

So try now.

9

MS. PAVIAN-LOCKUK:

Hi, my name is Bertha

10

Pavian-Lockuk from Togiak.

11

raised in Togiak, Alaska.

12

fisherman as mentioned before.

13

are continuing to commercially fish for salmon.

14

And we still use our rivers, the lakes, the

15

ponds, the creeks, our ocean, and our land to

16

take care of our family.

17

using all those resources.

18

of commercial fishing there is Exxon Valdez that

19

had an oil spill before.

20

they had promised this, they would never have an

21

accident happen in our . . . an accident, they

22

promised, I'm sure they promised this would

23

never happen that oil spill but it did happen.

24

It turned us financially and drastically since

25

then even though we are not in that Cook Inlet

I was born and
I was a commercial
And my children

We gather our food
And in our history

And I am pretty sure
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25

2

region and we are in Bristol Bay, our commercial

3

fishing salmon prices drastically went down and

4

it hurt us economically.

5

is not a disposal site for anything.

6

site for any development, it has no room for

7

development.

8

our . . . it's not a disposal site for any

9

harmful events.

And Bristol Bay for me
It isn't a

There's a lot of Native People and

When Alaska was purchased by

10

the United States it was already occupied by

11

Alaska Natives and that's us, our Elders, our

12

past Elders, our current generation, and our

13

future generations will still continue to live

14

and reside year- round in our region.

15

still exist and we will, still are, in

16

existence.

17

Along with my future generation, and especially

18

for our Elders, Alaska Natives have been through

19

so much.

20

speaking their language, speaking our language,

21

and now we are being regulated to hunt certain

22

species of our Native food by Fish and Game.

23

And commercial fishing is very regulated now.

24

And please keep Alaska clean.

25

basic need that we have to continue to have, we

We will

Please don't do any harm to us.

They got disciplined very harshly for

This is a very
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2

need to keep Alaska a wildlife place.

3

you.

4

MS. DANIELS:

5

and then 38.

6

Thanks.

7

Yeah.

8
9

Thank you.

26

Thank

Okay, we'll do 26

So, Norman is up next, number 26.

And remember to introduce yourself .

MR. NORMAN ANDERSON (Tribal Government
Conference):

My name is Norman Anderson.

I'm

10

originally from Naknek and I reside in

11

Dillingham.

12

Bay Municipal Association was sitting in

13

executive committee and we were approached by

14

the mineral and hydrocarbon companies for our

15

stamp of approval to move into the Bristol Bay

16

region.

17

ground zero.

18

crime scene in the Bristol Bay region by these

19

two companies and we did not stand for that.

20

resolution we were able to turn back Teck-

21

Cominco that came back under the - - Northern

22

Dynasty - - and just begun to create havoc

23

throughout the Bristol Bay region.

24

recently I was the project manager for a project

25

in the Bristol Bay region called the Tribal

In the early 1980's, the Bristol

At that particular time, we were at
And the potential to be creating a

By

Most
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2

Government Conference.

We traveled to each of

3

the villages and we talked about education,

4

economics, high cost of energy, commercial

5

fishing, subsistence.

6

lifestyles.

7

study was that we are at 83 percent below the

8

poverty level in the Bristol Bay region yet we

9

do not stand for anything that is going to

We talked about our

One thing we extrapolated from that

10

devastate the lifestyle that we have had for

11

generations and generations.

12

as an Association for the Bristol Bay region.

13

We protect our waters.

14

protect our animals like we protect our

15

children.

16

have received over the years from our

17

grandparents.

18

here with nothing at all today, visualize in

19

your mind the potential for a crime scene in the

20

Bristol Bay region.

That is the way we view our

21

land and our water.

So, thank you very much for

22

coming and please have safe travels and Happy

23

Holidays.

24
25

We protect the air.

We

Like we value the information that we

So, take to heart if you leave

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:
Mike.

We stand together

So number 38, Mike, another

And number 46 will be after that .
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2

Remember we're working our way through Elders

3

and elected officials and then I'll get through

4

everybody else so students hang in there.

5

I'll come back to her.

6

back to that one.

7

that is 47.

8
9

Mike?

Okay.

Number 46, Anu?

38?

I'm come
And after

MS. ANU WYSOCKI (Koliganek Village Council):
Hello?

My name is Anu Wysocki and I represent

10

my village as an Elder and a tribe.

They can't

11

all be here, all my peoples, so I'm like one

12

voice for them all.

13

and very devastating to hear that you're

14

planning to withdraw the common sense proposed

15

protections for Bristol Bay watershed, which is

16

being supported by millions of people in Alaska

17

and in America.

18

personal.

19

my people.

In our very existence as a people of

20

this land.

We depend on you to help us protect

21

our homeland, resources, and way of life.

22

is our home.

23

land.

24

place is our way of life.

25

this world like ours with its abundant salmon

It was very heartbreaking

I'm going to make this

This withdrawal is a threat to me and

We want it protected.

This

This is our

We depend on it for its resources.

This

There is no place in
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We depend on it.
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2

and resources.

We know,

3

everyone knows, that Pebble Mine will annihilate

4

our homeland and its resources.

5

sense and simple as 1 + 1 = 2.

6

history has proven this will destroy us all, our

7

very way of life.

8

EPA.

9

watershed -- it is your job to protect our

It's common
Even science and

You are on a wrong track

If you don't protect the Bristol Bay

10

waters, including fisheries, under the Clean

11

Water Act.

12

our tribes, to protect our resources, which

13

includes fishing, hunting, and subsistence

14

areas.

15

violating that trust, our people's right to

16

clean water and way of life.

17

one real fast.

You owe a trust responsibility to

If you recant the protection you are

Okay, just this

Okay.

18

MS. DANIELS:

You have to wrap up.

19

MS. WYSOCKI:

Oh, all right.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

20
21

Thanks.

you.
I know it's hard.

22

try not to clap 'cause it takes too long.

23

Okay.

24
25

Thank

But
47?

MS. DOROTHY B. LARSON (Curyung Tribal
Council):

Good afternoon and welcome to the
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2

Curyung tribal lands.

We're glad that you're

3

here to hear us again.

4

last time.

5

issue for many, many years, over a decade.

6

tried to work with the State of Alaska and found

7

that we could not trust them to work with us.

8

They even put together a Bristol Bay Area Plan

9

without our knowledge, without proper invitation

But we hope this is the

The tribe has been working with this
We

10

for comment.

So, it's not necessarily by choice

11

that we invited EPA to get involved and invoke

12

the 404(c) actions under the Clean Water Act but

13

we felt like it was necessary.

14

when Pebble was first brought up, to our

15

knowledge, it was a surprise and we've been

16

working against that development since.

17

worked asking EPA to invoke 404(c).

18

asking you again and we will continue to ask as

19

the woman before me spoke -- it's common sense

20

that a mine of any size in the watershed will do

21

harm to our environment and to our fish.

22

it's our job to protect that and we will

23

continue to do so.

24

you invoke 404(c), keep the proposed

25

determination, and protect our land and our

So since 2006

We've

We're

So,

And we, again, request that
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3

resources.

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, number 48, Tina?

4

then after that is 51, Stan.

5

okay, okay, take your time.

6

31

48, Tina?

And
Tina,

MS. TINA TINKER (Elder and Aleknagik

7

Traditional Council):

Hi, my name is Tina

8

Tinker.

9

I first started being concerned about the

I live in the community of Aleknagik.

10

Bristol Bay area at the very beginning of the

11

open meetings.

12

Potlatch saying, please let us have silence for

13

we have lost our fish due to EPA didn't want to

14

protect our waters.

15

to help us protect these waters because we

16

wanted to see more of our generations to come to

17

have fish that they can be -- that us Elders

18

have passed down our traditional knowledge to

19

these children.

20

see that being passed on -- 20, 30, 50 years

21

from now.

22

express to please protect the Bristol Bay 'cause

23

this is our livelihood, this is the last thing

24

we have.

25

for families and stuff but that's only for a

And I really hate to start a

You know we asked you guys

And so, I really would like to

And so, I would really like to

I realize a mine can bring in monies
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2

little while.

3

But our fish will last if we take care of it.

4

That's all I have to say.
MS. DANIELS:

5
6

51?

7

the chair?

8
9

It's not going to last forever.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Okay, Stan, number

And then 57 and 62 after that.

MR. STAN SMALL: That's fine.
afternoon.

Do you want

Good

It seems like I was just talking to

10

you guys the other day and you said you was

11

gone, then you came back again.

12

always happy to have you here anyway.

13

across the street here.

14

fisherman.

15

time you was here, I talked about the tidal

16

flux.

17

of you.

18

different tidal flux if you believe anything

19

that these scientists have to say in the world.

20

And we raised 20 feet from the polar ice caps

21

melt within the next 20 years.

22

years, we get 20 feet already and it goes over

23

the road down here with a big wind.

24

means we get 20 feet more, I've got water on my

25

property and you can pay me to launch your boat.

Well we’re
I live

I'm a commercial

My name is Stan Small.

And last

Everybody listened and it was really nice
Well now we're talking about a

20 feet in 20

So, that
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2

I like that.

As far as them saying

3

don't worry about it, we'll get it all figured

4

out and everything's going to work really great.

5

That's what the oil companies said down in

6

southeast Texas just before the storms out

7

there.

8

affected and nobody can drink without -- they

9

got a plastic bottle, I see you all have got

Now they're saying all the groundwater's

10

plastic bottles.

Here, luckily, we don't really

11

need those.

We can still drink the water out of

12

the ground.

So, if you would really work hard

13

at keeping these guys in some way there, I mean

14

I hate to tell them, hey, you can't dig for

15

gold.

16

at the same time, they can go fishing with us if

17

they want.

18

they won't be able to go fishing with us

19

anymore.

20

food source out of this great country here that

21

feeds millions and millions of people.

22

it something that we wish was not happening.

23

And I hope you have a great day and I hope that

24

you enjoy the visit here and I hope that you

25

really pass this the second time for good so

Shoot we all like to have some gold .

Today.

So.

But

Just one wrong spill and

I guess it would take all the
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2

that we didn't have to mess with it anymore.

3

Thank you very much.

4

MS. DANIELS:

5

signs.

6

Stan?

No applause, thanks.

VARIOUS VOICES:

8

MS. DANIELS:

9
10

We have

Okay, 51 Stan and then 57 Bryce.

7

34

51

That was Stan.

That was Stan, sorry Stan.

57

Bryce.
MR. BRYCE EDGMON (Speaker, Alaska State

11

House of Representatives):

Good afternoon.

12

Thanks for being here. For the record, my name

13

is Bryce Edgmon. I'm the Speaker of the Alaska

14

State House of Representatives and I'm speaking

15

today in my capacity as a member of the House of

16

Representatives, representing Bristol Bay and

17

the southwest region.

18

today on behalf of the majority of my

19

constituents who strongly oppose this mine and

20

have been doing so for many years.

21

to you that I've got constituents who are taking

22

a perhaps more neutral stance on this mine but

23

let me once again reemphasize that the vast

24

majority of the people in the Bristol Bay region

25

strongly oppose the mine and were strongly

I'm here to speak to you

I will admit
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2

behind your efforts, your rigorous efforts, to

3

do the watershed assessment and to do what a lot

4

of us applauded you for doing.

5

profound disappointment that here we go once

6

again, having to revisit this issue.

7

seems to me from everything I read and see and

8

everything including a nationwide documentary

9

that was on CNN last night that we come before

I stand here in

And it

10

you today with a predetermined outcome in mind,

11

which is highly disappointing.

12

make public my disappointment in the proposed

13

developers who essentially today have today

14

nothing more than a PowerPoint presentation and

15

who in a very disingenuous manner already are

16

beginning to promise benefits to local residents

17

to hopefully obtain their consent.

18

your attention as well that it's very likely

19

this next fall Alaska will have a salmon habitat

20

initiative on the ballot where the people of the

21

great state of Alaska will once again put forth

22

that they value salmon habitat protection and

23

water rights more than they do just outright

24

development projects because it's been the

25

history of our state that all major development

I also want to

I bring to
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2

projects get the benefit of the doubt.

3

just been a fact of life in Alaska.

4

to change that now.

5

in that.

6

region, the people of the great State of Alaska,

7

and our country as a whole.

8
9
10

It's time

EPA can play a large role

Please don't defy the wishes of the

MS. DANIELS:
Nicholson.

That's

Thank you.

Okay, next is 62, David

After that would be 68, Helen

Aderman.

11

AUDIENCE:

Can't hear you.

12

MS. DANIELS:

Can't hear me?

Oh, sorry.

13

This is David Nicholson and after that will be

14

Helen Aderman.

15

MR. DAVID NICHOLSON:

My name is David

16

Nicholson.

I've been born and raised here and

17

I've been a fisherman all my life.

18

the Ugashik and all over the place, Pilot Point

19

on the beach, and then drift net and all that.

20

But when I was young I used to, old Robin over

21

here, I was so young he wouldn't let me follow

22

him back in the tundra because I think he was

23

shooting little birds to hunt but he remembers

24

that but he won't confess up to.

25

saying, this is a way of life.

I fish on

What I'm
This is a way of
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2

life.

If this mine is in the wrong place, you

3

know, our children will never get a chance to do

4

what I done.

5

risk is way too great for this mine to be there

6

for them to mine that mine over there.

7

set net even to this day at Nushagak with my son

8

and the permit was passed down by Anouska Pippa

9

and Oleanna here is the daughter and this permit

You know, if we lose our fish the

I fished

10

was passed down to Oleanna, which is the

11

daughter, and was passed down to David, his son,

12

and now it's passed down to my son Bobby and I

13

get to fish with him and teach him how to fish

14

every year.

15

Unbelievable.

16

Bobby.

17

He's the most handsomest man back there.

18

know?

19

learning how to fish like I have by my parents.

20

If we lose our fish, well we lose everything.

21

My children and the children's, children's

22

children will never get a chance to do the

23

things that I've done.

24

You don't need it there.

25

worked in Red Dog and I know what these mines

And it's a great experience.
It's a way of life.

Stand up.

There he is.

Stand up

I know you're down there.
You

And he's 17 and he's

So, I wish you vote not.
Go somewhere else.
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2

do.

3

a ride.

4

mountain and there was a 2 or 3 foot long fields

5

of tailings and all I seen was smoke, coming out

6

of the ground.

7

Thank you.

8
9

This guy told me, hey David, let's go take
So, I took a ride up to the top of the

No.

Please don't do this.

MS. DANIELS: Okay, next, I'm going to say a
few names so you know you're coming up.

I've

10

got Helen Aderman, 69; and after that is Peter

11

Christopher, Sr.; and Luki,79, after that.

12

Thank you.

13

Well go ahead.

MS. HELEN ADERMAN:

My name is Helen

14

Chythlook Aderman and I've been working with the

15

Marine Mammal Program at BBNA, going on 18 years

16

in January.

17

Commission and Marine Mammal Council.

18

parents were born in 1914.

19

remind you to remember once a big major industry

20

mining development happens here to Alaska

21

Natives, traditional food, habitat, resource

22

areas, will be permanently damaged.

23

lands, waters, the pure air we breathe, the

24

environment is the home of us Alaska Native

25

tribes.

Executive Director of the Walrus
My late

I would like to

Our tribal

These are the very pathways our
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2

ancestors walked down and treated the land, the

3

waters, the air, the environment with the utmost

4

respect similar to being in a sacred church.

5

These were -- we were taught to be respectful by

6

our Ciurlags, so if there's any outside

7

interference that starts happening in our

8

ancestral grounds, your freshwater tributaries

9

will never be the same.

We are the present and

10

future stewards of our pure waters for our

11

traditional food security needs to be continued

12

to be secured so we can gather and harvest our

13

traditional foods into the millennium.

14

behalf of the Walrus Commission and Marine

15

Mammal Council, we do not support the EPA's

16

withdrawing the proposed protections for the

17

Bristol Bay of Alaska -- primarily the wildlife,

18

fresh water tributaries attributed to the Lake

19

Iliamna lake area -- we do not support the EPA

20

withdrawing the proposed determination of

21

protections.

22

fish waterfowl [unintelligible] ancestral

23

habitat for all fish smoked habitat species,

24

specifically in the salmon habitat creeks of

25

Oklee (phonetic) and Dolorok (phonetic) Rivers,

On

The lake area is a nursery and
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2

which connect to the Nushagak, Mulchatna, and

3

Portage Creek.

4

traditional Alaska Native resources use areas

5

will be affected by toxic waste from the Pebble

6

Mine as they seep and drain through the creeks.

7

Also, you all need to realize that the Iliamna

8

area is also an earthquake tectonic fault line

9

area so if a huge earthquake occurs there will

And in all these things all our

10

be considerable damage to the resources here.

11

My testimony will be sent to the Village

12

Councils and be on the BBNA website. Quvana.
MS. DANIELS:

13

Next, we have number 70, Peter

14

Christopher, and then Luki is after that.

15

Peter?
MR. PETER CHRISTOPHER, SR.:

16

My name is

17

Peter Christopher Sr. and I'm representing the

18

New Stuyahok Traditional Council, an official

19

government of Alaska.

20

was formed from one of the presidents in 1972.

21

Our EPA.

22

congressional delegation formed the Clean Water

23

Act.

24

consultations with EPA: Nondalton, Koliganek,

25

New Stuyahok, Ekwok, Curyung, Levelock, Ekuk,

First, under the EPA, it

Then in 1972, at the same time, the

In 2010, there was nine villages that had
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2

Clarks Spring, Twin Hills.

And we put in that

3

404(c), Clean Water Act protection.

4

is supposed to work or consult with the

5

villages, whatever concerns that we have within

6

our region, or any state, and we submitted our

7

concern that our objection was toward that

8

Pebble Mine.

9

the region of Mulchatna and Nushagak Clean Water

And the EPA

And we wanted to place in place in

10

Act.

The reason why is that if that mine is

11

developed where the Pebbles, the waste would

12

flow into the Koktuli, Mulchatna, and Nushagak,

13

not only that, it will flow into Upper Talarik

14

Creek and Kaskenek (phonetic) Rivers.

15

Talarik Creek would flow into Iliamna Lake and

16

then the one at Kaskanek (phonetic) would flow

17

into Kvichak Rivers.

18

watersheds, the highest returning salmons that

19

we see every summer.

20

the five fishing districts we had the highest

21

return of 55 million salmon that returned to our

22

region.

23

for a number of years are the first and I'd like

24

to applaud the villages that I had mentioned.

25

If it wasn't for these villages and not only the

The Upper

It would impact two major

This summer, of 2017, for

And that's the highest that we've seen
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2

villages, I want to thank our BBNA and BBNC in

3

supportive of objecting to that mine

4

development.

5

because this is one of our best places in State

6

of Alaska.

7

lot of caribous and moose.

8

freshwater fish.

9

my town, you'll see a lot of nets out alongside

It's important.

It's important

We have a lot of salmon, we have a
We also have

If you go up in that area in

10

the main river and up river and down river

11

because they're fishing for pikes and whitefish.

12

It's not just the salmon that we're after or

13

consume.

14

this area.

15

like the gentleman made a statement earlier that

16

EPA doesn't have to withdraw that Clean Water

17

Act.

18

that on to Scott Pruitt to consider not

19

withdrawing that Clean Water Act.

20
21

It's all the resources that we have in
So, I would appreciate if you would,

I would appreciate if you guys would pass

MS. DANIELS:

Luki?

Luki you are here.

Thank you.

Is Luki here?

Luki?

22

FEMALE VOICE 1:

23

MS. DANIELS:

24

LUKI AKELKOK, SR. [Ekwok Village]:

25

Luki?

Oh, here you come.

Put it down by his seat.
Oh, you

going to wrestle me, you think you can beat me,
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2

[Laughing].

3

have complaints here already - - to the EPA and

4

I can understand what's going on, the reason

5

we're all working together and trying to protect

6

our clean water.

7

here he's going to be speaking.

8

him how to do this up here and on his project he

9

wrote his testimony himself and I couldn't

10

believe it.

11

Myself.

12

testifying, okay?

13

I

I got my great-great grandson
I'm teaching

I asked him who helped you.

So, I'm going to let him do the

MS. DANIELS:

[Speaking Native language]
Just say your name, okay?

And

14

then I'm going to just lift up your place, so I

15

can, there we go.

16

microphone.

17

[Getting settled].

18

You can speak right into the

Go ahead.

MR. MALACHI ONI:

There you go.

Okay?

My name is Malachi Oni .

19

live in Ekwok, Alaska, with my auntie.

20

President of the Student Council at William

21

Sunny Nelson School.

22

for five generations.

23

geese, swans, cranes, and caribou and our

24

subsistence lifestyle.

25

and hunting are important for the economy in

I am the

My family has lived here
We catch moose, duck,

The subsistence fishing
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2

Alaska.

It also feeds my family so we don't

3

starve.

Just as it fed my ancestors.

4

pollution in the air, the caribou and fish will

5

die.

6

Without subsistence lifestyle we cannot afford

7

to live in the village so that's why we don't

8

want Pebble Mine to go through.

9

in Washington there is lots of pollution so if

With the

We rely on these animals for our food .

In Oregon and

10

Pebble goes through, there will be lots of

11

pollution.

12

fish, geese, ducks, and other animals will also

13

die.

14

Bay is important to us because we will live on

15

moose, caribou, duck, geese, swans, and cranes.

16

We can't let Pebble go through.

The results

17

would kill our moose, our fish.

We can't

18

breathe in poison or we will get sick.

19

as our ancestors did, generations ago, we want

20

to continue to live here.

21

Pebble Mine to take our way of life and damage

22

our culture and life style.

23

LUKI AKELKOK, SR.:

24
25

The pollution will kill many of our

Again, my name is Malachi Omi.

Bristol

We live

Please don't allow

Okay, I think I heard a

lot of the issues already so I ...
MS. DANIELS:

Thanks, no wrestling today.
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2

No wrestling.

3

completing the Elders and elected officials.

4

I've forgotten someone I don't mean any

5

disrespect.

6

have Wassiliisia, number 3.

And then 5 is Peter

7

Andrew Jr. after that.

Okay?

8
9

Okay.

45

I believe that's the

Did I have anyone?

So.

MS. WASSILIISIA BENNIS:
Wassiliisia Bennis.

Okay.

If

So, we

Hello, my name is

Prior to coming here or

10

thinking about what I wanted to say to you today

11

about EPA, Pebble Mine, and my lifestyle was not

12

easy.

13

minute timeline is going to be hard.

14

that EPA has the power under 404(c) to restrict,

15

prohibit, deny, or withdraw the proposed mine

16

Pebble and knowing that three years of

17

scientific assessments on Bristol Bay was done

18

and knowing that mines, that Pebble would

19

destroy our fisheries, culture, and way of life

20

is heartbreaking for me.

21

only thing, the only way I can express my

22

opposition is to speak from my heart.

23

fourth generation Yup'ik and Aleut descent.

24

families live in the Kvichak and Nushagak

25

drainage.

My thoughts of what to say within the 2Knowing

So, at this point the

I am a
My

We participate in the commercial and
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2

subsistence fisheries, we hunt large and small

3

game, pick and use the plants and berries from

4

this land.

5

mean Pebble, and the discussion came up, I was

6

at the cutting table showing my daughter how to

7

cut fish for dry fish and strips.

8

salt, freeze, and can our salmon as a family.

9

My spouse, two sons, and grandchildren also

Back when I first heard of Pibble, I

We smoke,

10

participate in this from hanging, mending the

11

nets, pounding the pipes, putting the lines out,

12

putting the net out, picking the net, cleaning

13

the fish, cutting and processing, everything is

14

done by the family, all the family participates.

15

We all share in this product with our families

16

and Elders near and far.

17

share.

18

hands-on teaching to my grandchildren and their

19

children brought me to tears.

20

describe in words what happens in the bonding

21

that happens when doing subsistence activities.

22

We will lose generations and I mean generations

23

of teaching our culture.

24

support EPA withdrawing the proposed

25

determination and instead I respectfully request

That's what we do.

We

Just the thought of how we will lose our

You can't

I beg you do not
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2

EPA to finalize the protections in place.

3

you for coming to Bristol Bay and to our region

4

once again to hear our voices and I hope they're

5

heard on the powers that be that make the

6

decisions.

7

Thank

Thank you for listening.

MS. DANIELS:

So we had one, so Peter, hang

8

on a second.

9

have an elected official, Alannah Hurley, that

10
11

Number 5 hang on one second.

we didn't catch.

We

Okay.

MS. ALANNAH HURLEY:

So I'm not an elected

12

official just to be clear.

I'm the Executive

13

Director of United Tribes of Bristol Bay.

14

afternoon.

15

Hurley.

16

United Tribes of Bristol Bay.

17

tribal members from as far north as Nondalton to

18

Togiak and down the peninsula to Chignik Lake,

19

over 80 percent of Bristol Bay's population.

20

behalf of those tribal members I want to be

21

abundantly clear, we do not support withdrawing

22

the proposed determination for Bristol Bay.

23

404(c) was the product of our sincere desire to

24

protect our way of life.

25

in the millions of public comments submitted

Good

My name is Okshak (phonetic) Alannah

Today I'm testifying on behalf of the
UTBB represents

On

Our

This fact is recorded
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2

during previous comment periods.

It is recorded

3

in the hours of testimony we have provided EPA

4

in hearings.

5

EPA's own Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.

6

asked for the proposed determination and we

7

participated for years in an open process to

8

establish a record of why it is necessary to

9

protect Bristol Bay.

And it is documented throughout
We

But now here we are having

10

to defend what we fought so hard to accomplish.

11

Just last night CNN aired a story about Bristol

12

Bay and Pebble Mine.

13

decision to withdraw the proposed determination

14

was made in less than an hour.

15

right here proving that.

16

the trust responsibility our government owes to

17

our tribes.

18

EPA's four reasons for withdrawing the proposed

19

determination and we will submit that in our

20

written comments in more detail.

21

here that these reasons utterly fail in light of

22

your own science, your own public records, and

23

most importantly, the voices of the local people

24

who call Bristol Bay home.

25

boss, recently said that the voices of local

We found out that the

I have the email

This is a betrayal of

You asked us to provide feedback on

I will say

Scott Pruitt, your
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2

people are the ones that matter the most in

3

making decisions affecting their lives.

4

said, quote: "you count more because every

5

single day what the EPA does impacts you and we

6

have to work together to achieve better outcomes

7

for water and air quality in this country".

If

8

he believes that, where is he?

We

9

do count more.

He

He's right.

Our voice counts for more than a

10

foreign mining company.

11

listen to us, do not withdraw the proposed

12

determination.

13

going anywhere.

14

takes to protect our home.

15

Listen to your boss,

The people of Bristol Bay aren't

MS. DANIELS:

And we will do whatever it

Okay.

Thank you.

Pete and then… so we

16

had 75 people sign up which is more than people

17

that we have time so I know applause is hard but

18

so just need to let you know.

19

ahead.

20

Okay, Pete, go

MR. PETER ANDREW, JR. [BBNC Board Director]:

21

Thank you my name is Peter Andrew.

I'm a

22

commercial fisherman and subsistence fisherman.

23

And I'm also an elected official, kind of, in

24

the way of BBNC, which has 10,000 shareholders.

25

And my chairman asked me to pass this along to
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2

you because he couldn't be here today with his

3

comments.

4

you today in absolute plea for you guys not to

5

withdraw the predetermination.

6

commercial fisherman for well over 40 years and

7

a subsistence user even longer.

8

that we have been dealing with this issue

9

regarding Pebble, just to put things in the

And I'll do so.

But I'm speaking to

I've been a

In the time

10

context, just me alone, I've probably grossed

11

over $2 million from this fishery.

12

probably paid over $800,000 in wages for

13

services that are gone.

14

an excess of $200 million.

15

at stake.

16

And of course, the absolute most important part

17

of all of this and the very base of what we do

18

here is the absolute protection of this pristine

19

environment that provides all of that.

20

ground zero for salmon.

21

in the world you can find this.

22

the Trump Administration and Pruitt want to talk

23

about economics, let's talk about economics on a

24

fair basis.

25

Pruitt, do not withdraw.

American jobs.

I've

This summer alone was
24,000 American jobs
Not foreign jobs.

This is

There's no other place
If you -- if

I plead with the EPA, I plead with
Let's think about our
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2

future and our grandchildren's future and rivers

3

and waters into perpetuity.

4

coming.
MS. DANIELS:

5

Thank you for

Joanne Nelson is next, number

6

6.

7

after that and number 8 Gregg --

8
9

And number 7 is . . . number 7 is Russell

MS. ETHEL J. NELSON: [Interposing] My name
is Ethel J. Nelson.

I came to the Bristol Bay

10

area in 1952 as a 17-year old to work in the

11

fishing industry.

12

home.

13

heard President Trump saying America first,

14

America first, America first.

15

him at his word, when it comes to the withdrawal

16

in favor of the big mining industries that would

17

like to come in here, do not withdraw.

18

first.

19
20
21

And I stayed and made this my

I would like to -- I know that you've all

MS. DANIELS:

And so, EPA, take

America

Okay, number 7, Russell

Nelson.
MR. RUSSELL NELSON:

Thank you, my name is

22

Russell Nelson and thanks a lot for coming.

23

was nice to see you in Washington, D.C. last

24

month.

25

also sit on the Bristol Bay Native Corporation

And I'm glad you guys made it here.
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2

Board of Directors, as an elected official, in

3

fact my election was last Saturday and got

4

reelected.

5

withdrawal of the proposed determination and for

6

the four rationale that was put out on how you

7

would withdraw it, to me, really doesn’t hold

8

much water.

9

been denied an opportunity to put in for their

I'm here to talk to you about the

Rationale number one: PLP has never

10

permits for the last decade.

And then number

11

two: they seem to be more better at instead of

12

trying to do their permits and get a permit,

13

they seem way better and mining the stock market

14

and mining the White House and the legislature .

15

And then the rest of it doesn't hold any water

16

either.

17

factual record.

18

did a wonderful job of doing the assessment.

19

And now we're saying that we need to go back and

20

redo it somehow or somebody didn't have their

21

input.

22

can tell by the over a million comments that

23

were turned into you guys.

24

number four: can EPA retain the discretion to

25

use 404(c) prior and they're just restating a

You know that development of the
Over a million comments.

I mean everybody had their input .

EPA

You

And then rationale
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2

fact as far as that goes.

Please protect

3

American citizens and their way of life and

4

their jobs against this foreign mining company.

5

And that's really what it's all about when you

6

look at the minerals that are down there, the

7

bad actors in there that'll pollute all the

8

fish.

9

put out, that's just another Trojan Horse.

This smaller mining plan that they just
They

10

say we're just going to go into the west side,

11

we'll leave the east side alone.

12

to divide our region up a little bit.

13

mistake about it.

14

go clear into the east side also because that's

15

what they're telling their investors right now

16

and they've never told their investors anything

17

different.

18
19
20

They're trying
Make no

They will go back and they'll

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

So number eight, Greg

Marxmiller.
MR. GREGG MARXMILLER: Hi.

My name is Gregg

21

Marxmiller.

I'm from Cupertino, California .

I

22

get the privilege of living in this great place

23

Bristol Bay and Dillingham.

24

I was 12.

25

It's pretty obvious what's going on with the

I fished here since

My whole family has fished here.
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2

science.

One side is ruled by money and they

3

want to put in a mine at any cost.

4

side is Americans who are trying to talk to you

5

guys about how important our way of life is.

6

People that make money here, people that pay

7

their taxes, and people that want a continuation

8

of a way of life.

9

responsibility to protect the environment.

The other

The EPA, it's your
It's

10

your responsibility to listen to the public .

11

me, the most important thing a regulatory agency

12

can do is listen to the public and actually

13

listen.

14

notice, having two minutes, having a change of

15

venue, to me it's why people are disaffected

16

with their government.

17

government doesn't care.

18

before.

19

I'm glad you're here to listen to us.

20

concerned though that this is a matter of course

21

and we've seen this with the FCC and their

22

public comment period as well.

23

come first in the EPA's eyes.

24

come first.

25

a litany of problems. We can look at Mount

To have a hearing.

To

Having very little

And why they think the
We've been here

I hope that this makes a difference .
I'm

Americans should
Our jobs should

Canadian mining companies have had
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2

Polley and the destruction of the Fraser River

3

that's happened.

4

sense quite honestly.

5

generation, this is about your generations, too.

6

Right now, you guys are spending $300 million on

7

Superfund sites.

8

another Superfund site?

9

determination of Scott that he wants to get rid

And it just -- it makes no
This is not about our

Why would we want to put
It's been the

10

of the Superfund sites.

11

one.

12

this.

13

appreciate you guys listening to us.

14
15
16

Let's not add another

Every state on the west coast is against
Thank you guys, for your time and I

MS. DANIELS:
Dan Dunaway.

Thanks.

Next is number 9 is

And after that will be number 10.

MR. DAN DUNAWAY:

Thank you.

I'm Dan

17

Dunaway.

I'm a 28-year resident of Dillingham

18

and a 63-year old life-long Alaskan, born and

19

raised.

20

in 1973 so I have a bit of history here.

21

retired fisheries biologist.

22

and sport user.

23

done some commercial fishing and hopes to build

24

his career as a commercial fisherman.

25

on the Bristol Bay Rural Advisory Council for

I first worked in Bristol Bay starting
I'm a

I'm a subsistence

I have a young son that has
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2

Subsistence and I'm also a Secretary for the

3

Nushagak Advisory Committee but I'm strictly

4

speaking for myself today.

5

person.

6

it looks to me like maybe the letter of the law

7

wasn't quite followed in the process and that's

8

unfortunate.

9

this mine issue very closely since I first heard

I'm a process

And looking at some of the legal stuff

However, as I've been following

10

about it, I get a sense that the process for

11

mining permits, there's not really a clear

12

avenue to get to "no mine" versus "a mine."

13

think the process for mining permits in that way

14

is somewhat flawed and stacked against those of

15

us who do not want to see a mine.

16

given the law, you have to allow a permit to be

17

submitted, I would ask that you use a lot of

18

this extensive science that has been collected

19

and used to review that permit extremely

20

carefully.

21

consider all this wide public comment that we're

22

getting on this mine.

23

on this issue I do not believe that any current

24

mine technology is sufficient to allow this mine

25

to be developed in this location with long-term

I

If, however,

Further, again, please carefully

In my extensive reading
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2

safety to the wildlife and fish resources.

3

fraught with problems. I am totally opposed to

4

any mine in this location.

5

404(c) determination or if you have to step back

6

and revisit it, I still believe the 404(c)

7

determination is appropriate.

8

that a little mine is kind of like what a little

9

drink is to an alcoholic.

10

one.

11

Thank you very much.

12

MS. DANIELS:

13
14

Please.

It's

Please keep the

I'm concerned

You don't stop with

I don't want to see a mine.

So MaryAnn and then after that

it's number 11, Myrtice.
MARYANN K. JOHNSON:

Bristol Bay's version

15

of America's Got Talent, [Laughing], it's what

16

it feels like.

17

Native Language].

18
19
20

Okay.

MS. DANIELS:

For the record [Speaking

Try to get a little bit

closer, try again.
MS. JOHNSON:

Okay.

[Speaking Native

21

Language].

Hello, my Yup’ik name is MaryAnn Kay

22

Johnson.

23

Leanna Kapotak (phonetic).

24

Council Member of the Portage Creek Tribe.

25

Welcome to our land and waters of the world's

I am the daughter of Wassily and
I am a Tribal
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2

largest wild salmon run, Bristol Bay, our

3

America.

4

minutes is not enough time to hear our stories,

5

to get the great importance of wild salmon in

6

our daily lives.

7

years and years of hard work to acquire.

8

next takeaway to you is do not withdraw the

9

404(c) protections but to finalize the

My first message to you is that two

The 404(c) process took us
So, my

10

protection.

11

that EPA is reminded of our government to

12

government responsibility to tribes, imagine how

13

offended I am of the Administrator's arbitrary

14

decision to withdraw the 404(c) protections

15

after just 30 minutes with Tom Collier of PLP.

16

Big industry controls big development with very

17

little concern for public input.

18

process is the public's due process and needs to

19

remain on the table.

20

America clean.

21

Next, more importantly, knowing

The 404(c)

Please help me keep my

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

Next is Myrtice, number 11.

22

And then number 12, Bonnie.

23

MS. MYRTICE EVALT:

Excuse me.

My name is

24

Myrtice Evalt. I am the Acting Executive

25

Director of Nanamta Aulukestai.

Nanamta
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2

Aulukestai is a Yup'ik phrase for Caretakers of

3

our Lands and was organized in 2003.

4

members include nine village corpora tions and

5

ten federally recognized tribal governments.

6

Nanamta's mission is to protect the land, water,

7

and air for future generations.

8

Nanamta Aulukestai fully supports the tribal

9

government in their petition to EPA in using the

Today our

Excuse me.

10

Clean Water Act Section 404(c) to place

11

reasonable restrictions around the proposed

12

Pebble Mine.

13

right after the tribal member government

14

submitted their petition.

15

disappointed in the EPA's bogus settlement with

16

the Pebble Limited Partnership and the public

17

hearing process.

18

the science as to why this mine is not right for

19

Bristol Bay.

20

highly urge the EPA not to withdraw the 2014

21

proposed determination and that would protect

22

our land for future generations.

23

for withdrawing the proposed determination has

24

no basis.

25

to submit permit applications to the Army Corps

We took this position in 2010

Nanamta is extremely

This settlement throws out all

As caretakers of our land we

Your rationale

Northern Dynasty has had ample time
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2

for the last decade.

The reason Pebble hasn't

3

applied for the permit is because of their own

4

actions and decisions such as the lawsuits they

5

filed.

6

uncertainty for PLP is applying permits to bogus

7

science.

8

has ample time to file without any restrictions

9

for a permit.

Your second rationale for removing the

Oh, excuse me.

It's bogus since PLP

The third rationale regarding the

10

factual record has been well recorded by the

11

hearing that EPA has held throughout the Bristol

12

Bay, Alaska, and Lower 48.

13

rationale insinuates that the proposed

14

determination is premature under the Clean Water

15

Act and EPA has authority to protect America's

16

waters.

17

rational basis on withdrawing the proposed

18

determination in Bristol Bay.

In closing, EPA in our opinion has no

19

MS. DANIELS:

20

and Diane, number 13.

21

The final fourth

Thank you.

Now we have Bonnie, number 12,

MS. BONNIE GESTRING: Good afternoon.

My

22

name is Bonnie Gestring.

I'm here to speak on

23

behalf of the proposed determination to place

24

reasonable restrictions on mine waste disposal

25

to protect the salmon fishery.

The Clean Water
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2

Act requires the EPA to protect the nation's

3

waters, including its fisheries.

4

from the track record of copper porphyry mines

5

like the Pebble Mine that that won't occur

6

unless restrictions and protections are put in

7

place in a proactive manner like the proposed

8

determination.

9

Aulukestai to take a look at the track record of

And it's clear

In 2012, I was asked by Nanamta

10

copper porphyry mines in the U.S.

I looked at

11

14 mines accounting for 90 percent of U.S.

12

copper production.

13

quality impacts resulting from those mines and

14

what we found is that 100 percent of the mines,

15

these are currently operating U.S. mines in

16

2012, resulted in spills.

17

of hazardous materials most of the mines

18

resulted in multiple spills.

19

those mines failed to capture and control mine

20

seepage resulting in very substantial water

21

quality impacts.

22

resulted in tailing spills and of course that's

23

just the record now as those tailings dams have

24

to be retained in perpetuity.

25

record of these mines is incompatible with

And we looked at the water

Accidental releases

92 percent of

And 28 percent of those mines

Clearly the track
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2

protecting the salmon fishery without additional

3

regulatory restrictions in place.

4

policy, it's good science, please keep the

5

proposed determination in place.

6

MS. DANIELS:

Thank you.

Okay Diane Wetter and then

7

Thomas Tilden after that.

8

MS. DIANE WETTER:

9

It's good

Thank you for being here.

My name is Diane Wetter.

I'm a Bristol Bay

10

resident from Ekwok.

I'm a subsistence

11

participant, third generation, life-long

12

commercial fisherman, and I'm bringing the

13

fourth generation into the fishery.

14

support the proposed withdrawal.

15

please do what's right for the residents of

16

Bristol Bay and protect our waters.

17

withdraw the proposed protections.

18

return of salmon to Bristol Bay gives us a

19

spiritual renewal and financially supports us.

20

The salmon is self-sustaining.

21

fishery to be replaced by a temporary industry

22

like Pebble Mine because if mines like Pebble

23

are allowed, it will only be a matter of time

24

before it will destroy our lifestyle and our

25

sustainable economy.

I do not

I ask you

Do not
The yearly

Don't allow our

Thank you.
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Good afternoon.
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My name

3

is Thomas Tilden.

I'm the Tribal Chief of

4

Curyung.

5

subsistence way of life.

6

speak on behalf of the Bristol Bay Native

7

Association who has passed six resolutions

8

regarding the mine.

9

for your hearing here but I think the main thing

I'm also a fisherman.

I live a

I also would like to

And will leave that for you

10

to point out in regards to Bristol Bay is that

11

we took a 2-year process in regards to finding

12

out what the Bristol Bay region wanted and one

13

of the things that I highlighted here is that

14

participants in all communities hold family

15

connection to the land and water and subsistence

16

activities as the most important parts of their

17

lives today and expect the same to be true 25

18

years from now.

19

you and make this as a matter of record, both

20

the decisions as well as the resolutions that

21

have been passed by the Bristol Bay Native

22

Association, which consists of 31 villages in

23

the Bristol Bay region.

24

speak as myself, as a fisherman, that I believe

25

that what is happening here is we have two

And I'd like to share that with

Also, I would like to
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2

industries that are pitting one against the

3

other.

4

industry.

Do not sacrifice the fishing

5

industry.

The fishing industry provides 14,000

6

jobs at least and has been going on for many

7

years.

8

new and they are only going to last a few years

9

versus the fishing industry is going to last for

The fishing industry and the mining

The mining industry is basically very

10

thousands of years if it has clean water.

11

really hope that you do not withdraw the 404(c)

12

because the 404(c) has taken much, a lot of

13

time, a lot of scientific research that has gone

14

into the plan itself and I believe that there's

15

no basis whatsoever and the rationale that the

16

EPA has given is very weak and does not and

17

cannot and does not give a purpose to withdraw

18

the application.

19

lot of time in regards to filing a permit and I

20

think that the reason that they don't have a

21

permit now is because of their own decisions

22

that they have made.

23

I've never spoken so fast in my life and I hope

24

next time you give us three minutes.

25

MS. DANIELS:

I

The mining industry has had a

But thank you again and

Thanks Thomas.

Okay.
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2

Larson, number 16, and then Cate Gomez, number

3

17.

4

Chaney.

5

And then Dillon Chancy, number 18.

Sorry.

So, Albert.

MR. ALBERT LARSON:

Hi.

My name is Albert

6

Larson. I'm from Dillingham.

I'm a subsistence

7

user and a third-generation commercial

8

fisherman.

9

watershed, pristine waters here to fill my

As a subsistence user, I rely on the

10

freezers and cupboards for food for my family.

11

As a commercial fisherman, I've been a fisherman

12

for nearly 50 years.

13

clean water to sustain our renewable resource,

14

the salmon.

15

generation, one of my sons and a fifth

16

generation, my granddaughter, in our fishing

17

operations.

18

of this fish is because we don't have any mines,

19

we don't have any dams.

20

one of these other places on the west coast that

21

used to have pristine waters and a lot of

22

salmon, there's dams, there's mines.

23

all of the fish in those regions now?

24

the salmon capitol of the world, producing half

25

of the sockeye in the entire world.

Of course, we rely on the

This summer I employed a fourth

There's a reason that we have all

If you look around at

Where are
We are

Just this
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2

summer alone, 20 million fish to the Nushagak

3

River, an all-time record.

4

we sacrifice this valuable, renewable,

5

sustainable resource to a foreign country.

6

they're long gone, what will we have left?

7

We'll have a mess to clean up.

8

the 404 water determination for the future of

9

all of us in Alaska here that rely on clean,

10

pristine water for the salmon capitol of the

11

world.

12

I would hate to see

When

So, please, keep

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

So, we're going to have

13

Cate.

And, Cate, I just have to make an

14

announcement, so just hang on there one sec.

15

So, we have probably about enough people to get

16

us right up to about 4 o'clock, so we're going

17

to try to get everybody in that time.

18

there's anybody that feels like they can't wait

19

until that time, come see Ashley here and she'll

20

get your recordings, so that you can get home.

21

She works for EPA.

22

you have to do.

23

testimony today in another room if you need to.

24

So, I just wanted to let people know about it in

25

case they can't wait.

If

Or, if you've got something

So, she's glad to take your

Okay.

Cate, thank you
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for waiting.
MS. CATE GOMEZ:

3

Alright.

Good afternoon.

4

My name is Cate Gomez.

I'm a 16-year-old Junior

5

in high school.

6

big companies like you guys for the past six

7

years.

8

spoken in front of the EPA.

9

it more if Scott came here himself, because I've

I've been speaking in front of

It's been four years now since I've
I would appreciate

10

spoken in front of Gina McCarthy.

I'm a

11

lifelong hunter and fisherman here in Bristol

12

Bay.

13

Dillingham, so subsistence is a big part of my

14

life.

15

not have a job throughout the summer.

16

jobless.

17

generation, the generations below you guys, and

18

above you guys to have.

19

something to look forward to every year, like,

20

oh, look, school's out, I get to go fishing.

21

Fishing is actually pretty fun.

22

more connected with your land.

23

more connected with your family and the crew you

24

fish with.

25

summers for Bristol Bay and the next years are

I grew up and I was born here in

If the Pebble Mine goes through, I will
I will be

That's not something you want our

You want us to have

You get to be
You get to be

This summer was one of the best
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2

predicted to be the same or even better and I

3

don't want that to go away.

4

through, what are we going to do?

5

to have to take care of all of the damage done

6

and that's going to take years.

7

ever decide to have kids, are going to have to

8

deal with their unanswered questions, like, I

9

wonder what she did, I wonder how it was like to

If Pebble goes
We're going

My kids, if I

10

live this way, I wonder what it was like to eat

11

non-farmed salmon.

I never want my family to

12

eat farmed salmon.

During the fall, I go moose

13

hunting on the Nushagak River.

14

our family shoots a moose, our freezers get

15

filled and if we have leftover meat we give it

16

to our Elders.

17

the years that we must respect our land and what

18

God has given us.

19

speaking for my whole family.

20

the Pebble Mine.

21

MS. DANIELS:

22

MR. DILLON CHANEY:

When a member of

Our Elders have taught us over

I would like to finish this
We do not support

Thank you.
Dillon Chaney.
Hi.

My name is Dillon

23

Chaney.

I'm from Dillingham, Alaska.

I'm an

24

Alaskan native and a commercial subsistence

25

fisherman.

I fish on the fishing vessel Rob and
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2

Darlene in the Nushagak River.

I do not support

3

the EPA withdrawing the proposed determinations

4

of the Clean Water Act for Bristol Bay.

5

my family's health and well-being is dependent

6

on the health and well-being of our environment

7

and fishery.

8

salmon to eat throughout the year and to feed my

9

family.

Me and

I rely on subsistence harvest of

I'm a commercial fisherman of the

10

largest wild sockeye salmon fishery in the

11

world, which is a sustainable industry.

12

been fighting this issue and testifying since I

13

was in 6th grade.

14

feels like we're starting all over.

15

away the hard work we've done.

16

continue to fish like my great grandfather

17

Harvey, my grandfather Robin Samuelson, and my

18

mother Robin Chaney.

19

grandkids to be able to fish in the waters of

20

the Nushagak.

21

proposed determinations for Bristol Bay.

22

you.

23

I've

I'm in 11th grade now and it
Don't throw

I want to

I want my kids and

Approve the Clean Water Act

MS. DANIELS:

Thank

So, next is Drew and then

24

after that is William Williams, 20, and then

25

Grant Williams.

So, just state your name first,
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okay.
MR. DREW WASSILY:

Hello.

My name is Drew

4

Wassily and I am from Dillingham, Alaska.

I am

5

an Alaska native and a commercial and

6

subsistence fisherman.

7

aboard the fishing vessel My Dads and I fish the

8

Nushagak River.

9

to withdraw the proposed determinations of the

I am a crew member

I do not support EPA's decision

10

Clean Water Act in Bristol Bay.

Most of my

11

family depends on fishing in the summertime as

12

an income for the winter, 'cause their village

13

doesn’t provide that many jobs.

14

around Bristol Bay have invested good time and

15

money into the fishing industry just for it to

16

be all thrown away.

17

rely on fish and the other edible animals that

18

drink from our lakes and streams.

19

that they are planning on making a smaller mine

20

than previously discussed, but it will

21

eventually turn into a bigger mine causing a

22

worse environment for our wildlife we rely on to

23

survive.

24

family to fish and I look forward to fishing for

25

the rest of my life.

People all

As an Alaskan native, we

Pebble says

I am the youngest generation of my

Approve the Clean Water
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MS. DANIELS:

4
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And, I'd like

William Williams and then

5

after that is Grant Williams and Norman, number

6

22.
MR. WILLIAM WILLIAMS:

7

Hi.

My name is

8

William Williams, son of Kimberly Williams and

9

Spud Williams, and I am from Dillingham, Alaska.

10

I'm an Alaskan native and commercial and

11

subsistence fisherman.

12

vessel Evelyn Marie in the Nushagak Bay.

13

not support the EPA withdrawing the proposed

14

determination of the Clean Water Act in Bristol

15

Bay.

16

the science and research that has already been

17

done.

18

Mine is too dangerous for Bristol Bay.

19

upset that the EPA is dumping years of work and

20

testimony and leaving, me, my family, and my

21

business without protection.

22

Water Act proposed determination by Bristol Bay.

23

Thank you.

I fish on the fishing
I do

I'm concerned that the EPA is discarding

The withdraw has been proven that Pebble

24

MS. DANIELS:

25

MR. GRANT WILLIAMS:

I'm

Approve the Clean

And, so Grant.
My name is Grant
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2

Williams and I'm from Dillingham, Alaska.

I'm

3

an Alaskan native, a commercial and subsistence

4

fisherman.

5

Evelyn Marie in Bristol Bay and I subsistence

6

fish on the banks of the Nushagak River.

7

not support the EPA withdrawing the proposed

8

determinations for the Clean Water Act in

9

Bristol Bay.

I fish aboard the fishing vessel

I do

The science is clear that the

10

proposed Pebble Mine threatens to poison the

11

waters and habitat in Bristol Bay.

12

Mine will destroy our salmon and our fishery.

13

We, as a people and as youth, have a right to

14

clean water.

15

concludes that Bristol Bay should be protected.

16

Please do your job and protect the pristine

17

waters and ecosystem here in my home in Bristol

18

Bay.

19

Bristol Bay.

The Pebble

The EPA watershed assessment

Approve the Clean Water Act provisions for
Thank you.

20

MS. DANIELS:

So, Norman.

21

MR. JOHN NORMAN:

Hi.

My name is John

22

Norman.

I'm a local from Manokotak.

We've got

23

some good comments here.

24

strong words here.

25

covered here, so I'm going to bypass some of

We've got some very

But, most of my things are
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2

them here.

As a Pebble Mine or the EPA, these

3

animals, how much animals go through that, how

4

much track is there, how much fish is going

5

through there.

6

animals.

7

tracks and birds and squirrels and all that.

8

won't see that if the Pebble Mine goes through.

9

All of the tracks is gone.

There is no 24/7 watching these

If you go there, there's animals with
We

All of those things

10

are gone.

Moose, they go drink water there.

I

11

wish these animals and birds, I wish they could

12

speak like us and they'd say, hey, this water is

13

bad.

14

wish they could speak like us.

15

like if they're pounding there and pounding and

16

pounding, moose, they walk away.

17

shots, they walk away.

18

they run away from bangs, like Las Vegas.

19

had a really big mass of gunshots.

20

away.

21

birds, animals, if they hear anything that

22

pounding, they walk away.

23

fisherman, commercial fisherman.

24

net and I bang this one, the fish will go run

25

away from my net.

I don't want to drink water from here.

I

You know, it’s

Banging, gun

It's like human beings,

Same thing with fish.

They

People run

If they, fish,

Same thing as
If I go buy a

I know I've got some things,
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2

a lot to say, but I've got a few minutes left.

3

Most of mine were already spoke out.

4

very much.

5

time.

6

Thank you

I have more, but I've got no more

MS. DANIELS:

Thank you.

Thank you.

7

Katherine, number 23 and then Bobby Nicholson ,

8

number 24, after that.

9

Robyn.

10

MS.

Then 25 after that,

Can you state your name?
KATHERINE CARSEALLEN:
Thank you.

Okay.

Good

11

afternoon.

For the record, my name

12

is Katherine Carseallen.

13

Bristol Bay resident and a third-generation

14

commercial fisherman.

15

employ people here in town and every year I

16

spend money in this town and in this country.

17

I'm a small business owner.

18

this region and the people here, Pebble has been

19

claiming a 404(c) action would be an

20

unprecedented, unfair action.

21

unprecedented at all.

22

constitution, were in large part founded to

23

further the sustainability of the fisheries and

24

gain control of it.

25

gas development in this region inspired the

I am a lifelong

I run a boat here and I

Since requested by

In fact, it's not

Alaska statehood, its

In the '80s, the oil and
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2

state created Bristol Bay Fisheries Reserve,

3

which protects the entire watershed from oil and

4

gas.

5

fishery.

6

considered and ditched hydro projects in the

7

region.

8

is a legacy here in Bristol Bay and it's the

9

only reason we still see record breaking runs

We have a highly regulated limited entry
It's sustainably managed.

We've

All of this is because proactive action

10

year after year.

Proactive planning and

11

protection is exactly what the 404(c) process

12

is.

13

equipped to consider the long-term impact of not

14

only Pebble's Phase 1 plan, which is what I

15

consider it, but the domino effect of the mining

16

district this would bring.

17

allows for proactive decision and there's no

18

better place to apply this than Bristol Bay.

19

Withdrawing this determination is not justified.

20

I've read the rationale for this withdrawal and,

21

to be honest, it's hard to comment directly on

22

it, because it is not rational.

23

description given contradicted itself several

24

times.

25

response to a lawsuit without merit.

Our state permitting process is not

That's why 404(c)

Even today, the

At best, I consider this withdrawal in
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2

it's a backdoor favor given to a for profit

3

corporation and at best it's just a huge

4

mistake.

5

first of all, thank you for conducting the

6

watershed assessment and for creating the

7

determination you proposed and I ask you to

8

continue to work very hard to do your job and

9

take this necessary action.

So, to the long time staff at EPA,

And to the new

10

appointees, especially to Administrator Pruitt,

11

please educate yourself and reverse this

12

withdrawal.

MS. DANIELS:

13
14

Thank you.
Robin, Bobby Nicholson, then

Robyn, then Jessica, number 27.
MR. BOBBY NICHOLSON:

15

Hello.

My name is

16

Bobby Nicholson, son of David Nicholson, and I'm

17

from Dillingham, Alaska.

18

and a commercial and subsistence fisherman.

19

do not support the EPA's decision or proposed

20

determinations of the Clean Water Act in Bristol

21

Bay.

22

Dillingham High School.

23

net permit that's been in my family for

24

generations.

25

in Bristol Bay.

I'm a native Alaskan
I

I'm 17 years old and I'm a Senior at
I own a commercial set

I fish a site at Nushagak Village
Pebble Mine is a threat to my
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2

future as a fisherman.

3

our water and fish, my permit could have no

4

value.

5

Water Act protection, I'm uncertain about

6

whether or not I'll be able to fish for the rest

7

of my life.

8

provisions for Bristol Bay.

9
10

If Pebble Mine poisons

I'm about to graduate and without Clean

Approve the Clean Water Act

MS. DANIELS:

Thank you.

Robyn.

MS. ROBYN CHANEY:

My name is Robyn Chaney.

11

I'm from Dillingham, Alaska.

I'm an Alaskan

12

native.

13

subsistence fisherman.

14

five and I parent and mother many others, some

15

of you, some of whom you've heard from today.

16

implore you to continue your process to push

17

forward the proposed determinations of the Clean

18

Water Act in Bristol Bay.

19

what to share with you, you've heard from me and

20

from my family and from my community many times

21

over the past five years, so I urge you to

22

consider the watershed assessment, to respect

23

the work that's already been done, the testimony

24

from this community that's already been shared,

25

and to continue your process.

I'm a former commercial fisherman and a
I'm also the mother of

I

As I thought about

It is my
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2

responsibility to feed my children, to offer

3

them clean water and food to eat.

4

in hopes that future generations in my line will

5

do the same.

6

parent.

7

continue to ensure that we will have clean water

8

in Bristol Bay.

9

copper or gold or anything that will come out of

10

that mine, but I can feed them the fish that are

11

in the waters that return every single year and

12

will continue to do so.

13

please continue your process and push forward

14

the proposed determinations for the Clean Water

15

Act in Bristol Bay.

And I do that

That's my responsibility as a

It is your trust responsibility to

I cannot feed my children

So, I implore you,

Thank you.

16

MS. DANIELS:

17

just added to speak.

18

we'll see if we have enough time to add others.

19

Jessica, why don't you come up and get started.

20

So, we have, I have someone
We're coming up close to,

MS. JESSICA THOMAS:

Okay.

I'm Jessica

21

Thomas.

I'm a lifelong Bristol Bay native and a

22

fourth-generation commercial subsistence

23

fisherman in Ekwok.

24

up on both sides of the Bay in Dillingham and

25

King Salmon.

I was lucky enough to grow

I witnessed the untouched beauty
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2

of our land and pristine rivers and lakes, the

3

spawning grounds of our livelihood, the salmon.

4

Growing up in Bristol Bay has taught me many

5

cultural values and how much of an impact the

6

salmon have on our lives.

7

land, respect the voice of the people.

8

EPA decides to throw out years of hard work even

9

after science has proven time and again that

We should respect our
If the

10

this mine, that Pebble Mine is dangerous or any

11

mine in our area, not only will the EPA be

12

disregarding the will of our people, they will

13

be putting the fate of future generations of

14

fishermen into the hands of Pebble Mine.

15

approve the Clean Water Act for Bristol Bay.

16

Thank you.

17
18
19

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

Please

Susie, number 28; and

then 29, Ethan; and then 30, Nelly.
MS. SUSIE JENKINS-BRITO:

Good afternoon.

20

My name is Susie Jenkins-Brito.

I was born and

21

raised in Alaska, hunting, foraging, sport, and

22

subsistence fishing.

23

to make my home here in Dillingham for over a

24

decade now.

25

before time and again telling our policy makers

I have had the privilege

I feel as if I have been here
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2

why clean water is important, why our way of

3

life is important.

4

My husband is a third-generation commercial

5

fisherman.

6

local Dillingham beaches for subsistence and

7

also onboard our family's drift fishing vessel.

8

In addition to our children, we also employ

9

three crew members annually.

My family relies on salmon.

Our young children fish with me on

Bristol Bay is

10

home to all five species of Pacific salmon.

Our

11

king runs have maintained and thrived where runs

12

statewide have faced collapse.

13

returns alone are upwards of 50 million

14

annually.

15

livelihoods, both monetarily and more

16

importantly, as our way of life, as our

17

identity.

18

We make our home in Bristol Bay.

19

proposed Pebble Mine threatens all we hold dear.

20

To have to fight for clean water seems

21

counterintuitive to what should be an

22

unquestionable right.

23

will offer protections to our waterways, our

24

salmon, the tribes of this region, to my family,

25

and to countless other fishermen here in Bristol

Our sockeye

Our family relies on salmon for our

We are fishermen.

We are Alaskans.
And the

The 404(c) determination
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2

Bay.

3

testimony our community, our region, our Elders,

4

and youth have reiterated over and over again.

5

Mines have no place in Bristol Bay.

6

sustainable resources far outweigh any benefit

7

from proposed mines of any scale.
MS. DANIELS:

8
9

I urge you to listen to all of the

Our

Thank you.

So, thanks everyone for

keeping their remarks in the period.
Thank you.

It's

10

really helpful.

11

So, next we have Ethan Jenkins, Nelly Williams,

12

and then Robin Samuelson after that.
MR. ETHAN JENKINS:

13

Hi.

I know it's hard.

My name is Ethan

14

Jenkins.

I am 12 years old and live in

15

Dillingham.

16

important to me and many other people here in

17

Bristol Bay.

18

Pebble takes the Clean Water Act away from us,

19

then we can't protect our fish here in Bristol

20

Bay.

21

say no to Pebble Mine and leave the 404(c)

22

determination in place.

23

MS. NELLI WILLIAMS:

I am a fisherman and salmon is very

I fish on the Seabreeze.

If

What we do, fishing is what we do.

24

follow.

25

country.

So,

Thank you.
That's a hard one to

Great job, Ethan.

Welcome to salmon

Thanks to those of you who have
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2

listened here before.

My name's Nelli Williams.

3

I'm the Alaska Director for Trout Unlimited.

4

And, a mother, an Alaskan, and care deeply about

5

this region and its people.

6

of hundreds of thousands of hunters and anglers

7

from Alaska and around the country.

8

businesses sustain the recreational fishing

9

department and many of those individuals and

I'm here on behalf

Hundreds of

10

businesses would be directly affected by Pebble.

11

Beyond what you've already heard in this room, I

12

am here to say strongly that we oppose

13

withdrawing the 2014 proposed determination.

14

goes directly against science.

15

against public input, millions of people.

16

goes against common sense.

17

on CNN brought to light that this decision

18

wasn't made on common sense, public input, or

19

science, but instead was a political favor to

20

the Pebble Limited Partnership.

21

hoping that these hearings are more than just

22

going through the motions and thank you guys for

23

sitting through this time today.

So, I'm going

24

to highlight a couple of things.

59 million

25

salmon returned to Bristol Bay this year and

It

It goes directly
It

The story last night

I'm really
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2

thousands of jobs, businesses, and a way of life

3

depend on these.

4

you could go to D.C. and back three times.

5

There's just nothing else like it.

6

I'd like to highlight, is the mining deposit at

7

Pebble would produce 11 billion tons of waste

8

and that's in an SEC report that you got that's

9

on record with the federal government, so look

If you put those head to tail,

Second thing

10

into it.

11

sponge uphill forever.

12

Alaskans fiercely oppose this mine.

13

wrong mine and the wrong place.

14

withdrawal to weaken safeguards for Bristol Bay

15

is a direct assault on American jobs,

16

businesses, salmon, and rural communities.

17

Pebble has been misleading Alaskans for more

18

than a decade.

19

tricks.

20
21
22

All that waste would be stored on a
A strong majority of
It's the

The current

Please don't fall for their

MS. DANIELS:

So, we have Robin Samuelson

and then after that is Clint Ray, number 33.
MR. ROBIN SAMUELSON:

Thank you.

For the

23

record, my name is Robin Samuelson.

Born and

24

raised in Bristol Bay.

25

government came in here and allowed fish traps

You know, the federal
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2

in the early years.

My great-great-grandfather,

3

Judd W. Clark, which I have a copy of a letter

4

that he wrote to the federal government saying

5

you've got to get rid of the fish traps, 'cause

6

you're going to starve the natives up in

7

Aleknagik.

8

government came in.

9

government came in to Bristol Bay in a big way

That was the first time the
The second time the

10

is after we dropped the bombs on Japan.

We told

11

Japan, come on over here, there's salmon.

12

came over here with their big ships and they

13

decimated our runs.

14

father, my uncles, they all said there was no

15

more salmon.

16

was no more salmon.

17

the state turned their back on us, I was pretty

18

reluctant.

19

government.

20

choice.

21

their back on us.

22

people, not giving us a fair shake.

23

the EPA and we got the 404(c) process.

24

with other members, citizens, the tribal chief.

25

We had requested the 404(c) process work and

They

My grandfather and my

I remember when I was a kid there
So, when Pebble came up and

I didn't trust the federal
Surely not the EPA.

We had no

State of Alaska officials were turning
They were going with the mine
We went to
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2

it's been working.

3

night on CNN.

4

Pebble battle and in 30 minutes Mr. Pruitt

5

decided to drop the 404(c) process.

6

reinstate it.

7

hang our hat on.

8

Environmental Protection Agency so far to the

9

people of Bristol Bay and to the Pebble Mine.

10

By the way, Ted Stevens said that mine should

11

never go in there, it's in the wrong place, I'm

12

not against mining.

13

are you going to file your permit, Pebble?

14

We've been begging you to file the permit for

15

years.

16

process is to treat the Pebble people fair.

17

They haven't treated my people fair.

18

here rely on this resource and be damned if

19

we're going to see that mine happen.

20

guys better stay the Environmental Protection

21

Agency, not Empty Promises to America.

22

I watched the news last

We spent 12, 14 years on this

You need to

That's the only thing we have to
You've been real fair as an

Lisa Murkowski said when

Now, part of the rejection of the 404(c)

MS. DANIELS:

So, okay.

My people

And you

I think we're going

23

to get everybody in, so I'm going to keep us

24

going.

25

to try.

I've been told to speak up, so I'm going
Clint Ray, number 33 and then Warren,
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you're number 34.

3

That you're number 34.

So, next.

4

Clint.

Okay.

5

you a hard time apparently.

6

So, speak your name to the record, okay.

7

No?

86

Can you hear me, Warren?

No Clint?

Wait one.

I'm just giving
Warren, go ahead.

MR. LUCAS WARREN (Akasayulie):

Okay.

My name is

8

Lucas Warren and I've been living here in

9

Bristol Bay since I was 11 years old and I’ve

10

been living up in Koliganek and I've been living

11

here in Dillingham for the past 14 years.

12

have two grandchildren.

13

grandchildren to be subsistence gatherers as

14

well.

15

subsistence gatherers.

16

prospects of Pebble Partnership.

17

I'd like to thank EPA for coming here, for

18

hearing comments and of the people of this area

19

and the people who have made it down to the

20

commenting period here in Dillingham.

21

Bay will be, Bristol Bay boasts, as you know by

22

now, the largest, the salmon capitol of the

23

world, and it will belong to the world,

24

protecting Bristol Bay watershed, so that the

25

next generations.

I

I want to teach my two

They will be the sixth generation of
So, whoever thinks the
First of all,

Bristol

The EPA protection agency,
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2

Bristol Bay will be known as [unintelligible]

3

protecting the Bristol Bay watershed which will

4

invoke the eastern section, which will be

5

Kvichak in western section, which will be

6

Nushagak, Nushagak River, Nushagak Bay,

7

Mulchatna, Naknek, Kvichak, Iliamna Lake, Upper

8

Talarik Creek, will all be affected then if you

9

don't exercise the 404(c) that you've done in

10

the past or if you choose to exercise the Clean

11

Water Act Section 404(c) and continue to

12

[unintelligible].

13

Agency to protect the resources for the next

14

generation, for the next generations to come.

15

Thank you.

16

MS. DANIELS:

Environmental Protection

Crystal Jensen.

17

Jensen.

18

Juanita.

I wasn't sure.

19

on here.

Okay.

20

Crystal Jensen?

Nope.

What Kendra or

There's several names

Randy, number 36.

MR. RANDY SANDVIK:

Crystal

Hi.

Randy.

My name's Randy

21

Sandvik.

I'm, I represent in our family

22

fishermen the third generation of four.

23

the fifth in training.

24

Bay, there's a legacy that we want to pass on to

25

our family, to the kids.

We have

Talking about Bristol

And we can't do it
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2

when we have contamination in our water.

We

3

have pure water here.

4

don't have to have the same kind of advisories

5

like they have in Washington State and different

6

places where they say, oh, you should only eat

7

three fish out of this watershed a month.

8

can eat as much fish as we want and it's good.

9

And so, we put just a little bit of toxins in

We have clean fish.

We

We

10

the water that bio-accumulates in the fish, we

11

eat that and it multiplies in ourselves.

12

need to protect what we have.

13

Bristol Bay anywhere else.

14

It's the only one we've got, and we need to

15

protect it.

16

big ‘ole mine tailing in our backyard, 'cause it

17

will, there will be accidents, there will be

18

stuff goes on that hurts our fishery and the way

19

of life here in this area.

20

able to pass this on, so we have something

21

sustainable.

22

will dig a big enough hole, they're not going to

23

go any deeper.

24

back as long as this place lasts.

25

it to last as long as we can and let it go.

We

There's no other

Not in the world.

We're not going to do that with a

And we need to be

Mining isn't sustainable.

They

But, the fish will keep coming
And we want
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2

so, keep 404(c).

3

Your name is Environmental Protection.

4

environment protection, not big corporation

5

protection.

6

have a way of life here and we want to keep it.

7

We want to keep it not only for us, but for the

8

future generations.

9

It's

It's not for foreign countries.

MS. DANIELS:

10

number 37.

11

Lisac, 41 next.

12

Julia?

13

And we have enough challenges.

We

Thank you.

Okay.

Julia William next,

Then Dagen Nelson, 39, and Mark

She left?

So, Julia, are you here?
Dagen Nelson?

MR. DAGEN NELSON:

Hi.

My name is Dagen

14

Nelson, born and raised in Dillingham, Alaska,

15

and I'm a local tribal member.

16

commercially and for subsistence use all my

17

life.

18

bought by others who seeks to change my

19

lifestyle and the land on which I call home.

20

Yes, there are those that claim they have the

21

smarts and technologies to create a mining

22

operation that will never affect the lands, air,

23

and waters I call home and love.

24

does not the mining industry track record speak

25

loudly?

I have fished

I am self-supporting and will never be

I ask you,

Why is it there are dead mining areas
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2

left all around the earth and mines periodically

3

failing today?

4

disasters for many years.

5

tsunamis, hurricanes, typhoons, floods, and

6

constant weather pattern changes.

7

be that all of the technology and preparations

8

to deal with natural disasters have failed us

9

many times.

I've been following natural
Earthquakes,

It appears to

What will happen if such a disaster

10

should occur near the Pebble deposit area?

Just

11

this past season we have seen what Mother Earth

12

and its forces have done to many areas around

13

the world.

14

of dollars around the globe fighting to save our

15

land, air, and water.

16

butts beaten literally to death.

17

going to say enough is enough and stop creating

18

other potential risks or disasters to the

19

dwindling wilderness, lands, and water that have

20

provided for our peoples’ existence for

21

thousands of years?

22

one of you who have heard my feelings to ask

23

yourself these four questions.

24

responsible for the condition I leave the land

25

for future generations?

We have spent billions and billions

Still, we are getting our
When are we

I ask that each and every

2.

1.

Am I

Do I really need
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2

the money that is being used as a tool to abuse

3

our traditional and great way of life?

4

we really develop the Pebble Mine without

5

dividing our people?

6

of our lands, air, and water that are essential

7

to a quality life for everyone today and

8

tomorrow?

9

4.

MS. DANIELS:

11

there?

14

FEMALE VOICE:

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

if she's back and then--

Diane Folsom?

She

And then I'll do Delores

FEMALE VOICE: [Interposing] Do a couple of
people.
MS. DANIELS:

20

Alright.

21

Annalee Carty.

22

Can you hear me back

I'll do her next.

16

19

Are

went out.

Okay.

18

Delores?

She'll be right back.

15

17

Am I not the caretaker

Delores Larson?

you here, Delores Larson?

13

Can

Thank you.

10

12

3.

Couple of people?

Okay.

So, it will be Diane Folsom and then

MS. DIANE FOLSOM:

Thank you for taking my

23

testimony.

My name is Diane Folsom.

I am a 43

24

year Dillingham resident.

25

grandchildren were born and raised here.

My children and
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2

children and now my grandchildren were raised

3

around our fish splitting table.

4

way of life, the life blood of our community.

5

Attend any potluck in the region and you are

6

sure to see fish there.

7

around the fish.

8

is for smelts.

9

Summer is for the red salmon.

Fish is our

Our seasons revolve

Fall is for silvers.

Winter

Spring is for king salmon.
During each of

10

these seasons, you will find residents

11

subsistence fishing for these fish.

12

feed themselves, fish to share with others.

13

Without the strictest of protections, like

14

404(c), our way of life, our fish, our clean,

15

pure water will be decimated.

16

salmon fishery is the last wild salmon fishery

17

in the world.

18

self-sustaining for over 100 years.

19

for thousands of years.

20

14,000 full and part-time jobs annually and is

21

worth millions.

22

annually versus the potential the mine would

23

provide 1,000 jobs for ten years does not even

24

compare to the economic value of the fishery.

25

Do not let a foreign company pollute our waters.

Fish to

The Bristol Bay

This salmon fishery has been
Actually,

This fishery provides

This fishery with 14,000 jobs
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2

In America's Bristol Bay, we don't need to make

3

America great again, because we are already

4

great.

5

Bristol Bay protected.

6

protection of the last wild salmon fishery in

7

the world.

8
9
10
11
12

Let's keep America great.

Let's keep

Let's keep the 404(c)

Thank you.

MS. ANNALEE CARTY:

Hi.

My name is Annalee

Carty.
MS. DANIELS:

Closer and speak up, okay.

Talk like that.
MS. CARTY:

Hi.

My name is Annalee Carty.

13

I'm 12 years old.

I was born and raised in

14

Dillingham, Alaska until I was 9 years old.

15

Then I moved to Anchorage, Alaska.

16

I would look forward to coming to visit

17

Dillingham and cutting fish with my auntie Diane

18

Folsom.

19

again and it would be a shame if my first year

20

back, my first summer back, I wouldn’t be able

21

to cut fish with my family.

22

important resource in Bristol Bay.

Every summer

It's my first year living in Dillingham

23

MS. DANIELS:

24

MS. Carty:

25

MR. ALLNUTT:

Fish is a very

Good job.
Thank you.
Good job.
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MS. DANIELS:

3

MR. MARK LISAC:

4

94

Alright.
I got skipped there for a

minute.

5

MS. DANIELS:

6

MR. LISAC:

Say your name for the record.
My name is Mark Lisac.

Thank

7

you for coming and my condolences for what must

8

be frustrating times working for an

9

administration that chooses politics over

10

science and chooses to ignore the millions of

11

public comments supporting your evaluation.

12

wife and I have subsisted in Bristol Bay for 34

13

years.

14

I support the EPA implementing your protection

15

authority under the Clean Water Act, so it's for

16

a few facts.

17

stronghold for Pacific salmon and an intact

18

ecosystem, because we have destroyed all of the

19

others.

20

recommend that you read this book.

21

chronicles the whole demise of salmon throughout

22

the world.

23

Partnership.

24

company and has never developed a mine.

25

their big partners have walked away from this

My

I am a retired federal biologist myself.

Bristol Bay is the last great

If you haven't already, I would
It

There is no Pebble Limited
Northern Dynasty is not a mining
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2

project at great financial losses, because they

3

realize that it is a lose-lose project.

4

fact.

5

to 100 years.

6

That's from the state mining dam engineer

7

himself a few years ago, in a meeting down at

8

the high school.

9

created water contamination issues.

Another

Mining technology hasn't improved for 50
All tailing pond dams leak.

All open pit mines have
Most of

10

them occur in deserts.

Northern Dynasty says

11

that they have downsized the size of the hole in

12

the ground that they plan to make, but it is

13

still too large to be placed in what is a swamp

14

by comparison.

15

numerous CEOs stating that they won't pursue a

16

project without local or regional support.

17

percent of the residents of the region do not

18

support the project.

19

voters supported the “Bristol Bay Forever”

20

Initiative, which the court just now overturned

21

the Lieutenant Governor's refusal of.

22

new guys says the worst-case scenario would be

23

only about 0.02 to 1 percent of the salmon

24

spawning waters would be affected, not

25

recognizing that all stuff flows downhill.

Pebble Limited Partners have had

80

65 percent of Alaskan
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2

potential for mining dust to be transported by

3

the 100-mile an hour plus winds documented at

4

the site by Pebble themselves could cause a mini

5

Novarupta effect.

6

take the profits and leave the clean-up and the

7

monitoring to the taxpayers through inadequate

8

bonding or bankruptcy.

9

finalize your determination.

Mining companies consistently

Please continue to
It's a very

10

special authority that you've been given.

11

it.

12

Use

Thank you.
MS. DANIELS:

13

Westfall.

Kaleb?

14

think it's Kenny.

15

the microphone.

Kaleb Westfall.

Kaleb

After that is number 49.

I

Go ahead, say your name into

16

MR. KALEB WESTFALL:

Alright.

Hello.

My

17

name is Kaleb Westfall.

18

businessman, entrepreneur, conscious capitalist,

19

and most of all, a fisherman.

20

thank the EPA executive board members, Region 10

21

members, staff, and the moderator.

22

for taking time to come here and listen to us.

23

And all those who are here to give testimony and

24

those to listen and make decisions.

25

about the 404(c) and the provision to keep the

I describe myself as a

Also, I'd like to

Thank you

We are here
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2

determination or remove it.

Bristol Bay, as we

3

all know, is one of the most ecologically

4

diverse, robust, and sustainable organic regions

5

in the United States.

6

creates tens of thousands of jobs, creates

7

hundreds of millions of dollars of revenue

8

annually in unadultered landscapes.

9

these blessings, if not all, are given by the

Currently, the region

Many of

10

watershed, the river, and all of the animals who

11

inhabit that.

12

determination would jeopardize all of these

13

natural blessings.

14

compromise this region would unequivocally harm

15

the region and every stakeholder within it.

16

idea of trading sustainable, renewable, organic

17

resource that has been self-propagating for

18

thousands of years, sorry, for possible short-

19

term gains for large business is unprecedented

20

and it's ecologically irresponsible.

21

here again, which we have been here before, to

22

make the hard decisions.

23

the EPA have made before, and we thank you for

24

those hard decisions, taking on big business and

25

doing what is right because it is right.

Excuse me.

Removal of the

Allowing industry to

The

We are

The decisions you of
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2

404(c) provision is the cloak that protects

3

Bristol Bay and other regions from big business

4

who do not have the intentions of being

5

capitalists and being conscious about it.

6

404(c) protects all stakeholders who will

7

inherit this land far after us.

8

determination, sorry.

9

determination is your power.

The

The proposed

Excuse me.

The

As the EPA, it's

10

your power and I please urge you to keep it.

11

please urge you don't be pushed, don't be

12

bullied by big business and by the

13

administration change.

14

pressured.

15

for being diligent.

16

Thank you for hearing us.

17

determination in place as previously decided.

18

Thank you for your time.

19
20
21

Wilson.

Please don't be

Please do what is right.

MS. DANIELS:

I

Thank you

Thank you for working hard.

Okay.

Please, keep the

49 is, I think, Kenny

Then after that is Sharon Thompson.

MR. KENNY WILSON:

For the record, my name

22

is Kenny Wilson.

As you know, we all know,

23

Bristol Bay had another huge salmon run.

24

been like that for many years.

25

underwater streams that would affect these

There are
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2

streams if that mine was allowed.

Our villages

3

depend on these salmon for winter foods,

4

especially when there are very few jobs in the

5

villages during the winter months.

Here are

6

samples that we gather every year.

King Salmon.

7

We depend on this.

8

earth, and that's King Salmon.

9

salmon, our sockeye, that the Japanese love so

This is the greatest fish on
Here's our red

10

much.

We depend on this.

Our people depend on

11

this.

Our feeders are plum full.

12

our moose.

13

gather moose and fish every year.

14

we, our feeders are plum full.

15

gathering this for as long as I can remember.

16

have bird fish, some three day smoked fish that

17

we've been processing every summer.

18

six grandkids.

19

fishing this summer.

20

You have to follow NEPA.

21

that this project must not impact the

22

environmental and cultural resources.

23

the laws that we follow.

24

continues, the water table of the rivers

25

involved will most likely drop and will affect

We depend on this.

And here's

Our people
My family,

We've been
I

I've got

I took two grandkids with me
NEPA.

We follow NEPA.

It's a requirement

These are

If this project
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2

the salmon streams where they produce their

3

eggs.

4

Bristol Bay.

5
6

I want you to finalize protection for
Thanks.

MS. DANIELS:
Sharon?

Sharon, Sharon Thompson.

Oh, you're right there.

7

MS. SHARON THOMPSON:

8

MS. DANIELS:

9
10

100

Is she back?

Okay.

Hi.

And then it's Delores Larson.

If not-- yet?

MS. THOMPSON:

Okay.

Hi there.

Go ahead.

My name is Sharon

11

Thompson, for the record.

I came up here today

12

from Naknek, just a little bit south of here.

13

The last thing I like doing is public speaking

14

and I hope that you guys understand that two

15

meetings out here in this area where people are

16

limited to two minutes is really challenging.

17

And, also, for people to come out and speak in

18

front of a crowd or take the time to submit

19

testimony online or on paper, it means a lot.

20

And, the fact that we did this process four

21

years ago, and all that testimony was taken and

22

all that science done, the watershed assessment,

23

to have to come and do this again is just, I

24

just hope you take into account all of the

25

comments submitted.

There are over a million
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2

comments.

People took the time out and most

3

people took the day to travel from other places

4

here and also leave their jobs or leave school

5

and things.

6

their work that they did over the last several

7

years.

8

have done in this area for over a decade just to

9

simply protect clean water and a natural

I fully support the EPA's, all of

And I really admire the work that people

10

resource that literally, for me, I can't say

11

anything too much than other people have said,

12

but as a mother who can put her net out and fish

13

with her kids and put hundreds of pounds of fish

14

in the freezer and eat it all winter is a

15

blessing.

16

childhood in Butte, Montana, where there's a

17

giant, open pit mine.

18

now, but it's continuously filling up with waste

19

water.

20

It's a Superfund site and it's a mess.

21

remote out here where it's beautiful and it's

22

clean and remote.

23

that deep pit and to expect a billion tons of

24

toxic waste to be in an earthen dam.

25

firsthand Mount Polley, the after effects of

And, I actually spent a lot of my

And, well, it's closed

It has to be managed into perpetuity.
We're

To build that and to build
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2

that.

3

and the majority of people in Bristol Bay, just

4

really implore you to please leave in place the

5

proposal for the determination of the 404(c).

6

Thank you so much.

7

And it’s disturbing.

102

MS. DANIELS:

And all of us here,

I think Delores.

8

you back?

9

drive the Elders, so we've held her spot.

10

Oh, good.

Okay.

Delores, are

MS. DELORES LARSON:

Delores had to

Good afternoon.

I

11

would like to voice my concerns about the

12

decision to withdraw the proposed determination.

13

My name is Delores Larson.

14

Eskimo.

15

the native village of Koliganek.

16

say first and foremost that I am a provider, a

17

commercial fisherwoman, and a lifelong

18

subsistence user.

19

threaten our flourishing lifestyle for short-

20

term interests of a foreign mining company.

21

have been stressed with the thought of Pebble

22

destroying our livelihoods for over a decade.

23

am respectively asking EPA not to rescind your

24

authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean

25

Water Act.

I am a Yup’ik

I was born in Dillingham and raised in
I can proudly

With that said, please do not

Instead, please use your part to
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2

protect our watershed.

I consider myself a rich

3

Bristol Bay native resident, but not because of

4

the money in my pocket, but of the food in my

5

freezer.

6

table and that sense of security, whether it's

7

salmon, wild plants and berries in the summer,

8

moose, pike, white fish, beaver in the fall and

9

winter, caribou, geese, and ducks in the spring.

With every season comes food on the

10

Our fish are not only fresh and abundant, but

11

also very lean and healthy.

12

dependence on us to provide for them is the same

13

dependence we have on our lands and waters to

14

provide for us.

15

Assessment plainly states that even if the

16

proposed Pebble Mine were to run as planned that

17

it would still have unacceptable adverse effects

18

on our salmon habitat.

19

threaten our culture, our way of life, our

20

primary food sources, and our long-term

21

sustainable economy.

22

importance of listening to the people and the

23

tribes in this area who have great insight into

24

the natural processes at work.

We have a great

25

stake in Bristol Bay's future.

Our connection

Our children's

The EPA Bristol Bay Watershed

Impacts like this

Please recognize the
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2

to the land and the dependence on it are factors

3

you should consider when making decisions on the

4

proposed determination.

5

family, community, and Bristol Bay.

6

from large-scale mining development are far too

7

great for the native people of this land.

8

choose salmon.

9

you.
BETSY:

10
11

Hailey.

12

54.

The risks

I choose Bristol Bay.

Okay.

I

Thank

Hailey and number 52.

And Courtnay, number 53, and then Todd,

Okay.

So, Hailey.

MS. HAILEY CARTY:

13

I speak on behalf of my

Hi.

My name is Hailey

14

Carty.

15

Courtnay Carty.

16

about Pebble Mine.

17

say.

18

bunch of poison will kill the fish.

19

cutting fish since I was five years old and my

20

world would be over if Pebble stopped me from

21

serving to the people of Dillingham.

22

to remind you that you are the EPA, the

23

Environmental Protection Agency, not the

24

Environmental Permitting Agency.

25

I am 10 years old and also the child of
I have been to many meetings
So, this is what I came to

To tell you that if a dam breaks, a whole

MS. COURTNAY CARTY:

I have been

And I want

Thank you.

That's a tough act to
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2

follow.

For the record, my name's Courtnay

3

Carty and that's my daughter.

4

attending these meetings since I was pregnant

5

with her and she's ten.

6

(Fordham) and I first met.

7

the baby that you had in your belly when we

8

first met, when we were very young in our

9

career.

I've been

That's when Tami
She's, like, is that

That was a different day.

I'm here

10

today representing the city of Dillingham.

I am

11

the planning director and actually serving this

12

week as the acting city manager.

13

unable to be with you today.

14

an elected volunteer position and she works a

15

day job and due to the time conflict changing

16

the schedule into the day, she was not able to

17

make it and present to you.

18

city council, the Dillingham City Council

19

authorized Resolution 2017-39, which is actually

20

the eighth formal action of the city council

21

regarding Pebble or large-scale mineral

22

development in the Bristol Bay region.

23

resolutions go back as far as 2005 and were

24

issued in 2005, 2006, 2010, 2013, 2014, and

25

again last week.

Our mayor was

She, our mayor is

Last week at our

Those

So, I'll just read a few brief
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2

excerpts from the resolution.

This is a

3

resolution of the Dillingham City Council

4

opposing the U.S. EPA's withdrawal of the Clean

5

Water Act Section 404(c) proposed determination

6

to protect Bristol Bay.

7

Dillingham has been following the exploration

8

and development activities at the Pebble deposit

9

for over 12 years.

Whereas the City of

And whereas the city has

10

adopted Resolutions 2006-21 to oppose large-

11

scale mining and the proposed Pebble copper gold

12

mine area in the Bristol Bay region.

13

the project's scope, potential impact, and

14

associated activities have changed and the

15

city's position remains steadfast in the face of

16

the changing development and political climates.

17

The city has asked for the EPA's support of the

18

original 404(c) process and the proposed

19

determination and last week they have asked that

20

the EPA please oppose your proposed withdrawal

21

of the 404(c) protections for Bristol Bay.

22

Thank you so much for your time and for coming

23

out.

24
25

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

Todd.

Over time,

Todd, I can't

read your last name, so if you can be sure to
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3

be 55, Gary Cline.

4

DR. TODD RADENBAUGH:
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Then after that will

Thank you very much.

5

My name is Dr. Todd Radenbaugh.

I'm an

6

environmental scientist.

7

what everyone's said here today.

8

foremost, we should be making our policy based

9

on science, not in a backroom policy.

I echo pretty much
First and

Secondly,

10

we do live in a time of uncertainty and change.

11

Our best resilience against that uncertainty and

12

change is a functioning ecosystem.

13

functioning ecosystem requires less human

14

impacts to it, if you will.

15

the ecosystem is functioning then the ecosystem

16

provides the services that we want.

17

services out here for the most part are

18

subsistence foods as well as our commercial

19

fisheries.

20

ecosystems.

21

need to maintain our commercial fisheries, but

22

we have a system to maintain that with

23

escapement goals and that kind of stuff.

24

that, once again, is science.

25

lot more science.

That

That then allows if

Those

So, you need to maintain our healthy
Mining doesn't fit into that.

We

So,

I want to see a

Just 'cause even with the
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2

Bristol Bay Assessment, all of the science that

3

went into that, it does not allow us to

4

understand how our ecosystem functions out here.

5

It's much too complex.

6

thank you and please keep the determination.

7

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

So, anyway, with that,

Gary Cline.

And then,

8

if I have that correct, then 56 is Norman, and

9

58 is Patricia.

10

MR. GARY CLINE:

For the record, I'm Gary

11

Cline, Dillingham, Alaska tribal member of

12

Chignik.

13

honest, I was reluctant to testify again,

14

because, honestly, I'm tired of this discussion.

15

But, I know my great uncle Bobby Andrew would be

16

rolling over in his grave if I decided to sit

17

idle and be silent.

18

pound the drum to instill some moral

19

responsibility among the EPA or now the new

20

administration to make a sound and ethical

21

decision?

22

there.

23

be irreparable harm done on the watershed if a

24

mine like this were to go through.

25

grew up hearing about my Elders or hearing from

Speaking on behalf of myself.

I'll be

But how many times must we

We all know that the science is out

It has been determined that there would

You know, I
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2

my Elders about preserving the land for future

3

generations and I think that's why I continue to

4

think about the future.

5

region, but globally.

6

2050 we're expecting, what, about nine and a

7

half billion people on this planet.

8

have problems feeding the seven billion on this

9

planet.

Not just about our
And let's face it, by

We already

We already have problems with the food

10

production and distribution on this planet.

We

11

already have problems with water quality and

12

quantity in the nation.

13

a half billion people in the equation within the

14

next 35 years or so.

15

industry and the amount of CO 2 that's being

16

released into the air and the atmosphere.

17

currently supposed to be looking at reducing

18

carbon emissions.

19

crossroads of possibly disrupting an incredible

20

food source that doesn't need irrigation, that

21

doesn't need fertilizer to grow.

22

acts as a fertilizer to produce food that we

23

rely on -- whether it's moose or caribou or

24

berries.

25

the time; I had a knee appointment to get my MRI

Imagine adding two and

You look at the cattle

We're

And now we're at the

Instead, it

With that being said, I want to take
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2

done, I almost cancelled it because that's how

3

much it means to me and they only come out here

4

once in a blue moon.

5

there and thank you for your time.

6

So, I'm going to go out

MR. NORMAN VAN VACTOR:

Good afternoon and

7

welcome to Dillingham.

My name is Norman Van

8

Vactor.

9

Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation.

I'm the Chief Executive Officer of

10

My principal responsibility is to promote

11

economic development in our region.

12

Economic Development Corporation strongly

13

supports EPA's 404(c) determination and strongly

14

opposes the political process that appears to be

15

in the process of pulling it and withdrawing it.

16

On behalf of our corporation, we've already

17

submitted written comments.

18

take advantage of the last minute and 30 seconds

19

here and share with you some comments that I

20

recorded from my sister-in-law this morning that

21

reflects the sentiments of our family.

22

Bristol Bay

So, I wanted to

FEMALE VOICE 2 (recording from sister-in-

23

law):

A choice.

This is what we come here for

24

today.

25

man and nature in Bristol Bay or to make

To uphold and secure the co-existence of
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2

vulnerable disproven co-existence with a

3

decision that can only cause an irreversible and

4

damaging disturbance to the surface of the

5

earth.

6

of sustaining humankind for the greater good, it

7

is a choice between a guaranteed supply of pure

8

air, water, and food for all of the generations

9

to come or a limited supply of precious metals

In other words, Mr. Chair, if we speak

10

of gold and copper for a few generations to

11

come.

12

consumes.

13

only to feed the people of Bristol Bay with a

14

rich source of nutrients that is salmon, but

15

also to feed millions around the globe from this

16

humble pristine region of the earth.

17

make vulnerable this co-existence with an open

18

pit mine is to permanently scar the womb of

19

Mother Nature that gives birth to a major player

20

in this circle of life, salmon.

21

only nourish people, but also give back to the

22

earth that gave life to them.

23

sea and return, bringing with them the precious

24

minerals to enrich the tundra as they lay their

25

progeny and give up their life for man, bear,

The first replenishes while the latter
To uphold the co-existence is not

While to

Salmon will not

They go out to
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2

moose, caribou, and the thousands of species of

3

flora and fauna all the way through to the top

4

of the food chain, the eagle.

5

America.

6

the words of our forefathers, a prophecy from

7

the great Indians, when all of the trees have

8

been cut down, when all of the animals have been

9

hunted, when all of the waters are polluted,

The emblem of

I end my speech, Mr. Chair, remember

10

when all of the air is unsafe to breathe, only

11

then will you discover you cannot eat money.

12

MR. VAN VECTOR:

13

do the right thing.

14
15
16

MS. DANIELS:

Thank you and we pray you

Patricia.

Patricia.

And then

after that is Joe, 61, and Rick, 63.
MS. PATRICIA TREYDTE:

My name is Patricia

17

Treydte.

Welcome once again to Dillingham.

The

18

present administration is big on talking about

19

jobs and job creation, so I want to put things

20

in those terms.

21

14,000 jobs are created by the Bristol Bay

22

fishery.

23

little low if you want to count all of the

24

support jobs and indirect jobs created by that.

25

You folks have been here before.

The EPA's own figures show

I think this number is probably a

You've done
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2

your homework.

You know that a mine at the

3

Pebble site cannot co-exist with the fishery in

4

the long-term.

5

all of the nuances of the proposal as Mr.

6

Allnutt described them.

7

withdrawal of protection just doesn't sound

8

good.

9

jobs at risk for the possible, for the promise

I don't pretend to understand

But, I do know that

Why put our proven profitable fishing

10

of possible jobs by a foreign mining company.

11

You're in a position to do the right thing for

12

job creation and retention and to protect the

13

environment at the same time.

14

that happen?

15

go back to doing the right thing.

16

respect to our fishermen as the administration

17

is giving to the coal miners.

18

your unbelievable patience.

19

How often does

Remember what EPA stands for and

MR. JOE FAITH:

Give the same

Thank you for

My name is Joe Faith.

I

20

live in Dillingham.

My extended family had a

21

long tradition in mining and I prospected for

22

gold.

23

strongly oppose Pebble Mine in part because of

24

the perpetual risk of sulfuric acid, copper in

25

streams, and de-watering of a huge amount of

I commercial fish here in Bristol Bay.
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2

water from a big area.

Additionally, PLP's

3

information presented last week on October 5th,

4

2017, was grossly inaccurate.

5

plan is based on surface area.

6

EPA’s 2014 Assessment and Proposed Determination

7

were explicitly based on ore weight.

8

was what was used to get at impact, not surface

9

area.

PLP's new mine
However, the

Ore weight

Those impacts based on ore weight are

10

what are important here.

PLP also used the 2.0

11

model and suggests that this is the smallest

12

mine model used by the EPA.

13

model is the 2 billion tons of ore model.

14

smallest ore weight model used by EPA was a

15

quarter billion tons.

16

times larger than the smallest mine model used

17

by EPA.

18

miles is pretty close to even EPA's most

19

stringent mark.

20

to PLP's five point square mile plan, the EPA

21

has 2.9 square miles for its 2.0 model for just

22

the mine site and tailing facility.

23

used by PLP's 2.0 model are not even close to

24

EPA's 2.0 model.

25

convert square miles to square kilometers and

But, EPA's 2.0
The

PLP's new plan is eight

PLP said that it's five point square

PLP's not even close.

Compared

The numbers

I know that you have to
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2

vice versa.

3

deal and that the decision has been finalized,

4

but I do ask that the EPA complete the process

5

of the 2014 proposed 404(c) determination.

6

not rescind anything.

7

it already, please reconsider your decision.

8

There's not even an application yet.

9

even know if PLP is going to do anything and

10

they always remind us that they haven't done

11

anything.

12

funder at this point in time.

13

can submit an application and have the EPA issue

14

a decision under its 404(c) authority.

15

nothing stopping PLP from submitting its

16

application now.

17

Dillingham and for your time and consideration.

18

It sounds like it's already a done

Do

Or, if you have rescinded

We don't

We don't even know if PLP has a

MS. DANIELS:

Additionally, PLP

There is

I thank you for coming to

So we have about 13 cards

19

left.

20

through everybody that's signed up to speak, so

21

we might run to about ten, quarter after.

22

just want to know if you, if I have one of your

23

cards, you will get to speak.

24

number 63; and then it's Cody, 64; Oakley, 65.

25

Our panel has agreed to kind of get

MR. RICK HALFORD:

I

We have Rick is

Hi and thank you very
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2

much for being here.

Your interest has been

3

appreciated and the EPA's actions in this issue

4

have been a rescue, not an invasion as some

5

people say.

6

blessed with 50 years plus in Alaska in fishing,

7

flying, hunting, outdoor businesses, and also a

8

long break to public service in Juneau, which I

9

think I probably signed appropriations as senate

My name is Rick Halford.

I've been

10

president or finance chairman to sue the EPA on

11

issues.

12

mining, but this is a very, very different

13

question.

14

are very well documented.

15

commercial sport fish, subsistence fish,

16

everything there that's the dream of what

17

Bristol Bay is, is threatened.

18

2,000 or a 4,000-foot hole in the ground in a

19

wet climate without expecting the water to run

20

into the hole, and you end up with a massive

21

treatment problem, plus all of the other things

22

that are out there.

23

science for the 30 months that seem to be agreed

24

to, you may have to do that, but it'll be over

25

our objection.

I certainly haven't been opposed to

The problems with Pebble development
Whether it's

You can't dig a

If you set aside the

And, you know, the biggest
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2

mining companies in the world have walked away

3

from this hole, this mess with hundreds of

4

millions of dollars lost.

5

exemption from the law of gravity.

6

not have a plan in the next 30 months.

7

please, of all things, do not extend the time

8

that they have to try again, to try again.

9

These people have been telling us that for at

They can't get an
They will
And

10

least a dozen years.

11

gravity end their deceptions.

12

only successfully mined in the stock market

13

anywhere.

14
15

These people have

Thank you very much.

MS. DANIELS:

So, is Cody here?

Cody?

Is

Cody Gardner here?

16

FEMALE VOICE:

17

MS. DANIELS:

18

Let science, history, and

He went home.
Okay.

He went home?

Thanks.

Oakley, number 65.

19

FEMALE VOICE:

20

MS. DANIELS:

He also had to go.
Also had to go home?

These

21

were some students that had to go home.

22

please tell them to submit their comments in

23

writing if they'd like.

24

FEMALE VOICE:

25

MS. DANIELS:

So,

I sent them to another room.
Oh, good.

They recorded in
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the other room?

3

FEMALE VOICE:

4

MS. DANIELS:

Yes.
Great.

Great.

Okay.

5

Jaqueline Nelson, was she also--oh, she's here.

6

Okay.

7

MS. JAQUELINE NELSON:

8

Jacqui Nelson.

9

love, love my Bristol Bay.

Hi.

My name is

Very proud Yup’ik woman.

I

I am a mother, a

10

struggling mother at times.

But as long as I

11

have a good fishing season, I subsistence.

12

don't commercial.

13

at fish camp.

14

have fish in my freezer, I have a meal to put on

15

my table for my children.

16

not, you know, well educated, but I'm very wise

17

in my Yup’ik ways.

18

me, I can put down a meal that you'd spend $100

19

in a fancy restaurant somewhere.

20

probably even cook it better than their chef.

21

So, not only are you my hope, you're our hope.

22

You know, I have no money.

23

None of us do.

24

have that undisposable amount of money.

25

tyrants.

I

Spent all of my younger years

So as a mother, now as long as I

You've heard, I'm

You put a fish in front of

I could

I have no pull.

The people who have that pull
They're

They can and they want their way.
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3

my hope.

4

us.
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You are

EPA, please, listen to us, do it for

You're our hope.

5

MS. DANIELS:

6

FEMALE VOICE:

7

MS. DANIELS:

8

then 71, Anna Hoover.

Thank you.

Okay.

So number 67, Piyo.

Apayo.
Apayo, sorry.

Hi.

68, Verner, and

9

MS. APAYO:

I’m Apayo, in Yup’ik we say

10

abayou (phonetic).

11

This never fails me, oh my God, it's

12

embarrassing every time.

13

system is not designed for human life to thrive.

14

It's structured to build financial empires

15

regardless of the death toll or health factors

16

for humans and the irreversible destruction of

17

the wildlife, land, and water that sustains all

18

life.

19

in our laws consistently objectifying native

20

people, turning humans into a lesser commodity

21

than minerals.

22

foundation to empathize while developing on

23

strange lands is put in charge of us, the first

24

people.

25

process of settling among and establishing

I'm an artist in this area.

The United States

Our system is broken and it has resulted

A government that has no

This is colonization, the action or
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2

control over the indigenous people of an area.

3

The land we are talking about was set aside for

4

mineral exploration in a time when the native

5

people were clearly at a disadvantage.

6

lands were designated in favor of colonialism.

7

They need to be re-designated with our voice as

8

the predominant decision makers, but until this

9

happens we agree that Pebble poses unacceptable

These

10

and adverse risks to our watershed, fishery, and

11

way of life.

12

action in denying the dredge and fill permits

13

required for the Pebble project.

14

is foreign to lawmakers, we say no to developing

15

financial empires at the cost of our identities

16

and health and instead we are valuing our way of

17

life that should have been what the land

18

designation was based on in the first place.

19

am in full support of reinstating the 404(c)

20

process to protect our way of life in its

21

entirety and thus giving our future generations

22

a fighting chance to be better than what we have

23

become, greedy and unethical.

24

Elizabeth Peratrovich said, “I would not have

25

expected that I, who am barely out of savagery,

Therefore, it requires immediate

Our land that

I

A Tlingit leader
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2

would have to remind gentlemen with 5,000 years

3

of recorded civilization behind them of our Bill

4

of Rights.”

5

Bristol Bay.

6

you for hearing us and please do what's right.

7

Thank you.

We do not want Pebble Mine in
We say yes to 404(c).

8

MS. DANIELS:

9

Anna after that.

Vernor, can you come up?

MR. VERNOR WILSON III:

10

We thank

Then

Good afternoon.

My

11

name is Dagaipook (phonetic) or Vernor Wilson

12

the third.

13

Dillingham and I'm a member of the Curyung

14

tribe.

15

and permit and we are proud fisherman.

16

you do not withdraw your proposed determination

17

and instead finalize the protections for Bristol

18

Bay.

19

thing that I'm wearing, because it's a seal skin

20

vest that my grandma made, from St. Lawrence

21

Island.

22

they feed seals, they feed belugas, bears, birds

23

of all kinds, and these are all part of our

24

subsistence way of life and they have been for

25

thousands of years.

I was born and raised here in

My family owns a commercial fishing boat
I hope

And I wanted to point out this awesome

But, salmon don't just feed humans,

But, they don't just feed
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2

those wonderful wildlife that co-exist with us

3

here.

4

as I said, my family's commercial fishermen.

5

have a permit -- we are so proud to be able to

6

work hard and to contribute to feeding people

7

from across this world.

8

people really good, healthy food.

9

nutritionists call a super food.

They feed humans, most importantly.

And,
We

And we're feeding
What
And, so, we

10

want to make sure that we can continue to do

11

that.

12

affects people from around the world.

13

Japan to the UK.

14

a national treasure.

15

about how this affects your children and future

16

generations.

17

them to live in?

18

place that could have a beautiful, pristine

19

environment in Bristol Bay to protect our food

20

resources?

21

here.

22

corporation owns a fishing lodge and you can

23

bring your kids here to learn about fishing and

24

bring them to this beautiful area.

25

need to protect that.

It doesn't just affect us here, it
From

And that's why people call us
I hope that you will think

What kind of world do you want
Do you want them to live in a

You know, we have wonderful lodges

You can come in and our native

And so, we

Not just for us in this
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2

region, but for people from around the world.

3

Thank you.
MS. DANIELS:

4

Anna?

So, Anna, are you here?

5

Hoover?

6

and then Ted Krieg.

Then after that it's Frank Woods

MS. ANNA HOOVER:

7

Anna

Apayo, who spoke, is my

8

friend and made me cry.

9

read today.

I wrote a speech to

My name is Anna Hoover.
I fly.

I flew

10

over from Nushagak today.

I'm a pilot.

11

I brought my baby.

12

and we flew over here.

13

live and breathe these waters.

14

millions of dollars to hire marketing to explain

15

the depth of our connection to a healthy

16

ecosystem.

17

sexy campaign.

18

commercial salmon fisherperson in this region.

19

My grandfather, my uncles, my mother, my father,

20

my cousins, we all feed our families from this

21

healthy place.

22

us.

23

ways.

24

don't have enough groundwater in this area to

25

sustain this mine.

I put her in the backseat
We here in Bristol Bay
We don't have

If we did, believe me, it would be a
I'm a third-generation

The earth is crumbling around

We are using the groundwater in terrible
Mexico City is falling in the hole.

We don't want to run the
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risk.

3

here that is so meaningful and so rich and it's

4

based on this wild species that returns

5

naturally and that took thousands of years to

6

find a balance.

7

here.

8

subsistence that returns.

9

continue to live in this balance.

We have a tradition

We have an economic balance

We sustain ourselves from a wild

MS. DANIELS:

10
11

It's not worth it.
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Please let us

We have Frank Woods and then

Ted Krieg and then CaSandera Johnson.
MR. FRANK WOODS:

12

Good afternoon.

My name

13

is Frank Woods.

Born and raised in Dillingham.

14

A commercial fisherman.

15

the fish and wildlife management for the last

16

ten years.

17

Advisory Committee.

18

and state regulatory bodies for about 15 years

19

now.

20

to help regulate and manage all of the

21

regulations that we have in Alaska.

22

young state.

23

not new, but it's new to Bristol Bay.

24

impacts of this is done under the state

25

regulations.

I have been involved in

I'm chairman of the Nushagak
I've been attending federal

There isn't enough people in Bristol Bay

It's an early state.

Alaska's a
Mining is
The

We have, it's in state land.
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2

Their state management regime is maximum

3

sustainable yield on a wildlife site and on the

4

federal side, it talks about natural diversity.

5

So, in those arenas, I'll compare it to this

6

federal rule that talks about 50 CFR 135.25.

7

made that up, because it talks about you cannot

8

manage and regulate commonsense under that

9

regulation.

I

And 404(c) falls under that 50 CFR

10

135.25 because that's the last resort that we

11

have in the state of Alaska in Bristol Bay to

12

protect our lands.

13

we, in Bristol Bay, have emphasized on a tribal

14

and in all of our other entities that oppose

15

development, is that in an exploration phase

16

they do not even abide by their own rules.

17

I applaud you for coming and actually showing up

18

here and giving us our time of day, but I'd

19

really like to emphasize that, number one, you

20

stick to your guns.

21

protect us.

22

economic version of being a native and

23

traditional living in Alaska is subsistence.

24

Let's shut it down here, 'cause it's a red light

25

and I've got no more seconds.

The exploration points that

So,

The EPA is there to help

We want to live here and this is an

Thank you.
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MS. DANIELS:

2

Ted Krieg?

Ted Krieg?

3

have him pronounce his last name.

4

CaSandera and Dylan.
MR. TED KRIEG:

5

126

I'll

Then

My name is Ted Krieg.

I

6

have lived in Dillingham for 32 years.

The last

7

25 years in Dillingham.

8

While living in Dillingham, I've had the

9

opportunity to commercial fish for salmon as a

Dillingham is my home.

10

crew member for eight seasons.

Most recently in

11

2012.

12

recently retired from the Alaskan Department of

13

Fish and Game Division of Subsistence after

14

almost 16 years of employment and prior to that

15

I worked in the BBNA natural resources

16

department for 7 and a half years.

17

these jobs, I learned about the importance of

18

subsistence hunting and fishing and especially

19

about the importance of salmon to the residents

20

of Bristol Bay.

21

to say that all of my testimony is completely my

22

own.

23

or employer.

24

withdrawing the proposed 404(c) determination to

25

protect the salmon of Bristol Bay.

I subsistence fish every year.

I

Through

Having qualified myself, I want

I'm not here to represent any organization
I'm adamantly opposed to EPA

Bristol Bay
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2

is the wrong place for any mine and I don't

3

believe that salmon and other wild resources

4

will not be harmed if the Pebble Mine is built.

5

The risks are too great.

6

habitat is acceptable.

7

work, I was very fortunate to be able to travel

8

to and work in all of the villages of Bristol

9

Bay.

No loss of salmon
Through my previous

When I started traveling to the villages,

10

I was told by my boss that I should be prepared

11

to spend time in each village, so I could get to

12

know them and they could get to know me.

13

understand that you're all busy people and you

14

have families you want to get back to, but

15

changing the time for the public hearing from

16

the evening when most people could attend

17

without missing work to the afternoon during

18

normal work hours is less than respectful to the

19

residents of Bristol Bay to address this very

20

important issue.

21

I was often invited into homes and invariably a

22

Ziploc bag of smoked salmon would show up.

23

People were happy and proud to share it with me.

24

Through experiences like this, I came to

25

understand that the indigenous people of Bristol

I

While working in the villages,
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2

Bay are salmon people.

3

them for thousands of years.

4

people who come here become salmon people too.

5

That's what Bristol Bay is all about.

6

needs to be protected.

7

opportunity to testify.

8
9
10
11

BETSY:

CaSandera?

still--CaSandera?
after that.

Okay.

Salmon has sustained
Like me, most

That

Thanks for the

CaSandera, are you
Then, oh, three left

Dylan, Heidi, and Gayla.

MS. CASANDERA JOHNSON:

Hi.

I'm CaSandera

12

Johnson.

I was born and raised here in

13

Dillingham.

14

generations and has instilled in me from very

15

young age my love of Alaska wild salmon.

16

spent every summer subsistence fishing with my

17

family and learned the whole process of putting

18

away fish from beginning to end.

19

countless of hours at the fish cutting table

20

being taught the importance of never taking more

21

than you need and respecting the land and its

22

resources.

23

culture.

24

support any project, big or small, that

25

jeopardizes my people's way of life.

My family has lived here for

This is my home.
This is my heritage.

I

I've spent

This is my
And I'll never
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2

here to say that I do not support the EPA

3

withdrawing from the proposed determination and

4

I urge EPA to finalize the Clean Water Act

5

Section 404(c) as it will ensure the protections

6

of our sensitive ecosystem that sustains a

7

healthy wild salmon population that we all

8

depend here in Bristol Bay.
MS. DANIELS:

9
10

Thank you.

Dylan, are you here?

Dylan?

Then, Heidi, you can come up after Dylan.
MR. DYLAN BRAUND:

11

Hold on one sec, please.

12

Hi.

Thank you for your public service in taking

13

the time today.

14

you hear me? My name is Dylan Braund.

15

fourth-generation Alaskan.

16

and a commercial fisherman.

17

have a J.D. in law and a Masters in Science in

18

Environmental Studies.

19

this issue for 15 years.

20

of comments for you, all going to fact, law,

21

science, and history.

22

of that to you, but I figured the best thing

23

that I can tell you is to leave you with an

24

impression of this place as it’s had an

25

impression on me. I fish on this gift on the

My name's Dylan Braund.

Can

I'm a

Lifetime in Alaska
I have a degree.

I

I've been working on
I have pages and pages

I was going to read all
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2

edge of the Bering Sea.

3

Nushagak River.

4

Subsistence and weather and tides and wind.

5

Salmon here is the thread that ties the

6

ecological, social, economic, and cultural

7

fabric of this region.

8

quantifiable constant of the mine and the

9

unquantifiable constant of the mine.

130

I fish out on the

It's a traditional fishery.

There are the

Don't

10

underestimate the weather here or in the Bering

11

Sea.

12

and I'll give you my best.

13

in, the tide's up and down, all of a sudden,

14

they start jumping.

15

because the processor can't process that many

16

fish.

17

water.

18

jumping.

19

It's as far as the eye can see, jumpers, five at

20

a time, ten at a time, coming, and we've got to

21

get this net out of the water.

22

holy cow, we don’t have a long time to waste.

23

So, we go and cut the inside loose and as that's

24

happening the southeast winds are coming in

25

about 35 miles an hour, bearing down on us.

The science speaks.

So I got 40 seconds
The fish are coming

We've got to pull our net,

We've got to get our net out of the
There's too many fish.

And they start

Now, look, we've got to cut it loose.

And it’s like,
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2

When the weather and the rains start, it's the

3

big droplets and it starts coming in and it

4

comes down hard.

5

dancing into the river and the fish are dancing

6

into the net.

7

sinks with 10,000 pounds of fish as it is

8

washing out and the fish go by.

9

happens, a big down draft comes, boom, and then

When it hits the gravel, it's

And we cut it loose and that net

Just as that

10

it blows you down to the ground.

You can't even

11

blink.

12

threat calms down, the fish stop, and it's a

13

gentle breeze, blowing on shore.

14

at my crew, their eyes were so big, because it

15

was beyond thinking, it was beyond the facts, it

16

was beyond the science, it was beyond the money.

17

It leaves an impression on you; this landscape

18

will speak to you and you can't come out here

19

for a day or a year and think that you've got

20

it.

21

place is sacred and it is worth protecting.

22

invite you into [unintelligible], come to my

23

camp.

24

there and caretaking it, because we are all just

25

passing through here.

And then the weather calms down, the

When I looked

There is something special here.

I will show you.

This
I

I'll have a camp out

So, what are we going to
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2

leave to future generations?

That is the

3

question.

4

kids?

5

fisherman, as am I.

6

five generations, say nothing of the thousands

7

of years that people have been here.

8

for your time.

9

service.

What are we going to leave to our

I have two sons.

One, a lifetime

My family has been up here

Thank you

Thank you for your public

Please look at the value judgments

10

that you make in this issue.

We've been at this

11

15 years.

12

won't stop and we'll fight this ‘til the bitter

13

end.

I've been fishing all my life.

Thank you.

14

MS. DANIELS:

15

FEMALE VOICE:

16

MS. DANIELS:

Heidi.

Heidi Kritz?

She's not here.
Not here.

Okay.

Gayla, you

17

have the last couple of minutes here.

18

name correctly for me.

19

We

MS. GAYLA HOSETH:

Okay.

Say your

Thank you.

My name is Gayla Hoseth.

Hi,

20

again.

I am the

21

daughter of Tom Hoseth of Dillingham and

22

Virginia Lucerst (phonetic) of Anchorage.

23

Yup’ik name is Tuchup (phonetic), which means

24

rock.

25

Curyung Tribal Council.

My

I'm the second tribal chief here at
I'm the board secretary
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2

for Stanford (phonetic) Salmon.

I serve on the

3

Alaska Department of Fish and Game Nushagak

4

Advisory Committee.

5

for the Alaska Migratory Bird Co-Management

6

Council.

7

about myself.

8

to say my day job is I work at Bristol Bay

9

Native Association and I help the tribes and the

I'm also the native chair

But, today, I'm here to talk to you
Well, first of all, I just wanted

10

residents here in Bristol Bay let their voices

11

be heard as we have different fish and game

12

regulations that we face as we want to make sure

13

that our way of life is protected.

14

sure that we get that job done at BBNA as my day

15

job.

16

And, first of all, to answer your guys'

17

question, do not withdraw the proposed

18

determination.

19

protections.

20

Scott Pruitt was here as the past administrators

21

came out.

22

hope that you can carry the voices that you have

23

heard here today, Lee, to Scott Pruitt to make

24

sure that -- we can't travel to D.C., a lot of

25

us can't, and have meetings with him, but just

And I make

But, I'm going to be speaking for myself.

Instead, finalize the
I really wish that Administrator

So, you have a big job to do, and I
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2

make sure that our voices are heard –- and

3

having only two hearings on this important issue

4

really isn't adequate to have these hearings.

5

We have the comment period, but we should have

6

had more hearings available in the region and at

7

least one in Anchorage, and maybe somewhere in

8

the United States.

9

night after watching the CNN video, as all of us

As I stayed up late last

10

did, a lot of us were enraged and a lot of us

11

were angry.

12

that walked this lands before us, but not only

13

that, thinking of our future generations, of the

14

people to come after us.

15

the world come to Bristol Bay to engage in the

16

fisheries, whether it's commercial, sport, or

17

subsistence.

18

after the EPA settled with Pebble and our salmon

19

are threatened and we are yet again in another

20

comment period when EPA has already heard over,

21

from over 670,000 people to protect, to invoke

22

the 404(c) Clean Water Act.

23

again, but this time, we're asking you guys to

24

please do not withdraw the proposed

25

determination.

I was thinking of our ancestors

People from all over

This summer it was a hard one

So here we are yet

As you have heard, salmon is the
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2

heartbeat of our people, and I just wanted to

3

leave you with this.

4

for time, but it's really, really important.

5

You know, this summer as I was traveling home

6

and I was flying over, and as you guys fly home,

7

if you guys can see, or when you guys fly out to

8

Iliamna tomorrow, when we were flying, when we

9

look out of the plane and you see our rivers and

I know that we're limited

10

this affects our lives. Imagine if our salmon

11

don't come back.

12

polluted.

13

What would we do?

14

we tell to the next generations.

15

imagine life like this.

16

caught all five species of salmon in my

17

subsistence net, which was really amazing

18

because sometimes you catch two or three.

19

I caught all five.

20

is that the salmon were sending a message, a

21

message for that we protect them.

22

they will protect us.

23

the five species.

24

went over.

25

Imagine if our waters are

Imagine no wildlife on the land.

MS. DANIELS:

Our traditions become stories
I couldn't

And this summer, I

But,

But, the way I looked at it

But in all,

And here's a picture of

But, thank you.

Okay.

Thank you.

Sorry, I

So, is
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2

there anyone who thought they were going to

3

speak, but didn't?

4

cards.

5

the hearing.

6

particularly the lead teacher who really did

7

help us today and the students who helped us set

8

up.

9

you to them.

10

Okay.

'Cause I've run out of

I think David's going to close
Thanks, again, to the school and

So, I just wanted to say a special thank

MR. ALLNUTT:

Alright.

Seeing that there's

11

no one else wishing to comment today, I now

12

declare the public hearing for the proposed

13

withdrawal of the proposed determination closed

14

at 4:22 p.m. Alaska time.

15

conclude by, again, thanking all of you for your

16

eloquence, for your passion on this topic.

17

Every time I'm here, I learn more.

18

been a great opportunity.

19

the change in venue, change in schedule.

20

thank you for your comments, your thoughts, and

21

we'll take those back with us.

22

I just want to

I think it's

Apologies, again, for
But,

Thank you.

[END RECORDING]

23
24

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_1.MP3]

25

MR. CARL FLENSBURG:

Whenever you’re ready.
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2

My name is Carl Flensburg.

I do not support the

3

EPA withdrawing from the proposed protections

4

for Bristol Bay.

5

Hospital.

6

Bristol Bay.

7

Nushagak River.

8

came to Bristol Bay to fish salmon during the

9

Great Depression.

I was born here at Kanakanak

I fished salmon for 49 years in
My Aleut mother was born on the
My Swedish-immigrant father

In Bristol Bay, salmon return

10

every year to renew their species.

This natural

11

cycle has been repeated for thousands of years.

12

While doing this, they bring nitrogen from the

13

ocean in their bodies, and it is deposited

14

throughout the Bristol Bay region.

15

benefits the plants, the trees, and it’s passed

16

on to the animals feeding on them.

17

the people in Bristol Bay region depend on fish,

18

plants, and animals.

19

sell them to make a living.

20

to feed our families.

21

subsistence well-being is directly related to

22

the return of salmon every year.

23

returning is a renewable resource versus the

24

Pebble Mine offering maybe 50 years of economic

25

benefit, and leaving people of Bristol Bay

This

The lives of

We harvest the salmon and
We process salmon

Our economic and

The salmon
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2

region with an eternity of looking after a

3

contaminated mine site.

4

leave the future generations?

5

companies have documented records of leaving

6

contaminated mining sites when they’re done.

7

With the new Pebble Mine location, one human

8

error, one natural disaster could cause

9

contamination of the Nushagak River.

138

What do we choose to
Foreign mining

This would

10

be tantamount to genocide for the people of the

11

Nushagak River.

12

pleasures of all who are present who says,

13

“America first,” please listen to America first,

14

and not a foreign mining company.

15

the time to voice my concerns.

If the EPA serves at the

Thank you for

16

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_1.MP3]

17

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_2.MP3]

18

MR. ALTON RIEDEL:

My name is Alton Riedel

19

(phonetic).

I am 14 years old.

I am a drift

20

fisherman who has fished since I was five years

21

old.

22

I’d like to continue being a commercial

23

fisherman on to adulthood, and I don’t support

24

this withdrawal, and if we let Pebble Mine push

25

forward, there is the possibility to poison our

I fish on my dad’s boat, The Heavy Metal.
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2

fish, should an accident happen, and it could

3

destroy our Bristol Bay waters.

4

to protect through the Clean Water Act.

5

you for listening to me.

Please continue

6

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_2.MP3]

7

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_3.MP3]

8

MS. BRITTANY BENNETT:

9
10

Thank

Let me know when

you’re ready.
MR. CODY GARDINER:

Hi, my name is Cody

11

Gardiner and I’m in the eleventh grade at

12

Dillingham High School.

13

opinion against the development of mining in

14

Bristol Bay.

15

as I’m a fisherman.

16

the Pebble Mine develop our beautiful and

17

natural environment.

18

a catastrophe.

19

commercial, sports fishing, hunting, or

20

subsistence way of life, would be affected,

21

should an accident happen.

22

it could take away subsistence fishing and I

23

wouldn’t be able to make smoked fish again.

24

I ask you this: is it really worth a couple

25

billion dollars to have our food supply and our

I’m here to voice my

The decisions made will affect me
I believe we should not let

Even one mistake can cause

Those that fish, whether

To me, personally,
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2

way of life go away?

3

because our area is unique and the last of its

4

kind in the entire world.

5

ruin what we have today and I’m here to stand

6

firm with my belief as a future steward of this

7

beautiful region of Alaska. And I ask you to

8

make the right decision on our behalf.

9
10
11

I strongly don’t think so

One mistake could

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_3.MP3]
[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_4.MP3]
MR. KALEB KAPOTAK:

If Pebble Mine were to

12

start off and start mining, if there was a

13

spill, it would spill into the salmon, and

14

destroy our natural resource of food.

15

stocks our freezers for the winter if we don’t

16

get moose.

17

resource, and I think the third of the world’s

18

salmon comes from Bristol Bay.

19

is great.

20

hurts the whole ecosystem of Alaska.

21

the bears, and it hurts the moose because the

22

moose eat the plants from water, and then we

23

can’t get moose or fish.

24

we are going to have to —- we don’t know what we

25

would do because that’s all we really eat.

My family

Salmon is a very great food and

Alaska’s salmon

If salmon get destroyed, then it
It hurts

And if they die, then
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2

don’t have enough money to go to the store for

3

the winter, so . . . we live off the land up

4

here and this is . . . . My dad and his dad, and

5

so on before them have always lived off the

6

land, and I plan to do the same.

7

do that, then I don’t know what I’m going to

8

feed my children when I have some.

9

Yeah.

10
11

MS. BENNETT:

But if I can’t

So . . .

Would you like to say your

name?

12

MR. KAPOTAK:

Oh.

Sorry.

13

MS. BENNETT:

You don’t have to.

14

MR. KAPOTAK:

My name is Kaleb Kapotak.

15

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_4.MP3]

16

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_5.MP3]

17

MS. BENNETT:

18

MS. KIARA KAPOTAK:

Whenever you are ready.
My name is Kiara and I

19

live in a village called New Stuyahok and I’m 17

20

and a senior at Chief Ivan Blunka School.

21

grew up and lived in the Bristol Bay area my

22

whole life, and this place will always be my

23

home.

24

to our fish camp every summer called Louis Point

25

and we set out and pick up fish from there and

I

Since I was a little kid, I’ve been going
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2

spit-dry and smoke-process them for the winter.

3

My guardians have taught me that process and I

4

wanted to teach my future family to do the same.

5

Honestly, it is a blessing to be living here,

6

and being able to do subsistence because without

7

it, I think we’d starve during the winters

8

because when you go to the store in my village,

9

a box would cost over $100.

I would never want

10

to buy and eat only unnatural, processed food.

11

I would like to catch my own wild game and would

12

like to know where it came from, and what’s all

13

in it.

14

junk that is processed in a factory.

15

is very natural and healthy for us because it

16

gives us something to eat, and they have a lot

17

of vitamins and proteins.

18

taken away from me, I would be very sad and it

19

would hurt a lot of people, and I wouldn’t be

20

able to teach it to my future family.

21

everyone wouldn’t have anything to do over the

22

seasons.

23

because it would damage our wildlife, and

24

subsistence way of life, and our life in the

25

future.

I wouldn’t want to live off store-bought
Our game

If it were to be

And

I would never support Pebble Mine

Bristol Bay needs to be protected from
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2

Pebble Mine because of our subsistence of life

3

and needs to be healthy for us to do what we do

4

here, and it would be wrong to hurt our ways of

5

life.

6

the outcome is amazing, and I wouldn’t change a

7

thing about it, so please do not withdraw the

8

404(c) proposed determination to protect Bristol

9

Bay.

What we do in Bristol Bay is worth it and

Thank you.

10

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_5.MP3]

11

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_6.MP3]

12

MS. BENNETT:

13

MS. TASHA CUDMYER:

Whenever you are ready.
Hello.

My name is Tasha

14

Cudmyer (phonetic) and I’m 16 years old, and I’m

15

a junior at Chief Ivan Blunka School.

16

the community of New Stuyahok in southwest

17

Alaska.

18

wildlife.

19

by wanting to come and contaminate our water on

20

our homeland.

21

ruining our fish.

22

the subsistence way of life.

The salmon run is

23

very important to all of us.

So are the wild

24

animals that surround our village.

25

number of fish in our river decreases, I think

I live in

I love Bristol Bay, our salmon, and our
I feel like Pebble Mine is very cruel

It’ll make a big difference by
All of us here knows to live

If the
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2

it’ll make a very big impact on our families.

3

We catch our fish, so it can last us through the

4

winter.

5

culture.

6

have been catching fish in the waters all over

7

Alaska.

8

anyone to try to threaten our fish.

9

our fish on the line, I think Pebble Mine is an

Fish is also a very big part of our
Since the beginning of time, natives

I personally think it is wrong for
With all of

10

overall horrible idea for us and our natural

11

resource.

12

of life.

13

it will ruin our home waters for our children,

14

and their children.

15

salmon run left.

16

like many other families, set out nets to catch

17

king and silver salmon.

18

our smokehouse, we cut them, and smoke them, and

19

package them, and store them in our freezer that

20

is always full of salmon.

21

fish, we would definitely starve in the winter.

22

If this happened, our way of life will be wiped

23

out.

24

families.

25

save our home waters and land. I will keep

No amount of money is worth our way
If Pebble Mine comes to Bristol Bay,

There will be no more

Every summer, my family, just

After we bring them to

If we didn’t have any

I don’t want anyone to ruin this for our
It is very, very important to me to
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fighting for our wild animals.

3

best, pristine land.

4

Bristol Bay.

5

Mine.

We live in the

Please help protect

I will never, ever support Pebble

Thank you.

6

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_6.MP3]

7

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_7.MP3]

8

MR. GOTBE ICKING, JR.:

9

145

My name is Gotbe

Icking, Jr. (phonetic) and I am from New

10

Stuyahok.

I don’t support EPA withdrawing

11

because I love fish, and fish supports my

12

family.

13

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_7.MP3]

14

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_8.MP3]

15

MS. KRISTINA ANDREW:

My name is Kristina

16

Andrew and I’m from Dillingham, and I work for

17

Sustaining Bristol Bay Fisheries, a fishmen’s

18

advocacy group that is against hard-rock mining

19

in Bristol Bay.

20

Bay Fisheries, we do not support the withdrawal

21

of the 404(c) protection.

22

supports over 14,000 jobs, and the timing of

23

this hearing is really bad ’cause it disregards

24

the thousands of commercial fishermen’s voices

25

and their direct connection to this process.

And as SBBF, Sustaining Bristol

Bristol Bay Fisheries
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2

the past, hearings were held in a way that

3

fishermen from outside of the state could

4

participate and weigh in on this public process.

5

The fishermen and processors that have millions

6

invested in this region are not here at the

7

table today.

8

science of a fishery and that’s what we use to

9

make judgment calls on when to fish and when not

As fishermen, we look at the

10

to fish.

We also look at the science when it

11

comes to the Pebble Mine, and the science says

12

that this is not a good idea at the head waters

13

of our fisheries.

14

our commercial fishery for over a hundred years

15

and it’s worth over 1.5 billion dollars

16

annually.

17

sustained us for a long time, and we do not

18

support the proposal to withdraw these

19

protections.

20

Andrew.

Science has helped us manage

This economy is stable and has

Thank you.

My name is Kristina

K-R-I-S-T-I-N-A. A-N-D-R-E-W.

21

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_8.MP3]

22

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_9.MP3]

23

MS. HEIDI KRITZ:

My name is Heidi Kritz.

24

grew up in Bristol Bay, loving our traditional

25

lifestyle, always ready to learn more.
Ubiqus Reporting
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2

testifying to oppose the proposed withdrawal of

3

the 404(c) action.

4

that something like a mine would threaten our

5

people today, and generations to come.

6

leaves me speechless to find out that the EPA’s

7

decision to lift protections was made within a

8

day when it took years to get.

9

science and support we have gained throughout

10

the U.S., I wonder why the protections set in

11

the Obama Administration are not being

12

finalized.

13

other times I had to prepare something to show

14

how important our way of life is, when you can

15

see how precious it is on your flight in.

16

been 10 years of blood, sweat, and tears,

17

fighting so that we can continue berry picking,

18

hunting, drinking clean water, fishing, and the

19

employment and entrepreneurship it brings.

20

also think about the films that have been made

21

about Bristol Bay, showing how we process food,

22

what a mine could do to the area, and that this

23

place is too resourceful and depended on to be

24

destroyed by one.

25

every season and it amazes me to see everyone

It never crossed my mind

It

After all the

Writing this, I think about all the

It’s

I

Our way of life adapts with
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2

ready for the next, from fishing in the summer

3

to winter trapping, you will always see a

4

smiling face eager to provide for Elders,

5

family, and friends.

6

will take that away from us, and the result of a

7

destructive mine, it is abandoned and people

8

living closest to it are left with the

9

aftermath.

A mine at the head waters

In this work, I learned that we are

10

just borrowing the land from future generations.

11

I want to leave it healthy, so that they can

12

continue this amazing lifestyle I’m lucky enough

13

to have.

14

protect our way of life has not.

15

once said, “We all rely on an environment that’s

16

clean. Seeing it healthy is what makes us beam.”

17

I ask the EPA to please listen to the science

18

and the people who love the region.

19

from mining -- big or small.

As times have changed, my fight to
A younger me

Protect it

20

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_9.MP3]

21

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_10.MP3]

22

MR. CLINT REIGH:

23

MS. BENNETT:

24

MR.

25

REIGH:

Do we have time?

We’re ready.
Okay. I’d like to thank the EPA

for taking our public comments.

I wish that
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2

those who came could be here this summer to see

3

all the fish as they’re returning, all the

4

commercial fishing boats out in the bay, and

5

subsistence nets on the beach, and the sport

6

fish camps that are up the river, then you might

7

get a sense of the importance that clean water

8

plays to our region.

9

point out that there is a real and tangible

And I’d really like to

10

economic value to clean water in this region.

11

As a small business owner, I’ve put well over

12

$200,000 into my commercial fishing business,

13

and that’s just to get started.

14

commercial fishermen, our sport fish guides, who

15

are investing in their business, and subsistence

16

users, who rely on the clean water to feed their

17

families, I’m asking that the EPA put America

18

first in their determination to withdraw the

19

404(c) recommendation.

20

put our interests -- American interests -- the

21

interest of American citizens in this region,

22

ahead of those of a Canadian corporation.

23

like to maintain the scientifically developed

24

clean water protections that the agreement

25

allows the EPA to keep.

Along with

I would like the EPA to

I’d

Do not withdraw docket
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EPA-R10-OW2017-0369.

3

protections in place.

4

MS. BENNETT:

5
6
7

Please keep these

Would you like to give your

name?
MR. REIGH:
Reigh.

Yeah.

I said my name was Clint

I’m a commercial fisherman.

8

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_10.MP3]

9

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_11.MP3]

10
11
12

150

MS. BENNETT: And you can just go whenever
you would like.
MR. CODY LARSON:

Okay.

My name is Cody

13

Larson.

I live in Dillingham, Alaska.

I’ve

14

lived here for 11 years and it’s been an honor

15

to learn the Bristol Bay way of life.

16

really a large responsibility to hold and share

17

the knowledge that’s been given me.

18

knowledge that exists here with the people that

19

are tied to the land is . . . it can’t be

20

replicated in another place.

21

because of the ties that people have to the

22

ecosystem here.

23

the process.

24

and we’ve been going through this process, so in

25

May of 2010, we requested that you take a look

It’s

So, the

It only exists

But I’m here today to support

I’ve heard a lot about process,
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2

at the impact mining could have on our region.

3

In 2011, you compiled the information given to

4

you by the state, industry, scientists of every

5

area of study, and there was a draft assessment

6

of the watershed put together, and that was peer

7

reviewed in 2012, and receiving public comment

8

in 2013, revised and finalized in January of

9

2014.

So the science says that the impact of

10

mining can harm us, and there’s this federal law

11

that says we have the right to clean air and

12

water, and the right to lead healthy lives, have

13

healthy communities, and healthy people, not the

14

privilege, but the right.

15

fact, your mission statement is to protect human

16

health and the environment, not corporate stocks

17

or CEO agendas.

18

environment.

19

mission.

20

We’ve done our due diligence.

21

You’ve done your due diligence as well, up until

22

this summer, and now there’s been a 180-degree

23

turn on us.

I’d like to request that you don’t

24

flop on us.

Keep our protections in place and

25

we ask if we needed them, and you had said yes.

Your mission and in

Human health and the

So, I’m here to support the

I’m here to support the process.
It’s 2017.
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2

And so, we’re going on your word, and your

3

process.

So, don’t withdraw.

4

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_11.MP3]

5

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_12.MP3]

6

MS. BENNETT:

7
8
9

152

It’s on, whenever you are

ready.
MR. PAT VILLANI:

So, my name is Pat Villani

and I’m a resident here in Dillingham, Alaska.

10

I’m a commercial fisherman, actually a third -

11

generation commercial fisherman.

12

boys that live here with me -- 20 and 24 --

13

they’re both up and coming young fishermen, as

14

well.

15

halibut in May and quite a bit of subsistence

16

during the year, so this Pebble Mine is

17

frightening to all of us because we just really

18

don’t know what’s going to happen.

19

concerned about my children, and their kids to

20

come.

21

career, as well as my uncles and the generations

22

before me.

23

love it here, and we don’t want to jeopardize

24

our future, and our children’s, and their

25

children’s futures.

Both of my

We fish for, not just salmon, we also do

Just

I’ve had a very successful commercial

So, yeah, this is what we do, and we
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[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_12.MP3]

3

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_13.MP3]

4

MS. BENNETT:

5
6

153

Go ahead whenever you’re

ready.
MS. IVORY ADAHAR:

Hello.

My name is Ivory

7

Adahar (phonetic) and I’m an Alaska native that

8

was raised here in Bristol Bay, my family as

9

well, so, commercial, set-net, and direct net

10

subsistence fishermen.

I also had the privilege

11

of growing up here, and then I also had the

12

privilege of marrying into the Air Force, so we

13

were actually stationed overseas where I got to

14

see through a lot of traveling, and see the

15

world, and it’s kind of bittersweet to go over

16

there, and visit and get to know different

17

cultures.

18

so it’s kind of horrible for them to be like,

19

“Oh, you’re an arrogant American,” you know, but

20

once I said I was from Alaska, they were just

21

like, “oh my gosh.”

22

They actually stopped and talked to me and it’s

23

beautiful to see the interest from people all

24

over the world, with the natural beauty that

25

Bristol Bay has here, and it’s very unique.

But also, my husband is from Florida,

They dropped everything.
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2

It’s just like, I traveled all over Europe and

3

all over the States, and it’s just, every single

4

person that I’ve talked to is just fascinated

5

with the beauty of Alaska, and how natural it is

6

here, and the resources.

7

something that you don’t mess with.

8

blessing and I’ve actually tried my whole life

9

to get out of being stuck here in this town,

That’s kind of
It’s a

10

growing up fishing.

But once I left, it was

11

something that was missing, my entire adult

12

life.

13

home and fishing on my dad’s fishing boat, the

14

fishing vessel [unintelligible].

15

in the Nushagak and once I got on that boat, it

16

was just . . . I found peace.

17

spiritual, being able to be on the boat and see

18

how bountiful Mother Nature is, and the

19

community and the pride that is bestowed on

20

here.

21

with, especially when you look at the United

22

States and you have national parks that are --

23

everyone knows Yosemite.

24

about your memories if you got to experience

25

Yosemite?

I finally had the privilege of coming

We fished here

It’s almost

And that’s something that you don’t mess

How would you think

That’s how Alaska is.

And I think we
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should keep it that way.

3

much.

155

So, thank you very

4

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_13.MP3]

5

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_14.MP3]

6

MS. WANDA WAHL:

My name is Wanda Wahl

7

(phonetic) and I’m a life-long resident of

8

Dillingham.

9

And I guess first I want to thank EPA for coming

10

out to hear the comments of people who have been

11

here for generations.

12

advocate for not withdrawing from the 404(c)

13

process.

14

what could possibly happen.

15

heard stories about mine failings and when we

16

look at the geography of Alaska, how everything

17

is water.

18

something could happen miles away from Bristol

19

Bay could make its way to Bristol Bay, and take

20

away the livelihood that has made us settle in

21

this area.

22

concerns -- and I’m afraid I don’t have the

23

scientific background to go into the details.

24

It’s just when we heard that there was, you know

25

we have this belief that our livelihood is at

Born here, raised here, still here.

And I would like to

Our area, we are very concerned about
You know we’ve

And, just the fear that we have that

I guess it’s very heartfelt -- our
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2

stake -- and the science that was done seemed to

3

indicate that this was substantiated, and then

4

to hear that there might be a withdrawal, it’s

5

very concerning.

6

testimony here, and please take into account

7

just how deeply we feel this.

So, thank you for hearing our

Thank you.

8

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_14.MP3]

9

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_15.MP3]

10

MS. RENE O’CONNOR:

Okay.

So, I’m Rene

11

O’Connor from Dillingham, Alaska.

I am part of

12

a family of five generations of commercial

13

fishermen.

14

the waters of Bristol Bay.

15

We have B&Bs that cater to the anglers who come

16

in and fish for sport.

17

living off of fishing-related or water-related

18

resources here in Bristol Bay in one manner or

19

another.

20

community.

21

that we keep hearing that it is a way of life,

22

and it is, but it’s so much more than that.

23

It’s in our schools.

24

catch here to patients that are in our inpatient

25

hospital that is here, located in Dillingham.

Our whole life has been based around
We commercial fish.

Basically, we make our

The fish is integrated into our
It’s more than a lifestyle.

I know

We feed the fish that we
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2

Our families rely on that to eat.

I don’t know

3

if you looked at the prices of what groceries

4

are here in Dillingham, but it’s very expensive,

5

and so a big portion of our protein comes from

6

the fish or from the caribou, moose, and birds.

7

I feel that the waters here are such similar to

8

wetlands -- the protection of wetlands --

9

throughout the United States.

It’s important

10

resources, so many ways do we not only feed

11

ourselves, but we feed a huge portion of this

12

world, with just our fishery.

13

fishery that there is on this planet, to my

14

knowledge.

15

devastating on so many levels that I don’t know

16

if we can truly comprehend the devastation that

17

it could cause.

18

there is yet to be a single mine that has been

19

successful without major pollution, and without

20

causing some sort of devastation.

21

saying that this is a means to stop the mines

22

from happening.

23

from devastation from the mine.

24

was to happen that the mine came into play, at

25

least we have some kind of a protection to keep

It is the biggest

And without that, it’d be

The evidence has proven that

So, we’re not

It’s a means to protecting us
So, if there
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2

the other resources protected, as well.

3

I’ll go ahead and end it on there, and send in

4

more testimony later.

Thank you.

5

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_15.MP3]

6

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_16.MP3]

7

MS. BENNETT:

Right now and you can start

8

speaking whenever you are ready.

9

running, by the way.

10

And

MR. MALCOLM WRIGHT:

Your time is

Good afternoon,

11

Administrator Pruitt.

Thank you for taking my

12

testimony.

13

support the EPA’s efforts to protect the waters

14

of Bristol Bay. I look forward to those

15

protections being finalized.

16

opposed to withdrawal of the proposed

17

determination.

18

As a young man, I came to southwest Alaska to

19

fish commercially.

20

married, and helped raise our family here.

21

helped support my family with cash from

22

commercial fishing in the summer, and from

23

working as a flight medic and an EMS instructor

24

the rest of the year.

25

family by filling their freezers with fish and

My name is Malcolm Wright.

I fully

I am adamantly

I grew up 3,000 miles from here.

I settled in Dillingham,
I

I also helped support my
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2

game produced by this bountiful, salmon-fed

3

ecosystem.

4

patients and coworkers all depend on this

5

resource.

6

159

I, my extended family, and my

I’ve chosen to live in this beautiful part

7

of the world for going on 35 years, but I did

8

not grow up here.

9

sometimes explore a copper mine near my parent’s

When I was a child, I would

10

place in Vermont.

It was a small mine in the

11

same sort of sulfite mineralogy that we have

12

here at the headwaters of the Nushagak and

13

Kvichak River systems.

14

pits and tunnels, and of course, a large

15

tailings pond.

16

a decade before I was born, but throughout my

17

youth, it remained a rust-colored wasteland with

18

a lifeless Kool-aid-green lake filling one pit.

19

And there was no vegetation, and the air reeked

20

of sulfur.

21

pretend we were exploring Mars or Mordor.

22

creek on my grandparents’ property was dead

23

downstream in the place where the water trickled

24

from the mine into it.

25

into was dead, and the bigger river that it fed

That mine had both open

Elizabeth Mine closed more than

It was really cool.

We used to
A

The river that brook ran
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2

into was severely affected.

In recent years --

3

60 years or more after the Elizabeth Mine’s

4

owners abandoned it -- the tailings pond has

5

finally been capped and I’m told the toxic

6

runoff has been substantially mitigated, all at

7

taxpayer expense.

8

by big business who want to convert natural

9

resources into cash, without restraint or

EPA is endlessly criticized

10

responsibility.

Business whose plan is to cut

11

and run when profits diminish, and then let

12

others clean up the mess or live in that mess.

13

But in my lifetime, I’ve seen the EPA return

14

skies that were yellow and brown, to blue.

15

EPA’s watch, the rivers that were poisonous,

16

even flammable, have become clear again with

17

fish that are safe to eat.

18

actions have been good for the nation’s economy,

19

as well as the health of its people.

20

facing the uncertainty of an immense, multi -

21

billion dollar, multi-national corporations

22

whining about fairness.

23

emptive action was unprecedented -- every action

24

is unprecedented when it’s taken for the first

25

time.

On

And overall, those

Now we are

Yes, the EPA’s pre-

And from its beginning, it’s been the
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2

EPA’s job to break ground in the protection of

3

our lands and waters.

4

plan is for a small mine.

5

sulfite mine and the damage that it does.

6

Pebble is allowed to proceed, it’ll be just the

7

first hole in the immense mining district that

8

will expand as long as profitable, and then be

9

abandoned.

Pebble claims that their
I’ve seen a small
If

Withdrawal of the EPA’s protections

10

will be the thin end of a wedge that will do

11

immense damage to this remarkable system, and to

12

the people, fish, wildlife who thrive in it.

13

The EPA’s proposed determination was well

14

supported by scientific evidence and was

15

entirely appropriate.

16

Thank you. Sorry about that.

Please do not withdraw.

17

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_16.MP3]

18

[START DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_17.MP3]

19

MS. ELLIE ESCLAND:

Hi, my name is Ellie

20

Escland (phonetic) and I’m a resident of

21

Dillingham.

22

that I can see if the fish go away from Bristol

23

Bay that it would damage both subsistence use,

24

commercial use, you know, private use, and it

25

would absolutely degrade the community here and

I work in government, in a capacity
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2

the people that have relied on this resource for

3

a long time.

4

words to say that the mine won’t have any

5

negative effect on this area, and I don’t think

6

they could possibly say that for any perpetuity.

7

The things that mines create, you know, the

8

waste, tailings, and all that, I’ve seen crazy

9

things happen with extraordinary storms and

It’s hard to try to put it into

10

earthquakes, and there’s no way from my

11

standpoint, and I think most of the community

12

here, that they could say that they would be

13

able to protect that, all those tailings and the

14

waste from the mine in perpetuity.

15

may not pose an initial threat within the first

16

three to five years, but there’s no way that it

17

wouldn’t in the future.

18

rely on this, it’s their culture.

19

Dillingham for almost seven years now, and it’s

20

becoming a part of my culture, too, even though

21

I’m not from here.

22

strong opposition to the Pebble Mine and

23

hopefully that the EPA will heed what they hear

24

today at the meeting.

25

So, the mine

And the people that
I’ve lived in

So, I would like to voice my

[END DILLINGHAM_SIDE_ROOM_16.MP3]
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C E R T I F I C A T E

I, Laura L.

Springate certify that the foregoing

transcript of Dillingham_Main_Room_Testimony.mp3 was
prepared using standard electronic transcription
equipment and is a true and accurate record to the
best of my ability.

I further certify that I am not

connected by blood, marriage or employment with any
of the parties herein nor interested directly or
indirectly in the matter transcribed.

Signature: Laura L.

Springate

Date October 31, 2017
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C E R T I F I C A T E

I, Christina J. Cox, certify that the foregoing
transcript of Bristol Bay Public Hearings October
11, Testimony, Dillingham was prepared using
standard electronic transcription equipment and is a
true and accurate record to the best of my ability.
I further certify that I am not connected by blood,
marriage or employment with any of the parties
herein nor interested directly or indirectly in the
matter transcribed.

Signature:
Date:

October 31, 2017
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C E R T I F I C A T E

I, Heather Crawford, certify that the foregoing
transcript of Bristol Bay Public Hearings was
prepared using standard electronic transcription
equipment and is a true and accurate record to the
best of my ability. I further certify that I am not
connected by blood, marriage or employment with any
of the parties herein nor interested directly or
indirectly in the matter transcribed.

Signature:

____________________________________

Date:

October 31, 2017
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2

[START RECORDING]

3

BETSY DANIELS:

4

ahead and get started.

5

restrooms, to them, can you all hear me okay?

6

Should I turn it up a little?

7

back, can you hear me okay?

8

needing the restroom today, since that’s a

9

secure space for the airport back there, they’re

I think we’re going to go
Folks near the

Fellows in the
Okay.

So, folks

10

asking people to go outside, go around to the

11

gray door and there’s some restrooms in there on

12

that side, if you need anything on that side.

13

We’ll go ahead and get started.

14

go ahead and get started.

15

MR. RUSSELL KAISER:

Why don’t you

I’d like to welcome

16

everyone who took the time out of their busy

17

schedules to come here today.

18

Kaiser. I’m the chief of the Fresh Water and

19

Marine Regulatory Branch at the Office of

20

Wetlands and Oceans and Watersheds in

21

Washington, D.C.

22

for today’s meeting. I hereby open the public

23

hearing for EPA’s proposal to withdraw the

24

proposed Clean Water Act restrictions for the

25

mining the Pebble deposit area in the Bristol

I am Russell

And I am the hearing officer
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Bay Watershed.

EPA would like to thank the

3

community for making this location available for

4

all of us.

5

times and the locations of our public meetings

6

changed with little notice to you, and that

7

those changes may have caused or been disruptive

8

to some of your travel plans and other

9

arrangements.

We’d like to acknowledge that the

Thank you for being here, even in

10

the face of those changes.

11

run by a neutral facilitator, Betsy Daniels, to

12

my left, with Triangle Associates.

13

will be facilitating to help keep the hearing

14

run smoothly and to help us hear everyone who

15

wants to make comments.

16

Daniels and then introduce the EPA

17

representatives who are here with us today.

18

MS. BETSY DANIELS:

This meeting will be

Ms. Daniels

We’ll hear from Ms.

Good afternoon,

19

everyone.

Thanks for the location here today.

20

I wanted to let everyone know that this is a

21

formal hearing, so it’s going to be run kind of

22

with a two-minute timer.

23

and so we have a recording device here, and

24

they’re going to create a transcript for a

25

record.

It’s being recorded,

So, I’ll go over kind of the
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2

instructions.

What we need everybody to do when

3

they come up to the microphone, I’ll kind of

4

explain how that works.

5

name for the record, and if spelling it would be

6

helpful, then go ahead and do that, then I’ll

7

start the timer after that just to give you a

8

sense of what--how long two minutes takes.

I’ll

9

let some folks come in.

Make

So, be sure to say your

Hello, everybody.

10

sure our friends with crutches get chairs

11

[laughter].

12

to be here today and I want to say some folks

13

had to travel far.

14

something; we all have obligations like

15

childcare, eldercare, jobs and so regardless of

16

how you feel about the actions that EPA’s asking

17

you about today, just--we try to all take care

18

of each other in here today and know that we all

19

had to give up something to be here.

20

job is to kind of help be a respectful meeting

21

today and everyone have their chance to be

22

heard.

23

bit, how we can all do that together to make it

24

respectful.

25

folks had some things to share with you.

Everyone had to give up something

We all had to give up

And so, my

So, I’m going to go over it a little

And--so first, I think the EPA
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There’s not--there’s no question and answer

3

today because it’s a hearing style.

4

and then they’re going to take some comments and

5

then we’ll--once everyone’s had a chance to

6

speak, we’ll close the hearing.

7

to introduce Tami Fordham, who’s going to give

8

some remarks to--and introduce the EPA folks

9

here.

10

MS. TAMI FORDHAM:

They speak

First, I wanted

Hi, good afternoon.

I’m

11

Tami Fordham.

I’m the Deputy Director for EPA’s

12

Alaska Operations Office out of Anchorage.

13

Unfortunately, our acting Regional

14

Administrator, Michelle Pirzadeh had a family

15

emergency, so wasn’t able to come; so, I’m

16

sitting here in her place.

17

in Iliamna. I’ve been in meetings with many of

18

you in the past and I appreciate that you’ve

19

come here again today to have your voice heard

20

and really appreciate the community of Newhalen

21

and Iliamna for helping host us.

22

lot of preparations, including the drinks there

23

in the back and getting all the chairs here and

24

everything else that’s really made this hearing

25

possible.

Glad to be back here

There’s been a

So, thank you very much for that. I
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2

wanted to introduce others from EPA that came

3

here with me today, including Lee Forsgren who’s

4

our Deputy Assistant Administrator for the

5

Office of Water, and he’s here from Washington,

6

D.C. on the Administrator’s behalf.

7

Ms. Russell Kaiser, who’s also from Washington,

8

D.C., our Office of Water and Wetlands and the

9

Regulatory Branch for Fresh Water and Marine.

You’ve met

10

Palmer Hough, who you may have met before, who’s

11

over there.

12

from our Washington, D.C. Office of Water.

13

Brittany Bennett--where is Brittany?

14

might be off busy right now, but she’ll be back.

15

She’s the redhead running around here.

16

Ashley Palomaki and she is from our regional

17

counsel in Seattle; and Mark Douglas, who’s out

18

of our Anchorage office.

19

Ashley and Palmer and--there’s Brittany Bennett

20

right there.

21

D.C.

22

make your comments today in a private room, then

23

see Brittany and they can help you with that.

24

It’s the same process as Betsy’s going to

25

outline here.

He’s environmental scientist, also

Well, she

And

So, between Mark and

She’s from our Water Office in

And so, those of you, if you would rather

And if you need anything, just
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2

see one of our EPA folks over there, okay?

3

Thank you.

4
5
6

MS. DANIELS:

With that, I’m going to turn

it over to Lee.
MR. LEE FORSGREN:

Hi.

I’m Lee Forsgren.

7

As Tami said, I’m the Deputy Assistant

8

Administrator, Office of Water.

I’m here on

9

behalf of Administrator Pruitt.

We really

10

appreciate your taking the time to come today.

11

We know how difficult it is to come out and, you

12

know, get--you’re moving a lot of things in your

13

life to come here and express your views, and we

14

really appreciate it.

15

decisions have been made.

16

your time and I will listen very attentively and

17

return to tell Administrator Pruitt exactly what

18

I hear today.

19

coming.

20

to give you a little background on how we got

21

where we are.

22

We’re here to listen; no
And we appreciate

So, thank you very much for

And with that, I will introduce Palmer

MR. PALMER HOUGH:

Good afternoon.

I want

23

to thank everyone for taking time out of your

24

busy days to come here and share your thoughts

25

and perspectives with us during today’s hearing.
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2

I want to begin by explaining a little bit about

3

why we’re here.

4

comment on its proposal to withdraw its 2014

5

proposed determination under Clean Water Act

6

Section 404(c).

7

designed to restrict certain waters as disposal

8

sites for the discharge of dredged or fill

9

material associated with mining the Pebble

The EPA is seeking public

That proposed determination was

10

deposit.

My presentation today is--will provide

11

you with some background information about EPA’s

12

proposal to withdraw.

13

your feedback on whether or not it should

14

withdraw its proposed determination at this time

15

for the reasons that I’m fixin’ to outline.

16

Before we talk about the proposal to withdraw,

17

there’s a great deal of history regarding the

18

Pebble deposit, and I want to take a few minutes

19

just to touch on some of the important aspects

20

of that history because they’re important to

21

today’s hearing.

22

potential large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay

23

watershed for over a decade, working with all

24

stakeholders in the region.

25

Northern Dynasty Minerals, a Canadian mining

EPA is ultimately seeking

EPA’s been involved with

Since 2001,
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company and Pebble Limited Partnership, its

3

subsidiary, had been exploring the possibility

4

of developing a mine at the Pebble deposit.

5

Starting in 2010, EPA received a series of

6

requests to use its 404(c) authority to restrict

7

or prohibit discharges associated with mining

8

the Pebble deposit.

9

not to use its 404(c) authority at that time.

EPA also received requests

10

After months of deliberation and communications

11

with groups on all sides of the debate, EPA

12

decided not to grant either set of competing

13

petitions. Instead, EPA initiated a scientific

14

assessment in 2011 to study the watershed and

15

inform future decision-making.

16

was a three-year scientific process that

17

included multiple rounds of public comment,

18

generating over a million public comments,

19

external peer review, as well as consultation

20

with tribes and ANCSA corporations.

21

watershed assessment, this document, was

22

finalized in January of 2014.

23

the available information, including the

24

watershed assessment and ultimately, the

25

Regional Administrator for EPA Region 10 decided

What followed

The

EPA considered
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2

to initiate the Section 404(C) process.

In July

3

of 2014, EPA issued a proposed determination

4

under Clean Water Act, Section 404(C).

5

proposed determination outlined a series of

6

restrictions that were designed to limit the

7

amount of salmon-supporting streams and salmon-

8

supporting wetlands that could be destroyed or

9

degraded, associated with mining the Pebble

That

10

deposit.

EPA took public comment on the

11

proposed determination and we also consulted

12

again with tribes and ANCSA corporations.

13

at the same time in 2014, Pebble filed three

14

lawsuits against EPA relating to the agency’s

15

work in the watershed, and I’ll talk about how

16

one of those lawsuits affected EPA’s 404(c)

17

review.

18

Clean Water Act that gives EPA the authority to

19

prohibit or restrict certain discharges of

20

dredged or fill material into wetlands, streams

21

or other waters of the U.S. when EPA makes a

22

determination that those discharges would have

23

an unacceptable adverse effect on certain

24

resources, including fishery areas.

25

regulations establish a four-step process for a

Also,

Section 404(c) is a provision in the

EPA’s
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2

404(c) review.

The first step involves sending

3

an initiation letter to the Army Corps of

4

Engineers and affected landowners.

5

such a letter to the Corps, to Pebble and to the

6

state in February of 2014 and invited

7

consultation. And we consulted with those

8

parties before going on to Step 2.

9

involved an EPA Region issuing a proposed

EPA sent

Step 2

10

determination and offering an opportunity for

11

public comment.

12

of 2014, EPA Region 10 issued its proposed

13

determination.

14

hearings here in Alaska, one of which was here

15

in Iliamna, and took public comment from over

16

300 participants in those hearings.

17

received 670,000 public comments on its proposed

18

determination.

19

that Pebble filed against EPA, Pebble was able

20

to secure a preliminary injunction which halted

21

EPA’s 404(c) review at the proposed

22

determination stage, Step 2.

23

injunction hadn’t stopped EPA’s 404(c) review at

24

Step 2, the next step, Step 3, would’ve been for

25

EPA’s regional office to send what’s called a

As I mentioned earlier, in July

EPA Region 10 held seven public

EPA also

As part of one of the lawsuits

If the preliminary
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2

recommended determination to EPA headquarters,

3

or to withdraw the proposed determination.

4

the regional office sent a recommended

5

determination to EPA headquarters, Step 4 is for

6

EPA headquarters to make a decision as to

7

whether or not any proposed restrictions should

8

be finalized.

9

404(c) review was halted at Step 2, the proposed

If

As I mentioned earlier, EPA’s

10

determination stage, in November of 2014.

For

11

the last two and a half years, EPA’s been in

12

litigation with Pebble, but all the lawsuits

13

between EPA and Pebble were resolved in a May

14

11 th , 2017, settlement agreement.

15

highlight three provisions of that settlement

16

agreement.

17

agreement, Pebble dropped all of its challenges

18

against the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment,

19

the scientific study.

20

its challenges, EPA is free to use that

21

scientific study without limitation.

22

Pebble wanted more time to submit a permit

23

application to the Army Corps of Engineers and

24

potentially allow the permitting review process

25

to initiate.

I want to

The first, as part of the settlement

And by dropping all of

Second,

So, EPA agreed to pause its 404(c)
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review process for between two and a half to

3

four years, starting on May 11 th , 2017.

4

this term works, is that if Pebble submits a

5

permit application to the Army Corps of

6

Engineers by November 11 th of 2019, EPA Region 10

7

agrees not to forward a recommended

8

determination (that’s Step 3 in the process) to

9

EPA headquarters until either a final

The way

10

Environmental Impact Statement is issued by the

11

Corps of Engineers for mining at the Pebble

12

Project, or until May 11 th of 2021, whichever’s

13

earlier.

14

we’re here to talk about today -- is as part of

15

the settlement agreement, EPA also agreed to

16

initiate a process to propose to withdraw its

17

2014 proposed determination.

18

initiate that process by July 11 th , and we did.

19

On July 11 th , we issued a proposal to withdraw

20

the proposed determination and that satisfied

21

that term of the settlement agreement.

22

important to note that if EPA ultimately decides

23

to withdraw its proposed determination, the

24

settlement agreement doesn’t prohibit EPA from

25

considering future Section 404(c) review and

The third term -- this is the one that

And we agreed to
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issuing a new proposed determination at any

3

time.

4

reason that we’re here today, the proposal to

5

withdraw.

6

agreement and policy direction from EPA’s new

7

Administrator, EPA is proposing to withdraw its

8

2014 proposed determination at this time, and

9

we’re taking public comment on the proposal.

All right, so now let’s talk about the

So, in fulfillment of the settlement

10

EPA’s withdrawal proposal, published in the

11

Federal Register, lays out a four-part rationale

12

for withdrawing.

13

reflects the Administrator’s desire to provide

14

Pebble with additional time to submit a permit

15

application to the Army Corps and potentially

16

allow the Army Corps permitting process to

17

initiate without having an open and unresolved

18

404(c) review.

19

under federal regulations, keeping the proposed

20

determination in place would not prevent Pebble

21

from submitting a permit application. Keeping

22

the proposed determination in place wouldn’t

23

prevent the Corps from reviewing that permit

24

application either.

25

the proposed determination in place would

The first part, the proposal

Second part of the proposal,

The only thing that keeping
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2

prevent is it would prevent the Army Corps from

3

issuing a permit for a mine at the Pebble

4

deposit.

5

notes that withdrawal at this time would remove

6

any uncertainty, real or perceived, about

7

Pebble’s ability to submit a permit application

8

to the Corps and its ability to get that permit

9

application reviewed by the Corps.

Nevertheless, the withdrawal proposal

The third

10

part of the rationale is that the proposal would

11

allow the factual record regarding any

12

forthcoming permit application to further

13

develop.

14

for proposing to withdraw is that the proposal

15

makes it clear that EPA retains the discretion

16

to act under 404(c) prior to issuance of any

17

potential Army Corps permit for a mine at the

18

project site.

19

this proposal to withdraw up until October 17 th .

20

Got a couple of additional points that are

21

important regarding EPA’s process.

22

10’s Regional Administrator is going to make a

23

final decision whether or not to withdraw in

24

consultation with EPA’s Administrator.

25

not soliciting comment on the proposed

And the fourth part of the rationale

We’re taking public comment on

EPA Region
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restrictions from 2014, or on the science or

3

technical information underlying the proposed

4

determination.

5

whether or not to withdraw the proposed

6

determination for the reasons provided in the

7

Federal Register and that I just highlighted.

8

And if a final withdrawal is--decision is made

9

by the Regional Administrator, whether the

We are seeking comment on

10

Administrator should review and reconsider that

11

withdrawal decision.

12

important to note that nothing requires that EPA

13

withdraw the proposed determination at this

14

time.

15

withdraw at this time.

16

EPA is seeking your input on whether or not to

17

withdraw the proposed determination and why you

18

think so.

19

made, whether you feel the Administrator should

20

review and reconsider such a withdrawal

21

decision.

22

today and in any written comments that you

23

submit by the end of the comment period.

24

you.

25

So, it’s also really

EPA could ultimately decide not to
So, in summary, today

And if a final withdrawal decision is

We look forward to hearing your input

MS. DANIELS:

Thank

Okay, I’m just going to go
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2

over kind of how the hearing is going to work

3

and then Russ will open the hearing.

4

Palmer just explained, the U.S. has --from the

5

Federal Register notice, the U.S. Environmental

6

Protection Agency is requesting public comment

7

on its proposal to withdraw the 2014 Section

8

404(c) proposed determination.

9

hearing, you’re going to hear things that you

So, as

And at today’s

10

agree with and things that you may disagree

11

with.

12

do applause or--and that’s really hard--but I’m

13

going to ask, see if we can keep it quiet for

14

folks, because that kind of just lengthens the

15

hearing because then we got to wait for

16

everybody to stop clapping.

17

just see me give you a hard time about too much

18

applause, or particularly wouldn’t want anyone’s

19

testimony to be interrupted or free to make

20

comments while someone’s talking.

21

disagree, I understand, but the recording--your

22

comments are going to disrupt the recording and

23

it’ll be hard for the transcript.

24

would want everyone’s comments to be heard

25

today.

Either way, I’m going to ask that we not

And so, you might

If you

So, we just

So, if you don’t interrupt the speaker,
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that would be great and most helpful.

We’ll

3

have one person speak at a time, thanks to those

4

who filled out a card.

5

and want to talk to Brittany or Mark here, and

6

they’ll help you fill out a card.

7

going to read the number and the name as best I

8

can and we’ll do tribal Elders, and then elected

9

officials, and then we’ll get to everybody else.

10

We’ve had about 27 cards so far, so that’s about

11

an hour of testimony so far.

12

just to give you a sense of how it’ll go.

13

can’t get -- if you don’t use up all your time,

14

you can’t give it to somebody else, you know.

15

That would be kind of fun, but that’s called a

16

game show.

17

your best to be respectful, although I know for

18

some of you, this is very -- you have a lot of

19

strong feelings about this.

20

make sure you can get what you need across.

21

the intention here today, because it’s a

22

hearing, is for you to speak to the folks that

23

are up here and so that’s kind of why we have

24

the room arranged this way and not to the rest

25

of the audience, and that’ll help with the

If you came in recently

And so, I’m

And so, that’s

That’s not this; okay.

You

And then do

We’re trying to
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2

microphone as well.

I’ll help adjust the

3

microphone if we have kids or folks that need to

4

sit down when they’re speaking. I’m glad to help

5

you.

6

taped to that are several microphones.

7

some folks filming here today; this is a public

8

meeting, so that’s what -- you know, just know.

9

We do -- if you’re more comfortable speakin g to

10

EPA one-on-one and not in front of an audience,

11

Brittany here has another recorder and we have a

12

nice chair in a room in the back there, because

13

we still want to be able to get your comments on

14

the record if you’re not comfortable getting in

15

front of everybody, and that’s fine.

16

have a few choices.

17

table back there.

18

down, if that’s more comfortable.

19

with Brittany back in the room there or I’ll

20

call your name and you can come up here and talk

21

to these folks that have come from D.C. and from

22

Anchorage.

23

record, right?

24

than the other.

25

together.

So, it’s okay to move it up and down, but
We have

So, you

You can--I think there’s a
You can write your comments
You can speak

Either way, they all end up in the
There’s not one has more weight
They’re all in the record

So, I just didn’t want you to think
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2

your voice was any less in the record if you

3

would like to write something or speak--instead

4

of speaking in front of everybody.

5

I’ll work through everybody.

6

go ahead and just actually formally start the

7

hearing so we can get to your comments because

8

we’ve been talking a while.

9

MR. KAISER:

So, then--so

So, why don’t we

Okay.

Before we start your comments,

10

I need to make a few statements for the official

11

record.

12

convened on Thursday, October 12 th , 2017, in the

13

Old Crowley hangar in the Iliamna airport.

14

purpose of this public hearing is to receive

15

public comments on EPA’s proposal to withdraw

16

the proposed Clean Water Act restrictions from

17

mining the Pebble deposit in the Bristol Bay

18

watershed.

19

public hearing was published in the Alaska

20

Dispatch News and the Bristol Bay Times.

21

notice was placed in the Federal Register on

22

September 21, 2017.

23

EPA’s Bristol Bay website, by email, and via the

24

mass media.

25

July 12--sorry, July 11 th , 2017 and ends on

For the record, this meeting is being

The

Notice of this proposal and the

And

This was also announced on

The public comment period began on
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2

October 17 th , 2017.

3

recorded.

4

placed in the public comment docket for the

5

proposed withdrawal.

6

interpretation will be done at the time the

7

recording is transcribed.

8

provides interested people an opportunity to

9

express their views on the proposed withdrawal,

Today’s hearing is being

A transcript of the recording will be

Any needed language

Today’s hearing

10

and to provide EPA with as much relevant

11

information as possible to assist in the

12

decision-making process.

13

respond to comments today; however, EPA will

14

respond to comments received at this hearing,

15

along with all comments received during the

16

public hearing comment period.

17

response to comments, that document will

18

accompany any final decision.

19

Daniels will review the process before we start

20

comments.

21

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

The EPA will not

And the written

Now, Betsy

All right, so I have a

22

little timer here that I’ll work with everybody

23

on, and I think Tami’s helping me with kind of

24

how the tribal Elders should come up.

25

first I have -- I’ll read it -- and I’ll read a
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2

few at a time so that you know who’s coming up.

3

So, Myrtle, you’re going to start first.

4

then Ben Foss, and then Daniel Kingsley will

5

come next.

6

started?

7

I’ll help you.

8
9

And

And so, Myrtle, are you ready to get
Is she here?

MS. MYRTLE ANELON:

You ready?

Okay.

Here,

Hi, I’m Myrtle Anelon,

I’m from Iliamna and I’ve lived here all my

10

life.

I was born and raised and I am -- my

11

family and all my family was raised here and all

12

my kids and most of them live around here.

13

think that we should withdraw that off the --

14

that book that you guys have, I think it should

15

be withdrawn, because I know INL (Iliamna

16

Natives Limited) is a landowner, and we’re the

17

ones that take care of our land.

18

like we have a big input on if they cross our

19

lands and it’s really important for people to

20

know that they got to learn to respect things

21

because we try to take care of everything, so.

22

And I know that CDQ (Community Development

23

Quota) Program passed in Naknek years ago, and I

24

went down there, and they told me you got to get

25

out of here because you’re not welcome.

I

We really feel
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2

didn’t know why, and I didn’t know what they

3

were having a meeting for and here it was for

4

the fishermen.

5

have a lot--if they had so much to say about the

6

salmon, they should’ve taken us into their CDQ

7

(Community Development Quota) Program.

8

want to thank you people for coming, for

9

everybody that’s here, because it’s really

And to me, I think that they

And I

10

important that everybody speaks their piece.

11

Thank you.

12

MS. DANIELS:

13

MR. BEN FOSS:

Okay, Ben?
Thank you to the United

14

Tribes of Bristol Bay for inviting me here.

The

15

Village of Pedro Bay where I’m from is in

16

opposition to the proposal to withdraw from the

17

Clean Water Act to provide -- to protect wild

18

salmon and all it sustains throughout the

19

Bristol Bay region.

20

before, as many of us had, over 99 percent.

21

one is listening or is concerned about the

22

damage that can be -- that can affect the

23

environment of our region.

24

50 percent of the salmon spawned worldwide.

25

the last century, when mining and hydro projects

I had made this request
No

Bristol Bay supplies
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2

were not regulated, salmon spawns were

3

devastated in the Pacific west coast.

4

the time, they could go north and catch Alaska

5

salmon, which were almost wiped out by the

6

government set regulations.

7

build a mine in one of the last largest salmon

8

spawning grounds of Bristol Bay.

9

scientific assessment by the EPA, you guys, has

But at

Now, they want to

Three years of

10

concluded that the mine such as this can

11

devastate the fishery.

12

this is the last of the large salmon spawning

13

grounds.

14

totally fail-safe.

15

Anchorage October 2 nd where PLP made the

16

statement that each member of the communities

17

affected by the proposed mine would receive $500

18

each and the native corporation would receive a

19

half a million dollars.

20

revenues are in bad shape, and the permanent

21

fund is diminishing.

22

be much smaller with a new route across lake

23

Iliamna and with an ice breaker for winter use.

24

My concern is once PLP or any other mining

25

project start acquiring permits, they have a

We have to remember that

Our culture is at risk.

No mine is

There was a meeting in

Good plan, as our state

Also, the mine plan will
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foot in the door.

That’s when revisions can be

3

made.

4

project can make profit is with a large-scale

5

mine.

6

can $500 buy?

7

for your four-wheeler?

8

project is in the wrong place at the wrong time.

9

We support salmon over gold.

As it is known, the only way that a

I take concern, as we all should, what
A roundtrip to Anchorage?

Tires

Large or small, this

Our future

10

generations need to know that we were aware of

11

the damage that mining can cause at this time,

12

could be detrimental to our culture and the

13

environment.

14

and maybe there are future improvements that can

15

be made removing the overburden.

16

dam, and a different way of transport, just not

17

on our watch.

18

This process is not going to stop

No earthen

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, Daniel Kingsley, and

19

then after that, we have Nanci Morris and Henry

20

Allen Thicke.

21

MR. DANIEL KINGSLEY: This is the timer?

22

MS. DANIELS:

23

MR. KINGSLEY:

Yes.
Quvana [thank you] for being

24

here today, to take our comments.

I’m a

25

fisheries biologist by trade, but I’ve been
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fishing Bristol Bay for 33 years in Pilot

3

Pointe.

4

minutes, so I’ll just read a little bit here.

5

The nutrients and suspended minerals in our

6

tributaries are basically the starting point of

7

the whole Bering Sea ecosystem. The Bering Sea

8

produces approximately $4 billion of seafood

9

products annually, and it has a life expectancy

I’m here today -- I only have two

10

of forever, if the environment, sustainable fish

11

resources, and the water quality are left

12

intact.

13

proposed mine is approximately 20 years, and the

14

amount of money generated according to Channel 2

15

news in Anchorage, is about $433 million a year.

16

These estimated figures generated from the

17

proposed mine are a far cry from forever and the

18

$4 billion generated by our fisheries today.

19

served on the Pebble Partnership Participating

20

Committee for two years.

21

American and Northern Dynasty folks, CEOs, to

22

produce a citation of a case study that an open

23

pit mine of the magnitude they are proposing or

24

even a little smaller in scale that operates--or

25

operated in this world, that did not directly

The useful life expectancy of this

I

I kept asking Anglo -
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affect the water quality of the surrounding

3

tributaries or subsurface aquifers.

4

was never answered because there is not an

5

example of such a case in existence.

6

two minutes is up.

7

here.

8

Pebble Partnership paid representatives of

9

Bristol Bay to tour some mines in Canada.

My question

Okay, my

I just want to read this

It is noteworthy to mention that the

We

10

all went down there--we toured these mines and

11

reason we did it is because we wanted--Pebble

12

wanted, to demonstrate the environmental

13

sensitivity, the efficiency and the structural

14

integrity of these mines, and just to remind EPA

15

that one of them was the Mount Polley mine.

16

Thank you.

17

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, Nanci Morris Lyon?

18

MS. NANCI MORRIS LYON:

Good afternoon.

I

19

am Nanci Morris Lyon, owner and operator of Bear

20

Trail Lodge, a commercial flyout sport fishing

21

operation located on the confluence of King

22

Salmon Creek and the Naknek River.

23

active in the Bristol Bay and statewide

24

fisheries for more than 30 years.

25

time, I have lived in King Salmon; I’m a

I’ve been

During that
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subsistence user and concerned citizen.

I’ve

3

been involved in the Pebble debate since longer

4

than I care to remember.

5

began, I have raised a daughter.

6

full-time fly fishing guide this summer and

7

acquired her Coast Guard license so that she can

8

carry on our family tradition.

9

being a single guide operator to the owner of a

Since the debate
She became a

I have gone from

10

five-star lodge.

These things take a very long

11

time, much longer than it took Director Pruitt

12

to decide that all the time we had committed to

13

scientific study proving why Pebble Mine should

14

not happen in Bristol Bay, was not worth

15

reviewing.

16

Pruitt, but I also realize you are the people

17

who will be taking our message to his office.

18

The message I would like taken on my behalf is

19

that we need careful, focused attention given to

20

the years of documented scientific study done by

21

numerous individuals who are unbiased and have

22

no monetary interest in Bristol Bay.

23

was meticulously done and vetted by numerous

24

peers to ensure its relevancy and accuracy.

25

proved my fears are correct and the mine should

Now, I realize you are not Director
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2

not be allowed to move forward.

I would also

3

like you to tell Director Pruitt: don’t place

4

foreign interests in front of Alaskans.

5

this an open and transparent process with no

6

more closed door, one-sided meetings.

7

are Americans and we are the ones who pay your

8

salary.

9

does not fool me for one minute.

Keep

Alaskans

The new smaller Pebble is proposing
I’m not in

10

favor of having it in my backyard at any price,

11

even one that offers a portion of the profits.

12

We have gone out and done what the mining

13

industry and their advocates have asked; we have

14

gathered the scientific proof showing this is

15

not a safe idea.

16

proof and this needs to end.

17

MS. DANIELS:

Now they need to accept this
Thank you.

Okay, I’ll have Henry next and

18

number 18, and then Alexander?

19

to wait one second.

20

We’re just waiting for the plane to go because

21

it’s going to be hard for them to hear. I don’t

22

know, is it hard for you to hear?

23

You can start singing maybe, sing a song.

24
25

MALE VOICE:

Now, we’re going

Come on up.

Come on up.

That’s fine.

I don’t think you want to hear

me sing.
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MS. DANIELS:

2
3

now.

4

name, okay?

But see they won’t hear you

Okay, when we get started, just say your
Okay, go ahead.

MR. HENRY-ALLEN OLYMPIC:

5

Hello.

My name is

6

Henry-Allen Olympic.

I’m from Newhalen.

7

commercial fisherman also, but I don’t--I would

8

like to see this 404 withdrawn because I don’t

9

want to be told to where I can and can’t go,

10

especially, you know, I’m from here.

11

would like to see this 404 be withdrawn.

12

you.

13

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, Alexander?

14

after that is Will and Kristi.

15

MR. ALEXANDER TALLEKPALEK:

I’m a

So, I
Thank

And then

Good afternoon.

16

My name is Alexander Tallekpalek.

I am a -- I’m

17

from the Tribal Village of Levelock, located on

18

the Kvichak River, right off of the Lake

19

Iliamna.

20

am not in support of the EPA withdrawal.

21

would like to rather see you finalize the

22

protection of the Clean Water Act, Section

23

404(c) for here at the head waters of the

24

Bristol Bay.

25

because my name is Alexander Tallekpalek, I come

So, I’m here today to tell you that I
I

And the reason for that is just
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2

from a long line of family history, John

3

Tallekpalek, people from Igiugig, Mike Andrew,

4

all of my leaders before me.

5

pass on a leadership and they pass it on to us.

6

And for years and years, our leaders had thrived

7

on salmon; thrived on the way of life for clean

8

water.

9

winter time, fall time, all years round - and we

You know, they

We respected the water - spring time,

10

lived off the water.

So, with this potential

11

mine here in the head waters of Bristol Bay,

12

it’s going to affect our waters, our way of

13

life.

14

enough to sit down with my Elders, and they were

15

able to tell me you’re going to have this in

16

front of you; you’re going to have challenges;

17

you’re going to have a lot of things.

18

people is going to come in and they’re going to

19

take.

20

everything.

21

in reality, we’re here thriving for our

22

community.

23

their community; we’re all together here once in

24

Bristol Bay.

25

continue standing for all of us people here in

And with our Elders, I’ve been fortunate

White

White people, they think they know
And you guys think you guys do, but

The people up here is thriving for

So, today, you know, I’d like to
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2

Bristol Bay.

3

Mine may be a great thing, but it ain’t great

4

for all of us.

5

mining EPA here doesn’t mean that we’re going to

6

stand down and let you guys continue with this

7

EPA processing and allow us to here get

8

withdrawn.

9

Thank you.

10

We want something great and Pebble

And just because we have a

So, please do not withdraw, the EPA.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay. Will?

And you were able

11

to hear the end of what he said?

12

and then Kristi?

13

Okay.

Will,

Will?

MR. WILL EVANOFF (President, Nondalton

14

Tribal Council):

I would like to start off by

15

saying please do the right thing.

16

withdraw these protections.

17

by recognizing the ancestors of this land who

18

have cared for this place for thousands of

19

years.

20

with us, have great concern for the harm this

21

mine can cause to our environment, our waters,

22

our salmon, our culture, and our way of life.

23

And to the future generation, what will they

24

have to look forward to, should this mine go

25

through?

Don’t

I’d like to start

Also for the Elders of today who, along

Short-term jobs and an open and
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2

underground mining pit and a huge hole in their

3

backyard with high potential for acid draining

4

tailings into our watershed?

5

tribal concern or a regional or state concern.

6

This mine will have effects that are worldwide.

7

Pebble Mine cannot be compared to other mines in

8

the state of Alaska.

9

site supports the world’s last largest salmon

This is not just a

For one, no other mine

10

fishery.

The environment here is unique due to

11

the wetlands, high percentage of water running

12

through the mountains, and other environmental

13

factors.

14

don’t have potential for harm to the

15

environment.

16

determine the impacts, read the scientific

17

reports and traditional knowledge this region

18

has provided.

19

world have proven -- have a proven history of

20

psychologically talking people into what they

21

believe so they can get what they want.

22

the EPA to take their responsibility seriously.

23

The EPA’s four stated rationales for withdrawing

24

the proposed determination are not supported by

25

the scientific record compiled by EPA.

This is not to say that other mines

All mines do.

Size alone does not

Mining companies throughout the
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2

add a human rights component to your

3

determination.

4

will have a significant and irreplaceable

5

impacts to the salmon. In return, our cultures

6

and the impacts development, such as mining,

7

have caused to other indigenous people in the

8

environment.

9

and think it’s going to be okay.

Should this mine go through, it

We cannot keep this cycle going
I would also

10

like to quote Professor Thomas Quinn.

He’s a

11

professor of fisheries at the University of

12

Washington.

13

30 years, and he said that this is the jewel in

14

the crown of America’s fisheries resource s in

15

salmon.

16

saving, what is?

17

danger in this, you certainly haven’t looked at

18

it carefully.

He has studied this area for over

If you don’t think this is worth
If you don’t think there’s

Thank you for your time.

19

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, Kristy?

20

MS. KRISTY JEFFRIES:

Kristy?

My name is Kristy

21

Jeffries.

I am from Nondalton Alaska.

I would

22

like to thank the EPA for taking the time to

23

come to Bristol Bay and take into consideration

24

our concerns and giving us the opportunity to

25

have our voices heard.

Nondalton is my home and
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2

it is also the closest village to the proposed

3

Pebble Mine. We have used the land and waterways

4

in and around our village for hunting, fishing

5

and gathering, and it has provided us with our

6

subsistence food that we have relied on for

7

survival for thousands of years.

8

tradition, our culture, and our way of life as

9

Dena’ina Athabaskan people.

This is our

The EPA has done

10

extensive scientific assessment on the Bristol

11

Bay watershed and has concluded that the facts

12

are clear.

13

from the Pebble Mine and must remain a top

14

priority for EPA.

15

behalf of myself and my family and especially my

16

two young daughters, please do not withdraw the

17

proposed determination.

18

sure that the land, water, fish and wildlife

19

that has sustained our ancestors in the past

20

will continue to do so for future generations to

21

come.

22

we are today and we need you now more than ever

23

to please finalize the protections of Bristol

24

Bay from the proposed Pebble Mine.

25

for your time.

Bristol Bay needs to be protected

I am asking you, the EPA, on

I would like to make

We have come a long way to get to where

Thank you
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MS. DANIELS:

2

Okay, that’s who I had for

3

tribal Elders or electeds.

Is there anyone else

4

that--you can just raise your hand a little

5

because I didn’t want to be disrespectful and

6

miss anybody that should be included in that

7

group.

8

ups.

9

to do--we’ll start with number 5, Everett, and

If not, I’ll go to the rest of our signOkay, thanks.

Okay, so next, we’re going

10

then Greg Anelon and then Merit.

11

Just remember to say your name first.

12

MR. EVERETT THOMPSON:

So, Everett?

My name is Everett

13

Thompson.

I live in Naknek with my family and

14

I’m a tribal member from Naknek Native Village.

15

I’m a shareholder to four of our native regional

16

corporations.

17

Bay for 34 consecutive years.

18

of me and my family’s identity.

19

fighting for the continued health of our

20

renewable resources for over 10 years.

21

time, I’ve seen us all age and a few Elders in

22

opposition pass away, including Grandma Violet,

23

who grew up around here, and another regional

24

warrior, Bobby Andrew.

25

our ecosystem was greater than themselves.

I fish commercially in Bristol
Fishing is a part
I’ve been

In that

They knew the health of
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2

live in uncertain times in this global world.

I

3

have a sense of security with our renewable

4

resources, mainly our fish that has sustained

5

the people of our region for thousands of years.

6

Sorry, I’m nervous.

7

the reason people inhabit this part of the

8

earth.

9

door again with a new administration, backroom

10

deals between Collier and Pruitt, and with the

11

smaller mine footprint to get started.

12

will most definitely expand, if allowed to be

13

permitted.

14

for its investors. You put the structure in

15

place, more mines will certainly follow and our

16

water will further be degraded by the acid

17

generating waste. The science in this proposed

18

determination proves that there is, inevitable

19

risks developing the mine in and around our

20

spawning grounds.

21

do not want to let happen.

22

fisherman with hundreds of thousands of dollars

23

invested, a lifetime of experience, family,

24

crew, and thousands of others working behind the

25

scenes in our fishery, the last great salmon

And that’s also ultimately

PLP is trying to get their foot in the

Pebble

Pebble will want to maximize profits

This is an inherent risk we
As a commercial
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2

fishery should not be put at risk by non-

3

renewable, short-lived economic growth like

4

Pebble.

5

a renewable economy and we have that.

6

scary to keep investing into the fishery with an

7

ever-looming threat of Pebble Mine.

8

what is right.

9

Act proposed determination.

10
11

404(c).

The only true economy with longevity is
It is

Please do

Do not withdraw your Clean Water
Continue with

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, Greg?

And just say your

12

name to start and I’ll [unintelligible].

13

ahead.

14

MR. GREG ANELON:

Go

Hello, my name is Greg

15

Anelon.

My--I have a whole bunch of questions

16

and what does this Act affect the people of the

17

region?

18

does it affect the people?

19

management practices as part of its water

20

pollution control program under EPA, what does

21

that mean?

22

storage for each of the houses?

23

standard or best practices for disposing of fish

24

waste while we’re cutting our fish during

25

process when we’re subsisting?

Everybody’s talking about fish, but how
What’s the best

What’s the standards for fuel
What’s the

What is the
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2

process for all-terrain vehicles crossing

3

salmon-bearing streams or swamps or wetlan ds?

4

What is your definition of wetlands?

5

the wetlands?

6

harvest and butcher moose or caribou all

7

alongside the watershed areas?

8

penalties for each of the incidents and how do

9

you--and do you have interest applied to those

Are we on

How does this effect how we

What are the

10

penalties if they’re not paid?

What types of

11

permits do we need to have to make sure that we

12

harvest our fish in those areas and also process

13

those fish in those areas?

14

show me in the law or give me something in

15

writing that our people are exempt from those

16

laws under the Clean Water Act.

17

sewer lagoons that discharge directly to service

18

water, what is the ramification of the city or

19

community in that region that’s under the Clean

20

Water Act?

21

under 309(g), EPA can assess administrative

22

civil penalties up to $16,000 per day of

23

violation, with a maximum cap of $187,500 in any

24

single enforcement action.

25

you because in 2010, the city of Newhalen was in

If it doesn’t apply,

How does the

I looked up this because under 14 --

I bring it before
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2

the poverty of 40 percent in the poverty when

3

the Pebble stopped their assessment, going out,

4

studying the land, the people stopped working.

5

We are now at 92 percent in the poverty.

6

people cannot pay these penalties, so what will

7

happen to our people if this Clean Water Act is

8

imposed on the area?

9

MS. DANIELS:

10

Our

Thank you.

Okay.

Merit?

Merit?

Oh,

sorry.

11

MS. MERIT CARLSON-VAN DORT:

12

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

I’m coming.

And then after that, my

13

phone isn’t working here. I have John and then

14

Renae.

15

started.

16

Okay, say your name and I’ll get it

MS. MERIT CARLSON-VAN DORT:

My name is

17

Merit Carlson-Van Dort.

I’m with the Pebble

18

Project and this is fundamentally about fairness

19

and due process.

20

proposed determination will allow for a process

21

that has been vetted, is comprehensive,

22

scientifically sound, and protective of public

23

interest.

24

process denies transparency and allows

25

predetermined agendas to seep in and undermine

The EPA withdrawal of this

Preemptive action of abandoning this
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2

the public’s confidence.

The EPA’s proposed

3

preemptive actions cost well over 100 people in

4

this area their jobs.

5

saying that Pebble is the answer; I am saying it

6

can be a very significant part of an answer.

7

could provide opportunities-- economic,

8

educational, and social opportunities for us --

9

but we need to evaluate these benefits and the

Why by no means am I

It

10

risks of a mine plan carefully and objectively,

11

and the way to do that is through the NEPA

12

process.

13

the lawsuits between the EPA and Pebble allowed

14

Pebble to start to get back to work.

15

small field season, we employed and were able to

16

provide jobs to 41 people from the Bristol Bay

17

region, from Iliamna, Newhalen, Kokhanok,

18

Nondalton, Koliganek, New Stuyahok, Levelock,

19

and Igiugig.

20

start.

21

more technical comments to the EPA. I urge you

22

to withdraw the proposed determination and allow

23

us all to get back to work.

24
25

This past summer, the settlement of

Was it enough?

With our

No, but it was a

Pebble will be submitting additional,

MS. DANIELS:

Thank you.

Okay, John MacKinnon?

go ahead and start.
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MR. JOHN MacKINNON:

I’m speaking today, ask

3

you to withdraw the proposed determination of

4

the Pebble area.

5

MacKinnon, the executive director of the

6

Associated General Contractors of Alaska.

7

are a construction crew association,

8

representing over 640 construction contractors,

9

suppliers, and manufacturers in Alaska.

For the record, I’m John

We

Within

10

our membership is much of the commercial and

11

industrial construction business in Alaska.

12

We’re not a mining organization; we’re not a

13

fisheries organization; we’re not oil and gas,

14

tourism.

15

provide a healthy economy because when the

16

economy is healthy, so is the construction

17

industry.

When the economy is bad, our industry

18

is worse.

The fate of a project, any project,

19

including Pebble, cannot rationally be decided

20

without consideration of the full economic and

21

social environmental impacts of the project.

22

This information will be developed through a

23

rigorous NEPA process.

24

Environmental Protection Act, or NEPA, is the

25

mother of all environmental laws.

We’re in the business of helping to

The National

NEPA, with
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2

all its avenues for public and professional

3

input can be an incredible process for making

4

improvements to proposals.

5

first.

6

need to withdraw the proposed determination of

7

the Pebble deposit area.

8

determination ignored and undermined all the

9

existing federal and state processes.

NEPA should proceed

For NEPA to work and proceed first, you

The proposed

These are

10

state lands set aside for mineral development.

11

For the process to work, you need to withdraw

12

the proposed determination of the Pebble deposit

13

area.

14

process is a right given to all of us in the

15

constitution.

16

denial of liberty or property by the government.

17

Over the last 40 years, I’ve watched closely as

18

we grew from one major mine in Alaska to the six

19

that we have today.

20

operating 40 years ago, and today we’ve got Red

21

Dog, Fort Knox, Pogo, Greens Creek, and

22

Kensington.

23

that didn’t succeed.

24

Hill.

25

process to work, though, you need to withdraw

This is also about due process and due

It’s a safeguard from arbitrary

Usibelli was the one

I’ve also watched major projects
The AJ mine and Quartz

The process works.

In order for the
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2

the proposed determination.

3

and Robert Kennedy once said, “Some men see

4

things as they are and ask why. I dream of

5

things that never were and ask why not.”

6

I look at this project and see a lot of

7

potential for the region to help to restore some

8

of the opportunity and vitality.

9

with that, you need to withdraw the proposed

10

determination.

12

And to help

Okay, Renae?

Would you like a

chair?
MS. RENAE ZACKAR:

13
14

Well,

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

11

And I’m an optimist

It’s just a sprain

[unintelligible].

15

MS. DANIELS:

16

MS. ZACKAR:

Okay.
My name is Renae Zackar.

I

17

grew up around Lake Iliamna; I’m a wife and

18

mother.

My husband and I put up fish every

19

summer.

My two sons commercial fish in Bristol

20

Bay.

21

commercial fish processing in Naknek for two

22

years.

23

fishing academy program.

24

Tatianna, went to two years to the program and

25

now wishes to open a fishing lodge sometime in

All three of my daughters worked at

Two of my daughters went to the fly
One of my daughters,
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2

the future.

My husband and I and our five kids

3

hunt, fish, pick berries. Our freezers are full

4

of subsistence food that was shared with Elders

5

and extended family.

6

Zackar, who is 86 and losing her sight , lives

7

with us.

8

with field glasses, watching the sports

9

fishermen reel in their rainbow trout with a big

My mother-in-law, Alice

In the summer, she sits by our window

10

smile on her face.

Our village has world-class

11

fishing lodges that buy their fuel from our

12

local electric company.

13

fees to our native corporation.

14

have our local Iguigig Native Corporation work

15

closely with both the lodges and residents to

16

help our community thrive.

17

with this is that our renewable resources like

18

fish, game, and anything gathered from our land

19

and water is both culturally and monetarily

20

important to me, my children and my community.

21

I testified the last time EPA came around on how

22

important our water, land, and renewable

23

resources are.

24

tears when I was told that the Environmental

25

Protection Agency would, indeed, help us protect

They also pay land use
I’m thankful to

What I’m getting at

I cheered and cried thankful
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2

our environment from the threat of the proposed

3

Pebble Mine.

4

the EPA withdrawing the proposed determination

5

and I instead want the Environmental Protection

6

Agency to finalize those protections.

So, in conclusion, I don’t support

7

MS. DANIELS:

8

and then Sharon.

9

get started.

10

Okay, Deantha, and then Clyde
Okay, say your name before you

MS. DEANTHA CROCKETT:

Thank you.

My name’s

11

Deantha Crockett, spelled D-E-A-N-T-H-A, C-R-O-

12

C-K-E-T-T, and I’m the executive director of the

13

Alaska Miners Association.

14

supports the withdrawal of the proposed

15

determination.

16

responsible mineral development, we are

17

horrified at EPA’s actions to prohibit a project

18

from submitting a mine plan and preemptively

19

denying a project’s right to meet that.

20

proposals, no matter their location, have a

21

right to go through the permitting process, and

22

it is this process that determines if mining can

23

be done safely.

24

large mines in Alaska takes many years from

25

start to finish and it results in dozens of

AMA strongly

Given AMA’s mission to promote

Mine

The permitting process for
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2

local, state, and federal permits with permit

3

stipulations that go above and beyond laws and

4

regulations.

5

go beyond permit requirements.

6

to note that this process does not guarantee

7

approval; and it’s also important to note that

8

this process includes ample opportunities for

9

public involvement.

Meaning in many cases, agencies do
It’s important

It’s because of this

10

process that it’s inappropriately--it’s

11

inappropriate to preemptively reject a project.

12

Accordingly, EPA would be acting in good faith

13

if it withdraws the proposed determination.

14

This only puts us at a starting line.

15

chance to apply in the first place and begin

16

review of a mine plan.

17

moving forward.

18

Alaska must have the assurance that after

19

spending significant amounts of money, a plan

20

will be reviewed objectively and according to

21

science and law.

22

determination will allow for that, and at that

23

time, we can all judge the proposed Pebble Mine.

24

Thank you.

25

MS. DANIELS:

The

This is not the mine

Investors bringing jobs to

Withdrawing the proposed

Okay, Clyde?

Number 12? Go
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2

ahead and say your name and I’ll start it for

3

you.

4

MR. CLYDE TREFON:

My name is Clyde Trefon

5

and I live in Nondalton.

And first of all, I’d

6

like to say that I’ve been a bear guard for

7

Fairweather, not Pebble, and I’ve been bear

8

guarding for Pebble for almost 10 years now.

9

And everything that I see and hear and all the

10

consultants I talked to, they all said this is

11

the most closely-watched mine - the most.

12

of them said that this is the biggest studiest

13

mine that is going on right now within the U.S.

14

and they all say that it is the most studiest

15

that they ever seen, and I thought that was kind

16

of unique.

17

do like my fish. I probably live in the oldest

18

fish camp house that’s around the Nondalton area

19

for sure, and it’s still a cabin that my dad’s

20

dad built in the early ‘50s that we still use.

21

So, we do do our fishing; we do do our

22

subsistence, and still, our village corporation

23

just signed on with the mining company.

24

that puts us in a position to where we say, yeah

25

you guys should withdraw because we are in a

All

And at that, I do put up my fish, I
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2

totally different situation now, as our village,

3

but there’s a lot of groups here that talks and

4

say that they’re all for whatever, but nobody

5

speaks for me; I speak for myself.

6

a group here that says we’re speaking for the

7

whole whatever that nobody does that.

8

for myself.

9

would the whole 404(c) that would affect all of

There ain’t

I speak

And I’d really like to see what

10

us as a whole, not just the mining company

11

because whole lot of things going on to

12

[unintelligible] everybody and we’d like to see

13

that too.

14
15
16

So, time’s up.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

Thanks.
Sharon and then

Marlene. Say your name to start.
MS. SHARON THOMPSON:

Hi, my name is Sharon

17

Thompson from Naknek.

I just want to share

18

something with you.

19

feeling when you’re on a plane and you hit

20

turbulence and the weather’s bad and you start

21

thinking okay, this could be bad.

22

was this trip worth it because this feels bad;

23

this could go down.

24

your kids are going to remember you and what’s

25

going to happen.

This--do you know that

This may be,

And you start to wonder if

I--on the flight here, it was
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2

rainy, it was awful, and I felt physically sick,

3

and I was looking around because I knew I was

4

going to vomit and I didn’t know what I was

5

going to vomit in.

6

so I threw up in this on the plane here.

7

the only reason I’m telling you this is because

8

everybody here had to travel through bad

9

weather, here and Dillingham, and came a long

And this is all I had, and
And

10

way to just two hearings that you guys are

11

holding for us to give our public comment.

12

what I want you to do--what I wonder, is why

13

Scott Pruitt could sit, take a private meeting

14

with Tom Collier, and decide in that small

15

amount of time to withdraw the protections that

16

your own EPA put in place for Bristol Bay that

17

for a decade people have really fought really

18

hard for.

19

before he heard from anybody out here, and

20

that’s my concern is that he made that decision

21

without hearing from anybody here.

22

that it’s your job to go back and bring the

23

messages back and I know that all this testimony

24

from these hearings is being recorded and

25

transcribed. And I want to know that Mr. Pruitt

And

Before he consulted the EPA and

So, I know
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2

reads them and hears from everybody here because

3

he owes us that.

4

feels physically sick at the thought of this

5

mine threatening this region.

6

you to bring this message back to Mr. Pruitt,

7

and if you need a reminder, I would like to take

8

this--I would like to give you this to take back

9

to him and set it on his desk and I wrote a

Everybody I know personally

So, I’m asking

10

little message.

11

important that this is to everybody.

12

do that for me?

13

I want him to understand how

It’s sealed.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay.

14

don’t think so.

15

Margie, and then Daniel.

16

then I’ll get it started.

17

Could you

Marlianna and then--I

Thank you, though.

And then

Go say your name and

MS. MARLIANNA HALL: Good afternoon.

My name

18

is Marlianna Hall.

I am the executive director

19

for the Resource Development Council of Alaska,

20

otherwise known as RDC.

21

association with members in oil and gas,

22

tourism, forestry, mining, and the fishing

23

industry as well.

24

the 12 land owning Alaska Native corporations,

25

many of their subsidiaries, individuals, labor

RDC is an Alaskan trade

Our membership also includes
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2

unions, and a broad spectrum of the resource

3

development economy in Alaska. My purpose here

4

is to offer support for the EPA’s proposed

5

withdrawal of the proposed determination.

6

determination, in our belief, was an attempt to

7

assess effects of a potential mining project

8

without the project plans.

9

to withdraw the preemptive decision will allow

The

The EPA’s proposal

10

the project to be fully evaluated after project

11

plans are put forward.

12

that the withdrawal of the proposed

13

determination does not remove the EPA from the

14

process.

15

said in the introduction, the EPA still has

16

authority in the NEPA process.

17

no matter its size or location, should be

18

allowed to go through the permitting process and

19

that process should ultimately determine whether

20

a project moves forward or not.

21

firmly believe in due process and the rule of

22

the law.

23

businesses from across Alaska and all resource

24

sectors are on record in opposition of the

25

preemptive action of the EPA.

Further, RDC recognizes

It only rights a wrong.

As Palmer

Every project,

My members

A number of trade associations and

They’ve
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2

communicated clearly that this action would send

3

a chill across the investment and climate in our

4

industries.

5

Association is on record in support of allowing

6

all projects to be vetted through the permitting

7

process.

8

that any and all development is done in a way

9

that protects our resources, including fish and

For example, the Alaska Oil and Gas

As Alaskans, we have a stake in seeing

10

wildlife, whether it’s for commercial or

11

subsistence use.

12

because it is already being done.

13

work quickly and withdraw the deeply flawed,

14

speculative proposed determination and I thank

15

you for the opportunity to comment.

16

submit additional detailed comments before the

17

deadline.

18

I believe it can be done

I will

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, next we have Margie

19

Olympic and then Daniel Gallagher.

20

your name and I’ll get it started.

21

I urge you to

MS. MARGIE OLYMPIC:

You can say

Margie Olympic.

My

22

name is Margie Olympic, born in Dillingham,

23

raised in Koliganek on the Nushagak River.

24

have been living in Newhalen for the past 16

25

years.

I

My husband and I have four children and
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2

one granddaughter.

I was raised on a commercial

3

fishing boat in Dillingham.

4

used to make enough money to haul groceries, our

5

own heating fuel, propane, for buying 4-

6

wheelers, snow machines, buying lumber to build

7

my uncle’s homes for their families.

8

used to support us for the entire winter.

9

Nowadays, fishing can only buy few groceries or

10

just to catch up on bills that are a few months

11

behind.

12

every year in Naknek, which I know that he will

13

never give up because it’s in his blood.

14

growing up on a subsistence lifestyle, fishing

15

is part of our life; it is part of who we are.

16

I take pride from where I come from and what I

17

was taught growing up, but I also know the value

18

of having a job and supporting my family at this

19

age.

20

and my family 12 months out of the year.

21

only one of the few currently working for

22

Pebble.

23

2006, 11 years.

24

a job, that I can put food on the table, pay

25

bills, have private insurance, get what my kids

Back in the day, we

Fishing

My husband continues to commercial fish

With

Fishing does not and could not support me
I am

I have been working for Pebble since
I am very grateful that I have
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2

need and want and enjoy the luxuries of a car,

3

4-wheeler, boat, snow machine, new furniture ,

4

and the best part is I don’t have to get up and

5

leave my community, my kids, to go to work.

6

Pebble can be a good thing for individuals,

7

businesses, opportunities for new businesses in

8

the borough and the state, and as itself.

9

are in my backyard taking away a good

You

10

opportunity for our local people to work and

11

live and raise a family.

12

project can be done safely, I’m all for it.

13

need to give Pebble a chance to move forward and

14

do it right.

15

the changes for development and growth in Alaska

16

as a whole.

17

you.

18

We

Be a voice at the table and stir

Please withdraw the 404(c).

MS. DANIELS:

Thank

Okay, Daniel Gallagher and

19

then Myrtice, number 22.

20

name.

21

If this is--if this

MR. DANIEL GALLAGHER:

Go ahead and say your

Good afternoon.

My

22

name is Daniel Gallagher; I’m here to speak in

23

support of withdrawing from the proposed

24

determination.

25

father of four, I’ve been blessed with the

As an outdoorsman, husband, and
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2

opportunity to live in the great state of

3

Alaska.

4

because of Alaska’s immense natural beauty, but

5

also because of the employment opportunities

6

I’ve been afforded to raise my family here.

7

During the most recent recession, which affected

8

much of the lower 48, we were very lucky up here

9

to only be minimally impacted.

I’m thankful for my residence, not only

I’m by no means

10

an economist, nor do I claim to understand the

11

complexity of economics.

12

what I’ve seen and what has directly impacted my

13

ability to provide for my family.

14

family--while families down south lost their

15

homes and jobs, we here in Alaska were spared

16

during this recession by an economy that was

17

benefitted by, from--that benefited from high

18

oil prices.

19

in the price of oil, my family’s future and the

20

future of our state has become uncertain.

21

laid off from a position on Alaska’s North

22

Slope, as many were and continue to be.

23

very fortunate to find a job in the mining

24

industry.

25

live in and our hold ourselves accountable as

I only report from

While my

However, with the recent downturn

I was

I was

As Alaskans, we cherish the state we
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2

environmental stewards of the land we use to

3

make our living and feed our families.

4

fortunate the resources such as oil and gas,

5

minerals are available for us to make a living,

6

as we’re fortunate that resources such as fish

7

and game are available for us to fill our

8

freezers.

9

believe that Alaskans will choose one to forsake

We’re

No one should be so naïve as to

10

the other.

11

the Pebble prospect and other prospects in the

12

region in order to secure a future for our

13

Alaskan families and way of life.

14

Allow us the opportunity to develop

MS. DANIELS:

Thank you.

Okay, we have Myrtice, number

15

22, and then Daniel Cheyette, number 23, after

16

that.

17

[unintelligible].

18

Go ahead and get started and I’ll

MS. MYRTICE EVALT:

Hi, my name is Myrtice

19

Evalt.

I’m a mother of two and a subsistence

20

commercial fisherman.

21

the fourth-generation subsistence commercial

22

fisherman.

23

fishing runs--swims through my family blood

24

thick and Pebble Mine will never get our

25

support.

I’m raising my family as

So, subsistence in commercial

Bristol Bay has been headstrong in
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2

protecting our salmon and subsistence way of

3

life because the science and history proves that

4

Pebble will devastate our livelihood.

5

the wrong mine in the wrong place.

6

conclusion, I ask EPA not to withdraw the

7

proposed determination for Bristol Bay and our

8

future generation.

9
10
11

MS. DANIELS:

This is

And in

Thank you.
Okay, is it Daniel Cheyette?

Go ahead and I’ll start it for you.
MR. DANIEL CHEYETTE:

Good afternoon.

I’m

12

Daniel Cheyette and I work for Bristol Bay

13

Native Corporation.

14

I’ve heard EPA say that the decision before it

15

is solely a policy decision.

16

not about the science; it’s not about the

17

Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment and it’s not

18

about PLP’s new or old mining plan.

19

simply a policy decision.

20

thinking a lot about that.

21

coming back to is that, if this is a policy

22

decision, it should be an easy decision.

23

EPA should leave the proposed determination in

24

place.

25

restrictions that were proposed because that is

Throughout this process,

You’ve said it’s

This is

And I’ve been
And what I keep

The

In fact, it should finalize the
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2

the only outcome that is consistent with the

3

policy considerations that should be informing

4

that decision.

5

Well, what’s the resource at stake?

6

heard from many of the people here, many of the

7

people yesterday, the resource is Bristol Bay

8

salmon, the 60 million fish that returned this

9

summer; the $1.5 billion in economic output

So, what are those factors?
As you’ve

10

every year; the 14,000 jobs; the millions in

11

wages; and a fishery that has fed the people of

12

the region for thousands of years.

13

proposed threat?

14

whether now or down the road, will potentially

15

be the largest open pit mine in North America,

16

if not the Northern Hemisphere.

17

best interest of the folks that live in the

18

region?

19

process and in the previous processes that the

20

region is overwhelmingly opposed to the mine.

21

And what about EPA’s own mission, to protect the

22

environment, to make sure American communities

23

are sustainable, safe, and that environmental

24

concerns are always considered in federal

25

decisions?

What’s the

It’s a mine, that if built

What about the

You’ve heard overwhelmingly in this

When you think about these
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considerations, particularly your own mission,

3

it’s unconceivable that you could reach a

4

decision to withdraw the proposed determination.

5

So, in conclusion, I just want to ask you - have

6

the courage to make the decision that fulfills

7

your obligation to the people of this region and

8

leave the proposed determination in place.

9

Thank you.
MS. DANIELS:

10

Okay, we have Lorene Anelon,

11

number 24 and I have about four more cards.

12

if there’s folks that haven’t signed up to talk

13

yet that would like to talk, see Brittany and

14

Mark there so I can be sure to get you in line

15

to talk.

16

I’ll get it started for you.

Thanks.

So, Lorene, go ahead and then

MS. LORENE ANELON:

17

So,

My name is Lorene

18

Anelon. I’m a lifelong resident of Iliamna.

I’m

19

the President of Iliamna Natives Limited and

20

Iliamna Development Corporation.

21

acres proposed for the Pebble project.

22

like EPA to withdraw the 2014 404(c) Clean Water

23

Act.

24

Pebble.

25

my best to explain why we want this removed.

I now own 69
We would

Do not assume it is because we are for
We have a lot of reasons and I will do
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2

know and IDC knows that the 404(c) Clean Water

3

Act was forced upon us by tribes and EPA.

4

problem we see with EPA consulting with the

5

tribes is that the tribes do not own land.

6

ANCSA Corporations, like INL, owns the land and

7

we are a for-profit corporation, and we were

8

formed to help our economy and create jobs.

9

ANCSA is not like the lower 48 reservations.

10

are not a reservation, but when EPA tried to

11

implement the 404(c) Clean Water Act, they took

12

away our say on our own property.

13

good decisions for our own land and we don’t

14

need the federal government to create more

15

unwanted regulations.

16

worked with Pebble for 12 years and we’ve had a

17

lot of heated discussions.

18

with favorable discussions in--for both parties.

19

We have small contracts on a year-to-year basis

20

versus other businesses that have long-term

21

contracts.

These businesses have little land

22

ownership.

We do not trust anyone unless it is

23

in writing.

24

we had ownership, we would feel more comfortable

25

than allowing a mining company to come over and

The

We

We can make

We have watched and

These have not come

The risk of a mine is great, but if
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2

run all over us.

We are the true caretakers of

3

the land, ecosystem, and salmon.

4

the businesses that are currently getting Pebble

5

businesses here speaking up for Pebble.

6

the ones always making stands, it may not be

7

popular, but we don’t let our voices be heard.

8

And we cannot be run over.

9

to explain how are they going to work with true

We don’t see

We are

We would like Pebble

10

neighbors. The landowners are the owners.

We’ve

11

been used by Bristol Bay Native Corporation as

12

head count.

13

around, using our regional corporation funds to

14

speak for us.

15

have our own voice.

16

of the Bristol Bay entities that leave us out of

17

the programs, like the community development

18

quota.

19

communities that are in the CDQ program.

20

have asked the BBNC, if not Pebble, what is your

21

plan for us for future economic development.

22

We’ve approached them many times and have always

23

gotten ignored.

24

on BBNC for any business opportunities.

25

no longer going to stand and let others benefit

The board members are flying

That does not work for us, and we
We don’t see the benefits

It takes away monies from the
We

We see no future on depending
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when Pebble is in our backyard.

3

MS. DANIELS:

4

MS. ANELON:

You need to wrap up, please.
We also believe we need the

5

anti-Pebble people to voice their concerns and

6

respect their opinions.

7

want to make sure we protect everything that’s

8

important for all of us and I now want to see

9

the process of NEPA being used for this proposed

In the end, we also

10

Pebble Mine and not add any more unwanted

11

regulations.

12

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, Lindsay, Alannah, and

13

then June and Raymond.

14

say your name, I’ll get it started.

15

So, Lindsay? Once you

MS. LINDSAY LAYLAND:

My name is Lindsay

16

Layland.

I’m from Bristol Bay. I’m a lifelong

17

commercial fisherman and subsistence user here

18

in the region.

19

the proposed withdrawal of the 404(c) proposed

20

determination.

21

your staff all know, a couple of days ago, a

22

highly-accredited news agency, CNN, released an

23

investigative journalistic report that revealed

24

a blatant disregard of scientific assessment and

25

review by EPA administrator, Scott Pruitt,

I’m testifying today to oppose

As I’m sure you all know and
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2

regarding the current Clean Water Act process.

3

Administrator Pruitt’s failure to acknowledge

4

scientific fact and sound reports by his own

5

agency is particularly troubling, as his primary

6

role is leading the U.S. Environmental

7

Protection Agency with a mission to, and I

8

quote, “protect the environment.”

9

of the EPA, and again, I quote, “is to ensure

The purpose

10

that environmental protection contributes to

11

making our communities and ecosystems diverse,

12

sustainable, and economically productive.”

13

repeat that one more time.

14

Protection Agency’s official government website

15

states that it’s--in its mission statement, that

16

it is to ensure the environmental protection

17

contributes to making our communities and

18

ecosystems diverse, sustainable, and

19

economically productive.

20

staff in this room is learning in their visits

21

to the Bristol Bay communities this week that we

22

boast diverse communities and even more diverse

23

natural ecosystems.

24

successful indigenous life and over 100 years of

25

successful commercial fisheries management have

I’ll

The Environmental

As I’m sure the EPA

Thousands of years of
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2

revealed the perfect example of sustainability.

3

The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment that the

4

EPA conducted several years ago, reported that

5

this region produces tens of thousands of jobs,

6

which is highly significant for a region that

7

has less than 10,000 people and provides a one

8

and a half billion-dollar economy, which quite

9

objectively, is economically productive.

It’s

10

the EPA’s job to maintain and protect what we’ve

11

got, not to withdraw protections that would

12

allow unsustainable and destructive development.

13

And the message that I’d like for you to pass

14

along to Administrator Pruitt, which I know

15

you’ll do because that’s why you’re here today,

16

is to do your job.

17

industry and ignore the voices of local people,

18

tribes and fishermen who oppose the withdrawal

19

of the 404(c) proposed determination.

20

you.

21

MS. DANIELS:

Not tow the line for

Thank

Okay, we’ve had one more

22

speaker got added, and if there’s anyone else,

23

what we’ll do is we’ll go through these last

24

cards, we’ll take a little break to see if more

25

people come maybe after work or school and start
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2

it up again if we have more people come in to

3

speak.

4

June, Kimberly, and then Raymond.

5

Once you say your name, I’ll get it started for

6

you.

But we’ll go through these, Alannah,
So, Alannah?

7

MS. ALANNAH HURLEY: [FOREIGN LANGUAGE

8

SPOKEN] Alannah Hurley. [FOREIGN LANGUAGE

9

SPOKEN]. Hello, my Yup’ik name is Ajoc

10

[phonetic].

I was named after my great-

11

grandmother.

12

Hurley and I am the very lucky, fortunate

13

granddaughter of Monjauck [phonetic] who raised

14

us in Clarks Point [FOREIGN LANGUAGE SPOKEN]

15

Alaska on the western side of Bristol Bay.

16

was very lucky to grow up Yup’ik in a very small

17

village less than 100 people, so I hear these

18

concerns about jobs.

19

came into Clarks Point, but I was also very

20

blessed to be raised in a community that, at its

21

core, no matter what, knew what was most

22

important and knew what didn’t have a price tag.

23

I knew that we could never, ever risk what we

24

hold so sacred as indigenous people for money.

25

So, that’s why you’ll see communities like mine

My parents are Desmond and Andrea

I

We were very happy when
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2

who don’t have a lot of money, that are very

3

rich in our native way of life, opposing

4

projects that threaten the very core of who we

5

are.

6

in school was the most inquisitive student

7

award, which meant I asked too many questions.

8

So, I heard a lot of, because I said so, because

9

people got tired of me asking questions and

The only award I ever received growing up

10

honestly, I am here to oppose the withdrawal

11

because that’s what this feels like to me.

12

is withdrawing the proposed protections because

13

they say so, with no valid basis, no real

14

reasoning.

15

time, more certainty is ridiculous when you’re

16

looking at a room full of people, regardless of

17

the side of the issue they’re on, have been

18

doing this for a decade and nothing has stopped

19

the Pebble Limited Partnership from applying for

20

permits but the Pebble Limited Partnership

21

itself.

22

months out from permitting in 2006.

23

in this room remembers that.

24

say that the EPA, if they do this, is turning

25

their back on science, they’re turning their

EPA

The reasoning that Pebble needs more

They started saying they were six
Everybody

In closing, I will
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2

back on public record, they’re turning their

3

back on the government’s responsibility to

4

tribes, and they are turning their back on what

5

sound public policy and impacts of that policy

6

looks like.

7

because I said so is not a reasonable basis.

8

And we are not going to take that answer.

9

so, regardless of what happens, the people of

When you’re creating policy,

And

10

Bristol Bay will be here to fight for everything

11

we hold sacred.

12

Thank you for coming.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, is Kimberly here?

13

Kimberly added her card.

14

to wait toward the end, so, I have Kimberly

15

coming up.

16

able to see it?

Once you say your name, you’ll be

17

FEMALE VOICE:

18

MS. DANIELS:

19
20

A couple folks wanted

Yes.
Okay, once you say your name,

I’ll get it started for you.
MS. KIMBERLY WILLIAMS:

Thank you.

My name

21

is Kimberly Williams, and I’m here to testify in

22

support of keeping the proposed determination in

23

place.

24

disappointed that Pebble didn’t show.

25

it was a new day for Pebble and that they would

Yesterday in Dillingham, I was
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2

work with locals, yet they didn’t show.

Maybe

3

they’re so sure of their half-hour--with their

4

half-hour meeting with Administrator Pruitt that

5

they don’t need to engage with the opposition

6

strongholds.

7

a new small shiny new mining plan that is

8

sensitive to the concerns of ours, yet a week

9

earlier, Northern Dynasty Minerals, their parent

PLP tells Alaskans that they have

10

company, told resource investors that this

11

deposit can be mined for centuries.

12

be surprised that the double talk continues.

13

Their double talk includes saying that they

14

can’t apply for their permits while the proposed

15

determination by EPA allows them to apply for

16

their permits.

17

and telling someone another for decades.

18

the majority of Bristol Bay residents, we can

19

see through this, even with the promise of

20

payments to everyone in Bristol Bay.

21

crystal clear, everyone in Dillingham who showed

22

up to testify continue to oppose this project

23

and there are two reasons for this.

24

have our gold.

25

not trade this -- the development of a

I shouldn’t

They’ve been saying one thing
For

What is

We already

It’s our wild salmon.
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2

nonrenewable resource over a wild, sustainable

3

fishery.

4

to protect the clean water.

5

your job.

6

asking you to do your job and protect the very

7

clean water that our fish depend on.

8

restrictions around this project so that as this

9

project develops, it doesn’t harm our fishery.

That’s why we turn to you; your job is
We want you to do

Now, here we are again, once again,

Put

10

That means leaving the proposed determination in

11

place.

12

and they reported last night that it was going

13

to take several months to analyze all of the

14

permits or the comments.

15

they’ll file for their permit soon; well, we’ve

16

heard that before.

17

going to have a new partner.

18

truly the case, let’s get on with it, let them

19

apply for their permits and let’s start this

20

process.

21

Yesterday, we had media in Dillingham

MS. DANIELS:

Pebble tells us that

They also say that they’re
Well, if that’s

Okay, June Tracy, are you

22

here, June?

June Tracy?

Did she step out?

23

Does anyone know June Tracy?

24

you’re next; you’re last.

25

start it for you, okay?

And then Raymond,

Say your name, I’ll
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MS. JUNE TRACY:

Okay.

I’m from Nondalton.

My name is June

3

Tracy.

I’m just a

4

concerned citizen.

5

tribe or the corporation or the city.

6

this as a concerned citizen.

7

it’s déjà vu from all the meetings we’ve had in

8

the past and also with EPA coming into

9

Nondalton.

I’m not speaking for the
I’m doing

I -- it seems like

And to me, I feel that we don’t need

10

another entity coming into our communities and

11

other laws that we have to follow.

12

as an indigenous person that lived in this

13

community for -- since the beginning of time and

14

we’ve always had maintained our subsistence way

15

of life, we’ve always took care of our own.

16

Now, we have everybody come into our

17

communities, telling us how to act, what to say,

18

what to do.

19

are, and I think it’s about time that we start

20

making our voice be heard.

21

are the EPA. They know their land; they know the

22

country; they know what creeks to go up to.

23

for me, I believe that having EPA coming in and

24

telling us where we have to--what to do and how

25

to do it, I think that, to me, it’s just another

I feel that

Nobody listens to what our opinions

I think our people
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2

law, another thing that we have to obey by, and

3

I think that--to me, I think the natives in the

4

communities should be heard and we should be

5

able to make our own laws or our own voice be

6

heard.

7

Thank you.

MS. DANIELS:

Okay, Raymond?

And then we’re

8

going to take a break until 3:00.

9

they’ll be folks here, Mark or Brittany, if you

10

choose, that you haven’t had a chance to speak,

11

you can certainly do it one-on-one with a

12

recorder in a private space.

13

up at 3:00 to see if there’s anyone that wants

14

to talk and then we’ll likely close the hearing.

15

Raymond, you get to speak.

16

MR. RAYMOND WASSILLIE:

17
18
19
20

If you like,

We’ll check back

Okay, whenever

you’re ready.
MS. DANIELS:
you go.

Yeah [unintelligible].

There

When you speak, I’ll turn it on.

MR. WASSILLIE:

Okay, my name is Raymond

21

Wassillie.

I live in Newhalen.

Been there for

22

all my life.

23

about how should I say it that the future isn’t

24

for us.

25

The things we say about economics that are

I keep wondering and wondering

Pebble’s been--not going to go away.
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2

crashing, countries burning, earthquakes are

3

happening, people are hurtin’, homes are wrecked

4

and still not agreeable with their government

5

and so forth and so on and our president –- more

6

power to him -- football, or -- but what I’m

7

really concerned about is how we’re going to

8

look at the future.

9

and say we’re making decisions for our kids to

Are we going to step back

10

say if I could go to work, dad, or if I could go

11

to work, mom, and what will we say that, I don’t

12

agree with withdrawing, but with EPA about the

13

404(c) with Pebble.

14

want to make that decision for the kids of the

15

future because it’ll be their turn to step up

16

and justify what they want to do.

17

the fishermen, too, I’ve been a fisherman.

I

18

learned how to peel fish when I was a kid.

I

19

know how it is to be on the open seas.

20

one thing everybody should remember and when

21

going to mine after mine and they’ll keep saying

22

it, fish is the indicator.

23

mine is going to go or not.

24
25

MR. KAISER:

The reason why is I don’t

And to all

But the

They tell us if the
Thank you.

At this time, we will formally

take a recess and we’ll reconvene at 3 p.m.
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Thank you.
MS. DANIELS:

Thank you, everyone, for

4

coming.

Be sure you have signed in so we can

5

get kind of a good head count of folks that…

6

[END MAIN ROOM 1]

7

[START MAIN ROOM 2]

8

MR. KAISER:

9

Good afternoon.

Hello.

All

right, it’s 3:00, so I would like to formally

10

re-open the public hearing session.

11

check to see if there are any more speaker

12

requests.

13

we can get your comments on the record formally.

14

Any additional speakers?

15

none--oh, we do have one.

16
17
18

Like to

If there are, please submit them so

MS. DANIELS:

All right, seeing
Great.

Just say your name and then

I’ll start it once I hear your name.
MS. LISA REIMERS:

My name is Lisa Reimers.

19

I’m with Iliamna Natives Limited and the Iliamna

20

Development Corporation.

21

president--she is the president, but she didn’t

22

get to finish her statement because the two

23

minutes ran out.

24

we know that Scott Pruitt is going to make the

25

final decision, and if anything, we would like

My sister, she was the

But what we’re hoping is that
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2

him to meet with our village corporation, which

3

owns the 69,000 acres closest to the Pebble

4

project.

5

people touched on it, but they don’t really

6

truly understand what it means to this area.

7

You can get fined up to $37,000 a day; you can

8

get jailed and these are things we researched

9

from the Sacketts and from Victoria Corey

We feel that the 404 Clean Water Act,

10

[phonetic].

11

federal prison for two years violating the 404

12

Clean Water Act.

13

rather not see in this area.

14

the message back to Scott Pruitt that we’re

15

willing to meet with him, but we would like to

16

withdraw--we’d like you guys to withdraw the 404

17

Clean Water Act because it’s another regulation

18

we don’t need in this area.

19

to see is more of us getting along and talking

20

to each other instead of everybody talking to

21

everybody else, but not to each other in this

22

area.

23

Thank you.

24
25

Her dad actually went to the

So, those are things we’d
So, if you can get

What we would like

We’d like to see everybody work together.

MR. KAISER:

Thank you.

With that, before

closing, I would first like to acknowledge and
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2

thank the Elders, the elected officials, and all

3

of you for coming to today’s workshop, knowing

4

some of you are local, knowing some of you had

5

to make the travel through some bad weather, we

6

do acknowledge that, and thank you very, very

7

much.

8

also have recorded it so we can take the

9

messages back home.

We have heard what you’ve had to say; we

So, with that, I’m seeing

10

there’s no more comments, I’m going to close the

11

session.

12

hearing for the proposed withdrawal of the

13

proposed determination is closed at--what time

14

is it?

15

acknowledgements and remarks.

So, I now declare that the public

3:07.

It concludes with the informal

16

[END TAPE MAIN ROOM 2]

17

[START TAPE SIDE ROOM 1]

18

MS. ILLEAH AABERG:

Thank you all.

Hi, my name is Illeah

19

Aaberg.

I’m from Nondalton. I oppose the Pebble

20

Mine and please do not withdraw.

21

been in commercial fishing for a long time; my

22

children will be the fourth generation to fish

23

and our culture and everything is based around

24

fishing and it gets us through the summer and

25

the winter.

My family has

And that is our livelihood, and if
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2

something were to happen, I don’t know what my

3

kids would do.

4

change everything.

5

Thank you.

That would just be devastating,
So, please do not withdraw.

6

[STOP TAPE SIDE ROOM 1]

7

[START TAPE SIDE ROOM 2]

8

MS. BRITTANY BENNETT:

9
10

Whenever you are

ready.
MS. CATHLEEN GUST:

Okay, my name is

11

Cathleen Gust; I’m from Newhalen.

I’m on the

12

Newhalen Tribal Council and I’m also the City of

13

Newhalen’s clerk.

14

why I’m here today.

15

all have a voice and it can be heard.

16

very emotional topic for me.

17

all my life and our subsistence way of life and

18

everything that we know will -- is in jeopardy

19

with the Pebble project and everything.

20

would like to see the withdrawal and see what

21

happens from there.

I have five girls and that’s
I want to show them that we
This is a

I’ve grown up here

But I

Thank you.

22

[STOP TAPE SIDE ROOM 2]

23

[START TAPE SIDE ROOM 3]

24

MS. BENNETT:

25

MS. MAXINE WASSILLIE:

Whenever you are ready.
My name is Maxine
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2

Wassillie.

I’m from Newhalen.

I have lived

3

here pretty much all my life.

4

you guys to withdraw the 404(c) because we

5

already have enough regulations here in Alaska

6

and we don’t need any more regulations.

7

want a watershed over in Dillingham, they’re

8

more than happy to put it over that way because

9

we don’t have the income that they have over

I would like for

If they

10

there.

We don’t have the jobs — the job

11

stability that they have over there.

12

heard before, the--they talk about the income

13

that they have from fishing and how it’s a

14

billion-dollar process or whatever.

15

have that up here.

16

18 people that have actual -- actually have

17

their commercial fishing permits and back then,

18

they used to -- fishing used to be a big profit

19

and they’re able to provide income throughout

20

the year.

21

through the couple of months because of the cost

22

of living here.

23

to let this 404(c) watershed go.

24

[STOP TAPE SIDE ROOM 3]

25

[START TAPE SIDE ROOM 4]

As you’ve

We don’t

There’s maybe about -- maybe

Whereas now, it barely gets them

So, I would just like you guys
Thank you.
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2

MS. BENNETT:

Whenever you’re ready.

3

MR. HARRY KARSHEKOFF:

My name is Harry

4

Karshekoff from Nondalton, Alaska.

I’m on the

5

Native Corporation Kijik Board and we’re for

6

profit, but I’m still against the Pebble Mine

7

and -- because I’m against it is of the --

8

[unintelligible] due to the land.

9

happens, I went to Vegas and look at all the

If anything

10

mines down there and I saw what mines can do to

11

land if anything happens.

12

man-made machinery could develop a safe mine.

13

No.

14

could be a little undecided of tunnel mines.

15

And even though I’m on the Board of Kijik Board

16

and we’re mining, I’m still against it, but I

17

still have to work with the other board members.

18

The reason why we got on the -- we’re mining,

19

into mining is to they told us if we don’t get -

20

- if we don’t mine, be on the board with them,

21

then somebody else will, and we’ll be sitting on

22

the sideline, waiting.

And I don’t know if

So, I’m against big, open pit mine, but I

Thank you.

23

[STOP TAPE SIDE ROOM 4]

24

[START TAPE SIDE ROOM 5]

25

MS. CHASTITY ANELON:

I am Chastity Anelon.
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2

I grew up here in Iliamna and I do work for

3

Pebble and I have worked there with them since

4

2009.

5

do support the dropping of the 404(c)and I have

6

a daughter who’s here.

7

year; I love salmon as well, but I do appreciate

8

a job to support my family.

9

to have a cell phone, a vehicle, a, you know, a

And I’m very thankful to have a job.

I

I do put up fish every

With that, I’m able

10

house. I’m very thankful to live in Iliamna, and

11

I can -- I want to live here and I want -- I

12

grew up here, so I want Stormy to grow up here

13

and I think it’s important for her to be able to

14

do fish as well and learn from how I got to

15

learn as well.

16

it.

17

Yeah.

I don’t know.

I think that’s

But I’m thankful to be able to work.

18

[STOP TAPE SIDE ROOM 5]

19

[END RECORDING]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Preliminary Assessment Technical Report of the Pebble Copper-Gold-Molybdenum Project (the
“Pebble Project”) has been prepared by Wardrop Engineering Inc., a Tetra Tech Company (“Wardrop”)
exclusively on behalf of Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (“Northern Dynasty”). It is based on
Wardrop’s technical review of recent engineering and technical studies undertaken by the Pebble
Limited Partnership (the “Pebble Partnership”) and Northern Dynasty, as provided and verified by
Northern Dynasty.
This Preliminary Assessment is an independent technical report of the Pebble Project. In accordance
with its corporate responsibilities as a public company, Northern Dynasty has commissioned Wardrop
to independently review and analyze project economics, current mineral resources and valuation
estimates.
This Preliminary Assessment has been prepared independently from Anglo American plc (“Anglo
American”) and the Pebble Partnership. It must be noted that the Pebble Partnership continues to
undertake detailed engineering studies and project planning toward the completion of a Prefeasibility
Study for the Pebble Project, and that no decision has been taken by the Pebble Partnership to seek
permits for the project as described in this Preliminary Assessment. Recommendations within this
Preliminary Assessment will be provided to the Pebble Partnership to guide further technical and
engineering studies toward the completion of a Prefeasibility Study for the Pebble Project.
This Preliminary Assessment Technical Report conforms to the standards set out in National
Instrument 43-101 (NI 43-101) and is in compliance with Form 43-101.

1.1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Northern Dynasty is a mineral exploration and development company based in Vancouver, Canada,
2
with indirect interests in 592 mi of mineral claims in southwest Alaska, USA. Northern Dynasty’s
principal asset is a 50% interest in the Pebble Limited Partnership, owner of the Pebble Copper-GoldMolybdenum Project. The Pebble Project is an advanced-stage initiative to develop one of the most
important mineral resources in the world.
The Pebble Project consists of the Pebble deposit, surrounding mineral claims and a stream of
financing provided by Northern Dynasty’s project partner Anglo American US (Pebble) LLC (“Anglo
American”). Funds provided by Anglo American are currently being invested in comprehensive
exploration, engineering, environmental and socioeconomic programs toward the future development
of the Pebble Project. Anglo American is required to elect to continue its staged investment of $1.425 $1.5 billion to retain its 50% interest in the Pebble Partnership.
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Location Map for the Pebble Project

LAND STATUS AND PROJECT OWNERSHIP

The Pebble Project is located on state land designated for mineral exploration and development in the
Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska. The property lies approximately 200 miles southwest of
Anchorage, some 60 miles west of tidewater on Cook Inlet and 17 to 19 miles from the nearest
communities of Iliamna, Newhalen and Nondalton. The deposit is situated approximately
1,000 ft amsl, in an area characterized by tundra, gently rolling hills and the absence of permafrost.
Totalling 378,600 acres, Northern Dynasty’s indirect interests in the Pebble region forms a contiguous
block consisting of 3,108 located Alaska State mineral claims.
Northern Dynasty secured its initial interest in the Pebble Project through an Alaskan subsidiary in
2001. That year, Northern Dynasty obtained an option to acquire up to a 100% interest in the Pebble
property (consisting of the ‘Resource Lands’ that cover previously drilled areas of the Pebble deposit
and surrounding ‘Exploration Lands’) from Cominco America Incorporated (“Teck,” “Teck Cominco” or
“Cominco”) and a related party, the Hunter Dickinson Group Inc.
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By 2006, Northern Dynasty had completed payments and work requirements to acquire its 100%
interest in the ‘Resource Lands’ and the ‘Exploration Lands’, subject only to a net-profits interest held
by Teck on the ‘Exploration Lands.’ Teck currently retains a 4% pre-payback net-profits interest and a
5% after-payback net profits interest on any mine development within the ‘Exploration Lands’ portion
of the Pebble property only.
In July 2007, a wholly-owned affiliate of Northern Dynasty and a wholly owned subsidiary of Anglo
American plc established the Pebble Partnership. In order to retain its 50% interest in the Pebble
Partnership, Anglo American is required to elect to continue its staged investment of $1.425 to
$1.5 billion to advance the Pebble Project toward permitting and operations. Both Northern Dynasty
and Anglo American have equal and identical rights of management, operatorship and control in the
Pebble Partnership.
To the end of 2010, Anglo American has invested some $325 million of its $1.425 to $1.5 billion earn-in
to engineer, permit, construct and operate a modern, long-life mine at Pebble.
Figure 1.1.2

1.1.2

Vegetation and Topography of the Pebble Project

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT DEVELOPMENT CASES

This Preliminary Assessment presents an analysis of the potential economic value of the Pebble Project
based on the most recent resource model and engineering completed to a conceptual, pre-feasibility
and (in some cases) feasibility level of detail. Given the intensive technical, engineering,
environmental, permitting and socioeconomic study programs undertaken in support of the Pebble
Project since 2005, much of the analysis and supporting data in this Preliminary Assessment exceeds
that often found in reports of this type.
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While the mineral development project described in this Preliminary Assessment is considered to be
economically viable, technically feasible and permittable under existing regulatory standards in Alaska
and the United States, it must be noted that no decision has been taken by the Pebble Partnership to
seek permits for the project as described. Each of the three successive development cases presented in
this document is derived from engineering work conducted by the Pebble Partnership or Northern
Dynasty; however, the project description that the Pebble Partnership ultimately elects to submit for
permitting under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) may vary in a number of ways.
As noted, this Preliminary Assessment describes and assigns potential economic value for three
successive development cases:
1.

The Investment Decision Case (“IDC Case”), which describes an initial 25-year open pit mine
life upon which a decision to initiate mine permitting, construction and operations may be
based;

2.

The Reference Case, which is based on 45 years of open pit mine production; and

3.

The Resource Case, which is based on 78 years of open pit mine production and seeks to assess
the long-term value of the project in current dollars.

Phases of development beyond 25 years will require separate permitting and development decisions to
be made in the future, based on prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated experience
gained from developing and operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project.
Of the three development cases, the 25-year IDC Case is the most comprehensively engineered. It
seeks to mine near-surface ore for rapid payback, primarily in Measured and Indicated categories but
also including a small proportion of Inferred material in the western portion of the Pebble deposit.
Inferred resources comprise 16% of total ore mined. This initial phase of mining will process about two
billion tons of ore or less than 20% of the total Pebble mineral resource. As such, it is not considered to
be ideal for assessing the potential long-term economic value of the project.
(It should be noted that Inferred mineral resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the
application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and the evaluation of the
economic viability of the project. As such, there is currently no certainty that development cases
incorporating Inferred mineral resources can be realized).
The level of engineering applied to the 45-year Reference Case is similar to that in the 25-year IDC
Case, with the exception of detailed engineering associated with tailings storage after Year 25. This
extended phase of mining will process a total of some 3.8 billion tons of ore (or 32% of the total Pebble
mineral resource), primarily in Measured and Indicated categories in the western portion of the
deposit. Inferred resources in the eastern portion of the deposit comprise 28% of the total ore mined.
Wardrop has selected the 45-year Reference Case as the base case for this Preliminary Assessment due
to its enhanced level of development of the Pebble mineral resource within a timeframe that makes a
significant contribution to the project’s Net Present Value (NPV).
The valuation of the 45-year Reference Case for the Pebble Project, as presented in the Financial Analysis
section of this Preliminary Assessment, yields a 14.2% pre-tax internal rate of return (IRR), a 6.2-year
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payback on a $4.7 billion capital investment and a $6.1 billion pre-tax Net Present Value (NPV) at a 7%
discount rate at long-term metal prices. At current prevailing metal prices, the 45-year Reference Case
yields a 23.2% pre-tax IRR, a 3.2-year payback of initial capital investment and a $15.7 billion pre-tax NPV
at a 7% discount rate.
The valuation of the 45-year Reference Case for Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the Pebble Project
yields an 18.0% pre-tax and 15.4% post-tax IRR, a 4.7 year pre-tax and 5.3 year post-tax payback of initial
capital investment and a $3.6 billion pre-tax and 2.4 billion post-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate at longterm metal prices. At current prevailing metal prices, Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the Pebble
Project yields an 30.2% pre-tax and 25.1% post-tax IRR, a 2.6 year pre-tax and 3.1 year post-tax payback of
initial capital investment and an $8.3 billion pre-tax and $5.6 billion post-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate.
The 78-year Resource Case is based on a continuation of mining methods, costs and assumptions that
inform the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year Reference Case. By processing some 55% of the Pebble
mineral resource over eight decades, it is intended to demonstrate the longer-term economic value of
the Pebble Project. The 78-year Resource Case will process a total of some 6.5 billion tons of ore,
primarily in Measured and Indicated categories from both the western and eastern portions of the
Pebble deposit. Inferred resources comprise 33% of the total ore mined.
1.1.3

PROJECT PLANNING ALTERNATIVES

As noted, the development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment are based upon recent
engineering and project design work conducted by the Pebble Partnership and Northern Dynasty. The
Pebble Partnership continues to advance project planning initiatives as it works toward the
completion of a Prefeasibility Study for the Pebble Project, including efforts to engage project
stakeholders in the planning process. As such, the project description that the Pebble Partnership
ultimately elects to submit for permitting under NEPA could to differ from the development cases
presented in this document.
While it’s certain that near-surface mineral resources within the western portion of the Pebble deposit
will be most efficiently developed though open pit methods, underground mining (in particular, block
caving) remains an economically viable option at long-term metal prices for developing the deeper and
higher-grade resources in the eastern portion. Each of the three development cases described in this
Preliminary Assessment employ open pit mining methodologies only. However, it is expected that
additional underground investigations will be undertaken during the initial 25 years of production.
The potential remains for underground block caving to emerge as the preferred mining method for
subsequent phases of development at Pebble. While the economic evaluation of all three development
cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment is based on open pit mining only, a detailed
description of potential underground mine design, operations, production and costs is also provided.
As noted, phases of development beyond 25 years will require separate permitting and development
decisions to be made in the future, based on prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated
experience gained from developing and operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project. Given its size,
structure and polymetallic nature, the Pebble deposit presents a great deal of flexibility in near-term
and long-term development options.
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MINERAL RESOURCE ESTIMATES

When Northern Dynasty acquired its initial interest in the Pebble Project in 2001, known mineral
resources totalled some 1 billion tons in the near-surface western portion of the deposit. By 2005,
Northern Dynasty had defined a 4.58 billion ton (4.16 billion tonne) deposit that came to be known as
‘Pebble West’ or the Pebble West zone.
Subsequent exploration work determined that mineralization at Pebble extends eastward and deeper
into a higher-grade zone that came to be known as ‘Pebble East’ or the Pebble East zone. Between
2004 and 2009, exploration activity undertaken by Northern Dynasty and subsequently by the Pebble
Partnership increased the overall Pebble mineral resource to nearly 11.9 billion tons (10.8 billion
tonnes) – comprising 6.54 billion tons (5.94 billion tonnes) of Measured and Indicated resources and
5.33 billion tons (4.84 billion tonnes) of Inferred resources.
The Pebble deposit contains an estimated 55 billion lb copper, 67 million oz gold and 3.3 billion lb
molybdenum in Measured and Indicated categories, and 25 billion lb copper, 40 million oz gold and
2.3 billion lb molybdenum in the Inferred category. This resource estimate has been prepared utilizing
industry standard best-practice techniques refined over several years, and is informed by a database
that has been subject to third-party scrutiny of QA/QC performance since 2004.
Tonnages stated at 0.3% copper equivalent (CuEQ) cut-off. See Table 1.6.1 for further details and CuEQ
calculations.
1.1.5

MINE PLANNING

The Pebble Project will be a large industrial facility located within a vast region of Alaska notable for
its undeveloped wilderness, isolated and sparsely populated communities, Alaska Native culture and
traditional ways of life, significant salmon fisheries, and other fish and wildlife populations.
Since 2004, Northern Dynasty and subsequently the Pebble Partnership have undertaken a
comprehensive stakeholder outreach program to document the priorities and concerns of local
communities and area residents, and prepare them to participate in the process by which the Pebble
Project will be designed, permitted, built and operated. Concurrently, extensive baseline studies have
been undertaken to characterize the physical, chemical, biological and social environment of the
project area. These studies have resulted in a superior database, which – in characterizing the climate,
surface and groundwater hydrology, wetlands, terrestrial wildlife habitat, fish and aquatic habitat, and
marine habitat – has guided all aspects of project planning.
Since 2004, a broad range of development options for the Pebble Project have been evaluated to
accommodate the growing mineral resource, its location and the environmental and cultural
sensitivities of the region. Project planning elements include:
x

a mining plan;

x

process plant;

x

management of water and waste;

x

transportation corridors;
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deep-water port;

x

infrastructure; and

x

power supply.
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It should be noted that the Pebble Partnership continues to advance engineering and project design
initiatives toward the completion of a Prefeasibility Study for the Pebble Project. This effort will be
informed by input received from project stakeholders through public consultation exercises
undertaken in Alaska prior to the completion of a Prefeasibility Study and the submission of permit
applications.
1.1.6

MINE DEVELOPMENT

The current status of mine planning for the Pebble Project, as reflected in this Preliminary Assessment,
contemplates:
x

open pit mining utilizing conventional drill, blast and truck-haul methods, with an initial life
of 25 years and potential for mine extensions to 78 years and beyond;

x

a process plant with a nominal mill throughput of 200,000 tons per day, utilizing conventional
crush-grind-float technology and equipment, and secondary gold recovery;

x

various mine-site facilities and installations including: tailing storage; rock storage; a natural
gas-fired power plant; shop, office and camp buildings; and

x

pipeline and transportation infrastructure.

Figure 1.1.3

General Mine and Tailings Storage Facility Layout
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The 25-year IDC Case will allow for detailed engineering studies to determine if remaining high-grade
ore in the eastern portion of the deposit should be developed through open pit mining or underground
block caving methods.
Copper-gold concentrate produced on-site at Pebble will be transported via a slurry pipeline to a new
deep-water port on Cook Inlet. There it will be de-watered and bulk shipped to offshore smelters.
Other products of the process plant are: gold doré, which will be flown to market from Iliamna; and
molybdenum concentrate, which will be bagged and trucked to the port for shipment.
Process tailings will be stored behind purpose-built embankments during mining, and thereafter in the
pit. A Pebble mine life extension beyond 25 years will require a secondary tailings storage facility (TSF)
to be developed. Engineering to a preliminary level for alternate TSF sites with sufficient capacity to
receive mine tailings after 25 years has been completed; topographical and land status conditions in
the project area present a number of nearby siting opportunities. Phases of development beyond 25
years will require separate permitting and development decisions to be made in the future, based on
prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated experience gained from developing and
operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project.
Results of water balance studies indicate there will be a site-wide water surplus at the Pebble Project
over the life of the mine. Surplus water will be treated to meet prevailing regulatory standards for
water quality and the protection of aquatic life, and released to optimize downstream flow conditions
for fish and aquatic habitat.
1.1.7

INFRASTRUCTURE

An 86-mile transportation corridor will be developed to link the Pebble mine to a new deep-water port
on Cook Inlet, 66 miles to the east. About 80% of the transportation corridor is on private land owned
by various Alaska Native Village Corporations, with which the Pebble Partnership has existing
commercial partnerships. The balance of the transportation corridor is on land owned by the State of
Alaska.
The transportation corridor will include a two-lane, all-weather permanent access road. The primary
purpose of the road will be to transport freight by conventional highway tractors and trailers, although
critical elements of the design will be dictated by specific oversize and overweight loads associated
with project construction.
The transportation corridor will also include four buried, parallel pipelines, including:
x

a copper-gold concentrate slurry pipeline from the mine site to the port;

x

a return water pipeline from the port site to the mine;

x

a natural gas pipeline from the port site to the mine to fuel a natural gas-fired generating plant
at the mine site; and

x

a diesel fuel pipeline from the port site to the mine.
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Figure 1.1.4

Iliamna Airport

Figure 1.1.5

Transportation Corridor and Port Site 1 Location
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A permanent deep-water port (Port Site 1) will be developed at the entrance to Iniskin Bay on Cook
Inlet to serve as a product load-out facility, and to facilitate in-bound fuel, equipment and supply
shipments. On an annual basis, this port facility is designed to accommodate shipping of 1.1 million
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tons of concentrate in Handymax vessels of approximately 50,000 tons, as well as diesel fuel and
container barges of equipment and supplies.
Energy requirements for the Pebble Project will be met via a 378 MW combined-cycle natural gas-fired
turbine plant at the mine site, as well as an 8 MW natural gas-fired generation plant at the port site.
Meteorological data collected at Pebble has identified the potential for wind energy to support natural
gas-fired generation, and will be further explored in subsequent stages of project planning.
Current project planning assumes that the nearby Cook Inlet gasfield does not currently have adequate
natural gas supplies to meet project needs. Natural gas is planned to be sourced from other regions of
Alaska or imported as liquefied natural gas (LNG), transported by pipeline from the Kenai Peninsula
across Cook Inlet via a sea-bottom line to Port Site 1 and along the transportation corridor to the mine
site.
Diesel fuel will be transported via pipeline from the port fuel storage facility to the mine site. Besides
fuelling mobile mining equipment and other rolling stock, emergency electrical generators will also
operate on diesel fuel.
1.1.8

PROJECT WORKFORCE

Construction of the Pebble Project is projected to take four years, with a peak labour force of 2,080.
The operations workforce is projected to average 1,120 over the initial 25-year life of the mine, with
longer-term labour requirements to be determined by the mine development alternatives selected.
Both construction and operations workforces will be accommodated in project camps at the mine site
and the port site, and will work on a rotational basis. The Pebble Partnership has stated its intention to
maximize local and Alaskan hire at the Pebble Project, and is developing a workforce development
plan to accomplish this goal.
1.1.9

PRODUCTION PROFILES

The 25-year IDC Case will process 1.99 billion tons of ore with a strip ratio of 1.5: 1 and average grades
of 0.38% Cu, 0.012 oz Au/ton, 182 ppm Mo. Metallurgical recoveries average 86.6% for copper, 71.5%
for gold and 84.8% for molybdenum.
Over the life-of-mine, the 25-year IDC Case will produce some 12.9 Blb of copper, 16.4 Moz of gold and
616 Mlb of molybdenum, as well as 67 Moz of silver, 502,000 kg of rhenium and 385,000 oz of
palladium.
The 45-year Reference Case will process 3.8 billion tons of ore, with a strip ratio of 2.1:1 and average
grades of 0.46% Cu, 0.011 oz Au/ton and 214 ppm Mo. Metallurgical recoveries average 87.9% for
copper, 71.3% for gold and 87.9% for molybdenum.
Over the life-of-mine, the 45-year Reference Case will produce 30.5 Blb of copper, 30.3 Moz of gold and
1.4 Blb of molybdenum, as well as 140 Moz of silver, 1.2 Mkg of rhenium and 907,000 oz of palladium.
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The 78-year Resource Case will process 6.5 billion tons of ore, with a strip ratio of 2.6:1 and average
grades of 0.46% Cu, 0.011 oz Au/ton and 243 ppm Mo. Metallurgical recoveries average 88.4% for
copper, 71.2% for gold and 89.4% for molybdenum.
Over the life-of-mine, the 78-year Resource Case will produce 53.4 Blb of copper, 50.1 Moz of gold and
2.8 Blb of molybdenum, as well as 242 Moz of silver, 2.3 Mkg of rhenium and 1.59 Moz of palladium.
Table 1.1.1

Pebble Project – Summary of Production Results – All Cases
Item

Mine Life

Unit
years

Mining Method

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

25

45

78

Open Pit

Open Pit

Open Pit

Production Rate

M ton/year

80

84

84

Strip Ratio

waste : ore

1.5

2.1

2.6

M ton

1,990

3,767

6,528

Total Processed
% of M+I+I Resource

%

17

32

55

Copper Eq. Grade

%

0.72

0.83

0.84

Copper Grade
Gold Grade
Molybdenum Grade
Copper Recovery

%

0.38

0.46

0.46

oz/ton

0.012

0.011

0.011

ppm

182

214

243

%

86.6

87.9

88.4

Gold Recovery

%

71.5

71.3

71.2

Molybdenum Recovery

%

84.8

87.9

89.4

Copper Equivalent Recovered

Mlb

24,483

54,129

96,357

Copper Recovered

Mlb

12,944

30,494

53,437

Gold Recovered

k oz

16,391

30,307

50,133

Molybdenum Recovered

M lb

616

1,420

2,835

Peak Annual Copper Recovered

M lb

822

1,157

1,096

Peak Annual Gold Recovered

k oz

1,038

1,127

1,088

Peak Annual Molybdenum Recovered

M lb

43

56

62

Avg Annual Copper Recovered

M lb

518

678

685

Avg Annual Gold Recovered

k oz

656

673

643

Avg Annual Molybdenum Recovered

M lb

25

32

36

26% Cu Concentrate Produced

k dmt

22,582

53,200

93,225

52% Mo Concentrate Produced

k dmt

537

1,239

2,473

Note: By prescribed definition, “Mineral Resources” do not have demonstrated economic viability. Measured and Indicated
Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated with a level of confidence sufficient
to allow the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic
viability of the project. Inferred Mineral Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be
estimated on the basis of geological evidence and limited sampling and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and
grade continuity. Inferred Mineral Resources are considered too speculative to allow the application of technical and economic
parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the project. The mineral resources fall within a
volume or shell defined by long-term metal price estimates of US$2.50/lb for copper, US$900/oz for gold and US$25/lb for
molybdenum.
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FINANCIAL RESULTS

Economic valuations of the three development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment are
expressed in US dollars in real terms. The valuation date on which the NPV, IRR and other financial
results are based is at the commencement of project construction.
Long-term and current prevailing metal prices applied to the financial model for each of the
development cases are outlined in Table 1.1.2.
Table 1.1.2
Metal Type

Pebble Project – Metal Price Assumptions
Unit

Long-term Metal Prices

Current Prevailing Metal Prices

Copper

$/lb

2.50

4.00

Gold

$/oz

1,050

1,350

Molybdenum

$/lb

13.50

15.00

Silver

$/oz

15.00

28.00

Rhenium

$/kg

3,000

3,000

Palladium

$/oz

490

490

Annual cash flows are calculated and subsequently discounted at a rate of 7%. Market convention
generally uses a discount rate of 8% for copper and other base metal projects and 5% for gold and
other precious metal projects. Given the large contribution of gold to total revenue at the Pebble
Project, a 7% blended discount rate has been selected by Wardrop and is considered appropriate for
discounting the Pebble Project cash flows for discounted cash flow analysis purposes.
The discounted cash flow analysis for each of the three development cases provided below considers:
x

annual recovered metal production statistics, incorporating tonnage milled, head grades and
recoveries;

x

long-term metal prices for copper, gold, molybdenum, silver, rhenium and palladium as
above, adjusted to realize price levels by applying smelting, refining and concentrate transport
charges;

x

fixed and variable operating costs; and

x

initial and sustaining capital costs.

Based on these inputs and considerations, the economic valuation for each of the three Pebble Project
development cases at long-term metal prices are summarized below:
The 25-Year IDC Case achieves a pre-tax NPV of $3.8 billion, a pre-tax IRR of 13.4% and a payback
period of 6.5 years.
The 45-Year Reference Case achieves a pre-tax NPV of $6.1 billion, a pre-tax IRR of 14.2% and a payback
period of 6.2 years.
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The 78-Year Resource Case achieves a pre-tax NPV of $6.8 billion, a pre-tax IRR of 14.5% and a payback
period of 6.1 years.
The Pebble Project Financial Summary is outlined in Table 1.1.3. Financial results are also shows at
current prevailing metal prices.
Table 1.1.3

Pebble Project – Summary Financial Results – All Cases
Item

Mine Life

Unit

IDC Case

years

Mining Method

Reference Case

Resource Case

25

45

78

Open Pit

Open Pit

Open Pit

Initial Capital

$M

4,695

4,695

4,695

LOM Sustaining Capital

$M

3,204

6,140

11,727

LOM NSR

$M

54,637

120,197

213,970

NSR Per Ton

$/ton

27.45

31.91

32.78

LOM Operating Cost

$M

22,208

43,489

96,063

Operating Cost Per Ton

$/ton

11.16

11.55

14.72

C1 Copper Cost

$/lb

-0.10

-0.11

0.21

LOM Pre-Tax Net Cash Flow

$M

20,123

55,278

87,329

Long-term Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback

$M

3,837

6,129

6,812

%

13.4%

14.2%

14.5%

years

6.5

6.2

6.1

$M

11,410

15,709

16,864

%

22.6%

23.2%

23.3%

years

3.2

3.2

3.2

Current Prevailing Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback

Notes:
Long-term metal prices used for the financial analysis were $2.50/lb for copper, $1050/oz for gold, $13.50/lb for molybdenum
and $15.00/oz for silver. Current prevailing metal prices used for the financial analysis were $4.00/lb for copper, $1350/oz for
gold, $15.00/lb for molybdenum and $28.00/oz for silver.
Pre-tax results are before income taxes but after NPI royalty and local production taxes.
C1 Copper Cost is Copper Cash Cost (Operating Costs plus Realization Costs) after by-product credits.
By prescribed definition, “Mineral Resources” do not have demonstrated economic viability. Measured and Indicated Resources
are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated with a level of confidence sufficient to allow
the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the
project. Inferred Mineral Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated on the
basis of geological evidence and limited sampling and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and grade continuity.
Inferred Mineral Resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the application of technical and economic parameters
to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the project. The mineral resources fall within a volume or
shell defined by long-term metal price estimates of US$2.50/lb for copper, US$900/oz for gold and US$25/lb for molybdenum.

NORTHERN DYNASTY FINANCIAL RESULTS
Under the terms of the Pebble Limited Partnership Agreement, Anglo American is required to elect to
continue its staged investment of $1.425 to $1.5 billion in staged investments in order to retain its 50%
interest in the Pebble Project. If a feasibility study for the Pebble Project is completed after 2011, Anglo
American’s overall funding requirement increases from $1.425 billion to $1.5 billion. A significant
proportion of this earn-in contribution is expected to be applied to initial capital costs to construct the
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mine, thereby reducing Northern Dynasty’s capital requirement to maintain its 50% interest in the
project.
In order to calculate an NPV and IRR estimate for Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the Pebble
Project under this earn-in scenario, it is necessary to adjust Northern Dynasty’s share of initial capital
costs. For the purpose of this calculation, it is assumed that $1 billion of Anglo American’s current
funding commitment will be applied to the Pebble Project’s capital cost for construction.
Based on the same financial inputs and considerations described in the ‘Financial Results’ section
above, as well as Northern Dynasty’s reduced capital requirements, the economic valuation of
Northern Dynasty’s interest in each of the three development cases are summarized below:
The 25-Year IDC Case achieves a pre-tax NPV of $2.4 billion, a pre-tax IRR of 17.3% and a payback
period of 4.9 years for Northern Dynasty’s interest.
The 45-Year Reference Case achieves a pre-tax NPV of $3.6 billion, a pre-tax IRR of 18.0% and a
payback period of 4.7 years for Northern Dynasty’s interest.
The 78-Year Resource Case achieves a pre-tax NPV of $3.9 billion, a pre-tax IRR of 18.4% and a payback
period of 4.6 years for Northern Dynasty’s interest.
The Northern Dynasty financial results for the Pebble Project are outlined in Table 1.1.4
Table 1.1.4

Northern Dynasty – Summary Financial Results – All Cases
Item

Mine Life

Unit
years

Mining Method

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

25

45

78

Open Pit

Open Pit

Open Pit

Long-term Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback

$M

2,403

3,550

3,891

%

17.3%

18.0%

18.4%

years

4.9

4.7

4.6

Current Prevailing Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback

$M

6,190

8,339

8,917

%

29.5%

30.2%

30.4%

years

2.7

2.6

2.6

Notes:
Long-term metal prices used for the financial analysis were $2.50/lb for copper, $1,050/oz for gold, $13.50/lb for molybdenum,
and $15.00/oz for silver. Current prevailing metal prices used for the financial analysis were $4.00/lb for copper, $1,350/oz for
gold, $15.00/lb for molybdenum, and $28.00/oz for silver.
Pre-tax results are before income taxes but after NPI royalty and local production taxes.
By prescribed definition, “Mineral Resources” do not have demonstrated economic viability. Measured and Indicated Resources
are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated with a level of confidence sufficient to allow
the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the
project. Inferred Mineral Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated on the
basis of geological evidence and limited sampling and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and grade continuity.
Inferred Mineral Resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the application of technical and economic parameters
to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the project. The mineral resources fall within a volume or
shell defined by long-term metal price estimates of US$2.50/lb for copper, US$900/oz for gold and US$25/lb for molybdenum.
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PEBBLE PROJECT FINANCIAL RESULTS
Pre-tax cash flows for the Pebble Project for the 45-year Reference Case are illustrated in Figure 1.1.6
for both long-term and current prevailing metal prices.
Figure 1.1.6

Pebble Project – 45-year Reference Case Pre-Tax Cash Flows

Production of 26% copper-gold concentrate, along with copper and gold metal, for the 45-year
Reference Case is shown in Figure 1.1.7.
Figure 1.1.7

Pebble Project – 45-year Reference Case Copper-Gold Concentrate Production
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Gold in doré production from the gold plant is shown in Figure 1.1.8.
Figure 1.1.8 Pebble Project – 45-year Reference Case Gold in Doré Production

The production of 52% molybdenum concentrate and molybdenum metal for the 45-year Reference
Case are shown in Figure 1.1.9.
Figure 1.1.9 Pebble Project – 45-year Reference Case Molybdenum Concentrate Production
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Annual production tonnages and strip ratio for the 45-year Reference Case are illustrated in
Figure 1.1.10.
Figure 1.1.10

1.2

Pebble Project – 45-year Reference Case Tons Milled and Strip Ratio

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Pebble deposit is located in southwest Alaska at latitude 59°53'45" N and longitude 155°17'44" W, as
shown in Figure 1.2.1. The project area is characterized by tundra, gently rolling hills (Figure 1.2.2) and
the absence of permafrost. Several periods of glaciation have rounded the topography and filled the
valley bottoms with glacial debris, moraines and lake-bottom sediments. The surface elevation over
the deposit ranges from 800 to 1,200 ft amsl, while the surrounding mountains reach 3,000 to
4,000 ft amsl.
Year-round access to the Pebble Project is currently achieved via air travel from Anchorage to the
village of Iliamna, which is served by two 5,000-ft airstrips. The deposit area lies 17 miles to the
northwest of Iliamna and is accessed via helicopter, although local transportation infrastructure
includes paved roads and barging on Lake Iliamna.
The planned access route from the mine site to Cook Inlet parallels the north shore of Lake Iliamna
and follows similar terrain for approximately 50 to 60 road miles until reaching steeper hillsides near
the village of Pedro Bay. After crossing gentler terrain around the northeast end of Iliamna Lake, the
transportation route crosses the Chignit Mountains of the Aleutian Range to Cook Inlet.
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Pebble Project Location – Southwest Alaska

Figure 1.2.2

Drill Rig over the Pebble Deposit
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The climate in the deposit area is transitional. It is more continental in winter because of frozen water
bodies and sea ice in Bristol Bay and more maritime in summer due to the influence of the open water
of Iliamna Lake and, to a lesser extent, the Bering Sea and Cook Inlet. Mean monthly temperatures
range from about 55°F (13°C) in July/August to 2°F (-17°C) in March.
The Pebble Project area is isolated and sparsely populated. It lies almost completely within the Lake
and Peninsula Borough, which has a population of about 1,500 persons in 17 communities. The nearest
communities are located 17 – 19 miles to the southeast (Iliamna and Newhalen) and northeast
(Nondalton) of the Pebble deposit. Pedro Bay lies some 40 miles east along the road route to the port.
None of the local villages has more than 250 full-time residents.

1.3

TENURE, SURFACE RIGHTS AND AGREEMENTS
2

Northern Dynasty holds indirect interests in 592 mi (378,600 acres) of mineral claims in southwest
Alaska (see Figure 1.3.1). These include:
x

2,043 claims covering 330 mi (210,840 acres) held by the Pebble Partnership through
subsidiaries Pebble East Claims Corporation and the Pebble West Claims Corporation
(including the Pebble deposit);

x

95 claims covering 24 mi (15,200 acres) held by a wholly-owned subsidiary of Northern
Dynasty;

x

542 claims covering 136 mi (86,720 acres) held by Full Metal Minerals (USA) Inc., which the
Pebble Partnership may acquire; and

x

428 mineral claims covering 102.9 mi (65,840 acres) held by Liberty Star Uranium and Metals
Corp., in which Northern Dynasty has entered into an agreement to earn an interest.

2

2

2

2

The Pebble Partnership is acquiring the right to earn a 60% interest in Full Metal’s mineral claims by
incurring exploration expenditures of at least $3 million over three years, plus other considerations.
The Pebble Partnership will also have the right to purchase certain claims outright.
Northern Dynasty has the right to earn a 60% interest in Liberty Star’s mineral claims by incurring
exploration expenditures of $10 million over six years.
State of Alaska assessment requirements and rental fees for 2010 have been met for all noted mineral
claims.
Neither Northern Dynasty nor the Pebble Partnership holds surface rights. Surface rights are acquired
from the State of Alaska once areas required for mine development have been determined and permits
awarded. None of the listed properties presents environmental liabilities.
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Pebble Property Claim Map

1.4

GEOLOGY AND EXPLORATION

1.4.1

HISTORY

In the mid-1980s, Cominco began reconnaissance exploration in the Pebble region, leading to the
discovery of both the Sill prospect and the Pebble discovery outcrop. Drilling on the Pebble deposit
began in 1988 and continued through 1997 with a total of 117 holes completed totalling 62,930 ft.
During this time, baseline environmental, engineering, and preliminary economic studies were
initiated.
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Since 2001 Northern Dynasty and subsequently the Pebble Partnership have staked additional claims,
conducted further geochemical and geophysical surveys and completed 698,296 ft of drilling
delineating the Pebble deposit, as well as 169,151 ft of drilling elsewhere on the property. This work has
resulted in a significant expansion of the western portion of the Pebble deposit, and the discovery of a
higher-grade zone to the east. Extensive engineering, baseline environmental studies and stakeholder
engagement work has been ongoing during this time.
1.4.2

GEOLOGY

Southwest Alaska is composed of an assemblage of northeast-trending tectonostratigraphic terranes
that amalgamated southward in response to long-lived, northeast- to northwest-directed subduction,
beginning in the Late Paleozoic (Goldfarb, 1997). The Pebble district is located within the Kahiltna
Terrane, just northwest of its contact with the Peninsular Terrane to the southeast. This part of the
Kahiltna is dominated by Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous basinal turbidites, which were deposited in
a narrow basin aligned with the subduction suture zone against the continental (Alaska) side of the
Wrangellia volcanic arc terrane. The Wrangellia and Kahiltna terranes docked to Alaska in the
Cretaceous Period.
The Pebble property comprises Jura-Cretaceous to Eocene igneous and sedimentary rocks
(Figure 1.4.1). Jura-Cretaceous flysch and interbedded mafic to intermediate volcanic flows and tuffs
were intruded at about 96 Ma by subalkalic diorite and granodiorite sills along with alkalic pyroxenite,
monzodiorite, monzonite and syenomonzonite. Granodiorite of the Kaskanak batholith was emplaced
at about 90 Ma, accompanied by smaller, coeval bodies of granodiorite which are related to at least
some stages of porphyry copper-gold-molybdenum and other styles of intrusion-related mineralization
in the eastern part of the district, including the Pebble deposit. The district was subjected to extensive
erosion, and sedimentary and volcanic strata were deposited sometime between about 89 and 65 Ma.
Eocene (~46 Ma) volcanic rocks overlie the older units. Low-lying parts of the district are covered by
thin fluvio-glacial sediments.
The Pebble deposit is a calc-alkalic copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry deposit which formed in
association with granodiorite intrusions emplaced at about 90 Ma. The deposit comprises the
contiguous Pebble West and Pebble East zones. Mineralization is associated with several coalescing
hydrothermal centres formed around small granodiorite stocks which intruded Jura-Cretaceous flysch,
diorite and granodiorite sills, and alkalic intrusions and associated breccias. Pebble West extends to
surface. Mineralization in the Pebble East zone occurs within a granodiorite stock, and in surrounding
flysch cut by granodiorite sills, and is overlain by east-thickening, post-mineralization volcanic and
sedimentary strata. The mineralization at Pebble East is deeper and higher grade than that in Pebble
West (Figure 1.4.2).
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Figure 1.4.1

District Geology of the Pebble Project

Figure 1.4.2

Pebble Deposit East-West Cross Section

West
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MINERALIZATION

Mineralization in the Pebble East and Pebble West zones precipitated during formation of early
K-silicate alteration and associated quartz-sulphide veins. Additional gold-copper mineralization
precipitated in the eastern part of Pebble East during a structurally-controlled overprint by advanced
argillic alteration. Mineralization is dominated by hypogene pyrite, chalcopyrite and molybdenite.
Bornite is also an important component in some parts of the Pebble East zone. The Pebble West zone
has a thin, volumetrically subordinate zone of supergene mineralization and a very minor zone of
oxide mineralization. The Pebble East zone contains only hypogene mineralization.
Copper-gold-molybdenum mineralization, as currently known, extends over an east-west elongated
area of 2.8 x 1.9 mi (4.9 x 3.3 km), and to a depth of 2,000 ft (610 m) in the Pebble West zone and to at
least 5,000 ft (1,525 m) in the Pebble East zone (Figure 1.4.3 and Figure 1.4.4). Mineralization in the
Pebble East zone remains open to the east, north and south. A much larger zone of strong alteration
and low-grade mineralization extends north, south and west of the known Pebble deposit.
Mineralization in the Pebble West zone is mostly hypogene but also includes minor oxide (leached)
and supergene zones. The leached zone forms a cap at the top of the Pebble West zone and is
generally less than 100 ft thick. In general, most copper has been leached, whereas gold remains
essentially intact. Locally, very minor malachite, chrysocolla, native copper and/or other secondary
copper minerals are present. This zone immediately overlies a supergene zone, which can be several
hundred feet thick and contains variable amounts of chalcocite, covellite and relict hypogene
chalcopyrite. Mineralization in the Pebble East zone is entirely hypogene, without evidence of leaching
or paleo-supergene effects below the unconformity with the cover sequence. There is no supergene
mineralization in Pebble East below the Tertiary unconformity and non-mineralized overlying rocks.
The vast majority of mineralization in both the Pebble West and Pebble East zones is hypogene. There
are two distinct assemblages of hypogene mineralization – chalcopyrite-dominated hypogene and
replacement bornite hypogene. The chalcopyrite-dominated hypogene is the most common hypogene
mineral assemblage and occurs in all but certain parts of the Pebble East zone, as described below. It
contains chalcopyrite as the only significant copper mineral. The second type of hypogene
mineralization occurs in the upper part of the south half of the Pebble East zone. In this portion of the
deposit, the chalcopyrite-dominated hypogene mineralization which precipitated during early Ksilicate alteration has been partially replaced by a variable assemblage of hypogene bornite, digenite,
covellite, tennantite-tetrahedrite and/or minor enargite related to advanced argillic alteration.
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Figure 1.4.3

Plan View of Relative Mineralization Concentration of the Pebble Deposit
(Grade Calculated as CuEQ)

Figure 1.4.4

Cross-section A-A' of Pebble Deposit Showing Grade as CuEQ
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EXPLORATION HISTORY AND TARGETS

Numerous compelling exploration targets exist within the Pebble property claim boundary.
Immediately adjacent to the Pebble deposit and east of the resource bounding ZG1 fault is the highgrade intersection in drill hole 6348 (949 ft at 1.92% CuEQ comprised of 1.24% Cu, 0.74 g/t Au, and
0.042% Mo; see Table 1.6.1 for details of CuEQ calculations.). The area to the east of this intersection
remains completely open (Figure 1.4.5).
Figure 1.4.5

East-West Section across DDH 6348

Outside of the Pebble deposit, two seasons of exploration drilling have identified numerous zones of
copper, gold, molybdenum and silver mineralization on the property. These include the ‘No. 1’ gold
showing, the ‘25 zone’, the ‘52 Porphyry zone’, the ‘308 Porphyry zone’, the ‘37 Skarn zone’ and the ‘65
zone’. In addition, several zones of strong alteration and elevated levels of copper-molybdenum or
gold-zinc-silver indicate new separate porphyry style mineralizing centres have been intersected.
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Geological, geochemical and geophysical surveys have been conducted in the Pebble Project area by
Cominco between 1985 and 1997, by Northern Dynasty between 2001 and 2007, and since mid-2007 by
the Pebble Partnership. The property has been mapped geologically at a scale of 1:10,000, and a
detailed map based on drill hole data has been constructed for the Pebble deposit area.
Figure 1.4.6

Pebble Property Mineral Occurrences and IP Map

Dipole-dipole IP surveys covering 95 line-miles (153 km) have been completed on the property since
1988. A broad chargeability anomaly covering 35 mi2 (91 km2) and comprised of 11 distinct higher
chargeability centres encompasses known mineralization on the property. Ground and airborne
magnetometer surveys have also been completed over the property, as well as a magnetotelluric
survey. The magnetotelluric survey was undertaken in 2007 and covered a total of 2,386 line-miles
(3,840 km) in two flight block configurations:
x

a regional block covering an area of about 19 x 7.5 mi (30 x 12 km) at a line spacing of 0.9 miles
(1.5 km);

x

a more detailed block which covered the Pebble property using a line spacing of 820 ft
(250 m); and,

x

In 2010, a 6,452 line-km airborne ZTEM and magnetometer geophysics was completed.
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A total of 7,337 geochemical samples were collected by Cominco between 1988 and 1995. Northern
Dynasty collected an additional 1,026 soil samples between 2001 and 2003. These sampling programs
have outlined high-contrast, coincident anomalies in gold, copper, molybdenum and other metals in
an area that measures 9 km (5.6 mi) north-south by up to 4 km (2.5 mi) east-west, with strong but
smaller anomalies in several outlying zones. No geochemical surveys have been completed since 2003.

1.5

DRILLING, SAMPLING AND DATA VERIFICATION

1.5.1

DRILLING

Extensive drilling has taken place at the Pebble Project over 15 different years. A total of 948,638 ft
(289,145 m) has been drilled in 1,158 holes on the Pebble property to October 2010 as summarized in
Table 1.5.1.
Reconnaissance exploration by Cominco in the Pebble area in 1986 was a continuation of regional
exploration initiated in the mid-1980s. Examination and sampling of several color anomalies in 1987
yielded the Pebble discovery outcrop, which was of uncertain affinity. The 1988 exploration program
included the drilling of 24 diamond drill holes at the Sill epithermal gold prospect, soil sampling,
geological mapping and the drilling of two diamond drill holes on the Pebble target. Work continued
in 1989, with an expanded soil sampling program, an IP survey and the completion of 12 diamond drill
holes at the Pebble target and 15 additional holes at the Sill prospect. Although limited in scope, the IP
survey displayed a response characteristic of a large porphyry copper system. This interpretation was
validated by subsequent drilling at the Pebble target, which intercepted long intervals of porphyrystyle copper and gold mineralization. In 2004, drilling by Northern Dynasty identified a significant,
new porphyry centre on the eastern side of the Pebble deposit (the Pebble East zone) beneath a cover
of non-mineralized Tertiary rocks that becomes progressively thicker to the east.
All drill collars have been surveyed using either differential GPS or total station measurements, and a
digital terrain model for the site has been generated by photogrammetric methods. All post-Cominco
drill holes have been surveyed down hole, typically using a single shot magnetic gravimetric tool. A
total of 940 holes are drilled vertically (-90 degrees) and 218 are inclined from -42 to -85 degrees at
various azimuths.
Table 1.5.1

Summary of Drilling in the Pebble Region to October 2010
Area

No. of
Holes

Length
(ft)

Length
(m)

Cominco

Pebble Deposit

117

62,930

19,181

Cominco

Rest of Property

47

12,811

3,905

Northern Dynasty /Pebble Partnership

Pebble Deposit

484

698,296

212,841

Northern Dynasty /Pebble Partnership

Rest of Property

503

169,151

51,557

FMM

Rest of Property

7

5,450

1,661

1,158

948,638

289,145

Company

Total
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Location of Drill Holes – Pebble Region

Of the core drilled since 2002, 52% is 2.5” (63.5 mm) HQ, 38% is 1.875” (47.6 mm) NQ and 10% is 3.35”
(85 mm) PQ diameter. Core recovery is generally very good. As measured since 2004 on a drill run
basis, it averages 98% for Cretaceous rocks used in the mineral resource estimate. Almost 70% of
Cretaceous rock intervals in the study have core recoveries of 100%. Overburden in delineation and
infill drill holes is typically drilled by tricone bit with no core recovery; however, overburden is
recovered by triple-tube coring in some engineering holes. A relatively small amount of reverse
circulation drilling has been undertaken in certain hydrology monitoring holes.
1.5.2

SAMPLING METHOD AND APPROACH

Core logging and processing are carried out in a secure compound at the Pebble Project site office in
Iliamna by, or under the supervision of, site geologists and/or engineers. Core processing includes the
recording of geological parameters, including rock type, alteration, veins, mineralization and structure;
geotechnical data on fractures, joints, veins, faults, RQD, rock hardness and related physical
characteristics; density measurements approximately every 100 ft (30 m); and photography of each box
of drill core.
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All Cretaceous core intervals since 2002 and all Tertiary waste rock intervals drilled and recovered
since early 2004 have been sampled and assayed. Samples of Cretaceous drill core have been taken by
sawing the core in half lengthwise and typically average 10 ft (3 m) in length. Tertiary waste rock
samples and some Cretaceous samples from metallurgical drill holes have generally been taken by a
20% off-centre saw method. Tertiary samples typically range up to 20 ft (6.1 m) in length. All samples
are sent to independent third-party laboratory ALS Minerals (formerly Chemex) for preparation and
analysis, except in 1997 and 2003 when they were sent to Cominco Exploration Research and SGS
Minerals laboratories respectively. The core remaining after sampling for geochemical analysis is
archived in a secure compound located near the logging facility.
1.5.3

SAMPLE PREPARATION, ANALYSIS AND SECURITY

As the Pebble Project has progressed, chemical analysis methods, quality assurance and quality control
(QA/QC) and sample security procedures have also progressed to meet industry standards of the day.
Drill core is boxed and depth markers inserted at the drill site. The core is transported daily from the
drill rig by helicopter to a secure compound adjacent to the Iliamna airport, where core is logged and
sampled. Since 2002, split core samples have been shipped by air charter from Iliamna to Anchorage,
and then by commercial air freight to Fairbanks where it is delivered to the sample preparation
laboratory. After preparation, samples are shipped by commercial air freight to the analytical
laboratory.
The following protocol for preparation of samples for analysis has been in place since 2004:
x

dry, weigh and crush entire sample to 70% <10 mesh (2 mm), split either a 1,000 g (Cretaceous)
or 250 g (Tertiary) sub-sample and pulverize to 95% <200 mesh (75 ϛm).

Similar sample preparation procedures were employed prior to 2004. Since 2002, copper,
molybdenum, silver and several additional elements have been determined by multi-element analysis
by ICP-AES/MS after acid digestion. Prior to 2002, Cominco used a combination of single element
Aqua Regia digestion AAS determinations and multi-element ICP-AES. In all cases, fire assay, with
AAS or gravimetric finish, has been used for the determination of gold.
1.5.4

DATA VERIFICATION

Northern Dynasty implemented and maintained an effective QA/QC system consistent with industry
best practice. This system has been continuously maintained under the Pebble Partnership. This
program is in addition to the QA/QC procedures used internally by the analytical laboratories.
Since 2004, the Pebble QA/QC program has been overseen by independent specialist consultants
providing ongoing monitoring, facility inspection and timely reporting on the performance of
standards, blanks and duplicates in the drill hole sampling and analytical program. The results of this
program indicate that analytical results are of a high quality suitable for use in detailed modelling and
resource evaluation studies.
Standard reference materials have been inserted into the Cretaceous rock sample stream in the field at
a rate of approximately one sample for every 20 since 2002. Standard performance has been monitored
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over time against the concentration of the control elements. In 2008, a set of ten matrix-matched
certified reference materials were produced from Pebble drill core rejects specifically for the purpose of
analytical control of copper, gold, molybdenum and silver. These Pebble specific standards have been
in use since 2009.
Random duplicate samples have been taken since 1989 for inter-laboratory (or intra-laboratory)
duplicate analysis. From 2004 onward, the samples to be duplicated have been split from the coarse
reject at a rate of one sample in 20 by ALS Minerals in Fairbanks and forwarded to Acme Analytical in
Vancouver for pulverization and analysis by similar methods to those used by the primary laboratory.
The approximately 2,000 coarse reject, inter-laboratory duplicate assay results from 2004 to 2009
match reasonably well; the correlation coefficients are 0.96 for gold, 0.98 for copper and 0.98 for
molybdenum.
Density measurements have been made at 100 ft (30 m) intervals within continuous rock units by the
water submersion method since 2003.
During the 2008 and 2009 field seasons, all holes drilled at the Pebble Project since inception in 1988
were resurveyed to obtain a complete set of consistently acquired collar survey data. The re-surveys
were taken to the top of tundra over the centre of the drill hole. Where a drill hole could not be
located, the resurveyed coordinate was taken at the original drill collar location and the elevation reestablished in the new system.
Compiled drill data has been subject to validation and verification reviews since 2001. This includes
work done independently by Norwest in 2004, on an ongoing basis between 2002 and 2009 by
Northern Dynasty and the Pebble Partnership, and through independent analytical monitoring by
consultants since 2004.
A significant amount of diligence and analytical QA/QC for copper, gold and molybdenum has been
completed on samples used in the February 2010 mineral resource estimate. This work indicates that
the copper, gold and molybdenum analytical results are acceptable for use in geological and resource
modelling of the Pebble deposit.
Wardrop believes that the copper, gold and molybdenum analytical results are acceptable for use in
geological and resource modelling for the Pebble deposit.
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Location of Drill Holes – Pebble Deposit Area

MINERAL RESOURCE ESTIMATION AND HISTORY

Initial estimates of mineral resources within the Pebble deposit were made by Cominco. Subsequently,
Northern Dynasty reported mineral resource estimates for the Pebble West zone based on work
undertaken in 2002, 2003 and 2004, and for the Pebble East zone based on work undertaken in 2005
and 2006. Northern Dynasty also reported a mineral resource estimate for the Pebble East zone based
on work undertaken by the Pebble Partnership in 2007. In December 2008, an estimate of total
mineral resources for the entire Pebble deposit (including both Pebble East and Pebble West) was
announced based on drilling up to June 2008.
The current Pebble mineral resource estimate represents the culmination of seven years of geological
and geostatistical analysis and is based on drill data to September 2009. Principal economic metals
estimated into the blocks are copper, gold and molybdenum. The updated mineral resources are
reported within a defined volume at various cut-off grades (see Table 1.6.1).
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Current Pebble Project Resources (February, 2010)
CuEQ (%)

Mt

Cu (%)

Au (g/t)

Mo (ppm)

Cu (Blb)

Au (Moz)

Mo (Blb)

CuEQ (Blb)

0.30

0.65

527

0.33

0.35

178

3.8

5.9

0.21

7.6

0.40

0.66

508

0.34

0.36

180

3.8

5.9

0.20

7.4

0.60

0.77

277

0.40

0.42

203

2.4

3.7

0.12

4.7

1.00

1.16

27

0.62

0.62

301

0.4

0.5

0.02

0.7

0.30

0.80

5,414

0.43

0.35

257

51.3

60.9

3.07

95.5

0.40

0.85

4,891

0.46

0.36

268

49.6

56.6

2.89

91.7

0.60

1.00

3,391

0.56

0.41

301

41.9

44.7

2.25

74.8

1.00

1.30

1,422

0.77

0.51

342

24.1

23.3

1.07

40.7

Measured

Indicated

Measured + Indicated
0.30

0.78

5,942

0.42

0.35

250

55.0

66.9

3.28

102.2

0.40

0.83

5,399

0.45

0.36

260

53.6

62.5

3.09

98.8

0.60

0.98

3,668

0.55

0.41

293

44.5

48.3

2.37

79.2

1.00

1.29

1,449

0.76

0.52

341

24.3

24.2

1.09

41.2

0.30

0.53

4,835

0.24

0.26

215

25.6

40.4

2.29

56.5

0.40

0.66

2,845

0.32

0.30

259

20.1

27.4

1.62

41.4

0.60

0.89

1,322

0.48

0.37

289

14.0

15.7

0.84

25.9

1.00

1.20

353

0.69

0.45

379

5.4

5.1

0.29

9.3

Inferred

Note 1: Copper equivalent calculations for this resource estimate used metal prices of US$1.85/lb for copper, US$902/oz for gold
and US$12.50/lb for molybdenum, and metallurgical recoveries of 85% for copper 69.6% for gold, and 77.8% for molybdenum in
the Pebble West area and 89.3% for copper, 76.8% for gold, 83.7% for Mo in the Pebble East area. Revenue is calculated for each
metal based on grades, recoveries and selected metal prices: accumulated revenues are then divided by the revenue at 1% Cu.
Recoveries for gold and molybdenum are normalized to the copper recovery as shown below:
CuEQ (Pebble West) = Cu % + (Au g/t x 69.6%/85% x 29.00/40.79) + (Mo % x 77.8%/85% x 75.58/40.79)
CuEQ (Pebble East) = Cu% + (Au g/t x 76.8%/89.3% x 29.00/40.79)+ (Mo % x 83.7%/89.3% x 5.58/40.79)
Note 2: By prescribed definition, “Mineral Resources” do not have demonstrated economic viability. Measured and Indicated
Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated with a level of confidence sufficient
to allow the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic
viability of the project. Inferred Mineral Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be
estimated on the basis of geological evidence and limited sampling and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and
grade continuity. Inferred Mineral Resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the application of technical and
economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the project. The mineral resources
fall within a volume or shell defined by long-term metal price estimates of US$2.50/lb for copper, US$900/oz for gold and
US$25/lb for molybdenum.
Note 3: For bulk underground mining, cut-offs such as 0.60% CuEQ, are typically used for porphyry deposit bulk underground
mining operations at copper porphyry deposits located around the world. A 0.30% CuEQ cut-off is considered to be comparable
to that used for porphyry deposit open pit mining operations in the Americas. All mineral resource estimates and cut-offs are
subject to a feasibility study.
Note 4: CIM definitions were followed for classification of Mineral Resources
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For the current resource model, the Pebble deposit has been partitioned into domains of like statistical
characteristics based on grade, lithology and alteration for copper, Au and Mo. These domains have
then been modified by:
x

the East/West-trending, post-ore ZE normal fault which displaces mineralized Cretaceous
rock up to 1,000 ft sub-vertically;

x

the unconformity surface marking the boundary between the Cretaceous and overlying
unmineralized Tertiary rock;

x

a North-South-trending ‘East-West Divide,’ which marks a slight change in the dip of the
mineralized package; and,

x

in the case of copper only, a volume encompassing leached material and a volume
encompassing supergene material.

All domains, with the exception of the East-West Divide, are respected as hard boundaries for sample
search strategies and block interpolation.
Raw drill hole data has been capped using outlier analysis, and composited and coded to 50 ft lengths
within domain boundaries. Variograms have been constructed for each domain and modelled using
Supervisor© software. Copper, gold and molybdenum grades have been interpolated into 75 ft x 75 ft x
50 ft blocks by ordinary kriging using a three pass approach in which search ranges are successively
increased. Grades and other metrics have also been estimated into the model for metallurgical,
comminution or environmental purposes.
Estimated blocks have been assigned a provisional mineral resource classification based largely on
average distance to drill holes. Criteria for assignment are as follows:
x

blocks within 600 ft laterally and 300 ft vertically from a drill hole have been provisionally
classed as Inferred;

x

blocks for which the average distance to the nearest three holes is less than or equal to 500 ft
have been provisionally classed as Indicated; and

x

blocks for which the average distance to the nearest three holes is less than or equal to 250 ft
have been provisionally classed as Measured.

Classifications have been manually adjusted to eliminate isolated blocks of one classification
surrounded by blocks of another. Wireframe models have been constructed which enclose the main
volumes of each classification, and these wireframes have been used to assign the class codes within
them.
A rigorous test of the potential for economic extraction has been applied to the mineralization in the
form of a pit optimization study. Those blocks not contained within this volume have been eliminated
from the resource tabulation.
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MINING

Open pit mining plans have been prepared for each of the three Pebble Project development cases
presented in this Preliminary Assessment, including the 25-year IDC Case, the 45-year Reference Case
and the 78-year Resource Case. These designs incorporate extensive geotechnical investigations and
include pre-production stripping, haul road locations and principal phases of mining. The starter pit
shells, as well as those for each of the development cases are shown in Figure 1.7.1.
Figure 1.7.1

Pit Shells for All Development Cases

25-Year IDC Case

Starter Pits 1E 1W

45-Year Reference Case

78-Year Resource Case

Mine schedules have been developed for the life-of-mine in each development case, setting out
volumes of waste and ore mined, densities, tons, dilution, grades of contained metals (copper, gold,
molybdenum) and material hardness. A key aspect of these schedules is the annual plant throughput
tonnage, which is defined by the grindability of the ore. The rate of ore production in any given year is
derived by that tonnage which utilizes all available energy for which the plant has been designed
(909 GWh/a). The maximum processing rate has been limited to 275,000 tons per day as determined
by the SAG mill hydraulic limit. Accordingly, the annual production rate fluctuates over the mine life
as the hardness of the ore varies, particularly the amount of softer Pebble East ore increases. The
average production rate in the 25-Year IDC Case will be 218,000 tons per day, a figure which increases
to 229,000 tons per day in both the 45-year Reference Case and in the 78-year Resource Case.
Open pit mine schedules for the 25-year IDC Case, the 45-year Reference Case and the 78-year
Resource Case provide input to the financial analysis in this Preliminary Assessment; however,
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underground mining of the eastern portion of the Pebble deposit remains a viable development
option. Ongoing studies indicate that block caving is a feasible mining method for the higher-grade
resources in the Pebble East zone. Underground development schedules, production schedules and
capital and operating costs for a block cave mining rate of 150,000 tons per day have been prepared.
1.7.1

OPEN PIT MINING

OPEN PIT GEOTECHNICAL
Geotechnical investigations to aid in pit designs have been conducted at the Pebble Project site
between 2004 and 2008. These investigations include 215 drill holes, 320 test pits, 35 seismic lines and
an aerial photographic interpretation of the project site.
The slope geometry for an open pit mine can typically be described in terms of bench geometry, interramp slope angle and overall slope angle. An overall slope angle of 39° has been used for the pit
optimization.
For the 25-year IDC Case, mining will be initiated with progression through two phases – East and
West. Mining will continue in both areas until the final West pit bottom is reached; thereafter, mining
will continue in the East pit only. Subsequent pit phases have been designed for mining up to and
including the 45-year Reference Case and the 78-year Resource Case.
Figure 1.7.2

Cross Section Showing Open Pit Phase Sequence
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Open Pit Phase Sequence at 0 ft amsl

OPEN PIT OPERATION AND EQUIPMENT
Key operating assumptions for open pit mining of the Pebble deposit include:
x

350 days of operation per year;

x

two 12-hour shifts per day;

x

two meal breaks per shift (one 40 minutes and one 20 minutes);

x

five days per year lost due to adverse weather;

x

autonomous trucking; and

x

In Pit Crushing and Conveying (IPCC) starting in Year 16.

Estimates of total mining costs using a conventional drill, blast and truck-haul mining method with
400 ton trucks, 73 yd3 shovels and 12.25" blasthole drills demonstrate a positive correlation between
increasing mine life and case value.
WASTE STOCKPILES AND TRUCK HAULAGE
Waste stockpiles at the Pebble Project will be located within 1,000 to 1,500 ft of the pit rim defined by
the 78-year Resource Case. Exceptions will be to the southeast due to higher topography and to the
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northwest where operational infrastructure is located. Haul roads for ore will exit from the north rim
of the pit, while haul roads for waste will exit from the north, east and south sides of the pit. The
western portion of the south dump will backfill the Pebble West open pit. Waste stockpiles will be
constructed as close as is practicable to the open pit to reduce the length of flat haul from the pit rim
to the start of the stockpile ramp.
Haulage profiles have been calculated and used for truck hour calculations in the open pit operating
cost estimates for the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year Reference Case. Haulage profiles have not been
calculated for the 78-year Resource Case, but an additional mining cost of $0.50/ton has been applied
in the financial evaluation to accommodate greater haulage distances.
Assumptions for autonomous trucking performance and labour have been taken from information
available in the public domain and based on an estimate of future technology benefits being attained.
In Year 16 of the open pit mine life, a bench on 400 ft elevation provides an opportunity for the
installation of an IPCC station.
MAIN EQUIPMENT
Equipment requirements for the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year Reference Case have been derived.
The relationship between strip ratio and equipment expenditures over time up to 45 years has been
used to forecast equipment costs for the 78-year Resource Case.
The main equipment requirements by year for the 45-year Reference Case are summarized in
Table 1.7.1.
Table 1.7.1

Main Equipment Requirements
Mine Life Horizons (Year)
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

5

8

9

16

16

17

19

19

11

6

Shovels 73 yd

2

3

4

6

7

7

8

8

4

2

Hydraulic Shovels 53 yd3

1

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

Wheel Loaders 53 yd3

1

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

Autonomous Trucks 400 ton

11

21

30

82

88

104

130

158

84

48

Drills 12.25"
3

The mining fleet will increase to match stripping ratio requirements to deliver scheduled ore to the
metallurgical plant in alignment with each of the development cases. The 45-year Reference Case has a
mining rate of approximately 1,000,000 tons per day between years 25 and 35. The value in applying
the IPCC technology to reduce the haul truck fleet in later years is apparent.
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EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE OF ACQUISITION
Equipment purchase schedules have been determined by the production schedule, equipment
productivity and equipment operating life cycles. The estimate was prepared using a just-in-time
approach.
OPEN PIT MINING COSTS
Capital Cost Estimate
The capital cost estimate for mining equipment is based on vendor quotes. Additional allowances have
been made for special modifications (e.g. Arctic package), transport and erection at site. Freight cost
from Seattle to site has been estimated and captured in the G&A section on a $/ton basis.
Additional capital for autonomous haul truck conversion has not been included. Currently,
autonomous haul trucks are produced and sold with the flexibility to be driven by an operator. The
unquantified savings from the expected removal of this capability are assumed to offset any additional
capital requirement.
Spare parts initial stock for all mining equipment has been included in the capital estimate and
calculated by applying an 8% value factor to the main and major ancillary equipment purchase value
for the first three years of the mining plan.
The capital expenditure cash flow for each of the three development cases in this Preliminary
Assessment has been estimated for each year of the mine life. Initial capital for mining equipment is
$247 million, excluding indirect costs and owners costs.
Operating Cost Estimate
Mining operating cost estimates have been prepared in detail for the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year
Reference Case. For the 78-year Resource Case, two approaches have been taken to derive operating
costs: where costs remain fixed, average values derived from the 45-year Reference Case have been
used or escalated based on cost trends; where costs are clearly a function of a value, such as strip ratio,
this relationship has been used.
Table 1.7.2 shows the management labour complement.
Table 1.7.2

Operational Management Complement

Position

Number of Employees

Mine Management

1

Technical Services

39

Operations

19

Maintenance

17

Total

76
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The machine operator and maintenance staff complement reflects employees on payroll (as opposed to
on site) and aligns with a two-week-on/one-week-off shift schedule. The duration of each shift is
12 hours. The number of employees required to support a position is approximated at 3.12, and the
ratio of operator labour complement to maintenance labour complement is set at 1.5:1. Table 1.7.3
shows the mining operator and maintenance labour on payroll for the 45-year Reference Case.
Table 1.7.3

Operator and Maintenance Staff on Payroll
Yr 0

Yr 5

Yr 10

Yr 15

Yr 20

Yr 25

Operators

61

93

154

239

248

269

294

323

167

106

Maintenance

62

95

159

288

299

332

378

438

230

147

123

188

313

527

547

601

672

761

397

253

Total

Yr 30

Yr 35

Yr 40

Yr 45

* The labour required to operate the IPCC system is not included in this estimate.

Summary
Mining operating costs are shown in Table 1.7.4 for the 45-year Reference Case. Estimated values are
real and undiscounted.
Table 1.7.4

Total Mining Operational Cost for 45 year Case
LOM 45 Years Autonomous
Trucks and IPCC

Mining Cost

$M

Drilling

$/ton

921

0.08

Blasting

1,992

0.17

Loading

1,552

0.13

Transport

7,865

0.68

Ancillary Equipment

1,470

0.13

Other Support Equipment

195

0.02

Dewatering

596

0.05

Rehandling

97

0.01

2,858

0.25

17,546

1.52

Labour
Total

Table 1.7.5 summarizes mining costs per dry ton for the 45-year Reference Case. Estimated rates are
real and undiscounted.
Table 1.7.5

Total Mining Operational Cost per Time Horizon
Mine Life Horizons (Year)

LOM
Avg

Case

Unit

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Autonomous & IPCC*

$/ton

1.22

1.13

1.11

1.42

1.38

1.44

1.60

1.84

1.98

2.13

1.52

* The mining cost does not include the operating cost per ton of ore for IPCC system.
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UNDERGROUND MINING

It should be noted that mine development at Pebble following the initial 25 years of production could
be undertaken via underground block caving. While underground development of mineral resources
in the Pebble East zone is currently considered economically viable at long-term metal prices, it is
expected that additional investigations will be undertaken during the initial 25-year mine life to
determine whether open pit or block caving development presents the best opportunity for
subsequent phases of mining, based upon a broad range of factors.
UNDERGROUND MINE PLANNING
Underground production schedules have been prepared using a mining rate of 150,000 tons per day.
Grade and production rate have been optimized by combining individual mining block schedules, and
a life-of-mine production schedule has been prepared which maximizes grade and production rate
sustainability.
Conceptual mine designs have been developed along with a high-level pre-production development
and construction schedule so that pre-production capital, sustaining capital, and operating costs can
be estimated.
MINE DESIGN
Design criteria employed in the underground block cave design utilize a drawpoint spacing of 55 ft in
an offset herringbone pattern on the extraction level. All extraction levels for the 11 mining blocks are
placed in ground with a Rock Mass Rating (RMR) greater than 50. The current design calls for an
extraction level
x

at -2400 ft elevation for Blocks N1 through N7 and N9;

x

at -2450 ft for Blocks S1 and S2; and

x

at -2100 ft for Block N8.

Mining blocks are approximately 855 ft wide with a maximum underground production rate of
50,000 tons per day in each block. A total of 150,000 tons per day is obtained from multiple mining
blocks. Load Haul Dump (LHD) units working on the extraction level direct tip into jaw crushers with
conveyors transporting the crushed ore to the production shafts.
A conceptual mining block layout is shown in Figure 1.7.4. The extraction levels are at different
elevations as shown in the cross-section along A-A’ (Figure 1.7.5). A schematic of the mine design is
presented in Figure 1.7.6.
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Figure 1.7.4

Conceptual Underground Mining Block Layout – Plan View

Figure 1.7.5

Section A-A' through the Conceptual Mine Block Layout
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Underground Mine Design Schematic – Plan View

MINEABLE RESOURCE SUMMARY
Production scheduling has been performed for each of the mining blocks. The production schedules
include grades and tons by year for NSR, copper, gold, molybdenum, energy (for comminution
evaluations), and density.
NSR values have been calculated into the mining blocks. Using an NSR cut-off value of $20 per ton, the
highest value mining blocks have been selected based on the geotechnical criteria to support
50,000 tons per day per block.
PRE-PRODUCTION
Based on the underground mine design and associated infrastructure requirements, a conceptual preproduction schedule has been developed. The total estimated duration to complete the development
and construction requirements to initiate production is approximately five years. The following lists
the key components of the underground design that are scheduled to be complete during the preproduction period:
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x

service shaft sinking and commissioning;

x

Ventilation shaft sinking and commissioning;

x

Crusher No. 1 excavation and commissioning;

x

Main Conveyor No. 1 decline and installation;

x

N1 undercut level access ramps;

x

Exhaust drifts and raises from N1;

x

Ventilation drifts between the footprint and the shafts;

x

Main pumping system with 15,000 USgpm pumping capacity;

x

Maintenance shop;

x

Main powder and cap magazines; and

x

Underground offices and warehousing.
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PRODUCTION
A total of 1,459 million tons of ore will be mined over a 35-year underground mine life. Ramp up to full
production is approximately eight years, at which time the annual production rate will be 54 million
tons per year (150,000 tons per day at 360 days per year). Based on this schedule, full production is
sustained for 16 years, followed by an 11 year tail-off period as final drawpoints close.
PERSONNEL
Estimates for both contractor and owner personnel required to develop, construct, operate, and
support the Pebble East block cave mine have been made.
During the pre-production development period, the peak year for contractor personnel working onsite
is Year -1, with an estimated 199 workers onsite.
The peak year for owner’s personnel requirements is in Year 6. During this year, the estimated working
personnel is 555, and payroll personnel is 808 (totals include operating directs, indirects, and
sustaining capital development personnel). Based on the production schedule and the estimated
working personnel requirements, the average life-of-mine productivity is approximately 144 tons per
manshift.
COST ESTIMATES
Capital
Capital costs for the development and operation of the proposed Pebble East block cave mine are
defined as pre-production capital (i.e. prior to start of production) and sustaining capital (i.e.
capitalized expenditures over the life-of-mine). All costs are represented as current US dollars. A
summary of the life-of-mine capital costs are presented in Table 1.7.6.
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Underground Mining Capital Cost Summary (US$ millions)
Capital Development

Pre-Production

Contractor Mob/Demob/Setup/Teardown

Sustaining

Total

5.71

4.69

10.39

Lateral Development

100.55

212.64

313.18

Shaft Sinking and Construction

139.15

227.96

367.11

1.00

22.10

23.10

Development Material Handling

11.81

7.55

19.36

Surface Facilities Construction

110.78

5.41

116.19

Raise and Borehole Development

Underground Construction and Installation

23.21

75.09

98.30

230.85

136.33

367.18

Mobile Equipment

89.36

1,406.17

1,495.53

Fixed Equipment

256.27

350.28

606.55

EPCM and Owner’s Costs

86.19

51.17

137.37

Electrical Power

58.91

–

58.91

272.64

624.84

897.48

1,386.43

3,124.23

4,510.65

Contractor Indirects and Margins

Contingency @ 25%
Total

Operating
Operating costs include direct and indirect costs associated with ore production and sustaining
development. Operating cost items include the following elements:
x

Extraction level development and construction;

x

Undercut level development;

x

Repairs;

x

Direct production:

x

Undercutting; and
Drawbelling;

Rock handling:

-

LHD operations;
Secondary breaking;
Crushing;
Conveying; and
Hoisting;

x

Power; and

x

Indirect costs:

-
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Over the production period, approximately 1,459 million tons will be extracted from the underground
development. Life-of-mine operating expenditures are estimated at $7.43 billion, resulting in an
average life-of-mine operating cost of $5.09/ton with a full-production operating cost of $4.88/ton. A
summary of the operating costs for a typical full production year is presented in Table 1.7.7.
Table 1.7.7

Underground Mining Unit Operating Cost Summary for
Typical Full Production Year
Description

Cost
($/t)

Lateral Development (Undercut and Extraction Levels)

0.40

Production Directs

0.34

Construction

0.19

Material Handling

1.17

Maintenance and Repairs

0.07

Support Equipment Operating (Excludes Labour)

0.18

Mine Services (Excludes Labour)

0.23

Indirect Labour – Staff

0.38

Indirect Labour – Hourly

1.02

Electrical Power @ $0.066/kWh

0.92

Total Full Production Operating Cost

4.88

LIFE-OF-MINE EXPENDITURE SCHEDULE
The life-of-mine capital and operating cost expenditure for underground mining is estimated at
$11.94 billion over a 35-year period. Based on the 1,459 million tons scheduled to be produced from the
underground, the total capital and operating cost per ton is $8.18 and the sustaining capital and
operating cost is $7.23/ton.

1.8

PROCESS

1.8.1

INTRODUCTION

Extensive comminution and metallurgical test programs have been conducted on metallurgical
samples from Pebble West and Pebble East. These programs include variability testing, vendor
testwork and mineralogical examinations to support process design. Computer modelling and
benchmarking visits to large-scale copper porphyry operations have also been conducted to assist in
the selection of the optimum flowsheet configuration. The resulting flowsheet and process design is a
conventional circuit, similar to many existing designs for large-scale copper porphyry operations
around the world.
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COMMINUTION

Simulations have been conducted for several combinations of size and power for semi-autogenous
grinding (SAG) and ball mills. Considering the greater proportion of harder Pebble West ore in the
25-year IDC Case, the average power requirement per ton of ore will be marginally higher than for the
45-year Reference Case and the 78-year Resource Case. These subsequent phases of mining will
process increasing amounts of softer Pebble East ore.
The 75th percentile of hardness for a 200,000 ton per day processing plant has been selected as the
design criteria for downstream plant capacity. A target of 80% passing 200 ϛm, determined from the
grind recovery work, has been selected as the appropriate feed size for the flotation circuit. The
resulting comminution design features two 40 ft x 25 ft @ 29 MW SAG mills and four 26 ft x 40 ft @
16.4 MW ball mills in SABC-A configuration, in which the crushed pebbles are recycled to the SAG
mill.
The variation in ore grindability manifests as a considerable variation in grinding capacity. The mine
production forecast accounts for this range of grindability by utilizing the comminution energy
consumption as a controlling variable. Accordingly, the annual production tonnage fluctuates over the
mine life in each case in response to the ore hardness. The annual throughput in the 25-year IDC Case
averages 219,000 tons per day and averages 229,000 tons per day in the 45-year Reference and 78-year
Resource Cases.
Additional simulations have been undertaken for different proposed grinding circuits, in what has
been designated an SABC-B configuration. In the SABC-B configuration, the ball mill processes the
crushed material. The SABC-B configuration achieved an average improvement in capacity of 6.6%
over SABC-A.

METALLURGICAL TESTWORK

1.8.3

Optimization batch rougher and cleaner flotation testwork was undertaken in 2009 to determine the
effects of primary grind size, pH, reagent dosage, and retention time on the metallurgical performance
of four global composites. In summary, optimum rougher flotation conditions for the four composites
have been established at:
x

rougher pH of 8.5 (natural pH of composite samples ranged between 5.7 and 7.1);

x

rougher laboratory retention time of 12 minutes; and,

x

27.5 g/t potassium ethyl xanthate (PEX) and 12.5 g/t fuel oil addition, split in 65:35 between
the primary grind and the second roughing stage.

Variability testwork using a batch flow sheet has been undertaken on 82 samples selected from the
Pebble East (10 samples) and Pebble West (72 samples) zones between July 2009 and March 2010.
Variability samples (53 hypogene and 29 supergene) have been selected to represent a broad range of
head grades, pyrite content, copper speciation, clay content, alteration and rock types. The average
batch cleaner bulk copper-molybdenum concentrate grade for the hypogene samples is 28.8% Cu,
18.7 g/t Au and 1.12% Mo at 80.5% Cu, 46.8 % Au and 61.0% Mo recoveries. The average concentrate
grade is similar for the supergene samples at 28.9% Cu, 17.0 g/t Au and 0.90% Mo, but average
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recoveries were lower for copper and gold at 65.9% and 37.2% Au, and similar for molybdenum at
60.0%.
Locked cycle tests completed on 38 (20 hypogene and 18 supergene) of 72 variability composites from
the Pebble West zone show recovery increases of 7% for copper and 11% for both gold and
molybdenum to the bulk copper-molybdenum cleaner concentrate.
Based on results from the copper molybdenum separation testwork, copper molybdenum separation
efficiencies have been updated in the process design to assume stage recoveries of: for supergene,
99.4% Cu and 98.9% Au to the copper
-gold concent rate, and 98.4% Mo to the molybdenum
concentrate; and for hypogene, 99.8% Cu and 98.9% Au to the copper-gold concentrate, and
92.8% Mo to the molybdenum concentrate.
Tails thickening testwork has been performed on three rougher tailings samples with a P80 size of
approximately 200 ϛm, produced from the supergene, illite
-pyrite and carbonate materials from the
bulk flotation products. All samples achieved target underflow densities with varying solids loading
rates, dosage rates and overflow clarities.
Results of the gold recovery work show recoveries to the pyrite concentrate of between 47% and 97%
(averaging 82%), with gold grades ranging between 1.1 g/t and 6.4 g/t (averaging 2.6 g/t). For tests
conducted at 25 ϛm, average gold extraction is 55%, compared to 80% at 10 ϛm.
Using the results of the locked cycle variability testwork undertaken on the Pebble West samples,
recovery equations have been developed for copper, gold and molybdenum using the statistical
package within Microsoft Excel. For each metal unit, a sensitivity analysis has been conducted
evaluating various combinations of key variables thought to influence recovery – such as head grade,
feed pyrite content, feed soluble copper and rock type. Recovery equations have been chosen based on
the combination of variables that provided the highest "R" squared value. Maximum achievable
recoveries are included for each equation, as estimated based on the interpretation of the testwork
results.
1.8.4

GEOMETALLURGY

A geometallurgical study of the Pebble deposit has been undertaken over the past two and a half years.
The principal objective of this study is to divide mineralization into domains that manifest internally
similar mineralogy and copper and gold deportment. This work has delineated five main
geometallurgical material types within the mineralized envelope at Pebble. This analysis has been
accommodated in plant design.
1.8.5

PROCESS RECOVERIES

Metallurgical recoveries have been derived to reflect the testwork results and the geometallurgical
domains. These data have been input the resource model and have been reported in the mine
production forecast, ultimately forming the basis for the financial model input. Table 1.8.1 shows the
average life-of-mine recoveries for copper, gold and molybdenum for each of the three cases.
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Life-of-Mine Process Recoveries

Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Copper Recovery

%

86.6

87.9

88.4

Gold Recovery

%

71.5

71.3

71.2

Molybdenum Recovery

%

84.8

87.9

89.4

1.8.6

PROCESS DESIGN

The development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment site the Pebble process plant on the
southwest flanks of three knolls lying north of the deposit. This site has been selected following a
series of studies which evaluated geotechnical and environmental considerations, proximity to the
open pit and tailings facilities, and site geometry. In addition to the process plant, the site also
contains a coarse ore storage area (COS), two 330-ft diameter thickeners and a tailings pump house at
the lower end of the process plant, ancillary facilities and the power generation plant.
The design basis for the process facility is a concentrator with a nominal throughput capacity of
200,000 tons per day. Process design criteria for the facilities are based on testwork conducted from
2004 through 2010, supplemented by benchmarking studies. A simplified schematic of the flowsheet is
shown in Figure 1.8.1.
Grinding design has been driven by the characteristics of the ore from the open pit, which reflects the
feed material to the concentrator in the early years of mine operations. In addition to tonnage, the
concentration and filtration circuits take into consideration the elevation of tonnage through the
incorporation of softer material as the open pit dives deeper into the deposit.
The process is based on conventional grind-crush-float technology, using proven plant equipment of
the largest sizes that have been industrially installed.
Run-of-mine (ROM) ore from the open pit will be crushed and conveyed to the concentrator. The ore
feed will be ground to liberate the mineral values from the host rock, and then separated by industrystandard flotation processes. A bulk copper/molybdenum sulphide concentrate will pass through the
molybdenum separation circuit to produce a molybdenum sulphide concentrate, which will be bagged
and trucked to port facilities on Cook Inlet. The molybdenum separation generates a copper
concentrate (containing most of the recovered gold) that will be pumped through a pipeline to the
port site. The pyrite concentrate will report to a secondary gold recovery circuit where gold doré and
bagged carbon-bearing fines will be produced and shipped off-site. Recovered gravity gold will be sent
to the copper concentrate.
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Simplified Process Flowsheet

Tailings generated in the milling process will be separated into two streams: tailings from the rougher
flotation circuit (bulk tailings); and tailings from the secondary cleaner circuit (cleaner scavenger
tailings and gold plant pyrite tails, referred to collectively as cleaner scavenger tailings). The two
tailings streams will be managed separately. Bulk tailings solids are benign, whereas the pyrite-rich
cleaner scavenger tailings could generate acidic conditions if allowed to oxidize. To ensure that
oxidation of the cleaner scavenger tailings does not occur, tailings management practices will include
encapsulation of the cleaner scavenger tailings within the accreting bulk tailings deposit and subaqueous storage within the tailings pond.
1.8.7

TAILINGS

Tailings management concepts for the 25-year IDC Case presented in this Preliminary Assessment
provide a well-researched engineered solution for permanent, stable storage of approximately 2.0
billion tons of tailings.
More than thirty tailings storage facility (TSF) options have been studied, assessing environmental,
geographic, tenure, seismic and cost considerations. While engineering for a TSF with sufficient
capacity to receive tailings generated by mine life extensions beyond 25 years have not been advanced,
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topographical and land status conditions in the project area present a number of nearby siting
opportunities.
As noted, phases of development beyond 25 years will require separate permitting and development
decisions to be made in the future, based on prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated
experience gained from developing and operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project.
The option selected for the 25-year IDC Case is the Site G TSF, located approximately three miles west
of the open pit (shown in site layout in Figure 1.1.3). The TSF impoundment will be created by three
embankments. The north embankment will be constructed initially to a height of approximately 200 ft.
This embankment will be raised each year, while the south and east embankments will be built later in
the mine life as the impoundment fills. The ultimate height of the north embankment will be
approximately 685 ft, while ultimate heights for the south and east embankments will be
approximately 450 ft and 100 ft respectively.
Recognizing the seismic characteristics of Alaska, particular attention has been paid to understanding
seismic risk factors in the TSF design. The embankment design parameters conform to Alaska Dam
Safety regulations, under which they would be classified as Class II structures. Extensive research has
been conducted into historical seismic events, in Alaska generally and in southwest Alaska in
particular, to support an assessment of the probability and magnitude of seismic events that might
affect Pebble.
Analysis of public domain literature was undertaken to determine the location of likely sources for
seismic events near Pebble, with the most likely candidate identified as the Lake Clark Fault. The
location of this fault has been identified as part of a geophysical survey of the region. Using these data,
as well as public domain information, the energy that might be released if a major earthquake were to
occur along the Lake Clark Fault has been determined.
The parameters used in this analysis are extremely conservative. For instance, while there is no
evidence of movement along the Lake Clark Fault since the last glaciers receded some 10,000 years ago,
TSF seismic design criteria assume that it is an active fault. Further, sections of the Lake Clark Fault
nearest the Pebble Project are actually splays of the main fault and thus unlikely to release the same
energy as if the entire fault was to move. Nonetheless, TSF seismic design criteria have conservatively
assumed that the Lake Clark Fault is both active and capable of a seismic event equivalent to slippage
along the entire fault.
Design features of the TSF intended to control seepage from the impoundment also received special
consideration. Site conditions have been thoroughly investigated over a number of field campaigns,
and will continue to be studied through the final design phases of the Pebble Project. This data has
contributed to a superior understanding of geological conditions and water flow, both surface and subsurface, from the impoundment valley. As a result, the engineering team has incorporated the
following seepage control features into the TSF design:
x

At the upstream toe of the embankment, overburden and broken rock at the top of the
bedrock will be excavated to solid bedrock, and a grout curtain injected below that point to
minimize seepage below the embankment.
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x

A geotextile membrane will be laid up the face of the embankment, further reducing seepage
through the embankment.

x

This geotextile membrane will be keyed into a concrete plinth constructed above the grout
curtain, thus ensuring interconnection of the primary seepage control mechanisms.

x

A seepage collection system will be installed downstream of these design elements to capture
any seepage that does migrate through them. Seepage collected in this system will be pumped
to either the tailings impoundment or the process plant.

x

Wells further downstream will monitor the groundwater quality and can be converted into
recovery wells, if necessary.

A typical cross-section through the northern TSF embankment is shown in Figure 1.8.2. Embankments
will be constructed in zones, with filter, transition and core material comprising those zones
associated with seepage control. Embankments will be constructed from benign waste rock mined
from the open pit during operations.
Figure 1.8.2

Typical North Embankment Section

Two tailings streams will be produced from the process. Bulk rougher tailings comprise approximately
85% of the process plant feed and will be benign. These tailings will be pumped from the process plant
to pipelines lying along the crest of the embankments. They will discharge via a series of spigots onto
beaches along the faces of the embankments. These sandy beaches will channel tailings water away
from the embankments, resulting in a relatively shallow pond at some distance from the embankment,
further enhancing seepage reduction measures.
The second stream of tailings consists of the pyrite-rich flow from the cleaner scavenger tailings. These
tailings will be pumped via a separate pipeline and discharged sub-aqueously into the centre of the
TSF pond. Sub-aqueous disposal will eliminate the potential for these tailings to react to create acidic
conditions.
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The discharge of surplus water from the Pebble Project will be limited by regulation and permit, and
will be strictly controlled. Thus, it is necessary to recycle water from the TSF pond. To accomplish this,
barge-mounted pumps will recover the water from the pond and return it to the process plant or water
treatment plant for discharge.
1.8.8

WASTE ROCK MANAGEMENT

Approximately 2.4 billion tons of non-acid generating waste rock (NAG) and 0.6 billion tons of
potentially acid generating waste rock (PAG) will be mined during the 25-year IDC Case.
This rock will be placed into two pit rim waste dumps – one wrapping around the east end of the open
pit and the second along the southwest and south sides of the open pit. Expansion of these waste
dumps will be staged to reduce runoff requiring treatment.
NAG waste rock will be stored in the dumps to the south and east of the open pit mine workings.
Because of its low potential for acid generation, this waste rock is considered to be suitable for
construction of tailings embankments and other permanent facilities requiring rockfill.
The PAG waste dump will lie at the western side of the pit. This waste rock contains low-grade copper
mineralization that will be processed through the mill at the end of mining operations, with attendant
tailings being discharged into the open pit.
Waste dumps are shown in Figure 1.1.3.
Monitoring and recovery wells, as well as seepage cut-off walls extended and keyed into
low-permeability zones, will be constructed downstream of the waste dumps for seepage management.
Zoned embankments will be constructed above the seepage cut-off walls to provide containment of
waste dump surface runoff flows from storm events that exceed the capacity of the runoff collection
ponds, and the pumping and pipeworks systems. Runoff from the waste dumps will be pumped to the
process water pond.
1.8.9

CLOSURE

The Site G TSF presented in this Preliminary Assessment will require monitoring to ensure long-term
physical and geochemical stability. A comprehensive closure plan has been prepared to ensure
protection of the downstream environment, including re-vegetation of embankment faces and exposed
tailings surfaces, incorporating wetlands and ponds on the reclaimed tailings surface, and construction
of an overflow system.
Waste rock dumps will be constructed to a geometry that minimizes closure liability, including siting
these facilities within the pit groundwater cone of depression and ensuring suitability for re-vegetation
and water management. PAG waste rock will be fed through the process plant for metal recovery at the
end of mine operations, with attendant tailings discharged into the open pit. Once PAG waste rock has
been removed, the base will either be removed for in-pit disposal or covered with soil and revegetated. Remaining NAG waste rock piles will be covered with soil and re-vegetated.
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WATER MANAGEMENT

The water management plan associated with the three successive development cases presented in this
Preliminary Assessment has three distinct phases – construction, operations, and closure.
During construction, structures will divert water away from working areas and measures will be taken
to control sediment. Once the TSF starter embankment construction is complete, site water will be
diverted into this facility to ensure adequate make-up water for process plant start-up. At this time,
advanced open pit dewatering will commence. This water will either be treated and discharged or
diverted to the TSF, depending on environmental requirements.
Diversion structures will remain in place through the life of the mine. Excess site water will be diverted
to the TSF. Surplus water will be treated to meet regulatory requirements before being discharged. The
timing, location and quantity of this discharge will be managed to optimize downstream flow
conditions for fish and aquatic habitat.
Water treatment capacity will increase over time as the amount of water to be treated increases.
Treatment procedures will also change as water chemistry changes.
At closure, the tailings storage facility will be reclaimed. During this period, all water will be diverted
to the open pit to allow it to fill to a specified level to ensure ongoing groundwater flow into the open
pit. Thereafter, water levels will be maintained by treating inflow and discharging it as during
operations.

1.9

INFRASTRUCTURE

Pebble infrastructure will include those facilities required at the mine site to support operations – such
as maintenance facilities, offices, utilities and worker accommodation – as well as: a tidewater port for
concentrate off-loading and trans-shipment of operating supplies; an access road to connect the mine
site with the port site and the existing airport at Iliamna; pipelines for concentrate, diesel fuel and
natural gas transport; and, an electrical power generation facility.
While these infrastructure components add complexity to the project, models for such development
do exist in Alaska – including Teck’s Red Dog mine. In addition, concentrate transport at many copper
mines currently operating, under construction or contemplated in South America or Asia utilize
concentrate pipelines, which have become a well understood and economically viable alternative to
truck haulage.
Pebble does have a number of key advantages. One, while there are few existing roads in the project
area, much of the road route follows rolling glaciated terrain, which will minimize construction costs
for these sections. The existing state-run airport at Iliamna is a high quality facility, which would cost
tens of millions of dollars to replicate. The deposit is located at approximately 1,000 ft amsl, which
eliminates many of the issues associated with high altitude development. The selected port site has
deep water immediately offshore, enabling loadout pier construction without the need for a long jetty
or lightering. Further, it is ice-free for 11 months of the year, obviating the need for long storage
periods for concentrate and supplies.
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Important design considerations in developing the mine site layout include (Figure 1.1.3):
x

Minimize the difference in elevation and the horizontal distances between the open pit, mill
site, crusher and tailings pond, with the intent of minimizing capital and operating costs of
truck haul, conveyor haul and pipelines between these sites.

x

Avoid and minimize environmental impact on three local stream systems – the North and
South Fork Koktuli River and Upper Talarik Creek.

x

Site run-off and drainage from the mill site is to be contained by perimeter ditches and
directed to a sedimentation pond, then to either the TSF or the water treatment plant.

The process plant and associated facilities are located approximately 1,000 ft north of the open pit on
level to rolling ground at the edge of a knoll, which marks the north edge of the deposit. Site
preparation will consist of levelling the site, with major components (such as the grinding mills)
founded on bedrock.
Infrastructure components at the process plant site include:
x

an electric power generation plant;

x

standby electric power generation;

x

main substation and power distribution;

x

potable and fire water storage and distribution;

x

sewage treatment;

x

laydown and container storage yard; and

x

permanent camp and administration offices.

Mine maintenance and administration facilities will be located at the crusher site, approximately 500
to 1,000 ft north of the open pit on the east side of the knoll upon which the plant site is located.
Topography at Port Site 1 comprises a strip of gently sloping land approximately 300 ft wide along the
shoreline, with cliffs/steep slopes rising on the inland side to the west and ocean to the east. The port
site layout will be strung out along this bench. Facilities at the port will include a barge dock berth,
deep-sea ship dock, container storage and a handling area for 900 containers. Infrastructure
components at the port site include a power generation plant, accommodation and maintenance
facilities, offices, fuel storage and transfer facilities.
The port layout is shown in Figure 1.9.1.
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Port Site 1 Layout

POWER GENERATION

The capacity of the mine-site power plant will be 378 MW, built as a 5 x 5 x 3 configuration. It will
consist of five aeroderivative gas turbines (215 MW) matched to five supplementary fired once-through
steam generators, which supply the energy to three non-reheat-type steam turbines (120 MW). The
steam turbines will operate from common steam headers. A sixth single cycle gas turbine (43 MW) will
also be installed to meet peak plant capacity requirements at the peak summer design temperature.
Current project planning assumes that the nearby Cook Inlet gasfield will not produce adequate
natural gas supply to meet project needs in the near-term. Alaskans are currently evaluating
alternatives to replace existing Cook Inlet natural gas supply, which serves the south-central region of
the state. Alternatives include several new gas line options from northern Alaska and the North Slope,
or the importation of LNG. It is expected that the Pebble Project will utilize the natural gas source
ultimately selected by the State of Alaska to supply its power plant by connecting to the existing
natural gas distribution system on the Kenai Peninsula. The Pebble Project may also serve as a catalyst
and anchor customer for new natural gas production and infrastructure development in the State of
Alaska.
The Pebble natural gas supply pipeline will originate from existing lines on the west side of the Kenai
Peninsula and will cross Cook Inlet from some point near Anchor Point, where the gas will be
compressed. The pipeline traverse across lower Cook Inlet will be approximately 60 miles in an
externally coated, heavy-wall pipe to Port Site 1. Here, the line will be tapped to supply port site power
requirements. The pipeline will be laid in the transportation corridor between the port site to the mine
site.
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PORT SITE

The Pebble Project will require development at two waterfront locations 60 to 65 miles from the mine
site. These are Port Site 1, the permanent product loadout facility on Iniskin Bay; and Williamsport, the
proposed site of an initial inbound logistics facility at the head of Iliamna Bay.
The Williamsport facility will be temporary, enhancing the existing capacity of this site to enable
initial construction mobilization for site access. It will be reclaimed once the permanent facilities at
Port Site 1 are available.
The permanent Post Site 1 facility is designed to accommodate the shipping of 1.1 million tons of
concentrate per year in 28 vessels, with a 36-hour berth-to-deberth time. The port will be capable of
handling 50 million gallons of fuel and 31 container barges per year, and will have attendant fuel
storage and laydown areas.
Port Site 1 is adjacent to deep water and does not require dredging for port access or mooring. Winter
access is estimated to be limited during four weeks of the year as a result of ice conditions. Severe
seasonal storms with wind and waves that prevent mooring at the dock have been modeled to last up
to five days.
Offshore facilities at the port site include a conveyor system mounted on a jetty, feeding a shiploader
capable of off-loading 2,000 tons of concentrate per hour, inclusive of hatch changes and trimming.
Vessels to Handymax size will moor in approximately 50 to 75 ft of water to mooring dolphins adjacent
to the shiploader. The barge dock will enable berthing of 400-ft long barges in approximately 20 ft of
water. A yard capable of storing 900 ISO 20-ft containers will be installed immediately onshore of the
barge dock.
Concentrate handling facilities at the port site include the concentrate pipeline terminal, concentrate
dewatering and concentrate storage. The concentrate pipeline terminal will include a choke station to
regulate flow in the pipeline, a concentrate storage tank, filtrate storage tank and pump station to
return the filtrate to the mine site.
Concentrate will be dewatered to shippable levels (approximately 7.5% moisture) and conveyed to a
storage building with 35 days of capacity. Concentrate will be stacked inside the building, to be
reclaimed by wheel loaders feeding a conveyor system, which will transfer to the offshore loadout
system.
Other port site facilities include diesel fuel storage and a pumping station to transfer the fuel to the
mine site, offices, worker accommodation and maintenance shops. A natural gas-fired 8 MW plant will
supply electrical power to the port site.
1.9.3

ACCESS ROAD

The proposed mine access road will meet mine development and support needs over the life of project.
It will be 86 miles long, two lanes (30 ft) wide and constructed with a gravel surface to provide an allweather road capable of supporting all anticipated development and operational activities. The road
will also provide a transportation link to the existing Iliamna airfield.
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Twenty bridges will be constructed over the length of the route, with spans ranging from 40 to 600 ft.
The route also includes an 1,880-ft causeway across the upper end of Iliamna Bay and approximately
five miles of embankment construction along coastal sections in Iliamna Bay and Iniskin Bay.
The transportation corridor is shown in Figure 1.9.2.
Figure 1.9.2

1.9.4

Pebble Project Transportation Corridor

PIPELINES

Four pipelines will be constructed between the mine site and the port site, buried either in the access
road right of way or under the road prism.
One of these will be an 8-in. diameter steel line to transport copper-gold concentrate from the mine to
the port site. The pipeline will be continuously welded in 1,500 to 3,000 ft lengths and lined with an
HDPE liner to protect against abrasion and corrosion. The lengths will be joined with flanges.
One pump station at the mine site, equipped with two positive displacement diaphragm pumps, will
be adequate for the line. A choke station will be required at the port terminal to prevent slack flow in
higher sections of the line near the port.
The pipeline will be equipped with leak detection and cathodic protection. It will be either drilled
under stream crossings or carried on bridge structures. In the latter instances, it will be encased in a
second pipeline to provide secondary containment.
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The filtrate produced by concentrate dewatering must be returned to the mine site through a second
7-in. diameter steel line. This line will be of similar construction to the concentrate pipeline and will
be fed from a pump station at the port site.
Natural gas and diesel fuel will also be transported from the port to the mine site via pipelines.

1.10

SUSTAINABILITY

1.10.1

PROJECT PLANNING

Since 2004, comprehensive environmental and socioeconomic baseline studies have been undertaken
at the Pebble Project, in addition to ongoing stakeholder engagement and community outreach. The
goal of these initiatives is to facilitate the development of an environmentally sound, socially
responsible and permittable project that reflects the priorities and concerns of local communities,
while generating meaningful benefits for local people.
Planning for the Pebble Project reflects the rigorous mine permitting process in Alaska, the
environmental and social sensitivities of the project area, and the business realities of working in the
state. This approach has a number of key dimensions, including:
x

ensuring that project design, technical studies and other initiatives are based on a
comprehensive understanding of state and federal permitting laws, regulations and
procedures;

x

undertaking thorough and robust scientific research to characterize the project setting, and
provide effective environmental and social input to project design;

x

ensuring that project design and decision making are driven by environmental considerations
to ensure the project meets corporate commitments to responsible mineral development, and
is ready for successful permitting;

x

early and ongoing technical engagement with state and federal agencies that have a role in the
permitting process;

x

effective and ongoing stakeholder outreach and engagement; and

x

comprehensive and ongoing assessment of alternatives to ensure that the project design is
optimized from a technical, financial, environmental and social perspective.

1.10.2

STATE AND FEDERAL PERMITTING

The Pebble Project must satisfy permitting requirements at the federal, state, and local (borough)
level. Though these permitting requirements are extensive, they are also stable, objective and sciencebased. Rigorous permitting requirements are an asset to projects like Pebble that are designed to meet
international best practice standards of design and performance.
Permitting for water withdrawal, fish passage, wetlands and cultural resources has been ongoing
throughout the exploration phase at Pebble. Permitting for construction and mine operations is
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expected to take some three years to complete and will involve 10 or more regulatory agencies,
approximately 65 categories of permits and significant ongoing opportunities for public involvement.
A Pebble Mine Permitting Plan has been prepared that provides a list of required permits and
environmental plans, and the information necessary to prepare applications and support documents.
Project permitting will be initiated when the Pebble Partnership completes a ‘Project Description’ and
an ‘Environmental Baseline Document’. These documents will provide the basis for an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) to be prepared under the federal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
The EIS will be prepared by a third-party contractor under the direction of a lead federal agency. The
Pebble EIS will be the focal point for project permitting. It will determine whether sufficient evaluation
of the project’s environmental effects and development alternatives has been undertaken, and provide
the basis for federal, state and local government agencies to make individual permitting decisions.
To satisfy permitting requirements under NEPA and other regulatory statutes, the Pebble Partnership
must provide:
x

a comprehensive project design and operating plan for mine-site and infrastructure facilities;

x

documentation of development alternatives investigated;

x

mitigation and compensation strategies, and identification of residual effects; and

x

environmental monitoring, reclamation and closure plans.

Associated with permitting are regulatory requirements to provide compensatory mitigation for any
residual impacts to wetlands, fish and wildlife. These regulations require the Pebble Project to make
reasonable efforts to avoid or minimize impacts before considering mitigation projects or financial
compensation. The avoidance and minimization of residual environmental impacts has been a key
focus of environmental study programs at Pebble.
1.10.3

KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND DESIGN DRIVERS

The key environmental and social issues associated with development of the Pebble Project have been
identified, and are reflected in the Pebble Partnership’s baseline data collection program,
environmental and social analysis and input to project design, and stakeholder consultation.
The key environmental drivers of the Pebble Project are:
x

water – quantity and quality of surface and groundwater;

x

wetlands – especially those designated as jurisdictional and thus subject to Section 404
permitting;

x

aquatic habitats – especially for salmon and trout;

x

air quality; and

x

marine environment – especially protected species and consequences for construction and
operations planning.
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In addition, the Pebble Project is being planned to accommodate the social sensitivities of establishing
a large industrial facility in an isolated, sparsely populated region. The project is being planned to
maximize local benefits – such as employment, infrastructure development and new business
opportunities – while minimizing potential disruptions to traditional lifestyles and avoiding adverse
effects on existing resource-based industries.
Before a decision is made to initiate permitting, the Pebble Partnership will undertake a
comprehensive suite of environmental and social impact analyses, and an Environmental and Social
Impact Assessment. These will provide a rigorous, science-based analysis to clearly demonstrate that
the project will meet permitting requirements in Alaska, as well as international best practice for
project development.
It should be noted that no decision has been taken by the Pebble Partnership to seek permits for the
project as described in this Preliminary Assessment. The project description that the Pebble
Partnership ultimately elects to submit for permitting under NEPA may vary in a number of ways.
1.10.4

BASELINE STUDIES

Comprehensive environmental and socioeconomic baseline studies have been undertaken in the
Pebble Project area since 2004. These studies have cost more than $150 million to date, and resulted in
an environmental and socioeconomic database whose comprehensiveness and depth is unprecedented
in Alaska. Baseline studies encompass the Pebble deposit area, the transportation corridor to Cook
Inlet, the marine environment in the area of the port sites, as well as the broader project region as
shown in
Figure 1.10.1. The studies have been designed to:
x

fully characterize the existing biophysical and socioeconomic environment;

x

support environmental analyses required for effective input into project design;

x

provide a strong foundation for internal environmental and social impact assessment to
support corporate decision-making; and

x

provide the information required for stakeholder consultation and mine permitting in Alaska.

Baseline study programs include:
x

surface water;

x

Iliamna Lake;

x

water quality;

x

marine;

x

groundwater;

x

wildlife;

x

geochemistry;

x

air quality;

x

snow surveys;

x

cultural resources;

x

fish and aquatic resources;

x

subsistence;

x

noise;

x

land use;
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x

wetlands;

x

recreation;

x

trace elements;

x

socioeconomics; and

x

flow habitat;

x

visual aesthetics.

Figure 1.10.1

1.10.5

General Pebble Project Study Areas

SOCIO-POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

The Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska presents a multifaceted and geographically variable
stakeholder landscape – including borough and city governments, Alaska Native tribes, corporations
and institutions, communities, landowners and special interests.
2

2

The Pebble Project is located within the 23,782 mi (61,595 km ) Lake and Peninsula Borough, as shown
in Figure 1.10.2. An estimated 1,485 people reside in 17 communities within the sparsely populated
borough.
2

2

The 505 mi (1,308 km ) Bristol Bay Borough is the only other organized borough in the Bristol Bay
region of southwest Alaska. An estimated 881 people reside within this borough’s three communities.
A significant portion of the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska is not contained within an
organized borough. The Dillingham Census Area comprises 11 different communities.
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Boroughs and Settlements of Southwest Alaska

The 15,700 mi2 (40,633 km2) Kenai Peninsula Borough spans both the east and west sides of Cook Inlet,
including areas proposed for Pebble Project-related transportation and power infrastructure
development.
There are 31 tribal entities within the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska, as recognized by the U.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs. Each is represented by a tribal government, alternately known as a tribal
council, traditional council or village council.
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) of 1971 created Alaska Native Regional
Corporations and Alaska Native Village Corporations. There are a total of two Alaska Native Regional
Corporations with land and resource interests in the Pebble Project area, and 24 Alaska Native Village
Corporations in the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska.
Surface lands owned by Alaska Native Village Corporations in the Bristol Bay region of southwest
Alaska are shown in Figure 1.10.3.
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Alaska Village Corporation Lands in Southwest Alaska

Two Alaska Native Village Corporations – Iliamna Natives Ltd. and Pedro Bay Corporation – hold
surface rights for significant areas of land along the Pebble Project transportation corridor. The Pebble
Partnership has developed commercial relationships with these and other Alaska Native Village
Corporations in the project area.
Land ownership status in the Pebble Project area, including the transportation corridor and port site,
is shown in Figure 1.10.4. The Pebble deposit and claims area is located on State land specifically
designated for mineral exploration and development within the Bristol Bay Area Plan.
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General Land Status in the Pebble Project Area

STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS

Since 2004, a comprehensive stakeholder relations and community outreach program has been
undertaken in support of the Pebble Project. In addition to ensuring that relevant stakeholder groups
and individuals receive early notification of all work programs, the objectives of the Pebble
Partnership’s stakeholder and community relations program are:
x

to provide regular progress updates on project-related activities, opportunities and planning;

x

to seek input on stakeholder priorities, issues and concerns, and provide feedback on how
they are being addressed;

x

to educate stakeholders on responsible resource development and modern mining principles
and practices;

x

to maximize economic and community benefits associated with the Pebble Project, both in
the exploration and development phase and during mine operations; and

x

to provide opportunities for two-way dialogue and the development of long-term, respectful
and mutually beneficial relationships.
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Since 2004, the Pebble Partnership has undertaken more than 4,000 formal and informal meetings
with stakeholder groups and individuals. All meetings have been recorded and stakeholder input
documented. In certain cases, translation services have been utilized to ensure Native elders can
participate in stakeholder consultation exercises.
The Pebble Partnership’s stakeholder and community relations program contains a number of other
elements.
PUBLIC EDUCATION
As part of its mandate to enhance stakeholder understandings of responsible resource development,
the Pebble Partnership has designed and delivered a multi-faceted public education program. This
includes a comprehensive tour program to allow project stakeholders to learn about mineral
development activities through visits to operating and reclaimed mine sites. Through 2010, some 350
tours have been executed to provide more than 2,000 stakeholders with first-hand experience of the
mining industry, including 15 visits to operating mines in Alaska, other U.S. states, Canada and Chile.
COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
The Pebble Partnership has committed significant funds to provide opportunity and improve the
quality of life in Bristol Bay communities. Community investments range from small grants to charities
and other groups providing valuable services to local communities, to larger investments to support
significant community infrastructure projects. In 2008, the Pebble Partnership established the Pebble
Fund – a five-year, $5 million endowment to enhance the health and sustainability of local
communities. To the end of 2010, the Pebble Fund has supported 65 projects throughout Bristol Bay,
directly investing more than $2.4 million and leveraging nearly $12 million in matching funds from
other organizations.
TRAINING AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
The Pebble Partnership has made an explicit commitment to maximize local employment at the
Pebble Project, both at the exploration stage and during mine operations. The company is pursuing
this goal by ensuring local residents receive priority consideration for employment, based on
qualifications and merit, and advancing training and workforce development initiatives. A long-term
Workforce Development strategy is currently being developed to ensure that skills training,
professional development and other programs are in place to maximize the number of Bristol Bay and
Alaska residents that secure jobs in the lead-up to and during mine operations.
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Programs to enhance the capacity of local businesses to provide goods and services to the Pebble
Project, and to position themselves to benefit from mine operations in future, have been advanced
since 2005. In particular, these programs have focused on Alaska Native Village Corporations in the
project area. The Pebble Partnership has developed commercial relationships with five Alaska Native
Village Corporations: Iliamna Natives Limited/Iliamna Development Corporation; Pedro Bay
Corporation; Alaska Peninsula Corporation; Kijik Corporation; and Igiugig Natives Ltd. These
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partnerships have generated local employment, training and revenue for participating corporations,
and allowed them to develop the human and financial resources necessary to capture additional
business opportunities in future.
A comprehensive Business Development strategy is currently being developed to ensure that local
businesses, including Alaska Native corporations, are aware of long-term business opportunities and
can position themselves to benefit from mine operations. This includes opportunities to outsource
major components of project-related transportation and power infrastructure.
The Pebble Project will generate significant direct and indirect employment, business/economic
activity and government revenues in the Bristol Bay region, the State of Alaska and the United States.
The Pebble Partnership has a stated intent to maximize project benefits for the residents and
communities of southwest Alaska, and is developing long-term workforce and business development
strategies to realize this goal.
Transportation and energy infrastructure development associated with the Pebble Project also has the
potential to deliver significant benefits for communities in southwest Alaska, by lowering the cost of
living for local residents and supporting economic growth and diversification. Meaningful benefits
associated with power generation and transmission, in particular, could be extended to communities
throughout the Bristol Bay region.

1.11

FINANCIAL AND COST ANALYSIS

Financial results for all three development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment have been
prepared based on a nominal 200,000 tons per day milling capacity. However, actual plant capacity in
each fluctuates with the variations in ore hardness and the average throughputs are 219,000 tons per
day in the 25-year IDC Case and 229,000 tons per day in the 45-year Reference and 78-year Resource
Cases. All amounts expressed are in US dollars in real terms. The valuation date on which the NPV,
IRR and other financial results are based is at the commencement of project construction.
1.11.1

KEY ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS

Key economic assumptions used in all financial analyses in this section are outlined in Table 1.11.1.
Annual cash flows have been calculated and subsequently discounted at a rate of 7%. Market
convention generally uses a discount rate of 8% for copper and other base metal projects and 5% for
gold and other precious metal projects. Given the large contribution of gold to total metal value at the
Pebble Project, a 7% blended discount rate has been selected by Wardrop and is considered
appropriate for discounting the Pebble Project cash flows for discounted cash flow analysis purposes.
The discounted cash flow analysis for each of the three development cases presented in this
Preliminary Assessment considers:
x

annual recovered metal production statistics, incorporating tonnage milled, head grades and
recoveries;
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x

long-term prices for copper, gold, molybdenum, silver, rhenium and palladium as above,
adjusted to realize price levels by applying smelting, refining and concentrate transport
charges;

x

fixed and variable operating costs; and

x

initial and sustaining capital costs.

Table 1.11.1

Pebble Project – Key Economic Assumptions

Metal Type
Discount Rate

Unit

Value

%

7.0

Metal Prices

Long-term

Current Prevailing

2.50

4.00

Copper

$/lb

Gold

$/oz

1,050

1,350

Molybdenum

$/lb

13.50

15.00

Silver

$/oz

15.00

28.00

Rhenium

$/kg

3,000

3,000

Palladium

$/oz

490

490

Smelter Terms
Treatment Charges

$/DMT

70

Copper Refining Charges

$/lb

0.070

Gold Refining Charges

$/oz

5.0

PRODUCTION
Production results for all three development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment are shown
in Table 1.11.2.
Table 1.11.2

Pebble Project – Production Summary All Cases
Item

Mine Life

Unit
years

Mining Method

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

25

45

78

Open Pit

Open Pit

Open Pit

Production Rate

M ton/year

80

84

84

Strip Ratio

waste : ore

1.5

2.1

2.6

M ton

1,990

3,767

6,528

%

17

32

55

Total Processed
% of M+I+I Resource
Copper Eq. Grade

%

0.72

0.83

0.84

Copper Grade

%

0.38

0.46

0.46

oz/ton

0.012

0.011

0.011

ppm

182

214

243

Copper Recovery

%

86.6

87.9

88.4

Gold Recovery

%

71.5

71.3

71.2

Molybdenum Recovery

%

84.8

87.9

89.4

Gold Grade
Molybdenum Grade

Table continues...
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...Table 1.11.2 (cont’d)

Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Copper Equivalent Recovered

M lb

24,483

54,129

96,357

Copper Recovered

M lb

12,944

30,494

53,437

Gold Recovered

k oz

16,391

30,307

50,133

Molybdenum Recovered

M lb

616

1,420

2,835

Peak Annual Copper Recovered

M lb

822

1,157

1,096

Peak Annual Gold Recovered

k oz

1,038

1,127

1,088

Peak Annual Molybdenum Recovered

M lb

43

56

62

Avg Annual Copper Recovered

M lb

518

678

685

Avg Annual Gold Recovered

K oz

656

673

643

Avg Annual Molybdenum Recovered

M lb

25

32

36

26% Cu Concentrate Produced

k dmt

22,582

53,200

93,225

52% Mo Concentrate Produced

k dmt

537

1,239

2,473

Annual production tonnages and strip ratio for the 45-year Reference Case are illustrated in
Figure 1.11.1.
Figure 1.11.1

Pebble Project – 45-Year Reference Case Tons Milled and Strip Ratio

The production of copper-gold concentrate, along with contained copper and gold metal, for the
45-year Reference Case is shown in Figure 1.11.2.
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Pebble Project – 45-Year Reference Case Copper-Gold Concentrate
Production

Copper, gold, silver and palladium grades within the copper-gold concentrate for all development
cases are shown in Table 1.11.3.
Table 1.11.3

Pebble Project – Copper-Gold Concentrate Statistics – All Cases

Description

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

k dmt

22,582

53,200

93,225

Copper Grade

% Cu

26.0

26.0

26.0

Gold Grade

g/dmt

18.9

15.9

14.7

Silver Grade

g/dmt

79.8

71.8

69.5

Palladium Grade

g/dmt

0.53

0.53

0.53

Moisture Content

%

7.5

7.5

7.5

Cu-Au Concentrate Produced

Molybdenum concentrate and molybdenum metal production for the 45-year Reference Case is shown
in Figure 1.11.3.
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Pebble Project – 45-Year Reference Case Molybdenum Concentrate Content

Molybdenum and rhenium grades within the molybdenum concentrate for the 45-year Reference Case
are shown in Table 1.11.4.
Table 1.11.4

Pebble Project – Molybdenum Concentrate Statistics – All Cases

Description

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Mo Concentrate Produced

k dmt

537

1,239

2,473

Molybdenum Grade

% Mo

52.0

Rhenium Grade

ppm

1,100

Moisture Content

%

7.5

CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES

1.11.2

All three development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment have the same initial capital
requirement of $4.7 billion. This includes:
x

direct field costs for executing the project;

x

indirect costs associated with the design, construction and commissioning of new facilities;

x

owner’s support costs for corporate, environmental, permitting and staffing;

x

capital costs to completion of construction and commissioning at the end of Year -1; and

x

contingencies.

The capital cost estimate has been developed over a series of project stages and is largely based on first
principles estimates. Quantities have been derived for project components for which productivity and
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labour rates have been estimated for specific trades. As a result, the capital cost estimate approaches a
pre-feasibility level of accuracy.
It has been assumed in the financial evaluation that the Pebble Partnership will enter into strategic
partnerships as needed to develop, finance and operate a number of infrastructure assets – including
the transportation corridor (port & road) and the power plant.
Each financial case assumes that the Pebble Partnership will construct a molybdenum autoclave plant
offshore to treat the molybdenum concentrate, and thereby realize enhanced value through improved
pricing for rhenium and copper recovery.
The contingency estimate has been compiled from a risk matrix applied to all estimated areas and
further refined by applying a weighting factor to each contingency based on relative cost magnitude.
The result is an overall capital cost contingency of 17.7%.
The estimated initial capital cost breakdown of $4.7 billion, which is the same for all three
development cases, is shown in Table 1.11.5.
Table 1.11.5

Pebble Project – Initial Capital – All Cases
Area

Mining
Process
Molybdenum Separation

Cost
($M)
430.8
1,058.2
83.5

Secondary Gold Plant

160.5

Other Infrastructure

422.0

Tailings

294.0

Pipelines

97.5

Access Road*

162.0

Port Infrastructure*

154.5

Port Process
Power Generation*
Indirect costs
Contingency
Total Capital Cost Estimate
Molybdenum Autoclave
Escalation/De-escalation Adjustments
Less: outsourced Infrastructure*
Initial Capital – Financial Model

87.1
534.1
1,406.8
865.7
5,756.7
374.2
(121.1)
(1,315.0)
4,694.8

*Outsourced infrastructure, including associated indirects and contingencies.
The phasing of initial capital expenditures is illustrated in Figure 1.11.4. Initial capital is defined as all
capital expenditure incurred before the process plant is ready for its first feed (end of 4th year of
construction). The capital plan estimates that approximately $100 million of Year -4 mining equipment
(including indirect costs) will have to be ordered in advance of the construction commencement date.
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Pebble Project – Initial Capital Phasing – All Cases

Sustaining capital requirements for the Pebble Project for all three development cases are shown in
Table 1.11.6.
Table 1.11.6

Pebble Project – Sustaining Capital Costs ($M) – All Cases

Area
Open Pit
Processing
Infrastructure
Waste Management
Other
Molybdenum Autoclave
Total

IDC Case
2,047

Reference Case
3,286

Resource Case
7,225

146

230

517

12

165

165

846

2,211

3,364

70

104

180

83

144

276

3,204

6,140

11,727

The sustaining capital profile for the 45-Year Reference Case and the 78-year Resource Case continue
the assumptions of sustaining capital requirements for the 25-year IDC Case. The phasing of all three
cases is illustrated in Figure 1.11.5, with each development case building off assumptions of the
preceding case.
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Pebble Project – Sustaining Capital Phasing – All Cases

OPERATING COST ESTIMATE

Life of mine unit operating costs are estimated at $11.16/ton milled for the 25-year IDC Case, $11.55/ton
milled for the 45-year Reference Case and $14.72/ton milled for the 78-year Resource Case. This
includes all costs associated with open pit mining of ore and waste, processing of ore to a final
concentrate and all services required to support this operation. This estimate has been prepared as an
annual cost for each year of the project from plant start-up to mine closure. Operating costs are based
on estimated process plant throughput rates, which range depending on the grindability of the ore fed
to the process plant. For the 25-year IDC Case, the average processing rate is 219,000 tons per day; for
the 45-year Reference and 78-year Resource cases, the figure is 229,000 tons per day.
Table 1.11.7

Pebble Project – Operating Cost – All Cases
Description

Total Operating Costs

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

$M

22,208

43,489

96,063

Open Pit

$/ton

3.83

4.30

7.19

Process

$/ton

4.50

4.60

4.93

Transportation

$/ton

0.97

0.91

0.91

Environmental

$/ton

0.30

0.29

0.31

G&A

$/ton

1.56

1.45

1.38

Total Operating Costs Per Ton Milled

$/ton

11.16

11.55

14.72

Unit operating costs for the 45-year Reference Case are summarized in Table 1.11.8.
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Pebble Project – Operating Cost Per Ton – 45-Year Reference Case

Item

Labour

Power

Material

Fuel

Lease Costs

Open Pit Mining

0.75

0.06

2.32

1.17

-

-

4.30

Process (incl. Gold Plant)

0.38

1.19

2.46

0.02

-

0.02

4.07

Tailings

0.13

0.15

0.18

0.07

Transportation

-

0.01

0.01

0.02

-

Environmental

0.03

0.02

0.20

-

G&A

0.31

0.02

-

0.01

0.78

Total

1.60

1.45

5.17

1.29

1.13

0.35
-

Other

Total

-

0.53

0.53

0.92

0.04

0.29

0.32

1.44

0.91

11.55

The Pebble Project will employ a significant work force, as shown in Table 1.11.9. The Pebble
Partnership has stated its intention to maximize local and Alaskan hire at the Pebble Project, and is
developing a workforce development plan to accomplish this goal.
Table 1.11.9

Operating Personnel

Item

Year 2

Mill Site

Year 18

747

1,196

Port Site

32

32

Off Site

51

50

830

1,278

Total Staff

CASH COST

1.11.4

Costs of ocean freight for the transportation of final concentrate to off-shore smelters, as well as
associated smelter charges, are included in offsite charges (realization costs). These costs have been
deducted from gross revenues to determine NSR. Teck’s NPI royalty and production taxes have not
been deducted in determining the NSR, as they are generally derived from profits.
Table 1.11.10 Pebble Project – Cash Costs – All Cases
Description

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Offsite Charges
Total Offsite Charges
Offsite Charges per ton milled

$M

4,752

11,089

19,938

$/ton

2.39

2.94

3.05

$/lb

0.38

0.38

0.39

Cash Cost Analysis
Offsite Charges
Operating Costs

$/lb

1.79

1.48

1.87

Copper Cash Cost

$/lb

2.17

1.86

2.26

By-Product Credits

$/lb

-2.27

-1.97

-2.05

C1 Copper Cost*

$/lb

-0.10

-0.11

0.21

*C1 copper cost is the cash cost per payable pound of copper after 5-product credit.
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Cash Cost – 45-Year Reference Case

NET SMELTER RETURN

The composition of NSR statistics for the Pebble Project is shown in Table 1.11.11.
Table 1.11.11 Pebble Project – Net Smelter Return – All Cases
Unit

IDC Case
25 Years

Reference Case
45 years

Resource Case
78 years

NSR LOM

$M

54,637

120,197

213,970

NSR Annual Average

$M

2,185

2,671

2,743

Copper

%

52

55

55

Gold

%

29

24

22

Molybdenum

%

15

16

18

Other

%

4

5

5

$/ton

27.45

31.91

32.78

Description

NSR per ton milled

1.11.6

PROJECT CASH FLOWS

The three successive development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment have capital
payback periods ranging from 6.1 to 6.5 years. These differences are a function of the varying
reclamation and closure plans for each of the development cases, and associated financial surety
obligations. Pebble Project pre-tax cash flows at long-term and current prevailing metal prices are
illustrated in Figure 1.11.7.
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For the 45-year Reference Case, cash flows in real terms increase in the last ten years due to the
reduced stripping ratio and increasing grade of the Pebble East zone.
Figure 1.11.7

1.11.7

Pebble Project – 45-Year Reference Case Pre-Tax Cash Flows ($M)

PEBBLE PROJECT FINANCIAL RESULTS

Based on long-term forecast metal prices, pre-tax financial results for the three successive
development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment are summarized below:
The 45-year Reference Case yields a 14.2% pre-tax internal rate of return (IRR), a 6.2 year payback and
a $6.13 billion pre-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate.
The 25-year IDC Case yields a 13.4% pre-tax IRR, a 6.5 year payback and a $3.84 billion pre-tax NPV at a
7% discount rate.
The 78-year Resource Case yields a 14.5% pre-tax IRR, a 6.1 year payback and a $6.81 billion pre-tax
NPV at a 7% discount rate.
These financial results, as well as financial results for all three development cases at current prevailing
metal prices are summarized in Table 1.11.12.
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Table 1.11.12 Pebble Project – Summary Financial Results – All Cases
Item
Mine Life

Unit

IDC Case

years

Mining Method

Reference Case

Resource Case

25

45

78

Open Pit

Open Pit

Open Pit

Initial Capital

$M

4,695

4,695

4,695

NSR per ton

$/ton

27.45

31.91

32.78

Operating Cost per ton

$/ton

11.16

11.55

14.72

Copper Cash Cost

$/lb

2.17

1.86

2.26

C1 Copper Cost

$/lb

-0.10

-0.11

0.21

Pre-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

3,837

6,129

6,812

Pre-Tax IRR

%

13.4

14.2

14.5

years

6.5

6.2

6.1

$/ton

40.13

46.98

47.96

Long-term Metal Prices

Pre-Tax Payback
Current Prevailing Metal Prices
NSR per ton
C1 Copper Cost

$/lb

-0.63

-0.55

-0.22

Pre-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

11,410

15,709

16,864

%

22.6

23.2

23.3

years

3.2

3.2

3.2

Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback

Notes:
Pre-tax results are before income taxes but after NPI royalty and local production taxes
C1 Copper Cost is Copper Cash Cost (Operating Costs plus Realization Costs) after by-product credits
Long-term metal prices used for the financial analysis were $2.50/lb for copper, $1050/oz for gold, $13.50/lb for molybdenum,
and $15.00/oz for silver. Current prevailing metal prices used for the financial analysis were $4.00/lb for copper, $1350/oz for
gold, $15.00/lb for molybdenum, and $28.00/oz for silver.
By prescribed definition, “Mineral Resources” do not have demonstrated economic viability. Measured and Indicated Resources
are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated with a level of confidence sufficient to allow
the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the
project. Inferred Mineral Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated on the
basis of geological evidence and limited sampling and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and grade continuity.
Inferred Mineral Resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the application of technical and economic parameters
to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the project. The mineral resources fall within a volume or
shell defined by long-term metal price estimates of US$2.50/lb for copper, US$900/oz for gold and US$25/lb for molybdenum.

1.11.8

NORTHERN DYNASTY ALLOCATION

Under the terms of the Pebble Limited Partnership Agreement, Anglo American is required to elect to
continue its staged investment of $1.425 to $1.5 billion in order to retain its 50% interest in the Pebble
Project. A significant portion of this earn-in contribution is expected to be applied to initial capital
costs to construct the mine, thereby reducing Northern Dynasty’s capital requirement to maintain its
50% interest in the project.
In order to calculate an NPV and IRR estimate for Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the Pebble
Project under this earn-in scenario, it is necessary to adjust Northern Dynasty’s share of initial capital
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costs. For the purpose of this calculation, it is assumed that $1 billion of Anglo American’s current
funding commitment will be applied to the Pebble Project’s capital cost for construction.
As a partnership is not a taxable entity for US tax purposes, taxes payable on profits associated with
development of the Pebble Project will accrue to each partner. For this reason, NPV, IRR and capital
payback financial results have been presented on a pre-tax basis for the overall project.
Insofar as Northern Dynasty is in a position to calculate taxes payable for its portion of profits
associated with development of the Pebble Project, financial results for Northern Dynasty’s 50%
interest in the project have been presented on a pre-tax and post-tax basis, and at long-term and
current prevailing metal prices, in Table 1.11.13.
Table 1.11.13 Northern Dynasty Pre- and Post-Tax Financial Results
Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

$M

2,403

3,550

3,891

Long-term Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback

%

17.3

18.0

18.4

years

4.9

4.7

4.6

$M

6,190

8,339

8,917

Current Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback
Long-term Metal Prices
Post-Tax NPV at 7%
Post-Tax IRR
Post-Tax Payback

%

29.5

30.2

30.4

years

2.7

2.6

2.6

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

%

14.6

15.4

15.8

years

5.6

5.3

5.3

$M

4,141

5,561

6,002

%

24.5

25.1

25.4

years

3.1

3.1

3.0

Current Metal Prices
Post-Tax NPV at 7%
Post-Tax IRR
Post-Tax Payback

1.11.9

NPV7 AND METAL PRICE SENSITIVITIES

Table 1.11.14 illustrates the impact of various conventional discount rates on Northern Dynasty’s posttax NPV7. It also illustrates Northern Dynasty’s post-tax NPV7 sensitivity to a range of copper and gold
prices, both individually and combined with other metal prices held constant.
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Table 1.11.14 Northern Dynasty Project – Post-Tax NPV7 Sensitivities – All Cases
Item

Unit

IDC Case

$M

7,532

Reference Case

Resource Case

Discount Rate
NPV at 0%

19,818

31,583

NPV at 5%

$M

2,491

4,164

4,877

NPV at 7%

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

NPV at 8%

$M

1,213

1,774

1,975

NPV at 10%

$M

689

976

1,087

Cu Price (Au $1,050/oz, Mo $13.50/lb)
2.50

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

2.75

$M

1,893

2,776

3,089

3.00

$M

2,226

3,192

3,525

3.25

$M

2,557

3,605

3,955

3.50

$M

2,874

4,006

4,375

3.75
4.00

$M
$M

3,188
3,499

4,404
4,796

4,792
5,201

4.25

$M

3,802

5,181

5,605

Au Price (Cu $2.50/lb, Mo $13.50/lb)
1050

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

1100

$M

1,646

2,459

2,755

1150

$M

1,733

2,560

2,860

1200

$M

1,820

2,660

2,964

1250

$M

1,906

2,760

3,068

1300

$M

1,993

2,861

3,172

1350

$M

2,079

2,961

3,276

1400

$M

2,166

3,061

3,380

Combined Cu and Au Price (Mo $13.50/lb)
2.50 / 1050

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

2.75 / 1100

$M

1,980

2,876

3,193

3.00 / 1150

$M

2,399

3,391

3,732

3.25 / 1200

$M

2,804

3,895

4,255

3.50 / 1250

$M

3,200

4,389

4,771

3.75 / 1300

$M

3,590

4,873

5,276

4.00 / 1350

$M

3,971

5,350

5,776

4.25 / 1400

$M

4,351

5,827

6,276
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IRR AND METAL PRICE SENSITIVITIES

Table 1.11.15 illustrates Northern Dynasty’s post-tax IRR sensitivity to a range of copper and gold prices
both individually and combined with other metal prices held constant.
Table 1.11.15 Northern Dynasty – Post-Tax IRR Sensitivities – All Cases
Item

Unit

IDC Case
25 years

Reference Case
45 years

Resource Case
78 years

Cu Price (Au $1,050/oz, Mo $13.50/lb)
2.50

%

14.6

15.4

15.8

2.75

%

16.0

16.7

17.1

3.00

%

17.3

18.0

18.4

3.25

%

18.6

19.3

19.6

3.50

%

19.9

20.5

20.8

3.75

%

21.1

21.6

22.0

4.00

%

22.2

22.8

23.1

4.25

%

23.9

23.3

23.9

Au Price (Cu $2.50/lb, Mo $13.50/lb)
1050
%

14.6

15.4

15.8

1100

%

15.0

15.7

16.1

1150

%

15.4

16.1

16.5

1200

%

15.7

16.4

16.8

1250

%

16.1

16.8

17.2

1300
1350

%
%

16.4
16.8

17.1
17.4

17.5
17.8

1400

%

17.1

17.8

18.2

Combined Cu and Au Price (Mo $13.50/lb)
2.50/1050

%

14.6

15.4

15.8

2.75 / 1100

%

16.4

17.0

17.4

3.00 / 1150

%

18.0

18.7

19.0

3.25 /1200

%

19.6

20.2

20.5

3.50 / 1250

%

21.1

21.7

22.0

3.75 / 1300

%

22.6

23.1

23.4

4.00 / 1350

%

23.9

24.5

24.8

4.25 / 1400

%

25.3

25.8

26.1
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The resources at Pebble continue to provide a number of opportunities.
EASTERN EXTENSION
The mineralization surrounding the 1,000 ft high grade intersection in hole 6348 is still open. This
represents a significant opportunity to expand the highest grade portion of the Pebble deposit at
depth, to the east.
ADDITIONAL DEPOSITS
A number of deposits have been identified on the property, including a higher grade gold zone.
Additional low grade gold mineralization has been identified and a number of geophysical anomalies
have yet to be tested. These exploration targets could further enhance the project by changing the gold
production levels and by providing options for future project expansion.
SILVER
A number of areas of the deposit have superior silver grades. The mine plan has not been optimized for
silver and this should be assessed during the next phase of study.
1.12.2

MINING

GENERAL
The Pebble deposit is very large, and even the 78-year Resource Case would exploit only 55% of the
total resource. This deposit scale affords a number of opportunities over the long term to optimize the
project over its life or to change the mine plan in response to short to medium term changes in
markets or other factors. This would enable future mine planners to consider exploiting different parts
of the deposit for higher grades of, for example, silver if the silver price is high; to evaluate production
expansions; and to assess potential underground operations.
OPEN PIT
Pit Optimization
The open pit shells used in this study have been generated using parameters developed in early 2009.
A number of these parameters (e.g. metal prices, operating costs) have seen significant improvement
since that time. These changes may have a beneficial impact on the pit development sequence and
should be incorporated into the pit optimization during the next study phase. The other optimization
parameters should also be confirmed as part of this process.
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Pit Wall Slopes
The Pebble Partnership has reviewed the impact of changes to the current pit wall slopes. The upper
sections, through overburden and the immediately underlying frost-shattered bedrock, may have to be
flattened. However, the rock sections, particularly those in the higher eastern walls, could be
steepened from the current 39° slope to 41°.
Slope changes of this order could result in a net waste rock reduction in the 25-Year IDC Case open pit
by approximately 30 million tons. This benefit will be much greater in the 45-Year Reference and
78-year Resource Cases, both of which exploit more of the deeper ore to the east.
Optimize Production Forecast
There is an extended period of low stripping beyond year 45 in the 78-Year Resource Case, which
indicates the sequencing of the 45-year open pit could be optimized by reducing the strip ratio leading
into the mining of the later ore. Further, the value demonstrated by the 78-Year Resource Case
demonstrates that running the pit optimization over the life of the project may also further increase
the project returns.
Automation
The use of autonomous trucks has been shown to add significant value to the Pebble Project.
Additional automation opportunities, such as blasthole drilling, would likely have analogous benefits.
UNDERGROUND
A potential underground mine has not been considered as a primary case in this study. Further
assessment of this option is warranted to evaluate methodologies of enhancing relative economics of
an underground mine and confirming its performance.
1.12.3

PROCESS

AUTOMATION
Plant automation may provide future opportunities.
SAG MILL SIZE
The current SAG mill size – 40 ft diameter – was selected because it was the largest mill currently in
operation. However, a 42 ft diameter mill has recently been ordered for another project. The improved
throughput from a larger mill diameter would further enhance the NPV of the project by a significant
amount.
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GOLD RECOVERY
Other copper-gold porphyry projects within the global mining industry report higher gold recoveries
than the 71% currently projected for Pebble. Additional work should be undertaken to optimize gold
recovery, as a 5% increase to 76% recovery would further enhance the NPV of the 45-Year Reference
Case by $300 million, based on the sensitivity analysis.
Gold recoveries would be increased by reducing the copper-gold concentrate copper grade; trade-off
analysis of this opportunity should be conducted during the next phase of the study.
GRINDING CIRCUIT
In the current grinding circuit layout, crushed pebbles are returned to the SAG mill (SABC-A circuit).
However, depending on the characteristics of the plant feed at a given time, this arrangement may
underutilize the capacity of the mills. An analysis has been completed which shows the option of
returning the crushed pebbles to the ball mills (SABC-B circuit) could increase mill throughput by 5% 10%. A 5% improvement in throughput would increase NPV for the 45-year Reference Case by
$600 million.
PRODUCTION INCREASE
The scale of the resource would enable processing of a much higher daily ore throughput; previous
analysis has shown beneficial financial impacts of such expansions. Such results warrant further study
as the project progresses through subsequent study phases.
1.12.4

INFRASTRUCTURE

PORT
Alternative port construction techniques should be evaluated, such as building the facility as caissons
which could be towed to site and ballasted to the seafloor.
OTHER OUTSOURCING OPPORTUNITIES
In this Preliminary Assessment, only the three primary infrastructure components – access road, port
and power generation – were considered for outsourcing to third party providers. However, a wide
range of other opportunities exist, which could both improve the project economics and provide
additional opportunities for local businesses. Some of these were considered in the study, such as air
transport to local villages, but others include:
x

concentrate and water return pipelines;

x

mine and port site accommodations facilities;

x

freight transport between Port Site 1 and the mine site;

x

local transportation, at the mine site and between the mine site and local villages;
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x

turn-key fuel supply; and

x

mine equipment maintenance.
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These opportunities should be further examined during subsequent study phases.
1.12.5

PROJECT EXECUTION AND OPERATION

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
Under the current schedule, project construction would require four years. A number of options, such
as enhancing early mobilization, should be explored to identify potential opportunities for reducing
this period. In addition, although the cost improvement for modularization was included in the project
capital cost, the schedule improvements were not. This should be corrected in the next round of study,
as a one year schedule reduction could further increase the NPV for the 45-Year Reference Case by
$400 million.
CONSTRUCTION CASH FLOW
A significant opportunity to improve project NPV exists by optimizing the cash flow during project
implementation. This should be further evaluated during the next phase of study.
RAMP-UP
The production plan utilizes standard McNulty Curve ramp-up targets for the process plant, resulting
in an 18 month period from initial to full production. This has a significant impact on project NPV and
thus identifying options for improving ramp-up will provide superior results.
SUSTAINING CAPITAL
The level of sustaining capital, particularly in later mine life years, should be evaluated to confirm it is
required. In particular, the mining equipment life cycle seems conservative and should be re-evaluated
to ensure it meets current North American operating standards.
1.12.6

COSTS

COST ESCALATION
Many of the costs were derived or were estimated on the basis of information collected in 2008, which
was a period of hyperinflation. Additional analysis should be conducted to determine if additional
savings are possible.
CONTINGENCY
The capital cost contingency level of 17.7% is appropriate for a concept-level study. However, much of
the engineering to support this study was done at a level superior to a concept-level study and in a
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number of instances approaches prefeasibility accuracy. For the 45-year Reference Case, each
reduction of 1% in the contingency estimate results in a $42 million increase in the Pebble Project’s
pre-tax NPV7. During the next phase of study, particular attention should be paid to ensuring the
contingency level matches the accuracy of the estimate.
1.12.7

CAPITAL COST

Wardrop has reviewed the methodology used to develop the capital cost estimate and believes, based
on their experience, certain costs may have been overestimated. Wardrop completed a preliminary,
high level estimate of the likely range of capital cost outcomes and a savings of some $362 million from
the current capital cost estimate was identified. A capital cost reduction of $362 million would result in
a 0.8% improvement in the pre-tax IRR for the Pebble project to 15%, and a $313 million improvement
in pre-tax NPV7 to $6,442 million. For Northern Dynasty, such a capital cost reduction for the project
would result in an increase in its post-tax IRR of 1.3% to 16.7%, and an increase of $128 million in its
post-tax NPV7 to $2,486 million. As the project develops through subsequent phases Wardrop
anticipates that further cost savings are possible through engineering optimization.
POWER
The power cost of $0.066/kWh was based on a natural gas price of $7/mcf, which is considerably above
the current price of approximately $4/mcf. This gas price should receive particular attention during the
next phase of study, as the power cost almost directly correlates to the natural gas price.
1.12.8

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

REAL OPTIONS
The financial analysis was conducted using classic discounted cash flow techniques. These techniques
demonstratively penalize long-life projects, which is enhanced in Pebble’s case due to its very long life.
Alternate techniques, such as Real Options, are available and in many instances in project assessments
have shown the actual project results are likely to be much better than projected by discounted flows.
A Real Options analysis should be conducted during the next phase of study to determine the extent to
which the discounted cash flow treatment of uncertainty may be artificially understating the value of
Pebble.
PRECIOUS METAL STREAMING
Many recently announced projects have included pre-sales of portions of their precious metal streams.
Preliminary analysis of this option has shown that, under the correct circumstances, such pre-sales
could add substantial economic value to the project. Precious metal financing strategies should be
further studied during the next phase of the project.
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INTRODUCTION

2.1

GENERAL
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Northern Dynasty is a mineral exploration and development company based in Vancouver, Canada,
and publicly traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol NDM and on the NYSE Amex
exchange under the symbol NAK. Northern Dynasty is affiliated with Hunter Dickinson Inc. (HDI), a
diversified global mining company with a 25-year history of mineral development success.
2

Northern Dynasty holds indirect interests to 592 mi of mineral claims in southwest Alaska, USA. Its
principal asset is a 50% interest in the Pebble Limited Partnership – owner of the Pebble Copper-Gold2
Molybdenum Project, consisting of the Pebble deposit and 330 mi of associated mineral claims. The
Pebble Partnership’s assets also include access to a stream of financing for comprehensive exploration,
engineering, environmental and socioeconomic programs to advance the Pebble Project toward
permitting and operations.
The Pebble Partnership was established in 2007 by a wholly-owned affiliate of Northern Dynasty and a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Anglo American plc, to engineer, permit, construct and operate a modern,
long-life mine at Pebble. In order to retain its 50% interest in the Pebble Partnership, Anglo American
is required to elect to continue its staged investment of US$1.425 to $1.5 billion to advance the Pebble
Project.
Wardrop has been commissioned exclusively by Northern Dynasty to prepare a National Instrument
43-101 (NI 43-101) Preliminary Assessment Technical Report of the Pebble Project. This work is based
on Wardrop’s technical review of recent engineering and technical studies undertaken by the Pebble
Partnership and NDM, as provided and verified by Northern Dynasty.
This report complies with the standards set out in NI 43-101 (Standards and Disclosure for Mineral
Projects) and is in compliance with Form 43-101F1. A summary of the Qualified Persons responsible for
each section of this report is given in Table 2.1.1. Certificates are included in this document.
A site visit was conducted by Mr. Hassan Ghaffari on September 1 and 2, 2010. Mr. Ghaffari was
accompanied on the site visit by:
x Dr. Robert Sinclair Morrison, Lead Resource Geologist, Wardrop;
x Mr. Tysen Hantelmann, Senior Mining Engineer, Wardrop;
x Mr. David Gaunt, Vice President Resource and Database for HDI;
x Mr. Graham Kelsey, Chief Geologist for the Pebble Partnership; and
x Mr. Bryce Hamming, Vice President Corporate Finance for HDI.
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The site visit was conducted from August 31 to September 2, 2010.
Table 2.1.1

Summary of Qualified Persons
Qualified P ers on

R eport S ec tion

C ompany

Qualified P ers on

1.0 – Executive Summary

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

2.0 – Introduction

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

3.0 – Reliance on Other Experts

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

4.0 – Property Description and Location

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

5.0 – Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure,
and Physiography

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

6.0 – History

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

7.0 – Geological Setting

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

8.0 – Deposit Types

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

9.0 – Mineralization

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

10.0 – Exploration

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

11.0 – Drilling

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

12.0 – Sampling Method and Approach

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

13.0 – Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

14.0 – Data Verification

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

15.0 – Adjacent Properties

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

16.0 – Mineral Processing

Wardrop

Andre de Ruijter, P.Eng./
Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

17.0 – Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

18.1 – Mining

Wardrop

Tysen Hantelmann, P.Eng.

18.2 – Infrastructure

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

18.3 – Tailings, Waste Rock, and Water Management

Wardrop

$OHNVDQGDUäLYNRYLü3(QJ

18.4 – Sustainability

Wardrop

Doug Ramsey, R.P.Bio.

18.5 – Capital Cost Estimate

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.,
Tysen Hantelmann, P.Eng.,
$OHNVDQGDUäLYNRYLü3(QJ

18.6 – Operating Cost Estimate

Wardrop

Andre de Ruijter, P.Eng.,
Tysen Hantelmann, P.Eng.

18.7 – Project Execution Plan

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

18.8 – Financial Analysis

Wardrop

Scott Cowie, MAusIMM

19.0 – Interpretation and Conclusions

Wardrop

All; sign off by discipline

20.0 –Opportunities and Recommendations

Wardrop

All; sign off by discipline

18.0 – Other Relevant Data and Information
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UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

The principal units of measure used in this report are Imperial. Monetary amounts are in United States
dollars, unless otherwise stated.

2.3

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Wardrop’s detailed technical engineering review of the Pebble Project involved the analysis of thirdparty engineering reports for accuracy and detail relative to the following essential core elements of
the project:
x resource estimate and block model;
x process design;
x mine plan and production schedule;
x financial models;
x sustainability and stakeholder relations;
x all site infrastructure;
x project execution plan and schedule; and
x capital and operating cost estimates.
Information from third-party sources is referenced under Section 21.0 (References). Wardrop has used
information from these sources under the assumption that the information is accurate.
Additionally, Wardrop is relying on information found in the following report provided by Northern
Dynasty:
x Rebagliati. C.M., Lang, J.R., Titley, E., Gaunt, J.D., Melis, L., Barratt, D., Hodgson, S., 2010.
Technical Report on the 2009 Program and Update on Mineral Resources and Metallurgy.
Pebble Copper-Gold-Molybdenum Project, Iliamna Lake Area, Southwestern Alaska, USA for
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. March, 2010. 194 pages.
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RELIANCE ON OTHER EXPERTS

This Preliminary Assessment Technical Report has been prepared exclusively for Northern Dynasty
Minerals by Wardrop. It is based on information and data provided by Northern Dynasty and certain
other parties, as verified by Northern Dynasty. Where necessary, Wardrop has assumed that the
supplied data and information is accurate and complete.
In some cases, Wardrop is relying on reports, opinions, and statements from experts who are not
Qualified Persons for information concerning legal, environmental, permitting, socio-political and
other issues and factors relevant to the technical report.
Wardrop has not conducted an examination of land titles or mineral rights for the property.
Otherwise, technical data used by Wardrop in this Technical Report has been exclusively provided and
verified by Northern Dynasty Minerals based on work conducted, commissioned and supervised by
Northern Dynasty and/or the Pebble Limited Partnership, their professional staff and consultants.
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4.0

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION

4.1

LOCATION

The Pebble property in southwest Alaska is centred at latitude 59°53ƍ54"N and longitude 155°17ƍ44"W,
approximately 200 miles southwest of Anchorage, 17 miles northwest of the village of Iliamna, and
160 miles northeast of Bristol Bay (Figure 4.1.1). The property is located on USGS topographic maps,
Iliamna D6 and D7, in Townships 2 - 5 South, Ranges 33 - 38 West, Seward Meridian (Figure 4.1.2).
The Pebble property uses the US State Plane Coordinate System (as Alaska 5005) as the preferred grid,
measured in feet.
Figure 4.1.1

Location Map for the Pebble Project
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4.2
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Location Map of the Pebble Deposit Relative to Southwest Alaska, showing
Cook Inlet and Lake Iliamna

DESCRIPTION

Northern Dynasty holds interests in a continuous block of 3,108 mineral claims covering approximately
378,600 acres (Figure 4.2.1). The mineral claims are held through the Pebble East Claims Corporation
and the Pebble West Claims Corporation, in which Northern Dynasty holds a 50% interest through a
wholly-owned subsidiary by way of its interest in the Pebble Partnership. Northern Dynasty, through a
wholly-owned subsidiary, also holds 95 claims covering 15,200 acres. In addition, the Pebble
Partnership entered into an agreement to earn an interest in certain mineral claims from Full Metal
Minerals, and Northern Dynasty has entered into an agreement to earn an interest in certain mineral
claims with Liberty Star Uranium and Metals Corp.
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Mineral Claim Map – Pebble Project

2

In total, Northern Dynasty holds indirect interests in 592 mi (378,600 acres) of mineral claims in
southwest Alaska. These include:
x 2,043 claims covering 330 mi (210,840 acres) held by the Pebble Partnership through
subsidiaries Pebble East Claims Corporation and the Pebble West Claims Corporation
(including the Pebble deposit);
2

x 95 claims covering 24 mi (15,200 acres) held by a wholly owned subsidiary of Northern
Dynasty;
2
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x 542 claims covering 136 mi2 (86,720 acres) held by Full Metal Minerals (USA) Inc., in which the
Pebble Partnership may acquire; and
x 428 mineral claims covering 102.9 mi2 (86,720 acres) held by Liberty Star Uranium and Metals
Corp., in which Northern Dynasty has entered into an agreement to earn an interest.
The Pebble Partnership is acquiring the right to earn a 60% interest in Full Metal’s mineral claims by
incurring exploration expenditures of at least $3 million over three years, plus other considerations.
The Pebble Partnership will also have the right to purchase certain claims outright.
Northern Dynasty has the right to earn a 60% interest in Liberty Star’s mineral claims by incurring
exploration expenditures of $10 million over six years.
State mineral claims in Alaska may be kept in good standing by performing annual assessment work or
by paying cash in lieu of assessment work in the amount of US$100 per 40 acre mineral claim per year,
and by paying annual escalating state rentals. All of the claims come due annually on August 31.
However, credit for excess work can be banked, to a maximum of five years, and can be applied as
necessary to continue to hold the claims in good standing. The Pebble claims have a variable amount
of work credit available that can be applied in this way. Annual assessment work obligations for the
Pebble property total some US$947,000 and annual state rentals for 2010 are US$627,808.
The boundaries of the claims have not been surveyed.
The details of the mineral claims are provided in Table 4.2.1.
Table 4.2.1
ADL Number

Pebble Mineral Claims
Claim Name

ADL Number

Claim Name

516769 - 516770

Sill 5951 - Sill 5952

566327 - 566332

Pebble Beach 2136 - Pebble Beach 2141

516779 - 516780

Sill 6051 - Sill 6052

566367 - 566373

Pebble Beach 2236 - Pebble Beach 2242

516789 - 516790

Sill 6151 - Sill 6152

566407 - 566413

Pebble Beach 2336 - Pebble Beach 2342

516797 - 516802

Sill 6247 - Sill 6252

566447 - 566453

Pebble Beach 2436 - Pebble Beach 2442

516806 - 516812

Pebble Beach 5448 - Pebble Beach 5454

566487 - 566492

Pebble Beach 2536 - Pebble Beach 2541

516813 - 516819

Pebble Beach 5548 - Pebble Beach 5554

566527 - 566532

Pebble Beach 2636 - Pebble Beach 2641

516820 - 516823

Pebble Beach 5651 - Pebble Beach 5654

566567 - 566572

Pebble Beach 2736 - Pebble Beach 2741

516824 - 516827

Pebble Beach 5751 - Pebble Beach 5754

566607 - 566610

Pebble Beach 3138 - Pebble Beach 3141

516828 - 516830

Pebble Beach 5852 - Pebble Beach 5854

566637 - 566640

Pebble Beach 2938 - Pebble Beach 2941

516831 - 516833

Pebble Beach 5952 - Pebble Beach 5954

566247 - 566252

Pebble Beach 1936 - Pebble Beach 1941

516834 - 516836

Pebble Beach 6052 - Pebble Beach 6054

566287 - 566292

Pebble Beach 2036 - Pebble Beach 2041

516837 - 516838

Pebble Beach 6153 - Pebble Beach 6154

566655 - 566660

Pebble Beach 2836 - Pebble Beach 2841

516839 - 516841

Pebble Beach 4651 - Pebble Beach 4653

566697 - 566701

Pebble Beach 3238 - Pebble Beach 3242

516842 - 516844

Pebble Beach 4751 - Pebble Beach 4753

566737 - 566740

Pebble Beach 3038 - Pebble Beach 3041

516845 - 516847

Pebble Beach 4851 - Pebble Beach 4853

566751 - 566754

Pebble Beach 3252 - Pebble Beach 3255

516848 - 516850

Pebble Beach 4951 - Pebble Beach 4953

566767 - 566771

Pebble Beach 3338 - Pebble Beach 3342

516851 - 516856

Pebble Beach 5048 - Pebble Beach 5053

566781 - 566784

Pebble Beach 3352 - Pebble Beach 3355

516857 - 516862

Pebble Beach 5148 - Pebble Beach 5153

566793 - 566796

Pebble Beach 3438 - Pebble Beach 3441

516863 - 516868

Pebble Beach 5248 - Pebble Beach 5253

566797 - 566802

Pebble Beach 3446 - Pebble Beach 3451

516869 - 516874

Pebble Beach 5348 - Pebble Beach 5353

566811 - 566814

Pebble Beach 3538 - Pebble Beach 3541

516879 - 516880

Sill 6351 - Sill 6352

566815 - 566820

Pebble Beach 3546 - Pebble Beach 3551

516888 - 516889

Sill 6451 - Sill 6452

566829 - 566832

Pebble Beach 3638 - Pebble Beach 3641

Table continues…
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...Table 4.2.1 (Cont’d)
ADL Number

Claim Name

ADL Number

Claim Name

516948 - 516950

Pebble Beach 3850 - Pebble Beach 3852

566833 - 566838

Pebble Beach 3646 - Pebble Beach 3651

516951 - 516953

Pebble Beach 3950 - Pebble Beach 3952

566847 - 566850

Pebble Beach 3738 - Pebble Beach 3741

516954 - 516956

Pebble Beach 4050 - Pebble Beach 4052

566851 - 566856

Pebble Beach 3746 - Pebble Beach 3751

516957 - 516959

Pebble Beach 4150 - Pebble Beach 4152

566865 - 566868

Pebble Beach 3838 - Pebble Beach 3841

516960 - 516964

Pebble Beach 4250 - Pebble Beach 4254

566877 - 566880

Pebble Beach 3938 - Pebble Beach 3941

516965 - 516969

Pebble Beach 4350 - Pebble Beach 4354

566889 - 566892

Pebble Beach 4038 - Pebble Beach 4041

516970 - 516972

Pebble Beach 4451 - Pebble Beach 4453

566901 - 566904

Pebble Beach 4138 - Pebble Beach 4141

516973 - 516975

Pebble Beach 4551 - Pebble Beach 4553

566905 - 566910

Pebble Beach 4238 - Pebble Beach 4243

524511 - 524512

Sill 5543 - Sill 5544

566911 - 566916

Pebble Beach 4338 - Pebble Beach 4343

524515 - 524516

Sill 5643 - Sill 5644

566917 - 566922

Pebble Beach 4438 - Pebble Beach 4443

524519 - 524520

Sill 5743 - Sill 5744

566923 - 566928

Pebble Beach 4538 - Pebble Beach 4543

524523 - 524524

Sill 5843 - Sill 5844

566929 - 566932

Pebble Beach 4638 - Pebble Beach 4641

524527 - 524528

Sill 5943 - Sill 5944

566933 - 566936

Pebble Beach 4738 - Pebble Beach 4741

524531 - 524532

Sill 6043 - Sill 6044

566937 - 566940

Pebble Beach 4838 - Pebble Beach 4841

524535 - 524536

Sill 6143 - Sill 6144

566941 - 566944

Pebble Beach 4938 - Pebble Beach 4941

524539 - 524542

Sill 6243 - Sill 6246

566945 - 566948

Pebble Beach 5038 - Pebble Beach 5041

524543 - 524544

Sill 6343 - Sill 6344

566949 - 566952

Pebble Beach 5138 - Pebble Beach 5141

524550 - 524551

Sill 6443 - Sill 6444

566953 - 566956

Pebble Beach 5238 - Pebble Beach 5241

524557 - 524558

Sill 6543 - Sill 6544

566957 - 566960

Pebble Beach 5338 - Pebble Beach 5341

524568 - 524569

Sill 6643 - Sill 6644

566961 - 566964

Pebble Beach 5438 - Pebble Beach 5441

524579 - 524580

Sill 6743 - Sill 6744

566965 - 566968

Pebble Beach 5538 - Pebble Beach 5541

524595 - 524596

Sill 6843 - Sill 6844

566969 - 566972

Pebble Beach 5638 - Pebble Beach 5641

524611 - 524612

Sill 6943 - Sill 6944

566973 - 566976

Pebble Beach 5738 - Pebble Beach 5741

524630 - 524631

Sill 7043 - Sill 7044

566977 - 566980

Pebble Beach 5838 - Pebble Beach 5841

524649 - 524650

Sill 7143 - Sill 7144

566981 - 566984

Pebble Beach 5938 - Pebble Beach 5941

524668 - 524669

Sill 7243 - Sill 7244

566985 - 566990

Pebble Beach 6038 - Pebble Beach 6043

524684 - 524685

Sill 7343 - Sill 7344

566991 - 566996

Pebble Beach 6138 - Pebble Beach 6143

524698 - 524699

Sill 7443 - Sill 7444

566997 - 567006

Pebble Beach 6238 - Pebble Beach 6247

524712 - 524717

Sill 7543 -Sill 7548

567007 - 567016

Pebble Beach 6338 - Pebble Beach 6347

524748 - 524751

Pebble Beach 3452 - Pebble Beach 3455

567017 - 567026

Pebble Beach 6438 - Pebble Beach 6447

524752 - 524755

Pebble Beach 3552 - Pebble Beach 3555

567035 - 567036

Pebble Beach 6546 - Pebble Beach 6547

524756 - 524759

Pebble Beach 3652 - Pebble Beach 3655

567045 - 567055

Pebble Beach 6646 - Pebble Beach 6656

524760 - 524763

Pebble Beach 3752 - Pebble Beach 3755

567064 - 567069

Pebble Beach 6746 - Pebble Beach 6751

524764 - 524765

Pebble Beach 3848 - Pebble Beach 3849

567083 - 567088

Pebble Beach 6846 - Pebble Beach 6851

524766 - 524768

Pebble Beach 3853 - Pebble Beach 3855

567102 - 567107

Pebble Beach 6946 - Pebble Beach 6951

524769 - 524770

Pebble Beach 3948 - Pebble Beach 3949

567841 - 567845

Sill 5343 - Sill 5347

524771 - 524773

Pebble Beach 3953 - Pebble Beach 3955

567855 - 567860

Sill 5443 - Sill 5448

524774 - 524775

Pebble Beach 4048 - Pebble Beach 4049

567869 - 567873

Sill 5545 - Sill 5549

524776 - 524778

Pebble Beach 4053 - Pebble Beach 4055

567881 - 567886

Sill 5645 - Sill 5650

524779 - 524780

Pebble Beach 4148 - Pebble Beach 4149

567893 - 567898

Sill 5745 - Sill 5750

524781 - 524783

Pebble Beach 4153 - Pebble Beach 4155

567905 - 567911

Sill 5845 - Sill 5851

524784 - 524785

Pebble Beach 4248 - Pebble Beach 4249

567917 - 567922

Sill 5945 - Sill 5950

524786

Pebble Beach 4255

567923

Sill 5953

524787 - 524788

Pebble Beach 4348 - Pebble Beach 4349

567927 - 567932

Sill 6045 - Sill 6050

524789

Pebble Beach 4355

567933

Sill 6053

524790 - 524792

Pebble Beach 4448 - Pebble Beach 4450

567937 - 567942

Sill 6145 - Sill 6150

524793 - 524794

Pebble Beach 4454 - Pebble Beach 4455

567943 - 567944

Sill 6153 - Sill 6154

524795 - 524797

Pebble Beach 4548 - Pebble Beach 4550

567947 - 567949

Sill 6253 - Sill 6255

524798 - 524799

Pebble Beach 4554 - Pebble Beach 4555

567951 - 567956

Sill 6345 - Sill 6350

524800 - 524802

Pebble Beach 4648 - Pebble Beach 4650

567957 - 567960

Sill 6353 - Sill 6356

524803 - 524804

Pebble Beach 4654 - Pebble Beach 4655

567961 - 567966

Sill 6445 - Sill 6450
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...Table 4.2.1 (Cont’d)
ADL Number

Claim Name

ADL Number

Claim Name

524805 - 524807

Pebble Beach 4748 - Pebble Beach 4750

567967 - 567970

Sill 6453 - Sill 6456

524808 - 524809

Pebble Beach 4754 - Pebble Beach 4755

567971 - 567982

Sill 6545 - Sill 6556

524810 - 524812

Pebble Beach 4848 - Pebble Beach 4850

568175 - 568178

Sill 8345 - Sill 8348

524813 - 524814

Pebble Beach 4854 - Pebble Beach 4855

568255 - 568256

Sill 8743 - Sill 8744

524815 - 524817

Pebble Beach 4948 - Pebble Beach 4950

638779 - 638786

PEB 1 - PEB 8

524818 - 524819

Pebble Beach 4954 - Pebble Beach 4955

638791 - 638802

PEB 13 - PEB 24

524820 - 524821

Pebble Beach 5054 - Pebble Beach 5055

638807 - 638816

PEB 29 - PEB 38

524822 - 524823

Pebble Beach 5154 - Pebble Beach 5155

638821 - 638830

PEB 43 - PEB 52

524824 - 524825

Pebble Beach 5254 - Pebble Beach 5255

638835 - 638844

PEB 57 - PEB 66

524826 - 524827

Pebble Beach 5354 -Pebble Beach 5355

638848 - 638858

PEB 70 - PEB 80

524828

Pebble Beach 5455

638862 - 638875

PEB 84 - PEB 97

524829 - 524831

Pebble Beach 5648 - Pebble Beach 5650

638882 - 638893

PEB 104 - PEB 115

524832 - 524834

Pebble Beach 5748 - Pebble Beach 5750

640061 - 640096

PEB N 1 - PEB N 36

524835 - 524838

Pebble Beach 5848 - Pebble Beach 5851

642334 - 642337

PEB EB A1 - PEB EB A4

524839 - 524842

Pebble Beach 5948 - Pebble Beach 5951

642338 - 642411

PEB EB 1 - PEB EB 74

524843 - 524846

Pebble Beach 6048 - Pebble Beach 6051

642412 - 642450

PEB WB 1 - PEB WB 39

524847 - 524850

Pebble Beach 6148 - Pebble Beach 6151

643892 - 643898

PEB SE A1 - PEB SE A7

524851 - 524857

Pebble Beach 6248 - Pebble Beach 6254

643899 - 643930

PEB SE 1 - PEB SE 32

524858 - 524864

Pebble Beach 6348 - Pebble Beach 6354

643931 - 643934

PEB NW A1 - PEB NW A4

525849

Pebble Beach 6152

643935 - 643966

PEB NW 1 - PEB NW 32

531355 - 531358

Pebble Beach 3642 - Pebble Beach 3645

644196 - 644224

PEB SE 33 - PEB SE 61

531359 - 531362

Pebble Beach 3742 - Pebble Beach 3745

644225 - 644230

PEB SE A8 - PEB SE A13

531363 - 531368

Pebble Beach 3842 - Pebble Beach 3847

644231 - 644251

PEB EB 75 - PEB EB 95

531369 - 531374

Pebble Beach 3942 - Pebble Beach 3947

644252 - 644255

PEB EB A5 - PEB EB A8

531375 - 531380

Pebble Beach 4042 - Pebble Beach 4047

644256 - 644279

PEB WB 40 - PEB WB 63

531381 - 531386

Pebble Beach 4142 - Pebble Beach 4147

644284 - 644303

SP 173 - SP 192

531387 - 531390

Pebble Beach 4244 - Pebble Beach 4247

644312 - 644315

SP 201 - SP 204

531391 - 531394

Pebble Beach 4344 - Pebble Beach 4347

644318 - 644321

SP 207 - SP 210

531395 - 531398

Pebble Beach 4444 - Pebble Beach 4447

644322

SP 216

531399

Pebble Beach 4544

644323 - 644330

SP 225 - SP 232

531400

Pebble Beach 4547

644331 - 644335

SP 235 - SP 239

531401 - 531404

Pebble Beach 4644 - Pebble Beach 4647

644336

SP 245

531405 - 531408

Pebble Beach 4744 - Pebble Beach 4747

644733

South Pebble 234

531409 - 531412

Pebble Beach 4844 - Pebble Beach 4847

644734 - 644738

South Pebble 240 - South Pebble 244

531413 - 531416

Pebble Beach 4944 - Pebble Beach 4947

645612 - 645662

SP 322 - SP 372

531417 - 531420

Pebble Beach 5044 - Pebble Beach 5047

646604 - 646605

Pebble Beach 5942 - Pebble Beach 5943

531421 - 531424

Pebble Beach 5144 - Pebble Beach 5147

646606 - 646617

PEB K 1 - PEB K 12

531425 - 531428

Pebble Beach 5244 - Pebble Beach 5247

648906 - 648909

PEB WB 64 - PEB WB 67

531429 - 531432

Pebble Beach 5344 - Pebble Beach 5347

668740

PEBA 113

531433 - 531436

Pebble Beach 5444 - Pebble Beach 5447

668741 - 669053

KAS 1 - KAS 313

531437 - 531440

Pebble Beach 5544 - Pebble Beach 5547

669054 - 669068

KAS 318 - KAS 332

531441 - 531444

Pebble Beach 5644 - Pebble Beach 5647

669069 - 669140

KAS 334 - KAS 405

531445 - 531448

Pebble Beach 5744 - Pebble Beach 5747

531449 - 531452

Pebble Beach 5844 - Pebble Beach 5847

Pebble Option/Full Metal Minerals

531453 - 531456

Pebble Beach 5944 - Pebble Beach 5947

ADL Number

Claim Name

531457 - 531460

Pebble Beach 6044 - Pebble Beach 6047

552871 - 552902

South Pebble 113 - South Pebble 144

531461 - 531464

Pebble Beach 6144 - Pebble Beach 6147

552909 - 552916

South Pebble 151 - South Pebble 158

531648 - 531649

Pebble Beach 4545 - Pebble Beach 4546

552931 - 553019

KAK 1 - KAK 89

540399

Pebble Beach 5555

641977 - 641983

South Pebble 21 - South Pebble 27

540400

Pebble Beach 5655

641985 - 641991

South Pebble 29 - South Pebble 35

540401

Pebble Beach 5755

641998 - 642068

South Pebble 42 - South Pebble 112
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...Table 4.2.1 (Cont’d)
ADL Number

Claim Name

ADL Number

Claim Name

540402

Pebble Beach 5855

644304 - 644311

SP 193 - SP 200

540403

Pebble Beach 5955

644316 - 644317

SP 205 - SP 206

540404

Pebble Beach 6055

644365 - 644366

SP 274 - SP 275

540405

Pebble Beach 6155

644371 - 644385

SP 280 - SP 294

540406

Pebble Beach 6255

644386 - 644415

KAK 90 - KAK 119

540407

Pebble Beach 6355

644421 - 644426

KAK 125 - KAK 130

540408 - 540415

Pebble Beach 6448 - Pebble Beach 6455

644467 - 644483

KAK 171 - KAK 187

540416 - 540423

Pebble Beach 6548 - Pebble Beach 6555

644881 - 644912

KAK 188 - KAK 219

540424 - 540429

Sill 7643 - Sill 7648

645600 - 645611

SP 310 - SP 321

540430 - 540435

Sill 7743 - Sill 7748

649664 - 649770

KAK 220 - KAK 326

540436 - 540441

Sill 7843 - Sill 7848

657890 - 657966

KAK 327 - KAK 403

540442 - 540447

Sill 7943 - Sill 7948

663828 - 663831

KAK 136A - KAK 139A

540448 - 540453

Sill 8043 - Sill 8048

663832 - 663835

KAK 144A - KAK 147A

540454 - 540459

Sill 8143 - Sill 8148

663836 - 663848

KAK 158A - KAK 170A

540460 - 540465

Sill 8243 - Sill 8248

540466 - 540467

Sill 8343 - Sill 8344

NDM

540468 - 540469

Sill 8443 - Sill 8444

ADL Number

Claim Name

540470 - 540471

Sill 8543 - Sill 8544

642753 - 642770

BC 265 - BC 282

540472 - 540473

Sill 8643 - Sill 8644

642775 - 642781

BC 287 - BC 293

541245 - 541252

PB 113 - PB 120

642786 -642792

BC 298 -BC 304

542561

Pebble Beach 4856

642797 - 642803

BC 309 - BC 315

542562

Pebble Beach 4956

642808 - 642814

BC 320 - BC 326

542563

Pebble Beach 5056

642819 - 642825

BC 331 - BC 337

542564

Pebble Beach 5156

642832 - 642838

BC 344 - BC 350

542565

Pebble Beach 5256

642848 - 642854

BC 360 - BC 366

542566

Pebble Beach 5356

642867 - 642873

BC 379 - BC 385

542567

Pebble Beach 5456

642886 - 642892

BC 398 - BC 404

542568

Pebble Beach 5556

642905 - 642911

BC 417 - BC 423

542569

Pebble Beach 5656

642924 - 642931

BC 436 - BC 443

542570

Pebble Beach 5756

642944 - 642946

BC 456 - BC 458

542571

Pebble Beach 5856

542572

Pebble Beach 5956

NDM Option/Liberty Star

542573

Pebble Beach 6056

ADL Number

Claim Name

542574

Pebble Beach 6156

642826 - 642827

BC 338 - BC 339

542575

Pebble Beach 6256

642839 - 642843

BC 351 - BC 355

542576

Pebble Beach 6356

642855 - 642862

BC 367 - BC 374

542577

Pebble Beach 6456

642874 - 642881

BC 386 - BC 393

542578

Pebble Beach 6556

642893 - 642900

BC 405 - BC 412

542579 - 542580

Pebble Beach 4642 - Pebble Beach 4643

642912 - 642919

BC 424 - BC 431

542581 - 542582

Pebble Beach 4742 - Pebble Beach 4743

642932 - 642939

BC 444 - BC 451

542583 - 542584

Pebble Beach 4842 - Pebble Beach 4843

642947 - 642960

BC 459 - BC 472

542585 - 542586

Pebble Beach 4942 - Pebble Beach 4943

642964 - 642983

BC 476 - BC 495

542587 - 542588

Pebble Beach 5042 - Pebble Beach 5043

642987 - 643006

BC 499 - BC 518

542589 - 542590

Pebble Beach 5142 - Pebble Beach 5143

643008 - 643044

BC 520 - BC 556

542591 - 542592

Pebble Beach 5242 - Pebble Beach 5243

643046 - 643082

BC 558 - BC 594

542593 - 542594

Pebble Beach 5342 - Pebble Beach 5343

643090 - 643118

BC 602 - BC 630

542595 - 542596

Pebble Beach 5442 - Pebble Beach 5443

643126 - 643154

BC 638 - BC 666

542597 - 542598

Pebble Beach 5542 - Pebble Beach 5543

643162 - 643190

BC 674 - BC 702

542599 - 542600

Pebble Beach 5642 - Pebble Beach 5643

643198 - 643226

BC 710 - BC 738

542601 - 542602

Pebble Beach 5742 - Pebble Beach 5743

643228 - 643256

BC 740 - BC 768

542603 - 542604

Pebble Beach 5842 - Pebble Beach 5843

643272 - 643286

BC 784 - BC 798
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...Table 4.2.1 (Cont’d)
ADL Number
552917 - 552930

Claim Name

ADL Number

Claim Name

South Pebble 159 - South Pebble 172

643298 - 643311

BC 810 - BC 823

553427 - 553538

PEBA 1 - PEBA 112

643323 - 643335

BC 835 - BC 847

553539 - 553577

PEBB 1 - PEBB 39

643339 - 643353

BC 851 - BC 865

553578 - 553587

PEBE 1 - PEBE 10

643357 - 643371

BC 869 - BC 883

553588 - 553614

PEBF 1 - PEBF 27

643432 - 643453

BC 1001 - BC 1022

553615 - 553616

SILL 6155 - SILL 6156

649923 - 649932

BC 1171 - BC 1180

553617

SILL 6256

649939 - 649940

BC 1187 - BC 1188

649948 - 649949

BC 1196 - BC 1197

4.3

SURFACE RIGHTS

There are no surface rights currently held by Northern Dynasty or other parties. Surface rights are
acquired from the state government once areas required for mine development have been determined
and permits awarded.

4.4

ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES

As Pebble is a project at which no prior development or mining has been done, there are no existing
environmental liabilities.

4.5

PERMITS

Permits necessary for the upcoming field programs are applied for each year. No permits for mining
and other activities envisaged in this Preliminary Assessment are currently held as these are likely to
be modified based on the results of final feasibility studies and the environmental assessment process.
Additional information on permitting is provided in Chapter 18.4.

4.6

OWNERSHIP HISTORY

The following summary of historical property agreements and the current operating agreements is
taken from Rebagliati, 2010.
“In October 2001, Northern Dynasty acquired, through its Alaskan subsidiary, a two-part
Pebble Property purchase option previously secured by Hunter Dickinson Group Inc. (HDGI)
from an Alaska subsidiary of Teck Cominco Limited, now Teck Resources Limited (Teck). In
particular HDGI assigned this two part option (the Teck Option) as to 80% to Northern
Dynasty while retaining 20% thereof. The first part of the Teck Option permitted Northern
Dynasty to purchase (through its Alaskan subsidiary) 80% of the previously drilled portions of
the Pebble Property on which the majority of the then known copper mineralization occurred
(the “Resource Lands Option”). Northern Dynasty could exercise the Resource Lands Option
through the payment of cash and shares aggregating US$10 million prior to November 30, 2004.
The second part of the Teck Option permitted Northern Dynasty to earn a 50% interest in the
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exploration area outside of the Resource Lands (the “Exploration Lands Option”). Northern
Dynasty could exercise the Explorations Lands Option by doing some 18,288 m (60,000 ft) of
exploration drilling by November 30, 2004, which it completed on time. The HDGI assignment
of the Teck Option also allowed Northern Dynasty to purchase the other 20% of the Teck
Option retained by HDGI for its fair value.
In November 2004, Northern Dynasty exercised the Resource Lands Option and acquired 80%
of the Resource Lands. In February 2005, Teck elected to sell its residual 50% interest in the
Exploration Lands to Northern Dynasty for US$4 million. Teck still retains a 4% pre-payback
advance net profits royalty interest (after debt service) and 5% after-payback net profits
interest royalty in any mine production from the Exploration Lands portion of the Pebble
property.
In June 2006, Northern Dynasty acquired, through its Alaska subsidiaries, the remaining HDGI
20% interest in the Resource Lands and Exploration Lands by acquiring HDGI from its
shareholders and through its various subsidiaries had thereby acquired an aggregate 100%
interest in the Pebble Property, subject only to the Teck net-profits royalties on the Exploration
Lands described above. At that time, Northern Dynasty operated the Pebble Property through a
general Alaskan partnership with one of its subsidiaries.
In July 2007, Northern Dynasty converted the aforementioned general partnership into a
limited partnership, the Pebble Limited Partnership (the “Pebble Partnership"), so that an
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Anglo American plc (Anglo) could subscribe for 50% of the
Pebble Partnership's equity effective July 31, 2007. Each of Northern Dynasty and Anglo
effectively has equal control and management rights in the Pebble Partnership (and its general
partner, Pebble Mines Corp.) through respective wholly-owned affiliates. The Pebble
Partnership's assets include the shares of two Alaska subsidiaries which hold registered title to
the claims comprising the Pebble Property. To maintain its 50% interest in the Pebble
Partnership, Anglo is required to make staged cash investments into the Pebble Partnership
aggregating US$1.425 billion as described below. Anglo’s staged investment requirements
include an initial minimum expenditure of US$125 million. This investment funded expenditures
on the project approved by the Board of the general partner (Pebble Mines Corp.), with the goal
of producing a prefeasibility study. After approval of a prefeasibility study, Anglo is required, in
order to retain its 50% interest in the Pebble Partnership, to elect to commit to further
expenditures which bring its total investment to at least US$450 million which amount is to be
expended towards producing a final feasibility study and in related activities, the completion of
which is expected to take the Pebble Partnership to a production decision. The final feasibility
study may require more than the cumulative US$450 million of expenditures. Upon an
affirmative decision by the Pebble Partnership to develop a mine, Anglo is required to elect to
commit to the remainder of the total investment of US$1.425 billion in order to retain its
interest in the Pebble Partnership. Following completion of the US$1.425 billion expenditure,
any further expenditure will be funded by Anglo and Northern Dynasty on a 50:50 basis (subject
to dilution for non-contribution). If the feasibility study is completed after 2011, Anglo’s overall
funding requirement increases from US$1.425 billion to US$1.5 billion. The Pebble Partnership
agreement provides for equal project control rights via equal director representation rights on
the Board of Pebble Mines Corp. with no operator’s fees payable to either party. The legal
agreements forming the Pebble Partnership are filed on www.SEDAR.com.”
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On June 29, 2010, Northern Dynasty entered into a letter agreement with Liberty Star and its
subsidiary, Big Chunk Corp. (together “LS”), pursuant to which LS sold 23.8 mi2 (61.5 km2), the
“Purchased Claims,” to a US subsidiary of Northern Dynasty in consideration for both a $1,000,000
cash payment and a secured convertible loan from Northern Dynasty in the amount of $3,000,000 (the
“Loan”). The Loan is secured by LS’s Big Chunk and Bonanza Hills properties in Alaska and accrues
interest at 10% per annum.
In addition, subject to negotiating and signing a definitive earn-in option and joint venture agreement,
Northern Dynasty can earn a 60% interest in LS’s remaining Big Chunk and Bonanza Hills projects in
Alaska by spending $10,000,000 on those properties over six years. The Loan from Northern Dynasty
may be applied as part of the earn-in requirements, at Northern Dynasty’s discretion.
On September 10, 2010, the Pebble Partnership entered into a letter agreement (the “Full Metal
Agreement”) with Full Metal Minerals Corp. and Full Metal Minerals (USA) Inc. (together, “FMM”),
pursuant to which the Pebble Partnership can earn a 60% interest in FMM’s South Pebble Claims (the
“FMM Properties”), upon completion of incurring exploration expenditures of at least $3,000,000 over
a period of three years. The venture between FMM and the Pebble Partnership will be in the form of a
limited liability company (LLC).
Under the Agreement, the Pebble Partnership was required to complete a Z-Axis Tipper
Electromagnetic Technique (ZTEM) airborne survey over the Properties, before January 1, 2011. This
survey has been completed. In addition, from the date of signature of the Agreement until either
completion of the earn-in or termination of the Agreement, the Pebble Partnership will make an
annual payment of $50,000 to FMM. The $50,000 payment for 2010 has been made. For the duration of
the earn-in period and the joint venture, the Pebble Partnership will have an option, under certain
conditions, to select and purchase claims that form part of the Properties (the “Purchased Claims”) at a
price of $25/acre.
For the duration of the earn-in period, the Pebble Partnership will be the operator of the FMM
Properties.
The FMM Properties total 542 claims, covering approximately 135 mi2, located west and north west of
the ground held 100% by the Pebble Partnership.
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5.0

ACCESSIBILITY, CLIMATE, LOCAL RESOURCES,
INFRASTRUCTURE AND PHYSIOGRAPHY

5.1

ACCESSIBILITY

The Pebble property is located in a remote area of southwest Alaska. Access to the property is typically
via air travel from the city of Anchorage, which is situated at the northeastern end of Cook Inlet and is
connected to the national road network via Interstate Highway 1 through Canada to the USA.
Anchorage is serviced daily by several regularly scheduled flights to major airport hubs in the USA.
From Anchorage, there are regular flights to Iliamna through Iliamna Air Taxi. Charter flights may also
be arranged from Anchorage. From Iliamna, access to the Pebble property is by helicopter.

5.2

CLIMATE

The climate of the Iliamna area is similar to that of Anchorage where, the mean daily maximum
temperature in July is 63°F (17°C) and the mean daily minimum temperature in January is 9°F (-13°C).
Average annual precipitation is 27 inches (689 mm), most of which is rainfall from June through
August.
The climate, while periodically harsh, is sufficiently moderate to allow a well-planned mineral
exploration program to be conducted year-round (Rebagliati, C.M., and Haslinger, R.J., 2003).

5.3

INFRASTRUCTURE

There is a modern airfield at Iliamna, with two paved 4,920 ft airstrips that services the communities
of Iliamna, Newhalen, and Nondalton. The runways are suitable for DC-6 and Hercules cargo aircraft,
and small commercial jet aircraft.
There are paved roads that connect the airport to Iliamna and Newhalen, and a partly paved, partly
gravel road that extends to the Newhalen River crossing near Nondalton. The Pebble property is
currently not connected to any of these local communities by road; however, a road is being planned
as part of the Pebble Project design.
The three communities of Iliamna, Newhalen and Nondalton are linked together by a maintained
road; however, there is no direct access road that connects these communities to the coast on Cook
Inlet. From the coast, at Williamsport, on Iniskin Bay, there is a 30-km state maintained road that
comes to the east side of Iliamna Lake where watercraft and transport barges may be used to access
Iliamna.
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During the summer, supplies are barged up the Kvichak River, approximately 70 km southwest of
Iliamna, from Kvichak Bay on the North Pacific Ocean. Bulk fuel and freight can therefore be
transported to Iliamna Lake for surrounding communities located on and around the lake.
A small run-of-river hydroelectric installation on the nearby Tazamina River provides power for the
three communities in the summer months.

5.4

LOCAL RESOURCES

Iliamna and surrounding communities have a combined population of approximately 439 persons. As
such, there is limited commercial infrastructure locally except that which services a seasonal sports
fishing and hunting industry
The property is located approximately 60 miles west from tidewater in Cook Inlet and access to the
Pacific Ocean.

5.5

PHYSIOGRAPHY

The Pebble property is situated at approximately 1,000 feet (ft) above mean sea level (amsl) (305 m) in
an area described as sub-arctic tundra. It is characterized by gently rolling hills, and an absence of
permafrost.
From Rebagliati, C.M. and Haslinger J.M., 2003:
“The Pebble property lies 80.5 km (50 mi) west of the Alaska Range in the Nushagak–Big River
Hills, an area of rolling hills and low mountains separated by wide, shallow valleys blanketed
with glacial deposits that contain numerous small, shallow lakes and are cut by several major
meandering streams. The elevation ranges from 250 m (820 ft) amsl to 841 m (2,758 ft) amsl at
Kaskanak Peak, the highest point on the property.
Tundra plant communities (mixtures of shrub and herbaceous plants) cover the project area.
Willow is common only along streams and sparse patches of dense alder are confined to better
drained areas where coarse soils have developed. Poorly drained regions underlain by fine soils
support dwarf birch and grasses (Detterman and Reed, 1973).”
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HISTORY

In the mid 1980s, Cominco Alaska began reconnaissance exploration in the Pebble region and in 1984
discovered the Sharp Mountain gold prospect near the southern margin of the current Pebble
property. Gold occurs in drusy quartz veins of probable Tertiary age that cut Cretaceous rocks near the
peak of Sharp Mountain (anonymous Cominco Alaska report, 1984). Grab samples of veins in talus
ranged from 1.5 g/t Au to 9.32 oz/ton Au and 3.0 oz/ton Ag. No record of further work is available, but
the same or similar quartz veins were encountered in 2004 during property surface mapping
conducted by Northern Dynasty. Most of these trend north-south and dip steeply.
In 1987, examination and sampling of several prominent limonitic and hematitic alteration zones
yielded anomalous gold concentrations from the Sill prospect (recognized as a precious-metal,
epithermal-vein occurrence) and the Pebble discovery outcrop (of uncertain affinity). The 1988
exploration program included 24 diamond-drill holes at the Sill epithermal, gold prospect (Table 6.1.1)
and soil sampling, geological mapping, and two diamond drill holes at the Pebble target (Table 6.1.2).
Drilling at the Sill prospect intercepted mineralization with gold grades that justified more work, but
the initial Pebble drill holes yielded only modest encouragement. In 1989, an expanded soil-sampling
program, an induced polarization (IP) survey, and nine diamond-drill holes were completed at the
Pebble target, and 15 diamond drill holes were completed at the Sill prospect and three diamond drill
holes elsewhere on the property. Although limited in scope, the IP survey at Pebble displayed response
characteristics of a large porphyry-copper system. Subsequent drilling by Cominco Ltd. (Teck)
intercepted significant intervals of porphyry-style gold, copper, and molybdenum mineralization,
validating this interpretation.
Table 6.1.1

Cominco Drilling on Sill Prospect to End of 1997

Y ear and C ompany

No. Drill Holes

1988 Cominco

24

1989 Cominco
Total

Table 6.1.2

F eet

Metres

7,048

2,148

15

3,398

1,036

39

10,446

3,184

Cominco Drilling on Pebble Deposit to the End of 1997

Y ear and C ompany
1988 Cominco

No. Drill Holes
2

F eet
554

Metres
169

1989 Cominco

9

3,131

954

1990 Cominco

25

10,021

3,054

1991 Cominco

48

28,129

8,574

1992 Cominco

14

6,609

2,014

20

14,696

4,479

118

63,140

19,245

1997 Cominco
Total
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When it became apparent that a significant copper-gold-porphyry deposit had been discovered at
Pebble, exploration was accelerated. In 1990 and 1991, 25 and 48 diamond-drill holes were completed,
respectively. In 1991, baseline environmental and engineering studies were initiated and weather
stations were established. A preliminary economic evaluation was undertaken by Cominco in 1991 and
was updated in 1992 on the basis of 14 new diamond-drill holes. In 1993, an IP survey and a four-hole,
diamond-drill program was completed at a target 6 km to the south of the Pebble deposit. In 1997,
Cominco performed an IP survey, geochemical sampling, and geological mapping, and diamonddrilled 20 holes into and near the Pebble deposit (Table 6.1.3).
Table 6.1.3

Total Cominco Drilling on Pebble Property to the End of 1997

Y ear and C ompany

No. Drill Holes

F eet

Metres

1988 Cominco

26

7,602

2,317

1989 Cominco

27

7,422

2,262

1990 Cominco

25

10,021

3,054

1991 Cominco

48

28,129

8,574

1992 Cominco

14

6,609

2,014

1993 Cominco

4

1,263

385

1997 Cominco

20

14,696

4,479

164

75,741

23,086

Total

Since 2001, Northern Dynasty, and subsequently the Pebble Partnership, has staked additional claims,
conducted further geochemical and geophysical surveys, completed 867,456.2 ft of drilling, and a
significant amount of engineering, baseline environmental studies and stakeholder engagement.

6.1

HISTORICAL RESOURCE ESTIMATES

Cominco conducted several resource estimates on the Pebble deposit during the 1990s, employing
block models estimated with either kriging or inverse distance (ID) weighting. The cut-off grade used
was 0.3% CuEQ based on metal prices of US$1.00/lb of copper and US$375/oz of gold. These estimates
are summarized in Table 6.1.1.
Table 6.1.1

Cominco Resource Estimates

Y ear

T ons
(million)

Cu
(%)

Au
(oz/ton)

1990

200

0.35

0.01

1991

500

0.35

0.01

1992

460

0.40

0.01

2000

1,000

0.30

0.01

Historical estimates should not be relied upon for investment purposes.
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The regional geology of the Lower Western Cook Inlet area, where the Pebble deposit is located, is
dominated by Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous basinal turbidites of the Kahiltna terrane (Jones et al.,
1987; Wallace et al., 1984). These clastic sediments were probably eroded from the Late Triassic and
younger mafic to intermediate volcanics, chert, shale and limestone to westward succeeding
Peninsular terrane; part of the more regionally extensive Talkeetna super-terrane. They were deposited
in a narrow basin aligned with the subduction suture zone against the continental (Alaska) side of the
Wrangellia volcanic arc terrane. The Wrangellia and Kahiltna terranes docked to Alaska in the
Cretaceous Period.
The regional setting of the Pebble district has been discussed by Plafker and Berg (1994), Bouley et al.
(1995), Goldfarb (1997), Young et al. (1997), and their contained references. Southwest Alaska is
composed of an assemblage of northeast-trending tectonostratigraphic terranes that amalgamated
southward in response to long-lived, northeast- to northwest-directed subduction, beginning in the
Late Paleozoic (Goldfarb, 1997). The Pebble district is located within the Kahiltna Terrane, just
northwest of its contact with the Peninsular Terrane to the southeast (Figure 7.1.1).
The nature of the contact between the Kahiltna and Peninsular terranes in the vicinity of the Pebble
deposit is not well-defined. Although the contact plausibly involved major, arc-parallel or arc-oblique
structural contacts, the precise location of such inferred structures and the periods in which they were
tectonically active has not been determined.
The Kahiltna Terrane is one of several extensional forearc basins filled by Jurassic to Cretaceous flysch
(Plafker et al., 1989), which closed in the middle Mesozoic due to arc-normal convergence and
approach of the Wrangellia terrane from the south (Nokleberg et al., 1994). It may have formed by
closure of the Kahiltna and Peninsular basins (Plafker et al., 1989), possibly along an early
manifestation of the Lake Clark fault zone (Figure 7.1.1). The southern part of the Kahiltna Terrane is
dominated by basinal turbidities of Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous age derived from an intermediate
volcanic source, and lesser sequences of Late Triassic and younger basalt, andesite, tuff, chert, shale
and limestone (Jones et al., 1987; Wallace, 1984). The Peninsular Terrane contains Permian limestone,
Upper Triassic limestone, chert, tuff and agglomerate (which may correlate with similar rocks in the
Kahiltna terrane), Early to Middle Jurassic volcanic and intrusive rocks, and Middle Jurassic to
Cretaceous clastic rocks.
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Regional Solid Geology of the Western Southwest Cook Inlet Area

The Pebble property has been interpreted to lie between terminal strands of the inactive Lake Clark
fault zone, a dextral, transtensional splay off the arc-parallel Castle Mountain-Bruin Bay fault zone,
where displacement dissipates within a westward escape structure (Figure 7.1.1) (Goodman, 2008).
These structures are inferred and their location has not been delineated; field relationships indicate
that structural activity extended from prior to the formation of Pebble at about 90 Ma into at least the
Eocene. Regionally, thrust faults and strong folding developed in the Cretaceous, but at Pebble
deformation at this time was accommodated primarily by steep faulting.
Magmatic activity in the Kahiltna terrane in the area of the Pebble deposit occurred in several stages
across a large range in age (Goldfarb, 1997; data in this report). The district was intruded at about
90 Ma (Figure 7.1.1) by the intermediate Kaskanak batholith. To the immediate east of the batholith is
a suite of slightly older (mostly approximately 97 Ma), texturally and compositionally diverse stocks,
dykes, sills and irregular bodies. Pebble is related temporally to the 90 Ma intrusions.
Younger intrusions in or near the district include Late Cretaceous rocks (approximately 78 Ma; Full
Metal Minerals, pers. comm., 2008), and Early Paleocene (approximately 65 Ma; this report) and
Eocene (approximately 46 Ma; this report), which formed during northward subduction of the Pacific
plate beneath the North American plates on the modern Aleutian arc and its precursors (Goldfarb,
1997; Young et. al., 1997). Tertiary, mostly Eocene, magmatism includes abundant mafic to felsic
volcanic and subvolcanic rocks, along with sedimentary and volcano-sedimentary strata.
Southwest Alaska was covered by Quaternary to Recent glaciers, and most valleys are now filled with
glacial sedimentary deposits (Hamilton, 2008, and contained references).
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According to Wallace et al.1 (1989), the Kahiltna terrane is one of a number of regionally extensive and
highly deformed Jurassic to Cretaceous basinal turbidite deposits occur along most of the inboard
boundary of the Talkeetna super-terrane in southern Alaska and western Canada. Stratigraphic,
sedimentological, compositional, and structural evidence suggests that the Upper Jurassic to Lower
Cretaceous strata of the southern Kahiltna terrane were derived from and deposited on rocks of the
adjacent Talkeetna super-terrane. Deposition of these clastic rocks apparently post-dated arc
magmatism in the Talkeetna super-terrane, suggesting deposition in a basin developed on the suture
between the Talkeetna super-terrane and North America.
Bouley et al., (1995) positioned the Pebble deposit close to the regionally projected boundary of the
southern Kahiltna terrane and the Peninsular terrane. Tectonic activity has resulted in compressional
stresses (and associated faults) related to northwest motion and subduction of the Pacific Plate under
the Alaskan continent to the northwest.
The southern Kahiltna terrane is intruded by Cretaceous to Tertiary plutons, including the igneous
intrusive system which hosts mineralization at Pebble.
Hart2 (2010), utilizing data from PLP supplemented by new isotopic data, described hydrothermal
mineralization associated with the Pebble deposit as “directly associated with three lithologically and
geochemically diverse plutonic suites that intruded Jura-Cretaceous Kahiltna flysch strata over an
approximately 10 Ma period in the mid-Cretaceous from 97 to 88 Ma". Hart continued:
"The oldest suite consists of intrusions of coarse-grained pyroxene gabbro, hornblende diorite
sills, and granodiorite sills that are laterally extensive, up to 300 m thick, and host
mineralization. U-Pb dates indicate the units are 96 Ma, or slightly older.
“Several alkalic units form an intrusive and breccia complex, and several smaller solitary
stocks. Biotite pyroxenite forms a large, texturally-variable body with fine-grained diopsidic
phases and coarse-grained phases with abundant biotite, magnetite, and apatite. Several
quartz-deficient monzonitic units with K-feldspar megacrysts occur locally, and cut the mafic
rocks. Intrusive breccias occur throughout the complex. The rocks are alkaline, high-K, and
silica-saturated. U-Pb dates indicate intrusion at approximately 96 Ma.
“The youngest, most volumetrically and economically important suite is dominated by quartzphyric hornblende granodiorite and monzodiorite, and forms the large Kaskanak batholith, as
well as the four intrusions that host the Pebble West Zone, and the larger body in the centre of
the East Zone. The Kaskanak has accessory magnetite and titanite, the Pebble plutons are
similar, with sparse phenocrysts of equant K-feldspar. Calc-alkaline geochemistry characterizes
all units. U-Pb zircon dates of 91-89 Ma and Re-Os molybdenite dates of approximately 89.5 Ma
establishes a temporal relationship of these magmas with mineralization.
“All three plutonic suites are isotopically primitive indicating melt derivation from a youthfullyenriched lithosphere or mantle. Associated volcanic rocks are absent throughout the district,
and coeval intrusions are not recognized, therefore evidence for a mid-Cretaceous volcanoplutonic arc is lacking. The alkali precursor magmas, their relationships with the calc-alkaline
suites, as well as an atypical non-arc setting for Pebble, may have genetic implications for its
size, enrichments in of Cu, Au and Mo, and large gold endowment.”
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SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

The oldest rocks of the deposit are Early Jurassic to Late Cretaceous siltstone, argillite and greywacke
of the Kahiltna terrane. These folded turbidite sedimentary rocks are intercalated with mafic volcanics.
Near the batholith, these rocks are thermally metamorphosed to a biotite-bearing hornfels. Matrixsupported quartz-pebble conglomerate beds are very rare, less than 3 m in thickness and have only
been intersected in a few drill holes at great depth. These sedimentary rock types are immature and
were derived predominantly from intermediate volcanic source rocks. They are a major host to
mineralization in the Pebble deposit. They are recrystallized, either as a consequence of low-grade
regional metamorphism or in a wide hornfels aureole which surrounds the Kaskanak batholith.
Minimum age is approximately 97 Ma, based on the isotopic ages of sills which intrude the sequence.
Graded beds, load casts and other small-scale features indicate that the stratigraphic section is upright.
Bedding strikes north to north-northeast and has an average dip of about 19° to the east or eastsoutheast.
7.2.2

PLUTONIC ROCKS

Diorite sills intruded the Kahiltna flysch at about 96 Ma. Diorite is an important host to mineralization
in the West Zone, where it forms laterally extensive bodies from a few to greater than 100 m in
thickness. Diorite has not been intersected in the East Zone. Xenoliths of diorite occur in most phases
of the alkalic intrusive and breccia complex and near the margins of granodiorite plutons, but have not
been observed in granodiorite sills. Diorite has a fine-grained texture of intergrown plagioclase and
hornblende, locally with minor pyroxene, with minor, small, elongate phenocrysts of plagioclase.
In the deposit area, an undated gabbro intrusion might also be a plutonic equivalent of the diorite sills.
Gabbro is more coarse-grained than diorite and contains a higher proportion of pyroxene, which along
with plagioclase occurs as subphenocrysts in a dark, fine- to medium-grained matrix.
A monzonite intrusion and breccia complex occurs in the southern part of the West Zone. The
complex comprises porphyritic, quartz-deficient, biotite monzonite to monzodiorite intrusions with a
probable alkalic composition and with isotopic ages mostly around 96 Ma. Xenoliths of siltstone,
wacke and diorite are common in each rock type and large rafts of diorite and granodiorite sills are
surrounded by phases of the complex, which has been interpreted as a mega intrusion breccia
(Rebagliati and Payne, 2005, 2006). The intrusions commonly grade into or are spatially related to
breccias interpreted by earlier workers (e.g. Rebagliati and Payne, 2005) as intrusion breccias. All rock
types in this suite host mineralization.
Granodiorite sills are an important host to mineralization throughout the Pebble deposit. They occur
as numerous, stacked, largely bedding-parallel intrusions emplaced into the Kahiltna Flysch. They are
laterally very extensive and range from a few to greater than 300 m in thickness. Granodiorite sills are
thickest in the northeast part of the East Zone, and are truncated to the east by the ZG1 fault. There are
three main, laterally continuous sills; the upper two are progressively truncated by the paleo-erosion
surface between mineralized Cretaceous rocks and the cover sequence. They have very sharp contacts
with host rocks and only rarely contain xenoliths. Phenocrysts comprise up to 10% prismatic
hornblende and up to 55% equant to elongate plagioclase in a fine-grained matrix of Kfeldspar, quartz,
apatite, titanite and magnetite. Based upon U-Pb isotopic ages, granodiorite and diorite sills may be
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coeval; neither occurs as xenoliths in the other, they both occur as large blocks in the alkalic complex
in the West Zone and they have similar styles of emplacement into the Kahiltna Flysch. Granodiorite
sills have been intersected in a few drill holes outside the Pebble deposit, but their broader
distribution is not known.
There are five granodiorite plutons in the Pebble deposit. They are medium-grained porphyries and
phenocrysts comprise 7% euhedral hornblende, 50% to 55% slightly elongated plagioclase, 1% equant
K-feldspar megacrysts up 1.5 cm in size, 2% small, round, variably resorbed quartz eyes, 2% magnetite
and less than 1% titanite. The matrix is fine-grained quartz, plagioclase, and K-feldspar. All U-Pb
isotopic dates on zircon are about 90 Ma, which overlaps with Re-Os dates of about 89.5 Ma on
molybdenite from the Pebble deposit and establishes a temporal relationship to mineralization.
Granodiorite plutons cut granodiorite and diorite sills and the alkalic monzonite-breccia complex. The
East Zone stock occurs in the centre of the East Zone and is the largest body; it has minimum
dimensions of 2,000 m NE-SW by 600 m E-W and is open to the south and east. Four smaller
granodiorite plutons have been intersected in the West Zone. A similar body of altered but only weakly
mineralized granodiorite occurs southwest of the West Zone (Rebagliati and Payne, 2005). Contacts
are vertical or dip steeply outward. Wall rock xenoliths are rare and only found close to pluton
contacts, and dykes and sills extend only short distances into the host rocks to the plutons.
7.2.3

COVER SEQUENCE

The easternmost margin of the Pebble West deposit is overlain unconformably by a cover sequence of
Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary sedimentary and volcanic rocks. This succession thickens eastward in
a wedge-like fashion, completely blanketing the Pebble East Zone, and is divided into two main
structural blocks by the ZG1 fault. Southeast of this major northeast-trending structure, the
unconformity is downthrown some 600 to 900 m, whereas further southeast the subparallel ZG2 fault
may downdrop the unconformity up to another 300 m; an alternative interpretation is that the contact
between the cover sequence and the underlying Cretaceous rocks dips steeply to the east which would
require much less offset on the ZG2 fault. Accordingly, the maximum thickness of the cover sequence
is approximately 600 m immediately northwest of the ZG1 fault, whereas to the southeast beyond the
ZG2 fault the thickness can exceed 1,800 m.
Northwest of the ZG1 fault the lower half of the cover sequence comprises a broadly layered sequence
of clastic sedimentary rocks. However, apart from a thick basal conglomerate unit, much of the
overlying sedimentary sequence is typified by complexly interlayered lenses and laterally
discontinuous units of pebble conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone and mudstone. The upper half of the
cover sequence consists of mostly volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks, which resemble those preserved
southeast of the ZG1 fault within the East Graben where rock types are dominated by volcanic flows
and flow-related breccias with lesser interbeds of fine- to medium-grained clastic sedimentary rocks.
On both sides of the ZG1 fault much of the volcanicvolcaniclastic sequence which overlies the basal
sedimentary succession is basaltic to andesitic in composition, with a minor component of acid
intrusive rocks (dacites, monzonites). All of these rocks are also found as narrow dykes and sills within
the underlying sedimentary package.
In both structural and lithological domains, the unconformity atop the deposit is sharp and exhibits no
indications of paleo-weathering effects.
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LATE MAGMATIC ROCKS

A distinct biotite-hornblende monzonite porphyry intrusion has returned two U-Pb dates on zircon
between 64 and 65 Ma. The unit intrudes the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary cover sequence within
the East Graben, where it forms at least two sheets up to 200 m thick accompanied by narrower
offshoots and establishes a minimum age for at least the lower part of the cover sequence. This rock
type has not been intersected in the Pebble deposit. This stage of magmatism comprises volcanic and
sub-volcanic intrusive units dated at about 46 to 47 Ma. These rocks occur mostly east to southeast of
the Pebble deposit on Koktuli Mountain but proximal to the Pebble deposit have only been
documented as rare rhyolite flows, dykes and breccias; most of these intersections are in the East
Graben. Eocene rocks are volumetrically very minor within the Pebble resource.
7.2.5

QUATERNARY GLACIAL SEDIMENTS

Unconsolidated glacial sediments, typically less than 50 m thick, cover the deposit area.

7.3

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Deformation within the Pebble deposit is dominated by faulting (Figure 7.3.1 to Figure 7.3.4), which
includes an early-stage of brittle-ductile deformation formed during compression and later brittle
faults formed during extension. Minor folding is evident in the Kahiltna Flysch host rocks.
7.3.1

FOLDING

The Kahiltna Flysh has been affected by broad, open folding, which in the West Zone has been
described as an ‘M-shaped’ fold (Rebagliati and Payne, 2005). Smaller, subsidiary warps may also be
present. Fold axes plunge gently to the southeast. These folds may have influenced the highly variable
thickness of diorite and granodiorite sills. Folding is either less well-developed in the East Zone or has
not been recognized due to wide drill spacing. This folding occurred at an undetermined time prior to
about 97 Ma.
7.3.2

BRITTLE-DUCTILE DEFORMATION

A brittle-ductile fault zone defined by cataclasites and healed fault breccias was identified by drill
intersections during 2008. Brittle-ductile deformation was active during formation of the Pebble
deposit and controlled the flow of fluids responsible for advanced argillic alteration which produced
the highest grades in the deposit. This zone occurs on the east side of the East Zone and strikes subparallel to, but is truncated on its east side by, the ZG1 fault, which may have later exploited or been
influenced by this pre-existing structure. Brittle-ductile deformation continued, at least locally, after
formation of the Pebble deposit but does not extend into the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary cover
sequence.
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Geological Cross-section (A-A') Looking North*
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Geological Cross-section (B-B') through the Pebble West Zone, Looking Northwest*
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Geological Cross-section through the Pebble East Zone (C-C'), Looking Northwest
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The zone is at least 2,300 m in length and extends to at least 1,600 m depth; it is up to 200 m in width
northwest of, but is truncated and down-dropped into the East Graben by, the ZG1 fault. Absolute
displacement on the brittle-ductile fault is not constrained, but kinematic indicators suggest dextraloblique movement.
7.3.3

BRITTLE FAULTS

The Pebble deposit is cut by a number of mostly normal, brittle faults. Brittle faults in the Pebble West
Zone are coded ZA through ZF. These faults are all steeply dipping and each has normal displacement
of 15 to 45 m, except for the ZA fault which has reverse movement of about 30 m. The ZF fault has 45 to
90 m of normal displacement and juxtaposes copper-gold-molybdenum mineralization in the Pebble
deposit to the southeast against gabbro to the northwest, which is intensely altered by an auriferous
quartz-sericite-pyrite assemblage but lacks copper-molybdenum mineralization. Normal, south-sidedown movement on the east-trending ZE fault increases from less than 100 m in the West Zone to
about 300 m in the East Zone.
The major extensional structure in the Pebble East Zone is the northeast-trending East Graben. On its
northwest side, the graben is well-defined by the steeply southeast-dipping ZG1 normal fault, which
offsets the contact between the underlying Pebble deposit and the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary
cover sequence by 600 to 900 m. The sub-parallel ZG2 fault has additional normal displacement south
of the ZE fault of up to 300 m, but this structure has not been conclusively intersected north of the ZE
fault.
East tilting of the district by about 19° has slightly overturned the ZG1 fault in the north part of the East
Zone, imparting an apparent reverse displacement. The ZE fault is interpreted to cut the ZG1 fault and
the graben. Kahiltna Flysch and diorite sills are exposed well to the east of the deposit on Koktuli
Mountain; the ZH1 and ZH2 faults are interpreted on this basis as west-dipping corollaries to the ZG1
and ZG2 faults on the east side of the graben.
7.3.4

TILTING OF THE DISTRICT

Bedding in mudstones in the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary cover sequence demonstrates that the
Pebble deposit has been tilted about 19° to 20° to the east or east-southeast. This occurred after much
of the extensional faulting had taken place, but absolute timing is not known.
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DEPOSIT TYPES

The Pebble deposit is classified as a copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry deposit. The principal features
of porphyry copper deposits, as summarized recently by John et al., 2010, include:
x ores are defined by copper and other minerals which occur as disseminations and in veins and
breccias and which are relatively evenly distributed through their host rocks;
x large tonnage amenable to bulk mining methods;
x low to moderate copper grades typically between 0.3 and 2.0%;
x a genetic relationship to porphyritic intrusions of intermediate composition which typically
formed in convergent margin tectonic settings;
x a metal assemblage dominated by various combinations of copper, gold, molybdenum and
silver but commonly with other associated metals of low concentration; and,
x a spatial association with other styles of intrusion-related mineralization which include
skarns, polymetallic replacements and veins, distal disseminated gold-silver deposits, and
intermediate to high-sulphidation epithermal deposits.
These characteristics correspond closely to the principal features of the Pebble deposit as described in
Sections 7.0 and 9.0 of this report. This report focuses exclusively on the Pebble porphyry deposit;
other centres of intrusion-related skarn, vein and porphyry style mineralization have, however, been
encountered elsewhere on the Pebble property but have not been the subject detailed exploration or
delineation.
Pebble has one of the largest metal endowments of any gold-bearing porphyry deposit currently
known. Comparison of the current Pebble resource to other major gold-bearing porphyry deposits
shows that it ranks at or near the top in terms of both contained copper (Figure 8.1.1) and gold
(Figure 8.1.2). The basis of this estimation of metal endowment in the Pebble deposit is fully described
in Section 17.0 of this report.
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Figure 8.1.1

Pebble Deposit Rank by Contained Copper

Figure 8.1.2

Pebble Deposit Rank by Contained Gold
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MINERALIZATION

This section describes alteration assemblages, vein types, and mineralization styles in the Pebble
deposit. Other areas which host Eocene or mid-Cretaceous mineralization, but which are located
outside the Pebble deposit, are also summarized.

9.1

HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION

In most parts of the Pebble deposit, the principal control on grade distribution is alteration and
associated veins, with only minor host rock influence. This section describes these alteration
assemblages, along with their zoning patterns and relationship to grade.
9.1.1

SUMMARY OF MAJOR ALTERATION TYPES

The distribution of alteration assemblages in the Pebble deposit is shown in Figure 9.1.1. The major
alteration types comprise:
x Pre-hydrothermal hornfels (logging code HRF);
x Deep sodic-calcic alteration (NCA);
x Early K-silicate alteration which comprises K-feldspar-rich (KS1), biotite-rich (KS2) and
magnetite-bearing (KS2m) subtypes;
x Peripheral propylitic alteration (PRP);
x An illite overprint (SR2b) on early K-silicate alteration;
x Younger advanced argillic alteration (SR2a and SR2c) and associated silicification;
x Young, peripheral quartz-sericite-pyrite alteration (SR1); and
x Post-Pebble, low-temperature propylitic and clay alteration related to young faults which cut
the deposit (no code).
HORNFELS (HRF)
The Kahiltna Flysch was converted to massive, dark green hornfels prior to the onset of main-stage
hydrothermal activity at Pebble. Early type EB veins (see below) may have formed during hornfels.
Hornfels is a passive host to mineralization. Later mineralizing fluids flowed through abundant
fractures but inter-fracture domains had low permeability and, as a consequence, hornfels commonly
has lower overall grade than other rock types in the deposit.
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Figure 9.1.1

Distribution of Alteration Types in the Pebble Deposit
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K-SILICATE ALTERATION
Most copper-gold-molybdenum mineralization was introduced during early K-silicate alteration. The
broader K-silicate assemblage comprises K-feldspar dominated, biotite-rich and magnetite-bearing
subtypes. Current interpretation is that all K-silicate subtypes are approximately coeval and the
variants reflect, at least in part, host rock composition and proximity to hydrothermal centres.
K-Feldspar Dominated K-Silicate Subtype (KS1)
This is the main alteration type, which along with biotite-rich KS2 introduced most copper-goldmolybdenum mineralization. It is the dominant mineralized alteration within granodiorite intrusions.
The assemblage is K-feldspar, quartz, highly variable but mostly minor biotite, trace to minor apatite,
ankerite and rutile, and sulphides. Anhydrite has only been observed in a very few samples, mostly
from great depth. Magnetite is a minor, erratically but widely distributed component of this alteration
in the West Zone, but is absent from all but a few deep samples from the East Zone. Sulphide minerals
are dominated by sub-equal pyrite and chalcopyrite, accompanied by lesser, disseminated
molybdenite. Locally, chalcopyrite co-precipitated with bornite (which is paragenetically distinct from
the replacement bornite described below). Early K-silicate alteration is related to vein types A, B, and
C (see below).
Biotite-Rich K-Silicate Subtype (KS2)
This alteration is most strongly developed in sedimentary host rocks (Units Y and W), the older alkalic
suite (Units N, M, P, X1) with exception of Units F and X2, and diorite sills (Unit D). The intensity of
biotite development, particularly relative to K-feldspar, corresponds generally with the amount of
original iron and magnesium in the protolith. The assemblage is similar to KS1 except for differences in
relative mineral proportions. This alteration is associated with vein types B and C. It is possible that
the KS2 subtype is a slightly older stage of K-silicate alteration than the KS1 subtype.
Magnetite-Bearing K-Silicate Subtype (KS2m)
This alteration is nearly identical to normal biotite-rich KS2 alteration, except that it also contains
magnetite as disseminations and in type M veins (see below). It occurs only in the West Zone where it
is found mostly within or proximal to iron-rich diorite of Unit D and, to a lesser extent, in other rock
types.
ILLITE ALTERATION (SR2B)
This alteration occurs throughout most of the Pebble deposit but is strongest within granodiorite
plutons, particularly the East Zone stock. The intensity and distribution of SR2b alteration corresponds
closely to that of K-silicate alteration; it lacks fracture control, is independent of young faults and is
overprinted by SR1, SR2a and SR2c alteration. The SR2b alteration is interpreted as a low-temperature
overprint by cooled K-silicate fluids and is an intrinsic part of the hydrothermal system. The alteration
is light green in colour and minor pyrite is the only associated sulphide. Illite alteration may lower, or
at least redistribute, copper and/or gold mineralization where it is most intense.
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DEEP SODIC-CALCIC ALTERATION (DEEP PRP)
Sodic-calcic alteration occurs at depth across most of the deposit but is best developed at depth within
the East Zone stock. It is a medium-green, pervasive alteration which comprises albite, epidote,
chlorite, calcite, K-feldspar, minor pyrite and trace to locally minor chalcopyrite and molybdenite. It is
associated with a deep subtype of low-density type B quartz-sulphide veins which contain abundant
chlorite along with calcite and trace epidote and exhibit weakly developed K-feldspar alteration
envelopes. It has transitional contacts with overlying K-silicate alteration, with which it is considered
approximately coeval.
ADVANCED ARGILLIC ALTERATION (SR2A, SR2C, AND SILICIFICATION)
Advanced argillic alteration occurs in the East Zone and is associated with some of the highest grade
mineralization in the deposit. The alteration was controlled by the northeast-trending, steeply-dipping
brittle-ductile fault zone described above. Advanced argillic alteration comprises two related
assemblages, which are zoned around the brittle-ductile fault zone (Figure 9.1.1).
1.

A core zone which includes silicification and quartz-pyrophyllite-pyrite-chalcopyrite
alteration coincides with or lies immediately adjacent to rock affected by brittle-ductile
deformation.

2.

A surrounding zone affected by sericite-pyrophyllite-pyrite-bornite-digenite-covelliteenargitetennantite alteration forms a broad, upward-flaring envelope to the core zone on its northwest
side. Advanced argillic alteration is the youngest mineralizing hydrothermal event in the
Pebble deposit. It overprints early K-silicate, illite and deep sodic-calcic alteration and is only
overprinted by young, peripheral quartz-sericite-pyrite alteration.

Silicification
Silicification is the main alteration at the northeast and southwest ends of the brittle-ductile fault zone
(Figure 9.1.1). The alteration is coincident with the distribution of brittle-ductile deformation textures
and did not apparently form outside the fault zone. These zones also locally contain minor
pyrophyllite, and there is a marked increase in pyrite concentration and copper grade due to
additional precipitation of chalcopyrite compared to adjacent zones affected only by K-silicate
alteration; in contrast to pyrophyllite alteration in the central part of the brittle-ductile fault zone,
however, the grade of gold is only weakly elevated. The silicification is pervasive and there are no
obviously related veins.
Pyrophyllite Alteration (SR2c)
Pyrophyllite alteration with quartz characterizes the central part of the brittle-ductile fault zone.
Minor to trace diaspore, zunyite, kaolinite and dickite are also present. Pyrite, and to a lesser extent
chalcopyrite, concentration is significantly higher than in earlier K-silicate alteration. Highsulphidation copper ore minerals (see below) are absent or extremely rare. There is no definite vein
control although pyritic fractures with and without quartz are locally common. This alteration also
occurs within, but also locally outside of, zones with brittle-ductile deformation textures. In some
areas located near major, young, brittle faults, such as the ZG1 and ZE faults, pyrophyllite has been
replaced by post-hydrothermal illite or smectite.
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Sericite Alteration (SR2a)
This alteration forms a wide, upward-flaring alteration zone that forms outside, and extends well to
the west of, the brittle-ductile fault zone (Figure 9.1.1). It is well-preserved south of the ZE fault, which
has down-dropped the southern half of the Pebble East Zone about 300 m relative to the north. North
of the ZE fault, this alteration has been mostly removed by erosion and is only preserved as relicts at
the very top of the system. The mineralogy is dominated by white sericite; pyrite concentration is
typically much higher in the shallow parts of this zone compared to older K-silicate alteration but
decreases with depth. Mineralization comprises a high-sulphidation copper ore mineral assemblage
represented by various combinations of hypogene bornite, covellite, digenite, enargite and tennanitetetrahedrite. These minerals commonly rim and replace preexisting chalcopyrite and pyrite
precipitated during early K-silicate alteration.
LATE/PERIPHERAL QUARTZ-SERICITE-PYRITE ALTERATION (SR1)
This alteration is medium grey, massive, texture-destructive and replaces all other alteration types. It is
dominated by quartz and sericite, has minor to trace ankerite, rutile and apatite, and contains 8% to
20% pyrite. Pyrite-dominated D veins are uniquely and ubiquitously found in 29 SR1 domains.
Pyrrhotite accompanies pyrite in a few drill holes located well outside the deposit. The SR1 alteration is
strongly developed at the margins of the deposit and is common as partial overprints in the core of the
West Zone but is not found in the interior of the East Zone. The SR1 alteration destroys pre-existing
copper-molybdenum mineralization, but commonly contains 100 to 500 ppb gold. The SR1 alteration
yields outward to propylitic alteration.
PROPYLITIC ALTERATION (PRP)
This alteration occurs mostly to the north of the deposit and is more weakly developed to the south,
outside of the most intense SR1 alteration. It is also present at depth beneath granodiorite sills and
host sedimentary rocks outside of the East Zone stock where it is difficult to distinguish from sodiccalcic alteration. Mineralogy is chlorite, epidote, calcite, quartz, magnetite, and minor albite and
hematite; it contains 3% pyrite along with trace chalcopyrite and molybdenite. Crosscutting
relationships suggest that K-silicate and PRP alteration were approximately coeval. Propylitic
alteration contains low densities of type H and polymetallic type E veins (see below).
9.1.2

MAJOR VEIN TYPES

The Pebble deposit contains several major vein types, most of which can be related to specific types of
alteration and stages of metal introduction. The characteristics of these veins are summarized below in
order of decreasing age.
TYPE EB – HORNFELS-RELATED VEINS
These veins occur in Units Y and W and are currently interpreted to be intrinsic to hornfels, although
formation during the earliest stages of K-silicate alteration is also possible. They are narrow,
commonly high-density, planar fractures and veinlets with distinct, narrow, biotite-rich envelopes.
Fracture fill is mostly quartz with variable pyrite and trace chalcopyrite. These veins do not have any
obvious spatial relationship to mineralization.
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TYPES A, B AND C – QUARTZ AND QUARTZ-SULPHIDE VEINS
Most veins at Pebble are quartz-rich and sulphide-bearing, and have been subdivided into three major
subtypes with additional variants. Vein types A, B and C manifest a complete continuum in
mineralogy, timing and space. They are temporally and spatially related to early K-silicate alteration.
Type A Veins
These are the oldest quartz-sulphide veins associated with the main stages of K-silicate alteration at
Pebble. They are most common within the East Zone stock, and to a much lesser extent in granodiorite
stocks in the West Zone. They are sinuous, discontinuous and commonly have diffuse, irregular
contacts with their host rock. Minerals are mostly quartz, rarely with trace K-feldspar, and sulphides
comprise less than 1% to 2% pyrite and chalcopyrite with rare molybdenite. K-feldspar envelopes are
weakly and erratically developed. With depth, Type A veins increasingly assume characteristics of
aplites or pegmatites with salmon-coloured K-feldspar and without significant sulphide.
Type B Veins
This vein type is most closely associated with early K-silicate alteration and related mineralization.
They are of highest concentration within and adjacent to the East Zone stock, but may be subordinate
to type C veins in the West Zone. Type B veins are 30 mostly planar, continuous and have sharp
contacts with host rocks. They range from less than 1 mm to greater than 1 m in width. They are
dominated by quartz but can also contain trace to minor biotite, K-feldspar, apatite and/or rutile;
anhydrite has only been observed in samples from a few of the deepest drill holes. Sulphide minerals
comprise sub-equal pyrite and chalcopyrite, and minor molybdenite; total sulphide concentration is
typically 2% to 5%. Alteration envelopes contain mostly K-feldspar but abundant biotite is present
where the veins cut more mafic host rocks. Sulphide minerals are commonly elevated in the envelopes
compared to surrounding rock. With depth these veins contain proportionately greater biotite
(commonly chloritized) and K-feldspar, minor epidote and calcite, lower sulphide concentrations with
the exception of molybdenite and envelopes are less strongly developed.
Type C Veins
This is a major sulphide-bearing vein type throughout the Pebble deposit, except within and
immediately adjacent to the East Zone stock. They are mostly quartz with subsidiary ankerite, contain
trace K-feldspar, magnetite and biotite, and have vuggy cores which may reflect post-precipitation
dissolution of anhydrite. Sulphide concentration is commonly greater than 10% and comprises subequal pyrite and chalcopyrite and highly variable molybdenite. The veins are planar and mostly less
than 1 cm in width. They have strong K-feldspar- sulphide envelopes which are much wider than the
vein and contain some of the highest grade mineralization in the deposit.
TYPE M – MAGNETITE-BEARING VEINS
The Type M veins occur only in the West Zone. They are most abundant within and in the immediate
host rocks to diorite sills. They formed paragenetically between vein types B and C as part of early Ksilicate alteration. These veins commonly contain quartz, and can have high concentrations of pyrite
and chalcopyrite. They are planar to irregular, and range up to greater than 10 cm in width. They have
narrow K-feldspar alteration envelopes.
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TYPE H – PROPYLITIC VEINS
These veins are found within propylitic alteration zones below and lateral to the Pebble deposit. They
contain variable combinations of quartz, calcite, pyrite, magnetite (commonly hematized), earthy to
specular hematite, chlorite and/or epidote and locally contain trace chalcopyrite or molybdenite.
Envelopes are narrow and contain sericite, chlorite and minor pyrite. Type H vein are planar, mostly
less than 1 cm in width and occur in low densities.
TYPE D – PYRITE-DOMINATED VEINS
Type D veins are intimately associated with peripheral/late SR1 alteration. In the East Zone, D veins are
found almost exclusively at the north and south margins of the deposit where intense SR1 alteration
overprints K-silicate alteration and associated mineralization. The D veins are more widely distributed
throughout the West Zone where SR1 overprints are common. In most cases they contain only pyrite,
but can also contain up to 50% quartz with minor carbonate. In rare cases they contain minor
chalcopyrite; pyrrhotite has been observed only in veins from DDH-7358 located north of the East
Zone. They are mostly planar and range from hairline fractures to greater than 50 cm in width. They
have wide, intense alteration envelopes which contain mostly quartz, pyrite and sericite.
TYPE E – POLYMETALLIC VEINS
Polymetallic veins are most abundant between the West Zone and the 25 Gold Zone located 4 km to
the south, and are present in lesser concentrations north of the West Zone. They occur erratically
throughout the West Zone, but are extremely rare in the East Zone. These veins are typically planar
and can be greater than 1 m in width. Minerals are variable combinations of sphalerite, galena,
chalcopyrite, pyrite, pyrrhotite, telluride minerals, gold, silver minerals, tetrahedritetennantite, quartz
and calcite. Sericite-rich envelopes are common and can be very wide.
TYPE F – LATE CALCITE VEINS
These veins are dominated by white calcite with minor quartz and trace pyrite and lack envelopes.
They fill dilatant fractures in damage zones which surround post-hydrothermal brittle faults and are
unrelated to the Pebble deposit.
QUARTZ VEIN DENSITY
The total combined density of quartz-sulphide vein types A, B and C is 5% to 15% across most of the
Pebble deposit. Much higher total densities occur in the central part of the East Zone, to the north and
south of the ZE fault, where vein density rapidly increases to core zones which contain 50% to 90%
quartz vein material. Intervals with greater than 50% total quartz vein density are logged as rock type
Unit Q for geotechnical purposes, although they reflect hydrothermal effects. There are two domains
of Unit Q; the first forms a broadly linear, steeply-dipping zone 100 to 300 m in width. This domain is
coincident with the central part of the brittle-ductile fault zone and is truncated by the ZG1 fault on its
east side. The second domain occurs to the northwest in the approximate centre of the East Zone. It
forms a broadly cylindrical zone which is at least 600 m in vertical extent, but which is underlain by
rock with K-silicate alteration and background quartz vein density. Both Unit Q domains are enclosed
by envelopes with 20% to 50% quartz veins.
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The Unit Q bodies are interpreted as hydrothermal centres which were active during formation of
early K-silicate alteration and associated mineralization. The linear body of Unit Q was controlled by
an early stage of the brittle-ductile fault zone. The cylindrical body may have been controlled by a thus
far unidentified structure or reflect lateral fluid flow beneath less permeable, now-eroded flysch, which
would have been located above the East Zone stock.
9.1.3

STYLES OF MINERALIZATION

Mineralization in the Pebble West Zone is mostly hypogene but also includes minor oxide (leached)
and underlying supergene zones. Mineralization in Pebble East is entirely hypogene, without evidence
for leaching or paleo-supergene effects below the unconformity with the cover sequence. The
distribution of copper, molybdenum and gold are discussed in later sections of this report.
Figure 9.1.2

Plan View of Relative Mineralization Concentration of the Pebble Deposit
(Grade Calculated as CuEQ)

Note: see Table 1.6.1 or Chapter 17 for details on CuEQ calculations.
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Cross-section A-A' of Pebble Deposit Showing Grade as CuEQ

Note: see Table 1.6.1 or Chapter 17 for details on CuEQ calculations.

OXIDE ZONE
This zone forms a variably leached cap at the top of the West Zone. It rarely exceeds a very few tens of
metres in thickness but extends to greater depth in a fractured corridor which extends to the
northwest from the approximate centre of the West Zone. In many cases leaching is only partial, and
at least some sulphide remains intact.
In general, most copper was leached, whereas gold remained essentially intact. Locally, very minor
malachite, chrysocolla, native copper and/or other secondary copper minerals are present. The oxide
zone is defined by a combination of visual criteria and copper speciation analyses described elsewhere
in this report.
SUPERGENE ZONE
Supergene mineralization occurs only in the West Zone, immediately below the oxide zone. In most
cases it is only partially developed, and commonly retains relict hypogene chalcopyrite. The main
secondary copper minerals are chalcocite and covellite (Casselman, 2001); other minerals may be
present but have not yet been well-documented. The supergene zone has been defined by copper
speciation analysis (see below) combined with visual identification of chalcocite and related minerals
in drill core. Supergene effects abate gradually with depth and are not marked by an abrupt boundary
with underlying hypogene mineralization. There is no supergene mineralization in Pebble East below
the unconformity with younger cover rocks.
HYPOGENE ZONE
The vast majority of mineralization in both the West and East Zones is hypogene. There are two
distinct assemblages of hypogene mineralization.
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Chalcopyrite-Dominated Hypogene
This is the most common type and occurs in all but certain parts of the East Zone, as described below.
It contains chalcopyrite as the only significant copper mineral. The pyrite to chalcopyrite ratio ranges
from less than 1 to nearly 10; high ratios are most common in the upper part of the southern half of the
East Zone, on the north and south flanks of the deposit where low-pyrite K-silicate alteration with
strong mineralization has been partially overprinted by pyrite-rich SR1 alteration and in some parts of
the advanced argillic alteration zone. Most of the East Zone has a low ratio. The West Zone has a
higher ratio, with a domain in the approximate centre of the deposit which commonly has ratios
greater than 5, due at least in part to overprints by SR1 alteration. Some parts of the East Zone, mostly
in the lower sills in the northern part of the zone, also contain bornite which co-precipitated with
chalcopyrite (without other copper minerals); this is volumetrically very subordinate to chalcopyriteonly mineralization.
Replacement Bornite Hypogene
The second type of hypogene mineralization occurs in the upper part of the south half of the East
Zone, where it is an intrinsic part of the sericite envelope sub-zone of advanced argillic alteration. In
this zone, an early stage of normal, chalcopyrite-dominated hypogene mineralization which
precipitated during early K-silicate alteration has been partially replaced by a variable assemblage of
hypogene bornite, digenite, covellite, tennantite-tetrahedrite and/or minor enargite related to
advanced argillic alteration. In most cases the non-chalcopyrite copper minerals comprise only a
minor proportion of hypogene mineralization but locally, and in comparatively small volumes, are the
main copper phases (Figure 9.1.4).
Figure 9.1.4
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Core Photo Showing Chalcopyrite Mineralization

OTHER MINERALIZED ZONES IN THE PEBBLE DISTRICT

Historical exploration in the Pebble district has identified several zones of Eocene and mid-Cretaceous
hydrothermal mineralization outside the Pebble deposit (Figure 9.1.6). The characteristics and
exploration history of these areas have been discussed in detail in Technical Reports by Rebagliati and
Haslinger (2003, 2004), Haslinger et al. (2004) and Rebagliati and Payne (2005, 2006, 2007), available
at www.sedar.com, and are only summarized here. No exploration work has been completed on any of
these areas since 2004 except for limited drilling in the 308 and 65 Zones during 2010.
EOCENE MINERALIZATION
There are two identified zones with mineralization of Eocene age (Figure 9.1.6):
x The Mount Sharp occurrence contains narrow, discontinuous, scattered quartz veins with
epithermal textures and highly anomalous grades for gold and silver.
x The Sill deposit occurs on the southeast flank of Koktuli Mountain and manifests numerous
epithermal quartz veins and associated zones of silicification with significant, multi-gram
grades in gold and silver.
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CRETACEOUS MINERALIZATION
There are several identified zones with Cretaceous mineralization (Figure 9.1.6) which, where
isotopically dated have returned ages comparable to those from the Pebble deposit.
x The Number One gold showing is located immediately northwest of the ZF fault, adjacent to
the Pebble West Zone. Mineralization comprises gold grades to greater than one gram per
tonne related to pyrite veins hosted by intense quartz-sericite-pyrite and lesser propylitic
alteration.
x The 25 Zone is located about 4-5 km south of the Pebble deposit. It comprises auriferous,
commonly polymetallic quartz and quartz-carbonate veins hosted by alkalic pyroxenite and
biotite monzonite or syenomonzonite.
x The 52 Porphyry Zone is located in the southwest corner of the district. It manifests
anomalous values for copper and molybdenum in mafic volcanic rocks with weak propylitic
and K-silicate alteration near the south margin of the Kaskanak batholith.
x The 308 Porphyry Zone is located south of the Kaskanak batholith in the southernmost part of
the district. The copper-molybdenum-gold mineralization occurs within a granodiorite
intrusion similar to those found in the Pebble deposit and is associated with K-silicate and
quartzsericite-pyrite alteration cut by quartz-sulphide veins.
x The 38 Porphyry Zone occurs in granodiorite at the southeast margin of the Kaskanak
batholith. It is a significant zone of copper-molybdenum-gold mineralization associated with
quartz-sulphide veins and K-silicate, propylitic and quartz-sericite-pyrite alteration.
x The 37 Skarn Zone is hosted by mafic volcanic rocks near the southern margin of the district.
Mineralization is mostly copper-gold in veins related to calc-silicate alteration.
The 65 Zone is hosted by sedimentary rocks and granodiorite intrusions similar to those at Pebble. It is
located in the southeast part of the Pebble property and manifests relict K-silicate alteration
overprinted by intense quartz-sericite-pyrite alteration and, locally, by illite alteration. Mineralization
comprises strongly anomalous molybdenum with lesser copper and gold related to quartz veins.
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Cretaceous Mineralization and New Deposit Targets
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EXPLORATION

10.1

OVERVIEW
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Geological, geochemical, and geophysical surveys were conducted in the Pebble project area from 1985
to 1997 by Cominco, from 2001 to 2007 by Northern Dynasty, and since mid-2007 by the Pebble
Partnership. The types of historical surveys and their results are summarized below. More detailed
descriptions of historical exploration programs and results may be found in Technical Reports by
Rebagliati and Haslinger (2003, 2004), Haslinger et al. (2004), Rebagliati and Payne (2005, 2006, 2007),
and Rebagliati et al. (2008), all of which are available at www.sedar.com.
10.1.1

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING

Between 2001 and 2006, the entire Pebble property was mapped for rock type, structure, and alteration
at a scale of 1:10,000. This work provided an important geological framework for interpretation of other
exploration data and drilling programs. A geological map of the Pebble deposit was also constructed,
but in the absence of outcrop is based solely on drill hole information. The content and interpretation
of district and deposit scale geological maps have not changed materially from the information
presented by Rebagliati et al. (2009).
10.1.2

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

Dipole-dipole induced polarization (IP) surveys for a total of 122 line-km were completed by Zonge
Geosciences for Teck Cominco between 1988 and 1997, and an additional 31 line-km were completed by
Zonge Geosciences for Northern Dynasty in 2001. This work defined a chargeability anomaly about
91 km2 in extent within Cretaceous rocks which surround the Kaskanak batholith on its eastern to
southern margins. The anomaly measures about 21 km north-south by up to 10 km east-west; the
western margin overlaps the contact of the Kaskanak batholith, and to the east the anomaly is masked
by the Late Cretaceous to Eocene cover sequences (Casselman and Osatenko, 1996; Zonge, 1997). The
broader anomaly was found to contain 11 distinct centres reflected by stronger chargeability anomalies,
many of which were later demonstrated to be coincident with extensive copper, gold and molybdenum
soil geochemical anomalies. All known zones of mineralization of Cretaceous age in the Pebble district
occur within the broad IP anomaly. Since the second half of 2009, a total of 194 line-km of IP
chargeability and resistivity data were collected by Zonge Engineering and Research Organization Inc.
for Pebble Partnership. This survey was conducted in the southern part of the property and used a line
spacing of about 900 m. The objective of this survey is to extend the area of IP coverage completed
prior to 2001.
A ground magnetometer survey totalling 18.7 line-km was completed at Pebble during 2002. The
survey was conducted by MPX Geophysics Ltd., based in Richmond Hill, Ontario. The principal
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objective of this survey was to obtain a higher resolution of magnetic patterns than was available from
existing regional government magnetic maps.
The focus of this work was the area surrounding mineralization in the 37 Skarn zone in the southern
part of the Pebble district. A helicopter-airborne magnetic survey was flown over the entire Pebble
property in 2007. A total of 2,344 line-km were flown at 200 m line spacing. The survey covered an area
of 426 km2. The survey lines were flown at a nominal mean terrain clearance of 60 m along flight lines
oriented 135° at a line spacing of 200 m, with tie lines oriented 045° at a spacing of 2,000 m. An area of
37.4 km2 located over the Pebble deposit was flown at 100 m line spacing for a total of 342 line-km,
without additional tie lines.
A further 6,452 line-km of airborne EM and magnetometer geophysics completed on the property in
2010. This ZTEM survey was acquired by Geotech Ltd. of Aurora, Ontario.
A limited magnetotelluric survey was also completed during 2007. The survey was conducted by GSYUSA Inc., the U.S. subsidiary of Geosystem SRL of Milan, Italy, under the supervision of Northern
Dynasty geologists. The survey focused on the area of drilling in the Pebble East zone and comprised
196 stations on 9 E-W lines and 1 N-S line, at a nominal station spacing of 200 m. Interpretation,
including 3D inversion, was completed by Mr. Donald Hinks of RTZ. In July 2009, Spectrem Air
Limited, an Anglo American affiliated company based in South Africa, completed an airborne
electromagnetic, magnetic and radiometric survey over the Pebble area. A total of 3,840 line-km were
surveyed in two flight block configurations:
x a regional block covering an area of about 30 x 12 km at a line spacing of 1.5 km; and
x a more detailed block which covered the Pebble property using a line spacing of 250 m.
The orientation of flight lines was 135° for both surveys with additional tie-lines flown orthogonally.
The objective of this work included provision of geophysical constraints for structural and geological
interpretation in areas with significant glacial cover.
10.1.3

GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS

Cominco undertook several soil geochemical surveys on the Pebble property and collected a total of
7,337 samples between 1988 and 1995 (Bouley et al., 1995). Northern Dynasty collected an additional
1,026 soil samples between 2001 and 2003. Typical sample spacing in the central part of the large
geochemical grid was 30 to 76 m (100 to 250 ft) along lines spaced 122 to 229 m (400 to 750 ft) apart;
samples were more widely spaced near the north, west, and southwest margins of the grid.
These sampling programs outlined high contrast, coincident anomalies in gold, copper, molybdenum,
and other metals in an area that measures 9 km (5.6 miles) north-south by up to 4 km (2.5 miles) eastwest, with strong but smaller anomalies in several outlying zones. All soil geochemical anomalies lie
within the IP chargeability anomaly described above. No geochemical surveys have been completed by
Northern Dynasty or the Pebble Partnership since 2003.
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DRILLING

Extensive drilling has taken place at the Pebble Project over 15 different years. A total of 948,638 ft
(289,145 m) has been drilled in 1,158 holes on the Pebble property to 2010. The coverage and type of
holes drilled are illustrated in Figure 11.1.1.
Figure 11.1.1

Location of Drill Holes – Pebble Deposit District

Reconnaissance exploration by Cominco in the Pebble area in 1986 was a continuation of regional
exploration initiated in the mid-1980s. Examination and sampling of several color anomalies in 1987
yielded the Pebble discovery outcrop, which was of uncertain affinity. The 1988 exploration program
included the drilling of 24 diamond drill holes at the Sill epithermal gold prospect, soil sampling,
geological mapping and the drilling of two diamond drill holes on the Pebble target. Work continued
in 1989, with an expanded soil sampling program, an IP survey and the completion of 9 diamond drill
holes at the Pebble target and 15 additional holes at the Sill prospect. Although limited in scope, the IP
survey displayed a response characteristic of a large porphyry copper system. This interpretation was
validated by subsequent drilling at the Pebble target, which intercepted long intervals of porphyry1056140100-REP-R0001-00
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style copper and gold mineralization. In 2004, drilling by Northern Dynasty identified a significant,
new porphyry centre on the eastern side of the Pebble deposit (the Pebble East zone) beneath a cover
of Tertiary rocks that becomes progressively thicker to the east.
All drill collars have been surveyed using either differential GPS or total station measurements, and a
digital terrain model for the site has been generated by photogrammetric methods. All post-Cominco
drill holes have been surveyed down hole, typically using a single shot magnetic gravimetric tool. A
total of 940 holes are drilled vertically (-90 degrees) and 218 are inclined from -42 to -85 degrees at
various azimuths.

11.2

SUMMARY OF DRILLING 1988 TO 2010

The Pebble district has been drilled extensively (Figure 11.2.1). Drilling statistics and a summary of
drilling by various categories to the end of the 2010 exploration program are compiled in Table 11.2.1,
overleaf. This includes seven drill holes completed by Full Metal Minerals in the Pebble district in 2008
and recently added to the Pebble dataset. Detailed descriptions of the programs and results for 2009
and preceding years may be found in Technical Reports by Rebagliati and Haslinger (2003, 2004),
Haslinger et al. (2004), Rebagliati and Payne (2005, 2006, 2007), and Rebagliati et al. (2008, 2009,
2010), available at www.sedar.com.
Most of the footage on the Pebble Project was drilled using diamond core drills. Only 18,716 ft
(5,705 m) was percussion-drilled, from 222 rotary drill holes. All holes reported as core were drilled
through overburden, in most cases by tricone bit with no core recovery. These overburden lengths are
included in the core drilling total.
Highlights of drilling between 1988 and 2010 include:
x Initial drilling by Cominco focused on the Sill epithermal deposit, where 39 holes were drilled
for a total of 10,446 ft (3,184 m) in 1988 and 1989; no further work has been conducted in this
deposit since. The Sill deposit comprises quartz veins and replacements which host gold and
silver mineralization. It is of Eocene age and is not related to the rest of mineralization in the
district, including the Pebble deposit, which is Cretaceous in age.
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Location of Drill Holes – Pebble Deposit Area
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Summary of Drilling in the Pebble District to December 2010

PEBBLE DRILLING SUMMARY
Operator

BY OPERATOR
# Holes
Feet

Metres

Cominco 1

164

75,741.0

23,086

NDM

576

494,778.0

150,808

PLP 2
FMM

411
7

372,669.3
5,450.0

113,590
1,661

1,158

948,638.3

289,145

TOTAL

Purpose
Core 1, 5
Percussion6
TOTAL

Area
Year

BY YEAR
# Holes
Feet

Metres

BY TYPE
# Holes
Feet

Metres

936

929,922.6

222

18,715.6

5,704

1,158

948,638.2

289,145

BY AREA
# Holes
Feet

283,440

Metres

East

110

435,613.5

132,775

West

404

316,337.1

96,420

85

8,568.2

2,612

1988 1

26

7,601.5

2,317

1989 1
1990
1991
1992
1993
1997
2002
2003
2004
2005

27
25
48
14
4
20
68
67
266
114

7,422.0
10,021.0
28,129.0
6,609.0
1,263.0
14,695.5
37,236.8
71,226.6
165,481.2
81,978.5

2,262
3,054
8,574
2,014
385
4,479
11,350
21,710
50,439
24,987

NW
North
NE
South
25 Zone
37 Zone
38 Zone
52 Zone
308 Zone
Eastern

157
40
10
69
8
7
20
5
1
5

32,235.4
22,630.5
1,097.0
29,129.9
4,047.0
4,252.0
14,221.5
2,534.0
879.0
621.5

9,825
6,898
334
8,879
1,234
1,296
4,335
772
268
189

2006 3

47

72,621.9

22,135

Southern

155

59,073.4

18,006

2007 4
2008 5

92

167,666.9

51,105

SW

43

6,952.8

2,119

241
33
66
1,158

184,726.4
34,947.6
57,011.3
948,638.3

56,305
10,652
17,377
289,145

39
1,158

10,445.5
948,638.3

3,184
289,145

2009
2010
TOTAL

Main 7

Sill
TOTAL

1. Includes holes drilled on the Sill prospect.
2. Holes started by NDM and finished by PLP are included as PLP.

Purpose
Exploration 1, 5
Geotechnical
Metallurgical
Environmental
TOTAL

BY PURPOSE
# Holes
Feet
623
245
60
230
1,158

801,908.8
65,152.1
56,023.0
25,554.4
948,638.3

3. Drill holes counted in the year in which they were completed.

Metres
244,422
19,858
17,076
7,789
289,145

4. Wedged holes are counted as a single hole including full length
of all wedges drilled.
5. Includes Full Metal Minerals (FMM) drill holes. Data acquired in 2010.
6. Shallow (<15 ft) augur holes not included.
7. Comprised of holes drilled entirely in Tertiary cover rocks within
the Pebble West and Pebble East areas.

x Most of the remaining 65,296 ft (19,902 m) of drilling by Cominco was completed in the
immediate vicinity of the Pebble West zone. Most Cominco holes were between 370 and 700 ft
(113 and 213 m) in length; only 5 exceeded 900 ft (274 m) in length with the deepest drilled to a
depth of 1,500 ft (457 m). Drill spacing ranged from 300 to 750 ft (91 to 229 m) throughout
much of the Pebble West deposit, increasing to up to 1,000 ft (305 m) on the margins. In the
higher-grade core of the Pebble West deposit, drill holes had a spacing of 200 to 240 ft (61 to
73 m). Interestingly, 50% of Cominco drill holes in the Pebble West zone bottomed in
sulphide mineralization with grades of 0.60% CuEQ or higher, and 96% bottomed in
mineralization with grades higher than 0.30% CuEQ. The depth extension of this
mineralization was tested during later drill programs by Northern Dynasty. Cominco
completed a few, generally shallow, holes for a total of 3,573 ft (1,089 m) within the broad IP
chargeability and geochemical anomaly to the south and southwest of the Pebble West
deposit.
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x Northern Dynasty drilled 68 holes for a total of 37,237 ft (11,350 m) during 2002. The objective
of this work was to test the strongest IP chargeability and multi-element geochemical
anomalies outside of the Pebble deposit, as known at that time, but within the larger and
broader IP chargeability anomaly described above. This program discovered the “38 Zone”
porphyry copper-gold-molybdenum deposit, the “52 Zone” porphyry copper occurrence, the
“37 Zone” gold-copper skarn deposit, the “25 Zone” gold deposit, and several small occurrences
in which gold values exceeded 3.0 grams per tonne.
x In 2003, Northern Dynasty drilled 67 holes for a total of 71,227 ft (21,710 m), mainly within and
adjacent to the Pebble West zone to determine continuity of mineralization and to identify
and extend higher grade zones. Most holes were drilled to the cero m elevation above mean
sea level, and were 900 to 1,200 ft (274 to 366 m) in length. Eight holes for a total of 5,804 ft
(1,769 m) were drilled outside the Pebble deposit to test for extensions and new mineralization
at four other zones on the property, including the 38 Zone porphyry copper-goldmolybdenum deposit and the 37 Zone gold-copper skarn deposit.
x Drilling by Northern Dynasty in 2004 totalled 165,481 ft (50,439 m) in 266 holes. Of this,
39,993 m was drilled in 147 exploration holes in the Pebble deposit, and 879 ft (268 m) in one
exploration hole in the southern part of the property which discovered the 308 Zone porphyry
copper-gold-molybdenum deposit. Additional drilling included: 21,335 ft (6,503 m) in 26
metallurgical holes in Pebble West, 9,127 ft (2,782 m) in 54 geotechnical holes, and 2,933 ft
(894 m) in 38 water monitoring holes, of which 33 holes for a total of 2,638 ft (804 m) were
percussion holes.
x In 2005, Northern Dynasty drilled 81,979 ft (24,987 m) in 114 holes. Of these drill holes, 13 for a
total of 12,198 ft (3,718 m) were drilled mainly for engineering and metallurgical purposes in
the Pebble West zone. Seventeen drill holes for a total of 60,696 ft (18,500 m) were drilled in
the Pebble East zone and the results confirmed its presence and further demonstrated that it
was of large size and contained higher grades of copper, gold and molybdenum than the
Pebble West zone. The Pebble East zone remained completely open at the end of 2005. A
further 13 holes for a total of 2,986 ft (910 m) were cored for engineering purposes outside the
Pebble deposit area. A further 6,099 ft (1,859 m) of drilling was completed in 71 non-core water
monitoring wells.
x Drilling during 2006 focused on further expansion of the Pebble East zone. Drilling comprised
72,622 ft (22,135 m) in 47 holes. Twenty of these holes were drilled in Pebble East, including 17
exploration holes and three engineering holes, for a total of 68,504 ft (20,880 m). The Pebble
East deposit again remained fully open at the conclusion of the 2006 drilling program. In
addition, 2,710 ft (826 m) were cored in 14 engineering holes and 1,407 ft (429 m) were drilled
in 13 monitoring well percussion holes elsewhere on the property.
x Drilling by Northern Dynasty and the Pebble Partnership during 2007 continued to focus on
the Pebble East zone. A total of 151,306 ft (46,118 m) of delineation drilling in 34 holes extended
Pebble East to the northeast, northwest, south and southeast; the zone nonetheless remained
open in these directions, as well as to the east in the East Graben. Additional drilling included
10,167 ft (3,099 m) in 9 metallurgical holes in Pebble West, and 4,367 ft (1,331 m) in 26
engineering holes and 1,824 ft (556 m) in 23 percussion holes for monitoring wells across the
district.
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x In 2008, the Pebble Partnership drilled 179,275 ft (54,643 m) in 234 holes, the most extensive
drilling on the Pebble Project in any year to date. A total of 136,266 ft (41,534 m) of delineation
and infill drilling, including 6 oriented holes, was completed in 31 holes in Pebble East. This
drilling further expanded the Pebble East zone. Fifteen metallurgical holes for a total of
14,511 ft (4,423 m) were drilled in Pebble West. One 2,949 ft (899 m) Cretaceous rock
infill/geotechnical hole was drilled in Pebble West. Geotechnical drilling elsewhere on the
property included 105 core holes for a total of 18,806 ft (5,732 m). Hydrogeology and
geotechnical drilling outside of the Pebble deposit accounted for 82 percussion holes for a
total of 6,745 ft (2,056 m). In 2010, the Pebble Partnership acquired the data for seven holes
totalling 5,450 ft (1,661 m) drilled by Full Metal Minerals in 2008.
x The Pebble Partnership drilled 34,948 ft (10,652 m) in 33 core drill holes in 2009. Five
delineation holes were completed for 6,076 ft (1,852 m) around the margins of Pebble West
and 21 exploration holes for a total of 22,018 ft (6,711 m) were drilled elsewhere on the property.
In addition, seven geotechnical core holes were drilled for a total of 6,854 ft (2,089 m).
x In 2010, The Pebble Partnership drilled 57,011 ft (17,377 m) in 66 core holes. Forty eight district
exploration holes totalling 53,635 ft (16,348 m) were drilled over a broad area of the property
outside the Pebble deposit. An additional 3,376 ft (1,029 m) were drilled in 18 geotechnical
holes within the deposit area and to the west.
In 2009, the survey locations, hole lengths, naming conventions and numbering designations of the
Pebble drill holes were reviewed. This exercise confirmed that several shallow, non-cored, overburden
drill holes described in some engineering and environmental reports were essentially the near-surface
pre-collars of existing bedrock diamond drill core holes. As these pre-collar and bedrock holes have
redundant traces, the geologic information was combined into a single trace in the same manner as
the wedged holes. In addition, a number of very shallow (less than 15 ft or 5 m), small diameter, water
monitoring auger holes were relegated from the exploration drill hole database, as they did not
provide any geological or geochemical information. This work was completed in January 2010.
A resurvey program was conducted during the 2008 and 2009 field seasons of all Pebble Project drill
holes from 1988 through 2009. For consistency throughout the project, the resurvey program
referenced the control network established by R&M Consultants in the US State Plane Coordinate
System Alaska Zone 5 NAVD88 Geoid99. The resurvey information was applied to the drill collar
coordinates in the database in late 2009.

11.3

THE 2010 DRILLING PROGRAM

Details of the 2010 program included 53,636 ft (16,348 m) of core drilling of district exploration targets
in 48 holes throughout the property. In addition, 3,375 ft (1,029 m) was completed in 18 cored
geotechnical holes for engineering and hydrological purposes (Table 11.3.1).
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Drilling in the Pebble Deposit during 2010
No. Holes

Length
(ft)

Length
(m)

Exploration

48

53,636

16,348

Geotechnical (Cored)

18

3,375

1,029

Totals

66

57,011

17,377

Type

11.3.1

DRILLING PROCEDURES, SURVEYS AND TYPES OF DRILLING IN 2010

The 2010 drilling procedures were also identical to the 2008 program, with the three following
exceptions:
1. All exploration holes were completed by American Recon Inc. and the geotechnical holes were
completed by Foundex.
2. Acquisition of the geotechnical data on the core was not supervised by SRK Consulting.
3. Down hole orientation surveys were taken for all exploration holes at approximately 200 ft
(60 m) intervals with the EZ-Shot system. No down hole surveys were performed on the
geotechnical holes as they are generally less than 200 ft in length.
11.3.2

RESULTS OF THE 2010 DRILLING PROGRAM

The final results of the 201o program are still pending at the time of this report.
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SAMPLING METHOD AND APPROACH

The Pebble deposit is explored by extensive core drilling. A total of 73,085 samples were taken from
drill core for assay analysis. Essentially all potentially mineralized Cretaceous core drilled and
recovered, is sampled by halving it in 10 ft (3 m) lengths. Similarly, all core recovered from the Late
Cretaceous to Early Tertiary cover sequence, (referred to as Tertiary in sections 12 and 13), is also
sampled, typically on 20 ft (6.1 m) sample lengths, with some shorter sample intervals in areas of
geologic interest. Unconsolidated overburden material, where it exists, is generally not recovered by
core drilling and therefore not sampled.
Rock chips were generally not sampled for assay analysis from the 222 rotary percussion holes drilled
for monitoring well and environmental purposes on the project. Only 35 samples in total were taken
from the drill chips of 26 rotary percussion holes outside the Pebble deposit area for condemnation
purposes.
For details of the main rock units in the Pebble deposit and mineralization dimensions see Chapter 7.
Details of the mineralization are provided in Chapter 9. Summaries of relevant sample composites are
obtained in Technical Reports by Rebagliati and Haslinger (2003, 2004), Haslinger et al. (2004),
Rebagliati and Payne (2005, 2006, 2007), and Rebagliati et al. (2008), all of which are available at
www.sedar.com.

12.1

COMINCO DRILLING

Cominco drilled 125 holes in the Pebble area between 1988 and 1997 for a total of 65,295.5 ft (19,902 m).
These holes, numbered 001 through 125 in the database, include 118 holes drilled in Pebble West and
seven holes drilled elsewhere on the property. Of the Pebble West holes, 94 were drilled vertically and
20 were inclined from χ͠͡ϓχͣ͜ϓ . Cominco also completed 39 drill holes on
the Sill prospect for a total of 10,445.5 ft (3,184 m) in 1988 and 1989. These holes are numbered Sill 01
through Sill 39.
Cominco drill core was transported from the drill site by helicopter to a logging and sampling site in
the village of lIiamna, Alaska. The core was typically sampled on a 10 ft (3 m) basis within the Pebble
deposit and essentially all Cretaceous core was sampled. Samples from the Sill and other areas were
typically 5 ft (1.5 m) in length, with shorter samples in areas of vein mineralization. The half-core
samples were transported by air charter to Anchorage and by airfreight to Vancouver, BC. All coarse
rejects from 1988 through 1997 and all pulps from 1988 and 1989 have been discarded. The remaining
pulps were shipped to a secure warehouse at Port Kells, BC, for long-term storage.
A total of 6,311 core samples were taken from the 125 drill holes. On the Sill prospect, a total of 676
samples were taken from the 39 holes drilled.
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NORTHERN DYNASTY 2002 DRILLING

In 2002, Northern Dynasty drilled 68 holes for a total length of 37,237 ft (11,350 m). These holes are
numbered 2001 through 2068. All but one of these holes (2,036) were drilled outside the original
Pebble main area, including 16 holes in the 38 zone, 5 in the 37 zone, 5 in the 25 Gold zone, 4 in the 52
zone, and 37 holes in areas to the south, west and north of Pebble West, 11 of which are now
considered to be part of Pebble West. Of the 2002 holes, 37 were drilled vertically and 31 were inclined
from -42ϓ to -ͣ͠ϓǤ
The drill core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to Northern Dynasty’s
secure logging facility in Iliamna. A total of 2,467 core samples, averaging 10 ft (3.0 m) in length, were
taken by Northern Dynasty personnel from the 2" (5.08 cm) diameter NQ2 core drilled in 2002.
Sampling was performed by mechanically splitting the core in half lengthwise.

12.3

NORTHERN DYNASTY 2003 DRILLING

In 2003, diamond drill contractor, Quest America Drilling, Inc., drilled NQ2 core at Pebble. A total of
71,227 ft (21,710 m) of drilling was completed in 67 holes. Of the holes completed in 2003, 61 were
drilled at Pebble West, two in the 37 zone, one in the 38 zone and three elsewhere on the Pebble
property. In Phase I, 25 widely-spaced holes numbered 3069 through 3093 were completed, and 1,973
samples were taken. In Phase II, 42 holes numbered 3094 through 3135 were completed, and 4,471
samples were taken. Of the 2003 holes, 11 were drilled vertically and 56 were inclined from -͠͠ϓ-ͣ͠ϓ
at various orientations.
The drill core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to Northern Dynasty’s
secure logging facility at Iliamna. Samples from both phases averaged 10 ft (3 m) in length. Sampling
was performed by mechanically splitting the core in half lengthwise. Coarse rejects were stored at SGS
Mineral Services in Fairbanks, AK, until early 2005, and then discarded. The pulps were returned to
Northern Dynasty and are stored at the Port Kells warehouse.

12.4

NORTHERN DYNASTY 2004 DRILLING

In 2004, the diamond drill contractor, Quest America Drilling, Inc., drilled NQ2, HQ (2.5"/6.35 cm
diameter) and PQ (3.3"/8.31 cm diameter) core. Between May and October 2004, 162,844 ft (49,635 m)
were drilled in 233 cored holes. Of the holes drilled in 2004, 164 were drilled in the Pebble West area,
10 were drilled in the Pebble East area (as subsequently defined) and 59 were drilled elsewhere on the
property. The drill hole number sequence for the exploration program included 4136 through 4309,
and GH04-001 through GH04-050 for the geotechnical program. Thirty-three rotary percussion “MW”
and “P” series water well, engineering and environmental holes were also completed for a total of 2,638
ft (804 m). The 2004 drilling program included 26 large diameter (PQ and HQ) holes drilled in Pebble
West for metallurgical testing (drill hole-id suffix “M”). A total of 237 holes were drilled vertically,
including all holes in the Pebble East area, all holes from the GH, MW, and P series holes and all but
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one Pebble West zone metallurgical hole. The remaining 29 holes, all in the Pebble West deposit, were
inclined from χͣ͡Ǥ͡ϓχͤ͡Ǥ͡ϓǤ
The drill core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to Northern Dynasty’s
secure logging facility in the village of Iliamna. A total of 12,865 Cretaceous (syn-mineralization)
samples averaging 10 ft in length were taken in 2004; 10,893 samples were mechanically split half core
samples and 1,972 samples were of the metallurgical type. The metallurgical samples were taken by
sawing an off-centre slice representing 20% of the core volume, which was submitted for assay
analysis. The remaining 80% was used for metallurgical purposes. In addition, 904 Tertiary (postmineralization) samples averaging 15 ft (4.6 m) in length were taken for trace element analysis.
Tertiary samples were taken by mechanically splitting the core in half lengthwise.
The average core recovery for all samples taken in 2004 was 97.6%.

12.5

NORTHERN DYNASTY 2005 DRILLING

In 2005, diamond drill contractor Quest America Drilling Inc. drilled NQ2, HQ and PQ core.
Between April and December 2005, 75,879 ft (23,128 m) were drilled in 43 core holes. Eighteen of the
holes were drilled at Pebble East, 12 in Pebble West, and 13 in other areas. The drill hole number
sequence for the exploration included 5310M through 5337 and GH05-051 through GH05-065 for the
geotechnical series. Two holes were also drilled in the MW and P series. Of the “5000” series
exploration holes, 10 were metallurgical holes (suffix “M”). A total of 33 holes were drilled vertically,
including all the 2005 metallurgical holes and all holes from the GH, MW and P series. The remaining
10 holes were inclined from -͢͜ϓ-ͣ͡ϓ. In addition to the core drilling, a total
of 6,100 ft (1,859 m) were completed in 71 rotary percussion holes for water monitoring purposes.
The drill core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to Northern Dynasty’s
secure logging facility in the village of Iliamna. A total of 4,378 Cretaceous samples and 1,435 Tertiary
samples were taken. Of the Cretaceous samples, 3,541 were taken by sawing the core in half lengthwise.
The 837 samples from metallurgical holes were taken by the 20% off-centre saw method. The Tertiary
samples were all of the 20% saw type. The Cretaceous samples averaged 10 ft in length and Tertiary
samples averaged 20 ft (6.1 m) in length.
The average core recovery in 2005 was 98.4%.

12.6

NORTHERN DYNASTY 2006 DRILLING

The diamond drill contractors in 2006 were American Recon and Boart Longyear. Between April and
December 2006, they drilled 71,215 ft (21,706 m) of NQ2 and HQ core in 34 cored holes. The hole
numbering sequence for 2006 included 17 Pebble East exploration holes numbered 6338 through 6355
(holes 6354 and 6356 were started in 2006 but completed in 2007, and are counted in 2007) and 17
“GH” series geotechnical holes numbered GH06-065 through GH06-080. A total of 13 shallow “P” series
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environmental rotary percussion holes were completed for a total depth of 1,407 ft (429 m). All but five
holes were drilled vertically; the non-vertical holes were drilled from -ͤ͜ϓ-ͤ͡ϓ Ǥ
The drill core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to Northern Dynasty’s
secure logging facility in Iliamna. The 2,759 Cretaceous samples taken averaged 10 ft in length and the
1,847 Tertiary samples averaged 20 ft in length. The Cretaceous samples were taken by sawing the core
in half lengthwise and the Tertiary samples were of the 20% off-centre saw type.
The average core recovery was 98.7%.

12.7

NORTHERN DYNASTY AND THE PEBBLE PARTNERSHIP 2007 DRILLING

American Recon and Boart Longyear, the diamond drill contractors in 2007, drilled a total of 165,842 ft
(50,549 m) in 69 NQ2, and HQ diameter core holes between February and December, 2007. The hole
numbering sequence for 2007 includes 6354 and 6356, and 7357 through 7400M.
A total of 34 holes were drilled in the Pebble East area and 9 metallurgical holes numbered 7390M to
7391M and 7395M to 7400M were drilled in the Pebble West area. Twenty-six GH series geotechnical
holes numbered GH07-081 through GH07-106 were also drilled (two holes within the area of Pebble
East, and 24 holes in other areas). Of the 2007 holes, 64 were vertical and the remaining five were
inclined from -ͣ͜ϓ-ͤ͜ϓ. Of the 7000-series of drill holes, 14 were completed
by Northern Dynasty, seven holes were started by Northern Dynasty were completed after the Pebble
Partnership was formed, and 22 holes from 7376 onwards were completed by the Pebble Partnership.
In addition, 1,825 ft (556 m) of drilling was completed in 23 vertical, non-cored holes for monitoring
wells. Four drill holes (7358, 7368, 7369 and 7376) were wedged to complete the Cretaceous
intersection in these areas after drilling difficulties were encountered in the parent holes. A total of five
wedged holes numbered 7358W, 7368W, 7368W2, 7369W and 7376W were drilled.
Wedged holes that successfully extended beyond the total depth of the parent holes were treated as
extensions of their parent holes and the overlapping information was relegated.
Drill holes 7386, 7387 and 7394 were collared in 2007 but were completed in 2008. They are included
with the 2008 drilling.
The drill core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to Northern Dynasty’s (now
the Partnership’s) secure logging facility in Iliamna. A total of 12,664 samples were taken from the 72
drill holes. The 9,485 Cretaceous samples averaged 10 ft in length and the 3,179 Tertiary samples
averaged 20 ft in length. The Cretaceous samples were taken by sawing the core in half lengthwise and
the Tertiary samples were of the 20% off-centre saw type.
The average core recovery was 99.7%.
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THE PEBBLE PARTNERSHIP 2008 DRILLING

Drill contractors American Recon, Boart Longyear and Foundex completed 234 NQ, HQ and PQ
diameter holes for a total of 179,276 ft (54,643V m) on behalf of the Pebble Partnership in 2008.
The hole numbering sequence for 2008 is 8401 through 8444, including 7386, 7387, 7394 and 7394W,
which were started in 2007 and completed in 2008. Pebble East drill hole 8436 was cored to a depth of
1,094 m (3,591 ft) in 2008 and may be re-entered in future. Thirty-one holes from this series were
completed for delineation, infill and geotechnical purposes in Pebble East and one hole, 8444, was
drilled in Pebble West. Fifteen PQ sized holes were drilled on Pebble West metallurgical targets.
Foundex completed 105 geotechnical core holes numbered GH08- 107 through GH08-210, 17 in Pebble
East and the remaining 88 in other areas of the property. In addition, in 2008, Foundex drilled 82
hydrogeology rotary percussion holes for a total of 6,747 ft (2,056 m).
A total of 12,701 samples were taken in 2008 by the Pebble Partnership. The 9,312 Cretaceous samples
averaged 10 ft in length and the 3,389 Tertiary samples averaged 20 ft in length. The Cretaceous
samples were taken by sawing the core in half lengthwise. Tertiary samples and assay samples from
metallurgical holes were taken by the 20% off-centre saw method. The remaining 80% of the core from
the Cretaceous portions of the metallurgical holes were used for metallurgical testing.
The core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to the secure logging facility in
Iliamna. The half core remaining after sampling is stored in a secure facility at Iliamna. Coarse rejects
of Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks from the 2004 through 2008 drill program are stored in locked steel
shipping containers at Allwest Freight in Delta Junction, AK. Some coarse rejects have been removed
for check assaying and for the purposes of creating matrix matched certified reference materials (assay
standards). The large 1.7 to 2.2 lb (750 to 1,000 g) Cretaceous rock assay pulps and the 0.5 lb (250 g)
Tertiary waste rock pulps from these years are stored in a secure warehouse at Port Kells, BC.
Seven drill holes were completed by Full Metal Minerals in the Pebble district in 2008. Information for
these holes, including assay results from 120 samples, is currently being integrated with the Pebble
dataset.

12.9

THE PEBBLE PARTNERSHIP 2009 DRILLING

The drill contractor American Recon completed 33 NQ, HQ and PQ diameter holes for a total of
34,948 ft (10,652 m) on behalf of the Pebble Partnership in 2009. The hole numbering sequence for
2009 is 9445 through 9477. Holes 9445 to 9451 are condemnation holes drilled south of the Pebble
deposit. Holes 9452 to 9454, 9457 and 9459 are delineation holes drilled around the margin of Pebble
West. Holes 9455, 9456, 9458, and 9460 through 9477 are exploration holes drilled outside the Pebble
deposit. Most of the holes were drilled vertically except for holes 9445, 9447, 9450, 9461, 9464, 9471,
9477, which were drilled at angles of -͢͡ϓ-ͤ͜ϓǤ
A total of 2,835 mainstream samples (including duplicate samples) were taken in 2009. The 2,555
Cretaceous samples averaged 10 ft in length and the 280 Tertiary samples averaged 20 ft in length. The
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Cretaceous samples were taken by sawing the core in half lengthwise. Tertiary samples were taken by
the 20% off-centre saw method.
The core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to the secure logging facility in
Iliamna. The half core remaining after sampling is stored in a secure facility at Iliamna. Coarse rejects
of Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks from 2009 drill program are stored in locked steel shipping
containers at Allwest Freight in Delta Junction, AK.

12.10

THE PEBBLE PARTNERSHIP 2010 DRILLING

Drill contractors American Recon and Foundex completed 66 NQ and HQ diameter holes for a total of
57,011 ft (17,377 m) on behalf of the Pebble Partnership in 2010. The hole numbering sequences for 2010
are 10478 through 10525 for the district exploration holes and GH10-211 through GH-228 for the
geotechnical series. All holes were drilled vertically except 10520, which was inclined at -ͤ͞ϓ  
ͥ͟͜ϓ, and GH10-225, which was drilled at -͢͡ϓand ͟͞͡ϓǤ
A total of 4,714 mainstream samples were taken in 2010. The 4,463 Cretaceous samples and the 251
Tertiary samples averaged 10 ft in length. All samples were taken by sawing the core in half lengthwise.
The core was boxed at the drill rig and transported daily by helicopter to the secure logging facility in
Iliamna. The half core remaining after sampling is stored in a secure facility at Iliamna. Coarse rejects
of Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks from 2010 drill program are stored in locked steel shipping containers
at Allwest Freight in Delta Junction, AK.
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SAMPLE PREPARATION, ANALYSES AND SECURITY

Essentially all of the potentially mineralized Cretaceous rock recovered by drilling on the Pebble
Project is subject to sample preparation and assay analysis for copper, gold, molybdenum and a
number of other elements. Similarly, all Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary cover sequence (Tertiary)
rock cored and recovered during the drill program is also subject to sample preparation and
geochemical analysis by multi-element methods.
Since 2007, all sampling at Pebble has been undertaken by employees or contractors, who are or are
under the supervision of a qualified person, employed by the Pebble Partnership. No employee, officer,
director or associate of Northern Dynasty was involved in the sample preparation. Wardrop has
reviewed the sample preparation, security and analytical procedures for the Pebble Project and
believes these processes are acceptable for use in geological and resource modelling for the Pebble
deposit.

13.1

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Prior to 2001, all soil and drill core samples taken from the property were collected by Cominco
personnel and sent to well-recognized laboratories. Samples prior to the 1997 program were prepared
and analyzed by ALS Minerals (ALS) Laboratories in North Vancouver, BC. The 1997 drill core samples
were prepared by ALS Laboratories in Anchorage.
The core samples were processed by drying, weighing, crushing to 70% passing 10 mesh (2 mm) and
then splitting to a 250 grams sub-sample and a coarse reject; the 250 grams sub-sample was pulverized
to 85% passing 200 mesh (75 ϛm).
In 2002, the samples were prepared at the Fairbanks laboratory of ALS. The sample bags were verified
against the numbers listed on the shipment notice. The entire sample of half-core was dried, weighed
and crushed to 70% passing 10 mesh (2 mm), then a 250 grams split was taken and pulverized to 85%
passing 200 mesh (75 ϛm). The pulp was split, and approximately 125 grams was shipped by
commercial airfreight for analysis at the ALS laboratory in North Vancouver. The remaining pulps
were shipped to the secure Northern Dynasty warehouse at Port Kells for long-term storage. The
coarse rejects were held for several months at the Fairbanks laboratory until all QA/QC measures were
completed and were then discarded.
The 2003 samples were prepared at the SGS Mineral Services (SGS) sample preparation laboratory in
Fairbanks. After verification of the sample bag numbers against the shipment notice, the entire sample
of half-core was dried, weighed and crushed to 75% passing 10 mesh (2 mm). A 400-gram split was
taken and pulverized to 95% passing 200 mesh (75 ϛm) and the pulp was shipped by commercial
airfreight to the SGS laboratories in Toronto, ON, and Rouyn, QC. The assay pulps were returned to
Northern Dynasty for storage at the Port Kells warehouse. Coarse rejects were held for several months
at the Fairbanks laboratory until all QA/QC measures were completed and were then discarded.
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For the 2004 through 2010 drill programs, the ALS sample preparation laboratory in Fairbanks
performed the sample preparation work. The laboratory received the half core Cretaceous samples and
the off-centre saw splits from the Tertiary samples and metallurgical holes, verified the sample
numbers against the sample shipment notice and performed the sample drying, weighing, crushing
and splitting. ALS of North Vancouver pulverized the samples from 2004 through 2006 and ALS
Fairbanks pulverized the samples from 2007 through 2010.

13.2

ANALYSIS

Cominco systematically assayed all core for gold from the Cretaceous sections of the 125 drill holes
they completed on the Pebble project from 1988 through 1997. Copper analysis was added when the
Pebble porphyry discovery hole 004 was drilled in 1989 and single element copper analysis continued
for all Cretaceous sections in 1989. Selective single element molybdenum assays were added for hole
006 in 1989, and from hole 011 to hole 014 of that year, molybdenum analyses were performed on the
entire Cretaceous section. Single element silver analysis was performed on holes 001 through 014 as
well. In 1990, Cominco added multi-element analysis, which included the determination of copper,
molybdenum, silver and 29 additional elements, to the analytical protocol starting with hole 015.
Multi-element analysis of all Cretaceous cores continued to hole 101 in 1992. Single element copper,
molybdenum and silver analysis was dropped in favour of the multi-element method in 1990 and
single element copper assaying resumed for 1991 and 1992. Only four holes were drilled by Cominco in
1993. These targets well south of the Pebble porphyry were only assayed for gold and copper.
In the 1997 program, a 250 grams pulp sample was submitted to Cominco's Exploration and Research
Laboratory in Vancouver, BC, for copper analysis using an Aqua Regia digestion with inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) finish. Gold was analyzed using Fire Assay
(FA) on a one assay ton sample with atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) finish. Trace elements also
were analyzed by Aqua Regia (AR) digestion and ICP-AES finish. One blind standard was inserted for
every 20 samples analyzed. One duplicate sample was taken for every 10 samples analyzed.
ALS of North Vancouver, BC, an ISO 9002 certified laboratory, performed the analytical work for the
2002 program. All 2,467 samples were analyzed by fire assay for gold, and for 34 elements, including
copper and molybdenum using a standard multi-element geochemical method. In addition, several
drill holes exhibiting copper-gold porphyry style mineralization were subjected to copper assay level
determinations. A few molybdenum assay level determinations were also performed. Gold
concentration was determined by 30 grams FA fusion with lead as a collector and AAS finish. The four
samples that returned gold results greater than 10,000 ppb (10 g/t), were re-analyzed by one assay ton
FA fusion with a gravimetric finish. All samples were subject to multi-element analysis for 34 elements,
including copper and molybdenum, by AR digestion with an ICP-AES finish. A total of 1,822 samples
from 31 drill holes exhibiting porphyry copper-gold style mineralization were assayed for copper by
four-acid (total) digestion with an AAS finish to the ppm level.
For copper assays greater than 10,000 ppm another total digestion with an AAS finish analysis was
performed to the percent level. A further 61 samples from drill hole 2034 were assayed for
molybdenum by four-acid digestion with an AAS finish to the ppm level.
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SGS Canada Inc. of Toronto, ON, an ISO 9002 registered ISO 17025 accredited laboratory, performed
the analytical work for the 2003 drill program. All 6,444 samples were analyzed by FA for gold, and for
33 elements, including copper and molybdenum, using a standard multi-element geochemical method.
Gold concentration was determined at SGS Rouyn, QC, by one assay ton (30 grams) lead-collection FA
fusion with AAS finish, with results reported in ppb. Ten samples which returned gold results
>2,000 ppb (2 g/t) were re-analyzed by 30 grams FA fusion with a gravimetric finish, with results
reported in grams per tonne.
Copper assays were done at SGS Toronto, ON. Samples were fused with sodium peroxide, digested in
dilute nitric acid and the solution analyzed by ICP-AES, with results reported in percent. All samples
were subject to multi-element analysis for 33 elements including copper, molybdenum and sulphur by
AR digestion with an ICP-AES finish at SGS Toronto. In addition, 30 samples were analyzed by lithium
metaborate fusion XRF finish whole rock analysis. All duplicates were analyzed at ALS laboratory in
North Vancouver, BC.
From 2004 to 2010, total copper and molybdenum concentration was determined by an intermediate
grade multi-element analytical method. A four-acid digestion was followed by ICP-AES finish (ALS
method code ME-ICP61a). The same multi-element method was used to determine 23 additional
elements, including sulphur. In 2004 and 2005, approximately one sample in 10 was also analyzed for
copper by a high grade, four-acid digestion method with AAS finish (ALS code Cu-AA62). Beginning in
2004 for Tertiary rock and 2007 for Cretaceous rock, samples were analyzed for 47 elements by Four
Acid digestion followed by inductively coupled plasma–mass spectroscopy finish (ICP-MS) and for
mercury (Hg) by Cold Vapour AAS by ALS method ME-MS61m. Gold content was determined by
30 grams lead collection FA fusion with AAS finish (ALS method Au-AA23). A total of 10 samples from
this period returned gold values greater than 10 ppm; they were re-analyzed by 30 grams FA fusion
with a gravimetric finish (ALS method Au-GRA21), with results reported in ppm. From drill hole 7371
onward, gold concentration, along with platinum and palladium concentration, was determined by
30 grams FA fusion with ICP-AES finish (ALS method PGM-ICP23).
A total of 5,633 samples were subject to copper speciation analyses that included oxide copper analysis
by citric acid leach AAS finish, non-sulphide copper analysis by 10% sulphuric acid leach AAS finish,
and cyanide leachable copper on the sample residue of the sulphuric acid leach by cyanide leach AAS
finish (ALS codes Cu-AA04, Cu-AA05 and Cu-AA17. A total of 222 samples from Pebble East drill hole
7359 were analyzed for precious metals (modified ALS method Au-SCR21 to include platinum and
palladium). A 1,000 grams pulp sample was screened a 100 ϛm (Tyler 150 mesh) and the entire plus
fraction was weighed and analyzed by FA ICP finish and two 30 grams minus fractions.
All duplicates since 2004 have been analyzed at Acme Analytical Laboratories (Acme) in Vancouver,
BC, using similar methods. Acme method Group 7TD, a four-acid digestion with ICP-AES finish was
used to determine total copper, molybdenum and 20 additional elements.
Check assays for gold were determined by Acme Group 3B method, 30 grams FA fusion with ICP-AES
finish. Figure 13.2.1 illustrates the sampling and analytical flowchart for the 2010 drill program.
In 2010, 115 till samples were taken for analysis at Acme in Vancouver. The samples were dried, sieved
to 230 mesh (63 ϛm) and a 15 grams sub-sample digested in aqua regia and analyzed by ICP-MS (Acme
Method 1F05).
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Pebble Project 2010 Drill Core Sampling and Analytical Flow Chart
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DATA VERIFICATION

Wardrop reviewed the data verification procedures that have been done by the Pebble Partnership and
by third parties on behalf of the Pebble Partnership. Wardrop did not carry out independent data
verification. However, based on its review of these processes and observations made during the site
visit, Wardrop believes these procedures are consistent with industry best practice and acceptable for
use in geological and resource modelling.

14.1

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL (QA/QC)

Northern Dynasty maintained an effective QA/QC system consistent with industry best practice and
this has continued under the Pebble Partnership in 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010. This program is in
addition to the QA/QC procedures used internally by the analytical laboratories. The QA/QC program
has been subject to independent review by Analytical Laboratory Consultants Ltd (ALC – 2004 to
2007) and Nicholson Analytical Consulting (NAC – 2008 to 2010). The analytical consultants provide
ongoing monitoring, including facility inspection, and timely reporting of the performance of
standards, blanks and duplicates in the drill hole sampling and analytical program. The results of this
program indicate that analytical results are of a high quality suitable for use in detailed modelling and
resource evaluation studies.
Table 14.1.1 describes the QA/QC sample types used in this program. The performance of the coppergold standard CGS-16 is illustrated in Figure 14.1.1 and Figure 14.1.2. A comparison of the matched-pair
duplicate assay results of ALS and Acme for 2004 through 2008 is provided in Figure 14.1.3 and
Figure 14.1.3
Table 14.1.1
QC Code

QA/QC Sample Types Used
Sample Type

Description

Percent of Total
90%

MS

Regular Mainstream

x

Regular samples submitted for preparation and
analysis at the primary laboratory.

ST

Standard (Certified
Reference Material)

x

Mineralized material in pulverized form with a
known concentration and distribution of element(s)
of interest.

x

Randomly inserted using pre-numbered sample
tags.

x

An additional split taken from the remaining pulp
reject, coarse reject, ¼ core or ½ core remainder.

x

Random selection using pre-numbered sample
tags.

DP

Duplicate or Replicate

4%
or
1 in 25

5%
or
1 in 20

SD

Standard Duplicate

x

Standard reference sample submitted with
duplicates and replicates to the check laboratory.

<1%

BL

Blank

x

Basically a standard with no appreciable grade
used to test for contamination.

1%
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Figure 14.1.1

Performance of the Copper Standard CGS-16 in 2008

Figure 14.1.2

Performance of the Gold Standard CGS-16 in 2008

14.1.1

STANDARDS

Standard reference materials were inserted into the Cretaceous sample stream (approximately 1 sample
for every 20) after sample preparation as anonymous (blind), consecutively-numbered pulps. These
standards are in addition to those routinely analyzed by the analytical laboratories themselves.
Standards were inserted in the field by the use of sample tags, on which the "ST" designation for
"Standard" was pre-marked. For the Tertiary waste rock analytical program, coarse blanks were
inserted at the sample tags positions marked as ST until late 2008, when a commercial pulp blank was
used.
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Standard performance was monitored by charting the analytical results over time against the
concentration of the control elements. The results are compared with the expected value and range, as
determined by round-robin analysis. A total of 28 different standard reference materials were used to
monitor the assay results from through 1997 to 2010.
In December 2007, several tons of drill core coarse reject samples from Pebble East and Pebble West
were pulled from storage and shipped to Ore Research & Exploration Pty Ltd in Melbourne, Australia
for the production of ten matrix-matched certified reference materials. These standards (Pebble
Partnership-1 through Pebble Partnership-10) became available in late 2009 and have been used to
monitor the Pebble analytical results since then. Nine of the standards from Cretaceous rock are
certified for gold, copper, molybdenum, silver, and arsenic. One standard (Pebble Partnership-2) is
from Tertiary rock and is certified for copper, molybdenum, arsenic, silver, and mercury.
Copper and gold standards were inserted in the 1997 and the 2002 through 2008 programs.
Molybdenum standards were added in September 2008. A standard determination outside the control
limits indicates a control failure. The control limits used are as follows:
x warning limits: ±2 S.D; and
x control limits: ±3 S.D.
When a control failure occurred, the laboratory was notified and the affected range of samples
re-analyzed. By the end of the program, no sample intervals had outstanding QA/QC issues. The
standard monitoring program provides a good indication of the overall accuracy of the analytical
results.
14.1.2

DUPLICATES

Random duplicate samples were selected and tagged in the field by the use of sample tags on which
the DP designation for duplicate was pre-marked. A total of 4,541 duplicate samples (including DP
samples and SD samples) were taken since 1989 for inter-laboratory (or intra-laboratory) duplicate
analysis. From 2004 onward, samples to be duplicated were split by ALS at Fairbanks and submitted to
Acme in Vancouver for pulverization.
The original samples were assayed by ALS of North Vancouver and the corresponding duplicate
samples were assayed by Acme of Vancouver. The approximately 2,000 coarse reject, inter-laboratory
duplicate assay results from 2004 to 2010 match well; the correlation coefficients are 0.96 for gold, 0.98
for copper and 0.98 for molybdenum.
Figure 14.1.3 and Figure 14.1.4 provide a comparison of the matched-pair duplicate assay results of ALS
and Acme for 2004 through 2008.
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Figure 14.1.3

Comparison of Gold Duplicate Assay Results
for 2004-2010

Figure 14.1.4
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BLANKS

A total of 1,091 field blanks have been inserted since 2004 to test for contamination. This is in addition
to the analytical blanks routinely inserted with the samples by the assay laboratories as a part of their
internal quality control procedures. In 2004, coarse landscape dolomite was inserted as a blank
material. This material was replaced by gravel landscape material between 2005 and late 2008. In late
2008, (drill hole 8442), the gravel blank was replaced by a quarried grey granitic landscape rock. This
material has a lithological matrix similar to the Pebble Cretaceous host rocks.
About 1 lb (0.5 kg) of the blank was placed in a sample bag, given a sequential sample number in the
sequence and randomly inserted one to six times per drill hole after the regular core samples were split
at Iliamna. These blank samples were processed in sample number order along with the regular
samples.
Of the 1,091 blanks inserted, 444 were included in the Tertiary waste rock sample program in the
position marked for the standard. In late 2008, a commercial precious metals pulp blank was inserted
with the Tertiary waste rock samples. In late 2009, the use of matrix-matched Tertiary standard Pebble
Partnership-2 was initiated.
The majority of assay results for the blanks report at or below the detection limit. The maximum
values reported are: gold 0.028 g/t and copper 0.057% in the current results. No significant
contamination occurred during sample preparation, with a few minor exceptions, likely due to cross
sample mixing errors during crushing.
14.1.4

QA/QC ON OTHER ELEMENTS

The four-acid digestion ICP-AES 25 multi-element analytical method employed from 2004 through
2008 is optimized for copper and molybdenum analysis. The copper and molybdenum assays were
monitored by laboratory internal and Northern Dynasty or Pebble Partnership external standards.
Twenty three additional elements including (with their lower detection limits): silver (1 ppm),
aluminum (0.05%), arsenic (50 ppm), barium (500 ppm), beryllium (10 ppm), bismuth (20 ppm),
calcium (0.05%), cadmium (10 ppm), cobalt (20 ppm), chromium (10 ppm), iron (0.05%),
potassium (0.1%), magnesium (0.05%), manganese (10 ppm), sodium (0.05%), nickel (10 ppm),
lead (20 ppm), sulphur (0.1%), antimony (50 ppm), strontium (10 ppm), titanium (0.05%),
vanadium (10 ppm) and zinc (20 ppm) were also determined by this multi-element method.
Parallel to this method, ICP-MS 48 multi-element method was also used to determine the same 25
elements above and 23 additional elements. The ICP-MS method gives lower detection limits for most
of the trace elements.

14.2

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (BULK DENSITY) DETERMINATIONS

Density measurements were made at 100 ft (30 m) intervals within continuous rock units, and at least
once in each rock unit less than 100 feet in width. Rocks chosen for analysis were typical of the
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surrounding rock. Where the sample interval occurred in a section of missing core, or poorly
consolidated material unsuitable for measurement, the nearest intact piece of core was measured
instead.
Core samples free of visible moisture were selected; they ranged from 3" to 12" (8 to 30 cm) in length,
and averaged 10 cm. The samples were dried, weighed in air on a digital scale (capacity 4.4 lb or
2,000 g) and the mass in air (Ma) recorded to the nearest 0.1 grams. The sample was then suspended in
water below the scale and the mass in water (Mw) entered into the same table. Calculation of the
density was by the following formula:
Density = Ma πȋ– Mw)
Core-sized pieces of aluminum were used as density standards at site starting in 2008. A total of 9,951
density measurements of Tertiary and Cretaceous rocks were taken using a water immersion method
on whole and half drill core samples at the Iliamna core logging facility.
Table 14.2.1 is a summary of these results. Table 14.2.2 is a summary of the results for the holes used for
resource estimation.
Table 14.2.1
Age

Summary of All Density Results
No. Measurements

Quaternary

Density Mean

Density Median

11

2.58

2.62

Tertiary

2,590

2.56

2.57

Cretaceous

6,153

2.64

2.62

All

8,754

2.61

2.61

Table 14.2.2
Age

Summary of All Density Results Used for Resource Estimation
No. Measurements

Quaternary

7

Density Mean

Density Median

2.56

2.62

Tertiary

1,674

2.57

2.58

Cretaceous

4,173

2.63

2.61

All

5,854

2.61

2.61

14.2.1

DENSITY VALIDATION

The density data were reviewed prior to the July 2008 resource estimation. The following types of
errors were noted: entry errors, standards labelled as regular samples, incorrectly calculated density
values based on the Ma and Mw values entered, and extremely high or low density values without
appropriate explanation. These errors were corrected prior to including the data for the resource
estimate.
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Two other possible sources of error in the measurements were identified, the presence of moisture in
the Ma measurement for some samples, and the presence of porosity and permeability of the bulk rock
mass not determinable by the method.
The former will result in measurements that are somewhat overstated, and the latter in measurements
that are understated in terms of the dry in-situ bulk density.
It is recommended that additional drying and wax coating tests be performed in a laboratory under
controlled conditions on a variety of samples already tested by the water immersion method. In
addition, several samples of cut cylinders of core should be included with these tests, the dimensions
of which can be accurately measured so their volumes can be calculated directly.
It is also recommended that the bulk in-situ porosity and permeability of the rock mass be determined
by geotechnical testing.

14.3

SURVEY VALIDATION

In 1988, Cominco established a survey control network including the Pebble Beach base monument in
the deposit area using US State Plane Coordinate System Alaska Zone 5 NAVD88 Geoid03. This
monument was tied to the NGS State Monuments at Iliamna and formed the base for subsequent drill
collar surveys. In 2004, air photo panels and a control network were established using US State Plane
Coordinate System Alaska Zone 5 with elevations corrected to NAVD88 based on Geoid99. However,
the Pebble Beach base monument was not tied into the 2004 control network.
In 2005, differences between the elevations of surveyed drill collars in the deposit area and the digital
elevation model (DEM) topography were observed. In early 2008, a resurvey program was initiated to
investigate and resolve these discrepancies for holes used in resource modelling. A consistent error
was identified in the collar coordinates from some years and questions arose as to whether drill collars
had been surveyed to the top of the drill casing or to ground level. In September 2008, two new control
points were established in the deposit area, Pebble 1 and Pebble 2. These two points and the Pebble
Beach monument were tied into the 2004 control network and an x, y, z linear coordinate correction
was developed to correct data previously based on Pebble Beach.
During the 2008 and 2009 field seasons, all holes drilled at the Pebble Project since inception in 1988
were resurveyed to gain a complete set of consistently acquired collar survey data. The majority of the
drill holes were marked with a wooden post and an aluminum tag. In cases where the post was
missing, the original coordinates were used to find evidence of the drill hole. Any hole missing a drill
post was remarked and this was noted in the database. The re-surveys were taken to the top of tundra
over the centre of the drill hole. Where a drill hole could not be located, the resurveyed coordinate was
taken at the original drill collar location and the elevation re-established in the new system.
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DATA ENVIRONMENT

All drill logs and surface exploration samples collected on the project site are compiled in a Microsoft®
Access (Access) relational database which has tables that are compatible with Gemcom GEMS™
mining exploration software.
Drill hole logs are entered into notebook computers running the Access data entry module for the
Pebble Project at the core shack in Iliamna. The core logging computers are synchronized on a daily
basis with the master site entry database on the file server in the Iliamna geology office.
Core photographs are also transferred to the file server in the Iliamna geology office on a daily basis. In
the geology office, the logs are printed, reviewed and validated and initial corrections made.
The site data is transmitted on a weekly basis to the Vancouver office where the logging data are
imported into the master drill database and merged with digital assay results provided by the
analytical laboratories. A further printing, validation and verification step follows after import.
Log corrections are submitted to the Iliamna office for correction. Analytical re-runs and are
submitted to the analytical laboratories and corrections to analytical results within the database are
made in the Vancouver office. In parallel to this, the independent analytical QA/QC consultant
compiles sample log data from the site with assay data received directly from the laboratories as part of
the ongoing monitoring process. Compiled data are exported to the site entry database, to resource
modelling and other users.
Table 14.4.1 summarizes the drilling information compiled in the primary database for the Project.
Table 14.4.1

Drill Hole Database Summary

Year

Drill Holes

Feet Drilled

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1997
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
ALL

26
27
25
48
14
4
20
68
67
266
114
47
92
241
33
66
1,151

7,602
7,422
10,021
28,129
6,609
1,263
14,696
37,237
71,227
165,481
81,979
72,622
167,667
184,726
34,947
57,011
948,638

Metres Drilled

Core Samples

Operator

626
796
965
2,674
611
100
1,215
2,467
6,444
13,769
5,813
4,606
12,664
12,821
2,835
4,714
73,120

Cominco

2,317
2,262
3,054
8,574
2,014
385
4,479
11,350
21,710
50,439
24,987
22,135
51,105
56,305
10,652
17,377
289,145

Northern Dynasty

Northern Dynasty & Pebble Partnership
1
Pebble Partnership

Note: 1. Includes 7 FMM holes drilled in 2008 and acquired in 2010.
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Table 14.4.2 summarizes the drilling information in the primary database used for resource estimation.
Table 14.4.2

Drill Hole Database Summary Used for Resource Estimation

Year

Drill Holes

Feet Drilled

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1997
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
ALL

2
9
24
48
14
20
17
59
173
28
17
43
47
8
509

554
3,130
9,813
28,130
6,608
14,695
6,522
65,423
152,543
72,533
68,048
161,473
153,724
9,429
752,625

14.4.1

Metres Drilled

Core Samples

Operator

79
467
941
2,674
611
1,215
301
6,138
13,518
5,641
4,528
12,399
11,710
835
61,057

Cominco

169
954
2,991
8,574
2,014
4,479
1,988
19,941
46,495
22,108
20,741
49,217
46,855
2,874
229,400

Northern Dynasty

Northern Dynasty & Pebble Partnership
Pebble Partnership

ERROR TRAPPING PROCESSES

Error trapping within the data entry module is used in the core shack and the Iliamna geology office as
part of the data verification process. This program standardizes and documents the data entry,
restricts data which can be entered and processed and enables corrections to be made at an early
stage. Users are prompted to make selections from pick-lists where appropriate. and other entries are
restricted to reasonable ranges of input. In other instances, information must be entered and certain
steps completed prior to advancing to the next step. After the logs have been entered, they are
reviewed and validated by the logger and a copy printed out for the site files.
Site data are transmitted to the Pebble database compilation group on a weekly basis. Software
validation routines are run to identify several types of errors. The compiled data from the header,
survey, assay, geology and geotechnical tables are validated for missing, overlapping or duplicated
intervals or sample numbers, and for matching drill hole lengths in each table. Drill hole collars and
traces are viewed on plan view and in section by a geologist as a visual check on the validity of the
location information.
As the analytical data are returned from the laboratory, they are merged with the sample logs, and
then printed out, and the gold, copper, molybdenum and silver values of the regular samples and
QA/QC samples are reviewed. Particular attention is paid to standards that have failed QA/QC as they
are targeted for immediate review; re-runs are requested from the analytical laboratory if necessary.
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ANALYSIS HIERARCHIES

The first valid QA/QC-passed analytical result received from the primary laboratory has the highest
priority in the analytical hierarchy, all other things being equal. If the same analytical method is used
more than once, no averaging is done. If different analytical methods are employed on the same
sample, the most appropriate combination of digestion and analytical method is selected and used.
For gold analysis, fire assays determined by gravimetric finish supersede results by AAS finish,
particularly where the AAS results are designated as over-limits. For copper and molybdenum analysis
done on Cretaceous rocks after 2004, ALS intermediate grade multi-element analytical method MEICP61a supersedes copper by low grade multi-element method ME-MS61m.
In the case of all other elements, including silver and sulphur analyses from 2007 and 2008, method
ME-MS61m supersedes ME-ICP61a unless the ME-MS61m results are greater than the upper detection
limit. In that case, the ME-ICP61a result prevails.
14.4.3

WEDGES

Some long holes particularly in Pebble East were purposefully wedged when drilling conditions in the
parent hole prevented them from reaching their target depth. For the purposes of geological and
resource modelling, it is desirable that mother hole–wedge hole combinations be represented by
singular linear traces in the database. In treating the wedged portion of a hole that successfully
extends beyond its parent-hole, the following approach was used. The wedged portion of the hole was
treated as a continuation of the mother hole from the point where the wedge starts. The information
from the mother hole and the wedge was blended onto a string that follows the mother hole to the
wedge point and then follows the wedge (and the wedge surveys) to the end of the hole. The "best
available" information from the two hole strings was combined to produce one singular linear drill
hole trace.
14.4.4

CONTROL OF QA/QC

In the interests of timely disclosure of information to those involved in advancing the project, data are
made available to the technical team for immediate use after the error trapping and initial review
process is complete. However, at the time the data is made available, validation, verification and
analytical QA/QC may still be in progress on recently-generated information. At the time the drill data
was exported from the primary database for use in the current resource estimate, the results had been
validated and all assay results had passed analytical QA/QC.
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VERIFICATION

The 1997 and prior Cominco data were validated by Northern Dynasty in 2003 using:
x the digital data and printed information;
x digital assay results obtained directly from ALS and Cominco Exploration Research
laboratories, where available; and
x selected re-analysis of the original assay pulps.
Most of the pre-2002 data in the current database is derived from a digital compilation created by
Cominco in 1999. Twenty-eight gold results from 1988 and 1989 holes, which existed only on hand
written drill logs, were added to the database. Although a complete set of original information does
not exist for all the historical holes and, in particular, the printed assay certificates were not found, the
digital data appear to be of good quality. The data compiled by Cominco matches the digital analytical
data received directly from the laboratories, with few exceptions. Most differences are likely due to
separately reported over-limits and reruns.
The small number of errors identified in the Cominco data, including mismatched assay data,
conversion errors, unapplied over-limits and typographical errors were corrected.
The 2002 analytical data were also verified and validated. A few errors were identified and corrected.
When the 2003 digital data were verified against the assay certificates, some differences with the
printed certificates were identified. In 2003, the analytical results were provided by SGS laboratory in a
digital format that included SGS internal standards, duplicates and blanks. These digital results
differed from the values on the corresponding printed certificates in two ways; digits in excess of three
significant figures were recorded and results were not trimmed to the upper detection limit value.
arsenic a result, sixteen 2003 gold assays over 2000 ppb had incorrect values assigned to them in the
database. This was corrected by applying the correct Fire Assay over-limit rerun result to these
samples in the database. No over-limits existed in the 2003 copper results so there were no problems
with this element. The lone over-limit molybdenum value (26,290 ppm for sample 242801 in hole 3097)
was left untrimmed because this result was substantiated by an ALS check assay. Results from 2003 for
elements other than gold, copper and molybdenum were left untrimmed in the database.
Norwest reported on additional data verification done in conjunction with the resource estimate in the
February 20, 2004 report. “Norwest received, from Northern Dynasty, the initial Pebble drill hole
database in the form of an assay, collar, downhole survey and geology file. An audit was undertaken of
5% of the data within these files. Digital files were compared to original assay certificates and survey
records. It was determined that the downhole survey file had an unacceptable number of errors. . The
assay file had an error rate of approximately 1.2%. This was considered acceptable for this level of
study." These errors were subsequently corrected at Northern Dynasty.
The 2004 to 2010 drill hole data were collected and digitally entered by Northern Dynasty’s, and
subsequently the Pebble Partnership’s geological and technical personnel at the Iliamna site and sent
to the Vancouver office on a weekly basis. In Vancouver, the digital database was compiled, merged
with the analytical results, and reviewed for QA/QC. Verification and validation took place at Iliamna
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and Vancouver. At Iliamna, the geologist responsible for each drill hole reviewed print-outs of the
digitally entered geology, sample and field log data.
The merged sample logs and analytical results were also reviewed by site personnel and, if necessary,
checked against the drill core.
In Vancouver, the compiled data from the header, survey, assay, geology and geotechnical tables were
validated for missing, overlapping or duplicated intervals or sample numbers, and for matching drill
hole lengths in each table. Drill hole collars and traces were reviewed in plan and sectional view as a
visual check on the validity of the location information by a geologist. arsenic the analytical data were
returned from the laboratory they were merged with the sample logs, printed out, and the gold,
copper, molybdenum and silver values verified against the original assay certificates provided by the
laboratory. Particular attention was paid to laboratory reruns where the analytical results were revised
for QA/QC reasons to ensure the correct data were applied.
Verification and validation work were completed on the 2004 data by January 2005 and a low number
of errors were reported. Erroneously labelled standards in the sample log were the main source of
error. Digital values not matching the analytical certificates were the next area of concern. In this case,
the digital data were usually correct, as the certificates had been superseded by new results from
QA/QC reruns.
The 2005 through 2010 data were verified and validated at the Iliamna office and in the Vancouver
office as the drill program progressed. The validation and verification work for each year was generally
completed by January of the following year, although some QA/QC issues took longer to resolve. Work
at the Iliamna office consisted mostly of validating the site data entry and resolving errors that were
identified. Additional validation and verification work was performed in the Vancouver office. This
consisted of checking the site data tables for missing, overlapping, unacceptable and mismatching
entries, and reviewing the analytical QA/QC results.
In addition to this, the copper, gold and molybdenum data received on the ALS analytical certificates
were manually verified against print-outs of the sample results from the database for intervals included
in Northern Dynasty news releases.
This verification and validation work performed on the digital database indicates that it is of good
quality and acceptable for use in geological and resource modelling of the Pebble deposit.
A significant amount of diligence and analytical QA/QC for copper, gold and molybdenum has been
completed on the samples that were used in the January 2009 mineral resource estimate. This work
indicates that the copper, gold and molybdenum analytical results are acceptable for use in geological
and resource modelling of the Pebble deposit.
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ADJACENT PROPERTIES

There are no properties adjacent to the Pebble Project relevant to this report.
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MINERAL PROCESSING

16.1

OVERVIEW
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Wardrop was commissioned to complete a NI 43-101-compliant Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble
Project for Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Northern Dynasty).
Northern Dynasty provided information to Wardrop which contained the metallurgical testwork
results and the process design prepared by AMEC Americas Ltd. (AMEC) for Northern Dynasty and
Pebble Partnership, and was based on the AMEC interpretation of the results obtained from the
various metallurgical investigations and consultants employed by the Pebble Partnership. This section
of the Preliminary Assessment incorporates a review of the metallurgical testwork and a discussion of
the process design criteria (PDC), the proposed flowsheet, and the process plant design. Simplified
process flowsheets have been included in the review, together with a simplified mass balance.
Based on the review of the Northern Dynasty reports submitted to Wardrop, discussions and
recommendations for the Preliminary Assessment will be presented throughout the report.

16.2

INTRODUCTION

The Pebble Partnership, which is owned equally by affiliates of Northern Dynasty and Anglo American
plc, is proposing the mining and processing of 200,000 tons per day of a large porphyry copper, gold,
molybdenum resource material located in Alaska, USA. The feed material to the process plant will
contain copper minerals, primarily as chalcopyrite with minor bornite and chalcocite, associated gold
content, and the molybdenum-bearing mineral molybdenite. The primary products of the process will
be copper-gold and molybdenum concentrates. Gold will also be recovered as doré via a secondary
recovery plant. Other valuable metals, namely silver, rhenium, and palladium, are also recoverable in
the concentrates.
The feed to the plant is planned to have a nominal head grade of 0.50% Cu, 0.496 g/t Au, and
0.03% Mo. The metal recoveries were estimated to be as follows:
x A copper recovery of 86.1% with a concentrate grade of 26% Cu;
x A molybdenum recovery of 83.6% with a concentrate grade of 52% Mo; and
x A combined concentrate and doré gold recovery of 71.2%, with a grade of about 18 g/t Au in
the copper concentrate.

16.3

MINERALOGY

The Pebble deposit mineralogy is typical of copper porphyry deposits in northwest North America. The
principal sulphide minerals present are pyrite and chalcopyrite with minor bornite, chalcocite, and
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molybdenite. Gold is associated with both the copper and pyrite mineralization. A small amount of
gold is associated with the non-sulphide gangue minerals. Gold grain sizes of about 5 ϛm were found
to be typical. Chalcocite-rimmed pyrite grains were observed and are recoverable into the copper
concentrate.
The gangue minerals are predominantly quartz, feldspar, muscovite, sericite, biotite, plagioclase and
clay minerals. A modal analysis indicated that the primary grinding of P80 of 140 ϛm would support the
liberation results obtained for the copper minerals. Utilizing these data, and the subsequent testwork
results, an economic analysis has been conducted to ascertain the optimum grind size. On the basis of
this work, a primary grind P80 of 200 ϛm was selected.
The testwork conducted by SGS Lakefield Research Ltd. (SGS) has found the copper to sulphur ratio to
be a reasonable guide to the metallurgical response with respect to copper recovery.
A mineralogical investigation to assess the deposit variability and to optimize the flowsheet has been
conducted. This work utilized QEMSCAN analysis on 92 samples from different parts of the Pebble
deposit. Different proportions of minerals were found in the different parts of the deposit and in the
four major different rock types. The conclusions obtained by an evaluation of the mineralogical data
confirm the flowsheet selection for the Pebble Project.
The various metallurgical test programs confirmed that the major copper mineral was chalcopyrite,
with minor amount of bornite, covellite, chalcocite, enargite, tennantite, and native copper. The work
also indicated that the required primary grind P80 range top size was 130 ϛm for full liberation
confirming the previously mineralogically determined liberation size. The regrind size was confirmed
to be about 25 ϛm. The Pebble East samples indicated minimal clay content, and that gangue
depressants would not be required in the flotation circuit. However, the mica content was found to be
very high and it was considered to be possible that mica entrainment could adversely affect the
molybdenum recovery and concentrate grade in particular.
A molybdenum grain size study indicated that the majority of the molybdenum is liberated at sizes
below 150 ϛm and that fine regrinding below 20 ϛm ahead of the copper-molybdenum separation stage
would not be beneficial. Molybdenum concentrate grades of 50% or better are considered to be readily
attainable.
Two pyrite concentrates were analyzed for gold characterization. Gold was confirmed to be present as
native gold with a purity analysis of between 94.7 and 96% Au. The grains also contained 2.6 and 7.8%
Ag and between 1.7 and 2.2% Fe, with most of other elements being below detection limit. For the
concentrate grain size of about 15 ϛm, 87% of the gold in the Pebble East pyrite concentrate sample
was found to be liberated, and the equivalent number was 51% for the Pebble West sample. The Pebble
East sample indicated 20% of the gold to be associated and/or locked in sulphide minerals (mainly
pyrite); while, for Pebble West, the figure was 49%. Sub-microscopic, colloidal and solid solution gold
was found in the sulphide grains present in the pyrite concentrate. The majority of the colloidal and
solid solution gold would not be extractable and would explain the gold losses observed from leach
tests.
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Gold Deportment in Pyrite Concentrates
Microscopic

Submicroscopic

Liberated
(%)

Attached
(%)

Locked
(%)

Colloidal Size
(%)

Solid Solution
(%)

Pebble West Hypogene Pyrite Concentrate

2.7

2.5

20.8

70

4

Pebble East Pyrite Concentrate

1.7

0.7

31.6

42

24

Sample ID

A gold deportment study was conducted on a bulk cleaner scavenger tailings sample originating from
testwork from material from the Pebble West deposit. Mineralogically, the sample was composed of
45% pyrite and 55% non-sulphide gangue. No liberated or coarse locked gold particles were identified
and it was found that approximately 20% of the gold was present as solid solution gold in pyrite grains.
The remaining gold (approximately 80%) was assumed to be present as ultrafine inclusions (<0.5 ϛm),
with 45% of the gold being recoverable under intensive leach conditions. These conclusions were
supported by the 39% Au recovery obtained for this sample under normal leach conditions.
Six bulk cleaner scavenger tailings samples from the Pebble deposit as a mixed Pebble East and Pebble
West sample mineralization test program were also studied to determine the bulk mineralogy and the
nature and carriers of gold. The products were generated in the flotation locked cycle tests. The
comprehensive investigation included mineralogical, metallurgical processing, and analytical analyses
including fire assay, X-ray diffraction, Wilfley tabling, heavy liquid separation, super-panning, ore
microscopy, and scanning electron microscope analysis.
The results of the gold deportment study are presented in Table 16.3.2. In contrast with the results
from the Pebble West study, the gold grain sizes identified ranged from 0.5 to 8.0 ɑ   
mainly as fine inclusions in sulphide minerals, primarily in pyrite and chalcopyrite, except for one
liberated gold grain observed in the bulk cleaner scavenger tailings with a gold grain size of 40 x
30 ɑǡ͜͟͜͞͡ɑ. In all the samples investigated, the gold
occurred primarily as native gold.
Table 16.3.2

Summary of Gold Grains Observed in the Six Cleaner Scavenger Tailings
Samples
Microscopic Gold Grain

Gold Species

Sample ID

No.
Liberated

No.
Attached

No.
Locked

Total
No.

Size
(m)

Au
(Wt %)

PBA Sc Tail

1

0

6

7

15

93.1

Native Gold

PBB Sc Tail

0

0

6

6

2

91.9

Native Gold, Electrum

PBC Sc Tail

0

1

12

13

2

96.4

Native Gold, Electrum

PBD Sc Tail

1

0

9

10

6

97.3

Native Gold

Gold Minerals

PBE Sc Tail

0

1

4

5

2

72.4

Native Gold, Native Silver

PBF Sc Tail

0

0

8

8

1.6

85.0

Native Gold, Native Silver

The mineralogical evaluations have generally confirmed that acceptable metal recovery values will be
obtained for primary grind sizes in the range 140 to 200 ϛm.
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The mineralogical associations and size analysis have provided a consistent basis for understanding
the behaviour of the copper minerals during the flotation process, and the losses to the tailings.
The evaluation of the occurrence of gold particles has confirmed that the gold is extremely finegrained and confirmed the presence of colloidal and solid-solution gold present in the host mineral.
It is recommended that a mineral fragmentation distribution table (modal analysis) giving the
liberated grains, binaries with sulphide minerals, binaries with non-sulphide gangue, and composites,
be established.
Rhenium has been reported to occur in economic quantities in the final molybdenum concentrate
produced. It will be assumed that the rhenium present in the molybdenum concentrate is present in
solid solution within the molybdenite crystal structure, which is the commonly accepted occurrence.
However, mineralogical investigative work should be conducted to qualify this assumption.

16.4

METALLURGICAL TESTWORK DISCUSSION

Initial metallurgical testing was conducted during 2003 and this has continued through to the present.
Test facilities employed over the years included:
x Process Research Associates, Vancouver, BC;
x G&T Metallurgical Laboratories, Kamloops, BC; and
x SGS Lakefield Research Ltd., Lakefield, ON.
The criteria used for the design of the processing facilities for the Pebble Project are based on the
results obtained from the testwork conducted at these and other laboratories. Various aspects of the
metallurgical test program will be discussed in this section.
16.4.1

PLANT FEED GRADE

The feed grade data derived from the 25-year IDC mine plan are provided in Table 16.4.1.
Table 16.4.1
Element

Comparison of Feed Grades – Mine Plan and Process Design Criteria
Units

Average Grade – Mine Plan

Range – Mine Plan

Design Grade

Copper

%

0.376

0.300 to 0.479

0.50

Gold

g/t

0.391

0.309 to 0.480

0.496

Molybdenum

%

0.0183

0.0150 to 0.0249

0.030

Silver

g/t

1.694

1.509 to 1.851

no data

Iron

%

no data

no data

3.00

Sulphur

%

no data

no data

2.1

The head grades of the samples tested by are summarized in Table 16.4.2.
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Sample Feed Assays
Assay

Composite

Cu (%)

Mo (%)

Au (g/t)

Remarks

Hypogene Samples

0.51

0.025

0.51

Average of 53 samples

Supergene Samples

0.41

0.017

0.48

Average of 29 samples

Pebble West Phase I

0.37

n/a

0.34

Average of composite samples

Pebble West Phase II

0.33

n/a

0.30

-

Pebble East

0.80

n/a

0.36

Reported average values

The design head grades for copper and gold are higher than the corresponding mine plan values, as
shown in Table 16.3. Practically this may assist with allowing for some excess capacity in the plant. The
metallurgical testwork was generally conducted on samples having feed grades approximating the
mine plan grades, although some sample grades were lower. This may partially bias the results
obtained, although grade versus recovery relationships will accommodate these variations. The
molybdenum design feed grade is also higher at 0.030% Mo, and a lower feed grade, particularly for
material from the Supergene zones at 0.017% Mo, could affect the recovery and final grade of the
molybdenum concentrate product.
16.4.2

ORE CHARACTERISTICS

The physical characteristics of the ore are given in Table 16.4.3.
Table 16.4.3

Crushing and Grinding Data
Pebble West

Pebble East

SG

2.62-2.66

2.63-2.72

Bulk Density (t/m3)

1.55-1.73

-

50 percentile

40.2

47.4

75 percentile

30.4

39.3

50 percentile (kWh/t)

5.9

5.3

75 percentile (kWh/t)

6.9

5.9

50 percentile (kWh/t)

15.5

13.0

75 percentile (kWh/t)

17.9

14.6

50 percentile (kWh/t)

14.7

12.9

75 percentile (kWh/t)

16.3

13.5

50 percentile (g)

0.20

0.24

75 percentile (g)

0.28

0.29

SMC Drop Weight, Axb

Bond Crushing Work Index

Bond Rod Mill Index

Bond Ball Mill Index

Abrasion Index
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Observations regarding the differences in crushing and grinding parameters reported for the two
samples tested from the Pebble West and Pebble East deposit include the fact that the SAG mill
comminution (SMC) drop weight values, the Bond crushing work index values, the Bond rod mill work
index values, and the Bond ball mill work index values reported vary significantly, although the Bond
abrasion index values from both the Pebble West and the Pebble East samples are relatively similar.
16.4.3

FLOTATION TESTS

The reagents scheme used in the flotation tests was straightforward with sodium ethyl xanthate (SEX)
used as the collector, methyl isobutyl carbinol (MIBC) used as the frother, and lime used in the regrind
and cleaners to adjust the pH value. Although a number of other collector reagents were tested, the
flowsheet depicted in Figure 16.4.1 as the basic flotation system was considered to give acceptable
results. The reagents for the molybdenum separation stage require the standard fuel oil collector and
MIBC frother reagents, and probably dispersants which require finalization but have been included in
the flotation circuit flowsheet.
FLOTATION CIRCUIT FLOWSHEET DEVELOPMENT
Various flotation flowsheet configurations and conditions have been tested by a number of
laboratories. The flowsheets that were tested have included the following procedural differences after
the primary grind:
x bulk rougher and cleaner stages, with regrinding of the bulk cleaner concentrate, followed by
copper-molybdenum separation (the initial flotation flowsheet);
x a modification of the flowsheet in Figure 16.4.1 that included a desliming step at 10 ϛm,
followed by a scavenger flotation stage, regrinding of the bulk cleaner and scavenger
concentrate, in turn followed by the copper-molybdenum separation flotation stage (the bulk
flotation flowsheet);
x rougher and scavenger flotation, regrinding of the rougher and scavenger concentrate,
followed by a bulk pre-cleaner upgrade stage, in turn followed by the copper-molybdenum
separation stage (the pre-cleaner flotation flowsheet);
x as per the flowsheet given in Figure 16.4.1 which incorporates the pre-cleaner upgrade
flowsheet but omitting the bulk pre-cleaner upgrade stage (the standard rougher-cleaner
flotation flowsheet);
x a multi-stage rougher flotation circuit with a cleaner stage, and a scavenger stage and
regrinding the second rougher concentrate with subsequent upgrading of the rougher-cleaner
and regrind product into copper-molybdenum separation (the primary bulk rougher-cleaner
flotation flowsheet);
x production of a rougher and upgraded scavenger concentrate together with the recycled 1st
cleaner scavenger concentrate for regrinding, followed by cleaner stages and the separation of
the copper and molybdenum, with the gravity treatment of the 1st cleaner scavenger tailings
(the continued development flotation flowsheet);
x production of a bulk rougher concentrate, regrinding of the bulk rougher concentrate
followed by copper-molybdenum rougher and scavenger stages, separation of copper-
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molybdenum from the rougher stage concentrate, production of a bulk scavenger concentrate,
upgrading the scavenger concentrate with the rougher regrind tailings, and the production of
reground scavenger rougher and scavenger products (the split stream flotation flowsheet); and
x a very coarse primary grind followed by flash flotation, with the flash flotation tailings
following the split–stream circuit together with the flash flotation tailings, the circuit then
following the split-stream flowsheet (the flash plus split-stream flotation flowsheet).
Based on an analysis of these various flowsheet configurations, the standard rougher-cleaner flotation
flowsheet, as shown in Figure 16.4.1, was selected as the basis for the design of the flotation circuit.
This flowsheet was tested under batch test conditions and subsequently under locked cycle test
conditions. The flowsheet and certain test conditions used for this testwork are shown on Figure 16.4.1,
but with the modifications that the 3rd cleaner concentrate stage has been deleted and a 2nd cleaner
scavenger stage has been incorporated, as well as the incorporation of a pyrite rougher flotation stage.
Figure 16.4.1

Standard Bulk Flotation Flowsheet
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The following comments are pertinent with regard to the design of the flotation flowsheet as given in
Figure 16.4.1.
x The proposed flotation circuit design is standard and offers no technical risks. Operating
conditions such as laboratory tests to commercial plant conditions scale-up factors, retention
time, slurry density, and reagent addition rates, are acceptable, and will be confirmed in the
next phase of the project.
x A reduced pulp density in the rougher circuit from 35% to 28% solids was found to be
beneficial during the testwork. The design assumes 35% solids, and a lower density of 22% was
used in the cleaner stages. An evaluation comparing the benefit of the additional recovery
with the capital cost of additional flotation cells is recommended.
x A four cleaner stage circuit was required to achieve a 26% Cu concentrate grade for several
samples evaluated during the testwork program. The basic conceptual flowsheet design as
given in Figure 16.4.1 was for three cleaner stages. On the basis that column cells are
successfully used in the industry to upgrade flotation concentrates albeit with poorer stage
recoveries, it is advocated that the second stage of cleaning employ column flotation cells,
with an attendant scavenger circuit to recover material lost from the column cell. The present
flotation circuit design therefore indicates only two stages of cleaning. It is recommended that
a trade-off study be conducted to evaluate the potential savings in incorporating a column cell
in the design, and having a more conventional three or four stage cleaning circuit.
x Pulp temperatures of between 5°C and 25°C were tested and no discernible effect on the
flotation behaviour was observed. Given the location of the Pebble Project, this is an
advantage.
x The flotation flowsheet as given in Figure 16.4.1 appears to be robust with respect to the
recycling of process water.
x The pyrite to chalcopyrite ratio in the feed, particularly at levels exceeding a ratio of 8 to 1, was
found to become detrimental to the final grade of copper concentrate produced, with the
attendant higher gold losses in the rejected pyrite. The incorporation of a gold plant into the
design of the plant offers the opportunity to increase copper recovery as well as obtaining a
return on the recovered gold.
x A copper concentrate grade of 26% Cu has been assumed for the purposes of flowsheet design.
A concentrate grade of 24% Cu has been referenced as apparently being marketable, and this
aspect requires further evaluation.
x Although primary grind sizes with a P80 of 140 ϛm were tested, the gain in mineral recovery
was apparently not significant and was calculated to be only approximately 5% for copper
from a primary grind P80 at 200 ϛm. However, a different set of results indicate that this
difference could be as much as 13% at the final concentrate grade of 26% Cu. This aspect will
be discussed in a further section. Confirmatory work needs to be undertaken to characterize
the effect of grind on recovery for copper, gold and molybdenum.
x Various reagent suits and pH values were tested. The optimal pH values are given in the
design criteria and they were adjusted continuously over the duration of the test. The reagents
selected included the collectors SEX, although the Cytec reagents 3302 (xanthate allyl ester),
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3418A (dialkyl dithiophosphinate), 3477 (dithiophosphate), and PAX (potassium amyl
xanthate) were also tested. The main frother tested was MIBC.
x The reagent carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) was also tested and incorporated into the
flowsheet as a non-sulphide gangue mineral depressant, although addition rates were low at
between 5 and 50 g/t.
x The regrind size adopted for the flowsheet was 25 ϛm. Significantly increased metal losses
were observed in going to a regrind size of P80 below 20 ϛm.
x The desliming step resulted in a significant amount of metal losses and testing of this
flowsheet was discontinued.
x The split–stream flowsheet gave promising results but did not recover secondary copper
minerals and the associated molybdenum. This flowsheet option was also not pursued.
x The flash flotation flowsheet gave inferior results and therefore was discontinued.
x The flash plus split stream flowsheet gave similar results to the base case flowsheet and the
work was discontinued.
x Locked cycle tests gave better results than the corresponding open cycle test for copper, gold,
and molybdenum indicating that recirculating material in the intermediate streams eventually
report to the final concentrate product.
COPPER, GOLD, AND MOLYBDENUM RECOVERIES INTO A BULK CONCENTRATE
Recovery equations, using multiple linear regression analysis and based on head grades, pyrite content
and cyanide-soluble copper as independent variables were given for copper and molybdenum for the
supergene and hypogene samples tested. The accuracy and validity of the multiple linear analyses was
not verified, but it is considered that the evaluation and dependence of variables as used in the report
to obtain the recovery equations was incomplete. It is recommended that variables including physical
parameters such as grind size, slurry density, concentrate grade, mass recoveries, and sulphide-sulphur
grade, should be incorporated into any future multiple linear analysis conducted.
COPPER–MOLYBDENUM SEPARATION TESTWORK
Initial mineralogical evaluations indicated that more than 95% of the molybdenite reported as free
grains to the bulk copper-molybdenum concentrate. Based on this information, it was forecast that
99% of the copper and 99.5% of the gold was recovered into the copper–gold concentrate from the
copper–molybdenum concentrate, and that 92% of the molybdenum was recovered into the final
molybdenum concentrate.
Using the basic copper–molybdenum separation flowsheet design but incorporating six cleaner stages
and using sodium hydrogen sulphide (NaHS) with nitrogen gas, test results indicated the values were
to be adjusted as follows.
The stage recovery of copper and gold was found to be between 99.4 and 99.8% for copper, and 98.9%
for gold for the recovery of copper and gold into a copper concentrate. The recovery was between 92.8
and 98.4% for the molybdenum recovery into the final molybdenum concentrate, with some variations
in the numbers depending on the ore lithology tested.
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Copper-molybdenum separation using NaHS as the primary reagent and nitrogen as the flotation gas
resulted in a 52% Mo concentrate (with 1.37% Cu) and a 22.2% Cu concentrate (with 0.33% Mo). NaHS
consumption was high at nearly 300 g/t ore. However, further testwork is recommended to
characterize this potentially beneficial copper-molybdenum separation method in greater detail.

16.5

GOLD RECOVERY FROM PYRITE CONCENTRATE

Gold recovery into the pyrite flotation concentrate indicated that a wide range of values were
observed, namely gold recoveries of between 47 and 97%, with a reported average value of 82%.
Bottle roll tests of the pyrite concentrate at grind sizes of 25 and 10 ϛm respectively, and leaching for
48 hours, gave the following average dissolution results (Table 16.5.1).
Table 16.5.1

Bottle Roll Test Results
Average Dissolution (%)

Size

Gold

Silver

P80= 25 m

53.2

53.6

P80 = 10 m

80.2

No Data

The benefits of improved gold (and presumably silver) recovery are apparent with the increase in the
fineness of grind from 25 to 10 ϛm. However, in order to reduce the costs of regrinding the pyrite
concentrate generated, a cleaner pyrite flotation stage was added to the flowsheet. Although the mass
yield was significantly reduced, an increase in gold loss was observed. More testwork will be required
to confirm the results obtained to date.

16.6

PRIMARY GRIND SIZE

16.6.1

PRIMARY GRIND PARTICLE SIZE AND COPPER RECOVERY

The importance of primary grind size was considered from different perspectives during the testwork
investigation. The mineralogical findings have already been discussed, while metallurgical testwork
results, as well as an economic evaluation, will now be discussed.
An analysis of metallurgical testwork indicated that the combined flowsheet testwork, normalized to a
26% Cu concentrate grade, gave the results presented in Table 16.7. The sensitivity to grind was
confirmed, although the effect was considered not to be significant.
Table 16.6.1
Grind Size
(P80)

Effect of Primary Grind on the Recoveries of Copper, Gold, and Molybdenum
Recovery (%)
Copper

Gold

Molybdenum

140 m

76

51

41

200 m

63

10

10

Difference

13

10

10
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Another analysis of testwork conducted to investigate the effect of the primary grind size indicated
that the average increase in recovery per 10 ϛm primary grind reduction is 0.42 % for copper, 0.17% for
gold and 0.35% for molybdenum in the rougher circuit. The results have been summarized in
Table 16.8.
Table 16.6.2

Average Increase in Recovery per 10 m Primary Grind Reduction

Metal

% of Rougher Recovery

% of Cleaner Recovery

Cu

0.42

0.48

Au

0.17

0.15

Mo

0.35

0.34

Based on the general metallurgical criteria established for this project, and arbitrarily regarding a
primary grind base case at a primary grind P80 = 165 ϛm, capital and operating costs were calculated at
every 5 ϛm intervals. This particular financial evaluation established that the optimum grind size is
120 ϛm. Since the results of this financial grind size evaluation were completed after the base case
design had been established, the results were not incorporated into the design.
In summary, it is apparent that the different test programs and interpretations have given generally
consistent results indicating that metal recoveries are dependent on the grind size, but that the
sensitivity varies according to the type of analysis conducted on the test results.
It is recommended that more testwork results be obtained and analysed for both Pebble West and
Pebble East in order to fully characterize the effect of primary grind particle size on the recoveries of
copper, gold, and molybdenum.

16.7

FLOTATION TIME

The flotation times shown in Table 16.7.1 were used in the design of the flotation circuit.
Table 16.7.1

Recommended Flotation Retention Time
Flotation Time (minutes)
Laboratory

Design

Scale-up
Factor Design

12

30

2.5

Bulk – 1 Cleaner

4

10

2.5

Bulk – 1st Cleaner Scavenger

5

8

1.5

10

60

6 (column)

5

50

10

Stage
Bulk Rougher
st

Bulk Cleaner
2nd Cleaner
nd

2

Cleaner Scavenger

The laboratory flotation retention times in the testwork programs were found to vary significantly, and
the values in Table 16.7.1 were selected for the design of the flotation circuit. The retention time design
scale-up factors as given in the table are generally those used in the industry, although the 1st cleaner
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scavenger circuit may benefit from a higher scale-up factor on the basis of minimising losses in the
cleaner tailings which could occur as a result of the anticipated higher carrying loads resulting from
the regrinding of the rougher concentrate.
16.7.1

HIGH PRESSURE GRINDING ROLLS PROCESS OPTION

The potential of using high pressure grinding rolls (HPGR) in the comminution circuit of the Pebble
Project was evaluated as an option during the various testwork programs. It was established that a
conventional HPGR circuit would probably not be a successful application of this technology as a
result of the variable to relatively high content of sericite and clays. The presence of these fine-grained
minerals would tend to cushion the crushing action. Any increase in the associated moisture content
of this material in the HPGR feed will cause slippage of the roll and a reduction in the throughput as
well as an increase in the circulating load of the lumps, or the formation of fines/cakes that could be
resistant to screening. However, a potential application of HPGR was identified in what was termed an
"ACH" circuit, which incorporates an autogenous mill, a cone crusher, and an HPGR unit and washing
screen. The autogenous mill would perform as a scrubber ahead of the screen, as well as break the soft
rock components, with the oversize material being returned to the cone crusher and HPGR.
The advantages of an ACH circuit includes a reduction in the consumption of steel grinding media and
the bypassing of the softer ore components for onward processing.

16.8

METALLURGICAL TESTWORK RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of recommendations have been listed in the report in the relevant sections. These include
the following:
x Conduct optimization testwork on composites containing varying amounts of pyrite to refine
the cleaner circuit pH and regrind size requirements.
x Conduct optimization testwork on composites containing varying amounts of clay to optimize
the reagent and flotation pulp density requirements.
x Conduct optimization testwork on high grade molybdenum composites with feed grades in
excess of 0.020% Mo to confirm the indicated recovery and grade data.
x Additional locked cycle test work should be completed on samples from the illite-pyrite
domain.
x On the assumption that a secondary gold-recovery plant is incorporated into the flowsheet,
the following testwork will be required:
st
 Conduct testwork at a higher slurry pH value in the 1 cleaner circuit to investigate the
effect on the bulk concentrate grade.

 Perform leach testwork to establish process design criteria.
 Conduct detoxification testwork to establish the design criteria for the detoxification of
the gold leach tailings.
 Conduct optimization test focusing on mass recoveries in order to reduce the capital costs
and the operating costs for the secondary gold plant.
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 Conduct laboratory scale testwork to establish the potential benefits of using an Isa mill in
the regrind circuit.
x The potential benefits of a High Pressure Grinding Roll (HPGR) circuit should be investigated.
If significantly beneficial, the practicality of operating the plant under these conditions has to
be established.
x Conduct a rigorous multiple linear regression analysis on all the relevant metallurgical test
data incorporating all the variables which have be considered to possibly influence the
recovery and grade of the final concentrates.

16.9

PROCESS PLANT DESIGN

The proposed Pebble concentrator has been designed to process a nominal 200,000 tons per day of
copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry ore. The concentrator will produce a marketable copper
concentrate of 26% Cu containing about 18 g/t Au, as well as a saleable molybdenum by-product, and
doré.
16.9.1

SUMMARY

The unit processes selected were based on conventional industry standard methods of copper-gold
recovery, supported by the results of metallurgical testing performed at various laboratories and which
were described earlier in this report. The metallurgical processing procedures have been designed to
produce a saleable high grade copper-gold concentrate. The recovery of molybdenum as a by-product
has also been included in the overall project and the recovery process has been incorporated in the
process design. The copper concentrate will be transferred from the processing facility at the Mine Site
by pipeline to a remote filter plant facility at the Port Site prior to the shipping of the concentrate to
the smelters.
The overall treatment plant will consist of a crushing stage and comminution, followed by the flotation
process to recover the copper and molybdenum together with the gold. This will be followed by a
molybdenum-copper separation flotation process. A separate gold plant has also been incorporated for
the recovery of gold from the cleaner stage flotation tailings. As shown in Figure 16.13.1 to
Figure 16.13.9, the flotation concentrate will be separated into a molybdenum by-product, and a
saleable grade copper concentrate which will thickened and pumped to the filter plant at the Port Site.
The copper concentrate will be filtered at the Port Site and sent to the concentrate stockpile for
storage prior to the subsequent reclaim and shipping to smelters.
The final flotation tailings will be thickened and will be disposed of using a conventional TSF. Process
water will be recovered and recycled from the tailings thickener and the tailings storage facility. Fresh
water will only be used for gland service and reagent preparation, and for the mill lubrication cooling
system.
The process plant will consist of the following unit operations and facilities:
x run-of-mine (ROM) ore receiving;
x overland conveying system;
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x primary crushing;
x crushed ore stockpile;
x ore reclaim;
x a semi-autogenous grinding (SAG) and ball mill grinding circuit incorporating cyclones for
classification;
x SAG mill pebble crushing circuit;
x copper-molybdenum rougher and scavenger flotation;
x copper-molybdenum cleaner flotation;
x copper-molybdenum separation by flotation;
x molybdenum thickening and filtration;
x molybdenum product processing;
x copper concentrate thickening;
x copper concentrate transfer by pumping to the filter plant;
x copper concentrate filtration, and dispatch;
x gold recovery by co-recovery with the copper concentrate and a gold leaching and smelting
plant;
x tailings thickening and process water recovery; and
x tailings disposal to a TSF.
Simplified process flowsheets, excluding the utilities and water system and details, are given as
Figure 16.13.1 to Figure 16.13.9. Where multiple processing lines or units exist, only one such typical
processing line or unit is shown on the flowsheets.
16.9.2

MAJOR PROCESS DESIGN CRITERIA

The concentrator has been designed to process a nominal 200,000 tons per day, equivalent to
73,000,000 tons per year. The major process criteria used in the design are outlined in Table 16.9.1.
The design parameters are based on testwork results obtained by various test laboratories, reviewed by
Wardrop, and used in the overall design of the process plant. The plant design will be reviewed in the
subsequent relevant sections.
The grinding mills were sized based on various simulations conducted by various grinding consultants.
Wardrop evaluated the results of the grinding mill simulation results, as well as using the Bond work
index data for SAG and ball mills, together with feed and product sizes as determined from the
testwork results. The regrind mills were sized using the conventional Bond work index equation for
tower mills, together with recommendations from the supplier, and using the standard tower mill to
ball mill efficiency factor.
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Major Process Design Criteria

Criteria

Unit

Operating Year

day

365

Treatment Rate

st/day

200,000

Crushing Availability

%

65

Grinding and Flotation Availability

%

94

st/h

12,821

Primary Crushing Rate
Moisture Content

%

5

Milling and Flotation Process Rate

st/h

8,865

SAG Mill Feed Size, 80% Passing

m

150,000

SAG Mill Transfer Size, 80% Passing

m

2,000 to 6,000

Ball Mill Grind Size, 80% Passing

m

200

Ball Mill Circulating Load

%

300

Bond Ball Mill Work Index

kWh/t

16.2

g

0.27

m

25

Bond Abrasion Index
Concentrate Regrind Size, 80% Passing

The flotation cells were sized based on the optimum flotation times as determined during the
laboratory testwork. Typical scale-up factors have been applied.
16.9.3

PLANT DESIGN

OPERATING SCHEDULE AND AVAILABILITY
The primary crushing and process plant will be designed to operate on the schedule basis of two
12-hour shifts per day, for 365 days per year.
The primary crusher overall availability will be 65% and the grinding and flotation circuit availability
will have a running time of 94%. This will allow sufficient downtime for the scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance of the crushing and process plant equipment.
16.9.4

PROCESS PLANT DESCRIPTION

In the process plant description that follows, only the major items of equipment will be described and
referenced. The throughput and treatment rates have been summarized in the mass balance summary,
which is included at the end of this section (see Table 16.13.1) and which was primarily established to
confirm retention times, and flotation circuit parameters.
PRIMARY CRUSHING AND CRUSHED ORE STOCKPILE AND RECLAIM
A conventional gyratory crusher facility will be designed to crush run-of-mine (ROM) ore from both
Pebble East and Pebble West in preparation for the subsequent grinding process at an average rate of
12,821 tons per hour. The major equipment and facilities in this area includes:
x dump pockets;
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x hydraulic rock breakers;
x gyratory crushers;
x surge bins;
x crushed ore stockpile (127,890 tons live capacity);
x reclaim belt feeders;
x conveyor belts, metal detectors, self-cleaning magnets, and belt tear detectors;
x belt scales; and
x dust collection system.
The ROM ore will be trucked from the open pit to the primary crusher by haul trucks. The ore will be
reduced to 80% minus 6 inches using a gyratory crusher. A rock breaker will be installed to break any
oversize rocks.
The crusher product will be discharged onto a conveyor system and ultimately be deposited on the
coarse ore stockpile via a crushed ore surge bin.
The crushed ore stockpile will have a live capacity of 127,890 tons. The ore will be reclaimed from this
stockpile by belt feeders at a nominal rate of 8,865 tons per hour. The belt feeders will feed a conveyor,
which in turn will feed one of two SAG mill lines. The conveyor belt system feeding the coarse ore
stockpile will be equipped with the appropriate belt scale, belt magnets, and belt tear detectors.
The crushed ore facility and the crushed ore stockpile will be equipped with dust collection systems to
control fugitive dust that will be generated during conveyor loading and the transportation of the ore.
GRINDING AND CLASSIFICATION
The grinding circuit will consist of two lines each containing a SAG mill with a two-ball mill
combination circuit. It will be a two-stage operation with the SAG mill in closed circuit with pebble
crushers, and the two ball mills in closed circuit with the classifying cyclones. The SAG mill will be
equipped with pebble ports to remove pebbles, which will be screened and the oversize crushed in the
pebble crusher circuit. The grinding will be conducted as a wet process at a nominal rate of 8,865 tons
per hour of material. The grinding circuit will include:
x conveyor feed belts;
x conveyor belt weigh scale;
x two lines each containing a SAG mill with a two-ball mill combination circuit including pebble
crushers;
x SAG mill – 12.1 m diameter x 7.62 m long (40 ft x 25 ft);
x ball mill – 7.62 m diameter x 12.5 m long (26 ft x 40 ft);
x four pebble crushers;
x vibrating screens;
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x SAG mill/ball mill discharge pumpbox;
x cyclone feed slurry pumps;
x cyclone clusters;
x mass flow meters;
x particle size analyzers; and
x sampler system.
The ore from the coarse ore stockpile will be reclaimed under controlled feed rate conditions using
belt feeders. These feeders will discharge the material onto a conveyor belt feeding the SAG mill. A belt
scale will control the feed to the SAG mill. Water will be added to the SAG mill feed material to assist
the grinding process. The SAG mill will operate at a critical speed of 78%.
The SAG mill discharge end will be equipped with pebble ports to remove the critical size material.
The SAG mill discharge will be screened by the mill trommel and a vibrating screen. The oversize
material will be conveyed via transfer conveyors to the pebble crushers. The pebble crushers will crush
the pebbles to a P80 of 12.0 mm. The crushed material will be returned to the conveyor belt feeding the
SAG mill for further grinding. The trommel underflow will be discharged into the SAG mill discharge
pumpbox.
The SAG mill discharge pumpbox will serve as a distribution box to equally split the slurry into two
portions. The split slurries will be separately to two cyclone classification clusters.
The product from each ball mill will be discharged into the cyclone feed pumpbox combining with the
SAG mill discharge to become the cyclone feed. The classification cut size for the cyclones will be a P80
of 200 ϛm, and the circulating load to the individual ball mill circuits will be 300% with the cyclone
underflow returning to the ball mill as feed material.
The new feed to each grinding mill circuit will be 4,433 tons per hour and the combined total of the
two grinding lines (8,865 tons per hour) will constitute the feed rate to the copper flotation circuit.
The ball mills will operate at a critical speed of 78%. Dilution water will be added to the grinding
circuit as required.
The cyclone overflow from both classification circuits will be discharged into the copper flotation
conditioning tanks ahead of the flotation process. The pulp density of the cyclone overflow slurry will
be approximately 35% solids.
Provision will be made for the addition of lime to the SAG mill for the adjustment of the pH of the
slurry in the grinding circuit prior to the flotation process. Flotation reagents will also be added as
required by the operation.
Grinding media will be added to all the mills in order to maintain the grinding efficiency. Steel balls
will be periodically added to each mill using a ball charging kibble.
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FLOTATION CIRCUIT
The milled ore will be subjected to flotation to recover the targeted molybdenum, copper and gold
minerals into a high-grade copper concentrate containing gold, and a high-grade molybdenum
concentrate.
Bulk Copper-Molybdenum Flotation Circuit
The two lines of bulk copper-molybdenum flotation circuits will each include the following
equipment:
x conditioning tank;
x flotation reagent addition facilities;
x three lines each of bulk rougher flotation tank cells (six 500 m3 cells each);
x two regrind tower mills;
x two classification cyclone clusters;
x 1st cleaner flotation tank cells;
x 1st cleaner scavenger flotation tank cells;
x 2nd cleaner column flotation cells;
x 2nd cleaner scavenger flotation cells;
x pumpboxes and standpipes;
x concentrate thickeners;
x slurry and concentrate pumps;
x particle-size analyzers for each regrind stage; and
x sampling system.
The cyclone overflow from each grinding circuit line will be the feed to the flotation circuit
conditioning tank. The cyclone overflow slurry will be conditioned in each of the two bulk flotation
conditioning tanks. Flotation reagents will be added to the conditioning tank as defined through
testing. The flotation reagents added will be the collector, SEX, and the frother, MIBC, with
dispersants added as required. Lime will be used as a pH modifier throughout the process. Provision
will be made for the staged addition of the reagents in the flotation circuit.
The conditioned slurry will overflow the conditioning tank into the bulk rougher flotation tank cells.
Rougher concentrate will be collected and will be discharged into the regrind distributor from where it
will be discharged to the regrind circuit cyclone feed pumpbox, and then pumped to the regrind
classification cyclone. The 1st cleaner scavenger concentrate will also be collected in the regrind
distributor to join the rougher concentrate prior to regrinding. The regrind circuit will assist to
completely liberate the fine-sized grains of the copper and molybdenum minerals from the gangue
constituents and to enhance upgrading of the copper and molybdenum concentrates in the
subsequent cleaning stages.
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The regrind circuit will also feature a centrifugal gravity concentrator circuit for gold recovery. A
portion of the regrind cyclone underflow will be passed through the centrifugal concentrators in order
to recover particulate gold grains which may otherwise be lost in the flotation circuit. The rougher
gravity concentrate collected in the first gravity concentrator will be subjected to a further stage of
concentration to upgrade the gold product. The gold concentrate recovered will be pumped to the
copper concentrate thickener for dewatering and filtering.
The rougher tailings will be sampled automatically in each line prior to discharge into the final
rougher tailings pumpbox. This stream will constitute one of the two final tailings leaving the plant.
The rougher regrind circuit cyclone will separate the finely ground flotation concentrate into a cyclone
overflow product according to the design particle size P80 of 25 ϛm. The coarser regrind cyclone
underflow will be the feed for the rougher regrind mill. The tailings from the centrifugal gravity
concentrators will also be combined with the rest of the feed material to the regrind mill. The regrind
mills will be vertical tower mills. The regrind mills will discharge into the cyclone feed pumpbox
together with the rougher and 1st cleaner scavenger flotation concentrates. All this material will
constitute the feed for classification by the regrind cyclone.
The cyclone overflow from the regrind circuit will combine with the 2nd cleaner scavenger tailings as
the feed to the 1st cleaner stage. The 1st cleaner concentrate will report to the 2nd cleaner column cell
circuit. The 1st cleaner circuit and the 1st cleaner scavenger circuit will have concentrate launder interchangeability for flexibility of operational conditions. The last cells of the 1st cleaner circuit could be
used for 1st cleaner scavenger concentrate collection, while the first cell in the 1st cleaner scavenger
circuit could be used as a 1st cleaner cell.
The concentrate from the 1st cleaner stage will feed the 2nd cleaner flotation stage with the 2nd cleaner
concentrate reporting to the bulk concentrate thickener. The concentrate from the 2nd cleaner
scavenger stage will be returned to the 1st cleaner stage.
The tailings from the 1st cleaner scavenger circuit will form the feed to the pyritic tailings pumpbox
from where the material can be discarded to a separate high-pyrite content collection area within the
TSF, or constitute the feed to the gold recovery circuit.
The final copper-molybdenum concentrate will feed the bulk concentrate thickener.
Conventional tank flotation cells will be used for the bulk flotation circuit, with column cells used for
the 2nd cleaner stage.
Provision will be made for the bulk concentrate thickener overflow water to be re-used in the bulk
flotation circuit and the grinding circuit as dilution water providing this does not have a deleterious
effect on the flotation of the copper, molybdenum and gold minerals.
COPPER-MOLYBDENUM SEPARATION
The copper-molybdenum separation circuit has not been included in the simplified flowsheets, but
consists of the following unit operations.
x conditioning tank;
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x rougher and scavenger flotation cells;
x cleaner flotation stages;
x reagent preparation and addition facilities;
x samplers;
x molybdenum product thickeners; and
x molybdenum product drying, filtration, and packaging system.
The molybdenum product will be dried, packaged, and despatched from the mine site. The copper
concentrate will be collected in the copper concentrate thickener and transferred by pipeline to the
port site filtration plant.
COPPER CONCENTRATE HANDLING
The copper flotation concentrate, together with the gravity gold concentrate, will be thickened and
stored prior to pumping by concentrate pipeline to the port site. At the port site, the concentrate will
be collected, dewatered, filtered, and loaded onto ships for shipping to smelters. The copper
concentrate handling circuit will have the following equipment:
x mine site copper concentrate thickener;
x mine site copper concentrate thickener overflow standpipe;
x mine site copper concentrate storage tanks;
x mine site copper concentrate pipeline slurry pumps;
x copper concentrate pipeline;
x port site process water tank and pump;
x port site process water return pumps;
x port site copper concentrate thickener;
x port site copper concentrate stock tank;
x port site copper concentrate filter press; and
x port site copper concentrate storage and dispatch facility.
The copper concentrate produced will be pumped from the copper-molybdenum separation stage to
the copper concentrate thickener. Flocculant will be added to the thickener feed to aid the settling
process. The thickened concentrate will be pumped to the concentrate stock tank using thickener
underflow slurry pumps. The underflow density will be about 60% solids. The concentrate stock tank
will be an agitated tank that will serve as the feed tank for the concentrate pipeline from which the
copper concentrate will be pumped to the port site filter plant. The copper concentrate will be
pumped to the port site thickener and thickened to about 60% solids prior to filtering. The thickener
underflow will feed the filter plant stock tank.
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The concentrate thickener overflow will be pumped to the process water tank, which in turn will feed
the return water pumps for transporting the water back to the mine site using a second pipeline. This
return water will be recycled with the mine site process water for reuse. The 85-mile long pipeline will
also periodically be flushed with process water. This flushing water will be combined with the port site
process water and returned to the mine site.
The copper concentrate filter will be a filter press unit. Since filtration with a filter press unit will be a
batch process, the copper concentrate stock tank will also act as a surge tank for the filtration
operation. The filter press will dewater the concentrate to produce a final concentrate with a moisture
content of about 8%. The filter press solids will be discharged to the concentrate stockpile in a
designated storage facility. The concentrate will periodically be loaded onto ships for dispatch to
smelters.
TAILINGS HANDLING
The flotation tailings from the flotation circuit will be the final plant tailings.
The process plant tailings will consist of two streams, namely the rougher flotation tailings, and the 1st
cleaner scavenger tailings. Each stream will require a different handling procedure. The rougher
tailings will be pumped to the tailings thickener prior to pumping the thickened tailings to the tailings
pond for final deposition. The 1st cleaner scavenger tailings will be collected in a designated area of the
tailings storage facility. The tailings handling circuit will have the following equipment:
x

collection box;

x

tailings thickener;

x

tailings thickener overflow process

x

water collection system;

x

pumpbox;

x

flocculant addition facility;

x

slurry pumps; and

x

reclaim water barge and pumps.

Thickener overflow solution from the tailings thickener will be pumped to the process water system
pond or process water tank for recycling. Process water delivered from the port site will also be
collected in the process water collection pond system.
REAGENT HANDLING AND STORAGE
Various chemical reagents will be added to the process slurry stream to facilitate the coppermolybdenum flotation process. The preparation of the various reagents will require:
x

a bulk reagent handling system;

x

mix and holding tanks;
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metering pumps;

x

a flocculant preparation facility;

x

a lime slaking and distribution facility;

x

eye-wash and safety showers; and

x

applicable safety equipment.
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Various chemical reagents will be added to the grinding and flotation circuit to modify the mineral
particle surfaces and enhance the floatability of the valuable mineral particles into the copper-gold
concentrate product. Fresh water will be used in the making up or the dilution of the various reagents
that will be supplied in powder/solids form, or which require dilution prior to the addition to the
slurry. These prepared solutions will be added to the addition points of the various flotation circuits
and streams using metering pumps. The SEX collector reagent will be made up to a solution of 30%
strength in a mixing tank, and then transferred to the holding tank, from where the solution will be
pumped to the addition point. The frother reagent, MIBC, will not be diluted and will be pumped
directly from the bulk containers to the point of addition using metering pumps.
Flocculant will be prepared in the standard manner as a dilute solution of 0.5% solution strength. This
will be further diluted in the thickener feed well.
Lime, as quick-lime, will be delivered in bulk and will be off-loaded pneumatically into a silo. The lime
will then be prepared in a lime slaking system as 15% concentration slurry. This lime slurry will be
pumped to the points of addition using a closed loop system. The valves will be controlled by pH
monitors that will control the amount of lime added.
The reagents required for the molybdenum concentrate processing circuit include fuel oil, added as a
100% strength reagent, the dispersants which will be made up to 1% solution strength, and sodium
hydroxide and sodium hydrosulphide.
To ensure spill containment, the reagent preparation and storage facility will be located within a
containment area designed to accommodate 110% of the content of the largest tank. In addition, each
reagent will be prepared in its own bunded area in order to limit spillage and facilitate its return to its
respective mixing tank. The storage tanks will be equipped with level indicators and instrumentation
to ensure that spills do not occur during normal operation. Appropriate ventilation, fire and safety
protection, and Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) stations will be provided at the facility.
Each reagent line and addition point will be labelled in accordance with Workplace Hazardous
Materials Information Systems (WHMIS) standards. All operational personnel will receive WHMIS
training, along with additional training for the safe handling and use of the reagents.
ASSAY AND METALLURGICAL LABORATORY
The assay laboratory will be equipped with the necessary analytical instruments to provide all routine
assays for the mine, the concentrator, and the environment departments. The most important of these
instruments includes:
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x fire assay equipment;
x atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS);
x x-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF); and
x Leco furnace.
The metallurgical laboratory will undertake all necessary testwork to monitor metallurgical
performance and, more importantly, to improve process flowsheet unit operations and efficiencies.
The laboratory will be equipped with laboratory crushers, ball and stirred mills, particle size analysis
sieves, flotation cells, filtering devices, balances, and pH meters.
WATER SUPPLY
Two separate water supply systems for fresh water and process water will be provided to support the
operation.
Fresh Water Supply System
Fresh and potable water will be supplied to a fresh/fire water storage tank from the open pit
dewatering systems, and from wells. Fresh water will be used primarily for the following:
x fire water for emergency use;
x cooling water for mill motors and mill lubrication systems;
x gland service for the slurry pumps;
x reagent make-up; and
x potable water supply.
The fresh/fire water tank will be equipped with a standpipe, which will ensure that the tank is always
holding at least 40 m3 of water, equivalent to a 2-hour supply of fire water.
The potable water from the fresh water source will be treated and stored in the potable water storage
tank prior to delivery to various service points.
Process Water Supply System
Some process water generated in the flotation circuit as concentrate thickener overflow solution will
be re-used in the respective flotation circuit. Tailings thickener overflow water will be used in the
grinding circuit. Excess water will be delivered to the process water tank for recirculation. Reclaimed
water will be pumped from the tailings pond to the process water pond and tank for distribution to the
points of usage.
AIR SUPPLY
Separate air service systems will supply air to the following areas:
x Low-pressure air for flotation cells will be provided by air blowers.
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x High-pressure air for the filter press and drying of concentrate will be provided by dedicated
air compressors.
x Instrument air will come from the plant air compressors and will be dried and stored in a
dedicated air receiver.
ON-LINE SAMPLE ANALYSIS
The plant will rely on the on-stream analyzer for process control. An on-line analyzer will analyze each
flotation stage for each respective stage in the flotation circuit. A sufficient number of samples will be
taken so that the circuit can be balanced by analytical resultant and calculation as required. Specific
samples that will also be taken for metallurgical accounting purposes will be the flotation feed to the
circuit, the final tailings, and the final copper and molybdenum concentrate samples; and these
samples will be assayed in the assay laboratory. An on-stream particle size monitor will determine the
P80 particle size of the primary cyclone overflow and the regrind circuit products.

16.10

PROCESS PLANT DESIGN DISCUSSION

The following due diligence was undertaken on specific aspects of the process design. This review of
the process design and the equipment selected is based on a throughput of 200,000 tons per day.
16.10.1

PLANT AVAILABILITY

The crushing plant circuit availability at 65% is considered to be conservative, and could be increased
if operational conditions require an increase in the crushing circuit availability.
The overall plant availability of 94% is consistent with current plant design practice assuming that an
acceptable preventive maintenance program is in place. This level of availability is also in keeping with
large-tonnage operations in South America.
16.10.2

SURGE CAPACITY

The surge capacity of the coarse ore stockpile is equivalent to a live capacity of 127,890 tons, or about
15 hours of equivalent throughput. A commonly used design duration is for a live capacity equivalent
to the throughput for 1 day. However, the material in the non-live part of the stockpile could readily be
accessed for processing using dozers, and with the total stockpile capacity at 394,680 tons, this is
equivalent to 47 hours of throughput.
16.10.3

GRINDING CIRCUIT DESIGN

Table 16.10.1 presents selected details from the grinding circuit design advocated for the Pebble Project.
The Pebble Project elected to use among the largest suitable mills and related crushers in order to
achieve the required treatment rate of 200,000 tons per day.
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Table 16.10.1 Grinding Circuit Design Parameters
Grinding Parameter

Value

Running Time

94%

Feed Size

127 to 150 mm

Grinding Lines
Configuration of Each Grinding Line

2 lines; SAG mill/pebble crusher/ball mill
1 SAG mill with 4 shared pebble crushers and 2 ball mills

SAG Mill Parameters
Mill Size

40 ft diameter x 25 ft length

Mill Power

29 MW gearless drive motor

Steel Charge

16 to 22%

Critical Speed

78%

Pebble Circulating Load
Pumpbox Residence Time

15% of fresh feed
0.5 minutes

Ball Mill Parameters
Mill Size
Mill Power

26 ft diameter x 40 ft length
16.4 MW gearless drive motor

Mill Steel Charge

30 to 40%

Mill Critical Speed

78%

Circulating Load

300%

Transfer Size

4,000 to 6,000 m

Classification

cyclone cluster

Simulations using power-based proprietary software models and the Bond grinding work index
information resulted in a grinding circuit configuration being proposed, which consisted of an opencircuit SABC configuration. Table 16.10.2 presents the relevant average values and design criteria for
the proposed grinding circuit.
Table 16.10.2 Grinding Circuit Simulation Criteria
Parameter/Design Feature

Value

Bond Rod Mill Work Index (kWh/t)

15.6

Bond Ball Mill Work Index (kWh/t)

14.2

Bond Crushability Work Index (kWh/t)
Abrasion Index Work Index (g)

5.8
0.217

Feed Size, F80 (mm)

150

Product Size, P80 (m)

200

Number of Ball Mills per SAG Mill

2

Number of SAG Mills

2

SAG Mill Dimensions

44 ft diameter x 22 ft long

Ball Mill Dimensions

30 ft diameter x 45 ft long
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Three grinding consultants were used in order to predict grinding plant performance and these were
the following:
x the Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre (JKMRC) simulation method (JKSim Met)
x the comminution economic evaluation tool (CEET) simulation method
x the MinePower 2000 modelling used by DJB Consultants Inc.
A brief comparison of the three methodologies using the same basic grinding circuit-circuit for the
pebble crushing gave the following average throughput results for two SAG mill/2 ball mill/pebble
crusher grinding lines, as given in Table 16.10.3, indicating that the anticipated treatment rate exceeds
the required throughput rate of 200,000 tons per day.
Table 16.10.3 Simulation Throughput Comparison Data
Throughput
Method

tons/day

tonnes/day

DJB

221,103

200,540

JKSim Met

235,181

213,309

CEET

214,546

194,593

Ultimately, the two grinding circuits investigated in greater detail consisted of the SABC-A circuit and
SABC-B circuit, described as two grinding circuit lines each consisting of 94% availability, with the
former circuit having crushed pebbles from the SAG mill being returned to the SAG mill, and the
SABC-B circuit having the crushed pebbles returned to the ball mills. Table 16.10.4 presents some of
the characteristics of both circuits. Although the SABC-B circuit did indicate an increase in the
throughput compared with the SABC-A circuit, the SABC-A circuit was adopted for the design of the
grinding circuit.
The parameters used in the grinding circuit design conform to the data given in the tables above; they
also conform to the grindability index value of 14.2 kWh/t, which is the average of the Pebble West and
Pebble East 50 percentile value, as reported in Table 16.4.3.
The SABC-A circuit was found to be SAG mill limited, although the ball mills met or exceeded the
fineness of grind target value of P80 = 200 ϛm. The SABC-B circuit was still SAG mill limited but less so
than the SABC-A circuit.
The JKSim Met model predicted that the SAG mill will draw 25.3 MW at the mill shell and the ball mill
will draw 15.4 MW.
During the various years of production, the hardness of the ore will vary. This will affect the
throughputs of the various mills, and the final grind P80 value. The production years with the hardest
ores may result in throughputs below the target value of 200,000 tons per day.
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Table 16.10.4 Summary of SABC-A and SABC-B Grinding Circuits

Circuit Availability
SG
One SAG Mill: 40 ft x 25 ft

Two Ball Mills: 26 ft x 40 ft

Four MP1000 Pebble Crushers
Pebble Circuit

SABC-A Circuit

SABC-B Circuit

94%

94%

2.7

2.7

18% ball charge

18% ball charge

F80 = 150 mm

F80 = 150 mm

78% critical speed

78% critical speed

29 MW

29 MW

T80 = 2,000 to 6,000 m

T80 = 2,000 to 6,000 m

33% ball charge

33% ball charge

78% critical speed

78% critical speed

26.4 MW each

26.4 MW each

P80 = 200 m

P80 = 200 m

750 kW

750 kW

crushed pebbles are returned
to the SAG mill

crushed pebbles are returned
to the ball mill

Minor increases in throughput were demonstrated as possibly attainable by reducing the feed size of
the SAG mill by pre-screening the feed, but this would be an expensive modification for relatively
minor throughput increases.
Simulation work has demonstrated that a treatment rate of 100,000 tons per day per grinding line
consisting of one SAG and two ball mills with a pebble crusher is feasible. In addition, further
evaluations confirmed that having two grinding lines as shown on the flowsheets with the SAG mill
dimensions at 40 ft x 25 ft and with a 29.0 MW motor, and two ball mills, each with 26 ft x 40 ft and
with a 16.4 MW motor, would be feasible. Using the grinding data as determined by testwork, which is
given in the tables above, it was demonstrated that a throughput of 200,000 tons per day was feasible.
Also, discussions were initiated with mill manufacturers. The salient points of these discussions were
the following:
x

FL Smidth indicated that high steel ball loads of 18 to 20% in SAG mills was routine practice,
and that a critical speed operation of 78% was typical operating practice. FL Smidth also
indicated that the ball mill sizes could be slightly larger at 27 ft x 45 ft compared with the
proposed 26 ft x 40 ft, and that the power requirement for the motor would be higher at
19.0 MW compared with the proposed 16.4 MW.

x

Discussions with Metso indicated that the expected power draw for the Pebble Project SAG
mill would probably be higher at 26.4 MW under the operating conditions given. The ball mill
sizes were considered to be too small, and a 26 ft x 44 ft ball mill was suggested with 16.4 MW
motors. The other comment made by Metso was that the pebble circulation load should be
higher at up to 40%, whereas the design used a pebble circulating load of 25%.

x

Metso also indicated that a one SAG/two ball mill/pebble crusher grinding line can achieve
100,000 tons per day but that it would be dependent on the ore properties. A grinding circuit
design was presently underway for a 42 ft x 25 ft SAG mill with two 26 ft x 40 ft ball mills,
which would grind in excess of 100,000 tons per day at an availability of 92%.
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Similar mill sizes and grinding circuits are being commissioned in order to utilize economies of scale,
and that this target grind treatment rate is feasible providing that the ore properties have been
properly defined.
Despite these challenges, the proposed Pebble Project SABC-A grinding circuit design can be managed
in a manner that minimizes the technical risks.
16.10.4

GRINDING MEDIA CONSUMPTION

The grinding media storage capacity of 21 days is dictated by shipping delivery intervals. This storage
capacity has provisionally been recommended for the three types of steel grinding media which will be
used, namely:
x

SAG mill, 5 inch diameter, 73 tons per day;

x

Ball mill, 3 inch diameter, 86 tons per day; and

x

Tower mill, 1 inch diameter, 22 tons per day.

This storage capacity has been allowed for in the layout of the grinding circuit.
16.10.5

MILL LINER CONSUMPTION

Although a mill liner consumption value has been given for all the mill types, it is recommended that a
minimum of two full sets of liners be available at any given time for the SAG mill, three full sets of
liners for the ball mills, and three full set of liners for the regrind tower mills.
16.10.6

FLOTATION

Selected flotation circuit design parameters are given in Table 16.10.5.
The overall design of the flotation circuit is conventional and the unit processes incorporated, and the
equipment proposed is based on typical industry standards. The following comments regarding the
design of the flotation circuit are relevant.
Table 16.10.5 Selected Flotation Design Parameters
Parameter

Value

Rougher Circuit
Flotation Feed Particle Size

P80 = 200 m

Flotation Concentrate Particle Size

P80 = 185 m

Slurry Density

35%

Rougher Mass Recovery

12%

Residence Time

30 min

Volume of Flotation Cell

500 m

Flotation Cell Effective Volume
Cell Configuration
Maximum Carry Rate

3

90%
3 rows of 6 cells each
2 t/h per m

2

Table continues...
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...Table 16.10.5 (cont’d)
Parameter

Value

Regrind Circuit
Regrind Particle Size

P80 = 185 m

Regrind Product Particle Size

P80 = 25 m

Bond Work Index – Average

13.5 kWh/tonne

Number of Regrind Mills
Regrind Mill Type

4
VTM-3000, 2.2 MW

st

1 Cleaner Circuit
Slurry Density
Residence Time Scale-Up Factor
Volume of Flotation Cells
Flotation Cell Effective Volume
Maximum Carry Rate
Cells Configuration

22%
2.5
100 m

3

90%
2 t/h per m

2

2 rows of 3 cells each

1st Cleaner Scavenger Circuit
Slurry Density
Residence Time Scale-Up Factor
Volume of Flotation Cells
Flotation Cell Effective Volume
Maximum Carry Rate
Cell Configuration

22%
1.5
100 m

3

90%
2 t/h per m

2

2 rows of 2 cells each

The rougher concentrate particle size P80 is 185 ϛm, based on the testwork. This value was not
conclusively shown in the testwork results with only two of the three samples tested indicating that
the concentrate is finer than the primary grinding size P80 of 200 ϛm. Until this data is confirmed, the
concentrate particle size should be maintained as P80 of 200 ϛm for the purposes of the regrind circuit
design (final regrind concentrate is P80 of 25 ϛm).
x

The flotation feed slurry density was taken to be 35% solids. Improved flotation recoveries
were obtained at lower slurry densities, and this affect requires characterization.

x

The rougher concentrate mass recovery is taken to be 12%, although 14% has also been given
in the testwork.

x

The residence time has been designed to be 30 minutes, but this requires confirmation based
on the final selection of the flotation cell configuration and cell size.

x

The number of flotation cells has been calculated on the basis of 90% effective volume, as
given in the design parameters and this is the industry accepted value. For purposes of this
design, the rougher flotation circuit will consist of three rows each containing six 500 m3
flotation cells.

x

The maximum carry rate has been calculated as being about 0.5 t/h/m2 and this is an
acceptable value.

x

The residence time per flotation cell is 1.4 minutes per cell for the 500 m3 cells.

x

The lip loading for the flotation cell is within the normal limits of <1.5 t/h/linear metre.
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The following comment relates to the large 500 m3 flotation cells incorporated into the design of the
flotation circuit. Following on as a logical development of the very successful 300 m3 large flotation
cells, both Outotec and FL Smidth have conceptually designed the next generation of large flotation
cells, namely flotation cells having a volume of 500 m3. Although no specific orders have been placed
at this time, Outotec has apparently successfully tested a prototype unit. FL Smidth is planning to test
their 500 m3 cell early during 2011. It is therefore quite conceivable that 500 m3 flotation cells will be in
service within the next 2 to 5 years in high-tonnage throughput applications.
Therefore, specifying the 500 m3 flotation cells for the Pebble Project is not considered to carry
significant technical risk since, if the testing of these 500 m3 cells proves to be problematical, the
installation of the proven 300 m3 flotation cells can be retrofitted into the design before construction
commences, although there will be adjustments required to the layout of the flotation plant.
16.10.7

REGRIND CIRCUIT

The flotation concentrate regrind circuit is shown to have four VTM-3000 tower mills each with a
motor of 2.2 MW. The mill feed size of the concentrate is specified to be 185 ϛm, and the product
particle size is a P80 = 25 ϛm, and is based on the nominal feed rate of 893 ton per hour and a Bond
grinding work index of 13.5 kWh/tonne, and using a regrind mill efficiency of 70%.
A further comment regarding the selection of the regrind mill is pertinent. The vertical tower regrind
mill proposed for the concentrate regrind circuit is the Metso manufactured VTM-3000 model, which
was not yet in commercial operation at the time the plant design was conducted. The first VTM-3000
unit, recently installed at the Cadia Valley operations in Australia, was commissioned during July 2010,
and has apparently exceeded production expectations. With the successful commissioning of the
prototype VTM-3000 unit, the VTM-3000 regrind mill can now be considered to be available to the
industry for suitable applications such as the Pebble Project.
16.10.8

1ST CLEANER CIRCUIT

The flowsheet design indicates that the 1st cleaner circuit as consisting of two rows of cells each having
three cells and each cell with a volume of 100 m3. A review of the parameters used and the calculated
masses as presented in the mass balance indicates that this circuit design should be adequate, since
the carry rate, retention time per cell, and lip loading values are all acceptable. However, the scale-up
factor from laboratory testwork to commercial plant could be reviewed in a future project iteration, as
should the configuration of the cells which could result in an improved overall cleaner circuit layout.
16.10.9

1ST CLEANER SCAVENGER CIRCUIT

The process design gives the 1st cleaner scavenger circuit as consisting of two rows of cells each having
two cells and each cell having a volume of 100 m3. This circuit should also be reviewed as it may also be
possibly under-designed for the proposed mass recovery and throughput rate.
Of note is that the 1st cleaner circuit has been designed with inter-changeable concentrate launders
which can be adjusted to suit the operational conditions.
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2ND CLEANER CIRCUIT

The 2nd cleaner flotation circuit consists of six column cells. This circuit appears to be adequately
designed and is considered to be best suited to attaining the final concentrate product grades required.
16.10.11

2ND CLEANER SCAVENGER CIRCUIT

The design allows for four 100 m3 flotation cells in the 2nd cleaner scavenger circuit in order to
minimize losses from the column cell upgrading step. This circuit is adequately designed, and there
may be some over-capacity in the design. A future review of the final design of the plant may result in
an improved layout of this circuit.
16.10.12

MOLYBDENUM FLOTATION

The residence times and cell volumes given in the design of the molybdenum recovery section appear
to be acceptable, as well as the other flotation parameters such as lip loading, carry rate and cell
retention time. However, given the low feed grades of the material tested and the absence of
confirmatory detailed testing of the copper-molybdenum separation process, it is recommended that a
bulk sample be tested to ensure that the molybdenum concentrate grade values of 52% Mo are
attainable.
16.10.13

MOLYBDENUM CONCENTRATE DRYING

The drying of the molybdenum concentrate at the mine site facilitates the shipping of the concentrates
to smelters. The disc filter and the concentrate drying and packaging system as given in the design are
conventional equipment items.

16.11

THICKENING

16.11.1

BULK CONCENTRATE THICKENER

The diameter of the bulk concentrate thickener has been calculated to be 30 m and will be adequate
for the bulk concentrate production rate of 150 tons per day at the solids loading rate of 2 ft2/ton/day
(0.2 m2/tonne/day). Testwork has indicated that for the design underflow density of 40% solids, no
flocculant addition will be required.
However, it is recommended that provision be made for a flocculant addition facility to ensure that an
clear acceptable overflow solution clarity is attained at the required underflow density.
16.11.2

TAILINGS THICKENER

Outotec conducted settling tests using different lithological tailings samples. The results are
summarized in Table 16.11.1.
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Table 16.11.1 Results of Tailings Thickening Tests
Feed
(% Solids)

Solid Loading
2
Rate (t/h per m )

Flocculant
Dosage (g/t)

Underflow
Density (% Solids)

Overflow
Density (TSS* ppm)

Illite/Pyrite

16.1

0.80 – 1.25

28 – 53

54.8 – 59.8

200 – 1680

Supergene

15.7 – 19.3

0.42 – 0.84

49 – 80

48.7 – 59.5

80 – 480

Carbonate

14.6 – 18.2

0.52 – 1.00

36 – 83

61.0 – 67.8

360 – 1960

Sample

Based on a tailings throughput of 8,052 ton per hour, a tailings thickener with a diameter of 100 m was
calculated as being suitable to meet the requirements for all the samples tests. The design for the
tailings thickener was stipulated to have a diameter of 120 m. The underflow density design value at
55% solids is a relatively standard density value, but the rheological characteristics should be
confirmed. A relatively industry-standard flocculant addition rate of between 50 and 60 g/t has been
given in the design. The behaviour of the samples indicated relatively normal settling characteristics.
Table 16.11.2 summarizes the overall conditions for the tailings thickener.
Table 16.11.2 Tailings Thickener Parameters
Item

Condition

Feed Density

15% of solids

Flocculant Type

Flomin 910 VHM or equivalent

Flocculant Dosage

50 to 60 g/t

Thickener Underflow Density

55% of solids

Solids Loading Rate

1.05 t/h per m

Overflow Clarity

16.11.3

2

<2,000 ppm TSS

MOLYBDENUM CONCENTRATE THICKENER

As with the bulk concentrate thickener, using a similar solids loading value, the molybdenum
concentrate thickener diameter is calculated to be 5 m. Since no data is available from the testwork
programs regarding the flocculant dosages required to assist in the settling of the molybdenum
concentrate, a flocculant addition facility should be included for in the design of this thickener.
16.11.4

MINE SITE – COPPER CONCENTRATE THICKENER

Outotec conducted testwork to characterize the settling parameters of the copper concentrate, and
Table 16.20 summarizes the results obtained.
Based on the copper concentrate production rate of 146 tons per hour, the calculated thickener
diameter is 29 m. The design has specified a thickener diameter of 30 m. Provision for flocculant
addition should also be included in the design.
Table 16.11.3 Copper Concentrate Thickening Parameters
Feed
(% solids)

Solid Loading
2
Rate (t/h/m )

Flocculant
Dosage (g/t)

Underflow
Density (%Solids)

Overflow
Density (TSS ppm)

21.4

0.23

16

65.8

17
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PORT SITE – COPPER CONCENTRATE THICKENER

Since the same conditions apply to the copper concentrate thickening at the port site as for the copper
concentrate thickener at the mine site, a thickener diameter of 30 m is specified, again with provision
for flocculant addition. In this case, the thickener overflow and filtrate solution will require a
collection system and a pumping facility to return the solution to the mine site process water system.
16.11.6

COPPER CONCENTRATE FILTRATION AND STORAGE

No data has been specified for the filtration of the concentrate, and industry standard pressure filters
are specified for this filtration process. However, the moisture content of the filtered concentrate is
given as 8% but requires confirmatory testwork.
16.11.7

GRAVITY CONCENTRATION OF GOLD

The concentration of gold by centrifugal concentrators has been included in the design of the regrind
circuit and is also shown on the simplified flowsheets, while a gold recovery circuit has also been
included in the design. A trade-off study is recommended to determine the most effective manner of
recovering the gold, namely whether by centrifugal gravity concentration or by flotation only.

16.12

PROCESS PLANT DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of recommendations regarding the design of the process plant have been listed in the
relevant sections. In summary, the major process plant design recommendations include the following:
x

Confirm the flotation circuit operating slurry density value in order to finalise the flotation cell
layout.

x

Confirm the design parameters for the copper-molybdenum separation process.

x

The copper concentrate pipeline design should be characterized in greater detail.

x

The gold recovery options need to be finalised.

x

An on-stream analyzer has been included in the design of the flotation circuit, together with
the required particle size monitors. However, it is further recommended that the process
design include froth analyzers in the various flotation stages to assist with reagent control, and
assist in maintaining optimum operating conditions throughout the flotation plant.

16.13

SIMPLIFIED PROCESS FLOWSHEETS

The simplified process flowsheets are included for reference as Figure 16.13.1 to Figure 16.13.9. The
simplified mass balance is given as Table 16.13.1
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Lube Cooling SAG Mill to Pump box

116
118
120
122
124
126
128

Mill Discharge Screen Spray Water

Discharge Screen Feed

Screen Oversize/ Pebble Crusher Feed

Screen Undersize

Process Water to SAG Mill Discharge Pump Box

New Feed to SAG Mill/2 mills

New Feed to SAG Mill/3 mills
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152

GSW Cyclone #1 Feed Pump

146

Ball Mill Lube Unit Water (to Pumpbox)

148

144

Total Ball Mill Discharge

150

142

Process Spray Water to Ball Mill Discharge

Total Feed to Cyclone #1 Feed Pump Box

140

Ball Mill Feed

Lime to Cyclone #1 Feed Pumpbox

136
138

134

Cyclone Overflow #1

Process Water to Ball Mill Feed

132

Cyclone Feed #1

Cyclone Underflow #1

130

Balance Check Calculation

Ball Mill

114

Balance Check Calculation

Discharge Screen Balance

106
108

SAG Mill Discharge

104

Total SAG Mill Feed

Process Water to SAG Mill

100
102

Pebble Crusher Discharge - SAG Mill Feed

0.0

32269.5

6.1

0.0

24202.1

0.0

24202.1

0.0

24202.1

8067.4

32269.5

8067.4

2689.1

4033.7

0.0

8067.4

2016.8

10084.2

0.0

10084.2

0.0

10084.2

0.0

10084.2

2016.8

8067.4

8067.4

1.00

2.63

2.60

1.00

2.63

1.00

2.63

1.00

2.63

2.63

2.63

2.63

2.63

2.63

1.00

2.63

2.63

2.63

1.00

2.63

1.00

2.63

1.00

2.63

2.63

2.63

2.63

Flow ID Solids, t/h Solids SG

New Feed to SAG Mill

SAG Mill

Grinding Circuit

ROM Ore ( at 94% availability)

Process Description

Table 16.13.1 Mass Balance

0.0

12269.8

2.3

0.0

9202.3

0.0

9202.3

0.0

9202.3

3067.4

12269.8

3067.4

1022.5

1533.7

0.0

3067.4

766.9

3834.3

0.0

3834.3

0.0

3834.3

0.0

3834.3

766.9

3067.4

3067.4

3

Solids, m /h

2.0

27335.2

24.2

4.1

8513.5

10.0

8503.5

0.0

8503.5

18823.8

27327.2

18823.8

8585.2

8585.2

10299.4

8479.1

106.1

8585.2

5042.1

8585.2

5.0

3543.1

3012.4

530.7

106.1

424.6

424.6

0.0

54.1

20.0

0.0

74.0

0.0

74.0

100.0

74.0

30.0

54.1

30.0

95.0

95.0

0.0

48.8

95.0

54.0

0.0

54.0

0.0

74.0

0.0

95.0

95.0

95.0

95.0

Water, t/h % Solids

2.0

27335.2

24.2

4.1

8513.5

10.0

8503.5

0.0

8503.5

18823.8

27327.2

18823.8

8585.2

8585.2

10299.4

8479.1

106.1

8585.2

5042.1

8585.2

5.0

3543.1

3012.4

530.7

106.1

424.6

424.6

3

Water, m /h

2.0

59604.7

30.3

4.1

32715.6

10.0

32705.6

0.0

32705.6

26891.1

59596.7

26891.1

11274.3

12618.9

10299.4

16546.4

2123.0

18669.4

5042.1

18669.4

5.0

13627.3

3012.4

10615.0

2123.0

8492.0

8492.0

2.0

39605.0

26.5

4.1

17715.8

10.0

17705.8

0.0

17705.8

21891.2

39597.0

21891.2

9607.7

10118.9

10299.4

11546.5

873.0

12419.5

5042.1

12419.5

5.0

7377.4

3012.4

4365.1

873.0

3492.0

3492.0

3

Pulp, m /h
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1.00

1.50

1.14

1.00

1.85

1.00

1.85

1.00

1.85

1.23

1.51

1.23

1.17

1.25

1.00

1.43

2.43

1.50

1.00

1.50

1.00

1.85

1.00

2.43

2.43

2.43

2.43

Pulp, t/h Pulp SG
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160
162
164

Ball Mill Feed 2 streams (4BM)

Feed from Cyclone O/F to Flotation/ mill

Ball Mill feed 3 streams (6BM)

Feed from Cyclone O/F to Flotation/mill

170
172
174
176
178

Copper Rougher Concentrate

LW-Copper Rougher

Total Copper Rougher Concentrate

Copper Rougher Tailings

GSW-Copper Tailings Pumpbox

Total Copper Tailings

540
541
545
550
555

GSW Cleaner Regrind Cyclone Feed Pump

Process Water to Cleaner Regrind Mill Pumpbox

Cleaner Regrind Circuit Cyclone Feed

Cleaner Regrind Cyclone U/F

Cleaner Regrind Cyclone O/F

182
188
190
192
194

GSW - Copper Regrind Cyclone Pump

Total Feed to Copper Regrind Cyclone

Copper Regrind Cyclone U/F to SMD

Copper Regrind Cyclone O/F to Pumpbox

GSW – Copper Regrind Pumpbox
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180

Process Water to Copper Cyclone Feed Pump Box

Cleaner Regrind using Densifying

535

Fresh Water Cleaner Regrind Mill Lube Units

Cleaner Regrind using CL

Copper Concentrate Regrind

166
168

Total Feed to Copper Rougher Flotation

Copper Rougher Flotation

Copper Flotation Circuit

156
158

Feed from Cyclone O/F to Flotation

0.0

257.5

790.4

1048.0

0.0

0.0

1,048.0

2,420.2

3,388.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

7931.0

0.0

7099.3

968.1

0.0

968.1

8067.4

1344.6

4033.7

2016.8

6050.5

8067.4

32269.5

1.00

3.10

3.10

3.10

1.00

1.00

3.1

3.1

3.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.63

1.00

2.63

3.10

1.00

3.10

2.63

2.63

2.63

2.63

2.63

2.63

2.63

Flow ID Solids, t/h Solids SG
154

Process Description

Total Feed to Cyclone #1 Feed (check)

...Table 16.13.1 (cont’d)

0.0

83.1

255.0

338.0

0.0

0.0

338.0

780.7

1,093.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3015.6

0.0

2699.4

312.3

0.0

312.3

3067.4

511.2

1533.7

766.9

2300.6

3067.4

12269.8

3

Solids, m /h

1.0

2969.9

790.4

3760.3

1.0

0.0

3,490.1

1,303.2

4,793.3

0.0

3.0

2.0

19115.6

2.0

15919.5

3485.1

580.9

2904.3

18823.8

3137.3

1417.2

4705.9

2125.9

18823.8

27337.2

0.0

8.0

50.0

21.8

0.0

100.0

23.1

65.0

41.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

29.3

0.0

30.8

21.7

0.0

25.0

30.0

30.0

74.0

30.0

74.0

30.0

54.1

Water, t/h % Solids

1.0

2969.9

790.4

3760.3

1.0

0.0

3,490.1

1,303.2

4,793.3

0.0

3.0

2.0

19115.6

2.0

15919.5

3485.1

580.9

2904.3

18823.8

3137.3

1417.2

4705.9

2125.9

18823.8

27337.2

3

Water, m /h

1.0

3227.4

1580.9

4808.3

1.0

0.0

4,538.1

3,723.4

8,181.6

0.0

3.0

2.0

27046.7

2.0

23018.8

4453.2

580.9

3872.3

26891.1

4481.9

5450.9

6722.8

8176.4

26891.1

59606.7

1.0

3053.0

1045.4

4098.4

1.0

0.0

3,828.2

2,083.9

5,886.3

0.0

3.0

2.0

22131.2

2.0

18618.9

3797.4

580.9

3216.5

21891.2

3648.5

2951.0

5472.8

4426.4

21891.2

39607.0

3

Pulp, m /h
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1.00

1.06

1.51

1.17

1.00

1.00

1.2

1.8

1.4

#DIV/0!

1.0

1.0

1.22

1.00

1.24

1.17

1.00

1.20

1.23

1.23

1.85

1.23

1.85

1.23

1.50

Pulp, t/h Pulp SG

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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st

Process Description

212
214

Total Copper 1 Cleaner Concentrate

Copper 1 Cleaner Tailings

226
228

Total Copper 1 Cleaner Scavenger Concentrate

Copper 1 Cleaner Scavenger Tailings

244
246

Copper 2 Cleaner Tailings

GSW - Copper 2 Cleaner Tailings Pump

nd

254

262

Copper 2 Cleaner Scavenger Tailings

965

Total Feed to Concentrate Thickener

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska

1056140100-REP-R0001-00

960

Feed to Concentrate Thickener

Bulk Cu/Mo Concentrate Thickening

nd

258
260

Total Copper 2 Cleaner Scavenger Concentrate

nd

LW Copper 2 Cleaner Scavengers

nd

256

Copper 2 Cleaner Scavenger Concentrate

nd

Total Feed to Copper 2 Cleaner Scavengers

nd

Copper 2 Cleaner Scavenger Flotation

nd

Total Copper 2 Cleaner Tailings

nd

248

242

Total Copper 2 Cleaner Concentrate

nd

240

LW Copper 2 Cleaner Flotation

nd

238

Copper 2 Cleaner Concentrate

nd

236

nd

485

Total Feed to Copper 2 Cleaners

nd

Process Water

Copper 2 Cleaner Flotation

nd

st

st

224

LW Copper 1 Cleaner Scavengers

st

220
222

Copper 1 Cleaner Scavenger Concentrate

st

Total Feed to Copper 1st Cleaner Scavengers

Copper 1 Cleaner Scavenger Flotation

st

st

st

210

LW Copper 1 Cleaners

st

206
208

st

Copper 1 Cleaner Flotation Concentrate

196

136.3

136.3

89.5

34.1

0.0

34.1

123.7

123.7

0.0

123.7

136.3

0.0

136.3

260.0

0.0

831.7

79.9

0.0

79.9

911.6

911.6

225.9

0.0

225.9

1137.5

1048.0

3.80

3.80

3.00

3.00

1.00

3.00

3.00

3.60

1.00

3.60

3.80

1.00

3.80

3.60

1.00

3.00

3.00

1.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.50

1.00

3.50

3.10

3.10

Flow ID Solids, t/h Solids SG

Total Feed to Copper 1st Cleaners

Copper 1 Cleaner Flotation

st

Copper Regrind Mill Discharge to Copper 1 Cleaners

...Table 16.13.1 (cont’d)

35.9

35.9

29.8

11.4

0.0

11.4

41.2

34.4

0.0

34.4

35.9

0.0

35.9

72.2

0.0

277.2

26.6

0.0

26.6

303.9

303.9

64.5

0.0

64.5

366.9

338.0

3

Solids, m /h

599.9

599.9

344.2

116.0

13.7

102.4

446.6

446.1

0.2

445.9

599.9

54.5

545.4

991.3

60.0

3194.1

271.5

31.9

239.6

3433.7

3432.5

813.2

135.5

677.7

4110.2

3761.3

18.5

18.5

20.6

22.7

0.0

25.0

21.7

21.7

0.0

21.7

18.5

0.0

20.0

20.8

0.0

20.7

22.7

0.0

25.0

21.0

21.0

21.7

0.0

25.0

21.7

21.8

Water, t/h % Solids

599.9

599.9

344.2

116.0

13.7

102.4

446.6

446.1

0.2

445.9

599.9

54.5

545.4

991.3

60.0

3194.1

271.5

31.9

239.6

3433.7

3432.5

813.2

135.5

677.7

4110.2

3761.3

3

Water, m /h

736.2

736.2

433.8

150.2

13.7

136.5

570.3

569.8

0.2

569.6

736.2

54.5

681.7

1251.3

60.0

4025.9

351.4

31.9

319.5

4345.3

4344.1

1039.1

135.5

903.5

5247.7

4809.3

635.8

635.8

374.1

127.4

13.7

113.8

487.8

480.5

0.2

480.3

635.8

54.5

581.2

1063.5

60.0

3471.4

298.2

31.9

266.2

3737.6

3736.4

877.7

135.5

742.2

4477.1

4099.4

3

Pulp, m /h
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1.16

1.16

1.16

1.18

1.00

1.20

1.17

1.19

1.00

1.19

1.16

1.00

1.17

1.18

1.00

1.16

1.18

1.00

1.20

1.16

1.16

1.18

1.00

1.22

1.17

1.17

Pulp, t/h Pulp SG
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GSW Thickener Overflow Standpipe Pump

1124
1125
1130
1135

Feed to 1 Cleaner Column Flotation

Spray Water to 1 Cleaner Column Flotation

Total Feed to 1 Cleaner Column Flotation

1 Mo Cleaner Concentrate

1105
1110
1115
1117

Molybdenum 1 Cleaner Scavenger Concentrate LW

Molybdenum 1 Cleaner Scavenger Tailings (to mo rougher flotation)

Total Molybdenum 1 Cleaner Scavenger Tailings

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska

1056140100-REP-R0001-00

1170

1165

Total Feed to 2 Cleaner Column Flotation

nd

Spray Water to 2 Cleaner Column Flotation

nd

1120
1164

Feed to 2 Cleaner Column Flotation

nd

Molybdenum Scavenger Concentrate Standpipe

st

st

st

1150

Molybdenum 1 Cleaner Scavenger Concentrate

st

Mo 1 Cleaner Tailings

st

1140
1145

Total 1 Mo Cleaner Concentrate

st

Concentrate LW

st

1055

Molybdenum Scavenger Concentrate

st

1045

Molybdenum Scavenger Tailings (Cu Concentrate)

st

1040

Molybdenum Scavenger Concentrate LW

st

1055
1035

1045

Molybdenum Rougher Tailings

Molybdenum Scavenger Concentrate

1040

Molybdenum Rougher Concentrate Launder Water

Molybdenum Rougher Concentrate

1030
1035

Molybdenum Rougher Concentrate

Feed to Molybdenum Flotation Conditioning Tank

Total feed to Molybdenum Rougher Flotation

1000
1005

Cu Concentrate Thickener O/F to Mo Rougher Flotation

Molybdenum Rougher Flotation

Molybdenum Flotation

975
980

Concentrate Thickener O/F

6.1

0.0

6.1

8.1

9.7

9.7

0.0

8.1

17.7

6.1

0.0

6.1

23.8

0.0

23.8

33.9

132.3

0.0

33.9

13.7

166.2

0.0

13.7

179.9

179.9

0.0

0.0

136.3

3.70

1.00

3.70

1.75

3.70

3.70

1.00

1.75

3.50

3.70

1.00

3.70

3.50

1.00

3.50

4.20

3.80

1.00

4.20

3.90

3.70

1.00

4.20

3.80

3.80

1.00

1.00

3.80

Flow ID Solids, t/h Solids SG
970

Process Description

Concentrate Thickener U/F

...Table 16.13.1 (cont’d)

1.6

0.0

1.6

4.6

2.6

2.6

0.0

4.6

5.1

1.6

0.0

1.6

6.8

0.0

6.8

8.1

34.8

0.0

8.1

3.5

44.9

0.0

3.3

47.3

47.3

0.0

0.0

35.9

3

Solids, m /h

25.3

3.5

21.8

23.7

31.5

31.5

4.8

18.8

50.3

21.8

3.6

18.2

68.5

7.0

61.5

122.0

116.1

20.3

101.6

49.4

217.7

8.2

41.1

258.9

258.9

50.0

0.5

481.4

118.5

19.3

0.0

21.7

25.4

23.5

23.5

0.0

30.0

26.1

21.7

0.0

25.0

25.8

0.0

27.9

21.7

53.3

0.0

25.0

21.7

43.3

0.0

25.0

41.0

41.0

0.0

0.0

53.5

Water, t/h % Solids

25.3

3.5

21.8

23.7

31.5

31.5

4.8

18.8

50.3

21.8

3.6

18.2

68.5

7.0

61.5

122.0

116.1

20.3

101.6

49.4

217.7

8.2

41.1

258.9

258.9

50.0

0.5

481.4

118.5

3

Water, m /h

31.3

3.5

27.8

31.7

41.2

41.2

4.8

26.9

68.1

27.8

3.6

24.2

92.3

7.0

85.3

155.9

248.4

20.3

135.5

63.1

383.9

8.2

54.9

438.8

438.8

0.5

481.4

254.8

26.9

3.5

23.4

28.3

34.1

34.1

4.8

23.4

55.4

23.4

3.6

19.8

75.3

7.0

68.3

130.0

150.9

20.3

109.7

52.9

262.7

8.2

44.4

306.2

306.2

0.5

481.4

154.4

3

Pulp, m /h
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1.16

1.00

1.19

1.12

1.21

1.21

1.00

1.15

1.23

1.19

1.00

1.22

1.23

1.00

1.25

1.20

1.65

1.00

1.24

1.19

1.46

1.00

1.24

1.43

1.43

1.00

1.00

1.65

Pulp, t/h Pulp SG

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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1190
1195
1200

GSW Mo 2 Cleaner Tailings

Total Mo 2 Cleaner Tailings

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska

1056140100-REP-R0001-00

nd

nd

2 Cleaner Tailings

nd

1180
1185

Total 2 Mo Cleaner Concentrate

nd

Concentrate LW

2.0

0.0

2.0

4.0

0.0

4.03

3.60

1.00

3.60

3.90

1.00

3.90

Flow ID Solids, t/h Solids SG
1175

Process Description

2 Cleaner Concentrate

nd

...Table 16.13.1 (cont’d)

0.6

0.0

0.6

1.0

0.0

1.0

3

Solids, m /h

1.5

0.0

13.2

14.5

2.4

12.1

57.0

0.0

13.3

21.7

0.0

25.0

Water, t/h % Solids

1.5

0.0

13.2

14.5

2.4

12.1

3

Water, m /h

3.5

0.0

15.2

18.6

2.4

16.1

1.70

1.00

1.11

1.19

1.00

1.23

Pulp, t/h Pulp SG
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2.1

0.0

13.7

15.6

2.4

13.1

3

Pulp, m /h

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 1300 of 5993

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska

1056140100-REP-R0001-00

Figure 16.13.1 Crushing Plant and Coarse Ore Stockpile Process Flowsheet
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska
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Figure 16.13.2 Grinding Process Flowsheet – Sheet 1
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska

1056140100-REP-R0001-00

Figure 16.13.3 Grinding Process Flowsheet – Sheet 2
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
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Figure 16.13.4 Bulk Rougher Flotation Process Flowsheet
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska

1056140100-REP-R0001-00

Figure 16.13.5 1st Cleaner Flotation Process Flowsheet
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska

1056140100-REP-R0001-00

Figure 16.13.6 2nd Cleaner Flotation Process Flowsheet
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
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Figure 16.13.7 Copper Concentrate Process Flowsheet
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska
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Figure 16.13.8 Regrind Process Flowsheet
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
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Figure 16.13.9 Tailings Handling and Reagent, Water, and Utility Systems Process Flowsheet
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BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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17.0

MINERAL RESOURCE AND MINERAL RESERVE
ESTIMATES

17.1

SUMMARY AND RESOURCE DECLARATION

The current Pebble resource represents the culmination of seven years of geological and geostatistical
analysis and is based on drill data to September 2009. The mineral resources are based on an February
2010 estimate for the Pebble Partnership by J. David Gaunt, P.Geo., Hunter Dickinson Inc., and audited
by Robert Morrison, P.Geo., of Wardrop, a Qualified Person who is independent of Northern Dynasty
and responsible for the estimate in this report. The resource is estimated in by Northern Dynasty using
Maptek® Vulcan software v8.0.3 and grade is interpolated into the blocks using ordinary kriging (OK).
Top cuts are applied to the raw drill hole data which is then composited prior to interpolation.
Principal economic metals estimated into the blocks are copper, gold and molybdenum. Other grades
and metrics are estimated into the model for metallurgical, comminution or environmental purposes.
Table 17.1.1 summarizes the current Mineral Resource estimate for the Pebble deposit.
Table 17.1.1
Cut-off
(% CuEQ)

February 2010 Mineral Resource Estimate*

CuEQ (%)

Mt

Cu (%)

Au (g/t)

Mo (ppm)

Cu (Blb)

Au (Moz)

Mo (Blb)

CuEq (Blb)

Measured
0.30

0.65

527

0.33

0.35

178

3.8

5.9

0.21

7.6

0.40

0.66

508

0.34

0.36

180

3.8

5.9

0.20

7.4

0.60

0.77

277

0.40

0.42

203

2.4

3.7

0.12

4.7

1.00

1.16

27

0.62

0.62

301

0.4

0.5

0.02

0.7

0.30

0.80

5,414

0.43

0.35

257

51.3

60.9

3.07

95.5

0.40

0.85

4,891

0.46

0.36

268

49.6

56.6

2.89

91.7

0.60

1.00

3,391

0.56

0.41

301

41.9

44.7

2.25

74.8

1.00

1.30

1,422

0.77

0.51

342

24.1

23.3

1.07

40.7

Indicated

Measured + Indicated
0.30

0.78

5,942

0.42

0.35

250

55.0

66.9

3.28

102.2

0.40

0.83

5,399

0.45

0.36

260

53.6

62.5

3.09

98.8

0.60

0.98

3,668

0.55

0.41

293

44.5

48.3

2.37

79.2

1.00

1.29

1,449

0.76

0.52

341

24.3

24.2

1.09

41.2

0.30

0.53

4,835

0.24

0.26

215

25.6

40.4

2.29

56.5

0.40

0.66

2,845

0.32

0.30

259

20.1

27.4

1.62

41.4

0.60

0.89

1,322

0.48

0.37

289

14.0

15.7

0.84

25.9

1.00

1.20

353

0.69

0.45

379

5.4

5.1

0.29

9.3

Inferred

* this table is subject to the notes on the following page:

1056140100-REP-R0001-00
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
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Note 1: Copper equivalent calculations used metal prices of US$1.85/lb for copper, US$902/oz for gold and US$12.50/lb for
molybdenum, and metallurgical recoveries of 85% for copper 69.6% for gold, and 77.8% for molybdenum in the Pebble West
area and 89.3% for copper, 76.8% for gold, 83.7% for molybdenum in the Pebble East area. Revenue is calculated for each metal
based on grades, recoveries, and selected metal prices; accumulated revenues are then divided by the revenue at 1% Cu.
Recoveries for gold and molybdenum are normalized to the copper recovery as follows:
CuEQ (Pebble West) = Cu % + (Au g/t x 69.6%/85% x 29.00/40.79) + (Mo % x 77.8%/85% x 75.58/40.79)
CuEQ (Pebble East) = Cu% + (Au g/t x 76.8%/89.3% x 29.00/40.79)+ (Mo % x 83.7%/89.3% x 5.58/40.79)
Note 2: By prescribed definition, “Mineral Resources” do not have demonstrated economic viability. Measured and Indicated
Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated with a level of confidence sufficient
to allow the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic
viability of the project. Inferred Mineral Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be
estimated on the basis of geological evidence and limited sampling and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and
grade continuity. Inferred Mineral Resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the application of technical and
economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the project. The mineral resources
fall within a volume or shell defined by long-term metal price estimates of US$2.50/lb for copper, US$900/lb for gold and
US$25/lb for molybdenum.
Note 3: For bulk underground mining, cut-offs such as 0.60% CuEQ, are typically used for porphyry deposit bulk underground
mining operations at copper porphyry deposits located around the world. A 0.3% CuEQ cut-off is considered to be comparable
to that used for porphyry deposit open pit mining operations in the Americas. All mineral resource estimates and cut-offs are
subject to a feasibility study.
Note 4: CIM definition standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves were followed for resource (CIM Definition
Standards dated November 22, 2005, and adopted by CIM Council on December 11, 2005).

17.2

DOMAINS OF THE PEBBLE DEPOSIT

A hybrid approach to partitioning the Pebble mineralized domains has been adopted that employs a
nominated grade threshold conditioned by lithological and alteration data, and supported by data
statistics. In this manner copper, gold and molybdenum are partitioned into high and low grade
domains using thresholds indicated in part by descriptive statistics for the individual metals, and in
part by inspection of the drill data on sections.
The basic high/low grade domains for copper, gold and molybdenum have been further modified by
the East/West-trending, post ore, ZE normal fault that displaces mineralized Cretaceous rock up to
1,000 ft sub-vertically, and by a North-South trending “East-West Divide” which marks a slight change
in the dip of the mineralized package.
The solid wireframes used to differentiate domains consist of both surfaces and 3D solids constructed
by marking boundaries in drill hole intercepts and linking them together with poly-lines. Irregularities
in the rough wireframes were smoothed by splining, but at the same time are forced to honour the
individual drill hole intercepts.
With one exception, the resulting models are employed as hard boundaries in the grade estimation.
The “East-West Divide” (as described above) represents the only soft boundary.
The principal domains (i.e. for copper, gold and molybdenum) are summarized in the following
sections.
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COPPER

LEACHED ZONE
The leached zone (cuzone = 1) comprises a shallow blanket over the northwest part of the west zone,
within which primary hypogene sulphide mineralization has been removed by weathering, with
attendant reduction of copper grades. The zone measures approximately 5,000 ft long x 5,000 ft wide
and averages 50 to 100 ft in thickness. It occurs only in Cretaceous rocks that are not covered by
Tertiary overburden. Locally, very minor malachite, chrysocolla, native copper and/or other secondary
copper minerals occur in the leached zone.
SUPERGENE
The supergene zone (cuzone = 2) is located stratigraphically below the leach cap. It is a weaklydeveloped zone of enrichment measuring approximately 6000 ft x 6000 ft in extent and 150 to 200 ft
thick. Principal copper minerals within the supergene blanket are chalcocite, covellite and
chalcopyrite.
HYPOGENE
The copper grades are observed to be highest in the core of the eastern zone (cuzone = 42 and 43),
diminishing somewhat and becoming slightly less continuous in the west (cuzone = 41). The copper
content is observed to decrease with depth, roughly coincident with the upper boundary of a strong
propylitic alteration zone. A wireframe surface was constructed at this interface and serves as a hard
boundary for the base of the copper mineralization. The actual wireframe surface derived is a grade
shell, defined by a nominal 0.15% Cu cut-off in the west and a 0.25% Cu cut-off in the east.
North of the east zone copper mineralization (Domain 42) is observed to be roughly concordant with
granodiorite sills, bounded on the north and east by strong quartz-sericite-pyrite (QSP) alteration. A
steeply dipping wireframe surface, which represents the boundary of this alteration, was constructed
for the north and east side of the deposit.
A small zone of lower grade copper mineralization, thought to be related to QSP alteration, is
interpreted on the south side of the deposit, near the EW Divide (cuzone = 44).
Table 17.2.1
Code

Copper Domain Codes

Name

Description

99

Overburden

Overburden Soils

0

Tertiary

Tertiary Rocks

1

Leached

Leached Cap Zone

2

Supergene

Supergene Enrichment Zone

40

Hypogene Low-grade

Hypogene outside the Mineralized Envelope

41

Hypogene West

Hypogene in Pebble West

42

Hypogene Northeast

Hypogene in Pebble East, north of ZE Fault

43

Hypogene Southeast

Hypogene in Pebble East, south of ZE Fault

44

Hypogene 6348

Hypogene in 6348 Block
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Copper Domains of the Pebble Block Model (West-East) at 2157000 ft North

GOLD

The base of the gold zone is also thought to coincide with the boundary of propylitic alteration, and a
0.15 g/t of gold grade shell has been constructed at about this level for the lower contact. A low grade
zone is observed to exist in the west zone in association with the contact between a diorite sill and
metasediments (auzone = 40). The metasedimentary rocks are interpreted to be of lower permeability,
essentially blocking mineralizing fluids from migrating into the area.
Table 17.2.2
Code

Gold Domain Codes
Name

Description

99

Overburden

Overburden Soils
Tertiary Rocks

0

Tertiary

40

Low-grade West

Samples below the 0.15 g/t surface West

40

Low-grade Northeast

Samples below the 0.15 g/t surface East, north of the ZE Fault

40

Low-grade Southeast

Samples below the 0.15 g/t surface East, south of the ZE Fault

41

High-grade West

Samples above the 0.15 g/t surface West

42

High-grade Northeast

Samples above the 0.15 g/t surface East, north of the ZE Fault

43

High-grade Southeast

Samples above the 0.15 g/t surface East, south of the ZE Fault

44

Hypogene 6348

Hypogene in 6348 Block
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Gold Domains of the Pebble Block Model (West-East) at 2157000 ft North

MOLYBDENUM

The molybdenum grade distribution is observed to be highest in the east (mozone = 42 and 43),
becoming less continuous and lower overall to the west. In general, the molybdenum appears to be
more widespread than either gold or copper. The upper boundary is deemed to be the 70 ppm cut-off.
This boundary also coincides with the QSP alteration to the north and east of the east zone, similar to
that for copper. At depth in the east zone, seven drill holes intersected lower grade molybdenum
mineralization, and from these intercepts a lower boundary surface, also at 70 ppm, was constructed
(mozone = 45).
Table 17.2.3
Code

Molybdenum Domain Codes

Name

Description

99

Overburden

Overburden Soils

0

Tertiary

Tertiary Rocks

40

Low-grade West

Samples below the 70 ppm cap West

40

Low-grade Northeast

Samples below the 70 ppm cap East, north of the ZE Fault

40

Low-grade Southeast

Samples below the 70 ppm cap East, south of the ZE Fault

41

High-grade West

Samples above the 70 ppm cap West

42

High-grade Northeast

Samples above the 70 ppm cap East, north of the ZE Fault

43

High-grade Southeast

Samples above the 70 ppm cap East, south of the ZE Fault

44

Hypogene 6348

Hypogene in 6348 Block

45

Low-grade Bottom

Samples below the base cap
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Molybdenum Domains (MOZONE) of the Pebble Block Model (West-East) at
2157000 ft North

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS

Drill hole data and block model data for the resource estimate have been imported into Datamine™
software (version 3.19.3638) from text files supplied by Northern Dynasty. These text files contain
resource data used in the December 2009 resource model and associated resource estimate. The
respective Domains for each of the estimated metals (copper, gold and molybdenum) were tagged
prior to exploratory data analysis. The back-tagged drill hole file was then restricted to only the data
which occurred within the 2009 pit-shell for statistical analysis as outlined below.
The mean grade of most domains changed little with compositing and application of respective caps.
The capping application preceded the compositing of the data. Declustering of the data had negligible
effect on the mean grade, indicating the data are well declustered to begin with. The effect of
declustering is discussed further in the text.
Standard deviation, variance and coefficient of variance all demonstrate that the Domains have a
relatively small spread of assay values, and do not have large outlier populations, either in grade or in
number.
Table 17.3.1 to Table 17.3.3 outline the descriptive statistics for the drill hole and block model data for
the respective domains. Figure 17.3.1 provides representative histograms depicting the statistical
characteristics for the raw data in comparison with the composited data. Note the drop in the number
of samples available with compositing, combined with a slight decrease in mean and maximum grades
as the compositing effectively averages grades and lowers the variance of the sample dataset.
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Declust

Comp

Model

Raw

Declust

Cu %

Cu %

Cu %

Cu %

Cu %

Cu %

Comp

Model

Cu %

Cu %

Cu %
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Raw

Declust

Cu %

Comp

Model

Cu %

Cu %

Cu %

Raw

Declust

Cu %

Comp

Raw

Cu %

Model

Model

Cu %

Cu %

Comp

Cu %

Cu %

Raw

Declust

Cu %

Comp

Model

Cu %

Cu %

Cu %

Raw

Declust

Cu %

1

43

43

43

43

42

42

42

42

41

41

41

41

40

40

40

40

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

66307

613475

888

60245

66307

613475

2626

60245

66307

613475

3458

60245

66307

613475

2324

60245

66307

613475

559

60245

66307

613475

150

60245

848

61661

888

4310

4526

163647

2626

12683

13403

85247

3458

15826

18774

295553

2324

11266

12192

4901

559

2497

3150

2466

150

701

0.0010

0.2061

0.0580

0.0040

0.0040

0.0944

0.0010

0.0005

0.0005

0.0932

0.0130

0.0021

0.0021

0.0069

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.1407

0.0480

0.0050

0.0050

0.0001

0.0010

0.0010

0.2300

1.9820

2.2960

6.3600

6.3600

1.7157

1.9770

4.9100

4.9100

0.9644

1.4460

4.5300

9.2900

0.3263

0.4920

1.3300

1.3300

0.8359

1.7720

7.4000

7.4000

0.2118

0.4660

0.2300

0.0467

0.6085

0.6633

0.6646

0.6626

0.5160

0.5432

0.5388

0.5389

0.2902

0.3075

0.3041

0.3059

0.1228

0.1100

0.1059

0.1057

0.4456

0.4740

0.4917

0.4930

0.0689

0.0765

0.0453

0.0383

0.2305

0.3357

0.3960

0.3959

0.2209

0.2968

0.3422

0.3455

0.0774

0.1199

0.1640

0.1771

0.0515

0.0728

0.0913

0.0912

0.1274

0.2092

0.3148

0.3144

0.0387

0.0781

0.0381

0.3787

0.5060

0.5958

0.5975

0.4281

0.5463

0.6352

0.6412

0.2667

0.3899

0.5392

0.5791

0.4192

0.6613

0.8623

0.8626

0.2858

0.4413

0.6402

0.6377

0.5613

1.0211

0.8406

0.8206

C.V.

1.2368

1.2114

2.2063

2.1743

1.2154

1.2095

1.8151

1.8201

1.6763

1.7633

5.0921

10.6138

-0.0021

0.8662

2.6541

2.5969

0.5060

1.1857

6.5344

5.9429

0.1611

2.0451

1.2101

1.2375

2.2802

2.0548

14.8543

14.3366

1.5476

1.6593

7.1237

6.8909

5.4251

6.9080

82.1510

403.6846

-0.6551

1.0233

16.4751

15.7457

-0.1747

3.3452

109.7884

94.0091

-0.1761

5.4375

1.6286

1.7755
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0.0531

0.1127

0.1568

0.1567

0.0488

0.0881

0.1171

0.1194

0.0060

0.0144

0.0269

0.0314

0.0026

0.0053

0.0083

0.0083

0.0162

0.0438

0.0991

0.0988

0.0015

0.0061

0.0015

0.0015

VARIANCE STANDDEV

ZONE NRECORDS NSAMPLES MINIMUM MAXIMUM

TYPE

FIELD

MEAN

Descriptive Statistics for Drill Hole and Block Model Data with Respect to Copper Domains in the Pebble Deposit
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Comp

Model

Raw

Declust

Comp

Model

Raw

Declust

Comp

Model

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

40

43

43

43

43

42

42

42

42

41

41

41

41

40

40

40

66307

613475

820

60245

66307

613475

2725

60245

66307

613475

3964

60245

66307

613475

2500

60245

13276

61809

820

4013

4198

196900

2725

13107

13836

110526

3964

17987

21693

244240

2500

12196

0.0005

0.0674

0.0590

0.0050

0.0050

0.0376

0.0030

0.0020

0.0020

0.1152

0.0280

0.0005

0.0005

0.0257

0.0060

0.0005
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Raw

Declust

Au g/t

Comp

Model

Au g/t

Au g/t

Au g/t

Raw

Declust

Au g/t

8.0900

2.0616

3.2840

11.9000

11.9000

1.9224

4.3620

67.8000

67.8000

1.8155

2.9530

334.8000

334.8000

0.7401

1.5500

8.0900

0.1415

0.4637

0.5143

0.5207

0.5220

0.3514

0.3729

0.3838

0.3824

0.3700

0.3827

0.4016

0.4040

0.1561

0.1460

0.1405

0.0676

0.1843

0.4550

0.4466

0.0325

0.1023

1.0032

0.9623

0.0154

0.0506

6.3959

5.3541

0.0033

0.0127

0.0390

0.0373

0.2601

0.4292

0.6745

0.6682

0.1803

0.3199

1.0016

0.9810

0.1240

0.2250

2.5290

2.3139

0.0577

0.1128

0.1975

0.1930

VARIANCE STANDDEV

0.5609

0.8347

1.2954

1.2801

0.5131

0.8578

2.6098

2.5651

0.3351

0.5879

6.2972

5.7280

0.3694

0.7724

1.4059

1.3646

C.V.

1.6678

2.0079

6.3112

6.2416

1.1254

3.6017

47.5714

48.0458

1.5929

3.6499

128.6368

139.2966

1.4880

3.4889

14.1574

14.0065
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3.6712

5.1682

68.6557

68.1743

2.6015

26.2900

2,973.4034

3,062.4644

5.6304

23.5253

16,991.7946

20,105.8655

5.7051

25.8887

388.9820

391.9433

KURTOSIS

ZONE NRECORDS NSAMPLES MINIMUM MAXIMUM

TYPE

FIELD

MEAN

Descriptive Statistics for Drill Hole and Block Model Data with Respect to Gold Domains in the Pebble Deposit
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41

Mo ppm Model

Mo ppm

41

41

42

Mo ppm Comp

Mo ppm Model

Mo ppm

42

42

43

Mo ppm Comp

Mo ppm Model

Mo ppm

45

Mo ppm Model

Mo ppm

45

45

Mo ppm Comp

Mo ppm Model
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45

Mo ppm Declust

Raw

43

43

Mo ppm Comp

43

Mo ppm Declust

Raw

42

Mo ppm Declust

Raw

41

Mo ppm Declust

Raw

40

40

Mo ppm Comp

40

Mo ppm Declust

613475

42

60245

66307

613475

1147

60245

66307

613475

3062

60245

66307

613475

4091

60245

66307

613475

1656

60245

66307

727

42

163

178

85269

1147

5575

5823

253772

3062

14809

15579

141972

4091

18698

22352

131735

1656

7967

8829

30.0000

1.5640

5.0000

5.0000

59.2637

18.9500

5.0000

5.0000

48.1285

5.0000

4.0400

4.0400

43.9408

7.3000

0.5000

0.5000

0.7117

0.5000

0.5000

0.5000

Raw

Mo ppm

40

TYPE ZONE NRECORDS NSAMPLES MINIMUM

FIELD

30.0000

226.4000

130.0000

130.0000

789.0280

1,286.8000

8,420.0000

8,420.0000

794.9545

1,602.4000

12,300.0000

12,300.0000

772.1703

1,465.2170

26,290.0000

26,290.0000

137.9312

188.2000

3,600.0000

3,600.0000

MAXIMUM

283.3102

833.0005

3,483.6594

3,528.7045

VARIANCE

4,311.5809

14,322.1089

76,270.9406

14,571.9035

32,070.6602

30.0000

30.1363

33.4049

32.9213

330.2710

321.6653

-

35.7445

25.1114

24.9754

111.1930

184.1066

343.3890

339.4188

120.7141

179.0828

340.7608

337.2215

65.6626

119.6750

276.1719

326.7474

16.8318

28.8617

59.0225

59.4029

STANDDEV

-

1.1861

0.7517

0.7586

0.3367

0.5724

1.0489

1.0381

0.4187

0.6032

1.1291

1.1218

0.3982

0.6707

1.5100

1.7671

0.5387

0.9300

1.8950

1.8819

C.V.

-

3.9375

1.3213

1.3163

0.6136

1.4278

8.0478

8.0090

0.3891

1.3524

11.9152

11.7703

1.4107

3.0027

48.1677

48.8470

0.6317

1.4148

30.6835

27.8988

-

18.8377

2.0126

1.9833

0.0558

2.9514

131.3295

131.8538

-0.2716

3.0234

316.0491

313.7470

3.1761

14.8588

4,301.1686

3,698.6424

0.4061

2.4051

1,719.9397

1,518.9137
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-

1,277.6688

630.5845

623.7691

12,363.8914

33,895.2522

327.3704 117,916.0180

326.9706 115,205.1369

288.3275

296.9002

301.8059 116,117.9102

300.6072 113,718.3713

164.8854

178.4268

182.8913

184.9056 106,763.8648

31.2441

31.0335

31.1464

31.5651

MEAN

Table 17.3.3 Descriptive Statistics for Drill Hole and Block Model Data with Respect to Molybdenum Domains in the Pebble Deposit
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Histograms for Copper (CUZONE 2) – Raw Data and Composited Data
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DATA CLUSTERING

The drill hole data for the entire Pebble deposit shows considerable clustering with respect to vintage
of drilling and depth of mineralization. In general, the Pebble West mineralization, with relatively
shallow mineralization, records more tightly-spaced drill hole collar positions than later-drilled and
deeper Pebble East mineralization (Figure 17.3.2).
Figure 17.3.2

Plan View of Pebble Deposit at 850 ft Elevation

Note: Green wireframe represents pit outline. North is to top and grid in Alaskan reference. Grid points are 1,000 ft apart.

An optimal declustering grid size, which could accommodate the tighter-spaced drilling to the west of
the deposit, and the more distally-spaced drilling to the east, was determined using Isatis™
geostatistical software. Optimal mean grades were recorded with an 86 ft square grid (Figure 17.3.3).
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Results of Declustering Grid Optimization Study

2

Note: demonstrates the optimal grid size to be 86 ft (step size; x-axis) to maximize mean grade (0.272% Cu; y-axis).

Thus a declustered dataset was generated using a grid size of 86 ft (X), 86 ft (Y) and 10 ft (Z), and
incorporated in comparative statistics. Inspection of these statistics between the raw data and the
declustered data show the difference between the declustered mean data (by domain) and the raw
data varies from -0.36% to +0.76% with an average of +0.08%. This suggests that declustering can
overall marginally increase the mean grade.
17.3.2

ASSAYS

Assays are separated into their respective metals and their respective domains. Assay statistics are
tabulated below.
17.3.3

OUTLIER MANAGEMENT AND CAPPING STRATEGY

When dealing with skewed populations, as well as outliers to the distribution, it is common practice in
the industry to restrict the influence of high assays through “top-cutting” or “capping”. In 2009, the
Pebble Partnership carried out an analysis of the sample distributions and capped the database at the
same levels as employed in the previous estimate. Top cuts are shown in Table 17.3.4.
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Cu %

Au g/t

Mo ppm
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Top Cuts

Domain

Top Cut

Mean (Raw)

Mean (Comp)

# of TC samples

# of Samples

1

0.25

0.047

0.047

0

848

2

2.2

0.493

0.489

7

3,150

40

0.8

0.106

0.105

12

12,192

41

2

0.306

0.305

8

18,774

42

2.4

0.539

0.538

12

13,403

43

2.4

0.663

0.661

17

4,526

40

2.8

0.142

0.141

29

13,276

41

7

0.404

0.387

10

21,693

42

7.7

0.382

0.37

12

13,836

43

4.3

0.522

0.512

14

4,198

40

300

32

31

31

8,829

41

2100

185

181

42

22,352

42

2800

301

297

22

15,579

43

2800

327

323

16

5,823

45

n/a

32.82

32.82

0

178

Capping limits were chosen as a function of the continuity – discontinuity of the high-grade “tail” of
the respective Domain histograms. Capping was then applied to the raw data. Examples of resultant
histograms (domains MOZONE 41 and MOZONE 42) of the capped data are depicted in Figure 17.3.4.
Note the outlier population to the far right of the histograms is reduced to a single population
corresponding to the top-cut or cap value.
The capping levels tend to be close to the 99.8th to 99.9th percentile, which is broadly similar to past
practice for Pebble East. The Pebble West estimate, because it was previously done using MIK, did not
employ top cuts. However in 2005, a validation model generated using Inverse Distance Cubed (ID3),
and top cuts at 6.9 g/t of gold, 2.0% copper, and 2,000 ppm molybdenum yielded very similar results
to the MIK model. While direct comparison is difficult owing to the changes in domains, those caps
were marginally lower than the ones used in the 2008 estimate.
The top cuts applied to copper have had minimal effect on the sample means. The caps applied to
domains 40 and 42, for example, have not changed the mean at all. For gold, the capping was more
aggressive and has had a measurable effect on the means for all domains except 40. The molybdenum
caps are also somewhat high, although their impact is more measureable than that for copper.
Domain 45 was not capped, although it is noted that this domain is very low grade and does not
significantly contribute to the metal content of the resource.
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COMPOSITES

Commonly, drill hole assays are based on 10 ft sample lengths. The 50 ft sample composite length is
designed to complement the 50 ft thick model block size. Raw, un-composited sample lengths
generally honoured lithological boundaries. These ~10 ft sample lengths have been combined into 50 ft
composite samples. Composite lengths ignored domain boundaries. Composite lengths commenced at
the base of overburden or the Tertiary sequence. End-of-hole samples (if less than 20 ft in length) have
been ignored.

17.4

BULK DENSITY

Site personnel have routinely collected bulk density measurements from drill core specimens. At
approximate 100 ft intervals, disks have been cut with a diamond saw, weighed dry and suspended in
water. The bulk density is estimated from the ratio of the weight in air to the difference between the
weight in air and weight in water (i.e. the ratio of the dry weight to the weight of water displaced by
the specimen). The core specimens are not sealed before measurement and this can lead to
overestimation of density in area of high porosity.
Scott Wilson RPA noted in their 2008 mineral resource study that porosity does not appear to be a
concern in most of the deposit, especially in the hypogene zone. However, it is noted that some
densities were measured without allowing for sufficient time for drying and cooling samples prior to
weighing. The very slight error introduced into the data was compensated by multiplying the entire
dataset by 0.99 (99%).
At the time of compilation of the 2008 resource estimate, a total of 8,754 bulk density measurements
had been collected of which 5,854 were pertinent to the resource estimate. Density was interpolated
into the block model as three broad domains (1, 2 and 3) using ordinarily kriging. The three domains
correspond to stoikiometrically determined sulphide concentrations in fresh rock. Thus Domain 3 has
relatively the highest proportion of sulphides, and Domain 1 has the lowest (for ore-bearing rocks).
In Figure 17.4.1, the blue represents density Domain 1, magenta represents density Domain 2, and green
dashes represent density Domain 3. The dark blue horizontal line is the topographic wireframe, the
green line is the pit shell wireframe, and the tan wireframe to the east is the Tertiary unconformity. A
clipping distance of 200 ft was used.
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Figure 17.4.1

West-East Section through the Deposit at 2157000 ft North Showing Density
Data as 10-ft Long Sections

Table 17.4.1

Statistics for Density (Specific Gravity) for Domains (SGZONE) 1, 2, and 3

Domain
Type

SGZONE1

SGZONE2

SGZONE3

Samp

Mod

Mod (Adj)

Samp

Mod

Mod (Adj)

Samp

Mod

Mod (Adj)

7984

804126

804126

7984

804126

804126

7984

804126

804126

Samples

1156

124277

124277

1910

307844

307844

2162

371786

371786

Minimum

1.999

2.346

2.322

2.213

2.418

2.394

2.142

2.450

2.426

Maximum

4.428

2.769

2.741

3.706

2.817

2.789

4.093

3.029

2.999

Mean

2.584

2.600

2.574

2.578

2.579

2.553

2.693

2.729

2.702

Variance

0.020

0.003

0.003

0.007

0.002

0.002

0.026

0.010

0.009

Standdev

0.140

0.055

0.054

0.084

0.042

0.041

0.162

0.098

0.097

Record

Skewness

2.610

-0.415

-0.415

1.801

0.383

0.383

1.705

0.072

0.072

Kurtosis

29.770

-0.221

-0.221

19.877

0.562

0.562

9.559

-0.533

-0.533
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GEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

The Pebble deposit has been divided into domains of like statistical characteristics which have been
used to properly select and constrain interpolation. Different domains have been constructed for each
component estimated into the block model. For some components, such as the economic elements,
there are as many as nine domains; while for some others, such as zinc and lead, there is only one.
Two of the new domains are post-ore features that do not contain significant mineralization. These are
the overburden and the late Cretaceous to Tertiary cover that overlay the eastern part of the deposit.
Other major features or structures for which models have been constructed include the unconformity
at the base of the post-ore Tertiary units in the east (K-T), the ZG Fault, the ZE Fault, and the 6348
fault block. The ZG Fault is a major north/northeast-south/southwest striking structure that
downthrows the mineralization to the east. A wireframe of a strand of this fault, the ZG1, has been
constructed from 21 drill hole intercepts and it effectively bounds the deposit to the east. The ZE Fault
is a steep east/west-striking fault, which traverses the east zone, down-dropping the south side by as
much as 900 ft.
The morphology of the deposit varies going from west to east, due to the orientation of the host rock
lithology and structures. In the east, the deposit resembles a roughly cylindrical shape, similar in some
respects to the intrusion that forms the principal source of the mineralizing fluids. Towards the west,
the mineralization occurs in a more tabular shape, gradually flattening and following the dip of the
package of sills and sedimentary layers.

17.6

SPATIAL ANALYSIS – VARIOGRAPHY

Variography has been conducted using Supervisor™ software v. 7.10.16. Samples used for variography
are a function of geological interpretation (domaining), assaying, data capping and compositing. For
the Pebble deposit, separate variograms were completed for each of the metal and specific gravity
domains. Supervisor™ software has been used to generate variography. Composited drill hole data was
exported as a text file (.csv file) from Vulcan™ and imported directly into Supervisor™. Downhole
variograms, using a lag distance equal to the composite length, were created for each of the separate
domains. From the downhole variograms, the variogram structures were derived and applied to
subsequent spatial variography for each respective domain. As the average distance between drill holes
is approximately 200-300 ft, a 200 ft lag distance was determined to be the optimum distance for
modelling spatial continuity. The number of lags varied, but usually 10 lags to cover 3,000 ft sufficed.
All variograms utilized 400 ft bandwidths, 10° directional increments and 30° tolerance to optimize
orientations.
Experimental variography was subsequently used to interpret best-fit modeled variography. Similarly,
calculations were weighted by pairs.
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Orientations generated in Supervisor™ were exported to customized Vulcan™ rotation schematics,
involving strike of the longest axis (X) by clockwise rotation around the Z-axis, plunge of the secondmajor axis (Y) by clockwise rotation around the X axis, and dip of the minor axis (Z) by clockwise
rotation around the Y axis. These orientations are later presented in Table 17.7.1. The Bearing, Plunge,
and Dip values are angles, in degrees, that specify the orientation of the search ellipsoid and
orientation of variogram structures. The bearing of the orebody, project the orebody axis straight up
onto the surface plane and call this line the bearing line. The bearing is the angle clockwise from north
to the bearing line. Plunge is the angle between the horizontal plane and the orebody axis. Note that
the plunge should be negative for a downward pointing orebody. The dip is the angle of rotation to
bring the plane into the horizontal plane. Looking north, if the plane must be rotated clockwise
around the north-south axis, then the dip is positive.
An example of the experimental and modelled variography is presented in Figure 17.6.1 and
Figure 17.6.2 (Copper Domain 42).
Modelled variography results were recorded as an enclosed parameter file (Kriging Plan), and as plot
files for visual reference.
Eight of 14 variograms were generated with modelled sills (total modelled variance) up to 55% of the
total experimental sill (total sample variance). This is based on geological interpretation of maximum
mineralization continuity. However, the February 2010 resource report quoted “over-smoothing” in
Domain 41. This was subsequently accommodated by changes in the sample search parameter
definition file. Wardrop suggests that over-smoothing may have been in response to low modelled
sills, and that over-smoothing may also be problematic in other domains where the modelled sill is not
equal to the experimental sill.
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Downhole and Major Axis Experimental and
Modelled Variography for Copper Domain 42
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Experimental and Modelled Variography for Semi-major and
Minor Axes for Copper Domain 42
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RESOURCE BLOCK MODEL

As with the earlier models, the parent block size was set at 75 ft x 75 ft x 50 ft, with no sub-blocking
and no rotation. The size was originally determined as the best fit for the original drilling grid in the
western part of the deposit, and the model was subsequently expanded eastward as additional drilling
was completed. The model axes are aligned with the Alaska State Plane coordinate grid (Zone 5 NAD
85), and the model uses these coordinates. Block model geometry is summarized in Table 17.7.1.
Table 17.7.1

Origin (ft)
Block Size (ft)
Block Count
Block Extent (ft)

17.8

Block Model Geometry
X

Y

Z

1,396,000

2,153,000

-2,000

75

75

50

230

160

150

17,250

12,000

7,500

INTERPOLATION PLAN

Ordinary kriging (OK) has been employed as the grade interpolation methodology in much the same
manner as implemented as the 2008 and 2009 Pebble mineral estimates.
The grade interpolation was carried out in three passes. In the first pass, the search was constrained to
95% of the range of the variogram model for that particular domain. The axes of the search ellipsoids
were oriented parallel to the variogram model. In the second pass, the search was extended to 1.5 times
the range of the first pass. For the third, and final, pass, the range was extended to 3 times the 1st pass
range.
For the principal metals (copper, gold and molybdenum), the first two passes were limited to a
minimum of eight composites with a maximum of three composites from any one drill hole. In the
third pass, the minimum composite constraint was set to five. The maximum number of composites
was limited to 24 for all but the 41 domain, where it was set to 12, in order to minimize smoothing.
The searches were configured to allow composites to be extrapolated across some domain boundaries
(termed “soft” boundaries) but not others (“hard” boundaries). The application of hard and soft
boundaries is summarized in Table 17.8.1.
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Table 17.8.1

Domain Boundaries – “Hard” vs. “Soft” Divisions

Zone Estimated

Composites Allowed

cuzone 41

cuzone 41, 42 & 43

cuzone 42

cuzone 42 & 41

cuzone 43

cuzone 43 & 41

auzone 41

auzone 41, 42 & 43

auzone 42

auzone 42 & 41

auzone 43

auzone 42 & 41

mozone 41

mozone 41, 42 & 43

mozone 42

mozone 43 & 41

mozone 43

mozone 43 & 41

sgzone 1

sgzone 1 & 2

sgzone 2

sgzone 1 & 2

Table 17.8.2
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Search Parameters Adopted for Estimation

Domain
Metal/Zone/Pass

Axis Rotation

Axis Distance

Sample Number

Z

Y

X

Major

Semi

Minor

Min

Max

au40

0

-0.5

0

510

510

260

8

24

au40b

0

-0.5

0

765

765

390

8

24

au40c

0

-0.5

0

1530

1530

780

5

24

au41

70

0

-0.5

800

600

560

8

12

au41b

70

0

-0.5

1200

900

840

8

12

au41c

70

0

-0.5

2400

1800

1680

5

12

au42

290

20

0

825

1110

600

8

24

au42b

290

20

0

1237

1665

900

8

24

au42c

290

20

0

2475

3330

1800

5

24

au43

79

-17

-10

715

460

350

8

24

au43b

79

-17

-10

1073

690

525

8

24

au43c

79

-17

-10

2145

1380

1050

5

24

au44

310

58

-17

1180

1030

400

8

24

cu1

40

0

0

550

530

270

8

24

cu1b

40

0

0

825

795

405

8

24

cu1c

40

0

0

1650

1590

810

5

24

cu2

30

0

-0.5

675

390

400

8

24

cu2b

30

0

-0.5

1012

585

600

8

24

cu2c

30

0

-0.5

2025

1170

1200

5

24

cu40

72

-30

-28

1100

1020

425

8

24

cu40b

72

-30

-28

1650

1530

640

8

24

cu40c

72

-30

-28

3300

3060

1275

5

24

cu41

53

-20

-79

2900

950

950

8

12

cu41b

53

-20

-79

4350

1425

1425

8

12
Table continues...
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...Table 17.8.2 (cont’d)

Domain
Metal/Zone/Pass
cu41c

Axis Rotation

Axis Distance

Sample Number

Z

Y

X

Major

Semi

Minor

Min

Max

53

-20

-79

8700

2850

2850

5

12

cu42

290

40

-0.5

1023

830

540

8

24

cu42b

290

40

-0.5

1534

1245

810

8

24

cu42c

290

40

-0.5

3069

2490

1620

5

24

cu43

310

58

-17

1180

1030

400

8

24

cu43b

310

58

-17

1770

1545

600

8

24

cu43c

310

58

-17

3540

3090

1200

5

24

cu44

310

58

-17

1180

1030

400

8

24

mo40

160

0

90

720

155

350

8

24

mo40b

160

0

90

1080

233

525

8

24

mo40c

160

0

90

2160

465

1050

5

24

mo41

180

0

-90

1200

800

1200

8

12

mo41b

180

0

-90

1800

1200

1800

8

12

mo41c

180

0

-90

3600

2400

3600

5

12

mo42

130

0.5

-90

900

890

900

8

24

mo42b

130

0.5

-90

1350

1335

1350

8

24

mo42c

130

0.5

-90

2700

2670

2700

5

24

mo43

143

-68

-26

1230

1430

710

8

24

mo43b

143

-68

-26

1845

2145

1065

8

24

mo43c

143

-68

-26

3690

4290

2130

5

24

mo44

310

58

-17

1180

1030

400

8

24

sg0

30

0

0

1000

1000

600

8

24

sg0b

30

0

0

1500

1500

900

8

24

sg0c

30

0

0

5000

5000

3000

5

24

sg1

88

6

40

450

350

325

8

24

sg1b

88

6

40

675

525

488

8

24

17.9

MINERAL RESOURCE CLASSIFICATION

Ongoing geostatistical examination of the spatial characteristics of the Pebble deposit by Northern
Dynasty geologists indicate that a classification of Measured can be assigned to blocks drilled with a
spacing of 200 ft to 250 ft. This is the drill hole spacing that was applied to part of the western zone.
Similar assessments by Northern Dynasty geologists suggest that an Indicated classification can be
applied for resources drilled at 600 ft spacing. Thus blocks were assigned provisional mineral resource
classifications based largely on average distance to drill holes.
The rules for this assignment were as follows:
x

Blocks wherein the average distance to the nearest three holes was less than or equal to 250 ft
were provisionally classed as Measured.
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x

Blocks wherein the average distance to the nearest three holes was less than or equal to 500 ft
were provisionally classed as Indicated.

x

Blocks within 600 ft laterally and 300 ft vertically from a drill hole were provisionally classed
as Inferred.

The classification was then manually adjusted to eliminate isolated blocks of one classification
surrounded by blocks of another. Wireframe models were constructed which enclosed the main
volumes of each classification and these wireframes were used to assign the class codes within them.

17.10

MINERAL RESOURCE TABULATION

NI 43-101 relies on the CIM Standards on Mineral Resources and Reserves Definitions and Guidelines
for the definition of Mineral Resources. Among other things, for a mineralized body to be considered
Mineral Resources, it must be demonstrated that under reasonable technical assumptions, it must
have “reasonable prospects for economic extraction”. One of the principal conditions for “reasonable
prospects for economic extraction” is met by application of a cut-off grade. In the absence of operating
experience or of a detailed feasibility study, it is generally accepted practice to use a cut-off grade from
mines with similar characteristics (i.e. size, deposit type, grades). This has, up to now, been the
practice at Pebble.
A copper equivalent (CuEQ) grade is calculated from the copper, gold and molybdenum based on the
ratio of the respective metal prices. Up to 2008, the metal prices used for this calculation were
US$1.00 per pound of copper, US$600 per ounce of gold and US$6.00 per pound of molybdenum. For
the 2008 estimate, the metal prices used were US$1.80 per pound of copper, US$800 per ounce of gold,
and US$10.00 per pound of molybdenum. For the current estimate, the metal prices has been adjusted
to US$1.85 per pound of copper, US$902 per ounce of gold, and US$12.50 per pound of molybdenum.
As in the 2008 resource estimate, the CuEQ calculation included metallurgical recovery factors, using
data available to 2009. For the Pebble West zone, the recoveries used are 85% for copper, 69.6% for
gold, and 77.8% for molybdenum, while for the Pebble East zone; the recoveries are 89.3% for copper,
76.8% for gold, and 83.74% for molybdenum. The generalized equation for CuEQ is as follows:
CuEQ = Cu + ((Au * (RAu / RCu) * (PAu / PCu)) + ((Mo * RMo / RCu) * (PMo / PCu))
Where:
x

CuEQ = copper equivalent grade

x

Cu = copper grade

x

Au = gold grade

x

Mo = molybdenum grade

x

RCu = copper recovery

x

RAu = gold recovery

x

RMo = molybdenum recovery
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PCu = copper price

x

PAu = gold price

x

PMo = molybdenum price.
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A rigorous test of the potential for economic extraction was applied to the mineralization in the form
of a pit optimization study. The study used metal prices, similar to recent prices. Prices used were
US$2.50/lb for copper, US$900/oz for gold and US$25/lb for molybdenum. The copper and
molybdenum prices are the three-year moving average, and the gold price is the higher end of a range
of analysts’ forecasts. The pit shell captured approximately 90% of the mineralization at Pebble; thus
Mineral Resources have been expressed as material interior to the resource pit at a grade greater than
0.3% CuEQ.
Table 17.10.1
Cut-off (% CuEQ)

November 2010 Mineral Resource Estimate*
CuEQ (%)

Mt

Cu (%)

Au (g/t)

Mo (ppm)

Cu (Blb)

Au (Moz)

Mo (Blb)

0.30

0.65

527

0.33

0.35

178

3.8

5.9

0.21

0.40

0.66

508

0.34

0.36

180

3.8

5.9

0.20

0.60

0.77

277

0.40

0.42

203

2.4

3.7

0.12

1.00

1.16

27

0.62

0.62

301

0.4

0.5

0.02

0.30

0.80

5,414

0.43

0.35

257

51.3

60.9

3.07

0.40

0.85

4,891

0.46

0.36

268

49.6

56.6

2.89

0.60

1.00

3,391

0.56

0.41

301

41.9

44.7

2.25

1.00

1.30

1,422

0.77

0.51

342

24.1

23.3

1.07

0.30

0.78

5,942

0.42

0.35

250

55.0

66.9

3.28

0.40

0.83

5,399

0.45

0.36

260

53.6

62.5

3.09

0.60

0.98

3,668

0.55

0.41

293

44.5

48.3

2.37

1.00

1.29

1,449

0.76

0.52

341

24.3

24.2

1.09

0.30

0.53

4,835

0.24

0.26

215

25.6

40.4

2.29

0.40

0.66

2,845

0.32

0.30

259

20.1

27.4

1.62

0.60

0.89

1,322

0.48

0.37

289

14.0

15.7

0.84

1.00

1.20

353

0.69

0.45

379

5.4

5.1

0.29

Measured

Indicated

Measured + Indicated

Inferred

* this table is subject to the notes on following page.
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Note 1: Copper equivalent calculations used metal prices of US$1.85/lb for copper, US$902/oz for gold and US$12.50/lb for
molybdenum, and metallurgical recoveries of 85% for copper 69.6% for gold, and 77.8% for molybdenum in the Pebble West
area and 89.3% for copper, 76.8% for gold, 83.7% for molybdenum in the Pebble East area. Revenue is calculated for each metal
based on grades, recoveries, and selected metal prices; accumulated revenues are then divided by the revenue at 1% Cu.
Recoveries for gold and molybdenum are normalized to the copper recovery as follows:
CuEQ (Pebble West) = Cu % + (Au g/t x 69.6%/85% x 29.00/40.79) + (Mo % x 77.8%/85% x 75.58/40.79)
CuEQ (Pebble East) = Cu% + (Au g/t x 76.8%/89.3% x 29.00/40.79)+ (Mo % x 83.7%/89.3% x 5.58/40.79)
Note 2: By prescribed definition, “Mineral Resources” do not have demonstrated economic viability. Measured and Indicated
Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be estimated with a level of confidence sufficient
to allow the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic
viability of the project. Inferred Mineral Resources are that part of a mineral resource for which quantity and grade can be
estimated on the basis of geological evidence and limited sampling and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and
grade continuity. Inferred Mineral Resources are considered too speculative to allow the application of technical and economic
parameters to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the project. The mineral resources fall within a
volume or shell defined by long-term metal price estimates of US$2.50/lb for copper, US$900/oz for gold and US$25/lb for
molybdenum.
Note 3: For bulk underground mining, cut-offs such as 0.60% CuEQ, are typically used for porphyry deposit bulk underground
mining operations at copper porphyry deposits located around the world. A 0.30% CuEQ cut-off is considered to be comparable
to that used for porphyry deposit open pit mining operations in the Americas. All mineral resource estimates and cut-offs are
subject to a feasibility study.
Note 4: CIM definition standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves were followed for resource (CIM Definition
Standards dated November 22, 2005, and adopted by CIM Council on December 11, 2005).

17.11

BLOCK MODEL VALIDATION

17.11.1

INTRODUCTION

Block model validation of the ordinary krige (OK) interpolation involves the direct comparison with
similar interpolation with the same sample data. These interpolation methods include nearest
neighbour (NN - polygonal estimation) and Inverse Distance Squared (ID2) block models, which were
constructed in Datamine™ (version 3.18.3638). The ordinary krige model was completed using Vulcan™
software.
Block statistics are used to interrogate global similarities and differences by domain. Visual
examination of samples to the OK model is completed to ensure no outstanding misallocation of
interpolation. The results of the visual examination are presented within as a series of 1,000 ft-spaced
northing sections with a 300 ft clipping distance (±150 ft). Swath plots are used to investigate
similarities and difference across identical volume references, as defined by the block size, across the
entire deposit. The following sections present the results of the investigation.
For specific gravity (density), the original (not adjusted) data is presented unless otherwise
documented.
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COMPARATIVE BLOCK STATISTICS

Using Datamine™, parallel block interpolations of the metals (copper, gold and molybdenum) and
specific gravity have been conducted for comparison against the Vulcan™ OK interpolation. The
interpolation methods include NN and a weighted interpolator, ID2.
BLOCK STATISTICS
Table 17.11.1 to Table 17.11.4 outline the resultant statistics for the different interpolation methods. It is
interesting to note that the OK mean is often slightly higher than that of either the NN or ID means.
VISUAL EXAMINATION
Figure 17.11.1 to Figure 17.11.12 are representative cross sections showing the block model interpolated
grades against respective drill hole data.
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41
42

85247

85247

85247

163647

163647

163647

61661

61661

61661

cupct

cu_nn

cu_id

cupct

cu_nn

cu_id

cupct

cu_nn

cu_id

40

0.1472

0.0540

0.2061

0.0417

0.0006

0.0944

0.0743

0.0048

0.0932

0.0035

0.0005

0.0069

0.1016

0.0434

0.1407

0.0016

0.0010

0.0001

MINIMUM

2.1092

2.2956

1.9820

1.7397

1.9774

1.7157

0.9619

1.3670

0.9644

0.5318

0.6040

0.3263

1.2265

1.7694

0.8359

0.1478

0.1500

0.2118

MAXIMUM
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Notes:
cupct = copper grade by Ordinary Kriging.
cu_nn = copper grade by Nearest Neighbour.
cu_id = copper grade by Inverse Distance squared.

43

43

43

42

42

41

41

40

295553

295553

cu_id

40

2

2

2

cu_nn

4901

295553

cupct

4901

cu_nn

cu_id

2466

4901

cupct

2466

cu_id

1

2466

cupct

cu_nn

1

CUZONE

Block Statistics by Domain for Copper

NSAMPLES

FIELD

Table 17.11.1

0.6083

0.6051

0.6085

0.5157

0.5129

0.5160

0.2850

0.2812

0.2902

0.1192

0.1193

0.1228

0.4668

0.4563

0.4456

0.0435

0.0427

0.0689

MEAN

0.0468

0.0853

0.0531

0.0520

0.0839

0.0488

0.0056

0.0118

0.0060

0.0027

0.0061

0.0026

0.0167

0.0391

0.0162

0.0006

0.0010

0.0015

VARIANCE

0.2163

0.2920

0.2305

0.2281

0.2897

0.2209

0.0749

0.1084

0.0774

0.0520

0.0781

0.0515

0.1293

0.1977

0.1274

0.0236

0.0313

0.0387

STANDDEV

0.0009

0.0012

0.0009

0.0006

0.0007

0.0005

0.0003

0.0004

0.0003

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0018

0.0028

0.0018

0.0005

0.0006

0.0008

STANDERR

1.3018

1.4264

1.2368

1.2162

1.3063

1.2154

1.3725

1.5027

1.6763

0.1856

1.1269

-0.0021

0.2770

1.2797

0.5060

0.1109

0.9193

0.1611

SKEWNESS
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3.4237

2.2802

1.5697
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4.1956
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-0.6551
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4.0500

-0.1747
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1.0760
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61809

61809

au_nn

au_id

43

43

43

42

42

42

0.0592

0.0558

0.0674

0.0283

0.0032

0.0376

0.0878

0.0581

0.1152

0.0088

0.0025

0.0257

MINIMUM

2.6588

3.2400

2.0616

2.7449

4.3608

1.9224

1.9649

2.9516

1.8155

1.0742

1.4320

0.7401

MAXIMUM
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Notes:
augpt = gold grade by Ordinary Kriging.
au_nn = gold grade by Nearest Neighbour.
au_id = gold grade by Inverse Distance squared.

61809

196900

augpt

110526

au_id

augpt

196900

41

110526

au_nn

196900

41

110526

au_id

40

244240

au_id

augpt

au_nn

40
40

244240

244240

augpt

au_nn
41

AUZONE

Block Statistics by Domain for Gold

NSAMPLES

FIELD

Table 17.11.2

0.4513

0.4486

0.4637

0.3510

0.3499

0.3514

0.3599

0.3581

0.3700

0.1450

0.1482

0.1561

MEAN

0.0760

0.1518

0.0676

0.0335

0.0947

0.0325

0.0183

0.0564

0.0154

0.0057

0.0162

0.0033

VARIANCE

0.2758

0.3896

0.2601

0.1831

0.3077

0.1803

0.1353

0.2376

0.1240

0.0752

0.1274

0.0577

STANDDEV

0.0011

0.0016

0.0010

0.0004

0.0007

0.0004

0.0004

0.0007

0.0004

0.0002

0.0003

0.0001

STANDERR

1.6770

2.6064

1.6678

1.3234

3.6615

1.1254

1.5870

3.5298

1.5929

2.2158

3.3972

1.4880

SKEWNESS
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40
40

115843

mo_nn

41

727

mo_nn

mo_id

45

45

45

43

43

43

42

42

42

11.3303

6.9565

30.0000

29.5314

20.0000

59.2637

28.8760

5.0000

48.1285

34.0968

5.0000

43.9408

0.5000

0.5000

0.7117

MINIMUM

47.3812

76.0000

30.0000

964.9471

1286.8000

789.0280

1065.9399

1602.4000

794.9545

904.2749

1465.2174

772.1703

174.0586

194.8315

137.9312

MAXIMUM

21.4700

19.6148

30.0000

329.9671

321.6009

330.2710

289.3135

286.6276

288.3275

160.8837

160.8499

164.8854

29.4621

29.5710

31.2441

MEAN

9.3416
8.6376

74.6083
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-

119.7739

187.8618

111.1930

121.7586

182.7904

120.7141

66.7544

106.2225

65.6626

22.6343

28.8172

16.8318

STANDDEV

87.2657

-

14345.7868

35292.0503

12363.8914

14825.1567

33412.3305

14571.9035

4456.1507

11283.2229

4311.5809

512.3100

830.4330

283.3102

VARIANCE

Notes:
moppm = molybdenum grade by Ordinary Kriging.
mo_nn = molybdenum grade by Nearest Neighbour.
mo_id = molybdenum grade by Inverse Distance squared.
A grade of 30 ppm molybdenum was assigned to molybdenum Domain 45, and not interpolated by OK.

727

727

moppm

85269

85269

moppm
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mo_id

mo_nn

253772

253772
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41
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41
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40
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0.3204

0.3465

-
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0.6433

0.3808

0.2417

0.3629

0.2396

0.1772

0.2819

0.1743

0.0665

0.0847

0.0464

STANDERR

1.3512

1.3300

-

0.7038

1.4763

0.6136

0.4405

1.4437

0.3891

1.7591

2.8825

1.4107

0.6909

1.4269

0.6317

SKEWNESS
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2.9829

-

0.5028

2.9768

0.0558

-0.1267
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612953

612953

612953

612953
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sg_id

sg

sg_adj

sg_nn

sg_id

102900

219244

219244

219244

219244

290809
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290809
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3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1
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2.2059

2.1420

2.4257

2.4502

2.3107

2.2130

2.3943

2.4185

2.1154

1.9990

2.3224

2.3458

SGZONE MINIMUM

Notes:
sg = Specific Gravity by Ordinary Kriging.
sg_adj = sg multiplied by 0.99.
sg_nn = Specific Gravity by Nearest Neighbour.
sg_id = Specific Gravity by Inverse Distance squared.

612953

612953

sg

sg_nn

612953

sg_id

sg_adj

612953

612953

sg_nn

612953

612953

sg

sg_adj

NSAMPLES

3.8449

4.0930

2.9989

3.0292

3.5082

3.7060

2.7889

2.8170

3.3272

4.4280

2.7411

2.7688

MAXIMUM

Block Statistics for Specific Gravity by Domain

FIELD NRECORDS

Table 17.11.4

2.7310

2.7289

2.6941

2.7213

2.5769

2.5772

2.5526

2.5783

2.6029

2.6026

2.5706

2.5966

MEAN

0.0181

0.0348

0.0107

0.0109

0.0022

0.0057

0.0017

0.0018

0.0050

0.0139

0.0032

0.0033

VARIANCE

0.1346

0.1866

0.1032

0.1043

0.0470

0.0753

0.0417

0.0421

0.0709

0.1179

0.0569

0.0575

STANDDEV

0.0003

0.0004

0.0002

0.0002

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0002

0.0004
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0.0002

STANDERR

0.5600

1.1324
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0.2018

0.5682

1.2502

0.4130
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-0.1844

1.7223

-0.3024

-0.3024
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SWATHS PLOTS

Comparative swath plots are presented in this section.
Figure 17.11.13 Copper Model Swaths Plot by Bench (Z)

Cu % block comparison by Bench
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Figure 17.11.14 Copper Model Swaths Plot by Row (Y)

Cu % block comparison by Row (XZ by Y)
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Copper swaths by bench and northing show good correlation between the different interpolation
methods. They only diverge in the deposit extremities (at depth and to the north) where sample
selection is more distal. Note that highest grade copper by easting is recorded marginally by OK
(Figure 17.11.15).
Figure 17.11.15 Copper Model Swaths Plot by Column (X)

Cu % block comparison by Column (YZ by X)
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Figure 17.11.16 Gold Model Swaths Plots by Bench (Z)

Au g/t block comparison by Bench
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Gold Model Swaths Plots by Row (Y)

Au g/t block comparison by Row (XZ by Y)
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Figure 17.11.18 Gold Model Swaths Plots by Column (X)

Au g/t block comparison by Column (YZ by X)
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Like copper, gold shows good correlation between all the interpolation methods. As expected, the
polygonal estimator (Nearest Neighbour) shows the most variability. Greatest discrepancies are along
the margins of the deposit where sample selection strategies and search passes are of a more
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significant influence. Like copper as well, it is interesting to note that OK is often the slightly higher
grade interpolation method.
Figure 17.11.19 Molybdenum Model Grade Swaths Plot by Bench (Z)

Mo ppm block comparison by Bench
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Figure 17.11.20 Molybdenum Grade Swaths Plot by Row (XZ by Y)

Mo ppm block comparison by Row (XZ by Y)
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Molybdenum shows erratic correlation between the interpolators at depth and at higher grades. This
may demonstrate the fundamental difference in the weighting strategy between Inverse Distance
Squared.
Figure 17.11.21 Molybdenum Grade Swaths Plot by Column (YX by X)

Mo ppm block comparison by Column (YZ by X)
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Figure 17.11.22 Specific Gravity Swath Plot by Bench (Z)

SG block comparison by Bench (Z)
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Figure 17.11.23 Specific Gravity Swath Plot by Row (XZ by Y)

SG block comparison by Row (XZ by Y)
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Figure 17.11.24 Specific Gravity Swath Plot by Column (YZ by X)

SG block comparison by Column (YZ by X)
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ORDINARY KRIGING SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Of the fourteen estimated metal domains, eight used variograms with the total modeled variance less
than that of the representative sample dataset (respective Domain composited and capped drill hole
data). These domains are shown in Table 17.11.5.
Table 17.11.5

Domain

Variogram Model Variance with Respect to Total Variance of the
Corresponding Sample Data (Normalized to One)
Nugget

#Structures

Sill_differential1

Sill_differential2

Total Variance

0.29

0.71

auzone40

0.46

1

0.54

auzone41

0.16

2

0.26

1

auzone42

0.43

1

0.57

1

auzone43

0.2

1

0.7

0.9

cuzone1

0.31

2

0.48

cuzone2

0.4

1

0.6

cuzone40

0.15

1

0.6

cuzone41

0.11

2

0.25

0.3

0.66

cuzone42

0.13

2

0.12

0.3

0.55

cuzone43

0.12

1

0.49

0.21

1
1
0.75

0.61

mozone40

0.28

1

0.72

mozone41

0.19

2

0.16

0.3

0.65

1

mozone42

0.38

2

0.19

0.35

0.92

mozone43

0.47

2

0.23

0.3

1

As variance is a function of the mean grade of samples, a sensitivity analysis was undertaken to
evaluate if there was any significant material change (grade) in comparison to a block model with all
modeled domain variances (i.e. total model sill) equal to that of the corresponding sample variance
(i.e. the experimental sill).
Using Datamine™, variograms were constructed for all domains, and respective variography parameter
files prepared. The search and sample selection parameters and the target block model are the same as
those in the original Vulcan™-based Ordinary Kriged block model. Molybdenum Domain 45 was
estimated, and not assigned the mean grade value as in the Vulcan™ resource model, as a check on this
interpolation strategy. Statistical summary of the relative comparison of the two Ordinary Kriged
estimates is shown in Table 17.11.6.
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0.0026

0.0515

0.0001

VARIANCE

STANDDEV

STANDERR

131735

0

0.71

137.93

31.24

283.31

16.83

0.0464

0.6317

0.4061

NSAMPLES

NMISVALS

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MEAN

VARIANCE

STANDDEV

STANDERR

SKEWNESS

KURTOSIS

0.0875

0.7940

0.0570

20.62

425.25

28.28

148.03

0.87

841

130894

131735

mo_ok

0.0728

0.2963

0.0001

0.0566

0.0032

0.1179

0.5140

0.0013

9639

285914

295553

cu_ok

40

3.1761

1.4107

0.1743

65.66

4311.58

164.89

772.17

43.94

0

141972

141972

moppm

5.4251

1.6763

0.0003

0.0774

0.0060

0.2902

0.9644

0.0932

0

85247

85247

cupct

41
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131735

NRECORDS

moppm

0.1228

MEAN

FIELD

0.3263

MAXIMUM

-0.0021

0.0069

MINIMUM

-0.6551

0

NMISVALS

KURTOSIS

295553

NSAMPLES

SKEWNESS

295553

cupct

FIELD

NRECORDS

40

5.2074

1.7335

0.1815

68.39

4677.53

162.07

874.25

34.01

0

141972

141972

mo_ok

3.2890

1.1895

0.0002

0.0715

0.0051

0.2818

0.8729

0.0807

0

85247

85247

cu_ok

41

-0.2716

0.3891

0.2396

120.71

14571.90

288.33

794.95

48.13

0

253772

253772

moppm

1.5476

1.2154

0.0005

0.2209

0.0488

0.5160

1.7157

0.0944

0

163647

163647

cupct

42

0.0903

0.5505

0.2477

124.79

15573.61

287.94

905.64

34.13

0

253772

253772

mo_ok

1.4501

1.1482

0.0005

0.2200

0.0484

0.5158

1.6412

0.0765

0

163647

163647

cu_ok

42

0.0558

0.6136

0.3808

111.19

12363.89

330.27

789.03

59.26

0

85269

85269

moppm

2.2802

1.2368

0.0009

0.2305

0.0531

0.6085

1.9820

0.2061

0

61661

61661

cupct

43

Comparison between Two Ordinary Kriged Block Models as Percentage Difference*

Domain

Table 17.11.6

0.8214

0.8407

0.3569

104.23

10863.02

329.37

819.55

76.04

0

85269

85269

mo_ok

3.6547

1.5163

0.0009

0.2297

0.0528

0.6042

2.0307

0.1830

0

61661

61661

cu_ok

43

-

-

-

-

-

0.5059

1.2916

0.2373

6.40

40.93

20.78

38.09

12.82

0

727

727

mo_ok

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

45
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Table continues…

30.00

30.00

30.00

0

727

727

moppm

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

45
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244240

0

0.0257

0.7401

0.1561

0.0033

0.0577

0.0001

1.4880

5.7051

NSAMPLES

NMISVALS

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MEAN

VARIANCE

STANDDEV

STANDERR

SKEWNESS

KURTOSIS

8.2004

2.0975

0.0002

0.0748

0.0056

0.1480

0.7215

0.0081

30

244210

244240

au_ok

40

5.6304

1.5929

0.0004

0.1240

0.0154

0.3700

1.8155

0.1152

0

110526

110526

augpt

41

5.6670

1.5470

0.0004

0.1310

0.0172

0.3582

1.8208

0.0876

0

110526

110526

au_ok

41

2.6015

1.1254

0.0004

0.1803

0.0325

0.3514

1.9224

0.0376

0

196900

196900

augpt

42

2.8275

1.0836

0.0004

0.1875

0.0351

0.3492

1.9647

0.0245

0

196900

196900

au_ok

42

3.6712

1.6678

0.0010

0.2601

0.0676

0.4637

2.0616

0.0674

0

61809

61809

augpt

43

1.9284

1.3442

0.0010

0.2505

0.0627

0.4504

1.8489

0.0697

0

61809

61809

au_ok

43
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* Negative values indicate higher relative percentage in the Datamine™ model, and positive values indicate higher relative percentage in the Vulcan™ model.

244240

augpt

FIELD

NRECORDS

40

Domain
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The Datamine estimation for copper Domains 1 and 2 were found to be erroneous due to wrong
sample selection and hence invalid variograms. They were disqualified from the comparison.
Molybdenum Domain 45 was successfully interpolated using an isotropic variogram. The mean grade
(~20 ppm) was significantly less than the average grade of the samples (~30 ppm) due to a skewed
population.
The global estimate for the Pebble resource remains valid. However, the local block estimate in some
Domains may be over-smoothed by an artificially lowered total modelled sill (variance) with respect to
total sample.

17.12

RECOMMENDATIONS

17.12.1

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

The strategy to accommodate possibly erroneous specific gravity measurements by reducing all density
by 1% may be excessive as it effectively reduces the total tonnage across the entire deposit
(~107.8 million tonnes). As an alternative, Wardrop suggests that any erroneous measurements be
identified and extirpated from the data, followed by replacement measurements from suitable drill
core. The density data could then be used in subsequent resource models without the need to apply an
arbitrary modifying factor.
17.12.2

CAPPING AND OUTLIER MANAGEMENT

A top-cut or “cap” has been applied to the raw sample data for the respective domains by estimating
the break between a continuous and a discontinuous higher-grade sample population. The
discontinuous higher-grade samples were considered outliers and an appropriate cap was applied. This
is the most common way to cap the grades above a chosen threshold. For future resource estimations,
it is suggested that a more rigorous and quantitative capping analysis be undertaken. One method is to
use Monte Carlo simulation to “re-drill” the deposit 1,000 times, with each simulation being restricted
to the number of samples typically “mined out” in an annual production increment. The tangible
deliverable is to simulate the number of high-grade assays, assign grades to each by drawing at random
from the distribution (Monte Carlo), and determine the metal represented by the high-grade material.
This methodology is suitable where the highest grade assays occur independently in space (are not
clustered), as is the case with the Pebble deposit.
17.12.3

VARIOGRAPHY

Wardrop recommends that domain variography is modelled to the total sill (variance) of the
experimental (sample) data. If required, a sensitivity analysis should be completed to investigate oversmoothing in affected domains.
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MOLYBDENUM DOMAIN 45

Due to the relatively small domain size and relative lack of samples, molybdenum Domain 45
(MOZONE 45) was assigned a molybdenum ppm value of 30 for all blocks (average molybdenum grade
for domain samples is 32 ppm). Using a simple isotropic variogram, a comparative OK model in
Datamine™ is capable of successful interpolation of grade into the blocks, which resulted in a lower
average block grade (~20 ppm). It is suggested that Ordinary Kriging be employed in MOZONE 45,
and if there are any blocks which fail to be interpolated by insufficient samples, then these blocks
could be assigned the average grade of the interpolated blocks.
17.12.5

BLOCK SIZE OPTIMIZATION

A characteristic of the Pebble resource model is the tightly spaced drilling data on the west side of the
deposit and wider spaced drilling to the east and at depth. The selection of block size for the model
should ideally correspond to the optimal sample support. One block size for the entire deposit (75 ft x
75 ft x 50 ft) will always be compromised; if blocks are too large, resolution is lost in the east, and if
blocks are too small, estimation errors are introduced in the west. For example, Figure 17.12.1 and
Figure 17.12.2 demonstrate that the current block size, as calculated for the entire deposit, slightly
reduces the grade (or metal). If the block size were tailored to the close-spaced drilling in the west and
the less dense drilling in the east, estimation quality would improve and additional resources could be
realized. Future block models may be better served by having optimal block sizes corresponding to
proximal drill densities.
Figure 17.12.1

Change in Total Cu% Grade with Respect to Change in
Model Block Size and Cut-off

Pebble Block-size Optimization
1.6
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Change in Total copper Metal Content with Respect to Change in
Model Block Size and Cut-off

Pebble Block-size Optimization
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75_75_50

100_100_50

125_125_50

150_150_50

QUANTITATIVE KRIGING NEIGHBOURHOOD ANALYSIS

Wardrop investigated the application of Quantitative Kriging Neighbourhood Analysis (QKNA) on the
Pebble deposit to assess if the quality of the estimate could be improved with more definitive search
distances and sample selections. Large sample searches and selections can smooth Ordinary Kriged
estimates, and searches designed to maximise variography ranges can introduce negative Kriging
weights. Using copper as an example (Table 17.12.1), it has been demonstrated that more restricted
searches could reduce the generation of negative Kriging weights and increase both the Kriging
Efficiency and Slope of Regression, depending on the sample distribution (drill density). In this
example, a theoretical drill density of 300 ft (X) x 300 ft (Y) x 100 ft (Z) was used. The large vertical
component (Z-axis) was to minimize samples recorded from along single drill holes. Note that the
negative Kriging weights, Kriging Efficiency and Slope of Regression are optimized at a relatively
restrained distance (600 ft x 400 ft x 100 ft) with fewer samples required for interpolation (13). Ideally,
the Pebble deposit would employ two QKNA analyses; one for the denser drilled west side of the
deposit, and another for the further spaced drilling to the east. Thus additional search parameters
(east and west) would be necessary for the resource estimation.
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Estimation
Variance

0.005043

0.003753

0.003753

0.003567

0.003524

0.003748

0.003798

0.003804

0.003464

0.00706

0.005966

0.007703

0.007619

0.007101

0.007619

Mean
Covariance

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661

0.069661
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89.06

89.81

89.06

88.94

91.44

89.87

95.03

94.54

94.55

94.62

94.94

94.88

94.61

94.61

92.76

% Kriging
Efficiency

Notes:
%KE = (MC - EV) * 100 / MC.
MC = Mean Covariance.
EV = Estimation Variance.
Rotation: Az=120 Ay=00 Ax=00.

2,500 ft

5,000 ft

1,200 ft

800 ft

1000 ft

900 ft

800 ft

800 ft

600 ft

600 ft

600 ft

800 ft

1000 ft

1000 ft

1200 ft

1600 ft

1800 ft

2000 ft

XINC

600 ft

800 ft

600 ft

500 ft

800 ft

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

600 ft

600 ft

800 ft

1000 ft

1200 ft

1500 ft

YINC

150 ft

150 ft

150 ft

150 ft

200 ft

200 ft

200 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

200 ft

200 ft

200 ft

200 ft

200 ft

ZINC

Search Distance

Search and Sample Optimization (QKNA)

Variography Ranges

Table 17.12.1

1.011

1.0211

1.011

1.00008

1.035

0.9801

1.028

1.0127

1.01

1.0128

1.021

1.02

1.0146

1.0146

1.0007

Slope
(Z/Z*)

0.00%

1.24%

0.00%

0.00%

0.40%

0.00%

0.60%

0.00%

1.81%

3.45%

3.60%

3.10%

3.30%

3.30%

7.44%

% Neg.
Numbers

Sample Grid:

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

9

15

9

7

17

5

23

13

17

24

24

24

24

24

24

Max. Samples
Returned

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

XINC

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

400 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

300 ft

YINC

200 ft

200 ft

200 ft

200 ft

200 ft

200 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

ZINC

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

5x5x2

Discret

Optimized Grid Size
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300 ft x 300 ft x 100 ft
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SYN-MINERALIZATION MODEL RECONSTRUCTION

If the displacements and throw directions on the major faults within the Pebble deposit are well
understood, these dislocated blocks could be wireframed (modelled) and transposed to their original
positions. All samples could then more accurately be used for improved variography and block model
estimation as they would be located relative to their syn-mineralization position. The number of
estimation domains could possibly thus be reduced, leading to a simpler and more robust resource
estimate. After interpolation, blocks and samples could then be transposed back to their current site.
In this process, edge effect errors could be eliminated and more robust variography could be realized.
17.12.8

KRIGING EFFICIENCY AND SLOPE OF REGRESSION

Kriging Efficiency and Slope of Regression in the block model can assist in the evaluation of the quality
of the Kriged estimate, and it can also be used to support more confident resource classification. To
analyse the quality of subsequent block model estimates, it is suggested that Kriging Efficiency and
Slope of Regression be routinely calculated in the block model.
In order to calculate Kriging Efficiency (KE%) and the slope of regression (Z/*Z), the F-Function (or FValue) (F) and La Grange Multiplier (LG) will need to be included in the estimation such that:
Z*Z = (BV - KRIGV + abs(LG)) / BV (for the regression of Z* on Z)
KE = ((BV-KRIGV) / BV) * 100.0
Where:

17.12.9

x

BV = block variance (Sill – F)

x

KRIGV = Kriging Variance.

RISK ANALYSIS AND CONDITIONAL SIMULATION

It is suggested that conditional simulation be used to evaluate risk associated with the resource
deposit. Conditional simulation can identify areas of high grade and high risk which may require
further ground proofing. It can also be used to evaluate the effectiveness of any further infill drilling by
simulating the results of a theoretical infill-drilling program and measuring their impact on reducing
risk and improving resource estimation and classification.
Another application of conditional simulation is the development of confidence limits. Confidence
limits can also be performed on data, which has been transformed into a normal (Gaussian)
distribution by means of polynomial anamorphosis. The Gaussian distribution is depicted in
Figure 17.12.3 showing the positions of the major standard deviations.
An investigation of confidence limits using this method on the Pebble deposit in its entirety has been
performed using Isatis™ software. The results, shown in Table 17.12.2, indicate that the Pebble deposit
has a 90% probability of achieving an average minimum grade of 0.16% Cu, and a 90% probability of
achieving an average grade of 0.25% Cu. Ideally, confidence limits would be applied to specific
domains or areas of interest rather than to the entire deposit.
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Gaussian Distribution

The potential economic viability of the mineral resources is subject to a number of risks and will
require achievement of a number of technical, economic and legal objectives, including obtaining
necessary mining and construction permits, completion of pre-feasibility and final feasibility studies,
preparation of all necessary engineering for open pit mining and processing facilities as well as receipt
of significant additional financing to fund these objectives as well as funding mine construction. Such
funding may not be available to the Northern Dynasty on acceptable terms or on any terms at all. The
project requires the development of port facilities, roads and electrical generating and transmission
facilities. Although Northern Dynasty believes that the State of Alaska favours the development of
these facilities and there can be no assurance that these infrastructure facilities can be developed on a
timely and cost-effective basis. Energy risks include the potential for significant increases in the cost of
fuel and electricity. The need for compliance with extensive environmental and socio-economic rules
and practices and the requirement to obtain government permitting can cause a delay or even
abandonment of a mineral project. Additional information on environmental, permitting and sociopolitical aspects of the Pebble Project is provided in Section 18.3 and 18.4.
Table 17.12.2
Variable (Cu)
Cu OK

Preliminary (copper) Confidence Limits Calculations for the Pebble Deposit
Standard
Lower
Upper
Standard
Deviation Confidence Limit Confidence Limit Count Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation Variance
-

-

-

812465

-0.04

3

0.26

0.2

0.04

Gaussian Kriged Cu

ı

10.0%

90.0%

812465

-2.39

2.93

0.15

0.59

0.35

Gaussian Stdev Cu

ı

10.0%

90.0%

812465

0.21

0.3

0.22

0

0

Raw Backtr Cu

ı

10.0%

90.0%

812465

0

1.78

0.25

0.18

0.03

Raw Minimum Cu

ı

10.0%

90.0%

812465

0

1.44

0.16

0.15

0.02

Raw Maximum Cu

ı

10.0%

90.0%

812465

0

2.24

0.36

0.22

0.05

Gaussian Kriged Cu

ı

4.5%

95.5%

812465

-2.39

2.93

0.15

0.59

0.35

Gaussian Stdev Cu

ı

4.5%

95.5%

812465

0.21

0.3

0.22

0

0

Raw Backtr Cu

ı

4.5%

95.5%

812465

0

1.78

0.25

0.18

0.03

Raw Minimum Cu

ı

4.5%

95.5%

812465

0

1.38

0.15

0.14

0.02

Raw Maximum Cu

ı

4.5%

95.5%

812465

0

2.37

0.38

0.22

0.05

Notes:
Cu OK = Ordinary Kriged copper grade.
Backtr = Back-transformed from Gaussian to raw distribution. Raw data capped to 5% Cu.
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18.0

OTHER RELEVANT DATA AND INFORMATION

18.1

MINING

Wardrop has conducted a technical review of the most recent open pit and underground mining data
compiled by the Pebble Partnership.
To complete this review, Wardrop, has relied upon the work of other experts, whose work has been
referenced throughout the following section. These experts include Knight Piésold Limited, SRK
Consulting (Canada) Inc., NCL Ingeniería y Construción S.A., Hatch Ltd., BAE, Stantec and in some
instances collated reports authored by the Pebble Partnership using data from the aforementioned
consultants.
Detailed pit designs for the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year Reference Case have been developed
using a combination of Whittle and Mintec mine design software. A 78-year Resource Case was
optimized using a Lersch Grossman algorithm. These designs, as shown in Figure 18.1.1, incorporate
extensive geotechnical investigations, and include pre-production stripping, haul road locations, and
principal phases of mining.
It should be noted that mine development at Pebble following the initial 25 years of production could
be undertaken via underground block caving. While underground development of mineral resources
in the Pebble East zone is currently considered viable, it is expected that additional investigations will
be undertaken during the initial 25-year mine life to determine whether open pit or block cave
development presents the best opportunity for subsequent phases of mining, based upon a broad
range of factors.
Mine schedules have been developed for the life-of-mine in each case; setting out volumes of waste
and ore mined, densities, tons, dilution, grades of contained metals (copper, gold, molybdenum) and
material hardness. Consideration has been given to a number of aspects as described in the following
paragraphs.
PRE-PRODUCTION STRIPPING AND START-UP
x The development schedule incorporates one year of pre-production stripping.
x The production rate at start-up has been defined by staggering the start-up of the two process
lines and for each line by the appropriate McNulty curve.
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Pit Shells for the 25-Year IDC Case, the 45-Year Reference Case and the
78-Year Resource Case

25-Year IDC Case

Starter Pits 1E 1W

45-Year Reference Case

78-Year Resource Case

PRODUCTION RATE
x The annual production rate varies, depending on the grindability or work index of the ore.
x This was done by utilizing all grinding energy available in the comminution circuit, estimated
to be 909 GWh/a, using the grindability value for each block as a variable in the resource
model.
x The plant hydraulic capacity initially as defined by the SAG mills is 275,000 tons per day.
x The mine dropdown rate has been restricted to three benches per year (150 ft), except at the
conclusion of a phase or pit.
MATERIAL HANDLING
x The semi-mobile ore crushers will initially be located immediately north of the open pit.
x These will be re-located into the pit in year 16.
x Mine haulage will utilize autonomous vehicles.
x Haulage truck requirements have been defined by haulage profiles for each case.
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The open pit mine schedules for the 25-year IDC Case, 45-year Reference Case and 78–year Resource
Case provide input to the financial analysis, however underground mining of the eastern portion of the
Pebble deposit remains a viable development option. Ongoing studies indicate that block caving is a
feasible mining method. Development schedules and production schedules, along with capital and
operating costs, for a mining rate of 150,000 tons per day have been prepared.
18.1.1

O P E N P IT MINING

OPEN PIT GEOTECHNICAL
Geotechnical investigations to aid in pit designs have been conducted annually at the mine site
between 2004 and 20081,2,3,4,5. The investigations have included 215 drill holes, 320 test pits, 35 seismic
lines, and an aerial photographic interpretation of the project site. The locations of geotechnical
drillholes and seismic lines in the vicinity of the open pit are shown in Figure 18.1.2. The location of all
test pits is shown in Figure 18.1.3.
Overburden in the area generally ranges in thickness from 0 to 150 ft and consists of glaciofluvial,
glaciolacustrine and glacial drift deposits. The overall open pit outline has been roughly subdivided
into western, central and eastern areas. The greatest contrast in elevation is in the western area, where
it varies from 1,000 to 1,475 ft amsl. The upslope part of the western open pit area is covered with
glacial drift deposits, predominantly silty sand with some gravel. The central part of the open pit area
has moderate slopes and is generally characterized by well-drained glaciofluvial deposits. The eastern
open pit area covers part of a wide valley, where ground elevations vary from 900 to 1,075 ft.
Pre-production stripping from the open pit area will provide aggregate for construction of tailings
embankment facilities and for concrete production.
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OPEN PIT SLOPE DESIGN
The slope geometry for an open pit mine can typically be described in terms of bench geometry, interramp slope angle and overall slope angle. An overall slope angle of 39° was used in the pit optimization
of the Pebble Project, with bench face angles and inter-ramp angles identified in
Table 18.1.16 for the areas shown in Figure 18.1.4. The Tertiary portion of the pit is shown in lighter
brown to the right of green line.
Table 18.1.1

Recommended Bench Face Angle and Inter-Ramp Angle Domains
Tertiary

Cretaceous

Bench
Angle

Max Inter
Ramp Angle

Bench
Angle

Max Inter
Ramp Angle

Bench
Height

Bench
Width

SWest Dipping Face

55

44

60

47

30

10.5

West Dipping Face

55

44

55

40

30

10.5

NWest Dipping Face

60

47

55

40

30

10.5

Sector

Figure 18.1.4
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OPEN PIT OPTIMIZATION
Initial open pit optimization was completed using Whittle 4X. In this case, several staged pits were
optimized, culminating in the 25-year IDC Case7. Subsequent pit phases were designed with the aid of
Mintec mine design software up to the 45-year Reference Case. A Lerchs-Grossman algorithm was
used to optimize the 78-year Resource Case; the 45-year pit previously designed was used as a starting
point in this phase of optimization.
The parameters used for pit optimization are described in Table 18.1.2.
Table 18.1.2

Pit Optimization Parameters

Parameter

Unit

Value

Cu Price

US$/lb

1.80

Au Price

US$/oz

800

Mo Price

US$/lb

10.00

US$/ton

1.65

Milling Cost

US$/ton ore

3.36

G&A Cost

US$/ton ore

2.55

Tailings Cost

US$/ton ore

1.65

%

85.0

Mining Cost (Waste & Ore)

Cu Recovery (Pebble West)
Payable Cu

%

98.0

Gold Recovery (Pebble West)

%

52.3

Payable Au

%

94.6

Moly Recovery (Pebble West)

%

77.8

Payable Mo

%

98.5

Cu Recovery (Pebble East)

%

89.3

Payable Cu

%

98.0

Gold Recovery (Pebble East)

%

64.6

Payable Au

%

94.6

Moly Recovery (Pebble East)

%

83.7

Payable Mo

%

98.5

Selling Cost Cu

US$/lb

0.31

Selling Cost Au

US$/oz

10.63

US$/lb

1.50

degrees

39

Selling Cost Mo
Overall Slope Angle

OPEN PIT MINE DESIGN
The central objective of the pit development strategy has been to minimize early mining costs while
maximizing early returns from the open pit operation. In general, standard 100 ft high benches and
35 ft wide berms were adopted within the overall slope guidelines.
Seven pit phases were optimized for the first 25 years of mining. In general, mining will be initiated
with progression through two pits: East and West. The plan will continue within both pits until the
final West pit bottom is reached; thereafter, mining will continue in the East pit only. Four pit phases
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have been designed for mining up to and including the 45-year Reference Case, followed by the
78-year Resource Case. Sections through the orebody showing the ultimate pits for the three
production scenarios can be seen in Figure 18.1.5 and Figure 18.1.6.
Figure 18.1.5

East-West Cross Section Showing Open Pit Phase Sequence

Figure 18.1.6

Open Pit Plan at 0 ft amsl – All Cases
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Again it should be noted that mine development at Pebble following the initial 25 years of production
could be undertaken via underground block caving. While underground development of mineral
resources in the Pebble East zone is currently considered viable, it is expected that additional
investigations will be undertaken during the initial 25-year mine life to determine whether open pit or
block cave development presents the best opportunity for subsequent phases of mining, based upon a
broad range of factors.
OPEN PIT MINING INVENTORY SUMMARY
The open pit mining inventory is summarized by pit phase in Table 18.1.3 and Table 18.1.4.
OPEN PIT OPERATION AND EQUIPMENT
Key operating assumptions for the open pit mining of the Pebble deposit are:
x
x
x
x
x
x

350 days of operation per year;
two 12-hour shifts per day;
two meal breaks per shift (one 40 minutes and one 20 minutes);
5 days per year assumed lost due to adverse weather conditions;
autonomous trucking; and
In Pit Crushing and Conveying (IPCC) starting in Year 16 8.

Estimates of the total mining cost using a conventional drill, blast and truck-haul mining method with
400 ton trucks, 73 cubic yard shovels, and 12.25” drills demonstrate a correlation between increased
mine life and case value.
From these operating assumptions, equipment requirements and costs have been developed in detail
for the 25-year IDC Case and 45-year Reference Case. For the 78-year Resource Case, findings from
previous scenarios have been modified or extrapolated to derive these requirements. For instance, an
additional $0.50/ton has been added to the mining cost to accommodate increased haulage distances;
extrapolation of the relationship between strip ratio and equipment needs has been under the forecast
expenditures are two such examples.
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0.408
0.404
0.335
0.386
0.294
0.418
0.451
0.471

177,137
184,152
206,964
157,033
344,049
385,955
198,704
555,352
468,274
495,227

2e

2w

3e

3w

4e

IDC Case (25 yr)

9a

12a

20a

6,527,878

Resource Case (78 yr)

Total

0.463

0.465

0.552
0.011

0.010

0.012

0.013

0.010

0.010

0.013

0.012

0.009

0.012

0.010

0.014

0.011

0.012

Au
(oz/t)

243

282

300

280

223

221

184

237

153

191

148

166

222

160

Mo
(ppm)

10.67

11.02

9.25

9.19

11.16

10.44

8.67

9.15

12.38

9.20

12.68

9.47

9.20

12.97

kWh/t

619,631

95,316

-

115,720

88,150

70,959

25,954

68,495

11,496

25,180

6,150

32,468

20,097

59,646

OB
(ktons)

5,172,468

3,324,918

16,051

681,130

378,026

132,945

40,456

239,574

42,663

58,300

28,975

63,775

27,802

137,853

Cretacous
(ktons)

11,393,609

5,955,532

129

1,242,866

972,058

1,093,568

497,216

819,584

1,670

287,299

-

313,280

-

210,407

Tertiary
(ktons)

2.63

3.84

0.05

4.12

3.07

2.34

2.84

2.92

0.16

2.36

0.17

2.22

0.27

1.17

Strip
Ratio

23,713,586

12,067,896

329,057

2,534,943

1,906,508

1,852,824

762,330

1,513,608

399,878

527,812

242,089

593,675

225,036

757,930

Total
(ktons)
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Note:
Inferred mineral resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and the evaluation of the
economic viability of the project. There is currently no certainty that development cases incorporating Inferred mineral resources can be realized.

* Includes Measured, Indicated and Inferred resources.

312,877
2,692,130

Reference Case (45 yr)

0.627

0.575

0.354

350,024

1e

1w

Phase

Cu
(%)

Incremental Open Pit Phase Volumes Based on a CutǦǦoff of 0.2%Cu
Ore*
(ktons)
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0.380
0.370
0.372
0.353
0.367

711,313
918,277
1,075,310
1,419,359

2e

2w

3e

3w

2,559,370
3,027,644
3,522,871
3,835,748
6,527,878

9a

12a

20a

Reference Case (45 yr)

Resource Case (78 yr)

0.462

0.461

0.452

0.424

0.396

0.011

0.011

0.011

0.011

0.011

0.011

0.011

0.011

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

Au
(oz/t)

243

216

208

196

191

183

183

168

173

170

177

181

160

Mo
(ppm)

10.67

10.42

10.52

10.74

10.66

10.73

10.95

11.44

11.14

11.48

11.13

11.70

12.97

kWh/t

619,631

524315

524,315

408,595

320,445

249,486

223,532

155,037

143,541

118,361

112,211

79,743

59,646

OB
(ktons)

5,172,468

1,847,550

1,831,499

1,150,369

772,343

639,398

598,942

359,368

316,705

258,405

229,430

165,655

137,853

Cretacous
(ktons)

11,393,609

5438077

5,437,948

4,195,082

3,223,024

2,129,456

1,632,240

812,656

810,986

523687

523,687

210407

210,407

Tertiary
(ktons)

2.63

2.04

2.21

1.90

1.69

1.51

1.36

0.93

1.18

0.98

1.22

0.86

1.17

Strip
Ratio

23,713,586

11,645,690

11,316,633

8,781,690

6,875,182

5,022,358

4,260,028

2,746,420

2,346,542

1,818,730

1,576,641

982,966

757,930

Total
(ktons)
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Note:
Inferred mineral resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and the evaluation of the
economic viability of the project. There is currently no certainty that development cases incorporating Inferred mineral resources can be realized.

* Includes Measured, Indicated and Inferred resources.

1,805,314
2,004,018

4e

IDC Case (25 yr)

0.376

0.354
0.372

350,024
527,161

1e

1w

Phase

Cu
(%)

Cumulative Open Pit Phase Volumes Based on a Cut-off of 0.2%Cu
Ore*
(ktons)
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WASTE STOCKPILES AND TRUCK HAULAGE
Autonomous trucking improvement assumptions for performance and labour were taken from
information available in the public domain and based on an estimate of future technology benefits
being attained. Table 18.1.5 describes the criteria used.
Table 18.1.5

Assumed Autonomous Trucking Improvements

Performance Area

Comment

Fuel consumption (USgal/Op h)

Operating the vehicle in the specification range is estimated to improve
total fuel consumption by 8%

Tire life (h)

Operating the vehicle in the specification range is estimated to improve
tire life by 50%

Maintenance ($/op h)

Operating the vehicle in the specification range is estimated to improve
maintenance cost per operating hour by 8%

Utilisation (%)

The driverless truck is estimated to improve utilization from 83% to 88%

Availability (%)

Operating the vehicle in the specification range is estimated to improve
availability from 84% to 88%

Labour complement

The driverless truck is estimated to reduce truck the operator
complement by 75%

Waste stockpiles will be located within 1,000 to 1,500 ft of the rim of the 78-year pit. The exceptions
will be to the southeast due to high topography and to the northwest where operational infrastructure
is located. Haul roads for ore will exit from the north rim of the pit, whereas haul roads for the waste
will exit from the north, east and south sides of the pit. The western portion of the south dump will
backfill the Pebble West open pit. The stockpiles will be constructed as close as is practicable to the
open pits to reduce the length of flat haul from the pit rim to the start of the stockpile ramp. An
approximate configuration of the dumps and stockpile can be seen in Figure 18.1.7.
Stockpile tonnage has been calculated from the contained volume of the stockpile using an average
density of 15 ft3/ton.
Truck haulage profiles have been broken up into sections of uphill, downhill and flat haulage and
generated for ore, mineralized waste and non-mineralized waste material types. Uphill is the
summation of those ramp distances at a positive slope of 8%, downhill for negative ramp slope
distances of -8%, and flat haulage at no ramp slope, such as between the pit rim and the primary
crusher. The profiles have been given in one direction only as the return trip is just the opposite of the
loaded haul in the calculation of the haulage cycle from the profiles. Table 18.1.6 lists the speeds that
were assigned to each length of section to determine total cycle time as well as assumed fuel
consumption.
The ramp hauls out of the pit and up the side of the waste stockpiles have been calculated annually.
For each year in the production schedule, the average depth of mining has been stipulated and the
average ramp haul length to pit-rim calculated. Likewise, accumulated waste tonnage determined the
height of the waste stockpiles and allows the calculation of stockpile ramp haulage distance.
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Haulage Profile Speeds and Fuel Consumption by Section

Section

km/h

gal/h

Upwards Empty

25

2.92

Upwards Loaded

12

7.09

Downwards Empty

30

0.04

Downwards Loaded

25

0.05

Horizontal Empty

40

1.22

Horizontal Loaded

35

1.60

Haulage profiles have been calculated and used for the truck hour calculations in the open pit costing
section of the mining report for the 25-year IDC Case and 45-year Reference Case. Haulage profiles
have not been calculated in the 78-year Resource Case, but an additional mining cost of $0.50/ton has
been applied in the financial model to accommodate greater haulage distances.
Figure 18.1.7

Approximate Waste Dump Configuration
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DRILLING, BLASTING AND LOADING
A drilling pattern of 21.3 x 32.8 ft has been adopted. The resulting estimates of annual production
capacity are shown in Table 18.1.7.
Explosives consumption estimates, including requirements for trim blasting and pre-splitting, are
shown in Table 18.1.8.
The production performance of all loading units – including 73 cubic yard rope shovels, 53 cubic yard
hydraulic shovels and front-end loaders – are shown in Table 18.1.9.
Table 18.1.7

Sample Drill Productivity Calculations
Item

Diameter
Specific Drilling

Units

Electric

Diesel

in

12 ¼

12 ¼

ft3/ft

0.3

0.3

168.53

168.53

45

45

3

Rock Density

lb/ft

Drilling Performance

lb/ft

Drilling Velocity (Instantaneous)

ft/h

98.4

82.0

Operational Factor

%

80.00%

80.0%

Drilling Velocity (Operational)

ft/h

78.7

65.6

ton/Op h

3,560

2,967

Availability

%

84.0%

0.84

Utilization

%

80.0%

80.0%

Hours per Shift

h

12

12

2

2

Production per Hour

Shifts per Day
Days per Year
Annual Production

Table 18.1.8

day

350

350

K ton

20,097

16,748.0

Sample Basic Blasting Calculations
Units

Basic Blasting
Calculations

Sample Trim Basic
Calculations

Sample Pre-splitting
Calculations

Diameter

in

12 ¼

12 ¼

6½

Diameter

mm

Item

Diameter Explosive Load

in

12.25

12.25

6.50

Diameter Explosive Load

ft

1.020

1.020

0.541

Rock Density

lb/ft3

168.53

168.53

168.53

Explosive Density

lb/ft3

49.94

49.94

49.94

Bench Height

ft

50

50

50.0

Burden

ft

21.3

360.9

360.9

Spacing

ft

32.8

18

8.2

Subdrill

ft

6.6

0.0

0.0

Length of Hole

ft

56.6

50.0

50.0
Table continues...
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...Table 18.1.8 (cont’d)

Item

Basic Blasting
Calculations

Units

Sample Trim Basic
Calculations

Sample Pre-splitting
Calculations

Stem Length

ft

23

23.0

23.0

Length of Explosive

ft

33.6

27.0

27.0

Explosive per tonnes

lb/ft

40.837

40.837

11.498

Explosive per Hole

ton

0.686

0.552

0.1555

Volume of Hole

ft3

34,982

325,600

148,000

Tonnes / Hole

ton

2,948

27,437

12,472

Powder Factor

lb/ton

0.465

0.0402

0.0249

Table 18.1.9

Sample Loading Productivity Calculations

Item

Units

Bucket Capacity

3

yd

Bucket Capacity

m3

Electric Shovel

Hydraulic Shovel

FEL

73.0

53

53.0

55.8

40.5

40.5

Fill Factor

%

85

85

85.0

Bucket Load Wet

ton

100.4

72.9

72.9

Loading Cycle

min

No. Buckets
Truck Capacity

ton

0.58

0.55

0.80

3.98

5.49

5.49

400

400

400

4

6

6

No. of Passes
Loading Time

min

2.32

3.30

4.80

Truck Waiting

min

0.50

0.50

0.50

Spotting
Tonnes per Hour Effective
Operational Factor

min

0.50

0.50

0.50

ton/h

7,229

5,581

4,138

%

80.0

80.0

80.0

ton/Op h

5,783

4,465

3,310

Availability

%

85.0

85.0

82.0

Utilization

%

80.0

80.0

80.0

Hours per Shift

h

12.0%

12.0%

12.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

d

350.0%

350.0%

350.0%

k ton/yr

33,033

25,505

18,241

Tonnes per Hour Operation

Shifts per Day
Days per Year
Annual Production

IN PIT CRUSHING AND CONVEYING (IPCC)
In year 16 of the open pit mine life, a bench on 400 ft elevation provides an opportunity for the
installation of an IPCC station 8. Figure 18.1.8 highlights the position on the 400 ft elevation.
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Position of IPCC at 400 ft Elevation

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
The equipment requirements for the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year Reference Case have been
derived. The relationship between strip ratio and equipment expenditures over time up to 45 years was
used to forecast equipment costs for the 78-year Resource Case.
Main Equipment
The main equipment requirement by year, for the 48-year Reference Case is summarized in
Table 18.1.10.
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Table 18.1.10 Main Equipment Requirements
Mine Life Horizons (Year)
Item

0

5

5

Shovels 73 yd

Hydraulic Shovels 53 yd3

Drills 12.25"
3

3

53 yd Wheel Loader
Autonomous Trucks 400 ton

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

8

9

16

16

17

19

19

11

6

2

3

4

6

7

7

8

8

4

2

1

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

11

21

30

82

88

104

130

158

84

48

The mining fleet will increase to match the stripping ratio requirement to deliver scheduled ore to the
metallurgical plant in alignment with each of these development cases. The 45-year Reference Case has
a daily mining rate of approximately 1,000 ktons for the period year 25 to year 35. The value in applying
the IPCC technology to reduce the haul truck fleet in later years is apparent.
Ancillary Equipment
The selection of ancillary equipment takes into account the size and type of the main fleet for loading
and hauling, the geometry and size of the pit, and the number of roads and waste dumps that will
operate at the same time. It reflects experience at operations of similar size and also considers the
specific characteristics of the Pebble Project – such as, remote location, long haul distances, high
dumps, strong winds and winter snowfall.
The ancillary equipment required for the 45-year Reference Case is summarized in Table 18.1.11.
Table 18.1.11 Ancillary Equipment Requirement
Mine Life Horizons (Year)
Item

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Dozer

6

8

9

14

14

14

16

16

9

7

Wheel Dozer

3

4

5

8

8

8

9

9

5

4

Grader

1

2

3

8

9

11

13

15

9

6

Water Truck

3

4

5

9

9

10

10

10

6

3

Support Equipment
Support equipment includes a 6½-inch drill for secondary blasting and pre-drilling, and general
equipment for maintenance of the major equipment fleet, as shown in Table 18.1.12.
Equipment Life
Equipment life for the major mining units has been defined in years of operation, based on
information from other operations that use similar equipment and on information provided by
suppliers. Replacement operating years are shown in Table 18.1.13.
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Table 18.1.12 Support Equipment Requirements
Equipment

# Required

Equipment

# Required

Secondary Drill

4

Pumps

6

Backhoe Excavator

2

Dispatch & Radio

1

Service Truck

3

Pickup Trucks

Low Bed Truck

2

Snow Cat

25
4

Service Wheel Loader

2

Ligthing Plants

Fuel Truck

2

Survey and Radar

10
1

Mobile Crane

3

Hardware & Software

1

Tire Handler

2

Ambulance

1

Cable Reel

2

Fire Truck

1

Motivator

1

Table 18.1.13 Estimated Life of Equipment
Equipment

Replacement
(years)

Primary Equipment

Equipment
Low-Bed Truck

12¼'' Electric & Diesel

13

Service Wheel Loader

Shovel

14

Fuel Truck

Wheel Loader

Replacement
(years)
5
10
5

7

Mobile Crane

10

Hydraulic Shovel

14

Tire Handler

10

Haul Truck

12

Cable Reeler

10

Motivator

10

Ancilliary Equipment
Bulldozers

7

Pumps

Wheeldozers

7

Dispatch & Radio

Graders

7

Pick-Up Trucks

Water Trucks

7

Snow Cat

Service Wheel Loader

7

Lighting Plants

Support Equipment

5
10
5
10
5

Surveying and Radar

10

Secondary Drill

10

Hardware & Software

10

Backhoe Excavator

10

Ambulance

5

5

Fire Truck

10

Service Truck

Equipment Schedule of Acquisition
Equipment purchase is driven by the production schedule, equipment productivity and equipment
operating life cycle. The estimate has been prepared using a just-in-time approach.
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OPEN PIT MINING COSTS
Capital Cost Estimate
The capital cost estimate for mining equipment is based on vendor quotes as summarized in
Table 18.1.14. Additional allowances have been made for special modifications (e.g. Arctic package),
transport and erection at site. Freight cost from Seattle to site has been estimated and captured in the
G&A section on a dollars per ton basis.
Table 18.1.14 Estimated Mine Equipment Capital Costs
Equipment

Capital Cost
(US$)

Primary Equipment
12¼'' Electric & Diesel
Shovel
Wheel Loader
Hydraulic Shovel
Haul Truck

6,012,000
29,205,000
7,650,000
20,157,000
5,795,000

Ancillary Equipment
Bulldozers

1,898,000

Wheeldozers

1,973,000

Graders
Water Trucks

786,000
2,952,000

Service Wheel Loader
Support Equipment
Secondary Drill
Backhoe Excavator
Service Truck
Low-Bed Truck

950,000
1,250,000
360,000
2,000,000

Service Wheel Loader

550,000

Fuel Truck

500,000

Mobile Crane

700,000

Tire Handler

400,000

Cable Reeler

300,000

Motivator

900,000

Pumps
Dispatch & Radio
Pick-Up Trucks
Snow Cat
Lighting Plants

60,000
6,000,000
50,000
900,000
50,000

Surveying and Radar

1,000,000

Hardware & Software

1,000,000

Ambulance

200,000

Fire Truck

350,000
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Additional capital for autonomous haul truck conversion has not been included. Currently,
autonomous haul trucks are produced and sold with the flexibility to be driven by an operator. The
unquantified savings from the expected removal of this capability are assumed to offset any additional
capital required.
Spare parts initial stock for all equipment is included in the capital estimate and calculated by applying
an 8% value factor to the main and major ancillary equipment purchase value for the first three years
in the mining plan.
The capital expenditure cash flow for each case is estimated for each year of the mine life. Estimated
values are real and undiscounted. Table 18.1.15 summarizes the total estimated capital (initial and
sustaining) over the life-of-mine for each development case. The initial capital for mining equipment is
$247 million excluding indirect costs and owners costs.
Table 18.1.15 Life-of-mine Capital Estimate for Mine Equipment
LOM
(year)

Operation

LOM Capital
Expenditure Estimate
($ millions)

25

Conventional Drill and Blast, and Autonomous-Haul, and IPCC Of Ore

1,968

45

Conventional Drill and Blast, and Autonomous-Haul, and IPCC Of Ore

3,206

78

Conventional Drill and Blast, and Autonomous-Haul, and IPCC Of Ore

7,145

9

* Capital estimates do not include the capital and sustaining capital of the IPCC system .

Operating Cost Estimate
Operating cost estimates have been prepared in detail for the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year
Reference Case. For the 78-year Development Case, two approaches have been taken to derive
operation costs: where costs remain fixed, average values derived from the 45-year case have been
used or escalated based on cost trends; where costs are clearly a function of a value, such as strip ratio,
this relationship was used.
A moisture content of 3% has been used to calculate wet tons for the mining cost estimate. Mining
costs per ton have been expressed as costs per dry ton. Operating costs have been estimated in the
categories outlined in Table 18.1.6 using specific performance criteria for working equipment.
Labour Estimate
The machine operator and maintenance staff complement reflects employees on payroll (as opposed to
on site) and aligns with a two-week-on/one-week-off shift schedule. The duration of each shift is
12 hours. The number of employees required to support a position is approximated at 3.12 and the ratio
of operator labour complement to maintenance labour complement is set at 1.5:1.
Table 18.1.17 shows the management labour complement.
Table 18.1.18 shows the mining operator and maintenance labour on payroll for the 45-year Reference
Case.
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Table 18.1.16 Operating Cost Categories
Mining Category

Cost Unit

Comment

Drilling

$/dry ton

Fuel, energy, consumables, spares and components applied to
operating hours

Blasting

$/dry ton

Consumables applied to tons blasted in mine plan

Loading

$/dry ton

Fuel, energy, consumables, spares and components applied to
operating hours

Transport

$/dry ton

Fuel, consumables, spares and components applied to operating hours

Ancillary Equipment

$/dry ton

Fuel, consumables, spares and components applied to operating hours

Other Support
Equipment

$/dry ton

Estimated total cost per operating hour

Dewatering

$/dry ton

Factor of $0.05 per wet ton

Re-handling

$/dry ton

5% of ore expected to be re-handled and $0.05 per wet ton applied

Labour

$/dry ton

Management persons per unit required to meet production

Table 18.1.17 Operational Management Complement
Position

# of Employees

Mine Management

1

Technical Services

39

Operations

19

Maintenance

17

Total

76

Table 18.1.18 Operator and Maintenance Staff on Payroll

Operators

Yr 0

Yr 5

Yr 10

Yr 15

Yr 20

Yr 25

Yr 30

Yr 35

Yr 40

Yr 45

61

93

154

239

248

269

294

323

167

106

Maintenance

62

95

159

288

299

332

378

438

230

147

Total

123

188

313

527

547

601

672

761

397

253

* The labour required to operate the IPCC system is not included in this estimate.

Summary
Mining operating costs are shown in Table 18.1.19. Estimated values are real and undiscounted.
Operating costs include costs incurred during pre-production.
Table 18.1.20 summarizes the mining cost per dry ton for the 45-year Reference Case. Estimated costs
are real and undiscounted.
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Table 18.1.19 Total Mining Operating Cost for 45-Year Reference Case
LOM 45 Years Autonomous Trucks & IPCC
Mining Cost
Drilling

$M

$/ton

921

0.08

Blasting

1,992

0.17

Loading

1,552

0.13

Transport

7,865

0.68

Ancillary Equipment

1,470

0.13

Other Support Equipment

195

0.02

Dewatering

596

0.05

Rehandling

97

0.01

Labour

2,858

0.25

Total

17,547

1.52

Table 18.1.20 Total Mining Operating Cost per Time Horizon
Mine Life Horizons (Year)
Case

Unit

0

5

10

15

20

Autonomous & IPCC*

$/ton

1.22

1.13

1.11

1.42

1.38

25

30

35

40

45

LOM
Avg

1.44

1.60

1.84

1.98

2.13

1.52

9

* Mining costs do not include the operating cost per ton of ore for IPCC system .

18.1.2

U NDE R G R OUND MINE P L ANNING

13

Further studies are required to determine the optimal long-term development path for Pebble.
However, current analysis demonstrates that underground mining using block caving techniques
remains a viable option for certain parts of the Pebble deposit.
Underground production schedules have been prepared using a mining rate of 150,000 tons per day.
Grade and production rate have been optimized by combining individual mining block schedules, and
a life-of-mine production schedule has been prepared which maximizes grade and production rate
sustainability.
Conceptual mine designs have been developed along with a high-level pre-production development
and construction schedule so that pre-production capital, sustaining capital, and operating costs can
be estimated.
MINE DESIGN
Design criteria employed in the underground block cave design utilize a drawpoint spacing of 55 ft in
an offset herringbone pattern on the extraction level. All extraction levels for the 11 mining blocks are
placed in ground with a Rock Mass Rating (RMR) greater than 5010,11,12. The current design calls for an
extraction level at:
x -2400 ft elevation for Blocks N1 through N7 and N9;
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x -2450 ft for Blocks S1 and S2; and
x -2100 ft for Block N8.
Mining blocks are approximately 855 ft wide with a maximum underground production rate of 50,000
tons per day in each block. A total of 150,000 tons per day is obtained from multiple mining blocks.
Load Haul Dump (LHD) units working on the extraction level direct tip into jaw crushers with
conveyors transporting the crushed ore to the production shafts.
A conceptual mining block layout is shown in Figure 18.1.9. The extraction levels are at different
elevations as shown in the cross-section along A-A’ (Figure 18.1.10). A schematic of the mine design is
presented in Figure 18.1.11.
Figure 18.1.9

Conceptual Underground Mining Block Layout
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Figure 18.1.10 Section A-A' through the Conceptual Mine Block Layout

Figure 18.1.11 Underground Mine Design Schematic
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SURFACE FACILITIES AND MINE ACCESS
The main surface facilities are located at the service shaft site. All shafts are located to the east of the
mining area. The mine design uses four shafts including: two 33 ft diameter production shafts
(60,000 tons per day); one 33 ft diameter service shaft (30,000 tons per day); two 30 ft diameter intake
shafts; and two 31.5 ft diameter exhaust shafts.
Surface facilities and infrastructure at the shaft sites include a shaft headframe and hoist room, office
and dry, fuel storage, warehouse, temporary electrical generation plant, maintenance shop, service
water, fire water and sewage distribution systems.
During the pre-production period, the underground mine will be developed via the service shaft and
an intake shaft. A 33 ft-diameter concrete-lined service shaft is located 3,000 ft east of the underground
block caving area outside of a 55 degree fracture initiation angle plus 300 ft continuous subsidence
zone. The shaft will be 3,560 ft deep, with the main station located at -2260 ft elevation. A temporary
skip-loading lip-pocket arrangement will be installed on the main station to handle development
muck during pre-production. The hoisting system in the service shaft will be changed over to
production hoisting with a capacity of 30,000 tons per day.
The service shaft is the primary means to provide heated fresh air to the underground during the preproduction phase. Once the rock handling system is operational, the service shaft is equipped with
steel guides and a service cage. Distribution slick lines in the service shaft will be used to deliver
concrete and shotcrete to the main station. Transportation from the main station to the footprint is via
personnel carriers for the workforce, flatbed trucks for materials and transmixers for shotcrete and
concrete.
EXTRACTION LEVEL DEVELOPMENT
An offset herringbone layout with 55 ft drawpoint spacing will be used as the basis for the extraction
level design. The drawpoint design can be seen in Figure 18.1.12. The footprint development includes
the extraction and undercut levels. The footprint development for each mining block is comprised of
two levels: an undercut level and an extraction level. As a means of minimizing development
requirements, the crushers are shared by adjacent mining blocks.
Crushers are located along the extraction level perimeter drift of each mining block. Each crusher is
connected to six panel drifts. Exhaust raises are located along either side of a crusher to pull the used
air down to the dedicated exhaust drift. Intake raises are located on the opposite end of the panel
drifts, offset from the exhaust raises. This allows fresh air to sweep across the panel drifts to the
exhaust raises. An illustration of a typical extraction level arrangement is presented in Figure 18.1.13.
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Figure 18.1.12 Typical Drawpoint Design
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Figure 18.1.13 Typical Extraction Level

HAULAGE LEVEL DEVELOPMENT
The main rock handling system consists of conveyor haulage of the ore from the jaw crushers to the
production shafts. Gathering conveyor drifts (18.0 ft high x 18.0 ft wide) are located 100 ft below the
extraction level. A maintenance drift parallels the conveyor drifts for intermediate access to the
conveyor and crusher load-out. An illustration of the haulage level is presented in Figure 18.1.14.
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Figure 18.1.14 Haulage and Conveyor Layouts

VENTILATION DEVELOPMENT
The total ventilation required at 150,000 tons per day is 6.9 million cfm, which averages 45.7 cfm/tpd.
Conceptually, the underground mine will be ventilated using a pull ventilation system. Heated intake
air enters the mine at the service shaft and at an intake shaft. All air exhausts out the production shaft
and an exhaust shaft. An illustration of the overall ventilation system is presented in Figures 18.1.15 and
18.1.16.
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Figure 18.1.15 Overall Ventilation Schematic

Intake Shaft
2.6
million cfm (x2)

Service Shaft
1.8 million cfm

Exhaust Shaft 2.0
million cfm (x2)

Production Shaft 1.5
million cfm (x2)

Figure 18.1.16 Ventilation Layout
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Intake
The 33 ft-diameter service shaft will be used to provide up to 1.8 million cfm of heated intake air. The
remaining 5.1 million cfm will enter the mine through two 31.5 ft-diameter intake shafts.
Intake air is delivered to the footprint area via the main access drifts, and through four dedicated 26 ft
high x 26 ft wide intake drifts. Upon reaching the footprint, the majority of the intake air will be
distributed via 8 ft diameter intake raises to the extraction level perimeter drifts.
Exhaust
The design includes two dedicated production shafts and two exhaust shafts to move return air from
the underground to surface. Once the connection between the service shaft and the exhaust shaft is
made during the pre-production period, the exhaust shaft will serve as the primary exhaust airway
throughout the mine life. The velocity in the production shafts is 2,000 fpm to allow the use of rope
guides; therefore, the ventilation capacity is 1.5 million cfm per shaft. The remaining exhaust capacity
required is 3.9 million cfm, assuming a maximum velocity of 3,500 fpm in the two dedicated exhaust
shafts; the shaft diameter must be at least 30 ft.
Four 26 ft high x 26 ft wide dedicated ventilation drifts will deliver the return air from the footprint to
the exhaust shaft. The dedicated exhaust drifts will be driven along the perimeter of the footprint
(opposite the intake drifts), below the extraction level and will access the bottoms of 8 ft diameter
exhaust raises.
MISCELLANEOUS INFRASTRUCTURE
Shops will be located on the extraction level with access to two mining blocks. Each shop will include
11 bays and is equipped to service electric LHDs, secondary breaking rigs, jumbos, rock bolters and
support equipment. Welding facilities and an electrician shop will be available, and office space
provided for maintenance supervision. A wash bay will be positioned so all equipment entering the
shop can be washed prior to service.
Diesel fuel will be delivered underground using a fuel drop system located in the service shaft. Fuel
trucks will deliver fuel from the underground main station at the shaft to the extraction level fuel and
lube station.
Average annual inflows have been used in this study to estimate dewatering cost and power
requirements.
It is anticipated that the site-wide power generation facility will not be operational until 69 months
from the start of the project. As a result, all development and construction activities for the preproduction period will be completed using diesel-powered generating plants located at the service
shaft surface facility. The peak power load for underground development is estimated at
109.34 megawatts in Year 23 of the project, at an average diversified running load of 70.33 megawatts.
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ROCK HANDLING
The rock handling system will utilize conveyors to transport production muck from the crushers to the
production shafts where it will be hoisted to surface.
Ore Haulage
Electric LHDs on the extraction level will transport ore from the drawpoints to jaw crushers located
along the perimeter drift. The estimated average productivity of the production LHDs is 3,366 tons per
day per operating unit per 50,000 tons per day mining block. Based on this productivity, an average of
45 total operating LHDs will be required when the targeted production rate of 150,000 tons per day is
achieved.
The 63-inch x 75-inch jaw crushers are located at the extraction level next to the mining blocks, and
are used to reduce the ore to the prescribed lump size of minus 6 inches. The crushed ore will be
transferred to gathering belts on the haulage level below, which will bring the ore to one of two main
belts and from there to the shaft bins. A schematic of the conveyor layout is shown in Figure 18.1.17.
Ore will be hoisted out of the mine using two 60,000 tons per day production shafts dedicated for ore
hoisting. The remaining 30,000 tons per day will be hoisted through the service shaft.
Figure 18.1.17 Conveyor Schematic
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Development Waste Haulage
During the pre-production period, development muck will be transferred to surface by hoisting
through the service shaft. Once the muck reaches surface, surface haulage equipment transport the
rock to either the mill or designated waste storage pads.
MINEABLE RESOURCE SUMMARY
Production scheduling has been performed for each of the mining blocks shown in Table 18.1.23 and
Figure 18.1.18. The production schedules include grades and tons by year for NSR, copper, gold and
molybdenum energy (for comminution evaluations), and density.
NSR values have been calculated into the mining blocks using commodity values of US$1.85/lb of
copper, US$902/oz of gold, and US$12.50/lb of molybdenum. Using an NSR cut-off value of $20/ton,
the highest value mining blocks have been selected based on the geotechnical criteria to support
50,000 tons per day per block. Inputs to the NSR calculations are found in Table 18.1.21.
Table 18.1.21 Underground Mining NSR Inputs
Value

Units

1.85

$/lb

902.00

$/oz

12.5

$/lb

90.20

%

Gold to Cu Conc.

64.90

%

Molybdenum

91.00

%

Prices
Copper
Gold
Molybdenum
Mill Recovery
Copper to Cu Conc.

Copper Concentrate
Conc. Grade Cu

26.00

%

Conc. Grade Au

0.6

oz/ton

Moisture Content

7.50

%

50.00

%

Copper

99.00

%

Gold

91.50

%

Payables: Mo Conc.

98.50

%

Freight

50.00

$/wet ton

Smelting

85.00

$/dry ton

Refining

0.085

$/lb

Price Participation

0.000

$/dry ton

Moly Concentrate
Conc. Grade Mo
Payables: Cu-Au Conc.

Molybdenum
Process Charges (Cu)

Table continues...
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...Table 18.1.21 (cont’d)
Value

Units

0.60

$/oz

Process Charges (Au)
Freight
Smelting
Refining

$/dry ton
9.02

$/oz

Process Charges (Mo)
Freight

0.50

Smelting
Treatment

$/lb
$/dry ton

0.92

$/lb

Copper

0.00

%

Gold

0.00

%

Molybdenum

0.00

%

Freight

0.1050

$/lb

Smelting

0.1651

$/lb

Refining

0.0850

$/lb

Price Participation

0.0000

$/lb

TRCs

0.3551

$/lb

Royalties

Process Fees (Cu)

Process Fees (Au)
Freight

0.6557

$/oz

Smelting

0.0000

$/oz

Refining

9.0200

$/oz

TRCs

9.6757

$/oz

Freight

0.5000

$/lb

Smelting

0.0000

$/lb

Refining

0.9200

$/lb

TRCs

1,4200

$/lb

Process Fees (Mo)

Value Per 1 Grade Unit
Copper

26.6983

Gold

529.8934

Molybdenum

198.6312

Typical Ore & Value
Copper (Cu)
Gold (Au)
Molybdenum (Mo)

0.4434

%

0.002752

oz/ton

0.04

%

20.360

$/ton

Mining Cost

7.92

$/ton milled

Milling Cost

4.19

$/ton milled

Tailings Cost

0.63

$/ton milled

G&A Cost

1.77

$/ton milled

Total Cost Per Ton

14.51

$/ton milled

Total Value
Other Data Needed
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SCHEDULES
Pre-Production
Based on the underground mine design and associated infrastructure requirements, a conceptual preproduction schedule has been developed, with major milestones shown in Table 18.1.22. The total
estimated duration to complete the development and construction requirements to initiate production
is approximately five years. The following lists the key components of the underground design that are
scheduled to be complete during the pre-production period.
x Service Shaft Sinking and Commissioning;
x Ventilation Shaft Sinking and Commissioning;
x Crusher No. 1 Excavation and Commissioning;
x Main Conveyor No. 1 Decline and Installation;
x N1 Undercut Level Access Ramps;
x Exhaust Drifts and Raises from N1;
x Ventilation Drifts between the Footprint and the Shafts;
x Main Pumping System with 15,000 gal/min Pumping Capacity;
x Drill/LHD Shop; and
x Underground Offices / Warehousing / Main Powder and Cap Magazine.
Table 18.1.22 Pre-Production Milestone Summary
Activity

Date

Project Start

Year -5

Sink Service Shaft

Year -4

Sink Ventilation Shaft

Year -3

Commission Service Shaft

Year -2

Breakthrough Connection between Shafts and N1

Year -1

Commission Crusher No. 1

Year 1

Commission Conveying System

Year 1

Earliest Production Start Date – Initiate Undercutting

Year 1

Production
A total of 1,459 million tons of ore can be mined over a 35-year underground mine life. Ramp up to full
production is approximately eight years, at which time the annual production rate will be 54 million
tons per year (150,000 tons per day at 360 days per year). Based on this schedule, full production is
sustained for 16 years, followed by an 11 year tail-off period as final drawpoints close. The life-of-mine
underground production schedule with average grades is presented in Table 18.1.23 and Figure 18.1.18.
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3 to 14

S1
5 to 20

N5
7 to 17

N2
9 to 24

N7

301

9.41

Au (oz/ton)

Mo (ppm)

Energy

437

9.13

197

0.020

0.841

36.26

399

10.72

323

0.007

0.595

25.29

150

8.86

223

0.014

0.674

29.15

350

11.32

287

0.013

0.539

26.16

16 to 28

N4
18 to 31

N8
21 to 34

N6
24 to 35

S2

26 to 35

N9

Totals

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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1

420

10.89

342

0.006

0.647

26.33

252

8.65

207

0.010

0.490

22.03

274

12.48

249

0.013

0.474

23.78

220

8.57

239

0.011

0.334

18.92

263

9.03

403

0.012

0.703

32.04

183

10.89

379

0.006

0.783

30.65

3,224

10.12

287

0.011

0.621

27.36
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Mining Year
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

Figure 18.1.18 Underground Production Schedule by Mining Block

0.898

0.012

Cu (%)

276

35.53

NSR ($/ton)

Mining Block
N1
S1
N5
N2
N7
N3
N4
N8
N6
S2
N9

12 to 27

N3

128,769,288 126,534,539 190,513,355 76,526,527 181,601,684 179,280,522 135,617,450 133,575,972 126,124,510 113,017,219 67,724,871 1,459,285,937

1 to 12

N1

New Drawpoints

Tons mined

Mining Years

Block ID

Table 18.1.23 Underground Production Schedule Summary
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SUSTAINING DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
Sustaining development and construction will include perimeter drifts, panel and drawpoint drifts,
drawpoint construction, internal vent raises, orepasses, and undercut level development. Sustaining
development and construction is scheduled on a per drawpoint basis over the life of the mine based on
the drawpoint equipping schedule.
PERSONNEL
The following presents an estimate for both contractor and owner personnel required to develop,
construct, operate, and support the Pebble East block cave mine.
During the pre-production development period, the peak year for contractor personnel working onsite
is Year -1, with an estimated 199 persons onsite.
The peak year for owner’s personnel requirements is in Year 6. During this year, the estimated working
personnel is 555, and payroll personnel is 808 (totals include operating directs, indirects, and
sustaining capital development personnel). Based on the production schedule and the estimated
working personnel requirements, the average life-of-mine productivity is approximately 144 tons per
manshift.
MOBILE EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE
Operating mobile equipment requirements have been estimated on an annual basis over the life of the
mine. Equipment quantities have been estimated from the number of development and construction
crews, production requirements, weighted average haul distances, personnel requirements, secondary
breaking, repair crews, among other factors.
An availability factor of 85% has been assessed against the annual operating quantities for each type of
equipment.
The equipment purchase, rebuild, and replacement schedules have been estimated from these
requirements and are included in the capital cost estimate.
COST ESTIMATES
Capital
Capital costs for the development and operation of the proposed Pebble East block cave mine are
defined as pre-production capital (i.e. prior to start of production) and sustaining capital (i.e.
capitalized expenditures over the life-of-mine). All costs are represented as current US dollars. A
summary of the life-of-mine capital costs are presented in Table 18.1.24.
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Table 18.1.24 Underground Capital Cost Summary (US$ millions)
Capital Development
Contractor Mob/Demob/Setup/Teardown

Pre-Production

Sustaining

Total

5.71

4.69

10.39

Lateral Development

100.55

212.64

313.18

Shaft Sinking and Construction

139.15

227.96

367.11

1.00

22.10

23.10

Development Material Handling

11.81

7.55

19.36

Surface Facilities Construction

110.78

5.41

116.19

Raise and Borehole Development

Underground Construction and Installation

23.21

75.09

98.30

230.85

136.33

367.18

Mobile Equipment

89.36

1,406.17

1,495.53

Fixed Equipment

256.27

350.28

606.55

EPCM and Owner’s Costs

86.19

51.17

137.37

Electrical Power

58.91

–

58.91

272.64

624.84

897.48

1,386.43

3,124.23

4,510.65

Contractor Indirects and Margins

Contingency @ 25%
Total

Operating
Operating costs include direct and indirect costs associated with ore production and sustaining
development. Operating cost items include the following elements.
x

Extraction Level Development and Construction;

x

Undercut Level Development;

x

Repairs;

x

Direct Production

x

Undercutting
Drawbelling;

Rock Handling

-

LHD Operations
Secondary Breaking
Crushing
Conveying
Hoisting;

x

Power;

x

Indirect Costs

-
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Staff Labour
Hourly Labour
Services
Support Equipment Operating.
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Over the production period, approximately 1,459 million tons will be extracted from the underground
development. Life-of-mine operating expenditures are estimated at $7.43 billion, resulting in an
average life-of-mine operating cost of $5.09/ton with a full-production operating cost of $4.88/ton. A
summary of the operating costs for a typical full production year is presented in Table 18.1.25.
Table 18.1.25 Unit Operating Cost Summary for Typical Full Production Year
Description
Lateral Development (Undercut and Extraction Levels)

Cost
($/t)
0.40

Production Directs

0.34

Construction

0.19

Material Handling

1.17

Maintenance and Repairs

0.07

Support Equipment Operating (Excludes Labour)

0.18

Mine Services (Excludes Labour)

0.23

Indirect Labour – Staff

0.38

Indirect Labour – Hourly

1.02

Electrical Power @ $0.066/kWh

0.92

Total Full Production Operating Cost

4.88

LIFE-OF-MINE EXPENDITURE SCHEDULE
The life-of-mine capital and operating cost expenditure is estimated at $11.942 billion dollars over a
35 year period. Based on the 1,459 million tons scheduled to be produced from the underground, the
total capital and operating cost per ton is $8.18 and the sustaining capital and operating cost is
$7.23/ton. Life-of-mine expenditures are presented on an annual basis in Table 18.1.26.
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$M

$M

$/ton

$/ton

Operating Cost

Total

Operating Cost per ton

Operating and Sustaining
Capital Cost per ton

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

–

–

–

0.00

–
78.11

–
78.11

–
78.11

–
78.11

–
78.11

–
78.11

–
78.11

47.46 131.83 138.86 132.25 165.60 180.38 215.36 259.04 263.66 263.66

0.00 312.42 234.32 234.32

–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–

36.62

444.30 101.71

58.59
39.37

14.65
11.65

7.32
8.98

6.10
7.00

4.88
6.65

4.88
6.35

4.88
6.33

4.88

6.33

4.88

34.66 138.64 207.96 277.29 346.61 381.27 359.88 366.15 373.17 210.35 243.70 258.48 293.46 337.15 341.77 341.77

0.00

0.00

34.66 138.64 207.96 277.29 346.61 381.27

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

6.33

$M

$/ton

Total

Operating Cost per ton

Operating and Sustaining $/ton
Capital Cost per ton

341.77

263.66

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.36

4.88

336.30

258.20

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11
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4.88

$M

Operating Cost

–

$M

Sustaining Capital

78.11

$M

Pre-production Capital

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.33

4.88

341.77

263.66

78.11

–

6.36

4.88

336.87

258.76

78.11

–

6.40

4.88

328.86

250.75

78.11

–

6.39

4.88

331.86

253.76

78.11

–

6.47

4.88

318.67

240.57

78.11

–

6.52

4.88

310.48

232.37

78.11

–

6.64

4.88

295.31

217.21

78.11

–

6.89

4.88

268.13

190.03

78.11

–

7.58

4.88

219.59

141.48

78.11

–

4.32

4.32

54.71

54.71

0.00

–
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8.29

4.32

163.15

85.05

78.11

–

Units Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19 Year 20 Year 21 Year 22 Year 23 Year 24 Year 25 Year 26 Year 27 Year 28 Year 29 Year 30 Year 31 Year 32 Year 33 Year 34 Year 35

$M

Item

$M

Sustaining Capital

Units Year -6 Year -5 Year -4 Year-3 Year -2 Year -1 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15

Pre-production Capital

Item

Table 18.1.26 Annual Expenditure Schedule
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INFRASTRUCTURE

18.2.1

INTRODUCTION
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Pebble will be a greenfield project and as such requires the development of supporting infrastructure.
In addition to requisite infrastructure at the mine site, such as maintenance facilities, offices, utilities,
and worker accommodation, several key primary infrastructure components must be constructed.
These include a tidewater port for concentrate off-loading and trans-shipment of operating supplies;
an access road to connect the mine site with the port and the existing airport at Iliamna; pipelines for
concentrate, reclaim water, diesel fuel, and natural gas transport; and electrical power generation
facilities.
While these additional infrastructure components add complexity to the project, models for this
development do exist – including Red Dog in Alaska. In addition, concentrate transport at many
copper mines currently operating, under construction, or contemplated in South America or Asia,
utilize concentrate pipelines, which have become a well understood and economically viable
alternative to truck haulage.
Pebble does have a number of key advantages. One, while there are few existing roads in the area,
much of the road route follows rolling, glaciated terrain, which will minimize construction costs and
times. The existing state-run airport at Iliamna is a high quality facility, which would cost tens of
millions of dollars to replicate. The deposit is located at approximately 1,000 ft amsl, which eliminates
many of the issues associated with high altitude developments. The selected port site has deep water
immediately offshore, enabling loadout pier construction without the need for a long jetty or
lightering. Further, it is ice-free for 11 months of the year, obviating the need for long storage periods
for concentrate and supplies.
18.2.2

SITE CONDITIONS

A map of the Pebble location is shown in Figure 18.2.1.
SITE CONDITIONS – MINE SITE
Terrain in the mine site area features rolling hills and low mountains separated by wide shallow valleys
blanketed with glacial deposits and numerous streams and small, shallow lakes (Figure 18.2.2). The
deposit is located at the top of three drainages; two branches of the Koktuli River (the South and
North Koktuli) which drain southwest to the Mulchatna River, and the Upper Talarik Creek which
drains into Lake Iliamna.
The climate of the Pebble Project area is classified as maritime continental. The Japanese Current as
well as the open waters of the Bering Sea and Cook Inlet moderate summer temperatures, but winter
temperatures are more continental in nature due to the presence of sea ice in Bristol Bay during the
coldest months of the year. The climate is generally moderate, with a mean daily maximum
temperature of 63°F in July and a mean daily minimum temperature in January of 8.6°F. The maximum
and minimum temperatures recorded at the project site are 66.6°F and -29.5°F respectively.
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Location Map of the Pebble Project
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Topography of Pebble Mine Site

Mean annual precipitation varies throughout the project area and is basin and elevation specific, but
typically ranges from 35 inches to 45 inches. Approximately 30% to 35% of precipitation at the mine
site falls as snow.
Elevations in the project area range from 820 ft amsl to 2,759 ft amsl. The mine site is at an elevation
approximately 650 ft higher than that of Iliamna and is surrounded by a number of mountain peaks
that rise to elevations of over 2,600 ft. As such, the orographic effects result in approximately 33%
greater annual precipitation at the mine site than at Iliamna.
Monthly wind roses in the mine site area indicate that the wind predominantly blows from the
northeast and southeast and consistently averages between 10.5 mph and 28.9 mph.
Limited local roads connect the villages of Newhalen, Iliamna and the Iliamna airport, and extend to a
future bridge crossing off the Newhalen River, near Nondalton. There is also an existing road
connecting the villages of Pile Bay and Williamsport.
The communities of Iliamna, Newhalen and Nondalton have a combined population of approximately
439 people. The State of Alaska manages an airfield at Iliamna with two 5,000 ft runways, suitable for
737 passenger and DC-6 and Hercules cargo aircraft.
Iliamna and surrounding communities have limited commercial business infrastructure, except for
that which services a seasonal sports fishing and hunting industry. A small hydroelectric installation
on the Tazimina River provides power for the three communities.
The site lies within a relatively active seismic zone that would have been defined as Zone 3 by the now
superseded Uniform Building Code (UBC). The new International Building Code (IBC) defines the
seismic zone by the parameters Ss =0.559g; S1 =0.206 g.
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SITE CONDITIONS – PORT SITE
The proposed port, Port Site 1, is located on the western shore of Iniskin Bay on Cook Inlet, at latitude
590 38’ 50” N and longitude 153° 28’ 10” W. Iniskin Bay is approximately 65 nautical miles west of the
town of Homer. The coastal area of Cook Inlet has a maritime climate. Iniskin Bay is subject to fast ice
extending from shore out to 1/8 of a mile off the coast in February. The bay is also subject to
occurrences of floating pack ice between January and February.
The west side of Iniskin Bay at Port Site 1 is exposed to swell from the southeast. API guidelines
suggest an extreme design wind speed for lower Cook Inlet as 104 mph. Tidal range in Iliamna Bay has
a mean range of 12.5 ft and a diurnal range of 14.5 ft, with extremes of 16.4 ft. Maximum tidal currents
are about 1 knot.
The nearest community served by a regional airport hub is Homer, Alaska, approximately 70 miles to
the east. The Port of Homer has two dock structures and can accommodate barges and vessels up to
800 ft in length.
Temperatures at Port Site 1 are similar to Homer, Alaska. Mean annual maximum temperature is 44°F
and mean annual minimum temperature is 30°F.
The proposed Port Site 1 on Iniskin Bay has no existing road access. The bay is presently used as a
secure anchorage for medium-sized fishing vessels.
Port Site 1 is adjacent to deep water and does not require dredging for port access or mooring. The
port’s dock and loadout facilities have been designed for continuous operation during all stages of the
average 14 ft tides. The dock face top is set at a height of 26 ft so that it will not be overtopped by
either the modeled annual significant wave height of 5 ft or the modeled tsunami wave height of 6 ft.
Winter access is estimated to be limited during four weeks of the year as a result of ice conditions.
Severe seasonal storms with wind and waves that prevent mooring at the dock have been modeled to
last up to five days. Given this, the project facilities have been designed to store 35 days’ worth of both
incoming fuel and supplies and outgoing concentrates.
18.2.3

DESIGN CRITERIA

SITE ENGINEERING10
Design criteria for the site layout included the following:
x

Minimize the difference in elevation and the horizontal distances between the open pit, mill
site, crusher and tailings pond, with the intent of minimizing the capital cost and operating
cost of the truck haul, conveyor haul and pipelines between these sites.

x

Minimize the project footprint within the three stream systems– North Fork Koktuli River,
Upper Talarik Creek and the South Fork Koktuli River.

x

Site run-off and drainage from the mill site is be contained by perimeter ditches and directed
to a sedimentation pond, then to either the tailings facility or the water treatment system.
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The following key design criteria were applied:
x

Snow Loads
2
 Ground snow load at the mine site = 75 lb/ft
2
 Ground snow load at the port = 350 lb/ft

x

Wind Loads
 Basic wind speed at the mine site = 90 mph
 Basic wind speed at the port site = 104 mph

x

Seismic Loads
 For the mine/mill site, the following design parameters will apply Ss =0.559 grams; S1 =
0.206 grams
 For the port site, the following design parameters will apply Ss =1.191 grams; S1 =0.372 grams.

18.2.4

MINE SITE

The mine site will be developed in four areas: the open pit, the process plant site, the crusher and
mine maintenance location, and the tailings storage facility. Roads and other utilities will connect
these sites.
The process plant and associated facilities are located approximately 1,000 ft north of the open pit on
level to rolling ground at the edge of the knoll which marks the north edge of the deposit. The site is
covered with overburden, generally sand and gravel, and frost shattered bedrock. Site preparation will
consist of levelling the site, generally with cut to fill, with the major components, such as the grinding
mills, founded on bedrock. The current design includes a significant surplus of excavated rock, which
offers an opportunity to further reduce costs by utilizing this material as fill for haul roads or tailings
embankment construction.
The infrastructure components at the process plant site include:
x

electric power generation plant;

x

standby electric power generation;

x

main substation and power distribution;

x

potable and firewater storage and distribution;

x

sewage treatment;

x

laydown and container storage yard; and

x

permanent camp and administration offices.

The mine maintenance and administration facilities will be located at the crusher site. The crusher site
is located approximately 500 to 1,000 ft north of the open pit, on the east side of the knoll upon which
the plant site is located.
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PORT SITE 1
The facilities at the port will include a barge dock berth, deep-sea ship dock, container storage and a
handling area for 900 containers. On shore cut will be essentially balanced with the on shore fill plus
the fill required for the container storage pad.
The infrastructure components at the port site include a power generation plant, accommodations and
maintenance facilities, offices, fuel storage and transfer facilities.
18.2.5

SITE MOBILE EQUIPMENT

The plant and service mobile equipment is shown in Table 18.2.1.
Table 18.2.1

Plant and Service Mobile Equipment
Mobile Equipment

Process Plant
8 ton Truck, Flatdeck, with Crane, 5-ton Hiab or equivalent
8 ton Truck, Flatdeck, with Crane, 5-ton Hiab or equivalent
8 ton Truck, Flatdeck, with Crane, 5-ton Hiab or equivalent
Fork-lift, 2-ton, Yale GP-TG or equivalent
Fork-lift, 5-ton, Yale GC-MG or equivalent
Scissor-lift, 50 ft
3
Skid-steer loader, 1.5 yd Cat 286B or equivalent
3
Skid-steer loader, 1.5 yd Cat 286B or equivalent
Track Dozer, Cat D8 or equivalent
Vacuum truck, 20-ton
Engineering, Projects, & Day Works
Pump Truck
Water Truck, 250 gallons, c/w pump and spray bars
Wheel-loader, Cat 966 or equivalent
Backhoe Loader, Cat 44D or equivalent
3
Dump Truck, 12 yd
Grader All-Wheel Drive, Cat 16H or equivalent
Tool carrier, Cat IT-28 or equivalent
Track-mounted Crane, 150 tone
Lighting towers
Smooth drum vibratory compactor, 10 ton
Sheep foot vibratory compactor, Cat 825 or equivalent
Pipe trailer
Mobile Crane, 10 ton
Mobile Crane, 25 ton
Mobile Crane, 50 ton
Lower loader, 100 ton
Electrical & Power Distribution Maintenance
Truck-mounted hydraulic man basket (cherry picker), 50-ft lift
Truck-mounted scissor-lift, 30-ft lift
Pole truck with auger
Pole trailer
Cable reel trailer
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Maintenance
Maintenance
Tailings crew
Reagents
Maintenance
Maintenance
Crusher/conveyor
Mill/stockpile
Stockpile, tailings construction
Clean-up

1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Sewage
Water transport, dust suppression
Clean-up, show removal
Yard maintenance, tailings construction
Yard maintenance
Site & off-site roads
Yard maintenance
Construction
Site & plant maintenance, tailings
Tailings construction
Tailings construction
Water system maintenance
Plant maintenance, tails lines, reclaim pumps, etc.
Site & plant maintenance
Site & plant maintenance

1
1
1
1
1

Electrical pole-line
Electrical, mechanical, instrumentation
Electrical pole-line
Electrical pole-line
Electrical pole-line
Table continues...
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... Table 18.2.1 (cont’d)
Mobile Equipment
Warehouse
8 ton truck, flatdeck, with crane, 5-ton Hiab or equivalent
Forklift, 2 ton electric
Forklift, 5 ton on extendable
Forklift, 5 ton on all-terrain
Forklift, 30 ton container
Container trailer
Semi-trailer tractor, with hydraulic tipping attachment
Port
Grade, All-Wheel drive, Cat 16H or equivalent
3
Skid-steer loader, 1.3 yd cat 286B or equivalent
Wheel-loader, Cat 986G or equivalent
Wheel-loader, Cat 966 or equivalent
3
Dump Truck, 12 yd
Forklift, 5 ton all terrain
Forklift, 30 ton container
Container trailer
Semi-trailer tractor
Safety, Security & Environment
Ambulance
Fire Engine
Armoured Bullion Carrier
Administration
Minibus, 10-seat
Shift transport buses (50 passengers)
Site busses
Process
Pick-up Crew Cab. 4x4
Pick-up Crew Cab. 4x4
Pick-up 4 x4
Pick-up Crew Cab. 4x4
Pick-up Crew Cab. 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Utility Vehicle, 4x4, Land Cruiser or equivalent
Engineering, Projects, & Day Works
Utility Vehicle, 4x4 Land Cruiser or equivalent
Pick-up Crew Cab 4x4
Pick-up Crew Cab 4x4
Pick-up Crew Cab 4x4
Electrical & Power Distribution Maintenance
Pick-up Crew Cab 4x4
Pick-up Crew Cab 4x4
Pick-up Crew Cab 4x4
Warehouse
Pick-up, Crew Cab 4x4
Port
Pick-up, Crew Cab 4x4
Pick-up, Crew Cab 4x4
Pick-up, Crew Cab 4x4

1
2
1
1
2
1
1

Warehouse deliveries
Warehouse
Container de-stuffing
Warehouse yard
Container handling
Container handling
Trailer handling

1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1

Site & off-site roads
Cleanup
Concentrate loading
Clean-up, snow removal
Yard maintenance, snow removal
Warehouse yard
Container handling
Container handling
Container handling

2
2
1

One at each end
One at each end

3
3
2

Pool
Crew transport at shift change
Personnel transport to airport, etc.

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Crusher/conveyor crew
Tailings crew
Metallurgical/assay
Operations supervisors
Maintenance supervisors
Technical superintendent
Operations superintendent
Maintenance superintendent
Process manager

1
1
1
1

Engineering manager
Services superintendent
Yard supervisor
Site maintenance superintendent

1
1
1

Electrical
Instrumentation
Power line crew

1

Warehouse

1
2
1

Maintenance supervisor
Filter/loadout operations
Transport operations
Table continues...
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... Table 18.2.1 (cont’d)
Mobile Equipment
Safety, Security & Environment
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Administration
Utility Vehicle, 4x4, Land Cruiser or equivalent
Utility Vehicle, 4x4, Land Cruiser or equivalent
Utility Vehicle, 4x4, Land Cruiser or equivalent
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up 4x4
Pick-up, Crew Cab. 4x4
Pick-up, Crew Cab. 4x4

18.2.6

1
2
1
1
1
1

Safety
Security
Environment monitoring
HSE manager
Safety manager

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

General manager
Admin manager
Operations manager
Materials superintendent
Warehouse supervisor
Human resources
Training
Pool

POWER GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION

POWER GENERATION
The selected means of supplying power for the project is a combined-cycle natural gas-fired turbine
plant (CCGT) located at the mine site.
The proposed CCGT uses General Electric aeroderivative LM6000 gas turbines and steam turbines. All
turbines have an approximate generating capacity of 45 MW (ISO). The power plant also includes
once-through steam generators (OTSGs). The power plant is designed for N-1 redundancy. For the
purposes of this study, N-1 redundancy implies that the loss of any single turbine, gas or steam, will
not inhibit the plant’s ability to meet the design electrical demand through gas-fired or combinedcycle operation or through supplemental firing.
Gas turbine generating capacity is inversely affected by the temperature of the turbine intake air. As
ambient air warms, mass-flow through the turbine is decreased and power generating capacity is
reduced. Given the mine’s flat annual load profile, the power generating capacity matches the
projected load during the summer at a peak design temperature of 74°F and 40% relative humidity –
historically a relatively infrequent event.
To maintain the N-1 reliability criterion during the summer, it has been assumed that no turbines will
be scheduled out of service for routine maintenance during this period. In addition, during the
‘shoulder months’, maintenance of the mills and other large equipment will be scheduled so as to
reduce electrical demand during the maintenance outage window.
The historical annual average temperature condition at the mine site is 32°F and 72% relative
humidity. Therefore, during most of the year, the plant will have sufficient capacity to meet the full
mine load with N-1 redundancy and with one unit out of service on scheduled routine maintenance.
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Meteorological data collected at the Pebble property indicates the potential for sufficient wind energy
to support a viable wind power facility. Instruments have been purchased to further test this potential.
Four gas turbine models in the 40 to 100 MW range have been evaluated for life-cycle costs/benefit
based on published ISO performance data. Heat and material balances were calculated to determine
performance at both the high and average ambient temperature points at the project site. Minor
shortfalls in capacity of less than 12 MW are expected to be covered by on-site standby diesel
generation. Supplemental firing (SF) was introduced into the OSTGs to make up the capacity shortfall
when practical. However, in some cases the gas turbines have been assumed to operate at part load
where the heat and material balance showed that a better heat rate would be achievable compared to
taking out one gas turbine and introducing supplemental firing in the other operating units.
The LM6000 model was selected for the power plant configuration for the following reasons:
x

it provides the best heat rate, thus reducing fuel consumption and costs compared to the
other options over the life of the plant;

x

it provides the lowest cost of generation and lowest life-cycle costs;

x

it is proven technology with the highest reported availability and reliability;

x

there is minimal impact on power generation due to its relatively small low swirl combustion
capacity (a flame stabilization concept for ultra-low emissions);

x

the axial exhaust design allows better layout of the power plant; and

x

the lower shipping weight avoids any transport constraints.

PLANT CONFIGURATION AND DESIGN DETAILS
The proposed plant will be built as a 5 x 5 x 3 configuration with five LM6000 PF gas turbines
(215 MW), five supplementary fired OSTGs, and three non-reheat-type steam turbines (120 MW). The
steam turbines will operate from common steam headers. The OTSGs are designed to run dry; no
dump condenser will be required (Table 18.2.3). A sixth single cycle LM6000 gas turbine (43 MW) will
also be installed to meet peak plant capacity requirements at the peak summer design temperature.
The plant design is based on the following criteria:
x

All gas turbines are of dry low NOx design PF 15 model to produce 15 ppm by volume of dry
NOx designed to fire pipeline-quality natural gas (single fuel). The gas turbines will also be
provided with a Sprint spray water inter-cooling system to facilitate power augmentation
during moderate to high ambient operation.

x

OSTGs are provided with supplemental firing and SCR for NOx control, and with oxidation
catalysts for control of carbon monoxide/volatile organic compound emissions. The OTSGs
are designed for capacity modulation and dry running, eliminating the need for any dump.

x

Simple cycle peaking units are also provided with a post-combustion NOx/carbon monoxide/
volatile organic compound control feature.
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x

No additional fuel gas compressor is required. Fuel gas is assumed to be delivered at 725 psig
by the pipeline system.

x

Natural gas is assumed to be of pipeline quality with a higher heating value/lower heating
value ratio of 1.106.

x

A degradation factor of 2% is assumed for the life of the plant in all cases.

x

Supplemental firing in OTSGs will be used to make up performance shortfalls only during an
outage of any gas turbine.

The site parameters and fuel assumptions are summarized in Table 18.2.2.
Table 18.2.2

Site Parameters and Design Operating Conditions for Power Plant
Parameter

Basis

Elevation

1,200 ft ASL

Primary Fuel

Natural Gas (1)

Supplemental/Back Up Fuel

None

Design Basis Temperature/Relative Humidity

Summer 74°F/40%, Average 32°F/72% RH

Plant Net Installed Capacity (High Ambient Temperature)
Redundancy Requirements

378 MW
N-1

PLANT EFFICIENCY AND ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE
The plant operating capacity and performance are based on the mine and processing plant
configuration as defined at initial start-up.
DISPATCH SCENARIOS AND FUEL USAGE
Full 5 on 2 dispatch is required for both high and average ambient conditions to match the full load
demand. The simple cycle turbine is held in reserve to cover loss of a unit. The plant is designed to
operate with no units out of service for scheduled maintenance during the high ambient period
without SF assistance.
In the event of a unit trip, system frequency is expected to be maintained by a combination of load
shed and/or possible generator tripping. A preliminary assessment of the system stability was
completed based on a ‘close-in’ three-phase fault on the 34.5 kW generator bus. This analysis
demonstrated the plant may have difficulty riding through such events without a sophisticated loadshed program, as well as other mitigation schemes. This should be confirmed by additional stability
modeling and analysis, and these schemes should be incorporated in the next phase of study.
The high ambient dispatch plant heat rate is approximately 7,619 Btu/kWh. For the average ambient
temperature dispatch, the plant heat rate is modeled at 7,359 Btu/kWh. These figures yield an annual
fuel consumption of between 18 and 18.5 Bf3/yr.
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PLANT EMISSIONS
Annual emissions have been evaluated at the annual average ambient temperature, and maximum
hourly emissions have been calculated for both the annual average ambient temperature and the high
ambient temperature. The emissions calculation is based on the standby diesel generator operating at
12 MW and base load for 50 h/yr.
WATER USE
All raw water will be provided to the power plant from either groundwater wells or treated reclaim
water. The vast majority of the water consumed, over 85%, is a result of evaporation from the cooling
towers. Raw water can be provided from any source, so long as it has been processed to the required
state of purity. In general, reverse osmosis filtering can provide processed water of the quality found in
the cooling water quality specification in the main report.
Table 18.2.3

Heat Balance
Combined Cycle Power Plant Options with LM6000 PF Sprint

Item

Description

Units

High Ambient
280 MW Plant Load

Avg Ambient
280 MW Plant Load

A. Configuration
1

Power Train Configuration

5x5x2+1 Simple Cycle GT

B. Operation Description
1

Ambient Temperature

°F

74

32

2

Ambient Relative Humidity

%

40%

72%

3

Ambient Wet Bulb Temperature

°F

59

29

4

Elevation

Ft

1200

1200

5

Supplementary Firing

Yes

No

6

Inlet Air Evaporating Cooling

On

Off

7

CTG/HRSGs in Operation

8

CTG Operation in SC

9

CTG Load

10

Sprint Orientation

11

STGs in Operation

2

2

12

Mine Heat Load

25

25

%

MWth

5

5

No

No

100%

99%

Yes

No

C. Cycle Operating Parameters per Unit (Unless otherwise stated)
1

CTG Exhaust Temperature

°F

852

833

2

Stack Exit Temperature

°F

219

222

3

HRSG HP Steam Production

4

HP Steam Trottle Temperature

5
6

kpph

106

91

°F

846

792

HP Steam Trottle Pressure

psia

846

713

HP Steam Trottle Floe per STG

kpph

265

228

7

HRSG LP Steam Production

kpph

32

35

8

LP Steam Addition Temperature

°F

385

382

9

LP Steam Pressure

psia

59

52

10

LP Steam Flow to each STG

kpph

41

48

11

HP Pinch Point Temperature

°F

17

14

12

LP Pinch Point Temperature

°F

20

20

13

STG Exhaust Flow

kpph

306

278

14

STG Exhaust Enthalpy

BTU/lb

999

989

15

STG Exhaust Pressure

in HgA

2.71

2.29

16

STG Exhaust Quality

%

89%

89%

Table continues...
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... Table 18.2.3 (cont’d)
Combined Cycle Power Plant Options with LM6000 PF Sprint
Item

Description

17

Cooling Tower Approach

18

Cooling Tower Flow- Total

19

Cooling Tower Range

20

LP Steam for Mine Heating - Total

Units

High Ambient
280 MW Plant Load

Avg Ambient
280 MW Plant Load

°F

16

43

gpm

50,637

50,637

°F

22

20

kpph

81

81

D. Estimated Plant Performance (1-3)
1

CTG Output, each

kW

43,699

45,700

2

STG Output each

kW

35,126

30,158

3

STG Output Total

kW

70,253

60,316

4

Gross Plant Output

kW

288,748

288,818

5

Aux loads and Losses(3)

kW

8,662

8,664

6

STG to CTG Output Ratio

%

32.15%

26

7

Net Plant Output

kW

280,085

280,152

8

Net Plant Heat Rate, LHV

Btu/kWh

6,870

6,636

9

Net Plant Heat Rate

Btu/kWh

7,619

7,359
372

E. Estimated Fuel Consumption (2)
1

CTG Fuel Consumption LHV, each

MMBH

365

2

DB Fuel Consumption

MMBH

20

0

3

Total Fuel Gas Consumption LHV

MMBH

1,924

1,859

4

Total Fuel Gas Consumption HHV

MMBH

2,134

2,062

5

Total Fuel Gas Consumption LHV

Mcf/Day

45,679

44,132

6

Total Fuel Gas Consumption HHV

Mcf/Day

50,658

48,943

Total Fuel Gas Consumption LHV

Mcf/Year

16,672,722

16,108,314

Total Fuel Gas Consumption HHV

Mcf/Year

18,490,049

17,864,121
663

F. Water Consumption (4)
1

Cooling Tower Evaporation Losses - Total(5)

gpm

1,040

2

Cooling Tower Drift Losses - Total

gpm

1

1

3

Cooling Tower Blowdown - Total(4)

gpm

130

83

4

Total Cooling Tower Makeup

gpm

1,171

747

5

Evap Cooler (2COC)

gpm

57

0

6

Demin Water for Sprint Flow

gpm

89

0

7

Demin Water for Cycle Makeup

gpm

18

18

8

Total Demin Water Consumption

gpm

107

18

Notes:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

All performance are at new and clean condition unless otherwise noted. CTG Performance was estimated using GT
Pro software. Steam Cycle data is based on GateCycle.
Fuel Gas Heating Value: 21,515 Btu/lb. Fuel gas will be supplied at the plant boundary at a pressure 725 psig. No gas
compressor is included.
Aux Load is assumed as 3% of gross output.
The cooling tower blowdown is based on 9 Cycle of Concentration.
Evaporation Losses include additional 10% for auxiliary cooling.

FUEL SUPPLY
Routing and Potential Sources
It is a basic premise of this evaluation that the Cook Inlet gas field does not currently have an adequate
supply of natural gas to meet the Pebble Project requirements, although supply is anticipated to
become available in the future. Potential sources could be either the “Bullet Line” from Alaska’s Gubik
gas field or a spur line from the North Slope gas sales pipelines. This gas from outside the Cook Inlet
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region would backflow through existing pipelines and be available for Pebble power generation.
Another option is the importation of liquefied natural gas (LNG).
A fuel gas supply pipeline to serve the Pebble Project is expected to originate from existing lines on the
east side of the Kenai Peninsula and cross Cook Inlet from some point near Anchor Point, where the
gas would be compressed. The pipeline-traverse across lower Cook Inlet will be approximately
60 miles in an externally coated, heavy-wall pipe to Port Site 1. Recent trends in sub-sea pipelines
include heavy-wall pipe to ensure negative buoyancy and protect against physical damage from
anchors.
At the port site on the west side of Cook Inlet, approximately 3 M ft3/d of gas will be tapped for power
generation at the port site. The rest of the fuel gas will be routed west approximately 86 miles via
buried pipeline following the road to the power plant at the mine site. Table 18.2.4 provides the
specifics of the fuel supply requirements.
Table 18.2.4

Natural Gas Pipeline Details
Diameter
(in.)

Wall Thickness
(in.)

Kenai Peninsula

12

0.250

none

Across Cook Inlet

8

0.719

10,000 hp (2 stage)

Port Site 1 to Mine Site

8

0.250

none

Pipeline Leg

Compression

Selected pipe sizes are based on optimizing full life-cycle costs (capital plus operating) for the pipeline.
In this instance, a single combination of pipe sizes will be sufficient for the full range of fuel gas flow
anticipated.
The gas transportation system will be optimized during the next phase of study.
18.2.7

POWER DISTRIBUTION

Power will be delivered to the mine site substation through a 230 kW electric transmission line system.
Preliminary average power demands for the project mine site are shown in Table 18.2.5.
Table 18.2.5

Preliminary Average Power Demand (MW)
Area

Crushing, conveying and coarse ore storage
Grinding circuit
Copper flotation and regrind circuit

Power Demand
17.5
161.4
36.1

Molybdenum Recovery Circuit

1.0

Gold recovery circuit

7.3

Process services and utilities
On-site ancillary building and facilities (admin. facilities, permanent camp, truck shop, etc.)
Open pit mining (electric shovels, electric drills, etc.)

19.0
2.7
17.6
Table continues...
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... Table 18.2.5 (cont’d)
Area

Power Demand

Tailings and reclaim system

15.6

Water system (Newhalen River fresh water pump station)

4.8

Pipeline pump stations (Concentrate pipeline, return water pipeline and
diesel transfer pipeline)

1.7

Port Site Concentrate handling and miscellaneous facilities
Net average power demand (MW)

2.4
287.1

The mine site power distribution systems will consist of:
x

a common 34.5 kW, 3 phase, 3 wire, single-circuit overhead power line to the administration
facilities and permanent camp complex;

x

a common 34.5 kW, 3 phase, 3 wire, single-circuit overhead power line to service the crushing
and conveying areas, truck shop facilities, continuing to the perimeter of the open pit and to
the emulsion plant facility;

x

a common 34.5 kW, 3 phase, 3 wire, single-circuit overhead power line to service the process
water storage pond pump house, continuing to the tailings storage facility to service the
reclaim water barge pump station;

x

underground 34.5 kW feeder cables from the main substation to the process plant, 34.5 kW
switchgear centres located in grinding area electrical rooms, and 34.5 kW sub-feed cables
installed in cable ladder trays inside the process plant to feed various unit substations/motor
control centres located at major load centres – such as grinding area, flotation area, pebble
crusher area, and gold recovery area;

x

underground 34.5 kW cables to feed the converter transformers of the gearless drive systems
for the SAG Mills and ball mills; and

x

a 34.5 kW, 3 phase, 3 wire, single circuit overhead power line to the open pit to service
portable substations for electric powered mining shovels and electric powered blast-hole
drills.

18.2.8

EMERGENCY POWER

Emergency power will be provided by diesel-fuelled generating sets, installed in the following
locations:
x

process plant (four 1500 kW diesel generators for a total of 6 MW capacity);

x

process water storage pond pump house (one 1500 kW diesel generator);

x

truck shop facilities (one 1500 kW diesel generator);

x

permanent camp complex and administration facilities (four 750 kW diesel generators for a
total of 3 MW capacity); and

x

port site facilities (three 1500 kW diesel generator units for a total of 4.5 MW capacity).
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In the event of a utility power failure, the emergency power generators will start automatically,
providing power to essential loads (such as lighting, heating, and communication systems in
buildings), and to emergency loads for selected process equipment in the process plant areas to ensure
orderly shutdown and permit plant maintenance activities. Power and synchronizing panels will
parallel the generators where required.
Emergency power will be provided to the essential loads necessary for personnel safety, plant
equipment protection and plant maintenance. This will include emergency battery power packs
located in various electrical rooms, office areas and control rooms to supply backup power to fire
alarm systems and emergency egress lighting fixtures. In addition, uninterruptible power supplies will
be used to provide backup power to communication systems and critical control systems to facilitate
orderly shutdown of process equipment and to back up computers and control systems.
18.2.9

PORT SITE

PORT FACILITIES
Summary
The Pebble Project will require developments at two waterfront locations approximately 60 - 65 miles
from the mine site. These are Port Site 1, the permanent product loadout facility on Iniskin Bay, and
Williamsport, the proposed site of the initial inbound logistics facility at the head of Iliamna Bay.
Port Site 1 is designed to accommodate the shipping of 1.1 million tons of concentrate per year in 28
vessels with a 36 hour berthing time. The port will also be capable of handling 50 Mgal of fuel per year,
and 31 container barges per annum, hence will have attendant fuel storage and laydown areas.
Port Site 1 Infrastructure
Onshore Facilities
Port site facilities have been designed to enable a high degree of self-sufficiency, with maintenance and
service equipment that reflect this consideration. Staffing levels required for port facility operations
and maintenance is 48 people, with 35 onsite at any given time.
The following facilities will be provided at the port site:
x

Concentrate pipeline terminus – The concentrate pipeline terminus will consist of a choke
station to dissipate energy from the concentrate pipeline; storage tanks for concentrate to feed
the filter plant and for filtrate to return to the process plant; and a pump station to feed the
filtrate return pipeline.

x

Concentrate filtration – The concentrate slurry will be filtered to reduce the moisture content
to levels acceptable for ocean shipping, with the filtered concentrate conveyed to the
concentrate storage building.

x

Concentrate storage building – This will be an un-insulated, steel-framed structure with the
capacity to stockpile 130,000 tons of concentrate. This is equivalent to approximately one and
a half months of concentrate production.
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x

Emergency diesel generation plant – The emergency diesel plant will consist of three 2 MW
diesel generating units, which will allow for reclaim pumping, loadout facilities to avoid
demurrage, camp and heating.

x

Emergency vehicle garage – to house two fire trucks and an ambulance.

x

Accommodations – The port facility will accommodate approximately 85 individuals in singleoccupancy rooms once the port is under full-time operations. The facility will also provide
office and conference room space.

x

Incinerator – Solid waste will be stored in a fit-for-purpose facility.

x

Potable/fire protection water treatment plant (WTP) –Potable water will be obtained from
processed seawater using reverse osmosis (RO). The supply demand is based on 70 gal/d per
person.

x

8 MW power generation plant.

x

Fuel storage –Fuel storage will be provided in three 1.33 Mgal tanks contained within a 3.6 acre
bermed containment.

x

Helipad, repair facility, truckshop, warehouse, domestic sewage treatment plant (STP), storm
water management system.

Port Site 1 Offshore Infrastructure
The offshore infrastructure plan provides for all required operations, including: barge cargo handling;
deep draft concentrate vessel moorage; container storage; spill containment supplies; and equipment
for the specified mining cases Figure 18.2.3.
Figure 18.2.3
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The layout incorporates the use of a steel sheet pile bulkhead. The northern section of the dock is
intended to provide moorage space for supply barges and other small- to medium-size vessels. The
southern section of the dock is intended to provide uplands area for the support of the concentrate
conveyor and shiploader.
These design features have been sized to adequately serve the design vessels outlined in Table 18.2.6.
Table 18.2.6

Design Vessel
Parameter

Deadweight Tonnage (long tons)

Handymax Ship

Fuel Barge

Freight Barge

50,000

19.683

-

Length Overall (LOA) (ft)

685

512/605

400

Breadth (ft)

106

78

105

Depth (ft)

56

40

25

Draft (ft)

40

27.5

20

Shiploader
Material from the port site process facility will be delivered to the shiploader by conveyor. The
shiploader will be positioned at the southern end of the bulkhead, near the face and will be designed
for a 50,000 ton Handymax ship. The shiploader arm will be supported on a curved rail over a semicircular series of piles. Vessels will thereby be held off the face of the dock. Mooring dolphins with
connecting catwalks will provide moorage for the deep draft concentrate vessels.
Construction Infrastructure at Williamsport
Site Conditions
Williamsport is the initial Pebble Project beach landing from which all construction of the main access
road will radiate. Williamsport is located near the head of Iliamna Bay at the end of a narrow, shallow,
sometimes dredged-channel, approximately 6 miles northwest of Port Site 1 (at latitude 59°41'00"N and
longitude 153°37'52"W). Williamsport is accessible by seaplane, boat or a State-maintained gravel
access road to Pile Bay on Lake Iliamna.
Site characteristics in the Williamsport area are similar to those at Port Site 1, with low-lying brush and
few spruce trees. The area enjoys protection from wave action but may be subject to more severe
winter ice conditions than Port Site 1. Surface material in the intertidal area near Williamsport consists
of silt with some gravel.
Figure 18.2.4 shows recent conditions at the existing Williamsport boat launch and dredged channel.
Williamsport Infrastructure
At the outset of project construction, a 65-person construction camp will be constructed at
Williamsport to support the logistics effort underway prior to Port Site 1 completion, and to house
construction crews building the access road in both directions from Williamsport. Additional
infrastructure will include a storage facility, laydown yard, and diesel storage facilities.
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road system will be improved to assist in project construction logistics. A short road system also
connects the village of Pedro Bay with its nearby airstrip.
The proposed mine access road is 86 miles in length. The finished road will meet the project’s
development and support needs over the proposed life of mine. The road design contemplates a twolane (30 ft wide), all-weather, gravel-surface road capable of supporting all anticipated development
and operational activities. The road will also provide a transportation link from the mine facilities to
the existing Iliamna airfield.
Based on the proposed route, 20 bridges will be constructed over the length of the route with spans
ranging from 40 to 600 ft. The route also includes a 1,880 ft causeway across the upper end of Iliamna
Bay and approximately five miles of embankment construction along coastal sections in Iliamna Bay
and Iniskin Bay.
Material sources for road embankment fill, road topping and rip-rap are available at regular intervals
along the road route.
Approximately 80% of the alignment is on private land held by various corporate land owners,
primarily Alaska Native Village Corporations. The remaining alignment is on land owned by the State
of Alaska. The road route has been developed to avoid, to the extent possible, land parcels held by
individuals.
The basic road route is illustrated in Figure 18.2.5.
Figure 18.2.5

Pebble Project Access Route Map
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GEOTECHNICAL CONDITIONS
A preliminary assessment of geotechnical conditions along the Pebble mine access road route has been
completed based on field reconnaissance traverse, on foot, along the entire road route. The assessment
includes review of topographic and geologic maps, aerial imagery and relevant regional reports.
Essentially no invasive investigations have been completed along the road route.
The road route traverses terrain generally amenable to road development. The project area has a
history of numerous glacial epochs that have been the primary force in creating terrain favourable for
road development. In general, soils are good to excellent; where rock is encountered, it is fairly
competent, useable for construction material and amenable to reasonable slope development. The
numerous stream crossings appear to have favourable conditions for abutment foundations. There are
no significant occurrences of permafrost or areas of extensive wetlands. Where the terrain is
challenging, the rock or soil conditions are generally favourable. In intertidal areas, subsurface
conditions appear favourable for placement of rock to create the required road embankment.
NATURAL PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
The mine access road will traverse highly variable terrain as it progresses generally eastward from the
mine site in the mountains north of Iliamna Lake to the Iniskin Bay port site on the North Pacific
Coast. Over this route, the road alignment passes through three basic climatic zones with varied
conditions.
The mine site end of the access road is at an elevation of 1,100 ft amsl. In general, the access route
extends eastward through upland terrain to a crossing of the Newhalen River at a location seven miles
north of Iliamna Lake. From the Newhalen River, the route continues over upland tundra terrain to
the base of Roadhouse Mountain. Elevation along this road interval varies from 250 ft to 1,100 ft amsl.
This western 26 miles of road alignment can be considered as typically “interior.”
For construction purposes, this region experiences climatic conditions similar to western interior
Alaska. Precipitation is relatively light. Summers are mild and winter conditions are moderate by
Alaska interior standards. Most of the west section of the alignment is dry open tundra with some
areas of open or scattered scrub spruce and occasional birch. Being open terrain with commonly windy
conditions, snow drifting is a factor. Whiteout conditions during winter wind storms or poor
light/visibility periods can impact construction activities and transportation. Given that most of this
portion of the alignment is through open terrain and avoids steep slopes, avalanche or rock slides are
not an issue.
Other than the Newhalen River, stream crossings within this interval are minor and not subject to
extreme high energy flow events. Ground conditions for road construction are considered excellent.
Much of the route is over extensive glacial drift deposits consisting of gravel and sand with little fine
soil cover. Suitable material sources are readily available at intervals along the alignment. Permafrost
has not been noted as a significant occurrence at any location along the alignment.
From Roadhouse Mountain, the alignment continues east roughly paralleling the north shore of
Iliamna Lake to the Iliamna River, a distance of 40 miles. This interval is more typical of a
“transitional” environment, similar to conditions found at low elevations in upper Cook Inlet. The
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elevation along this section of the alignment varies from 100 to 600 ft amsl. Snow cover has been
observed to increase toward the east end of Iliamna Lake. A snow pack of 3 to 6 ft can be expected.
Vegetation types also change to those more typical of a wetter and milder climate. Nearly the entire
interval is forested with mature spruce, birch, and cottonwood, with a heavy understory of alder and
other brush. It has also been observed that the extreme east end of Iliamna Lake is free of ice for a
significantly longer period than the rest of the lake. The snow pack typically increases east of Pedro
Bay. Most of the snowpack is melted off at lower elevations around Iliamna Lake by May. Ice can still
be observed at stream crossing into the first half of May.
The road route north of Iliamna Lake is constrained to lower elevations near the lake due to steep
mountainous terrain that typically rises rapidly from the lake shore to elevations of 3,000 to
4,000 ft amsl. Avalanche hazards exist in isolated locations along the alignment but routing has
avoided any avalanche chutes and run-out areas. Because of the steep mountain slopes and lack of
significant vegetation above 1,000 ft amsl elevation, storm runoff can rapidly accumulate and result in
intense local runoff conditions. Areas along this interval of the access route noted to be particularly
subject to this type of occurrence are the south slope of Knutson Mountain and the southeast slope of
the mountain above Lonesome Bay and Pile Bay. Ground conditions, as they relate to road
development, are typically excellent to fair.
Excellent conditions predominate over the outwash plain and ancient beach deposits west of Knutson
Mountain. The terrain becomes much more rugged and variable to the east. Bedrock exposure is
common, and rock excavation will be required in many areas. Mountain slopes at lower elevations
typically shoulder varying depths of glacial till or other glacial drift deposits. Colluvium and relic scree
are also evident along the road route. The soils tend to have a very high content of cobbles and large
boulders. Typically the bedrock noted from Roadhouse Mountain to Iliamna River consisted primarily
of intrusive rocks, such as quartz monzonite or quartz diorite, with lesser showings of tertiary volcanic
rocks. In general the rock is fairly competent though typically fractured or sheared.
From the Iliamna River, the access road alignment continues east over Iliamna Pass to the Iniskin Bay
port site, a distance of 20 miles. Over this short interval, the conditions transition to those typical of a
‘maritime’ environment. East of Iliamna Pass, the environmental conditions are classic North Pacific
maritime. Iliamna Pass is the natural geographic passage through the Chigmit Mountains of the
Aleutian Range to Iliamna Bay. The elevation along this section of the alignment varies from sea level
to 900 ft amsl. Snow cover has been observed to increase toward Iliamna Pass. A snow pack of 4 to 10 ft
can be expected. Vegetation types vary from that typical of the forested Iliamna Lake interval to alpine
and barren coastal. West of Iliamna Pass, trees are sparse or void above 400 ft amsl. Along the coastal
interval, trees are rare and vegetation consists mostly of dense alder thickets and tundra.
Upper Iliamna Bay is known to freeze over intermittently. Iniskin Bay can also freeze and develop an
ice pack that may disperse rapidly during warm spells as aided by tide action and currents. Tidal
variation along the coastal section is generally 12 to 14 ft, but tides can reach approximately 18 ft. Snow
pack can vary dramatically at lower elevations along the coast. Heavy snows and high winds are
common; however, warm spells can rapidly diminish the snow pack below 300 to 400 ft amsl elevation.
The snow pack at Iliamna Pass and upper Williams Creek can be more than 10 ft and will typically
remain into late May or early June. The existing road from Williamsport to Iliamna Lake can generally
be cleared of snow by the first week of June.
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Extreme winter weather conditions occur in the vicinity of Iliamna Pass. Heavy snow and high winds
are common. Operations over this road interval will need to accommodate snow drifting, whiteout,
avalanches and ice. Avalanche hazards exist at isolated locations along the alignment. Routing has
been done to avoid apparent avalanche chutes and run-out areas. Due to steep mountain slopes and
lack of significant vegetation, storm runoff can rapidly accumulate and result in intense local runoff
conditions. Location of the alignment in the intertidal zone mitigates most of the recognized
avalanche hazard and debris flow or land slide risk. Ground conditions, as they relate to road
development are typically good to challenging.
Good conditions predominate on the ascent of Chinkelyes Creek Valley. The terrain becomes much
more rugged and variable east of the crossing of Chinkelyes Creek. Bedrock exposure is common, and
extensive rock excavation will be required in many areas. Mountain slopes at lower elevations typically
shoulder varying depths of glacial till or other glacial drift deposits. Colluvium and relic scree are also
evident along the road route. Typically, the bedrock noted east of the Iliamna Pass consists primarily
of intrusive rocks, such as quartz monzonite, quartz diorite, or granodiorite. In general, all rock
encountered is fairly competent, though typically fractured or sheared.
The access road and supporting facilities designs account for naturally occurring events in the project
area, such as high-magnitude earthquakes and associated tsunami, volcanic activity resulting in
significant ash fall, and periodic high-intensity storms.
ROAD PURPOSE AND DESIGN CRITERIA
Design criteria for the main access road include:
x

performance criteria
-

service type  private industrial road for mine development and operations support;

-

50 year design life;

-

support 190 ton haul truck (CAT 785C) travel on road surface (empty) or CAT 777 loaded;

-

support freight transport consisting of a projected volume of 700,800 ton per year;

-

joint corridor with buried fuel line, concentrate slurry line, reclaim water line, and fibre
optic cable;

-

location and routing to minimize development cost and provide for efficient long-term
transport from port site to mine;

-

as far as practicable, minimize areas of disturbances;

-

as far as practicable, minimize specialty construction requirements;

-

as far as practicable, minimize stream crossings and avoid anadromous streams;

-

as far as practicable, route over lands with favourable ownership/management;

-

as far as practicable, route to avoid potential geologic hazards;

-

align for most favourable crossing approaches; and

-

optimize alignment for the best surface and subsurface soils and geotechnical conditions.
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physical construction criteria
-

maximum grades: 8.0%

-

road surface width: 30 ft

-

design speed:
-

moderate terrain: 35 to 45 mph

-

rough terrain: 25 mph

-

mountainous terrain: 15 mph

-

horizontal curve: 425 ft typical minimum with 200 ft permitted

-

minimum turning radius: 100 ft

-

vertical curve: American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) standard for design speed or specialized carrier requirements for oversize
loads, K=20 typical & K=15 minimum

-

ditches: 2.5 ft typical minimum

-

cut or fill slopes: 0.25:1 to 3:1, depending on rock and soil type

-

minimum fill depth: 3 ft (varies with quality of subgrade)

-

road surfacing: 8 inch depth of crushed rock/gravel at -3 inches

-

culverts: corrugated metal pipe, 24-inch minimum with thaw pipes as needed and fish
passage installation where required

-

guardrail: per criteria for industrial/resource road

-

bridges: two-lane, 32 ft deck, 200 tons capacity.

The design of the road horizontal and vertical alignments will be based on the AASHTO standards for
alignment elements or as required for prescribed transport vehicle specifications.
ROAD DESIGN
The road design criteria take into account the primary purpose of the road, which is to transport
freight by mostly conventional highway tractors and trailers. However, critical elements of the design
will be dictated by specific oversize and overweight loads associated with mine facility construction. It
is anticipated that local communities and land owners will participate in management of road access.
The design criteria also considers the need to use high-volume, efficient earthworks equipment. In
addition, it has been determined that most of the large mine development equipment will be driven to
the site from the port facility, thereby eliminating the need for assembly in the field. This will deliver
significant cost and schedule benefits.
The road embankment design is dictated in part by the size and weight of vehicles and loads to be
transported over the road. Mill and process facility component weights, as well as high axle loads
associated with some of the selected mine equipment, have also been taken into account and typically
control design.
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The mine access road traverses varied terrain and subsurface soil conditions. This includes extensive
areas of rock excavation in steep mountainous terrain, as well as several reaches of intertidal fill that
will be subject to wave action and storm events. Given these conditions, road surface maintenance and
embankment rehabilitation will be ongoing throughout mine operations, particularly over the first
several years. The need for ready access to material sources to facilitate regular upgrading and
maintenance has been taken into consideration. The typical road embankment design allows for
efficient maintenance.
The concentrate slurry, reclaim water, and fuel pipelines running between the port site and the mine
site have been incorporated into the road alignment. In general, the pipelines will be installed in a
widened fill section at road intervals constructed as fill over poor soils. In areas of steep side-hill
construction requiring rock excavation, or in areas of intertidal zone fill, the pipeline trench will be
incorporated in the road embankment section. At all other intervals, the pipeline will be buried in a
corridor developed adjacent to the road alignment.
The road design, including the placement and sizing of culverts, takes into consideration the seasonal
drainage and spring runoff requirements for the route. Appropriate Best Management Practices
(BMPs) will be utilized for the maintenance of the road during operations and construction.
BRIDGE DESIGN
River and stream crossing structures have been designed to provide a safe and efficient travel-way
across existing drainages and topographic obstacles present within the proposed transportation
corridor. These structures are intended to provide a reasonable level of service throughout the project
design life, and to minimize the impact of the project on areas of sensitive habitat.
STRUCTURE CRITERIA
Structural elements, including foundation elements, will be designed to comply with existing Alaska
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (ADOT&PF) manuals and design specifications
and with a Memorandum of Agreement between ADOT&PF and the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game for the design of culverts for fish passage and habitat protection. Design conditions will include
bridge grade and cross-slope requirements, environmental stresses (including temperature extremes,
hydrology and hydraulics, ice conditions, seismic forces, and wind forces), vehicle operations and
service life requirements.
Structures will be designed to accommodate two lanes of traffic with a single lane width of 12 ft and a
shoulder width of 3 ft. Permanent structures will be designed for a service life of 50 years.
Permanent structural elements are assumed to be designed to support a range of design vehicles.
Several other considerations will be taken into account regarding the selection of materials and the
design of crossing structures. The remote location and relatively short construction window, available
for this project places additional emphasis on facilitating construction in the field and minimizing
long-term maintenance requirements.
To optimize construction, individual components such as girders or deck panels will be designed as
discrete, durable and readily transportable units that will allow for maximum shop fabrication and
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minimal field construction. Field construction work will include welding, bolting, placing grout,
installing temporary bracing and placing cast-in-place concrete.
Long-term maintenance requirements can be reduced by minimizing locations that impound water (or
debris), paying attention to connection design, and the use of appropriate corrosion controls such as
coatings and corrosion allowances
The conceptual bridge designs discussed in this report are based upon those currently in service in
similar environments throughout the State of Alaska. These concepts should not be considered
definitive, but do provide a reasonable technical basis for an order-of-magnitude cost estimate.
PERMANENT STRUCTURE TYPES AND APPLICATIONS
Two classes of structures are under consideration for water crossings: single-span bridges and multispan bridges, along with several abutment types. The use of a structure at a specific site will be
determined by hydrological considerations, local topography and fish passage requirements.
Bridges are assumed to be used at locations where culverts are not suitable. Structures such as multiplate pipe arches and open pipe arches may be viable alternatives to short, single-span bridges;
however, the site-specific information required to make this determination is not available at this
time.
Bridge abutments are assumed to be similar for all bridge lengths and are assumed, for costing
purposes, to consist of several driven steel piles, supporting a steel cap beam and surrounded by a fill
embankment. The fill embankment will be armoured against erosion by one of several types of armour
protection and will support the road approaches. Sheet pile abutments or armoured spill-through
abutments, utilizing armour stone, are two of the available options. Several other abutment
alternatives, such as rock-anchored piles, fabric- reinforced fill systems, or steel bin walls, may be
required in areas where piles cannot be driven, due to shallow bedrock, large rubble, or woody debris,
or where the alternate can be proven to be cost effective. The site-specific information required to
make this determination is not available at this time.
Single-span bridges, from 40 to 60 ft in length (deck length), will be used as terrain requires. For
costing purposes, single-span bridges are assumed to consist of multiple parallel steel box beams
supporting a precast concrete deck. Multiple steel I beams supporting a precast concrete deck, or
precast concrete bulb-t beams, will be similar in cost and construction methods. Span lengths have
been assumed for costing purposes; each minor stream crossing design would be optimized for the
specific site conditions as part of future detailed design.
Multi-span bridges will be used at major river crossings. Thirteen possible multi-span crossings have
been identified, with the Newhalen River and the bridge across the tidal flats at Iliamna Bay, both
being 600 ft. Construction is assumed to be similar to that of the single-span bridges, with multiple
box girders up to 200 ft in length resting at the abutments and on in-stream piers as required. Each instream pier is assumed to be composed of several vertical driven-steel piles supporting a steel cap
beam and, if required, one driven batter pile to act as an ice-breaker and debris rake on the upstream
side. Span lengths and support conditions have been assumed for costing purposes; each major river
crossing design will be optimized for the specific site conditions as part of future design.
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Alternative long-span bridge types such as segmental concrete, truss, strand, cable stay, and
suspension bridges are not considered in this study due to preliminary cost, constructability, and longterm maintenance concerns. Detailed analysis of this assumption will be undertaken as part of future
design steps.
18.2.11

CONCENTRATE, RECLAIM WATER AND DIESEL SUPPLY PIPELINES

INTRODUCTION
This section presents the design basis and engineering for the concentrate, reclaim water, and diesel
pipelines and pumping systems linking the Pebble mine site and port site facility. This includes the
following:
x

slurry pump station at the mine site;

x

slurry pipeline from the mine site to the port site;

x

terminal valve and choke station for the slurry system at the port site;

x

return water pump station at the port site;

x

return water pipeline from the port site to the mine site;

x

diesel pump station at the port site; and

x

diesel pipeline from the port site storage tank to the pump station site.

COMMON DESIGN CRITERIA
The pumping systems have been designed for operation 365 days per year, targeting 92% availability
with an operating life of 25 years, thus requiring 100% standby capacity on the mainline pumps and
other major process equipment items. The systems are designed to deliver 6% more flow than the
maximum required by the process balance for both the concentrate and reclaim water pipelines and
8% more flow than the maximum required by the process balance for the diesel pipeline.
Pressures along the pipeline route have been predicted for a practical range of pipe sizes for the three
pipeline systems. The required pipe wall thickness, flange ratings, and pumping requirements have
been established and cost estimates developed for these results based on their 25-year life design life.
The concentrate and reclaim water systems are designed according to the latest edition of ASME code
B31.11 “Slurry Transportation Piping Systems.” The diesel transfer pumping system is designed
according to the latest edition of ASME B31.4 “Pipeline Transportation Systems for Liquid
Hydrocarbons and Other Liquids.”
All pipelines will be constructed simultaneously in the same corridor.
The pipeline system design assumes the possibility of a one-week loss of electrical power.
PUMP STATION DESIGN
A typical pump station layout is shown in Figure 18.2.6.
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CONCENTRATE STOCK TANKS
Two agitated concentrate stock tanks are provided as a buffer between the concentrator and the
pumping/pipeline system. The stock tanks have sufficient capacity to provide 16 hours of storage
capacity at the maximum production tonnage. The tanks are lined to protect against wear and
corrosion.
PUMP STATION BUILDING
The pump station building will house the centrifugal charge pumps, the test loop and associated
instrumentation, the mainline positive displacement pumps, the pig launcher, and associated general
station piping.
Figure 18.2.6

Pump Station Layout
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MAJOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
Charge Pumps
Charge pumps are used to provide appropriate suction-side pressure at the mainline positive
displacement pumps. The charge pumps (one operating, one standby) are driven by variable-frequency
drives (VFDs) to allow for adjustment of the mainline pump charge pressure and for variation of the
flow through the test loop when the flow is being diverted back into the stock tanks or concentrator.
The charge pumps need gland flushing water, which is supplied from the plant seal water supply.
Mainline Pumps
Two positive displacement (PD) pumps are installed for the slurry line. Although more expensive than
simple piston pumps, the diaphragm arrangement, which provides a barrier between the slurry and
the pistons, will improve reliability and reduce down-time for maintenance. The pumps are driven by
VFDs to provide precise control over the pumping rate and pipeline start-up and shut-down.
SLURRY PIPELINE DESIGN
Steel Grade, Pipe Size, Wall Thickness, and Flange Rating
The pipe is 8 inches, based on the required flow and pressures. The wall thickness is reduced along the
length of the line as allowed by the local line pressure. The wall thickness is limited to a minimum of
0.219 inches to make it strong enough to avoid damage during construction.
The pipeline will be of continuously welded construction, with flanges provided only as required for
installation of the liner and installation of valves. The flange rating is reduced along the length of the
line as allowed by the local line pressure. Flanges are Class 1,500 and Class 900 ASME B16.5.
Internal Lining
A 7.2 mm HDPE lining is required for this system, based on the abrasiveness and corrosiveness of the
concentrate slurry for the design mine life of 25 years. The liner is installed into the continuously
welded line in the field in 1,500 to 3,000 ft lengths. Flange joints will be used to repair the breaks in the
line necessary for installation of the liner.
CHOKE STATION
A choke station that raises the hydraulic grade by 328 ft will be installed at the port terminal to
maintain the hydraulic grade line at least 60 ft above the pipeline profile at all points along the route.
This will ensure slack flow will not occur at local high points near the terminal unless a choke station
is provided9.
Return Water Pipeline Design
Steel grade API 5L X35 will be used in the return water pipeline design. The pipe is 7 inches, the most
appropriate size for the required flow and pressures. The wall thickness is reduced along the length of
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the line as allowed by the local line pressure. The wall thickness is limited to a minimum of
0.219 inches to make it strong enough to avoid damage during construction.
The pipeline will be of continuously welded construction, with flanges provided only as required for
installation of the liner (as per the concentrate pipeline) and of valves. The flange rating is reduced
along the length of the line as allowed by the local line pressure. Flanges are Class 900, 600 and 300
ASME B16.5.
DIESEL PIPELINE DESIGN
Steel grade API 5L X65 of standard pipe dimensions will be used in the diesel pipeline design (to
dimensional tolerances as defined in ASME code B36.10). The 5-inch pipe has an external diameter of
5,563 inches. The wall thickness is reduced along the length of the line as allowed by the local line
pressure. The wall thickness is limited to a minimum of 0.218 inches to make it strong enough to avoid
damage during construction.
The pipeline will be of continuously welded construction, with flanges provided only as required for
installation of valves. The flange rating is reduced along the length of the line as allowed by the local
line pressure. Flanges used are Class 900, 600, and 300 ASME B16.5.
PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION
Trench and Crossings
The pipeline right-of-way route is approximately 86 miles long. The pipelines will be buried in a
common ditch (Figure 18.2.7) except at major bridge crossings over rivers and creeks. Common
resources will be utilized for construction activities.
Figure 18.2.7

Pipeline Trench Section
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Water Crossings
Crossings will be bored under rivers and streams so as to minimize any impact on the waterways. At
longer crossings, the lines will be supported on the road bridge. Any pipeline sections not buried
underground will be encased in a protective layer. For the port approach through Iliamna Bay, and for
sections where the road is excavated through rock, the pipelines will share the right of way in a
common ditch excavated at the shoulder of the road prism.
Freeze Protection
Given the low atmospheric temperatures in winter, the pipelines must be protected from the
possibility of freezing during pump shutdown. Several methods of freeze protection have been
considered. A cost analysis has been performed to compare a heating system with burying the
pipelines below the frost depth (11 ft) or insulating them.
The selected freeze protection method is a combination of insulation and burial to 5 ft below ground
surface. This provides a period of 72 hours after pump shutdown, at -47°F, before the outer surface of
the pipe cools to 32.9°F. This timeframe is considered sufficient to repair pumps and ensure that
freezing does not occur.
Cathodic Protection
A cathodic protection system has been included to protect against external corrosion in the event of
damage to the external coatings on the pipes.
Leak Detection System
An allowance has been made for a leak detection system, which will monitor and alert operations in
the event of a pipeline leak. The system requires that pressure transmitters be located along the
pipeline route. This will also assist in the detection and prevention of slack flow in the pipelines.
SCADA
A SCADA system has been included for monitoring and control of the pumping facilities. The system
will also include fibre-optic communications between the concentrator and port site. The fibre-optic
line will be buried in the pipeline trench alongside the pipelines. Other instruments located along the
pipeline route, such as pressure and temperature transducers, will be tied into the fibre-optic link.
Valves
As required by the pipeline design code, manual isolation valves are provided on either side of “major”
river crossings. Valves are Class 1,500, Class 900, Class 600, and Class 300, depending on the location
along the pipeline route.
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VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

GENERAL
The Truck Shop complex at the Pebble mine site will consist of a 500 ft long x 160 ft wide structural
steel, pre-engineered building designed to accommodate the required facilities for repair,
maintenance, and rebuilding of both the open pit mining equipment and light vehicles. The facility
will also house storage space for spare parts and consumables, and offices for the pit supervisors, mine
engineers and planning staff. Change facilities will be provided for the mine personnel.
This complex will be located east of the process facilities and adjacent to additional maintenance and
storage buildings, such as the fuel storage compound and dedicated warehouse. The building will be
clad with insulated profiled steel cladding and founded on spread footings on rock.
The total useable ground floor area of the building will be 80,000 ft2., including 64,000 ft2 for service
bays and shops, 3,500 ft2 for change facilities and 12,500 ft2 for the lower floor of the shops warehouse.
The total useable second floor area of the building will be 8,000 ft2 for a small parts warehouse and the
services room. The total useable third floor area of the building will be 16,000 ft2 for offices for the pit
supervisors, as well as mine engineering and planning staff.
SERVICE BAYS
The service bays consist of the following:
x

heavy vehicle repair bays;

x

heavy vehicle tire repair bay;

x

light vehicle service bay; and

x

welding bay.

All service bays except those for light vehicle repair and welding will have cast rails embedded in the
floor for protection when repairing tracked dozers and auxiliary equipment. The truckshop will be
equipped with two 50/5 ton overhead cranes that will provide service to both the heavy and light
vehicle repair bays.
HEAVY VEHICLE REPAIR BAY
Seven bays will be designated for the service and repair of major mining equipment. The facilities will
include automatic hose reels for dispensing engine oil, transmission fluid, hydraulic oil, air, solvent,
diluted coolant and grease. Hose reels will be serviced by delivery pumps located in the lubrication
storage building. Waste lubricant recovery systems will pump used oil and coolant to holding tanks
located at the lubrication storage building for recycling or disposal. The drive through bays will be
50 ft wide, 80 ft long and provide for the full dump height of a 400 ton capacity haul truck.
TIRE REPAIR BAY
One bay, 50 ft wide x 80 ft long, will be dedicated to replacing tires on the haulage trucks and other
large mining equipment.
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LIGHT VEHICLE SERVICE BAY
Two bays, 50 ft wide x 80 ft long, will be used for servicing light vehicles, including vehicle
maintenance and tire changes. All small equipment, such as air tools and others required for wheel
alignment, balancing, automotive testing and diagnostic purposes will be available in this bay.
WELDING BAY
A bay, 50 ft wide x 80 ft long, will be provided for welding work. Ventilation fans and flash shields will
be provided for personnel protection.
SERVICE SUPPORT FACILITIES
Other support facilities and shops for maintenance and repair will include the following:
x

ready lines;

x

lubricant storage building;

x

machine shop/plate shop;

x

electrical/instrument repair facilities; and

x

compressor room.

READY LINE
A ready line outside the truckshop complex will provide parking for at least 24 mine mobile equipment
units awaiting service or repairs.
LUBRICANT STORAGE AREA
The lubricant storage area will house tanks for an approximately one-month supply of lubricants,
coolants, and waste oil for the mining and plant support equipment fleet. The building will be 75 ft
long x 63 ft wide x 27 ft high and will be located about 160 ft from the truckshop. The separation
distance allows for the construction of two additional service bays, if required in future, and provides
fire safety separation between the two buildings. A separate bermed exterior storage facility will be
provided for waste oil and spent coolants. The lubricant storage building will be furnished with
loading/unloading arms and pumps.
This building will also contain air-operated transfer pumps for supplying lubricants to the truckshop
dispensing reels in the service bays. A pipe rack will connect the truckshop to the lubricant storage
building.
MACHINE SHOP / PLATE SHOP
A machine shop and a plate shop will be located at the south end of the truckshop. These shops will be
outfitted with machine tool and cutting equipment.
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ELECTRICAL / INSTRUMENT REPAIR FACILITIES
An electrical and instrumentation shop in the truckshop will be outfitted with maintenance and test
equipment.
COMPRESSOR ROOM
A compressor room adjacent to the machine and plate shops will house compressors and air dryers to
supply mill and instrument air to the facilities within the truckshop.
WAREHOUSE
The warehouse integrated into the truckshop will house materials, service parts and supplies for mine
mobile equipment maintenance. The warehouse will have an area of 12,500 ft2 on the ground floor and
2000 ft2 of mezzanine space. The warehouse will be serviced by electric forklifts.
CHANGE FACILITIES
Change facilities, complete with lockers, showers and washroom facilities, will be provided for the pit
and truck shop crews. It will be located on the ground floor.
OFFICES
Offices occupying an area for 16,000 ft2 will be located on the third floor of the truckshop complex for
the pit supervisors, as well as mine engineering and planning staff. A lunchroom equipped with fridge,
stove, microwave, dishwasher, and cupboards will also be on the ground floor.
Offices for all other staff and a control room will be provided in the process plant building.
18.2.13

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

SUMMARY
The administration building at the mine site will be a two storey, pre-engineered building, 58 ft wide x
175 ft long. It will be located adjacent to and connected with the permanent camp complex via an
arctic-type corridor. A total of 83 offices and cubicles will be provided for mine management and
supervisory staff, as well as for human resources, accounting, procurement, information technology
and safety staff. The ground floor will include a lunch room, training room and 32 offices, including 10
open cubicles and 22 closed offices. The second floor will provide for 51 offices, including 18 open
cubicles and 22 closed offices. The building will be clad with insulated profiled steel cladding and
founded on spread footings on soil.
ADMINISTRATION/ LAB
Administration offices will be within the process building and occupy a total floor area 25 ft wide x
232 ft long on two floors. The space will include 23 offices, two conference rooms, a lunch room, open
working areas and washroom facilities.
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GATEHOUSE AND SECURITY
The gatehouse will be a rectangular, single storey, pre-engineered building, 26 ft wide x 50 ft long x
10 ft high, with a gross floor area equal to 1,300 ft2 and will provide a security checkpoint for all
incoming and outgoing traffic to the process and mill site.
The building will be clad with insulated profiled steel cladding and founded on spread footings on soil
and will be located at the termination of the access road prior to its division into mill and truck shop
access roads. A total of four offices and cubicles will be provided, together with a security room, open
working area and washroom facilities.
OFFSITE OFFICES AND FACILITIES
Office Facilities
The Pebble Partnership will operate an office in Anchorage that provides coordination with the Alaska
government and local Alaska suppliers, oversees the concentrate marketing activities, and acts as the
recruiting office for mine personnel.
The Pebble Partnership and the engineering contractor will work in a combined project office facility
during the engineering, procurement and construction management (EPCM) phase of the project. This
office will be separate from the permanent Pebble Partnership office in Anchorage and will be closed
at the end of the construction. The location of this office is expected to depend upon the EPCM
contractor selected.
Logistics Facilities
The majority of non-perishable goods trans-shipped to the port site will be delivered to a large cargo
handling facility in Washington State. Containers and bulk goods will be loaded on ocean barges and
hauled by tug to the port site.
Personnel flying into and out of Iliamna will use public passenger handling facilities at the respective
airports. Air transport contractors will operate, maintain, and (if necessary) build these facilities as
part of their service.
18.2.14

CONSTRUCTION (CAMP, POWER, WATER AND SEWAGE)

CAMP DESIGN
The first camp to be constructed at the mine site will be a 250-person fabric-type for use during early
site construction activities and throughout the construction phase as required for seasonal peak
overflows. The permanent camp will be built for and used during the construction phase in a doubleoccupancy configuration to accommodate 2,150 workers, and will later be upgraded to singleoccupancy rooms for the operations phase. The permanent camp will have 1,150 single-occupancy
rooms.
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Features of the Camp Design
All camps will be constructed of modular units manufactured off site in compliance with highway size
restrictions for transportation. The modular units will be transported, assembled and completed at the
project site. The camps will have separate areas for dormitories and a central services core.
The dormitory modules will be connected with field-constructed, or prefabricated, fire-rated egress
corridors and modularized fire-rated enclosed stairwells at each end complying with all building and
fire code requirements.
The central services facility will be designed and pre-fabricated as a single-storey modularized unit,
fully equipped for food preparation/storage, kitchen, dining room, an incinerator and recreation areas.
All facilities, including the kitchen, will be sized and built for the highest design population when.
The camp will include dormitories, kitchen and dining facilities, incinerator, recreation facilities,
check-in and check-out areas, administrative offices and first aid facilities.
Accommodations Criteria
The basic design criteria for the camp are as follows:
x

The site will be levelled, ready for installation of trailers;

x

The camp heating, hot water and kitchen appliances will be electric;

x

The camp will be provided with sprinklers throughout;

x

Arctic corridors will be provided to connect the dormitories with the rest of facility;

x

The quality level of the facilities will be ‘superior’;

x

Camp facilities will be handicapped accessible; and

x

The camp will be complete with all electrical, communication, lighting, mechanical,
sprinklers, plumbing equipment and fixtures, all finishes, furniture and related items ready for
occupancy.

Dormitories
x

The dormitories will consist of six wings, three stories in height;

x

The room distribution will be as follow:
-

515 single bed rooms (occupants to share centrally located washroom cubicles)

-

four barrier-free bed rooms (two contiguous bedrooms to share a bathroom)

-

16 rooms with double sized bed for married couples (married couples to use centrally
located washroom cubicles)

-

six manager rooms (managers to use centrally located washroom cubicles);

x

Handicapped, married couples and manager rooms will all be the same size;

x

Handicapped rooms will be located on the ground floor of wings;
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x

Dormitory wings, in addition to washroom cubicles, will have laundry, housekeeping and
luggage storage rooms on each floor; and

x

A dormitory wing, or individual floors within a wing, will be dedicated for female occupants.

Dining and Kitchen Facilities
x

The kitchen will be sized for intended dormitory occupancy number;

x

The dining facility to be sized for 275 meals per sitting, two sittings per meal;

x

Food storage capacity will be provided to allow for twice a month food delivery;

x

Provide garbage storage and incinerator. Incinerator to be operated once a day; and

x

All kitchen equipment will be electric.

Recreation Facilities
x

Recreation facilities, including a gymnasium for playing basketball (half court size);

x

The recreation room, with ping pong tables, pool tables, foosball tables and other games;

x

Smoking and non-smoking TV viewing rooms will be provided; and

x

A weightlifting and exercise room, equipped with weight lifting equipment, treadmills,
stationary bicycles and rowing machines.

Other Facilities
x

Commissary with post office and administration office;

x

Computer area for 20 computer stations;

x

Main first aid station where patients can be stabilized for evacuation to an off-site hospital;

x

Check-in and check-out facilities, including the administrative and catering offices for the
complex; and

x

Arctic corridors as required to connect all the camp facilities.

18.2.15

MAIN WAREHOUSE

The warehouse will be a rectangular, single-storey, pre-engineered building, 100 ft wide x 225 ft long x
23.5 ft high with a gross floor area of 22,500 ft2. An 80 ft x 80 ft mezzanine floor will be used for three
offices, a filing/storage area, a washroom and an entrance corridor. A fenced yard, 60 ft x 226 ft, with
two truck gates and one man gate will be provided on the north side of the process building.
18.2.16

MILL SHOPS

This building will be T-shaped, pre-engineered, insulated, steel-framed and steel-clad, founded on
spread footings. The plan area is 61,500 ft2.
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MEDICAL/FIRST AID

First aid posts will be provided at the Accommodations camp as well as the truckshop, process plant
and the port. A full time nurse will be in attendance at the first aid station at the camp and roaming
first aid attendants/security staff will patrol the property.
Two ambulances and a fire truck will be located at the mine site and at the port. A sprung structure,
three bay garage for the emergency vehicles will be located near the respective gatehouses. Patients
requiring evacuation will be driven by ambulance to the clinic at Iliamna or flown from Iliamna to
hospitals in Anchorage.
18.2.18

COLD STORAGE BUILDING

Cold storage buildings will be designed as single storey, sprung structures, 75 ft wide x 150 ft long x
23.5 ft high with a gross floor area equal to 11,250 ft2. Two buildings are required, one adjacent to the
truckshop and one near the mill shops. These buildings will be insulated and unheated. The cold
storage buildings will be used for the short and long term storage of consumables requiring protection
from the elements, but not requiring the maintenance of a mean temperature above freezing. The
buildings will be supplied with light vehicle truck access doors at each end, as well as accompanying
main access doors adjacent to the vehicle doors. The buildings will be provided with interior and
exterior lighting.
18.2.19

UTILIDORS

Primary process and infrastructure facilities at the site will be connected via utilidors. These utilidors
will be elevated steel structures providing a means of routing both personnel and essential services
(glycol, water, etc) to each facility that is environmentally controlled. Support towers for the utilidors
will double as emergency exits, and bus shelters as exit stairwells will be provided to exit personnel to
grade. The utilidors will be nominally 12 ft high x 10 ft wide and be fully clad, insulated and heated.
18.2.20

WATER SYSTEMS

FRESH WATER
Fresh water will be collected from groundwater sources (wells). Fresh water supply will be piped to the
filtered water tank located on the west side of the mill building, adjacent to the mill flotation area.
Water from the sand filters will also be added to this tank. From the filtered water tanks, most of the
water will be pumped to the clean service/firewater tank located in the same area and the balance will
be used as cooling water for the grinding mills. From the clean service/firewater tank the fresh/filtered
water for use as process water, will be distributed via underground pipelines to the process plant and
the primary crusher raw water tank, and the open pit mine water tank at the primary crusher. The
firewater will be distributed as detailed below.
PROCESS WATER DISTRIBUTION
Process water will be a combination of surface water catchments and tailings reclaim water. Process
water will be pumped from the tailings pond and various collection sumps to the two process water
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ponds located on the south side of the process plant. Process water will be pumped from the process
water pump house and distributed via overland pipelines to the various areas of the process plant. In
addition, fresh water added to the system via the clean service/firewater tank will be distributed via
underground pipelines to the process plant and primary crusher area as described above.
The process water ponds will comprise two HDPE lined ponds designed to store 2,000,000 ft3 of water.
The two ponds complete with a central divider dyke will occupy a plan area of approximately 11 acres11.
The total height of the containment dykes will be 17 ft, allowing for a water depth of 8 ft, plus an
allowance of 6 ft for an ice sheet, plus 3 ft of freeboard. A process water pump house will be located
mid-way along the divider dyke. The pump house will comprise a rectangular concrete sump/sub
structure, approximately 48 ft long x 20 wide x 12 ft deep, with a prefabricated, skid mounted pump
house mounted above, complete with six 1750 hp vertical water intake pumps.
FIRE WATER
The clean service / firewater tank located at the mill will have a reserve in the lower portion of the tank
that will be drawn from below the primary water nozzles. The fire-fighting reserve in each tank will
meet a two-hour demand at 1,500 USgpm. Firewater pump skids complete with diesel-driven fire
pump, jockey pump and controls will be installed. Dedicated fire mains complete with hydrants will be
provided at the process plant and ancillary buildings, the camp, truckshop and the primary crushers.
Fire extinguishers will also be provided throughout the facilities. Fire hose reels and cabinets will be
installed throughout the process plant building and truck shop. Sprinkler systems will be installed in
the warehouse, the main office and the truckshop.
Fire alarm systems at the warehouse and truckshop will report to the plant control room or to the
main gatehouse, both of which will be manned 24 hours a day.
POTABLE WATER – MINE SITE
Potable water at the mine site will be supplied from wells located north of the open pit. The water will
be pumped to the potable water treatment plant, potable water tank and potable water pump house at
the mill and then distributed to the various facilities, including the camp, administration building,
warehouse, gatehouse, truck shop and process buildings.
18.2.21

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

HAZARDOUS WASTES
As part of the overall plant design, all hazardous wastes outside of tailings and waste rock will be
segregated at the point of generation, placed into appropriate storage containers and shipped off site
to an appropriate recycling or disposal facility. A lined storage facility will be constructed within or
near the site fuel storage facilities to store the hazardous waste held in segregation pending periodic
off-site shipment. Specific hazardous waste handling protocols are:
x

Waste Oil – waste oil from heavy equipment and stationary milling equipment will be
transferred to a waste oil storage tank to be located within the lubrication storage facility. The
waste oil will be filtered and burned in a packaged waste oil burner unit to generate
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supplemental heating for the truck maintenance shop in the winter months. Any excess waste
oil not consumed in this manner will be shipped off site using a licensed waste oil disposal
firm for recycling. Every attempt will be made to dispose of waste oil on site as a supplemental
heat supply.
x

Waste antifreeze, solvents and grease – waste antifreeze, solvent and grease will be collected
and stored in appropriate drums for regular shipment off site to a licensed recycle or disposal
facility.

x

Waste batteries – waste vehicle batteries will be collected, placed on pallets for regular
shipment off site for disposal at a battery recycling facility.

x

Tires – old tires will be collected and those not used on site to provide vehicle protection
barriers will be disposed of through burial within an active section of the tailings
impoundment.

x

Hydrocarbon Contaminated Soil – a landfarm will be constructed utilizing bio-remediation to
treat petroleum contaminated soil that may accrue during the mine’s operational life. The
landfarm will be constructed near the proposed non-hazardous waste on-site landfill. The
landfarm will be constructed on a compacted till or other suitable liner. Hydrocarbon
contaminated soil will be transferred into the landfarm, spread out over the surface in thin
lifts and treated with fertilizer to promote bio-remediation. Soils will be routinely turned over
and sampled until it can be demonstrated that the hydrocarbon contamination has been
reduced to acceptable standards. Clean soils will be stockpiled for use in progressive
reclamation projects. Water collected within the landfarm will be run through an oil-water
separator with the clean water discharged into the tailings impoundment.

NON-HAZARDOUS WASTES
Non-hazardous waste will be segregated into the following two streams:
x

Putrescible kitchen wastes – organic food wastes from kitchen facilities will be segregated and
burned daily in on-site incinerators to help limit wildlife attraction associated with disposal of
food wastes;

x

Non-putrescible waste – all other non-hazardous, non-organic garbage will be collected and
disposed off within an on-site landfill to be located in a suitable area that drains by gravity
into the tailings impoundment. Non-hazardous garbage placed within this landfill will be
periodically buried under a layer of soil or NAG waste rock to prevent loss of garbage through
wind action and to control drainage.

x

Construction, operation and closure wastes will likely be managed under one waste
management permit.
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COMMUNICATIONS

GENERAL
The mine site will be connected to external networks via the fibre-optic line contained in the
concentrate pipeline trench and the power transmission system connected to the Kenai Peninsula. A
backup satellite system rated to handle the full information bandwidth will also be installed.
A communications network will be established utilizing fibre-optic
communication for voice, fax, Internet, and PC network traffic. The
infrastructure will include internet gateway, telephone private branch
Ethernet local area network (LAN), IT servers, desktop computers, UPS
cabling, and site VHF radio system.

technology and wireless
communications and IT
exchange (PBX) system,
system, copper and fibre

Voice communications will be based on an IP network using wide area network (WAN) links, which
will result in lower operating costs compared to other solutions. A VHF radio system will be installed
with provision for handheld units, mobile units and base stations. A mobile phone cellular service will
be included in the system. A telephone PBX system will be provided for telephone communications
using analog wiring. Video conferencing systems by WAN links will be provided complete with
messenger service flat screens and a projector for use in meeting rooms. A base station and client
station will be provided for wireless connection to the network system. The system will include a smart
card device and smart access card to enable secure smart card logon to the network for desktop and
laptop users.
The LAN system will utilize switches to connect to users’ computers, and the WAN system will use
routers with multi protocol label switching (MPLS) capabilities to support voice and high bandwidth
capabilities.
18.2.23

UTILITIES AND SERVICES

HEATING, VENTILATION, AND DUST CONTROL HEATING
Summary
Heating for buildings and facilities at the mine site will be provided primarily by heat recovery from
the combined-cycle natural gas-fired gas turbine (CCGT) power plant. Waste heat from the power
plant will be transferred via a glycol circulating system throughout the plant site and truckshop areas
by transfer pumps. A boiler adjacent to the mill building will be used as a backup heat source when
required.
Each building/area requiring heat will be equipped with a secondary glycol loop supplied by the
primary loop. Secondary loop circulating pumps provide the method of transfer. Glyclol unit heaters
will be placed strategically around the perimeter and interior spaces of the buildings as required.
Localized controls will provide climatic control for the unit heaters
Remote buildings that are relatively small, such as small warehouses, and gatehouses, will be heated
with electric heaters.
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VENTILATION
Continuous ventilation will be provided for all personnel-occupied and selected unoccupied spaces.
Ventilation rates will vary depending on the level of occupancy and the intended use of the space as
per ASHRAE, OSHA, and State of Alaska building code and standards.
Ventilation systems will include make-up air units for continuous supply of tempered air, general
exhaust fans for contaminant removal, and localized exhaust fans to remove contaminants directly
where appropriate. Glycol supply to the make-up air units will be the primary heat supply source.
DUST AND FUME CONTROL
Efficient dust control has been recognized as fundamental to the plant design in minimizing the
amount of airborne particulate matter that is introduced to the surrounding environment.
Dust control systems will include hoods, ductwork, dry baghouse-style dust collectors and/or wet
scrubbers, and enclosures designed to capture fugitive dust or fume emissions at source. These
systems will be designed and selected to reduce particulate emissions to meet applicable air quality
regulations.
Remote control points, such as overland conveyor transfer points and crushers where water is in short
supply, will use dry cartridge-type dust collectors to capture dust and periodically return it to the
conveyor belts in the process areas.
Dust collection within the process buildings, such as the coarse ore storage reclaim area and pebble
crushers, will use wet scrubbers to collect airborne dust. This will form a dust slurry that will be
collected and pumped back to the process.
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TAILINGS, WASTE ROCK AND WATER MANAGEMENT

18.3.1

INTRODUCTION
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This section presents an overview of the tailings storage facility (TSF), waste rock storage, and waste
and tailings management as developed for the development cases presented in this Preliminary
Assessment.
The level of study that has been prepared for the proposed Site G TSF is comprehensive in terms of
both the site investigation and the design effort. The TSF design and mine waste rock storage concept
form a basis for the safe, long-term storage of all tailings and mine waste rock for the 25-year IDC Case
(IDC).
The Site G TSF, as designed, has sufficient capacity to accommodate all tailings from the initial 25
years of mining. Studies relating to the investigation, selection and design of additional tailings storage
facilities to accommodate the 45-year Reference Case and the 78-year Resource Case have been
ongoing for some time. Some aspects of these studies (e.g. evaluation of overall Pebble Project area)
have been evaluated over a period of 6 years. The large land package surrounding the Pebble deposit
presents a number of potentially viable locations for additional TSF sites, subject to further design
effort within the environmental risk mitigation framework.
Two separately-managed tailings streams will be deposited concurrently into the TSF. Benign tailings
from the rougher flotation circuit (bulk tailings) represent one stream, and pyrite-rich tailings
generated from the second cleaner scavenger circuit represent the other. The cleaner scavenger
tailings will be deposited sub-aqueously to preclude oxidation and the potential generation of acidic
conditions.
Waste rock, both potentially acid-generating (PAG) and non-potentially acid-generating (NAG) will be
stored in pit-rim waste dumps. PAG waste rock will be managed in a separate facility to allow for
reclamation of the PAG material at closure.
18.3.2

SITE CHARACTERIZATION

The preliminary layout of mine site facilities incorporating the Site G TSF is shown in Figure 18.3.3. The
TSF will be contained within northern, eastern, and southern embankments. The elevation of the Site
G valley ranges from approximately 1,200 ft to over 2,000 ft. The waste rock dumps will be situated on
the pit perimeter to the northeast, southeast and southwest.
GEOTECHNICAL PROFILE
Geotechnical conditions in the TSF and related open pit and waste rock dump areas can be
summarized as follows.
TSF Area
Overburden within in the TSF typically comprises sand and gravel with varying amounts of silt, and
varies in depth from near surface to approximately 65 ft. It is thickest in the valley bottom. Some
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localized areas exist in the valley bottom with peat thicknesses to 10 ft. Overburden at the higher
elevations is mainly colluvium and glacial drift material consisting of sand and gravel with varying
amounts of silt; the overburden thickness varies to a maximum depth of approximately 20 ft.
The bedrock is typically highly weathered & frost-heaved near surface, becoming more competent with
depth. Bedrock in the northern embankment area consists mainly of granodiorite/monzonite and
zones of basalt, with pyroxenite and siltstone on the northwest slopes. Bedrock in the valley of the
northwest area consists of basalt, gabbro, and granodiorite. The rock is typically found to be fractured
to depths of approximately 30 ft below the overburden contact, with some locations showing fractured
bedrock depths of approximately 130 ft deep below the overburden contact. Localized faults are also
present. Volcaniclastic, fragmental bedrock was found in the east near Kaskanak Mountain and in the
southern section of the site.
The groundwater conditions observed at Site G include artesian flows and groundwater levels
generally near surface, but sometimes up to 45 ft below surface.
Open Pit Area
Overburden in the open pit area ranges in thickness from 10 to 250 ft and generally consists of
glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and glacial drift deposits. Available information on overburden is limited
in this area; further site investigation is required to better characterize the overburden material. This is
particularly important because the open pit pre-stripping materials are assumed to be available for
construction of low-permeability zones in the tailings embankment.
Bedrock geology in the open pit area consists of Tertiary sediments, volcanics, volcanic-derived
sediments, and Cretaceous intrusives (granodiorite and megabreccia), diorite, and extrusives.
The depth to groundwater varies throughout the open pit area, ranging from surface to approximately
50 ft.
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Climate and hydrology data are summarized as follows:1
x

The long-term average annual temperature for the mine site is estimated to be 30.2°F, with
average monthly temperatures ranging from a high of 52.1°F in July to 12.7°F in December.

x

On average, temperatures at the mine site are 3.4°F cooler than at Iliamna.

x

Wind data indicate that the wind typically blows from the southeast and northwest with an
average speed of between 8 and 15 knots.

x

The maximum wind speed recorded during the measurement period is 120 knots.

x

Maximum solar radiation is expected in June, while minimum radiation is expected in
December, based on data from King Salmon, Alaska, approximately 100 miles south-southwest
of the Pebble site.

x

Mean annual lake evaporation is estimated to be 7 inches.

x

Mean annual sublimation for the mine site area is estimated to be 4 inches.
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x

Precipitation for the mine site area is estimated to be 36.6 inches.

x

The rainfall design storm events are:
-

24 hour probable maximum precipitation – 18 inches

-

24 hour, 1 in 100 year precipitation at 1,000 ft elevation – 6.5 inches

-

24 hour, 1 in 100 year precipitation at 1,550 ft elevation – 8.5 inches.

x

Approximately 30% of precipitation at the mine site falls as snow. However, high wind speeds
and low vegetation cover result in significant additional wind-blown snow accumulation at the
site. Snow distribution surveys confirm that the mine site catchment is a snow accumulation
area. A wind-blown contribution of an additional 8 inches of snow water equivalent (SWE) has
been estimated for the mine site catchment.

x

Mine site runoff results from rainfall and snowmelt, producing an annual hydrograph with two
high flow seasons. The first peak occurs in April and May as a result of snowmelt, while the
second peak occurs in August and September as a result of rainfall.

SEISMICITY
Appropriate seismic design parameters for the TSF have been selected using the results of probabilistic
and deterministic seismic hazard analyses, together with the hazard classification defined for the
facilities. The preliminary hazard classification for the TSF has been assessed at Class II, based on the
Guidelines for Cooperation with the Alaska Dam Safety Program Seismic studies have been
undertaken in three distinct areas as described in the following paragraphs.
First, existing public domain literature and information concerning the seismicity of the region has
been compiled. Three key publications are referenced. Haeussler and Saltus (2004) studied
aeromagnetic data associated with the seismic source zone closest to the Pebble Project, the Lake
Clark Fault, and reported that its western end terminates some 10 miles from the Pebble property.
Haeussler and Saltus also reported that the Lake Clark Fault could extend further to the southwest
(closer to Pebble), but that lack of bedrock exposures limits field corroboration of the geophysical
data. Willis et al. (2007) reported that an earthquake with a potential magnitude 6.9 to 7.3 could occur
on the Lake Clark Fault. Wesson et al. (2007) utilized this information to assign a magnitude value of
7.1 to a Lake Clark Fault earthquake in the US Geological Survey’s (USGS) revision of its Alaska seismic
hazard model.
Second, site-specific data related to the Lake Clark Fault has been collected. In 2009, an airborne
electro-magnetic geophysical survey was undertaken over the Pebble property and surrounding region.
This type of survey allows for the identification of faults due to their unique response characteristics.
This geophysical survey demonstrated that the Lake Clark Fault becomes splayed.
Third, a detailed survey of the surficial geology and geomorphology of the Pebble Project area has been
conducted and reported by Hamilton and Klieforth (2009). This work assesses how glaciation has
affected the surficial geology of the area, and thus the potential for groundwater flow. However, two
important findings from this work influenced the Pebble Project seismicity study.
In the first of these findings, Hamilton and Klieforth traced the advance of four glacier phases in the
region. These glaciers were preferentially advanced via crustal troughs formed by fault traces, such
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that the mapped advances corroborate the geographically indicated splayed extension of the Lake
Clark Fault. The second finding, based on discussions with Hamilton, no evidence was found of
movement along these faults in the surficial deposits. This would indicate that the Lake Clark Fault has
been inactive over the approximately 10,000-year period since glaciers last receded from the region.
Based on this data, seismic design criteria for the TSF and other mine-site facilities has been developed
using both probabilistic and deterministic methodologies. The probabilistic method utilizes seismic
data from the region to determine the likelihood of occurrence of earthquakes of certain magnitudes
in the project area. The deterministic analysis assesses the maximum forces on the TSF embankments
from potential seismic epicentres, based on estimates of energy release, distance from the epicentre
and attenuation effects.
Two seismic source zones have been identified that could affect the Pebble Project:
1.
2.

the Lake Clark Fault; and,
the large Pacific Plate–North American Plate subduction zone located offshore, east of the
Alaskan Peninsula.

Potential energy release from the offshore subduction zone is considerably greater than that of the
Lake Clark Fault. A magnitude 9.2 mega-thrust earthquake, equal to the 1964 Alaskan earthquake that
originated from this zone, is considered to be the maximum credible event (MCE). However, the
distance of this seismic source zone from the Pebble property, and the effects of energy attenuation,
would result in considerably lower ground acceleration at Pebble than a smaller earthquake along the
Lake Clark Fault.
Although the Lake Clark Fault is considered to have been inactive for some 10,000 years, and the
USGS’s Alaska seismic hazard model assigns a magnitude value of 7.1 to a Lake Clark Fault earthquake,
seismic design criteria for the Pebble Project TSF are considerably more conservative.
Seismic design criteria for the Site G TSF and other mine-site facilities are based on a deterministic
analysis utilizing available data for minimum distances from the Lake Clark Fault to the three Site G
tailings embankments. A magnitude 7.5 earthquake has been utilized as the maximum credible event
(MCE), in excess of the magnitude 6.9 to 7.3 potential documented in recent literature. Attenuation
models utilized have been published as recently as 2008.
The results of this deterministic analysis indicate that the maximum credible ground acceleration on
rock at the Site G TSF north embankment is 0.44 g, while the maximum credible ground acceleration
on rock at the south embankment is 0.47 g. These earthquake parameters have been used to assess the
stability of the TSF under seismic loading. To account for the potential amplification of ground motion
as seismic waves propagate through the foundation soils and embankments, an amplification factor of
1.5 has been used to model the average maximum ground acceleration along a potential slip surface
through the embankment.
The Pebble Partnership has made very conservative assumptions in determining these seismic risks for
the designs of the Pebble TSF and other mine facilities.
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TAILINGS AND WASTE ROCK CHARACTERISTICS

TAILINGS AND TAILINGS WATER CHARACTERISTICS
The tailings physical characteristics are based on testwork completed in 2008. Tailings particle size
distributions indicate that the bulk tailings are uniformly graded, consisting of sand and silt-sized
particles, with a P80 of 200 ϛm. Preliminary particle size distributions on the cleaner scavenger tailings
indicate that these consist of predominantly silt-sized particles, with a P80 of 30 ϛm.
The permeability of tailings deposits tends to decrease over time as the deeper tailings consolidate due
to progressive loading. The filling schedule for the TSF is based on an estimated average dry density of
85 lb/ft3 for the bulk tailings and 110 lb/ft3 for cleaner scavenger tailings, which have a higher specific
gravity.
Static geochemical testing indicates that the bulk rougher flotation tailings can be produced with low
sulphur concentrations of between 0.1% and 0.2% sulphur as sulphide, and sufficient carbonate
content to offset acid generating potential. No geochemical testing has been completed on the cleaner
scavenger tailings. However, the pyrite content of these tailings indicates that they may have potential
to create acidic conditions if permitted to oxidize.
Preliminary modelling of the tailings water quality is in progress and will be updated for the next
design stage.
WASTE ROCK CHARACTERISTICS
To determine waste rock characteristics, more than 1,000 samples from diamond drill core, 785
samples from Cretaceous rocks and 234 samples from Tertiary units, were obtained during drill
programs conducted between 1988 and 2007 and analyzed. The samples have been selected to provide
broad lithological and spatial coverage and a range of core ages. Ten additional samples were obtained
from surficial deposits of glacial sediments and overburden.
Sulphur and calcium results from the analyses show that these elements are the best surrogates for
determining acid potential (AP) and neutralizing potential (NP). Based on results from kinetic tests,
any rock with an NP/AP ratio greater than 1.6 or 1.8 for pre-Tertiary and Tertiary rock, respectively, is
predicted to be not potentially acid generating (NAG). In this Preliminary Assessment, the NP/AP
ratio to segregate PAG and NAG during mining of the Pebble deposit is 1.6 to 1.2
Acid-base accounting testing showed that the Tertiary rocks are dominantly NAG, due to the presence
of low sulphur concentrations and elevated carbonate content as calcite. In fact, no samples of Tertiary
rock generated acidic conditions under field or laboratory conditions.
18.3.4

TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

The Site G TSF will be approximately 3 miles long and approximately 685 ft deep. The TSF
impoundment is sized to provide additional freeboard for complete containment of all runoff from the
inflow design flood, for wave run-up protection, and for any post-seismic embankment settlement.
The probable maximum flood (PMF) has been selected as the inflow design flood and Maximum
Credible Earthquake was selected as the design seismic event.
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The zoned embankments will be constructed in stages throughout the life of the project using selected
overburden and NAG Tertiary waste rock derived from open pit stripping operations.
Drilling results and outcrop distributions indicate that overburden is thin over much of the area and
that bedrock is often fractured through the top 50 ft of bedrock. Response testing indicates that some
overburden materials and the upper bedrock have a hydraulic conductivity ranging from 10-4 to
10-3 cm/sec. Hydraulic conductivity generally decreases with depth and is in the order of 10-5 to
10-7 cm/sec in bedrock. However, some zones of higher hydraulic conductivity were also observed at
depth.
The TSF design basis includes the following information:
x

Operating Life ........................................................................ 25 years

x

Nominal ore production (after ramp-up period)................. 200,000 tons per day

x

Portion of ore to bulk tailings ............................................... 85%

x

Portion of ore to pyritic tailings............................................ 14%

x

Width of north embankment base ....................................... 2,600 ft.

The Site G TSF will ultimately have three embankments. The north embankment will be constructed
at mine start up (200 ft high). The south and east embankments will be required as the material stored
in the impoundment reaches its capacity, at which point the north embankment will be 685 ft high.
FOUNDATION PREPARATION AND FOUNDATION SEEPAGE CONTROL MEASURES
Embankment foundations will be prepared by removing all organics and unsuitable materials prior to
controlled rockfill placement on competent overburden and/or bedrock foundations. The organic
materials will be stockpiled for reclaiming the embankments at closure.
The implementation of effective seepage control and collection measures is a fundamental
requirement for the design and operation of the TSF to address impacts on groundwater and surface
water interconnections and meet regulatory compliance. A schematic of the seepage control measures
is shown in Figure 18.3.1.
The seepage control system construction consists of the following key elements:
x

A seepage cutoff trench will be excavated along the upstream toe of each of the embankments.
Suitable material from the trench excavation will potentially be used as embankment fill
material.

x

The bedrock surface at the base of this excavation will be cleaned and treated by slush
grouting and dental concrete placement in any cracks or fissures prior to the construction of a
concrete plinth and filter/transition materials.
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x

Consolidation and curtain grouting will be performed through pipe sleeves embedded along
the concrete plinth to ensure a good seal at the plinth-bedrock contact. Consolidation
drilling/grouting will be carried out in a systematic pattern extending to an approximate
depth of 10 ft to grout surficial features resulting from the blasting operations for the trench
excavation.

x

A geomembrane face liner will be connected to the plinth and extended up the embankment
face. A seepage collection system will be constructed within the trench excavation
immediately downstream of the upstream liner and associated fill zones. This upstream toe
drain will extend along the extent of the excavations and will drain into secondary drainage
trenches that will be excavated perpendicular to the embankment axis. These drainage
trenches permit gravity drainage of any seepage collected in the upstream to drain to the
seepage recycle ponds.

EMBANKMENT DESIGN SECTION AND STAGED CONSTRUCTION
The ultimate plan view arrangement for the Site G TSF is shown in Figure 18.3.2. The design section for
TSF zoned embankments is presented in Figure 18.3.3 and briefly described below:
x

The overall downstream slope of the embankment is 2H:1V. The upstream slope within the
initial embankment will be constructed at a 3H:1V. The centreline construction will involve
installation of a vertical low permeability core zone.

x

The shell zone is to be constructed from material excavated from the upstream toe trench and
local quarry during the initial construction of the TSF, and from well-graded NAG Tertiary
waste rock obtained from the open pit during operations.

x

The low-permeability core zone is to be constructed from well-graded, low-permeability, silty
glacial till.

x

The transition zone will comprise at least two zones, a sand filter (Zone F) immediately downgradient of the core zone and a second gravelly transition zone (Zone T) between the Zone F
filter and down-gradient of the shell materials. The transition zone extends to the base of the
upstream toe trench and provides a bedding layer for the composite liner.

x

The Zone U will form the upstream shell zone immediately adjacent to the core zone and will
be constructed from well-graded NAG Tertiary waste rock.

x

A 100 mil thick high-density polyethylene (HDPE) textured geomembrane liner will be placed
on the upstream face of the lower section of the embankments. The HDPE liner will be placed
on a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) for seepage control during initial filling and the early years
of operation of the tailings impoundment. The liner will be extrusion-welded onto an
embedded HDPE strip in the concrete plinth in the seepage cut-off trench along the upstream
toe of the embankment.
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The liner cover will be constructed on the upstream face liner for GCL confinement and to
protect the GCL/HDPE liner composite from ice damage when the water pond is in direct
contact with the liner during winter months. The liner cover is only required during the initial
pond filling period because the tailings beaches will provide protection once they have been
developed. The cover will include a sandy protective layer in direct contact with the liner,
followed by a coarser, potentially processed rockfill material for erosion protection.

Construction staging can be summarized as follows:
x

The initial starter embankment will be approximately 200 ft high. Construction of the stage 1
embankment will start in Year -2 and will be completed in the third quarter of Year -1 to allow
for the collection and storage of water in the TSF during the first 8 months of mine operation
in order to supply the mill with process water at start-up.

x

Subsequent, staged expansion of the embankments will result in an ultimate embankment
height of 685 ft for the north embankment, 400 ft for the south embankment, and 100 ft for the
east embankment.

x

The tailings embankments will be progressively expanded using downstream construction
methods for the initial years, switching to centerline construction. This switch requires the
development of competent tailings beaches. The east embankment, which is approximately
100 ft high, will be constructed using downstream construction methods only.

Site Monitoring
Instrumentation for monitoring performance of the embankments will be installed and monitored
during the construction and operation of the facilities. The instrumentation will include piezometers,
surface survey monuments, settlement plates, and slope inclinometers. Groundwater monitoring and
recovery wells will also be installed downstream of all embankments to provide ongoing groundwater
quality data.
EMBANKMENT STABILITY
The assessment of TSF embankment stability has three components:
1.

assessment of site specific factors, such as Pebble Project site seismicity, geotechnical profile
and local construction materials;

2.

incorporation of these factors, or more stringent regulatory requirements if they exist, into the
embankment design; and

3.

evaluation of the stability of the resulting embankment design.

This was an iterative process, with new data collected continually and the design subsequently updated
based on re-evaluation. TSF embankment stability assessment will continue through the life of the
mine. As embankments are raised each year, performance will be monitored and the design adjusted, if
required.
The results of the stability analyses for the Site G TSF indicate that the predicted maximum
embankment displacements and potential crest settlement under seismic loading from a magnitude 7.5
earthquake associated with possible extensions of the inactive Lake Clark fault are minor and would
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not significantly affect embankment freeboard or result in loss of embankment integrity. The
performance and integrity of the embankment core, drainage and filter zones would be unaffected by
the predicted deformations. As the Lake Clark Fault has been documented to be inactive for some
10,000 years, the Site G TSF embankments, in essence, have been conservatively designed.
18.3.5

TAILINGS PIPEWORKS

BULK TAILINGS DELIVERY SYSTEM
Bulk tailings are thickened at the process plant using one 400 ft diameter thickener. The thickened
tailings are pumped to the TSF in two 34-inch steel pipelines. A booster pump will be required in
year 3. The bulk tailings pipelines will run along the crest of the embankment. An internal lining will
protect the steel pipe from corrosion and abrasion. All of the valves used in the tailings system will be
heavy-duty hydraulically actuated knife gate valves, suitable for use in slurry applications. Full bore
valves will be used to reduce wear.
Tailings discharge points will be located at 1,600 ft intervals along the TSF perimeter for the controlled
development of tailings beaches and to allow operating flexibility as necessary to mitigate against wind
erosion and dusting from the tailings beaches. Because of their size, the valves will be actuated with
hydraulic cylinders.
CLEANER SCAVENGER TAILINGS DELIVERY SYSTEM
The cleaner scavenger tailings lines consist of two 18 inch steel pipes. An internal lining will protect the
steel pipe from corrosion and abrasion. The maximum duty requires six slurry pumps in series for each
train, although only three pumps will be installed in each train initially. The cleaner scavenger tailings
are deposited subaqueously into the supernatant pond.
RECLAIM WATER SYSTEM
The reclaim water system includes a pumping and pipeworks system that extends from the reclaim
water barge to the mill site process water tank. Reclaim water will be pumped to a head tank on the
east side of the TSF, which in turn will feed a pipeline through which the water will flow by gravity to
the process water pond. Each barge requires three operating pumps. Axial flow pumps are used. The
combined design flow for the three pumps is 45,000 gpm. The reclaim water system has a single
42 inch pipe (HDPE from the barge to the head tank and steel from the head tank to the process water
pond).
18.3.6

WASTE ROCK MANAGEMENT

Design basis for the waste management of the 25 year IDC Case can be summarized as follows:
x

x

PAG waste rock .................................................................................... 634 million tons
-

total PAG considers 5% of all NAG to be PAG

-

in-place dry density is 130 pcf

NAG waste rock .................................................................................. 2.379 billion tons
-

in-place (embankments) density is 144 pcf

-

in-place (NAG Waste Rock Dump) is 130 pcf.
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The NAG waste rock will be stored in waste dumps south and east of the mine workings and the
expansion of the waste dumps will be staged to reduce the runoff, which would require treatment
Because of its low potential for acid generation, the NAG waste rock is suitable for construction of
tailings embankments and other permanent facilities requiring rockfill.
The PAG waste dump will be on the western side of the pit. PAG waste rock contains low-grade copper
mineralization that will be processed at closure, with the tailings being discharged into the open pit.
Monitoring and recovery wells, as well as seepage cut-off walls, extending into low-permeability zones,
will be constructed downstream of the waste dumps for seepage management/control. Zoned
embankments will be constructed above the seepage cut-off walls to provide containment of waste
dump surface runoff flows from any storm events that exceed the capacity of the runoff collection
ponds, and the pumping and pipeworks systems. Runoff from waste dumps will be pumped to the
process water pond (Figure 18.3.5).
18.3.7

CLOSURE CONSIDERATIONS

The TSF will be monitored in order to maintain long-term physical and geochemical stability.
Protection of the downstream environment will be comprehensively addressed in the closure plan,
including re-vegetation of embankment faces and exposed tailings surfaces, incorporating wetlands
and ponds on the reclaimed tailings surface, and construction of a runoff overflow system.
Waste rock dumps will be constructed in order to minimize practical closure liability, including siting
within the pit groundwater cone of depression and ensuring conduciveness for re-vegetation and water
management. PAG waste rock will be processed in the mill for metal recovery at the end of operations
with resulting tailings to be discharged into the open pit. Once the PAG waste rock has been removed,
the base will either be removed for in-pit disposal or covered with soil and re-vegetated. NAG waste
rock that remains at the rim of the open pit will be covered with soil and re-vegetated.
18.3.8

CAPITAL AND OPERATING COST ESTIMATE FOR TSF AND RELATED INFRASTRUCTURE

The capital cost of the TSF and related infrastructure is estimated at US$249.9 million, as shown in
Table 18.3.1.
Table 18.3.1

Capital Cost for TSF and Associated Infrastructure
Tailings Capital Cost (US$ M)

Tailings Storage Facility

132.0*

Tailings Pipeline

96.4

Reclaim System

21.5

Total

249.9

Note: *estimate assumes transporting and stockpiling a crushed run of mine material via
conveyor to the tailings dam site and utilizing a stacking conveyor system to spread the
material for compaction.

18.3.9

SUMMARY

Locations of suitable sites and ground preparation necessary for tailings and waste storage for the
25-year IDC Case have been comprehensively investigated. Significant analytical effort has been
expended on understanding the tailings and waste rock characteristics. The results of these analyses
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have been incorporated into the engineering design of the embankments and tailings delivery systems.
These designs may be subject to refinements as new information becomes available (e.g. tailings water
chemistry) in subsequent design stages.
Other tailings storage facilities, with similar design concepts are being considered to accommodate
additional material requirements for the 45-year Reference Case and the 78-year Resource Case. While
the location of these facilities is as yet unconfirmed, topographical/land status and seismic conditions
in the project area present a number of site options subject to further design effort within the
environmental risk mitigation framework.
18.3.10

MINE SITE WATER MANAGEMENT

GENERAL
The main objective of the water management plan is to control, in an environmentally responsible
manner, all water that originates within, or is brought into, the project area. The water management
plan has been developed based on the layout of the project facilities, process requirements, topography
of the project area, and hydrometeorology. Water flow rates will vary with changes to the mine plan,
milling rates, site disturbances, hydrometeorology and runoff coefficients. Therefore the water
management components and overall water management strategy will be continually revisited during
subsequent design stages.
WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
The following is a summary of the water management plan during pre-production, operations, and
closure.
Pre-production
During the pre-production phase, the water management plan consists of establishing site-wide
diversion and sediment control measures, including diversion channels, runoff collection ditches and
sediment control ponds. A coffer dam will be constructed upstream of the TSF to manage water during
seepage cut-off and transverse trench excavation, grout curtain installation, embankment foundation
preparation and Phase 1 embankment construction. All water collected behind the coffer dam will be
tested to determine if discharge requirements are met prior to pumping to a location downstream of all
construction activities.
Advanced dewatering of the deposit area will commence during pre-production and will continue into
operations. Minimal water storage will be available until the completion of the TSF Stage 1a
embankment so prior to this, all site water will be treated, if required, and released as it is collected,
with the process water pond providing surge capacity. Once the Stage 1a TSF embankment is
completed, a sufficient volume of water will be collected behind it for mill start-up and operations.
A flowsheet of the site-wide water management plan during pre-production is shown in Figure 18.3.4.
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Pre-Production Site-Wide Water Management Plan

Operations
During mine operations, the water management and sediment control plan will maintain the site-wide
diversion and sediment control measures established during pre-production. Water from the mine site,
open pit groundwater and surface runoff, mine site runoff and waste dump runoff will, dependent
upon quality, will be used to supply the process water pond. Water not meeting quality standards will
be routed to the TSF. Clean water for mill operations (gland water) will be provided by treating reclaim
water from the TSF at an onsite treatment plant.
Water will be recovered from concentrate slurry at the port site, combined with any port site runoff,
and pumped to the mine site where it will be routed to the TSF via the water transfer pipeline.
A flowsheet of the site-wide water management plan during operations is shown in Figure 18.3.5.
Any seepage from the TSF and runoff from the TSF embankments will be collected in seepage recycle
ponds. Seepage and embankment runoff will either be pumped back to the TSF or plumbed into the
reclaim line.
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Open Pit Dewatering
The open pit dewatering system has been sized to remove inflows from direct precipitation and
groundwater inflow to the open pit. Direct precipitation consists of rainfall incident on the open pit
footprint and snow accumulation/melt based on accumulated meteorological data, and using a 33%
snow-water equivalent.
There will be two open pit dewatering systems, one for the east side of the pit and one for the west
side. Each system will consist of fixed low-flow pumps and barge pumps installed in open sump ponds
or rock-filled sumps. The sumps will be used to minimize any problems with icing during winter
operations. Each system will feed booster pump stations, which will pump water to a final surface
booster pump station. The water will then be pumped up to the process water pond, providing it
meets specified water quality standards. Otherwise, the water will be routed to the TSF via a water
transfer pipeline.
A collection bench will be integrated into the open pit design and development to intercept shallow
groundwater flowing into the pit before it reaches the pit bottom. This collection bench is assumed to
be located at elevation 750 ft. This water will be pumped out of the pit to the surface booster pump
station by barge pumps.
Open pit sumps have been sized for 24 hours of inflow during an average spring snowmelt month
(May). Pumps and pipes have been sized for the 1-in-10-year, 24-hour storm event occurring during an
average May, with removal of the storm event occurring over a 14-day period.
Pumping rates for the open pit dewatering system are provided in Table 18.3.2 and Table 18.3.3.
Table 18.3.2

Upper Bench Open Pit Dewatering– Annual Average Pumping Requirements
Upper Pit Bench Open Pit Dewatering
(USgpm)

Mine Year

West

East

5

750

3,300

25

940

4,000

Table 18.3.3

Pit Bottom Open Pit Dewatering – Annual Average and Peak Pumping
Requirements
Open Pit Annual Average Pumping Rates
(USgpm)

Mine Year

West

East

Open Pit Bottom Peak Pumping Rates
(USgpm)
West

East

5

540

820

6,400

7,700

25

900

2,300

9,700

22,600
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Closure
With exhaustion of the open pit resource, stockpiled PAG rock will be processed through the process
plant and the tailings deposited in the open pit following completion of mining. Water required for the
process will be obtained from surface runoff from the waste dumps, TSF and mine site area. Additional
make-up water will be reclaimed from the pit. All site surplus water will be routed to the pit until such
time that the water reaches the specified maximum post-closure water level that still maintains
groundwater inflow conditions. Thereafter, the water will be pumped to a water treatment plant for
treatment and discharge until such time as the water can be released without treatment.
WATER BALANCE
Assumptions and Input Parameters
The key assumptions and input parameters used in the water balance are listed below:
x

Minimal water storage is available on site until the Stage 1 TSF has been constructed from
material excavated; all site water collected prior to this will be treated, if required, and
discharged to the environment.

x

Start-up water supply for the process is sourced from the TSF.

x

Runoff from the undisturbed areas will be treated for sediment and discharged to the
environment.

x

All precipitation from April to October is assumed to be rain. All precipitation from November
to March is assumed to be snow, with 15% of the snow melting in April, 80% in May, and 5% in
June.

x

An additional 8 inches of snow-water equivalent is assumed to accumulate in the open pit.

x

90% of the water in the concentrate slurry is assumed to be recovered and returned to the TSF
with port site runoff.

Average annual precipitation values, in rainfall equivalents, used for various project areas are as
follows:
x
x
x
x
x

TSF (elev. 1,450 ft) .......................................................................................... 41.7 inches per year
Mine site (elev. 1,300 ft) ................................................................................... 39 inches per year
Waste dumps (elev. 1,550 ft) ......................................................................... 41.3 inches per year
Open pit and underground (elev. 1,050 ft) ........................................................ 36.9 inches year
Port Site 1 .......................................................................................................... 72 inches per year

Water Balance Results
The results of the water balance indicate that there is a site-wide water surplus during the entire mine
life. A schematic of the water balance is provided in Figure 18.3.6.
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WATER TREATMENT
Introduction
The water treatment process will utilize a combination of chemical addition, clarification, and
filtration to meet the most stringent water quality standards under EPA and State of Alaska
regulations. Beyond mine year 5, sulphate and total dissolved solids will be removed using reverse
osmosis (RO) to meet regulated water quality standards. The processes selected are well understood,
sufficiently robust, and are widely used in industrial water treatment settings.
The water treatment plant (WTP) is sized to treat 135% of the average annual surplus flow during both
pre-production and operations. ‘Surplus flows’ are defined as the water that cannot be stored in the
current tailings facility design and therefore must be treated and discharged. The plant will expand
over the mine life to provide for additional hydraulic capacity and process capabilities when the
volume of treated water increases.
Water Chemistry
Influent water chemistry is based on a deterministic monthly mass load balance. Complete mixing of
water is assumed. The foundation of this model was the previously described water balance analysis.
The WTP design limits will meet the most stringent water quality standards under EPA and State of
Alaska regulations (Table 18.3.4).
Flow Rates
The projected WTP influent flow rates are based on the water balance model. The WTP will have the
capacity to meet or exceed these projected inflow rates by increasing its capacity over time by using
modular process equipment that is installed at periodic intervals over the mine life. The process
equipment is sized based on the project flow requirement for the current year, but consideration is
also given to the flow requirement in the following years to maximize process and cost efficiencies.
Process Design
The constituents that influence the water treatment process design are metals and metalloids
(primarily manganese, selenium, and aluminum), total dissolved solids (TDS), and sulphate.
Treatment for these constituents becomes necessary over time in the order stated. Consequently, the
selected treatment process only requires metal/metalloid removal using chemical addition,
clarification and filtration during the pre-production years. Once treatment is required for TDS and
sulphate, a side-stream membrane system will be added to reduce the concentration of these
constituents to approved levels. Prior to Year 25, pH is estimated to be near neutral. At Year 25,
geochemical effects are anticipated to change the water chemistry in the TSF such that the WTP
influent will require pH adjustment. This assumption will be verified in future studies.
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Industrial Wastewater Discharge Permit Limitations for Freshwater Discharge

Parameter

Units

Hardness

Chronic Aquatic Life Criteria
(CALC)

Drinking Water
Standard

mg/L

NA

NA

pH

pH Units

>6.5 & <8.5, not >0.5 from natural

>6.0 and <8.5

Fecal Coliform

#/100 ml

Temperature

Most Stringent
AWQS
>6.5 and <8.5

20

°C

<13 C

<15 C

50

15 units

DO

mg/L

>7 & <17,and >5 in spawning gravel

>4

>4, <17

Turbidity

NTU

25> backgrd, lakes 5> backgrd

5> background

5> background

Colour

Conductivity

<13

umhos/cm

NA

NA

NA

Total Dissolved Solids

mg/L

1000

500

500

Total Suspended Solids

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Acidity

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Alkalinity

mg/L

>=20

NA

>=20

Nitrate/ Nitrite

mg/L

NA

10

10

Phosphorus

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Chloride

mg/L

230

250

230

Fluoride

mg/L

NA

4

NA

Sulphate

mg/L

NA

250

250

Total Cyanide

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Cyanide WAD

mg/L

0.0052

0.2

0.0052

Thiocyanate

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Ammonia

mg/L

0.179-6.67, 0.442-10.8

NA

0.179-6.67, 0.442-10.8

Aluminum

(under revision)

Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Bismuth
Boron
Cadmium
Calcium
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper

Total

ȝJ/

87

NA

87

Dissolved

ȝJ/

87

NA

87

Total

ȝJ/

NA

6

6
NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

150

10

10

Dissolved

ȝJ/

150

NA

150

Total

ȝJ/

NA

2000

2000

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

4

4
NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/L

0.10 - 0.76

5

0.10 - 0.76
0.88 - 0.69

Dissolved

ȝJ/

0.88 - 0.69

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

28 - 268

100

28 - 268

Dissolved

ȝJ/

24 - 230

NA

24 - 230

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

2.9 - 30

NA

2.9 - 30

Dissolved

ȝJ/

2.8 - 29

NA

2.8 - 29
Table continues…
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…Table 18.3.4 (cont’d)
Units

Chronic Aquatic Life Criteria
(CALC)

Drinking Water
Standard

Most Stringent
AWQS

Total

ȝJ/

1000

NA

1000

Parameter
Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Potassium
Selenium
Silicon
Silver
Sodium
Thallium
Tin
Vanadium
Zinc

Dissolved

ȝJ/

1000

NA

1000

Total

ȝJ/

0.54 - 19

15

0.54 - 19
0.53 - 11

Dissolved

ȝJ/

0.53 - 11

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

50

50

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

0.012

2

0.012

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

16 - 169

100

16 - 169

Dissolved

ȝJ/

16 - 168

NA

16 - 168

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

5.00

50

5.00
4.61

Dissolved

ȝJ/

4.61

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

0.37 - 44

NA

0.37 - 44

Dissolved

ȝJ/

0.31 - 37

NA

0.31 - 37

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA
NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

2

2

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

37 - 387

NA

37 - 387

Dissolved

ȝJ/

36 - 382

NA

36 - 382

Notes:
(1) CALC come from the ADEC Alaska Water Quality Criteria Manual – Table III and from the ADEC Water Quality Standards
for Fresh Water Uses under use (C). Hardness dependent metal ranges based upon hardness range of 25-400 mg/L
(2) DWS come from the ADEC Alaska Water Quality Criteria Manual – Table I, the ADEC Water Quality Standards under use
(A)(i), and EPA Primary Drinking Water Standards.
th
(3) Ammonia CALC limit dependant on calculated lowest 5 percentile of temperature and pH. Ranges provided are based upon
a pH range of 6.5 - 9.0 and temperature of 0 - 30 °C; 0.179-6.67 early stages of fish present, 0.442-10.8 early stages not present
(4) Cadmium, Chromium III, Copper, Lead, Nickel and Zinc CALC limits are dependent on Hardness lowest 5th percentile.
(5) Criterion given is for free cyanide. ADEC has determined that the WAD cyanide method is to be used for analysis and the
result is to be applied to the free cyanide criterion.
(6) Criterion given is the more stringent of those available for chromium III and chromium VI. Analysis is of total chromium.
(7) The Criterion given for total mercury concentration is based on the Alaska Water Quality Criteria Manual for Toxic and
Other Deleterious Organic and Inorganic Substances, 2002.
(8) Criterion given is an acute criterion, rather than a chronic criterion. No chronic aquatic life criterion has been established
for silver.
References:
State of Alaska, Department of Environmental Conservation, Alaska Water Quality Criteria Manual for Toxic and Other
Deleterious Organic and Inorganic Substances, as amended through December 12, 2008.
State of Alaska, Department of Environmental Conservation, 18 AAC 70, Water Quality Standards, amended as of Sep. 19, 2009
40 CFR Part 60.
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Process Description
The water treatment process removes non-soluble metals and suspended solids using chemical
coagulation, flocculation, clarification and greensand filtration. TSF water will be pumped into a sandballasted clarifier system. The sand ballast will provide a dense seed for any metal precipitates to bond
with in the mix tanks. The metal precipitates that form on the sand particles will be routed to an
integral hydrocyclone that will separate the sand from the sludge. The sand will be recycled back to
the mix tanks while the sludge will be deposited in the TSF.
With its modular design, the clarifier will be shipped as a complete unit to eliminate on-site
fabrication. It can be housed indoors due to its compact size.
Chemical addition will include both a coagulant and metal precipitant to remove soluble and nonsoluble metals and metalloids. The type of coagulant may include a ferric or ferrous iron to enhance
metal adsorption and an organic sulphur metal precipitation chemical or a polymer with an organic
sulphur group that complexes and agglomerates soluble metals into a crystal precipitant at a neutral
pH. Addition of this type of metal precipitant has proven very effective at removing elements, such as
selenium at a relatively neutral pH. Use of this type of metal precipitant is relatively new in the
industrial water treatment industry, but has proven itself for low-level (e.g. at levels below 0.005 mg/L)
selenium removal at mine WTPs. Flocculant will also be used to increase the particulate size in the
water column. The selection of the coagulant, metal precipitant, and flocculant types will be
determined in subsequent phases of WTP planning. The discharge from the WTP will meet the most
stringent water quality standard under EPA and State of Alaska regulations.
Clarified water will be routed into a storage tank that will feed a greensand filter pump skid. Water will
be pumped from the storage tank to pressure vessels containing greensand filter media. The media’s
physical characteristics will act to filter metal precipitates from the clarifier overflow.
After treating a specific amount of water, the filtration capacity will reduce due to the capture of
particulates in the clarifier overflow. Filtered water will be used to periodically backwash the filter
media, one filter at a time. Backwash water containing metal precipitates will be recycled back to the
clarifier for treatment and subsequent removal in the clarifier sludge. Over time, the oxidation
capacity of the greensand media will be consumed and media regeneration will be conducted. Filtered
water will be routed to a mixing/holding tank. From this tank, treated water will be routed to the
discharge location.
At mine year 5, a low energy, single pass reverse osmosis (RO) membrane process will be added to the
WTP for sulphate and TDS removal. A portion of filtered water will be routed through the RO system
and the RO permeate will be routed to the effluent mixing tank to achieve the overall required
discharge limits. It will then mix with the filtered water that bypasses the RO system. The mixed water
will be routed to the surface discharge. The RO concentrated brine will be routed to the TSF. Water
quality modelling conducted to date indicates the combined contributions of RO brine and WTP
sludge will have a negligible effect on TSF water quality.
An overall process flow schematic is shown in Figure 18.3.7.
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Process Flow Block Diagram for Mine Water Treat System
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Waste Disposal
The clarifier sludge and RO brine concentrate from the WTP will be routed to the TSF for disposal.
The clarifier sludge will consist of precipitated metal oxides, hydroxides, and oxy-hydroxides in
crystalline and non-crystalline forms. The clarifier sludge is expected to be between 0.5% and 1.5%
solids by weight. The WTP influent chemistry is not a good candidate for producing high-density
sludge in the clarifier (i.e. greater than 3-4% solids) due to very low concentrations of metals,
especially iron. The clarifier sludge will be stable in that the metals will not re-dissolve in the TSF
unless the TSF pH drops to such low levels that certain metal solubility limits are reached. However, in
the unlikely event that these metals do re-dissolve, they will then be routed to the WTP and removed
from solution in the treatment process.
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JURISDICTIONAL SETTING
The Pebble Project is located in Alaska – a progressive, developed-country jurisdiction with a
constitution that encourages resource development, and a citizenry that broadly supports such
development. The state has a strong tradition of hardrock mining. Recently permitted mines include:
x Red Dog, the world’s largest zinc mine (1984);
x Fort Knox (1994);
x Pogo (2003);
x Greens Creek (2005);
x Kensington (2005); and
x Rock Creek (2006, 2007).
Environmental standards and permitting requirements in Alaska are stable, objective, rigorous and
science-driven. These features are an asset to projects like Pebble that are being designed to meet
international best practice standards of design and performance. The State has an experienced Large
Mine Permitting Team to facilitate the permitting process, and in particular to ensure an integrated
strategy for federal and state permitting.
Moreover, the Pebble deposit is located on State land that has been specifically designated for mineral
exploration and development. The project area has been the subject of two comprehensive land-use
planning exercises, the first in the 1980s and the second completed in 2005. There are five land parcels
within the Bristol Bay Area Plan (including Pebble) that have been identified as containing “significant
mineral potential,” and where the planning intent is to accommodate mineral exploration and
development. These parcels total 2.7% of the total planning area.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL SETTING
The Pebble deposit is located under rolling, permafrost-free terrain in the Iliamna region of southwest
Alaska, approximately 200 miles southwest of Anchorage, 17 miles northwest of the villages of Iliamna
and Newhalen, and 60 miles west of tidewater on Cook Inlet (Figure 18.4.1 and Figure 18.4.2). The
deposit area and access corridor are isolated and sparsely populated. They lie almost completely within
the Lake and Peninsula Borough, which has a population of about 1,500 persons in 17 communities
(Figure 18.4.1). In the deposit area, the closest communities include three villages – Iliamna, Newhalen
and Nondalton – about 17 miles from the deposit site, and another – Pedro Bay – along the access
corridor to the port site. None has more than 250 full-time residents. There are local roads in the
Iliamna/Newhalen/Nondalton area, a summer road between Williamsport and Pile Bay, and summer
barges up the Kvichak River and on Iliamna Lake. The airport at Iliamna provides the only year-round
access to and from the area.
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The main population centers of the region lie on Bristol Bay, approximately 130 miles southwest of the
deposit. Collectively, the communities of Dillingham, Naknek, South Naknek, and King Salmon have
approximately 4,000 residents. The total population within a 150-mile radius of the Pebble deposit is
approximately 5,000. More information on the socio-political context of the project area is found in
Section 18.4.7.
Several periods of glaciation have rounded the topography and filled the valley bottoms with glacial
debris, moraines and lake-bottom sediments (Figure 18.4.3 to Figure 18.4.5). The surface elevation over
the deposit ranges from approximately 800 to 1,200 ft amsl, although mountains in the region reach
3,000 to 4,000 ft amsl.
Figure 18.4.1
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Pebble Project area in context, government studies (e.g. Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Fishery
Management Report No. 10-25, 2009) indicate that, over the past decades, the entire Kvichak and
Nushagak-Mulchatna river systems have together contributed about 20-30% of total Bristol Bay
sockeye salmon production. Thus, some 70-80% of Bristol Bay sockeye production is hydrologically
isolated from any potential effects of the Pebble Project. The area of the Kvichak and NushagakMulchatna river systems total more than 22,000 square miles, of which only about 400 square miles, or
about 1.8%, is comprised of the project watersheds of the North and South Fork Koktuli Rivers, and
Upper Talarik Creek. Based on several years of field studies by the Pebble Partnership, and other
government studies (e.g. ADF&G 2009 above), it is estimated that these three watersheds generally
produce less than 0.5% of the total Bristol Bay sockeye run (harvest plus escapement).
Other wildlife using the deposit area includes various species of raptors and upland birds, brown bear,
caribou and moose. Four species listed under the Endangered Species Act – Steller’s Eider, Sea Otter,
Steller’s Sea Lion, and the Cook Inlet Beluga Whale – have been observed near the proposed port site,
as have harbour seals, a species protected under the Marine Mammals Protection Act.
Figure 18.4.10 Bristol Bay Watersheds
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PROJECT PERMITTING

The permitting approach for the Pebble Project is designed with an awareness of the rigorous mine
permitting process in Alaska, the environmental and social sensitivities of the project area, and the
business realities of working in the state. It is based on a fundamental risk management approach –
identify, study and manage. It has a number of key dimensions, all of which are important to its
success.
Most important, is the development of a clear, concise and comprehensive understanding of state and
federal permitting laws, regulations and procedures. Pebble initiated these investigations early on, and
they continue to be refined as precedents with other projects develop.
Another foundation of the Pebble Partnership’s approach to permitting is thorough, comprehensive
and robust scientific research within the project area. This is vital to: (i) characterize the project
setting, especially all key sensitivities to mine development; (ii) provide effective environmental and
social input to the project design; and (iii) prepare an optimized, environmentally responsible project
design for permitting. Pebble has undertaken baseline environmental and social studies
(Section 18.4.4) that are unprecedented in Alaska, employing high-quality consultants and scientific
methods.
Another key dimension to Pebble’s permitting approach is environmentally driven project design and
decision making to ensure the project meets corporate commitments to responsible mineral
development, and is ready for successful permitting (Section 18.4.3).
A key to timely permitting is early and continuing engagement with state and federal agencies that will
have permitting roles. This engagement ensures that agency personnel are thoroughly familiar with
the scale and depth of environmental studies undertaken for the project, understand the study results,
and are prepared for an efficient start to the permitting process. The Pebble Partnership started this
engagement early on. To date, the engagement process has involved numerous meetings, participation
in technical working groups, and presentations of annual work plans and results. Joint work programs
have also been undertaken to provide needed project information and opportunities to work closely
with agencies to achieve shared objectives, as well as to enhance public confidence in the information
being used for project planning. For example, the Pebble Partnership supported the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) to establish standard hydrological stations on all three deposit area watercourses, and
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) to carry out surveys of subsistence activities in
communities near the Pebble Project.
Stakeholder engagement is also key to creating the conditions for responsible project design and
efficient permitting. Again, this engagement began early for Pebble, and continues as described in
Section 18.7.9. The Pebble Partnership has long recognized that stakeholder engagement is vital to the
development of a thorough understanding of community concerns and aspirations so they can be
reflected in project design (Section 18.4.3). Engaging community organizations in environmental study
programs (Section 18.4.8) has been a core activity to provide opportunities for local training,
employment and relationship building, while enhancing public confidence in the information being
used for project planning.
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Efficient permitting also requires ongoing, comprehensive assessment of project alternatives to ensure
that the Pebble Project is optimized from a technical, financial, environmental and social perspective.
Evaluation of alternatives is integral to mine permitting in Alaska, and Pebble is ensuring that all
reasonable alternatives are being considered. To date, these investigations have included alternate
road alignments, port site locations, mine plans including tailings and waste rock storage methods and
locations, and power supply methods and locations (Section 18.4.3).
Implementing a multi-dimensional permitting program for the Pebble Project requires a strong,
Alaska-based team. The Pebble Partnership has attracted senior, experienced staff to lead project
development and permitting. John Shively, a long-time Alaska business leader, joined the Pebble
Partnership as CEO in early 2008. Mr. Shively was formerly Commissioner of the Alaska Department of
Natural Resources (DNR), President of the Resource Development Council of Alaska, and a senior
executive with NANA Corporation – the Alaska Native Regional Corporation that partnered with Teck
Cominco in the development and operation of the state’s largest mine, Red Dog. Other notable
Alaskans who have been recruited into leadership positions with the Pebble Partnership include:
x Ken Taylor - Vice President, Environment. Mr. Taylor worked as a wildlife biologist in the
State of Alaska for more than 30 years, most recently as Deputy Commissioner of ADF&G. He
spent 10 years as a senior biologist in the region of southwest Alaska in which Pebble is
located.
x Mike Heatwole - Vice President, Public Affairs. Mr. Heatwole is a long-time Alaskan
communications professional with experience in private industry, government and consulting
including eight years as Director of Public Affairs with the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company.
STATE AND FEDERAL PERMITTING
The Pebble Project must satisfy permitting requirements at three levels: federal, state, and local
(borough). Though these requirements are extensive, they are also stable, objective, rigorous and
science-based. These features are an asset to projects like Pebble that are designed to meet
international best practice standards for design and performance. A thorough knowledge of permitting
requirements and process is contributing to the environmental design of Pebble, and to ensuring it is
well positioned for successful permitting. The State of Alaska has an experienced Large Mine
Permitting Team to facilitate the permitting process (Figure 24.12), especially by ensuring an
integrated approach to federal and state permitting.
Permitting for water withdrawal, fish passage, wetlands and cultural resources has been ongoing at
Pebble throughout the exploration phase. Based on the experience of Pebble Partnership staff and
others with mine projects in Alaska, and maximum review periods allowed in regulations, mine
permitting is expected to take about three years to complete. Permitting will involve 10 or more
regulatory agencies, approximately 65 categories of permits (Table 18.4.1), and significant opportunities
for public involvement. A Pebble Mine Permitting Plan has been prepared that provides a list of
required permits and environmental plans, and the information required to prepare applications and
support documents.
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Pebble Project Permits

Category

Agency

Major permits
Overall project
Detailed Construction and Operation Description

All

Plan of Operations Approval

ADNR

Coastal Project Consistency Determination

ADNR

Project Design
Dam Safety
Certificate of Approval to Construct a Dam

ADNR

Certificate of Approval to Construct a Dam

ADNR

Reclamation
Reclamation Plan Approval

ADNR

Water
Water Discharge
Section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Water Discharge Permit

EPA or ADEC

Certificate of Reasonable Assurance (Section 401)

ADEC

Non-Domestic Wastewater Disposal Section of Waste Management Permit

ADEC

Plan Review for Non-Domestic Wastewater Treatment System

ADEC

Plan Review and Construction Approval for Domestic Sewage System

ADEC

Storm Water
Storm Water Construction and Operation Permit

EPA

Storm Water Discharge Pollution Prevention Plan

EPA/ADEC

Underground Injection
Underground Injection Control Well

EPA

Water Use
Temporary Water Use Permit

ADNR

Permit to Appropriate Water
Air Quality
Air Quality Control Permit to Construct, either: Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD), or minor permit

ADEC

Title V Operating Permit
Fill/Material Use And Placement
Wetland Fills
Section 404 Permit for Discharge of Dredge or Fill Materials into Waters of the U.S.,
including wetlands
Section 404 Permit Review
Certificate of Reasonable Assurance (Section 401)

COE
EPA
ADEC

Solid Waste Disposal (Landfills, Waste Rock, and Tailings)
Solid Waste Disposal Section of Waste Management Permit

ADEC

Construction in or over Navigable Waters
Section 10 Permit for Construction of any Structure in or Over any
Navigable Waters of the US

COE
Table continues…
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…Table 18.4.1 (cont’d)
Category

Agency

Construction Permit for a Bridge or Causeway Across Navigable Waters

USCG

Navigation Lighting and Marking Aids Permit

USCG

Material Sale
Material Sale on State Land

ADNR

Land Use
State Land
Upland Mining Lease

ADNR

Mill Site Permit

ADNR

Tidelands Lease

ADNR

Lease of Other State lands

ADNR

Miscellaneous Land Use Permit

ADNR

Road Right of Way

ADNR

Power Line Right of Way

ADNR

Pipeline Right of Way

ADNR

Cultural Resources Protection
Section 106 Historical and Cultural Resources Protection
Cultural resources Authorizations

EPA/COE
ADNR

Local Government
Lake and Peninsula Borough Development Permit

L&PB

Oil Spill
Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan

EPA

Oil Discharge Prevention and Contingency Plan

ADEC

Facility Response Plan

EPA

Facility Response Plan

USCG

Fish and Wildlife Protection
Fish Habitat Permit

ADFG

Fish Passage Permit
Bald Eagle Protection Act Clearance

USFWS

Migratory Bird Protection
Threatened & Endangered Species Act (ESA) Consultation (Section 7)

USFWS & NMFS

Minor Permits
Hazardous Materials and Wastes
Hazardous Waste Generator (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act [RCRA])
Identification Number

EPA

Hazardous Materials Registration Number

USDOT

Approval to Transport Hazardous Materials

ADPS

Air Quality Permit to Open Burn
Burn Permit

ADNR

Burn Permit

ADEC

Mine Safety
Miner Training and Retraining Plan Approval

MSHA

Mine Identification Number
table continues…
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…Table 18.4.1 (cont’d)
Category

Agency

Notification of Legal Identity
Marine Safety
Hazardous Cargo

USCG

Fuel Offloading
Person in Charge Certification
Security
Port Security Operations Plan

DHS

Port Facility Security Coordinator Certification
Public Health and Safety
Approval to Construct and Operate a Public Water Supply System

ADEC

Food Sanitation Permit
Life and Fire Safety Plan Check

ADPS

State Fire Marshall Plan Review Certificate of Approval for Each Bldg.
Certificate of Inspection for Fired and Unfired Pressure Vessel

ADOL

Explosives
License to Transport Explosives

BATF

Permit and License for Use of Explosives
Notice of Controlled Firing Area for Blasting

FAA

Aviation
Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration

FAA

Highway Transportation
Utility Permit on Right of Way

ADOT/PF

Driveway Permit
Communications
Radio License

FCC

Registrations
Employer Identification Number

ADOL

Mining License

ADNR

Federal Permitting: When the Pebble Partnership initiates the permitting process, it will submit a
Project Description, an Environmental Baseline Document (Section 18.4.4) and a preliminary draft
federal permit application. For Pebble, this will likely be a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 404
wetlands permit, whose submittal will trigger the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). NEPA
requires that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) be prepared by a third-party contractor under
the direction of a lead federal agency (most likely the USACE). The EIS will provide: i) the government
and the public with an independent environmental analysis of the proposed project and project
alternatives; and ii) federal and state agencies with important environmental information to consider
during permitting. The NEPA EIS process does not provide project approval but, through associated
Records of Decision for each federal permit, provides guidance to agencies for permitting.
State Permitting: The Alaska Department of Natural Resources Large Mine Permitting Team (LMPT)
is responsible for coordinating state permitting activities for large mining projects in the State. Federal
agencies may also join the LMPT. Northern Dynasty and subsequently the Pebble Partnership have
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been interacting with the LMPT since 2004 in preparation for project permitting. The LMPT will
become more formally engaged when the Pebble Partnership submits and discusses a proposed Project
Description with the LMPT at ‘pre-permitting’ meetings. Concurrent with the NEPA review, the Pebble
Partnership will prepare and submit a combined packet of state permit applications to the LMPT. After
public review of these permit applications, and LMPT response to public comment, the agencies will
prepare draft permits. Both the draft EIS and the draft permits require public review; these reviews will
occur concurrently if the permits and EIS are ready in a reasonably similar time frame. Otherwise they
will occur as separate events.
The EIS, Records of Decision for the federal permits, and the federal and state permits themselves will
be finalized according to individual agency schedules.
Associated with permitting are regulatory requirements to provide compensatory mitigation for any
residual impacts to wetlands, fish and wildlife. These regulations require the Pebble Partnership to
make reasonable efforts to avoid or minimize impacts before considering mitigation projects (e.g.
replacement wetlands for those lost to the mine) or financial compensation. The avoidance and
minimization of residual environmental impacts has been a key focus of environmental study, design
and planning programs at Pebble. For unavoidable residual impacts, a provisional amount for
compensatory mitigation projects has been included in the project financial analysis.
It should be noted that no decision has been taken by the Pebble Partnership to seek permits for the
project as described in this Preliminary Assessment. The Project Description that the Pebble
Partnership ultimately elects to submit for permitting under NEPA may vary in a number of ways.
Figure 18.4.11 Typical Mining Project Flow Diagram
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KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND DESIGN DRIVERS

The key environmental and social issues associated with the Pebble Project were identified early on by
Northern Dynasty, and have shaped baseline data collection, environmental and social analysis and
input to project design, and continuing stakeholder consultations ever since. This has been a central
and constant theme in the ongoing drive to ensure that the Pebble Project meets high corporate
standards for responsible mineral development, as well as rigorous permitting standards.
A 1993 independent scoping and assessment of environmental issues at the Pebble Project undertaken
when Cominco was project operator provided a comprehensive starting point. In 2005, the NushagakMulchatna Watershed Council provided a comprehensive list of its questions. Northern Dynasty
provided responses to all of these questions based on the stage of project design at the time. The
Pebble Partnership is expected to further respond to the Nushagak-Mulchatna Watershed Council’s
questions when the Pebble Project design is finalized for permitting. These documents, the experience
of senior Northern Dynasty and Pebble Partnership staff, early and ongoing stakeholder consultations,
and early identification of permitting requirements have all contributed to thorough identification and
management of environmental and social project risks.
A comprehensive approach is being taken to identify, study, and manage all of these issues through
project planning and design. However, baseline studies and impact analyses at the Pebble Project have
focused on key environmental ‘drivers’ of the Pebble Project design:
x water – quantity and quality of surface and groundwater;
x wetlands – especially those designated as ‘jurisdictional’ and subject to USACE Section 404
permitting;
x aquatic habitats – especially for salmon and trout;
x air quality; and
x marine environment – especially protected species and consequences for construction and
operations planning.
In addition, the Pebble Project is being planned to accommodate the social sensitivities of establishing
a large industrial facility in an isolated, sparsely populated region. The project is being planned to
maximize local benefits – such as employment, infrastructure development and new business
opportunities – while minimizing potential disruptions to traditional lifestyles and avoiding adverse
effects on existing resource-based industries.
Before a decision is made to initiate permitting, the Pebble Partnership will undertake a
comprehensive suite of environmental and social impact analyses, and an Environmental and Social
Impact Assessment. These will provide a rigorous, science-based analysis to demonstrate that the
project will meet permitting requirements in Alaska, as well as international best practice for project
development. Such analyses by a mine developer are not required in the USA under the federal NEPA
permitting process.
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BASELINE STUDIES

Together, key project design drivers and rigorous mine permitting requirements in Alaska, as well as a
corporate commitment to meet international best practice for responsible mineral development, has
driven the need for substantial studies of the environmental and social setting of the project, as well as
intensive development of stakeholder relations. Over the 2004-2010 period, these studies have cost
more than $150 million and have resulted in an environmental and socioeconomic database that is
unprecedented in Alaska in terms of its comprehensiveness and depth. The studies have encompassed
the deposit area, the transportation corridor to Cook Inlet, the marine environment in the area of
potential port sites (Figure 18.4.12), as well as the broader project region. The studies have been
designed to:
x fully characterize the existing biophysical and socioeconomic environment;
x support environmental analyses required for effective input into project design;
x provide a strong foundation for internal environmental and social impact assessment to
support corporate decision-making; and
x provide the information required for stakeholder consultation and eventual mine permitting
in Alaska.
In terms of its comprehensiveness, the baseline study program includes:
x surface water

x noise

x air quality

x water quality

x wetlands

x cultural resources

x groundwater

x trace elements

x subsistence

x geochemistry

x flow habitat

x land use

x snow surveys

x Iliamna Lake

x recreation

x fish and aquatic
resources

x marine

x socioeconomics

x wildlife

x visual aesthetics.

Northern Dynasty and subsequently the Pebble Partnership have worked closely with relevant federal
and state agencies since 2004 to ensure their input is reflected in the environmental study program,
and that agency personnel are knowledgeable about the project, the project area and existing
environmental conditions prior to the initiation of permitting. Detailed annual study plans have been
submitted to the appropriate Alaska and federal agencies; study results, both annual and cumulative,
have been presented to and discussed with the agencies each year until 2008. All baseline data have
been subjected to a rigorous quality assurance and quality control program. The baseline studies
program has employed the skills of a number of highly qualified consulting firms in the US and
Canada (Table 18.4.2).
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Environmental Baseline Study Consultants

Subject

Firm

Location

Surficial Geology

T.D. Hamilton, PhD

Anchorage, AK

Geochemistry

SRK Consulting

Vancouver, BC

Hydrology; Water Management

Knight Piésold Consulting

Vancouver, BC

Groundwater

Schlumberger Water Services

Richmond, BC

Air Quality and Meteorology

Hoefler Consulting Group

Anchorage, AK

Wetlands

Three Parameters Plus Inc.

Palmer, AK

HDR

Anchorage, AK

Wildlife

ABR Inc.

Anchorage, AK

Fish & Aquatic Resources Oversight

Bailey Environmental

Oregon City, OR

Buell & Associates

Portland, OR

Fish & Aquatic Resources & Habitat Modelling

R2 Resource Consultants

Anchorage, AK;
Brush Prairie, WA

Marine Studies

Pentec Environmental

Edmonds, WA

Trace Elements

SLR Alaska

Anchorage, AK

Cultural, Subsistence & Traditional Knowledge

Stephen R. Braund & Associates

Anchorage, AK

Land Use And Recreation

Kevin Waring & Associates

Anchorage, AK

Visual Aesthetics

Land Design North

Anchorage, AK

Socioeconomics

McDowell Group

Juneau & Anchorage, AK

The Pebble Partnership is currently documenting the 2004-2008 study results in a multi-volume
Environmental Baseline Document (EBD) to support the NEPA EIS permitting process. The EBD is
scheduled for completion in early 2011. A table of contents for the EBD is given in Table 18.4.3.
Altogether, it is expected to comprise some 20,000 pages of text, tables, figures and maps, plus a
comprehensive electronic database, which will be made publicly available on CD.
Since 2008, Pebble has been releasing a series of summary data reports as part of its public information
program (see http://pebblepartnership.com/environment/data-releases). There are now 14 prepermitting environmental/socioeconomic data reports:
x Meteorology;

x Macroinvertebrates and Periphyton;

x Surface Water Hydrology;

x Marine Habitats;

x Surficial Geology;

x Nearshore Fish and Benthic Invertebrates;

x Groundwater Hydrology;

x Noise;

x Trace Elements - Soils and Sediments;

x Iliamna Lake Studies;

x Surface Water Quality;

x Visual Resources; and

x Naturally Occurring Constituents;

x Terrestrial Wildlife and Habitats.

Some of the key baseline study programs are summarized below.
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BASE MAPPING
To enable accurate location and analysis of the baseline data collected for project planning and design,
extensive base mapping of the Pebble Project area has been undertaken using air photography and
LiDAR to create orthophoto maps and digital elevation models (Figure 18.4.13). The mapping covers all
areas in which project infrastructure options have been, or are being, considered, as well as areas
where it was considered important to document existing environmental conditions.
METEOROLOGY
Seven meteorological stations – six in the deposit area and one at the potential port site – are being
operated to gather data for both project design and permitting. Collected data include wind speed and
direction, air temperature, solar radiation, barometric pressure, relative humidity, precipitation and, in
summer, evaporation.
SURFACE HYDROLOGY
Extensive hydrological field studies have been undertaken to support both mine water balance
calculations and determine the amount and type of aquatic habitats in deposit area watercourses at
different times of the year. These studies began in the early 1990s, and most data have been collected
since 2004. The studies involve:
x 29 continuously operated gauging stations in five watersheds – the North and South Fork
Koktuli rivers, Upper Talarik Creek, Koktuli River and Kaskanak Creek (Figure 18.4.14):


three operated by the USGS



six operated by Alaska Peninsula Corporation Services



20 operated by Pebble consultants;

x More than 125 instantaneous flow measurement sites recording:


base flows (for groundwater model calibrations)



water quality



fisheries instream flow (Figure 18.4.15); and

x Scheduled monthly field visits to 42 sites, including:


all 29 continuously gauged stations (rating curve development)



13 water quality stations.
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GROUNDWATER
The groundwater study program at Pebble has been similarly extensive (Table 18.7.4) to support
detailed water balance calculations and stream flow modelling. It includes:
x drill circulation monitoring in the deposit area;
x seep inventory and monitoring;
x low flow stream gauging to provide an understanding of low flow regimes, of groundwater
discharge to streams and areas of loss of stream flow to groundwater;
x installation of piezometers and monitoring wells (Table 18.4.4);
x well development and response testing of piezometers and monitoring wells;
x installation of pumping wells and pumping tests;
x monthly measurements of groundwater levels; and
x Westbay deep hole measurements.
WATER QUALITY
The water quality study program at Pebble has encompassed:
x Mine Study Area (Figure 18.4.16):


five years of water quality data



49 sampling events at 20 – 38 stations (individual sites typically have 20 – 49 sample sets
each)



monthly sampling frequency from May – October in 2004, 2005 and early 2006 with two
winter sampling events, changing to monthly year–round sampling in late 2006; and

x Access Corridor:


two-year sampling effort (2004-2005)



340 sample sets



six stations sampled on 12 occasions



another 18 stations sampled 1 - 6 times each year



characterization of the potential road corridor general area.
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Figure 18.4.15 Daily Mean Flow in Deposit Area Streams with Life Stage Periods for Salmon
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Summary of Groundwater Investigations

Description
Pumping Wells

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Total

3

4

-

-

2

9

Pump Tests

3

4

-

-

2

9

Response Tests

31

63

10

2

-

106

Geotechnical Response Tests

42

-

-

-

101

143

Packer Tests

51

32

-

118

241

442

Table 18.4.5

Summary of Piezometer Investigations

Description

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Total

South Fork Koktuli in Deposit Area

31

31

6

8

26

102

South Fork Koktuli Remainder

37

41

3

-

61

142

North Fork Koktuli

12

1

4

29

70

116

Upper Talarik

6

11

13

5

27

62

Small Pools Study
Total

-

21

-

29

-

50

86

105

26

71

184

472
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WETLANDS
The extensive wetlands study program at Pebble, in both the deposit area (Figure 18.4.17) and along
the access corridor, has two major purposes:
x the delineation of wetland units – field data collection, data quality control and validation, line
drawing, polygon coding, and field review; and
x the functional classification of delineated wetland units.
In the Pebble deposit area, the total number of plots assessed for wetlands characteristics exceeded
5,000 as of 2008 (Figure 18.4.17).
AQUATIC HABITAT AND RESOURCES
Extensive aquatic habitat studies were initiated in 2004, and have continued annually with different
scopes, study areas and levels of effort as the information base grew and specific data needs become
more defined. Studies have been carried out in the three main deposit area drainages – the North and
South Fork Koktuli rivers, Upper Talarik Creek and their tributaries – the Koktuli River, along the
access corridor, and in and around Iliamna Lake. Completed studies include:
x fish population and density estimates using various field methods (dip netting, electro-fishing,
snorkelling and aerial surveys) (Figure 18.4.18 to Figure 18.4.21);
x fish habitat studies (main- and off-channel transects, habitat preferences);
x spring spawning counts and radio telemetry for rainbow trout;
x overwintering studies for salmon, trout and grayling;
x radio telemetry of arctic grayling to assess stream fidelity;
x Frying Pan Lake northern pike population estimate;
x fish habitats/assemblages above Frying Pan Lake;
x salmon escapement estimates;
x geo-referenced video aquatic habitat mapping;
x intermittent flow reach, habitat and fish use; and
x fish tissue measurements for trace metals.
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ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS
Over the course of the baseline study program, a wide variety of environmental documents have been
produced for program planning and for communicating program plans and results to federal and state
agencies in Alaska. They include:
x study plans – 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008’;
x field sampling plans – 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008’;
x quality assurance plans – 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008’;
x baseline data progress report – 2004;
x data management audit reports – 2007;
x Environmental Baseline Studies, Executive Summary – 2007; and
x agency presentations of field programs and findings – 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008.
18.4.5

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES AND INPUT TO PROJECT DESIGN

Based on the identification of key design ‘drivers’ discussed above, as well as future impact assessment
and permitting needs, Northern Dynasty and subsequently the Pebble Partnership have undertaken
comprehensive baseline studies and impact analyses to support a growing understanding of the project
environment and to develop environmental design guidance for engineering work. A comprehensive
identification of project features and activities that may cause environmental or social impacts has
been developed. These include:
x potential reductions in flows in drainages within the deposit area;
x generation and storage of potentially acid-generating (PAG) tailings and waste rock;
x quality of surplus mine water and treatment requirements;
x loss of wetlands within the project footprint;
x location and use of the access road through now relatively isolated communities and over
anadromous fish streams;
x construction and operation of the road/port in marine habitats; and
x closure and reclamation.
Close liaison between the project engineering and environmental teams has facilitated ongoing
environmental analysis and input to the engineering design, on the general issues listed above and on
more specific topics as needed by the design team (e.g. discharge water quality standards, construction
timing windows).
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For example, it is planned to:
x site the tailings storage facility (TSF) away from important fish habitat;
x treat excess mine water before discharge in order to meet the most stringent of regulated
water quality standards in Alaska (Table 18.4.6);
x sustain or enhance aquatic habitats in the project area through carefully scheduled releases of
treated discharge water and, if needed, implementing supplemental habitat enhancement
measures;
x store PAG tailings subaqueously in the TSF;
x align the access road to by-pass Pedro Bay village as much as practicable, to avoid or minimize
crossing wetland areas, and to minimize the number of stream crossings;
x move concentrate to the port by pipeline rather than by road in order to limit the volume of
truck traffic on the road; and,
x accommodate construction and operations workforces on a rotational basis in fly-in-fly-out
camps, in part to avoid development pressures on small, proximal communities.
This work is summarized by area of risk in Table 18.4.7. It will continue through future project design
phases to ensure specific risk management strategies and plans develop in parallel with the
engineering design.
Table 18.4.6

Industrial Wastewater Discharge Permit Limitations for Freshwater Discharge

Parameter
Hardness

Units

Alaska Chronic
Aquatic Life Criteria

Drinking Water
Standard

Most Stringent
Standard

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

pH

pH Units

>6.5 & <8.5, not >0.5 from natural

>6.0 and <8.5

>6.5 and <8.5

fecal coliform

#/100 ml
°C

<13 C

<15 C

50

15 units

DO

mg/L

>7 & <17,and >5 in spawning
gravel

>4

>4, <17

Turbidity

NTU

25> background, lakes 5>
background

5> background

5> background

Temp
Color

Conductivity

20
<13

umhos/cm

NA

NA

NA

Total Dissolved Solids

mg/L

1000

500

500

Total Suspended Solids

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Acidity

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Alkalinity

mg/L

>=20

NA

>=20

Nitrate/ Nitrite

mg/L

NA

10

10

Phosphorus

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Chloride

mg/L

230

250

230

Fluoride

mg/L

NA

4

NA

Sulphate

mg/L

NA

250

250
Table continues…
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…Table 18.4.6 (cont’d)

Parameter

Units

Alaska Chronic
Aquatic Life Criteria

Drinking Water
Standard

Most Stringent
Standard

Total Cyanide

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Cyanide WAD

mg/L

0.0052

0.2

0.0052

Thiocyanate

mg/L

NA

NA

NA

Ammonia

mg/L

0.179-6.67, 0.442-10.8

NA

0.179-6.67, 0.44210.8

Total

ȝJ/

87

NA

87

Dissolved

ȝJ/

87

NA

87

Total

ȝJ/

NA

6

6

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Aluminum
(under revision)

Antimony

Total

ȝJ/

150

10

10

Dissolved

ȝJ/

150

NA

150

Total

ȝJ/

NA

2000

2000

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Beryllium

Total

ȝJ/

NA

4

4

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Bismuth

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Boron

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Cadmium

Total

ȝJ/

0.10 - 0.76

5

0.10 - 0.76

Dissolved

ȝJ/

0.88 - 0.69

NA

0.88 - 0.69

Calcium

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Chromium

Total

ȝJ/

28 - 268

100

28 - 268

Dissolved

ȝJ/

24 - 230

NA

24 - 230

Cobalt

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Arsenic
Barium

Total

ȝJ/

2.9 - 30

NA

2.9 - 30

Dissolved

ȝJ/

2.8 - 29

NA

2.8 - 29

Total

ȝJ/

1000

NA

1000

Dissolved

ȝJ/

1000

NA

1000

Total

ȝJ/

0.54 - 19

15

0.54 - 19

Dissolved

ȝJ/

0.53 - 11

NA

0.53 - 11

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

50

50

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Mercury

Total

ȝJ/

0.012

2

0.012

Molybdenum

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

16 - 169

100

16 - 169

Dissolved

ȝJ/

16 - 168

NA

16 - 168

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

Copper
Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese

Nickel
Potassium

NA
Table continues…
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…Table 18.4.6 (cont’d)

Units

Alaska Chronic
Aquatic Life Criteria

Total

ȝJ/

Dissolved

ȝJ/

Silicon

Dissolved

ȝJ/

Silver

Total

ȝJ/

0.37 - 44

NA

0.37 - 44

Dissolved

ȝJ/

0.31 - 37

NA

0.31 - 37

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Total

ȝJ/

NA

2

2

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Tin

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Vanadium

Total

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Dissolved

ȝJ/

NA

NA

NA

Zinc

Total

ȝJ/

37 - 387

NA

37 - 387

Dissolved

ȝJ/

36 - 382

NA

36 - 382

Parameter
Selenium

Sodium
Thallium

Table 18.4.7

Drinking Water
Standard

Most Stringent
Standard

5.00

50

5.00

4.61

NA

4.61

NA

NA

NA

Project Risks and PLP Planning and Management

Risk
Water: Reductions in the quantity of
surface and groundwater

Pebble Planning Management
Extensive baseline meteorological and hydrological (surface and groundwater)
data collection.
Integrated surface and groundwater flow modelling using numerous stations in
project area streams.
Preliminary determination of stream flow reductions in project area streams for
different mine development concepts.

Water: Reductions in the quality of
surface and groundwater

Extensive baseline water quality data collection.
Extensive geochemical characterization of mine rock and tailings.
Preliminary water chemistry prediction modelling to inform project design.
Detailed prediction modelling is being undertaken in PFS stage.

Aquatic Habitats: Reductions in the
capacity of deposit area streams to
provide fish habitat, especially for salmon
and trout

Alternatives analyses to avoid or minimize project footprint in sensitive habitat
areas
Sophisticated, preliminary habitat modelling for project area streams, based on
anticipated flow reductions for different mine development concepts, to inform
project design and needs for mitigation flow releases and additional
mitigation/compensation measures.
Development of flow release design criteria for the 2011 PFS program.

Wetlands: Filling in of wetlands requiring
regulatory compensation

Comprehensive wetlands mapping of deposit area and access corridor.
Access road aligned to avoid wetlands where possible and minimize stream
crossings.
Development of wetlands compensation options.

Air Quality: Air emissions permitting

Air quality data collection.
Preliminary modelling of dust dispersion along access road.
Preliminary estimate of power plant emissions to indicate permitting
requirements.
Table continues…
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…Table 18.4.7 (cont’d)
Risk

Pebble Planning Management

Marine Environment: Effects of
construction and operations on protected
species

Comprehensive baseline data collection of marine mammal and fish presence
and habitat use.
Minimize foreshore fill.
Analysis of probable timing restrictions on construction activities to inform
construction planning.

As an integral component of its corporate decision-making, the Pebble Partnership is planning to
prepare a thorough Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) in 2011. This ESIA is not
required of mine developers under US or Alaskan law or regulations. It is being planned because of
partner commitments to responsible mineral development and to inform a decision to move forward
to feasibility studies. The ESIA will be led by senior ESIA practitioners with broad, worldwide
experience in impact assessment, and will draw upon the independent baseline study consultants for
impact analyses and the development of any required mitigation measures.
18.4.6

CONCEPTUAL MINE RECLAMATION AND CLOSURE PLAN

The primary objective of reclamation and closure activities at a mine site is to maintain the physical,
chemical and biological stability of the site in perpetuity. Desired end land uses are also a factor, and
are typically agreed upon with local communities and regulators. In Alaska, the general requirement is
to return a project site to beneficial public use. For the Pebble Project, productive fish and wildlife
habitats and subsistence uses are expected to be local priorities. This section describes the general
activities that will be undertaken at the time the Pebble mine is closed. More detail will be developed
during future project planning, public consultations and permitting.
TAILINGS STORAGE FACILITY
The tailings facility will contain both non-pyritic and pyritic tailings produced separately in the
process plant. Pyritic or potentially acid-generating (PAG) tailings will be pumped in a separate
pipeline from the plant to the TSF and deposited subaqueously, where they will be encapsulated by
water and non-pyritic tailings to prevent oxidation. Pyritic tailings will not be placed on the tailings
beaches. Non-pyritic tailings (about 85% of the tailings produced) are benign, and will be used to
create beaches around the tailings pond. The beaches will be designed to be geotechnically stable to
action by water and ice.
Once tailings deposition is complete, non-potentially acid generating (NAG) waste rock will be placed
on the exposed tailings beaches to a depth of one meter. Growth medium will be placed on top of the
rock and vegetated to a community suitable for that particular location. Similarly, the crest and face of
the tailings embankments will be covered with growth medium and vegetated.
Tailings and reclaim water pipelines will remain in place and be used for post-closure water
management. Surplus water from the tailings facility will be routed to the open pit via existing
pipelines. When the pipelines are no longer needed, they will be dismantled and disposed of.
A water treatment plant will be installed near the mill building during operations. The plant will be
used to treat water before being discharged to the receiving environment for as long as required.
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OPEN PIT
Surficial material in the open pit area will be salvaged, segregated and stored prior to mining. Material
that is suitable for plant growth will be kept separate from material suitable for construction activities,
and will be stored in designated areas to prevent degradation as a result of construction and mining
activities. Stripping of the surficial material will be ongoing as the open pit’s perimeter widens until
the ultimate pit size is achieved.
During mine operations, PAG waste rock will be placed mainly in piles around the perimeter of the pit;
some may be placed in a mined-out section of the open pit. Most of the open pit will be empty at the
time mining concludes. At closure, the PAG waste rock will be processed through the mill to extract
metal content and sulphides. The tailings from this process will be pumped to the open pit.
Following closure, the open pit will be permitted to fill with groundwater. The level of the pit lake will
be maintained at an elevation that ensures the pit remains a groundwater sink. Surrounding
groundwater will flow towards the open pit, and water levels will be maintained by pumping pit water
to the water treatment plant. Flooding of the open pit at closure could be accelerated by pumping
supernatant from the tailings storage facility and/or from another source.
To prevent inadvertent entry of people and wildlife into the open pit, an earthen berm will be built
around the perimeter and the top of haul ramps.
MILL SITE AND OTHER SURFACE FACILITIES
At closure, buildings and other structures that are no longer required will be dismantled. Recyclable
material (e.g. steel, rubber, oil), un-used chemicals and all hazardous materials/wastes (e.g. milling
reagents, grease) will be transported off-site and suitably disposed of. Non-recyclable and inert
industrial materials (e.g. wood concrete) will be placed in an on-site engineered landfill.
On-site power generation will be scaled back to meet long-term site power requirements (e.g. water
treatment plant). Unneeded power lines will be removed.
If buildings or foundations are contaminated with hydrocarbons or concentrate, this material will be
excavated and either transported off-site or treated on-site in an approved facility.
Camp facilities will be scaled back to fit the needs for the operation of the water treatment plant and
ongoing environmental monitoring.
All disturbed areas will be re-contoured to fit into the natural landscape. Growth medium will be
placed on disturbed areas and vegetated to prevent soil erosion and encourage the development of a
suitable plant community.
ACCESS ROAD AND PORT
The access road will be kept open to access the site for ongoing care, maintenance and environmental
monitoring. The buried concentrate, return water, diesel and gas pipelines will be flushed and left in
place; associated surface facilities will be dismantled and removed. All disturbed land will be recontoured and vegetated.
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WASTE ROCK STORAGE
During operations, waste rock from the open pit will be characterized, separated according to acid
generation potential (see Section 18.2) and stored in distinct and separate areas. The storage areas will
be constructed to a geometry that facilitates closure. The footprint of the storage areas is expected to
be within the groundwater drawdown zone so that most water drains into the open pit; this will be
studied further during future planning. Any seepage water that does not flow directly into the open pit
will be collected in ponds and pumped to the pit.
At closure, PAG waste rock will be processed through the mill and the tailings deposited in the open
pit. Once the PAG rock has been moved, the exposed base will be excavated and disposed of in the pit,
and the base area will be covered with growth medium and vegetated. The level portions of the NAG
rock dump will be covered with growth medium and vegetated.
UNDERGROUND WORKINGS
Underground mine infrastructure (e.g. head frames, consumables, equipment, fuel) will be removed
and recycled or disposed of according to regulations. Shafts will have engineered caps to prevent
access. The underground workings will be allowed to flood and will eventually connect to the water in
the open pit. Some of the NAG waste rock will have been placed over the subsidence zone during
operations; this area will be covered with growth medium and vegetated prior to the time at which
subsidence begins. An earthen berm will be placed around the subsidence zone to restrict entry.
18.4.7

SOCIOPOLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

The Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska presents a multifaceted and geographically variable
stakeholder landscape – including governments, Alaska Native tribes, corporations and institutions,
communities, landowners and special interests. A summary of relevant groups and individuals is
provided below.
GOVERNMENT OF ALASKA
Headquartered in the State Capital of Juneau, the Government of the State of Alaska is composed of an
Executive and a Legislative Branch.
The Executive Branch is responsible for implementing and administering the public policy enacted and
funded by the Legislative Branch. It is headed by a Governor and Lieutenant Governor, both of whom
serve coincident four-year terms.
The Legislative Branch is responsible for enacting the laws of the State of Alaska and appropriating the
money necessary to operate the government. It is composed of two bodies – the Senate and House of
Representatives. The Senate has 20 members elected from 20 districts for four year terms, with one
half of the membership standing for election every two years. The House of Representatives has 40
members elected from 40 districts for two year terms.
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BOROUGHS
In Alaska, regional governments are called ‘boroughs.’ Boroughs serve a similar role that counties play
in other US states, although only a portion of the State’s land base is included within Alaska’s 16
organized boroughs. Boroughs have local taxing authority and provide a range of services, including
area-wide planning, land use regulation, public education and infrastructure development.
The Pebble Project is located within the 23,782 mi2 (61,595 km2) Lake and Peninsula Borough
(Figure 18.4.22). An estimated 1,485 people reside in 17 communities within the sparsely populated
borough (US Census Borough, 2009 Population Estimate).
Figure 18.4.22 Boroughs and Settlements of Southwest Alaska

The 505 mi2 (1,308 km2) Bristol Bay Borough is the only other organized borough in the Bristol Bay
region of southwest Alaska. An estimated 881 people reside within this borough’s three communities
(US Census Borough, 2009 Population Estimate).
A significant portion of the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska is not contained within an
organized borough. The Dillingham Census Area comprises 11 different communities.
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The 15,700 mi2 (40,633 km2) Kenai Peninsula Borough spans both the east and west sides of Cook Inlet,
including areas proposed for Pebble Project transportation and power infrastructure development.
Approximately 99% of the borough’s 54,665 residents live on the east side of Cook Inlet (US Census
Borough, 2009 Population Estimate).
CITIES
Some communities in the Bristol Bay region have organized as municipal or city governments. A city
government is a municipal corporation and political subdivision of the State of Alaska. It generally
exercises its powers within an established boundary that normally encompasses a single community.
Under the state's constitution, a city is also part of the borough in which it is located.
Bristol Bay communities that are organized as cities, with elected city councils and municipal services,
include Aleknagik, Chignik, Clark’s Point, Dillingham, Egegik, Ekwok, Manokotak, New Stuyahok,
Newhalen, Nondalton, Pilot Point, Port Heiden and Togiak (Figure 18.4.22).
COMMUNITIES
The Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska in which the Pebble Project is located is a vast area of
nearly 40,000 square miles. In total, there are 29 predominantly Native villages or population centers,
and roughly 7,000 full-time residents. They include Aleknagik (pop. 229), Chignik (62), Chignik
Lagoon (73), Chignik Lake (105), Clark’s Point (61), Dillingham (2,264), Egegik (73), Ekwok (109),
Igiugig (64), Iliamna (91), King Salmon (383), Kokhanok (184), Koliganek (182), Levelock (88),
Manokotak (438), Naknek (516), New Stuyahok (519), Newhalen (162), Nondalton (186), Pedro Bay
(48), Perryville (122), Pilot Point (66), Port Alsworth (118), Port Heiden (83), Portage Creek (7), South
Naknek (68), Togiak (820), Twin Hills (74) and Ugashik (15). (Alaska Department of Commerce, Alaska
Community Database Community Information Summaries).
TRIBES
There are 31 tribal entities within the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska, as recognized by the U.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs. Each is represented by a tribal government, alternately known as a tribal
council, traditional council or village council. Tribal governments range from informal arrangements
whose structure and authority derive from centuries of cultural practice to formalized structures
established in written constitution and bylaws.
Recognized tribal governments in the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska include: Aleknagik
Traditional council, Chignik Bay Village Council, Chignik Lagoon Village, Chignik Lake Village
Council, Clark’s Point Village Council, Curyung Tribal Council (Dillingham), Egegik Village Council,
Ekuk Village Council, Ekwok Village Council, Igiugig Village council, Iliamna Village Council, Ivanof
Bay Village Council, King Salmon Village council, Kokhanok Village Council, Levelock Village Council,
Manokotak Village Council, Naknek Village Council, Native Village of Perryville, New Koliganek
Village (Koliganek), New Stuyahok Village Council, Newhalen Tribal Council, Nondalton Tribal
Council, Pedro Bay Village Council, Pilot Point Village Council, Port Heiden Village Council, Portage
Creek Village Council, South Naknek Village council, Tanalian Village Council (Port Alsworth), Togiak
Traditional Council, Twin Hills Village Council and Ugashik Traditional Council.
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ALASKA NATIVE REGIONAL CORPORATIONS
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) of 1971 established 12 ‘for-profit’ Alaska Native
Regional Corporations (Figure 18.4.23) and granted the corporations financial resources as well as
subsurface rights to 44 million acres of land (or roughly one-ninth of the State’s land base). A
thirteenth Alaska Native Regional Corporation was established to represent Alaska Natives residing
outside the State. Surface rights to those lands for which Alaska Native Regional Corporations hold
subsurface rights are held by Alaska Native Village Corporations.
Figure 18.4.23 Alaska Native Regional Corporations

At the time ANCSA was enacted, some 80,000 individuals qualified as Alaska Natives. About twothirds of these individuals received 100 shares in an Alaska Native Regional Corporation and 100 shares
in an Alaska Native Village Corporation, while the other one-third were considered ‘at-large’
shareholders and received 100 shares in a Regional Corporation only.
Alaska Native Regional Corporations are charged with managing land and resources within their
control in the best interests of their shareholders, and are required by law to share revenues generated
through resource development with other Alaska Native Regional Corporations. Since 1971, Alaska
Native Regional Corporations have grown into large, sophisticated and successful business enterprises
that represent some of the state’s most significant business interests.
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The Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) holds subsurface rights to some 3 million acres of land
within the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska (Figure 18.4.25). There are some 8,600 BBNC
shareholders living in the region, in other parts of Alaska and in the Lower 48 states. BBNC manages a
sizable investment portfolio and owns subsidiary companies active in a range of business sectors,
including cardlock fuelling, corporate services, corrosion inspection, environmental engineering and
remediation, oilfield and environmental remediation, and government services. BBNC revenues in the
fiscal year ending March 31, 2010 totalled nearly $1.4 billion (Bristol Bay Native Corporation, 2010
Annual Report)
Another Alaska Native Regional Corporation, Cook Inlet Region, Inc. (CIRI), owns subsurface rights to
1.3 million acres of land on the east and west side of Cook Inlet, including areas proposed for Pebble
Project transportation and power infrastructure development (Figure 18.4.25). There are some 7,300
CIRI shareholders living in the region, in other parts of Alaska and in the Lower 48 states. CIRI
manages a sizable investment portfolio and owns subsidiary companies active in a range of business
sectors, including energy and resource development, oilfield and construction services, real estate
development, environmental remediation, tourism, telecommunications and aerospace. CIRI revenues
in 2009 totalled nearly $80 million (Cook Inlet Region, Inc., CIRI Company Overview).
ALASKA NATIVE VILLAGE CORPORATIONS
In addition to Alaska Native Regional Corporations, the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA)
of 1971 also led to the creation of more than 200 Alaska Native Village Corporations. These
corporations were granted surface rights to the lands selected by Alaska Native Regional Corporations,
and charged with managing these lands and resources in the best interests of Native shareholders
living in their villages.
There are a total of 24 Alaska Native Village Corporations in the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska
(Table 18.4.8).
Table 18.4.8

Bristol Bay ANCSA Village Corporations and Villages Represented

ANCSA Village Corporation

Villages Represented

Alaska Peninsula Corporation

Kokhanok, Newhalen, Port Heiden, South Naknek, Ugashik

Aleknagik Natives Ltd.

Aleknagik

Bay View, Inc.

Ivanof Bay

Becharof Corporation

Egegik

Chignik Lagoon Native

Chignik Lagoon

Chignik River Ltd.
Choggiung Ltd.

Chignik Lake
Dillingham, Ekuk

Ekwok Natives Ltd.

Ekwok

Far West Inc.

Chignik

Igiugig Native Ltd.

Igiugig

Iliamna Native Ltd.

Iliamna

Kijik Corporation

Nondalton

Koliganek Natives Ltd.

Koliganek

Levelock Natives Ltd.

Levelock

Manokotak Natives Ltd.

Manokotak
Table continues…
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…Table 18.4.8 (cont’d)
ANCSA Village Corporation
Oceanside Corporation
Paug-Vik Ltd.
Pedro Bay Village
Pilot Point Native Corporation
Saguyak Inc.

Villages Represented
Perryville
King Salmon, Naknek
Pedro Bay
Pilot Point
Clark’s Point

Stuyahok Natives Ltd.

New Stuyahok

Tanalian Inc.

Port Alsworth

Togiak Natives Ltd.
Twin Hills Native Corporation

Togiak
Twin Hills

Figure 18.4.24 Alaska Native Village Corporation Lands in Southwest Alaska
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OTHER REGIONAL INSTITUTIONS
There are a number of regional non-profit institutions in the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska
that provide services to or act on behalf of local communities and residents. These include:
x Bristol Bay Native Association – a consortium of 31 tribes organized as a non-profit corporation
to provide a variety of educational, social, economic and related services to the Native people
of Bristol Bay;
x Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation – a non-profit regional service organization that provides
health services to 34 tribes throughout the Bristol Bay region;
x Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation – a non-profit organization based in
Dillingham, whose mandate is to promote economic growth and opportunities for residents of
Bristol Bay coastal communities through sustainable use of Bering Sea resources;
x Bristol Bay Housing Authority – a regional non-profit organization whose mandate is to
facilitate quality, affordable housing for the Alaska Native population of the Bristol Bay region;
and
x Southwest Alaska Municipal Conference – a regional non-profit economic development
organization that serves all of southwest Alaska, including areas outside Bristol Bay.
NATIVE ALLOTMENTS
Alaska Natives were given the right to apply for privately-held Native allotments in 1906. Individuals
born prior to the enactment of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) of 1971 could apply
to the federal government for transfer of title to an allotment of up to 160 acres that they or their
family have traditionally used for a range of purposes. While this right is more limited today, there are
hundreds of Native allotments throughout the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska.
ECONOMY AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS
The Alaska economy is heavily dependent on natural resources for both employment and government
revenue. Oil and gas, mining, transportation, fishing and seafood processing, as well as tourism,
represent a significant proportion of the overall private sector economy, with oil and gas contributing
nearly 90% of state government revenues on an annual basis. At $42,603 in 2009, per capita personal
income in Alaska is above the national average of $39,138 (US Department of Commerce, Survey of
Current Business), and unemployment is generally below the national average (US Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Regional and State Employment and Unemployment, December 2010).
Of the nearly 700,000 people living in Alaska on a full-time basis, some 300,000 live in the greater
Anchorage area, with more than half the state’s population living in urban settings. Approximately 15%
of Alaska’s population is Native (US Census Bureau, State and County QuickFacts).
Public policy priorities in the State of Alaska include the development of a natural gas pipeline from
the North Slope to the Lower 48 states to offset the economic impact of a significant and ongoing
decline in North Slope oil production. Energy and economic development issues are public policy
priorities in-state, as well – in particular, the need to provide long-term natural gas supply to
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Anchorage and south-central Alaska, and the need to provide more competitively priced power to
rural communities.
At 40,000 square miles (104,000 km2), the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska is vast and sparsely
populated, with less than one person for each five square miles of land area. Population density in the
Lake and Peninsula Borough is even lower, with one person per 18 mi2, making it the most sparsely
settled county, parish or borough in the United States.
The Bristol Bay region’s roughly 7,000 inhabitants reside in 29 villages, with just one (Dillingham)
exceeding 1,000 residents. The average Bristol Bay community is home to about 150 people. Some 72%
of the region’s full-time residents are Alaska Native, descending from three major language groups:
Yup’ik Eskimos, Aleuts and Athabaskans (US Census Bureau, State and County QuickFacts).
The private sector economy of the Bristol Bay region is dominated by commercial salmon fishing.
Although the resource upon which the industry is based remains healthy, the economics of the fishery
have declined significantly over the past several decades due to the rise of global salmon aquaculture
and various domestic policy and market factors. Ex-vessel prices for sockeye salmon, the dominant
species in the Bristol Bay fishery, have fallen from an inflation-adjusted peak of $3.75/lb in 1988 to a 10year average of just under $1.00/lb in the 1990s and $0.60/lb in the 2000s (Knapp et al., 2007; Morstad
et al., 2010). The ex-vessel value of the Bristol Bay commercial salmon fishery in 2010 is estimated at
$153 million (Alaska Department of Fish & Game, 2010 Bristol Bay Salmon Season Summary).
As a result of these declines, the percentage of Bristol Bay fishing licenses and related employment
held by residents of the region has fallen significantly over the past 20 years. Bristol Bay’s economy
today is characterized by a high proportion of non-resident labour and business ownership. Key
private-sector industries are highly seasonal, such that unemployment among year-round residents is
particularly high. Just 12.8% of private sector workers in the Lake and Peninsula Borough are local
residents, while local residents hold 8% and 46.3% of private sector jobs in the Bristol Bay Borough
and Dillingham Census Area respectively (Alaska Department of Labor, Non-residents Working in
Alaska 2009).
The average cost of living in Bristol Bay communities is high, due to the requirement to fly in many of
the goods and commodities required for daily life, including fuel for heating homes and operating
vehicles. Energy costs, in particular, are a significant deterrent to economic development.
As a result of a lack of jobs and economic opportunity in the region, Bristol Bay communities are
slowly losing population as residents seek opportunities in other parts of the State. The population of
the Lake and Peninsula Borough has declined 16% since 1997 (Alaska Department of Labor and
Workforce Development), while its school enrolment has declined 36% over the same timeframe
(Alaska Department of Education and Early Development). In several communities, schools have
closed or are threatened with closure as a result of diminishing enrolment. The public school in the
village of Pedro Bay closed its doors in 2010.
A subsistence lifestyle is practiced by the vast majority of residents of Bristol Bay communities,
including fishing for salmon and other species, hunting of terrestrial mammals and birds, and
gathering berries. Salmon, in particular, are considered a critically important resource for the region,
from a cultural, economic and social perspective.
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STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska presents a multifaceted and geographically variable
stakeholder environment (Section 18.6.7). There are dozens of communities and institutions scattered
throughout a large and isolated region with few surface transportation links. Many of these
stakeholder groups have specific preferences and requirements for the manner in which they are
consulted.
Since 2004, the Pebble Partnership and its predecessor Northern Dynasty have implemented a
comprehensive stakeholder relations and community outreach program. In addition to ensuring that
relevant stakeholder groups and individuals receive early notification of all work programs, the
objectives of the Pebble Partnership’s stakeholder and community relations program are:
x to provide regular progress updates on project-related activities, opportunities and planning;
x to seek input on stakeholder priorities, issues and concerns, and provide feedback on how
they are being addressed;
x to educate stakeholders on responsible resource development and modern mining principles
and practices;
x to maximize economic and community benefits associated with the Pebble Project, both in
the exploration and development phase and during mine operations; and
x to provide opportunities for two-way dialogue and the development of long-term, respectful
and mutually beneficial relationships.
The Pebble Partnership has developed a dedicated and knowledgeable stakeholder relations team to
implement this program. In addition to a senior Stakeholder Relations Manager and staff in
Anchorage, the team includes a number of representatives living in Bristol Bay communities. The
company has provided ongoing training for all of its community relations personnel.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION
The Pebble Project focuses its stakeholder relations and community outreach activities in four key
areas:
x communities, institutions and interests in the Lake Iliamna/Lake Clark region;
x communities, institutions and interests in the broader Bristol Bay region;
x communities, institutions and interests on the Kenai Peninsula; and
x state-wide communities, institutions and interest groups, including business organizations,
recreation and outdoor interests, among others.
Since 2004, Northern Dynasty and subsequently the Pebble Partnership’s stakeholder relations team
and corporate staff have undertaken more than 4,000 formal and informal meetings with stakeholder
groups and individuals. These include: community meetings and open houses sponsored by the
company in each of the 29 Bristol Bay communities; forums held for regional and community leaders
in Anchorage and other central locations; participation at conferences, seminars, hearings, meetings
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and events sponsored by external groups; and, private meetings arranged with specific groups and
individuals. All such meetings are recorded and stakeholder input is documented. In certain cases,
translation services are utilized to ensure Native elders can participate in stakeholder consultation
exercises.
The Pebble Partnership also engages local, regional and state-wide stakeholders via a dedicated project
website, outgoing digital and hard-copy newsletters, other printed materials and mailers, and print,
radio and television advertising. The company manages an ongoing speakers’ bureau to provide
presentations and project updates to stakeholder and special interest groups throughout the state.
As noted, Bristol Bay is a vast and sparsely populated region that supports significant fisheries, wildlife
populations and largely Native communities that practice a traditional subsistence way of life. As such,
over the course of its stakeholder engagement program, the principal concerns PLP has heard from
local, regional and state-wide interests concerning development of the Pebble Project include:
x potential effects on water quality, aquatic habitat and fish productivity;
x potential effects on commercial, subsistence and sport fisheries;
x potential effects on terrestrial wildlife and other subsistence resources; and
x potential effects on communities and traditional ways of life associated with an influx of mine
workers.
The principal opportunities that stakeholders suggest the Pebble Project presents for local and
regional interests include:
x training and the provision of year-round, well-paid and stable employment in rural Alaska;
x business and contracting opportunities associated with mine procurement and the spending
of employee wages;
x the development of new community services and infrastructure associated with local taxation;
x the potential for the development of new regional transportation and power infrastructure to
benefit communities; and
x the potential for new employment, business development, taxation and related activity to
improve overall economic conditions and quality of life.
In order to broaden opportunities for stakeholder involvement in the Pebble Project, the Pebble
Partnership is working with the Keystone Center – a Colorado-based, not-for-profit organization that
specializes in developing and facilitating independent stakeholder dialogue processes. In December
2010, the Keystone process for the Pebble Project began a series of Independent Science Panel (ISP)
events to provide expert, third-party review of the Pebble Partnership’s environmental baseline study
program. This process is one expression of the Pebble Partnership’s corporate commitment to
independent review of the science underpinning the design of the Pebble Project.
The Keystone Center has recruited an expert Science Advisory Committee to help plan and facilitate
these ISP events, including the recruitment of expert panelists from a range of technical and scientific
disciplines. ISP events to be undertaken over the course 2010 and 2011 will address:
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x Responsible Large-Scale Mining: Global Perspectives;
x Geology and Geochemistry;
x Hydrology and Hydrogeology;
x Fish, Wildlife and Habitat; and
x Socio-Cultural and Economic Dynamics.
PUBLIC EDUCATION
As part of its mandate to enhance stakeholder understandings of responsible resource development
and modern mining, the Pebble Partnership has designed a multi-faceted public education program
that it has delivered since 2005. Elements of this program include stakeholder presentations, often
involving industry and technical experts. A robust publishing and multi-media program also supports
the Pebble Partnership’s public education initiative, including on-line content, video production,
brochures and backgrounders, as well as curriculum resources that address mining careers, training
requirements and an overview of the mineral development process.
Over the past several years, the Pebble Partnership has also developed a comprehensive tour program
to allow local, regional and state-wide stakeholders to experience mineral exploration and
development activities up close, and to visit operating and reclaimed mine sites. Through 2010, some
350 tours have been executed to provide more than 2,000 Alaska stakeholders with first-hand
experience of the mining industry, including 15 visits to operating mines in Alaska, other US states,
Canada and Chile.
COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
The Pebble Partnership and its predecessor Northern Dynasty have committed significant funding to
provide opportunity and improve the quality of life in Bristol Bay communities. Community
investments have included small grants to local charities, non-profits, schools, service organizations
and other groups providing valuable services to local communities. They have also included larger
investments (both financial and in-kind) to support significant community projects – such as the
development of new water wells, geothermal exploration initiatives and the development of
community incinerators and recycling programs.
In 2008, the Pebble Partnership established the Pebble Fund – a five year $5 million endowment to
enhance the health and sustainability of regional fisheries and the communities they support. Grants
are awarded based on criteria and selections made by an independent advisory board of citizens from
communities throughout the Bristol Bay region, and administered by the Alaska Community
Foundation. As of the end of 2010, the Pebble Fund has supported 65 community-led projects
throughout the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska, directly investing more than $2.4 million while
leveraging nearly $12 million in matching funds from other organizations. Examples of funded projects
include fisheries enhancement, alternative energy development, safe drinking water,; community
greenhouses, and vocational training and internship programs.
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TRAINING AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
The Pebble Partnership and its predecessor Northern Dynasty have made an explicit commitment to
maximize local employment at the Pebble Project, both at the exploration and development stage and
during mine operations. The company is pursuing this goal by ensuring that local residents receive
priority consideration for employment, based on qualifications and merit, and advancing ongoing
workforce development, training and community outreach initiatives.
The Pebble Partnership employs a dedicated on-site ‘Local Hire’ coordinator to facilitate local
recruitment. It also ensures that all of its on-site contractors and suppliers strictly observe its ‘Local
Hire’ policy. Workforce development programs include training in the areas of equipment operations,
health, safety and environment. The Pebble Partnership also provides for flexible work schedules, such
that local employees can participate in traditional fishing, hunting and other subsistence activities.
Working with the US and Alaska Departments of Labor, the Pebble Partnership developed the firstever registered apprenticeship training program to help local drill helpers become certified drillers.
The company is also investing in programs to train local workers to become environmental
technicians, emergency medical technicians and bear guards. In addition, scholarships are available to
high school students from the Bristol Bay region that are interested in pursuing studies at university,
college and vocational/technical schools in natural resource development fields (e.g. project
management, operations, geology, science and engineering).
Further, the Pebble Partnership maintains funding and working relationships with a number of
organizations that help deliver training for resource development careers in the State of Alaska,
including the Alaska Native Science and Engineering Program (ANSEP), the Alaska Mineral and
Energy Resource Education Fund (AMEREF), Southwest Alaska Vocational Education Center (SAVEC),
among others.
As a result of its local training and workforce development initiatives, the Pebble Project has emerged
over the past five years as one of the leading private sector employers in southwest Alaska. In 2009, a
total of 106 people from communities throughout Bristol Bay were employed by the Pebble Project.
The Pebble Partnership is currently developing a long-term Workforce Development strategy to
ensure that skills training, professional development and other programs are in place to maximize the
number of Bristol Bay and Alaska residents that secure jobs at every level of employment in the leadup to and during mine operations.
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Since 2005, the Pebble Partnership and its predecessor Northern Dynasty have advanced programs to
enhance the capacity of local businesses to provide goods and services to the Pebble Project and to
position themselves to benefit from mine operations in future. In particular, these programs have
focused on Alaska Native Village Corporations in the Lake Iliamna/Lake Clark region.
Business Development programming began with the company providing funds to three Alaska Native
Village Corporations to undertake ‘economic visioning studies,’ utilizing expert consultants to identify
priority business goals related to the Pebble Project and other regional opportunities.
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Since that time, the Pebble Partnership has developed commercial relationships with five Alaska
Native Village Corporations: Iliamna Natives Limited/Iliamna Development Corporation; Pedro Bay
Corporation; Alaska Peninsula Corporation; Kijik Corporation; and Igiugig Natives Ltd. Not only have
these commercial relationships generated employment, training and revenue for participating Village
Corporations, they have also allowed them to develop the human and financial resources necessary to
capture additional business opportunities.
Current and past contracts that the Pebble Partnership has held with Alaska Native Village
Corporations include lodge, vehicle and equipment rentals; catering, facilities management, payroll
and administrative services; helicopter and heavy equipment leasing; the provision of environmental
baseline data collection services; and transport of fuel and other supplies.
The Pebble Partnership is currently developing a comprehensive Business Development strategy to
ensure that local businesses, including Alaska Native Village and Regional Corporations, are aware of
long-term business and contracting opportunities and can position themselves to benefit from mine
operations in future. This includes opportunities to outsource major components of Pebble Project
transportation and power infrastructure to Alaska Native Corporations.
STAKEHOLDER AND PUBLIC POSITIONS
Although the Pebble Partnership has not yet finalized a Project Description or initiated federal and
state permitting under NEPA, the Pebble Project has a very high profile in Alaska. This is largely due to
the size and global importance of the known mineral resource, and its location in a region notable for
its lack of industrial development and the significance of its fisheries.
US activist organizations have a long history of campaigning against natural resource development in
the State of Alaska. A series of campaigns and initiatives have been undertaken in opposition to the
Pebble Project since 2005, with the principal goal of halting the project before it enters the federal and
state permitting process. Activists have sought to stop the Pebble Project via legal, legislative,
electoral, market and media initiatives. To date, none of these initiatives has been successful.
Certain Native tribes and institutions in the Bristol Bay region have expressed opposition to the Pebble
Project as well, principally due to concerns about the proposed mine’s potential effects on water
quality, fish and wildlife resources, and traditional ways of life. A non-profit organization called
Nunamta Aulukestai, representing eight Alaska Native Village Corporations from western Bristol Bay
communities (Ekwok, Koliganek, New Stuyahok, Clark’s Point, Aleknagik, Togiak, Manokotak and
Dillingham) is actively working in opposition to the Pebble Project (see www.nunamta.org).
The Pebble Partnership has developed strong working relationships with local workers, communities
and institutions in southwest Alaska, particularly those in the Lake Iliamna/Lake Clark area. As
discussed previously, the Pebble Partnership has well-established commercial partnerships with five
Alaska Native Village Corporations.
As well, a broad range of regional Native and non-Native institutions have passed resolutions that
support the federal and state permitting process as the appropriate venue for determining the
acceptability of the proposed Pebble mine, and the efforts of the Pebble Partnership to advance an
environmentally sound and socially responsible project. The 17 Native institutions from the Bristol Bay
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region that have passed such resolutions are: Alaska Peninsula Corporation; Aleknagik Traditional
Council; Bay View Inc.; Far West, Inc.; Iliamna Natives Ltd.; Ivanof Bay Village Council; Kijik
Corporation; King Salmon Tribe; Levelock Corporation; Naknek Native Village Council; Newhalen
Tribal Council; Oceanside Corporation; Paug-Vik Ltd.; Pedro Bay Corporation; South Naknek Village
Council; Togiak Tribal Council; and Twin Hills Native Corporation. Non-Native institutions in the
region that have passed such resolutions include Lake and Peninsula Borough; Bristol Bay Borough;
City of Egegik; and Southwest Alaska Municipal Conference. Other Native and non-Native groups and
institutions from across the State of Alaska have also passed supportive resolutions (see
http://www.pebblepartnership.com/community/resolutions).
Bristol Bay villages represented by Alaska Native Village Corporations that have commercial
relationships with the Pebble Partnership, and those whose Alaska Native Village Corporations, tribal
councils or city governments have passed resolutions supportive of the permitting process for Pebble,
are identified in Figure 18.4.26.
A majority of public officials in the State of Alaska, including the Governor and legislators in the
Senate and House of Representatives, have expressed support for the State’s environmental regulations
and permitting requirements for hardrock mining as sufficient to protect the public interest. So too
has the Alaska public. In 2007, 79% of respondents to a public opinion survey undertaken by the
Finance Committee of the Alaska Legislature expressed support for “going forward with the
environmental impact studies for the proposed Pebble mine to determine whether or not the mine could
be developed in a responsible manner”. In November 2008, a majority of Alaska voters defeated a ballot
measure by a margin of 57% to 43% that would have instituted new water quality standards for hard
rock mines.
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Bristol Bay Community Institutions Supportive of Permitting Process
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This capital cost estimate has evolved over a series of project stages, with data updated to reflect the
evolution of the design and updated pricing. Wardrop has conducted a high level review of the capital
cost estimate that was provided to the Pebble Partnership by AMEC Americas Ltd. The costs are
largely based on first principles estimates; quantities have been derived for project components, to
which productivities and labour rates estimated for specific trades have been applied. The result is an
estimate which approaches prefeasibility-level accuracy.
For this study, the initial capital cost has been developed in four distinct steps:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Estimate the total project initial capital costs in second quarter 2009 U.S. dollars;
Escalate or de-escalate to current dollars;
Remove from the estimate those costs to construct primary infrastructure components,
including power generation, port facilities and access road, which will be provided by third
parties; and
Include the cost of an off-shore molybdenum refinery.

The initial capital cost to design, construct, and commission all three development cases presented in
this Preliminary Assessment is $4,695 million.
Using the steps described above:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Preliminary estimate - $5,757 million
Less de-escalation - $121 million
Less outsourcing / partnerships - $1,315 million
Molybdenum refinery addition - $374 million.

This cost estimate is summarized by phase in Table 18.5.1.
This estimate includes:
x

direct field costs for executing the project;

x

indirect costs associated with the design, construction and commissioning of new facilities;

x

owner’s support costs for corporate, environmental, permitting and staffing

x

capital costs to completion of construction and commissioning; and

x

contingencies.
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O T HE R R AT E S

Currency exchange rates used in this capital cost estimate are as follows:
x

US$1.00 = CAD$1.02;

x

US$1.00 = Euro 0.685;

x

US$1.00 = AUD$1.064;

x

US$1.00 = ZAR 7.70;

x

US$1.00 = Yen 104.95.

Diesel fuel prices, delivered to Seattle, used in this capital cost estimate are $3.05 per gallon before the
diesel fuel pipeline is operational, and $2.76 per gallon after diesel fuel pipeline is operational.
Table 18.5.1

Capital Cost Summary by Phase
Area

Mining

Capital Cost
($ M)
430.80

Process

1,058.2

Molybdenum Separation

83.5

Secondary Gold Plant

160.5

Infrastructure

422.0

Tailings

294.0

Pipelines

97.5

Access Road *

162.0

Port infrastructure *

154.5

Port process
Power generation *
Indirect costs
Contingency

87.1
534.1
1,406.8
865.7

Total Capital Cost Estimate
Molybdenum Autoclave
Less: Escalation/De-escalation Adjustments

5,756.7
374.2
(121.1)

Less: Outsourced Infrastructure *

(1,315.0)

Initial Capital – Financial Model

4,694.8

Note: (*) These project components to be provided by third parties.
These costs, along with their associated indirect costs and contingencies, total $1,315 million.

18.5.3

E S T IMAT E R E S P ONS IB IL IT Y

This capital cost estimate incorporates the work of Pebble Partnership and a number of consultants.
The latter include AMEC, Knight Piésold, PND, Brass, RECON, Nana Worley Parsons and NCL.
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D E F INIT ION S UMMA R Y

The capital cost estimate has been aligned with the work breakdown structure (WBS) to identify
estimate line items, as shown in Table 18.5.2.
Table 18.5.2
Item
WBS

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
Phase

Sub-Phase

Facility

Sub-Facility

Job

XX

XY

AAAA

ABBB

JJJJ

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE BY PHASE
The WBS by phase (which is an identifier for functional area) is shown in Table 18.5.3.
Table 18.5.3

WBS by Phase

Phase

Sub-Phase

10

Description
Mining

11

Open Pit Mining

12

U/G Early Access

13

U/G Production Development

20

Process Plant
21

Bulk Process

22

Molybdenum/Copper Process

23

Gold Process

30

-

Infrastructure

40

-

Waste Management

50

-

60

Access Road/Concentrate Pipeline
Port

61

Port Infrastructure

62

Port Process

70

-

Power – On Site Generation

80

-

Indirects

The costs included in the phase items are described below.
Mining
x

Phase 11: open pit pre-production mining; haul roads; mining equipment; support equipment;
equipment erection; mine dewatering and mine electrical.

Process
x

Phase 21, Bulk Process: general process items, including crushing, conveying, grinding, bulk
flotation, construction equipment and the process building.
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x

Phase 22, Molybdenum/Copper Process: items related directly to the molybdenum/copper
process, including flotation; concentration and reagents.

x

Phase 23, Gold Process: items related directly to the gold gravity separation and secondary
recovery processes Site Infrastructure

x

Phase 30, Infrastructure: includes plant site preparation; site roads; water distribution; water
treatment; waste treatment; fuel distribution; warehouses; shops; offices; laboratories;
permanent camp; truck shop; mobile equipment; substation; power distribution;
communication systems; bus shelters and security gatehouses.

Waste Management
x

Phase 40, Waste Management: includes tailings management structures; tailings pipeline and
reclaim system.

Transportation Infrastructure
x

Phase 50, Access Road/Concentrate Pipeline: includes the access road and concentrate, water
return, and diesel pipelines between Port Site 1 and the mine site.

x

Phase 61, Port Infrastructure: includes port site preparation; port site roads; barge dock; ship
loader; fuel storage; warehouse; shop; office; laboratory; permanent camp; mobile equipment
and power generation and distribution.

x

Phase 62, Port Process:
concentrate storage.

includes copper concentrate filtration; filtration building and

Power Generation
x

Phase 70, Power Generation: includes the main power generation plant located at the mine
site and the natural gas pipeline from the Kenai Peninsula to the mine site.

Indirects
x

Phase 80, Indirects: includes Owner’s costs; EPCM costs; construction camps; catering;
construction indirect facilities and services; commissioning; spare parts; freight; logistics
management and contingency.

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE BY FACILITY
The second level in the WBS defines the facility and is equivalent to the capital code structure. It
identifies specific major steps in the process or utility work areas in the project. The WBS by major
facility code is shown in Table 18.5.4.
Detailed items have been entered into the estimate at the most detailed sub-facility level.
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WBS by Facility

Facility

Description

1000

Mining Access

2000

Raw Materials – Handling and Storage

3000

Treatment Plant

4000

Treatment Plant (Continued)

5000

Utility Plant

6000

Civil Engineering Services

7000

Architectural Services (Building and Related Services)

8000

Mechanical and Electrical Services

9000

Financial

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE BY JOB
The job code is the capital coding number that provides a progressively more detailed breakdown of
the work in terms of activities or commodities within each facility. The WBS by job is shown in
Table 18.5.5.
Table 18.5.5

WBS by Job Code

Job
1000

Description
Mechanical Equipment

1100

Mining Equipment

1150

U/G Mining Equipment

1200

Mobile Equipment and Transportation

1210

Loading and Hauling Equipment

1220

Haulage and Scraping Equipment

1250

Road Vehicles

1300

Materials Handling (conveyors, feeders, pumps, cranes, and sampling)

1400

Chemical Processing Equipment (carbon screens, columns, and towers)

1500

Air and Heating/Refrigeration Equipment (compressors, blowers, fans, and dust extraction)

1600

Comminution, Sizing and Agglomeration (crushers, mills, screens, grizzlies, and scrubbers)

1700

Concentration and Separation (classifiers, concentrators, filtering, thickeners, clarifiers, cyclones, mixing,
and magnets)

1800

Heat Transfer Equipment (heat exchangers, fired heaters, dryers, boilers, furnaces, kilns, and casting)

1900

Workshops, Stores and Laboratory Equipment (workshop, foundry, stores, laboratory, general, and yard)

2000

Instrumentation and Computers

2500

Communication Transmission and Receiving Equipment (telephone, radio, security, radar, and signaling)

2600

Instrumentation and Process Control Equipment

3000

Civil, Mining, and Concrete

3100

General Civil Engineering Work (clear site, piling, drainage, fencing, and surfacing)

3200

Earthwork and Mining Excavations (excavation, trenching, backfill, compaction, shoring, and mining
excavations)

3300

Concrete in Foundations, Surface Beds and Substructures (foundations, lean concrete)

Table continues…
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…Table 18.5.5 (cont’d)
Job

Description

3400

Superstructure (elevated) Concrete Stockpiles, Silos, and Bins

3500

Concrete Work Associated with U/G Mining

4000

Structural Materials (excluding concrete)

4100

Structural Steelwork (pre-engineered buildings)

4200

Plate work (ducting, chutes, hoppers, bins, tanks, and launders)

4300

Miscellaneous Fabricated Steel and Ironwork (flooring, ladder, stairs, and handrails)

5000

Electrical Systems and Hydraulic Systems

5100

Power Transmission and Distribution (o/h power lines, cables, busbar, substation equipment, and
grounding)

5200

Switchgear and Control Gear (circuit breakers, switches, control panels, outlets, and plugs)

5300

Lighting and Electrical Space Heating

5400

Transformers, Rectifiers, Power Factor Correction

5500

Electric Motors and Generators, Battery Systems

5600

Hydraulic Systems

6000

Pipework and Valves

6100

Process Piping

6300

Civil Overland Piping

7000

Building Works (cladding, masonry, plumbing, furnishings, safety equipment, fire protection systems, prefabricated buildings)

8000

Protective Finishes and Linings

8100

Paintwork and Coatings

8200

Insulation and Fireproofing

8300

Refractory and Linings (including rubber lining and acid-proof bricks)

9000

Distributable and Indirect Costs

18.5.5

C ONS T R UC T ION S C HE DUL E

The capital cost estimate is based on the project schedule, the major milestones of which are shown in
Table 18.7.6.
Table 18.5.6

Project Schedule Significant Milestones
Milestone Description

Board Approval

Milestone Date
Project Start

Final Permits Issued for Construction

Month 3

Temporary Access to Site

Month 5

Permanent Access to Site

Month 9

Start Tailings Impoundment Facility

Month 20

Start Preproduction Stripping

Month 32

Complete Permanent Port Site 1 Dock

Month 38

Complete Tailing Impoundment for Start-up

Month 41

Permanent Power Available at Site

Month 42

Process Plant – Line 1 Complete

Month 48

Production Commences

Month 48
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C OS T S

Estimated on-site work hours have been used to develop construction catering costs and personnel
logistics. The total estimated on-site labour requirements are 20 million hours.
LABOUR RATES
Labour rates have been calculated by adjusting Little Davis Bacon base labour rates published in
September 2009 for Southern Alaska. Benefits and burdens assumed an open-shop contractor. The
labour rates have been based on 12-hour days, working 21 days on with a 7-day unpaid rotation. In
general, the labour rates have been built up into composite crew rates based on appropriate crew
mixes that include:
x

base labour wage rate;

x

overtime premiums at 1.5 times base rate;

x

benefits and burdens (including vacation, workers compensation premiums, FICA, EI, pension
and medical insurance);

x

MSHA safety training (not including site-specific);

x

ten hours travel time per rotation;

x

travel costs; appropriate crew mixes;

x

small tools and consumables;

x

contractor temporary facilities and services;

x

contractor general support based on a 1:7 ratio of direct work hours ;

x

contractor supervision/administration based on a 1:4 ratio of direct work hours; and

x

contractors’ overhead and profit.

The labour rates used for the various trade crews are shown in Table 18.5.7. Subsistence or camp and
catering costs are allowed for in the project indirect costs and are not included in the labour rate.
INSTALLATION WORK HOURS
Labour productivity has been adjusted from standard rates to compensate for labour availability, skill
level, climate conditions, work location, construction methods, and overtime. The labour productivity
factors used in the estimate are shown in Table 18.5.8.
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Contractor Labour Rates
Area

($/h)

Civil General

116.20

Civil Piping

117.70

Civil Structural

106.20

Concrete

107.20

Structural Steel

116.30

Architectural

106.50

Building Services

122.40

Mechanical

122.40

Tanks and Vessels

116.20

Process Piping

117.70

Electrical

120.10

Instrumentation

118.60

Insulation

102.60

Average

114.60

Table 18.5.8

Labour Productivity Factors
Area

Civil General

Factor
Incl. in unit rates

Civil Piping

1.31

Civil Structural

1.30

Concrete

1.30

Structural Steel

1.32

Architectural

1.29

Building Services

1.29

Mechanical

1.35

Tanks and Vessels

1.35

Process Piping

1.29

Electrical

1.32

Instrumentation

1.25

Insulation

1.34

OPEN PIT MINE
The price of the main open pit mining equipment includes freight to Seattle and an allowance for onsite assembly. Transport costs from Seattle to site are included in the indirect costs (phase 80).
Support equipment pricing is based on similar equipment used at other recent projects. Table 18.5.9
summarizes unit costs for open pit mining equipment.
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The capital cost for the open pit mining component of each development case is derived by applying
the unit prices per equipment in Table 18.5.9 to the respective open pit equipment requirements.
Initial spare parts stock has been estimated at 8% of the value of the mining equipment.
TAILINGS AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Capital costs for tailings, waste, and water management have been derived separately from those for
mine infrastructure and services.
With regard to pipeworks and pumps:
x

steel price of $980 per ton has been used to derive the cost of steel piping;

x

material costs for pumping systems have been developed existing data; and

x

unit rates for installation of pumps and pipelines have been derived from existing data.

Table 18.5.9

Open Pit Mining Equipment Unit Costs

Open Pit Mining Equipment

US$000

Main Equipment
Drills
Shovel
Wheel Loader
Hydraulic Shovel

6,012
29,205
7,650
20,157

Haulage Truck

5,795

Bulldozer

1,898

Wheel dozer

1,973

Grader
Water Truck

786
2,952

Support Equipment
Secondary Drill
Backhoe Excavator
Service Truck

950
1,250
360

Low Bed Truck

2,000

Service Loader

550

Fuel Truck

500

Mobile Crane

700

Tire Handler

400

Cable reel

300

Motivator

900

Pumps
Dispatch and Radio
Pickup Truck
Snow Cat
Lighting Plants

60
6,000
50
900
50

Surveying and Radar

1,000

Hardware and Software

1,000

Ambulance

200

Fire Truck

350
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ROAD CORRIDOR PIPELINES
The road corridor pipelines will deliver concentrate from the mine site to Port Site 1, return water from
Port Site 1 to the mine site, natural gas from the east side of Cook Inlet and diesel fuel from Port Site 1
to the mine site. The four pipelines will be buried in a common trench and will share the access road
right of way. Common resources will be utilized for construction activities.
Crossings will generally be bored under rivers and streams. At longer crossings, the pipeline will be
supported on the road bridge. Where not buried underground, the pipes will be encased in a
protective layer. A cathodic protection system serving all three pipelines is provided to prevent
external corrosion.
An allowance has been made for a leak detection system, which will also assist in the detection and
prevention of slack flow the pipeline. A SCADA system will monitor and control the pumping facilities
by means of a fibre optic line buried in the pipeline trench alongside the pipelines. Instruments such
as pressure and temperature transducers located along the pipeline route will be tied into the fibreoptic link.
ACCESS ROAD
Costs for construction of the access road have been based on a breakdown of anticipated quantities for
the road earthworks and some associated materials. The road quantities include volumes for pipeline
corridor clearing and for rock trench drill and blast where the pipelines coincide with the road
alignment. To develop construction quantities, the road route has been divided into a number of
segments based on terrain type and geotechnical qualities. Representative cross-sections have been
then developed for each segment, from which construction quantities have been estimated.
PORT FACILITIES
Costs for off-shore port facilities have been estimated based on historic costs and estimates for similar
steel sheet pile bulkheads adjusted to reflect a remote Alaska site and work conditions.
x

Fill material – All fill material will be produced from on-site blasting of bedrock to produce
shot rock fill of varying gradations. The volume of fill has been calculated using AutoCAD Civil
3D and verified by average end-area hand calculations.

x

Sheet pile – All sheet piling and accessories are hot-dip galvanized for corrosion protection and
will be embedded 15 ft into the seabed. Tail wall lengths have been determined from the face
sheet length plus 20% for seismic and global stability.

x

Dolphins – The four mooring dolphins consist of three 24 inch piles, each with a prefabricated
steel cap. The four breasting dolphins consist of five 24 inch piles, also with prefabricated steel
caps. The piles will bear on bedrock with rock anchors. Heavy-duty fender assemblies are
attached to each breasting dolphin. All steel piling, fender and accessories are hot-dip
galvanized for corrosion protection.

x

Conveyor foundation – The loadout conveyor foundations are two-pile bents placed every
100 ft from the concentrate storage building to the shiploader pivot under the conveyor. The
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bent is an assembly of two 24 inch piles and rolled steel bent with stiffeners and necessary
plates. The piles will bear on bedrock with rock anchors.
x

Shiploader foundation – The foundation and layout are based on the Krupp Quadrant
Shiploader. The reinforced concrete beam is 4 ft wide x 3.75 ft deep supported every 28 ft with
a three-pile support structure. A four-pile structure is provided at one end for a tie-down
structure. All piles will bear on bedrock with rock anchors. The pivot structure consists of
seven 24 inch diameter piles and a 300 ft2 x 10 ft thick reinforced concrete pad.

x

Catwalks – Aluminum catwalks are provided along the concrete beam and between mooring
and breasting dolphins. Approximately 1,110 ft of 4 ft wide catwalks are included.

x

Loading apron and concrete face beam – A 100 ft wide x 543 ft long reinforced concrete apron
and face beam will be constructed along the barge unloading area. The apron is 12 inches thick
x 90 ft wide, the face beam 24 inches thick x 10 ft wide. A bullrail assembly is attached to the
surface of the face beam along the dock face. All pipes and accessories are hot-dip galvanized
for corrosion protection. Light-duty fenders consisting of 18 inch diameter steel piles with
HDPE sleeves are provided for barge loading and off-loading along the concrete beam. The
piles will be embedded 17 ft into the seabed. Ten bollards consisting of 14 inch x 36 ft long piles
are provided for securing barges and tugs during loading and unloading operations.

x

RO-RO ramp – The roll-on/roll-off ramp consists of a pile-supported offloading ramp, catwalk
and breasting dolphins. All pipe piles are 24 inch diameter. The piles will bear on bedrock with
rock anchors.

PROCESS PLANT AND MILL SITE FACILITIES
Summary
Capital costs for the process plant and mill site facilities cover the following facilities:
x

plant site development;

x

process facilities;

x

ancillary facilities (administration, truckshop, warehouses, assay laboratory, site camps);

x

utilities (power distribution, water distribution, fuel storage and distribution, heating system,
control systems);

x

port site process and materials handling facilities;

x

indirect costs, other than items specifically included in the direct estimates;

x

logistics;

x

construction execution; and

x

commissioning.

Estimate Support Documents
The following documentation has been used as the basis for the capital cost estimates:
x

design criteria;
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x

regional climatic data;

x

process flowsheets;

x

equipment list;

x

general arrangement drawings;

x

supplemental sketches as required;

x

single-line electrical drawings;

x

quantity take-offs;

x

equipment budget quotations from vendors;

x

estimates of quantities and/or costs from consultants;

x

in-house data;

x

project WBS;

x

quantities in imperial units of measure; and

x

project development schedule.
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Direct Cost Estimate
Equipment and Material Costs
The equipment pricing has been based on a combination of re-pricing of some major equipment, as
shown in Table 18.5.10, and factoring the remaining equipment from 2008 quotations. Specifications
have been prepared for the equipment shown in Table 18.5.10 and updated pricing received from the
selected equipment suppliers.
Table 18.5.10 Major Equipment Re-Priced
Equipment Description
SAG Mills (OASC)

Semi-Mobile Crushing Plant (OASC)

Ball Mills (OASC)

Conveyor Systems

Pebble Crushers (OASC)

HV Circuit Breakers

Flotation Tank Cells

HV Disconnect Switches

Flotation Column Cells

Transformers

Thickeners

Switchgear

Vertimills

Variable Frequency Drives

Concentrate Filters

Motor Control Centres

Cyclone Feed Pumps

Communications

Belt Feeders

Mill Motors

Shiploader

Conveyor Drive

Engineering material take-offs were based on neat quantities from project drawings and sketches.
Items such as over-pour, material wastage, fittings and connections were included in the unit costs as
allowances.
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Material costs have been estimated based on quotations, developed costs such as concrete and
aggregate production, in-house data or allowances. A summary of materials costs and their data source
is shown in Table 18.5.11.
Material cost has been also identified by the base currency of the source quotation, although this may
not represent the original source for the particular materials. A summary of materials costs and their
currency source is shown in Table 18.5.12.
Table 18.5.11 Material Cost Source
Area

Previous Quote

Developed

In-House

Allowance

Third-party
Consultant

Total

Site Works

-

83

1

-

17

60.51

Civil Piping

-

65

7

7

21

14.61

Civil Structural

-

59

35

3

3

10.63

Concrete

-

91

8

-

1

56.71

Structural Steel

94

-

1

2

3

68.35

Architectural

11

-

10

42

37

55.63

Building Services

11

-

10

74

5

8.31

-

-

74

-

26

42.61

Mechanical

91

-

7

1

1

365.75

Mechanical Bulks

13

-

84

3

-

25.63

Mining/Mobile

Tanks and Vessels

-

-

84

16

-

5.50

Process Piping

-

-

26

73

-

15.92

Electrical

79

-

15

6

-

234.64

Instrumentation

15

-

4

81

-

20.93

Insulation

3

-

97

-

-

0.33

Indirects

10

55

3

28

3

372.75

Total (%)

46

24

11

14

5

100

Total ($M)

634.45

321.58

153.15

185.93

63.69

1,358.81

Note:
Previous Quote – Costs based on one or more vendor quotations from 2008 or 2009
Developed – Costs calculated or derived from combination of quotations and in-house data, specific to project
In-house – Costs derived from similar equipment or materials from in-house quotations or developed costs
Allowance – Costs based on engineering or estimating judgement and unsupported with engineering data or calculations

Table 18.5.12 Currency Cost Source – Materials
Area

AUS
(%)

CAD
(%)

Euro
(%)

USD
(%)

Total
($M)

Site Works

-

-

-

100

60.51

Civil Piping

-

-

-

100

14.61

Civil Structural

-

-

-

100

10.63

Concrete

-

-

-

100

56.71

Structural Steel

-

4

-

96

68.35

Architectural

-

-

-

100

55.63

Building Services

-

-

-

100

8.31

Mining/Mobile

-

-

-

100

42.61

Mechanical

1

12

12

76

365.75
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…Table 18.5.12 (cont’d)
AUS
(%)

CAD
(%)

Euro
(%)

Mechanical Bulks

-

-

-

100

25.63

Tanks and Vessels

-

-

-

100

5.50

Process Piping

-

-

-

100

15.92

Electrical

-

-

-

100

234.64
20.93

Area

USD
(%)

Total
($M)

Instrumentation

-

-

-

100

Insulation

-

-

-

100

0.33

Indirects

-

9

-

91

372.75

Total (%)

0.2

6

3

91

Total ($M)

2.94

78.28

42.97

1,234.62

1,358.81

Civil
Earthworks quantities have been based on 5 ft contour data and preliminary modeling of the plant site.
Quantities for plant site roads and outlying areas have been based earlier estimates, which were by
typical cross-section.
All bulk earthwork quantities have been taken off from the 3D model software, neat in place (net),
with no allowance for swell or compaction of materials. Industry-standard allowances for swell and
compaction have been incorporated into the unit rate. Unit and work hour rates have been based on
information and productivities received from published rates. Any costs related to downtime, weather
delay or standby are included in indirect costs.
Construction costs for the bulk earthworks have been based on the following:
x

Equipment productivity – Allowance of 15% loss on earthwork activities, seasonal work
schedule, machine efficiency, downtime, shift turnaround, weather delay and site conditions,
and 10 hour single shift.

x

Equipment cost – Based on rental rates. All mobilization and demobilization costs are
included in labour rates. No allowance for standby time or equipment transportation time is
included.

x

Equipment fuel consumption – Based on publicly-available manufacturer’s data, using
medium burn figures.

x

Haulage equipment for tailings dam construction – Based on 90t trucks for rock quarry
supply, mine haul trucks for zone C rockfill on tailings dam, and 40 ton trucks for placing of
tailings dam filter material.

x

Haulage equipment for general plant site materials – Based on 40 ton trucks for material
handling.

x

Clearing and grubbing – Assumes all spoils and trees to be treated/burned locally.

x

Blasted rock cut from plant site and Port Site 1 – To be hauled to stockpile for the access road
construction.
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x

Processed fill material – To be provided by an on-site central operated crusher. Material
source from nearby borrow pit or free delivery from mine pre-production (except access road
construction mentioned above).

x

Rockfill for zone C in the tailings dam – Delivered by mine trucks. Mine truck operating costs
are included in the rates from the point of transfer.

x

All cut slope stabilization – Not included.

x

Construction of avalanche protection – Not included.

x

Pipe trenching along the access road – Pre-blasted, and cost included in the unit rates. Trench
excavation and backfill is not included.

x

Over excavation and fill costs – Included in the unit rates.

x

Tailings dam toe grout curtain and seepage soil bentonite cut-off-wall – Based on existing
rates.

x

Equipment unit rates – Include diesel fuel at $3.05/gal.

Civil Structural
Detailed excavation and backfill quantities have been developed for each area. Retaining walls,
including detailed backfill quantities, have been developed for the primary crusher area. Quantities
have been based on preliminary general arrangement drawings. In-house data have been used for the
retaining wall structure and installation.
Civil Piping
Civil piping includes all overland HDPE and carbon steel pipe for water systems and diesel fuel
distribution. Exterior piping has been based on contour and profile drawings. Grade preparation, pipe
berms, excavation and backfill have been calculated separately. Overland piping has been taken off by
material specification, size and line length.
Costs for hydro testing are included in the installation estimate. A design allowance of 4% has been
included on the pipe materials for pipe and fitting routing variances. Material pricing for civil and
infrastructure piping has been obtained from quotations.
Concrete
Concrete quantity estimates have been developed from first principles based on drawings and sketches
prepared to prefeasibility study level. Quantities for some ancillary buildings have been factored based
on a revised building size.
The unit costs include an allowance for over-pour and wastage of 5%, preparation of aggregate
material, transport and stockpiling, supply of cement, batching of concrete, placing, finishing,
formwork and reinforcing steel.
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Structural Steel
Steel quantities are based on material take-offs derived from preliminary drawings and sketches. The
coarse ore storage building structural steel quantities have been based on a computer model. Light,
medium, and heavy steel quantities include a 15% allowance for fitting and connections. The unit price
includes steel purchase, detailing, fabrication, and erection labour.
Quotations for pre-engineered buildings and structural steel supply were received in 2008.
Architectural
Budget quotations have been received for the permanent and construction camps. The quotation for
the permanent camp has been updated based on the size quoted in 2008, which has been then ratioed
for the revised room requirement. Estimates for all other buildings and architectural finishes are based
on in-house data. Internal finishings are estimated based on allowances.
Mechanical (Equipment)
The mechanical equipment descriptions, quantities, size, and kW have been derived from the project
mechanical equipment list. Except for the mill motors, electric or hydraulic motors have been itemized
and priced with the equipment. Budget quotations have been received from the selected supplier in
2008. The pricing has been based on quotations representing 92% of the mechanical equipment costs.
Costs for other equipment have been based on existing pricing. A design allowance of 5% on
equipment under $2 million and 2% on equipment over $2 million is included in the equipment price.
Quantity take-offs have been provided for all plate-work items. Take-offs includes allowances for
stiffeners, fabrication details, and cut and waste. Pricing has been based on in-house data. A design
allowance of 5% has been included in the equipment price.
Tank pricing is based on in-house data and includes a 5% design allowance.
HVAC systems are based on allowances.
Water Treatment Plant
Capital costs for the water treatment plant (WTP) have been factored on WTP feed flow changes.
Capital for the WTP is split into an “initial capital” and a “sustaining capital” component, assuming the
WTP will be expanded in 2018 as the mine increases in size.
Construction Equipment
An allowance for rental of construction equipment for the entire mine plant site and port site has been
included based on a rental cost per each direct hour, as shown in Table 18.5.13. Owner purchase of
cranes over 90 tons and other major equipment is included in the indirect costs.
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Table 18.5.13 Construction Equipment Rental Costs
Area
Civil General
Civil Piping
Civil Structural
Concrete
Structural Steel
Architectural
Building Services
Mechanical

$/h
Incl. in unit rates
15.00
Incl. in unit rates
9.00
20.00
5.00
8.00
17.00

Tanks and Vessels

17.00

Process Piping

15.00

Electrical

15.00

Instrumentation

5.00

Insulation

8.00

Piping
Process piping within the battery limits of the process plant is based on an equipment factor
allowance. General arrangement drawings served as the base documents.
Electrical
The electrical estimate is based on single-line diagrams and connected loads detailed in the
mechanical equipment list. Major electrical equipment prices are based on quotations. Other
equipment, bulk materials, and modular equipment rooms are priced with recent in-house data plus a
2% design allowance.
Quantities are prepared from primary power supply up to and including motor control centres (MCCs)
and starters. Low voltage quantities from MCCs to motors are based on a percentage of mechanical
equipment.
Building lighting, convenience receptacles and grounding estimates are based on a cost per square foot
basis.
Instrumentation
The plant distributed control system (DCS) and/or programmable logic controller (PLC) cost estimates
include vendor support for programming and system configuration. The IT communication network is
based on an Ethernet network on a fibre-optic backbone. Pricing is based on quotations for the DCS
system and in-house data for the remaining equipment.
Instrumentation within process area battery limits is an allowance based on a percentage of
mechanical equipment.
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POWER GENERATION FACILITIES
Power Plant
Capital cost estimates for power generation include both the cost of the power plant and the cost of
the natural gas pipeline from the east side of Cook Inlet to the mine site, a distance of approximately
200 miles.
The cost estimate for the mine site power plant is based on a parametric methodology developed from
numerous regional projects, adjusted for local Alaskan conditions. Verbal budgetary quotes have been
obtained for all major equipment components. Specific assumptions are listed below:
x

capital costs for start-up spares are included but warehousing spares have been excluded;

x

major equipment spares for routine maintenance are included in the operating costs;

x

costs are included for the turbine generator, enclosure, and switchgear at the port site;

x

the site is assumed to be in usable condition with no major earthworks required except
foundations and pads and rough grading costs are within the overall plant site grading costs;

x

off-site fabrication will be used where practical;

x

all construction and O&M labour assume union labour (Alaska’s Little Davis Bacon standard
wages);

x

construction equipment rates are those for non-remote areas of south central Alaska;

x

all-in construction labour rates includes labour, supervision, construction equipment, payroll
burdens, temporary construction, contractor overhead and profit, for a total of $158/direct
work hour and premium pay.

x

overtime will be required to attract labour;

x

the work shift is assumed 12 hours per day which is consistent with the overall Pebble project
work schedule;

x

camp and per diem costs are included in the overall indirects estimate;

x

productivity loss due to the extended work week is assumed to be 20%;

x

productivity other than that due to extended work week is assumed to be normal;

x

no factor has been included for an imported work force; and

x

no winter work productivity reduction factor has been assumed as outside work is scheduled
in summer months.

Material cost adjustments include:
x

overall 3% of material and equipment for additional freight;

x

allowance for site-specific requirements such as low-temperature steel; and

x

materials to be purchased locally whenever practical.
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Natural Gas Pipeline Costs
Rough order-of-magnitude estimates for the three natural gas pipeline segments and associated
facilities have been prepared using a bottom-up approach. The estimates include facilities such as
pigging (smart pig), custody transfer metering, relief and compression. The cost for the pipeline tie-in
on the east side of Cook Inlet has been benchmarked against other natural gas pipeline estimates on
the Kenai Peninsula. No recent sub-sea pipelines have been constructed in Cook Inlet; therefore, no
benchmark information has been available. The gas pipeline from the port site to the mine site is
assumed to be laid in a common trench with the concentrate and water return lines. The facilities are
assumed to be truckable modules fabricated in south-central Alaska.
Cost estimates include materials, fabrication, installation, construction management and engineering.
18.5.7

I NDIR E C T C OS T E S T IMAT E

OWNER’S COSTS
Project-related Owner’s costs are based on the four year period from the Notice to Proceed to the end
of plant commissioning. Owner’s costs include:
x

operations staff ramp-up including salaries, bonus and incentives, travel and relocation;

x

project execution staff ramp-up including salaries, bonus and incentives, travel and relocation;

x

project insurance;

x

community relations;

x

environmental monitoring;

x

corporate expenses;

x

Anchorage office expenses; and

x

costs for power during the period between commissioning of the power plant to completion of
process plant commissioning.

CONTINGENCY
Definition
Contingency in this capital cost estimate has been defined as an allowance to cover unforeseen items
within the scope of the estimate and is expected to be spent. The American Association of Cost
Engineers (AACE) refers to contingency as an amount added to an estimate to allow for items,
conditions or events that are uncertain and that experience shows will likely result in additional costs.
Inclusions
The contingency estimate covers unforeseeable items that can arise due to currently undefined areas
of work or equipment, or uncertainty in the estimated quantities and unit prices for labour,
equipment, and materials. Some of the items, conditions or events for which the state, occurrence
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and/or effect is uncertain include: planning and estimating errors and omissions; minor price
fluctuations (other than general escalation); design developments and changes within the scope; and
variations in market and environmental conditions.
Exclusions
The contingency estimate does not cover scope changes or project exclusions such as:
x

major scope changes such as changes in end-product specification, capacities, building sizes
and location of the asset or project;

x

extraordinary events;

x

management reserves; and

x

escalation and currency effects, which are handled in the financial model.

Contingency Estimate Methodology
The contingency estimate has been originally compiled from a special working session, during which a
risk matrix has been applied to all estimate areas. The basis of the estimate has been further refined by
applying a weighting factor to each contingency estimate line, based on its relative cost magnitude.
This resulted in a contingency factor of 17.7%.
RISK
No allowance has been made in the estimate for unforeseeable areas of risk.
18.5.8

C AP IT AL E XP E NDIT UR E P HAS ING

The phasing of initial capital spend is illustrated in Figure 18.5.1. The capital plan estimates that
approximately $100 million of Year -4 mining equipment (including indirect costs) will have to be
ordered in advance of the construction commencement date.
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Pebble Project – Initial Capital Phasing – All Cases

A S S UMP T IONS

AND

E XC L US IONS

ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions have been made to prepare this estimate:
x

all material and equipment purchases and installation subcontracts will be competitively
tendered on a lump sum or unit rate basis;

x

all equipment and materials will be new;

x

the work week for the construction phase of the project will be 84 hours long;

x

skilled tradespersons, supervisors and contractors will be available; and

x

there will be no financing or cash flow constraints.

EXCLUSIONS TO THE CAPITAL ESTIMATE
The following items are not included in the capital cost estimate:
x

escalation;

x

scope changes;

x

interest during construction;
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cost of schedule delays such as those caused by:
-

scope changes;

-

unidentified ground conditions;

-

labour disputes; and

-

extreme weather including extended white-outs;

x

cost of financing;

x

acquisition costs;

x

sunk costs;

x

additional studies;

x

exploration expenses;

x

sustaining capital;

x

closure costs;

x

reclamation cost;

x

duties;

x

currency fluctuations;

x

any provision for force majeure;

x

changes in law of the United States of America;

x

licenses, royalties and commissions;

x

changes to design criteria;

x

additional studies or investigations prior to EPCM; and

x

pandemics.

18.5.10

S US T AINING C AP IT AL

For the purposes of this section, sustaining capital in all areas is defined as capital expenditures
incurred after the process plant is ready to receive its first feed (end of year 4th year of construction –
year -1).
Sustaining capital requirements for the Pebble Project for all 3 development cases are shown in
Table 18.5.14.
The sustaining capital profile of the 45-Year Reference Case and the 78-year Resource Case continue
the assumptions of sustaining capital requirements of the 25-year IDC case. The phasing of all three
cases is illustrated in Figure 18.5.2 with each developing case building off assumptions of the preceding
mine plan respectively.
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Table 18.5.14 Pebble Project – Sustaining Capital Costs ($M) – All Cases
Area
Open Pit
Processing

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

2,047

3,286

7,225

146

230

517

Infrastructure

12

165

165

Waste Management

846

2,211

3,364

Other

70

104

180

Molybdenum Autoclave

83

144

276

3,204

6,140

11,727

Total

Figure 18.5.2

18.5.11

Pebble Project – 78-year Reference Case Sustaining Capital Phasing ($M)

MINE C L OS UR E

Closure costs are not included in the estimate but are covered in the financial section.
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18.6

OPERATING COST ESTIMATE

18.6.1

SUMMARY
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The life of mine average unit operating cost estimate is $11.16/ton milled for the 25-year IDC Case,
$11.55/ton milled for the 45-year Reference Case and $14.72/ton milled for the 78-year Resource Case.
Table 18.6.1

Operating Cost Estimate – 45-Year Reference Case (LOM Average)

Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Total Operating Cost (LOM)

$M

22,208

43,489

96,063

Total Operating Cost per ton

$/ton

11.16

11.55

14.72

The operating cost estimate is shown as an annual cost for each calendar year of the project life from
plant start-up to mine closure. The operating cost estimate is based on a process plant throughput rate
ranging between 200,000 tons per day (71 million tons per year based on 355 days per year) and
275,000 tons per day (97 million tons per year).
The operating costs are grouped into six cost centers:
x

open pit mining;

x

process (including process facilities at port);

x

tailings management (exclusive of ongoing construction);

x

transportation;

x

environmental; and

x

general & administration (G&A).

The 45-year Reference Case/ton milled cost estimate is summarized by cost centre and area in
Table 18.6.2.
Table 18.6.2

Operating Cost Estimate – 45-Year Reference Case (LOM Average)
Labour
($/ton)

Power
($/ton)

Material
($/ton)

Fuel
($/ton)

Lease
($/ton)

Other
($/ton)

Total
($/ton)

Open Pit Mining

0.75

0.06

2.32

1.17

-

-

4.30

Process

0.38

1.19

2.46

0.02

-

0.02

4.07

Tailings

0.13

0.15

0.18

0.07

-

-

0.53

Cost Per Ton Milled

Transportation

-

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.35

0.53

0.92

Environmental

0.03

0.02

0.20

-

-

0.04

0.29

G&A

0.31

0.02

-

0.01

0.78

0.32

1.44

Total

1.60

1.45

5.17

1.29

1.13

0.91

11.55
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SCOPE OF WORK

The operating cost estimate includes all costs associated with the open pit mining of ore and waste,
the processing of the ore to a final concentrate and all the services required to support this operation.
It does not include ocean freight of the final concentrate or associated smelter charges; these are
covered in the off-site charges in the financial analysis.
18.6.3

BASIS OF ESTIMATE

This section describes the cost components associated with all cost centers including labour-related
items, fuel and unit power cost. The basis of estimate for the individual cost centers is discussed
hereunder.
LABOUR
Table 18.6.3 lists the number of employees on the payroll at two representative points during the mine
life.
Table 18.6.3

Number of Employees on Payroll

Area
Mine Site

Year 2

Year 18

747

1,196

Port Site

32

32

Off-Site

51

50

830

1,278

Total Staff

PERSONNEL ROTATION
All non-exempt, supervisory and junior technical personnel posted to the mine or port sites will work a
2 and 1 rotation (14 day shifts / 7 days off, 14 night shifts / 7 days off). Management staff and senior
technical personnel will work the same rotation. All staff posted to an off-site office will work a normal
workweek schedule and will commute to that office.
Personnel will be rotated to a defined point of hire, either local villages in the Lake and Peninsula
Borough, the Bristol Bay region, Anchorage or the Kenai Peninsula. Personnel will be assigned to
designated crews and therefore commute time, including transport between the airport and site, will
be during the no-work part of the rotation schedule. Employees will be expected to continue to report
to work if their rotation transport is delayed. Employees who are delayed in returning to site will be
expected to be available for rescheduled transportation. It is anticipated that personnel who live in
local villages connected to the transportation system will be able to commute daily from that location.
Non-exempt employees will be paid for additional hours worked according to appropriate labour laws.
No payment will be made for non-worked hours for non-exempt employees delayed in returning to
site. Exempt employees will have no adjustment to salary or time off for commute travel disruptions.
Rotation air rates were based on quotations for daily weekday service.
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RECRUITING
Recruiting costs will cover advertising for positions, recruiting firms, and interview costs, including
travel, relocation costs, and housing assistance.
The annual turnover rate was assumed to be 15%.
MINE SITE CAMP REQUIREMENTS
The mine camp requirements were based on the following assumptions:
x

all staff on 2 and 1 work rotations and supervisory personnel will have a dedicated room;

x

allowance has been made for 25 larger rooms to serve as wheelchair accessible facilities or to
accommodate married employees;

x

allowance was provided for 15 visitors;

x

a shared toilet and shower facility has been allocated to every two rooms;

x

each room will have a separate sink;

x

amenities will include: a gymnasium with volleyball court/half-court basketball; workout
room; weight room; games room; television room; smoking lounge; lounge; commissary and
Internet café;

x

dining messing facilities will be capable of seating all staff on site over a three-hour period
straddling shift breaks, with two hot meals served daily; and

x

bag lunch facilities.

The camp will operate under a zero-tolerance policy with respect to alcohol and drug possession and
consumption.
PORT SITE CAMP REQUIREMENTS
The port site camp will be set up for two categories of employees. The first are those employees who
will be permanently assigned to the port to operate and maintain the concentrate storage and
filtration facility, camp and freight and fuel marshalling. The room standards for these employees will
be similar to those established at the mine site. The second category will be for overnight personnel,
such as road transport drivers, visitors, maintenance crews from site and technical representatives.
CATERING
The cost of catering at all permanent camps has been estimated from quotations and includes cooking
labour, food supply, linen and towels, janitorial and laundry, general building services and
maintenance. Sewage treatment and incineration are included in G&A and accommodation-related
transportation costs are included with the other transport costs.
Wages, Salaries and Loading Table 18.6.4 shows the loaded labour rates for the different levels of
employees. Salaries include a remote site allowance for on-site employees.
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Labour Rates – Annual Loaded Salary with Bonus, Rounded
Off-site

Department
Administration
Electrical Generation
and Transmission

Infrastructure

Management

Open Pit

Port

Process

Tailings Storage
Facility

Code

Exempt 5
days
($)

On-site

Non-Exempt
5 days
($)

Exempt
1-Feb
($)

Non-Exempt
1-Feb
($)

Level 2

169,200

-

221,700

-

Level 3

117,000

-

153,200

-

Level 2

-

-

221,700

-

Level 3

-

-

-

143,100

Level 4

-

-

-

120,500

Level 5

-

-

-

105,600

Level 2

-

-

221,700

-

Level 3

-

-

-

153,200

Level 4

-

-

-

125,500

Level 5

-

-

-

104,600

Level 0

242,400

-

-

-

Level 1

240,600

-

240,600

-

Level 4

-

90,980

-

-

Level 2

-

-

221,700

-

Level 3

-

-

-

153,200

Level 4

-

-

-

125,500

Level 5

-

-

-

104,600

Level 2

-

-

221,700

-

Level 3

-

-

-

153,200

Level 4

-

-

-

125,500

Level 5

-

-

-

104,600

Level 2

-

-

221,700

-

Level 3

-

-

-

153,200

Level 4

-

-

-

125,500

Level 5

-

-

-

108,100

Level 2

-

-

221,700

-

Level 3

-

-

153,200

-

Level 4

-

-

-

125,500

Level 5

-

-

-

108,100

Loading for both exempt and non-exempt employees includes:
x

statutory loading of Federal Insurance Contribution Act (FICA), Medicare, State
Unemployment Insurance (UI) and Federal Unemployment Insurance (FUI);

x

workers’ compensation;

x

employee benefits of
retirement; and
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vacation and short-term absences for non-exempt employees will be covered by additional
personnel as follows:
-

on-site – unplanned absence 2.9% (equivalent to seven days per year);

-

on-site – vacation allowance 8.6% (equivalent to 1½ rotations per year);

-

off-site – unplanned absence 1.0% (equivalent to five days per year); and

-

off-site – vacation allowance 2.9% (equivalent to three weeks per year).

Vacation and short-term absences for exempt employees will be covered by additional staff at the
medium and lower levels.
FUEL
All fuel will be ultra low sulphur diesel (ULSD) at prices of $2.69 per US gallons during construction
and $2.39 per US gallons for operations. The difference reflects the implementation of diesel pumping
from the port as opposed to road transportation during construction.
POWER
Power will be produced on site from a combined-cycle natural gas-fired turbine plant. Costs associated
with generating power (operating, maintenance, fuel and oil requirements) are included in the unit
power cost. The power cost is estimated at $0.066/kW hour based on a long-term natural gas price
average of $7/MBtu, compared to the current price of $4.50/MBtu.
18.6.4

OPEN PIT MINING

Unit mining costs are summarized in Table 18.6.5 for the 45-year Reference Case.
Table 18.6.5

Open Pit Mining Cost per Ton
Item

$/ton mined

$/ton milled

Labour

0.24

0.75

Power

0.38

1.17

Fuel

0.02

0.06

Machine Operation and Maintenance

0.42

1.29

Tires

0.10

0.29

Blasting

0.15

0.46

Dewatering

0.03

0.08

Re-handling

0.01

0.03

In Pit Crushing and Conveying

0.06

0.17

Total

1.40

4.30

Table 18.6.6 provides the mine management component while the mine operator and maintenance
staffing level at five year increments for the 45 Year Reference Case are shown in Table 18.6.7. Staffing
changes over the mine life correspond to changes in strip ratio.
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Mine Management Component
Personnel

Mine Management

1

Technical Services

39

Operations

19

Maintenance

17

Total

76

Table 18.6.7

Open Pit Operator and Maintenance Staffing
5

10

Operators

61

93

154

239

248

269

294

323

167

106

Maintenance

62

95

159

288

299

332

378

438

230

147

Total

123

188

313

527

547

601

672

761

397

253

18.6.5

15

Mine Life Horizons (yr)
20
25
30

0

35

40

45

PROCESS

Unit costs for processing average $4.07/ton milled, with the key cost items are shown in
Table 18.6.8 for the 45-year Reference Case.
Table 18.6.8

Process Cost per Ton Milled

Item

$/ton milled

Power

1.19

Grinding Liners & Media

1.21

Reagents

0.46

Mechanical Equipment

0.23

Labour

0.38

Fuel

0.02

Gold Plant Excluding Labour

0.56

Other

0.02

Total

4.07

18.6.6

TAILINGS FACILITY

The tailings operating costs average $0.53/ton milled over the life of the mine for the 45-year Reference
Case. The operational areas include tailings placement, reclaim water, pit dewatering and seepage
collection pumping. The costs include labour, power, pump and pipeline maintenance and ongoing
pipeline extensions required for operations.
The operating costs were derived using the following rates and factors:
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x

electricity supply cost of $0.066 per kilowatt hour;

x

mobile equipment for operations crews and pipe relocations based on the publicly-available
rates; and

x

maintenance costs based on a percentage of the installed work and materials costs.

The labour and material proportions of the total tailings maintenance costs shown in Table 18.6.9.
Table 18.6.9

Labour and Materials Proportions for Tailings Maintenance Costs
Description

% Work Hours

% Material

25

30

Mechanical Equipment – Slurry Pumping Systems
Mechanical Equipment – Water Pumping Systems

15

15

Instruments and Computers

10

10

Civil and Earthworks

0

0

Structural Steel

2.5

2.5

Electrical Equipment

20

10

Piping and Valves

20

15

Buildings

2.5

2.5

Linings and Coatings

2.5

2.5

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COSTS

18.6.7
SUMMARY

Environmental operating costs average $0.29/ton over the life of the mine for the 45-year Reference
Case. The costs are associated with the following activities for the mine, road and port areas:
x

baseline studies and monitoring;

x

field monitoring equipment;

x

environmental laboratory supplies;

x

outside laboratory analysis;

x

fuel and maintenance for vehicles associated with environmental operations;

x

project permitting;

x

wetlands mitigation;

x

fish and wildlife mitigation and enhancement;

x

a water treatment plant operations and maintenance; and

x

environmental consultants.
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BASELINE STUDIES, PROJECT PERMITTING AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS/COMMUNITY RELATIONS
During operation of the mine, environmental monitoring will be required. This monitoring will
include water quality, aquatic habitat, wildlife, air quality and other conditions. Community relations
and public affairs activities will continue during operations and into the closure phase of the project to
ensure that the mine site is reclaimed and closed in a manner that is acceptable to the local residents,
as well as being environmentally sound.
The estimated cost for environmental monitoring, management, permitting and community relations
during the operations phase, plus 10 years of closure activities, is $87 million for the 45-year Reference
Case.
18.6.8

WATER TREATMENT PLANT

The water treatment plant (WTP) costs are summarized in Table 18.6.10 for the 45-year Reference
Case.
Table 18.6.10 Overall WTP Costs (LOM average)
Component

Labour

Power

Material

Other

Total

Total Cost($M/yr)

0.74

0.88

3.18

1.51

6.31

Unit Cost ($/ton milled)

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.02

0.10

18.6.9

TRANSPORTATION

Transportation operating costs average $0.91/ton milled over the life of the mine for the 45-year
Reference Case. These costs are related to the transportation of personnel from points of hire and all
material (consumables, equipment, fuel) from the consolidation port of Seattle, or in the case of fuel,
Anchorage, to Port Site 1. The costs associated with transporting the material from Port Site 1 to the
mine site via the access road and maintenance of the access road is also included in this cost centre.
Maintenance costs for the concentrate, water return and fuel pipelines are included here but the
maintenance cost for the natural gas pipeline is excluded.
MATERIAL TRANSPORT
Table 18.6.11 summarizes the costs associated with the transport of personnel and material to the mine
site for two representative operational years. These costs do not include maintenance of the access
road and pipelines. The unit cost to transport freight from Seattle to the mine site is $92.70 per ton.
Table 18.6.11 Representative Material Transport Costs
Materials and Equipment
Freight
Personnel Transport
Air Freight
Total
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Year 1 ($M)

Year 20 ($M)

33.31

35.59

5.31

5.23

2.70

2.51

41.32

43.33
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ACCESS ROAD MAINTENANCE COSTS
The 86 mile long access road from the port to the mine site, will require daily maintenance. The
operating costs are based on utilizing several small crews based at Port Site 1, the mine site and at least
two other mid-route locations. Maintenance costs include crew and equipment, crushed road topping
every five years, culvert, embankment, riprap, guardrail and river training structures, regular bridge
and other inspections, dust suppression, snow removal and avalanche control and removal.
The estimated cost to maintain the road is $5 million per year or $58,000 per mile per year.
PIPELINE MAINTENANCE COSTS
Maintenance costs for the concentrate, water return and fuel water pipelines amount to $684,000 per
year, or $0.01/ton milled. This includes propane required to power remote monitoring stations,
maintenance spares for pumps/valves, right-of-way maintenance and allowance for partial pipeline
replacement.
18.6.10

GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION

Life-of-mine G&A costs average $1.44/ton milled for the 45-year Reference Case. These costs are
associated with the operation both directly (including site services such as incineration, sewage
treatment and camp maintenance costs) and indirectly (including camp costs and property taxes). The
cost of operating off-site offices is also included in G&A costs. The estimate for the operating indirect
cost is a combination of calculated values and allowances.
MATERIALS
The material items included in the G&A cost centre include port site consumables such as fenders,
buoys and mechanical spares as a percentage of the installed G&A mechanical equipment. They also
include site road maintenance at the mine and port sites, excluding haul roads and the main access
road, which are associated with the mining and transportation costs, respectively.
POWER
The power associated with the G&A cost centre includes requirements for the process building, camps
and potable fire and water distribution.
OTHER DIRECT COSTS
Other direct G&A costs include those items not specifically related to labour, power or materials. Most
of the items in this category are allowances, with some key aspects such as camp catering, insurance,
recruiting and parental leave developed from first principles. Table 18.6.12 lists of the assumptions
made for these key components.
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Table 18.6.12 Assumptions for Other G&A Costs
Component

Assumption

Camp Catering

$40/person/day for mill site, $52/day for port site

Insurance

Includes property, terrorism, vehicle, aviation, business interruption and general
liability insurance

Parental Leave

15% of workforce is female and 6% of employees take leave each year; men take
20 days leave, women 180; full pay received

OVERHEADS
Overheads relate to non-production items such as administration and human resources labour,
insurance, IT support, legal fees, recruiting and security.
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PROJECT EXECUTION PLAN
INTRODUCTION

A comprehensive Project Execution Plan (PEP) for the Pebble Project has been developed. The
following overview is based on Wardrop’s review of this information.
The PEP establishes a detailed plan for the engineering, procurement, logistics and construction
management required to bring the project successfully to the permitting stage and into
development.
Key project deliverables encompassed by the PEP include the development of:
x construction camps required for the various phases and sites;
x an all-weather site access road that links the permanent port facility to the mine site;
x a deep water port facility that will be the site for a concentrate dewatering plant and ship
loading facility;
x an open pit mine feeding a nominal 200ktpd copper-molybdenum flotation plant;
x a tailings storage facility (TSF) near the plant site;
x site buildings including accommodations, offices and maintenance facilities;
x pipelines for transferring natural gas, diesel fuel, filtrate water return and copper
concentrate between the port site and mine; and
x a combined-cycle natural gas-fired turbine power plant.
From receipt of permits, the estimated time required for procurement and construction to take
the project into operation is 48 months.
After reviewing the opportunities afforded by modularizing the power plant, this concept has
been incorporated into the overall project execution strategy. Thus, the design of certain
components of the project, such as the access road, has been adapted to accommodate this
construction approach.
18.7.2

HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT

A stringent health, safety and environment (HSE) program has been identified as essential to
overall project success. Therefore, a system of integrated principles has been designed to be
implemented with the goal of achieving zero-harm for employees, contractors and visitors
working on the project.
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SITE ENVIRONMENTAL PROCEDURES
All design and engineering stages incorporate criteria for responsible management of process
flows, effluent and waste products to meet established capture and containment guidelines. The
project design also incorporates basic clean plant design standards, including operational safety
and maintenance access requirements. A Hazard and Operability Analysis (HAZOP) will be
conducted by the project design team during the detailed design stage for each area of the
project.
18.7.3

EXECUTION STRATEGY

MANAGEMENT EXECUTION PHILOSOPHY
The Owner’s team will directly manage those project components to be completed in the early
construction phases, including site earthworks, accommodations and service complex. Other
expertise will be added to the team on an as required basis. Long-term operational management
requirements for project infrastructure will be implemented prior to the initiation of mining
operations. As commissioning of project components is sequentially concluded, project staff will be
utilized in other key project areas.
RISK MANAGEMENT
The Owner’s engineering team performs constant reviews, both internally and through data received
via the contracting of independent, third party engineers, consultants and manufacturers, in an effort
to continually identify and monitor potential risks and opportunities associated with the project,
assess them against targeted outcome objectives, and determine the primary method for eliminating
or controlling potential outcomes.
MANAGEMENT OF ENGINEERING DELIVERABLES
Responsibility for identification and scheduling of deliverables relative to the overall project
schedule will be tasked to specific project engineering groups. In addition, the Owner’s team will
implement a document management system, complete with quality control program, to track
deliverables and aid in successful project implementation.
PROJECT SCHEDULING AND PROGRESS REPORTING
Key milestones in the project schedule are shown in Table 18.7.1.
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Key Milestone Schedule
Milestone Description

Month

Board Approval

Project Start

Final Permits Issued for Construction

Month3

Temporary Access to Site

Month 5

Permanent Access to Site

Month 9

Start Tailings Impoundment Facility

Month 20

Start Preproduction Stripping

Month 32

Complete Permanent Port Site 1 Dock

Month 38

Complete Tailing Impoundment Facility for Start-up

Month 41

Permanent Power Available at Site

Month 42

Process Plant – Line 1 Complete

Month 48

Commence Production

Month 48

COST REPORTING AND FORECASTING
A project Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) has been developed to define cost elements of the
project scope, to be monitored and controlled on an ongoing basis. This structure will be used for
the assignment of cost codes to invoices for the project. Once established, the cost report will
become the governing cost reporting document for the project, and the capital cost estimate will
become a reference document.
18.7.4

ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING STRATEGY
The approach to engineering design is to utilize the best available proven technology for the project.
The design is to be bench-marked against similar scale projects and global engineering standards.
Project systems and equipment will be designed to meet North American standards for northern
climates. Where applicable, the use of pre-assembled or modular components will be implemented to
reduce costs associated with transportation, site erection and other variable project components.
18.7.5

PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTS

PROCUREMENT AND EXPEDITING
The overall procurement strategy will utilize a global approach toward the minimization of capital
expenditure, where applicable.
The Owner’s team, working in conjunction with representatives from the EPCM contractor, will
procure all equipment and bulk items. A detailed procurement database will be developed in
alignment with the project execution schedule, and will cover all requirements from enquiry issue
through to award, expediting, inspection and final delivery. Finally, the Owner’s team, together with
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QA and QC personnel, will conduct independent quality inspections and monitor major equipment
delivery milestone dates.
LOGISTICS
The logistics plan addresses issues related to mobilization to the site, construction operations and
permanent operations. The logistics plan developed within the PEP and schedule, addresses logistical
constraints presented by the complexity of the project.
The core of the plan is to construct a reliable and efficient transportation corridor between the port
site and the mine site prior to shipping materials and supplies to construct the permanent site
infrastructure. The logistics plan follows a project construction schedule of 48 months, with site road
access from Port Site 1 established within 12 months of the start of construction.
Equipment, materials and supplies will be received and shipments consolidated at a marshalling yard
located at Kitimat, British Columbia (B.C.), where deep-water shipping facilities are currently
available. Additionally, the Canada National Railway (CNR) has direct rail car service to Anchorage,
Alaska via Prince Rupert, B.C.; Rail barge is also available.
Logistics will evolve over the life of the project, as transportation infrastructure is developed. In
general, it will fall into three phases:
x early mobilization access phase;
x temporary access phase; and
x permanent access phase.
The logistics plan outlines the requirements for each access phase.
CONSTRUCTION STRATEGY
Construction crews will generally work a three week on, one week off rotation, with a focus on
recruiting local labour to fill the crews. The use of contract labour for the Owner’s earthwork fleet will
be used until such time as the focus of work shifts to mine site. At that time, the Owner’s operations
team will begin recruiting full-time employees to operate equipment, with a focus on
developing a core mining team during the construction phase prior to large open pit equipment
arriving.
MAIN SITE ACCESS ROAD
The mine site access road is key to the economic development of the project. As part of the scope
of services, a review has been conducted of the timely and efficient construction of the access
road from the port site to the mine site. The main site access road is discussed in further detail in
Section 18.4.
Construction plans and estimates for the access road from the port site to the mine site have been
prepared. The plan establishes access to site from a temporary landing at Williamsport within 10
months of start of mobilization. Work will continue for an additional five months to complete the
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road upgrade between Williamsport and Pile Bay, and extend the road to Port Site 1. An
additional barge mobilization will be required to establish support for road construction efforts.
PORT FACILITY AND ROAD ACCESS
Completion of engineering and design for the barge unloading facilities portion of Port Site 1
remains a priority to permit contractor mobilization and timely construction to coincide with the
main access road completion. Port facilities construction will concentrate on the initial facilities
required to support materials transhipment destined for the mine site. This includes sufficient
additional camp space for logistics personnel, barge offloading equipment, diesel storage and
transport equipment.
Construction of the pipelines will be staged after the access road is fully completed and can utilize
some of the road construction camps.
Shipment of modules for the permanent mine site accommodation and services complex will be
the first items to use the completed barge port and access road. Materials and equipment
deliveries for the process plant, power plant and open pit mining will be scheduled after the
accommodation/services complex at the mine site is completed.
18.7.6

CONSTRUCTION CAMP

Initially, local accommodation at Iliamna will be utilized in the form of a 50-person camp. This would
serve as project site headquarters until the mine site complex is established. The permanent
accommodation and services complex at the mine site will be constructed as soon as the access road is
completed to enable its use for the construction phase. All rooms will have private bathrooms and will
be double occupancy for the construction phase of the project. On completion of the construction
phase, the rooms will be refurnished and used as single rooms for the operational phase. The
number of rooms required at the mine site permanent accommodation complex for the initial
operational phase is 1,150. The number of camp beds required for the construction phase will depend
on peak manpower loading. The permanent camp will be constructed for operational requirements,
with peak construction manpower managed to keep below the double occupancy levels of the
permanent camp and available temporary camps.
18.7.7

MINE/MILL SITE CONSTRUCTION EXECUTION

OPEN PIT PRE-PRODUCTION
Initial development of the open pit will be conducted with the earthworks fleet that was used to
construct the access road. Pre-production stripping of the waste to provide ore exposure will be done
with electric shovels and 400 ton haul trucks once the power plant is on line and the pit is electrified.
Initial work will be done using diesel powered shovels.
Pre-production pit activity will concentrate on clearing the overburden and soils off the first pit phase,
constructing the haul roads and developing bench faces for the larger equipment. Other work done
undertaken by the construction fleet will include site earthworks and initial tailings embankment
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work. As production mine equipment is brought on stream, waste stripping will focus on supplying
rock for the major tailings embankments construction.
Completion and commissioning of electrical power systems and the pit distribution network is a
necessary predecessor for operation of the electric shovels and electric blast hole drills. A large diesel
hydraulic shovel and diesel powered drill will allow earlier pit mining to start independent of the
power generation and distribution system. This will also allow for initial training of personnel for mine
operations.
CRUSHER INSTALLATION
Development and erection of two semi-mobile ore crushers and associated overland conveyors
and material handling equipment will be carried out before mechanical completion of the process
plant. The deliverables in this area of the mine site consist of:
x ore storage/reclaim structure;
x placement of semi-mobile ore crushers at the pit rim; and
x interconnecting overland conveyors and mechanical equipment.
On completion of the bulk earthworks program and after establishment of the permanent
accommodation/services complex, work on the ore crushers will commence. The crushers will be
operational in advance of the mill start-up. The crushing plants will be tested and commissioned
using ore from the pit prior to mill start-up.
PROCESS PLANT
The process plant will be a large central structure housing the mills, flotation cells, several related
ancillary structures, process systems and tankage.
Work in this area will begin with site grading undertaken by the earthworks fleet as part of initial site
development. However, construction of the foundations and building/equipment installation will
commence only after the accommodation/service complex is substantially completed. The central
plant structure is split into the grinding and flotation sections because of the different character of the
work in these areas. In general, work in both areas will start on the south foundation walls at the same
time and proceed independently. Work on the flotation section will proceed from the perimeter
foundations and under-slab work, to slab on grade, to the process equipment support steel and
flotation cell/tank initial installation, to the structural steel and completion of the enclosing structure.
Mechanical completion, electrical work, piping and material transport installations will be scheduled as
soon as major equipment components are set in place. Commissioning of the process plant will be done
circuit by circuit with train 1 being fully commissioned once the permanent power plant is completed.
All of the work culminates in a dedicated, functional checkout activity for each production line, which in
turn culminates with an overall plant checkout leading to overall system commissioning.
Mechanical completion of the two process plant grinding circuit trains is staggered by several
months. Completion of the first train requires full completion of the shared ancillary plant systems.
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TAILINGS STORAGE FACILITY (TSF)
The tailing storage facility (TSF) impoundment will be created with the construction of the Site G
embankment using trenched excavation and rock fill derived from the mine pre-production
stripping. Work on the tailings dam and trench will commence during the final years of site
construction.
PERMANENT POWER
Permanent power will be required to start open pit and process plant operations. The power plant will
be commissioned early in the final year of the construction period. Turbine units will be brought on
line as demand increases. The temporary diesel power station used to power the construction site and
serve the accommodation/service complex will be supplanted by the natural gas-fired power station,
but will remain as a backup emergency power for critical loads.
Natural gas is the fuel of choice. A pipeline will be constructed undersea Cook Inlet to the port site
area, and will generally follow the access road corridor to the mine site. A pipe laying vessel will install
the undersea portion of the pipeline.
The power plant is expected to be a turnkey design and supply package and may require tendering and
engineering commitments prior to the notice to proceed date to ensure timely installation.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT SUPPLY
The construction contractors will generally supply all equipment required for their respective
construction activities.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

18.8.1

SUMMARY
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The 45-year Reference Case yields a 14.2% pre-tax internal rate of return (IRR), a 6.2-year payback on
$4.7 billion capital investment and a $6.13 billion pre-tax net present value (NPV) at a 7% discount rate.
Table 18.8.1

Pebble Project Results – Summary
Item

Mine Life

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

years

25

45

78

Open Pit

Open Pit

Open Pit

Mining Method

Resource Case

Pre-Tax* NPV at 0%

$M

20,123

55,278

87,329

Pre-Tax* NPV at 5%

$M

6,363

11,163

12,941

Pre-Tax* NPV at 7%

$M

3,837

6,129

6,812

Pre-Tax* NPV at 8%

$M

2,901

4,510

4,964

Pre-Tax* NPV at 10%

$M

1,485

2,308

2,545

Pre-Tax* IRR

%

13.4

14.2

14.5

years

6.5

6.2

6.1

$M

4,695

4,695

4,695

NSR Per Ton Milled

$/ton

27.45

31.91

32.78

Operating Cost Per Ton

$/ton

11.16

11.55

14.72
0.21

Payback
Initial Capital

C1 Copper Cost**

$/lb

-0.10

-0.11

Production Rate

M ton/year

80

84

84

Strip Ratio

waste : ore

1.5

2.1

2.6
6,528

Total Processed

M ton

1,990

3,767

% of M+I+I Resource

%

17

32

55

Copper Recovery

%

86.6

87.9

88.4

Gold Recovery

%

71.5

71.3

71.2

Molybdenum Recovery

%

84.8

87.9

89.4

Copper Eq. Grade

%

0.72

0.83

0.84

Copper Grade
Gold Grade

%

0.38

0.46

0.46

oz/ton

0.012

0.011

0.011

Molybdenum Grade

ppm

182

214

243

Copper Eq. Recovered

Mlb

24,483

54,129

96,357

Total Copper Recovered

Mlb

12,944

30,494

53,437

Total Gold Recovered

k oz

16,391

30,307

50,133

Total Molybdenum Recovered

Mlb

616

1,420

2,835

Peak Copper Recovered

Mlb

822

1,157

1,096

Peak Annual Gold Recovered

k oz

1,038

1,127

1,088

Peak Molybdenum Recovered

Mlb

43

56

62

Avg. Annual Copper Recovered

Mlb

518

678

685

Avg. Annual Gold Recovered

k oz

656

673

643

Avg. Annual Mo Recovered

Mlb

25

32

36

26% Cu Concentrate Produced

k DMT

22,582

53,200

93,225

52% Mo Concentrate Produced

k DMT

537

1,239

2,473

Notes: * Pre-tax results are before income taxes but after NPI royalty and local production taxes
**C1 Copper Cost is Copper Cash Cost after by-product credits at long-term metal prices
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Wardrop has prepared an economic valuation of the project as reported in this Financial Analysis
section based on a series of successive financial models. All amounts expressed in this section of the
Preliminary Assessment are in US dollars in real terms.
The valuation date on which the NPV and IRR and other financial results are measured is at
commencement of construction (annotated as Year -4 of the project with mining commencing in
Year -1 and production commencing in Year 1). Cash flows are discounted back to Year -4 using a midyear convention.
METAL PRICES
The long-term metal prices shown in Table 18.8.2 are applied throughout each of the financial models.
Table 18.8.2
Metal Type

Long-term Metal Prices
Unit

$

Copper

lb

2.50

Gold

oz

1,050

Molybdenum

lb

13.50

Silver

oz

15.00

Rhenium

kg

3,000

Palladium

oz

490

These long-term metal prices are consistent with the mean consensus forecast from the Energy Metals
Consensus Forecast (ECMF). The mean EMCF quarterly long-term consensus metal prices as of the
date of this PA were $2.66/lb for copper, $1,058/oz for gold, $16.57/lb for molybdenum and $16.57/oz for
silver. The EMCF is published by Consensus Economics Inc. (Consensus Economics) of London.
Consensus Economics provides a quarterly forecast (the EMCF) for a variety of metals based on a
selection of analysts. The EMCF averages 20 or 30 projections in a single average (consensus) forecast.
The ‘upper limit’ EMCF quarterly long-term consensus metal prices as of the date of this PA, defined as
within one standard deviation from the mean EMCF long-term consensus price were $3.01/lb of
copper, $1,221/oz for gold, $19.95 for molybdenum and $19.73 for silver. Financial results under each
development case would notably increase if these ‘upper limit’ EMCF quarterly long-term consensus
metal prices were used as the basis of the financial evaluation of the Pebble Project and Northern
Dynasty. Financial outcomes as a result of differing metal prices assumptions are illustrated in the
sensitivity section for each development case.
In certain instances in this section, where indicated, financial results are shown based on current
prevailing metal prices. Current prevailing metal prices for this purpose are shown in Table 18.8.3.
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Current Prevailing Metal Prices

Metal Type

Unit

$

Copper

lb

4.00

Gold

oz

1,350

Molybdenum

lb

15.00

Silver

oz

28.00

Rhenium

kg

3,000

Palladium

oz

490

At current prevailing metal prices, the 45-year Reference Case yields a 23.2% pre-tax IRR a 3.2-year
payback and a $15.71 billion pre-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate.
Table 18.8.4

Pebble Project Financial Results – Current Prevailing Metal Prices

Item
Mine Life

Unit
years

Mining Method

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

25

45

78

Open Pit

Open Pit

Open Pit

Financial Results
Pre-Tax NPV at 0%

$M

42,952

105,877

175,060

Pre-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

16,411

25,309

28,689

Pre-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

11,410

15,709

16,864

Pre-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

9,535

12,563

13,268

Pre-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

6,659

8,210

8,506

%

22.6

23.2

23.3

years

3.2

3.2

3.2

Pre-Tax IRR
Payback

DISCOUNT RATE
Annual cash flows are calculated and subsequently discounted at a rate of 7%. Market convention
generally uses a discount rate of 8% for copper and base metal projects and 5% for gold and precious
metal projects. Given the large contribution of gold to total metal value at the Pebble Project, the 7%
discount rate has been selected by Wardrop and is considered an appropriate blended rate for
discounting the Pebble Project cash flows for discounted cash flow analysis purposes.
SUCCESSIVE DEVELOPMENT CASES CONSIDERED
Three successive mine development cases have been presented in the Preliminary Assessment to
evaluate the Pebble Project based on a notional 200,000 ton per day milling capacity. All three cases
have been evaluated using the long-term metal prices listed above. It should be noted that Inferred
mineral resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the application of technical and economic
parameters to support mine planning and the evaluation of the economic viability of the project. As such,
there is currently no certainty that development cases incorporating Inferred mineral resources can be
realized.
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The following is an overview of each development case.
1.

The 25-Year IDC Case
 The 25-year IDC Case describes an initial 25-year open pit mine life upon which a decision
to initiate mine permitting, construction and operations may be based. Of the three
development cases, the 25-year IDC Case is the most comprehensively engineered. It seeks
to mine near-surface ore for rapid payback, primarily in Measured and Indicated
categories but also including a small proportion of Inferred material in the western
portion of the Pebble deposit. Inferred resources comprise 16% of total ore mined. This
initial phase of mining will process about two billion tons of ore or less than 20% of the
total Pebble mineral resource. As such, it is not considered to be ideal for assessing the
long-term economic value of the project.

2.

The 45-Year Reference Case
 The 45-year Reference Case is based on 45 years of open pit mine production and will
require separate permitting and development decisions to be made in the future, based on
prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated experience gained from developing
and operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project. The level of engineering applied to
the 45-year Reference Case is similar to that in the 25-year IDC Case, with the exception of
detailed engineering associated with tailings storage after Year 25. This extended phase of
mining will process a total of some 3.8 billion tons of ore (or 32% of the total Pebble
mineral resource), primarily in Measured and Indicated categories in the western portion
of the deposit. Inferred resources in the eastern portion of the deposit comprise 28% of
the total ore mined.

3.

The 78-Year Resource Case
 The 78-year Resource Case is based on 78 years of open pit mine production and seeks to
assess the longer term value of the project in current dollars. The 78-year Resource Case
will also require separate permitting and development decisions to be made in the future,
based on prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated experience gained from
developing and operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project. The 78-year Resource
Case is based on a continuation of mining methods, costs and assumptions that inform
the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year Reference Case. By developing some 55% of the
Pebble mineral resource over eight decades, it is intended to demonstrate the longer-term
economic value of the Pebble Project. The 78-year Resource Case will process a total of
some 6.5 billion tons of ore, primarily in Measured and Indicated categories from both the
western and eastern portions of the Pebble deposit. Inferred resources comprise 33% of
the total ore mined.

Wardrop has selected the 45-year Reference Case as the base case for this Preliminary Assessment due
to its enhanced level of development of the Pebble mineral resource within a timeframe that makes a
significant contribution to the project’s NPV.
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PROJECT PLANNING ALTERNATIVES
The development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment are based upon recent engineering
and project design work conducted by the Pebble Partnership and Northern Dynasty. The Pebble
Partnership continues to advance project planning initiatives as it works toward the completion of a
Prefeasibility Study for the Pebble Project, including efforts to engage project stakeholders in the
planning process. As such, the project description that the Pebble Partnership ultimately elects to
submit for permitting under NEPA is likely to differ from the development cases presented in this
document.
While it’s certain that near-surface mineral resources within the western portion of the Pebble deposit
will be most efficiently developed though open pit methods, underground mining (in particular, block
caving) remains a viable option for developing the deeper and higher-grade resources in the eastern
portion. Each of the three development cases described in this Preliminary Assessment employ open
pit mining methodologies only. However, it is expected that additional underground investigations
will be undertaken during the initial 25 years of production.
Initial economic analysis has indicated that underground block caving is economically viable for the
eastern portion of the deposit. While the economic evaluation of all three development cases
presented in this Preliminary Assessment is based on open pit mining only, the potential remains for
underground block caving to emerge as the preferred mining method for subsequent phases of
development at Pebble.
Phases of development beyond 25 years will require separate permitting and development decisions to
be made in the future, based on prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated experience
gained from developing and operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project.
NORTHERN DYNASTY ALLOCATION
Under the terms of the Pebble Limited Partnership Agreement, Anglo American is required to elect to
commit $1.425 to $1.5 billion in staged investments in order to retain its 50% interest in the Pebble
Project. If a feasibility study for the Pebble Project is completed after 2011, Anglo American’s overall
funding requirement increases from $1.425 billion to $1.5 billion. A significant proportion of this earnin contribution is expected to be applied to initial capital costs to construct the mine, thereby reducing
Northern Dynasty’s capital requirement to maintain its 50% interest in the project.
In order to calculate an NPV and IRR estimate for Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the Pebble
Project under this earn-in arrangement, it is necessary to adjust Northern Dynasty’s share of initial
capital costs. For the purpose of this calculation, it is assumed that $1 billion of Anglo American’s
current funding commitment will be applied to the Pebble Project’s capital cost for construction.
Based on the same financial inputs and considerations described in the ‘Pebble Project Results –
Summary’ section above, as well as Northern Dynasty’s reduced capital requirements, the economic
valuation of Northern Dynasty’s interest in each of the three development cases are summarized in
Table 18.8.5. Inasmuch as Northern Dynasty is in a position to calculate taxes payable for its portion of
profits associated with development of the Pebble Project, financial results for Northern Dynasty’s 50%
interest in the project have been presented on a pre-tax and post-tax basis.
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Northern Dynasty Financial Results at Long-term Metal Prices
Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Pre-Tax NPV at 0%

Item

$M

10,561

28,139

44,165

Pre-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

3,671

6,071

6,960

Pre-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

2,403

3,550

3,891

Pre-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

1,933

2,738

2,965

Pre-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

1,222

1,633

1,751

Pre-Tax IRR

%

17.3

18.0

18.4

years

4.9

4.7

4.6

Post-Tax NPV at 0%

$M

7,532

19,818

31,583

Post-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

2,491

4,164

4,877

Post-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

Post-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

1,213

1,774

1,975

Post-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

689

976

1,087

Post-Tax IRR

%

14.6

15.4

15.8

years

5.6

5.3

5.3

Payback

Payback

Northern Dynasty’s financial results at current prevailing metal prices are outlined in Table 18.8.6.
Table 18.8.6

Northern Dynasty Financial Results at Current Prevailing Metal Prices

Item
Pre-Tax NPV at 0%

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

$M

21,976

53,439

88,030

Pre-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

8,695

13,144

14,834

Pre-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

6,190

8,339

8,917

Pre-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

5,250

6,765

7,117

Pre-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

3,808

4,584

4,732

Pre-Tax IRR

%

29.5

30.2

30.4

years

2.7

2.6

2.6

Post-Tax NPV at 0%

$M

15,120

35,881

60,121

Post-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

5,891

8,830

10,065

Post-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

4,141

5,561

6,002

Post-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

3,483

4,483

4,761

Post-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

2,471

2,983

3,108

Post-Tax IRR

%

24.5

25.1

25.4

years

3.1

3.1

3.0

Payback

Payback

18.8.2

BASIS FOR ANALYSIS

This section outlines the basis for the financial analysis that is common to all three development cases
presented in this Preliminary Assessment.
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DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
Production statistics from each development case have been incorporated into the financial model to
develop annual recovered metal production from the relationships of tonnage milled, head grades and
recoveries. Market prices for copper, gold, molybdenum, silver and palladium have been adjusted to
realized price levels by applying smelting, refining, and concentrate transportation charges from mine
site to smelter to determine the net smelter return (NSR) contributions for each metal.
Fixed and variable operating costs for open pit, tailings, process, general and administrative,
environmental, and transportation areas have been applied to annual milled tonnages to determine
the overall mine site operating cost that has been deducted from NSRs to derive annual Net Revenues.
Initial and sustaining capital costs have been incorporated on a year-by-year basis over the mine life
and deducted from the Net Revenue to determine Net Cash Flow before taxes.
FISCAL REGIME
The proposed mine is located in the state of Alaska in the United States of America, and is thus bound
by the fiscal regime of that state and country.
Given its location in the US, the Pebble Project benefits from being in a top-tier Western country with
one of the world’s most advanced systems of mining, environmental and commercial laws. The US is
also one of the world’s leading mining nations, producing a wide variety of core commodities and
minerals. It is a significant global producer of gold, copper, silver, lead, zinc, molybdenum, and coal.
The State of Alaska is a progressive jurisdiction that offers stable and predictable regulatory oversight,
an exemplary tradition of hard rock mining and broad public support for resource development. The
State Constitution explicitly allows for the development of the state’s resources in the best interests of
its people.
In contrast to many other Alaskan mining projects, the Pebble deposit is not located on either federal
lands or lands owned by Alaska Native Corporations. Rather, the Pebble deposit is located on state
land that has been specifically selected by the state for its mineral potential. Pebble is also included in
one of five land parcels within the Bristol Bay Area Plan (BBAP) that is intended to accommodate
mineral exploration and development.
TAXES AND ROYALTIES
Pebble Partnership
In 2007, Northern Dynasty and Anglo American formed a limited partnership to advance the Pebble
Project. As a partnership is not a taxable entity for US tax purposes, tax liabilities accrue to each
partner based on its proportionate share of the income from the project in a fiscal period.
For the purposes of calculating economic valuation results on a post-tax basis for Pebble, this
Preliminary Assessment financial evaluation has assumed that the Pebble Project will be subject to tax
as if the Pebble Project has been held 100% by a US corporate resident entity. This approach has been
taken to facilitate comparison of Pebble to other mining projects that are owned on a 100% basis.
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Taxes
Profit from sale of concentrate produced at Pebble will be subject to taxation by multiple levels of
government. Given that Pebble is one of the world’s most important undeveloped copper-gold
deposits, tax revenues derived from mining operations will contribute significantly to US federal, state
and local governments for decades.
At long-term metal prices, total estimated taxes payable on Pebble profits in real terms are:
x $8.9 billion over a 25 year mine life;
x $23.3 billion over a 45 year mine life; and
x $32.9 billion over a 78 year mine life.
At current prevailing metal prices, total estimated taxes payable on Pebble profits in real terms are:
x $18.1 billion over a 25 year mine life;
x $45.8 billion over a 45 year mine life; and
x $70.6 billion over a 78 year mine life.
Details of the breakdown of the project’s estimated tax payments (assuming 100% corporate
ownership) at long-term metal prices are outlined under each of the three development cases in
Table 18.8.7. These figures only include tax liabilities directly payable on project profits (assuming a
corporate entity holds 100% of the Pebble Project) and do not include other indirect taxes that would
be created by the project (i.e. taxes payable by subcontractors and individuals directly or indirectly
employed by Pebble), which would also be substantial contributors to federal, state and local
governments.
Table 18.8.7

Estimated Pebble Project Taxes – Long-term Metal Prices
Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Total Federal Corporate Income Tax

$M

4,313

11,882

18,125

Total State of Alaska Taxes

$M

3,869

9,922

12,700

Municipal Severance and Property Tax

$M

695

1,541

2,088

Total Taxes

$M

8,877

23,345

32,913

Estimated Pebble Project taxes at current prevailing metal prices under each development case are
outlined in Table 18.8.8.
Table 18.8.8

Estimated Pebble Project Taxes at Current Prevailing Metal Prices
Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Total Federal Corporate Income Tax

$M

9,527

25,166

40,030

Total State of Alaska Taxes

$M

7,507

18,209

27,004

Municipal Severance and Property Tax

$M

1,073

2,393

3,564

Total Taxes

$M

18,107

45,768

70,598
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Post-tax financial results for the Pebble Project assuming a US corporate entity would hold 100% of the
Pebble Project are shown in Table 18.8.9 at both long-term and current prevailing metal prices.
Table 18.8.9

Pebble Project Post-tax Financial Results – All Cases
Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Post-Tax NPV at 0%

$M

14,824

40,214

64,328

Post-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

4,407

7,857

9,318

Post-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

2,475

4,121

4,721

Post-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

1,756

2,912

3,325

Post-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

665

1,257

1,485

Post-Tax IRR

%

11.7

12.6

12.9

years

6.9

6.6

6.4

Post-Tax NPV at 0%

$M

30,706

73,606

123,473

Post-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

11,554

17,629

20,167

Post-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

7,910

10,846

11,753

Post-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

6,537

8,607

9,177

Post-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

4,425

5,487

5,743

Post-Tax IRR

%

19.7

20.2

20.3

years

3.6

3.5

3.5

Long-term Metal Prices

Payback
Current Prevailing Metal Prices

Payback

The following summary describes the significant taxes (categorized between Production and Income)
applicable to the Pebble Project.
Production Taxes
Both the state and municipal governments in Alaska collect taxes relating to mineral production. State
taxes include a mining licence tax and an Alaska state royalty. The State of Alaska has no state sales
tax.
The Alaska state royalty (on Alaska state lands) is calculated at 3% of net income from mining
operations while the mining licence tax is assessed on net income from mineral product sales.
Legislation allows for a 3.5-year hiatus from this mining licence tax after the commencement of initial
production. The maximum mining licence rate is 7% on net income over $100,000.
Municipal (Borough) governments in the State of Alaska assess property, sales and use and/or
severance taxes. The Lake and Peninsula Borough, in which the project is located, has enacted a
municipal severance tax of 1.5% of net income from mineral product sales and this tax has been
applied.
There is no provision in the legislation to carry losses forward to offset future profits in the state
royalty, mining licence or severance tax calculation.
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Income Taxes
For US federal income tax purposes, in accordance with the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), a taxpayer is
required to calculate taxes under both the regular corporate tax system and the Alternative Minimum
Tax (AMT) system and pay whichever method results in the higher amount of taxes.
The statutory US federal income tax rate is 35% and the tax rate under AMT is 20%. The maximum
Alaska state income tax rate is 9.4%. As state taxes are deductible for federal purposes, the combined
statutory income tax rate for the Pebble Project will be 41.1% of taxable income.
Taxable losses generated in a given year may be carried forward for 20 years and applied to taxable
income when it arises, or carried back two years and applied against taxable income from the project
in those years. The IRC also provides certain deductions to incentivize investment by mining
companies, including depletion and development expenditures.
The benefits of depletion and other deductions under the IRC for Pebble reduces the average mine life
effective income tax rate from the combined statutory tax rate of 41.1% to the effective income tax rates
shown in Table 18.8.10 for each scenario.
Table 18.8.10 Effective Income Tax Rates
Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Effective Income Tax Rate

%

26.3

27.3

26.3

Royalties
A portion of the Pebble deposit is subject to a 4% pre-payback net profits interest (after debt service)
increasing to a 5% after-payback net profits interest. This royalty would be owed by the Pebble
Partnership to Teck Resources. This royalty arose from Northern Dynasty’s acquisition of the
Exploration Lands (the lands other than the Resource Lands which hosts Pebble West) from a
predecessor company to Teck Resources.
MARKETS AND CONTRACTS
Given its location in southwest Alaska, Pebble is strategically located for delivery to Asian custom
smelters. A mine of Pebble’s size coming into production during this decade with its ability to offer
long-term supply to a smelter should have little difficulty in placing 1.1 million tonnes per year of
copper concentrate production from its initial years of operation. The continued growth from Asia and
other parts of the developing world should address any longer term concentrate demand concerns.
At 26% Cu and over 15 grams Au with low impurity levels, the Pebble concentrate will be viewed
favourably by the existing market place. The improving precious metals prices over the past year will
dictate assessment of alternate recovery strategies during the next phase of study. One of these may be
to reduce the copper concentrate grade to increase gold recovery. Given the current surplus of smelter
capacity primarily domiciled in China and India, the Pebble Partnership is not expected to face any
difficulties marketing a lower grade concentrate (assuming similar gold levels and with no material
increase in impurity levels), if desired, to further enhance revenue.
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An off-shore autoclave processing plant costing $374 million is included in all three development cases.
This will ensure Pebble receives optimum value for its molybdenum concentrate. Further, testwork has
demonstrated the Pebble molybdenum concentrate contains elevated levels of rhenium and the
inclusion of the autoclave in the project will ensure enhanced recovery, and payment, for this product.
Another option for the molybdenum concentrate would be for Pebble to look to a long-term roasting
agreement. The duration of such an agreement could be as short as five years or as long as 10 years.
Processing capacity should be available to manage a long-term roasting agreement for Pebble, but
capture of full value for rhenium may not be possible under this option.
SMELTER TERMS
Smelter terms used in the financial model have been provided by Northern Dynasty. The long-term
values included in the model are shown in Table 18.8.11 and Table 18.8.12.
Table 18.8.11 Smelter Terms
Item

Unit

Terms

Copper Treatment Charges

$/DMT

70.00

Copper Refining Charges
Copper Deduction

c/lb

7.0

% of concentrate

1.0

$/oz

5.00

% of production

3.0

Gold Refining Charges
Gold Deduction
Silver Refining Charges

$/oz

Silver Deduction

% of production

Palladium Deduction

g/t of production

0.40
10.0
0.12

Table 18.8.12 Doré Terms
Item

Unit

Terms

Gold Deduction

% of Production

0.50

Silver Deduction

% of Production

1.50

Price participation has not been included in the financial analysis. There is a possibility that, if a period
of significant concentrate oversupply is created in the future, smelters may re-introduce price
participation.
CONCENTRATE TRANSPORT LOGISTICS
Copper concentrate will be transported from the mine site to the port site via a pipeline. At the port
site, the dewatered concentrate will be stored in a load-out facility, from which it will be reclaimed for
direct loading of concentrate bulk vessels,, for shipping to smelter customers in the Far East and
potentially Europe. Ocean transportation costs are estimated at $50.00/wmt and assume concentrate
moisture content of 7.5%.
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The molybdenum concentrate will be dried at the mine site, placed in bulk bags; and stored in 20 foot
shipping containers. These will be backhauled to the port and loaded onto vessels for shipping to the
proposed molybdenum refinery.
An insurance rate of 0.02% will be applied to the provisional invoice value of the copper concentrate to
cover land-based and ocean transport from the mine site to the smelter.
METALLURGICAL RECOVERIES
Metallurgical recoveries are based on the mined grade and ore type shown in the mining plans and are
incorporated into the financial model annually for the open pit.
HEAD GRADES
The head grades for each development case have been estimated for each year from resource models
within the production forecast prepared for each development case.
WORKING CAPITAL
An allowance has been made in the financial model for working capital. Debtor and creditor days have
been assumed at 45 days with an inventory investment equal to 5% of costs. Total working capital at
the end of year 1 for all three development cases is equal to $108 million.
INITIAL CAPITAL
The estimated initial capital cost to design, construct, and commission the Pebble Project is $5,757
million including contingency, in second quarter 2009 US dollars. The cost escalation/de-escalation to
current dollars resulted in a net decrease in capital costs of $121 million. The capital cost of the primary
infrastructure to be provided by third parties, including power generation, port facilities and access
road, has been estimated to be $1,315 million. The capital cost of the molybdenum refinery has been
estimated to be $374 million. Thus, the initial capital cost incorporated into the financial model is
$4,695 million.
Table 18.8.13 shows the composition of total initial capital used for financial modelling purposes.
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Table 18.8.13 Pebble Project – Initial Capital – All Cases
Capital Cost
($ M)

Area
Mining

430.8

Process

1,058.2

Molybdenum Separation

83.5

Secondary Gold Plant

160.5

Infrastructure

422.0

Tailings

294.0

Pipelines

97.5

Access Road *

162.0

Port infrastructure *

154.5

Port process

87.1

Power generation *

534.1

Indirect costs

1,406.8

Contingency

865.7

Total Capital Cost Estimate

5,756.7

Molybdenum Autoclave

374.2

Less: Escalation/De-escalation Adjustments

(121.1)

Less: Outsourced Infrastructure *

(1,315.0)

Initial Capital – Financial Model

4,694.8

Note: (*) Outsourced infrastructure, including associated indirects and contingencies.

OUTSOURCING OF INFRASTRUCTURE ASSETS
All three development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment assume that Pebble will enter
into strategic partnerships as needed to develop, finance and operate a number of infrastructure assets.
These infrastructure assets include the transportation corridor (port & road) and the power plant. The
breakdown of these outsourced assets is shown in Table 18.8.14.
Table 18.8.14 Capital Cost Breakdown of Outsourced Infrastructure Assets
Area

Cost ($M)

Power

828

Port

243

Road

244

Total

1,315

Pebble has forged strong relationships with a number of Alaska Native Village Corporations in the
project area through existing business-partnering initiatives. Continuing to foster relationships
through financial partnering with local Alaska Native communities, Alaska Native Village Corporations
and the larger Alaska Regional Native Corporations, will be important to the long-term success of the
Pebble Project. In some cases, additional partners with operational expertise may be sought to work
alongside Alaska Native Corporations. These partners could include an Alaskan utility (including a
newly formed/consolidated utility), an independent power producer, a special purpose financing
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vehicle or strategic international financial investors. There are also other financing precedents that
could be brought forward, most notably for the transportation corridor.
MOLYBDENUM AUTOCLAVE
Each development case assumes that Pebble will construct a molybdenum autoclave plant offshore to
treat the molybdenum concentrate and receive enhanced benefits through improved pricing with
rhenium and additional copper value recovery (Table 18.8.15).
Table 18.8.15 Molybdenum Autoclave Specifications
Description

Unit

Value

Autoclave Capacity

tpa

25,000,000

Autoclave Recovery Improvement

%

3

Rhenium Recovery

%

85

Selenium Recovery

%

85

Copper Recovery

%

85

Rhenium Content

ppm

1,100

Selenium Content

ppm

500

Copper Content

%

1.80

TGMo Split

%

80

FeMo Split

%

20

CGMo Growth

%

8

CGMo Premium

$/lb

1.50

TGMo Premium

$/lb

0.03

FeMo Premium

$/lb

0.27

Selenium Price

$/lb

20.00

Selenium Refining Cost

$/lb

10.00

Copper Refining Cost

$/lb

0.25

Freight to Customers

$/lb

0.08

SALVAGE VALUE
There is no salvage value included in the financial evaluation.
RECLAMATION AND CLOSURE COSTS
Both the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and the Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC) require that sufficient financial surety be set aside at the
beginning of five year increments to cover closure costs if the mine should close prematurely. Closure
cost obligations will be reviewed every five years by the State of Alaska, and the sufficiency of the
financial surety set aside will be reviewed and updated accordingly.
For financial evaluation purposes, it is assumed that the Pebble Partnership will provide equal
payments over the estimated mine life under each development case and that any shortfall between
the accumulated funds within the reclamation trust and the reclamation liability will be made whole
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with financial assurance in the form of a letter of credit. Funds contributed to the reclamation trust are
assumed to earn a real return of 4.3%.
18.8.3

45-YEAR REFERENCE CASE MINE PLAN

The 45-year Reference Case is based on 45 years of open pit mine production and will require separate
permitting and development decisions to be made in the future, based on prevailing conditions at the
time and the accumulated experience gained from developing and operating the initial phase of the
Pebble Project. The level of engineering applied to the 45-year Reference Case is similar to that in the
25-year IDC Case, with the exception of detailed engineering associated with tailings storage after
Year 25.
The 45-year Reference Case achieves a pre-tax NPV of $6.13 billion using a discounted cash flow
approach to valuation. It achieves a pre-tax IRR of 14.2% and a payback period of 6.2 years. The 45-Year
Reference Case produces 30.5 Blb of copper, 30.3 Moz of gold and 1.4 Blb of molybdenum. Copper
production is at a total cash cost of $-0.11/lb after revenue credits from gold and other metals.
The 45-year Reference Case will process a total of some 3.8 billion tons of ore, primarily in Measured
and Indicated categories in the western portion of the deposit. Inferred resources in the eastern
portion of the deposit comprise 28% of the total ore mined.
It should be noted that Inferred mineral resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the
application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and the evaluation of the
economic viability of the project. As such, there is currently no certainty that development cases
incorporating Inferred mineral resources can be realized.
PROJECT RESULTS
Table 18.8.16 shows the key outputs from the financial model for the 45-year Reference Case. All dollar
values are in real terms.
CONCENTRATE PRODUCTION STATISTICS
The 45-year Reference Case production statistics for copper-gold concentrate, including copper and
gold metal, and molybdenum concentrate are illustrated in Table 18.8.17 and Figure 18.8.1.
Table 18.8.16 Project Results – 45-Year Reference Case
Item

Unit

Production Results
Tons Mined

M ton

Strip Ratio

waste:ore

11,574
2.1

Tons Milled

M ton

3,767

Copper Equivalent Grade

%

0.83

Copper Grade

%

0.46

oz/ton

0.011

Gold Grade

Table continues...
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...Table 18.8.16 (cont’d)
Item

Unit

Molybdenum Grade

ppm

214

Copper Recovery

%

87.9

Gold Recovery

%

71.3

Molybdenum Recovery

%

87.9

Mlb

54,129

Copper

Mlb

30,494

Gold

k oz

30,307

Molybdenum

Mlb

1,420

Silver

k oz

140,423

Rhenium

k kg

1,158

Palladium

k oz

907

Total Production – LOM Total
Copper Equivalent

Annual Production

Average

Peak

Mlb

1,203

2,046

Copper

Mlb

678

1,157

Gold

k oz

673

1,127

Molybdenum

Mlb

32

56

Silver

k oz

3,121

6,229

Rhenium

k kg

26

46

Palladium

k oz

Copper Equivalent

Financial Results

20

34

Pre-Tax

Post-Tax
40,214

Pre-Tax NPV at 0%

$M

55,278

Pre-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

11,163

7,857

Pre-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

6,129

4,121

Pre-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

4,510

2,912

Pre-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

2,308

1,257

Pre-Tax IRR

%

14.2

12.6

years

6.2

Payback

6.6

Initial Capital

$M

4,695

LOM Sustaining Capital

$M

6,140

Total

$M

120,197

Annual Average

$M

2,671

Copper

%

55

Gold

%

24

Molybdenum

%

16

$/ton

31.91

Total

$M

43,489

Annual Average

$M

966

Operating Cost Per Ton Milled

$/ton

11.55

Copper Cash Cost

$ / lb

1.86

C1 Copper Cost*

$ / lb

-0.11

Net Smelter Return

NSR Per Ton Milled
Operating and Cash Costs

* C1 Copper Cost is Copper Cash Cost after by-product credits at long-term metal prices
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Table 18.8.17 Concentrate Statistics – 45-Year Reference Case
Description

Unit

Value

k DMT

53,200

Copper Grade

% Cu

26.0

Gold Grade

g/DMT

15.9

Copper-Gold Concentrate
Cu-Au Concentrate Produced

Silver Grade

g/DMT

71.8

Palladium Grade

g/DMT

0.53

%

7.5

Mo Concentrate Produced

k DMT

1,239

Molybdenum Grade

% Mo

52.0

ppm

1,100

%

7.5

Concentrate Moisture Content
Molybdenum Concentrate

Rhenium Grade
Concentrate Moisture Content

Figure 18.8.1

Copper-Gold Concentrate Produced – 45-Year Reference Case
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SUSTAINING CAPITAL
The 45-year Reference Case sustaining capital breakdown is shown in Table 18.8.18.
Table 18.8.18 Sustaining Capital Costs – 45-Year Reference Case
Area
Open Pit

Cost ($M)

Cost ($M/yr)

3,286

73.0

Processing

230

5.1

Infrastructure

165

3.7

2,211

49.1

Waste Management
Other

104

2.3

Molybdenum Autoclave

144

3.2

6,140

136.4

Total

OPERATING COSTS
Fixed and variable operating costs for open pit, tailings, process, general and administration (G&A),
environmental and transportation areas have been derived by each discipline and applied annually to
the mine plan tonnage. Table 18.8.19 lists total operating costs for the 45-year Reference Case.
Table 18.8.19 Total Operating Costs – 45-Year Reference Case
Area

Cost
($M)

Open Pit

16,211

Process

Cost
($/ton milled)
4.30

17,328

4.60

Transportation

3,424

0.92

Environmental

1,107

0.29

G&A

5,419

1.44

Total

43,489

11.55

OFFSITE CHARGES
Offsite charges for metal treatment and refinement, freight and insurance have been calculated
annually and are listed in Table 18.8.20 for the 45-year Reference Case.
Table 18.8.20 Offsite Charges – 45-Year Reference Case
Area

Cost
($M)

Cost
($/ton milled)

Cu Treatment

5,777

Mo Treatment

140

0.04

Au Treatment

2,087

0.55

Ag Treatment
Freight and Insurance
Total
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CASH COST ANALYSIS
The life-of-mine copper cash cost for the 45-year Reference Case is $1.86 per pound of copper payable
(not including by-product credits but including total realization and operating costs for the project)
and a C1 copper cash cost estimated at -$0.11 per pound of copper payable after deducting by-product
credits for gold, molybdenum, silver, rhenium, selenium and palladium.
Total operating costs excluding royalties are estimated at $43.5 billion for the 45-year mine producing
30.5 billion pounds of copper. By-product credits total $57.9 billion for the life-of-mine.
Based on the project economics there are an estimated 54.1 billion equivalent pounds of copper
produced at the Pebble Project in the Reference Case.
Figure 18.8.2 shows the annual realization charges and operating costs on the left axis in millions of
dollars and the copper cash cost shown per pound of copper payable on the right axis for the 45-year
Reference Case.
Figure 18.8.2

Cash Cost – 45-Year Reference Case
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NET SMELTER RETURN
The total Net Smelter Return (NSR) for the Pebble Project and composition by metal are listed in
Table 18.8.21 for the 45-year Reference Case.
Table 18.8.21 Net Smelter Return – 45-Year Reference Case
Description

Unit

Value

NSR LOM

$M

120,197

NSR Annual Average

$M

2,671

Copper

%

55

Gold

%

24

Molybdenum

%

16

Other
NSR per ton milled

%

5

$/ton

31.91

OPERATING COSTS AND REVENUE
Figure 18.8.3 illustrates the relationship between project revenue and project operating costs in
millions of dollars for the 45-year Reference Case.
Figure 18.8.3

Revenue vs. Operating Costs – 45-Year Reference Case

CASH FLOW
Figure 18.8.4 illustrates the annual project post-tax cash flows for the 45-year Reference Case.
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Project Post-Tax Cash Flow – 45-Year Reference Case

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Sensitivity analyses have been carried out on the following parameters:
x

copper, gold and molybdenum prices

x

initial capital expenditure

x

mine site operating costs.

The analyses are presented graphically as financial outcomes in terms of NPV and IRR (Figure 18.8.5
and Figure 18.8.6). The project pre-tax NPV (7% discount) is most sensitive to metal prices, operating
costs, and capital costs in decreasing order.
METAL PRICE MATRICES
Table 18.8.22 to Table 18.8.25 illustrate the 45-year Reference Case’s sensitivity to a range of copper and
gold prices in both pre-tax and post-tax evaluations with other metal prices held constant. The NPV7
matrices are shown in $ billions.
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Pre-Tax NPV7 Sensitivity to Inputs – 45-Year Reference Case ($B)
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Figure 18.8.6
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Pre-Tax IRR Chart Sensitivity to Inputs – 45-Year Reference Case (%)
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Table 18.8.22 Pre-Tax NPV7 Metal Price Matrix – 45-Year Reference Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

700

1.72

2.92

4.12

5.32

6.52

7.72

8.92

10.12

11.32

12.52

13.72

14.91

16.11

750

2.01

3.21

4.41

5.61

6.81

8.01

9.21

10.40

11.60

12.80

14.00

15.20

16.40

800

2.30

3.50

4.70

5.89

7.09

8.29

9.49

10.69

11.89

13.09

14.29

15.49

16.69

850

2.59

3.78

4.98

6.18

7.38

8.58

9.78

10.98

12.18

13.38

14.58

15.77

16.97

900

2.87

4.07

5.27

6.47

7.67

8.87

10.07

11.26

12.46

13.66

14.86

16.06

17.26

950

3.16

4.36

5.56

6.75

7.95

9.15

10.35

11.55

12.75

13.95

15.15

16.35

17.55

1000

3.45

4.64

5.84

7.04

8.24

9.44

10.64

11.84

13.04

14.24

15.44

16.63

17.83

1050

3.73

4.93

6.13

7.33

8.53

9.73

10.93

12.12

13.32

14.52

15.72

16.92

18.12

1100

4.02

5.22

6.42

7.61

8.81

10.01 11.21

12.41

13.61

14.81

16.01

17.21

18.41

1150

4.31

5.50

6.70

7.90

9.10

10.30 11.50

12.70

13.90

15.10

16.30

17.49

18.69

1200

4.59

5.79

6.99

8.19

9.39

10.59 11.79

12.98

14.18

15.38

16.58

17.78

18.98

1250

4.88

6.08

7.28

8.47

9.67

10.87 12.07

13.27

14.47

15.67

16.87

18.07

19.27

1300

5.16

6.36

7.56

8.76

9.96

11.16 12.36

13.56

14.76

15.96

17.16

18.35

19.55

1350

5.45

6.65

7.85

9.05

10.25

11.45 12.65

13.84

15.04

16.24

17.44

18.64

19.84

1400

5.74

6.94

8.14

9.33

10.53

11.73 12.93

14.13

15.33

16.53

17.73

18.93

20.13

1450

6.02

7.22

8.42

9.62

10.82

12.02 13.22

14.42

15.62

16.82

18.01

19.21

20.41

1500

6.31

7.51

8.71

9.91

11.11

12.31 13.51

14.70

15.90

17.10

18.30

19.50

20.70

Table 18.8.23 Pre-Tax IRR Metal Price Matrix – 45-Year Reference Case
Copper Price ($/lb)

Gold Price ($/oz)

2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

13.2% 14.4% 15.6% 16.8% 17.9% 19.0%

4.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

700

9.1%

10.6%

11.9%

750

9.5%

10.9%

12.2% 13.5% 14.7% 15.9% 17.1% 18.2% 19.3% 20.4% 21.4% 22.4% 23.4%
13.8% 15.0% 16.2% 17.4% 18.5% 19.6%

20.1% 21.2% 22.2% 23.2%

800

9.9%

11.2%

12.6%

850

10.2%

11.6%

12.9% 14.1% 15.4% 16.5% 17.7% 18.8% 19.9% 20.9% 22.0% 23.0% 23.9%
14.5% 15.7% 16.8% 18.0% 19.1% 20.2%

20.7% 21.7% 22.7% 23.7%

900

10.6%

11.9%

13.2%

950

10.9%

12.2%

13.5% 14.8% 16.0% 17.1% 18.3% 19.4% 20.4% 21.5% 22.5% 23.5% 24.4%
15.1% 16.3% 17.4% 18.6% 19.6% 20.7%

21.2% 22.2% 23.2% 24.2%

1000

11.2%

12.6%

13.9%

1050

11.6%

12.9%

14.2% 15.4% 16.6% 17.7% 18.8% 19.9% 21.0% 22.0% 23.0% 24.0% 24.9%
15.7% 16.9% 18.0% 19.1% 20.2% 21.3%

21.7% 22.8% 23.7% 24.7%

1100

11.9%

13.2%

14.5%

1150

12.3%

13.6%

14.8% 16.0% 17.2% 18.3% 19.4% 20.5% 21.5% 22.5% 23.5% 24.5% 25.4%

1200

12.6%

13.9%

15.1%

1250

12.9%

14.2%

15.4% 16.6% 17.8% 18.9% 20.0% 21.0% 22.1% 23.1% 24.0% 25.0% 25.9%

1300

13.3%

14.5%

15.8%

1350

13.6%

14.9%

16.1% 17.2% 18.4% 19.5% 20.5% 21.6% 22.6% 23.6% 24.5% 25.5% 26.4%

1400

13.9%

15.2%

16.4%

1450

14.2%

15.5%

16.7% 17.8% 18.9% 20.0% 21.1% 22.1% 23.1% 24.1% 25.0% 26.0% 26.9%

1500

14.6%

15.8%

17.0%

16.3% 17.5% 18.6% 19.7% 20.8% 21.8%
16.9% 18.1% 19.2% 20.3% 21.3% 22.3%
17.5% 18.7% 19.7% 20.8% 21.8% 22.8%
18.1% 19.2% 20.3% 21.4% 22.4% 23.4%

22.3% 23.3% 24.2% 25.2%
22.8% 23.8% 24.7% 25.7%
23.3% 24.3% 25.2% 26.2%
23.8% 24.8% 25.7% 26.7%
24.3% 25.3% 26.2% 27.1%
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Table 18.8.24 Post-Tax NPV7 Metal Price Matrix – 45-Year Reference Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

700

0.76

1.69

2.61

3.51

4.40

5.27

6.13

6.99

7.84

8.67

9.49

10.31 11.11

5.00

750

0.99

1.92

2.83

3.73

4.61

5.48

6.34

7.20

8.04

8.87

9.69

10.50 11.31

800

1.21

2.14

3.05

3.94

4.82

5.69

6.55

7.40

8.24

9.07

9.89

10.69 11.50

850

1.44

2.36

3.26

4.15

5.03

5.90

6.76

7.61

8.44

9.26

10.08

10.89 11.69

900

1.66

2.58

3.48

4.37

5.24

6.10

6.96

7.81

8.64

9.46

10.28

11.08 11.88

950

1.88

2.79

3.69

4.58

5.45

6.31

7.17

8.01

8.84

9.66

10.47

11.27 12.07

1000

2.10

3.01

3.91

4.79

5.65

6.52

7.37

8.21

9.03

9.85

10.66

11.47 12.27

1050

2.32

3.23

4.12

5.00

5.86

6.73

7.58

8.41

9.23

10.05

10.86

11.66 12.46

1100

2.54

3.44

4.33

5.20

6.07

6.93

7.78

8.61

9.43

10.24

11.05

11.85 12.65

1150

2.76

3.66

4.54

5.41

6.28

7.14

7.98

8.80

9.63

10.44

11.24

12.04 12.84

1200

2.97

3.87

4.75

5.62

6.49

7.34

8.18

9.00

9.82

10.63

11.43

12.23 13.03

1250

3.19

4.08

4.96

5.83

6.69

7.55

8.38

9.20

10.02

10.82

11.63

12.42 13.22

1300

3.40

4.30

5.17

6.04

6.90

7.75

8.58

9.40

10.21

11.02

11.82

12.62 13.41

1350

3.62

4.51

5.38

6.25

7.11

7.95

8.77

9.60

10.41

11.21

12.01

12.81 13.60

1400

3.83

4.72

5.59

6.46

7.31

8.15

8.97

9.79

10.60

11.40

12.20

13.00 13.79

1450

4.05

4.93

5.80

6.66

7.51

8.35

9.17

9.99

10.79

11.59

12.39

13.19 13.98

1500

4.26

5.14

6.01

6.87

7.72

8.54

9.37

10.18

10.98

11.79

12.58

13.38 14.17

Table 18.8.25 Post-Tax IRR Metal Price Matrix – 45-Year Reference Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

700

8.1%

9.4%

10.6%

11.7%

12.8%

13.8%

14.8%

15.8%

16.7%

17.6%

18.5%

19.4%

20.2%

750

8.4%

9.7%

10.9%

12.0%

13.1%

14.1%

15.1%

16.1%

17.0%

17.9%

18.7%

19.6%

20.4%

800

8.7%

10.0%

11.2%

12.3%

13.3%

14.4%

15.3%

16.3%

17.2%

18.1%

19.0%

19.8%

20.6%

850

9.0%

10.3%

11.4%

12.5%

13.6%

14.6%

15.6%

16.5%

17.4%

18.3%

19.2%

20.0%

20.8%

900

9.4%

10.6%

11.7%

12.8%

13.9%

14.9%

15.8%

16.8%

17.7%

18.6%

19.4%

20.2%

21.0%

950

9.7%

10.9%

12.0%

13.1%

14.1%

15.1%

16.1%

17.0%

17.9%

18.8%

19.6%

20.4%

21.2%

1000

10.0%

11.2%

12.3%

13.4%

14.4%

15.4%

16.3%

17.2%

18.1%

19.0%

19.8%

20.6%

21.4%

1050

10.3%

11.5%

12.6%

13.6%

14.6%

15.6%

16.6%

17.5%

18.4%

19.2%

20.0%

20.8%

21.6%

1100

10.6%

11.7%

12.8%

13.9%

14.9%

15.9%

16.8%

17.7%

18.6%

19.4%

20.3%

21.0%

21.8%

1150

10.9%

12.0%

13.1%

14.2%

15.2%

16.1%

17.1%

17.9%

18.8%

19.7%

20.5%

21.2%

22.0%

1200

11.2%

12.3%

13.4%

14.4%

15.4%

16.4%

17.3%

18.2%

19.0%

19.9%

20.7%

21.5%

22.2%

1250

11.5%

12.6%

13.7%

14.7%

15.7%

16.6%

17.5%

18.4%

19.3%

20.1%

20.9%

21.7%

22.4%

1300

11.8%

12.9%

13.9%

14.9%

15.9%

16.9%

17.8%

18.6%

19.5%

20.3%

21.1%

21.9%

22.6%

1350

12.1%

13.1%

14.2%

15.2%

16.2%

17.1%

18.0%

18.9%

19.7%

20.5%

21.3%

22.1%

22.8%

1400

12.3%

13.4%

14.4%

15.4%

16.4%

17.3%

18.2%

19.1%

19.9%

20.7%

21.5%

22.3%

23.0%

1450

12.6%

13.7%

14.7%

15.7%

16.6%

17.6%

18.4%

19.3%

20.1%

20.9%

21.7%

22.5%

23.2%

1500

12.9%

14.0%

15.0%

15.9%

16.9%

17.8%

18.7%

19.5%

20.3%

21.1%

21.9%

22.6%

23.4%
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25-YEAR IDC CASE

The 25-Year IDC Case describes an initial 25-year open pit mine life upon which a decision to initiate
mine permitting, construction and operations may be based. Of the three development cases, the 25year IDC Case is the most comprehensively engineered. It seeks to mine near-surface ore for rapid
payback, primarily in Measured and Indicated categories but also including a small proportion of
Inferred material in the western portion of the Pebble deposit.
The 25-Year IDC Case achieves a pre-tax NPV of $3.84 billion using a discounted cash flow approach to
valuation. It achieves a pre-tax IRR of 13.4% and a payback period of 6.5 years. The 25-Year IDC Case
produces 12.9 Blb of copper, 16.4 Moz of gold and 616 Mlb of molybdenum. Copper production is at a
total cash cost of $-0.10/lb after revenue credits from gold, molybdenum and other metals.
This initial phase of mining will process about two billion tons of ore or less than 20% of the total
Pebble mineral resource. As such, it is not considered to be ideal for assessing the potential long-term
economic value of the project. Inferred resources comprise 16% of total ore mined under the 25-year
IDC Case.
It should be noted that Inferred mineral resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the
application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and the evaluation of the
economic viability of the project. As such, there is currently no certainty that development cases
incorporating Inferred mineral resources can be realized.
PROJECT RESULTS
Table 18.8.26 Project Results – 25-Year IDC Case
Item

Unit

IDC Cases

Tons Mined

M ton

5,004

Strip Ratio

waste:ore

1.5

Tons Milled

M ton

1,990

Production Results

Copper Equivalent Grade

%

0.72

Copper Grade

%

0.38

oz/ton

0.012

Gold Grade
Molybdenum Grade

ppm

182

Copper Recovery

%

86.6

Gold Recovery

%

71.5

Molybdenum Recovery

%

84.8

Mlb

24,483

Copper

Mlb

12,944

Gold

k oz

16,391

Total Production – LOM Total
Copper Equivalent

Molybdenum

Mlb

616

Silver

k oz

67,205

Rhenium

k kg

502
Table continues...
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...Table 18.8.26 (cont’d)
Item
Palladium

Unit

IDC Cases

k oz

385
Average

Peak

Mlb

979

1,518

Copper

Mlb

518

822

Gold

k oz

656

1,038

Annual Production
Copper Equivalent

Molybdenum

Mlb

25

43

Silver

k oz

2,688

3,471

Rhenium

k kg

20

35

Palladium

k oz

15

24

Pre-Tax

Post-Tax

Financial Results
Pre-Tax NPV at 0%

$M

20,123

14,824

Pre-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

6,363

4,407

Pre-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

3,837

2,475

Pre-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

2,901

1,756

Pre-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

1,485

665

Pre-Tax IRR

%

13.4

11.7

years

6.5

Payback

6.9

Initial Capital

$M

4,695

Sustaining Capital

$M

3,204

Total

$M

54,637

Annual Average

$M

2,185

Copper

%

52

Gold

%

29

Net Smelter Return

Molybdenum

%

15

$/ton

27.45

Total

$M

22,208

Annual Average

$M

888

Operating Cost

$/ton

11.16

Copper Cash Cost

$ / lb

2.17

C1 Copper Cost*

$ / lb

-0.10

NSR per ton milled
Operating and Cash Costs

* C1 Copper Cost is Copper Cash Cost after by-product credits at long-term metal prices

CONCENTRATE PRODUCTION STATISTICS
The 25-year IDC Case production statistics for copper-gold concentrate, including copper and gold
metal, and molybdenum concentrate are illustrated in Table 18.8.27 and Figure 18.8.7.
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Table 18.8.27 Concentrate Statistics – 25-Year IDC Case
Description

Unit

Value

K DMT

22,582

Copper Grade

% Cu

26%

Gold Grade

g/DMT

18.9

Silver Grade

g/DMT

79.8

Palladium Grade

g/DMT

0.53

%

7.5%

Mo Concentrate Produced

k DMT

537

Molybdenum Grade

% Mo

52

ppm

1,100

%

7.5%

Copper Concentrate
Cu Concentrate Produced

Concentrate Moisture Content
Molybdenum Concentrate

Rhenium Grade
Concentrate Moisture Content

Figure 18.8.7

Copper-Gold Concentrate Produced – 25-Year IDC Case

SUSTAINING CAPITAL
The 25-year IDC Case sustaining capital breakdown is shown in Table 18.8.28.
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Table 18.8.28 Sustaining Capital Costs – 25-Year IDC Case
Area
Open Pit
Processing
Infrastructure

Cost ($M)

Cost ($M/yr)

2,047

81.9

146

5.9

12

0.5

846

33.8

Other

70

2.8

Molybdenum Autoclave

83

3.3

3,204

128.2

Waste Management

Total

OPERATING COSTS
Fixed and variable operating costs for open pit, tailings, process, general and administration (G&A),
environmental and transportation areas have been derived by each discipline and applied annually to
the mine plan tonnage. Table 18.8.29 lists total operating costs for the 25-year IDC Case.
Table 18.8.29 Total Operating Costs – 25-Year IDC Case
Area

Cost ($M)

Cost
($/ton milled)

Open Pit

7,628

3.83

Process

8,966

4.50

Transportation

1,933

0.97

Environmental

604

0.30

G&A

3,077

1.56

Total

22,208

11.16

OFFSITE CHARGES
Offsite charges for metal treatment and refinement, freight and insurance have calculated annually
and are listed in Table 18.8.30 for the 25-year IDC Case.
Table 18.8.30 Offsite Charges – 25-Year IDC Case
Area

Cost ($M)

Cost
($/ton milled)

Cu Treatment

2,452

Mo Treatment

76

0.04

Au Treatment

906

0.46

Ag Treatment

1.23

59

0.03

Freight and Insurance

1,259

0.63

Total

4,752

2.39
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CASH COST ANALYSIS
The life-of-mine copper cash cost for the 25-year IDC Case is $2.17/lb of copper payable (not including
by-product credits but including total realization and operating costs for the project) and a C1 copper
cash cost estimated at -$0.10 per pound of copper payable after deducting by-product credits for gold,
molybdenum, silver, rhenium, selenium and palladium.
Total operating costs excluding royalties are estimated at $22.2 billion for the 25-year mine producing
12.9 Blb of copper. By-product credits total $28.2 billion for the life-of-mine.
Based on the project economics there are an estimated 24.5 billion equivalent pounds of copper at the
Pebble Project in the 25-year IDC Case.
Figure 18.8.8 shows the annual realization charges and operating costs on the left axis in millions of
dollars and the copper cash cost shown in per pound of copper payable on the right axis for the 25-year
IDC Case.
Figure 18.8.8

Cash Cost – 25-Year IDC Case

NET SMELTER RETURN
The total Net Smelter Return (NSR) for the Pebble project and composition by metal are listed in
Table 18.8.31 for the 25-year IDC Case.
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Table 18.8.31 Net Smelter Return – 25-Year IDC Case
Description

Unit

Value

NSR LOM

$M

54,637

NSR Annual Avg

$M

2,185

Copper

%

52

Gold

%

29

Molybdenum

%

15

Other

%

5

$/ton

27.45

NSR per ton milled

OPERATING COSTS AND REVENUE
Figure 18.8.9 illustrates the relationship between project revenue and project operating costs in
millions of dollars for the 25-year IDC Case.
Figure 18.8.9

Revenue vs. Operating Costs – 25-Year IDC Case

CASH FLOW
Figure 18.8.10 illustrates the annual project post-tax cash flows for the 25-year IDC case.
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Project Post-tax Cash Flow – 25-Year IDC Case ($M)

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Sensitivity analyses have been carried out on the following parameters:
x

copper, gold and molybdenum prices;

x

initial capital expenditure; and

x

mine site operating costs.

The analyses are presented graphically as financial outcomes in terms of NPV7 and IRR (Figure 18.8.11
and Figure 18.8.12). The project pre-tax NPV (7% discount) is most sensitive to metal prices, operating
costs, and capital costs in decreasing order.
METAL PRICE MATRICES
Table 18.8.32 to Table 18.8.35 illustrate the 25-year IDC Case’s sensitivity to a range of copper and gold
prices in both pre-tax and post-tax evaluations with other metal prices held constant. The NPV7
matrices are shown in $ billions.
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Pre-Tax NPV7 Sensitivity to Inputs – 25-Year IDC Case
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Pre-Tax IRR Chart Sensitivity to Inputs – 25-Year IDC Case
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Table 18.8.32 Pre-Tax NPV7 Metal Price Matrix – 25-Year IDC Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

700

0.28

1.21

2.14

3.07

4.01

4.94

5.87

6.80

7.73

8.67

9.60

10.53

11.46

750

0.52

1.45

2.38

3.32

4.25

5.18

6.11

7.04

7.98

8.91

9.84

10.77

11.70

800

0.76

1.69

2.63

3.56

4.49

5.42

6.35

7.28

8.22

9.15

10.08

11.01

11.94

850

1.00

1.94

2.87

3.80

4.73

5.66

6.59

7.53

8.46

9.39

10.32

11.25

12.19

900

1.25

2.18

3.11

4.04

4.97

5.91

6.84

7.77

8.70

9.63

10.56

11.50

12.43

950

1.49

2.42

3.35

4.28

5.22

6.15

7.08

8.01

8.94

9.87

10.81

11.74

12.67

1000

1.73

2.66

3.59

4.53

5.46

6.39

7.32

8.25

9.18

10.12

11.05

11.98

12.91

1050

1.97

2.90

3.84

4.77

5.70

6.63

7.56

8.50

9.43

10.36

11.29

12.22

13.15

1100

2.21

3.15

4.08

5.01

5.94

6.87

7.80

8.74

9.67

10.60

11.53

12.46

13.39

1150

2.46

3.39

4.32

5.25

6.18

7.11

8.05

8.98

9.91

10.84

11.77

12.71

13.64

1200

2.70

3.63

4.56

5.49

6.42

7.36

8.29

9.22

10.15

11.08

12.02

12.95

13.88

1250

2.94

3.87

4.80

5.74

6.67

7.60

8.53

9.46

10.39

11.33

12.26

13.19

14.12

1300

3.18

4.11

5.05

5.98

6.91

7.84

8.77

9.70

10.64

11.57

12.50

13.43

14.36

1350

3.42

4.36

5.29

6.22

7.15

8.08

9.01

9.95

10.88

11.81

12.74

13.67

14.60

1400

3.67

4.60

5.53

6.46

7.39

8.32

9.26

10.19

11.12

12.05

12.98

13.91

14.85

1450

3.91

4.84

5.77

6.70

7.63

8.57

9.50

10.43

11.36

12.29

13.22

14.16

15.09

1500

4.15

5.08

6.01

6.94

7.88

8.81

9.74

10.67

11.60

12.53

13.47

14.40

15.33

4.75

5.00

Table 18.8.33 Pre-Tax IRR Metal Price Matrix – 25-Year IDC Case
Copper Price ($/lb)

Gold Price ($/oz)

2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

700

7.5%

9.2%

10.8%

12.2%

13.6%

14.9%

16.1%

17.3%

18.4%

19.5%

20.6%

21.6%

22.6%

750

8.0%

9.6%

11.2%

12.6%

13.9%

15.2%

16.4%

17.6%

18.7%

19.8%

20.9%

21.9%

22.9%

800

8.4%

10.0%

11.5%

12.9%

14.3%

15.5%

16.7%

17.9%

19.0%

20.1%

21.2%

22.2%

23.2%

850

8.9%

10.4%

11.9%

13.3%

14.6%

15.8%

17.0%

18.2%

19.3%

20.4%

21.4%

22.4%

23.4%

900

9.3%

10.8%

12.3%

13.6%

14.9%

16.2%

17.3%

18.5%

19.6%

20.7%

21.7%

22.7%

23.7%

950

9.7%

11.2%

12.6%

14.0%

15.3%

16.5%

17.7%

18.8%

19.9%

20.9%

22.0%

23.0%

23.9%

1000

10.1% 11.6%

13.0%

14.3%

15.6%

16.8%

18.0%

19.1%

20.2%

21.2%

22.2%

23.2%

24.2%

1050

10.5% 12.0%

13.4%

14.7%

15.9%

17.1%

18.2%

19.4%

20.4%

21.5%

22.5%

23.5%

24.4%

1100

10.9% 12.3%

13.7%

15.0%

16.2%

17.4%

18.5%

19.6%

20.7%

21.7%

22.7%

23.7%

24.7%

1150

11.3% 12.7%

14.0%

15.3%

16.5%

17.7%

18.8%

19.9%

21.0%

22.0%

23.0%

24.0%

24.9%

1200

11.7% 13.1%

14.4%

15.6%

16.8%

18.0%

19.1%

20.2%

21.3%

22.3%

23.3%

24.2%

25.2%

1250

12.0% 13.4%

14.7%

16.0%

17.2%

18.3%

19.4%

20.5%

21.5%

22.5%

23.5%

24.5%

25.4%

1300

12.4% 13.8%

15.1%

16.3%

17.5%

18.6%

19.7%

20.8%

21.8%

22.8%

23.8%

24.7%

25.7%

1350

12.8% 14.1%

15.4%

16.6%

17.8%

18.9%

20.0%

21.0%

22.1%

23.1%

24.0%

25.0%

25.9%

1400

13.1% 14.4%

15.7%

16.9%

18.1%

19.2%

20.3%

21.3%

22.3%

23.3%

24.3%

25.2%

26.1%

1450

13.5% 14.8%

16.0%

17.2%

18.4%

19.5%

20.5%

21.6%

22.6%

23.6%

24.5%

25.5%

26.4%

1500

13.8% 15.1%

16.3%

17.5%

18.7%

19.8%

20.8%

21.8%

22.9%

23.8%

24.8%

25.7%

26.6%
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Table 18.8.34 Post-Tax NPV7 Metal Price Matrix – 25-Year IDC Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

700

-0.28

0.46

1.19

1.90

2.60

3.30

3.99

4.69

5.36

6.01

6.66

7.31

5.00
7.95

750

-0.08

0.65

1.38

2.08

2.78

3.48

4.17

4.87

5.53

6.18

6.83

7.48

8.11

800

0.11

0.84

1.56

2.27

2.96

3.66

4.35

5.04

5.70

6.35

7.00

7.64

8.27

850

0.30

1.03

1.74

2.45

3.15

3.84

4.53

5.21

5.87

6.52

7.17

7.81

8.44

900

0.49

1.22

1.93

2.63

3.33

4.02

4.71

5.38

6.04

6.69

7.34

7.97

8.60

950

0.68

1.40

2.11

2.81

3.51

4.20

4.89

5.56

6.21

6.86

7.50

8.13

8.76

1000

0.87

1.59

2.29

2.99

3.69

4.38

5.07

5.73

6.38

7.03

7.67

8.30

8.93

1050

1.06

1.77

2.47

3.17

3.87

4.56

5.24

5.90

6.55

7.20

7.83

8.46

9.09

1100

1.25

1.96

2.66

3.35

4.05

4.74

5.41

6.07

6.72

7.36

8.00

8.63

9.25

1150

1.43

2.14

2.84

3.53

4.23

4.92

5.58

6.24

6.89

7.53

8.16

8.79

9.41

1200

1.62

2.32

3.02

3.71

4.41

5.09

5.75

6.41

7.05

7.69

8.32

8.95

9.58

1250

1.80

2.50

3.20

3.89

4.59

5.27

5.92

6.57

7.22

7.86

8.49

9.11

9.74

1300

1.98

2.68

3.38

4.08

4.77

5.44

6.09

6.74

7.39

8.02

8.65

9.28

9.90

1350

2.17

2.87

3.56

4.26

4.95

5.61

6.26

6.91

7.55

8.18

8.81

9.44

10.06

1400

2.35

3.05

3.74

4.44

5.12

5.78

6.43

7.08

7.72

8.35

8.98

9.60

10.22

1450

2.53

3.23

3.92

4.62

5.29

5.95

6.60

7.25

7.88

8.51

9.14

9.76

10.39

1500

2.71

3.41

4.10

4.80

5.46

6.12

6.77

7.41

8.05

8.68

9.30

9.93

10.55

Table 18.8.35 Post-Tax IRR Metal Price Matrix – 25-Year IDC Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

2.50

700

6.4%

8.0%

9.4%

10.7% 11.9% 13.0% 14.1% 15.1% 16.1% 17.1% 18.0% 18.8%

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

19.7%

5.00

750

6.8%

8.3%

9.7%

11.0% 12.2% 13.3% 14.4% 15.4% 16.4% 17.3% 18.2% 19.1%

19.9%

800

7.2%

8.7%

10.1% 11.3% 12.5% 13.6% 14.6% 15.7% 16.6% 17.5% 18.4% 19.3%

20.1%

850

7.6%

9.1%

10.4% 11.6% 12.8% 13.9% 14.9% 15.9% 16.9% 17.8% 18.7% 19.5%

20.3%

900

8.0%

9.4%

10.7% 11.9% 13.1% 14.2% 15.2% 16.2% 17.1% 18.0% 18.9% 19.7%

20.5%

950

8.4%

9.8%

11.1% 12.2% 13.4% 14.4% 15.4% 16.4% 17.3% 18.2% 19.1% 19.9%

20.7%

1000

8.8%

10.1% 11.4% 12.5% 13.6% 14.7% 15.7% 16.7% 17.6% 18.5% 19.3% 20.1%

20.9%

1050

9.1%

10.5% 11.7% 12.8% 13.9% 15.0% 16.0% 16.9% 17.8% 18.7% 19.5% 20.4%

21.1%

1100

9.5%

10.8% 12.0% 13.1% 14.2% 15.2% 16.2% 17.2% 18.1% 18.9% 19.8% 20.6%

21.4%

1150

9.8%

11.1% 12.3% 13.4% 14.5% 15.5% 16.5% 17.4% 18.3% 19.2% 20.0% 20.8%

21.6%

1200

10.2% 11.4% 12.6% 13.7% 14.7% 15.8% 16.7% 17.6% 18.5% 19.4% 20.2% 21.0%

21.8%

1250

10.5% 11.7% 12.9% 14.0% 15.0% 16.0% 17.0% 17.9% 18.7% 19.6% 20.4% 21.2%

22.0%

1300

10.8% 12.0% 13.2% 14.3% 15.3% 16.3% 17.2% 18.1% 19.0% 19.8% 20.6% 21.4%

22.2%

1350

11.2% 12.3% 13.5% 14.5% 15.5% 16.5% 17.4% 18.3% 19.2% 20.0% 20.8% 21.6%

22.4%

1400

11.5% 12.6% 13.7% 14.8% 15.8% 16.8% 17.7% 18.6% 19.4% 20.2% 21.0% 21.8%

22.5%

1450

11.8% 12.9% 14.0% 15.1% 16.1% 17.0% 17.9% 18.8% 19.6% 20.4% 21.2% 22.0%

22.7%

1500

12.1% 13.2% 14.3% 15.3% 16.3% 17.2% 18.1% 19.0% 19.8% 20.6% 21.4% 22.2%

22.9%
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78-YEAR RESOURCE CASE

The 78-Year Resource Case is based on 78 years of open pit mine production and seeks to assess the
longer-term value of the project in current dollars. The 78-year Resource Case will also require
separate permitting and development decisions to be made in the future, based on prevailing
conditions at the time and the accumulated experience gained from developing and operating the
initial phase of the Pebble Project. The 78-year Resource Case is based on a continuation of mining
methods, costs and assumptions that inform the 25-year IDC Case and the 45-year Reference Case. By
developing some 61% of the Pebble mineral resource over eight decades, the 78-Year Resource Case is
intended to demonstrate the longer-term economic value of the Pebble Project.
The 78-year Resource Case achieves a pre-tax NPV7 of $6.81 billion using a discounted cash flow
approach to valuation. It achieves a pre-tax IRR of 14.5% and a payback period of 6.1 years. The 78-year
Resource Case produces 53.4 Blb of copper, 50.1 Moz of gold and 2.8 Blb of molybdenum. Copper
production is at a total cash cost of $0.21/lb after revenue credits from gold, molybdenum and other
metals.
The 78-year Resource Case will process a total of some 6.5 billion tons of ore, primarily in Measured
and Indicated categories from both the western and eastern portions of the Pebble deposit. Inferred
resources comprise 33% of the total ore mined.
It should be noted that Inferred mineral resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the
application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and the evaluation of the
economic viability of the project. As such, there is currently no certainty that development cases
incorporating Inferred mineral resources can be realized.
PROJECT RESULTS
Table 18.8.36 shows the key outputs from the financial model for the 78-year Resource Case.
Table 18.8.36 Project Results – 78-year Resource Case
Item

Unit

Production Results
Tons Mined

M tons

23,714

Strip Ratio

waste:ore

2.6

Tons Milled

M tons

6,528

Copper Equivalent Grade

%

0.84

Copper Grade

%

0.46

oz/ ton

0.011

Gold Grade
Molybdenum Grade

ppm

243

Copper Recovery

%

88.4

Gold Recovery

%

71.2

Molybdenum Recovery

%

89.4

Table continues...
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...Table 18.8.26 (cont’d)
Item

Unit

Total Production – LOM Total
Copper Equivalent

Mlb

96,357

Copper

Mlb

53,437

Gold

k oz

50,133

Molybdenum

Mlb

2,835

Silver

k oz

241,719

Rhenium

k kg

2,312

Palladium

k oz

Annual Production

1,589
Average

Peak

Mlb

1,235

1,931

Copper

Mlb

685

1,096

Gold

k oz

643

1,088

Molybdenum

Mlb

36

62

Silver

k oz

3,099

5,829

Rhenium

k kg

30

51

Palladium

k oz

20

33

Pre-Tax

Post-Tax
64,328

Copper Equivalent

Financial Results
Pre-Tax NPV at 0%

$M

87,329

Pre-Tax NPV at 5%

$M

12,941

9,318

Pre-Tax NPV at 7%

$M

6,812

4,721

Pre-Tax NPV at 8%

$M

4,964

3,325

Pre-Tax NPV at 10%

$M

2,545

1,485

Pre-Tax IRR

%

14.5

12.9

years

6.1

6.4

Payback
Initial Capital

$M

4,695

LOM Sustaining Capital

$M

11,727

Total

$M

213,970

Annual Average

$M

2,743

Copper

%

55

Gold

%

22

Molybdenum

%

18

$/ton

32.78

$M

96,063

Net Smelter Return

NSR Per Ton Milled
Operating and Cash Costs
Total
Annual Average
Operating Cost Per Ton Milled

$M

1,232

$/ton

14.72

Copper Cash Cost

$ / lb

2.26

C1 Copper Cost*

$ / lb

0.21

* C1 Copper Cost is Copper Cash Cost per payable pound after by-product credits at long-term metal prices
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CONCENTRATE PRODUCTION STATISTICS
The 78-year Resource Case production statistics for copper-gold concentrate, including copper and
gold metal, and molybdenum concentrate are illustrated in Table 18.8.37 and Figure 18.8.13.
Table 18.8.37 Concentrate Statistics – 78-year Resource Case
Description

Unit

Value

K DMT

93,225

Copper Concentrate
Cu Concentrate Produced
Copper Grade

% Cu

26

Gold Grade

g/DMT

14.7

Silver Grade

g/DMT

69.5

Palladium Grade

g/DMT

0.53

%

7.5

Mo Concentrate Produced

k DMT

2,473

Molybdenum Grade

% Mo

52

ppm

1,100

%

7.5

Concentrate Moisture Content
Molybdenum Concentrate

Rhenium Grade
Concentrate Moisture Content

Figure 18.8.13

Copper-Gold Concentrate Produced – 78-year Resource Case

SUSTAINING CAPITAL
The 78-year Resource Case sustaining capital breakdown is shown in Table 18.8.38.
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Table 18.8.38 Sustaining Capital Costs – 78-year Resource Case
Area
Open Pit

Cost ($M)

Cost ($M/yr)

7,225

92.6

Processing

517

6.6

Infrastructure

165

2.1

3,364

43.1

Waste Management
Other

180

2.3

Molybdenum Autoclave

276

3.6

11,727

150.3

Total

OPERATING COSTS
Fixed and variable operating costs for open pit, tailings, process, general and administration (G&A),
environmental and transportation areas have been derived by each discipline and applied annually to
the mine plan tonnage. Table 18.8.39 lists total operating costs for the 78-year Resource Case.
Table 18.8.39 Total Operating Costs – 78-year Resource Case
Cost ($M)

Cost
($/ton milled)

Open Pit

46,927

7.19

Process

32,160

4.93

Transportation

5,928

0.91

Environmental

2,013

0.31

G&A

9,035

1.38

Total

96,063

14.72

Area

OFFSITE CHARGES
Offsite charges for metal treatment and refinement, freight and insurance have calculated annually
and are listed in Table 18.8.40 for the 78-year Resource Case.
Table 18.8.40 Offsite Charges – 78-year Resource Case
Area

Cost ($M)

Cost
($/ton milled)

Cu Treatment

10,123

1.55

Mo Treatment

232

0.04

Au Treatment

4,164

0.64

Ag Treatment

212

0.03

Freight and Insurance
Total
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CASH COST ANALYSIS
The life-of-mine copper cash cost for the 78-year Resource Case is $2.26/lb of copper payable (not
including by-product credits but including total realization and operating costs for the project) and a
C1 copper cash cost estimated at $0.21/lb of copper payable after deducting by-product credits for gold,
molybdenum, silver, rhenium, selenium and palladium.
Total operating costs excluding royalties are estimated at $96.1 billion for the 78-year mine producing
53.4 Blb of copper. By-product credits total $105.2 billion for the life-of-mine.
Based on the project economics there are an estimated 96.4 billion equivalent pounds of copper
produced at the Pebble Project in the 78-year Resource Case.
Figure 18.8.14 shows the annual realization charges and operating costs on the left axis in millions of
dollars and the copper cash cost shown in per pound of copper payable on the right axis for the
78-year Resource Case.
Figure 18.8.14

Cash Cost – 78-year Resource Case
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NET SMELTER RETURN
The total Net Smelter Return (NSR) for the Pebble project and composition by metal are listed in
Table 18.8.41 for the 78-year Resource Case.
Table 18.8.41 Net Smelter Return – 78-year Resource Case
Description

Unit

Value

NSR LOM

$M

213,970

NSR Annual Average

$M

2,743

Copper

%

55

Gold

%

22

Molybdenum

%

18

Other
NSR Per Ton Milled

%

5

$/ton

32.78

OPERATING COSTS AND REVENUE
Figure 18.8.15 illustrates the relationship between project revenue and project operating costs in
millions of dollars for the 78-year Resource Case.
Figure 18.8.15
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CASH FLOW
Figure 18.8.16 illustrates the annual project post-tax cash flows for the 78-year Resource Case.
Figure 18.8.16

Project Post-tax Cash Flow – 78-year Resource Case ($M)

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Sensitivity analyses have been carried out on the following parameters:
x

copper, gold and molybdenum prices;

x

initial capital expenditure; and

x

mine site operating costs.

The analyses are presented graphically as financial outcomes in terms of NPV7 and IRR (Figure 18.8.17
and Figure 18.8.18). The project pre-tax NPV (7% discount) is most sensitive to metal prices, operating
costs, and capital costs in decreasing order.
METAL PRICE MATRICES
Table 18.8.42 to Table 18.8.45 illustrate the 78-year Resource Case’s sensitivity to a range of copper and
gold prices in both pre-tax and post-tax evaluations with other metal prices held constant. The NPV7
matrices are shown in $ billions.
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Pre-Tax NPV7 Sensitivity to Inputs – 78-year Resource Case
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Pre-Tax IRR Chart Sensitivity to Inputs – 78-year Resource Case
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Table 18.8.42 Pre-Tax NPV7 Metal Price Matrix – 78-year Resource Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

700

2.20

3.46

4.73

5.99

7.25

8.51

9.77

11.03

12.29

13.55

14.81

16.07

17.33

750

2.50

3.76

5.02

6.28

7.55

8.81

10.07

11.33

12.59

13.85

15.11

16.37

17.63

800

2.80

4.06

5.32

6.58

7.84

9.10

10.36

11.62

12.88

14.14

15.40

16.66

17.92

850

3.10

4.36

5.62

6.88

8.14

9.40

10.66

11.92

13.18

14.44

15.70

16.96

18.22

900

3.39

4.66

5.92

7.18

8.44

9.70

10.96

12.22

13.48

14.74

16.00

17.26

18.52

950

3.69

4.96

6.22

7.48

8.74

10.00

11.26

12.52

13.78

15.04

16.30

17.56

18.82

1000

3.99

5.25

6.51

7.77

9.03

10.29

11.56

12.82

14.08

15.34

16.60

17.86

19.12

1050

4.29

5.55

6.81

8.07

9.33

10.59

11.85

13.11

14.37

15.63

16.89

18.15

19.41

1100

4.59

5.85

7.11

8.37

9.63

10.89

12.15

13.41

14.67

15.93

17.19

18.45

19.71

1150

4.89

6.15

7.41

8.67

9.93

11.19

12.45

13.71

14.97

16.23

17.49

18.75

20.01

1200

5.19

6.45

7.71

8.97

10.23

11.49

12.75

14.01

15.27

16.53

17.79

19.05

20.31

1250

5.48

6.74

8.00

9.26

10.52

11.79

13.05

14.31

15.57

16.83

18.09

19.35

20.61

1300

5.78

7.04

8.30

9.56

10.82

12.08

13.34

14.60

15.86

17.12

18.38

19.64

20.90

1350

6.08

7.34

8.60

9.86

11.12

12.38

13.64

14.90

16.16

17.42

18.68

19.94

21.20

1400

6.38

7.64

8.90

10.16

11.42

12.68

13.94

15.20

16.46

17.72

18.98

20.24

21.50

1450

6.68

7.94

9.20

10.46

11.72

12.98

14.24

15.50

16.76

18.02

19.28

20.54

21.80

1500

6.97

8.23

9.49

10.75

12.01

13.27

14.53

15.79

17.06

18.32

19.58

20.84

22.10

Table 18.8.43 Pre-Tax IRR Metal Price Matrix – 78-year Resource Case
Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

Gold Price ($/oz)

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

700

9.6%

10.9% 12.2% 13.5% 14.7%

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

15.9%

17.1%

18.2%

19.3%

20.3%

21.3%

22.4%

23.3%

750

9.9%

11.3% 12.6% 13.8% 15.0%

16.2%

17.3%

18.5%

19.5%

20.6%

21.6%

22.6%

23.6%

800

10.3% 11.6% 12.9% 14.1% 15.3%

16.5%

17.6%

18.7%

19.8%

20.9%

21.9%

22.9%

23.8%

850

10.6% 11.9% 13.2% 14.5% 15.6%

16.8%

17.9%

19.0%

20.1%

21.1%

22.1%

23.1%

24.1%

900

10.9% 12.3% 13.5% 14.8% 16.0%

17.1%

18.2%

19.3%

20.4%

21.4%

22.4%

23.4%

24.3%

950

11.3% 12.6% 13.9% 15.1% 16.3%

17.4%

18.5%

19.6%

20.6%

21.7%

22.7%

23.6%

24.6%

1000 11.6% 12.9% 14.2% 15.4% 16.6%

17.7%

18.8%

19.9%

20.9%

21.9%

22.9%

23.9%

24.8%

1050 12.0% 13.2% 14.5% 15.7% 16.8%

18.0%

19.1%

20.1%

21.2%

22.2%

23.2%

24.1%

25.1%

1100 12.3% 13.6% 14.8% 16.0% 17.1%

18.3%

19.4%

20.4%

21.4%

22.4%

23.4%

24.4%

25.3%

1150 12.6% 13.9% 15.1% 16.3% 17.4%

18.6%

19.6%

20.7%

21.7%

22.7%

23.7%

24.6%

25.6%

1200 12.9% 14.2% 15.4% 16.6% 17.7%

18.8%

19.9%

21.0%

22.0%

23.0%

23.9%

24.9%

25.8%

1250 13.3% 14.5% 15.7% 16.9% 18.0%

19.1%

20.2%

21.2%

22.2%

23.2%

24.2%

25.1%

26.1%

1300 13.6% 14.8% 16.0% 17.2% 18.3%

19.4%

20.5%

21.5%

22.5%

23.5%

24.4%

25.4%

26.3%

1350 13.9% 15.2% 16.3% 17.5% 18.6%

19.7%

20.7%

21.8%

22.8%

23.7%

24.7%

25.6%

26.5%

1400 14.2% 15.5% 16.6% 17.8% 18.9%

20.0%

21.0%

22.0%

23.0%

24.0%

24.9%

25.9%

26.8%

1450 14.6% 15.8% 16.9% 18.1% 19.2%

20.2%

21.3%

22.3%

23.3%

24.2%

25.2%

26.1%

27.0%

1500 14.9% 16.1% 17.2% 18.4% 19.4%

20.5%

21.5%

22.5%

23.5%

24.5%

25.4%

26.3%

27.2%
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Table 18.8.44 Post-Tax NPV7 Metal Price Matrix – 78-year Resource Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

700

1.22

2.20

3.16

4.10

5.03

5.94

6.85

7.75

8.63

9.50

10.36

11.21

12.05

750

1.45

2.43

3.38

4.33

5.25

6.16

7.06

7.96

8.84

9.70

10.56

11.41

12.25

800

1.69

2.66

3.61

4.55

5.47

6.38

7.28

8.17

9.04

9.91

10.77

11.61

12.45

850

1.92

2.88

3.83

4.77

5.68

6.59

7.49

8.38

9.25

10.11

10.97

11.81

12.65

900

2.15

3.11

4.05

4.99

5.90

6.81

7.71

8.59

9.45

10.32

11.17

12.01

12.85

950

2.38

3.34

4.28

5.20

6.12

7.02

7.92

8.79

9.66

10.52

11.37

12.21

13.05

1000

2.61

3.56

4.50

5.42

6.33

7.24

8.13

9.00

9.86

10.72

11.57

12.41

13.25

1050

2.84

3.78

4.72

5.64

6.55

7.45

8.34

9.21

10.07

10.92

11.77

12.61

13.45

1100

3.06

4.01

4.94

5.85

6.76

7.67

8.54

9.41

10.27

11.12

11.97

12.81

13.65

1150

3.29

4.23

5.16

6.07

6.98

7.88

8.75

9.62

10.48

11.32

12.17

13.01

13.84

1200

3.51

4.45

5.38

6.29

7.19

8.08

8.96

9.82

10.68

11.52

12.37

13.21

14.04

1250

3.73

4.67

5.59

6.50

7.41

8.29

9.16

10.03

10.88

11.72

12.57

13.41

14.24

1300

3.96

4.89

5.81

6.72

7.62

8.50

9.37

10.23

11.08

11.92

12.77

13.60

14.44

1350

4.18

5.11

6.03

6.94

7.83

8.71

9.57

10.44

11.28

12.12

12.97

13.80

14.64

1400

4.40

5.33

6.24

7.15

8.04

8.91

9.78

10.64

11.48

12.32

13.16

14.00

14.84

1450

4.63

5.55

6.46

7.37

8.25

9.12

9.99

10.84

11.68

12.52

13.36

14.20

15.04

1500

4.85

5.77

6.68

7.58

8.46

9.33

10.19

11.04

11.88

12.72

13.56

14.40

15.23

Table 18.8.45 Post-Tax IRR Metal Price Matrix – 78-year Resource Case

Gold Price ($/oz)

Copper Price ($/lb)
2.00

2.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

700

8.6%

9.8%

11.0% 12.1% 13.2% 14.2% 15.1%

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

16.1%

3.75

17.0% 17.9%

4.00

4.25

18.7%

19.6%

20.4%

750

8.9%

10.1% 11.3% 12.4% 13.4% 14.4% 15.4%

16.3%

17.2% 18.1%

19.0%

19.8%

20.6%

800

9.2%

10.4% 11.6% 12.6% 13.7% 14.7% 15.6%

16.6%

17.5% 18.3%

19.2%

20.0%

20.8%

850

9.5%

10.7% 11.8% 12.9% 13.9% 14.9% 15.9%

16.8%

17.7% 18.5%

19.4%

20.2%

21.0%

900

9.8%

11.0% 12.1% 13.2% 14.2% 15.2% 16.1%

17.0%

17.9% 18.8%

19.6%

20.4%

21.2%

950

10.1% 11.3% 12.4% 13.4% 14.4% 15.4% 16.4%

17.3%

18.1% 19.0%

19.8%

20.6%

21.4%

1000 10.4% 11.6% 12.7% 13.7% 14.7% 15.7% 16.6%

17.5%

18.4% 19.2%

20.0%

20.8%

21.6%

1050 10.7% 11.9% 12.9% 14.0% 15.0% 15.9% 16.8%

17.7%

18.6% 19.4%

20.2%

21.0%

21.8%

1100 11.0% 12.1% 13.2% 14.2% 15.2% 16.2% 17.1%

17.9%

18.8% 19.6%

20.4%

21.2%

22.0%

1150 11.3% 12.4% 13.5% 14.5% 15.5% 16.4% 17.3%

18.2%

19.0% 19.8%

20.6%

21.4%

22.2%

1200 11.6% 12.7% 13.7% 14.7% 15.7% 16.6% 17.5%

18.4%

19.2% 20.1%

20.8%

21.6%

22.4%

1250 11.9% 13.0% 14.0% 15.0% 15.9% 16.9% 17.8%

18.6%

19.5% 20.3%

21.0%

21.8%

22.6%

1300 12.2% 13.2% 14.2% 15.2% 16.2% 17.1% 18.0%

18.8%

19.7% 20.5%

21.2%

22.0%

22.8%

1350 12.4% 13.5% 14.5% 15.5% 16.4% 17.3% 18.2%

19.1%

19.9% 20.7%

21.4%

22.2%

22.9%

1400 12.7% 13.8% 14.8% 15.7% 16.7% 17.6% 18.4%

19.3%

20.1% 20.9%

21.6%

22.4%

23.1%

1450 13.0% 14.0% 15.0% 16.0% 16.9% 17.8% 18.7%

19.5%

20.3% 21.1%

21.8%

22.6%

23.3%

1500 13.3% 14.3% 15.3% 16.2% 17.1% 18.0% 18.9%

19.7%

20.5% 21.3%

22.0%

22.8%

23.5%
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$M
$/ton
$M

Operating Cost

Operating Cost / Ton Milled

Operating Profit

-269
4,565
-4,662

14.7
117,906
4,695
11,727
64,328

269

32.8
96,063

-

-

-

2,835
233,908
19,938

-

213,970

-

50,133

-

93,225

53,437

-

89%
-

-

71%

-

-

88%

2,473

-

243.0

96,357

-

-

2.6
0.47%

-

6,528

0.0108

Year
- 4 to -1

Total

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska
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$M

$/ton

NSR / Ton Milled

Net Cash Flow After Tax

$M

NSR

$M

$M

Realization Charges

$M

$M

Revenue

Sustaining Capital

Mlb

Mo lbs

Initial Capital

Mlb
k oz

Au oz

Mlb

Cu Eq lbs

Cu lbs

DMT

52% Mo Concentrate

Mo Recovery
DMT

%
%

Au Recovery

26% Cu-Au Concentrate

%

ppm

Mo Grade

Cu Recovery

oz/ton

%

M ton

Unit

Au Grade

Copper Grade

Strip Ratio

Tonnes Milled

Description

3,777

326

130

5,085

10.1

3,339

25.4

8,424

725

9,149

92

2,614

1,980

3,773

80

3,454

79

70

82

171.1

0.0112

0.36

1.0

333

Year
1 to 5

3,475

520

-

5,403

9.9

3,614

24.5

9,016

781

9,798

96

2,747

2,151

4,041

83

3,752

82

70

86

158.8

0.0107

0.34

1.3

365

Year
6 to 10

11,708

3,261

-

21,505

11.7

15,073

28.0

36,578

3,165

39,743

413

11,069

8,613

16,382

360

15,025

85

72

87

183.5

0.0118

0.38

2.8

1,291

Year
11 to 25

24,537

2,721

-

41,030

13.4

23,606

36.4

64,637

6,229

70,866

780

13,929

17,297

29,223

681

30,176

90

71

89

242.3

0.0110

0.55

2.0

1,772

Year
26 to 45

Table 18.8.46 Pebble Project Summary by Time Periods at Long-Term Metal Prices – 78-Year Resource Case

16,830

1,726

-

28,530

12.7

16,296

34.5

44,826

4,214

49,041

637

9,817

11,118

20,190

555

19,397

91

71

89

267.9

0.0106

0.48

1.3

1,291

Year
46 to 60
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8,663

3,172

-

16,622

23.2

33,866

34.1

50,489

4,823

55,312

818

9,957

12,278

22,748

713

21,421

91

71

89

301.8

0.0095

0.47

5.2

1,474

Year
61 to 78
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$M
$/ton
$M

Operating Cost

Operating Cost / Ton Milled

Operating Profit

-

19,938
213,970

-885

-4,662

64,328

4,695
326

4,565

4,695

4,816

10.1

3,608

25.4

8,424

725

9,149

92

2,614

1,980

3,773

80

3,454

79%

70%

82%

171.1

0.0112

0.36%

1.0

333

Year
1 to 5

11,727

-269

14.7
117,906

-

-

2,835
233,908

269

-

50,133

32.8

-

53,437

96,063

-

93,225
2,473

-

89%

96,357

-

71%

-

-

0.46%
0.0108
88%

-

2.6

243.0

-

6,528

Year
- 4 to -1

Total

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska
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$M

$/ton

NSR / Ton Milled

Net Cash Flow After Tax

$M

NSR

$M

$M

Realization Charges

$M

$M

Revenue

Sustaining Capital

Mlb

Mo lbs

Initial Capital

Mlb
k oz

Au oz

Mlb

CuEq lb

Cu lb

DMT

52% Mo Concentrate

Mo Recovery
DMT

%
%

Au Recovery

26% Cu-Au Concentrate

%

ppm

Mo Grade

Cu Recovery

oz/ ton

%

M ton

Unit

Au Grade

Copper Grade

Strip Ratio

Tonnes Milled

Description

2,590

846

4,695

10,219

10.0

7,222

24.9

17,440

1,506

18,946

187

5,362

4,131

7,814

163

7,206

80%

70%

84%

164.9

0.0109

0.35%

1.1

699

Year
1 to 10

14,297

4,107

4,695

31,723

11.0

22,295

26.8

54,018

4,671

58,690

600

16,431

12,743

24,196

524

22,231

83%

71%

86%

176.1

0.0115

0.37%

2.1

1,990

Year
1 to 25

38,835

6,828

4,695

72,754

12.1

45,901

31.1

118,655

10,901

129,556

1,381

30,359

30,040

53,419

1,204

52,408

86%

71%

87%

205.5

0.0112

0.45%

2.1

3,762

Year
1 to 45

Table 18.8.47 Pebble Project Cumulative Summary at Long-term Metal Prices – 78-Year Resource Case

55,664

8,555

4,695

101,284

12.2

62,197

31.9

163,481

15,115

178,596

2,017

40,176

41,159

73,609

1,760

71,805

88%

71%

88%

221.1

0.0111

0.46%

1.9

5,054

Year
1 to 60
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64,328

11,727

4,695

117,906

14.7

96,063

32.8

213,970

19,938

233,908

2,835

50,133

53,437

96,357

2,473

93,225

89%

71%

88%

243.0

0.0108

0.46%

2.6

6,528

Year
1 to 78
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$M
$M
$M
$M

Operating Profit

Initial Capital

Sustaining Capital

Net Cash Flow After Tax

-4,662

123,473

-

14.7

-

269

96,063

11,727

-

48.0

-269

-

313,068

4,565

-

19,957

4,695

-

333,025

217,004

Year
- 4 to -1

Total

6,531

326

130

8,989

10.1

3,339

37.2

12,328

725

13,053

Year
1 to 5

6,099

520

-

9,613

9.9

3,614

35.9

13,226

782

14,009

Year
6 to 10

21,823

3,261

-

38,325

11.7

15,073

40.9

53,398

3,169

56,566

Year
11 to 25

42,093

2,721

-

72,151

13.4

23,606

53.9

95,758

6,235

101,993

Year
26 to 45

$M
$M
$/ton
$M
$/ton
$M
$M
$M
$M

Realization Charges

NSR

NSR / Ton Milled

Operating Cost

Operating Cost / Ton Milled

Operating Profit

Initial Capital

Sustaining Capital

Net Cash Flow After Tax

326
1,869

-4,662

4,695

11,727

4,565

4,695

8,720

10.1

3,608

37.2

12,328

725

13,053

Year
1 to 5

123,473

-269

14.7
217,004

-

269

-

19,957
313,068
48.0

-

333,025

96,063

Year
- 4 to -1

Total

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska
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$M

Unit

Revenue

Description

7,968

846

4,695

18,332

10.0

7,222

36.5

25,554

1,508

27,062

Year
1 to 10

29,790

4,107

4,695

56,657

11.0

22,295

39.2

78,952

4,676

83,628

Year
1 to 25

71,883

6,828

4,695

128,808

12.1

45,901

45.7

174,710

10,912

185,621

Year
1 to 45

Table 18.8.49 Pebble Project Cumulative Summary at Current Prevailing Metal Prices – 78-Year Resource Case

$M
$/ton

Operating Cost / Ton Milled

NSR / Ton Milled

Operating Cost

$M
$/ton

NSR

$M
$M

Realization Charges

Unit

Revenue

Description

Table 18.8.48 Pebble Project Summary by Time Periods at Current Prevailing Prices – 78-Year Resource Case

100,149

8,555

4,695

177,833

12.2

62,197

46.9

240,030

15,130

255,160

Year
1 to 60

28,266

1,726

-

49,025

12.7

16,296

50.2

65,321

4,218

69,539

Year
46 to 60
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123,473

11,727

4,695

217,004

14.7

96,063

48.0

313,068

19,957

333,025

Year
1 to 78

23,324

3,172

-

39,171

23.2

33,866

49.3

73,037

4,827

77,865

Year
61 to 78
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INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Pebble Project is a world-class, long-life, mineral development project of strategic global
importance. As presented in this Preliminary Assessment, project economics are robust and support a
mine development that is both technically feasible and permittable under existing regulatory
standards in Alaska. The Pebble Project is being designed to achieve international best practice
standards of design and performance, such that key environmental and cultural values are protected
and meaningful development benefits accrue to local communities, the State of Alaska and the United
States of America.
The Pebble deposit is located on state-owned land in southwest Alaska that has been subject to two
comprehensive land-use planning exercises, and subsequently designated for mineral exploration and
development. As a jurisdiction, Alaska has a long history of responsible natural resource and mineral
development, and environmental standards and permitting requirements that are stable, objective,
rigorous and science-based.
Since 2004, comprehensive environmental and socioeconomic baseline studies have been undertaken
at the Pebble Project, in addition to ongoing stakeholder engagement and community outreach. These
studies have cost more than $150 million to date, and resulted in an environmental and socioeconomic
database whose comprehensiveness and depth is unprecedented in Alaska. The aggregated findings
and analysis of these studies, along with the Pebble Partnership’s ongoing, long-term engagement with
project stakeholders and federal and state regulators, are significant corporate assets as it prepares the
Pebble Project for permitting.
Geological understandings of the Pebble deposit and surrounding region are well advanced. Pebble is a
calc-alkalic copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry deposit located in an accretive, convergent tectonic
setting, and related to porphyritic stocks and sills of diorite to granodiorite composition. Chalcopyrite
and, to a lesser degree, bornite-bearing veins comprise the vast majority of mineralization at Pebble.
Geometallurgical studies have delineated five main material types at Pebble; each type shows similar
copper, gold and molybdenum mineralogy and deportment.
The deposit extends from surface in the west to a depth of more than 5,577 ft on its eastern boundary
over a horizontal distance of 2.4 miles; north to south, the deposit measures 1.5 miles. A wedge-like
cover sequences of post-mineralized Tertiary volcanics and sedimentary rocks overly the eastern
portion of the deposit, ranging in thickness from 0 to 1,800 ft. At its eastern margin, this cover
sequence and the Pebble deposit is down-dropped by the north-northeast trending ZG1 fault.
The most recent (February 2010) mineral resource estimate for the Pebble deposit is defined by core
logging of 509 diamond drill holes. The total number of exploration, delineation, geotechnical,
metallurgical and environmental holes drilled on the Pebble property since 1988 is 1,158, comprising
948,638 ft (289,145 m).
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Since 2001, Northern Dynasty and subsequently the Pebble Partnership have maintained an effective
QA/QC system consistent with industry best practice. Since 2004, the Pebble QA/QC has been
overseen by independent specialist consultants providing ongoing monitoring, facility inspection and
timely reporting of the performance of standards, blanks and duplicates in the drill hole sampling and
analytical program. The results of this program indicate that analytical results are of a high quality
suitable for use in detailed modeling and resource evaluation studies.
At a 0.30% CuEQ cut-off, the Pebble mineral resource comprises:
x

5.94 billion tonnes of Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources grading 0.78% CuEQ,
containing 55 billion pounds of copper, 67 million ounces of gold, and 3.3 billion pounds of
molybdenum; and

x

4.84 billion tonnes of Inferred Mineral Resources grading 0.53% CuEQ, containing 25.6 billion
pounds of copper, 40.4 million ounces of gold, and 2.3 billion pounds of molybdenum.

It should be noted that Inferred mineral resources are considered to be too speculative to allow the
application of technical and economic parameters to support mine planning and the evaluation of the
economic viability of the project. As such, there is currently no certainty that development cases
incorporating Inferred mineral resources can be realized.
The development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment contemplate open pit mining of the
Pebble deposit utilizing conventional drill, blast and truck-haul methods, with an initial mine life of
25 years and potential for mine life extensions to 78 years and beyond. Underground block caving
remains a viable option for developing higher-grade resources in subsequent phases of mining, and
will be further investigated during the initial 25 years of production. Phases of development beyond
25 years will require separate permitting and development decisions to be made in the future, based on
prevailing conditions at the time and the accumulated experience gained from developing and
operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project.
Reconnaissance of the Pebble property has identified a number of exploration targets, some of which
have been tested and found to contain deposit-grade mineralization. Further exploration of these
targets is warranted as they may provide significant opportunities to extend the mine life and expand
production.
It should be noted that the project description the Pebble Partnership ultimately elects to submit for
permitting under the US National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) may differ from the development
cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment. The Pebble Partnership continues to advance
engineering and project design toward the completion of a Prefeasibility Study for the Pebble Project.
This effort will be informed by input received from project stakeholders through public consultation
forums undertaken in Alaska prior to the completion of a Prefeasibility Study and the submission of
permit applications.
A process plant with nominal mill throughput of 200,000 tons per day, and depending on ore softness
ranging up to 275,000 tons per day in some years of mining, will incorporate conventional crush-grindfloat technology and equipment, with secondary gold recovery. Mine site facilities will be powered by a
378 MW combined-cycle natural-gas fired turbine plant at the mine site, fuelled by natural gas piped
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from the Kenai Peninsula. Marketable products from this facility include a 26% copper-gold
concentrate with gold, silver and palladium, a 52% molybdenum concentrate with rhenium, and gold
doré.
Copper-gold concentrate will be pumped via pipeline to a permanent deep-sea port on Cook Inlet
some 66 miles to the east for shipping to off-shore smelters. Molybdenum concentrate will be trucked
along an 86-mile all-weather, permanent access road to the port site for shipment to an off-shore
molybdenum autoclave plant. Gold doré will be transported by air from an existing aviation facility at
Iliamna.
The three successive development cases presented in this Preliminary Assessment have a common
capital cost of $4.7 billion, and a 48-month execution schedule. This capital estimate excludes costs
associated with port, road and power infrastructure, as it is planned that these project components will
be developed through outsource relationships with third-parties.
The financial model presented in this Preliminary Assessment is based on long-term forecast metal
prices of $2.50 per pound of copper, $1,050 per ounces of gold, $13.50 per pound of molybdenum, $15
per ounce of silver, $3,000 per kilograms of rhenium and $490 per ounce of palladium. Annual cash
flows are calculated and subsequently discounted at a rate of 7% – a blend of the 8% rate commonly
applied to copper and other base metal projects and the 5% rate commonly applied to gold and other
precious metal projects. Smelting, refining and concentrate transport charges, fixed and variable
operating costs, initial and sustaining capital costs, and annual recovered metal production,
incorporating tonnage milled, head grades and recoveries, have been considered.
The suite of valuable metals contained in the Pebble deposit – copper, gold, molybdenum, silver,
rhenium, palladium – not only enhance the project economics but will provide a level of cash flow
protection during operations. During lower price cycle periods for some metals, the prices of other
metals may be higher.
The 45-year Reference Case has been selected by Wardrop as the base case for this Preliminary
Assessment. It achieves a NPV of $6.1 billion, an IRR of 14.2% and a capital payback period of 6.2 years.
Over 45 years, it will process 3.8 billion tons of ore and produce 30.5 billion pounds of copper,
30.3 million ounces of gold, 1.4 billion pounds of molybdenum, 140 million ounces of silver, 1.2 million
kilograms of rhenium and 907,000 ounces of palladium.
The 25-year IDC Case achieves an NPV of $3.8 billion, an IRR of 13.4% and a capital payback period of
6.5 years. Over 25 years, it will process 1.99 billion tons of ore and produce 12.9 billion pounds of
copper, 16.4 million ounces of gold, 616 million pounds of molybdenum, 67.2 million ounces of silver,
502,000 kilograms of rhenium and 385,000 ounces of palladium.
The 78-year Resource Case achieves an NPV of $6.8 billion, an IRR of 14.5% and a capital payback
period of 6.1 years. Over 78 years, it will process 6.5 billion tonnes of ore and produce 53.4 billion lb of
copper, 50.1 million ounces of gold, 2.8 billion pounds of molybdenum, 242 million ounces of silver,
2.3 million kilograms of rhenium and 1.59 million ounces of palladium.
In order to calculate an NPV and IRR for Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the Pebble Project, Anglo
American’s funding requirement to retain its 50% interest must be considered. Assuming that $1
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billion of Anglo American’s $1.425 to $1.5 billion funding requirements will be applied to the Pebble
Project’s capital cost for construction, the pre-tax economic valuation at long-term metal prices of
Northern Dynasty’s interest in each of the three development cases are summarized below:
x

The 45-year Reference Case achieves an NPV of $3.6 billion, an IRR of 18.0% and a capital
payback period of 4.7 years for Northern Dynasty’s interest.

x

The 25-year IDC Case achieves an NPV of $2.4 billion, an IRR of 17.3% and a capital payback
period of 4.9 years for Northern Dynasty’s interest.

x

The 78-year Resource Case achieves an NPV of $3.9 billion, and IRR of 18.4% and a capital
payback period of 4.6 years for Northern Dynasty’s interest.

Fixed and variable operating costs for open pit, tailings, process, G&A, environmental and
transportation have been derived by discipline and applied annually to the mine plan tonnage for each
of the three development cases. Total life-of-mine operating costs for the 45-year Reference Case are
$11.55 per ton milled.
The Pebble Project will generate significant direct and indirect employment, business/economic
activity and government revenues in the Bristol Bay region, the State of Alaska and the United States.
The Pebble Partnership has a stated intention to maximize project benefits for the residents and
communities of southwest Alaska, and is developing long-term workforce and business development
strategies to realize this goal.
A major part of this economic activity will be in the form of employment. The workforce will peak at
2,500 people during construction and will require approximately 20 million manhours of labour.
During operations, approximately 1,000 people will be employed in high-paying jobs at a mine which
has decades of life.
Transportation and energy infrastructure development associated with the Pebble Project also has the
potential to deliver significant benefits for communities in southwest Alaska, by lowering the cost of
living for local residents and supporting economic growth and diversification. Meaningful benefits
associated with power generation and transmission, in particular, could be extended to communities
throughout the Bristol Bay region.
Given the intensive technical, engineering, environmental, permitting and socioeconomic study
programs undertaken in support of the Pebble Project since 2005, much of the analysis and supporting
data in this Preliminary Assessment exceeds that often found in reports of this type, and approaches a
pre-feasibility and (in some cases) feasibility level of detail.
This Preliminary Assessment has demonstrated robust economic results for the Pebble Project, but has
also identified a long list of opportunities to further enhance the project value.
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20.0

OPPORTUNITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

20.1

RESOURCE

The resources at Pebble continue to provide a number of opportunities.
20.1.1

EASTERN EXTENSION

The mineralization surrounding the 1,000 ft high grade intersection in hole 6348 is still open. This
represents a significant opportunity to expand the highest grade portion of the Pebble deposit at
depth, to the east.
20.1.2

ADDITIONAL DEPOSITS

A number of deposits have been identified on the property, including a higher grade gold zone.
Additional low grade gold mineralization has been identified and a number of geophysical anomalies
have yet to be tested. These exploration targets could further enhance the project by changing the gold
production levels and by providing options for future project expansion.
20.1.3

SILVER

A number of areas of the deposit have superior silver grades. The mine plan has not been optimized for
silver and this should be assessed during the next phase of study.

20.2

MINING

20.2.1

GENERAL

The Pebble deposit is very large, and even the 78-year Resource Case would exploit only 55% of the
total resource. This deposit scale affords a number of opportunities over the long term to optimize the
project over its life or to change the mine plan in response to short to medium term changes in
markets or other factors. This would enable future mine planners to consider exploiting different parts
of the deposit for higher grades of, for example, silver if the silver price is high; to evaluate production
expansions; and to assess potential underground operations.
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OPEN PIT

PIT OPTIMIZATION
The open pit shells used in this study have been generated using parameters developed in early 2009.
A number of these parameters (e.g. metal prices, operating costs) have seen significant improvement
since that time. These changes may have a beneficial impact on the pit development sequence and
should be incorporated into the pit optimization during the next study phase. The other optimization
parameters should also be confirmed as part of this process.
PIT WALL SLOPES
The Pebble Partnership has reviewed the impact of changes to the current pit wall slopes. The upper
sections, through overburden and the immediately underlying frost-shattered bedrock, may have to be
flattened. However, the rock sections, particularly those in the higher eastern walls, could be
steepened from the current 39° slope to 41°.
Slope changes of this order could result in a net waste rock reduction in the 25-year IDC Case open pit
by approximately 30 million tons. This benefit will be much greater in the 45-year Reference Case and
78-year Resource Case, both of which exploit more of the deeper ore to the east.
OPTIMIZE PRODUCTION FORECAST
There is an extended period of low stripping beyond year 45 in the 78-year Resource Case, which
indicates the sequencing of the 45-year open pit could be optimized by reducing the strip ratio leading
into the mining of the later ore. Further, the value demonstrated by the 78-year Resource Case
demonstrates that running the pit optimization over the life of the project may also further increase
the project returns.
AUTOMATION
The use of autonomous trucks has been shown to add significant value to the Pebble Project.
Additional automation opportunities, such as blasthole drilling, would likely have analogous benefits.
20.2.3

UNDERGROUND

A potential underground mine has not been considered as a primary case in this study. Further
assessment of this option is warranted to evaluate methodologies of enhancing relative economics of
an underground mine and confirming its performance.

20.3

PROCESS

20.3.1

AUTOMATION

Plant automation may provide future opportunities.
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SAG MILL SIZE

The current SAG mill size – 40 ft diameter – was selected because it was the largest mill currently in
operation. However, a 42 ft diameter mill has recently been ordered for another project. The improved
throughput from a larger mill diameter would further enhance the net present value of the project by a
significant amount.
20.3.3

GOLD RECOVERY

Some other copper-gold porphyry projects report higher gold recoveries than the 71% currently
projected for Pebble. Additional work should be undertaken to optimize gold recovery, as a 5%
increase to 76% recovery would further enhance the NPV of the 45-Year Reference Case by $300
million, based on the sensitivity analysis.
Gold recoveries would be increased by reducing the copper-gold concentrate copper grade; trade-off
analysis of this opportunity should be conducted during the next phase of the study.
20.3.4

GRINDING CIRCUIT

In the current grinding circuit layout, crushed pebbles are returned to the SAG mill (SABC-A circuit).
However, depending on the characteristics of the plant feed at a given time, this arrangement may
underutilize the capacity of the mills. An analysis has been completed which shows the option of
returning the crushed pebbles to the ball mills (SABC-B circuit) could increase mill throughput by 5%
to 10%. A 5% improvement in throughput would increase the NPV of the 45-year Reference Case by
$600 million.
20.3.5

PRODUCTION INCREASE

The scale of the resource would enable processing of a much higher daily ore throughput; previous
analysis has shown beneficial financial impacts of such expansions. Such results warrant further study
as the project progresses through subsequent study phases.

20.4

INFRASTRUCTURE

20.4.1

PORT

Alternative port construction techniques should be evaluated, such as building the facility as caissons
which could be towed to site and ballasted to the seafloor.
20.4.2

OTHER OUTSOURCING OPPORTUNITIES

In this Preliminary Assessment, only the three primary infrastructure components – access road, port
and power generation – were considered for outsourcing to third party providers. However, a wide
range of other opportunities exist, which could both improve the project economics and provide
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additional opportunities for local businesses. Some of these were considered in the study, such as air
transport to local villages, but others include:
x

concentrate and water return pipelines;

x

mine and port site accommodations facilities;

x

freight transport between Port Site 1 and the mine site;

x

local transportation, at the mine site and between the mine site and local villages;

x

turn-key fuel supply; and

x

mine equipment maintenance.

These opportunities should be further examined during subsequent study phases.

20.5

PROJECT EXECUTION AND OPERATION

20.5.1

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

Under the current schedule project construction would require four years. A number of options, such
as enhancing early mobilization, should be explored to identify potential opportunities for reducing
this period. In addition, although the cost improvement for modularization was included in the project
capital cost, the schedule improvements were not. This should be corrected in the next round of study,
as a one year schedule reduction could further increase the NPV 45-year Reference Case by $400
million.
20.5.2

CONSTRUCTION CASH FLOW

A significant opportunity to improve project NPV exists by optimizing the cash flow during project
implementation. This should be further evaluated during the next phase of study.
20.5.3

RAMP-UP

The production plan utilizes standard McNulty Curve ramp-up targets for the process plant, resulting
in an 18 month period from initial to full production. This has a significant impact on project NPV and
thus identifying options for improving ramp-up will provide superior results.
20.5.4

SUSTAINING CAPITAL

The level of sustaining capital, particularly in later mine life years, should be evaluated to confirm it is
required. In particular, the mining equipment life cycle seems conservative and should be re-evaluated
to ensure it meets current North American operating standards.
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Many of the costs were derived or were estimated on the basis of information collected in 2008, which
was a period of hyper inflation. Further analysis should be conducted during the next level of study to
determine if additional savings are possible as it is possible that substantial cost reductions could be
realized through an updated analysis.
20.6.2

CONTINGENCY

The capital cost contingency level of 17.7% is appropriate for a concept-level study. However, much of
the engineering to support this study was done at a level superior to a concept-level study and in a
number of instances approaches prefeasibility accuracy. For the 45-year Reference Case, each
reduction of 1% in the contingency estimate results in a $42 million increase in the Pebble Project’s
pre-tax NPV7. During the next phase of study, particular attention should be paid to ensuring the
contingency level matches the accuracy of the estimate.
20.6.3

CAPITAL COST

Wardrop has reviewed the methodology used to develop the capital cost estimate and believes, based
on their experience, certain costs may have been overestimated. Wardrop completed a preliminary,
high-level estimate of the likely range of capital cost outcomes and a savings of some $362 million from
the current capital cost estimate was identified. A capital cost reduction of $362 million would result in
a 0.8% improvement in the pre-tax IRR for the Pebble project to 15%, and a $313 million improvement
in pre-tax NPV7 to $6,442 million. For Northern Dynasty, such a capital cost reduction for the project
would result in an increase in its post-tax IRR of 1.3% to 16.7%, and an increase of $128 million in its
post-tax NPV7 to $2,486 million. As the project develops through subsequent phases Wardrop
anticipates that further cost savings are possible through engineering optimization.
20.6.4

POWER

The power cost of $0.066/kWh was based on a natural gas price of $7/mcf, which is considerably above
the current price of approximately $4/mcf. This gas price should receive particular attention during the
next phase of study, as the power cost almost directly correlates to the natural gas price.

20.7

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

20.7.1

REAL OPTIONS

The financial analysis was conducted using classic discounted cash flow techniques. These techniques
demonstratively penalize long-life projects, which is enhanced in Pebble’s case due to its very long life.
Alternate techniques, such as Real Options, are available and in many instances in project assessments
have shown the actual project results are likely to be much better than projected by discounted flows.
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A Real Options analysis should be conducted during the next phase of study to determine the extent to
which the discounted cash flow treatment of uncertainty may be artificially understating the value of
Pebble.
20.7.2

PRECIOUS METAL STREAMING

Many recently announced projects have included pre-sales of portions of their precious metal streams.
Preliminary analysis of this option has shown that, under the correct circumstances, such pre-sales
could add substantial economic value to the project. Precious metal financing strategies should be
further studied during the next phase of the project.
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As of the date of this certificate, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the
technical report contains all scientific and technical information that is required to be
disclosed to make the technical report not misleading.

Signed and dated this 17th day of February, 2011 at Vancouver, BC
“Original document signed and sealed
by Marinus Andre de Ruijter, P.Eng.”
Marinus Andre de Ruijter, P.Eng.
Senior Metallurgical Engineer
Wardrop Engineering Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFIED PERSON
I, Aleksandar äivkoviü, of Toronto, Ontario, do hereby certify:
x

I am the Manager, Geotechnical Engineering with Wardrop Engineering Inc. with a
business address at #900 – 330 Bay St., Toronto, ON, M5H 2S8.

x

This certificate applies to the technical report entitled “Preliminary Assessment of the
Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska”, dated February 17, 2011 (the “Technical Report”).

x

I am a graduate of the University of Belgrade, (dipl. ing., B.A.Sc., Geological Option of
Geological Engineering, 1986).

x

I am a member in good standing of the Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of: Ontario (#90375882), British Columbia (#25771), Manitoba (#32434),
and Saskatchewan (License #16969), as well as the Association of Professional
Engineers, Geologists and Geophysicists of Alberta (License # 113119).

x

My relevant experience with respect to this study covers geotechnical engineering
design aspects of the development of mine infrastructure and mine waste management
including numerous projects in Canada, United States, Europe, Australasia, Latin
America and Africa for the past 24 years.

x

I am a “Qualified Person” for purposes of National Instrument 43-101 (the “Instrument”).

x

I have not conducted a personal inspection of the Property.

x

I am responsible for Section 18.3 of the Technical Report, as well as those portions of
Section 18.5, 19.0, and 20.0 that pertain to tailings.

x

I am independent of Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. as defined by Section 1.4 of the
Instrument.

x

I have no prior involvement with the Property that is the subject of the Technical Report.

x

I have read the Instrument and the technical report has been prepared in compliance
with the Instrument.

x

As of the date of this certificate, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the
technical report contains all scientific and technical information that is required to be
disclosed to make the technical report not misleading.

Signed and dated this 17th day of February, 2011 at Toronto, Ontario
“Original document signed and sealed
by Aleksandar äivkoviü, P.Eng.”
Aleksandar äivkoviü, P.Eng.
Manager, Geotechnical Engineering
Wardrop Engineering Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFIED PERSON
I, Tysen Hantelmann, of Edmonton, Alberta, do hereby certify:
x

I am a Senior Mining Engineer with Wardrop Engineering Inc. with a business address
at: 14940 – 123 Avenue, Edmonton, AB, T5V 1B4.

x

This certificate applies to the technical report entitled “Preliminary Assessment of the
Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska”, dated February 17, 2011 (the “Technical Report”).

x

I am a graduate of the University of Alberta (B.Sc., Mining Engineering, 2001; M.Eng.,
Mining Engineering, 2003).

x

I am a member in good standing of the Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of Alberta (M71697).

x

My relevant experience is 11 years of mine engineering and mine operations experience
including long-range and short-range production scheduling, pit optimization, pit and
dump design, operating and capital cost estimation and financial analysis.

x

I am a “Qualified Person” for purposes of National Instrument 43-101 (the “Instrument”).

x

My most recent personal inspection of the Property was September 1, 2010 for 1 day.

x

I am responsible for Section 18.1 of the Technical Report and those portions of
Sections 18.5, 18.6, 19.0 and 20.0 that pertain to mining.

x

I am independent of Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. as defined by Section 1.4 of the
Instrument.

x

I have no prior involvement with the Property that is the subject of the Technical Report.

x

I have read the Instrument and the technical report has been prepared in compliance
with the Instrument.

x

As of the date of this certificate, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the
technical report contains all scientific and technical information that is required to be
disclosed to make the technical report not misleading.

Signed and dated this 17th day of February, 2011 at Edmonton, Alberta
“Original document signed and sealed
by Tysen Hantelmann, P.Eng., M.Eng.”
Tysen Hantelmann, P.Eng. M.Eng.
Senior Mining Engineer
Wardrop Engineering Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFIED PERSON
I, Douglas Ramsey, of Vancouver, BC, do hereby certify:
x

I am a Manager – Environmental Assessment, Permitting, and Natural Resources with
Wardrop Engineering Inc. with a business address at #800 – 555 West Hastings St.,
Vancouver, BC, V6B 1M1.

x

This certificate applies to the technical report entitled “Preliminary Assessment of the
Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska”, dated February 17, 2011 (the “Technical Report”).

x

I am a graduate of the University of Manitoba (B.Sc. (Hons) Zoology, 1979; M.Sc.
Zoology, 1985).

x

I am a member in good standing of the College of Applied Biology, British Columbia, as
a Registered Professional Biologist (#1581).

x

My relevant experience is 28+ years as an environmental consultant working in
environmental permitting, and 22 years of experience in the environmental permitting,
monitoring, and closure of mining projects.

x

I am a “Qualified Person” for purposes of National Instrument 43-101 (the “Instrument”).

x

I have not conducted a personal inspection of the Property.

x

I am responsible for Section 18.4 of the Technical Report, as well as those portions of
Sections 19.0 and 20.0 pertaining to sustainability, water, and stakeholder relations.

x

I am independent of Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. as defined by Section 1.4 of the
Instrument.

x

I have no prior involvement with the Property that is the subject of the Technical Report.

x

I have read the Instrument and the technical report has been prepared in compliance
with the Instrument.

x

As of the date of this certificate, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the
technical report contains all scientific and technical information that is required to be
disclosed to make the technical report not misleading.

Signed and dated this 17th day of February, 2011 at Vancouver, BC
“Original document signed and sealed
by Douglas Ramsey, R.P.Bio (BC)”
Douglas Ramsey, R.P.Bio. (BC)
Manager – Environmental Assessment,
Permitting, and Natural Resources
Wardrop Engineering Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFIED PERSON
I, Scott Cowie, of Perth, Australia, do hereby certify:
x

I am the General Manager with Tetra Tech Australia Pty. Ltd. with a business address at
Level 5, 220 St Georges Tce, Perth, WA, 6000.

x

This certificate applies to the technical report entitled “Preliminary Assessment of the
Pebble Project, Southwest Alaska”, dated February 17, 2011 (the “Technical Report”).

x

I am a graduate of the University of Queensland (Bachelor of Engineering (Mining),
2001) and Queensland University of Technology (Bachelor of Laws, 2009).

x

I am a member in good standing of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
(Member Number: 206253).

x

I have nine (9) years of experience as a mining engineer in both engineering and
operating environments including mineral reserve estimation, mine optimization, mine
cost estimation, and various operational roles.

x

My relevant experience with respect to financial modelling includes completion of
scoping study to feasibility study mineral project evaluations for base, industrial, and
precious metals.

x

I am a “Qualified Person” for purposes of National Instrument 43-101 (the “Instrument”).

x

I have not conducted a personal inspection of the Property.

x

I am responsible for Section 18.8 of the Technical Report, as well as those portions of
Sections 19.0 and 20.0 that pertain to the financial model.

x

I am independent of Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. as defined by Section 1.4 of the
Instrument.

x

I have no prior involvement with the Property that is the subject of the Technical Report.

x

I have read the Instrument and the technical report has been prepared in compliance
with the Instrument.

x

As of the date of this certificate, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the
technical report contains all scientific and technical information that is required to be
disclosed to make the technical report not misleading.

Signed and dated this 17th day of February, 2011 at Perth, Australia
“Original document signed
by Scott Cowie, MAusIMM”
Scott Cowie, MAusIMM
General Manager
Tetra Tech Australia Pty. Ltd.
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EX-99.1 2 exhibit99-1.htm PRESS RELEASE FEBRUARY 23, 2011

Northern Dynasty Receives Positive Preliminary Assessment Technical Report for
Globally Significant Pebble Copper-Gold-Molybdenum Project in Southwest Alaska
Wardrop completes independent Preliminary Assessment report based on concept, pre-feasibility and
feasibility-level study programs completed by Pebble Partnership and Northern Dynasty
Preliminary Assessment describes and assigns potential economic value to three mine development cases
comprising 25, 45 and 78 years of open pit mining and a nominal processing rate of 200,000 tons per day
For the Pebble Project, the 45-year Reference Case yields a 14.2% pre-tax IRR, a 6.2 -year payback on initial
capital investment of $4.7 billion and a $6.1 billion pre-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate and long-term metal prices.
At current prevailing metal prices, the 45-year Reference Case yields a 23.2% pre-tax IRR,
a 3.2 -year payback on initial capital investment and a $15.7 billion pre-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate
For Northern Dynasty’s 50% share of the project, the 45-year Reference Case yields an 18% pre-tax and
15.4% post-tax IRR, a 4.7 -year pre-tax and 5.3 -year post-tax payback on initial capital investment and a
$3.6 billion pre-tax and $2.4 billion post-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate and long-term metal prices.
At current prevailing metal prices, the 45-year Reference Case yields a 30.2% pre-tax and 25.1% post-tax IRR,
a 2.6 -year pre-tax and 3.1 -year post-tax payback on initial capital investment and an
$8.3 billion pre-tax and $5.6 billion post-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate for Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest
The 45-year Reference Case produces 31 B lb copper, 30 M oz gold, 1.4 B lb molybdenum, 140 M oz silver,
1.2 M kg rhenium and 907,000 oz palladium while mining only 32% of the mineral resource
For the 45-year Reference Case, cash costs per payable lb of copper after by-product credits total –$0.11
February 23, 2011, Vancouver, BC – A National Instrument 43-101-compliant Technical Report on a Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble
Copper-Gold-Molybdenum Project (the “Pebble Project”) in southwest Alaska, completed for Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (TSX: NDM;
NYSE Amex: NAK) by Wardrop, a Tetra Tech Company (“Wardrop”), confirms that Pebble is an economically robust project with the
potential to become one of the most important metal producers of the 21st century. The Preliminary Assessment updates and substantially
revises project economic analysis last done by Northern Dynasty in 2004, and so constitutes a material change for which a material change
report containing the full executive summary will be shortly filed at www.sedar.comand at www.northerndynasty.com, along with a complete
copy of the Technical Report.
The Preliminary Assessment is based on Wardrop’s comprehensive review of recent engineering and technical studies undertaken principally
by the Pebble Limited Partnership (the “Pebble Partnership”) and by Northern Dynasty. The economic assessments and other opinions
expressed in the Preliminary Assessment are strictly those of Northern Dynasty and Wardrop, and do not reflect the views of any other
stakeholder in the project. The Pebble Partnership continues to separately undertake detailed engineering studies toward the completion of a
Prefeasibility Report for the Pebble Project as contemplated by the 2007 Limited Partnership Agreement, including ongoing programs to
engage project stakeholders in the planning process. As such, any project which is ultimately put forward by the Pebble Partnership for
permitting under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) may differ from those mine models presented in the Preliminary
Assessment.
“The Pebble Project is among a handful of mineral projects around the world with the potential to meaningfully enhance global production of
copper, gold and molybdenum at a time when worldwide demand is increasingly outstripping supply,” said Northern Dynasty President &
CEO Ron Thiessen. “After many years of exhaustive geological, environmental and socioeconomic study, as well as intensive engineering
effort, this Preliminary Assessment confirms Pebble’s potential as a modern, world-class mine that provides decades of benefits to
shareholders, to the people and communities of Alaska, and to the U.S. and global economies.”
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The Preliminary Assessment describes and assigns potential economic value for three successive development cases:
1.

An Investment Decision Case (“IDC Case”), which describes an initial 25-year open pit mine life upon which a decision to
initiate mine permitting, construction and operations may be based;

2.

A Reference Case, which is based on 45 years of open pit mine production; and

3.

A Resource Case, which is based on 78 years of open pit mine production and seeks to assess the longer- term value of the
project in current dollars.

The 25-year IDC Case is the only scenario for which a tailings storage facility has been comprehensively engineered, although preliminary
engineering studies have identified a number of suitable sites nearby to receive tailings after 25 years. Ongoing investigations undertaken
during the first 25 years of mining, including construction of an early access shaft, would determine the optimal mining method and plan for
subsequent phases of development.
For the purposes of its Preliminary Assessment, Wardrop has selected the 45-year Reference Case as its base case. All currency values are in
US dollars. Production rates are stated in imperial tons.
A Preliminary Assessment is preliminary in nature, and includes Inferred mineral resources that are considered too speculative geologically
to have economic considerations applied to them that would enable them to be categorized as mineral reserves. There is no assurance that the
Preliminary Assessment will be realized.
Preliminary Assessment Key Findings
At a 0.30% CuEQ1 cutoff, the Pebble mineral resource comprises:
5.94 billion tonnes of Measured and Indicated resources grading 0.78% CuEQ2 , and containing 55 billion pounds of copper,
67 million ounces of gold, and 3.3 billion pounds of molybdenum; and
4.84 billion tonnes of Inferred resources grading 0.53% CuEQ, and containing 25.6 billion pounds of copper, 40.4 million
ounces of gold, and 2.3 billion pounds of molybdenum.
The Pebble deposit supports open pit mining utilizing conventional drill, blast and truck-haul methods, with an initial mine life of 25
years and potential for mine extensions to 78 years and beyond.
The potential exists for underground block cave development at a mining rate of 150,000 tons per day to emerge as the preferred
mining method for phases of development beyond 25 years.
The process plant employs conventional crush-grind-float technology and equipment with a nominal throughput of 200,000 tons per
day, as well as secondary gold recovery. Average mill throughput for the first 25 years would be 219,000 tons per day, rising to
229,000 tons per day for the 45-year and 78-year cases.
_______________________________
1 The Preliminary Assessment is

based on mineral resources announced by Northern Dynasty in a news release dated February 1, 2010. The
mineral resources fall within a volume or shell defined by long-term metal price estimates of $2.50/lb copper, $900/oz gold and $25/lb
molybdenum. Mineral resources that are not mineral reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability.
Copper equivalent calculations for this resource estimate used metal prices of $1.85/lb for copper, $902/oz for gold and $12.50/lb for
molybdenum, and metallurgical recoveries of 85% for copper 69.6% for gold, and 77.8% for molybdenum in the Pebble West area and 89.3%
for copper, 76.8% for gold, 83.7% for molybdenum in the Pebble East area. Recovery values reflect average results of metallurgical testwork
completed to the date of the February 1, 2010 estimate and are subject to revision pending ongoing metallurgical studies. Revenue is
calculated for each metal based on grades, recoveries and selected metal prices; accumulated revenues are then divided by the revenue at 1%
copper. Recoveries for gold and molybdenum are normalized to the copper recovery as shown below:
CuEq (Pebble West) = Cu % + (Au g/t x 69.6%/85% x 29.00/40.79) + (Mo % x 77.8%/85% x 75.58/40.79)
CuEq (Pebble East) = Cu% + (Au g/t x 76.8%/89.3% x 29.00/40.79)+ (Mo % x 83.7%/89.3% x 5.58/40.79)

2

Individual grades for each metal, as well as estimates for Measured and Indicated resources, are shown in the Mineral Resources section
below.
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Other project facilities and infrastructure include: a 378 megawatt natural gas-fired turbine plant at the mine site; an 86-mile
transportation corridor to Cook Inlet for road and pipeline rights-of-way; and a new deep- water port on Cook Inlet.
Construction of the Pebble Project would take four years, and employ a peak labour force of 2,080. The operations workforce
averages 1,120 over the first 25 years of mining.
The 45-year Reference Case processes 3.8 billion tons of material with a strip ratio of 2.1:1 and average grades of 0.46% copper,
0.011 oz gold per ton and 214 ppm molybdenum.
The 45-year Reference Case produces 31 billion lb copper, 30 million oz gold, 1.4 billion lb molybdenum, 140 million oz silver, 1.2
million kg rhenium and 907,000 oz palladium, while mining 32% of the total Pebble mineral resource.
Economic valuations are expressed in US dollars in real terms utilizing long-term metal prices of $2.50/lb copper, $1,050/oz gold,
$13.50/lb molybdenum, $15/oz silver, $3,000/kg rhenium and $490/oz palladium.
Annual cash flows are calculated and subsequently discounted at a rate of 7%. Market convention generally uses a discount rate of 8%
for copper and other base metal projects and 5% for gold and other precious metal projects. Given the large contribution of gold to
total revenues at Pebble, a 7% blended discount rate has been selected.
For the Pebble Project, the 45-year Reference Case yields a 14.2% pre-tax Internal Rate of Return (IRR), a 6.2-year payback on initial
capital investment and a $6.1 billion pre-tax Net Present Value (NPV) at long-term metal prices and a 7% discount rate. At current
prevailing metal prices, the 45-year Reference Case yields a 23.2% pre-tax IRR, a 3.2-year payback on initial capital investment and a
$15.7 billion pre-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate.
For Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the Pebble Project, the 45-year Reference Case yields an 18% pre-tax and 15.4% post-tax
IRR, a 4.7-year pre-tax and 5.3-year post-tax payback on initial capital investment, and a $3.6 billion pre-tax and $2.4 billion post-tax
NPV at a 7% discount rate at long-term metal prices. At current prevailing metal prices, Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the
Pebble Project yields an 30.2% pre-tax and 25.1% post-tax IRR, a 2.6-year pre-tax and 3.1-year post-tax payback on initial capital
investment and an $8.3 billion pre-tax and $5.6 billion post-tax NPV at a 7% discount rate.
Initial capital expenditures for all three development cases are estimated at $4.7 billion, excluding capital costs associated with
outsourced power, road and port infrastructure. Sustaining capital requirements for the 45-year Reference Case are estimated to be
$6.14 billion.
Operating costs for the 45-year Reference Case average $966 million per year and total $43.5 billion over the life of the mine.
Operating costs per ton milled average $11.55 for the 45-year Reference Case, while cash costs per payable pound of copper, after byproduct credits, are -$0.11.
Net Smelter Return (NSR) for the 45-year Reference Case averages $2.67 billion per year and totals $120.2 billion over the life of
mine. NSR per ton milled for the 45-year Reference Case averages $31.91.
For the 45-year Reference Case, 56% of NSR would be derived from copper, 24% from gold, 16% from molybdenum and 4% from
other metals (silver, rhenium and palladium).
Pebble Project Development Overview
Mine Site Development
As described in the Preliminary Assessment, the Pebble deposit supports an open pit mine utilizing conventional drill, blast and truck-haul
methods, with an initial life of 25 years and potential for mine extensions to 78 years and beyond. Phases of mine development beyond 25
years would require separate permitting and development decisions to be made in the future, based on prevailing conditions at the time and
the accumulated experience gained from developing and operating the initial phase of the Pebble Project. Near-surface mineral resources in
the western portion of the deposit are most efficiently developed through open pit methods, but the potential exists for underground mining
(in particular block caving) to emerge as the preferred mining method for subsequent phases of development. Given its size, structure and
polymetallic nature, the Pebble deposit presents a great deal of flexibility in near-term and long-term development options.
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Of the three development cases, the 25-year IDC Case is the most comprehensively engineered. It seeks to mine near-surface resources for
rapid payback, primarily in Measured and Indicated categories but also including a small proportion (16%) of Inferred material. This initial
phase of mining processes about two billion tons of material or less than 20% of the total Pebble mineral resource. As such, it is not
considered to be ideal for assessing the potential long-term economic value of the Pebble Project.
The level of engineering applied to the 45-year Reference Case is similar to that in the 25-year IDC Case, with the exception of detailed
engineering associated with tailings storage after year 25. This extended phase of mining processes some 3.8 billion tons of material (or 32%
of the total Pebble mineral resource), primarily in Measured and Indicated categories in the western portion of the deposit. Inferred resources
comprise 28% of the total volume mined. Wardrop selected the 45-year Reference Case as the base case for its Preliminary Assessment due
to the enhanced level of development of the Pebble mineral resource within a timeframe that makes a significant contribution to the project’s
NPV. However, the 45-year Reference Case in itself is not an optimized mine plan.
The 78-year Resource Case is based on a continuation of mining methods, costs and assumptions that inform the 25-year IDC Case and the
45-year Reference Case. By developing some 55% of the Pebble mineral resource over eight decades, it is intended to demonstrate the
longer-term value of the Pebble Project. The 78-year Resource Case processes some 6.5 billion tons of material, primarily in Measured and
Indicated categories from both the western and eastern portions of the Pebble deposit. Inferred resources comprise 33% of the total volume
mined.
While the economic valuation of all three development cases is based on open pit mining only, a detailed description of underground block
cave mine design, operations, costs and production at a mining rate of 150,000 tons per day is also provided in the Preliminary Assessment.
The Pebble process plant, as described in the Preliminary Assessment, employs conventional crush-grind-float technology and equipment, as
well as secondary gold recovery, with a nominal throughput of 200,000 tons per day and the potential to process up to 275,000 tons per day in
certain years. Annual throughput averages 219,000 tons per day for the 25-year IDC Case, and 229,000 tons per day for the 45-year
Reference Case and 78-year Resource Case.
The grinding circuit comprises two 40 ft x 25 ft @ 29 megawatt semi-autogenous grinding (SAG) mills and four 26 ft x 40 ft @ 16.4
megawatt ball mills. The concentrator produces a copper-gold concentrate containing 26% copper and 18 grams gold per dry tonne, as well as
a 52% molybdenum concentrate and gold doré. It is anticipated that the Pebble Partnership would construct a molybdenum autoclave plant
offshore to treat the molybdenum concentrate, thereby realizing enhanced value through improved pricing for rhenium and additional copper
recovery.
Mine schedules have been developed for the life of mine in each development case, setting out volumes of mineralized and non-mineralized
material, densities, tons, dilution, grades of contained metals (copper, gold, molybdenum) and material hardness. A key aspect of these
schedules is the annual plant throughput tonnage, which is defined by the grindability of the mineralized material. The rate of production in
any given year is derived by that tonnage which utilizes all available energy for which the plant has been designed (909 GWh/a). The
production limit of 275,000 tons per day is therefore determined by the SAG mill hydraulic limit. Accordingly, the annual processing rate
fluctuates over the mine life as the hardness of the mill feed varies.
Other mine-site facilities and installations include tailings storage, rock storage, a 378 megawatt combined-cycle natural gas-fired turbine
plant, as well as shop, office and camp buildings.
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Pebble mine-site layout for the 25-year IDC Case

Copper-gold concentrate produced at Pebble is transported via a slurry pipeline to a new deep-water port on Cook Inlet. There it is de-watered
and bulk shipped to offshore smelters. Other products of the process plant are gold doré, which would be flown to market from an existing
aviation facility at Iliamna, and molybdenum concentrate, which would be bagged and trucked to the port for shipment.
Process tailings are stored behind purpose-built embankments during mining, and thereafter in the pit. A mine life extension beyond 25 years
would require a second tailings storage facility (TSF) to be developed; topographical and land status conditions in the project area present a
number of nearby siting opportunities. Engineering has been undertaken to a preliminary level for TSF sites with sufficient capacity to
receive mine tailings after 25 years.
The TSF option selected for the 25-year IDC Case is Site G, located approximately three miles west of the open pit. The TSF impoundment
would be created by three embankments. The north embankment is constructed initially to a height of approximately 200 feet and raised each
year, while the south and east embankments would be built later in the mine life as the impoundment fills. The ultimate height of the north
embankment is approximately 685 feet, while ultimate heights for the south and east embankments are approximately 450 feet and 100 feet,
respectively.
A site-wide water surplus is forecast at the Pebble Project over the life of the mine. All surplus water would be treated to meet prevailing
regulatory standards for water quality and the protection of aquatic life, and released to optimize downstream flow conditions for fish and
aquatic habitat.
Infrastructure Development
As described in the Preliminary Assessment, an 86-mile transportation corridor would be developed to link the Pebble mine site to a new
deep-water port on Cook Inlet, 66 miles to the east, as shown on the local infrastructure map. The transportation corridor includes a two-lane,
all-weather permanent access road, whose primary purpose is to transport freight by conventional highway tractors and trailers. The
transportation corridor also includes four buried, parallel pipelines, including:
a copper-gold concentrate slurry pipeline from the mine site to the port;
a return water pipeline from the port site to the mine;
a natural gas pipeline from the port site to the mine to fuel a natural gas-fired generating plant at the mine site; and
a diesel fuel pipeline from the port site to the mine.
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Pebble transportation corridor and port site location

A new, permanent deep-water port developed at the entrance to Iniskin Bay on Cook Inlet would serve as a product load-out facility, and
facilitate in-bound fuel, equipment and supply shipments. Facilities at the port include a barge dock, deep-sea ship dock, container storage
and a handling area for containers. Infrastructure components at the port site include a power generation plant, accommodation and
maintenance facilities, offices, fuel storage and transfer facilities. On an annual basis, the port would accommodate shipping of 1.1 million
tons of concentrate in Handymax vessels of approximately 50,000 tons, as well as diesel fuel and container barges of equipment and supplies.
Project planning assumes that the nearby Cook Inlet gasfield does not currently have adequate natural gas supplies to meet project needs.
Natural gas would be sourced from other regions of Alaska and transported by pipeline from the Kenai Peninsula across Cook Inlet via a seabottom line to the port site and along the transportation corridor to the mine site. An alternative is the importation of liquefied natural gas
(LNG) directly to the port site. Diesel fuel would be transported via pipeline from the port fuel storage facility to the mine site. In addition to
fuelling mobile mining equipment and other rolling stock, emergency electrical generators also operate on diesel fuel.
Project Workforce
Construction of the Pebble Project is projected to take four years, with a peak labour force of 2,080. The operations workforce is projected to
average 1,120 over the initial 25-year life of the mine, with longer-term labour requirements to be determined by the mine development
alternatives selected. Both construction and operations workforces would be accommodated in project camps at the mine site and the port
site, and work on a rotational basis. The Pebble Partnership has stated its intention to maximize local and Alaskan hire at the Pebble Project,
and is developing a workforce development plan to accomplish this goal.
Production Profiles
The 45-year Reference Case processes 3.8 billion tons of mineralized material, with a strip ratio of 2.1:1 and average grades of 0.46% copper,
0.011 oz gold per ton and 214 ppm molybdenum. Metallurgical recoveries average 87.9% for copper, 71.3% for gold and 87.9% for
molybdenum. Over the life of mine, the 45-year Reference Case produces 30.5 billion lb of copper, 30.3 million oz of gold and 1.4 billion lb
of molybdenum, as well as 140 million oz of silver, 1.2 million kg of rhenium and 907,000 oz of palladium.
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Production results for all three development cases are presented in the table below:
Item

Unit

Mine Life

IDC
Case

years

Mining Method

Reference
Case

Resource
Case

25

45

78

Open Pit

Open Pit

Open Pit
2.6

Strip Ratio

waste : ore

1.5

2.1

Processing Rate

M ton / yr

80

84

84

Total Processed

M ton

1,990

3,767

6,528

% of M+I+I Resource

%

17

32

55

Copper Eq. Grade

%

0.72

0.83

0.84

Copper Grade

%

0.38

0.46

0.46

oz / ton

0.012

0.011

0.011

ppm

182

214

243

Copper Recovery

%

86.6

87.9

88.4

Gold Recovery

%

71.5

71.3

71.2

Molybdenum Recovery

%

84.8

87.9

89.4

Copper Eq. Recovered

M lb

24,483

54,129

96,357

Gold Grade
Molybdenum Grade

Copper Recovered
Gold Recovered
Molybdenum Recovered
Peak Annual Copper Recovered

M lb

12,944

30,494

53,437

000 oz

16,391

30,307

50,133

M lb

616

1,420

2,835

M lb

822

1,157

1,096

000 oz

1,038

1,127

1,088

Peak Annual Molybdenum Recovered

M lb

43

56

62

Avg Annual Copper Recovered

M lb

518

678

685

000 oz

656

673

643

M lb

25

32

36

26% Cu-Au Concentrate Produced

000’s dmt

22,582

53,200

93,225

52% Mo Concentrate Produced

000’s dmt

537

1,239

2,473

Peak Annual Gold Recovered

Avg Annual Gold Recovered
Avg Annual Molybdenum Recovered

Financial Valuation
Pebble Project
Economic valuations for all three development cases presented in the Preliminary Assessment are expressed in US dollars in real terms. The
valuation date for NPV, IRR and other financial results is at the commencement of project construction.
Long-term and current prevailing metal prices applied to the financial model for each of the development cases are outlined in the table
below:
Metal Type

Unit

Long Term
Metal Prices

Current
Prevailing
Metal Prices

Copper

$/lb

2.50

4.00

Gold

$/oz

1,050

1,350

Molybdenum

$/lb

13.50

15.00

Silver

$/oz

15.00

28.00

Rhenium

$/kg

3,000

3,000

Palladium

$/oz

490

490
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Net Smelter Return (NSR) statistics at long-term metal prices for all three development cases are provided in the table below:
Description

Unit

IDC Case
25 years

Reference Case
45 years

Resource Case
78 years

NSR LOM

$M

54,637

120,197

213,970

NSR Annual Average

$M

2,185

2,671

2,743

Copper

%

52

55

55

Gold

%

29

24

22

Molybdenum

%

15

16

18

Other

%

4

5

5

$ / ton

27.45

31.91

32.78

NSR per ton milled

Annual cash flows are calculated and subsequently discounted at a rate of 7%. Market convention generally uses a discount rate of 8% for
copper and other base metal projects and 5% for gold and other precious metal projects. Given the large contribution of gold to total revenues
at the Pebble Project, a 7% blended discount rate has been selected. Financial results for all three development cases are summarized below:
Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Mine Life

Item

years

25

45

Resource Case
78

Initial Capital

$M

4,695

4,695

4,695

LOM Sustaining Capital

$M

3,204

6,140

11,727

LOM NSR

$M

54,637

120,197

213,970

NSR Per Ton

$ / ton

27.45

31.91

32.78

$M

22,208

43,489

96,063

Operating Cost Per Ton

$ / ton

11.16

11.55

14.72

C1 Copper Cost

$ / lb

-0.10

-0.11

0.21

LOM Pre-Tax Net Cash Flow

$M

20,123

55,278

87,329

LOM Operating Cost

Long-term Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback

$M

3,837

6,129

6,812

%

13.4%

14.2%

14.5%

years

6.5

6.2

6.1

$M

11,410

15,709

16,864

%

22.6%

23.2%

23.3%

years

3.2

3.2

3.2

Current Prevailing Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback

Pre-tax results are before income taxes but after net profits interest (NPI) royalty and local production taxes.
C1 Copper Cost is the cash cost per payable pound of copper (including operating costs and realization charges) after by-product credits
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Annual pre-tax cash flows for the 45-year Reference Case are illustrated in the figure below.

Northern Dynasty’s 50% Interest
Under the terms of the Pebble Limited Partnership Agreement, Anglo American is required to elect to commit $1.425 to $1.5 billion in staged
investments in order to retain its 50% interest in the Pebble Project. If a feasibility study for the project is completed after 2011, Anglo
American’s overall funding requirement increases from $1.425 billion to $1.5 billion. A significant proportion of Anglo American’s financial
contribution is expected to be applied to initial capital costs to construct the mine, thereby reducing Northern Dynasty’s capital requirements.
In order to calculate an NPV and IRR estimate for Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the Pebble Project under this scenario, it is necessary
to adjust Northern Dynasty’s share of initial capital costs. For the purpose of this calculation, it is assumed that $1 billion of Anglo
American’s funding requirement would be applied to the Pebble Project’s capital cost for construction. To the end of 2010, Anglo American
has invested some $325 million to advance the Pebble Project.
Inasmuch as Northern Dynasty is in a position to calculate taxes payable for its portion of profits associated with development of the Pebble
Project, financial results for Northern Dynasty’s 50% interest in the project have been presented on a pre-tax and post-tax basis, and at longterm and current prevailing metal prices, in the table below:
Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

$M

2,403

3,550

3,891

%

17.3

18.0

18.4

years

4.9

4.7

4.6

$M

6,190

8,339

8,917

%

29.5

30.2

30.4

years

2.7

2.6

2.6

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

%

14.6

15.4

15.8

years

5.6

5.3

5.3

$M

4,141

5,561

6,002

%

24.5

25.1

25.4

years

3.1

3.1

3.0

Long-term Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback
Current Prevailing Metal Prices
Pre-Tax NPV at 7%
Pre-Tax IRR
Pre-Tax Payback
Long-term Metal Prices
Post-Tax NPV at 7%
Post-Tax IRR
Post-Tax Payback
Current Prevailing Metal Prices
Post-Tax NPV at 7%
Post-Tax IRR
Post-Tax Payback

Pre-tax results are before income taxes but after NPI royalty and local production taxes.
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The impact of various discount rates on Northern Dynasty’s 50% share of the Pebble Project’s pre-tax NPV7, and its sensitivity to a range of
copper and gold prices (both individually and combined with other metal prices held constant) is presented in the table below. Life of Mine
cash flow for Northern Dynasty’s 50% is $7,535 million for the 25-year IDC Case, $19,818 million for the 45-year Reference Case and
$31,583 million for the 78-year Resource Case.
Item

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

NPV at 5%

$M

2,491

4,164

4,877

NPV at 7%

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

NPV at 8%

$M

1,213

1,774

1,975

NPV at 10%

$M

689

976

1,087

Discount Rate

Copper Price (Gold $1050/oz, Mo $13.50/lb)
2.50

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

2.75

$M

1,893

2,776

3,089

3.00

$M

2,226

3,192

3,525

3.25

$M

2,557

3,605

3,955

3.50

$M

2,874

4,006

4,375

3.75

$M

3,188

4,404

4,792

4.00

$M

3,499

4,796

5,201

4.25

$M

3,802

5,181

5,605

Gold Price (Copper $2.50/lb, Mo $13.50/lb)
1050

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

1100

$M

1,646

2,459

2,755

1150

$M

1,733

2,560

2,860

1200

$M

1,820

2,660

2,964

1250

$M

1,906

2,760

3,068

1300

$M

1,993

2,861

3,172

1350

$M

2,079

2,961

3,276

1400

$M

2,166

3,061

3,380

Combined Copper and Gold Price (Mo $13.50/lb)
2.50 / 1050

$M

1,559

2,358

2,650

2.75 / 1100

$M

1,980

2,876

3,193

3.00 / 1150

$M

2,399

3,391

3,732

3.25 / 1200

$M

2,804

3,895

4,255

3.50 / 1250

$M

3,200

4,389

4,771

3.75 / 1300

$M

3,590

4,873

5,276

4.00 / 1350

$M

3,971

5,350

5,776

4.25 / 1400

$M

4,351

5,827

6,276

Capital and Operating Costs
Initial and Sustaining Capital
All three development cases presented in the Preliminary Assessment have the same initial capital requirement of $4.7 billion. This includes:
direct field costs for executing the project;
indirect costs associated with the design, construction and commissioning of new facilities;
owner’s support costs for corporate, environmental, permitting and staffing; and
capital costs to completion of construction and commissioning at the end of Year -1.
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The capital cost estimate has been developed over a series of project stages and is largely based on first principles estimates. Quantities have
been derived for project components for which productivity and labour rates have been estimated for specific trades. As a result, the capital
cost estimate approaches a pre-feasibility level of accuracy.
It has been anticipated in the financial valuation that the Pebble Partnership would enter into strategic partnerships as needed to develop,
finance and operate a number of infrastructure assets – including the transportation corridor (port and road) and the power plant. Each
financial case also considers that the Pebble Partnership would construct a molybdenum autoclave plant offshore to treat the molybdenum
concentrate, and thereby realize enhanced value through improved pricing for rhenium and additional copper recovery. Other costs include
owner’s costs and an overall capital cost contingency of 17.7% .
The initial capital cost for all three development cases is shown in the table below:
Area

Cost ($M)

Mining

430.8

Processing

1,389.3

Other Infrastructure

422.0

Tailings

294.0

Pipelines

97.5

Access Road *

162.0

Port Infrastructure *

154.5

Power Generation *

534.1

Indirect Costs

1,406.8

Contingency

865.7

Molybdenum Autoclave

374.2

Less: Escalation/ De-Escalation

(121.1)

Less: Outsourced Infrastructure *

(1,315.0)

Total

4,694.8

*Outsourced infrastructure, including associated indirects and contingencies
Sustaining capital requirements (in $M) for all three development cases are shown in the table below:
Area
Open Pit
Processing
Infrastructure
Waste Management

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

2,047

3,286

7,225

146

230

517

12

165

165

846

2,211

3,364

Other

70

104

180

Molybdenum Autoclave

83

144

276

3,204

6,140

11,727

Total
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Operating Costs
Life of mine unit operating costs for the 45-year Reference Case are estimated to be $11.55 per ton milled. This includes all costs associated
with open pit mining of mineralized and non-mineralized material, processing of mill feed to a final concentrate and all services required to
support the operation. This estimate has been prepared as an annual cost for each year of the project from plant start-up to mine closure.
Operating costs are based on estimated process plant throughput rates, which range depending on the grindability of the material fed to the
process plant.
Life of mine unit operating costs for all three development cases are presented in the table below:
Description

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Total Operating Costs

$M

22,208

43,489

96,063

Open Pit

$ / ton

3.83

4.30

7.19

Process

$ / ton

4.50

4.60

4.93

Transportation

$ / ton

0.97

0.91

0.91

Environmental

$ / ton

0.30

0.29

0.31

G&A

$ / ton

1.56

1.45

1.38

Total Operating Costs per ton milled

$ / ton

11.16

11.55

14.72

Costs of ocean freight for the transportation of final concentrate to off-shore smelters, as well as all smelter and other offsite charges, are
summarized in the table below:
Description

Unit

IDC Case

Reference Case

Resource Case

Offsite Charges
Total Offsite Charges

$M

4,752

11,089

19,938

$ / ton

2.39

2.94

3.05

Offsite Charges

$/lb

0.38

0.38

0.39

Operating Costs

$/lb

1.79

1.48

1.87

Copper Cash Cost

$/lb

2.17

1.86

2.26

Offsite Charges per ton milled
Cash Cost Analysis

By-Product Credits

$/lb

-2.27

-1.97

-2.05

C1 Copper Cost

$/lb

-0.10

-0.11

0.21

Annual costs for the 45-year Reference Case are summarized in the figure below.
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Mineral Resources
Mineralization within the Pebble deposit is dominated by hypogene pyrite, chalcopyrite and molybdenite. Bornite is also an important
component in some parts of the Pebble East zone. The Pebble West zone has a thin, volumetrically subordinate zone of supergene
mineralization and a very minor zone of oxide mineralization. The Pebble East zone contains only hypogene mineralization.
Copper-gold-molybdenum mineralization, as currently known, extends over an east-west elongated area of 2.8 by 1.9 miles and to a depth of
2,000 feet in the Pebble West zone, and to at least 5,000 feet in the Pebble East zone. Mineralization in the Pebble East zone remains open to
the east, north and south. A much larger zone of strong alteration and low-grade mineralization extends north, south and west of the known
Pebble deposit.
The current Pebble mineral resource estimate (see Northern Dynasty news release dated February 1, 2010) represents the culmination of
seven years of geological and geostatistical analysis and is based on drill data to September 2009.
The Pebble deposit mineral resources are reported within a defined volume at various cut-off grades in the table below:
Cut-off
(% CuEQ)

CuEQ
(%)

Mt

Cu
(%)

Au
(g/t)

Mo
(ppm)

Cu
(Blb)

Au
(Moz)

Mo
(Blb)

CuEq
(Blb)

0.30

0.65

527

0.33

0.35

178

3.8

5.9

0.21

7.6

0.40

0.66

508

0.34

0.36

180

3.8

5.9

0.20

7.4

0.60

0.77

277

0.40

0.42

203

2.4

3.7

0.12

4.7

1.00

1.16

27

0.62

0.62

301

0.4

0.5

0.02

0.7

0.30

0.80

5,414

0.43

0.35

257

51.3

60.9

3.07

95.5

0.40

0.85

4,891

0.46

0.36

268

49.6

56.6

2.89

91.7

0.60

1.00

3,391

0.56

0.41

301

41.9

44.7

2.25

74.8

1.00

1.30

1,422

0.77

0.51

342

24.1

23.3

1.07

40.7

0.30

0.78

5,942

0.42

0.35

250

55.0

66.9

3.28

102.2

0.40

0.83

5,399

0.45

0.36

260

53.6

62.5

3.09

98.8

0.60

0.98

3,668

0.55

0.41

293

44.5

48.3

2.37

79.2

1.00

1.29

1,449

0.76

0.52

341

24.3

24.2

1.09

41.2

0.30

0.53

4,835

0.24

0.26

215

25.6

40.4

2.29

56.5

0.40

0.66

2,845

0.32

0.30

259

20.1

27.4

1.62

41.4

0.60

0.89

1,322

0.48

0.37

289

14.0

15.7

0.84

25.9

1.00

1.20

353

0.69

0.45

379

5.4

5.1

0.29

9.3

Measured

Indicated

Measured + Indicated

Inferred

Details of CuEQ calculations are provided in the note under Preliminary Assessment Key Findings above.
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Opportunities
Wardrop has identified a number of opportunities that could add substantial additional value to the Pebble Project. It is Northern Dynasty’s
expectation that these opportunities will be investigated in subsequent stages of project planning, and include:
Numerous compelling exploration targets exist within the 186 square mile Pebble property claim boundary. Immediately adjacent to
the Pebble deposit and east of the resource-bounding ZG1 fault is the high-grade intersection in drill hole 6348 (949 feet at 1.92%
CuEq3 ). The area to the east of this intersection remains completely open.
Outside the Pebble deposit, two seasons of exploration drilling have identified numerous zones of copper, gold, molybdenum and
silver mineralization. These include the ‘No. 1’ gold showing, the ‘25 zone’, the ‘52 Porphyry zone’, the ‘308 Porphyry zone’, the ‘37
Skarn zone’ and the ‘65 zone’. In addition, several zones of strong alteration and elevated levels of Cu-Mo or Au-Zn-Ag indicate that
new, entirely separate porphyry-style mineralizing centres occur. These deposits and high-priority targets present near-term
opportunities to expand and enhance known mineral resources on the Pebble property.
Portions of the Pebble deposit have superior silver grades that have not yet been optimized.
The volume and geo-metallurgy of the Pebble deposit presents a number of opportunities to optimize the project over the mine life, or
to amend the mine plan in response to prevailing market conditions.
The open pit shells used in the Preliminary Assessment were generated using parameters developed in early 2009. A number of these
parameters (e.g. metal prices of $1.80/lb copper, $800/oz gold and $10/lb molybdenum) have seen significant improvement, which
should be incorporated into the pit optimization during the next study phase.
Pit walls could be steepened from the current 39° slope to 41°, resulting in a net waste rock reduction of approximately 30 million
tons in the 25-year IDC Case, and more in the 45-year Reference Case and 78- year Resource Case.
An extended period of low stripping after year 45 indicates the sequencing of the 45-year open pit could be optimized by reducing the
strip ratio leading into the mining of the later ore. Further, the value demonstrated by the 78-year Resource Case demonstrates that
running the pit optimization over the life of the project may further increase project returns.
The use of autonomous trucks has been shown to add significant value to the Pebble Project. Additional automation opportunities,
such as blasthole drilling and plant automation, will likely have analogous benefits.
Underground mine development has not been considered as a primary case in the Preliminary Assessment. Further assessment of this
option is fully warranted, including through development of an early access shaft during the initial 25 years of mining, to evaluate
methodologies for determining relative economics of an underground mine and confirming its performance through feasibility-level
studies.
The 40 foot SAG mills selected for the Pebble Project are the largest currently in operation; however, a 42 foot diameter mill has
recently been ordered for another project. Application of 42 foot SAG mills would enhance both throughput and NPV at the Pebble
Project.
Some porphyry projects report higher gold recoveries than are projected for Pebble. Gold recoveries can be increased by reducing the
copper grade within the copper-gold concentrate. Inasmuch as a 5% increase in gold recovery would enhance the NPV of the 45-year
Reference Case by some $300 million, trade-off analysis of this opportunity should be conducted during the next phase of study.
In the current grinding circuit layout, crushed pebbles are returned to the SAG mill (SABC-A circuit). An analysis has determined that
returning crushed pebbles to the ball mills (SABC-B circuit) could increase mill throughput by 5 - 10%. A 5% improvement in
throughput would increase the NPV of the 45-year Reference Case by some $600 million.
______________________________
3 1.24% Cu, 0.74 g/t Au and 0.024% Mo and calculated using $1.00/lb
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Due to its size, the Pebble deposit can accommodate a significantly higher mill throughput than is currently proposed. Previous
analyses have shown the beneficial financial impact of higher throughput rates, and warrant further study.
Wardrop has reviewed the methodology used to develop the capital cost estimate and believes certain costs may have been
overestimated. Based on a preliminary, high-level estimate of the likely range of capital cost outcomes, savings of some $362 million
were identified. For Northern Dynasty’s 50% share of the project, this capital cost reduction would result in an increase in post-tax
IRR to 16.7%, and an increase in its post-tax NPV7 to $2,486 million. Wardrop anticipates that further cost savings are possible
through engineering optimization.
Alternative port construction techniques may add value to the Pebble Project, such as building the facility as caissons to be towed to
site and ballasted to the seafloor.
A range of opportunities exist to outsource additional elements of the Pebble Project to enhance project economics and provide
opportunities for local businesses. These include: air transport; concentrate and water return pipelines; mine and port site
accommodation facilities; freight transport between the port site and the mine site; local transportation, at the mine site and between
the mine site and local villages; turn- key fuel supply; and mine equipment maintenance, among others.
Going Forward
The Pebble Project would be a large industrial facility located within a vast region of Alaska notable for its undeveloped wilderness, isolated
and sparsely populated communities, Alaska Native culture and traditional ways of life, significant salmon fisheries, and other fish and
wildlife populations. Since 2004, Northern Dynasty and subsequently the Pebble Partnership have undertaken a comprehensive stakeholder
outreach program to document the priorities and concerns of local communities and area residents, and facilitate their participation in the
process by which the Pebble Project will be designed, permitted, built and operated.
Concurrently, extensive baseline studies have been undertaken to characterize the physical, chemical, biological and social environment of
the project area. These studies have resulted in a superior database, which – in characterizing the climate, surface and groundwater hydrology,
wetlands, terrestrial wildlife habitat, fish and aquatic habitat, and marine habitat – has guided all aspects of project planning. The findings of
these exhaustive studies will be compiled in an Environmental Baseline Document planned to be publicly released in early 2011.
The Pebble Partnership continues to advance engineering and project design initiatives for the Pebble Project. This effort will be informed by
input received from project stakeholders through public consultation forums undertaken in Alaska prior to the completion of a Prefeasibility
Study and the submission of permit applications. At this time, it is expected that the Pebble Partnership will complete a Prefeasibility Study
for the Pebble Project in 2012, prior to initiating permitting under NEPA.
Permitting will be initiated when the Pebble Partnership submits its Project Description and Environmental Baseline Document. These
documents will provide the basis for an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be prepared. The EIS will be prepared by a third-party
contractor under the direction of a lead federal agency. The Pebble EIS will be the focal point for project permitting. It will determine
whether sufficient evaluation of the project’s environmental effects and development alternatives has been undertaken, and provide the basis
for federal, state and local government agencies to make individual permitting decisions.
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Management Discussion
The Pebble Project is a superior, long-life mineral development opportunity of strategic global importance. As presented in the Preliminary
Assessment, project economics are robust and support a mine development that is both technically feasible and permittable under existing
regulatory standards in Alaska. Further, the Pebble Project is being designed to achieve international best practice standards of design and
performance, such that key environmental and cultural values are protected and meaningful development benefits accrue to local
communities, the State of Alaska and the United States of America.
The Pebble deposit is located on state land in southwest Alaska that has been subject to two comprehensive land-use planning exercises, and
subsequently designated for mineral exploration and development. As a jurisdiction, Alaska has a long history of responsible natural resource
development, and environmental standards and permitting requirements that are stable, objective, rigorous and science-based.
Since 2004, comprehensive environmental and socioeconomic baseline studies have been undertaken in the Pebble Project area, including
along the transportation corridor to Cook Inlet, the marine environment in the area of the port site and throughout the broader Bristol Bay
region. These studies have cost more than $150 million to date, and resulted in an environmental and socioeconomic database whose
comprehensiveness and depth is unprecedented in Alaska. The aggregated findings and analyses of these studies, along with the Pebble
Partnership’s ongoing, long-term engagement with project stakeholders and federal and state regulators, are significant corporate assets as it
prepares the Pebble Project for permitting.
The Pebble Project has the potential to generate significant direct and indirect employment, business and economic activity, and government
revenues in the Bristol Bay region, the State of Alaska and the United States. The Pebble Partnership has a stated intention to maximize
project benefits for the residents and communities of southwest Alaska, and is developing long-term workforce and business development
strategies to realize this goal. Transportation and energy infrastructure development associated with the Pebble Project also has the potential
to deliver significant benefits for local communities, by lowering the cost of living and supporting economic growth and diversification.
Pebble also has the potential to contribute to the health and value of local fisheries by enhancing natural habitat productivity, and providing
power and transportation benefits to enhance product quality. Meaningful benefits associated with power generation and transmission, in
particular, could be extended to communities throughout the Bristol Bay region.
Qualified Persons
Wardrop Engineering Inc. was commissioned exclusively by Northern Dynasty to prepare a Preliminary Assessment Technical Report of the
Pebble Project, based on its review of recent engineering and technical studies undertaken by the Pebble Partnership and Northern Dynasty,
as provided and verified by Northern Dynasty. The Pebble Project Preliminary Assessment conforms to the standards set out in National
Instrument 43-101 (Standards and Disclosure for Mineral Projects) and is in compliance with Form 43-101F1.
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A summary of the Qualified Persons responsible for various sections of the Preliminary Assessment are identified in the table below. All are
independent of Northern Dynasty. The contents of this news release has been reviewed and approved by all listed Qualified Persons.
Qualified Person
Report Section

Company

Qualified Person

1.0 – Executive Summary

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

2.0 – Introduction

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

3.0 – Reliance on Other Experts

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

4.0 – Property Description and Location

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

5.0 – Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure, and
Physiography

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

6.0 – History

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

7.0 – Geological Setting

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

8.0 – Deposit Types

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

9.0 – Mineralization

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

10.0 – Exploration

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

11.0 – Drilling

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

12.0 – Sampling Method and Approach

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

13.0 – Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

14.0 – Data Verification

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

15.0 – Adjacent Properties

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

16.0 – Mineral Processing

Wardrop

Andre de Ruijter, P.Eng/
Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

17.0 – Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates

Wardrop

Robert Morrison, P.Geo.

18.1 – Mining

Wardrop

Tysen Hantelmann, P.Eng.

18.2 – Infrastructure

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

18-3 – Tailings, Waste Rock, and Water Management

Wardrop

Aleksandar Zivkovic, P.Eng.

18.4 – Sustainability

Wardrop

Doug Ramsey, P.R. Bio

18.5 – Capital Cost Estimate

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffair, P.Eng.,
Tysen Hantelmann, P.Eng.,
Aleksandar Zivkovic, P.Eng.

18.6 – Operating Cost Estimate

Wardrop

Andre de Ruijter, P.Eng.,
Tysen Hantelmann, P.Eng.

18.7 – Project Execution Plan

Wardrop

Hassan Ghaffari, P.Eng.

18.8 – Financial Analysis

Wardrop

Scott Cowie, MAusIMM

19.0 – Interpretation and Conclusions

Wardrop

All; sign off by discipline

20.0 – Opportunities and Recommendations

Wardrop

All; sign off by discipline

18.0 – Other Relevant Data and Information
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About Northern Dynasty
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. is a mineral exploration and development company based in Vancouver, Canada, with direct and indirect
interests in 592 square miles of mineral claims in southwest Alaska. Northern Dynasty’s principal asset is a 50% interest in the Pebble
Limited Partnership, owner of the Pebble Copper-Gold-Molybdenum Project. The Pebble Project is an advanced-stage initiative to develop
one of the most important mineral resources in the world.
About the Pebble Project
The Pebble Project is an initiative of the Pebble Partnership to responsibly develop a globally significant copper, gold and molybdenum
deposit in southwest Alaska into a modern, long-life mine. The project is located 200 miles southwest of Anchorage on state land designated
for mineral exploration and development. It is situated approximately 1,000 feet above sea-level, 65 miles from tidewater on Cook Inlet and
presents favourable conditions for successful mine site and infrastructure development.
The Pebble Project consists of the Pebble deposit, surrounding mineral claims and a stream of financing provided by Northern Dynasty’s
project partner Anglo American US (Pebble) LLC. The Pebble Partnership was established in July 2007 as a 50:50 partnership between a
wholly-owned affiliate of Northern Dynasty and a wholly-owned subsidiary of Anglo American plc. Both Northern Dynasty and Anglo
American have equal and identical rights of management, operatorship and control in the Pebble Partnership.
Under the terms of the Pebble Limited Partnership Agreement, Anglo American is required to elect to commit $1.425 to $1.5 billion in staged
investments in order to retain its 50% interest in the Pebble Project. If a feasibility study for the Pebble Project is completed after 2011, Anglo
American’s overall funding requirement increases from $1.425 billion to $1.5 billion. Funds provided by Anglo American are currently being
invested in comprehensive exploration, engineering, environmental and socioeconomic programs toward the future development of the
Pebble Project.
For further details on Northern Dynasty please visit the Company’s website at www.northerndynasty.com or contact Investor services at (604)
684-6365 or within North America at 1-800-667-2114. Review Canadian public filings at www.sedar.com and US public filings at
www.sec.gov.
Ronald W. Thiessen
President & CEO
Sole Responsibility
No regulatory authority accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
Northern Dynasty is solely and entirely responsible for the contents of this news release. No other party, including any parties which have an
interest in the project, are in any way responsible for the contents hereof.
Forward Looking Information and other Cautionary Factors
All information contained in this press release relating to the contents of the Preliminary Assessment, including but not limited to statements
of the Pebble Project's potential and information under the headings "Preliminary Assessment Key Findings,” “Production Profiles,”
“Financial Valuation” and “Capital and Operating Costs” are "forward looking statements" within the definition of the United States Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The information relating to the possible construction of a port, road, power generating facilities and
power transmission facilities also constitutes such "forward looking statements." The Preliminary Assessment was prepared to broadly
quantify the Pebble project's capital and operating cost parameters and to provide guidance on the type and scale of future project engineering
and development work that will be needed to ultimately define the project's likelihood of feasibility and optimal production rate. It was not
prepared to be used as a valuation of the Pebble project nor should it be considered to be a pre-feasibility study. Although based on a
comprehensive technical review of recent engineering and technical studies undertaken by the Pebble Partnership and Northern Dynasty, the
studies of capital and operating costs are incomplete and have not been optimized, so the ultimate costs may vary widely from the amounts
set out in the Preliminary Assessment. This could materially and adversely impact the projected economics of the Pebble project. The
Preliminary Assessment, in part, uses inferred mineral resources which are considered too speculative geologically to be categorized as
mineral reserves and to have economic considerations applied to them. There can be no assurance that the operating and financial projections
contained in the Preliminary Assessment will be realized.
The following are the principal risk factors and uncertainties which, in management's opinion, are likely to most directly affect the
conclusions of the Preliminary Assessment and the ultimate feasibility of the Pebble project. A portion of the mineralized material at the
Pebble Project is currently classified as an inferred resource and it is not a reserve. The mineralized material in the Preliminary Assessment is
based on the measured, indicated and inferred resources estimated by Hunter Dickinson Inc. and audited by Wardrop.
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Additional process tests and other engineering and geologic work will be required to determine if the mineralized material is an economically
exploitable reserve. There can be no assurance that this mineralized material can become a reserve or that the amount may be converted to a
reserve or the grade thereof. Final feasibility work has not been done to confirm the pit design, mining methods, and processing methods
assumed in the Preliminary Assessment. Final feasibility could determine that the assumed pit design, mining methods, and processing
methods are not correct. Construction and operation of the mine and processing facilities depends on securing environmental and other
permits on a timely basis. No permits have been applied for and there can be no assurance that required permits can be secured or secured on
a timely basis. Data is incomplete and cost estimates have been developed in part based on the expertise of the individuals participating in the
preparation of the Preliminary Assessment and on costs at projects believed to be comparable, and not based on firm price quotes. Costs,
including design, procurement, construction, and on-going operating costs and metal recoveries could be materially different from those
contained in the Preliminary Assessment. There can be no assurance that mining can be conducted at the rates and grades assumed in the
Preliminary Assessment. The project requires the development of port facilities, roads and electrical generating and transmission facilities.
Although Northern Dynasty believes that the State of Alaska favours the development of these facilities and may be willing to arrange
financing for their development, there can be no assurance that these infrastructure facilities can be developed on a timely and cost-effective
basis. Energy risks include the potential for significant increases in the cost of fuel and electricity. The Preliminary Assessment assumes
specified, long-term prices levels for gold, copper, silver and molybdenum. Prices for these commodities are historically volatile, and
Northern Dynasty has no control of or influence on those prices, all of which are determined in international markets. There can be no
assurance that the prices of these commodities will continue at current levels or that they will not decline below the prices assumed in the
Preliminary Assessment. Prices for gold, copper, silver, and molybdenum have been below the price ranges assumed in Preliminary
Assessment at times during the past ten years, and for extended periods of time. The project will require major financing, probably a
combination of debt and equity financing. Interest rates are at historically low levels. There can be no assurance that debt and/or equity
financing will be available on acceptable terms. A significant increase in costs of capital could materially and adversely affect the value and
feasibility of constructing the project. Other general risks include those ordinary to very large construction projects including the general
uncertainties inherent in engineering and construction cost, the need to comply with generally increasing environmental obligations, and
accommodation of local and community concerns. The Company is also subject to the specific risks inherent in the mining business, as well
as general economic and business conditions. For more information on the Company, Investors should review the Company’s annual Form
40-F filing with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and its home jurisdiction filings that are available at www.sedar.com.
Information Concerning Estimates of Measured, Indicated and Inferred Resources
This news release uses the terms “measured resources”, "indicated resources" and "inferred resources". Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.
advises investors that although these terms are recognized and required by Canadian regulations (under National Instrument 43-101 Standards
of Disclosure for Mineral Projects), the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission does not recognize them. Investors are cautioned not to
assume that any part or all of the mineral deposits in these categories will ever be converted into reserves. In addition, "inferred resources"
have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence, and economic and legal feasibility. It cannot be assumed that all or any part of an
Inferred Mineral Resource will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Under Canadian rules, estimates of Inferred Mineral Resources may
not form the basis of feasibility or pre-feasibility studies, or economic studies except for Preliminary Assessment as defined under 43-101.
Investors are cautioned not to assume that part or all of an inferred resource exists, or is economically or legally mineable.
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FRANK H. MURKOWSKI, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PERMITTING
SOUTHCENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE
550 W 7th AVENUE SUITE 900D
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 269-8629 FAX: (907) 269-8930



CENTRAL OFFICE
302 GOLD STREET, SUITE 202
P.O. Box 110030
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801
PH: (907) 465-3562 FAX: (907) 465-3075



PIPELINE COORDINATOR'S OFFICE
411 WEST 4th AVENUE, SUITE 2C
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 257-1351 FAX: (907) 272-3829

October 13, 2006
Mr. Bruce W. Jenkins, Chief Operating Officer
Northern Dynasty Mines Inc.
3201 C Street, Suite 604
Anchorage, AK 99503
Re:

Pebble Project South Fork Koktuli River Groundwater Right Application, LAS 25873

Dear Mr. Jenkins:
The Department of Natural Resources received on September 21, 2006 the above-referenced water right
application that was submitted by Northern Dynasty Mines Inc. This letter is to inform the company that
the water right is accepted for filing with a priority date of September 21, 2006. The Department initiated
the case file with the file number LAS 25873.
Pursuant to 11 AAC 93.070 (a) and (b), the Department requires at this time for Northern Dynasty Mines,
Inc. to submit well logs and associated data for 150 plus groundwater level monitoring wells in the Pebble
Project mine site area (11 AAC 93.140). For ease of transmittal, the data may be provided on a CD.
If you have any questions concerning the matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at telephone number
269-8629.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas C. Crafford
Acting Large Mine Project Manager, OPMP
Cc:

Michael Menge, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Ed Fogels, Acting Deputy Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Dick Mylius, Acting Director, Division of Mining, Land and Water
Gary Prokosch, Chief, Water Resources Section
Randy Bates, Acting Director, Office of Project Management and Permitting (OPMP)
Charles Cobb, Head, Dam Safety and Construction Unit, Water Resources Section
Ruth Hamilton Heese, Attorney General’s Office
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FRANK H. MURKOWSKI, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PERMITTING
SOUTHCENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE
550 W 7th AVENUE SUITE 900D
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 269-8629 FAX: (907) 269-8930



CENTRAL OFFICE
302 GOLD STREET, SUITE 202
P.O. Box 110030
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801
PH: (907) 465-3562 FAX: (907) 465-3075



PIPELINE COORDINATOR'S OFFICE
411 WEST 4th AVENUE, SUITE 2C
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 257-1351 FAX: (907) 272-3829

October 13, 2006
Mr. Bruce W. Jenkins, Chief Operating Officer
Northern Dynasty Mines Inc.
3201 C Street, Suite 604
Anchorage, AK 99503
Re:
Pebble Project Unnamed Tributary (NK1.190) North Fork Koktuli River Groundwater Water Right
Application, LAS 25872
Dear Mr. Jenkins:
The Department of Natural Resources received on September 21, 2006 the above-referenced water right
application that was submitted by Northern Dynasty Mines Inc. This letter is to inform the company that
the water right is accepted for filing with a priority date of September 21, 2006. The Department initiated
the case file with the file number LAS 25872.
Pursuant to 11 AAC 93.070 (a) and (b), the Department requires at this time for Northern Dynasty Mines,
Inc. to submit well logs and associated data for 150 plus groundwater level monitoring wells in the Pebble
Project mine site area (11 AAC 93.140). For ease of transmittal, the data may be provided on a CD.
If you have any questions concerning the matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at telephone number
269-8629.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas C. Crafford
Acting Large Mine Project Manager, OPMP
Cc:

Michael Menge, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Ed Fogels, Acting Deputy Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Dick Mylius, Acting Director, Division of Mining, Land and Water
Gary Prokosch, Chief, Water Resources Section
Randy Bates, Acting Director, Office of Project Management and Permitting (OPMP)
Charles Cobb, Head, Dam Safety and Construction Unit, Water Resources Section
Ruth Hamilton Heese, Attorney General’s Office
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FRANK H. MURKOWSKI, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PERMITTING
SOUTHCENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE
550 W 7th AVENUE SUITE 900D
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 269-8629 FAX: (907) 269-8930



CENTRAL OFFICE
302 GOLD STREET, SUITE 202
P.O. Box 110030
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801
PH: (907) 465-3562 FAX: (907) 465-3075



PIPELINE COORDINATOR'S OFFICE
411 WEST 4th AVENUE, SUITE 2C
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 257-1351 FAX: (907) 272-3829

October 13, 2006
Mr. Bruce W. Jenkins, Chief Operating Officer
Northern Dynasty Mines Inc.
3201 C Street, Suite 604
Anchorage, AK 99503
Re:

Pebble Project Upper Talarik Creek Groundwater Water Right Application, LAS 25875

Dear Mr. Jenkins:
The Department of Natural Resources received on September 21, 2006 the above-referenced water right
application that was submitted by Northern Dynasty Mines Inc. This letter is to inform the company that
the water right is accepted for filing with a priority date of September 21, 2006. The Department initiated
the case file with the file number LAS 25875.
Pursuant to 11 AAC 93.070 (a) and (b), the Department requires at this time for Northern Dynasty Mines,
Inc. to submit well logs and associated data for 150 plus groundwater level monitoring wells in the Pebble
Project mine site area (11 AAC 93.140). For ease of transmittal, the data may be provided on a CD.
If you have any questions concerning the matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at telephone number
269-8629.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas C. Crafford
Acting Large Mine Project Manager, OPMP
Cc:

Michael Menge, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Ed Fogels, Acting Deputy Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Dick Mylius, Acting Director, Division of Mining, Land and Water
Gary Prokosch, Chief, Water Resources Section
Randy Bates, Acting Director, Office of Project Management and Permitting (OPMP)
Charles Cobb, Head, Dam Safety and Construction Unit, Water Resources Section
Ruth Hamilton Heese, Attorney General’s Office
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FRANK H. MURKOWSKI, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PERMITTING
SOUTHCENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE
550 W 7th AVENUE SUITE 900D
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 269-8629 FAX: (907) 269-8930



CENTRAL OFFICE
302 GOLD STREET, SUITE 202
P.O. Box 110030
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801
PH: (907) 465-3562 FAX: (907) 465-3075



PIPELINE COORDINATOR'S OFFICE
411 WEST 4th AVENUE, SUITE 2C
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 257-1351 FAX: (907) 272-3829

October 13, 2006
Mr. Bruce W. Jenkins, Chief Operating Officer
Northern Dynasty Mines Inc.
3201 C Street, Suite 604
Anchorage, AK 99503
Re:

Pebble Project South Fork Koktuli River Surface Water Right Application, LAS 25874

Dear Mr. Jenkins:
The Department of Natural Resources received on September 21, 2006 supplemental information
to complete the above-referenced water right application that was submitted by Northern
Dynasty Mines Inc. This letter is to inform the company that the water right is accepted for
filing with a priority date of July 7, 2006. The Department initiated the case file with the file
number LAS 25874.
If you have any questions concerning the matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at
telephone number 269-8629.
Sincerely yours,

Thomas C. Crafford
Acting Large Mine Project Manager, OPMP
Cc:

Michael Menge, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Ed Fogels, Acting Deputy Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Dick Mylius, Acting Director, Division of Mining, Land and Water
Gary Prokosch, Chief, Water Resources Section
Randy Bates, Acting Director, Office of Project Management and Permitting (OPMP)
Charles Cobb, Head, Dam Safety and Construction Unit, Water Resources Section
Ruth Hamilton Heese, Attorney General’s Office
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FRANK H. MURKOWSKI, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PERMITTING
SOUTHCENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE
550 W 7th AVENUE SUITE 900D
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 269-8629 FAX: (907) 269-8930



CENTRAL OFFICE
302 GOLD STREET, SUITE 202
P.O. Box 110030
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801
PH: (907) 465-3562 FAX: (907) 465-3075



PIPELINE COORDINATOR'S OFFICE
411 WEST 4th AVENUE, SUITE 2C
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 257-1351 FAX: (907) 272-3829

October 13, 2006
Mr. Bruce W. Jenkins, Chief Operating Officer
Northern Dynasty Mines Inc.
3201 C Street, Suite 604
Anchorage, AK 99503
Re:

Pebble Project Unnamed Tributary (NK1.190) North Fork Koktuli River Surface Water Right
Application, LAS 25871

Dear Mr. Jenkins:
The Department of Natural Resources received on September 21, 2006 supplemental information to
complete the above-referenced water right application that was submitted by Northern Dynasty Mines
Inc. This letter is to inform the company that the water right is accepted for filing with a priority date of
July 7, 2006. The Department initiated the case file with the file number LAS 25871.
If you have any questions concerning the matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at telephone number
269-8629.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas C. Crafford
Acting Large Mine Project Manager, OPMP
Cc:

Michael Menge, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Ed Fogels, Acting Deputy Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Dick Mylius, Acting Director, Division of Mining, Land and Water
Gary Prokosch, Chief, Water Resources Section
Randy Bates, Acting Director, Office of Project Management and Permitting (OPMP)
Charles Cobb, Head, Dam Safety and Construction Unit, Water Resources Section
Ruth Hamilton Heese, Attorney General’s Office
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FRANK H. MURKOWSKI, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PERMITTING
SOUTHCENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE
550 W 7th AVENUE SUITE 900D
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 269-8629 FAX: (907) 269-8930



CENTRAL OFFICE
302 GOLD STREET, SUITE 202
P.O. Box 110030
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801
PH: (907) 465-3562 FAX: (907) 465-3075



PIPELINE COORDINATOR'S OFFICE
411 WEST 4th AVENUE, SUITE 2C
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 257-1351 FAX: (907) 272-3829

October 13, 2006
Mr. Bruce W. Jenkins, Chief Operating Officer
Northern Dynasty Mines Inc.
3201 C Street, Suite 604
Anchorage, AK 99503
Re: Pebble Project Upper Talarik Creek Surface Water Right Application, LAS 25876
Dear Mr. Jenkins:
The Department of Natural Resources received on September 21, 2006 supplemental information to
complete the above-referenced water right application that was submitted by Northern Dynasty Mines
Inc. This letter is to inform the company that the water right is accepted for filing with a priority date of
July 7, 2006. The Department initiated the case file with the file number LAS 25876.
If you have any questions concerning the matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at telephone number
269-8629.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas C. Crafford
Acting Large Mine Project Manager, OPMP
Cc:

Michael Menge, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Ed Fogels, Acting Deputy Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Dick Mylius, Acting Director, Division of Mining, Land and Water
Gary Prokosch, Chief, Water Resources Section
Randy Bates, Acting Director, Office of Project Management and Permitting (OPMP)
Charles Cobb, Head, Dam Safety and Construction Unit, Water Resources Section
Ruth Hamilton Heese, Attorney General’s Office
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Knight Piésold
CONSULTING

NORTHERN DYNASTY MINES INC.
PEBBLE PROJECT
TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENT G
INITIAL APPLICATION REPORT
(REF. NO. VA101-176/16-12)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Pebble Project is a proposed copper-gold-molybdenum mine, processing facility and
associated Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) located latitude 59°53’54” and longitude 155°17’44” in
the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska, approximately 238 miles southwest of Anchorage and
17 miles northwest of the Village of Iliamna. It is situated within Iliamna D6 and D7 topographic
maps in Townships 3 to 5 South, Ranges 34 to 37 West in the Seward Meridian. Northern
Dynasty Mines Inc., the project owner, is developing the project, and has engaged Knight Piésold
Ltd. to design the TSF, which includes the staged construction of confining dams.
The procedures for applications to construct a dam are outlined in Chapter 5 of the Guidelines for
Cooperation with the Alaska Dam Safety Program, dated June 2005, (the “Guidelines”) published
by the Dam Safety and Construction Unit, Water Resources Section, Division of Mining, Land and
Water Resources of the Alaska Department of Natural Resources. This report constitutes the
Initial Application Package for submission under the Alaska Dam Safety Program as the first step
towards receipt by Northern Dynasty Mines Inc. of a Certificate of Approval to Construct a Dam.
The proposed impoundment will incorporate two embankment structures in an Unnamed
Tributary (NK1.190) situated near the headwaters of the North Fork Koktuli River as follows:
o A main starter dam that will be progressively raised in a series of staged expansions
to an ultimate height of 450 feet,
o A lower saddle dam will be constructed in stages to an ultimate height of 175 feet to
provide for storage capacity during the latter years of operation.
Knight Piésold Ltd. has carried out a Hazard Potential Classification of the dams, based on the
classifications set out in the Guidelines. The resulting preliminary classification for each of the
dams is Class II (Significant). However, Northern Dynasty Mines Inc. is planning to incorporate
more stringent design criteria for flood and earthquake events consistent with a Class I (High)
classification.
This report provides a project description; an assessment of the site characteristics with respect
to hydrometeorology, seismicity and geology; an overview of comprehensive siting studies carried
out to date; a description of the preliminary design basis and design methods that are used in the
design of the impoundment and confining dams; and an overview of the design quality assurance
and design quality control procedures.
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SECTION 1.0 - INTRODUCTION
1.1

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Pebble Project property incorporates a copper-gold-molybdenum mineral deposit centered at
latitude 59°53’54” and longitude 155°17’44” in the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska,
approximately 238 miles southwest of Anchorage and 17 miles northwest of the Village of
Iliamna. It is situated within Iliamna D6 and D7 topographic maps in Townships 3 to 5 South,
Ranges 34 to 37 West in the Seward Meridian. The location of the Pebble Project within the State
of Alaska is shown on Figure 1.1. The mineral deposit is situated on a drainage divide, with the
Upper Talarik Creek draining to the east and south, and North Fork and South Fork Koktuli River
draining to the west and southwest, respectively.
Northern Dynasty Mines Inc. (NDM) is currently planning a mine development to extract and
process the mineralized resource, and has retained the specialist consulting engineering firm
Knight Piésold Ltd. (KPL) to develop the designs for the tailings impoundment facilities that will be
required for the proposed Pebble Mine. Mr Ken Brouwer, PE (Alaska 10963) is the Knight Piésold
Project Director and is the Engineer of Record for the design of the tailings impoundments.
The design basis for the TSF at Site G will allow for secure storage of approximately 500 million
tons of tailings solids discharged into an engineered containment impoundment. The tailings
impoundment would be expanded in stages during on-going operations of the proposed mine
development.
The design of the TSF at Site G includes a main dam along the outlet of Unnamed Tributary
NK1.190 to the North Fork Koktuli River as well as a smaller saddle dam constructed along the
headwaters of the tributary during later staged expansion of the tailings impoundment. This
tailings storage impoundment location is referred to as the Site G Tailings Storage Facility (Site G
TSF) and is the subject of this application.
1.2

SCOPE OF REPORT

This report has been prepared as part of the Initial Application Package for the proposed Site G
TSF in accordance with the Guidelines for Cooperation with the Alaska Dam Safety Program,
June 2005 and based on the comments received from Mr Charles F. Cobb; State Dam Safety
Engineer on August 21, 2006.
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This Initial Application Package is submitted in support of NDM water right application for the
Pebble Project as requested by the Water Resources Section, Division of Mining Land and
Water, Alaska Department of Natural Resources. This application package is intended to support
the NDM water right application for Unnamed Tributary NK1.190 to the North Fork Koktuli River.
This Initial Application Package is the first step in the application process for the Alaska Dam
Safety Program and is intended to establish agreement on important information early in the
project planning. The Application Form is included in this report as Appendix A.
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SECTION 2.0 - HAZARD POTENTIAL CLASSIFICATION
The Hazard Potential Classification (HPC) is the basis for evaluating the level of attention that is
required for a dam throughout its lifetime as defined by Alaska Dam Safety Program (ADSP).
The Hazard Classification and Jurisdictional Review form (Version 7, 3/2005) has been
completed for each of the dam sites by Mr Ken Brouwer, P.E. and these are included in
Appendix B.
The proposed hazard classification has been carried out on the basis of KPL site investigations,
tailings impoundment siting studies, preliminary analyses and the initial discussions with the Dam
Safety and Construction Unit of Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) on August 21,
2006.
The proposed classification for each of the dams at the Site G TSF is Class II (significant).
However, NDM has determined that further precautions may be appropriate for hydrologic and
seismic design parameters consistent with the more conservative Class I (high) hazard potential
standards. Therefore, the design of the tailings impoundment dam structures has been based on
extreme hydrologic and seismic events that will be further discussed in the following sections.
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SECTION 3.0 - SITE CHARACTERISTICS
3.1

METEOROLOGY AND HYDROLOGY

Detailed baseline studies have been implemented and the third year of site specific data is
currently being compiled by a number of specialist consulting groups that have been retained by
NDM. Processing of data and updating of hydrometerologic values for the project are ongoing. A
number of data reports and various compilations are presently available, including the Knight
Piésold (KP) report “Pebble Hydrometeorology” (Report No. 101-176/7-4, September 15, 2005)
some of the findings from relevant studies are summarized below.
The mean annual precipitation (MAP) for the project site is estimated to be between 35 inches
and 40 inches. A range of values is provided to reflect the uncertainty in deriving the MAP value,
which is determined on the basis of extrapolating long-term regional records at Iliamna to the site,
according to KP’s current understanding of factors that influence climatic conditions in the region.
Which value should be used for a particular modeling application depends on the purpose of the
modeling, as determined by the engineer. Mean monthly precipitation values are highest in
August and lowest in April, with variations from year to year represented by coefficients of
variation ranging from approximately 0.5 to 1.0. Two climate stations are currently operating on
the site, as shown on Figure 3.1, with the intent of using the collected data to refine the current
estimated values.
Mean annual runoff is estimated to be equivalent to MAP, based on the concept that any increase
in precipitation with elevation is largely offset by runoff losses to evapotranspiration and deep
groundwater. Runoff patterns in the region differ substantially from precipitation patterns due to
the effects of snow accumulation and melt. Peak runoff periods are in the spring due to snowmelt
and in the fall due to rain and rain combined with the melt of immature snowpacks, while the
lowest flow period occurs during the coldest winter months.
Return period peak flow estimates have not yet been determined for the site. However, it is the
intent to generate such values for specific design purposes, as required, on the basis of the
limited relevant historical regional peak flow data, peak flow equations for the region developed
by the USGS, peak flow data currently being collected at sixteen gauging stations in the Pebble
Project mine site area, snowpack data currently being collected on site, and historical regional
extreme precipitation data. The locations of the site gauging stations, three of which are operated
by the USGS, are shown on Figure 3.1.
The probable maximum flood (PMF) has been selected as the inflow design flood (IDF) for the
tailings impoundment embankments at Pebble. The PMF is the flow resulting from the most
severe combination of probable maximum precipitation (PMP) and basin hydrological conditions.
The PMP is the precipitation that results from the worst possible meteorological conditions.
The PMF will be evaluated using a mathematical model to convert PMP and snowmelt into basin
runoff. The HEC-HMS computer program will most likely be the model used for this analysis.
HEC-HMS is a flood hydrograph package developed by the Hydrological Engineering Center of
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the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. This updated model was previously called HEC-1 and is
recognized as one of the leading computer models for computing runoff hydrographs from
precipitation data. Inputs into the HEC-HMS model include precipitation, precipitation distribution
and various physical characteristics of the watershed.
There are three model input parameters that are site specific to each basin that will be
considered: the time of concentration, the basin area, and the baseflow. The time of
concentration reflects how quickly a basin responds to precipitation. This parameter essentially
determines the maximum slope of the hydrograph curve, and therefore the time before peak flow
is observed at the basin outlet.
The snowmelt contribution to the PMF will be determined using the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer
publication, Engineering and Design – Runoff from Snowmelt (1998).
Several environmental factors influence snowmelt and its potential contribution to the PMF.
These factors are the snowpack depth at the time of the PMP storm event, the temperature
during the storm event, the wind speed during the storm event and the precipitation depth for the
duration of the storm event. Available site specific baseline data and published guidelines will be
used to determine these parameters.
3.2

SEISMICITY

3.2.1

Regional Seismicity

Alaska is the most seismically active state in the United States and in 1964 experienced the
second largest earthquake ever recorded worldwide. Both crustal earthquakes in the continental
North American Plate and subduction earthquakes affect the Alaska region. Historically, the level
of seismic activity is highest along the south coast, where earthquakes are generated by the
Pacific Plate subducting under the North American plate. This seismic source region, known as
the Alaska-Aleutian megathrust, has been responsible for several of the largest earthquakes
recorded, including the 1964 Prince William Sound magnitude 9.2 (M9.2) earthquake. There is
potential for a future large subduction earthquake (M9.2+) along the southern coast of Alaska,
and this seismic source zone is located approximately 125 miles from the project site.
Several major active faults in Alaska have generated large crustal earthquakes within the last
century. A magnitude 7.9 earthquake occurred along part of the Denali fault in 2002,
approximately 44 miles south of Fairbanks. The western portion of the Denali Fault trends in a
northeast-southwest direction, approximately 125 miles north of the project site. Approximately
19 miles northeast of the project site is the western end of the northeast-southwest trending
Castle Mountain Fault, which terminates approximately at the northwest end of Lake Clark. A
magnitude 7.0 earthquake associated with this fault occurred in 1933. The Denali and Castle
Mountain faults are capable of generating large earthquakes with magnitudes in the range of
M7.5 to M8.0.
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3.2.2

Seismic Hazard Analyses

The seismic hazard for the Pebble project has been examined using both probabilistic and
deterministic methods of analysis.
Maximum bedrock accelerations have been determined based on the published USGS
probabilistic seismic hazard model for Alaska. This was developed by the USGS to produce their
latest seismic hazard maps for Alaska. Maximum horizontal acceleration values have been
determined for return periods ranging from 100 years to 5000 years. The results have been
summarized in Table 3.1, in terms of earthquake return period, probability of exceedance and
maximum acceleration. The calculated probabilities of exceedance assume a design operating
life of 20 years. For a return period of 475 years the corresponding maximum acceleration is
0.14g, implying a moderate seismic hazard.
A deterministic analysis has been carried out by considering known seismic sources and fault
systems in the region and applying a maximum earthquake magnitude to each potential source.
The resulting deterministic acceleration at the study site for each source is considered to be the
maximum credible acceleration that can occur, on the basis of available geologic and tectonic
information. The maximum accelerations were calculated using the mean plus one standard
deviation values with appropriate ground motion attenuation relationships. The ground motion
attenuation relationships used are applicable to western North American earthquakes, and are
consistent with those used by the USGS. As indicated by the review of regional seismicity
summarized above, the three most prominent seismic sources in the region of southwestern
Alaska are the Denali Fault, Castle Mountain Fault and the Alaska-Aleutian megathrust. The
results of the deterministic analysis are presented in Table 3.2, including the potential maximum
magnitude for each of these seismic sources, the estimated minimum epicentral distance and the
calculated maximum acceleration at the project site. Based on these results a Maximum Credible
Earthquake (MCE) of M7.8 causing a maximum bedrock acceleration of 0.3g has been selected
for the Pebble project site.
3.2.3

Design Earthquakes

Consistent with current design philosophy for geotechnical structures such as dams, two levels of
design earthquake have been considered: the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) for normal
operations; and the Maximum Design Earthquake (MDE) for extreme conditions (ICOLD, 1995).
Appropriate OBE and MDE events for the facilities are determined based on a hazard
classification of the facility, with consideration of the consequences of failure. The hazard
classification was carried out using the criteria provided by the document “Guidelines for
Cooperation with the Alaska Dam Safety Program” (2005). Classification of the facilities is
carried out by considering the potential consequences of failure, including loss of life, economic
loss and environmental damage. The hazard classification has been assessed as at least Class
II (Significant). The OBE and MDE are selected based on the dam hazard classification and an
appropriate earthquake return period, as defined by the “Guidelines for Cooperation with the
Alaska Dam Safety Program” (2005).
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For a Class II hazard classification, the OBE is selected from a range of return periods from 70 to
200 years, depending on the operating life of the facility, the frequency of regional earthquakes
and the difficulty of quickly assessing the site for repairs. The impoundment would be expected
to remain functional during and after the OBE and any resulting damage should be easily
repairable in a limited period of time.
The MDE is typically selected from a range of return periods from 1,000 to 2,500 years for a
Class II hazard classification. However, the MDE for the Pebble tailings storage facilities
embankments have been conservatively based on a Class I hazard classification making it
equivalent to the MCE, which has a bedrock acceleration of 0.30 g corresponding to a magnitude
M7.8 earthquake, occurring along the nearby Castle Mountain Fault system. The MCE is
considered to be the seismic event with the highest possible maximum ground acceleration at the
project site. A M9.2+ megathrust earthquake does not impose the highest maximum ground
acceleration at the Pebble site (predicted maximum acceleration of 0.17 g), but the event is also
considered in seismic design analyses due to the very long duration of ground shaking
associated with earthquakes of this magnitude.
The tailings storage facility embankments will be designed to meet or exceed the Alaska Dam
Safety requirements to ensure the embankment will remain stable without release of tailings or
process water for all loading cases, including the MDE and the M9.2+ megathrust event.
3.3

GEOLOGIC AND GEOTECHNICAL CONDITIONS

General
The geotechnical investigations completed at the site through the end of 2005 include testpits and
boreholes. These are illustrated on Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, respectively. The field and
laboratory investigation programs are summarized in the following reports:
•
•
•
•
•

KP 2005 Geotechnical Investigation Data Report VA101-00176/8-6 Draft in Progress
KP 2004 Geotechnical Investigation Data Report VA101-00176/8-3
KP 2005 Open Pit Geotechnical Investigations VA101-00176/8-5
KP 2004 Open Pit Geotechnical Investigations VA101-00176/8-2
WMC Draft 2004 Progress Report – Hydrogeology.

NDM is currently continuing to collect geologic and geotechnical information at the Pebble project
site. This updated geologic, geotechnical and hydrogeologic information will continue to be
compiled and integrated into on-going project planning and design. The following sections provide
a general overview of the bedrock and overburden geology of the Pebble project site and at the
proposed tailings impoundment site.
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Bedrock Geology
The Pebble property lies within the northern circum-Pacific orogenic belt, a part of Alaska
structurally controlled by the complex tectonic characteristics of an active continental margin.
The structural grain in this area is defined by northeasterly trending faults related to translational
motion along the Lake Clark structure that marks a lithotectonic boundary between the Peninsular
terrane in the east and the Kahiltna terrane in the west. The Pebble deposit is situated
immediately west of this boundary.
The Peninsular terrane consists of Permian limestone, Upper Triassic limestone, chert, tuff and
agglomerate, together with Early to Middle Jurassic volcanic and intrusive rocks and Middle
Jurassic to Cretaceous clastic rocks. The bedded rocks of the Peninsular terrane are bounded
on the east side by an intrusive complex which is dominantly comprised of quartz diorite, and has
been dated as Middle to Upper Jurassic in age.
The Kahiltna terrane consists of Late Triassic and younger basalt, andesite, tuff, chert, shale and
limestone that may correlate with the Lower Peninsular terrane. The southern Kahiltna terrane
was intruded by Cretaceous to Tertiary plutons, including the Later Cretaceous Kaskanak
Batholith and coeval, proximal stocks, dikes, sills and irregular bodies associated with the Pebble
deposit, which is made of granodiorite, quartz monzonite or quartz diorite. They are partly
covered by Tertiary and Quaternary volcanic and sedimentary rocks.
Overburden Geology
The Pebble property falls into the Nushagak-Big River Hill physiographic division (Detterman and
Reed, 1973). This is an area of low rolling hills separated by wide shallow valleys. Most of the
area is an upland surface that stands 650 feet to 1,000 feet above the lowlands around Iliamna
Lake. The project is located in a heavily glaciated area. The normally consolidated glacial
debris has been extensively reworked and transported a short distance downstream from the
source areas.
Four major glacial advances from the Alaska Range, to the northeast, formed most of the
deposits in this area. The soil deposits consist mainly of till (ground moraine, terminal moraine
and ablation), outwash plains, modified moraine (terraces) and glacio-fluvial sediments. Other
soil deposits that occur less extensively in the region include swamp, landslide and solifluction
deposits.
The underlying soil stratigraphy is very complex and heterogeneous both vertically and
horizontally, due to the multiple stages of glaciation that have modified the area.
The river basins were generally formed as a result of numerous glaciations and is predominantly
composed of ablation till and outwash moraine, with localized fluvial and swamp deposits. The till
has been eroded and re-deposited in both fluvial and lacustrine environments along ancient and
existing drainage courses. Given the multiple glaciations, there are areas where more recent till
has been deposited over glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits of more ancient periods.
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Area G will encompass a relatively short and broad tributary valley to the North Fork Koktuli
River. Recent alluvial deposits are likely found immediately adjacent to the stream channel, with
terraced morainal deposits bordering and underlying these materials. An extensive area of
landslide deposits (colluvium) has been mapped in the southeast portion of the impoundment.
These deposits likely consist of poorly sorted till and rock.
According to the Permafrost Map of Alaska (Ferrians, 1965), the Pebble site lies within a zone of
sporadic permafrost. Permafrost in this region is most likely a relic from previous periods of
glaciation. Permafrost was not observed during the 2004/2005/2006 site investigations.
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SECTION 4.0 - TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENT SITING STUDIES
Comprehensive site selection studies have been systematically carried out in order to determine
the best options for waste and water management for the proposed Pebble Mine. Over 25
different mine development concepts have been evaluated, and various revisions and
optimizations for some of these concepts have also been completed. The assessment approach
integrated engineering and environmental team members in order to develop practicable options
for the proposed development. The overall process used for evaluation of different mine
development concepts is illustrated on Figure 4.1. A list of the reports prepared for the various
siting studies is as follows:
• KP Preliminary Assessment of Mine Development Alternatives VA101-00176/5-1
• KP Optimization of Preferred Mine Development Concepts VA101-00176/7-3
• KP Supplemental Optimization of Preferred Mine Development Concepts VA10100176/7-5
• NDM miscellaneous environmental studies in support of site selection.
The preliminary engineering desktop study initially completed in July 2004 (Knight Piésold, 2004),
considered conceptual mine development concepts from a technical and economic perspective,
based on conceptual mine development criteria and limited preliminary site information. The
conceptual mine development concept study utilized preliminary topography and rough estimates
of the ultimate mineable resource to determine potential locations for the waste rock and tailings
management facilities.
Selection of potential waste rock and tailings management facility sites considered the following
engineering considerations:
• Storage capacity,
• Tailings disposal characteristics (i.e., pipeline lengths, number of pipelines, head
difference from the mill, etc.)
• Site characteristics (i.e., preliminary topography, catchment area, hydrology, etc.),
• Minimizing environmental impacts (i.e., minimize diversion requirements, preliminary
water balance),
• Construction requirements (i.e., embankment height and length, number of
embankments) and
• Closure and reclamation requirements.
A total of 15 mine development concepts were developed using the above criteria. Thirteen of
the concepts incorporate on-land waste storage within 10 miles of the proposed deposit, and one
concept contemplated deep-water storage in Iliamna Lake. The concepts were evaluated based
upon technical merit and economic feasibility for this preliminary comparative assessment. The
comparative evaluations allowed for staged development of the impoundments, and considered
the use of cycloned tailings sand in the embankment shell zones.
Of these initial engineering technical studies, three mine development concepts were short listed
for further study: Mine Development Concept (MDC) 12 contemplated deep-water storage of
tailings in Iliamna Lake and thus represents an option that does not require a dam. MDC 14
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incorporated a waste storage facility in the headwaters of the main stem of the North Fork Koktuli
River (Site K) and MDC 15 considered tailings disposal in two separate impoundments situated in
Site J and Site G respectively. The tailings storage facility locations for these initial fifteen mine
development concepts are illustrated on Figure 4.2.
The environmental team evaluated the fifteen mine development concepts (MDCs 1 to 15),
subsequent to the preliminary technical and economic evaluation. Environmental factors were
considered at a preliminary level, in order to determine particular opportunities and constraints for
the proposed mine development concepts from an environmental management perspective
(KP Report No. 101-176/5-1).
The environmental team confirmed that three general watershed areas were less environmentally
sensitive, namely: the South Fork Koktuli River Area (Site J), a tributary to the North Fork Koktuli
River (Site G) and the upper reaches of the South Fork Koktuli basin (Site A). These sites were
determined to be less sensitive due to comparatively lower environmental values as compared to
other sites. These lower environmental ratings were partially due to the absence of any significant
populations of anadromous fish in the impacted stream reaches. The environmental overview
evaluation, in combination with the initial engineering technical studies determined that MDC 15
provided the best opportunities for further design and evaluation (waste management in Sites A, J
and G). MDCs 12 and 14 were not carried forward to additional optimization studies, due to
technical, environmental, regulatory and economic considerations.
Integration of environmental considerations resulted in the creation of five optimized mine
development concepts (MDCs 16 to 20). A joint review of critical issues and fatal flaws by both
the engineering and environmental teams identified MDCs 18, 19 and 20 as preferred options.
Additional optimization of these three preferred concepts resulted in the development of MDCs
18B, 19B and 20B. Additional engineering and environmental considerations identified MDC 20B
as the preferred option.
Supplemental optimization studies, based on an expanded mine plan, resulted in the
development of a further five concepts (MDCs 21 to 25), and suggested that MDC 25 would be
the currently preferred option for development. However, optimization of the preferred mine
development concept is ongoing, and is adjusted as appropriate to deal with refinements to the
mine plan and updated technical and environmental information (i.e., mine plan, site conditions,
topography, mill process data, etc.). The general arrangements for waste/water management
facilities evaluated during these subsequent site selection studies are included on Figure 4.3.
The objectives for on-going optimization of the tailings, waste rock and water management
systems are to ensure that the facilities are developed within the least environmentally sensitive
parts of the least sensitive watersheds. The ongoing optimization of the preferred waste and
water management facilities will include integration of information obtained from updated mine
development plans, from on-going site investigation programs and from on-going environmental
studies. Current information and analyses indicate that the least environmentally sensitive, and
hence preferred sites for development include a site at a tributary of the upper South Fork Koktuli
River Area (Site J), on a tributary to the North Fork Koktuli River (Site G) and along the upper
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reaches of the South Fork Koktuli River Basin (Site A) immediately adjacent to the proposed open
pit mine development.
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SECTION 5.0 - DESIGN OF THE TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENT DAMS
5.1

GENERAL

The Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) makes use of the storage provided by the natural topography
within the drainage basin with additional capacity and confinement provided by the construction of
the main Site G Tailings Dam and later construction of the Site G Saddle Dam during on-going
staged expansion of the impoundment.
The area has been surveyed using aerial
photogrammetry and Lidar radar technology to develop detailed contour plans for the area. The
detailed topography has been used to develop depth-area-capacity relationships for the storage
basin.
The TSF will be designed to securely store tailings from the mill process. The tailings will be
discharged into the impoundment in a controlled manner on an on-going basis and the tailings
dams will be progressively raised during operations in order to provide for secure storage of
solids and process water. The general arrangement of the ultimate tailings impoundment is
included in Figure 5.1. A representative section for the proposed dams is included in Figure 5.2.
5.2

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The principal objectives of the design and operation of the tailings storage facility are to provide
secure containment for tailings solids, potentially reactive waste rock and impounded process
water. The design and operation of the tailings storage impoundment is integrated with the
overall water management objectives for the entire mine development in that surface runoff from
disturbed areas within the mine site is controlled, collected, and contained. An additional
requirement is to allow effective reclamation of the tailings impoundment and associated
disturbed areas at closure to meet end use land objectives.
Preliminary studies have been conducted to develop feasible options that satisfy these
fundamental objectives at this stage of design, but additional investigation and design work will be
necessary as contemplated in the Alaska Dam Safety Program. The preliminary Design Basis for
the impoundment is included in Table 5.1.
5.3

DESIGN FEATURES

The tailings embankments will be designed and constructed for staged expansion in order to
reduce initial capital expenditures, provide maximum flexibility to accommodate inevitable
changes in the mining plans, and to allow the observational approach to be utilized in the ongoing
design, construction and operation of the impoundments. The observational approach is a
powerful technique that can deliver substantial cost savings at an acceptable level of safety. It
also enhances knowledge and understanding of site-specific conditions. For the method to be
applicable, the character of the project must be such that it can be altered during construction
(Peck, 1969). The preliminary design concept for the tailings dams at the Pebble Project is a
combined downstream/centerline construction, where initial staged expansion of the dam will be
by the downstream method followed by centerline construction in later years.
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The initial Site G Tailings Dams are proposed to be developed as Geomembrane Faced Zoned
Dam (GFZD) structures. This type of dam was selected based on the lack of sufficient quantities
of fine-grained borrow materials near the project site to construct a conventional zoned
earthfill/rockfill dam. The zoned tailings dams will be constructed using selected mine overburden,
non-reactive waste rock and/or the coarse sand fraction derived from the tailings as potential
construction materials. The inclusion of selected mine waste materials as the primary
construction materials allows for reduced requirements for external borrow areas and a reduction
in the area of disturbance required for separate disposal of waste rock and overburden from
mining activities. The first stage of the tailings storage facility embankments will be built during
the initial construction of the Pebble Project. This stage will provide the required capacity to store
the tailings and potentially reactive waste rock produced during the first year or two of mine
operation. Each stage of the impoundment will be designed to store the waste solids plus the
supernatant process water pond, while providing appropriate freeboard allowances for full
containment of the PMF (Probable Maximum Flood) storm event. The design will also include
appropriate allowances for wave run-up, ice and contingency freeboard.
The tailings storage facility embankments will be raised in stages, with each stage providing the
required capacity for that particular period until the next stage is completed. A proposed filling
schedule is presented on Figure 5.3. The staged construction of the tailings storage facilities will
directly integrate mine waste materials from the mine operations. The scheduled placement of fill
within the downstream shell zone can accommodate fluctuating quantities of non-reactive mine
waste to coincide with the mine plan. Some of the finer grained overburden material produced
from the pit development will be stockpiled, as the majority of the overburden will be mined early
on in the mine life but will be required at various later periods during ongoing staged expansion of
the tailings storage facilities. The staged design of the embankments will be reviewed annually
and refined, as required, to accommodate the availability of construction materials and to
incorporate experience gained with local conditions and constraints.
On-going staged expansion of the main embankment will result in a final height of 450 feet. The
saddle dam will be developed to a height of 175 feet during the later years of impoundment filling.
The nature and extent of the embankment zones, the respective construction material borrow
sources and seepage control measures ultimately incorporated into the design of the tailings
dams will be progressively modified during the various phases of the design process. Initial
studies conducted to date in support of site investigation planning and in the development of mine
development concepts have resulted in an initial configuration for the tailings dams as illustrated
in Figure 5.2, and described as follows:
Face Liner - HDPE Geomembrane Liner
A synthetic High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) geomembrane liner will be included along
the upstream face of the initial embankments to control embankment seepage prior to the
development of low permeability tailings beaches. The liner will tie into suitable low
permeability foundation materials and seepage cutoff measures (ie grout curtains). The
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HDPE liner will be placed on low permeability core zone material (Zone S) which serves
as a bedding layer for the liner and provides an added level of seepage control in that the
combined HDPE liner and Zone S material behaves as a compound liner. The HDPE
liner will not be required once the low permeability tailings beaches have been developed
and the supernatant pond is located away from the embankments.
Core Zone/ Low Permeability Blanket - Zone S
The core zone/low permeability till blanket (Zone S) will be constructed with low
permeability glacial till excavated from the pit. The core zone combined with the HDPE
liner will behave as a compound liner and serve as the primary seepage control zone for
the initial embankment stages, until tailings beaches are established for additional
seepage control. The core zone will provide the primary embankment seepage control
feature (along with the tailings) for the upper section of the embankments. The dam
foundations will be prepared such that seepage and infiltration reports to the downstream
seepage collection sumps for recycle back to the tailings storage facility.
Transition Zones - Zone F/T
The filter and transition zones (Zone F/T) will be incorporated to ensure internal stability
between embankment zones and will act to prevent the migration of fines from the core
zone into the adjacent pervious downstream shell zone materials. The transition zone
will comprise both a specified sand filter adjacent to the core zone and a coarser gravelly
sand transition zone between the filter sand and the downstream shell zone.
Shell Zone - Zone C1 (non-reactive)
The downstream shell zone (C1), adjacent to the transition zone, will be constructed in
controlled compacted layers comprising well graded non-reactive waste rock and
overburden from the open pit.
Shell Zone – Zone C2 (non-reactive)
The downstream shell zone (C2), downstream of shell zone (C1), will be constructed with
similar to Zone C1, but will typically incorporate thicker layers of non-reactive coarse
rockfill material from the open pit.
Shell Zone - Zone C (potentially reactive)
The upstream embankment shell will also be constructed from mine waste rock during
on-going staged expansion using the centerline construction method. This upstream
zone will be within the tailings storage impoundment and may selectively incorporate
potentially reactive waste rock where it can subsequently become fully encapsulated
within saturated non-reactive materials.
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Seepage Cutoff Measures
The embankment will be keyed into low permeability foundation materials to minimize
seepage from the tailings storage facility. Seepage cutoff walls and grout injection of
fractured bedrock will be included as appropriate to ensure appropriate seepage control.
Seepage Collection Measures
Suitable embankment drainage zones will be incorporated as appropriate to facilitate
seepage collection and recovery. The seepage collection systems will drain into seepage
collection sumps for recycling back to the tailings storage facility.
Seepage Collection Sumps
The seepage collection sumps will be located at the downstream toe of the
embankments. The sumps will collect seepage water from the embankment seepage
collection measures, for pumping back into the tailings impoundment.
Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Groundwater monitoring wells will be installed downstream of all embankments to
monitor groundwater quality data downgradient of the impoundment.
5.4

SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT

Surface runoff and supernatant process water will form a permanent water cover over a portion of
the deposited tailings. A floating reclaim barge and pumping system will transfer water from the
supernatant pond for reuse in the milling process. The water management plan contemplates
total containment and recycling of all process water within the tailings impoundment with no
surface discharge to the environment.
Storm surge capacity, corresponding to full containment of runoff from the PMF event will be
accommodated above the operating pond level. Additional freeboard will also be provided as an
allowance for wave runup in addition to the allowance for PMF flood storage.
5.5

SEEPAGE ANALYSES

Steady state numerical seepage analyses will be carried out to evaluate the potential for seepage
at the tailings impoundment. The initial analyses will be conducted using the finite element
computer program SEEP/W (2004). Preliminary seepage analyses will also be conducted using
simplified flow nets in order to confirm numerical calculations.
Typical seepage control components incorporated into the seepage analyses include the
following:
• The thickness of tailings which progressively increases during on-going operations,
• Seepage cutoff measures in low permeability foundation soils and/or bedrock;
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•
•
•
•
•

Geomembrane liner extending along the upstream face of the initial embankment, which
is keyed into a seepage cutoff, grout curtain or a low permeability foundation layer;
Low permeability core zone and adjacent filter zones, transition zone, and shell zones;
Embankment seepage collection systems;
Seepage collection / recycle sumps, and
Groundwater monitoring wells.

The seepage analyses will be performed to evaluate seepage quantities and gradients through
embankment zones and foundation materials during operations and post-closure. The post
closure cases will evaluate the change in seepage rate over time if it is assumed that the
geomembrane facing deteriorates and no longer provides a barrier to seepage through the
embankment.
Additional seepage analysis and groundwater flow models will also be conducted using 3dimensional numerical models such as MODFLOW.
Foundation conditions incorporated into the seepage analyses will be based on data gathered
during the site investigation programs, including packer permeability tests, falling head tests,
laboratory tests and test pit and boreholes logs Material parameters for the seepage analyses
will be determined based on in-situ testing, laboratory tests, index properties, together with
recommendations from published data. The following parameters will be determined:
•
•
•
5.6

The thickness, extent and permeability (ie hydraulic conductivity) of the foundation
materials
The thickness and permeability characteristics of the different zones of segregated
tailings stored within the tailings impoundment;
Permeability values of the various embankment fill and drainage zones.
STABILITY ANALYSIS

Detailed stability analyses will be conducted to evaluate the stability of the proposed embankment
structures. These analyses will utilize appropriate reputable computer software programs along
with appropriate hand checks where appropriate. The computer analyses will initially incorporate
Limit Equilibrium analyses techniques and more sophisticated finite element modeling is
anticipated during the later stages of design.
Both upstream and downstream stability analyses for the initial preliminary design studies will be
completed for the Pebble embankments. Embankment stability analyses will be carried out using
the limit equilibrium computer program SLOPE/W (2004).
Analyses will be performed to investigate the stability of the embankments under static, seismic
and post earthquake conditions. The tailings storage facility embankments will be designed to
meet or exceed the specific regulatory requirements and to ensure the embankments will remain
stable without release of tailings or process water for all loading cases. Seismic (pseudo-static)
analyses were undertaken by applying a horizontal force (seismic coefficient) to the embankment
to simulate earthquake loading for all seismic loading cases, including the OBE and the MDE.
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The facility will be required to remain functional during and after the OBE, and any resulting
damage will be easily repairable in a limited time. Limited deformation of the facility is acceptable
under seismic loading from the MDE, provided that the overall stability and integrity of the facility
is maintained and that there is no release of stored tailings or water.
Material parameters used in the stability analyses will be based on best available information and
analyses. The geologic and hydrogeologic conditions beneath the embankments will be based on
data collected from site investigation programs, including test pits and boreholes. Bulk unit
weights and strength parameters for embankment and foundation materials will be determined by
a combination of field testing, laboratory testing and/or recommendations contained in published
reference material. The location of the phreatic surface within the embankment will be based on
both in-situ piezometric water levels and results of SEEP/W analyses.
Additional field and laboratory investigations, along with other analytical methods will also be
used as appropriate to evaluate the shear strength characteristics of the materials for the various
loading conditions. These methods and procedures will be developed in consultation with
Independent specialists (ie, Independent Review Panel) and Alaska Dam Safety personnel.
5.7

CLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

The main objective of closure is to minimize adverse environmental and social impacts of the
mine development and return disturbed site areas to conditions consistent with an approved enduse plan.
Preliminary closure planning will be carried out concurrently with the various stages of dam and
impoundment design in order to integrate the post closure objectives into the design, construction
and operation of the tailings facility. The closure and reclamation plan will be developed in
consultation with the NDM environmental team, local stakeholders and the appropriate regulatory
authorities. It is anticipated that the following objectives will be incorporated into the design of the
tailings facilities in order to facilitate an acceptable closure and reclamation plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
5.8

Long-term stability of the dams and other engineered structures.
Long-term preservation of water quality within and downstream of decommissioned
operations.
Removal and proper disposal of all access roads, structures, and equipment not required
beyond the end-of-mine-life
Long-term stabilization of all exposed erodable materials.
Natural integration of disturbed lands into surrounding landscape, and restoration of the
natural appearance of the area after mining ceases, to the greatest possible extent.
Establishment of a self-sustaining vegetative cover consistent with existing wildlife needs.
Routine monitoring to evaluate facility performance.
DESIGN QUALITY ASSURANCE AND DESIGN QUALITY CONTROL

Design Quality Assurance and Design Quality Control (DQA/DQC) are fundamental components
of the engineering process. The DQA/DQC systems for design of the tailings impoundments
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include the internal KPL Quality Systems and also will incorporate independent third party review
by external specialists.
The KPL internal Quality Systems are ISO 9001 registered and are designed to provide high
quality consulting services to meet the needs and requirements of clients, public safety, and the
environment. The KPL Quality Policy requires that:
•

All professional staff are cognizant of, and committed to, the requirements of the
associated bylaws and Code of Ethics of the professional associations in which they are
affiliated.

•

The Quality Management Systems meet the quality assurance requirements of the ISO
9001 standards.

•

Appropriately qualified and experienced professional staff are assigned to carry out, or
directly supervise, all tasks and to be personally responsible for the quality of the work.

•

All work is subjected to peer review and that the checking of calculations is documented
to enable independent auditing.

•

The Quality Management System is continually reviewed, assessed and modified in order
to improve KPL services.

An external independent review of the design of the Waste and Water management systems for
the Pebble project is also required by NDM. This peer review will allow for independent
evaluation of the preliminary designs and will provide additional confidence for NDM
management, potential partners, Alaska regulatory agencies and the Alaska public. An
Independent Review Panel (IRP) will be set up to facilitate this external independent review of the
designs.
The objectives of the independent review process will be as follows:
1. Confirm that the Design Basis and Design Criteria are consistent with good industry
practices.
2. Evaluate the geotechnical, hydrogeological and hydrologic information developed for the
site and provide recommendations for additional data collection requirements for future
investigation and study programs (i.e. updated Feasibility, Integrated Development Plan,
Basic Engineering, Detailed Design and on-going staged development).
3. Review the designs for both the initial Stage 1 tailings impoundment and the plans for ongoing staged expansion, along with the associated waste and water management
systems. The IRP will evaluate and comment on the following:
• Site selection criteria;
• Embankment construction methods (i.e. downstream and centreline embankment
raises);
• Foundation preparation;
• Construction materials;
• Seepage control measures and analyses;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Static and seismic stability assessments;
Water balance and water management plans;
Tailings/reclaim water systems;
Waste rock management;
Construction schedule and capital cost estimates;
Options for improvement and for cost optimization;
Consistency with ‘best practices’ (ICOLD, CDSA, etc) and Alaska Dam Safety
Requirements.

4. Engineering review of the preliminary closure and reclamation plans including:
• Design basis;
• Construction schedule and cost estimates for financial assurances;
• Consistency with ‘best practices’ (USFS, etc) and Alaska Reclamation
Requirements.
The review strategy will be consistent with both short and longer term objectives for permitting
and development of the project. The current status of the Pebble Project is still in the early
stages of design and it is anticipated that the overall project will change as exploration drilling
continues to define additional mineral resources in the deeper higher grade East Zone deposit. It
is anticipated that the IRP will provide periodic on-going reviews for several years, throughout the
various stages of design as contemplated by the Alaska Dam Safety Application and Review
Process. This on-going involvement by the IRP is illustrated on Figure 5.4.
The selection of suitable reviewers for the IRP is fundamental to completing the reviews in an
efficient and uncompromising manner. The IRP members must be objective as well as
technically competent, and will consist of prominent and well recognized specialists, which
individually and/or collectively have recognized credentials in the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tailings embankment/impoundment design for large embankments;
Geotechnical expertise (i.e. with respect to foundation conditions for embankments);
Seismic design of embankments;
Hydrogeology/seepage control;
Alaska or other cold regions experience;
Knowledge/expertise in managing mine waste materials.

It is anticipated that the three technical specialists that will comprise the IRP will be jointly
selected by NDM and Mr Charles Cobb of the Alaska Dam Safety Program. KPL experience with
previous review panels for other projects has determined that one to two people is too few, and
four or more is too many. Thus it is intended that the IRP will comprise three independent
specialists who will be directed by Mr Cobb of the Alaska Dam Safety Program.
It is anticipated that the review process will be initiated in the first quarter of 2007. Subsequent
review sessions would be scheduled on a roughly quarterly basis. The DQA/DQC process would
continue to be integrated with the Alaska Dam Safety and Review Process during subsequent
stages of design, as illustrated on Figure 5.4.
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5.9

APPLICATION FEE DEPOSIT

Rough cost estimates have been developed for the current tailings facility design. However, these
cost estimates are approximate only and need to be updated and then integrated with the overall
mine development costing exercises in order to support project planning and financing activities.
It is not appropriate to release this information at this time.
These initial cost estimates are typically used to determine the Application Fee Deposit that is
required with the Initial Application Package. Northern Dynasty Mines Inc has a well established
Reimbursable Services Agreement (RSA) with the Alaska Department of Natural Resources for
use by the State’s Large Mine Permitting Team in its participation and review of the Pebble
Project. Mr. Charles Cobb, as Alaska Dam Safety Program Manager, is a member of that team.
NDM proposes to use this RSA as an approved alternative method of payment in lieu of a lump
sum application fee.
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TABLE 3.1
NORTHERN DYNASTY MINES INC.
PEBBLE PROJECT
Tailings Impoundment G - Initial Application Report
PRELIMINARY SUMMARY OF PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC RISK

M:\1\01\00176\16\A\Report\Report 12_dam application - Site
G\Rev 0\Tables\[Table 3.1 and 3.2 - Design Scope.xls]Table 3.1

Print: Sep 8, 06
Rev: Aug 16, 06

Return
Period
(Years)

Probability of
Exceedance1
(%)

Maximum
Acceleration2
A (g)

108
224
475
975
2475
4975

16.9
8.5
4.1
2.0
0.8
0.4

0.08
0.10
0.14
0.18
0.24
0.30

Notes:
1) Probability of Exceedance calculated for a design life of 20 years.
q = 1 - exp (-L/T)
where,

q = probability of exceedance
L = design life in years
T = return period in years

2) Maximum Accelerations are for values on bedrock/firm ground.
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TABLE 3.2
NORTHERN DYNASTY MINES INC.
PEBBLE PROJECT
Tailings Impoundment G - Initial Application Report

PRELIMINARY SUMMARY OF DETERMINISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

M:\1\01\00176\16\A\Report\Report 12_dam application - Site G\Rev 0\Tables\[Table 3.1 and 3.2 - Design Scope.xls]Table 3.2

Print: Sep 8, 06
Rev: Aug 16, 06

A

Maximum

Epicentral

Earthquake
Source

Magnitude
(Mw)

Distance
(miles)

Maximum
1
Acceleration
(g)

Castle Moutain Fault

7.8

18

0.30

Denali Fault - Central

8.0

125

0.08

Mega-Thrust Subduction Event

9.2

125

0.17

Notes:
1) Maximum Accelerations are for values on bedrock/firm ground.
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TABLE 5.1
NORTHERN DYNASTY MINES INC.
PEBBLE PROJECT
Tailings Impoundment G – Initial Application Report
PRELIMINARY DESIGN BASIS

M:\1\01\00176\16\A\Report\Report 12_dam application - Site G\Rev 0\Tables\Table 5.1 - Design
B i DOC

ITEM

Rev’d: August 16, 2006

DESIGN CRITERIA

General Tailings Storage Facility Design
Staged Expansion Construction • Initially downstream
Method
• Switches to centerline at a later stage.
Embankment Construction Zones/
Materials

•

Construction material sources will be determined through extensive site
investigations and laboratory testing.

•

Tailings Physical Properties

Core Zone/ Low Permeability Blanket (Zone S)
o Lacustrine silts and clays, where available
o High silt/clay content tills, where available
• Transition Zone (Zone F/T)
o Transition materials to provide filter relationship between
Zone S and Zone C. Materials produced by screening
and/or crushing locally available fluvial sand, gravel and
cobbles.
• Dam Shell Zones (Zone C)
o Overburden and waste rock from pit development.
• Clear, strip, grub embankment footprints down to bedrock or a low
permeability foundation layer. Stockpile all organics for reclamation at
closure.
• Existing foundation conditions will be determined through extensive site
investigations, including in situ and laboratory testing, test pits,
boreholes and seismic surveys.
Determined by laboratory testing.

Tailings pipelines

•

Foundation Preparation

•
Tailings Deposition

•
•
•
•

Reclaim System

•

2 bulk tailings pipelines (approximately 95 to 97% of the total tailings
stream)
1 pyritic tailings pipeline (approximately 3 to 5% of the total tailings
stream)
Bulk tailings disposed around the facility to form tailings beaches.
Pyritic tailings disposed from submerged pipeline into the supernatant
pond to minimize oxidation potential.
Gravity discharge from mill used while sufficient head is available.
Tailings pumping station included at mill for remote discharge locations
(bulk tailings), as required in later years.
Water for the mining process will be reclaimed from the TSF supernatant
pond using pumps mounted on a reclaim barge.
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TABLE 5.1
NORTHERN DYNASTY MINES INC.
PEBBLE PROJECT
Tailings Impoundment G – Initial Application Report
PRELIMINARY DESIGN BASIS

M:\1\01\00176\16\A\Report\Report 12_dam application - Site G\Rev 0\Tables\Table 5.1 - Design
B i DOC

ITEM

Rev’d: August 16, 2006

DESIGN CRITERIA

Hydrology and Hydraulics
Baseline Climate Data Collection

•

Baseline hydrometeorology studies are collecting and will continue to
collect precipitation, snow pack, ice pack, frost depth, temperature,
evaporation, wind speed, and wind direction data.

Inflow Design Flood (IDF)

•

Freeboard

•

IDF = Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)
o PMF = 24-hour PMP + snowmelt
o PMP defined by USACE as “the greatest amount of precipitation
that is theoretically possible for a particular geographical
location over a given duration”
o Snowmelt determined by ASCE guidelines.
o HEC-HMS computer modeling program to convert PMP and
snowmelt into basin runoff.
Containment of above maximum supernatant pond level at each stage
to account for:
o PMF ,
o Wave run-up, using site specific wind speeds and directions, as
defined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
o Melting of snow pack and ice cover on supernatant pond.

Spillway

The TSF supernatant pond will be sized to contain all site runoff, melting of
snow pack and ice cover, wave run-up, mill process water, and the IDF
without requiring a spillway during operations. A site water management
priority is to ensure total recycle of mining process water with no untreated
surface discharge.

Water Balance

A detailed water balance will be developed to carefully monitor and maintain
the freeboard allowance and contingency. The water balance will be
modeled using both average precipitation conditions and variations in
precipitation using the computer program @RISK to assess the potential
impact that fluctuations in annual hydrometeorological conditions will have
on the supernatant pond volume.

Seismicity
Seismic Design

•
•
•

At least a Hazard Class II for all tailings embankments, as defined by the
Alaska Dam Safety Guidelines
Alaska Dam Safety Guidelines mandates a 70 to 200 year return interval
for OBE and 1,000 to 2,500 year interval for MDE (Class II Dam)
Liquefaction assessment of foundation materials will be estimated using
one-dimensional ground response analyses using the ProShake
Modeling program. Standard penetration test results will be utilized to
estimate the cyclic stress ratio to determine the liquefaction potential.
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KP Design Basis
• Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)  1/200 year
o Magnitude = M7.5
• Maximum Design Earthquake (MDE) = 1/2500 year
o Magnitude = M7.8
o MDE corresponds to the Maximum Credible Earthquake
(MCE)
 Maximum firm ground acceleration = 0.3g

Stability Analyses
Stability Analyses

•
•

Input Parameters

•

•

Seepage Analyses
Seepage Control Measures

•
•
•
•

Upstream and downstream stability analyses will be completed using the
limit equilibrium computer modeling program SLOPE/W.
The embankments will be designed to meet of exceed the minimum
acceptable factors of safety (based on the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers) for the following cases:
o End of embankment construction
o Long term (full tailings pond)
o Seismic (pseudo-static)
o Post-Liquefaction
The material parameters for seepage modeling will be determined
through extensive site investigations and laboratory testing. Modeling
parameters for the embankment materials include:
o Phreatic surface determined from SEEP/W analyses,
o Unit weight, cohesion and internal friction angle for each
material.
o Shear strength of liquefied foundation materials, based on
SPT results and relations provided by NCEER (1997).
Seismic coefficient = to the maximum ground acceleration for seismic
design events:
o OBE (starter embankment)
o MDE (operational and closure)

Deposition of fine-grained tailings solids.
Seepage cutoff measures in low permeability foundation soils and/or
bedrock;
A geomembrane liner extending along the upstream face of the
embankment, which is keyed into a seepage cutoff grout curtain or a low
permeability foundation layer;
A low permeability core zone;
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ITEM

DESIGN CRITERIA
• Seepage collection drains downstream of core zone;
• A low permeability blanket beneath the downstream shell zones;
• Seepage collection sumps; and
• Groundwater monitoring wells.

Input Parameters

The material parameters for seepage modeling will be determined through
extensive site investigations and laboratory testing. Modeling parameters for
the embankment materials include:
• Permeability of the embankment zones;
• Permeability of the foundation materials;
• The thickness and permeability of the tailings stored within the TSF.

Design Quality Assurance and Design Quality Control
• As per Knight Piésold Quality Policy;
• Additional reviews by separate internal specialists.
• Review from 3 member Independent Review Panel as required and
approved by Alaska Dam Safety Program.
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Minutes Approved April 29, 2008
Aquatic Organisms Technical Working Group
Pebble Project
January 15, 2008
Minutes recorded by Charlotte MacCay
Present:
Jeff Estensen/ADNR-OHMP
Leslie Tose/USACE
Doug McBride/USFWS
Doug Limpinsel/NOAA-HCD
Phil North/EPA
Gretchen Hayslip/EPA (telephone)
Mark Fink/ADF&G
Andrea Meyer/ADNR
Andra Love/HDR
Jim Buell/Buell & Associates
Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
Public Observers:
Andrew DeValpine/Bristol Bay CSRA
As with all Technical Working Group (TWG) Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion of
suggestions and concerns raised by individuals. Discussion does not reflect any decision making
or consensus from the group (with the exception of electing a lead).
Administrative
x

The TWG would like an educational presentation on aquatic organism sampling; this
TWG does not have as many members with specific expertise as other TWGs.

x

Agencies may wish to consider bringing in contracted expertise.

x

Further discussion on Alaska Stream Condition Index (ASCI) versus Surber sampling
methods will occur after the TWG has had time to review pertinent data and literature.

x

A lead was not chosen for this TWG (to be discussed at the next meeting).

Data Requests
x

General data on wind direction and speed to ascertain areas of potential dust deposition in
relation to potential reference sites;

x

Study area map with sample site locations marked on it;

x

Data to compare ASCI and Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) sampling
methods by relationship per site;

x

Gretchen Hayship to send U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) literature on
ASCI;
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x

Provide a matrix of sampling types and frequency for all sites for all organisms; and

x

Obtain a copy of Red Dog Mine’s study program for macroinvertebrate and chlorophyll
A, and diatom sampling. Keep in mind that, for comparison purposes, Red Dog Mine has
a more mineralized system.

x

Concerns with compositing samples – EPA to send some literature on this issue to
Charlotte MacCay to distribute to the TWG.

Pebble Project Aquatic Organisms Study Plan Review
Objectives
x

These are very general objectives, they don’t provide a hypothesis for testing. Consider
that baseline means understanding variability within sites and between sites. Some
members were expecting that data would come with a hypothesis, methods description,
and an analysis to answer the hypothesis. Potentially looking for mine effects and a
control.

x

There is an interest in reference sites.

x

Study plans were not set up as a true experimental design, but to generate a
comprehensive data set with general spatial representation.

x

Studies were not set up to prove an hypothesis.

x

Consider setting up studies to have specific and measureable objectives. Characterization
is a broad term.

x

A vast array of literature on potential mining effects on aquatic resources is available.
The literature discusses which study methods have worked well.

x

Some members feel that objectives should have a measurable target that allows a
conclusion if the objective was met or not.

x

With macroinvertebrates, it is more of a study of natural history, which organisms are
present, and why, than quantitative science. This data is used to later determine how to
try and set up studies to do the actual science of cause and effect.

x

The baseline work is trying to approach objectives on two levels. The main objective is
just to characterize the existing environment, but later much of the data may be used to
support monitoring programs.

x

Consider designing objectives to define variability of assemblages, periphyton and water
quality parameters, measuring year to year, and site to site for variation to determine the
power of detection that is possible for monitoring.

Study Team Background
x

HDR, Inc., is an independent contractor conducting the field studies.

x

HDR has 4-5 biologists with variable experience in invertebrates.

x

Two team members have masters degrees, with a focus on macroinvertebrates in their
thesis studies.
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x

An additional team member has a bachelors degree within which she did some work with
macroinvertebrates.

x

Additional help is hired in the form of interns from the University of Alaska, as needed
for sorting organisms; HDR biologist conducts Quality Control checks on the sorting
process.

x

HDR has additional water and fish biology resources within the company.

x

Most team members have had biometrics and statistical coursework associated with their
degrees. One team member has a very strong statistical background.

x

HDR subcontracts additional statistical expertise when needed.

x

HDR has Special Aquatic Service/SPSS training in-house.

x

Alaska Department of Fish and Game retains an in-house biometrics staff person to
incorporate statistics into study design.

Sampling Method
x

There is typically a lot of variability when studying macroinvertebrates between seasons
and/or sites. For instance, studies at Red Dog Mine have shown immense variability.

x

Consider assessing the variability for power; studies may only be producing gross
numbers.

x

Consider using the species with the least amount of variability as an indicator species.

State approach to determining project impacts requires evaluation based on the following
considerations (listed by the most indicative to less indicative of site specific causes):
x

Water quality changes.

x

Chlorophyll A and periphyton changes.

x

Aquatic invertebrate changes.

x

Fish assemblage changes.

x

Fish tissue analyses for changes in trace element concentrations.

Relative Abundance
x

Number of organisms/unit area and percent composition.

x

Too many organisms to count all of them, samples are subsampled.

x

The macroinvertebrates distribution is too patchy to extrapolate numbers to make
population estimates.

x

Data is used to document the assemblage and community index and density/unit area.

x

The end point is the assemblage, taxa may be used as indicators.

x

Assemblages are characterized through taxa composition ratios and their density.

x

The overview is conducted for a number of different years.
3
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Metrics:
 Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera/Diptera or chironomids
 % dominance
 # of taxa
 Total taxa richness (# of taxa in the sample)

x

A functional feeding group analysis can be done at a later time to determine how the
macroinvertabrates respond to different stimuli.

x

Some taxa are more responsive to change, such as pH.

x

To determine impacts, it is necessary to look at a combination of indicators;
macroinvertebrates are not typically used as the only indicator being considered.

x

Changes in macroinvertebrate assemblages are considered with other indicators and then
a picture emerges.

x

There is concern that looking at macroinvertebrates at one site instead of over habitat
types will not address anything about the rest of the stream system.

Sampling Sites
x

There are 10 sites

x

Selection Criteria
 The goal was to have an upstream and a downstream sampling site in each of the
three rivers (North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper Talarik).
 SK100A (near confluence).
 SK100B (U.S. Geological Survey data looked interesting at this site).
 SK100D (closer to the potential mine site and before any major dilution from any
major tributaries).
 No upstream site on the SFK.
 NK100C (upstream of NK1.190 tributary).
 NK100A (near confluence).
 NK119A (near a potential tailings storage alternative).
 UT100D (upstream of Pebble West, with the discovery of Pebble East, the location
may need to be reconsidered).
 UT100C (upstream of UT119A) (The South Fork loses water to the Upper Talarik
through the tributary UT119A).
 UT100B (downstream of UT119A).

x

Consider adding sites above and below Frying Pan Lake; SK100D could be considered
the downstream site. Temperature changes are different between SK100D and F – look
at seeps in that area.
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x

Sampling sites also need to address the potential road corridor with sites upstream and
downstream of the road.

x

Sampling along the road was conducted in 2004 and 2005 at 5 sites, but until the exact
location of the road is known, it is difficult to establish upstream and downstream sites,
therefore, the study has been stopped until a road centerline has been established.

Interest in Reference Sites
x

There is interest by the agencies in having reference sites.

x

PLP stated that reference sites are a monitoring issue, not a baseline issue; only baseline
issues are being addressed at this time.

Discussion and Brainstorming about Potential Future Reference Sites:
x

Reference sites would be helpful to look at effects from climate change, volcanic,
activity, etc.

x

Typically, reference sites are located upstream of a proposed impact area. At Pebble, the
project is at the headwaters of the South Fork Koktuli, so there is no stream above the
proposed impact area in this drainage.

x

Upstream also may not be a good reference site in conjunction with a mine. Upstream
may be outside of the mineralized zone. The mineralized zone can have significant
impacts prior to any disturbance. Any reference site associated with a mineralized area
needs to be considered with caveats.

x

Big Wiggly Lake was brought up as a consideration for a reference site – it was noted by
PLP that Big Wiggly Lake is a very different system from the stream sites.

x

Reference sites provide data to help determine if changes to the assemblage are related to
climate.

x

Microhabitat is important to consider with reference sites.

x

With macroinvertebrates you are watching for change across the assemblage.

x

There are three watersheds in the study area; consider three reference sites one for each
watershed.

x

Reference site is an experimental control for temporal variability.

x

If there is good water quality data and a consistent picture, and there’s a change, then
consider how, why, and what action to take.

x

If the purpose is just to have a site not affected to mining – it could be anywhere.

x

A reference site is a sort of pseudo-control. To use the term control can be misleading.

x

Other mines have upstream sites, but they are not controls.

x

Consider before-after control-impact (BACI) design.

x

Differences occur with changes in hydrology; these are complex systems.

x

Sites are not located near Frying Pan Lake because the mine design that was under
consideration at the time the studies were initiated, would have filled in the lake.
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x

One reference site in each drainage may not provide enough points for variability
determinations.

x

Wind effects and potential dust distribution need to be taken into consideration if
reference sites are established.

x

Consider bracketing the area with reference sites to pick up seasonal changes.

x

If sites are out of the study area, then less is known about the associated hydrologic
effects.

x

Transportation corridor study area sample sites could also be used to reflect seasonal
changes. These would cover a spectrum of stream types.

x

Mineralization may or may not be important in this system – the waters are not obviously
affected by mineralization; however, there are some naturally elevated parameters.

x

Without reference sites to indicate non-project related causative factors, there will be a
tendency to blame any changes in the system on the project.

x

The TWG needs to consider the above points further to determine what characteristics are
important in a reference site before any are instituted.

Macroinvertebrate Sampling Method
x

Once at the site, sampling takes about 2 ½ hours per site.

x

ASCI Method
 Habitat based: riffles, woody debris, emergent vegetation, sand, and other.
 20 subsamples are taken that are representative of the proportional distribution of
habitat types within a stretch.
 All 20 subsamples are mixed together to make a composite sample for that site.
 Samples are collected with D-frame nets.
 Provides habitat information – but not within-site variability data.

x

2004 modified ASCI in Frying Pan Lake and Big Wiggly Lake

x

DNR Method
 Samples only riffles, no sampling of other habitat types
 5 samples at each riffle site, each sample processed separately to get within-site
variability
 Uses Surber nets
 Provides variability data, but not much habitat data

x

In 2005, sample sites were decreased in number from 10 to five in order to accommodate
a request from the agencies to use both methods for comparative purposes. The agencies
have not agreed upon which method to employ, and sampling was not conducted in 2006.
In 2007, sampling was conducted using both methods at the same time, at five sites plus
five additional sites; some near the newly discovered East Zone. For 2008, 10 sites are
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being considered, with hopes that methodology can be agreed upon between the DNR
and EPA.
x

Sampling is conducted once in June. In 2004, it was conducted in both June and August
to determine which time period produced the most taxa-rich event. June was chosen as
the most taxa-rich event.

There is a difference of preference in macroinvertebrate sampling methods amongst agencies.
Various points about the pros and cons of the two methods are discussed below:
x

At the mine study site HDR noted a greater taxa richness using the Surber net method
than the ASCI method. Along the transportation corridor study area, the opposite occurs;
there is greater variability using the ASCI method than the DNR Surber net method.
There is less high growth and/or woody debris along the mine site streams than the
transportation corridor study area, which could contribute to the difference in method
results.

x

If there was a change in water levels, the invertebrate taxa that colonize the sides of the
stream channel may change and this could be documented using the ASCI method.

x

Variability is considered a red herring by some. ASCI can often detect an impact when
water quality does not. The Surber method will only characterize riffles, if there is a
percent change in riffle habitat in a reach, the Surber method won’t pick that up. With
ASCI, multiple habitats are used to characterize a reach as a unit.

x

Pogo Mine and Donlin Exploration Project used multiple years of ASCI for baseline.

x

Mining studies in Canada use methods similar to ASCI.

x

The two methods give different results based on the sampling design.

x

ASCI calls for random subsampling to 300 organisms for identification. Each of the
surbers were fully counted and identified, with the exception of a few samples that were
so large that subsampling was employed. Samples were identified to genus, or to lowest
practicable taxonomic level.

x

If it’s not known which taxa came from which habitats (e.g., ASCI method); habitat
changes can’t be measured.

x

Habitat types are defined by a questionnaire for habitat assessment found in ASCI.

x

It’s problematic to hook habitat change and variability together,

x

There are no regulatory requirements regarding aquatic monitoring in the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program to offer any guidance. DNR does not
have any monitoring requirements either, but they have the authority to include aquatic
monitoring and methodology as requirements, as special conditions in the wetlands
permit.

x

Red Dog Mine uses the DNR method. Red Dog Mine has a lot of variability in the
macroinvertebrates. They can tie their periphyton results to water quality results.

x

EPT measurements are helpful; Rapid Bioassessment is useful because it is rapid.

x

EPT is based on out-of-state conditions. There are a lot of waters in Alaska that are listed
as high quality water, which also have high Diptera counts. Many pristine streams in
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Alaska have been listed as impaired, strictly because of the high EPT counts. Diptera is a
vast assemblage in itself that has not been very well explored by the science community.
x

The sampling time involved in the two methods is similar; ASCI may take a little more
time to sample. However, processing of the Surber samples takes longer because there
are five of them.

x

HDR selected ASCI Subsamples using a Caton sub-sampler, which is a grid tray.
Material is spread out over the grid, and then squares of material are randomly removed
from the grid; if more material is needed, it is selected from subsequent random squares
within the grid.

x

HDR identified organisms to genus. Genus level identification picks up a lot of changes
by habitat; there would be some additional information if organisms were identified to
species, but there is not much more information related to the effort involved.

x

A repeatable methodology needs to be chosen.

Chlorophyll A sampling
x

Sampled diatom assemblages in 2004, DNR felt chlorophyll A was more sensitive, so in
2005 the study switched from diatom sampling to Chlorophyll A sampling.

x

Performed at the same time as the macroinvertebrate sampling. DNR prefers that all
aquatic sampling is conducted during the same sampling event.

x

The most optimal sample date would be during the summer solstice.

x

Method
 Choose 10 rocks at various points, spatially distributed throughout a 100-meter reach.
Place a five cm square on the rock. Clean the rest of the rock (outside of the square)
thoroughly with a toothbrush. With a new toothbrush, scrub the contents within the
square into a 0.45 micron filtering device. Add magnesium carbonate as a
preservative. Put the sample filter into a Ziploc® bag with dessicant. Freeze and send
to DNR for processing. This process has also been used by EPA at other sites.
 At the Chuitna Coal Project, they clean off the rock with a razor blade – toothbrush.
Use of a toothbrush is preferable, as it can remove the material within the pits in the
rock.
 There were no periphyton studies at Pogo Mine.
 DNR is making the toothbrush method standard state-wide for large projects.

Zooplankton
x

2006 horizontal tows in five lakes, one sampling event /year.

x

2007 looked for freshwater mussels in a variety of lakes in the mine study area – none
were located.

x

Big Wiggly Lake has a lot of zooplankton. There are also a few rearing river–type
Sockeye in the lake. Lots of bug life would be conducive to rearing Sockeye
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x

Frying Pan Lake is not being sampled, as it currently lies in the proposed footprint of the
project.

x

Zooplankton identification is at a high level taxa only.

x

There is a set tow distance and tow speed. Density per unit catch can be determined.

Lake Iliamna Study
x

This study was initiated in 2005 at agency request.

x

Interest was in part because of the transportation corridor alternative at Pile Bay.

x

The Lake has already been characterized by other studies, so this study is not intended to
characterize the lake itself.

x

Purpose of the Pebble Project Lake Study was to set up discreet baseline sites for water
quality, sediments, mussels and zooplankton. Sites are located at:
 Pile Bay
 Knutson Bay
 Roadhouse Bay
 N.E. Bay near Iliamna Village
 Confluence of Upper Talarik Creek with Lake Ilimana
 An additional 4 sites were sampled just for mussels (trace elements), sediment, and
water quality.

x

In 2005, samples were collected monthly from May to October for water quality and
zooplankton sites; samples were collected twice for mussels in June and September.

x

Field data included
 Sechi disc measurements at every meter of depth
 YSI multi-parameter meter readings at every meter from surface to substrate (or 20
meters)
 WQ samples collected using a Niskin sampler
 Sediments collected via Ekman dredge or grab sampling.

x

In 2006 sampling was only done at the mussel sites

x

In 2007 sampling was conducted at the original five sites monthly from May to October.

x

Mussel sampling was discontinued after two years to minimize stress on the mussel
population.
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Fish Technical Working Group
Pebble Project
January 9, 2008
Minutes taken by Charlotte MacCay/Bristol Environmental include edits from working group members.
Present:
Phil Brna/USFWS
Jeff Estensen/ADNR/OHMP
Phil North/EPA
Doug Limpinsel/NOAA-NMFS
Mark Fink/ADF&G
Lowell Fair/ADF&G
Tim Baker/ADF&G
Serena Sweet/USACE
Brian Lance/NOAA-NMFS
Andrea Meyer/ADNR
Dennis Deans/PLP
Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
Jim Buell/Buell & Assoc
Randy Bailey/Bailey Environmental
As with all Technical Working Group (TWG) Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion and brainstorming
of suggestions and concerns raised by individuals. The discussion does not reflect any decision making
or consensus from the group (with the exception of electing a lead and other TWG administrative
issues).
Administrative
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

The TWG members would particularly like to have access to protocol for study methods and
specific fish study design details to make the meetings meaningful and enable TWG members to
contribute constructive suggestions.
The role of TWG meetings prior to having specific study protocols and data was considered very
important and was therefore referred to the Steering Committee. Some members suggested that
the TWG process should not go forward without being able to review the existing data and what
has already been done.
Agencies want the Pebble Partnership to provide additional information (study plans with
detailed information and annual data reports) to make the process more beneficial to the
agencies.
Some TWG members clarified that their use of the term data did not refer to raw data, but to
additional detailed information about the sampling efforts.
TWG members want to review the analyses and summarization of the raw data. This review
may or may not then lead to examination of or re-analyses of the raw data.
Selection of a leader is being delayed until the Steering Committee has resolved the issue of
having study design details, methods protocol, and data available prior to future meetings.
The TWG would like the contracted fish consultants at the meetings.

May 28, 2008
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Charlotte is to canvas the group for the most pressing topics to discuss at the upcoming meetings
which may include resolving if adult enumeration methodology such as aerial surveying is
necessary.
Rainbow trout telemetry was deferred for discussion at the next meeting when Rainbow trout
experts could also attend.
It was recommended that key staff from agencies attend the TWG meetings. Need to have staff
familiar with resident species in the area to be on the TWG.

Information Requests
x Detailed study design, including the time samples were taken, the sites sampled, flow, and the
habitat type for the sampling sites, method protocol information, as well as summary data reports
and raw data.
x A map of the study area is requested with an overlay of sampling sites
x Responses to past recommendations.
x ADF&G provided recommendations to Pebble Partners in May 2007 on the baseline fish studies.
Final study plans were not completed until September 2007. A comparison of the ADF&G
recommendations and final study plans shows that not many of the recommendations were
incorporated into the fish baseline studies in 2007. Additionally, ADF&G was promised a
response from the Pebble Partnership regarding the recommendations, which has not yet
occurred.
x Percent of fish habitats sampled in the winter sampling program?
x A groundwater presentation of what’s happening physically in this area.
x The groundwater sampling map
x Hydrographs
x A correlation of hydrographs and fish sampling stations
x Objectives for study plans that have measurable results
x What types of sampling gear are being used , where, why and in what combinations
x Comparison of snorkeling days and flow conditions
x Comparison of stream stage between snorkeling and electro-fishing methods for Upper Talarik
resident species survey that includes a habitat/turbidity/flow comparison
x Timing and area of the juvenile anadromous fish surveys in the Upper Talarik and South Fork
Koktuli intermittent stretch.
Review of the Pebble Project Fish Study Plan
Objectives
x The objectives in the study plans are more like goals than objectives
x TWG members suggested the following consideration in writing fish study objectives:
o writing measurable objectives
o stating objectives in a manner that can be reviewed to determine if they were
accomplished or not
o writing objectives that are scientifically defensible
o stating the level of precision and accuracy the study will adhere to.
x TWG members suggested the following for inclusion in fish study objectives:
o detect fish moving in and out of the project area.

May 28, 2008
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o understand where fish go throughout their life cycle to understand the scope of impact for
determination of adequate study area.
o determining where fish overwinter, and what are the characteristic winter habitat types.
o utilization of habitat, this information is important to the agencies.
o Need to ensure there is enough information to assess potential project effects for each
species, and how to avoid, minimize and mitigate those effects, for all life stages of all
species.
o characterizing fish habitat in the study area
Study Area
x Pebble Project fish studies were set up on drainage concept for the three drainages at the sites;
the North Fork Koktuli Drainage, the South Fork Koktuli Drainage and the Upper Talarik
Drainage for as far as the company had access. There are property access issues in the lower
portion of the Upper Talarik which lies in APC lands. APC is under contract to operate three
hydrology stations on the portion of the LTC that runs through their lands.
x The study area addresses the potential road and transmission corridor and port site.
x Present study boundaries were based on previous guidance from the agencies that when you
reach a point downstream that your project is resulting in a very small change of stream flow that
there is no purpose in sampling any further downstream. After a certain threshold small changes
of flow become “noise” in the system and it becomes challenging to detect changes from natural
variation.
x The study area should consider if there is to be an equal level of study intensity inside and
outside of the current mine study area, or if sampling could be done further apart as you moved
out of the mine study area.
x There are a suite of regulations from endangered species to NEPA to Title 41 that all have
different concerns and therefore different extent of study area. NEPA encompasses more than
the CWA or Title 41. The extent of a study area differs by regulation and by parameter.
x Studies must consider proving there is no impact, not be seen as assuming.
x Consider having the Koktuli River study area extend further downstream into the Mulchatna and
Nushagak Rivers, and for the Upper Talarik River study to extend down to its confluence with
Lake Iliamna. This concept would look at the entire Nushagak River drainage as a whole
watershed and/or an ecosystem, likewise for the whole Upper Talarik Drainage. This would
allow the agencies to put mine impacts in context of larger watershed conditions.
x The Nushagak River affects Bristol Bay.
x The agencies often define a drainage based on the scale of a project.
x PLP is basing the definition of a drainage on consideration of the extent of potential impacts.A
definition for establishing boundaries was offered that stated “downstream until you get to a
waterbody where a change in flow won’t have significant effect – based on flow for fish). The
studies should go downstream until you can show there is no effect. Some members feel this
definition can only be applied to flow and not to other parameters.
x Consideration of the adequacy of the extent of the study area, included discussion that tagging
has shown that Rainbow trout are in the Upper Talarik and cross the lake [Iliamna] to tributaries
on the other side of the lake. There is interest in determining what life stages of fish move up
and down this full drainage. Fish known to be present include grayling, rainbow trout, salmon,
and Dolly Varden.
o Radio-tagging in the Kenai River has demonstrated some surprisingly extensive distances
travelled by fish in that system.

May 28, 2008
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Relative Abundance Studies
x The term relative abundance as used in the Pebble Project studies needs to be better defined.
x PLP stated that relative abundance was meant to address catch/unit effort across species and life
stages to create an index of abundance.
x PLP consultants stated that you do not need to have measurable population data for baseline, but
it is important for evaluating impacts. Some agency members stated disagreement with this
assertion.
x Population estimates are planned for some species within the project footprint.
x Population estimates are more useful than relative abundance.
x A decrease in population could show impact, but not necessarily from the proposed mine.
x There are many outside influences that affect the population.
x Some agencies suggested assessing fry/smolt production so that freshwater production can be
separated from marine production.
x PLP’s study objective is to get some relative order of magnitude so know which habitats are
important to preserve. PLP’s permitting experience has been that a full population estimate is
not usually required for permitting or for developing mitigation proposals.
x Another project chose not to do population studies outside of relative abundance, possibly in
contrast to advice given by the permitting agencies, it only stalled the process when they later
had to go out and gather additional population study data.
x That project had different impacts, they were destroying spawning areas in the streams.
x Population estimation is important to know the number of fish using the system to determine the
stream capacity and if that capacity is changing. Accuracy and precision are important to know
if the change is real.
x Consider if tower fish counts have 10% reliability (theoretical) and sometime later there is a 30%
drop in returning adults for a few years, but you are also measuring water quality, periphyton and
they show no change – the population estimate would not lead to any conclusion about project
impacts.
Winter Sampling
x Concerns and Limitations
o Winter sampling is well acknowledged as being difficult to conduct due to weather and
ice conditions that limit study design and field work
o There are safety concerns related to temperatures, darkness, and ice conditions
o Fewer hours of daylight limit visibility and sampling efforts
o The presence of snow and ice limit visibility
o Instrumentation and some fish trapping methodologies, such as weirs, are not practical in
ice conditions
o Snorkeling is unsafe under ice
o Cutting through ice to conduct studies may affect fish behavior by muddying the water,
or scaring the fish
o Sampling sites are often limited by access and ice conditions, making it difficult to
establish random sampling sites
o There is no guarantee that the habitats being sampled are representative
o To extrapolate data out to the larger drainage you need random data

May 28, 2008
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Sampling Sites:
o Sites are picked by safety and access, not habitat type
o Some sites can be repetitively sampled over the years
o In 2004 there were 40 sites
o Ice conditions in 2005 limited sampling to 12 – 13 sites
o 2007 many more sites were accessible
o Total of 75 sites over the years
The study cannot address areas where you can’t look. A winter flow study may be more
successful than directly studying the fish.
o The most pivotal time is based on flow, it’s not necessarily the coldest time
o The limiting factor is low flow in late March or early April so that is the optimal time to
sample
Sampling options include:
o Sampling in January – difficulties in consistent sampling
o November when there are more habitat types accessible
o Late spring when there are more habitat types accessible
Additional comments raised during discussion on winter sampling
o Consider if there is sufficient data to determine if overwintering fish distribution can be
defined or if stratified sampling is necessary
o Not certain if fish are or are not in the same place in November as they are in April.
They may stage somewhere right before freezing
o Some adults stay in upwelling areas during the winter, some go downstream
o Consider radio-tagging Grayling
o PLP Studies have not yet correlated fish with flow and habitat. Some statistics have been
done to look at overall geographical distribution
o A map could be created of distribution by species, but it is based on highly variable
sampling
o Consider combining data from young of year and newly emerged fry with areal spawning
data
o Pre-smolt Sockeye appear to be in beaver ponds, a few in lakes for rearing. Not many in
North Fork Koktuli, but generally out of the project area. Some present in the South Fork
Koktuli springs
o Can combine actual spawning locations from aerial survey and combine with flow
modeling to assess issue of eggs and fry
o Consider what is more important – sampling a wider variety of habitats during a less than
optimal time frame or go sampling at a more optimal time?
o Is sampling possible as the waters start to open up in late March and early April? Look at
some sites right after break-up and see if they match observations during late March.
Describe sampling difficulties in the program
o Some areas aquifers may bleed out
o Open water areas stay in the same place, however some are more sensitive to cold than
others and may freeze up some years
o Ranking of habitat types also of importance
Sampling Methods
o Flow and habitat parameters are recorded for all stations
o Minnow Traps

May 28, 2008
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Minnow traps don’t always work consistently
Minnow traps are the lowest common denominator amongst gear types. Report
catch/unit effort for minnow traps and use other methods to see what the traps are
not catching.
 Targets mostly salmonid species
 Used for presence/absence of some species
 Minnow traps are not being used in riffles
 Trap avoidance can occur with minnow traps
 Combining gear types can be very effective
 With good trap success can collect relative abundance data
 Video cameras attached to traps can establish if trap avoidance is occurring.
 Pit tagging from traps has been done for some other projects. It is too difficult
with ice flows. If used might provide output population estimate.
 The minnow trap yield was poor so other methods were added over time
 Consider night methods for winter sampling
o Electrofishing
 Catches more fish than minnow traps
 Less size selective than minnow trapping
 Provides qualitative data
 Provides association of catch per unit effort per habitat type
 The method of shocking, marking, returning and re-shocking to determine if the
fish present are the same fish as the previous sampling effort or different fish was
considered, but there was no confidence in the method. Analogous to looking for
a needle in a haystack. Also, the fish probably come out at night, while for safety
reasons sampling is only conducted during daylight hours.
 If gear types have different levels of success within different habitats then it’s
difficult to compare data across habitat types
 Weirs are not practical in spring with high flows and ice
o Snorkeling
 One objective is to determine where to focus protection and enhancement (such as
potentially augmenting flows), considerations include:
 Determining where the fish are overwintering, where the fish are staging before
freeze-up
 Confirming where there are springs, gaining reaches, and/or open water that
support fish
 HDR is using multiple lanes (not multiple passes of the same lane)
 Snorkeling has been conducted in open water areas only for safety reasons
 Study areas have varied in length
 By sampling for fish in areas where they are expected to occur based on
hydrology, rather than using a stratified or random sample design, there is
potential to introduce bias into the study.
 Sampling could also be refined by reviewing the data
 Snorkeling is the largest data set – calibrating may give relative abundance
estimates
o Gravel Pumping
 Sampling could be refined by including gravel pumping

May 28, 2008
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No gravel pumping is conducted for eggs or fry – already know where spawning
occurs
The Pebble Project winter snorkeling study targeted juvenile and adult fish and
habitat usage, not eggs and fry. The study was looking for habitat association.
Incubation was not the focus of the study. The study was determining what sites
were important for overwintering.
Concern was raised that egg and fry studies could be important as a reduction in
flow could result in egg or fry mortality
The Pebble Project hydrology team is focusing on springs and areas of inflow, as
will the Fish Habitat Instream Studies. There are some intra-gravel thermistors
also.

Smolt Studies
o Smolt studies are sometimes used to augment habitat characterization – there are some
smolt studies being conducted within the project footprint
o A way to measure juvenile production from a system
o Requires a large population to be effective
o Smolt studies are done at initial break-up to mark the fish
o Smolt counters can be installed at a point of convergence
o Will help get data for determining abundance
o It can be difficult to get a smolt weir to hold in these streams
o Incline plane traps can be used to capture, mark, and get population estimates
o Incline plane traps are not practical because at break-up there is overbank flow
everywhere, the trap cannot be effectively indexed
o Some projects put tags in the smolt in the fall, capture the smolt in traps or by
electrofishing; traps are put out in the spring

Salmon Escapement
Escapement – defined as the number of adult fish returning to the survey area as a population estimate
(except in 2004 where sampling was not conducted at the beginning of the year)
Objectives
x Determine relative abundance and identify the spawning and incubation sites/
Methods
x Aerial surveys are also used for a relative population estimate
o Consider aerial surveys as more of an index than a population estimate, or they can be
viewed as a population estimate with large error bars – better population estimators are
weirs, videos, and counting towers or sonars. Weirs do not stay put in these waters
o Up to 50% variability with some aerial surveys
o Aerial surveys have less sample power
o ADF&G stated that aerial surveys are not adequate and should not be used for abundance
estimates. ADF&G currently uses their abundance estimates for fishery management, not
for project related baseline or NEPA process data.
o ADF&G recommends that some other method be used to enumerate salmon escapement
in the Talarik and Koktuli drainages. The preferred methods are weirs, counting towers,
and sonar. The preferred methods will provide better quality data and are less costly than
aerial surveys.
o Bad weather also leads to lost survey days with aerial surveys

May 28, 2008
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o Pebble Project aerial survey relative precision improved through use of helicopters
instead of planes, which by being slower allow for better viewing. The area also has very
little stream overhang to interfere with visual estimates and the water is very clear
allowing for a fairly good idea of how many spawners are coming in.
o If observer efficiency were known and there was paired data, it’s maybe possible to get
relative abundance data
o Some previous studies have observer efficiency
Nushagak Main stem uses sonar to measure escapement. Many changes in outside influence
have been reflected in Nushagak sonar data that help the fishery managers to understand outside
factors.
Towers
o Towers count hourly vs aerial surveys counting daily
o Towers may be less expensive than aerial surveys and yield a better population estimate.
Compare budgets with the data received to see if it’s more cost effective. There are
written operational plans available if you decide to go with a tower. Towers require 3
people to man them at a cost of $35,000/month.
o Towers would help to refine the existing aerial survey data for use throughout the survey
life and help to determine observer efficiency
o Smolt input or output numbers may provide some insight freshwater versus marine
production
Adult spawners do not drive escapement
Radio tags are another method to consider
o Tagging could improve the precision of the aerial surveys
So many things affect escapement, water quality or some other physical parameter would be a
stronger means of determining if any fish population effects were project related
Smolt output data can help to segregate marine impacts from freshwater impacts. ADF&G has
some useful information on smolt
Fishery survey reports should include a discussion of rationale for the selection of methods
When monitoring programs are initiated along with project start-up smolt out-migration and
adult monitoring may be added then, it would be better to have some pre-operational background
data to go with the monitoring data.

Fish Abundance in Upper Talarik
x Looking at resident species in this study
x Variables for this study are habitat, turbidity and flow
x Calibrating snorkel data across age groups and species by conducting snorkel counts followed by
an abundance estimate based on electrofishing
x Electrofishing for this study is done with multiple passes in a closed system
x Passes were conducted until a declining trend was established
x Consider repeating efforts to catch any possible timing effects on juveniles
x The UT fish studies were done under generally comparable flow conditions
x Consider validating habitat types in snorkeling surveys
x New blocking gear has been added to the program

May 28, 2008
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Distribution of Juvenile Anadromous Fish
x Concern that the extent of range of juveniles includes the upper reaches of the stream system.
x This study is meant to supplement earlier data recorded in 1991-1993.
x Looking at tributaries to South Fork Koktuli and the South Fork intermittent flow reach to
observe what is going on there. Also observe area of the transportation corridor study area
where it comes close to the Upper Talarik.
x Using electro-fishing and snorkeling for presence/absence.
x Timing should be considered.
QA/QC
x To ensure accurate identification of juveniles, questionable fish are compared to voucher species.
x This stream system has not had many ambiguous fish as have been seen in some other systems in
the state like the Chuitna River.
x Never encountered a need to separate out adults in this study.
x Consider how to make sure juveniles are not lost when releasing adults.
Other
x In the ephemeral reaches of the stream, the hydrology team has taken picture of piles of dead fish
that were left behind when the water naturally retreated. We know this occurs, but do not have
any numbers for how many dead fish are in these natural fish kills.
x Consider looking at different habitat types for calibration
General Comments
x There are 4 years of data collected to date and one more year planned. Consider how changes to
the program will affect the usability of data already collected. Determine how many years of data
are sufficient.
x It is important for study design assumptions to be reviewed and discussed well before each field
season.
x Data will be evaluated related to possible impacts of reduced flow and potential mitigation for
potential increased flow.
x Major concerns that need review are time and area for fish studies. Less so for study
methodology.
x Information needed to apply for permits include hydrology, water quality and fish distribution
x Flow data and water chemistry data are collected from the same sites that are used in the fish
studies, but not necessarily at the same time. These data are collected by separate teams.
Upwelling information is also being collected by the hydrology team.
x Potential indirect effects include potential flow reduction. Impacts need to be quantifiable and
include habitat effect for mitigation.
x The program is improved if you can minimize the number of assumptions.
Mitigation Considerations
x Mitigation by federal definition means to avoid, minimize, rectify, compensate
x Being precise when looking for mitigation solutions will help ensure the applicant and agencies
maintain the same perspective. If the agencies decide they do not have confidence in the method
they will be more conservative and use the higher end of the data range.

May 28, 2008
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Rationale for being precise is to minimize disagreement and conflict and come closer in range.
It is known that waters that underlie the project footprint will need to be mitigated.
The estimate of value/amount of mitigation will be higher if based only on habitat
characterization and habitat loss without adequate associated abundance data. In that scenario
mitigation will be based on an assumption of 100% use.
Mitigation methods may have to be based on habitat units if population estimates can’t be
quantified.

May 28, 2008
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MinutesApprovedAugust22,2008
TechnicalWorkingGroupͲFreshwaterFish
PebbleProject
June12Ͳ13,2008
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
MinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:
AndreaMeyer(ADNR),
CharlotteMacCay/PLP
JeffEstensen(ADF&G)
PhilNorth(EPA)
RandyBailey(BaileyEnvironmental)
DennisDeans(PLPEnvironmentalConsultant)
GeneSandone(R2ResourceConsultants)
JasonMouw(ADF&G)
MarkFink(ADF&G)
JeanZodrow(EPA)–viateleconference
MaryLouiseKeefe(R2ResourceConsultants)
JaneWhitsett(PLP)
DudleyReiser(R2ResourceConsultants)Ͳviateleconference
BrainLance(NOAA/NMFS)
LowellFair(ADF&G)

Public:
AndrewDeValpine(BristolBayResourceServiceArea(BRSA))
CarolAnnWoody(FisheriesResearchandConsulting(FRC)
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II.           PROPOSEDAGENDA
8:00:CommentsfromPLPonresponsetoinformationrequests
8:15Ͳ10:30:PresentationofinformationonpaststudiesasrequestedbytheTWG.Thiswillbealimiteddiscussion,opento
furtherelaborationatfuturemeetingsifnecessary.Theintentforpresentingthisinformationatthismeetingistosetforth
thebasisuponwhichsomeofthe2008protocoldecisionsweremade.
10:45–12:00:Presentationanddiscussionofthe2008protocolssothatthePebblePartnershipcanconsideragency
suggestionsandadaptthe2008fieldprogramaccordingly.Discussionofthe2008protocolwillproceedinthefollowing
prioritizedorderasdeterminedbythefishconsultants:
xFishPopulationandAbundance
xTier3Habitat
12:00Lunch
12:30–2:00:Reviewof2008StudyProtocols
xNorthForkKoktuliOffͲchannelHabitatUse
xUpperTalarikCreekHabitatandFishPopulation
2:15–3:30:Reviewof2008StudyProtocolscontinued
xTransportationCorridor
xSalmonEscapement
Break
3:45–5:00:Reviewof2008StudyProtocolscontinued
xEphemeralReach
xUpperTalarikCreekRainbowTroutRadioͲtelemetry
FridayJune13
8:00–11:30:
xPresentationoftheproposedSegmentAnalysisapproachforpresentingfishdatathatwillbetechnicalreports
attachedtotheEnvironmentalBaselineDocument.

III.          ADMINISTRATIVEISSUES
Agenciesreviewedtheagenda(seeabove),andrequestedthatthepresentationofthe2004–2007fishstudy
programbehandledverybrieflyornotatallsomaximumtimecouldbespentdiscussingtheproposed2008field
samplingprotocols.Mostmembersfelttheywouldalreadybefamiliarwiththeinformationthatwouldlikelybein
the2004–2007presentation.
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PLPfeltitwouldbebesttoproceedquicklythroughthe2004Ͳ2007fishstudiespowerpointasitwouldsetthe
stageforunderstandingtheprotocolsthatweretobethefocusoftherestofthemeeting.Inadditionthey
emphasizedthattherewasstilltimetoincorporateagreedchangestothe2008protocol.

IV.         INFORMATIONREQUESTS
A.           DISTRIBUTIONOFPREVIOUSLYREQUESTEDDATA
x(PLP)InformationwasprovidedinresponsetotheinformationrequestsfromthelastTWGmeeting.
Muchoftherequestedinformationisalreadyavailablethroughthefishresourcepermitreportsfiledeach
yearwithADF&G.Atableofpreviouslydistributedmaterial(attached)andwhereitcanbelocatedwasalso
handedout.Additionaldatawasdistributedpriortohismeeting.Therequested2008samplingprotocols
weredistributed3weekspriortothemeetingtoaccommodateagencyreview,buttherestofthedatawas
notreadyfordistributiontillafewdayspriortothemeeting,PLPiscontinuingtoimproveitsabilityto
distributeinformationalmaterialinatimelyfashion.
x(PLP)FormalresponsestoADF&G’scommentsonthe2007studyplanandtheircommentsonthe2006
AgencyPresentationsarestillforthcoming.
x(Agency)Agenciesneedmoretimetoreviewstudyprotocolsandplansandsuggesteda60daytime
frameinthefuture.

B.           AVAILABILITYOFADDITIONALDATA
x(Agency)Mostrawdataisavailableandappreciated,butdatasummariesbasedonPLP’sanalysiswould
bemoreusefulandsavetheagencies’reviewtime.Isthereatimelineforsummarizedreports?x
(PLP)SummarizedinformationwillbeprovidedintheEnvironmentalBaselineDocument.[Itisuncertainwhat
wasstatedregardingtheexpectedreleasedateoftheEBD.PLPissupplementingtheminuteswithapostͲ
meetingnotethattheEBDwillbereleasedconcurrentwiththepermitapplications]
x(Bailey)Fishcollectionreportsaresubmittedattheendoftheyear,basedontheinformationrequiredby
thefishresourcespermit.Pebbledeterminedthatwritingtechnicalreportsonindividualstudieswouldnot
fullyintegrateinformationornecessarilyincludeallassociateddatacollected.Thenewsegmentanalysis
approachwillintegrateallormostrelateddataintoastreamsegmentbystreamsegmentandmainstem
(NFK,SFK,UT)tributarywatershedapproach.
x(PLPinresponsetoAgency)TheEBDisbeingpreparedtocharacterizetheenvironment,andwillbethe
endofofficialbaselinedatacollection,butwecanstilladdmoredatacollectioninsubsequentyearsand
revisethedocumentasnecessary.
x(Agency)It’seasytogetcaughtupinterminology.Itdoesn’tmatterwhenyouapplyforpermits,youcan
stilluseadditionaldata,andadditionaldatacollectionislikelytobeapermitrequirement.



V.2004–2007FISHSTUDIES
x(Agency)ThepresentationdiscussesthegroundwaterexchangebetweentheSouthForkKoktuliwatershed
andtheUpperTalarik(intotributaryUT190)watershed.Arethereanyotherknowngroundwaterexchanges
betweenwatersheds?
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o (PLP)ThereappearstobesomegroundwaterexchangeattheheadwatersoftheNorthForkKoktuli
andtheUpperTalarik,butitisnotmeasurable.Thereisalsoevidence,visualandnotmeasurableof
groundwaterexchangefromtheNorthForkKoktuliintoUpperTalarikCreek.[PLPinsertsthe
followingpostͲmeetingcomment:ThelatestthinkingisthatthespringsintheupperendofUpper
TalarikCreekarefedbyinfiltrationfromwithinthewatershed.Thisisbased,atleastinparton
examinationofthesurfacehydrologymapandinconsiderationofthelocallandform.Ifthereisany
contributionfromNorthForkKoktuli,thecurrentthinkingisthatitisveryminor.]
x(Agency)Fishsamplingisbeingconductedinthelatefallandearlyspringtodocumentwherethefishare
locatedatthattimeandinferwheretheyareduringthewinter.Thismaynotbereliable.OntheKenai,fish
worksuggestedfishmovementduringwinter.PLPshouldtakecautionthatlatefall/earlyspringdatamaynot
tellyouwhatishappeningduringthewinter.
o (Bailey)Understood,theapproachhasbeentosampleatlowestflowsandwatertemperatures,which
meanslateMarchorearlyApril.Sincesamplingisonlyoccurringinopenwaterareas,wehave
avoidedthemidͲwintertimeperiod.Ingeneral,weconsiderwintersamplingnotfeasible.
o (Agency)Understoodthatwintersamplingmaynotbefeasible.
o

(Buell)Winter,ascharacterizedbylowestflow,comessignificantlylateratthePebblesitethanit
doesontheKenai.LowestflowsoccuratPebbleinMarchorearlyApril.

o (Bailey)Wintersamplingundericeisnotfeasible,butsamplinginopenwaterareascanbedone.
However,thenumberandgeographiclocationsofopenwatersamplingsitesvaryfromyeartoyear
forthisparticularsamplingprogram.
x(Bailey)In2007thereweremorefishcapturedduetosamplingoffͲchannelhabitat.Thatisonereasonwhy
youwillseemoreoffͲchannelhabitatworkproposedin2008.
x(Bailey)Dataonescapementisprovisional.Observerefficiencyisbeingreviewedinmoredetail.
o

o

Indexspeciesmonitoringwasoriginallysetupin2004withPebbleWestinmind,PebbleEastwasnotyet
aconsideration.ThisnowͲdiscontinuedsamplingconsistedofasetofparameters(hydrology,
macroinvertebrates,waterquality,fish)beingcollectedatspecificlocations(fishtissuessamplesites)
overtime.ThediscoveryofPebbleEastrequiredanewlookatthistypeofsampling.
Bothqualitative,fishdensity,andfishpopulationestimateswerecompletedforavarietyofareasin2004
and2005.Thefishdensityandpopulationestimateswereattemptedforspecifichabitattypes,withthe
intentofexpandingthesehabitatunitspecificestimatestoalongerstreamarea.

x(Agency)Thepresentationmentionsthat38radioͲtelemetrytagswereinsertedinUpperTalarikrainbowtrout
ofthefallfeedingaggregation,ofwhich33weretracked.Whatwastherationalefortagging38fish?
o

(Bailey)Originallytherewasatargetofinstalling80tags,buttherewereonly38fishcaught.Thenumber
80waschosenasalargenumberoftags,therewasnoanalysisdonetodetermineastatistical
relationship,justprofessionaljudgment.AdditionaltagsarebeingaddedbecausePebbleanditsfish
consultantsdidnotthink38weresufficienttomeetthestudyobjectives.Sixtyadditionaltagshavebeen
permittedfor2008.
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(Bailey)Somefishtaggedlastfallgavemortalitysignalsduringthewinter,butweresendingalivesignals
inspring.

x(Bailey)Therearetwoprogramsthatyouhavenotseenanyinformationoninthispresentation:theflowͲ
habitatorinstreamflowprogram,andtheaquatichabitatmappingprogram.Theseareprogramsthatdonot
requireinformationbeingsubmittedunderthefishresourcespermit.However,theseprogramsarerelatedto
eachotherandofimportancetofish.Weanticipatethatthisinformationwillbeavailableatalaterdate.
ThereisaninstreamflowsubgroupoftheFishTWGthathasbeenestablishedtofacilitatetheinstreamflow
study.
x(Bailey)Allrawdataforfishcollectedisinthefishresourcespermitreportspreviouslysubmittedtothe
AlaskaDepartmentofFishandGame.Thereareover200pagesofdatawithindividualfishlengths,thetype
ofsamplingbeingconducted,GPScoordinates,geartypes,speciescaptured,andin2005evensnorkelcounts
wereincludedinthereport.
x(Agency)Werecomparisonsmadebetweenfirstpasselectrofishingandtotaltogettheefficiencyofthe
method?Itwouldgiveusefulinformationonthelevelofeffortrequiredtogetgooddata.
o

o

(Bailey)Resultsaremixedduetothecomplexityofhabitatandwaterconditions.Thenewelectrofishing
equipmentislesspowerfulandlesseffectiveforcaptureofsmallerfish.Datafromtheearly90’swas
collectedwitholder,morepowerfulequipment.Therecentworkusednewer,lesspowerfulequipment.
(Bailey)Wedon’talwaysseesubstantialdepletion.Infact,undercertainconditionswedidnotget
depletionbetweenthefirstandsecondpass.Lastyeartheeffortwasintensifiedusingmoregearand
largernettingcrewsinordertoobtaintheappropriatedepletions.Thiswasaccomplishedonabigger
channelthanpastyears.Somepastyearsweregoodandsomeshowednodepletion(averyflatlineif
graphed).

x

VI.         AGENCYREVIEWPROCESSFORSTUDYPROTOCOLS

x

(Bailey)Wereviewedtheexistingdatatodeterminewhatelseweneedtoknow.Welookedatthe
geographicdistribution,quantity,andqualityofexistingdata,andotherquestionsthathavearisensincelast
yearandthesearethefactorsthatcontributedtothedevelopmentofthe2008proposedprogramweare
goingtotalkaboutnow.
(Bailey)Iftheagenciesseeaninformationgap,orhaveaconcernpleaseraisetheissueandwewilltakeit
backtotheclient(PLP)forconsideration.Pleasebackupconcernsorrequestswithareasonorjustification,
suchaswhatmonitoringprotocolorepermittingdecisionsrequirethesedata.Pleasebespecificsothe
consultantscanwriteascopeofwork.
(Agency)Prefertodiscussissuesthatcanbechangedforthisseason,otherwisethediscussionshouldbe
deferreduntilnextfallforthebestuseofourtimetoday.
(Agency)Itwouldbepreferabletodiscusslessonslearnedinthefall,thenmeetinMarchtoimplement
changes.
(Agency)Twoweekspriortostartupofthefieldseasonisinadequate–thisprocessneedstostartmuch
earlierintheyear.Itmaynotbeworthmeetingtodiscussthisnextyearifthestudyplansarenotavailable
earlierintheyear.
(Agency)Thereisalackofopportunitytoreviewdatafarenoughinadvance.Everyonehasexperienced
limitationsinmethodologies.Weneedtorecognizelimitationsofdatacollectedtobetterrespondonhow
tofillthegaps.

x

x
x
x

x
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(PLP)AstheTechnicalWorkingGroupsareevolving,wearetryingtobemoreproactiveatdistributingdata
andreceivinginput.For2009,PLPwouldliketochangetheapproachtogaininputfromtheagenciesprior
towritingstudydesigns,ratherthanaskingforreactionstothedraftstudyplans.Theresimplyisnot
adequatetimetopreparestudyplansfarenoughinadvancetomeettheagencies’desireforalongreview
period.ItwasproposedatthelastSteeringCommitteemeetingthatPLPwilltrytostructurethefallagency
meetings(usuallyheldinNovember)suchthatbreakͲoutTWGmeetingscanbeheldatthesametimein
ordertosolicitinputtotheupcomingstudies.

VICOMMENTSONTHE2008PROTOCOLS
A.           FISHPRESENCE(SNORKELING,ELECTROFISHING,ANDMINNOWTRAPPING) 
x (Agency)DoesPLPknowwherethedatagapsare?

o Yes,thatiswhyweareproposingtostudytheareaswehaveidentifiedandwearealsogatheringadditional
informationinareasalreadystudied.
x (Agency)Aretheelectrofishingunitsallbackpacks?AreonlywadeͲablesurveysbeingconducted?
o(Bailey)Waterisusuallylessthan2feetdeep.Noboatsarebeingused.Thereisaspecialstudyforthe
lowerportionoftheUpperTalarikCreekwhichisdiscussedseparately.
o(R2)Wearealsodoingdensityestimates.
x(Agency)Arethereanystatisticsonhowwellsinglepasselectrofishingworksasameasureofrelative
abundance?Itcanbeagoodindex,butthat’saboutit.
o(Bailey)Weuseitforrelativeabundanceandspeciescomposition,withtheunderstandingthatitisnot
precise.
o(R2)Snorkelingisgoingtobeourmostusefulmethodonrelativeabundancebasedondatareview.A
calibratedsnorkelingsurveyistheprimarymethodforfishabundance,supplementwithelectrofishing.
o(Bailey)Wetiethesnorkelingtohabitatunitsanduseelectrofishingtocalibratethesnorkelsurveys.
o(R2)Snorkelingefficiencyvarieswithhabitat,wecalibrateinhabitatsinproportiontooccurrenceofhabitat
types.
o(R2)Unitsaregenerallyblocknettedpriortosampling,calibrationunitsareflaggedtoindicatetheyneedto
beblocknettedpriortosampling.
o(R2)Efficiencyratesarevariablebyhabitatandconductivity.
x(Agency)Standardizedpowercouldbeusedasameanstoreducevariability.
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o(Buell)Itisnottruethataconsistentpowersettingwillyieldconsistentresults.Somehabitattypesneed
morepowerappliedtoelectrofishingtoaffectthefish.Boulderstreamsneedmorepowerthanfine
gravel.Thismeansaconsistentpowersettingwouldbeinappropriatebecauseitwouldnothavethe
desiredoutcome.
o(Agency)Sometimesabackpackunitisnotthepropertool–ifyouaren’tgettingappropriateamperageto
stunthefish.Ifyouarechasingthefish,anditisherdingthem,youcancausemoredamagetofishthan
youmightwithhigheramperage–itdependsonthedepthandsubstrate.
o(R2inresponsetoAgency)Existingdatahasnotbeenanalyzedtodeterminevariabilitybyhabitat.Itisnot
inthepresentplantocalibratepreviousdata.Therewassomecalibrationdoneinthepastthathasnot
yetbeenreviewed.
x(Agency)Howconfidentaretheconsultantswiththedatabaseinitsfinality?Baselinedataisthegroundworkforaneffect
onfishpopulation.Ifthereisnoconfidenceinthedata,thenthereisnoconfidenceinpredictingtheimpacts.
o(R2)Weareconfidentthedataaregood.Thegoalistodocumentbaselineconditionsusingacombination
of:fishabundance,density,populationestimates,habitatdescriptions,andgeographicdistribution.
x(Agency)Definefishabundance.
o(R2)Fishabundancemeansaquantitativeestimateusinganappropriatesamplingprocedureand
mathematicaltreatmentofdata.
x(Agency)Youarenotsamplingtheentiredrainage,andshouldconsidersomeexpansionofyoursamplingprogram
o(R2)Wearelookingtoprovideabundanceestimatesforhabitattypes–theremaybesomesubͲsampling.
o(Bailey)Asapointofclarification,wearequantitativelysamplingallofNorthForkKoktuli190,butnotallof
theNorthFork.WearealsoquantitativelysamplingallofSouthForkKoktuli190,butnotalloftheSouth
Forkitself.Wewillbesamplingalltributariestothesespecificstreamsforadults,juvenilesandall
species.Thereasonforthisisthatthereisahigherlikelihoodofdirectprojectimpactsinthe
quantitativelysampledareasthaninothertributariesthatarenotquantitativelysampled.
x(Agency)Itissuggestedthatyoustayawayfromtheterm“quantitativepopulationestimate”whentalkingabout
relativeabundance,asitcanleadtosomeconfusionregardingexpectations.
x(Agency)IstheoverallgoalofthisinformationonlytodescribethesitetomeetNEPArequirementsordoesitinclude
methodologyformonitoringforimpacts?
o(Bailey)Thisdataisnotintendedformonitoringpurposes.Itismeanttobedescriptive,tolistparticular
habitattypes,andtogetanideaofrelativeabundanceofwhatisinthestreams.Byhavingsomerelative
abundanceorquantitativeabundanceestimatedatabyhabitattype,wecanrelatepotentialhabitatlossto
projectimpacts.ProjectimpactsandmitigationobligationsareusuallyhabitatͲbased.”
x(Agency)AmorerobustapproachispreferredwherePLPcollectsdatainamannerwhichcanspeaktoimpactanalysis;
somethingalongaBACIdesign.Proponentsoftheprojectaremakingstatementsaboutusingthebesttechnologyavailable
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toprotecttheenvironment.StudiesusingtheBACIdesigncoulddetectimpactsandallowforactionstobetakento
minimizeimpacts.Descriptivedatawillnotservethatpurpose.
o(PLP)ThereareplanstocreateaMonitoringTechnicalWorkingGrouptoaddresscollectionofdatafor
monitoringpurposes.UseofaBACIdesignwouldbediscussedwithintheMonitoringTWG.
o(Agency)Alotoftimeandeffortarebeingspentondataoflimiteduse.
x(Agency)Whencalibratingelectrofishing,ifyouaresnorkelingandcomeacrossadultswhatdoyoudo?
o(R2)Wedonotelectrofishifadultsareinthearea.Wemakesuretocalibratepriortothearrivalofadults,
orgoplaceswheretheadultsdon’tgo.Wearenotinclinedtoremoveadults,butwouldinsteadfinda
differentspot.
o(Agency)Couldbeanyspeciesofadult,notjustsalmon.Permitsshouldn’tallowshockingadultfishofany
type.
o(R2)Weofcoursedonotshockadultsalmon,andwillclarifyifthepermitdisallowsshockingofany
anadromousfishorofalladultfish.Ifwecan’tshockwhenDollyVardenareinthearea,thenwe
wouldn’teverbeallowedtoshock.
o(Agency)Largerainbowtroutareespeciallysusceptible.Thereiskinder,gentler,newtechnologydesigned
tobeadultrainbowtroutfriendly.
o(Buell)Evenwiththat(lowerpower)technology,studiesstillcannotbeconductedinarecklessmanner
thatmightharmfishunduly.
o(Agency)So,it’snotyourintenttomakeanyinferencesaboutadultfishfromtheelectrofishingsurveys?
o(R2)Ourintentistonotsampleastreamunitinthepresenceofanyadults.Adultsarenotusedfor
determiningrelativeabundance,butwedonotepresenceofadultsasdistributiondata.
x o(R2)Aminimumofthreeelectrofishingpassesispartoftheprotocol.
o (Agency)TwoͲpassdepletionestimationsdoexist–ifyouget80%depletionthenthetwopassesare
consideredacceptable.
x (R2)WehavenotsettledonwhatthetriggerwillbetodomarkͲrecaptureinsteadofelectrofishing.
o (Agency)MarkͲrecapturecouldbeusedinhabitatswhereyoucan’tgetstrongdepletion.
o (R2)ConductingmarkͲrecapturepriortoelectrofishingmayindicatethattheareaisnotworth
electrofishing.Wedon’twanttoolowofanefficiencyrate.WearejustshiftingtomarkͲrecaptureand
thismaynotbringadditionalconfidenceintheestimate.
o (Agency)Thepotentialofusingasaltblockwasmentioned.
o (R2)WeapproachedADF&Gandweretoldthatusingasaltblockwasnotdesirablefromapermitting
perspectiveandwouldalsorequireADECpermittingforadischargetowater.Notlikelythisyear.
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o (Agency)IftheagenciesfindatriggertostartmarkͲrecapturethenhowlongatimeperiodbetweeninitial
captureandmarkedrecapture?
o (Agency)Thereissomeconcernthatifyoucamebackthenextdayyouwillloseyournetduetodebris
andfreshetsintheevening.
o (Agency)Thereisconcernifnetsaresettobe“fishtight”.
o (R2)Literallyintheprotocolwepickedanumberandputinthattwohourswasadequatetimefor
mixing(fishredistributionaftertagging).Wewerelookingforinput,whatisareasonabletimeformixing
vs.ensuringthenetstays“fishtight”?Couldweassumealoss/gaininsomeproportion?
o (R2)Itdependsontheusetowhichthedataareput.
o (Agency)Anotheroptionistodoopenpopulationestimationusingalongerstretchofstreamovera
longerperiodoftime.
o (Bailey)MarkͲrecaptureisasecondarychoicebecauseitisnotpracticalfromalogisticalviewpoint.We
cancovermoregroundusingsnorkeling.
o (Agency)YoucouldusemarkͲrecapturetocalibratesnorkeling.
o (R2)MayhavetolookatseininginsteadofelectrofishingformarkͲrecapture.
o (Agency)DependingonthetimingofoutͲmigrationofageͲclassesovera24hourperiod,ifyoublockoff
thewholestreamwhateffectdoesthathaveonthedataset,andwhateffectonthefishtryingtoget
out;particularlyifyoudifferentiallyleaveatnightandblockallthenextday?Thereisnoperfect
method.IfmarkͲrecaptureisnotpracticalin24hours,maybeyoucoulddoarecaptureintheevening.
o (Buell)ThereisnosamplingduringoutͲmigration.
o (Agency)Calibrationshouldbeduringasimilartimeperiodaswhenyoucollectedthedata,oryouwon’t
getagoodinferencetowardswhenyouwereoriginallythere.
x(Agency)Ifyouhaven’tseenspawners,stillneedtolookforjuveniles.
o (Agency)Withrespecttosalmon,it’simportanttogetsmoltenumerationoutofthetributariestogetan
estimatefortheseason–usinginclineplanetraps.
o (Agency)Youwon’tknowtheprecisionuntilyoutry.
o (R2)Thefocusisonjuvenileanadromousfish.
x (Agency)Previousdocumentsshowrelativeabundanceformuchofthearea,therearesomegaps.WeknowthatCoho
andDollyVardenusehabitataslongasthehabitatexists–doesPLPintendtosurveytodocumentupstreamlimitsof
fishpresence?
o(Bailey)Yes,inNFK190andSFK190.ADF&Gwentfurtherinsomeareasthatweren’tcoveredin2004and
foundsomefishupstreamofUT350–somestreamshavenotbeensurveyedbyanyonebutJimBuelland
havenotbeenlookedatsince1991.
x(Agency)Howmucheffortdoyouputoutlookingforfishupstreambeforeyouareconfidentyouarenotmissingany
speciespresent?
o(Bailey)Sometimesuntilthestreampetersout.
o(Buell)Sometimesprofessionaljudgmenttellsyou.Youworkuntilyouareconvincednothingelseisthere
andhaveexhaustedallpossibilities.
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o(Agency)Itwouldbeniceifyoucouldsetsomeminimalamountofeffortpersitebeforeconcludingthefish
aren’tthere.
o(Agency)40Xchannelwidthandnotlessthan150metersisonecriteriaused.But,thereissomeonthefly
decisionmaking,lookingforbarriers,aforkinthechannelthathaslittlehabitat,etc.
o(R2)GenerallylookforCohoandDolly.Wecollectotolithstodocumentifthefishareanadromousornot.
o(Bailey)Iftherearenofishwegenerallydropdownstreamuntilaqualitativechangeinhabitatindicates
potentialfishpresence.WeprefertogoinAugustwhenfisharemaximallydistributedthroughthe
watershed.
o(Agency)Iffishexhibitspawningbehaviortakelocationinformationtodocumentthatactivity.
o(Agency)Havetobereallycarefulinjudgingifachannelistoosmall–sometimesthechannelwillreͲ
emergeupstreamandtherewillbefishthere–particularlyinflatwetlandareas.

B.           AQUATICHABITATINVENTORY
x(Agency)WhatwillTierIIIbeusedfor?Wehaveaconcernthat‘replication’isverydifficulttoachieveusing
thisForestServiceProtocol.·o
o (Bailey)TIERIIIlevelhabitatsarealsosampledforrelativefishabundancetogetdensity
estimates.Wewillmapthehabitatandgobackfordensityestimates.
o(R2)Theworkistobeconductedunderlowflow(Growingseasonlowflow)
o(Buell)Ourobjectiveistobeasclosetobaseflowduringthegrowingseasonasreasonablypractical.
o(R2)Wewatchthehydrographbeforegoingoutandwestopduringperiodsofrainfall–but
everythinghastohappeninthesecondweekofAugust.Wedohabitatfirst,thengoinAugustfor
distributionalstudiesanddocumenttheflowbythedatacollectedbythehydrologyandinstream
habitatmodelinggroupsthatarealsocollectingflowdata.
o(Agency)Aslongasnottryingtoinferastatisticalamountofhabitattypes,becausebetweenobservers
thevariabilitycanbehigh.USFShasbackedoffusingtheirprotocoltomakedeterminationto
changes,alterationsofhabitatandflowregimes.
o(R2)WewillprobablygointoSFK1.240also.(Thiswasnotinthepowerpointpresentation)
x(Agency)Areallsitesintheprojectfootprintoraretherereferencesitesaswell?
o(R2)Allsitesarewithina10milestudyͲarea.Becausewedonothaveaprojectfootprintyet,wedon’t
haveanyreferencesites.
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o(Agency)Someofthewatershedsbeingstudiedcouldbeintheprojectfootprintaccordingtosome
designoptionsthatwerepresentedinthepast.
x(Agency)Inpermitting,thelevelofrequireddetailmaybemoredetailedthanNEPA.Theareasproposedto
beeliminatedwilllikelyneeddetailedinformationonwhat’sbeinglosti.e.amapofhabitattoexactsize–a
GISrendering.
o(R2)TierIIIwillprovidethat.It’snotjustalist,butthequalityandquantityofhabitatwithlotsof
picturesaswell.
o(Agency)Geomorphologymeasurementsat3X/reachorforalongerreachevery170mtakeacross
sectionmeasurement
o(Agency)Areyoucollectingatconsistentgeomorphicpoints?Theheadofeveryriffleorstratified?
o(R2)Atthebeginning,attheend,andwepickaplaceinthemiddle.Allchannelmorphologydatais
collectedoverriffles.Specialfeaturesarenoted,anythingunusual,acascadeetcisnotedand
photographed.Fastwaterhabitatiscalibratedevery5thunit.
x(Agency)Howdoyoucoordinatebetweenobservers?Anyrepeatsurveysforobservervariability?
o(R2)Twoobserversworktogether.Thereisveryextensivetrainingforeveryproject,everyone
calibratestogether.Wegothroughtheunittogetherforcalibration.ThereisaQA/QCprogram
whereexperthabitatsurveyorsgowiththeteamsweeklyrotatingwitheachteam(thesearethe
sameexpertswhowereusedastrainers.)
o(Agency)Thosearegoodbestmanagementpractices.Unlessyoudorepeatsurveys,youdon’treally
knowobservervariability.ItissuggestedthatyoudosomerepeatsurveysonasmallsubͲsample.
o(R2)Whatdoyoudowiththatvariabilityonceitismeasured–andifthatvariabilitydatavariesalso?
o(Agency)Itgivesanindicationofthemagnitudeofthevariability.
o(Agency)Itdependswhatyourepeat.Needvariationtodetectsmallchangesit’snotneededfor
descriptionlevelsurveys.
o(Agency)Theamountofvariabilitylendssomecontext.
o(Buell)Knowingtheamountofvariabilityprovides:
1.ComfortFactor–confidenceintheoutputofwork
2.Dependingontheusetowhichdataareput–knowingvariabilityhelpsmeasurechangesthat
needmoreprecisionandaccuracy:i.e.riffle/poolratiovs.exactsquaremetersofrifflesacertain
size,etc.
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C.            NFKOFFͲCHANNELHABITAT(OCH)STUDIES
x(Bailey)ThisworkwasproposedasadirectresultoftheOCHworkdoneontheSFK,becauseoftheamountoffishuse
anddiversityofhabitatinthatarea.TheInstreamFlowHabitatsubͲTWGgrouphadadiscussionaboutconnectivityand
howfishgetintotheseoffchannelsites–somemaybeonlyspring–fed,oronlyconnectedatveryhighflow.
x(Agency)DoestheUSFSprotocolapproachaddressmorelakeͲlikechannelsthanstreamͲlikechannels?
o(Bailey)USFSprotocolsdoaddressmultiplechannels.
o(R2)ForconsistencywecollectthesameinformationͲmesoͲscale(20Xfeaturewidth)information
describesthehabitat.
o(Agency)YoumightwanttoaddoxͲbowasacharacteristic–actsmorelikeapondwithinflowandoutflow
thanastream.
o(Agency)IsPLPconsideringuseofusingremotesensingformapping
o (R2)WearelookingatwhatitwilltaketogetneworthoͲphotocoverage.
o(R2)WeaskedtocovertheentirefloodplainwithorthoͲphotosat1:2000scaletocaptureoffͲchannel
habitat[PLPaddsasapostͲmeetingnotethattheproposaltocollectorthoͲphotographyhassincebeen
approved].
o(Agency)ThiswillbegoodgroundͲtruthdata.
o(Bailey)ElectrofishingisusedasabackͲuptosnorkeling.Waterqualityparameterssuchasvisibility,DO,
conductivity,secchidiscreadingsarecollected.
o(R2)WecollectdataforsimilarfeaturesintheOCHandadjacentmainstem.Ifnosimilarmainstemhabitat
totheOCHhabitatthenwemayneedtogoupandordownstreamwithinasuitabledistance.
o(R2)ThereareareasintheNorthForkwithconcentratedbeaveractivitythathavenotbeenstudiesinthe
samewaysimilarareasoftheSouthForkKoktulihavebeenstudied.
o(Buell)Wewillbelookingtodeterminethewatersource(springsorgroundwaterversusdirectmainstem
connectiontobeaverworkings)andwhatfisharesupported.Thisisimportantbecausefishhabitatareas
directlyconnectedtothestreammayormaynotbestageͲsensitive,whileareasfedbyspringsand/or
groundwaterprobablywillnotbestagesensitive.
o(R2)Wewillneedtosubsample,basedontheextentofbeaveractivityhere.Thereisnoeffectivewayto
samplethewholearea.Notintendedtogetasetnumberof10beaverponds,butarepresentative
sampleofponds,oxͲbows,etc...Wewillhavetoqualifydataduetosubsets.Thegoalistoidentifyfish
associatedwithOCH.Capturedfishwillbeenumeratedbyspeciesandlifestage.Datamaybelimited,
butmaystillbegoodinformation.Wewillbeabletodeterminecatchperuniteffort,relativefish
abundancebetweenOCHandmainstemhabitatsoverall,andrelativeabundancebetweenspecific
habitattypeslocatedinthemainstemandOCHareas.
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o(R2)(Buell)Access–needtodetermineiffishaccessislimitedbystreamstage.Manyofthesesitesare
onthesametransectsasinstreamflowhabitatmappingstudies.Wecangobackandwalktheunitto
determineconnectivitysuchasspringbrooks.WewillneedtodeterminetherelativeimportanceofOCH
todetermineprojectͲinducedflowimpactsandthepotentialrelativevalueofcreatedOCHareasfor
compensation
o(R2)WecanlookatcrossͲsectionstoevaluatefrequencyofconnectioninrelationtorangeofflowsin
instreamflowstudies.
x(Agency)AnOCHtomainstemusecomparisonmaybebetterserved–makemoresensetoaggregateOCHand
mainstembyhabitattype–dobyreach–setreachlength
o(R2)Wedon’thaveaprograminthemainstemexceptinassociationwithOCH–butcouldapplyitinstead
oftheproposedadjacenthabitatprotocol.InsteadofsimilarhabitatinOCH/Mainstemwecouldjust
selectareachinanareaofpreͲdeterminedsizeorcharacteristictouseforthecomparisonoffishuse,
speciesassemblageandmayberelativeabundance.HowdoesOCHaffectfishassemblage/abundance
withinthereach?
o(Agency)Notahardcomparisontoexpandtoelsewhere–differenthabitats/differentmethods.
o(Buell)Theapproachofconsideringwhichusestowhichdataarebeingput:
1.Describeenvironmentalsetting(includingfishuse)
2.Assesswhathappensifprojectinducedflowpatternschangeaccess/use?
3.Whatcanwelearnaboutmitigationopportunitiesforfutureconsideration?
x(Agency)AtwhatflowareOCHaccessibletothefish?
o(Bailey)Theinstreamflowmodelwillmeasureandallowextrapolationtodetermineaccessibilityat
differentflows.
o(R2)Inadditionto3visitspertransect,weareconsideringusingpeizometerstocollectadditional
connectivityinformation.
o(Buell)Therearemultiplecontinuousrecordingdischargereadingsforallstreamswithgoodcorrelation
betweenmodeldischargeandspotchecks.

D.           UPPERTALARIK(UT)CREEKHABITATANDPOPULATIONSTUDY
x(Bailey)ThereisastretchofstreamnotpreviouslystudiedwithanydetailinthedownstreamsectionofUT.It’sAlaska
PeninsulaCorporation(APC)land.TheyarecooperatingwithPLPtoconducthabitatsurveysandafloatsurvey.Thestudies
arelimitedto“whosehome?”Waterishighanddeepwithabundantrainbowtrout.Thepresenceofadultrainbowtrout
limitstheabilitytouseelectroshockingsurveymethods.TherearealsologisticalissueswithAPC.Snorkelingwillbe
conducted,butcalibratingisachallenge.
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x(Agency)Wouldliketogetquantitativedata,notjustverifiedquantitative.WearegladPLPisstilldoingsurveys,atleast
therewillbepresence/absencedataevenifcan’tbecalibrated.Inthepastwehavedividedstreamsbysectionandcrawl
uplinesasameanstosurvey.
x(Buell)Studiesareconductedinadownstreamdirectionbyboat;footsurveysareconductedinanupstreamdirection.
o(Agency)Youmaymakedifferentmeasurementsgoingdownstreamthanupstream.
o(R2)Wedomeasurementsineachunitusingrangefindersinsteadofocularcalibrations.Footsurveyors
doestimatesandcalibrateconsistently.Theinformationwillcomebackinadatabasebutwillbeeasily
convertiblewithGPSandhipchaindatatoamap.
o(R2)Wewillfloatandsnorkeldownstream.
o(Bailey)WillmakeareasonableefforttolookatcrossͲsectionofchannelmorphology,alongwith
snorkelingandmaybesomebeachseining.Wehopetogetpresence/absencedocumentation.
o(R2)Wewillalsogethabitatsurveydataandunderstandwhathabitatislikeandtosomeextentquality.
o(Bailey)Newaerialphotoswillalsohelpdeterminehabitattypes.

E.            TRANSPORTATIONCORRIDOR
x(Bailey)Theexistingdataisalotofinformationbasedon2004/2005proposedroadalignment.Notallofthatproposed
alignmentisnecessarilycurrent.Changestotheroadalignmentareunderconsideration.Thenewroutewouldhavefewer
streamcrossings,butacrossthesamewatersheds.Streamcrossingsarebeingtargetedforbetterlocations,
x(Agency)Thenumberofcrossingsisarbitrary.It’snotfewerstreamsystems.
o(Agency)Iftheroadcrossesthemouthofthestream,itpotentiallyaffectseveryfishthat’sgoing
upstream.
o(Bailey)JimBuellistakingtheGPSandgoingbacktosomeprevioussitestogiveuslocationinformationon
whereweneedtogotogetadditionalinformation.Therearealsosomenewlocationsthatneedmore
information.WearestillwritinguproadalternativesforNEPAandneeddatatosupportdiscussionon
alternatives.Thestudyobjectiveisstilltocollectdataatapproximately150sitesforfishpresence,
habitatsurveysasnecessary,andnotinganyfishmigrationbarriersencountered.Theroadcorridordata
basebeingputtogetheristreateddifferentlyfromthesegmentanalysisbeingdonefortheminestudy
area.
x(Agency)Roadcrossingstypicallyhaveanadverseeffectonfish.Culvertsimpactfishmovement.
x(Agency)EPAwillwanttoseealternativeroadroutes.
o(Bailey)Somesitesdon’tneedfullUSFSSurveysbeyondTierIII.TierIandIIsurveysarenotneededuntila
transportationcorridorisselected.Keepingthe2008studyconsistentwith2004/2005methods.Once
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crossingsareidentifiedtoacenterlineoftheroad,wewillfurthercharacterizethehabitatandactivity
alongtheroute.
x(Agency)ForNEPA,theroadcrossingswithpotentialtoimpacthydraulicswillrequireupstreamanddownstream
morphologyforsomelengthfromcrossings(oncedetermined).Longprofile,crossͲsectionandlateralprofilewillallbe
required.Lengthwillrelatetochannelsize
o(Buell)Itcoulddependonthesite,i.e.highbedrockcrossingsmaynotrequireasmuchinformationaslow
gradientcrossings.

F.            EPHEMERALREACH
x(Bailey)ThisstudywilllookattheephemeralreachintheSouthForkKoktuliRiver.Itwilldescribethemagnitude,timing
anddurationofthedewateringperiod,documentfishkillsandchangesinhabitat.Theephemeralreachisamajor
determinantinsalmondistribution.Salmongenerallydon’tgoabovethisarea.Somesnorkelinghasbeendoneinthisarea.
x(PLP)Itisofinteresttonotethatnearthecenteroftheephemeralreachitdoesn’talwaysgodry,buteithersideofthe
centeralwaysgoesdryinthewinterandalmostalwaysinthesummer.
x(Bailey)Sometimestherearepocketsofwatertemporarilyleftbehindinthestream,buttheygodryaswell,trappingfish.
Wearelookingforabetterunderstandingofwhatishappeningthere.Thisisanareawherewemaybeabletooffer
mitigationthroughflowcontrol.Groundwaterconsultantsaredirectedtodetermineandexplainhowthisworks.Weare
interestedintherelationshipbetweengroundwaterinthebasinandsurfaceflow.Wewanttolookatthenumberof
speciesandlifestagessowecansummarizehydrologydatainrespecttofishhabitat.Wearelookingfor
presence/absence,characterizationofpoolhabitat,documentdeadfish,andlookatthenumbercountedperarea.This
stretchisonemajorfeaturethatdeterminesthecharacteroftheSouthForkKoktuli.

G.            UPPERTALARIKRAINBOWTROUTTELEMETRYSTUDY
x(Bailey)Thisstudyhasbeenunderwaysincelastfall.ItlooksatthedispersionoffeedingaggregationsintheUpper
Talarik.Therewere33tagsactivetagslastfallandweareadding59tagsin2008(45wereaddedlastweek;morewillbe
addedthefirstweekofJune;Note:all59tagsweresuccessfullyimplanted).Standardsurgeryimplantationwasconducted
byanexpert(FredDeCicco).Therearetwofixedtelemetrystations.Wewillcontinuethestudyuntilthetagsquit
functioningwhichshouldbeinthespringof2010.FisharebeingcaughtbyfixedͲlineinsteadofbyseinetoreducehandling
stressperADF&Grecommendation.
x(Bailey)Thefishwerespottedbyairtoimprovetheefficiencyofcapture.Thetowersaretakendownduringthewinterto
avoidequipmentdamage.
x

(R2)ThesurveyrouteincludestheentireIliamnaLakearea,plustheupperKvichakRiverandsignificant
IliamnaLaketributaries.Lastyearhelicopterswereusedonthenorthwestsideofthelake.Wechanged
tousinga206fixedwingsurveyallaroundLakeIliamnaplusafewextendedsurveysandarefindingfish
atgreaterdistances.Wearegoingupthetributariesasfarasbestprofessionaljudgmentsuggestsfish
mightgo.Thereisgoodrangeonthetags.Thetargetedfishareover40cm.Instrumentationonthe
towersaredownloadingdataeveryweek.Batteriesarechangedevery10days..Tagshavemortality
sensors.Theyweretrackingweeklyinthesummer,butslowdownduringthewinter.
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(Agency)Haveyoudocumentedwhatthefisharedoingatthesesites?

o (Bailey)No,wehavenotdocumentedwhatfisharedoingsatsitesalongtheLakeorintributariesnearthe
Lake,
x(R2)Duringthewinter,fishweretrackedalongtheedgeoftheLake.Iceanddepthdoaffectourabilitytodetectfish.Ice
isespeciallyaproblemiftherearelayersofice.Ingeneral,theyarefoundalongtheedgeofthelake.Witheachsurveywe
maynotseeallofthem,butcumulativelycangenerallyfindthemall.Wecanaccountfor33ofthe38lastyear.Thirteen
arestillactive.Whenit’sverycoldit’salsohardtodetect.Oneday,atͲ30degreesF.,therewastoomuchstatictotrack
fish,itwasdeterminedlatertohavebeencausedbystaticdischargefromthehelicopterrotor.
x

Thereweresomehandlingmortalitiesthisspring.Thesefishhadquicksurgeries(<3minutes)andthenecropsiesshowed
someinfestations,webelievecauseofdeathwasfromavarietyoffactorsandcannotattributedeathspecificallyto
surgery.

x(Agency)Arethereanycontroltagstotestifdetectionwasworking?Areyouusingacontroltaginaboattomakesure
thetowerwasworking?
o(R2)Nohaven’tdonethat.Noproblemsoccurring.Wehavehadgoodtagdetectionsofar.Tonsof
recordstodate,withover1.4milliondetections
x(Agency)Willtelemetrystudyresultsbeinthe2008EBD?
o(R2)ThereissomediscussionaboutdoingaseparatereportfromtheEBD–notsureoftheEBDschedule.

H.           SALMONESCAPEMENT 
ThroughouttheSalmonEscapementsession,therewasmuchdiscussionontheintentanddefinitionofbaselinedatain
relationtosalmonescapementstudies.PLPassertsthatbaselinedataiscollectedfortheuseasdescriptivedatatobe
includedintheNEPAEISprocess,withpreͲoperationalmonitoringdatacollectiontobeaddressedinthefutureinaspecific
monitoringtechnicalworkinggroupforcollectionatafuturedate.Someagencies’TWGmembersatthismeetinggenerally
expectbaselinedatatomeasurefishproductivityandserveasthepreͲoperationaldataformonitoringofprojectimpacts.
Thedifferenceinbaselinedefinitionandtheconsequentuseofthedataleadstodifferencesinexpectationsfordata
precisionandpreferredmethodologies.Thesebasicdifferenceswereraisedrepeatedlythroughoutthemeetingleadingto
verycircuitousdiscussions.ForclarityofdocumentingthedifferentpointsbeingmadebytheTWGmembers,the
discussionhasbeensortedoutbytopic.

1.            PROJECTDESCRIPTION
x(Bailey)Thisisacontinuationofthe2004aerialsurveyprogram.OnedifferenceisthatR2addedaprotocolfor
morerigorousobserverefficiencyestimates.Wearecontinuingtodiscusssurveylifeorresidencetimeissues.
Rationaleforusingaerialsurveys:
oHistoricallywhathasbeendone
oFitstheneedofanenvironmentalbaselinedocument
oMitigationishabitatbased.
oItisnotrecommendedbyconsultantsthatpermitconditionsbebasedonadultreturndataduetothere
beingsomanyoutsidecontributingfactors,suchas:
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Harvestinfluences
Oceanconditions,
NaturalintraͲbasinrunstrengthvariability


x (Agency)Whileitmaybetruethatadultreturnsarehighlyvariable,thisiswhyunderstandingjuvenileproduction
issoimportant.Smoltandfryinformationallowinsightintofreshwaterversusmarineproductionandvariability.
Additionally,harvestinfluencesonadultreturnscannowbeassessedusinggeneticstockidentification,astandard
procedureforBristolBaysockeyesalmoncatches.

2.            BASELINEVS.MONITORINGDATA
x(PLP)Weacknowledgetheagencieshaveconcernsovertheuseofaerialsurveysasabasisformonitoringandviewsthat
discussionaspartofthelongtermmonitoringplansthataretobeaddressedlateroninamonitoringtechnicalworking
group.TheescapementdatabeingcollectednowismeanttomeettheneedsoftheNEPAprocess.Giventhatthecurrent
studiesareforthepurposeofestablishingbaselinecharacterization,howprecisedotheseestimatesneedtobe?Whyare
precisenumbersneeded–howwilltheybeused?
x(Agency)Accurateandpreciseestimatesofescapementmaybeneededformitigationpurposes.Ourpointisthatfora
similarcosttoaerialsurveys,muchhigherquality(moreaccurateandprecise)informationcouldbecollected.Counting
towersareanestablishedmethodofassessingescapementinBristolBayforover50years.Themethodisreliableandcost
effective.
x(Agency)Baselinelevelofprecision–Ouragencyseesbaselineasinformationtodetectchangesandthesedataneedtobe
verypreciseduringprojectmonitoring.Changesinhabitatareeasiertopredictthanproductionoffish.
x(Agency)Wedon’tunderstandwhyPLPislookingatbaselinedataforNEPAdifferentlyfrommonitoringforchange.How
canwemonitoriftherearenotenoughyearsofpreͲoperationaldata?Monitoringwillrequire3–5yearsofpreͲ
operationaldata?
o(R2)PLPisonlyfocusingonbaselineforpermitting–ThemonitoringTWGwillfocusonwhetherother
methodsareneededformonitoring.
o(Bailey)TheChinookdatacollectedsofarhasavariabilityfactorof10.Wehaveescapementestimates–
howmuchprecisionisrequired?
o

(Agency)PLPhasnotsuggestedproductivityestimatesexceptcatch/uniteffortsnorkeling


o(PLP)Mitigationandcompensationwillbestfocusoninstreamflowmodelingandhabitatsuitability.
x(Agency)Collectivewisdomistoputoutastudytocollectdatainthebestwaypossible.Usethebestavailablescience–
notgethamstrungfromthestart.
x(Agency)It’staken50yearsofstudiesinBristolBaytounderstandtheprocessesthatdrivefishproduction.
o (PLP)Those50yearsofstudyarebeingusedtomanagethefishery,nottomeasureprojecteffects.
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o (Agency)Itwouldbegoodtohave4Ͳ5yearsofpreͲoperationaldata.
o (PLP)Therearenocurrentplanstocurtailescapementestimates,butwedoneedanendpointtothe‘baseline’data
inordertocompletetheEBD.StudieswillcontinuebeyondproductionoftheEBD.Aswestatedearlier,however,
datacollectionformonitoringisasubjectforadifferentTWG
x(Agency)Theintentistoidentifydatagaps–soweoffersuggestions.Itwillhelppermitsgosmootherandfasterifwe
havedataonadultreturns.
x(Agency)Hatetopassupamethodologytocollectmoreprecisedatawhenitisstillunknownwhatimpactsmaybeof
concern.
x(Agency)Itwillbeastrongerdatabaseifwemovetoamoreaccurateandpreciseescapementestimatemethodologynow.
x(Agency)RegardlessofNEPA,morerobustdatawillbeneededformonitoring.
x(Agency)Thereisaperceptionthatthesockeyearenotbeingadequatelystudied.
o (Buell)Sockeyeisahighprofilespeciesfortheproject.
o (Agency)Allthemorereasontoadequatelydocumentsockeyesalmonescapement.

3.            MONITORINGAPPROACHES
x(Buell)Thereisaterminologyissue:PLPbaselineforEBDpurposesisequaltodescriptivedata–notnecessarilyforusein
monitoring.AgenciesarenowdiscussingpreͲoperationaldataforcomparisonpurposeslateron.
x (Buell)Wehaveescapementestimatesforadultsandwaterqualityandhydrology.Sohere’sthequestion:Isitthe
agenciesplantouseescapementdataasamonitoringtooltoassessprojectimpacts?
o
o
o

(Agency)Wehaven’tthoughtaboutordiscussedthatinternally.
(Agency)Ouragencydoesnotbelieveitwouldbeappropriatetousefishasamonitoringindicator.
(Agency)Anintegratedapproachismorepowerful.

o
o
o

(PLP)TherewillbeamonitoringTWGcreatedtospecificallyaddressmonitoringissues.
(Agency)Wouldnotsuggesttheuseoffishescapementasasolemonitoringtool.
(Buell)Potentialforinterferingfactorsinadultescapement;it’sanimprecisetool.Therearesomany
factorsaroundadultenumerationthathavenothingtodowiththepotentialeffectsofamine,butdo
havetodowiththeblackboxofwhathappensintheocean.Isitgoodtogethighlyprecisedataevenif
wecan’tusethatwecan’tusethatdataprecisely?

x(Buell)Thereisa5stagehierarchalmonitoringapproachthattheprojectenvisions,inkeepingwithguidancefromHabitat
andconsistentwithmonitoringprogramsatotherlargeminesthroughoutthestate:
oWaterquality–direct,immediatemeasurementsofaquaticimpact
oChlorophyllAͲsensitiveindicator,showsimpactoverashort(daysorweeks)timeperiod
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oInvertebrates–sensitiveindicatorspeciesshowimpactoverintermediate(weeksormonths)timeperiod
oJuvenilefishassemblage–Ecologicalintegrator;includesresourcesspecies(salmonids);respondsto
waterquality,invertebrates;intermediate(weeks,monthsorannual)timeperiod
oFishtissueͲImpactsonadultfishwillnotbecomeapparentforseveralyears;theabovemonitoringtools
willhavedeterminedanyimpactmuchsooner.
x(Agency)Ifwaterquality,ChlorophyllA,orinvertebratelevelschange,peoplewillaskhowthataffectsthesalmon.Since
theBristolBayeconomyislargelydrivenbysalmon,anymeasurablechangeinthefreshwatersalmonenvironmentwill
promptquestionsabouthowthesechangesaffectsalmon.Itallcomesbacktosalmon.
x(Agency)TostudyeffectsweneedpreͲimpactdata,referencesiteandaBACIdesign.
o

(PLP)NoprojectdefinitionisdeterminedatthistimeasneededtodesignaBACIsystem.Ifwedesigna
BACIsystemaroundprojectdesignsthatwereproposedin2005itwon’tbemeaningfulsincedesign
plansarechanginginresponsetoongoingmineraldiscoveries.

4.            TOWERCOUNTS
TherewasgeneraldiscussionofagencieswantingPLPtoconducttowercountsinsteadofcontinuingwithaerialsurveysfor
adult escapement. PLP was stating that aerial surveys are more practicable and provide adequate precision for the
purposesofNEPA.Someagencieswerequestioningifamorepreciseestimateofadultescapementisneededthatcouldbe
usedtomonitorchangestofishpopulationnumbers.
x(Agency)ItisdisappointingthatPLPiscontinuingwithaerialsurveysinsteadoftowercounts.
x (R2)Can’tgeteffectivetowercountsforonetowerwithwhatisbeingspentonthiswholesystem.
(Agency)Thecosttotheagenciestoinstallis$30,000/tower/month.
o (Agency)Aboutthesamecosttosetuptowersasitistoconductaerialsurveystogetthesamedata.
o (PLP)It’snotthesamecosts.
o

x(Agency)Precisionaroundtowercountsis<2%.Aerialsurveyswithgoodobservationefficiencyhavea20Ͳ40%precision.
o (Agency)Theargumentisaboutprecision.Ifyouwanttoincreaseprecisionwhyimproveonaerialsurvey
studies,whynotgotocountingtowers.Acorrectionfactorcanimprovepastdata–can’tdothatwithpresent
plans.
x(PLP)PLPbelievesthatusingtheareaunderthecurvemethodofrelativeabundanceissuitableforenvironmental
description.PLPhasabundancenumberswitherrorͲbars.Takingtheareaunderthecurveisanacceptedmethodof
determiningabundance,butwithlessprecision.PLPmaintainsitsstancethattheareaunderthecurvemethodhasbeen
scientificallyapprovedandtheagencyjustisn’tagreeingwiththeapproach.Theagenciesaskedustofixtheobserver
efficiencywithintheaerialsurveys,sowehaveimprovedconfidencelimitsaroundtheareaunderthecurveinsteadof
doingadirectadultcount.(PLP)In2008,PLPwillcontinuetoconductaerialsurveysanddeterminetheareaunderthe
curve.PLPwillincorporateADF&Gsuggestionsregardingimprovingthismethod.WetakeawaynotionofADF&Goffering
assistancewithtowers.Evenifwegototowers,havestillwillhavetodoaerialsurveystoindexhistoricaldata.
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o (PLP)Papersdevelopedinthe1980’sshowthatusingtheareaunderthecurveisaviableenumerationmethod.
WhatisADF&G’sposition,basedonreviewingtheNielsonandGeenpapers?
o (Agency)ADF&Gagreesthatinsomecasesitisaviableoption,butnotthebestoption.
o (Agency)Observerefficiencyandsurveylifeissupposedtobewhatmakesthatmethodviable.
o (PLP)Weheardthatandagreedtoimprovetheobserverefficiencyfactor.
o (PLP)Visibilityisverygoodforaerialsurveys–whichisgoodforobserverefficiency


5.            SMOLTTRAPS
x(Agency)PebbleProjectcouldimpactsalmon:adultreturns,productivity,smoltproduction,andhabitatavailability.The
aerialsurveysdonotprovideanysmoltinformation.Oneofthemanyfactorsistodifferentiateresidentfromanadromous
fish.Forthisyouneedtosetuptowersforadultenumeratonandsmolttraps.
x(Agency)AtChuitnaCoalProjecttheyeventuallyagreedtoquantifysmoltoutput.
o
o

o

(Buell)TheChuitnaisadifferentsystemwithverydifferentstreams,differentanticipatedimpacts,different
feasibility,etc.,etc.Thisisnotagoodcandidateforcomparison.
(Agency)ChuitnaCoalisadifferentprojectfromPebblewhichmakesforapoorcomparisonforavarietyofreasons
–thatpermitconditionwastomonitorsmoltproduction.Coalminingregulationsaredifferentandconsider
everythingbaselineuntilyousubmitapermitapplication.Therefore,inthatcase,separatingbaselineand
monitoringwouldhavedelayedtheproject.
(Agency)Takingoutastreammayaffectadjacentstreamsforthatspecies.Atthatproject(Chuitna)smolttraps
neartidewatercouldworkwhichisadifferentsituationthanPebble.

x(PLP)SmoltsurveysforPebblegothunguponfeasibility.
x(PLP)Howdoyoudealwithapercentageofthe%populationthatleavesundertheice?
o (Agency)HavetowaittilliceisouttoFykenetoruseinclineplanetraps.Thereisageneralbeliefthatfisharenot
goingoutunderice(notverified).
o (PLP)ChumsalmonjuvenilesintheYukonareoutwaybeforebreakͲupanditisbelievedthatthesameishappening
withChinookandSockeye.ItcanbeassumedthatthesamehappensatthestudysitewherebreakupisnottillMay
or,asinJunethisyear.
o (Buell)SmolttrapshavebeendiscussedamongsttheTWGwithacknowledgementthatitisnotpracticalwithice
conditions.IcejamsbreakingandreͲformingdoesnotallowthemaintenanceofsmolttraps.Itwouldbe
interestingdatatohave,butitisnotfeasibletogetonthesestreamsystems.
o (Agency)Doesthismeanwedon’tneedtodothisorthatitislogisticallydifficult?
o (Buell)Both.
o (Agency)Wewantyoutomonitorupperreachesforsmoltwheresystemsaresmaller–noicejams.
o

(Buell)Therearen’tanysmoltsintheupperwatershedswhereprojectfootprintsarelikelytobe,especiallywith
respecttotheKoktuliforks.Smoltscomefromwheretherehasrecentlybeenwater.
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(R2)TherearelotsoficejamsduringMayintheareaswheresockeyespawnlater.NosockeyesmoltsoutofUT
goingtoLakeIliamna.MayneedtofocusonCoho.

x(Buell)IntheKoktulidrainagecohoandChinooksmoltaretheprimaryemigrants,whereasintheTalarikdrainagesockeye
fryaretheprimaryemigrants..
x(Agency)Itisworthlookingintosmolt/frytrappingasapossibilitytobetterunderstandproduction.
o (Buell)Howindicativeisfryproductiontooverallproductivity?
o (Agency)Don’tknow.
x (Agency)Arethereoptionstomarkfryforstudies?
o (R2)FryhaveahighmortalitytoBismarkBrowndyemarkingtechniquesandwedon’trecommenditasatool.


x(Bailey)HavetheagenciestackledsmoltoutmigrationonariverthissizeͲacouplehundredfeetinwidth?UTsmaller
systemscouldpossiblybeacandidate,butbiggersystemsaredifficult.Precisionisanissue.Thedatamayturnouttobe
morevariablethanthatforadults.Thishasfailedinmanysystems.
o (Buell)Towardsthemouth,trappingsuccesswillbemoredifficult.
o (Agency)Basedonourjuveniletrappingexperienceselsewhere,itseemslikelythatwecouldsuccessfullytrap
sockeyefryintheareanearthemouthofTalarikCreek.
x(Bailey)Theagenciesaresuggestingtechniquesformorepreciseadultescapement,multipletowersandsmolttrapsand
potentialvariabilityfromabadwinter.Areyousuggestingadultincreasesandjuveniledecreasesasamonitoring
parameter?–Ifso:howdoyoudealwithadverseandvariableconditions?
o (Agency)Notvariationvs.project.Ifwecouldfindreferencestreamsoutsidethefootprinttostudyconcurrently,it
wouldprovideinformationonregionalvariation.
x(R2)Smoltprecisionmayonlyhaveaprecisionof(+/Ͳ20Ͳ40%)anyway–isn’tthatmoreorlessthanwhatwegettingnow
withaerialadultenumeration?
x

(Agency)Manysmolttrappingprojectshaveprecisionof+/Ͳ5%(i.e.,RussianRiver).Andunliketheexamplewithaerial
surveysandtowers,withsmolttrappingthisisthemostcosteffectiveandefficientscientificapproach
available.

VII.        PUBLICCOMMENT
x(Public–CarolAnnWoody)ThereisanewsalmonidprotocolbookfromtheAmericanFisheriesSocietythatisavailable.
x (AndrewDeValpine)Howarebudgetsdetermined?Isitasetfund?
o(PLP)Eachconsultantsubmitsanannualproposalandbudget.Notasetbudget.
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x(AndrewDeValpine)Ihearrequestsfordataandamconcernedthatthereisnotenoughdatafortheagencycomfortlevel.
Thisisconcerningtomebecausethepublicisrelyingontheagencies.PLPseemstobesayingthattheyaredoingwhatPLP
thinksneedstobedoneandagenciesarewantingmore.


VIII.       ACTIONITEMS/INFORMATIONREQUESTS
x(Agency)ThereisanappearancethatPLPisnottakingrecommendations(collectdatainaccordancewithaBACIdesign)ina
seriousmanner.WouldliketoknowwhenPLPwillrespondtothatparticulartopic.
x(Agency)WouldlikePLPtorespondtoallpastwrittencommentsonstudydesign.
x(Agency)RequestPLPanditsconsultantssetupblocknetspriortosnorkelingforcalibrations.
x(Agency)RequestthatPLPanditsconsultant’sconsiderstandardizingpowerappliedtothewaterduringelectroͲshocking.
x(Agency)PLPtocheckelectrofishingpermitregardingtheshockingofnonͲanadromousadultfish.
x(Agency)RequestthatPLPanditsconsultantsdefinecriteriaforwhentostoporsuspenddesistelectroͲshockingatasite.
x(Agency)RequestPLPanditsconsultantsconsiderusingbothelectroͲshockingandmarkͲrecapturetocalibratesnorkeling.
x(Agency)RequestPLPanditsconsultantsconsidertryingmarkͲrecaptureovernight,butifitdoesnotwork,trymarking
earlyinthemorningandrecapturethefishintheevening.
x(Agency)ItwouldbeniceifPLPanditsconsultantscouldsetsomeminimalamountofeffort,whendeterminingthe
upstreamextentforfishdistributionbeforeconcludingthefisharen’tthere.
x(Agency)ItissuggestedthatyoudosomerepeatsurveysonasmallsubsamplewhenconductingTierIIIsurveysto
determinevariabilityduetoobserver.
x(Agency)PLPanditsconsultantsmightwanttoconsideraddingoxͲbowasanOCHstreamcharacteristic.OxͲbowsactmore
likeapondwithinflowandoutflowthanastream.
x(Agency)IntheOCHstudies,considercomparingtheOCHhabitatwithapreͲdeterminedreachthatincorporatesall
habitatswithinitinsteadofseekingsimilarmainchannelhabitatintheadjacentarea.
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TechnicalWorkingGroup–FishTWG
PebbleProject
November19,2008
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
MinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

TomCrafford(DNR)
AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
JasonMouw(ADF&G)
CecilRich(ADF&G)
CraigSchwanke(ADF&G)
JeffEstensen(ADF&G)
MikeDaigneault(ADF&G)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
DougMcBride(USFWS)
FrancisMann(USFWS)
DougLimpinsel(NOAA)
JeanZodrow(EPA–viaphone)
PhilNorth(EPA)
LeslieTose(USACE)
DanYoung(NPS)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
KenTaylor(PLP)
DudleyReiser(R2)
MaryLouiseKeefe(R2)
RandyBailey(BaileyEnv.)
JimBuell(Buell&Assoc.)

Public
DougWachob(TheNatureConservancy)
TimTroll(TheNatureConservancy)
CarolAnnWoody(FRC)
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II.           PROPOSEDAGENDA
x ClarificationofCharacterizationoftheAffectedEnvironmentforNEPAandpretermmonitoringandhowthatrelates
tostudiesatPebble
x ClarificationthatinputataTWGmeetingdoesnotexcludefurtherinputorchangeofdirectionafterdatais
developedandreleased
x 2009StudyPlandeliveryandcommentschedule
x UpdatedFishInformationStatusReport
x SettingtheagendaandinformationpacketforaFishTWGmeetinginearlyDecember
o

R2Consultant’sissuesneedingTWGinput

o

Agencies’issuestoclarifyforinputintothe2009StudyPlans

o

Informationneedsforthenextmeeting

o

Settingadateforthenextmeeting

ADMINISTRATIVE
x JeffEstensenisactingleadfortheFreshwaterFishTWG.
x (Agency)Theleaddecidestheagendaforthemeeting.Inthefuturetheagendashouldbepreparedanddistributed
atleastoneweekinadvanceofthemeeting.

CHARACTERIZATION/MONITORING
(PLP)PLPwouldliketoclarifythetypesofdataitiscollectingtobetterfacilitatefuturediscussions.Thedatacollected
todatehasbeenforsitecharacterization.ItismeanttobeusedtowritetheAffectedEnvironmentSectionoftheNEPA
(EIS)document.BecauseNEPAcallsthis“baselineinformation”PLPhasalsobeenreferringtothisdataasbaselinedata.
Thishasledtosomeconfusion.PLPistryingtoavoidanyfurtheruseoftheword‘baseline’tominimizeconfusion.To
scientists,baselinemeanssomethingquantifiablethatcanbeusedforcomparisonwithdatacollectedduring
operationstoseeiftherehavebeenanyimpacts.Thatwasnottheintentofthedatawehavecollectedtodate.
AlthoughPLPhopesthatsomeofthisdatawillbeusefulformonitoringpurposesaswell.PLPisfinishingupthe
characterizationdataandmovingintomonitoringdata,datatobeusedforcomparisonpurposeswithdatacollected
afteroperationsbegin,butthistermiscausingconfusionaswell.Somepeopleinterpretmonitoringdatatobethedata
collectedduringoperations.
(Agencycommentprovidedduringreviewoftheminutes)Weappreciatetheclarity.Forthepurposeofthis
discussion,thedatathatPLPhascollectedtodateisneither“baselinedata”asdefinedbyNEPA,norisit
“quantifiable”?So,PLPisabouttostartcollectingdatathatis“quantifiable”,butratherthancallit“baseline”they
arecallingit“monitoringdata”,tobeusedforcomparisons,preandpostmining?NOAAposesthefollowingquestion
fordiscussioninthenextSteeringCommitteeand/orTWGmeeting:Nowthatweagreeinthedefinitionofbaseline,
thatbaselinestudiesneedtobequantifiable,canweactuallyproceedwithdesigningscientificallydefensible,
“quantifiable”,baselinestudies.
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(Agency)Baselinedoesequalsomecharacterizationstudiesinsomenotesandpresentations.
(PLP)Thisisanewchangeintheuseoftheterms,andtheclarificationofuseoftermsneedstobeincorporatedbythe
consultantsinthefutureaswell.TherearesometimeswhenPLPandtheconsultantarehopingthatthe
characterizationdatamaybeusefulformonitoringaswellandweneedtobeclearerinstatingthoseobjectives.
(Agency)Theagenciesstillneedtoagreeandfinalizeourideasontheuseoftheseterms.
(PLP)PLPdidnotrealizethatsomeoftheagencieswerenotinagreementaboutuseoftheterms.Thisiscontextfor
thewayPLPintendstousethetermsinthefuture.
(Agency)AgencieswerenotindisagreementwitheachotherregardingPLP’snewterms.Theagenciesmaydisagree
withPLPontheuseoftheirnewterms.Theagenciesareindiscussionastowhatobjectivesandmethodswould
providethebest,mostusefulresultsinthefuture.TheAgenciesdonotfullyunderstand,nordidtheyconcurwith
PLP’s“newchangeintheuseoftheterms”.
(PLP)TheSteeringCommitteediscussedandagreedtothesedefinitions.
(Agencycommentprovidedduringreviewoftheminutes)AtthebeginningoftheFishTWG,PLPstatedthatthe
SteeringCommitteehaddiscussedandagreedtothesedefinitions.Thatisnotthecase.PLPsimplystatedwhatthey
theirviewsregardingthesetermsanddefinitions.AgencyRepsdidnotagreewithPLPregardingtheuseofthese
termsdefinitions.
(Agency)theAgencies(NOAA/USFWS)donotagreetotheuseofthesedefinitions,buttheydidhoweverhearPLP
presenttheirinterpretationsor“newchangeintheuseoftheterms.
(Agency)Therearefouryearsdataofcollectioninfrontofthis.(Agencycommentprovidedduringreviewofthe
minutes)PLPmadethisstatement,nottheagencies.
(Agency)TheAgenciesconcur,4yearsofdatahavebeencollectedbyPLPconsultants,buttheagenciesdonotknow
thequalityofthedata,methodsandeffortused,ortheaccuracyorprecisionoftheassociatedresults?Weknowvery
littleatthispoint.

NONͲBINDINGINPUT
(PLP)PLPwouldalsoliketoclarifythatweareaskingforspeculativeinputatthistime.Weareawarethatyoudonot
havethedatafromthestudiesdonetodatetolearnfromthemhowthestudiesareworking.Wefullyexpectthatas
thatdatabecomesavailable,andtheagenciesreviewit,thattheagenciesmayhavenewinputorwanttochangetheir
mindaboutpreviousrecommendations.Thereisnothingbindingaboutanyoftherecommendationsyoumake,you
canalwaysrefineyourinputbasedondataasitbecomesavailable.PLPisjusttryingtoestablishopendialogueandset
studiesupasbestaspossible.
(Agency)AlotofpeopleinthedifferentagenciesneedtomeetseparatefromtheTWGandbringbackalistofwhat
studiesanddatatheythinktheyneedandwhy.
(Agency)Ouragencyfeelsitisirresponsibletomoveforwardwiththesuggestiontoaddressmonitoringstudies.There
isnotenoughinformationtohaveanyconstructivedialogueregardingthedifferencebetweenmonitoringand
characterizationuntilwehavemoredetailsontheobjectives.R2providedsomegoodinformationintheiragency
presentation–transectsandmethodology,andstatisticaldesignͲthatisthekindofinformationweneed.Wewould
likeinformationon:what’sbeendone,howthestudieshaveadapted,whatinformationisavailablerelatedtowhat
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informationhasbeenrequested,informationonthelinearmileagestudied,rawestimatesforpercentageofarea
sampled,statisticaldesign,levelofprecisionandaccuracy.Wefeelrightnowweonlyhavelittlepiecesofthepuzzle.
(Agency/NOAA)Ouragencyfeelsitisirresponsibleandprematuretomoveforwardwithdiscussionsorsuggestionson
monitoringstudiesormethods,giventhefactthatwehavebeenprovidedverylittleorlimitedinformationanddetails
regardingstudiesconductedoverthelast4yearsofstudies.R2didprovidesomegoodandrelevantinformationin
theiragencypresentationregardingthequestionsraised,specificallywhatmethodswereusedtoselecttransectstobe
sampledwithinthetributaryreachpresented?(Agencycommentprovidedduringreviewoftheminutes)Thisis
“someoftheinformation”weneed,andhavebeenrequesting,“inreportform”toparticipateinasciencebased
dialogue.Thistypeandlevelofinformationshouldbeprovidedtotheagenciestosupportasciencebased
discussion.
(Agency)Thisisthekindofinformationthatwouldbeusefulifwearetoparticipate.Wewouldlikeinformationon:
Whatarethestudyobjectives?Whatisthestatisticaldesigntoachievethoseobjectives?Whatisyoursamplearea,size
ofthesamplearea,tributariesinlinearmiles?Whatwheretheassociatedsamplingmethodsandlevelofsampling
effortsused,toprovidewhatdesiredlevelofprecisionandaccuracy?Whatisthemarginorerrorintheresults?
(PLP)Thatisagoodlist–wewillseewhatinformationwecanprovidetodiscuss.Keepinmind,weareaskingthe
agenciestoworkwithusasifwewereatthebeginningofastudy.Youwouldhaveinputpriortoinitiationofastudy
thatwouldbehelpful.Thatiswhatweareaskingforatthistime.Consideritspeculativeinput.Yourinputcanchange
afterthereisdatatoreview.Thereisnothingbinding,thisisaniterativeprocess.

STUDYPLANS
(PLP)Inresponsetothecommentsfromtheagenciesthatstudyplanswerenotavailableforreviewuntiltoolateinthe
season,PLPhasscheduleditsbudgetreviewprocessearlierintheyearallowingconsultantsopportunitytodevelop
theirstudyplansearlier.WeexpectstudyplanstobereadysometimeinJanuary.AttheSteeringCommitteeitwas
discussedthattheagenciesshouldhaveonemonthtoreviewthestudyplanspriortohavingaTWGmeetingtodiscuss
them.Itwouldbehelpfuliftheagenciesputtheirrequestsforchangestothestudyplansinwritingwiththeirrationale
forthechange.PLPwillrespondinwritingtocommentsonthestudyplanswithinapproximately2weeksoftheTWG
meetingexplainingwhichrevisionsarebeingincorporated,andwhererevisionsarenotincorporated,thereasonwhy
thatsuggestionwasnotincorporated.Therecanbefurtherdiscussiononthestudyplansandproposedrevisionsat
subsequentTWGmeetings.
(Agency)Itwouldbehelpfuliftheproposedstudiescouldbeputincontextwithalistofwhatstudieshavealready
beendone.
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STRAWMANAQUATICMONITORINGPLAN
(Buell/Agency)TheStrawManAquaticMonitoringPlanisbeingdistributedasagroundbreakerfordiscussion.Thisis
notaplanthatiscurrentlyendorsedbyPLPoranyagency,butitisaconceptindevelopmentbasedonvarious
conversationsovertheyearsbetweenJimBuellandsomeindividualswithinADF&Gonwhattypeofaquaticmonitoring
mightbeconsideredforproposedprojectsingeneral.Itisonlyadiscussionpiece.ThedocumentwaswrittenbyJim
Buell,butreflectsthethoughtofsomeADF&Gindividualsaswell
(Buell)Itisnottheintenttodiscussorworkthroughthisstrawmandocumenttoday.Itisasuggestionofsomething
wecouldtalkaboutatasubsequentmeetingifmemberssochoose.
(Agency)Theideaisthatweneedaplanofsomekind.Wecouldstarttocreateaplanourselvesorworkoffofthisone
andmaybesavesometime.Thesearejustideastostartwith.ADF&Gasanagencyhasnotreviewedthisdocument.
(Agency)Ifouragencyprovidesanycommentstheywillbedistributedtothewholegroup.
(Agency/Lead)ItisproposedforthenextmeetingthattheTWGreviewthedocumentandcometothenextmeeting
preparedwithcommentsonthedocument.Priortothemeetingitmayalsobehelpfultosendcomments/newideason
aquaticmonitoringtoJefftocompilefordiscussionatthenextmeeting.

TOWERCOUNTSFORESCAPEMENTMONITORING
(R2)R2andPLPareconsideringinstallingfishcountingtowerstoquantifyescapementmonitoringin2009.ADF&Ghad
statedsomeinterestinacooperativeefforttoinstalltowers.Wewouldlikemoreinputonthistopicatthenext
meeting.
(Agency)Wasn’ttherealotofdiscussionprovidedontheutilityoftowersattheJanuary9,2008meeting?
(R2)Yes,andwearelookingtomoveforwardinthatdirection.Thereisagraduatestudent(BenNelson)wehave
broughtonboardtodoaliteraturesearchonthecomparisonoftowercountsresultsvs.aerialsurveyresultsandthe
resultselsewhere.Wearelookingtowriteupastudyplanalongtheselines.R2canwritethestudyplansandhave
ADF&Greviewitorwecouldtalkaboutitfirstatthenextmeeting.Butweneedtomoveaheadonthissoon.
(Agency)Wouldsimilarpapersandinformationbeavailableandbeincludedinthereviewforeachofthefishstudy
methods?Forexample,comparisonsinprecision,accuracy,resolutioninresultsbetweenaerialsurveys,fishtraps,fish
weirs,countingtowersandsonarequipment.
(Agency)Thereareprobablyseveralpeopleinthisroomthatcouldprovidethegraduatestudentwithmore
informationthanhewillfindintheliterature.DougMcBrideorJeffEstensenwouldbegoodcontactpointsforhim.
(Agency)Wouldsimilarpapersbeavailableforeachofthefishstudymethods?
(Agency)PLPneedsaclearlystatedobjectiveforthetowerstudy.Wecancommentmoreintelligentlyifwehavea
clearerunderstandingofwhatthedataisintendedtobeusedfor.
(PLP)AtpreviousTWGmeetingsweheardlotsofagencyfrustrationaboutwantinginformationfromtowercountsand
somediscussionaboutcollaboratingonanefforttoinstalltowers.R2cameforwardwiththisidea.TheNature
ConservancyandADF&G’sCommissionerhavebeendiscussingpartneringpossibilitiesassociatedwiththismonitoring
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study,butdiscussionshavenotprogressedtoanycommitmentsyet.Anadditionalmeetingtofurtherthisdiscussion
willoccursoon.TheUpperTalarikisthemainareathestudieswouldfocuson,additionalsitescouldbeconsidered.
Wearestillnotcertainhowwewouldstaffthetowers–whetherwewouldmaintainafieldcampatthetowerorfly
observersineveryday.
(Agency)Weconcurthattowersweresuggested.Sonarandradiomonitoringwerealsosuggested.Therewerea
bunchofsuggestionsthatwecoulddevelopratherthanaerialsurveys.
(R2)WetalkedaboutthetowersattheJanuarymeeting.Wewanttounderstandtherelationshipbetweentower
countsandaerialsurveyssowecandeveloparelationshipbetweenthedata.
(Agency)Youcouldgetalotofdataforseveralyearsofaerialandthenseveralmoreyearsoftowerdata.
(Agency)WecertainlyneedtodiscussthiswhentheagenciesgettogetherseparatefromtheTWGlaterthismonthand
thenbringthosethoughtstothetableatthenextTWGmeeting.
(Agency)IfIwereaconsultanthowmanytowerswouldIneedandwheretomaketheinferencestobeabletojump
fromaerialsurveydatatotowercounts?
(Agency)Theagenciesneedtothinkaboutourobjectivefordata–noneofushaveaclearideaofwhatweneedor
whyweneedthedata.(Agencycommentprovidedduringreviewoftheminutes)Thisstatementwastakenoutof
context.Thevariousagencyrepresentativeshaveaveryclearunderstandingofwhattheyneedtoseeinstudy
objectives,supportingstatisticaldesigns,andthemethodsandeffortneededtoachievethoseobjectiveswithin
desiredlevelsofprecision,accuracyandadefinedlevelofcertaintyinthevaluesofthefinalresults.
Theyarealsoverykeenlyaware,andhaveaveryclearunderstandingofwhyweneedthislevelofcertainty(decreased
uncertainty)intheresultsofthesestudies.TheresultsofthesediscussionswillbereleasedtoPLPindraftformforthe
nextfishandinstreamflowTWG’s.WhatwasimpliedtoPLPhere,theagenciesarediscussingwhatobjectivesand
methods,levelsofprecision,accuracyandcertainty,willprovidethemostreliableresultstoassessthedirectand
indirectimpactsoftheproposedprojectaswellasyieldthemostreliableresultstobeusedforfuturemonitoringfor
impacts,inperpetuity.Theresultsofthesediscussions(objectives,methods,andlevelofcertainty)willbereleasedto
PLPindraftformforthenextfishandinstreamflowTWG’s.

THERMALINFRAREDIMAGERYSTUDIES
(PLP/R2)Wewouldalsoliketobeginthermalinfraredimagerystudiesin2009tolookatwatertemperature
differentialsatlowflow.Weintendedtodothisin2008,buttheweatherprohibitedanyprogresslastyear.Theseneed
tobedoneduringlowflowperiods.Thermalimagerygeneratessurfacewatertemperatureprofiles(longitude
continuumfortheriver)indicatingseepageandgroundwaterinputtothesystem.Thisisanattemptatmovingtowards
incorporatingtemperatureintofishhabitat.Wearelookingforinputintohowwecouldlayerthisdatawithfish
distributionotherthanGIS.Wedon’thaveaclearobjectiveinmindforusingthisdata,butexpectitcouldbehelpfulto
focusonthisasapossiblefutureactivity.
(Agency)Whatarethelimitsofthetechnologya½degreecouldmeanahabitatdifference.
(R2)Themethodcandetecttemperaturechangedownto2degreesCelsius.Adifferentialof4degreesCelsiuswould
bepreferredasanindicatorofaseeporgroundwaterinput.Surveyingatmaximumtemperatureswouldprovidethe
bestdifferentials.Duringfall,rainhastoomuchofaneffectonthetemperature.
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(R2)Thismethodwillnot“see”temperatureatdepth,itpicksupthetemperatureoftheuppercoupleofinches,not
feet,butitwillpickupthetemperature‘signal’whereitsurfaces.Wecantakethatdatatodetermineafootprintof
generalareaswherethereislikelysomegroundwaterinflow.
(Agency)ItcouldbecombinedwithLidartolookatcorrespondingverticalundulationsunderthebedmaybe.
(R2)WehavenotyetlookedintousinggreenLidartoseehowitmightbecombinedwiththispotentialstudy.
(Buell)Ifitsnotbuoyantthanyoucan’t“see”it.
(R2)Theinfraredimageryseesthemixingzonewherethegroundwaterandsurfacewateraremixing.
(R2)Theobjectivesaremultiple.
(Agency)Theinfluenceofgroundandsurfacewaterexchangeisatypeofinstreamflowparameter.Thereisconcern
thatthisimagerywon’tseedownͲwellingsbecausethatisthesametemperature.Cangroundwatermodelingshow
wherechangeistakingplace?Iftheycan,Iwanttoseethatinrelationtofishhabitat.Upwellingsinsomeareasofthe
stateareplaceswheresalmonfocusinonspawning.ThistopicwillbediscussedfurtherattheInstreamFlowTWGin
December.

OTHERDATAISSUES
HYDROLOGY
(Agency)Wewouldliketodiscusshowfardownstreamyouexpecttheprojectwouldimpactstreamflow.
(Agency)Theinfluenceoftheminewillbeimperceptibleatsomepoint.PLPhasstatedinthepastthattheyaren’t
consideringitanimpactuntilitis+/Ͳ10%differenceinhydrology.
(Agency)Weshoulddiscussasuggestiontoexpandtheboundaryofinfluenceandsubsequentsurveys.
(Agency)TheFishTWGmightwanttoattendtheHydrologyTWGmeetingorhavethehydrologistconsultantgivethe
FishTWGapresentation.
(Agency)Thewaterbudgetmodelhasutilityforallofus,includinghowitisaffectedbyclimatechange.
RAINBOWTROUT
(Agency)IsR2confidentthattheyrainbowtrouttheyaretrackingwereUpperTalarikFish?
(R2)Wewerenotrightatthemouthwhenwetaggedthem,butupstreamalittleways.Wehadpeoplefishingaheadof
timeandtheysawthemupstreamofthemouth.
(Agency)IsthereanytalkofdoingastudyonrainbowtroutinTheKoktulirivers[NorthandSouthforks]toseeifthere
isinteractionwiththeNushagakandMulchatnaRivers?FieldbiologistsinBristolBayareinterestedinthis.
(R2)DatadoesnotsuggestalargerainbowpopulationintheNorthorSouthforks.Therearesomejuveniles,fewifany
bigrainbows.HDRdidsomespringaerialsurveysbutdidn’tseeanyrainbowsthere.
(Agency)theycouldhavemissedtherun.
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(Agency)Agreetherainbowsaremorearoundtheconfluencedownstreamofthepotentialareaofmineimpact.Not
manyabovetheconfluenceoftheNorthandSouthForkKoktuli.
ARCTICGRAYLING
(Agency)HaveyouconsideredtaggingalimitednumberofArcticGrayling?
(R2)HDRattemptedtodosointheKoktuliin2005/2006,butitwashardforthemtofollowthefish.Thedatadidshow
somemovingdowntotheSwanRiverandonewasplottedintheMulchatna.
(Agency)Areyouthinkingofcontinuingthatstudy?
(R2)Notuntilwelookatthedatawealreadyhave.
SUMMARYREPORT
(Agency)Doyouhaveanysummaryreportscoming?
(R2)Wearenotwritingprogressreports,wearestillfocusingonwritingtheEnvironmentalBaselineDocument(EBD).
(Bailey)ThereisanADF&GFishResourcesCollectionPermitReportworkingitswaythroughtheprocessforallthefish
collections,(itdoesnotcoverhabitatstudies,snorkeling,and/oraerialsurveys)Itshouldbereadyinthenextcouple
ofweeks.Itcontainsyearlysummariesofmethodologies,objectives,informationgenerated.Thereissome
supplementalinformation,butit’sprettysuccinct.
(Agency)Howcanitbeaccessed?
(Agency)ContactBobPiorkowskiatADF&G.

PUBLICCOMMENT
x (CarolAnnWoody)WillsnorkelinginformationbepartoftheADF&GFishResourcesCollectionPermitReport?
x (Bailey)No,it’snotpartofthepermitrequirements.
x CarolAnnWoodyraisedseveralissuesabouttheAnnualAgencyPresentationMeetings,butthosecomments
werenotpertinenttotheTWG.
x (CarolAnnWoody)AlltheStudyPlansthatareavailablearemarkeddraft,aretheirfinalversions?
x (PLP)Notheyarenotfinalizedastheyareopentochangethroughouttheseason.
x (CarolAnnWoody)Youmentionedthatthefishcollectionpermitreportsarecomingoutsoon,isthereawayto
putallofthefishreportsinoneplacetoaccessthemmoreeasily.
x (PLP)Theinformationthatwehavereleasedtothepublicisonourwebsite,theADF&GFishResources
CollectionPermitReportareavailableatADF&G.
x (CarolAnnWoody)DoesR2haveatechnicalreportthisyear?
x (PLP)No.
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NEXTMEETING
(AgencyLead)Suggestedonemonthreviewofstudyplansbeforewehavemoremeetings.
(R2)WritingtheStudyPlandependssomewhatonhowtheTWGwantstoproceedwiththetowercounts.
(Agency)Theagencieswill:
1.

MeetseparateoftheTWGsonDecember9thtodiscusswhattheywanttocomeoutoftheTWGmeetings.The
meetingwillresultinamatrixofinformationneedsandtheobjectiveoftherequest.(Agencycommentprovided
duringreviewoftheminutes)Theminutesdonotexplainanyofthediscussionthatleadtoagenciesagreeing
tomeettodevelopalistofobjectives.

2.

MeetonDecember18thasaTWGtodiscusstheagencylistandinputonthecountingtowersforR2sStudyPlan.



ACTIONITEMS
x Sendanelectroniccopyofamapshowingthefishstudystationswheredatahasbeencollected.The
maptobeaccompaniedwiththematrixofsitesandthekindsofdatacollectedoverthelast4
years.Updatethemaptoinclude2008stations.      PLP/CONSULTANTS12/18/08
x ReviewtheStrawManAquaticMonitoringPlan,preparecomments,sendcommentstoJeffpriorto
thenextmeeting.           JeffEstensenpriortotheFebruaryMeeting
x CompileallcommentsontheStrawManAquaticMonitoringPlan 
JeffEstensen,byFebruaryMeeting
x Writeaclearlystatedobjectiveforthetowerstudy 

















PLP12/18/08

x PutBenNelsonincontactwithDougMcBrideandJeffEstensenforbackgroundinformationontower
countsvs.aerialsurveys.                   PLP/R2
x SendoutWatershedSciencesdocumentontheThermalInfraredImagery





R212/10/08

x RequesttheADF&GFishResourcesCollectionPermitReportforPebblefromBobPiorkowskiandpost
onDNRwebsiteforFishTWG               AndreaMeyer
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Fish Technical Working Group – Instream Flow Habitat Modeling Subgroup
Pebble Project
May 12, 2008
Minutes Recorded by Charlotte MacCay/Pebble Partnership (PLP)

PRESENT:
Joe Klein/ADF&G
Jason Mouw/ADF&G
Leslie Tose/USACE
Dan Young/NPS via teleconference
Dudley Reiser/R2 Resource Consultants (R2) [PLP Consultant]
Randy Bailey/Bailey Environmental (Bailey Environmental) [PLP Consultant]
Dennis Deans/PLP
Charlotte MacCay/PLP

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
1.

As with all Technical Working Group (TWG) Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion of suggestions
and concerns raised by individuals. Discussion does not reflect any decision making or consensus
from the group (with the exception of electing a lead).

2.

Scheduling of this meeting initially focused on the availability of the presenting consultants, and Fish
TWG members, who had expressed particular interest in the topic of Instream Flow Habitat
Modeling. However, the invitation to attend the meeting and the 2008 Instream Flow Study Plan was
sent to all members of the Fish TWG.

3.

There was some agency concern that the attendance to this meeting was limited. A message had
been sent with the meeting announcement for members to inform Charlotte MacCay if there are
other members of the TWG with a particular interest in Instream Flow Habitat Modeling. There was
only one more Fish TWG member who stated an interest, but a lack of availability to attend this
meeting. Future scheduling will involve consultation of this member’s availability.

4.

Minutes and presentation materials from the meeting will be distributed to all Fish TWG members as
well as meeting attendees.

5.

No lead was chosen for this group as the group was very small and involved in a structured
presentation which did not require facilitation. The agenda was set by the presenting consultant.
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Most of the meeting focused on a power-point presentation developed and presented by Dudley
Reiser a consultant of R2.

DATA INTERESTS
PLP OR ITS CONSULTANTS TO PROVIDE AS AVAILABLE
1.

Habitat Mapping : There is some mapping that might be of value. PLP will be conducting a new aerial
photo run at a scale of 1:5000 to support the habitat mapping project. While agencies normally use
a scale of 1:2000, PLP experience suggests that the 1:5000 scale will work for these streams.
2. Spatial and temporal fish distribution data for various species (maps are not ready yet – are being
produced for the EBD)
a. Spawning areas
b. Overwintering areas
3. PLP will provide more information on past transect selection methods.
4. It was noted that the agencies felt they could not make any suggestions about the plan unless they
had the data they are asking for (i.e. specifically the above two items).
5. Habitat Utilization Information: PLP is collecting this data but is not organized at this time. Habitat
Suitability Information for Salmon. PLP is working on developing either preference curves or
suitability curves for this data.
6. Summary of suitability data to date (i.e. redd measurements etc…)
7. % coverage by habitat type per stream length mile (computed from habitat mapping)
8. Information and maps of gaining and losing reaches, and other upwelling or down-welling sites,
including temperature data and peizometer readings
9. Information about flows into and out of the off –channel habitat
10. A basin wide hydrologic model once the project is defined A meeting where the fish, groundwater,
hydrology, and instream flow habitat modeling consultants all present and discuss their disciplines in
relation to each other. This meeting is being planned for presentation to the full Fish TWG.
11. Because of the extent of the project study area and the variety of components involved in the flow
study, it may be useful to develop a flow chart that depicts model interrelationships and linkages with
other fish and aquatics studies.

ADF&G TO PROVIDE
1.

ADF&G to have other ADF&G biologists review the list of target species as listed in Dudley Reiser’s
presentation and suggest any other species they would like to see included.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
1.
2.

(R2 Consultant) Information provided to date has been at the annual agency meetings
(Agency) It was reiterated that complete study plans with objectives and study designs are needed to
provide valuable input on studies.

3.

(All) There is a need for definition and consistent usage of terms that will be used for the instream flow –
habitat study since there is currently dual usage of the term segment between the instream flow work
and the regular fish work, with each group using the term to mean completely different geographic scales.
The instream flow study will list and define their terms and the fish group will adjust their terminology to
avoid confusion and overlap in terms.

4.

(All) Terminology for transects and sites needs to be clarified; i.e. a site is equivalent to a single transect
location.

5.

(Agency) The fish team and the instream flow habitat modeling team need to be well coordinated.

MEETING DISCUSSION POINTS
METHODOLOGY AS PRESENTED IN THE POWER POINT DOCUMENT
1.

2.
3.

4.

(R2 Consultant) HDR completed some habitat mapping of portions of the instream flow study reaches that
included the following habitat types: riffle, pool, run, island complex. However, habitat mapping has not
been completed for the entirety of the study streams (i.e. North Fork Koktuli River, South Fork Koktuli
River, and Upper Talarik Creek).
(BE Consultant) Agency presentations in 2005/2006 listed the number of habitat types represented by the
individual transects in each reach of the three streams
(R2 Consultant) HDR calculated the overall percentage of each habitat type represented by the individual
transects within a given instream flow study area, but overall percentage of each habitat type for each
stream has not been calculated.
(Agency) Noted that the usual thought process and approach in conducting instream flow studies is to:
a. Identify Problem
b. Identify Species and Life stages influenced by flow regulation
c. Define the study area
d. Compile Fish Distribution Data
i. Spawning
ii. Overwintering
e. Assess the Habitat Mapping to help decide where transects should be located.
f. Determine how best to approach data collection and modeling. (The Pebble Study design may be
just fine. It still needs to be reviewed. The agencies may already have some of the necessary
data from which to evaluate the proposed study approach. However, the materials including the
recently provided study plan need to be reviewed to determine what additional data may be
needed.)
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MODEL TYPES
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

(R2 Consultants) Provided a general overview of instream flow assessment methods including the Tennant
Method, Wetted Perimeter, and 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional PHABSIM modeling. The applicability
of the methods for use on the Pebble Project was discussed noting that the first two were focused on flow
standard setting and hence not the most appropriate for the project.
(R2 Consultants) The 1- dimensional PHABSIM Model was chosen for this project because it can analyze
incremental changes in flow for different fish species and life stages. The model can accommodate
changes in project design that may result in changes to hydrology. (R2 Consultant) 2-dimensional
PHABSIM modeling has been used on some projects for defining habitat – flow characteristics based on
channel topography/bathymetry. 2-d modeling provides a means to visually display spatial and temporal
changes in habitat resulting from flow alteration. It produces maps, usually based on GPS, that illustrate
how habitats change with incremental changes in flow. It is not proposed for this project at this time, but
may be considered in the future for areas of special interest, such as important spawning habitats.
(Agency) The agencies reminded PLP that PHABSIM could not be used for measuring changes in total
salmon/fish production.
(R2 Consultants) 2-dimensional PHABSIM modeling has been used on some projects for defining habitatflow characteristics based on channel topography/bathymetry. 2-d modeling provides a means to visually
display spatial and temporal changes in habitat resulting from flow alteration. It produces maps, usually
based on GPS, that illustrate how habitats change with incremental changes in flow. It is not proposed for
this project at this time, but may be considered in the future for areas of special interest, such as
important spawning habitats.
Agencies identified up-welling and down-welling as important habitat features to be incorporated into a
model.
PLP stated they could not do 2D modeling because they did not have the correct data. PLP stated that 1D
modeling could be done.
(BE Consultant) Noted during a discussion on documenting channel morphology that the USDA Forest
Service has been evaluating “green” Lidar which can be used in clear water streams to map stream
bottom profiles very accurately. Preliminary results from the Salmon River in Idaho have been impressive.
(Agency) There is some interesting recent work reported in the literature that utilizes green Lidar .
(Agency) An interest was stated in the ability to tie transects together for GMag2 modeling . PLP was
uncertain that Gmag2modeling could be done with the data, but will discuss this further with the agencies
on the upcoming field trip to the site.

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDY TRANSECTS
1.
2.

(PLP) A study area map was presented in response to a query regarding the study boundaries.
(R2 Consultants) The density of transects within the study streams ranges from 0.75 to 1.5
transects/mile. Additional transects are being considered based on a review of the past program, site
visits, and TWG input.
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PLP emphasized a desire for TWG input on new transect locations.
(Agency) Not as concerned about the overall distribution of transects as in representing key habitats.
Data will help the agencies determine if key habitats are being studied.
(Agency) There is no set criterion of the percentage coverage for study transects in an Instream Flow
Habitat study. The number of study transects required is determined on a project by project basis
and relies on consultation with the biologists.
(Agency) It is a personal preference to group transects in representative habitats for the stream.
Multiple transects within the same habitat type in some instances may better capture aspects such as
overhanging vegetation, log presence etc. Single transects up and down the stream, even if
composited by habitat type, may miss some of these elements. Something to consider if it is decided
to add more transects.
(R2 Consultant) Initial transects (2004 studies) were selected using professional judgment to be
representative of different habitat features. Subsequent transects have been selected based in part
on a stratified random sampling approach. R2 stated that they use the same techniques.
(Agency) Stratified random selection has the potential for minimizing bias . A better understanding
of the past transect selection methodology is needed is needed. but they wanted a better
understanding/description of the selection process he used.
PLP will provide more information on past transect selection methods.
(BE Consultants) There were originally 10 transects located in the mainstem Koktuli River
downstream of the confluence of the North and South Forks. Based on a preliminary hydrologic
assessment that the location at which there would be less than a 10% change in flow was
determined. Agency personnel had previously commented that after the influence of change to flow
rate is less than 10% downstream, the study area does not need to extend any further. Based on an
updated flow change analysis, 5 of the downstream transects were eliminated from the study
program leaving 5 transects downstream of the confluence of the North Fork Koktuli and South Fork
Koktuli.
(Agency) Confirmation that the agencies use the 10% impact to flow threshold as a rule of thumb.
(Agency) When HDR presented their original approach to siting transects it sounded intriguing, but it
has not been fully reviewed yet.
(Agency) Random selection also allows statistics to be calculated that could not be calculated if a
non-random approach was used to select the transects
(R2 Consultant) The current review of existing transects includes evaluating locations and noting
sections of study streams that do not contain any transects. These areas will be evaluated closely for
possible transect placement. Agency personnel are encouraged to participate in the site visit when
the new transects will be selected.
(R2 Consultant) There are also study transects in off-channel habitat areas.
(BE Consultant) It is often assumed that the North Fork Koktuli (NFK) comes out of Big Wiggley Lake
and extends no further. This is not true. The NFK turns and extends further upstream. This is
important to note because there are coho, Chinook, and sockeye that actively spawn in this upper
reach, yet there are no study transects there. In reviewing the program, this is a lack of coverage that
has been noted. It will be addressed in the 2008 program.
(Agency) It is important to consider both fish distributions and transect distributions. It may be more
important to focus in on fish use areas such as spawning rather than on habitat type. Overwintering
areas are also important.
(R2 Consultants) Agreed.
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19. (R2 Consultants) There are some areas that are 2- 3 miles in length without any transects. When the
habitat mapping is completed for each of the streams, it will be possible to determine the extent to
which the existing transects represent the habitat types within each system. It was noted that areas
like the NFK have a low gradient and exhibit little diversity of habitat and are pretty barren of fish.
20. (Agency) There seems to be more studies in the SFK than the NFK. They have an interest in
reviewing the NFK for adequate coverage.
21. (PLP) An analysis of the X-sectional changes is being done.

OFF-CHANNEL STUDIES
1.
2.
3.

(PLP) PHABSIM will not be used to model off-channel habitat. Lateral connectivity may be one way to assess
off=channel utilization.
(Agency) It was acknowledged that lateral connectivity is one way to assess off-channel habitat utilization.
(Agency) There was an interest stated in ground water studies associated with the off-channel habitat.

OTHER INSTREAM FLOW CONSIDERATIONS
1.

(PLP) It was recognized that target flows are an integral part of the instream flow modeling, but that those
flows could not be determined until a project description has been finalized.
2. (PLP) In response to questions from the agencies regarding whether PLP studies were being carried out at
low, medium, and high flows, it was stated that PLP was trying to capture a range of flows, but due to Health
and Safety considerations for the workers, the study could not be conducted at peak high flows. Accordingly,
the high flows, while not at the peak, are at the level required by the modeling procedure.
3. (Agencies) It was not yet decided by the agencies which system they would be using for doing their analysis.
4. (Agencies) There was an interest in knowing if a WSP analysis could be done for any of the pools.
5. (PLP) PLP will look into the possibility and the value of this modeling.
6. (Agency) There is an interest in information on the percentage of pools in the streams. PLP does not have
that data at this time.
7. (PLP) Winter Utilization work has included sampling all juveniles in open water. Sampling is conducted during
the periods of the lowest flows and coldest water temperatures which are in March and April instead of during
the middle of winter.
8. (Agencies) It is important to include fry in the studies to determine if fry use unique habitat. IF fry do use
unique habitat it is important to study those habitats. Agencies will provide additional guidance on the type of
information they are interested after discussion with their biologists.
9. (Agency) It will be critical that habitat suitability curves used in the PHABSIM models are based on measures
taken from streams in the project area (Upper Talarik, North and South Fork Koktuli, and any important
tributaries). It was stated that the range of suitable habitats may be quite great. The importance of each
habitat parameter used to model habitat (weighted useable area [WUA]) must be shown in order for the
output to be credible. The influence of ground water on distributions of fish in the South Fork Koktuli was
used as an example of how assessing habitat suitability with depth, velocity, and substrate alone may not
provide the full picture.
10. (PLP Consultant) It was also noted that some species and/or life stage curves May need to be modified from
other locations or taken from literature.
11. (PLP) PLP stated that they currently have red surveys for Chinook only, but are working to include surveys for
Sockeye also.
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12. (Agency) It was strongly stated that Sockeye data is important to gather as there are so many sockeye in these
river systems.
13. (Agency) Suitability curves for Coho could be a problem in that they spawn along the banks of streams and in
very small water ways.

UPWELLING AND DOWN-WELLING
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

(Agency) Also important to look at upwelling and down-welling areas.
(R2 Consultants) The gaining and losing stretches of the streams are being mapped. However, not all
of the upwelling and down-welling locations have been noted to date.
(BE Consultants) Other areas of interest; there is a seven-mile length of the South Fork Koktuli
(ephemeral reach) that probably goes dry every winter and in most summers. Above this point in the
stream, only an occasional spawning salmon has been seen and less than 20 juvenile salmon
captured. Downstream of the ephemeral reach, there is a 4 – 5 mile reach where groundwater
pushes back up in the vicinity of the confluence of the mainstem SFK and tributary SFK 1.190 . This
reach is very productive for sockeye and Chinook spawning. There is also a groundwater connection
between SFK and Upper Talarik Tributary 1.190(UT).
(Agency) There is an interest in determining how much the surface water/groundwater exchange
between basins or sites, for both upwelling and down-welling, is driving areas of fish use.
PLP explained that there appears to be inter-basin transfer of water near the headwaters of all three
major drainages, but the contributions are most likely not measureable. There is an inter-basin
transfer of approximately 20-25 cfs between the SFK and UT1.190 on a year-round basis.
(BE Consultants) An evaluation of the overwinter trapping sites could possibly be used to see if it
gives an indication of upwelling locations, or of flow from the sides, banks, etc. However, we do not
have a map of all upwelling locations.
(Agency) Peizometers were suggested as a possible method for studying the gaining and lowing
reaches. There is literature on the topic that the agencies may provide.
(Agency) For such a large study, PLP may want to concentrate on spawning areas, and gaining, and
losing reaches.

TARGET SPECIES
1.

2.

(R2 Consultant) There are currently 7 candidate target species (see slide in presentation) for
consideration. Others can be added as determined by the TWG. Discussion mentioned the presence of
sculpins, pike and whitefish, but no specific suggestions emerged from the discussion. Agencies will
discuss this further and may contribute suggestions at a future date.
(R2 Consultant) Assuming the target species are good choices; some species may be indicator species
that could be used to analyze habitat suitability for other species as well, and reduce the overall amount
of data collection.

CURRENT METERS
1.

(R2 Consultant) To date, velocity data have been collected using Swoffer current meters. It is
acknowledged that there has been some concern in the literature about the use of these meters under
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low velocity conditions. R2 used these meters on several other Alaska projects and calibrated them with
Price AAs.
(Agency) Provided the meters are properly calibrated and QA/QC checked, they (Swoffer) would probably
be fine. However, the state generally stands by USGS methods including the Price AA and more recently
acoustic Doppler profilers.
(Agency) National Park Service also prefers USGS methods.
(R2 Consultant) R2 is proposing to use Price AA meters as primary meter with Swoffers as backups. Will
also rely on Marsh McBirney for the Off-channel work. Acoustic Doppler units will not be used because
they are reportedly relatively fragile and may not endure the harsh field conditions.

PERIOD OF FLOW RECORD
1.
2.

(R2 Consultant) There are currently three years of USGS flow records from the studies.
(Agency) There are no reliable stations out there to extend the record. The Newhalen station has
older data that only covered 10-15 years. Agencies like 20+ years of record from which to base
hydrologic and instream flow analysis. It is unfortunate for this type and size of project to be limited
to a 4-year time series for running an instream flow habitat model. ADF&G indicated that they had
gauged Lower Talarik Creek for five years.
(Agencies) This is indicative of the general lack of hydrologic data in the state of Alaska.
(R2 Consultant) The Main-Channel Flow team will be working closely with hydrologists to establish
low, mid and high flows within the year. Also, it may be possible to synthetically extend the time
period.
(R2 Consultant) Reference sites may be one way to evaluate project versus natural changes in
hydrology, habitat, etc. to compensate for the short term hydrology time series.

3.
4.

5.

SITE VISIT
1.
2.
3.

(Agency) Although there have been some site visits, it has been hard to get the big picture without
maps of fish distribution, or upwelling areas.
(Agency) The upcoming Fish TWG meeting will give some context for the next site visit.
(R2 Consultants) Will be completing site reconnaissance during the week of May 19th. ADF&G
indicated it would check on schedules to determine if they could make a site visit to select transects
during the following week (week of May 26th). Other agencies are also invited.

CLOSING ITEMS
1.

PLP will provide an explanation of the transect distribution criteria to the Instream Flow Habitat
Group .
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Minutes approved December 5, 2008

Geochemistry Technical Working Group
Pebble Project
Final Minutes for January 3, 2008
Minutes recorded by Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
Present:
Steve McGroarty/ADNR
Scott Maclean/ADNR-OHMP
Mark Fink/ADF&G
Leroy Phillips/USACE
Andrea Meyer/ADNR
Lorraine Edmond/EPA (via telephone)
Stephen Day/SRK Consulting
Charlotte MacCay Bristol
As with all Technical Working Group (TWG) Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion of
suggestions and concerns raised by individuals. Discussion does not reflect any decision making
or consensus from the group (with the exception of electing a lead).
Administrative Issues
x

TWG objectives and policies were reviewed.

x

Steve McGroarty was chosen as the Geochemistry TWG lead.

x

Geochemistry is a complex topic. Each agency should consider its own level of
understanding and goals for participating in this TWG, and consider what additional
resources they may need to effectively participate. The TWG Protocol allows for
agencies to hire a consultant to provide technical support.

x

Jim Vohden of Alaska Department of Natural Resources can participate in the TWG.

x

Agencies would prefer to see the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) Environmental
Baseline Document in time to incorporate an evaluation of the data into a review of the
PLP sampling program.

x

Data is needed to determine sample variability, and from that determine whether or not
there has been sufficient sampling to characterize that level of variability.

x

TWGs may need to work in concert for certain presentations and discussions.

x

At some point it would be worthwhile to merge with the hydrology TWG for further
discussion and perhaps have a presentation of the hydrologic modeling.

x

Web conferencing could be helpful for remote participants.

x

Members should review the November Agency meeting PowerPoint and the 2007 work
plan more carefully for further discussion at the next meeting.

x

The public can attend TWG Meetings and can ask questions at the end of the meeting.
The TWG Lead has some flexibility and can allow questions during a meeting if it is felt
that this would be productive and non-disruptive to the TWG Meeting.
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Note (by Steve McGroarty) – It would be very helpful if speakers could be identified in
the minutes of future TWG Meetings. At a minimum, it should be noted whether the
speaker was a Pebble Limited Partnership staff person (PLP), a consultant to the PLP
(SRK), an agency staff person (Agency), an agency consultant if one is retained for the
review of the geochemistry of the Pebble Project (Agency Consultant), or a member of
the public (Public).

Data Requests
x

A list of changes to the program over time and the rationale for the changes

x

A completion report
x

The ‘completion report’ should be a consolidation of studies undertaken to date
on the geochemical characterization of waste rock, ore and tailings for the Pebble
Deposit. It is suggested that the report should at a minimum include sections on:


Introduction (background, chronology of investigations – including
reasons for change to original characterization proposals, and
acknowledgements)



Detailed Geology (rock units, sulfide and carbonate mineralogy and
deposition patterns, alteration patterns, Pebble East vs. Pebble West)



Sampling and testing methods (rock sampling methods and sample
selection criterion for both static tests, laboratory kinetic tests, and field
kinetic tests)



Assessment of ‘representivity’ by rock type and location (plan maps and a
sufficient number of cross-sections should be provided that illustrate
sample locations vs. lithologic units, any alteration packages, and current
thinking on pit or underground developments)



Sampling of ‘tailings’ from metallurgical tests (static and kinetic tests,
Pebble East vs. Pebble West vs. combined ore, and the results of any desulfidized tailings studies - i.e. pyrite floatation circuit concentrate vs.
tailings geochemical characteristics)

x

Detailed discussion of geochemical characterization results.

x

Plans for additional static, laboratory kinetic tests, field kinetic tests and
mineralogical examinations for waste rock, ore and tailings.

x

Discussion of how the results of the geochemical characterization test program
will be used to develop source term predictions of water quality effects.
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PLP Geochemistry Presentation and Discussion
x

The Pebble Project’s overall objectives for the program include:
 Inform waste management and closure planning


By “designing for closure,” the project can minimize long-term management
requirements for the protection of water quality. This is both environmentally
beneficial and cost beneficial.



A sub-objective is to provide data for estimation of the reclamation bond.

 Provide source terms for predictions of water quality effects.

x



“Source term prediction” is the prediction of water chemistry which will originate
from the facility to surface and/or groundwater.



The source term prediction work product ends where the rock drainage enters the
local water systems. The interaction of rock drainage with surface and/or
groundwater is addressed by the water quality and water hydrology teams. The
Geochemistry TWG should not function in isolation of all other TWGs;
hydrology and mine plans may affect whether the geochemical characterization
program is adequate – changes to mine plans and/or the results of hydrologic
investigations may require changes to the geochemical characterization program.
At some point it would be critical to have joint meetings of the geochemistry,
hydrology, and water quality TWGs, particularly when source term predictions
are presented.

The State of Alaska recommends that PLP consider the recommendations of a number of
International Guidelines for ARD/ML Prediction, one of which is the British Columbia,
Ministry of Energy Mines and Petroleum and the Draft Guidelines for Acid Rock
Drainage (ARD) Prediction (Price, 1998).
 These guidelines are widely used around the world
 EPA does not have a parallel set of geochemistry guidelines. The Sourcebook for
Alaska is the closest EPA has to geochemistry guidelines.
 The B.C. Guidelines are more comprehensive than the Sourcebook.
 The Guidelines are set up as a tool box, not all tools are needed for all jobs, don’t
need to use every procedure.
 The Mine Environment Neutral Drainage (MEND) manual is another source of
guidance. This is a 7-8 volume set on all aspects of ARD, with one volume dedicated
to prediction methods. It parallels the B.C. guidelines, but contains more case
studies.
 There are also many geochemical models for similar porphyry mines, which can
provide some guidance for the studies.
 Geochemistry studies for mines have advanced considerably in the last couple of
decades. In the 1980s, there were preliminary studies, but no iterative process.
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Geochemistry is a very iterative process. Typically, geochemistry starts with looking at
the geology, then preliminary information on ARD is integrated into project planning,
which then triggers more detailed metal leaching (ML)/ARD characterization, water
chemistry, and effects prediction.
 Useful in evaluating waste management alternatives, such as waste rock, tailings,
mine drainage.
 First focus of effects assessment is on the more common parameters, such as copper
and molybdenum at Pebble, then you review the geochemistry for other potential
parameters of concern.
 Determine which mineral(s) contain the problem parameters, and how are those
parameters being released. This information can also feed back into the mine design.
 It was noted that this geochemistry iterative process is even more complex at Pebble
where the process is advancing down the iterative process for Pebble West, but is
relatively preliminary for the newer discovery of Pebble East.
 Geochemistry and mine design is also integrated with hydrology for further
consideration/iteration. Detailed analysis of geochemical and hydrologic affects of
block caving will be very complex.
 This is still the very early stages for Pebble, considering there is no mine design at
present. However, due to extensive exploration over the years, and well-preserved
drill samples, there is already a lot known and there is a larger more refined
preliminary chemical program than usual.
 Ultimately, the goal is to correlate bulk rock chemistry (not a reference to size, but to
general characteristics) with leaching once exposed to air, and note how quickly
which minerals are released, and which minerals are present that buffer the leachate.
It is important to know how quickly waste rock and pit walls need to be managed
after exposure.

x

Scale-up methodology and modeling take laboratory and field test results and extrapolate
them into source term predictions.
 Models can be quite elaborate, and are adjusted to fit dissolution of minerals.
 Usually you start with a simple model (easier to explain), then progress into more
complex modeling if additional refinement is needed.
 Models are sometimes the focal point of lawsuits; need good discussion with the
agencies as it is developed.
 Consider a review of the Kuipers and Maest review of Environmental Impact
Statements (EISs) and how well past EISs and model predictions represented reality.
However, this report looked at 1980s era models and studies which do not reflect the
rigor or interactive nature of studies conducted at this time.
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Geology at Pebble
 Pebble has two main features


Porphyry sub-volcanic geology – original host rock with igneous intrusions. A
rising bowl of molten rock works its way upward through some sort of structural
weakness. Intrusions, not mineralization itself, trigger hot water circulating
through the rock. The circulating water reacts with the rock dissolving and reprecipitating minerals, creating new types of mineralization. Veins occur where
water followed a fracture. When the whole rock heats up, explosions occur and
shattered “breccia” material later re-cements.



Tertiary overlying rock is younger, laid down tens of millions of years afterwards.
The tertiary rock has been largely eroded away in the area overlying the west
deposit. It is substantially deeper over the east deposit.

 Porphyry deposits are a worldwide resource, particularly for copper and molybdenum
and are, therefore, well studied. Certain features and their relationships to ML/ARD
are well understood and help guide ML/ARD study designs.
 Porphyries in general do not have mercury issues, because there is so much iron that
the mercury adsorbs onto the iron. The mercury levels at Pebble are typical global
average levels for mercury at a porphyry deposit.
 Cominco carefully stored a lot of drill core samples at the site.
 Porphyry deposits are not continuous and require a lot of drilling to characterize.
 There are about 400 drill holes to date.
 Drilling has focused around an economical deposit, not a structural deposit. Changes
in metal prices could affect the extent of the economic deposit.
 Drilling for ML/ARD studies need to address the deposit, as well as the rock which
will comprise the pit walls that step back from the deposit.
 Potentially Acid Generating (PAG) is a term that means there is some potential for
the rock to create ARD; however, it may not, and this is dependent on many factors
within the mineralogy, including minerals that may be acid buffering and lead to a net
Non-PAG drainage.
 A pyrite “halo” (this is not particularly a symmetrical halo, but occurs in “pulses”)
often encircles a porphyry deposit and may be PAG. This also occurs at Pebble in
areas of waste rock.
 If a pit design widens, it is important to investigate if the waste rock and pit walls
extend into a pyrite halo.
 Often there is a propylitic alteration just outside the halo of a porphyry deposit, which
is often Non-PAG due to more carbonates. A propylitic alteration will also tend to
move away from copper and molybdenum as primary metals, and into other base
metal veins of different sulphide metals that may leach under non-acid conditions.
However, this feature is minimal at Pebble.
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Gypsum veining is a late cooling feature and is often the outermost feature of a
porphyry deposit. It is sometimes is associated with sulfate leaching. This feature is
basically absent at Pebble.

 General Porphyry characteristics include:


The presence of carbonate minerals, which can delay the onset of ARD;



Tailings are not often a source of ARD;



Aluminum, iron and copper are often main issues for ARD;



Zinc and cadmium may be issues for non-acidic drainage if base metal veins are
present;



Molybdenum and selenium leaching may occur, possible concern for calcareous
low sulfide waste rock and tailings; and



Don’t generally see arsenic, antimony or mercury – relatively simple compared to
most gold deposits.

 Many porphyry deposits can be quite complex – Pebble is relatively simple. Based
on the PLP Sampling Program:


Most of the ore is PAG due to pyrite;



Tertiary overburden is typically Non-PAG;



The alterations are not well developed within the area of economic interest at
Pebble; the most common form of alteration is potassic, with the next most
common being phyllic overprinting over the potassic alteration.



No base metal veins;



No gypsum veins;



The dominant carbonate minerals in the mineralized zone are calcite and siderite.



The dominant carbonate mineral in the tertiary cover is calcite.



SRK is doing additional evaluation of the carbonate mineralogy in the
mineralized waste rock, tertiary cover, and tailings.



Arsenic is elevated compared to typical porphyry deposits and is probably
associated with the pyrite;



Ore is everywhere – there are waste rock blocks within the ore; and



Low stripping ratio.

 Ore crosses all lithologies in the Pebble West Zone.


PLP Sampling Program has, therefore, focused on rock type and not on
alterations, as there are no discrete alteration zones. The alteration present crosses
all lithologies; therefore the geochemical characterization of the project has
focused on lithology and not alteration patterns.



To lead predictions, need to characterize release rates for waste-scheduling and
need to use units that can be put as a variable in a block model.
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Predictions and modeling need to relate to mine-scale design features.



If there were distinct zones of alterations – even if they were cross cutting
numerous lithologies, it could make sense to see if that alteration could be
sampled to provide good data. But if it is scrambled, then it is pointless to tailor a
characterization program around an alteration feature.



If everything in the pit is PAG, then there isn’t much to gain from sampling
separate lithologies in the pit.



It is yet unknown if there are more distinct zones of alteration in the Pebble East
Zone – this is still being investigated.

 Road Corridor Geology


For some mines, like Galore Creek, mineralization in the road corridor has been
an issue.



PLP is aware that significant road cuts and borrow pits will need geochemistry
studies conducted for that material, once a road alignment is determined.



In choosing road alignment, the study provides pass/fail level of analyses for use
of material or placement of a cut. This would be sampling at a lower scale than
mine study programs.



Roads are not at as great a risk of involving mineralized areas as are mines.



Mineralized rock is oftentimes of poor construction quality.



Geochemical characterization of the borrow sources and significant road cuts
along the road corridor will be a permitting requirement.



The geochemical characterization study plans and results for the road corridor
should be reviewed by the Geochemistry TWG.



Transportation departments have not usually done geochemistry studies
associated with their road construction projects; however, this is changing in
recent years.

 Post mineral intrusive dikes


Mafic dikes containing unaltered mafic silicates that are typically low-sulfide.

 Post mineral cover


Volcanics and sediments are unaltered but may contain low levels of pyrite and
carbonate.



There is a wedge of post mineral intrusive in the pit that may be usable for
construction rock; however, this wedge of tertiary cover will likely require the
development and implementation of an operational waste rock characterization
and segregation program, and will be studied further.

 Surficial Materials


Gossan is a minor feature, not as extensive as expected.
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 The East Zone


Subsidence may occur with mining of the East Zone. This could selectively
expose material along this feature, including potential pyritic exposure.



It is too deep to drill out ore-body definition from the surface, and could require
underground exploration efforts. This could result in less overburden data than at
a surface mine.



There could be a data gap for pyrite in the tertiary cover, and construction
material. If pyrite is present, it could be handled by segregating waste rock and
ongoing characterization.



Deposit geology, lithology, mineralogy and alteration play critical roles in
determining the adequate density of drill core samples for the geochemical
characterization of a site.



There is some stratigraphic information from the tertiary core that could be used
for acid-base accounting (ABA). There is full inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
data all the way down the holes.



There is a 3-D model, as well as cross sections of the deposit. This information
should be included in a Consolidated Geochemical Characterization Report.

 Management Concepts


General approach is to get PAG material underwater where it is not exposed to
air, (the oxidation rate for sulfides is orders of magnitude slower when the
sulfides are underwater).
x

Oxidation rates affect how quickly materials will become reactive. For
subaqueous disposal testing, simulation of pore water chemistry is needed.
PAG reacts under water, but much more slowly. Sulfate (which is regulated)
and other parameters (i.e., arsenic) will be predicted. Considerations include
reducing conditions that occur after saturation, which may change the
behavior of the materials.

x

Prior to submersion, waste rock will be exposed for a few years, but pit walls
will have a longer exposure period. These considerations are incorporated
into the study design.

x

Predictions will also address the chemically reduced groundwater that seeps
out under the tailings, which may be iron rich from iron carbonates. This has
not usually been done at other sites.



Bulk tailings separation can occur during the metallurgical process to separate the
bulk (rougher) tailings from the sulphidic tailings. By optimizing sulphide
removal, it helps to keep the majority of the tailings as non-PAG. This allows for
more protective management of the PAG tailings.



Although PLP refers to all ore as PAG, it does also have some neutralization
potential (NP), it’s just that the NP/acid-generating potential (AP) ratio is <1.
Flotation circuits selectively pull out the sulfide minerals as the product to be sent
off site, leaving minerals in the material that are of no economic interest; i.e.
“tailings”. As part of recovery of the minerals of economic interest, the ore is run
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through two flotation circuits. The first step separates all sulfide minerals (both
economic and waste) to produce a majority of non-PAG tailings. The second step
separates the waste sulfide minerals (namely pyrite) from the economic sulfides
producing a much smaller quantity of PAG tailings. Thus two streams of tails are
produced: a majority of non-PAG tails and a smaller portion of PAG tails.


Geochemistry testing will look at sand and slimes (finer tails) separately. Tailings
may segregate as they are deposited down a long tailings dam beach. Sulfidedense tailings tend to settle out nearer the discharge point. This information
would be useful to address geochemistry of cycloned materials if they were to be
used during construction of the dam.



If the tailings disposal site is flat and above surrounding groundwater table, then
seepage will enter the groundwater without much chance for attenuation.



Managing pit walls
x

Pit walls are economically controlled features, so it is unknown at present
where the ultimate walls will lay.

x

Characterization of pit walls can be done through sampling within the walls
and extrapolating the data to the lithologies in the wall for its entirety.

Testing Programs
 There is some data on the onset of ARD from old exploration cores that were left at
the site. The average rocks start generating acid in about 20 years; some samples
were instantaneous, others are estimated to take up to 60 years to generate acid.
Kinetic tests done in the laboratory show a close correlation for these results when
corrected for temperature (the laboratory is warmer).
 ABA sampling


Multi-element data



Extraction of old core – water leach tests



Optical and X-ray microscopy are used to observe the mineralogy. These
methods cannot differentiate the carbonates, so micro-probe will be added to help
differentiate the carbonates.

 Kinetic tests


Humidity cell tests are typically 1 kg of rock that are subjected to alternating
cycles of wetting and drying. Water quality is sampled. Rock is sampled at the
end of the test period, to help to understand the delay to onset of ARD and
oxidation rates.



Field kinetic tests utilize material selected by pretests. The core was smashed
with sledge hammers prior to testing. They were constructed August/September
2007. One sample was collected before freeze-up; by spring the water might
show some stable chemistry.
x

How will tailings react if subaqueous conditions don’t occur?

x

Field tests are slower low temperature – low reaction rates.
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x

Tests designed to minimize damage from wind and/or bears.

x

Secondary containment is incorporated into the design.

x

Mesh cloth minimizes sediment entering the water sample, which is drawn off
the bottom of the barrel. Water is tested for dissolved metals – not total
metals.

x

Consider keeping the field tests running for a long time, including after
operations has been initiated.

x

It was recommended that the PLP investigate the feasibility/possibility of
conducting field kinetic testing of tailings on site.

x

There are meteorological stations within the project footprint area, not too far
from the test site, but not directly at the test site.

x

Cautionary interpretation must be considered when looking at scale-up from
the field tests due to uncertainty whether the scale-up is direct or not. Past
experience comparing field test to laboratory tests show some sites scale-up
well and others do not show good parallels.

x

Field tests are more useful for solubility than extraction tests.

x

It was suggested if the project develops underground workings for additional
exploration drilling of the East Zone, that consideration be given to the
construction of larger field kinetic tests.



Originally, there were 3-4 lithologies being tested in humidity cells. But some
hits of sulfide and selenium in the tertiary cover rocks were received, so more
tests were added.



When designing testing for the East Zone, also take into consideration subaqueous
testing to cover the potential for underground flooding of tertiary material that has
subsided.



Some East Zone tests could maybe be considered for extrapolation to the high
walls of the West Zone.

 Neutralization Potential


PLP is more interested in determining what percentage of the inorganic carbon is
calcium or magnesium carbonates, than they are in working with the NP, so that
you don’t have a concern about how the NP is being affected by picking up NP
from silicates.
x

NP (total) = NP (carbonate) + NP(Silicates)

x

Inorganic carbon total =NP (calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate) +
IC (ferrous carbonate)



Possible test modification to better understand the composition of carbonates.



To date, NP has been conducted. Pebble Project has plans for 2008 to include
calibrating carbonate to NP.
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Not all carbonates provide neutralization potential; iron carbonates typically are
non-neutralizing.



Carbonate and NP interaction don’t matter as much with the mineralized pit rock
as with the tertiary rock; all the pit rock is considered PAG, but the data can
clarify how quickly it will become PAG.



The 2008 tailings and ore composite samples are being generated for mine design,
and there is hope of finding lots of variability of test material in these samples for
use in determining a ratio of sulfur/NP.

 Other Observations/Discussion

x



Some rock types are more competent than others. There are some well-cemented
conglomerates; mudstones breakdown and the andesites are variable.



If PLP proceeds with underground drilling and exploration prior to permitting a
mine, they will produce waste rock in a quantity larger than a barrel to do field
tests on tertiary rock.



Samples are always a mixture of alterations and do not demonstrate ARD zoning
based on alteration trends.



ICP analysis for sulfur may show a good correlation with ARD when displayed in
a block model.

Agency Preliminary Thoughts on the Geochemistry Program
 The State’s preliminary opinion of PLP studies is that the Study Plan appears to be
good, but it is hard to judge until a completion report is generated. The State has
requested that the PLP produce a Consolidated Geochemical Characterization Report;
please see section on Data Requests.
 Before jumping ahead to review of the data, there are basic questions of how much
data is needed and locations which should be sampled. Reviewing the data is
important, but also need to decide if this is the right data.
 The TWG is an integral part of the iterative nature of the geochemistry process.
 Changes to the program and why they were made need to be reviewed.
 Kinetic tests sometimes need to run for years; it’s important to make sure they are set
up correctly and use the correct premises in order to prevent significant delays that
could incur if it became necessary to rerun any of the tests.
 Additional test design is waiting in part on development of a mine plan and knowing
such details as how long the block caving would remain open, what material would
be left behind, etc.
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Minutes Approved 15 January 2009


TechnicalWorkingGroupͲGeochemistry
PebbleProject
November18,2008
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
MinutesrecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)andapprovedbyTWGLead

I.            PRESENT:

AndreaMeyer(ADNR),
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
BobSeal(USGS)
FrancesMann(USFWS)
MariReeves(USFWS)
BronwenWang(USGS)
LeroyPhillips(USACE)
SteveMcGroarty(ADNR);TWGLead
ValanneGlooschenko(USACE)
PeteMcGee(ADEC)
JimVohden(ADNR)
DaveSzumigala(DNR/DGGS)
StephenDay(SRK)

Public
PhilipVerplanck(USGS/Keystone)
AndrewDeValpine(BristolBayCSRI–Byphone)
KendraZamzow(CSP2)
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II.           PROPOSEDAGENDA
x Introductions
x Reviewdraftagendaandagreeonfinalagendaandtheformatoffuturemeetingminutes
x DiscussionofsuggestededitstotheminutesformthelastTWGmeetingandfinalizetheedits.AlsodiscusstheTWG
minuteapprovalprocess
x GeneraldiscussionofthepurposeandgoaloftheGeochemistryTWG
x Generaldiscussionofpotentialneedforagencygeochemistryconsultant
x PresentationbySRK???
x GeneraldiscussionofinformationrequirementsfortheevaluationofML/ARD:
o

A. Potentialinformationrequirementsinmetalleaching/AcidRockDrainageAssessment(MENDReport
5.10)

o

B. DraftguidelinesandRecommendedMethodsforthePredictionofMetalLeachingandAcidRock
DrainageatMineSitesinBritishColumbia–Price

o

C. Otherguidancedocuments?

x DiscusstheneedforaReportoftheGeochemistryofthePebbleProjectthatwouldconsolidatethegeochemical
characterizationthathasbeengeneratedtodate,discussonͲgoingwork,andplansforfuturecharacterization
work
o

A. Developadraft“tableofcontents”forareport

o

B. Discussdatarequirementstosupportreport

x CloseͲoutdiscussion–i.e.”Wheredowegofromhere?”


MINUTES

(Agency)TheSteeringCommitteesentoutamemothatCharlotteMacCaywilltakethenotesforthemeetings.Shewill
indicatethesourceofthecommentasagency,consultant,orPLP.ThedraftminuteswillbesenttotheTWGleadfor
distributionwithintwoweeksofthemeeting.SteveMcGroarty(thelead)willdistributethemimmediately(hewillnotwait
toreviewthemfirst)andwillconsolidatecommentsandquestionsintoadraftfinalwithadeadlineformemberstoreview
andsubmitcomments.Senda“nocomment”emailtoSteveifyouhavenocomments.
(PLP)ItisimportantyoureviewtheminutestomakesureIhavenotinadvertentlyleftoutanyimportantcomments.
(Agency/PLP)Lastmeetingsminuteswerereviewed,changeswereincorporatedandtherewasnoobjectionstated
regardingtheirapproval.
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COMPLETIONREPORT–GEOCHEMICALCHARACTERIZATIONOFTHEPEBBLEPROJECT
(Agency)TheagencieswillwantastatusreportatsomepointincludingQA/QCassociatedwiththeGeochemistryand
interpretationoftheresults.Wewouldlikethisreporttoincludethegeology,lithology,alterationpatternsandwhetheror
nottheyareimportant,thedistributionofsulfidesandcarbonates,geospatialdistributiondifferencesinsulfidesand
carbonatesbetweentheeastandwestdeposit,explanationofwhattestshavebeendone.

III.      CHARACTERIZATION/MONITORING
(PLP)PLPwouldliketoclarifythetypesofdataitiscollectingtobetterfacilitatefuturediscussions.Thedatacollected
todatehavebeencollectedforsitecharacterization.ItismeanttobeusedtowritetheAffectedEnvironmentSection
oftheNEPA(EIS)document.BecauseNEPAcallsthis“baselineinformation”PLPhasalsobeenreferringtothesedataas
baselinedata.Thishasledtosomeconfusion.Toscientists,baselinemeanssomethingquantifiablethatcanbeused
forcomparisonwithdatacollectedduringoperationstoseeiftherehavebeenanyimpacts.Thatwasnottheintentof
thedatawehavecollectedtodate.AlthoughPLPhopesthatsomeofthesedatawillbeusefulformonitoringpurposes
aswell.PLPisfinishingupthecharacterizationdataandmovingintomonitoringdata,datatobeusedforcomparison
purposeswithdatacollectedafteroperationsbegin,butthistermiscausingconfusionaswell.Somepeopleinterpret
monitoringdatatobethedatacollectedduringoperations.
(PLP)PLPwouldalsoliketoclarifythatweareaskingforspeculativeinputatthistime.Weareawarethatyoudonot
havethedatafromthestudiesdonetodatetolearnfromthemhowthestudiesareworking.Wefullyexpectthatas
databecomesavailable,andtheagenciesreviewthem,thattheagenciesmayhavenewinputorwanttochangetheir
mindaboutpreviousrecommendations.Thereisnothingbindingaboutanyoftherecommendationsyoumake,you
canalwaysrefineyourinputbasedondataastheybecomesavailable.PLPistryingtoestablishopendialogueandset
studiesupasbestaspossible.
(Agency)Ifyoudon’thaveaprojectdescriptionitisdifficulttodeterminehowmuchdataareneededorifwehavethe
rightdata.
(Agency)Naturalconditionswithoutanyhumanimpactneedtobedeterminedpriortoconstruction.Oncetheproject
isunderconstructionitisnolongerpossibletocollectmoredatatodeterminenaturalbackground.
(PLP)PLPisstartingtoaddresspreͲtermmonitoringinfuturestudies.Alsoitislikelytotakeatleastacoupleyears
afterthepermitapplicationsaresubmittedtofinalizeallthepermits,allowingforadditionaltimetocollectpreͲ
constructiondata.

INTRODUCTIONSANDAGENCYSTATEMENTOFPURPOSEANDGOALOFPARTICIPATIONIN
GEOCHEMISTRYTWG
(Agency)ItseemsoddnottomakedecisionswithinthisTWGprocess.
(PLP)PLPisstilldevelopingtheproject,wearejustaskingforspeculativeinput.Weunderstanddecisionscannotbe
madeonincompletedata.WearetryingtoincreasethelikelihoodthatwhenwehitthepreͲapplicationprocesswewill
havemethodsandscopesthatsatisfytheagencies.Wearelookingforanopencasualdialoguethatwillhelpusshapea
goodprogram.
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(SRKConsultants)Byhavingdiscussionamongstcolleagueswearelookingtocreateabetterprogram.Wedon’twant
anygaps.Pleasetellusiftherearethingsthatabsolutelyhavetobedone.WeusealotofBritishColumbiaguidanceas
itisthebestweareawareof.Ifyouhavedifferentguidanceyouwouldlikeustoconsider–pleasementionit.Itwould
beniceifwecouldinvolvewhomeverwillbetheEISgeochemistandgettheirinput.
(Agency)Wecan’tgoforwardwithcontractinganEISgeochemistuntilthereisapermitapplicationsubmitted.
(Agency)TheUSGSisparticipatingintheTWGtoserveasasourceofexpertiseforthegroup..
(Agency)WeseetheTWGasameansforpreͲprogramplanningandinͲdepthdiscussion.Wesawlotsofstudiesinthe
agencypresentationsandwantmoredetailsaboutthesestudies.Ihaveheardthattherehasbeenathemeofthe
agencieswantingmoredataandnotgettingstudyplansearlyenoughtoreview.Wewantgreatersubstantiveinput
intothestudyplans.
(PLP)PLPunderstandsandisexpectingtohavestudyplansdistributedinJanuarythisyear.
(Agency)WeunderstandthatthecompanyisconcernedthatdatareleasedtotheStatebecomepublicandthatthe
companywantstothoroughlyQA/QCdatabeforeprovidingittotheTWGs.Thecompanydoeshaveascheduled
releaseofdatatothepublic–wewouldlikefollowͲuponwhenthecompanyexpectstoreleasegeochemistrydata.
(Agency)Wedon’tjustwantadatadumpwewantsomeanalysesofthedata.Wecan’tgiveguidanceuntilweget
analyzeddata.
(Agency)Wewanttobeabletoeasilymanipulatedataatsomepoint.Weneedfilenamesthatareinformative,listsof
abbreviations,anddatadictionaries.Wewanttobeabletosort,graph,andstatisticallyanalyzethedata.Wedonot
wanttosimplygetthedataasPDFdocuments.
(Agencies)Wedon’tjustwantdatasets,weneedgeoͲspatialcomponentsandcontext.
(PLP)PLPwillmakedataavailablewhenitisready,Iwilltrytogetsomedataasyourequestitformeetingswhen
possible,butIcannotpromisethatthedatayouwouldliketoseearereadyforreleaseyetorthattheyhavebeen
analyzedyet.Wearestillearlyintheprocess.Inthemeantime,whilewerecognizeitlimitsyourabilitytocomment,
wewouldlikeyourinputregardless.
(Agency)TheTWGistryingtomakecertainthegeochemistrystudiesarecomprehensiveandadequatefora
x PlanofOperations
x ReclamationPlan
x Closure/PostClosureFinancialInsuranceDetermination
(Agency)TheliteraturesearchpaperthatUSFWShadpreparedwasanexcellentpaperonacidminedrainage.Iwould
liketoseestudyplansandanalyteproceduresforkinetictests.Iwouldliketohaveachancetolookthroughthis
informationandbecomemoreuptodateontheseissues.
(PLP)Therearesomeissueswithinthatpaperthatarenotfullycovered,butitdoesraiseissuesthatweshouldmake
sureareaddressedforPebble.
(Agency)Itismyagency’sroletohelpPebbledevelopaprojectwiththebestavailabletechnologyandwiththeleast
impactontrustresources.Iwouldliketohavesomeinformationonthegrainsizeandmineralogyoftheorebodyand
howthatplaysintothekinetictests.
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(PLP)ThereisalsothepossibilityofgoingoverthepresentationStephenDaygaveattheagencymeetings.Wecould
gooveritmuchmoreslowlywithdiscussiononeveryslideindetailifthatwouldhelptheTWGunderstandtheprogram
better.
(SRKConsultant)Iwouldlikefeedbackonmethodsformodelingaswellasanalyticalmethods.Therearealotof
differentwaystomodelthatareconsideredacceptableanditwouldbegoodtoknowwhichmethodstheagencies
prefer.
(Agency)Weseethisasopensharingofinformationsotherewon’tbeanysurprises.Thegoalisassurancethatthe
projectwillmeetwaterqualitystandardsduringoperationsandclosure.Itbeginswithknowingwhatisbackground
waterqualityatthesite,sowecandeterminewhatthewaterqualitystandardswillbe.Wewanttohaveinput
regardingthedesignandenoughinformationtodetermineabondamountbeforegoingintothepublicprocess.We
needtoreviewdataandletPLPknowifwefindanyofthedatasuspiciousandbringanyanomaliesinthedatatothe
forefront.
(Agency)Thereisvalueinlearningfromthisprojectforfutureprojects
(PLP)Wearelookingtohaveexpertisepresentatthebeginningoftheprocessandforward.
(Agency)EachagencyhasamemberontheSteeringCommittee.Ifyouhaveissuesofconcernabouthowtheprocessis
workingIencourageyoutocontactyouragencyrepresentativeorTomCrafford.Membersofthesteeringcommittee
arepostedontheDNRPebbleTWGwebsite.TheSteeringCommitteeistryingtodoabetterjobofcommunicatingto
theindividualTWGmembersandtoensuretheprocessofpostingtheminutesgoesfaster.
(PLP)USGSisnotpresentlyontheSteeringCommittee,thisisbychoice.

POTENTIALFORAGENCYGEOCHEMISTCONSULTANT
(PLP)PLPhasrequestedthatDNRhireageochemicalconsultanttoreviewthestudies.DNRoftenhiresaconsultantto
reviewstudyresults,wewouldprefertheyhiretheconsultantearliertogettheirinputintothestudydesigninatimely
manner.
(Agency)Thishasbeenhelpfulinthepast.Theconsultantshavebeenusedtoreviewdocumentspreparedbya
company.
(Agency)DECissupposedtohirethegeochemistnotDNR.
(Agency)DECwasgoingtogotobidandgetproposalsandcreatealistofpeopletocontractonshortnotice.Notsure
wherethisisatthispointintime.
(Agency)TherewouldneedtobecommunicationbetweentheTWGmembersandthestateconsultantabouthowtogo
throughtheTWGprocesswithinformationrequestsgoingthroughtheTWGLeadwhowillforwardquestionstoDEC
anddistributeresponses.
(Agency)TheLMPTfundingmechanismisnotjustlimitedtostateagencies.Insomeinstancesitisextendedtofederal
agenciesableandwillingtoacceptfunding,suchasNOAAfortheKensingtonProject.TheLMPTisconsideringasimilar
mechanismforfundingUSGSinvolvementwiththePebbleProject.
(Agency)AgencyrepresentativesshouldeͲmailsuggestionsofgeochemistryconsultantstotheTWGLeadandDECfor
proposalsolicitations.
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KEYSTONE
(Agency)KirkNordstromfromUSGSinBoulderisgoingtobeontheKeystoneAdvisoryCommittee.
(Agency)WhatisKeystone?
(Keystonemember)KeystoneisagroupthatisputtingtogetherapeerreviewpaneltoassuretheCorporations(Anglo
andNorthernDynasty)thattheprojectisbasedongoodscience.Italsoisaprocesstogatherpublicinputregardingthe
projectandprojectalternatives.Itisastakeholder/citizenbridgetobringdatatothepublic.ItisAnglo’swaytobuild
sociallicense.
(Agency)Isitapeerreviewofallscience,notjustsocialscience?
(PLP)Yes.Keystoneisstillintheprocessofselectingthepeerreviewpanel.Thepanel’sinputwillberelayedtoPLP
whichcanbringthatinformationforwardduringtheNEPAprocess.
(Agency)PeoplecouldgetconfusedbetweenKeystoneandNEPAprocesses.
(KeystoneMember)Keystoneisstillputtingthepanelstogether.Membershavetohavenoconflictofinterest.There
isnopaymenttocommitteesandpanels.Theprocessisnotfinalizedyet.
(PLP)Keystoneiswatchingtheagencypresentationsthisweek,butnotparticipating.PLPfeelsisitimportanttoplace
Alaskansonthepeerreviewpanel.
(Agency)Whathappensifthepeerreviewpanel’spreferredalternativeisdifferentfortheagencies’preferred
alternative?
(PLP)TheKeystonepreferredalternativeandrationalewouldbepassedonbyPLPtotheNEPAprocessfor
consideration.Itisstillanagencydecisionintheend.

ACIDROCKDRAINAGEPAPERCONTRACTEDBYUSFWS
(Agency)USFWSdidrequestthisliteraturereviewonacidminedrainagebewrittenandwasawarethepapermaybea
topicofdiscussionattoday’smeetingandwantedtobepresentforthediscussion.
(PLP)PLPhassomeconcernsregardingthepaperaswasrelayedinaletterfromJohnShivelytoUSFWS.Whatmatters
morethananydiscussiononthemeritsofthepaper,istobeawarethatthetopicsthepaperraisesareissuesof
concernrelatedtoacidminedrainage.TheTWGshouldmakesurethatwearelookingatalltheseissuestoensurethey
arebeingadequatelyaddressedatPebble.


NEXTMEETING
(Agency)Itmaybehelpfultoreadsomeofthedocumentsaheadofthenextmeeting.
(Agency)OtherpapersthatmaybehelpfulguidanceincludetheMENDreportandINAP.Thisisaconsortiumofmining
industriesthatsetupacommissiononglobalacidrockdrainageguidelinestocreateabestpracticesguide.Golder&
Associateswonthisproposal.
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(SRKConsultant)GoldersubͲconsultedSRKtohelpdevelopChapter5ͲPrediction.Chapter5andisnearlydone.
MENDisalsoworkingonavolumeoftheGuide.
(Agency)Itisimportantthatwedon’ttrytoreinventthewheelandreviewthevarioussourcesthatexistanddecide
whichguidelinesmakesenseforthisproject.
(Agency)Weshouldlookatthegeologyandthenreviewwhichmethodsmakesense.
(Agency)IntheMENDReportlookat1.10E,stayawayfromthemitigationchapters,itispreͲmaturetostartdiscussing
mitigation.
(Agency)Itmaynotbeprematuretodiscussmitigation,therearenotalotofdifferentoptions.
(Agency)Untilthereisafinalapplicationwedon’tknowwhatwearemitigating.
(Agency)Needtounderstandwatermanagementplansaswell.Howwilltheprojectsafeguardaquaticresources?
(PLP)WatermanagementiscoveredinotherTWGgroups,thisTWGfocusesonhowthewaterqualitywillbeimpacted
bytherock.
(Agency)ThisTWGprovidesinputstothechemistryofwaterquality.
(Agency)Therequiredtestworkwillbepartlydependentontheprojectdesign.Itwillbeaniterativeprocess.
(PLP)Itisimportanttolookatavarietyofpossibledesignstobepreparedforthealternativesanalysis.
(Agency)Therocktypeisaconstantregardlessofthedesign.
(Agency)Therearevolumeconsiderationswithdifferentdesigns.
(Agency)Therearealsodifferentmetallurgicalandeconomicalchoicesthatcanaffectpotentialimpacts.
(Agency)QuestionsgermanetothisTWGinclude:
x Appropriatesamples
x Sampledistribution
x Characterizationofmaterialsthatmaybeencountered,rocktypes,alterations,acidproducing/neutralizing
potential.
(Agency)ProposalforNextSession:
x SRKPresentation–whereweare–what’sbeendonetodate,howwegotthere,why.
x DiscussionoftheUSFWScommissionedLiteratureReview–determineifthelistofissuesraisedinthat
documentarebeingaddressedatPebble.
(Agency)RatherthanriskthetrapofendingoutinadiscussiononthemeritsofthatpaperwhynotusetheMEND
documentasaguidetoevaluatethePebblegeochemistryprogram.
(Agency)NotthegoaloftheTWGtodiscussthemeritsofthepaper.
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(PLP)ButitisimportantthattheTWGcanaddressalloftheconcernslistedinthatpaperandensurethattheyare
adequatelyprovidedforatPebble.
(SRKConsultant)Aswegothroughadiscussionoftheprogram,IthinkmostoftheconcernsraisedintheUSFWS
literaturereviewwillcomeoutindiscussion.
(Agency)NeedtoredistributepreviouseͲmailstoallmembersofthegrouptoensureeveryoneisuptodate.
(PLP)PLPhassomeconcernaboutkeepingthisworkinggroupareasonableandworkablesize.TheTWGprotocols
encourage5–6membersinaTWG.Guestsarewelcometoalsoattend,butnotnecessarilyparticipate.
(Agency)Itissuggestedthatwehaveatwodaymeeting.
(Agency)Itmightbehelpfultobringageologisttothefirstmeetingtodiscussthegeology.
(Agency)SteveMcGroarty,StephenDayandCharlottewilldevelopadraftagendaforthenextmeeting.
Mid–Januarybetweenthe12thandthe23rdmaybeagoodtimetoschedulethenextmeeting.

ACTIONITEMS
x AgencyrepresentativesshouldeͲmailsuggestionsofgeochemistryconsultantstotheTWGLeadandDECfor
proposalsolicitations.
x PLPtoinquirewhenthegeochemistrydataarescheduledforrelease.
x LeadtodistributecopiesofpreviouseͲmailssenttothegrouptothenewmembers.
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Meeting minutes were not developed for this TWG Meeting
as most of the content of the meeting was the power-point
presentation by Stephen Day of SRK.
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Hydrology Technical Working Group
Pebble Project
January 10, 2008
Minutes recorded by Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
Present:
Jim Vohden/ADNR
David Johnson/ADEC
Scott Maclean/ADNR-OHMP
Doug Limpinsel/NOAA-NMFS
Jason Mouw/ADF&G
Tammy Massie/ADF&G
Phil North/EPA
Andrea Meyer/ADNR
Leslie Tose/USACE
Shawn Florio/HDR
Robin Beebee/HDR
Dennis Deans/PLP
Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
Public Observers
None
As with all Technical Working Group (TWG) Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion of
suggestions and concerns raised by individuals. Discussion does not reflect any decision
making or consensus from the group (with the exception of choosing a lead).
Administrative Issues
x

Scott Maclean was chosen as TWG lead.

x

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) data related to the project area is available at any
time on their website. The 2007 winter data has not been entered yet.

x

The next meeting will involve the groundwater hydrology team and the snow
survey team.

x

The meteorological consultant will also be requested to attend the next meeting.

x

It would be useful to have all surface and groundwater hydrology consultants at
all future meetings.

x

There is an upcoming conference in Juneau (American Water Resource
Association – Alaska Section). Topics include the impact of climate change on
hydrography and methods for estimating flow in gaged and ungaged streams.
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Data Requests
x

Agencies would like to see the hydrology results;

x

Instream Flow was taken out of this TWG, as it refers to a specific and complex
fish habitat instream flow model that requires specific expertise. The term
“Instream Flow” was not meant as a substitute for stream flow measurements,
which are still very much an important part of the hydrology TWG;

x

The team would like to have a correlation of base flow data to groundwater well
data;

x

The correlation of surface flow runoff data to the Iliamna precipitation record;

x

The correlation between groundwater and surface water interchange;

x

Mean daily flows (not the individual 15-minute readings, but the daily average
flow), preferably for all stations, but a subset of stations of interest could work. A
mean monthly or mean annual flow could suffice if necessary. This could be used
for independent analysis of instream flow and seasonal flow analysis;

x

A map of the gaining and losing reaches and a line graph with percent gain or loss
during base flow would be useful; and

x

Hydrographs to evaluate if there is a delay in runoff, indicating a lag where water
from precipitation is not infiltrating.

Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) Hydrology Study Review
x

CH2M Hill started the hydrology studies in 2004, now HDR conducts the
hydrology studies. Knight Piesold (KP) reduces the field data into hydrographs
for project use. The data is provided to Water Management Consultants (WMC)
primarily for use in developing water balance models. The data is also provided
to the fisheries and water quality disciplines for use in their environmental
studies.

x

The study area is approximately 360 square miles – the study area has not
changed since the inception of the program in 2004.

x

Instantaneous discharge (IQ) is recorded by HDR at all sites, including sites
where continuous flow meters are installed.

x

In 2005, a program to take flow exchange measurements was implemented in an
effort to take measurements of gaining and losing stretches. A cut-off barrel with
an attached bag holding a known volume of water was pushed into the sediments
for a set time. Then, the water volume in the bag is re-measured. This was
designed for lakes with silty sediments. Placement in a gravel streambed likely
led to inadvertent measurement of intra-gravel flow detracting from the accuracy
of the program. The program was discontinued.

x

Attempts to use piezometers or thermistors in the streambed were problematic.
The devices did not remain in place. Also, when thermistors were inserted greater
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than 10 feet into the water column, it was difficult to discern local from regional
effects. The program was replaced by a fisheries program that includes
thermistors at the sediment/water interface for the instream flow program. WMC
may also have some thermistors installed. Details of this program are scheduled
for clarification when WMC attends the next TWG meeting.
x

Winter data
 There was no base flow data sampling design for 2004. However, there was
no rain for 2 months that late summer/fall and data collected in September
2004 is representative of base flow conditions.
 A base flow program was added in 2005.
 Two to three hydrology teams take IQ readings such that a single drainage
(e.g., South Fork Koktuli River) is measured within a single day . This is done
for each drainage every spring during low flow conditions prior to breakup.
 Based on the very dry 2004 summer, a base flow measurement event was
originally scheduled for late summer each year, but since 2004, baseflow
conditions have not been sufficiently present to measure. Therefore, summer
base flow events have been eliminated from the program.
 Data is fed into a site-wide water balance that can provide flow estimates at
any point along the stream.
 HDR also uses pressure transducer continuous flow meters that are removed
in the winter. Only IQ measurements are collected in winter.
 USGS keeps continuous flow meters installed year-round. However, the
USGS winter measurements are estimated since continuous stage
measurements are not valid under ice-covered conditions. The USGS
estimates the winter hydrographs using periodic IQ measurements in
conjunction with local meteorological data.
 HDR/KP correlates their gages to the USGS hydrographs and sees a close
correlation the rest of the year.
 Lowest flows are in early April.

x

Hydrographs – specifically unit runoff values – from the various continuous
stations show a high degree of correlation through the year.

x

Flow apportionment can be determined based on drainage area using the data
collected to date.

x

IQ measurements at each stream station are collected coincidentally with the
collection of water quality samples. These IQ data are used by the water quality
group to estimate mass flow of various water quality sample analytes.

x

Salt- dilution Sampling Method
 This USGS method is currently typically used at a couple of stations:
typically NK119A, UT119A, and UT100E. These sites tend to be higher up
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in the drainage system where the creeks are steep and turbulent. The purpose
of using the salt dilution method is to increase the accuracy of these IQ
measurements in turbulent streams where velocity meter measurement may
not be as appropriate.
 Downstream field conductivity and other samples are typically taken before
the salt-dilution method is employed, so that added conductivity from the test
will not affect downstream readings, although, realistically dilution would
probably lead to undetectable downstream changes in conductivity.
 This is a conservation of mass method. A known concentration of common
table salt is injected into the stream. Conductivity is measured downstream, at
a point where the injected salt is expected to be thoroughly mixed with a
constant concentration across the streambed. Conductivity is measured and
used to produce a curve of concentration over time. The discharge rate is
calculated using the area under the curve.
 Both flow meters and salt dilution were conducted at several stations with
moderate turbulence, and the two methods compared well.
Sampling Stations
x

The hydrology study used the same sampling stations as the surface water quality
team.

x

Some stations have been added or dropped over the years.
 2005 - added 2 stations in the South Fork Koktuli to provide data related to
mine design concepts.
 2006 - one station at North Fork Koktuli related to a mine feature was dropped
and then added back in during 2007.
 2007 - stations were added in the Upper Talarik in response to the discovery
of the East Zone. Also, Alaska Peninsula Corporation (APC) added 3 stations
on their property on the lower reaches of the Upper Talarik. One of the
stations replaced UT100A, which was an IQ station operated by HDR.
Another APC station was installed on the Newhalen River on APC lands.
This is an independent effort by APC, with assistance in training and protocol
by HDR. Data is shared between APC and PLP. APC also has hired an
independent hydrologist.

x

There is no USGS gage in the Nushugak River, which is an area that will be
considered as an affected area within the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process.

x

Agency request was made for monitoring in the Mulchatna River, which is an
area that will be considered as an affected area within the NEPA process.

x

Stations were set up in 2004 relative to the ore-body knowledge available in 2004.
Preliminary calculations showed that outside of the study area, there was less than
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a 10 percent change in the flow. It is difficult to precisely measure any flow
change at this level.
x

It’s important to the fishery instream flow modeling to have sufficient sampling
stations to determine changes in flow on a reach-to-reach basis. It is not
necessary to have a gage for every 10 percent change in flow, but enough flow
data is needed to understand how changes in hydrology upstream can affect flow
downstream.

x

Overall unit runoff is fairly consistent with some exceptions. There are some
gaining and losing stretches in the streams.

x

Outside of base-flow periods, flow is affected by storm runoff – this holds true
regionally.

x

Seeps are measured by the surface water quality team. There are 4,145
inventoried seeps throughout this area. Approximately 100 seeps are being
sampled.

x

Fish spawning sites are controlled by strong upwelling and down welling. The
hydrology study needs to cover this network sufficiently to be able to relate fish
spawning areas and the hydraulic influences.

x

The PLP fish team does integrate hydraulic information on gaining and losing
stretches and upwelling in the streams with the design of the fish study program.

Water Balance Model
x

No long-term river gages exist nearby that contain similar drainage characteristics
to the drainages in the project study area. This makes it difficult to develop a
long-term hydrologic record via correlation. Other modeling methods are
currently being investigated.
 This was discussed with the USGS at the onset of the program, but there was
no good long-term gage in existence to use. This is why modeling is also
being conducted.
 Iliamna River gage goes back to 1996. It’s also not a similar river.
 The Nushugak River had a gage from the 1960s to the 1980s at one site, and
another gage from the 1970s to the 1990s at another, but there was no overlap
between these two stations to develop a long-term record.
 Developing a correlation with the Anchorage Bowl may be a possible
method to determine mean annual flow for the long-term.

x

The current thought is to develop a correlation between the on-site surface runoff
data and the Iliamna precipitation data over the sampling time-period. The
correlation allows the water balance to use and adjust the long-term Iliamna
precipitation data for application in long-term projections for the site.

x

Iliamna has approximately 50 years of weather data.

x

Climate change will be considered.
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Snow Survey
x

The snow survey is to be covered next meeting

x

Precipitation data suggests more precipitation should be showing up in the
hydrograph, indicating there may be significant loss of snow due to drifting.

x

The snow survey is to address the drifting of snow.

Future Meeting Agenda Items
a)
b)
c)
d)

model for predicting water balance
climate change considerations with respect to models
groundwater/surface water interchange
met station overview and correlation between precipitation and flow
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TechnicalWorkingGroup–InstreamFlowTWG
PebbleProject
November19,2008
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
DraftMinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

TomCrafford(DNR)
AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
JasonMouw(ADF&G)
CecilRich(ADF&G)
CraigSchwanke(ADF&G)
JeffEstensen(ADF&G)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
MikeDaigneault(ADF&G)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
DougMcBride(USFWS)
FrancisMann(USFWS)
DougLimpinsel(NOAA)
JeanZodrow(EPA–viaphone)
PhilNorth(EPA)
LeslieTose(USACE)
DanYoung(NPS)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
KenTaylor(PLP)
DudleyReiser(R2)
MaryLouiseKeefe(R2)
RandyBailey(BaileyEnv.)
JimBuell(Buell&Assoc.)

Public
DougWachob(TheNatureConservancy)
TimTroll(TheNatureConservancy)
CarolAnnWoody(FRC)
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ADMINISTRATIVE
x JasonMouwwasnominatedleadfortheInstreamflowTWG.
(AgencyLead)ThefirstInstreamFlowTWGmeetingswereamuchsmallergroup.TherewasanemailtoR2thatlisted
issuesthatneededtobecovered.Ithasbeencopiedtomostpeoplehereatthetable.
(Agency)TherewerenominutesfromthesecondInstreamFlowmeeting.
(PLP)Thenotescannotbelocated.

DATAREQUESTS
ADF&Gsentoutanemailthatlistsacollectionofhabitatsuitabilitycriteriaandcurveanalysesissues.
(R2)R2hassentPLPhydraulicdata,channelcrosssectiondataandsubstratecodes.PLPisexpectedtoforwardthesedata
totheTWGsoon.
(Agency)Futureissuesfordiscussioninclude:
x Habitatmapping
x Reddsurveys
x Fishdistributionsbyspecies,lifestage,andperiodicity
x Majorfishcongregations
x Informationleadingtotransectlocations
x HabitatSuitabilityCriteria
x RecurringinterestingroundwaterͲsurfacewaterexchange
x Developmentofweighteduseableareacurves–habitat:flowrelationships
x Hydrologyandhabitattimeseries
(R2)WerelyonKnightPiesold(JaimeCathcart)forthehydrologictimeseries.Becausetherearenolongtermflowrecords
availableforstreamsintheprojectarea,KͲPisusinganumberoftechniquestodevelopaperiodofrecordthatcanbeused
asthebasisforahabitatͲtimeseries.(Agency)WeneedPLP/R2tosharewhattheyknow.
(PLP)Thehydrologydatahavebeenreleasedtothepublicandarepostedonourwebpage.
(Agency)Isthatrawgagingdata?
(Agency)Yes,itisexistingUSGSdataandadditionalPLPdatagagedata.ItisrecommendedthatPLPbecarefultokeepthe
actualgagedataseparatefromanysynthesizeddata.
(Agency)Howmanyyearsofdataareneededfortheinstreamflowmodelandtimeseriesanalysis?
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(R2)ThePHABSIMmodelsaredevelopedbasedonhydrologydatacollectedduringthefieldsurveys.Fortimeseries
analysis,themoreyearsofrecordthebetter;generally15Ͳ20yearsormoreshouldprovideagoodrepresentationofyear
types.Wepresentlyhave4plusyearsofflowdata.
(Agency)Theremaybenearbygagesonlakeoutlets.
(R2)Theydon’thaveanextensiverecord.
(Agency)WehavesomeLowerTalarikCreekflowdata–it’sbasicallyaflatͲlinethatisusefulforbaseflow,butisotherwise
oflimiteduse.
(AgencyInresponsetoanotheragencymemberaskingforanopinionoftheprocesssofar)There’snotalotofinformation
for2004Ͳ2007andwehaven’tseenhabitatmapsyet.Wedoknowmoreaboutthetransectplacementfromafieldtripand
wehavehadinputonproposedtransects.Haven’tseenthestudydesigninfullcontextofallthedata.Wehavebeen
givingspeculativeinput,whenweseesomemoredatawecanmoveforwardfrombeingsospeculative.
(R2)In2004Ͳ2007HDRcollectedasubstantialamountofinformation,butcalibratedhydraulicmodelswerenever
developed.R2hasdonethatnowandhascompletedhydraulicmodelson73outof92transect.PLPwillforwardtheseto
thegroupsoon.Theother19transectshavevariousQA/QCissuesthatarestillbeingreviewed.Wehopetostillusethem,
butweheldontothemfornowinlieuofadditionalanalysis.Measurementswerecollectedonanother46transectsin
2008andareinthereviewandanalysisprocess;thesedatasetswillbepassedonwhencompleted.

INSTREAMFLOWMODEL
(Agency)Whenthemodelisupandrunningwhatistheresultgoingtolooklike?IsitsimilartowhatwasdoneatCooper
Lake?
(R2)Wewillhavetransectsthatcanberolledupwithinstratatogetacompositeweighteduseablearea(WUA)/flowfor
eachspeciesandtargetlifestageforagivenstrata,aswellasacompositeofsimilarhabitattransectsbetweenstrata.
Eventuallywewillhavecompositeflowrelationshipsthatareweightedbyhabitattypesforthewholeriver.Withthese,we
canproceedwithatimeseriesanalysisforeachofthedifferentspeciesandtargetlifestagesthatillustratehowhabitat
variesovertimeasinfluencedbydifferinghydrologiesandwateryeartypes;e.g.wetyear,dryyear,averageyear.Thiswill
allowustolookatpotentialflowrelatedimpactswhenweknowthemineplanandwatermanagementscenarios.There
aremultiplestepsingettingtothispoint,andwewanttoworkcloselywiththeagenciesasthisprocesscontinues.For
example,WemayneedtopullinspeciesexpertsforinputontheHSCcurves.
(Agency)Wemayhaveinformationforonespecies,butitmaynotcoverotherspecies.
(Agency)CooperLakewasbasedonmanyassumptions.
(R2)ThisprojecthasmoreHSCsitespecificdatathanwhatwasavailableforfortheCooperLakeproject.Wealsowillbe
consideringandevaluatingotherreferenceHSCcurvesetsforcomparativepurposes.Also,inthefinalanalysis,somebest
professionaljudgmentwillbeusedindevelopingthesecurves.

TARGETSPECIES
(Agency)Howdoweorchestrateexpertreviewofcurvesetsiftherearenotexpertsintheroomforthatspecies?
(R2)Hopefully,wecancollectivelyidentifyatleastone(andinsomecasesseveral)speciesexpert(s)stoassistinthe
derivationofHSCcurvesforanyofthespeciesforwhichsitespecificdatamaybedifficult/impossibletocollect.
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(Agency)Isthattheintentforallspecies?
(R2)Wehavealistoftargetspecies,mostlyanadromousfish,andrainbowtrout.Wearestayingawayfromsculpin.
(Agency)Ifyouusesalmonidsasanindicatorspeciesitwillactasanumbrellaforotherspecies
(Agency)Graylingspawnduringspringhighflowsandthereforecollectingfielddataatthatwouldlikelybedifficult.
(Agency)ThedataofJune1stforadultanadromousfishentryintothesystemisoftenused,butthereissomedisagreement
aboutthatdate
(R2)WewillhaveHSCcurvesforallthetargetspecies(andlifestages)includinggraylingandDollyVarden.Formanyofthe
keyspecies,theHSCcurveswillbebasedprimarilyonsitespecificdata.ForothersforwhichHSCdataaredifficultto
collect,wewillberelyingonacombinationofexistingHSCcurvesanddata(fromotherareas)coupledwithopinionsfrom
speciesexperts.(Agency)Iassumeyouareusingthemodeltolookathowtomitigatefloweffectsfromthemine.(R2)Yes,
inmanyrespectsitisasimilartypeofanalysiswehaveusedonhydroprojectstoevaluatetheeffectsofdifferentflow
releaseproposalsontargetfishspecieshabitats.
(Agency)Youcanusethemodeltofigureoutwaystostoreandreleasewatertomitigateeffectsoftheproject?
(R2)Thesetoolswillhelpustodeterminethebestwaystodothat;howmuchwater,where,when.Notonlycanweuse
themodelasameanstoevaluateprojectimpacts,butalsotoevaluatevariousmitigationandpossiblyenhancement
options.ThisisacommonprocessusedonhydroͲprojects.
(Agency)Offchannelhabitat(OCH)studieshavebeenanintegralcomponentsincethebeginningofthestudies.Itwould
beinterestingtoseewhat’sbeendoneoverthepastyear.R2hasapparentlyaddedsomepressuretransducersasameans
totrackstagechangesinOCHwithchangesinflowinthemainstemrivers.Thesedatacouldbeinterestinganddrivesome
recommendations.
(R2)Correct,thesedatashouldbeabletobeusedtoevaluatetheconnectivityofsidechannelswiththemainstem..HDR
studiedsitesintheUpperTalarikandSouthForkKoktulianddidagroundsurveyofseparationandconnectionpoints.R2
hasthosedata..
(Agency)Keepinmindthatthereislittleunderstandingofthewinterecologyoffish.Therecouldbeimpactsifwinterflow
isaffected.Youmayneedtoaddinwintersurveys.HSCcurvesmaynotmeanmuchinthewinter,aswinterbehaviorcan
beverydifferentthanduringotherperiods.Theassumptionisthatwinterpresentsprettyharshconditionsforfishsurvival
atsite,withtheexceptionofopenwaterareasanddeeperpools.
(R2)Wintersamplinghasnotshownlargenumbersoffish.Winternighttimesamplinghadhighernumbers,butitisunsafe
tocontinuethatprogram.
(Agency)WhataboutBeaverponds?
(R2)Wedon’thavemuchfishusedataonthathabitattype.Wetriedremotecamerasbutitdidn’tworkout.
(Agency)Youneedtoknowwheretoputthecameras.
(Agency)Infraredisonewayofgettingtemperaturesignalsofareasthatmaybemorestableandbetterplacestosurvey.
(Agency)Thereissomeinformationbeinggatheredatotherplacestodaythatfishdon’thunkerdowninwinter,thatthey
aremovingaboutinthestreams.
(Agency)Thisisacommonproblemforfishbiologists;i.e.forabouthalfoftheyearwedon’tknowwhatthefisharedoing.
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(Agency)Youcouldconsiderpittagstreamarraysonceyoufoundthefishtodetermineiftheyweremovingaround.Could
usethermoͲelectricgeneratorsorsolarrays,maybewind.Possiblyusepropaneorwind.
(Agency)IntheearlyͲmid90’speoplewerelookingatstreammorphologybythecolorofwateronvideo–calibratedto
depth.Itwasalsodonewithsatellitereflectioncharacteristicofdepths.
(Agency)It’snotbeenseenatthelevelofresolutiontocapturethetributaries.
(Agency)Wecansendaroundliteratureonthat.
(R2)Theamountofdataneededtoverifyfishusecostsalot.YoucannowjustuseLIDARtogettheelevationdataofthe
streamboundariesandadjacenttopography.
(Agency)BaileyEnvislookingintolightreflectiontechniques(GreenLidar)todeterminewaterdepthandstreamprofile.
Wecanreviewthisatthenextmeeting.
(R2)WefeelprettycomfortablewiththePHABSIMtransectsthathavebeensurveyedtodate.Mainstemchannelshave
fairlyhomogenoushabitattypesoverlongstreamsections;thesestreamsarenotcomplexandarenotheavilyinfluenced
bywood.Mostarerelativelylowgradientandtherearenotalotofpoolsorcascades.
(Agency)Ifthereisapool,fishdon’tjustoccupythepool,butplaceswithinthepool.Ifthenexttransectisinarun,itisnot
reflectingthetransitionsattheedgeofpoolsorcatchingthetransitionareasbetweenhabitattypes.
(R2)Lifeallmodels,therearesomeassumptionsimplicitintheapplicationofthePHABSIMmodels.However,ingeneral,
thegoalistoinstallandsurveyenoughtransectswithinthedifferenthabitattypespresentthatwhenappropriately
weightedandcomposited,yougetsomeideaofhowhabitatchangeswithchangesinflow.
(Agency)Itmaybebettertohavethestudycontinuetofollowafeaturesuchasapoolthantokeepstudyingastatic
transect.
(R2)Wehavetohavestabilityinthestreambedduringtheperiodinwhichmeasurementsaretakentodevelopwell
calibratehydraulicmodels.Afterthemodelsaredevelopeditisokifthesamplingsitemoves.Wearedeveloping
habitat:flowrelationshipsforagivenhabitattype,notforaspecificfixedlocation.(Agency)Areyougoingtomodelthe
floodstoo?
(R2)Yes,wewillbelookingattheeffectsoftheprojectonthechannelformingflows.Thisanalysiswillbebasedinparton
thepriorworkofInterfluv,aswellasadditionaldatacollectedthisyear.(Agency)Thereisprobablyenoughoutputfrom
thetransects,butitwouldstillbegoodtodiscussthisissue(i.e.selectionofhabitatsformeasurement)relativetohabitat
mapping.
(R2)Wewerescheduledtoflytheareaforhabitatmapping,butnevergottherequired3000’ceilingwithnoglaretofly
duringagoodlowflowperiod.ItwasalaterlowͲflowyearandwhenthelowflowsdidoccuritwasbadweather.Wedid
managetogetsomeoftheUpperTalarik.We’lltryagainnextyear.Wehadbeenbankingontheaerialsurveybutthere
arestillanumberofpiecestooverlapandtrytomapi.e.pastvideography,someUpperTalarikaerialsurveys,early
transects,somegroundcover.GenerallyhavegooddatafortheUpperTalarik,somedatafortheSouthForkKoktuli,and
theleastamountofdatafortheNorthForkKoktuli.Wewillpullsomethingtogetherbutitwilltakeacoupleofmonthsto
doso.
(Agency)Moveahead–we’lltakewhatwehaveandknowthatitneedstobesupplementedlater.
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(R2)Intergraveltemperaturedataisanotherinterestingpieceofinformationwearegatheringontheproject.We’llalsobe
developingThermalInfrared(TIR)imagingforeachstreamthatwillbevalidated/comparedwithtemperaturedatafrom
thermistorsinthestreams.Thereare54thermistorssomeareatUSGSgagesites,someareatHDRgagesites,somearein
thetributaries.Somewillcoverspawninghabitat,andintheSouthForkKoktuliandtheUpperTalariksomewillfocuson
thegroundwaterupwellingareas.Thereisafullrangeofrecorderstiedinwithmeteorologicalstations.
(Agency)Didsitingbiastheselectionofthetemperaturerecorderlocations?
(R2)Somethermistorswerepurposelyputintributariestoprovidedataforimportanttemperaturenodesforthemodel.

ACTIONITEMS
BaileyEnvironmentalislookingintolightreflectiontodeterminewaterdepthandstreamprofile.Wecanreviewthisatthe
nextmeeting.
SubmithydraulicdatadecksnotedabovetoTWGforreview



















R2/PLPDec2008

SendoutHabitatSuitabilityCriteriaforreviewbytheTWG 



















R22009

NEXTMEETINGAGENDAITEMS
Reviewrecentlyreleaseddata(hydraulicdatadecks)
Reviewwhat’sbeendoneinthepastseasonforoffchannelhabitat
SummarizationofHSCdataandnextstepsindevelopingandselectingHSCcurvesforapplicationonprojectstreams.
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InstreamFlowTechnicalWorkingGroup
PebbleProject
February4,2009
AtwoodBuildingRoom602
DraftMinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
KenTaylor(PLP)
DudleyReiser(R2ResourceConsultants)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
JasonMouw(ADF&G)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
DougLimpinsel(NMFS)
CecilRich(ADF&G)
DanYoung(NPS)


DaveErickson(URS/Mitsubishi)
TimTroll(TNC)
DougWachob(TNC)

IIAGENDA
Introductions
GeneralDiscussionofHydraulicDataTransmittedbyPLP
HabitatSuitabilityCurveDiscussion
x ReviewofLiteratureBasedHSCcurves
x PresentationofDraftSiteSpecificCurves
x ScheduleforDetailedReview
ScheduleforCompletionofOtherPHABSIMTransectDataAnalysis
UpdateonTemperatureModeling
UpdateonOffͲChannelHabitatModeling
NextMeeting

III.HABITATSUITABILITYCURVES

(R2)HabitatSuitabilityCurves(HSC)areacomponentofPhysicalHabitatSimulation(PHABSIM)instreamflowmodeling
thatlinkstothehydraulicflowmodeltocreateahabitatͲflowrelationship.HSCcurvesconsistofanXͲYgraph,withtheX
axisrepresentingarangeofwatervelocity,waterdepth,andsubstratecharacteristics,whiletheYaxisrepresentsthe
probabilityofuseforagivenvalue.SeparateHSCcurvesaretypicallydevelopedforeachspeciesbylifestageandforeach
parameter;i.e.separatecurvesaredevelopedforVelocity,Depth,andSubstrate.Inpractice,physicalmeasurementsof
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depth,velocityandsubstratearetakenatspecifiedintervalsacrosstransectsatdifferentflows,whicharethenlinkedwith
theHSCcriteriainthePHABSIMmodelstogeneratehabitat:flowrelationships.ExampleHabitatSuitabilityCurvesfrom
othersitesandstudiesareshowninAppendixAoftheseminutes.

(Agency)TheInstreamFlowModelcanscaresomepeople;itiscomplexbutcanbeboileddown.

(Agency)Todaywewilldiscussinputintothemodel.Ifwearecomfortablewiththeinputsandcomfortablewiththe
PHABSIMmodel,thenweareinagoodplace.


(R2)Physicalandhydraulicdataandcalibrationdetailsfrom72ofthe92transectsthatwereoriginallyestablishedbyHDR,
havepreviouslybeensenttoresourceagenciesforreviewandcomment.Datafromtheremaining20transectsare
undergoingfurtherreviewandcalibration.Inaddition,dataanalysisandmodelcalibrationisnotyetcompleteforthe46
newtransectsthatwereestablishedbyR2in2008.Modelresultsandcalibrationdetailsareworthyofaseparate
discussionwiththeagenciesandwasnotonthemeetingagenda.Thehydraulicmodelersshouldgettogetheratsometime
togothroughthecalibrationdetails.


(Agency)Willthemodelpredictwherefishwillbe?


(R2)ThePHABSIMmodelisusedtoestablishhabitatͲflowrelationshipsthatallowonetoestimatehowhabitatswithinthe
channelchangeunderdifferentflowconditions.IftheHSCmodelsarereliable,thenitisreasonabletoassumethatthe
modelshouldbeabletopredictareaswithinthechannel(basedonthetransectinformation)whereconditionsaresuitable
forcertainfishspeciesandlifestages,andhencewhereonemightexpecttofindfish.However,itisnotapredictorof
wherefishwillactuallybe,sincetherearemanyotherfactorsbesidesflowthatinfluencefishdistributionsatanygiven
time.Forexample,otherfactorslikegroundwaterupwellingoftendictatewherefishwillbe.


(Agency)Whatdefinessuccessandpredictionaccuracy?


(R2)IthinkitisimportanttoconsiderthepurposeofPHABSIMasitisbeingappliedonthePebbleProject.Andthatitis
beingappliedasameanstoevaluatetheeffectsofpotentialmineoperationsandassociatedflowchangesonexistingfish
habitatswithineachofthethreesystems.Otherfactorswillalsobeconsideredincludingfishdistributions,changesin
watertemperature,andgeomorphologicchanges.


(Agency)It’snotperfect,itgivesusanidea.


(R2)YoucanvalidatehydraulicmodelswithpointmeasurementsatspotsthatwerenotmeasuredduringmodelsetͲup.
Biologicalvalidationwouldbemorecomplex.


(Agency)Whatdoesittellusaboutfryhabitatandincubation?


(R2)ThetraditionalapplicationofPHABSIMdoesn’texplicitlyconsiderincubation.Thereisageneralruleofthumbwhen
consideringinstreamflowneedsoffishandthatisthat2/3ofthespawningflowshouldbeadequateforincubation.At
PebblewewillbeusingPHABSIMasanimpactassessmentandmitigationplanningtool,thatwillconsiderwet,average
anddryyearconditionsandhowandhowspawning,adult,andjuvenilesalmonidhabitatschangeovertime.Whilefryare
alsoconsideredinthemodeling,becausetheygenerallylikeslowmovingwater,theytypicallyarenotoneofthekey
lifestagesforevaluatingimpacts.


(Agency)Howdoesitaddresstheissueofneedforpeakflowsforflushing,tocleansethegravels?


(R2)Thereisaseparatestudyoffluvialgeomorphologythatwillbeintegratedwiththisstudy.OffͲchannelhabitatisalso
importantandbeingevaluated.


(Agency)Thereisadiversecomplexofhabitatswithinoffchannelareas.Willthismethodincludeallthat?
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(R2)Notfully.SomeofthePHABSIMtransectsspanselectedsidechannelareas,butthereisamorefocusedstudythatis
specificallyconsideringoffͲchannelareas.


(Agency)Ihaveseenunderestimationsofhabitatatotherprojects,andsomewithoverestimates(ColumbiaRiver)


(Agency)ThosestudieswerekeyingintointerͲgravelflowshowingthatthereareothervariablesinfluencinghabitat
selectionthatPHABSIMisnotaccountingfor.


(R2)Ibelievethosestudieswereapplyingadifferentmodelthatconsideredgroundwaterupwelling.PHABISMonlymodels
surfacedflow.However,weknowwheretherearegainingandlosingreachesincertainportionsofthestreamsinthe
PebbleProjectforconsideration.TosomeextentPHABSIMwillcapturesomeofthegainingandlosingreaches,butnotthe
specificspotswithinthosereachesthatfishwouldkeyinon.


(Agency)Groundwatermodelscouldshowverticalexchanges.Itwouldbeinterestingtotryandlayspawningdistribution
overthegroundwaterinformation.Havewelookedathowmuchwecangetfromthesestudies?

(R2)Wehavedoneafairamountofthat.Ultimately,PHABSIMwillhavegroundwaterdatahydrologyinput.Allofthatwill
befactoredintothePHABSIMflows.


(Agency)Weshouldalsolinkinwhatthefisharedoing.InAlaska,theimportanceofgroundwater/surfacewaterexchange
canbethedrivingvariable.Ifwecan’tgetdepthandvelocitytocorrelatewithwherefisharespawningitistypically
relatedtogroundwater/surfacewaterexchange.


(Agency)CurvesshouldbediscussedatasubsequentmeetingincludingdiscussionofwhethertousesitecurvesforPebble
orreferencecurves.Beforewehavethatdiscussionweneedtodiscuss:whenthedatawerecollected,therangeofflows,
biͲmodalsystems,weredataobservationsmadeatsufficientrangeofflows.Therearelimitationsbecauseyoucan’tbeout
inragingfloodsorwhenthereiswaterontopoftheice.


(Agency)Themodelsarenotaddressingthesesituations.


(Agency)FollowingbreakͲupandtheseasonalhighflowperiod,thereisadescendinghydrographthroughAugustwhichis
typicallythesummertimelowflowperiod.Itishardtogetoutthereandcollectdataoverasufficientrangeofflows,
howeverthisisimportant.It’snotjustwhatisbeingcollected,butwhenitisbeingcollected.


(R2)TheredddataforAugust8ththroughSeptember21stshowsquiteaflowvariation.


(Agency)Juvenilesusefloodplainhabitat.


(Agency)Whenobservingredds–howoftenareyououtsurveying?


(R2)Sometimesdailyoveratwoweekperiod,


(Agency)Tendtosamplereddsoveraperiodoftime,notjustthattwoweekperiod,butareyoumakingobservationsearly
andlateinthespawningseason?


(R2)Regardlessofflows,wearesamplingactivereddlocations,lettingfishpickthecombinationofflowandvelocity.The
numberonegoalistopickactiveredds.Intheendwecanapplythecurvetocoverthefulltimeperiod.Fromamodeling
standpointitdoesn’tmatterifyousampleearlyorlate.


(Agency)Differentfishspawnindifferentstreams,atdifferenttimes,selectingfordifferentreasons.Arewevalidatingthe
curveswithsitespecificdataoverarangeofflowconditionsandseasons?


(R2)Yes.
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(R2)Therearethreedistinctflows,low/medium/highinthehydraulicmodelandwedidgetagoodrange.


(R2)Thereisalwaysthecomparisonwithreferencecurvestoseeifthecurvesmakesense–that’sadiscussionforanother
meeting.Forsomespeciestherewillnotbeenoughrealobservationsandwewillneedinputfromreferencecurves.


(Agency)CooperLakeexerciseͲPHABSIMwasusedinthatsituation,butthereisaconcernbasedonwhatweknowabout
sockeyesalmoninthelower48andhatcheriesbeingappliedtoawildsystem.Thesefisharefinelyadaptedtothese
streams.Thereisconcernthatwecan’tevencomparebetweentheSouthForkKoktuliandUpperTalarikormaybeeven
betweenthelowerandupperreachesoftheUpperTalarik.


(R2)Alotofsockeyeobservedinthestreamswerefoundneargroundwaterupwellingforspawning.Wewillhavethe
opportunitytosegregateoutthedistributiondataforreddsandcompletesomespatialanalyseswithinandbetweenriver
systems.


(Agency)Itdependsonthestream.Onecurveformanystreamsseemsinappropriate,curvesshouldbedevelopedfor
differentstreamsandhabitattypesiftherearedifferentpatternsofhabitatuse.

(Agency)PHABSIMmayalsonotbeappropriateforallspeciesifthevariablesusedtomodelhabitatasafunctionofflow
arenotinfluentialtohabitatselection.Forexample,mainchannelsockeyecurvescannotbeusedtorepresentoffͲchannel
sockeyespawning.


(R2)Wecanconsiderdevelopingdifferentcurvesfordifferentstreams–wearenotlockedintoaplanyet.

(Agency)Thereisconcernaboutapplyingacurvefromelsewhereoutsidetheprojectarea.


(Agency)Aslongasweknowandunderstandtheassumptions–wedon’talwaysunderstandthecomplexityand
interactionofthevariables–thatisalimitation.


(Agency)Thereareaggregationsoffishintheareathatwhenyoulookatamapyoudonotseeaconnectionwithsinuosity
ofthechannel,itcouldbehyporheicflowatthatspot.Ifthatisthecase,andyoutookdepthandvelocityreadingsatthat
siteitcouldleadtooverestimation.

(Agency)Maybesockeyedon’tworkwiththemodelduetogroundwaterpreference.ChinookandCohoseemtobe
consistentwithdeep,fastwater.


(R2)Keepinmindtheendproductoftheanalysis.Itisanassessmenttoolforhowtheminewillinfluenceflowregimesand
whatchangesitmightmaketothefishhabitat.PHABSIMmaynotbeasapplicableforimpactanalysisforsomespeciesas
forothers.


(Agency)Youmayuseittoalesserdegreeforsockeye,butsurfaceflowisstillsomecomponentoftheirhabitatuse.


(Agency)Wealsoneedtolookatotherparametersforfishspeciesbesidesdepthandvelocity.


(Agency)Thisiswhereweuseprofessionaljudgment,it’sjusthowmuchprofessionaljudgmentdoweuse?


(Agency)Wearenotsayingwearenotgoingtorefinecurveswithsitespecificdatabutweneedtoevaluatewhetherornot
thevariablesforwhichcurvesaredevelopedactuallyinfluencehabitatselection.


(R2)Agoodexampleiswheredepthisn’talimitingfactor–dowehaveadescendinglimb?Weneedsitespecificdatato
evaluatethat.


(Agency)Wehavealistoftargetspeciesbutprobablywon’tcollectthismuchdataforallspecies.


(R2)Wehavetoucheduponthetargetspeciesatagencymeetings.
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(Agency)Haveweeverbeenprovidedwithalistofalltributariesandstreamssurveyed,transectlocations,anddata
collected?


(R2)ADF&Ghasbeenprovidedwithdatadeckswithalltheinformationfor72transects;another20areunderfurther
review.


(Agency)TheseweresentoutbyeͲmail.Wewillprobablyhaveameetingonthehydraulicmodelingatalaterdate.


(R2)YouhavenotreceivedthedataofmicrohabitatmeasurementsbecauseitisnotQCdyet.


(Agency)Youkeepontouchingonsitespecificdata–whatisit?


(R2)HDRdidworkontheSouthForkKoktuliandUpperTalarik.R2sampledwithineachsystemwithover400redd
measurements.


(R2)Wecanshowtheamountofdatacollectedandlaterlookatwhatthedataaretellingus,whatcandidatecurvesmight
looklike,andhowthecurvescomparewithothers.Wearenotlookingforconfirmationorselectionofcurvesinwhatwe
willshowyoutodayͲthatisforadetaileddiscussionlater.

(Agency)WhenHDRhadtheprogramtherewasanHDRinstreamflowteamandafishstudyteam.Westilldon’tknow
howthosewererelatedandwhetherornotthedatafromthefishstudyisgoingtobeutilizedintheinstreamflowstudy.


(R2)Correct,andtheycollectedalotofdata.We(R2)likewisehadafishteamandflowteamthatwerecoordinatingfield
datacollectioneffortsasneededtosupportbothstudyelements.

IV.         TARGETSEPCIES
x (R2)Hereisalistoftheproposedtargetfishspeciesandageneralassessmentofavailablemicrohabitatdata:
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

Chinook(goodselectionofdataforspawning,juveniles,andfry)
Coho(abundantdata)
Chum(Lessdata)
Sockeye(abundantdata)
RainbowTrout(Fewdata,somejuveniledata,nospawningdata).Rainbowspawningconditionsare
turbidanditwillbedifficult,ifnotimpossibletocollectredddata.Nodataassociatedwiththerainbow
taggingstudy.MayneedtogototheliteratureforHSCcurvesforthisspecies.
DollyVarden(fewdata)
Grayling(fewdata)


x (Agency)RegardingRainbowtrout:CouldyouuseDidsontoconductthesestudies,movingitaroundasamobile
unit?


x (R2)Therearelotsofrainbowdataintheliterature.Thequestioniswhetheritisnecessarytohavelotsofsite
specificdataforrainbow?


x (Agency)Conditionswouldrequireverysophisticatedequipment.Weneedtolookattheobjectivesandseeifwe
needthatsitespecificdataforthisspecies.


x (Agency)ThereislocalinterestinWhitefish


x (R2)Whitefisharebeingconsidered–thereareacoupleofobservations.
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x (Agency)Graylingmightbeusedasasurrogate.


x (Agency)Subsistencewise,it’snotthesameuseforhumpbackwhitefishasitisforroundwhitefish(somecallthese
candlefish)


x (Agency)Iliamnauseswhitefishalot.


x (Agency)Peoplepredominantlyusehumpbackwhitefish–notseendataontheseyetintheprojectareadata–but
it’snotsurprising.KaskanakCreekisamorelikelyareatofindthem.RoundWhitefisharemorelikelytobeinthe
projectarea.MostdataonsubsistenceusehasbeencollectedinBristolBay.


x (Agency)AskSteveBraundaboutwhitefishspeciesuseinthesevillagesandseeifitisdifferentforvillages
downstreamofSouthforkKoktulithanitisinIliamna.


x (Agency)CraigSchwankeandJasonDyeatADF&Gcanprovideadditionalexpertiseonwhitefish.


x (Agency)Thespecieslistdoescovertherangeofseasonsi.e.,Cohoarefallspawnersetc.


x (R2)RainbowsintheNorthforkKoktuliandSouthforkKoktuliareriverfishandtheyareadifferentstockthanthe
fishintheUpperTalarik(i.e.,adfluvial).

x (Agency)MostrainbowsintheKoktuliRiverseemtobeinthemainstem.

x (R2)Whichspecies,whichsystem,timing,lifestagesareallconsiderations.IntheUpperTalarikyouhaveafullsuite.
IntheNorthforkKoktuliandtheSouthforkKoktuli,rainbowsappeartobemuchlesssignificant.


x (Agency)Whatotherlargespeciesarepresent?


x (R2)NeedtoaskMaryLouiseKeefeaboutwhichsuckershavebeencapturedinthefishsurveys.Pikearepresentin
thelakes.


x (R2)Inconsideringthetargetspecies,wefactoredintheirimportanceaccordingtocommercialfisheries,sport
fisheries,andsubsistenceusage.


x (Agency)ThisisthelisttheTWGhurriedtosetforlastyear’sstudies.Whitefishcouldbeonthelistasa
placeholder,butmaybecoveredbyuseofasurrogatesuchasgrayling


V.PERIODICITY
x (R2)UltimatelytheTWGneedstodiscussandagreeuponperiodicityformodelingpurposes,i.e.whichmonthsto
assigntosockeyespawning,Chinookspawningetc.
x (Agency)Itcouldbehelpfultoseparatethechartintodrainagestoo.
x (Many)Goodpoint.
x (Agency)Cohospawningselectionofhabitatvariesbetweenwhattheychooseearlyintheseasonandlateinthe
season,i.e.lateseasontheytendtoselectdeeperareasforpredatorprotection.
x (Agency)Willhabitatsuitabilitycurvescapturethedifferenceinearlyandlateseasonpreferences?
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x (Agency)Itdependsonwhenyoudothesurveys.
x (R2)Itcouldbeaturbidityissue;youcancoverthisbydeterminingaminimumdepththatservesascover.Itmay
alsobeatemperatureissueoraphotoperiodissuethatisinfluencingtheirselection.
x (Agency)DO,temperatureregimeandintergravelflowareessential;onlydepthandvelocityareexplicitlyinthe
model.
x (Agency)Oftenwecollectonlythosedatathatareeasytocollect.(Agency)Temporally,howconfidentarewein
usingthedatacollected?(R2)Ibelievewehavealargeamountofdata,butwewillstillneedtomakesome
assumptionsaswemoveforwardindevelopingtheHSCcurves.
x (Agency)Giventhattherearedifferentpopulationswithinaspecies,takingaHSCcurvefromasummerchumand
applyingittoafallpopulationisprobablynotavalidapplication,i.e.aswasdonewithKenaiChinook.
x (R2)Theseareallworthwhilethingstoconsiderinthecurvedevelopmentprocess.(Agency)Dowehaveadequate
data?
x (R2)
o
o

Rainbows–asmentioned,spawningdataisproblematic
Grayling–difficulttosample,difficulttofind

x (Agency)Graylingtelemetrydatacanbehelpful.
x (R2)Thereareabout7or8graylingobservations
x (Agency)WeassumetherearegraylingintheUpperTalarikandintheKoktulis.
x (R2)WeknowtheyareintheKoktulis.
x (Agency)TherewasagraylingradiotelemetryprojectintheKoktuliRiver.
x (Agency)Therearealsolotsofinteriorgraylingdata.
x (Agency)Thereislesslikelytobediversityinspawninghabitatforshortspawningperiods,i.e.Chinook,whereas
Cohomayhavegreaterdiversity.
x (R2)Sometimesthereisawelldefinedrangewithinthetailsofthecurveandwillneedtousebestprofessional
judgmentindefiningtheshapes.
x (Agency)Longtimeperiodisprobablyanindicatorofvarietyofhabitatpreferenceswithinthatspecies.
x (Agency)Candiversitywithinhabitatuseforspawningbeadriverintheamountofdatacollectedtodefine
variability?
x (R2)Notreally.It’sbeenmorethatweidentifywheretheyarespawningandtakemeasurementsoverthattime
period,recognizingthattherewillgenerallybearangeofhabitatconditionsinwhichspawningoccurs.Weare
tryingtodefinethehabitatsuitabilitycurveforapplicationwithPHABSIM.
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VI.POWERPOINTPRESENTATIONDISCUSSIONPRESENTATIONATTACHEDINAPPENDIXB
SlideͲSiteSpecificdata
(Agency)WhatisFocalvelocity?
(R2)Focalvelocityisthevelocitymeasuredatthelocationinthewatercolumnoccupiedbythefish.(Agency)Doyou
recordwhatthefishisdoingwhenfocalvelocityistaken?
(R2)No,wearejusttryingtopinpointwhereitisbeforeitisstartledandmovestoadifferentlocation.
(Agency)Ifyouhadinfluencedthebehaviorandtheywerehidingitwouldbedifferentthanifitwasfeedingbehavior.
(R2)Ifitisapparentthatthefishobservedhavealreadybecomestartled,thenwewouldnottakemeasurementsatthat
location.
SlideͲHabitatSuitabilityCurveObservations
(R2)Thisisasummarytableoftargetspecies,andnumberofobservations.Therearelotsofsockeye,Chinookandcoho
data,andmoregraylingdatathanIhadrememberedinourpreviousdiscussionͲͲthereareapproximately40observations
andabout10whitefish.Nospawningrainbowtroutdata.Overall,thereareatotalof1300observations.
(Agency)Wewantatableofobservationsovertimeanddrainage.
(Agency)Whatinyourprofessionaljudgmentistheidealsamplesize?
(R2)Ingeneral,weshootforbetween75Ͳ100observationsbylifestageinagivensystem(75Ͳ100redds,75Ͳ100juveniles
etc).However,itisnotalwayspossibletogetthatmanyobservationsofeverylifestage.Thatisthereasonweoften
considerHSCcurvesanddatafromothersitesandstreams.Oftenitisacombinationofempiricalandcalculateddata,
coupledwithbestprofessionaljudgmentthatisusedinderivingHSCcurves.
(Agency)Canyoumakesubsetsandcompilealisttoseeifthereisadifferencebetweendrainages?
(R2)Nottypicallydone–butwecould.
(Agency)Itgoesbacktotheobjectives.
(Agency)Thereisarobustdatasetforsomeofthespecies.
(R2)Whatare‘theobjectives’aretheydifferentfromwhatR2has?
(Agency)Theissueisthatagenciesaresittingdownandtalkingaboutwhatkindofquestionstheywantansweredwitha
focusondevelopingstatisticallyvalidobjectivesaroundthat.
(R2)Theobjectiveofthisstudywastodevelopatoolforassessingimpactsandmitigationpotential.
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(Agency)Youcanbeasplitteroralumperinapplyingdata.Arethefishsodifferentamongstsystemsthatwewant
differentcurvesfordifferentsystems?Ifwearekeyinginondifferentgroundwaterinfluenceswemaywantseparate
curves,i.e.FirstCreek(lowflow)mayneedadifferentcurvefrommainstemUpperTalarikwherevelocityisakey
component.Thesefactorsareimportanttoconsider.
(Agency)Canwesetquantitativecriteriaforwhenaresystemsdifferentenoughforseparatecurves?
(Agency)Couldbeprofessionaljudgmenttoo.
(Agency)WhenIthinkbackonthehydrodiscussionearlier–itfocusedononestream,itwasrelativelysimplecomparedto
thisprojectwiththreedifferentsystemsandotherelements.WewilladdressoffͲchannelhabitat,butmaynotbethrough
PHABISM,butthroughotherstudies.
(Agency)What’sanobservation?Asinglereddsitewhereyoucollecteddepthandvelocityetc?
(R2)Yes,oneobservationconsistsofasinglesetofmeasurementsconsistingofadepth,velocityandsubstrate
characterizationmadeforeachredd.Weidentifiedlocationsofreddsbasedinpartontheweeklyaerialescapement
surveysthatservedtopinpointlocationsofcongregatingfish.Wehavelatitudeandlongitudeforeveryredd.
(R2)Welookattherangeofdepthsandvelocitiesofdifferentsystemstoseeifsystemsneedtobeaddressedseparately.
Therearesamplinglimitations,i.e.timing,flowconditionsand,andinthecaseofsnorkelobservations,visibility.
(Agency)It’sonethingtocollectdataduringayearwhenthefishpopulationsarewithintheirnormalrange,butifyouget
ayearwithaphenomenalpopulationincrease,thebesthabitatisusedupandfishuseotherhabitatsthatarenotalways
utilized–howdoesthemodelaccountforthat?
(R2)Itdoesn’tdirectlyaddressthat.
(Agency)BristolBaySockeye–environmentalconditionschangeandsomehabitatsbecomemoreoptimalthanothers,
whichcanchangehabitatuseareas.Sustainabilityoffishchangesbybasinovertime.
(Agency)DuringbumperyearstheyspawninsubͲmarginalhabitat;multipleyearsofdataaregood.
(R2)Theoretically,thatshouldbecoveredbythefrequencydistributionandtheobservationsthatcomprisethetailendsof
thosedistributions.
(PLP)Don’tsomespecieshaveunderutilizedhabitat?
(R2)Chinookwerespreadoutandnotfoundinheavyconcentrations.
(PLP)Somespeciesonlyspawninoptimalhabitat.
(R2)Wecandosomeworkonavailabilitybyreviewingourcrosssectiondatafromthetransects.Iftheyalignwiththeredd
measurements,wecanthendeterminewhattheflowswereatthattimeandcompareareasusedwithareasavailableasa
meanstoevaluatepreference.Ourexperiencehasshownthatinmanycasesyouwon’tfindmuchdifferencebetween
utilizationandpreference.
(Agency)Backtotheobjectivesissue–impactassessmentvs.projecteffectoverthelongterm.Howdoyouadaptto
managinghowaprojectisoperated?
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(R2)Nexttimewecandiscussmoreaboutobjectives.
(Agency)CohospawningiscurrentlynodocumentedintheAnadromousWatersCatalogdespitethefactthatspawning
cohohavebeenrepeatedlyobservedandcountedintheUpperTalarik
(Agency)Notmanychumseither?Fromtheinformationcollectedthusfar,itappearsthatchumarelessabundant.
(Agency)Dataandinputintoanadromouswaterscatalog.UpperTalarikisagoodCohostreambutisnotcurrentlylisted
forCohospawning.Itwouldbegoodforthecatalogtobeupdated.
(Agency)NativessaythereneverusedtobeCohoinUpperTalarik.
(Agency)Ifyouseefishwhilesnorkeling,it’snotanobservationthatisrequiredbythepermit,butwewouldlikeittobe
incorporatedintothecatalogdatabase.
(Agency)Fishdistributiondataisimportantinformationregardingstreamcrossingdecisions,evaluatingalternateroutes,
bridges,etc…SlideͲHabitatSuitabilityCurveExampleOne
(R2)Intheexampleportrayed,weassignedthenumberofobservationstodifferentbins;earlymethodologiesthat
rigorouslyfollowedtheshapesofthecurvesresultedinveryjaggedcurves.However,becausethesecurvesdidnotmake
biologicalsense,smoothingtechniqueswereused.UsuallythereissomedebateatwheretheHSCcurvereacheszeroon
theXͲaxis.
SlideͲHabitatSuitabilityCurveExampleTwo
(R2)Unlessthereissomereasontothinkthatdepthinfluencesspawning,wetendtoleavedepthasnonͲlimiting.
SlideͲHabitatSuitabilityCurveSultanRiverExamples
(R2)InWashington,thereareaseriesoffallbackcurveseveryoneisrequiredtouse,unlessyoudevelopsitespecificcurves.
PresentationContinued
(R2)Literaturebasedcurvesareusuallyquitebroadsoastobeconservativeintherangeofhabitatvaluesconsidered
useablebyfish;sitespecificcurvesareusuallynarrower.IfyoubroadenanHSCcurveitmightshowhigherflowsas
providingmorehabitat,i.e.couldextendthepeakofthecurve,ormightresultinasimilarlyshapedcurvebutwithahigher
magnitude.(Agency)That’swhywewantgooddataandaccuratesitespecificmodels.
(Agency)Forascenario–sayyoudivert20cfsofwateroutoftheNorthForkKoktuli–howwouldweusethattoassess
impacts?
(R2)WehavelotsofNorthForkdata.WewilldevelopamodelfortheNorthForkusingtransectsdistributedthroughout
thereachestodeterminehabitatareavs.flow,linkedinwithgroundwaterhydrology.Wewouldrunthemodelatnatural
hydrologyanddefinetheamountofhabitatunderwet,dry,andaverageyearsforthespawningperiod.Wewouldthen
imposethe20cfsreductionintothehydrologyandrecalculateeffectsonavailablehabitat.Wecanmodelthesystemasa
wholeorbreakitoutintoreaches.
(Agency)Soyoucouldlookatitmonthbymonth,andbasedonareaseewherehabitatisincreasedorreduced.
(Agency)Itdoesn’tmeanthattheflowmaynothavesomeotherfunctioni.e.flushing,channelmaintenance
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(R2)Otherflowfunctionsarebeingconsideredaspartofthefluvialgeomorphologystudies.
(Agency)Anotherimportantpartistemperature.
(Agency)Ultimately,wehaveanumberthatrepresenttheamountofhabitat,butdoesn’ttellusaboutthefish.Thetoolis
toassessimpacts,bestwehavefornow.
(R2)It’sanassessmenttool/planningtool.(Agency)ItappearsfromthecomparisonofChinookcurves(sitespecificand
literature)thatthesiteisskewedtohigherflowsthanotherprojects.
(R2)WefoundChinookreddsinrelativelyfastwater.
(Agency)TheWashingtonfallbackcurveseemstobethemostconservativecurve.
(R2)Lookingatotherspecies,thecurveusedonWardCreeksuggestshighervelocityusethanforWashington.
(R2)Therewerenocurvesthatstoodoutasgreatlydifferentfromthereferencecurves.
(R2)Duetobudgetaryconstraintsatthistimewearegoingforwardwiththedatawehave,withnoplansforadditional
detailedfieldwork.

VII.TEMPERATURE(ACCOMPANIEDBYPOWERPOINTPRESENTATION)
(R2)Therearetwotemperaturemodelsthatarebeingdeveloped:SNTempandRIVERID(icemodel–modelstemperature
conditionsduringicecover,determinesiceͲout,thicknessoftheice)
(Agency)Arethemodelsavailabletothepublicandnotproprietary?
(R2)Bothmodelsarepublicmodels.SNTempiswidelyused.RIVERIDisnewer;it’sfromtheUniversityofAlberta.
(R2)SNTempcanbedownloadedfromtheUSGSwebsite.
(R2)WehavethermisterdatatoaddtottheRIVERIDmodel.
(Agency)2007wasanunusuallywarmsummer.Blipsinthewatertemperaturemayalsoberelatedtogroundwater
upwellingorinflowfromtributaries.
(R2)Weneedtolookatallthedatainnumerouswaysoverlyingfishdatawithtemperature,flow,depth,etc…
(Agency)ThetemperatureinAugustandSeptemberresultsinmostofthetemperatureunitsfishneedtohatch.
(Agency)Hyporheicflowscanaffectwhenthefishhatch,alevinscanthensitinchilledwaterinthegravelandhavemobility
ifperipheralicepushesintothegravel;theycansurvivewhereaseggsnearthebankmaynot.Intergraveltemperatureis
keyforincubationmoresothansurfacewatertemperature.
(R2)Wehavesomedataonintergraveltemperature.TherearerecordersmeasuringinterͲgraveltemperatureatdepth.
TheseareprimarilylocatedintheSouthForkKoktuli;thereare1or2intheNorthForkandsomeintheUpperTalarik.By
Octoberthereisnotmuchfluctuationintemperature.IntheSouthForkthereisalongitudinaltrendwheretemperature
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dropswheretherivergainsflow.TemperaturedatawillbeusedindevelopingtheSNTEMPmodel.UpperTalarikis
generallycoolerintemperature,althoughicecomesoutsoonerbecauseoftheNorth/Southorientation.
(R2)Ateachoftheintergraveltemperaturesites,therearetwothermistersonachain,oneat15cm,andoneat30cm.
TheSNTEMPmodelincorporateshydrologicaldata,watertemperature,flowdata,meteorologicaldata,wind,solar,
humidity,andchannelmorphologydatasuchasdepthandwidth,andazimuth(streamalignment).TheUpperTalarik
showstheeffectoftheazimuthwithanearliericeͲoutduetothesouthernexposure.TheSouthForkisrichinground
waterflowscomingin.Towardswinter,groundwaterinflowwillincrease.Thereisaninterestingrelationshipbetween
temperatureandfishbehaviorintheSouthFork.InAugustasyougoupstream,thewaterisgettingcolderasyouapproach
tributary190,sothefishspawnhere.Theydonotmoveupstreamwheretherearewarmerwatertemperatures.Because
thetemperatureremainswarmerneartheconfluenceoftributary190duringthewinter,thereislikelyahighersurvivalof
incubatingeggsthere.
(R2)ThetemperaturenodesfromthetributariesareimportantintheSNTEMPmodel.
(Agency)AtCooperLaketheairtemperatureofonedegreewasaninfluentialfactor,isthattypicalwhereonevariableisso
influentialonthemodel?
(R2)Typically,thereareoneortwofactorsthatmakeabigdifference.Airtemperatureisoftenamajorinfluence,and
shade,andaspect.Precipitationcanalsoplayanimportantrole–butit’sthetemperatureoftheprecipitationthat
matters.Wewillhavetobreakthisdownintoreachestopickupthegroundwaterinfluence.
(R2)ThedatawillbeintegratedandapreliminarySNTEMPmodeldeveloped(stillcollectingdataforRIVERID–thiswill
comealittlelater).Themodelswillbeabletoassessimpactsofwaterwithdrawalsandflowregulationwhichcanbe
integratedwitheggincubationdata.
(Agency)JoeKleincouldreviewworkonpasttransecthydraulicdata.
(Agency)USFWS/USGSinFortCollinscouldprovidehelpfulreview,buttheyneedtogetpaid.USFWSisfundedtoworkon
refuges,theyhaveexperiencetohelp,butneedfunding.

VIII.OFFCHANNELSURVEY
(R2)UnderstandthatPHABSIMonlyaddressesthemainchannelandtherearestillalotofoffͲchannelhabitatsites.
(R2)HDRconductedsomeearlieroffchannelwork.In2008therewere6locationsontheNorthForkKoktuliwithADF&G
input.WeusedGPStodoextendedtransectswheretopographywasmeasuredfromcenterofthestreamonbothsides.
Alsotookwaterqualitymeasurements.Therearecontinuousrecorders(pressuretransducers)inplacetogetwatersurface
elevationrelationshipswiththemainstemwatersurfacesitesatseparationandreturnpoints.Weusedasetof
classificationsthatincludebackwaterslough,beavercomplex,isolatedpond,overflow,sidechanneletc.Theintentistoif
possible,extrapolatetheresultsfromrepresentativeareasthathavebeenmeasuredtosimilarunmeasuredareas.Fishdata
andjuvenilesamplingwerecollectedandcoordinatedbetweenthefishteamandtheoff–channelteam.
(R2)PressuretransducerdatashowsomerelationshipsbetweenmainstemandtheoffͲchanneltypes–wearestill
reviewingthedata.Thetransducersareonapostdrivenintotheground,similartoastagerecorder.Theyprovide
continuousdata.Theyaremorehelpfulthandiscretetransectmeasurementswhichrequirealotofeffortforfew
measurements.
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(R2)Mappingofinletelevationshasbeenhelpfulinunderstandingconnectivitywithmainstem.
(R2)PHABSIMdoesnothandleoffͲchannelhabitatwell,needstobeaddressedinotherways.
(Agency)ItwillbeinterestingtocomparePHABSIMflowanalysiswithhowitcompareswithoffͲchannelhabitatͲflow
analysis.

IX.2009PLANS

(R2)
x CompleteQA/QC
x Refineconnectivityanalyses

(PLP)In2009thereisgenerallylittlefielddatabeingcollected,mostlyQA/QC’ingdatapreviouslycollected.PLPwill
continuewith:
x RainbowTrouttelemetrystudies
x Discussingthepossibilityofsettingupcountingtower(s)inUpperTalariktocomparetowercountswithaerial
surveysforSockeye.ThismaybeextendedthroughCoho(butnotasacomparativestudy).WEarewaitingfor
ADF&GtogetaleasewithAPCtoplacetowersandcampsontheirland.
x Hydrologyandwaterqualitystudiesareongoing.
x Thereisabrownbearstudytobeconductedin2009.
x Additionaleiderandottersurveys,dependentonMMPApermitapproval.
x Themooseabundancesurveywasdeletedfromthisyear’sstudyplans.

(PLP)WeareexpectingtoaddanotheryearfordatacollectionfortheEnvironmentalBaselineDocument(EBD),studies
whichwerenotnecessarythisyearwerepostponedtonextyear.ThisincludestheSupplementalSurveyWorkforInstream
Flow.InitiallytheplanwastocompletetheEBDthisyear,thoseplanshavebeenextendedayear.ThisisnotjustaPebble
situation.Anglooperatesaroundtheworld;theyhaveparkedotherprojects,buthavechosentocontinueonwithPebble,
justataslowerpace.

X.ACTIONITEMS
(Agency)PLPprovideatableofobservationsovertimeanddrainage.
(Agency)WewouldliketorequestmorereddGPSdatathanjusttheuppermostlocations.
(Agency)Ifyouseefishwhilesnorkeling,it’snotanobservationthatisrequiredbythepermit,butwewouldlikeitto
incorporateintothecatalogdatabase.
(Agency)WeneedtoscheduleadetailedreviewafterR2QA/QC’sthesitespecificcurvesintofinalform.Therearemore
resultscominginthenextcoupleofmonthsthenwewillhavemoredetailsforthenextmeeting.

(Agency)ADF&Gneedstoreviewthehydraulicdataandthenscheduleameetingontransects.
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APPENDIXAEXAMPLESOFHABITATSUITABILITYCURVESFROMOTHERSITES 
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Minutes Approved February 23, 2010

InstreamFlowTechnicalWorkingGroup
PebbleProject
January20,2010
AtwoodBuildingRoom602
MinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
DudleyReiser(R2ResourceConsultants)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
JasonMouw(ADF&G)
DougLimpinsel(NOAA)
KateMalloy(ADF&G)
RonBenkert(ADF&G)
DanYoung(NPS)Ͳbyteleconference
AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
NellieWilliams(TroutUnlimited)
KendraZamzow(CSP2)

II.

AGENDA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

III.

Introductions
BriefReviewofTargetSpeciesandPeriodicities
ReviewofOptionsAvailableforHSCCriteriaDevelopment
ApplicationofHSCinModeling
SummaryofPebbleHSCData
ReviewofJune25,2009HSCCurves

INTRODUCTIONSANDGENERALDISCUSSION


(Agency)Theteamleaderdistributedalistofinformationthathadbeenidentifiedbysomeagencymembersofthe
instreamflowtechnicalworkinggroupasinformationthatwillassisttheminthereviewofongoingflowͲhabitatstudiesfor
thePebbleProject.Thelistincludesinformationthatwillbenecessaryforafullevaluation.TowhateverextentthatPLP
canprovideanyofthisinformationattoday’smeetingwillbehelpful.Wewillstartbyfollowingtheagendaproposedby
theconsultant(listedabove).Wemaynotgettodiscussingeachofthecurvesets.Wewouldliketofocusonbackground
informationuptoandsupportingthecurves.Itisrecognizedtherewillbesomerepetitionofthepastmeetings.

(R2Consultant)Regardingtheinformationrequest,particularstudiesareunderwaytoaddressmanyoftheseissues.Not
everythingonthelist,butmuchoftheinformationwillbeforthcomingintheMainstemFlowStudytechnicalreport.

(Agency)Whenwillthetechnicalreportbeavailable?

(R2Consulting)Itisunderway,butIamnotinapositiontosaywhenitwillbefinished,mostlikelyseveralmonthsfrom
now.Frommyperspective,ifIwereinyourshoes,Iwouldbeinterestedinthesamekindofinformationlisted.In
additiontothereportthatisunderway,wehavealreadysubmittedhydraulicmodeldatadecksforthemajorityof
transects,whichwillbeusedinconjunctionwiththeHSCcurvesfordevelopinghabitatͲflowrelationshipsfordifferentfish
speciesandlifestages.Theserelationshipswillbehelpfulfordefiningbaselineconditions,quantifyingpotentialimpacts,
andevaluatingandcomparingmitigationmeasures.BecauseweareintheprocessofpreparingtheMainstemFlowStudy
report,wewillbedevelopinginitialhabitat–flowrelationshipsbasedontheHSCcurvespresentedintheJune2009HSC
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documentandthatarethefocusoftoday’sdiscussion.Nevertheless,Ibelieveitwouldstillbegoodtohaveamorefocused
discussiononeachoftheHSCcurveswithasmallworkinggroupcomprisedofbiologistsfamiliarwiththeecologyand
habitatrequirementsofthetargetspecies.Iamunsurewhenthiscouldbedone,butweareopentodiscussionswitha
morefocusedgroup.

(Agency)Wedonothavetherightpeoplehererightnowtodothat.

(Agency)Aswegothroughtheoutlinetodaywecanpointoutadditionalinformationneededtogettothatdiscussion.
Informationsuchashabitatmaps,distributionofupwellingareas,fishperiodicityinformation,andexamplesofcertain
caseswillbeneededpriortodiscussingthecurvesets.Somespeciesareinfluencedbythingsotherthandepthand
velocity,suchastemperature,and/orsubstrate,and/orgroundwater.

(R2Consultant)WearecertainlyawarethattheapplicabilityofHabitatSuitabilityCurves(HSC)andPHABSIMmodelsmay
varydependingonwhatfactorsspecieskeyonforselectingcertainhabitats.Forexample,sockeyemaybemoreinfluenced
bylocationsofgroundwaterupwellingratherthanparticularsurfaceflowvelocity/depthmixes.Thus,itmaybethatfor
certainsegmentsofstreamandspeciesthatyoudonotapplythePHABSIMmodelforthatsegmentorspecies,butrather
dealmorewiththesurfaceandgroundwaterinteractionsthatareoccurring..However,frommyperspectiveitremains
importanttofirstreachagreementontheshapesoftheHSCcurvesforeachofthetargetspeciesandlifestages,andthen
determinewhereitmakessensetoapplythecurves.NothavingdeterminedifagivenHSCcurveisapplicableforagiven
speciesdoesnotprecludedevelopingthecurves.

(Agency)Thetemperatureandgroundwaterinterfaceisprobablycloselyrelated;justsupportingtheearliercomment
aboutneedinginformation.Weneedtoknowtherationaleormethodologyusedtoselectsites;wasitrandomdownto
theselectionoftransects?Whatoffchannelhabitatswereorwerenotincludedandwhy?Wasanystatisticalreasoning
usedintheselectionofsitesandtransects.Ifinformationthataddressesthesequestionswillbeinthetechnicalreports,
thatwillbefine.

(R2Consultant)Iftherearemorequestionsbesuretoaskandwewilltrytocoverthem.Regardingtemperature,the
SNTEMPmodelisinthedraftreviewforuseduringiceͲfreeperiodsforeachbasin.Itcanlinkinwithflowandgenerate
howdifferentflowregimeswillaffectsurfacewatertemperature.Itcanalsolinkgroundwaternodeswithtemperature
influxes.Weknowthatgroundwaterinflowcaninfluencethemodelbasedonlongitudinaltemperaturesupstreamand
downstreamfromknowngroundwatersources.WearealsodevelopingaRiverIDicemodelsinceweknowthatthe
quantityofstreamflowcaninfluenceiceformation.Ifchangesaremadetoflowregimeswewanttounderstandhowthat
maypotentiallychangewhere,andtheextenttowhichiceͲformationoccurs,aswellasestimatehowflowchangesmight
influencethetimingoficebreakup.

(Agency)Willyouaddresslackoficeandtemperature?

(R2Consultant)Webelievethemodelwillbeusefulforcharacterizingbaselineconditionsunderdifferenthydrological
regimesandshouldbeabletoestimatewhereiceforms,thethicknessoftheformation,andthetimingofbreakupandiceͲ
outineachofthesystems.

(Agency)Willyoulookatundericeconditionsforoverwinteringhabitat;presenceorlackoficeandwhy,andifitisrelated
togroundwater?

(R2Consultant)Wewillmoveforwardwiththemodel.Towhatextentchangesintheflowregimewillimpactice
formation,thickness,movement,andtemperatureundertheice.Theseareimportantpiecesofinformationthatcan
influencetheextentofoverwinteringhabitatsinthethreeriversystems.

(Agency)Themodelyouuseforthemainstemflowstudyisonedimensional–howdoesitcomparetothenewstateͲofͲ
theͲarttwodimensionalmodels?
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(Agency)AtarecentworkshopmanyofusattendeditwasstatedthatR2wasoneofonlyafewfirmswhowerestillusing
oneͲdimensionalmodelsanymore.

(R2Consultant)Althoughyoucangetmoreinformationwithatwodimensionalmodelincludingspatialdepictionsofhow
habitatschangewithflow,whenitcomestowhatittellsyou,bothonedimensionalmodelsandtwoͲdimensionalmodels
endupwithdepictionsofhabitatͲflowrelationshipsbyspeciesandlifestage.Somerelativelyrecentcomparativestudies
betweenoneandtwoͲdimensionalmodelshaveshowngeneralsimilarityintheshapesofresultinghabitatͲflow
relationships(Waddleetal.2000;FERC2006;Gard2008IwasinvolvedinacomparativestudyconductedontheOakGrove
Fork,Oregon,inwhichboth1Ͳdand2Ͳdmodelshadbeenapplied,alongwithaDemonstrationFlowAnalysis.Thegeneral
shapesofthehabitat–flowrelationshipswerethesameforallthreemethods.However,forcertainstreamsegmentsthat
mighthavespecialbiologicalsignificance,atwodimensionalmodelmightbeusefulforprovidingmoredetailregarding
habitatͲflowinteractions.

(Agency)Agreed.However,itwouldlikelynotbepracticaltoapplytwodimensionalmodelingupanddowntheseentire
systems.
(Agency)Howusefulisanyofthisiftemperatureandgroundwateraredrivingthesesystemsnotflow?

(R2Consultant)Streamflowdoesn’tdrivethesystems,butitdoescreatethehabitatswithin.Inthestudystreams,weare
lookingatacombinationofsurfaceandgroundwaterflowsthatincombinationservetocreateavarietyoffishhabitats.
ThevalueofthemodelisthatitincludesbothincomputinghabitatͲflowrelationships.
(Agency)Itisoftenconfusingifitisthegroundwaterorthesurfacewaterhydraulicsthataffectthehabitatspace.

(Agency/R2Consultant)Somepointsforconsiderationrelatedtothisinclude:
x Therearesomereachesthatappeartobeheavilyusedbyaspeciesandotherreachesthatarenot–whatarethe
reasonsforthis?
x Spawningconcentrationsofcertainspecies(e.g.sockeye)appeartobealignedinsomereacheswithareasofknown
groundwaterupwelling.
x Groundwater/surfacewaterinteractionscoulddrivelargescalespawningdistributions
x Inreacheswhereupwellingisimportantthespeciesareobviouslyselectinghydraulicconditionswithinthose
reachesthatmaynotbedirectlylinkedwithsurfaceflowcharacteristics(i.e.depthandvelocity).
x SurfacewaterhydraulicsaremodeledbyPHABSIM.However,itwillbeimportanttolimittheapplicationofthe
modeltospeciesandreachesthatappeartobeinfluencedbysurfaceflowconditions,ortootherwiseaccountfor
theinfluenceofgroundwater–surfaceflowinteractionsinthemakinghabitatpredictions.Otherwise,therewould
betendencytooverestimatehabitatavailability.

Thereisaconcernthatifwecollectthatinformationbeforewedevelopthecurvesitlimitsthereviewofcurveswithin
thecontextofupwellingandimportanthabitat.Oneconcernisthatifwedevelopthecurvesbeforeweunderstandthe
linkagestogroundwater,thenthecurvesmaynotberepresentativeofconditionsthatcertainfishspeciesareactually
seeking.

(R2Consultant)Ingeneral,forselectionofareasin2008wewerelookingatobtainingasmanyreddmeasurementsas
possible.Forthis,wereviewedaerialescapementcounts,andconcentratedoursamplingeffortonareaswherethefish
were.Thecountsallowedustoseethespawningdistributionfairlywellandfocusonareaswheretheconcentrationoffish
washigh.OurgoalwastocollectsufficientmicrohabitatdatatoallowthedevelopmentofsitespecificHSCcurvesrather
thanrelyonliteraturebasedcurves.However,thereareanumberofconsiderationsrelativetohowweapplythedatain
developingtheflow–habitatrelationships.Forexample,weneedtodecidewhethertoseparatethedatabybasinsothat
eachbasinhasitsownsetofHSCcurves,orwhethertocombinealldatatogenerateaprojectsitesetofHSCcurves.For
certainspecieswealsoneedtodeterminetheapplicabilityofHSCcurvesthroughoutthereach.Intheend,wewantHSC
curvesthatcanbereliablyusedinderivingthehabitatͲflowrelationships.

(R2Consultant)Forexample,someofthedatawecollectedfromsockeyereddsontheSouthForkKoktuliRiverincluded
velocitymeasurementsthatwereverylow(<.50fps).Suchlowvaluessuggestthatvelocitywasnotabigdeterminantin
theselectionofspawningareas.Theseareaswerelocatedproximaltoknownareasofgroundwaterupwellingsuggesting
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thattheselectionofsiteswasmoredictatedbygroundwaterinflowratherthansurfacevelocity.Inthosecases,itwould
notmakebiologicalsensetoincludethosemeasurementsinthedevelopmentofHSCcurvesforsockeyespawning,norto
relyonhabitatͲflowrelationshipsforevaluatingsockeyespawninghabitatinthoseareas.However,inotherstream
segments,velocitymeasurementsoversockeyereddsweremuchhigherandindicativeofbeinginfluencedbyvelocity.
ThosedatawouldbeincludedindevelopingHSCcurvesandwouldlogicallybeusedinevaluatinghabitatͲflowrelationships
forsockeyespawningwithinthosereaches.(Agency)Sohowvaluableisthesurfaceflowmodel?

(R2Consultant)IbelievethemodelwillbequiteusefulfordefiningbaselinehabitatͲflowrelationshipsandforevaluating
impactsandmitigationalternatives.However,itwillbeimportanttodefineupfrontwhereitisapplicableandwhereitis
not–i.e.maynotbeapplicablefordefiningsurfaceflowdependentspawninghabitatrelationshipsinareaswherespecies
(e.g.sockeye)appeartokeyinongroundwaterinflows.(Agency)BristolBayhasalargediversityofhabitat–eachstream
hasspeciesthathaveadaptedtothesehabitatsindiverseways.PHABSIMcannotaddressallthesenuances;itisatool
withselectapplicability.

(R2Consultant)Agreed.Certainlygroundwaterissuesareoneofthebigitemsinthedifferentsystemsthatwillneedtobe
considered.PHABISMalonecan’taddressthegroundwaterpiece.TwoͲdimensionalmodelingmightbeusefultoassistin
addressingsurfaceflowͲgroundwaterinteractionsandcouldbeapplicableforcertainreaches.(Agency)Iwouldpropose
thatPHABSIMbeusedinareaswhereappropriate.Inareasthathavemorecomplexchannelswemayneedtouseother
approaches.

(R2Consultant)PHABSIMisusefulforevaluatinghabitatͲflowrelationshipsoverlargestreamsegments.Inaddition,itwill
beimportanttoaddressgroundwaterinfluencesinsomestreamareas.

(Agency)Willgroundwatermodelspredictwheretherecouldbespatialchangesinwheregroundwatersurfacesandthe
amountofgroundwaterflow?

(R2Consultant)Thatisnotmyareaofexpertise.Myunderstandingisthatagroundwatermodelshouldprovidesome
spatialresolutionofwherechangesarelikelytooccurinareaswheregroundwaterinfluenceisclearlydefined.However,I
amnotclearontheresolutionofthegroundwatermodels:howmuch,where,etc.,were…

(Agency)Atsomepoint,weneedintegrationofgroundwatermodelingoutputwithsurfacewaterhydraulicmodelingand
offchannelstudies.

(R2Consultant)DataanalysisoftheoffͲchannelstudyisunderwayandareportwillsubsequentlybeprepared.That
documentislikelyseveralmonthsawaybutitshouldgiveyouabetterideaofwhatwasdoneandthesupportingrationale.
Theoverallgoalofthestudywastounderstandthemechanismsofflowconnectivitytothechannels,whetheritbefrom
surfaceflow,groundwaterflow,orcombinationsthereof.Forchannelsdependentonsurfaceflowconnections,the
objectivewastobeabletodeterminethelinkagesbetweensurfaceflowandoffͲchannelhabitats,sothatitwouldbe
possibletodeterminetheamountsofoffchannelhabitatprovidedbycertainamountsofsurfaceflow..Thiswillgiveusan
ideaoftheseoffchannelareasfunctionovertime.

(Agency)Howdoyoudistinguishiftheoffchannelareaisgroundwaterfed,ifitisfromgroundwateroutsideofthesystem,
orhyporheicflowwithinthesystem?Doyoulooktoseeifthehydrographstrackoneanother?

(R2Consultant)Yes.Weinstalledandmonitoredpressuretransducersatselectedlocations(e.g.beavercomplexes,
overflowchannels,etc.)withintheareawestudiedintheNorthForkKoktulisystem.Thetransducersrecordedwater
surfaceelevationsovertime,whichwecouldthencomparewithsurfaceflowsinthemainstemriver.Wefoundthatsome
systemsappearedtotrackwithflowsinthemainstem,someremainedstableinspiteofchangesinmainstemflows.Results
fromthesestudieswillbeusedinconjunctionwithGIStoextrapolatetootherareas.

Thereisalsoafluvialgeomorphologyreportthathasbeenpreparedwhichaddressesanotherelementthatcanbe
influencedbyflows.Thestudieslookathowsedimentmovesthroughthesystembasedonexistingflowregimesandwhat
thatmeanstofishhabitat.
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(Agency)Whenwillthosedatabeavailable?

(Agency)Irecentlygotaresponsetoaletteraskingfordatarelatedtothetransportationcorridoranditstatedthatdata
wouldbeavailableinearly2011.

(PLP)Thatsoundsaboutright.Atthispointweareaimingforsometimein2011.Itdependsonwhathappenswiththe
project;thatisalwayssubjecttochange.Icansaythatwearefocusingonworkingupdatathathavebeencollectedmore
thanfocusingoncollectingmoredata.

(Agency)Ijustwanttomakeitclearandontherecordthatatsomepointtherewillneedtobeadiscussiononwhetheror
notthedatathathavebeencollectedisadequate.Fortheagenciestomakeintelligentandresponsiblerecommendations
wewillneedtoreviewthedata.

(Agency)Itmaybehelpfultohaveadiscussionwiththegroundwatermodelers,ifinthecontextofhabitatsuitabilityand
integrationofstudies,itwillbepossibletopredictorshowupwellinginthesesystems.Ifamapcanbecreatedofwhere
weexpectupwellinganddownͲwellinglongitudinallyandoverlayanothermapwiththedistributionofspawning,that
wouldbeagoodstartindeterminingwheretoapplyPHABSIM

(Agency)Thatwouldvisuallysimplifythediscussion.

(R2Consultant)We’vegoneoffonalotoftangentsthismorning.I'lltrytoaddresstheagendafortherestofthemeeting.
I’llstartwithaquicksnapshotofthetargetspecies,discussperiodicityfocusedonvisualobservationsofspawning,some
repeatofthecriteriadevelopmentoptions,theapplicationofHSCinmodeling,andasummaryofHSCdata.Ialsowantto
focuson,atleastinapreliminarymanner,areviewoftheJune25,2009HSCcurves.Itdoesn’tlooklikethiswillhappen
today,butmaybewecantakeoneoftheexcelspreadsheetsasatestrun.


IV.

TARGETSPECIES


(R2Consultant)Thelistoftargetspeciesisasfollows:Chinooksalmon,cohosalmon,sockeyesalmon,chumsalmon,
rainbowtrout,Dollyvarden,arcticgrayling,andseveralspeciesofwhitefish.

Wedidnotspecifywhichspeciesofwhitefish,althoughweunderstandthreespeciesarepresent(roundwhitefish,
humpbackwhitefishandleastcisco.Wealsonotethatnorthernpikeareaspeciesofinterestbuttheywerenotincludedas
atargetspeciessincetheyexhibitaprimarilylacustrinelifecycle.

V.

PERIODICITY


(R2Consultant)Wehavecreatedaseriesofspreadsheetsthatexhibittheperiodicitiesofdifferentlifestagesofthetarget
fishspecies.Someareassuchasspawningandmigrationshowempiricaldataotherssuchasincubationandemergenceare
morebasedonliteratureandprofessionalknowledge.

(Agency)Isn’tCohomigrationperiodicitymoredrawnoutthanwhatisshownthere?

(R2Consultants)Possibly.Thiswasbasedonescapementsurveysthatwereconductedupwhenicebegantoformonthe
rivers.(Agency)Theremaybespawningundertheice–asoccursinotherplaces.

(R2Consultant)Thereissomelittlevariationinmigrationtimingandlengthofspawningperiodsbetweenthesystems..

(Agency)Thatgetstotheissueofdevelopinghabitatsuitabilitycurvesbybasin.
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(R2Consultant)Yes,andaswehavepresentedintheHSCreport,wewillbelookingatdevelopingcurvesspecifictoeach
basin.

(Agency)Isthedifferenceinbasinsrelatedtoflowortemperature?

(R2Consultants)Wehaven’tdonethatlevelofanalysisyet.Atthistime,wearestillworkingondevelopingthe
tools/modelswecanusetocompleteadditionalanalysis.



VI. 

OPTIONSAVAILABLEFORHABITATSUITABILITYCURVE(HSC)CRITERIADEVELOPMENTAND
APPLICATIONOFHSCINMODELING


(R2Consultant)TherearedifferentcategoriesofhabitatsuitabilitycurvestermedCategory1,2and3.

TheCategory1curvesarebasedlargelyonpublishedliteratureorcurvesetsthathavebeendevelopedfromother
studies.Thesetypesofcurvesareusedifitisnotfeasibletocollectasufficientnumberofmeasurementstoallow
developmentofsitespecificcurves.Asecondapproach(Category2)istocollectasufficientnumberofobservational
datatoallowdevelopmentoffrequencydistributioncurvesthatcanbeusedindevelopingsitespecificHSCcurves.
Thethirdapproach(Category3)representsthedevelopmentofhabitatpreferencecurvesthataccountforthe
availabilityofhabitatfeatureswithinthestreamfromwhichmicrohabitatobservationsweremade.
(Agency)Itisdifficulttocomeupwithrealisticrepresentativeestimatesofwhat’savailableincludingwherefishare
presentornot.Anotherwaytoverifyistogotospawningareasandthenlookatareaswithnofishandcomparethe
distributionofdepthandvelocityatthetwositesandseeifthatiswhat’sdrivingtheselectionofthesiteorisitsome
othercharacteristic.

(R2Consultant)Thefactthatfisharenotspawningatanotherareasaystheyareselectingforsomethingdifferentsuch
asgroundwaterordifferentsubstratesizes.Oneapproachinmakingcomparisonsistocompileabunchofcurvesfrom
differentprojectsononegraph,thenaddtheprojectcurveandseeiftheprojectcurvefitsorifitisshowingsomething
uniqueordifferentrelativetotheselectionofspecificdepthandvelocities.

(Agency)Ihaveseenbinarycurvesthatincorporategroundwater.

(R2Consultant)It’sapossibility.Binarycanbeappliedincombinationwithtraditionalcurves.Comparisonsofsite
specificcurveswithothersprovidessomeconfidencerelativetowhetherthecurvesarerespondinginthesamefashion
asothers.

(Agency)Didyoucollectdataonproximitytocover?Ifso,didyouseeshallowshorelineasimportant?

(R2Consultant)WecollectedsomecoverdataandIbelievewecanconditionhowweapplyHSCcriteriaifdatashowa
distinctpatternoffishuse.

(Agency)IhaveseenPHABSIMmisappliedifitisnotconditionedwithfactorssuchascover.Inonecasedecreasesin
flowshowedsuitabledepthforhabitat,buttheareawasinthemiddleofachannelwithnocover.

(R2Consultant)Oneoptionistolookathabitatsuitabilitywithinindividualcells.Intheend,whetheronedimensional
ortwodimensionalmodelingisused,habitatͲflowrelationshipsaregeneratedbyspeciesandlifestage.Thesecanbe
linkedwithhydrologydatatodevelopahabitattimeseriesanalyses.Fromthis,wecanestimatetheavailabilityof
habitatovertime,i.e.howdoestheamountofspawninghabitatchangewithflowovertimewithinagivenreach.This
canbedoneforwet,dry,oraverageyearscenarios.Thehabitattimeseriescanthenbeusedforderivinghabitat
durationcurves.Thesetypesofanalysisareallusefulforhelpingtounderstandsystemsandidentifyingimpacts.
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VII. SUMMARYOFPEBBLEHSCDATAPRESENTEDINPOWERPOINT
(R2Consultant)ThesummarystatisticscontainedintheHSCreportflaggedthosespeciesandlifestagesforwhichthere
were>75observations.s;ingeneral,themoreobservationsthebetter.However,curvescanbedevelopedfromfewer
observations.TheStateofWashingtonhasasetoffallbackcurvesthatweredevelopedfromasfewas25observations
fromonesystem.
(Agency)WhythelackofChinookspawningobservationsinUpperTalarikCreek?
(R2Consultant)TherearenotmanyChinookthatusethatsystem.
(Agency)It’sreallyaTalariksockeyesystemvs.aChinookKoktuliSystem.
(Agency)TherearelotsofCohointheUpperTalarik,butnoͲonethoughttheyweretherepriortothisproject.
(R2Consultant)OneyearafewpinksalmonwereseeninUpperTalarikCreek,thenextyearnone.
(Agency)Thereissomespeculationabouthowcommercialfishingcanaffectsubstocksincertainareas.
(R2Consultant)Thepointistheycanbeseeninoneyear,andnotbepresentinotheryears.
(R2Consultant)Thenextfigureplotsthedateswhenobservationsweremadeversustheflowsoccurringbefore,during
andafterthemeasurements.Thisimportantsinceitshowswhetherflowswererelativelystableorchangingduringthe
measurementperiods.
(Agency)Didyoutimetheobservationswithpeakspawningordidyoujustgowhenyoucouldgo?
(R2Consultant)Wewouldgetouttherewhenweknewspawningwasoccurring.Wecoordinatedwiththeescapement
surveysandarrivedwithinadayortwooftheirnotice.Wefocusedonareasofactivespawning.Ascanbeseenfromthe
data,wehadalotofobservationsforsockeyespawning,morethan450observations.
(R2Consultant)WerecentlypreparedaseriesofmapsthatintegratemesoͲhabitatfeaturesofeachstreamwithknown
spawningareas.ThefirstmapisthatoftheNorthForkKoktuliandshowsdataforCoho.Themapsdepictthehabitattypes
bystreamassummarizedinpiechartinsets.ThereisalotofriffleandruntypehabitatsintheNorthFork;fewpools.The
mapalsoshowsthespawningreaches.Thesetypesofmapsshouldfulfillsomeoftheinformationneedsyounoted
earlier.[AlsoshowedsimilarmapsfortheSouthForkKoktuliRiverwherechangesinspawningareasoccuratthebeginning
oftheephemeralreach;andshowedasimilarmapforUpperTalarikCreek.ItwasnotedthatUpperTalarikCreekhasmore
deeppoolhabitatthantheothersystems.](R2Consultant)TheprocessweusedinconstructingtheHSCcurvesdisplayed
intheJune2009documentfirstinvolvedthecreationoffrequencydistributionsforeachparameter(i.e.depth,velocity).
CurvesarethenvisuallyfittothedatatorepresentadraftHSCcurve.Asnotedinthedocument,weoverlaidcurvesfrom
otherstudiesforvisualcomparisons.Thenextstepwouldbetosystematicallyreviewanddiscusseachofthecurvesets
withagroupofspeciesexpertswiththeobjectiveofselectingfinalcurvesforuseinmodeling.Onethingyouwillnoticeis
thatwebringthevelocitycurvedownuntilitintersectstheXaxis,butforthedepthcurvewegenerallykeepitasnonͲ
limiting.Aquestiontoponderiswhethertoomuchdepthwilleverlimitabiologicalfunctionsuchasspawningorrearing,
oristhatmorelikelylimitedbyvelocity?Regardingspawning,ifvelocityandsubstratesaresuitable–willthefishspawn
regardlessofdepth?Or,isthereaminimumdepthtoprovidecover,butabovetheminimumnolimit?
(Agency)IntheKenai,thefishselectareaswithgreaterdepthtoavoideaglepredation.
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(Agency)Doyouseeadifferenceinthecurvesbetweenbasins?
(R2Consultant)Wecanlookatsetsofthedocumentandcomparecombinedbasinstotheindividualsystems.Whenwe
dothisfortheNorthForkyoucanseetheyarefairlysimilar.
(Agency)DoyouseeanystatisticallydifferentvaluesbetweentheHDRdataandtheR2data?
(R2Consultant)HDRhassomedatawheretheydidn’tdistinguishbetweenfryandjuvenilelifestages;wemakethat
distinctioninourdata.However,wehavenotcomparedthedatasetsstatistically.HDRusedsimilarspawning
measurementtechniquesandthesedatashouldberepresentative.
(R2Consultant)[Discussionofvelocitydata]Whenyoudisplayafrequencydistributionofvelocitiesyouwillseeseveral
peaksinthedataindicatingfishappeartousethosevelocitiesfollowedbyarangeofvelocitiesthatappeartobelittleused,
andthenanotherpeakwhereuseagainishigh.It’shardtobelievethatfishwouldactuallyskiparangeofvelocities,which
inthatcasemayhavebeenduetothesizeofbinsusedinthefrequencyanalysis.Thisiswhereprofessionaljudgmentis
important.
(Agency)AlloftheoutliersappeartobeHDRdata.
(R2Consultant)Noit’scombined,it’shardtoseethecolorcodingclearlyonthesegraphs.Wehaven’tlookedatthedata
todetermineifthereisapatternwhereoutliersareeitherpredominantlyHDRorR2.
(R2Consultant)TheSouthForkdatahaveadifferentdistributionofvelocitythantheNorthForkdata.itsdifferentfromthe
combinedtrendparticularlyontheleftsideofthecurve;thedescendinglimbismoresimilartothecombinedtrend,but
alsosomewhatdifferent.
(R2Consultant)Ifwedidanavailabilityassessmentondepthwemightfindthereisnotasmuchdepthavailable.Thetrend
inliteratureistoleavedepthnonͲlimiting;i.e.aboveacertainthresholddepth,alldepthsareequallyacceptable.[More
curveswerelookedatcomparingspecificsystemstothecombineddataset.]
(Agency)IsvelocitytypicallyinPHABSIMmeanwatercolumnvelocity,andifsowhyisitusedinsteadofnosevelocity?
(R2Consultant)Wetrytocollectbothnoseandmeancolumnvelocity.Theissueofwhichvelocitytouseinthemodeling
hasbeenthesubjectofmanydebates.Becausespawningismorebottomorientedanddealswithrangesofdepththatare
generallyrelativelyshallow,itdoesn’tmattermuchwhetheryoucollectnoseormeancolumnwatervelocities–they
shouldbothbesimilar.Withjuvenilerearing,thereisagreaterrangeindepths.However,becausetheactuallocationsof
fishinthewatercolumncanvary,thedistributionofnosevelocitiescanbehighlyvariable,makingthehydraulicmodeling
especiallydifficult.Thatiswhyinmostcases,wecontinuetousemeancolumnwatervelocityfortheHSCcriteriaandin
thePHABSIMmodeling.

VIII. REVIEWOFJUNE25,2009HSCCURVES
(Agency)Iwouldliketogothroughtheprocessononecurve,Idonotwanttofinalizecurvesinthissitting.
(R2Consultant)[Showinganexampleofanexcelspreadsheetforsuitabilitycriteria]Theideawouldbetoconveneasmall
groupofspeciesexpertsandtopresentanddiscusseachoftheproposedcurvesrelativetootheravailablecurves,andto
potentiallymodifythecurvesbasedonpersonalknowledgeofspecieslifestagerequirements.Forexample,ifwe
superimposecurvesetswiththeproposedcurve,wecouldthendiscusswhytherearedifferencesbetweencurvesets,and
proposemodifications.Indoingso,itwillbeimportanttokeepgooddocumentationofallchangestothecurveandthe
rationalebehindthosechanges.BecauseHSCcurvesarealwaysquestioned,youneedtobeabletodocumenttheprocess
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andshowhowyoureachedconsensusoneachoftheHSCcurves.ThedevelopmentofHSCcurvesandcompletionof
hydraulicmodelingaretwoprocessesthatneedtobeespeciallytransparent.Decisionsneedtobelogicalandscientifically
based.Therecanstillbedebateonwhattheresultsmean,butthemethodsandtypesofanalysisusedshouldbeagreedto
byallparties.Pleasegivesomethoughtastowhoaretherightpeopletoparticipateinthistypeofmeeting.
(Agency)Wehavesomeconcernsbeforewegettodefininghabitatsuitabilitycurves.Weneedtonarrowdownwherethis
typeofanalysiswillbemostappropriate.Weneedtobringinpeoplewithalotoftimeinthefield,suchasDanYoungwith
NPS,whohavethemostexperiencewiththespeciesintheregionandwhatmakesensetothembasedontheir
professionalobservations.
(Agency)Idon’tknowhowmuchexpertiseisoutthereregardingspawningareasanddepth.
((Agency)TherearesomefolkswithinstreamflowmodelingexperiencesuchasJackEricksonandCecil.
(Agency)SolookatCohointheKoktuli,thereare52measurements,isthatsufficient?
(Agency)Ifwetweakanumberhowsignificantachangedoesitmakeinthemodel?
(R2Consultant)Itisimportanttodocumenttheprocess.Tweakingdoesnotnecessarilymakeasignificantchange.You
candogamingwiththedatadecktoseehowchangesintheHSCcurvesmayinfluencethePHABSIMresults,butyouhave
tocarefulnottobiastheprocess.Therearealotofwaystodousedatadistributionstocomeupwithfinalcurve,andstill
preservethegeneralpatternsobservedinthefrequencydistributions.
(Agency)Discussingtweaking–isthereapointwhereenoughdatapointsareavailabletobeabletoletthedatastandby
itself?
(R2Consulting)Youwillstillneedtolookateachspeciesandlifestage,persystemanddetermineifdataarestandͲaloneor
needsomemodification.
(Agency)Itdependsonhowuniformlythedataaredistributed.
(Agecny)ThehighertheNvalue,themorethefisharetellingyou.Thelesstweakingyoudo,themoreyouarelettingthe
fishdictate.
(R2Consultant)TheruleofthumbforNissomewherearound100.ButevenwithhighN,distributionmaynotmakesense.
(Agency)Youhavetoidentifytheoutliers,butitdoesn’tmatterifitmakessense.Yougetawayfromhumaninterpretation
ifyouletthefishdictate–maybeIambeingtoosimplistic.
(R2Consultant)SomeoftheearliestdevelopmentsofHSCcurvesfollowedeverypointinthedistributionregardlessof
whetherpointtopointvariationsmadesense.Thatwasthereasontherewereanumberoftechniquesusedtosmooththe
data.(Agency)Itisnotaninterpretation–itisasimplification.Youarevisuallysimplifyingwhatthedataissaying.
(Agency)Itillustratestheneedforbackgrounddatathatgivesmorecomforttodiscernifit’sanartifactorreal.
(Agency)Trendswilleventuallyillustratethemselves;thepicturegetsclearerwithmoredata.
(R2Consultant)Toapointthat’strue.
(Agency)Iwouldarguethat500isbetterthan40or50[N]untilyougettoapointwhereyouaredoingsuperfluouswork.
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(R2Consultant)Therealityisthatyoucan’talwaysgetunlimiteddatawhichiswhyothertechniqueshavebeendeveloped.
Howdodataweareabletocollectfitwhencomparedtootherdatasets?Someprojectsgotheotherextremeanddon’t
collectanysitespecificdata;theysimplyadoptfromasimilarsystem.
(Agency)Iadmirethewayyoucansaythesamethingindifferentways.Iunderstoodallthedifferentversionsbutitdidn’t
changebyopinion.Weneedtobeasreflectiveaspossiblewithwhatthefisharetellingus.
(Agency)Idonothavetheskillsetheretositdownanddiscussthecurves,butwhenyoudodiscussthemIwouldliketo
watchtheprocess.NoͲoneinouragencyrightnowhasthatexpertise,unlesstheyarefromanotherregionandthenthey
wouldnotbequalifiedtodiscusstheapplicationofHSCinAlaska.
(Agency)Ultimately,itwon’tmakeanydifference.
(Agency)WecouldincreasethevalueofN.
(Agency)Ihaveageneralquestion,onthegraphicsaboutsubstrateͲweneedacolorcodingforthesubstratetypes.
(Agency)ThatwassentoutwiththedatadecksͲifyoucan’tfinditcontactoneoftheothermembersofR2foranother
copy.
(Agency)Itwouldmakethereviewofthecurveseasierifyoucouldsuperimposethelibrarycurvesoverthesitespecific
curves.
(R2Consultant)Yeswecandothat.
(Agency)Arethereanymoremeetingsforthistechnicalworkinggroup?
(PLP)No,thetechnicalworkinggroupsarenotcontinuing,theyhaveallbeensuspended.Wejustkeptthismeeting
becauseitwasalreadysetup.
(Agency)Iwouldjustassoonwaittoseeallthefinalreportstogetherbeforehavinganymoremeetings.Itwouldn’tadd
muchtohaveanyfurthermeetingsatthispoint.
(R2Consultant)Ifwehadanothermeetingitwouldbewithasmallergroupwiththeexpertisetogothroughthesecurves
onebyonewithdocumentedcurvesets.
(Agency)Peopleinmyagencythatwewouldtaptohelpreviewthecurveswillwanttogetintothedetailsofthedatafirst.
(Agency)Weunderstandthatyouwantthecurvesettoallowyoutoprogresstocrunchingnumbers,butadditionaldatais
neededbeforewewillfeelcomfortableabouthavingthosediscussions.
(R2Consultant)Understood.
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IX.

MEETINGCLOSURE

(Agency)Isthereanyothercommentfromthegroup[none].Isthereanypubliccomment?
(K.Zamzow)Wearejustobserving.
(Agency)WillPLPbetypinguptheminutes?
(PLP)Yes
(Agency)Ifyoujustsendthemtome[lead]Iwilldistribute
(Agency)Itisthegeneralconsensusoftheagenciestogothroughtheprocessofreviewingcurveswhenwegettothat
step.Wewillneedthekindsofinformationthatwasshowntoustodaytoreviewfirst,theinformationthatislistedinthe
requestwedistributedatthebeginningofthemeeting[attachedbelow].Allofthisinformationthatyoucangettousis
neededbeforewecangointoameetingtoreviewthecurves.Someinformationonthelistyoumaynotbeableto
provide,butweneeddatatoweighoutissuesofsamplesizeanddistributionbeforewegointothatprocess.
(R2Consultant)Weareplanningaminimalfieldeffortthissummertorefinesomeofthetransects.
(Agency)Whatadditionalinformationisneededtodoatwodimensionalmodel?Isthatapossibility?
(R2Consultant)Youneedbedprofilesandtopography–TheeffortIjustmentionedrelatestorefinementofdatafrom
earliertransects.Wehavesomedatapointscollectedoneyear,andsomeotherdatacollectedanotheryear,andthegoal
tocollectsupplementaldataallwithinthesameyear.Ifwedocollectadditionaldataitwouldbeanopportunityfor
additionalsecondaryobservations.ThetwoͲdimensionalmodelinformationwouldincludedetailedbathymetryovergiven
reachesofstream.Wewouldneedtocreateagridofbedelevations.Datacollectionactivitieswouldincreasefieldtime
whichwouldvarydependingonthesizeofthereach.
(Agency)ThereisalotofsupportfortwoͲdimensionalmodelingincriticalspawningreaches,butthenagainmanyare
groundwaterupwellingsitesandbetterdefiningofthesurfacewatercharacteristicsmaynotbeuseful.
(R2Consultant)Iagreewiththeconceptofapplicationoftwodimensionalmodelingtosensitiveareasandunderstand
whatyouaresaying.
(Agency)Meetingadjourned.
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1. Procedures used to select the placement of transects would help assess how transects are representative of project streams.
2. Transect placement maps, ideally displayed as an additional layer on habitat/species distribution maps, would help evaluate how the distribution of
transects represents the distributions of habitat and species.
3. VHG and temperature data are needed to evaluate whether or not HSC influence habitat selection or if their use needs to be conditioned by VHG
or temperature. For example, if spawning Sockeye salmon tend to select the hydraulic environment associated with riffle crests, but only in
reaches where groundwater is upwelling, depth and velocity data should only be used to model habitat in upwelling reaches only. If groundwater
is important, yet unaccounted for, the area of suitable habitat will be greatly overestimated.
4. Proximity to shore and/or cover will also be helpful when evaluating HSC because certain depth, velocity and substrate characteristics may only
be suitable if they are associated with the shoreline or cover.
5. How do ground and surface water hydraulics, substratum, cover and temperature differ between spawning and non-spawning locations? This
information will help evaluate the biological meaning of the HSC. The importance of HSC cannot be ascertained by sole assessment of the
availability of particular depths and velocities at transects and developing preference curves.
6. It would be helpful to consider binary HSC as an alternative form of the traditional univariate habitat suitability curves.
7. As stated in earlier TWG meetings, it would be good to consider 2-D hydraulic modeling in focused areas that are identified as important for
spawning and/or rearing habitat, or in reaches with complex channel morphology. 2-D modeling may, in some cases, be the best way to model
hydraulics at the scale of HSC and provides for more meaningful assessments of habitat, including interactions between HSC and associations
with other important variables that condition the biological meaning of HSC.

PHABSIM study information

1. It would be helpful if maps of the distribution of meso-habitats and seasonal and interannual distributions of spawning and rearing for target
species were provided. It would also be helpful if these maps included the full spatial and temporal distributions of the life stages and strategies of
target species. For example, they could include the main channel and off-channel spawning strategies exhibited by Sockeye salmon. Ideally, the
habitat and species distribution maps would be displayed on one map to assist in the identification of habitat associations. This spatial information
will also assist in the evaluation of how HSC data collection accounted for the full distributions of species by life stage and strategy.
2. Maps of the distribution of the vertical hydraulic gradient (upwelling, downwelling), including the distributions of spawning and rearing for target
species, would be helpful to evaluate the importance of VHG on habitat selection.
3. Fish periodicity information from each project stream would be helpful to assess whether data collection and modeling are representative of the full
range of seasonal conditions utilized by the life history stages and strategies of target species.

General information to assist reviews of all components of the flow-habitat studies

The following information has been identified by the instream flow technical working group as information that will assist them in the review of ongoing
flow-habitat studies for the Pebble Project.

Attachment A: List of Information Requests
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To account for recommendations and changes that have been made to the instream flow studies (PHABSIM and off-channel studies) as a result of the
TWG process, it would be helpful to update study plans according to how operations were actually executed. For example, PLP has agreed to provide
habitat maps for study streams and it would be helpful to include this mapping exercise in the flow-habitat study plans.

Updated study plans

Flow-habitat models relate to the physical conditions present in study streams. If seasonal flow characteristics are substantially altered, these physical
conditions will change and model predictions will become less relevant, depending upon the extent of change. For example, sufficient flows are needed
on a seasonal basis to transport sediment and maintain river channels and habitat. If these flows are substantially reduced, channels will aggrade with
relatively fine-grained sediment, and habitat area may be reduced. The issue of channel and habitat maintenance has been a component of the flowhabitat study since 2004 and it would be helpful to review how flow characteristics important to channel and habitat maintenance are being identified. It
would also be helpful to see how the flow-habitat study will integrate the results of fluvial geomorphology studies that have been conducted in the project
streams. This would provide the opportunity to evaluate the range of flows needed to maintain river channels so that habitat maintenance is considered
along with habitat use as a function of flow.

Channel and habitat maintenance

HDR developed wetted perimeter transects and R2 developed three off-channel study sites. The wetted perimeter transects provide the opportunity to
assess hydraulic linkages between main channel and off-channel water bodies if they are monitored frequently enough. It would be helpful to know how
data collected from these transects will be integrated with the off-channel study and used to assess lateral hydrologic connectivity (ground and surface
connectivity) between primary channels and spring channels and ponds embedded within the floodplain. Also, details regarding the integration of the offchannel habitat study and the PHABSIM study would help evaluate how the results of these studies will be used interactively or independently to assess
flow-habitat relationships in study streams.

Off-channel habitat study
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Marine Technical Working Group
Draft Minutes for December 19, 2007
Minutes recorded by Charlotte MacCay/Bristol Environmental
Present:
Phil Brna (USFWS)
Mark Fink (ADF&G)
Jon Houghton (Pentec)
Ted Otis (ADF&G - phone)
Ken Goldman (ADF&G - phone)
Charlotte MacCay (Bristol)
As with all Technical Working Group (TWG) Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion of
suggestions and concerns raised by individuals. Discussion does not reflect any decision
making or consensus from the group (with the exception of electing a lead).
Election of a lead was discussed. A co-lead of Ted Otis and Ken Goldman was proposed,
but the final decision is still under discussion.
It was strongly suggested that study data are needed in order for the TWG to function
effectively. Data will help provide information on how the studies are proceeding. Nonrelease of data could potentially delay the permitting process. The Pebble Limited
Partnership (PLP) reported that it is conducting quality assurance reviews of the data at
this time and wished that process to be completed before discussing it.
The Group agreed that TWGs differ from the agency review meetings and the submission
of agency comments on study plans in the following ways. They provide for:
x More in-depth review
x Direct contact with the consultants
x Opportunity for agencies to discuss contradictory comments that have been
submitted to the project
A review of the objectives of the PLP Marine Study Program was provided:
x Build on the limited knowledge available at or near potentially affected locations
x Establish baseline for future monitoring program
x Document the food web
x Investigate areas used for herring spawning
Information Needed:
x If project development plans include any water discharges, then that will affect
what studies need to be done.
x If the project includes dredging, that will also affect what studies need to be done.
x Attempt to obtain scallop data from ADEC. ADF&G may also have some
samples to provide.
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ADF&G would like a list of contaminants being reviewed to be included in the
study plans.
Future discussions should include details of trawl sites and drop spots for pots to
determine if more tanner can be sampled.
A chart of depths for vessel access
Definitive information on vessel draft.
Invite the Marine Pilots Association to discuss such topics as necessary traffic
corridor width.
Side-scan data for Port Site 1.
What direction tows are made during their offshore otter trawling activities,
relative to tidal currents at the time of the tow.

Information Gaps
x Acoustic work was done for a Cook Inlet coal project – the paper about the work
will be reviewed regarding any relevance for this type of work to this project
PLP Studies Overview:
x 2004 – a one time reconnaissance trip was conducted to acquaint the PLP with the
general conditions. Studies included: trawling, seining, intertidal surveys, diving,
sediment sampling, water sampling, and tissue sampling.
x 2005 – The PLP planned to conduct surveys monthly from April – August and
September if weather permitted. April and September sampling were not
conducted due to weather.
x 2006 – The PLP conducted April, May, and September sampling to make up for
studies missed in 2005.
x 2007 – The PLP deferred most studies as a port location was undetermined, fish
sampling (trawls and beach seines) were conducted in September and October.
x 2008 Pentec Proposed Plan for Studies: 1/month April through October.
PLP Trace Element Sampling Discussion
x The objective is to document existing trace elements, and other potential
contaminants in fish and animal tissues to have for reference in case of an incident
or the permitting of any major discharges.
x Plans include using the same suite of parameters and protocols as other PLP
studies doing trace element analyses, except there is no whole body analysis
conducted on large fish like halibut and adult salmon.
x Species sampled include mussels, salmon, Dolly Varden, and halibut due to
potential human consumption. Future studies will include rock weed in response
to previous agency comments requesting baseline data for plants. Some species
like salmon and halibut do not spend much time in this area and may not be the
most effective indicator species, but they are sampled anyway to address potential
public concerns.
x Scallop and Tanner Crab: Scallops and tanner crab are consumed by humans and
are long lived – they could be considered for an additional sampled species.
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o Tanner crab fishery may reopen in the area, thereby making tanner crab
also a species for human consumption concerns. So far, there has been
minimal catch of tanners, mostly just juveniles and sub-adults. The
population primarily inhabits areas closer to Augustine, but it is thought to
be the same population that moves between the areas.
o There may be some scallop data at ADEC. ADF&G may have some
samples to provide. Considerations for sampling could include sampling
adjacent areas along prevailing currents from the project. This could
provide background body concentrations to compare against any potential
future releases (bilge water, hydrocarbons, etc)
o Scallops are in Kamishak Bay, but not captured in the study area to date.
o Long life bivalves can be good indicator species. Cockles are one
suggestion. Presently, PLP studies are conducted on mussels and
Macoma- both are widely used for monitoring contaminant levels. There
is abundant literature on mussel studies available.
Species used for tissue sampling within the mid-high range of the trophic level
help provide data on biomagnifications.
ADF&G would like a list of contaminants being reviewed to be included in the
study plans.
Future discussions should include details of trawl sites and drop spots for pots to
determine if more tanner can be sampled.
No rockfish caught yet.
Consider focusing on species that eiders and otters may be eating – shrimp?
Consider having studies address food chain and body burden issues.
Consider addressing adjacent areas to the port site. Studies do address adjacent
areas as the studies cover both Iniskin and Iliamna Bays where there are potential
port sites. Only one site will be used, making the other bay a comparative study
area. Many of the other bays in the area have more boulders on the subsurface
and are not comparable habitats to the potential port areas.
Additional adjacent study areas are of increased concern if a water discharge is
included in a port proposal.
Groundfish studies include yellowfin sole in part because they are in the area for
extended periods. Starry flounder are present, they are more shoreline oriented.
ADF&G may consider compiling a list of species they would like to have
considered for sampling.

Importance of the Port
x The road corridor and port are as important a component of the potential project
as the mine itself.
x The port is a necessity of the project.
x The State is not planning on building the port at this time. The current
assumption is that it will be a private port
Vessel Route Concerns
x Will there be adequate depth at the various port alternatives? It was noted that
access routes are lengthy and pass over considerable distances with shallow areas.
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Tides may limit access regardless of which site is used. It would be helpful to see
a chart of depths for vessel access and to get definitive information on vessel
draft.
Navigational concerns in the area include Iniskin Reef, Black Reef, Iniskin
Shoals, ice, and strong winds,
Traffic corridors will be fairly obvious when looking at the depths for this area.
The area is pretty constrained and generally shallower than –40 feet MLLW.
The Marine Pilots Association should be invited to discuss such topics as
necessary traffic corridor width.
NOAA charts give more detail than some other navigational charts.
Until a project is proposed by the proponent, there is no clear understanding if
dredging for vessel access and/or docking will be necessary. Further information
is requested from the Pebble Partnership concerning dredging potential associated
with a PLP port.
Dredging could have direct relevance to the scope of studies. There is interest in
addressing both dredge areas and spoil areas in the study plans.
There is interest in conducting more work in the offshore area.
There could be a relationship of vessel traffic to herring pre-spawning staging
activity. Prior to herring spawning on shallow kelp and shorelines, they take
shelter behind headlands where vessels may travel.
There was also discussion regarding whether salmon might display avoidance
behavior related to vessel traffic.
There is some concern that ships will pass very close to the bottom increasing the
risk of spills and bottom-scour.
It was noted that the EIA process does not usually include studies on the effects of
shipping traffic on bottom fish.

Additional Sampling Discussion
x Video sampling would be limited by poor visibility in the bays, farther offshore it
may be more reasonable to do.
x High resolution mapping for the area of the deepwater port exists as part of
scoping for previous marine projects in the area. There may be some current
studies available.
x It was uncertain if side scan/detailed bathymetry was done.
x ROV mapping through access corridor to define habitats for further studies in the
event of dredging and or low clearance could be done in concert with trawling for
verification of actual animals. This work could also be considered for adjacent
areas.
x The boat used so far has been a 60 foot “sleeping platform” with actual work
being conducted off of associated skiffs. Work out in the vessel route area, would
require a bigger vessel. Vessel options: Can the Pandalus be chartered? –
ADF&G will investigate.
x Gear limitations may restrain sampling. Habitat is not uniform throughout the
area.
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The studies to date have been representative of the majority of shoreline, with the
exception of rocky headlands and the rock intertidal/subtidal area offshore of the
headlands, steep areas, and reefs.
Upper intertidal boulder flats are transitional, may not be necessary to sample as
they are surrounded by the same mudflats at low tide. Fish could be sampled
leaving at low tide if it was thought it would add meaningful data.
Sampling possibilities along rocky headlands –
o Divers – visual samplings, a little was done in the 04 reconnaissance.
o Other alternatives involve killing fish with gill or trawl nets, not easy to do
due to swells. Sampling would have to be selective. Nets could fill with
salmon and herring. This would upset local fishermen. We already know
those species are there. Lethal methods are not a first choice. These nets
if used could also kill marine birds and mammals.
o Sonar – noisy air entrainment so not validated.
o ROV – deploying an ROV in rocky habitat could damage the equipment.
Sampling would have to be conducted opportunistically when bottom
habitat offshore of rocky headlands was suitable
Quantify proportions of habitats within the area.
Reef habitat is very important to herring to hold up in while they wait to go in on
a tide.
A sampling goal could be what fish are present – what species have not been
found in sampling to date e.g., Rockfish?
Beach seines were towed with the tide to standardize area fished.
Could deploy cameras with the trawl foot rope to show what species are evading
the net. However, visibility is low and may preclude this method at the site. If
used, may be able to get center of net only, no vision out to the wings.
Trawls are primarily based on time with GPS fixes at the beginning and end –
time introduces some variability on distance being covered.
Relative Abundance/Population Estimates:
o Beach seines and otter trawls show relative abundance over time and
seasonal change. They are less reliable showing spatial differences.
Schooling species lead to high variation over area at any given time, but
with multiple stations, data show patterns over time. So far limited by the
inability to successfully collect one full year of seasonal data (trip attempts
were sometimes weathered out)
o An EIS only requires data for presence/absence/ and perhaps some relative
abundance. Actual population numbers are not necessary
o Actual numbers are useful in long-term monitoring and if you want that
data, you need to collect it before the project goes forward.
o Absolute population numbers require considerable more effort.
o Project effects would be masked by the many variables. Variability in
marine populations elsewhere in the State remain unexplained.
o Population estimates are not necessarily a plausible goal
o Generally striving for an index – factors that affect value of index:
 Standardization of trawls
 Coverage of all habitats - rocky shorelines
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Catch efficiency of gear
Trawl tow done by distance instead of time or fixed time tows that
standardize data to catch/meter
 Consistency in towing with or against tides – net flares better
going against current, towing into tide the rope runs into the
bottom
 Use camera or bottom contact (by feel) for time start/end
 Adjacent tows to determine catchability
 The more tows the greater chance of catching less common species
Sample Periodicity
o Concern about hitting the spawning period - especially for herring
o Flexibility to stay longer if not when anticipated in sampling schedule
could be helpful but the vessel schedule is also a factor in flexibility.
o Could expand sample time on ground
o Currently striving for a mid-month sampling – possibility to add interim
trip around June 1st for herring spawn deposition
o ADF&G assessing mature spawning adults in 08, expecting status quo.
ADF&G has several years of data, but still a snapshot in time difficult to
capture overall population fluctuations
o Should boat surveys coordinate with or between ADF&G aerial surveys?
Aerial surveys usually 2/week. Haven’t captured a spawning event in 3
years. ADF&G could try to maximize coverage when Pentec not
surveying.
o Bird data can provide insight into spawning – especially gulls and scoters
o Consider combining ADF&G and private data sets
o Processing all data back to 1978 would require a grant funded project
o Ice conditions may preclude winter study – this year no ice until late
November – access variable from year to year. One possible solution is to
set up a barge camp on shore from which to do studies.
March and November could be possibilities, but Dec/Feb short
daylight period adds to difficulty and safety. In February, the beach is
a sheet of ice, lots of ice shelves. What is the objective of winter
sampling? Can’t use same methods therefore you generate data that is
not comparable. Go during low tidal (neap tide) event. Diving – ROV
through the ice.
o A Port facility would likely not shut down in the winter. There is an
assumption that there is year-round shipping
o There could be restrictions on port operations in winter
o PLP trace element sampling planned for July 2008 – except for species
that are not present then; do salmon later and, Dolly Varden earlier.
Sample a couple of taxa seasonally for intra-annual variation. Resident
species sampling could be yellow fin or starry flounder. Could add rocky
habitat species (e.g., mussels).
o May consider increasing sampling to the east side if Iniskin Bay – that’s
where herring activity is. Look for herring spawn on beach. Studies did
expand the concentration of species at the head of Iniskin Bay, nothing
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was notably different. There might be a couple of beaches on the east side
that are accessible, it’s a long ways away
PLP Fall 2007 and 2008 studies have added seining in a saltwater lagoon
at AC point where there is juvenile Coho rearing.
Attempts may be made to get up to the head of Iliamna Bay which could
be important if there were plans to have a road cross there. Access at this
site is difficult.
There may be side scan data for Port Site 1.
Interesting to note that there is more juvenile herring at a higher relative
abundance now than during earlier studies when spawning was more
robust.
There is a later onset of spawning than in earlier studies
Disease can affect herring weights and spawning period

General Meeting Comments
o Review of documents have a short turn around time, members would like
more time to review
o Would be nice to have a camera at Port Site 1 and/or North Head to aid
consultants in knowing ice conditions.
o Meet again in 1-2 weeks after study plan is sent out – Jon is in town in
January.
o Access to data would be helpful
ADDENDUM: Written comments provided by e-mail to Charlotte MacCay on
12/18/2007 by Ted Otis (ADF&G). This e-mail was circulated at the 12/19/07 Marine
TWG meeting.
Charlotte,
Please provide a phone number so Ken and I can teleconference in tomorrow morning, as
planned. In response to your request, I’m providing the following list of concerns/suggestions for
tomorrow’s teleconference. Sorry for the late submittal, but you didn’t give us much time to
prepare for this meeting.

1). SPATIAL SCALE OF MARINE WORK: As I alluded to in a recent email to Mike Smith
regarding topics for their upcoming Agency Meeting (see email below), none of the discussion
about the port facility, nor Pentec’s nearshore marine studies, address the likelihood that
dredging may be needed for deep draft vessels to access the port. This area of Kamishak Bay is
characterized by a wide shelf (3-6 miles) of relatively shallow (4-9.5 fa) water between the
proposed port sites and deep water offshore. According to Steve Hodgson’s presentation at the
recent Pebble Agency meeting, deep draft vessels will require at least 50 feet of water to access
the port site. NOAA charts for the area show several 6 fa (36 ft) humps between the port site and
deep water (> 10 fa) up to 10 km away in Cook Inlet. While tides in excess of 14 feet do occur in
this area, they are not frequent (~ 200 d/yr) nor high enough (max 17’) to accommodate safe,
daily, year round access for deep draft vessels without dredging a channel. To my knowledge, no
attempt has been made to characterize marine fish resources along the access corridor to/from
the port site that would potentially be affected by dredging and/or high vessel traffic. The spatial
scale of Pentec’s SOW should be expanded to cover areas offshore along this transportation
corridor.
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2). ARE THE MARINE HABITATS CURRENTLY SAMPLED REPRESENTATIVE OF THOSE
AVAILABLE: Pentec’s characterization of nearshore marine fauna is limited to habitats
effectively sampled by the limited gear types they’re using (e.g., “low-gradient, fine-sediment

beaches in Iniskin, Iliamna, and Cottonwood bays at higher tidal elevations” and “softbottom, subtidal areas”). To my knowledge, Pentec has made no attempt to quantify what
proportion of the available habitats in the vicinity of the proposed port sites is represented by the
limited habitat types they’re currently sampling. It is therefore very difficult to evaluate whether
Pentec’s data are representative of the area as a whole, or just a small portion of it due to the
limited habitats sampled.
3). NEED OTHER METHODS/GEAR TO SAMPLE HABITATS NOT REPRESENTED BY
CURRENT SAMPLING: Pentec should consider deploying an ROV or video sled to characterize
marine fauna in all the nearshore and offshore habitats potentially affected by the port facility and
access corridor, not just the habitats their currently used gear types can effectively sample.
4). MORE INFORMATION NEEDED TO EVALUATE PERFORMANCE OF SAMPLING GEAR:
Pentec’s SOW does not specify what direction tows are made during their offshore otter trawling
activities, relative to tidal currents at the time of the tow. Tidal currents in narrow embayments in
Cook Inlet can be significant and should be accounted for during trawling activities as they have
the potential to affect gear performance.
5). NEED TO EXPAND SAMPLING PERIODICITY AND DURATION TO ACCURATELY
CHARACTERIZE SEASONAL USE: Pentec made the statement in one of their SOW’s that their
2006 spring surveys were conducted during peak Pacific herring spawning periods. While that
may be generally true from a historical spawning timing perspective, it did not appear to be true in
2006. Their spring cruise schedule in 2006 was April 24-28 and May 14-18. ADF&G conducted
periodic aerial (April 25-June 20) and vessel (May 2-8 and May 15-23) surveys in Kamishak Bay
in 2006 to monitor herring abundance and distribution. We did not document a significant volume
of mature adult herring in the Iniskin or Cottonwood/Iliamna survey areas until May 22, after
Pentec left the area. This area has historically been an important spawning (and presumably,
rearing) area for the Kamishak Bay stock of Pacific herring since ADF&G began closely
monitoring the stock in 1978. However, the stock is presently at a low point and spawning
abundance and distribution has significantly contracted from levels historically documented.
Therefore, it may be difficult for Pentec’s short study duration and brief, periodic cruise schedule
to fully capture how important this area is to the long-term health of the Kamishak stock of Pacific
herring. Pentec should consider expanding the number and/or duration of their sampling events
to accurately characterize seasonal use.
6). NEED MORE CONSISTENT TEMPORAL COVERAGE TO DEFINE SEASONAL USE: To
my knowledge, Pentec has very little fall data and no winter data. They also don’t appear to have
any single year where they successfully completed sampling events during each target “season”.
They therefore will have to combine sample events from different years to try to characterize
seasonal use of the area, an approach that may introduce inter-annual bias. Pentec should strive
to sample all seasons (including winter) during each year for multiple years so they can better
characterize seasonal use and any inter-annual variation that may be associated with it.
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TechnicalWorkingGroup–MarineOrganismsTWG
PebbleProject
November21,2008
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
MinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
JeffEstensen(ADF&G)
BrianLance (NMFS)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
EllenLance(USFWS)
LeahDeRocher(USACE)
JeanZodrow(EPA)
JonHoughton(Pentec)
JimStarkes(Pentec)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)


PublicͲͲnone

ADMINISTRATIVE
x JeffEstensenwasappointedinterimlead.
x TedOtisorKenGoldmanhavebeensuggestedaspossibleleads,althoughtherewassomeconcernsrelatedtotheir
abilitytotraveltothemeetings.(Agencycommentinsertedduringreview):Neitherattendedthemeeting
becauseoffrustrationswiththeTWGprocessasPLPcurrentlyhasitstructured.
x InputwillbesoughtfromScottMacleanofADF&GregardingwhoinADF&Gmaybeabletotakeonthe
responsibilitiesofbeingthelead.
Futuremeetingagendaswillbedistributedinamoretimelymanner.
x TWGGuidelinesandProtocolswerebrieflyreviewedsincethiswasthegroup’sfirstTWGmeetingsince12/19/07.

x AddBrianLanceandDougLimpenseltothecontactlist.

CHARACTERIZATION/MONITORING
(PLP)PLPwouldliketoclarifythetypesofdataitiscollectingtobetterfacilitatefuturediscussions.Thedatacollected
todatehavebeencollectedforsitecharacterization.ThedataaremeanttobeusedtowritetheAffectedEnvironment
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SectionoftheNEPA(EIS)document.BecauseNEPAcallsthis“baselineinformation”PLPhasalsobeenreferringto
thesedataasbaselinedata.Thishasledtosomeconfusion.PLPistryingtoavoidanyfurtheruseoftheword‘baseline’
tominimizeconfusion.Toscientists,baselinemeanssomethingquantifiablethatcanbeusedforcomparisonwithdata
collectedduringoperationstoseeiftherehavebeenanyimpacts.Thatwasnottheintentofthedatawehave
collectedtodate.AlthoughPLPhopesthatsomeofthesedatawillbeusefulformonitoringpurposesaswell.PLPis
finishingupthecharacterizationdataandmovingintomonitoringdata,whichwillbeusedforcomparisonpurposes
withdatacollectedafteroperationsbegin,butthistermiscausingconfusionaswell.Somepeopleinterpretmonitoring
datatobethedatacollectedduringoperations.PLPconsidersmonitoringtoincludedatacollectedpriortooperations
foruseincomparingpreandduring/postoperatingconditions,forclaritythesedataarenowbeingcalledpreͲterm
monitoringdata.
(PLP)Thisisanewchangeintheuseoftheterms,andtheclarificationofuseoftermsneedstobeincorporatedbythe
consultantsinthefutureaswell.TherearesometimeswhenPLPandtheconsultantarehopingthatthe
characterizationdatamaybeusefulformonitoringaswellandweneedtobeclearerinstatingthoseobjectives.
(Agency)ConsultantsneedtobemoreclearonwhatischaracterizationandwhatispreͲtermmonitoring.

NONͲBINDINGINPUT
(PLP)PLPwouldalsoliketoclarifythatweareaskingforspeculativeinputatthistime.Weareawarethatyoudonot
havethedatafromthestudiesdonetodatetolearnhowtheyareworking.Wefullyexpectthatasthedatabecome
available,andtheagenciescompletetheirreview,thattheagenciesmayhavenewinputorwanttochangetheirmind
aboutpreviousrecommendations.Thereisnothingbindingaboutanyoftherecommendationsyoumakeduringthe
TWGmeetings,youcanalwaysrefineyourinputbasedondataastheybecomesavailable.PLPisjusttryingtoestablish
opendialogueandsetstudiesupasbestaspossible.

STUDYPLANS
(PLP)Inresponsetothecommentsfromtheagenciesthatstudyplanswerenotavailableforreviewuntiltoolateinthe
season,PLPhasscheduleditsbudgetreviewprocessearlierintheyearallowingconsultantsopportunitytodevelop
theirstudyplansearlier.WeexpectstudyplanstobereadysometimeinJanuary.AttheSteeringCommitteeitwas
discussedthattheagenciesshouldhaveonemonthtoreviewthestudyplanspriortohavingaTWGmeetingtodiscuss
them.Itwouldbehelpfuliftheagenciesputtheirrequestsforchangestothestudyplansinwritingalongwiththeir
rationaleforthechange.PLPwillrespondinwritingtocommentsonthestudyplanswithinapproximately2weeksof
theTWGmeetingexplainingwhichrevisionsarebeingincorporated,andwhererevisionsarenotincorporated,the
reasonwhythatsuggestionwasnotincorporated.Therecanbefurtherdiscussiononthestudyplansandproposed
revisionsatsubsequentTWGmeetings.
x (Agency)WhenPLPdoesnotincorporateagencysuggestionstheyneedtorespondindetailwithareasonthatis
longerthanasentencewhytheydidnotincorporatethesuggestion.
(Pentec)AlotofwhatwasdonedifferentlyinthemarineprogramthisyearwasinresponsetoADF&Gsuggestions.
Thepersonwhomadethesuggestionsisnotpresenttoday,whichistoobadaswewerehopingtodiscussthose
changeswithhim.HecangetacopyoftheAgencyPresentationondiscwhichcanbringhimuptodate.
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DETAILEDREVIEWOFTHEANNUALAGENCYENVIRONMENTALPRESENTATIONFORMARINE
ORGANISMSͲINTRODUCTION
(Pentec)Goals–describewhat’soutthere,developadatasettoguideprojectdesign.
(Pentec)BackgroundchemicaldataanalysisisnotyetcompiledwithfinalQA/QC

(Pentec)Generalcommentsonthe2008program:
x Sampled(beachseineandtrawls)MarchthroughNovember
x Primarilyusedbeachseiningandottertrawlsforfishsampling,consistentwithpaststudyyears
x Addedgill/trammelnetsinApril,June,August,andOctober
x CollectedbaselinechemistrysamplesforFucus(rockweed),andmusselsinMay,JulyandSeptember
x Collectedbaselinechemistryforsalmon,halibut,flatfish,andDollyVardenasthesespecieswereavailableduring
theyear
x DivingforsubtidalcharacterizationwaspartiallydoneinJulyandwillbedoneagainin2009
x UpperIliamnaBaycanonlybereachedatextremehightide,thestudyteamhasonlybeenabletoaccessupthere
once;thisareawillbesampledagain(30Ͳftbeachseine)inspringof09.
x Therearelotsofstations,asthestudieswerecoveringfourpotentialportsites.Datafromsiteswhicharenot
developedintoaportmaybeusefulasreferencesitesaspartofapreͲtermmonitoringplan.

DETAILEDREVIEWOFTHEANNUALAGENCYENVIRONMENTALPRESENTATIONFORMARINE
ORGANISMSͲHERRING
x Therehavebeenintertidalspawnsurveysforthelasttwoyearsandnearshoreadultsurveyswithgillnetsinspring
of08.
x Thenetmeshsizeis1/2“to2”variablemesh.
x HistoricalFishandGamesurveysshowedherringspawningnearDiamondPoint–thisarewillbeaddedtothestudy
planfor2009.
x SpawnwasfoundaroundtheisletsinMay.BymidͲJune,theseeggshadallhatchedout.
x InMidJunetherewaslotsofnewspawninfrontofPortSiteOne.
(Agency)Areyouseeingspawningorjusteggs?
(Pentec)Wedidnotseemiltinthewater,butgotgravidadultsinthegillnetsinMay.
(Pentec)TherewasonesurprisingseinesetinMarchwheretheherringwereallyoungofpreviousyear.SetsinJune
caughtahugenumberofageonefish.Oneday,inaboutfoursetsalongthewestshoreofIliamnaBaytheaveragecatch
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wasnearly8000fish/net.Onesethadover20,000fish.Wesampled400’ofthetotalshorelineandcouldprojectagreat
manyfishalongtheentireshore.
(Agency)Howweresetsdistributedovertime?
(Pentec)MarchthroughNovbutsetsweremoreprobablyefficientinMaythroughAugustwhentherewasbetterweather.
(Agency)Whatwerethesurveyconditions?
(Pentec)Generallyprettyturbid,notveryclearwaterininnerIliamnaBay.
(Agency)AskABRifaerialsurveysevershowschoolsoffish?
(Pentec)ADF&Gaerialsurveysinthe80’sand90’sshowedherringinthearea
(Agency)Itistypicalforherringtohaveboomandbustyears.
(Pentec)Yesbutheretherewasahealthyfisheryinthe70’sand80’s,thatdeclined,thenADF&Gclosedthefishery.It
remainsamysterywhythestockdeclined.Itmayhavebeendisease.
(Pentec)Our2008datashowedherringtobemoreabundantthanpastyears,
(Pentec)Wesawspawningintheareain2008,wehavenotseenspawningtheprevioustwoyears.Inthepastyearsthere
wasnoobservedspawning,butlarvaeandyoungoftheyearwerealwayspresentinspringandsummer.Wehadassumed
thatageonefishcamefromanotherareaandmovedintothebay.Thatassumptionmaystillbetrueinpart.
(Pentec)InOctoberandNovember08,westillsawyoungofyearherringintheshorelineareas.
(Pentec)Herringseemtomovetoareasdependentonthewatertemperature.Whentheinner[Iliamna]baygetscold
(1oCorcolder),theherringmovetoouterbay(bothyoungoftheyearandlarval).Fishmaybepresentyearround
followingtheiceinandoutasitfreezesandthaws.
(Agency)Whatdoyouthinkhappensinwinter?
(Pentec)Wedogetexcludedfromdoingsurveysinwinter–thewholebaycanfillwithice.Satelliteicemapsshowthis
occurrencetobefairlyfrequent.
(Agency)Arethereanytemperaturedevicestocorrelatepresenceoffish?
(Agency)PrinceWilliamSoundhaswinterwork–butithaslessice.ADF&Gmayhaveinformationthatwecouldcorrelate.
Theymaygodeepandfastduringwinter.
(Pentec)Wehavetemperaturemeterswecouldleaveoutforamonth,butwedon’tknowhowwelltheywillreallylastin
winter.
(Agency)Endangeredspeciesareintheareainthewinter.WeneedtoknowwhytheseaottersandSteller’seidersarein
theareainwinter.
(Agency)Wedon’texpectottersarefeedingonherring.
(Pentec)Tannercrabsarethereandnumbersincreaseinfall:theymaybeafoodsourcefortheotters.
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(Agency)Thepresenceofherringexplainswhattherearesuchhighnumbersofscotersinthearea.Therearenumerous
paperswrittenaboutscotersfollowingthe“silverwave”
(Pentec)Scotersarecommoninthefallatthesametimewearepickingupyoungoftheyearherringinthenets.
(Pentec)Weonlycaptureherringinbottomtrawlsinthefallwhenthereisdecreasingtemperatureandorweather
conditionsnearshore.AlthoughyoumayseesomelargefishinJune,thecutoffisabout100mmbeforestartingto
disappearfromthenearshorearea.Thefishseemtomoveoutatthatsize.

DETAILEDREVIEWOFTHEANNUALAGENCYENVIRONMENTALPRESENTATIONFORMARINE
ORGANISMSLAGOONSAMPLING
x (Pentec)Wearelookingatsamplinglagoonsmoreintensely.Therearethreelagoons:ACPointLagoon–this
lagoonisperchedbehindanaturalgravelpit.Thereissomefreshwaterinput,itfloodsathightides.
x CottonwoodNorthLagoon–Thislagoonhasnosill.Itisveryshelteredandattractsalargenumberofjuvenile
salmon.Drainssubstantiallyatlowtide.
x CottonwoodSouthSlough–Thislagoonisatacreekmouth.Sometimesitdrains,andsometimesitdoesn’t.Ithas
variablefishpresence.
(Pentec)Wehaven’tseenmanybirdsinthelagoons,justafewsandpipers.LookingattheABRmaps,thebirdsseemtobe
locatedatmoregravellyareasorattheheadsofthebaysthanothersites.
(Agency)CuriouswhatbirdsdoyouseeinmidͲsummerwhenABRisnotsurveying.
(Pentec)Thereareafewbirds,wedon’tseeherons,ternsormergansersthatwouldexploitthehighherringabundance.
(Pentec)Weseetinyflounderinthelagoonsandsomeeelgrasspatches.
(Agency)Isthistheonlyeelgrassinthearea?
(Pentec)No.
(Pentec)TheLagoonsseemquiteproductive.LagoonͲlikestructurescouldmaybebeconstructedtooffsetotherpotential
impactsattheportsite.
(Agency)Arethereanyrockyoutcropswithkelp?
(Pentec)Yes,alongthenorthsideofIliamnaBayassociatedwithsteepmountainsideslopes.
(Agency)IsPLPlookingatputtingtheroadinYvalleyinsteadofalongthecoast?
(PLP)PLPisstilljugglingwhichoptionwouldbebest.
(Pentec)Weuseda30’beachseineinthelagoonsinsteadofa120’beachseine.Thetwonetshaveasimilarcatch/unit
effort(asweshowedinTurnagainArm).Ingeneralwecatch:
x May–lotsofchum
x June–chumandpinkfryandotherspecies
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x JulyͲchumonly
x August–nochum
x OctobercaughttwoCohoinACPointLagoonin2007,butnonein2008.
x Thecatchseemstobeaffectedbyatemperature

DETAILEDREVIEWOFTHEANNUALAGENCYENVIRONMENTALPRESENTATIONFORMARINE
ORGANISMS–LITTORALSHORELINEUSEBYFISH
(Pentec)Thereisheavyusebysalmonids,flatfish,andforagefish
x Smelt–Thereareafair#ofadultsurfsmelt.Larvaearepresentinlatesummer.Theymayspawnheresomewhere,
butsurfsmeltspawnisdifficulttofind.
x SandLanceͲPresentinmodestnumbers.Weoccasionallybagacouplehundredinaschool.Theirpresenceis
spotty.Thereweremoreinthespring,thentheabundancedropsoff.Thespeciesswimsinsmalltightschools.
(Agency)Arethereanycapelinorgunnels?
(Pentec).SandlancesarebasicallyeverywherethereissandinAlaska,butthereislittlesandhabitatinIniskin/Iliamna
(Pentec)Thereareafewgunnels,andwecaughttwocapelin.Wehaven’tseenanyrainbowsmelt.Blackburncaught
capelinfartheroffshoreSandlancearebasicallyeverywherethereissandinAlaska,butthereisnorealsandhabitathere.
Ifthehabitatisrighttheywouldprobablybethere,butthereisnoobvioushabitatforthemhere.
(Pentec)ThetotalfishcatchwasdrivenbytheonelargesetofherringinMarchandinJune.November2008catcheswere
prettycomparabletoOctober2007catches.
(Pentec)PinksareusuallyprettymuchgoneherebySeptember
(Agency)Arepinkspresentinmoststreams?
(Pentec)Theyarepresentinmoststreamsthatyouwouldexpecttofindtheminhere,buttheyarenotveryabundantin
thenearshoreinthisarea.

DETAILEDREVIEWOFTHEANNUALAGENCYENVIRONMENTALPRESENTATIONFORMARINE
ORGANISMS–INTERTIDALINVERTEBRATES
(Pentec)Mysidsappeartobethedominantpelagicfeedingopportunity.Theyareamazinglyabundantinthebeachseines.
Welaythenetabout100’offshoreandpullitstraightin,thedepthvarieswiththetide.Theheaviestmysidcatcheshave
occurredinIliamnaBay.Weoftensetoverthemudflats.Mysidsaremuchmoreabundantinthebeachseinesthaninthe
trawls.Crangonistheopposite.
(Agency)DoyoutrawlfromMarchthroughNovember?
(Pentec)Yes
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DETAILEDREVIEWOFTHEANNUALAGENCYENVIRONMENTALPRESENTATIONFORMARINE
ORGANISMS–SUBTIDAL
(Pentec)Thegillnetsandtrammelnetsprimarilycatchdogfish,starryflounder,greenlingand(inMay)herring.Thetrawl
netscatchadiversityofspecies.ThereisahighabundanceofstarryflounderinIliamnaBayandyellowfinsoleinIniskin
Bay.Lotsofstarryflounderfeedalongtheleadingedgeofthefloodtidesoverthemudflats.Inthelatefalltrawlscatches
aredominatedbysnakepricklebacks,theyellowfinsolemoveout.Halibutstayabundantthroughlatesummer.
(Agency)Arethereanysaffroncod?
(Pentec)No.TherearePacificcodandPollock.
(Agency)NoSaffronCodinthefall?
(Pentec)No,therewereafewwalleyepollockonthelasttrip,butnocod.AbelugapairwasspottedinOctober,butwe
areunsurewhattheyareeating.
(Pentec)Therearesubtidalshrimpwhichmaybepossiblefoodforotters,therearealsosomehermitcrabswhichtheymay
alsoeatiftheyrunoutoftannercrab.TheshrimpdecreaseinJuneandJuly,butcomebackinAugustandshifttoalarger
size.Thejuvenilesmaygoouttodeeperwaterinearlysummerandinlatesummeradultsmaycomein.Therewerelotsof
fertilefemalesinthelatesummercatch.Therearealsolotsofpandalidsinsummer.
(Pentec)Tannercrabsmaybeincreasingovertimeinthearea.
(Agency)TheyhaverecentlyopenedupKachemakBaytannerfisheryforpersonaluse,whereasafewyearsagothetanners
haddisappeared.
(Pentec)Halibutliketofeedontannercrab.Thesportsfishingmaybetakingsomepredationpressureoffofthetanners.
Onehalibutthatwascaughthadover30crabinitsstomach.

DETAILEDREVIEWOFTHEANNUALAGENCYENVIRONMENTALPRESENTATIONFORMARINE
ORGANISMS–ESASPECIESOBSERVATIONS
(Pentec)TherewerealotofSteller’sEidersnearDiamondPointinMarch08.BelugawerepresentinOctoberthisyear
southofACpoint.
(Pentec)OttersweremorecommonlyseeninNovemberthanatothertimes


PLANSFOR2009
(Pentec)
1. Nearshore–wewanttobetterdefinewhat’spresentinwinterandearlyspring.WewilltrytosampleinFebruary
and/orMarchofnextyear.Agencymembersarewelcometocomealong.
2. NearshorebeachsamplingisplannedthroughJulytoseeifthisyear’slargecatchofherringwasananomaly
3. Repeatmappingofherringspawnareas,especiallyaroundPortSiteOnewherewefoundspawnthisyear.WE
wouldliketodetermineifitisaconsistent,repeatingoccurrence.
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4. Conductmoreworkonsubtidalrockybottomsneartheportconstructionsites
5. Conductmoresubsurfacesedimentsamplingusingdivers.
6. Conductmoredetailedinvestigationsoflagoons.
(Agency)Whatareyouanalyzingthesedimentfor?
(Pentec)Awiderangeofmetalsincludingcadmiumandmercury,andselectsamplesareanalyzedfororganics,butnot
PCBsorpesticides.
(Agency)Iaminterestedindioxins,that’saPAH.
(Pentec)WearetryingtomatchsedimentPAHprotocolwithCIRCAC–thelabsdifferalot.Wewantabaselinefingerprint
ofPAHpresenceinthearea.TherehavenotbeenanymanͲmadechemicalparameterssampledtodate,butwemaywant
toaddthemasbaseline.
(Pentec)Wearen’tsurewhattheeidersdowhentheiceisthere.Assoonastheiceisgonetheyreturn.
(Pentec)Eelgrassmappingmaybehelpful,eelgrassisimportanthabitat.Weseeareaswhereeelgrasswaspresentinthe
1970’sand90’s,butwasnotpresentinthe2004–2007studies;,someofthiseelgrasswasbackinthe2008studies.They
maydisappearfromicescourinsomeyears.
(Agency)Therhizomeoftheeelgrasswouldbeinthesediment,thewholeplantwouldn’tbetakenawayfromtheice
scour.
(Pentec)NextyearwehopetostartstudiesinFebruaryorMarch,butthisyearwehadtheboatreadyinFebruary,theice
justdidn’tletoutuntilmidMarch.InMayandJunewewilldobeachseiningandlookforjuvenilesalmonoutmigrationas
wellaslookingforsurfsmeltandjuvenileherring.Ifwefindalotofsurfsmeltwewilltrytogetasedimentsampleofwhat
wethinkisspawningsubstratetoseeifthereareanyeggsinthesubstrate.ThereisprotocolinWashingtonStatetocollect
substratesamplesforthispurpose.

AGENCYSUMMARYCOMMENTS
(Agency)SalmonmoveoutoflagoonsafterJune,probablybasedontemperature.ITmightbeinterestingtogather
temperaturedata.
(Pentec)Wearetryingtobetterunderstandwhatmakeslagoonsattractivetofish,whatdifferencethesillmakes,andto
studythewatervolumerelationtotemperatureratioanditsrelationshiptofreshwaterinput.Salinityisnotasdramatically
loweraftersnowmelteffectisgoneaswewouldhaveexpected.Thelagoonsaregreatsticklebackfactories.
(Agency)Lotsofpointswereraisedatthelastmeeting,weneedtoreviewhowthosewereaddressed.

(Agency)Weneedtoknowtheprojectdesignbeforewereallyknowwhatstudiesneedtobedone.
(Agency)Hydrocousticmonitoringshouldbeconsideredasapossibilityformonitoring.
(Pentec)Hydrocousticmonitoringwouldshowthedistributionoffishinthewatercolumnasdothegillandtrammelnet
studies.
(Agency)Hydrocousticmonitoringcouldalsocoveralargerareaoverashortperiodoftime.
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(Pentec)Itrequiresgroundtruthingtofigureoutwhatyouarelookingat.
(Agency)JohnPiatthasdonealotofhydrocousticworkinKachemakBayforforagefishandittakesalotofpracticeto
developthesignatureofwhatyouareseeing.
(Agency)LGIisdoingitforaCoalProjectandtheyaregettingbetterovertime.Theyaregettingabetterpictureovera
largerarea.Idon’tknowifitcouldbedoneinthewinterwhich,accordingtoABR,isthecriticaltimeforESAspecieshere.
(Agency)Whatothermolluscswerefound?
(Pentec)thedominantpreyforbirdswasMacomabalthica.InthedeepermudtherearesomefairlyabundantMya
truncataandcockles.ThereareafewotherMacomaspeciesassociatedwiththebouldersandcobbles.Indeeperwater
thereisYoldiaandMacoma
(Agency)Winterducksstayclosetoshoretofeedtoconservetheirenergy.
(Pentec)Crangonseemlikethebestcaloricintakebetforwintereiders
(Agency)WhataboutmidͲwatertrawls?
(Pentec)Wehavepulledtheottertrawlinmidwaterbutdidn’tcatchanything.
(Pentec)Winterworkisaproblem.Netsgetfrozeninorcatchlargevolumesofice.

MONITORINGREQUIREMENTS
(Agency)Wearelookingtomonitorchangeinenvironmentalcomponentsduetoeffectoftheactionvs.naturalvariability.
WewillbeaskingforBACCImonitoring.Theagencywantswellbeyondwhat’srequiredbyNEPA.AfairlyrigorousBACCI
approachforthreeyearswithreferencesites.WehavebeenaskingforBACCImonitoringsinceearlyinthegameandwant
youtostartdoingitnow.
(PLP)UnderwhatauthoritywouldBACCIberequired.Itisnotusuallyrequiredaspartofaprojectmonitoringprogram.
(Agency)Duetothesizeoftheproject,thescaleofthemine,andthelargestsockeyerunontheplanetwewillrequirea
veryrobuststudy.Thesestakesaremuchhigherthanotherprojectsandwhatisrequiredforthisprojectmaynothave
precedent.TheauthorityisundertheMagnusonActforESAconsultation.
(Pentec)Ihaveahardtimeenvisioninghowyouwoulddothatattheportsite.
(Agency)Itmightbehardattheportsite,butyoucertainlycanattheminesite.
(PLP)Itisnoteasytosetupreferencestationsforeithersite.
(Agency)BACCIisfairlypowerfulforecologicalcomparisons.Iagreeitismoredifficultattheport.
(PLP)Itisdifficultattheminesitetoo,butthatisadiscussionforadifferentTWG.
(Pentec)Therewillbesubstantialphysicalstructurechangesattheportincludingprobablyfillanddredging.Wecan
describewhatistherenowandmonitorforwhatisthereafterthechangesaremade.Whatismostimportantishowthe
changesaffectthelongtermpopulationsbylookingatthevariabilityinthedata.
(Agency)BACCIwouldprovideearlysignalsofchange.
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(PLP)Itisnotjustanissueofprecedent,itisalsoanissueoffindingsuitablereferencesites.BACCIisanagendaiteminand
ofitself.ITisnotaquicktopictodiscuss.
(Agency)ItwouldbehelpfultogettheBACCIdiscussionfleshedoutbeforewegomuchfurther.


ACTIONITEMS
AskABRifaerialsurveysevershowschoolsoffish. 





























PLP

NEXTMEETING
StudyPlansshouldbedistributedforreviewinJanuary.AsubsequentmeetingwouldbeheldinFebruary.
ItmaybehelpfultodiscussBACCIfurtheratthenextmeeting.
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TechnicalWorkingGroup–MarineBirdandMammalTWG
PebbleProject
November21,2008
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
DraftMinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)
PRESENT:

AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
MichaelRehberg(ADF&G)(SittinginforBobSmall)
BarbaraMahoney(NMFS)
LeahDurocher(USACE)
EllenLance(USFWS)
BillLarned(USFWS)
DouglasBurn(USFWS/MMM)
JeanZodrow(EPA)(byphone)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)

BrianLawhead(ABR)
AdrianGall(ABR)
RobertDay(ABR)

PROPOSEDAGENDA

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Introductions
ReviewAgenda
Reviewofprotocols/guidelines
FormalSelectionofLead
ClarificationofCharacterizationoftheAffectedEnvironmentforNEPAandpretermmonitoringandhow
thatrelatestostudiesatPebble
ClarificationthatinputataTWGmeetingdoesnotexcludefurtherinputorchangeofdirectionafterdata
isdevelopedandreleased.
2009StudyPlandeliveryandcommentschedule
PresentationbyABR???
SettingtheagendaandinformationpacketforthenextTWGmeeting
o ABRconsultant’sissuesneedingTWGinput
o Agencies’issuestoclarifyforinputintothe2009StudyPlans
o InformationneedsforthenextTWGmeeting
o Settingadateforthenextmeeting
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ADMINISTRATIVE
x Theagendawasreviewed
x Itwasstatedthatthegoalwastohavetheminuteswritten,distributedandreviewedforpostingonthe
webwithinonemonthofthemeeting.
x Thecontactmatrixisbeingupdatedandwillbesentout.
x ScottMacleanwasappointedinterimlead.Hewouldlikesomeonetoleadthegroupwhohasastronger
backgroundonthesubject.PLPstressedthatleadershipskillsarethemostimportantskillsforalead.
CHARACTERIZATION/MONITORING
(PLP)PLPwouldliketoclarifythetypesofdataitiscollectingtofacilitatefuturediscussions.Thedata
collectedtodatehavebeencollectedforsitecharacterization.Thedataaremeanttobeusedtowritethe
AffectedEnvironmentsectionofaNEPA(EIS)document.BecauseNEPAcallsthis“baselineinformation,”PLP
hasalsobeenreferringtothisdataasbaselinedata,leadingtosomeconfusion.PLPistryingtoavoidany
furtheruseoftheword"baseline"tominimizeconfusion.Toscientists,"baseline"meanssomething
quantifiablethatcanbeusedforcomparisonwithdatacollectedduringoperationstoseeiftherehavebeen
anyimpacts.Thatwasnottheexplicitintentofthedatathatwehavecollectedtodate,althoughPLPhopes
thatsomeofthesedatawillbeusefulformonitoringpurposesaswell.PLPisfinishingupthe
characterizationphaseandmovingintomonitoring,whichwillbeusedforcomparativepurposeswithdata
collectedafteroperationsbegin,butthistermiscausingconfusionaswell.Somepeopleinterpret
monitoringdatatobethedatacollectedduringoperations.PLPconsidersdatacollectedpriortooperations
fortheintentofcomparingitwithmonitoringdatacollectedduringoperationstoalsobe‘monitoringdata’.
Forthesakeofclaritywewillstartcallingit‘pretermmonitoring’.
(PLP)Thisisanewchangeintheuseoftheterms,andtheclarificationofuseoftermsneedstobe
incorporatedbytheconsultantsinthefutureaswell.TherearetimeswhenPLPandtheconsultantare
hopingthatthecharacterizationdatamaybeusefulformonitoringaswell,andweneedtobeclearerin
statingthosecircumstances.
(Agency)Consultantsneedtobecleareronwhatischaracterizationandwhatispretermmonitoring.
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NONͲBINDINGINPUT
(PLP)PLPwouldalsoliketoclarifythatweareaskingforspeculativeinputatthistime.Weareawarethat
youdonothavethedatafromthestudiesdonetodatetolearnhowtheyareworking.Wefullyexpectthat,
asthedatabecomeavailableandtheagenciescompletetheirreview,theagenciesmayhavenewinputor
wanttochangetheirmindaboutpreviousrecommendations.Thereisnothingbindingaboutanyofthe
recommendationsyoumakeduringtheTWGmeetings—youalwayscanrefineyourinputbasedondataas
theybecomeavailable.PLPistryingtoestablishopendialogueandsetstudiesupasbestaspossible.
STUDYPLANS
(PLP)Inresponsetothecommentsfromtheagenciesthatstudyplanswerenotavailableforreviewuntiltoo
lateintheseason,PLPhasscheduleditsbudgetreviewprocessearlierintheyear,allowingconsultants
opportunitytodeveloptheirstudyplansearlier.WeexpectstudyplanstobereadysometimeinJanuary.At
theSteeringCommittee,itwasdiscussedthattheagenciesshouldhaveonemonthtoreviewthestudyplans
priortohavingaTWGmeetingtodiscussthem.Itwouldbehelpfuliftheagenciesputtheirrequestsfor
changestothestudyplansinwritingalongwiththeirrationaleforthechange.PLPwillrespondinwritingto
commentsonthestudyplanswithinapproximately2weeksoftheTWGmeeting,explainingwhichrevisions
arebeingincorporatedand,whenrevisionsarenotbeingincorporated,thereason(s)whythosesuggestions
werenotincorporated.Therecanbefurtherdiscussiononthestudyplansandproposedrevisionsat
subsequentTWGmeetings.
POTENTIALPROJECTDESIGN
x Abriefreviewofthepotentialportprojectdesignwasprovidedforthegroup,althoughitwasclarified
thatPLPhasnotyetfinalizeditsdesignfortheport.
o Therearetwopotentialroadroutesunderconsideration;onethroughthe"YValley"andone
involvingmorefillalongtheeasterncoastofIliamnaBay,similartotheroadrealignment
constructionthatwasdonenearGirdwoodseveralyearsago.
o Theoreconcentrateprobablywillbetransportedtotheportinaslurrypipeline.
o Theconcentratewouldneedtobedewatered,andthewaterwouldbepipedbacktothemine
site.
o ApowerlineprobablywillbebroughtoverfromtheKenaiPeninsula.
o YearͲroundshippingwilloccur,withuptoseveralshipsaday.
o Helicoptersarenotexpectedtobeamajorcomponentofoperations.
o Aportmancampisapossibility,butitslocationandsizeareundecided.
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o Suppliestobebroughtinthroughtheportinclude,fuel,concentratereagents,andother
generalsupplies.
o Submarineblastingisnotanticipatedduringconstruction.
“TAKE”PERMITS
(ABR)Outof26helicopterͲbasedsurveys,therewere9,900cumulativeSeaOtters.Thehighestcount/survey
wasapproximately1,400otters.
(Agency)NMFSandUSFWSmayrequire"IncidentalTake"authorizationundertheMarineMammalProtection
Act(MMPA).
(Agency)Youcan’tbepileͲdrivingorcreatingnoisewithoutalargesafetyzoneofabout2000’.Ifmarine
mammalscomewithinthatsafetyzone,itwillbenecessarytostopworkuntilthemarinemammalleavesagain.
(Agency)Permitscouldallow“take,”whichincludesharassment;althoughthereisaprovisionforlethaltake,
applicantsseldomapplyforthis.
(Agency)Thereisathresholdforunderwaternoisebutnotforabovewaternoise.AtthePortofAnchorage
(primaryconcernBelugaWhales),thereisa160ͲdBthresholdfornoiseinwater.Theyhavecreatedan
attenuationmapofthenoisebasedonsubstrate,waterdepth,andthefrequencyofthenoisesource.
(Agency)ForSeaOtters,thereisagreaterconcernabouttheeffectsofaboveͲwaternoise.AboveͲwaternoise
couldalsoharasssealsthathavehauledoutinthearea,suchastheydoaroundthemouthofIniskinBay.There
isnotasetlevelorresearchaboutthresholdsforaboveͲwaternoise,whichdoesnottravelasfaroutofwateras
itdoesunderwater.
(Agency)IfanoisecausesaSeaOttertoalteritsbehavior,suchasraisingitshead,thatmightbeconsidereda
"take"undertheMarineMammalProtectionAct.
(Agency)TakeisdefinedundertheMMPAas“harass,hunt,capture,orkill,ortoattempttoharass,hunt,
captureorkill”anymarinemammal.Theterm“harassment”meansanyactofpursuit,torment,orannoyance
which:1)hasthepotentialtoinjureamarinemammal(LevelA);or2)hasthepotentialtodisturbamarine
mammalbycausingdisruptionofbehavioralpatterns,including,butnotlimitedto,migration,breathing,
nursing,breeding,feeding,orsheltering.
(Agency)It’shardtoprovedefinitivelythatthereasontheotterlifteditsheadwasduetothenoise.Ifthere
wereseveralottersresting,orsleeping,andtheyallsuddenlyswamtoanotherbay,thatwouldbeaclearͲcut
caseofharassment(i.e.,"take").
(Agency)TheMMPAhasaprohibitionon"take";therestoftheactisalistofexemptionssuchassubsistence,
research,andcommercialfishing.Thereareacoupleofwaystoauthorizeanincidentaltake.
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(Agency)InthecaseofanESAͲlistedmarinemammal,thetwostatutes(ESAandMMPA)intersect.Whichever
actismoreprohibitivetrumpstheotheract.ANESApermitcanbeauthorizedforthelifeofaproject,whereas
aMMPAPermitcanbefor1yearorfor5years.
(Agency)TheUSFWScan’tauthorizeaSeaOtterincidentaltakeunlessithasalsobeenauthorizedunderthe
MMPA.(ThesameistrueforNMFSandbelugasandsealions.)Thiswouldbeaninterestingcasetodoajoint
rulingformultiplespecieswithalongͲtermcommitment.
(Agency)BirdsfallunderESAonly,so,iftheMMPAauthorizationwereinplacefirst,wecouldwritebirdsand
otterstogetherinthesamepermit.IftheMMPAauthorizationhadnotalreadybeencompleted,wecouldwrite
theESAauthorizationjustforthebirdsandleaveaplaceͲholdertoaddintheottersaftertheMMPA
authorization.
(Agency)Thetwoauthorizations(ESAandMMPA)havedifferentprocesses.MMPAispublishedinthefederal
registerandisassociatedwithaNEPAprocessandsubsequentEAand/orEIS.ESAdoesnotgothroughthe
NEPAprocess.
(Agency)NMFSpullsoutsectionsofanapplicant’sNEPAdocumentforuseintheMMPApermitting.
(Agency)USFWSpermits:TheoneͲyearoptionisanIncidentalHarassmentauthorization(IHA),whichdoesnot
requirearesponsetocomments.ThefiveͲyearoptiondoesrequiretheextraeffortofaresponsetocomments,
buttheeffortisworthnothavingtoreissueapermiteveryyear.
(Agency)Inthecaseofincidentaltake,theMMPAtrumpstheESA,butyouarestillrequiredtogetanESA
permit.
(Agency)Whenyoulookatthehistoryofregulations,thisintersectionwasnotaddressedandthereisaspecial
FederalRegisternoticeexplainingwhybothareneeded.IfyouneedanESAincidentalͲtakepermit,youmust
haveaMMPApermitinplacefirst.Thetwostandardsareoutofwhack,buttheAgencieshavemadenoefforts
tobringthemintobetteralignment.
(Agency)YoucouldusethesameinformationforthebiologicalevaluationfortheNEPAprocessinanMMPA
permitasisusedfortheESApermitBiologicalAssessment.Thereareafewdifferencestoaddin,suchas
cumulativeeffects.
(Agency)AnESAincidentalͲtakepermitallowstheactivitytogoforwardbutminimizestheimpact,sets
conditions,setsmonitoringrequirements,andalsogivestheUSFWSinformationaboutthespeciestohelpin
subsequentdeterminations.TheprocesscanbemutuallybeneficialbetweenindustryandUSFWS.USFWShas
14informationneedsitrequiresaspartofthepermitapplicationthatispublishedintheFederalRegister.
(Agency)AnMMPAincidentalͲtakepermitmayberequiredforconstructionandoperations.TheUSFWSESA
incidentalͲtakepermitmayalsoberequired,dependingontheoutcomeofthebiologicalopinion.
(Agency)RequestsforIncidentalHarassmentauthorizations(IHA)undertheMMPAarepublishedwithin45
daysofreceiptofacompleteapplication;thereare30daysforpubliccommentand45daysafterpublic
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commenttoissueadecision.(AfiveͲyearpermitmayhavealongerassociatedprocess.)Ifconstructionis
anticipatedtostartinabouttwoyears,theapplicationprocessforincidentaltakepermitsshouldstartnow.
(Agency)Acombinedeffortmaybebeneficial;maybethereisprecedentinCaliforniawithsealionsorFlorida
withmanatees.
(Agency)TherealsoistheMigratoryBirdTreatyActtoconsider.
(Agency)TheMMPAprocessusuallyneedstoprecedetheESAprocess.
(Agency)ObserversareoneconditionthatmayberequiredintheincidentalͲtakepermitstominimizeimpacts.
Noblastingwouldbeallowedwheneiderswerewithinadistanceofapproximately¼mileoftheblastingsite
(notsureofthatdistance—USFWSalsouses400mattimes).
(Agency)USFWSandNMFScouldscheduleaseparatemeetingtodiscussthepossibilityofajointincidentalͲ
takepermitprocess.TheresearchdoneforNEPAshouldbeadequateforbothpermits.
(Agency)WearenotsurewhatlevelofsoundaffectsSeaOtterswhentheyareabovewater.Weknowthatnoise
disturbsseaotters,butwedon’thaveathresholdsoundlevelthatelicitsadisturbanceresponse.

(Agency)Ifyouaresurveyingottersatakelpforestwithaninflatableboatandalowlevelmotorgoingslowly,
theotterswillstarttospyhop,dive,andswimaway,butwearenotsureifthisisavisualresponseoranaudio
response.Ashippingcorridorislikelytoresultinsomelevelofharassment.Abufferrouteofperhapsa
kilometeroneithersidemaybeneededtobecoveredforincidentaltake.
(ABR)WildlifetourboatshavenotappliedforincidentaltakeauthorizationundertheMMPA.
(Agency)Underincidentalharassment,youdon’tneedanincidentaltakepermitaslongasyouneverhavea
"take".Ihaveheardstoriesofaspecificcruiseship/trimaranthatblaststhroughtheicewherethereare
femaleswithpups,butUSFWSsofarhasnotissuedanycitationsfortakeofseaotters.Wecouldsendan
undercoveragenttoissueacitation,oriftheyappliedforanincidentaltakepermit,wecouldsetconditions;
then,iftheyfollowedconditions,itwouldbeok,andiftheyignoredtheconditions,theywouldbeliable.
(Agency)Thereare14permittinginformationneedsthatyoucanaccessontheNMFSwebpage.Anotherway
toapproachdetermininginformationneedswouldbetostartfillingoutadraftapplicationform.
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MARINEMAMMALS
(ABR)SeaOttersareinthebaysbythesitemostlyinmiddleandlatewinter.SealpuppingoccursmidͲMayto
lateJune.
(Agency)Aretimingwindowsforblastingatthesiteapossibility—wherenoblastingwouldbeallowedduring
winter?
(PLP)Itisnotfeasibletohaveaseasonalwindowofnoactivity;it’stoobigofaconstructionproject.Theyneed
tobeabletoworkyearround.
(Agency)AerialsurveysofseaottershavedemonstratedchangesindistributionassociatewiththetidesatPort
Moller.Atlowtide,theanimalswouldbefurtherfromshore.
(ABR)SeaOttersmoveintothebaysinnumbersinwinter;theymostlyusetheIniskinIslands,whichlieabout½
milefromthepotentialportsite.Nosurveysweredonefartheroffshore(e.g.,overpossibleshippinglanes)for
safetyreasons.
(ABR)HelicopterͲbasedmarineͲmammalsurveyswereconductedwithin2hoursoneithersideofhightide;no
surveysshowinghabitatuseatlowtide,althoughHarborSealshauloutprimarilyatlowtide.
(Agency)Itmightbehelpfultosurveyalongtheshippingrouteanddocumentotterpresenceinthatarea.
Otterstypicallyprefershallowwater.
(Agency)AproposaltodesignateCriticalHabitatforSeaOttersisexpectedtobedeliveredtotheFederal
RegisterbythisFriday.ThereshouldbeafinaldecisionbyOctober1,2009.CriticalHabitatinthe
Iliamna/IniskinBayareaswilllikelybebasedonwaterdepth.Biologicalfeaturesessentialforconservationmay
requirespecialmanagementconsideration.Featuresmayincludeareathatprovidecoverand/orshelterfrom
predatorssuchasKillerWhaleswhichcanheavilyimpactotterpopulations.
(Agency)TheServicewillbeproposing5criticalhabitatunitsforthispopulationofotters.Theunitthe
potentialportsiteisinisnotanareathathashadadramaticdecline.Thequestionwouldbe,dotheactivities
affectthefunctionalityoftheprotectivenatureofthishabitat?TomakeanadverseͲmodificationcallonthe
potentialproject,itwouldmeanthattheactivitywouldaffectthewholepopulation,notjustthecriticalhabitat
unit.ThefactthattheremaybeCriticalHabitatinthisareamayormaynothavealargeimpactonthisproject.
Thereisabouta1500Ͳmilerangeofotterhabitat.Thismanagementunitlikelymeetsthecriteriaofbeing
recovered.Thereisapotentialfor"take"ifthelossofhabitatwouldresultintherebeingnowhereelsewhere
theycouldliveorfeed.
(Agency)Ottersforageuptodepthsof100mmaximum,althoughtheyprefer40morless.Ifitisanenclosed
bay,theymayfeedatdeeperdepths,buttheyespeciallyprefershallowdepthsinexposedwaters.Alikely
permitconditioncouldbethat,asvesselsapproachshallowerwater,theymustslowdown.
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(Agency)TherearealotofboatstrikesintheharboratHomer.Itisprobablysomefunctionofspeed.The
boatersareprobablyassumingthattheotterswilldiveastheyapproach,buttheydon’t.Boatstrikesprobably
arelessofafactorforbiggerboats,whichmovemoreslowly.
(Agency)WeconductedastudyinKachemakBay,puttingradiotransmitterson44ottersin2007.Itwasa
cooperativeeffortwiththeKachemakBayResearchReserve.Thereareabout36transmittersthatwerenot
usedinthatstudythatarebeingkeptinstorage.Itmaybepossibletoputtogetheracaptureprojectinthis
areatomonitorotterhabitatuseandmovements.Theradioslastabout2years.TheyareVHFandhavetobe
implantedsurgicallyinthebodycavity.Thefurandtissueattenuatethesignal,sotheycannotbetrackedby
satellite—theyrequireaerialtracking.Theyhavecoloredflippertagsforvisualidentification.Theremaybe
opportunityforcollaborationbetweenUSGSandUSFWS.Thepermitsforcapturearealreadyinplace.The
abundantnumbersofanimalsattheIniskinIslandsmayaccommodatetheircapturefortagging.Thestudy
wouldhelptodetermineiftheottersareusingtheshelteredareainwinterandKamishakBayinsummer.It
alsowouldhelptodetermineiftheyarecominginandoutofthebaysdailyoriftheywereresidentthereinthe
winter.Therearealotofmarineorganismsintheareatoserveasfoodforalotofanimals.
(Agency)Therearetimeswhenflightstotrackottersareextremelylimitedbydaylight.
(Agency)Insomestudies,wearefindingottersatcertainlocationsonlyatnight.Otterscanfeedatnightif
thereisalotofforagingcompetitionorscarcityoffoodduringtheday.
(ABR)Thestudycouldprovideinsightsfortheprobabilityofinteractionbetweenottersandships.Itwouldtell
usiftheymoveofftheislandseverydaytoforageacrosstheshippinglanes.Theremaybesomeopportunity
forschedulingshipstemporallyorseasonallytoavoidtheotters.
(Agency)Theremaybepotentialtotriangulateonradiosvs.flyingoverbyputtingareceiveratthepotential
portsiteandseveralotherlocations.Itwouldbecheaperthanflying.Whetherornotweneedaplanedepends
onhowtightthereceptionisdespitetheattenuation.Itwouldprovideanellipseoflocationinformation,rather
thanexactlocationsthataredependentonvisuallylocatingcoloredfintags.
(ABR)Anellipsewouldstillbehelpfulfordeterminingthetimeofpresence.
(Agency)ThedatacollectedsofarhavereallyimprovedourunderstandingofhowottersusewesternCook
Inlet.Theinformationfromthestudieshasalreadybeenextremelyuseful.
EIDERS
(Agency)Wehaven’tdiscussedeidersmuch.
(ABR)Theyarealsoinbothbays.InIniskinBay,theyareneartheheadofthebayintheareaapproachingthe
port.
(Agency)Thereisalotofgoodfoodinthereforthem.
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(ABR)ItishardtodoboatͲbasedstudiesinthatareaofIniskinBay—theboatworkisperilous.InIliamnaBay,
theyappeartolikeacobbleͲbottomareathemost.Itmaybeassociatedwithadifferenceinfoodsources
betweensites.
(Agency)Thelistedpopulationistanking,sotechniquessuchastelemetryaretooriskytoapply.Concernsfor
eiderswillinclude:collisionwithinfrastructureandpetroleumhydrocarbonsassociatedwiththeport.Someof
thefirstoildiscoveredinAlaskawasintheIniskinPeninsula.Ifhydrocarbonsarenaturallyoccurringinthearea,
youshouldtakePAHsamplesinsediments,water,andmusselstodocumentthenaturalpresenceand
backgroundlevels.
(Agency)Approximately60kmsouthoftheprojectsite,insouthernKamishakBay,iswheremosteidersinthe
CookInletpopulationspendtheirtime.Theyareapopulationvulnerabletospills.
(Agency)Doestheprojectintendtodooilspilltrajectorywork?
(PLP)Yes,italreadyisunderway.

NEXTMEETING
(ABR)Therewillbeno2009MarineWildlifeStudyPlanbecausethestudieshavetemporarilybeenputonhold.
(Agency)Isthereneedforanothermeetingthen?Isthereanylikelihoodthatfutureprojectswillbefunded?
(PLP)Yes,theprobabilityoffuturestudiesishigh.Wewanttomakesuretheyaretherightstudiesfirst.We
alsohadtodelaysomestudiesduetobudgetconstraints,butwewilllikelydotheminfutureyears.
ACTIONITEMS
AskABRifaerialsurveysevershowschoolsoffish.
EllenLanceneedscopiesofthepresentationandamapoftheportsitearea.















PLP
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TechnicalWorkingGroup–SteeringCommittee
PebbleProject
May19,2009–9:00AMto2:00PM
AtwoodBuildingRoom602

DraftMinutescompiledbyDaveCasey(USACE),AndreaMeyer(ADNR)andTomCrafford(ADNR)

I.

Present:
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
BudRice(NPS)
TomCrafford(ADNR)
DougLimpinsel(NOAAͲNMFS)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
MikeDaigneault(ADF&G)
JohnPavitt(EPA)
DaveCasey(USACE)
KatieMcCafferty(USACE)
KenTaylor(PLP)

Public:
TimTroll(TNC)
DougWachob(TNC)



II.

ProposedAgenda:

PeragreementatthelastSteeringCommitteemeetingonMarch26,2009thismeetingisto
focusonareviewanddiscussionoftheTWGProtocolsandGuidelines(Protocols).Acomputer
andprojectorwillbeavailabletodisplayandcaptureedits&commentsontheProtocols.
AgendaitemsprecedingtheTWGProtocolsDiscussionareintendedtoprimarilybebrief
informationalitems.
x
x
x
x

CalltoOrder
20090326Minutes(?)
PLP–ProjectUpdate/Developments
o Summer2009Activities
o 2009StudyPlans–status?
March19,2009“Über”TWGAgencyMtg.waspostponed
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

PLPresponseto3/16/09FishTWG’sDRAFTStudyObjectives/RecommendationsDoc(emailed
toSCmembers)
W.Dist.Am.FisheriesSoc.Resolutionre:Pebble
AdditionalItems?
TWGProtocolsReview&Discussion
NewActionItems
NextSteeringCommitteeMeeting–when?
PublicComment



ProjectUpdate:
ProjectUpdateonPLP’sWork:
(PLP)
x KenTaylorisoutrightnow.
x ReachedagreementwithF&Gonsomeresearchsitesthatcouldn’tgethammeredoutwithAPC
(NativeCorp.)onfishtowerssotowerswillgetputin.F&Grollcouldhavebeenadvisoryin
naturebutitseemslikethey’llstillbeengaged.
x TNCdoingsomefishstudiesinAugust2009outsideofminesite.
x InformationcollectedonBelugawhaleshasbeenprovidedtoNMFS.
x TraceMetalinAquaticinvertebrateshasbeenreleased.

(Agency)
x Therewillbesomeexplorationdrillingforsummermuchreducedoverlastcoupleofyears.
x Condemnationdrillingalsoslatedfor2009.Drillingto11boreholesto~7,000ft.nearFrying
PanLakeandtothesouthwest,too.
x UnderstandingisPLP’sbudgetprocessshouldproduceinlateͲJuly,adecisionregardingthe
go/noͲgoforgeotechdrillingslatedforAugͲSep2009.

ProjectUpdateonAgencyWork&GeneralInquiries:
(Agency)ShouldanewTWGforsubsistencebesetup?
(PLP)ͲGoodidea,wecould.

(Agency)ADF&Gconductingbrownbearsurveysnow.PlannedcompletioninJune2009.Nextyear
(2010)radiocollaringwilloccur.


March19,2009AgencyMeeting:
(Agency)Duetounforeseenevents,thereisnotreallyanyactionoccurring.Nexttaskwouldbeto
reschedulethenextmeeting.

(Agency)Doesn’tliketheterm“Uber”wouldlikeanothername.

(Agency)Cando;didnotintendcauseoffense.(suggestedͲͲseniorlevelmanagementorsenior
managerialstaff)
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FishTWG’sDraftStudyRecommendationsDocument:
(Agency)PLPprovidedaresponseon3/16/09FishTWG’sdraftdocument.

(Agency)FWS/NPSwrotejointlettertoDNRsupportingFishTWG’sdraftdocument.

(Agency)SawinPLP’sresponseathemesabout:
1. Obtainingalevelofcertaintyinhighconfidenceintervalsisdifficultandwouldliketohavea
discussionaboutthis
(Agency)–Feelstheconfidenceintervalscanbeobtainedatareasonableexpense.
2. Findingcomparableprojects

(Agency)DNRreceivedaresolutionfromtheWesternDistrictoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietythat
wasdistributedtoamixofagencies.

(Agency)ADF&Ghasanewemployee,RonBenkertwhowilllikelyleadseveralTWGsfortheagency.
He’sJeffEstensen’sreplacement.

(Agency)DEChasanewemployeeforthesteeringcommittee,AllanNakanishiwhoisreplacingDavid
Johnson.He’llbeinvitedtonextmeeting.


PLPUpdatecontinued:
(PLP)KenTaylorarrivedandspokeaboutthereleaseoftheengineeredmineplan.PLPisrefining10Ͳ
11alternativesinto2or3.TheyplannedforaJuly2009releasebutthescheduleslippedtoSeptember
2009.AfterthemineplanisreleasedPLPhaspromisedtotakethemineplantothepublicfor6months
toexplainitandgatherfeedbackbeforeanyapplicationsarefiled.Sowiththisschedule,application
couldbefiledinspring2010(MarchͲApril).


UpcomingSteeringCommitteeMeeting
Nextmeeting–August19thCancelled–TentativelyOctober27,Tuesday.
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TWGGuidelinesReview&Discussion

PEBBLEPROJECT
DRAFTREVISEDTWGPROTOCOLGUIDELINES
1. TWGPurpose
Tofacilitateopen,nonͲbindingdiscussionamongstbetweenstateandfederalagenciesandthePLP
regardingthescientificandtechnicalaspectsofenvironmentalandprojectdesignstudiesinpreparation
forNEPAandsubsequentprojectpermitting.TWGswillnotfunctionasaarenotconsensusordecisionͲ
makingauthorityauthoritiesnordotheyestablishpolicy;TWGmemberswillprovidecommentsand
ideasforPLPandtheotheragencymemberstoconsiderregardingthescopeofstudies,geographical
extent,andmethods.ParticipationbyanAgencyintheTWGsisvoluntaryandprocessdoesnot
constituteapprovalbythatAgencyofPLPplansorstudiesandinnowayTWGparticipationdoesnot
limitfutureAgencyroles,authoritiesorparticipationintheNEPAorpermittingprocess.

2. Objectives
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Identifyadditionalinformationofinterest
Reviewandcommentonongoingandproposedactivitiesforapplicability,technicalmerit,and
adequacy
Suggestadditionalstudiesand/ormodificationstoongoingstudiesforconsideration
Identifyandaddressspecificissues
Seekissueclarification
Summarizediscussions
Coordinatestudyefforts
3.

3.1

3.2

TWGOperatingProtocols

MemberSelection
3.1.1 Federalandstateagencieswithjurisdictionandregulatoryresponsibilitieswill
assignmemberswithexpertiseontheassociateddiscipline;PLPtoidentify
identifiesstaffand/orconsultantswithappropriateexpertise.
3.1.2 Thereistobeonememberrepresentingeachagency.Ifapprovedbythe
SteeringCommittee,aAgencieswithmorethanonemajordivisionrelevantto
theTWGdisciplinemayassignoneTWGmemberforeachdivision.
3.1.3 TWGgroupsizetoremainrelativelysmalltofunctioneffectively.Preferablyless
than10members;howeverspecifictopicsmayrequirelargergroups.
3.1.4 MemberswillendeavortodevoteadequatetimetotheTWG.

MeetingAttendanceandParticipation
3.2.1 AdditionalagencyorPLPtechnicalpersonnelmayattendmeetings.
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3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

3.2.5

3.3

3.3.3

3.4
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NonͲmemberagencyorPLPrepresentationmaybeasked,atthediscretionof
thelead,torefrainfromactiveparticipationduringthemeetingtohelpkeep
discussionontrackparticularlyifthegroupsizeisgettingunwieldyorifthe
individualslackexpertise.
Teleconferencingandvideoconferencingaretoolsthatmaybeutilizedtobetter
accommodatememberswhoarenotlocatedinAnchorage.
TWGsarenotapublicforum.Publicpresencewillbeaccommodatedwith
opportunitytospeakattheendofeachmeeting.Theleadwilldesignatea
specifictimeforpubliccommentateachmeeting.
Theleadmaychoosetoallowlimitedpublicparticipationduringthemeeting,
forthepurposeofissueclarification;inthisevent,allinteractionwiththepublic
shouldtakeplacethroughthelead.
TheTWGleadandPLPmaymutuallyagreetoinviteguestparticipants.

3.2.6

MeetingFrequency
3.3.1 Meetingswillbescheduledonanasneededbasis,asdeterminedataprevious
TWGmeetingorassetbytheTWGlead.
3.3.2 PLPorAgencymembersmaycontacttheTWGleadtorequestameeting.
TWGswillconsideraminimumofquarterlymeetingswhenappropriate

RolesandResponsibilities
3.4.1 EachTWGwillidentifyaleadfromitsagencymembers:
3.4.1.1 TheleadshouldbechosenonabilitytowillmanagetheteamTWG
meetingandkeepdiscussionontrack.
3.4.1.2 ATWGmaychooserequesttohaveathirdpartyfacilitatortokeepthe
discussionontrack,iffundingisavailableanditisthewillofthegroup,.
subjecttoapprovalbytheSteeringCommitteeandtheavailabilityof
funding.
3.4.1.3 TheleadwillnotifyTWGmembersofupcomingmeetings

3.4.1.63
Theleadwillsolicitanddistributetopicsfordiscussiontopicsfor
eachmeeting/agenda

3.4.1.4 Theleadwillsetthemeetingtimeandlocation,ensuremeetingroom
availability,andensureteleconferencingorvideoconferencing
accommodationsareinplaceifneeded,andnotifyTWGmembers.
3.4.1.5 InformationneededforaTWGmeetingshouldbeprovidedaminimum
of2weeksinadvance.TheTWGleadmayreschedulethemeetingif
informationisnotreceivedintime.

3.4.1.56
Theleadwillensurecopiesofpreviousmeetingsminutesare
availableforallmembers
3.4.1.6 Theleadwillsolicitanddistributetopicsfordiscussionforeach
meeting/agenda
3.4.1.7 TheTWGleadwillbethecontactpersonforpublicinputandwill
distributepublicinputtothegroup
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3.4.2

TWGswillberequestedtoinitiallydetermineanddocumenttheobjectivesand
scopeoftheirgroup.Thesewillbeincludedintheirminutesforpostingonthe
webandmayalsobepostedonthewebpagewiththeTWGtitle.


Lookatmovingthissectionabovepreviousone.
3.4.3 TWGTheSteeringCommittee
3.4.3.1 ATWGTheSteeringCommittee,composedofprimary
leadsrepresentativesfromparticipatingstateandfederalagencies,andPLP,will
convenegenerallymeetonatleastaquarterlybasis.initially,andthenas
frequentlyasappropriate.
3.4.3.2 TheSteeringCommitteeestablishestheindividualTWGsand
coordinatestheiragencyrepresentation.willguidethescopeoftheTWGsand
coordinateTWGassignmentstopreventoverlapand/orstudyreviewgapsthat
couldoccurbetweenTWGs.
3.4.3.3 TheSteeringCommitteewilloverseeandcoordinatetheTWGs.The
SteeringCommitteewilladdressissuesorconcernsraisedbyTWGleadsor
groups,and/orPLPregardingTWGactivities.operationandprotocols.
3.4.3.4TheSteeringCommitteewillreview,evaluateandrevisethese
guidelinesasneeded.

4. Documentation
4.1

Minutes
4.1.1 Theminutesarenotintendedtoserveasanadministrativerecord,but
tomeettheTWGobjectiveofsummarizingdiscussions,andasarecord
tofacilitatetheflowofthoughtfromonemeetingtothenext.
4.1.2 PLPwilldrafttakethemeetingminutes.Disagreementsand
differencesofopiniondisagreementduringTWGdiscussiononanissue,this
shouldbeindicatedintheminutes.bynotingthattherewereseveralmembers
whoconcurredordisagreed.
4.1.4 Draftminuteswillbemarked“Draft”
4.1.5 Theminutesdonotrecordwhosaidwhat;Aasameanstoencourage
freethought,minuteswillonlyidentifycommentsas“agency”,PLP’or
“nameofconsultingfirm”
4.1.6 AllTWGminuteswillcontainthefollowingdisclaimer:AswithallTechnical
WorkingGroup(TWG)Meetings,theminutesreflectdiscussionofsuggestionsand
concernsraisedbyindividuals.Discussiondoesnotreflectanydecisionmakingor
consensusfromthegroupTWG(withtheexceptionofchoosingleadsandtheSteering
CommitteesettingadministrativeTWGproceduresforhowmeetingswillberun.)

4.1.7 PLPwillprovidethedraftminuteslabeled“Draft”totheTWGlead
withintwoweeksofthemeetingdate.
4.1.8 Toensurethattheminutesareobjective,accurate,andthorough,tThe
TWGleadwilldistributethedraftminutestoallmembersforreview
editswithinatwoweeksdeadline.Thetransmittalcoverwillincludea
summaryoftheminutesreviewprocess.Ifnecessary,minutesmaygo
outforsecondreview.
4.1.9 MemberswillsubmitcommentsandeditstotheTWGleadtoensure
thattheminutesareobjective,accurate,andthorough.Comments
shouldbesubmittedwithintwoweeksofreceiptofthedraftminutes.
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4.1.10 TheTWGleadwillpreparethefinalcopybasedoncommentsedits
received.
Ifcommentsreceivedincludenewideasnotdiscussedatthemeeting,
thosecommentswillmaybeinsertedattheendoftheminutesina
separatesectiontitledPostMeetingCommentsProvidedbyTWG
Membersorincludedasanagendaitemforafuturemeeting..
4.1.11TheTWGleaddistributesthefinalminuteswillbedistributedtothe
TWGmembersandotheragencyandorPLPstaffasrequested.The
goalistohaveminutesfinalizedwithinonemonthofthemeeting.

4.2
DNRLargeMinePermittingPebbleProjectwebsite
4.2.1 DNRwillmaintainawebsiteat
[http://www.dnr.state.ak.us/mlw/mining/largemine/pebble/index.htm]
4.2.2 DNRwillpostthefollowinginformationontheirwebsite:TWG
descriptions,theleadnamesandeͲmailaddresses,alistoftheagencies
involved,andapprovedminutesfromtheTWGmeetings.
4.2.3 TWGleaders’namesandeͲmailaddresseswillbepostedontheDNR
PebbleProjectwebsitewiththelistofagenciesthathave
representationoneachTWG.ThepublicmayeͲmailcommentstothe
leader.TheleaderwilldistributeeͲmailedpubliccommentstotheTWG
membersfordiscussionatthenextTWGmeeting.Thepublicwillbe
abletoreviewthefinalmeetingminuteswhentheyarepostedonthe
DNRPebbleProjectwebsite

4.3 TWGsarenotconsensusordecisionmakinggroupsandhavenoauthority.
MembersareassignedtoTWGstoprovidescientificandtechnicalideasand
perspectives.TWGs\membersdonotrepresenttheiragencyinsetting
requirements,policyorprocedureforthePebbleProject.Therefore,TWG
memberswillnotproducedocumentationofrecommendations,policy,or
proceduresassuchdocumentationcouldbeperceivedasusurpingagency
authority,fullagencyreview,and/oragencyprotocol.

5. IssueClarification.
DuringTWGdiscussionitmayfacilitatediscussiontoclarifyissuesbyconsideringthe
followingpoints:
Testofreasonableness
Isitlogical,doesitmakesense?
Arethereprecedentsthatarerelevanttothisproject?
Whatdoesthescientificinformationsayonthistopic?
Arethererelevantagencypoliciesorguidelines?
Minuteswillsummarizethevariousviewpointspresented

6. TWGCoordinationandProgressMonitoring
AgencyandPLPmanagementleadswillreviewmeetingnotesand
monitoringprogress.
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TechnicalWorkingGroupͲSteeringCommittee
PebbleProject
October27,2009
AtwoodBuildingRoom1860
DraftMinutesRecordedbyBenMohrandCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)
AswithallTechnicalWorkingGroup(TWG)Meetings,theminutesreflectdiscussionofsuggestionsandconcernsraisedby
individuals.DiscussiondoesnotreflectanydecisionmakingfromtheTWG.

I.            PRESENT

AndreaMeyer(ADNR),
TomCrafford(ADNR)
JohnPavitt(EPA)
DaveCasey(USACE)
MikeDaigneault(ADF&G)
JeanneHanson(NMFS)
BudRice(NPS)
AlanNakanishi(ADEC)ͲintroducedasnewtothegroupreplacingDavidJohnson
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
BenMohr(PLP)

Public:None



II.MEMBERSHIP
x (Agency)RonBenkertwillbereplacingScottMcLeanastheADF&GLargeMinePermittingCoordinatorforthe
ChuitnaandPebbleprojects.ScotthasmovedontoapositionwithADF&GasHydropowerCoordinator.
x (Agency)NMFSisintheprocessofhiringahydrologist

III.           PROPOSEDAGENDA

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

CalltoOrder
20090519MinutesandTWGguidelines
StateofAlaskaUpdate
Draft3/16/09FishStudyRecommendations
FutureTWGMeetings?
o GeochemTWG11/04/09
o InstreamFlow?
o Other?
AdditionalItems?
NewActionItems?
NextSteeringCommittee?
PublicComment
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IV.OLDBUSINESS
x TherevisedGuidelineswereapprovedwithnochanges
x (Agency)Onpage2,thereisareferencetoanagencyindicatinginterestinaSubsistenceTWG,hastherebeenany
movementonthattopic?
x (PLP)No,astherehasn’tbeenmuchworkinggoingon.Isthisacontinuedneed?
x (Agency)Yes,membersofavarietyofagencieswouldlikeasubsistenceTWGmeeting.Itshouldcovernotjustthe
deposit,buttidewateraswell.
x (Agency)Therewasarecommendationtorenamethe“Uber–group”.Noparticularmovementonthisissueother
thanagenciessuggestingusingtheterm“Senior”or“Upper”managementtoreflectthemakeͲupofthegroup.
x MinuteswereapprovedpendingnotificationofPhilBrna(absenteemember)

V.PEBBLEPROJECTUPDATEASPRESENTEDBYCHARLOTTEMACCAY(PLP)


x PLPcontinuestoexploreanddevelopaconceptualdesignfortheproject.PLPisworkingtowardsdevelopmentofa
conceptualdesignthattheboardiswillingtoapprovesothatwecanhopefullymoveontoaprefeasibilitystudy.
Ifallgoeswell,wecouldpossiblyhave:
o aprefeasibilitystudycompletedinlate2010.
o takeaprojectdescriptionouttothecommunitiesfor3–6months
o initiatethepermittingprocessinearly2011.
x Drillinghascontinuedduring2009supportedbyanoriginalbudgetof$59millionthatwaslaterincreasedto$70
million.PLPsponsored15apprenticesfromtheBristolBayregiontopursuethegoalof“certifieddrillers”through
144hoursoftrainingfromtheMining&PetroleumTrainingServicesand3,000–4,000hoursofonthejob
training.
x Drillinghasendedforthe2009season
x PLPisalsotraininglocalemployeesofBoyzCornertobecomeenvironmentaltechniciansthroughtrainingwithSLR
AlaskaandHoeflerConsultingGroup

DISCUSSION
x (Agency)WillPLPbesubmittingapplicationsin2011?
x (PLP)Ifthisscheduleholds,thenwewouldbesubmittingenoughofanapplicationtotriggerNEPAin2011
x (Agency)ThePLPscheduleincludesa3–6monthperioddiscussingtheproposedprojectwiththecommunities
beforeinitiatingpermittingandtheNEPAprocess.WemaywanttousethistimetoconductpreͲscopingpriorto
filingtheNOIfortheEIS.
x (PLP)Doingthatmaydiminishtheintentofourmeetings.Thepublicsometimeshastheperceptionthatoncethe
permittingprocesshasbegunthatthetrainhasalreadyleftthetrackandtheywillnothavemuchinfluence
throughtheircomments.PLPischoosingtohavethesemeetingspriortoscopingorpreͲscopingsothatitisclear
tothepublicthattheyhaveopportunitytocommentpriortothepermittingprocess.
x (Agency)InthepastPLPhasstatedthattherewouldbea6monthperiodwherePLPtakesthedesignouttothe
public,todayyousaid3–6,whichisit?
x (PLP)Iamnotsurewhattherangerepresents.
x (Agency)IsthepublicrollͲoutthroughKeystone?
x (PLP)No,thatisnottheintentatthistime.HowmuchPLPadoptstheKeystoneprocessisunknown.
x (Agency)Howlongdoesprefeasibilitytake?
x (PLP)Wehopetocompletetheprefeasibilitystudyin2010–whenwearemorecertainofatimeframewewillshare
thatwithyou.
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PLPDrilling
x (Agency)Istheexplorationdrillingprimarilycondemnationdrilling?
x (PLP)Idon’thaveinformationonthiswithmetoday,I’mnotsure.
x (Agency)Thedrillholeshavebeenscatteredaroundtheoutside.Therehaveonlybeenthreedrillrigsthisyear.
Earlyholeswerearoundtheperipheryofthedeposit,lateintheseasontheywerescatteredmorearoundthe
southofthedeposit.
AgencyVisitin2010
x (Agency)USACEwillbesettingupacomplianceinspectionnextsummertoinspecttheexploratorydrillingprogram.
We’dvisitsamplesoutoftheapproximate640drillholesandtrenchsitesthathavebeenconductedoverthepast
fewyearswithinwetlandsunderourjurisdiction.
x (Agency)Thatwouldbeagoodopportunityforotheragenciestoalsovisitthesite.
x (Agency)TheUSACEwouldhavetoconducttheirinspectionaccordingtotheirtravelregulations
o (Agency)–wouldaircraftforsitevisitbeDOIcertified?
x (Agency)DODhasitsowncertificationprogramandtomyknowledge,aDOIcertificationdoesnotsubstituteforthe
DODprogram,Forexample,itisrequiredforacharteredfixedwingaircraft,DODpersonnelaretransportedin
twinengineplaneswith2pilots.Therearedifferenthelicopterrestraintsandpaymentissues.TheUSACE
inspectionwouldbetoserveaspecificpurposebutitmaybeabletobecoordinatedwithamultiͲagencysitevisit
afterwards.
x (Agency)ThebestwindowofopportunitywouldbearoundtheweekofJune21st.
BASELINESTUDIES
Thefocusin2009hasbeentoprocessdataandwriteEBDchapters,fieldworkhascontinuedatalessintenselevel.
2009
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2010
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Completedabearpopulationsurvey
Conductedportareaeider/otterSurveys
Ongoingmonthlyhydrology/waterquality/seepstudies
OngoingPSDmeteorologicalandairqualitystudiesforPM
UTsalmonescapementtowercounts/aerialsurveys
UTRainbowtrouttelemetry
Mainstreamindexsurveys
Westbay–deepgroundwatermonitoring
Subsistenceandtraditionalknowledgesurveys
Completionof30HCTtests–testdataandrationalefortestcompletionwasprovidedtoADEC,ADF&G,ADNR
throughtheLargeMinePermittingTeamforreviewandcommentpriortoterminatingthetests.

ARDdrumsampling
WillconductaMoosePopulationSurvey(ABR/ADF&G)
Beartelemetrysurvey(ABRandADF&G)
Breedingseabirdsboatsurvey
Conductportareaeider/ottersurveys
Ongoingquarterlywaterquality/hydrology/seepstudies
Rainbowtrouttelemetrystudy
AdditionalwetlandsfieldworkandFunctionalassessmentanalysisfortheReconCorridorsegments
OngoingPSDmeteorologicalandairqualitystudiesforPM
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x Proposedmarinestudies:
o Nearshorefish/invertebrates
o Herringspawn
o Marinetissuesbaseline
o Intertidalsediment/infauna
o Subtidalbenthos/sediment
o Lagoons
o Eelgrassmapping
x SalmonspawningescapementintheKoktuliRiver
x Westbay–deepgroundwatermonitoring
x TransportationCorridor/portculturalresourcessurveys
x Subsistenceandtraditionalknowledgesurveys
DATARELEASES
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Meteorology
Surfaceandgroundwaterhydrology
Surfaceandgroundwaterquality
Surficialgeology
Traceelements:sediments,soils,vegetation,fish,mammal,musseltissue
Aquaticmacroinvertebratesandperiphyton
Nearshoremarinehabitat
Marinenearshorefishandbenthicinvertebrates
Noise
Upcomingin2009are:LakeIliamnaStudies,VisualResources,andTerrestrialHabitatandWildlife
SomegeochemistryHCTdatawasprovidedtotheLMPTandGeochemistryTWG
2010datareleaseshavenotbeenscheduledyet.
Datareleasesareavailableonthewebatpebblepartnership.com


DISCUSSION
RuralTrainingPrograms
x AtCordilleranRounduptherewasacoursebeingofferedatNWCCinSmithersB.C.fortrainingruralnativepeoplein
environmentalsampling,andreclamation.IttakesplaceinacampͲlikesettingandrunsfor6weeks.
SubsistenceData
x (Agency)ItwouldbehelpfuliftheADF&GsubsistenceharvestfilesweretransferabletosocioͲeconomicsurveysin
suchamannerthatthedatawouldrelatewell.
x (Agency)ADF&GSubsistenceDivisionhasalotofdatathatcouldbeaddedtothatprocess.
x (Agency)Belugaharvestinformationwouldalsobehelpful

APDES
x (Agency)WhatisthestatusofAPDESassumption?PrimacywillbeassumedattheendofOctober2010formining.
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AirMonitoring
x (Agency)TheParkServicehasbaselineairqualityatseverallocationsthatcouldbereviewedforadditional
comparativedata.Thereare20yearsatDenali.TherearealsodatafromTuxedniWilderness(SilverSalmonCreek
Lodge)Bettles,andPetersburg;aswellasPM2.5andPM10datainAnchorage,Fairbanks,JuneauandMatͲSu.
TheIMPROVEairqualitymonitoringprogramcanspeciatedustparticlesanddeterminetheirsource.
x (Agency)IstheairmonitoringatPebblejustforPM–notspeciating?
x (PLP)Correct.WearerunningtwotechnologiesattheIliamnasitetocorrelatetwoseparatetechnologies.The
technologythatismorepracticalforruralareasisapprovedbyEPA,butADECwouldliketoseeacorrelation
beforetheyalsoapprovethemethodology.
MarineStudies
x (Agency)ThedraftlistofRecommendationsforFishStudiesprovidesomesuggestionsformarinestudies.
o (PLP)PLPistryingtobalancewhatisbeingdoneatotherprojectswithwhatisneededforthisone.
Sometimestheyhaveaddedwork(FishTowersforexample)butPLPisnotalwayssurewhytheworkis
necessary.Also,Agenciesdecidethattheirinputisnotpertinentonceastudyhasbegun;howevertheir
recommendations,ifnotusefulthatseason,maybeincorporatedintothesameorsimilarstudiesin
futureyears.
o (Agencies–3)RecommendsPLPusetheMarineTWGtoidentifythestudiesagenciesthinkare
necessary.
x (Agency)TherearestudiesintheCookInletWatersheds,aretherediscussionsofothermarinestudiesintheBristol
BayWatershed?
x (PLP)PLPdoesnothaveanyplanned.
x (Agency)Therearesomeagencystudiesunderwaysuchas:
o MMS–offshoreAlaskaStudiesprogramontheirwebsite
o NorthPacificResearchBoard
o NorthPacificFisheriesManagementCouncil
o TheNatureConservancy
o TheShoreZoneDatawebsitehasvideographyandbiologicaldata(i.e.locationofeelgrassbeds)forthe
lowtideareasalongtheshorelines.Goodsiteforspillresponse.Itisaninteragencypartnershipbetween
NPS,NOAA,andADNR.TheyaretryingtoincorporateNOAAmodels.CookInletmaybemostlydoneby
now.Itwouldbeniceifittiedintothestatedigitalmappinginitiative.
x (Agency)Canwearrangeapresentationonshorezoneatthenextmeeting?
x (Agency)Itdependsonwhatlevelyouwantanovervieworthetechnical.
x (Agency)Onarelatedissue,itmaybeofvaluetotalkaboutdatamanagementateachTWGmeeting.
x (Agency)TheMarineTWGmaywanttogettogethertodiscussdatamanagementandresources.
x (Agency)PLPhascollectedtidalinformationforCookInletintheareaofpotentialportsitesasameanstodefine
thelimitsofauthority(whichisbasedonlandmarkssuchameanlowlowtide,etc.).Thisinformationhasbeen
conveyedtotheADNRsurveyinggrouptodetermineifthedataisincompliancewiththeirsurveyingstandards.
Geochemistry
x (Agency)TheGeochemistryTWGismeetingnextweek.Theagencieshavebeenprovidedthedatathatthedecision
tocompleteHCTtestswasbasedon.ThisTWGmeetingisagoodchanceforagenciestogetagoodlookat
geochemistryandkinetictestsformanexpert
x (Agency)CanweWEBͲEXin?
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x (PLP)Yes.ThisTWGservesverywellasameanstoeducatetheagenciesongeochemistry.
x (Agency)Iwillsendouttheinviteforthemeetingandthetimeanddate
StudyPlans
x (Agency)IstherearoleforTWGstoidentifypotentialstudies?
x (PLP)Thereisalwaysroomforcomment.Todate,studiesarebasedonconsultantexperiencesandcommentswe
receivefromtheagencies.
x (Agency)IstherevaluetoengagingTWGspriortoPLPsettingthestudyplans?Sometimesstudyplansarenotseen
untilafterͲtheͲfact.Whenwilltheybepreparedfor2010?
x (PLP)Itisnotyetknownwhenthe2010studyplanswillbeready.Wealwaysattempttohavethempreparedwell
aheadoftimesotheagenciescanreviewthem,butbudgetshavetobesetbeforeplanscanbemadeandthatcan
causedelays.However,eveniftheplansarenotrevieweduntilafterthestudiesareunderway–manyofthe
studiesgoonformultipleyears.YourcommentsmaybeabletotakeeffectmidͲseason,orforfollowͲupstudiesin
futureyears.
x (Agency)Ifwelookatyourpaststudyplansthatcouldgiveusanideaforcommentstogiveyoupriortothe2010
studies.Canweseepaststudyplanstoreview?
x (PLP)Certainly.Allthepaststudyplansareavailablefortheagenciestoviewonourpebbleproject.comwebsite,
therearealsopastfieldsamplingplansandQA/QCplansonthesamesite.
VisualResourcesandEPA’s404(b)(1)Guidelines
x (Agency)Theseregulationsincludeananalysistotheimpactsonaestheticsandvisualresourcesofinterest.Ifthe
visualresourcesaresignificantlydegradedbytheproject,thenthe404permitcanbedenied.


VI.STATEOFALASKAUPDATEDELIVEREDBYTOMCRAFFORD(ADNR)
x TheStateofAlaskahashadalotoftimetakenupbylawsuitson:

o Nondaltonvs.BBAP(05)ͲͲthislawsuitaddressestherevisionoftheBristolBayAreaPlanincluding
complaintsthattherewasnosubsistencelanduseclassificationintheplan,andissuesonthestatusof
theplanifitwasadvisoryorlaw.TheStatemovedtodismissthecomplaintasitwasnottimely;the
commentswerenotmadeduringthepubliccommentperiodwhentheplanwasissued.Thecourthas
allowedthesuittomoveforward.Atthetime(inthe‘80’s)theoriginalplandesignated100’buffersthat
deniedmineralentryaroundmanyanadromousstreams–ananalysisthatwasdirectedprimarilyat
placermining,buttheStatedoesnotdrawdistinctionsbetweentypesofminingclaims.Theareatothe
northofPebbleandupagainstLakeClarkwasrecognizedformineralpotentialaswellasfishhabitat.It
wasplacedunderaLeaseholdLocationOrder(LLO)–apersonmustfirstobtainalease(withstipulations)
beforemineraldevelopmentcouldproceedinthisarea.

o TrusteesofAlaskaonbehalfofNunumtaisalsochallengingtheState’smineralexplorationpermitting
process.Thisiscurrentlyworkingitswaythroughthecourts.Thebasisproposedisthattheprocessis
constitutionallyinadequateasitlacksabestinterestfindingandpublicnotice.Thefilingdoesn’tfocuson
Pebblebutappliesacrossthebar.However,thecomplaintdoesaskforapreliminaryinjunctionon
furtherexplorationthatisonlyapplicabletoPebble.Oralargumentsonthepreliminaryinjunctionare
scheduledforFridayNovember27th.
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VII.FISH/MARINETWGDRAFTLISTOFRECOMMENDATIONS
x (PLP)PLPpreparedaresponseandthiswassentout–thereisnotmuchmorewehavetosayonthematter.
x (Agency)TheDraftRecommendationsareagoodstartingpointforadiscussion.Noneofthesearemandatory.
Theywerejustideasonthetable.Ithinktheyshouldbeused.
x (Agency)Theykeywordhereisdraft.Weareinanticipationoffurtherdialogueregardingthestudies.
x (Agency)Thesearejustadraft,theyprovidealistofideasforachievingprinciples.Theyaremeanttobeastarting
pointfordiscussion.Theoverallintentwastoreduceuncertaintyonstudiesoftheresources.Theideawasto
makesurestudiesmetconfidencelevelssotheywereaccuratewithinreasonablebounds.Ifstudiesdon’t
adequatelyquantifyimpactsforNEPAthenit’spossibletogetsuedasoccurredwithcruiseshipsinGlacierBay
regardingimpactsonwhales.Thisprovidesdatatoavoidlawsuits.
x (PLP)TheDraftRecommendationsareveryprescriptivewithextremestandards.Theydonotpromotediscussion.
Theletterappearstobedictatingperfection.IftheTWGwantstoraiseatopicsuchasreducinguncertaintyand
thenthegroupdiscussesvariousmeanstoachievethat(reducinguncertainty),thatwouldbefine.PLPrecognizes
thevalueofreducinguncertaintyinstudies,butwhenwearehitwithalistofextremespecificrecommendations
whichhavetheappearanceofaconsensusdocumentit’slikebeingblownbackagainstawallwithnoroomfor
discussion.PLPmaynotbewillingtogothroughthedocument.PLPisnotnecessarilywillingtoworkwiththis
document.
x (Agency)Ouragencyisworkingondevelopingavoiceforthedepartment.Thereisaninternalpushtoseehow
eachdivisioninteractswithPLPandthenestablishaunifiedposition.Thisisaworkinprogress;thereisno
schedule.
x (Agency)PLPneedstogiveadequateresponsesbacktorecommendationswhenwemakethem,andprovidethe
reasoningfornotacceptingrecommendations.Itwouldbegoodtogetabetterexplanationofhowsuggestions
madeduringTWGsarereceived.
x (PLP)Wehavenothadmanymeetingsyetwherewediscussedspecificideasorsuggestions,mostofthemeetings
havebeenfocusedonprotocol,minutes,andthereleaseofdata.Suggestions,however,aretakenbacktoPLP,
considered,andthensometimesdoleadtochanges.Reactionsandresponsetosuggestionsdoesnotnecessarily
happenrightaway.Forinstance,thesuggestionforusingfishcountingtowersisnotastudythatPLPfeltwas
necessary,aswestatedintheTWGmeetings.However,welaterdecidedtoagreetodoonetowersitelast
summerandtherewasafishcountingtowersiteestablishedonUpperTalarikincooperationwithADF&G,and
nextsummeroneisproposedfortheKoktuliRiver.
x (PLP)Ididnotcometothismeetingpreparedtodiscussthisissue;PLPdoesnothavetherightpeopleheretooffer
ausefuldiscussion.Infact,IhadopposedthisitembeingontheagendabecauseIwouldnothavethepeopleI
neededwithmetodiscussthis,soIamsurpriseditisontheagenda.
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x (Lead)That’strue.PLPdidtellustheywerenotreadytodiscussthisatthismeeting.Ijustputitontheagenda
becauseothermembershadmentionedit,andIthoughtweshouldexplainwhyweweren’tcoveringthelistof
recommendationsatthismeeting.Itmayhavebeencontentioustoomititontheagenda.
x (Agency)Whatagencyhastheauthoritytosay“thesearethedatathestateneeds??”Forinstance,fish.
x (Agency)FishwillbeADF&G.Authorityrestswiththeauthorizingagencies.
x (Agency)WhatcomesoutofthepreͲapplicationstage?
x (Agency)ThereisaprocessforapplicationbutnoprocessforpreͲapplication,it’sthenatureofthebeast.
x (Agency)DraftdocumentsarenotpartoftheAdministrativeRecord.
x (Agency)TheagenciesarelookingforPLPtogivereasonstouseornotusetherecommendations,becausethe
agencieswillhavetodothesameatalaterdate.
x (Agency)Therewasadraftletter,therewasathoughtfulreply,hopefullysomekernelsofwisdomwillfallout.
x (PLP)It’stheroleoftheTWGstoadvise,butnottosetstandardsandPLPfeelsthesestandardsaretoohigh.Oneof
thedifficultaspectsofthedocumentisitspublicperceptionasaformaldocument.Thepublicwillnotnecessarily
understandit’sadraftmeantfordiscussion.Thepublicwillwanttoknowwhyalloftherecommendationsaren’t
followedandassumetheagencies“gotrolled”byindustrydespitetherealreasonsformodifyingthe
recommendation.
x (Agency)ThefactisadraftisnotapartoftheAdministrativeRecord.
x (PLP)However,aspartoftheTWGitbecomespartofthePublicRecord.
x (Agency)PLP,youarestonewallingthisissue.
x (Agency)Ihavehadinquiriesfromthepublicregardingthedocument,whoseemtohavebelievedthedocument
representedsomekindofapositionstatementbytheagencies.
x (Agency)Interestingthattherehasbeenpublicinquiry.Istillfeellikethedocumentdoesserveapurposeof
providingcontexttothesediscussionsandtotheTWG.

VIII.NEXTFISHTWG
x
x
x
x

(Agency)WecouldtaketheListofRecommendationsandclarifytheintent,andthenuseitfordiscussionstimulus.
(Agency)ThereisastrongdesiretoreengagetheFishTWG.
(Agency)Weshouldhaveastrongfacilitator,limittheconceptstobediscussedsowestayontopic.
(PLP)Ifyoutakethegeneralprinciples,wecouldmaybepickonesuchasreducinguncertaintyandtalkaboutways
andmeanstoachievetheprinciple,ifwearenotstartingoutwithspecificprescriptive,oftenextreme,
recommendations.IcantaketheideabacktoPLPfortheirinput.Afacilitatorwouldbegood,butwedonothave
thefundstoprovidetheTWGwithaprofessionalfacilitator.
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x (Agency)MaybeweshouldhaveamemberoftheSteeringCommitteepresenttohelpfacilitatethemeetingand
determinewhatthetopicswouldbe.
x (Agency)ThelargesizeoftheFishTWGcomplicatesitsfunction.Maybeweshouldgobacktothestructurewhere
onlytheofficialmemberssitatthetable,otherattendingsupportpersonnelcansitinchairsaroundtheoutsideof
theroomandprovideinputtotheirofficialmember.
x (Agency)Thisputsalotofresponsibilityontheleadtofacilitate.MaybewewantcoͲleads.Onethatisafacilitator
andonethatistechnical.
x (All)PLPandagencieswilllookintofundingandtrainedfacilitatorswithintheirranks
x (Agency)WeshouldrewritetheguidelinestoprovidetheSteeringCommitteeauthoritytoassignanadhoc
facilitatorand/oracoͲchairtohelpmanagethediscussionofaTWGtohelpthegroupmoveforward.
x (All)TheguidelineswererevisedtoprovideauthoritytotheSteeringcommitteeassuggestedabove.Seerevised
guidelinesandprotocolsection3.4.22.

IX.INSTREAMFLOWTWG
x (Agency)JasonMouwisgoingthroughtheexerciseofreviewingwhat’sbeenreceivedbyPLPandwhatelsemaybe
neededbeforeagreeingtoscheduleaTWGmeeting.Hedoesn’thaveeverythingheneedstomoveforward.
x (PLP)PLPsuppliedinformationtoADF&Glastsummerandhasbeenwaitingtohavethismeeting.Jason
communicatedthatADF&Gwasdelayingthemeetings,butsaidhecouldn’texplainthereasoningatthattime.
ThisisthefirstPLPhasheardthatADF&Gmayneedmoreinformation.Wearealsoanxioustohavethemeeting.
Letusknowwhatotherinformationyoumaybeaskingfor.Thedirectionfromthesemeetingsfactorsinabigway
withthisstudy.

X.TERRESTRIALWILDLIFETWG
x (Agency)ItmightbegoodtoreͲengagetheterrestrialwildlifeTWGtoreviewtheBearandMoosestudiesthatwere
conductedin2009andthoseplannedfor2010.

XI.MARINETWG
x
x
x
x

(Agency)ThereisalsointerestinhavingaMarineTWGmeetingforbothfishandwildlife.
(Agency)SomeofthemarinewildlifepeopleareswampedrightnowwiththeBelugaissues.
(PLP)Wecouldscheduleforafterthenewyeartoaccommodatetheirschedules.
(Agency)SteveDaviscouldbeagoodadditiontotheMarineTWG.HeisontheNMFS/NEPAAnalyticalteam.He
hasworkedwithnorthPacificFisheriesManagementCouncil.

XII.USACECOMMENTSONPEBBLE–PRESENTEDBYDAVECASEY(USACE/KENAI)
x USACEhasbeenmeetingwithPLPtodiscusshowtotacklethedataset,ageofdata,andthesmallpoolsstudy.
x Thereisalsodiscussiononcompensatorymitigation,lookingatthebigpicture.
x OnecompensatorymitigationconceptweareinterestedinhavingPLPexploreislookingforamethodto
protect/preserveaquaticresourcesinthePebbleMiningDistrictforthepurposeofprovidingon–site
compensatorymitigationforunavoidableimpactstoaquaticresourcesandaddressingcumulativeimpactswith
potentiallyreasonableforeseeablesatellitemines.Theremaybesomelegislativechallengesassociatedwiththis
conceptintermsofsecuringthemineralrightsotheyarenotdeveloped.
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PLPhasalsodiscussedseekingcompensatorymitigationprojectsalongthePacificFlywaytomitigateimpactsto
waterfowlfromtheprojectarea.
x PLPcouldcompletecompensatorymitigationprojectsaheadofapermitdecisionwiththehopethatsuchprojects
wouldbeacceptable.USACEprobablywantsagoodchunkofcompensatorymitigationdonebeforetheimpacts
occurtoreducethetemporalimpactsassociatedwithdelayedmitigationprojects.
x USACEhasalsodiscussedwithPLPtheideathatwewillneedtofindastructuretomanagemitigation
recommendations,somesortofoversightrolegivingrecommendationstoUSACEtousewhenmakingmitigation
decisions.EVOSmightbeamodel.
x Thereisanewfederalrulethatrequiresrestorationprojectstoalsohaveperpetualprotection.Theprojecthasto
beonlandorownershipwherefuturedisturbancewon’toccur.

DISCUSSION
x (PLP)PLPhasbeencontemplatingtheflywaymitigationconceptbecausetheremaynotbeenoughimpacted
wetlandsinAlaskatoprovidesufficientmitigationopportunities.
x (Agency)NPSisbuildingamitigationbankforKantishnaplacermines–tailingspileshavedamagedtheriparian
zones.ThisisaninternalprocessatNPStodetermineifitmakessenseandisfeasible.CouldUSACEandPLP
considerrestoringabandonedminesitesinwetlandareasaroundtheStateofAlaskaformitigationofwetlands
impacts?
x (Agency)DNRcannotguaranteerestoredminingsiteswouldnotbedisturbedinthefuture.
x (Agency)NPScanguaranteerestoredsitesremainsoinperpetuity.
x (Agency)CalKerrhasalsobeencompilingalistofpriordisturbances.(Where?)
x (Agency)ThePortofAnchoragecouldbeanotherexampleofanadvisorycommitteeformitigation
recommendations.

XIII.MISCELLANEOUS
x (Agency)NOAAmetwiththeNorthPacificManagementCounciltoadvisethatthemthatNOAAisengagedinthe
PebbleTWGsandwhatNOAAdoesanddoesnotknowabouttheproject.
x (Agency)What’sgoingonwithpower?
x (PLP)Westilldonothaveanyspecificpowerplans,therearealotofpotentialoptionssuchasLNG.
x (Agency)Butitwouldbeonsitegeneration.IsPLPlookingatalternativeenergy,hydropowerintheregion?
x (PLP)Onsitepowergenerationhasnotbeenruledout,wearestillconsideringallpoweroptions.Alternative
energyoptionsarebeingconsideredaswell,buttheymaynotbeabletoprovideanadequatesupply.
x (Agency)IfPebbledecidestodistributepower,theywillneedtogothroughFERC.

XIV.NEXTMEETING
x FirstweekofFebruary–TuesdayFebruary2ndtargeted

XV.PUBLICCOMMENT
x NoPublicpresent.
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Surface and Groundwater Quality Technical Working Group
Pebble Project
January 8, 2008
Minutes Recorded by Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
Present:
Jim Vohden/ADNR
David Johnson/ADEC
Scott Mclean/ADNR/OHMP
Julie Woodke/USACE
Jason Mouw/ADF&G
Tammie Massie/ADF&G
Cindi Godsey/EPA
Andrea Meyer/ADNR
Andra Love/HDR
Hugh McCready/WMC
Dennis Deans/PLP
Jane Whitsett/Shaw
Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
As with all Technical Working Group (TWG) Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion of
suggestions and concerns raised by individuals. Discussion does not reflect any decision making
or consensus from the group (with the exception of electing a lead).
Administrative Issues
x

Jim Vohden was chosen as lead for the Surface and Groundwater Technical Working
Group.

x

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) addresses discharge aspects in
particular.

x

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) addresses broader range
aspects of water quality.

General Comments
x

More access to data may result in the need for changes to the program that are not
apparent at this stage of review.

x

Sampling design is a best guess until a mine design is proposed, there may need to be
adjustments to the program once the mine design is decided.

Data Requests
x

There is a request for an updated groundwater sampling site map, with station numbers
on it to be distributed with the minutes.

x

The TWG would like to review the water quality data.
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x

Results of the comparison of various cyanide analyses and labs.

x

Water quality data that will help evaluate if odd results are event related. Box and
whisker plot data can help address this evaluation.

Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) Surface Water Sampling Program
Presentation and Discussion
Sample Sites
x

Maps of the drainages and sampling sites were distributed.

x

A review of the sampling study plans was presented by Andra Love of HDR.

x

The sampling program addresses the North and South Fork Koktuli Drainage and the
Upper Talarik Drainage, as well as one site in the Kaskanak Drainage.

x

Studies have been extended from stream sampling to include seeps, ponds, and lakes.

x

Stream sampling sites chosen to address the following:
 Geochemical parameters
 Baseline water chemistry
 Support data for fisheries studies
 Document water quality for water supply to the project
 Document constituents that are naturally elevated above water quality criteria.


There are some parameters that are naturally elevated above water quality criteria
in all drainages. At some point naturally elevated constituents will need to be
addressed.



Natural background site-specific criteria require 20 data points. If the sitespecific criteria are seasonal, then 20 points per season are required.



Additional data could help identify stream stretches that require individual sitespecific criteria.

 Characterize natural statistical variance or naturally occurring parameter
concentrations.
 Characterize water quality under a range of hydrologic conditions and seasonal
changes.
x

Stream sampling site locations were based on the following criteria:
 Upstream and downstream of the Pebble Deposit (as known in 2004)
 Upstream and downstream of potential development concepts (as developed in 2004)
 Side drainages
 Sites historically sampled by Cominco
 Areas where there is flow gain or loss.
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x

A few sites have been dropped since the program began, such as the one to the north in
Chulitna River that was deemed out of the potential project impact area.

x

Sites are located by Global Positioning System (GPS). Pilots are also very familiar with
the site locations. There is a map of all sites with GPS coordinates listed on it.

x

Discussion on reference sites was deferred to a future (not yet formed) Monitoring TWG.
 Ideally some sites already being used could be used as reference sites, and this
appears to be applicable in this case.
 It can be difficult to compare water quality from a mineralized area to water quality
from a non-mineralized area.
 Reference sites to track changes before and after the project need to be based on an
area outside of the project design. This issue needs to wait for a project design to be
proposed to be addressed.
 Time will need to be allotted after the project is designed to collect an adequate
period of data.

x

There is a dense network of sampling sites.

x

The fish and water quality teams flew the area together to select integrated sites.

x

Could ponds being sampled have been impacted by drilling activity? Some ponds were
near drilling activity. Drilling programs are designed to discharge to the tundra, not to
ponds. Some discharge to ponds was thought to have been noted during inspections and
will be investigated.

x

It was agreed that without seeing the analytical data it is difficult to determine if the
location and number of sampling sites is adequate.

x

Sample Frequency

x

Sampling frequency started out at monthly May through September, and twice in the
winter, and evolved to monthly sampling year-round at 35 sites.

x

Red Dog Mine is required to do twice-monthly sampling in their monitoring program, as
compared to the PLP study frequency of once a month. Red Dog Mine’s program is a
monitoring program whereas PLP’s program objective is to characterize baseline. Red
Dog is monitoring for fluctuations in treated process water discharges for general plan
performance, whereas PLP studies are measuring for natural and seasonal fluctuations.
Some baseline programs that are only planned for one year will sometimes do more than
one sample per month in order to make up for a short sampling period. However, the
PLP studies have monthly sampling over several years to characterize these natural
fluctuations.

x

It would be ideal to sample on the same day of the month each time, but that is not
readily feasible due to the number of sites, field conditions, and weather conditions.
However, all sampling is targeted for mid-month.
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x

There are rotating teams of water quality samplers. There is always at least one person
on the team that is familiar with the site. Each two-person field team is made up of a
water quality and a hydrology sampler. In the winter, there is a third team for augering
holes in the ice.

x

Daylight limits sampling in the winter. All sampling done between 10 a.m. – 3 p.m. It
takes 5 – 7 days to complete one round of water quality sampling.

Parameters and Lab Methods
x

The full suite of parameters measured was provided.

x

Hexavalent chromium analysis was to be conducted only if total chromium levels were
above the water quality criteria. This was problematic to do because there is a very short
holding time for this analysis, and the analysis was dropped in 2005. However, very
seldom are total chromium concentrations above the water quality criteria, so there was
not much need for this analysis.

x

Orthophosphate and a separate analysis for nitrate and nitrite were added in 2006 to
supply data of interest to the geochemistry group. The geochemistry team did not find a
need to continue gathering this data and the analyses were dropped from the program in
2007.

x

While only the 2007 Study Plan lists the field parameters being measured (pH,
conductivity, temperature, dissolved oxygen, oxidation/reduction potential and turbidity),
these data were being collected as part of the program since its inception in 2004.

x

There is no Study Plan currently ready for 2008 – expect to generally proceed as was
done in 2007. Perhaps some changes will need to be made to address the East Zone if
needed.

x

Cyanide is occasionally detectable, and because the detection limit and water quality
criteria are so close, it is usually above the water quality criterion.

x

To confirm the unexpected detection of cyanide, the laboratories have done minimum
reporting level (MRL) studies and the PLP has done additional site-specific MRL studies.
All confirm the presence of naturally occurring cyanide.

x

Both total and weak acid dissociable (WAD) cyanide methods are used. Starting in 2006,
when there was a detectable occurrence of cyanide, a duplicate sample was also sent to
Frontier Geosciences, Inc., laboratory for a special EPA-approved low-level cyanide test
(OIA-1667) where the MRL is 10X lower than the usual cyanide tests. The test results
between the laboratories show close agreement. The TWG requested that the PLP send
out the comparison of the various cyanide methods and results.

x

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was added as a new parameter for water quality
samples in 2007.

Field Methods
x

Use depth-integrated samplers.
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x

Use Alconox® in summer to decontaminate the sampler (problematic to use Alconox in
winter, as it doesn’t readily rinse off when it’s cold).

x

Alconox could add sodium to the sample – field blanks for sodium concentrations can
help establish if this is occurring.

x

Deionized water is also used for rinsing equipment.

x

A DH48 sampler was used in 2004, but the paint coating tended to chip; switched to the
unpainted DH81 model in 2005.

x

Depth integrated samples are composited in clean buckets and poured into sample bottles.
Mercury samples are taken as a grab sample directly from the stream to avoid specific
contamination issues associated with this test.

x

To ensure composite samples are mixed in the 5-gallon bucket, HDR used the swish and
pour method. ADEC stated that this is considered an acceptable method. At some
ADNR projects, a churn splitter is used. Swish and pour usually works and this could
just be an extra step.

x

Samples are taken to a field laboratory building where samples are filtered for dissolved
metals analyses.

x

Chains of Custody and shipping paperwork are generated by a sample handler, and
samples are packed on ice and shipped to the appropriate laboratory.

x

Stream discharge is measured at each site.

x

Some sites have continuous stage data loggers, samplers will continue to take
instantaneous flow at these sites until a good rating curve is established.

QA/QC
x

There is a primary laboratory and a QA laboratory.

x

Ten percent of the samples, opportunistically taken where there is adequate flow, also go
to the QA laboratory to check on the primary laboratory.

x

The primary laboratory also gets duplicates every 10 samples.

x

All equipment is rinsed between sites.

x

Gloves are used and changed between sites.

x

Split duplicates are taken every 20 samples.

x

Laboratories also have their own QA protocol.

x

Shaw conducts a field audit program with each field crew following a checklist
procedure.

x

For 2006 and 2007, prepared samples of known concentrations were sent through the
field and laboratory handling process, and then sent to the labs to check on accuracy and
precision.
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Miscellaneous Discussion on Surface Water Quality
x

The TWG would like to review the water quality data.

x

Some seeps were flowing when they were surveyed in March, but not all.

x

There is interest in looking at the data to determine if odd results are event related. Box
and whisker plot data can help address this evaluation.

x

To help relate events to data, the nearest meteorological stations are located near the old
mine concept mill station, and 2 more near water quality stations SK100D – one is on the
knoll and one is in the valley.

PLP Sediment Study
x

Sediment is sampled when there is enough sediment available at the site. This can vary
between visits.

PLP Pond Studies
x

Ponds are studies within the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Talarik
drainages.

x

Studies look at the interrelation between water quality, sediment chemistry, and, in some
cases, trace elements in vegetation.

PLP Groundwater Studies
Sample Sites
x

The sample sites are intended to characterize groundwater quality prior to mining.

x

The groundwater sites are distributed upgradient and downgradient of the mineralized
zone in all three watersheds (North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, Upper Talarik).

x

New monitoring wells and piezometers have been installed every year. In recent years,
additional sites were added in Upper Talarik to better characterize conditions near the
East Deposit and in the upper North Fork Koktuli to provide information for potential
alternative tailings sites.

x

Wells are drilled in clusters, with each well in the cluster drilled to a different depth.

x

There are a total of 35 groundwater monitoring wells located in clusters at 15 – 16 sites.

x

There is a request for an updated groundwater sampling site map, with station numbers
on it to be distributed with the minutes.

Methods
x

Try to capture high and low events in the groundwater system.

x

Piezometers provide information on groundwater levels and hydraulic conductivity.
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x

Monitoring wells provide information on groundwater level and water chemistry and
hydraulic conductivity.

x

Wells have dedicated pumps to prevent cross-contamination.

x

The pumps are submersible pumps that push water up the line. Pushing water up the line
instead of sucking water up a line has less potential for degasification. The pumps have a
very smooth pumping action, which is less likely to agitate gases or stir things up.

x

The pumps are low-flow pumps with adjustments for rate of pumping.

x

Pumps are purposely positioned just above the screen.

x

Water level is measured each time a sample is taken.

x

Groundwater wells show a range of 0-100 feet. All depths to water are <100 feet.

x

Twenty-five percent of the wells go into bedrock.

x

One Westbay multi-port system has been installed within the mineralized zone to monitor
to depths of about 4,000 feet. Typically, these systems have 20 or more monitoring
zones. A tube goes into the monitoring zone, opens a port, and allows the sampler to
measure water pressures and sample water from each zone. The current Westbay
installation was not appropriate for water quality samples to be collected; future Westbay
installations are being considered at the site and will be carried out such that water
quality information can be collected.

Parameters
x

Generally, follow same list of parameters as the surface water program.

x

Turbidity data was gathered in 2005, then dropped from the program; it’s not really a
parameter for groundwater characterization.

x

Dissolved oxygen and pH measurements need to be done on water that is kept isolated
from the atmosphere. Therefore, a flow–through cell is incorporated into the sampling
apparatus to accomplish this.

x

There have been a few naturally occurring cyanide hits in the groundwater samples.

x

Organics were measured once as a reconnaissance sample. They were not detectable and
were, therefore, not included in the ongoing program. There was no reason to expect
organics to be present; they are not very widespread in Alaska, as they usually originate
from industrial solvents. A point was made to consider the possibility of an annual
sample or a quarterly sample for a year. There could be a possible variation related to
temperature.

x

Biogenics were also sampled once as a reconnaissance measure in surface water. None
were found in the surface water.

x

Biogenics have been sampled at other mine sites, none have been found and the sampling
is usually discontinued after a while.

x

Most wells show groundwater with characteristic low total dissolved solids (TDS), and
high DO.
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x

There is so much DO that it appears there are no oxygen consumers like solid organics.

x

The low TDS is probably partly due to the relatively fast groundwater velocities through
the permeable materials.

Flow-related Discussion
x

Out of the 600+ exploration drill holes that have been drilled, very few have encountered
artesian flow.

x

The Water Management Consultants’ scope includes determining generally where
groundwater is discharging to the surface.

x

Some of the monitoring wells and piezometers are intended to provide data for mining
and pit dewatering management.

x

The effect of groundwater quality on streams can be estimated by sampling within, or
downstream of, upwelling zones. Upstream of SK100C, the stream is typically dry
during the summer and much of the flow downstream of SK100C is representative of the
upwelling.

x

The water quality in a stream is determined by groundwater quality when surface runoff
is not occurring. Mini-piezometer stand-pipes could be placed in the streambed to
directly measure the water quality where redds are. It’s important to have good water
quality data where eggs hatch. These mini-piezometers could help determine if it is river
water or groundwater at that site. These mini-piezometers would be impossible to
maintain year-round. The water quality in shallow standpipes installed adjacent to a
stream would likely have water quality very similar to mini-piezometers installed within
the redds.

x

Temperature data will also help to determine upwelling areas.

x

Flow has to come from the basin based on the amount of water coming up, sometimes 40
to 50 cubic feet per second (cfs); there’s not that much lateral flow available at most sites.

x

The PLP is conducting studies to determine if groundwater used by a mining operation
would interfere with the upwelling into the streams.

x

Groundwater may be flowing from the upper North Fork Koktuli River into the Upper
Talarik, and is known to be flowing from part way down the South Fork Koktuli into the
Upper Talarik (UT190).

x

The South Fork Koktuli drainage below SK100C has the most noticeable upwelling
within the project area. However, groundwater and surface water interaction is important
throughout the study area.

x

HDR is measuring stream flow late in the winter to estimate rates of groundwater
discharge (called the low-flow stream flow program). Rates of upwelling in streams are
estimated by measuring stream flow at multiple sites along each major stream 9NFK,
SFK, and UT) during late winter when the flow is due to groundwater discharge only.
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Temperature signatures from Frying Pan Lake do not show up in the monitoring well
downstream of the lake. There is too much distance between the sites, and the
temperature would attenuate over that distance.

Other Groundwater Issues
x

Discussion on groundwater quality influences on fish spawning are covered within the
hydrology and fish TWGs.

PLP Seep Program
x

Seeps in the PLP Program are considered to be groundwater discharges to land – not
streams.

x

The base program of sampling 26 seeps has evolved into a program that samples 100
seeps.

x

Seeps were aerially inventoried with a GPS.

x

Most seeps are sampled 3 times a year, but the sampling frequency ranges from 2-5 times
a year.

x

The same parameters are analyzed as in the surface water programs, with the exception
that DOC is not analyzed in the seeps. DOC analysis is needed to address bioavailability
of metals in fish studies, and fish are not present in seeps.

x

There were some other one-time samples of seeps at the mine site taken to look for
precipitates, but there were none seen.

x

Samples were collected for ferrous iron in 2006 at the request of the geochemistry team.
It showed nothing of interest and was dropped from the program in 2007.

x

Criteria for choosing which seeps to sample included geographic distribution, largest
flows and any that had unusual water quality or obvious color (there was only one site
with obvious color).

x

Depending on factors such as the number of sampling teams, time of year, and the
weather, a seeps sampling/inventory event may take about 2 weeks.

x

Methodology is a direct grab sample.

x

V-notch weirs may be used to measure flow.

x

Weirs are set up and removed as needed. There are three different sizes of weirs.

x

There are approximately 3000 seeps cataloged; approximately 100 of these are sampled
five times per year.

x

No seeps were sampled in the Kaskanak drainage.

x

Upwelling: Standpipes are used in upwelling areas of streambeds to compare to well
samples. It was suggested that sampling should be more frequent during the time when
surface water is primarily groundwater fed. Upwelling is on the order of 40-50cfs
coming from the entire basin.
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Closing:
x

Next meeting to be held after 2008 Study Plans are submitted.

x

In future, stream segment determination should be looked at for various site specific
criteria which may be applied for, given that Mine Design Concept 25 has no discharge
planned at this time.

x

Deliverables as a result of this meeting: minutes will be sent out for review and then
finalized for posting on the website; cyanide analysis comparison data will be sent out to
TWG members, digital copy of stream sampling sites map will be sent out to TWG
members.
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Pebble Project Technical Working Groups
Steering Committee Meeting
(Atwood Building, Room 1270)
Final Minutes
August 23, 2007
Attendees:
Andrea Meyer (DNR)
Tom Crafford (DNR)
Mike Smith (NDM)
Leroy Phillips (COE)
Charlotte MacCay (Bristol/NDM)
Bud Rice (NPS)

Phil Brna (USFWS)
Jeff Estensen (OHMP/DNR)
Tom Brookover (ADF&G)
Dianne Soderlund (EPA)
Doug Limpinsel (NMFS)

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Michael Smith gave an overview regarding the new Anglo American (Anglo)/Northern
Dynasty Minerals (NDM) joint venture agreement for the Pebble Project which provided
the following points:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Anglo and NDM have a 50/50 joint venture which requires consensus between the
two partners.
Paul Henry, Vice President of Sustainable Development for Anglo, will be
residing in Anchorage.
The joint venture management structure has yet to be developed
It is expected that current personnel at NDM associated with the project will
remain and be augmented by additional personnel from Anglo.
Bruce Jenkins will remain an NDM (not partnership) employee, and is expected
to stay involved with the development of baseline data and related documents.
Anglo has stated that it is impressed with the baseline data, particularly noting the
involvement of USGS with the collection of hydrology data, and the onsite
QA/QC personnel managing sample handling and shipment.

Power Options for Pebble were discussed. Michael Smith made the following points:
x Natural gas is available from the Kenai area. There may be a shortage of cheap
natural gas, but natural gas is present if there is a party willing to pay for it.
x Coal generated power, if offered as a possibility, would be considered. But, it is
not the project’s base case source.
x Hydropower, if offered as a possibility, would be considered. Again, it is not the
project’s base case source.
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Homer Electric remains the main power contact.

Recent citizen involvement includes:
x Luke Danielson of the Wild Salmon Center in Portland, Oregon, contacted Tom
Crafford. He is employed to do a study of the permitting and scientific data
gathering processes for Pebble. Other groups are doing similar studies.
x There are individuals hired by the Dillingham Tribal Council presently
conducting sampling at Frying Pan Lake.
GENERAL BUSINESS
x The July 19 draft minutes were approved.
x The TWG Protocol and Guidelines were approved with minor changes.
x TWGs will be requested to initially determine and document the objectives and
scope of their group. These will be included in their minutes for posting on the
web and may also be posted on the web page with the TWG title.
x Criteria for TWG members include: agencies with jurisdiction, regulatory
responsibilities and expertise on the subject. An agency does not need to be a
formal member of every TWG to have representatives attend.
x USGS chose not to join the wildlife, trace elements, or fish TWGs at this time.
x DNR has a list of consultants that can be contracted for various projects under
development and review. One such consultant may be chosen to dedicate to the
Pebble Project geochemistry and ARD/ML TWG.
x Team leaders need to accommodate out-of-town members through scheduling and
technology. Out of town members should, however, attend the initial meetings in
person, if at all possible. Videoconferencing is available at the Park Service and at
NDM offices. The Park Service is the best choice as it has several rooms with
videoconferencing ability. EPA has limited videoconferencing ability that likely
only connects to other EPA offices.
x The goal is to schedule initial TWG initial meetings within the next month.
x TWGs should cc the Steering Committee members with initial meeting
information including preparatory materials for their review.
x Federal fiscal year starts after September 30, which may limit funding availability
for TWG involvement before that date.
To minimize redundancy and/or gaps in coverage, TWGs should brief each other on their
scope and discussions during the NDM agency meetings scheduled for the last week in
November in Anchorage.
x
STEERING COMMITTEE ISSUES
x It was noted that no policy had been discussed regarding the posting of Steering
Committee minutes on the web, as is done with other TWG meeting minutes. It
was agreed that Steering Committee minutes would also be posted on the Web.
x Public may also attend Steering Committee meetings.
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Ideally, Steering Committee members should attend all initial TWG meetings and
present some prefacing remarks regarding the purpose of the TWGs and the
Steering Committees role. The Steering Committee will otherwise sit as audience
members and not at the table with the TWG members.
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TechnicalWorkingGroup–TraceElementTWG
PebbleProject
November20,2008
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
MinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

JeffEstensen(ADF&G),lead
AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
PeteMcGee(ADEC)
BobSeal(USGS)
BronwenWang(USGS)
MariReeves(USFWS)
VallaneGlooschenko(USACE)
JohnPavitt(EPA)
FrancisMann(USFWS)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
MarkStelljes(SLR)

Public
KendraZamzow(CSP2)


ADMINISTRATIVE
x JeffEstensenwasnominatedandsecondedtoserveasleadfortheTraceElementTWG.
x (Agency)Theleaddecidestheagendaforthemeeting.Theagendawillbepreparedanddistributedoneweekin
advanceofthemeeting.
x TWGGuidelinesandProtocolswerebrieflyreviewedsincethiswasthegroup’sfirstTWGmeeting.

CHARACTERIZATION/MONITORING
(PLP)PLPwouldliketoclarifythetypesofdataitiscollectingtobetterfacilitatefuturediscussions.Thedatacollected
todatehavebeencollectedforsitecharacterization.ThedataaremeanttobeusedtowritetheAffectedEnvironment
SectionoftheNEPA(EIS)document.BecauseNEPAcallsthis“baselineinformation”PLPhasalsobeenreferringtothis
dataasbaselinedata.Thishasledtosomeconfusion.PLPistryingtoavoidanyfurtheruseoftheword‘baseline’to
minimizeconfusion.Toscientists,baselinemeanssomethingquantifiablethatcanbeusedforcomparisonwithdata
collectedduringoperationstoseeiftherehavebeenanyimpacts.Thatwasnottheintentofthedatawehave
collectedtodate.AlthoughPLPhopesthatsomeofthesedatawillbeusefulformonitoringpurposesaswell.PLPis
finishingupthecharacterizationdataandmovingintomonitoringdata,whichwillbeusedforcomparisonpurposes
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withdatacollectedafteroperationsbegin,butthistermiscausingconfusionaswell.Somepeopleinterpretmonitoring
datatobethedatacollectedduringoperations.
(PLP)Thisisanewchangeintheuseoftheterms,andtheclarificationofuseoftermsneedstobeincorporatedbythe
consultantsinthefutureaswell.TherearesometimeswhenPLPandtheconsultantarehopingthatthe
characterizationdatamaybeusefulformonitoringaswellandweneedtobeclearerinstatingthoseobjectives.
(Agency)WhatisthepotentialtimeframetoallowforpretermͲmonitoring?
(SLR)WhenyouhaveaknownprojectthenyoucanstartlookingatpretermͲmonitoring.Shouldbewithinthenext
coupleyears.
(PLP)Somepretermmonitoringcanbeinitiatednow.Thegeneralareaofthedepositisknown,sowehavesetsome
stationsinlogicalareasandwecanrefinethestationsovertimeastheprojectdesignisdeveloped.Somestationswill
beeliminatedovertime,othersadded,butquiteafewshouldbeabletoremainthesame.Itishopedtostart
permittinginlate2009toearly2010,butregardlessofwhenpermittingstarts,thepermittingprocessislikelytotake
severalyearsbeforepermitsarefinalizedandconstructioncanbegin.Thisallowsseveralyearsforpretermmonitoring
toaddtowhatdatahavealreadybeencollected.

NONͲBINDINGINPUT
(PLP)PLPwouldalsoliketoclarifythatweareaskingforspeculativeinputatthistime.Weareawarethatyoudonot
havethedatafromthestudiesdonetodatetolearnhowtheyareworking.Wefullyexpectthatasthedatabecome
available,andtheagenciescompletetheirreview,thattheagenciesmayhavenewinputorwanttochangetheirmind
aboutpreviousrecommendations.Thereisnothingbindingaboutanyoftherecommendationsyoumakeduringthe
TWGmeetings,youcanalwaysrefineyourinputbasedondataastheybecomeavailable.PLPisjusttryingtoestablish
opendialogueandsetstudiesupasbestaspossible.

STUDYPLANS
(PLP)Inresponsetothecommentsfromtheagenciesthatstudyplanswerenotavailableforreviewuntiltoolateinthe
season,PLPhasscheduleditsbudgetreviewprocessearlierintheyearallowingconsultantsopportunitytodevelop
theirstudyplansearlier.WeexpectstudyplanstobereadysometimeinJanuary.AttheSteeringCommitteeitwas
discussedthattheagenciesshouldhaveonemonthtoreviewthestudyplanspriortohavingaTWGmeetingtodiscuss
them.Itwouldbehelpfuliftheagenciesputtheirrequestsforchangestothestudyplansinwritingalongwiththeir
rationaleforthechange.PLPwillrespondinwritingtocommentsonthestudyplanswithinapproximately2weeksof
theTWGmeetingexplainingwhichrevisionsarebeingincorporated,andwhererevisionsarenotincorporated,the
reasonwhythatsuggestionwasnotincorporated.Therecanbefurtherdiscussiononthestudyplansandproposed
revisionsatsubsequentTWGmeetings.
(Agency)Someoftheagencieswanted2monthstoreviewthestudyplans,buttheSteeringCommitteedecidedthat
theTWGsshouldprovidefeedbackwithinonemonth.
(PLP)TWGmemberscancontinuetocommentallthroughtheseasonasyoucontinuetoreviewthestudyplan;
sometimeschangescantakeplacelaterintheseason.
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INFORMATIONAVAILABLE

(PLP)PebbleProjectStudyPlansandFieldsamplingPlansareavailableonthewebsite.
(Agency)PLPhasalsomadeareleasetothepublicoftheTraceElementrawdatathrough2007.
(PLP)IftheTWGwouldliketoreviewMark’sAnnualAgencyEnvironmentalPresentationpowerpointataslowerpace,
thatmightbehelpful.

TARGETSPECIESFORTRACEELEMENTSTUDIES
(Agency)TheclosestthingtothesestudiesistheRedDogRiskAssessment,whichwasalotofeffort–hasthisbeen
considered?Doesitincludeconcernssuchasimpactstovolesandptarmigan?
(Agency)Istheobjectiveofthesestudiescharacterizationorbaseline?
(SLR)Thestudieswerebeingdonetocharacterizethesite,withthegoalthatmuchofthedatamaybeabletobeused
forpretermmonitoringdataaswell.
(Agency)Whyfishandnootheranimaltargets?
(SLR)Wehavenothadmammaliandatatodate,butitwillbeincludedinthe2009studyplans.TheStudyPlanswill
addressbearandcaribou,tissue,hair,bloodandplasma,butwearenotdoingsmallmammals.Wearefocusingonhigh
trophiclevelspeciesandsubsistencespecies.
(Agency)AtRedDogtheyfocusedontherisktovolesandptarmigannotonthelargemammals,whichwerealso
includedinsomeNorthSlopeStudies.
(Agency)Largemammalsintegrateimpactsfromotherareasandmaynotbeindicativeofsiteimpacts.Burrowing
residentsareindicativeofthatsiteonlyandnotareasoutsideoftheareaofinterest.
(SLR)Wewilllikelytakeplantandsoildataandmodeluptakeforsmallmammals.Wemaygobackandconsidersmall
mammalsoncethereisaprojectdesign.Transectscouldbesetupandthestudyshouldnotneedtotakemorethana
fewdays,somewhatdependentonthesuccessratefortrapping.
(Agency)ArethesenonͲlethalstudiesforthelargemammals?
(SLR)Thelargemammalswouldbeanesthetized,andthensampled.ItwillbenonͲlethal.Smallmammalstudieswould
needtobelethal.
(Agency)Whyaren’tinvertebratessampled?
(SLR)Becausewearesamplingprettymuchalloftheplantspeciesweshouldbeabletomodeluptake.
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SOILSAMPLING
(Agency)Datagapsexistfororganiccarboninsoils,acidvolatilesulfides(AVS)andsimultaneouslyextractablemetals
(SEM).(Agencycommentprovidedduringreviewoftheminutes)thedatagapisinthesediments.
(Agency)TheSEMͲAVSmethodologyindicatesthatthereisasafeamountofmetalsinthesedimentsifthemolarratio
ofyourmetalstoacidvolatilesulfurislessthanone(SEM:AVS<1).AratioofSEM:AVS>1doesnotmeanyoursediments
aretoxic,itdoesmeantherearesomeavailablemetalsthatneedtobeassessedtodetermineifthereispotentialfor
impactinariskassessment.
(Agency)WhentheprojectgetstolookingatpotentialimpactstheTWGneedstodiscussthemeritsofaPECapproach
vs.SEM:AVSapproachforthingslikeahypotheticalcopperconcentratespill.
(Agency)areyoulookingattotalmetals?
(SLR)Yes,weonlydidAVS/SEMforasmallsetofsubsamples.Therewerenotenoughsamplestogetacorrelation
areaͲwide.EverythingwesawhadSEM:AVS<1.
(Agency)Thisneedstobeinvestigatedtoseeifthereisadatagaphere.
(Agency)USGScanidentifypublishedliteratureonthetopicifanyoneisinterested.
(SLR)Progresssofar:
x 2004Gridsampleswerecollected,randomsamplesinasubsetofthegridregardlessofgeologyandhabitat.
x 2005ThestudywasmodifiedsothatsamplelocationswereproportionaltohabitatabundanceandcoͲlocated
forplantsandsoils.Therewasanextraeventforearlyseason/lateseasontoseeifchangesinconcentration
occurovertheseasons.Aquaticplants,ponds,andseepswereaddedtothestudyplan.
Samplingstationschangedsomein2005keptsome/addedsome.AddedthePebbleEastarea.
In2005westoppedsamplingthesubsurfacesoils.
Aquaticsamplingwasextendedtoincludethreedifferenttypesofponds.Thepondsareformeddifferently
andlikelyhaddifferentsediments.
Samplingincludedtheproposedroadalignment
(Agency)Wereinvertebratessampled,theycanbeimportanttoshorebirds?
(SLR)Wehavenotseenanyshorebirdsintheponds,anddidn’tseepondsedimentinvertebratesasacriticalpartof
characterization.
(Agency)Whataboutfishintributaries,theircriticalfoodisoftenaquaticinvertebrates.
(SLR)Only2outof14–16pondshadoutletsalltherestwereisolated,theydidnotcontainfish.
(Agency)Aquaticinvertebratedatacouldalsobehelpfultoevaluatethequalityofthefoodweb.Maybeagroupof
pondsisbetterhabitatforinvertebratesandtherewouldbemoretheretoobserve.
(SLR)Areyouinterestedincompositionortissuelevels?
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(Agency)Arethereanyguidelinesforconcentrationsinfoodsourcesforfish.Youmightgetabunchofnumbersbut
notbeabletodoanythingwithit.It’smoreimportanttoknowifinvertebratesarethereandtheircomposition.
(SLR)There’snotmuchdataformeaningfuluseofmetalsconcentrationsininvertebrates.
(Agency)Itismoreofapretermmonitoringbaselineissue.
(Agency)Howdoyoudeterminebetweenthetypesofponds?
(SLR)
x Pondsthatdryupandhavenoconnectivity,likelytobeofleastrelevance
x Grondwaterfedponds,tendtohaveaquaticvegetationalongtheedges–couldhaveconnectivity
x Beaverponds
(Agency)Iwouldn’targueapriorithatgroundwaterfedpondsarebetterhabitat,youneedacomparisonofecological
valuefirstbeforedecidingwhichpondsaremostimportanttosample.
(Agency)Whatdriveswhat’sessential?What’sneededforNEPA–thereisnocookbook.
(Agencylead)Possiblywecouldwriteupalist.
(SLR)
x In2006weswitchedfocustoPebbleEastandafewsitesthatwereonlysampledin2005forwhichwewanteda
secondyearofdata.
x Foreverylocationweaimedforfourdatapoints:onefromJulyandAugustovertwoyearsforeverylocation.We
realizethereisnocookbookfordatasufficiency.Wearelookingatpowercurvesandvariabilityforthedatasets.
IntheEnvironmentalBaselineDocumentwewilllookatthecoefficientofvariationforeveryelementinevery
mediumtodeterminethenumberofsamplesneededtoreachXpower.Thenwecanaskifthepowerwe
obtainedissufficient.
(Agency)Soilsamplesaroundthedepositmaybeinadequate.Usuallythereisahydrothermalhaloaroundthistypeof
deposit.Youmayneedmoresamplestocharacterizethehalo’simprintonbackgroundgeology.Thepresentsampling
designmaynotbecapturingthosepotentiallyhighervalues.Discusswiththegeologistsandexplorationcrew.It’s
importantatclosuretoknowwhatthehalosoilswere.
(SLR)Wehaveasurficialgeologymapnowthatwecanconsultandreviewtheadequacyofthesampledistribution.
(Agency)Areyoudoinganygrainsizeanalysis?
(SLR)No.Wewoulddothatwithorganiccarbon.(Agencycommentprovidedduringreviewoftheminutes)These
commentsseemoutofplaceoratleastoutofcontext.IthinkIwastheagencypersonandwewerediscussing
sediments,notsoils,atthetime.
(Agency)Ifwemakeanyproceduralmodificationwecouldnotehowitchangesresultsinrelationtothepermanenceofthe
location.
(SLR)Outof251soilsamplesonlyabouteightareinthepitarea.
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(SLR)Wearenotcollectingsoilsamplesatdepth.Wesawequalorlowerlevelsoftraceelementswithdepth.Thetundra
mat[withshallowrootsystems]isthebiologicallyactivezonesowefocusedonthetopsixinchesofsoil.Wepullthe
tundramatback,andtakesoilfromthetopsixinches.Wegetsomerootsmixedin,butwedoourbesttotryandkeepthe
rootsseparate.
(SLR)Thereisahighconcentrationofpetroleumrangehydrocarbonsinthesoils.ThishappensinAlaskafrombiogenic
sourcesinshallowsoils.
(SLR)Soilscanexceedstatetargetlevelswithnaturalsourcesofpetroleumhydrocarbons.
(Agency)YoumaywanttoaskforasilicagelcleanͲupbeforeanalyses.
(SLR)Thelabsaysthatgetsridoftoomuchofthehydrocarbonsyouwanttoanalyzefor.Thereareproblemswithgetting
reproducibleresults.
(Agency)IfyouusetheideathatDROisalreadytherethenitwouldbegoodtohavetheconstituents.
(SLR)Constituentsarenotthesameeverywhereinthestudyarea.Wewouldbefingerprintingupto100sofsamples.
Theremaybevalueindoingaromaticandaliphaticcompositionanalysisforasubsetofsamples.Thatcouldhavevalue
withoutgettingintoseparateanalyses.Wehavealsoarchivedsomesamples.
(SLR)ThepresenceofbiogenicmaterialisubiquitousinAlaska,butIhaven’tseenitthishighinanyotherprojectsIhave
workedon.Thematerialiscompressedhumicmaterial.Ashinthesoilsrepresentscolloidalaluminumhydroxidesand
silicateswhichholdontohumicmaterial.WealsoseeatrendoflowerRROinoutwashplains.
(SLR)Keysoilfindings
x Halfofthemetalsanalyzedforwerehighestontalusslopes
x Theotherhalfwerehighestinthemoraines
Thereisnaturallyoccurringcyanide.Volcanicashisonepotentialsource(Agencycommentprovidedduringreviewofthe
minutes)Idon’tthinkthiswassaid.Ithinkthecommentwasthatvolcanicashlayersmayinhibitthenatural
degradationofcyanide–NOTthatashwasasource.butitmaybefromcyanogenicbacteria,thereissomequalitative
supporttothelattertheory.Onecyanogenicbacteriagenusispresentintheareaaccordingtoliterature–ithasnotbeen
fieldͲtruthed.Cyanideisalsofoundintheplants,butwedon’tthinktheplantspeciesthemselvesarecyanogenic.
(Agency)Isthereanyseasonality.Cyanidephotodegradesatsurface.
(SLR)Thecyanideistrappedbeneaththetundramatandmaybecomingfromgroundwaterhittingtundramatandbeing
trapped.
(PLP)Watersamplesmayshowsomeseasonalityforcyanide.Itseemstobehighersometimesafterthelateheavysummer
rains.Therainscouldbeflushingwhatbuildsupinthesystemduringthesummerseasonwhenthebacteriawouldbe
present.
(Agency)LookforacorrelationwithsoilpH.
(Agency)pHstronglyaffectsthereleaseofmetals.
(Agency)WhyispHnotbeingcollected?
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(SLR)Themajorityofrockextractsdidnotseemfarfromneutralatanysite.ItwasanassumptionthatpHinthatrange
wouldnotaffectmovementinsoils.
(Agency)Arethereanyarchivedsamples?
(SLR)Unsurehowlongthelabarchivesthesesamples.Wemaybegoingbacktoeachsitenextsummer–wecouldcollect
pHateachsiteonthereturnsampling.ThetimeperiodshouldnotbeafactorleadingtoanydifferenceinpHatthe
differentsamplingdatessincethisisanaturalsystem.
(Agency)Whatare“high“levelsfortraceelementconcentrationsatthesite?
(SLR)Arsenichasa74ppmmaximumvalueandaverageof10ppm.Copperis27.4ppmaverage,197ppmmaximum–this
isanorderofmagnitudelowerthanthehumanhealthimpactlevel.
(Agency)EPAcancerendpointiswellbelowbackgroundacrosstheStateforarsenic.Theleadendpointis400mg/kgand
copperendpointis1000mg/kg.
(SLR)Mercuryislowerinriversediments,Copperisalsolowerinriversediments.
(Agency)Wesuggestthatyoulookatmedianvaluesinsteadofmeanvalues.
(SLR)Allourtablesshowbothmedianandarithmeticmeanvalues.
(SLR)ThelaststepwillbetodeterminesignificantdifferencesandtodotheGISoverlaybeelementsforsoils,plantsetc…
(SLR)TWGinputisdesiredtodeterminewhichnaturallyoccurringconstituentsareofinteresttobeputontheGISoverlay.
Allconstituentswillbetoobusyofanoverlay.Mostinterestforthistypeofdeposit,andhumanandecologicaltoxicity
concerns,areCu,Mo,As,Cd,Ni,Pb,Zn,Hg,Sb,andFe.
(Agency)Antimonymaybemoretoxicthanarsenicandmoremobilesoitisofinterest.Mercuryisaninterestbecause
thereisageneralpublicconcernaboutmercury.
(Agency)Cyanide.
(SLR)Cyanideseemslowestinseepssoitdoesn’tappeartobecomingfromsubsurface,seemsgeneratedintheshallow
soils.Cyanideisfoundmoreinminordrainages.ItissomewhathigherintheSouthForkandUpperTalarikthantheNorth
Fork.
(Agency)Whatisbariumlike?
(SLR)It’snotparticularlyhigheratcertainsitesthanothers.
(Agency)Wherethereareinvertebratestheremaybebioaccumulation.
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STUDIESINTHETRANSPORTATIONCORRIDOR
(SLR)In2004BristolEnvironmentalsampledeveryfourmilesalongtheproposedcorridorandatfiveponds.Laterthe
sampleareawasdividedintoaBristolBayDrainageandaCookInletDrainageanditwasrealizedthatthereweremany
fewersamplesintheCookInletDrainage.Soin2005additionalsamplesforsoilandvegetationwerecollectedfromthe
CookInletDrainage,onlyonetundrapondwassampledinthatareain2005.Ingeneraltherearesimilaramountsofdata
forbothdrainagesnow,withtheexceptionthatthereislessponddataintheCookInletDrainagesimplybecausethereare
fewerpondsintheCookInletDrainage.Therehavebeennofurtherstudiessince2005.Theroadcorridorhasstillnotbeen
finalized.

PLANTSAMPLING
(SLR)[Backtodiscussionontheminesite]ABRhascategorizedseventypesofuplandhabitattypessuchastalusslopes
etc…inabroadbrush–largescalemap.Theywilllatercomeoutwithafinaldetailedhabitatmap,sothehabitattype
associatedwithsometraceelementsamplesmaychange.OneͲthirdofthesoilsiteswerealsosampledforplants,usually
aboutfourplantspeciespersiteweresampled.Thereareabout12samplesofeachtypeofspecies.Thereweremany
speciescollectedoverallduetoavarietyofhabitats.Plantspeciessamplingalsofocusedonincludingplantsthathave
traditionalusesand/orwildlifeuses.TheprogramfollowedalistofplantsusedfortraditionalusesthroughoutAlaska,that
listwillberedefinedfortraditionalusesintheBristolBayareawhenthecultural/subsistence/traditionalknowledgestudies
arecompleted.Mostofthespeciesonthistraditionaluselistwerecollected,iftheyweren’titwasonlybecausethey
weren’tpresentinthearea.
(Agency)Wereplantswashedbeforesampling?
(SLR)ThishasbeenanissueintheRedDogStudieswherethedustisthoughttobegeneratedfromtrucktraffic.Atthis
site,thereshouldbenodifferencebetweenwhat’sinsidetheplantandwhatisoutsideontheplant.Wedidnotseea
noticeabledifferenceintraceelementconcentrationsinplantsafterarainthanwasseeninsamplestakenpriortoarain
eventandleftunwashed.
(Agency)Sixofone,halfadozenoftheother.Youwanttoknowwhat’sintheplantandwhat’sonthesurface.
(SLR)IfthestudyislookingattheplantasareceptorandasaningestionpathwayͲthenyouwanttoknowwhatisinside
andoutsideoftheplantasatotal;itslocationdoesnotmatter.
(Agency)Itdependsonthequestion.
(PLP)TheRedDogissuewasalsocomplicatedbythisissueofwashingtheplants,becausethesamplestheycollectedwere
notwashed,andhadnotbeenshaken,butthestudyresultstheplantswerebeingcomparedtowerefromastudywhere
theplantshadallbeenshakentoremoveloosedustpriortoanalysis.Therearenostandardstocomparetraceelement
studiesto,soresultsareoftenusedinacomparativeanalysiswithotherlocations–ifthatisdone,thensimilarityin
samplingmethodisimportant.
(SLR)Mossholdsdustwellandisagoodindicatorspecies.“Willow’representsmanyspeciesͲtheywereidentifiedto
speciessothatwecanrefinethelistofwhichwillowsareusedinwhichway.Wedidtakesamplesbacktokeyoutwhen
necessary.
(Agency)Aretherespecieswithdifferencesinmetaluptake?
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(SLR)Wearestillworkingthroughthedata,butweareseeingsomedifferences.Itneedstobereviewedmorebeforewe
cometoanyconclusionsorreleasethedata.Ingeneral,itappearsthatmossesandlichenstakeupthemostmetals.Some
speciesofshrubstakeupmoremetalthanotherspecies.
(Agency)Weresampleashedordryweight?
(SLR)Dryweight.
(Agency)Themossesandlichensdon’thaverootsystemssotheyrepresentatmosphericuptake.
(SLR)Yes,itshowsthatairisapathwayfordeposition.
(SLR)Wesawnofernsoutthere.
(Agency)Thesamplesingeneralareabovegroundanddon’tincludetheroots.
(SLR)Wedidtrytoextricatelichensfromtherockmatterinthesamplesaswell.
(SLR)KeyPlantFindings
x Thereareasubstantialnumberofsamplesforstatisticalanalyses
x Exceptforlead,valuesareusuallylowerinberriesofaplantthanintherestofthatplant’svegetativematter.Some
nativesuseallofsomeplants,butnotnecessarilyforingestion.
x ValuestendtobeslightlylowerinAugustthanJuly–butwedon’tknowwhy–goingtotheberries?Precipitation?
(Agency)FluidstransportedtoberriesareregulatedbytheplantͲdifferentfluidsgoingtotherestoftheplantthantothe
berries?
(SLR)Therearemechanismsthatallowplantstomaintainconsistencyintissues,especiallyforessentialmetals.Soyou
don’tnecessarilyseetraceelementvariabilityinplantscorrelatewiththatinsoils.
(SLR)Wetriedtofinduptakeliteratureforcyanideinplants,butalltheliteraturewasrelatedtominesandtailingswhich
isn’trelevanttowhat’soccurringhereinprettymuchallofthemedia.
(Agency)Is2ppmahighvalueforcyanide?
(SLR)No.100wouldbehighfortoxicitystandpointforhumans.
(PLP)Someofthevaluesexceedwaterqualitystandards.Thedetectionlimitisbarelybelowthestandard.

SEDIMENTS
(SLR)Thesedimentprogramhashad14samplelocationsthathaveremainedprettyconsistentovertime.Wetakeasingle
sample.Wewadein,andcollectthesamplewithasmallcorer.Wetrytostayawayfromareaswithrootsandplant
matterandwealsostayawayfromthegravelsandtrytocollectthefines.Thesamplesarenotsieved,theyaregenerally
veryfinesedimentsoftensimilartopeat.Descriptionofthefinesisrecordedinfieldnotes.
(Agency)Sievingcouldseparateouttheinvertebrates.
(SLR)Mayneedacompositetogetenoughofaninvertebratesample.
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(Agency)Youneedtogivemoreconsiderationtositeselection.
(SLR)Weonlyhaveoneyearofdata,twofromthesamepond.Weweregroupingbypondtypeforstatisticalmeaning,so
werenottreatingindividualpondsasseparateentities.Wewerecharacterizingagroupofpondssowemaynotneed5
samplesperpond,aswewouldifwewerecharacterizingasinglepond.
(Agency)Agreedifyouareonlycharacterizing.
(SLR)Wewerelookingforvariabilityinpondtypes,notforvariabilitywithinapond.CharacterizationandpreͲterm
monitoringhavedifferentquestions.
(Agency)Doestheprotocolavoidsandbars?
(SLR)Wewillneedtolook.
(Agency)Itwouldbeinterestingtoseeifonabarthereisadifferenceattheendofthebar.

PUBLICCOMMENT
(KendraZamzow(CSP2)CSP2recentlywrotealetteraboutthedatareleaseandconcernsrelatedtothatdata.Therewas
notanunderstandingofthedifferencebetween“baseline”and“pretermmonitoring”whentheletterwaswritten.Itwas
106pagesoftablesofdatawithzerotextanditprovidednoinformationifduplicatesorblankswereincludedinthedata.
(SLR)Itwasjustmeanttobearawdatarelease.TheEBDwillprovidecontextforthedata.Thereissomeindicationof
methodsandlabsusedetcintheStudyPlansandQAPP.
(Kendra)WasthereanyGROsampling?
(SLR)No–wedidn’texpectlightweightvolatiles.
(Kendra)Youshouldbeabletoshowitconsistentlydoesn’tshowupwithminimalsamplingthen.
(Kendra)Theagenciesandpublicwantdataquestionsaddressed.
(Agency)Ouragencyagreesthatwecan’tmakebestrecommendationswithoutseeingasummaryofthedata.Thedata
releaseisjusttablesofdatadumpedontheinternet.
(PLP)ThedatareleasetothepublicatlargeisnotaTWGissue.WhentheEBDisreadyitwillsummarizethedata.Itisnot
readyyet,butpeoplerequestedtoseethedatasoitwasreleased.
(Agency)WewouldliketogetourhandsondatathatisnotinPDFformat.
(Kendra)Arestudyplansavailabletothepublic?
(Agency)HasallofthedatabeenthroughQC,aredataflaggedordeletedbecauseofQC?
(PLP)Iwilllookintowhetherornotthedataincludesflaggeddataandifanydatawereremovedandwhy.
(Agency)Iwouldliketoseethecriteriausedtoacceptorrejectdata.
(Agency)ItseemsQA/QCisbasedonbestprofessionaljudgment.
(PLP)Therearespecificcriteria.WewillaskJaneWhitsetttoattendthenextmeetingtodiscusstheQA/QCprocedures.
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NEXTMEETING
(AgencyLead)Weshouldstartforminganagendatodiscussatthenextmeeting.TheFishTWGhadaStrawman
monitoringplantodiscuss.TheStudyPlanscomeoutinJanuaryandtheTWGshouldbereadytoreviewthoseinFebruary.
Iwillpulltogetheradraftagendatodistributeforthenextmeeting.
(Agency)ForlogisticsforsomemembersitwouldhelptotimetheGeochemistryandtheTraceElementTWGsclosely
together.
AskJaneWhitsetttoattendnextmeetingtodiscussQA/QCforthedata.

ACTIONITEMS
Criteriafordifferentiatingbetweendifferenttypesofponds



















PLP

Providemoreinformationonsiteselectionforsedimentsamplingatwaterqualitystations. 

PLP

Determineifthepublicdatareleaseincludesduplicatesandblanksinthedata,aredataflaggedordeleted
                           PLP
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Pebble Project Technical Working Groups
Steering Committee Meeting
(Atwood Building, Room 1270)
Final Minutes
Approved 8/29/07
July 19, 2007
Attendees:
Andrea Meyer (DNR)
Tom Crafford (DNR)
Mike Smith (NDM)
Leroy Phillips (COE)
Charlotte MacCay (Bristol/NDM)
Bud Rice (NPS)

Phil Brna (USFWS)
Scott Maclean (OHMP/DNR)
Tom Brookover (ADF&G)
Dianne Soderlund (EPA)
Jeanne Hanson (NMFS)
Doug Limpinsel (NMFS)

GENERAL COMMENTS
Technical Working Groups (TWGs) will be advisory groups that will provide
coordination and suggestions related to baseline studies for the Pebble Project. TWGs
will not function as a consensus or decision-making authority.
TWGs will help determine scope of studies, geographical extent, methodologies and
means to best coordinate study efforts.
TWGs will evolve and may split into subgroups or may, on occasion, merge with other
groups that have overlapping interests.
Charlotte MacCay will act as scribe for all meetings, unless otherwise determined by the
TWG. She will produce draft minutes that will be distributed to all TWG members for
review and comment before they are finalized.
DNR will provide a link on its Pebble Project website to a repository of final TWG
minutes .
Teleconferencing and videoconferencing are tools that may be utilized to better
accommodate meetings. The National Park Service (NPS) has videoconferencing
capabilities in Anchorage, King Salmon, and Port Alsworth, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has teleconferencing capabilities in Anchorage and Seattle, and
Northern Dynasty (NDM) has videoconferencing capabilities in Anchorage and
Vancouver.
The Steering Committee, composed of the primary leads from participating state and
federal agencies, and NDM as applicant, will convene on at least a quarterly basis
initially, and then as frequently as appropriate. Its role will be to guide the scope of the
TWGs and to coordinate TWG assignments to prevent overlap and/or study review gaps
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that could occur between TWGs and to address issues or concerns raised by TWG leaders
or groups.

Technical Working Group Protocols and Guidelines
The Technical Working Group Protocols and Guidelines (Guidelines) will be revised, in
accordance with suggestions and comments made at this meeting, by Charlotte MacCay
and distributed for final review to all Steering Committee members. Revisions will reflect
the discussion below.
The “TWG objectives” will be expanded to include recommending additional studies
“and/or modifications to ongoing studies.”
Each agency will determine which staff to assign to TWGs. An agency will provide the
staff member’s name and contact information to Tom Crafford. Tom will forward the
information to Charlotte MacCay who will schedule each TWG initial meeting and
provide a master schedule to Tom Crafford.
Subsequent to the initial TWG meeting, future meetings will be scheduled by the
individual TWG leader.
TWG meetings may attract public interest. To accommodate the public and minimize
disruption to meeting productivity, the public will be allowed to observe, and a forum for
public comment will be provided at the end of the meeting, if requested. Additionally, the
TWG leaders’ names and e-mail addresses will be posted on the DNR Pebble Project
website with the list of agencies that have representation on each TWG. The public may
e-mail comments to the leader. The leader will distribute e-mailed public comments to
the TWG members for discussion at the next TWG meeting. The public will be able to
review the final meeting minutes when they are posted on the DNR Pebble Project
website.
Initial TWGs
The initial TWGs have been selected based on the need for input regarding long term
data acquisition procedures and protocols, the immediate presence of substantive
technical or protocol issues, or subjects for which discussion has already been informally
initiated between NDM and regulatory agencies.
Additional TWGs will be formed on an as-needed basis. Subsistence and socioeconomic issues were both suggested as important for potential future TWGs. It was
noted it may be difficult to know how to define and explore socioeconomic issues prior to
having the project defined. It was also noted that some projects develop Human Health
Impact Assessment policies and there may be human health impact data that should be
collected.
FWS and NPS will approach USGS regarding its representation on TWGs.
The initial TWGs membership is shown in the attached table.
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SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR INITIAL TWG MEETINGS
A Steering Committee member from each agency involved in the TWG meeting will be
present at the initial meeting.
Charlotte MacCay will lead the first meeting; subsequent meetings will be lead by an
agency representative chosen as TWG leader by members of that TWG.
A suggested agenda for the initial TWG meetings is shown below.
x

Self introduction by TWG members

x

Review of TWG Guidelines

x

Role of Steering Committee

x

Role of the Specific TWG

x

Pebble Project Overview and Status Presentation (NDM)

x

Overview of Relevant Studies and Data Collected to Date (NDM Consultants)

x

Future Studies under Consideration (NDM & Consultants)

x

Choose a TWG Leader and an Alternate

x

Discussion led by New Leader, and Set Next Meeting Date

NEXT STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING
August 23, 2007
9:00 AM
Room 1270, Atwood Building
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Jason Mouw

1

Consultant

Jim Vohden

Scott
Maclean

Hydrology/Instream
Flow

Mark Fink
(temp)

Jeff Estensen

Aquatic Habitat
Assessment

Mark Fink
(temp)

Mark Fink
(temp)

Grant
Hilderbrand

Jason Mouw

Mark Fink
(temp)

Scott
Maclean

Steve
McGroarty

Jim Vohden

Scott
Maclean

Jeff Estensen

DMLW

OHMP

ADF&G

Jeff Estensen

X1

OPMP

DNR

Fish

Geochemistry/
MLARD

Baseline Multi-Media
Trace Elements

Wildlife

Surface &
Groundwater Quality

TWG
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David
Johnson

David
Johnson

David
Johnson

David
Johnson

DEC

Phil North

Phil
North/
Gretchen
Hayslip

Jean
Zodrow/
Phil North

Lorraine
Edmond

Lorraine
Edmond

Jean
Zodrow

Cindi
Godsey

EPA

Leroy
Phillips

Leroy
Phillips

Leroy
Phillips

Leroy
Phillips

Leroy
Phillips

Leroy
Phillips

Leroy
Phillips

COE
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Doug
McBride

Doug
McBride

Kim Trust

Kim Trust

Steve
Matsuoka

Kim Trust

FWS

Dan
Young

Judy
Putera

NPS

Doug
Limpensel

Doug
Limpensel

Doug
Limpensel

X

Barb
Mahoney

X

NMFS

Steve
Frenzel

Dr. Chris
Zimmerman

X

X

X

Steve
Frenzel

USGS

C. MacCay
J. Buell
S. Florio

C. MacCay
J. Buell

C. MacCay
J. Buell

C. MacCay
S. Day

C. MacCay
M. Steljes

C. MacCay
T. Schick

C. MacCay
A. Love

NDM
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Minutes Approved April 25, 2008
Technical Working Group Steering Committee
Pebble Project
Minutes for January 30, 2008
Atwood Building Room 1420
Minutes taken by Charlotte MacCay (Bristol)
Present:
Doug Limpinsel (NOAA)
Phil Brna (USFWS)
Leroy Phillips (USACE)
Diane Soderlund (EPA)
Mike Daigneault (DNR-OHMP)
Andrea Meyer (DNR)
Tom Crafford (DNR)
Tom Brookover (ADF&G)
Bud Rice (NPS)
Mike Smith (PLP)
Charlotte MacCay (Bristol)
Agenda
x Tom Crafford incorporated various topics into an agenda.
x The agenda was approved.
Data Issues
Baseline Study Design Information
x Technical Working Groups (TWGs) should be provided with study plans that provide a
high level of scientific defensibility (“best science”) with:
o Clear objectives
o Statistical design
o Sampling methods
o Analytical tests and methods
x No formal responses have been received to previous formal comments and suggestions.
It is important to know how suggestions were or were not incorporated.
x Written responses are forthcoming from Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP), they have
taken longer to prepare than anticipated. At some meetings, the draft answers to related
written comments were read to the members.
x PLP is willing to provide study design information.
x TWG members would like to see a synopsis of all work that has been conducted, and
what type of data has been collected over the years for each discipline.
Data
The term ‘data’ can have different meanings and should be used clearly. It can mean raw data,
e.g. a list of measurements collected via scientific sampling, or convey a broader sense of project
level information such as study objectives, design, methods and results. Note – the broader sense
is used for the purposes of these minutes.
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The public may already be aware that PLP has not supplied resource agencies with
detailed study plans or results.
PLP could present some data on screen at the TWG meetings.
o Many members desire hard copy data that they can take with them and
contemplate.
o Information or data shown only on screen cannot be taken back to the agency for
review by other agency experts.
Agencies appreciate that it is PLP’s right, and it is appropriate, to keep data private until
it is fully reviewed and ready for release. However, without data available to the
technical experts, the effectiveness of the TWGs is minimized. It may be better to
postpone TWG meetings until such time as PLP is ready to release data.
TWG members need a full picture.
Study designs, for studies that extend over time, are usually adjusted based on previous
results. It’s important to share data or other information that has led to changes in study
design over the years.
PLP is ready to share meteorology, hydrology and some surface water data at this time.
PLP has been requesting that TWG members explain what data they would like to see
and how they would like it presented, and then PLP will determine if that is data that is
ready to release.
It will become the responsibility of the TWG leads to end the meeting with a summation
of all the information that the group requires for the next meeting to be meaningful.
When that data is made available, a meeting date will be set. This can include
information and data from a variety of sources as well as from PLP.

Structure/Constitution of TWGs
Initial Meetings
x Many members are not inclined to continue their participation, unless there is more
information and data available at the meetings.
x There is a lot of concern over the process considering that most disciplines have only had
one meeting to date.
x Initial meetings have been an opportunity to educate some TWG members; there is a
wide range of familiarity with the project. It was also a chance to introduce the Study
Plans, so the TWG could begin to embrace their issues. The meetings did evolve into
meaningful discussions.
x Agencies have to balance the highest use of their resources, and ensure the meetings are
meaningful if they are going to participate at this time.
Official member status
x Some of the leads are actually guests and not listed members of the TWG.
x TWG membership should be adjusted accordingly.
x It is important that agency personnel remain as leads. PLP may be able to supply
personnel to act as a lead, but does not feel it would be appropriate.
x It’s more important for the leads to be able to manage the team and keep a discussion on
track, rather than have the most expertise on the subject.
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Since state agencies are reimbursed for participation by their personnel, some felt it
would be more appropriate for the extra work load of being a lead to be taken up by a
state agency, instead of a federal agency.
The Fish TWG, Aquatic Organism TWG, and the Marine TWG have not assigned leads
yet. The Baseline Multi-media Trace Elements TWG had not yet met, so they also have
not yet assigned a lead.
The Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) and the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game (ADF&G) need to discuss appointments of leads to TWGs where needed.
A facilitator may be necessary for some TWGs that have many members and are difficult
to keep on track.

Preparedness
x It was reported that many members at the initial TWG meetings had not done any
preparation for the meeting (this may relate, in part, to the introductory nature of the
initial meetings)
x Some agency personnel indicated they will not likely have time to do a lot of preparation
for these meetings.
x Agencies may wish to consider bringing on more expertise for some groups, particularly
geochemistry and aquatic organisms. The U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) will be
approached again regarding participation; they have considerable expertise on these
subjects. Tom Crafford will follow up on this.
Function
x Hydrology/Instream Flow will be an independent sub-group of the Fish TWG.
x Marine Wildlife TWG will be a new independent TWG to address marine birds and
mammals.
x Aquatic Habitat TWG will be renamed Aquatic Organisms (not fish) TWG.
x Hydrology/Instream Flow will be renamed Hydrology TWG.
Action Items
x A new contact list will be distributed with the correct TWG titles and updated
membership.
x Prior to subsequent meetings, a synopsis of all work done to date for that discipline
will be prepared and distributed.
x Data requests made at the previous meetings will be fulfilled to the extent possible
and distributed.
x Tom Crafford will contact USGS about participation particularly in geochemistry.
x ADNR and ADF&G will discuss leads for those groups who have not established a
lead.
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Minutes Approved September 5, 2008

TechnicalWorkingGroupSteeringCommittee
PebbleProject
June10,2008
Room1860AtwoodBuilding
DraftMinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.

PRESENT:


TomCrafford(ADNR)
AndreaMeyer(ADNR),
BudRice,(NPS)
DianneSoderlund(EPA),
JohnPavitt(EPA),
LeroyPhillips(USACE),
ScottMaclean(ADF&G),
MikeSmith/PLP
CharlotteMacCay/PLP

II.
x

III.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

ADMINISTRATIVEISSUES
JohnPavittwillreplaceDianneSoderlundastheEPArepresentative.

PLPPROJECTUPDATE

(PLP)PLPisbringingmoreoftheprojectfunctionsintotheAnchorageofficefromtheVancouver,Canada
office.Severalnewstaffmembershavebeenhired.
(PLP)The2008exploratorydrillingprogramisupandrunning.Therewassomedelayduetothelatewinterin
theregion.
(PLP)Engineeringprefeasibilityiswellunderway.Thedesignengineersareinteractingwiththeenvironmental
teamtoincorporateenvironmentalprotectionsintothedesign.
(PLP)PLPhopestohaveatentativeproposalfortheproject,withoptions,todiscusswithstakeholders
sometimeinthewinterof2009.
(PLP)Theearliestpermittingcouldbeginwouldbeneartheendof2009.
(PLP)Priortopermitting,therewillbediscussionswiththeagenciesregardingtheNEPAprocess,including
whichagencywillbetheNEPAleadfortheproject.
(Agency)EPA’sinvolvementisdependentonitsNPDESprimacy.IfADEChasassumedNPDESprimacyfor
miningprojectsatthetimepermitapplicationsaresubmitted,thenEPAwillnothavetheauthoritytobethe
NEPAlead.IfthattransitionweretooccurafterthepermitapplicationshadbeensubmittedtoEPA,EPA
anticipatesitwouldfinishanysignificantpermitprocessithadbegun,andEPAwouldprobablybeinthe
positiontobeaNEPAlead.ADEChasaschedulethatproposesitwillassumeNPDESprimacyforminingby
2011,butthescheduleisbasedonestimatesandshouldbeconsideredaccordingly.
(Agency)USACEisanotherpotentialNEPAleadfortheproject,particularlyifEPAnolongerhastheNPDES
authoritywhenthePebbleapplicationisfiled.USACEdoesalsohaveauthoritytotransferadministrationof
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theSection404permittingprocesstoqualifiedstates.TheStateofAlaskahasneverappliedforSection404
(wetlands)primacy.
(Agency)OnechangethataccompaniesthetransferofNPDESprimacytothestateisthatthereisnorequired
tribalconsultation.Tribalconsultationoccursunderafederalexecutiveorderanddoesnotapplytostate
delegatedprograms.FormerAlaskaGovernorTonyKnowlesissuedanexecutiveorderregardingtribal
relationsforthestate,butitwasmostlyanissueofintenttocommunicatewithtribalorganizationsanddoes
notcontainspecifictribalconsultationrequirements.Therewasacommitmenttoenterintoconsultation
abouthowtoworktogetherinthefuture,butthiscommitmenthasnotbeenactedupon.

PUBLICDATARELEASESCHEDULE
(PLP)Pebble’sDataReleaseSchedule,distributedtothepubliconMay28,waspassedout.
(Agency)Thedatareleaseschedulestatesthat,“AlthoughPebblePartnershiphascommissioned
subsistence/traditionalknowledgeandculturalresourcestudiesinandaroundtheprojectsite,state
regulationprohibitsthepublicreleaseofthisinformation”.Itwasquestionedwhetherornotthisstatement
wastrueandcitedsomeconcernregardingtheneedtoreviewthatdataforsufficientstudydesign.
(PLP)Bylaw,culturalresourcessiteinformationfromstatelandsisconfidential.SteveR.Braund&Associates
(SRB&A)hasconfidentialityagreementswiththecommunitymembersitinterviewsthatprohibititfrom
sharingthesubsistenceandtraditionalknowledgestudydatawithPLPorthepublicuntilaftertheinterviewed
participantshavehadtheopportunitytoreviewandapprovehisreports.SRB&Atakestheseconfidentiality
agreementsveryseriously.
(Agency)Outsidepartieshavestatedconcernthatthesubsistence/traditionalknowledgeandcultural
resourcestudiesneedtogobackfurtherintimethanthecurrentstudywhichincorporatessubsistenceand
culturaluseoverthepast10yearsinordertocapture”lifetimeuses”andtocapturecyclesincaribou
migration.Cariboumigrationcyclesmayrequire30Ͳ40yearsofstudy.IfPLPisconsideringlookingforward
50yearsthanPLPshouldlookback50years.
(PLP)TheDepartmentofFishandGame(ADF&G)subsistencedatatakenundercontracttoPLPfocuseson
whatwasused,howitwasused,amounts,andconsumptionrates.SRBA’sdatacollectionfocusesonwhen,
where,andthemappingofuseareas.
(PLPinresponsetoAgencyQuery)TherehasbeennofeedbackreceivedsincethebeginningofPLP’spublic
datarelease.

INFORMATIONREVIEW
(PLP)2008FieldSamplingPlans(FSP)havebeenprovidedforsurfacewaterhydrologyandwaterquality,
groundwaterhydrologyandwaterquality,andmammaltissue.RemainingFieldSamplingPlansandStudy
Planswillbedistributedassoonastheyarefinalized.
(Agency)TheseFSPsweredistributedtotheTWGmembers.Agencyleadsneedtodeterminehowtheywant
tocomment.
(Agency)ConcernwasraisedthattheFieldSamplingPlansandStudyPlansarestillnotbeingdistributedearly
enoughformeaningfulreview.Therehadbeenparticularinterestinreceivingthesedocumentsforthefish
studies.
(PLP)ThedistributionofFieldSamplingPlansandStudyPlansisnotthesameasdistributinginformation
packetsforthevariousTWGgroups.Earlier,PLPhadstatedthataspacketsofinformationthatrespondedto
theindividualTWGgroupinformationrequestswereprepared,theywouldbedistributedwithaproposed
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meetingdate.ThishasonlybeendonefortheFishTWGgrouptodate.Othergroupswillfollowasthe
informationisprepared.
(Agency)TheSteeringCommitteeshouldbecc’donthedistributionofallinformationpackets.
(Agency)TheStudyPlansarebeingdistributed,butalongerreviewperiodisneededtofacilitatetheir
distribution,review,andevaluation.Theagenciesalsoneedtimetocoordinatecommentsfromthevarious
staffmembers.Staffresourcesarealreadycommittedforseveralmonthsinadvance,especiallybetweenMay
andSeptember.Itcan’tbeassumedthateveryonewillhaveampletimewithina2–3weekperiodto
evaluatetheStudyPlansandrespondinatimelymannertoaffectchangeforthecomingfieldseason.
(Agency)Agenciesneedtogetinformationatleast2monthsbeforesummersocommentscangetbackto
contractors.
(Agency)Itwouldalsobebettertosetmeetingdatesseveralmonthsinadvance.
(Agency)ItwassuggestedthatdiscussionsofupcomingStudyPlansbeheldinFebruaryregardingthe
subsequentseason’sStudyPlans.
(PLP)Itisnotfeasibletoprocessthepreviousseason’sdataforreviewanddeterminenecessarychangesfor
theupcomingseasonbyFebruary.TherearesampleturnͲaroundtimes(e.g.,watersamplelabanalyses),
budgetsandcontractsthatallneedtofallinplacepriortowritingthestudyplans.
(Agency)ThereisnoreasonPLPcan’tgiveitscontractedconsultantsadeadlineandrequiretheconsultantsto
meetthatdeadline.AlltheConsultantshavetodoishiremorestaffasneeded.
(PLP)ItisnotalwaysfeasibleforconsultantstostaffͲupatwill.Thereisacurrentshortageofenvironmental
professionals.Itisdifficultforconsultingfirmstofindadditionalqualifiedpersonneltohire.
(Agency)CanPLPpulltogetheratimeframewhentheTWGscouldmeettoreviewStudyPlansandatime
frameforwhenPLPneedstoreceivefeedback?
(Agency)IfitisnotpossibleforPLPtoprepareStudyPlansearlyenoughtoaccommodateagencyreviewwith
asmuchtimeastheagenciesrequire,maybeweshouldusetheNovemberAgencyMeetingsasameansfor
theTWGmemberstolearnwhatoccurredinthefieldasthebasisforproͲactivesuggestionandcommenton
whatprotocolsshouldgointotheStudyPlansfortheupcomingseason.TWGscouldhavebreakoutsessions
attheNovembermeetingsorshortlythereaftertodiscussthesesuggestions.ThentheTWGscouldmeet
againinthespringtodiscusswhatwasandwasnotincorporatedintothefinaldraftStudyPlans.
(Agency)TWGbreakoutsessionswouldtakeadvantageofmanyoftheTWGmembersalreadybeingin
Anchorage.
(PLP)CouldNovemberAgencyMeetingsessionsbeorganizedinsuchamannerthatTWGbreakoutsessions
wouldnotlikelyoccurduringmainschedulepresentationsofinteresttotheTWGgroup?
(Agency)ForthesebreakͲoutsessionstobemeaningfultheyneedtobepremisedwiththerequestfor
informationtoreviewpriortotheNovemberMeetingPresentations.
(Agency)Thirtydayscouldbeasufficientreviewtimeperiod.

MEETINGPROTOCOLANDLOGISTICS
(PLP)TheTWGsareevolvingandworking.Notesarebeingturnedaroundfaster.Informationrequestsare
beingfilledandpostedontheftpsiteforreview;insomecasesthisisstillnotasfaraheadofthemeetingas
desired,butitisimproving.TWG/agencymembershavegoneonfieldtripstohelpdeterminesamplingsites.
SomeTWG/agencymembershavemadeplanstoaccompanyPLPconsultantsinthefieldthisseasonto
observethesamplingprogramsfirsthand.
(Agency)IfthenoteͲtakingforallTWGmeetingsistoomuchforCharlottetohandlealone,wemaywantto
consideraddingasecondnoteͲtaker.
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(PLP)PresentlyitisworkingforCharlottetotakethenotesatallmeetings.ItalsoprovidesforonePLP
representativetobepresentatallmeetingstoprovideconsistencyandtowatchforareasofoverlapbetween
groupsaswellasareasthatarefallingthroughgapsbetweenthegroups.
(Agency)IfasecondnoteͲtakerwerenecessary–theycouldrunallnotespastCharlottetohelpretainthat
consistency.
Minutes:
o (PLP)WhenTWGmembersreviewthedraftmeetingminutestheysometimessendadditionalnew
commentsandideasthatmayberelatedandimportant,butdonotreflectwhatwasdiscussed
duringthemeeting.TheSteeringCommitteeneedstoaddresshowtohandlethesecommentssoitis
doneconsistentlyandappropriatelythroughouttheTWGgroups.
o (Agency)Thepresentprocessfortheminutesisthat:
 CharlottegeneratestheminutesandsendsthedraftminutestotheTWGleadtodistribute
totheTWGgroup(preferablywithadeadlineforcomments).
 TheTWGmembersreviewtheminutesandsendintheircommentsastrackchanges.
 Thelead,orCharlotte,consolidatesthetrackchangesintoafinaldraftanditisrecirculated
bytheleadtotheTWGgroupforafinalreview(preferablywithadeadline)
 Theleadhasfinaldiscretiononthecontentofthefinalminutes.TheyaresenttoAndrea
whodistributesthemtotheTWGgroupandpoststhemontheDNRwebsite.
 Toallowformemberswhomayhavetroublemeetingthecommentdeadlines,thelead
shouldaddasentencetotheemailthataccompaniesthedistributionofthedraftorfinal
draftminutesthatsays,“Ifyouhavetroublemeetingthisdeadline,pleasegivemeacall.”
o (Agency)Newcommentscouldbemovedtothebottomoftheminutesandnotedas“postͲmeeting
commentsprovidedbyTWGmembers”.
o (Agency)Theminutereviewprocessshouldberoutinelyattachedasamemorandumtotheminutes
eachtimetheminutesaresentoutforreview.
o (Agency)Inthememorandumitshouldclarifythatifanagencywishesacommenttobedocumented
intheminutesasattributedtotheirspecificagency,theyshouldmakethatrequestinthecomments
onthedraftminutes.
(Agency)ThereareleadsformostoftheTWGgroupswiththeexceptionoftheMarineTWG.Fishdoesnot
haveanofficialleadeither,althoughitislikelytobeADF&G.
(Agency)USGShasbeentalkingwithADNRaboutbecominginvolvedintheTWGgroups.Theyareparticularly
interestedingeochemistry(BobSeal),hydrologyandwaterquality.USGSisworkingonaMOUtoaccept
fundingfortheirparticipation.TheMOUshouldbedraftedsoon.
(Agency)Theideaofhiringafacilitatortohelpkeepmeetingsontrackwasraisedatthelastmeetingandhas
beendiscussedwithinDNR,particularlyforsomeTWGsthatareparticularlyvocal.Thiswouldnotonlykeep
themeetingontrack,butrelievesomeoftheworkloadonthelead,andfreeuptheleadtomoreactively
participateintheTWGdiscussion.Thefacilitatorwouldnotbeimposedontheleads,butwouldbeavailableif
requestedbythelead.TheUniversityhassomeresources,suchasMegKing.DNRwillchecktoseeifthereis
astatelistoffacilitators.EPAhasalistoffacilitators.MarySirokyisanotherpotentialfacilitator;sheusedto
workinthisroleforADECandisnowworkingasaprivateconsultant.Theuseofafacilitatorcouldbetriedon
ameetingͲbyͲmeetingbasis,withareportbacktotheSteeringCommittee.Itisnotnecessarytoimplementa
fullscalefacilitatorplanatthistime.
(Agency)ItwasnotedthattheTWGprotocolsdonotlistrunningthemeetingaspartofthelead’srole,
althoughitwasprobablyanassumedroleallalong.
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ACTIONITEMS
x
x
x

x

PLPtodevelopaplanforschedulingandsequencingdeliveryofTWGinformationpackets,getting
comments,andsettingsubsequentTWGmeetings.
RespondtoDNR’sletterregardingthedistributionofStudyPlansandFieldSamplingPlans.
PLPtosendoutthelatestContactListforallTWGgroupstoJohnPavittsohecanfamiliarizehimself,in
hisnewroleastheEPAPebblecontact,withtheotherEPATWGmembers.Johnwillalsohelptofleshout
EPAphonenumberswheretheyaremissingonthelist.
DNRtocompilealistofpotentialfacilitators
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Minutes Approved February 20, 2009


TechnicalWorkingGroupͲSteeringCommittee
PebbleProject
November14,2008
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
DraftMinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
TomCrafford(ADNR)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
KenTaylor(PLP)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
JohnPavitt(EPA)
LeroyPhillips(USACE)
MikeDaigneault(ADF&G)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
DougLimpinsel(NOAA)
JeanneHanson(NOAA)
MikeSmith(PLP)byphone
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II.           PROPOSEDAGENDA
x CalltoOrder
x ApprovalofAgenda–AdditionalAgendaItems
x ProjectUpdate/Developments
x SteeringCommittee(SC)
o

Membership–ADF&G,ScottMaclean&MikeDaigneault

o

NextSCMeeting–Quarterlymeetings?

o

ActionItemsfromJuneSCmeetings

o

SCmemberroles

x TWGMembers
o

Statusof‘Leads’forindividualTWG’s

o

AdditionofDaveSzumigala(DNRͲDGGS)toGeochemTWG

o

AdditionofBobSmall(ADF&G)toMarineWildlife

o

OtherTWGmembershipchanges/additions?

x IndividualTWGminutesapprovalandposting
x Keystoneprocessvs.TWGprocess
x 2009StudyPlans
o

NMFS&DNRletters

o

AnticipatedtimingofStudyPlans

o

TWGinput&reviewofStudyPlans?

x ‘Monitoring’Discussion
x Other?
x PublicComment


III.          PROJECTUPDATES/DEVELOPMENTS
x (PLP)TherehavebeenseveralchangestothePLPstaffincludingtheadditionofJohnShivelyasCEO,andKenTaylor
asVicePresident,Environmental,
x (PLP)DrillingwillbeshuttingdowninDecember
x (PLP)Aproposedprojectdesignisunderdevelopment.Thereisalotofinteractivediscussionandinputbetween
theenvironmentalteamandtheprojectengineers.
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IV.

STEERINGCOMMITTEE
x (Agency)MikeDaigneaultistheRegionalSupervisorfortheADF&G,DivisionofHabitat,AnchorageOfficeandwould
liketojointheSteeringCommitteeasasecondrepresentativeforADF&G.ScottMaclean,anADF&GHabitat
BiologistandLargeProjectsCoordinatorfortheAnchorageOffice,isalreadyontheSteeringCommittee,but
ADF&GhasbroadrepresentationoverissuesrelatedtotheproposedPebbleProject.Thereisprecedentforan
agencytohavetwoSteeringCommitteemembers;NMFShastwo(oneforhabitatandoneforprotected
resources).PLPhastworepresentatives(MikeSmithasthemainrepresentativeandCharlotteMacCayasthe
scribe).
(PLP)Eachagencyhasoneformalmember,buttheyarealsowelcometobringadditionalagencypersonnel
asbackͲup.
(Agency)Thereisnovotingordecisionmaking,sothisisnotanissueofpower.
(All)TherewerenodissentingcommentsregardingADF&GaddingMikeDaigneaulttotheSteering
Committee.


FUTURETWGMEETINGS
(PLP)TherewerenoTWGmeetingsduringthefieldseasonbyrequestoftheTWGs.Theyhavebeen
scheduledtooccurduringtheagencymeetingsaswassuggestedbytheSteeringCommitteeasatimetoset
upsubsequentmeetingsandtogiveinputintothe2009StudyPlans.
(Agency)TheSteeringCommitteewillcommunicatewiththeTWGrepresentativesregardingtheirplansfor
theTWGsbetternexttime.TheTWGmemberswerenotwellawareoftheSteeringCommittee’s
recommendationtohaveTWGmeetingsduringtheagencymeetings.
(Agency)PLPneedstoworkbetterwiththeleadstosetupthemeetings.
(PLP)True.ThisispartofthetransitionfromPLPsettingupthefirstroundofmeetingspriortotheTWGs
havingappointedleadsandnowtransferringtheresponsibilityoftheagendaandmeetingnotificationover
totheleads
(Agency)Weneedtoworktomakethemeetingslesscontentious.
(Agency)WeneedabetterunderstandingofwhatweexpecttoaccomplishwiththeTWGs,cleareraction
itemsanddeliverabledates.Wealsoneedprojectdefinitionordefinitiveinformationonwhichtobase
recommendations.
(Agency)Regularlyscheduledquarterlymeetingsmaybehelpful.
(Agency) TWG’swereeffectiveduringthereviewoftheCooperLakeDam.Adifferencebetweenthat
projectandPebbleisthatFERCwasanarbitrator.TheTWG’salsometmorefrequently.
(Agency)Someofouragencypersonnelquestionthevalueoftheircontinuedparticipation.theydon’tsee
theusefulnessbecausetheyfeelthereisnotenoughinformationavailabletohavemeaningfulinputand
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becausetheirinformationrequestshavenotbeenadequatelyaddressed.Thesepeopledon’twantto
attendanymore.
(Agency)Somestaffarefrustratedbecausetheydon’tseetherecommendationsthey’vemadereflectedin
themeetingnotes.
(Agency)ChangeinstaffhasalsoaddedachallengetotheeffectivenessoftheTWGs.
(PLP)Wewouldlikealltheagenciestoparticipate,butitisstillusefulforusevenifonlysomeofthe
agenciesparticipate.Weareprovidinginformationasitisavailable.Wedobelievethereisvaluableinput
thattheagenciescanprovidewithouthavingtheresultsofthestudiestodate.Atthebeginningofany
studythereisinputandideasthattheagencieswouldhaveonwhichmethodstheypreferetc…Thisisthe
typeofspeculativeinputweareaskingforatthistime.
(Agency)WhyshouldtheAgenciescontinuetoparticipateifverylittleinformationismadeavailablefor
Agencyuse,reviewordiscussion?Onwhatlittleinformationhasbeensubmittedthusfarregarding
freshwaterorfishstudies,theAgencieshavesubmittedcommentsorsuggestionstoPLP.Noneofthose
Agencysuggestions(lettersormeetingminutes)havebeenincorporatedintoanyofthestudiesthusfar,nor
hasPLPfelttheneedtosubmitanyformalresponseastowhythesesuggestionshaven’tbeenincorporated
intothestudies.
(Agency)ThiscanbedoubleͲedgedsword,ifweparticipate,butourrecommendationsarenotfollowed,it
couldbeperceivedthatweapprovedtheproceduresthatwerefollowed,ifwedon’tparticipatethenweare
opentocriticismfornottakingadvantageoftheopportunitytoprovideinput–thishasbeenthemindsetin
someotherprojects.
(Agency)SomeAgenciesfeelthere’sbeenlittlebenefitthusfarfromtheTWGprocess,butwanttocontinue
thedialogueinhopesthattheprocesswillimprove.ThereisconcernthatAgencyparticipationimpliesthey
aresatisfiedorhavebenefittedfromthecurrentTWGprocess,whentheyfeeljusttheopposite.
Conversely,Agenciesareconcernedthatlackofparticipationmightbeseenasanunwillingnessto
cooperate.
(PLP)PLPfullyexpectsthatasdataisavailableforreview,thatagenciesmaychangetheirpositionand
decidethatadifferentmethodwouldhavebeenbetter.PLPexpectsthattheagencieswillthenbringthose
newideastothemeetingsforreconsideration.Thereisnothingbindingaboutanysuggestionsmadeat
thesemeetings.Wearejustlookingforopendialoguetohelpshapethebestprogrampossible.
(Agency)Fornextweek’smeetingsweneedtosendoutaclearermessagethattheyareaboutmonitoring,
andplanningforupcominginͲdepthmeetings.
(Agency)Theleadsneedtosetuptheagenda,PLPisoftentheonesendingouttheagenda.
(Agency)ArethereanyotherprojectswithTWGs?
(Agency)OuragencygoestothemeetingsbecauseweareapotentialNEPAlead,butwearenotgetting
anythingoutofit.
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MINUTES
(PLP)Theminutesarewrittentocontainallcommentsandviews,eveniftheyarenotlaterincorporatedbyPLP.
BeingatthemeetingdoesnotinferthatanyoneapprovedofPLP’sresultingchoiceofaction.Ifviewpointswere
notrecordedintheminutesbythenoteͲtaker(CMcC),theycanbeaddedinbythememberswhentheyreview
theminutes.Noteverycommentgetscaptured.
(Agency)SeveralagencyrepresentativesarguedthatspecificdiscussionpointintheTWG’swerenotbeing
adequatelycapturedintheminutes.
(PLP)ThisiswhyAgenciesareencouragedtoreviewandeditdraftminutesandtoaddanymissingdiscussion
points.
(Agency)TherehavebeenexampleswhereAgencyrepsintheTWG’sreͲsubmittedcommentsanddiscussion
pointsthatwerenotincludedinthedraftmeetingminutes.Toillustratethispoint,relevantdiscussionpoints
madebyseveralAgencyrepsinthefreshwaterfishTWGmeeting(1/9/08)werenotincludedinthedraft
meetingminutes.AgencypersonnelreͲsubmittedthespecificpoints,aswellasummaryofthediscussionpoints
viaeͲmail,butthosepointswerenotreͲincludedinthefinalpostedmeetingminutes.
(Agency)Thereseemstobealackofresponsetoconcernsandrequests.Theminutesneedtobeimprovedby
addingalistofactionitemswithdeadlines.Weneeddefinitiveanswerstodatarequests.
(PLP)Therehasbeensomemisunderstanding.PLPhasbeenwritingdownalltheinformationrequests.Istated
atthetimethatwemaynotbeabletoprovideallthedata,butifyouletusknowwhatdatayouwantandin
whatformyouwouldlikeit,thenwecantrytostartprovidingdataasisbecomesready.Thereisan
understandingbysomethatallofthisdatawouldbereadyforthenextmeeting,thiswasnotmyintent.
(Agency)SteeringCommitteemembersneedtocommunicatebetterandworkthroughtheleadsoftheTWGs.
Thereneedstobemorebackandforthtoestablishagendaitemsanddeliverables.Isthelackofresourcesthe
problem?IsittoomuchforPLPtotakethenotesandparticipateatthesametime?Thereisconcernaboutthe
minutes.Thereistoomuchdelayingettingtheminutes,andconcernwhetherallcommentsareincluded.
Maybethereshouldbeastenographertotakethenotes,itmakebemoreobjective.MaybeDNRhassomeone
theycanprovidetobethenoteͲtaker.Thereneedstobeadefinitivetimelinethatisreasonablefortheminutes
togoout.Twoweekswouldbeareasonablegoalforthenotestogooutindraftform,andonemonthforthe
notestobepostedontheweb.Notesneedtogototheleadfordistribution.Theleadwillfinalizetheminutes
andgivethemtoDNRtopost.WeneedtoreviewthenoteͲtakingarrangement.
(PLP)Astenographerwillnothavetheknowledgetomakesenseoftheminutes.Ifwebringinsomeonefrom
DNR,whoknowsenoughabouttheprojecttotakethenotes,theywillnotbeobjective.Anyonewhoknows
anythingaboutthisprojecthasanopinionabouttheproject.Nowthatthereareleads,Inolongerneedtolead
themeetingsandparticipateasmuch.Duringmostmeetings,itistheconsultantsthatarethemainparticipants
forPLP,thereforeIwillabletofocusmoreonrecordingtheminutes.Also,ifwedon’tplanmultipleTWG
meetingswithinthesameweek,itwillallowmebetteropportunitytowriteuptheminutesinatimelymanner.
Iftherearecommentsthatareleftout,thereisopportunityforalltheTWGmemberstoreviewthedraftand
addanycommentsthatweremissed.PLPsetuptheTWGswithDNRwiththearrangementthatPLPwouldbe
takingtheminutes.PLPwillcontinuetotaketheminutes,thisisnotatasktheyarewillingtonegotiate.
(Agency)Ourgoalwillbetotrytoachievethebestminuteswecan.Charlottewilltakethenotes,circulate
themtotheconsultantsfortheirreviewandadditionalinput,andsendthemouttotheTWGwithintwoweeks.
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TheleadswillsendtheminutesoutwithatwoͲweekdeadlineformemberstoeditandcomment.Ifnecessary
theymaybesentoutforasecondediting.TheleadswillfinalizetheminutesandsendthemtoPLPtoreview
andtoDNRtopost.Thegoalistoposttheminuteswithinonemonthofthemeeting.
(Agency)When/ifthereisobviousdisagreement/agreementonanissue,thisshouldbeindicatedintheminutes
bynotingthattherewereseveralmemberswhoconcurred/disagreed.


NEWTWGMEMBERS
(Agency)ItisrequestedthatDaveSzumigalabeaddedtotheGeochemistryTWG
(All)Noobjectionswerestated.
(Agency)AdraftMOUisbeingdevelopedwithUSGSbutneedsfurtherwork.PLPiswillingtofundBobSeals’s
participationforhelpwiththeGeochemistryTWG,heisageochemist.
(Agency)JimVohden(DNR)wasalsoaddedtotheGeochemistryTWGwhichmakesmorethanoneDNRpersonin
thatTWG,butheisachemistandahydrologistwiththeminingsectionwhocanbringahelpfulbackgroundtothe
group.
(All)Noobjectionswerestated.


KEYSTONEPROJECT
(PLP)TheKeystoneProjectdoesnotreallyinvolvetheagencies.ItismoreofapublicprocessthatAngloemploys
withitsprojects.ItproceedswithlittletonoinvolvementofthePLPitself.Iamnotentirelyclearontheprocess
myself.
(Agency)Thereisascienceadvisoryboardwhichmayinvolveagencies–thisisperceivedasanoverlapwiththe
TWGs.Thereisconcernabouttheconfusionthiscouldcreate.
(PLP)TheAdvisoryBoardisexpectedtoresultininputaboutalternativesthatmayfeedintotheproposalPLPputs
onthetable,butitisstillultimatelytheagenciesthatmakethedecisionindependentlyofKeystone.
(Agency)NMFShaswrittenalettertoJohnShivelyaboutKeystone,buthasnotyetreceivedaresponse.
(Agency)ItmightbehelpfulifPLPwouldclarifytheKeystoneprocess.
(Agency)NationalGeographichadanarticleonALCOAusingtheKeystoneprocesslastsummer.Howmanymining
operationsdoesAnglohaveinNorthAmericawheretheyhaveemployedthisprocess?
(Agency)Wedonotwanttohavetoparticipateintwoprocesses.
(Agency)KeystonehasstatedonlyUSGSwillbepartoftheprocessastheyaretheonlyagencywithno
managementorregulatorycontrolandbecausetheyarenotpartoftheTWGsͲthisisintheirreport.Thereport
saystheagenciesarenotobjective.Itisourroletobeobjective.
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(Agency)TherearespecificareaswhereUSGShasvaluableexpertise(e.g.,geochemistry)thatcouldcontributeto
theTWG’s.DNRisworkingonaMOUtofundUSGSinvolvementinTWG’s,
(Agency)TherewereexpressionsthatKeystoneweakens,oratleastconfuses,theTWGprocessandtheNEPA
process.


2009STUDYPLANS
(PLP)PLPhaschangedtheirinternalschedulefortheapprovalofconsultantbudgetsandscopesfrom
January/FebruarytoOctober.Thiswasdonesothattheconsultantswouldbeabletoknowtheirscopesoonerinthe
year,andthereforewriteuptheirstudyplanssoonerintheyear.Itisourhopethatwewillbeabletodistributethe
studyplanstotheTWGsinJanuary
(AgencyandPLP)AgoalwassetforFebruaryTWGmeetingssetapproximately1monthafterdistributionofthe2009
studyplans.TWGmemberswillbenotifiedthattheywillbeexpectedtoprovidecommentsonthestudyplansatthe
Februarymeeting.Ifcommentsareinwritingwithrationale,itwillmakeiteasierforPLPtogivethemfull
consideration.Onemonthlater,PLPwillpresentinwritingwhichsuggestionswereincorporated,PLPwillalsoexplainin
writingwhyothersuggestionswerenotincorporated.TwoweeksfollowingPLP’sstatement,therewillbeafollowͲup
TWGmeetingtodiscussPLP’srevisionsandtoprovideanynewcommentsonthestudyplans.Thestudyplansareopen
foradditionalcommentatalltimes,sometimessuggestionscanbeincorporatedevenafterastudyhasbegun.


MONITORINGANDCHARACTERIZATION
(PLP)Thedatacollectedtodatehasbeencollectedforsitecharacterization.Itismeanttobeusedtowritethe
AffectedEnvironmentSectionoftheNEPA(EIS)document.BecauseNEPAcallsthis“baselineinformation”PLPhasalso
beenreferringtothisdataasbaselinedata.Thishasledtosomeconfusion.Toscientists,baselinemeanssomething
quantifiablethatcanbeusedforcomparisonwithdatacollectedduringoperationstoseeiftherehavebeenany
impacts.Thatwasnottheintentofthedatawehavecollectedtodate.AlthoughPLPhopesthatsomeofthisdatawill
beusefulformonitoringpurposesaswell.PLPisfinishingupthecharacterizationdataandmovingintomonitoring
data,datatobeusedforcomparisonpurposeswithdatacollectedafteroperationsbegin,butthistermiscausing
confusionaswell.Somepeopleinterpretmonitoringdatatobethedatacollectedduringoperations.
(Agency)HavetheTWG’ssaidtherehasbeenenoughcharacterizationdatacollected.Isthereanyfeedbackonthat?
(PLP)TheTWGsdonotmakedecisions.TheTWGshavegivensomefeedback,butthefeedbackhasbeenconfusingdue
todifferentinterpretationsofthetermbaseline.Itishardtodifferentiatebetweenconcernsformonitoringpurposes
andconcernsforcharacterization.
(Agency)ItisasuggestionthatwhentheEBDportionsareready,thateachTWGreviewandcommentonthose
sectionsbeforetheEBDgoesoutsasadraft.ThiswouldallowPLPtoconductadditionalanalysesifnecessaryand
minimizedelaysfortheproject.
(Agency)Thereissomedisagreementrelatedtothefundamentalsoftheinstreamflowprogramthatneedtobe
resolvedforthatstudytogoforward.
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(PLP/Agencies)Forfuturediscussionwewouldliketogetawayfromtheterm‘baseline’andreferto‘site
characterizationforNEPAaffectedenvironment’
(PLP/Agencies)Forfuturediscussionthetermmonitoringneedstobeclarifiedbecausetomanypeopleitmeansthe
projecthasbeenbuilt.Theterm‘preͲterm’monitoringcanbeusedtodenotedatabeingcollectedforcomparative
analysis.
(Agencies)Thepresentationsgivenattheannualagencypresentationsdon’tdifferentiatebetweenwhat’sbeingused
forcharacterizationandwhat’sbeingusedformonitoring.Maybethereshouldbesomecommentstoclarifythisatthe
AgencyPresentationsnextweek.
(Agency)IamnotsureIamseeingeverythingthatneedstobedoneforsitecharacterizationyet.
(PLP)TheTWGscanstillprovideinputonsitecharacterization,wejustwanttoclarifywhichiswhichandstartmoving
into‘preͲtermmonitoring’.
(Agency)It’shardtocommentonpreͲtermmonitoringprogramswhenwedon’tknowwhattheprojectisyet.It’sa
Catch22,chickenandtheeggthing.
(Agency)Whenwouldyouliketohavepermitapplicationsreadytosubmit?
(PLP)Late2009orearlyͲmid2010.
(Agency)That’sanambitiousgoal.Weadvisepeopletostartstudiesfiveyearspriortopermitapplication.
(PLP)Someofthecharacterizationdatacollectedoverthepast5yearswillbehopefullyalsobehelpfulinthisprocess.
Thatwillbedeterminedwhenwedefinetheproject.
(Agency)Projectscanstillcontinuemonitoringoncethepermitissubmittedwhileitisbeingprocessed.
(Agency)Pebblehaschangedmorethanmostproposedprojects,butthatdoesn’tmeanthatthosechangesrepresenta
changetotheoverallscopeoftheproject.Thescopemaybelimitedbyhowmuchwastecanbestored.Thereisonly
somuchspaceforwasterockandtailings.
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ACTIONITEMS
x Communicatetoleadsregardingtoday’sdiscussiononnoteͲtaking(minutes)

TomCrafford(done)

x SendeditsonthemembershipmatrixtoAndreaatDNR. 











EVERYONE 

x Revisethemembershipmatrixanddistribute 



















ANDREAMEYER NOV21

x FinalizetheMOUwithUSGS



















TOMCRAFFORD

x SendEͲmailtoallTWGmembersclarifyingtheKeystoneprocess 







PLP

x RevisitthepotentialforafacilitatorfortheFreshwaterFishTWG 







TOMCRAFFORD DEC15

















NOV17

NOV27

x WritetoANGLOregardingtheTWGSteeringCommitteeview/concernsrelatedtoKeystone.PLP DEC15
x ProvideabriefexplanationofKeystoneattheAgencyPresentations 







PLP(done)

x Provideaclarificationoftheterms‘characterization’and‘preͲtermmonitoring’ 

PLP(done)

attheagencypresentations.
x CreateanagendafortheFishTWGmeetings 



















Scott/Jeff/Charlotte(done)

x CreateanagendafortheTraceElementTWGmeeting 













Charlotte(done)

x CreateanagendafortheMarineFishandInvertebrateTWGmeeting 





Jeff/Charlotte(done)

x CreateanagendafortheMarineWildlifeTWGmeeting 





Charlotte(done)











NEXTMEETING
x (Agency)Weshouldhavequarterlymeetings.
x (Agency)SetthenextmeetingformidͲJanuaryaboutthetimethestudyplansshouldbegoingoutforreview.
x MeetingtentativelysetforFridayJanuary16from9–12attheAtwoodbuildingRoom1860.Nolunch.
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TechnicalWorkingGroupͲSteeringCommittee
PebbleProject
January16,2009
AtwoodBuildingRoom1860
DraftMinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
TomCrafford(ADNR)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
JohnPavitt(EPA)
LeroyPhillips(USACE)
DaveCasey(USACE)
MikeDaigneault(ADF&G)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
FrancesMann(USFWS)
DougLimpinsel(NMFS)
JeanneHanson(NMFS)
BudRice(NPS)

Guests:
RuthHamiltonHeese(AlaskaDepartmentofLaw)
BrendaHolden(InformationInsights)
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II.           PROPOSEDAGENDA

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

CalltoOrder
ApprovalofAgenda–AdditionalAgendaItems
20081114Minutes–finaledits,Approval?
USACE–SCmemberLeroyPhillipsisheadedtoIdaho,DaveCaseyisreplacement
ProjectUpdate/Developments
o 2009StudyPlans–status?,timetable?
Facilitation
o BrendaHolden,InformationInsights–briefpresentation
o Facilitationdiscussion–(needs,ideas,whichTWG’s?,etc.)
SteeringCommittee(SC)
o Dec.2008EPAresponselettertoNMFS
o TWGAgencymeeting?
TWGs
o FishTWG
 GuidingPrinciplesDocument
 JeffEstensen,Leadisleaving.NewLead?
 OtherTWGs?
“Monitoring”–furtherdiscussion?
ActionItemsform20081114SCMeeting
o TWGMemberMatrix–edits,changes,additions
o USGSMOU–stillinprogress
NewActionItems
NextSteeringCommitteeMeeting–when?
PublicComment

III.          20081114MINUTES–FINALEDITS
x (Agency)Inadditiontotrackchangestotheedits,itwasrequestedthattheSteeringCommitteemembersbeableto
viewthesuggestededitsbeforetheywereincorporatedandtoknowwhosuggestedwhichedits.
x (Agency)Subsequentmailingsofthefinalminuteswillincludeanattachmentofalltheeditcommentsthatwere
submittedintheiroriginalstate.Thisproposalwillalsohelpindividualstrackiftheircommentswerereceivedfor
consideration.Analternativeofeachmembercc’ingtheentiregroupwiththeircommentswasdeterminedtobe
lessorganizedandlikelytocause“eͲmailconfusion”.Itissuggestedthateachsubmittalofcommentsbecc’dto
Andreatohelphercompiletheattachment.
x Membersdidnotfeeltheyhadenoughtimetoreviewthecommentsandapprovetheminutesatthismeeting.If
thereareanyfurthereditspleasesubmitthemASAPsotheseminutesmaybefinalizedandposted.
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IV.USACE
x (Agency)LeroyPhillipshastakenanewjobinIdaho.SerenaSweetwhowasLeroy’sbackuphasalsomovedontoa
differentproject.DaveCaseywillbetakingoverUSACEinvolvementwithPebbleandparticipateontheSteering
Committee.KatieMcCaffertywilltakeoversomeofthedaytodayresponsibilities.KatieMcCaffertyworksin
KenaiforDaveCasey.
x (Agency)AneͲmailwassentout,somewhatprematurely,thatstatedthatUSACEwon’tbeparticipatinginTWGsin
thefuture.AformalletterisbeingwrittenexplainingthatduetostaffrestraintstheUSACEwillonlybeinvolvedin
theSteeringCommitteeatthistime.Therearetoomanyotherprojectsrequiringourresourcestostayinvolvedin
alltheTWGs.IfUSACEbecomestheleadagencyintheNEPAprocess,thenUSACEplansonhavingoneperson
followalongthroughouttheprocess.Atthistime,USACEisnotclosetomakinganyofthesedecisions.Forsome
oftheTWGs,USACEhasnoexpertisetooffer.USACEbelievestheTWGconceptisgood.USACEsupportsthe
State’seffort,buttheprojectseemsstagnantatthistimeandtheUSACEhaslimitedresources.
x (Agency)USACEdoeshavesomeexpertisetooffer.
x (PLP)ItisanticipatedthatwhenawetlandTWGisformedthatUSACEwouldprobablyparticipate.
x (Agency)Resourcesarelimitedforallagencies.TheNMFSlettersentoutinSeptemberbroughtupthatissue.
x (Agency)TheTWGprocessisexcellent,unsurewhereitisgoingrightnow.
x (Agency)SomeoftheTWGmembersfelttheprocesshaddownfallssuchasnotgettingnotesinatimelymannerand
notgettingtoseestudydesignuntilafterthefieldseasonhadstarted.Soalotofagenciesquestionthebenefitof
sendingpeopletothesemeetings.
x (Agency)Thereisalsoconcernthatthereisaperceptionthatbyparticipatinginthesemeetingsthatitinsinuates
thattherespectiveagencygotwhatitneededoutofthemeeting.
x (PLP)TheTWGsareevolving,thefirstroundwasrough,andincludedalotofventingofpastfrustrations.Someof
thegroupsaremoreconstructivethanothers.
x (Agency)ItisnotUSACE’spositiontoneverreͲengageintheTWG’s,butUSACEwillwatchandevaluatewhenandif
wewanttoparticipate.
x (Agency)ThereisalotofpersonnelshufflinginUSACEatthistime.Leroyistransferring,VictorRossmaybe
transferring,DonRicemayberetiring,andtheColonelistransferring.
x (Agency)BackgroundonDaveCasey–Hehas16+yearsintheRegulatoryProgrambeginningintheSaintPaul
District,6yearsonAnchorage,andhasspentthelast7+yearsinKenai.DavehasworkedatCorpsheadquarters
onwetlandsguidance,nationwidepermitsandotherpolicyissues.Davealsospent3weeksatDonlinCreekMine
Project.
x (Agency)WhenPLPhasanapplicationtosubmit,USACEwillreviewitundernormalprocedures.
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IV.

PEBBLEUPDATE
x (PLP)Duetotheworldfinancialsituation,thePLPboardiscarefullyconsideringitsfinancingandhasdelayedthe
approvalofbudgets.Unfortunately,sincePLPdoesnotknowtheextentofthe2009studiestobeconductedthey
areunabletoprovidethe2009studyplansinJanuaryashoped.Thisdoesnotmeanthatallstudiesarecancelled,
somestudieswillcontinue,butitisunclearatthistimewhichstudieswillbemaintained.Forthisreason,PLP
cancelledscheduledTWGmeetingsaswewerenotgoingtobeabletodiscusswhatcommitmentscouldbemade
regardingfuturestudies.Somemeetingshavebeenrescheduledtofollowuponspecifictopics,suchasa
cooperativeefforttoinstallafishcountingtower,anddiscussionsonnaturalbackgroundsitespecificcriteria.
x (Agency)Wehadbeenexcitedabouttheprospectofseeingthe2009studyplansearliersothatwecouldprovide
inputbeforethefieldseasonstarted.Wehadhighhopesforanearlyreview.
x (PLP)PLPwasalsohopingforanearlyreview,andhadrearrangedthebudgetapprovalscheduletobetter
accommodatetheearlyreleaseofstudyplans,howevertheworldfinancialsituationdoeshaveitsimpacts.Itis
stillpossibletomakechangeslateintheseason,andchangeshavebeenmademidͲseasoninthepastaswell.
x (Agency)Doesthismeanthatweprobablywon’tbeseeingpermitapplicationsinearly2010?
x (PLP)It’sprobablethattheywillbedelayed.

FACILITATION
x (Agency)OneoftheActionItemlistsfromthepreviousTWGSteeringCommitteemeetingwastofurtherinvestigate
thepotentialtohireafacilitatortoassistwiththeFishTWGandothermeetingsasneeded.Asearchforpotential
qualifiedfacilitatorsledtothecompanyInformationInsights(II).IIhasbeenpreviouslyinvolvedwiththe
Governor’s2004TownHallMeetings,andmorerecentlywiththeTongassRoundtable–revisionstotheTongass
LandManagementPlan.BrendaHoldenfromIIwaspresenttotelltheSteeringCommitteeaboutIIandtheir
services.
x (BrendaHolden)IIhasofficesinFairbanksandAnchorage.IIisknown,amongstotherthings,forplanningthePublic
HealthSummit,theworkofBrianRogerswhofoundedII,andforworkingwiththeMarineHighwaySystem.An
exampleofthetypeoftoolwecanbringtothetableistheConsensorvotingtool.‘Consensor’isusedto
determinehowclosetoconsensusagroupisthroughanonymousvoting,andtoprioritizetimeuseofdiscussion.
x (PLP)BeforewespendtoomuchtimetalkingaboutthepotentialuseoftheConsensorvotingtool,itshouldbe
rememberedthattheTWGsdonotvote,makedecisions,orcometoconsensus,soitmaynotbeaveryusefultool
inthissetting.
x (Agency)BesidestheTWGGuidelinesandProtocolsthatIIwasgiven,IImaywanttoreviewthefirstsetofSteering
CommitteeMinuteswhichismoredetailedabouthowtheTWGswork.
x (Agency)SomeTWGsneedafacilitatorandsomeneedaccuratenotetaking.
x (BrendaHolden)IIcanadapttotheneedofthegroup.IIcanfacilitate,actasachair,workwithleaderstomakesure
theyrunagoodmeeting,donoteͲtaking,and/orsupervisethesecretaryofthegroup.Iftherearedifferent
comfortlevelswithdifferentTWGgroups,thefacilitatorrolecanvaryfromgrouptogroup.BrianRogersisActing
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ChancelloratUAA,soIIdoesn’thaveanyonedoingmediationrightnow.II’sjobmaynotbetoworkwithyou,but
tohelpyoufindtherightfacilitator.IIcoordinatesprojects,coordinateswebsites,doeslogisticssupport,provides
supporttochairpersons.IIworksfornativecorporations,nonͲprofits,government,andawiderangeofclients.II
sometimesdoesresearchandanalysispreparationsformeetings.
x (Agency)SomemembersoftheSteeringCommitteehaveconcernsabouthowtheminutesarerecorded.
x (PLP)Therearetwothingsthatneedtobeunderstoodbeforewegetintothisdiscussion.1.)Thisismeanttobe
opendiscussionandtheuseofarecorderorscribewillunderminethat,and2)ItisnotnegotiabletoPebblethat
thenotesaretakenbyanotherparty.
x (Agency)TheJuly2007SteeringCommitteeminutesstatethatCharlotteMacCaywillbethescribeunlesssomeone
elseisdesignatedbytheTWG.ThedraftminuteshadsaidthatCharlottewouldbethescribe,butthenamember
commentedthatitwasalsomeanttoallowforamemberoftheTWGtobedesignatedifthegroupchoseto,and
thefinalminutesincorporatedthischange.
x (PLP)ThatwasachangetotheminutesthatPLPdidnotagreewith.
x (Agency)Thatisanexampleoftheminutesnotbeingcapturedcorrectly.
x (BrendaHolden)IIcansetcommonexpectationlevelsfortheminutes.Anexamplewouldbeactionitemminutes
thatrecordwho,what,when,orparkinglotitems–whatissuesarebeingsetasideforfurtherdiscussionatalater
date.IIcanalsohelpframethemeetingandsetthetoneforcommunication,helpdeterminewhatpreparatory
materialisneeded,orprovideaneutralpersontokeepthespacesafeandproductive.IIcanhelpwithplanningby
sendingoutinformationpacketsandminutes.Facilitatemeansawholerangeofthingstous.
x (Agency)TheSteeringCommitteedoesnothaveaclearcutvisionoftherolewewouldhaveafacilitatorplay.The
ideahadcomefromsomegroupsthatwerebuttingheadsalot.Therearehopesthatafacilitatorcanguidethe
grouptoobtaininputofsciencewhichisthefundamentalpurposeoftheTWGs.ThegoalistomaketheTWGsa
moremeaningfulprocess.IIhadthebesttrackrecord,andsubstantialcapacity,enoughpeopletoprovide
availabilitywhenneeded.
x (BrendaHolden)Whoistheclient?
x (Agency)TheSteeringCommitteeenvisionsanarrangementwherethefacilitatorispaidbytheLargeMine
PermittingTeam(LMPT).Theremaybesomedifficultieswithstateprocurementrulesandrequirementsfor
competitivebidding,butPLPwouldreimbursetheStateforthecosts.AnalternativewouldbeforPLPtopaythe
facilitatordirectly.
x (BrendaHolden)IfPLPpays,whodirectsthefacilitator?
x (Agency)PLPwouldpaydirectly,butthefacilitatorwouldtakedirectionfromtheSteeringCommittee.
x (BrendaHolden)SomegroupsonlyneedtobringinafacilitatoronanasͲneededbasis,anythingfromoccasionalto
ongoing.
x (Agency)HowmuchstaffislocatedinAnchorage?
x (BrendaHolden)WearestaffͲheavyinFairbanks,butitdependsonwhatworkisongoing,sometimes.
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x (PLP)PLPseestheneedforthosegroupsthatarenotfunctioningwell.Somegroupsareconstructiveanddon’t
needafacilitator.PLPisnotinterestedinpayingforsomeonetocomeinandtakeminutes.Theobjectiveisto
findameetingleaderwhereneeded.
x (Agency)ThereisanadvantageofprovidingfeedbacktoagenciesandtoPebble.
x (Agency)ThedetailsintheFishTWGarenotalwaysbeingexpressedintheminutes.Weneedtotrytoeliminate
someofthemisinterpretationandcapturethetechnicaldetails.Wearenotassaultinganybody’sabilitytotake
notes.
x (Agency)TheneedforafacilitatorisdrivenbytheFishTWGwhichisdysfunctional,notallTWGsneedafacilitator.
x (Agency)ObjectiontolabelingtheFishTWGasdysfunctional.
x (Agency)TheagencymembersoftheFishTWG,whenmeetingontheirowntodevelopthe“GuidingPrinciples”
document,havebeenoneofthebestteameffortsI’veeverseen.
x (Agency)TherearesomeissuesaboutthesizeoftheTWGs.Thereisalotofintensediscussionthatmightbebetter
servedthroughsmallergroupswithintimatediscussion.TWGsaresupposedtobeanopportunitytoprovide
informationonplans,science,andtoshareinformationanddiscussion.Thereareimportantcommentstobe
recordedcapturingthescientificguidanceandconcerns.Thesearenotbeingrecordedaccurately.
x (PLP)Thereareveryfewchangestotheminutesandoftentherearecommentsthattheminutescaptured
everythingwell.
x (BrendaHolden)Therecanbedifferentexpectationsofhownotesarepackaged.Takingnotesisathanklessjob.A
suggestionwouldbeforthegrouptogiveasummaryintheirwordswithinthemeeting,tocaptureanactionlist,
createaparkinglotforideasthatneedmorediscussion.IIcouldmeetwiththegrouptodiscusshowtobestuse
theirtime.Determinewhatisthelevelofexpertisetheyneedforcontent,anddiscusswhatisthebalanceof
neutralitytodepthofknowledgetheyneedforthenotetaking.
x (Agency)TheFishTWGisavoluntaryprocess.Tomoveaheadwithdiscussionweidentifiedinformationgaps.All
groupswantadditionalinformation.Inresponsethecompanysetascheduletoreleasedata,butitdoesn’tinclude
thefishdata.Somefolksbelievetheprocessisbroken.Agroupofagencymembersdraftedadocumentof
discussionpointsintheinteresttohavesomedialoguetomoveahead.
x (Agency)Therearelotsoftrustissues.
x (Agency)Ouragencygotinvolved,wefeltlikewewouldgetinformationonpreͲprojectplanningtounderstand
possibleimpactssohelpadvisetheprojectonhowtoavoid,minimizeandmitigateinsteadoftheusualbackand
forthofthesubmittalprocess.Wehavegoneforwardingoodfaith,butifthattypeofinputisnotbeingreflected
accuratelywhyarewebecominginvolvedinthatprocess?
x (BrendaHolden)Thesetipsandsuggestions,areyoubringingtheminwriting?Itisalottoexpecttocapturethem
alloutofdiscussion.
x (Agency)ThegroupissupposedtofunctionasanopendialoguewithsuggestionsbackinforthbetweenPLP,the
consultants,andtheagencies.Asananalogy,sayyouarebuildingahouseͲyouneedafoundation,framewalls,
anddotheinteriorbeforeyoubuildaroof.Itisdifficultasascientisttoanswerwhatkindofrooftousewhenyou
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don’tknowanythingaboutthefoundationorthewalls.Idon’tknowifafacilitatorcantakeusthereifwedon’t
knowwhat’sinside.
x (BrendaHolden)Thereseemtobetrustissues,baggageandlayersofconcern.
x (Agency)Iliketheanalogy,especiallyforthefishgroup.Thesepeoplearescientistsandneedtofollowascientific
processthatisverylinear.Wecan’ttalkaboutmethodsbeforewetalkaboutobjectives.Therearealotof
confusionandtrustissues.
x (Agency)Likecountingtowers,wehaven’tfinisheddiscussingifweneedthemsowhyarewehavingmeetingsabout
howtosetoneup?
x (Agency)Alotofgroupsstartwiththewhininghourandthewellispoisonedeverytime.Thismeetingwealways
talkabouttheminutesandsaythesamethingsoverandover.
x (Agency)Idon’tthinktheBuildingahouseanalogyisanaptanalogy.Thereareflawsinthatanalogy.Comingfrom
theprivatesectorbefore,myperspectiveisthatyouhavebuildingcodesandstandardsandyoucan’tbeginto
constructabuildingwithoutatemplate,andguidelines,itschangesalongthewayandisaniterativeprocess,but
youdohaveadialoguefromthegetgo.That’swhatthisprocessshouldbe,what’stheapplicablesciencethatcan
beemployed.
x (Agency)Ifit’snotbuilttocodeitwon’tpassinspection.
x (PLP)Theseanalogiesarenotcarryingover.It’snotclearwhattheanalogyisreferencingattimes.Itwouldbe
helpfultostayawayfromtheanalogy.
x (Agency)ThisisallpreͲapplication.Therearenohardandfastguidelines.Allpartiescanwalkawayatanytime.
x (BrendaHolden)IfIweretodrawacartoonofthisgroupitwouldshowonepersonfromPLPandawholegroupof
peopletargetingthatperson.
x (Agency)Oftentimesthereare2Ͳ3PLPpeopleand2Ͳ3consultants.
x (Agency)IamnotagainsttryingtoworkwithCharlotte
x (BrendaHolden)Therearealotofsidebysidechallenges.Somedirectedateachother.
x (Agency)Thereisabiggorillaintheroomthatwehavefundamentaldisagreementaboutandthatis:Whatisthe
endresult?OnonesideisPLP’sexpectationforapermittedmineandontheothersideistheNoAction
Alternative.
x (PLP)PLPisawarethatintheNEPAprocessthereisalwaysthepossibilityofthefinalrecommendationtobetheNo
ActionAlternative.
x (Agency)Asanewmember,whoisthedecisionmakerataTWG?
x (Agency)Therearenoneandthisisanimportantpoint.TheTWGcannotbeadecisionͲmakingbody.ApreͲ
applicationdecisionͲmakingbodywouldbeverychallengeable.
x (Agency)Thisistotallyaninformativeprocess.Thisiswhywedon’ttakevotes.
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x (PLP)Itisalwaysagambletodeterminewhatstudieswillbeneededtopermitamine.TheTWGprovidesmore
informationsowecanmakeaneducateddecisionaboutwhatwillprobablybeneededandbemostuseful,andit
providesinputtothepermittingagencyastowhatotheragencieswouldlikethemtoconsiderinsettingstudy
requirements.Intheenditisintheauthorityofthepermittingagenciesandsometimesthecourtstodecidewhat
studieswereneeded.
x (Agency)Isitaverbatimissue?
x (PLP)No.WepurposefullydonotIDwhosaidwhattoencourageopendialogue.
x (Agency)After5yearsofexpressingconcerns,doweneedaconsultingagencytoaskusourconcerns?Thereisan
amazingamountoffrustrationbyagenciesandPLP,andwehavestillnotclearlyagreedwhatwewillgetoutofall
this.
x (Agency)Althoughthiswasthenextdiscussiontopic.ThereiswrittencommunicationbetweenEPAandNOAAon
howtorepairthisprocess.
x (Agency)Theconceptwastoprovideagencyinputonwhat’sthebestscienceforbaselinestudies.Theideawasthat
thetechnicalexpertswouldassembletoprovideinput.Somegroupshavestrayedfromtheoriginalintentand
havebecomeforumswhereeveryagencyfeelsaneedtohavearepresentativepresent.Insomecases,theTWGs
arebecomingtheeducatoroftheagencies,ratherthanreceivingtechnicalinputfromthem.
x (PLP)PLPagrees.TWGmembersarenotallexperts.Ittakesthegroupofftopicwhenmembersdon’tunderstand
thesubjectmatter.Theoriginalideawasforthegroupstobe4–6peoplewithexpertiseineachgroup.
x (Agency)Isthereacorrelationbetweengroupsizeandthequalityofthenotetaking?
x (BrendaHolden)Thereprobablyis.
x (Agency)ThishasturnedintoasituationalinterviewforBrenda.Thankyou.

EPARESPONSETONOAA’SLETTER
x (Agency)InpreviousmeetingnotesfortheSteeringCommitteetherewascorrespondencefromNOAAtoEPA
identifyingsomeconcernsaboutTWGs.MichaelGearheard,directorofWaterandWatershedsatEPARegionX
respondedacknowledginghavingsimilarconcerns.Theconcerniswidespread.EPAwantstheprocesstoworkand
hassuggestedconveningameetingwithoutPebbleforthepurposeofsharingconcernsabouttheTWGprocessand
theguidingprinciples,andthencommunicatingbacktoPebbleinaunifiedway.EPAendeavorstomakethings
workbetter.ThemeetingwouldbeinmidͲlateFebruary,maybeFebruary19th.Theattendeeswillnotbeatthe
stafflevel,butattheDeputyCommissionertypeoflevel.
x (PLP)Ithinkitwillbedifficulttofixsomethingwithoutincludingamajorplayer.
x (Agency)Theagenciesrepresentthepublicandthestatutes,theyhavesomethingincommonandcomeatthis
fromadifferentperspective.Wecansettleonprioritiesandmanagewhatwewanttodeliver.MichaelGearheard
hasbeenappointedActingAssistantRegionalAdministratorandMichellePirzadehhasbeenappointedActing
RegionalAdministratorforEPARegionX.
x (PLP)HavingmeetingsseparatelyseemstounderminethecooperativeintentoftheTWGgroups.
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x (Agency)ThisisnotameetingaboutTWGs,it’sameetingtodetermineifagenciesshouldbededicatingresourcesto
TWGsatthisstage.Othertopicsshouldbehowmanypeopleshouldbeatthesemeetingsandhowtomovethem
alongmoresmoothly.
x (Agency)Agencieshavearighttomeetwiththeotheragencies.Noonesurrenderedanyauthoritytoengagein
meetingoutsidetheTWGs.
x (Agency)TheintentisnottobeatuponPebblebuttokeepeverythingaboveboardandtokeepstafffromwasting
time.
x (PLP)Itwouldbeespeciallyhelpfulifthetopicofhowmanypeopleneededtobeatameetingwasdiscussedsothat
wecouldgettheTWGsbackdowntoamoreworkablesize.


FISHTWGDRAFTGUIDINGPRINCIPLESDOCUMENT
x (PLP)PLP’sconcernwiththisdocumentisthatitstartedoutbeingaboutagencyauthorityandconsensus.Itwasa
verystronglistofsuggestions,someveryunrealisticinPLP’sview,madebyaconsensusgroup.TheTWGsarenot
aconsensusoragreementsettinggroup.Thedocumentdidnotpresentsuggestionswithprosandcons,didnot
addresswhatwasfeasibleandmanysuggestionshadnorationale.
x (Agency)PLPpresentedtheirstrawmanonmonitoring,thiswasasimilareffort.
x (PLP)ThestrawmanonmonitoringwasdifferentinthatitclearlystatedthatnoͲonewasendorsingit,itwasjusta
listofideastostartfrom,ideasthatcamefromagenciesaswellasfromPLP.
x (Agency)Thiswasnotaconsensus,butasetofguidingprinciplesandtechnicalinput.TheTWGissupposedto
providetechnicalinputandnowPLPisresistanttothattechnicalinput.Thepurposeofscientificagenciesistotell
youweneedXdataatacertainpointinthefuture.Itwasalistofbasicobjectives.
x (PLP)Therewereveryfewspecificobjectivesinthepaper.Thecolumnfortherationalewasoftenonlyusedtolist
thespeciestobeincludedinthestudy.Itdidnotaddresswhythestudyneededtobeconducted.
x (Agency)Thetitlehaschanged,itisnolongercalledGuidingPrinciples.
x (Agency)Thedocumentwasmeanttobealistofdiscussionpoints,aworkingdraft.Lookatitasanagendafor
discussion.Itwasaproductoffrustrationwiththelackofdata.It’ssomethingtangiblethatfolkscanworkwith.
x (Agency)Wecanignoreitanddoitagainwhenpermitsareappliedfor.Alargecomponentisthelackofresponse
tothepastcorrespondence.WedounderstandthatPLPisnowpreparingadraftresponse.
x (PLP)Thereisadraftresponsetothepastagencyquestions.Icansaythatwhileiteffectivelydoesnothelpyou,
therehasalwaysbeenagenuineefforttoanswertheagencyquestions.Adrafthasbeenunderdevelopmentfor
manyyears.Ihavenotbeenapartofdevelopingthatdocument,butithasbeenworkedonextensively.It’sjust
thattherewerealotofquestionsthattookalongtimetoanswer,andbythetimetheygotthemallanswered
someofthemwouldbeoutdated,anditdevelopedintoacyclicalproblemtotryandanswerallquestions,beup
todate,andensuretherewerenoerrorsintheanswers.
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x (Agency)WeattachedtheSMARTobjectivesasanappendixbecausewerealizedthatsomeofthelistdidn’tmeet
SMARTobjectives.ThentherewasalotofmistrustgeneratedbecausePLPwentandtalkedtoADF&GandDNR
withoutincludingtheotheragencies.ThenPLPcancelledtheTWGandwouldn’tdiscussthepaper.
x (PLP)TheFishTWGwasnottheonlyTWGcancelledanditwasnotbecauseofthepaper.Itwasbecausewedidnot
haveabudgetapprovalasexpectedandcouldnotcommittowhatwecouldorcouldnotdothisseason,sowe
didn’twanttowasteanyone’stime.SowecancelledalltheTWGs.Butyouhavepointedoutamajordisconnect
thatisimportant.Fromtheoutside,itappearedthatbyincludingtheSMARTobjectiveswiththelistof
recommendations,thatthegroupfelttherecommendationsdidalreadymeettheSMARTobjectives.Itishelpful
toknowthatyoudidnotfeeltheymettheSMARTobjectivesandperhapsthisshouldbemoreclearlystated.
Fromtheoutsideitdidnotappeartobeadiscussionpaper,becauseitwasprefacedwithstatementsofauthority
andastatementofconsensus.Itappearedtobealistofstudiesthatallthemembersagreedshouldbe
implemented.Realizingwehadthismisunderstandingisimportant.
x (Agency)Woulditfacilitatethegrouptoworkwithonlyofficialmembers?
x (Agency)Differentdivisionswithinagencieshavedifferentareasofexpertise.
x (Agency)Guidingprinciplesseemphilosophicalandmayneedtobepartofahigherlevelmeeting.
x (Agency)Thenewdraftisresponsivetotheseconcerns.
x (Agency)InstreamFlowandtheMarineFishTWGsalsowantedtobeincludedinpreparingthispaper.Thereisso
muchoverlapbetweentheFishTWGandtheInstreamFlowTWG.
x (PLP)ThatiswhytheInstreamFlowgroupisasubsetoftheFishTWG.Sometimesthegroupsneedtobetogether,
butsometimestheInstreamFlowgroupisreviewingveryspecifictechnicalaspectsthattherestoftheFishTWG
doesn’tnecessarilyunderstandorwanttobepartof,sothenthetwogroupsneedtopullapart.
x (Agency)SometimesmighttherebeasubsetoftheFishTWGthatmightneedafacilitator?
x (Agency)Oftentimesanagencyhasmultiplememberspresentatameeting,iftherewereonlyoneitwouldkeep
thingslesscomplicated.
x (Agency)Thereareseveraldivisionswithintheagencyandtheyallhaveseparateexpertise.Gettingtheirconcerns
andcommentshelpsmovethingsforward.
x (Agency)ItmaybeprematuretoconsiderheadingsmallgroupswithafacilitatorbeforetheAgencyTWGmeeting.
x (Agency)Inpastexperience,whenlargeprojectsworkwithonedivisionofanagencyandleaveouttheother
divisions,thedivisionsthatwereleftouttendedtotorpedotheprogressalreadymade.Itdidnotbodewellfor
theproject.
x (Agency)Itwasoriginallysetupsothattherewasonlyoneseatatthetableperagency,andtheotherssatinthe
backgroundandthenyoucouldbringthemtothetableandgivethemyourseatatthepointneeded.Itlimitedthe
discussionbutgaveagenciesachancetosharebackground.
x (PLP)Inalessliteralway,youdon’thavetoactuallychangeseats,butthememberatthetablewouldasktolet
theircoͲworkerspeak,butwhentheyweredonetheywerenolongerpartoftheinterchangeunlesstheofficial
memberbroughtthembackintothediscussion.
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x (Agency)DoweneedafacilitatedmeetingforasmallfishTWGtogothroughthenextdraftofthedocumentwith
thecompanydiscussingtheneeds,meritsetc.?
x (BrendaHolden)Ifallpartiesagreeongroundrules,afacilitatorcouldrunthegroundrulesasaneutralparty.
Otherwiseifthereisroomforresentmentthereisroomforsabotage.
x (PLP)WiththefrequentchangingofmemberstotheTWGs,thereareoftenmemberswhoarenotyetfamiliarwith
theguidelines,protocols,etc.Aneutralpartycouldbehelpfultoimposetheserules.

NOTETAKING
ThenoteͲtakingissuewasdiscussedwhilediscussingfacilitationearlierinthemeetingandwaslefteffectivelyunresolved
withafundamentaldisagreementbetweentheagenciesandPLP.Issuesincludeobjectivity,capabilityandtimeliness.
x (Agency)WewouldliketoseeanobjectivenoteͲtakerbroughtin.
x (PLP)Thereisnosuchthingasanobjectivenotetaker,iftheyknowenoughabouttheprojecttofollowalongtaking
notes,thentheyhaveanopinionontheproject.TheTWGhastheopportunitytocommentandeditthenotes.So
fartherehavebeenveryfewchangessuggestedandseveralcommentsfromteamleadersandmembersthatthe
noteswerewelldone.
x (Agency)CouldthePLPrepresentativegobackanddiscussinternallyifPLPwantstotakethepositionthattherole
ofnoteͲtakerhastobeaPLProle?
x (PLP)Thisdecisiondidcomefrominternaldiscussions.IdonotmakeoffͲtheͲcuffdefinitivestatements.Thisisthe
PLPdirective.
x (Agency)IfafacilitatorisgoingtofacilitatetheFishTWGcouldtheyalsotakethenotes?
x (PLP)Thatwouldrequireasecondfacilitator,andPLPisnotinterestedinfundingthatposition.
x (PLP)InsteadofdiscussingthisagainwithintheTWGSteeringCommittee,wemaywanttochecktheguidelinesto
seeiftherewereprovisionstoelevatethistypeofdisagreement.

PUBLICCOMMENT
x

RuthHamiltonHeese(AlaskaDepartmentofLaw)Analternativetotakingeveryone’seͲmailsandattachingthemto
drafts,andrecognizingthatPLPdoesnotwanttofundanotherperson,wouldbetorecordthemeetingson
cassette.
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ACTIONITEMS
x TomCraffordtoinvestigatehowtohireInformationInsightsasafacilitator.Hewilllookintothepossibilityof
existingcontractsthatcouldbeextended,throughouttheStateagencies,aswellasthestateprocurement
procedure.TheaimistohaveaplanbyFebruary15,2009
x CharlotteMacCaytoinvestigateprotocolforelevatingtheissueofnoteͲtaking.February1,2009

NEXTMEETING
x InFebruary,thereareTWGmeetingsforHydrologyandWaterQualityandforInstreamFlow
x IftheissueofnoteͲtakingisnotelevated,thenitwillbefurtherdiscussedatthenextmeeting.
x TheMOUwithUSGSwillalsobeontheagenda.
x NextmeetingdateThursday,March26,2009form9:00AM–2:00PM
x Lunchwillbeprovided
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TechnicalWorkingGroupͲSteeringCommittee
PebbleProject
March26,2009
AtwoodBuildingRoom1270
DraftMinutesRecordedbyJasonGrayandCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)
AswithallTechnicalWorkingGroup(TWG)Meetings,theminutesreflectdiscussionofsuggestionsandconcernsraisedby
individuals.Discussiondoesnotreflectanydecisionmakingorconsensusfromthegroup(withtheexceptionoftheSteering
CommitteesettingadministrativeTWGproceduresforhowmeetingswillberun.)


I.            PRESENT:

AndreaMeyer(ADNR),
TomCrafford(ADNR)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
KenTaylor(PLP)
JasonGray(PLP)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
JohnPavitt(EPA)
DaveCasey(USACE)
MikeDaigneault(ADF&G)
PhilBrna(USFWS)
DougLimpinsel(USFWS)
JeanneHanson(USFWS)
DeboraCooper(NPS)

Public:
TimTroll(TNC)
CarolAnnWoody(FisheriesResearchConsulting)
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II.           PROPOSEDAGENDA

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

III.

CalltoOrder
ApprovalofAgenda–AdditionalAgendaItems
20090116Minutes–finaledits,Approval?
ProjectUpdate/Developments
o ExplorationDrillingremainsonhold
o 2009StudyPlans–status?
Facilitation
o PLPhasnobudgettofundprofessionalfacilitator
o TomCraffordwillingtoserveasmoderatorforFish+TWG(s)
February20,2009“Uber”TWGAgencyMtg.(JohnPavitt)
o Minutes(Handout)
TWGs
o FishTWG
 StudyrecommendationsDocument
o OtherTWGs
 ChangeofWQparameterrequest
Notetaking
ActionItemsform20090116SCMeeting
o TWGMemberMatrix–(Handout)
o USGSMOU–stillinprogress
NewActionItems
NextSteeringCommitteeMeeting–when?
PublicComment

PEBBLEPROJECTUPDATE
x

Pebblejustcompletedtheir‘StargateReview’.PLPbroughtinexpertstoreviewprojectdesignforeconomicand
environmentalrisks.Theoutcomewasthattheengineersweresentbacktodofurtherworkonthedesign.A
PreliminaryFeasibilityStudyPhaseIIdesignhadbeenexpectedbyDecemberof2008,buthasnowbeendelayed
untilJuly2009.AsaresultofthedelayindevelopingthePhaseIIdesign,PLPhassloweddownthecollectionof
environmentaldatauntilthereisabetterunderstandingofthepotentialprojectdesign.Environmentalstudy
designwillberevisitedinJuly.

x

Alotofenvironmentaldatawascollectedlastyear.ConsultantsarefocusingonQA/QCofthedata,enteringdata
intothedatabase,andwritingEBDchapters(particularlytheFishandWetlandEBDchapters).

x

TheEBDisanticipatedtobecompleteinlate2010.

x

Environmentalstudiesin2009.PLPwillcontinuehydrologystudies,Waterqualitystudies(perhapswithfewer
parameters),acouplefishstudies,andsomestudiesattheportonendangeredspecies.PLPmadeacommitment
toinvestigatetheuseoffishcountingtowers,alongwithafundingcommitmenttoagraduatestudentworkingon
therelationshipbetweencountingtowersandaerialsurveys.PLPwillfinishtherainbowtrouttelemetrystudy–
thetransmittersarenearingtheendoftheirtwoͲyearbatterylife.Theobjectiveofthisstudyistodetermine
fidelitytospawningandforagingareas.Therewillalsobeonewildlifebrownbearsurveywhichisajointstudy
projectwithADF&GandABRConsulting.
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x

Drillingin2009.Additionalgeotechnicaldrillingwillbeneeded,butthisisonholduntilwehaveafinaldesign.
TherewillbesomecondemnationdrillinginpotentialtailingsdisposalareasthatwilllikelyoccurbetweenApril
andJuly.Thereisonedeepdiamondcoreholethatwasnotfinishedlastyearthatmaybecompletedduring2009.
IfthereisaminedesignreadyinJuly,thePLPboardwillreviewgeotechnicalandhydrologicdrillingplansfor
possiblechanges.

x

Additionalinformationonstudiesin2009.
o

Continuemonitoringthe29continuoushydrologymonitoringsites(includesUSGSsitesandAPCsites)

o

Continuethe100+instantaneoushydrologymonitoringsites

o

Wetlandsworkwillfocusonenteringpastyears’data.Wetlandsmappinghopedtobecompletedthis
month.Nowetlandsfieldwork.

o

InstreamflowconsultantswillbecontinuingtoworkontheInstreamFlowmodeling,noadditionalfield
workin2009.

x

(Agency)Itisimportanttomaintaincorestationsforhydrologyandwaterqualitytopreservethelongterm
record.

x

(PLP)Hydrologywillbeongoing.Waterqualitywillbecontinuedinsomedegree.Inthenextyearwewillbe
determiningwhichstationsshouldbecontinuedandatwhatfrequencyforongoinglongtermdata.

x

(Agency)WilltheWaterQualityTWGbeengagedinthosedecisions?

x

(PLP)Yes.AtthelastWaterQualityTWGwestartedtalkingabouttheseissues.ItwasdecidedthatPLPandADEC
wouldhaveadditionalmeetingstodiscussthisfurtherandthenreportbacktotheTWG.

x

(Agency)Ifwaterqualitystudiesaredisrupteditcandiminishthepowerofanalysis.

x

(PLP)Datareleaseswillcontinue,thenextreleaseismacroinvertebratedata.

x

(PLP)PLPisalsoconductingairmonitoringatIliamnaforPM10.EventuallywewillneedtomonitorforPM10at
moreremotesites.TheIliamnasiteisbeingusedtoconductasidebysidecomparisonstudyoftheconventional
airfiltermethodswithnewerautomatedinstrumentationbettersuitedforcontrol.EPAhasapprovedthenew
instrumentation,butADECisstillevaluatingitsuse.Itisrelativelyexpensiveandwon’tlikelybesetupinremote
locationsuntilfeasibilitystudiesareunderway.Itislikelyneededforthemine,roadandport.

x

(Agency)AirfiltersamplingcanbeverysensitivewithlotsofQAstepstoadhereto.

x

(PLP)Thereislittledataaboutwaterqualityfollowingvolcanicactivity.

x

(Agency)TheChuitnaprojectstreamwaterqualitymonitoringshouldprovidesomedatarelatedtothisrecent
volcanicactivity.

x

(PLP)Moreinformationonexplorationactivity.PLPmayattempttocompletetheoneexplorationholethatwas
notstartedbutnotcompletedlastyear.Weareinvestigatingtheconditionofthehole.Therewillalsobefour
othercondemnationholesthatarenotintendedtoextendmuchbeyond2000’depth.Theintentoftheseholesis
todetermineifthereisanymineralinterestintheareasbeingconsideredfortailingsstorage.
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(PLP)About2009StudyPlans.PLPoriginallysetascheduleforbudgetapprovalsinJanuaryof2009toenable
studyplanstobereadyforreviewearlyintheyear.TheStargatereviewchangedtheschedule.Wehavebeen
throughfourtofivebudgetrevisionsandarejustnowcontractingconsultantsfor2009.Wedonothavemuchin
thewayofstudyplansatthistime.
o

Therainbowtrouttelemetrystudywillbecompletedthisyear.

o

ADF&GisinnegotiationswithAPCforaleasethatwouldallowtheconstructionofatypicalcounting
towerontheUpperTalarikthatwouldbemannedfromlateJunethroughAugustwithafocuson
Sockeye,itmayalsoworkforCoho.Ifthattowerworkswell,wemayconsiderexpandingthestudytothe
NorthForkKoktuliandSouthForkKoktulidrainagesinthefuture.Thetowercountstudyisa
collaborativeprojectwithR2,ADF&G,andacollegeGraduatestudent.Thisisnotastudythatwould
typicallybedoneforcharacterization,butwehaveheardyourintenseinterestinhavingatowercountso
wearegoingtotryoneandseehowitgoes.WewillreviewthepossibilityofconsideringsmoltoutͲ
migrationinthefutureaswell.

x

(Agency)Isthewetlandseffortcomplete?

x

(PLP)Therewillbenowetlandsfieldworkthisyear.WeareconcentratingoncompletingtheQA,dataentryand
mappingofexistingdatasootherconsultantswhoaredependentonthatworkcangoforward.Wetlandsfield
workforthegeneralprojectoutlinehasbeencompleted.Wemayhavepossiblefurtherworkinsomelowerparts
ofthedrainagethatneedtobedoneinthefuture.Wewillensurethatwedothatworkonascalethatmeets
requirements,butperhapsnottotheleveldoneforthewetlandsintheimmediateprojectarea.Therehavebeen
studiesdonedowntoa½acrescalewhereatmostprojectswetlandsworkistypicallydonetoa20acrescale.
PLPneedtosettleonascalethatmeetsregulatoryagencyneedsandourneedsaswellforthenon–directimpact
area,andresemblesamoretypicalstudyscale.

x

(Agency)Alesserscalemightbeappropriateoutsideoftheimpactedarea.Itistooearlytosaywhatthatscale
wouldbe,itdependsonthepurposei.e.characterization,cumulativeimpacts.

x

(PLP)PLPneedstolookatwhatwehavesofar,thensitwiththeUSACEandseewhatelseweneedtodo.

x

(Agency)DNRreceivedanappealtothePLPexplorationpermit(applicationfiledinDecember2008,permitissued
inFebruary2009)fromtheTrusteesforAlaskarepresentingNunumtukwhichisaconsortiumofeightvillagesand
twoindividualsfromNonDalton.TheappealwillbehandledthroughadesignatedDNRappealsprocess.Itis
postedontheDNRwebsite



IV.

FACILITATION
x

(Agency)TherehasbeensomepastdiscussionofhiringafacilitatorforsomeoftheTWGmeetings.PLPhasstated
thattheyhavenobudgettofundaprofessionalfacilitator,aswejustheard,theirbudgetsarereduced.IfPLPis
notintendingtofundafacilitatorinabsenceofabudget,Idon’tseeanyalternativeunlessanyotherorganization
hassomemeanstodoso.

x

(Agency)Thereisnotmuchhappeningforstudiesthisyear;doweanticipatemanyTWGmeetings?
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x

(Agency)Generallyspeaking,ifthesetypesofmeetingsaresuspendedthenlateritrequiresalotofefforttocome
backuptospeed.

x

(PLP)WeexpectHydrologyandWaterQualityTWGstomeetbecausearedoingfieldworkthisseason,anddoing
somefishworktoo.

x

(Agency)Whocallsthemeetings

x

(PLP)TheLeadscallthemeetings,butsometimesPLPletstheleadsknowwehaveinformationtodiscussandask
theleadstocallameeting.

x

(PLP)AsconsultantsgetfurtheralongprocessingdataandanalyzingdatatheremaybesomeutilityintheTWGs
gettingtogether.

x

(Agency)ThenextHydrologyandWaterQualityTWGmeetingsarecontingentonthereceiptofmoreresults.

x

(Agency)Wecouldschedulethemeetingsbasedonwhenconsultantsestimatetheirworkproducttobedone.It
wouldbenicetohaveaballparkideaofwhenthenextmeetingwillbe.

x

(PLP)IfengineeringstaysonscheduleandhasaprojectdesigninJulythenwemaywantmeetingssometimeafter
July.Theremayalsobesomethingsthatcomeupbeforethen.

x

(Agency)Hasanypreferencebeenstatedregardingdatarelease

x

(Agency)Therehasbeenatwoweektimelinesetinthepast,

x

(Agency)Pleasewritethatintheminutes.

x

(Agency)Thetimelinehasbeenwrittenintheminutesinthepast.

x

(PLP)Sometimeswehavebeenabletomeetthattimelineforsomethings,othertimeithasbeendifficulttoget
informationoutintime,butwearetryingtomeetthattimeline.

x

(Agency)Theremaybesomethinginpastminutesaboutpostponingmeetingsuntilthedataisready.

x

(PLP)Insomeinstances,somemeetingshavebeenpostponeduntildatawereready.

x

(Agency)WhendowethinkwewillneedanotherSteeringCommitteemeeting?Wehavetalkedaboutdoing
thesequarterlyinthepast.MidͲsummermaybetoosoongiventhereducedfieldseason.

x

(Agency)PlanforAugustifPLPexpectsadesigninJuly.WillPLPbereadytosharethatdesigninAugust?

x

(PLP)Hardtosay,theexpectationisthatwewillhavesomethingtosharesometimearoundthen.

x

(Agency)SettentativeSteeringCommitteemeetingdateforWednesday,August19thfrom9–2.Ifthedesignisn’t
readytobesharedwecancancelifweneedto.

x

(Agency)NotsureaboutthescheduleforupcomingindividualTWGmeetings.DNRhaddiscussionregardingfish
andinstreamflowandtheirpossibleneedforafacilitatorinlightofnoavailablebudgetforaprofessional
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facilitator.DNRleadershipsuggestedTomCraffordserveasamoderatoratleastfortheFishTWGifthatisthe
desireoftheFishTWG.
x

V.

(Agency)It’supintheairifthereisanupcomingFishTWGmeeting.Ifthereis,it’suptotheFishTWGtomake
thedecisionaboutafacilitator.

EPASPONSOREDAGENCYSENIORSTAFFTWGMEETING
x

MinutesfromtheEPAͲsponsoredAgencySeniorStaffTWGmeetingwerepassedouttotheSteeringCommittee.

x

(Agency)OnFebruary20,2009therewasameetingfortheagenciesthatareparticipatingintheTWGprocess.
MarciaCombsofEPAinvitedallagenciestomeetregardingcommonconcernsinresponsetotheEPA
representativehearingcomplaintsthattheprocesswasnotworkingwell.Ratherthanletthingsfester,itwas
decidedtohaveadiscussionregardingtheTWGconcernswiththeintenttobringasummaryofthemeetingback
totheSteeringCommitteewhichinteractswithallthetechnicalstaffandhastheroletohelpthingsrunmore
smoothly.Thegroupwasmadeupofcommissioners,deputycommissionersandotherpeopleatthatlevel.There
wereabout15peoplepresent.Thewrapupwasthattheagencieseachhavedifferentexpectationsanddifferent
concerns.TherewasadecisiontoinvitePLPSeniorManagementforafollowupmeetingonApril21,2009.

x

(PLP)JohnShivelyindicatedthatheandKenTaylorwouldattend,however,KenTaylorwillnotbeavailableonthat
date.Kencouldparticipatebyteleconference.Kencanmakeanydateintheprecedingweek,butPLPisnotasking
forthegrouptochangethedate.KenmaysendsomeoneelsefamiliarwiththeprocesssuchasCharlotteMacCay
orMikeSmith.

x

(Agency)Wecanlookintotheavailabilityofmeetingparticipantsregardinganewdate.Someagenciesarewilling
toreschedule,otherssuggeststickwiththisdateasafallbackwithKenparticipatingbyteleconference,but
investigateotherpotentialdates.Otherdateswillbeinvestigated.

x

Thefollowingbulletsfromtheminuteswereread:

x

AgencystaffparticipatinginTWGsarenotgettingthelevelofdatatheyneedtodothereviewtheyfeelis
needed;

o

Commentsandsuggestionsofferedbyagenciesarenotconsistentlycapturedinmeetingnotesorstudy
designs;

o

TheAdministrativerecordisinaccuratewhenagencycommentsandcritiquesarenotcapturedinmeeting
notes;

o

Agenciescansupplementtheadministrativerecordbydocumentingtheirconcernsincorrespondenceto
thefederalactionagencyand/ortoPebble.Butthisdoesnotaddressconcernsthatthepublicperceives
theTWGprocessisworkingwellfortheagenciesandwillstreamlinethepermittingprocess.

o

Agencyparticipantsareoftentimesnotreceivingadvancecopiesoffieldstudiesandstudydesigns.This
meanstheyarelesslikelytoshowupreadytooffertechnicalcommentsatTWGmeetings.

(PLP)TheminutesdorevealpartoftheunderlyingproblemofhavingPLPandtheagencieshavingdifferentintent
fortheTWGs.ItwasneverPLP’sintenttocreateanadministrativerecordthroughtheTWGs.TheTWGswere
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meanttopromoteopendiscussion,notdecisionsorconsensus.Thatiswhy,aswehavediscussedbefore,when
minutesarerecordedthatwedonotidentifywhomadewhichcommentstheyareonlyidentifiedas“agency”,
“PLP’or“consultant”.
x

(Agency)Ifanagencymakesasuggestiononastudydesign,butthesuggestiondoesn’tshowupinthestudy
design,itcouldappearthattheagencyboughtintotheoriginaldesign.

x

(PLP)PLPdoesn’texpectanyonetobuyintothestudydesign.TWGsaremeanttobealessformalprocess[than
anadministrativerecord]setuptoinviteanexchangeofopenideasfromexpertswithoutcommittingtoa
position,opinion,orcourseofaction.Eachagencyhastheirownadministrativerecordprocesstofollowifthey
wanttocreateanadministrativerecordonanissue.

x

(Agency)Thereisconcernthatindividualspecialistsarenotbeingheardandweareafraiditwillbeimpliedthat
theychangedtheirmindwhentheymakeastatementlater.

x

(PLP)Thepurposeoftheminutesistocapturewhatwedidlasttime,whereweleftoff.Theminutesarenotin
anyway,shape,orformanadministrativerecord.Wewillrespondformallytoanyletterandthatwillbethe
administrativerecord.

x

(PLP)IfyoulookatpastTWGminutes,mostoftheminutesthatcameoutafterthefirstroundofmeetingshavea
disclaimeratthetopthatstates:“AswithallTechnicalWorkingGroup(TWG)Meetings,theminutesreflect
discussionofsuggestionsandconcernsraisedbyindividuals.Discussiondoesnotreflectanydecisionmakingor
consensusfromthegroup(withtheexceptionofelectingalead).“AttimesIforgettoincludethisdisclaimer,in
whichcaseanyonereviewingthenotesshouldremindmetoputthisin.Thisstatementwasaddedtohelpclarify
fortheagencies,andparticularlythepublicthatthesenotesarenotrepresentativeofanydecisions;theyarenot
anadministrativerecord.

x

(Agency)Iagreetheintentwasnottoestablishanadministrativerecord.Therehasbeenfrustrationonthe
adequacyoftheminutesandfrustrationwithwantingmoredata.ThisisatotallyvoluntaryeffortonPLPspart.
Whenpermitsstartthentheadministrativerecordwillstart.Ifwewanttoestablishanadministrativerecord
beforethenwewillneedtowriteletters.

x

(Agency)Agenciescansupplementconcernsinletters.Thereisapublicperceptionthatweareallworking
together.Apublicassumptionthatthereforewemusthaveknownaboutwhatwasbeingdoneandthestudies
wentforwardsowemusthaveapprovedofthestudies.Thisisnotalwaysthecase.

x

(Agency)IfyoulookattheDNRwebsiteitstatesthefunctionistodiscussthestudies,thestudydesign,scopeof
thestudyetc…withagenciessubmittingideas.ItleadstothepublicperceptionthattheagenciesandtheTWGare
inagreementandthatconcernshavebeenaddressed

x

(Agency)ThewebsiteshouldmaybestatemoreclearlywhattheTWGsarefor.ThatPLPwilllistentoopinionsand
mayormaynotdoanythingasaresult.

x

(Agency)Wewentoverpossiblesolutionsintheminutes.Oneideawasthatconcernsshouldbesentinwritten
formtoPLPandcc’dtothefederalactionagencyandpostedattheDNRsiteforpublicrecordofinput.Itshows
weareengagedandraisingissues.Thereissomeconcernofpostingtoomuchcorrespondence.

x

(PLP)Whatdoesfederalactionagencymean?
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x

(Agency)ItcouldbetheUSACEwhowouldbetheNEPAleadagency.

x

(Agency)Atthispointthereisnoleadagency–thereisnoNEPAprocessyet.

x

(Agency)AgreeditwouldbeamoreappropriateterminthefuturewhenNEPAhasbeentriggered.

x

(Agency)PLPshouldprovidestudyplansinadvancesoparticipantscancomeprepared.

x

(PLP)Weagreetotheneedtodothat.Wedon’talwayshavetheplansfromtheconsultantsyettodothat.We
shouldhave2009StudyplansinAugust.Therearetwowaystolookatthis,wecouldhaveTWGinputtothe
StudyPlansbeforetheyarepublished,interactingwiththeconsultantstodesignthescopeofstudy;orwecan
submittheStudyPlanstotheTWGforfollowupcomments.

x

(Agency)EachTWGhasneedsspecifictothesubject.NeedfortheTWGmemberstohaveafullunderstandingof
whatworkhasbeenperformedtodate.TheremayneedtobemultiplemeetingsforvariousTWGs,educating
results,presentingdesigns,agenciesmayneedtoabsorbthatforawhile.Innowayinatwoweekperiodcanwe
reviewandgivesuggestions.

x

(Agency)ThismaybeTWGspecific,Waterqualitymaynottakealottoreviewwhereasfishisawholedifferent
ballgame.

x

(PLP)Waterqualitycanalsobeveryinvolved.

x

(Agency)ItisafunctionoftheSteeringCommitteetoformulateaplanfortheTWGs,morethanjustsayingwe
needdatatwoweeksbeforeameeting.

x

(Agency)TWGmembersneedaminimumoftwoweek’stimetodigestinformation,butmoremaybeneeded.It’s
certainlyuptotheTWGmemberstosuggestmoretimeforreview.

VI.

DEFINITONOFTWGS
x

AcopyoftheDNRwebpagewasprintedandpassedouttoallmembers.Itreads:PebbleProjectTechnical
WorkingGroups(TWGs)arebeingestablishedtofacilitatecoordinatedagencyinvolvementrelatingtothe
environmentalandprojectdesignstudiesforNEPAandsubsequentprojectpermitting.TWGswillbeadvisory
groupsthatprovidesuggestionsrelatedtobaselinestudiesforthePebbleProject,andwillhelpdeterminescopeof
studies,geographicalextent,methodologiesandmeanstobestcoordinatestudyefforts”.

x

(PLP)Thewords“willhelpdetermine”maybewhat’satissuehere.

x

(Agency)AdvisechangingtheTWGtofitthestatement,notfitthestatementtotheTWGs.

x

(Agency)PebbleisstillinthepreͲapplicationphase.ThesedecisionsaremadebyPLP.Postapplicationthe
decisionsinalargepartaremadebytheleadagencyforNEPA.

x

(Agency)Changethestatementsoastoreflectcurrentpracticeandavoidconfusionwithpublicperception.
Advocatethatitisafreeflowofideas,anonͲregulatoryprocess,thatthereisnoconsensus.

x

(Agency)TherehasbeenalotofefforttomakethisasnonͲsuggestiveaspossible.
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x

(Agency)NotesshouldbecapturingthatmanyagencieshavetheopinionthatthepurposeoftheTWGasiswritten
onthewebpageisnotalwaysoccurring.

x

(Agency)Maybeweshouldreviewtheprotocols

x

(Agency)Shouldwechangetheprotocolorchangetheperformancetomeettheprotocol?

x

(Agency)Itisreallyaquestionofinfluenceorsayofresourceexperts.Ifitisafreeflowofideasandnotasetting
forresourcespecialiststhenaddsentencesthatsayfreeflowing,nonͲbinding,voluntaryprocess,startedwiththe
goodwillofPLP

x

(Agency)Canweaskthepublicinattendancetheirperception?

x

(Agency)Wecanasktheseindividualstheirpersonalopinion,thatdoesnotmeantheyrepresentthe“public”.

x

(CarolAnnWoody)Whatpeoplewouldliketohavehappenisfortheagenciestosetupstudiestoadequately
characterizeandcapturecumulativeeffects.Iwouldadvocatethatagencyinputbeconsidered.Thereislimited
publicparticipation.Peopleinvillagesdon’treallyunderstandthisprocess,it’sahardprocessforthemtofollow.
TheybelieveagenciesarewatchingcloselyandholdingPebbletohighstandards.Theykeephearing“beyond
compliance”and“bestscience”.

x

(PLP)WhenwehavelotsofspecialistsonTWGsandtheSteeringCommittee,therearealotofdifferentideas.
Theymaynotallbecompatibleandthenyoumaynotseewhatissuggestedbeingincluded.Therearetwo
optionsBrainstorminTWGwithcolleaguesorsendaletteroutliningideas.Ifyousendaletteryouwillgeta
responseandthatshouldlessenfrustrationoverfeelingthatyourvoiceisnotbeingheard.

x

(Agency)Inputisnotacknowledgedandnotincludedinthefollowingyearswork.

x

(Agency)Intheprotocolsunderseekingissueclarificationandresolution–itshouldbecapturedthatthose
recordswerediscussedandwhethertheywillbeadoptedshouldbeaddressed.Iworkedintheinitialplanningof
TWGsandthoughtitwasaboutafreeͲflowofideasbutalsotoidentifyissuesandhavethemaddressedtoavoid
thebackandforthofletterwritingtokeeptheprojectmovingahead.Documentingideasandrespondingtoideas
withinTWGswouldminimizeletterwriting.

x

(PLP)SomeTWGsaredoingverywellwithgooddiscussionstakingplacesuchasinthewaterqualityTWGandthis
canhelptheneedforformalletters.

x

(PLP)InrespondingtoADF&G’spreviouscomments,(whichweresentinbeforeIcametoPebbleandtooktoo
longtogetaresponseout)IdiscoveredthatwedidincorporatemanyofthesuggestionsinADF&G’sletters.

x

(Agency)DatareleaseaffectshowproductiveTWGsare,theabilitytoevaluateasabasisfordiscussion.

x

(Agency)Agenciesdon’tjustwantrawdata

x

(PLP)AgreedsomeTWGshaveresultstodiscuss;others,suchasfish,wehaven’tevenstarteddraftingthoseEBD
chapters.Weknowthatrawdataisn’treallycuttingit,butdon’talwayshavedataevaluatedtorelease.TWGslike
wildlifearedependentonthecompletionofthewetlandsmappingbeforetheycandoanyevaluation.
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x

(Agency)TheTWGprocessinnotperfect,we’reprobablynotgoingtogetwhatwewant(data)butitisan
opportunitytohavesomeinvolvement.

x

(Agency)Thereshouldbenotoleranceformisrepresentation,notactualorbyomission.Ithinkomissioniswhat’s
occurring.Theprocessshouldbe100%accurateasdisplayedontheweb.ItisaPLPprocessuntilanapplicationis
submitted.

x

(Agency)Wearenottryingtoleadthepublicanyplace.Iadmittofrustrationthatnomatterhowoftenwesay
nothingisbindingandthatthisispreͲprocess,itkeepscomingbacktoamisperceptionaboutourroles.Howfar
dowehavetogo?PublicperceptionisnottheoverridinggoaloftheTWG,weneedtogetpastworryingabout
perception.

x

(Agency)Maybejustchangewording.Deletethewords“helpdetermine”and“advisorygroup”

x

(Agency)Thisprocessisfarbetterthanoneoftheotherlargemineprojects,atleastthereisaforumfor
discussion.

x

(Agency)Thisisnotanadministrativerecord.ThereisnoformalpreͲapplicationprocesslikeforFERC.Butthe
processdoesletusinteractifsetuplikethis.AsPLPnoted,thenotesdonotincludewhosaidwhat.

x

(PLP)ThedisclaimerIreadbeforewasaddedtomostoftherecentminutestoaddressthattheTWGsarenota
reflectionofconsensus.

x

(Agency)ThedisclaimerthatisincludedatthebeginningoftheminutesshouldbeputattheveryfrontoftheDNR
PebbleTWGwebpagesothatitis100%cleartothepublicwhattheTWGsare.

x

(Agency)Weneedtolookatthebigpicture,someTWGsarefunctioningfine,donotjudgetheentireTWGprocess
bytheworstcase.

x

(PLP)ThebestfunctioningTWGsdohavethemostdata–werecognizethat.

x

(Agency)DoesPLPhaveafeelfortheUBERmeeting?

x

(PLP)ThemembersoftheUBERmeetingarehigherupsthathavenotbeendownintheweeds,theminutes
reflectthatwiththereferencestoadministrativerecords.Theyarerespondingtothemostvocalcomplaintsand
frustrations.Weunderstandthefrustrationregardingwhat’saccessiblerightnowforinformation,andhow
responsesinthepasthaveleftroomforimprovement.Iwasnotpresentintheroomorprivytoroomdynamics
soit’shardtohaveafeelforthegroup.

x

(Agency)Administrativerecordsaredifferentforeachagency.Theseareissuesthatwerebroughtupand
differentsolutionsthatwereidentified.Noonethingwaspicked.Eachagencyparticipatesattheirown
appropriatelevelanddowhattheyneedtodofortheirownadministrativerecordanddocumentation.

x

(Agency)Signingsomethingasanadministrativerecordbeforepermitapplicationsaresubmittedistermed“preͲ
decisional”.

x

(PLP)PLPisnotaskingforpermittingdecisionsatthisstage.Thisisaconsultationphaseofprefeasibilityonly,we
arenotaskingforregulatoryjudgment.Typicallyanadministrativerecordisestablishedwhenaprojectapplication
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issubmittedandNEPAkicksoff.Itisimportanttoensuretheadministrativerecordfollowsprocesscorrectlywhen
itisestablished.
x

(Agency)TheintentoftheTWGsistofosterafreeexchangeofideasandallowaforumtopreventthehesitancyto
speak.

x

(Agency)Theprotocolsneedtobereworked.InsomeoftheTWGstheremaybedifferentinterpretationsofthe
protocols.

x

(Agency)SuggestiontoreiteratetheTWGguidelinesateachTWGmeeting

x

(Agency)TWGmembersshouldalsoreviewthefirstsetofSteeringCommitteeminuteswhichfurtherdiscussthe
guidelines.

x

(PLP)Theminutesdomoretoaddressthe‘noconsensus’issue.

x

(Agency)SuggestionforaneͲmaildiscussionoftheguidelinespriortothenextSteeringCommitteemeeting.

x

(Agency)Suggestionforacentralpointofcontact.

x

(Agency)SuggestiontodevoteaSteeringCommitteeMeetingtoprotocolsandguidelines.Thismaybehelpfulfor
someofthenewermembers

x

(PLP)RegardingthenextUBERTWGmeetingonthe21st,isthereanagenda?

x

(Agency)Notyet.Wewillincludeasummationofthismeetinganddiscusstheextentgroupsneedtobeinvolved
toseeiftheprocessworks.

x

(AgencyͲSteeringCommitteeLead)Let’ssetadatafortheSteeringCommitteeProtocolmeetingwithan
establishedtimelinetogetcomments.
o

MeetingonMay20th(Needprojectorandscreensowecaneditawordprogram)

o

Draftrevisedprotocolstobereviewed,withtheminutesandpresentedforhowitcouldbeamendedto
betteraddresswhatwethingtheminutesshouldbe.ThistobedistributedbyApril9(CharlotteMaccay
topreparethefirsttakesinceitisPLP’sprocess)

o

CommentsonthereviseddrafttoTomCrafford/AndreaMeyerbyMay1st.

VII. FISH/MARINETWGDRAFTLISTOFRECOMMENDATIONS
x

(PLP)Abouttwoweeksago,PLPreceivedadraftlistofStudyrecommendationsfromtheFish,InstreamFlowand
MarineTWGmembers.Therewasalotofworkputintothedocument.PLPwillrespondindetail,butitwilltake
anextendedamountoftime.Thedocumentstatesthattheserecommendationsandprinciplesarea“consensus”
whichviolatestheprotocolsoftheTWGprocesswhichissupposedtobeanopendialogue.PLPwasnotapartof
thisdialogue.Therecommendationsarenotattributedtoanagency,anditwasdoneoutsideoftheTWGprocess.
WehavedraftedalettertoTomCraffordastheLeadoftheSteeringCommitteeandtheheadoftheLargeMine
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PermittingTeam.Tomwillreceivethisletternextweekanditexpressesconcernforreceivingadocumentof
discussionoutsideoftheTWGprocessandnotattributabletoanyagency.Theletterasksforhelpinavoidingthis
typeofthinginthefuture.AsweworkthroughtheTWGsweneedtokeepatwoͲwayexchangeofideasatthe
tabletogether.
x

(Agency)IftheTWGsaregoingtoworkitneedstobethatway.

x

(Agency)ThisdocumentisaproductofseveralmemberswhoparticipateinthreeTWGs.Theletterwassentto
TombeforePLPforTom’sinput,therewasnodirectfeedback.AsactingleadfortheFishandMarineTWGs,Isaw
itasanefforttotryandrespondtoPLP’sneedforarticulationofthebasisforstudyrecommendations.Itfitsthe
TWGpurposetoidentifyinformationgaps.Thefundamentaleffortwasafunctionofthelackofprogressreports,
results,andanalysestothesedisciplines.ItraisesthequestionofitisworthwhiletoholdTWGmeetingswithout
resultsandanalyses.Cananyofthesebediscussedwithoutresultsandanalysesbeforeameeting?Iproposethat
PLPproposeameetingofwhatcouldbeprovidedtohelpthediscussionontheserecommendations.

x

(Agency)Thiscameoutofmakingsuggestionsandgettingnoresponseandnoformalreplyforfouryears.
OftentimesPLPasksustoelaborateonthejustificationforsuggestions.Wesatdownandsaidwhatideallywe
wouldliketohavetheknowledgeof,andwhatlevelofaccuracywewant.It’sprovidingclarityandjustification.

x

(Agency)Somethingsgetdifferentinterpretationsofmeaningandintent.

x

(Agency)ThesearestudyobjectiveforPLP’sconsideration,IwillnotethattheSteeringCommitteeleaddidstate
concernabouttheconsensusstatement.Thereisnothingintheprotocolsaboutconsensus.

x

(Agency)Itmaybeintheminutes.

x

(Agency)Notethatthedraftisaconsensusofpurpose,notaconsensusofrecommendations.Weacknowledge
thattherearedifferencesamongspecialists.Itisnotaformalagencyrecommendation.

x

(Agency)ThelistofrecommendationswasaresultoftheNovemberTWGwherePLPpresentedastrawmantothe
agenciesforfishstudyrecommendations.Theagenciesdecidedobviousdiscussionwasneededonobjectives.
TheagenciesprovidedPLPwithanearlydraft,butthatmeetingwascancelledbecauseoftheLPbudgetissues.
Thedocumentisadraft,weexpecttomakechanges.Myagencydoesnotbuyintoeverything.Theguiding
principlesareaconsensus,therecommendationsarenotaconsensus.

x

(Agency)Differentspecialistsmayhavedifferentexpertisethattheotheragenciesdon’thave.

x

(Agency)Atfirstwewerejustlookingatobjectives.Differentregulatorshavedifferentunderstandings.

x

(Agency)OpinionsareopentochangingpartoftheTWGprocess,thereisinterestinfurtherdiscussingthese
ideas.

x

(Agency)ItbecameincreasinglyclearwhenwetalkwithPLPconsultantsregardingstudyplansthattherewas
neveranyclearagreementonwhatstudyobjectiveswere.WeneededtoformulateobjectivewithPLPsoweall
havethesamegoal.Itisnotaformalrecommendationfromanyagencyandcertainlyweunderstandyour
concern.WeunderstandthatthisisapreͲpermittingprocess,butitwouldbeirresponsibletonotmakethe
recommendationsnow.
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x

(PLP)Wewouldprefertolookatobjectivesforgroupsofrecommendations,nottogothroughthemeritsand
concernswitheachone.Wecouldlookatagroupofthemanddecideiftheyareattainableobjectivesandthen
workthroughsomemodificationofthem.Wearenotfindingfaultwithallofthem,infactwearedoingmanyof
themalready.Wedowantacontinuingdialoguenotpeopledrawinglinesinthesand.

x

(Agency)Thisisnotmeanttobealineinthesand.

x

(Agency)WeshoulddifferentiatebetweenwhatisrequiredforNEPA,forpermitting,andwhatisnonͲrequired,but
desirable.

x

(Agency)Wehadthatinanearlydraft,butitquicklybecameanissueforattorneys,andtherearenoclearanswers
accordingtoourattorneys.

x

(Agency)RepeatingwhatIheardearlierbyPLP:thisisaninformalprocessinwhichthereisanexchangeofideas
andopinions–opentochangingwithtimeandnewdata.Thisdocumentispartofthisprocess.

x

(PLP)PLPwillfollowupwitharesponselettertoTomCraffordandthendevelopaclearresponsetothe
recommendationstosetthecourseforfurtherdiscussion.

x

(PLP)Whatisbeingsaidaroundthetableabouttheserecommendationsconflictstohowthislistof
recommendationsandprinciplesischaracterizedintheUberTWGmeetingminutesforFebruary20,2009,page
four,thirdparagraphwhichreferstothislistofrecommendationsandprinciplesas‘theprotocol’:“Forthe
agencies,theprotocolistheirpartoftheadministrativerecord.Itwillidentifythat“thesearethequestionswe’ll
wantansweredbeforeissuingapermit…””Thiswordingintheminutesispartofwhatcausesourconcern.

x

(Agency)Severalagenciesconcurredthattheminutesareinaccurateandreflectamisunderstandingofthe
recommendationsasprotocols.TherewasdiscussionoftheUberTWGcorrectingtheirminutes.

x

(Agency)TherewasaproposalfortheSteeringCommitteetopossiblyhaveadiscussionontheguidingprinciples
sectionofthedocumentseparatefromthespecificrecommendationslistedwithinthatdocument.

x

(PLP)PLPwillconsiderthispossibilityandgetbacktothegroup.

x

(Agency)Thereisapreferencetosetupthisdiscussionsoonerthanlater.Fieldpersonnelwillbeheadingoutas
earlyasmidͲApril,mostbyearlytomidͲMay.

VIII. CHANGEOFPARAMETERSINWATERQUALITYSTUDIES
x

(Agency)DEC,DNR,ADF&GandEPAarealllookingatarequestmadebyPLPtochangesomeoftheparametersin
thewaterqualitystudies.ThiswasaprocessoutsideoftheTWG.

x

(PLP)TherewasdiscussionatthelastWaterQualityTWGaboutchangingsomeoftheparameters,thiswasa
followupwiththeregulatingagencyfollowingthatdiscussion.Wearesuggestingthatafterfiveyearsofdata
collectionthatwewouldliketoremovefromthestudyparametersthatarenotofconcern,andnotshowing
naturallevelsthatarehigherthanthewaterqualitystandards.Italsodiscussesaddingradioactiveparametersto
thestudyforthenextyearaswassuggestedbyanagencyduringawaterqualityTWG.
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x

(Agency)ThequestionwasraisedwhytherequestwasmadeoutsideoftheTWGprocess,andhowwritingaletter
toADECisdifferentfromtheTWGmembersworkingonthelistofrecommendationsoutsideoftheTWGprocess.

x

(PLP)PLPwasgoingthroughtheappropriateregulatorychannelstotheagencywithauthority.ADECapproves
thatQualityAssuranceProjectPlanwhichliststheparametersinthestudy,sowewantedtorunthelistpastADEC
beforerevisingthisQAPP.It’ssimilartoifIneededaTitle16permitforastreamcrossing,wemaydiscussitina
TWG,butIwouldgotoADF&GoutsideoftheTWGprocesstoobtainthepermit.

x

(Public)PublicinterestwasstatedinaccessingtheletterfromPLPtoADEConthewaterqualityparameters.

x

(PLP)PLPstatedtheirpreferencethatprotocolbefollowedwherethepublicrefrainsfromspeakinguntiltheend
ofthemeeting.

IX.

NOTETAKING
x

X. 

(Agency)Thesuggestionwasmadethatthetopicofnotetakingbetabled.Therewasgeneralagreementtodoso.

ADDITIONALDISCUSSIONONGUIDINGPRINCIPLES
x

(Agency)TheGuidingPrinciplesintheListofrecommendationsmayapplytootherTWGs,therewasalotof
discussionthatweneedtosharetheseobjectiveswiththeotherTWGsforthemtothinkabout.

x

(Agency)TherehasoccasionallybeendiscussionwiththeotherTWGsonthistopic.ShouldtheSteering
CommitteetellotherTWGstoalsoadopttheseguidingprinciples?

x

(Agency)ShouldtheconceptofguidingprinciplesbesetbytheindividualTWGsortheSteeringCommittee?
Incorporatetheguidelinesintotheprotocols?

x

(PLP)Theprinciplesmaynotworkaswellforalldisciplines.AlthoughtheSocioͲeconomicandCulturalResource
TWGshavenotmetyet,itisanticipatedthattheseTWGsmaybeformedoneday.Ifso,theseprinciplesmaynot
workwellfortheirstudymatter.

x

(Agency)TheSteeringCommitteecouldsuggestthatwhenTWGsmeetinthefuturethattheyreviewtheGuiding
Principlesforconsideration.

x

(SteeringCommitteeLead)IaminterestedinseeingtheTWGsputenergyintotechnicalcomments.Idon’twant
ustogetboggeddownintopolicydocument.

x

(Agency)Theintentistoformscientificallyvalidobjectives.

x

(Agency)ThefederalagenciesareawarethatasaresultoftheGuidingPrinciple/ListofRecommendations
documentthatPLPmetseparatelywithStateagencies.Thisbreedsillwillandbadfeelings.

x

(Agency)USACEdoesnotsharethisconcernaboutinclusionwiththestateagencies.ItisfineifPLPmeetswith
individualagencies.Wheredoesitgetustobringthisup?

x

(Agency)WhenwehaveamultipleagencydocumentandPLPtalkstoStateagenciesonlyitappearstheyaretrying
torolltheStateagencies.
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x

(Agency)TheGuidingPrinciplesneedtobetalkedaboutalltogether.Peoplewillbeenthusiastictospeculateon
motivesformeetingonlywiththeStateagencies.

x

(PLP)ThePLPpersonnelwhowereatthatmeetingaren’theretodiscussit.Ican’tprovideanyinsight,Iwasn’t
there.

x

(Agency)It’sworthreiteratingwhenweenteredintothisprocess,nothingintheTWGprocessrestrictsanyone’s
abilitytointeractwithanyotheragencyorauthority.Yourdissatisfactionshouldbedulyrecorded.PLPisfreeto
talktowhoevertheywantto.

x

(Agency)Yes,andPLPhastalkedtofederalagencieswithoutthestateagenciesonsuchissuesasendangered
speciesandmarinemammals,butifit’samultiͲagencyproductfortheTWGandPLPgoesonlytotheStatethen
thatbacksthefedsinacornerandthedocumentbecomesafederaldocument.

ACTIONITEMSFROMLASTMEEING
x

Finalizethecontactmatrix.Adraftmatrixwashandedoutforreview.
o

x

USACEisgoingtodevelopaTWGeͲmailboxsothatthecontactemailsfortheTWGsarenotaffectedby
personnelchanges.

USGSMOU:FundingthroughtheLMPTfortheirparticipation,particularlywithgeochemistry.TheDNRattorney
hasbeentoobusywiththelegislativesessiontoattendtothisissueasofyet.
o

(Agency)WhydoesPLPprovidefundingtoUSGSandnototherfederalagencies?

o

(Agency)USGShasexpertisethatwouldbeusefultotheTWGs.Theydonothaveanyregulatory
authoritytoconflictwiththefundingagreement.

o

(Agency)Ifthatdiscussionisoccurringwithonefederalagency,thenallthefederalagenciesshouldbe
involvedtoseeiftheycoulduseTWGfundingaswell.

o

(Agency)ThiswasdiscussedwithinUSFWS,butitwouldbeillegalbecausewehavearegulatoryrole.

o

(Agency)NPSdoesnothavearegulatoryroleinthiscontext.

o

(Agency)USGShastheexpertisetohelpthefederalfamilysothattheotherfederalagenciesdon’tneed
togooutandpayforprivateexpertise.

o

(Agency)USFWSwillbetheleadfortheinteriordepartmentforNEPAcomments.FundingforUSGS
involvementwillcausetheUSFWStoreviewUSGScommentstoseeifthereisanyconflictofinterest,i.e.
iftheircommentswouldleadtomoreworkforUSGSthenthosecommentsneedtobecarefully
considered.

o

(Agency)USGStakesmoneyonstreamgagesalready.Theirexpertisewouldbeveryhelpful.USGShas
thebestgroundwaterexpertsintheworld.
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NEWACTIONITEMS
x

SteeringCommitteeProtocolmeetingwithanestablishedtimelinetogetcomments.
o

MeetingonMay20th(Needprojectorandscreensowecaneditawordprogram)

o

Draftrevisedprotocolstobereviewed,withtheminutesandpresentedforhowitcouldbeamendedto
betteraddresswhatwethingtheminutesshouldbe.ThistobedistributedbyApril9(CharlotteMaccay
topreparethefirsttakesinceitisPLP’sprocess)

o

CommentsonthereviseddrafttoTomCrafford/AndreaMeyerbyMay1st.

x

PLPwillconsidertheproposalfortheSteeringCommitteetohaveadiscussionontheguidingprinciplessectionof
thedocumentseparatefromthespecificrecommendationslistedwithinthatdocument.

x

PostthisdisclaimeratthetopoftheDNRPebbleProjectTWGwebpage:AswithallTechnicalWorkingGroup
(TWG)Meetings,theminutesreflectdiscussionofsuggestionsandconcernsraisedbyindividuals.Discussiondoes
notreflectanydecisionmakingorconsensusfromthegroup(withtheexceptionofelectingalead).

x

JohnPavitttomaintaintheApril21UberTWGmeeting,whileconcurrentlyinvestigatingthepossibilityofa
meetingonanearlierdate.

x

JohnPavitttocorrect/clarifytheUberTWGmeetingminutesregardingtheintentoftheListofRecommendations
andGuidelines.

PUBLICCOMMENT
x

x

(TimTroll) DespitetheangstwithintheTWGs,TheNatureConservancy(TNC)feelsthattheTWGsareprobably
thebestforumforthehardquestionstogetaskedandfordiscussiontooccur.IftheTWGsfeelthatan
independentconsultant/facilitatorwouldbehelpful,TNCmaybewillingtotryandprovidefundingforthatto
happen.ThiswouldneedtobediscussedfurtherwithinTNC.Iaminterestedinwhat’sgoingonandwouldliketo
seetheprocesscontinue.
o

(Agency)thatmightbegoodfortheFishTWG.TheothersI’min,eventheInstreamFlowHabitat
ModelingTWGarenotverycontentious.

o

(Agency)EachTWGcoulddiscusstheirpreference.

o

(TimTroll)Itwouldbehelpfulifthiscouldbedecidedsoon

(TimTroll)TNCwillmeetwithPLPtodiscusssummerstudyplanssoonsowedon’tduplicateefforts.Weare
consideringsomeanadromousfishsurveys.Weareconcernedaboutgroundwaterconnectionsandtalkingwith
theUniversityofMontanaaboutsomestudies.Ourfieldseasonisprobablyabout3Ͳ4weeksinAugust.
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Meeting Notes
(Finalized by John Pavitt, EPA, March 30, 2009)
Agency Discussion of Pebble Limited Partnership, Technical Working Groups (TWG’s).
February 20, 2009
Anchorage Federal Building, Conference Room 154 (MML # 907-271-6338)
This meeting was scheduled by invitation from Marcia Combes, Director, US EPA, Alaska
Operations Office.
Attending
National Park Service: Debora Cooper
National Marine Fisheries Service: Jeanne Hanson, Heather Blough, Doug Limpinsel,
Brian Lance
US Army Corps of Engineers: Bill Keller, Dave Casey
US Environmental Protection Agency: Greg Kellogg, John Pavitt, Patty McGrath (telephone)
US Fish and Wildlife Service: Ann Rappoport, Francis Mann
AK Department of Environmental Conservation: Lynn Kent
AK Department of Fish and Game: Kerry Howard, Michael Daigneault, Al Ott (telephone)
AK Department of Natural Resources: Ed Fogels, Tom Crafford
Review of Meeting Agenda (Attached)
Welcome (Greg Kellogg, US EPA).
EPA’s role is changing in relation to the proposed development, considering EPA’s
delegation of the NPDES program to the State of Alaska. The purpose of this meeting is to
affirm our expectations of Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) in the Technical Working
Group (TWG) process. Our relationship with PLP is changing over time and we need to be
aware of that.
Purpose of the Meeting (John Pavitt, US EPA).
As EPA’s Project Manager for the PLP project, he’s been hearing from agency TWG
participants that the process is not working well for them. They feel as if their comments,
suggestions and questions are not being reflected in the record of study plans, data collected
and meeting notes. When the TWG’s were started, we established Operating Protocols and
Guidelines (handout) which laid out a process of communications, and our expectations of
how it would work. This meeting is an opportunity to reaffirm those guidelines and
communicate back to PLP and hopefully get the process working better.
Introductions (around the room).
General Comments
Tom Crafford (AK DNR). Tom recalled the origins of the TWG’s, which began at the
request of Northern Dynasty (ND). ND advocated the formation of TWG’s as forums for
discussion of technical issues related to conducting studies of the proposed mine site. For
example, when sampling fish tissue, should tissue be collected with skin, or with skin off of
samples? The Steering Committee worked on setting Operating Protocols and Guidelines
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(see meeting agenda attachment), and struggled with how to deal with conflict in the TWG’s.
He said the expectation of the Steering Committee was not that there’d be consensus, but
rather that opinions would be freely expressed. He said the Steering Committee also sought a
balance of getting TWG participants to freely express their thoughts and getting public input,
and settled on making meetings open to the public and they are given the opportunity at the
end of meetings to make a statement or ask questions.
He described the current process for recording TWG discussions: Charlotte is the note taker;
Charlotte distributes notes to the respective TWG lead; the TWG lead distributes notes to the
TWG for review and comment; TWG lead responsible for final product, which is posted on
DNR website.
DNR has MOU with Pebble; Pebble pays DNR for engaging in this process. For that reason,
the TWG’s are led by state representatives.
He also said the TWG’s are working at different levels of quality, in the sense that some are
working reasonably well, while others are experiencing more conflict and are not making
progress. He said some TWG’s are more winding up educating the agency participants, as
opposed to getting comments from the agencies.
Discussion of Issues Affecting the Performance of TWG’s
Ed Fogels (AK DNR) said that this is not the “normal” process. Usually, mining companies
don’t share this much information this early on and ask for agency input. He referenced the
Donlin Mine as an example; indicating agencies were not involved in an pre-application
review for this project.
Patty McGrath (US EPA) said there’s a fine line between early review of data and doing a
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review. She said that four baseline
environmental documents were reviewed for the Donlin mine. She wondered when PLP
would actually be submitting a permit application.
Jeanne Hanson (NMFS) said it’s not so unusual for a developer to give data early on and
gave an example of the BP, Endicott development. She said agencies reviewed baseline data
and commented on how the developer was collecting data.
Fogels said we don’t usually view data early on in the process.
Debora Cooper (NPS) asked if there is the perception that PLP controls the process.
Crafford thought that perception is not held by the agencies. He said the schedule for PLP
submitting a permit application seems to be slipping from mid-2009 until mid-2010, and
perhaps even further out.
Lynn Kent (ADEC) said that if the agencies don’t get involved early and give input, then
there’s a risk of significant delay when PLP does apply for a permit. The agency that doesn’t
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get involved early on risks being accused of being the source of a delay in getting the
application processed.
Frances Mann (USFWS) agreed that is a risk. If the reviewing agencies say “you’ve
collected the wrong data” at the time of permit application, then of course the company will
be frustrated.
Ann Rappoport (USFWS) said that on the surface, it looks like the TWG process is working,
but substantively the data is not there to do our review. We need to document our concerns
with data for the record.
Heather Blough (NMFS) asked if the PLP management is present during TWG meetings or if
the TWG’s are relying on Charlotte (and meeting notes) to communicate agency concerns to
PLP management.
Tom said that the PLP representative is primarily Charlotte McCay. Additional PLP
managers have participated from time to time. Tom said it’s important to remember that in
this process, agencies are preserving their rights to be critical on baseline data at a later point,
regardless of having participated in the TWG process. In essence, he said, nothing in the
TWG meetings constitutes agency approval of PLP's study plans.
Deb discussed the issue of note-taking at TWG meetings. She said that if PLP controls the
meeting notes, then that affects the Administrative Record of the discussion that took place,
and may not show the entire dialog. The record will be inaccurate.
Lynn suggested we make the effort to paper our decisions. For example, by sending a letter
to PLP to say we’re commenting on the data, we’re not accepting the data (or some portion
of it). That way, the record will reflect that we made the comment, even if meeting notes
don’t show it. She also questioned whether DNR should post such agency records as well as
TWG meeting notes.
Ann said there is a danger of just relying on meeting notes, because they could give the
illusion of consensus, when that’s not the case.
Ed said that if anyone believes the meeting notes are inaccurate, DNR will take them down
from their web site.
Tom said the Steering Committee has discussed having a professional note taker.
John said that the Steering Committee had a professional facilitator make a presentation at
the January meeting. The described the services they can provide to help organize and run
meetings, including note taking.
Tom said that after the presentation, he approached PLP and asked if they’d pay for this
service. They (PLP) are worried about the added cost.
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Debra questioned whether the agencies could pool monies to cover the cost of a
transcriptionist.
Heather asked who is the TWG process supposed to be serving. If this is to help PLP prepare
for permitting, then they are the party that would most benefit from meeting notes that
accurately capture the concerns of the TWG’s and should be responsible for paying for that
service.
Francis said that until they apply for a permit, there is little we can make them do. Because
the process hasn’t been working well, the agencies have been hampered in the review of the
data. That’s why the Fish TWG is developing “Study Objectives and Agency
Recommendations,” so the process will work better in the future. For the agencies,
submitting these recommendations is their part of the administrative record. It will identify
that “these are the questions we’ll want answered before issuing a permit…” The document
was provided to PLP, and was to be discussed at a Fish TWG meeting, but that meeting was
cancelled. The document is currently being revised, and will again be circulated to all Fish
TWG members, including PLP
Doug Limpinsel (NMFS) said the agency study recommendations for the Fish TWG are still
under development, and will suggest studies, with specific objectives, justification for those
objectives and suggested levels of precision and accuracy in the results, which the agencies
will need to make informed decisions.
Jeanne, getting back to Lynn’s idea of papering the record, asked the group: should we have
multiple agencies signing these letters to PLP? If we develop a group letter, then is it
necessary to go through legal review? If so, it could take a long time to get that out.
Ed said he likes the idea of sending a specific letter as issues arise, as opposed to developing
group letters.
Greg said, getting back to his original comments, that we are establishing a relationship with
PLP. He said each agency comes at this with different perspectives and each has different
needs for what to get out of it in the end. He said we each need to decide what we need in
order to continue, and to decide if we’re not getting what we need out of it, as ACOE did (by
withdrawing from the TWG’s). By staying engaged, we all have an opportunity to shape the
outcome.
Break
After resuming the meeting, John summarized the discussions so far that morning. After
discussing the scope of the problem agencies are experiencing with the TWG process, two
possible solutions were identified. One idea is to revise a TWG protocol to list expectations
and highlight the agency recommendations for collecting data, such as the process the Fish
TWG is undertaking. The other suggestion was that individual agencies send letters to PLP
when they have a specific issue that they want to make sure is reflected in the record.
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Patty said EPA has already sent letters to PLP on specific issues, so that’s not unusual. She
said EPA always prefaces the letter with a disclaimer that “the project, as it appears now…”
because the company’s plans can and have changed.
Tom asked the group if the focus should be to 1) judge the adequacy of the studies to meet
baseline-quality data, or 2) provide technical comments on study designs.
Debora said let’s send specific letters with specific data needs, as they come up.
Jeanne suggested if there is general agreement that DNR should post agency correspondence
along with TWG meeting notes, then we could start by requesting DNR post the
correspondence the agencies have already sent the EPA and Pebble regarding the proposed
project and the TWG process. This would help alleviate concerns about the public record.
John said that posting agency comments benefits the public and compared that to an EPA
program – the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). Under the TRI program, companies must
report their releases to the environment, and the information is publicly available. The
reporting companies thereby have an incentive to reduce their releases because the public is
looking at the information. The same could be true for the TWG’s – if agency comments are
posted, then it would seem more likely they would address those comments promptly. If
nothing else, it shows the public that we are actively reviewing the study plans and are
engaged.
Tom said the process to post letters would be to send a copy to him and Andrea Meyer at
DNR, and they would post them on the Pebble TWG web page He said that so far, our
discussions in this meeting today have centered on the TWG process, but what about the
issue on agency staff feeling like they’re not getting the data they need?
Lynn said the data is under the control of PLP. Our review is limited to what they provide
us.
Ed asked if agencies aren’t getting data to review, then what’s happening at the TWG
meetings?
Francis said USFWS experience at the Fish TWG meetings was that they were not getting
the data they needed, and in response have worked to draft the “Study Objectives and
Agency Recommendations” mentioned earlier. However, there was a recent Fish TWG
meeting that was supposed to be discussing methods for counting fish from towers. FWS
does not believe that this activity will provide useful data, so informed PLP they would not
attend this particular TWG meeting.
Tom and Jeanne said that we can’t make decisions on the adequacy of baseline until we
know how PLP intends to develop the mine, but we can decide if the study design is
adequate.
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Heather asked for more context for Tom’s earlier comment, that some TWG’s are educating
the agency members, instead of the agency participants providing technical comments.
Ann said this is something she’s heard before, too. She said that agency staff are not given
field study reports in advance of TWG meetings, so of course when the meeting takes place
they haven’t reviewed the information in advance.
Tom said that’s a valid criticism. There have been multiple examples of that.
Ed said to consider that maybe the right people are not attending the TWG’s. Perhaps we
could share subject experts.
Jeanne said that’s an issue that should be tabled for the Steering Committee.
NPDES Delegation to the State of Alaska
Lynn said EPA has approved the State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)
request for delegation. Permit applications from dischargers are coming to the State. Lynn
said the big difference between the State issuing a discharge permit vs. EPA, is that a State
permit will not trigger NEPA review. She said that means USACE will probably be the
NEPA lead agency, and not EPA.
She said EPA’s remaining responsibility will be to have an oversight role, such as reviewing
State discharge permits. EPA can object (pull) a State permit if the differences don’t get
resolved.
Patty said EPA has to be a NEPA reviewer for every EIS. Generally, EPA does not get
involved as early as compared to when we’re the lead agency. She said we rate draft
Environmental Impact Statements, and a low rating from EPA means it will be appealed to
the Council on Environmental Quality.
Wrap Up
The meeting participants acknowledged that the agencies don’t all have the same
expectations about what they want and need to get out of the TWG process as it moves
forward. Therefore, specific concerns about TWG’s differ from agency to agency. Each
agency needs to decide for itself if the level of effort they’re investing is worthwhile. USACE
went through this evaluation recently and decided to step back from the TWG’s and only
participate in the Steering Committee. The group supported having a follow up meeting in
about two months, allowing time for the next meeting of the TWG Steering Committee to
consider the outcome of today’s meeting. The follow up to this meeting would invite senior
management from PLP to attend. The purpose of that meeting would be to communicate
agency concerns about the TWG process and recommend improvements.
Tom Crafford volunteered to contact John Shively, PLP CEO, and invite him to our follow
up meeting.
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The meeting participants discussed a number of concerns about the PLP TWG process.
These concerns include:
x Agency staff participating in TWG’s are not getting the level of data they need to do
the review they feel is needed;
x Comments and suggestions offered by agencies are not consistently captured in
meeting notes and/or study designs;
x The administrative record is inaccurate when agency comments and critiques are not
captured in meeting notes;
x Agencies can supplement the administrative record by documenting their concerns in
correspondence to the federal action agency and/or to Pebble. But this does not
address concerns that the public perceives the TWG process is working well for the
agencies and will streamline the permitting process.
x Agency participants are oftentimes not receiving advance copies of field studies and
study designs. This means they are less likely to show up ready to offer technical
comments at TWG meetings,
x Other?
Possible Solutions include:
x To bolster the administrative/public record, agencies can
o submit letters to PLP (or the federal action agency, as appropriate) identifying
specific concerns about data quality, study designs or other issues as they
come up;
o Notify DNR if they believe TWG meeting notes are inaccurate
o Re-work protocols to address concerns in a more general, systematic way.
This approach is more likely to succeed when there is broad agreement across
agencies on the issues for a TWG.
o Request DNR post agency correspondence on the TWG website
x PLP should provide TWG participants with field studies and study designs in
advance, so they can come prepared to offer technical comments;
x Agencies should examine whether they have the right people attending, in those cases
where TWG participants are in the role of being educated by the consultants, rather
than providing technical comments.
o Agencies can consider sharing experts, rather than each providing staff.
o This topic will be added to the agenda of the next Steering Committee
meeting, scheduled for March 26, 2009
Next Agency Meeting: Tuesday April 21, 2009. 9:00 am – 12 noon. John Shively will be
invited.
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Pebble Project Technical Working Groups
Wildlife Meeting
(Atwood Building, Kuparuk Conference Room)
Final Minutes
September 20, 2007
Attendees:
Charlotte MacCay (Bristol/PLP) - reviewed
Earl Becker (ADF&G) - reviewed
Judy Putera (NPS)
Steve Matsuoka (USFWS)
Leroy Phillips (COE)
Tom Crafford (DNR) - reviewed
Mike Smith (PLP) - reviewed
Andrea Meyer (DNR) - reviewed

Mandy Migura (NMFS) - reviewed
Barbara Mahoney (NMFS)
Jean Zodrow (EPA) - reviewed
Terry Schick (ABR) - reviewed
Phil Brna (USFWS)
Scott Maclean (OHMP/DNR) - reviewed
Tom Brookover (ADF&G) - reviewed
Dianne Soderlund (EPA) - reviewed

STEERING COMMITTEE COMMENTS TO THE WILDLIFE TWG
(Tom Crafford)
x
x
x
x

x

TWGs purpose is to draw upon the technical expertise of the state and federal
agencies to bring good science to the pre-permitting baseline study process.
Unprecedented effort on behalf of a company to solicit agency input into baseline
studies.
If TWG determines it needs more project background information it may request
additional information from the Pebble Limited Partnership..
Relationship to Steering Committee:
o Steering Committee is an enabling committee to provide resources and
assistance.
o If there is an issue or resource need that a TWG member feels needs to be
brought to the attention of the Steering Committee, contact your agency’s
Steering Committee member.
Public Process
o Guidelines and protocols suggest that public be given a defined period at a
meeting to ask questions or make statements so that their input can be
incorporated in a manner that will not disrupt the flow of the TWG
discussions. This may be at the end of the meeting; however, the group
may wish to allow public comment earlier in the meeting. This is at the
discretion of the TWG leader.
o TWG leaders will be responsible for running and managing each meeting,
including the manner of involvement of everyone in attendance.
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o Public may send comments to TWG leader by e-mail. The leader will
distribute comments to the TWG. Public can refer to the website for the
meeting minutes to review TWG points on the issue.
TECHNICAL WORKING GROUP PROTOCOLS AND GUIDELINES
(Charlotte MacCay)
x
x
x

x
x
x

The Technical Working Group Protocols and Guidelines were read through.
Guidelines and Protocols serve to provide some consistency among groups.
Charlotte MacCay’s role is to be scribe, but also to attend all TWG meetings,
tracking information exchange to identify areas of study that are being
redundantly reviewed in separate groups, and areas of study that are left
uncovered amongst the groups.
TWGs may split into subgroups or merge depending on the topic. TWG members
are welcome to sit in on other TWG groups.
Minutes from all TWGs will be on the website for member, and public, review.
Accommodations should be made for out-of-Anchorage group members,
including the use of videoconferencing.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
(Mike Smith)
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

A general overview of the location of the pebble deposit, potential road corridor
and potential powerline corridor was provided.
There is a commitment to hook up local communities to the powerline if it is
constructed.
It was noted that while there is a 77 square mile mining claims block, which gives
the company exclusive mineral rights throughout that area, it does not imply the
whole area will be developed.
The west zone of the deposit was described as a prospect located very close to
surface with a very low strip ratio of .23:1compared to many mines that have strip
ratios of up to 2:1 or 3:1, making the deposit suitable for surface mining methods.
The east zone of the deposit was described as a much deeper deposit, with drill
holes showing ore below 5000 feet deep. This zone is more suited to
underground mining methods because it is overlain with nonmineralized rock
over 2,000 ft thick. Block caving is a method of particular interest for this ore
body.
An exploration shaft would provide more data regarding the quantity and grade of
ore and the mechanics of the rock. Present efforts are focused on planning for an
exploration access road and shaft to further these exploration efforts. Exploration
activity for the road and shaft will require various permits and likely trigger the
NEPA process.
Extensive exploration drilling has been underway to better define the potential of
the east zone for the development of an integrated development plan (IDP) that
strategizes how best to develop the combined zones. The development plan
process will consider exclusively surface mining, exclusively underground
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mining, a combination of surface and underground mining, and sequencing of
mining methods and areas.
With the discovery of substantial ore to the east and other site data, some aspects
of previous preliminary mine designs may change. These include reconsideration
of the mill site due to meteorological data showing high winds, and
reconsideration of tailings disposal sites due to relative location to the east zone
deposit and volume capacity limitations.
Company is maintaining its commitment to not place tailings in the Upper Talarik
drainage while reconsidering tailings disposal options.
Tailings impoundment design incorporates concepts of inundation of tailings and
potentially reactive waste rock to create an anoxic environment that will prevent
acid rock drainage, a process that is dependent on oxygen availability. Most of
the tailings will be benign, but there is a small percentage that will be pyritic and
anticipated to be acid generating. It is these pyritic tailings that will be inundated
to prevent oxidation.
Tailings impoundment design is the creation of a new landform; it is not similar to
a concrete dam with a large body of water creating a lot of head pressure. Most of
the contents of the impoundment will be solids with a shallow pond on the
surface. The pond does not interface with the dam structure directly, but is
managed to keep it at a distance from the dam structure.
Seepage collection will be an integral part of the tailings dam design, as all dams
have seepage that must be collected and controlled.
A water balance will be developed to address design concerns related to water
availability, water excess, and climate change. Geochemistry work will foretell
water quality.
The feasibility of shipping out the pyritic tailings was raised and countered with
concerns that there are no better solutions for disposal elsewhere, there is
potential for spills and fugitive dust during shipment, and that economics likely
would not support the option. This option likely will be addressed during the EIS
process.
A history of the project from discovery in the late 1980s to present was provided
culminating with the recent creation of the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP)
which is a 50:50 partnership between Northern Dynasty and Anglo American.
Northern Dynasty has assigned all its Pebble assets (claims, core, data) to the
partnership. Anglo American has committed to spend $1.425 billion during the
next five years as its contribution to the partnership. The partnership’s board of
directors will consist of two personnel from Northern Dynasty and two personnel
from Anglo American. The partnership’s management team will be based in
Anchorage.

WILDLIFE BASELINE STUDIES SUMMARY
(Terry Schick)
x

Wildlife studies to date have focused on characterizing the baseline conditions
and providing input for use in project design, monitoring design, permitting, and
NEPA requirements.
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Wetlands mapping products (vegetation data layers in GIS) produced by other
consultants will be enhanced with landscape features to reflect use by wildlife.
The final wildlife habitat map will be used with site-specific survey data to
determine wildlife – habitat associations.
The study area for habitat mapping at the mine site encompasses about 72,500
acres. Mapping also extends along the potential transportation corridor in a 2000ft corridor surrounding the possible road alignment (a mapping area of about 24,
500 acres)..
Ground –truth surveys for the habitat –mapping work are complete and mapping
should be completed in 2008.
Surveys to determine seasonal distribution and relative abundance of large
mammals in the mine study area and transportation corridor were conducted by
fixed wing aircraft. Surveys were focused on caribou, moose, brown bears, and
harbor seals in Iliamna Lake. Strip transects were used when possible and
reconnaissance surveys along possible road alignments were conducted when
terrain prohibited the use pf strip transects. The occurrence of smaller mammals
in the project area will be addressed through review of the literature.
Helicopters were used for bear-den site surveys, beaver-colony surveys, and
surveys for bear use of salmon-spawning streams.
Marine wildlife surveys at the possible port site in Cook Inlet were conducted to
identify the presence of T&E species and species of conservation concern via
boat-based and helicopter surveys. The presence of Steller’s Eiders, sea otters,
and Steller’s sea lions was confirmed. Beluga whales have been noted in the area
in the past, and Kittlitz’s Murrelets are anticipated but have not recorded to date.
Additional fixed-wing surveys for harbor seals and migrant waterbirds were
conducted.
Ground-based point-count surveys for breeding landbirds and shorebirds have
been conducted in the mine study area and transportation corridor. These surveys
were conducted at pre-determined fixed locations and most birds were identified
by songs and calls. These surveys were focused on collecting habitat-association
data to facilitate assessments of the amounts of breeding-bird habitat to be lost
directly to development.
Aerial fixed-wing surveys for waterbirds have been conducted the mine study
area and transportation corridor. These surveys were conducted using lake-to-lake
survey methods for migrants and molting waterbirds (including shoreline surveys
of Iliamna Lake) and strip transects for breeding waterfowl and swans.
A nesting gull survey in the mine study area was conducted by helicopter by
surveying habitats in and adjacent to waterbodies. Harlequin Duck surveys were
flown by helicopter along stream courses both in the mine study area and
transportation corridor and surveys for brood-rearing waterbirds in the mine study
area were conducted on foot in mid-summer.
Surveys for tree-nesting and cliff-nesting raptors were conducted by helicopter
both in the mine study area and transportation corridor. Surveys were focused on
surveying for the rarer and uniquely protected species (e.g., eagles) and species
sensitive to disturbance.
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Nest occupancy surveys (early summer) and productivity surveys (mid to late
summer) for raptors were conducted.
Several early winter and late winter surveys have been conducted for wintering
raptors, focusing on use of the area by Bald Eagles.
Guidelines for pilots were prepared in 2005 to reduce aircraft activity near known
raptor nests and other sensitive wildlife.

Wildlife Studies comments:
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

It was noted that with the discovery of the Pebble East deposit that there may
need to be an adjustment to the wildlife-mapping study area to encompass more
land to the east of the present mapping boundary.
It was also noted that there should be a review of survey areas in relation to
alternative transportation routes to ensure adequacy of baseline-data coverage.
The methods for the fixed-wing transect-surveys for large mammals (transects
spaced 1.6 km apart with 800-m survey bands on either side of the aircraft)
indicate 100% survey coverage, but not 100% detectability of the mammals
present.
The large-mammal survey data yield an index of abundance not a population
estimate. They are not designed to determine population size. To date, the data
have not been corrected for detectability in the mine area.
Aerial surveys in the forested areas have limited coverage (ABR says 12%). In
the forested areas around Pedro Bay, detectability is poorer than in the mine area
A bear-travel route has been found at the head of the Y Valley, in the mountain
pass where the current PLP access road alignment also occurs.
Similar to the concerns regarding detectability of animals during the fixed-wing
transect-surveys for large mammals (above), it was felt that the densities of
waterbirds determined from fixed-wing transect-surveys may be underestimates
(i.e., the density estimates are currently not corrected for detectability).
To understand whether the wildlife studies to date have been adequate, and
whether additional studies are needed, it is helpful to review the results of studies
in report form, not just in an overview in a PowerPoint presentation.
The potential for survey activities (aircraft activity) to affect wildlife was raised.
It was noted that the low frequency and lack of predictability of the survey flights
(irregular in occurrence and not on a daily basis) would limit the effects on
wildlife in areas away from the mine site. The most likely effects would be
temporary displacement of animals during survey flights. There has been greater
concern that the daily helicopter-support for the drilling activity in the mine area
(repeated visits to the same area) could negatively affect wildlife. Helicopter
guidelines for pilots were implemented in 2005 to address some aspects of that
concern.
Areas where steep terrain occurs at the Cook Inlet coast can result in limited
routes for bear passage. The occurrence of traditional bear trails in these areas are
of particular interest. Some trails have been found and others likely are present.
Mitigation for impacts on bear and other large-mammal movements can include
realignment of road routes, but other measures such as crossing underpasses also
5
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should be evaluated in areas considered to be movement corridors for large
mammals.
Concern was noted regarding the loss of bear-denning habitat in the mine study
area. Has some den-abandonment already occurred and are more surveys needed
to expand the study of bear-denning? Greater statistical rigor will be needed to
determine an accurate assessment of the number of dens in the mine study area.
The sampling of wildlife tissues for trace-element analysis will be addressed
under a separate TWG. The wildlife TWG members are encouraged to interact
with the Trace Element TWG on issues of concern.
While the Wildlife TWG team members understand their area specialty, they do
not necessarily understand all the intricacies involved in assessing the potential
impacts of a project of the scope of the Pebble Mine. That is, they are uncertain
that they know all the right questions to ask. It was pointed out that often other
employees of a group member’s agency may have relevant experience assessing
impacts from other mining projects in Alaska.

BEAR COLLARING STUDIES
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

There have been suggestions to PLP to conduct bear-collaring and tracking
studies to determine bear-movement corridors. A PLP budget for those studies
was approved last March resulting in a proposal to ADF&G last spring. There
was too little lead time for ADF&G to respond and it was mutually agreed to
postpone the work until 2008.
Concerns over manpower to conduct the bear-collaring work and potential
mortality to bears from capture were expressed.
A discussion of the merits of VHF versus GPS collars occurred. GPS collars
result in more specific location data and a much greater number locations but they
are more expensive. GPS collars are PLP’s choice and are contained in the draft
study.
Substantial lead time in preparing a study plan for bear collaring is necessary to
(1) determine what population of bears is of most interest, (2) design the fieldstudy methods and data-analysis protocols, (3) determine the manpower needs
and study-responsibilities of the parties involved, and (4) order GPS collars and
radio frequencies, and secure satellite downloads of data.
The bear-collaring study should be designed around what data ADF&G will need
to adequately assess baseline conditions and to make decisions about potential
impacts and possible mitigation measures.
It is of interest to acquire information on anticipated road-traffic density
(trucks/day) and vehicle types to determine if the level of traffic expected will
create a “traffic fence” resulting in habitat fragmentation for mammals.
It is of interest to consider possible cumulative impacts along the road, such as
potential development of summer homes, increased local use, etc., in the postmining phase.
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NEXT MEETINGS
x
x

x
x
x

Itemized agendas will be emailed to the group prior to meetings to allow for and
encourage email dialogue and development of the issues.
TWG members have stressed interest in access to information associated with the
Environmental Baseline Document for all years in which data was collected. The
group emphasized that the additional data and sampling/analysis protocol will
enhance the value of the TWGs result in more effective member participation.
PLP will investigate the best means to accommodate this request.
Discussion between TWG members in areas of mutual expertise or otherwise is
also encouraged to better prepare for upcoming meetings.
A meeting will be scheduled for the 2nd week of October to discuss the bear
collaring study and to enable planning and collar ordering in a timely manner.
A subsequent meeting will be scheduled for the 4th week of October to start the
process of systematically reviewing the wildlife studies conducted to date for
scope, methodology, and design.
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Pebble Project Technical Working Groups
Wildlife Meeting
Subject – Bear Study
(Atwood Building, Room # 1420)
Final Minutes/As of January 12, 2008
October 11, 2007
Attendees:
Charlotte MacCay (Bristol/PLP)
Earl Becker (ADF&G)
Judy Putera (NPS)
Steve Matsuoka (USFWS)

Terry Schick (ABR)
Brian Lawhead (ABR)
Grant Hilderbrand (ADF&G)
Serena Sweet (Corps of Engineers)

As with all Technical Working Group Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion of
suggestions and concerns raised by individuals. Discussion does not reflect any decision
making or consensus from the group (with the exception of electing a lead).
Meeting Purpose
Alaska Department of Fish and Game personnel Grant Hilderbrand, Earl Becker and
Sean Farley met with ABR consultants and Charlotte MacCay to discuss bear study
planning in relation to the Pebble Project. This meeting was held to provide a summary
of their discussion to the Wildlife TWG members.
Administrative Issues:
x A reimbursable services agreement (RSA) between ADNR/ADF&G and PLP can
provide funds for ADF&G staff time associated with the Pebble Project. This
RSA is under development and waiting for the Commissioner’s and PLP’s review
and approval.
x An additional RSA may be applicable to staff an ADF&G biologist position to
participate in the bear study for the Pebble Project. A draft RSA will be prepared
after the scope of work for the bear study has been determined.
x ADF&G is not looking to support or to impede the Pebble Project, rather their
primary concerns are to have adequate information to meet ADF&G permitting
obligations including addressing public concerns regarding potential project
impacts on wildlife and to acquire information to effectively manage wildlife
populations in Game Management Units 17B, 9B, and 9A.
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x

ADF&G is not currently pursuing bear research projects in this area because
current management practices are adequately addressing management needs.
x Management concerns will change if the project is built, and may lead to an
interest for more research on bear ecology.
x A public involvement process is needed before beginning a bear collaring study.
x Ongoing consultation between ADF&G and ABR regarding study needs will
occur and another meeting will be planned for the first week of December when
ADF&G area wildlife biologists are already in Anchorage. This consultation is
intended to develop a general study concept by that time, including sample size,
division of labor, use of collars, and other relevant considerations.
Study Considerations:
x The high public profile and potential large size of the Pebble Project and access
corridor may result in a broader scope of study than typically would be required
for a mine permit application.
x The length and nature of the possible access-road corridor could result in the need
for a long linear study area over a broad region containing numerous habitat
types.
x Both brown and black bears occur in the study area. There may be two
subpopulations of brown bears (one largely in the Cook Inlet coastal area and the
other farther inland), but is not known without more study.
x It is possible that the genetic fitness of female brown bears varies across the
project region. Learning more about this possibility may provide information
helpful to manage the population effectively by minimizing potential impacts on
the more productive individual animals.
x Potential public access changes associated with the construction of the road, could
lead to new pressures on wildlife populations and increased information needs for
management.
x The potential impacts of new road access on bears are of greater concern than
mine site impacts on bears.
x There is a strong seasonal component to bear movements in response to seasonal
availability of foods, among other factors.
x Consider integrating local knowledge into study planning.
x Potential length of a bear study would be at least 1–3 years.
x Female brown bears have a 3–4 year reproductive cycle.
x Use of PLP-chartered helicopters will be helpful for support of bear capture
operations; ADF&G requires flexibility to use preferred pilots experienced in bear
capture.
Information Interests
x Composition of population segments at seasonal feeding concentrations on
salmon streams – gender, age, species.
x Mitigation possibilities to minimize road impacts to plan effective mitigation
measures.
x Temporal use of streams.
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Genetic relatedness of bears – differential reproductive fitness, which bears are
most productive?
Range of movements
o Do bears move between the coastal and the mine areas?
o Are there areas that limit movements, such as bottlenecks, pinch points?
o Where do bears currently cross the proposed road alignment?
Bear displacement potential at the mine? – loss of denning habitat?
What alternatives are being considered – the US Corps of Engineers looks at all
alternatives equally to prepare for an EIS. Most alternatives would be located in
the same general area and would be covered within a single study area
encompassing the proposed access corridor.

Study logistics/specifics
x Expect loss of 40–60% GPS collars within several months.
x GPS collars are more susceptible to breakage and technical failure than are VHF
collars.
x Female bears provide more useful information on population productivity and
they break fewer collars than do males.
x Drop-off collars avoid problems of constricting the bears’ necks as they grow.
x New ear tag transmitters may be worth considering – but have limited range.
x If using line transect methods to survey bear population, it requires viewing preleaf emergence and does not represent bear presence at the time of year when fish
are present.
x GPS telemetry gives more accurate location “hits” than does VHF or satellite
telemetry, but telemetry studies typically collar fewer bears due to higher
cost/collar.
x Three types of GPS collars: (a) Store-on-board – must retrieve the collar to
access the stored data, (b) Store-on-Board with Argos uplink – sends some data
via satellite relay but must still retrieve collar to get all data, (c) Download data
from fly-over (allows some data analysis earlier on, but transmission of data is
limited by band width).
x Even with GPS collars, regular flights are needed to keep an eye on the bears to
know where to retrieve the collars with the stored-on-board information.
x Satellite relay uses up the battery quickly.
x Expect $1,800–$2,500 cost per bear for capture and collaring operation
(helicopter, drugs, VHF collar).
x Some animals will leave the study area.
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Wildlife Technical Working Group
Pebble Project
January 11, 2008
Minutes recorded by Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
Present:
Tammie Massie/ADF&G
Earl Becker/ADF&G
Judy Putera/NPS
Serena Sweet/USACE
Joan Zodrow/EPA (telephone)
Steve Matsuoka/USFWS
Andrea Meyer/ADNR
Mike Smith/PLP
Terry Schick/ABR
Charlotte MacCay/Bristol
Public Observers:
None
As with all Technical Working Group (TWG) Meetings, the minutes reflect discussion of
suggestions and concerns raised by individuals. Discussion does not reflect any decision
making or consensus from the group (with the exception of choosing a lead).
Administrative Issues
x

The Wildlife TWG does not include marine birds and marine mammals; they will
be addressed within a separate group.

x

It was confirmed that TWGs can be spilt or merged as needed.

x

Lake Seals are to be included in a Marine Wildlife TWG.

x

Earl Becker volunteered and was chosen as the Wildlife TWG lead.

x

Waterfowl will be discussed at another meeting when agencies and ABR can bring
more waterfowl expertise.

x

The Wildlife TWG will meet again in a few weeks for a half-day meeting to discuss
waterfowl and address miscellaneous issues.

Data Requests
x

Field sampling dates;

x

Previous years’ agency information presentations in PowerPoint format;

x

A copy of the Draft Environmental Baseline Document methods sections for the
various wildlife groups studied (if formally approved for release by Pebble Limited
Partnership [PLP]);

x

A species checklist for the project area (especially for birds, with seasonality and
abundance information in broad categories if possible). This is especially needed
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for threatened and endangered species. It would be helpful if the species list was
broken down by area of observation (e.g., mine area versus transportation corridor);
x

Rationale for selection of species to survey for some studies;

x

Dates of raptor surveys so the National Park Service (NPS) can compare Pebble
studies with NPS raptor studies in an effort to define the best sampling dates for
surveys;

x

Number and dates of raptor surveys each year;

x

Derive density estimates for raptors (perhaps number of raptor nests sighted per
linear length of survey (from Global Positioning System [GPS] track logs);

x

Establishing detectability in the raptor surveys (perhaps this can be derived from the
second visit to nests for productivity information);

x

Raptor survey flight lines (GPS track logs) to determine survey coverage of suitable
nesting habitats within the study area and survey coverage in general;

x

List the species of shorebirds recorded in the Pebble area to compare to NPS studies
in Lake Clark and Katmai;

x

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) does some habitat mapping as a land
management agency – they would like that expertise present when the habitat
mapping studies are discussed; and

x

Provide the protocol for large mammal observations recorded by Pebble helicopter
pilots.

PLP Wildlife Study Plan Discussion
OBJECTIVES
x

Agencies look at data in two levels, the National Environmental Protection Act
(NEPA)-documentation level and a scientific research level.

x

Sometimes NEPA-level information is considered inadequate for some members’
interest.

x

Alaska Department of Fish and Wildlife (ADF&G) has an interest in population
estimates to estimate potential impacts to managed species.

STUDY DESIGN
x

Pre-consultation with local experts was limited due to a desire to get studies
underway immediately, but there was an extensive literature review.

x

Methods employed are largely methods that have been used for other large
development projects with success.

x

There have been four meetings with the agencies to discuss the studies since 2004.

x

Species of birds listed by state- and national-level management agencies and
conservation groups as “species of conservation concern” are noted and
incorporated into the study design.
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BIRDS
Raptors
x

2004/2005 nesting surveys were conducted early in the spring when incubation
would occur; a repeat survey was made later (2005 only) to assess productivity.

x

Productivity (hatching success) is assessed to get baseline data on reproductive
success.

x

Multiple-year surveys could provide data on annual variation; if there was a natural
decline in nest numbers or nest success, annual-variation data would help when
trying to determine whether declines are due to project impacts or not.

x

Surveys may need to be updated when a mine design is finalized.

x

There is some data on raptor nesting and nesting success for the region in the
literature.

x

NPS has some unpublished Bald Eagle data they will share with ABR, Inc., on
productivity within the park and along the coastline. These studies do show annual
variation and provide justification to conduct more than 1 year of surveys.

x

If these data are to be used for monitoring later it would be good to have more than
1 year of data.

x

Weather may promote some of this annual variability and hooligan availability, and
may affect Bald Eagles’ nesting success along the coast.

x

There are few Bald Eagle nests near the proposed mine, but more along the north
shore of Iliamna Lake and at the Cook Inlet coast.

x

Road Corridor/Port Sampling
 Habitat mapping extended 1,000’ on either side of the proposed centerline (at
that time), as seen on the map, but raptor survey areas were much broader.
 To maximize the amount of data obtained per survey and keep costs down,
raptor surveys focused on areas of suitable habitat. The principal investigator
for the raptor surveyor (Bob Ritchie) has 30 years of experience with this
work in Alaska.
 Survey areas include forest habitats at pre-leaf-out (April) for tree-nesting
species and later (May) for cliff-nesting species. It is understood that the
observations in forested habitats are not made with 100% detectability.
Similarly, although detectability is higher for cliff-nesting species, it is not
100%.
 Katmai National Park Service or Susan Savage at USFWS, may have some
additional coastal data for raptors. NPS will try to obtain and share these data.
 When surveying the road corridor, it may be helpful to survey up the cross
drainages. This was done at least within the survey area boundaries.
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 When the road centerline is finalized, there will be another survey within the
1,000’corridor to determine if any nests are within the 300’minimum buffer
from construction activities as established in Bald and Golden Eagle Act
guidelines.
x

All PLP aerial work is done by helicopter, which allows closer access. Small,
quieter helicopters are used instead of larger helicopters. NPS surveys are done by
fixed-wing aircraft.

x

Surveys for tree-nesting species are conducted in late April, and for cliff-nesting
species in May; productivity surveys are conducted in July.

x

ABR produced aircraft guidance for pilots to minimize disturbance at raptor nests;
originally, this guidance was envisioned to only be used for raptors but the final
document applied to all wildlife.

x

Detectability and Nest Density
 There was no second (and independent) observer in the helicopter to derive
estimates of detectability.
 Multiple surveys could provide some data to estimate detectability, but these
data are biased as productivity surveys (by design) involve revisiting nests
that were noted on the occupancy surveys.
 Detectability is an inherent issue with aerial surveys.
 Detectability is probably high for active Bald Eagle nests as the adults are
quite visible with their white heads, it’s more difficult for abandoned nests.
 It is important to know specifically where nests are along the road for
avoidance during construction, however, at this point, the road alignment is
not determined and is subject to change.
 For construction it is important to know exactly where all nests are located, as
currently it is against the law to remove an eagle nest (active or inactive).
 Abandoned nests cannot be removed unless you have data to show they have
been abandoned for 5 years or more; removal requires USFWS consultation
and approval. There are some provisions for a “take” permit for Bald Eagles
in the works at USFWS, but the policy is not yet officially established.
 East of New Halen to Pile Bay, the road route is pretty well established, but it
is not well defined west of New Halen and East of Pile Bay.
 Surveys were focused on suitable habitats throughout the study area.
 Can analyses be standardized to derive density estimates (number of
nests/area surveyed)? That number may be inflated because known nests are
included from previous studies. Density estimates may be possible by using
linear length of survey (GPS track logs), but the study was not designed to
determine densities.
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x

NPS has noted there is a big difference between coastal and interior nest success
(higher at the coast). It would be helpful to know the criteria used to distinguish
coastal from interior.

x

For raptor surveys, there may be a difference between mine site, the road along the
lake shore, and the marine coastal nests.

x

Where there are large areas without nests, it is difficult to determine if that is
because there are no nests present or because these areas were not surveyed due to a
lack of suitable nesting habitats.

x

Osprey
 Mostly along the road corridor, about 27% in the Cook Inlet area;
 May want to look at survey timing for detecting Ospreys, it may not be
optimal to survey for Osprey at the same time surveys for Bald Eagles are
conducted;
 Ospreys are known to occur in the road corridor and they will be surveyed
more closely after the road is designed; and
 Osprey numbers are rebounding since the banning of DDT. Osprey can show
acclimation to human activity, although adaptability may be different between
ongoing human activity and new activity where there was none before.

x

Cliff Nesters
 Golden Eagles – some near the deposit area;
 Gyrfalcons – concentrated around mine study area; and
 Peregrine Falcons – four nests, not located near the ore deposit. Up-close
photographs have not provided definitive identification to determine if they
are the coastal (Peales) or interior (American) subspecies.

x

Ravens are also surveyed as raptors will sometimes use their abandoned nests.

x

Goshawks are very sensitive to disturbance; they are indicative of undisturbed
habitat. One subspecies (not found in the project area) is on the candidate list for
threatened and endangered species.

x

Wintering Bald Eagles are primarily at the east end of the lake and near Iliamna
River. They may be staging for migration or feeding on fish. Local knowledge
might provide insight on this behavior.

x

Helicopter traffic in the area is to be considered for effects on birds. Helicopter
traffic has been in the area for a long time. There was an increase in traffic starting
in 2004.

Breeding Landbirds and Shorebirds
x

ABR is measuring relative abundance, not true abundance.

x

Point-count surveys with distance estimates have been conducted, and they can be
used for density determination.
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x

There is one year of data that is suitable for distance analysis.

x

All surveyors had several days of training on distance estimation.

x

A laser range finder is also used to obtain distance estimates in the field.

x

Roughly, 90% of birds counted are detected audibly only.

x

Observations are coded for audible or visual detection.

x

Off-road point-count methods are used: 10-minute periods, songs and calls are
primary detection; additional observations recorded in transit; an emphasis was put
on collecting habitat-use information; primarily walking between points to
minimize disturbance; in vast majority of cases, not being dropped off by helicopter
at each site; there was one “clean-up day” when scattered sites were accessed by
helicopter; and at all times, pilots are required to land at least 100 m from the
survey point to minimize disturbance.

x

The study is being done primarily to determine habitat-association information for
quantitative impact assessments. Ideally, occupancy surveys also would be
conducted to correct for overestimates of acreages of high-value habitats, that are
projected to be used, for example. Some spatial interpolation analyses may be done
to discern “hotspot” areas where a particular habitat is more densely occupied.

x

Sample-point distribution
 ABR used high-altitude statewide NASA imagery to discern distinct photosignatures in 2004. In 2005, a true color, aerial photo was used, but it didn’t
affect selection of sample sites much;
 Balanced spreading points out widely throughout the study area by placing
points in distinct photo-signatures of different habitat types;
 Wanted to sample all important habitat types to assess habitat value;
 There was a minimum distribution of 500 meters between points in any one
year;

x

2004 and 2005 data were combined to increase sample sizes for preliminary habitatuse analysis (mine data only). Once the habitat map for the area is complete, the
habitat-use analyses will be finalized;

x

Point counts are a suitable method for this type of inventory study;

x

The study was not designed for monitoring purposes and would be designed
differently for monitoring. In this case (landbird and shorebird surveys), the
inventory and monitoring goals cannot both be efficiently achieved with 1 study
design);

x

If necessary, PLP can go back to set up for a monitoring program;

x

There are very few places in the state where there is this level of detailed survey
data within a relatively small geographic area;
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x

ABR tried to set a reasonable number of point counts per habitat type; this was not
based on a set number. ABR ultimately tried to maximize the amount of sampling
in the available field time;

x

Approximately 14 aggregate habitat types were defined in the mine study area: 17
along the road corridor, and 16 in the Cook Inlet drainages area. These are
preliminary breakdowns which will be refined once the habitat maps are completed
for these areas;

x

Sampling along the road corridor was within 1,000’ on either side of the proposed
centerline as of May 2005;

x

The mine, road, and port areas were dominated numerically by passerines. Projectwide, 4 landbird and 7 shorebird species of conservation concern were recorded;

x

Passerines are known to fluctuate in numbers from year to year, especially in areas
of marginal habitat. The mine study area is marginal habitat for some of the
observed species;

x

Broad habitat-value categories for each species (e.g., high, moderate, and low
value) will be determined once the habitat maps are complete; and

x

Existing literature can provide useful additional data to help determine habitat
values to compensate for cases of small sample sizes when using only the local field
data.

Shorebirds
x

Plots are often used in tundra areas to survey for shorebirds and other crypticnesting species, but point counts are increasingly being used for inventory work.
Timing is critical in point counts for shorebirds. Many shorebirds are early nesters
and surveys for shorebirds need to be conducted earlier than for landbirds.

x

Were the shorebird surveys are as complete as the landbird surveys (e.g., were any
shorebird species missed?)?

x

There is increasing concern worldwide over declining shorebird numbers; many are
listed as species of conservation concern.

x

ABR will review the NPS Lake Clark and Katmai survey reports and the Turquoise
Lake study. These areas were fairly rich in shorebird species. Data analysis could
determine if there is an effective point in time in the spring/early summer when
shorebirds are not detected anymore. This will help when including/excluding data
by time of season to yield accurate shorebird numbers. An attempt could also be
made to account for late arrivals and early departures.

x

Comparing PLP’s list of species with the Lake Clark studies may be problematic.
The Lake Clark study included some habitats not present in the Pebble Study area
and the list is not broken out by habitat. In the Lake Clark dataset, there are plots
with multiple habitats surveyed.

x

Once shorebirds start nesting, they quit making noise and cannot be detected
audibly until the young hatch and leave the nest and they are tending broods.
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x

The shorebirds along the road corridor were an approximate order of magnitude
lower in abundance than were present in the mine study area. There is little open
wetland and dwarf scrub habitat along the corridor, and the road was intentionally
routed away from wetlands where feasible.

x

From a global perspective, Alaska is an important place for breeding shorebirds.
The Canadian Arctic is drier with less wetlands. Water is the driving factor in
promoting good habitat for most species. The eastern coast of Russia is similar to
Alaska.

Species of Conservation Concern
x

Species of conservation concern are not legally protected, but are typically
mentioned in an Environmental Impact Statement as part of an informed evaluation
of environmental impacts that may occur.

x

Approximately, 80% of shorebird species in the mine site are of some level of
conservation concern (if moderate- and high-concern categories are included).

x

Typical issues for species of conservation concern include:
 Habitat loss on their breeding, migration, or wintering ranges,
 Large staging congregations at coastal sites that makes them vulnerable, and
 Shorebirds inherently have restricted habitat – coastlines are prone to
development.

MOOSE AND BEAR
x

These species were well discussed last meeting.

x

Hunting areas have been located north of the lake through Steve Braund’s studies.

x

There will be increased local access for hunting, relative to the amount of habitat
expected to be lost from road and mine development. Hunting pressure on moose
may transfer to new areas.

x

There is uncertainty on local use of these species. In Nondalton, reported moose
harvest is about 2-3 per year, but subsistence surveys list 40 /year. Also some
moose may be reported multiple times by people who shared in a hunt.

x

ADF&G would like to monitor moose better on a 3-year interval census.

x

ADF&G will put together some suggested studies to bring to the TWG for
discussion. They will include rationale, benefits, error bars, and consider
addressing whether harvest impacts may be associated with the potential road.

x

The road corridor area is approximately 1/3 the area of a usual Game Management
Unit survey. The area could be generally surveyed at a low intensity, with subset
areas of interest more closely surveyed to derive sightability estimates.

RARE PLANTS
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x

The Aleutian Field Fern is the only “threatened” plant in Alaska. It does not occur
in the Pebble area.

x

Wetland survey crews are keyed in to look for rare plants

x

A desktop exercise has been done to determine which rare plants have some
potential of occurring in the Pebble area.

x

The AK Natural Heritage Program reviewed their collections database within an
area encompassed by a 100-mile radius, centered at the midpoint between the
proposed port site and the mine site and pulled all records of collections of S2 and
S1 species in this area. In total, 17 – 18 species were listed as having some
potential of occurring in the area in habitats that are likely to occur. These species
are being flagged for wetlands field crews to watch for.

SMALL MAMMALS
x

Literature will be used to assess habitat values for small mammals.

x

NPS to send recent Lake Clark small mammal survey data.

x

In Lake Clark, NPS found some interesting species such as the Alaska tiny shrew.

x

Small mammals in relation to their importance in the food web to eagles and raptors
and prey availability should be considered.

x

Vegetation and habitat data can be used to evaluate loss of small mammal habitat
(and raptor foraging habitat).

HABITAT MAPPING
x

Habitat values can be ranked, not only for bird nesting, but also for foraging and
small mammals.

x

Wetlands consultants are mapping the vegetation; ABR works with them so that
vegetation map polygons and habitat map polygons share the same boundaries
when appropriate (wildlife habitats typically are broader in scope than fine-scale
vegetation types). During habitat mapping, some vegetation types may be
aggregated into broader types, emphasizing vegetation structure and physiography.

WOOD FROGS
x

Occupancy surveys were conducted in 2007 only.

x

First-cut estimate indicates perhaps 18% of the lakes surveyed were occupied
(formal occupancy analysis not yet conducted).

x

Surveys focused on calling male frogs during late May (2007 was a late snow-melt
year).

x

ABR used field methods outlined by the North American Amphibian Monitoring
Program.

x

Random sampling of waterbodies was conducted, not a stratified random selection.

x

Most lakes were fairly small, equaling ponds.
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CARIBOU
x

Post-calving animals move through the mine study area in early July.

x

NPS may be able to provide ABR advance notice of movements of collared
animals, so as to try to catch the large movements of animals through the Pebble
mine area.

x

With VHF, animals will still need to be monitored.

x

Extent of stay in the area is of interest, as well as the peak numbers.

x

Pilots are also trained to provide observation data.

x

There are no traditional calving grounds in the Pebble area.

x

The Mulchatna herd is presently crashing – predator control is being considered in
that area.
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Minutes Approved December 29, 2008


TechnicalWorkingGroupͲCombinedWaterQualityandHydrologyTWGs
PebbleProject
November18,2008
CaptainCookHotelMeetingRoom
DraftMinutesRecordedbyCharlotteMacCay/PebblePartnership(PLP)

I.            PRESENT:

AndreaMeyer(ADNR)
TomCrafford(ADNR)
CharlotteMacCay(PLP)
KenTaylor(PLP)
ScottMaclean(ADF&G)
JasonMouw(ADF&G)
CindiGodsey(EPA)
PhilNorth(EPA)
LynnKent(ADEC)
PeteMcGee(ADEC)
JimVohden(ADNR)
JulieMcKim(USACE)
DougLimpinsel(NOAA)
CecilRich(ADF&G)
RodSmith(WMC)
MattMacander(ABR)
ShawnFlorio(HDR)
MarkRains(3PP)
HughMcCreadie(WMC)
JamieCathcart(KP)
LorettaFord(PLP)

Public:
DougWachob(NatureConservancy)
CarolAnnWoody(FRC)
KendraZamzow(CSP2)
TimTroll(NatureConservancy)

MEETINGPURPOSE
x Definethetermsbaseline,characterization,andpretermmonitoringforuseintheTWGs
x IdentifyagendaitemsandinformationneededforasubsequentmeetingtoaddressinitiationofpreͲterm
monitoringprograms
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CHARACTERIZATION/MONITORING
(PLP)PLPwouldliketoclarifythetypesofdataitiscollectingtobetterfacilitatefuturediscussions.Thedatacollected
todatehasbeencollectedforsitecharacterization.ItismeanttobeusedtowritetheAffectedEnvironmentSectionof
theNEPA(EIS)document.BecauseNEPAcallsthis“baselineinformation”PLPhasalsobeenreferringtothisdataas
baselinedata.Thishasledtosomeconfusion.Toscientists,baselinemeanssomethingquantifiablethatcanbeused
forcomparisonwithdatacollectedduringoperationstoseeiftherehavebeenanyimpacts.Thatwasnottheintentof
thedatawehavecollectedtodate.AlthoughPLPhopesthatsomeofthisdatawillbeusefulformonitoringpurposesas
well.PLPisfinishingupthecharacterizationdataandmovingintomonitoringdata,datatobeusedforcomparison
purposeswithdatacollectedafteroperationsbegin,butthistermiscausingconfusionaswell.Somepeopleinterpret
monitoringdatatobethedatacollectedduringoperations.
(PLP)PLPwouldalsoliketoclarifythatweareaskingforspeculativeinputatthistime.Weareawarethatyoudonot
havethedatafromthestudiesdonetodatetolearnfromthemhowthestudiesareworking.Wefullyexpectthatas
thatdatabecomesavailable,andtheagenciesreviewit,thattheagenciesmayhavenewinputorwanttochangetheir
mindaboutpreviousrecommendations.Thereisnothingbindingaboutanyoftherecommendationsyoumake,you
canalwaysrefineyourinputbasedondataasitbecomesavailable.PLPistryingtoestablishopendialogueandset
studiesupasbestaspossible.

HYDROLOGYISSUES
(Agency) NeedsforthepreͲtermmonitoringmeetinginclude:
x Amodeltopredictthewaterbalance
x Climatechangetobeconsideredwithinthemodelresponse
x Understandingofgroundwater/surfacewaterinterchange
x Meteorologicalstatisticsoverviewandacorrelationbetweenprecipitationandflow
(Agency)Theabovedataisrelevanttoboththewaterqualityandhydrologygroups.
(Agency)AmoreinͲdepthwaterqualitybalancepresentationwouldbehelpful.
(PLP)WMCcouldreͲpresenttheirpresentationtheygavetodayataslowerpaceallowingfordiscussionwitheachslideifit
wouldhelpthegroup.ThepresentationwillalsobeavailableonCDtoreview.
(Agency) TheWaterBalancemodelcannotbeablackbox.
(Agency)SeveralagenciesindicatedthatgoingthroughthepresentationwithWMCatthenextmeetingwouldbehelpful.
Agencieswouldliketohavethefollowinginformationavailable2weekspriortothemeetingtoreviewanddiscuss(a5Ͳ10
pagebulletedformatwouldbehelpful):
o

Rationale

o

Objectives

o

Inputparameters

o

Assumptions

o

Methodologies

o

Results
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Iliamnaprecipitationrelationshiptogroundwaterdischarge,runoff,andsiteͲevaporationona
monthlybasis

(WMC)WMCconfirmedthatthewaterbalancemodelincludedgroundwater/surfacewaterinterchange.Itwas
explainedthatclimatechangehasnotbeenincorporatedintothemodelyetaswearenotyetrunningitforpredictions,
butthemodelissetuptoincorporateclimatechange.
(Agency)Anydescriptionofthegroundwater/surfacewaterinterchangewouldbehelpfultoreview.
(Agency)Itisimportanttorunthemodelwithoutclimatechangefirsttounderstandthedirectchangesandthento
incorporateclimatechangescenariosafterwards.
(Agency)Itwouldbehelpfultohaveameteorologistcometoameetingtodiscussregionaltrends,perhapsata
meetingsubsequenttothewaterbalancemodelreviewmeeting.
(Agency)Itwouldbehelpfultodiscussthegainingandlosingstretchesinrelationtothegeology.
(PLP)WouldtheTWGsliketohavethesnowsurveyteampresentforameeting?–yesatthesametimeasthe
meteorologisttodiscussclimatechange.TheSnowstudyconsultantwillalsotrytoattendthewaterbalancemodel
meetingsashemayhavesomehelpfulinsightstothatdiscussion.
(Agency) Itwouldbehelpfultoseeahydrographtoevaluatethedelaysinrunoffthatwerementionedintheagency
presentation.Theintentistodiscussestimatingresidencetimesincertainareaswithoutconductingtracerstudies.
(WMC/HDR) hydrographsareavailable,buttheyarenotashelpfulasthemodͲflowmodeltomakethoseestimates.
ModͲflowmodelisnotthesameasthewaterbalancemodelandcanbeatopicofdiscussionforanotherfuture
meeting.ThewaterbalancemodelissuggestedasaprefacetounderstandingthemodͲflowmodel.
(Agency)IimaginethemodeldoesnottakeintoaccountnaturalfaultsinthebedrockandmaynotshowiflowpHor
contactwaterisgoingtomovetothesurface.
(WMC)Youcanputinpreferentialpathwayslateron.


WATERQUALITYDATAISSUES
(Agency)PLPwillbereleasingthewaterqualitydataattheendofthismonth.Beforethenextmeetingwecould
reviewthedatatodiscusshowitisbeingpresentedwhileaddingclaritytothepresentation.
(Agency)DECcouldgiveapresentationatoneofthemeetingsontheuseofhardnessinmetalscalculations.Thisis
criticalforsomeofthemetals.
(PLP)Ameetingwillneedtobeheldtodiscussnaturalbackgroundsitespecificcriteria.Therearemanyelementsthat
arenaturallyelevatedabovethestatecriteria.
(Agency)Thediscussionofnaturalbackgroundsitespecificcriteriaalsoneedstoextendtogroundwaterquality.The
standardsarethesame.Seepsdischargingfromtheprojectcouldneedtohavecriteriaestablishedforthem.Thereis
thepotentialforsubͲsurfacedischargefrominjectionwellsiftheyareusedattheproject.
(Agency)TheguidancefornaturalbackgroundcriteriahavenotyetbeenapprovedbyEPAalthoughitisanticipated
theywillbeapprovedbythetimetheprojectgoestopermitting.
(Agency)ThereisaspreadsheetmodelthatPLPshouldrunfirstbeforepursuingthenaturalbackgroundcriteria.The
spreadsheetwilldetermineifthecriterianeedtobeseasonal.ItisontheDECwebsite.Iftheattachmentsare
problematic,contactPeteandhewillassist.
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(Agency)Seasonalcriteriacanbebasedonprecipitation,flow,orotherdeterminants.
(Agency)Thereisalsoaspreadsheetfordetermininghardnessdependentwaterqualitycriteria.
(Agency)Therehasn’tbeenanyreferencetohavingcollectedradiologicaldata(thereareabout3Ͳ4parameters)–PLP
needstoconsideraddingthistotheirlistofanalytes.Theremaybesomeradiologicalconstituentsinthedeeperwells.
Thestandardsarelistedinthestatewaterqualitycriteria.
(Agency)AcomparisonofrecentWQdatatothatfromsamplingeventsintheearly1990’swouldbeofinterestfor
evaluatinginterͲannualvariation.


ACTIONITEMS
x ResendCyanidedatacomparisontotheTWGmembers 



















PLP

x Sendouta5Ͳ10pagereviewofthewaterbalance2weekspriortonextmeeting 





WMC/PLP

x CorrelationofIliamnaprecipitation/siteprecipitation





















WMC/Hoefler/PLP

x Correlationofgroundwater/surfacewaterinterchange 



















WMC/PLP

x Hydrographstoevaluatedelaysinrunoffasseeninthepresentation 











WMC

x Presentcharts/mapsthatshowknowngainingandlosingstretcheswithintherivers 

HDR/WMC/PLP

x 2009StudyPlanneedstoaddresschangesinstationssothatinformationispartofaformalrecord.

PLP

x Spatialtrendinggraphsfornaturallyelevatedelements2weekspriortoameetingtodiscussnaturalbackground
sitespecificcriteria                       PLP
x Temporaltrendinggraphsfornaturallyelevatedelements2weekspriortoameetingtodiscussnatural
backgroundsitespecificcriteria                    PLP
x TetraTechconsultantsJerryDiamondandDr.Brucherwouldbehelpfultohaveatthewaterqualitymeeting.


NEXTMEETING
x JointWaterQualityandHydrologyTWGmeetingonJanuary7,withafollowͲupmeetingonJanuary8thtoreview
theavailableWQdata.
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Introduction

1.

In 2012, Water Engineering Technologies (WET) developed a white paper (WET, 2012)1 documenting water
treatment plants around the world that use the same or similar water treatment processes as were proposed
for the Pebble Project water treatment plant (WTP) in the 2012 Prefeasibility Study. Due to changes in the
mine plan and projected wastewater characteristics since 2012, some of the proposed water treatment
processes have changed. This report is an update to the 2012 benchmark white paper to accompany the
changes in the Pebble WTP design and to provide a list of new WTPs that have been identified for the
applicable processes since 2012.
This benchmark update uses the results of the original white paper and indicates where updates are included.
This update is organized by treatment process and by overall size of the WTP. Mining installations are the
focus of this update, and are augmented by municipal or industrial facilities as needed to demonstrate proof
of concept for the Pebble WTPs.

Water Treatment Processes

2.

The mine water treatment conceptual design is now split into two plants: WTP #1 and WTP #2. The major
treatment processes of WTP #1 are chemical precipitation and filtration for metals removal. Chemical
precipitation includes hydroxide precipitation, iron co-precipitation, and sulfide precipitation. Filtration is
accomplished with pressure sand filters and cartridge filters. The design flow rate to WTP #1 is
approximately 5,800 gallons per minute (gpm).
The major treatment processes of WTP #2 are co-precipitation using ferric sulfate and lime addition, sulfide
precipitation, calcium sulfate precipitation, ultrafiltration (UF), high-pressure membranes filtration
(nanofiltration [NF] or reverse osmosis [RO]), and biological selenium removal. The design flow rate of
WTP #2 is approximately 14,800 gpm.

Benchmark Update

3.

The original benchmark white paper (WET, 2012) provided benchmark facilities for the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical precipitation/co-precipitation
Filtration
Reverse osmosis
Biological selenium removal
High-capacity installations

The same categories are still relevant to the proposed WTP #1 and WTP #2 and are supplemented by this
update with the following information to the extent that benchmark facilities were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Update categories for cold weather installations
Update for higher capacity installations
Provide benchmark installations for calcium sulfate precipitation
Update for significant new facilities in each category

1 Water Engineering Technologies, Inc. 2012. White Paper on Water Treatment Processes. Prepared for the Pebble Limited Partnership,
Vancouver, BC, July 24, 2012.
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The following sections detail the new information obtained for the benchmark update. In all subsections,
each table lists the previous study’s installations in grey font, and the new installations for this update in bold
font.

3.1

Precipitation/Co-Precipitation

The previous benchmarking study compiled a complete set of installations that apply to the current proposed
treatment processes (see Table 1). No further update was completed as part of this study.
Table 1. Precipitation/Co-Precipitation Reference Installations
Reference/Location

Process/Equipment

Flow Rate (gpm)

Kensington Mine

Iron co-precipitation

Juneau, AK

Veolia clarifiers

1,500

Greens Creek Mine

Iron co-precipitation

Juneau, AK

Densadeg

Thompson Creek Mine

Hydroxide precipitation

Challis, ID

Actiflo

Horseshoe WTP

Hydroxide precipitation

Butte, MT

Solids contact clarifiers

Doe Run Glover Smelter

Sulfide precipitation

Glover, MO

Solids contact clarifiers

Red Dog Mine

Hydroxide and sulfide precipitation

Kotezbue, AK

Solids contact clarifiers

Mike Horse Mine

Sulfide precipitation

160

Lucky Friday Mine

Iron co-precipitation

1,000

Mullan, ID

Lamella clarification

Grouse Creek Mine

Hydroxide precipitation

Challis, ID

Lamella clarification

Rio Tinto Eagle Mine

Iron and hydroxide co-precipitation

Ishpeming, MI

Veolia Multiflo

2,500
2,000
4,860
200
4,600

Lincoln, MT
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3.2

Filtration

The previous benchmark study provided numerous installations that are:
•
•
•

Representative of the proposed process for WTP #1,
Similar to the size of the proposed WTP #1 and WTP #2, and
Within cold weather regions.

However, none of the processes identified in the previous study included microfiltration/ultrafiltration
(MF/UF), which is proposed for WTP #2. For this update, installations with MF/UF are added to Table 2
in bold.
Table 2. Filtration Reference Installations
Reference/Location
Kensington Mine

Process/Equipment

Flow Rate (gpm)

Multi-media

1,500

Veolia Discfilter

2,000

Multi-media

4,860

Multi-media

200

Sand filters

4,600

Microfiltration

160

Multi-media

1,000

Disk Filters

25,200

Multi-media

500

Ultrafiltration

9,200 (two expansions)

Ultrafiltration

2,900

Ultrafiltration

3,970

Juneau, AK
Thompson Creek Mine
Challis, ID
Horseshoe WTP
Butte, MT
Doe Run Glover Smelter
Glover, MO
Red Dog Mine
Kotezbue, AK
Mike Horse Mine
Lincoln, MT
Lucky Friday Mine
Mullan, ID
Grouse Creek Mine
Challis, ID
Rio Tinto Eagle Mine
Ishpeming, MI
BHP Billiton/Anglo-American
Elamalheni Mine
South Africa
AME Group Coal Mezdurechy Mine
Russia
Barrick Goldstrike Mine
Carlin, NV
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3.3

Reverse Osmosis

The previous benchmark study provided multiple minewater treatment RO installations that met the
requirements for this updated study. Additional large RO minewater treatment installations are included in
Table 3 where known, in bold.
Table 3. Reverse Osmosis Reference Installations
Reference/Location
Buckhorn Mine

Flow Rate (gpm)
140

Okanogan County, WA
Rio Tinto Eagle Mine

350

Ishpeming, MI
Mountain Pass Mine

1,000

Mountain Pass, CA
Barrick Lead Mine

800

Lead, SD
Barrick Richmond Hill Mine

200

Lead, SD
Consol Energy

3,500

Mannington, VA
Consol Energy

1,700

Oakwood, VA
Rio Tinto Bingham Canyon WTP

3,000

South Jordan, UT
Newmont Minera Yanacocha Mine – Norte Plant

8,000

Yanacocha, Peru
BHP Billiton/Anglo-American Elamalheni Mine

9,200 (two expansions)

South Africa
Freeport-McMoRan Candelaria Mine

7,950

Atacama, Chile
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3.4

Biological Selenium Removal

Biological selenium removal was included at a preliminary level in the original benchmark study. This
technology has been used with success at several installations and is increasing in use. New projects
constructed or in planning are included in Table 4 in bold.
Table 4. Biological Selenium Removal Reference Installations
Reference/Location

Process/Equipment

Barrick Lead Mine

Flow Rate (gpm)

No data available

800

No data available

No data available

Teck Coal West Line Creek Mine

Biological treatment

33,000

Elk River BC, Canada

Envirogen

Teck Coal Elkview Operations

Biological treatment

Elk River BC, Canada

Envirogen

Joint Water Purification Plant

Biological treatment

Arapahoe, CO*

Envirogen

Lead, SD
Barrick Richmond Hill Mine
Lead, SD

Planned: 132,000
In construction, to be operational
2020

* Municipal owner

3.5

Calcium Sulfate Precipitation Processes

Calcium sulfate removal is proposed using a high-pressure membrane (NF or RO) concentration followed by
a multi-stage precipitation process. The mine and industrial installations shown in Table 5 use processes that
are similar to the proposed size and complexity of the WTP #2 calcium sulfate precipitation process.
Table 5. Calcium Sulfate Precipitation Reference Installations
Reference/Location
Valero Welcome Site
Welcome, MN
Confidential Mining Client

Process/Equipment

Flow Rate (gpm)

RO concentration/Brine
precipitation

135

Cost-Effective Sulfate Removal
(CESR) Process

Pilot Test

Westech
BHP Billiton/Anglo-American
Elamalheni Mine

Calcium sulfate recovery

9,200 (two expansions)

Densedeg

4,000

South Africa
Mepco Inc. Shannopin Mine Steele
Shaft Site

Veolia

Morgantown, WV
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3.6

High-Capacity Installations

The previous benchmarking study included numerous high-capacity installations that are relevant to the
current WTP designs. No new installations were added. However, several installations, shown in Table 6 in
bold, were updated to demonstrate large-capacity ultrafiltration and RO membrane systems.

Table 6. High-Capacity Reference Installations
Reference/Location

Process/Equipment

Sydney Desalination WTP

Potable water treatment

Sydney, Australia

RO

Loretteville WTP

Potable water treatment

Quebec, Canada

Actiflo

Lake Pleasant WTP

Potable water treatment

Phoenix, AZ

Actiflo, RO

Mery-sur-Oise WTP

Potable water treatment

Paris, France

Actiflo, Ultrafiltration

Bayswater Power Station

Power Plant

NSW, Australia

Actiflo, RO

Tacoma, WA

Stormwater treatment

Flow Rate (gpm)
46,000
44,000
107,000
33,000
29,000
55,000

Actiflo
Eastern Province, SA

Potable water treatment

146,000

RO
Orange County Water District
GWRS

Ultrafiltration

Expanding from 69,400 to 90,300

Reverse osmosis

Expanding from 69,400 to 90,300

Ultrafiltration

27,000

Reverse osmosis

27,000

Fountain Valley, CA
Orange County Water District
GWRS
Fountain Valley, CA
Ulu Pandan AWTP
Singapore
Ulu Pandan AWTP
Singapore
Note: GWRS = groundwater replenishment system; AWTP = advanced water treatment plant
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May 27, 2013
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Division, Kenai Field Office
805 Frontage Road, Suite 200C
Kenai, AK 99611-7755

Dear Ms McCafferty:
Pebble Partnership will be applying to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) for 404 wetland
fill permits for the Pebble Mine area, transportation corridor and port site. In preparing for the
final permit application PLP recognizes that the USACE will require, as part of the 404 permit
process, functional assessments (FA) for all impacted wetlands.
PAST HISTORY
In 2009, Leroy Phillips was the project manager for the Pebble Project and approved the use of
the McGee Method for Pebble Project FA. After Mr. Phillips transferred to another district. You
and Mr. Dave Casey reviewed this decision and raised some concern about the determination
and full evaluation of the Magee method. While PLP did then and continues to believe that we
have written documented approval for use of the McGee Method, PLP willingly revisited
available methodologies with the USACE to ensure that the USACE is comfortable with the
functional assessment methodologies to be used for this project.
On April 26, 2012, HDR and PLP prepared a presentation of a variety of available FA methods,
along with a listing of pros and cons, overall ranking of the methods, and a proposed method of
NWI Plus for wetlands lakes and ponds. The USACE stated that NWI Plus appeared to be an
acceptable method, although it was not suited for streams and marine areas. PLP agreed that
further work was to be done to provide information on functional assessment methods for
these areas.
PROPOSAL FOR FLOWING WATER AND MARINE FA METHODS
On April 8, 2013, PLP, HDR, and Hart Crowser met with USACE, USEPA, USFWS, NMFS, and
ADF&G to present a variety of available FA methods for stream assessment and for marine
assessment, along with a listing of pros and cons, and an overall ranking matrix for these
methods. PLP proposed the EPA/USFWS 2012 method for Stream Assessment and the Habitat
Equivalent Analyses (HEA) FA method for marine assessment. There was no determination at
the April 8th meeting of an acceptable method, and PLP agreed to forward the presentations for
further consideration. Those presentations are attached to this email.
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PATH FORWARD
PLP strongly believes that USACE has a responsibility to determine if the proposed EPA/USFWS
stream assessment method and HEA marine FA methods are acceptable. If the USACE is not
comfortable with these methods then the USACE has the responsibility to propose modifications
to the method, or to propose a different method. PLP acknowledges that as the functional
assessment is conducted and reported to USACE, that USACE may require additional
information and/or further modifications to the method. PLP respectfully requests that USACE
consult with the other interested federal agencies, review these methodologies and respond to
PLP with an acceptable method for the marine and flowing waters functional assessment
methodology.
Sincerely,

Charlotte L. MacCay
Director, Permitting and NEPA
Pebble Partnership
(907) 339-2608
9907) 317-9449
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SALMON ECOSYSTEMS OF BRISTOL BAY, ALASKA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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INTRODUCTION
In May 2012, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released the 1st external review draft
of An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska.
Following its release, the public was invited to review the draft document and submit comments to
EPA during a 60-day public comment period.
There was significant public interest in the May 2012 draft assessment. EPA received comments
from a wide variety of public stakeholders, including local community members, fishers, the mining
industry, local villages, tribal governments and corporations, state and federal government agencies,
businesses, and non-governmental organizations. EPA appreciates the technical input and the range
of perspectives shared during the public comment period.
EPA revised the May 2012 draft of the assessment based on these public comments, peer review
comments, and consultation with tribes. In April 2013, EPA released the 2nd external review draft of
the assessment for additional public and peer review and comment. After revision of the April 2013
draft of the assessment based on the input received, EPA released the final assessment in January
2014.
This document presents an overview of the public comments EPA received on the May 2012 draft of
the assessment, the text of technical public comments relevant to the science presented in the
assessment, and EPA’s responses to those comments. EPA also received many written comments that
were non-technical in nature; responses to these comments are not included in this document. The
text of mass mailers and oral comments from the eight public meetings are included as appendices to
this document.
Public comments on the April 2013 draft of the assessment and EPA responses to those comments
are included in a separate document, which is available online at www2.epa.gov/bristolbay. EPA
responses to peer review comments on both the May 2012 and April 2013 drafts of the assessment
also are available online at www2.epa.gov/bristolbay.

PUBLIC COMMENT PROCESS
The public comment period for the May 2012 draft of the assessment began on May 18 and ended on
July 23, 2012. Comments could be submitted to Federal Docket EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 using an
online form, by email, letter or fax, or in person at a public meeting.
Following this public comment period, an independent EPA contractor, the Horsley Witten Group,
Inc. (HWG), organized, summarized, and sorted the comment letters received to help EPA fully
consider and respond to all public comments. HWG downloaded all submitted comment letters from
the federal docket and maintained a spreadsheet of comment letters received that included
information on the commenter and the docket-assigned comment letter number. HWG also created
an overview of the public comments that summarized the commenters and the general themes and
issues represented in the public comments.
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HWG organized technical public comment letters that were directly relevant to the science presented
in the assessment according to the relevant assessment chapter or appendix. Individual comment
letters were typically split into parts and assigned a comment number based on the relevant
assessment chapter or appendix. EPA used these chapter-and appendix-specific public comment
compendiums as the organizational basis for this response to public comments document.
As HWG completed these tasks, EPA also read through all of the submitted technical public
comment letters. As the public comment compendiums were received from HWG, EPA checked that
the compendiums included all relevant text from the technical public comment letters submitted to
EPA.
The process used to organize, summarize, and respond to mass mailer and public meeting comments
is detailed in the introduction to those appendices.

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS
EPA received more than 233,000 on-time public comment letters on the May 2012 draft of the
assessment. More than 227,000 of these comment letters resulted from 27 different on-time massmailing campaigns identified by the EPA docket center. Twenty-one of these campaigns, generating
over 217,500 letters, requested EPA take action to protect Bristol Bay. Five campaigns, generating
approximately 9,000 letters, were not supportive of EPA action. The remaining mass-mailing
campaign, signed by 318 people, requested a comment period extension. Comments from these
mass-mailing campaigns are included in Appendix 1 of this document.
In addition to these mass-mailing campaign letters, EPA received more than 5,500 on-time unique
comment letters. The unique comment letters included technical comment letters as well as more
general comment letters, postcards, letters modified from mass-mailing campaigns, and letters from
pre-written letter campaigns that were similar in format and overall content. Comments were
received from a variety of organizations and individuals.
EPA also received oral comments during a series of public meetings held following the release of the
May 2012 draft. These public hearings occurred in Seattle, WA (May 31); Anchorage, AK (June 4);
Dillingham and Naknek, AK (June 5); Igiugig and Levelock, AK (June 6); and New Stuyahok and
Nondalton, AK (June 7). Public comments received during these hearings are included in Appendix 2
of this document.

STRUCTURE OF THE RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS
DOCUMENT
This document comprises the main document and three appendices. The main document includes the
text of technical public comment letters received on the May 2012 draft of the assessment, as well as
EPA responses to those comment letters; Appendix 1 includes the mass mailing and petition letter
campaigns identified by the EPA docket center; and Appendix 2 contains comments from the public
meetings. The issues raised in the mass-mailing campaign letters and in comments at the public
hearings generally were similar to many of the issues raised in the non-technical individual
Response to Public Comments on
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comments. Appendix 3 provides comment information (commenter and docket number) for the
comment letters included in the main document.
The main document. is organized according to the structure of the May 2012 draft assessment, and
presents public comment text and EPA responses relevant to each chapter (Chapters 1 through 8) and
each appendix (Appendices A through I).
It is important to keep the following points in mind as you read through this document.
•

Individual comment letters that referred to more than one subject were split into parts, so that
each part could be included in the relevant assessment chapters or appendices. Both the
commenter and the comment letter number (as assigned by the federal docket) are provided
for each comment in the main text of the document, and Appendix 3 provides a list of the
commenters, comment document numbers, and chapters in which each comment document
occurs. This information may provide a useful way to search for specific comments and
responses. The full text of each comment is available to the public at www.regulations.gov
under docket EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276.

•

Numbering for pages, chapters, sections, tables, figures, and text boxes changed between the
May 2012, April 2013, and January 2014 versions of the assessment. Numbering cited in the
public comments included here refers to the May 2012 version of the assessment (i.e., the
draft assessment). Unless otherwise noted, numbering cited in EPA responses refers to the
April 2013 (i.e., the revised assessment). Archived copies of the May 2012 and April 2013
drafts of the assessment are available online at:
May 2012 draft:

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=241743

April 2013 draft:

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=242810

•

In some cases, a comment may be relevant to more than one chapter or appendix. To avoid
redundancy, these comments are included only once in this document, at the most relevant
location.

•

Many commenters submitted similar comments. Instead of repeating a response, readers are
referred to the initial response.

•

EPA acknowledges and appreciates every comment letter, even those that may not be
included in this response document because they did not directly relate to the technical
content of the assessment.

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND EPA RESPONSES
Chapter 1:

Introduction

No relevant comments.
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Characterization of Current Condition

National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey (Doc. #4607)
2.1

Section 2.2.1, Pacific Salmon Populations: The salmon species of the Kvichak and Nushagak
drainages are described in this section with appropriate references to other sections and
appendices. However, since the five species of Pacific salmon are the focus of this
Assessment, a more detailed description of these species may be warranted here. Consider
devoting a paragraph to each of the five species noting such details as their life history,
dominant age classes for specific drainages and preferred habitats.
Rainbow Trout and Dolly Varden Char: Same comments apply here as to (4). These species
are an integral part of the ecosystem that support salmon and are important to subsistence and
sport fishers. The Assessment may benefit from specific paragraphs, in the body of the
document, devoted to these species. A description of the relationship and interaction between
these species and salmon would be appropriate e.g., rainbow trout attain large size in part
because they feed on rearing salmon.
Other Freshwater Resident and Anadromous Fish Species: The Assessment makes only
passing mention to fish species that are not of primary use by those who harvest fish in the
Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds, e.g., sculpin, lamprey, stickleback, various whitefishes.
Section 2.2.2, Resident Fish Populations, fails to mention these species. Although an in depth
discussion of these fishes may not be warranted, they do comprise part of the ecosystem that
supports salmonids and other species of importance to commercial, sport, subsistence and
other user groups. Some expansion of the discussion related to these species, their place in
the ecosystem and their interaction/relationship to salmonids may be desirable.
EPA Response: Additional background information on fish species and their life
histories was incorporated into Chapter 5. Throughout the assessment we have clarified
that we focus on a subset of species in the assessment and that this focus does not imply
that other fishes (or other aquatic biota) are not important components of the ecosystem
or are unlikely to be affected by potential mining.

2.2

Within the draft document itself, descriptions and projections often refer directly to the need
for scientific baseline data. It would be beneficial to reviewers if the types and dates of
baseline data collected and used for the assessment were listed in an appendix. For example
Appendix B refers to “key” fish habitat conditions that include elevation, slope and
groundwater, and yet data for none of these are presented; similar issues exist for Appendix C
and wildlife distributions. Also, the assessment of projected scenarios (e.g., evaluation of
road impact, pipeline failure etc.) require information on parameters such as permafrost
distribution, slope, aspect, surficial materials stability etc., and yet these scientific data are
not presented, cited or referenced in this document.
EPA Response: Additional background information on physical characteristics of the
Bristol Bay region (e.g., permafrost extent, geology, vegetation, and soil characteristics)
has been included in Chapter 3.
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Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
2.3

The scope of the Assessment and methods for evaluating impacts of mining uses various
geographic regions and scales of study, depending on the subject area and availability of
information. Generally, four different geographic scales are applied to the study and include:
•

The Bristol Bay Region, which encompasses the bay and the land area of six watersheds
that drain into it;

•

The Nushagak River and Kvichak River watershed, which comprise the largest of the
Bristol Bay watershed’s six watersheds and compose about 50% of the total Bristol Bay
watershed area;

•

The headwaters of the tributaries that flow within the proposed Pebble Project including:
the North Fork Koktuli River, located to the northwest of the Pebble deposit, which flows
into the Nushagak River via the Mulchatna River; the South Fork Koktuli River, which
drains the Pebble deposit area and converges with the North Fork west of the Pebble
deposit; and Upper Talarik Creek, which drains the eastern portion of the Pebble deposit
and flows into the Kvichak River via Iliamna Lake; and The hypothetical mine site,
which includes the area of direct impact as described in the hypothetical mine scenario.

Although the document is titled An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon
Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, the Executive Summary limits the scope of the watershed
assessment to the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. However, in assessing potential
impact of mining to the study area, most of the focus and discussion is limited to the area of
the North Fork and South Fork Koktuli Rivers, Upper Talarik Creek and the hypothetical
mine site.
EPA Response: Chapter 2 now explicitly describes the five different geographic scales
considered in the assessment and the sections of the assessment where each geographic
scale is generally considered. Broader geographic scales are considered in the problem
formulation chapters (Chapters 1-5) to give an overview of the general region;
narrower geographic scales are considered in the risk analysis and characterization
chapters (Chapters 7-12) to evaluate specific impacts. Throughout the assessment we
have clarified which geographic scale is being used in the analyses presented.
2.4

Figures in Chapter 2 exaggerate the area of the Pebble deposit. Using Figure 2-2 as an
example, it could be argued that this scale is too small to accurately show the area, but
perceptions and opinions of impacts are based on these figures. The maximum mine
disturbance from the map on Page ES-17 is approximately 30.8 square miles, while the map
of Figure 2-2 shows 116.4 square miles, based on the scale of the map.
EPA Response: All maps showing the approximate Pebble deposit location have been
modified, such that the deposit is now indicated by a star rather than a larger rectangle.

2.5

Section 2.0 and Throughout
Comment: No reference to, or consideration of, winter freezing or permafrost is provided in
the risk assessment. Winter ice and permafrost both have potentially dramatic implications in
seasonal groundwater flow, particularly shallow groundwater.
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Recommended Change: Provide section of the report, or include in a new groundwater
section, the potential/likely influence of winter freeze and/or permafrost on groundwater
volume, flow, and stream recharge potential. Incorporate this information into estimations of
stream recharge and groundwater flow into and through mining pit and Tailings Storage
Facilities.
EPA Response: Chapter 3 now includes a map showing permafrost extent in the region,
and Table 3-1 indicates that, as reported in Warhaftig (1965), permafrost is sporadic or
absent in the Nushagak-Bristol Bay Lowland physiographic division.
2.6

Appendix A, Section 2.1, Page 15
Comment: Snowpack is the predominant source of water and there is a water surplus in the
Nushagak-Big River Hills physiographic region, which is a “wet” climate class.
Thus, downstream “dewatering” is less likely to be an issue. If permafrost moves up into
stored waste rock, then less groundwater flow through it. Handling of snowpack and snow
melt is important to impact assessment.
EPA Response: Analysis of flow modification is described in Chapter 7, where we
describe the importance of the flow regime and risks associated with deviations from
the flow regime to which local aquatic life may be adapted. Although the region may
indeed be “wet”, alterations to streamflow regime can have serious implications for
aquatic life, even in systems where water is abundant. We concur that snowpack and
snowmelt are important considerations for understanding regional hydrology. If
permafrost expanded into waste rock it could reduce groundwater flow, but permafrost
in the area is discontinuous so it is unclear whether or not permafrost would expand.

2.7

Section 2.0, 4.0, and Executive Summary
Comment: The report is lacking information on regional hydrogeology, local hydrogeology,
groundwater and surface water interaction. A mine of this size could greatly impact the water
balance in the area. A more detailed understanding of the above area is needed.
Recommended Change: Provide a hydrogeological analysis on the watershed. The report
should include regional and local geology and hydrogeology, and surface water and
groundwater interaction as well. Provide cross-section, logs, lithologies, groundwater levels,
and hydrographs of the aquifers. Provide estimation of hydraulic parameters for the aquifers.
EPA Response: Expanded discussion of regional geology and soils is now included in
Chapter 3 of the revised assessment. Much site-specific or local information is either
unknown or not publicly available, but more extensive discussion of groundwater
surface water interaction and possible effects has been supplemented in the revised
assessment by incorporating information from Woody and Higman (2011) and PLP
(2011) (see Chapter 7). We agree that more detailed understanding of the region’s
hydrology and hydrogeology could reduce uncertainties and improve the assessment,
but there are currently insufficient data available to complete a comprehensive
hydrogeological analysis. The scope of the recommended investigation and analysis
would be more appropriate as the responsibility of the potential mine developer.
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Section 2.0 and 4.3.7
Comment: High seasonal fluctuations exist in the mine area as shown in Figure 2-7, page 223. However, the seasonal effects were not adequately considered in the water balance
estimation. Frozen conditions would have a major impact on flows in creeks and runoff. Peak
seasonal precipitation and snow melt would also have a major impact on the water balance.
Water balance estimated with averaged precipitation (as in Box 4-2, page 4-28) will not
represent the seasonal field conditions.
Recommended Change: Provide temporal and seasonal fluctuation of rainfall, stream flow,
and groundwater level. Evaluate the mining impact on water balance under long term average
condition and high seasonal flow condition.
EPA Response: The assessment primarily considers potential changes in annual flows
that would be caused by the development of the mine scenarios. For some aspects, such
as water table drawdown due to pit dewatering, seasonal fluctuations would be small
compared to the amount of drawdown. For specific stream reaches in which seasonal
variations in flow would be more pronounced, available data do not permit the
quantification of location- and species-specific impacts on fish. Section 7.3.4 discusses
the uncertainties and assumptions associated with the assessment of streamflow changes
due to the development of a mine. The mine operator would have some flexibility to use
available onsite storage to optimize the timing and rate of water releases and provide
seasonal variability.

2.9

Section 2.0, Page 2-1 through 2-26
Comment: While some description of the regional conditions is warranted, much of Chapter 2
is irrelevant to assessing impacts of a mine at the Pebble deposit.
EPA Response: The purpose of Chapter 2 is not to assess the impacts of a mine at the
Pebble deposit, but to describe the general region as part of the assessment’s problem
formulation. This has now been clarified in Chapter 2 of the revised assessment, which
explains the purpose of and geographic scales used in different parts of the assessment.

2.10

Section 2, Page 2-1 through 2-26
Comment: This chapter is lacking sufficient detail expectant of a discussion of current
conditions, more appropriately referred to as background or baseline conditions. The area’s
biodiversity instead is generalized in tables and figures. There is no discussion of current
water quality for each of the 17 hydrogeologic areas nor any habitat mapping, biological
survey information, and threatened or endangered information. A more in-depth evaluation of
wildlife is provided by U.S. Fish and Wildlife in Appendix C and should be referenced more
prominently in this chapter.
Recommended Change: Include additional information describing current (baseline)
conditions and reference Appendix C more prominently.
EPA Response: These sections are meant to provide a brief overview of the region’s
physical and biological environment, particularly in terms of the endpoints considered
in the assessment. Additional material on physical setting (e.g., geology, soils,
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permafrost extent, etc.) was added to Chapter 3, and additional information on biota in
the region was pulled into Chapter 5. We also clarified that the appendices contain
more detailed information on geological setting (Appendix H), fishes (Appendices A and
B), wildlife (Appendix C), and human populations (Appendix D) in the region.
2.11

Section 2, Page 2-1
Comment: In the context of risk assessment terminology, characterization of current
condition is typically referred to as background or baseline conditions.
Recommended Change: Change in chapter title.
EPA Response: Chapter 2 has been restructured in the revised assessment into
Chapters 3 (Region) and 5 (Endpoints), as part of the problem formulation chapters of
the assessment, to highlight how this information is related to the risk assessment
process.

2.12

Section 2.1, Page 2-2
Comment: This page shows that the Togiak, Naknek, Egegik and Ugashik watersheds are
completely isolated from any of the mine drainages and could not be affected by the mine in
any way yet nowhere in the text is this mentioned, especially when discussing the value of
the fisheries, Native cultures, and direct impact to neighboring villages.
Recommended Change: The text in the executive Summary and in Chapter 2 should point out
that these watersheds could not be affected by the mine and that they represent approximately
xx% of the population of the Bristol Bay region and xx% of the economy.
EPA Response: Chapter 2 now explicitly describes the five different geographic scales
considered in the assessment, and the sections of the assessment where each geographic
scale is generally considered. Table 2-1 clarifies the proportion of the entire Bristol Bay
watershed that each geographic scale comprises. Chapter 13 also addresses how
induced development may affect watersheds not directly affected by mining activities.

2.13

Section 2.1 to 2.2.1, Pages 2-2, 2-4, 2-5 and 2-12
Comment: The Figures on these pages exaggerate the area of the Pebble Deposit. The legend
states that the area in red is the approximate area of the Pebble Deposit. A more accurate way
to present this is the “Likely Maximum Disturbed Area of the Pebble Mine”. Using Figure 22 as an example of all of these figures. It could be argued that this scale is too small to
accurately show the area, but perception of these figures is easily swayed and it is important
as people form their opinions of the impacts. The maximum mine disturbance from the map
of Page ES-17 is approximately 30.8 square miles, while the map of Figure 2-2 shows 116.4
square miles, based on the scale of the map.
Recommended Change: The figures above should be revised to show Likely Maximum
Disturbed Area of the Pebble Mine, reflecting the smaller area. The actual area should be
shown on each figure.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.4.

2.14

Section 2.1 Page 2-3
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Comment: The document states that “the great majority obtain most of their food resources
from subsistence, fishing, hunting, and gathering”. There are several studies that show this is
not the case. One report published by the International Journal of Circumpolar Health Titled:
The Dietary Intake of Alaska Native People, concluded 21 % of calories, 46 % of protein,
and 3 % of carbohydrates came from traditional Alaska Native foods. This study was limited
to only two regions of rural Alaska but there are other studies that could be referenced that
came to similar conclusions.
Recommended Change: The document should include scientific peer reviewed facts for this
statement.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to more accurately reflect the
available information about subsistence use and diet. Although we have statistics from
ADF&G for percentage of residents using subsistence resources and per capita harvest
of subsistence resources in these watersheds, we do not have any dietary studies. The
per capita subsistence harvest is quite high, leading to the conclusion that subsistence
accounts for a major part of the diet of most residents. The text has been revised to
clarify these distinctions and reference a dietary study from a nearby watershed
(Johnson et al. 2009).
2.15

Section 2.2 and 6.6
Comment: Sections 2.2 and 6.6 discuss Alaska Native Cultures and the Effects on Human
Welfare and Alaska Native Cultures. According to the report “because the cultures are
subsistence-based and reliant on salmon in particular, any negative impact on salmon quality
and/or quantity resulting from failures or accidents should be assumed to cause a negative
impact on human health and welfare, both directly from loss or change in food resources, and
indirectly from disruption to an integral part of the culture.” The report goes on to discuss
how subsistence is important for Alaska Natives, especially salmon. According to the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game Division of Subsistence update of subsistence economies in
Alaska 2010, which is available to the public on the Department’s website, just over half of
the harvest of wild foods in Bristol Bay is salmon. This important resource is used by the
region’s diverse population (Alaska Natives and others). Although communities in Bristol
Bay are dominantly Alaska Native, these communities do have a more complex demographic
and all residents rely on wild resources, especially salmon. According to the U.S. Census in
Dillingham, the region’s largest community, 68% of the population is Alaska Native.
Recommended Change: This report should take into account how subsistence, especially
salmon is important for all residents of the region. Many non-Alaska Native peoples in
Bristol Bay have lived in the area for multiple generations.
EPA Response: We focused on the Alaska Native communities in response to the
original request we received from nine federally recognized tribal governments. The
assessment has been expanded to acknowledge the strong cultural ties of many nonAlaska Natives to the region and potential effects on all residents from loss of a
subsistence way of life. However, the focus of the assessment remains on effects on
indigenous cultures (Chapter 12 of the revised assessment). The importance of the
commercial fishery to the regional culture also has been added to the text.
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Sections 2.2 and 6.6; Appendix D
Comment: The watershed assessment report further says that “It is not possible to quantify
the magnitude of subsistence resources that would be lost.” The ADF&G, Division of
Subsistence has conducted extensive research in the Bristol Bay Watershed, and has
conducted research specifically at quantifying the harvest of wild resources. Appendix D of
this report does reference some of these reports including the Alaska Subsistence Salmon
Fisheries 2005 Annual report (Fall, Caylor et al. 2007), An Overview of Subsistence
Fisheries in the Bristol Bay Management Area (Fall, Krieg et al. 2009), the Kvichak
Watershed Subsistence Salmon Fishery: An Ethnographic Study (Fall, Holen et al. 2010),
and 2 of the 5 baseline studies that were conducted specifically for the Pebble Project (Fall,
Holen et al. 2006; Krieg, Holen et al. 2009). Although the data from these studies were used
in compiling Appendix D, staff at the Division of Subsistence were not consulted for this
assessment; it appears as a result that the authors failed to consult several important recent
publications including both technical papers and articles that are also necessary for
understanding the complexity of subsistence and the intersection of subsistence and culture in
the Bristol Bay region (Holen, Krieg et al. 2005; Krieg, Chythlook et al. 2005; Fall, Brown et
al. 2009; Fall, Brown et al. 2009; Holen 2009; Holen 2009; Holen and Lemons 2010; Fall,
Brown et al. 2011; Holen 2011; Holen 2011; Fall, Braem et al. 2012; Holen 2012).
Consultation with Division of Subsistence staff would also have alerted the authors to a key
source of local and traditional knowledge (LTK) about salmon in the Bristol Bay Area: From
1HTDWR7HSDàXT’a to Chuqilin: A Database with Traditional Knowledge about the Fish of
Bristol Bay and the Northern Alaska Peninsula, which is available on CD from the division.
Recommended Change: Authors of these sections of the watershed assessment should consult
with the ADF&G, Division of Subsistence to ensure an accurate and complete depiction of
the complexity of subsistence and the intersection of subsistence and culture in the Bristol
Bay region.
EPA Response: EPA consulted with the ADF&G when preparing the draft assessment
and again prior to releasing the revised assessment. We are grateful for their assistance
in providing additional resources and information for the assessment. The revised
assessment includes included additional references and information provided by
ADF&G, as well as subsistence use maps generated from ADF&G data.

2.17

Volume 1 Economics of Ecological Resources
Comment: There’s no effort made to quantify how many of the workers and how much of
earnings are made by non-residents. According to Alaska Department of Labor and
Workforce Development Research and Analysis Bristol Bay Region Fishing and Seafood
Industry Data in 2009, 58.8% of total gross earnings earned by non-resident permit holders
and 87.1% of wages were earned by non residents. The characterization of the Bristol Bay
Commercial Fishery is incomplete without a reflection of the profits gained from Alaska’s
fisheries resources by non residents and how much of the gross earnings leave the state, is not
spent in Alaska, or in the Bristol Bay region.
Similar data presented for the general public is also published the November 2009 issue of
Alaska Economic Trends published by the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce
Development, including that in 2008:
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•

46% of Alaska’s crew members lived outside the state

•

73% of seafood processing employees lived outside the state and they earned $187
million that year

•

Seafood processing since at least the mid-1980s has been the sector with the highest
percentage of nonresidents, both within the fishing industry and in all wage and salary
employment in the state.

Warren, J. and Hadland, J. Employment in Alaska’s Seafood Industry in Alaska Economic
Trends November 2009. State of Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development,
Research and Analysis Section. pp. 4-10. p. 6-7 and Exhibit 7.
Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development Research and Analysis. Fishing
and Seafood Industry in Alaska Current Data. Fishing and Seafood industry in Alaska
Overall Seafood Industry Data Tables. Fish Harvesting and Processing Workers and Wages.
Bristol Bay Region Seafood Industry, 2003-2009.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. Appendix E is
intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a
healthy ecosystem. Any mine development in the region is not dependent on a healthy
ecosystem and thus is outside the scope of this economic valuation.
2.18

Table 2-2, Page 2-7
Comment: The table title “…as a Percentage of Entire Watershed Area” is misleading, as the
rows (which sum to 100 percent) are for sub-areas of the two watersheds (Nushagak and
Kvichak).
Recommended Change: Recommend revising the table title.
EPA Response: Table heading changed to read “Values represent percentage of total
area in the two watersheds.”

2.19

Section 2.2, Page 2-8
Comment: The Figure shows pictures of various rivers and lakes in the Bristol Bay region,
many of which would not be affected by the mine in any way according to the maps provided
throughout the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment however, the actual stream sections that
would be blocked or eliminated are not included.
Recommended Change: The figure above should be revised (or a new figure added) to show
the actual stream sections that would be blocked or eliminated by the mine.
EPA Response: The purpose of this figure is to provide a general overview of the
diverse types of aquatic habitats present in the larger Bristol Bay watershed—not to
show specific streams and wetlands eliminated by the mine, which is addressed in
Chapter 7. However, the approximate location of each photo is now indicated on Figure
3-1 to show where these habitats fall in relation to the Pebble deposit area.
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Page 2-9
Comment: Only resident, non-anadromous Dolly Varden are considered in the assessment but
there are significant anadromous Dolly Varden populations in the Kvichak and Nushagak
watersheds.
Recommended Change: Consider incorporating anadromous Dolly Varden of the Kvichak
and Nushagak watersheds in the assessment.
EPA Response: This endpoint is now presented in terms of other fish rather than
resident fish, and information on anadromous and nonanadromous Dolly Varden is
included in Section 5.2.

2.21

Section 2.2, Page 2-10
Comment: The Table 2-3 on this page shows the surveyed stream lengths occupied by each
major fish species. Nothing is mentioned about the lengths that would be blocked or
eliminated by the two mine scenarios.
Recommended Change: The Table should be revised to include additional columns of the
actual stream lengths occupied that would be affected by the two mine scenarios, and the %
of the total.
EPA Response: The effects of mining are not considered in Chapter 5 (where this table
now resides), so this information is not included here. Specifics on the stream lengths
eliminated or blocked by potential mine footprints are presented in Chapter 7.

2.22

Section 2.2.1, Page 2-12, Figure 2-5 (and ES-3, Figure ES-1)
Comment: The black dots represented as Native villages are not shown in legend.
Recommended Change: The figure should include in the legend the black dots representing
the villages (Native communities).
EPA Response: All relevant maps have been revised to include a black dot, indicating
towns and villages, in the legend.

2.23

Section 2.2.1, Page 2-13, Figure 2-6
Comment: The figure 2-6b (and ES-4b) shows relative average annual fish abundance in the
Bristol Bay Watershed. The figure does not show each of the six separate watersheds, and
combines Nushagak, Kvichak, Naknek watersheds.
Recommended Change: Show each of the six Bristol Bay watersheds including the Togiak,
(splitting out the Nushagak, Kvichak, Naknek), Egegik, and Ugashik Rivers. Also, highlight
which watersheds (Nushagak, Kvichak) will be directly impacted by the mine scenario.
EPA Response: In Figure 5-9B (where the figure referenced above now occurs), the
Nushagak, Kvichak, and Naknek watersheds are shown separately.

2.24

Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, Page 2-15 through 2-17
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Comment: Consideration of threatened or endangered species is an important aspect of the
ecological risk assessment, but yet they are not are not discussed in these sections.
Recommended Change: List known of suspected threatened species within the study area.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to clarify that there are no known
breeding or otherwise significant occurrences of any species listed by the USFWS as
being threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species Act within the
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. There is also no designated critical habitat
within these watersheds. Please note that the scope of the assessment (see Chapter 2),
and thus this conclusion, do not extend to marine resources.
2.25

Section 2.2.2, Page 2-15, Table 2-5
Comment: Table 2-5 needs to be updated with the latest published information. The table
characterizes sport catch and harvest from 2003-2007, but there are more recent published
data that should be used (through 2010).
Recommended Change: Update Table 2-5 to most recent catch and harvest data per
references.
EPA Response: This table has been deleted in the revised assessment.

2.26

Section 2.2.3, Page 2-15
Comment: Wildlife populations are described as generally “large.” ADF&G does not know
what that is supposed to mean. Moose densities are often low, and caribou numbers are low
compared to the 1990s.
Recommended Change: Describe what is meant by “large”.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to delete the term “large” in this
context. There are no good population estimates of moose or brown bear and
populations of all species fluctuate over time. The point being made is that southwest
Alaska wildlife habitat is relatively intact and still supports the presence of large
carnivores and ungulates.

2.27

Section 2.2.3, Page 2-16
Comment: The 2008 caribou estimate is listed as 30,000. It should be 30,000-40,000.
Recommended Change: Include the estimate range.
EPA Response: Woolington (2009a), the source used by the USFWS in their report,
estimates the 2008-2009 herd size as 30,000. There is no estimate for 2007-2008 and no
range is reported. No other reference was provided in the comment.

2.28

Section 2.2.3, Page 2-16
Comment: Text states that the Mulchatna caribou herd spends a considerable amount of time
in other watersheds. Approximately how much time does the Mulchatna caribou herd spend
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds?
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Recommended Change: Specify how much time the Mulchatna caribou herd spends in the
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds as compared to other watersheds in the Bristol Bay
watershed. This information might be presented as a fractional use estimate.
EPA Response: We are not aware of data (and none were provided in the comment)
that would allow a quantitative fractional use estimate to be completed. The barren
ground caribou section of the USFWS report discusses historical data, which indicate
that population size and range have varied over time.
2.29

Section 2.2.4, Page 2-17
Comment: If the total estimated annual salmon ecosystem direct expenditures is $479.6
million that should be put in context with the value of the mineral resources in the same area.
EPA Response: The economics of fish resources are considered because those resources
represent the main assessment endpoint of interest and they represent current economic
activity dependent on a healthy ecosystem. The assessment is not a cost-benefit analysis
and is not comparing the value of fish versus mineral resources, so any discussion of
mineral values in the region is not relevant to the assessment’s purpose. However, the
total estimated value of the Pebble deposit is mentioned in Chapter 1 of the final
assessment.

2.30

Section 2.3.1, Page 2-20
Comment: If Bristol Bay has 90,000 km of streams and Nushagak and Kivichak have 58,000
km of streams, those numbers should be compared with the km of streams that would be
impacted by the mine to give perspective on the percentage of the area that could be impacted
by mining. Table 5-3 in chapter 5 lists 61.4 km streams eliminated by footprint for minimum
mine size, and 125.1 km for maximum mine size. 125.1/90,000 = 0.1 percent.
EPA Response: Data are now provided that characterize the total length of stream at
geographic scales ranging from the Bristol Bay watershed down to the mine scenario
watersheds and stream channels directly lost to the mine footprint. Details are provided
in Chapters 3 and 7 of the revised assessment.

2.31

Section 2.3.2, Page 2-21
Comment: While the statement “Densities of salmon-supporting streams tend to be lower in
regions with lower permeability and less extensive exchange between groundwater and
surface water” may be true, the references used (Johnson and Blanche 2011, ADFG, 2012)
don’t support that assertion.
Recommended Change: EPA needs to use appropriate references to support the assertion.
EPA Response: This statement has been deleted from the revised assessment.

2.32

Section 2.3.2, Page 2-21
Comment: The second part of the first sentence in the second paragraph is not supported in
the document by any hydrogeologic data or information. As it stands, the reader must accept
the premise that these glacial soils actually exist and have high permeabilities.
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Recommended Change: The report should contain at least a minimal amount of
hydrogeologic data to support this statement. These could include geologic and
hydrogeologic cross-sections, and hydraulic conductivity results.
EPA Response: Maps showing geology, soils, groundwater resources, and permafrost
extent have been added to Chapter 3. Hydraulic conductivity data are shown in Figure
6-7.
2.33

Section 2.3.2, Page 2-21
Comment: The use of the word “tight” in paragraph 2 of this section is potentially
misleading, and is not technically used for describing the hydraulic connection between
surface and ground waters. In hydrogeology, the word “tight” is more commonly used to
describe the permeability (hydraulic conductivity) of a soil or rock. A “tight” soil would not
normally result in a good hydraulic connection between a river and aquifer, which is the
apparent intent of the sentence.
Recommended Change: Recommend replacing the word with an appropriate hydrogeologic
descriptive term.
EPA Response: This has been reworded in the revised assessment (see Section 3.3).

2.34

Section 2.3.2, Page 2-21; 2-23 (Figure 2-7)
Comment: The third paragraph discusses the relative stability of the Pebble area streams and
baseflow, and Figure 2-7 charts data for several rivers and streams using gage data. The chart
y-axes show “runoff in mm”. The relationship between this metric and groundwater
contribution to the river/stream is not adequately described, and the baseflow component
(versus other sources) of the hydrographs is not defined. Also, “high baseflows” is a relative
term that can only be put in context if compared to flows in other similar systems.
Recommended Change: Recommend revising the figures to more clearly illustrate the
relationship between the gage data and the baseflow component. Also, some discussion of the
time periods used and any statistical bias between data sets of different durations is
warranted.
EPA Response: This section discusses the flow regime of regional rivers and focuses on
the comparison of peak flows and base flows for individual rivers. The lower Nushagak
and Kvichak Rivers, for instance, exhibit a more moderated flow regime (higher base
flows, lower peak flows) than more variable river systems. This figure illustrates that
the difference between peak flow and base flow is lower for the Nushagak and Kvichak
Rivers compared to other regional rivers. It is not intended to be a comprehensive
hydrographic analysis.

2.35

Section 2.3.5, Page 2-25
Comment: The document states “ the primary human manipulation of the Bristol Bay
ecosystem is the marine harvest of approximately 70 % of salmon returning to spawn” This
level of harvest of a salmon resource suggests there is substantial opportunity to mitigate
minor or temporary impacts from other human activities. The document goes into lengthy
details of a perceived impact from a hypothetical mine using numerous assumptions but
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ignores the current impact to the salmon resource from the excessive by-catch by the marine
commercial fishing industry. The document fails to adequately address the already significant
impact to the salmon resource by human activities and that the marine harvest could be
manipulated to increase uses for subsistence users.
Recommended Change: The document could address the substantial opportunity to manage
and mitigate minor or temporary losses in salmon resources by actively managing the marine
harvest to increase the availability of the resources to subsistence users as is already being
done to account for excessive by-catch and other impacts.
EPA Response: Potential use of commercial fishery management as a compensatory
mitigation measure is addressed in Appendix J. No change is needed in the problem
formulation section of the assessment (Chapters 1-6), as it is not the purpose of this
section to address how potential effects of mining or how those effects may be mitigated.
2.36

Section 2.4, Page 2-25
Comment: Last paragraph states “The status of Pacific salmon throughout the United States
highlights the value of the Bristol Bay watershed as a salmon sanctuary or refuge.” Use of the
term sanctuary or refuge infers a designated legally protected status of the watershed and bay.
Recommended Change: This comment likely warrants additional consideration, investigation,
and reporting on legalities and/or financially feasible option for a conservation area or refuge
for the region.
EPA Response: The quoted sentence indicates that the Bristol Bay watershed is a de
facto salmon sanctuary or refuge. It does not indicate a legal status, because there
clearly is none.

Curyung Tribal Council (Doc. #4821)
2.37

The document falls short on the seismic/volcanic conditions of the region. The area in
question has been and will continue to be prone to seismic and volcanic activity. Company
core samples have shown the active plate. What happens when this plate is open, where does
the pressure go (the pressure of the ground holding down the activity of the plate) what
happens to it?
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site. Recent
volcanic activity has not been identified in the Pebble deposit area.

Lake and Peninsula Borough (Doc. #4108)
2.38

The social and cultural analysis is a welcome addition to the literature on our area, but it is
incomplete. The analysis accurately describes the importance of salmon in our culture;
however, it misses an important part of what is happening in our villages. A generation ago,
our villages practiced a subsistence economy that was much less dependent on cash and
employment. Many families could earn enough income in a six-week commercial fishing
season that, along with subsistence, they could make a reasonable living. Today’s fishing
prices and higher operational costs, combined with the fact that permits are increasingly
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owned not by our villagers, but by people outside our Borough (and our state), too often
means that commercial fishing openings in Bristol Bay – while still important to many of our
citizens – no longer provides enough money for families to live off, even with a subsistence
lifestyle. The consequence of change is that our villages need steady employment and income
in order to survive.
Additionally, contrary to the information in the assessment, our population is not stable. Our
villages are losing population. The Borough lost over 18% of its people since the 2000 census
and the population is projected to continue the decline. The village of Ivanof Bay is a good
example. The village lost its school and as a result the village closed over a decade ago.
Pedro Bay lost its school in November 2010 and struggles to meet the population
requirements for public services. Borough schools are facing an even steeper population loss.
In 2002 there were 480 students enrolled in the LPB school district. In contrast, in 2011 there
were 335 students attending school. This reflects a 30% decline in the student population.
Ten years ago Nondalton had 73 students in its school; the most recent count was less than 30
students. A declining population is a problem for some of our villages; for others it is a crisis.
EPA Response: We recognize that not all families in these watersheds benefit from or
participate in the commercial fishing industry. Appendix E provides an analysis of the
complexities of participation in the commercial salmon fishery by local residents, based
on available information.
The census population statistics for each village are provided in Appendices D and E.
The census data are summarized in the assessment and show, as the comment notes,
increases in some villages and decreases in others. As a whole, villages in the watersheds
experienced significant growth after 1970, slower growth in the 1990s, and some
population decline from 2000 to 2010. The assessment has been revised to indicate that
some village populations have decreased, whereas others have increased.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #3797)
2.39

The context and scale of EPA’s charge questions is inappropriately narrow in two critical
respects: First, several questions narrowly focus on potential injury to individual salmonid
fish: they ignore population and ecosystem level analysis. Second, the questions focus only
on discrete portions of the Bristol Bay watershed - the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds
which contain the proposed Pebble Project. The proper focus should be on the potential
adverse impacts to the Bristol Bay watersheds that support salmon, and the salmon fishery,
wildlife and Alaska Native cultures associated with those watersheds.
EPA Response: This comment recommends expanding the scope of the assessment. The
assessment focuses on effects of large-scale porphyry copper mining on salmon
resources in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and resulting fish-mediated
effects on wildlife and Alaska Native culture. This scope was set during the planning
and problem formulation processes to encompass the expressed concerns of the Alaska
Native organizations that asked EPA to address potential mining in the Bristol Bay
watershed, as well as the needs of EPA’s decision makers. This scoping process is in
keeping with the Guidelines for Ecological Risk Assessment (USEPA 1998).
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc #4611)
2.40

Pg. 2-1: “The land area draining to Bristol Bay consists of six major watersheds-from west to
east, the Togiak, Nushagak, Kvichak, Naknek, Egegik, and Ugashik Rivers”
This is incorrect. As stated in the Introduction to each of the Bristol Bay Annual Management
Reports published by Alaska Department of Fish and Game, “The area includes 9 major river
systems, not 6: Naknek, Kvichak, Alagnak, Egegik, Ugashik, Wood, Nushagak, Igushik and
Togiak.” There are two significant aspects of this EPA error. First, the agency undertook to
perform an analysis on a “watershed” without doing enough background homework to
understand its areal extent and the major river systems that comprise the Bristol Bay system.
Second, this error magnifies the flawed approach that considered only two drainages, rather
than taking a more comprehensive and inclusive approach by assessing all 9 watersheds.
Further, EPA in certain instances seems to have lumped some of these drainages together in
an attempt to attribute more salmon production to the Nushagak and the Kvichak than
actually exists.
EPA Response: The assessment is correct, although it did not split certain “major”
river systems into their own sub-watersheds. The Wood River is included in the
Nushagak River watershed and the Alagnak River is included in the Kvichak River
watershed because these are tributaries at the mouth of the larger rivers. This is
functionally important because a catastrophic failure that reached the mouth of the
Nushagak or Kvichak River would likely affect salmon moving into these tributaries.
We judged the Igushik River to be other than a major river, which does not imply that
it is insignificant. Where appropriate, the relative contributions of different subwatersheds within these larger areas (e.g., the Wood River subwatershed vs. the
remaining Nushagak River watershed) are considered independently.

2.41

Pg. 2-3: “The Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds, which account for more than half the
area of the Bristol Bay watershed…”
This is inconsistent with the PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document Chapter 7 Technical
Summary, Pg. 7-1: “The largest rivers draining into Bristol Bay are the Nushagak and
Kvichack rivers. Their drainage areas…comprise 49 percent, by area, of the Bristol Bay
drainage basin.”
EPA Response: As shown in Table 2-1, our calculations show that the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds make up 52% of the area of the Bristol Bay watershed. No
change is required.

2.42

Pg. 2-4, Figure 2-2: Hydrologic Landscapes
This figure highlights the error in EPA’s failure to identify all nine river systems. It shows
the Wood River subsumed by the Nushagak watershed and the Alagnak River subsumed by
the Kvichak watershed. This is inappropriate. The Wood River enters the Nushagak estuary
(Nushagak Bay) below the salt chuck and the Alagnak enters the Kvichak estuary below the
salt chuck (Kvichak Bay). Both the Wood and the Alagnak have independent escapement
goals and estimates, and returns to these systems are accounted separately (from the
Nushagak and Kvichak Rivers, respectively) in the Bristol Bay Annual Management Reports.
This gives further credence to the notion that EPA may have inappropriately combined these
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systems in an attempt to attribute more salmon production to the Nushagak and the Kvichak
than actually exists.
EPA Response: The figure accurately represents the positions of the Wood River and
the Alagnak River. In the revised assessment, the use of different geographic scales in
different sections of the assessment has been clarified. In the problem formulation
portion of the assessment (which includes the referenced figure, now in Chapter 3),
broader geographic scales are considered to provide background information on the
Bristol Bay region, particularly the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. Potential
effects of mining are not considered in this section, at these geographic scales.
2.43

Pg. 2-6, Table 2-1: Elevations of physiographic regions in table that encompass the Pebble
Study Area:
•

Southern Alaska Range: Elevation 2,100-3,600 meters

•

Nushagak -Big River Hills: Elevation 450-750 meters

•

Nushagak - Bristol Bay Lowland: Elevation 15-1 50 meters

The regions in Table 2-1 are adjacent to each other, and yet there are gaps in the elevation
ranges. This is not possible. What happens between elevation 150 and 450m? What about
between 750 and 2,100m?
EPA Response: Elevations in this table (Table 3-1 in the revised assessment) have been
revised.
2.44

“Active Metal Mines of the Fraser River Basin and Fish - Case Studies” by Oscar Gustafson
The Fraser River is among the world’s most productive salmon rivers and supports
commercial, recreational, and aboriginal fisheries. Mining can create concern with respect to
fisheries conservation due to potential negative effects to the land base, water quality, water
quantity, and fish habitat. This paper presents case studies from four active metal mines in
the Fraser River watershed as a means to assess the risk of these operations to fisheries.
These mines are all examples, with proven track records, of sustainable low impact
operations adjacent to important fish habitat in the Fraser River drainage.
The Fraser River is among the most productive salmon rivers and fish habitats on the planet,
supporting five species of Pacific salmon and 65 other species of fish. Commercial,
recreational, and aboriginal fisheries are conducted for Fraser River salmon throughout their
adult life cycles in both saltwater and freshwater habitats. The numbers of salmon that return
to the Fraser River on an annual basis are in the tens of millions. From an economic and
cultural perspective, arguably the most important and iconic fish species in the Fraser River
watershed is the sockeye salmon.
EPA Response: The Fraser River watershed is not a good analogue for the Bristol Bay
watershed. It is less productive and much more variable in its productivity than Bristol
Bay. Many years of low productivity prompted an independent review panel (the Cohen
Commission), which concluded that the cause of poor returns was unclear but described
mining as one of several contributing factors. We agree that available data are
inadequate to determine the role of mining in Fraser River salmon production. In
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addition, the mining industry in the Fraser River watershed is largely isolated from
salmon spawning habitat, unlike the mineral resources in the Bristol Bay watershed.
2.45

A comparison of the Fraser River and Bristol Bay sockeye run sizes (escapement and catch)
showed that Bristol Bay (11.5 million) had almost 4 times the run size of the Fraser River
(3.1 million) between 1980 and 2010. A comparison of exploitation rates between the 2
watersheds showed that the rates between 1981 and about 1995 rates were similar but from
1995 to 2010 the Fraser River exploitation rates were consistently lower. The landed value of
British Columbia fish was consistently higher than the reported landed value of Bristol Bay
fish.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

2.46

As already noted in NDM’s comments, Bailey argues that the Draft Assessment contains
numerous instances where the “data” used in the assessment is inappropriate, incomplete,
misinterpreted by the authors, or just plain in error. It points out that one of the most
egregious data quality problems is the Draft Assessment’s use of the State of Alaska’s
Anadromous Waters Catalog and Freshwater Fish Inventory information to support
conclusions regarding population level effects of the hypothetical mine development scenario
on salmon populations. Neither of these data sources contains information on relative
abundance and the authors lacked sufficient familiarity with the quality and appropriateness
of data within these two sources or the stream geomorphology in the hypothetical project area
to understand the true nature of salmon use in this area. As a result, the Draft Assessment
reaches the wrong conclusions regarding the development of the mine area on salmon
populations.
EPA Response: The limitations of fish sampling efforts in the study region are
acknowledged and described in numerous sections of the revised assessment. For more
detail on why we did not use the AWC or the AFFI to estimate fish abundance, see
response to Comment 5.107.

2.47

The Draft Assessment contains a large volume of extraneous information that is not relevant
to the assessment objectives. Bailey observes that the Draft Assessment contains a large
volume of extraneous information that is not relevant to an assessment of the hypothetical
mining scenario in the Nushagak and Kvichak river watersheds. For example, most of
Appendices A and B in Volume I1 are not applicable to the specific life histories of the fish
species found near the area in which PLP could mine. Thus, all of the discussion and
information on the distribution of salmon around the Pacific Rim and the run sizes and
economics from the watersheds in the Bristol Bay area other than the two of interest is
extraneous and irrelevant.
EPA Response: Chapter 5 and Appendices A and B are meant to provide an overview
of the fish species present in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds, not evaluate
potential effects of mining on species at the mine site. This purpose is now clarified in
Chapters 1 and 2 of the revised assessment, and the assessment’s focus on peerreviewed data sources is clarified in Chapter 2. Information on other locations puts
Bristol Bay fish resources into context of runs around the world, and thus is relevant.
Chapter 2 also now clarifies the different geographic scales used in the problem
formulation vs. risk analysis and characterization portions of the assessment.
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The life history material in Appendix B was carefully tailored in response to conditions
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River drainages based on analyses of information
compiled at the ADF&G Fish Resource Monitor website and from area field studies,
including the data and experience gained by the author of Appendix B while leading six
extensive fish community sampling field projects within the study area.
2.48

Summary Comment 2: The report was not developed in accordance with EPA’s “Guidelines
for Ensuring and Maximizing the Quality, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of Information
Disseminated for the Environmental Protection Agency”—The report contains numerous
instances where the “data” used in the assessment is inappropriate, incomplete,
misinterpreted, or just plain in error. One of the most egregious data quality problems is the
use of the State of Alaska’s Anadromous Waters Catalog and Freshwater Fish Inventory
information to support conclusions regarding population level effects of the hypothetical
mine development scenario on salmon populations. Neither of these data sources contains
information on relative abundance and EPA lacked sufficient familiarity with the quality and
appropriateness of data within these two sources or the stream geomorphology in the
hypothetical project area to understand the true nature of salmon use in this area. As a result,
the Assessment reaches the wrong conclusions regarding the development of the mine area
on salmon habitat or on populations.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.46.

2.49

With regard to the reliance on peer-review, published literature and other information
specific to Bristol Bay, again the Assessment is fundamentally and fatally flawed because the
authors failed to use a significant and relevant set of data that was personally known to at
least one of the authors and specific to the Pebble project area. Another fatal flaw of the
Assessment was the reliance on the information contained in the Anadromous Waters
Catalog (AWC) and Alaska Freshwater Fish Inventory (AFFI). While this information is
technically published, the authors and EPA internal peer reviewers failed to apply EPA’s
established guidelines on data quality and had they done so, they would have reached vastly
different assumptions and conclusions regarding the ecological risk. What this major
shortcoming demonstrates quite clearly is that the authors of the report and the EPA internal
peer reviewers did not use critical, publically available, site-specific data known to them, do
not have a good, science-based understanding of the physical site about which they are
writing, they do not understand the life histories of the fishes at the Pebble project site, do not
have an understanding of the limitations of the information contained in the Anadromous
Waters Catalog, and failed to use significant information contained in the Pebble Limited
Partnership’s Environmental Baseline Document. It is also apparent that EPA did not use
their guidelines with respect to ecological risk assessment and data quality. If they had, then
these problems would not have occurred. As a result of these problems, the entire Assessment
is fatally flawed in its assumptions and conclusions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.46.

2.50

The Assessment failed to use publically available data, which would have resulted in site
specific descriptions of the biological resources present in the hypothetical mine area and not
the general salmon life history information for Bristol Bay presented in Chapter 2 and
Appendices A and B. Specific examples of data publically available but not used include:
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data on fish distribution and abundance from the fish collection permit reports provided each
year to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game; a compilation of all collection permit data
submitted to ADFG for the period 2004 to 2007, from a June 2008 Fish Technical Work
Group meeting in Anchorage in which an EPA representative was present and declined a
paper copy of approximately 200 pages of fish distribution, fish density, snorkel counts,
electrofishing surveys; salmon escapement estimates presented at each of the agency
meetings; the Northern Dynasty Minerals 2004 progress report on fish and aquatic studies
which contained information on fish distribution, relative abundance, salmon escapement
counts, aquatic invertebrate information to name several topics; 1991 and 1993 fish survey
reports prepared by Dr. James Buell for Cominco for streams associated with the Pebble
prospect area; and 2005 freshwater fish inventory completed by the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game for several streams in the Pebble project area including the specific
watersheds under the hypothetical Tailing Storage Facilities 1 and 2.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.47.
2.51

Section 2.1: The Assessment states on page 2-1: “To assess potential impacts of mining
development on the Bristol Bay watershed, one must first consider the current condition of
the region’s resources. In this section, we summarize the current status and condition of the
Bristol Bay watershed’s biological and cultural resources, the watershed characteristics that
contribute to the quality and quantity of these resources, and the significance of these
resources relative to those in other regions, particularly in terms of Pacific salmon stocks.
More detailed characterizations of the Bristol Bay region’s natural and cultural resources can
be found in Appendices A through D”.
Comment: This Assessment suffers from a distinct lack of focus. Chapter 2 of the Assessment
provides only generic Bristol Bay oriented information, as do Appendices A and B. No data
from the publically available PLP Environmental Baseline Document (EBD) is presented in
these sections of the Assessment. Beginning in Chapter 5 of the Assessment, the biological
focus changes to two watersheds and the chapter uses EBD fish information for the first time.
The scientifically unsupported and professionally inadequate “ecological risk assessment”
presented in this document is focused on two of the nine watersheds that contribute to Bristol
Bay’s fisheries. However Chapter 2 of the Assessment contains a large amount of extraneous
material that tries to present a global picture of salmon in the North Pacific, but fails to
provide a “Characterization of Current Condition” for the two watersheds in question. The
Assessment either needs to have a chapter that describes the current conditions in the Pebble
project area and then places those conditions in context with the remainder of the two
watersheds or it needs to present the global conditions, but then must complete an ecological
risk assessment for all nine watersheds. It cannot be split the way it is currently presented.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.3.

2.52

Section 2.2: The Assessment page 2-11: Section 2.2.1 Pacific Salmon Populations
Comment: This entire section presents no information on the current conditions of the salmon
populations in the two watersheds that will eventually become the focus of the Assessment.
This section does not present the current conditions for Pacific salmon in an ecological
context from which to begin the ecological risk assessment. No foundation from which to
begin an ecological risk assessment has been provided. The information that is presented is
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extraneous to the purpose of the Assessment which is to provide an ecological risk
assessment, using appropriate and scientifically defensible data and analysis, theoretically
based on the conceptual models presented in Chapter 3 of the Assessment. The information
presented in this section of the Assessment and Appendix A of Volume II is mostly irrelevant
and not applicable to the purpose of the Assessment. This section is mostly fluff and filler
with no scientific substance. This entire section should be completely rewritten using the
biologically important data and a clear description of how the fish populations fit the streams
and lakes in the area from an ecological context.
EPA Response: The information presented is scientifically defensible, supported by
available data, and directly relevant to the purpose of the assessment as detailed in the
problem formulation chapters. Also see response to Comment 2.3.
2.53

Section 2.3: The Assessment page 2-15: Section 2.2.2 Resident Fish Populations
Comment: This entire section presents no information on the current conditions of the
resident fish populations in the two watersheds that will eventually become the focus of the
Assessment. All this section presents is an incomplete list of resident fish present generally in
the area which are important for sport and subsistence fishing. This section does not present
the current conditions for resident fish in an ecological context from which to begin the
ecological risk assessment. No foundation from which to begin an ecological risk assessment
has been provided. The information that is presented is extraneous to the purpose of the
Assessment which is to provide an ecological risk assessment, using appropriate and
scientifically defensible data and analysis. This entire section should be completely rewritten
using the biologically important data and a clear description of how the fish populations fit
the streams and lakes in the area from an ecological context.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.52.

2.54

Section 2.4: The Assessment page 2-20: Section 2.3 Factors Contributing to Status and
Condition of Resources states: “The exceptional quality of Bristol Bay’s fish populations and
their importance to the region’s wildlife and Alaska Natives results from five key,
interrelated characteristics of the Bristol Bay watershed: (1) the quantity, quality, and
diversity of aquatic habitats found in the watershed; (2) the importance of groundwater inputs
and flow stability in shaping these habitats; (3) the high level of biological complexity that
these diverse habitats support; (4) the increased ecosystem productivity associated with
anadromous salmon runs; and (5) the environmental integrity of the watershed’s
ecosystems”.
Comment: This section of the Assessment is again focused on Bristol Bay as a whole and not
on the watersheds of interest to the Assessment. Also, the Assessment contains no rationale
or documentation on what process and scientific documentation was used to determine the
five factors posited as contributing to the status and conditions of the resources. What the
Assessment fails to mention is that Pacific salmon evolved separate species, with different
life history patterns in order to take advantage of the physical habitats that are present in the
watersheds. The different life history patterns limit competition for food and space through
habitat partitioning, differences in food selection, and juvenile residency time prior to
emigration. Bristol Bay has an abundance of lakes which favor sockeye salmon, just as
Prince William Sound has an abundance of small streams which flow into saltwater which
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favors pink salmon production. The same evaluation and conclusions used by EPA could be
drawn for Chinook salmon in the Central Valley of California. Also, if the Assessment was
properly focused on the Pebble project area then it is likely that the five factors currently
identified as contributing to the status and condition of the salmon resources would be
different. It is apparent that very little ecological thought went into the development of this
section. In addition, the documentation and rationale presented for each of the subsections is
general and not applicable to a scientifically valid ecological risk assessment.
EPA Response: Section 3.4 of the revised assessment provides a general
characterization of the quantity and diversity of aquatic habitats in the region.
Additional detail characterizing habitat at finer geographic scales within the region is
provided in Chapters 7 and 10. These discussions include citations of research specific
to fish-habitat relationships in the Bristol Bay region, which support conclusions of the
importance of habitat quality, quantity and diversity, groundwater, biological
complexity, salmon-derived nutrients, and the current integrity of the watershed.
2.55

Section 2.5: The Assessment page 2-20: Subsection 2.3.1 Quantity, Quality, and Diversity of
Aquatic Habitats
Comment: This subsection again casts a broad net over the Bristol Bay watershed as a whole.
The information provided does not describe the current conditions (characterization) of the
area that would be influenced by a hypothetical mine development. Instead, this subsection
discusses the miles of stream in the watershed, speculates about potential under
documentation of anadromous streams in the larger watershed, describes the importance of
lakes for spawning and rearing for sockeye salmon, and provides a totally useless paragraph
on physical habitat complexity based on some remote sensing modeling effort. What this
subsection does not do is describe the quantity, quality, and diversity of aquatic habitats that
would serve as a comparative basis for conducting a scientifically based assessment of the
current ecological conditions that might be affected by development and failure of one
feature of a modern mine development. For example, the Assessment never mentions the fact
that within the North and South Fork watersheds there is only one small (<100 fish) sockeye
salmon spawning population in Big Wiggly Lake in the North Fork. It does not mention that
there is no lake spawning sockeye population in the South Fork Koktuli and the majority of
the comparatively small sockeye populations spawning in the North and South Fork
watersheds are river type sockeye, which do not use lakes as a rearing area. Why? There are
no suitable lakes in the Koktuli River watershed for rearing sockeye. Why is this discussion
of the role of lakes in sockeye salmon included when it is really irrelevant to the current
conditions?
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.52.

2.56

Section 2.6: The Assessment page 2-21 states: “Overall physical habitat complexity in the
Bristol Bay watershed is higher than in many other systems supporting sockeye salmon
populations. Of 1,509 North Pacific Rim watersheds, the Kvichak, Wood, and Nushagak
(exclusive of Wood) Rivers ranked third, fourth, and forty-fourth, respectively, in physical
habitat complexity, based on an index that included variables such as lake coverage, stream
junction density, floodplain elevation and density, and human footprint (Luck et al. 2010)”.
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Comment: This sentence again refers to the satellite photo assessment made by Luck et al.
(2010) for watersheds apparently in the North Pacific Ocean. However, this sentence does
not explain how the parameters used to develop the ranking were used or weighted to
develop the final rating. In addition, this sentence contains no specifics about the Pebble
project area and how it applies to this rating of physical habitat complexity. In fact, how does
the reader know that this rating of physical habitat complexity is scientifically valid? The
physical habitats in the Pebble project area are very simple. There are only a few small lakes,
with only one having a sockeye spawning population of less than 100 fish. River type
sockeye spawn in the North and South Fork Koktuli rivers, with the majority of the
population spawning in spring upwelling areas. The vast majority of sockeye that spawn in
Upper Talarik Creek spawn a significant distance downstream of a potential mine
development disturbance, with juveniles having a short emigration to Iliamna Lake. The
North Fork Koktuli only has three significant, but small in width, tributaries in ~60 km of
main stem channel. The South Fork Koktuli also has only two significant tributaries in about
the same length of main stem channel. Upper Talarik Creek has a few more significant
tributaries, but most are small and generally host only a few spawning fish. The exceptions
are First Creek which is a tributary entering near Iliamna Lake and will be unaffected by
mine development and the Northeast Tributary (coded as UT 1.350) which contained a run of
a few hundred coho during aerial surveys conducted by PLP. So basically, mine development
will result in minimal change to the parameters used by Luck et al. (2010) to assess physical
habitat complexity. In order to serve as a comparative parameter for an ecological risk
assessment, the Assessment needs to focus on those parameters and areas which would be
influenced by mine development. In addition, The Assessment suffers a fatal flaw since it
fails to present a quantitative comparison of habitat quantity, quality, and diversity before and
after mine development (both non-failure and failure scenarios). The Assessment also needs
to present a quantitative comparison of the fish populations in the larger watersheds pre and
post mine development.
EPA Response: Luck et al. (2010) is a peer-reviewed scientific study and thus is
assumed to be scientifically valid. The relevance of information presented at the entire
Bristol Bay watershed scale in the problem formulation chapters of the assessment has
been addressed in the responses to Comments 2.3 and 2.52.
2.57

Section 2.7: The Assessment page 2-21, Section 2.3.2 Groundwater Exchange and Flow
Stability states: “A key aspect of the Bristol Bay region’s aquatic habitats is the importance
of groundwater exchange. Because salmon rely on clean, cold water flowing over and
through porous gravels for spawning, egg incubation, and rearing (Bjornn and Reiser 1991),
areas of groundwater upwelling create high-quality salmon habitat (Appendix A). For
example, densities of beach spawning sockeye salmon in the Wood River watershed were
highest at sites with strong groundwater upwelling, and zero at sites with no upwelling
(Burgner 1991). Densities of salmon-supporting streams tend to be lower in regions with
lower permeability and less extensive exchange between groundwater and surface water
(Johnson and Blanche 2011, ADFG 2012)”.
Comment: This paragraph contains several general ecological statements regarding salmon
habitat and the influence of groundwater. However, the paragraph does not contain any
information regarding the Pebble project area or comparison of conditions found in the
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Pebble project area to the cited literature. Also, the sentence regarding beach spawning is
irrelevant, since none of the major sockeye spawning locations in the watersheds near the
Pebble project area contain lakes that sockeye use for spawning, with the possible exception
of Big Wiggly Lake which has a documented spawning population of <100 fish and some of
those are known to spawn in tributaries to the lake. How can these parameters be used in an
ecological risk assessment when the Assessment fails to provide any data or comparative
analysis to show what impact to these specific parameters might occur under a mine
development and operations scenario? This paragraph is fluff and filler.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.52. Given the importance of Iliamna Lake
as a sockeye spawning area and its proximity to the mine site, discussion of lakes as
spawning areas is directly relevant to the assessment. The different geographic scales
considered in different sections of the assessment have been clarified in Chapter 2.
Geographic scales more restricted to the mine site are considered in the risk analysis
and characterization chapters of the revised assessment (Chapters 7-12).
2.58

Section 2.8: The Assessment page 2-21, Section 2.3.2 Groundwater Exchange and Flow
Stability states: “This tight connection between groundwater and surface waters helps to
moderate water temperatures and stream flows. For example, groundwater contributions that
maintain water temperatures above 00 C are critical for maintaining winter refugia in streams
that might otherwise freeze (Power et al. 1999)”.
Comment: While these sentences are generally true, they fail to capture the ecological
significance of groundwater to the streams in the Pebble project area. The last sentence
indicates that groundwater that maintains water temperatures above freezing helps provide
winter refugia in streams. However, the sentence misleads the reader with respect to the
Pebble project area. First, the sentence fails to inform the reader that significant portions of
the South Fork Koktuli main stem channel freeze solid in the winter, even though a major
portion of that channel overlies a large groundwater aquifer in the watershed, that the South
Fork has several “losing” reaches which results in water flow into the ground, often resulting
in areas that freeze solid in the winter or greatly reduce any liquid water in the main stem
channel, that the volume of groundwater inflow may be insufficient to provide suitable winter
refugia (particularly for older age salmon juveniles) in all years, that a major portion of the
winter flow for Upper Talarik Creek depicted in Figure 2-7A comes from a natural interbasin
transfer of groundwater of approximately 20-25 cfs from a major groundwater aquifer of the
South Fork Koktuli, or that a large groundwater inflow to the North Fork Koktuli enters the
main stem from the north and upstream of the gaging station used to calculate the data
presented in Figure 2-7B. These examples only illustrate that the Assessment failed to use
publically available data and analyses which would provide the reader with a much clearer
understanding of the influence of groundwater on stream flows in the Pebble project area.
This section also clearly illustrates that the authors are totally unfamiliar with the physical
and ecological implications of groundwater hydrology on the streams in the Pebble project
area. The Assessment failed to use, critical and publically available site-specific data in
violation of EPA’s own ecological risk assessment guidelines, resulting in fatally flawed
assumptions and conclusions.
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EPA Response: The revised assessment includes a refined characterization of the water
balance for the mine project area, including additional consideration of groundwater
connectivity and interbasin flows.
2.59

Section 2.9: The Assessment page 2-21, Section 2.3.2 Groundwater Exchange and Flow
Stability states: “These groundwater contributions to stream flow also support flows in the
region’s streams and rivers that are more stable than those typically observed in many other
salmon streams (e.g., in the Pacific Northwest or southeastern Alaska)”.
Comment: The entire discussion with respect to stream flow stability as it relates to the
Pebble project area is not a scientifically valid comparison for several reasons. First, the
comparison of the Pebble area with Pacific Northwest and southeastern Alaska is not a valid
comparison, because a majority of the streams in these two areas are driven by rainfall
events. Only streams in the higher elevations of these areas may behave similarly to Pebble
project area streams, depending on the influence of groundwater inflows. Pebble area streams
are driven by a combination of groundwater inflows, spring breakup, and late summer
rainfall. Second, the stream hydrographs presented in Figure 2-7 are misleading because they
fail to accurately represent the conditions that occur at the top of the North Fork, South Fork,
and Upper Talarik Creek watersheds, where the Pebble project area is located. The data used
to develop Figure 2-7 comes from gaging stations that are located approximately 30 km
downstream of the Pebble project area and fail to account for the geology and groundwater
hydrology found in the Pebble project area or the intervening factors which influence stream
flow at the selected gaging stations. Third, and most importantly, there is nothing unique or
unusual about the hydrographs shown in Figure 2- 7. These hydrographs really depict
basically the same hydrograph one would expect to see for most any smaller stream in South
Central or Southwestern Alaska. What these hydrographs show is higher flows in the spring
as a result of snow melt and spring break up, variable flows during the summer due to rainfall
events, and a gradual decrease in stream flow as winter approaches and portions of the
watershed begin to freeze and contribute less runoff. Winter flows will be highly variable
depending on the size of the stream and the proximity of any flow measurements to
groundwater inputs to the main channel. Also, note that the data depicted in Figure 2-7 is
only for a six year time period and does not include any error bars or range of data for each
month. The next paragraph of the Assessment includes statements regarding the role of
upstream lakes in providing flow stability. This statement is irrelevant, since the North Fork
and South Fork Koktuli watershed lack any lakes of significant size that contribute a major
stabilizing influence on stream flows. Upper Talarik Creek contains no lakes or ponds of
significance. In summary, Section 2.3.2 of the Assessment fails to provide any scientifically
valid data or analysis that could be used in completing an ecological risk assessment in
accordance with EPA guidelines. It also clearly illustrates that the authors of the Assessment
did not use publically available data to develop this section of the Assessment and lack even
a rudimentary understanding of the relationship between groundwater and stream flow in the
Pebble project area. The entire discussion in the Assessment regarding flow stability is not
scientifically valid for the Pebble project area and based on inappropriate data and analyses.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.58.

2.60

Section 2.10: The Assessment page 2-22: Subsection 2.3.3 Biological Complexity
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Comment: This subsection of the Assessment presents only a fraction of the information
necessary to understand the biological complexity in the area and as a result fails to present a
comprehensive understanding of the ecological strategies and life history drivers behind
salmon behavior. There is no doubt that having all suitable habitats occupied by one or more
species does bring more stability to salmon populations as a whole. However, to suggest that
each spawning stock is genetically distinct without discussing the role that straying plays in
maintaining population genetic diversity and the ability of a species to recover from a
catastrophic event in a particular watershed is intellectually dishonest. Straying rates among
Pacific salmon range from a few percent in sockeye (depending on their specific life history
pattern) to possibly 25% in pink salmon. Also, the Assessment fails to place the sockeye
salmon populations found in Pebble project area streams in context with the overall sockeye
populations in the Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds. If you assume a sockeye spawning run
of 50,000 fish in Upper Talarik Creek (a high estimate based on historical ADFG counts) and
an 8,000,000 escapement goal for the Kvichak, a total loss of the Upper Talarik stock in one
year would equal about 0.38% of the total escapement into the watershed. This stock would
not be lost, because there are several age classes of immature fish that are either in Iliamna
Lake or the ocean to recolonize the stream. Also, fish from nearby systems will stray into
Upper Talarik Creek. On the Nushagak side, sockeye runs into the North and South Fork
Koktuli rivers total a few thousand fish which equates to at most 0.01% of the Nushagak
escapement goal. This Assessment fails to properly characterize the minute contribution of
fish from the project area to the overall production of salmon in the watersheds, and thereby
seriously misleads the reader with regard to ecological risk and impacts associated with mine
development. The Assessment’s attempt to use the Chinook salmon from the Sacramento
River as an example of biological complexity that is applicable to the Kvichak or Nushagak
watersheds is totally inappropriate. The Assessment fails to accurately present what happened
to the Chinook salmon populations in the Sacramento River system. First, the Sacramento
River historically had four races of Chinook salmon:
Winter-run which entered the system in the winter and migrated upstream into the Pit River
watershed and spawned in the cold spring-fed waters of the Modoc and Pit River plateaus in
June and July. Water temperature in the spawning areas was the driving force behind adult
entry timing into freshwater. Most of these fish matured at 3-4 years of age.
Spring-run fish entered freshwater during spring runoff and migrated into higher elevations
where they spent the summer in cold holding areas and then spawned in the fall. Juveniles
spent at least one year rearing before emigration. Fall-run were acclimated to the low
elevations of the Central Valley and lower portions of the various tributary rivers. These fish
entered in October and November, spawned immediately, and smolts left the system at about
70 mm in length in April or May of the following spring. Exploitation rates of 75% in the
commercial fishery, combined with massive introductions of hatchery origin fish as
mitigation for lost habitat access resulted in this race being reduced from an age composition
of 3-8 year old adults, to a population that is nearly totally dominated by age 3 adults, with a
large component of age 2 jacks in some years. Hatchery mitigation fish total approximately
20 million smolts per year.
Late-fall run fish entered freshwater in December through January, spawned in Battle Creek
which is primarily spring fed from the Mt. Lassen area, resulting in one year smolts.
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Access to historical habitats due to blockage by dams with no fish passage facilities resulted
in denying winter and spring-run fish spawning areas and they persisted only in limited
locations where the water temperatures below the dams permitted continuation of the
genetically controlled life cycle. Late-fall run fish from Battle Creek were never blocked by a
dam, but the 75% exploitation rate on the fall run stocks in the commercial fishery took its
toll on this limited stock. Fall run fish fluctuate wildly over relatively short time spans. For
example, spawning escapements in the Sacramento River in the early 2000s were some
500,000 to 700,000 fish which is 3-5 times the spawning escapement goal range. In the late
2000s the spawning escapement was about 65,000 fish, with hatchery supplementation
remaining constant. Ocean conditions drive the variations in this Chinook salmon population
as does ocean conditions drive the population fluctuations in sockeye salmon populations
using the North Pacific. The use of the Sacramento River Chinook salmon declines in
biological complexity is totally inappropriate since the factors which caused the decline there
are not relevant to the assumptions and conditions used in the Assessment. The Assessment
fails to present any relevant and/or comparative information or analysis to draw any
conclusion about how the hypothetical mine development would influence biological
complexity in the two watersheds of interest. Also, by not presenting any factual information
on which to base an ecological comparison, the Assessment fails to establish a basis for
completing an ecological risk assessment. This entire section should be either updated with
relevant information or omitted from the document. It is all speculation, misuse of scientific
information or innuendo.
EPA Response: The assumption that salmon would readily recolonize streams
destroyed, dewatered, or otherwise made inhospitable due to toxic sediments, habitat
alteration, or other changes is unrealistic. Successful recolonization would be contingent
upon many factors, including habitat configuration, accessibility, food availability, and
water quality. Given some of the scenarios presented in the assessment, rapid
recolonization is highly speculative.
2.61

Section 2.11: The Assessment page 2-24: Subsection 2.3.4 Salmon-Derived Productivity
Comment: This subsection of the Assessment discusses the role of marine derived nutrients
(MDN) and the role of these nutrients in the biological productivity of salmon streams. While
the information cited is true, most of it is irrelevant to the discussion of the Pebble project
area. First, MDN may play an important role in the mid to lower portion of Upper Talarik
Creek, but only in the month or two before sockeye salmon emigrate to Iliamna Lake. The
nutrient input to Iliamna Lake should be placed in the context of the total amount of nutrients
imported by all returning adults. The Assessment fails to mention that sockeye salmon in
Upper Talarik Creek spawn in July and August and that a smaller peak occurs in September
and that studies show that the benefits of MDN are transient and do not last much more that
about 4 months or so. Also, the Assessment fails to mention that most of the groundwater
flows into the main channels of the North Fork, South Fork, and Upper Talarik Creek, so that
the generally accepted transfer of MDN into the hyporheic zone and adjacent riparian areas is
not as significant as it is in other locations. In the North Fork Koktuli River, insignificant
numbers of salmon spawn upstream of about the location of the hypothetical Tailing Storage
Facility 1 (TSF 1) tributary stream, thus limiting the influence of MDN in the watershed
except in certain downstream areas, particularly since these are river type sockeye salmon. A
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greater influence on rearing coho and Chinook could be expected, but is not mentioned in the
Assessment. On the South Fork Koktuli River, the Assessment fails to mention or recognize
that no significant spawning occurs upstream of the “South Fork Springs” which starts at
about the location of the hypothetical Tailings Storage Facility 2 (TSF 2) tributary and lies
downstream of this location. The Assessment incorrectly assumed significant spawning and
rearing of salmon upstream of this location, based on an inappropriate and incorrect use of
the AWC map and data. Only an occasional salmon has been recorded spawning in this 21
km stretch of river downstream of Frying Pan Lake. The Assessment fails to recognize that
no salmon spawning has been documented in the 8.5+ km of main stem South Fork upstream
of Frying Pan Lake. Also, the Assessment fails to incorporate the natural water chemistry
data in these three streams, which limit primary productivity just by the low concentrations of
critical constituents. For example, the mean alkalinity in the South Fork is less than the
minimum state standard. Even if sufficient nutrients were present, there is no guarantee that
fish production would be any higher. As a result of these mistakes, the Assessment’s
inference to the reader that MDNs are an important source controlling salmon productivity is
not supported by a valid analysis or complete analysis of the ecological factors controlling
primary productivity in the three Pebble project area watersheds. The Assessment completely
misrepresents the importance of MDNs in the Pebble project area.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.52.
2.62

Page ES-2 §2: To say that the Pebble prospect “is located at the intersection of the Nushagak
River and Kvichak River watersheds” is terribly imprecise. The “intersection” of these two
watersheds is nearly 300 miles long. It is more precise and informative to say that it is located
at the divide between two relatively minor tributaries of these two watersheds.
It is inaccurate and misleading to say that the three principal streams in the Pebble area
(North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, Upper Talarik Creek) are “biologically productive”
because, despite supporting salmon runs, all three streams have very low hardness and
alkalinity and relatively low biological productivities as measured by periphyton and aquatic
invertebrate communities. This is particularly true of the Koktuli forks.
EPA Response: Text in the revised assessment clarifies that the Pebble deposit is located
in the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. Text has also been
clarified to confirm that these tributaries support salmon runs.

2.63

Page ES-8 §2: While habitat quality and diversity is certainly important in maintaining
healthy fish populations, the most important factor for Bristol Bay salmon is management of
the fisheries, as the history of boom and bust prior to the implementation of the current
management system very clearly demonstrates. Several crashes in Bristol Bay salmon have
occurred since intensive harvest first arrived in the region in the 1890s, and it is only through
conservative management that stocks have been able to rebound, habitat notwithstanding.
EPA should have known this and taken account of this extremely important factor in the
assessment. Hilborn (2006) attributes success of sockeye management in Bristol Bay to four
factors: a clear objective of maximum sustainable yield; the escapement-goal system,
assuring the maintenance of biological productive capacity; management by a single agency
with clear objectives and direct-line responsibilities; and good luck, especially with respect to
lack of habitat degradation and favorable ocean conditions during the period. An intensive
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Stock Assessment Program is an integral part of the Bristol Bay fisheries management
system and is designed to promote scientifically based in-season fishery management.
Although Hilborn does cite lack of habitat degradation, this factor is well down on his list,
and the permitting and oversight system firmly in place in Alaska is quite capable of keeping
habitat degradation of such a very large system at a minimum.
EPA Response: Information on fisheries management in Bristol Bay has been added to
the revised assessment (Box 5-2).
2.64

Page 2-1 §2: Introduction to Bristol Bay Region – This introductory paragraph states, “The
land area draining to Bristol Bay consists of six major watersheds—from west to east, the
Togiak, Nushagak, Kvichak, Naknek, Egegik, and Ugashik Rivers.” This is incorrect. As
stated in the Introduction to each of the Bristol Bay Annual Management Reports published
by Alaska Department of Fish and Game, “The area includes 9 major river systems: Naknek,
Kvichak, Alagnak, Egegik, Ugashik, Wood, Nushagak, Igushik and Togiak.” There are two
significant aspect of this EPA error. First, the agency undertook to perform an analysis on a
“watershed” without doing enough background homework to understand its areal extent and
the major river systems that comprise the Bristol Bay system. Second, this error magnifies
the flawed approach that considered only two albeit large drainages, rather than taking a
more comprehensive and inclusive tack.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.40.

2.65

Page 2-4 Figure 2-2: This figure highlights an error pointed out above. It shows the Wood
River subsumed by the Nushagak watershed and the Alagnak River subsumed by the
Kvichak watershed. This is inappropriate. The Wood River enters the Nushagak estuary
(Nushagak Bay) below the salt chuck and the Alagnak enters the Kvichak estuary below the
salt chuck (Kvichak Bay). Both the Wood and the Alagnak have independent escapement
goals and estimates, and returns to these systems are accounted separately (from the
Nushagak and Kvichak Rivers, respectively) in the Bristol Bay Annual Management Reports.
Lumping these rivers with their adjacent systems is inappropriate, and reveals a lack of
knowledge and understanding on the part of EPA of the systems, the associated fish
populations and management of these populations by the State of Alaska, in the preparation
of their analysis.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.40.

2.66

Page 2-12 Figure 2-5: Land area statistics in the figure legend are incorrect, since the map
inappropriately includes areas occupied by the Alagnak and Wood rivers.
EPA Response: This figure has been removed from the revised assessment.

2.67

Page 2-20 §5: This paragraph correctly points out that large nursery lakes are important to
sockeye salmon productivity, “rivertype” sockeye populations notwithstanding. Importantly,
however, the section fails to point out the almost complete lack of large nursery lakes in the
great majority of the Nushagak watershed, except for the Nuyakuk River drainage, a
relatively modest sized tributary that receives the drainage from Tikchik and Nuyakuk Lakes.
This explains the relatively modest contribution of sockeye salmon by the Nushagak system
to the Bristol Bay fisheries, in spite of its large overall drainage area. The Nushagak system
without its Nuyakuk component contributes only about 15% of the sockeye to the Nushagak
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District and only about 8.5% of the total Bristol Bay run. This is a very important
consideration when analyzing the potential impacts of mining in one of nine watersheds on
sockeye salmon runs in Bristol Bay, but it was inappropriately ignored by EPA.
EPA Response: Chapter 9 of the revised assessment clarifies the estimated relative role
of riverine sockeye salmon to the Nushagak River basin. Run size information has been
updated in the revised assessment from ADF&G published reports containing estimates
of total run and escapement. The Nushagak District contributes nearly 10 million fish
on average, or 26% of the Bristol Bay run (2002 to 2011 average reported in Fair et al.
2012). The Nushagak River system contributes on average approximately 2.0 million
fish, 20% of the Nushagak District run or about 5% of the total Bristol Bay run.
Escapement count data to the Nuyakuk River system component were discontinued
after 2006, so data for the same time period are not available. However, the Nuyakuk
River comprised 31% of the Nushagak River escapement from 1995 to 2006. Assuming
sockeye return to the Nushagak River without the Nuyakuk River component was 69%
of the total run to the Nushagak River, then the total run would be about 1.3 million
fish on average, or 3.5% of the total sockeye run to Bristol Bay.
2.68

The EPA Report authors do not clarify why the Wood River watershed was lumped into the
Nushagak-Kvichak watershed complex. The Wood River system is discussed as being
distinct from the Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds in some scientific fisheries literature
(e.g,, Schindler et al. 2012, Hilborn et al. 2002), but is included in others (e.g., Luck et al.
2010). This has implications for the descriptions and quantification of overall watershed-level
landscape, climatic, and ecological characteristics.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.40.

2.69

There are several instances where the information cited in the EPA Report is not
substantiated by the cited reference. For example, on p. 2-20, the text states “In other North
Pacific river systems supporting sockeye salmon populations, from northern Russia to
western North America, these values tend to be much lower (e.g., 0.2 to 2.9%) (Luck et al.
2010)”; however, the cited values are not specified in Luck et al. (2010).
EPA Response: The comment is correct. Luck et al. (2010) is cited here because it
describes the Riverscape Analysis Project. It would be more accurate to cite the RAP’s
data portal here (http://rap.ntsg.umt.edu), and this has been corrected in the final
assessment.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
2.70

Section 2.3.2, page 2-21, paragraph 5. Nushagak River is defined with “high base flow”.
This is incorrect, according to Figure 2-78.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.34.

2.71

Section 2.3.1. Four paragraphs to describe existing conditions of Aquatic Habitats (Quantity,
Quality and Diversity) are not adequate for this analysis. It is understood that salmonid and
andadromous fish habitat have intrinsic value; however, these values are not the only values
for which the existing conditions of aquatic habitats should be described. A review of the
studies conducted by PLP (Environmental Baseline Document) would provide a more
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complete analysis of existing conditions of Aquatic Habitats, but it is clear that USEPA has
generally ignored the PLP baseline data throughout this assessment.
EPA Response: The information on aquatic habitats in the PLP’s Environmental
Baseline Document has been used in all drafts of the assessment, and additional
information has been added to Chapter 3. A check of the assessment’s citations
demonstrates that the PLP EBD data were far from ignored. However, the EBD data
are not as credible as they might have been, because they are not yet peer-reviewed and
they were provided only in pdf format, rather than a numeric format that would have
allowed us to perform original data analyses or to replicate the EBD authors’ data
analyses.
2.72

Section 2.3.4, 1st paragraph, sentences 4 and 5. The logic presented in these two paragraphs
is flawed since it assumes that all the returning fish escape into the rivers to spawn. Per
Figure 6-1, the average escapement into the entire study area averages 16,142 fish, not 30 to
40 million. At an average size of 2.32 kg per fish (Burgner 1991), this is equivalent to
approximately 37,500 kg of fish. Only a small percent of that weight is nitrogen and
phosphorus (typically 11 to 12 percent nitrogen). So the total import must be less than 4,000
kg of nitrogen and an even smaller amount of phosphorus, not the estimated 20 million kg
reported in the referenced paragraphs. Furthermore, Moore and Schindler (2004) indicate that
on average, smolts export 12% of the phosphorus and 16% of the nitrogen that their parents
bring in, so the nutrients available to other biota are smaller than the total nutrients imported
by the parents.
EPA Response: The assessment text accurately reflects the findings of the cited works,
does not contain logical inconsistencies, and does not make any argument regarding
import vs. export of marine-derived nutrients. No change required.

2.73

Section 2.2.2 page 215, Table 2.5. Reported catch levels of lake trout presented in this section
are an order of magnitude higher than the catch rates reported in Appendix B pg. 25
‘Abundance and Harvest’ (17,000 for 2004 vs. 3,651 in 2009 for comparable areas).
EPA Response: This table has been deleted from the revised assessment.

2.74

Section 2.2.3. Minimal information is provided describing the location or size of projected
mine locations. Significant improvements to the assessment are needed to support an analysis
of impacts on wildlife. Without specific foot prints and project design, there is not enough
data to support any impact analysis, especially when there are no detailed assessments of
wildlife populations or habitat, or use of that habitat in the immediate footprint, or within an
area of influence from proposed activities.
EPA Response: Specific impacts of the mine are considered in the risk analysis and
characterization chapters of the assessment (Chapters 7-13), not the problem
formulation chapters (Chapters 1-6). No change required.

2.75

Section 2.3.3. There is no discussion of species diversity, sensitive species, listed species,
genetically fragile, or diverse species (other than salmon), or any mention of complex
vegetation and whether this complexity lends itself to greater resistance to changes in
environmental conditions. The lack of adequate analysis greatly undermines the scientific
credibility of the assessment.
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EPA Response: The assessment focuses on potential risks to salmon and other fish from
large-scale mining and resulting fish-mediated effects on Alaska Native culture and
wildlife, although we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and
cumulative effects on other species in the mining area and transportation corridor. See
response to Comment 2.24 for information on endangered and threatened species.
2.76

Section 2.2.3, Page 1 and 3. In this section, the statement is made that “In many cases little
abundance data specific to the Bristol Bay watershed are available”. The report states that a
comprehensive survey of bald eagles or bald eagle nests has not been conducted in the Bristol
Bay watershed. The report assumes, however, that abundance patterns mirror other
watersheds. This general assumption is used throughout the analysis of impacts. Recognizing
data are lacking, the assessment fails to indicate the basis for assuming that bald eagle
population estimates derived from other watersheds are applicable.
EPA Response: For many species, including bald eagles, there are no abundance data
specific to the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. However, based on the
information available on various species, as well as the relatively intact habitat in these
two watersheds, there is reason to believe that population estimates from other similar
watersheds are reasonable. The assessment report has been revised to identify this as an
uncertainty which could over- or underestimate potential effects.

2.77

Section 2.1, page 2-3 (PDF page 55), paragraph 2; Appendix E, Table 3, page 18. Citations
are missing describing components of the annual water budget.
EPA Response: It is not clear what this comment is referring to, as the comment does
not match the specified text (i.e., the text does not deal with water budget issues).
However, in the revised assessment economic implications of fisheries are briefly
discussed in Section 5.2.3 and Table 5-4 directs the reader to Appendix E (Table 3 of the
Executive Summary and Section 4) for additional information on the reported values.

2.78

Section 2.1, Page 2-1; Figure 2-1, Page 2-2; and Section 2.2, Table 2-1, page 2-6
There are 6 watersheds listed (Togiak, Nushagak, Kvichak, Naknek, Egegik, and Ugashik
Rivers) in the text and labeled on Figure 2-1. Citations are missing describing the source for
this information. On the internet, the USEPA shows different watershed boundaries and uses
different watershed names (http://cfpub.epa.gov/surf/state.cfm?statepostaI=AK).
EPA Response: No change required. The watersheds shown on the website cited in the
comment are defined at smaller hydrologic units. We combined these smaller units into
the seven watersheds considered at the largest geographic scale in the assessment (Scale
1). The North Alaska Peninsula was added at this geographic scale to more accurately
describe the entire Bristol Bay watershed.
With regard to geography, the USEPA should make two corrections: (a) Aleutian Range-Elevation should be 300 - 1,200 meters (1,000 - 4,000 feet), rather than 200 - 1,200 meters.
(b) Nushagak-Bristol Bay Lowland--A moraine lake is listed as a freshwater habitat. It is
likely that the EPA meant morainal lake.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.43.
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Section 2.1, page 2-1. Citations are missing describing vegetation and freshwater habitats of
the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: Additional information on vegetation and freshwater habitats in the
Bristol Bay watershed has been added to Chapter 3.

2.80

Section 2.2.4, Page 2-17, Table 2.6. The only justification for the values presented for each
economic sector states “see Appendix E for additional information on these values.” There
are many calculations and value estimates throughout Appendix E. In order to verify
calculations, specific references to the specific locations in Appendix E where the relevant
information can found need to be stated.
EPA Response: This information is included as Table 5-4 in the revised assessment; the
table heading now directs readers to Appendix E (Table 3 of the Executive Summary
and Section 4) for additional information on the reported values.

2.81

Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1, Figure 2-5. Demory et al. 1964 is not listed in the reference section.
In the absence of technical references to the relevant literature upon which this information is
presented, the basis for statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: This reference was provided in the references section for Chapter 5 in
the original draft assessment, and is included in the appropriate references section in
the revised assessment.

2.82

Section 2.2.2 page 215, Table 2.5. There are not supporting technical references in notes a
and c of the Table. In the absence of technical references to the relevant literature upon which
this information is presented, the basis for statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot
be evaluated.
EPA Response: This table has been removed from the revised assessment.

2.83

Section 2.3.4, lst paragraph, sentence 4. The reference to work by Moore and Schindler is
missing from the reference section. In the absence of technical references to the relevant
literature upon which this information is presented, the basis for statements, assumptions, and
conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: This reference was provided in the references section for Chapter 2,
and is included in the appropriate references section in the revised assessment.

2.84

Section 2.3.4, lst paragraph, sentence 5. The statement refers to Appendix C for the source of
information. It is not apparent where in Appendix C the supporting information can be found.
In the absence of technical references to the relevant literature upon which this information is
presented, the basis for statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: The relevant references are Hilborn et al. (2003) and Ruggerone et al.
(2010), both of which were provided in the references section for Chapter 2 in the
original draft assessment. Citations to these references have been added to the text in
the revised assessment.
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Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #4120)
2.85

I provide here some constructive comments. First, while the Assessment appropriately refers
to the “pure” or “clean” water of the region (see section 2 “Characterization of the Current
Condition”) it would be worth stating that the waters are so clean that they far exceed
virtually all water quality standards set by the state of Alaska, and are so pure that aquatic life
will be highly susceptible to any increase in metals.
EPA Response: The assessment does not compare current water quality to state
standards, except to note that copper exceeds standards in the headwaters of the South
Fork Koktuli, which drain the ore body. The relationship of receiving water quality to
the toxicity of metals is discussed in Chapter 8 of the revised assessment.

D. S. Braund (Doc. #0859)
2.86

Salmon have always played an important role in human culture, both for native peoples and
more recently settlers (Schtickzelle and Quinn 2007). More than 20,000 species of bony
fishes currently dominate the earth’s waters; one percent of those fish migrate between fresh
and salt water (Woody 2011). Anadromous salmonids link freshwater and saltwater
ecosystems by carrying nutrients from the sea, where they grow, to the lakes and tributaries,
where they die after spawning (Schtickzelle and Quinn 2007). Salmon are extremely
important economically, generating billions of dollars through commercial and recreational
fisheries (Schtickzelle and Quinn 2007).
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) on the east coast of North America once sustained viable
fisheries, but now populations are less than two percent of historical abundance (Woody and
O’Neal 2010). Pacific salmon are also in decline. There are naturally occurring Pacific
salmon populations throughout the coastal waters of the North Pacific Ocean, Arctic Ocean
and nearby seas (ADFG 2011c, 2011d, 2011e, 2011f, 2011g). About a third of 1,400 Pacific
salmon (Oncorhychus spp.) populations along the western contiguous U.S. are now extinct,
representing at least 40 percent of their freshwater range (Woody and O’Neal 2010). A third
of remaining populations are threatened or endangered with extinction, and 28 distinct
population segments are now listed as endangered or threatened in the U.S. (Woody and
O’Neal 2010).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

2.87

The rivers that flow into Bristol Bay comprise some of the last great wild salmon ecosystems
in North America (Duffield et al. 2007). The area includes nine major river systems: Naknek,
Kvichak, Alagnak, Egegik, Ugashik, Wood, Nushagak, Igushik, and Togiak (ADFG 2011).
Collectively, these rivers are home to the largest commercial sockeye salmon fishery in the
world (ADFG, 2011). Almost 50 percent of all the sockeye salmon produced in the world
originate from Bristol Bay Drainages alone (ADFG 2009). The Bristol Bay drainages have
produced an average of 30 .63 million salmon from 1956 to 2011 (ADFG 2011b). In the last
decade, total runs have averaged over 40 million salmon (ADFG 2011b). Sockeye salmon are
by far the most abundant salmon species that return to Bristol Bay each year, but Chinook
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), chum (Oncorhynchus keta), Coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch), and
pink (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) return to the region as well (ADFG 2011).
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A key to the success of the sustainability of Bristol Bay sockeye and the fisheries that depend
on them has been the conservation of biodiversity, which is derived from a wide variety of
life history types and multiple district locally adapted populations (ADFG 2009). Genetic
studies, conducted by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G), have identified
numerous discrete populations of sockeye salmon within each of the drainages of Bristol Bay
(ADFG 2009). ADF&G, Division of Commercial Fisheries, is responsible for managing the
commercial fisheries in Bristol Bay under the sustained-yield principle (ADFG 2009). The
sustained-yield principle requires that annual returns of salmon be managed to reach
biologically determined escapement goals for discrete river systems that ensure viable
populations of offspring make it to adulthood. Salmon escapement is managed according to
the following factors: number of spawners; sex ratio; age composition; temporal entry into
the system; and spatial distribution within the salmon spawning habitat (ADFG 2009). The
management objective for each river is to achieve escapements within established ranges for
the major salmon species while harvesting fish in excess of those ranges through orderly
fisheries (ADFG 2011).
In addition to a globally significant salmon fishery, Bristol Bay offers world-class sport
fishing, and provides an important food source and cultural identity for local communities
(Parker et al. 2008). Athabaskan, Aleut, and Yup’ik peoples annually harvest over 140
thousand salmon, which they dry, smoke, pickle, salt, can and store for winter sustenance, as
they have for thousands of years (ADFG 2011; Woody and O’Neal 2010). The rich salmonbased ecology also supports many other species, including: Alaska brown bears; a healthy
population of rainbow trout; one of only two resident freshwater seal populations in the
world; and the Mulchatna caribou herd, one of Alaska’s largest (Duffield et al. 2007; Parker
et al. 2008).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
2.88

The question of metapopulation dynamics in salmon is not simply a rhetorical exercise.
Salmon utilize a series of biotopes for their different life stages, which are spread over large
areas of land and ocean. Metapopulation dynamics are processes occurring on large scales.
Therefore, it would be advisable for policy makers to consider the whole collection of sites
needed for a viable metapopulation when making land use decisions. Management strategies
intended to foster long-term persistence of the highly productive Bristol Bay salmon stock
must prioritize the preservation of regional salmon populations, occupied habitat, and vacant
but suitable habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The importance of diverse, regional salmon
populations is discussed in Sections 5.2.4 and 13.4.1 of the revised assessment.

2.89

Duffield et al. (2007) evaluated the economic values associated with sustainable use of the
wild salmon ecosystem resources - primarily fisheries and wildlife - of the major watersheds
of Bristol Bay. The total value of the Bristol Bay area watersheds include components of
subsistence use, commercial fishing, sportfishing and other recreation, and preservation
values held the U.S. resident population and other users. Annual net economic value
associated with direct use of the natural resource services provided by the Bristol Bay
ecosystem is approximately $179 million annually (Duffield et al. 2007). These are values
for renewable resource services that in principle should be available in perpetuity.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

V. Wilson III (Doc. #4149)
2.90

I applaud EPA’s analysis that shows that nearly half of the world’s wild sockeye salmon
come from the Bristol Bay region. To understand the economic benefits of this unparalleled
fishery, WWF’s August 2011 study titled “The Value of Commercial Fisheries Near Bristol
Bay, Alaska” shows a sample of the geographical distribution of Bristol Bay salmon sold in
the global market by just one salmon processor, with its salmon product reaching four out of
the seven continents, and as far as Japan, South Africa and the United Kingdom. The WWF
study also has a multiplier effect for Bristol Bay salmon that shows the overall economic
benefits, including direct and indirect benefits, of the fishery to both the local economy that is
important to Alaska Natives, as well as the global economy. The report also shows the
residency of 2008 Bristol Bay salmon permit holders in the United States, which documents
where the permit holders reside. In 2008, Bristol Bay permit holders resided in 45 of the 50
U.S. states as well as many locations throughout Alaska and Bristol Bay, emphasizing the
national, statewide and regional importance of the fishery to provide jobs and economic
benefits for Alaska Native tribal members, as well as American’s from all walks of life.
EPA Response: Because the assessment focuses on peer-reviewed analyses, this
reference was not included.

2.91

I would like to point out a report from fisheries reporter Laine Welch’s and her findings on
Bristol Bay’s sockeye in July 2012. In her report, she states that Bristol Bay’s sockeye are by
far Alaska’s most valuable salmon fishery; well over one-third (sometimes as much as half)
of the state’s total salmon fishing earnings come from Bristol Bay. The bay also has the most
fishermen, with more than 2,800 salmon permit holders.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.90.

Fisheries Research and Consulting (Doc. #4580)
2.92

Section 2
Comment: One important but overlooked aspect of current conditions is the fact that the
region has a limited capacity to neutralize acid and hardness dependent dissolved metals such
as Cu as hardness and DOC are very low.
EPA Response: Information on water chemistry has been expanded in Chapter 8,
particularly in terms of the role of water chemistry in the toxicity of copper and other
metals.

2.93

Page 2-3, “…with a total population of 7475 in 2010”
Comment: Citation. US Census Alaska, Alaska Community Database.
EPA Response: This information has been incorporated into Chapter 5 of the revised
assessment, and is appropriately cited.

2.94

Page 2-3, “Salmon account for the majority of the subsistent diet”
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Comment: Citation. Duffield, J. 2009. Bristol Bay Wild Salmon Ecosystem Economics 2008
Update.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.93.
2.95

Page 2-3 “…and these regions serve as major water source areas for lower portions of the
Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds”
Comment: Citation. Alaska Community Database.
EPA Response: This summary statement is drawn from the conclusions of the
hydrologic landscape analysis that follows. Selkregg’s (1974) characterization of
southwest Alaska has been added to this section in the revised assessment.

2.96

Page 2-3, “Annual water balance in the mountains and hills is dominated by snowpack
accumulation…”
Comment: Citation.
EPA Response: The Selkregg (1974) citation has been added to the revised assessment.

2.97

Page 2-3, “The Bristol Bay watershed provides habitat for numerous animal species…”
Comment: Citation. ADFG management reports (wolves, brown bear, caribo, furbearers,
black bear, moose all available from
http://www.adfg.state.ak.us/pubs/dept_publications.php); Alaska Shorebird Group. 2008.
Alaska Shorebird Conservation Plan. Boudreau, T.A., R.A. Sellers, and L. Van Daele. 1992.
Investigation of wildlife use and harvest in the proposed Cominco Pebble Copper Mine area,
Iliamna Lake, Alaska. ADFG Division of Wildlife Conservation. Bristol Bay Native
Association. 2010. Marine mammals: belugas, walrus, seals. (BBNA website); Cook, J.A.
and S.O. MacDonald. 2004. Mammal inventory of Alaska’s National Parks and Preserves:
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve. National Park Service, Southwest Alaska Network
Inventory and Monitoring Program.
EPA Response: These references have been included in the revised assessment.

2.98

Page 2-4, Figure 2-2 Legend
Comment: Include no. of years of data characterized by map.
EPA Response: Precipitation climate classes are 30-year mean annual averages from
1971-2000 representing historic conditions; this has been added to the caption in the
revised assessment.

2.99

Page 2-7, Table 2-2 Legend
Comment: Totals for each climate class for each watershed (i.e., Nushagak overall and
Kvichak overall) would be useful.
EPA Response: Including these values in the table would make the table difficult to
follow, but this information can easily be calculated for each watershed from the
Nushagak River (whole watershed) and Kvichak River (whole watershed) rows (e.g., the
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total amount of wet climate in the Nushagak River watershed would be 16% + 25% +
24% = 65%).
2.100 Page 2-9, Box 2-1: “…we consider nonanadromous or resident populations of…Dolly
Varden”
Comment: Some Dollys in Bristol Bay are anadromous and most have never been properly
evaluated for anadromy.
EPA Response: Discussion of Dolly Varden has been clarified in Chapter 5 text.
2.101 Page 2-11, “no hatchery fish are raised or released in the watershed”
Comment: This is a fair statement, but it’s interesting note past ‘enhancement’ activities
including hatchery fish.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
2.102 Page 2-11, Paragraph 2
Comment: Is it worth pointing out what is mentioned elsewhere in the report: Approximately
half of the Bristol Bay sockeye salmon production is from the Nushagak River and Kvichak
River watersheds--the area of focus for this assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

2.103 Page 2-12, Figure 2-5
Comment: This categorization seems odd; what is ‘likely’ presence based on? How much
does it matter? No evidence category is confusing--looks like salmon aren’t expected, but
that isn’t logical. Also, Chinook ARE documented on the north side of the Kvichak.
EPA Response: This figure has been removed from the revised assessment.
2.104 Page 2-15, Section 2.2.2
Comment: Perhaps subsistence uses are covered elsewhere in the report? But it is worth
noting the importance of these fish to subsistence users.
EPA Response: Text has been added to Chapter 5 to clarify that many resident fish are
important subsistence resources.
2.105 Page 2-15, re: Dolly Varden
Comment: Some Dollys in Bristol Bay are anadromous and most have never been properly
evaluated for anadromy.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.100.
2.106 Page 2-15, Table 2-15
Comment: Citations for Habitat information.
EPA Response: This table has been removed from the revised assessment.
2.107 Page 2-15, re: Dolly Varden habitat
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Comment: Citation? Dolly Varden seem to be ALL OVER the drainages.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.106.
2.108 Page 2-15, re: char habitat
Comment: Talk to Mark Lisac (USFWS) and Penny Crane (USFWS); these two species are
impossible to distinguish in the field, so habitat information seems unlikely.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.106.
2.109 Page 2-16, “in the past year”
Comment: Seems odd given the study cited is from 2004.
EPA Response: No change required, as the text implies that it was in the past year from
when the survey was conducted.
2.110 Page 2-17, Table 2-6
Comment: Citation for legend? Duffield, J. 2009. Bristol Bay Wild Salmon Ecosystem
Economics 2008 Update
EPA Response: No change required, as the table cites Appendix E of the assessment,
which is where this information was taken from.
2.111 Page 2-18, “ Population in the region grew substantially from 1980 to 2000, and remained
relatively stable from 2000 to 2010”
Comment: Great stat, but needs citation. US Census Bureau, 2010
EPA Response: Citation added to the revised assessment.
2.112 Page 2-19, “ the Yup’ik and Dena’ina”
Comment: I believe there are also Aleuts in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Although there may be Aleuts as well as other Alaska Natives and
American Indians living in the region, the focus of the assessment is on the two major
cultures in the region, Yup’ik and Dena’ina.
2.113 Page 2-19, First paragraph
Comment: Citations needed: US Census Alaska, Alaska Community Database.
EPA Response: Citation added to the revised assessment.
2.114 Page 2-19, Last Paragraph
Comment: Citations needed: Fall, J.A., T.M. Krieg, and D. Holen. 2009. An overview of the
subsistence fisheries of the Bristol Bay Management Area. ADFG, Division of Subsistence.
Technical Paper No. 316; Krieg T., D. Holen, and D. Koster. 2009. Subsistence harvests and
uses of wild resources in Igiugig, Kokhanok, Koliganek, Levelock, and New Stuyahok,
Alaska 2005. ADFG Division of Subsistence. Technical Paper no. 322.
EPA Response: These references were added to the revised assessment.
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2.115 Page 2-20, “13% of this total stream length has been documented…”
Comment: Citation: http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/SARR/AWC/.
EPA Response: Johnson and Blanche 2012 (the ADF&G Anadromous Waters Catalog)
has been cited (and the percentage has been updated to 14%).
2.116 Page 2-20, Section 2.3.1. Second to last paragraph on page
Comment: Tazimina Lakes are also a significant lake system in the Kvichak drainage but
inaccessible to salmon.
EPA Response: Text has been modified to say that, with very few exceptions, major
lakes are accessible to salmon.
2.117 Page 2-21, “With the exception of Chikuminuk Lake…”
Comment: Citation: http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/SARR/AWC/
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.116. Specific reference to Chikuminuk
Lake has been removed.
2.118 Page 2-21, “ Kaskanek”
Comment: Change to Kaskanak.
EPA Response: Corrected in the revised assessment.
2.119 Page 2-21, re: Iliamna Lake
Comment: May be worth noting its relative size here.
EPA Response: No change required.
2.120 Page 2-22, “In other watersheds with previously robust salmon fisheries, such as the
Sacramento River’s Chinook fishery, losses of biocomplexity have contributed to salmon
population declines (Lindley et al. 2009).”
Comment: The Fraser River is also an example of how reduced biodiversity can result in
fisheries closures and less predictable sustainable runs.
EPA Response: We agree with the findings of the Cohen Commission that the causes of
the Fraser River’s highly variable salmon fishery productivity are unclear and likely
due to multiple factors. Therefore, we do not believe that we can attribute it to low
biocomplexity. The final assessment provides additional examples of salmon
biocomplexity observed within the Bristol Bay region, including discussions of variation
in body morphology, habitat use, and run and spawning timing.
2.121 Page 2-22, “For example, sockeye salmon may spend anywhere from 0 to 3 years rearing in
freshwater habitats, then return to the Bristol Bay watershed anytime within a 4-month
window (Table 2-7).”
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Comment: Change to read: For example sockeye salmon may spend 0-3 years rearing in
freshwater, then one to four years feeding at sea, then return to Bristol Bay anytime within a
four month window.
EPA Response: Text in revised assessment no longer contains this sentence; information
is displayed in Table 5-2 of the revised assessment.
2.122 Page 2-24, “Salmon-Derived Productivity”
Comment: A seminal citation that should be included: Kline TC Jr. et al. 1993 Canadian J. of
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences. 50:2350-2365. et al. conducted seminal work on salmon
derived nutrient cycling to the Kvichak watershed.
EPA Response: Citation added to Chapter 5 in the revised assessment.
2.123 Page 2-24, Section 2.3.4
Comment: Lacking Citations: Cederholm, C.J,, M. Kunze, T. Murota, and A. Sibatani. 1999.
Pacific salmon carcasses: essential contributions of nutrients and energy for aquatic and
terrestrial ecosystems. Fisheres 24(10): 6-15. Gende, S.M., R.T. Edwards, M.F. Willson, and
M.S. Wipfli. 2002. Pacific salmon in aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Bioscience 51(10):
917- 928.
EPA Response: Citations added to Chapter 5 in the revised assessment.
2.124 Page 2-24, “litter size”
Comment: Replace “litter” with “brood”.
EPA Response: No change required.
2.125 Page 2-25, Last Paragraph
Comment: It may be worth pointing out that in 1972 the Alaska State Legislature designated
a portion of Bristol Bay as a Fisheries Reserve. “Within the Bristol Bay fisheries reserve no
surface entry permit to develop an oil or gas lease may be issued on state owned or controlled
land until the legislature by appropriate resolution shall specifically find that such entry shall
not constitute danger to the fishery.”
EPA Response: No change required, as this information is not relevant to the
assessment of potential risks from mining.
2.126 Page 2-26, Last Paragraph
Comment: Due to increasing global shortages of clean fresh water and the generally
dependable high protein food resource represented by salmon, it is also important to stress
that the region is important from a perspective of regional and potentially National food and
water security.
EPA Response: No change required, as the national importance of Bristol Bay as a food
and water resource is too speculative to include in the assessment. The assessment does
include discussions of the importance of salmon as a subsistence resource.
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A. Sutton-Grier (Doc. #3806)
2.127 I am concerned that streams in the area are deemed to be salmon-producing are defined as
those with confirmed fish sitings. (p 2-11 “Confirmed salmon-producing watersheds—that is,
watersheds where field reports have documented spawning or rearing salmon within their
boundaries—make up more than 65% of the total area surveyed in the Nushagak River and
Kvichak River watersheds.”). Most of these streams are likely to be fish-producing because
this is some of the best habitat for salmon in the entire world. I think it would be a more
conservative approach to assume that the streams are fish-producing unless a stream is found
to not have any fish on several occasions during peak migrating time when one would expect
to see fish there reproducing. This would follow the precautionary principle that when we
don’t know and we don’t have all the info, we assume that the streams are good habitat until
proven otherwise.
EPA Response: We have not taken a precautionary approach to this assessment.
Rather, we have used best current science. In particular, we have assessed effects on
confirmed salmon-producing watersheds rather than speculating about occurrence.
However, we also acknowledge uncertainties due to incomplete information.
We acknowledge the limitations of fish sampling conducted in the study watersheds.
For this reason, we do not assume that streams with low (or zero) fish observations are
therefore unimportant. On the contrary, in the revised assessment we explicitly
acknowledge the contributions of non-salmon-bearing streams to downstream, salmonsupporting waters. See response to Comment 5.107.

S. Wehmeyer (Doc. #3486)
2.128 The Bristol Bay watershed is comprised of seven distinct hydrological regions over
approximately 40,000 square miles (six major watersheds and a seventh region on the Alaska
Peninsula comprised of seven small watersheds). The EPA draft Assessment ignores the
marine area of Bristol Bay itself, and focuses on a very small part of two hydrologic units,
considering that small area to be wholly representative of the entire region – an unsupported
leap of logic.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.3. The assessment focuses on the Nushagak
and Kvichak River watersheds because they are the most likely to be affected by largescale mining. Information on marine resources is presented in Appendix F.
2.129 Chapter 2 of the draft Assessment characterizes the current conditions in the study area. The
Pebble Limited Partnership has conducted arguably the most in-depth studies of the current
conditions in the regions, yet these studies are not cited or referenced a single time in this
chapter.
EPA Response: We have included EBD data extensively in both drafts of the
assessment.

G. A. Beischer (Doc. #4372)
2.130 The draft Assessment claims to be a Bristol Bay study, but neglects 5 of 7 hydrological units
– focusing only on the Nushagak and Kvigach.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.128.
2.131 Chapter 2 of the draft Assessment characterizes the current conditions in the study area. The
Pebble Limited Partnership has conducted arguably the most in-depth studies of the current
conditions in the regions, yet these studies are not cited or referenced a single time in this
chapter. The selective inclusion of quotations by only anti-mining residents in this draft
Assessment is entirely inappropriate and biased. It introduces an emotional (non-scientific)
argument not supported by data and not balanced with quotes from residents that have a
different viewpoint.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.129.
2.132 The report does not consider any positive effects of mineral development in a region of
Alaska facing severe hardships and a lack of economic opportunity.
EPA Response: Purpose and scope of the assessment have been clarified in Chapters 1
and 2 of the revised assessment. The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential
impacts of mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the
relative economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy.

Chapter 3:

Problem Formulation

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
3.1

This section does not serve the normal purpose of a typical problem formulation. The
primary purpose of problem formulation is to focus the risk assessment. This lack of focus is
exemplified by the conceptual models on pages 3-7 through 3-11 that seem to present every
conceivable issue, rather than just what is to be the focus of the risk assessment.
Recommended Change: Problem formulation should start with a discussion of the array of
issues, and then through site-specific knowledge provide logical winnowing of issues to those
that are most important. It would be okay to put the existing conceptual models at the
beginning of the section as the universe of issues. Then through problem formulation discuss
what is important and will be addressed in the risk assessment. The conceptual models at the
end of the section should then reflect the most important issues and aspects of each issue.
This elimination of some issues is particularly important for the Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment, which actually glosses over many smaller issues to focus on those that are most
significant. Yet the provided conceptual model is not representative what could or should be
investigated.
EPA Response: The revised assessment has been structured as a more traditional
ecological risk assessment document, with a problem formulation section and a risk
analysis and characterization section. Chapters in the problem formulation section
(Chapters 1-6) present background information in terms of region, type of
development, and endpoints. This section culminates in the conceptual models, which
present all hypothesized linkages between components discussed in the problem
formulation section. In later chapters, these diagrams have been excerpted to show
those pathways considered most significant and actually evaluated in the risk analysis.
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Page 3-2 Comment: Omitting mine worker housing and other related mine operation
infrastructure is significant. This could be the biggest city in the entire Bristol Bay region
with 2000 or more residents.
Recommended Change: Incorporate the development of a mine personnel living quarters
should be considered into the risk assessment.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.39. The issue of personnel living quarters is
discussed qualitatively in Chapter 13, which considers cumulative effects of multiple
mines.

3.3

Page 3-1, 3-8, Figure 3-2b Comment: Report Section 3.1, mine type of development states
“Certain activities associated with mining, but not directly related to mine operations, are not
considered in this assessment. These include support activities such as housing workers and
disposing of their wastes, power generation and transmission, construction and operation of a
deepwater port at Cook Inlet, and secondary development (i.e., development that is not part
of the mine project, but for which the mine project provides the impetus or opportunity, such
as rural recreation or residential and commercial growth resulting from improved access).
Exclusion of an activity from this assessment does not imply that it would be benign or have
no effect on the environment, and many of these activities could have significant
repercussions for the Bristol Bay ecosystem. The assessment focuses on activities directly
associated with mine development, operation, and maintenance, which are most likely to
have significant effects on the region’s fish populations (Section 3.3).”
Report Section 3.6, Conceptual Models (Figure 3-2b) shows secondary development, housing
and construction activities.
EPA Response: Conceptual models have been revised to more accurately reflect the
scope of the assessment. In addition, a conceptual model illustrating the overall scope of
the assessment has been added to Chapter 2 of the revised assessment.

3.4

The report study approach focuses on impact potential to the regions fisheries, and inferring
impacts to the Native and indigenous cultures. The approach likely understates or
underestimates the social-political and Native community effects secondary development
may have beyond the direct fish to cultural impacts on Native and indigenous cultures.
Recommended Change: In order to evaluate cumulative impacts, a detailed analysis and
cumulative effects analysis of additional proposed mine claims, as well as secondary mine
development for mine towns, energy, utilities, road/transportation, ports and ore transport
route risks, will need to be addressed to understand watershed and fisheries impacts and
indigenous culture impacts. Secondary mine development impacts, especially social-political
and economic impacts on Native, and indigenous, subsistence living cultures could be
significant. For example, while grants and loans can be obtained to support building local
infrastructure projects, the economic health of the community to maintain the infrastructure is
often the limiting factor in many Alaska Native and rural communities. An overall
improvement in the local economy would allow for drinking water and sanitation projects
that are currently uneconomic for local communities to maintain. Need to understand the
entirety of long term mine development proposals and their cumulative effects.
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EPA Response: We agree that secondary effects on indigenous culture from large-scale
mining could be significant. The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to
salmon from large-scale mining and resulting effects to indigenous culture and wildlife.
However, a qualitative discussion of potential impacts from secondary development is
included in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment. We recognize the complexity of
potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on Alaska Native and other
subsistence users in the region.
We acknowledge that drinking water and sanitation operation and maintenance are of
concern to many Alaska Native villages. The final assessment references drinking water
supplies and Appendix D now includes information about local drinking water sources.
3.5

Pages 3-1 and 3-2
Comment: The report states that the study focuses on mine operation activities only, as they
pose the greatest potential for impacting salmon habitat. Multiple mines and secondary
developments (including residential/commercial development, power, water/wastewater,
roads, goods and services) likely have significant potential to impact both salmon habitat and
Native indigenous cultures than is assumed in the report, especially in a near “pristine”
watershed.
Recommended Change: Mine scenario should include evaluation of watershed development
as a result of mine construction for all likely proposed mines to adequately address
cumulative impacts to salmon fisheries and Native indigenous cultures.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.39. Evaluation of these cumulative effects of
multiple mines has been expanded in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

3.6

Section 3.3, Page 3-2
Comment: The endpoints 2, 3, and 4 are essentially glossed over, while endpoint 1 is not well
related or scaled to represent the likely site-specific impacts of the Pebble mine. The
conclusions of this document is used to directly assess impacts of the mine without an in
depth consideration and quantification of site-specific actions and impacts.
EPA Response: Throughout the assessment, we have clarified that the primary endpoint
of interest is salmonid fish resources, with secondary endpoints concerning fish-mediated
effects on wildlife and Alaska Native cultures. Where possible, detailed information on
stressors and endpoints at project-relevant scales (i.e., the mine site watersheds, the mine
footprints, and along the transportation corridor) are presented in the risk
characterization and analysis sections (e.g., fish distribution maps in Chapter 7).

3.7

Section 3.3, Page 3-4
Comment: This page states that the study limits the scope of the watershed assessment to the
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. This approach is acceptable in limiting the extents
of the study, and then relating the impacts to the overall Bristol Bay Watershed. The report
should refer to Bristol Bay watershed impacts, but not attempt to evaluate the baseline and
impacts to the entire watershed.
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Recommended Change: This discussion should be highlighted and brought forward in the
introduction and executive summary. The sheer size/scale of the watershed cannot be fully
studied. Therefore an expanded discussion of how a study would be performed by evaluating
critical basins, namely focusing on the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds, and then
relating the linkages and impacts to the larger Bristol Bay Watershed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.3.
3.8

Page 3-5
Comment: The risk assessment approach using types of evidence and inference, conceptual
modeling and characterization of risks by the lines (or multiple lines) of evidence is
appropriate for generally understanding and scoping the watershed risk assessment. Higher
risk (probability) failure or impact effects will likely require additional studies and numerical
modeling to refine and better understand and quantify project risks and uncertainties.
Recommended Change: The study should outline what additional data, studies and numerical
models would be appropriate to evaluate higher risk mine elements (i.e., tailings facilities
failures), that would be appropriate to support a comprehensive watershed assessment and
risk analysis, and will prepare agencies and lay the groundwork for future mine permit
studies.
EPA Response: This is beyond the scope of the current assessment.

3.9

Page 3-5
Comment: In the first paragraph, EPA suggests “potential mitigation measures” were
considered. Aside from the efficacy of mitigation discussion in Appendix I, we found little
evidence of mitigation measures being considered and incorporated into the assessment.
Recommended Change: EPA needs to be clear how potential mitigation measures were
considered in the watershed assessment.
EPA Response: The scenarios evaluated in the original draft assessment assumed that
modern, conventional mine design, practices, and technologies were implemented and
working effectively. Mitigation measures included in the mine scenarios were those that
could reasonably be expected to be proposed for an actual mine, many of which were
presented as appropriate for the Pebble deposit in Ghaffari et al. (2011). This has been
clarified in the revised assessment, and an appendix on compensatory mitigation
(Appendix J) has been added. Analysis of alternative mitigation measures is outside the
scope of this assessment. The assessment is not evaluating how to best minimize
potential impacts of mining—rather, it is evaluating how avoidable and unavoidable
impacts, were they to occur, could affect the assessment endpoints.

3.10

Page 3-6 through 3-11, Figures 3-2A through 3-2E
Comment: The conceptual models attempt to evaluate the entirety of potential mine impacts
on fisheries habitat by phase (mine development and operation, and then during closure). The
models are complex and difficult to interpret, and they do not demonstrate the potential
scales of risks (i.e., high probability and small impact area or high probability and large
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impact area) nor the spatial aspects of the risks, or scale of impacts, all of which are related to
fish habitat impacts.
Recommended Change: Recommend breaking out the conceptual models by major impact
types as described in the No-Failure and Failure scenarios, and evaluating spatial distribution
of impacts on fisheries habitat by showing the impacted stream habitat using GIS maps and
spatial analyst techniques. Breaking these out will help understand the risks, and allow for
overlaying the various risks and impacts in a spatial context. This type of presentation will
allow for meaningful communication of the potential impacts to both a broad public
audience, as well as a highly technical audience and reviewers.
EPA Response: The conceptual models have been simplified to more clearly illustrate
issues within the scope of the assessment. Sub-diagrams, or excerpts from these larger
diagrams, have been incorporated into specific chapters to highlight the pathways
considered in those chapters. Additional background information on conceptual models
and how they are used has been incorporated into Chapters 2 and 6 of the revised
assessment.
3.11

Figure 3-2A: Conceptual Model Illustrating Potential Habitat Effects Associated with Mine
Construction and Operation; Figure 3-2B and 3-2C
Comment: Every possible impact is provided, but no relative judgment is provided as to what
is most important, and to be assessed in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment. Authors are
suggesting everything is just “bad” and it is all going to occur regardless of the degree of
potential impact, frequency and possible mitigation methods.
Recommended Change: Provide more specific conceptual models that show how/why certain
items are more important than others and are to be included for assessment in the Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.10.

3.12

Page 3-9
Comment: There should be a box in the figure that depicts filling the pit with water and the
lack of dewatering water to maintain river flows.
EPA Response: The post-closure diagram was removed from the assessment, but this
issue is discussed in the text in Chapter 6 of the revised assessment.

3.13

Page 3-10
Comment: Change “slurry transport” to “slurry and return water transport”.
EPA Response: This shape was removed from the conceptual model as part of
simplifying the diagrams.

3.14

Page 3-10
Comment: Maybe add a box in figure for “waste rock” which could leach metals and change
other parameters, becoming more acid generating than predicted.
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EPA Response: This pathway is currently reflected in the conceptual model for water
quality.
3.15

The Assessment has virtually no discussion on the local and regional geology and
hydrogeology which would be a required part of state agency review of any proposed mine
project. The Assessment only mentions field investigations and testing from previous
exploration programs. However, site-specific data exists on key aspects of the subsurface
environment, but that information was not considered in the assessment of direct hydrologic
impacts and its effects on fish and habitat. An obvious source for site-specific data is the
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) Environmental Baseline Document (EBD), a 27,000 page
document released in November, 2011.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.71.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc #4611)
3.16

The scope of the Draft Assessment is inappropriately circumscribed to porphyry copper
deposits based on an incorrect premise that porphyry copper is the major mineral resource
type in the area. As noted elsewhere in Buell’s analysis, other types of mineralization calling
for differing approaches to development are the rule, not the exception, in the Bristol Bay
area. Even within the two watersheds being considered by the EPA in its too-narrow analysis,
the Pebble deposit is the only porphyry copper deposit of the five planning units specifically
set aside in the 2005 Bristol Bay Area Plan for mineral exploration and development, and
other identified deposits not specifically set aside for development are also not porphyry
copper deposits. This incorrect premise is, unfortunately, representative of many premises in
the analysis, and points out a major failing of the document.
EPA Response: The assessment considers porphyry copper deposits because, given the
advanced state of exploration at the Pebble deposit and the interest it has generated in
other exploration companies, these deposits appear the most likely (and by far the
largest) deposits to be developed in the near future. Because other types of deposits
being explored would have the same basic mine elements (open pit, waste rock, tailings
impoundments), the general effects explored here are applicable to multiple deposit
types. This is discussed in Chapters 4 and 6 of the revised assessment.

3.17

3-1 §2 Type of Development – This introductory paragraph states, “The assessment
addresses potential mining development in the watersheds of the Nushagak and Kvichak
Rivers. It is limited to the mining of porphyry copper ores, which appear to be the major
mineral resource type in the area.” The scope of the assessment is inappropriately
circumscribed to porphyry copper deposits based on an incorrect premise, that porphyry
copper is the major mineral resource type in the area. As has been pointed out above, other
types of mineralization, calling for differing approaches to development, are the rule, not the
exception in the Bristol Bay area. Even within the two watersheds being considered by the
EPA in its too-narrow analysis, the Pebble deposit is the only porphyry copper deposit of the
five planning units specifically set aside in the 2005 Bristol Bay Area Plan for mineral
exploration and development, and other identified deposits not specifically set aside for
development are also not porphyry copper deposits. This incorrect premise is, unfortunately,
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representative of many premises in the analysis, and points out a major failing of the
document.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.16.
3.18

3-1 §2 – 3-2 §1 This paragraph states, “The types of development considered in the
assessment would be common to all porphyry copper mining in the area.” This is impossible
because Pebble appears to be the only viable porphyry copper deposit in the area, according
to information presented in the 2005 Bristol Bay Area Plan. EPA background “research”
should have turned up this relevant and very accessible fact, but it failed to do so.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.16.

3.19

3-2 §3 This paragraph states, “[T]he assessment applies to most sites in the Nushagak River
and Kvichak River watersheds.” This statement cannot be true because the Pebble deposit is
not representative of other deposits specifically set aside for mineral exploration and
development and considered most likely to be developed within the Bristol Bay Area Plan
planning horizon.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.16.

3.20

Bailey indicates that the Draft Assessment presents several conceptual models which contain
a multitude of assessment parameters. While a number of the assessment parameters are
specifically excluded from the assessment, the documentation and rationale on how the
conceptual models were used to support the analysis process is lacking. It is impossible to
determine from the Draft Assessment as written whether or not the conceptual models did
serve as the basis to conduct the assessment.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.10.

Alaska Miners Association, Inc. (Doc. #4612)
3.21

The Watershed Assessment applies to all lands in Bristol Bay Area, including the Kvichak
and Nushagak watersheds. This area is more than 15 million acres, approximately the size of
West Virginia. 1 The area is geologically diverse, and yet the Assessment uses only one
mineral type ۛ copper porphyry ۛ to characterize all potential large-scale mining in the
watershed. There are other potential deposits in the area. Therefore, an Assessment that
focuses solely on copper porphyry deposit does not represent other potential large-scale
mining in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 2.39 and 3.16.

Trout Unlimited (Doc. #4579)
3.22

Ancillary / Secondary Developments: The Assessment omits consideration of critical mining
related project components such as energy production and transmission infrastructure as well
as secondary developments such as employee support infrastructure and other developments

1

Area taken from the Watershed Assessment, Appendix C, Figure 1. Area calculations included the Kvichak and
Nushagak watersheds, but not the offshore areas in that figure.
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likely to result from increased access and transportation infrastructure. While we understand
the benefit of focusing the Assessment on primary development impacts, it is clear that any
mining extraction will require related infrastructure and that the impacts of this related
development will only further exacerbate or add to the impacts caused by primary
development activities. If such ancillary impacts cannot be effectively evaluated in the
absence of a specific mining proposal before the Agency, at a minimum, we recommend that
the Assessment further clarify that additional impacts are certain, but are not fully evaluated.
This clarification is necessary to accurately present the level of risk associated with largescale mining in the region.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment has been clarified in Chapter 2 of the
revised assessment, and this type of ancillary/secondary development is identified as
outside of scope. Secondary development is discussed qualitatively in the context of
cumulative risks from the development of multiple mines in Chapter 13 of the revised
assessment.
3.23

Geographic Scope: The Assessment is not targeted at any specific project or proposal, and is,
instead, intended to evaluate the potential impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay
watershed. As such, the Assessment should evaluate a maximum build-out of the known
Pebble deposit, 10.78 billion tons, not just the 6.5 billion ton scenario considered as the
maximum in the draft Assessment. Moreover, while the Assessment includes some
discussion of potential watershed scale effects of multiple mining scenarios (e.g.: Chapter 7),
we believe that existing information related to the size and extent of mineral deposits in the
area (both Pebble and other deposits) indicates that large-scale mining under a full build-out
scenario would have significantly greater potential impacts than are identified in the draft
Assessment. We recommend the EPA expand its consideration of development impacts
across the full deposit area or at a minimum, that the Assessment make clear that the
geographic scope of review represents a conservative estimate of potential mining
development and related environmental impacts.
EPA Response: The revised assessment acknowledges that the largest mine size scenario
considered in the assessment does not represent the complete build-out of the Pebble
deposit (Chapter 6). The 6.5-billion ton scenario is a maximum for the open pit mine.
More advanced mining methods would be required to extract the entire deposit.
Consideration of the cumulative effects of multiple mines has been expanded in Chapter
13 of the revised assessment.

3.24

Scope of Resources Evaluated: The Assessment reviews, analyzes, and synthesizes available
information related to the potential impacts of large-scale mining development “on Bristol
Bay fisheries and subsequent effects on the wildlife and Alaska Native cultures of the
region.” While we agree that the salmonid fisheries are the appropriate focal point for this
analysis, we believe the draft Assessment does not fully capture potential impacts to
environmental values beyond salmonid fisheries. For example, impacts to wildlife related to
terrestrial habitat fragmentation, loss of wetlands, and water quality degradation are not
adequately evaluated and therefore are underestimated in the draft Assessment. The final
Assessment should identify the full range of resources that would likely be harmed by largescale mining, and acknowledge that large-scale mining will clearly impact these resources
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even if such impacts are not thoroughly evaluated in the Assessment. Again, this revision is
needed to more accurately capture the level of risk and potential impacts.
EPA Response: We have clarified how and why assessment endpoints were chosen in
the revised assessment (e.g., Chapters 2 and 5). We acknowledge throughout the
assessment that direct effects of mining on wildlife and Alaska Native cultures may be
significant, but are beyond the scope of this assessment. Also see response to Comment
2.39.

A. Sutton-Grier (Doc. #3806)
3.25

It is also a conservative estimate because it does not take into account any additional
development that is likely to occur if the mine goes in. (Exec Summary: “This assessment
also does not consider potential impacts resulting from secondary development that is likely
to accompany a large-scale mine development. Secondary development includes, but is not
limited to, additional support services for mine employees and their families, increased
recreational development due to increased access, development of vacation homes, and
increased transportation infrastructure (i.e., airports, docks, and roads).”) There would
certainly be additional development for housing for the mining community at a very
minimum and likely the construction of the road would mean people who currently do not
have access would come to access the areas near there for hunting, fishing, recreation, etc.
There are also other potential mining opportunities in the area and we don’t know what the
cumulative impacts of several mines would be on the salmon and ecosystem services.
Multiple mines would likely have a greater impact than simply the additive impacts of each
mine assessed separately. So, it is important to consider how this mine might eventually
impact a landscape that has multiple other developments in it, including other mines. As a
result, if this mine goes in, the impacts to the salmon fishery will most likely be quite a bit
larger than what is presented here in this report. So, again, this is a very conservative estimate
of impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.5.

3.26

This assessment also deals only with the impacts to the freshwater ecosystems that would be
impacted by this project. (Exec Summary: “Although the mine scenario assumes
development of a deep-water port on Cook Inlet to ship concentrated product elsewhere for
smelting and refining, impacts of the development and operation of a deepwater port are not
assessed.”) It is important to think about impacts to the marine environment that will be
likely as well. The port that is mentioned will have big impacts on the marine resources in
that area, both by impacting salmon populations but also impacting other marine organisms
and habitats. So, again, this report is very conservative in its estimates of impacts to the
region because it only looks at the impacts to fish based on impacts to the freshwater habitats
and not also to impacts and threats that will develop in the marine habitat due to the mining
operations. I know there were good reasons for the EPA to focus on freshwater habitats, but it
is critical to understand that there will be larger impacts to ecosystems and hence to the
salmon, as well as to all the other benefits people get from nature in that region that go
beyond what is addressed in this report. Again, this means this is a conservative estimate of
impacts.
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EPA Response: We have clarified throughout the text that the points raised in the
comment are important considerations and their exclusion does not suggest they would
be unaffected by potential large-scale mining. Scope of the assessment has been clarified
in Chapter 2 of the revised assessment. Also see response to Comment 2.39.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #4145)
3.27

Risks are appropriately tied to impacts to salmon and those human and animal populations
that depend on these fishes. However, the actual ecological risks to wildlife go beyond their
nutritional needs, and the direct loss of non-aquatic habitats, although perhaps small on a
regional scale, are nevertheless substantial. Moreover, the risks associated with secondary
impacts that mining and associated infrastructure would undoubtedly enable are specifically
not considered in EPA’s BBWA (Chapter 3, page 3-2, and page 3-4), and therefore are
underestimates.
EPA Response: Direct wildlife effects, secondary development, and effects on other
important fish species are beyond the scope of the assessment, as detailed in Chapter 2.
The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from large-scale
mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife.
However, qualitative discussion of potential impacts from secondary development is
included in Chapter 13. We recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and
cumulative effects on Alaska Native and other subsistence users in the region.

3.28

Fish species assessed are also limited to those that EPA considers more dependent upon
rearing habitat than those that may spawn but not rear in those waters (Chapter 3, page 3-4).
Similarly, some species considered important for subsistence and/or sport-fishing were not
evaluated (considered representative) if their ecology was not well-known or if they were
considered less sensitive than species selected for further analysis.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment in terms of endpoints considered has been
clarified in Chapters 2 and 5 of the revised assessment. We acknowledge throughout
that endpoints not considered in the assessment also may be affected by potential largescale mining in the region.

3.29

In its description of types of evidence and inference (Section 3.5), it seems inappropriate for
EPA to identify the Fraser River as being an analogous watershed to BBWA even though the
Fraser River watershed has hardrock mines and supports salmon resources (page 3-5),
although EPA does note important differences. In fact, later in the BBWA Chapter 7, Box 71, page 7-2), EPA concludes that the Fraser River watershed is a “poor analog” because other
development within the watershed “obscures any impacts of the mines at a watershed scale,”
and that most of the salmon runs therein” are listed as threatened or endangered.”
EPA Response: We considered the Fraser River as a possible analogue in Section 3.5
because it has been suggested as an example of how salmon can coexist with metal
mining. However we concluded that it is not a good analogue (see response to Comment
2.44). That discussion is expanded in the revised assessment to make this issue clearer.
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Fisheries Research and Consulting (Doc. #4580)
3.30

Page 3-2, Section 3.2 Region
Comment: Again it would help readers understand why you focused on these watersheds if
Pebble claims and other leases were outlined. Include a map with claims outlined.
EPA Response: Scope of the assessment has been clarified in Chapters 1 and 2 of the
revised assessment. A map showing mine claims in the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds is included in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

3.31

Page 3-6, “habitat vs. water quality”
Comment: Water is a component of habitat.
EPA Response: Text has been clarified to show that conceptual models were broken
into physical habitat and water quality for ease of presentation.

3.32

Page 3-8, Figure 3-2B
Comment: In the section showing increases in specific metals Hg is indicated as increasing. I
was unaware that Hg is in this particular deposit. Also the amount of blasting that would take
place would also introduce potentially toxic levels of Nitrogen into the watersheds.
EPA Response: Mercury was removed from the conceptual model. Nitrogen as a
stressor is considered in Section 6.4.2, but was not included in the scope of the
assessment because it was not judged to be a significant factor for fish populations in
this assessment.

National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey (Doc. #4607)
3.33

Section 3.3, Problem Formulation, Endpoints: The second paragraph reads “These fisheries
generate significant economic benefit for commercial fishermen, provide subsistence for
Alaska Natives and support a significant recreational sector.” Similar references to
subsistence occur elsewhere in the Assessment. Federal regulation provides a subsistence
priority in the Nushagak and Kvichak River for rural residents of the immediate area to
include Native and non-Native Alaska residents. The State of Alaska regulations provide that
all Alaska residents are subsistence users and all residents are eligible to participate in the
Nushagak and Kvichak River subsistence fishery under applicable State regulations.
Although Alaska Natives may be the primary subsistence user of the fisheries in the
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds, note that non-Native Alaska residents may also
participate under Federal and/or State regulation. The report should consider how
commercial, sport and non-Native subsistence fishers who have participated in Bristol Bay
fisheries for multiple generations might qualify as having cultural ties to the Bay’s salmonid
and other fishery resources.
EPA Response: The assessment has been expanded to acknowledge the importance of
the fishery to non-Alaska Native subsistence users. Potential effects on commercial and
recreational fisheries were not evaluated as part of this assessment, although we
recognize that any impacts to salmonid and other fishery resources would affect these
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sectors. We also recognize, but do not evaluate in detail, the complex relationship
between subsistence, commercial, and recreational fishing.

G. Y. Parker (Doc. #4115)
3.34

The assessment does not appear to define the term “endpoints.” I infer that the meaning is
analogous to what most people would refer to as “sidebars” on a discussion of resultant
effects. If so, that should be clearly stated, and the reason for the sidebars or “endpoints”
should be clearly explained. I assume that the reason is that, as a practical matter, EPA
simply has to have some sort of focus, and that the focus on the four “endpoints” or sidebars
is driven by several factors, such as certainty versus uncertainty, direct versus indirect or
secondary effects, and quantifiable versus unquantifiable effects. Nevertheless, a better
explanation of the reasoning behind these “endpoints” in Chapter 3, section 3.3, would be
helpful.
EPA Response: Discussion of the endpoints considered in the assessment and how they
were selected has been expanded in Chapters 2 and 5.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
3.35

Section 3.3, Page 3-4, 2nd paragraph
Comment: The sentence identifies rainbow trout as a non-salmon species. Rainbow trout
were re-classified as Onchorhynchus mykiss many years ago; they are considered a life
history variant of one of the 5 species of Pacific salmon.
EPA Response: Rainbow trout are members of the genus Oncorhynchus, which includes
the Pacific salmon (chum, pink, sockeye, coho, and chinook) and Pacific trouts (rainbow
trout, including steelhead trout, and cutthroat trout). Confusion about the taxonomy
and spelling of this group is understandable given the many changes over the years and
the relative fluidity of taxonomic classification for this closely-related group, but usage
in the assessment is consistent with current classifications and usage. To avoid
potentially adding further confusion, the sentence noted in the comment has been
revised.

3.36

Section 3.3, Page 3-4, Paragraph 1
Comment: The analysis assumes that only three (sockeye, coho, and Chinook) of the five
salmon species are potentially impacted by mining development. The other two species (pink
and chum) are assumed to spend less time in the watershed’s streams, rivers, and lakes, and
therefore are less likely to have potential impacts from mining development. There is no
supporting literature for these statements and conclusions. In the absence of technical
references to the relevant literature upon which these statements, presumably, are made the
basis for these statements cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: Relevant citations have been added to Chapter 5.

3.37

Section 3.3, Page 3-4, Paragraph 2
Comment: The analysis assumes that only rainbow trout and Dolly Varden, non-salmon
species, will be assessed, but the other non-salmon species (such as whitefish and grayling)
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will not be assessed since they “are believed to be less sensitive than the other species”. The
use of unsupported assumptions and the reliance on beliefs and presumptions is one of the
key greatest shortcomings identified throughout this document. In the absence of technical
references to the relevant literature upon which these statements, presumably, are made the
basis for these statements cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: Throughout the text, particularly in Chapters 2 and 5, we have clarified
how and why assessment endpoints were chosen. Also see response to Comment 2.39.
3.38

The report concludes the following on each of these endpoints:
Endpoint 1 and 2: Risk to salmon and other fish. As mentioned above, the report states the
loss and degradation of habitat on actual fish populations, which is the ultimate metric, could
be quantified (pg ES-26). USEPA also fails to take into account any mitigation that would
minimize net habitat impacts.
EPA Response: We recognize that more detailed site-specific processes may refine the
risk management process if a mine is proposed and assessed in the future. We do not
address the specific engineering methods that would be employed by the mining
companies. Rather, the assessment mine scenarios assume modern conventional mine
design, practices, and technologies, particularly those described in Ghaffari et al.
(2011).
Endpoint 3: Risk to wildlife: “Although the affects of reduced salmon, trout, and char
production on wildlife - the fish mediated risk to wildlife – cannot be quantified given
available data, some reduction in wildlife would be expected under the mine scenario” (ES23). This conclusion does not help the reader in understanding the significance of the
potential impacts.
EPA Response: Quantified reductions of wildlife populations due to reduced fishery
production cannot be estimated with the available data.
Endpoint 4: Risk to Alaska native culture: “The predicted loss and degradation of salmon,
char, and trout habitat in North Fork Koktuli and South Fork Koktuli and Upper Talarik
Creek is expected to have some impact on Alaska Native cultures of the Bristol Bay
watershed” (pg ES-23). This conclusion does not help the reader in understanding the
significance of the potential impacts.
EPA Response: There is not enough information to quantitatively predict specific
effects on Alaska Native cultures from loss of subsistence fisheries. However, it is
possible to qualitatively discuss likely and potential impacts to Alaska Native culture,
and the text of the assessment has been expanded to reflect this.
It appears the report’s conclusions on its self-defined four major endpoints is that they don’t
know (for salmon and other fish), some reduction expected (for wildlife), and some impact
(for Alaska native culture). The report does not have sufficient information to conclude
whether any of the potential impacts are significant on any of the endpoints.
EPA Response: The conclusions of the assessment are misrepresented in this comment.
Effects on fish are defined in terms of the kilometers of stream habitat lost, modified or
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rendered toxic and the reported abundances of fish in the affected reaches that would
no longer have usable habitat. Effects on wildlife are reported in terms of their
abundance, their dependence on salmon, and the expectation that they would decline in
response to lost resources. Effects on Alaska Native cultures are presented in terms of
their use of salmon and other fish, their cultural dependence on salmon, and their own
testimonies concerning the effects of salmon losses.
3.39

Section 3.5
Comment: This assessment is not a predictive assessment, as USEPA claims. This assessment
lacks substantive information describing the mining operation and the environmental
conditions in which the mining operation will occur. The first type of evidence used to
support the assessment is based on “general scientific knowledge”. The second type of
evidence focuses on past mining activities in comparable watersheds, some of which are not
located in Alaska or the United States and may not be comparable. The report relies
inappropriately on evidence that does not reflect activity in the Bristol Bay area; in fact, no
project design nor project efforts to avoid, minimize or mitigate by design or by
technological advance have been proposed or analyzed in the report.
EPA Response: There is no activity currently underway in the Bristol Bay area that
represents the mining activities considered in the assessment, which is why the
assessment is predictive rather than descriptive. It is an assessment of scenarios based
on a preliminary mine plan put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals (Ghaffari et al.
2011). An assessment of mine plans submitted in the NEPA process would also be
predictive in nature. Unless that plan assumes that no accidents or failures occur, it
should consider the experience at other sites.

3.40

Section 3.5
Comment: These two types of evidence are based on two flawed suppositions: 1) worst case
scenario of a hypothetical mine, and 2) mining methodology that is decades, if not centuries
outdated, and does not represent current practices in the mining industry.
EPA Response: In the original draft of the assessment, the “no-failure” scenario
represented a best-case scenario in which modern conventional mitigation technologies
were in place and functioning properly. This has been clarified in the revised
assessment.

3.41

Section 3.5, Page 3-5 and 3-6, Paragraph 2
Comment: This paragraph describes the use of data from existing mines as the basis for a
Bristol Bay mining scenario. While stating that there are important differences between
existing mine sites and any scenario within the Bristol Bay region (some very large and
significant differences), it also states that existing mines that have had an impact on areas
supporting trout and salmon populations “offer some parallels to potential tailing dam
failures in the Bristol Bay region -even if the underlying causes of failure differ.” These
statements are not valid because current mining practices are very different from historical
mining practices. In the absence of technical references to the relevant literature upon which
these statements, presumably, are made the basis for these statements cannot be evaluated.
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EPA Response: Modern technologies may reduce the probability that failures will occur
or change the types of failures that may be most likely to occur. However, existing
mines, even those with older technologies, provide evidence of what may occur in
receiving ecosystems should failures occur.
3.42

Section 3.6, Page 3-6, Box 3.1
Comment: This box describes the conceptual model diagrams on the pages that follow in this
section. Mitigation measures are completely left out of the conceptual model diagrams. The
diagrams describe the pathways as “plausible”. “Plausible” means likely to occur. It would be
much more accurate to represent these pathways as “possible”, as some may be likely to
occur and others would be far less likely to occur, or not occur at all.
EPA Response: Text has been revised to indicate that the conceptual models illustrate
potential pathways that vary in likelihood of occurrence and magnitude of effects, and
to clarify how the conceptual models were used in the assessment. Mitigation has been
included in the diagrams in the final assessment.

3.43

Section 3.6
Comment: The conceptual models use scenarios that the authors state may not actually occur.
The conceptual model diagrams do not incorporate any avoidance, minimization or
mitigative measures that are used in the mining industry to reduce or eliminate potential
impacts to receptors, endpoints and sensitive resources. On this basis alone, the conceptual
models will, in fact, not occur and should not be used in the assessment. There is little basis
to presume that the conceptual models described in the document are applicable to any
mining efforts proposed in the watershed. Furthermore, the conceptual models fail to
meaningfully address assessment endpoints and, instead, specify endpoints such as genetic
diversity that have no clear and direct causal connection to mining practices.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.42.

Nondalton Tribal Council (Doc. #5465)
3.44

The Draft Assessment discusses fugitive dust only as it relates to roads. However, fugitive
dust from mining operations can be a source of sulfuric acid drainage. Pebble would have
thousands of explosions per year, so the dust issue seems significant. It appears on the flow
chart for impacts related to mining operations (Figure 3-2B), but it is not addressed in the
text.
EPA Response: The occurrence of dust from blasting is poorly documented and its
effects are unknown. The revised assessment notes that the main impact of dust at the
mine site would be a direct increase in fine bed sediment, but the issue is not considered
further. Dust from unpaved roads is known to affect streams and is included in the
revised assessment (Chapter 10).
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Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #4122)
3.45

The conceptual models clearly demonstrate potential contaminant source – path – receptor
routes with defined biotic response endpoints. These provide the basis for research
supporting risk assessments. Areas that could use improvement are listed below.
Change to make more accurate. A conceptual model should combine 3.2-A (Habitat,
Operations) and 3.2-B (Water, Operations) into a model “Habitat and Water, No Failure” to
support the text of Chapter 5. Model 3.2-A would remain essentially the same, but some
pathways in 3.2-B would be eliminated and would remain only in models 3.2-C (Water and
Habitat, Closure) and 3.2-D (Water and Habitat, Failure). Figure 3.2-D (Habitat and Water,
Failures) should have Failure pathways added for “Waste Rock” and “Housing
Construction”.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.10.
Comment on clarity. A “walk-through” narrative might better explain the conceptual models.
For instance, it is not at all intuitive why certain metals (e.g., Hg, Se) would increase under
the different model scenarios for Assessment Figures 3.2-B and 3.2-C; they do not appear to
come from discussions of waste rock and tailings leachate or any other obvious source. Nor is
it clear why strong components of leachate (e.g., Al, Cd) are not listed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.10.
Change to make more accurate. In Assessment Figure 3.2-A, is a box for “Increased interbasin water transfers”. Under the minimum mine size, with tailings stored in the North Fork
Koktuli valley, it is not clear how there will be inter-basin water transfer; such transfer has
only been documented between the South Fork Koktuli and Upper Talarik Creek (PLP 2012).
This comment also applies to Assessment Figure 4-9, a nice diagram but it suggests water
could flow to/from the pit lake to the tailings facility, which is not plausible under the
minimum size scenario.
EPA Response: This shape has been removed from the conceptual model, and Figure 49 has been replaced with a figure illustrating water balance components and water
management at the mine site.
Comment on presentation. The models could be printed on fold out sections for easier
viewing in print format.
EPA Response: The pdf file is formatted this way, so the models should print out on
larger paper when the printer can accommodate it (see printing instructions on the
website where the assessment pdf is located).

Stratus Consulting (Doc. #4973)
3.46

Issue: Conceptual model of water quality effects (Figure 3-2B, p. 3-8). The conceptual model
diagrams presented in Chapter 3 are helpful in terms of seeing how mine-related impacts can
affect different parts of the Bristol Bay ecosystem, but some additional work is needed. My
comments focus on Figure 3-2B, which addresses water quality effects, but some of them
also apply to the other conceptual model figures.
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Although sources are clearly identified in Figure 3-2B, pathways and receptors are not.
Relevant receptors (they can also be pathways) include surface water, groundwater, and
aquatic biota; these receptors should be included in the diagram. The groundwater to surface
water pathway is ignored, and infiltration of contaminated leachate to groundwater is not
included.
EPA Response: Clarification on how the conceptual models are structured has been
added to Chapter 2 of the revised assessment. Only endpoints considered in the
assessment are included as “receptors”, and discharges of contaminated water include
both groundwater and surface water pathways.
3.47

The “mine construction and operation” box at the top is not needed (in title).
EPA Response: This shape has been removed from the conceptual models.

3.48

The operational phase of mining should be “extraction” (open pit and underground mining)
and “beneficiation and processing” (milling, tailings and concentrate production, etc.). The
tailings boxes should be under “milling & ore processing” rather than “open pit and
underground mining.” Dewatering should be under “extraction” rather than in a separate box.
Discharge of treated water should be included in the diagram, and its potential to change
background water quality should be noted.
EPA Response: These shapes have been removed from the conceptual models for
simplification purposes.

3.49

Dry stack tailings is one of the boxes in Figure 3-2B, yet the description of tailings
management options in Chapter 4 (p. 4-13) suggests that such a management approach is
unlikely for porphyry deposits (low-grade deposits) with large amounts of tailings.
EPA Response: This shape was removed from the conceptual models, to better illustrate
issues within the scope of the assessment.

3.50

Nitrate and ammonia concentrations increase as a result of blasting operations [use of
ammonium nitrate-fuel oil, or ANFO; see, e.g., Kensington Mine, Alaska, Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (USDA Forest Service, 2004)], yet there is
no mention in the Draft Watershed Assessment of these mine-related contaminants. These
constituents should be added to the list of increasing contaminants and discussed in the
relevant section of the final report.
EPA Response: Nitrogen as a stressor is considered in Section 6.4.2, but was not
included in the scope of the assessment because it was not judged to be a significant
factor for fish populations in this assessment.

Chapter 4:

Mining Background and Mining Scenarios

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
4.1

Volume 1 Geological Resources and Mine Scenario
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Comment: While the assessment lays out a potential mine it does not make an attempt to
assess the economic impact or number of workers employed by such a mine. While the
assessment notes public sources for data used to determine the so called plausible mine
scenario present. The same attempt is not made concerning economic impacts or workforce,
despite there being the publically available information posted by the Pebble Limited
Partnership.
Pebble Limited Partnership, http://www.pebblepartnership.com/opportunity.php
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.17.
4.2

Section 4, Page 4-2
Comment: Table 4-1 shows significantly lower grades of ore than that reported in the 2011
Report done for Dynasty Minerals by Wardrop. For example, copper % grade is reported as
0.34% in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment while the Waldrop states it is from 0.38%
for the small mine and 0.46% for the full mine. This is significant since it relates to the
economics of the project. Gold is also reported in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment as
0.31 grams per ton while the Waldrop report has it as 0.36 grams per ton.
Recommended Change: The potential range of grades for the deposit should be reported in
this table.
EPA Response: No change required. The source for this information was PLP (2009),
from Appendix H. The point of this table was to consider the full potential of the Pebble
deposit, so the value shown here is the average grade for “measured and indicated
resources” plus the “inferred resources” for their 0.3% cut-off grade values.
Regardless, the ore grade differences mentioned above do not affect the conclusions of
the assessment.

4.3

Section 4.1.2, Page 4-4
Comment: EPA states, “…there are limitations in our ability to make predictions with a high
level of certainty because of the inherent complexity of natural materials and their
environment.” EPA then goes on to compare the Pebble deposit to the Bingham Canyon
deposit in Utah, and unilaterally make significant and substantial assumptions and predictions
about physical settings, features and impacts of mining in the Bristol Bay region.
EPA Response: Limitations do not infer a complete void of information nor preclude
our ability to analyze the information available. Rather, they imply that we must not
overly generalize and must proceed with caution. Our use of Bingham Canyon is in the
context of a generalized discussion of porphyry copper deposits around the world and is
not a direct comparison to the Pebble deposit. We used data from the Pebble deposit
where available and appropriate. No change required.

4.4

Section 4.1.2, Page 4-4
Comment: It is inappropriate to start the Environmental Chemistry section with a statement
that mining can pose a risk. This approach is repeated throughout the document, putting a
conclusive statement in the introduction to a section, and then only discussing generally how
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the stated impact occurs. Because of this, the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment seems to be
trying to influence readers without any substantiation.
The limitations on the ability to quantify releases to the environment should be discussed in
detail in the Uncertainty Assessment if not elsewhere.
Recommended Change: Change structure of sections with an introduction to the issues,
present data that is available and that is not, conclude what can be surmised from the data,
and describe what the data gaps exist and what can and can’t be concluded.
EPA Response: These sentences give the reader a sense of what will be provided in
subsequent sections. The beginning of this section has been changed to read “Exposure
to hazards associated with mining porphyry copper deposits can pose risks to aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems and to human health.” The next sentence has been changed
to read: “These risks can range from insignificant to extremely harmful depending on a
variety of factors that control the hazards, including…” In addition, the assessment has
been reorganized to improve clarity.
4.5

Section 4, Page 4-4 to 4-7
Comment: Considerable narrative is presented on the hypothetical chemistry of the porphyry
copper deposits, discussing how the acid generation potential (AP), the net neutralization
potential (NP) and the neutralizing potential ratio (NPP) are calculated and what they mean.
On page 4-5, it is stated that “In general, the rocks associated with porphyry copper deposits
tend to straddle the boundary between being net acidic and net alkaline, as illustrated by
Borden (2003) for the Bingham Canyon, Utah porphyry copper deposit (Figures 4-2 and 4-3).
This is good information but the specific AP, NP and NPP of the Pebble Deposit are not
discussed here. This is crucial information since it has bearing on potential environmental
impacts during the mine and after the mine life in perpetuity. Good information on the
humidity cell tests of the Tertiary and Pre-Tertiary waste rocks are included in Table 4 on
page 15 of Appendix H. This information is more valuable than the extensive hypothetical
discussion and should be incorporated into pages 4-4 through 4-7.
Recommended Change: Place the information from Appendix H (in summary form) on pages
4-4 through 4-7.
EPA Response: The purpose of this section was to inform the reader of the
geochemistry of porphyry copper deposits in a general way, not specific to the Pebble
deposit. Bingham Canyon is a well-studied deposit that provides a good example of data
from which to draw. The assessment has been reorganized to more clearly present what
is background information (Chapter 4 in the revised assessment) versus what pertains
to the evaluated scenarios (Chapter 6 in the revised assessment). Discussions of the
geochemistry of the Pebble deposit are included in Chapters 6 and 8.

4.6

EPA states that the mine scenarios described in the Assessment reflect “current good, but not
necessarily best, mining practices” for porphyry copper mining. Therefore, the assumptions
made by the EPA based on “good practices” may not reflect the “best practices” that may be
used by an actual mining operation or that may be required by state or federal regulatory
agencies through the permitting process for a large mine. This approach is unrealistic
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considering the amount of scrutiny expected from the public and the requirements of the
regulatory agencies that issue permits and approvals for mines in Alaska.
EPA Response: Our intent was to express that there are practices that are commonly
used because they are considered to adequately protect the environment, and there are
other practices that might be more effective but could be considered prohibitively
expensive. We assume that the modern conventional practices commonly used at the
time a mine is developed would be used. The assessment uses existing information to
determine the environmental risks associated with mining given those modern
conventional practices. It also describes the confidence associated with the information
and conclusions.
We avoided the term “best practices” because there are always better practices which
could be prohibitively expensive. Text has been revised to reflect that best practices in
the sense of best current practices are assumed. Additionally, the revised assessment
includes a discussion of terminology in Box 4-1. The mitigation measures proposed
within the assessment’s mine scenarios are those that could reasonably be expected to
be proposed for a mine described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
4.7

Section 4, Page 4-8 to 4-11
Comment: The following comment is an example of how possible mitigation methods could
reduce the level of environmental concern and significantly alter the conclusions of impact if
the mine plan used in the assessment had been vetted through the environmental and
permitting review processes.
The referenced pages discuss the processing operation, but only in brief detail. The Northern
Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. Report of 2011 was used to supplement this information. The
accuracy of this report in representing PLP current plans is unknown, but this report does
provide details and specifics that would be expected from a submitted mining project
proposal. From pages 4-8 through 4-11 and pages 164 through 174 in the Northern Dynasty
Minerals, Ltd. Report of 2011, a prospective plan is to grind the ore to 80% passing 200
ȝPHWHUVDQGSURGXFHURXJKHUWDLOLQJVZKLFKDUHEDVLFDOO\LQHUWDQGDUHDSSUR[LPDWHO\RI
the total ore feed. The remaining 15% goes to another grinding circuit where the material will
EHJURXQGWRSDVVLQJȝPHWHUV7KHUHZLOOWKHQEHYDULRXVUHFRYHU\IORWDWLRQXQLWVIRU
copper, molybdenum, etc. Gold will also be recovered. Of the 15% that is reground, 14% will
be pyritic tailings that will be over 50% to 80% pure pyrite. This material will be
encapsulated in the TSFs to prevent (or retard) oxidation and thus the production of sulfuric
acid and dissolution of metals. As a potential mitigation measure, PLP should consider
modifying the processing mill to get full recovery of the pyrite and place none of it in the
TSFs. It is fully recognized that this major change would require a full evaluation but it is
based on the following reasons: 1) Page 173 of the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. report
shows that considerable gold is locked up in solid solution with the pyrite and additional
grinding of the pyrite produces significantly better recoveries of gold; 2) the pyrite could
potentially be oxidized by bio-leaching, roasting and other methods; 3) if the site produces
nearly 1 billion tons of pyritic tailings over the life of the mine, a reasonable estimate of iron
content of these tailings is 25%. This is 250 million tons of iron. When this project was first
evaluated, iron’s value was $50 per ton. It is now $160 per ton and has no sign of easing, due
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to the growth in China and India. This value is $4 billion and although the cost of this
recovery is expensive, this value would help offset it; 4) substantial savings in the design of
liners in the TSFs could be realized since all of the material in the TSFs would be inert and
there is no compelling reason to spend large sums in stopping seepage for water quality
reasons; 5) large sums could also be saved in water treatment for decades and possibly
centuries since treatment may not be needed of the seepage water. Pumping costs from
seepage ponds could also be saved; 6) since the iron would be sold, the overall size of the
TSFs could be reduced by approximately 10-12%, saving additional sums of money in dam
construction; and 7) offering this change could help in easing permitting costs and addressing
a major concern of water quality from the TSFs would be eliminated.
This is not to say that this must be done; it may not be economically possible in spite of the
benefits cited above. However, it is certainly worth some evaluation and discussion. Included
is a reference paper done by the University of Capetown in South Africa on “Mitigating the
Generation of Acid Mine Drainage from Copper Sulfide tailings impoundments in perpetuity:
“A Case Study for an Integrated Management Strategy” by Hesketh, Broadhurst and Harrison
in 2009. This study showed successful separation of nearly 100% of the pyrite from a copper
porphyry tailing.
Recommended Change: Evaluate this item in more detail in conjunction with the Pebble
Limited Partnership. Make changes to the document in many places.
EPA Response: This assessment is not an evaluation of the PLP’s mine plan. Rather,
components from Ghaffari et al. (2011) were assumed to be typical for mining of a
porphyry copper deposit. We recognize that mine plans can change during the
permitting process and over time with changing economics, but it is outside the scope of
this assessment to evaluate alternatives based on future unknowns.
4.8

Section 4, Page 4-9
Comment: The following comment is an example of how possible mitigation methods could
reduce the level of environmental concern and significantly alter the conclusions of impact if
the mine plan used in the assessment had been vetted through the environmental and
permitting review processes. The Simplified Schematic of Mined Material Processing does
not separate the waste rock into PAG waste rock and NAG waste rock. This is important
since the PAG waste rock can have impacts on the environment if not placed properly and if
considerable acid formation occurs. The Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. 2011 report states
that the PAG waste rock will be piled on the west side of the pit and will be processed at the
end of the mining operations and the tailings will be placed in the mine pit. If the price of
copper drops, it may not be economically feasible to run this material through the mill at that
time (it is low grade ore). This possibility must be addressed for long term post-closure,
particularly with regard to water capture and treatment. If the material is strongly PAG, it
should not be allowed to place this material in the mine pit since it will potentially affect
groundwater in the area for a very long time if not treated. Also, full capture and treatment
could be difficult in the long term. Table 4 of Appendix H shows that the Pebble East PreTertiary waste rock humidity cell tests result is an average pH of 4.8.
Recommended Change: Revise the Schematic to include PAG and NAG waste rock.
According to Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd., the 25 year plan would produce 2.4 billion
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tons of NAG and 0.6 billion tons of PAG. Include more discussion on possible impacts of
leaving the PAG waste in permanent piles and in the mine pit, assuming that no future
processing is undertaken.
EPA Response: The simplified processing schematic was intended to show the steps
involved in ore processing, rather than to discuss the waste rock material; therefore, no
change has been made. Discussions of management of waste rock material and tailings
from the mineral processing were discussed elsewhere in the assessment. In the revised
assessment, scenarios include processing all PAG waste rock so that none would be
stored in the pit or on the surface.
4.9

Section 4.2.2, Page 4-10
Comment: EPA points out that mill processes can affect tailings properties and reduce the
acid-generating potential of tailings by producing pyrite concentrate. Cyanide processes for
gold recovery are briefly described. Mitigation measures are discounted because of secondary
handling requirements.
EPA Response: We disagree that mitigation measures are discounted in the assessment.
Secondary handling of pyritic wastes is included in the description of this process. We
chose a more common and economic scenario of disposing of pyritic wastes in the
tailings storage facility. Pyritic wastes do not play a significant role in our failure
scenarios, so this aspect of the scenarios is fairly inconsequential to the assessment’s
outcomes. No change required.

4.10

Section 4.3, Page 4-13
Comment: The mine scenarios assessed by the EPA are representative of a very, large scale
mining with a particular set of mine development elements that are not representative of a
large percentage of porphyry copper deposit mines. For example, an open pit mine is selected
while there are a number of large scale mines of such deposits that mine by bulk underground
methods such as block caving, sub-level caving vertical crater retreat and other underground
methods. The volume of waste rock created by such underground mining methods is several
orders of magnitude less than that assumed in the EPA mine scenarios.
EPA Response: Underground mining methods would reduce the volume of waste rock
placed on the surface of the mining site, but a given quality of material mined via
underground methods would produce the same amount of tailings as that material
mined via surface methods. A “tradeoff” in the amount of waste rock brought to the
surface is the issue of rock surfaces that are exposed to oxidation and groundwater in
underground mined regions. We discuss underground methods in general in Chapter 4
of the revised assessment. In Chapter 6 of the revised assessment we mention that,
although our scenarios consider open pit mining, deeper parts of the deposit could be
mined via underground methods. We also recognize that many of the potential effects
from wastes produced using either mining method would be similar.

4.11

Section 4.3, Page 4-13
Comment: The tailings disposal method by hydraulically placed, slurry tailings is one of a
number of methods that can be considered. While it is the most favored of the disposal
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methods for cost, there is an increasing tendency to adopt alternative methods such as paste
and filtered, dry stacked tailings that effectively address water management issues and
environmental protection. Paste tailings technology is being applied at large scale porphyry
copper mines such as the Esperanza mine in Chile. These alternative tailings disposal
methods permit greater freedom for the selection of disposal facilities and can be used to
address specific environmental concerns. For example, with a smaller footprint, the need to
build a cross valley dam can be eliminated, along with impacts to stream flow and salmon
habitat. By selecting a tailings disposal method that requires the tailings storage facility in a
location where the stream impact is maximized, the Assessment results in environmental
impacts greater than can be achieved by alternative methods.
EPA Response: The tailings disposal method used in the assessment is the one proposed
by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). We agree that there are
alternative methods for long term storage of tailings. However, those methods are
expensive and not commonly used. We chose to evaluate the potential risks associated
with the more likely method of an impoundment, although discussion of other tailings
disposal methods has been added to Chapter 4 of the final assessment (e.g., Box 4-7).
4.12

The Assessment does not adequately consider Alaska regulations, standards, or the mitigating
aspects of modern mine construction methods, operation, and closure. The Assessment
provides a very basic review from dated mining projects outside of this region that do not
adhere to modern mining methods, regulations, or engineering standards. These examples,
which may have no applicability to this study area, were used to predict potential impacts to
the study area.
EPA Response: The mitigation measures incorporated into the assessment’s mine
scenarios are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed and are assumed
to meet requirements. We are aware that an actual mine may differ somewhat from
what we have proposed. However, what is proposed does consider the location and has
been suggested as appropriate by Ghaffari et al. (2011).
When referring to other mines, we limit our analyses to specific aspects of those mines
that are comparable to the environment in our scenarios. For example, when describing
the fate of pollutants on a floodplain after a tailings spill, we did not address the cause
of the spill or the flow dynamics of the tailings, but only described the long term
behavior of metals in the environment, which is comparable to metals that would
remain on the floodplain of a stream in the Bristol Bay watershed.

4.13

The hypothetical inflows and outflows of a speculative design do not constitute a water
balance. A fundamental element in any mine review is an accurate water balance for the
project. The Assessment attempts to describe the negative hydrological effects of a
conceptual and unpermitted facility, but an understanding of water balance cannot be reached
in the absence of a detailed proposal, including proposed water use within the facility itself.
EPA Response: Risk assessments must analyze the implications of potential scenarios.
An assessment performed after a mine is permitted would not serve to inform decision
making.
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Although each mine is unique and requires calculation of a careful water balance to
efficiently operate, all mines that operate with certain processes, such as a flotation
circuit, do so within a range of conditions, including water use. Therefore it is possible
for us to estimate a water balance for a mine at the Pebble site, or any other site in the
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. The revised assessment contains a more
detailed water balance than the original draft.
To assess potential environmental impacts, only withdrawals from and discharges to the
environment are relevant. Water use within the facility itself has no direct impact on
the environment, except for unplanned spills and leaks. The assessment estimates the
sources and amount of water consumed under the mine scenarios and considers the
locations, concentrations, and amounts of expected discharges from those mine
scenarios.
4.14

The Assessment does not take into account the seasonal fluctuations of groundwater and
surface water flow and its effect on determining impacts from the mining scenario.
Furthermore, the Assessment does not consider the substantial amount of information
contained in the EBD. This includes information needed to determine the rates of
groundwater flow, soils composition, porosity, hydraulic conductivities, permeability,
presence of permafrost, fracturing in bedrock and other important aspects of groundwater
before any mine development.
EPA Response: We assume that water storage capacity under the mine scenarios
presents wide latitude to buffer seasonal flow fluctuations, so the water balance
considers annual averages only. We have included data from the EBD extensively in
both drafts of the assessment.

4.15

There are hundreds of references to groundwater in the Assessment and it is repeatedly listed
as a key factor in fish habitat and other wildlife habitat functions. Yet, hydrogeology within
the proposed pit and tailings storage facilities is not described in the Assessment.
EPA Response: Section 7.3 of the revised assessment discusses exchanges between
groundwater and surface waters, particularly moderating effects on base flows and
temperature. The available evidence indicates that mining operations would result in
changes in groundwater levels due to drawdown around the open pit, disruption of
streamflow, and discharges from mine operations. Section 7.3.4 discusses the
uncertainties and assumptions associated with estimates of streamflow changes due to
the mine development. Groundwater modeling was beyond the scope of this effort and,
as noted in Chapter 6, net balance of water from groundwater sources is one of the
larger sources of uncertainty for water balance calculations.

4.16

The Assessment assumes that the mine would be located on a water divide and there will be
little groundwater contribution into the area defined by the cone of depression. However, the
surface water divide does not necessarily match the groundwater divide. The Assessment did
not evaluate regional groundwater flow to determine the location of the groundwater divide.
EPA Response: We agree that surface water divides and groundwater divides are not
always colocated. In the highly permeable overburden layers in the mine area,
groundwater flow direction is most likely to be similar to the surface flow direction.
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Any imprecision introduced into the analysis by this assumption would not be expected
to materially change the results of the analysis.
4.17

The amount of water used during mining operations is not consistently reported in the
Assessment. This has major implications to the water balance, instream flows, and the health
of fisheries below the hypothetical mine. Dewatering and mining activities in the mine site
will change the local, and possibly the regional, groundwater flow field, which will change
the water balance.
EPA Response: The comment does not provide sufficient context or information to
evaluate the claim that “The amount of water used during mining operations is not
consistently reported in the assessment.” The estimates of various components of the
water balance reported in Table 6-3 were used throughout the assessment to analyze
potential impacts.

4.18

The Assessment does not adequately consider the complex, site-specific and stream flow
conditions and relate the information directly to measured fish/salmon presence and potential
impact. The EBD contains information that shows gaining and losing reaches in the area of
study. However, the Assessment does not include sufficient information on groundwater /
surface water interactions that must be used to estimate impacts to fish habitat from mining
activity.
EPA Response: Although the EBD contains information on gaining and losing reaches
under present conditions, it does not include predictions of streamflow changes due to
mine development and operation. Site-specific streamflow, salmon density, and salmon
breeding information is not available for the entire potentially affected stream network.
Section 7.3.4 acknowledges and discusses the uncertainties related to potential habitat
modification and streamflow changes.

4.19

The Assessment provides examples of impacts from mines developed from the late 1800 and
early 1900s, related to acid mine drainage and mobilization of metals and does not
distinguish nor consider current mine technology or regulatory framework and oversight to
prevent environmental harm. These historic examples do not apply directly to a modern mine
under current regulatory regimes.
EPA Response: We are not comparing the technologies used in old mines, but rather
evaluating how metals released to the environment have behaved over long periods of
time. This is independent of the technologies that were used then or now. We are
learning from the results of past errors, not evaluating the errors or the activities that
resulted in those errors. We have clarified these points in the final assessment.

4.20

While the presentation of the various geographic scales and associated information gives
perspective to the expansive area that makes up the larger Bristol Bay region, the Assessment
fails to address or quantify the potential impacts of the hypothetical mine as it relates to the
various scales it presents.

As an example, if Bristol Bay has about 90,000 km of streams and Nushagak and Kvichak
has about 58,000 km of streams, those numbers and associated contribution to the respective
fish contribution should be compared with the area of streams that would be impacted by the
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mine to give an overall perspective of impacts. The Assessment cites that 125.1 kilometers of
streams would be lost for the maximum hypothetical mine scenario which would equate to an
overall stream loss of 0.1 percent of the Bristol Bay watershed or about 0.2 percent of the
Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds (Furthermore, presentation of kilometers down to the
tenth of a kilometer implies a level of accuracy in impact assessment that is misleading). The
Assessment fails to put into context how the loss of length of streams and habitat or area of
wetlands directly relates to effects on fish production and the overall effect on subsistence,
sport or commercial fishing at the larger scales. Without quantifying the effect of the impacts
at each scale presented, the Assessment is essentially incomplete for the purpose of a risk
assessment document.
EPA Response: Because data on the abundance and production of salmonids and on
habitat quality across the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds are lacking, it is not
possible to estimate losses of fisheries at those larger geographic scales. Therefore, it
was necessary to focus on the three streams that drain the Pebble deposit. We have
clarified the different geographic scales considered in the assessment in Chapter 2 of the
revised assessment (also see response to Comment 2.3).
4.21

Data are presented on potential acid rock drainage in the Assessment, a known concern for
long-term impacts from sulfide ore mining. The text in Chapter 4 (pages 4-4 through 4-7)
discusses the Bingham mine results from Utah, but does not refer to site-specific information
from the potential Pebble site included in Appendix H.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.5.

4.22

Section 4.3.3 and 4.3.9.1, Page 4-1, 4-19, and 4-34
Comment: “Described mining practices and our mine scenario reflect the current practice for
porphyry copper mining around the world, and represent current good, but not necessarily
best, mining practices. “
“Based on standard mining practices, we assume that drill and blast methods would be used
to excavate the rock, at a processing rate of approximately 200,000 metric tons/day for both
the minimum and maximum mine sizes (Table 4-3).”
“Material sources for road embankment fill, road topping, and riprap would be available at
regular intervals along the road route, and we assume standard practices for design,
construction, and operation of the road infrastructure, including design of bridges and
culverts for fish passage.”
Why are standard but not best practices assumed in the scenario? It is reasonable to assert
that practices better than current best practices will be in place for any mine development in
the region given the advances in technology and engineering that are likely between now and
the date of construction and actual mining.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.6.

4.23

Section 4, Page 4-1
Comment: EPA uses basic concepts of engineering features in general descriptions of a broad
assortment of technical issues related to tailings dams and mining. For example, tailings
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dams are described as being upstream, centerline, or downstream fill. Such elementary level
descriptions defy technical review because of the lack of specific information. There are no
conceptual designs, site investigation reports, engineering plans or specifications. EPA then
describes impacts of such features in terms of their physical presence (e.g., footprint) and in
terms of hypothetical, catastrophic failures. In fact, there is a probability that any engineering
feature will fail, including buildings, bridges, jet engines, etc.; however, the simple
probability of failure does not ensure its failure, and the benefits of those features provide
incentive to take the risk that the failure does not occur because of mitigation measures
engineered into the design. For example, Figure 5 in Silva, et al., 2008 shows tolerable risk
based on annual probably of failure compared to people and dollars lost for various industrial
features including mine pit slopes, dams, commercial aviation, and super tankers. This paper
also includes an in depth review of risk management at an actual operating mine with tailings
dams.
EPA Response: We agree that risk is posed against the benefits of an engineered
structure. We do not imply that these structures should not be built. The assessment is
intended to evaluate potential risks of adverse environmental effects resulting from
construction a porphyry copper mine in the Bristol Bay watershed. Any decision
regarding limitations on constructing a mine may come at some later date and would
result from an independent process.
4.24

Chapter 4
Comment: EPA mine scenarios consider minimum and maximum sized mines. In terms of
mined ore/tailings disposal volumes those boundaries are 2 billion metric tons (tonnes) and
6.5 billion tonnes, respectively. At 2 billion tonnes, the minimum mine scenario would be
considered a very large mine on a global scale, and exaggerates the respective potential
impacts under normal operations and failure scenarios. There are probably less than 10 mines
in the world with estimates of 2 billion tonnes or more of tailings. The Andina Mine in Chile
is the only mine known to be studying the concept of storing 5.8 billion tonnes of tailings.
There are currently no metal mines with tailings storage facilities of this magnitude.
EPA Response: Our scenarios conceive of a mine with multiple tailings storage facilities
(TSFs), not a single facility that stores all tailings of a mine this large. This approach is
conservative, in the sense that failure of a larger TSF would result in more extreme
effects and that more TSFs would result in a greater footprint.
Comment: EPA mentions the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) and states, “Although the
Pebble deposit is used as an example of mining in the region, the assessment does not predict
what the PLP may eventually propose.” In Section 4.3, EPA states “Although we borrow
details from Ghaffari, et.al (2011), our mine scenario is not based on a specific mine permit
application…” In Section 4.3.5, EPA mentions the 2006 water rights application to ADNR by
Northern Dynasty, but that application, and the Initial Application Report submitted to
ADNR Dam Safety and Construction Unit which included the tailings dam concepts, are not
included in Chapter 9, Cited References. The Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) 1 and other
features in the EPA mine scenario are virtually identical to the conceptual location of
Tailings Impoundment G and other features in the Northern Dynasty application. The dam
illustrated in Figure 4-8 is based on Northern Dynasty’s concept for dams at Tailings
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Impoundment A. It is notable that the 2006 water rights application was submitted prior to
the significant volume of baseline information released by the Pebble proponents in 2011.
The Assessment relies heavily on concepts developed by Northern Dynasty who are party to
the Pebble Limited Partnership but do not necessary represent PLP, the prospective Pebble
proponent.
EPA Response: To create plausible mine scenarios, we used scenarios described by an
actual mining company for this site. Northern Dynasty Minerals has stated that the
basis for the assessment’s mine scenarios was a plausible and permittable mine plan
(NDM 2006, Ghaffari et al. 2011). It includes the elements of most mines of this type
existing and proposed around the world. Thus, the scenarios evaluated in the
assessment are reasonable.
It is difficult to make technical observations regarding the mine development model used in
the Assessment because the basis of the model is comprised of a number of assumptions and
not real data. While the proposed mine and scenarios that were assumed by the EPA may
appear to be realistic in a sense, based on a given set of conditions, they by no means
represent the only options and outcomes that could apply to a mine located in the Bristol Bay
area, or any mine that is in the planning, development, operational or closure stages.
EPA Response: Many of the details of a mine plan may differ from what we have
described. However, the essential elements of a mine plan are represented here and
would have similar effects regardless of modifications implemented. We used the
elements described by Northern Dynasty Minerals as plausible and permittable
(Ghaffari et al. 2011).
4.25

Section 4.2, Page 4-5
Comment: EPA states that the Bristol Bay watershed encompasses 23,539 square miles, and
loosely describes existing infrastructure in the region. EPA fails to compare the area of the
mine scenarios as a percentage of the total area. Based on the surface areas for the minimum
and maximum mine scenarios listed in Table 4-3 (and assuming the total transportation
corridor is 0.25 kilometers wide), the areas of development are approximately 0.1% and 0.2%
of the total area of the watershed, respectively. Note that the minimum mine size would be a
very large mine on a global scale.
EPA Response: A comparison of the mine site to the entire watershed may not be the
appropriate scale of analysis. Both aquatic resources and potential adverse effects of
mining exist at multiple scales throughout the watershed. The purpose of the assessment
is to describe those adverse effects on aquatic resources. Determining if those scales of
impact are significant is part of a later process.

4.26

Section 4, Page 4-11 and 4-12
Comment: The following comment is an example of how possible mitigation methods could
reduce the level of environmental concern and significantly alter the conclusions of impact if
the mine plan used in the assessment had been vetted through the environmental and
permitting review processes.
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The illustration and narrative on these pages is identical to the narrative in the Northern
Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. report with regard to the type of dam construction (i.e., initial dam
will be the downstream type which is the most stable, which will be approximately 50% of
the total dam height). The upper 50% will be centerline construction. Given the magnitude of
this dam and the potential for serious earthquakes, this design must be evaluated in minute
detail for stability. The long term strength parameters of the tailings behind the dam must be
evaluated since this could affect the stability of the upstream portion of the dam, in particular,
the upper portion.
Recommended Change: Use a seasoned dam expert with experience in extremely cold
conditions and high risk of earthquake to provide a full evaluation of the dam design with
respect to slope stability.
EPA Response: The assessment assumes that a seasoned dam expert with appropriate
experience would design any dam that is built. We assume that any dam would comply
with requirements of the Alaska Dam Safety Program, and that all necessary mitigative
measures would be included in the dam design. However, the long-term risk of dam
failure, including an accumulation of small defects over long timeframes due to
earthquakes and extreme weather, would remain a threat that cannot be addressed by
the existing experience of the industry.
4.27

Section 4, Page 4-11 and 4-21
Comment: The following comment is an example of how possible mitigation methods could
reduce the level of environmental concern and significantly alter the conclusions of impact if
the mine plan used in the assessment had been vetted through the environmental and
permitting review processes. The narrative on Page 4-11 discusses some general dam design
criteria and page 4-21 has a very brief discussion about the lining of the dam. The Northern
Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. Report of 2011 has a detailed cross section in Figure 18.3.1 on Page
355. This design shows a 100 mil HPDE liner over a geosynthetic clay liner, surrounded by
some fine material above and below to protect the liner. The Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd.
report also states that the lack of fine material has required the use of these linings. In other
words, the rest of the dam will be built out of waste rock from the mine that may be
permeable. For most situations, this design would be perfectly suitable, however, given the
possibility of earthquakes, the sheer volume of the tailings and the sensitivity of the fisheries
downstream, the risk is very high and additional layers of protection on the dams should be
evaluated, such as a secondary HDPE liner with a second GCL layer.
Recommended Change: Use a dam expert with experience in extremely cold conditions and
high risk of earthquake to provide a full evaluation of the dam design and lining
requirements.
EPA Response: The liner described in Ghaffari et al. (2011) (the Northern Dynasty
Minerals report of 2011 described in the comment) is proposed only for the dam itself.
Seepage through the dam would be collected near the toe of the dam. The surface of the
dam constitutes a small percentage of the entire surface area of the proposed reservoir,
most of which would not be lined. Seepage though the floor of the reservoir would
contribute to groundwater recharge.
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In addition, the points raised in the comment would not change the outcome of our
analysis. We assume that over the long timeframes that the tailings would be in place,
seepage to groundwater would occur but that downstream consequences would be
relatively negligible. Additional measures to contain tailings seepage would not change
this outcome, because the toxicity of the tailings leachate is estimated to be relatively
low.
4.28

Section 4.2.3, Page 4-11
Comment: EPA states, “…geomembrane technology has not been available long enough to
know their service life…” and generally discounts the potential mitigation value of the
product. In fact, the advent of geomembranes began in 1839 when Charles Goodyear
vulcanized natural rubber with sulfur which led to the development of thermoset polymers.
Polyvinyl chloride resin production began in 1939 and mass production of polyethylene
compounds began in 1943. The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation began using geomembranes in
the 1960s. The geosynthetics industry broadly shifted to thermoplastic polymers in the 1980s.
HDPE and other formulations of polyethylene are routinely approved by EPA and other
international regulatory agencies for use in solid and hazardous waste landfills around the
world (which have indefinite design lives, also). (Reference: Designing with Geosynthetics,
5th Edition. Koerner, 2005 ISBN-10: 0131454153)
Comment: The EPA states, “…geomembranes are generally estimated by manufacturers to
last 20 to 30 years when covered by tailings (North pers. comm.) [sic]”. The statement
appears to be referenced based on personal communication. While this may be the
approximate service life of some geomembranes exposed to ultraviolet rays (sun), it is more
typical of product warranties issued by manufacturers. The lifetime of buried geomembranes
has been estimated as much as 400 years or more for a high density polyethylene (HDPE) by
noted experts such as Robert M. Koerner.(see citation in comment above).
EPA Response: We have incorporated work by Koerner and Rowe into the assessment
and modified our statements regarding geomembranes.

4.29

Section 4.3, Page 4-17
Comment: The report in the first paragraph on this page states “Our mine scenario represents
current good, but not necessarily best, mining practices”. This is stated differently in the
Executive Summary Pages ES-14 where the report states “No failure, or routine operation, is
a mode of operation defined as using the highest design standards and day-to-day practices,
with all equipment and management systems operated in accordance with applicable
specifications and requirements practices.
Recommended Change: Reconcile the statements.
EPA Response: The Executive Summary has been revised to more accurately reflect the
content of the main report, and the revised assessment stresses that the use of modern
conventional mine design, practices, and technologies is assumed.

4.30

Chapter 4
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Comment: Much of what the Pebble Limited Partnership can do for environmental protection
is based on the economics for the mine. This is not discussed in the Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment. It would be helpful to know the long term economics of the mine, which are
described in detail in the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. Report of 2011, and whether they
are based on conservative metal prices. The following list shows prices used in the
economics calculated for the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. Report of 2011 compared to
current prices.
•

Copper $2.50/lb Current $3.33/lb

•

Gold $1050/ounce Current $1610/ounce

•

Molybdenum $13.50/lb Current $14.90/lb

•

Silver $15.00/ounce Current $28.00/ounce

•

Rhenium $3000/lb Current $2900/lb

•

Palladium $490/ounce Current $618/ounce

EPA Response: Our approach was conservative in that we assumed that there are
sufficient funds to implement modern conventional environmental protection measures.
We then evaluated likely effects of such an operation on salmon resources. Whether
existing economic conditions would support such measures is beyond the scope of this
assessment.
4.31

In Chapter 4, the Assessment provides examples of catastrophic dam failures, and further
describes failure mechanisms, such as overtopping and slope instability and then discusses
failure statistics. However, the Assessment fails to point out that the failure statistics, as
presented, do not distinguish catastrophic failures from relatively inconsequential incidents.
This effectively exaggerates the probability of failure of the dam in the hypothetical mine
scenario.
EPA Response: The statistics cited in the original draft assessment pertain to failures
and do not include non-failure incidents unless noted. For example, the discussion of the
ICOLD statistics (p. 4-44 of the original draft assessment) says “The International
Commission on Large Dams compiled a database of 221 tailings dam accidents and
failures that occurred from 1917 through 2000 (ICOLD 2001). Causes of accidents and
failures were reported for 220 of these; Table 4-8 summarizes information for 135 of the
reported failures (ICOLD 2001).” This material is found in Section 9.1.1 of the revised
assessment.

4.32

Section 4.3, Page 4-6, Table 4-4
Comment: To help place these data in context, the authors should add a column that shows
the equivalent information for the hypothetical Pebble mine. Also, the table does not provide
information on the local/regional geology or hydrogeology that would also help the
comparison.
EPA Response: Information on the Pebble mine has been added to this table (Table 4-1
in the revised assessment).
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Section 4.3, Page 4-16
Comment: In Table 4-4, EPA lists other mines and prospects in Alaska using Levit and
Chambers, 2012 as the source. Fort Knox and Red Dog are the largest operating mines listed
with tailings volumes of 200 and 100 million tonnes, respectively. The Donlin prospect is
also included at 472 million tonnes. No mines outside of Alaska are listed. The basis for the
ore volumes is not mentioned.
EPA Response: This table (Table 4-1 in the revised assessment) is meant to illustrate
scope of a potential mine at the Pebble deposit relative to other mines in Alaska; thus,
mines outside of Alaska are not considered here (although the relative size of worldwide
porphyry copper deposits is shown in Figure 4-1). Citations are provided for the
information in Table 4-1.

4.34

Section 4.3.2, Page 4-17
Comment: EPA mentions two other mines outside of Alaska: “the largest porphyry copper
mine in the United States (based on 2008 data) is the Safford Mine in Arizona, at 7.3 billion
metric tons of ore [and] the largest in the world (based on 2008 data) is the Chuquicamata
Mine in Chile, at 21.3 billion metric tons of ore.” However, the source of the data is not clear.
The 2011 annual report for Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Inc. lists 206 million metric
tons of ore at the Safford Mine. The basis for the discrepancy is not clear. EPA lists the
potential mined ore at Pebble at 11 billion metric tons but fails to indicate the terms of these
estimates (e.g., measured, indicated and inferred; proven and probable, etc.).
EPA Response: Size information for these two mines has been removed from the final
assessment.

4.35

Section 4.1.1, Page 4-17
Comment: While many of the hypothetical mine features may be transferable to other part of
the region, the geologic and hydrogeologic conditions at the Pebble site area are likely to be
unique. For example, the flow and seepage of groundwater into an 800 meter deep pit would
very likely differ between site locations within the region due to different surficial soils and
bedrock/aquifer permeability and connection with surface water bodies. This is a significant
issue for the mine design.
Recommended Change: Recommend revising this paragraph/sentence to acknowledge that
the geologic and hydrogeologic conditions are not as readily transferable as other features.
EPA Response: We agree that geology and hydrogeologic conditions are important
considerations in assessing potential mine impacts. Although any other site could differ
from the assessment scenarios in ways that would affect the magnitude of individual
impacts (e.g., in terms of mine size, mine layout, geology, hydraulics, hydrogeology, and
topography), the nature of the impacts would be expected to be similar to those
discussed in the assessment. The reader or assessor would need to consider potential
effects of any differences between the scenarios discussed in the assessment and any
specific mine plan to judge the relative impacts.

4.36

Section 4.3, Page 4-17
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Comment: The No Failure impact and effects scenario is likely overly conservative. Full
containment and failure-free mining are not likely mine scenarios. Also, combining
cumulative risks from the Failure scenario is not likely either. The risk analysis method used
in the assessment describes the conceptual model framework identifying an envelope of
potential risks, but does not quantify the risks to any degree of certainty. The risk assessment
should seek to evaluate risks (and quantify where feasible) and identify the mostly likely
mine development and failure scenarios to understand likely impacts, while stating the range
of knowable risks.
Recommended Change: Risk should be quantified, and estimated, where feasible (i.e., mine
site footprint impacts, hydrologic impacts, dam failure) on elements of the study where this is
feasible, and for items where calculation of risks and effects are unfeasible, scale of risk
should be assigned (i.e., high probability and small area or low impact). A probabilistic risk
based analysis of a likely mine operation and failure scenario would reduce uncertainties
leading to underestimates and overestimates of stated risks and impacts.
EPA Response: We reorganized the assessment to better reflect our original intent. The
“no failure” scenario in the draft assessment has been changed to a chapter on the
effects of the mine footprint, without regard for operational problems (Chapter 7 of the
revised assessment). Failures of different types (e.g., water collection, treatment, and
discharge; pipelines; tailings dam) are considered in separate chapters of the revised
assessment.
4.37

Section 4.3.2, Page 4-17 and 4-19
Comment: On page 4-17, the report states that “If fully mined, the Pebble deposit may exceed
11 billion metric tons of ore…” On page 4-19, the report states that “In our mine scenario, we
have defined a minimum and a maximum mine size of 2 billion metric tons and 6.5 billion
metric tons of ore, respectively.”
Recommended Change: Include justification for why the 6.5 billion metric tons of ore
scenario is the “most likely” mine size versus the estimated maximum potential of 11 billion
metric tons of ore.
EPA Response: The Ghaffari et al. (2011) report, which was commissioned by Northern
Dynasty Minerals (one to the Pebble partners), states that the ore body (measured and
inferred) measures 10.9 billion tons. However, the ore body has not been fully explored
and it may exceed this number. We recognize that the entire ore body may not be mined
and chose to evaluate smaller mines rather than the Pebble deposit’s full potential.

4.38

Section 2.2.3, Page 4-20, Figure 4-7
Comment: Whereas the maximum mine size figure appears to show a dam for the TSF1, there
is no indication of the dam location for TSF2 or TSF3.
Recommended Change: Recommend adding the dams to this figure.
EPA Response: Figure 6-3 in the revised assessment shows the three TSFs that would
have the capacity to hold tailings from 6.5 billions tons of ore.

4.39

Section 4.3.5, Page 4-21
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Comment: The dam size, location and retaining volume are estimated and described, but there
is no discussion as to how the quantities were estimated.
EPA Response: Because this is a description of mine scenarios for the purpose of
evaluating potential effects of a large mine, rather than a specific mine proposal, the
method for evaluating the volume of a tailings spill is not important; the modeled
volume is the important metric.
4.40

Section 4.3.5, page 4-21
Comment: In the first sentence in the first paragraph, the report discusses a 2006 water right
application submitted by Northern Dynasty Mine. These quantities should be compared to the
volumes/rates discussed later in the water balance part of Section 4.
EPA Response: The water balance calculations presented in Chapter 6 of the final
assessment rely on estimates of water utilized by mine operations and form the basis for
streamflow calculations presented in Chapter 7. Thus, our analysis rests on estimates
calculated based on projected use for specific scenarios, rather than upon quantities
requested in the water rights applications.

4.41

Section 4, Page 4-21
Comment: The following comment is an example of how possible mitigation methods could
reduce the level of environmental concern and significantly alter the conclusions of impact if
the mine plan used in the assessment had been vetted through the environmental and
permitting review processes.
The narrative is identical to the narrative in the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd report with
regard to the percent of pyritic tailings versus bulk tailings. The Northern Dynasty Minerals,
Ltd. report defines these tailings as inert or non-acid producing. They are the rougher tails
from the first flotation circuit. The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment says that the pyritic
tailings would be discharged below the water surface of the tailings pond and encapsulated in
NAG tailings to retard the rate of pyrite oxidation. Given the fact that nearly 1 billion tons of
pyritic tailings would be produced for the full mine, it is important to evaluate in greater
detail the potential for this material to oxidize. Variables that are not immediately clear are a)
what will be the percolation rate of water through the tails?; b) there is approximately 65 feet
of gravel in many areas of the TSFs and they will not be lined. What will be done to prevent
seepage in these gravels?; c) how will the TSF dams be constructed to greatly reduce seepage
under the dam?; d) how will rainwater and snowmelt (which is relatively high in dissolved
oxygen), affect the oxidation rate?; and e) how will normal seepage through the dam affect
water movement and hence oxidation, through the pyritic tails?
Recommended Change: Get more detailed information on this topic and include it in
Section 4.3.5 of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
EPA Response: These factors would be important to evaluate for any proposed mine. In
our mine scenarios we assume that water will seep into gravel underlying the tailings
and flow to downstream waters. The revised assessment includes additional discussion
of leachate seepage from the TSFs in Section 8.1.1.1. The estimated seepage quantities
and chemical composition were used in the calculations of stream water quality.
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Section 4.3.6, Page 4-23
Comment: In Section 4.3.6, waste rock disposal areas are described without a specific
description of the basis for the estimated size or footprint, apart from stating “these piles will
be constructed with a geometry designed to reduce the amount of runoff requiring treatment.”
EPA Response: The size of the waste rock piles is based on the volume of waste rock
generated, as described in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The location of the waste rock piles is
based on their location as shown in the site plan put forth by Ghaffari et al. (2011) (see
Figure 18.3.2 of that document), which minimizes transport and footprint.

4.43

Section 4.3.5, Page 4-23
Comment: The second paragraph discusses a well field to monitor groundwater flowing down
the valley. However, no specific details are provided for these wells.
Recommended Change: Recommend including estimates of the number of wells that might
be needed to monitor groundwater quality and intercept seepage, well depths, spacings,
diameters, construction materials and possible drilling challenges based on the local
hydrogeology. Also recommend discussing the well maintenance program options that would
ensure the wells are kept operational.
EPA Response: The scenarios evaluated in the assessment assume that there will be
sufficient wells to monitor and collect groundwater. No change required.

4.44

Section 4.3.6, Page 4-25, Figure 4-9
Comment: This schematic figure gives a misleading sense of the depth of the open pit relative
to the groundwater conditions (as they appear to be understood). Although this figure is not
to scale, if the intended pit depth is 800 meters, the base of the pit should be far deeper than
shown. Also, one would expect a local groundwater mound to develop beneath the Waste
Rock area in the lower figure (Post-Closure), with groundwater moving towards the pit and
the stream.
Recommended Change: Revise the figure to better reflect the pit depth and groundwater flow
pattern.
EPA Response: This figure (Figure 6-5 in the revised assessment) was intended as a
schematic to illustrate the general relationships between surface water and
groundwater; it is not drawn to scale. Certain aspects of the figure have been revised in
the revised assessment, but it is still meant to be used only as a general illustration of
water management and balance under the mine scenarios.

4.45

Section 4.3.6, Page 4-25, Figure 4-9
Comment: The figure shows a simplified schematic of the dewatering and water management
system at the mine. What are the potential groundwater seepage and contaminant pathways?
Pathways that come to mind are the shallow groundwater seepage through the bottom
(unlined) portions of the TSF and fracture zones in the weathered bedrock layers.
Recommended Change: Recommend adding geology and soils information regarding the
glacial deposits, with underlying weathered and competent bed-rock to the figure and
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discussion. Identify potential contaminant pathways on the schematic which should be
consistent with the conceptual modeling schematics in Section 3.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.44.
4.46

Section 4.3.7, Page 4-26
Comment: The river diversion plan assumes that the blocked creeks/rivers will eventually
find a way to flow around the mine site and TSF, however, it might not be the case in many
areas, particularly during the high flow season (either caused by heavy rainfall and snow
melt). During the high flow season, surface water runoff might cause flooding, top the TSF,
and/or move the potential contaminants into downstream water bodies if PAG waste rock is
encountered.
Recommended Change: Provide more detailed info on the river diversion plan, including the
topographic information for the areas where the streams will be blocked by the mine pit or
waste rock piles. Provide high seasonal flow information in the affected area and its impact
on the mine site and safety of the TSF dam.
EPA Response: Our intent was to state the concept that waters otherwise blocked by
mine facilities would be actively diverted around the facilities in constructed
conveyances. This has been clarified in the revised assessment.

4.47

Section 4.3.7, Page 4-26
Comment: The document points out impacts that would “reduce or eliminate stream flows”.
While these statements may be correctly applied to the local streams near the potential mine
site, the impact to the larger stream systems is negligible, especially to the Bristol Bay
Watershed. The document fails to put this in proper perspective.
Recommended Change: The document should demonstrate the potential impact to a larger
stream system and overall potential impact to the Bristol Bay Watershed.
EPA Response: The description in the assessment is accurate. The area of reduced
streamflow may extend many miles from a mine site. However, we have included an
explanation of the various geographic scales used in the assessment to clarify the
appropriate scale for each analysis.

4.48

Section 4.3.7, Page 4-27, Box 4-2
Comment: The report notes (Box 4-2) that a range of hydraulic conductivities have been
measured in the area. However, the seepage calculation assumes a single value for each of
the upper 200 meters and deeper materials. This range is not provided to enable the reader to
put the selected values into context. Also, the selection of a relatively low hydraulic
conductivity (10-8 m/s) for the deeper materials should be discussed in terms of primary or
secondary porosity, and the likelihood that a mine of such dimensions would encounter
water-bearing fracture zones and what the inflow contribution might be.
Recommended Change: Revise the seepage calculations and discussions to include a range of
hydraulic conductivity values and the potential for water-bearing fracture flow contributions.
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EPA Response: The seepage calculation in the original draft assessment used a
continually varying hydraulic conductivity in the upper 200 m, not a constant value. As
Box 6-2 of the revised assessment explains, “We based our analysis on the hydraulic
conductivity (k) varying with depth, with log k varying linearly from the surface to a
depth of 200 m; specifically, with k = 1 x10-4 m/s at the surface and k = 1 x10-8 m/s at
depths greater than or equal to 200 m.” We assumed a constant value below 200 m, but
Box 6-2 clarifies that “[g]iven these values, negligible flow occurs below a depth of 200
m, so our model included a no-flow boundary at that depth.” Given these hydraulic
conductivities, over 99% of flow into the pit originates in the uppermost 100 meters.
Although the existence of water-bearing fractures cannot be ruled out, the 31 packer
tests performed below 200 m had an average length greater than 34 m and presumably
intercepted and incorporated the effects of some fractures.
4.49

Chapter 4, Page 4-27
Comment: This page states that the mining operation would always consume some water and
there would always be less water available in streams during active mining than there was
before the mine was present. This contradicts Section 5.3.1 which states that “During the
start-up phase, all water from the site would be collected and used in operations. However,
during the minimum and maximum mine operations, 5 million to 48 million cubic meters of
water available on the site per annum would exceed operational needs, and treated water
would be discharged. (Section 4.3.7)”. This contradiction is important to rectify since it has
implications to the health of the streams and fisheries below the mine.
Recommended Change: Evaluate this item in detail and provide narrative on it. Make any
changes to the water balance.
EPA Response: There is no contradiction here. At start-up and in some later phases,
some water will be consumed and will not be available downstream. However, during
other later phases of mining not all water will be used and some will be discharged, but
still less than would reach downstream areas without mining.

4.50

Section 4.3.7, Page 4-27
Comment: The report assumes that the mine would be located on a water divide; therefore,
there will be little groundwater contribution into the area defined by the cone of depression.
This assumption is not well supported due to two reasons: 1. The surface water divide does
not necessarily match the groundwater divide. Regional groundwater flow is not presented in
the report to determine the location of groundwater divide.
Recommended Change: Provide regional hydrogeological information such as cross-sections,
logs, lithologies, groundwater levels, and groundwater contour maps.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.16.

4.51

Section 4.3.7, Page 4-27 and 4-28
Comment: The water budget section of the report indicates how the estimation of water
budgets was conducted by stating “Developing a water balance for these stages is important
to the assessment, because it determines the amount of water available at the site that could
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still contribute to downstream flows (Box 4-2). However, water balance development is
challenging and requires a number of assumptions. It depends upon the amount of water
needed to support mining operations, the amount of water delivered to the site via
precipitation, the amount of water lost due to evapotranspiration, and the net balance of water
to and from groundwater sources. Information exists to estimate precipitation and
evapotranspiration, and estimates of water needed for mining operations are available based
on typical mining practices (Ghaffari et al. 2011). More challenging, and potentially the
largest source of uncertainty, is determining the net balance of water from groundwater
sources.” The water budget estimating methods described in Box 4-2 do not specify the type
of calculation or model used to evaluate the water budget. It is assumed that a deterministic,
spreadsheet, model was used to grossly estimate the mine water budgets for the various mine
development and closure phases.
Recommended Change: Provide an expanded discussion of the type of water budget model
used, assumptions made, data sources, uncertainties and limitations in modeling estimates.
The use and application of a more robust modeling system that can integrate surface and
groundwater hydrology and mining industrial water operations is needed to more accurately
represent water management and water budget conditions.
EPA Response: We disagree that the “use and application of a more robust modeling
system that can integrate surface and groundwater hydrology and mining industrial
water operations” is required for the level of precision appropriate to this assessment.
See response to Comment 4.13.
4.52

Chapter 4, Page 4-28
Comment: This page describes the water balance calculations expected for the mine. The
mine inflow assumptions seem reasonable and are calculated to be 1.06 cubic meters per
second for the maximum mine. However, this number has such an important bearing on the
overall water balance that it must be checked in detail. If the number is actually much lower,
then the mine may not discharge during the mine life, since considerable water will be
consumed in the tailings deposition. This could affect fish habitat for some distance
downstream. If it is much higher, the flows in the streams could be increased downstream of
the mine, resulting in increased erosion of the banks for some distance downstream.
Recommended Change: Use a seasoned ground water expert with experience in evaluating
mine inflows from large pits to provide a full evaluation of the mine inflow predictions.
Make any changes to the water balance, if necessary.
EPA Response: The water balance calculations presented in the assessment were made
by a “seasoned ground water expert.” The effect on streamflow is not sensitive to the
individual components of the water balance because all of the water considered derives
from precipitation falling on the mine footprint. This includes groundwater inflow
captured in the mine pit, because at steady state the inflow is balanced by precipitation
falling within the cone of depression generated by the pit drawdown. If the pit inflow
were lower, it would mean that less precipitation became groundwater draining into the
pit and that more precipitation remained available to sustain streamflow. Conversely, if
the pit inflow were higher, it would mean that more precipitation became groundwater
draining into the pit and that less precipitation remained available to sustain
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streamflow. In all cases, the total amount of precipitation falling within some arbitrarily
defined area larger than the cone of depression remains the same, but with different
amounts in each case following natural pathways or being captured by the mine
operations. The amount consumed by mine operations also remains the same, so the net
amount returned to the streams remains constant as well.
4.53

Chapter 4, Page 4-28, Box 4-2
Comment: The report assumes that groundwater is limited to the top 100 meters, only. Is
there any evidence that a deeper aquifer does not exist at the mine site? As stated in Table 43, page 4-15, the mine pit will extend to 800 meters and 1,200 meters for the minimum and
maximum mine, respectively. The potential to encounter a deeper aquifer under the mine will
change the water balance significantly due to potential for a large amount of water from
fracture flows in the deeper portion of the mine pit.
Recommended Change: A detailed hydrogeological description in the mining area is needed
to determine if a deeper aquifer(s) exists to a depth of 1,200 meters.
EPA Response: The assessment does not assume that groundwater is limited to the top
100 meters. We recognize that hydraulic conductivity generally decreases with depth,
but we assume that all the strata remain essentially saturated. The exploratory program
performed by PLP included borings to depths in excess of 1,350 m, with no evidence of
any highly permeable water-bearing strata that would significantly alter the results of
the water balance.

4.54

Section 4.3.7, Page 4-28
Comment: Box 4-2. Water Balance Calculations: The fundamental definition of a water
balance is not adhered to in the discussion, thus making the results of the analysis worthless.
Although the authors purportedly seem to be able to design AND comment on the negative
effects of a yet to be designed and permitted facility, the water balance cannot be finalized
until an understanding of water use within the facility itself is complete. The hypothetical
inflows and outflows of a speculative design do not in itself, constitute a water balance.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.13. In hydrology, a water balance is an
analysis based on the principle of conservation of mass that is used to describe the flow
of water into and out of a system, which has numerous applications.

4.55

Section 4.3.7, Page 4-30, table 4-5
Comment: The geographical basis for the water balance provided in Table 4-5 excludes the
area outside the immediate vicinity of the mine site. Typically, project-area water balances
take into account flows for individual surface water bodies, water-bearing units/aquifers, and
areal variability of precipitation and runoff components. In short, this water balance appears
to lack acknowledgement of the key natural systems at and near the mine site. Also, water
balances consider seasonality aspects (for example, monthly) and the effect of wetter- and
drier-than-average years.
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Recommended Change: The water balance should be fully reconsidered taking into account
the comments above, and represented in a concise way with supporting figures, charts and
tables.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.13. We assume that water storage capacity
under the mine scenarios presents wide latitude to buffer seasonal flow fluctuations, so
the water balance considers annual averages only. The analysis assesses potential
changes in streamflow and does implicitly assume that the magnitude of any changes to
the hydrology in the mine area, other than those caused by water consumption of the
mine itself, would be small relative to those attributable to the mine.
4.56

Section 4, Page 4-30, Table 4-5
Comment: Table 4-5 indicates that water captured at the mine site is the same for the
maximum mine condition and for the Post-Closure condition (both 41.2E6 cubic meter/year).
The amount of water captured should not be the same under these two conditions due to the
change in groundwater/surface water interaction. As mining progresses, the mine pit has the
potential to intersect more groundwater from fracture flow. After the mine is closed, as the
water level increases in the mine pit, less groundwater could flow into the mine.
Recommended Change: Provide explanation for the same amount of water being captured for
the maximum mine and post-closure conditions.
EPA Response: Based on the groundwater flow calculations described in Box 6-2 of the
revised assessment, over 99% of groundwater flow into the mine pit comes from the
uppermost 100 meters. Therefore, groundwater inflow would remain essentially
constant during most of the time required to fill the pit. In the revised assessment, we
have presented estimates of the water balance flows both during and after pit filling to
account for the decreased pit inflow associated with the reduction in area of the
drawdown zone around the mine pit as the pit fills (see Section 6.3.4 of the revised
assessment).

4.57

Section 4, Page 4-30, Table 4-5
Comment: Table 4-5 indicates that the “stored in TSFs as pore water” for the Start-up
condition is 25.5E6 m3/year. The amount of the water as shown in the table indicates the
same amount of water “stored in TSFs as pore water” for each year for minimum mine
operation period. There should be a minimum amount of material in TSFs, if any, during the
Start-Up phase.
EPA Response: The quantities shown in Table 4-5 of the original draft assessment were
annual quantities. Based on a constant or average production rate over the life of the
mine, the annual volumes of tailings produced and of interstitial pore water within
those tailings would be relatively constant over the life of the mine.

4.58

Section 4, Page 4-30
Comment: This page summarizes the water balance calculations expected for the mine.
Although the water that will be captured by blocked streams is not actually part of the mine,
it is an important part of the water balance and therefore, should be addressed. It is
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understood that diversions will be placed in the blocked drainages to divert what amount is
feasible downstream through diversions, but there is no discussion of what blocked stream
segment water will be backed up against the embankments that cannot be conveyed through
diversions due to elevation. Pass through pipes underneath the TSFs will probably not work
in perpetuity.
Recommended Change: Evaluate this item in detail and provide narrative on it. Make any
changes to the water balance, if necessary.
EPA Response: It is unlikely that a design that allowed runoff or streamflow to pond
against the toe of a rockfill or earthen embankment would be proposed or approved. By
and large, TSFs are placed near the headwaters of streams to minimize streamflow
interruption. Any flow originating upstream of the TSFs is presumed to be diverted to a
natural watercourse as described in the assessment. The analysis does not explicitly
consider any upstream flows or runoff captured by the TSFs, but any such amounts are
expected to be small because the mine operator would have an incentive to divert the
water to avoid having to treat it.
4.59

Section 4, Page 4-30
Comment: Using retention of 30% water by weight, calculations of the amount of pore water
that will remain in the tailings each year after settlement and recapture of clean water using
the floating barge in the TSFs can be estimated. The amount of 26.5 million cubic meters per
year shown in the Table is reasonable. The post-closure column (Table 4-5) also correctly
shows that no new water will be stored in the TSFs as pore water. What is not mentioned is
that approximately 735 million cubic meters of permanent water will remain in the tailings as
pore water over the life of the mine that will not be recaptured by the floating barge. This
water would primarily come from precipitation and water inflow from the mine pit. This may
be acceptable over 78 years time, but it is an extremely large amount of water that will
essentially be taken from groundwater (in the mine pit) and placed in the TSFs. This should
be discussed in the water balance. A more detailed evaluation of the water balance is needed.
Recommended Change: Describe the consumptive use of the pore water in the tailings over
the life of the mine and its possible effects downstream on the groundwater and surface water
systems.
EPA Response: We agree with the comment. This is exactly what the water balance
does: it considers all of the consumptive losses (including the water in the tailings pore
volumes) and subtracts them from baseline streamflows.

4.60

Section 4.3.8, Page 4-31
Comment: The document states an assumption that the mine would close “ when all currently
identified economically profitable ore is removed”. PLP has not demonstrated that there is
any “economically profitable ore” at this time. Final feasibility studies, mine plans and
numerous other studies would have to be complete before PLP could report a reserve or
“profitable ore”.
Recommended Change: Drop “currently identified” from the text.
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EPA Response: Change made in revised assessment.
4.61

Section 4.3.8.3, Page 4-3EPA 1
Comment: The document (p. 4-32) uses an assumption that a stable angle for waste rock
slopes would be less than 15 %. There is no basis for this and our experience has shown that
most reclaimed waste rock dumps are stable at 33 % and depending on the material, may be
stable at steeper slopes. A steeper slope could reduce the overall footprint.
Recommended Change: Eliminate the 15 % reference.
EPA Response: This was a typographic error and it has been corrected in the revised
assessment.

4.62

Section 4.3.8.5, Page 4-33
Comment: Premature mine closure is discussed (p. 4-33). There are two sentences that need
additional discussion. First “In one study of international mine closures between 1981 and
2009, 75% of the mines considered were closed before the mine plan was fully implemented
(Laurence 2011).” Second, later in the section states “Because premature closure is an
unanticipated event, water treatment systems would likely be insufficient to treat the
excessive and persistent volume of low pH water containing high metal concentrations.” If
the premise of a high rate of premature closure is true as presented in the assessment, it
would be reasonable for the authors to assume premature closure as a likely scenario and the
study should include this consideration in the No-Fail scenario or likely scenario analyses.
Recommended Change: Include an expanded discussion of premature closure, the
uncertainty, and the potential impacts on fisheries and indigenous cultures as this condition is
likely to occur.
EPA Response: We agree that this is an important issue. However, the potential range
of premature closure conditions was judged to be too uncertain to develop a defensible
scenario and assess the associated risks.

4.63

Section 4. Page 4-33 and 4-39
Comment: Page 4-33 states that the water from the leachate collection systems would be
treated until necessary. Page 4-39 discusses water collection and treatment failure but focuses
on a prediction of seepage flows through the TSFs, which would be untreated. This section
goes on to state that if a treatment failure occurs, the expected discharge rate is 0.00115
m3/sec. This is not a large flow and it is probably not the biggest risk with this type of failure.
If a large treatment plant is in place, it may be possible that a large surge of untreated water
would be discharged and this is not addressed in detail. The extreme weather conditions of
this site combined with the fact that water treatment would go on for a very long time after
closure, point to a significant possibility of “incidents” with the water treatment system
which could produce much larger quantities than the expected seepage, albeit for a short
time. Nevertheless, a surge like this could have a significant impact downstream. The
treatment plant designs must have significant backup systems and safety factors to account
for these possibilities.
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Recommended Change: Describe the potential impacts of temporary failures of the water
treatment system and the effects of possible surges of poor quality water on the downstream
fish habitat.
EPA Response: Temporary failures of water treatment systems are addressed in
Chapter 8 of the revised assessment.
4.64

Section 4, Page 4-35 and Appendix G
Comment: These pages show the road and pipeline corridor on maps. The maps fail to point
out that a portion of the road is already built, which is from Williamsport to Pile Bay, as
shown on Figure 18.2.5 of the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. Report of 2011. Another
smaller section near Pedro Bay is also in place.
Recommended Change: Revise these pages and maps to show those sections of road that are
already built and describe the widths and stream crossings that are in place and may need
upgrading.
EPA Response: The point of mapping the road route is to show the waters that could be
affected by a road, pipelines, and associated spills. We understand that streams crossed
by the road may already be affected, but this is not relevant to the purposes of the
assessment. However, existing roads are shown in Figure 2-7 of the revised assessment.

4.65

Section 4.4.1, Page 4-39
Comment: In the first paragraph, the report discusses failure of the collection and treatment
facility, and assumes a hydraulic conductivity for the permeable substrate for the upper 30
meters by using a value from the Pebble Limited Partnership’s 2011 report. This value is two
orders of magnitude lower than the value used in the mine pit seepage calculation (Box 4-2)
despite representing a shallower layer of material that one would expect to have a similar (or
even higher) hydraulic conductivity.
Recommended Change: The report should provide some clarification regarding the selected
parameter value, and even consider providing flows based on a range of values given the
apparent uncertainty regarding the actual site location and specific hydrogeologic conditions.
EPA Response: The mine pit seepage parameters were derived from borings located in
the area of the mine pit. The geology and hydraulic permeability of the area near the
TSF dam were developed from boring data reported by Ghaffari et al (2011) in the area
of the dam. The tests on those borings showed hydraulic conductivities varying between
10-4 m/s and 10-8 m/s. We varied the hydraulic conductivity continuously between those
limits from the surface to intact bedrock, yielding an effective equivalent hydraulic
conductivity of 1.45 x 10-6 m/s.

4.66

Section 4.4.2, Page 4-39
Comment: EPA states, “A tailings dam failures occurs when a tailings dam loses its structural
integrity and releases tailings material from the impoundment. The released tailings flow
under the force of gravity as a fast-moving flood containing a dense mixture of solids and
liquids, often with catastrophic results.” EPA lists examples of such catastrophic failures in
Box 4-4. EPA then describes failure mechanisms such as overtopping and slope instability
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and then discusses failure statistics. However, EPA fails to point out that the failure statistics
as presented do not distinguish catastrophic failures from relatively inconsequential incidents,
thus implying that the failure probabilities are applicable to the uncontrolled release of
tailings or otherwise catastrophic failures.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.31.
4.67

Section 4.4.2, Page 4-40
Comment: EPA implies that because the tailings dam heights used in the mine scenario are
very large, the impacts of a failure would be much greater than the historical failure record
from much smaller dam failures. Box 4-4 lists four examples of tailings dam failures,
including the 2008 flash pond failure at the Kingston Power Plant in Tennessee. All of the
dams described are less than 30 meters high, and all have questionable design and operational
histories. EPA fails to acknowledge that tailings dam failure statistics are biased by the
failure incidents of such small dams, because there have been no catastrophic failures of large
dams approaching the scale of the mine scenarios used in the Assessment.
EPA Response: A proposed dam and tailings storage facility constructed today would
need to adhere to updated construction, operational, and maintenance standards into
perpetuity. However, should a failure occur from such a large facility, the potential
failure is expected to yield much larger discharge and sediment run-out results.

4.68

Section 4.4.2.1, Page 4-40
Comment: EPA describes causes of tailings dams failure such as overtopping, slope
instability, earthquakes and foundation failures. However, such failures are highly dependent
on a number of site and project specific factors such as available construction materials,
foundation type, (bedrock vs. depositional soil) and hydrology and hydraulics design.
EPA Response: The purpose of the discussion was to provide the reader with
information about possible modes of failure. No change required.

4.69

Section 4.4.2.1, Page 4-44
Comment: The Assessment indicates that overtopping is one of the leading causes of inactive
tailings dam failures. However, this data is biased because the sample population includes a
number of failures of dams with inadequate spillway designs. Any large or very large tailings
dam in Alaska must be designed to accommodate the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)
during operations, and safely pass the PMF through a properly designed spillway in closure.
Note that the PMF is a misnomer, in that there is no specific probability associated with the
event since it represents the result of the most severe meteorological and hydrologic event
that is reasonably possible at a given site. The argument that a large or very large tailings
dam built in Alaska would be particularly susceptible to failure due to overtopping based on
historical evidence of international tailings dam failure incidents is systematically flawed.
EPA Response: We agree that dams can be designed to safely accommodate a design
flood and to safely pass a design flood flow. We also recognize that selection of the PMF
is based on limited data and certain assumptions, and that over time climatic conditions
can change. However, the analysis considered that no spillway was in place or
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operational as the facility was still being raised (in-construction), or that the temporary
spillway and water storage management were not adequate to accommodate a storm
event. The assessment does not state that “a large or very large tailings dam built in
Alaska would be particularly susceptible to failure due to overtopping”, only that it is
one potential mode of failure. Despite the best intentions of designers, dams have failed
due to design errors, construction errors, operational errors, material failures, and
extreme environmental events.
4.70

Section 4.4.2.1, Page 4-44
Comment: In Table 4-7, EPA lists examples of earthquakes in Alaska ranging from a
magnitude 3.0, located 122 km from the project, to the Great Alaska Earthquake of 1964, a
magnitude 9.2 located 469 km from the project. The nearest earthquake listed is a magnitude
4.3, located 30km from the project. A note on the table states, “…earthquakes in the range of
magnitudes 2.5 to 3.6 occur regularly in the Lake Clark area…)”. The earthquakes listed by
EPA in relation to the Pebble deposit are technically insignificant. National guidelines for
incident reporting for dams do not require reporting for earthquakes less than 5.0 within 24
km of the project site, or for earthquakes greater than 8.5 more than 102 km from the site.
EPA Response: These earthquakes provide the seismic context for the area of the mine
facilities. No change required.

4.71

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-45
Comment: EPA references Chambers and Higman (2011) for tailings dam failure statistics (p.
4-45). Reviewers question the use of this reference as it is a literature summary drawing
conclusions that do not appear to have been peer reviewed and is written by a non-profit
advocacy organization. See:
http://www.csp2.org/reports/Long%20Term%20Risks%20of%20Tailings%20Dam%20Failur
e%20-%20Chambers%20&%20Higman%20Oct11.pdf
EPA Response: Chambers and Higman (2011) was cited as one of several available
reviews of dam failures. We primarily relied on the ICOLD review for failure statistics
and examples.

4.72

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-45
Comment: EPA states, “Low failure frequencies and incomplete datasets also make any
meaningful correlations between the probability of failure and dam height or other
characteristics questionable. Very few existing rockfill dams approach the size of the
structures in our mine scenario, and none of these large dams have failed.” Nevertheless,
EPA continues in their conjecture to presume that the tailings dam fail during both the
operation and post-closure phases of the mine.
EPA Response: We do not presume that the tailings dam will fail, but we do describe
the probability of such an event and its potential consequences, should it occur. No
change required.

4.73

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-45
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Comment: The EPA presents statistics on dam failures and gives an upper bound of one
failure per approximately 2,000 mine years. However, the EPA fails to describe whether the
respective failures had any adverse impact on the environment. For example, a slope stability
type dam failure may be reported, but not necessarily have resulted in any adverse impact on
the environment downstream of the dam.
EPA Response: The statistics analyzed in the assessment pertain to the probability of
dam failure and not to the consequences of such failures, which of course depend on the
site-specific environment, resources, population, and development downstream of the
failed dams. Other parts of the assessment discuss the potentially impacted site-specific
resources in the geographical area of the assessment.
The tailings dam failure scenarios and their probability of occurrence are based on
design goals, and only corroborated at the upper end by the historical record. The
consequences of some past failures are briefly summarized in Box 9-1, but the effects in
those cases are not assumed to be predictive of those that would occur at a mine in the
Bristol Bay watershed.
4.74

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-46
Comment: EPA states, “This analysis considers the effects of earthquakes based on a sitespecific evaluation of seismicity in the area. Box 4-6 describes the selection of earthquake
characteristics for design criteria.” In fact, Box 4-6 describes earthquake design criteria in
general terms such as the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) and the Maximum Design
Earthquake (MDE), but cites Northern Dynasty for specific, proposed ground motions
(NDM, 2006). This reference is not included in Chapter 9, Cited References. While Figure 411 shows a seismic activity map for southwestern Alaska, EPA has not conducted a presented
a technically defensible, probabilistic or deterministic seismic study for the region.
EPA Response: The development of an independent probabilistic or deterministic
seismic hazard assessment for the mine scenarios was beyond the scope of this
assessment. The selection of earthquake characteristics for design criteria is based on
probabilistic and deterministic analyses conducted by Northern Dynasty Minerals
(Ghaffari et al. 2011). The revised assessment includes references for the ground
motions included in Chapter 4 (Box 9-2 of the revised assessment).

4.75

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-46
Comment: EPA cites ADNR Guidelines for Cooperation with the Alaska Dam Safety
Program (June, 2005) (ADNR Dam Safety Guidelines) and references therein to U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, and Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission guidelines for designing water retaining dams to safety factors of 1.5 (for slope
stability). Box 4-6, Selecting Earthquake Characteristics for Design Criteria, includes general
descriptions of earthquake design criteria, and criticizes the ADNR dam safety guidelines as
‘inconsistent with the expected conditions for a large porphyry copper mine developed in the
Bristol Bay…” Section 13.2.2, Tailings Storage Facilities, of the ADNR Dam Safety
Guidelines specifically states, “Complete guidance on tailings dam design and closure is
beyond the scope of this document…tailings dams represents certain challenges that require
professionals with significant relevant experience.” EPA leans heavily on the 1.5 safety
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factor for estimating failure probabilities and references (Silva, et al. 2008). However, unlike
the Assessment, Silva presents a balanced discussion on risk for a mine project, and other
engineering features such as dams.
EPA Response: We acknowledge that the assessment cites ADNR guidelines, but
disagree with the characterization that the assessment “criticizes” the ADNR dam
safety guidelines. The design life for the TSF may be much longer than the return
period normally considered appropriate for selecting the MDE for a Class II dam. The
comment mentions the safety factor of 1.5 but it is unclear whether the comment is
suggesting that a higher or lower safety factor would be appropriate. We agree that
Silva et al. (2008) presents a balanced discussion on risk.
4.76

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-47
Comment: EPA uses curves from Figure 1 of Silva et al, 2008 to convert the factor of safety
associated with the mine scenario tailings dam to an annual probability of failure (p. 4-47).
The scope of Silva’s paper is broad and is intended for a wide range of potential geotechnical
applications. The four categories of “Level of engineering” included in the Assessment are
abbreviations of the more detailed Table 1 included in the referenced paper. A review of
Table 1 indicates that the Class II (Above Average) category is reserved for “above average”
geotechnical works in a general sense. For example, Class II structures do not require an
investigation of site geologic history, design peer review, full time supervision by a qualified
engineer during construction or implementation of a performance program during operation,
all of which would be required of any new tailings dam constructed in Alaska. The EPA
assumes that the mine scenario tailings dam will be between a Class II and Class I structure
and chooses to use the annual probability of failure associated with Class II structures (10-4
with a FOS of 1.5) for comparison with high historical tailings dam failure rates. Based on
Silva’s definition, a new large or very large tailings dam constructed in Alaska would almost
certainly fall into category 1 (Best). The corresponding annual probability of failure of a
Class I structure with a FOS of 1.5 is 10-6.
EPA Response: The original draft of the assessment (p. 4-47) says “Combining the
required factor of safety with the correlations between slope failure probability and
factor of safety (Figure 4-12) derived from Silva et al. (2008) yields an expected annual
probability of slope failure between 0.000001 and 0.0001.” This comment suggests that
regulators would “almost certainly” require the level of design, construction, operation,
and monitoring for Category I structures as detailed in Table 1 of Silva et al. (2008).
Requiring this level of engineering would, as explained in the assessment, be expected to
lower the probability of failure.

4.77

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-47
Comment: The likelihood has been estimated, substantially, from the historic records of dam
failures that have been recorded in the years 1960 to 2010. Many of the dams that are
included in this failure record were constructed in periods prior to current engineering and
oversight. The ability to perform effective analyses must precede the practice of performing
such analyses and if we look to when a) the capability and b) the practice of analyses of very
important aspects of dam design were developed, we can see that many dams that have failed
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were not designed with adequate design methods. The flowing times are when the technology
and practice became common for critical elements of tailings dam design in North America:
•

Slope stability analyses 1960’s

•

Seepage and drainage analyses 1970’s

•

Seismicity, foundation soils and tailings liquefaction, and dynamic analyses 1970’s
and 80’s

•

Modeling tools for deformation (FLAC, PLAXIS) Post 1980’s

•

Design for Closure and Closure management (not just abandonment) has only been a
substantive requirement since the 1990’s.

•

In areas other than North America, these technologies and the regulatory oversight
and corporate governance that today control the security of dam construction were
not applied till substantially later.

•

Thus many of the dams, indeed the vast majority, included in the failure statistics did
not include the design, specifications and construction and operation supervision that
would be required today for a major tailings dam constructed in Bristol Bay.

•

The site investigation, construction material characterization, design effort and
construction supervision that is applied to smaller, lower hazard dams are vastly less
than are applied to very large high hazard dams. The engineering man-hours that
would be devoted to the investigation, design and construction supervision for the
‘very large dam’ that has been assumed for the MS would be many times (orders of
magnitude) greater than that applied to the smaller dams of several decades ago.

•

The likelihood of failure of a large dam constructed with the current technology,
regulatory control and corporate governance, that would be applicable at Bristol Bay,
would be grossly overestimated by the likelihood ranges derived from historic
failures.

EPA Response: We agree that the failure probability of a dam designed to current
engineering and regulatory standards would be lower than the historical average, and
acknowledged this throughout the assessment. For example, the original draft
assessment (p. ES-18) says “Some studies suggest that improved design, construction,
and monitoring practices can reduce the failure rate by an order of magnitude or more”
and “An assessment of the correlation of dam failure probabilities with safety factors
against slope instability suggests an annual probability of failure of 1 in 1,000,000 for
Category I Facilities (those designed, built, and operated with state-of-the-practice
engineering).” We have added text to the revised assessment to reinforce that historical
frequencies of tailings dam failures represent an upper bound on the failure probability
of a modern tailings dam.
4.78

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-47
Comment: Dam failure probabilities based on existing and anecdotal information shows a
wide range (several orders of magnitude) difference in probability of failure.
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Recommended Change: Considering the potential risks involved, the dam failure study
should include a site specific dam failure analysis. A stochastic, risk based modeling
approach is needed to address risk and uncertainty and incorporating sensitivity analyses of
seismicity, soil strength and hydraulic conductivity properties, inflow hydrology, dam breach
sizes, hydraulic and sediment transport downstream modeling. The analysis will refine
probabilities and estimates of dam failure scenarios and reduce the uncertainty in dam failure
orders of magnitude difference in estimated failure probabilities.
EPA Response: Comment noted. It is unclear if this comment recommends that a
“stochastic, risk based modeling approach” as described should be a requirement for
permitting a large tailings dam in the Bristol Bay watershed “[c]onsidering the potential
risks involved.”
4.79

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-47
Comment: Hydraulic modeling of downstream areas from dam failure and overtopping was
performed as described in Box 4-8. The approach analyzes a probable maximum flood (PMF)
inflow using Hydrologic Engineering Center’s (HEC) -1 for hydrologic modeling.
Downstream rivers and streams were modeled using HEC-River Analysis System (HECRAS). The methods section does not describe specifically how dam breach size estimates
were determined, and how the downstream sediment transport analyses were performed.
Recommended Change: The report should include information about what methods were
used to analyze the dam breach size and flow conditions, and the associated sediment
transport analyses. Empirical methods applied should be specified, such as those outlined in
Prediction of Dam Breach Parameters, USBR 1998, and/or use of dam-break software to
estimate breach sizes. This is important as the breach size; reservoir and tailings stages will
highly influence the flood hydrograph. The sediment transport data collection and modeling
work should be expanded in support of the study (both spatially and identifying / specifying
the type of model being used). If not already being used, a mobile bed sediment transport and
sediment routing model will likely be necessary to understand dam breach, sediment
transport conditions and spatial extents of tailings deposition extents to any degree of
certainty. Once the sediment deposition areas have been established, then downstream water
quality impact assessments could be updated and refined. Dam break sedimentation impact
areas could also be directly overlaid with existing fish habitat areas using GIS. The use of
this type of model was likely beyond the scope and means of the initial assessment. However,
it will be important to understand, characterize and quantify impacts (sediment and water
quality), as well as to communicate risks and impacts to a broad audience regarding the
potential catastrophic impacts to fisheries resources from a tailings dam break scenario.
EPA Response: It is unclear if this comment recommends that sediment transport,
sediment routing, and sediment deposition analyses, together with GIS overlays of fish
habitat as described, should be a requirement for permitting a large tailings dam in the
Bristol Bay watershed because “a mobile bed sediment transport and sediment routing
model will likely be necessary to understand dam breach, sediment transport conditions
and spatial extents of tailings deposition extents to any degree of certainty” and “it will
be important to understand, characterize and quantify impacts (sediment and water
quality), as well as to communicate risks and impacts to a broad audience regarding the
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potential catastrophic impacts to fisheries resources from a tailings dam break
scenario.”
A complete evaluation of a potential tailings dam failure was outside the scope of this
assessment. Thus, we used a simplified approach to understand the potential magnitude
of the floodwave and associated sediment distribution if the tailings dam were breached
and tailings were rapidly released. Additional analyses should be completed to
determine ultimate sediment transport and distribution for a variety of scenarios at the
time an actual TSF is designed and proposed.
4.80

Section 4.4.2.2, Page 4-48
Comment: In Box 4-6, EPA suggests that an earthquake return period of 2500 years may be
too short for a tailings dam that could have a life expectancy of 10,000 years after operations
cease. The design earthquakes that Northern Dynasty proposed seems reasonable, based on
the information presented, but the accelerations used for design must be coupled with details
for the structures setting. For earthquakes return periods greater than 2500 years, the design
earthquake can be set so high that, should it occur, rivers and streams may be naturally
destroyed while the dam itself would be unaffected.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

4.81

Section 4, Page 4-48
Comment: This page states that the maximum credible earthquake (MCE) of 7.8 was used to
determine a maximum ground acceleration of 0.44g to 0.48g, which was used in the stability
calculations of the dam. The Knight Piesold Report in 2006 titled “Pebble Project Tailings
Impoundment A – Initial Application Report” shows an MCE of 7.8 producing a maximum
bedrock acceleration of 0.30.
Recommended Change: Correct or explain the rationale for the discrepancy.
EPA Response: The text has been revised to more accurately describe the seismic design
values used (Box 9-2 of the revised assessment). The initial application (NDM 2006)
proposed an MCE of 7.8, producing a maximum bedrock acceleration of 0.30 g,
whereas the design described in Ghaffari et al. (2011) determined a maximum credible
ground acceleration of 0.44 to 0.47 g would be used for design.

4.82

Section 4.4.4, Page 4-63
Comment: The narrative does not recognize BMP of culvert designs, particularly in
anadromous stream crossings. Besides the discussion regarding bridges versus culvert
crossings, any culvert crossing would be designed to accommodate fish passage except at
times of extreme flooding when fish passage through ordinary stream channels may be
impeded as well. The evolution of culvert design has greatly advanced in the last 20 years or
more.
EPA Response: The potential for blocked or reduced fish passage and reduction of
habitat exists even under an assumption of best management practices (BMPs) and
daily maintenance inspections. Our estimates of risk take into account the use of BMPs
or other mitigation measures that are discussed in text boxes throughout Chapter 10 of
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the revised assessment. Although culverts are designed to certain specifications (Box 102), they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment. This is reflected in the failure frequencies cited in the revised assessment.
The assessment assumes that the transportation corridor would receive daily inspection
and maintenance during the operation of the mine. Under such surveillance, a single
erosional failure of a culvert that damaged the road would likely be identified soon after
it occurred and temporary repairs would be made to protect the road and possibly
provide fish passage. However, long-term fixes may not be possible until conditions are
suitable to replace a culvert or bridge crossing. After mine operations end, traffic would
be reduced to that which is necessary to maintain any residual operations on the site,
and inspections and maintenance would likely decrease.

S. Wehmeyer (Doc. #3486)
4.83

In section 4.3.2 the draft Assessment notes that if Pebble were “fully mined … may exceed
11 billion metric tons of ore…” The 11Bt noted by Ghaffari and used here by the EPA is the
total resource – not the mineable, economic reserve.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.37.

4.84

Suggest that low tonnage deposits are low grade as well (table 4.1), revealing unfamiliarity
with porphyry projects globally.
EPA Response: This table was adapted from a USGS publication on porphyry copper
deposits of the world (Singer et al. 2008), and we trust the USGS as a source of this
information. No change required.

4.85

The authors have an obvious lack of exposure to the mining industry in general, and to
Alaska specifically. For instance, Table 4.4 includes a flow chart suggesting a ball mill
process after concentrate has been created – a process which makes no sense [note: reference
to Table 4.4 should be Figure 4.4].
EPA Response: The use of these terms is appropriate, and they are used in Ghaffari et
al. (2011) and other existing mining plans and documents. The concentrate mentioned is
not the final product concentrate. However, the figure (Figure 4-3 in the revised
assessment) has been clarified to show the material going into the regrind ball mill is the
rougher concentrate and the product from it is the milled concentrate.

4.86

Example tailings dam height (Figure ES-8) is compared to St. Louis Gateway Arch and the
Washington Monument. Using familiar landmarks for comparison of height is
understandable but comparison of a dam to these structures is not reasonable. The Hoover
dam would be a better comparison in terms of structure type (dam) and height (221 m) but
would still be inappropriate as it is not an embankment dam. Similarly a landform such as a
local hill or mountain would be more appropriate than the examples selected in the EPA
document.
EPA Response: Our intention with this figure is to give a point of reference that the
public would understand. No change required.
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The hypothetical mine scenario used in the draft Assessment wouldn’t be permitted under
existing standards.
EPA Response: As described by Northern Dynasty Minerals (in Ghaffari et al. 2011),
the scenarios represent a “permittable” mine plan that could be submitted by a mining
company. No change required.

4.88

No exposure to or design input from AK industrial developers. For instance, in section 4.2.3
(page 4-11) the author states that geomembrane technology has not been available long
enough to predict service life, based on personal communications with a single geomembrane
supplier and a modified bitumen roofing supplier. Significant data on geomembrane service
life are almost certainly available from mining and other industry and governmental sources.
Geomembrane/geotextile materials have been widely used in mining for well over 30 years,
and are key components of virtually all hazardous and radioactive waste landfill designs in
the US. In the latter application, detailed studies are normally required to predict facility
performance over the long term.
EPA Response: This section (Section 4.2.3 of the revised assessment) has been revised to
reflect published laboratory studies and documentation from liners at landfills.

4.89

The draft Assessment provides contradictory and conflicting information. For instance, Box
4-3 describes local faults and the known activity on those faults, and later describes the
uncertainty in identifying fault locations and interpreting the frequency and distribution of
earthquakes. Box 4-5 (paragraph 3) discusses earthquake effects, but notes that “Such
displacement is not likely to occur in the Bristol Bay watershed because of the absence of
large faults, but there is a potential for a small amount of ground spreading and cracking from
larger earthquakes”. This would seem to contradict with the final paragraph in Box 4-3,
which emphasizes that there is a significant amount of uncertainty around predicting seismic
activity in the Bristol Bay area.
EPA Response: We disagree. All of these statements demonstrate the high degree of
uncertainty that exists when trying to predict earthquakes, particularly in an area that
is poorly studied. Section 3.6 of the revised assessment indicates that there is a potential
for seismic hazard in the Pebble area. These seismic hazards are one of the potential
causes for tailings dam failures described in Section 9.1.

4.90

Section 4.4.3.1 assumes a 98% failure rate of pipelines associated with mining in the study
area, and assumes that the total volume of the product with in a pipe would flow to ground in
a failure scenario. This is unrealistic, as flow rates reduce during shut downs, reducing the
volume spilled.
EPA Response: The assessment does not assume “that the total volume of product
within a pipe would flow to ground in a future scenario.” Rather, the volume in a pipe
between the point of failure and the nearest upstream valve would drain. The flow rate
due to gravity following a failure is actually estimated to be greater than the relatively
low pumped flow rate specified by Northern Dynasty Minerals (Ghaffari et al 2011). In
the revised assessment, we have refined the analysis by considering local high points in
topography at specific stream crossings and significantly reducing the length of free
draining pipe (see Chapter 11).
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Box 4-4 presents four examples of catastrophic tailings dam and impoundment facility bank
failures. None of these Case Histories are relevant to the regulatory requirements or
construction techniques that would be expected for potential development at Pebble.
EPA Response: A risk assessment must consider the history of failures and cannot
ignore the fact that tailings dams have failed. The case histories are presented to inform
the reader of potential implications of a significant tailings release, not the likelihood of
a significant release. The assessment states that differences in design are likely to reduce
risk.

4.92

2/3 of report focuses on tailings facility failures, however, section 4.4.2 notes how few
tailings facilities that may be similar to Pebble’s have ever actually failed.
EPA Response: The comment is correct, but the assessment also notes that tailings
facilities similar to those in the scenarios are rare and have been operating for a
relatively short time. The assessment allocates substantial discussion to tailings dam
failures, in spite of their low probability, because of the high degree environmental
hazard posed. However, the revised assessment now considers other failures in
expanded detail as well (see Chapters 8 through 11).

4.93

The draft Assessment in part utilized sources with a known bias on projects in the study area.
Claims by many of these sources have been found in Alaska courts to be unsubstantiated, and
in one case claims by a cited source are refuted by other agency sources in Box 4-3 of the
draft Assessment.
EPA Response: This comment is not supported by specific instances of bias that would
allow a substantive response. Despite this, it should be noted that in developing the
assessment we have generally limited information sources to peer reviewed, published
scientific, industry and government publications. However, we used a limited amount of
information from sources such as the Pebble Limited Partnership’s Environmental
Baseline Document and non-governmental organizations. Before including information
from non-governmental organizations into the assessment, it was subjected to
independent peer review. In all cases, this information is provided as supporting
information only and it does not affect the assessment’s conclusions. We are confident
that we used the information in a context that is appropriate and reliable.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
4.94

4.2.3 Tailings Storage: 4-1 1 A dam designed as a hybrid upstream/centerline was recently
constructed at the Fort Knox Mine tailings impoundment near Fairbanks, Alaska. The
downstream method is considered more stable, but it is also the most expensive option.
Centerline construction is a hybrid of upstream and downstream methods and has risks and
costs lying between them (Martin et al. 2002).
The above statement is not from Martin et al. (2002) who states that “centerline and
downstream constructed tailings dams are generally considered to be more robust than
upstream tailings dams” but from Chambers and Higman (2011), who state that “centerline
construction is a hybrid of downstream type dam construction, and from a seismic stability
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standpoint the risk is lies between that of centerline and upstream types”. The reference is
correctly cited but incorrectly quoted in appendix I.
EPA Response: The statement about the Fort Knox Mine was based on personal
knowledge of one of the assessment authors and therefore did not need a citation, but a
reference to the authorizing Army Corps of Engineers Clean Water Act Section 404
permit has been added. The second line is a restatement from Martin et al. (2002), not a
quote. Neither statement cites or quotes Chambers and Higman (2011).
In Appendix I, this sentence did have an error (in the use of the term “two” without
reference to a second type), which has been corrected in the revised assessment.
4.95

The Assessment is based on a hypothetical project, rather than an assessment of the
watershed. The Assessment evaluated a hypothetical project with minimal mitigation of
potential project effects. Therefore, the hypothetical project evaluated in this document is not
simply a worse-case scenario; it is a very unrealistic scenario - a mining operation scenario
that has not been permitted in the United States since late in the 19th or very early in the 20th
century. Without engineering design and site-specific data, there is no technical way to
accurately predict physical and chemical changes that could result in the natural systems. As
a result, the Assessment is flawed and unusable.
EPA Response: We disagree. The mine scenarios described in the assessment are based
on descriptions published by Northern Dynasty Minerals (a Pebble Limited Partnership
partner) in Ghaffari et al. (2011). Ghaffari et al. (2011) described the scenarios as
permittable. The scenarios include the primary features of a mine such as an open pit, a
tailings impoundment and a waste rock pile surrounding the open pit. They assume that
the details of construction and operation would comply with modern conventional
mining practices and the mines would be operated in a responsible fashion. The
assessment then evaluates the environmental consequences of failure in any of these
systems. Because we assume that modern conventional standards and practices would
be used, the details of operation are not significant for the purposes of the assessment—
only the consequences of failure are relevant.

G. A. Beischer (Doc. #4372)
4.96

The authors have an obvious lack of exposure to the mining industry in general, and to
Alaska specifically. For instance, Table 4.4 includes a flow chart suggesting a ball mill
process after concentrate has been created – a process which makes no sense [note: reference
to Table 4.4 should be Figure 4.4].
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.85.

4.97

No exposure to or design input from AK industrial developers. For instance, in section 4.2.3
(page 4-11) the author states that geomembrane technology has not been available long
enough to predict service life, based on personal communications with a single geombrane
supplier and a modified bitumen roofing supplier. Significant data on geomembrane service
life are almost certainly available from mining and other industry and governmental sources.
Geomembrane/geotextile materials have been widely used in mining for well over 30 years,
and are key components of virtually all hazardous and radioactive waste landfill designs in
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the US. In the latter application, detailed studies are normally required to predict facility
performance over the long term.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.88.
4.98

In section 4.3.2 the draft Assessment notes that if Pebble were “fully mined … may exceed
11 billion metric tons of ore…”. The 11Bt noted by Ghaffari and used here by the EPA is the
total resource – not the mineable, economic reserve. This seems to be an intentional
inflammatory statement designed to alarm, and reveals the Authors unfamiliarity with the
mining industry.
I would further point out that if a public mining company were to report in a public document
that it had 11 billion metric tons of ore, it would be subject to serious ramifications from
stock exchange regulators. The EPA authors clearly do not have strong knowledge of the
difference between a resource and a reserve.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.37.

4.99

The draft Assessment in part utilized sources with a known bias on projects in the study area.
Claims by many of these sources have been found in Alaska courts to be unsubstantiated, and
in one case claims by a cited source are refuted by other agency sources in Box 4-3 of the
draft Assessment.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.93.

4.100 The draft Assessment provides contradictory and conflicting information. For instance, Box
4-3 describes local faults and the known activity on those faults, and later describes the
uncertainty in identifying fault locations and interpreting the frequency and distribution of
earthquakes. Box 4-5 (paragraph 3) discusses earthquake effects, but notes that “Such
displacement is not likely to occur in the Bristol Bay watershed because of the absence of
large faults, but there is a potential for a small amount of ground spreading and cracking from
larger earthquakes”. This would seem to contradict with the final paragraph in Box 4-3,
which emphasizes that there is a significant amount of uncertainty around predicting seismic
activity in the Bristol Bay area.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.89.
4.101 Section 4.4.3.1 assumes a 98% failure rate of pipelines associated with mining in the study
area, and assumes that the total volume of the product with in a pipe would flow to ground in
a failure scenario. This is unrealistic, as flowrates reduce during shut downs, reducing the
volume spilled.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.90.
4.102 Box 4-4 presents four examples of catastrophic tailings dam and impoundment facility bank
failures. None of these Case Histories are relevant to the regulatory requirements or
construction techniques that would be expected for potential development at Pebble.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.91.
4.103 2/3 of report focuses on tailings facility failures, however, section 4.4.2 notes how few
tailings facilities that may be similar to Pebble’s have ever actually failed.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.92.

National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey (Doc. #4607)
4.104 Overall Scope: Though the intent of the Assessment is to address a typical mine scenario, its
focus is on a single large mine. While the report makes some attempt at addressing
cumulative impacts of multiple large mine projects, this scenario should be developed more
fully, and should include scenarios of smaller developments on other claims in the area.
EPA Response: Discussion of the cumulative impacts of multiple mines has been
expanded in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.
4.105 Maximum Mine Scenario: The maximum mine scenario outlined in the Assessment mentions
the likelihood of an underground component that would use block cave mining methods, but
there is nothing in the Assessment document that addresses the risks and impacts associated
with block caving at the proposed Pebble site. Considering the complex hydrology of the
area, the report should discuss the potential impacts of block caving to surface and
groundwater resources and whether an underground mining operation would require a dewatering system similar to the one described for an open pit. It should also identify
monitoring and other issues unique to the underground component that should be considered
after the mine is closed.
EPA Response: The mine size scenarios have been updated to three sizes in the revised
assessment. For each of these scenarios, we have considered open-pit mining methods.
We present underground mining issues qualitatively in Chapter 4 of the revised
assessment and discuss that underground mining methods could be used for deeper
portions of the deposit.
4.106 Section 4 and Appendix I: On water quality mitigation, refer to the non-acid generating
versus acid-generating potential of overburden and waste rock as critical controls on
mitigation practices for any proposed development. Yet this assessment does not document,
present, cite or refer to any existing mineralogic or analytical geochemical data on material
properties from the actual Nushagak or Kvichak watersheds.
EPA Response: Geochemical information for the site is presented in some detail in
Appendix H of both the original and revised assessments. The assessment includes
presentation of mitigation measures that allow water collection and treatment to meet
water quality criteria. Data are discussed in Chapter 8 of the revised assessment and in
Appendix H, and geological information is presented in Chapter 3. The discussion of
acid-generation and non-acid generation was a general discussion that has been moved
to Chapter 4 in the revised assessment, with scenario-specific information provided in
Chapter 6 in the revised assessment.
4.107 Pages 4-38, second full paragraph, line 7: The report states, the USGS has concluded there is
no evidence for movement on the Lake Clark Fault “in the past 1.8 million years.” The USGS
has never taken the position as stated in the report. The text in quotes should be replaced with
“since the last glaciation around 11,000 to 13,000 years ago.”
EPA Response: Text has been corrected in the revised assessment (see Section 3.6).
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4.108 Pages 4-48, Box 4-6: From a geological and hazards perspective, the tailings dam should be
designed to withstand shaking from the “Maximum Credible Earthquake” or MCE. The mine
will be in operation a relatively short period of time, but the tailings dam will be there in
perpetuity. If the regulatory desire is for contaminants to not escape the tailings dam, the
seismic hazard will exist as long as the dam is in place. A related issue is that the MCE is
established by consensus of knowledgeable scientists. This MCE is also subject to
interpretation and it would be appropriate for the EPA to include the best earthquake
scientists in this decision making process. A related topic is whether the EPA needs to have a
concrete or legal definition of an active fault. In California, the legal definition is one that has
been active or shows movement in the last 10,000 years. Although perhaps an arbitrary
figure, in many regions of Alaska we can determine if a fault has moved since the last
glaciation, which is slightly longer than 10,000 years. For this report, we suggest that an
active fault be defined as, “one that has moved in either the last 10,000 years or since the last
glacial maximum around 11,000 to 13,000 years ago, whichever time frame is more practical
to determine.”
EPA Response: The design criteria used in the assessment were based on analyses
presented in Ghaffari et al. (2011). It is beyond the scope of this assessment to develop
independent seismic design criteria for the tailings dam, or to re-evaluate definitions
used for design criteria.
4.109 Page 4-48, Box 4-6, bottom paragraph: The ground accelerations listed during various
magnitude earthquakes are likely global averages for earthquakes of a given magnitude;
however, there are common examples of ground accelerations exceeding such values. For
example, the relatively small 1994 Northridge earthquake in the Los Angeles area had a
moment magnitude of 6.7, but ground accelerations measured 1.7g. Design criterion should
take into account the possibility of high ground accelerations that exceed average
accelerations for a facility that needs to remain intact in perpetuity. In addition, the source of
the listed ground accelerations should be cited.
EPA Response: The design criteria used in the assessment were based on analyses
presented in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The reference for the ground accelerations (Ghaffari
et al. 2011) is included in the revised assessment (Box 9-2).
4.110 Page 4-38, line 5, “length of the fault”: The size of an earthquake is directly related to the
area of the fault that ruptures not just the length of the fault. This should be clarified in the
report.
EPA Response: The text has been changed to more accurately describe the relationship
of earthquake size to rupture area.
4.111 Page 4-38, line 9 and following to the end of the paragraph: These are the largest strike slip
fault systems in the region, but not all of them are known to be seismically active; it is
implied that they are. The Border Ranges Fault, the Lake Clark fault, the Iditarod-Nixon Fork
faults are not known to be active. This should be clarified in the report.
EPA Response: The comment is correct that not all of the faults, or all sections of the
faults, are seismically active. Text in the revised assessment has been changed to more
accurately describe the seismic activity of the faults (Section 3.6).
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4.112 Page 4-38, paragraph 3: This discussion about the location of the Lake Clark fault is
irrelevant if the Lake Clark fault is not active. Right now, there is no evidence for activity.
Note, additional work could be done to assess if the fault is active, such as looking for the
fault using airborne LIDAR, and looking for the fault beneath Lake Clark with multibeam
bathymetry and seismic profiling.
EPA Response: Current evidence indicates that the Lake Clark fault is not active, but
there is some uncertainty in seismic hazard determination of the Pebble deposit area.
Thus, discussion of the location of the Lake Clark fault is appropriate in this context.
4.113 Page 4-39 last sentence: Geologic studies can also provide information on the rate of fault
movement as well. Please include this in the list. It is important for seismic hazards as to
whether faults are moving quickly or slowly. Also we suggest deleting “many” before
“uncertainties” at the end of the sentence.
EPA Response: References to additional studies have been removed from this section
(Section 3.6 of the revised assessment). The sentence referred to in this comment no
longer appears in the revised assessment.
4.114 Page 4-43, Box 4-5, second to the last paragraph: This earthquake is known as the “Denali
Fault earthquake,” not the “Denali earthquake” as written. This should be corrected in the
report.
EPA Response: References to the Denali Fault Earthquake of 2002 have been removed
from this section.
4.115 Page 4-44, Table 4-7: The depth of these earthquakes, not just distance, is also very
important. Depth should to be added to the table. We recommend the use of appropriate
labels with the type of earthquake e.g., 1964 - megathrust earthquake; 2002 - Denali fault
earthquake; 1985 - crustal earthquake or Benioff zone earthquake.
EPA Response: We agree that epicentral depth is an important factor in understanding
seismic hazards. This table (Table 3-5 in the revised assessment) has been modified to
include the depth of the epicenter of the earthquakes. No changes have been made to
label the type of earthquake mechanism.
4.116 Page 4-44, last sentence: The term “overtopping” of what is not clear. It may be important as
to the overall effect of earthquakes. This should be clarified in the report.
EPA Response: “Overtopping” is defined in Section 9.1.1 of the revised assessment, and
refers to water levels exceeding the crest height of a dam and the water flowing over the
top of the dam.

Curyung Tribal Council (Doc. #4821)
4.117 Secondly, when looking at the operations of your mining scenario(s), it would be helpful to
include seasonal differences, such as dewatering and fugitive dust. There would be drastic
differences in water tables in the summer/fall versus winter/spring as well as fugitive dust
from the pit.
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EPA Response: We assume that water storage capacity under the mine scenarios
presents wide latitude to buffer seasonal flow fluctuations, so the water balance
considers annual averages only. Also see response to Comment 3.44.

G. Y. Parker (Doc. #4115)
4.118 The assessment discusses fugitive dust only as it relates to roads. However, fugitive dust
from mining operations can be a source of sulfuric acid mine drainage. A Pebble mine could
have tens of thousands of explosions per year in an open pit, so the dust issue seems
significant. It appears on the flow chart for impacts related to mining operations (Figure 32B), but it is not addressed in the text. If the matter is addressed, EPA should address it in the
context of certainty versus uncertainty regarding both operations and effects. Finally, to a lay
person like me, dust suppression may be feasible with respect to dust from roads, but dust
suppression seems infeasible with respect to blasting in an open pit. So I think EPA needs to
add text to address dust from blasting in an open pit.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.44. The revised assessment also mentions
that stormwater runoff from the mine site would lead to an increase in metals.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #4145, #4382, and #5449)
4.119 The BBWA does not adequately address the difficulty (risks) of actually implementing a
mine design that could practicably collect and treat mining wastewater to meet water quality
standards at the point of discharge, particularly the quantities of water that will be necessary
for a largescale hardrock mine to operate in the “no failure” mode within the Bristol Bay
watershed. If such a design is not practicable for the short-term or long-term treatment of
water, EPA’s “nofailure” scenario is rendered meaningless. Accordingly, EPA should at least
offer examples of large-scale hardrock mining operations that have successfully treated and
discharged similar volumes of wastewater.
EPA Response: We recognize that all engineered systems have an inherent, small but
acceptable failure rate. The intent in offering a “no-failure” scenario was to identify and
evaluate the unavoidable environmental effects of only the mine footprint. The revised
assessment no longer uses the term “no-failure”, but instead presents effects resulting
from the mine footprints (Chapter 7 of the revised assessment), from potential failures
having higher probability and lesser magnitude (e.g., failure to collect and treat
leachate water, in Chapter 8 of the revised assessment), and from potential failures
having lower probability and higher magnitude (e.g., tailings dam failure, in Chapter 9
of the revised assessment).
4.120 In addition to summarizing information about mineral deposits in the Nushagak and Kvichak
River watersheds, this chapter provides estimates of the surface area that would be covered
by a 25-year mine at the Pebble Deposit, including the mine pit, waste rock disposal areas,
and a tailings storage facility (TSF1) in an unnamed drainage that is tributary to the North
Fork Koktuli River. These hypothetical footprints are taken directly from Wardrop (2011).
EPA estimates the mine pit to cover 1,358 acres, adjacent waste rock disposal areas to cover
approximately 3,286 acres, and TSF1 to have a surface area of approximately 3,686 acres, 4
or a total footprint of 8,330 acres. Whereas it is safe to assume that all habitat (wetland,
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aquatic, and upland) would be destroyed within this footprint, these estimates appear to be
substantially low.
EPA Response: Our total footprint includes estimates for the mill area, laydown areas,
a diesel and truck shop areas, the camp, a tank farm, ore stockpile areas, the crushing
and screening plant, the road and pipeline corridor between the mill and the TSF, and
an allowance for other small disturbed areas. Depending on the particular analysis, we
also include the area around the mine pit dewatered by the mine pit drawdown. The
total footprint for the Pebble 2.0 scenario (the 25-year mine), including the drawdown
area but not including the transportation corridor to Cook Inlet, equals 11,300 acres.
We based our estimates on the data available, and they are reasonable estimates for
these mine scenarios. For estimates of stream and wetland coverage, we used the best
known and up-to-date data that were publicly available. We reference in Box 7-1 that
these estimates are likely a lower bound and support revision upon availability of
higher resolution datasets.
4.121 EPA relies on engineering drawings of these mining features as shown in Wardrop (2011);
Huffman-Broadway, Inc. made GIS measurements of these features that suggest the actual
impacts may be substantially greater (approximately 9,400 acres), particularly if the strip of
land between the mine pit and the surrounding waste rock disposal area is included, as well
as a seepage cut-off area that abuts the waste rock disposal area. Inasmuch as EPA’s
estimated 25- year Pebble mine footprint appears to be more than 1,000 acres too low, its
estimates of direct losses of habitat will also be correspondingly low.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.120. We believe our estimates are
reasonable approximations of losses under the mine scenarios considered. However, we
agree that impacts would be commensurately larger if mine footprints are larger.
4.122 The EPA should describe any mine, preferably a copper-porphyry mine, that is currently able
to treat waste streams of the magnitude described in the water balance (Table 4-5, p. 4-30) to
meet low hardness-based metals criteria end-of-pipe (i.e., no dilution). Every major mine in
Alaska currently operates with some sort of mixing zone to provide much needed dilution in
order to comply with the applicable State of Alaska Water Quality Criteria (WQC). Yet the
wastewater streams at these other Alaska mines are a mere fraction of what would be
expected for a project of Pebble’s magnitude (see Table 1, Riley and Yocom, 2011).
EPA Response: The no-failure scenario was meant to show impacts based on a mine
operating as designed without any accidents or failures, so we assumed all water was
managed properly and treated to the required levels for discharge (although we did
acknowledge that there could be seepage that was not captured). Outside of the nofailure scenario, the magnitude of water is an issue that multiple treatment plants
operating in parallel could handle. The quality of the effluent is another matter. We
have no examples of mines in Alaska that directly meet water quality-based effluent
limitations at the discharge point. Of the mines in Alaska, Greens Creek Mine is the
only mine with an authorized mixing zone for metals (into marine waters). The Red Dog
Mine has an authorized mixing zone for total dissolved solids, ammonia, and cyanide.
The Pogo Mine utilizes flow augmentation to avoid a mixing zone in a river that
supports salmon spawning. The Kensington Mine is uniquely permitted allowing the
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dilution of the Army Corps of Engineer’s designated disposal site and treatment prior
to having to meet end-of-pipe water quality-based effluent limitations. An example of a
large copper porphyry mine is Kennecott Utah Copper, LLC (Bingham Canyon), but
that is also a unique situation where the majority of discharges are to the Great Salt
Lake, which is not subject to the hardness-based freshwater standards.
4.123 It is somewhat alarming to find in such a professionally crafted and scientifically-based
document no reference whatsoever for mean net annual precipitation, the hydrologic “driver”
for all site water management and starting point for a credible water balance. The EPA
“estimated” a mean net annual precipitation (MNAP) of 803 mm (31.61 inches/year) for the
mine site and 804 mm (31.65 inches/year) for the tailings storage facilities (Box 4-2, p. 28).
The Environmental Baseline Document (EBD) prepared by the Pebble Limited Partnership
(PLP, 2012) calculated MNAP for all 15 sub-basins within the watershed in order to
reconcile observed stream flows and runoff with precipitation data collected at several met
stations in the project area. The authors of the EBD assume that precipitation data was underrepresented due to wind interference with the gages. MNAP for the TSF 1 site was calculated
to be 45.7 inches/year, nearly 50% higher than the 31.65 inches/year estimated by EPA in the
DBBWA. When considering the minimum 4,000 acre (TSF 1) to the maximum 12,000 acre
(TSF 1,2 and 3) footprint for the higher elevation tailings storage facilities, this difference in
MNAP indicates that the water balance as shown in Table 4-5 significantly underestimates
the minimum and maximum wastewater treatment requirements.
EPA Response: The revised assessment used a uniform value of 860 mm/yr across the
entire mine site. Because operation of the mine does not require all of the water that
falls on the disturbed areas of the mine site, higher mean net annual precipitation would
require the mine operator to treat and release more water to streams. Since the water
consumed by mine operations would remain the same, it would equal a smaller
percentage of the precipitation and would result in a smaller percentage reduction in
streamflow than reported in the assessment.
4.124 Water treatment systems, including collection and conveyance structures, also need to be
designed to handle anticipated peak flows. Accordingly, the water balance should be
bracketed in terms of anticipated extreme wet years and extreme dry years. This is critical
because water treatment systems, as well as the collection and conveyance systems that
would deliver contaminated site water for treatment, must be adequately sized to
accommodate these extreme flows. And the Final BBWA should address the feasibility,
based on operating mines elsewhere and state-of-the-art wastewater treatment technologies,
of properly collecting, conveying and treating wastewater streams of the magnitude depicted
in the water balance to meet end-of-pipe low hardness-based metals WQC without relying on
dilution.
EPA Response: Chapter 8 now considers wastewater treatment, including evaluation of
potential risks associated with unforeseen events and accidents. Extreme flows are
assumed to be temporarily stored for treatment, but failure mechanisms discussed in
Section 8.1.2 include the possibility that storage may be inadequate, resulting in releases
of untreated water.
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4.125 During operation, per Table 4-5, the tailings are expected to consume 95% of all site water
consumed, or approximately 35% of all site water captured. This seems high, as does the
46% pore space by volume within the consolidated tailings. Is there a reference available?
Regardless, this pore volume will migrate over time into the colluvium and fractured bedrock
underlying the tailings. The “no failure” scenario anticipates that seepage of tailings leachate
will simply be captured in wells downstream of the tailings dam, sent to a treatment facility
and discharged to a nearby stream. The assessment does not consider the site-specific and
uncommonly porous nature of the surficial deposits and fractured bedrock in the project area,
which helps explain the high connectivity between surface water and groundwater that plays
an important role in sustaining high quality salmon habitat. Capturing leachate in each TSF
without a fully lined impoundment, as envisioned in the no failure scenario, ignores the
hydraulic conductivity data from site TSF 1 (e.g., piezometer GH08-170) and other
information presented in the PLP EBD documents which place in serious doubt the ability of
a conventional, unlined tailings impoundment to capture toxic tailings leachate before it
enters the local groundwater system.
EPA Response: Consideration of the mine scenario footprints (Chapter 7 of the revised
assessment) is intended to provide a lower bound estimate of the reasonably foreseeable
impacts for each mine scenario; it is not intended to predict or estimate the expected
impacts of an actual mine in operation. The impacts of an actual mine would be
expected to be greater than the lower bound estimate, with the significance of the
greater impacts dependent on the magnitude and frequency of deviations from mine
footprint effects.
4.126 Lastly, the post-closure water balance shows over half the site water being “consumed” in the
mine pit. This may be true while the pit is filling but once filled, all site water will be
“reintroduced.” It is also highly conceivable that the mine pit would be filled at an
accelerated schedule to reduce oxidation of mineralized sections of the pit wall (as was
proposed for the Crown Jewel project in Washington State), thus advancing the time when all
site water (well over 76.3 million cubic meters per year or 55 million gallons per day or
MGD) would require capture and treatment prior to discharge to nearby streams. Are there
any examples anywhere of a closed mine that treats such volumes of water and discharges
treated effluent that meets applicable WQC end-of-pipe, with no dilution?
EPA Response: The 76.3 million m3/yr of water estimated to be captured under the
Pebble 6.5 scenario post-closure period is approximately 60% greater than the amount
estimated to be reintroduced during operation. The Pebble 6.5 scenario mine pit is
expected to take over 200 years to fill, so there would be ample time to design and build
a wastewater treatment plant of the required size and processing capacity. There are
mines that discharge similar quantities of water. For example, the White Pine Mine in
Michigan is regulated under an NPDES permit and has had final effluent discharges
from its tailings system in excess of 60 million gallons per day.
4.127 Another significant finding that affects the feasibility of treating mine site wastewater
discharges is the fact that the average mean annual temperature at the project site is below
freezing for seven out of twelve months of the year (Meteorology and Climate, PLP, 2012).
This means that all project site wastewater would need to be treated and discharged during a
brief five month window, like the Red Dog project. But unlike Red Dog, no dilution would
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be available due to the preponderance of salmon spawning and rearing habitat in all nearby
receiving waters. Even if one accepts 76.3 million cubic meters as the ultimate water balance
output, this annual volume of wastewater when treated and discharged over a five month
period would be equal to 132 MGD, an unprecedented quantity of mine site wastewater that
would need to be treated and discharged to meet very low hardness-based metals WQC endof-pipe.
EPA Response: The reintroduction of captured and treated water would be subject to a
number of restrictions, including but not necessarily limited to chemical content,
temperature, minimum flow rate, and maximum flow rate. Reintroduced flows may
also be restricted to certain locations or discharge periods. The required wastewater
treatment plant would be large by industry standards, but the engineering design
details of such a plant are beyond the scope of this assessment.
4.128 The draft BBWA mining scenario projects up to 43.7 km2 (11,803 acres or 18.4 square miles)
of tailings impoundments and 22.6 km2 (6104 acres or 9.5 square miles) of waste rock piles
(Table 4-3; see also comments regarding discrepancies in area calculations). That equates to a
total of approximately 66.3 km2 (17,908 acres or 28 square miles) of land, much of it if not
most formerly aquatic habitat, that would need to be reclaimed. As much of the mine waste
materials would be potentially acid generating, including pyritic tailings and PAG waste
rock, these areas would need to be kept saturated to inhibit further oxidation and subsequent
acid generation. In other words, aquatic habitat would need to be recreated on an
unprecedented scale. The materials required for a reclamation effort of this magnitude would
include cover material to physically isolate tailings and topsoil to enable establishment of a
vegetative cover. Waters within the reclaimed areas would need to meet WQC. Accordingly,
the BBWA should address the following questions:
•

Is there adequate cover material available to effectively isolate 28 square miles of
potentially toxic mine waste?

•

Could top soils removed during mining operations, which would include a significant
quantity of peat, be stockpiled for decades and still be viable as a growth medium?

•

Has any mining project in a sub-arctic region ever successfully achieved reclamation of
this nature on so large a scale?

A similar question regarding the availability of material suitable for constructing fully lined
tailings impoundments should also be addressed as the tailings and PAG waste rock do not
appear to be acceptable as clean fill material and are not likely to be suitable for unconfined
disposal in waters of the U.S. (see Riley and Yocom, 2011 for further discussion).
EPA Response: The assessment is not a mine plan, an evaluation of a mine plan, or a
mine permit application. Whether there would be adequate material for reclamation at
this site is outside the scope of the assessment. An appendix addressing compensatory
mitigation has been added to the assessment (Appendix J).
4.129 The Draft Assessment does not squarely address the challenges of constructing and operating
a modern day mine that could actually meet the “no failure” scenario with respect to
reclamation. Post-closure, aquatic habitats would have to be recreated on an unprecedented
scale and waters within the reclamation area would have to meet water quality standards. The
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Draft Assessment leaves unanswered a number of questions about the feasibility of
reclamation, including whether there will be adequate cover material and topsoil, and
whether any mining project in a sub-arctic region has ever successfully achieved reclamation
of this nature on so large a scale. We recommend that EPA address these questions in the
Final Assessment.
EPA Response: We agree that these topics are not addressed in the assessment, since for
our purposes they are outside the assessment’s scope. We have conservatively reviewed
the primary elements of a mine, which we feel confident would be present, for potential
environmental impacts. If we find that there are predictable effects from these mine
elements, these effects can be addressed in a future action. We understand that there
will be many elements of a mine that we have not addressed. No change required.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #3797)
4.130 The Need to Adequately Describe and Assess Mine Mitigation Measures, Using “Best
Practices.” The peer reviewers should be asked whether the report adequately assesses
specific available design, pollution control, and mitigation technologies, including (but not
limited to) containment or impoundment structures; water treatment, retention, and release
options; milling of potentially acid generating (PAG) tailings or waste rock; mitigation and
monitoring; adaptive measures in the event of failures; and habitat modification. EPA’s
Assessment (at p. 4-1) states that the described mining practices “represent current good, but
not necessarily best, mining practices.” The peer reviewers should be asked whether “best
mining practices” should be described and how the use of best available practices can limit
impacts.
EPA Response: This comment concerns the charge questions for the peer review panel.
No change to the assessment is suggested or required. However, the assessment assumes
that modern conventional mining practices and technologies have been incorporated
into the design, and this has been clarified throughout the text in the revised assessment.

Northwest Mining Association (Doc. #4119)
4.131 EPA’s failure to consider the full panoply of federal and state programs developed by the
Congress, the States and the relevant federal and state hardrock mine regulatory authorities to
protect the environment when seeking to assess potential impacts of hardrock mines is
shocking in view of the success the current regulatory programs have had in protecting the
environmental since their inception in the 1990s. The evolution of federal and state regulation
of hardrock mining and milling facilities is a remarkable success story of environmental
protection. The bottom line is that current hardrock mine regulation is demonstrably
protective of the environment. This is well illustrated by analysis of the vintages of Hardrock
Mines on the EPA National Priorities List of environmental cleanup sites.
EPA Response: The revised assessment discusses the legal requirements for permitting
large mining projects in Alaska (Box 4-2).
4.132 No large scale modern mine (within the past 25 years) has been approved exactly as proposed
by the company. Each of the many State and federal agencies review the permit application,
baseline data and EIS requirements and each requires large or minor changes before it is
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satisfied that the mine will be able to operate according to that agency’s requirements. The
Assessment assumes designs for various aspects of the mine and then criticizes those designs
as not being acceptable. The Assessment does not effectively address avoidance,
minimization and mitigation, all of which are employed by the agencies and the companies to
address concerns that arise over the initial design. This approach to “assume design and then
say it is not acceptable” was used in the Assessment for: siting of mine facilities, siting of
roads, siting of tailings pipeline, design of bridges, tailings management, water use, water
discharge, financial assurance (bonding), etc.
EPA Response: We have further addressed the issue of mitigation in the assessment. We

did not judge any of the mine elements included in the scenario to be acceptable or not,
but identified the risks associated with them assuming modern conventional mitigation
measures are taken to minimize risks. Mitigation to compensate for effects on aquatic
resources that cannot be avoided or minimized by mine design and operation would be
addressed through a regulatory process that is beyond the scope of this assessment.
Nevertheless, in response to public and peer review comments, we have included a
discussion of compensatory mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
4.133 The Assessment page 4-8: Section 4.2.2 states: “Crushed ore is carried by truck or conveyer
to a ball mill, where particle size is further reduced (e.g., lesVWKDQȝP «” and “Bulk
tailings are the materials left after the first flotation circuit, and are directed to a tailings
storage facility (TSF)…” and later states in the same paragraph “The copper molybdenum
(+gold) concentrate may be fed through a second ball mill to grind the particles again (e.g., to
OHVVWKDQȝP «”. This paragraph describes the particle size after passage though the ball
mill “«OHVVWKDQȝP” (0.2 mm) and the second ball mill which reduces the particle size
to “to less than ȝP” (0.025 mm). However, on page 4-10, in Section 4.2.3, particle sizes
of the tailings are stated to be “silt to fine sand (0.001- to 0.6-mm)…”. On page 4-49 the
Assessment states: “The bulk tailings would be uniformly graded, consist largely of sand and
silt-sized particles (D80 ȝP ”. However, the data presented in Figure 4-13 conflicts
with these statements in the Assessment regarding particle size and the fact that the particles
stored as tailings “would be uniformly graded”. This discrepancy should be explained, since
particle size is a critical, determinate factor in supporting assumptions and conclusions
regarding the fate of tailings released downstream in the Failure Scenario presented in
Chapter 6 of the Assessment. On page 4-49 the Assessment states that bulk tailings would
make up 85% of the mass with pyritic tailings comprising 14% of the tailings with a D80 of
ȝP PP 7KDWPHDQVWKDWDWOHDVWRIWKHSDUWLFOHVLQWKHWDLOLQJVZRXOGEHOHVV
than 0.2 mm in diameter. Threshold shear velocity to initiate transport for particles of this
size is approximately 0.04 ft/sec. According to Box 4-9 on page 4-57 all tailings particles are
assumed to have a diameter of 1 mm or less. Threshold shear velocity to initiate transport for
a 1 mm particle is approximately 0.08 ft/sec, which is less than half the velocity cited (0.16
ft/sec) in Box 4-9. What these differences mean is that the entire modeling effort on sediment
transport is suspect in the Assessment. The consequences of incorrectly characterizing the
fate of sediments released from the tailings facility during the Failure Scenario is that
sediment would be transported at much lower water velocities than presented in Box 4-9.
This questionable characterization and assumption is critical to the conclusions regarding the
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fate of sediments released and the ability of those sediments to form dam(s) in areas
downstream in the main stem Koktuli, Mulchatna, or Nushagak Rivers. This entire topic in
the Assessment should be reevaluated to determine if any incorrect or false assumptions have
been made.
EPA Response: Section 4.2 discusses typical processes at a porphyry copper mine. Some
details of the mine scenarios analyzed in Section 4.3 may vary from examples mentioned
in Section 4.2. The text from Section 4.2.2 cited in the comment clearly indicates that
the particle sizes mentioned are examples. The text cited in the comment from Section
4.2.3 refers to typical tailings particle sizes of silt to fine sand (0.001- to 0.6-mm), a
range which includes the preYLRXVO\PHQWLRQHGVL]HVRIȝPDQGȝP
The text from p. 4-49 cited in the comment refers to tailings particle size information
from Ghaffari et al. (2011). This source document did not present particle size
distribution curves for the tailings, only the P80 values. For the assessment, we reviewed
published particle size distribution curves for tailings at other copper mines and then
constructed similarly shaped curves that had a P80 RIȝPIRUWKHEXONWDLOLQJVDQGD
P80 RIȝPIRUWKH cleaner tailings. The comment is correct that the tailings
represented by particle size curves shown in Figure 4-13 would not be uniformly graded
(meaning a D60/D10 less than 2), and we attribute this discrepancy to an imprecise use of
the term “uniformly graded” in Ghaffari et al. (2011). Box 4-9 refers to and is consistent
with the particle size distribution curves in Figure 4-13.
The Hjulstrom curve was used to determine the threshold velocity between transport
and deposition. By inspection of the curve, the boundary for a 1-mm grain occurs at
0.16 ft/s as described in the report. It is possible that the comment is based on other
accepted methods for determination of minimum transport shear velocity for a discrete
particle size (i.e., Shields, etc.). As the comment describes, a more conservative estimate
of necessary velocity to transport material will allow the estimation of sediment
transport potential to extend farther downstream. The estimated velocity (0.16 ft/s) was
applied to better understand when sediment could be deposited during the receding
flood flow resulting from a large tailings dam failure. The estimate is coarse and relies
on a hydraulic model to determine flood flow characteristics. It is recognized that
additional study could refine the estimate and further describe sediment transport
potential for a highly concentrated sediment flow as it distributes downstream and
mixes with other clear water tributary inputs. We also acknowledge that the assessment
does not provide great detail about non-dam failure sediment transport, but focuses on
the potential for large quantities of sediment to be easily distributed down valley,
causing an immediate alteration of stream and floodplain habitat. By volume, TSFs can
release sediment quantities that can result in depositional layers measured in meters.
The comment is correct that these sediments can then be re-suspended and transported
during subsequent flood events and potentially during typical low flows in areas of
potential head cutting and along the stream bank margins.
4.134 One of NDM’s primary concerns about the Draft Assessment is that EPA presumes to
measure environmental impacts of proposed mining activity without having any definitive
mining proposal from PLP. The Draft Assessment makes clear that it has made a whole range
of assumptions concerning fundamental details of mine activity that PLP has yet to propose,
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including the location of mine facilities and related infrastructure; the scale of the mine and
the time period over which mining will occur; mining and milling methods; annual
production; size, placement and chemistry of waste rock; and the size, placement, chemistry
of tailing storage facilities, construction and mine operation practices, design criteria,
mitigation measures, and a host of other assumptions. See Draft Assessment at pp. 4-13 to 417. With EPA’s reliance on this hypothetical mining operation to prepare the Draft
Assessment, it cannot pretend to have conducted a sound science-based review of the impact
of PLP’s proposed mine on the Bristol Bay watershed.] It would be impossible to do so given
that it does not have an actual mine plan to assess. This single fact vitiates the scientific
validity of the Draft Assessment and compels EPA to withhold analysis and judgment on
impacts of mining activity on the subject watershed until such time as PLP actually submits
definitive mine plans for consideration.
EPA Response: We did not intend to evaluate a specific mine. Instead, we use Ghaffari
et al. (2011) to identify elements of a plausible mine for evaluation of potential impacts
to salmon. We agree that the Ghaffari et al. (2011) report represents a plausible mine,
permittable under existing standards, and believe that it describes the elements of a
mine likely to be constructed at any of the sites in the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds.
4.135 NDM believes that EPA’s proposed mining plan will differ significantly and in important
ways from a plan that PLP would seek to have permitted. Without having an actual mine plan
before it, EPA is left guessing as to what PLP’s operation would look like. A realistic
assessment of impacts from mining activity cannot be left to supposition and guesswork.
Moreover, the Pebble mine would be located in an area of Alaska state land that was
designated through two democratic land use planning processes for mineral exploration and
development, giving further credence to the fact that EPA should wait to assess a specific
mining proposal for this area rather than to base its analysis on a hypothetical mine proposal
to determine whether mining is in fact an acceptable use of the area.
EPA Response: We based our mine scenarios on the preliminary mine plan put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). A formal mine plan for any
deposit would include a great deal of detail that we did not address. We assumed that
these details would be well thought out and comply with regulations and industry
standards. The major components of any submitted mine plan are likely to include
those we have included here: an open pit (with a possible underground component),
tailings impoundments, and waste rock piles. Our evaluation focused on the likely
effects of these major mine components.
4.136 Even if the footprint of PLP’s proposed activity is similar to the 25-year hypothetical mining
plan that EPA has proposed, NDM believes significant differences would remain concerning
the detailed design, construction, and operation of engineered facilities, (e.g., tailings
embankments) and mitigation measures proposed. Given these differences, the validity and
relevance of EPA’s hypothetical mining plan and the resulting environmental impacts are
highly suspect.
EPA Response: We disagree with the comment. Our analysis of potential effects, based
on the scientific literature, experience at other mines, and the experience of EPA
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scientists and engineers, is accurate. We assume that mine components are designed,
constructed and operated effectively. However, we also assume that, in spite of best
efforts, system failures will occur. It is these failures that we evaluate for environmental
effects.
4.137 EPA’s hypothetical scenario does not adequately incorporate modern engineering design
features that would avoid or mitigate many of the impacts described in its report, as
evidenced by the preponderance of real life examples in North America. Indeed, EPA admits
that its analysis considers “good, but not necessarily best, mining practices.”
EPA Response: The assessment assumes that modern, conventional engineering design
features are included and properly implemented. The mitigation measures included in
the mine scenarios are those that could be reasonably expected to be proposed for an
actual mine, many of which were presented as appropriate for the Pebble deposit in
Ghaffari et al. (2011). We have made inclusion of these mitigation measures clearer in
the revised assessment. Mitigation to compensate for effects on aquatic resources that
cannot be avoided or minimized by mine design and operation would be addressed
through a regulatory process that is beyond the scope of this assessment. Nevertheless,
in response to public and peer review comments, we have included a discussion of
compensatory mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.
4.138 Failing to include in its assessment state-of-the-art measures that would avoid and mitigate
many of the impacts described in the report leads to misleading, inaccurate and unfair
conclusions about the actual impacts of mining activity in the area. Indeed, Alaska agencies
and EPA/other federal agencies would not permit such a plan as hypothesized by EPA in the
first instance, especially with the exclusion of modern engineering design and mitigation
measures.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.137.
4.139 The EPA’s problem formulation presents an unrealistic overestimation of potential impacts
without adequate consideration of mitigation.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.137.
4.140 Along the transportation corridor, under the routine scenario, EPA assumes that culverts will
be improperly installed and that blockages to fish passage will occur due to improper
construction and maintenance. This is not only impossible, it violates EPA’s own assumption
that things are working as designed. Also, EPA assumes that daily maintenance inspections
will occur. NDM cannot understand how the predicted impacts could occur if everything is
working according to plan. Agencies would never permit a project that had the culverts
installed incorrectly and were routinely blocking fish passage. Thus, EPA’s assumptions are
not valid and the conditions they describe would never be permitted by either state or federal
agencies.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82.
4.141 NDM and subsequently PLP have taken great pains over eight years to avoid as many
environmental impacts of viable project development as possible. The project footprint has
been adjusted many times and the sequencing of development of various project elements has
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been revised over and over to avoid and/or minimize impacts to local streams and wetlands.
At no time did EPA demonstrate that it took account of any of these environmentally
important design principles when coming up with its hypothetical mine concept. Further, PLP
has taken great pains to design a transportation corridor that would avoid and/or minimize
impacts to streams and wetlands, including incorporation of advanced approaches to stream
crossings that would assure that bridges would be used wherever appropriate and that culvert
design and placement would preclude failure either of the structures themselves or their
abilities to provide unimpeded fish passage for all relevant species and life stages. Not only
did EPA fail to incorporate appropriate road and pipeline design standards, but they assumed
a failure rate that would never occur for any modern, well-designed, all-weather industrial
road in Alaska, especially given today’s stringent permitting requirements. PLP has always
incorporated the best design and operational standards for physical project elements, such as
tailings storage facility embankments, water treatment facilities (such as redundant, modular
design) and site water collection and distribution systems. EPA’s design and performance
standards, as explicitly stated in their analysis were merely “good” as opposed to best; it
seems this was necessary so that EPA could posit a series of still-unreasonable failures and
by doing so, have something to analyze.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.137.
4.142 Another glaring lapse is EPA’s failure to acknowledge and incorporate one of the most basic
requirements of the permitting process: full, functional mitigation for all unavoidable,
residual project impacts. PLP has consistently acknowledged its mitigation responsibility and
has assumed that permit requirements would stipulate mitigation obligations amounting to a
significant multiple of actual impacts, resulting in a net gain in anadromous and resident fish
productive capacity (hence potential net gains to subsistence, commercial and recreational
fisheries), as has been the case with other projects in Alaska. PLP has identified numerous
opportunities for increasing anadromous fish habitat, as well as the productive capacity of
that habitat for anadromous fish, greatly in excess of reasonably anticipated losses. Examples
of such available opportunities include judicious water management, including storage, and
strategic delivery of excess water to streams and aquifers without adverse impacts such as
seasonally incompatible temperatures; providing access to existing but inaccessible aquatic
habitats and creation of extensive new habitats such as groundwater-fed secondary channels
for anadromous and resident fish spawning, rearing and overwintering in local floodplains;
concentrating mitigation efforts in more heavily utilized lower portions of local watersheds
(North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, Upper Talarik Creek) in order to maximize actual
use of new habitat by the fish for which it is intended. Offsite but in-watershed
(Kvichak/Nushagak) opportunities include such things as fish passage at significant
anadromous fish barriers, opening up very large areas to anadromous access, significantly
increasing salmon runs in associated systems. More remote opportunities include facilitation
of reclamation and rehabilitation activities in existing disturbed areas. EPA chose not to
include any such mitigation approaches in any of its scenarios, but rather to assume the
persistence of unavoided and unmitigated adverse project impacts. This failure flies in the
face of the CEQ Guidelines, requirements of the CWA, the large mine permitting process in
place and familiar to all in Alaska, and is inconsistent with modern mining industry practices.
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EPA Response: The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate potential effects of a mine
on salmon at this location. Compensatory mitigation would be considered as part of a
regulatory process to offset effects identified in completion of the assessment.
Nevertheless, we have included a discussion of compensatory mitigation in Appendix J
of the revised assessment.
4.143 The following comments are summarized from tables that can be found in Doc. #4611:
•

Pg. 4-11: “A clay liner may have a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 10-8 m/s, whereas
a geomembrane may have a hydraulic conductivity of approximately 10-10 m/s
(Commonwealth of Australia 2007). However, geomembrane technology has not been
available long enough to know their service life, and geomembrances are generally
estimated by manufacturers to last 20 to 30 years when covered by tailings (North pers.
comm.).”

•

Comment: Modern clay liners are most commonly constructed with a saturated hydraulic
conductivity of 10-9 m/s, one order of magnitude lower than the Draft Assessment
suggests.

EPA Response: The saturated hydraulic conductivity of a clay liner is used as an
example in the section describing background and the appropriate reference is noted.
The comment does not provide a substitute reference for the value they suggested, so no
change is required.
•

Comment: Geomembranes used in typical lining applications typically have hydraulic
conductivities of 10-14 or 10-15 m/s, several order of magnitude lower than stated.

EPA Response: The source of information presented in the assessment is cited. Without
a source for the information the comment provides for verification, we are unable to use
it. Therefore, no change is required.
•

Comment: Most of the research on geomembranes is performed by independent
universities and research institutes such as the Geosynthetic Institute
(http://www.geosynthetic-institute.org/).

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
•

Pg. 4-15, Table 4-3: TSF 1 surface area is 14.9 km2

•

Comment: This is inconsistent with pg. 4-50: “Under the partial volume dam failure, the
peak flood is estimated at 1,862 m3/s immediately downstream of the TSF 1 dam, where
the contributing watershed area is only 1.4 km2.” Such a massive over-estimation by EPA
eliminates credibility.

EPA Response: This was a typographical error that has been corrected in the revised
assessment. 14.9 km2 is the correct area and was used in the analysis.
•

Pg. 4-20, Figure 4-7: The figure displays minimum and maximum mine footprints
hypothesized and shows hypothetical mine infrastructure overlaying a map that
hypothetically depicts “freshwater habitat”.
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Comment: Figure 4-7 fails to define freshwater habitat. The maps presented greatly
exaggerate the amount of fish bearing waters and leaves the reader with the impression
that there are a large number of lakes in the area. This is incorrect. What the maps should
depict is the streams channels which contain or contribute water to fish bearing channels.
The scale on the map only makes the exaggeration worse. NDM’s analysis shows that
certain maps included in the Draft Assessment exaggerate stream widths by as much as
7,000%. The situation is particularly bad in the Upper Talarik Creek watershed. The
background maps should be revised to accurately depict the stream distribution in the
area represented, as related to the three fish species which are the subject of the
Assessment.

EPA Response: Figure 4-7 displays all types of freshwater habitat, including wetlands,
ponds, and streams, not just fish habitat. Maps typically denote small streams as lines
that show the location but not the size of the channel, which is the case in this figure.
•

Pg. 4-25, Figure 4-9B: The figure, “Post Closure with No Water Management” shows a
scenario after completion of mineral extraction where leachate is being generated from
the tailings and waste rock piles, but no water management is occurring.

•

Comment: This is an inaccurate depiction of the post-closure period. The post-closure
implementation period will include long term water management that effectively
manages and controls any leachate that does not meet water quality criteria.

EPA Response: This was intended to represent the situation where financial assurance
had run out or there had been some other reason for the company to no longer be able
to provide water management. This figure is not included in the revised assessment.
•

Regarding hydraulic conductivity in water balance (Box 4-2), Pg. 4-28: “We based our
analysis on the hydraulic conductivity (k) varying with depth, with log k varying linearly
from the surface to a depth of 200 m; specifically, with k = 1 x 10-4 m/s at the surface and
k = 1 x 10-8 m/s at depths greater than or equal to 200 m.”

•

Comment: This is inconsistent with Chapter 8 of PLP’s Environmental Baseline
Document Pg. 8-25: “The hydraulic conductivity tests in overburden…had a geometric
mean of 2x10-5 m/s, and a median of 3x10-5 m/s.” Pg. 8-25: “Response test in bedrock in
the Pebble Deposit were performed near the top of rock (shallow bedrock)….The
geometric mean of the calculated values was 1x10-5 m/s and the median was 1x10-5 m/s.
Impact: EPA has overestimated hydraulic conductivity in shallow overburden and
underestimated it at depth in bedrock.

EPA Response: The distribution of hydraulic conductivities used to estimate mine pit
inflow in the original draft assessment analysis was derived from an analysis of 33
borings reported in Chapter 8 of PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document. The
hydraulic conductivities reported by PLP range from 1x10-3 m/s to 5x10-8 m/s with
considerable scatter in the data (as shown in Figure 6-7 of the revised assessment). The
data cited in the comment is not inconsistent with our modeled hydraulic conductivity
distribution.
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•

Pg. 4-33: “Because premature closure is an unanticipated event, water treatment systems
would likely be insufficient to treat the excessive and persistent volume of low pH water
containing high metal concentrations.”

•

Comment: This statement is incorrect. Premature closure would be one of the events
planned for, with appropriate financial assurances, as part of the permitting process.
Further, NDM believes PLP would ensure that sufficient water treatment capacity exists
at all times to address premature closure.

EPA Response: We have noted in the revised assessment that, “In the past, however,
financial assurance often has not been adequate, and taxpayers have been left with
substantial cleanup costs (USEPA 1997). This may be changing, as agencies update
bonding requirements to reflect cleanup costs more accurately, but projecting these
costs far into the future is a difficult task…” with respect to premature closure (Section
6.3.5).
•

Pg. 4-45: “Several studies have estimated the probability of tailings dam failures,
resulting in the failure probabilities listed below.
o 1 tailings dam failure every 2,000 mine years.
o 1 tailings dam failure every 2,041 mine years.
o 1 tailings dam failure every 1,754 to 714 mine years.”

•

Comment: These probabilities are not relevant. The failure case histories used to develop
the probabilities are almost exclusively based on older tailings facilities started without
the benefit of modern engineering practices and regulations. In all cases, mitigation of the
failure would have been possible through proper investigation, design, construction,
and/or operations consistent with modern mining practices. An analysis that simply
utilizes a retrospective failure rate to estimate future failures at a modern mining site
significantly exaggerates the risk of a TSF failure, and therefore results in a biased
assessment of future outcomes.

EPA Response: The probabilities for tailings dam failure were not derived from the
historical record. Historical failures were discussed as supporting background
information and present a defensible upper bound on the failure probabilities. The
failure probabilities are based on Alaska’s dam classification and required safety
factors applied to the method of Silva et al. (2008). The discussion of failure
probabilities is expanded in the revised assessment to clarify this issue. The use of
current dam engineering and construction methods would be expected to reduce the
probability of failure, as discussed in Chapter 9. On the other hand, building such tall
rockfill dams is pushing the boundaries of past experience and could have unforeseen
performance issues.
4.144 Given the lack of scientific rigor, the Assessment is an inadequate basis for a permitting
decision for the Pebble Project, which should be evaluated pursuant to the normal
Environmental Impact Statement process under NEPA. The Assessment is based on a
“mining scenario” describing a mine that today could not be legally built, and other mine
structures that fail to meet modern mine construction or operation methods. It is based on
culverts that fail to meet modern design criteria for fish passage. It relies on data from mines
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constructed in the 1800s that now could not be constructed or operated in the same way.
Thus, an EPA Section 404(c) veto of the Pebble Project based on this report would be a
triumph of politics over science.
EPA Response: The assessment is not intended to evaluate a permit decision for the
Pebble project. It assesses potential effects of the mine components expected to be
common to any large porphyry copper mine on salmon resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds. The assessment scenarios are based on a report
commissioned and distributed by Northern Dynasty Minerals (Ghaffari et al. 2011),
which states that the scenarios are plausible and permittable.
References to mines from the 1800s do not address design of those mines. We use them
as examples of the transport and fate of mine waste contaminants released to the
environment. There is no implication that a modern mine would similarly fail, rather
we evaluate how the pollutants behaved once they have entered the environment.
4.145 The Assessment mistakenly suggests that fundamental permitting requirements will not be
applied to a potential development within the Bristol Bay watershed. This is a fundamentally
flawed premise. It is also extraordinary that an EPA document would suggest that this is a
reasonable basis for its impact assessment, because it assumes that a federal regulatory
process would completely ignore modern standards for tailings dams. The Assessment does
not take into account these modern design criteria.
EPA Response: We assume that all appropriate design criteria will be included.
However, we also assume that all engineered systems will fail at one time or another.
The mitigation measures proposed within the assessment’s mine scenarios are those
that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a real mine and are assumed to
meet requirements. We are aware that an actual mine may differ somewhat from what
we have proposed in the assessment scenarios. However, what is proposed has been
suggested as appropriate for the Pebble deposit by Ghaffari et al. (2011).
4.146 The Assessment wholly ignores standards and regulatory guidelines on the design and
construction of waste rock piles. These standards are clearly laid out in state and federal
regulatory schemes and should be the building blocks for the development of any
hypothetical mining scenario.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.145.
4.147 The Assessment indicates that the assumed mining operation would modify natural runoff
and infiltration, but fails to highlight the extensive studies that are required to understand
baseline conditions and to determine the changes to flow conditions during construction,
operation and after mine closure. These studies are fundamental requirements for the
permitting process, and are required to determine appropriate mitigation measures to
ameliorate potential impacts.
EPA Response: We believe it is scientifically valid to assume that mining operations
would modify natural runoff and infiltration. We assume that additional studies will be
completed and the results incorporated into design of mining facilities.
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4.148 The pipeline failure rates used in the Assessment are based on aggregated information from
several countries spanning a wide range of construction techniques and pipe sizes. It is not
clear what design standards to which those pipelines were constructed.
EPA Response: The assessment considers failure rates across multiple countries, in
various climates, of various pipe sizes, and owned by operators with varying experience
levels. The analysis looked at data from nearly 20 million kilometer-years of pipe
operation, but selected a failure rate based on datasets for pipelines less than 20 cm in
diameter, pipelines in a climate similar to Alaska, and pipelines run by small operators
to carry forward in the analyses. Chapter 11 of the revised assessment more thoroughly
describes pipeline failure scenarios.
4.149 In its hypothetical mine scenario, EPA relies on tailings facilities built in the late 1800s while
ignoring modem engineering that would have prevented historical dam failures. EPA grossly
underestimates the high standard to which a mine in the Bristol Bay watershed would have to
be designed and engineered in order to obtain permits to operate in the watershed. It also
underestimates the role of various federal and state regulatory agencies in the permitting
process that will help ensure that a technically advanced mine would be designed and
operated.
EPA Response: We did not compare tailings facilities from the 1800s to current
engineering. We compared the behavior of metals on river floodplains where spills from
old mines had occurred to similar situations from a new mine. We have not referenced
the technology used to build those mines, merely the fate of the pollutants once they
have entered the environment.
4.150 EPA’s statistics overstate the chances of a tailings dam failure today. ICOLD statistics
referenced in the report do not support the premise that tailings dam failure is a reasonable
hypothesis for a modern mine operation in the Bristol Bay watershed. The Assessment
incorrectly implies that generalized statistics for worldwide tailings dam failures can be
applied to individual tailings dams to suggest a high potential for failure over an extended
period of time. This premise is erroneous and misleading, as it is incorrect to imply that any
particular proposed or actual dam structure is more or less likely to fail based solely on
extrapolation of general dam failure statistics based on dissimilar dams.
EPA Response: In the revised assessment we clarify that we use historic tailings dam
failure data to give the reader a sense of history and set a reasonable upper bound on
dam failure probabilities. In both the original and revised drafts, we acknowledge that
the use of current dam engineering and construction methods may reduce the failure
rate by an order of magnitude or more (Section 9.1.2). We also describe predictions of
tailings failure probabilities from several other publications. Our predicted failure
statistics are based on Silva et al. (2008), which deals with slope stability of modern
dams. However, we would be negligent if we did not cite the historical record in the
assessment.
4.151 The new design criteria for fish passage culverts typically produce a culvert with a much
greater flow capacity, resulting in lower failure potential. The analysis of road and culvert
failure in the Assessment does not address the distinction between the two culvert types, or
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describe adequately the advances in design criteria for fish passage, and therefore overstates
the potential for failure of project culverts on fish bearing streams.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82. One reference in the draft assessment
(Flanders and Cariello 2000) has been deleted from the revised assessment.
4.152 A properly formulated culvert design maintains sediment, debris, and flood flow, and aquatic
organism conveyance (both upstream and downstream) similar to that of the natural stream.
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities and Alaska Department of
Fish and Game have collaborated to develop a comprehensive strategy that establishes design
criteria to maintain the stream function for culverts in Alaska. This cooperation resulted in a
Memorandum of Agreement for the Design, Permitting, and Construction of Culverts for Fish
Passage. The design criteria within this MOA have become not only the standard for
DOT&PF projects, but also for any project managed by other public and private entities in
the state. The Assessment demonstrates that its authors lack knowledge of maintenance
requirements and these Alaska-specific standards to maintain stream function for culverts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82. The impacts to fish passage described in
the revised assessment use modern design guidelines for culverts. These specifications
are described in Box 10-2, which references the memorandum of agreement (MOA)
between the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities. Box 10-2 also summarizes three design
approaches for culverts, including the Stream Simulation Design developed by USDA.
4.153 The mining scenario and analysis of environmental impacts failed to consider mitigation
activities that are routinely adopted in the United States for mining and similar large resource
and infrastructure projects. In practice, mitigation of project effects is required by federal law
to the extent that is reasonably attainable. The hypothetical mining project evaluated in the
Draft Assessment not only reflects a worst-case possible scenario, it also reflects an
unrealistic scenario. It analyzes a mining operation scenario that has not been permitted in the
United States since late in the 19th or very early in the 20th century. The document
inappropriately refers to mining impacts in the last century, relying upon information from
mining activities conducted in countries with lax or non-existent environmental regulations.
EPA Response: The mine scenarios draw elements from the scenarios described as
permittable in Ghaffari et al. (2011). Mitigation features are presumed to be
incorporated into mine design, and the revised assessment better describes these
potential mitigation measures. References made to mines from the last century do not
address design features from those mines; these references are used to evaluate the fate
of pollutants that have spilled from those mines (i.e., we are considering the fate of
pollutants once they have entered the environment).
4.154 The input assumptions used in the hydrological modeling are incorrect. For instance, an SCSType IA storm was used in developing one of the models used in the assessment. Based on
known data for Alaska, a different SCS Type I distribution should have been used. Applying
a different distribution would change the results of the analysis and reduce some of the
greatly exaggerated results.
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EPA Response: The comment is correct. SCS Type I is appropriate for this region of
Alaska. The hydrologic input was corrected in the revised assessment. In the final
assessment, however, the probable maximum flood is no longer modeled.
4.155 There is ample precedent for the successful design, construction, and operation of tailings
impoundments around the world, including Alaska. Each site is unique and the designs are
specific to site conditions. The Fort Knox tailings dam is an example of a large dam that has
been constructed and continues to be operated in Alaska. This tailings dam will be raised to
its ultimate height of 360 ft in 2013, and it is situated in an area where the cold winter
conditions are more severe than those at the Pebble site. The dam is designed to withstand the
Probable Maximum Flood as well as the peak ground acceleration of 0.63g generated by a
Maximum Credible Earthquake of M7.5.
EPA Response: We agree. However, these tailings impoundments must remain in place
in perpetuity and it is unlikely that they will all do so. Myriad variables are involved in
stability of a dam, not all of which are controllable or predictable in the perpetual time
frames that a dam must hold tailings in place. The risk associated with failure of each
dam varies with site characteristics and consequences of failure.
4.156 In the text of the Assessment, an assumption is made that water surplus to operations needs
will be routed to the streams downstream of the infrastructure footprint, but makes no
mention of supplemental water from some other source to mitigate for flow reductions or
other water management measures that would address water temperature concerns.
EPA Response: Section 4.3.7 of the original draft included water withdrawal for mine
operations. This water could conceivably be taken from another source to mitigate
losses at the site. However, withdrawal from other sources for any purpose would
simply transfer the adverse effects to another system. Supplemental flows from other
sources are not included in the assessment.
4.157 Table 4-2 on page 4-14 states that under the Premature Closure scenario, “Closure of mine
before planned mine lifespan is reached and without planned site management”. This
assumption is not “realistic” given the five-year environmental and bonding review required
by the State of Alaska. What this assumption, as presented in Table 4-2 fails to recognize is
that some form of site management in case of a premature closure or stoppage in production
would be performed with funding from the bonds required. This is not a realistic part of a
scenario and should be revised to reflect the State’s requirements.
EPA Response: The discussion of premature closure has been expanded in the revised
assessment (Section 6.3.5). It includes examples of premature closure that illustrate the
issues involved. In addition, financial assurance issues are discussed in Box 4-3 of the
revised assessment.
4.158 Figure 4-7 on page 4-20 displays minimum and maximum mine footprints hypothesized and
shows hypothetical mine infrastructure overlaying a map that hypothetically depicts
“freshwater habitat”. Figure 4-7 fails to define freshwater habitat and is scientifically and
professionally dishonest. The maps presented greatly exaggerate the amount of fish bearing
waters and leaves the reader with the impression that there are a large number of lakes in the
area. This is absolutely false. What the maps should depict is the stream channels which
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contain or contribute water to fish bearing channels. The scale on the map only makes the
exaggeration worse. The situation is particularly bad in the Upper Talarik Creek watershed.
This is an example of where the Assessment clearly misleads the public about the nature and
character of the streams in the area. The background maps should be revised to accurately
depict the stream distribution in the area represented, as related to the three fish species
which are the subject of the Assessment.
EPA Response: See response to the fifth part of Comment 4.143.
4.159 The Assessment page 4-31: Section 4.3.8 states: “Weathering of the waste rock and pit walls
would release contaminant concentrations of potential concern such as sulfates and metals.
Weathering to the point where these contaminants are present in only trace amounts (at levels
approaching their pre-mining background concentrations) would likely take hundreds to
thousands of years, resulting in a need for management of materials and leachate over that
time.” These statements draw a major conclusion without supporting science to document the
claim made that sufficient weathering would take “hundreds to thousands” of years to reduce
potential contaminates to pre-mine background levels. This conclusion is totally unsupported
by any references or analysis to justify the claim. The Assessment should be rewritten to
include scientifically defensible documentation that the assertion regarding weathering time
is valid.
EPA Response: Appropriate reference is included in the revised assessment.
4.160 The Assessment page 4-31: Section 4.3.8.1 Mine Pit states: “These areas containing sulfide
minerals would likely be acid-generating for as long as they remained above the water
surface in the pit (if they were not sealed against oxidation), resulting in low-pH water
running down the sides of the pit into the water body at the bottom.” This statement is
inconsistent with the conclusion earlier in Section 4.3.8 that weathering of the “mine pit”
would occur over some undocumented time frame and reduce potential contaminant levels to
pre-mine concentrations. The Assessment needs to be rewritten to correct this discrepancy.
The Assessment presents conflicting information on pit wall weathering, thus it is impossible
to adequately assess the potential ecological impacts, since no documentation is provided in
the text. It also ignores the application of effective mine closure measures to ensure no
contamination impacts downstream.
EPA Response: The assessment states that it would likely require hundreds to
thousands of years to reduce potential contaminant levels to pre-mine concentrations.
This does not contradict the fact that oxidation of exposed sulfide minerals would create
acid (and other ions) upon addition of water over this time; therefore, we find these
statements to be consistent. The discussion of post-closure pit wall leaching has been
expanded to clarify that the duration of the problem is uncertain.
4.161 The Assessment page 4-32: Section 4.3.8.2 Tailings Storage Facilities states: “An assumption
in the mining industry is that tailings continue to compact, expelling interstitial water and
becoming more stable over time. However, a recent analysis of data from oil sands tailings
suggests that densification of tailings may stop after a period of time (Wells 2011). Thus, the
system may require continued monitoring to ensure hydraulic and physical integrity”. The
conclusion reached in this section of the Assessment is not supported by a scientifically
defensible argument. The Assessment fails to present any information or analysis to show
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that the apparent conclusion reached by Wells (2011) is applicable to the type of tailings
facility envisioned in the hypothetical mine scenario, that the manner in which the tailings
from the oil sands are placed into their tailings facility is similar to what would occur at the
hypothetical mine site, and that the particle size distribution in the oil sands tailing facility is
identical to those in the mine’s hypothetical tailings facility. The reader is given no basis on
which to reach the same conclusion as the Assessment. The conclusion as it now is described
does not meet any reasonable definition of a scientifically valid assessment. The Assessment
should be rewritten to provide evidence that the two situations are comparable in order to
support the conclusion that continual monitoring will be required.
EPA Response: The quoted excerpt from the assessment does not state a conclusion
with regard to tailings consolidation or any changes in stability resulting from such
consolidation. The text suggests that one cannot conclude that the tailings would
eventually be stable and that continued monitoring may be necessary. The revised
assessment makes it clear that tar sands tailings may not be representative of mine
tailings, but there are no studies of consolidation of mine tailings.
4.162 The Assessment page 4-3: Section 4.3.8.5 Premature Closure. This entire section of the
Assessment fails to address the requirements of the State of Alaska regarding five-year
environmental audits and bonding review. This section as written is nothing more than
uninformed, idle speculation and has no place in an ecological risk assessment. If the authors
have any specific conclusions that they wish to draw regarding this component of the
hypothetical mine scenario, then they should comprehensively document the conditions
under which this uninformed speculation could occur. As is, this section adds nothing of
scientifically defensible substance to the Assessment and should be deleted as a component
of the mine development and operations scenario.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.157.
4.163 The Assessment page 4-34: Section 4.3.9.1 Roads states: “…we assume standard practices
for design, construction, and operation of the road infrastructure, including design of bridges
and culverts for fish passage. Costs for the road would include daily maintenance crew and
equipment; crushed road topping every 5 years; culvert, embankment, riprap, guardrail and
river training structures; regular bridge and other inspections; dust suppression; snow
removal; and avalanche control and removal …”
The Assessment makes the various assumptions outlined in Section 4.3.9.1, but fails to
mention the requirements of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Alaska
Departments of Transportation and Fish and Game regarding fish passage requirements at
road crossings and whether the Assessment assumes that design and maintenance
requirements for a private road would be different than that described in the Assessment. The
assumption of “standard practices” in design of road crossings is not specific and does not
provide the reader any comparison between what the authors assumed a standard practice is
and what the State of Alaska requirements might be for a large mining project. Therefore, it
is impossible to determine if there is a scientifically defensible comparison between the
assumptions made by the Assessment and the reality of what considerations would be
included in any “realistic” road design. This issue is particularly important, since the
Assessment assumes daily road maintenance and inspection, given the conclusions about the
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impacts of a transportation corridor on fish passage later in the Assessment. There appears to
be a complete disconnect between the assumptions the Assessment presents in this section
and the unsupported and inappropriately documented conclusions in the non-failure scenario
of the Assessment in Chapter 5.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82.
4.164 The Assessment beginning on page 4-26 presents the assumptions in the mine development
scenario relating to water management. Review of the Assessment’s pages 4-26 to 4-30, Box
4-2, and Tables 4-3 and 4-5 raise serious concern about the conclusions reached in the
Assessment regarding water management and water balance. The Assessment fails to provide
an adequate explanation of or sufficient detail on how the values in Table 4-5 were derived.
The water balance modeling results in the Assessment are suspect and unreliable.
EPA Response: Section 4.3.7 of the original draft assessment described the components
considered in the water balance, and Box 4-2 provided additional details on water
balance calculations. The vague assertions in the comment alleging “serious concern
about the conclusions” and the “suspect and unreliable” modeling results do not present
sufficient specific information on the comment’s concerns for us to provide further
explanation of the calculations. However, consideration of water balance issues has been
expanded and updated in the revised assessment (e.g., Section 6.2.2).
4.165 The Assessment on page 4-26, third bullet states: “Capture of precipitation falling on the
mine components. Precipitation on the mine pit, waste rock piles, and TSFs would be
collected and stored to use as process water, eliminating it as a source of stream recharge”.
The Assessment fails to provide any support or analysis of the conclusion that precipitation
falling on the mine components would be used exclusively as process water and that some
portion, after treatment, could not be used to replace some of the stream flow reductions
downstream of the mine footprint.
EPA Response: Figure 18.3.6 in Ghaffari et al. (2011) shows all the mine pit and waste
rock pile runoff being directed to the process water pond. The figure shows makeup
process water being transferred from the TSF to the process water pond. The figure
also shows some of the water from the TSF being treated before discharge. We agree
that neither the process water nor water stored in the TSF could be used to mitigate
reductions in streamflow unless it was treated to meet the discharge standards.
4.166 The Assessment, page 4-26 Table 4-5 Water Balance Estimates for the Mine Scenario. Table
4-5 appears to present data that is inconsistent with logic and reason. How can facilities that
have a total volume of 229% of another have only 4% more pore water volume? Table 4-5
contains a gross error in its water balance calculations and calls into question the accuracy of
the modeling and the competence of the modelers, authors and EPA reviewers of the
Assessment.
EPA Response: The quantities shown in Table 4-5 of the original draft assessment (and
updated in Table 6-3 of the revised assessment) are annual quantities. Based on a
constant average production rate over the life of the mine, the annual volumes of
tailings produced and of interstitial pore water within those tailings would be relatively
constant over the life of the mine.
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4.167 The Assessment, page 4-26 Table 4-5 Water Balance Estimates for the Mine Scenario. Table
4-5, under the Start-Up scenario (which is defined in the Assessment as the first few years of
operations) shows a pore water volume in TSF 1 as 25,500,000 m3 which is the same pore
water volume as the minimum mine size reported after 25 years of operations. How can this
be? The pore water volume from the start-up period and the 25-yr. mine life cannot be the
same. The modeling is in error. The Assessment reviewers did not carefully review this table
and it is these kinds of ridiculous errors that cast doubt on the modeling results in the
Assessment and whether or not they can be trusted and or should be ignored.
EPA Response: The heading in Table 4-5 of the original draft assessment (Table 6-3 of
the revised assessment) indicates that the quantities presented for each water
management stage are shown as million m3/year. The annual pore water volume is
calculated from the average annual production rate and the physical properties of the
tailings.
4.168 The “Mine Scenario” narrows the focus of the assessment inappropriately. The assessment is
supposed to be on the effects of mining generally, not on the Pebble Mine alone. Pebble is
one of five planning units in the Nushagak and Kvichak drainages specifically set aside in the
Bristol Bay Area Plan (2005) for mineral exploration and mining because they have
significant resources, either measured or inferred, that may experience minerals exploration
or development during the planning period. In addition, there are several existing, developed
mines and other mineralized areas and claims identified in the Plan that are not set aside but
are ripe for development; some are considerably larger in land area than Pebble and others,
though economically viable, are considerably smaller. These other mines and prospects
contain a variety of ore types and target minerals, and would have a range of potential
development approaches and impacts extending well beyond those reasonably anticipated for
the Pebble prospect.
EPA Response: We focused the assessment on porphyry copper deposits because,
although we acknowledge that there is other exploration underway in the Bristol Bay
watershed, porphyry copper is generating the most interest in terms of claims staked
and in our judgment is the most likely to be developed in the near future.
We placed the assessment mine scenarios at the Pebble deposit because of the large
amount of information available for that site, given that the Pebble deposit has been the
most actively explored deposit and is the most likely site for near term development.
Design of the assessment mine scenarios is based on current technology for mining large
low grade ores, following the project description published by Northern Dynasty
Minerals (Ghaffari et al. 2011). In the revised assessment we have addressed the large
size difference between a likely Pebble mine and any other mine in the area by
including a mine size scenario similar to the median sized porphyry copper mine, as
described by Singer et al. (2008). We also address the cumulative effects of multiple
mines in the two watersheds in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment. It is not necessary
to evaluate every potential mine in the two watersheds to gain insights into the potential
impacts of mining to salmon resources. Additional mines would increase the mine
footprint on the ground and the likelihood of accidental or chronic releases of
contaminants.
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4.169 4-17 §3 This paragraph parrots a common but erroneous assertion that the Pebble deposit is
located “in the headwaters of the Nushagak River and Kvichak River watersheds.” This is
incorrect. The Pebble deposit is located in the headwaters of two modest-sized tributaries of
the Nushagak system and the Kvichak system. The headwaters of the 225-mi-long Kvichak
system is the source of the Tlikakila River at Lake Clark Pass. This is in the Chigmit
Mountain Range, which separates Southwest Alaska from Cook Inlet, approximately 137
watercourse mi upstream of the mouth of Upper Talarik Creek, or 109 mi as the crow flies
ENE from the Pebble site. The headwaters of the 315-mi-long Nushagak system is not the
upper (named) Nushagak River, but the source of the Mulchatna River above Turquoise
Lake. This is approximately 168 watercourse mi upstream of the mouth of the Koktuli River,
which is 35 mi downstream of the confluence of the north and south forks of this stream, or
79 mi as the crow flies NE from the Pebble site. This headwater location is also in the
Chigmit Mountain Range. Very roughly, there are about a dozen and- a-half drainages as
large as or larger than Upper Talarik Creek tributary to the main rivers (Kvichak, Newhalen)
and lakes (Iliamna Lake and Lake Clark) in the Kvichak system. This does not count Iliamna
Lake or Lake Clark themselves. Again very roughly, there are about two dozen drainages
tributary to the main rivers in the Nushagak system (Nushagak, Mulchatna, Nuyakuk) as
large as or larger than either the North Fork or South Fork Koktuli. There are many smaller
but significant drainages tributary to the main lakes and rivers in both systems.
EPA Response: We define “headwaters” to include all the waters from which a river
arises, which includes all tributary systems.
4.170 4-17 §3 This paragraph repeats the misstatement that the Pebble deposit “is similar to other
sites in the area where mineral exploration is proceeding (Figure 4-6). This similarity means
that much of our analysis is transferable to other portions of the region.” In reality, the Pebble
deposit is the only copper porphyry deposit of the five mineral deposits identified the 2005
Bristol Bay Area Plan as most likely to be developed within the planning period (see
comments above).
EPA Response: We are referring to ecological similarity and have changed the language
to reflect this intention.
4.171 4-33 §4 This paragraph states, “Premature closures can range from cessation of mining with
continued monitoring of the site to complete abandonment of the site. As a result,
environmental conditions at a prematurely closed mine may be equivalent to those under a
planned closure, may require designation as a Superfund site, or may fall anywhere between
these extremes.” This statement is unrealistic and incorrect. The State of Alaska has very
strict rules regarding environmental and operational audits which recur on an enforced 5-year
cycle. Two closure plans are required in association with each audit cycle, one for end of
mine life and another for premature closure within the 7 subsequent five years, when the next
environmental and operational audit is due. Furthermore, bonding requirements are reevaluated, and sufficient bonding is required to satisfy both closure scenarios. The only
reasonable premature closure scenario is “cessation of mining with continued monitoring of
the site” with environmental conditions “equivalent to those under a planned closure.” EPA
should have known this and incorporated this firm Alaska policy fully into closure
evaluation. This is a serious oversight, and casts question on the adequacy and orientation of
the analysis.
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EPA Response: We disagree that the statement is unrealistic and incorrect, as the range
of conditions under which an unplanned closure may occur is broad. We have noted in
the revised assessment that “In the past, however, financial assurance often has not
been adequate, and taxpayers have been left with substantial cleanup costs (USEPA
1997). This may be changing, as agencies update bonding requirements to reflect
cleanup costs more accurately, but projecting these costs far into the future is a difficult
task…” with respect to premature closure (Section 6.3.5). In addition, financial
assurance is discussed in Box 4-3 of the revised assessment.
4.172 We identified several issues with the mining background and hypothetical scenarios selected
by the EPA for review. The EPA Report claims not to be based on a specific mine permit
application, yet draws heavily on and specifically references the Pebble Project throughout
the EPA Report. Given that the report was developed as a proposal for all of Bristol Bay, the
dedication of an entire chapter to a hypothetical scenario based on the geographic location,
type of minerals, and potential design of the Pebble Project is notable. The heavy use of
Ghaffari et al. (2011) as a reference for the development of the hypothetical mining scenarios
and for Pebble deposit-specific information further suggests that the proposed risks may be
specific to the Pebble Project (referred to 26 times in Chapter 4), as it is a technical document
prepared by WARDROP (a Tetra Tech Company) that details a preliminary assessment of
the Pebble Project. Several statements made in the EPA Report also require corroborating
references and/or studies.
EPA Response: We have included a smaller mine size scenario in the revised assessment
that reflects the worldwide median porphyry copper deposit size. This size mine would
be closer to any others that might be developed in these watersheds. We assume that the
Pebble deposit site is sufficiently typical of other likely deposit sites in terms of aquatic
resources so as to reflect the impacts.
4.173 “Our mine scenario represents current good, but not necessarily best, mining practices.” (pg.
4-17) The current practices in use at some porphyry copper mines are the result of years of
the evolution in engineering design. Implementing current best practices at some older sites
may be hampered by historic mine development decisions and may therefore be limited to
mitigation or remediation efforts. The assumption on the quality of mining practices (i.e.,
good versus best) that may be applied at a future mine in the Bristol Bay watershed is purely
speculative and biases the BBWA. Ultimately, the operational practices will have to conform
to a plan approved by the oversight regulatory agencies, and will be designed to meet the
unique requirements of the site.
EPA Response: We assume modern conventional mining practices, technologies, and
mitigation measures and have revised the text to clarify this point.
4.174 “At each TSF, a rockfill starter dam would be constructed, with a liner on the upstream dam
face and seepage capture and toe drain systems installed at the upstream toe, and with
perpendicular drains installed to direct seepage toward collection ponds.” (pg. 4-21). Such
collection systems are basic in their design and operation with few components subject to
potential failure. Failure modes such as crushing, blockage, or blinding of the toe drainage
systems are known and can be readily accounted for during design and construction. These
are typical engineered solutions that have already been developed and approved by regulatory
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agencies to mitigate these types of failure scenarios. Such solutions appear to have been
ignored in the BBWA. Conventional water treatment practices typically involve chemical
addition steps to adjust the pH of the water and precipitate metals. Following the chemical
addition stages, physical separation of the solids from the water is often achieved through
gravity settling or filtration. These processes are mechanically simple and require some, but
not extensive, operator control. Due to their simplicity, the opportunity for system breakdown
is significantly reduced from the scenarios considered in the BBWA.
EPA Response: We agree that these types of features are simple and not prone to
failure. However, they are not failsafe and thus we evaluate the consequences of
potential failure.
4.175 “PAG waste rock would be stored separately from NAG waste rock. As noted above, waste
rock could be processed if commodity prices rose to the point where it was economical to
process it, or if balancing the chemistry of the flotation process made this advantageous.
Alternatively, PAG waste rock might be milled at the end of mining to both exploit the
mineral content of the rock and to direct acid-generating pyrite to the TSF or the pit, where it
might be more easily managed. Waste rock also might be placed back in the pit (e.g., waste
rock from the eastern part of the ore body might be placed in the western portion of the pit
once it is fully mined).” (pg. 4-23)
This paragraph acknowledges that the management of PAG and NAG rock during the active
mining phase cannot be fully determined based on the extent of information presently
available. Also, management approaches are likely to change over the active life of the mine
as new situations develop and new information becomes available. Although not
acknowledged in the BBWA, water collection and treatment systems are also likely to be
refined and optimized during the operation of the mine.
EPA Response: We agree. In the assessment scenarios we assume that the PAG waste
rock would be fed into the mill to somewhat standardize the mineral content of rock
going through the mill. This would eliminate issues associated with PAG waste rock
after mining is complete. In the event of premature mine closure, PAG waste rock may
remain on the site and have the potential for acid drainage. No change required.
4.176 Biased Use of Selected Case Histories: Two case histories are discussed in the BBWA in
relation to failures of water collection and treatment systems.
“When a mine reopens after premature closure, the owners may change the mining plan,
may not implement the same mitigation practices, or may negotiate new effluent
permits. For example, the Gibraltar copper mine in British Columbia was permitted as a
zero-discharge operation. When it closed, then reopened under new ownership, it was
permitted to allow effluent discharge to the Fraser River, and this permit included a 92m dilution zone for copper and other metals.” (pg. 4-33)
The BBWA appears to suggest the reopening of this mine under a new permit was
inappropriate. Updates to the permit are appropriate based on new information and an
improved understanding of the risks associated with discharge to the receiving environment.
Stakeholder consultation and regulatory approval is required before any such alteration of the
discharge permit could take place. This statement overlooks the process that is required to
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obtain approval of any changes to permit conditions, which includes careful analysis by the
lead regulatory agency.
EPA Response: We do not suggest that reopening or changes in management at the
mine were inappropriate. Rather, we point out that the operation plan for a mine may
change over the mine’s life, resulting in different environmental outcomes that cannot
be predicted when a mine is first permitted and opened.
4.177 Precipitation The BBWA assumes annual net precipitation of 803 mm/year, 804 mm/year,
and 1,830 mm/yr at the mine site, TSFs and port respectively (Box 4-2, pg. 4-28). The net
precipitation estimates are used for both the pre- and post-mine construction scenarios. This
implies that evaporation is roughly constant between the two scenarios. As described in the
next section, this may not be a valid assumption, raising questions on the validity of the water
balance analysis.
EPA Response: The revised assessment estimates annual net precipitation of 860 mm/yr
throughout the mine site. We have not estimated changes in the evaporation rate but
have implicitly assumed that the magnitude of the net change over the site would be
small compared to net precipitation.
4.178 Evaporation The BBWA does not account for the reduction in evaporation due to the removal
of vegetation and the duff layer that exists in the pre-mine condition. This would likely result
in lower evaporation losses in the post-mine construction scenario. It is well known that
cleared, compacted, paved, or otherwise denuded areas have lower interception storage and
resulting lower evapotranspiration rates.
Prior to mine construction, the site is covered with trees and vegetation as well as an organic
duff layer and microtopography that intercept precipitation allowing extended exposure and
opportunity for evaporation as compared to a denuded area for which precipitation percolates
into the ground and is unable to evaporate. Similarly the pre-mine scenario duff layer acts as
a sponge that soaks up water making it available for evaporation over a longer period of time.
Finally, plants with roots reaching deep below the surface continue to access water and
transpire, resulting in evaporation losses of subsurface water. Extended evaporation and
evapotranspiration can lead to significant water losses.
During active mine operations, the mine site will be denuded and the vegetation and duff
layer will be gone. Precipitation incident on the site will runoff faster and be diverted into
ponds for treatment and release or for storage and reuse. All the ponds will likely have
exposed water surfaces providing an extended period over which evaporation can occur in
these smaller areas. This could result in additional water that could be managed as part of an
overall site water management system to augment reduction of water due to the other site
activities.
After mine closure, large areas of the site (TSF, waste rock piles, etc.) will be revegetated and
their evapotranspiration potential will increase. The mine-pit will become a large lake
subjected primarily to pan evaporation. Not accounting for these changes in evaporation
leads to inaccuracies and misinterpretation of the water balance.
EPA Response: We agree that development of a mine site may cause decreases in
evapotranspiration in some areas and increases in other areas, and that changes may
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vary during different stages of the mine life. The assessment does not attempt to
quantify these changes but implicitly assumes that they are small relative to the amount
of precipitation.
4.179 On-site water use The BBWA includes a water balance that shows 32M m3/year of water
capture and 27M m3/yr of water use, of which 25M m3/year is designated as lost because of
storage in the TSF. The report does not provide a reference to support their assumption of
46% voids in the tailings material. However the assumption of a void ratio of 46% filled with
unrecoverable water is within the range of reported values in literature.
While the quantitative assessment of water lost to entrainment (i.e., unrecoverable) may be
within the reported range in the literature, there will be significant variability both within the
literature range, and physically over the depth of the TSF as deeper tailings become
compressed and release their void water back into the overlying tailings. With the large
volume (e.g., 25M m3/year) of entrained water, variability in the void ratio assumptions will
have large impacts on the overall water balance. Conclusions derived from the water balance
about reduction in water flow to streams downgradient of the site must consider the
uncertainties in the input, and hence the two scenarios presented are likely inaccurate
representations.
EPA Response: We agree that changes in the void ratio will change the amount of water
stored in the tailings. The void ratio was calculated from data presented in Ghaffari et
al. (2011), specifically the percentages of each type of tailings (bulk tailings – 85% of the
ore mined, pyritic tailings 14%, p. 354), the tailings dry densities (bulk tailings – 85
lb/ft3, cleaner scavenger tailings – 110 lb/ft3, p. 353), and the specific gravity of the
tailings solids (bulk tailings – 2.63, cleaner scavenger tailings – 3.00, pp. 198-199, Table
16.31.1, Flow IDs 178 and 228). We interpreted the following statements from p. 353 of
Ghaffari et al. 2011 “The permeability of tailings deposits tends to decrease over time as
the deeper tailings consolidate due to progressive loading. The filling schedule for the
TSF is based on an estimated average dry density of 85 lb/ft3 for the bulk tailings and
110 lb/ft3 for cleaner scavenger tailings, which have a higher specific gravity.” to mean
that the reported density represented the average density of the tailings in the TSF.
The original draft assessment did not report a void ratio of 46%. It stated that “about
46% of the [tailings] volume would consist of voids between the solid particles.” The
volume of voids divided by the total volume, i.e., 46%, equals the porosity. The void
ratio equals the volume of voids divided by the volume of solids. The specific gravities of
the tailings solids in the final assessments are slightly higher than in the previous drafts,
resulting in slight increases in the average void ratio and the volume of water trapped in
the tailings pore spaces.
4.180 Ground and surface water dynamics The BBWA is vague on quantifying the impacts of mine
development and operations on groundwater and does not account for potential mitigation
practices to reduce the impacts of water use at the mine on downgradient streams. The report
provides a short discussion of the calculation of the cone of depression around the mine pit
(Box 4-2, pg. 4-28). This cone of depression was estimated to extend to approximately 1,200
m and 1,300 m from the perimeter of the mine pit under the minimum and maximum mine
scenarios. However, the report does not quantify the impacts resulting from the extent of the
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cone of depression and simply states that “The balance of surface water and groundwater
inputs to downstream reaches would shift, potentially reducing winter fish habitat and
making the streams less suitable for spawning and rearing (ES-15).” The report further states
that an “unquantifiable area of riparian floodplain wetland habitat would either be lost or
suffer substantial changes in hydrologic connectivity with streams”.
Further evaluation needs to be performed to quantify the impacts and to demonstrate the
significance of the impacts. This would allow a discussion of the adequacy or inadequacy of
the mitigation measures that could be in place at the mine site. Such options for mitigation
result in changes in the ground and surface water dynamics include actively managing
surface water to better mimic the pre-mine construction water balance by injecting treated
waters into the ground as needed to restore groundwater levels and minimize impacts down
gradient of the dewatered areas. Ground water injection could also mitigate temperature
concerns in the streams from the increased discharge of treated water as well as temperature
concerns raised from decreasing groundwater flow.
EPA Response: Chapter 6 of the revised assessment states, “The cone of depression
would lower the groundwater table, drying up streams, ponds, and wetlands that
depend on groundwater discharge and turning areas of groundwater discharge into
areas of groundwater recharge.” The affected area within the cone of depression is
included in the mine footprint area and in the quantification of the streams dewatered.
4.181 In discussing the possible tailings dam failures, EPA cites Table 4-8 of the Draft Assessment,
which identifies 135 tailings dam accidents and failures as relevant to the supposed risk in the
hypothetical mine activity that EPA analyzes. Yet, 93% of these incidents (126 of 135
examples), do not involve the type of dam construction that NDM knows is being studied by
PLP, making these accidents and failures wholly inappropriate and irrelevant in the present
analysis.
EPA Response: The assessment bases its primary mine elements on the mine described
in Ghaffari et al. (2011), as commissioned by Pebble Limited Partnership partner
Northern Dynasty Minerals. However, the assessment’s purpose is to evaluate any
potential porphyry copper mines in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds.
Other mines may propose alternative designs.
In the revised assessment, we have clarified that historic tailings dam failure data were
used to set a reasonable upper bound of the dam failure probability. We also
acknowledge that the use of modern conventional mining design, practices, and
technologies could reduce the failure rate relative to historic rates by an order of
magnitude or more.
4.182 NDM is also troubled by the EPA’s erroneous assumption that Pebble’s tailings
embankments will allow only 14 inches of freeboard and that tailings water will be
immediately below the bank crest. NDM believes it is more realistic that PLP will design for
more than 50 feet of freeboard and that under normal operating conditions, tailings water
would be set back approximately 1,000 feet from the embankment crest, consistent with
Alaska dam safety permitting requirements. EPA’s hypothetical mine would never be
permitted given the assumptions used on this point.
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EPA Response: It is expected that normal operations would meet appropriate and
regulated criteria. The tailings dam failure scenarios assume some system is not meeting
minimum requirements and factors of safety are compromised, which subsequently
leads to a potential failure mechanism. The comment apparently confuses the meaning
of the terms “freeboard” and “precipitation.” The assessment discusses the use of the
“24-hour probable maximum precipitation” of 14 inches. “Freeboard” is the vertical
distance between the crest of the dam and the reservoir level. No change required.
4.183 Comments below are from the tables in Doc. #4611.
•

Pg 4-49, Figure 4-12: The y-axis jumps from 10-1 (i.e., 0.1) to 10. The 10 should instead
have been 1. This may be a typo, but it is misleading in terms of overestimating
probability of failure.

EPA Response: This typographical error has been corrected in the final assessment.
•

Pg 4-53, Box 4-8, “HEC-RAS inputs included geometry of an inline structure to simulate
the dam cross-section and stream channel geometry data, both derived from a 30-m
digital elevation model”: Per the HEC-RAS manual (USACE, 2010), if an analysis is
completed using bathymetric cross sections developed from a 10 meter DEM or coarser
are used “then you should not expect to be able to get good model calibration with such
poor terrain data.” This significant shortcoming and misuse of HEC-RAS is not
acknowledged in the Draft Assessment.

EPA Response: We realize the limitations of the 30-m DEM and thus did not attempt to
map the extent of flooding or depict inundation. There is no actual event to provide a
basis for calibration and none was attempted. The HEC-RAS modeling is intended to
review floodwave propagation from a single event storm and dam failure to get a sense
of the potential extent of valley floodplain that could become flood conveyance given the
limited available data. The results overwhelmingly show that the PMF and dam failure
would not be contained within the current channel width and adjacent floodplains
(based on the limited DEM data available).
•

Pg 4-60, “The failure rate from third-party impacts, such as damage caused by excavating
equipment, tends to be steady over time, whereas corrosion failures tend to increase with
age of the pipe.”: This statement directly contradicts the subsequent statistical analysis
and development of an annual probability of pipeline failures, which has an implied
assumption of constant failure rate.

EPA Response: The reported aggregate pipeline statistics include pipelines of various
ages and both corrosion and mechanical failures. Although the cited sentence from the
draft assessment (which has been revised to include the appropriate citation) was
included to give the reader some additional perspective on failure rates, the rates for
both failure modes are similar and the aggregate statistics were used to develop the
presented estimates of failure probability. Based on the cited sentence, one could
hypothesize that over the life of a pipeline, the initial failure rate might be lower than
the overall average and the later failure rate would be higher than the average as
corrosion failures increase. However, the low expected frequency of failures for
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pipelines of the length in the assessed scenarios would not be expected to provide
enough data to confirm such a hypothesis. No change required.
•

Pg 4-62, “Distance to nearest shutoff value of 14 km. This value assumes there would be
isolation valves capable of being remotely activated on either side of nine major river
crossings along the transportation corridor. This is similar to the plan laid out in Ghaffari
et al. (2011), although they call for manual rather than automatic isolation valves.”: On
the contrary, Wardrop (2011) (i.e., Ghaffari et al. 2011) states that “manual isolation
valves are provided on either side of “major” river crossings (pg. 337). There is no basis
for the nearest shutoff valve being 14 km away. Wardrop (2011) characterizes major river
crossings as 600 feet across.

EPA Response: The pipeline safety features in the assessment’s mine scenarios are
more protective than those proposed in Ghaffari et al (2011) and described above in the
comment. The assessment includes automatic isolation valves at an estimated nine
crossings versus manual isolation valves only at major river crossings greater than or
equal to 600 ft across (of which there is only one, the Newhalen River, in the assessment
area). In the revised assessment we refined the analysis to consider local topography
near specific stream crossings to limit the length of pipe which could drain through
gravity flow.
•

Pg 4-53, Box 4-8, “Tailings dam failure via overtopping is expected to have similar
effects as failures resulting from other causes (e.g., slope failure, earthquakes).”: Mine
tailings outflow volume and runout distance is always affected by the mode of failure.

EPA Response: The assessment says the effects are expected to be similar, not identical.
The additional water contributed by the precipitation event would contribute only a
small part to the total flow from the TSF. No change required.
•

Pg 4-57, Box 4-9, “We assumed that sediment deposition could occur in the channel and
the floodplain of each section at the maximum predicted channel depth during the peak of
the flood wave.”: When river flows are at their maximum flood stage, river velocities are
often at their highest, which is not conducive to sediment deposition. As such, this EPA
assumption is not correct.

EPA Response: This was an attempt to assess the potential maximum depth of highly
viscous sediment flow deposition, by reviewing results of a hydraulic model. In the
revised assessment, we have adjusted the review and application of the results to better
acknowledge that the depth and distribution would not follow the predictions of a 1-D
model. Regardless of maximum flow depth, only 1-foot of sediment was “allowed” to
deposit in the channel and on the floodplains. Further explanation in provided in the
revised text (Chapter 9).
•

Pg 4-57, Box 4-9, “We assume a particle size distribution of 0.1- to 1.0-m diameter for
the dam construction material, and less than 0.01- to just over 1.0-mm diameter for the
impounded tailings material (Figure 4-13). Based on the Hjulstrom curve—which
estimates when a stream or river will erode, transport, or deposit sediment based on flow
speed and sediment grain size—all of the mobilized tailings would remain in suspension
at water velocities greater than 0.05 m/s (0.16 feet/s).”: The Hjulstrom curve was
developed based on particles 5 mm and larger while the tailings particle sizes are
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assumed to range from less than 0.01 mm to just over 1.0 mm. This curve is not
applicable to evaluate sediment transport following a dam breach.
EPA Response: The Hjulstrom curve was utilized to better understand how post failure
sediment could be mobilized, when reviewing hydraulic model velocity results. It was
not applied to floodwave peaks. The Hjulstrom curve has a range of 0.001 mm (clays) to
1 m (boulders). We recognize that finer grain sizes will continue to mobilize at low flow.
The curve helped to place a parameter on a larger majority of the released tailings
volume.
•

Pg 5-41, “In the upper reaches of the North Fork Koktuli River (upstream of NK119A),
the mainstem and tributaries would experience direct loss of habitat to the mine footprint
or substantial loss in flow (73% reduction at gage NK199A). Downstream of gage
NK119A, flow reductions of 15%, 7%, and 5% at gages NK100B, NK100A1, and
NK100A respectively, would be expected (Table 5-6).”: As indicated on pg. 5-24, Table
5-6, this paragraph overstates Net Flow Reductions (%) as follows: NK119A = 63% (less
than 73%); NK100B = 13% (less than 15%); NK100A1 = 6% (less than 7%).

EPA Response: Tables have been corrected and updated in the revised assessment.
4.184 The Assessment contains numerous fatally flawed errors in their modeling assumptions with
respect to mine operations and the failure scenario, resulting in fatally flawed conclusions
regarding mine water balance and impacts to salmon resources downstream of the TSF 1 site.
The Assessment provides insufficient detail on the failure scenario modeling that would
allow the reader to determine if the impacts as described are “realistic”. Critical missing
information includes assumptions regarding flood routing, cross sectional information used to
develop the depositional profiles presented, an explanation of the physics of why and how the
North Fork Koktuli channel could scour to bedrock given that the water passing over is fully
saturated with tailings particles, and any model information downstream of the confluence of
the North and South Koktuli rivers resulting in unsupported speculation about downstream
deposition and a scientifically indefensible conclusion about impacts to Chinook salmon
populations in the Nushagak watershed.
EPA Response: A comprehensive sediment transport model of the system has yet to be
developed and analyzed. The assessment does describe the use of a 1-D hydraulic model
(HEC-RAS) to determine the potential floodwave from a single storm event. The
dynamics of sediment transport during a dam failure would be very complex and the
scour and depositional patterns of the debris flow would vary as the floodwave moved
downstream. Ultimately, the valley morphology could be greatly varied in the short
term.
4.185 The Assessment page 4-45: Section 4.4.2.2 Probability of Tailings Dam Failures and Table 48. The Assessment presents information on the probability of tailings dam failures in this
section and in Table 4-8. However, the reader is provided with no scientifically defensible
information, data, or analysis to demonstrate that the probabilities of failure presented in the
Assessment come from tailings dams that are comparable with the type of dam structure
assumed by EPA in the mine development scenario. The Assessment should only present
failure rates for dams that are constructed essentially identical to that envisioned in the
development scenario. Inclusion of any dams built with different engineering designs or
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construction and maintenance standards should not be presented in the Assessment. What is
needed is an “apples to apples” comparison in order to provide a meaningful comparison.
The Assessment does not provide a valid or defensible analysis on this topic.
EPA Response: Comment noted. However, the National Inventory of Dams lists only
two rockfill dams in the U.S. of the height of those described in Ghaffari et al. (2011),
making any meaningful “apples to apples” statistical comparison impossible. No change
required.
4.186 The Assessment page 4-60: Section 4.4.3.1 Causes and Probabilities of Pipeline Failures.
This entire section of the Assessment is fraught with problems. First, why was the failure rate
data from the oil and gas industry used instead of information from the mining industry?
Second, is the failure rate of all of the pipelines reviewed in Table 4-14 comparable to the
conditions, level of inspection and maintenance, and construction standards that will be
applied to the mine development scenario? Finally, is the content of the pipeline responsible
for what percentage of the problems that result in pipeline failure? Failure of the Trans
Alaska Oil Pipeline was due to corrosion caused by the substance being transported and
improper inspection and maintenance. So how could data on this pipeline failure be
comparable to what would be expected under the mine development and operations scenario
in the Assessment? The Assessment fails to present any credible documentation or analysis
that demonstrates to the reader that the selection of pipeline failure rates from the oil and gas
industry will be comparable to the mining industry. The Assessment needs to be rewritten
using scientifically valid and defensible data and analysis that supports the selection of the
probability of failure rate for pipelines carrying the materials outlined in the mine
development scenario and receiving the inspection and maintenance anticipated in the
Assessment. The current conclusions in the Assessment are not supported by a scientifically
defensible methodology, selection of data, or analysis to reach the conclusion regarding
pipeline failure rates.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.148. The comment makes some valid points,
and these issues were considered when preparing the draft assessment. It should be
noted that of the four pipelines in the mine scenarios, one would carry diesel fuel and
one would transport natural gas, so the use of statistics from the oil and gas industry is
justified for these pipelines. The publicly available databases on oil and gas pipelines
are much more extensive and comprehensive than available data on mining pipelines
and are much more likely to contain reliable failure data because of the regulatory
inspection and reporting requirements. The incidence of external corrosion and
mechanical failures would not be expected to differ substantially based on the
transported product, but internal corrosion and abrasion rates may vary.
4.187 The Assessment page 4-62: Section 4.4.4 Road and Culvert Failures. This entire section of
the Assessment is based on a lack of knowledge of the fish passage requirements for
salmonid fishes in relation to modern mine road construction and maintenance. In addition,
this section fails to mention the fish passage requirements imposed by the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game on any project like the proposed mine development scenario. The use of
Furness et al, (1991) as a primary reference on the impacts of road construction on streams is
a completely inappropriate and scientifically indefensible, since Furness et al. (1991)
reviewed mostly temporary roads constructed in the 1950s to 1970s in the Pacific Northwest.
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These were mostly temporary access roads to support timber harvest and did not have the
design standards or road maintenance requirements that a current day industrial grade mining
road would have. The use of this reference alone demonstrates the complete lack of
knowledge and ignorance by EPA about modern road design and maintenance requirements.
Also, the Assessment asserts that Warren and Pardew (1998) conclude that “Culverts are
deemed to have failed if the passage of fish is blocked or if stream flow exceeds culvert
capacity, thus resulting in washout of the road (Warren and Pardew 1998, Wellman et al.
2000)”. However, review of Warren and Pardew revealed that they make no such claim in
their report. Also, the use of Warren and Pardew as a reference is scientifically invalid, since
they tested fish passage on small-streams in Central Arkansas, using fish from the sunfish,
minnow, and killifish families as their primary test subjects, not salmonid species found in
the watersheds of the Assessment. This reference does not constitute a scientifically valid
assessment of the effects of culverts in the Pebble project area or along the hypothesized
transportation corridor as described in the Assessment. The impacts outlined in this section
again come from Furness et al. (1991) and are completely invalid. The Assessment fails to
meet EPA’s own standards regarding ecological risk assessment and data quality. The
Assessment needs to be rewritten to professionally and comprehensively present a
scientifically defensible and professionally credible description and analysis of the effects of
road crossings on streams along the hypothetical road corridor and based on modern mine
road design and maintenance. The current description and conclusions based on what’s in the
Assessment are totally invalid.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82.
One of the papers referenced in the comment, Furniss et al. (1991), focuses on forest
and rangeland roads but is a seminal publication on the potential effects of roads,
particularly as they relate to salmon. The general conclusions of that paper should be
applicable to the transportation corridor evaluated in the assessment. The failure
frequencies cited in the revised assessment are from modern roads and not restricted to
forest roads. Reference to Flanders and Cariello (2000) has been deleted in the revised
assessment.
It is important to note that modern roads also can have negative effects on the
environment. The transportation corridor evaluated in the assessment would traverse
varied terrain and subsurface soil conditions, including extensive areas of rock
excavation in steep, mountainous terrain where storm runoff can rapidly accumulate
and result in intense local runoff conditions (Ghaffari et al. 2011). Although the road
design, including placement and sizing of culverts, would take into account seasonal
drainage and spring runoff requirements, culvert failures would still be expected. For
example, heavy rains in late September 2003 washed out sections of the Williamsport–
Pile Bay Road, and culverts on this road have been washed out on numerous occasions.
Reference to Warren and Pardew 1998 has been deleted from the revised assessment.
4.188 Section 4.4.4 describes the problems associated with culverts and cites Furness et al. (1991)
among others. What EPA failed to understand is that Furness et al. (1991) assessed temporary
roads constructed in the 1950s to 1970s for land management activities in the Pacific
Northwest. These roads were often placed in locations designed to access timber sales with
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little regard for slope stability, proper culvert placement and design, proximity to waterways,
or maintenance needs. In fact, some of these roads never received maintenance, except for an
occasional grading to smooth out the ruts. This reference is not applicable to a modern mine
road alignment and design criteria, especially in Alaska where protection of fish bearing
streams is a constitutional requirement.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.187.
4.189 The references with respect to culvert failure rates are also inappropriate for this Assessment.
The title of the Gibson et al. (2005) paper is Loss of fish habitat as a consequence of
inappropriately constructed stream crossings, which in itself describes the outcome of their
evaluation, because the culverts were not installed correctly. In fact, only two of the 47
culverts evaluated were of a “squash pipe” design which allows a natural stream bottom to be
established and the remaining 45 culverts were straight pipes with a majority not being
properly seated into the stream bottom according to agency requirements. Price et al. (2010)
report a 30% failure rate 34 among the 77 culverts examined. However, Price et al. (2010)
clearly state: “Our results indicated the 30% of culverts (23 of 77) permitted under the HPA
process for fish passage were, in fact, barriers. Culverts permitted as no-slope (one of the
most common design types) or as an unknown design type were barriers in 45% of cases.
Most culvert failures were due to noncompliance with permit provisions, particularly culvert
slope, and a lack of critical evaluation of proposed plans in the context of site conditions by
permitting biologists.”[Emphasis added]. Again, the primary factor in culverts being rated a
failure was not because a culvert was installed as a crossing structure, but that it was not
installed according to agency guidelines or the permitting biologist did not critically evaluate
the proposed plans.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.
4.190 Flanders and Cariello (2000) report failure rates of 66% for anadromous culverts and 85% for
non-anadromous culverts on roads constructed on the Tongass National Forest in Southeast
Alaska. However, careful review of the criteria used to determine whether fish passage was
achieved reveals a high standard of passage (i.e., weakest swimming juvenile fish able to
pass under all flow conditions). In addition, Flanders and Cariello (2000) outline the
conditions that caused a culvert to not meet the passage criteria established (see the passage
criteria and conditions immediately below).
a. “Adequate fish passage requires that the weakest swimming fish present in a
watershed can pass upstream and downstream through culverts at all flow levels
when that species would be likely to pass the same point in the stream, absent the
culvert. The above results rely heavily on assumptions regarding swimming
capability of juvenile fish and estimated stream flow. While some culverts may be
complete barriers to both adults or juveniles, many of the culverts on anadromous
streams identified in this report as assumed not to be adequate for fish passage most
likely only restrict the movement of juvenile salmonid fish.
b. Velocity is the most common cause of fish passage restriction in culverts. If a culvert
is installed at too steep a gradient or the culvert width is significantly narrower than
the streambed width, the water velocity will be increased within the culvert. Very
slight changes in the slope of the culvert and the roughness of the substrate within the
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culvert may significantly change velocity and the ability of fish to pass through the
culvert during all of the times of year when they normally move upstream or
downstream. Other frequent causes of fish passage problems include perching of the
culvert outlet above the water surface, blockage by excessive substrate or woody
debris within the culvert and structural damage to the culvert. In most cases, multiple
factors interact to restrict fish passage.”
What Flanders and Cariello (2000) really documented was improper design, installation, and
maintenance not the fact that a culvert was used as a crossing technique.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.
4.191 The Assessment is fatally and fundamentally flawed in its conclusions regarding the use of
culverts and culvert failure rates for several reasons. First, the Assessment used inappropriate
literature to quantify culvert failure rates. The results from the references cited all point out
quite clearly that improper design or installation of culverts can be the major source of
culvert failure or blockage of fish passage. Why didn’t the Assessment use culvert failure
rates for mining 35 roads constructed and maintained in Alaska, such as Red Dog, Pogo, or
Fort Knox? These mines alone have over 105 miles of modern, all-weather road that are used
and maintained essentially the same as hypothesized in the routine operations scenario.
Second, it is unreasonable for the Assessment to use these references since the assumption
for the routine operations scenario is that the transportation corridor would be constructed
according to standard engineering practices, appropriate functional mitigation measures, in
accordance with state and federal requirements, vigilant inspections during construction to
ensure proper installations, and routine daily maintenance inspections. All of these measures
would eliminate most of the reasons cited in these references that caused the culvert failures
documented. The assertions in Section 6.4.1 regarding failure rates is nothing but
scientifically indefensible speculation and simply does not reflect reality. Third, EPA clearly
lacks an understanding of the importance of maintaining a fully functional transportation
corridor to a large scale mining operation. That corridor is transporting potentially millions of
dollars of product and critical operational supplies daily and any disruption of the pipelines or
road access is simply not an acceptable situation and repairs or remediation would occur
immediately. Fourth, the entire discussion of road and culvert failures in the Assessment in
Sections 4.4.4, 5.4, 6.4, and Chapter 8 are based on the use of inappropriate literature, invalid
comparisons between the locations and situations evaluated in the literature cited and the
hypothetical transportation corridor outlined in the Assessment, and highly speculative and in
some cases just plain wrong (e.g., the conclusion in Section 6.4.1 that multiple culvert
failures could result in closure of the transportation corridor for “more than a month”)
assumptions and conclusions that are scientifically indefensible. Finally, the Assessment, by
using inappropriate data and references and scientifically indefensible assumptions and
conclusion clearly failed to meet EPA’s ecological risk assessment and information quality
guidelines with respect to data quality, appropriateness of the data and literature used, and
disseminating high quality and science based information to the public. The Assessment fails
to meet EPA’s own standards of scientific quality and professionalism for the products they
produce. This Assessment is replete with examples of the same type of problems in many
other topic areas, but this is one of the most egregious examples found so far.
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EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187. We disagree with the
assertion regarding the appropriateness of the data and our conclusions with respect to
culvert failure. We were unable to obtain information for highly engineered roads or
the specific roads mentioned in the comment, but to the extent possible we used recent
literature from representative environments. The text noted in the comment—
”…multiple failures such as might occur during an extreme precipitation event could
require more than a month to repair…”—has been modified in the revised assessment.
4.192 4-44 Table 4-7 Conspicuous by its absence in this table is the double earthquake that
occurred on October 23 (6.7 magnitude) and November 3 (7.9 magnitude; ~2 min duration)
2002 along the Denali fault south of Fairbanks, AK. This pair of seismic events is very
relevant to any seismic evaluation of tailings embankments in Alaska because of its close
proximity to the Fort Knox Mine tailings and water reservoir embankments and the very
detailed data that were collected from seepage monitoring wells and vibrating wire
piezometers installed within the embankments for monitoring purposes. After the first event,
vibrating wire piezometers and seepage flows were monitored on a daily basis (Gillespie
2002). Enhanced monitoring at the tailings embankment and the water reservoir embankment
downstream continued for several weeks after the second event. Inspections revealed no
signs of movement, slope or crest deformation or settlement associated with either
embankment. Seepage monitored at both embankments remained clear throughout the
enhanced monitoring period and beyond and no signs of piping were observed. No changes
in suspended solids or other parameters occurred in monitoring wells near interceptor wells
below the tailings facility, indicating no change in groundwater flow (Gillespie 2002). All
this information is readily available and has been since December 2002. The bottom line is
this: in spite of a double seismic event of 6.7 and 7.9 magnitude close to a modern tailings
embankment, enhanced monitoring of a suite of critical parameters revealed that nothing
happened. In other words, the facility behaved as designed. Omission of this important
information, which is directly related to the assessment of seismicity and tailings
embankment stability, and reflective of performance of a relatively modern mining facility,
built and operated in Alaska, is a serious failure of EPA when engaging in a comprehensive
and realistic analysis. This is a serious omission bordering on negligence, and imparts a
significant bias to the assessment.
EPA Response: We appreciate the information related to the monitoring of impacts of
two large earthquakes on a relatively modern mining facility. The geologic conditions at
the Red Dog Mine are different from the Pebble area and the lack of adverse impacts at
that site does not guarantee similar results at Pebble or over the short or very long
term.
4.193 4-53 Box 4-8 This box makes the important point that the “headwaters” location of the
assumed TSF mitigates against a large Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). It also states that
“[i]f sufficient freeboard is maintained, it would be possible to capture and retain the
expected volume of the PMF in the TSF.” An important additional point, that EPA failed to
present, in their description of the full TSF failure scenario is that the amount of watershed
available to contribute to a PMF (sloping toward the TSF) in this scenario is essentially the
surface area of the TSF itself. This makes it even more unreasonable to assume that
insufficient freeboard would be maintained in the full TSF scenario; even a probable
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maximum precipitation event (PMP) such as that presented by EPA would not add much to
the water surface elevation in the TSF. Strangely, EPA does not disclose what the water
surface elevation increase for either the Full TSF or the Partial TSF failure scenario would
be; it should have. Furthermore, this box fails to disclose that the State of Alaska requires that
sufficient freeboard be maintained in all tailings storage facilities to retain far more than the
PMF, plus a sizable safety margin on top of that. The box goes on to say that “to examine
potential downstream effects in the event of a tailings dam failure, we assume that sufficient
freeboard would not exist and overtopping would occur,” in spite of monitoring and
maintenance. In other words, EPA is forced to make an unreasonable assumption in order to
have something to analyze. This is a significant departure from EPA’s own promise to
develop a reasonable analysis.
EPA Response: The impacts from a potential tailings dam failure would be primarily
from the sudden release of the large volume of stored tailings, not from the additional
water that a precipitation event, even the PMP, would contribute. The impacts from a
failure would be similar whether the tailings dam failed due to a precipitation event, a
slope stability failure, or an earthquake if any such event caused a breach of the crest.
We agree that a properly designed, constructed, and operated TSF should be able to
manage the PMF. If maintenance in perpetuity or construction practices were not met,
a failure during a PMF is considered a possible outcome. However, as Box 8-1 of the
revised assessment describes, overtopping can and has occurred at even a recently
approved and regulated modern mining operation in Alaska.
4.194 4-50 §3 ff. Tailings Dam Failure via Flooding and Overtopping – The “full-volume failure”
TSF embankment failure is unrealistic and unreasonable in the extreme and on several levels.
First, there is very little watershed surrounding the TSF to contribute to a PMF; the available
watershed is a fraction of the surface area of the TSF itself. Second, given the precipitation
model presented later in the report in Table 4-7, the total water contribution to the TSF from
direct precipitation is 0.36 m (a little over 1 ft). A reasonable contribution from the available
surrounding watershed added to direct precipitation might bring the water surface elevation
up as much as 0.5 m (a little over 1.5 ft). To assume that any mine operator or oversight
agency would let freeboard fall to this level is completely unreasonable. Tailings
impoundments operate by pumping a slurry from the mill through spigots to form beaches,
primarily adjacent to embankments, and pumping water back to the mill from a deep portion
of the pond. Beaches extend long distances from the spigots, often miles. Water depth over
the great majority of the impoundment is either zero (in the areas occupied by beaches) or
shallow. The EPA full TSF scenario would unreasonably assume no freeboard represented by
tailings beaches adjacent to the embankment. This freeboard, along with the portion of the
embankment crest supporting spigots and piping would alone provide sufficient freeboard to
capture the PMF at this site. Curiously, EPA never tells the reader how much water surface
elevation gain would be produced by the PMF, an important factor in evaluating the
reasonableness of the analysis. It should be in the analysis.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.193.
4.195 Perhaps most important, however, is the assumed location of the breach in EPA’s “fullvolume failure” scenario. Once the elevation of the saddle between NK 1.190 and SK 1.190
is reached by the northern embankment of TFS-1, it is unreasonable in the extreme to assume
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that the southern embankment would ever be allowed to be as high as the northern
embankment, where freeboard is an issue. No rational mine operator would allow this to
occur, and no rational regulator would, either. The safety value of a “freeze-plug” at the
southern embankment, by keeping it at a slightly lower elevation, is much too great. The only
logical, albeit still unreasonable, full-volume scenario is to have the failure occur at the
southern embankment. The elevation of the saddle between the two watersheds containing
TSF-1 is 468 m MSL. The elevation of the northern embankment crest at full status would be
~558 m MSL. The difference between the elevation of the saddle, which would serve as a
control in the event of a failure, is ~90 m. Therefore, the only logical, if still unreasonable,
failure would involve about 90 m (vertical) of tailings, crest to control, not 208 m. Thus, the
“full-volume failure” scenario would be of lesser magnitude than the “partial volume failure”
scenario, and would be directed toward the South Fork Koktuli River, not the North Fork.
Given the topography at the mouth of SK 1.190, most of the volume of material that would
exit the TSF would be directed upstream (east) onto the “South Fork Flats”, with some
material moving downstream through the narrower valley constriction to the west.
EPA Response: This comment provides additional detail and insight regarding one
specific TSF design. We acknowledge the likely lower volume of released tailings if the
TSF was designed to overtop at the location of the saddle and if the release was caused
by an increase in the tailings pond level. However, impacts from a potential tailings dam
failure would be similar whether the tailings dam failed due to a precipitation event, a
slope stability failure, or an earthquake if any such event caused a breach of the crest.
Such a breach could occur at the northern embankment as modeled. The assessment
only evaluated failure at one potential dam face on one potential TSF. There are several
TSFs and several dams that could be in place depending on the mine scenario. An
actual mining operation should consider failure scenarios for all flood pathways. For
any large tailings release, the nature of the effects would be as described in the
assessment but, as the comment mentions, the magnitude of the release and the extent of
the effects would depend on the specific location of the breach.
4.196 The bottom line is that the “full-volume failure” scenario offered by EPA is not well thought
out and unreasonable on several fronts. It fails to consider the relationship between the minor
water surface elevation gain produced by the PMF and any reasonable freeboard; it fails to
consider the freeboard required for routine operation and maintenance with respect to
common wind wave generation, among other factors; it vastly overestimates the volume and
average depth of the decant pond prior to overtopping and assumes an unreasonable
operating condition; and it fails to consider the strategic maintenance of a lower crest
elevation at the south embankment than the north embankment, with the result that the least
unreasonable failure would be directed primarily onto the South Fork Flats. For all these
reasons, the EPA’s “full-volume” TSF failure is unreasonable and not credible.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.195. We agree and the assessment states
that the failure of a tailings dam is a remote possibility, but tailings dam failures do
occur and it would be imprudent not to consider the potential consequences of such a
failure.
4.197 4-56 §3 This paragraph states, “over 70% of the released tailings are modeled to remain in
suspension at the 30-km model endpoint, indicating that effects would actually extend far
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beyond the 30-km reach.” Given the valley land form and cross-sections at the 30-km reach
and the stated depth of deposit, this does not appear to be possible. As stated in the next
comment, the entire tailings mass could be deposited several times over in a reach between
Station 0.6 and Station 9.4 on the North Fork Koktuli assuming deposit depths given in Table
4-13 and flood routing to available low-velocity areas (see next comment). Either 70% of the
tailings would remain in suspension and the depths of deposits along the North Fork Koktuli
(and South Fork Koktuli, which was strangely excluded from the model) would be a very
small fraction of that estimated by EPA’s model, or nearly all of the tailings would settle out
in the available North Fork and South Fork flood plains at or before the confluence of the
North Fork Koktuli with the South Fork, with very little left to transport. EPA cannot have it
both ways. This is an obvious failure of the approach taken by EPA to assess the
consequences of an unreasonable if hypothetical failure of a hypothetical TSF. The outcome
of this modeling exercise should be completely disregarded until the modeling approach is
evaluated and calibrated by a qualified outside expert and tested against actual valley crosssectional profiles with rational flood routing, including up the South Fork Koktuli flood
plain. In addition, any assumed impacts relying on this modeling exercise should be
disregarded as resting on a faulty foundation.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to consider the water content of the
tailings and reflect a depositional depth of 1 foot.
4.198 4-59 Table 4-13 The sediment deposit depths and cross-sectional area values in this table are
preposterous, especially in light of the EPA assertion made in the text that 70% of the ~300
million m3 of material from the TSF remains in suspension past the modeled reach (past the
confluence of the North Fork Koktuli and the South Fork). Regardless of the model output, a
depth of deposition of tailings in the full TSF scenario of 14m at Station 0.6 km would result
in a crosssection of deposition far greater than given in the table.
The channel elevation of the North Fork Koktuli stream bottom at Station 0.6 is
approximately 182 m MSL. For a deposition depth of 14 m, the water surface elevation
would have to be at least 194 m or higher, assuming this depth of deposit was at the channel
bottom, which it could not be, given EPA’s velocities. If deposits of this depth were at some
lateral distance from the channel bottom, the top of a 14 m deep deposit would have to be at a
correspondingly higher elevation. At an elevation of 194 m (the lowest possible albeit
unrealistic elevation), the valley flood plain available for deposition is in excess of 4 km, and
includes the flood plain of the South Fork. Along a transect at right angles to the valley at this
point, the flood plain profile is the shape of a saucer, with a maximum elevation of about 1 m
separating the North Fork Koktuli from the South Fork, and with much more than half the
product of length and height available for deposition. Given the depth of deposition in Table
4.13 (14 m), the cross-sectional area given in the table of 3,635 m2 is inconsistent with a
saucer-shaped flood plain >4 km across. In the EPA scenario, the South Fork Koktuli would
be backwatered, and its entire flood plain would be available for deposition. In reality, an
actual cross section at Station 0.6 would easily be capable of receiving >35,000 m3 of
deposited material per lineal m of valley bottom to an elevation of 194 m MSL.
At Station 5.4, the North Fork Koktuli River channel bottom is at elevation ~197 m.
According to Table 4-13, deposition would be to a depth of 8.1 m higher than the ground
elevation in the deposition area, which would have to be significantly higher than the channel
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bottom. This would result in a water surface elevation well in excess of 205 m MSL. At this
(unrealistically low) elevation, the flood plain available for deposition is in excess of 5.3 km,
and again includes the flood plain of the South Fork Koktuli. In spite of a “hump” in the
middle of a transect (still considerably lower than flood water elevation) at this station, there
is far more sediment storage available in the South Fork Koktuli, which is 9 m lower in
elevation than the North Fork in this area, and has a broad, flat profile. Given these relative
elevations, flood waters would be routed south to and up the South Fork a distance of at least
11 km, which was not included in the model. Easily more than half the product of length and
height along a transect at this station is available for sediment deposition, or >21,400 m3 per
lineal m of valley bottom, which is inconsistent with the depositional cross-sectional area of
4,857 m2 given in the table.
Finally, at Station 9.4, the channel bottom is at elevation ~213 m MSL. According to Table
4-13, maximum depth of deposition would be nearly 9 m, requiring a water depth to
elevation well in excess of 222 m MSL. A transect across the flood plain available for
deposition at this station would have a length in excess of 6.6 km and, again, would include
the South Fork, which was not included in the model. Along this transect, the South Fork
Koktuli channel is more than 10 m lower in elevation and the associated local flood plain
contains vastly more sediment storage and flood water routing capacity than the North Fork.
Obviously, a significant proportion of the flood wave would be routed into the South Fork
Koktuli flood plain, especially since the stream in that area would have trivial flow compared
to the hypothetical flood. In this area, about half the product of the lowest possible elevation
transect length and height would be available for sedimentation, or >25,000 m3 per lineal m
of valley bottom. EPA neglects to give elevations of the flood crest at each of the stations,
making further evaluation of routing difficult, but even without these elevations, it is obvious
that routing to the South Fork Koktuli flood plain would occur. This is extremely important
information, and EPA was remiss in omitting it from the document. In addition, maps of
major sediment deposit areas, at least those associated with the “example” stations along the
North Fork Koktuli should have been included in the document. In any event, given the
available low elevation flood plain profiles in the lower North Fork and South Fork Koktuli
Rivers and obvious routing to the South Fork, there is ample storage capacity away from the
main North Fork channel to store the entire mass emanating from the TSF several times over.
Another shortcoming of the EPA modeling exercise is the failure to account for flood water
routing upstream on the North Fork Koktuli. According to sediment depths given in Table 413, water surface elevations over the North Fork Koktuli channel at Station 30.0 would be at
least 333 m MSL. This would produce a backwatering of the North Fork Koktuli for a
distance of ~5.5 km (as the crow flies), with an average backwater width of ~2.2 km, and
would inundate Big Wiggly Lake. This flood routing and associated sediment deposition
capacity is significant and should have been included in the EPA model, as well as flood
routing up the South Fork Koktuli for a distance of >11 km.
These facts call the entire EPA modeling exercise into serious question. It is likely that
unrealistic parameters were entered into the model, and that the surrounding landform was
ignored when the model was run. In any event, EPA must explain what cross-sectional
profiles for the North Fork Koktuli, including the backwatering upstream as well as flood
routing up the South Fork Koktuli were used and what assumptions were made regarding the
deposition of tailings in the available valley bottom flood plain. In addition, all of the
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assumed impacts based on this model’s output are cast into serious doubt, and should be
regarded very skeptically or disregarded completely until the model is fully explained and
independently validated. That EPA itself did not catch any of these errors is astonishing.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.197.
4.199 4-60 §1 This paragraph states, “the remaining tailings in the breached TSF, would serve as
concentrated sources of easily transportable, potentially toxic material.” This statement
assumes that no effort would be expended to repair and remediate the tailings embankment
rupture, should it occur. This is an unreasonable assumption.
EPA Response: The sentence in the assessment says, “Newly deposited material on
floodplains, and the remaining tailings in the breached TSF, would serve as
concentrated sources of easily transportable, potentially toxic material.” This is correct
and would remain the case until repair and remediation could correct the situation.
Although repair and remediation efforts would be expected to begin at once if the mine
was still in operation and the requisite manpower and equipment were available on site,
the situation would not be corrected immediately. If the mine was in the post-closure
phase, the response time would be expected to be considerably longer.
4.200 4-62 §8 – 4-63 §1 The data regarding culvert failure in this paragraph is based on studies of
logging roads (primarily) built to 50+ year old standards and generally intended to be
temporary access. Earlier in the document, the assessment assumes an all-weather, permanent
industrial road with daily maintenance. Given the earlier assumption, these data are
irrelevant. EPA should have used failure frequency data for hundreds of miles of modern, allweather, permanent, well-maintained industrial roads in Alaska for its analysis. For example,
the Red Dog Mine haul road is a 51+ mile long gravel road from the mine to the coast with
many culverts, some very large. There have been no culvert failures (e.g., blockages or washouts) in its 23 years of operations (Ott 2012, pers. comm.). The Pogo Mine haul road is 49
miles long with 17 culverts. Although in operation for only a few years, there have been no
culvert failures. There are many other examples, including the North Slope Haul Road.
Information of this kind is readily available and should have been accessed and used by EPA
instead of the agency apparently relying on a literature search focusing on old information
related primarily to logging road culvert failures and other poorly designed systems with little
or no monitoring and maintenance. Conclusions regarding impacts or failure frequencies for
the transportation corridor in this EPA analysis based on these data are likewise irrelevant
and meaningless in the context of this analysis, and should be disregarded until the text is
corrected according to this comment.
EPA Response: See response to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.
4.201 In their assessment of potential impacts of a tailings dam failure, the EPA Report authors use
an overly simplistic model and exaggerate potential fish and fish habitat loss projections. The
model (HEC-RAS) used to model potential tailings dam failures in the EPA Report is a one
dimensional model, and may therefore not provide accurate results in a three-dimensional
environment, such as the Bristol Bay watershed. Further, the EPA Report assumes that,
following a tailings dam failure, all Chinook salmon will lose access to the South Fork
Koktuli and potentially Mulchatna and Stuyahok Rivers; however, the results of modeling do
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not support this conclusion, and it is likely that any physical blockage resulting from a
tailings dam failure would be temporary.
The greatest criticism in this section is surrounding statements about fish access to streams
due to sediment transport effects. The authors assume that Chinook salmon will lose access
to the South Fork Koktuli, and they say that the deposited tailings material may be deep
enough to impede fish access to the Mulchatna and Stuyahok Rivers. These conclusions
cannot be supported with the results of modeling or any other available data. It seems
unlikely this will be the case as these rivers would likely be temporarily dammed by
tailings/debris after water from the TSF dam failure recedes. After these rivers become
backed up, it is expected that the temporary dams at their mouths would burst within hours or
days, thereby removing much of the material that had been blocking the confluence.
EPA Response: HEC-RAS does not provide calculated results beyond the 1-D
environment. 3-D impacts must be interpreted by the user and reviewers. Sediment
deposition in the affected reach will have the potential to provide a continuous supply
for resuspension and deposition that could continue to impact the immediate habitat,
making it unusable for rearing or perhaps blocking migration or turning upward
migrating fish back downstream. The revised assessment clarifies that loss of access to
the various Nushagak River tributaries would be a likely outcome due to a range of
factors, including copper toxicity, sediment, habitat conditions, and other water quality
limitations that would follow a catastrophic tailings dam failure.
4.202 In another instance (p. 4-57), the text states “Based on historical tailings dam failure data, it
is reasonable to assume that all construction material from the dam break and from 30 to 60%
of the impoundment tailings material could contribute to debris flow following a tailings dam
failure (Browne 2011)’” however, the impoundment tailings proportion values provided in
Browne (2011) are “13 to 60%”, which indicates a misuse of information by the EPA.
EPA Response: In the tailings dam failure scenario we assume release of 20% of the
impounded tailings, which falls at the conservative end of the 13-60% range cited in the
comment.
4.203 The impacts of potential tailings dam failure(s) on Bristol Bay salmon and their ecosystems
will be highly dependent on the magnitude, frequency, and timing (e.g., stage in salmonid life
cycle, natural seasonal flows) of the event(s), and the baseline resiliency of the affected
populations and ecosystems. Based on the demonstrated ability of salmon and their
ecosystems to be resilient to catastrophic disturbances, it is possible that they would be able
to recover from a tailings dam failure. Further, the high degree of habitat heterogeneity of the
Bristol Bay watershed may provide increased recovery opportunities for aquatic organisms
by providing refuges for salmon during disturbance events. Bristol Bay sockeye are known
for having high resilience due to the within-stock diversity of life history strategies in the
region; this has been exemplified in recent history through shifts in high production between
life history- and regionally- diverse populations (Hilborn et al. 2003).
EPA Response: We agree with the comment. However, if a population such as Koktuli
River Chinook salmon were eliminated by a catastrophic dam failure, recovery of the
channel and valley would likely take decades to centuries. The streams and their valleys
may have to recover from complete or near complete devastation, including potential
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toxicity in sediments that may linger. After this process was sufficiently under way,
salmon from other systems would have to stray into the Koktuli River system to provide
seed stock for repopulation.
4.204 The case studies summarized in this report demonstrate that physical disturbances can be
overcome by salmon and their ecosystems. However, none of these examples explore the
impact of contamination and toxicity effects of catastrophic disturbances as this was not
within the scope of this report. Such effects are critical to the discussion of the potential
impacts of a catastrophic tailings dam failure and other mining-related accidents or
malfunctions. Moreover, case studies exemplifying the non-recovery of salmon and their
ecosystems from catastrophic disturbances were beyond the scope of this report. Further
studies that consider this information should be conducted before a well-informed
comparison between the effects of natural vs. anthropogenic disturbances (e.g., the EPA
Report’s tailings dam failure scenario) can be made.
EPA Response: Potential toxic effects from spilled tailings were assessed in Section 6.1.4
of the original draft assessment and are assessed in Chapter 9 of the revised assessment.
4.205 Notwithstanding the high standards that are anticipated for the design of the Pebble TSF, Box
4-4 of the BBWA presents four examples of historical tailings dam failures that led to
significant release of tailings. These case histories are presented to inform the reader of the
likelihood of and the potential implications of a significant tailings release. The sections that
follow will present each of those cases, and demonstrate how they are either not relevant to
the proposed Pebble Project, or how the failure modes can be readily mitigated at Pebble
through proper design, construction, operations and management.
The tailings dam at the Los Frailes Mine in Spain failed in 1998 primarily due to foundation
instability of clays with low residual shear strength. This foundation failure mode can be
mitigated for the Pebble TSFs through proper investigation and foundation preparation. As
stated in Wardrop (2011): “Embankment foundations will be prepared by removing all
organics and unsuitable materials prior to controlled rockfill placement on competent
overburden and/or bedrock foundations.”
Two tailings dams failed at Stava, Italy in 1985. The dams were constructed with cycloned
sand tailings which separate the coarse and finer fractions of tailings solids. The coarser
fraction of tailings was sent to the face of the embankment for staged construction using the
upstream method of construction. The two dams were built with overly steep embankments,
and the toe of the upper dam was supported on the tailings of the lower impoundment. The
stability of this configuration had a very low factor of safety against failure. This slope
instability failure mode can be mitigated for the Pebble TSFs through proper investigation
and material characterization, and subsequent stability evaluation as input to design. The
typical minimum factor of safety under static conditions (i.e., non-seismic) for a modern dam
is 1.5, indicating that the forces resisting a slope failure exceed the forces driving failure
(e.g., gravity) by 50%. While specific stability analyses have not been reviewed, for Pebble it
is likely that seismic criteria will decide the final dam configuration, and static factors of
safety will likely be higher than 1.5. Had the Stava tailings dams been designed with
appropriate factors of safety, the 1985 failure would not have occurred. As noted in the
Wardrop (2011) report, the Pebble TSFs are likely to be built using earth and rockfill as
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opposed to tailings, and the downstream and centerline methods of construction will be
employed instead of the upstream method used at Stava, which is more prone to failure
(Wise, 2012).
The Aurul tailings dam failure in 2000 was a result of overtopping of the dams and
subsequent breach and tailings release. The overtopping failure mode would be mitigated for
the Pebble TSFs primarily through design and operations with sufficient freeboard for
extreme events. As stated in Wardrop (2011): “The TSF impoundment is sized to provide
additional freeboard for complete containment of all runoff from the inflow design flood, for
wave run-up protection, and for any post-seismic embankment settlement.” In addition, the
TSF embankment is to be constructed of erosion resistant rockfill, which is much less
susceptible to failure from overtopping than the Aurul dam which was constructed of
cycloned tailings.
The TVA Kingston tailings dam failure in 2008 had many contributing factors, but can
primarily be attributed to poor foundation conditions and slope instability. These failure
modes would be mitigated for the Pebble TSFs through proper investigation and material
characterization, and subsequent stability evaluation as input to design. Additionally, proper
foundation preparation and use of downstream and centerline construction are anticipated to
result in adequate factors of safety.
EPA Response: We agree that the TSF would be designed, constructed, and managed to
avoid failure. Box 4-4 lists failures that occurred by a variety of mechanisms. We do not
contend that a dam failure at the Pebble site would occur by the same mechanism as
any particular past failure. Rather, despite using best engineering practices of the time,
these structures can and do fail. The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate the
likelihood of failure (which is low) and the potential consequences of failure (which may
be catastrophic). The case histories are presented to inform the reader of the potential
implications of a significant tailings release, not the likelihood of a significant release.
No change required.
4.206 Perhaps the most widely quoted reference in relation to the historical record of tailings dam
failures is the 2001 ICOLD report which documents accidents and failures at 220 tailings
dams reported between 1917 and 2000. In the BBWA, after removing accidents that did not
result in a failure with tailings release, Table 4-8 presents a tabulation of 135 TSF failures
from the ICOLD database, subdivided based on failure cause and whether the failure
occurred on an active or inactive tailings dam. Beyond this basic tabulation, no significant
attempt is made in the BBWA to interpret the implications of these failure case histories on
the hypothetical mine scenario. Only the total number of failures is used when evaluating
probabilities of failure. As such, it is questionable whether there is any purpose to this
evaluation of past failures other than to again highlight the several ways in which failures can
occur and to raise fears that such failures are inevitable at the Pebble site. While the ICOLD
(2001) report is a significant resource when evaluating modes of tailings dam failures and
how to prevent them, it is not appropriate to use the database in direct comparison with a
modern mining operation that will undergo the rigorous design and permitting process
anticipated for the Pebble Project.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.150.
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4.207 A comparison can be made to the case histories in the ICOLD report as a basis for evaluating
whether appropriate measures are being put in place to mitigate against the failure modes
described. With this framework in mind, Table 1 presents an alternate evaluation of the case
histories in the ICOLD (2001) report.

EPA Response: The table referenced in the comment illustrates that if you subtract all
of the failures there are no remaining failures. However, no mitigation plan is perfectly
designed, executed and operated and new failure modes are possible.
We did not depend on the case histories in the ICOLD document to determine the
probability of a dam failure. Nevertheless, we agree with the comment that the
mitigation measures listed are important and will reduce the likelihood of a tailings
dam failure. Important engineering structures are generally designed with the intent
that they will not fail—and this includes all or most of the structures alluded to in the
comment’s table. The designs incorporate factors of safety to provide a margin of
security and to allow the structure to survive loads in excess of the design loads.
Nonetheless, important structures can and do fail due to design flaws, construction
flaws, material defects, willful malfeasance, operational error, other human error, and
extreme natural events. The paradigm for management of tailings dams continues to
evolve and there are no guarantees that a tailings dam constructed in the Bristol Bay
watershed will not fail. It is a topic of discussion at industry conferences as cited in the
assessment. Our purpose in the assessment is to describe the likelihood and potential
consequences of failure.
4.208 The probability of failure discussed in the BBWA, where the ICOLD data is used as a basis
for claiming the probability of failure, would be one tailings dam failure for every 2,000 mine
years. This probability is not relevant to a modern mining project. An analysis that simply
utilizes a retrospective failure rate to estimate future failures at a modern mining site
significantly exaggerates the risks of a TSF failure, and therefore results in a biased
assessment of future outcomes.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.150.
4.209 By providing specific analytical model results to describe the tailings flow distance and
associated sediment deposition from a hypothetical tailings release, the BBWA dam breach
analysis appears credible whereas in fact, the analysis is flawed. Given the significant
uncertainty and thus low reliability of the numerical estimates, the findings are equivalent to
a statement that scenario releases of 55 million m3 or 317 million m3 of fluidized tailings will
travel a long way downstream with significant impacts. One need only review local
topography to reach that conclusion. The dam breach analysis in the BBWA reinforces the
bias of the document rather than informing a scientifically defensible formal risk analysis.
EPA Response: We concur with the conclusion that “releases of 55 million m3 or 317
million m3 of fluidized tailings will travel a long way downstream with significant
impacts.” We also agree that the hydraulic model has limitations. It was used to provide
a better sense of potential floodwave distribution and flow velocity capable of
transporting sediment downstream of a tailings dam failure. A review of topography
can provide bookends, but the model helps to support the valley-volume comparison.
4.210 The Manning’s friction coefficient was increased to “better reflect the influence of sedimentrich water during tailings dam failure” (pg. 4-53). The approach using a modified Manning’s
friction factor (n) is recommended by the HEC-RAS manual (USACE, 2010). However the
BBWA does not supply the reader with information as to how they evaluated the appropriate
Manning’s coefficient, nor do they state the value used. The HEC-RAS Manual provides
guidance that the Manning’s values are not exact and a range of possible values should be
selected, and then multiple model runs should be performed with different values to evaluate
the impact in overall flow response. The implications of changes in model parameters would
likely be significant given the scale and likely sensitivity of the analysis. Without following
the guidance of the HEC-RAS manual or standard engineering practice to evaluate model
sensitivity, the results of the analysis cannot be considered reliable.
EPA Response: Manning’s n-value of 0.2 was used for the main channel and 0.6 for the
floodplain. These coefficients represent sediment-rich flows and are appropriate for
review of the potential dam failure flows. We recognize that these high n-values are not
typically applied to clear water modeling simulations.
4.211 2. The analysis relies on a very coarse 30 meter digital elevation model (DEM) to develop
channel bathymetry (pg. 4-53) The coarse nature of the 30 meter DEMs does not account for
channel complexity in the floodplain where side channels or wider braided channels are only
activated during floods and are available for sediment deposition. Off channel wetlands and
watercourses are also missed. The lack of channel complexity and channel morphology
oversimplifies the channel roughness and leads to river channels characterized as too “clean”
and “smooth.” As a result the coarse model very likely over predicts flows, velocities and
sediment transport relative to what would be expected in reality (Crosby, 2006). For the
purpose of hydrologic modeling a 30 meter DEM is very coarse and lacks the detail to allow
for an adequate calibration of the HEC-RAS model. The HEC-RAS Manual also states that if
you are using bathymetric cross sections developed from a 10 meter DEM or coarser “then
you should not expect to be able to get good model calibration with such poor terrain data.”
(USACE, 2010) Poor quality channel bathymetry data can be the source of large instabilities
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of model performance when performing unsteady flow analysis with HEC-RAS. These
instabilities are often attributed to the modeler using land terrain topography data in place of
proper bathymetric data. Additionally, wide flat channel beds (similar to the water surface
associated with a DEM) cause instabilities because at lower flows the area/depth ratio is high,
and when a small increase in flow occurs it is seen as a large relative increase in depth
(USACE, 2010).
EPA Response: We agree that coarse terrain data makes hydraulic modeling more
difficult. Given the available data (30-m DEM), the hydraulic model presented initial
instabilities. This was addressed through application of necessary baseflow to eliminate
numerical instabilities. However, the introduction of baseflow was inconsequential
when compared to the modeled floodwave. This is typical and acceptable practice,
especially when using a model to understand large flow events. The model is not
intended to review both low flow and flood flow results, as the available 30-m DEM is
not appropriate for low flow calculations.
4.212 The lateral extent of the cross-sections in the HEC-RAS model were likely insufficient,
resulting in increased flow depth and higher velocities (Table 4-13, pg. 4-59) The significant
deposition depths computed in the HEC-RAS model are inconsistent with the wider
floodplain topography of the last approximately 10 km of the analysis. Stations at 9.4 km, 5.4
km, and 0.6 km from the end of the 30 km analysis show maximum depths of 8.8 m, 8.1 m,
and 14.0 m. A review of the topography in the vicinity of these stations indicates the flow
would have spread out significantly across a very wide area and would never achieve these
depths. It is likely that the lateral extents of the model were insufficient, resulting in
HECRAS assigning vertical “walls” at the ends of the cross-section. These walls would result
in creating an artificial channel to contain the flow, which in turn would result in
unreasonable depths of flow, as well as increased velocity. Both of these artificial impacts
(increased depth and velocity) would result in an increased runout distance for the modeled
flood.
EPA Response: We disagree with the comment. Although a 30-m DEM was used, the
geometries of the sections were measured valley wall to valley wall. The tailings dam
failure would generate a large floodwave peak, and the flood depths and velocities
reported are possible.
4.213 The mine tailings dam breach run-out scenarios are modeled to a distance of only 30 km and
the analysis then utilizes a tailings run-out regression equation to calculate total mine tailings
travel distances beyond the last segment of the model (pg. 4-57).
The extent of the sediment transport model should be extended to the river reach where the
mine tailings are expected to be transported downstream (e.g., beyond the 30 km marker at
the confluence of the North and South Koktuli Rivers). Switching from a simplistic sediment
transport approach to an even more simplistic regression equation once the mine tailings
reach the confluence of the North Fork Koktuli and South Fork Koktuli Rivers only adds to
the uncertainty in the estimates of the distance of sediment transport (Rico et al., 2008). Rico
et al. (2008) presents three predictive tailings run-out regression equations based on dam
height, waste out flow and a combination of both parameters, with R2 values of 0.16, 0.56
and 0.57, respectively. The BBWA does not state which of the three regression equations
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were used in their evaluation of the tailing run-out estimates, but regardless, given the low R2
values there is limited statistical reliability in any of these equations. Furthermore, of the 28
case studies used to develop the Rico et al. (2008) regression equations, the largest tailings
release volume was 9 million m3 in volume, which is 16% and 3% of the volume of the
partial and full dam release scenario volumes (55 million m3 and 317 million m3),
respectively. Thus, the regression equations developed by Rico et al. (2008) are insufficient
in predicting tailings run-out for the two very large dam break scenarios presented in the
BBWA. Additionally, Rico et al. (2008) state that: “the accuracy of these estimations should
be approached with great caution.” Rico et al. (2008) also describe the nature and magnitude
of the errors associated with their regression equations as such:
“These errors result from a large variety of parameters affecting the mine waste flow,
including sediment load, fluid behavior (Newtonian or Binghamplastic) which depends on
the type of failure (e.g., seismic action, static liquefaction, slide, etc.), particle-dependent
rheology of the suspension, topography and valley gradient and presence of obstacles
impeding the slurry to flow among others. Another source of uncertainty is related to the lack
of data related with the water volume existing at the time of failure either stored at the decant
pond or linked to the meteorological causes triggering the dam failure (intense rainfall,
hurricanes, rapid snowmelt, ice accumulation in the tailings dam, etc.), which may change
indeed the hydrologic conditions (peak discharge, tailings outflow volume) and the run-out
distance of the tailings.”
The BBBWA does not indicate that the HEC-RAS model was calibrated to demonstrate the
model has the ability to predict accurately the river hydraulics in normal stream flow or flood
flow conditions. Additional, and more robust, modeling should have been conducted to
explore the impacts of the tailings dam breech scenario.
EPA Response: If the intent of the modeling was to understand low flow and flood flow
inundation for the downstream valley, the comment would be correct. However, the
HEC-RAS model was used to support the comparison of released dam volume
distribution to the available valley volume that may be inundated during an initial
floodwave and compare that to historic data and predictive references. It is true that
more robust modeling can yield additional results that better describe debris flow
dynamics.
4.214 5. Sedimentation of the dam break flood wave was calculated when the flood wave was at its
maximum predicted depth (pg. 4-57)
It is not clear when the BBWA states: “we assumed that sediment deposition could occur in
the channel and the floodplain of each section at the maximum predicted channel depth
during the peak of the flood wave,” whether they are assuming sediment deposition occurred
only at the maximum stage of the flood wave or whether they are assuming sedimentation
occurred at these depths in addition to normal sedimentation processes modeled by HECRAS. When river flows are at their maximum flood stage, river velocities are often at their
highest, which is not conducive to sediment deposition. The majority of sediment deposition
occurs on the receding limb of the flood curve, when river velocities are starting to decrease.
EPA Response: See response to sixth point of Comment 4.183.
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4.215 6. The Hjulstrom curve was used to evaluate sediment transport velocity (pg. 4-57)
The critical deposition velocities shown on the Hjulstrom curve represent the average channel
velocity measured one meter above the channel bed. Furthermore, the Hjulstrom curve was
developed while observing the transport of only uniformly sized sediment loads, thus
ignoring the effects that a distributed sediment load would have on critical transport
velocities. While the Hjulstrom curve is a widely used reference to evaluate sediment
transport in streams, it is not well-equipped to be used to evaluate sediment settling in a
dense, mostly solid flow such as the scenarios set forth in the BBWA.
When Hjulstrom developed the curve, he used limited deposition velocity data published
originally by Friedrich Schaffernak (Self et al., 1988). According to Self et al. (1988)
Schaffernak only examined particles 5 mm in diameter and larger. The proposed tailings
from the EPA analysis are assumed to have a diameter range of less than 0.01 mm to just
over 1.0 mm, so the Hjulstrom curve would provide a less reliable prediction of settling
velocities for the mine tailings. Self et al. (1988) reexamined the reliability of the Hjulstrom
curve. Instead of correlating channel velocity with sediment transport they measured the
critical erosion and critical deposition shear stress for particles ranging from 0.014 – 0.141
mm in diameter.
Self et al. (1988) found the critical deposition shear stress to be 3 orders of magnitude larger
for the particles examined than values reported by Hjulstrom. The use of the Hjulstrom curve
to evaluate critical deposition velocities underestimates the sedimentation of particles at
higher velocities, and thus over estimates the amount of sediment transported by the dam
breach scenarios.
EPA Response: See response to seventh point of Comment 4.183.
4.216 7. The TSF 1 drainage area is incorrect and the maximum flood comparison with USGS
record and PMF analysis is flawed (pg. 4-50)
The contributing watershed area to TSF 1 is incorrect and this influences the comparative
statistics. Page 4-21 of the report states “The surface area covered by the TSF 1 at full
volume is estimated to be 14.9 km2 (Table 4-3, Figure 4-7).” This is in conflict with the
report stating on Page 4-50 that the contributing watershed area is only 1.4 km2. Based on our
review of Figures 4-7 and 4-14 the watershed area contributing to the TSF 1 is roughly 17
km2. In addition, the BBWA states “For comparison, a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) gage
located near the village of Ekwok, Alaska, experienced a record peak flood of 3,313 m3/s in a
2,551-km2 watershed.” (pg. 4-50) It is unclear which USGS gage was used but the mean
daily flow data from the USGS gage on the Nushagak River at Ekwok, AK (15302500) was
acquired from October 1st, 1977 to September 30th, 1993. The maximum daily flow during
this period was 3,228 m3/s and the drainage area associated with this gage is 9,850 mi2 (3,449
km2). Using this information on a unit area basis (110 m3/s/km2 for partial release and 701
m3/s/km2 for full release) the partial-volume failure analysis would result in 117- fold
increase (not 1,000-fold) in discharge compared to the flow observed at the USGS gage and
for the full volume failure analysis, there would be a 750-fold increase (not 6,500-fold). The
BBWA overstated the increase in flow by almost one order of magnitude (i.e., almost 10
times).
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In addition the report inappropriately compares the peak flow from a dam failure (partial:
1,862 m3/s, full 11,915 m3/s) from a probable maximum flood (PMF) analysis (using the
probable maximum precipitation, PMP) with the maximum stream flow at a USGS gage at
Ekwok (15302500) from a 16 year record. A PMF is an estimate of the largest flood
theoretically possible from a combination of severe hydrologic and meteorological conditions
that are reasonably possible for the drainage basin in question. During a PMF event, the
stream flow below the TSF dam would already be significantly higher on a unit area basis
than a peak measured downstream from a 16 year record. As such, even the corrected 117fold and 750-fold increases discussed above are overstated, because the baseline flow in the
creek would be higher during the PMF.
EPA Response: The final assessment has been revised to clarify that comparison to the
flood of record on the Nushagak River at Ekwok provides a frame of reference for the
flood magnitude that would result from a tailings dam failure.
4.217 In Box 4-1 (pg. 4-24) the BBWA aggregates multiple worst-case failure scenarios into a
single release event scenario which unreasonably overstates the probability of release due to
a system failure in the water collection and treatment system. The cumulative effect of four
worst-case factors (unlimited oxygen supply, higher concentration of metals in the waste
rock, high leaching rates due to small grain size, and high water contact due to the absence of
preferential flowpaths) sets an overly conservative bound on the hazardous characteristics of
the leachate quality. Use of the additive result of multiple concurrent worst-case factors,
represents an unreasonable overstatement of the potential impacts of leachate releases. A risk
analysis based on these assumptions cannot be well supported scientifically.
EPA Response: The worst case factors cited in this comment are those of the PLP
leaching data. The uncertainties associated with those factors are described in the
assessment, but we must rely on the PLP data because there is no other source.
4.218 The inferences drawn in the report also do not account for advances in technology or
operational practices between the historical case studies examined and present practices. The
assessment acknowledges that some case studies cited incorporated historical and outdated
mining practices that would not be allowed under current mining laws. Several passages of
text use language that are not technically correct and, as a result, can be confusing or
misleading. Some examples follow:
•

“…variety of geochemical models ad approaches to understand and predict releases to the
environment…” (pg. 4-4)
The use of geochemical models cannot predict releases to the environment. Geochemical
models are useful for predicting chemical reactions that may occur under different
environmental conditions; however, the chemical reactions and processes referred to in
Section 4.1.2 are only likely to occur if conventional interventions are not utilized.

EPA Response: Chapter 8 of the revised assessment provides a more detailed analysis of
the formation, transport, and dilution of leachate.
•

“…there are limitations in our ability to make predictions with a high level of certainty
because of the inherent complexity of natural materials and their environment.” (pg. 4-4)
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Although some of the risk factors described such as site geology and climate are naturally
occurring and inherently variable, the activities of mining, ore processing, and residuals
management methods are within the purview of the mine operations. Water management,
including collection and treatment, is expected to be an active part of the mine operations,
and adjustments to optimize the processes will be expected throughout the life of the
mine, during reclamation, and post-closure. These on-going adjustments to the water
management systems and processes are a normal part of managing the “inherent
complexity of natural materials.”
EPA Response: Adaptive management is a good thing. However, the assessment can
only address the starting point of a potential mine plan and not the changes that would
result from findings that mining practices are not adequately mitigating the effects. The
revised assessment does acknowledge that mining practices would be adapted if
standards are not met.
•

“One way to predict if acid generation will occur is to perform acid-base accounting
tests.” (pg. 4-4)
The acid generation tests do not predict if acid generation will occur, only the potential
for it to occur. From the Wardrop (2011) preliminary assessment, it is apparent that active
management of the two main mine residual streams, potentially acid generating (PAG)
and non-acid generating (NAG) tailings, will be implemented to reduce the potential
exposure of the PAG to oxidizing conditions. Approximately 15% to 20% of the tailings
are expected to be PAG, with the remaining 80% to 85% being NAG. The submerged
discharge of the DRAFT Technical Review of May 2012 Draft Report EPA 910-R-12004a Final BB Assessment Review - 07-18-12 - R1.docx 19 July 2012 PAG tailings
within the tailings storage facility (TSF) is standard practice to reduce the potential for
the acid generating chemical reactions to occur. This is another example of implying an
outcome (in this case acid mine drainage problems) without accounting for obvious and
widely used mitigation measures at modern operating mines.

EPA Response: We have added the words “has the potential to” in place of “will” in the
text.
•

“Additionally, some toxic elements (e.g., selenium and arsenic) may be released from
mining materials under neutral or higher pH conditions…” (pg. 4-5)
This statement is technically inaccurate and misleading, as a toxic release is not assured
in the instance described. Uncontrolled releases to the environment are unlikely to occur
in a modern mining operation, as active measures and precautions are taken to prevent
this outcome. Similarly, should a release occur, remedial actions can be taken to prevent
or minimize the extent of the impacts, with a goal of retaining any releases on site
property for proper capture, treatment and management.

EPA Response: This section is a discussion of the environmental chemistry of porphyry
copper deposits and does not assume that any releases will occur, but it does recognize
the potential exists for releases from the ore. Thus, the statement cited is accurate; no
change required.
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“Because premature closure is an unanticipated event, water treatment systems would
likely be insufficient to treat the excessive and persistent volume of low pH water
containing high metal concentrations.”
Past experiences with premature closure at mining sites has resulted in requirements for
financial assurance as part of the modern permitting process for mine operations. Given
the known financial and regulatory safeguards anticipated to be in place, including means
for operation of water collection and treatment systems during post-closure, there appears
to be no basis or justification for this statement regarding the likelihood that the water
treatment systems would be overwhelmed by an “excessive and persistent” volume of
water to manage.

EPA Response: The quoted sentence does not occur in the revised assessment, and
information on financial assurance is included in Box 4-3.
•

“The volume of water that would require treatment by the mine wastewater treatment
plant is unknown at this point, but could be very high. To avoid or minimize risks
associated with altered streamflows in downstream effluent receiving areas (Section
5.2.2.1), capacity for water storage and release would be required in order to maintain
natural flow regimes or any minimum flows required by ADFG. Maintenance of mine
discharges in terms of water quality, quantity, and timing, to avoid adverse impacts
would require long-term commitments for monitoring and facility maintenance. As with
other long-term maintenance and monitoring programs, the financial and technological
requirements could be very large, and the cumulative risks (and likely instantaneous
consequences) of facility accidents, failures, and human error would increase with time.
We know of no precedent for the long-term management of water quality and quantity on
this scale at an inactive mine.” (pg. 5-45)
In this statement, the BBWA illustrates a lack of understanding of post-closure operations
at formerly active mining sites. A standard component of modern mines is to provide
significant financial assurances for long-term maintenance and monitoring programs.
This is a standard component of the permitting process to ensure the long-term program
is adequately funded.

EPA Response: We understand the need and mechanisms for financial assurance, and
these issues are presented in Box 4-3 of the revised assessment. However, there is no
precedent for waste treatment needs, potentially in perpetuity, in an isolated and
sensitive environment such as the Bristol Bay watershed.
4.219 Figure 4-9B incorrectly depicts a post-closure scenario with no water management. As
described in the Wardrop (2011) report, the closure planning process includes long-term
water management and financial sureties to ensure that the closure plan will remain funded.
EPA Response: We understand that for some period of time after mine closure, water
management would proceed. However, at some time water management is likely to
cease, in which case a scenario such as depicted in this figure is also likely. Regardless,
Figure 4-9B has been removed from the revised assessment and ongoing water
management is assumed in the scenarios.
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4.220 As part of the management and operation of environmental control systems, planning for
unforeseen events by having mitigation plans in place is a typical practice. Critical services
would also include containment or other countermeasures to be protective of the
environment.
•

“Failure to properly collect and treat leachate from waste rock piles, TSFs, or other areas
of the mine site may allow potentially toxic chemicals, soils, and particulate matter to
enter streams. Here, we consider the failure of on-site collection and storage practices at
TSF 1 as an example case. Based on the available data, estimation of potential flow
through the substrate located under and around proposed TSFs requires several
assumptions.” (pg. 4-39)

•

“With a dam height of 98 m, estimated flow rate at the downstream face of the tailings
dam would be 8.14x10-4 m3/s; with a dam height of 208 m, estimated flow rate was
1.15x10-3 m3/s.” (pg. 4-39) The BBWA considers the failure of the entire on-site water
collection and storage system to be a realistic scenario. In reality, such an outcome would
be an unlikely event. The water collection system consists of a well field, not a single
monitoring/recovery well.

The use of multiple wells with overlapping zones of hydraulic influence provides redundancy
to reduce the probability of failure to capture leachate. The presence of a well field also
minimizes the impact from a mechanical or electrical failure at any one well.
Notwithstanding, if the stated estimates of seepage flow under TSF 1 are correct, in the event
of a water collection system failure, the range of flows (approximately 13 to 18 gallons per
minute) is comparable to that of one or two household garden hoses. In the unlikely event of
a complete collection system failure, any seep water can be managed using interim collection
and treatment measures. For example, seep water flowing to the surface could be captured in
a surface swale and pumped to the top of the TSF by the use of portable gas-powered pumps.
The consequences of the failure proposed in the assessment could be effectively mitigated
quickly and easily.
EPA Response: Management of unforeseen events is the intention of having mitigation
plans in place, but as history shows, plans don’t always account for what actually
happens. Failures occur that result in adverse impacts. The Exxon Valdez oil spill, the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill and the Fukushima nuclear accident are examples of wellplanned activities subject to rigorous regulatory programs that did not go according to
plan.
We understand that a well field would be used to collect seepage from a TSF and
describe this in Section 4.3.5 of the draft assessment and Section 6.1.3.4 of the revised
assessment. The flows are estimated to be a little larger in the revised assessment (Table
6-3), but are still not large relative to the total wastewater flow. However, failure of the
collection wells to collect groundwater flows would not be so easily corrected as
pumping from a surface swale.
4.221 The reported nearly 10-fold difference between the annual water discharge volumes under
minimum and maximum mine operations represents an additional opportunity for robust
design and continuous improvement to guard against potential failures of the water collection
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and treatment systems. The treatment system may be constructed in stages utilizing parallel
treatment trains as appropriate, which would have the added benefit of providing redundancy
and backup during maintenance and repairs.
EPA Response: The assessment assumes that all standards and criteria will be met from
the beginning. No change required.
4.222 Assessment of Applicability of References on Pipe Failure Rates
The BBWA uses three sources of pipeline failure statistics to calculate an annual failure rate
of 0.0010 per kilometer (e.g., failures per km-yr) of pipeline using the geometric mean of
three selected values. Based on this overall estimate of the failure rate and the proposed
length of the transportation corridor (139 km), a probability of 14% (i.e., 0.0010 failures per
km-yr x 139 km) was calculated for the failure rate in each of the four pipelines per year.
Among several data sources presented in Table 4-14 of the report, the following three data
sets were used in the assessment of annual pipeline failure rate:
a. OGP 2010 (oil pipelines) – a failure rate of 0.0010 for onshore oil pipelines with
diameter < 20 cm;
b. URS 2000 (56 US oil pipeline operators) – a failure rate of 0.00062 for the 10
smallest operators (< 418 km of pipeline); and
c. Alberta Metal 2011 – a failure rate of 0.0016 reported in Alberta, Canada in 2009.
The validity of the overall failure rate estimate of 14% is questionable due to the following
reasons:
•

These data sets are not representative of all the conditions in the Bristol Bay watershed.
The first and second data sets are based on various oil pipelines throughout the US, while
the third is based on a gas pipeline in Canada. None are based on mining industry
findings. The direct comparability of oil and gas (O&G) industry failure data to mining
industry data, given the differences in regulatory and permitting frameworks, is
questionable. Furthermore, O&G distribution pipelines are often under shared ownership
for common sections, or alternate ownership for interconnecting sections. The degree of
stewardship (inspections, maintenance, etc.) and resulting observed failure rates in these
two scenarios may reasonably be expected to differ.

•

The geometric mean has been applied to the data without justification. These data sets are
dissimilar to each other (i.e., physical, environmental, temporal, and maintenance
differences), thereby making it statistically invalid to average over all three. In particular,
if an estimate is to be calculated from multiple sources, rather than averaging, the failure
rate should be estimated accurately from data pooled across the sources. Averaging
across multiple failure rate estimates obtained from different populations can produce
misleading estimates, especially if the populations do not have the same underlying
structure. In order to pool the data sets to obtain a high quality estimate, each data set
must share the same underlying mechanism driving the failure rates. In this case, the
failure rates clearly come from three (or more) different populations, and the underlying
source data is not readily available for analysis. Hence, the overall estimate of the failure
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rate is not only skewed by averaging over these multiple sources, but it is also subject to
uncertainty as the source data sets may not be compatible.
•

There is little information regarding the methods used to calculate the individual failure
rates from each of the aforementioned sources. More specifically, it is unclear whether
these failure rates are a sum of all failure types (external corrosion, internal corrosion,
mechanical defect, etc.) and failure classes (near miss, small leak, large leak, rupture).
Accounting for these factors differently would explain some of the spread in the failure
data and potentially limit its applicability, more so in light of the averaging of potentially
incompatible data sets described above.

•

The validity of the source data itself is questionable. None of the sources in Table 4-14
are properly cited. We have been unable to conclusively identify the “URS 2000” source
as of this writing. The “Alberta Metal 2011” reference is a single anecdotal statement in a
trade news publication. 5. The possibility of underground pipe routing does not appear to
be addressed. The Wardrop (2011) report, which is referenced as the source of the mine
scenario in the BBWA, explicitly states on page 331 that the majority of the piping will
be buried adjacent to the proposed roadway. Buried piping is at greatly reduced risk of
physical impact damage, which is repeatedly cited as one of the chief failure modes of the
pipelines. We recognize that there are other challenges associated with buried pipelines
(ease of inspection and repair, etc.) but an appropriate relative risk assessment has not
been included in the BBWA which would certainly influence the stated failure rates.

EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.148 and 4.186.
4.223 Assessment of the Statistical Validity of Failure Rate Calculations for Pipelines.
While not stated in the report, our analysis indicates that the BBWA has assumed the pipeline
failure rate will follow an exponential distribution. We reach this opinion because with an
annual probability of failure of 14% and a 25 year mine scenario, an exponential cumulative
distribution function predicts the probability of a pipeline failure occurring in at least one of
the four pipes to be approximately 98%, consistent with the value used in the BBWA. This
estimated 98% failure rate is considered misleading for the following reasons:
The use of the exponential distribution assumes a constant failure rate which is not realistic in
this case. If, as stated in the report, the two major failure modes are physical impact and
corrosion, then the first may be expected to vary as a function of time due to construction
activity, production increases, seasonal effects etc. The second may be expected to vary
directly with time since corrosion is a time dependent phenomenon. Thus, for example, the
actual failure rate during the initial period of steady state operation may be far lower than the
estimates suggest since corrosion rates will be vanishingly small and vehicle impact risk will
be at a local equilibrium. The assumption of a constant failure rate is too simplified for the
assessment of the reliability of a complex pipeline system. Failure rates are known to be
affected by multiple factors such as third party damage, corrosion, design, incorrect
operations, etc. In order to calculate a reasonably accurate probability of pipeline failure,
these additional factors must be considered. Consequently, the failure rate trend may change
from factor to factor, and furthermore, some may have a decreasing effect if controlled.
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The probability of a pipeline failure in 25 years is assumed to be the same for each of the four
pipelines. However, in Section 6.2 the BBWA states: “We do not assess failures of the
natural gas or diesel pipelines here because such pipelines are common, their risks are well
known, and they are not particularly associated with mining.” Furthermore, the service
conditions, line sizes, and potential failure modes of each of the four lines are very different,
which makes the assumption of a single, common failure rate highly questionable. We note
that while the BBWA states that “they are not particularly associated with mining,” they use
failure statistics from the oil and gas industry to develop their statistics for mining pipelines.
The probability of failure is calculated based on a failure rate of 14%, applied uniformly
along the entire pipe. This implies that each segment of the pipe is equally susceptible to
failure. However, certain areas of the pipeline will be more susceptible to failure than others,
e.g., in heavy traffic areas, under certain soil conditions etc. Furthermore, the consequence of
a failure is highly dependent on its location. Outcomes will be far different for a failure
which occurs inside engineered containment (e.g., a valve vault), vs. at a stream crossing.
Proper risk analysis must account for both the likelihood of failure and the consequences of
that failure. Finally, areas of high risk would be identified and extra controls put in place
during the design phase, to reduce the failure risk at those points to acceptably low levels.
EPA Response: The reported aggregate pipeline statistics include pipelines of various
ages and include both corrosion and mechanical failures. Although the cited sentence
from the draft assessment was included to give some additional perspective on failure
rates, the rates for both failure modes are similar and the aggregate statistics were used
to develop the presented estimates of failure probability.
The failure rate is constant with time because no data or models were available to
increase the rate over time as the pipelines age. The same rate was assumed for all four
pipelines because oil and gas pipeline failure rates are similar and there are no data
from the mining industry concerning failure rates for concentrate or return water
pipelines. The failure rate used is an average across all types of pipeline segments, so it
can be applied to the rate for each pipeline as a whole (including stream crossings,
valves, etc.).
Based on the trends in the failure rates, one could hypothesize that over the life of a
pipeline, the initial failure rate might be lower than the overall average and the later
failure rate would be higher than the average as corrosion failures increase. However,
the low expected frequency of failures for pipelines of the length in the assessed
scenarios would not be expected to provide enough data to confirm such a hypothesis. It
should be noted that of the four pipelines in the mine scenarios, one would carry diesel
fuel and one would transport natural gas, so the use of statistics from the oil and gas
industry is justified for these pipelines. The revised assessment does assess the
environmental impacts of a spill from the diesel fuel pipeline (Chapter 11).
4.224 Assessment of Pipeline Release Scenario
Section 4.4.3.2 of the BBWA presents the scenario of a pipeline failure. Evaluations are
performed for the four pipelines, though the primary failure scenario in the assessment is for
the concentrate pipeline, with basic components as follows:
• Full pipeline break;
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Pumping rate = 254.8 metric tons/hour;
Pipe diameter = 20.3 cm;
Remotely activated shutoff valves, with 2 minute lag from failure to shutdown; and
Distance to nearest shutoff valve = 14 km.

The volume of release due to a pipeline failure, as described in the report, is heavily
dependent on the length of pipeline between two isolation points which define the maximum
trapped volume which could be released. In Table 4-15 in the BBWA, for the concentrate
pipeline, the volume of flow over 2 minutes is 5.1 m3, while the volume between isolation
valves is 470 m3. The BBWA characterizes this minimum distance as 14 km based on the
need to have isolation on either side of every major river crossing and cites the Wardrop
(2011) report as support. However, the Wardrop (2011) report (pg. 332) characterizes major
river crossings as 600 ft (0.18 km) wide for design purposes. The 14 km assumption thus
produces unrealistically high (14 km vs. 0.18 km) representative release volumes in Table 415. Proper design would include more frequent and strategically placed points of isolation,
which would work in concert with automatic leak detection to minimize potential leakage
along critical stretches of the pipeline.
EPA Response: See response to the fourth point of Comment 4.183. The assessment’s
pipe break scenario postulates a pipe rupture on the landward side of an isolation valve,
allowing the overland length to drain—not the short length crossing the waterway. It
also assumes that, on average, the maximum elevation between waterways was at about
the midpoint between them and that half the pipe length between valves drained by
gravity flow.
4.225 Risk Characterization Based on the Mine Scenario
Seismic Environment
In Section 4.4 of the BBWA, significant attention is given to the seismic environment within
the project vicinity and potential seismic impacts. The majority of the discussion is presented
in three boxes within the report as follows:
•

Box 4-3: The Seismic Environment of Bristol Bay (pg. 4-38)

•

Box 4-5: Earthquake Effects (pg. 4-43)

•

Box 4-6: Selecting Earthquake Characteristics for Design Criteria (pg. 4-48)

Seismic criteria are a critical component of design of major infrastructure projects. However,
many of the concerns raised in the BBWA are overstated and inconsistent with a modern
understanding of seismic risks to engineered structures such as the TSF.
Box 4-3 describes the general seismic environment of Southwestern Alaska with a focus on
the vicinity of the Pebble Project. The most significant potential seismic hazard to the project
is likely to be the potentially active Lake Clark Fault. Box 4-3 states:
•

“The western terminus of the Lake Clark Fault was originally interpreted to be near the
western edge of Lake Clark, but more recent studies by USGS reinterpreted the position
of the Lake Clark Fault further to the northwest, potentially bringing it as close as 16 km
to the Pebble deposit (Haeussler and Saltus 2004). Haeussler and Saltus (2004)
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acknowledge that the fault could extend closer than 16 km, but data are not available to
support this interpretation. USGS has concluded that there is no evidence for fault
activity or seismic hazard associated with the Lake Clark Fault in the past 1.8 million
years, and no evidence of movement along the fault northeast of the Pebble deposit since
the last glaciations 11,000 to 12,000 years ago (Haeussler and Waythomas 2011).
Recently, the Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys and USGS
investigated reports of a surface geological feature (the Braid Scarp) near the Pebble
deposit that was reported to be a fault scarp, indicating recent movement of a fault
(Koehler and Reger 2011, Haeussler and Waythomas 2011). Both agencies independently
determined that the feature was a relic of glacial activity and did not represent evidence
of recent faulting.” (Box 4-3, pg. 4-38)
Following these statements of findings from the literature on the Lake Clark Fault which
present a case of low seismic risk, the BBWA goes on to make statements such as the
following:
•

“Although there is no current evidence that the Lake Clark Fault extends closer than 16
km from the Pebble deposit, and there is no evidence of a continuous link between the
Lake Clark Fault and the northeast trending faults at the mine site, mapping the extent of
subsurface faults over long, remote distances is difficult and has a high level of
uncertainty.” (Box 4-3, pg. 4-38)

•

“Large earthquakes have return periods of hundreds to thousands of years, so there may
be no recorded or anecdotal evidence of the largest earthquakes on which to base future
predictions. While geologic analyses and field studies of existing faults can provide
evidence of surface rupture and bounding estimates of the age of movement, these data
are not unique and are subject to many uncertainties.” (Box 4-3, pg. 4-38)

Statements like these do not serve to quantify risks, but rather to raise alarm and bias the
assessment. The report is in essence stating that rather than use appropriate design techniques
based on the best available knowledge of actual risks, the design should instead be based on
hypothetical scenarios that are not supported by actual data. The BBWA is applying a zerorisk framework to the risk analysis of the mine development. This is inconsistent with
engineering best practices.
Glacially formed terrain is very useful for evaluating the evidence of faulting, because the
glaciers left a clean slate prior to receding over 10,000 years ago. Active faulting within the
area north of Lake Iliamna should leave a trace that is visible, such as offsets in stream
channels, erosional features, or other surficial geologic evidence that geologists are trained to
detect. Geophysical methods (e.g., Haeussler and Saltus, 2004) are available to seek evidence
that is not visible at the surface.
This zero-risk framework is evidenced in the Box 4-6 language as well. The box begins with
background on the Alaska Dam Safety Regulations (ADNR, 2005), which establishes the
operating basis earthquake (OBE) and maximum design earthquake (MDE), where the latter
is the larger event and will control the tailings dam design. After the opening discussion, the
report goes on to make the following statement:
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“The mine scenario in this assessment includes approximately 25 to 78 years of mineral
extraction, with likelihood that additional long-term operations would be required for
closeout and maintenance of the mine. This time period is barely within the OBE return
period for Class II dams. The MDE analysis presents a potentially greater risk of
underestimating the size of a characteristic earthquake. Tailings storage facilities (TSFs)
will operate during the active mining period and could have a life expectancy of 10,000
years after operations cease. Because the return period for the MDE is 1,000 to 2,500
years, this could lead to significantly underestimating the largest earthquake that is likely
to occur.” (Box 4-6, pg. 4- 48)

Note that the Wardrop (2011) report indicates that the TSF design will be based on the
Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE). The MCE, as defined by ADNR (2005) is “the
greatest earthquake that reasonably could be generated by a specific seismic source, based on
seismological and geologic evidence and interpretations.” As such, every potential fault that
could impact a project has its own MCE, and the design must consider the most critical
fault(s) for the project.
Wardrop (2011) indicates that the preliminary hazard classification of the dam is Class II,
consistent with ADNR (2005) guidelines. However, use of the MCE confirms that the project
engineers view the TSFs as Class I hazard level facilities. In our opinion, this is an
appropriate standard for these critical structures. As a Class I facility, the OBE earthquake
would have a return period of 150 to >250 years, which is well beyond the operational life of
the mine, and the MDE ranges from the 2,500 year event to the MCE.
Box 4-6 of the BBWA finally goes on to discuss their understanding of the seismic design
criteria proposed by Northern Dynasty Minerals (NDM) for the Pebble Project. It is not clear
why a detailed discussion of the outdated approach described in the 2006 preliminary
assessment (NDM, 2006) is presented, and only afterwards is it noted that a more
conservative seismic basis is presented in the Wardrop (2011) report. The discussion of the
NDM (2006) data is confusing and unnecessary considering that the BBWA states that the
Wardrop (2011) report is the basis for their mine scenario.
While the seismic discussion in the three boxes is extensive, the references within the main
text of the report are limited and very general. The most significant references to earthquakes
in the main text of Section 4.4 include the following:
•

“The potential for accidents and failures resulting from earthquakes may be of particular
concern in our mine scenario, given that southwestern Alaska is a seismically active
region (Box 4-3).” (pg. 4-37)

•

“Earthquake. Shaking resulting from earthquakes (Table 4-7, Figure 4-11, Box 4-5)
causes additional shear forces on the dam that can lead to a slope instability failure.” (pg.
4-40)

•

“This [detailed computer stability] analysis considers the effects of earthquakes based on
a site-specific evaluation of seismicity in the area. Box 4-6 describes the selection of
earthquake characteristics for design criteria.” (pg. 4-46)
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It appears that while the text in the boxes is intended to alarm the reader, the authors of the
BBWA are not certain how to incorporate the actual seismic risk into their analyses, and
hence as shown in the statements above, they choose not to.
The discussion under “Recommendations for Future Work” at the end of Haeussler and
Waythomas (2011) provides a good summary of the USGS position on the current status of
seismic knowledge in the vicinity of the Pebble Project.
•

“A broader evaluation of potential seismic hazards in this region would be useful prior to
preparation for future developments. … most of the deposits near the Braid Scarp are
likely 11,000 to 16,000 years old. If there have been surface faulting events within this
time period, traces of active faults should be easily observed. Thus far, no active fault
traces have been identified in the region, although it is possible that some active fault
traces are obscured beneath vegetation, talus, alluvial deposits, and other mass-wasting
deposits…” “The only fault that has been identified as having possible Neogene (that is,
in the last 23 million years) activity in the region is the Lake Clark fault. Haeussler and
Saltus (200[4]) found that the Lake Clark fault has had about 26 km of offset in the last
34–39 million years, but that conclusion does not mean the fault is active today. In their
compilation of active and Neogene fault traces in Alaska, Plafker and others (1994)
categorized the Lake Clark fault as a fault trace of pre- Pleistocene age. In other words,
they found no evidence that there had been offset along the Lake Clark fault within the
past 1.8 million years. Several studies that focused on the Lake Clark fault in the region
northeast of Lake Clark found no evidence for movement along the fault since the last
glaciation, around 11,000– 12,000 years ago (Plafker and others, 1975; Detterman and
others, 1976; Reger and Koehler, 2009). Thus, there is no evidence for active faulting or
seismic hazard associated with the Lake Clark fault. In summary, if further geologic
studies find no evidence for surface faulting, it would be difficult to conclude that a
significant seismic hazard exists from crustal faults in the area.”

None of this is meant to downplay the hazards associated with earthquakes in Southwestern
Alaska and at the Pebble Project. Seismic shaking, deformation, liquefaction, landslides,
seiche and other seismic hazards are real and must be accounted for during design. However,
based on our review of the Wardrop (2011) report and the Environmental Baseline Document
(PLP, 2011), indications are that the project engineers are aware of those hazards, and current
design standards provide means to mitigate the impact of seismic events with an acceptable
degree of certainty.
Wardrop (2011) indicates that geological and geophysical studies have been performed to
further evaluate the possible extension of the Lake Clark fault. Although indications of those
studies continue to show a limited likelihood of activity for the Lake Clark Fault, the project
is likely to be based on evaluation of both a distant MCE magnitude 9.2 earthquake offshore,
and a nearby Lake Clark scenario fault with an MCE magnitude of 7.5. With maximum
credible ground accelerations computed by Wardrop (2011) for the Lake Clark scenario in
the 0.44g to 0.47g range, we consider that a suitably conservative seismic earthquake
scenario has been established.
In summary, the seismic analysis provided in the BBWA:
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•

is biased by unsupported hypothetical faults rather than relying on the substantial
geological, geophysical and seismological evidence of the seismic environment in the
vicinity of the Pebble Project;

•

does not acknowledge that seismic risks will be evaluated thoroughly by the ADNR and
others during the permitting process;

•

does not incorporate the seismic risks (real or hypothetical) in their watershed risk
analysis; and

•

does not acknowledge that modern engineering and science can be used to develop a
project that will meet seismic reliability criteria in this environment.

EPA Response: This comment makes four main points which are summarized under
the four bullets at the comment’s end. Responses to these four bullets are as follows:
•

The assessment accurately describes the state of knowledge and the uncertainties
concerning the locations of faults.

•

We acknowledge that seismic risks and many other issues would be considered by
the State during a permitting process, but these risks still need to be considered in a
risk assessment.

•

The third bullet is unclear but it seems to refer to statements above that suggest that
risks should be described in more reassuring terms.

•

The assessment does acknowledge that engineers would consider seismicity in
developing a project, but that does not preclude considering seismic risks in this
assessment.

In addition, the Northern Dynasty Minerals (2006) report was referenced in the
assessment because it provided a more detailed analysis of the probabilistic and
deterministic methods used to select design criteria, whereas Ghaffari et al. (2011) (i.e.,
the Wardrop 2011 report) provided only a summary of the results.

Alaska Miners Association, Inc. (Doc. #4612)
4.226 Questionable validity of the document The draft assessment contains so many inaccurate
examples and scenarios that we must question the validity of the document altogether. For
example, the concepts of mitigation, minimization, and impact avoidance are frequently
avoided, if not ignored altogether. These techniques are key elements of any development
permit in Alaska, which the report authors appear to be unaware of, or perhaps chose to
overlook.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.137.
4.227 The draft assessment chooses to assume that 11 billion metric tons of ore will be mined under
the not yet seen Pebble mine plan. This number, which represents the total resource and not
the mineable reserve, is inflammatory and seems designed to alarm, as well as exposes the
authors’ unfamiliarity with mining in general.
EPA Response: See response to 4.37.
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4.228 The comparison of a hypothetical dam to structures like the Washington Monument or St.
Louis Arch is unreasonable.
EPA Response: We believe these are reasonable comparisons to illustrate potential dam
heights. No change required.
4.229 In addition, examples of failures to said dam were modeled after case studies from mines that
opened in the 1800s. It is absurd to compare the two, considering construction of a dam today
would occur over 100 years later with major changes to regulatory, engineering, and
environmental standards.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.150. Dam failure was modeled using a
current model produced by the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers. Comparisons to recent
failed dams were made to portray the potential damage that a tailings dam failure may
cause. References to mines that operated in the 1800s were to evaluate the effects of
contaminants over a long time frame. We did not compare design or operation of these
mines to modern mines.
The hydraulic model of one potential dam failure, as presented in Chapter 9 of the
revised assessment, was not modeled after any specific historic dam failure. The model
used dam height, volume, and hydrology from a single modeled storm event to
determine a possible floodwave following dam failure.
4.230 Finally, the draft suggests that remediation may occur following a dam failure, but is
uncertain. State and federal statutes require remediation in such an example to begin
immediately, so designing a scenario that describes otherwise ignores mining standards and
regulations in place today.
EPA Response: All mine sites in Bristol Bay are remote and currently without access. It
is likely that a major release from a tailings dam would run down similarly remote
rivers. Creating access and removing tailings could conceivably result in more damage
than the spill itself, compounding an already severe catastrophe. Thus, it could be
decided that remediation is not advisable. The assessment does not say that remediation
would not occur, but recognizes that technical, financial, and competing environmental
constraints could make the method, timing, and completeness of remediation uncertain,
in spite of regulatory requirements.
4.231 The hypothetical mine used in the draft assessment simply would not be permitted under
existing standards. Therefore, the document creates a foregone conclusion about a large-scale
mine in the area and causes misconception regarding any associated scenario.
EPA Response: We disagree. Elements of the mine scenario were proposed by Northern
Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), which stated for economic disclosure
purposes that the mine was permittable. The assessment is not a mine plan to be
submitted for permit review. It is an assessment of the relevant and significant elements
of a typical porphyry copper mine. The open pit, tailings impoundment, waste rock
piles and transportation corridor would likely be the primary features of any similar
mine, as is the operation of the mine to the degree described in the assessment. There
are many details for design and operation of specific mine facilities that would be
included in a mine plan that we do not include in the assessment, but we assume that
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those details would conform to modern conventional mine design, practices, and
technologies.
4.232 The document goes as far as to suggest the mine could suddenly close while assuming no
state standards such as reclamation bonding and design requirements.
EPA Response: Box 4-3 discussing financial assurance has been added to the revised
assessment.
4.233 Review of Alaska and British Columbia Mines. To assess the range of likely mine sizes, this
technical review researched mine sizes that currently exist in Alaska and British Columbia.
Unfortunately, given the short time frame to comment on the Assessment, it was not possible
to obtain surface acreage disturbed for these mines. This analysis uses milling rate as a
substitute for mine surface acreage.
Figure 1 shows the milling rate for mines in British Columbia and Alaska. (Appendix A
explains the data sources for the figure). The figure shows that the Assessment’s hypothetical
mine is much larger than any mine in Alaska or British Columbia. In fact, the average openpit mine in the two areas mills an average of 37,470 tons/day. EPA’s hypothetical mine
assumes 200,000 tons/day, which is more than is five times larger than this average.
British Columbia includes five open-pit mines where Copper is the major or one of the major
target minerals. The average milling rate for those mines is 56,120 tons/day. The EPA’s
hypothetical mine is almost four times that amount.
While it is not possible to estimate the mine size for a ore body that has not yet been
discovered, a comparison of mines in British Columbia and Alaska show that the EPA’s
hypothetical mine almost certainly is a gross overestimate of the likely size for any other yet
to be discovered project.
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EPA Data. EPA’s Assessment comes to a similar conclusion. Table 4-1 on page 4-2 of the
Assessment compares Pebble to other copper porphyry deposits. The table shows that
Pebble’s tonnage is over 7 times greater than the 90th percentile of global copper porphyry
deposits. EPA concludes that “The well-delineated Pebble deposit is clearly at the upper end
of the total size range; any additional deposits found in the Nushagak River and Kvichak
River watersheds would be expected to be one or two orders of magnitude smaller”
Summary. EPA’s hypothetical mine may or may not accurately represent the disturbance area
of Pebble. However, it almost certainly does not accurately represent the disturbance area of
any other yet to be discovered large mine in the Bristol Bay watershed. This conclusion is
based on a review of British Columbia and Alaska mines. EPA apparently comes to the same
conclusion in Chapter 4 of the Assessment; yet the Assessment uses the large hypothetical
mine to predict the impacts of other, much smaller, large-scale mines.
EPA Response: The review of mines in British Columbia was not to assess the range of
likely mine sizes. It was to evaluate the effects of mines in as similar a climate to Alaska
as possible. The listing of Alaska mines was simply to provide the reader with a
reference point for past and current mining in Alaska.
We stated in the original draft assessment that other mines in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds would likely be one to two orders of magnitude smaller than
a Pebble mine. In the revised assessment, we have added a smaller mine size scenario
that reflects that worldwide median-sized porphyry copper deposit.
4.234 EPA’s Hypothetical Mine Uses a Non-Representative Location
EPA’s hypothetical mine covers or blocks between 13.5 and 20.9 miles of anadromous fish
streams. A GIS analysis prepared for this technical review tested whether the location for
EPA’s hypothetical mine was representative of other locations in the watershed. While the
analysis prepared for this technical review is simple, it indicates that the location for EPA’s
hypothetical mine is likely to be a non-representative location. Locations available for other
mines, even if they were the same size, may disturb a much lower acreage of anadromous
fish stream, or no acreage at all. It is even possible that alterative locations for facilities for a
mine at Pebble would significantly decrease the impact on anadromous fish habitat. For that
reason, the location of EPA’s hypothetical mine cannot be considered to be necessarily
representative of a location for potential other mines in the region, and possibly not
representative of a mine at Pebble. To determine whether the particular location of EPA’s
hypothetical mine is representative of potential mining location around Bristol Bay
watershed, the authors of this technical review worked with a University of Alaska student to
conduct a simple, CIS review of locations in the watershed. The student used an algorithm to
place an area that approximates a certain size mine disturbance throughout the watershed
(excluding national and state parks). The object is to determine whether it is possible or likely
to place a within the Bristol Bay watershed and not disturb significant lengths of anadromous
fish streams. To approximate a mine disturbance, the student used two sizes: six and thirteen
square miles. The six-square mile area is approximately the size of the disturbance at the Fort
Knox Gold Mine, Alaska’s largest open-pit mine. The thirteen-square mile area is
approximately the size of the EPA’s hypothetical mine (25-year mine life). The student found
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that, statistically, the vast majority of locations where one would randomly place these boxes
in the watershed, it was possible to place them without disturbing an anadromous fish stream.
This procedure is obviously extremely rough. A more thorough analysis would have required
EPA to extend the comment period. The analysis may exaggerate the frequency o mine
locations that do not conflict with fish streams because many anadromous fish streams in the
watershed have not been mapped. In addition, the simple analysis did not take into account
the fact that tailings facilities are usually in valleys, and there is almost always a stream in the
bottom of the valley (though not always an anadromous fish stream). However, it also did not
take into account the ability of a mine to move facilities to avoid sensitive areas.
Therefore, while it is not possible to conclude that other mines in the region-even other mines
of the same size-would necessarily be located so as to disturb far less anadromous fish
habitat, the analysis makes it clear that there is a good chance of that occurring.
EPA Response: We agree that this would be a useful exercise for an activity that could
be randomly placed in the watershed. However, mines must be constructed at the
deposit locations and, as the comment indicates, mine facilities have certain
requirements that restrict their placement. These requirements may tend to limit the
ability of mine operators to avoid valuable habitat. The Bristol Bay watershed is rich in
high quality fish habitat, so it would be difficult for mines and their infrastructure to
completely avoid this habitat. In addition, failures that resulted in downstream effects
would almost certainly affect additional habitat. Determination of avoidance by mining
in a different location occurs within the regulatory decision making process that is
outside the scope of this assessment, but it is assumed that such would have been
considered. The purpose of the assessment was to addresses potential risks associated
with mining in the location in question. We have included a discussion of compensatory
mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.
We conducted a similar GIS exercise but limited our effort to lands that have been
staked for mining porphyry copper deposits. We quantified stream density using
streams listed in the NHD on these claim blocks and found a range of 1 to 1.4 km per
km2. Wetland information is not available for most of these areas so we were unable to
compare those habitats. We describe our effort in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment
and conclude that, based on information in the NHD, stream densities are similar
among sites. All of the sites evaluated are relatively low gradient (none are in the
mountains) and all are listed in the Alaska Anadromous Waters Catalog as being
important to the spawning and/or rearing of salmon. Based on these analyses, we
conclude that all have similarly high value salmon habitat.
4.235 EPA’s Hypothetical Mine Uses a Non-Representative Geochemical Make-up There is no
“typical” geochemical make-up for a metal ore that is representative of all deposit types
within a region. Each deposit type and each deposit is unique. Therefore, the geochemistry of
the Pebble deposit cannot be used to represent the geochemistry nor geochemical risks of
other deposits in Bristol Bay. In addition, the EPA acknowledges that geochemical risk is
dependent on human factors such as how waste rock and tailings are processed and stored.
Given the diversity of options for doing so, it is possible that the eventual design for Pebble
will choose a different system than EPA’s hypothetical mine. Therefore, the geochemical risk
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and make-up of the hypothetical mine may not even represent Pebble. Courses on
geochemistry emphasize that each ore is unique and must be analyzed individually. The
courses emphasize geochemistry is influenced not only by natural factors-geology, climate,
hydrology, etc.-but also involves human factors such as the processing methods, storage, etc.
The EPA Sourcebook for Hardrock mining similarly emphasizes the diversity between
deposits, or even within individual deposits, in that it requires that tests must be conducted on
each geologic rock unit and each lithological unit. The authors of this technical review have
been involved with mine permitting in Alaska. They have participated in state and federal
requirements for statistical sampling throughout a mine pit because conditions can change in
different locations within a pit or deposit. Indeed, there is no such thing as a typical
geochemical make-up that represents all deposits or potential undiscovered deposits in the
region.
Evidence of the importance of geochemical diversity can be illustrated by considering the
Red Dog Zinc Mine which has enormous acid-generating potential and is reported to have
20% minerals in comparison to the Fort Knox Mine with close to zero reported sulfide
minerals within the ore, no acid generating minerals, and limited leachable metals in the
tailings water.
In summary, geochemical character of ore deposits are unique. They are different for each
deposit type. Even among copper porphyry mines, the geochemical characteristics cannot be
predicted. The geochemical characteristics of the tailings, while having some similarities
among copper porphyry mines, can vary significantly between deposits and are greatly
influenced by the beneficiation techniques used by the mine. For this reason, the concept of a
“typical” set of geochemical characteristics that would represent all deposits of various types
in Bristol Bay is a fallacy. Such a typical set of characteristics does not exist.
For that reason, the Assessment analyzes only the characteristics of the Pebble Deposit, not
of any other deposit in the region. And even for Pebble Deposit, the Assessment focuses on
the characteristics of the deposit itself, because it cannot predict the characteristics of the
tailings without knowing the milling process-whether pyrite will be separated and how it will
be contained-and without testing a synthetic generation of the resulting tailings. Therefore,
while it is certain that the Assessment does not represent the geochemical make-up of other
mines in Bristol Bay, because of the potential diversity in mine design factors, it may even
not represent Pebble.
EPA Response: We agree that different deposits would differ in their exact
geochemistries and have acknowledged this in our discussion of uncertainties
throughout the assessment (e.g., Sections 14.5 and 14.6 of the revised assessment).
However, different porphyry copper deposits in the Bristol Bay watershed are likely
sufficiently similar that it is reasonable to use the Pebble deposit geochemistry as a
surrogate for other deposits in the area. Furthermore, metals and acid leaching from
ore along the entire geochemical range of porphyry copper deposits typically poses
hazards.
4.236 EPA’s Hypothetical Mine Omits Mitigation and Prevention Strategies likely to be used by
other large mines in Bristol Bay; It is not possible to predict the mitigation and prevention
techniques that will be used to protect the environment from exploitation of an ore deposit
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that has not yet been discovered. Given the large variety of techniques - from dry-stack
tailings, shipping pyrite off-site, lining tailings impoundments, etc. - it would be unusual if
any as-yet undiscovered mine used exactly the set of mitigation/prevention strategies that
EPA assumes in its hypothetical mine. Therefore, it would be unusual for any mine to present
the same stressors, or potential risk of stressors, for an undiscovered deposit. For that reason,
the hypothetical mine is unlikely to present the same potential risks as other, as-yet
undiscovered mines in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: We agree that mitigation strategies will vary from mine to mine. The
purpose of the assessment is to evaluate potential effects of a mine that is designed and
operated using modern conventional practices and technologies. We assume that
appropriate measures are designed into the mine. Nevertheless, it is possible for these
measures to fail, and the assessment evaluates potential consequences of such failures.
4.237 EPA Omits Mitigation and Prevention Strategies that would eliminate or significantly change
the impacts it predicts for its hypothetical mine. There are a number of changes in mine
design that would eliminate or greatly reduce the impacts predicted in the Assessment. I t is
wrong to assert that impacts from mining are inevitable when a design change would
eliminate or greatly reduce the chance of such an impact. In addition, the hypothetical mine is
effectively a pre-permitting design. The permitting process will force other, as yet unknown
design changes. Analysis of a mine without those changes included will exaggerate adverse
impacts and this is what EPA has done.
EPA Response: In the assessment we assume that modern conventional practices and
technologies have been incorporated, and that changes are made as needed in
coordination with regulatory agencies. Nevertheless, all mines have a footprint that will
eliminate habitat and affect ecological processes that support downstream habitat. In
addition, unanticipated problems are likely to arise over the life of a highly complex and
long-lived operation such as a mine that will lead to the release of pollutants. The
assessment is intended to evaluate the potential effects of these footprints and releases.
4.238 EPA’s hypothetical mine is effectively a pre-permitting design. We do not know whether
Pebble will propose that design, or anything similar. However, based on experience at other
Alaskan mines, it is likely that the proposed design will change and that prevention and
mitigation strategies that are as-yet unknown to EPA, other agencies, or even the mining
company will emerge. These strategies are usually required by the agencies, because they
will significantly decrease environmental impacts. A hypothetical mine, not subject to the
permitting discussion, will incorrectly predict impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.237.
4.239 EPA’s hypothetical mine does not meet permitting standards. Therefore, it cannot represent
realistic mine impacts for the watershed. EPA assumes that the hypothetical mine would
block or cover between 13.5 and 20.9 miles of anadromous fish streams and between 4.7 and
7.1 square miles of wetlands. It proposes no mitigation for these impacts. These nonmitigated impacts are inconsistent with permitting standards. The hypothetical mine also
assumes that waste rock would be placed in an anadromous portion of Upper Talarik Creek.
Given realistic alternatives, that placement would not be allowed. Thus, the hypothetical
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mine, as designed, would not be permittable under state or federal laws. A mine that does not
meet permit standards cannot be taken as a realistic example of the impacts of mining.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.237. We used a mine design proposed by
Northern Dynasty Minerals (in Ghaffari et al. 2011). Many mitigation measures are
inherent in the design. Consideration of compensatory mitigation is part of a regulatory
process that takes place after consideration of unavoidable impacts; however, Appendix
J discussing compensatory mitigation has been added to the revised assessment.
4.240 EPA’s hypothetical mine design proposes to fill portions of Upper Talarik Creek with waste
rock. This waste rock location does not fit the “last resort” practices of Alaska agencies and
would not be allowed.
The loss of wetlands without mitigation presents a similar issue. It is simply not realistic to
cover between 4.7 and 7.1 square miles of wetlands with no mitigation and imagine that it
could be permitted and would comply with Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(l) guidelines.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.239.
4.241 Assumption of a Road. A road may be required to develop the Pebble Mine. However, it is
quite possible that other mines within the watershed would not be developed using a road,
would use a shorter road, or would use a road in a less (or more) sensitive area. Thus, the
road impacts may not be representative of non-Pebble mines in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: We believe that road access is a likely part of any mine of the scale
considered in the assessment. We used a proposal set forth by Northern Dynasty
Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). Geography and land ownership limit modifications to
this route. Certain streams and wetlands would be crossed. Although minor changes
may be possible, the transportation corridor scenario evaluated in the assessment is
realistic for the purposes of evaluating potential environmental impacts. We assume
that the road would be designed according to standard engineering and economic
practices for roads, including decisions on whether to use bridges or culverts.
4.242 Omission of Prevention and Mitigation Strategies-design changes for the road. EPA
proposes a specific road alignment and by implication road construction techniques and then
disparages them because of the environmental impacts they will cause. The obvious solution
is to provide a higher level of design/construction standards and a robust monitoring program
to catch problems before they cause these problems. For example, they forecast that culverts
will impact 10-14 streams. They omit the potential to install bridges (a prevention strategy).
A bridge would eliminate the problems of hydraulic modification by failed or undersized
culverts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82.
4.243 Without detailed road design, maintenance, and inspection specifications, which are not
included in the Assessment, it is not possible to determine the prevention and mitigation
strategies necessary to eliminate or decrease the problems. However, EPA’s pretense that
these problems would not be identified during a permitting process and, if warranted, that
additional prevention strategies, such as bridges, would not be required is incorrect.
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It may be possible that some of the areas that may be crossed by the road to the Pebble
deposit are unusually sensitive to road interference. However, if this is the case, it is also
likely that the agencies would require more effective prevention and mitigation strategies i.e., higher road construction and maintenance standards.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82.
4.244 The decrease in mining sites on EPA’s NPL list is a measure of success of the changing laws
and practices. “Obviously and most importantly from the perspective of evaluating the
success of Hardrock Mine regulation, none of the Hardrock Mines on the National Priorities
List were approved after 1990.”
EPA Response: One reason for the decrease in numbers of mining sites on the EPA’s
National Priorities List (NPL) is that those on the list are being remediated and
removed as completed (or otherwise designated for removal from the list as noted in the
law), and many other sites are not yet on the list for a variety of reasons. Many mines
approved after 1990 are still active. Of those that have closed, it is not possible at this
time to tell if long-term management will be continued, or if it does not, whether it
would result in consideration of a given site for the NPL. The mechanisms for placing a
site on the NPL are specific and include state concurrence. Just because a site is not on
the NPL does not mean that it does not have environmental impacts or is not
undergoing cleanup actions. Many cleanups are completed under CERCLA without
being placed on the NPL, or are being conducted under other state and federal
regulatory programs. There are ongoing cleanups at post-1990 mines, including in
Region 10. No change required.
4.245 The lack of design and the analysis omit prevention and mitigation strategies. Alaska’s mines
generally have back-up systems in case effluent escapes from the primary containment
mechanism. In some cases, the systems are inherent in the mine design; in some cases they
are required by the agency permit process.
At Fort Knox Gold Mine all parts of the mine drain to the tailings lake. Thus, the tailings lake
will capture any upstream failure at the mill or the heap leach facility. The lake itself is a
zero-discharge facility with downgradient pump-back wells. However, downstream of the
tailings lake is a large constructed wetlands complex and a freshwater reservoir that would
provide a large amount of dilution in case water evades the pump-back wells. This safe backup system is inherent in the company’s design. Fortunately, the back up has not been needed
since the mine began; that is, no leachate has reached the wetlands/reservoir complex since
the mine began operation in 1996.
At the Pogo Gold Mine the water treatment system discharges into a constructed off channel
treatment works. The system discharges into a constructed lake so that the treatment system
water can mix without harming the adjacent Good paster River. This is a system with backup safety built in. If monitoring the discharge shows a problem, the outlet of the lake can be
blocked until the problem is fixed. The lake provides storage in case of a treatment system
upset. If mixing is insufficient, more inlet water can be pumped into the mixing lake. The
company did not propose this system. In fact, it was forced on the company by the agencies
during the permitting process, because it is such a safe system.
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At the Red Dog Mine, all of the disturbed area-including the waste rock pile-drain either to
the open pit or to the tailings lake. That way, all water can be controlled and treated before
discharge. The unused volume in the tailings lake (i.e., freeboard at the dam) provides a
margin of safety in case the treatment system must shut down.
The systems in these examples show how the potential for water collection and treatment
failure can be minimized. None of these or other back-up system designs are discussed for
EPA’s hypothetical mine. The hypothetical mine is presented as if government evaluation
almost did not exist: that is, the design appears to be a pre-permitting design (a design before
government required margins of safety are enforced on the design). An accurate evaluation of
water collection and treatment failure for the hypothetical mine must include realistic
mitigation and prevention strategies.
EPA Response: We are aware that water treatment backup systems exist at many mines
and we assume that they would also occur at a mine on the Pebble deposit or any other
mine in the Bristol Bay watershed. However, there are no failsafe engineered systems,
and margins of safety are not guarantees of flawless performance. The assessment
evaluates potential effects of mine system failures despite modern conventional
practices and technologies.
4.246 The Assessment speculates, “At mine closure, it is expected that acid-generating rock would
be disposed of in the TSF or the mine pit. However, premature closure could leave waste
rock piles in place” (emphasis added; p 6-37). Alaska mine regulations include a system of
reclamation bonding that ensures the agencies have the funds to implement the reclamation
plan if the mine closes prematurely. I t is an integral part for permitting all mines.
EPA Response: The scenario has been changed in the revised assessment so that acid
generating rock would be processed before closure, not left in the pit. We have also
added discussion of financial assurance (Box 4-3).
4.247 Assumption of a Pipeline. A pipeline may be required to develop the Pebble Mine. However,
no other mine in Alaska uses a pipeline. In fact, very few gold mines have a need for a
pipeline because the gold is so much more compact than copper concentrate. Thus, it is
statistically likely that other mines within the watershed would not use a pipeline. The
predicted pipeline impacts are unlikely to be representative of non-Pebble mines in Bristol
Bay.
EPA Response: We do not assume all mines will use pipelines, but if and where they do,
risks would exist. The comment is correct that there is no record of operation of a
product pipelines in Alaska that might provide a failure frequency. Therefore, the
assessment uses failure rates for pipelines in general and cites the record of pipeline
failures at U.S. metal mines. The Pebble project is the most advanced and likely to be
built mine in the Bristol Bay area, so a pipeline is likely. We agree that other mines may
use other means of moving product. The primary alternative would likely be by truck.
Potential truck spills are included in the revised assessment (Chapter 10).
4.248 Omission of Pipeline-related Prevention and Mitigation Strategies. EPA’s pipeline design
omits obvious prevention and mitigation strategies. EPA assumes that any spill within 100
feet of a stream could flow to that stream. If so, then moving the pipeline further away from
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the stream should solve the problem. Other strategies might involve building a berm for
containment, or other methods to keep a pipeline spill from entering a stream or wetland.
EPA Response: A pipeline between any currently identified mineral prospect in the
Bristol Bay watershed and the coast would have to cross streams, so streams would be
at risk of a spill. The revised assessment states that pipelines would be constructed to
the standards of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, which includes options
for mitigation.
4.249 With respect to dam failure, the Assessment indicates that if the reclamation plan used a dry
closure rather than a wet closure, it would essentially eliminate the post-closure dam safety
risk (p. 4-48). We do not know what Pebble will eventually propose (or what the
governments would authorize), but it is odd for the EPA to propose a hypothetical mine with
certain risks and ignore design changes that would eliminate the risk. It is incorrect to assume
that a risk that could be eliminated is “typical” of large-mine risks for Bristol Bay.
Similarly, the Assessment assumes that product from a pipeline break within 100 feet of a
stream will enter the stream. The Assessment also routes the pipeline within 100 feet of a
stream for a significant portion of its length (i.e., not just at stream crossings). This seems
self-evidently wrong. If it were such a problem, why would a mining company or a
government-permitting agency not move the pipeline further from the stream? These and
other design changes would significantly reduce or eliminate the impacts that the Assessment
predicts. These and other examples are explained further in Sections 3 and 4 of this technical
review.
EPA Response: The assessment describes a modern conventional mine based on what
has been described for this site in Ghaffari et al. (2011), our experience with porphyry
copper deposits around the country, and the mining and scientific literature. Each
design element that we describe presents risks. A drained tailings impoundment may
reduce the risk of catastrophic failure but it increases the risks associated with acid
drainage. As we are not assessing a single mine, we chose mine scenarios representing
comment industry practices. We understand that any specific mine may be designed or
operated differently.
Any transportation corridor to Cook Inlet would cross streams, and other
considerations may require that pipelines be within 100 feet of streams. In this
assessment, all of the pipeline failures that would contaminate streams, and thus affect
salmon, are assumed to occur at crossings. No change required.
4.250 The Assessment acknowledges this possibility. “After mine closure, TSF can be drained,
eliminating the consequences of tailings dam failures (p. 4-48; emphasis added).” Despite
this potential to eliminate the risk, the Assessment uses a wet closure to represent what they
expect to be typical of large-mine impacts in Bristol Bay. They decline to impose a dry
closure, which would eliminate the risk. For reference, Alaska has permitted four open-pit
mines in the modern era: Red Dog, Fort Knox, Illinois Creek, and Rock Creek. Only one of
the four mines-Red Dog-is proposing a wet closure in its reclamation plan.
Therefore, it is quite likely that the Dam Failure scenario is not generally representative of
large mine impacts in the Bristol Bay watershed. In addition, it may not be representative of
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Pebble. Neither the EPA nor the authors know whether Pebble will propose a wet or dry
closure.
EPA Response: Of the four mines referenced in the comment, only Red Dog will have
reactive tailings at closure. The Rock Creek tailings impoundment has been
decommissioned and reclaimed. Illinois Creek is a heap leach operation and so has no
tailings slurry. Fort Knox has tailings with no acid generating potential. However,
Kensington Mine is also proposing wet closure of tailings, though it is not an open pit
mine.
A porphyry copper mine in the Bristol Bay watershed is likely to have potentially acid
generating tailings. A dry closure is more likely to result in acid generation over the
long term, so a wet closure is more likely to be proposed. No change required.

Millrock Resources Inc. (Doc. #4828)
4.251 Failure to consider Modern Best Practice and Minimizing Limitations: The Assessment
ignores modern-day mining practices and takes extreme liberties in minimizing the study’s
identified limitations. Rather than addressing the limitations, the Assessment proceeds to
perform unrealistic analyses on sensationalized scenarios for hypothetical mining projects.
EPA Response: The assessment uses mine scenarios based on a preliminary mine plan
developed by Northern Dynasty Minerals (in Ghaffari et al. 2011), which assume the
use of modern conventional mine design, practices, and technologies. Uncertainties
associated with different aspects of the assessment are discussed fully and candidly
throughout the document (as summarized in Sections 14.5 and 14.6).
4.252 Secondary prevention, mitigation and reclamation measures are not even considered in the
Assessment.
EPA Response: Secondary prevention and mitigation are assumed to be incorporated
into the mine design. We have also evaluated consequences of these systems failing.
4.253 The Assessment does not utilize sensible mining practices. For example, the Assessment,
which depicts a hypothetical TSF for Millrock’s Humble prospect directly over Napotoli
Creek -something a mining company or regulatory agency would not seriously consider.
EPA Response: All streams draining the Humble prospect support anadromous fish. No
scenario in this area that includes a tailings impoundment could avoid anadromous
streams.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4960 and #4962)
4.254 Inexplicably, EPA’s Assessment barely acknowledges the likelihood that extensive
mitigation efforts will eliminate or reduce the probability of adverse effects. Of course, any
modern mining project that would ultimately be permitted would implement extensive
mitigation measures, many of which are not and cannot be anticipated in the Assessment. The
uncertainty about mining operations and mitigation at this stage compels the conclusion that
the Agency does not (and cannot) know whether any potential impacts will necessarily occur
should mining of the Pebble prospect ultimately take place.
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EPA Response: The assessment uses mine scenarios based on a preliminary mine plan
developed by Northern Dynasty Minerals (in Ghaffari et al. 2011). We assume that
many mitigation measures not described in detail in Ghaffari et al. (2011) are included
in the scenarios. However, there are no failsafe systems so the possibility of adverse
effects cannot be eliminated. The purpose of the assessment is to identify the remaining
risks and describe the associated uncertainties.
4.255 Tailings dams. Tailings dams in Alaska must be designed and constructed to the highest
standards, as required: (a) by a strict regulatory process that is already in place through the
Alaska Dam Safety Program; (b) by the use of appropriate hazard classification processes to
assign appropriately conservative design criteria; and (c) by corporate commitments for
meeting or exceeding all regulatory requirements. State-of-the-practice engineering design
methods need to be applied along with appropriate construction methodologies, coupled with
regulated requirements for oversight and quality control. Dam safety inspections, on-going
monitoring, and regular reviews are required to continue well after mine closure to ensure
that these objectives are satisfied. The Assessment mistakenly suggests that these
fundamental permitting requirements will not be applied to a potential development within
the Bristol Bay watershed. This is a fundamentally flawed premise. It is also extraordinary
that an EPA document would suggest that this is a reasonable basis for its impact assessment,
because it assumes that a federal regulatory process would completely ignore modem
standards for tailings dams. The Assessment does not take into account these modern design
criteria.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.26.
4.256 Waste rock piles. The design and construction requirements for waste rock piles include the
development and evaluation of a hazard rating for the rock pile. The disposal of waste rock in
Alaska is regulated by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) under Alaska
Statute 27.19. The regulations address stability, acid rock drainage, and long term
reclamation requirements. Furthermore, the EPA and RCRA also provide guidelines for:
Waste rock pile configuration options Preliminary design considerations, such as waste rock
characterization and site characterization Stability factors, such as foundation stability and
waste rock pile Stability Construction and operation methodologies Monitoring methods, and
Closure and reclamation requirements. These standards and regulatory guidelines should be
the building blocks for the development of any hypothetical mine scenario, yet the
Assessment ignores them.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.145.
4.257 Water Management and Mitigation. The Assessment indicates that the assumed mining
operation would modify natural runoff and infiltration, but fails to highlight the extensive
studies that are required to understand baseline conditions and to determine the changes to
flow conditions during construction, operation and after mine closure. These studies are
fundamental requirements for the permitting process, and are required to determine
appropriate mitigation measures to ameliorate potential impacts. The Assessment Report fails
to incorporate reasonable mitigation measures and therefore does not represent a realistic
mine development scenario. The Assessment is written as if these well-established standards
did not exist.
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EPA Response: We agree that extensive studies are required to establish a detailed
water management plan. We assume that such studies are an inherent part of any mine
design. The design mitigation measures proposed within the assessment’s mine
scenarios are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a real mine,
many of which were presented as appropriate for the Pebble deposit in Ghaffari et al.
(2011).
4.258 Roads and culverts. As described in detail in several state and federal sources, modern stream
crossing and culvert standards foster designs that are self-sustaining, durable, and provide
continuity of geomorphic processes such as the movement of debris and sediment. National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) design criteria require that all fish passage facilities be
designed for the 100-year flood event (2001) and that any potential damage to the crossing be
addressed as part of the design process. These design criteria reduce the potential for culvert
failure, both from blockage of fish passage and road washout, and promote habitat and fluvial
process continuity.
EPA Response: We agree that these standards would reduce the potential for culvert
failure. However, the standards established by the State of Alaska do not meet these
more protective criteria. The assessment assumes that standard practices, as required
by the State of Alaska, would be applied (see response to Comment 4.82). No change
required.
4.259 Reclamation bonding. The Assessment implies that mine closure will be inadequate and that
the owner will not be responsible for environmental liability. This assumption is not realistic:
comprehensive analyses and adequate bonding to maintain the site in perpetuity, including
monitoring, maintenance, and upgrading or replacement of treatment systems as new
technologies are developed, would be necessary before any development could be permitted
to proceed.
EPA Response: We assume that mine closure will proceed according to an approved
plan and will be successfully implemented. We agree with the comment that financial
assurance will be required to ensure adequate closure, and we have added language to
Chapter 4 of the revised assessment to better address financial assurance. However, we
also assume that post-closure maintenance will not last forever and note that financial
assurance covers closure, but not significant remediation costs
4.260 Section 4.3.8.5, page 4-33, paragraph 3. This text implies that environmental protection
requirements imposed when a mine is opened may not be required when it is re-opened.
While the permitting requirements may change, they will not change without evidence
provided to state and federal authorities that the changes will not result in significant
environmental impacts. Over time, in fact, environmental standards typically become more
stringent.
EPA Response: We agree with the comment in principle. However, policies and
priorities vary between administrations so that environmental standards, as
implemented, do not always become more stringent. For example, the Fort Knox Mine
in Alaska, which was initially constructed as a non-discharge facility and has been in
continuous operation since 1997, recently received a wastewater discharge permit from
the State of Alaska.
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4.261 Section 4.3.7, Page 4-26, first paragraph. The likely impacts of a mine on hydrology will vary
with the location of the mine, the local topography and hydrologic patterns, and the
mitigation activities undertaken to minimize or avoid impacts to hydrology. The assessment
ignores these realities.
EPA Response: We agree that impacts of a mine on hydrology would be site-specific.
However, there are general principles that would apply anywhere in our area of
interest. For example, mines consume water and therefore reduce downstream flows,
and mines have a footprint upon which hydrology will be altered. Determination of
avoidance by mining in a different location occurs within a regulatory process that is
outside the scope of this assessment. It is assumed that such avoidance would have been
considered. The purpose of the assessment is to addresses potential risks associated with
mining in the location in question. We have included a discussion of compensatory
mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.
4.262 Section 4.3.7, Page 4-27. Last paragraph, 1st sentence. The statement assumes that surface
water flows would be reduced. The reduction in water flow will be dependent on the location
of the mine, the sources of water used in the mine, the connectivity between surface and
groundwater sources, etc. The assessment fails to convey clearly how these and other related
factors, some of which are unrelated to mining activities, influence surface water flows.
EPA Response: The purpose of Section 4.3.7 of the original draft assessment was to
qualitatively describe the nature of streamflow changes at the site. In the revised
assessment, downstream flow effects are evaluated in Chapter 7.
The sentence referenced in the comment says, “Because the mining operation would
always consume some water, there would always be less water available in the streams
during active mining than there was before the mine was present.” We stand by that
statement. At the very least, water trapped in the void space of the deposited tailings
would be a new consumptive loss, effectively removing water from the system. Unless
the mining company took the unprecedented step of bringing in an equivalent quantity
of water from outside the area, this water would come from precipitation, surface
water, or groundwater. Water withdrawn from any of these sources would reduce the
amount of water available for streams.
4.263 Section 4.3.8, paragraph 1, sentences 2, 3, and 4. The discussion of other possible mitigation
options and discussion of the effect of location, surface and groundwater quantities, and
topography on the potential effects is inadequate. The text in this section, as well as in other
sections, fails to address the positive effects that prevent or minimize the types of
environmental risks that the assessment has focused on.
EPA Response: We assume that sufficient mitigation is included in design of the
facilities. Our purpose is to identify the residual adverse effects on salmon after
mitigative design features are implemented, due to both unavoidable impacts of the
mine footprint and potential failures of mining systems.
4.264 Section 4.3.8.1, page 4-31, second paragraph, sentence 2. This section makes assumptions
regarding the composition of the ore and also assumes that the ore will not be sealed against
oxidation. This may or may not be accurate. There is insufficient information in the
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document explaining what is known and not known about the ore and why it is reasonable to
assume the ore will not be sealed against oxidation. If significant effects are anticipated, it is
reasonable to assume that restoration activities will likely require actions to mitigate this
effect.
EPA Response: This section simply states what would happen if the pit were not sealed
against oxidation. We feel that there is sufficient information about the geochemistry of
the pit to make this description.
4.265 Section 4.3.8.2, page 4-32, paragraph 2, sentences 5, 6, and 7. This discussion is based on the
assumption of an absence of mitigation measures and a failure to address long-term impacts
in the restoration plan. This is an incorrect assumption and is contrary to current mining
practices and long-term planning requirements. This incorrect assumption negates the overall
analysis.
EPA Response: We disagree. Unless a new technology that will reliably isolate the body
of a TSF forever is developed in the future, then water will percolate through the
tailings into the ground. This leakage will require monitoring, collection, and treatment
until it meets state standards or in perpetuity.
4.266 Section 4.3.8.4, page 4-33, first paragraph, first sentence. Specific mitigation and restoration
requirements are likely to require restoration of downstream flows; the statement in the
assessment is based on an assumption that may not be correct. There is insufficient
information in the assessment to support this assumption.
EPA Response: The paragraph addresses this issue. It states that water may be diverted
to the pit or may be discharged downstream (a mitigation measure). We do not presume
one measure or the other.
4.267 Section 4.3.8.5, page 4-33, paragraph 2. The text assumes that a mine owner can abandon a
site with no consequences. While this may have been the case in the last century, it is no
longer the case today. The State of Alaska requires a bond to cover the cost of restoration
actions in the event the mine owner defaults. The bond assures that monies are available for
restoration. Sections of the text that assume it is possible to abandon a mine site without
consequences need to be revised in light of State of Alaska bond requirements {see e.g.,
Alaska Statute 27.19 &Alaska Administrative Code Chapter 97).
EPA Response: The assessment does not state that a mine could close with no state
standards such as reclamation, bonding, or closure design requirements. Section 6.3.5 of
the revised assessment addresses some of the areas of uncertainty associated with
premature closure. We have noted in this section that, “In the past, however, financial
assurance often has not been adequate, and taxpayers have been left with substantial
cleanup costs (USEPA 1997). This may be changing, as agencies update bonding
requirements to reflect cleanup costs more accurately, but projecting these costs far
into the future is a difficult task…” with respect to premature closure (Section 6.3.5).
We have also added discussion of financial assurance in Box 4-3 of the revised
assessment.
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4.268 Section 4.3.9.2, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence; Table 4-6; page 4-37 paragraphs 1 and 2. The
majority of this paragraph needs to be restated as an assumption; the source of information is
not specified, and the information needs to be presented as assumed.
EPA Response: We state early in the assessment that the scenarios are hypothetical for
the purposes of the assessment. We have included four pipelines as part of the scenarios.
There is no other assumption implied here.
4.269 Section 4.3.9.1, page 4-36, last Sentence. The fact that culverts washed out may not be
pertinent to the assessment since it is not clear that the culverts that washed out were
constructed in accordance with today’s standards and best management practices. This is
another example of reliance on invalid assumptions and inappropriately applied mine
scenarios.
EPA Response: The Williamsport-Pile Bay Road is a State of Alaska road, so we
assume it was constructed and maintained to state standards. We feel that this is a
reasonable assumption.
4.270 Section 4.3.7. This section makes numerous statements regarding the expected impacts of a
mine on hydrology. Citations are missing describing the source of these assumptions.
EPA Response: Water balance and water management are described in more detail in
the revised assessment (e.g., Sections 6.2.2 and 6.3.4).
4.271 Section 4.3.7, Page 4-26, 3rd bullet. Other approaches to managing precipitation are possible;
the absence of a consideration of other options to manage precipitation and the supporting
literature describing possible actions should be corrected in order to facilitate evaluation of
the significance of the assumption.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.270.
4.272 Section 4.3.8.1, page 4-31, sentence 1. Citations are missing describing the source of these
assumptions.
EPA Response: This sentence is not included in the revised assessment.
4.273 Section 4.3.8.4. Several references are made to Table 4-5; the information in Table 4-5 is not
supported by references or any discussion regarding data analysis.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.270.
4.274 Mine Scenario The Assessment Report presents a mine scenario and assumptions that fail to
meet the standards for mine development and environmental assessment in the State of
Alaska and the United States of America. The Assessment Report includes a flawed risk
assessment that draws false conclusions based on past examples from other jurisdictions and
mining practices that are not permitted in the State of Alaska. The Assessment Report states
that “the assessment largely analyzes a mine scenario that reflects the expected characteristics
of mining operations at the Pebble deposit”. In fact, the EPA grossly underestimates the high
standard to which a mine in the Bristol Bay watershed would have to be designed and
engineered in order to obtain permits to operate in the watershed. It also underestimates the
role of various federal and state regulatory agencies in the permitting process that will help
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ensure that a technically advanced mine would be designed and operated. The Assessment
Report is based on a fundamentally flawed premise that a faulty mine design, inadequate
mine development and inappropriate mine operations would be permitted to occur within the
State of Alaska, and specifically within the Bristol Bay watershed. The Assessment Report
has misrepresented the likelihood of tailings dam failure for any proposed mining
development in Alaska. It has also utilized unrealistic and erroneous extrapolations to
develop questionable predictions of potential impacts of mining operations within the Bristol
Bay watershed.
EPA Response: EPA is routinely involved in the review of modern mines, including
mines in Alaska. We feel that the details of the mine scenarios, drawn primarily from
the preliminary plan laid out by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011),
are consistent with other mine proposals up to the current time. We believe that a
mining company would likely submit a scenario with major elements substantially like
this one and expect regulatory agencies to either accept it with no major modifications
or reject it as too environmentally damaging.
4.275 Permitting In Alaska Tailings dams in Alaska must be designed and constructed to the
highest standards, as required by a strict regulatory process that is already in place through
the Alaska Dam Safety Program; by the use of appropriate hazard classification processes to
assign appropriately conservative design criteria; and by corporate commitments for meeting
or exceeding all regulatory requirements. State-of-the-practice engineering design methods
need to be applied along with appropriate construction methodologies, coupled with
regulated requirements for oversight and quality control. Tailings impoundments must be
designed, constructed and operated to achieve and maintain performance objectives and to
form stable long-term landforms in perpetuity. Dam safety inspections, on-going monitoring,
and regular reviews are required to continue well after mine closure to ensure that these
objectives are satisfied.
The Assessment Report suggests that these fundamental permitting requirements will not be
applied to a potential development within the Bristol Bay watershed. This is not only a
fundamentally flawed premise, but it is also somewhat confusing that an EPA document
would suggest that this is a reasonable basis for their impact assessment, since they are
suggesting that a federal regulatory process would allow an inappropriate or inadequate
development to proceed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.26.
4.276 4.3.8.2: 4-32. We assume that water in the TSFs would be drawn down to prevent flooding,
but that a small pond would be left to keep the core of the tailings hydrated and isolated from
oxidation. Sulfide-rich materials that would generate acid if exposed to oxygen would have
been placed in the core of the tailings impoundment. As long as a stagnant cover of water is
maintained, oxygen movement into the tailings would be retarded, minimizing acid
generation. Drawing down the level of water in the TSF would also provide capacity for
unusual precipitation events, reducing the likelihood that a storm would provide enough
precipitation to overwhelm capacity and cause tailings dam failure or overtopping.
This is an example of how to prevent overtopping failure from the Assessment Report that
contradicts the summary and conclusions of the study.
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EPA Response: We agree that the post-closure TSF would be managed to prevent
overtopping. The assessment did not evaluate failure of the TSF post-closure, but rather
when the TSF was both half and completely full (i.e., during the operational phase and
before closure activities when water would have been drawn down, as described in the
scenario). Therefore, there is no contradiction and no change required.
4.277 4.3.8 Post-Closure Mine Management: 4-31 Weathering to the point where these
contaminants are present in only trace amounts (at levels approaching their pre-mining
background concentrations) would likely take hundreds to thousands of years, resulting in a
need for management of materials and leachate over that time. We assume that, as part of
post-closure operations, the existing seepage collection and treatment system would be
maintained to capture and treat potentially toxic runoff and groundwater originating from the
remaining facilities. Such a seepage collection and treatment system might need to be
maintained for hundreds to thousands of years. There are no examples of such successful,
long-term collection and treatment systems for mines, because these time periods exceed the
lifespan of most past large-scale mining activities, as well as most human institutions.
Throughout this section, we refer to the need for treatment for extended periods of time. The
uncertainty that human institutions have the stability to apply treatment for these timeframes
applies to all treatment options.
This implies that mine closure will be inadequate and that the owner will not be responsible
for environmental liability - this is not realistic as comprehensive analyses and adequate
bonding to maintain the site in perpetuity, including monitoring, maintenance, and upgrading
or replacement of treatment systems as new technologies are developed, would be needed
before any development could be permitted to proceed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.259. Though efforts are underway to
address the issue of perpetual treatment, and new technologies will undoubtedly be
developed that will improve on existing technology, the mining industry’s ability to
guarantee continued treatment in perpetuity remains unproven.

Alaska Oil and Gas Association (Doc. #4974)
4.278 NEPA requires the analysis of various alternatives as well as the use of mitigation measures
to minimize environmental impacts. Instead, EPA analyzed the impacts of a single
hypothetical mine project, with little to no discussion about specific mitigation measures,
based on a very small amount of information compared to the vast amounts of science
available for Pebble. The law also requires EPA to consider the benefits of proposed projects,
which it did not do here.
EPA Response: The assessment explicitly describes some mitigation measures (e.g.,
water collection and treatment in Chapter 8 of the revised assessment) and assumes
modern conventional mitigation measures are incorporated into mine design and
operation.

Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association (Doc. #4151)
4.279 We note and agree that even under a No-Failure scenario, the fisheries suffers significant
impact from the hypothetical mine. Regarding that hypothetical mine; we also note that the
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document is erratic in referring to the size of the Pebble-based hypothetical mine. This is
significant because the impacts of large-scale mining are proportionate to a mine’s size.
Applying a smaller size understates potential impacts. In many instances the Assessment’s
mine scenario is based on a 6.5 billion ton mine. Yet in other sections (e.g., Section 4.1.1.),
the document refers to the more likely 10.8 billion ton mine – an estimate created by
Northern Dynasty in their 2011 Wardrop report. We believe, therefore, that the document’s
sound but appropriately cautious approach to mine size significantly underestimates probable
impacts on salmon. Regardless, even under a “smaller” but still giant 6.5 billion ton mine –
the impacts are enormous and promise severe consequences to the salmon resource upon
which our businesses and jobs depend.
EPA Response: We intentionally limited the scope of the assessment to direct effects of
a mine on salmon in two watersheds draining to Bristol Bay, because fisheries are
directly identified as a target resource in Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act.
However, we acknowledge throughout the revised assessment (most notably in Chapter
2) that other effects are likely. We also have expanded our consideration of multiple
mines and induced development in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

Alaska Marine Conservation Council (Doc. #4112)
4.280 While the Assessment accurately characterizes the nature and location of the deposit, we are
concerned that the 6.5 billion ton maximum mine scenario used in the assessment is
significantly smaller than the total 10.78 billion ton resource estimate of the Pebble Prospect
as described by Northern Dynasty in their 2011 Wardrop Report. The Assessment clearly
underscores, utilizing the best available data, including that from the PLP, that the wastes
from mining the Pebble deposit will likely generate acid, which will dissolve copper and pose
serious risks to Iliamna Lake, aquatic habitat, and the waters of Bristol Bay. By using the
lower resource estimate, the Assessment underestimates the potential long-term risk to fish.
EPA Response: We were intentionally conservative to avoid overstating adverse effects
in the absence of an actual mine plan. It is likely (and common) that a smaller mine
would be a starting point and then expansion planned in later years, and it is difficult to
predict the state of the technology for mining in the future.
4.281 Mine scenarios also underestimate cumulative impacts that would occur with the build-out of
a single mine, as the study scope was limited and did not include impact assessment of
power, port, transportation, and human infrastructure development that would likely occur.
EPA Response: We agree that the assessment understates the totality of impacts that
could result from a single mine, but the issues mentioned were defined as outside the
scope of the assessment during problem formulation. The scope of the assessment is
clarified in Chapter 2 of the revised assessment.
4.282 The Assessment does a good job of noting earthquakes as a potential trigger for failure over
the short or long-term. However, in box 4-3 describing the seismic environment of Bristol
Bay, they overstate the strength of our current scientific knowledge about seismic risk in the
area, implying that the lack of evidence for past earthquakes is evidence that no such
earthquakes have ever occurred. This section fails to reference the most current and
appropriate publication on the largest nearby fault by Koehler and Reger 2011,
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Reconnaissance Evaluation of the Lake Clark Fault, Tyonek Area, Alaska. This publication
makes clear seismic uncertainties: “The paleoseismic history of the [area near Pebble]
remains unknown.”
EPA Response: The revised assessment references the seismic uncertainties stated in the
conclusions of Koehler and Reger (2011).

Fisheries Research and Consulting (Doc. #4580)
4.283 The maximum mine scenario is conservative. Pebble mine proponents consistently base job
projections and economic benefits of mining Pebble on the full exploitation alternative (11
billion metric tons). This alternative would result in a mine almost twice as large as the EPA
maximum scenario, which would have a greater impact on aquatic resources. To fully
disclose potential impacts to policy makers and the public, it is reasonable to consider a third
mine scenario based on exploitation of the estimated 11 billion metric ton Pebble deposit.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.280.
4.284 Comments taken from table listing specific issues:
•

P 4-6, Figure 4-2: In 2005 Northern Dynasty published a graph of acid generating
potential of samples from Pebble West in Chapter 8 of their 2004 progress reports. The
graph showed that the majority of samples had high potential for acid generation.

EPA Response: This is a background section on mining in general. Our purpose here
was to discuss porphyry copper mining in the world at large, not specifically at the
Pebble deposit. We use the well-documented Bingham Canyon mine as an example of
this type of deposit. Reorganization of the revised assessment should help clarify what is
background material (Chapter 4) and what is specific to the scenarios (Chapter 6).
•

P 4-16, Table 4-4: Add Pebble.

EPA Response: Pebble has been added to this table (Table 4-1 in the revised
assessment).
•

P 4-18, Figure 4-6: Legend and figure are mismatched.

EPA Response: This figure has been removed in the revised assessment.
•

P 4-21, “much higher than most existing tailings dams”: Can you add an average tailings
dam height for other dams worldwide and/or in the US? It would be helpful throughout
this chapter as well as associated figure.

EPA Response: Tailings dam heights at other dams in Alaska are presented in Table 41. We don’t feel that an average height would be particularly useful; our point is that
these would be among the largest dams constructed.
•

P 4-23, “In a TSF, the low solubility of oxygen in the water (less than 15 mg/L) limits the
access of oxygen to unreacted sulfide minerals in the tailings, reducing dissolution
reaction rates and thus the concentration of solutes”: What about PLP’s data indicating
saturated groundwater? What if that is upwelling into TSF?
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EPA Response: This is possible but the large head within the tailings would likely
counter flow into the tailings. In addition, the oxygenated ground water would have to
make its way through tailings to the sulfide materials against the flow of water, which
seems unlikely.
•

P 4-23, “carbonate or silicate minerals will partially neutralize acid”: This is not the case
at Pebble, if I understand.

EPA Response: There will be some carbonate and silicate minerals which will act to
neutralize acid, but not enough to completely offset acid production.
•

P 4-42, Figure 4-11: Has an earthquake closer to the Pebble deposit been recorded here?

EPA Response: This figure (Figure 3-15 in the revised assessment) identifies
earthquakes with a magnitude greater than 5.0, which are identified by USGS as
“significant earthquakes.” As shown in Table 3-5 of the revised assessment, smaller
earthquakes have occurred closer to the Pebble deposit.
•

P 4-54 to 4-59, Tables 4-10 to 4-13: Would be nice to have a map/graphic for visualizing
‘downstream extent of model,’ failure volumes, and/or some of the depth and volume
scenarios.

EPA Response: Depths, volumes, and velocities are presented in Chapter 9.
•

P 4-60, “We limited our model to 30 km above the confluence of NFK and SFK”: Isn’t
that AT the deposit practically?

EPA Response: This statement has been reworded to clarify that we are addressing the
30 km between the mine site and the confluence of the North and South Fork Koktulis.
•

P 4-60, “The probability of a pipeline failure occurring over the duration of the minimum
mine scenario (i.e., approximately 25 years) would be 98% for each [of the four]
pipelines”: Virtual certainty of pipeline failure.

EPA Response: No change required.
•

P 4-64, Figure 4-14: Move up to refer to text; clarify – figure is confusing.

EPA Response: This figure has been removed in the revised assessment.

Ground Truth Trekking (Doc. #3772)
4.285 Comment 1: The Watershed Assessment does not describe the general seismic environment
of Bristol Bay. In Box 3-4 [note commenter means Box 4-3], the first paragraph lists off
some major faults, and the second paragraph provides some information on studies of the
Lake Clark Fault. What is missing is the broader geological context. The region surrounding
Bristol Bay is potentially impacted by as many as four independent and actively moving
blocks of crust (Haeussler 2008). The most dramatic motion in the region is likely driven by
subduction of the Pacific Plate to the south under North America to the north. A fragment of
the North America Plate called the Southern Alaska Block is sliding west along the Denali
Fault and others, driving earthquakes east of Bristol Bay and its impact on the Bristol Bay
Region is unknown. Finally, a section of rotating crust called the Bering Block may be
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shearing along the western edge of Alaska, possibly impacting Bristol Bay (Macket et al.,
1997). This complex tectonic context makes it difficult to extrapolate tectonic trends from
elsewhere in the state to the area.
EPA Response: A brief, broader discussion of the tectonic setting has been added to the
revised assessment (Section 3.6).
4.286 Comment 2: Some inaccurate characterizations and irrelevant material obscure the general
status of research on seismic hazards. Box 3-4 states, “The western terminus of the Lake
Clark Fault was originally interpreted to be near the western edge of Lake Clark, but more
recent studies by USGS reinterpreted the position of the Lake Clark Fault further to the
northwest, potentially bringing it as close as 16 km to the Pebble deposit (Haeussler and
Saltus 2005).” No scientific work has been done to ascertain the terminus of the Lake Clark
Fault. The terminus is explicitly unknown. No evidence discovered to date has suggested or
been interpreted as a terminus. Haeussler and Saltus map the fault to about 16 km short of the
Pebble deposit, but their results do not suggest it terminates there. On the contrary, they show
that there is about 26 km of offset on the Lake Clark Fault, similar to what is seen further
northeast. This offset implies the fault must go further or transition into some other unknown
fault system. Likewise, the characterization of the length of the fault as 225 km long is
inaccurate. As an important distinction, the length mapped is 225 km. Additionally, Box 3-4
includes discussion of the “Braid Scarp” feature. This is just a single ancient riverbank that,
though it was investigated as a possible fault trace, is not in fact a fault. This has no
implications as far as the broader tectonic behavior of the area, and has no relevance in the
document.
EPA Response: The discussion of the length and terminus of the Lake Clark Fault has
been revised to correct inaccuracies and better describe the uncertainty of the terminus
(Section 3.6 of the revised assessment).
4.287 Comment 3: The Watershed Assessment does not make the uncertainty about seismic hazards
clear. The most recent scientific literature (Haeussler & Waythomas 2011, Koehler & Reger
2011) on seismic hazards along the Lake Clark Fault and in Bristol Bay clearly equivocates.
Little is known, the hazard is thus undetermined, and the researchers make carefully worded
statements to reflect this. This is a key factor when assessing future developments in the area.
Published research suggests that seismic hazard may be low, but the extent of this research is
limited, and seismic hazard may be high. We found this important scientific distinction was
lost in Watershed Assessment. Perhaps the most relevant and recent paper on the subject, is
Koehler and Reger, 2011. Koehler & Reger conclude that they did not find evidence for
activity on the Lake Clark Fault in the Tyonek area in the recent past, paralleling the results
summarized by Hauessler & Waythomas (2011). In addition, they clearly articulate the stateof-knowledge of the western end of the Lake Clark Fault, near Pebble: “The paleoseismic
history of the western part of the Lake Clark fault remains unknown.” Koehler & Reger also
clearly describe some of the limitations to knowledge of the Lake Clark Fault’s activity level.
For instance: “…distributed slip on unrecognized structures and dense vegetation that might
obscure tectonic features along the Lake Clark fault could limit assessment of tectonic
activity.” Together, Koehler & Reger (2011) and Haeussler & Waythomas (2011) wellcharacterize the overall state-of-knowledge, but this requires careful reading. There is no
currently public evidence to suggest recent activity on the Lake Clark Fault, but there is also
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little scientific knowledge on the subject, and broad conclusions about the seismic stability or
history of the area are preliminary. Koehler & Reger 2011 is actually cited in the current
version, but this is an accidental mis-reference: the paper referred to in the current version is
actually Koehler 2011, which is Rich Koehler’s review of the Braid Scarp.
EPA Response: The text in Box 4-3 (now in Section 3.6 of the revised assessment)
adequately describes the uncertainty inherent in interpreting seismic hazards in the
area of the Pebble deposit. The reference to Koehler and Reger (2011) has been
corrected in the revised assessment.
4.288 Comment 4: Minor technical correction on small & induced earthquakes. Box 3-4 states that
earthquakes may occur “…outside of pre-existing faults.” It would be more accurate to say
such earthquakes can occur on previously unidentified, minor, or otherwise inactive faults,
but it’s very unusual for manmade stresses to cause the formation of new faults.
EPA Response: This inaccuracy has been corrected in the revised assessment (Section
3.6).

Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #4120)
4.289 While the Assessment accurately characterizes the nature and location of the deposit, I are
concerned that the 6.5 billion ton maximum mine scenario used in the assessment is
significantly smaller than the total 10.78 billion ton resource estimate of the Pebble Prospect
as described by Northern Dynasty in their 2011 Wardrop Report. The Assessment clearly
underscores, utilizing the best available data, including that from the PLP, that the wastes
from mining the Pebble deposit will likely generate acid, which will dissolve copper and pose
serious risks to Iliamna Lake, aquatic habitat, and the waters of Bristol Bay. By using the
lower resource estimate, the Assessment underestimates the potential long-term risk to fish.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.37.
4.290 The Assessment does a good job of noting earthquakes as a potential trigger for failure over
the short or long-term. However, in box 4-3 describing the seismic environment of Bristol
Bay, they overstate the strength of our current scientific knowledge about seismic risk in the
area, implying that the lack of evidence for past earthquakes is evidence that no such
earthquakes have ever occurred. This section fails to reference the most current and
appropriate publication on the largest nearby fault by Koehler and Reger 2011,
Reconnaissance Evaluation of the Lake Clark Fault, Tyonek Area, Alaska. This publication
makes clear seismic uncertainties: “The paleoseismic history of the [area near Pebble]
remains unknown.”
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.287.

National Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
4.291 Subsidence Caused by the Block Caving Will Change Water Flow and Decrease Fishery
Productivity. Precise details of the Pebble Mine design have not yet been disclosed, but block
caving has been proposed for the Pebble East deposit. Though sometimes thought to be less
environmentally damaging than open pit mining, large-scale underground mining can cause
“catastrophic” impacts to overlying material and cause wide-ranging ecosystem effects.
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Underground mining operations are particularly prone to subsidence. Under EPA’s analysis,
a block caving method in the Pebble east side deposit would initially occupy a smaller
surface area than the maximum mine site, but subsidence would ultimately increase the
footprint. In block caving, subsidence and collapse are encouraged: a series of tunnels are dug
under a deposit, forcing the collapse of overlying substrate. As ore falls and is subsequently
removed, the material in higher levels will crack, which can lead to large surface subsidence.
Most hard-rock deposits contain faults and intrusions, hydrothermal alteration of rocks, and
many clays and clay-like minerals, all of which reduce rock strength and make subsidence
more likely. Finally, water is removed from mine sites in order to facilitate the mining
process — further weakening the surrounding area.
Subsidence can have large impacts on surface and ground water and can cause them both to
be redirected. The overlying strata is fractured – often to the surface – allowing contact
between water and the mineralized material not removed by mining. Subsidence also leads to
increased acid production and transportation from the mine. Both the redirection of water
flow and the increase of acid can have large impacts on local fisheries.
It is unlikely that subsidence can be mitigated. Mining companies have not managed to
successfully reclaim or re-vegetate subsidence areas surrounding a block cave mine, and one
researcher concluded that “[n]o evidence was found that subsidence effects at underground
hardrock mines using block caving can be managed or mitigated short of not mining.”
Subsidence is therefore an issue that should be included in the final Watershed Assessment.
EPA Response: The assessment focuses on the potential impacts from large-scale
porphyry copper surface mining, although block caving is discussed briefly in Section
4.2.3.1 of the revised assessment. Many of the impacts of a combined surface and
underground mine would be similar in nature to those of a surface mine. The primary
differences would be that block caving would result in smaller waste rock piles and a
smaller open pit than a surface mine. Although subsidence would occur over the block
caving area, the surface depression would not be expected to be larger than the open pit
created by exploiting the deposit through surface mining. Therefore, the precipitation
falling into the open pit or depression, the groundwater flow into the open pit or
depression, and the impacts to streams buried or blocked by the block caving mining
alternative would be no greater than those described in the assessment for the surface
mine.
4.292 EPA’s Assessment, if anything, actually underestimates potential risks due to its explicit
exclusion of important risk factors. If included, those risk factors would unquestionably
increase the intensity and duration of significant harm to the region and its resources,
including most notably the Bristol Bay wild salmon fisheries. For example, EPA’s maximum
mine scenario only estimates 6.5 billion tons of waste when, if fully developed, the waste at
Pebble Mine would exceed 10 billion tons. In addition, EPA’s baseline analysis assumes no
accidents, failures, or other releases of mining products or wastes, with reliable collection of
all water from the site and effective treatment of effluents. This is deliberately and
unrealistically conservative given that, in EPA’s words, “accidents and failures always
happen in complex and long-lasting operations.” Equally important, the Watershed
Assessment does not consider the impacts that would result from the development and
operation of a deep-water port in Cook Inlet, secondary development, and increased evapoResponse to Public Comments on
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transpiration, precipitation, and other likely consequences associated with climate change. It
also severely underestimates the amount of tailings likely to be released during failure and
the distance these tailings would travel. Taken together, these additional foreseeable risk
factors unquestionably support a conclusion that EPA’s assessment of risk underestimates the
actual harm attendant to large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: The comment reflects several misunderstandings of the purpose and
scope of the assessment:
•

The scenarios do not include removal of all ore from the Pebble deposit, because it
would likely require techniques other than open pit mining.

•

The no failure alternative in the original draft assessment was intended to highlight
the inevitable effects of mine development, even in the absence of accidents or
failures. The assessment was reorganized and revised to clarify this intent.

•

Cook Inlet is not in the Bristol Bay watershed.

•

The 20% tailings release is not the maximum possible but it is a realistic case. The
distance modeled reflects the extent of the model, not the distance traveled.

4.293 The Watershed Assessment is also notable for what it omits. EPA elected to exclude
consideration of certain significant mining-related environmental stressors from which
additional and likely greater impacts will result. Indeed, undervaluations of potential harm
pervade the report. For instance, the Watershed Assessment estimates the maximum mine
scenario at 6.5 billion tons, which is significantly smaller than the over 10 billion ton
resource estimate in the Wardrop report. In addition, the development and operation of a
deep-water port in Cook Inlet, secondary development, and increased evapotranspiration,
precipitation, and likely other consequences of climate change are all absent from the
analysis. This intentionally conservative approach only serves to bolster the Assessment’s
significance as a directive for proactive EPA action in Bristol Bay because, despite its
conservatism, the report identifies substantial impacts of mining that will cause unacceptable
adverse effects on the Bristol Bay environment.
EPA Response: We intentionally took a conservative approach to avoid potentially
overstating adverse effects. Many of the issues raised in the comment were defined as
outside the scope of the assessment during problem formulation; the scope of the
assessment is now clarified in Chapter 2 of the revised assessment.
4.294 The inevitable and the likely adverse effects identified in the Watershed Assessment, while
each individually significant and adverse, do not reflect the full extent of probable harm.
EPA’s judicious Assessment is by design a conservative underestimation of projected
environmental damage that would result from mining in Bristol Bay. These undervaluations
range from data considerations such as maximum mine scenario, stream length of
anadromous fish habitat, spawning salmon abundance, and salmon olfactory sensibility, to the
blanket exclusion from analysis of the significant infrastructure that would be associated with
mine development. Though power generation and transmission, secondary development, and
– critically – construction and operation of a deepwater port at Cook Inlet “could have
significant repercussions for the Bristol Bay ecosystem[,]” they were not considered.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.293.
4.295 Furthermore, no matter how the mine is built and operated, the post-closure results are likely
catastrophic. There are simply no examples of successful long-term treatment systems for
inactive mines. A review of recent pipeline spills in North America found that neither
existing technology nor contemporary practice assure against catastrophic spills. Today
Bristol Bay is a watershed of superb quality, diverse aquatic habitats, high surface and
subsurface water connectivity, and diverse and stable fish habitats, “untouched by humanengineered structures and flow management controls.” Our urgent concern is for the Bristol
Bay of tomorrow should the region be opened to large-scale mining development.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.296 First, it is fairly standard practice for the mining industry to secure a permit for a smaller
mine and then later request permits for expansion. NDM’s original plan was to extract 2.5
billion tons of ore, but PLP announced in 2010 that the Pebble deposit contains almost 11
billion tons of mineral resources. It is therefore reasonably foreseeable, and indeed virtually
inevitable, that the mine will expand far beyond the initial 2.5 billion tons. EPA estimates a
minimum of 2 billion tons and maximum of 6.5 billion tons, which is also significantly
smaller than the total resource estimate. Next, once the mine is built – introducing critical
infrastructure for development – it will open the region for industrial scale mining even
beyond Pebble. In evaluating environmental impacts, the development of a new road is
“often only the first step toward industrial or commercial development of the landscape in
general, including the proliferation of additional roads.” The initial infrastructure facilitates
and “subsidizes” additional large-scale development, most notably when the initial road
connects to a possible trade hub, such as a deepwater port.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.297 Furthermore, the Bristol Bay Area Plan lays out a network of roads and highways in the
Bristol Bay region, including “regional transportation corridors” that would connect Cook
Inlet to the area of the Pebble prospect, as well as King Salmon, Naknek, Egegik, and Port
Heiden, and to Chignik and Perryville on the southern Alaska Peninsula. This is in addition
to the Plan’s “community transportation projects,” which would create extensions,
improvements, or new roads within or adjacent to the Bristol Bay watershed (Chigniks Road
Intertie, King Cove-Cold Bay Connection, Newhalen River Bridge, Iliamna-Nondalton Road
Intertie, and Naknek-South Naknek Bridge and Intertie), and three potential trans-peninsula
transportation corridors. Longer roads and pipelines, and the corresponding increase in
aquatic area crossings, would increase the probability of each of the mine risks described
above, such as culvert failures and pipeline breaks, further damaging the aquatic systems.
EPA Response: Consideration of the cumulative effects of multiple mines has been
expanded in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.
4.298 A final impact that the Assessment excludes, but which is “likely to be more significant” than
the analyzed salmon-mediated effects, are the mine’s impacts on Alaska Native cultures.
Dramatic impacts on the traditional culture will result from a shift to a market economy, as
well as increased access to the area.
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EPA Response: Direct effects of large-scale mining on Alaska Native cultures were
defined as outside the scope of the assessment, as detailed in Chapter 2 of the revised
assessment.
4.299 Potential Effects of a Tailings Dam Failure Are Significantly Greater than EPA Estimates
As an initial matter, EPA underestimates the amount of tailings. The Assessment uses a 6.5
billion ton maximum mine scenario, which is considerably smaller than the over 10 billion
ton resource estimate described in the 2011 Wardrop report. In addition, EPA has based its
analysis of tailings dam failure risk on four assumptions, each of which leads to significant
underestimations of the effects that a failure would have on the Bristol Bay environment. As
described in detail in the comments prepared by Professor Johnnie N. Moore, Ph.D., the
Watershed Assessment underestimates the amount of tailings potentially released during
failure, the run-out distance of these tailings, their immediate and long-term physical and
geochemical effects, the duration of toxicity, and impacts associated with climate change.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.37. We took an intentionally conservative
approach to avoid overstating potential adverse effects.
4.300 Next, run-out from a tailings dam failure in the Pebble area would extend much farther than
EPA assumptions predict. EPA conservatively estimates that partial dam failure run-out
would reach 30 km to the mainstem Koktuli River, and tailings from a full volume failure
would extend 307 km to the waters of Bristol Bay. But again, calculations drawn from a
leading study of historical impoundment failure data suggest significantly larger run-out
distances of 150-300 km for EPA’s partial failure scenario, and from 450-1000 km at full
volume – still assuming only a 20% tailings release. When the more likely 38% rate is
analyzed, run-out jumps to 460 km and 1800 km for partial and full releases, respectively.
Under any of these scenarios, “a spill would likely deposit a large amount of contaminated
material into Bristol Bay as well as in the floodplain along all streams leading from the
tailings site to Bristol Bay.”
A scientific study specific to the proposed Pebble Mine is consistent with Moore’s analysis,
finding that a failure of a tailings dam could lead to the release of billions of tons of mine
waste and hundreds of billions of gallons of contaminated water. Depending on which dam
failed, even a modest “lower than expected” failure could have “extraordinary” run-out
distances, and reach 270 km to Bristol Bay itself. This run-out distance is an estimate based
only on the original 2.5 billion tons mining proposal – an amount much less than the mine
may actually produce.
EPA Response: 30 km is the extent of the model simulation, not an estimate of extent.
The 307 km to Bristol Bay is not a runout distance, but rather the distance that tailings
could be carried by suspension and transport during high flows.
4.301 Finally, climate change should be an important consideration in assessing the stability of
tailings structure and other infrastructure, as well as transport flow of contaminants in the
event of a release. Hydraulic modeling in a watershed to the east of Bristol Bay predicts
substantial change to runoff. South-central Alaska has been designated as a region of
disproportionate changes in “heavy” and “very heavy” precipitation, and annual average
temperatures in the region are also on the rise. The potential impacts that these changes could
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have on mine structure and rates of failure were not, however, included in EPA’s Assessment
– and represent yet another example of EPA’s conservative underestimation of the risks
associated with mining in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Although a full consideration of how climate change could affect
mining-related impacts is beyond the scope of the assessment, we have included
discussion of potential climate change in the region in Chapter 3 (Section 3.8), and
consideration of climate change and mining interactions in Chapter 14 (Box 14-2).
4.302 The EPA report analyzes the impacts of two tailings dam size failures at TSF 1 in which a
conservative 20% of impounded tailings would be mobilized. The first scenario considers a
partially full dam of 98 m and 227-million m3 tailings volume, and the second (after
approximately 25 years) at full volume of 208 m and tailings of 1,492 million m3.
Immediately following a failure of either magnitude, suitable spawning and rearing habitat
for salmon and other native fish would be completely eliminated in the North Fork Koktuli
River downstream of the tailings dam. A partial-volume failure would send discharge surging
at a more than 1,000-fold increase in magnitude compared to a record flood; full volume
failure would result in a 6,500-fold increase. EPA conservatively estimates that partial dam
failure runout would reach 30 km to the mainstem Koktuli River, and, at full volume, runout
would extend 307 km to the currently pristine waters of Bristol Bay. Suitable salmon habitat
in the North Fork Koktuli mainstem would be completely lost for the first ten years after
failure, followed by decades of very low-quality spawning and rearing habitat. These
projections reflect uncertainty only with respect to potential underestimations of downstream
habitat impacts and true salmon abundance, because the projections assume only a 20%
failure. As discussed more fully in Section VI.D.4 below, these projections are overly
cautious: if failure occurs it will likely release more than 20% of the tailings and runout
distance will extend significantly farther. The failure scenarios are therefore conservative in
that they consistently underestimate the maximum level of impact that could be expected in a
worst-case failure scenario. As a result, the Assessment understates the impacts from a worstcase failure.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.300. The 20% tailings release is not the
maximum possible but it is a realistic case.
4.303 Even understated, these impacts would be devastating. The damage from a dam failure would
constitute “a near-complete loss” of the mainstem North Fork Koktuli fish populations for
multiple salmon life cycles. It would affect even the salmon that are at sea during the failure,
because they would lose spawning and rearing habitat to which to return. Furthermore,
tailings persist in streams as sources of metal exposures for decades, and even centuries,
causing severe toxic effects and toxic dietary risks to organisms. In fact, “the effects of
tailings deposition in streams and floodplains persist for as long as they have been monitored
at analogous sites.” Dilution of toxicity would take an especially long time in Bristol Bay
because the relatively undisturbed nature of the watershed means that background levels of
total suspended solids are low. And remediation raises its own set of concerns. Despite net
benefits, it would create long-term impacts on aquatic habitat, particularly because new roads
would be required to transport equipment and tailings through the currently roadless Bristol
Bay environment.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.304 Dam failures can be triggered by such events as high rains, hurricanes, rapid snow melt or ice
accumulation. Impoundments are also susceptible to erosion and landslides, and – in the
Pebble area in particular – permafrost and earthquakes. First, the proposed dams would lie
within a zone of sporadic permafrost. Permafrost can cause underground movement, which
may pose major problems for tailings impoundments.
Second, dams in the Pebble area would face a particularly serious threat from earthquakes.
The proposed Pebble Mine is located 125 miles from the Alaska Aleutian megathrust, which
has been responsible for several of the largest earthquakes ever recorded, including the 1964
Prince William Sound earthquake (magnitude 9.2) and the Aleutian earthquake (magnitude
9.1). Earthquakes can have far reaching impacts: in 2002, the 7.9 Denali earthquake ruptured
surfaces over 200 miles away, and caused shocks 2,000 miles away. Seismic mapping of the
Pebble area is incomplete, and there is evidence that the nearest fault may be from only
sixteen to less than five miles from the mine. The proposed Pebble Mine tailings facilities
were designed in 2006 to withstand a 7.8 earthquake 18 miles from the fault. The energy
from a “floating earthquake” of the same magnitude at 5 km under the site would be
significantly greater, and if an earthquake occurred five miles away, the force at the mine site
would be three times greater than the structures were intended to support. Earthquakes can
cause dam failures via several mechanisms. Outright dam collapse due to shaking or dam
overflow from a landslide can occur. Earthquakes can also cause static liquefaction, a process
by which soil loses its strength and is rendered fluid-like, seriously damaging or causing the
collapse of structures built upon it. Earthquakes can also cause subsidence near underground
mine workings, risking collapse or leakage. And the cumulative effects of smaller
earthquakes can lead to problems over time.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.305 The Impacts of Climate Change Will Increase the Risks Associated with Mining in Bristol
Bay: EPA’s Assessment of the potential environmental impacts of mining in Bristol Bay
excludes consideration of the added uncertainty and risk associated with future climate
change. This is a significant omission. The data reveal that climate change in the region is a
large concern, as substantial changes in temperature have taken place over the last 50 years.
Annual average temperatures have increased by 3–5°F, and winter temperatures by 6–9°F.
Scientific modeling predicts an increase in frost-free days throughout south-central and
south-east Alaska over the next century.
Though predictions of the impacts of climate change on the Bristol Bay watershed are
inevitably imprecise, models of a watershed to the east of Bristol Bay anticipate sizeable
change by the year 2090. These include dramatic increases in average annual
evapotranspiration, decreases in snow pack, 43–640% increases in winter streamflows, and 773% reductions in summer streamflow.
As detailed below, failure to consider the effects of climate change in the Bristol Bay
watershed underestimates the risk of mining in three areas: (1) the stability of tailings
impoundments and other infrastructure, (2) potential flows of contaminants away from the
mining site during both catastrophic and non-catastrophic releases, and (3) the stressing and
forcing of change on surface and ground water – and resulting effects on ecosystems.
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Without an evaluation of the effects of regional climate change on these and all aspects of
long-term mining development, the Assessment underestimates the full extent of potential
risk. For example, changes in evapotranspiration, precipitation, and runoff will modify plant
cover, erosion, flow regimes, flooding and sediment transport. This will in turn affect
ecosystem function and carrying capacity. Changes in freshwater delivery, nutrients and
sediments may also have profound effects on Bristol Bay itself. These long-term increased
risks are important to consider since, once constructed, a mine would exist — and need to
withstand the demands of a changing climate — for centuries.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.301.

Bristol Bay Heritage Land Trust (Doc. #4524)
4.306 The mine scenarios analyzed by the Bristol Bay Assessment show the development of large
scale metallic mines in the watershed is unlikely to comply with the Standards and Practices
for Responsible Mining in the Nushagak River Watershed adopted by the NushagakMulchatna Watershed Council.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.307 Unlike the assessment justifying ADNR’s adoption of MCO 393 EPA’s Bristol Bay
Assessment does consider likely build-out scenarios for a mine in the drainages of the
Koktuli River and Upper Talarik Creek. These scenarios indicate that mining the Pebble
Prospect will likely result in the destruction and dewatering of anadromous portions of the
Koktuli River and Upper Talarik Creek. As such the Bristol Bay Assessment confirms the
Pebble prospect cannot be mined without violating current Alaska law.
MCO 393 reflects a long established State policy to protect the fisheries of Bristol Bay and
prohibit mining that could conflict with those fisheries. If the EPA should invoke Section
404(c) to protect the fisheries of Bristol Bay it will not be abrogating state authority so much
as strengthening that authority. In MCO 393 the State articulated well the features of Bristol
Bay that needed protection, features no less important today:
The existence and future success of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery depends on the
maintenance of anadromous stream habitat for salmon spawning and rearing. Essential
conditions for successful salmonid spawning, egg, and fry development are clear, cool, welloxygenated water, and gravel that is free of sediment, highly permeable and stable. Salmon
are a renewable resource and the continued propagation and production of Bristol Bay
salmon for commercial, sport, and subsistence harvest constitutes a significant surface use of
stream waters and stream bed gravel in the Bristol Bay area. Through maintenance of water
quality, stream habitat, and fishery management practices, the Bristol Bay salmon fishery
should continue to prosper in the future and contribute to the regional and state economy.
(MCO 393 Attachment 2: Justification for Stream Closures p. 1).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.308 If the mine scenarios analyzed by the Bristol Bay Assessment are accurate for the Pebble
Prospect then the development of that prospect would run contrary to the Standards and
Practices for Responsible Mining in the Nushagak River Watershed adopted by the
Nushagak-Mulchatna Watershed Council.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #4106 and #4122)
4.309 In this section the minimum and maximum mine scenarios (2 billion tonnes and 6.5 billion
tones respectively) for the Pebble Project used in the Draft Assessment are described.
Northern Dynasty Minerals has published a total resource estimate (measured, indicated, and
inferred) of 10.78 billion tonnes. Since this estimate is used in part to attract potential
investors in the project, it must be a legally defensible mineral resource estimate. This
‘maximum’ Pebble Project is mentioned in the Section 4.3.2 of the Draft Assessment, but
many readers will only view the Executive Summary.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.280.
4.310 It is noted that: “Dry stack tailings management, in which tailings thickened to a paste and
filtered are “stacked” for longterm storage, is a newer, less commonly used tailings disposal
method. Dry stacked tailings require a smaller footprint, are easier to reclaim, and have lower
potential for structural failure and environmental impacts (Martin et al. 2002).” (Draft
Assessment, p. 4-13, emphasis added). In the terminology that is in common use today,
“filtered” and “paste” tailings are two different things. Filtered tailings have enough moisture
to allow the majority of pore spaces to be water filled but not so much as to preclude optimal
compaction of the material. Water is removed from filtered tailings with vacuum or pressure
filters. Paste is simply dewatered tailings with little or no water bleed that are nonsegregating in nature. Paste tailings typically utilize a thickener-type dewatering process
which is less expensive than filters, but removes less water. The water content of paste
tailings lies in between conventional slurry tailings and “dry” or filtered tailings.
EPA Response: Dry stacking was not part of Northern Dynasty Mineral’s preliminary
plan (Ghaffari et al. 2011) and was not included in the assessment scenarios because it
was considered to be less likely than tailings impoundments. “Thickened to a paste” has
been removed from this sentence to provide clarity that we are discussing dry stack
tailings here.
4.311 It is noted that: “Water leaving the site via surface runoff or through groundwater would
require capture and treatment for as long as it does not meet water quality standards.” (Draft
Assessment, p. 4-31) A key aspect of post-closure hydrology is that groundwater flow will be
away from the pit, waste rock, and tailings (as shown in Figure 4-9). Seepage collection
systems are notoriously inefficient (even ineffective), and expensive to operate if pumping is
involved. This vector often leads to long term contamination of downgradient surface waters,
and could impact these waters for centuries. Although it is implied in this statement, it is not
explicitly stated that groundwater flow from the mine pit, waste rock, tailings (and
underground workings), at Pebble would most probably be away from the mine workings
(because of the location of the mine workings at the top of the hydrologic divide, and because
there is little evaporation at this location).
EPA Response: Sections 6.3.4 and 8.1.3 of the revised assessment provide expanded
discussions of water flows in the mine pit area after closure.
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4.312 The mine scenario is set up well, with the exception of data gaps in discussion of water
treatment and underground mining. These data gaps deserve fuller discussion, provided in
separate sections after the “Mine Scenario” comments below.
Add to make more complete. The “identities of ore processing chemicals are unknown, so
potential toxicity is not considered” (“Uncertainties”, Assessment Section 5.3.4) EPA is
setting up a hypothetical mine scenario, and includes chemical “storage and transport” in the
conceptual models. Ghaffari et al 2011 Sections 16.4.3 and 16.9.4 mentions specific
chemicals that will likely be utilized at Pebble, and it is reasonable to assume they would also
be used at other mines. It is worth providing a list of likely chemicals. Limiting the risk
assessment by not including the chemicals again underscores the conservative approach of
the Assessment.
EPA Response: Scope of the assessment has been clarified in Chapter 2, and conceptual
models have been revised to more accurately reflect those issues considered within the
assessment’s scope. That said, we took an intentionally conservative approach to avoid
overstating potential adverse effects. We have included xanthates in our evaluation of
pipeline spills in the revised assessment.
Good visual of ore processing (Assessment Figure 4-4)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
The figure of the tailings dam (Assessment Figure 4-8) could include comparison to dams at
mines in Alaska (e.g., Fort Knox, 111m, Red Dog 63m; Levit and Chambers 2012), or
common Alaska landmarks (Conoco-Phillips Building 90m, Atwood Building 81m;
www.emporis.com).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
A legend should be placed on each of the conceptual model figures
EPA Response: Legends have been added to all the conceptual model figures.
Assessment Section 4.3 references Table 4-4, a comparison of a Pebble-sized mine to other
mines in Alaska. Another table should be developed that compare the ore body to global
copper porphyry mines, former and existing (Cooke and Hollings 2006;
www.resourceinvestor.com/2010/06/28/sizing-up-the-worlds-mega-coppergold-projects)
EPA Response: Figure 4-1 in the revised assessment shows the relative size of porphyry
copper deposits (including Pebble) across the world.
4.313 There is a data gap concerning Water Treatment. Despite discussions of mine/waste facility
sizes and details, there is no discussion of water treatment plant options and methods, outside
of a very cursory summary in Appendix I. While the Northern Dynasty report that much of
the Assessment details are drawn from (Ghaffari et al 2011) is weak on details of a water
treatment plant, a plant is essential to the operation of a mine, and the broader subject should
be discussed in Appendix I.
Add to make more complete. A discussion of water treatment options is warranted to allow
the reader to understand constraints (EPA 2006a). This should include a discussion of passive
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treatment (EPA 2006 Section 4.2.3; EPA 2006b). While passive treatment was mentioned in
Appendix I2, this method is not an option at a large scale sulfide mine, which will have high
flows and metal concentrations much too large for passive treatment to handle.
EPA Response: A mine would not be permitted to discharge water that did not meet
water quality standards. Therefore, the assessment assumes that an effective water
treatment strategy is included in the mine design. In the revised assessment, chemical
precipitation and reverse osmosis are described as possible treatment technologies.
4.314 Comment on presentation. Assessment Section 4.3 mentions that water quality in operations
will be a mix of mill slurry supernatant, background (represented by the North Fork Koktuli)
and oxidation leachate, and references the reader to Assessment Appendix H. The tables in
Appendix H should be summarized in tables or boxes in this section.
EPA Response: We decided it might be more confusing for a reader to include partial
components of the water here, as we did not attempt to predict the composition of this
mixed water. Actual data important to the risk portion of the assessment from
Appendix H were presented and discussed in Chapter 6.
4.315 It is noted that: “Northern Dynasty Minerals (NDM) also reports that the preliminary design
incorporates additional safety factors, including design of storage facility embankments to
withstand the effects of the MDE and a magnitude 9.2 event. In 2011, the NDM Preliminary
Assessment Report states that an MCE of magnitude 7.5 with 0.44g to 0.48g maximum
ground acceleration was used in the stability calculations for the tailings dam design.” (Draft
Assessment, p. 4-48, Box 4-6. Selecting Earthquake Characteristics for Design Criteria) In
addition to determining the magnitude of the Maximum Design Earthquake/Maximum
Credible Earthquake, the other critical factor in determining the maximum ground
acceleration is the distance of the event from the mine. The energy from an earthquake 18
miles away (PLP’s current assumption) is significantly less than the energy from a “floating
earthquake” of the same magnitude at 5 km under the site.
EPA Response: The text notes that “floating earthquakes” are generally smaller and
less frequent than those associated with faults and would result in lower energy
imparted to the surface. No change required.
4.316 It is noted that: “Time to pipeline shutdown of 2 minutes” (Draft Assessment, p. 4-62) It is
reasonable to assume pipeline shutdown in 2 minutes, if the safety measures work as
designed. However, it seems like this is often not the case. Is data available on the average
shutdown time for a tailings pipeline spill?
EPA Response: In the revised assessment we modified the analysis by increasing the
shutdown time to 5 minutes based on a review of case histories that included shutdown
times. In January 2013, the U.S. General Accountability Office (GAO) published the
report Pipeline Safety, Better Data and Guidance Needed to Improve Pipeline Operator
Incident Response. The study concluded that the data collected by the Department of
Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration on incident
response times are not reliable. The study reported shutdown times for four incidents
that ranged from 1 minute to 7 days. Two of the reported incidents were similar to the
pipeline failure scenarios in the assessment, in that they involved control room
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monitoring, evaluation of the situation, and a decision to shut down the pipeline. These
incidents had response times of 3 minutes and 8 minutes.

Stratus Consulting (Doc. #4973)
4.317 Estimating the geochemistry of tailings and waste rock (pp. 4-23–4-24). The Draft
Watershed Assessment states that the leachate compositions from tailings humidity cell tests
(HCTs) are a worst-case scenario because the tests are conducted in an aerobic environment.
However, the subaqueous column tests, which were not conducted under aerobic conditions,
showed that material that oxidized before the tests were conducted had low pH values and
elevated concentrations of cadmium, copper, nickel, and zinc even when submerged (see
Appendix A, p. 14 and Figure 7). These results suggest that if acid generation starts,
submerging the mined materials (waste rock, tailings, or pit wall rock) under water (in a nonaerobic environment) might not be successful in stopping it. In addition, discussion of
tailings leachate chemistry in the Draft Watershed Assessment does not seem to consider the
HCT results from the one pyritic tailings HCT sample. In that sample, although the pH did
not drop below 7 for the length of the test, the pyritic tailings had the highest leaching rates
and concentrations of beryllium, cobalt, nickel, selenium, silver, thallium, and zinc of any of
the 2008 tailings HCT samples (PLP, 2011, Appendices 11L and M; Appendix A, p. 9).
Including the results from the one pyritic tailings sample HCT is important because Ghaffari
et al. (2011) estimate that pyritic tailings will comprise approximately 14% of the tailings
waste stream.
EPA Response: It is true that material that has already oxidized will release acidity and
ions from salts formed during oxidation when they are exposed to water. However, a
system that is continually exposed to oxygen would be expected to be a worst-case
scenario compared to an anaerobic environment, which is what this was meant to
convey. In an anaerobic environment with sulfate-reduction occurring, released ions
would be expected to be sequestered as immobile sulfides over time; the sulfate
reduction process also consumes protons. The subaqueous tests in the EBD were
conducted on rock material and meant to represent pit wall and waste rock material
rather than processed waste materials (tailings). It also is of note that the subaqueous
tests reported in the EBD were not conducted anaerobically.
The information in the EBD was used as representative for porphyry copper mining but
the assessment is not an evaluation of the EBD or a mining plan. Results from a single
sample may or may not represent what could be expected from a different deposit and
therefore is not necessary to be included in our scenario. However, this information is
important for any future consideration of mining the Pebble deposit.
4.318 Assumptions about pit water quality (p. 4-32). The Draft Watershed Assessment assumes that
covering of acid-generating wastes or pit walls with water during closure will eventually stop
acid generation below the water level in the open pit during and after closure (p. 4-32). Two
observations argue against this assumption: the results of the submerged column tests, as
discussed in the previous bullet; and the water quality of the Berkeley Pit in Butte, Montana.
The potentially acid-generating portions of the walls of the open pit will be exposed to
oxygen and runoff for decades before closure. Therefore, they are highly likely to be oxidized
before being submerged. The submerged column test samples conducted on the two most
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abundant Pre-Tertiary rock types, mudstone and granodiorite (which had only moderate
sulfide contents) went acidic quickly and leached high concentrations of metals and acidity,
as noted above. For comparison, the Berkeley Pit in Montana, which was created from the
mining of another porphyry copper deposit, has low pH values (< 2.8) at all depths and
copper concentrations between 50 mg/L in surface waters of the lake and ~ 200 mg/L at
depth (Davis and Ashenberg, 1989; Gammons and Duaime, 2006; Gammons et al., 2006). At
low pH values (below approximately pH 3.5), such as those generated by leaching of PreTertiary mudstone and granodiorite, ferric iron (Fe3+) is present and is a stronger oxidant than
oxygen; ferric iron can exist under low or no oxygen conditions at these pH values
(Nordstrom, 1982; Plumlee, 1999). In contrast to the low pH and high copper concentrations
of Berkeley Pit water, the adjacent underground workings have near neutral pH values, and
copper concentrations have been decreasing over time to low parts-per-billion levels (pumps
were turned off in 1982). Values are somewhat higher in the Kelley Shaft (~ 100 μg/L),
which connects with the pit, was block caved, and likely received acidic inputs from copper
dump leaching operations (Gammons et al., 2006). These results suggest that neutralizing
acidic waters after closure by submerging under water would be more successful in the
underground workings than in the pit lake. The final Watershed Assessment should revisit
assumptions about the effectiveness of submerging mine wastes and pit walls under water
when these materials have already been oxidized. Another qualitative analysis of pit water
quality on p. 6-40 seems to contradict the assumptions on p. 4-32, and these two pit water
quality assumptions should be made more consistent.
EPA Response: It is expected that acid generation from materials kept below the oxic
zone would cease over time and that anaerobic processes will result in sequestration of
ions and consumption of protons. Pit walls will continually oxidize and be washed into
the pit that is being pumped out during the operational phase, so some acid produced
will be removed over this time. The purpose of this assessment was not to evaluate
whether or not subaqueous disposal is sufficient for retardation of acid generation. We
also did not evaluate risk from pit water quality, rather we presented a likely scenario
for the mine. In the revised assessment, we include some other mitigation options in our
scenario for post-closure related to any potential for acidic pit water (Section 6.3).

A. Sutton-Grier (Doc. #3806)
4.319 I know the mine description is hypothetical at this point. But I am very concerned about the
size of this mine. The sheer size of this mine means there will be an enormous amount of
tailings. Properly dealing with those tailings is going to be a challenge, but it is absolutely
key that tailings be handled in as careful a way as possible using the most advanced
technologies available for protecting nearby habitats and water quality. This means ensuring
there is no leakage by using the best available technology for lining the drainage and storage
ponds and planning for extreme events that may not currently be occurring but may occur in
the future. I have concerns that the size of the waste stream from this mine will mean that the
waste, including the tailings, will be very challenging to deal with them using the utmost
safety requirements including fully lining any storage basins. So, I am very concerned about
the idea that the tailing ponds might be unlined (p 4-21 “The TSF would be unlined other
than on the upstream dam face, and there would be no impermeable barrier constructed
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between tailings and underlying groundwater.”) I believe the size of this mine may actually
make it very difficult to make the conditions necessary for safe mining to exist.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

J.P. Tangen (Doc. #4583)
4.320 Copper Porphyry deposits are not representative of the mineral deposits in the Bristol Bay
watershed. There are other significant deposits in the area that have been documented by
BLM and the USGS as well as a number of undiscovered deposits USGS deems probable.
Their analyses estimate that there is 50% probability that there are 14 non-copper-porphyry
deposits within the watershed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.16.
4.321 EPA purports to be analyzing the impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Since the Pebble Project has not released a mining plan, the analysis ostensibly is not about
Pebble; however, the thinly veiled hypothetical mine that is discussed unmistakably is the
evil shadow of what a Pebble proposal might look like. In brief, however, the hypothetical
mine neither resembles anything Pebble could ever imagine – an unpermittable project – nor
does it correspond with any other imaginable project in southwest Alaska or anywhere else in
the country.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.9.
4.322 EPA’s hypothetical mine over-estimates the size of likely mines in Bristol Bay by more than
5 times the average open-pit mine in Alaska and British Columbia, and more than 4 times the
average copper mine.
EPA Response: In the revised assessment we have added a mine size scenario that
reflects a worldwide median porphyry copper deposit size.
4.323 EPA’s hypothetical mine uses a non-representative geochemical make-up. There is no typical
geochemical make-up for a metal ore that would be representative of all ores within a region;
therefore, the geochemistry of one deposit cannot be used to represent the geochemistry or
geochemical risks of other deposits in the area.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.235.
4.324 EPA’s hypothetical mine omits mitigation and prevention strategies that necessarily will be
used by any large mines in the Bristol Bay watershed. Given the large variety of mitigation
and prevention techniques available to today’s mining industry, it would be an extra-ordinary
coincidence if any as-yet undesigned mine used exactly the set of mitigation/prevention
strategies that EPA assumes in its hypothetical mine.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.9.
4.325 EPA omits mitigation and prevention strategies that would eliminate or significantly reduce
the impacts it predicts for its hypothetical mine. These include such strategies as dry tailings
closure and moving the product by pipeline.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.11.
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4.326 EPA’s hypothetical mine does not meet minimum permitting standards because the design
used by EPA includes no mitigation provisions for eliminating anadromous fish habitat and
wetlands impacts. Waste rock cannot be placed in such a creek under state or federal
regulatory standards. Accordingly the hypothetical mine as proposed by EPA could not be
permitted.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.137.
4.327 EPA overestimates the realistic mine size. The habitat modification description in the
Assessment is a direct consequence of the mine size and location. As EPA over-estimated the
mine size for other mines, the habitat modification impacts are significantly overestimated.
EPA Response: We estimated the potential size of a mine at the Pebble deposit, which is
the one well-defined deposit in the region, based on information from Northern Dynasty
Minerals (Ghaffari et al. 2011). Mines of this size are described as plausible and
permittable (Ghaffari et al. 2011). Thus, the potential impacts evaluated in the
assessment are also plausible. However, to extend the scenario to smaller deposits, a
new mine scenario has been added that approximates the worldwide median of
porphyry copper deposits.
4.328 EPA’s lack of design details makes its analysis of water collection and treatment failure
events meaningless. The agency does not evaluate any specific failure modes or present data
on similar failures at other mines.
EPA Response: The specific mechanism of failure is irrelevant to the risks from a
prescribed release. The revised assessment does cite the record of water collection and
treatment failures at U.S. mines in Chapter 8.
4.329 A pipeline may be required to develop a mine at Pebble, but no other mine in Alaska uses a
pipeline. Because most mines do not use a pipeline, the predicted pipeline risks are unlikely
to be representative of a mine other than at the Pebble Project in the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.247.
4.330 EPA’s hypothetical pipeline omits obvious prevention and design strategies. In fact, some
components of a mine are fixed and are difficult to change, but pipelines can be designed to
different standards. It is unclear why EPA would design a pipeline with an unacceptable risk
and not include design changes to decrease the risk.
EPA Response: The assessment did not specify design standards for the pipeline except
to improve upon the descriptions in Ghaffari et al. (2011) by adding more shutoff valves
and by requiring that they be remotely operable. The assessment evaluates the
consequences of failure of a pipeline constructed and operated to standard levels of
practice. Use of this information to determine whether additional safety measures are
required to protect the local environment would be part of a later process and is beyond
the scope of the assessment.
4.331 EPA came to a different conclusion for a potential mine pipeline at the Red Dog Mine where
EPA recommended a pipeline. In that case the agency concluded that “it is highly unlikely
that the pipelines would be compromised.”
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EPA Response: This assessment is based on the risk estimates for pipeline failures
rather than on EPA’s opinion with respect to another mine. The assessment comes to no
conclusions for a pipeline in the context of permitting a mine such as Red Dog because
the assessment is not a decision document. The assessment describes the probability and
the effects of failure. Decisions on whether to build the pipeline and whether additional
safety measures, beyond standard construction and operation practices, must be
employed is beyond the scope of the assessment. Such decisions would be made during a
subsequent process.

D. Shepard (Doc. #4825)
4.332 Unknown unknowns are not included. With examples in the assessment to multiple 100-year
floods causing one failure, a magnitude 6.5 earthquake causing pipeline damage, and this
area of Alaska receiving frequent earthquakes, consideration for such unknowns should be
included.
EPA Response: There are an infinite number of possible, unknown scenarios. We
selected a subset of potential failure scenarios that we considered possible in the
timeframes considered here. Actual “unknown unknowns” are by definition unknown
and cannot be assessed. No change required.
4.333 Design goals are used for predictive analyses rather than data from historical experience.
EPA Response: Both design goals and historical experience are useful in estimating the
likely range of failure probabilities. Important engineering structures are generally
designed with the intent that they will not fail. Their designs incorporate factors of
safety to provide a margin of security and to allow the structure to survive loads in
excess of the design loads. Nonetheless, important structures can and do fail due to
design flaws, construction flaws, material defects, willful malfeasance, operational
error, other human error, and extreme natural events.

P. Riggert (Doc. #4845)
4.334 Specifically, I’d like to call your attention to the seismic risks. Chapter 4 (“Mining
Background and Scenario”) discusses seismic risk. I am concerned that (as it states in Box 43) that the USGS data being used is from 1980. Methods of mapping of faults and other
seismic assessments, records, etc. are more refined than 32 years ago. While it states in the
report (p. 4-38) there is “a high degree of uncertainty in determining the location and extent
of faults,” this is not a strong enough warning about using data that is not current. In addition,
even if the data is improved and brought up-to-date, the future will continue to bring a more
refined understanding of the seismic risk.
EPA Response: We also reference more recent work, though we agree that additional
recent information would be useful for assessing the risks associated with earthquakes.
For the purposes of the assessment we are limited to existing information and account
for any uncertainties left by the information. This does not affect the outcome of the
assessment because we include a catastrophic failure such as might result from a severe
earthquake.
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4.335 However, even with improved seismic risk data, the fact remains that the Bristol Bay
watershed is an area with high seismic activity and risk. As discussed in Box 4-6 (“Selecting
Earthquake Characteristics for Design Criteria”), mining companies use fault data and
seismic risk assessments for developing such criteria as Maximum Credible Earthquake
(MCE) and Maximum Design Earthquake (MDE) in designing facilities, including Tailings
Storage Facilities (TSF). The MCE and MDE cannot be realistically determined, and the
2006 preliminary assessment by Northern Dynasty Minerals is not adequate.
EPA Response: We agree that there is considerable uncertainty that ought to be
addressed should any mine development move forward. This does not affect the
outcome of the assessment because we include a catastrophic failure such as might
result from a severe earthquake.

D. Kohlmoos (Doc. #4848)
4.336 Effects of vibration and sound on fry in rearing habitats along the pipeline and access road
routes.
•

The influence of stress caused by the non-stop vibration and sound frequencies coming
from activities associated with the pipelines and road warrants a more thorough
investigation.

•

The influence of pipe break and spill on fry use of rearing habitat.

•

How many cubic feet of rearing habitat are lost just with the proposed pipeline and road
routes?

•

How much rearing habitat can this sustainable fishery afford to loose? What are the limits
or justification for loss?

EPA Response: These questions are beyond the scope of the assessment.

S. Gerdes (Doc. #4856)
4.337 The transportation corridor from Cook Inlet to the mine site is anticipated to be 86 miles long
and, once inland from Cook Inlet, would cross 34 spawning rivers and streams. How wide
would this corridor be and how much additional surface area would be disturbed by the
borrow pits needed for the construction of the corridor? What would be the total loss of
wetlands and spawning streams because of the borrow pits and access roads leading to the
pits? How would pipeline piers or supports be anchored and what effect would permafrost
have on these structures and on any under ground sections of the pipelines?
EPA Response: Dimensions of the transportation corridor considered in the assessment
are provided in Section 6.1.3 of the revised assessment. The area of aquatic habitat
filled would depend on the exact route of the road. Other than mention that material
sources for road embankment fill, road topping, and riprap (e.g., borrow and gravel
pits and rock quarries) would be available at regular intervals along the road route, the
revised assessment does not provide an estimate of the number or size of borrow pits.
Designs for components of the mine and road infrastructure would need to consider the
natural cold region conditions and incorporate appropriate design features and safety
factors to achieve an acceptable level of performance. Permafrost in the study area is
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generally sporadic or absent. If sporadic areas of permafrost are discovered, the designs
would need to address the interactions between infrastructure (including pipelines) and
permafrost.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #3797, #4960, #4962, and #5416)
4.338 Last, the Assessment’s hypothetical failure and post-closure scenarios do not show that
adverse effects “will” occur as the result of mining at the Pebble site. To illustrate, the
Assessment is unable to determine any realistic probability of a tailings dam failure, instead
concluding that one might be expected to occur once every 10,000 to 1 million mine years.
61 The Assessment goes on to observe that “[a]ctual failure rates could be higher or lower
than the estimated probability. In other words, EPA has little idea what the probability is of
such a failure. This is but one of the many examples where EPA references potential impacts,
but the information used does not support an opinion on the probability or even extent of
those potential impacts. Thus none of the failure scenarios or long-term contingencies
contemplated by the Assessment justify the exercise of EPA’s Section 404(c) authority.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The purpose of this assessment to evaluate potential
impacts of mining on salmon resources in the region of interest, not to determine if
information exists to justify a 404(c) action. The assessment, in part, estimates the range
of probabilities for various potential failures and describes the foreseeable impacts from
those failures, should they occur.
4.339 Pipelines. The pipeline failure rates used in the assessment are based on aggregated
information from several countries spanning a wide range of construction techniques and
pipe sizes. It is not clear what design standards those pipelines were constructed to. The
estimate of expected pipe failure rate in the hypothetical mining scenario should be based on
failure rates of pipelines of similar size and modern construction designs (e.g.,
anticorrosion/erosion inner HDPE lining, a surrounding steel pipe, insulation) that would be
built and maintained to U.S. standards.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.148.
4.340 EPA relies on tailings facilities built in the late 1800s and modern engineering that would
have prevented these historical dam failures was ignored. The Assessment presents a mine
scenario and assumptions that fail to meet the standards for mine development and
environmental assessment in the State of Alaska and the United States of America. The
Assessment Report includes a flawed risk assessment that draws false conclusions based on
past examples from other jurisdictions and mining practices that are not permitted in the State
of Alaska. The Assessment Report states that “the assessment largely analyzes a mine
scenario that reflects the expected characteristics of mining operations at the Pebble deposit”.
In fact, the EPA grossly underestimates the high standard to which a mine in the Bristol Bay
watershed would have to be designed and engineered in order to obtain permits to operate in
the watershed. It also underestimates the role of various federal and state regulatory agencies
in the permitting process that will help ensure that a technically advanced mine would be
designed and operated.
EPA Response: The mine scenarios are based on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals (a PLP partner) in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The assessment
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does not ignore modern engineering, and acknowledges multiple times that improved
modern design and practices can reduce historic failure rates by an order of magnitude
or more. Examples that include historic tailings releases from mines do not consider the
mine itself. They reference data from spills to act as lessons about the behavior of
contaminants over time. Although a similar cause of a spill might be prevented by
modern technology, once released into the environment contaminants would likely
behave in a similar manner. No change required.
4.341 EPA’s conclusions are based on outdated information. The Assessment presents a general
assessment of roads and culverts that implies that the installation of culverts (which represent
a large fraction of typical stream crossings) “may” or “could impose a negative impact on the
physical and biological resources of streams and wetlands within the Bristol Bay study area.
The Assessment supports this conclusion with outdated references and information that
assess the potential impacts of proposed stream crossings on deficiencies of existing
structures that may have been designed using obsolete methodologies, are improperly
maintained, or both. In the past decade, stream crossing design at roadways has changed to
address the deficiencies that the draft Assessment cites as having the potential impacts in the
study area. The conclusions in the Assessment Report are therefore inaccurate and not based
on the best available scientific and engineering information.
EPA Response: The assessment assumes that current road standards developed by the
State of Alaska have been applied and maintained (see response to Comments 4.82 and
4.152). We have clarified this in Chapter 10 of the revised assessment.
4.342 Modern design standards for road culverts will prevent the fish impacts that the Assessment
erroneously predicts. Road culverts are designed for two primary situations: 1) drainage
without fish passage; and 2) drainage with fish passage requirements. Culvert design for fish
passage has become progressively more sophisticated in the past decade, resulting in culverts
that address fish passage, habitat continuity, and channel stability. The new design criteria for
fish passage culverts typically produce a culvert with a much greater flow capacity, resulting
in lower failure potential. The analysis of road and culvert failure in the Assessment does not
address the distinction between the two culvert types, or describe adequately the advances in
design criteria for fish passage, and therefore overstates the potential for failure of project
culverts on fish bearing streams.
EPA Response: See response to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
4.343 The BBWA Assessment contains an analysis of the negative impacts of roads and culverts
that is inconsistent with current construction practices, as well as state and federal
requirements. The authors appear to be unfamiliar with modern road building design and
culvert placement requirements. Assumptions that culverts would block access to large
portions of the existing natural habitat is unwarranted if modern road building techniques are
adopted that meet current state and federal construction requirements.
EPA Response: See response to Comments 4.82 and 4.152. Even culverts installed by
the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, with guidance from
standards aimed at maintaining fish passage, still become perched (e.g., the Nicolaevask
Road on the Kenai Peninsula). No change required.
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4.344 The input assumptions used in the hydrological modeling are incorrect. For instance, an SCSType IA storm was used in developing one of the models used in the assessment. Based on
known data for Alaska, a different SCS Type I distribution should have been used. Applying
a different distribution would change the results of the analysis and reduce some of the
greatly exaggerated results.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.154.
4.345 The pipeline failure rates used in the assessment are based on aggregated information from
several countries spanning a wide range of construction techniques and pipe sizes. The
estimate of expected pipe failure rate in the hypothetical mining scenario should be based on
failure rates of pipelines of similar size and construction that would be used in the
hypothetical mine and built and maintained to U.S. standards. The failure rate number on
Table 4-14 of the BBWA Assessment that would be more applicable to USEPA’s analysis is
the average reported for U.S. oil pipeline operators, which is roughly 1/4 of the rate assumed
in the assessment.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.148. The failure probability suggested in
the comment represents an average failure rate for U.S. pipelines, but does not consider
that small diameter pipelines and pipelines in cold climates have a higher reported
failure rate. We consider the value presented in the assessment to be a reasonable
estimate of the failure rate under the assessment’s mine scenarios.
4.346 In the past decade, substantial changes in requirements for road culvert design have been
adopted across the United States, including in Alaska, in response to studies that analyzed
fish passage barriers and culvert failures. EPA’s BBWA Assessment must assume that the
current standards for culvert design and placement will be implemented. Failure rates for
road culverts that do not meet current standards are not relevant, but that is precisely the data
USEPA relied on in its report. To be scientifically valid, the assessment should be based on
current road and culvert design and engineering standards.
EPA Response: See response to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
4.347 Section 4.4.2.4, Box 4-7, page 4-52. It appears that a SCS-Type IA storm category was used
in developing the probable maximum flood (PMF). The SCS map and many other maps
clearly show that only SCS Type I distribution should be used in Alaska. Applying different
distribution will change results of the analysis, and reduce the impacts described in the
analysis.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.154.
4.348 Section 4.4.2.4, p. 4-59, Table 4-13. The sudden increase in the volume of deposition at RM
0.6 under the full failure scenario does not appear to be correct. The analysis in this section
appears to be in error.
EPA Response: This apparent rapid increase in sediment as one moves upstream (i.e.,
from RM 0.0 to RM 0.6) is an artifact of 30-km limit to our model. Sediment deposition
would continue downstream of the model limits, since there would still be available
sediment in the flow downstream of RM 0.6. These analyses are now included in
Chapter 9 of the revised assessment.
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4.349 Section 4.4.2.1. All of the listed causes of failure can be avoided through proper design of the
project. Failures should not be assumed in the assessment. Rather, the assessment should
assume that the mine design will appropriately address the potential for dam failure, which is
consistent with current practices in the mining industry.
EPA Response: The assessment assumes that any tailings dam would be constructed to
modern conventional standards, including mitigation measures. However, all
engineered structures are subject to the risk of accidental failure, as discussed
throughout the assessment. The assessment does not assume that these structures will
fail, but does consider potential impacts should a failure occur. No change required.
4.350 Section 4.4, page 4-38, Box 4-3. The overall intent of this box is unclear. The text suggests
that earthquakes may occur in the region and that activity may or may not be significant. The
summary in Box 4-3 describes local faults (near Lake Clark and in the lliamna Lake region)
and the known activity on those faults, indicating that activity on major faults has been
minimal and that smaller faults in the area have “very limited capability to produce damaging
earthquakes”. However, the next paragraph discusses, in general terms, unpredictable
“floating earthquakes” and stress induced earthquakes. The assessment fails to explain the
significance of earthquake risks relative to mine operations. The information that is provided
in the assessment is contradictory.
EPA Response: The text in Box 4-3 is included in Section 3.6 of the revised assessment.
This text describes existing conditions in the Pebble area and the uncertainty associated
with estimating seismic hazards based on current data. Floating earthquakes and stress
induced earthquakes would likely be smaller than those produced by large faults.
4.351 Section 4.4.2.1, page 4-43. Box 4-5 (paragraph 3) states “Such displacement is not likely to
occur in the Bristol Bay watershed because of the absence of large faults, but there is a
potential for a small amount of ground spreading and cracking from larger earthquakes”. This
statement contradicts the final paragraph in Box 4-3, which emphasizes that there is a
significant amount of uncertainty around predicting seismic activity in the Bristol Bay area.
In addition, Box 4-3 notes that while there is no evidence of the Lake Clark Fault extending
close to the hypothesized mine site, “mapping the extent of subsurface faults over long,
remote distances is difficult and has a high level of uncertainty.” The assessment fails to
explain the significance of earthquake risks relative to mine operations, and the information
that is provided is contradictory.
EPA Response: As shown in Section 3.6 of the revised assessment, there is a potential
for seismic hazard in the Pebble deposit area. These seismic hazards are one of the
potential causes for tailings dam failures, as described in Section 9.1.1 of the revised
assessment.
4.352 Section 4.4.4, 2nd paragraph. In the past decade, substantial changes in requirements for
culvert design have been adopted across the country in response to studies documenting
passage barriers and culvert failures. The assessment must assume that the current standards
for culvert design and placement will be implemented. Failure rates of culverts that do not
meet current standards are not applicable in the assessment. This section should include a
discussion of the current standards and the expected failure rate of culverts installed using
current standards.
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EPA Response: See response to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
4.353 Section 4.4.2, page 4-40, paragraph 1, last sentence. The international examples of tailing
dam failures do not appear to be relevant given the differences between US standards and
standards in the cited countries.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.150. Effects of tailings dam failures, which
is what the assessment is concerned with, are independent of dam design standards,
cause of failure, or failure probability.
4.354 Section 4.4.2.2, page 4-44, both Paragraphs. The use of the tailing dam failure information
worldwide from 1917 to 2000 is inappropriate. A large proportion of the failures were likely
due to construction that did not incorporate modern standards used in the U.S.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.150.
4.355 Section 4.4.3.1. The pipeline failure rates used in this section are based on aggregated
information from several countries spanning a wide range of construction techniques and
pipe sizes. The estimate of expected pipe failure rate should be based on failure rates of
pipelines of similar size and construction that would be used in the hypothetical mine and
built and maintained to U.S. standards. The number on Table 4-14 that may be most
applicable to the assessment is the average reported for U.S. oil pipeline operators, which is
roughly 114 of the rate assumed in the document. The citation for URS (2000) is missing,
thus the analysis and assumptions could not be evaluated. Still, if older pipelines built to an
older standard are included in the average number, then the expected failure rate of a modern
pipeline would be expected to be even lower than the average reported by URS. This section
needs to be revised. Failure rates must be used that are, in fact, comparable. This section also
needs to discuss the types of failures. What proportion are catastrophic failures and what
portions are leaks? The type of failure affects the likely impacts of the failure.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.148 and 4.186. There are no U.S.
standards for metal concentrate pipelines and no available statistics on failure rates of
such pipelines.
The value used in the assessment is less than 36 times the average of U.S. pipeline
operators reported in URS (2000). It is unclear how the 114 value was derived. The
missing reference, which has been added to the assessment, is: URS. 2000. Final
Longhorn Pipeline Environmental Assessment, Volume 4 Responsiveness Summary,
Appendix D, Leak Frequencies of Other Pipeline Operations.
4.356 Section 4, page 4-38 (PDF page 127). Citations are missing describing the source for the
statements in this section, many of which are overly simplified.
EPA Response: The comment does not identify what specific citations are missing. No
change required.
4.357 Section 4.4.2.1, page 4-43 (PDF page 132). Citations are missing describing references for
the following statements: (a) “…because these deposits are typically in low gradient reaches
they are less susceptible to liquefaction damage.” (b) “Such displacement [along a fault]”
(i.e., several meters) “is not likely to occur in the Bristol Bay watershed because of the
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absence of large faults, but there is a potential for a small amount of ground spreading and
cracking from larger earthquakes”.
EPA Response: The reference to liquefaction is a general statement based on accepted
geotechnical engineering principles, and is not specific to the Bristol Bay area. The
discussion of displacement is based on comparison of known large faults and their large
displacements to the conditions at the Pebble deposit, where there is no evidence of
faults of the same magnitude. No citations are required.
4.358 Section 4.4.4, 2nd paragraph. There are no citations or data presented to support this section.
EPA Response: Citations are included in this paragraph. No change required.
4.359 Section 4.4.2.4, page 4-55, third paragraph. The numbers in the text do not match the
numbers on the tables.
EPA Response: We checked the text in that section against the relevant tables and
found no discrepancies.
4.360 Section 4.4.2.2, page 4-48 (PDF page 137). Citations are missing describing the source of
information used to support the analysis described in this box. Without adequate supporting
references and citations, the analysis is weak and unsupported. For example, reference is
made to Alaska dam safety guidance, but no citation is provided. No other Alaska (state) or
Federal regulations for design criteria are cited in this box. Citations are required where
specific requirements or examples are cited (e.g., “For a Class II dam, the return period that
must be considered for the OBE is 70 to 200 years-that is, the OBE represents the largest
earthquake likely to occur in 70 to 200 years”). This statement requires documentation.
EPA Response: The appropriate citation, Chapter 6 of Guidelines for Cooperation with
the Alaska Dam Safety Program (ADNR 2005) has been added to the revised
assessment.
4.361 Section 4.4.2.2, page 4-48 (PDF page 137). The citation NDM 2006 is not listed in the
references.
EPA Response: This citation has been added to the revised assessment.
4.362 Section 4.4.3.1, first 3 paragraphs. These paragraphs include many numbers with no units.
Based on the text, we assume the unit is number of failures per km per year. Units need to be
added to the text.
EPA Response: The text states that these numbers are a rate of failures per kilometeryear. No change required.
4.363 Section 4.4.3.1, page 4-61 (PDF page 150). Several documents are cited that are missing in
the reference section. The information cited in the document could not be verified. For
example: (a) OGP 2010 - Is the correct citation the document found at
http://www.ogpageorg.uk/pubs/434-4.pdf ? (b) Caleyo 2007 - Is the correct citation the
document found at http://iopscience.iopageorg/0957- 0233/18/7/001/ ? (c) URS 2000 -What
is the correct citation for this document? (d) Alberta Metal - Is the correct citation the
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document found at http://www.albertametal.ca/resources/alberta-metal-aicles/lS2-pipelinefailure-rate-is-improving.html?
EPA Response: Appropriate citations have been added to the revised assessment.
4.364 Section 4.4.3.1, page 4-61 (PDF page 150). OGP 2010: See comment above about lack of
proper citation. It is assumed that the source being referenced is this:
http://www.ogpageorg.uk/pubs/434-4.pdf. The data included in Table 4-14 generally matches
the information provided in the article assumed to be the source, except: -Failure rates for
various wall thickness values (e.g., <5 mm) presented in Table 4-14 are listed under the oil
pipeline category, while the source document only presents failure rates for gas pipeline wall
thickness values. -The wall thickness presented does not match what is in the source
document: “Wall thickness 5–10mm” should be Wall thickness S< - 10mm.
EPA Response: The current URL for OGP 2010 is http://www.ogp.org.uk/pubs/43404.pdf. The comment is correct that the failure rates presented in the table for different
pipeline wall thicknesses pertain to gas pipelines, not oil pipelines. Also, the row labeled
“Wall thickness 5–10 mm” refers to failure rates for pipelines with wall thicknesses
greater than 5mm and less than or equal to 10 mm; this has been changed in the revised
assessment. These changes do not alter any of the discussion or conclusions in the
assessment.
4.365 Tailings Dam Failure The Assessment Report has misrepresented the likelihood of tailings
dam failure for any proposed mining development in Alaska. The International Commission
on Large Dams (ICOLD) tailings dam failure statistics are extensively referenced in the
Assessment Report, either directly or indirectly through selectively citing other technical
articles. However, these ICOLD statistics do not support the premise that tailings dam failure
is a reasonable hypothesis for a modern mine operation in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Examination of the ICOLD statistics on tailings dam failures shows that the vast majority of
historical tailings dam failures resulted from tailings impoundments constructed using the
upstream method (Figures 1 and 2), which would not be permitted in Alaska.
EPA Response: It is unclear to what document the comment refers as containing
“Figures 1 and 2.” Figure 1 in ICOLD (2001) presents data on the number and types of
water storage dam incidents. Figure 2 in ICOLD (2001) presents data on the number
and dates of tailings dam incidents. The comment may have intended to refer to Figure
6 of ICOLD (2001), which presents data on the number of dam incidents and the types
of tailings dam construction. In this figure, less than half (not “the vast majority”) of
failures are attributed to dams constructed with the upstream method. The proportion
of failures attributed to dams constructed with the upstream method is not statistically
relevant without also knowing the proportion of dams constructed with that method.
The assessment does not state a premise “that tailings dam failure is a reasonable
hypothesis” but does recognize that despite advances in dam engineering, dams do fail.
The assessment does not state or derive a failure probability based on the ICOLD data.
No change required.
4.366 The Assessment Report also provides numerous references from various technical
publications to reinforce their flawed ‘tailings dam failure premise’. Most of the publications
include confirmation that tailings dams can be constructed and operated in a stable and
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responsible manner. The COLD document provides some summary statistics on the
frequency of tailings dam failures and states the following; “In highlighting accidents, the
aim is to learn from them, not to condemn”. Similarly, other authors have studied and
expanded the database of tailings dam failures in an effort to prevent future incidents. These
authors generally do not suggest that these statistics represent a probability of failure for any
specific tailings dam, but rather they indicate that the objective is to essentially eliminate
such events with an industry-wide commitment to correct design and stewardship practices.
Conversely, the Assessment Report incorrectly implies that generalized statistics for
worldwide tailings dam failures can be applied to individual tailings dams to suggest a high
potential for failure over an extended period of time. This premise is erroneous and
misleading, as it is incorrect to imply that any particular proposed or actual dam structure is
more or less likely to fail based solely on extrapolation of general dam failure statistics. The
integrity and stability of any dam structure should rather be ascertained by suitably qualified
and competent professionals, whose assessment must take into consideration all relevant
aspects of the specific site conditions; the details of the design; as well as the construction,
operating and closure parameters that are relevant to the evaluation. The Assessment Report
fails to take into account these critical analyses and cannot be used to reasonably predict how
an actual mine would perform in the Bristol Bay region.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.150. The assessment does not state a
“tailings dam failure premise” but does recognize that, despite advances in dam
engineering, dams do fail. The assessment estimates a range of tailings dam failure
probabilities and describes the foreseeable environmental impacts from those failures,
should they occur.
4.367 Hydrology and Dam Breach Model The Assessment Report includes a questionable dam
breach assessment where the high uncertainty associated with the peak flow estimate and
modeling predictions is not presented, and where the relative magnitude of the dam breach
flood is speciously presented.
Dam breach modeling involves a number of assumptions and approximations, and the results
are highly dependent on the selected input parameters, such as the total volume of material
released, the size of the dam breach, the rate of breach development, and the magnitude of
the breach triggering flood. Only the triggering flood was discussed in the Assessment
Report, and it was referred to as “a reasonable runoff hydrograph,” which implies normalcy.
In fact, the flood was due to the probable maximum precipitation (PMP) event, which is so
extreme and unlikely that no probability can be assigned to it.
In an effort to illustrate the extreme magnitude of the dam breach flood, it was compared to a
natural flood in the region, but errors were made in the calculations and the comparison was
done in a spurious manner that exaggerates the result. The errors were in the drainage areas
stated for both the dam breach flood and the regional flood, and we suspect that they stem
from an inability to simply convert from imperial units to metric units (sq. miles to equivalent
sq. kilometers). The speciousness of the assessment stems from the inappropriateness of the
flood chosen for comparison with the dam breach flood. Firstly, it is not valid to compare an
extreme theoretical flood with a common historical flood. The dam breach flood results from
an event so extreme that it reasonably can never be expected to occur, while the selected
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historical flood is only the largest event in a 16 year flood record, and has a return period of
between 20 and 25 years, which corresponds to a probability of occurrence in any year of
approximately 4% to 5%. Secondly, it is not clear why this particular regional flood was
selected, since far more extreme floods are available in the relatively short-term historical
flood record for the region. The 2004 flood on the lliamna River, for instance, is 35 times
greater on a unit area than the selected flood. And thirdly, it is well known that peak flows
typically have a non-linear scaling relationship, with small basins in a region having higher
unit flows than large basins, so it is not valid to directly compare unit peak flows from the
TSF with those from a basin that is 1821 times greater in area. All of these factors result in an
exaggeration of the relative magnitude of the dam breach flood.
The lack of rigor used in these analyses results in misleading statements concerning the
potential impacts of mining development in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: The comment does not appear to challenge the size, intensity, or effects
of the dam breach event, only the manner of comparing it to a natural flood. This
comparison was made to provide perspective on the size of a peak flood that could be
generated if a tailings dam failure occurs. No change required.
4.368 Earthquake and Seismic Activity The potential for accidents and failures resulting from
earthquakes is represented as a particular concern for the hypothetical mine scenario
presented in the Assessment Report, which also implies that the seismic activity of the region
means that dam failures are ‘likely to occur’. This is incorrect, as the mine development
would not be permitted or allowed to proceed if this were true. The assessment of earthquake
probabilities and the development of appropriate site specific seismic parameters for the
design of the various project components is a normal part of the design, review and
permitting processes. It is improper and incorrect to imply that ‘failures are likely to occur’
simply because earthquake probabilities must be taken into account. Tailings and water dams
have been, and continue to be, successfully designed, constructed and operated in seismically
active regions in Alaska and elsewhere in the world.
EPA Response: Accidents and failures are likely to occur in a highly complex
engineered facility that must be operated over many decades to more than a century.
Such an operation in a seismically active region is of even greater concern. Thus, it is
reasonable to address the potential risks posed by seismic activity. No change required.
4.369 Box 4-8. Modeling Hydrologic Characteristics of Tailings Dam Failures: 4-53 If sufficient
freeboard is maintained, it would be possible to capture and retain the expected volume of the
PMF in the TSF. However, to examine potential downstream effects in the event of a tailings
dam failure, we assume that sufficient freeboard would not exist and overtopping would
occur. This may be less likely when the TSF would be actively monitored and maintained,
but may be more representative of post-closure conditions.
•

At post-closure the facility would have a spillway that would safely convey the peak flow
of the PMF, so it is not possible that this event would occur as assumed.

•

On-going monitoring and maintenance is inevitable and the Assessment Report
assumption of site abandonment is not realistic because it is illegal (and/or nonpermitable).
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EPA Response: The assessment assumes that a tailings dam would be designed to
function effectively for as long as it is maintained. However, it is possible that the dam
and reservoir would not function as intended. In addition, the structure must last in
perpetuity, which is longer than a permit is likely to be enforced. In the very long term,
it is reasonable to acknowledge the possibility that the dam, including any safety
measures built into the structure, may fail. We present probabilities of dam failure, but
we do not assume that a dam would fail. However, we do evaluate potential
consequences in the event of such a failure. No change required.
4.370 The failure mechanism is clearly stated as avoidable, but in a subtext box and only once. It
also states that overtopping is “more representative of post-closure conditions”; however in a
discussion about closure it states that post-closure the likelihood of failure from overtopping
is reduced. The statements are inconsistent and contradictory.
EPA Response: As the comment indicates, we state that it is possible to design a
structure to handle the probable maximum flood, but we then consider an overtopping
scenario “to examine potential downstream effects in the event of a tailings dam
failure” (Box 4-8, p. 4-53 of the original draft assessment). We further state that loss of
sufficient freeboard and overtopping “…may be less likely when the TSF would be
actively monitored and maintained, but may be more representative of post-closure
conditions,” when site surveillance and monitoring is less intensive. Although the failure
mechanism would be reduced in a post closure state, it would be more likely that water
control systems could fail and cause overtopping more frequently than other failure
mechanisms in a closed and unmonitored scenario.
4.371 4.4 Mine Scenario: Failure: 4-37 Our mine scenario assumes that engineering controls would
be designed to capture and treat all surface and groundwater runoff from the site, and that no
discharges would exceed existing water quality standards. However, human-engineered
systems are imperfect: based on the experience of most large engineering projects, accidents
and failures are likely to occur over the decades that a mine is in operation, and over the
centuries that a TSF remains in the post-closure period and requires maintenance and
monitoring. The potential for accidents and failures resulting from earthquakes may be of
particular concern in our mine scenario, given that southwestern Alaska is a seismically
active region.
This implies that failures are “likely to occur” which is not correct. The mine development
would not be permitted if this were true. This seismic activity assessment is part of a
“normal” review and permitting process and cannot be assumed arbitrarily in advance of any
particular and site-specific mine design. Earthquakes must be considered in the design phase
of mining projects, but it is entirely improper to imply that “failures are likely to occur”
simply because earthquake probabilities must be taken into account.
EPA Response: We disagree that “mine development would not be permitted if this
were true.” Permits are issued or denied based on the best available information at the
time, but accidents happen and agencies continue to have to enforce permit conditions.
We understand that seismic considerations are a normal part of the mine design.
However, the science of seismology is imprecise and information from the area is
incomplete. Thus, as stated in the assessment, the potential for accidents or failures
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resulting from earthquakes is of particular concern, particularly over the very long
term that a TSF would be in place. No change required.
4.372 Box 4-3 Seismic Environment: 4-38 USGS has concluded that there is no evidence for fault
activity or seismic hazard associated with the Lake Clark Fault in the past 1.8 million years,
and no evidence of movement along the fault northeast of the Pebble deposit since the last
glaciations 11,000 to 12,000 years ago (Haeussler and Waythomas 2011). Recently, the
Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys and USGS investigated reports of a
surface geological feature (the Braid Scarp) near the Pebble deposit that was reported to be a
fault scarp, indicating recent movement of a fault (Koehler and Reger 2011, Haeussler and
Waythomas 2011). Both agencies independently determined that the feature was a relic of
glacial activity and did not represent evidence of recent faulting. Geologic mapping
conducted by consulting firms for the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) identified numerous
faults in the area of the Pebble deposit. The mapped faults shown in both these sources are all
considerably shorter than the Lake Clark Fault, and therefore by themselves have a very
limited capability to produce damaging earthquakes.
This is an example from the Assessment Report indicating that several independent
investigations have concluded that risk of seismic activity is less significant than implied
elsewhere in the Assessment Report.
EPA Response: This section has been revised. The assessment references the USGS
findings cited in the comment, and also discusses the uncertainties in the data (Section
3.6 of the revised assessment).
4.373 Box 4-3 Seismic Environment: 4-38 Interpreting the seismicity in the Bristol Bay area is
difficult because of the remoteness of the area for study, lack of historical records on
seismicity, and complex bedrock geology that is overlain by multiple episodes of glacial
activity. Thus, there is a high degree of uncertainty in determining the location and extent of
faults, their capability to produce earthquakes, whether these or other geologic features have
been the source of past earthquakes, and whether they have a realistic potential for producing
future earthquakes.
This summary discounts the previously stated studies, and illustrates a demonstrated
tendency to discount the evidence contrary to EPA’s overall perspective promoted in many
sections of the assessment report.
EPA Response: The statement does not dismiss the previously cited reports, but
qualifies the confidence that a reader should place in the conclusions of those reports.
No change required.
4.374 Box 4-6: 4-48. The Northern Dynasty Minerals Preliminary Assessment (NDM 2006)
identified the following design criteria for the tailings storage facility. OBE return period of
200 years, magnitude 7.5. MDE return period of 2,500 years, magnitude 7.8, with maximum
ground acceleration of 0.3g, based on Castle Mountain Fault data.
These appear to be minimum criteria based on requirements stipulated in Alaska dam safety
regulations. These criteria should be recognized as a minimum requirement, and it is actually
much more likely that more stringent criteria would be required and implemented for the
detailed design of the tailings storage facility.
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EPA Response: Comment noted, but we have no information upon which to change this
statement. No change required.
4.375 Case Histories Box 4-4 Examples of Historical Tailings Dam Failures: 4-41 Aznalcollar
Tailings Dam, Los Frailes Mine, Seville, Spain, 1998. A foundation failure resulted in a 45m-long breach in the 27-m-high, 600-m-long tailings dam, releasing up to 6.8 million m3 of
acidic tailings that traveled 40 km and covered 2.6 million ha of farmland (ICOLD 2001).
This example of foundation failure resulted due to the presence of a weak underlying marl
(mudstone). Site investigations for this example were inadequate; this is not relevant for the
Pebble Deposit as these geological materials are not present in the region and because
extensive geotechnical investigations have and will be conducted to prove the suitability of
the foundations.
EPA Response: Box 4-4 (Box 9-1 in the revised assessment) describes four recent and
well-known tailings dam failures and provides information on the size of the failures
and their consequences. We do not contend that a dam failure at the Pebble deposit
would occur by the same mechanism as any particular past failure, and there is no
statement or implication in the assessment that environmental characteristics at these
sites are the same as in the Bristol Bay region. The comment provides additional details
on this failure and on potential errors in dam design and site investigation. Box 4-4 lists
failures that occurred by a variety of mechanisms.
4.376 Stava, Italy, 1985. Two tailings impoundments were built, one upslope from the other, in the
mountains of northern Italy. The upslope dam had a height of 29 m; the downslope dam had a
height of 26 m. A stability failure of the upper dam released tailings, which then caused the
lower dam to fail. The 190,000 m3 of tailings, traveling at up to 60 kml hour, reached the
village of Tesero 4 km downslope from the point of release, in 5 or 6 minutes. The failure
killed 269 people (ICOLD 2001).
This example is of decant failure causing a rise in the phreatic surface resulting in rotational
slips on the downstream slope. The dams were developed using upstream and centerline
construction by uncompacted, hydraulically placed cyclone sand material. This is old and
poor technology that is not relevant to the tailings dam concept presented in the assessment
report.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.375.
4.377 Aurul S.A. Mine, Baia Mare, Romania, 2000. A 5-km-long, 7-m-high embankment on flat
land enclosed a tailings impoundment containing a slurry with high concentrations of cyanide
and heavy metals. Heavy rains and a sudden thaw caused overtopping of the embankment,
cut a 20- to 25-m breach, and released 100,000 m3 of contaminated water into the Somes and
Tisza Rivers. Flow continued into the Danube River and eventually reached the Black Sea.
The contamination caused an extensive fishkill and the destruction of aquatic species over
1,900 km of the river system (ICOLD 2001).
This is an example of poor operation and inadequate regulations at a gold mine operation in
Romania. The failure resulted from overtopping which caused rapid erosion and failure of an
erodible cyclone sand tailings dam. This example is not relevant to a major mine
development in Alaska as regulations and ongoing design/operations review processes are
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more sophisticated than those implemented at the Aurul mine in Romania. This failure
example is not relevant for the rockfill dam concept presented in the assessment report.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.375.
4.378 Tennessee Valley Authority Kingston Fossil Plant, Roane County, Tennessee, 2008. After
receiving nearly 20 cm of rain in less than 4 weeks, an engineered 18-m-high earthen
embankment of a 34-ha storage impoundment failed, producing a 14-m-high surge wave and
releasing 4.1 million m3 of coal fly ash slurry. The release covered over 121 ha with slurry
containing arsenic, cobalt, iron, and thallium. Over 2.7 million m3 of coal ash and sediment
were dredged from the Emory River to prevent further downstream contamination (AECOM
2009).
The failure of this earthen (fly ash) upstream construction dam that was founded on silt and
clay is not comparable to a major mine development in Alaska. The failure was attributed to
the foundation, construction rate, construction material, and placement method (lack of
compaction). None of these factors are relevant for the tailings dam concept presented in the
assessment report
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.375.
4.379 References to dam failures
There are 186 references to dam failure in the Assessment Report (including headings,
figures, and appendices). This illustrates a biased perspective. The Assessment Report relies
heavily on the premise that “it is not a matter of if but when a tailings dam failure will
occur”. Multiple attempts to justify this false premise are presented by repeated assertions
that failure “could” occur and by quoting several technical papers out of context. EPA’s
assertions lack scientific foundation and do not reflect reality. As such, the conclusions
contained in the Assessment Report regarding dam failures are invalid.
EPA Response: The premise quoted in the comment does not appear in the assessment.
The quoted statement refers to the fact that no structure lasts forever, which is reality.
However, we have provided estimates of the annual probability of failure, which are
low, in the assessment.
4.380 Executive Summary: ES-22 Multiple, simultaneous failures could occur as a result of a
common event, such as the occurrence of a severe storm with heavy precipitation
(particularly one that fell on spring snow cover) or a major earthquake. Such an event could
cause one to three tailings dam failures that would spill tailings slurry into streams and rivers,
road culvert washouts that would send sediments downstream and potentially block fish
passage, and pipeline failures that would release product slurry, return water, or diesel fuel.
The premise that failures “could occur” or “have the potential to occur” is based on the fact
that isolated tailings dam failures have occurred in the past and implies that all tailings dam
have and will be constructed and operated using similar standards and methods. It is also
implied that the less conservative tailings management practices that led to dam failure in the
past would be applied for future projects in Alaska. This premise is wrong. Suitably qualified
and competent professionals would not design for failure nor would it be allowed by a
diligent regulatory process. The examples of tailings dam failures in the Assessment Report
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are not applicable as they were due to design features that would not be applied in a current
mine design. It is also useful to note that some sections of the Assessment Report depict a
more balanced perspective. In particular, it is useful to review appendix 1 for a better
technical perspective than is presented elsewhere in the assessment report.
EPA Response: The assessment does not state or imply that “all tailings dam have and
will be constructed and operated using similar standards and methods”, “that the less
conservative tailings management practices that led to dam failure in the past would be
applied for future projects in Alaska”, or that qualified and competent professionals
would design for failure. The statement in the assessment is based on the premise that,
in spite of best intentions, constructed systems can and do fail. No change required.
4.381 4.4.2.1 Causes of Tailings Dam Failures: 4-44 Perhaps most noteworthy is the relatively high
number of accidents or failures for active tailings dams relative to inactive tailings dams,
primarily resulting from slope instability failure (Table 4-8). This suggests that the stability
of tailings dams and impoundments may increase with time, as dewatering and consolidation
of the tailings occurs and with the cessation of the application of additional loads (however,
see Section 4.3.8.2).
These two statements from the Assessment Report are contradictory. If the stability of
tailings dams and impoundments increases over time (as evidenced by the low number of
failures at inactive dams), then the assumption that the probability of failure increases over
time is inconsistent, and incorrect.
EPA Response: The statement says that stability is suggested to increase with time, not
failure, so there is no contradiction. No change required.
4.382 Table ES-1 Summary of Probability and Consequences of Potential Failures: ES-16
Failure Type: Tailings dam
Probability: l0-4 to l0-6 per dam-year = recurrence frequency of 10,000 to 1 million years
Consequences: More than 30 km of salmonid stream would be destroyed and more streams
and rivers would have greatly degraded habitat for decades.
This statement suggests that it is reasonable and appropriate to assign a ‘recurrence
frequency’ for tailings dam failure. This is incorrect and misleading. It could also be noted
that even if this hypothesis were correct, it is somewhat ridiculous as extrapolation of such a
failure event to a period of time 10,000 to 1 million years in the future is pointless. For
comparison purposes, looking back about 10,000 years would show that the entire Bristol
Bay area was covered by massive glaciers and therefore devoid of any salmonid streams.
EPA Response: An important part of risk assessment is to determine the likelihood of
an event, as well as its consequences. Even if the probability of an event occurring is
low, it is important to assess that probability. The final assessment explains that
objective probabilities of individual events such as a tailings dam failure are derived
from properties of populations such as the frequency of tailings dam failures.
4.383 Executive Summary: ES-18 The range of estimated probabilities of dam failure is wide,
reflecting the great uncertainty concerning such failures. The most straightforward method of
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estimating the annual probability of failure of a tailings dam is to use the historical failure
rate of similar dams. Three reviews of tailings dam failures produced an average rate of
approximately 1 failure per 2,000 dam years, or 5 x l0-4 failures per dam year. The argument
against this approach is that it does not fully reflect current engineering practice. Some
studies suggest that improved design, construction, and monitoring practices can reduce the
failure rate by an order of magnitude or more, resulting in an estimated failure probability
within our assumed range. The State of Alaska’s guidelines suggest that an applicant follow
accepted industry design practices such as those provided by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE), Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), and other agencies.
Both USACE and FERC require a minimum factor of safety of 1.5 against slope instability,
for the loading condition corresponding to steady seepage from the maximum storage
facility. An assessment of the correlation of dam failure probabilities with safety factors
against slope instability suggests an annual probability of failure of 1 in 1,000,000 for
Category I Facilities (those designed, built, and operated with state-of-the-practice
engineering) and 1 in 10,000 for Category II Facilities (those designed, built, and operated
using standard engineering practice). This spans the failure frequency used in our failure
assessment. The advantage of this approach is that it addresses current regulatory guidelines
and engineering practices.
The statistics for tailings dam failure probability in the Assessment Report are flawed, thus
they must be ignored. Even if it were accepted that this approach is reasonable, then a logical
conclusion would be to assign the 1 in a million probability (i.e., the lowest probability that
Silva et al. (2008) could ascribe i.e., negligible risk).
EPA Response: The comment does not indicate how the probabilities are flawed or
what evidence mandates the lower probability. We believe it is useful to use existing
information from the mining industry and government bodies to attempt to determine
dam failure probability. We have added text to the revised assessment to reinforce that
historical failure frequencies are used as an upper bound. Silva et al. (2008) also rely on
the historic record: “The failure base frequency of 10í4 for an annual probability of
failure for dam slopes provides an anchor based on historic probabilities. We used this
historic value for the curve corresponding to above average facilities (Category II)
because earthen dams considered by Baecher et al. (1980) were typically designed and
operated with good conservative engineering practice.”
4.384 Executive Summary Tailings Dam Failure: ES-15 to ES-18 The range of estimated
probabilities of dam failure is wide, reflecting the great uncertainty concerning such failures.
The most straightforward method of estimating the annual probability of failure of a tailings
dam is to use the historical failure rate of similar dams. Three reviews of tailings dam failures
produced an average rate of approximately 1 failure per 2,000 dam years, or 5 x l0-4 failures
per dam year. The argument against this approach is that it does not fully reflect current
engineering practice. Some studies suggest that improved design, construction, and
monitoring practices can reduce the failure rate by an order of magnitude or more, resulting
in an estimated failure probability within our assumed range.
The author clearly states a review of “similar dams’: however similar in this sense refers to
“all tailings dams” and includes tailings dams constructed by the upstream construction
method. This is incorrect and misleading. Failure probability in the assessment report has
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been extrapolated from a data set that is not relevant to a realistic proposal for development
of a tailings dam in Alaska.
EPA Response: Because we do not have a proposed dam design, we assume that all
designs are possible. An upstream dam was added to the Fort Knox Mine dam in the
past year, so it is clear that all types of dam design must be considered. No change
required.
4.385 Executive Summary Tailings Dam Failure: ES-15 to ES-18 An assessment of the correlation
of dam failure probabilities with safety factors against slope instability suggests an annual
probability of failure of 1 in 1,000,000 for Category I Facilities (those designed, built, and
operated with state-of-the-practice engineering) and 1 in 10,000 for Category II Facilities
(those designed, built, and operated using standard engineering practice). This spans the
failure frequency used in our failure assessment. The advantage of this approach is that it
addresses current regulatory guidelines and engineering practices. The disadvantage is that
we do not know whether standard practice or state-of-the practice dams will perform as
expected, particularly given the large size of potential dams. In addition, slope instability is
only one type of failure; other failure modes, such as overtopping during a flood, would
increase overall failure rates.
This excerpt from the executive summary is based on a flawed interpretation of the Silva et
al. (2008) paper. This paper by Silva, Lambe, and Marr presents a methodology to allow
geotechnical engineers to evaluate “tolerable risk”. They provide a specific example for a
tailings dam where “corporate management wanted to increase the level of safety of the fluid
retention system to reduce the risk of release … That could contaminate the pristine river
downstream of the mine surface facilities.” They describe this method as a tool to justify
increasingly conservative and more costly design solutions to reduce the risk to an
appropriate level. Direct extension of the concepts in the Silva paper would lead to the
conclusion that tailings dams in the Bristol Bay Watershed would be designed and
constructed to have an extremely low risk of failure. If the consequences of failure are high
then the designs can be adjusted to ensure that the likelihood of failure is very low. Silva et
al. (2008) do not imply that this tool can be used to assign a probability of failure to a
hypothetical structure that has not yet been designed.
EPA Response: The comment is incorrect. Silva et al. (2008) clearly state, “Fig. 1 shows
relationships between factor of safety and annual probability of failure based on actual
engineering projects and developed through quantified expert judgment.” More
specifically, Silva et al. (2008) explain, “To estimate the annual probability of failure
using Fig. 1, the engineer first determines the category for the earth structure under
consideration using Table 1 as a guide. With a compatible calculation of factor of safety
(see recommendations above), the engineer looks vertically to the appropriate curve,
Categories I–IV, and reads the corresponding annual probability of failure
horizontally.”
4.386 4.4.2.2 Probability of Tailings Dam Failures: 4-46 Silva et al. (2008) reported on over 75
earth dams, tailings dams, natural and cut slopes, and some earth retaining structures to
illustrate the relationship between the annual probability of slope failure in earth structures
and factors of safety. They grouped projects into four categories based on the level of
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engineering applied to the design, site investigation, materials testing, analysis, construction
control, operation, and monitoring of each project.
Category I: Facilities designed, built, and operated with state-of-the-practice engineering.
Generally these facilities are constructed to higher standards because they have high failure
consequences.
Category II: Facilities designed, built, and operated using standard engineering practice.
Many ordinary facilities fall into this category.
The tailings dams in our mine scenario would be classified as either Category I or Category
II, both of which require a detailed computer stability analysis with verification by other
methods, and may require more sophisticated finite element analyses in special
circumstances.
Both USACE and FERC require a minimum factor of safety of 1.5 for the loading condition
corresponding to steady seepage with the maximum storage pool (FERC 1991, USACE
2003).
Combining the required factor of safety with the correlations between slope failure
probability and factor of safety (Figure 4-12) derived from Silva et al. (2008) yields an
expected annual probability of slope failure between 0.000001 and 0.0001. This translates to
one tailings dam failure every 10,000 to 1 million mine years. The upper bound of this range
is lower than the historic average of 0.00050 (1 failure every 2,000 mine years) for tailings
dams, in part because slope failure is only one of several possible failure mechanisms, but
also suggesting that past tailings dams may have been designed for lower safety factors or
designed, constructed, operated, or monitored to lower engineering standards. Because 90%
of tailings dam failures have occurred in active dams (Table 4-8), the probability of a tailings
dam failure after TSF closure would be expected to be lower than the historical average for
all tailings dams. However, Morgenstern (2011), in reviewing data from Davies and Martin
(2009), did not observe a substantial downward trend in failure rates over time.
The Assessment Report seems to base comments on a hypothetical dam that has been
designed to probably fail. They erroneously assume that this flawed dam design concept
could be permitted and allowed to proceed into construction and operation. They then suggest
that this would relate to “ant” dam in the Bristol Bay Watershed. It would have been more
realistic to assume that any tailings dam constructed in the Bristol Bay Watershed would
need to be consistent with Silva’s category 1 dams. The annual failure probability of a dam
structure designed to achieve a factor of safety of 1.5 (which is the minimum) is 1 in a
million, i.e., this is implied to be negligible by Silva et al. (2008). It would also be more
reasonable to assume that any tailings dams constructed within the Bristol Bay Watershed
would be expected to be designed to achieve an even higher factor of safety and thus would
achieve an even lower probability of failure. The assessment report is therefore incorrect.
EPA Response: An annual failure probability between 0.000001 and 0.0001 translates to
between a 99.9999% and a 99.999999% chance that the dam would not fail in any given
year. This can in no way be construed as a “dam that has been designed to probably
fail.” Although we do not know what factor of safety or what level of engineering the
State of Alaska would require for any future proposed dams, the comment appears to
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be recommending that the State of Alaska require that such dams be “designed, built,
and operated with state-of-the-practice engineering” (i.e., Category I in Silva et al.
2008) with “an even higher factor of safety” than 1.5 and with “an even lower
probability of failure” than 1-in-a-million. Based on the Alaska Dam Safety guidelines,
the category of the potential dam is open to interpretation given the risk of loss to
property and human life. There would need to be an official determination as to the
category of the proposed facility and the corresponding required level of design,
construction, and monitoring. EPA would not make that determination.
4.387 4.4.2.2 Probability of Tailings Dam Failures: 4-45 An estimated 0.00050 failures per dam
year, based on 88 failures from 1960 to 2010 (Chambers and Higman 2011). This translates
to 1 tailings dam failure every 2,000 mine years.
The authors incorrectly imply that generalized statistics for worldwide tailings dam failures
can be applied to individual tailings dams to suggest a high potential for failure over an
extended period of time. Chambers and Higman (2011) indicate by means of flawed logic
that “the failure rate of tailings dams has remained at roughly one failure every 8 months …
Over a 10,000 year lifespan this implies a significant and disproportionate chance of failure
for a tailings dam” (p. 4). This premise is erroneous and misleading, as it is incorrect to imply
that any particular proposed or actual dam structure is more or less likely to fail based solely
on extrapolation of general dam failure statistics. The integrity and stability of any dam
structure should rather be ascertained by suitably qualified and competent professionals,
whose assessment must take into consideration all relevant aspects of the specific site
conditions; the details of the design; as well as the construction, operating and closure
parameters that are relevant to the evaluation.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.150 and 4.386. The cited paragraph from
the assessment accurately reflects the data and conclusions presented in Chambers and
Higman (2011), and the comment’s undocumented assertions do not address the content
of the cited paragraph.
4.388 4.4.2.2 Probability of Tailings Dam Failures: 4-45 An estimated 0.00049 failures per dam
year, based on 3,500 appreciable tailings dams that experienced an average 1.7 failures per
year from 1987 to 2007 (Peck 2007). This translates to 1 tailings dam failure every 2,041
mine years.
Peck (2007) cites no reference for his figure of 1.7 failures per year but it is assumed to be
sourced from information presented in ICOLD bulletin 121 and possibly other sources as
well. The Assessment Report also appears to be drawing reference to Davies with the stated
total of 3,500 tailings dams worldwide which is based on a conservative estimate. Thus, this
reference is used out of context. Irrespective of the incorrect representation of the source
material the dam failure data set needs to be filtered for construction method and material
before making any comparisons to the hypothetical dam (centerline constructed rockfill
embankment) that is presented in the Assessment report. Close examination of the ICOLD
information indicates that none of the historical tailings dam failures can be directly
compared to the dam concept presented in the assessment report. Thus, proper application of
dam failure statistics indicates that dam failure is not only improbable but impossible for the
example used in the assessment report.
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EPA Response: Dam failure statistics cannot prove that failure of a dam is impossible.
The cited paragraph from the assessment accurately reflects the data and conclusions
presented in Peck (2007). The original draft assessment (p. 4-45) explains that “Low
failure frequencies and incomplete datasets also make any meaningful correlations
between the probability of failure and dam height or other characteristics
questionable.” The comment’s unsubstantiated assertion that “Thus, proper application
of dam failure statistics indicates that dam failure is not only improbable but impossible
for the example used in the assessment report” reflects a dangerous naiveté regarding
dam safety. Section 9.1 of the revised assessment provides a balanced evaluation of the
potential risk of failure.
4.389 4.4.2.2 Probability of Tailings Dam Failures: 4-45 An estimated 0.00057 to 0.0014 failures
per dam year, based on a database including many unpublished failures that showed 2 to 5
major tailings dam failures annually from 1970 to 2001 (Davies 2002, Davies et al. 2000).
This translates to 1 tailings dam failure every 1,754 to 714 mine years.
Davies et al. (2000) presents summary statistics of “major” tailings dam incidents and
suggests that, based on a tenuous extrapolation to a worldwide inventory of 3500 tailings
dams, that “2 to 5 failures per year equates to an annual probability of between 1 in 700 to 1
in 1750” (p. 4). It is important to note that 3,500 worldwide tailings dams is likely an
underestimate, as there are 1448 tailings dams in the USA alone. Davies et al. (2000) also do
not suggest that these statistics represent a probability of failure for any specific tailings dam,
but rather indicate that “there is the potential to essentially eliminate such events with an
industry-wide commitment to correct design and stewardship practices.”
EPA Response: In his concluding remarks, Davies (2000) continues “An optimistic
response, e.g., a B trend, is possible with a commitment from the entire industry to an
adherence to fundamentally sound design and operating concepts; the authors are
cautiously optimistic, as this commitment appears to be growing. The optimism would
be further increased if those in the industry who believe there has not been a significant
problem from tailings dam failures would take the time to review and acknowledge the
less than perfect history. These individuals should also understand that the current
scrutiny under which the industry currently finds itself is largely a result of this
history.”
In the revised assessment, we have clarified that historic tailings dam failure data was
used to set a reasonable upper bound for the dam failure probability, and that
improved modern design, construction, and monitoring may reduce the historic failure
rate by an order of magnitude or more.
4.390 Box 4-7. Modeling the Probable Maximum Flood Hydrograph at TSF1 4-52 We used the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Hydrologic Engineering Center’s Hydrologic
Modeling System (HEC-HMS) to generate a reasonable runoff hydrograph based on a 24hour probable maximum precipitation (PMP) event of 356 mm (14 inches) (Miller 1963).
The use of the phrase “a reasonable runoff hydrograph” implies normalcy. The flood
resulting from a PMP is anything but “normal”. It is so extreme and unlikely that no
probability can be assigned to it.
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EPA Response: Use of the probable maximum flood (PMF) is an engineering practice
and does not imply normalcy. It is a best guess by the engineering profession of the
stresses that a structure may have to withstand. We use it here consistent with standard
engineering practice. However, in the final assessment the PMF is not used to initiate
tailings dam failure.
4.391 Box 4-8. Modeling Hydrologic Characteristics of Tailings Dam Failures 4-53 Under both
partial and full TSF volume conditions, results were modeled for 30 km (18.6 miles)
downstream-from the face of the hypothetical dam to the confluence of the North Fork
Koktuli and South Fork Koktuli Rivers (Figure 4-14)-because extension of the simulation
beyond this point would have introduced significant error and uncertainty associated with the
contribution of the South Fork Koktuli flows.
This is the only mention of significant error and uncertainty pertaining to the dam breach
modeling, and the omission of further discussion implies that the analysis has a reasonably
high level of uncertainty. The uncertainty in the estimation of the peak flows resulting from
the tailings dam breach modeling is extremely high. Many key assumptions that the model
results are very sensitive to are not discussed, including the total volume of material released,
the size of the dam breach, and the rate of breach development, to name a few. Therefore the,
dam breach model presented in the Assessment Report is flawed, the reported results are
dubious and the conclusions are unsubstantiated.
EPA Response: The dam breach model was developed to provide a simplified
understanding of a single event potential floodwave and the potential distribution of
released tailings during that initial failure. This was not a sediment transport analysis
intended to review transport potential for categorical grain sizes throughout the
watershed. The decision to not extend any modeling beyond the confluence was to limit
the predictive function of the model and not overextend the results.
The dam breach itself relies on 1-D hydraulic flow and compares the floodwave volume
to the potential of the tailing slurry volume that could become mobile. This volume most
likely would respond in a different manner than what the HEC-RAS model predicts.
However, the HEC-RAS model does represent a single potential flood volume and its
areal extents, and the volume of tailings slurry available for transport fits within that
potential flood volume. The results create one possible answer that could occur, to give
the reader an idea of the magnitude of one potential failure.
4.392 4.4.2.4 Tailings Dam Failure via Flooding and Overtopping: 4-50 For comparison, a U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) gage located near the village of Ekwok, Alaska, experienced a
record peak flood of 3,313 m3/s in a 2,551 km2 watershed. Under the partial volume dam
failure, the peak flood is estimated at 1,862 m3/s immediately upstream of the TSF 1 dam,
where the watershed area is 1.4 km2. Thus, on a unit area basis, the tailings dam area in the
partial-volume failure analysis would result in a more than 1,000-fold increase in discharge
compared to that observed in a record flood; for the full-volume analysis, there would be
more than a 6,500-fold increase.
The Assessment Report uses watershed areas that are incorrect. The watershed area for their
assumed tailings impoundment is more in the order of 14 km2 than 1.4 km2, and the drainage
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area for the Nushagak River is 25,550 km2 rather than 2,551 km (USGS published area is
9850 sq. miles).
EPA Response: The watershed area discrepancy was a typographical error that has
been corrected in the revised assessment.
This is a spurious comparison. Peak flows typically have a non-linear scaling relationship,
with small basins in a region having higher unit flows than large basins (cathcart 2001), so it
is not valid to directly compare unit peakflows from the tailings impoundment area with
those from a basin that is 1821 times greater in area.
Also, the “record peak flood” quoted is the largest event for a sixteen year flood record for
the Nushagak River at Ekwok (USGS station 15302500), and has a return period of between
20 and 25 years. It is not valid to compare this flow to a flow resulting from a dam failure
triggered by the probable maximum precipitation, which is an events severe and unlikely that
theoretically one cannot assign a probability to it.
Finally, peakflows vary substantially according to the characteristics of the drainage basin,
including the climate. The quoted record peakflow is for an area that is relatively dry and flat,
and when corrected for the proper drainage area, has a unit runoff of 0.13 m3/s/km2. Another
river in the region, the Iliamna River, has a peak flow that corresponds to a unit runoff of 4.5
m3/s/km2, which is 35 times greater. It is not valid to use the flows from the Nushagak River
for comparison without qualification. If the Iliamna River values were used as the basis of
comparison, which in itself is not particularly valid, the 1000-fold and 6500 fold increases
would reduce to 29-fold and 186-fold, respectively. These ratios are still very large, as would
be expected when comparing a theoretical PMF dam breach flood with a historical flood, but
they have far less shock value than the ratios quoted in the assessment report.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.216.
4.393 4.4.4 Road and Culvert Failures: 4-63 “The mine access road would traverse varied terrain
and subsurface soil conditions, including extensive areas of rock excavation in steep
mountainous terrain (Ghaffari et al. 2011). Thus, although the road design, including
placement and sizing of culverts, would take into account seasonal drainage and spring runoff
requirements, road and culvert failures would be expected. Thus, two of the remaining 16
streams with less than 5.5 km of upstream habitat might be bridged, leave 14 salmonid
streams with culverts. Assuming typical maintenance practices after mine operations, roughly
50% of these streams, or 7 streams, would be entirely or partly blocked.”
It is not clear how this conclusion is reached. Provided the road crossings are properly
engineered and constructed to appropriate standards, road and culvert failures would not be
expected. Culverts commonly operate successfully in steep mountainous terrain.
EPA Response: These analyses have been explained in greater detail in Chapter 10 of
the revised assessment.
4.394 The current industry standard for the design and installation of conveyance structures
(including culverts, bridges, and fords) in fish bearing streams requires maintenance of the
physical and biological processes of the subject stream or river. A properly formulated
culvert design maintains sediment, debris, and flood flow, and aquatic organism conveyance
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(both upstream and downstream) similar to that of the natural stream. Design techniques such
as the “Stream Simulation” approach have been developed and successfully employed over
the past two decades in Alaska, California, and the Pacific Northwest. As many reports have
described in detail, this approach incorporates a continuous streambed that mimics the slope,
structure, and dimensions of the natural streambed (WDFW 201 1; FHWA 201 0, 2007;
CDFG 2009; USDA 2008). Water depths and velocities through and around the conveyance
structures are as diverse as those in the natural channel, providing passageways for all aquatic
organisms (USDA 2008) and maintaining sediment and debris continuity. Installation of such
structures would likely result in less potential impact than assumed in the draft Assessment
Report.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152, and also note that the
Stream Simulation approach is not standard practice in Alaska.
4.395 Section 4.4.4 Page 4-62, Last Paragraph: “Reported culvert failure rates vary throughout the
literature but are generally high …Thus, although the road design, including placement and
sizing of culverts, would take into account seasonal drainage and spring runoff requirements,
road and culvert failures would be expected.” Note: Failure is defined in stated paragraph as:
“if the passage of fish is blocked or if streamflow exceeds culvert capacity, thus resulting in
washout of the road.”
Current design techniques for streams with resident or anadromous fish include evaluating
more than “seasonal drainage and spring runoff requirements.” Modem standards foster
designs that are self-sustaining, durable, and provide continuity of geomorphic processes
such as the movement of debris and sediment (CDFG 2009). National Marine Fisheries
Service NMFS) design criteria require that all fish passage facilities be designed for the 100year flood event (2001) and that any potential damage to the crossing be addressed as part of
the design process. These design criteria reduce the potential for culvert failure, both from
blockage of fish passage and road washout, and promote habitat and fluvial process
continuity.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
4.396 The Assessment is based almost completely on assumptions and hypothetical scenarios;
however, every mine is very different in terms of its design and operations. In addition, EPA
appears to have focused almost exclusively on past mine failures in its Assessment rather
than on mine successes, particularly those currently operating under modern engineering
design standards. This approach suggests an inherent bias in EPA’s Assessment that
undermines its utility and would certainly lead to arbitrary and capricious agency action if the
information contained in the Assessment is used in support of future decision-making.
Due to the Agency’s reliance on uninformed assumptions, disregard for current mine
practices and neglecting required mitigation measures, the attached collection of technical
papers is intended to serve as a primer on some of the basic principles of current mine
development within the regulatory and permitting framework in Alaska. It is clear that EPA
lacks that basic understanding. The white paper series therefore has two primary objectives:
(1) to share knowledge of key technology issues related to modern mine design and
mitigation options; and (2) to provide additional scientific citations for consideration as part
of the Assessment.
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EPA Response: We agree that the assessment is based on assumptions and hypothetical
scenarios, as are all assessments of risks from a future action. Even a mine plan
submitted for permitting is hypothetical. It would be changed during the permitting
process and continue to change as mining progressed. However, we believe these
scenarios are realistic representations of what could be expected in a mine plan. We
assume that the primary elements of a mine would follow modern conventional mine
design and practice, as described in the Ghaffari et al. (2011) report commissioned by
Northern Dynasty Minerals. We disagree that these assumptions are uninformed, as a
great deal of detail is provided in Ghaffari et al. (2011) and in the generally available
literature on mining. We appreciate receiving additional information that may further
inform our assessment. No change required.

National Mining Association (Doc. #4109)
4.397 The Draft Assessment is also filled with unlikely scenarios and assumptions that are not
sufficiently placed in proper context. For example, section 5.2 of the Draft Assessment
attempts to quantify the impact that development may have on stream-flow rates, but later
acknowledges that doing so accurately is not feasible. Similarly, Section 4.4.3.1 makes
unrealistic assumptions about the volume of material that could flow from a failed pipeline
due to EPA’s failure to take into consideration the fact that flow rates reduce during shut
downs, thereby reducing the volume of material spilled.
EPA Response: The uncertainties in streamflow reduction are acknowledged. The
pipeline failure scenario reduces pumped flow to zero following shutdown. After that,
gravitational flow continues until the pipeline uphill to the next valve has drained.
Gravitational flow is actually more rapid than pumped flow.

Earthworks (Doc. #4125)
4.398 Comment: Please consider including a scenario that reflects full build---out of the mine
(10.78 billion tones) to provide a full range of potential impacts from developing the Pebble
deposit. The Assessment clearly underscores, utilizing the best available data, including that
from the PLP, that the wastes from mining the Pebble deposit will likely generate acid, which
will dissolve copper and pose serious risks to Iliamna Lake, aquatic habitat, and the waters of
Bristol Bay. By using the lower resource estimate, the Assessment underestimates the
potential long---term risk to fish. It is also important to clarify that the maximum mine
scenario analyzed in the assessment does not represent full build out of the Pebble deposit. It
isn’t immediately clear in the executive summary that the maximum mine scenario represents
the development of only 60% of the Pebble deposit.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.37.
4.399 The assessment identifies failure scenarios based on pipeline spills, tailings impoundment
failures and water collection and treatment failures. The track record of operating copper
porphyry mines in the U.S. demonstrates that these failure scenarios have frequently resulted
in significant water quality impacts. The top five copper--- producing mines in the U.S.,
based on the most current U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) commodities survey (2010), are
all copper porphyry deposits. All five of these mines have experienced major pipeline spills
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and water collection and treatment failures. Two of the five mines have also experienced a
partial tailings impoundment failure.
•

Bingham Canyon Mine, UT
Pipeline Spills: In 2011, a report of malfunction of equipment that allowed the release of
approximately 145,424 gallons of copper tailings. In 2011, a pipeline overflowed onto
soil with estimated 100,000 – 290,000 gallons of copper tailings material released from
pipeline.
Tailings Impoundment: No tailings impoundment failure, but multiple tailings spills.
Water Collection and Treatment: In February 2008, the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service took legal action against Kennecott for the release of hazardous substances from
the mine’s facilities, including selenium, copper, arsenic, lead, zinc and cadmium.
Groundwater contaminated by mine operations has been released from the mine site
through artesian springs into areas that serve as fish and wildlife habitats. According to
the federal biologists, the release of these hazardous pollutants has harmed natural
resources, including migratory birds and their support ecosystems, which includes
wetlands, marshes, freshwater wildlife habitats, playas and riparian areas and freshwater
ponds. Wastewater from the mine has escaped the site’s collection system, contaminating
groundwater with acid, metals and sulfates. The groundwater plume extends towards the
nearby Jordan River and covers more than 72 square miles. Water treatment in perpetuity
will be required for contaminated groundwater. There have been multiple tailings spills.

•

Morenci Mine, NM
Pipeline Spills: 2008: Pipeline spill released 186,000 gallons of sulfuric acid and heavy
metals into a tributary (Chase Creek) of the San Francisco River, resulting in a $150,000
settlement with the State of Arizona. The highly acidic material traveled downstream
more than 2 miles. The pollutants in the discharge exceeded Arizona surface water
quality standards for copper, zinc and pH in Lower Chase Creek. 1996: An unknown
amount of pregnant leach solution spilled from pipeline, affecting Chase Creek, leading
to San Francisco River. At the time of report, 20 gpm were being released. 1993: An
unknown amount of copper sulfate released into San Francisco River due to storm event.
Tailings Impoundment Failure: None
Water Collection and Treatment: In 2012, the U.S. Dept. of Justice and the State of
Arizona released a consent decree which found that “mine tailings exposed to air and
precipitation released hazardous substances on the surface of the tailings or that can
percolate through the tailings to groundwater.” The consent decree found that “releases of
hazardous substances at or from the Morenci mine site have occurred and allege that such
releases have caused injuries to natural resources at and in the vicinity of the site
including surface water, sediments, soils, terrestrial habitats and terrestrial receptors.”
The consent decree followed an investigation, which found that the main ore minerals are
sulfide minerals, which have resulted in the development of acid mine drainage.
According to the report, “Surface water has been, and most likely continues to be,
exposed to hazardous substances released from the Morenci Mine through a variety of
pathways.” Concentrations of hazardous substances measured in groundwater at the
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Morenci Mine and measured in the San Francisco and Gila Rivers downstream of the
mine provide further indications that hazardous substances present in the source materials
at the Morenci Mine have been released to the environment. The report found that
“Concentrations of total and dissolved zinc have exceeded 1,000 Ɋg/l in the Gila River
and concentration of dissolved copper have exceeded 100 Ɋg/l in the San Francisco
River.” Contaminated groundwater is also released to surface water via seeps and springs.
•

Ray Mine, AZ
Pipeline Spills: In 2012, potable water line ruptured, which washed tailings into the Gila
River. 12 In 2007, A leak from a coupling in a tailings pipeline spilled tailings onto the
banks and into the Gila River. A $20,000 civil penalty was paid.
Tailings Impoundment Failure: In 2011, a report of 6,000---8,000 tons of copper ore
tailings released from one of the tailings pond due to a breach in the dike. In 1993, heavy
precipitation caused the Gila River to flood, and breach the AB---BC tailings
impoundment containment dike. The total discharge was approximately 292,000 tons of
tailings” Sampling of the river showed that elevated concentrations of pollutants occurred
at least 11 miles downstream of the spill. The tailings formed bank and bottom deposits
in the river, impairing both recreational uses and the quality of habitat for plants and
animals.
Water Collection and Treatment Failure: In 2012, seepage from the tailings impoundment
was released into two catch basins and into a tributary of the Gila River. At the time of
the report, seepage into the tributary was estimated at 75 gpm. From 1988 – 1997, 47
separate releases of hazardous substances into Mineral Creek from the Ray Mine were
reported. According to a 2012 ecological risk assessment prepared by the State of
Arizona, “A large portion of these releases were uncontained and eventually entered
Mineral Creek and the Gila River. Hazardous chemicals released included copper sulfate,
copper tailings and leachate.” In addition, the report found that multiple groundwater
wells downgradient of the Ray Mine were found to be highly contaminated by a common
leachate solution which was attributed to releases to shallow groundwater along Mineral
Creek, and it concluded that “it is likely that the hazardous substances present in shallow
groundwater will represent an ongoing source of chronic contamination to Mineral Creek
(Lipton 2009).”

•

Bagdad Mine, AZ
Pipeline Spills: In 2009, a report of a broken pipeline causing a release of 2,378,500
gallons of sulfuric acid. Impacts unknown. In 1999, 12,000 gallons of process water with
residual chlorine spilled into Bridle Creek.
Tailings Impoundment Failure: None
Water Collection and Treatment Failure: In 1996, the EPA and the state of Arizona
announced that Cyprus Bagdad Copper Corp., a subsidiary of Cyprus Mineral Corp., paid
penalties totaling $760,000 for discharging contaminated water from the Bagdad Copper
Mine. The discharges involved various facilities including tailings ponds, leach dumps,
and a sewage treatment plant, but by far the major discharges came from the Copper
Creek Leaching Basin, in which acidic, copper-tainted underground seepage entered
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Boulder Creek. According to an EPA report, seepage of pregnant leach solution from the
Copper Creek Leaching System was discovered in a receiving pool in Boulder Creek in
1991.25 Studies indicated that instead of being contained by the Copper Creek Flood
Basin, the heavily contaminated solution seeped under the dam. The concentration of
total copper in samples collected in the pool in Boulder Creek were as high as 76.4 mg/l.
On March 29, 1993, U.S. EPA issued a Finding of Violation and Order against Cyprus.
•

Mission Mine, AZ
Pipeline Spills: In 2011, a backup of a tailing line resulted in release of tailings into a dry
wash. In 2002, a violation involving the discharge of primarily copper laden stormwater
runoff and process water discharge to ephemeral tributaries of the Santa Cruz river near
Tucson in violation of the facilities. Multi Sector General Permit Case # 09---2002--0064. In 2001, a 36-inch distribution tailings line developed a break causing a release of
200 tons of tailings into a dry stream channel.
Tailings Impoundment: Surface drainage from a break in a tailings pond dike in 1990
released large volumes of material into wash complexes.
Water Collection and Treatment: According to EPA fact sheet released in 2008,
discharges from mine (outfall 001A) contain significant levels of copper and lead, and
TSS, which have been out of compliance since October, 2003.30 Outfalls from the
Mission complex discharge to ephemeral streams that are tributaries to the Santa Cruz
River. Three large tailings ponds and several mine dumps are located on land leased from
the Indian landowners approximately 1 mile south of the Arroyos project area. Leachate
from these tailings has contributed to elevated levels of sulfate, TDS, and hardness in the
aquifer below and adjacent to the ponds.

•

Tailings Impoundments Failures Partial tailings impoundment failures have occurred at
four out of sixteen operating U.S. copper porphyry mines. These failures occurred at the
Pinto Valley Mine (1997 and 1991), Ray Mine (2011 and 1993), Tyrone Mine (1980),
and Mission Mine (1990):
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EPA Response: Comment noted. Important engineering structures are generally
designed with the intent that they will not fail. Nonetheless, important structures can
and do fail due to design flaws, construction flaws, material defects, willful malfeasance,
operational error, other human error, and extreme natural events. No change required.
4.400 Comment: The rate of tailings impoundment failures at operating U.S. copper porphyry mines
(3 out of 16) underscores the conservative failure rate associated with the failure mode in the
assessment.
Since this is a seismically active area, it might be appropriate to say on p. 17 (executive
summary): “In addition, slope instability is only one type of failure; other failure modes,
including overtopping during a flood and dam failure during an earthquake, would increase
overall failure rates.”
EPA Response: The assessment emphasizes data for all tailings dam failures rather
than isolating U.S. porphyry copper mines, because the number of cases is so small for
that subset.
4.401 Pipeline Failures There is ample evidence from the performance record at operating U.S.
copper porphyry mines that pipeline spills and other accidental releases are a common failure
mode. Please see the attached report that reviewed fourteen out of sixteen operating U.S.
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copper porphyry mines, representing 89% of U.S. copper production, which documents
pipeline spills and/or other accidental releases at all fourteen mines.
The Bristol Bay watershed assessment focuses on the potential for failure of the pipeline that
carries concentrate and return water along the road corridor. This makes sense given the
significant length of the pipeline and the frequent stream crossing. However, it would be
useful to note in the assessment that the mine will also transport tailings to the impoundment,
and failure of the tailings pipeline would result in additional impacts.
Here are just a few example of operating U.S. copper porphyry mines that have experienced
tailings pipeline spills in the last 13 years. Please note that most of these mines are located in
the arid southwest, where surface water is limited. More frequent spills into waters of the
U.S. could be expected in wetter climates like those at Bristol Bay.

Comment: The assessment focuses its evaluation on the potential impacts of a spill from the
pipelines transporting concentrate and wastewater along the road corridor. This makes sense
given the significant length of those pipelines, and the number of stream crossings. The track
record of operating copper porphyry mines in the U.S., however, indicate that numerous
tailings spills have also occurred due to pipeline breaks at mine operations. It would be useful
to specify in the executive summary and within the report that a pipeline transporting tailings
to the impoundment will be required, and that a spill from the tailings line could result in
additional impacts.
EPA Response: The assessment describes the tailings slurry pipeline as part of the
scenario, but its risks are not assessed because it is less of a concern than the product
concentrate pipeline. In addition to these major on-site pipelines, there would be
smaller pipelines for water supply, firefighting, and process flows within the plant. In
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this assessment, we make an optimistic assumption that any leakage from pipelines in
the process plant area would be captured and controlled by the plant’s drainage system
and either treated prior to discharge or pumped to the process water pond or the TSF.
Failures of these on-site pipelines and collection systems could result in uncontrolled
releases within the mine site, but these failures are not evaluated in this assessment. No
change required.
4.402 Water Collection and Treatment Failures: The attached report chronicles the track record of
this failure mode at 14 out of 16 operating copper porphyry mines in the U.S., representing
89% of U.S. copper production. It demonstrates that this failure mode is common, and has
resulted in severe impacts to water resources at most of the currently operating U.S. copper
porphyry mines. Here are ten examples:
•

Bingham Canyon, UT: Wastewater from the mine has escaped the site’s collection
system, contaminating groundwater with acid, metals and sulfates. The groundwater
plume extends towards the nearby Jordan River and covers more than 72 square miles.
Water treatment in perpetuity will be required for contaminated groundwater. In February
2008, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service took legal action against Kennecott for
the release of hazardous substances from the mine’s facilities, including selenium,
copper, arsenic, lead, zinc and cadmium. Groundwater contaminated by mine operations
has been released from the mine site through artesian springs into areas that serve as fish
and wildlife habitats. According to the federal biologists, the release of these hazardous
pollutants has harmed natural resources, including migratory birds and their support
ecosystems, which includes wetlands, marshes, freshwater wildlife habitats, playas and
riparian areas and freshwater ponds.

•

Morenci Mine, AZ: In 2012, the US Department of Justice and US Department of Interior
jointly announced that Freeport McMoRan has agreed to pay $6.8 million to settle federal
and state natural resource damages related to the Morenci Mine. According to the
complaint, the hazardous substance release, which included sulfuric acid and metals,
injured, destroyed or led to the loss of “surface waters, terrestrial habitat and wildlife, and
migratory birds.”

•

Ray Mine, AZ: According to a report by the U.S. EPA, at least 19 spills of hazardous
materials were reported at the Ray Mine from August 1990 through November 1993. The
majority of spills were from dams, pipelines, and ponds. The discharges typically resulted
from either accidental discharges associated with heavy rain or from chronic seepage
from leaching facilities into the ground water, which then entered the creek. The report
found that, “surface water quality has been significantly affected.” A total of 41
violations of total copper, dissolved copper, and beryllium numeric surface water quality
standards were documented by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
(ADEQ), EPA, and ASARCO in Mineral Creek below the Ray Mine. The most recent
incident was reported in 2012, when seepage from the tailings impoundment was released
into two catch basins and into a tributary of the Gila River. At the time of the report,
seepage into the tributary was estimated at 75 gpm.

•

Bagdad Mine, AZ: In 1996, the EPA and the state of Arizona announced that Cyprus
Bagdad Copper Corp., a subsidiary of Cyprus Mineral Corp., paid penalties totaling
$760,000 for discharging contaminated water from the Bagdad Copper Mine. The
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discharges involved various facilities including tailings ponds, leach dumps, and a
sewage treatment plant, but by far the major discharges came from the Copper Creek
Leaching Basin, in which acidic, copper---tainted underground seepage entered Boulder
Creek.
•

Mission Mine, AZ: According to EPA fact sheet released in 2008, discharges from mine
(outfall 001A) contain significant levels of copper and lead, and TSS, which have been
out of compliance since October, 2003. Outfalls from the Mission complex discharge to
ephemeral streams that are tributaries to the Santa Cruz River. Three large tailings ponds
and several mine dumps are located on land leased from the Indian landowners
approximately 1 mile south of the Arroyos project area. Leachate from these tailings has
contributed to elevated levels of sulfate, TDS, and hardness in the aquifer below and
adjacent to the ponds.

•

Tyrone Mine, NM: In 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice and State of New Mexico
issued a consent decree for damages to natural resources from hazardous substances from
the Tyrone, Chino, and Cobre mines. The settlement followed an investigation of natural
resource injuries related to the release of hazardous substances into the environment from
acid mine drainage and process solution, among other sources. According to the
investigation, “groundwater in both the regional aquifer and the perched groundwater
aquifers at the site have been exposed to hazardous substances through a variety of
pathways.” The Supplemental Groundwater Study at the Tyrone Mine identified 14
different mine area sources that have affected water quality, including seepage from
tailings impoundments, leach stockpiles and waste rock stockpiles. The areal extent of the
contaminated groundwater plume at the Tyrone Mine is 6,280 acres. A 2007 Closure Plan
developed for the mine, estimates that 1 billion gallons of year of acid and metals
contaminated seepage from the mine, will require water treatment in perpetuity.

•

Sierrita Mine, AZ: According to a 2011 report, seepage from an unlined tailings pond at
Phelps Dodge’s Sierrita mine has sent a plume of contaminated groundwater toward the
city of Green Valley, causing drinking water wells to record high levels of sulfates. In
2006, the company signed a mitigation order on consent with the State of Arizona to
address sulfate in drinking water. It requires the company to develop a mitigation plan to
be submitted in 2009.

•

Chino Mine, NM: In 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice and State of New Mexico
issued a consent decree for damages to natural resources from hazardous substances from
the Chino, Tyrone and Cobre mines. The settlement followed an investigation of natural
resource injuries related to the release of hazardous substances into the environment from
acid mine drainage and process solution, among other sources. It found that “surface
water and associated sediments are exposed to hazardous substances released from the
Chino Mine through a variety of pathways, including leaks and spills of process water,
tailings spills; runoff, and infiltration or percolation from tailings and waste stockpiles.
Sampling at the Chino mine has indicated ongoing exposure of ephemeral surface water
to hazardous substances.” According to the closure plan for the Chino Mine, roughly a
half billion gallons of acid and metals contaminated groundwater will require water
treatment in perpetuity.
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•

Silver Bell Mine, AZ: According to a 2000 report on native fish populations by Pima
County, “The loss of native fish along Cocio Wash is a good example of the potentially
damaging effects that mining can have on aquatic ecosystems. Summer floods in July and
August 1981 swept gray clay sediments from a Silverbell Mine tailings pond into the
wash. BLM biologist Bill Kepner later reported, “Our studies indicate that the Cocio
Wash topminnow population is now extinct in that habitat due to recurrent mine spills
and inundations by mine tailings… (Fonseca, 2000).”

•

Mineral Park Mine, AZ: According to a 1995 report by the Arizona Geological Survey,
water quality samples were taken of streamflow just below the Mineral Park mine and of
mine water seeping through a dam at the southwest end of the tailings. Both samples
showed extremely low pH values (3.2, 2.6), extremely high TDS values (5,549 and 6,625
mg/L) and extremely high sulfate contents (4,500 and 6,000 mg/L). According to the
report, “the cadmium concentration of the stream flow just downstream of the Cyprus
Mineral Park Mine place is 75.4 times higher than the standard, copper exceeds the
standard 51 times and zinc 17.2 times.”

Comment: The track record of operating U.S. copper porphyry mines demonstrates that water
collection and treatment failures are a common occurrence, resulting in severe impacts to
water resources. It is clearly appropriate to consider this failure mode a likely occurrence. (p.
3-10)
EPA Response: The revised assessment cites the Earthworks document with respect to
water collection and treatment failures, now that the document has been peer reviewed.
4.403 Section 4.3.8 Post-Closure Site Management: The assessment states that: “Water leaving the
site via surface runoff or through groundwater would require capture and treatment for as
long as it does not meet water quality standards.” (Draft Assessment, p. 4-31) A key aspect of
post-closure hydrology is that groundwater flow will be away from the pit, waste rock, and
tailings (as shown in Figure 4-9). Seepage collection systems are notoriously inefficient
(even ineffective), and expensive to operate if pumping is involved. This vector often leads to
long-term contamination of downgradient surface waters, and could impact these waters for
centuries. Although it is implied in this statement, it is not explicitly stated that groundwater
flow from the mine pit, waste rock, tailings (and underground workings), at Pebble would
most probably be away from the mine workings (because of the location of the mine
workings at the top of the hydrologic divide, and because there is little evaporation at this
location).
Comment: It may not be apparent to many readers that the report concludes that post-mining
groundwater flow would be away from the pit (and underground workings) as shown in
Figure 4-9. It would be helpful to state this explicitly in this section.
EPA Response: This point is made in the final assessment text. For example, the final
assessment says, “If water in the pit required treatment, the final pit level would be
maintained below the level that allowed natural outflow by pumping water to the
WWTP. We assume that this drawdown would result in drainage toward the pit for
about 100 m beyond the pit perimeter. If or when the pit water and other sources met
the discharge criteria, all flows could be discharged without treatment and the pit water
level would be allowed to rise until natural discharge was established at the low point of
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its perimeter.” It also states, “After closure, the time required for the mine pit to fill
with water would range from approximately 20 years (in the Pebble 0.25 scenario) to
more than 200 years (in the Pebble 6.5 scenario). Eventually, the pit water would be a
source of leached minerals to streams, if it were not collected and treated.”
4.404 Section 4.4.3 Pipeline Failures: The report also analyzes spills based on an assumption of
pipeline shutdown within 2 minutes (Draft Assessment, p. 4-62). If the safety measures work
as designed, this is a reasonable assumption. However, it often seems like this is not the case.
Is data available on the average shutdown time for a pipeline spill?
Comment: You might also consider evaluating two pipeline failure scenarios, one with a 2
minute shutdown time, as second with an ‘average’ pipeline failure shutdown time.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.316.
4.405 Section 4. Seismic Risk: The Assessment does a good job of noting earthquakes as a potential
trigger for failure over the short or long-term. However, in box 4-3 describing the seismic
environment of Bristol Bay, they overstate the strength of our current scientific knowledge
about seismic risk in the area, implying that the lack of evidence for past earthquakes is
evidence that no such earthquakes have ever occurred.
Comment: This section should reference the most current and appropriate publication on the
largest nearby fault by Koehler and Reger (DNR, 2011): Reconnaissance Evaluation of the
Lake Clark Fault, Tyonek Area, Alaska. This publication makes clear seismic uncertainties:
“The paleoseismic history of the [area near Pebble] remains unknown.”
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.282.

Alaska Wilderness League (Doc. #5397)
4.406 The threat to mining operations structural integrity was not given enough attention in the
earthquake analysis in the Assessment. Seismic risk and lack of data within this region along
the Lake Clark Fault (LCF) line requires further investigation and analysis. Lack of seismic
evidence does not constitute non-activity on the LCF. We advise the EPA turn to Koehler’s
2011 publication which states “the paleo-seismic history of the western part of the Lake
Clark fault remains unknown. The fault is a major topographic feature, and understanding its
behavior has important implications for seismic-hazard assessments related to resource
infrastructure in the Cook Inlet region and seismic safety in the greater Anchorage
metropolitan area.”
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.282.

Stratus Consulting (Doc. #4772)
4.407 Chapter 4. Mining Background and Scenario “We used outputs from the one-dimensional
Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) hydraulic model (Box
4-8) to estimate tailings deposition along the stream network (Figure 4-14), based on
calculated water depths and the assumption that tailings would settle at these depths as the
velocity of sediment rich water decreased across the floodplain.”
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This analysis is based on using HEC-RAS to model flood routing over a 30-meter
resolution digital elevation model (DEM). There are likely to be very high uncertainties
associated with using such a low-resolution DEM to model a flood wave in this way
(e.g., Casas et al., 2006), which EPA acknowledges on p. 4-56. However, the depth of
fine-grained sediment deposition also may not be as crucial as its spatial extent, as
habitat degradation can be expected wherever fine-grained sediments are deposited
(e.g., Suttle et al., 2004). Given the high uncertainties in modeling the depth of the
flood wave and the depth of sediment deposition, this analysis should be removed or
replaced with an evaluation of the downstream extent of fine-grained sedimentation in
the affected streams. It is ultimately this fine-grained sedimentation that is likely to
affect salmon habitat.
EPA Response: We agree that the extent of fine sediment deposition is important to
assess effects on fish. The HEC-RAS modeling is not appropriate to accurately predict
the distribution of fine-grained sediment, especially given the resolution of the 30 m
DEM topographic data. However, the model does provide the initial potential of
sediment distribution following the tailings dam failure event and resulting flood. The
model cannot be calibrated because no such event has occurred, so it relies on typical
methodologies and interpretation of results to determine how sediment can distribute.

K. Barbery (Doc. #4110)
4.408 I would like to suggest a possible improvement in the EPA Watershed Assessment regarding
reservoir and mine induced seismicity. I am appreciative of the efforts of the EPA in giving
some credence to the risk of induced seismicity in Chapter 4, yet I would like to see the
addition of a few current resources on the subject. There is more recent data available that
addresses the relationship between mining and tailings impoundments, and induced or
triggered seismic activity (McGarr, Simpson, and Seeber 2002, in addition to the other
resources listed below, has beneficial information as well as additional references worth
considering).
•

Mining, mine-pit dewatering, and tailings storage may increase pore pressure, plate
lubrication, tectonic stress and fault slip around a mine site. Even at low magnitudes,
induced or triggered earthquakes could lead to increased liquefaction, tailings pond
failure, leaching from tailings impoundments, and chronic contamination of Bristol Bay
waters.

•

Considering the potential combined size of the tailings impoundments and mining
operations at the proposed Pebble Mine, the shift in water balance across the landscape
could have serious implications for the tectonic stability of the mine and the surrounding
region.

•

Although the Lake Clark Fault itself is considered inactive (according to the PLP 2011
EBD), and the precise terminus of the fault line is unknown, a 2002 study suggests that
triggered earthquakes are just “as likely in stable as in active tectonic settings” (McGarr
2002 p659). No studies address the compounded impacts of a vast mining district on
induced seismicity, and vice versa.
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•

Though Bristol Bay communities might not be at direct risk in the event of induced
seismicity, such an event may increase the probability of tailings impoundment failure
that could have lasting degrading impacts on the surrounding ecosystem (Chambers and
Higman 2011) and the communities who rely upon the vitality of the regions renewable
resources for income and subsistence. The risks of triggered or induced seismicity must
be considered alongside other seismic data and I encourage the EPA to add to the existing
report with a more thorough assessment of the associated risks.

•

Mining, mine-pit dewatering, and tailings storage all stand to alter hydrologic regimes,
pore pressure, plate lubrication, and tectonic stress around a mine site. Both mining and
reservoirs, including open-pit mining and tailings impoundments, are linked to induced
seismicity—in which these circumstances speed up or induce the occurrence of an
impending earthquake—as well as triggered seismicity—wherein such activity triggers
earthquakes in areas otherwise not associated with seismic activity. Cases of reservoirinduced seismicity have had devastating impacts, including the loss of lives and
livelihoods and the impairment of ecosystems and waterways (see LaFraniere 2009 and
McGarr, Simpson, Seeber 2002).

•

Although the Lake Clark Fault itself is considered inactive (according to the PLP 2011
EBD), a 2002 study suggests that earthquakes can be triggered by minute stress changes
and triggered earthquakes are just “as likely in stable as in active tectonic settings”
(McGarr 2002 p659).

•

I’d like to suggest a possible improvement to the EPA watershed assessment regarding
the reservoir and mine induced seismicity. I’m appreciative of the efforts of the EPA and
giving some credence to the risk of induced seismicity in the assessment, I believe on
page 4-38, yet I’m a little disappointed to find that it warranted only one paragraph and a
single citation from a 1976 study. Additional and more current data is available that
addresses the link between mining, tailings activity and seismic activity. Mining, mine pit
dewatering and eventual refilling of the mine pit, as well as tailings storage, may increase
pore pressure beneath the site and lubrication, tectonic stress and fault slip in a mine site.
Even at low magnitudes, current triggered earthquake could lead to increased
liquefaction, tailings pond failure and chronic contamination of the Bristol Bay
watershed. The size of the proposed operations at the Pebble Mine site, along with the
potential development of other adjacent mineral deposits could significantly impact the
water balance across the landscape and have serious implications for the tectonic stability
of the proposed mine and the surrounding region. Although the Lake Clark fault is
considered inactive, a 2002 study which I can provide you with citations, suggests that
triggered earthquakes are just as likely in stable as in active tectonic settings. Induced
seismicity may increase the probability of tailings impoundment failure, and that is
something that we cannot risk here in BB. For that reason, I think it warrants further
study by the EPA. Risks must be thoroughly addressed to protect BB resources and its
vibrant communities.

EPA Response: We are aware of the recent references on induced seismicity and believe
that an induced earthquake would likely be smaller than the one used for seismic design
of the tailings storage facility. However, given the uncertainties in characterization of
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the seismicity of the area, as the comment notes, the assessment indicates that
earthquakes could be a failure mechanism.

V. Mendenhall, Ph.D. (Doc. #4113)
4.409 “The pyrite-rich tailings would be encapsulated in non-acid-generating tailings” (EPA 2012,
p.4-19). But it is not clear how these tailings would be sealed permanently from the overlying
water. Pond water is likely to reach acid-forming, metal-contaminated tailings through
crevices in the “encapsulating” layer; as ion concentrations equalized, contamination of the
pond would gradually increase. Oxidation of contaminants in pond water would be assured,
due to regular mixing of this water (see next paragraph).
EPA Response: We agree that water would reach the acid generating tailings through
the overlying layers of material. However, water would move very slowly through these
materials and would be very low in oxygen by the time it reached the pyrite-rich
tailings. We expect acid generation to be effectively retarded by this method.
Nevertheless, containment and treatment of all water leaking from this system would
require management in perpetuity to maintain water quality in downstream waters. No
change required.
4.410 Tailings would be covered “with a water cap maintained in perpetuity to retard oxidation of
sulfide minerals” (EPA 2012, p.4-19). However, it is not clear how this cap of clean water
could be maintained. Sediment-laden water will be added continually to the pond during
operations. Even though it “would be discharged below the water surface” (EPA 2012, page
4-21), this inflow will create constant turbulence in the pond. Oxidation of these sediments
will proceed rapidly in the well-mixed water; and birds and other wildlife will have access to
the pond. No clean “water cap” will remain on the pond after mine closure, under foreseeable
conditions. All water bodies are mixed by the wind, which occurs often in Alaska.
Furthermore, all water bodies undergo seasonal overturn, which mixes them top-to-bottom as
deep as several hundred feet (Smith 1973, Schultz 2012). It can be assumed that these
conditions will apply to Pebble’s tailings ponds.
EPA Response: During operation we assume that most of the water seeping from the
TSF would be monitored, captured, and, if needed, treated. After closure, a water cap,
groundwater monitoring, and potentially groundwater capture and treatment would be
required in perpetuity. We agree that, although it would be the intention of an operator
to maintain the system as long as it is needed, it is not clear that this would indeed
occur. The system could produce low pH water in the future if maintenance was not
continued. No change required.
4.411 “In a TSF…trace amount [sic ] of carbonate or silicate minerals will partially neutralize acid”
in mine waters (EPA 2012, page 4-23). But the capacity of water in the Pebble area to
neutralize sulfuric acid is limited, since it is “soft” water with very low concentrations of
buffering salts.
EPA Response: We agree that water on the site is soft, but the sentence quoted in the
comment refers to trace amounts of minerals in the tailings. The quoted statement was
not intended to suggest that acid water in the TSF would be neutralized; it was
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acknowledging that there may be some buffering capacity in minerals left in the
tailings. No change required.
4.412 Water in the mine pit would be acidic and would be contaminated with metals (EPA 2012,
page 4-31). This water would leach into the surrounding groundwater, especially as the water
level rose over the long term. EPA states that oxidation (i.e., acidification) would be
minimized as the pit filled. However, filling would take many decades; in any case,
acidification would continue indefinitely (Eisler and Wiemeyer 2004). Although the quality
of pit water varies widely, examples of toxic pit lakes are numerous (Braun 2002).
EPA Response: We agree that pit water quality is uncertain and the potential impacts
of an acid pit lake could be significant. During pit filling, groundwater flow would be
expected to be into the pit. No change required.
4.413 Flocks of waterfowl regularly land in water bodies, including mine-created ones. Birds are
unable to detect contamination when landing on hazardous ponds, and they may remain long
enough to ingest lethal levels of acid and metals. Even if birds fly away before they are killed
outright, internal injuries may reduce their survival under natural conditions (Hooper et al.
2007). In addition, tailings ponds may attract more birds if they incorporate “beaches” on
their perimeter (EPA 2012, page 4-10). Although waterfowl often land in ponds with steep
shorelines, the “beaches” will make the ponds accessible shorebirds and land birds.
EPA Response: We agree that if pit lake water quality is poor it could pose a hazard to
waterfowl, but this is beyond the scope of the assessment as detailed in Chapter 2 of the
revised assessment.

Chapter 5:

Risk Assessment—No Failure

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
5.1

Report Section Identification: Abstract – and Elsewhere in the Document.
Comment: The document states that the hypothetical scenarios used would “result in the
direct loss of 87.5 to 141.4 km of streams and 10.3 and 17.3 km2 of wetlands.” This does not
adequately put the projected impact in perspective because there is no attempt to relate this to
a percentage of the entire watershed. An abstract should be an overview or big picture and in
this case the big picture is the entire Bristol Bay Watershed.
Recommended Change: Express the hypothetical stream and wetland loss as a percentage of
the entire Watershed.
EPA Response: Table 2-1 of the revised assessment presents the relative size of the
different geographic scales considered in the assessment. The goal of the assessment is
to estimate effects and their likelihoods of occurrence, not to minimize them by
expressing them as proportions of the entire watershed. To express results as
proportions of the entire watershed would imply that the loss of a kilometer of stream is
less important in the entire Bristol Bay watershed than in smaller watersheds. However,
the scales are presented so that the reader can make comparisons they consider
appropriate.
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Rather than using best available fish abundance data, the assessment uses the highest index
counts with an unsupported justification that it is “likely” to be representative. By applying
the highest index count across an entire stream system, or even across large areas or reaches
of the stream where spawning may or may not occur (because spawning is generally
restricted to particular reaches or habitat conditions that do not exist everywhere in the
stream), the assessment may have overestimated the number of potentially impacted fish.
EPA Response: In Section 5.1 we emphasize the uncertainty associated with spawning
salmon abundance estimates, and we state that index counts are “very likely
underestimates.” We do not claim that these are likely to be representative.
Additionally, we do not apply index counts across entire stream systems to estimate
total spawner abundance. Escapement estimates, when provided in the assessment, are
derived from other sources (e.g., ADF&G reports, published manuscripts, etc.).

5.3

Comment: EPA discusses impacts on fisheries from normal operations and the probability of
tailings dam failures and potential negative impacts from single and multiple mines, but fails
to compare those statistics with probabilities of other potential negative impacts such as
disease, blights, drought, or over-fishing. Consequently, there is no frame of reference for
understanding the magnitude of the risk from the mine compared to other impacts to the area.
EPA Response: The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate potential effects of largescale mining on salmon—not to evaluate effects of all potential stressors, such as
disease, drought, or overfishing, on the region’s fisheries and rank them. No change
required.

5.4

Comment: EPA fails to consider reclamation and closure scenarios where mines have
successfully operated and closed without major, adverse environmental impacts. No
potentials of success for wildlife/mining coexistence, wildlife habitat enhancement, or
adaptable species such as sheep and fish incursions into active mining areas. For example, the
Fort Knox Mine and the Red Dog Mine are the locations of the two of the most productive
grayling habitats in the state. A Dall sheep ramhas taken up residence on the organic
stockpile from the Walter Creek Heap Leach Pad construction at the Fort Knox Mine.
Exploration operations at the Pebble prospect were recently delayed because of migratory
song bird nesting in a drill rig.
EPA Response: Chapter 5 of the draft assessment did address the case in which mine
operation is successful in avoiding environmental mitigation and engineering design
failures. In response to public and peer review comments, the revised assessment no
longer contains that “no-failure” scenario. The assessment does not address the
potential for post-closure use of the site by adaptable species such as sheep, nor does it
address constructed habitats for grayling or other species. Our objective was to
characterize potential risks to the natural fish populations associated with the best
mining practices (Chapter 5) and with accidents and spills that have been observed at
other (but certainly not all) mines (Chapter 6). Those risks are addressed in Chapters 713 of the revised assessment.
Remarkable and serendipitous recolonizations may occur, and would be enhanced by
reclamation of the mine footprint. However, given the size and depth of the tailings
ponds and mine pits likely to be constructed in the Nushagak and Kvichak River
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watersheds, the assessment assumes that these facilities will have to be managed and
contaminated water will have to be treated in perpetuity. In this case, any impacts
resulting from the foot prints of these facilities and the risks of failures or accidents will
continue on into perpetuity.
5.5

Section 5.1 Fish Distribution, Page. 5-1
Comment: In regard to standard risk assessment format, descriptive sections such as 5.1 Fish
Distribution are usually part of Problem Formulation. As commented above, and again
related to risk assessment format, the actual Problem Formulation section is too general and
sections 2, 3, and portions of 4, 5, and 6 provide more specific analysis that could be made
part of problem formulation. The purpose being to focus the conceptual models and risk
assessment on critical issues. This does get done to some extent, but just not in the problem
formulation. The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment as a whole does not follow a typical risk
assessment format. Rather, individual sections are each generally formatted each as their own
risk assessments.
Recommended Change: Section 5-1 applies to multiple sections of the report and should be
moved to the Problem Formulation section of the report, to augment the very general
information currently provided. Alternatively, make a specific problem formulation part of
each of Sections 5 and 6, keeping a general conceptual model in Section 3 related to potential
impacts, and then refine that broad conceptual model with a conceptual exposure model that
better fits the scenarios in each of Sections. Problem Formulation is supposed to focus the
assessment on the most important endpoints requiring assessment or investigation. As it is
written there is this long laundry list of potential endpoints scattered throughout Sections 2, 3,
and 4. The Risk Assessment portions need focus.
EPA Response: All endpoints are listed and described in Section 3.3 of the draft
assessment. This problem formulation chapter addressed the entire scope of the risk
assessment, and it would be inappropriate to include specific data used in analyses, such
as fish occurrences at the Pebble site, in the problem formulation part of the
assessment. Further, it would make it more difficult for the reader to understand the
analyses. However, in the interest of helping the reader to understand each section,
separate conceptual models have been created for each chapter, as suggested.

5.6

Section 5.2 Fish Distribution, Page. 5.2
Comment: Blanket statements are provided for fish with priority habitats (spawning, rearing,
etc.) under the proposed footprint of the storage facilities, but for chum the habitat area under
the storage facility is not shown, and for other salmon the relatively small area of the
impacted priority habitat is not mentioned…rather a blanket statement is made that the
habitat will be impacted. Making this statement without qualification or reference to further
analysis, leads the reader to an initial conclusion of “impact” without understanding extent of
that impact.
TSF 2 and TSF 3 are often referenced, but are not included on Figures 5-1 through 5-7.
Frying Pan Lake and Koktuli Mountain are referenced for, but not included on, Figure 5-6.
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Recommended Change: A qualifier or some reference to further analysis in Section 5.2
should be added to provide readers with an understanding of the general size of the impact. It
doesn’t have to be really specific, or the reader should be referenced to Section 5.2 for further
insight to the level of impact. Add TSF 2 and 3 to Figures 5-1 through 5-7. Add Frying Pan
Lake and Koktuli Mountain to Figure 5-6.
EPA Response: TSFs 2 and 3 have been added to figures illustrating the footprints of
the various mine sizes, and species distribution maps in relation to the mine footprints
are now explicitly presented in Chapter 7. The length of streams listed in the
Anadromous Waters Catalog impacted by the various mine footprints are also
tabulated in the revised assessment.
5.7

Section 5.1, Page. 5.2
Comment: The assessment refers the reader back to Figure ES-3. This figure should be
provided in the appropriate section.
Recommended Change: Figure ES-3 should be presented as part of Section 5.1.
EPA Response: The revised assessment includes more detailed figures showing salmon
species diversity in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds (Chapter 5 of the
revised assessment). The original Figure ES-3 is no longer in the assessment.

5.8

Section 5.2 Fish Distribution, Pages 5-2 through 5-7, Figures 5-1 through 5-5 (and ES-4,
Figure ES-2) Reported Salmon in the North Fork, South Fork Koktuli and Upper Talarik
Creeks.
Comment: The figure comment states that life-stage-specific reach designations are likely
underestimates, given the logistical constraints on the ability to accurately capture all streams
that may support life-stage use at various times of the year. The limitations in collecting data
on fish populations in an expansive in a remote setting. Are there other methods or
techniques that could be used to estimate fish habitat populations for areas with higher
uncertainty, or less available data?
Recommended Change: Recommend considering a method (or model) for estimating fish
habitat (possibly using template reaches, geomorphologic river and stream characteristics)
and projecting population based on habitat type for all drainages in the Bristol Bay
Watersheds. Understanding impacts of the overall fish population impacts will be needed if
assessing the entire Bristol Bay watershed fisheries.
EPA Response: Chapter 3 now provides a comprehensive characterization of the
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds with regard to reach-specific attributes
(gradient, mean annual streamflow, and an index of floodplain potential) that influence
salmon habitat potential. Summaries of habitat attributes are also provided at smaller
geographic scales (mine scenario watersheds, mine footprints, transportation corridor)
within their respective risk assessment chapters.

5.9

Section 5, Pages 5-3 through 5-7.
Comment: When reading the text in the Executive Summary, Chapter 2, Chapter 5,
Appendices A through F, much discussion is based on the entire Bristol Bay region.
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However, unless there is a water quality issue downstream or a dam break, the effects to the
entire Bristol Bay region would be minimal. The Figure on page 5-3 shows that there is no
rearing or spawning area of pink salmon anywhere near the mine disturbance. The Figure on
page 5-4 shows that there is no rearing or spawning area of chum salmon near the mine
disturbance. The Figure on page 5-5 shows that there is no rearing or spawning area of
sockeye salmon in the mine disturbance (although it is close).The Figure on page 5-6 shows
that there is minor rearing or spawning area of Chinook Salmon in the mine disturbance, and
the Figure on page 5-7 shows that there is definite rearing or spawning area of coho salmon
in the mine disturbance, but it is small in extent and at the head of the watersheds compared
to the rest of the entire Bristol Bay region. The Figure on page 5-8 shows significant use by
Dolly Varden fish, but this fish does not appear to be of great value in the Bristol Bay region.
It appears that the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment is constantly citing the overall value of
Bristol Bay region fisheries but downplays the actual amount of these stream lengths (that
have the valuable fish) which would be affected by the mine.
Recommended Change: Depict more accurately the amount of stream segments that are
rearing and spawning areas for the valuable fish and which could be affected by the mine and
compare them to the total length of rearing and spawning lengths for the Bristol Bay region.
It will be seen that the amount of blocked and eliminated segments are a very small
percentage of the total for the region.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to provide a better sense of context
within the larger geographic region. The AWC and AFFI databases are the best, most
consistent record of reported fish distributions, and are the basis for the depictions of
rearing and spawning areas for fish, as shown in Figures 5-4 through 5-10 in the revised
assessment. Tables 7-5 and 7-8 summarize the total length of AWC streams and the
length impacted by the footprint.
5.10

Section 5.1.2 Spawning Salmon Abundance, Page 5-10
Comment: The repetition of the fact that fish numbers were underestimated, similar to the
report-wide repetition of the importance of groundwater-to-surface water interactions, seems
to be an attempt to influence the reader, without adequate supporting data. In the last
sentence of the first paragraph of this section it says true spawner abundance is
underestimated by a “…large and unknown factor.” It is unclear that this is true for the
Pebble Mine area where a large number of headwater streams are present.
Recommended Change: Use site-specific data instead of broad generalizations. Provide the
data, summarize, and move on. Remove repetition. Address in uncertainty section if needed.
EPA Response: The recommendation to reduce repetition and focus discussions of
estimation errors in uncertainty sections has been adopted. Site-specific data for aerial
observer efficiency (e.g., mark-recapture, weir counts) were not provided in the EBD,
thus we generalized the best available information from peer-reviewed literature
regarding aerial observer efficiency.

5.11

Section 5.1.2, Page 5-10
Comment: It is stated that the abundance counts “…underestimate true abundance by a large
and unknown factor” and “…true spawner abundance is probably substantially higher than
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the values presented…” However, by using the “highest” index counts, it is likely to be
representative, or possibly an overestimate of average, and applying this “highest” index
count across an entire stream system, or even across large areas (i.e., reaches) of the stream
where spawning may or may not occur (because spawning is generally restricted to particular
reaches or habitat conditions that do not exist everywhere in the stream), could very well
overestimate impacted numbers of fish.
In addition, the values presented in Table 5-1 seem to be consistent with the reported
numbers of sockeye and Chinook by the ADFG counts since 1955. With over 30 years of
data, apparently consistent with the 4 years of data collected for the Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Data, using the highest index count may result in an
overestimate of the number of impacted salmon.
Further, the Northern Dynasty Tailings Impoundment A Initial Application Report by Knight
Piesold (September 2006) clearly states that TSF areas were selected because of a measured
lack of significant populations of anadromous fish. Some level of verification between the
EPA estimated direct fish impact and the Northern Dynasty fish data would seem to be
needed.
Recommended Change: Provide discussion on similarity/differences between Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Data (2004-2008) data and ADFG (1955 on) data, and
be clear and correct on likelihood of over or under estimation of numbers, particularly across
stream reaches/areas. It would be prudent to more clearly separate out discussion of effects
into those caused by habitat lost under/upstream of the mine and TSF areas (e.g., direct), and
those downstream from the mine area (e.g., indirect). Edit language to refrain from broad
statements of significance of impact without site-specific data analysis to show it.
EPA Response: The highest index count was used because it is mathematically closer to
the true number of salmon using a given survey reach in a given year than is the
average of a series of counts. Salmon show up in the survey reach over several weeks
and each spends 1-3 weeks spawning. Each of the periodic surveys only counts a
fraction of the fish using the survey reach because none of the individual fish are
present for the entire spawning period. Therefore, the peak count is closest to the true
number and it is theoretically impossible for it to exceed the true number. Averaging a
series of survey counts, especially when some of the surveys were conducted at a time
when few or no spawning salmon were present, will only serve to reduce estimates and
move them further from the true number. The comment implies that index counts are
somehow being extrapolated to areas outside of the survey reaches, but that is not
correct.
We did not state or imply that ADF&G data were inconsistent with or better or worse
than PLP data, nor are we judging the significance of fish populations under the TSFs.
We are simply presenting available fish abundance data along with the appropriate
caveats.
5.12

Section 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, Pages 5-10 and 5-11
Comment: Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Available reports on
spawning and juvenile numbers counted by biologists on and near the proposed mine site.
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However, the assessment does not present the numbers, locations, or “reaches” where the
counts were made. The actual location of the counts is not provided, thus impacts within
particular reaches of the streams cannot be calculated/estimated from data provided in the
assessment.
Recommended Change: Provide a figure or table that document where fish count data was
collected and where peak counts were located. Provide a better understanding of where the
fish are using the habitat and would be directly or indirectly impacted by mine development
and operation.
EPA Response: We have added Table 7-2 and accompanying text to present PLP’s
reach-by-reach spawner survey data from 2008.
5.13

Section 5.2 Habitat Modification, Page 5-12
Comment: As an example of the influential tone of the report, in the first sentence of this
section tells the reader what “would” happen as a result of ongoing mine operation before
any data or rationale is provided. This happens again in 5.2.1. This approach is common in
the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment and is contrary to technical writing where the
evidence is provided first to support any conclusions made.
Recommended Change: Start with what is possible or “may” happen to habitat, present the
data, then draw conclusions/make rationale using data.
EPA Response: Many writing manuals and courses recommend stating the conclusion
and then providing the evidence, so that the reader knows what to look for in the
evidence and inferences and can judge whether they support the conclusion. No change
required.

5.14

Section 5.1.3 and Table 5-2, Page 5-12
Comment: Text as written is that highest reported density of spawners as 25,000 arctic
grayling and 16,000 coho, but Table 5-2 reports these as 2,500 and 1,600, a factor of 10
lower. The Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data figures used as sources
are consistent with Table 5-2, not with the written text values. Table 5-2 also reports sources
for the fish densities as “Tables” when in fact they are “Figures”.
Also, there is no information provided in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment in regard to
where these “maximum” fish densities were recorded. The implication being that these
numbers are found throughout the potentially impacted area, when in fact, particularly for the
North Fork Koktuli, many of the stream reaches within the area of the mine pit and TSF have
much lower densities, or no andronmous fish at all, as clearly shown in other tables, figures,
and text of the Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data.
Recommended Change: Correct text to match table numbers. Correct table Source column
from “Table” to “Figure”. Clearly state that the North Fork Koktuli numbers come from the
main stem of the North Fork Koktuli, not within the pit or TSF footprint.
EPA Response: In the revised assessment we have converted units in the text to match
the table, corrected the table source column from “Table” to “Figure”, and clearly
stated that all densities reported come from mainstem habitats.
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Section 5.2. Habitat Modification, Pages 5-12 through 5-45
Comment: Section 5.2 Habitat Modification begins to elaborate on the complexities of interrelated impacts and effects on fisheries that were first presented in problem formulation,
Section 3.6 Conceptual Models.
Recommended Change: Correct text to match table numbers. Correct table Source column
from “Table” to “Figure”. Clearly state that the North Fork Koktuli numbers come from the
main stem of the North Fork Koktuli, not within the pit or TSF footprint.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.14

5.16

Section Main Report, Section 5.1.3, Juvenile Salmon and Resident Fish Abundance, Page 512
Comment: The data reported in the text and Table 5.2 differs for Arctic grayling and coho
salmon for Upper Talarik Creek.
Recommended Change: EPA needs to report the correct relative abundance numbers in both
the text and the table.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.14

5.17

Section 5.2.1.1, Pages 5-12 through 5-162
Comment: The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment predicts about 10 to 17 square kilometers
of wetland losses and 88 to 107 km of stream losses under the direct footprint. The Pebble
Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data measured wetlands and streams and
determined approximately 10 square kilometers of both wetlands and streams are present
within and downstream of the minimum mine/TSF footprint. Thus, the general scale of the
wetland/stream impact under the minimum mine/TSF footprint is similar between the two
documents, but the Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data area of potential
impact would be less than the EPA predicted impact area.
The 88 to 107 km of stream losses predicted in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment cannot
be compared directly to Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data data
because the Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data reports watershed
areas, not km of stream.
Recommended Change: If possible, incorporate actual wetland acreages measured in Pebble
Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data.
EPA Response: The Pebble Limited Partnership EBD data for wetlands were not made
available to EPA in a comprehensive or transferable way that allowed comparison of
their results to the results presently shown in the assessment. We have based our results
on the National Wetlands Inventory, which is currently the best known, most
widespread, publicly available dataset for this region.

5.18

Section 5.2.1, Pages 5-13
Comment: This section provides a discussion about TSF 2 and 3 but these facilities are not on
the map within this section.
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Recommended Change: Put TSF 2 and 3 on Figure 5-8.
EPA Response: Figure 6-11 in the revised assessment shows stream gage locations and
the three TSFs.
5.19

Box 5.1, Page 5-13
Comment: NWI wetland mapping is based on aerial photo interpretation that is large scale
and is not accurate at the scale being used here, particularly for road impacts. Also, NWI data
is often 20 to 30 years old. Therefore, while it is appropriate for a large scale screening, it is
not acceptable for predicting site-specific impacts without a large potential for error.
It is a bit confusing, but it seems 100 meters along rivers and 200 meters along NWI wetlands
were set aside as buffers. If the roadway in the mine site passed within these buffers, a
hydrological impact was tallied. In addition the road impacts were based on a 200 ft wide
road corridor, while “direct fill” was based on a 9.1 m wide roadway. These buffers are quite
large and likely overestimate the hydrological impact. This overestimation offsets at least a
portion of the purported “conservative” estimate resulting from inaccurate stream and fish
presence maps.
Recommended Change: Most regulatory wetland and river buffers are equal to or less than
150 feet. Reducing the buffer to this more accurate area of “impact” would produce a more
accurate estimate of impacts to wetlands and rivers along the road corridor.
EPA Response: We used the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) to identify wetland
areas potentially at risk. Despite its limitations, the NWI represents the most
widespread, publicly available dataset for characterization of wetland habitats within
this region. A more accurate estimate of impacts on a site-specific basis would be
possible with a more precise wetland delineation.
For potential impacts from the transportation corridor, we provide estimates of the
length of roadway within either 100 m or 200 m of both streams and wetlands, as well as
estimates of the acreage of wetlands within either 100 m or 200 m of the road (now
explained in Box 10-1). In this context, “buffer” is not a regulatory determination but is
used as a mapping term that applies to the technique used to determine the lengths and
acreage within those distances. We then describe impacts that have been documented
within similar proximities.

5.20

Section 5, Pages 5-15 and 5-18
Comment: The two maps on this page show many very minor stream segments which,
according to the maps on pages 5-3 through 5-7, simply do not contain the rearing and
spawning areas of the fish. It is interesting to note that all the stream segments shown on
Page 5-15 are not shown on the maps on pages 5-3 through 5-7.
Recommended Change: Either remove all these smaller segments from the maps on page 515 or add the segments to the maps on pages 5-3 through 5-7. Revise Table 5-4 on page 5-18
to include a new column showing the total kilometers of each stream blocked or eliminated
by the mine.
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EPA Response: Figures 5-3 through 5-7 listed in the comment correspond to Figures 7-2
through 7-8 in the revised assessment, which show streams and wetlands lost under
each mine scenario. We have retained all NHD streams in those figures, similar to what
is shown in the original draft assessment. Figures 5-3 through 5-8 in the revised
assessment show the distribution of the various fish species and don’t include smaller
tributaries that weren’t listed in the AWC or the AFFI.
5.21

Section 5.2.1.2, Page 5-16
Comment: The claims of spawning habitat are very broad and undefined. Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Data quantifies at least some of this information. Very
few sockeye occur in these upper stream reaches. Mostly resident grayling and Dolly Varden.
The assessment cannot define or quantify the level impact from this information.
In addition, most of the stream reaches within the mine/tailings/TSF are
ephemeral/intermittent, reducing anadromous and resident fish use of the streams, possibly
making permanent ponds important in the area.
Recommended Change: Incorporate site-specific data. Provide consideration of the
intermittent flow regimes.
EPA Response: The potential importance of ponds is included in the discussion, and we
now include some reach-specific spawner count data. We disagree with the assertion
that year-round use is required to consider habitat “important.” Seasonal habitats often
provide important complementary habitat and can expand habitat capacity of a system.

5.22

Section 5.2.1.1, Page 5-16
Comment: Text states that loss of headwater habitats will have indirect impacts on fishes and
their habitats in downstream mainstream reaches of each watershed. However, it is not
prefaced that this assumption does not take into consideration any risk mitigation measures
such as stream diversions.
Recommended Change: Preface that this assumption is based on no mitigations measures
implemented to reduce potential impacts.
EPA Response: Acknowledgement that total stream loss is not necessarily unavoidable
is included in the revised assessment (Section 7.2.4).

5.23

Main Report, Section 5.2.1.2, Implications of Headwater Stream and Wetland Loss for Fish,
Page 5-16
Comment: At the bottom of the page, EPA uses the Anadromous Waters Catalog (Johnson
and Blanche, in press) as a reference to the presence of resident fish. The catalog lists
anadromous fish only.
Recommended Change: Throughout the entire watershed assessment, EPA needs to use
references appropriately. In particular, the Anadromous Waters Catalog (Johnson and
Blanche, in press) should not be used to support the presence of resident fish.
EPA Response: References have been updated.
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Section 5.2.1.2, Page 5-19 and 5-20
Comment: This subsection has almost nothing specific to hypothetical mine impacts. Rather
it is general discussion of potential fish/stream impacts due to various habitat changes.
Recommended Change: Make discussions/claims of impact specific to the mine scenario.
EPA Response: This discussion (now Section 7.2.3.2) provides context on the
importance of headwaters streams to salmon and potential impacts from the loss of
these streams.

5.25

Section 5.2.1.2; Table 5-3 and 5-4, Page 5-17 and 5-18
Comment: Based on available data, many of the stream kilometers within the footprint of the
mine/waste rock/TSF do not have anadromous fish, and some do not have any fish. Providing
the complete list of streams in a table with the column of species present is a drastic
oversimplification of any decent measure of actual impact. For example, while sockeye have
been found in the mine footprint, there are very few present. This nuance is lost in the
assessment analysis.
Also, there is no analysis of what percentage of the river kilometers is spawning areas versus
rearing, nor of what percentage of the sub-basin and entire basin these river reaches
represent.
There is no way for reviewers to translate the EPA information into an actual impact on fish
nor on the economy of Bristol Bay.
Recommended Change: Provide site-specific analysis and detail of the estimated number of
each species (spawners and juveniles) of importance that would be lost, and relate that to
total number of fish returning and escapement in the basin.
EPA Response: Due to lack of comprehensive estimates of limiting factors across the
impacted watersheds, our ability to estimate population-level effects was limited to
situations that were assumed to completely eliminate habitat productivity and capacity
in an entire watershed for which escapement estimates could be inferred. For this
assessment, these conditions are only met in the TSF failure scenario that completely
eliminates and blocks access to suitable habitat in the North Fork Koktuli River. In that
case, we estimate that the entire Koktuli portion of the run (~28% of Nushagak
escapement) could be lost. Higher proportional losses would occur if significant
downstream effects occurred due to transport of toxic tailings fines beyond the Koktuli,
as modeled under the larger TSF failure scenario.
Chapter 7 of the revised assessment quantifies the lengths of streams impacted and
which of these are AWC-documented streams. Distribution maps for the endpoint
species in the footprint area are now presented, which indicate documented life stage
where it is reported.

5.26

Section 5.2.2.1, Page 5-21 to 5-27
Comment: There is no discussion of the fact that much of the South Fork Koktuli is dry in
summer under current natural conditions, and as described in the Pebble Limited Partnership
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Environmental Baseline Data, that much of the lost water in the mid South Koktuli flows
underground to the Upper Talarik in the vicinity of UT100B.
Basically, the actual dynamics of surface water and groundwater flow and water needs for the
mine are so potentially variable that it is currently not reasonable to estimate the actual
stream dewatering downstream of the mine pit/waste rock/TSF.
Regardless, even under EPA essentially worst case dewatering, the North Fork Koktuli and
Upper Talarik are within about 8% of their natural capacity before they reach a major
confluence. The South Fork Koktuli is more impacted, but it is also naturally dry (a losing
stream) in many portions of its upper reaches so the impacts to fish may not be as dramatic.
The Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data stream flow data shows that
best fish conditions are below high flows. Thus, a slight reduction in flow along some
reaches may actually increase favorable spawning and rearing conditions during some
portion of the year.
And finally, there is inadequate accounting for water that is “upstream” of the TSFs or the
mine pit.
There is no way for reviewers to translate the EPA information into an actual impact on fish
nor on the economy of Bristol Bay.
Recommended Change: A better grasp on groundwater flow dynamics and water provided
into the mine pit, get better design information on TSF and TSF dam to determine potential
flow through/under tailings and dam. Use site-specific information on fish presence and
stream flow to calculate likely potential impacts to fish, and then relate these impacts to the
watershed fish population.
EPA Response: Water balances for the mine scenarios are now comprehensively
characterized, and account for groundwater transfer between the South Fork Koktuli
and Upper Talarik Creek, seepage and loss through TSFs, and routing through the
water treatment facility. Figures and tables are now included to show water routing
through the mine infrastructure and stream network (e.g., Figure 6-5 and Table 6-3).
Figures 7-15 through 7-17 provide mapped estimates of flow modifications, and Tables
7-16 through 7-18 provide water balance summaries. These flows can now be related to
the fish distributions in Figures 7-2 through 7-8.
5.27

Section 5.2.2 Effects of Downstream Flow Changes, Page 5-21 through 5-27
Comment: Section 5.2.2.1 Streamflow (Loss or Reduction) section estimates percent loss in
stream flow and qualitatively discusses impacts on stream, floodplain and wetland habitat as
a result of reductions in streamflow. Page 5-31, Section 5.2.2.3 discusses flow alteration
thresholds for assessing fish habitat impacts.
Recommended Change: Include flow alteration thresholds, or refer to streamflow alteration
thresholds, as part of streamflow loss discussion in Section 5.2.2.1, rather than in 5.2.2.3 (or
cross reference).
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EPA Response: Risk analysis and characterization chapters are now organized into an
exposure, exposure-response, and risk characterization framework for consistency
purposes.
5.28

Section 5.2.2.1, Page 5-25
Comment: The “start-up” assumption that all precipitation is “consumed” by the mine seems
very conservative. Even if they used it all, a significant portion would seem to be discharged
somewhere. If into the TSF, then groundwater will either flow out of the TSF or have to be
captured, treated, and released.
EPA Response: As explained in Chapter 4 of the draft assessment (Chapter 6 of the
revised assessment), water is used in the mining process. Water in the tailings
impoundment, process plant, and pipelines would not be discharged. Water in the TSF
would be either pore water or covering water. Section 6.1.2.5 and Chapter 8 of the
revised assessment discuss water management and treatment.
Also on this page under the “minimum mine size” paragraph, 1% to 15% of the water is
assumed to be returned to the streams. Yet, the most impacted stations have a higher effect
than under the start-up conditions. There is no explanation of this increased impact at some
stations when water is being returned to the streams.
In addition, all of the predicted stream dewatering is dependent on water balance for the
mine, which is critically dependent on how much water actually is removed from the mine
pit. No information is provided related to this critical groundwater flow through the
subsurface to the mine pit, or through the subsurface underlying the TSFs. If not enough
water coming into pit, then where will water come from? If too much water coming into pit,
then there may be treatment and discharge into streams.
Recommended Change: If using a worst-case or “Reasonable Maximum” scenario, clearly
state such, and provide some description of the conservative nature of the estimates of water
extraction from the stream systems. Provide better summary understanding of the
assumptions related to where water is coming from and going to.
EPA Response: Water balances for the mine scenarios were extensively revised. The
TSFs will retain substantial volumes of water. Tables in Chapter 7 are now presented
that account for water routing, storage, leakage, and release.

5.29

Section 5.2.2 Effects of Downstream Flow Changes, Pages Starting 5-21
Comment: There has obviously been some thought put into the potential changes in flow
around any potential mine site. At this point, this examination can only be theoretical, but
putting it in the assessment document makes it seem like the worst possible outcome. The
interactions of the ground and surface water hydrology in that area are extremely complex.
The uncertainty of the impacts from any disturbance should be emphasized. The importance
of the surface and subsurface flow to spawning and rearing salmon cannot be understated.
The theoretical treatment of this in the assessment suggests it can predict a possible outcome
that in actuality cannot be predicted.
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Recommended Change: Explicitly state the theoretical nature of these possible outcomes and
emphasize the uncertainty.
EPA Response: The water balance calculations take into account observed streamflows
and now include a comprehensive accounting of water routing, drawdown, retention,
leakage, and release via the water treatment facilities. We acknowledge in Section 8.2.5
that groundwater connectivity is high and the hydrology is complex, and that this
contributes a significant amount of uncertainty to the analysis.
5.30

Section 5.2.2.3 Table 5-13, Pages 5-41
Comment: The concepts behind this table provide some evidence of the potential for stream
flow changes as a result of the proposed mine. However, the distance between stream stations
used makes accurate predictions are problematic, and the text provides repeated warnings
about the variability likely to be involved in the predictions. Thus, without better definition of
site conditions, and incorporation of the site-specific stream flow data collected and reported
for the Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data, the EPA analysis presented
in Table 5-13 is inaccurate. In addition, there is no direct correlation made between the
predicted reduced stream flows and actual impacts to fish, rendering the stream flow analysis
ineffective.
The most that can be said under the assumptions provided is that some level of stream flow
reduction would be realized, and this would have some an unquantified impact on fish
populations.
Recommended Change: Incorporate better site-specific mine and stream flow conditions and
relate directly to measured fish/salmon presence and impact.
EPA Response: The water balance calculations are based on observed flows collected
and reported in the PLP Environmental Baseline Document. Maps of the study area
showing both endpoint fish distributions and projected streamflow alterations are
included in Chapter 7, allowing direct correlation of streamflow changes and fish
occurrence.

5.31

Section 5.2.3, Pages 5-45
Comment: Thirty five pages of text, tables, and figures leads to the statement that the volume
of water needed to maintain reasonable stream flows is unknown. And no relationship is
provided between stream flow and fish impact. This is not really a risk characterization
because there is no actual quantification of risk to stream flow or fish.
Recommended Change: At a minimum provide some risk summation for stream flow.
Ideally, get more site-specific information to reduce uncertainties and then relate stream flow
alteration to a quantified fish impact so it can be compared to overall fish population numbers
in the sub-basins, basins, and overall watershed.
EPA Response: The risk characterization in the revised assessment clearly highlights
the length of streams impacted by severe flow alteration and corresponding projected
adverse effects for fish and aquatic life. Impacts to fish populations cannot be further
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quantified due to lack of information on abundances, limiting factors, and habitat
capacities.
5.32

Section 5.2.3 Risk Characterization, Pages 5-45
Comment: Section 5.2.3 discusses hydrologic flow regime and water quality mitigation
(avoidance) requirements for maintaining downstream flow rates and timing, water quality
and temperature for fish. The section generally refers to a water storage and release system
for maintaining downstream flow conditions. The section implies that this may be
technologically significant, costly and possibly infeasible. Unless the discussion is expanded,
the validity of this statement is unknown. The discussion should expand on what this
structure is, the likely size and components (i.e., a water storage dam and pipe release
system). There are risks associated with operation of this structure that could impact
downstream fisheries resources that need to be discussed. Also, mitigation alternatives to the
water storage system, i.e., stream and wetland mitigation, are not discussed but should be
referred to as mitigation alternatives.
Recommended Change: Expand discussion of what type of structure would be necessary for
on-site water storage flow mitigation, the risks associated with this structure, and potential
alternative off-site stream and wetland mitigation. Also tie the flow regulation discussion to
regulatory requirements under the Clean Water Act, Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (APDES) permits, Corps 404 permits and other State of Alaska permits.
EPA Response: An expanded discussion of water quantity management is included in
Appendix J of the final assessment. This appendix discusses the regulatory context for
mitigation, and includes a section specifically addressing water flow storage alternatives
(e.g., impoundments, ice fields, upstream pumping).

5.33

Section 5.3.1, Pages 5-48
Comment: It is reported that between 5 million and 48 million cubic meters of water exceed
mine needs. Why isn’t this brought into the analysis or risk characterization of stream flow
reductions in the previous section? It seems likely this amount is adequate to keep impacted
stream flows at levels protective of fish in the reaches downstream of the mine pit/waste rock
piles/TSFs.
Recommended Change: Incorporate potential water returns to the streams in Section 5.2.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.29.

5.34

Section 5.3.1, Pages 5-48 to 5-52
Comment: While this section does discuss some preliminary “Exposure” issues, it doesn’t
examine and/or exclude exposure pathways for particular species or stream reaches, nor does
it quantify exposure. The discussion is solely limited to aquatic life.
Recommended Change: Incorporate discussion of exposures of resident versus anadromous
species. Elaborate on concern for anadromous egg and juvenile fish survival.
EPA Response: This section (Section 8.2.1.2 in the revised assessment) has been
expanded to address the routes of exposure, including the differences between
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anadromous and resident species in life stages exposed. Exposure to copper is discussed
in detail in Section 8.2.2.
5.35

Section 5.3.2, Pages 5-53
Comment: The biotic ligand model is used to derive criteria on page 5-49 despite not being
introduced until page 5-53. The values for copper derived from the biotic ligand model in
Table 5-14 and 5-15 do not match the values in Table 5-19. East and West Pre-Tertiary
values are swapped.
Table 5-19 shows the acute criterion for the biotic ligand model for Pebble West Pre-Tertiary
WREHȝJ/7DEOH-15 on Page 5-50 shows it as ȝJ/$OOWKHELRWLFOLJDQGYDOXHV
derived for copper need to be verified and accurately labeled in Tables 5-14 through 5-16 and
Table 5-19. These values are used to derive dilution calculations highlighted on page ES-21.
Furthermore, the chronic criteria are 10 and 90 times more stringent for the biotic ligand
model than the state’s water quality standards for the West and East Pre-Tertiary waste rock
respectively. This is a significant difference. The lead in sentence to Table 5-19 should
provide table references for the mean chemistries of the waste rock leachates. See comment
for pages 5-53 to 5-37.
Recommended Change: Move Tables 5-14 through 5-16 to after Table 5-19 or remove the
biotic ligand model derived criteria from Tables 5-14 though 5-16. Provide a footnote for the
column header “Average Value” indicating number of leachate tests performed. Review
inputs and outputs from the biotic ligand model and correct errors in values and references to
East and West Pre-Tertiary waste rock in Tables 5-14, 5-15, 5-16, and 5-19.
EPA Response: The tables appear with the exposure section because they contain the
potential exposure concentrations. Typographic errors identified in Table 5-19 have
been corrected. The copper values from the BLM do not match because water
chemistries of the leachates and ambient waters differ.

5.36

Section 5.3.2, Page 5-53
Comment: This section is a simple risk-based screening comparing average untreated waste
rock leachate metals concentrations to water quality criteria. This assumes 100% exposure of
all aquatic species in all streams. The results were a predicted potential for risks due to
aluminum, copper, and zinc, with the greatest indicated concern being copper. Using the
biotic ligand model significantly increases the predicted risks for copper.
EPA Response: This does not assume 100% exposure, and dilution is discussed. Risks
due to zinc and aluminum were not indicated. Using the best available science and the
current water quality criteria for copper does indeed increase predicted risks because of
the pure water at the site.
The screening concentrations predicted by the biotic ligand model are strongly related to the
amount of organic material in the water. The assessment set dissolved organic carbon to 1
mg/L but provided no specific reasoning as to why, other than that dissolved organic carbon
is expected to be low and 1 mg/L was the lowest possible in the model calculations.
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Background levels of dissolved organic carbon were measured in the Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Data to be approximately 1.5 mg/L.
EPA Response: The BLM-derived values are national ambient water quality criteria
based on site specific water quality, not just screening values. The DOC level for waste
rock leachate was set at 1.0 mg/L because there was no measureable DOC in the
leachate. Hence, the 1.0 mg/L value is a little high and thus results in a benchmark that
is a little high. Toxicity would actually be greater, but the BLM does not allow lower
values. Ambient DOC is not relevant to the toxicity of the leachate, only to the toxicity
of ambient waters, which is presented in Table 5-18.
Regardless, the screening suggests the potential for effects to aquatic life if untreated waste
rock leachate were discharged to streams.
EPA Response: This comment is in agreement with the assessment.
Recommended Change: Clearly justify use of 1.0 mg/L dissolved organic carbon. Discuss or
provide evidence of how toxicity may change downstream as concentrations of metals
decrease and organic matter concentration likely increases. May be able to use data from
Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data as dissolved organic carbon was
measured, and in the North Fork Koktuli ranged from 0.5 to 4.55 mg/L.
EPA Response: The comment confuses ambient water chemistry and leachate
chemistry. Criteria values for ambient baseline chemistry are included in the
assessment. No change required.
5.37

Section 5.3.2.2, Pages 5-53 to 5-57
Comment: This analysis of copper toxicity shows that the biotic ligand model provides a
“protective” risk-based screening concentration. This method is likely overprotective as
calculated because of the sensitivity of stream invertebrates used to develop the
model/criteria. A site-specific investigation could provide a more accurate and meaningful
evaluation of water quality criteria that would be protective of aquatic life.
EPA Response: As explained in Sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.4, peer-reviewed literature
indicate that it is more likely that criteria are under-protective. The model and criteria
are not based on stream invertebrates, and in fact stream invertebrates have been found
to be more sensitive than the species that were used. Further, protecting stream
invertebrates is necessary to support salmonid fish and to meet the mandates of the
Clean Water Act. No change required.

5.38

Comment: This analysis of copper toxicity shows that the biotic ligand model provides a
“protective” risk-based screening concentration. This method is likely overprotective as
calculated because of the sensitivity of stream invertebrates used to develop the
model/criteria. A site-specific investigation could provide a more accurate and meaningful
evaluation of water quality criteria that would be protective of aquatic life.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.37.

5.39

Vol 1 Section 5.3.2.2, Page 5-57
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Comment: Third line states “bioconcentration factor of 2,000 L/kg”. Bioconcentration factors
are unitless. 2000 also seems very high, so is it what it says it is?
EPA Response: The factor is unitless since a liter of water weighs a kg. The value is also
correct. No change required.
5.40

Section 5.3.2, Page 5-53
Comment: The section on “analogous” sites is too general to be of use in risk determination.
It raises the issue of the adequacy of current water quality criteria, but there is not enough
information provided on conditional differences between analogous sites and the Pebble
Mine site to make any inferences. Water quality, leachate parameters, acidity, water flow,
stream substrate, stream invertebrate assemblages, among other conditions all may be
different.
The research cited in this section also suggests that there may be impacts to stream
macroinvertebrates at concentrations below the water quality criteria, but essentially there is
no quantification of the potential impact or the level below the criteria that is unacceptable.
One article suggests a factor of 10 below the criteria provided acceptable protection. This
argument would seem to be more appropriate in setting new criteria, and until such criteria
are provided, there doesn’t seem to be any basis for requiring concentrations below EPA
approved Alaska Water Quality Criteria, apart from an APDES permitting process that takes
into account site-specific conditions.
No discussion is provided on any “acceptable” level of impacts to stream invertebrate
populations while maintaining healthy fish populations.
Siltation of the streams with contaminated sediment should be a principal concern in any
mine development/permitting and effects determination.
Recommended Change: Further examination of site-specific mine conditions and potential
impacts should include stream invertebrate sampling, enumeration, and analysis to establish
baseline conditions.
EPA Response: Baseline community characterization is being performed and was used
in the assessment. However, it does not resolve the issue of what level of copper would
protect aquatic biota. A risk assessment is not limited to state standards or national
criteria. Rather, it brings to bear the best available science. The issue raised by the
literature cited is the sensitivity of stream insects relative to the planktonic crustaceans
used to set the criteria, not water chemistry. That issue is relevant to Alaskan streams
as well as those in the Rocky Mountains. No change required.

5.41

The Assessment inappropriately uses the output from a toxicity calculation method (biotic
ligand model) on pre-Tertiary waste rock leachate to infer site-specific, downstream impacts
without necessary consideration of kinetics, downstream mixing and pH changes. Instead of
using field-collected data available from the EBD, the Assessment uses the most conservative
input criteria in the model, leading to even a more conservative result.
EPA Response: As stated in Table 5-17, the assessment uses mean values reported by
the PLP EBD to derive copper values, not the most conservative inputs. Lowest model
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values were used only when the reported value of a water quality parameter was zero or
less than the lowest model value. This results in higher, not lower, copper criteria
because those model parameters are competing ions or ligands. The results are low
because the water is pure. Because the State of Alaska does not allow mixing zones in
these waters, the undiluted potential effluent is relevant.
5.42

Section 5.3.2.2, Pages 5-57 to 5-58: The “uncertainties” section just states that the existing
criterion may not be protective. It does not state that it also may be overly protective,
depending on stream conditions at the mine. Invertebrates in many of the streams may
already be impacted by naturally high metals concentrations….or the natural intermittent
flow regimes of many of the streams and minor tributaries. Sensitive invertebrate species
may not be present.
Consideration of only the possible non-protective nature of water quality criteria, without
discussion of many, many other uncertainties biases the report.
Overall, Section 5.3.2.2 is a very simplified assessment of potential impact. Hence the need
for site-specific analysis.
EPA Response: The copper values are site-specific or waste specific. The point that
receptors may be resistant where copper is naturally high has been added to Chapter 8.
There is no reason to expect that intermittent flow makes invertebrates (the sensitive
receptors for copper) less sensitive to metals. The “many, many other uncertainties”
referenced in the comment are not specified and therefore cannot be addressed.

5.43

Volume 1, Section 5.3.4, Page 5-59: The first bullet says “Some leachate and process water
constituents have no water quality criteria (e.g., sulfate), or the criteria and standards are
based on old literature.” There is an Alaska water quality standard for sulfate; it may not
exceed 250 mg/L (see 18 AAC 70.020) What is the definition of “old”? Would it be better to
say that for some criteria new information supersedes the current standard (if that is the
case?).
EPA Response: The state standards for sulfate and chloride are for “drinking, culinary
and food processing” water supplies, not aquatic life. Therefore, they were not used in
this ecological risk assessment. The statement has been expanded to make this point.

5.44

Section 5.3.1, Pages 5-48 to 5-52
Comment: Essentially, the opening paragraph for this section says “Roads are nearly always
bad for streams” supported by a 40 year old citation. Whether intentional or not, the authors
portray a biased approach to the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
Roads CAN be bad for fish and streams, especially lots of roads. One well-designed and
managed road/bridge/culvert across/near a stream would seem to be unlikely to result in
significant biological impacts to fish and wildlife populations, but traffic levels, traffic
timing, road design, and other factors all play into the impacts. Management of these factors
may be necessary. One road may lead to other roads and more human presence. This should
be a consideration in approving/denying road/mine permits.
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Recommended Change: Move first two paragraphs to an appropriate subsection on impacts.
Move third paragraph up to be the introductory paragraph.
EPA Response: Risks to fish habitats and populations associated with the
transportation corridor are considered in Chapter 10 of the revised assessment.
Information in the paragraphs noted in the comment is now contained in Section 10.3.
The first use of the “old” citation (Darnell et al. 1976) noted in the comment was
incorrect and has been changed to Furniss et al. (1991).The information in that
publication is still true today.
Along any feasible route, the proposed transportation corridor would cross many
streams, rivers, wetlands, and extensive areas with shallow groundwater, including
numerous mapped (and likely more unmapped) tributary streams to Iliamna Lake.
Secondary development is described in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.
5.45

Section 5.4 Roads and Stream Crossings, Page 5-59
Comment: The opening section has several general and broad sweeping statements regarding
roads impacts on stream and river conditions. In particular, the statements are phrased such
that it implies roadway impacts are broad and can propagate significant distances upstream
and downstream. The following statement needs some sideboards “The physical effects of
roads on streams and rivers often propagate long distances from the site of a direct road
incursion, as a result of the energy associated with moving water (Richardson et al. 1975).”
For instance, a culvert located on a steep stream (say greater than 6% slope) will not likely
have extensive (several kilometer) upstream and downstream effects on the stream and
floodplain due primarily to the steep valley slope.
Recommended Change: Rephrase sentence to emphasize that improperly designed road
crossings and road crossings on flat, alluvial channels and floodplains could potentially affect
and impact streams for significant distances upstream and downstream.
EPA Response: The statement referred to in the comment is a general statement that
does not require further detail.

5.46

Section 5, Pages 5-59, 5-65 and 5-74
Comment: The pages state that the transportation corridor crosses 34 streams and rivers. As
stated in the Executive Summary “The most likely serious failure associated with the
transportation corridor would be blockage or failure of culverts”. This is readily avoided
through either small bridges or very large culverts or a series of culverts designed to handle
extremely large events. Given the sensitivity of the rivers and streams to the fisheries, the
company should be required to build long lasting crossings that would not plug up. It will
cost additional money to build these crossings but they would avoid the type of plugging
impacts discussed on these pages.
Recommended Change: Add language that these impacts would most likely be avoided in the
permit process by requiring significant long lasting crossing designs.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82. We disagree that impacts would most
likely be avoided in the permit process by requiring long-lasting crossing designs. With
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respect to the use of bridges, they would generally have less impact to salmon than
culverts, but can result in the loss of long riparian side channels if they do not span the
entire floodplain. Scenarios is which the majority of crossings would be bridges would
probably not be realistic. The actual decision as to what type of structure (bridge versus
culvert) would be constructed at each crossing would be made by industry engineers in
consultation with Alaska permitting staff.
5.47

Section 5.4.1 through 5.4.6, Pages 5-59 to 5-64
Comment: These subsections are not risk assessment. There are no set conditions defined
that, if met, would constitute risk or no risk. There is no comparison of likely conditions to
acceptable conditions. Thus, there is no assessment of risks. Rather, there is just a litany of
potential effects listed.
Essentially, the risk characterization for these subsections reiterates that any and all of the
bad things related to roads “could” happen. It does not provide that any specific risks would,
or are likely to, occur. Without this, the section is just saying, “there is a risk of these things
happening”, without any likelihood estimation. Without some form of likelihood or some
thresholds, any decision making or conclusions become based on individual interpretation
and not a shared basis of understanding.
Recommended Change: Add language that these impacts would most likely be avoided in the
permit process by requiring significant long lasting crossing designs. Conditions or design
thresholds, or a range of such, must be described that, if not met, could/would result in
ecologically unacceptable conditions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.46.
Where possible, subsections on the potential impacts of the transportation corridor
contain information on the probability and severity of specific impacts in the revised
assessment (e.g., the number of stream- and wetland-contaminating spills over 25- and
78-year mine scenarios, the inability to mitigate a stream-spill of a toxic contaminant
such as sodium ethyl xanthate, rough estimate of dust production from the
transportation corridor).

5.48

Main Report, Section 5.4, Roads and Stream Crossings, Page 5-59
Comment: The assumptions regarding the number of culverts and bridges may be inaccurate.
On numerous occasions, ADF&G has communicated to the Pebble Limited Partnership the
desire for bridges at all stream crossing locations. Bridge designs, not culverts, will be the
starting point for each considered road crossing.
Recommended Change: The watershed assessment should reflect ADF&G’s preference for
bridges instead of culverts and the roadway risks/impacts discussion should focus on possible
effects of bridges on stream habitat and fish resources.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.46. The assumption in the draft assessment
regarding number of bridges (20) came from Ghaffari et al. (2011). In the revised
assessment, crossings that would be bridged (18) are based on mean annual streamflows
as explained in the text.
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Section 5.4 Road and Culvert Failures, Stormwater Runoff, Page 5-59
Comment: The narrative implies that only roads can have negative effects on stream passage.
Flood events can have substantive changes in the natural stream environment in regards to
‘modification of drainage networks, acceleration of erosion processes, which, in turn, can
lead to changes in streamflow regimes, sediment transport and storage, channel bank and bed
configurations, substrate composition, and the stability of slopes adjacent to streams.
The assumption that roadway salts would be used for general winter maintenance is a
considerable jump. BMPs for roadway maintenance in winter climates depend largely on the
temperatures, existing road surface, type and rate of vehicle travel, and other considerations.
In colder climatic conditions, salts are not utilized for winter maintenance. If salts/brines are
used for winter maintenance they are typically used on paved roadways. Given the heavy
vehicle traffic this road would carry, this writer assumes a non-paved surface for the major
roadways.
EPA Response: It was not our intent to imply that only roads can have negative effects
on stream passage, but the narrative referred to in the comment is part of the chapter
describing risks to fish habitats and populations associated with the transportation
corridor.
The revised assessment contains the following text: “Roads are treated with salts and
other materials to reduce dust and improve winter traction. In Alaska, calcium chloride
is commonly used for dust control and is mixed with sand for winter application.” This
is a realistic scenario. According to the Alaska DEC (http://www.dec.state.ak.us/air/
anpms/Dust/topten_dustctrl2.htm), calcium chloride has been tested and used as a dust
control palliative in Alaska in many places over several years.

5.50

Section 5.4.2, Page 5-60
Comment: “During runoff events, traffic residues produce a contaminant “soup” of metals
(especially lead, zinc, copper, chromium, and cadmium), oil, and grease, which can run off
road surfaces, enter streams, and accumulate in sediments (Van Hassel et al. 1980) or
disperse into groundwater (Van Bohemen and Van de Laak 2003).”
There is no mention of whether this report related metals to runoff from highway traffic roads
or traffic similar to that expected at the Pebble project. The source of metals in the sediments
may be from other sources than traffic if the findings of two other studies are considered; see
information at the links:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0043135498003960 and
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412096000803.
EPA Response: The reports referenced in the comment relate to metal runoff from road
traffic in general, though they contain discussion of specific road types. We
acknowledge that road traffic is not the only source of metals in runoff or sediments,
but the cited reports indicate that road traffic contributes to metals in runoff.

5.51

Section 5.4.1 Roads and Stream Crossings, Page 5-60
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Comment: The following statement needs revision. “This can lead to increased channel
scouring and down-cutting, streambank erosion, and undermining of the stream crossing
structure and fill.”
Recommended Change: Revise statement “This can lead to localized increases in channel
scouring and down-cutting, streambank erosion, and undermining of the stream crossing
structure and fill.”
EPA Response: The sentence referenced in the comment reads as follows in the revised
assessment: “This can lead to increased channel scouring and down-cutting,
streambank erosion, and undermining of the road.” The use of the word “can” implies
that the listed impacts may not occur in all instances and are thus localized. No change
required.
5.52

Section 5.4.4 Road Crossings as Barriers to Fish Movement, Pages 5-60 & 5-61
Comment: The risks and impacts to fish passage may be overstated using new culvert design
standards that are designed to accommodate fish passage. Also, many of the culvert impacts
described (such as erosion and floodplain connectivity are very localized).
Last sentence of the section states “These potential reductions in downstream habitat quality
and inhibited fish passage could occur in the 14 culverted streams that support salmonids.”
Previously in the section on Page 5-60, it states that there are 17 culverted streams supporting
salmonids.
The report then again refers to 14 culverted streams on page 5-74.
Recommended Change: The culvert and impacts should attempt to estimate aerial and spatial
extent of fish impacts using current fish passage design standards for culvert design. The
reason for this is that if fish passage is provided a majority of the time (with the exception of
flood peak periods, washouts and blockages), then secondary effects of culverts including
erosion and floodplain connectivity will be minor in the grand scheme and can likely be
mitigated for. Reconcile the difference in the number of culverted streams supporting
salmonids.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.46. Also, the comment seems to discount
“flood peak periods, washouts, and blockages,” but in a realistic scenario the secondary
effects of culverts would probably not be minor.
The draft assessment did not state that there would be 17 culverted streams supporting
salmonids. Rather, it noted that there are 17 anadromous streams. In the draft
assessment, of the 34 streams supporting migrating and/or resident salmonids that
would be crossed by the transportation corridor, 20 would be bridged and 14 culverted.
The number of streams known or likely to support migrating and/or resident salmonids
has been updated to 53 in the revised assessment.

5.53

Section 5.4.2, Page 5-61
Comment: “Fish mortality in streams has been related to high concentrations of aluminum,
manganese, copper, iron, or zinc, with effects on populations recorded as far as 8 km
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downstream (Forman and Alexander 1998). This report can be found at
http://www.edc.uri.edu/nrs/classes/nrs534/NRS_534_readings/FormanRoads.pdf.
The statement of impacts 8 km downstream actually comes from the reference in Forman and
Alexander’s report, i.e., Morgan E, Porak W, Arway J. 1983. Controlling acidic-toxic metal
leachates from Southern Appalachian construction slopes: mitigating stream damage. Transp.
Res. Rec. 948:10-16s.
Why this is quoted is not obvious when the Assessment continues with “Although this is an
important issue for streams near highways, it is unlikely that a mine access road would have
sufficient traffic to significantly contaminate runoff with metals or oil.”
Recommended Change: Just state realistic issues, as the sentence in 5.4.2 says: “the salts or
other materials used for winter treatment of roads could present a significant issue”. If this
was done it would remove any perception that a bias is being presented in the report, which is
to provide information on possible impacts, not impossible or improbable impacts. Even this
statement about salts is brought into question when in Section 5.4.6.1 it says “Roads are
treated with salts and other materials to reduce dust and improve winter traction. In Alaska,
calcium chloride is commonly used for dust control and is mixed with sand for winter
application. During periods of rain and snowmelt, these materials are washed off roads and
into streams, rivers, and wetlands, where fish and their invertebrate prey can be directly
exposed. We found no relevant data for chloride levels in streams treated in this way.”
EPA Response: The comment is correct that the statement of impacts 8 km downstream
comes from the Morgan et al. (1983) reference. The revised assessment contains the
corrected citation, and notes that the source of the minerals causing mortality was from
highway construction activities in geological formations containing pyritic materials.
The statement regarding the likelihood of traffic on a mine road contaminating runoff
with metals or oil precedes the text relating to contamination from road construction
activities in the revised assessment. It reads as follows: “It is unclear if the
transportation corridor would have sufficient traffic to contaminate runoff with
significant amounts of metals or oil (although stormwater runoff from roads at the mine
site itself are more likely to contain metal concentrations sufficient to affect stream
water quality).” For the sake of completeness we feel it is necessary to mention the
potential impacts from traffic residues and construction, though these risks are not
considered further.
We disagree that the potential significance of salts for winter road treatments is
brought into question due to a lack of data for chloride levels in streams from roads
treated with a calcium chloride/sand mixture. Chloride salts are known to cause toxicity
to vegetation and aquatic species, and—based on a study cited in the revised
assessment—the toxicity of the calcium chloride commonly used in Alaska would be
expected to be a little greater than the more studied sodium chloride given chlorine
concentrations.
5.54

Page 5-61
Comment: EPA references the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between ADF&G and
ADOT&PF as a statewide standard for culvert installation on fish-bearing streams. This
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MOU is not a statewide standard for all entities; rather, it simply serves as an agreement
between the two agencies that establishes a tiered approach to culvert installation and some
minimum design requirements.
Recommended Change: The watershed assessment should make it clear that statewide
standards for culvert design and installation currently do not exist. ADF&G evaluates each
proposed culvert installation on a case by case basis.
EPA Response: The assessment does not reference the MOA between ADF&G and
ADOT&PF as a ‘state’ standard, but rather as containing standards for culverts on
fish-bearing streams. The procedures, criteria, and guidelines described in the MOA
are used by ADF&G for permitting culvert related work in fish-bearing waters, and
represent the state-of-the-art methodologies for Alaska. The culvert-design approaches
are summarized in Box 10-2 of the revised assessment.
5.55

Section 5.4.6.3, Page 5-63
Comment: Says “Additionally, 19.4 km of roadway would intersect wetlands within and
beyond those mapped by the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI). Runoff from these
segments of roadway could have a significant impact on these wetlands.” Are there any
examples or studies that can back up this statement?
EPA Response: The statement, “Runoff from these segments of roadway could have a
significant impact on these wetlands,” has been changed to the following in the revised
assessment: “Runoff from these road segments could have significant effects on fish and
the invertebrates that they consume, particularly if sensitive life stages are present.”
This statement refers to road segments intersecting streams (noted earlier in the
paragraph) as well as those intersecting wetlands. References for the toxicity of de-icing
salts and dust suppressants are provided in the previous section (Section 10.3.3.2) in the
revised assessment.

5.56

Section 5.4.8.2 Stream Length Upstream and Downstream from Crossings, Page 5-65
Comment: Last sentence states “The length of stream upstream of the transportation corridor
likely to support fish, based on a stream gradient higher than 10%, is 240 km.” The sentence
should state “gradient less than 10%…”
Recommended Change: Reconcile sentence and Table 5-22.
EPA Response: The comment is correct, though in the revised assessment we use <12%
as the criterion and cite a relevant source. Information in the text and related table are
now reconciled.

5.57

Section 5.4.7.3, Page 5-65
Comment: Filling of wetlands would definitely impact wetlands, but it would not necessarily
eliminate habitat for salmonids unless the wetland was directly connected to a salmonidbearing stream, or was a salmonid-bearing wetland. Placement of roads and stream crossings
is, no doubt, critical in any such impacts. But, there are already rules for mitigation
requirements related to wetland impacts. Thus, any such impacts would require mitigation for
lost area, functions, and values, according to federal rules/regulations.
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The level of mitigated impact cannot be assessed from information provided within the
Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
Recommended Change: Use site-specific road alignment data to predict level of impact,
required mitigation, and any remaining impact/risk.
EPA Response: Not every wetland is salmon-bearing, but in general filling wetlands
would eliminate habitat for salmonids and would indirectly alter wetlands in ways that
could reduce the quality, quantity, and accessibility of habitat for fish. In the
assessment, the alignment of the transportation corridor was used as a starting point for
estimating potential risks to fish habitats and populations associated with the corridor.
However, any formal determinations regarding compensatory mitigation can only take
place in the context of a regulatory action. This assessment is not a regulatory action,
and thus a complete evaluation of compensatory mitigation is considered outside the
scope of the assessment. Nevertheless, Appendix J, which discusses potential
compensatory mitigation measures, has been added to the revised assessment.
5.58

Section 5.4.8.1, Page 5-65
Comment: The first sentence of this subsection is overstated.
In the third sentence, should this be rephrased to “potential” high impact areas?
According to Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data, there is already a
road along Chinkelyes Creek from the coast to the Iliamna. If so, Pebble Limited Partnership
actions may improve current road conditions.
Recommended Change: Edit text to eliminate overstatements and acknowledge there is no
current impact and changes might be able to be made to alleviate some/all of the purported
impacts.
Note where there is any existing roadway along or near the proposed road, and what the
impacts have been. Existing roads provide empirical evidence of direct impacts. They do not
account for increased use-related potential impacts.
EPA Response: The first sentence noted in the comment has been deleted from the
revised assessment. With respect to the sentence containing the phrase “high impact”
areas, we believe that term is correct as is.
With respect to the first recommended change, the assessment acknowledges that best
management practices or mitigation measures would be used.
With respect to the second recommended change, the draft assessment noted the
existence of a few road segments, but more detail is contained in the revised assessment
(Section 6.1.3.1). We also make reference to impacts that have occurred on existing
segments, for example heavy rains in late September 2003 that washed out sections of
the Williamsport-Pile Bay Road (the road referenced in the comment). As the comment
notes, Pebble Limited Partnership actions may improve conditions on that road to meet
design standards.

5.59

Section 5.4.8.2, Page 5-65
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Comment: Similar to section 5.4.8.1, total potential worst-case impact is implied and
assumed. The assumption that significant impacts occur on every crossed stream both
upstream to non-fish bearing conditions, and downstream to an outlet, grossly overstates and
misrepresents likely impacts.
It is not clearly stated how upstream portions of streams will be impacted. In earlier portions
of the Bristol Bay Assessment it is stated impacts MAY extend to 200 meters away from the
road. However, later in the assessment, it implies the impact can be measured miles
downstream and upstream. The mileage represented in Tables must be qualified such that is
does not imply impacts to the entire mileages listed.
Recommended Change: Provide discussion about the level of impacts close to the road and
account for the distance downstream where impacts are ameliorated, particularly for those
streams that are crossed only once and/or do not have any fish in them near the road crossing.
EPA Response: The assessment does not assume that significant impacts occur on every
crossed stream along its entire length, downstream to an outlet or upstream to non fishbearing conditions. The revised assessment states that the transportation corridor could
affect 290 stream km between its road crossings and Iliamna Lake, and that fish may
also be affected in the approximately 830 km of stream upstream of the transportation
corridor that are likely to support salmonids (based on surveys and stream gradients
less than 12%, Table 10-8). Upstream portions of streams would be impacted through
potential blockage of fish passage (e.g., culverts plugged by debris, or stream flow
exceeds culvert capacity resulting in overtopping and road washout).
We delineated the proximity of the transportation corridor to National Hydrology
Dataset streams and National Wetlands Inventory wetlands. The 200-m road buffer for
effects outward from the road was derived from an estimate of the road-effect zone for
secondary roads (Forman 2000), as noted in the revised assessment. Impacts from the
road over water (i.e., at stream crossings) would be expected over much longer
distances. As noted in the revised assessment, the physical effects of roads on streams
and rivers often propagate long distances from actual stream crossings due to the
energy associated with moving water. Alteration of hydrology and sediment deposition
by road crossings can change channels or shorelines many kilometers away. Tables in
the assessment document upstream lengths of streams likely to support salmonids and
downstream lengths to Iliamna Lake. We do not feel it is necessary to qualify these
distances.
With respect to the recommended changes, discussion about the level of impacts is
contained in the risk characterization section of specific potential impacts. We do not
have enough information to postulate about the downstream distance from crossings
where impacts may be ameliorated.
5.60

Figure 5-15, Page 5-67
Comment: Question: Why is the road shown going into and out of lakes?
EPA Response: In the draft assessment, water bodies were incorrectly shown as
overlying the proposed transportation corridor. This has been corrected in the revised
assessment (i.e., the road now overlies the water bodies).
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Section 5.4.10, Page 5-74
Comment: Because a stream by stream assessment has not been done and actual stream
crossings have not been designed or located, it is impossible to determine the actual impacts.
The purported “likely” diminished production on 510 km of 30 streams is likely a significant
overestimate of potential impacts.
Recommended Change: Examine width of stream versus width of flood plain and determine
whether culverts would be adequate to maintain stream function and fish passage and where
bridges are required to do the same. Given use of appropriate culverts, bridges, and road
construction practices, estimate damages downstream, within the most likely length of
impact, (200 meters?).
EPA Response: The revised assessment assumes that crossings over streams with mean
annual streamflows greater than 0.15 m3/s would be bridged. However, the actual
decision as to what type of structure (bridge versus culvert) would be constructed at
each crossing would be made by industry engineers in consultation with Alaska
permitting staff. We do not have enough information to estimate the most likely length
of impacts downstream from crossings.

5.62

Section 5.4.10 Overall Risks to Transportation Corridor to Salmon Populations, Page 5-74
Comment: Section states that magnitude of changes in fish populations cannot be estimated at
this time. Estimates of effects and impacts on physical habitat (such as length of stream, areas
of wetland loss, and percent time of fish passage barriers) could be summarized, similar to
other sections where physical habitat effects are reported rather than estimated effects on fish
populations.
Recommended Change: Recommend summarizing physical habitat effects, where feasible.
EPA Response: In the revised assessment we summarize the number of streams in
which salmonid spawning migrations may be impeded, the number that contain
restricted upstream habitat, and the number that would be entirely or partly blocked at
any time. We then note that: “As a result, salmonid passage—and ultimately
production—would be reduced in these streams, and they would likely not be able to
support long-term populations of resident species such as rainbow trout or Dolly
Varden. Approximately 290 km of stream downstream of road crossings also could be
affected.” We also summarize the fish species, abundances, and distributions that could
be affected by construction and operation of the transportation corridor.

5.63

Section 2.2.3 Salmon-Mediated Effects on Wildlife, Page 5-74
Comment: Salmon reductions caused by mining are speculated to “cause roughly
proportionate declines in bears, wolves and bald eagles”. The amount of decline would not
likely be proportionate as salmon only constitute a portion of these species’ diet. In the case
of wolves, salmon may be a rather small component of the diet. The effects of reduced
salmon would depend on the amount of the reduction of salmon in the diet and the
relationship between salmon intake and vital rates. In addition, predators and scavengers
utilizing salmon resources may interfere with each other resulting in imbalanced effects on
different populations.
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Recommended Change: Quantify the salmon-mediated effects better.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to acknowledge the complex
relationships between salmon and predators/scavengers. There is insufficient
information to allow quantification of salmon-mediated effects on wildlife.
5.64

Section 5.5, Page 5-75
Comment: Without some quantification of impacts to fish, it is impossible to quantify
impacts to salmon-mediated effects on wildlife. It is not clear that impacts on wildlife would
be proportional to impacts on salmon caused by the road because much wildlife can move
long distances…as stated in the early sections of the Assessment.
No analysis is made of roadway corridor effects on wildlife. This is purposeful, keeping
impacts related to salmon, but may underestimate actual risks to wildlife. This could be stated
in this section of the Assessment.
Recommended Change: Rewrite the Assessment with site specific information, or allow
Pebble Limited Partnership to provide detailed permitting documents, then review/estimate
likely impacts to fish and wildlife.
EPA Response: We agree with the comment and have not attempted to quantify
salmon-mediated effects on wildlife. The scope of the assessment is focused on potential
risks to salmon from large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to indigenous
culture and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary,
and cumulative effects on wildlife in the mining area and transportation corridor.

5.65

Section 5.6, Page 5-75
Comment: The text states that any negative impact on fish could lead to negative impact on
the health and welfare of Alaska Natives. Yet, of the 40,000,000 (high range) fish returning
to the Bristol Bay region, it was stated earlier that approximately 150,000 are taken for
subsistence. The assessment assumes that “any” impact to fish populations would necessarily
result in a proportional impact to Alaska Native subsistence fish use although the relative
taking of subsistence fish is small relative to the taking of commercial fish.
Recommended Change: Present a more detailed or at least report more precisely the numbers
of salmon used for subsistence versus the total number of fish, and discuss the balance that
could be adjusted between escapement, commercial, and subsistence fish harvest, particularly
if a more detailed economic analysis shows the mine is more economically valuable than
slight losses to the commercial fish industry.
EPA Response: The comparison of subsistence with commercial fisheries is not within
the scope of this assessment. Likewise, the assessment is not an economic cost-benefit
analysis of mining versus the fishery. Although the subsistence fishery is small relative
to the commercial fishery, it sustains a way of life for local residents and is integral to
social and spiritual aspects of Alaska Native cultures in the region.

5.66

Section 5.6, Page 5-76
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Comment: The statement that “some” residents use the area of the road corridor, and “some”
negative effects on salmon habitat “would” result in displacement of subsistence users is
unfounded. As presented in the next sentence, the road may actually bring more subsistence
users to easily accessible streams, resulting in a bigger impact than the road itself. If 500
salmon return each year to a stream, and subsistence users only collect 50, then a 2%
decrease in salmon populations returning to the river will not have any impact on subsistence
use. In fact, it may go unnoticed. The road itself may have a positive impact to subsistence
culture by increasing access in contrast to the direct negative impact to fish and wildlife of
the road corridor.
Recommended Change: Provide quantification of salmon impact, use subsistence road use
information to determine if it preferentially brings more subsistence users to the easier
accessed rivers. Discuss whether Native Alaskans use roads and the positive and negative
impacts roads may have on subsistence culture. Overall, this section is poorly substantiated.
Need to define what is likely, and then provide a range of variation around what is likely.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to acknowledge the complexities of
predicting future subsistence usage of the area around the transportation corridor. The
scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from large-scale mining
and salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife, although we do
recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects resulting
from large-scale mine development in the region.

Igiugig Native Corporation (Doc. #4116)
5.67

Biological threats, there wasn’t any mention of biologic threats to an environment that
development brings, such as invasive plants. There are invasive plants in Alaska that add to
the degradation to salmon habitat.
EPA Response: Invasive plants are discussed in the revised assessment (Chapter 10).

5.68

Drinking water, large mining projects remove important elements of the best water filtration
for drinking water, how can this mine impact the watersheds drinking water?
EPA Response: Potential effects on drinking water from large-scale mining are outside
the scope of this assessment as defined in Chapter 2 of the revised assessment. However,
reliance on surface and groundwater for drinking water in the watersheds is
acknowledged in Section 12.2 of the revised assessment.

5.69

Fresh water seals, Lake Iliamna is one out of two places on earth that harbor fresh water
seals. We did not see impact studies done on them, or a species of fish called Black Fish that
live in swampy marshland around the Lake Iliamna region.
EPA Response: The assessment identifies the freshwater harbor seal population in
Iliamna Lake as one of two in North America. Blackfish are listed in Appendix B of the
assessment. The comment is correct that neither of these species is the focus of the
assessment. The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife,
although we do recognize potential effects on other species.
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Cultural impacts, if the fish are impacted there will be actual cultural impact on local
residents, not maybe.
EPA Response: The assessment text has been expanded to elaborate on the potential
complexity of impacts on culture from the loss of fish.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #4382 and #4145)
5.71

The Draft Assessment underestimates the amount of habitat that would be lost under the
hypothetical mine scenario 2. It does this in part by excluding certain areas from the mine
footprint and, consequently, from the calculation of habitat acres lost to the mine footprint. In
addition, the Draft Assessment bases its estimate of stream losses on the Alaska National
Hydrography Dataset (ANHD), which uses a coarse scale and therefore underestimates the
reach and extent of streams in the vicinity. Finally, the Draft Assessment bases its estimate of
wetland losses on National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps, even though Pebble Limited
Partnership (PLP) delineated substantially more wetland and aquatic areas within its “mine
mapping area” than are shown in NWI maps of the same areas. As a result of this
underestimation of habitat losses, the risks associated with such habitat loss are understated.
EPA could expand its habitat, stream and wetland estimates as detailed in Attachment A
(Comments of Thomas G. Yocom).
EPA Response: Our estimates of stream and wetland losses are likely underestimates.
This issue is presented in the revised assessment (Box 7-1), where we discuss stream and
wetland data limitations.
The comment suggests expanding our analysis as described in their Attachment A,
which is largely a comparison of the data sources we used with data available in the
Pebble EBD. The Pebble EBD data would represent one possible source of improved,
higher-resolution mapping and data collection. However, Pebble has not made those
data sources available to us in a conveniently usable form for quantification, nor have
they been subject to peer review, points that are acknowledged in the attachment.
Therefore, despite their limitations, the National Wetlands Inventory and National
Hydrography Dataset represent the best available, most widely known available
datasets for this area. As improved datasets become available, we support reanalysis of
the stream and wetland impacts.

5.72

In most ecosystems, plant species are the primary producers of bio-mass on which all
members of the trophic web directly or indirectly rely. Vegetation also plays an important
role in water and nutrient cycling, ecosystem energy flow, water quality and flow regimes
and other beneficial ecosystem functions. To the extent the Draft Assessment includes
information about vegetation, for example on page 5-19, it relies heavily on studies from
PLP’s EBD. This reliance should be exercised with caution. The results reported in the EBD
cannot be verified because the underlying data and photo signature guides used to generate

2

See Comments of Thomas Yocom, attached as Attachment A. Thomas G. Yocom is a former National Wetlands
Expert for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, serving at EPA from 1984 until retiring in 2005. He also
served as a fishery biologist for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service from
1971 until 1984. He has been a Wetlands Regulatory Scientist for the Huffman-Broadway Group since 2006.
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the vegetation maps are not provided 3. In addition, the study lacks complete vegetation type
descriptions and photographs 4, the mapping is presented in a manner and scale that precludes
meaningful interpretation 5 and omits critical information about invasive species 6. These
omissions are significant and, as such, the vegetation information contained in the EBD must
necessarily be viewed with some skepticism. Nevertheless, the conclusion of the Draft
Assessment related to vegetation – “[t]he presence of both willow and alder in the headwater
stream riparian zones implies high-quality basal food resources for stream fishes in the mine
area” – is well-founded and supported by other sources of information about vegetation in the
watershed.
EPA Response: This comment is consistent with the assessment. No change required.
5.73

The Draft Assessment does not squarely address the challenges of constructing and operating
a modern day mine that could possibly meet the “no failure” scenario with respect to
wastewater treatment. In addition to the unprecedented quantity of contaminated water that
would require treatment (over 130 million gallons per day), State of Alaska water quality
criteria (WQC) would have to be met end-of-pipe without the benefit of dilution (all other
Alaska hardrock mines rely on dilution to meet WQC).
EPA Response: The “no failure” scenario is no longer included in the revised
assessment. The possibility of water treatment failure is now included and evaluated in
Chapter 8.

5.74

Furthermore, the water balance significantly underestimates the volume of contaminated
wastewater that would require treatment during operation and post-closure, and it does not
account for extreme events such as peak storm runoff. The Draft Assessment does not
address the porous nature of the surficial deposits and fractured bedrock in the project area as
well as other information that places in serious doubt the ability of a conventional, unlined
tailings impoundment to capture toxic tailings leachate before it enters the local groundwater
system. Finally, the Draft Assessment does not adequately address the fact that the enormous
amounts of wastewater could be discharged only during the five months of the year when
receiving waters are not frozen, greatly increasing the magnitude of the water management
challenge. We recommend that in the Final Assessment EPA at a minimum acknowledge that

3

For a more thorough critique of PLP’s Vegetation Studies see Michelle Sturdy, “Review of Pebble Mine Project
Environmental Baseline Document Chapter 13: Vegetation” (2012), attached as Attachment C.
4
The appendices to the EBD include vegetation type descriptions and photographs, but these generally lack
important site characteristic information such as elevation, slope, aspect, landscape position, soil types, etc. This is
important information that was not presented because it had not been through quality control review (EBD, Chapter
13, page 9).
5
The vegetation-type polygons in the vegetation maps obscure the underlying vegetation. This makes it impossible
to compare the vegetation in the imagery to the assigned vegetation type. The scale of the maps is too also small for
any meaningful interpretation.
6
Although the EBD study objectives indicate the incidental observations of plants considered weeds were to be
documented, such information is missing although five species are listed in the mine mapping area plant list. One of
these is Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense). This species is of particular concern because an aggressive, highly
invasive plant that is common to disturbed sites and difficult to eradicate. Observations of this species would be
highly important and should have been given more attention in the EBD.
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the result of this approach is an understatement of both the water management challenge and
the potential for water management failures associated with its hypothetical mine scenario.
EPA Response: The assessment did not state that the water would be discharged only
during five months of the year. It is possible to treat water during the winter months
and it is common for treatment facilities to be contained in structures to prevent
freezing of the treatment plants; thus our assessment assumes that water would be
treated and discharged as necessary. However, Chapter 8 evaluates potential risks
associated with unforeseen events and accidents. Extreme flows are assumed to be
temporarily stored for treatment, but failure mechanisms discussed in Section 8.1.2
include the possibility that storage may be inadequate, resulting in releases of untreated
water. The inability to capture all leachate is now explicitly recognized and
incorporated into the assessment.
5.75

As documented here, the Draft Assessment underestimates both the abundance and
importance of the watershed’s resources and the risks posed by large-scale mining, and
despite its significant findings of potential adverse impacts, actually present a conservative
view of those potential impacts.
EPA Response: Summary statement; no change required.

5.76

In estimating impacts of the Pebble 25-year mining project to wetland and aquatic areas, EPA
relies upon National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps for the Bristol Bay watershed. These
maps are produced from aerial photo interpretation of high altitude imagery, and are
accompanied by little or no actual on-the-ground verification. EPA’s reliance on the NWI
maps likely leads to conclusions about potential impacts of large-scale hardrock mining
operations on wetland and aquatic areas that are substantial underestimates. In fact, field
studies by the Pebble Partnership (EBD Chapter 14: Wetlands) suggest that the reach and
extent of wetland and aquatic areas that are shown in NWI maps within the proposed mine
footprint may be 30% or more too low.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.71.

5.77

EBD Chapter 14 characterized roughly a third of its 29,430-acre “mine mapping” area as
wetlands or aquatic habitats (9,826 acres). Using this ratio for illustrative purposes only, the
roughly 9,400-acre combined footprint of the 25-year Pebble mine, waste rock disposal area,
and tailing storage facility (that EPA estimates covers 8,330 acres) would result in the loss of
over 3,100 acres of wetland and aquatic habitats, or roughly 600 acres more than the 2,520
acres EPA estimates would be lost.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.71. The EBD represents a different, more
precise resolution of wetland mapping than was publicly available from the NWI. The
differences in wetland area between the NWI dataset and other possible datasets
referenced in this comment are addressed in Box 7-1 of the revised assessment.

5.78

EPA should expand its BBWA to provide some assessment of the risks/probabilities that
water quality standards could be met even under its “no fail” scenario, as well as the
risks/probabilities that habitat losses could be offset through compensatory mitigation
measures. EPA should provide examples if they exist, or explicitly acknowledge the lack of
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such examples. If such measures have never been achieved previously, it seems inappropriate
for EPA to presume that it will be accomplished under a “no-failure” scenario.
EPA Response: The assessment has been reorganized to better distinguish between
effects associated with the direct habitat and water lost to potential mine footprints
(Chapter 7) from other effects resulting from contaminated leachate, water treatment
failures, and other types of failures. In the original assessment, it was not clear that “no
failure” represented a best-case scenario where all mitigation measures worked
properly to eliminate all impacts other than direct habitat and water losses, and that
“failure” then considered other potential (and in some cases likely) impacts. Chapter 8
of the revised assessment addresses water collection, treatment and discharge in terms
of expected operating conditions and potential failures.
5.79

The Draft Assessment is understated in its appraisal of the effects of a large-scale mining
operation on wildlife resources. More attention should be focused on the impacts that loss of
or damage to the salmon resource would have on these other wildlife resources – either as a
food source or, more generally, as a source of nutrients for their habitat. In addition, the Draft
Assessment does not address the potential for noise pollution or fugitive dust resulting from
the mining infrastructure and what effects this might have on the behavior of key subsistence
species like caribou, moose, and migratory bird and waterfowl. The Draft Assessment also
does not examine the effects the transportation corridor might have on the movement and
behavior of these species.
EPA Response: The assessment text has been expanded to acknowledge a broader
range of potential salmon-mediated impacts. The scope of the assessment is focused on
potential risks to salmon from large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to
indigenous culture and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct,
secondary, and cumulative effects on wildlife in the mining area and transportation
corridor.

5.80

The Draft Assessment includes very useful and informative information about subsistence. At
the same time, it does not adequately discuss the very important socioeconomic impacts to
local communities that would likely result from the potential environmental impacts of the
development of the hypothetical mine scenario 7. There is substantial literature documenting
the adverse impacts of mining and energy development on small indigenous communities,
such as increased inflation, overwhelming demands on existing services, and increases in
social problems like domestic violence. The Assessment would benefit from greater attention
to this literature and a more thorough and prominent discussion of these threats.

7

Don Callaway, Comments on Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: Subsistence Impacts (2012), attached as
Attachment E. Don Callaway, Ph.D., University of Michigan (anthropology), was also a postdoctoral fellow in
statistics at the University of California, Berkeley. Dr. Callaway served as Senior Cultural Anthropologist with the
National Park Service Alaska Region for 27 years. He conducted extensive fieldwork in over 50 Alaska rural
indigenous communities and nearly a dozen indigenous communities in the Russian Far East. Dr. Callaway’s
research focuses on subsistence issues, climate change, and the social and cultural impacts of regulatory, mining,
and energy initiatives.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.79. At the request of the peer reviewers, we
have added information on effects of resource extraction industries on Alaska Native
cultures to Chapter 12 of the revised assessment.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #3797, #4962, and #5416)
5.81

EPA’s charge questions should ask whether the draft Bristol Bay Assessment should consider
information about other modern regulated mines, such as: (a) those on the Fraser River
salmon fisheries in British Columbia, including the Highland Valley Copper Mine; (b) the
Thompson Creek Mine in Idaho, which is within the Salmon River fishery; (c) the Red Dog
Mine in Alaska; and others. If that data were not used by EPA in formulating its Assessment
or EPA does not plan on providing that data to the peer review panel, EPA should
immediately explain why and ask the peer review panel whether such data would be useful to
a scientific assessment of the effects of mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: This comment concerns the charge question to the peer reviewers. The
charge questions included a request for additional information regarding the mine
scenario and mitigation measures. The peer reviewers had access to all public
comments, including this one.

5.82

Estimated stream flow analysis is poor science. Flow is but one metric for evaluating fish
habitat change; instream flow related studies have repeatedly shown that flow changes do not
correspond on a 1:1 basis with fish habitat. To thoroughly understand the effects of stream
flow changes, studies must also consider the effects of flow alteration on temperature,
sediment transport and channel form, connectivity to side and off-channel habitats, and ice
processes. EPA’s statements regarding flow reduction effects on salmonid populations are
unsupported by the published literature. More importantly, EPA’s failure to review and
consider the data provided in the PLP Environmental Baseline Document (EBD, 2011) to
conduct this analysis is a serious omission and a failure to apply “best available science.”
EPA Response: Observed streamflows at gaging stations from PLP’s Environmental
Baseline Document were used as the basis for the streamflow alteration analysis. We
agree that streamflow is just one aspect of habitat that would change under the mine
scenarios presented, but it is a fundamentally important one. Detailed flow-habitat
studies like those begun by PLP contractors will be useful for managing streamflows, as
acknowledged in the assessment. Until such studies have been validated and verified
and can be linked to a detailed flow management plan, our use of the precautionary
environmental flow approach is supported by the scientific literature and provides a
conservative perspective for targeting flow management toward flow regimes likely to
be protective of fish communities and habitats in the project area.

5.83

Stream flow impacts (habitat and fish loss) are based on unrealistic assumptions. The method
EPA used for judging the degree of impact on salmonid populations is essentially
hydrologically based and has no direct linkage to salmonid fish populations and salmonid
fish habitat. Indeed, none of the four case studies reviewed by Richter et al. (2011) involved
Pacific coast anadromous species, and none involved detailed field data collection.
Furthermore, the four case studies were from Florida, Michigan, the United Kingdom, and
Maine. The method is a Percent of Flow (POF) based method that, as the authors indicate
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“…is intended for application only where detailed scientific assessments of environmental
flow needs cannot be undertaken in the near term. “
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.82.
5.84

Section 5.2
Theoretical impacts on habitat are calculated in percentages, or in some cases, based on
fractions of percentages. This encourages two misconceptions. First, the impacts are real
when, in fact, the technical foundation is based on speculation and unsubstantiated
assumptions. Second, the impacts have been scientifically and defensibly calculated, which is
not correct. Neither of these conditions are true. There is no mining project from which one
could make valid impact assessment statements and no data has been collected from which
one could actually calculate real or projected impacts. This raises questions regarding the
validity of this and other assumptions and analyses used throughout the document.
EPA Response: The comment’s objections to expressing results as percentages are not
fully explained. The assumptions underlying analyses in the assessment are clearly
presented. No change required.

5.85

Section 5.2.2, pages 5-40 and 5-41
The assessment states that “the SFK watershed will experience a 78% reduction in flow at
gage SK100G.” which exceed the 20% flow alteration allowed by the Richter et al. (2011)
sustainability boundary approach. The assessment also states that “with projected reductions
in streamflow, the frequency and duration of periods of zero flow would be expected to
increase, resulting in increased habitat fragmentation for fish including salmon. Alteration to
the natural flow regime of this magnitude would have a very significant adverse effect on
salmonid populations and overall ecosystem functioning in these portions of the watershed.”
The gage that USEPA cites (SK100G) is located in the upper reaches of the SFK watershed
and above Frying Pan Lake. These areas support primarily resident fish species. Very few
anadromous fish have been found in the reach extending from SK100C upstream to Frying
Pan Lake (EBD, 2011). Thus USEPA’s assertion about a very significant adverse effect on
salmonid populations is overstated. Moreover, the extent of the flow reduction decreases
substantially downstream (as shown in EPA Table 5-13) such that the flow alteration
estimated to occur at SK100C is only 12%.
EPA Response: This comment assumes that because “very few” anadromous fish have
been found in a reach, any impacts to that reach cannot be considered substantial. We
disagree with the assertion that year-round use or high abundances at some specific
point in time is required to consider habitat “important.” Habitats occupied at low
densities during certain times of year or during certain years can provide important
habitats at other times of year or in other years. Seasonal habitats often provide
important complementary habitat and can expand habitat capacity for a system.

5.86

Section 5.2.2.1, p 5-27, lst sentence under post-closure
This is an assumption and should be stated as such. The reclamation plan may call for a
different strategy which could significantly alter the effects. Alternative strategies should be
discussed.
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EPA Response: The scenario presented (the cessation of pit dewatering after the mine is
closed) is a likely and common approach to mining the site, although alternative
scenarios may be possible. No change required.
5.87

Section 5.2.1.2, page 5-16, 3rd paragraph
Chum do not technically rear in rivers and streams. They may be present for a short time after
hatching as they migrate to their rearing habitats. Northern pike live primarily in lakes and
may move into lower reaches of adjoining rivers where the gradient is very low. The
presence of northern pike in the headwaters of these basins is highly doubtful. The reference
cited is in press and could not be reviewed.
EPA Response: Chum salmon, particularly up-river stocks, are not purely transient. All
habitat requirements, including spawning, incubation, hatching, and early fry
migration and feeding are important for salmon survival, and could be impacted by
mining activities and habitat changes. Chum salmon are not immune. Northern pike,
even if restricted to low-gradient streams, are likewise not immune.

5.88

Section 5.2.2.1, page 5-21, first paragraph
The report assumes that impacts to stream flow will not be mitigated. In assuming no
mitigation, the report assumes a mine scenario that cannot be permitted. There is no value in
assessing a “hypothetical” mine design that would not be permitted.
EPA Response: The scenario does acknowledge the possibility of mitigating effects by
storing and distributing effluent water, although we recognize the challenges this would
pose in terms of the research, engineering, water management, and long-term
monitoring required for successful implementation. The water management scenarios
considered are consistent with those published by Northern Dynasty Minerals in
Ghaffari et al. (2011), which include water withdrawals.

5.89

Section 5.2.2.2, paragraph 1
The report assumes that no mitigation will be undertaken to control the temperature of the
return water. Any process water will be required to meet State of Alaska water quality
standards, which includes temperature standards. The document fails to take state regulatory
requirements into consideration.
EPA Response: The assessment clearly states that measures will be taken to meet
temperature standards. No change required.

5.90

Section 5.2.2.3
Due to the failure to consider approaches to mitigate reductions in flow, this section
overstates the likely impacts of a project.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.82

5.91

Section 5.2.2.3, page 5-30 to 5-31, discussion on sustainability boundary approach
The sustainability boundary approach discussed in this section is generally considered a very
simplified approach to assessing effects of modifications of flow on fish habitat. The
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assumptions are also oversimplified. For instance, decreases in flow could reduce fish habitat
by decreasing the wetted area OR it could increase fish habitat by increasing the area that has
suitably low flows for rearing fish. This approach is not a standard assessment method, and it
has not been widely adopted as an assessment tool.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.88. We use the best available and applicable
science, not necessarily the most widely adopted science.
5.92

Section 5.2.1.2 and Appendix C
The assessment states that the loss of upstream waters (pg. 5-21, pg. 1) would “greatly reduce
inputs of organic material, nutrients, water, and macro invertebrates to reaches downstream
…” The report also state that 65% of the nitrogen flux is attributed to headwater
contributions. Appendix C (p 16-18) documents the tremendous importance of marinederived nutrients to the Bristol Bay Watersheds coming in from salmon swimming upstream.
These two statements are contradictory and inconsistent.
EPA Response: These statements are not contradictory. Headwater streams provide
important inputs to downstream waters, including the many streams that do not have
documented anadromous fish populations. Where anadromous fish occur, marine
derived nutrients can play an important role, but this does not negate the contributions
of headwater nutrient sources, particularly for streams without large runs of salmon.
No change required.

5.93

Section 5.2.1.2
This section provides an incomplete analysis of whether organic inputs and nutrients from
areas upstream of the proposed mine site provide a large quantity of materials to downstream
third and fourth order streams. Drifting macroinvertebrates directly downstream may or may
not diminish, but the amount of the reduction would be a direct result of the footprint size and
location, and what types of vegetation, etc. would be removed. The assessment fails to
consider avoidance, minimization, and mitigation techniques that could reduce or eliminate
the impact.
EPA Response: The original assessment assumed many mitigation measures, although
they often were not called out as such. The revised assessment includes more direct
discussion of mitigation measures. Compensatory mitigation scenarios are outside of the
scope of the assessment. Nevertheless, because of public comment and peer review
input, we have provided additional information about compensatory mitigation in
Appendix J of the revised assessment.

5.94

Section 5.2.1.2 Section 5.1.1, p. 5-2, paragraph 2, sentence 3
The text refers to figure 5-2, indicating that chum are present in the footprint of TSF 3. TSF 3
is not indicated on the figure.
EPA Response: The distribution of chum salmon within the footprint is now provided
in Figure 7-5.

5.95

Section 5.4.1, paragraph 1, last sentence
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The cited sources are flawed because they do not adequately evaluate the failure rates of
culverts installed to modern standards.
EPA Response: The discussion of culverts has been revised.
5.96

Section 5.1.1, Table 5-1
The information contained in the table requires citations to the relevant supporting literature.
In the absence of technical references to the relevant literature upon which this information is
presented, the basis for statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: The source, as was clearly indicated in a footnote, is the PLP EBD. No
change required.

5.97

Section 5.2.2.1, page 5-22, paragraph 1
The references cited as support for the methods for estimating drawdown caused by
groundwater backflow do not support the conclusions. The methods used for estimating the
drawdown effect are not supported by references to the scientific literature. In the absence of
technical references to the relevant literature supporting the choice of analysis method, the
basis for the method and any statements, assumptions, and conclusions deriving from the
results of the method cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: The method for estimating drawdown is described in Box 6-2. As stated,
drawdown was calculated “using the Dupuit-Forcheimer discharge formula for steadystate radial flow into a fully penetrating well with a diameter equal to the average mine
pit diameter” on a vertically transformed section. Box 6-2 provides sufficient detail to
evaluate the method and the results, including details on the hydraulic conductivity and
boundary condition assumptions.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
5.98

Dr. John Boyle, Hunter Dickinson Inc. Vice President - Environment and Sustainability, has
prepared comments on the assessment methodology employed here by EPA (Attachment 2).
He, along with all the other experts NDM asked to review the Draft Assessment - Bailey
Environmental, Buell & Associates, Ecofish Research Ltd. and Geosyntec Consultants, Inc. conclude that EPA did not abide by regulatory and statutory guidelines in preparing the Draft
Assessment. Dr. Boyle’s comments note that EPA’s analysis:
•

fails to use all of the data and information publicly available for the work;

•

fails to adequately assure the quality of the data and information it did use in the work;

•

employs numerous scientifically unsupportable assumptions and analyses;

•

uses the results from cited references selectively or inappropriately;

•

fails to adequately estimate ecological risks or likelihoods, or provide any analysis of the
degree of confidence in the results; and

•

fails to put the results of the various analyses and conclusions into context for the fish
populations of the region defined for the work - the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds,
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meaning that EPA fails to consider the entire ecosystem that was presented as the
intended scope of the Draft Assessment.
EPA Response: This is a summary of specific comments that are addressed elsewhere in
this document (e.g., see responses to Comments 5.1, 5.9, 5.11, 5.25, 5.85, 5.93, and
others).
5.99

NDM and PLP are acutely aware of the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
Guidelines as they relate to project development and mitigation, and have been from the
earliest efforts to produce a viable project design that could be permitted. NDM and PLP
have also been acutely aware of the requirements of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and all that
it implies when it comes to environmentally responsible project development. EPA, on the
other hand, has ignored the clear mandates of the CWA and the CEQ Guidelines in the
production of its Watershed Analysis, both in the “no-failure scenario” and in the “failure
scenarios”. This stark contrast in the basic assumptions surrounding project concepts, PLP on
one hand and EPA on the other, is disturbing.
EPA Response: This assessment is based on EPA guidance for ecological risk
assessment, and its purpose is to inform EPA’s deliberations under the Clean Water Act
(CWA). EPA has not made a final decision regarding use of its 404(c) authority under
the CWA. The assessment assumes that any mine would be built and operated
consistent with the CWA and the CEQ guidelines.

5.100 PLP has shared much of its mitigation approach, including specific examples of local and
more remote mitigation opportunities, with EPA and other state and federal agencies of
jurisdiction. EPA has apparently chosen to ignore these communications. On the contrary, the
agency assumed in its mine development scenario that nothing meaningful would be done.
This becomes apparent in EPA’s own “no-failure” scenario, which assumes many significant
unmitigated project impacts, to fish, their habitats and wetlands.
•

The “no-failure” scenario assumes outright unmitigated loss of about 100 km of
“potentially anadromous fish spawning and rearing habitat” within the project footprint.

•

It assumes unavoided and/or unmitigated adverse temperature impacts associated with
treated site water release.

•

It assumes unavoided and/or unmitigated degradation of resident and anadromous fish
habitat downstream of the mine development. It assumes unavoided and/or unmitigated
fragmentation of wetlands along the transportation corridor and the cutting off of shallow
groundwater to known spawning areas.

EPA Response: The personal communications mentioned in this comment are not
public and were not considered to be citable. As described above, compensatory
mitigation is considered after an assessment determines whether it would be needed.
Appendix J in the revised assessment addresses the potential for compensatory
mitigation.
5.101 The assumed project does not meet the environmental standards that would be imposed today
on a real project.
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The Assessment implies that mine closure will be inadequate and that the owner will not be
responsible for environmental liability. This assumption is not realistic: comprehensive
analyses and adequate bonding to maintain the site in perpetuity, including monitoring,
maintenance, and upgrading or replacement of treatment systems as new technologies are
developed, would be necessary before any development could be permitted to proceed.
EPA Response: We did not make this assumption in the assessment, but it is a
possibility given the history of mining and institutional failures in general. No change
required.
5.102 The analysis [“Active Metal Mines of the Fraser River Basin and Fish – Case Studies” by
Oscar Gustafson (2012] identifies several reasons for its conclusion that the four active metal
mines studied present very low risks to fish, fish habitat, and fisheries resources of the Fraser
River watershed.
The disturbance footprints of the four mines examined do not directly impact fish habitat
that is critical to fisheries, and thus these mines have been sited appropriately. Any direct
impacts to fish habitat at these mines are addressed by regulation under the federal
Fisheries Act and application of the no-net-loss of fish habitat policy of Fisheries and
Oceans Canada.
(6) Salmon are a resilient species that originate from multiple reproducing populations,
have a high reproductive capacity, display variable life histories, opportunistically
colonize new habitats, and can recover from disturbance provided natural processes and
variability are restored. Mines, including those assessed in this paper, have a finite life
and closure plans to restore pre-disturbance conditions. Salmon that may have been
displaced by mining have the potential to recolonize areas following mine closure or a
temporary disturbance such as an accidental spill.
EPA Response: The comment states that mines have “closure plans to restore predisturbance conditions.” It does not explain how the pit, waste rock piles, and tailings
storage facilities would be restored to pre-disturbance conditions.
5.103 “Summary Review of Fish Habitat: Flow Dependencies and Methods for Evaluating Flow
Alteration Effects” by Dudley W. Resier, Ph.D. (2012)
Determining the amount of water needed to maintain and protect aquatic ecosystems and
important fish populations has been an ongoing debate among fish ecologists and water
resource users for over 50 years, Fundamentally, there are two different functions that
streamflow serves relative to fish and fish habitat: 1) streamflow provides physical space
within which fish and other aquatic organisms can live, and 2) streamflow provides the
necessary energy and forces to create and maintain physical structures and ecological
function in and along the channel including pools, riffles, spawning areas (deposition of new
gravels and flushing of fine sediments within existing gravels), off-channel habitats, and
riparian communities. Both functions are important relative to promoting stream conditions
conducive to salmonid production.
In 2008, the Instream Flow Council (IFC) reviewed and described eight case studies that
provided real-world examples of how instream flow issues have been addressed under
different geographic settings and for different purposes. Three are summarized in this paper
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to demonstrate just how flow regulation issues have been and can be successfully addressed
through application of appropriate instream flow methods.
Terror Lake Hydroelectric Project, Alaska - provides an example of how an instream flow
prescription can be designed to achieve no net loss of salmonid habitat. A series of ambitious
studies were undertaken that considered the habitat needs of three species of Pacific salmon,
as well as hydrology, water temperature, sediment transport and channel morphology. The
focus of the fish related studies was on assessing the needs for salmon spawning, egg
incubation, and juvenile rearing, which are all flow dependent.
Monitoring results indicated that the construction and operation of the project did not have
any adverse effects on salmon production. In fact, post-project salmon returns tended to be
higher than pre-project levels. Salmon were also documented spawning further upstream than
under pre-project conditions. As a result, there were no changes to the instream flow regime
proposed as a result of the postproject monitoring.
This study clearly demonstrates that when the needs of fish are carefully considered and
factored into the development and operation of a project, project effects can be avoided and
conditions even enhanced over those occurring preproject.
Cedar River, Washington - Instream Flow Agreement and Habitat Conservation Plan located in western Washington and like many urbanized systems, has been subjected to a
long history of engineering actions designed to promote development. The Cedar River
maintains populations of sockeye salmon and historically likely supported runs of Chinook
and coho. In 1979, the State of Washington adopted instream flows for the Cedar River,
although the quantification methods were questioned by several stakeholders.
In 2000, an Instream Flow Agreement and Habitat Conservation Plan were officially signed
and implemented. These agreements have resulted in the implementation of numerous flow
and non-flow prescriptions designed to protect, mitigate for, and/or enhance habitat
conditions of the fish species. An important element of these plans was the development and
initiation of an extensive monitoring and research program and adaptive management process
designed to provide a feedback loop that allows for modification to the flow actions based on
monitoring results.
Trinity River, California - Restoration Program - Trinity River is located in California and
has been subjected to various water resource developments since the 1930s all focused
around the diversion of flows as part of California’s Central Valley Project for irrigation
purposes, but have also included construction of several dams and a hydroelectric facility on
one of the dams. This led to the subsequent decline of salmon and steelhead populations
leading to the formation of the Trinity River Basin Fish and Wildlife Task Force in 1971.
The focus of the task force was to halt degradation of fish and wildlife populations and to
formulate a long term restoration plan for the river.
Studies culminated in a Record of Decision for the Trinity River Restoration Program in
2000. One of the key actions specified in the Record of Decision was the provision of
variable instream flows based on forecasted hydrology for protection of the fish resources.
EPA Response: Please see response to Comment 5.32.
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5.104 The reliability and credibility of the Draft Assessment is highly questionable given the
inappropriate use of scientific data available, failure to use applicable fish resource data that
was known to the authors, use of scientifically indefensible and unsupported conclusions and
assumptions, and the general lack of knowledge of the streams in the hypothetical project
area - Bailey makes clear that the Draft Assessment’s overall quality, misuse of data, failure
to incorporate publically available data that is relevant to the analyses, failure to understand
the geomorphology of the stream channels and their relationship to salmon distribution and
relative importance have resulted in an analysis that is not defensible scientifically and
violates many of EPA’s guidelines for development of risk assessments and data quality for
information disseminated to the public.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.98.
5.105 General Comment 5: The Assessment asserts that the alternative scenarios evaluated are
“reasonable” and that the impacts described are based on these reasonable scenarios. This
statement is demonstrably false; the Assessment does not present or evaluate a reasonable
scenario. The best example is the no-failure scenario where EPA assumes that all impacts are
mitigated and operations are running smoothly with no major problems. This scenario
violates current policy and regulations with respect to mitigation requirements. For example,
the scenario assumes the loss of stream channels within the mine footprint, but provides no
description or indication that these channels are ever the subject of any mitigation actions.
This is simply not possible under current regulations and in fact, the mitigation requirement
for the loss of these channels would probably require some multiple greater than one to meet
the mitigation requirements of the various agencies.
EPA Response: Mitigation to compensate for effects on aquatic resources that cannot
be avoided or minimized by mine design and operation would be addressed through a
regulatory process that is beyond the scope of this assessment. Nevertheless, in response
to public and peer review comments we have included a discussion of compensatory
mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.
5.106 The Assessment on pages 5-1 and 5-2 states: “These data [fish distribution] are captured in
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADFG) Catalog of Waters Important for
Spawning, Rearing, or Migration of Anadromous Fishes—Southwestern Region
(Anadromous Waters Catalog [AWC]) (Johnson and Blanche in press) and the Alaska
Freshwater Fish Inventory (AFFI) (ADFG 2012). The AWC provides the State of Alaska’s
official record of anadromous fish distribution and life-history information (spawning,
rearing, or present but life stage unspecified) documented by individual stream reaches”…
“AWC and AFFI designations should be interpreted with care because not all streams could
be sampled, and there are potential errors associated with fish identification or mapping.
Caveats and uncertainties concerning interpretation of AWC and AFFI data are discussed in
Section 5.2.4.”
Comment: The Assessment relies nearly exclusively on the AWC and AFFI databases for the
information on fish distribution presented in the document. What the EPA failed to
understand or account for in developing the assumptions, analysis, and conclusions presented
in the Assessment is that distribution does not account for changes in fish density or more
specifically juvenile dispersal behavior. The Assessment’s failure to account for these two
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factors creates a fatal flaw by overestimating the importance of many miles of stream channel
to anadromous fish and relies on distribution data that is of poor quality or poorly
documented in direct violation of EPA’s ecological risk assessment guidelines and
information quality guidelines. Specific examples of how EPA failed to understand the
limitations and quality of the data they were using are presented within these comments. By
overestimating the hypothetical impacts to anadromous fish populations and the failure to
determine if the hypothetical loss of stream channel really contributed to population effects,
the Assessment fails to provide scientifically defensible analysis and conclusions regarding
the impacts of the hypothetical mine development project on the endpoints identified for the
ecological risk assessment. Also, EPA failed to heed their own warnings about the potential
errors and uncertainties contained in the AWC and AFFI.
EPA Response: The mechanisms of fish dispersal and changes in density are excellent
points, and reflect that information on fish distributions in the study area must rely on
intermittent site visits during periods when the region and its streams are accessible and
suitable for effective sampling. Given the logistical challenges of sampling fish in this
environment, it is reasonable to conclude that the current databases provide an
incomplete description of the complete distribution and abundance of fish in the study
area, and may well be an underestimate. We have explained these limitations in the
assessment.
5.107 The Assessment on page 5-2 states: “Chum salmon have been found in all three site
watersheds and in the stream [coded as SFK 1.190] under the footprint of tailings storage
facility (TSF) 3…”
Comment: While this statement in the Assessment is technically correct, the authors failed to
put the chum salmon distribution in SFK 1.190 into proper scientific context. What the
Assessment should have stated is that 28 chum salmon were counted in the lower ~4 km of
the channel during a 7/15/2008 aerial survey. Aerial surveys and some ground surveys in the
same stream in 2004-2007 failed to document any chum salmon. The 2008 sighting was the
first documented observation of adult chum salmon in this stream. The statement as written
in the Assessment leaves the reader with the impression that chum salmon are a routine part
of the fish assemblage in SFK 1.190, but in fact the evidence would suggest that chum
salmon are not a routine species found in this stream and therefore, the ecological
implications to chum salmon from building the hypothetical TSF 3 are unknown.
EPA Response: We did not use the AWC or the AFFI to estimate abundance for several
reasons. These reasons include the lack of sufficient detail to extrapolate robust
population estimates from observations and the recognition that, even if available,
abundance can provide a misleading indicator of habitat quality or importance. This
comment assumes that if low numbers of fish are documented for a site, the habitat is
somehow of low or lesser importance. This is a faulty assumption for several reasons:
•

Sampling in the study area is difficult. Information on fish distributions in the study
area must rely on intermittent site visits during periods when the area and its
streams are accessible and suitable for effective sampling. Given the logistical
challenges of sampling fish in this environment, it is quite reasonable to conclude
that the current databases provide an incomplete description of the complete
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distribution and abundance of fish in the study area, and may well be an
underestimate.
•

Some habitats are seasonally important. Fish may be absent from a site during
portions of a year, but present in high abundances at other times. Low abundances
at one point in time do not necessarily equate to low abundances at another point in
time, nor does this mean that the habitat is not important.

•

Sites with low abundances during years with low adult escapement may have high
abundances during years with higher survival or escapement, allowing populations
to respond to favorable conditions. .

•

Sites with low apparent abundances of target species (e.g., salmon) may provide
habitat for other fish species, macroinvertebrates, or other components of the food
web essential for ecosystem function.

•

Sites with low abundance may provide important services to downstream waters,
including regulation of water quality or flows, or supplies of materials.

Given these factors, it is not possible to conclude that streams with low fish abundances
observed under a particular sampling regime are somehow unimportant. They can in
fact be very important, as is well known and documented within the ecological and
fisheries literature detailed in the assessment.
5.108 The Assessment on page 5-2 states: “Sockeye salmon also use the mainstem reaches of all
three site watersheds for spawning and rearing, including a portion of Upper Talarik Creek
that is within the waste rock footprints of both the minimum and maximum mine sizes (Figure
5- 3). Chinook salmon spawning has been documented throughout the mainstem reaches of
the site watersheds (Figure 5-4). Chinook salmon are known to use small streams for rearing
habitat, and juveniles have been observed in streams that are in the TSF 1 (North Fork
Koktuli River), TSF 3 (South Fork Koktuli River), and waste rock pile (Upper Talarik Creek)
footprints (Table 5-1, Figure 5-4). Coho salmon have the most widespread distribution of the
five salmon species in the site watersheds, making extensive use of mainstem and tributary
habitats (Figure 5-5). Coho salmon rear in the majority of the headwater streams that would
be eliminated or blocked under both mine sizes (Figure 5-5). Dolly Varden are found even
further upstream than Coho salmon, and fish surveys indicate that they are commonly found
in the smallest streams (i.e., first-order tributaries) throughout all three site watersheds
(Figure 5-6). Their occurrence is limited above Frying Pan Lake, although they have been
found in high-gradient streams draining the west side of Koktuli Mountain”.
Comment: While Figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5 accurately duplicate the information from the
AWC and AFFI, and the statements made are technically true, they mislead the reader about
the importance of streams in the hypothetical mine area to anadromous fish. While the text
appropriately explains that the distribution of Dolly Varden is limited upstream of Frying Pan
Lake, the paragraph fails to place similar caveats on the distributions of sockeye, Chinook,
and Coho salmon which in turn misleads the reader about the importance of these areas to
anadromous fish populations.
While the AWC shows sockeye salmon juvenile rearing in the mid-watershed of the South
Fork Koktuli and the southern portion of Frying Pan Lake, the authors of the Assessment
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were insufficiently familiar with the sockeye data to determine that the distribution of
sockeye in the vicinity of the hypothetical mine site is highly questionable. The distribution
in the AWC is based on the capture of four juveniles in 2004 that were probably
misidentified. The voucher specimens were lost and the fish captured were young-of-the-year
(yoy) with a single one-year old juvenile. These fish were captured in Frying Pan Lake,
which is loaded with northern pike. Only an occasional spawning sockeye has been observed
upstream of the “South Fork Springs” area in the vicinity of SFK 1.190, miles downstream of
Frying Pan Lake. Also, no explanation was provided by the capturing entity as to how yoy
sockeye made their way to Frying Pan Lake and how a one-year old juvenile exists in a river
system that supports a “river type” sockeye run where the yoy fish leave the river in late
spring and early summer.
The AWC reports the distribution of Chinook salmon, but the Assessment fails to recognize
that Chinook are only occasionally observed spawning upstream of the South Fork Springs,
with a maximum of about 20 adults and that the distribution of juvenile Chinook in the South
Fork Koktuli River upstream of the Springs area is limited to an occasional single or few
individual juvenile fish. Also, the Chinook distribution in the TSF 1 watershed is also limited
to a few juveniles, with no spawning documented in that watershed. Chinook salmon
spawning in the upper portion of the Upper Talarik Creek watershed is limited to a few
individual adults.
Coho salmon distribution, while accurate, fails to place the distribution in an ecological
context. For example, the Assessment concludes that “Coho salmon rear in the majority of
the headwater streams that would be eliminated or blocked under both mine sizes …”.
However, what the Assessment fails to do is realize that the Coho distribution in the South
Fork Koktuli River in and upstream of Frying Pan Lake is limited to less than about 20
juveniles captured during years of sampling effort. Adult Coho are occasionally observed
spawning in a spring area a mile or so downstream of Frying Pan Lake on the main stem
South Fork Koktuli. The assertion in the Assessment that Coho rear in a majority of
headwater streams needs to be placed into the proper ecological context for the reader. The
Assessment fails to do this and as a result is fatally flawed because it erroneously exaggerates
the inferred risk/impacts to fish.
The Assessment failed to recognize several fundamental facts, which results in fatally flawed
and scientifically indefensible assumptions and conclusions. These problems start with the
EPA’s lack of knowledge regarding fish distribution and density in many of the streams in
and adjacent to the hypothetical mine facilities. The lack of knowledge that much of the
anadromous fish distribution reported in the AWC and AFFI is based on the capture of a
single individual juvenile or a few juveniles that periodically occupy some stream segments.
Lacking such knowledge, the Assessment then ASSUMED that what was in the AWC
constituted fully seeded anadromous fish habitat. This is far from factual and using this
assumption results in the Assessment overstating the anadromous distribution’s relative
ecological contribution to the overall anadromous fish population in the hypothetical mine
area. Also, in the South Fork Koktuli, EPA is apparently unaware of a reach of stream,
upstream of the South Fork Springs to about where the main stem channel turns north
towards Frying Pan Lake; that periodically becomes ephemeral in the summer and may
freeze solid during the winter. This feature limits anadromous fish distribution upstream of
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the “Springs” area and explains the general lack of anadromous fish spawning and rearing
upstream of the Springs and the erratic spatial and temporal distribution of a few anadromous
fish juveniles in this upper portion of the South Fork watershed. The same general lack of
EPA knowledge regarding anadromous fish density in the North Fork Koktuli and Upper
Talarik Creek watersheds have led to the same faulty assumptions and conclusions. The
EPA’s general lack of knowledge about the area, reliance on the AWC and AFFI, faulty
assumptions regarding fish densities, and failure to scientifically assess the ecological
importance of these factors to the overall anadromous fish population results in the very
foundation of the Assessment being fatally flawed.
The EPA’s lack of knowledge regarding the physical setting of the hypothetical mine
development area, failure to properly vet the quality of the information contained in the
AWC and AFFI (and heed their own warnings about data quality and limitations), failure to
use voluminous and publically available data on fish distribution and density that would have
properly informed the Assessment, and failure to place the appropriate fish distribution and
density information into an ecological context that would have changed many of the faulty
assumptions and conclusions reached in the Assessment and results in an Assessment that has
no scientifically defensible foundation on which to base an ecological risk assessment.
Because of these fatal flaws, the Assessment fails to meet EPA’s ecological risk assessment
and data quality guidelines and as a result presents only part of the available data; contains
numerous faulty assumptions, which in turn reaches faulty conclusions; and ultimately results
in an ecological risk assessment that is not based on scientifically defensible data or analyses.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.107.
5.109 The Assessment on page 5-10 states: “Some aerial index counts of spawning salmon are
available. These are primarily used as a crude index to track variation in run size over time,
and we report values here recognizing that they tend to underestimate true abundance by a
large and unknown factor (Jones et al. 2007)”.
Comment: The Assessment misrepresents the conclusions of Jones et al. (2007). While Jones
et al. (2007) does state that aerial surveys that are conducted sporadically or as peak counts
only can produce estimates that are highly questionable, they also state that good spawning
escapement estimates can be made using multiple counts throughout the spawning run,
having good estimates of stream life, and using the area-under-the-curve methodology.
EPA Response: Neither of the data sources that we reported (ADF&G and PLP) used
area-under-the-curve methodology. PLP used multiple counts throughout the spawning
period, but was unable to quantify stream life and observer error, so they reported raw
survey counts. We revised our language to indicate that repeat survey counts can be
used for population estimates in cases where estimates of stream life and observer
efficiency are available.
5.110 The Assessment on page 5-10 states: “It must be stressed, however, that surveys coinciding
with the peak of spawning activity underestimate true abundance because (1) an observer in
an aircraft is not able to count all of the fish in dense aggregations and (2) only a fraction of
the fish that spawn at a given site are present at any one time (Bue et al. 1988, Jones et al.
2007). Additionally, surveys intended to capture peak abundance may not always do so.
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Thus, we present the ADFG data recognizing that the true spawner abundance is probably
substantially higher than the values presented here”.
Comment: The Assessment misrepresents at least one of the references cited (Jones et al.
2007) with respect to the problems associated with peak counts. While Jones et al. (2007)
does acknowledge that fish density does create more potential error for the counter, what
Jones really states is: “Many programs use peak counts for index purposes, but it is well
understood that these counts do not represent the total escapement due to variability in run
timing and stream life. [Emphasis added]. At best, observers will get an index (an unknown
proportion) [Emphasis added] of the adult salmon returning to spawn, even if corrected for
the changing population.” What Jones et al. (2007) really states is that peak counts are
influenced by myriad factors including: observer experience, species being counted, water
clarity and overhanging vegetation, run timing, stream life, and fish behavior to name
several. Contrary to EPA’s statement, Jones et al. (2007) does not conclude that “… true
spawner abundance is probably substantially higher…” What Jones et al. (2007) concludes is
that at best you will get an index of an unknown proportion of the spawning run. The
Assessment draws an unsubstantiated and scientifically unsupportable conclusion that peak
counts substantially underestimate spawner abundance.
EPA Response: We did not state or imply that Jones et al. (2007) made the above
conclusions. Our conclusions are supported by the text and data presented in Jones et
al. (2007) and Bue et al. (1998). We revised the text regarding systematic
underestimation of spawning abundance by aerial index counts, but we stand by the
assertion.
Jones et al. (2007) discuss the uncertainty associated with spawner survey counts,
mention that “humans are overly conservative and tend to underestimate versus
overestimate when counting objects,” and state that “At best, observers will get an
index (an unknown portion) of the number of adult salmon returning to spawn…” Our
choice of the word “substantial” was based on the site-specific multipliers that
managers use to convert aerial index counts into escapement estimates (i.e., 1.5 and 5.2
for helicopter surveys of Chinook salmon, 2.5 for fixed-wing surveys of pink salmon; see
Jones et al. 2007).
Bue et al. (1998), working with fixed-wing surveys, state, “Our study indicates that
aerial observers tend to under-count pink salmon in Prince William Sound spawning
systems.” They showed that aerial surveys counted, on average, only 44% of the fish
counted in food surveys.
Finally, we included some examples in the text showing the magnitude to which aerial
counts can underestimate abundance relative to more reliable census/survey methods.
5.111 The Assessment on page 5-10: Table 5-1
Comment: The Assessment needs to explain why there are zero counts presented in Table 51. Given the tendency for fish to be present in each year, the Assessment needs to be
rewritten to explain to the reader why or how these zero counts were obtained.
EPA Response: The table (Table 7.1 in the revised assessment) has been clarified to
indicate that these are years during which no counts were conducted.
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5.112 The Assessment on page 5-10: Table 5-1 contains a footnote that concludes: “a Values likely
underestimate true spawner abundance by a substantial amount”.
Comment: The Assessment needs to be rewritten to provide a scientifically defensible
argument and rationale as to why the “highest reported index spawner counts” would “…
underestimate true spawner abundance by a substantial amount”. This nothing more than
uninformed speculation by the Assessment and certainly does not meet any acceptable
scientific standard of rationale and documentation.
EPA Response: We removed mention of “substantial” and included examples from the
literature showing the extent to which aerial counts can underestimate abundance
relative to more reliable census/survey methods. There is considerable support in the
literature for systematic underestimation of spawning populations by aerial index
surveys. See responses to Comments 5.11 and 5.110.
5.113 The Assessment on page 5-11 states: “Because of difficulties in establishing reliable
estimates of observer efficiency, the EBD [Environmental Baseline Document prepared by
PLP] reports the average of each year’s index counts as an abundance index for each
population. Instead, we report the highest of each year’s index counts for each population
(Table 5-1), because this number is closer to the true abundance, and the averaged estimates
reported in the EBD are often pulled downward by counts outside of the spawning period
when no fish were counted …”
Comment: The Assessment fails to provide a scientifically defensible rationale and
documentation of why the Assessment continues to reach the conclusion that information
obtained from aerial spawning survey counts “substantially underestimates the true
abundance”. Since no information is presented in the Assessment regarding the methodology
or condition under which the information displayed in Table 5-1 was obtained, no
scientifically defensible conclusion may be reached regarding the values presented in Table
5-1 and whether they are fairly accurate, have a high variance, or are either high or low. Also,
the Assessment provides no rationale or scientifically defensible argument as to why the
authors can reach the conclusion that “…the highest of each year’s index counts for each
population (Table 5-1), because this number is closer to the true abundance…”. The
Assessment, by failing to present a coherent presentation of the logic and rationale used to
reach the several conclusions regarding adult salmon abundance in the hypothetical mine
project area, violate EPA’s ecological risk and data quality guidelines and instead presents
information that is both misleading and scientifically unsupportable.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.112.
5.114 The Assessment on page 5-11 states: “The overall highest count was for sockeye salmon in
Upper Talarik Creek in 2008, when approximately 82,000 fish were tallied. For the reasons
discussed in the previous paragraph, the reported index values probably underestimate true
spawner abundance by a substantial amount”.
Comment: Again the Assessment fails to present a coherent presentation of the logic and
rationale used to reach this conclusion. This is particularly true since the Assessment is
stating that the absolute maximum count under represents the spawning run, without
presenting any information about the methodology or quality of the data being evaluated. It is
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abundantly clear that the EPA lacks even a rudimentary understanding of the methods and
limitations used to estimate adult salmon spawning population levels.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.112.
5.115 Section 5.1.2 page 5-10: Spawning Salmon Abundance
Comment: This is a General Comment regarding this specific section. Although the
Assessment claims to be an ecological risk assessment on the effects of a large-scale mine
development scenario on the Bristol Bay or Kvichak/Nushagak watersheds (take your pick on
which area is really being evaluated, depending on which section of the Assessment you are
reading), the information presented in this section on spawning salmon abundance only
discusses some unknown portion of the Koktuli River (ADFG counts) and Upper Talarik
Creek and the North and South Fork Koktuli’s in the vicinity of the Pebble deposit. The
Assessment fails to put the numbers from this limited discussion of the area into context with
the remainder of which ever watershed you choose. There is no context in which to place the
information presented in terms of the ecological risk to the salmon populations of the entire
Kvichak or Nushagak watersheds. Also, there is no information regarding the genetics of the
anadromous populations near the proposed mine site, which would inform the endpoints for
the ecological risk assessment outlined in Chapter 3 of the Assessment. No comparison is
shown between the various spawning streams within a particular watershed from which the
reader could make a reasoned evaluation of the relative importance of the salmon populations
in the vicinity of the hypothesized mine area with the watershed as a whole. For example,
inclusion of the number of miles of stream channel used for spawning in the hypothetical
mine development area and the number of miles that would be eliminated by the hypothetical
mine development should be compared with the total miles of stream used as spawning areas
in the watershed. In other words, all of the spawning population numbers should be placed in
the context of the entire watershed and presented in the Assessment. It is only in this manner,
that a true understanding of risks to watershed fish production and harvest can be achieved.
Such a standard has not been met by EPA.
EPA Response: In the revised assessment we now provide a quantification of streams
and rivers at geographic scales ranging from the Bristol Bay watersheds to the mine
footprints and transportation corridor. These characterization results provide insights
into the distribution of broad-scale habitat conditions within the watersheds against
which specific stream losses (e.g., to the footprint, or transportation corridor) can be
evaluated.
5.116 The Assessment on page 5-11: Section 5.1.3 Juvenile Salmon and Resident Fish Abundance
Comment: The Assessment implies that information presented in the EBD is only qualitative
and densities are expressed as counts per 100 m reach. The Assessment also concludes that
the only quantitative density estimates from the general area come from (O’Neal and Woody
2012). However, EPA should have evaluated the quantitative data presented at a Fish
Technical Work Group meeting in 2008 and information from the 2004 Annual Progress
Report for Fish and Aquatics distributed by Northern Dynasty in 2005. This information is
publically available and contains site specific quantitative fish density estimates that were
from the mine footprint and not used in the Assessment.
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EPA Response: The revised assessment now includes fish density information (e.g., see
Section 7.1.3).
5.117 Section 5.1.3 page 5-11 Juvenile Salmon and Resident Fish Abundance
Comment: Same as Spawning Salmon Abundance
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.115.
5.118 Figure 5-8
Comment: Figure 5-8 does not list all of the stream gages in the three watersheds. Numerous
other stations associated with the Pebble area are in place, but not depicted in Figure 5-8. The
title of the figure should either be corrected or the map should be revised to reflect the title of
the figure.
EPA Response: This figure has been replaced and is no longer part of the revised
assessment. Gage locations are incorporated into Figures 6-8 through 6-10 and Figures
7-15 through 7-17; data sources are indicated in the captions of these figures.
5.119 Section 5.2.1 Habitat Lost or Blocked in the Mine Footprint: Entire Section pages 5-12 to 521
Comment: This entire section of the Assessment is based on inappropriate use of information
contained in the AWC, failure of EPA to assert an appropriate level of QA/QC to the data
they were using to develop the assumptions and conclusions in direct violation of EPA’s
Ecological Risk Assessment Guidelines, failure by EPA to heed its own warnings regarding
the reliability of the information contained in the AWC and AFFI, failure by EPA to
understand and correctly interpret the information available on salmon distribution and
relative abundance, failure by EPA to appropriately determine the importance of various
streams in relation to salmon spawning, failure by EPA to acquire even a rudimentary
knowledge of the ecology and life history patterns and population level implications of
salmon associated with the mine footprint, incorporates totally inappropriate and
scientifically invalid examples as to the importance of adjacent land areas (reference to
Northeast U.S. studies) to stream inputs, failure by EPA to assess the limiting factors for fish
production (e.g., water chemistry and climate) and a failure by EPA to place any of the
information used (even that which is correct) in an ecological context with the salmon
populations and available habitats in the Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds.
As a result of these failures, the Assessment greatly overestimates the kilometers of stream
channel that are truly used by salmon and even more importantly fails to determine the
kilometers of loss of channel that are ecologically important to salmon. The Assessment also
overstates the importance of these headwaters channels to the overall salmon population and
the ecological importance of these channels to salmon. Listed below are some examples of
the kinds of information that EPA should have obtained and evaluated before this section of
the Assessment was written:
The information contained in the AWC is not reliable and the information displayed in some
instances does not meet the requirements of the Alaska Administrative Code (AAC) with
respect to the AWC. The AAC states: “5 AAC 95.011. Waters important to anadromous fish
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(a) An Atlas to the Catalog of Waters Important for Spawning, Rearing, or Migration of
Anadromous Fishes, and the Catalog of Waters Important for Spawning, Rearing, or
Migration of Anadromous Fishes, as revised as of March 2009, are adopted by reference.
The six volume atlas is a compilation of topographic maps upon which are specified, as
provided in AS 16.05.871(a), the various rivers, lakes, or streams, or parts of them, that are
important [Emphasis added] for the spawning, rearing, or migration of anadromous fish.”
What EPA should have determined, if they had followed their own Ecological Risk
Assessment Guidelines regarding data quality and the process and examples cited on how
EPA will determine the quality of the data used in an assessment, is that the information in
the AWC does not include waters that are “important” to anadromous fish in this area. What
the authors would have discovered is that the AWC currently includes, in many cases, just
the mere presence of a single individual, without a considered assessment by ADFG as to the
importance of the location to the anadromous fish population.
•

Coho spawning habitat lost by hypothetical TSF 1 is true. However, what they would
have discovered is that generally less than 10 fish have been observed spawning in this
stream. They would have been able to place this fact in context with the thousands of
coho spawning in the North Fork Koktuli and in the ecological context of coho in the
Nushagak watershed as a whole.

•

No spawning by any salmon has been documented within the mine footprint on the South
Fork Koktuli.

•

Sockeye spawning in the vicinity (upstream of tributary UT 1.350, Northeast Tributary)
of the waste rock storage facility on Upper Talarik Creek has generally consisted of less
than 100 fish, with one documented instance of approximately 500 fish, when over
50,000 fish were counted in the main stem Upper Talarik Creek. It appears that an
increase in sockeye spawning density in the upper portion of the watershed is density
dependent.

•

Chinook salmon spawning in the vicinity (upstream of tributary UT 1.350, Northeast
Tributary) of the waste rock storage facility on Upper Talarik Creek has generally
consisted of less than 20 fish.

•

Sockeye salmon distribution in the South Fork Koktuli in Frying Pan Lake consisted of
four (high probability of misidentification) individuals 70 mm or less in length.

•

Coho and Chinook salmon found in the South Fork Koktuli upstream of Frying Pan Lake
have consisted of a single juvenile or less than 20 individuals.

•

If EPA had used all of the publically available habitat data, they would have discovered
that every channel in the TSF 1, South Fork Koktuli upstream of Frying Pan Lake, and
Upper Talarik Creek upstream of tributary stream UT 1.350 has been surveyed for habitat
conditions and fish distribution. This knowledge would have prevented the Assessment
from making the scientifically indefensible statement that the number of kilometers of
channels is underestimated. This fatal flaw in the methodology and general lack of
understanding of the relevant data from the area clearly demonstrate that the Assessment
is not based on good science or even on all of the publicly available information.

•

Key water chemistry parameters (alkalinity, hardness, and nutrients) are limiting fish
production in these portions of the three watersheds. The Assessment’s failure to evaluate
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the water chemistry in relation to the hydrology of the area and impacts on primary
productivity lead to false conclusions about the productivity of the streams and the
importance of allochthonous inputs from adjacent riparian areas. Also, an examination of
the water chemistry data available would have enlightened the authors about the diluting
influence that groundwater has on surface waters in the vicinity of the hypothetical mine
development.
EPA Response: The main points of this comment and our responses to these points are
summarized below. It is also important to note that even if abundance data are
available, they can provide a misleading indicator of habitat quality or importance.
Contrary to our position, this comment assumes that if low numbers of fish are
documented for a site, the habitat is somehow of low or lesser importance. This is a
faulty assumption for several reasons (see response to Comment 5.107).
•

Comment: Data quality of AWC does not meet EPA’s risk assessment guidelines.
Response: We rely on the expertise of the ADF&G biologists that review
nominations for inclusion in the AWC. The limitations of the AWC have been
included in Section 7.24.

•

Comment: Data contained in the AWC are not important to salmon.
Response: Headwater streams comprise a large proportion of the stream network
and provide habitat important to different life stages for multiple stream fishes. See
next response for a discussion of the limitations of the existing data for determining
differences in abundance between stream reaches or habitats.

•

Comment: EPA did not include PLP data on the numbers of fish found in the mine
footprint areas.
Response: The available data for the area were not adequate to conduct a
population assessment that could be used to quantify the numbers of fish lost under
the mine footprint. Relative abundance estimates from PLP’s sampling programs do
not meet data quality guidelines due to the variety of fish sampling methods used, all
of which have different biases in fish capture probability, the lack of capture
efficiency information for any methods, different timing of sampling from year to
year, and non-probabilistic sampling design limiting extrapolation to the larger
stream network.

•

Comment: Water chemistry is limiting fish production.
Response: Examination of factors limiting salmon production was not an objective
of the risk assessment. Cold stream temperatures and low nutrient concentrations
may affect production of food resources for stream fishes, but this is true
throughout the watersheds and not limited to just the mine footprint area [Pebble
EBD on water quality shows that nutrients do not increase downstream (9.1-25]).

•

Comment: All of the salmon habitat has been mapped, thus the AWC is not an
underrepresentation of the available salmon habitat.
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Response: Section 7.2.4 acknowledges that fish distributions in the mine footprint
area reflect a large amount of sampling effort, but accurate observations of fish
distribution are biased due to many factors, such as fish migration patterns during
different times of the year, the relationship between the hydrologic regime at the
time of sampling and habitat availability, the success rate of the returning year
class, and the capture probability given the sampling method used. In addition,
despite the surveying efforts of PLP biologists, other surveys in small streams have
added significant mileage to the AWC in the area of the Pebble deposit (Woody and
O’Neal 2010).
•

Comment: Fish populations impacted by mine footprint were not placed in the context
of the entire Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds.
Response: Since a population assessment does not exist for the mine footprint area,
these fish resources could not be compared to the population assessments for the
Nushagak and Kvichak conducted by ADF&G for the important sport and
commercial species.
Background data on water chemistry is now presented in Chapter 3. Information on
fish distribution and abundance near the Pebble deposit, and potential effects of
mining, are presented in Chapter 7. Evaluation of potential effects of mining on
water quality, and potential for dilution by groundwater, is addressed in Chapter 8.

5.120 The Assessment on page 5-22 states: “The alteration in stream flows resulting from mine
operations was estimated by reducing the flows recorded at existing stream gages (Figure 58, Table 5-5) for the site watersheds by the percentage of the expected surface area lost to the
mine footprint and the area of any drawdown caused by groundwater flow back to the mine
pit or locations of dewatering operations (Table 5-6, Box 4-9)”.
Comment: The Assessment provides no documentation or scientifically defensible logic or
rationale to support the assumption that stream flows downstream of the mine footprint
would be reduced in proportion to the area of watershed reduced. This assumption has no
foundation. What if flow reductions are less than a 1:1 ratio or what if the reductions are
greater? The assumption is simply not valid without specific documentation or a site-specific
analysis to support the conclusion. Without such an analysis, the information and analyses
presented in Tables 5-5 and 5-6 are not scientifically defensible. The flow reduction analysis
for Upper Talarik Creek presented in Tables 5-5 and 5-6 is fatally flawed and invalid. Table
5-5 fails to include watershed and flow information from gaging station UT100A, which is
much lower in the watershed than UT100B and includes inflow from a major tributary
stream, UT 1.60. By failing to use flow information from this station, the Assessment
overstates the effects of flow reduction in the Upper Talarik Creek watershed.
EPA Response: The revised assessment includes a more comprehensive water balance
accounting of water use, storage, and flow among mine components and water sources
and sinks.
5.121 The Assessment on page 5-23 and 5-24: Tables 5-5 and 5-6
Comment: The Assessment uses mean annual flow to support the assumptions and
conclusions regarding flow reduction impacts as presented in the two tables. What the
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authors failed to understand is that mean annual flow is absolutely meaningless from an
ecological perspective as related to fish production. The mean annual flow does not provide a
basis for evaluating the impact of flow reductions on the life history and survival of salmon
populations. What is important to salmon is the flow volume and water velocity in spawning
areas, the associated water temperature, the amount and quality of water supporting egg
incubation and emergence from the gravel, the presence of upwelling or downwelling areas,
and the associated water temperature regime in the gravel during egg incubation. It is obvious
that the Assessment displays no functional knowledge of salmonid ecology and life history
requirements. This portion of the Assessment should be rewritten and the analysis re-done at
the appropriate geographic scale in order to provide any scientifically defensible information
to inform the ecological risk assessment.
EPA Response: We concur that flow is only one aspect of the habitat requirements for
salmon. Also see response to Comment 5.82.
5.122 The Assessment on pages 5-28 and 5-29: Section 5.2.2.2 Stream Temperature
Comment: The Assessment presents general information on the importance of water
temperature to salmon, but never provides any data or analysis to support any conclusions
regarding the mine development scenarios on water temperatures. In fact, the Assessment
states on page 5-29: “Projecting specific mining-associated changes to groundwater and
surface water interactions in the mine area is not feasible at this time”. This statement appears
to be in direct conflict with the conclusion reached in the conceptual model presented in
Figure 3-2A which shows a decrease in winter temperatures and an increase in summer
temperatures. How are these conclusions justified in the conceptual model, when the text of
the Assessment concludes that no projections in water temperature changes are possible at
this time? The Assessment appears to be internally inconsistent and scientifically
indefensible because no temperature analysis was conducted, yet the conceptual models
provide input to the endpoints based on no credible information or analysis. The remainder of
the water temperature section of this Assessment is just filler and provides no useful
information to the reader upon which they might reach a conclusion regarding the risk of
changes, if any, to the salmon populations in the hypothetical mine area and certainly no
information to inform an ecological risk assessment for the Kvichak and Nushagak
watersheds.
EPA Response: Chapter 8 of the revised assessment provides a description of current
thermal regimes in the mine scenario watersheds and discusses risks associated with
potential alterations due to WWTP discharges under routine operations. The
conceptual models have been updated and now indicate change to thermal regimes,
with no inference of direction.
5.123 The Assessment on pages 5-29 to 5-45: Section 5.2.2.3 Fish Populations
Comment: The Assessment in Section 5.2.2.3 presents an analysis of altered stream flow on
fish populations in the hypothetical mine development area. The Assessment also uses the
sustainability boundary approach described by Richter et al. (2011) in order to establish
hypothetical impacts to fish populations using a 0-10, 11-20, and 20+ percentage changes in
daily flows. The use of this approach is fundamentally and fatally flawed and scientifically
invalid for a number of reasons. First, Richter et al. (2011) clearly state that the sustainability
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boundary approach they propose is a “default placeholder” in lieu of site specific data. They
make no claims that their range of percentage changes in daily flows apply to Pacific salmon
or Alaska in specific. In fact, the case studies cited as examples and the supporting
documented studies range from Australia to Central America, to Maine, and the upper
Midwest of the U.S. They do cite one U.S.G.S. study that evaluated flow changes in the 025% range, but provide no specific data from this particular study. Second, the Assessment
provides no data or analysis to support the selection of the ranges in daily flow reduction
from Richter et al. (2011) as being applicable to Alaska, to salmon in general, and certainly
not specific to the hypothetical mine development area. The fact that the Assessment fails to
mention or develop a rationale or scientifically defensible logic as to why Richter’s
recommendations were chosen invalidates this entire portion of the Assessment. Third, the
Assessment simply used the ranges of daily flow alteration proposed by Richter et al. (2011)
and then speculate that stream flow changes in these ranges will have the same level of
impact as proposed by Richter et al. (2011) with respect to salmon populations in the
hypothetical mine development are, completely ignoring the life history requirements and
sensitivity of salmon populations to mortality factors. Fourth, the Assessment failed to
recognize that salmon eggs in the gravel do not require surface water flowing over the top of
the gravel substrate in which the eggs are buried in order to successfully incubate and provide
habitat for egg-sack fry. It is only at emergence from the gravels that salmon require surface
water to facilitate emergence into the water column. Fifth, the Assessment displays mean
monthly flow rates in Tables 5-8 to 5-12 and Figures 5-10 to 5-12, which are meaningless in
terms of protecting salmon. The time period is inappropriate, since it is daily flows that
matter. The Assessment also fails to present the benefits of groundwater inflow in reducing
impacts, except as it may be reflected in flows at stream gaging stations.
The Assessment presents a fatally flawed and scientifically indefensible basis and analysis of
the potential impacts of flow reductions on fish populations in the hypothetical mine
development area. Since the flow reduction analysis is fatally flawed, it cannot be used to
support a scientifically defensible ecological risk assessment. Finally, once again, the use of
inappropriate data and analysis clearly demonstrates that EPA apparently lacks the
professional expertise and scientific credibility to professionally and scientifically develop
this ecological risk assessment in accordance with their own guidelines for ecological risk
assessment and data quality.
EPA Response: Please see response to Comment 5.82.
5.124 The Assessment on pages 5-45 to 5-47: Section 5.2.4. Uncertainties and Assumptions
Comment: This entire section of the Assessment needs to be rewritten given all of the fatal
flaws, scientifically indefensible, inappropriate, and unsupported assumptions and
conclusions in this chapter of the Assessment. Earlier comments have documented just the
major problems associated with the Assessment and its fatally flawed assumptions, analyses,
and conclusions. This section of the Assessment should be written by individuals who
understand the geography, hydrology, and ecology of the area in the vicinity of the
hypothetical mine site. Also, since there is no scientifically valid connections established
between the ecological risks within the mine area watersheds and the ecological risk of the
whole Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds, this section describing uncertainties and
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assumptions should be expanded to incorporate those requirements outlined in EPA’s
ecological risk assessment guidelines and data quality guidelines.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to more clearly follow the ecological
risk assessment guidelines. The data quality objectives guidance addresses the
generation of new data, but this assessment uses existing data.
5.125 Page 5-48 §3: This paragraph states, “[d]uring the start-up phase, all water from the site
would be collected and used in operations.” This assumption is unwarranted and unlikely.
EPA Response: The discussion of hydrology and water management has been revised
and expanded. It no longer contains the statement referenced in the comment.
5.126 Page 5-53 §5: This paragraph deals with the EPA’s new National Ambient Water Quality
Criteria for Cu, which incorporate the use of a “biotic ligand model” (BLM), which accounts
for the observed effects of Cu on aquatic organisms as a function of the amount of free metal
(and, to a lesser extent, Cu(OH)2) present that is bound competitively (with Ca and other
cations) to organic ligands or receptors on exposed sensitive tissues of an aquatic organism
(e.g., fish gills). EPA correctly asserts that their new model is an advance over the older
hardness-based criteria. Several investigators have recently confirmed that the EPA’s BLM is
protective of olfactory impairment in salmon, but that further refinements, including
application to salt water, are warranted. See, for example, Meyer et al. 2010, DeForest et al.
2011 and Meyer et al. review MS 2012. These investigators concluded that the olfactorybased BLM should use Ca and Cu binding constants that are 16 and 4 fold higher than the
branchial model, but the Na and Mg binding constants should be 32- and 126-fold lower than
in the branchial model. EPA should consider revising its model to take account of the results
of this research.
EPA Response: Those studies were already cited and discussed in the assessment. Their
conclusion is that the EPA’s BLM model for copper need not be changed. No change
required.
5.127 Page 5-58 §3: Risk Characterization – The EPA’s Biotic Ligand Model has been shown
independently to be fully protective of salmonids in a large number of waters of the western
United States and British Columbia, but could be improved further. See comment
immediately above (5-53 §5).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.126.
5.128 Most assessments included in the report lack discussion of effect magnitude, frequency,
duration, and reversibility. These principles are fundamental to effects assessments in
Canada;
EPA Response: Commented noted, but it includes no specific citations or suggested
revisions; no change required.
5.129 Throughout their evolutionary history, Pacific salmon have been confronted with various
disturbance ranging in magnitude, frequency, duration, and predictability. Disturbance types
include, but are not limited to, volcanism, landslides, floods, and anthropogenic impacts.
Although salmon population extinctions are also a part of their history, on the whole,
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salmonids have evolved biological and distribution characteristics, such as existence of
numerous, semi-discrete breeding populations, high reproductive capacity, high genetic,
phenotypic, and life history plasticity, and opportunistic habitat use that have allowed them to
persist following disturbances (Healey 2009, Waples et al. 2009). However, there is no
certain definition of the capacity of salmon resilience to anthropogenic disturbances,
especially for those that fall outside the bounds (i.e., magnitude, frequency, duration, and/or
predictability) of natural perturbations (Waples et al. 2009).
Ecosystem responses to acute disturbance vary as a function of the regional characteristics
which maintain salmon habitat, including climate, topography, and vegetative composition
(Benda et al., 2004, Montgomery 1999). Thus, disturbance comparisons between regions may
be variable in their predictive utility. The EPA (2012) Report authors acknowledge the
natural resiliency of salmon populations in the Bristol Bay watershed, and provide a general
assessment of the potential decrease in salmon population resiliency that may result from
catastrophic mining-related disturbances. This report will expand upon this be exploring the
topic of salmon resiliency to disturbance in greater detail.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.130 The source of the hydrology data used for modeling in the EPA Report is not given. For
example, Figure 5-8 @ 5-13) indicates “existing stream gages” but there is no information
presented on the source of the information, the length of record, or the availability and
reliability of these data. The specific locations (i.e., latitude and longitude, or UTM
coordinates) of gages used in the analyses are not presented in the report. The approximate
gage locations are provided in Figure 5-8, on p 5-13.
In general, the hydrologic analyses presented and discussed are accompanied by insufficient
information on the quality of data, and effect of potential errors. The methods for estimating
effects of flow interception from mine footprint are only vaguely described, as follows on p,
5-22: “Using geographic information system (GIs) data, the footprint of each major mine
component (e.g., pit, TSF, waste rock piles) was determined (Figure 4-7) and divided as
appropriate across the boundaries of the three watersheds (Table 5-6). Assuming that no
natural flow or uncontrolled runoff would be generated from the mine footprint, the gage
record was reduced by the percentage of area lost to mining.”
Figure 2-7 indicates that runoff patterns vary substantially among watersheds in close
proximity. Furthermore, the topography, wetland distribution, and hydrology mapping also
indicate that seasonal runoff is likely to vary considerably throughout each watershed (e.g.,
Figures 2-2, 2-4, 5-9). This implies that unit runoff rates likely also vary substantially within
watersheds, particularly in large watersheds. The text quoted above, and Figures 5-10 to 5-12
imply that the same unit runoff rates are applied throughout the watershed, though this cannot
be confirmed from the test. Implications of assumptions of equal unit runoff are not discussed
in the text.
EPA Response: Water balance calculations are described in greater detail in the final
assessment. Stream gage data included data provided by the Pebble Limited
Partnership (see Table 7-9 for a list of stream gages and gage-specific unit runoff rates).
In the revised assessment, we used the three known USGS gages draining the Pebble
deposit site to calculate monthly mean flows at each gage over their period of record.
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Monthly mean flows for each gage were summed across the year and then averaged
across the three gages weighted by their watershed area to produce an area-weighted
average net yearly runoff of 860 mm/year for the general deposit area. These data
represent the best known publicly available data for the region.
5.131 One potentially large source of error is winter flow measurements. It is not uncommon in
northern locations with substantial winter ice, to experience considerable errors in
hydrometric measurements due to backwatering, ice cover, over ice flow, device malfunction
and high rating curve error. The magnitude and frequency of such errors in this region, or
their potential effect on conclusions, is not discussed in the report.
EPA Response: The streamflow data used in the assessment are derived from data
provided by the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) and USGS. For USGS data, only
data approved for publication were used, and USGS data during the winter months are
often subject to revision and estimation due to the aforementioned ice cover. As cited in
the PLP’s EBD, stream gages run by PLP also estimate winter discharge by scaling
USGS station hydrographs (see Appendix 7.2A of the EBD). These data represent the
best known publicly available information on streamflow in the study area.
5.132 The EPA Report identifies the potential for substantial flow reductions over a relatively short
distance downstream of the project footprint, but does not describe how the analysis indicates
that the effect quickly attenuates downstream, and does not adequately discuss the magnitude
of the impact or its significance to the local populations of salmonids.
The assessment of the effects of flow diversion is based upon a number of key assumptions,
such as the particular location of project infrastructure, specific water recapture efficiencies,
and the use of watershed area to estimate the loss of inflow from tributaries within the
hypotlietica1 project footprint. The assumptions and uncertainties around them are described
in some cases, but the specific results and conclusions are not adequately tempered by a
description of uncertainty. The report correctly identifies a number of potential effects but
does not present an adequate discussion of the potential mitigations, or the magnitude,
likelihood, reversibility, or significance of the effects to the productive capacity of the
various fish populations. The sustainability boundary approach (Richter et al. 2011) is used
as a general tool for exploring the implications of the rate of flow reduction. This method is
proposed by Richter et al. (2011) for use in situations where detailed data are limited, and is
but one of many potential assessment methodologies. However, in the case of the Pebble
project, detailed data are available (e.g., PLP 2011), and detailed assessment methods would
be more appropriate. An instream flow study using detailed habitat models would typically
be used to quantify the effect of flow diversion on the amount of useable habitat for the
species and life stages of fish that inhabit the area that would be affected by flow withdrawal.
EPA Response: We concur with this statement and agree that more detailed flowhabitat studies like those begun by PLP contractors will be useful for managing stream
flows; this is acknowledged in the text. Until such studies have been validated and
verified, and can be linked to a detailed flow management plan, our use of the
precautionary environmental flow approach is supported by the scientific literature and
provides a conservative perspective for targeting flow management toward flow regimes
likely to be protective of fish communities and habitats in the project area.
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5.133 Detailed environmental flow analyses are likely to be required as part of any large mine
development, and the conclusions reached by these assessments are likely to differ from the
results of a standard-setting approach. Therefore, the provision of mitigation and
compensation to offset the effects of flow withdrawals beyond the sustainability boundaries
identified by Richter is not considered in a standard-setting exercise, and this likely resulted
in an overestimate of effects in the EPA Report.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.132.
5.134 A critical component of the presumptive standard is that it is “intended for application only
where detailed scientific assessments of environmental flow needs cannot be undertaken in
the near term.” In the case of the Pebble Project, a great deal of data has been collected, and
more -id1 likely be collected in future. We are unsure if detailed instream flow measurements
have been taken in the vicinity of the Pebble deposit but, if these data exist, the EPA Report
was remiss in not incorporating these into a more sophisticated method of assessment
potential impacts of flow on fish and fish habitat. One likely effect of additional data would
be to highlight differences among seasons. The Richter (2009) sustainability boundary
approach does not account for differences in water needs among seasons, which is an
important part of the assessment of the effects of flow withdrawal on streams.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.132.
5.135 Another weakness of the EPA Report is that it does not consider how mitigation through flow
supplementation might reduce flow alteration. The Richter et. a1. (2011) approach provides
presumptive standards assuming that mitigation has not been applied They “urge water
managers and engineers to employ innovative options for water storage-such as off-stream
reservoirs or groundwater storage” to meet the presumptive standard, thus encouraging
mitigation of steamflow alteration.
Richter et al. (2011) are cited four times in the EPA document: pp. 5-30, 5-31, 5-43, and 547.
Also missing from the EPA Report’s analysis is a geographic analysis of the effects and how
this may translate into effects on different species and life stages. For example, the results
clearly show that the greatest effects are in the upper portions of the watershed, and that
effects on stream flow are quickly attenuated with distance downstream. Since different
species and life stages preferentially use different portions of the watersheds, the effects of
flow alteration are likely to differ substantially among species. The EPA Report does not
provide adequate detail on partitioning the likely effects on different species and life stages,
nor does it attempt to place some of the potential effects in a broader context of overall fish
production within each affected watershed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.132.
5.136 The BBWA analysis exaggerates the magnitude and complexities of technological strategies
to address water collection and treatment and management in postclosure mining operations.
Water treatment systems for managing low pH waters are widely used and standard industrial
wastewater treatment technologies are widely available. The systems are not technically
complex and include such basic treatment steps as pH adjustment, the addition of chemical
settling aids, and gravity sedimentation for solids removal. Effluent filtration can also be used
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to further polish the wastewater to meet discharge permit requirements for suspended solids.
The BBWA implies a much higher degree of risk of failure than is justified for the operation
of standard technologies in managing wastewaters generated from leachate.
EPA Response: We expect that post-closure water treatment would be required to meet
water quality criteria for copper, which would entail a more complex treatment system
than is suggested by this comment.
5.137 References were not provided in the report to support the discussion of cumulative risks. The
cumulative risks may increase with time, but no discussion is offered on the likely
significance of those risks. Similarly, the report refers to “likely instantaneous consequences”
which are not supported by references. Standard design and operational procedures will
ensure that the failure of any one component of the water collection, treatment, and discharge
system will not result in unacceptable discharges to the environment. Standard equipment
would include sufficient redundancy to respond quickly to any component failure. This is in
contrast to the BBWA implication of inevitable failure of the systems and significant releases
to the environment.
EPA Response: The assessment does not state that any failure is inevitable, despite the
likely size and complexity of mine development in the Bristol Bay region. The revised
assessment describes uncertainties in greater detail.
5.138 One option for the project would be to include such measures as: Creation of spawning
channels to increase areas for salmon spawning. These systems have successfully resulted in
increased salmon production on river systems such as the Fraser River in Canada.
EPA Response: Opportunities for and limitations of compensatory mitigation are more
thoroughly discussed in Appendix J of the final assessment.
5.139 Continuation of “Trinity River, California - Restoration Program” case study presented
previously.
•

Coupled with results from channel and sediment studies and temperature modeling, three
flow-related objectives were identified: 1) flow releases should provide suitable spawning
and rearing habitats; 2) flow release should mimic the timing of natural runoff processes;
and 3) flow releases should provide temperature objectives for holding and spawning
adults.

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.140 Pg. 5-61. “Standards for culvert installation on fish-bearing streams in Alaska target road
safety and fish passage, but not the physical structure of the stream or habitat quality (ADFG
and ADOT&PF 2001).”
The reference cited to support this statement (ADFG and ADOT&PF 2001) is the culvert
design standard itself rather than a reference that supports the statement. The standard
contains several provisions targeted at stream stability and habitat quality which makes the
EPA statement incorrect.
EPA Response: The statement referenced in the comment was based on the following
text in ADF&G and ADOT&PF (2001):
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“This agreement extends solely to the design, permitting, and installation of
culverts in fish-bearing waters. … Additional factors unrelated to fish passage
(such as unique environmental considerations, locating culverts in anadromous
fish spawning or high-value rearing habitat, or other public safety, engineering, or
economic issues) will be addressed on a project specific basis during preparation
of the ADOT&PF environmental document.”
The State of Alaska standard allows culverts that are smaller than the channel (90%)
and allows for no floodplain flow during floods. The standard is for fish passage. Unlike
the Stream Simulation method for culvert placement, it does not effectively protect
stream morphology, and thereby habitat quality, from the increased velocities caused
by a culvert smaller than the channel.
Text has been added to the final assessment to indicate that additional factors such as
the physical structure of the stream or habitat quality are addressed on a projectspecific basis during preparation of the Alaska Department of Transportation and
Public Facilities environmental document.
5.141 The Assessment presents a general assessment of roads and culverts that implies that the
installation of culverts (which represent a large fraction of typical stream crossings) “may” or
“could” impose a negative impact on the physical and biological resources of streams and
wetlands within the Bristol Bay study area. The Assessment supports this conclusion with
outdated references and information that assess the potential impacts of proposed stream
crossings on deficiencies of existing structures that may have been designed using obsolete
methodologies, are improperly maintained, or both. The conclusions are inaccurate and not
based on the best available scientific and engineering information.
EPA Response: We disagree with the assertions regarding the use of outdated literature
containing obsolete methodologies. To the extent possible we used recent literature from
representative environments. Information cited from older publications is still valid
today. Information on current design standards (from recent literature) is included in
Chapter 10 of the revised assessment.
5.142 Other discussion in the Draft Assessment about calcium chloride further adds to NDM’s
concern over the validity of EPA’s analysis. Buell points out that contrary to EPA’s
suggestion, calcium chloride is not toxic to fish and other aquatic life when used for dust
suppression. It is a benign chemical that is used to aggregate fine particles together and is
hygroscopic, helping to stabilize gravel road surfaces and reduce fugitive fine particles. This
should be good news to those in EPA who are animated over potential fine sediment derived
from the transportation corridor. Calcium (or magnesium) chloride is recommended by the
U.S. Department of Transportation in their Gravel Roads Maintenance and Design Manual,
(readily available on the EPA website) for gravel road stabilization and reduction of erosion
and fine particle loss. Studies by the University of New Hampshire sponsored by the State of
Maine and the Federal Highway Administration on the migration of calcium chloride after
application to gravel roads, including movement into groundwater, found that calcium
chloride is resistant to leaching and tends to bind to fine particles (hence its effectiveness)
and stay where it is placed when used for roadway stabilization. This study also concluded
that there is no indication that negative environmental impacts have occurred from the use of
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calcium chloride for dust control. EPA should become aware of these facts especially since
much of this material is posted on the EPA web site, and temper or eliminate its statements
concerning potential adverse impacts of calcium chloride application for dust control and
road surface stabilization.
EPA Response: Calcium chloride reduces the generation of road dust, but chloride salts
can be toxic to vegetation and aquatic species and—based on a study cited in the revised
assessment—the toxicity of the calcium chloride commonly used in Alaska would be
expected to be a little greater than the more studied sodium chloride given chlorine
concentrations. Calcium chloride is discussed in the document cited in the comment
(Gravel Roads Maintenance and Design Manual) but it is not recommended over any
other stabilizer. With respect to leaching, the revised assessment notes the following:
“Rainwater tends to leach out the highly soluble chlorides (Withycombe and Dulla
2006), which can degrade nearby vegetation, surface water, groundwater, and aquatic
species (Environment Canada 2005).”
5.143 General Comment 2: The Preface of the Assessment on page xiv states: “The USEPA has
reviewed and considered information and data from a variety of sources, including
environmental groups that oppose mining development and mining companies that are
mining proponents. Where possible, we have relied on peer-reviewed, published data and
information. However, much of the information on Bristol Bay has not been published in the
peer-reviewed literature. We have used established guidelines for the use of those data,
which include evaluating collection and analytical methods and identifying data limitations.”
Some of the assertions in this paragraph are demonstrably false and another fails to
adequately describe the use of peer-reviewed, published literature. For example, the peerreviewed literature relied upon heavily in the Assessment with respect to the impacts of a
transportation corridor on streams and wetlands along the corridor, is based on road design
and construction techniques from the 1950’s and for roads that were mostly used as
temporary access for timber harvest in the Pacific Northwest. The use of this literature is not
only inappropriate, but misleading to the reader and the public in general. Use of this
literature is scientifically not justified and the assumptions and conclusions derived from this
improper use of the literature are not a valid comparison to modern day high volume mine
road design, construction, and maintenance standards.
EPA Response: The assessment assumes the use of modern conventional mine design,
practices, and technologies. Information on current design standards that would be
used along the proposed transportation corridor is included within text boxes
throughout Chapter 10 of the revised assessment.
Many of the references in the assessment relate to the Pacific Northwest, because much
work on culverts and potential impacts on salmon has been performed there. However,
to the extent possible we used recent literature from representative environments. One
of the papers used for general information, Furniss et al. (1991), focuses on forest and
rangeland roads, but it is a seminal publication on the potential effects of roads,
particularly as they relate to salmon. The general conclusions of that paper are relevant
to the assessment’s transportation corridor. The failure frequencies cited in the revised
assessment are from modern roads and not restricted to forest roads. Reference to
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Flanders and Cariello (2000) has been deleted in the revised assessment. The comment
did not provide suggestions of additional technical references.
5.144 Continuation of General Comment 5 previously presented. The Assessment also assumes fish
passage problems associated with the transportation corridor, with no consideration of the
internally inconsistent assumption of blocked culverts and fish passage in the routine
operations scenario versus an assumption of daily maintenance inspections and proper design
and avoidance measures associated with modern mine road construction techniques in the
same scenario. The Assessment cannot present different conclusions, based on the same
assumptions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82
5.145 The Assessment states on page 1-2 “Because mine claims in Bristol Bay are remote and
substantial transportation corridors would need to be developed to remove minerals from the
area, we also assembled background information on the potential impacts of road and
pipeline crossings on aquatic systems.” While it may be true that “background information
on the potential impacts of road and pipeline crossing on aquatic systems.” was assembled,
the authors used inappropriate and irrelevant literature as the basis for their assumptions and
conclusions. For example, the Assessment uses Furness, et al, (1991) as a primary source to
describe the impacts of road construction on aquatic systems. The problem is that this
reference is not appropriate for this Assessment. Furness’ assessment was based on
temporary roads, built primarily in the 1950’s or 60’s to facilitate timber harvest in the
Pacific Northwest. These roads suffered from poor design, locations that invited triggering of
landslides, inadequate drainage, and inadequate maintenance. Comparing the documented
impacts found in this source reference to a modern high traffic mining transportation corridor
highway is not only intellectually dishonest; it is not even a scientifically valid comparison.
The Assessment failed to accurately represent modern industrial road design and
maintenance requirements and failed to recognize the differences between the temporary
roads used for resource extraction back then and now with respect to the type of use and the
design and maintenance requirements of a modern mine road. No matter what the case, this
portion of the Assessment fails to meet EPA’s guidelines for an ecological risk assessment
and data quality for dissemination to the public.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.187.
5.146 The Assessment on pages 5-59 and 5-60: Section 5.4.1 Culverts; states: “Culverts are the
most common migration barriers associated with road networks. Hydraulic characteristics
and culvert configuration can impede or prevent fish passage. Where flow restrictions such as
culverts are placed in stream channels, the power of stream flow is increased. This can lead to
increased channel scouring and down-cutting, stream bank erosion, and undermining of the
stream crossing structure and fill. Although the well planned installation of culverts allows
natural flow upstream and downstream of crossings, failure rates are generally high (Sections
4.4.3.3 and 6.4).”
Comment: The implications of the paragraph quoted above are that culverts have the
potential to cause channel changes and impede or block fish passage. It also indicates that
“…well planned installation of culverts allows natural flow upstream and downstream of
crossings …”, which indicates that if a culvert is properly sized, installed, and maintained
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that few changes in the channel or impacts to fish passage can be anticipated. However, the
paragraph also indicates that “… failure rates are generally high (Sections 4.4.3.3 and 6.4)”.
The paragraph refers to two sections of the Assessment to support the conclusion regarding
culvert failure rate. First, the Assessment contains no Section 4.4.3.3, so for this comment it
is assumed that the authors are referring to Section 4.4.4. Review of Sections 4.4.4 and 6.4
reveal that the Assessment has used inappropriate data and references to support the culvert
failure rates shown in Sections 4.4.4 and 6.4 and calculation of culvert failure rates presented
in Box 8-1 and Table 8-1.
EPA Response: The failure frequencies cited in the revised assessment are from modern
roads. References to Flanders and Cariello (2000) have been deleted from the revised
assessment.
Culvert failures take into account the use of best management practices (BMPs) or
mitigation measures that are discussed in text boxes throughout Chapter 10.
Environmental characteristics along the transportation corridor would likely make
standard and “state-of-the-art” mitigation measures less effective. Further discussion
on this is contained in Box 10-5 of the revised assessment.
The comment was correct in that the authors were referring to Section 4.4.4 in the draft
assessment instead of Section 4.4.3.3.
5.147 The Assessment on pages 5-59 and 5-60: Section 5.4.2 Stormwater Runoff; states:
“However, because the salts or other materials used for winter treatment of roads could
present a significant issue, these are addressed below (Section 5.4.4).”
Comment: The section of the Assessment cited (Section 5.4.4) to discuss road salts and other
material used for winter treatment of roads does not discuss this topic. This section of the
Assessment presents information on “Road Crossings as Barriers to Fish Movement” not
road salts. Information on road salts is contained in Section 5.4.6.
EPA Response: The comment is correct in that information on road salts is contained in
Section 5.4.6 of the draft assessment.
5.148 The Assessment on page 5-60: Section 5.4.3; Near-Surface Groundwater and Hyporheic
Flows states: “The high incidence of seeps and springs noted on glaciolacustrine, alluvial,
and slope till deposits in the mine area (Hamilton 2007, Woody and O’Neal 2010) and the
abundance of wetlands testify to the pervasiveness of shallow subsurface flow processes and
high connectivity between groundwater and surface water systems in the areas traversed by
the transportation corridor (Appendix G). The construction and operation of roadways and
pipelines can fundamentally alter connections between shallow aquifers and surface
channels and ponds by intercepting shallow groundwater flow paths, leading to further
impacts on surface water hydrology, water quality, and fish habitat (Darnell et al. 1976,
Stanford and Ward 1993, Forman and Alexander 1998, Hancock 2002).”
Comment: The two sentences quoted above come directly from Appendix G. The first
sentence states in part: “The high incidence of seeps and springs noted on glaciolacustrine,
alluvial, and slope till deposits in the mine area (Hamilton 2007, Woody and O’Neal 2010)
…” A word search (query for: seeps, spring, glaciolacustrine, alluvial, and slope till deposits)
of the electronic copies of Hamilton and Woody and O’Neal found none of these words used
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in the text of the documents cited. Hamilton’s map did contain the words glaciolacustrine and
alluvial as major map unit headings, but the descriptions of the geology associated with these
mapping units did not contain the words seeps or springs. Paper copies of these two
references were reviewed page by page and again no reference to seeps or springs or any of
the three geological types found. It appears that the authors of Appendix G and the authors of
the Assessment failed to carefully check the references cited. This is another example of the
poor quality and unreliable information presented in the Assessment. How much of the
material presented in Appendix G can be considered scientific and reliable?
EPA Response: Both sources cited above provide direct, field-verified empirical support
for the contention that the western two-thirds of the transportation corridor would
traverse lands that are rich in near-surface groundwater. The text cited in the comment
has been revised as follows: “Field observations in the mine area (Hamilton 2007,
Woody and O’Neal 2010) are descriptive of terrain with abundant near-surface
groundwater and a high incidence of seeps and springs associated with complex
glaciolacustrine, alluvial, and slope till deposits (Appendix G).”
5.149 The second sentence in the quote above states: “The construction and operation of roadways
and pipelines can fundamentally alter connections between shallow aquifers and surface
channels and ponds by intercepting shallow groundwater flow paths, leading to further
impacts on surface water hydrology, water quality, and fish habitat (Darnell et al. 1976,
Stanford and Ward 1993, Forman and Alexander 1998, Hancock 2002).” What the
Assessment fails to mention is another quote from Appendix G which states: “Rudimentary
groundwater studies at roads traversing moderate slopes of conifer forest and muskeg in
southeast Alaska (Kahklen and Moll 1999) revealed there could be either a bulge or a
drawdown in groundwater level near the upslope ditch, while immediately downslope of the
road the water table was most often depressed. These effects appeared for distances between
5 and 10 meters on each side of the road prism. The effect of observed water table
deformation on the downslope flux of groundwater remains unknown.”
It appears that the discussion presented in Volume I of the Assessment is incomplete and that
information and quotes from Appendix G have been selectively presented to the public. The
Assessment should present all of the information relevant to a particular topic or issue in
order to be scientifically credible. This example, again points out the inadequacy of the
Assessment with respect to its presentation and credibility as an ecological risk assessment
document.
EPA Response: The above quote was not included in the main text of the assessment
because the condition it represents is not typical of the range of conditions observed
along the transportation corridor.
5.150 The Assessment on page 5-61: Section 5.4.4.3 Risk Characterization; states: “The mine
scenario assumes that culverts would be installed along the transportation corridor with
adequate size for the streams crossed, and that the roadway would be monitored daily to
ensure that failures could be rapidly identified and repaired. Even with these assumptions,
inhibition of fish passage and reductions in habitat still could occur. The behavioral
responses to culverts of the up-migrating and down-migrating life stages of the salmonid
species that use the potentially crossed streams are uncertain.”
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Comment: The conclusion that “inhibition of fish passage and reductions in habitat still could
occur.” is totally without merit. If the culverts are properly installed and maintained, then fish
passage and sediment deposition or scouring downstream of the culvert will not occur. Daily
maintenance inspections will discover any situations that could turn into a major problem.
The Assessment provides no scientifically defensible documentation to support the
assumption and conclusion. Second, the Assessment concludes that the behavioral response
of salmonids to culverts is uncertain. This statement is utterly preposterous and has no
scientific basis at all. It is laughable. There are thousands of examples of the effects of
culverts on salmonid fish passage in the Western U.S. and Canada alone. What the studies
show is that adult and juvenile salmonids readily move up and down through culverts if they
are properly designed, sized, installed correctly, and maintained. It is obvious that EPA has
no understanding of salmonid behavior and the professional literature related to culverts and
fish passage. Just a minor point, but any professional salmon biologist would know that the
terms “up-migrating” and “down-migrating” are not applicable to salmonids. The correct
terms are migrating and emigrating salmon.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82. The revised assessment notes that
“Culverts are not always built to specifications and the behavioral responses of
migrating salmonid life stages to culvert-induced changes in flow are not always
anticipated correctly.” The uncertainty of behavioral responses to culvert-induced
changes in flow is supported by text in the memorandum of agreement (MOA) between
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities (ADF&G and ADOT 2001), which alludes to the
need for comparative field data (i.e., data from different species).
The terms up-migrating and down-migrating have been deleted in the revised
assessment.
5.151 The Assessment on page 5-70: Section 5.4.9 Fish Populations along the Transportation
Corridor
Comment: The Assessment in this section provides little useful information regarding the fish
populations along the transportation corridor. While some information is provided for certain
sockeye salmon spawning populations, little information is provided regarding other salmon
species or the resident species that can be found in many of the streams that the hypothetical
transportation corridor would cross. This fatal flaw in the Assessment could have been
avoided if EPA would have used all of the publicly available information. For example, the
2004 Northern Dynasty Fish and Aquatic Resources progress report contains information
about the transportation corridor as envisioned at that time. Also, the fish collection data
made available to the agencies at a 2008 Fish Technical Working Group meeting in
Anchorage contained site specific crossing data on fish presence from 2004 and 2005
sampling efforts. All of this information was offered to the agency representatives, but none
requested a copy. As a result, the Assessment is deficient in its characterization of the fish
populations along the transportation corridor and only underscores the fact that EPA failed to
follow its own ecological risk assessment guidelines.
EPA Response: In the revised assessment, additional published information
characterizing fish populations along the proposed transportation corridor is included
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in Section 10.2. The revised assessment summarizes the reported species, abundances,
and distributions that would potentially be affected by the transportation corridor. The
primary sources of information were the 2012 AWC and AFFI. We found both of these
sources to be complete for fish observations reported along the transportation corridor
in the PLP EBD (2011). However, published fish presence information was scarce for
the transportation corridor. The revised assessment also places the streams along the
corridor into the context of the entire Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds with
respect to important attributes affecting fish use such as discharge, channel gradient,
and floodplain potential. The 2004 progress report cited in the comment provides little
if any quantitative fish data for the transportation corridor, and the report emphasizes
that data are “preliminary and subject to change.” It does provide some
macroinvertebrate data.
5.152 Page ES-14 §3: Eliminated or blocked streams – This paragraph is extremely misleading, to
the point of being incorrect. It states that mine development “would result in the loss of 87.5
to 141.4 km… of possible spawning or rearing habitats” for anadromous and resident
salmonids. This assertion vastly overestimates the number of km of stream that could
reasonably support salmonids. Many if not most of the km of streams shown on the
accompanying figure are ephemeral and inaccessible, some with poorly defined channels or
no discrete surface flow channel. EPA has obviously extrapolated far beyond the information
used in preparation of the assessment and has ignored readily available information on fish
distribution in the Pebble area, including migration barriers in smaller tributary streams.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.85.
5.153 The cited losses of known salmonid habitat (8, 24, and 35 km of streams) are based on the
Anadromous Waters Catalog. The additional lengths of streams lost cited in these statistics
and illustrated in the accompanying figures provide supporting functions to salmonid habitat
downstream. Page ES-14 §4: Reduced flow – This paragraph is based on the assumption that
the only factor driving fish production in the Pebble area is stream flow. This approach is not
credible, and completely ignores the importance of conducting a reasonable limiting factors
analysis to put stream flow into perspective with respect to other factors that are likely
driving fish production in Pebble streams. For example, absence of a nursery lake and very
low organic and inorganic nutrient levels in the Koktuli forks, along with harvest in the same
management zone as contains fish from the far more productive Wood River, is much more
likely driving the population of sockeye spawners in these streams than stream flow. It is
irresponsible for EPA to proceed with the analysis in the way they have done.
EPA Response: The conceptual models incorporate many (but not all) factors
influencing the endpoints. We agree that streamflow is just one (albeit very important)
aspect of habitat. It may not be the most limiting factor in all cases, but lack of water is
inarguably a limiting factor should it occur.
Section 7.3.2.1 of the revised assessment explains the importance of flow to habitat
quantity and quality. The assessment discusses the sustainability boundary approach as
a way to balance the maintenance of aquatic ecosystems with human demands on the
system. Under this approach, flow alteration greater than 20% is considered sufficient
to result in moderate to major changes in ecosystem structures and functions.
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Increasing alteration beyond 20% would cause significant losses of ecosystem structure
and function.
5.154 Page 5-61 §1: This paragraph states, “[c]ulverts designed to meet the State of Alaska’s
requirements and regularly maintained should not block fish passage; however, hydraulic
characteristics such as low water depth or high water velocities and culvert configurations
can impede or prevent fish passage.” This statement is incorrect. The State of Alaska’s
criteria for culverts in fish-bearing waters, which represent a variance from the default
requirement for a bridge, specifically address low flow conditions as related to fish passage,
as well as high flow hydraulics as related to fish passage. Any culvert permitted for a road
crossing of a fish-bearing stream, especially crossings of anadromous fish streams, must
undergo a 3-tiered set of hydraulic analyses, which become more conservative for streams
where hydrologies are uncertain. Since EPA has cited the MOA on this subject between
ADFG and ADOT, the agency should be familiar with these requirements.
EPA Response: This statement has been modified in the revised assessment. Where flow
restrictions such as culverts are placed in stream channels, stream power increases.
This can lead to increased channel scouring and down-cutting, streambank erosion, and
undermining of the road.
Requirements of the memorandum of agreement between ADF&G and ADOT (2001)
regarding fish passage requirements at road crossings are summarized in Box 10-2 in
the revised assessment. This includes the 3-tiered approach noted by the reviewer.
Even with the above requirements, inhibition of fish passage and reductions in habitat
still could occur. The estimates of risk to fish habitats and populations take into account
the use of BMPs or mitigation measures that are discussed in text boxes throughout
Chapter 10 of the revised assessment. Although culverts would be designed to certain
specifications (Box 10-2), they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to
the rigors of a harsh environment.
5.155 Page 5-61 §2: This paragraph discusses the tendency of culverts to concentrate surface (and
presumably shallow groundwater) flows at the expense of surrounding aquatic and wetland
features. While this can occur in poorly planned and executed alignments, these phenomena
are well known to ADFG, DNR and other regulatory and permitting agencies in Alaska. It is
unreasonable to assume that provisions for under-drains, supplemental culverts for wetlands
connectivity and other accommodations will not be required as part of permitting for the
Pebble transportation corridor. EPA should acknowledge and take account of this.
EPA Response: The estimates of risks to salmonids and the ecosystems that support
them take into account the use of best management practices (BMPs) or mitigation
measures that are discussed in text boxes throughout Chapter 10 in the revised
assessment. Although culverts are designed to certain specifications (Box 10.2), they are
not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the rigors of a harsh environment.
Environmental characteristics along the transportation corridor would likely render
the effectiveness of standard or even “state-of-the-art” mitigation measures highly
uncertain. Further discussion on this is contained in Box 10-5 of the revised assessment.
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5.156 Page 5-61 §2: This paragraph states that “the roadway would be monitored daily to ensure
that [culvert] failures could be rapidly identified and repaired” but that “inhibition of fish
passage and reductions in habitat still could occur.” This is, at best, a stretch. Daily
monitoring and maintenance would surely identify and correct the vast majority of culvert
issues before or at the beginning of any passage or erosion problems. The ADFG/ADOT
MOA is technically based and is currently working very well in preventing the kinds of
problems EPA is apparently concerned about. Where risks of culvert inadequacy based on
MOA criteria and hydraulic analyses are identified, it is reasonable to assume that both the
mining company (which would certainly not want to experience a road failure) and Alaska
regulatory and permitting agencies will call for either a bridge or much more conservative
culvert design. The very low significance of this risk should be acknowledged by EPA and
taken fully into account in the analysis. See comment on pp. 4-62 §8 – 4-63 §1.
EPA Response: We disagree, because the potential for blocked or reduced fish passage
exists even under an assumption of best management practices and daily maintenance
inspections. Under such surveillance, a single erosional failure of a culvert that
damaged the road would likely be identified soon after it occurred and temporary
repairs would be made to protect the road and possibly provide fish passage. However,
long-term fixes may not be possible until conditions are suitable to replace a culvert or
bridge crossing. After mine operations end, traffic would be reduced to that which is
necessary to maintain any residual operations on the site, and inspections and
maintenance would likely decrease.
With respect to the use of bridges, they would generally have less impact to salmon than
culverts, but can result in the loss of long riparian side channels if they do not span the
entire floodplain.
5.157 Page 5-63 §2 – 5-63 §3: This paragraph discusses the potential use of calcium chloride
(CaCl2) for road dust suppression. Calcium chlorideis not toxic, as suggested by the first
sentence in this paragraph, to fish and other aquatic life when used for dust suppression. It is
a benign chemical that is used to aggregate fine particles together and is hygroscopic, helping
to stabilize gravel road surfaces and reduce fugitive fine particles. This should be good news
to those in EPA who are animated over potential fine sediment derived from the
transportation corridor. Calcium (or magnesium) chloride is recommended by the US
Department of Transportation in their Gravel Roads Maintenance and Design Manual
(Skorseth and Selim 2000; available on the EPA website: http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/
gravelroads_index.cfm) for gravel road stabilization and reduction of erosion and fine
particle loss. Studies by the University of New Hampshire sponsored by the State of Main
and the Federal Highway Administration on the migration of calcium chloride after
application to gravel roads, including movement into groundwater, found that calcium
chloride is resistant to leaching and tends to bind to fine particles (hence its effectiveness)
and stay where it is placed when used for roadway stabilization. This study also concluded
that there is no indication that negative environmental impacts have occurred from the use of
calcium chloride for dust control. EPA should become aware of these facts especially since
much of this material is posted on the EPA web site, and temper or eliminate its statements
concerning potential adverse impacts of calcium chloride application for dust control and
road surface stabilization.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.142.
5.158 Page 5-64 Table 5-21: Given the tendency of calcium chloride to stay put, bound to fine
particles, and its benign nature (see comment immediately above), this table is largely
irrelevant and should be removed from the document.
EPA Response: We disagree, as chloride salts are known to cause toxicity to vegetation
and aquatic species (see response to Comment 5.142). No change required.
5.159 Page 5-64 §1 – 5-65 §2: These paragraphs are an exercise in hyperbole by EPA. Although
some wetlands will be filled or altered, the Pebble road alignment has been carefully planned
to avoid or minimize these impacts, especially as they might affect fish or fish habitat. The
State of Alaska regulatory and permitting agencies are acutely aware of the needs to protect
wetlands and fish habitat along this transportation corridor, including along that portion of
the Iliamna Lake shoreline used by sockeye salmon for spawning. Assuring connectivity
between wetland polygons and among aquatic and wetland elements, and especially shallow
groundwater flows to shoreline spawning areas, will certainly be incorporated into the road
design and permitting process, and it is unreasonable to assume otherwise. The salt issue is
moot (see above).
EPA Response: We disagree regarding the avoidance or minimization of impacts from
the road alignment. The assessment’s transportation corridor is based on the alignment
in Ghaffari et al. (2011). It would cross many streams, rivers, wetlands, and extensive
areas with shallow groundwater, including numerous mapped (and likely many more
unmapped) tributary streams to Iliamna Lake (Figures 10-1 and 10-2 in the revised
assessment). Although this route is not necessarily the only option for corridor
placement, the assessment of potential environmental risks would not be expected to
change substantially with minor shifts in road alignment. Also see responses to
Comments 4.82 and 5.142.
5.160 Page 5-65 §4: This paragraph is factually incorrect. The existing (and proposed) road
alignment is not parallel to or in close proximity to that portion of Chinkelyes Creek to which
sockeye (or any other) salmon currently have access. Anadromous access is blocked by a
series of three impassible falls and several bedrock cataracts. Large numbers of sockeye
spawn in the lower reach of Chinkelyes Creek which is not adjacent to the road alignment.
EPA Response: We disagree regarding the proximity of the proposed road alignment to
the anadromous portion of Chinkelyes Creek. Although a portion of the road parallels
Chinkelyes Creek upstream of the impassable falls, a portion of the road is parallel and
adjacent to the downstream, anadromous portion of Chinkelyes Creek before the creek
enters the Iliamna River. Furthermore, the paragraph in question does not just relate
impacts from the corridor to anadromous waters adjacent to the road, but is also
intended to describe potential impacts of runoff from the corridor that may flow
downstream to anadromous waters.
5.161 Page 5-70 §2 ff.: Fish Populations along the Transportation Corridor – This section gives
some interesting fish occurrence data, but apparently has failed to use any of the readily
available fish occurrence data generated by Pebble. EPA should have used Pebble data as
well as other available data when generating this section of the analysis.
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EPA Response: We used all available data in this section of the analysis (which has been
updated in Chapter 10 of the revised assessment). Pebble data were not explicitly cited
in this section because they did not add to what was available in the Anadromous
Waters Catalog.
5.162 Page 5-73 §2: This paragraph states that “[little] is known about the occurrence or abundance
of other salmon species in streams and rivers crossing or adjacent to the transportation
corridor. Chinook, coho, and chum salmon are present in the Kvichak River watershed, but
data for spatial occurrence are for isolated points in the system (ADFG 2012). Chinook and
coho salmon are reported in the Newhalen River; Chinook, coho and chum salmon are
reported in the Iliamna River; and coho salmon are reported in Tomkok and Youngs Creeks.”
If EPA had looked at readily available Pebble fish occurrence data for the transportation
corridor, this section of the report could have presented it. As it is, EPA overlooked or chose
to ignore this relevant information.
EPA Response: The first sentence cited actually states that “Less is known about the …
corridor.” Information in this paragraph has been updated in the revised assessment
(Chapter 10). Pebble fish occurrence data were examined but were not explicitly cited
in this paragraph because they did not add to what was available in the Anadromous
Waters Catalog.
5.163 Page 5-73 §4: This paragraph purports to summarize overall risks of the transportation
corridor to salmon populations. It concentrates on very low probability occurrences (e.g.,
filling of wetlands, hydrologic modification) and very low level impacts (e.g., siltation, road
salts) and concludes that these factors “are likely to diminish the production of anadromous
and resident salmonids in more than 30 streams.” This conclusion is unwarranted and
irresponsible without specific links to quantitative analysis, especially with respect to
siltation and the possible use of calcium chloride for road stabilization. The paragraph goes
on to speculate that “[s]almonid migrations and other movements may be impeded by
culverts in 14 streams. The habitat potentially affected below the road crossings totals 270
km of stream, and an additional 240 km of stream upstream of the crossings would be
affected if culverts impede fish movement.” These speculations are unreasonable and
unwarranted in light of the standards and specifications that will certainly be applied
conservatively to stream crossings along this transportation corridor and in light of the EPA
assumption of daily monitoring and maintenance.
EPA Response: We do not agree that filling of wetlands and alteration of hydrology are
“very low probability occurrences” given the abundance and extent of wetlands along
the transportation corridor. Any elevated road bed will alter surface flow. The
assessment addresses this qualitatively because the state of the science does not support
a quantitative analysis of siltation or calcium chloride effects.
We also do not agree that the statements cited in the comment are unreasonable (see
response to Comment 4.82).
5.164 The report uses inadequate culvert standards for consideration in the assessment (pg. 5-61).
The culvert standards in Alaska target road safety and fish passage, “but not the physical
structure of the stream or habitat quality (ADFG and ADOT&PF 2001).” (pg. 5-61) The
reference cited to support this statement (ADFG and ADOT&PF 2001) is the culvert design
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standard itself rather than a reference that supports the statement. The standard contains
several provisions targeted at stream stability and habitat quality which makes the above
statement incorrect.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.152.
5.165 The report does not discuss or consider mitigation options for addressing the impacts of road
salts. Several options exist for eliminating or suppressing dust on roads. Some of the
suppression options include the use of chlorides as cited in the references; however, paving
and other applications of road oils can significantly suppress or eliminate dust. According to
Anderson and Gesford (2006): “Although paving the road is the only permanent solution to
dust problems, using effective controls can significantly reduce dust and cut required
maintenance. Various studies show that control measures can reduce dust by 30% to 80% and
cut aggregate loss by 25% to 75%.” In addition to paving and road oils, active snow removal
and the use of chains are mitigation practices that could reduce or eliminate the need for road
salts.
EPA Response: Best management practices or mitigation measures that would be used
to minimize potential impacts to salmon ecosystems from construction and operation of
the proposed transportation corridor are discussed in text boxes throughout Chapter 10
of the revised assessment. However, we do not feel it is within the scope of the
assessment to present all possible mitigation options.
5.166 In evaluating risks, consideration should also be given to the timing of traffic volumes and
use of deicing agents. One option for mitigation may be to minimize winter road travel such
that the requirement for use of deicing agents is minimized. Risks are also lower during
winter months as there would likely be little to no spawning activities under scenarios where
deicing would occur.
EPA Response: Minimizing winter road travel might decrease the need for deicing
agents, but the greatest exposure to salmonids would likely to be in the spring when
melting occurs.
5.167 One option for the project would be to include such measures as (…) Conversion of gravel
pits for roads into Coho Salmon rearing habitat. On the Harding River in Southeast Alaska
small gravel pits for road materials in the flood plain were converted to Coho salmon habitat
via a simple diversion of flows to and from the pit. Significant use of the pits was studied by
the US Forest Service.
EPA Response: Mitigation to compensate for effects on aquatic resources that cannot
be avoided or minimized by mine design and operation would be addressed through a
regulatory process that is beyond the scope of this assessment. Nevertheless, in response
to public and peer review comments, we have included a discussion of compensatory
mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.

Alaska Miners Association, Inc. (Doc. #4612)
5.168 EPA overestimates the realistic mine size. The analysis in Section 1 of this technical review
shows that EPA selects a mine size that is unlikely to represent mines developed in Bristol
Bay. EPA picks a mine that is four times the average size of open-pit copper mines in British
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Columbia, more than seven times the average size of open-pit mines in Alaska, and over 100
times the size of an the average underground mine. A smaller mine would have significantly
less impact, and would allow the mine designers much more latitude in designing a mine to
avoid impacts to anadromous fish habitat.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.327.
5.169 EPA uses a particular location that over-estimates impacts to anadromous fish habitat The
analysis in Section 1.D. of this technical review indicates that the particular location of
EPA’s hypothetical mine may not be representative of other locations in the Bristol Bay
watershed with respect to anadromous fish habitat. Therefore, it is very likely that the
location for the hypothetical mine would exaggerate habitat modification impacts for other
mines in the watershed. It may even exaggerate habitat modification impacts relative to
alternative locations for some of the facilities for a mine at Pebble.
EPA Response: The comment is correct that the fish habitat would inevitably differ at
other mine sites in the watershed. However, there is no reason to believe that habitat
quality is better at the Pebble deposit than at other potential mine sites. The assessment
of other potential mines is detailed in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.
5.170 The Watershed Assessment lacks a realistic water budget The Watershed Assessment did not
include a realistic water budget for the mine. A water budget is one of the most important
documents a mine produces. It is influenced by the mining rate, tailings grind, and many
other mine-design details. Agencies scrutinize water budgets during the permit process. A
water budget typically goes through many iterations before the mine developer has
confidence in it and before the agencies are willing to accept it, Until a water budget is final,
and until the Department of Natural Resources proposes a water right volume, how much
water the mine will need is unknown. Therefore, there is a lot of uncertainty about the
impacts to downstream fish populations, until the water budget process is complete.
EPA Response: The revised assessment contains expanded discussion of the water
balance for the assessment mine scenarios (Section 6.2.2). Like any component of a risk
assessment, the water balance is uncertain and that uncertainty is described.
5.171 The authors of this review cannot follow EPA’s water budget. Therefore, we cannot
comment on EPA’s assertion of water withdrawal problems downstream of the mine. In
addition, many groups have applied for instream-flow water rights on the Upper Talarik
Creek, South Fork Koktuli River, and the North Fork Koktuli River downstream from the
EPA’s proposed location. EPA implicitly assumes that DNR will decide in favor of EPA’s
perception of the mine’s water needs, and turn down the other applicant’s for instreamflow
water needs. We have no idea whether such an assumption is warranted. But neither does
EPA. If EPA’s unstated assumption is wrong, then the analysis is incorrect.
In addition, water budgets are mine-specific. They are influenced by mine size, rainfall,
processing method, etc. A water budget for a particular mine, hypothetical or not, is not
representative of the water budget for another mine. Therefore, the water budget for the
EPA’s hypothetical mine (which is not produced adequately so that these authors can follow
it) is unlikely to be representative of other mines proposed for Bristol Bay or elsewhere.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.170.
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D. S. Braund (Doc. #0859)
5.172 Salmon play a critical role in maintaining the structural integrity of freshwater ecosystems.
Returning salmon transport millions of tons of nutrients from the nutrient-rich marine
environment to the nutrient-poor ecosystems of the Pacific Rim (Woody 2011). Salmon are
the keystone species for these generally nutrient-poor temperate and northern ecosystems
because the entire ecosystem depends on the marine-derived nutrients that are released from
the carcasses of the spawned-out salmon (Schtickzelle and Quinn 2007; Hauser 2007).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.173 Decomposing carcasses release nutrients that originated in marine waters to stimulate the
food chain in streams, ponds, and lakes (Hauser 2007). The nutrients are transported through
the watershed and into the groundwater to the benefit of riparian vegetation (Hauser 2007). A
myriad of insects, birds, small and large mammals also directly and indirectly utilize the
carcasses (Hauser 2007). Flooding and the action of bears and other animals move these
nutrients to the nearby terrestrial ecosystems, further expanding the ecological influence of
salmon (Schtickzelle and Quinn 2007).
In the Nushagak-Mulchatna and Kvichak river drainages, salmon species directly affected by
the proposed Pebble mine would include Chinook, sockeye, Coho, chum, and pinks (E&E
2010). The stream segments closest to the proposed mine site also support large numbers of
other high-value resident fish species including Arctic grayling, Arctic char, Rainbow trout,
Dolly Varden, and Northern pike (E&E 2010). Although the several species of salmon and
other fish species co-exist in the watershed, they exploit and share different niches within the
habitats that serve to minimize competition for available resources (Hauser 2007).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.174 In North America, sockeye salmon range from the Klamath River in Oregon to Point Hope in
northwestern Alaska (ADFG 2011c). Like all species of Pacific salmon, sockeye salmon are
anadromous, living in the ocean but entering fresh water to spawn (ADFG2011c). Each
summer, sockeye salmon migrate from the North Pacific and Bering Sea back to the
freshwaters of their birth to spawn (Woody 2011; AD FG 2011c). At maturity sockeye reach
an average size of 24 inches and an average weight of six pounds (ADFG 2011c). Sockeye
salmon spend one to four years in fresh water and one to three years in the ocean (ADFG
2011c).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.175 At least four glacial advances left an imprint on Bristol Bay in the form of coarse, porous,
layers of alluvial sediments, which can both store and transmit large volumes of groundwater
(Woody and Higman 2011). In the Bristol Bay watershed, groundwater aquifers are typically
recharged during annual spring and fall flood events. When dry conditions prevail in summer
and winter, stream water levels drop below the water table and stored groundwater
contribution to stream flow increases (Woody and Higman 2011; E&E 2010). Groundwater
flow dynamics in the area have important implications for fish habitat and water quality. In
the upper reaches of the watershed, groundwater can comprise most or all water feeding
surface streams and rivers during low flow periods in July and August when sockeye are
spawning, and from January through March when incubating eggs and over-wintering
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juvenile salmon require a constant inflow of groundwater to survive (E&E 2010; Woody and
Higman 2011). Because the sediments in Bristol Bay are permeable, they discharge and
recharge with seasonal cycles and this supports aquatic communities, including salmon,
through drought and freezing (Woody and Higman 2011).
Groundwater from the proposed mine area is an important contributor to the stream flow in
the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak rivers. Flow rates affect all salmon life stages
including upstream migration of adults, survival of eggs, the emergence and viability of fry,
and timing of smolt out-migration (E&E 2010). Flow rates also affect stream temperature,
which is one of the primary controls on fish survival, growth and reproduction (E&E 2010).
Thus, water flow levels in streams affect all aquatic life, and there is a definite relationship
between the annual flow regime and the quality of salmon riverine habitat (E&E 2010).
At present, the only publicly-available surface and groundwater data in the proposed Pebble
mine area are the Draft Environmental Baseline Studies conducted by Northern Dynasty
Mines, Inc. (NDM) in 2004 and independent fishery surveys contracted by the Nature
Conservancy, Alaska (NDM 2005, 2005b, 2005c, 2005d; Moran 2007; Woody and O’Neal
2010). The preliminary NDM surface and groundwater reports describe a mountain
groundwater system in hydrogeologic connection with the rivers (Moran 2007). Shallow,
weathered bedrock is permeable and transmits groundwater to local streams in some
locations, causing local stream flow to increase (Moran 2007). Movement of groundwater in
the mine area is relatively rapid (E&E 2010). Lastly, the ground waters are extremely dilute,
clean and uncontaminated (Moran 2007).
Woody and O’Neal (2010) conducted fish and habitat surveys in headwater streams of the
Nushagak and Kvichak drainages. They evaluated basic water quality and habitat parameters,
indicating generally pristine conditions throughout the area. Water temperatures were cool,
well below upper tolerance limits for all species and life stages of salmon. Conductivity was
low, indicating low nutrient levels and minimal human disturbance. Sites where pH was
measured, values were near neutral. Finally, physical habitat parameters suggested abundant
spawning gravel, and depths appropriate for both spawning and rearing.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.176 The Pebble prospect contains about 36.3 million tons of copper, which occurs with sulfides
(Woody 2010). Many other elements on the EPA’s list of priority pollutants including
antimony, arsenic, chromium, lead, nickel, selenium, and zinc are present in the ore body
(E&E 2010). These other metals are also toxic to salmon and other fish at low concentrations.
To understand how mining-related pollutants impact salmon, copper has been examined.
However, the risks associated with the introduction of copper would be similar to other
potentially harmful metals in the region.
EPA Response: Arsenic, chromium, lead, nickel, selenium, and zinc were considered in
the draft assessment (see Tables 5-14 through 5-16). Antimony has been added to the
updated versions of those tables in Chapter 8.
5.177 The potential risks to the salmon resources of Bristol Bay as a result of large-scale mining
and its associated facilities include physical destruction and alteration of salmon habitat. In
addition probable effects from changes to water chemistry and other supporting habitat
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caused by acid mine drainage and the influx of metals within the aquatic ecosystem from
various sources are definite concerns (E&E 2010). A dilemma for the public is that mining
companies, such as PLP, routinely claim they can operate a modern metal mine without
environmental impacts. The environmental aspects of modern metal-mines are generally
improved, qualitatively, when compared to similar operations 20 to 30 years ago (Moran
2007). Claims similar to PLP’s public relation slogan “not your grandfather’s copper mine”
have been made for most of the last century, yet there are still significant environmental
problems (PLP 2011; Moran 2007). Most modern, open-pit base and precious metals mines
are now constructed on a scale significantly larger than 30 years ago; hence the quantities of
wastes produced and magnitude of impacts are greater than in the past.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.178 Moran (2007) authored a report regarding the hydrogeology and geochemistry issues at the
Pebble deposit. Dr. Moran holds a doctorate of geological sciences and has more than 38
years of domestic and international experience conducting and managing water quality,
geochemical and hydrogeologic work for private investors, industrial clients, tribal and
citizen groups, NGO’s, law firms, and governmental agencies at all levels (Moran 2011).
After reviewing all relevant portions of the NDM water, water quality, geology and
geochemical reports, he concluded: Even when a mine is well run, it is unavoidable that
chemical contaminants will be released into the nearby environment. I know of no
comparable [to the Pebble mine], large-scale copper-molybdenum-gold ore body that has
been mined without release of significant concentrations of contaminants into the nearby
surface and or ground waters, over the long-term. In addition, it is unlikely that a similar
copper molybdenum- gold mine has ever been operated in an area with such a valuable and
potentially-vulnerable fishery - anywhere in the world.
EPA Response: The comment is correct in stating that all routine releases, discussed in
Chapter 5, were assumed to meet criteria and standards. In Chapter 8 of the revised
assessment, that assumption has been eliminated.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #4122)
5.179 Add to make more complete. End of pipe discharges from a water treatment plant that fully
meet all current Alaska water quality criteria would result in lower water quality than
currently exists. The concentration of copper in ambient waters is often < 0.5 Ɋg/L (PLP
2012; Zamzow 2012; Zamzow 2011), while hardness-based water quality criteria for
discharge water is likely to be near 2.5 Ɋg/L (ADEC 2008). Under a No-Failure scenario,
aquatic life could still potentially be exposed to higher concentrations of copper than it
currently is.
EPA Response: The assessment is clear that water at the site is pure and that standards
and criteria are higher than background. No change required.
5.180 The waters in the Nushagak-Kvichak area targeted by large scale mining are of extraordinary
quality and generally better than Alaska water quality criteria (PLP 2012; Zamzow 2012;
Zamzow 2011). Discharges that meet all water quality criteria will cause downstream water
quality to be lowered.
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Add to make more complete. The high quality of water in the area could be more fully
indicated by moving Table 5-17 to Chapter 2, and by expanding the list of analytes with
baseline data (available in PLP 2012 and Zamzow 2011).
EPA Response: Table 5-17 contained water quality data for the area near the Pebble
deposit that was used to derive site-specific criteria for metals. It would not be
appropriate to move it to Chapter 2 (now Chapter 3), which describes the wider Bristol
Bay region. No change required.
5.181 Add to make more complete. Add a column(s) in Assessment Table 5-17 that show the most
stringent water quality criteria, noting which are based on aquatic life criteria (ADEC 2008).1
An example can be found in Ghaffari et al 2011, Table 18.3.4.
EPA Response: The listed criteria are the acute and chronic aquatic life values, and no
criteria are more stringent. No change required.
5.182 Comment on relevancy. Sections 5.3.2.2 and 6.1.4.4 note that the water quality criteria used
in the Watershed Assessment may not be protective of all macroinvertebrate taxa. Given the
high quality of ambient water, this is relevant.
“Studies of streams receiving mine effluents and laboratory studies suggest that the
abundance of important insect taxa could be reduced even if criteria are met.”
(Assessment Section 5.3.4)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Fisheries Research and Consulting (Doc. #4580)
5.183 While potential impacts to wetlands are based on the best available information, impacts are
underestimated in the current draft of the Watershed Assessment. Wetlands data for Pebble
are based on coarse scale, 1:63,360 National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) data without
documental ground truthing. The basemap standard for all states except Alaska is
1:24,000/1:25,000 over twice the resolution of that used in the Assessment. Even at the
higher, 1:24,000/1:25,000 resolution, the USFWS recognizes limitations of “remotely sensed
information as a primary data source” and indicates that using remotely sensed data excludes
some wetland types including ephemeral habitats which occur in the area of interest. Wetland
characterization forms a basis for potential 404(c) action as wetlands provide critical habitat
for both anadromous and resident fish species.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 5.19 and 5.71.
5.184 ES-16, page 28: “More than 30 km of salmonid stream would be destroyed and more streams
and rivers would have greatly degraded habitat for decades.” Seems surprisingly low,
doesn’t include full buildout.
EPA Response: The 30 km distance is based on the range of the model, as is explained
more completely in Chapter 9 of the revised assessment.
5.185 ES-16, page 38: “Most failures would occur between stream or wetland crossings and might
have little effect on fish”. What about cumulative impacts? Certainly these contaminants
would ultimately end up downstream into the lake or some other waterbody.
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EPA Response: We believe that pipeline failures would be sufficiently infrequent that
cumulative impacts need not be considered. No change required.
5.186 Section 5-1, page 154: “The potential effects of routine mine operations…and
failures…depend on the abundance and distribution of the salmonid fish species that occur in
the potentially exposed streams and rivers.” This is inaccurate--regardless of the numbers of
salmonids, the amount of organic matter, invertebrates, and other fish species are critical to
salmon populations downstream.
EPA Response: The comment is correct in stating that effects at the mine site influence
salmon populations downstream. However, that does not contradict the statement that
the abundance and distribution of salmonids in the exposed populations determine
effects. No change required.
5.187 Section 5-2, page 155: Slimy sculpin. Coast range sculpin need to be added.
EPA Response: The distribution of fish within the deposit area is known to be
underestimated, and lists of non-salmonid species in particular are likely to be
incomplete.
5.188 Section 5-3 and 5-7, pages 156-160, Figures 5-1 to 5-5: Colors are difficult to discern
(especially if you’re color blind).
EPA Response: Colors have been altered in the revised assessment to increase contrast
and make them easier to see.
5.189 Section 5-5, page 158, Figure 5-3: At least Kaskanak spawning distribution does not appear
to match with interactive mapping in AWC http://gis.sf.adfg.state.ak.us/FlexMaps/
fishresourcemonitor.html?mode=awc
EPA Response: The revised assessment relies on the 2012 AWC database.
5.190 Section 5-6, page 163, Figure 5-4: At least Upper Talarik spawning distribution does not
match with interactive mapping in AWC
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.189.
5.191 Section 5-10, page 163, Table 5-1: The table relies on invalid methodology (see Woody
report 2012).
EPA Response: We highlight the uncertainties associated with these data, and use them
with caution as the best available data.
5.192 Page 5-10, page 163: “No quantitative estimates of spawner abundance are available for any
fish species in the site watersheds.” Ridiculous given the amount of money they spent on
‘science’ out there.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.193 Section 5-11, page 164: “Instead, we report the highest of each year’s index counts for each
population, because this number is closer to the true abundance and the averaged estimates
reported in the EBD are often pulled downward by counts outside of the spawning period
when no fish were counted.”
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Comment: Umm.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.11.
5.194 Section 5-12, page 165: “Downstream flow changes have complex effects, including reducing
the amount of aquatic habitat, changing water temperatures, and affecting fish populations.”
Comment: Insert ‘directly’ between ‘and’ and ‘affecting’.
EPA Response: This sentence no longer appears in the revised assessment.
5.195 Section 5-13, page 166, Figure 5-8
Comment: This should move down to flow section (5.2.2 Effects of Downstream Flow
Changes).
EPA Response: This section has been substantially revised.
5.196 Section 5-14, page 167, Box 5-1
Comment: WETLANDS NEED MORE THOROUGH/BETTER ANALYSIS!!
EPA Response: The revised assessment has attempted to place the impacts to wetlands
at various scales of influence ranging from site-specific impacts (where possible) to
watershed wide impacts.
5.197 Section 5-16, page 169: “Species known to rear in habitats within and upstream of the mine
footprint are chum salmon, sockeye salmon, Chinook salmon, coho salmon, Dolly Varden,
rainbow trout, Arctic grayling, slimy sculpin, northern pike, and ninespine stickleback.”
Comment: Coast range sculpin need to be added.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.187.
5.198 Section 5-16, Page 169: “No information on spawning populations of resident fish was found,
but in other areas use by anadromous and resident forms of Dolly Varden has been observed
in the most upstream and high-gradient habitats available for spawning, indicating that
headwaters may be important source areas for downstream populations”.
Comment: Inconsistent with previous descriptions of Dolly Varden as residents (but this one
is accurate, previous description is incomplete).
EPA Response: Anadromy/residency in Dolly Varden has been clarified throughout the
document.
5.199 Section 5-16, page 171, Table 5-4
Comment: No Dolly Varden in North Fork Koktuli? This is incorrect according to freshwater
inventory.
EPA Response: This has been corrected in the final assessment.
5.200 Section 5-20, page 173: “The best available information on groundwater inputs to headwater
streams draining the mine footprint is from two aerial surveys of the site watersheds (PLP
2011, Woody and Higman 2011). Results from the PLP seep inventory indicate that no
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groundwater sources in these headwater streams would be affected by the TSF1 and 2
footprints…”
Comment: Open water identified by AIR UNDER estimates actual over wintering habitat as
groundwater fed regions of streams can be flowing underneath the ice.
EPA Response: The comment is correct. These sources highlight areas of documented
groundwater influence and don’t preclude the strong influence of groundwater in other
regions of the watershed.
5.201 Section 5-21, page 174: “The losses of headwater streams and wetlands from the mine
footprint would greatly reduce inputs of organic material, nutrients, water, and
macroinvertebrates to reaches downstream of the mine footprints, but the effect on fish
cannot be quantified.”
Comment: The DIRECT effect on fish cannot be quantified.
EPA Response: We believe that neither the direct nor indirect effects can be quantified.
No change required.
5.202 Page 5-21. “The inputs of groundwater-influenced streamflow from headwater tributaries
likely benefit fish by moderating mainstem temperatures, resulting in reduced freezing in
winter and reduced heating in summer. PLP collected temperature data from stream sampling
sites using in-situ field meters according to the procedures outlined in their Quality
Assurance Project Plan. Maximum summer (June through August) water temperatures
recorded at gage NK119A, which drains the TSF 1 footprint, were approximately 5 deg-C
colder than the mainstem reach that it flows into. This differences was not as pronounced for
the maximum summer water temperatures recorded at gage SK119A, which drains the TSF 2
footprint and was approximately 2 deg-C colder than the mainstem reach that it flows into.
Longitudinal temperature profiles for the North Fork Koktuli River and South Fork Koktuli
River watersheds from August and October indicate that the mainstem reaches (NFK-C and
SFK-B) just downstream of the tributaries draining TSF 1 and TSF 2 experience significant
cooling in the summer and warming in the winter compared t the adjacent upstream reaches.
Headwater streams in the North Fork Koktuli River and South Fork Koktuli River watersheds
may provide a temperature-moderating effect, providing temperatures beneficial to fishes in
summer and possible winter as well.”
Comment: This is great.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.203 Sections 5-25 and 5-27, page 178: “From 1-15% of the water captured would be returned to
the respective stream as treated water…”
Comment: Will have unquantifiable impacts to fish which is not indicated here.
EPA Response: In the revised assessment, the contributions of treated and untreated
water to water quality are modeled and used to estimate toxic effects on fish and
invertebrates.
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5.204 Section 5-47, page 200: “Under routine operations, our mine scenario presumes that all
runoff water, leachate, and wastewater would be collected and properly treated to meet state
and federal criteria before release.”
Comment: This seems a spurious assumption.
EPA Response: The revised assessment still assumes that the water treatment plant will
be designed to achieve relevant criteria and standards. However, it no longer contains a
scenario in which all water is collected and treated.
5.205 In addition to copper, which is thoroughly addressed by the Assessment, effluent from Pebble
will include a mixture of other metals and metalloids such as aluminum, zinc, lead, cadmium,
cobalt, and others. While the Watershed Assessment addresses copper toxicity, it does not
indicate metal mixtures can have synergistic effects. For example interactions between
copper and zinc can cause higher rates of mortality in fish than expected based on each
element alone.
EPA Response: Combined effects of metals were addressed by the additivity model used
to derive the “Sum of Metals” quotients in Tables 5-14 through 5-16 and are addressed
in the equivalent tables (Tables 8-4 through 8-8) in the revised assessment. Zinc
concentrations are very low relative to toxic concentrations and relative to copper, so
synergistic effects would be expected to be negligible. Due to the concern for noncriteria metals, benchmarks have been added.
5.206 Copper should not be considered the only contaminant of concern as it is in the risk
assessment.
EPA Response: Copper is not the only contaminant of concern. The identification of
contaminants and other stressors of concern is clarified in Chapter 6 of the revised
assessment.
5.207 Section ES-26, page 48: “Standard leaching test data…results are uncertain predictors of the
actual composition of leachates”
Comment: This is not my understanding.
EPA Response: Small-scale laboratory tests are inevitably uncertain estimators of
actual large scale field processes. No change required.
5.208 Section 5-52, page 205: “…as would be expected for a metalliferous site, the levels of sulfate
and some metals (copper, molybdenum, nickel, and zinc) are elevated, particularly in the
South Fork Koktuli River”
Comment: I believe this is VERY limited to areas around the deposit.
EPA Response: This has been edited for clarity in the revised assessment.
5.209 Section 5-53, page 206: “ …copper is the major resource metal and is particularly toxic to
aquatic organisms. Hence, it is the most likely to cause toxic effects…”
Comment: This is inaccurate; there are several metals of concern with potentially synergistic
effects (zinc, cadmium, etc.)
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EPA Response: The statement is correct as is. Zinc and cadmium concentrations are too
low to significantly modify copper effects.
5.210 Section 5-58, page 211: “ Although effects of permitted effluents are not expected to be
significant”
Comment: This seems a spurious assumption; regardless of chemical composition of effluent,
it will not be the SAME chemistry or temperature as pre-mining water.
EPA Response: Not all changes in water chemistry have significant effects. No change
required.
5.211 Section 5-60, page 213: “…it is unlikely that a mine access road would have sufficient traffic
to significantly contaminate runoff with metals or oil.”
Comment: My understanding from Ghaffari report is that they expect a TRUCK AN HOUR,
some of which will be transporting fuel, etc. That seems like plenty of traffic for potential
impacts.
EPA Response: A truck an hour is considered a low traffic rate.
5.212 Section 5-64, page 217: Wetland Filling and Alteration
Comment: A lot of information depends on wetlands, but they are NOT well characterized.
EPA Response: Wetland delineation is never precise, but we believe that this is a
relatively minor source of uncertainty in the assessment.
5.213 Section 5-64, page 217: “The loss of wetlands can result in the loss of resting habitat for
adult salmonids and of spawning and rearing habitat in ponds and riparian side channels.”
Comment: Needs citations, but I couldn’t find anything to support ‘resting and spawning’
habitat for adults.
EPA Response: Text has been revised to clarify (Section 10.3.1.2).
5.214 Section 5-65, page 216: “The transportation corridor has the potential to affect 270.3 km of
stream between the road crossings and Iliamna Lake. This is based on the length of streams
below crossings…”
Comment: Shouldn’t it include the length of stream ABOVE crossings, since many fish will
lose access at least some of the time?
EPA Response: Stream lengths below the road are distinguished from those above
because the potential effects are quite different. No change required.
5.215 Section 5-74, page 227: “…For example, the 1960 survey for Knutson Bay reported 1
million adults. Sockeye salmon spawn along the north side of Knutson Bay, adjacent to the
transportation corridor.”
Comment: !!
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Stratus Consulting (Doc. #4772 and #4973)
5.216 P. 5-22: “The alteration in streamflows resulting from mine operations was estimated by
reducing the flows recorded at existing stream gages (Figure 5-8, Table 5-5) for the site
watersheds by the percentage of the expected surface area lost to the mine footprint and the
area of any drawdown caused by groundwater flow back to the mine pit or locations of
dewatering operations (Table 5-6, Box 4-9).”
Comment: The approach used to make these estimates is reasonable, but it is overly
simplified for these catchments for two reasons. First, groundwater-surface water interactions
in these streams complicate simple discharge-drainage area relationships, such that lost
acreage may not always be a good proxy for lost flow. This may be particularly true where
leachate from tailings impoundments or waste rock piles could leak and ultimately be
transported through groundwater to downstream locations. Second, the flow losses described
are calculated based on annually averaged flows. In reality, flow losses will be seasonally
variable depending on the complex interactions among flow losses in the mine area, baseflow
changes in streams, and surface inputs. As a result, flow reductions during certain times of
the year could be substantially greater than EPA predicts (see Appendix B). The Final
Watershed Assessment should describe in more detail how changes to seasonal or daily flows
may be more significant than the changes in annual averages that are currently described.
EPA Response: The revised assessment includes a more comprehensive water balance
accounting, including incorporation of inter-basin groundwater transfer. The
implications for transfer of leachate is now included.
5.217 P. 5-28: “Simple mixing models can be used to estimate stream temperatures below the
confluence of multiple sources with known temperature and discharge. However, we cannot
use such models here, because we cannot account for all contributions, particularly
groundwater (Leach and Moore, 2011). In the absence of models, we have relied on available
literature to identify the most likely risks to fish associated with projected changes in the
mine area.”
Comment: EPA is correct that groundwater is an important contributor to the thermal regime,
and that this cannot be adequately modeled without an integrated surface water groundwater
model. Based on our hydrologic modeling, a large-scale mine at the Pebble deposit would
substantially alter the relative contributions of groundwater and surface water entering
streams at different locations during different times of the year. Because the resulting
changes in thermal regime could be an extremely important impact of the mine on salmonids,
EPA should more fully explore ways to quantify these impacts.
EPA Response: Such an analysis would be useful, but is beyond the scope of this
assessment.
5.218 P. 5-44: “Mine operations that reduce surface water contributions in the natural drainage
course, or that lower groundwater tables, may influence groundwater paths and connections
within and among streams in the mine area in ways that are unpredictable, but that could
have significant impacts on fish.”
Comment: This is a key point. The surficial geology of large portions of the watersheds
draining the Pebble deposit (i.e., coarse glacial outwash material) has created an integrated
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groundwater-surface water system. One consequence of this, as demonstrated by our
modeling (Appendix B), is that flow alterations are substantially more variable than the
annually averaged estimates relied on in the Draft Watershed Assessment. For example, we
find that the absolute and percentage reductions in the magnitude of spring flows are
typically much larger than the annual average reductions reported in the Draft Watershed
Assessment, resulting in less flow variability overall. Such changes to the natural flow
regime could significantly alter the ecology of these streams (e.g., Bunn and Arthington,
2002), resulting in additional impacts to ecological resources. The Final Watershed
Assessment should make an effort to more explicitly address these potential changes in flow
regime.
EPA Response: The final assessment recognizes that flow modifications may differ from
the projections shown. Key uncertainties and assumptions are discussed in Section
7.3.4.
5.219 Issue: No-failure scenario assumptions (p. ES-14). The no-failure scenario is unrealistic
because it assumes that “no significant human or engineering failures occur during or for
centuries after operation” (p. ES-11) and that there will be 100% capture of all mine waste
leachate, even though the tailings and the waste rock facilities are assumed to be unlined (see
pgs. 4-21 and 4-23). Therefore, mine waste leachate impacts under the nofailure scenario
could be larger than assumed. An additional uncertainty bullet should be added to Summary
of Uncertainties in Mine Design and Operation (p. ES-24) to cover this issue, or engineered
liners over the tailings and waste rock footprints, and leachate collection systems, should be
added to the no-failure scenario.
EPA Response: The revised assessment does not contain a “no-failure” scenario.
5.220 p. 5-47: “Under routine operations, our mine scenario presumes that all runoff water,
leachate, and wastewater would be collected and properly treated to meet state and federal
criteria before release.”
In this and other places in the Draft Watershed Assessment, there is some confusion between
“routine operations” and “no failure.” The hydrogeology of the Pebble area is characterized
by extremely high hydraulic conductivities, extensive groundwater-surface water
interactions, and complex flow paths that would make it highly unlikely that all of the mine
water could be collected and properly treated. Given the track record of other hard rock
mines (even those built on less permeable substrates), EPA should consider using a more
realistic “routine operations” scenario in which some fraction of the leachate and runoff from
mine operations escapes.
EPA Response: The “no-failure” scenario was intended to separate the inevitable
footprint effects of operating a large mine from those that would result from
unintended events. We did not intend to state that a no-failure situation would prevail.
However, because this was not clear to many readers, the no-failure scenario has been
eliminated. Chapter 8 of the revised assessment addresses water collection, treatment
and discharge in terms of expected operating conditions and potential failures.
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American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #3768)
5.221 Mining and sensitive fish species do not mix. Essleman in Chambers et al. (2012) reported
that one mine per 5 km2 limited sensitive fish taxa (like salmonids) to less than 15% of the
assemblage, and that is based on all mines. A copper mine is likely to be more toxic to
salmonids, and a mining district is vastly more disruptive than a single mine.
EPA Response: The revised assessment includes expanded discussions of toxic effects
and cumulative effects.

Earthworks (Doc. #4125)
5.222 Potential impacts to wetlands are underestimated in the current draft of the document.
Wetlands data for Pebble are based on coarse scale, 1:63,360 National Wetlands Inventory
(NWI) data without documented ground truthing. The basemap standard for all states except
Alaska is 1:24,000/1:25,000, over twice the resolution of that used in the Assessment
(USFWS. 2004. National standards and quality components for wetlands, deepwater and
related habitat mapping. 18 pp.).
Even at the higher, 1:24,000/1:25,000 resolution, the USFWS recognizes limitations of
“remotely sensed information as a primary data source” and indicates that using remotely
sensed data excludes some wetland types (Ibid.) including ephemeral habitats which occur in
the area of interest (Pebble Limited Partnership. 2011. Pebble Project environmental baseline
document, 2004 through 2008).
Comment: The current wetlands data, based on a coarse scale 1:63,360 National Wetlands
Inventory (NWI) data likely underestimates the amount of wetlands present in the region, and
therefore, the likely impacts to wetlands from mine development. It might be useful to
consider a higher resolution wetland analysis.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 5.19 and 5.71.
5.223 The Assessment evaluates impacts during average flow conditions. Since natural flows have
large seasonal variations, flow reductions resulting from a mine can be substantially more
severe than predicted by this averaging approach. For example, the degree of dilution from
receiving waters will vary seasonally, so that the assessments based on averages are almost
certain to underestimate water quality impacts under low flow conditions.
Comment: Please consider incorporating the findings of this study (McIntyre et al. 2012) in
the final assessment reference this study, and modifying the discussion accordingly. We also
recommend incorporating information concerning the existing conditions in Bristol Bay
headwaters streams (low hardness and low dissolved organic carbon conditions, and the
increased sensitivity of aquatic biota to metal concentrations as a result.
EPA Response: During seasonal periods of low flow, the dilution volume is reduced but
so is the amount of leachate generated by the waste rock piles, the most important
sources of toxic effluents. Therefore, we believe that average conditions provide a
reasonable scenario. The work of McIntyre and others was incorporated as was the
influence of water chemistry on metals toxicity.
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Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
5.224 If a mining project such as the Pebble Mine is permitted in Bristol Bay, even idealized
failure-free operations would inevitably cause severe impacts on salmon habitat. The mine
would eliminate headwater streams within and upstream of the mine footprint 8 and degrade
downstream habitat through loss of headwater streams and wetlands 9. Under the EPA
minimum mine size scenario, 87.5 km of first- through third- order streams and 10.2 km2 of
wetland habitat would be eliminated or blocked. At maximum size, the mine would eliminate
141.4 stream kilometers and 17.3 km2 of wetlands. These numbers reflect uncertainty only to
the extent that they may undervalue stream length and wetland area affected. Degradation at
this level would eliminate or block 7% (minimum mine scenario) to 10% (maximum mine
scenario) of the watershed’s total anadromous stream kilometers, home to coho salmon,
sockeye salmon, Chinook salmon, and Dolly Varden spawning and rearing habitats.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.225 Large scale flow reductions in the watershed would be part and parcel of any mining
operation undertaken in Bristol Bay. With the documentation for its 2006 water permit
applications, NDM requested the use of up to 35 billion gallons of water each year. This
would require that all surface and ground water within the area be redirected to mine use,
consistent with the EPA water capture scenario at start-up. During operation, EPA’s analysis
of the downstream effects of mining found streamflow reductions of up to 32% (maximum
mine scenario) and 63% (minimum mine scenario), even factoring in operational flow return
to streams. Once the mine is closed, treated water from the pit would not be available for
streamflow for at least 100-300 years.
Above the mine, fish stocks would be completely destroyed; downstream from the mine
stream, flow reductions would diminish and degrade fish habitats. Since the number of fish
produced is determined by the quality and quantity of habitat available, this loss of flow is
likely to cause reductions in resident and anadromous fish populations.
Salmon are invaluable to the ecosystem as a food source. Numerous species consume salmon
at all life stages, from salmon eggs to spawned-out carcasses. Salmon provide food sources to
all types of terrestrial mammals, including carnivores and “herbivores,” many types of birds,
and a wide variety of fish. They are also an important food resource to several marine
species, such as beluga whales and sea lions, which will follow salmon hundreds of
kilometers upstream. Salmon are important to more than megafauna; algae, fungi, bacteria,
and many populations of invertebrates feed on salmon carcasses and in turn affect the greater
ecosystem. Scientists believe that the presence of salmon, and the seasonal nature of their
availability, has shaped the evolution of aquatic and terrestrial consumers, including in many
cases a co-evolution between predators and prey.

8

The mine footprint consists of the area devoted to mining, including the mine pit, waste rock piles, TSFs, ore
processing facilities, and other mine-related constructs. Id. at Vol. 1, 5-12.
9
A wetland is classified as eliminated if it falls within the boundaries of the mine pit, waste rock pile, or tailings
storage facility. Id. at Vol. 1, 5-14.
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Salmon are also crucial to the ecosystem because they transport nutrients into freshwater
ecosystems. Salmon serve as a “conveyor belt,” carrying nutrients to these ecosystems. They
accumulate over 95% of their biomass in the ocean, and, when they return to freshwater, a
“large fraction” of their marine-derived nutrients (“MDN”) are incorporated into freshwater
and terrestrial food webs. Because salmon can migrate over 1,000 kilometers inland, these
nutrient gains benefit a wide geographic area.
Any reduction in salmon populations might severely impact this conveyor belt, as it has been
predicted that the presence of salmon creates a positive feedback loop. Nutrients brought by
spawning salmon enhance juvenile salmon growth and survivorship because, in aquatic
salmon ecosystems, primary production is often severely nutrient-limited.
Declining numbers of spawning salmon can thus impede juvenile salmon survival, reducing
yet further the nutrients in affected ecosystems.
Returning and spawning salmon are also important to wildlife because their MDN “fuel
much of the productivity of the Bristol Bay watershed.” Salmon predators such as bears
deposit those MDN on the landscape, where they increase plant production that supports
moose, caribou, song birds, and other terrestrial wildlife. Non-mammals such as birds and
insects are also responsible for transporting salmon away from streams, and the transported
carcass is consumed by a variety of scavengers in the terrestrial ecosystem. Nutrients leach
into the soils by excretion and decomposition, and are taken up by the vegetation. It is
thought that salmon play a significant role in the productivity of riparian ecosystems.
Salmon’s contributions extend yet farther and deeper into the surrounding ecosystem. For
example, since bear densities are correlated with salmon availability, and bears are important
seed dispersers, the presence of salmon leads to better dispersal of seeds. As another
example, salmon can cause higher densities of insectivorous birds, which eat insects that
destroy vegetation. Increased salmon, then, often leads to increased vegetation.
Finally, salmon act as ecosystems engineers. They are an important source of mechanical
energy, and intensively and regularly disturb benthic communities. This alters the
composition of sediments and changes the topography of the substrate, which has many
effects on the ecosystem, including increasing the survival of salmon eggs. In this multitude
of ways, salmon strengthen – and their decline would degrade – the surrounding wildlife.
“Depending on the size, time and location of a pipeline spill, a slurry pipeline break could
impact thousands to hundreds of thousands of adult salmon and high-value resident fish – and
hundreds of thousands to millions of juvenile fish.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.226 Though not addressed in the Assessment, a mine in the Pebble area would utilize a wide
variety of ecologically harmful substances, such as explosives, fuels and oils, antifreeze,
water treatment chemicals, herbicides and pesticides, and road de-icing compounds, any of
which may be released into surface and ground water. Spills of these chemicals could cause
“critical” impacts if they occurred in spawning or rearing habitats, or cause particular harm
when occurring simultaneously with other mine impacts.
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EPA Response: The revised assessment addresses spills of chemicals from truck
accidents (Chapter 10) and of diesel oil from pipeline failures (Chapter 11).
5.227 Furthermore, cyanide is often used during mining of copper, gold, and molybdenum. Much
of the information on cyanide indicates that it breaks down quickly and mostly harmlessly—
but this is neither complete nor correct. Cyanide should be listed as a potential concern
whenever it is used in mining, because it reacts readily with almost any other available
chemical and can form hundreds of compounds, many of which can persist in the
environment. These compounds can accumulate in plants and can be chronically toxic to fish.
As a result, it is “likely that the negative impacts to aquatic organisms, especially sensitive
fish populations, from releases of cyanide…is underestimated and undetected….”
EPA Response: The revised assessment acknowledges the possibility of the use of
cyanide as a process chemical (Chapter 4).

S. Wehmeyer (Doc. #3486)
5.228 In section 5.2, study authors attempt to quantify the impact development may have on
streamflow rates, but later remind the reader that to do so is not feasible.
EPA Response: We have used the best available scientific information and
acknowledged uncertainties in our analyses. The comment does not indicate what better
information was available that was not used. No change required.

G. A. Beischer (Doc. #4372)
5.229 In section 5.2, study authors attempt to quantify the impact development may have on
streamflow rates, but later remind the reader that to do so is not feasible. The following is a
quote from EPA’s website which lists the Mission of the EPA “national efforts to reduce
environmental risk are based on the best available scientific information”. The quality of
work in the EPA Draft Assessment is not using the best available scientific information. In
fact, it has completely ignored or excluded the best available information. This is inconsistent
with the core mission principles of EPA.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.228.

R. Goodman (Doc. #1761)
5.230 There are a few issues that concern me that I did not see addressed:
•

Dust – created by road traffic. How will this affect the water and fish?

•

Permafrost – great ground shifts could cause damage to structures. How could this effect
the water? For ex. The “new road” in Iliamna already has a lot of cracks and heaves
easily visible from the air. My home in Pedro Bay shifts more than a few inches every
winter.

EPA Response: Dust is considered in Section 10.3.5 of the revised assessment. A rough
estimate of dust production from the transportation corridor is provided that indicates
it could be substantial. The main impact of dust from the transportation corridor on
salmonids would likely be reduced habitat quality due to a reduction in riparian
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vegetation and subsequent increase in suspended sediment and fine bed sediment,
especially during road construction. (Potential effects of increased sediment loading are
discussed in Section 10.3.4.)
We have expanded our characterization of the soils and permafrost distribution in the
Bristol Bay watershed in Chapter 3 of the revised assessment. As part of this expansion,
we summarize the nature and distribution of permafrost by physiographic region. The
occurrence of an extreme hydrological event such as heavy rainfall on frozen soil could
produce unusually heavy runoff and higher than normal stream flows. The designs for
components of the mine and road infrastructure need to consider the natural cold
region conditions and incorporate appropriate design features and safety factors to
achieve an acceptable level of performance. Permafrost in the study area is generally
sporadic or absent. If sporadic areas of permafrost are discovered, designs will need to
address the interactions between the infrastructure and the permafrost.

National Mining Association (Doc. #4109)
5.231 Section 5.3 of the Draft Assessment addresses water quality, and presumes that mining
operations will meet applicable water quality standards. However, in spite of the fact that
water quality standards are presumed met, the Draft Assessment nevertheless implies that
unacceptable adverse stream impacts would occur as a result of mining. For example, despite
the fact that “the copper criterion…is one of [EPA’s] best supported criteria,” the Draft
Assessment states that “it is always possible that it would not be protective in particular cases
due to unstudied conditions or responses.” Similarly, the Draft Assessment states that
“chemical criteria and standards do not address…unusual sensitivities of the biotic
community…Therefore, meeting all criteria could still result in toxicity resulting from
combined effects.” Likewise, EPA states that “criteria for chemicals other than copper…may
be inaccurate estimates of threshold concentrations for toxic effects in these highly pure
waters,” and that “the water quality criteria and standards used in this assessment may not be
protective of all macroinvertebrate taxa that are important prey for fish.” Such assertions
amount to the second-guessing of EPA-approved water quality standards, and it is highly
inappropriate for EPA to imply in a draft watershed assessment that state and federal water
quality standards are not protective of aquatic life. There are very specific regulatory
processes – indeed, many of which EPA mentions when describing the federal criteria –
designed to develop state and federal water quality requirements. It is improper for EPA to
claim in a hastily conducted study that mines meeting those scientifically sound, legally
developed standards may nevertheless cause unacceptable harm to water quality.
EPA Response: We appreciate the NMA’s endorsement of the national ambient water
quality criteria. However, we have been clear that the national criteria are not
protective of all biota in all situations, so site-specific and endpoint-specific
considerations are appropriate. The State of Alaska has not adopted the BLM-based
copper criteria, which is the latest EPA-recommended criteria. No change required.
5.232 NMA is also concerned that EPA will use this draft document as support for imposing a de
facto conductivity water quality standard on any proposed mine site in Bristol Bay.
Specifically, EPA states that “dissolved salts (expressed as conductivity or total dissolved
solids) are a potential risk to stream biota…However, there are not applicable criteria and the
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actual salinity and the mixture of ions in the effluent are highly uncertain. For these reasons,
any discharge permits for mines in the Bristol Bay watershed should include relevant wholeeffluent toxicity testing and monitoring of biotic communities in receiving streams.”
Proposed mining operations in the Bristol Bay area will have to meet all applicable water
quality standards, which are contained in Alaska’s EPA-approved permitting program. The
State of Alaska is responsible for establishing water quality standards under CWA Sec. 303,
and implementing those standards through the CWA Sec. 402 permitting process. Such
implementation includes making determinations as to whether discharges have a reasonable
potential to cause or contribute to an excursion above an applicable water quality standard.
EPA cannot simply pre-determine that mining will cause adverse water quality impacts and
superimpose a water quality requirement not included in the approved state standards by
means of the Draft Assessment, and EPA should remove this language from the Draft
Assessment.
EPA Response: This is a risk assessment. Therefore, it must address risks such as the
risk that the national criteria and state standards used in permitting would not be fully
protective. The quoted statement about whole-effluent testing is a recommendation
concerning potential mitigation and not a “de facto conductivity water quality
standard” or a permit requirement. No change required.

M. Buckley (Doc #1651)
5.233 Earlier research showed that copper impacts a salmon’s sense of smell. Other research
showed that when a salmon’s sense of smell is affected, its behavior changes.” McIntyre used
concentrations of between 5 and 20 parts per billion but has sampled highway runoff with 60
times as much copper. Copper’s effect is mediated by organic matter, which can make the
metal unavailable to living things.
EPA Response: These points were made in the assessment. No change required.

American Fly Fishing Trade Association et al. (Doc. #4615)\
5.234 The proposed Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay poses numerous significant and potentially longlasting threats to one of the world’s foremost sport fishing and hunting regions. Specifically,
fish habitat (including spawning and breeding grounds), wildlife habitat and recreational
areas are all threatened by several hard rock mining proposals - most notably, the Pebble
Mine. The potential impact from this type of activity could be severe. It is estimated that the
Pebble Mine would produce between 2.5 and 10 billion tons of waste containing elements,
such as copper and other heavy metals, that would threaten several fishery areas including
spawning and breeding grounds for world-renowned populations of salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Alaska Marine Conservation Council (Doc. #4112)
5.235 The Assessment might also perform an assessment of how natural stream waters will change
from the discharge of treated mine water under a No Failure scenario. In particular, water
treatment plant effluent hardness values would be expected to significantly increase the level
of total dissolved solids in Bristol Bay watershed streams near proposed discharge locations,
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and the impacts of these changes, even though they might meet water quality standards, are
not clear.
EPA Response: If chemicals that increase hardness are added to the effluent during
treatment, they would increase TDS. The issue of increased dissolved ions was discussed
in the assessment. Since there are no relevant standards or criteria and since toxicity
would be dependent on the ionic composition, which is unknown, the assessment
recommends that whole effluent toxicity tests be performed. Hence, this comment
cannot be adopted given current information.

Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #4120)
5.236 Further, EPA appropriately addresses mill waste tailings, including a section on why paste
tailings will not be an option. The assessment might also benefit from a discussion of how
other water treatment options could affect the quality of waters downstream even under a best
practices, No Failure scenario.
EPA Response: The revised assessment does not contain a “no failure” scenario.
However, it does model the contribution of treated waste water to water quality under
the assumption that criteria and standards would be met.
5.237 Regarding risks to the fishery, the laboratory toxicity tests for copper under-estimate impacts
to sensitive macroinvertebrates and algae and under-represent the effects of copper toxicity
on salmon, especially olfaction dependent behaviors such as spawning, migration, and
avoidance of predators. The results of a recently published study by McIntyre et al. (2012)
add to the growing body of literature regarding the impacts of sub-lethal concentrations of
dissolved copper to juvenile coho salmon. The study concludes that low levels of dissolved
copper (5-20 mg/L disrupts olfactory processes and decreases the ability of juvenile coho
smolt (Oncorhynchus kisutch) to detect predators, thus increasing mortality by predation
(McIntyre et al. 2012). The final assessment can reference this study and modify its
discussion accordingly.
EPA Response: Effects on olfaction were described in the first draft and are discussed
at greater length in the revised assessment. This includes estimation of the stream
lengths in which olfactory effects are expected to occur under the scenarios in Chapter
8. Studies of olfactory effects by McIntyre and other NOAA scientists were performed
in the laboratory.
5.238 Finally, most laboratory tests used to set standards do not evaluate the combined low
hardness and low dissolved organic carbon conditions that are common in Bristol Bay
headwater streams. This combination makes aquatic biota even more sensitive to increased
metal concentrations, and this point could be added to the assessment.
EPA Response: Both the draft and revised assessments corrected the copper effects
levels for the effects of water chemistry using the biotic ligand model.
5.239 When evaluating water quality and hydrologic impacts of mine development, the Assessment
evaluates impacts during average flow conditions. Since natural flows have large seasonal
variations, flow reductions resulting from a mine can be substantially more severe than
predicted by this averaging approach. For example, the degree of dilution from receiving
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waters will vary seasonally, so that the assessments based on averages are almost certain to
underestimate water quality impacts under low flow conditions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.223.

The Nature Conservancy (Doc. #4606)
5.240 Table 5-13 of the Draft Watershed Assessment tabulates the percentage reductions in
streamflow resulting from a 25-year mine plan, and compares these reductions to impact
thresholds of 10% (measureable alteration of ecosystem structure) and 20% (moderate to
major alteration of ecosystem structure and function) described by Richter et al. (2011).
Based on this table, only gages UT100D, SK100G, SK100F, and NK119A exceed the 20%
flow alterations that could have “moderate to major changes in natural structure and
ecosystem functions” (Richter et al., 2011).
Our model results generally confirm the average annual flow alterations predicted by EPA in
the Draft Watershed Assessment (Table 1). However, integrated modeling with MIKE SHE
demonstrates that daily flow alterations in these gages can substantially exceed these annual
averages depending on the season: because mine infrastructure is primarily in steeper
headwater portions of the watershed, peak flows following rainfall events are typically more
significantly affected by mining than are longer-term, average flows. Thus the percentage
flow reductions vary temporally depending on what portion of the hydrograph is being
modeled.
As an example, the average flow reduction at gage SK100C as calculated by EPA is only
12%; this average annual value is corroborated by our modeling, which predicts an annual
average flow reduction of approximately 14%. However, MIKE SHE also predicts maximum
daily flow alterations, and at SK100C this maximum daily flow reduction is approximately
63%. Similarly, average annual flow reductions in the lower reaches of Upper Talarik Creek
(UT100B) are projected to be approximately 3–5% in the Draft Watershed Assessment and in
our model, whereas our model indicates that maximum daily flow reductions in this gage
may be as high as 44% during the spring freshet.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.218.
5.241 While the average annual flow reductions projected by our model generally agree with the
average annual estimates from EPA for the South Fork Koktuli, there are differences for the
North Fork Koktuli and the uppermost Upper Talarik that arise due to differing treatments of
waste rock and tailings leachate. In particular, EPA assumed in their “No Failure” scenario
that leachate from the tailings impoundment would be captured before it reached the surface
water system. In our modeling, we modeled infiltration of leachate from TSF 1 into
weathered bedrock, which is then free to migrate downstream. As a result of this groundwater
leakage, our model estimates an average annual increase in flow at gage NK100 of
approximately 81%, compared to a 63% decrease in flow projected by EPA. Similarly in
gage UT100D, where waste rock leachate forms a substantial fraction of the total flow,
winter baseflow increases in our model lead to strongly positive flow alterations, which
nearly balance strongly negative runoff reductions in the wetter months. Thus our modeling
predicts a negligible change in annual average flows, but a maximum daily reduction of 56%
(Figure 7).
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Based on these results, we conclude that while EPA used generally sound methodologies for
estimating average annual flow alterations in systems downstream of a proposed mine,
temporal variation in the hydrologic system could lead to increased exposure to risk factors.
In the South Fork Koktuli where our assumptions are most consistent with those used by
EPA, we arrive at approximately the same predictions for average annual flow reductions.
However, because EPA did not apply a dynamic groundwater-surface water flow model, they
significantly underestimated the maximum daily flow alterations from this large-scale mine
scenario. In addition, we believe that the EPA assumption in the Draft Assessment of no
leakage beneath TSF 1 or waste rock piles may not be conservative enough. As demonstrated
by our modeling, if some or all of this leachate were to escape through the floors of these
waste streams, downstream flow changes could be significantly more variable than the Draft
Watershed Assessment predicts. Depending on when in the salmon lifecycle these flow
alterations occur, changes of this magnitude could cause substantial harm to biota or aquatic
habitats downstream of a large-scale mine at the Pebble deposit, including alteration of both
peak flows and base flows (e.g., Bunn and Arthington, 2002).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.218. The inability to capture all leachate is
now included in the water balance calculations.
5.242 Based on our review of the Draft Watershed Assessment and ongoing hydrological modeling
of the hydrologic system surrounding the Pebble deposit, we find that the conclusions in this
assessment regarding risks to salmonids are largely supported: a hard rock mine such as the
Pebble Mine would pose significant adverse risks to salmon downstream. However, our fully
integrated model provides a more detailed evaluation of risk factors, in particular: 1. Explicit
consideration of daily and seasonal changes in flow demonstrates that estimation of flow
alterations in the Draft Watershed Assessment in some cases may significantly underestimate
the risk to aquatic ecological structure and functions of the watersheds under consideration.
EPA Response: The revised assessment now includes a more detailed and
comprehensive accounting of water balance among mine components.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
5.243 Section 5.4.7: This section assumes that the requirements under Section 404(b) of the Clean
Water Act will not apply to the project. This is not an accurate assumption. For example, if
impacts to wetlands are unavoidable, then mitigation will be required.
EPA Response: We do not assume that Section 404(b) Clean Water Act (CWA)
requirements would not apply to the proposed project. This assessment is not a
regulatory action, and thus a complete evaluation of compensatory mitigation is
considered outside its scope. Because public and peer review comments suggested an
array of compensation measures that could potentially offset impacts on wetlands,
streams, and fish, we included Appendix J in the revised assessment. This appendix
provides an overview of CWA Section 404 compensatory mitigation requirements for
unavoidable impacts on aquatic resources and discusses the likely efficacy of these
measures at offsetting potential adverse impacts.
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5.244 Section 5.4, page 5-59, b 2nd sentence: Poorly designed roads, such as those built before
roughly 1990, can have negative effects on the environment. Roads built to modern standards
are designed to, and do, avoid the majority of the described effects.
EPA Response: Modern roads also can have negative effects on the environment. The
estimates of risk in this assessment take into account the use of best management
practices or mitigation measures that are discussed in text boxes throughout Chapter 10
of the revised assessment. The proposed transportation corridor would traverse varied
terrain and subsurface soil conditions, including extensive areas of rock excavation in
steep, mountainous terrain where storm runoff can rapidly accumulate and result in
intense local runoff conditions (Ghaffari et al. 2011). Although the road design,
including placement and sizing of culverts, would take into account seasonal drainage
and spring runoff requirements, culvert failures would still be expected.
5.245 Section 5.4.5: The first cited document was one of the studies that caused a major revolution
in the design and construction of roads. It is no longer representative of expected effects of
well-designed and constructed roads on sediment inputs. Modern construction techniques are
designed to avoid and mitigate impacts to streams. The assessment fails to take this reality
into account.
EPA Response: We agree that modern construction techniques are designed to avoid
and mitigate impacts to streams, and the assessment does take this reality into account.
The estimates of risk in this assessment take into account the use of best management
practices (BMPs) or mitigation measures that are discussed in text boxes throughout
Chapter 10 of the revised assessment. However, even with the use of BMPs, inhibition of
fish passage and reductions in habitat still could occur. Environmental characteristics
along the transportation corridor would likely render the effectiveness of standard or
even “state-of-the-art” mitigation measures highly uncertain. Further discussion on this
is contained in Box 10-5 of the revised assessment.
5.246 Section 5.4.6: The same construction techniques used to control sediment delivery to streams
will also be effective in controlling salts and dissolved solids.
EPA Response: We agree. Potential mitigation measures for stormwater runoff,
erosion, and sedimentation are discussed in Box 10-3 of the revised assessment.
5.247 Section 5.4.8: This section assumes that roads will not be constructed to current standards
and that Section 404(b) of the Clean Water Act protecting wetlands will not be adhered to
during permitting. Current regulations require that these impacts are avoided through
implementation of modern standards for road and culvert construction. A mine plan/scenario
based on the assumptions in USEPA’s assessment is not permittable, and, therefore, is not an
adequate basis for the assessment.
EPA Response: Section 5.4.8 assumes that Clean Water Act requirements would apply
to the proposed project and that modern construction techniques designed to avoid or
mitigate impacts to streams would be used. Also see response to Comment 5.245.
5.248 Section 5.4.10: This section assumes that culverts and roads will be poorly designed and
culverts will block fish migration. Current State of Alaska and federal regulations require that
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these impacts are avoided through implementation of modern standards for road and culvert
construction.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.245.
5.249 Section 5.4, Page 5-59, Paragraph 1, First Sentence: “Only rarely can roads be built that
have no negative effects on streams (Darnell et al. 1976) : Design for low impact roads
which address sedimentation, erosion, flood and habitat concerns have progressed since
1976. “The U.S. Forest Service, the National Park Service, the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service, California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection [CDFG], and
many forest and ranch landowners have all endorsed some form of the road design approach
commonly referred to as ‘Low Impact to Hydrology’ (LITH). The goal of the LITH design
approach is to make roads less disruptive to natural watershed runoff processes” (Dashiell
and Lancaster n.d.). Techniques used in LITH road design are outlined in Road Design
Guidelines for Low Impact to Hydrology (Dashiell and Lancaster n.d.) as well as Roadway
Design Guidelines: Pacific Region (USFWS 201 1). These techniques are known to
significantly reduce the effects of road construction on ecological resources.
EPA Response: The use of Darnell et al. (1976) was incorrect and has been changed to
Furniss et al. (1991) in the revised assessment. Furniss et al. (1991) is a seminal
publication on the potential effects of roads, particularly as they relate to salmon. The
general conclusions of that paper are relevant to the assessment’s transportation
corridor. Information on current design standards that would be used along the
proposed transportation corridor is included within text boxes throughout Chapter 10
of the revised assessment. Box 10-3 discusses stormwater runoff and fine-sediment
mitigation, and Box 10-2 mentions the ADOT 1995 Alaska Highway Drainage Manual.
It is important to note that the proposed transportation corridor would traverse varied
terrain and subsurface soil conditions, including extensive areas of rock excavation in
steep, mountainous terrain where storm runoff can rapidly accumulate and result in
intense local runoff conditions (Ghaffari et al. 2011). Environmental characteristics
such as these would likely render the effectiveness of standard or even “state-of-the-art”
mitigation measures highly uncertain. Further discussion on this is contained in Box 105 of the revised assessment.
5.250 Section 5.4.1, Page 5-59, Paragraph 1, First Sentence: “Culverts are the most common
migration barriers associated with road networks.”: Culverts designed using modern design
guidelines developed by ADOT&PF, CDFG, NMFS, USDA, FHWA, Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and others have been be constructed that allow
aquatic and terrestrial organisms unhindered movement up and down aquatic corridors such
as streams and rivers. Examples of such installations have been constructed within the
Municipality of Anchorage, Matanuska-Susitna Borough, and Kenai Peninsula Borough, and
are supported with funds from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and are permitted by the
various resource agencies.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.82. The revised assessment states, “Free
access to spawning and early rearing habitat in headwater streams is critical for a
number of fish species, and culverts are common migration barriers.”
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5.251 Section 5.4.1, Page 5-60, Paragraph 1, Last Sentence: “Although the well-planned
installation of culverts allows natural flow upstream and downstream of crossings, failure
rates are generally high (Sections 4.4.3.3 and 6.4).”: Modern culvert design standards foster
designs that are self-sustaining, durable, and provide continuity of geomorphic processes
such as the movement of debris and sediment (CDFG 2009). NMFS design criteria require
that all fish passage facilities be designed for the 100-year flood event (2001) and that any
potential damage to the crossing be addressed as part of the design process. These design
criteria significantly reduce the potential of culvert failure, both blockage of fish passage and
road washout, and promote habitat and fluvial process continuity.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.
5.252 Section 5.4.4.2, Page 5-61, Paragraph 1, Sentence 2: “Culverts pose the most common
migration barriers associated with road networks. Persistent barriers to fish movement are
assessed in Section 6.4, because they are considered to constitute maintenance failures.
Culverts designed to meet the State of Alaska’s requirements and regularly maintained
should not block fish passage; however, hydraulic characteristics such as low water depth or
high water velocities and culvert configurations can impede or prevent fish passage”: As
described in detail in several sources (WDFW 201 1, CDFG 2009, USDA 2008, ADOT&PF
2001) modern approaches to culvert design incorporate a continuous streambed that mimics
the slope, structure and dimensions of the natural streambed. Water depths and velocities are
as diverse as those in the natural channel, providing passageways for all aquatic organisms
(USDA 2008) and maintaining sediment and debris continuity. Water depth through culverts
is maintained during low flow through incorporation of a constructed channel to concentrate
flow and maintain stream thalweg continuity. Design criteria require evaluation of velocities
during flows that occur during key migration periods (e.g., low flows) so as not to impede
fish passage. Failure in such properly formulated stream crossings is limited and the long
term biological benefits of such stream systems can be maintained over time.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.
5.253 Section 5.4.4.2, Page 5-61, Paragraph 2, Sentence 2: “Culverts can reduce flow to these
habitats by directing low from the entire floodplain through the culvert into the main
channel. High water velocities in a stream channel may result from storm flows being forced
to pass through a culvert rather than spread across the floodplain. Higher velocities cause
scour and down cutting of the channel downstream of the culvert, hydrologically isolating the
floodplain from the channel and consequently blocking fish access to floodplain habitat.”
While old and inadequate culvert installations do occur in sensitive habitats across the United
States, modern industry design approaches reduce the physical and biological impact to
streams and rivers. Chapter 6.5.1.1 of USDA, 2008 describes a number of stream simulation
type culvert design strategies which can be used in wide, active floodplain scenarios. These
design techniques can be used to protect and/or restore floodplain processes and habitats
(USDA, 2008).
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.
5.254 Section 5.4.4.3, Page 5-62, Paragraph 1, Sentence 3: “The behavioral responses to culverts
of the up-migrating and down migrating life stages of the salmonid species that use the
potentially crossed streams are uncertain.”: The behavioral responses to culverts of
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upstream and downstream-migrating salmonid species of all life stages are well understood.
Modern stream simulation type design techniques evolved from decades of field studies
related to culvert passage evaluation. One such example is the document titled Improving
Stream Crossings for Fish Passage prepared by the Humboldt State University Foundation for
NMFS in 2004. This document emphasizes watershed hydrology, fisheries biology, and
culvert hydraulics. The document conclusions are based upon years of monitoring juvenile
and adult salmonid passage. Other examples are readily available in the literature.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187. The revised
assessment notes, “Culverts are not always built to specifications and the behavioral
responses of migrating salmonid life stages to culvert-induced changes in flow are not
always anticipated correctly.” We do not deny that important research has been
performed related to culvert fish passage. Nevertheless, uncertainty of behavioral
responses to culvert-induced changes in flow is supported by the memorandum of
agreement between the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the Alaska
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (ADF&G and ADOT 2001), which
alludes to the need for comparative field data (i.e., data from different species).
5.255 Section 5.4.4.3, Page 5-62, Paragraph 1, Sentence 4: “Standards for culvert installation on
fish-bearing streams in Alaska target road safety and fish passage, but not the physical
structure of the stream or habitat qualify (ADFG and ADOT&pF 2001) … Floodplain
habitat and floodplain/channel ecosystem processes be by entrenchment of the channel
resulting from culvert-induced erosion. These potential reductions in downstream habitat
quality and inhibited fish passage could occur in the 14 culverted streams that support
salmonids.”: The ADF&G and ADOT&PF 2001 MOA requires users of these design criteria
to consider stream conditions upstream and downstream of the culvert installation as well as
the impact of the culvert on the stream stability and function. Some specific examples of such
guidance include the following: “In addition to engineering considerations, siting
considerations can include the location of spawning habitat, location of drainage divides,
proximity to natural slope breaks, stream widths versus flood plain widths, icing
problems…”(Section 2 General Planning, 8) “Tier 1 design [stream simulation] most closely
replicates natural stream conditions”. (Section 4 Culvert Guidelines, 12) “The erodability of
channel material at culvert outlets should be evaluated. Appropriate materials such as rip rap,
energy dissipation pool, or other suitable materials may be necessary to avoid outlet
perching.” (Technical Notes, G, 17) “To minimize upstream and downstream channel change
m(e.g., head cutting), and need for additional treatments, culverts generally should be aligned
with the gradient of the natural stream. “
EPA Response: Though the ADF&G and ADOT (2001) MOA provides factors other
than those relating to fish passage that may be considered, its main emphasis relates to
fish passage. The document states:
“This agreement extends solely to the design, permitting, and installation of
culverts in fish-bearing waters. …Additional factors unrelated to fish passage
(such as unique environmental considerations, locating culverts in anadromous
fish spawning or high-value rearing habitat, or other public safety, engineering, or
economic issues) will be addressed on a project specific basis during preparation
of the ADOT&PF environmental document.”
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Text has been added to the final assessment to indicate that additional factors such as
the physical structure of the stream or habitat quality are addressed on a projectspecific basis during the preparation of the Alaska Department of Transportation and
Public Facilities environmental document.

A. Sutton-Grier (Doc. #3806)
5.256 These aging roads pose a huge problem for salmon habitat because the culverts fail and the
roads increase erosion and silt degrades or destroys key salmon egg-laying and fry habitat.
So, I have concerns that both the short and long-term impacts of the roads for the mine will
have very negative impacts on salmon and on other ecosystem services. I think it is important
that the cost of road maintenance into the foreseeable future be included somehow in the
analysis of the impacts of this project because without a budget to maintain those roads after
the mining operations are completed, the roads will weaken with age and cause major
negative impacts to salmon habitat.
EPA Response: The concern related to future road maintenance is reflected in the
following statement in the revised assessment: “After mine operations end, traffic would
be reduced to that which is necessary to maintain any residual operations on the site,
and inspections and maintenance would likely decrease.” However, specific discussion
of road maintenance costs is outside the scope of the assessment.

Anonymous (Doc. #4613)
5.257 There is an assumption that the impacts from a threat are the same some distance from the
source of the threat as they are adjacent to the threat, which is unrealistic. On page 5-69, the
impact from a transportation corridor 100-200 meters from a wetland is counted the same as
a corridor passing directly through a wetland. There are many examples of mine roads
adjacent to or through wetlands (e.g., Red Dog Port Road) that show these assumptions to be
untrue.
EPA Response: Filling a wetland (a direct effect) and modifying its hydrology (an effect
that extends for some distance from roads) are not considered to be the same. No
change required.
5.258 Page 5-65 contains a statement that the transportation corridor has the potential to affect
270.3km of stream between the road crossings and Illiamna Lake, based upon the length of
streams below the crossings. This is totally simplistic, as it completely ignores the dissipation
of the impact as distance increases from the source of the impact.
EPA Response: The comment is correct that effects tend to diminish downstream.
However, the quoted statement refers to “the potential to affect,” which is correct.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
5.259 Section 5.2.1.2: The report refers to Vanote et al., 1980 (p 5-19) to support the importance of
headwater streams. The River Continuum Concept, as developed by Vanote, was developed
using a completely different kind of river system in the Rocky Mountains. USEPA’s use of
this concept for assessing the Bristol Bay watershed leads to inaccurate conclusions because
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these two regions differ significantly in sources of hydrology, sources of organic material,
chemical constituents of substrate, nutrient composition, macroinvertibrates, freeze / thaw
cycles, and temperatures and precipitation amounts in the different regions. The analysis
based on this concept is, therefore, fundamentally flawed.
EPA Response: The river continuum concept is a general concept of the changes in
stream characteristics as stream order increases. It is not specific to the Rocky
Mountains. No change required.
5.260 Section 5.2.1.2: This section makes statements (e.g., p5-20) about the certainty of the loss of
specific habitats or resources. For example, it is stated that “Several active beaver colonies
were mapped in streams that would be eliminated or blocked by mine pit and waste rock
piles…” There is no proposed mine project upon which to draw these conclusions.
Statements such as this are highly speculative and without merit.
EPA Response: The conclusion is based on the mine scenarios, which were derived
largely from the preliminary plan put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals preliminary
plan in Ghaffari et al. (2011). No change required.
5.261 Section 5.5: This section assumes that impacts to fish described in the previous section will
occur. The prior comments on those sections need to be addressed and this section needs to
be re-written to correct the analysis errors identified in the prior sections.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.98.
5.262 Section 6.6, page 6-45, paragraph 1: This paragraph states, “…any negative impact on
salmon quality and/or quantity resulting from failures or accidents should be assumed to
cause a negative impact on human health and welfare, …” No supporting evidence is
presented to support this assumption and the section assumes that there are no mitigation
measures in place.
EPA Response: The language in the assessment has been expanded to provide evidence
of the close connection between salmon and human health and welfare. It also discusses
the challenges of mitigation for loss of subsistence resources.
5.263 Section 5.2.1.2 Section 5.6, page 5-77, paragraph 4: This paragraph states, “Increased fulltime employment in mining and secondary development could decrease subsistence activities
and social relationships derived from these activities …” [Emphasis added]. No supporting
evidence is presented and no sources are cited. In the absence of technical references to the
relevant literature upon which these statements, presumably, are made the basis for these
statements cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: The assessment text has been revised to elaborate on the potential
effects from disruption of subsistence activities and includes references and case studies
(Chapter 12).

V. Wilson III (Doc. #4149)
5.264 While the draft Assessment looks at how mining could impact terrestrial-based wildlife and
fisheries, perhaps it is important for EPA or another agency to consider how it could impact
marine based wildlife and fisheries as well. For example, if salmon runs are lower due to
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mining activities that could mean less food sources for predators of salmon such as both
Cook Inlet and Bristol Bay Beluga whales. This can have an impact on marine mammals,
birds and fish, as salmon are a huge part of the food web in both terrestrial and marine
ecosystems. Furthermore, mining can have an impact on important invertebrates in both the
marine and terrestrial ecosystems, so it’s important to understand those impacts as well on
Bristol Bay’s ecosystems and wildlife. Perhaps the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration should weigh in on if and how a mine could impact marine fisheries and
wildlife, if mining activities in the watershed are allowed to move forward.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.27.
5.265 While the draft Assessment looks at potential impacts of mining on Alaska Native peoples
and culture, it is also important for regulators to understand the potential impacts on the
marketing of Alaska salmon and seafood as well as tourism in the state overall. Many citizens
in the region, both Alaska Native and non-native, depend on the tourism and salmon industry
that may be negatively impacted by mining activities. EPA should consider this if it truly
wants to understand how mining could impact Alaska Native cultures, since many Alaska
Natives depend on these activities for economic stability.
EPA Response: The text of the assessment has been expanded to acknowledge the
complex interaction between the subsistence way of life and the market economy,
including tourism and commercial fishing.
5.266 Furthermore, if the EPA decides to forego any prohibition of mining in the region, it’s
important for regulators to understand the potential human health impacts for Alaska Natives
and other residents of the region. This includes potential mining impacts on municipal water
supplies and fisheries that people depend on for food. Since wild salmon is considered by
many nutritionists as a “superfood” that is full of heart-healthy omega-3s and a great source
of protein, it’s important to understand how this would affect the health and wellbeing of
people in the region and consumers worldwide. For example, if the mining company has an
accident and damages the salmon runs, the Food and Drug Administration may have to issue
warnings for people to not eat as much salmon from the Bristol Bay watersheds. Therefore it
is important to understand the risks that mining could bring to human health and both the
current integrity and marketing of wild Alaska salmon.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.27. The assessment does not include an
analysis of potential effects on drinking water supplies or other direct effects on human
health, although we acknowledge that local communities depend on both surface water
and groundwater for drinking water supplies and include additional information about
community water sources in Appendix D.
The assessment does include an acknowledgement of the nutritional value of salmon
and the potential local health effects if there are negative effects on salmon. Additional
information on this topic has been included in the revised assessment. We also
acknowledge that potential effects from loss of salmon would extend well beyond these
two watersheds. However, evaluation of loss of salmon from these watersheds as a
worldwide food source is outside the scope of the assessment.
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V. Mendenhall, Ph.D. (Doc. #4113)
5.267 If contaminants leached from mine impoundments into streams (EPA 2012, page 6-38) even
at low levels that did not injure birds directly, it could be lethal to prey populations. In
addition, waters of ponds, lakes, and streams interchange frequently with groundwater, which
can carry contaminants from a considerable distance (Woody and Higman 2011).
Contamination would not be confined to water bodies; tundra streams flood in spring (ABR,
Inc. 2012, page 16.1-36) and could contaminate “terrestrial” food webs.
Preys of aquatic birds (fish and invertebrates) are highly sensitive to metal contaminants and
have been eliminated below many mines in the past (EPA 2012, page 6-41). If prey
populations were reduced, or eliminated, this would impact birds.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.64.

Chapter 6:

Risk Assessment—Failure

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
6.1

The Assessment has estimated the likelihood of failure of the hypothetical mine dam using
historic records of dam failures recorded in the years 1960 to 2010. Many were constructed in
periods prior to current regulatory, engineering, and oversight requirements.
EPA Response: Tailings dam failure probabilities are not based on the record of past
dams. Historic failure frequency is provided only as a baseline against which to
compare the risks based on current design specifications. The failure probabilities are
based on Alaska’s dam classification and required safety factors applied to the method
of Silva et al. (2008). The discussion of failure probabilities has been expanded in the
revised assessment to clarify this issue.

6.2

The dam failure analysis assumes an extreme event while the probable maximum flood
(PMF) is occurring, and that the dam failure is the worst possible (a full breach of the dam),
and the breach results in loss of the maximum reasonably anticipated amount of tailings
(20%). This is at the extreme limit of possible concurrent consequences, and the absolute
worst for salmon impacts. The likelihood of the PMF is extremely low. High hazard dams are
all equipped to contain or pass the PMF. Hence there is also an extremely low probability
that the dam will fail if the PMF did occur. There are also a number of failure consequences
other than the extreme consequence of a breach and 20% tailings discharge, should ‘a failure’
occur. Thus the combination of a failure of this particular type with this particularly severe
consequence is a very special case of failure with a probability much, much less than the
failure probability derived from historic dam failure records. No examples of a failure of a
tailings dam constructed by the downstream method with a height of over 150 meter under
any circumstances are in recent literature.
EPA Response: We agree that the PMF is unlikely, which is why the probabilities of a
dam failure are so low. Loss of 20% of tailings following a dam failure is a conservative
value based on the literature.

6.3

Section 6.1, Page 6-1
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Comment: What evidence is there regarding the 20% volume of tailings that would mobilize
during a failure?
Recommended Change: Provide justification for the 20% or whatever percentage is most
likely.
EPA Response: 20% is a conservative value based on the literature. The explanation
has been expanded in the revised assessment.
6.4

Section 6.1, Page 6-1 and 6-2
Comment: The tailings dam failure scenarios evaluate the partial and full, breach, flood and
sediment transport scenarios. Reading further into the report, such as Box 6-2, Page 6-15 the
Nixon Fork Mine release highlights the variability in scale and types of failures that could
occur with the tailings facilities. In order to have a comprehensive understanding of risks, a
failure mode analysis should be performed on each of the major structures. For instance, the
TSF facilities may have failures such as minor overtopping (as compared with the full breach
scenario) on fairly frequent basis that cause chronic aqueous and sediment transport related
contaminant exposure events that over the long term cumulatively have significant impacts to
the downstream reaches. There are likely several other “failure” modes that are much more
probable to occur (such as dam drainage and treatment equipment failures), and would have
fairly significant impacts to downstream ecosystems. The assessment does not provide
relative quantification of impacts, which will eventually be needed to fully evaluate the
project or any proposed development in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Recommended Change: Sections 4.3, 4.4 and Section 6.1 should expand the mine failure
modes to understand the more common and more likely failure mechanisms and potential
impacts, in addition to the bookend No Failure and Failure. Recommend using probabilistic
risk and failure assessment methods to identify Likely Failures.
EPA Response: The comment is correct that the “no failure” scenario and the large
(but not worst-case) failures were intended to bound the reasonable possibilities. We do
not believe that it is necessary to evaluate additional failure modes in this assessment.

6.5

Section 6.1.1, Page 6-2
Comment: A tailings storage facility dam failure is the single most significant potential
impact of the dam. Yet no site-specific sediment volumes are estimated or calculated and no
site-specific sediment transport study was completed. The generalized discussion provided in
these “failure” sections may provide some good description, but there is no substantiating
evidence provided to support the hypotheses provided.
Recommended Change: Calculate likely site-specific sediment volumes that would be
mobilized during dam failure and do a site- and stream-specific sediment transport study.
EPA Response: The tailings dam failure scenarios include site-specific estimates of the
tailings volume released and of sediment and soil mobilized from the North Fork
Koktuli watershed, based on an estimate of 20% of tailings spilled and modeled
estimates of the mobilization. It is not clear what site- and stream-specific sediment
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transport study or substantiating evidence should be added, given that no spill has
occurred. No change required.
6.6

Section 6.1.1, Page 6-3
Comment: Here the “long winter season” would not allow access, but the long winter and
freezing conditions are not mentioned or evaluated in the water balance or fish use
discussions.
Recommended Change: Incorporate effect of freezing conditions during the long winter
season on water balance and fish use of small shallow streams and lakes.
EPA Response: The discussion of hydrology has been revised to clarify the role of
freezing conditions.

6.7

Section 6.1.2, Page 6-2
Comment: Lower dam height is listed as 107 meters here but is 98 meters in the introduction
to this section.
Recommended Change: Use consistent facts and figures.
EPA Response: Correction made. The dam height is now consistent.

6.8

Section 6.1.2.1, Page 6-42
Comment: The use of Mt. St. Helens as an example is incomplete. There is no discussion of
the presence, impact, or return of fish to the streams. In addition, the discussion of transport
of fine sediment into the main stem Koktuli, Mulchatna, and Nushagak is inadequate.
Recommended Change: Provide a more detailed analysis of the short-term and long-term
impacts of Mt. St. Helens on fish and wildlife resources and a full analysis of sediment
transport downstream to the larger tributaries. This analysis should then be applied to the area
of study of the assessment.
EPA Response: In response to a comment by peer reviewers, Mount St. Helens has been
removed as an example of the fate and effects of a large release of fine mineral particles.

6.9

Section 6.1.2.3, Page 6-8
Comment: The personal communication reference is incorrect. River-rearing sockeye salmon
can contribute 20% or more of the total sockeye return to the Nushagak district; these fish are
not “sea-type” sockeye as the report indicates. In the Nushagak River, there is a significant
contribution of sockeye that are not associated with a lake but may be rearing in side
channels, sloughs, or oxbows.
Recommended Change: Edit the personal communication reference to accurately reflect the
conversation.
EPA Response: The revised assessment now uses the term “riverine type” to refer to
these fish.

6.10

Section 6.1.2.3, Pages 6-8 to 6-10
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Comment: Chinook effects are discussed on a Koktuli River-wide effect, but the primary
impact areas are in the North Fork Koktuli. No discussion or analysis is provided of North
Fork Koktuli Chinook effects versus overall Koktuli River effects.
Effects are unquantified for sockeye, the primary economy-driving species. The conclusions
that 28% of Chinook salmon would be impacted are not well supported. It is not necessarily
“likely” given the limited level of evaluation provided. It may be possible, but is not
presented as just “possible”. The further statement that over 50% of Chinook population
could be impacted in the Mulchatna/Nushagak Rivers is completely unsupported in the
Exposure/Response and Risk Characterization sections as the extent of primary sediment
transport is discussed only for the North Fork Koktuli. There is a disconnect between the
broader conclusions based on limited areal analysis and limited level of the analysis. The
level of such effect is what is unclear because of the limited analysis/evaluation provided
within the Assessment.
Recommended Change: Do not rely on this Assessment for decision making, unless it is
expanded significantly to provide significantly more detail on the actual or likely extent of
physical and chemical impacts. However, as noted, Assessment can be used to identify areas
of concern that require further analysis during the permitting process.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The assessment is a scientific document, not a policy
or decision document.
6.11

Section 6.1.2.4, Page 6-9
Comment: The first sentence of this section sums up everything provided in the Assessment
on dam failure. After nine pages of analysis, no new information is provided.
EPA Response: We believe that it is valuable to summarize uncertainties. No change
required.

6.12

Section 6.1.2.3, Page 6-10
Comment: The proportion of spawning Chinook salmon in the Koktuli River is likely skewed
high because of difficulties counting Chinook salmon in other systems and the relatively
good counting conditions in the Koktuli River.
Recommended Change: Add sentence describing the identified bias.
EPA Response: Section 7.1.2 of the revised assessment discusses the acknowledged
limitations of aerial counts. Also see responses to Comments 5.11 and 5.110.

6.13

Section 6.1.2.4, Page 6-10
Comment: Section 6.1.2.4, Uncertainties, indicates that while it is “certain” that a tailings
dam failure would have “devastating effects”, the “timeframe for geomorphic recovery”
could be “decades”. However, given that EPA has assumed that because of the infinite life of
the project that the dam has failed, a consistent perspective would be to assume that several
decades for recovery from a very low probability event is a relatively short period of time
over infinity.
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EPA Response: We do not assume that the dam will fail and do not agree that several
decades is a relatively short period of time relative to salmon life cycles or human needs
for subsistence and commercial fisheries resources. The time to recovery relative to
perpetuity is irrelevant to the effects on salmon.
6.14

Section 6.1.3.1, Page 6-11
Comment: It is questionable as to whether deposition of volcanic ash from Mount St. Helens
is representative of tailings.
Recommended Change: Provide rationale as to how ash deposition is comparable to that of
tailings (e.g., particle size, constituents, etc.).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.8.

6.15

Section 6.1.3, Page 6-11 to 6-12
Comment: This section provides thresholds for suspended sediment, and thus, is closer to a
risk assessment than many other sections of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment,
comparing site conditions to threshold effect conditions. However, while this Assessment
does some modeling of sediment transport, there are no actual modeled suspended sediment
concentrations predicted. So, the Assessment lists the threshold values, and then qualitatively
estimates that site-specific suspended sediment concentrations would exceed the thresholds.
The lack of site-specific values renders the any derived conclusion to be a qualitative
comparison that is subject to uncertainty and opinion.
Recommended Change: Calculate estimated suspended sediment loads over time. Provide an
analysis of how long and/or how often site-specific suspended sediment loads would be
greater than the threshold.
EPA Response: Available data and models were not adequate to estimate suspended
sediment concentrations. Such calculations may be available for future assessments.

6.16

Section 6.1.4.1, Page 6-13
Comment: Section 6.1.4.1 mentions the 2012 overtopping incident at the Nixon Fork Mine as
an example of a winter failure, incidental to their example of an overtopping event during
seasonally high flows. Box 6-2 (p. 6-15) is an inaccurate description of the 2012 overtopping
incident at the Nixon Fork Mine, as reported to the “State Mine Safety Engineer” by the mine
operator. EPA fails to note the huge disparity in size between the Nixon Fork tailings dam
and the very large tailings dam used in their hypothesis. EPA also fails to mention that there
were no impacts to the environment as a result of the discharge from the Nixon Fork incident.
EPA Response: The mechanism of overtopping is not a function of dam height. The
incident was used to illustrate that due to human error, overtopping can occur. It was
not used to make any inference about effects. No change required.

6.17

Section 6.1.4.1, Page 6-14
Comment: Box 6-1 uses case histories to extrapolate the impacts to the current study.
However, all three examples are historical mines initially developed in the 1800s that are
now Superfund sites. None of the examples would have had tailings dams or mill processes
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based on current geotechnical, metallurgical and environmental engineering principles or
current regulatory standards. EPA states, “These brief descriptions provide background
information and support the use of evidence from these cases in analyzing risks from a
hypothetical tailings dam failure in the Bristol Bay watershed”. The descriptions of three sites
which had typical/historic operations which occurred decades ago does not support an
“analogous” relationship with what “may” occur at the Pebble site. For instance it is hard to
compare mining in the Coeur d’Alene River where “tailings were dumped into gullies,
streams, and the river until dams and tailings impoundments were built beginning in 1901”,
with a modern mining facility designed and permitted under much more stringent regulations
than existed over a decade ago. Similarly, analysis of a tailings dam failure in 1950 at Soda
Butte Creek in Montana and Wyoming is hardly an analogous situation to what may occur in
the Bristol Bay region.
EPA Response: The cases were used to illustrate the fate of tailings in streams and
floodplains. The means by which they were released is irrelevant. The text of the revised
assessment has been modified to make this point clear.
6.18

Box 6.2, Page 6-14
Comment: The examples provided in the assessment, such as Soda Butte Creek should be
noted that much of the damage is the result of mining practices of the late 1800 and early
1900s, and related to acid mine drainage mobilization of metals. These issues may not apply
as directly to the Pebble Mine under currently regulatory permitting and oversight conditions.
Recommended Change: Provide an analysis of the examples, comparing them with the
proposed mine, identifying conditions that are most relevant to the Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: The relevance of the cases to the assessment has been explained further
in the revised assessment.

6.19

Section 6.1.4, Page 6-18
Comment: It is uncertain that higher flows would increase leaching rates. While higher flows
bring more “uncontaminated” water across the contaminated substrate, the water is moving
much faster, and thus has less contact time with contaminated sediments. Then, if flow is
high enough to suspend particulates, then contact could increase. The relationship between
high flow, sediment contact, and chemical concentrations is not linear.
Recommended Change: Remove or provide conditions for this statement regarding higher
flows increasing leaching rates.
EPA Response: It is basic physical chemistry that higher flows would increase leaching
rates. Leaching rates are different from leachate concentrations. The bioavailable
contaminants are those that are dissolved in the pore water of the deposited tailings.
Thus, exposure is determined by the rate of leaching of the tailings and the rate of
dilution of the leachate, which depend on hydrological conditions.

6.20

Table 6-4, Page 6-19
Comment: First use of TEC and PEC not previously discussed in the text.
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Recommended Change: Define these terms in the context in which they are used in the text
prior to presentation in the table.
EPA Response: TEC and PEC are defined in the “Acronyms and Abbreviations”
section and when first used in the text and the tables. No change required.
6.21

Section 6.1.4.1, Page 6-21
Comment: Note that in the absence of a bioaccumulation factor (BAF) in the peer reviewed
literature, a default value of 1 is used. The referenced studies therefore reinforce the use of
this default BAF. However, an inverse relationship between BAF and media concentrations
has been demonstrated in the majority of test species as reported by David K. DeForest et al.
Recommended Change: Include more recent studies of BAFs.
EPA Response: The BAF of 1 is an average from the peer reviewed literature and is not
a default. No change required.

6.22

Section 6.1.4.2, Page 6-22
Comment: Terms probable effect concentration (PEC) and threshold effect concentration
(TEC) are not defined in the context in which they are discussed.
Recommended Change: Define these terms.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.20.

6.23

Section 6.1.4.2, Page 6-22
Comment: Biotic ligand model is not defined in the context in which it is discussed.
Recommended Change: Define this term and its relevance to the discussion.
EPA Response: The biotic ligand model was defined and explained in Section 5.3 of the
draft assessment. It is discussed in Section 8.2.2.1 of the revised assessment, in the
context of copper standards and criteria.

6.24

Section 6.14.2, Page 6-23
Comment: The text states that the “consensus TECs and PECs are used to evaluate tailings as
potential sediments because they are the best supported values”. However, it may be unclear
to the nontechnical reader what is meant by consensus values and whom and what basis of
evaluation makes these values the best supported for use.
Recommended Change: Describe what is meant by consensus values and why these values
are deemed the best supported values. According to what/whom? Also discuss the level of
conservatism the use of these values implies.
EPA Response: The consensus nature and support for the TELs and PELs were
discussed in the next section, where they are most relevant. This discussion is in Section
9.5.2.2 of the revised assessment.

6.25

Section 6.1.4.3, Page 6-24
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Comment: This is the first instance in the report in which an attempt is made to define the
hazard quotient. The text defines the hazard quotient as “the relative degree of toxicity of
leachate constituent or as an indication of the degree of dilution required to avoid significant
toxic effects”. This interpretation is somewhat simplistic and does not provide insight into
what the value means.
Recommended Change: Provide EPA’s definition. EPA defines the HQ as the ratio of
estimated site-specific exposure to a single chemical from a site over a specified period to the
estimated daily exposure level, at which no adverse effects are likely to occur. Provide an
interpretation of the HQ as HQs < 1.0 indicate acceptable risks, while HQs > 1.0 indicate
unacceptable risks while also taking into consideration the inherent uncertainty in the
estimate.
EPA Response: EPA may define a term differently for different uses in different
contexts. The definition quoted in the comment is not relevant to the context of this
assessment, because the exposures are not daily and the effects benchmarks are not all
“no effect” levels. The text in the draft assessment is stated to be an interpretation, not a
definition. A definition has been added in Section 9.5.2.3 of the revised assessment.
6.26

Section 6.1.4.3, Page 6-25
Comment: Contrary to the statement in the text, a quotient of 1.1 does not explicitly imply
that the undiluted tailings would produce toxic prey for fish given the inherent uncertainty in
the estimate.
Recommended Change: Discuss the interpretation of the hazard quotient recognizing the
inherent uncertainty in the estimate.
EPA Response: The text has been expanded to clarify this point in Section 9.5.2.3 of the
revised assessment.

6.27

Section 6.1.4
Comment: This section is relatively well written and has a different tone from much of the
rest of the document. It provides available evidence, compares possible site data with effect
thresholds, discusses the uncertainties and provides a summary based on the data and
analysis. In summary, sediment/tailings exposure is the media/pathway of most concern.
However, the quality/availability of input data is low as presented in Table 6-6.
Recommended Change: More site-specific data and/or analysis are needed to define site
conditions and likely results of various failure scenarios.
EPA Response: More data are always desirable, but we were limited to the data
available. No change required.

6.28

Table 6-6, Page 6-28
Comment: Showing a “+” for the quality of exposure-response is misleading. The toxicity
data, without exposure, has little meaning in regard to the potential effects at the site. The
table is very confusing.
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Recommended Change: Find a better way to portray information related to the weight of
evidence.
EPA Response: The quality of exposure-response and exposure information is scored
separately so that the reader can see the quality of each (Table 9-11 in the revised
assessment). Both are needed to estimate risk, but their quality is not the same. The
scoring system used here is common in weighing evidence. No change required.
6.29

Section 6.1.6, Page 6-29
Comment: A catastrophic TSF dam failure would seem to be the most significant impact to
the environment. However, given the lack of definition of the probability and likely actual
size of a potential spill under the hypothetical mine scenario, the conclusions stated in this
section are likely overstated.
Recommended Change: Some understanding of the assumptions should be summarized here
in summary form to give readers. The text should reflect that under the hypothetical
assumptions it seems the described result would occur but under different conditions, a
different level of impact would occur.
EPA Response: We agree that if assumptions were different the results would be
different, but a spill of only 20% of the tailings volume is not an overstatement. The
probability of failure is estimated as a range, which is reasonable given the lack of
experience with such large earthen dams, particularly in the sub-Arctic. The
assumptions are clearly identified in Chapter 9 of the revised assessment.

6.30

Section 6.2, Page 6-30
Comment: The last paragraph on this page makes statements about what “would” happen.
The implication here is that contaminated sediment would reach Iliamna Lake at
concentrations that would impact fish, fish food, and/or fish habitat. While it is possible that
smaller sediment particles will travel downstream, a vast majority could become entrained in
stream sediment and permanently buried in depositional areas. And, there is a strong
potential for dispersion along the stream. Thus, depending primarily on distance downstream
to the lake and stream gradient, the amount/density of spilled “sediment” would vary greatly
and would be attenuated with distance from the spill site.
Recommended Change: The dispersion/streambed entrainment should be mentioned here,
and some further discussion of this issue should be added to the next paragraph (Page 6-32)
regarding the probabilities of spills in rivers/wetlands.
EPA Response: We disagree that a vast majority of stream sediments are permanently
buried in depositional areas. Stream beds are highly dynamic and gradients in the
streams crossed by the pipelines are high. However, it is certainly true that movement
to Iliamna Lake would depend on distance and gradient, which vary among streams.
The assessment clearly states that the concentrate would be diluted. Discussion of this
issue has been expanded in the revised assessment to include analyses of the relationship
between stream velocities and movement of product-sized particles. It also clarifies that
some of the product would be retained in local low-velocity areas.
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Section 6.2, Page 6-30 to 6-35
Comment: These pages address the potential effects of a concentrate spill in the
transportation corridor, with its many stream crossings. Page 6-30 states that a concentrate
spill would be limited to 475 cubic meters due to automatic shutoff, and it states that all or
part of this mass could enter the stream. If the concentrate slurry volume is 475 cubic meters,
the concentrate itself is probably 50% of that amount. It is stated that a concentrate spill into
a stream or wetland would result in acute exposure of fish and invertebrates to toxic water.
This is very doubtful for a few reasons: 1) the slurry concentrate consists of approximately
50% water (at a pH of likely greater than 7.0), and sulfides of copper as chalcopyrite, some
pyrite and bornite. These minerals take a significant time, probably years, to fully oxidize and
produce acid. The assessment does not consider that there will be time to clean up the
concentrate spill before any major oxidation would take place. There may still be some
stream damage or wetland damage but it is not likely that toxic water would be present, 2).
There is also no mention that the vast majority of the length of the pipelines is on land and
may never reach a stream and 3) the concentrate is very valuable and the Company will have
a major economic incentive (as well as permit requirements) to clean up any spills to the best
extent possible.
Recommended Change: Present a more unbiased view of the likelihood of a concentrate spill
entering a stream and discuss that the oxidation of the sulfides occurs at a potentially very
slow rate, thus lessening the impacts to water quality over time. Also, these impacts could be
mitigated by requiring a detailed Spill Mitigation Plan in the permit process.
EPA Response: Spill mitigation would not mitigate acute effects of the spill due to the
aqueous phase of the slurry. Concerns about dissolution kinetics are addressed by using
an analysis of actual product concentrate slurry from an operating mine similar to the
proposed Pebble mine and USGS analyses of leachate from product concentrate from
the Atik mine. Those materials had leached rapidly, not over years. The comment does
not suggest an alternative analysis. Finally, the collection of spilled concentrate would
cause physical damage to receiving streams and Iliamna Lake deltas and require
remediation, as well as mitigation.

6.32

Table 6-7, Page 6-31
Comment: There is no discussion of the value for dissolved organic carbon used to calculate
the biotic ligand values for copper. Given the inaccuracies in reporting other biotic ligand
values (see comment on pages 5-49 through 5-55), the inputs and outputs for these values
should be verified.
EPA Response: DOC was listed in Table 5-17 along with the other water quality
parameters. No change required

6.33

Section 6.2.1.1, Page 6-32
Comment: Says that 2,567 L/s of product concentrate would be spilled. This is 308,040 L in 2
minutes. This is 308 m3. On Page 6-30 it says 475 m3 would be spilled. It also says 1,767 L/s
of leachate would be spilled; this is 212,040 L in two minutes. In Section 6.2.1.3 on Page 634 it says 366,000 L of leachate would be spilled.
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EPA Response: As the comment notes, there was some ambiguity and apparent
inconsistency in the draft assessment concerning the amounts of concentrate,
concentrate slurry, and concentrate leachate/aqueous phase of the slurry released in
this scenario. This issue has been addressed in Chapter 11 of the revised assessment.
6.34

Section 6.2.1.1, Page 6-33
Comment: The last paragraph of this section, just below Table 6-8 is likely incorrect. Not all
invertebrates will die at the probable effect concentration (PEC), and only predicted
concentrations of copper notably exceed the PECs. Invertebrates would colonize the finegrained sediment resulting from a pipeline spill, just not those sensitive to the metals
contained within the pipeline slurry.
Recommended Change: More accurately represent what is likely to occur.
EPA Response: Because of the very high copper levels in the copper concentrate, toxic
effects would be expected for nearly all benthic invertebrates, not just those that are
particularly sensitive. However, the sentence has been edited to clarify the conclusion in
the revised assessment.

6.35

Section 6.2.1.2, Page 6-33
Comment: The biotic ligand -based criteria sensitive to particular water quality parameters
(i.e., pH, hardness, and dissolved organic carbon).
Recommended Change: Provide a brief statement of how water quality parameters impact
biotic ligand-based criteria and whether the impacts result in an overestimation or
underestimation of predicted risks and how those risk determinations are influenced by
kinetics and downstream mixing.
EPA Response: This issue was discussed in Section 5.3.2 and is now discussed in
Chapter 8. Because of water quality considerations, criteria based on biotic ligand
modeling (BLM) are as correct as the state-of-science allows. However, the state
standards consider only hardness and thus may not be as protective as the BLM-based
criteria. Because organic matter is extremely low in ambient water, leachates, and
treated water, kinetics and mixing are not an issue. pH should be neutral in wastewater
as well as ambient water. pH may be low in waste rock leachates but we assume that its
effects on ambient pH are negligible, which possibly underestimates risks. Hardness is
expected to be low in all waters. Other water quality parameters are less influential.

6.36

Section 6.2.1.3, Page 6-34
Comment: Why are Liters used in this section? 366,000 Liters sounds like a very large
amount number, but is about 100,000 gallons or 366 cubic meters which is a relatively small
volume. Also it is unclear whether this is liters of water entrained in the slurry or total
volume of slurry, in which case, the water volume would be significantly less. The statement
that “None of the river or streams …could provide enough dilution to avoid the acute
criterion” is misleading. Acute criteria are generally based on 48 hour or 96 hr LC50 or
similar. As soon as the two-minute spill ended, the water within the slurry would begin to be
diluted by clean stream water. Similarly, but more slowly, the pore water within the slurry
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would be infiltrated and diluted by clean stream water. Over some relatively short period of
time the water concentrations outside of the slurry would likely rapidly decrease below acute
criteria. This could be minutes to hours. Thus, it is unlikely flowing water would have metals
concentrations raised up to the criteria for more than a few minutes or hours. It is also likely
that within days, the pore water within the spilled slurry would be notably diluted. Longer
term high concentrations could be possible in a small pond or wetland where there is no
significant flow. A very small 5-liter per second stream provides 18,000 L per hour and
432,000 L per day. So in one day 5 L/s stream could provide clean water volume of 100% of
the total spill volume.
Recommended Change: Provide a more accurate description/understanding of the dynamics
of a slurry spill entering moving water.
EPA Response: A liter is a standard metric unit for liquids. Although the tests for acute
toxicity last 48 to 96 hours, the effects typically occur much more rapidly, except for
chemicals that must bioaccumulate to achieve toxicity or for large animals. Copper is
rapidly toxic due to its effects at the portal of exposure on the respiratory surfaces, and
the sensitive organisms are small invertebrates. Further, the rate of toxic response is a
function of concentration and copper concentrations in the leachate are high. The
assessment accurately states that the toxicity “may be sufficient to cause acute injury or
lethality to invertebrates or fish.” The assessment already makes the point that a 2minute spill duration is actually an underestimate. The pumped flow would continue for
2 minutes and then passive drainage would continue for some time. In the revised
assessment, the response time was revised to 5 minutes in response to peer review
comments. Effects would be greater in low flow areas such as ponds and wetlands. The
analysis has been expanded in the revised assessment to provide more details and
include actual concentrate leachate analyses from a porphyry copper mine.
6.37

Section 6.2.1.3, Page 6-34
Comment: It was calculated that only one pipeline spill was likely into a stream over the 78
years of mine operation and such a spill would be in one location. This information is not
provided until after all the discussion of impacts. Similar to much of the document, this
discussion of potential impacts is provided before assumptions and conditions giving readers
the impression effects are definite, or imminent, when in fact they may be severely limited in
impact and extent.
Recommended Change: Move the summary of spill potential to the start this section, add in a
discussion of the fact that a stream spill would only occur in one location or stream, and add
a caveat to the beginning of the effects discussion that…”IF” a pipeline spill occurred in a
water-body, then these effects were predicted to occur under the assumptions provided above.
(p. 82)
EPA Response: Derivation of the spill frequency was discussed early in the section on
pipeline failures, in Section 6.2.1.1. Its results were mentioned again in Section 6.2.1.3.
No change required.

6.38

Section 6.2.1.3, Page 6-35
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Comment: It is concluded that a slurry spill “…would certainly cause long-term local loss of
fish and invertebrates”…”…for many years…”. The provided assumptions and the myriad of
potential stream crossings in the transportation corridor do not necessarily indicate that this is
as certain as stated here. In fact, such a statement could only be made under some quite
specific receiving water body conditions, and as calculated, only in one water body
throughout the entire life of the mine.
Recommended Change: Adjust the conclusions to reflect either a broader range of potential
effects, or define specific conditions under which these conclusions may occur.
EPA Response: The magnitude of effects is unspecified so the range of effects is already
broad. However, the discussion has been expanded in the revised assessment to clarify
this point.
6.39

Section 6.3, Page 6-36 to 6-41
Comment: The topic of this section is unclear whether the assumptions provided are adequate
and/or provide reasonable estimates of potential risk for very long term effects.
Recommended Change: A more site specific analysis of water balance and
treatment/collection failure needs to be completed for likely mine conditions and operations.
EPA Response: The water balance has been expanded and clarified in Chapters 6 and 8
of the revised assessment.

6.40

Section 6.3.1, Page 6-37
Comment: States “At mine closure, it is expected that acid-generating rock would be
disposed of in the TSF or the mine pit. However, premature closure could leave waste rock
piles in place”. Comment: A bond would be available to put this rock back into the pit if
there was sufficient room in the pit for this rock.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.157.

6.41

Section 6.3.3, Page 6-38
Comment: There is an incorrect reference to Table 5-12. The correct reference is Table 5-14.
“Failure of collection and treatment of leachate from Tertiary waste rock could cause acute
lethality in sensitive invertebrates and chronic toxicity to invertebrates at up to two times
dilution.”
EPA Response: Misnumbered table call-outs have been corrected.

6.42

Add after “up to two times dilution” based on the biotic ligand model”.
EPA Response: The phrase “based on water quality criteria” has been added, which is
more accurate since the BLM was used only for copper.

6.43

Section 6.3.3, Page 6-38
Comment: Invalid reference to Table 5-12 for water quality criteria. The document does not
provide a comprehensive list of water quality criteria for all mining chemical constituents of
concern.
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Recommended Change: Provide a table that includes applicable water quality criteria for all
mining chemical constituents of concern.
EPA Response: Table numbering has been corrected. All available national ambient
water quality criteria and state standards are included in the Chapter 8 tables that
screen potential leachate concentrations (Tables 8-4 through 8-8 in the final
assessment).
6.44

Section 6.3.3, Page 6-39
Comment: For the biotic ligand model Pre-Tertiary waste rock leachates would require from
2,900- to 52,000-fold dilution. To meet state chronic water quality criterion the leachates
would require from 280- to 580-fold dilution. See comment for pages 5-53 to 5-37.
EPA Response: The value was based on achieving the chronic national ambient water
quality criterion. The calculations were done using the standard BLM software.
However, the revised assessment contains a more realistic assessment of risks from
waste rock leachate in Chapter 8.

6.45

Section 6.3.3, Page 6-40
Comment: Says “Oxygen levels are expected to be lower in the pit than in the tests, but
oxygen would be provided in the pit by atmospheric diffusion from the surface, precipitation,
shallow groundwater, and vertical mixing of water in the pit during turnover.”
Comment: It should be noted that some deep mine pits can be meromictic, i.e., they do not
turn over to the very bottom where there may be a layer of dense mineral-rich water.
EPA Response: This comment is not supported but it is plausible. However, it does not
require a change in the quoted sentence, since it does not say that turnover is complete.

6.46

Section 6.6, Page 6-45
Comment: Effects in human welfare and Alaska Native culture will be evaluated in the
Health Impact Assessment (HIA) process.
Recommended Change: Acknowledge that the effects in human welfare and Alaska Native
culture will be evaluated in more depth in the Health Impact Assessment (HIA) process.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Effects on human welfare and Alaska Native culture
are considered only in terms of fish-mediated effects in the assessment; other effects are
outside the assessment’s scope.

6.47

Chapter 6 evaluates risk of engineered structure failure but not according to current industry
and regulatory standards. The Assessment fails to recognize these basic risk management
tools used by industry and regulators.
EPA Response: No standards or other supporting information was provided with this
comment. No change required.

6.48

Current practice across a broad spectrum of engineering and industry for risk management is
to conduct a form of risk evaluation referred to as a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA). The FMEA process is used to identify and focus in on aspects of the design with
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the highest relative probability of failure and the greatest consequences. An integral part of
an FMEA is the identification of mitigation measures that must be implemented to ensure
that any failure modes for which there is a significant consequence and risk are mitigated to
the extent necessary to reduce risk to tolerable limits. These aspects are then reviewed in
additional detail and measures to mitigate the risk by reducing the probability of failure are
designed into the feature. For significant projects, the risk evaluation may be advance to a
formal engineering risk assessment that quantifies the risk in more detail. The Assessment
fails to recognize these basic risk management tools.
EPA Response: We recognize that more detailed site-specific processes may refine the
risk management process if a mine is proposed and assessed in the future. We do not
address the specific engineering methods that would be employed by the mining
companies; rather, modern conventional mine design, practices, and technologies,
particularly those described by Ghaffari et al. (2011), were assumed in the mine
scenarios.
6.49

Since the performance of Failure Mode and Effects Analyses (FMEAs) and the requirement
to implement risk mitigation measures to reduce risks is the practice in Alaska, and therefore
Bristol Bay, the risk to salmon ecosystems should be included in the FMEA for any dam on a
mine of any size or nature. If appropriately applied the risk to salmon ecosystem habitat
should be addressed on a mine by mine and/or cumulative mines basis (for actual cases) and
should ensure that only mines which meet the test of acceptable risk are permitted to be
developed. If the mitigation measures required to render tolerable risks result in unfavorable
project economics, then development of the mine would need considerable re-evaluation.
EPA Response: We assumed a range of risks of tailings dam failure consistent with the
policies of the State of Alaska.

6.50

The EPA assessment appears not to recognize the FMEA process or the benefits and
consequences of applying the FMEA process and subsequent requirement for the
implementation of the risk reduction measures to reduce risks to acceptable levels. Certainly
the generic treatment of a ‘mining scenario’ which has not been thoroughly tested and
optimized through the application of the FMEA and risk mitigation, together with the
extreme size and extreme consequences assumed in the assessment results in a biased and
unrealistic characterization of the true risk.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.48.

6.51

Why would the failure of a tailings slurry pipeline not be considered a significant risk to fish?
EPA Response: The potential for a failure of a tailings slurry pipeline is mentioned in
the revised assessment (Chapter 11) but not evaluated since our mine scenarios
optimistically assume that leakage from on-site pipelines would be captured and
controlled. However, the lack of analysis of this potential failure does not imply that it
could not happen or that there would not be impacts to salmon. Rather, the risk to
salmon is considered small relative to the pipeline failure scenarios that were analyzed.

6.52

Section 6.4, Page 6-42
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Comment: The definition of culvert failure is excessively broad and the citations of the
literature need further clarification. Well designed culvert installations allow for fingerling
fish passage during most annual high water events, are oversized, and are typically
submerged to allow for water presence during low flow periods.
Only having time to review one literature citation (Langill and Zamora, 2002), the risk
assessment approach to culvert installation used by Nova Scotia (identified in the study) is
not applicable to Alaska’s standards for culvert installations. Within the Nova Scotia
program, the majority of culverts are installed without design and without involvement or
approval authority by the Canadian equivalency of ADFG. The large majority of the culverts
that are observed to not allow fish passage are perched. Rudimentary implementation of
culvert design BMPs would alleviate this problem and is already addressed at Alaska
projects.
EPA Response: The risks and impacts to fish passage described in the revised
assessment use current fish passage design standards for culvert design. These
specifications are described in Box 10-2. Also see response to Comment 4.82.
6.53

Section 6.4, Page 6-42 to 6-44
Comment: Simply using bridges over smaller streams would essentially eliminate the
potential for culvert failures. Proper culvert design and conservative over-sizing, would
significantly reduce potential for culvert failure.
Recommended Change: Provide more detailed analysis on culvert failure rates for well
designed or oversized culverts for the size of streams most likely to be culverted along the
corridor.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.

National Mining Association (Doc. #4109)
6.54

Furthermore, in addition to not addressing any of the potentially positive impacts of mining
development in the Bristol Bay area, the Draft Assessment also inexplicably fails to address
mitigation and impact avoidance or minimization actions that would undoubtedly be included
in any mine plan, thereby unfairly overstating and sensationalizing the potential impacts of
any proposed mine. In its description of a major tailings pond failure, EPA merely states that
“remediation may occur following a tailings spill, but it is uncertain.” This statement, which
EPA bases its findings of potential impacts on, is misleading and not based in fact, as
immediate remediation in the event of a tailings pond failure is prescribed by both state and
federal laws. Similarly with respect to a tailings dam failure, EPA examines scenarios where
dams are not built to specification despite the fact that it is outside the realm of possibility
that a dam of this size would be permitted if it did not meet designated criteria. EPA also
only after describing in detail the potential for various tailings accidents points out that the
likelihood of a tailings dam failure is “one…every 10,000 to 1 million mine years.” In
another example, Section 6.4 assumes inadequately sized and poorly constructed culverts,
despite the fact that Alaska has culvert design requirements aimed at eliminating the potential
impacts discussed in the Draft Assessment. EPA does not give a reason as to why Alaska’s
standards were not given consideration in the Draft Assessment. Likewise, the case studies
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noted in Box 6.1 of the Draft Assessment include scenarios where mining began in the late
1800’s, and no notation is made of the establishment of and changes to the regulatory,
environmental and engineering standards that have since been developed over the last
hundred years and which any proposed mining in Bristol Bay would employ.
EPA Response: The discussion of mitigation has been expanded in the revised
assessment. Immediate remediation is uncertain for the reasons discussed in the
assessment. The tailings dam design is taken from Northern Dynasty Minerals’
specifications, which are described as “permittable” (Ghaffari et al. 2011); we believe
that they are correct. Section 6.4 of the draft assessment describes culverts built to state
standards that fail. Meeting standards does not preclude failure of a structure. The
cases in Box 6-1 of the draft assessment are not used to assess the means by which
tailings are spilled, so engineering standards are not relevant. They are used to describe
what happens to tailings after they are spilled. Text has been added to the revised
assessment to emphasize this point.
6.55

[T]he risk assessment sections, which discuss things that might go wrong at a mine site, are
not noted in a proper and explanatory context as they would be in a typical risk assessment
document. Such issues undermine the scientific credibility of the Draft Assessment and call
into question the fundamental fairness of the process itself.
EPA Response: This is a broad and vague assertion; no change required.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
6.56

“Water collection and treatment failures may be acute or chronic. A recent example is the
overfilling of the tailings impoundment at the Nixon Fork, Alaska, mine that resulted in
overtopping of the dam (Box 6-2).” (pg. 6-36)
The Nixon Fork example serves as a warning of the important of water management at mine
sites. Inadequate or inappropriate instrumentation was used to monitor the level in the tailings
impoundment. Staff elected to not monitor the freeboard level as the gage was frozen in ice.
Additionally, a major change was made to the production process (moving from batch to
continuous operation) without an adequate understanding of the consequences to the site
water balance and water management. Note that, as described in Box 6-2, for this release it
was found that water from the tailings impoundment was not likely to have reached nearby
streams.
EPA Response: The fact remains that the accident was not predicted.

6.57

Example case histories of TSF failures are either not relevant to Pebble, or their failure
modes can be readily mitigated through proper design, construction, operations and
management.
EPA Response: The examples of tailings dam failure indicate that design, construction
and operation methods have changed. The lessons learned are reflected in the very low
probabilities of tailings dam failure estimated for the mine scenarios. However, we
would be remiss if we published a risk assessment that did not acknowledge that tailings
dams have failed and did not describe the consequences.
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However, instead of reviewing appropriate comparatives like these, the Draft Assessment
uses inappropriate comparatives like the impacts of the eruption of Mount St. Helens, see
Draft Assessment at 6.1, or the impact of mines that were originally developed over a
hundred years ago before the development of modern mining techniques or environmental
regulations, e.g., Clark Fork. See Draft Assessment at 3.5. If there is anything instructive
from the Mount St. Helen’s eruption, EPA should note that it created debris flows and
impacts that were orders of magnitude larger than any conceivable failure at a modern mine
like Pebble. While the eruption of Mount St. Helens certainly created fish habitat and
population impacts that were surely significant, they also proved to be transitory and
ultimately demonstrate salmon ecosystem resilience. The comparatives used by EPA are
hardly useful. Attempts to draw similarities between proposed mining activity in the Bristol
Bay watershed and monumental natural disasters like the Mount St. Helens eruption or
decades-old operations like Clark Fork are strained at best and only add to the questionable
analysis that EPA presents in the Draft Assessment. Rather, EPA should place the focus of its
assessment on calculating the actual risk of a specific proposed mining activity, the potential
impact of such risk, and determining whether that is an acceptable risk.
EPA Response: The cases of spilled tailings in Box 6-1 are not used to assess the means
by which tailings are spilled, so changed engineering standards are not relevant. Those
cases are used to describe what happens to tailings after they are spilled. Text has been
added to emphasize this point.
The Mount St. Helens data were used strictly to address the rate of benthic habitat
recovery from a massive deposition of fine mineral particles. We have removed
references to Mount St. Helens in the revised assessment to eliminate concerns
expressed by the peer reviewers.

6.59

The Dam Breach Model is flooded with bad assumptions and with uncertainty that makes
highly questionable EPA’s estimate of environmental impacts following dam failure. The
Assessment includes a questionable dam breach assessment where the high uncertainty
associated with the peak flow estimate and modeling predictions is not presented, and where
the relative magnitude of the dam breach flood is wrong. In an effort to illustrate the extreme
magnitude of the dam breach flood, it was compared to a natural flood in the region, but
errors were made in the calculations and the comparison was done in a manner that
exaggerates the result. The errors were in the drainage areas stated for both the dam breach
flood and the regional flood, and appear to stem from an inability to convert from imperial
units to metric units.
EPA Response: The TSF surface area was a typographical error and it has been
corrected in the revised assessment. The presentation of the actual stream gage data
and comparison of the gaged watershed to the ungaged TSF watershed were included to
illustrate the magnitude of potential expected runoff from an extreme precipitation
event on a unit area basis. It also was presented to give perspective on the size of a peak
flood that could be generated in the mine area relative to an actual gaged flood event.
The recommended methods of hydrologic analyses for this region in the State of Alaska
call for a 14-inch rainfall event, based on published data. Updated regional hydrologic
data and estimates of climate change patterns may better inform hydrologic modeling
data input, but these data have yet to be published as such guidance.
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Approximately two-thirds of the impact assessment section of the Draft Assessment focuses
on the potential failure of tailings storage facilities (TSFs). The document estimates that the
probability of occurrence of a tailing pond failure is extremely low. If the analysis of that
probability excluded dams that do not conform to current mining practices and U.S.
regulatory requirements, then the estimated probability of occurrence would be significantly
lower. The analysis also assumes that no cleanup or remediation activities would be required
upon the failure of a TSF, which is a highly unrealistic assumption.
EPA Response: We agree with the stated position regarding “current mining practices
and U.S. regulatory requirements.” In both the original and revised assessments, we
acknowledge that the use of current dam engineering and construction methods may
reduce the failure rate by an order of magnitude or more. The assessment does not
assume that remediation would not be required but does address some of the challenges
posed by the remote nature and climatic conditions of the study area and addresses the
uncertainty of an adequate response far into the future.

6.61

The Draft Assessment contains multiple instances where apparently contradictory statements
are made about the same topic - Bailey points to, among other examples, page 6-10 of the
Draft Assessment, where an estimate of the loss of Chinook salmon resulting from a
hypothetical dam failure is more than half. On page 6-1 1, the Draft Assessment states that
the impacts on fish habitat in the North Fork Koktuli and downstream would occur for some
significant distance downstream in the main stem Koktuli River and possibly further.
However, the authors were unable to quantify those effects. Bailey notes that the estimate of
loss of about half of the Nushagak River Chinook salmon is actually based on loss of access
to the Mulchatna, Stuyahok, and Koktuli rivers. This contradiction is glaring and
representative of a number of such contradictory statements found within EPA’s analysis.
EPA Response: There is a difference between the estimate of potential loss of Chinook
salmon and the inability to estimate losses of “most other fish species.” No change
required.

6.62

In a focus on Chapter 6, Buell states that the failure scenarios, especially the “full-volume
failure” scenario, are unreasonable on several levels. The scenario consequences presented by
EPA are not credible given the land form available to receive sediment deposition, and the
full-volume failure scenario itself is patently unrealistic. Consequently, none of the
consequences of TSF failure outlined have any credibility. Even if an overtopping event were
to occur, which is unreasonable on its face, the consequences would be very much smaller
than described here.
EPA Response: This is a summary of Buell’s comments, which are addressed separately
in this response to comments document (under Doc. #4611). Basically, our more
detailed responses state that the failure event is improbable, but do not agree that it is
not credible. In the final assessment, the tailings dam failure scenario is no longer
specified as an overtopping event. No additional change required.

6.63

Buell’s complete submission warrants significant consideration. The review demonstrates
that the Draft Assessment is a strongly biased analysis that relies heavily on selected,
incomplete or inappropriate information and seriously flawed analytical methods to reach
tortured conclusions, many of which are patently incorrect. Buell notes that in order to reach
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these conclusions, much relevant and correct information that would tend to nullify or refute
them was excluded from the analysis. As such, the Draft Assessment does a great public
disservice and offers nothing to further the rational, scientifically-based protection of the
environment.
EPA Response: This is a summary of Buell’s comments, which are addressed separately
in this response to comments document (under Doc. #4611).
6.64

In their assessment of potential impacts of a tailings dam failure, the Draft Assessment
authors use a potentially overly simplistic model and exaggerate potential fish and fish
habitat loss projections. The model (HEC-RAS) used to model potential tailings dam failures
in the Draft Assessment is a one dimensional model, and may therefore not provide accurate
results in a three-dimensional environment, such as the Bristol Bay watershed. Further, the
Draft Assessment assumes that, following a tailings dam failure, all Chinook salmon will lose
access to the South Fork Koktuli and potentially Mulchatna and Stuyahok Rivers; however,
the results of modeling do not support this conclusion, and it is likely that any physical
blockage resulting from a tailings dam failure would be temporary.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.184 and 4.201.

6.65

The report contains multiple instances where contradictory statements are made about the
same topic – A good example is on page 6-10 where an estimate of the loss of Chinook
salmon resulting from the dam failure is more than half of the population, but on page 6-11 in
the first partial paragraph the report states that the impacts on fish habitat in the North Fork
Koktuli and downstream would occur for some significant distance downstream in the main
stem Koktuli River and possibly further down the Koktuli River, but the Assessment was
unable to quantify those effects. The estimate of loss of about half of the Nushagak River
Chinook salmon population (Page 6-10) is based on loss of access to the Mulchatna,
Stuyahok, and Koktuli rivers, whereas on Page 6-11 it is stated that the impacts could not be
quantified. The Assessment is internally inconsistent with its conclusions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.61.

6.66

Page ES-26 §5: This bullet states, “It is clear that [tailings and concentrate] would have
harmful physical and toxicological effects on salmonid larvae or sheltering juveniles.” This is
incorrect. It is far from clear that tailings supernatant would be toxic to salmonids. A
geologic analogue of Pebble near Williams Lake in British Columbia supports thriving
populations of rainbow trout in both its active tailings pond and in its seepage pump-back
pond. Tissue samples from these fish show no elevated levels of Cu or other trace metals
when compared to fish from other pristine lakes in the area. EPA should have known this and
taken this and other examples fully into account when developing both non-failure and
failure scenarios. This is a significant shortcoming of the EPA analysis.
EPA Response: The conclusion is based on site-specific information from PLP’s EBD.
The comment provides no documentation for the unnamed mine near Williams Lake
and does not indicate whether the trout are reproducing or are stocked. Our review of
British Columbia mines found that little to no environmental monitoring data are
available.
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Page 6-1 §3 – 6-2 §2: The failure scenarios, especially the “full-volume failure” scenario, are
unreasonable on several levels, as noted in comments on related sections of Chapter 4 (see
comment, 4-50 §3 ff, and subsequent comments). The scenario consequences presented by
EPA are not credible given the land form available to receive sediment deposition, and the
full-volume failure scenario itself is patently unrealistic. Consequently, none of the
consequences of TSF failure outlined in this part of Chapter 6 have any credibility. Even if an
overtopping event were to occur, which is unreasonable on its face, the consequences would
be very much smaller than described here, and the “event” would likely be in another
watershed (the South Fork Koktuli).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.62.

6.68

Page 6-3 §1: This paragraph states, “[i]n the case of a tailings dam failure at TSF 1, the flood
itself would mobilize existing sediments in the North Fork Koktuli River watershed. The
volume of sediment mobilized would supplement the tailings released and could leave meters
of material deposited in the floodplain.” This speculation, which is amplified upon later in the
document, displays an alarming lack of understanding on the part of EPA of the basics of
sediment transport. The flood waters pulling sediment out of the TSF would be, by definition,
and given the decreasing velocities proceeding downstream (Table 4-11), fully burdened with
fine sediment. EPA supports this by describing deep sediment deposits resulting from the
event. Aside from some local scour that may occur in the immediate vicinity of the
embankment due to kinetic action of the failure jet crossing the North Fork Koktuli valley,
the event would be completely depositional. No scouring of the existing bed or valley bottom
would be possible. In a depositional mode, and from an energetics perspective, water with a
decreasing velocity cannot trade a fine particle for a larger one. While large sediment
deposits would be produced if this unreasonably improbable event could occur, the
underlying landform would not be scoured. Subsequent stream flows would transport
deposited sediments from the existing stream channel quickly, especially considering grain
size. Deposited sediments would be transported from the existing meander corridor, which
would be a very small proportion of the depositional flood plain, according to sediment
depths in Table 4-13, by natural high flows over a longer period, and as the river meanders
within that corridor at a rate roughly similar to its current rate. All remaining sediments
would remain perched, with slow erosion due to precipitation, mediated by re-vegetation.
EPA’s description of the potential for scour of existing materials from the bed and flood plain
of the North Fork Koktuli is not credible.
EPA Response: Although in-channel sediments would be transported more quickly, the
massive quantities of sediment that would be deposited across the valley floor in the
tailings dam failure scenarios would constitute a long-term source of fine sediments that
would continue to scour and be transported downstream. The assessment does not
address effects on terrestrial vegetation, as these effects are outside the scope of the
assessment.

6.69

Page 6-3 §2: This paragraph again erroneously refers to scour of the North Fork Koktuli
valley. This could not occur, given the depositional mode described by EPA. See the
comment immediately above.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.68.
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Page 6-3 §3: This paragraph states, “we assumed that the velocities calculated during the
tailings dam failure flood event (Table 4-11) would result in a nearly complete reworking of
the existing North Fork Koktuli channel and much of the valley.” This could not occur, given
the depositional nature of the event described by EPA (see above). The paragraph goes on to
say, “[g]iven the volumes of material that would be exported from the TSF, we assumed that
the new valley floor would be predominately tailings material with particle sizes ranging
from less than 0.01 mm to just over 1.0 mm, of which 70% would be finer than 0.1 mm.
Following the recession of the tailings dam failure flood event, we assume that the bed and
bank would be primarily tailings material, with incorporated dam fill and valley fill material
accounting for less than 20%.” Since scour and “reworking” of existing materials in the
North Fork Koktuli could not occur in a completely depositional event, this subsequent
consequence could also not occur. Again, EPA is exhibiting an alarming lack of knowledge
of the fundamentals of sediment transport and deposition in an event hypothecated by this
document. This should have been caught by EPA’s internal peer review process, but was not,
demonstrating an inadequacy of that process.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.68.

6.71

Page 6-4 §1: This paragraph uses recoveries of streams affected by the Mount St. Helens
eruption in terms of sediment yield to describe reductions through time. EPA concludes that
recovery of “suitable structural habitat… would likely take decades given the volume of
sediment that would potentially be delivered under the tailings dam failure.” Apart from the
unreasonableness of the EPA scenario, the agency failed to consider here and elsewhere the
biological recovery in streams receiving the brunt of the Mount St. Helens blast. Recovery of
fish (salmon and resident fish) and aquatic/terrestrial invertebrates was very rapid,
astonishing most investigators, and productivity (fish and invertebrate biomass gain per unit
time and area) was also very high. Bisson et al. (1988) monitored habitat use and summer
production of young-of-the-year (YOY) coho in three affected streams (one on a mud-flow
terrace) starting three years after the blast. Although temperatures were in excess of
commonly-regarded incipient lethal limits, and cover and pool habitats were essentially
absent, average tissue production ranged from 2.3 to 21.6 g/m2 over an average 150-d
summer period, equal to or in excess of production rates for similar-size streams in the
region. By 6 years after the blast, coho salmon production was found to be twice the value
reported for nearby old-growth forested streams. Lowest production occurred where coho
juveniles were in sympatry with large numbers of rearing juvenile steelhead, which had reinvaded the streams earlier. High abundance of aquatic and terrestrial invertebrate food items
was noted, and growth was rapid even at temperatures at which food conversion by coho is
usually inefficient. In their compilation of information related to recovery of fish populations
in Mount St. Helens streams, Bisson et al. (2005) state, “[i]n the absence of harvest, steelhead
returns rebounded much more rapidly in these rivers than many managers and biologists had
predicted… The remarkable recovery of the wild steelhead population in the South Fork
Toutle River during the mid-1980s exceeded all expectations.” These authors attribute rapid
(within three years) recovery of resident fish species, including sculpin and non-anadromous
salmonids, to unaffected stream refugia from which “seeding” of affected areas could occur.
The bottom line here is that the conclusions reached by EPA in this assessment regarding the
recovery rates of salmon and resident fish species following an albeit unreasonable TSF
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failure scenario are speculative, unreasonable, and contrary to the best available scientific
evidence.
EPA Response: The Mount St. Helens analogy has been removed from the assessment
at the suggestion of the peer reviewers.
6.72

Page 6-4 §2: This paragraph states, “[t]he volume of sediment remaining in transport at the
confluence following the 208-m (full) tailings dam failure would range from 15.9 to 239.3
million m3 (Table 4-13).” Given deposit depths given in Table 4-13, realistic flood routing (to
the South Fork) and the width of the flood plain actually available for deposition (>4 km),
this is impossible. As indicated in the comment on pg. 4-59 Table 4-13, the actual flood plain
available for deposition to the depths in the table could contain the entire mass from EPA’s
hypothecated failure several times over; there would be nothing left to transport if deposits
were to be as deep as described by EPA and if their model allowed routing of flood waters
into the South Fork. If this much material is actually still in suspension at the North Fork –
South Fork Koktuli confluence, the deposits along the North Fork Koktuli, and into the lower
elevation South Fork Koktuli, would have to be a small fraction of the values given in Table
4-13. Again, EPA cannot have it both ways; either the material is deposited to depths in
Table 4-13, with little left to transport, or it isn’t.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.68.

6.73

Page 6-7 §1: This paragraph describes EPA’s albeit unreasonable and unsupportable view of
sediment deposition (see earlier comments), and then states, “[a]s a result of these habitat
changes, suitable spawning environments and overwintering habitats for salmon would be
greatly diminished in this watershed. This would likely lead to severe declines in salmon
spawning success and juvenile survival.” This is all speculation, not based on the best
available scientific information, arguably the experiences following the eruption of Mount St.
Helens. Given the unexpected but real fish population recovery rates following the blast,
EPA’s speculation is unwarranted.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.71.

6.74

Page 6-7 §3: Although an event such as that hypothecated by EPA would surely wipe out
aquatic invertebrate populations within the area of deposition, recovery would likely be rapid.
Based on the Mount St. Helens experience, recovery of salmon food supplies would likely
occur within 3-4 years, if not sooner.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.71.

6.75

Page 6-8 §2: This paragraph begins, “[t]he complete loss of suitable salmon habitat in the
North Fork Koktuli mainstem in the short term (less than 10 years), along with the likelihood
of very low-quality spawning and rearing habitat in the long term (decades), would result in
near-complete loss of the mainstem North Fork Koktuli fish populations downstream of the
tailings dam. These impacts would persist for multiple salmon life cycles, so salmon cohorts
that are at sea during the tailings dam failure would eventually return to find degraded
spawning and rearing habitat.” This is speculative and not supported by the best available
scientific information, the recovery of the Toutle and Lewis rivers and their affected tributary
streams following the Mount St. Helens blast. Recovery of the affected area would likely
begin and rapidly build within 3-4 years. See comments on pg. 6-4 §1.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.71.
6.76

This paragraph also summarized information on Chinook salmon distribution and abundance
in the Nushagak River and major contributing tributaries. This information is misleading.
Although the “total inshore run” of Chinook salmon to the Nushagak District is on the order
of 160,000 fish, the escapement to the Nushagk River itself is half that amount or about
80,000 fish (Jones, et al. 2012). Of these, according to Figure 6-1 (pg. 6-9), about 16,000 fish
(20%) were observed during peak counts in various Nushagak-Mulchatna drainage streams
as reported in Dye et al. 2006. Although not directly comparable to ADFG escapement
estimates, peak counts conducted in the North Fork Koktuli from 2004 through 2008, making
adjustments for underestimates, suggest that the North Fork Koktuli supports somewhere
around 3-5% of the Nushagak-Mulchatna system escapement. Given the serious problems
with the EPA scenario for TSF failure outlined in other comments, this is likely the
maximum habitat at significant risk from an albeit extremely unlikely failure. Finally, based
on the experiences with Mount St. Helens streams and the salmon and steelhead runs they
supported, and similar responses to the Mount Chaginigak lahar and acidification of Mother
Goose Lake and the King Salmon River in 2005, the most reasonable expectation is that fish
bound for the North Fork Koktuli would simply head elsewhere nearby and spawn and
reproduce successfully. Based on real data, not EPA’s speculation, this entire paragraph is
hyperbole and has no business appearing in this document.
EPA Response: This comment assumes that habitat elsewhere would be accessible to
displaced fish, currently unoccupied by other salmon populations or at least well below
capacity, and suitable to the specific local adaptations of Koktuli River populations—all
unfounded speculations. These uncertainties are now clarified in Chapter 9 of the
revised assessment. We disagree with the conclusion that effects should be limited to the
North Fork Koktuli. As discussed in responses to other comments, the TSF failure
scenarios would impose a host of water quality limitations for salmon and other fish
that would extend well beyond the North Fork Koktuli.

6.77

Page 6-8 §2: The data in this paragraph are incorrect and misleading. Annual escapements of
sockeye salmon to the Nushagak River system averages (20-year) 528,000 fish, of which
about 150,000 fish are bound for the Nuyakuk River, a modest-sized tributary which drains
Tikchik Lake and Nuyakuk Lake, large sockeye producers. This EPA data discrepancy was
also noted in the comment on pg. ES-18 §3. The Nushagak system without its Nuyakuk
component contributes only about 15% of the sockeye to the Nushagak District and only
about 8.5% of the total Bristol Bay run. This is a very important consideration when
analyzing the potential impacts of mining in one of nine watersheds on sockeye salmon runs
in Bristol Bay, but it was inappropriately ignored by EPA (see comment on pg. 2-20 §5).
EPA Response: Data reported in the cited paragraph are total annual runs (catch plus
escapement) of sockeye salmon to the Nushagak River system. We reported total run by
river system (not district, as the Nushagak District includes the Igushik, Wood, and
Nushagak River systems). This is a more accurate measure of contribution of the
Nushagak River to Bristol Bay sockeye than simply escapement. Run size information
has been updated in the revised assessment from ADF&G published reports containing
estimates of total run and escapement. The Nushagak District contributes nearly 10
million fish on average, or 26% of the Bristol Bay run (2002 to 2011 average reported in
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Fair et al. 2012). The Nushagak River system contributes on average approximately 2.0
million fish, 20% of the Nushagak District run or about 5% of the total Bristol Bay run.
6.78

Page 6-9 §2: This paragraph states, “[s]uccessful re-colonization of the North Fork Koktuli
by resident fish would depend on whether unimpaired tributary habitats function as suitable
refugia and source areas for re-colonization of the North Fork Koktuli following
disturbance.” Based on experiences with streams affected by the Mount St. Helens blast, recolonization by both resident fish and anadromous species would be rapid.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.76.

6.79

Page 6-10 §2: The EPA’s speculative leap that there would be a “near-complete loss of the
North Fork Koktuli fish populations” ignores the fact that significant spawning and rearing of
sockeye, coho and Chinook salmon occurs upstream of NK 1.190, the stream from which the
EPA’s failure scenario would emanate (some sockeye rearing occurs in Big Wiggly Lake;
coho and Chinook rearing occurs throughout this area). The rapid channel recovery that
would occur (EPA’s erroneous speculations notwithstanding; see comments above) would
allow fish to proceed past any unsuitable channel segments to areas which would be
unaffected, according to EPA’s failure scenario. Furthermore, as noted above, and in
accordance with the best available comparative information (e.g., Mount St. Helens blast,
Mount Chaginagak lahar), any fish bound for the North Fork Koktuli but “offended” by
stream conditions, would bypass this part of the system or fall back to spawn successfully
elsewhere, with little or no loss of production. EPA should have been familiar with this welldocumented behavior of salmon and steelhead, and should have folded it into their analysis.
As it is, this part of the document exhibits a strong negative bias, as do other parts. This
paragraph appears to be speculation on the part of uninformed authors and is inappropriate
and unrealistic. This paragraph also states, “downstream transport of sediment to the Koktuli
mainstem, and the subsequent loss of access to the South Fork Koktuli would affect, on
average, 28% of the Nushagak River Chinook salmon run in a given year. If the deposited
tailings material is deep enough to impede fish access to the Mulchatna and Stuyahok Rivers,
then a tailings dam failure could affect more than half of the Nushagak River Chinook
salmon population” This is preposterous. Even at the depths of deposited sediment given in
Table 4-13, blocking of the South Fork Koktuli River would be impossible. As pointed out in
comments above on Table 4-13, there is ample volume in the combined flood plains of the
North Fork and South Fork Koktuli to contain the entire mass (unrealistically) assumed by
EPA to emanate from the full TSF failure scenario, if deposits would be to the depths given
in the table for just the lower 9.4 km. Where would the water in the South Fork Koktuli go?
The channel would likely be cleared to its approximate original elevation in a matter of days,
with the vast majority of deposited sediment remaining perched on higher elevations. Where
would the Stuyahok River water go? Velocities would be far more than ample to continue
transport of any materials that would reach its confluence with the Mulchatna. Where would
the Mulchatna River water go? Furthermore, as pointed out in comments on Table 4-13, it is
physically impossible to produce deposits as deep as given in the table and as wide as the
available flood plain (which includes the lower South Fork Koktuli) and have anything left to
transport. Finally, it is physically impossible do dam a river with sediment it is transporting.
If that could occur, every glacial stream in Alaska would have dammed itself and the Yukon
River would have long since contained itself behind a self-imposed dike (but where would it
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go?). This paragraph demonstrates an astonishing ignorance by EPA of the fundamentals of
sediment transport and is speculative in the extreme on the part of some author or authors
who are out of their element. This entire paragraph, indeed the entire failure scenario, is
completely unrealistic.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.76. The assessment does not assume that
sediment would physically block the South Fork Koktuli at the confluence with the
North Fork Koktuli. The assessment does consider the potential for the river to find an
alternate course after a dam failure, as flows scour a new channel and resuspend
deposited material. The assessment also considers how the distributed tailings and
metal concentrations in those tailings could inhibit migratory behavior (Section 9.5.2.1),
and how high proportions of fines could alter selection of spawning habitats. Migration
of salmon can be inhibited by adverse conditions, and salmon may attempt to go
elsewhere to spawn. However, it is invalid to assume that little or no loss of production
would occur.
6.80

Page 6-10 §4: This paragraph states, “[w]e estimate that recovery of suitable structural
habitat in the mainstem North Fork Koktuli and offchannel [sic.] areas would likely take
decades, given the scouring action of the flood wave and the volume of fine-grain sediment
that would potentially be delivered under the tailings dam failure… Recovery of suitable
gravel substrates and development of channel morphology suitable for salmon habitat could
be delayed even further if the flood wave were to scour much of the North Fork Koktuli
valley to bedrock, which would then be buried under massive deposits of tailings fines.”
Again, this paragraph displays an alarming ignorance on the part of EPA of the physical
processes that would be put in place in the event of an albeit unrealistic TSF failure they
invoke. As pointed out in comments on 6-3 §, existing sediments cannot be mobilized in
what would be a fully depositional event. Once again, this paragraph is the result of incorrect
speculation by an EPA author who lacks understanding of the basics of sediment transport
and deposition. The recovery periods speculatively presented in this paragraph are fanciful, at
best, and have no place in an unbiased, and supposedly realistic assessment.
EPA Response: The comment suggests that scour and deposition cannot occur during
the same flood event. The processes of scour and deposition are clarified in Chapter 9 of
the revised assessment.

6.81

Page 6-11 §2: This paragraph states, “[w]e estimate that the combined effects of direct losses
of habitat in the North Fork Koktuli, downstream in the mainstem Koktuli and beyond, and
impacts on macroinvertebrate prey for salmon could adversely affect 30 to 50% of Chinook
salmon returning to spawn in the Nushagak River watershed.” Please review comments
above. The estimates given here are an exercise in hyperbole and are unrealistic, based on the
unrealistic outcomes of an unrealistic failure scenario posited by EPA and experiences
elsewhere (e.g., Mount St. Helens blast, Mount Chaginagak lahar, among others). A more
realistic estimate of returning Chinook salmon “at risk” would be approximately one-tenth
that put forward by EPA for their albeit unrealistic scenario, with behavioral accommodation
not taken into account.
EPA Response: See the response to Comment 6.79.
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Page 6-11 §5: Surprisingly, EPA has forgotten or ignored ice scour and “plowing” during
break-up. This is a very important element in existing sediment movement and reorganization processes in both the North Fork and South Fork Koktuli. This may be another
example of EPA authors being unfamiliar with the system they are attempting to analyze or
out of their technical depth.
EPA Response: The comment is correct that ice damming and associated dam-break
outbursts would likely contribute to additional channel avulsion in the highly-modified,
fine sediment-laden river valley. It is unclear what revision is suggested here.

6.83

Page 6-11 §6: This paragraph states, “based on studies of volcanic ash deposition at Mount
St. Helens, reduction of suspended sediments to natural levels is expected to take decades
(Section 6.1.1).” Please see comment on 6-4 §1.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.71.

6.84

Page 6-12 §2: This paragraph states, “if the dam was eroded or overtopped by a flooding
event, as in a tailings dam accident (Section 4.4.2), the pore and surface water could be
diluted by fresh water.” While this is true, it is also trivial, according to the scenario
presented by EPA. For the full-TSF failure scenario, the PMF would add only ~0.5 m of
depth to the pond at most, which is trivial compared to the volume of pore water that would
be present in >300 million m3 of tailings.
EPA Response: Text has been edited in the revised assessment to eliminate the
reference to freshwater dilution, because we agree that it is trivial.

6.85

Page 6-12 §4: This paragraph begins, “[o]nce in the stream, toxic constituents dissolved in
the water, unlike the tailings, would not settle out.” This sentence assumes facts that are not
supported by any relevant evidence, and are contradicted by evidence of which EPA should
be aware. Both the active tailings pond and the seepage pump-back pond at the Gibraltar
mine near Williams Lake, BC (7 mi from the Fraser River), a geologic analogue of Pebble,
support thriving (rapid growth rates) populations of rainbow trout. Tissue samples from these
fish show no elevated levels of Cu or other trace metals when compared to fish from other
pristine lakes in the area (pers. obs., Patterson and Errington 2005, Anon. 2007, Andison
2008, Akins 2009). This is hardly reflective of a “toxic” tailings pond or “toxic” pore water.
EPA should have known this, since they cite the Gibraltar mine in another part of this
analysis. At another group of four geologically similar copper mines in British Columbia, the
Highland Valley Mine (4 mi from the Thompson River, which supports a robust population
of sockeye salmon; Mathew 2010), a reclaimed tailings pond (Trojan Pond) supports a selfsustaining population of Kamloops rainbow trout that are subjected annually to a trophy
fishing contest (proceeds going to the hospital in Kamloops, BC) (Hamaguchi et al. 2008).
Fry from the small feeder stream to this pond, where adult fish successfully spawn, are outplanted to other water bodies in disturbed areas on the mining property, where they do well.
The bottom line is that not all copper porphyry tailings ponds are toxic. While the expected
chemical make-up of the Pebble tailings pond water has not been firmly established, it is
inappropriate for EPA to blithely assume toxicity that would preclude fish (and food item)
life when there is relevant evidence that such an assumption could easily be false. This is
another significant shortcoming of the EPA analysis.
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EPA Response: The statement in the assessment was based on site-specific leachate data
from PLP’s EBD. Information from the British Columbia mines indicates that trout can
live in the ponds but not that they reproduce. Finally, the assessment addresses the
potential toxicity of the aqueous phase of a tailings spill, not the toxicity of surface water
in a tailings impoundment.
6.86

Page 6-14 – Box 6-1: Background on Relevant Analogous Tailings Spill Sites – None of
these “tailings spill sites” is relevant to the EPA hypothetical development and failure
scenario for Pebble. The Clark Fork (MT) site(s) resulted from mines and smelter operations
dating from periods when there was little understanding or regulation of the potential
consequences of mining activities. The mineralization in this area is not like the Pebble
deposit, and other metals (lead, silver) are generally much more toxic than Cu (or Zn).
Milling and metal extraction processes were not like those anticipated for Pebble. Pebble
tailings, and the tailings pond itself (and porewater) would be alkaline, not acid. This is an
irrelevant and unrealistic choice for an analogue, and EPA should know this.
The South Fork Coeur d’Alene River was the recipient of particularly noxious tailings and
smelter slag, much of which was simply bulldozed into the river to be washed downstream at
high water. The rich mineralization of this area was nothing like the Pebble deposit (copper is
not a pollutant of concern), and mining, milling and smelting activities bear little if any
relevant similarity to activities anticipated for Pebble (nobody is proposing “plank tailings
dams” for Pebble). The Bunker Hill smelter fire and toxic smoke plume spread wind-borne
toxic materials great distances with terrible consequences. Nothing like this is anticipated for
Pebble; there will be no smelter. This, too, is an irrelevant and grossly unrealistic choice for
an analogue, and it is disturbing that EPA did not recognize this.
The Soda Butte Creek tailings embankment failure resulted from a dike retaining tailings
from operations that began in nearly 80 years ago and continued for 20 years. Originally,
tailings were placed directly in the creek meander corridor on an oxbow behind a low dike
(that could never be permitted for a modern mining operation in Alaska). The dike failed in
high flows in 1950 spilling “a large amount” of tailings into the creek (Boughton 2001). The
spilled tailings apparently did not move far, because the stream was re-routed around the
deposit, which was capped and re-vegetated by EPA and Kennecott in 1969, nearly 20 years
after the “spill” (Boughton 2001). The total amount of tailings originally deposited was
115,000 m3, minute in comparison to the EPA scenario for pebble. The actual source for
much of the contamination of Soda Butte Creek itself is also problematic. USGS has stated in
its evaluation of this site and the surrounding geology that “[a]lthough the impacts of mining
are documented, differentiating between natural and human-induced sources of metals is
extremely difficult because the geologic units in the watershed are highly mineralized.”
Numerous other historical mining operations and streamside tailings deposits in the area have
likewise contributed to the uncertainty surrounding true sources of contaminant loading of
Soda Butte Creek. In its intensive tracer-injection and synoptic-sampling study of the
McLaren mine tailings, USGS was able to detect copper and other metals in seeps emanating
from the McLaren tailings, but was unable to calculate loads for cadmium, copper, lead and
zinc for the stream itself because these trace elements were below detection limits in stream
water synoptic samples. The USGS concluded, “[t]he lack of detection of these elements in
the downstream mainstem synoptic samples is probably because of sorption (coprecipitation
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and adsorption) to metal colloids in the stream” and that some loading of Soda Butte Creek
came from Republic Creek and another unnamed tributary (Boughton 2001). It is noteworthy
that it is dissolved (“free”) copper that is the toxic moiety in the aquatic environment. Finally,
the McLaren mine was not a geologic analogue of Pebble and the milling and extraction
process used a cyanide heap-leach method, not a floatation circuit such as would be used at
the Pebble mill. This is an irrelevant and unrealistic choice for an analogue for the Pebble
prospect and it is surprising that EPA would have identified it as such.
EPA Response: As explained in the assessment, these cases were used only to illustrate
the fate of tailings spilled in rivers. The sources and the mechanisms by which the
tailings entered the streams and rivers are irrelevant.
6.87

Page 6-18 §2: This paragraph states that “the tailings leachate to which biota would be
exposed could resemble leachates from supernatants and humidity cells.” This would be true
only absent dilution. According to Tables 6-2 and 6-3, the only dissolved constituent of
concern for aquatic life (approaching or exceeding aquatic life water quality standards) would
be copper. This element would exceed the most protective standard, the Biotic Ligand Model
(BLM) standard, but would not exceed the federal or State of Alaska hardness-related
standard; the Cu concentration would be approximately equal to the acute BLM standard and
would be 1.8 times the chronic BLM standard (CMC and CCC quotients are the same for
both supernatant and humidity cell waters). Thus, a 2:1 dilution of the inferred tailings
supernatant or porewater concentrations would bring Cu concentrations below BLM chronic
criteria. One critical factor in this scenario is the relative leaching rate of tailings material
once mobilized and re-deposited and the percolation rate of local precipitation and
uncontaminated (up-gradient) shallow groundwater through re-deposited tailings. Another
critical factor would be the delivery rate of already diluted (by up-gradient groundwater and
precipitation) porewater to surface waters supporting fish and aquatic invertebrates relative to
uncontaminated stream flow from other parts of watersheds. EPA gives no clue of these
critical rates, even though they are crucial to forming conclusions regarding the toxicity, or
lack of toxicity, of surface waters in affected streams. This is a critical shortcoming of the
analysis, because it profoundly affects the credibility of claims of impairment of aquatic life
down-gradient of the event.
EPA Response: The importance of dilution is discussed in the assessment, to clarify that
relatively little dilution is required to render the leachate non-toxic. The critical rates
called for in the comment are not available for the receiving stream and are hardly
relevant given the relatively low toxicity of the leachate.

6.88

This paragraph also states, “high flows would be expected to increase leaching rates.” This
statement is specious. The dilution effects of high flows would vastly overwhelm any
increase in leaching rates, which would depend on chemical kinetics and the solubility
product constant governing co-precipitants and complexes of copper in the associated
substrate. The fact that USGS was unable to detect Cu in surface water samples in Soda Butte
Creek (an EPA tailings spill example; see comments on Box 6-1), which they attributed to
“sorption (coprecipitation and adsorption) to metal colloids in the stream” suggests that the
effects of leaching of Cu from perched or other redeposited tailings would be trivial to nonexistent.
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EPA Response: The importance of dilution is discussed in the assessment. Increased
leaching with increased flows is not specious, it is basic physical chemistry. Metal
colloids would not be expected to occur in significant amounts unless the tailings are
acidic, which is not expected.
6.89

Page 6-18 §3: In this paragraph, EPA re-introduces Soda Butte Creek as an example of
disseminated tailings. It is important to note, but EPA does not make it entirely clear, that the
copper concentrations to which they refer are for sediments, not water. EPA fails to note that
the readily available USGS tracer and synoptic sampling study (Boughton 2001) could not
detect Cu in stream water, although this element was readily detectable in seep water from
tailings deposits, and that USGS attributes this to adsorption and co-precipitation of Cu onto
metal colloids in the stream. EPA also fails to point out that Cu has very high affinities to
fine particulates, dissolved and particulate organic matter and other chemical constituents in
water, and it may be as likely to be removed from water by fine particles than be leached into
water from them, depending on pH and a host of other considerations. This is a serious
omission by EPA in the discussion of the fate and effect of Cu associated with tailings in
their TSF failure scenario.
EPA Response: This paragraph is about sediments, not water. Sorption of copper is
considered in the assessment and is modeled in the BLM; it is not an omission.
However, metal colloids are not expected in this scenario because the tailings are not
expected to be acidic, so sorption to colloids would be negligible.

6.90

Page 6-19 §1: This paragraph states, “rain and snowmelt would run across and percolate
through tailings deposited on floodplains, leaching metals and carrying them into the stream.
Leachate would also form during lateral groundwater movement through tailings, particularly
where tailings deposited in wetlands.” This is highly speculative, and such occurrences would
depend greatly on site-specific conditions and relative rates of leaching (in turn dependent on
porewater chemistry) and percolation. See comment immediately above.
EPA Response: These processes are not speculative, since they have been observed at
other sites as described in the cited references. If tailings are deposited on floodplains,
these processes are inevitable.

6.91

Page 6-20 §1: This paragraph states, “[c]oncentrations [of copper] in Bristol Bay would
probably be lower than for the acidic Clark Fork tailings and [soluble copper] salt
accumulation on the surface would be less as a result of greater precipitation.” This statement
is specious and an exercise in extreme hyperbole. It has no place in this document. The
chemical origins and modes of transport and deposition in the Clark Fork area were radically
different than anything that could be associated with the Pebble deposit. Furthermore, given
the combined flows of the Nushagak watershed streams, along with the other eight major
rivers feeding Bristol Bay, and the affinities of copper for colloids, particulates, dissolved and
particulate carbon and its tendency to form co-precipitates and adhere to substrates, it is
questionable that any differences in concentrations of copper in Bristol Bay water from preevent background could be detected. Although it varies greatly, the generally accepted
concentration of copper in seawater is about 0.25 ppb (Blossom c. 2001).
EPA Response: Language has been revised to make it clearer that the reference is to a
spill in the Bristol Bay watershed, not in Bristol Bay itself, so the comment about sea
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water is irrelevant. The reference to sorption to metal colloids is irrelevant to this site
and the expected tailings chemistry. Also, the PLP’s EBD shows very low organic
carbon so that mechanism is also largely irrelevant.
6.92

Page 6-20 §2: This paragraph re-introduces the South Fork Coeur d’Alene River as a
comparative example of “metal-enriched tailings” by flood waters. This is an inappropriate
example. See comments on pg. 6-14 – Box-6-1. Copper was not a significant factor in the
South Fork Coeur d’Alene site
EPA Response: The paragraph is about the physical transport of tailings in floods. The
copper concentration is irrelevant. No change required.

6.93

Page 6-20 §3: This paragraph states, “bedload transport… could release sediment pore water
(leachate) into the water column. First, copper could leach from the tailings and accumulate
in sediment pore water during lowflow [sic.] periods. Then when flows increase sufficiently
to mobilize the sediment, pore water would mix with surface water, resulting in exposure of
aquatic biota and downstream copper transport.” This is highly speculative and likely
incorrect. Copper has extremely high affinities for colloids, fine particulates, dissolved and
particulate carbon, periphyton (for which it is a micro-nutrient, as it is for virtually every
form of life on the planet) and forms complexes with other chemical constituents in water
with much lower bio-availability. Again, the inability of USGS to detect copper in water (as
opposed to sediment) samples from Soda Butte Creek, and the attribution of this failure by
USGS to adsorption and co-precipitation suggests that the speculation of EPA in this
paragraph is incorrect.
EPA Response: This comment suggests that copper is never dissolved and that because
it is a micronutrient it should not be of concern, both of which are clearly not true. The
mention of Soda Butte Creek confuses sediment pore water and its mixing surface
water during high flows with the sampling of free water in a creek during normal flows.
It also relies on co-precipitation, which is not expected to be a significant process in a
tailings spill unless the material is more acidic than the PLP data suggest. No change
required.

6.94

Page 6-21 §2 ff: Dietary Exposures – This section of the analysis discusses potential dietary
exposures of fish to aquatic invertebrates that constitute food supplies. The clear implication
of this section is that there will be some negative impact to salmon and resident fish that
consume aquatic invertebrates in an area affected by the EPA-postulated TSF failure. This
discussion is both deficient and, in several respects, incorrect. Copper is important for
animals as it is involved in the activity of enzymes such as cytochrome oxidase, superoxide
dismutase, lysyl oxidase, dopamine hydroxylase and tyrosinase. In addition, copper-proteins
and chelates also have metabolic roles. The National Research Council (NRC) gives
minimum dietary requirements of copper for rainbow trout as 3 mg/kg/day and for Atlantic
salmon as 5 mg/kg/day (note: the units are ppm, whereas water concentrations discussed in
WKH(3$DQDO\VLVDUHȝORUSSERQHRQH-thousandth of the ppm used in discussions of dietary
requirements). Dietary studies on salmon and trout, among other fish species, have concluded
that minimum dietary requirements for trout and salmon can be met by copper concentrations
in food from 3 – 5 ppm on the low end to 500-600 ppm on the high side of the range, with no
adverse affect on Rainbow Trout (Watanabe et al. 1977). However, concentrations over 730
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ppm reduced growth rate (Lano 1985). Much of the effect of dietary copper depends on its
bio-availability; in most salmonid fish nutrition studies, copper is far more bio-available (as,
e.g., CuSO4•5 H2O) than in the natural environment (Berntssen et al. 1999). Very strong
homeostatic mechanisms are at work in salmonids when it comes to copper metabolism and
dietary exposure. Berntssen et al.(1999) confirmed the work of others that gut concentrations
reflect dietary exposure levels and found that whole-body minus intestine Cu concentrations
ZHUHVLJQLILFDQWO\LQFUHDVHGLQ$WODQWLFVDOPRQRQO\DWGLHWDU\FRSSHUUHJLPHQVRIPJO
Kamunde et al. (2001) found that dietary copper exposure up to 1,000 ppm (as CuSO4•5
H2O) for 28 days (4% wet body weight/day) had no effect on growth, condition factor or
food conversion efficiency. They also found that plasma copper concentrations were not
different from controls, but that bile copper was greatly elevated for fish fed higher
concentrations of copper in their diet, confirming the role of liver and bile excretion (via the
gut) in homeostatic control of body burdens of copper, even at greatly elevated dietary
exposure. Finally, these authors showed that pre-exposure to dietary copper decreased the
uptake of waterborne copper across the gills, “providing the first evidence of homeostatic
interaction between the two routes of uptake.” EPA should have included this or similar
information in its discussion on dietary exposures, with emphasis on homeostatic control and
metabolic pathways for copper, noting that organisms accumulate this essential micronutrient
from waters and food when ambient concentrations are low and excrete (depurate) it when
dietary sources exceed metabolic needs. This is a fundamental of fish and invertebrate
physiology, and EPA is remiss for not including these facts in this discussion, with the result
that the entire discussion is misleading. It is interesting that in EPA’s worst case analysis,
(inappropriately) inferred copper concentrations of copper in aquatic invertebrates (683
mg/kg or ppm) is near the albeit high end of the no-effects range of dietary exposure of
highly bio-available copper for salmonids, whereas copper in the natural environment is
generally far less bio-available. EPA should have pointed this out, but failed to do so,
resulting in a biased presentation of available information.
EPA Response: The comment presents some selected nutritional and toxicity studies
that suggest a high level of copper tolerance and ignore the many other available studies
and the consensus of the Pellston Workshop that were used in the assessment. No
change required.
6.95

Page 6-22 §2: Persistence of Exposures – This paragraph sites a review of the persistence of
“high metal content sediment in streams after 10 to 100 years” without specifying which
metals were considered in the review. This is an extremely important omission by EPS, since
different metals have different affinities for particulates and other materials, and accordingly
may be more or less persistent in sediments. Copper has very high affinities for particulates
and colloids, and can be expected to persist in deposits for long periods. However, and
importantly, this is inconsistent with EPA’s persistent view that copper would readily and
rapidly leach from sediments and enter surface waters at concentrations sufficient to
adversely affect fish and aquatic invertebrates. Either copper would leach rapidly enough to
impair aquatic biota, or it will persist. It cannot do both. Again, evidence of the persistence of
copper in sediments, but its lack of appearance in the water column, is given by EPA’s own
Soda Butte Creek case, as reported by USGS (Boughton 2001). This paragraph also cites the
South Fork Coeur d’Alene River case, but does so inappropriately. Copper was never an
actor in the South Fork Coeur d’Alene River (Moberly et al. 2009); Cd, P b and Zn were the
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culprits, but have very different behaviors. Copper should be the only metal of interest in the
EPA scenario involving the Pebble deposit, given the agency’s own assumptions on tailings
and porewater concentrations of other constituents.
EPA Response: This comment confuses a statement about the persistence of high metal
sediment (i.e., the particles persist in the streams) with the rate of dissolution of metals
from the particles. No change required.
6.96

Page 6-23 §3: This paragraph sites Borgmann et al. (2005) and states, “[a] dietary chronic
value for rainbow tURXWGHULYHGIURPPXOWLSOHVWXGLHVLVȝJJ >SSPRU@PLFURJUDPVRI
copper per gram of dry diet), at which survival and growth are observed to decline in
multiple studies.” This is a biased misrepresentation of the information in Borgmann et al. In
fact, the “no-effect” concentrations in the eight studies cited by Borgmann et al. ranged from
458 to 895 ppm, with most of them using highly bio-available copper in dietary regimens,
which would not be the case in the natural environment. In the same chapter, which deals
with the issue of dietary metals exposure in the regulatory environment, Borgmann et al.
write the following, which may serve as a caution to EPA: Although models have a
considerable potential for application in the development of guidelines that incorporate
dietborne [sic.] metal exposure, we emphasize that the current state of knowledge is
insufficient to allow full use of this approach. More experimental data are required
demonstrating the relationship (or lack of relationship if none exists) between toxic effects
and metal concentrations in food. We need to know for which species and for which metals
toxic effects correlate well with metal bioaccumulation and whether critical body or tissue
concentrations for metals accumulated from food are similar to, greater than, or less than
critical concentrations for the same metals accumulated from water. We need to be able to
quantitatively link accumulation from water and food to effects. Then the modeling
approaches discussed in this chapter need to be tested for applicability and reliability and
modified if necessary. Although full use of the modeling approach in a regulatory framework
cannot be recommended at this time, the approach has considerable promise.
EPA Response: 7KHȝJJLVWDNHQGLUHFWO\IURPWKe workshop volume. This is a
scientific assessment that uses the best available science to estimate risks, not a
regulatory document. One of the peer reviewers of the draft assessment is an expert on
metal toxicity to fish and was a participant in the Pellston Workshop. He stated that our
use of the method was appropriate. No change required.

6.97

Although the EPA Report states that: ‘‘This assessment reviews, analyzes, and synthesizes
available information on the potential impacts of large-scale mining development on Bristol
Bay fisheries and subsequent effects on the wildlife and Alaska Native cultures of the
region”, we found few references in the EPA. Report to coarse estimates of risk to fisheries
resulting from mining-related impacts. The authors state that, “Consequences of the loss and
degradation of habitat on fish populations could not be quantified because of the lack of
quantitative information concerning salmon, char, and trout populations. T he occurrence of
salmonid species in rivers and major streams is known, but information on abundances,
productivities, and limiting factors within each of the watersheds is not available.” The
absence of this information precluded quantitative assessment, thus assessments were, in
most cases, restricted to qualitative inferences of potential mining impacts to fisheries (but
see: e.g., estimate of tailings dam failure-related losses of Nusliagak and North Fork Icoktuli
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River Chinook salmon on p. 6-10 and 6-11, respectively). These qualitative assessments are
not valid in all cases. For example, the authors state that, “Additional roads and pipelines
would increase the number of sites across the landscape where failures affected habitat
quality, incrementally affecting fisheries on which wildlife and humans depend.” Although
the number of sites where failure could occur would increase, the risk of failure greatly
depend on the mitigation applied, which affects die probability of failure, and the specific
location of the site, which affects the consequences of a failure. If road and pipeline crossings
have effective mitigative and/or compensatory measures, effects on habitat quality (and
subsequently on fisheries) may be negligible. This example illustrates the weakness of
extrapolating the findings of a risk assessment to occasions where there is little knowledge of
the mitigation to be employed or the specific location of project features; such a hypothetical
qualitative assessment will inevitably inflate the perceived risk.
EPA Response: The absolute probability of failure depends on the mitigation employed,
but that does not negate the fact that more roads and pipelines means a greater risk of
failure. This comment concludes that “qualitative assessment will inevitably inflate the
perceived risk” without any evidence or logical support. No change required.
6.98

In developing scenarios for the risk analysis in Chapter 6, the BBWA relies on historical
failures of TSFs reported in the literature with the implication that the likelihood of such
failures at the Pebble Project can be predicted based on these case studies. Causes of tailings
dam failures have been documented and studied over the years (e.g., Davies et al., 2000;
ICOLD, 2001) and the primary modes of failure presented in Section 4.4.2.1 of the BBWA
are valid and need to be considered in any design of tailings dams. The failure modes in the
report are restated below.
•
Overtopping
•
Slope instability
•
Earthquake
•
Foundation failure
•
Seepage
•
Structural failure
•
Erosion
•
Mine subsidence
Despite the impression from the BBWA that failure of the TSFs at the Pebble Project appears
inevitable, each of these potential failure modes can be mitigated through a combination of
proper site investigation, design, construction, operations, and maintenance. For example,
overtopping can be mitigated through evaluation of the probable maximum flood (PMF) and
consideration of the construction and operation sequencing of the tailings storage facility
(TSF) to ensure sufficient freeboard is provided. Foundation failure can be mitigated through
proper investigation of foundation conditions and subsequent preparation of a competent
subgrade, including removal of poor quality materials, prior to constructing the overlying the
dam. In the case of mine subsidence, location of the TSF at sufficient distance from the mine
excavations is sufficient to mitigate. However, none of these mitigation strategies are
evaluated in the BBWA.
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Based on a review of the Wardrop (2011) report, and of the prior and ongoing investigations
described in the Environmental Baseline Document (PLP, 2011) it is apparent that the TSF
for the Pebble Project is currently undergoing investigation and design consistent with a
Class I (high) hazard potential dam as defined by the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources (ADNR, 2005). Following the methodology for design of Class I dams, it can
reasonably be expected that each of the potential failure modes discussed above will be
thoroughly evaluated during the design and permitting phase of the project.
EPA Response: The assessment estimates that there would be between a 99.9999% and
a 99.999999% chance that a dam would not fail in any given year. This cannot be
construed as the assessment claiming that a “failure of the TSFs at the Pebble Project
appears inevitable.” We agree that the TSF would be designed, constructed, and
managed to avoid failure. However, in spite of the best efforts of TSF engineers and
operators, tailings dams do fail. Our purpose is to evaluate the likelihood of failure
(which is low) and the potential consequences of such a failure (which may be
catastrophic).
The assessment does not rely on historic failure rates to estimate the likelihood of a
tailings dam failure. It presents probabilities of failures based on both Class I and Class
II design safety factors. These issues are discussed in detail in Chapter 9 of the revised
assessment.
6.99

Page. ES-20: “If concentrate spilled into a stream, it would settle and form bed sediment
predicted to be highly toxic based on its high copper content and acidity.”
Comment: The concentrate water is alkaline, and oxidation of the concentrate will not occur
for many years. This condition results in very little “free” copper, the toxic moiety. This
being the case, the toxicity of a pipeline rupture and accompanying “spill” would be much
less than represented in this paragraph.
EPA Response: The only available analysis of concentrate leachate for the first draft
was acidic and the level of freely dissolved copper was high (Table 6-8 in the original
draft). Analyses of concentrate leachate from an operating porphyry copper mine was
available for the revised assessment and the results were alkaline. Copper
concentrations in the concentrate slurry water presented in the revised draft were high
enough to be toxic, despite the fact that the leaching period was short. The statement
cited in the comment refers to concentrate settled in the stream. That material would be
leached by neutral ambient water similar to the water used in the USGS leach test that
yielded high copper concentrations and low pH quickly, not after many years. No
change required.

6.100 Page. 6-10: “The near-complete loss of the North Fork Koktuli fish populations and longterm transport of fine sediment to downstream locations would have significant adverse
effects on the Koktuli and Nushagak salmon, Dolly Varden, and rainbow trout populations.”
Comment: This is speculation and ignores the fact that significant spawning and rearing of
sockeye, coho and Chinook salmon occurs upstream of NK 1.190, the stream from which the
EPA’s failure scenario would emanate. The rapid channel recovery that would occur would
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allow fish to proceed past any unsuitable channel segments to areas which would be
unaffected.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.79.
6.101 Page 6-30: “We do not assess failures of the natural gas or diesel pipelines here because such
pipelines are common, their risks are well known, and they are not particularly associated
with mining.”
Comment: This statement contradicts pg. 4-62, Table 4- 15: “Estimates are provided for the
four pipelines that would connect the mine to the Cook Inlet port.” The four pipelines
evaluated in Section 4.4.3 include natural gas and diesel.
EPA Response: There is no contradiction between describing the potential pipeline
failures in Chapter 4 and assessing the risks to the endpoint fish, wildlife and culture in
Chapter 6, which is the “here” in the quoted sentence. The revised assessment does
include an assessment of diesel pipeline failures.
6.102 Page 6-35: “Further, the 2004 spill provides a case of an accident that was more severe than
assumed in our hypothetical accident, in that the spill lasted less than 2 hours rather than 2
minutes.”
Comment: The 2-hour duration event describes spill containment, i.e., isolating and
containing the affected area by means of berms or similar control structures. No statement is
made about the duration of the release itself which may be used to confirm or refute the 2
minute assumption.
EPA Response: The quoted statement about 2 hours versus 2 minutes has been deleted.
6.103 While the primary modes of pipeline failure presented in the Draft Assessment are valid, it
presents a misleading evaluation of the probabilities and consequences of a pipeline failure
along the four primary pipelines (concentrate, reclaim water, diesel fuel, and natural gas) that
will run the length of the 3 9 km long transportation corridor for the mine scenario used in the
Draft Assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.104 Page: ES-18 §6: Pipeline failures – This paragraph exhibits ignorance of porphyry
processing methods and the chemistry of metal concentrates and accompanying waters that
are produced by these processes. Concentrates are alkaline, not acid, and so is the
accompanying water. This condition results in very little “free” copper, the toxic moiety. This
being the case, the toxicity of a pipeline rupture and accompanying “spill” would be much
less than represented in this paragraph. In addition, cleanup would be mandated by the State
of Alaska, with stream restoration as part of the cleanup process in the event concentrates
reached a stream. Regardless of the risk of rupture, the outcome of such an event would be
much less dire than represented by the analysis. EPA appears ignorant of copper concentrates
chemistry from a deposit like Pebble and is either unaware of the requirements of the State of
Alaska, or failed to take them into account. Either way, these are significant misstatements
and omissions of important information.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.99. The discussion of spill mitigation has
been expanded in the revised assessment. Mitigation would be difficult because stream
velocities are high enough to carry the material downstream.
6.105 A central assumption of Section 6.2 of the BBWA is that “Iliamna Lake is described as the
receptor for spills, because the portion of the pipelines that is within the scope of this
assessment is within the watershed of the lake.” (pg. 6-30) This assumption ignores the
probability that a subset of potential releases will be sequestered and cleaned up before
entering the lake. The report states: “For 16% of their length (20.7 km), the pipelines would
be within 100 m of a stream or river (Table 5-21), creating the potential for spilled slurry to
flow into surface waters either directly or by overland flow.” (pg. 6-30)
It is asserted that concentrate entering a waterway will form sand-like sediment, spreading
downstream by erosion “over time”. This assumes that the spill and associated sediments
would not be remediated after detection, which would remove or greatly mitigate the risk of
spreading. Similarly, it is later stated that a spill could contaminate up to 34 km of stream bed
before entering the lake, once again ignoring the likelihood, or at least the possibility, of
remediation before this worst case outcome occurs. This worst case assumption is repeated
throughout Section 6.2, demonstrating the bias inherent in this failure scenario.
EPA Response: The discussion of concentrate spill mitigation has been expanded in the
revised assessment to clarify the distinction between risks with and without mitigation.
However, rapid flows in most of the streams crossed make it unlikely that remediation
could occur before material spilled into a stream reached the lake.
6.106 The first statement in Section 6.2.1.3 is “A pipeline failure and spill would be expected to
release 366,000 L of leachate (Table 4-16).” (pg. 6-34) This assertion is problematic as a
baseline for risk characterization because, as discussed in Section 4.3, the release volumes are
potentially overestimated based on isolation valve considerations.
EPA Response: The spill scenario has been replaced in the revised assessment with
more detailed scenarios (Chapter 11).
6.107 The risk characterization discussion based on an analogy begins with references to a slurry
pipeline failure due to an earthquake (pg. 6-34) at the Alumbrera mine in Argentina. One of
the two supporting references (Claps, 2004) makes no mention of an earthquake. The second
reference (Mining Watch Canada, 2005) states that the earthquake occurred on September 17,
2004, coincident with a release of material from a concentrate line failure at the mine, and
goes on to question why the mine operator does not mention the earthquake when relating the
incident in their 2004 Sustainability Report. However, an independent search for earthquakes
in that time frame yields several public news references to an area earthquake on September
7. It is unclear why it was considered necessary in the report to connect this release to the
earthquake.
EPA Response: Mechanisms of failure are relevant to a risk assessment. However, as
the comment suggests, the critical fact is that the pipeline failure occurred irrespective
of the cause.
6.108 The BBWA also states the pipeline release was less than 2 hours in duration, and
subsequently state that this case “was more severe than assumed in our hypothetical accident,
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in that the spill lasted less than 2 hours rather than 2 minutes.” (pg 6-35) This may be an
inappropriate comparison because the 2-hour duration event describes spill containment, i.e.,
isolating and containing the affected area by means of berms or similar control structures. No
statement is made about the duration of the release itself which may be used to confirm or
refute the 2 minute assumption. Also noted in the report is that the “automatic shutoff did not
function,” although none of the supporting references make any note of an automatic shutoff,
functional or otherwise.
EPA Response: The quoted statement about 2 hours versus 2 minutes has been deleted.
Although Minera Alumbrera refers to its automatic shutoff working in the other spills,
it does not mention how the shut-off system functioned in the 2004 spill. That sentence
has been corrected in the revised assessment to avoid the inference that the difference
between the large and small spills was the functioning of the shut-off system.
6.109 Two additional failures are discussed as referenced in the 2006 and 2007 Sustainability
Reports for the mine. Both of these releases are of relatively small quantities, were detected
by automatic monitoring systems, were promptly remediated, and were reported to have no
lasting impact to the environment. While the line failures are undesirable, the balance of the
discussion would seem to suggest that the consequences of a failure are correctable in the
short term and do not generally represent the type of long term chronic impact discussed in
detail elsewhere in the BBWA.
EPA Response: The assessment clearly states that these spills were reported to be small.
No change required.
6.110 When summarizing the risk characterization section the Report states: “The experience with
pipelines in general and with the Alumbrera copper concentrate pipeline suggests that
pipeline failures and product spills would be likely in the maximum size of mine scenario.”
(pg. 6-35) The Alumbrera data presented, as discussed above, are wide ranging and
unfocused, and do not appear to offer justification for this categorical statement.
Furthermore, this is only a single mine presented without any justification for its selection
and its applicability to the Pebble Project, and with underlying regulatory and engineering
design standards which are not comparable to those required in a present day North American
permitting environment.
EPA Response: Minera Alumbrera states that they use best practices and are ISO 1400
certified. The comment provides no evidence that the pipeline is different from those
used in North America. No change required.
6.111 Based on a review of the Wardrop (2011) report, most, if not all, of the measures described in
Appendix I are proposed for the transportation corridor pipelines at Pebble. Although the
Wardrop report does not represent the final project plan, it is anticipated that the project
would take significant steps to implement modern practices to mitigate against the potential
pipeline failures described in the BBWA. While mitigation measures are referenced in
Appendix I, by not incorporating the application of mitigation practices that would
significantly reduce the likelihood of pipeline failures into the risk analysis, the BBWA
provides a flawed and inaccurate assessment of the pipeline failure concern.
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EPA Response: The assessment assumes that a mine operator or pipeline manager
would implement modern conventional practices. In fact, the assessment assumes
automatic shut-off valves that were not described in Ghaffari et al. (2011) (i.e., the
Wardrop report), and the pipelines from which pipeline failure statistics were derived
also incorporated modern safety features and mitigating measures. The comment
identifies no mitigation measures that should have been included but were not.
6.112 Page 6-63: “Failure of the water collection and treatment system during the operation or
planned post-closure periods would, like failures of any water treatment system, be a
relatively common occurrence of limited duration.”
Comment: A simple component malfunction would not usually imply or cause a system-wide
failure or a release to the environment. Instead, NDM believes that PLP - in line with typical
practice - would have a modular water treatment system with redundant capability. If there
was a malfunction in one part of the system, such a system would have the capability to
continue storing and treating water such that there would be no releases of untreated water.
Any project design that would allow release of untreated water would not be permitted or
allowed to operate.
EPA Response: We do not agree that a fail-safe water treatment system is possible. No
project is designed or permitted to fail; nevertheless, even systems with redundancies
fail in practice.
6.113 The first inadequacy in the BBWA analysis is the lack of a clear definition of what
constitutes a “failure” of the water collection and treatment system. The examples and
language used throughout the document suggest that the temporary loss of a system
component is considered a “failure” and the report presents such a failure as a virtual
certainty. The report overlooks the fact that failure of a minor system or component (e.g., a
mechanical pump breakdown or an electrical instrumentation failure) can be quickly and
relatively routinely addressed, and is thus unlikely to cause a release of hazardous substances
or result in any material environmental impact. Also, no distinction is made between a minor
release that causes no environmental impacts outside of the site boundaries and a major
release that could result in potentially environmentally significant impacts beyond the site.
EPA Response: The revised assessment is clear that the failure scenario is a release of
untreated wastewater at the operating flow rate.
6.114 “Following the termination of mine operations, collection and treatment may cease
immediately (premature closure) or may continue for some period (planned closure), but
eventually will cease (perpetuity). If the water is nontoxic, in compliance with all criteria and
standards, and its composition is stable or improving, the collection and treatment system
may be shut down under permit. Otherwise, treatment would continue until institutional
failures ultimately resulted in abandonment of the system, at which time untreated leachate
discharges would occur.” (pg. 6-36)
This statement assumes that institutional controls will fail at some time and management of
water residuals would cease, when considering “perpetuity”. First, this is a contingency
outcome that would be evaluated in the permitting process. All closures, referred to in the
report as both “planned” and “unplanned,” are planned for during the permitting process.
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This statement is misleading because it does not differentiate between leachate that is
collected during mine operations and that which may be generated during the “in perpetuity”
timeframe. If institutional failures result in the eventual abandonment of the water collection
and treatment systems, a reasonable expectation is that by this time the site would have
executed the closure plan and that the leachate quality would be stable or improving each
year. In contrast, the BBWA implies that it is inevitable that untreated leachate will
eventually be discharged to the natural environment, resulting in a significant environmental
impact. Such speculation on future outcomes is not consistent with accepted risk analysis
practice, as a “reasonable” time frame must be considered.
EPA Response: Accepted risk analysis practice does not preclude consideration of “in
perpetuity” timeframes. The comment presents the innovative concept that a permitting
process will include a plan for unplanned events or for failure of institutional controls
and seems to suggest that unplanned events would not occur until after they pose no
risk. The assessment assumes that unplanned events may not have been planned for,
and therefore mentions the possibility but does not include them in the mine scenarios.
6.115 “During mine operation, collection or treatment of leachate from mine tailings, pit walls or
waste rock piles could fail in various ways. This water collection and treatment failure could
be continuous (e.g., failure to collect all leachate from the tailings storage facility) or episodic
(e.g., failure due to a power loss). In such cases, leachate might enter groundwater and not be
collected by the pit sumps or the tailings impoundment’s collection system, or could
discharge to surface waters directly or through a non-functioning water treatment system.”
(pg. 6-36)
No supporting documentation or references are listed in the assessment to support the claims
relating to water collection and treatment failure. Neither the “continuous” nor the “episodic”
failures mentioned represent current “best practices” for operating mines. For example, a
failure to collect all leachate could result from an inadequate design of the leachate
interception system or an episodic equipment malfunction. Both of the failures just described
can be corrected quickly and remedial measures taken to prevent a recurrence. The use of
preventative maintenance programs to inspect and maintain equipment is known to reduce
unscheduled downtime and prevent the types of catastrophic failures presented in the BBWA.
Instrumentation and controls are available to signal water system operators in the event of a
malfunction so they may initiate appropriate repairs and remedial action.
EPA Response: Failures are not part of best practices, but they do occur. The revised
assessment contains additional justification for the statements.
6.116 The BBWA states that “there are no data on failure rates for wastewater management at
mines.” (pg. 6-41) However, in speculating on failure scenarios the report presents a biased
view of the potential risks from water management systems.
EPA Response: The comment presents no evidence of bias or specific instances of
biased analyses. However, a study of failure rates (Earthworks 2012) became available
for the revised assessment and is now cited in Chapter 8. No change required.
6.117 “Failure of the water collection and treatment system during the operation or planned postclosure periods would, like failures of any water treatment system, be a relatively common
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occurrence of limited duration. Loss of power, mechanical failures, pipeline breaks, operator
errors, or other events could result in the release of untreated wastewater to a stream.” (pg. 638)
This statement overlooks best practices for operation and maintenance of water treatment
systems. As discussed previously, a simple mechanical, electrical, or instrumentation
malfunction is unlikely to cause a system-wide failure or a release to the environment. It
would be standard practice for redundant systems or safeguards to be in place for critical
installations where a malfunction could result in a discharge. This section is also misleading
because the report combines the ideas that failures are “common occurrences” and suggests
that failures “…could result in the release of untreated wastewater to a stream.” This
statement fails to account for the low impact of minor failures, which can be quickly
mitigated, avoiding any significant release.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.115.
6.118 Alternatively, water collection and treatment failure could be a result of an inadequately
designed water treatment system which could result in the release of inadequately treated
water as at the Red Dog Mine, Alaska (Ott and Scannell 1994, USEPA 1998, 2008). In that
case, the failure could continue for years until a new or upgraded treatment system is
designed and constructed.” (pg. 6-38)
This is an example of raising fears of improper management of the water collection and
treatment systems. The report does not provide a basis for assuming that “failure could
continue for years,” given that modern process engineering practice is clearly focused on
reducing the frequency of these outages and ensuring that the consequences are minimal. The
water treatment system, in particular during early phases of operation, would need to
incorporate a sufficient safety factor to mitigate against unforeseen variability in the raw
wastewater characteristics.
EPA Response: The statement is based on an actual case of an inadequately designed
water management and treatment system at a modern mine in Alaska. The peer
reviewers suggested other instances.
6.119 The Draft Assessment contains an analysis of the negative impacts of roads and culverts that
is inconsistent with current construction practices, as well as state and federal requirements.
The authors appear to be unfamiliar with modern road building design and culvert placement
requirements. Assumptions that culverts would block access to large portions of the existing
natural habitat is unwarranted if modern road building techniques are adopted that meet
current state and federal construction requirements.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
6.120 The Assessment on pages 5-59 and 5-60: Section 5.4.1 Culverts; states: “Culverts are the
most common migration barriers associated with road networks. Hydraulic characteristics
and culvert configuration can impede or prevent fish passage. Where flow restrictions such as
culverts are placed in stream channels, the power of stream flow is increased. This can lead to
increased channel scouring and down-cutting, stream bank erosion, and undermining of the
stream crossing structure and fill. Although the well planned installation of culverts allows
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natural flow upstream and downstream of crossings, failure rates are generally high (Sections
4.4.3.3 and 6.4).”
Comment: The implications of the paragraph quoted above are that culverts have the
potential to cause channel changes and impede or block fish passage. It also indicates that
“…well planned installation of culverts allows natural flow upstream and downstream of
crossings …”, which indicates that if a culvert is properly sized, installed, and maintained
that few changes in the channel or impacts to fish passage can be anticipated. However, the
paragraph also indicates that “… failure rates are generally high (Sections 4.4.3.3 and 6.4)”.
The paragraph refers to two sections of the Assessment to support the conclusion regarding
culvert failure rate. First, the Assessment contains no Section 4.4.3.3, so for this comment it
is assumed that the authors are referring to Section 4.4.4. Review of Sections 4.4.4 and 6.4
reveal that the Assessment has used inappropriate data and references to support the culvert
failure rates shown in Sections 4.4.4 and 6.4 and calculation of culvert failure rates presented
in Box 8-1 and Table 8-1.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.
6.121 Page ES-21 §4: The analysis states that the most serious “failure” associated with the
transportation corridor would be blockage of culverts at any of the anadromous stream
crossings. The clear implication is that many of the anadromous stream crossings would
involve culverts. EPA should be aware of State of Alaska policy regarding anadromous and
resident fish crossings (especially since the analysis cites the ADFG/ADOT MOA dealing
with this policy), the default method for which is a bridge. If a culvert would be used, each
individual crossing must undergo an extremely conservative 3-tiered hydraulic analysis to
assure that culverts will have sufficient capacity, with an ample margin, to pass high flows.
Furthermore, the document assumes that maintenance will be performed on the road
crossings on a daily basis. This is inconsistent with the road failure scenario as described by
EPA. The actual likelihood of culvert failure is a small fraction of that used by EPA in this
assessment, and any failure would be remedied promptly.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, 5.46, and 5.48
6.122 Cited failure rates for culverts on the order of 30-66% (pg. 6-42) are not applicable. The
BBWA cites literature supporting culvert failure rates of 30-66% (30% from Price et al.
2010, 53% from Gibson et al. 2005, 58% from Langill and Zamora 2002, and 66% from
Flanders and Gariello 2000). In these studies the authors note the issues observed could have
been prevented with proper design, installation and/or maintenance. Therefore a project being
designed and constructed under current regulations with stringent environmental standards
and regulatory oversight should be expected to be executed with much greater care such that
fish passage standards are met at each crossing. The failure rates in the above studies
therefore are not applicable for this project. Failure rates cited are for typical culvert
installations, and are not applicable for partially buried culverts, natural bottom culverts and
other culverts designed specifically for fish passage and channel stability that could be
utilized.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82, 4.152, and 4.187.
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6.123 Road culvert failure modes do not consider existing state of the practice guidance (pg. 6-42)
The BBWA states: “Road crossings often fail because of outfall barriers, excessive water
velocity, insufficient water depth in culverts, disorienting turbulent flow patterns, lack of
resting pools below culverts, or a combination of these conditions (Furniss et al. 1991).” The
culvert failure modes presented in the report are comprehensive and relevant. Guidance exists
for fish friendly designs that mitigate each of the failure modes, such as the Memorandum of
Agreement between Alaska Department of Fish and Game and Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities for the Design, Permitting, and Construction of Culverts
for Fish Passage (ADFG and ADOT&PF, 2001).
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
6.124 Impacts identified in the Draft Assessment are calculated in percentages, or at times fractions
of percentages. This gives the reader two illusions: 1) that the impacts are real, and that 2) the
impacts have been scientifically and defensibly calculated. Neither of these conditions is true.
There is no project from which one could make valid impact assessment statements and no
data has been collected from which one could actually calculate real or projected impacts.
EPA Response: We certainly did not state that the impacts are real—this is a risk
assessment of potential mines, so these are potential impacts. We disagree that risk
assessment is impossible because there are no data, and the assumptions underlying
analyses in the assessment are clearly presented.
6.125 The Draft Assessment conceptualizes the important components of a large mining project,
but fails to provide a risk analysis that: is based on data applicable to the hypothetical mine
scenario; yields reasonably accurate estimates of probability and implications of failure for
all the mine components; and accounts for modern mining design and operations strategies
that would reduce the probability and consequences of failure. These limitations raise
significant concerns on the appropriateness of using this document to inform stakeholders on
the future of mining in the Bristol Bay watershed. As with the other consultant reports
presented, the Geosyntec submission should be studied closely in its entirety to further
understand the shortcomings and errors in the Draft Assessment’s analysis.
EPA Response: This is a summary of specific comments that are addressed elsewhere in
this document (e.g., see responses to Comments 6.57, 6.60, 6.66, 6.98, 6.105, and others).

Alaska Miners Association, Inc. (Doc. #4612)
6.126 The draft assessment, again which was supposed to focus on development in general and not
specific to mining, showcases an obvious lack of understanding of the mining industry as
well as Alaska. It is confusing as to why a geologic event such as the eruption of Mount St.
Helens is used as an analogy of sediment loading from a potential tailings dam failure.
Alaska has had many geologic events that would more appropriately apply to potential
scenarios reviewed in the draft assessment. Using events from an entirely separate region
completely removes reality from the equation.
EPA Response: The hydrology of particle transport is not region-specific. The Mount
St. Helens data were used strictly to address the rate of benthic habitat recovery from a
massive deposition of fine mineral particles. The hydrological processes that determine
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the recovery of substrate texture and the requirements of fish or aquatic invertebrates
are not known to depend on whether mineral particles result from a natural or an
anthropogenic event. We have reviewed the literature on known mine failures. They
studied tailings spills in terms of toxicity but not in terms of physical habitat effects,
which is why we used Mount St. Helens data. Nevertheless, we have removed most
references to Mount St. Helens in the revised assessment to address this concern.
6.127 The lack of design details makes the EPA’s failure analysis meaningless. This section of the
Watershed Assessment does not follow ecological risk analysis methodology. That
methodology required that the details of design be known, stressors identified, and
determinations whether the stressors will change a particular endpoint. This section has none
of that.
EPA Response: The guidelines for ecological risk assessment do not require a particular
level of detail in designs or any other aspect of the assessment. Stressors (the leachates)
are identified. Effects on the endpoints are determined as far as is possible.
6.128 There is no specific failure mode that is evaluated. There are no specific design details,
monitoring system, or back-up catchment system to evaluate. In places, the section admits the
lack of knowledge.
EPA Response: The risks depend on the discharges, not on the specific failure mode
that causes the discharges. The failure scenario presented in the revised assessment
(release of average untreated water into average dilution flows) is a reasonable upper
bound case but not a worst case. All risk assessments admit to lack of knowledge.
6.129 As another way of analyzing the EPA’s presentation of risks posed by culverts along mine
roads, the authors checked to see if other analyses not associated with the Pebble mine
controversy reached similar conclusions. Those include the Red Dog Mine Extension EIS
(2009), the Pogo Gold Mine Project EIS (2003), and third-party audits for the Pogo and
Greens Creek mines. Note that the EPA was the lead agency for the two analyses.
EPA Response: The failure of prior assessments of other projects to address culvert
failures does not negate the results of this assessment. No change required.
6.130 Overall, a significant incidence of culvert failure along existing mine roads does not appear
to have been an issue with government agencies, including EPA. Thus, in other
circumstances, EPS, or other agencies, and 3rd-party auditors have not identified the types or
magnitude or road impacts to streams that EPA indicates in this Assessment.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.129.
6.131 The Assessment relies on statistics gained from legacy mines to predict the operation of their
hypothetical mine. Given the changes in practices and regulations explained above, this error
is bound to overestimate the probability of failure. The Assessment appears to make this error
throughout the document but especially in the dam failure, and possibly the water treatment
and collection failure (though in that section, they do not discuss, explain, or display the data
used for their conclusion.)
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EPA Response: Estimates of dam failure risks are based on design goals. The
assessment used operational practices described in Ghaffari et al. (2011), not legacy
mines. Reference to legacy mines is not in the context of mine operation, but in the fate
of specific pollutants once they have been released (which is independent of mine
operation).
The dam failures evaluated could result from plausible natural events. Modern
conventional mining technologies and mitigation measures are assumed in the
assessment scenarios. An error in predicting the probability of an event happening (or
not) does not change the evaluation of impacts from such an event should it happen,
which is the focus of this assessment.
Water collection and treatment failure rates are not quantified from historic rates.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
6.132 The Assessment has misrepresented the likelihood of tailings dam failure for any proposed
mining development in Alaska. The International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD)
tailings dam failure statistics are extensively referenced in the Assessment Report, either
directly or indirectly through selectively citing other technical articles. However, these
ICOLD statistics do not support the premise that tailings dam failure is a reasonable
hypothesis for a modern mine operation in the Bristol Bay watershed. The ICOLD document
provides some summary statistics on the frequency of tailings dam failures and states the
following; “In highlighting accidents, the aim is to learn from them, not to condemn”.
Conversely, the Assessment incorrectly implies that generalized statistics for worldwide
tailings dam failures can be applied to individual tailings dams to suggest a high potential for
failure over an extended period of time. This premise is erroneous and misleading, as it is
incorrect to imply that any particular proposed or actual dam structure is more or less likely
to fail based solely on extrapolation of general dam failure statistics based on dissimilar
dams.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.150. It would be negligent for the
assessment to ignore that tailings dams have failed. However, the historical failure rate
was not used to estimate failure rates in the scenario, but as supporting information.
6.133 The Dam Breach Model is flooded with bad assumptions and with uncertainty, so EPA’s
estimate of the environmental impacts of (an unlikely) dam failure is drowning in bad
science. The Assessment includes a questionable dam breach assessment where the high
uncertainty associated with the peak flow estimate and modeling predictions is not presented,
and where the relative magnitude of the dam breach flood is wrong. In an effort to illustrate
the extreme magnitude of the dam breach flood, it was compared to a natural flood in the
region, but errors were made in the calculations and the comparison was done in a manner
that exaggerates the result. The errors were in the drainage areas stated for both the dam
breach flood and the regional flood, and appear to stem from an inability to convert from
imperial units to metric units (sq. miles to equivalent sq. kilometers). The lack of rigor used
in these analyses results in misleading statements concerning the potential impacts of mining
development in Bristol Bay.
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EPA Response: The cited area values no longer appear in the assessment. Uncertainties
associated with the tailings dam failure analysis are explicitly discussed in the final
assessment.
6.134 Approximately two-thirds of the impact assessment section of the BBWA Assessment
focuses on the potential failure of tailings storage facilities (TSFs). The document estimates
that the probability of occurrence of a tailing pond failure is extremely low. If the analysis of
that probability excluded dams that do not conform to current mining practices and U.S.
regulatory requirements, then the estimated probability of occurrence would be significantly
lower. The analysis also assumes that no cleanup or remediation activities would be required
upon the failure of a TSF, which is a highly unrealistic assumption. Most, if not all, of the
TSF failure scenarios identified in the BBWA Assessment can be prevented through proper
engineering design, and through the implementation of current Best Management Practices.
EPA Response: It is not correct that the tailings dam failure rates in the scenario are
based on historical failure rates and that the assessment “assumes no cleanup or
remediation activities.” The discussion of tailings spill remediation has been expanded
to emphasize these points.
6.135 Section 6.1.2.1, Page 6-4, last paragraph, last sentence. The methods or the logic used to
develop the conclusion that recovery would take decades are not provided. Many of the
streams on Mt. St. Helens were also low flow streams, yet they recovered relatively rapidly.
EPA Response: The Mount. St. Helens analogy has been removed from the assessment
at the suggestion of the peer reviewers. However, it is relevant to note that channel
recovery is still ongoing at Mount St. Helens, decades after the event.
6.136 Given current state and federal law, it is entirely implausible to assume that the impacts of a
major tailings pond failure would not be immediately remediated. This assumption affects all
the analysis in Section 6. The overall impacts of this extremely unlikely event are entirely
overstated because the assumption is invalid. Any tailing pond failure will require an
immediate remedy response.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.134. Based on the significant volume of
tailings that would be released (even in a conservative scenario) and the lack of access to
the region, “immediate” remediation would be impossible. Large-scale sediment
remediation and restoration projects typically take decades, even in areas that already
have the infrastructure and access for these major remedial engineering projects.
6.137 This paragraph needs to restate the low probability of occurrence that was addressed earlier
in the document.
EPA Response: The low failure probabilities are discussed in Chapter 4 of the draft
assessment and Chapter 9 of the revised assessment.
6.138 Citations are missing describing the rainbow trout median lethal concentrations of copper (10
and 39 Ɋg/L). In the absence of technical references to the relevant literature upon which this
information is presented, the basis for statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot be
evaluated.
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EPA Response: This information was presented in Chapter 5 and was not repeated in
Chapter 6 of the draft assessment. In the revised assessment, all of this material has
been moved to Chapter 8.
6.139 The statement that acute or chronic toxicity to invertebrates through exposure to tertiary
waste rock leachate could occur at up to two times dilution is not supported. If this statement
is supported in a previous section, that section should be noted and Table 5-14 should be
referenced.
EPA Response: Dilution zones are discussed in Section 8.2.3.5 of the revised assessment.
6.140 The pipeline failure rates used in the assessment are based on aggregated information from
several countries spanning a wide range of construction techniques and pipe sizes. It is not
clear what design standards those pipelines were constructed to. The estimate of expected
pipe failure rate in the hypothetical mining scenario should be based on failure rates of
pipelines of similar size and modern construction designs (e.g., anticorrosion/erosion inner
HDPE lining, a surrounding steel pipe, insulation) that would be built and maintained to U.S.
standards.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.148. The data used are the best available.
The mining industry has not provided failure rate data for their pipelines. However,
concentrate pipelines have failed at Bingham Canyon, an analogous modern U.S. mine.
6.141 This section assumes that roads and culverts would be built to standards that have long been
abandoned and has no application to a modern day mine design. The analysis is incorrect and
will remain incorrect until it is conducted with the correct assumption that roads and culverts
will meet or exceed current engineering standards and current regulations.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
6.142 Section 6.4.3: page 6-43: Thus, two of the remaining 16 streams with less than 5.5 km of
upstream habitat might be bridged, leave 14 salmonid streams with culverts. Assuming
typical maintenance practices after mine operations, roughly 50% of these streams, or 7
streams, would be entirely or partly blocked.
Comment: It is not clear how this conclusion is reached. Provided the road crossings are
properly engineered and constructed to appropriate standards, road and culvert failures would
not be expected. Culverts commonly operate successfully in steep mountainous terrain.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
6.143 Section 5.4.4.2, Page 5-61, Paragraph 1, Sentence 2: “Culverts pose the most common
migration barriers associated with road networks. Persistent barriers to fish movement are
assessed in Section 6.4, because they are considered to constitute maintenance failures.
Culverts designed to meet the State of Alaska’s requirements and regularly maintained
should not block fish passage; however, hydraulic characteristics such as low water depth or
high water velocities and culvert configurations can impede or prevent fish passage.”
Comment: As described in detail in several sources (WDFW 201 1, CDFG 2009, USDA
2008, ADOT&PF 2001) modern approaches to culvert design incorporate a continuous
streambed that mimics the slope, structure and dimensions of the natural streambed. Water
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depths and velocities are as diverse as those in the natural channel, providing passageways
for all aquatic organisms (USDA 2008) and maintaining sediment and debris continuity.
Water depth through culverts is maintained during low flow through incorporation of a
constructed channel to concentrate flow and maintain stream thalweg continuity. Design
criteria require evaluation of velocities during flows that occur during key migration periods
(e.g., low flows) so as not to impede fish passage. Failure in such properly formulated stream
crossings is limited and the long term biological benefits of such stream systems can be
maintained over time.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
6.144 Section 6.4.3, Page 6-43, Last Paragraph, Last Two Sentences: “Thus, two of the remaining
16 streams with less than 5.5 &1 of upstream habitat might be bridged, leaving 14 salmonid
streams with culverts. Assuming typical maintenance practices after mine operations, roughly
50% of these streams, or 7 streams, would be entirely or in part blocked. As a result, salmon
spawning would fail or be reduced in the upper reaches of the streams and the streams would
likely not be able to support long-term populations of resident species such as rainbow trout
or Dolly Varden.”
Comment: This conclusion is based the assumption that all culverts are designed similar to
those case studies implemented in the past three decades, which do not adequately account
for the natural geomorphic and biological processes of sensitive stream habitats. Culverts
designed using modern design guidelines developed by ADOT&PF, CDFG, NMFS, USDA,
FHWA, WDFW, and others can be implemented to reduce potential impact to the physical
and biological resources of streams and rivers.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
6.145 This section is wholly inadequate for addressing the possible effects on wildlife following a
failure. This illustrates a lack of supporting data and adequate analysis. There are no
scenarios for the size of the “projected failure”, nor the timing of any failures. Current mining
methods and practices have greatly reduced the potential of said failures. The magnitude of
any potential failure would also greatly influence an impact analysis on wildlife.
Additionally, the conceptual models and the endpoints of such models have not adequately
taken into account the diverse habitat range of higher order predators. Thus, a failure that
might result in an impact to one stream, may have no significant impact on species that can
forage from within a very large home range. Further, the report states that “all terrestrial
wildlife in the Bristol Bay watershed depend upon the enhanced aquatic and terrestrial
production provided by the marine nutrients that are brought into the watershed by returning
and spawning salmon.” This a very large, unreferenced, unsubstantiated statement intended
to lead the reader to conclude that if any of the nutrients carried by salmon were to be
blocked in any way from reaching these upper streams, then all terrestrial wildlife would be
impacted. There is no analysis in the assessment to support such a broad implication.
EPA Response: The projected failures were described in Section 4.4, and this has been
expanded in the revised assessment for clarity. The timing of failures is not specified
because failures, by their nature, are not scheduled.
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We agree that the magnitude of any failure would influence the magnitude of impacts
on wildlife. The focus of the assessment is on salmon-mediated effects on wildlife, but we
recognize that failures would also result in direct effects, which are mentioned but not
evaluated in the assessment.
The importance of marine nutrients is a well-known phenomenon that is described,
with references, in Chapters 5 and 7 of the revised assessment. The assessment of
potential salmon-mediated effects on wildlife has been edited for clarity. The discussion
of how a decrease of marine derived nutrients could affect wildlife has been expanded
and is now in Chapter 12. The available data do not allow for a quantitative analysis of
effects on wildlife from loss of salmon.
6.146 This paragraph states, “While a large-scale mining industry would inject some market-based
economic benefits for some time, it would likely employ a small fraction of Alaska Natives.
Even these jobs would not be permanent, because mines have a finite lifespan.” There is no
source cited for these statements. In the absence of technical references to the relevant
literature upon which these statements, presumably, are made the basis for these statements
cannot be evaluated. Furthermore, information is not provided such as how long the jobs
would stay in the area and why Alaska Natives would not “likely” be employed by the mine
operations. This is contrary to experiences at other mines in Alaska. For example, an analysis
of native corporation shareholder employment at the Red Dog Mine, one of the world’s
largest zinc mines located in Northwest Arctic Borough, found in 2010 that 53% of the
workforce were Native Alaskan shareholders and of all the employees on the Red Dog
property, 58% were shareholders from NANA, the regional Native Corporation. Construction
of the Red Dog Mine began in 1987 and operations are expected to continue for several
decades. The mine is providing locally based and sustainable employment for Alaskan
Natives living in the region.
EPA Response: The language in the assessment has been clarified to indicate that a
large-scale mine would likely employ a relatively small fraction of residents (including
Alaska Natives) from these watersheds. We did not mean to imply that Alaska Natives
would not be employed by the mining industry. Information about Alaska Native
employment in resource extraction industries, including Red Dog, was added to the
assessment, along with references.
6.147 Impacts are calculated in percentages, or at times fractions of percentages. This gives the
reader two illusions: 1) that the impacts are real, and that 2) the impacts have been
scientifically and defensibly calculated. Neither of these conditions is true. There is no
project from which one could make valid impact assessment statements and no data has been
collected from which one could actually calculate real or projected impacts. These flaws
make all percentage-based analysis used throughout the document scientifically deficient.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.84.

J. Breiby (Doc. #1711)
6.148 Another area in the assessment that has been insufficiently emphasized is the question of
tailing dam failure. In discussion of post mining monitoring the EPADA states that it
“…would continue for centuries and potentially “in perpetuity” “ (Page 3, Page 15, EPADA).
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In perpetuity? That’s a long time. Has any mine ever maintained its tailing pond into its
“post-closure phase”? Perpetuity could mean thousands of years. In a very short and
incomplete internet search of about one-half hour, I found several articles on the London
based Anglo-American the Canadian based Northern Dynasty, each 50% partners in the
Pebble Limited Partnership.
EPA Response: The post-closure phase of mining begins when reclamation is completed
and monitoring and maintenance commences using the controls put into place during
closure. Exactly how long the site would require monitoring and maintenance is
unknown, and thus may be “in perpetuity.” It is unknown if any human structure has
lasted that long; however, routine maintenance may be able to stabilize the dam for
very long periods of time. No mine in Alaska has maintained a tailings pond into postclosure, although one small mine did maintain a pond during a many year hiatus from
operations. Maintaining a water cover over the tailings is a part of the reclamation and
closure plan for the Red Dog Mine. No change required.

Laborers International Union of North America, Local 341 (Doc. #5418)
6.149 Many of the examples used throughout the draft assessment are inaccurate or misleading and
therefore need to be questioned. Section 6.1.1 states that “Remediation may occur following
a tailings spill, but it is uncertain.” This statement assumes that remediation might occur as a
result of a major tailings pond failure when in fact remediation would immediately
commence. As a result, Section 6 as a whole is flawed and misleading since the basis of the
impacts are overstated due to the assumption of no remediation.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.136.

Audubon Alaska (Doc. #4121)
6.150 Tailings are likely to have high concentrations of copper, which is among the most toxic of
the heavy metals to fish, wildlife, and invertebrates in freshwater and marine systems. If a
large tailings dam broke somewhere like at the proposed location of the Pebble Mine, in
addition to the Nushagak River and Kvichak River watersheds, toxic waste waters could
easily impact avian populations using the estuarine and marine waters of Bristol Bay,
specifically by disrupting/destroying the food web that birds rely on that is connected to the
nutrient-rich waters that flow down through the Bristol Bay watersheds.
EPA Response: The loss of estuarine and marine foods for birds is not specifically
addressed in the assessment because it is beyond the range of reasonably defensible
modeling given currently available data and models. However, discussion of foodweb
complexity in the watershed and possible effects on wildlife has been supplemented in
the revised assessment.
6.151 Using assumptions regarding waste rock leachate concentrations from PLP leachate testing,
we find that copper toxicity due to a leachate collection system failure would most likely
exceed water quality standards at least to the middle Upper Talarik Creek, and at least to the
junction of the North Fork and South Fork Koktuli rivers at gage site SK100A. Substantial
portions of these watersheds would therefore be impacted by a leachate collection system
failure.
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EPA Response: The waste rock leachate scenario has been completely revised in the
revised assessment.

Earthworks (Doc. #4125)
6.152 It is noted in the assessment that: “If the operator was no longer present at the site or was no
longer in existence, the response would, at best, be further delayed.” (Draft Assessment, p. 62). Most people do not understand that the financial assurance (bond) required by regulatory
agencies for a mine does not cover a dam failure. As is described, securing funding for dam
repair and tailings cleanup would take time. Since the financial assurance (bond) required for
mines does not cover dam failures, funding to fix a dam after failure and for cleanup would
need to be secured either through litigation of a responsible party, or through taxpayer
support.
Comment: It might also be mentioned that under present regulatory practices at both a federal
and state level there is no existing funding for a dam failure cleanup.
EPA Response: Box 4-3 in the revised assessment provides background information on
financial assurance requirements and clarifies that financial assurance requirements do
not include remediation of chemical or tailings spills.
6.153 It is noted in the assessment that: “The toxic effects of exposure to a tailings spill can be
estimated from aquatic toxicity data.” (Draft Assessment, p. 6-22). Toxicity criteria are based
on tests of individual contaminants, assuming no interaction with other contaminants. It is
known that contaminants can also act synergistically and antagonistically. Copper and zinc
are synergistic, and since there is some zinc in the deposit it is possible that the lethal levels
might be even lower than that estimated in the Biotic Ligand Model, since the Biotic Ligand
Model does not consider multiple metal toxicity.
Comment: You might mention that exposure estimates are based on the presence of one metal
only.
EPA Response: Total metals toxicity based on a concentration additivity model was
presented in Table 5-14 to 5-16 and Tables 6-2 to 6-4. Zinc concentrations are very low,
so synergism would be negligible. No change required.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
6.154 PLP initially proposed to extract 2.5 billion tons of ore from the Pebble deposits, which
would require two tailings ponds with five total dams, but later announced that the deposit
contains nearly 11 billion tons of ore. Since mines are commonly expanded after operations
begin, it is probable that PLP will seek to extract much more than the initial 2.5 billion ton
estimate from Pebble Mine – and more perhaps even than the latest, much larger estimate. If
fully mined, the Pebble deposit could process more than 10 billion tons of ore, making it the
largest mine of its type in North America. Nonetheless, EPA cautiously estimated the
maximum mine scenario at 6.5 billion tons. Whatever the volume of ore mined, over 99% of
it will be waste material to be stored in tailings facilities forever.
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EPA Response: We do not disagree with this comment. However, the chosen scenarios
do not include removal of all of the ore body, which would likely require underground
mining.
6.155 [T]he Watershed Assessment evaluates two failure scenarios, a “partial-volume failure” (227
million m3 tailings volume) and “full-volume failure” (1489 million m3 tailings volume),
based on an assumption that a maximum of 20% of total volume of tailings would be released
from the impoundment. The seminal study of the relationship between total amount of
tailings stored and the amount released, however, predicts, based on a strong regression
relationship, a much higher value of 38%. EPA acknowledged that the 20% figure is low
(“[b]ased on historical tailings dam failure data, it is reasonable to assume … from 30 to 66%
of the impoundment tailings material could contribute to debris flow…”), but – consistent
with its overarching conservative approach to this Assessment – chose a value “less than
measured historical release volumes.” As Moore explains, 20% is an arbitrarily low value,
more typical of much smaller tailings impoundments, and does not accurately reflect the
likely effects of a tailings dam failure at Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: The comment is correct in its characterization of the historical record
of tailings dam failures. However, we took an intentionally conservative approach to
avoid overstating potential adverse effects.
6.156 [A]lthough EPA recognizes in its Watershed Assessment that an impoundment failure would
deposit large amounts of material on the floodplain, it does not estimate the likely aerial
coverage and thickness that would result from such an event – or calculate the duration of
toxicity. Based on a review of the literature and historical impoundment failures, it is likely
that a tailings dam release “would lead to complete burial of extensive areas of the immediate
floodplain between the tailings and Bristol Bay.” Deposition of sediment can alter
fundamental biological and physical processes and river function, and tailings are especially
damaging because they are enriched in toxic reactive metals. Furthermore, these metal-rich
wastes can remain for hundreds to thousands of years, “pos[ing] a continuing hazard to
human and ecosystem health.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.157 A spill could occur at any point of the pipeline. There is a 16% probability that it would enter
a stream within the Kvichak watershed, and a 23.4% probability of entering a wetland. If
entering a stream, the concentrate would kill fish and invertebrates both immediately and in
the long-term. Physical effects could include embeddedness in riffle and spawning areas and
increased stream turbidities. A spill could also lead to long-term bio-uptake and transfer of
metals within the food chain. Settled concentrate turned toxic sediment would spend years
making its way through streams and finally to Iliamna Lake, where it could be toxic to the
eggs and larvae of sockeye salmon. Though the precise composition of the product
concentrate and its leachate is uncertain, it would certainly be high in copper and sulfur,
making it “implausible” that it would be nontoxic to aquatic biota. “Depending on the size,
time and location of a pipeline spill, a slurry pipeline break could impact thousands to
hundreds of thousands of adult salmon and high-value resident fish – and hundreds of
thousands to millions of juvenile fish.
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EPA Response: The comment provides no data or estimates concerning failure rates of
the pipeline described. We used the best available data.
6.158 Tailings management is often considered the “most significant environmental challenge
associated with mining projects.” Tailings impoundment dams fail at about ten times the rate
of water retention dams, and the rate of failure has actually increased in recent years. Many
of the dams that fail are relatively young (5-20 years old), and have been built in the “modern
age” of engineering. Since the 1970s, tailings dam failures in the United States have caused a
cumulative volume of 10 to 179 million gallons of spillage every year. Yet under present
federal and state regulatory practices, there is no existing funding for a dam failure cleanup.
The bond required for mines does not cover a dam failure, and “funding to fix a dam after
failure and for cleanup would need to be secured either through litigation of a responsible
party, or through taxpayer support.”
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.152.

American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #3768)
6.159 The failure scenarios consistently underestimate and understate the maximum impact
expected in a worst case failure scenario.
Whereas it is incorrect to say that a worst case failure will occur, given the perpetual life of
the mine site and the performance record of existing mines (Chambers et al. 2012; Kuipers et
al. 2006; Woody et al. 2010) there is a substantial probability that one or more of the failure
scenarios will happen. Kuipers et al. (2006) reported that no modern permitted mine
collection and treatment system was predicted to fail—but a majority did, especially when
acidic drainage and ground and surface water were involved.
No dam will persist forever, especially when abandoned. For example, among 18 stonewalled Roman dams studied in southern Portugal, all those that were abandoned held water
for only 100-200 years after abandonment (Quintela et al. 1987). However, water dams can
be drained and repaired when they begin to malfunction—but dams holding toxic
wastewaters cannot be drained without building another reservoir and transferring the
contents from the first reservoir to the second. The TSFs—and their leachate collection and
treatment systems--must persist for tens of thousands of years, not hundreds of years.
The risks of a TSF failure and recurrence frequencies are underestimated by a factor of 10
when multiple TSFs in the mining district, seismic threats, and rain on snow flood events are
considered. We recommend including worst case estimates as well as best case estimates of
TSF failures.
Explain that a TSF >200 m tall and containing billions of tons of liquefied tailings will
perpetually leak at the bottom and all sides through valley walls to ground water, and that
eventually the mine pit will fill with ground water and begin to pass contaminated water to
surface waters.
Ghaffari et al. (2011) estimated that the Pebble resource is 11.9 billion tons, not 6.5 billion
tons; that means much larger mines and TSFs than estimated in the report or by the mining
firms.
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EPA Response: We limited the largest scenario to the resource that could be readily
extracted by open pit mining.
A 20% tailings release from a TSF and a 30 km limit for the tailings flow are both modeling
underestimates; we suggest modeling a 50% release and flow to the sea as well. We
acknowledge that this is tricky, but model confidence intervals and probabilities can and
should be estimated.
EPA Response: We used a conservative value because of the tailings reservoir is much
larger than nearly all past failed dams, and we wanted to avoid any appearance of
exaggerating risks. Flow of tailings to the sea is discussed but could not be credibly
modeled with available models and data.
6.160 Emphasize that ground water movement--and TSF and mine seepage—will be away from the
mine and TSF. This means that such water must be collected, pumped, and treated
perpetually. There is no evidence of any industry or society successfully doing so for tens of
thousands of years. The classic Egyptian pyramids are less than 5,000 years old and occur in
the air in an arid climate atop a relatively seismically inactive zone, yet they have been
eroded substantially. A rock dam TSF in a humid climate, surrounded by unstable soils and
geological faults is highly likely to develop substantial leaks within that time horizon.
EPA Response: The need for collection and treatment of seepage and the potential need
to continue collection and treatment indefinitely are mentioned in the draft assessment.
That discussion is expanded in Chapter 8 of the revised assessment.
6.161 Greater attention should be paid to the threats of spills to Illiamna Lake, especially the
nearshore spawners and lake zooplankton and phytoplankton, which are sensitive to Cu and
sediment levels above background.
EPA Response: The risks of spills of product concentrate slurry to Iliamna Lake are
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 11 of the revised assessment.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #4106 and #4122)
6.162 It is noted that: “The TSFs and their component dams are likely to be in place for hundreds to
thousands of years, long beyond the life of the mine.” (Draft Assessment, p. ES-15) It is
generally assumed that tailings dams will need to stay in place and be maintained in
perpetuity. While there is no universal definition of “perpetuity,” a time frame of “hundreds”
of years is probably too short to fit the time requirement necessary to approximate perpetuity.
Recommendation: It would be more appropriate to say “… thousands to tens-of-thousands of
years …” instead of the “hundreds” of years when discussing tailings dam life.
EPA Response: Because perpetuity is limitless, the revised assessment no longer sets a
limit in terms of hundreds or thousands of years.
6.163 It is noted that: “If the operator was no longer present at the site or was no longer in
existence, the response would, at best, be further delayed.” (Draft Assessment, p. 6-2) Most
people do not understand that the financial assurance (bond) required by regulatory agencies
for a mine does not cover a dam failure. As is described, securing funding for dam repair and
tailings cleanup would take time. Since the financial assurance (bond) required for mines
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does not cover dam failures, funding to fix a dam after failure and for cleanup would need to
be secured either through litigation of a responsible party, or through taxpayer support.
Recommendation: It might also be mentioned that under present regulatory practices at both a
federal and state level there is no existing funding for a dam failure cleanup.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.152.
6.164 It is noted that: “The toxic effects of exposure to a tailings spill can be estimated from aquatic
toxicity data.” (Draft Assessment, p. 6-22) Toxicity criteria are based on tests of individual
contaminants, assuming no interaction with other contaminants. It is known that
contaminants can also act synergistically and antagonistically. Copper and zinc are
synergistic, and since there is some zinc in the deposit it is possible that the lethal levels
might be even lower than that estimated in the Biotic Ligand Model, since the Biotic Ligand
Model does not consider multiple metal toxicity.
Recommendation: You might mention that exposure estimates are based on the presence of
one metal only.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.153.
6.165 Tailings
If a tailings facility seepage failure occurs due to abandonment of the site, but after the
tailings facility has been drained down, the tailings could experience wetting/drying cycles
similar to the conditions in humidity cell testing. Therefore using the humidity cell test
results in an exposure-response assessment (Assessment Chapter 6.3.3) is reasonable.
The use of dam failures at other sites to indicate the potential exposure (but not the
probability) of a failure is a good use of these examples (Chapter 3.5, Chapter 6). Mitigation
works until it doesn’t, at which point the resulting impacts on the environment are the same
whether “state of the art” or “old” techniques were used to develop the mitigation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.166 Tertiary Waste Rock. Assessment Chapter 6 refers to Tertiary waste rock as “neutral”. This
underestimates the risk of rock that could be used in construction materials. Change to make
more accurate. PLP data shows that some Tertiary rock is PAG (Day and Linklater 2012)
EPA Response: We used the leachate data, which show that the mean pH of tertiary
waste rock leachate is neutral (Table 5-14). No change required.
6.167 Tertiary rock leachate exceeds aquatic life criteria for cadmium and copper (Assessment
Table 5-14). If used in construction material or placed without cover on the surface, this rock
could experience wetting/drying cycles similar to the conditions of humidity cell tests. It is
reasonable to use humidity cell tests to conclude that leachate collection failure would result
in acute and chronic toxicity (Assessment Section 6.3.3).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.168 The approach of using old tailings dam failures to determine the impacts (but not the
probability) or dam failure is a good one. Mitigation works until it doesn’t -- at which point
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the results on the environment are the same, whether “old” methods or state-of-the-art
methods were used to develop the mitigation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.169 No mention of the low buffering ability of the natural waters, and how that could affect metal
toxicity if metal concentrations increase. Very brief mention in 6.3.1 -- if WR leachate
collection fails, will take a long time to neutralize due to low alkalinity.
EPA Response: The issue of acidity and buffering capacity is most relevant to waste
rock, so buffering was mentioned in the correct subsection of the draft assessment.
However, the issue is discussed in Chapter 8 of the revised assessment, which includes
all water quality issues.
6.170 If tailings are not completely saturated, they could experience wetting/drying cycles similar
to the conditions in humidity cell testing. Seepage water quality might be better than
humidity cells, due to movement through a reducing zone, but there are conditions under
which water similar to humidity cells could be released -- for example, if water is drawn
down to release pressure on dams or at closure, or if a precipitation event wets tailings
beaches and consequently overtops or seeps above the reduction zone. Therefore using the
humidity cell test results in an exposure-response assessment (Assessment Chapter 6.3.3) is
reasonable.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.171 Discussion of the release of inadequately treated water at Red Dog (Assessment Section
6.3.3) is relevant. This section should mention that Red Dog continues to deal with high total
dissolved solids, and, based on Tables 5-14 to 5-16, 6-2, and 6-3 this is likely to be an issue
at the hypothetical mine in the Assessment as well.
EPA Response: TDS was not reported for the leachates and it is believed to be much
less important than copper at this location, so it was not assessed. No change required.
6.172 It is noted that: “After mine operations end, … , if the road was adopted by the state or local
governmental entity, the frequency of inspections and quality of maintenance could decline
to those provided for other roads.” (Draft Assessment, p. 6-42) The review in this section is a
good, but conservative, analysis of potential road impacts. Secondary roads are not
considered in this analysis. These roads would almost inevitably spread from the main mine
road, but the extent and timing of secondary road construction is admittedly difficult to
quantify. As noted, secondary roads would probably not receive the same level of regulatory
scrutiny or benefit from the same level of maintenance provided by the mining company.
Recommendation: You might mention in this section that secondary roads could add
significantly to the potential road impacts predicted in this report.
EPA Response: Secondary development was outside the scope of this assessment.
However, additional roads related to other potential mines and to secondary (induced)
development are discussed qualitatively in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.
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Fisheries Research and Consulting (Doc. #4580)
6.173 Section ES-21: Our evaluation looked at the realistic possibility of leachate escaping at the
base of TSF 1.
Comment: Isn’t this a certainty?
EPA Response: The scenario in the first draft included a mitigation measure, leachate
collection and treatment, which was described as partially effective. Chapters 6 and 8 of
the revised assessment contain a more developed assessment of leakage from tailings
dams and their contribution to changes in water quality. In this scenario, leakage
occurs.
6.174 Section ES-21: Test leachates from the tailings and non-ore-bearing Tertiary waste
rocks…but they are not expected to be toxic to salmonids.
Comment: Is this correct?
EPA Response: Correct. No change required.
6.175 Page 6-1: Diesel fuel spills are not considered in failure risk assessment.
Comment: There has already been a diesel spill…seems concerning.
EPA Response: Chapter 11 of the revised assessment contains a diesel spill scenario and
risk assessment.
6.176 Page 6-7: the EBD…describe broadly similar [aquatic macroinvertebrate] communities that
are consistent with those reported from other regions of Alaska.
Comment: That is inaccurate; they document bugs that have never been documented in
Alaska (see review).
EPA Response: The communities are broadly similar despite the EBD’s occasional
misidentifications. No change required.
6.177 Page 6-9: Populations of resident and anadromous fishes present in North Fork Koktuli
headwaters and tributaries at the time of the tailings dam failure would not immediately
suffer loss of habitat…
Comment: I don’t think we can say this with certainty given the rates of gw/sw exchange in
the region, etc.
EPA Response: Chapter 9 of the revised assessment clarifies that this statement refers
to habitat upstream and upgradient of the TSF.
6.178 Page 6-19: Once in a stream, leached metals could remain dissolved or precipitate or be
sorbed to clays or organic matter, depending on the conditions.
Comment: Could be better informed by site specific chemistry data.
EPA Response: The sentence has been expanded to clarify the importance of local water
chemistry.
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6.179 Elevated metals would persist for decades to centuries.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

The Nature Conservancy (Doc. #4606)
6.180 Chapter 6 of the Draft Watershed Assessment describes the potential risk to salmonids due to
leachate releases from waste rock piles, and concludes that a release of waste rock leachate
could render all of Upper Talarik Creek toxic to fish and invertebrates. The Draft Watershed
Assessment concludes that dilution factors of between 2,900 and 52,000 would be required to
meet the Biotic Ligand Model-predicted lethal concentration of 10–ȝJ/IRUVDOPRQLGV
whereas average Upper Talarik flows would provide dilution factors of only 20–ȝJ/
(U.S. EPA, 2012). Using MIKE SHE, we find that a more realistic set of assumptions
regarding waste rock leachate leads to approximately the same result, but that the risk to
salmonids again varies depending on the flow conditions present at the time that escaping
leachate reaches the creeks.
EPA Response: The movement of PAG leachate to Upper Talarik Creek is no longer
part of the scenario. In the revised assessment, PAG leachate enters the South Fork
Koktuli.
6.181 The Draft Watershed Assessment did not make predictions for the South Fork Koktuli;
however, using similar model assumptions for the South Fork Koktuli, we predict that copper
concentrations would exceed chronic hardness-based criteria if a release occurred at nearly
any time of the year (Figure 10). Concentrations could exceed chronic hardness-based
standards by more than 4 Ɋg/L (e.g., time A), or fall below standards by 1-2 Ɋg/L (e.g., time
B). Thus a leachate collection system failure – which could occur by mechanical failure (e.g.,
collection pumps not working) or the escape of waste rock leachate through pathways that
were not captured in the collection system – could lead to toxic conditions in the Upper
Talarik and/or the South Fork Koktuli. Based on our modeling, these concentrations would
have a high probability of exceeding chronic hardness-based standards in both river systems,
depending on the time of the release.
EPA Response: The revised assessment includes PAG leachate effluents to the South
Fork Koktuli River and concentrations are estimated to exceed copper criteria and
standards.
6.182 Using assumptions regarding waste rock leachate concentrations from PLP leachate testing,
we find that copper toxicity due to a leachate collection system failure would most likely
exceed water quality standards at least to the middle Upper Talarik Creek, and at least to the
junction of the North Fork and South Fork Koktuli rivers at gage site SK100A. Substantial
portions of these watersheds would therefore be impacted by a leachate collection system
failure.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The assessment does not include a leachate collection
system failure scenario, so the results mentioned in the comment cannot be compared to
the assessment.
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Stratus Consulting (Doc. #4772 and #4973)
6.183 Page ES-19: “Failure of the dam at TSF 1 would result in the release of a flood of tailings
slurry into the North Fork Koktuli River, scouring the valley and depositing tailings several
meters (yards) in depth over the entire floodplain of the river.”
Comment: The assumptions that EPA used to make these calculations may not be well suited
to estimating the depth of sedimentation resulting from a tailings storage facility (TSF)
failure. However, this sedimentation depth analysis may also be misguided, as described in
the detailed comment immediately below.
EPA Response: The 30 km limit of the tailings run-out model does not imply that
tailings do not flow further. Both drafts of the assessment discuss the movement of
tailings beyond the model limit and the potential effects of suspended tailings beyond 30
km. The assessment mentions that multiple dam failures are possible, and the scenario
failures in the North Fork Koktuli are qualitatively representative of failures in the
South Fork.
6.184 Page 6-5: “Bryce et al. (2010) found that even slight increases (exceeding 5% fines or 13%
sands and fines) in streambed fine sediments were associated with declines in sediment
sensitive aquatic vertebrates, including salmonids. Exceedance of fine sediment standards in
the entire North Fork Koktuli River would be a likely outcome for years to decades.”
Comment: As noted above, relatively small amounts of fine-grained material in these streams
could result in substantial habitat degradation. As written, the analysis of a dam failure
scenario underestimates the spatial extent of this potential habitat degradation, because the
flood model domain used by EPA was limited to the North Fork Koktuli River above its
confluence with the South Fork Koktuli River. As noted in the Draft Watershed Assessment,
a flood wave from a tailings impoundment failure would travel far beyond this confluence,
carrying fine-grained sediments with it. In addition, the final mine buildout would have
tailings impoundments in both the North Fork and South Fork Koktuli rivers, posing risks to
both systems. The dam failure analysis in the Final Watershed Assessment should evaluate
the full downstream extent of fine sediment deposition, rather than the depth of sediment
deposition in the upstream end of the catchment, and it should examine potential failure
scenarios in both watersheds.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.183.
6.185 Page ES-21: “Pre-Tertiary waste rocks, which would be excavated to expose the ore body,
are acid-forming with high copper concentrations in test leachates and would require 2,900 to
52,000-fold dilution to achieve water quality criteria… The total flow of Upper Talarik Creek
would provide only 18-fold dilution, so failure to prevent leachate releases could cause the
entire creek and a potentially large mixing zone in the lake to become toxic to fish and the
sensitive invertebrates upon which they feed.”
Comment: The calculations used to support these estimates rely on a number of simplifying
assumptions. In particular, EPA uses leachate concentrations from a mix of pre-Tertiary and
Tertiary waste rock that does not take into consideration the segregation of potentially acid
generating (PAG) and non-acid generating (NAG) waste rock piles; they do not model how
the leachate interacts with groundwater prior to entering receiving waters; and they use
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average (rather than temporally variable) stream flow values to calculate the dilution of this
leachate. We have modeled the escape of leachate from the waste rock piles using much
ORZHUOHDFKDWHFRSSHUFRQFHQWUDWLRQV ȝJ/YVaȝJ/XVHGE\(3$ DQGRXU
results confirm that copper concentrations would exceed acute hardness-based criteria for the
Upper Talarik and South Fork Koktuli rivers (see Appendix B). However, to increase the
rigor of the water quality analysis, the Final Watershed Assessment should more fully
consider the range of variables that could interact to determine water quality downstream of a
waste rock leachate collection failure. For example, calculations could be repeated using a
broader range of potential leachate concentrations, and a broader range of potential flow
conditions at the time of leachate release. These calculations would result in a more complete
characterization of potential risks to receiving waters.
EPA Response: The revised assessment explicitly addresses waste rock segregation.
Mean streamflows are still used because low dilution flows are largely balanced by low
leachate flows. Mean leachate concentrations are used for each category of waste rock
because the leachates from waste rock piles would be a mixture that is reasonably
represented by the mean concentrations.
6.186 Water collection and treatment failure scenario assumptions (p. ES-20). Here and throughout
the document, the assumption is made that leachate from Tertiary rocks is benign and would
not harm salmon. This assumption is based on average copper concentrations in Tertiary rock
leachate. However, the majority of the Tertiary leachate samples had selenium concentrations
well in excess of aquatic life criteria (see Appendix A, Figure 5, p. 12), and in fact selenium
concentrations are at their highest in Tertiary (rather than Pre-Tertiary) rock leachate and are
most elevated under neutral and higher pH values. The final Watershed Assessment should
broaden its analysis of Tertiary rock leachate to include selenium and adjust its assessment of
the toxicity of Tertiary waste leachate, which would be a major component of “nonpotentially acid generating (non-PAG)” waste rock leachate.
EPA Response: Selenium is estimated to not exceed water quality criteria in either
Tertiary or pre-Tertiary waste rock leachate (Tables 8-6 and 8-7 of the revised
assessment).
6.187 Assumptions used in water collection and treatment failure scenario (p. 6-36). EPA conducts
a rough calculation of the effect of escaping waste rock leachate on Upper Talarik Creek and
Lake Iliamna (p. 6-39). In this analysis, they assume that the waste rock leachate is untreated
Pre-Tertiary waste rock leachate escaping from one-half of the waste rock piles under the 25and 78-year mining scenarios for less than one day. They further assume that the leachate is
mixed equally with the less toxic Tertiary waste rock leachate, which has much lower copper
concentrations, and that there is further mixing into the entire flow of Upper Talarik Creek.
Using these assumptions, the Draft Watershed Assessment concludes that the entire length of
Talarik Creek and a potentially large mixing zone in the lake could be toxic to fish and
invertebrates, based on a comparison of copper concentrations to the chronic criterion value
for copper (p. 6-39). We conducted a similar analysis using the integrated groundwatersurface water code MIKE SHE (Graham and Butts, 2005) and a mix of 50% Pre-Tertiary and
50% Tertiary mean leachate copper concentrations (Tables 5-14–5-16 in the Draft Watershed
Assessment) and found very similar results. We also modeled an alternative scenario for the
25-year plan only (see Appendix C). For non-PAG waste rock, located on the south and east
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sides of the pit, we assumed that only 5% of the waste was generating PAG leachate (PreTertiary leachate) and 95% was generating non-PAG leachate (Tertiary leachate) (Ghaffari et
al., 2011).1 For the PAG waste rock, located on the western side of the 25-year pit and
entirely in the South Fork Koktuli drainage, we assumed all leachate was generated by PAG
rock. As input concentrations, we used mean copper and hardness values from the waste rock
leachates plus one standard deviation (Draft Watershed Assessment, Appendix H, Table 4)
and mixed these into mean background Upper Talarik Creek and South Fork Koktuli stream
water (Table 5-17) at two locations in Upper Talarik Creek and three in the South Fork
Koktuli. We used the relative proportion of waste rock in each drainage to calculate the
percentage of total leachate entering each stream. The output included estimated copper
concentrations and hardness values over time, using average daily streamflow and taking into
account any changes in flow from the presence of mine waste in the upper portions of the
drainages under the 25-year mining scenario. Although EPA might have overestimated risk
in this instance, when the resulting stream concentrations were compared to hardness-based
chronic and acute dissolved copper criteria, we found that, although the exceedence factors
were lower than those for the EPA scenario, the upper portion of Upper Talarik Creek
(UT100D) exceeded chronic copper criterion values under nearly all possible flow
conditions. The middle portion of Upper Talarik Creek (UT100B) exceeded chronic copper
criterion values under approximately 50% of the possible flow conditions. The South Fork
Koktuli exceeded chronic copper criterion values at all times for most of its length and under
approximately 85% of possible flow conditions at the mouth (see Appendix C). Because
acute criterion values are only 1–2 mg/L higher at the resulting stream hardness values, these
locations also exceeded acute criterion values under similar flow conditions. Assuming that
the Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) copper standards approach would generate even lower
copper standards (Table 5-18), estimated copper concentrations would cause acute toxicity in
Upper Talarik and South Fork Koktuli locations under even more possible flow regimes
using the BLM approach.
We present this analysis to assist EPA in their evaluation. We believe that our modeling
approach represents a more accurate portrayal of the 25-year mining scenario, uses more
realistic concentrations of waste rock leachate, and accounts for seasonal variability in flows
and stream concentrations of copper and hardness. Our approach, like EPA’s, assumed no
adsorption of copper in the aquifer downgradient of the waste piles or in the streams;
applying adsorption values would reduce the predicted stream dissolved copper
concentrations. On the other hand, our analysis added only one standard deviation to mean
leachate copper concentrations (resulting in a copper concentration of 4.2 mg/L in PAG
leachate) and therefore used considerably less copper than a worst-case scenario. Measured
maximum copper leachate values in Pre-Tertiary leaching tests were as high as 1,000 mg/L
(see Appendix A, p. 11 and Figure 4). Our results confirm that uncontrolled releases of waste
rock leachate from the piles to nearby Upper Talarik and South Fork Koktuli creeks could
cause acute toxicity to aquatic biota over a wide range of flow conditions and stream reaches.
EPA Response: The waste rock leaching, release to streams, mixing, and transport have
been completely revised in the revised assessment. Waste rock leachate no longer enters
Upper Talarik Creek, but instead enters the South Fork Koktuli. The hydrologic
modeling in the assessment is not as elaborate as the modeling described in this
comment, but it is appropriate to this assessment.
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6.188 Page 6-42: “Under such surveillance, a single erosional failure of a culvert that damaged the
road would likely be identified soon after it occurs and repaired within a week. However,
multiple failures such as might occur during an extreme precipitation event could require
more than a month to repair.”
Comment: This speaks to the need to ensure that extreme hydrologic events are well
characterized. Although the characterization of hydrologic extremes is highly relevant to
many aspects of mine facility/infrastructure design and failure scenarios, the Draft Watershed
Assessment makes very little mention of these extremes. EPA should consider a more
rigorous treatment of hydrologic extremes/uncertainties in its Final Watershed Assessment,
including at least a discussion of climate change and how a changing climate could alter
historical flow regimes during mine operations.
EPA Response: Altered timing and magnitude of peak flows is recognized as a potential
outcome of climate change in the assessment, but more specific modeling of projected
peak flows is beyond the scope of the assessment.
6.189 Issue: Missing failure mode: Transport of mine water along faults to streams. One failure
scenario that was not examined in the Draft Watershed Assessment was the potential
movement of contaminated mine water from the pit or underground workings to
downgradient groundwater and streams. This failure scenario has occurred at Kinross’
Buckhorn Mine (an underground gold mine) in northern Washington State. The mine was
issued a notice of violation and fine for violating their NPDES permit by failure to maintain a
capture zone in 2008 and 2009 and again in July 2012 ($395,000 fine issued; Washington
State Department of Ecology, 2012). One of the bases of the violation was increasing
concentrations of nitrate (ultimately from blasting) in a stream near the mine. The
Washington Department of Ecology interpreted the data as an indication that seepage from
the mine workings was detected in groundwater monitoring wells, streams, and springs
downgradient from the mine. After further investigation, the increases were attributed by
Golder Associates, Kinross’ consultants, to movement of stored mine water along one of the
large faults near the mine. The issue emerged less than a year after operations began (late
2007/early 2008) and continues to this day, although concentrations are decreasing.
Therefore, movement of mine water along faults to streams is a viable failure mode at
modern hard rock mines.
EPA Response: During operation, we expect that mine water would be captured and
treated. The possibility of flow from a filled mine pit to streams is discussed
qualitatively in Section 6.3.1 of the revised assessment.

C. C. Hawley (Doc. #1286)
6.190 Further data should be considered in Tailing Impoundments. No failures were reported in the
extensive recent Chilean earthquakes and the Chilean dams are of immense size and in
seismic risk zones as high as in Alaska. Anglo was the operator for some of the deposits.
EPA Response: The risk of failure is based on design specifications rather than failure
histories. A specific event is not used to estimate frequencies, given the larger historic
data record. However, two Chilean tailings dams failed as a result of the 1985
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earthquake, and in the 2010 earthquake five tailings dams experienced some degree of
failure, including one failure that killed four people downstream.
6.191 Waste-rock dumps: There seems to be room for more mitigation also general push toward
more underground mining (caving). If Pebble could cave, much of waste -rock problem could
go away. Mitigation can also be in conjunction with grinding-flotation-location of sulfiderich tails in tailing impoundments. In studies at Andina and Teniente (Chile), tails were found
to oxidize rapidly and then were available for remaining.
EPA Response: The assessment focuses on the potential impacts from large-scale
porphyry copper surface mining, although block caving (including the potential for
subsidence) is discussed briefly in Chapter 4 of the revised assessment.

Moore Geosciences, LLC (Doc. #2714)
6.192 Any of the tailings release scenarios presented in the Bristol Bay assessment would result in
distributed, long---term metal sources over large areas that would be physically and
economically impractical to remove. This then would likely create a metal source for
hundreds of years that would have wide ranging toxic effects.
EPA Response: The leaching of spilled and deposited tailings and the difficulty of
remediation are discussed in both drafts of the assessment (Chapter 9 in the revised
assessment).

J. D. Copp (Doc. #4152)
6.193 Because of their toxic contents, tailings dams are supposed to be able to last “in perpetuity.”
In Sweden, that means 1,000 years. The tailings dams associated with Pebble Mine are
unlikely to last a fraction of the time.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

J.P. Tangen (Doc. #4583)
6.194 Not all mines have dams and, as the Assessment states “[a]fter mine closure, [tailings ponds]
can be drained eliminating the consequences of tailings dam failures.” Despite the potential
to eliminate the risk, EPA’s hypothetical mine uses a wet closure to represent what it expects
to be typical of large-mine impacts in Alaska. The predicted impacts from EPA’s
hypothetical mine most likely do not represent other as-yet-to-be designed mines in the
watershed, and may not represent the risks from a mine at the Pebble Project.
EPA Response: The scenario is consistent with available plans from Northern Dynasty
Minerals (Ghaffari et al. 2011). A porphyry copper mine in the Bristol Bay watershed is
likely to have potentially acid generating tailings. A dry closure is more likely to result
in acid generation over the long term, so a wet closure is more likely to be proposed. No
change required.
6.195 A pipeline may be required to develop a mine at Pebble, but no other mine in Alaska uses a
pipeline. Because most mines do not use a pipeline, the predicted pipeline risks are unlikely
to be representative of a mine other than at the Pebble Project in the Bristol Bay watershed.
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EPA’s hypothetical pipeline omits obvious prevention and design strategies. In fact, some
components of a mine are fixed and are difficult to change, but pipelines can be designed to
different standards. It is unclear why EPA would design a pipeline with an unacceptable risk
and not include design changes to decrease the risk.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.247.
6.196 It is quite possible that mines within the watershed would not be developed using a road.
Therefore, the predicted impacts from road construction and operation cannot be taken as
representing an impact of large-scale mining in the watershed.
EPA proposes a specific road alignment and by implication construction techniques and then
disparages them because of the environmental impacts they will cause. The obvious solution
is to provide a higher level of design/construction standards to eliminate the impacts. EPA,
incidentally, failed to reach the same conclusions as in the Assessment with regard to two
other mine roads it has approved.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.241. The comment alludes to previous
assessments, but this assessment stands on its owns.

S. Wehmeyer (Doc. #3486)
6.197 [P]ages 6-3 and 6-11 of the draft Assessment use Mt. St. Helens as an analogy of sediment
loading from a potential tailings impoundment failure. However, the more accurate analogy
may be found in the 2007 lahar flow at Mt. Chiginigak in the Egegik fishery district of
Bristol Bay, or Alaska’s Novarupta, which deposited huge amounts of sediment across
Southwest Alaska. These examples provide study controls for other development impacts on
natural stream rehabilitation and reality-based Alaskan environmental conditions.
EPA Response: Recovery from the Alaska events has not been studied and documented
as Mount. St. Helens was. At the suggestion of the peer reviewers, the use of Mount St.
Helens ash flows as an analogue of spilled tailings has been deleted from the assessment.
6.198 Section 6.1.1 states that “Remediation may occur following a tailings spill, but it is
uncertain.” It is irrational to assume that the impacts of a major tailings pond failure would
not be immediately remediated, as prescribed by state and federal statute. This assumption
affects all the analysis in Section 6. The overall impacts of this extremely unlikely event are
overstated due to the assumption of no remediation.
EPA Response: The assessment included cleanup or remediation activities, but
discussion of tailings spill remediation has been augmented in the revised assessment.
See response to Comment 6.136.
6.199 Box 6.1 (page 6-14) provides case-studies of three tailings spills in the US, and reference is
made to these sites throughout chapter 6. The case studies noted in box 6.1 began mining in
the late 1800’s, and are used as examples without consideration of changes to regulatory,
environmental and engineering standards that have been developed in the last 100 years.
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EPA Response: The examples are used to illustrate what happens to tailings once they
are in a stream. Regulatory and engineering standards are irrelevant to that use. No
change required.
6.200 There seems to be no coordination or discussion with Alaska regulators in the document to
verify State standards – assumes NO state standards in project development. For instance,
section 6.4 assumes culverts will be inadequately sized and poorly constructed. The State of
Alaska has culvert design standards that should ensure the impacts discussed in this chapter
do not occur – standards which are not considered in this draft Assessment.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.

G. A. Beischer (Doc. #4372)
6.201 [P]ages 6-3 and 6-11 of the draft Assessment use Mt. St. Helens as an analogy of sediment
loading from a potential tailings impoundment failure. However, the more accurate analogy
may be found in the 2007 lahar flow at Mt. Chiginigak in the Egegik fishery district of
Bristol Bay, or Alaska’s Nova Rupta, which deposited huge amounts of sediment across
Southwest Alaska. These examples provide study controls for other development impacts on
natural stream rehabilitation and reality-based Alaskan environmental conditions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.197.
6.202 Section 6.1.1 states that “Remediation may occur following a tailings spill, but it is
uncertain.” (emphasis added). It is irrational to assume that the impacts of a major tailings
pond failure would not be immediately remediated, as prescribed by state and federal statute.
This assumption affects all the analysis in Section 6. The overall impacts of this extremely
unlikely event are overstated due to the assumption of no remediation.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.198.
6.203 Box 6.1 (page 6-14) provides case-studies of three tailings spills in the US, and reference is
made to these sites throughout chapter 6. The case studies noted in box 6.1 began mining in
the late 1800’s, and are used as examples without consideration of changes to regulatory,
environmental and engineering standards that have been developed in the last 100 years.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.199.
6.204 There seems to be no coordination or discussion with Alaska regulators in the document to
verify State standards – assumes NO state standards in project development. For instance,
section 6.4 assumes culverts will be inadequately sized and poorly constructed. The State of
Alaska has culvert design standards that should ensure the impacts discussed in this chapter
do not occur – standards which are not considered in this draft Assessment. Table 4-2 also
provides for “premature” closure. Due to the reclamation bonding requirements in the State
of Alaska (which requires timely reviews and updates), it is unrealistic to consider any
closure that does not also include some form of “planned site management.” That, of course,
is the primary purpose for States requiring a reclamation bond.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.
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S. Gerdes (Doc. #4856)
6.205 The effects of the construction of a roadway and pipeline paralleling Iliamna Bay and leading
to the deepwater terminus. How many spawning streams would be affected? Would a rupture
of one of the pipelines damage not only the immediate water shed but also the spawning
grounds along the shoreline of Cook Inlet? What happens to the slurry water not returned to
the mine site? What would be the potential toxic effect on Cook Inlet if not properly treated
or contained?
EPA Response: Cook Inlet is outside the scope of this assessment. As the assessment
explains, the fourth pipeline is to return slurry water to the mine. The assessment also
describes and enumerates the stream crossings that drain to Iliamna Lake. No change
required.
6.206 Underground seepage from tailings storage facilities and mine pits would apparently be
captured, treated and returned to the existing drainages. Is there adequate understanding of
the underlying geology so as to allow for realistic anticipation of underground water
movement to provide for capture of contaminated water before mingling with surface waters
or Lake Iliamna?
EPA Response: For the purposes of this assessment, we used existing data to put forth
scenarios, then identified potential failure paths given those scenarios. Additional
geotechnical work is beyond the scope of this effort.

Borell Consulting Services LLC (Doc. #4111)
6.207 The Executive Summary conclusion in Table ES-1 lists the probability of problems with
water collection and treatment as “High” during operation and “High” during post-closure.
However, this contradicts Section 6.3.4 of the Assessment which concludes that one cannot
quantify or predict risk of collection or treatment failure which is a reasonable conclusion
given the uncertainties described. It reads, “The risks from water collection and treatment
failures are highly uncertain. The range of failures is wide and the probability of occurrence
of any of them cannot he estimated from available data.” (p. 6-41). It is arbitrary and
capricious for the Executive Summary to make a statement that is in direct opposition to the
conclusions within the Assessment.
EPA Response: The probability that water collection and treatment failures will occur
is high. The probability of any particular failure is highly uncertain. There is no
contradiction.
6.208 The Executive Summary (p. ES-21) reads “Based on a review of historical and currently
operating mines, some failure of the collection and treatment systems is likely during
operation of post-closure periods.” It then goes on to describe toxic effects that would likely
kill thousands of fish. But the analysis in Section 6 of the Assessment indicates that the
probability “cannot be estimated form the data.” The Executive Summary also summarizes
the analysis by saying that EPA reviewed the data and found the probability “High.” The
Assessment includes no data about frequency of failure.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.207.
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Alaska Marine Conservation Council (Doc. #4112)
6.209 The final assessment could provide a range of water quality conditions under the examined
Failure scenarios. Although the need for treatment is mentioned extensively in the
Assessment, the general type of treatment needed is not discussed. The leach test results do
indicate that metals removal will be necessary, and because of the low baseline
concentrations in streams and the lack of allowed mixing zones, the discharge of treated
effluent will need to protect aquatic life in surface waters. The assessment could explicitly
discuss, at least in a general sense, the possible types of treatment needed.
EPA Response: The revised assessment does mention that reverse osmosis has been
proposed as a treatment method and describes some failure modes for that technology.

National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey (Doc. #4607)
6.210 Culverts and Bridges: Culverts and their potential to negatively affect the salmon ecosystem
of the Kvichak and Nushagak drainage are extensively discussed (page 4-63, page 5-61 and
elsewhere). The high failure rate (30-66%) with resulting negative impacts to salmon and all
other fishery resources may generate questions as to why culverts would be permitted,
especially if the risks would appear to far outweigh any benefits. Bridges may present a lower
risk alternative than culverts. The report should consider expanding the Assessment to
include the risks associated with bridge construction at stream crossings and compare the
risks associated with bridges to those risks the Assessment identified as being associated with
culverts.
EPA Response: Failure rates of culverts have been revised. Crossings of larger streams
and rivers are assumed to be bridged and bridges are assumed to be designed so as to
not block fish passage. The assumption in the draft assessment regarding number of
bridges (20) came from Ghaffari et al. (2011). In the revised assessment, crossings that
would be bridged (18) are based on mean annual streamflows as explained in the text.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #3797)
6.211 The peer reviewers should be asked to analyze the support for EPA’s estimated culvert
failure rate, and whether EPA adequately considered long-term operation and maintenance
activities associated with an active mining operation and post-operational use of the
transportation corridor. The peer reviewers should be asked whether EPA adequately
considered all viable engineering options (such as bridges) in estimating a large failure and
blockage rate associated with the transportation corridor.
EPA Response: The peer reviewers did consider culvert failures and provided several
comments.

Wild River Guides Co. (Doc. #1353)
6.212 I am very experienced with road construction across boreal forest lands, road construction
across tundra lands, and roads through wetlands or waterways (including ice roads).
Undertaking road construction across salmonid streams or recharge wetlands in the Bristol
Bay is extraordinarily shortsighted. I question the data used, which models a 33-60 percent
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chance of road culvert failure. In the sub arctic region of Alaska we have only been
maintaining culverts for fish passage for fifty years and in that period I estimate that 100% of
the culverts in salmon rearing streams have failed at least once affecting salmon fry survival.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but no supporting information was provided in this
comment; no change required.

V. Mendenhall, Ph.D. (Doc. #4113)
6.213 Many “land birds” would be exposed indirectly to habitat changes or contaminants as a result
of mining. The Assessment mentions that loss of fish could affect raptors such as Bald
Eagles, but actual impacts could be far more widespread. Several predatory birds recorded
near the Pebble area depend on aquatic species. Raptors such as the Bald Eagle and Osprey,
which prey on fish, would be impacted by changes in fish stocks or contaminants in their
prey. Bald Eagles, Ravens, and gulls scavenge dead fish and could be similarly affected.
Other raptors depend heavily on ducks and smaller birds as prey, including the Bald Eagle
and Merlin (ABR Inc., page 16.3-5, Tables 16.3-3, 16.3-4).
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife, but
we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on
birds.

Kachemak Resource Institute (Doc. #4617)
6.214 The worst cases arising from the variety of possible system failures in large mine
infrastructure would include not only the sum of failures from water collection and waste
water treatment; pipeline failures; tailings dam catastrophic failures; road, bridge and culvert
failures; and the cumulative effects of failure events through time immemorial reversed, to
time forward in perpetuity.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

D. Shepard (Doc. #4825)
6.215 Some of the data exist to quantify error bars (uncertainties) for the results produced in this
assessment, yet error bars are unknown (Ch 6 and 8).
EPA Response: As the comment states, only some of the data exist to quantify error
bars. We decided not to use subjective judgment to provide the rest of the data required
to do a formal uncertainty analysis. Instead, uncertainties are treated primarily by
defining bounding cases.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5416 and #4962)
6.216 HDR, Inc. 2012. White Paper No. 5 Offsetting Potential Wetlands Impacts through the
Environmental Permitting Process.
The hypothetical scenario developed for the Assessment failed to take into consideration any
potential mitigation measures that would offset predicted potential impacts from large scale
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mining in the Bristol Bay watershed. This failure is striking. Throughout Alaska, there are
numerous important development projects currently being planned, including mines,
renewable energy sources, oil and gas facilities, and public infrastructure. Mitigation will be
relevant to each and every one of those developments.
The purpose of this white paper is to summarize various approaches for offsetting potential
impacts on wetlands and related water bodies. Wetlands are ubiquitous in Alaska and most
development projects will be required by law to have mitigation plans to offset unavoidable
impacts to wetlands. Thus, this paper focuses on the regulatory requirements and mitigation
options for projects in Alaska and provides examples of possible compensatory mitigation
opportunities that could result from mining and other development in the Bristol Bay region.
Any resource development project in Alaska will have to go through a thorough and complex
permitting process. This process incorporates specific requirements to ensure that each
project addresses potential impacts to wetlands resources, including a wetlands mitigation
plan, closure and reclamation plan, and payment of bonds for financial assurance for closure
throughout the life of the project. Through this process, the co-existence of important
development projects and protection of valuable ecosystem services can be obtained.
EPA Response: Mitigation to compensate for effects on aquatic resources that cannot
be avoided or minimized by mine design and operation would be addressed through a
regulatory process that is beyond the scope of this assessment. However, in response to
public and peer review comments we have included a discussion of compensatory
mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.
6.217 Knight Piesold. 2012. White Paper No. 1 Mitigating Risk in the Design and Construction of
Tailings Dams in Alaska
This paper summarizes the regulatory process of the Alaska Dam Safety Program (ADSP),
which is the central governing body responsible for dams in Alaska. The intent of the paper is
to provide some background information regarding the requirements to construct a dam in
Alaska, and to provide information regarding oversight and corporate responsibility as it
relates to dam construction and operation.
It is important to note that tailings dams for large-scale mining operations are major
structures that have been constructed, operated and closed successfully in many parts of the
world. The success and long-term stability of these structures are greatly enhanced by
adherence to strict regulatory requirements. The current state-of-the-art practice for tailings
dam design and operations incorporates lessons learned from the analysis of past tailings dam
failures and the successful performance of other large dams and tailings embankments. Some
key findings as presented in the paper include the following:
•

The performance of tailings dams constructed by the centerline or downstream methods
has been markedly better than dams constructed by the historically common upstream
method. Accordingly, downstream and centerline constructed tailings dams are the
current preferred methods of construction.

•

Tailings dams can be built to stand indefinitely provided the right procedures, protocols,
checks and monitoring are in place throughout all phases of a dam life, including design,
construction, operation, closure, and post closure.
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Embankments constructed with compacted earthfill and rockfill materials have a proven
performance record during seismic loading conditions.

Large embankment dams have a proven performance of successful operation for a variety of
extreme events, such as very cold weather conditions, extreme floods, and large earthquakes.
EPA Response: This comment is not contradictory to the assessment. We state that dam
failure is improbable and that monitoring and maintenance would be required,
including post-closure. No change required.
6.218 Knight Piesold. 2012. White Paper No. 2 Development of Stable Waste Rock Piles in Alaska
This paper presents an overview of the design, construction, and operation methods for the
development of stable waste rock piles, with a discussion of cold region and other specific
considerations relevant to the Bristol Bay region.
Waste rock piles are developed to store non-economic rock and overburden materials for
open pit mining operations. Waste rock piles are potentially large structures that are
progressively constructed during mine operations in accordance with relevant Alaska
statutes, regulations, and guidelines. Well established investigation methods, design
procedures, operating requirements, and monitoring practices have been developed on the
basis of experience at other large mining operations in North America. Some of the key
considerations for the development of stable waste rock piles at Alaska mines are
summarized in the paper, along with requirements for establishing stable permanent
reclaimed landforms after mine closure.
EPA Response: The conclusions of this white paper are consistent with the assessment.
No change required.
6.219 R2 Resource Consultants. 2012. White Paper No. 6. Summary Review of Fish Habitat: Flow
Dependencies and Methods for Evaluating Flow Alteration Effect
The method EPA used for judging the degree of impact on salmonid populations in the
Assessment is essentially hydrologically-based and has no direct linkage to actual salmonid
fish populations and salmonid fish habitat in the watershed. In fact, EPA’s statements
regarding flow reduction effects on salmonid populations are unsupported by the published
literature; the Assessment therefore fails to apply the “best available science” regarding this
critical issue.
Many states, including Alaska, have long recognized the importance of their fishery
resources, both from a recreational and commercial perspective and as a trust resource for
tribal interests.
As such, those states have focused on ensuring sufficient streamflows to maintain population
viability. Programs for defining instream flow needs to protect such resources have been
implemented in many states (including Alaska, Washington, Oregon and others) using a
variety of methodologies.
The purpose of this paper is to address EPA’s lack of sound science in its evaluation of flow
reduction and fish resources in the Assessment by providing a technical review of: 1) the
importance of streamflow on fish and aquatic habitats in streams; 2) the methods and models
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that are currently used to assess the effects of flow regulation on fish habitats; and 3) key
case studies where flow regulation was an issue. The paper reviews the specific methods
employed in those case studies in developing instream flow release schedules designed to
protect aquatic resources and mitigate for potential flow modifications resulting from project
development.
This paper demonstrates the importance of flow to the functionality of various fish life stages
and that flow regulation can have significant biological impacts on fish and aquatic resources
depending on a number of factors, including the type, magnitude, timing, and duration of the
flow regulation. Fortunately, there are a variety of methods and models that have been
developed that can help to understand and define these effects and provide guidance in
formulating instream flow prescriptions designed to protect, mitigate for and even enhance
habitat conditions. The case studies described in the paper provide real-world examples of
where and how the impacts associated with flow regulation on fish habitats have been
successfully addressed. In all cases, the key ingredients leading to success include the careful
design of studies and application of sound scientific methodologies for identifying and
quantifying impacts and deriving appropriate instream flow measures.
EPA Response: Section 7.3.3 of the revised assessment clarifies the importance of
instream flow requirements and the long-term monitoring commitment and extensive
engineering and water management that would be required to maintain suitable flows
under a highly-modified mining water regime.
6.220 R2 Resource Consultants. 2012. White Paper No. 7 Aquatic Habitat and Fish Population
Recovery in the Toutle River following the 1980 Eruption of Mount St. Helens.
The Assessment uses the eruption of Mount Saint Helens as an analogy to a tailings dam
failure. This is a completely unrealistic and unscientific analogy to large scale mining in the
Bristol Bay watershed.
However, having an adequate understanding of aquatic habitat and fish population recovery
and the inherent components and processes contributing to recovery of such an ecosystem is
important. With that objective in mind, this paper provides a review of Toutle River ecology
in the wake of the 1980 Mount Saint Helens’ eruption. Although the Toutle River aquatic
habitat experienced extensive damage with entire headwater tributaries and localized fish
populations lost, recovery processes began soon after the perturbation and within a few years
habitats and aquatic populations had started to rebound. Processes contributing to the
recovery of the river ecosystem included:
•

Flushing flows that moved unimpeded sediments downstream and cleaned out spawning
gravels.

•

Aquatic microbes that utilized new sources of nutrients provided from tree fall and ash
deposits, which established new trophic regimes.

•

Seed banks that supported reestablishment of riparian communities which in turn
contributed to improved water quality.

It was the complexity and behavioral plasticity inherent to the Toutle River fish populations
that facilitated population recovery. The ongoing recovery of the Toutle River has provided a
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living laboratory for understanding aquatic system recovery and highlights the processes
inherent to natural aquatic systems that support persistence in an unpredictable environment
while demonstrating the resiliency of natural systems.
EPA Response: At the suggestion of the peer reviewers, the use of Mount St. Helens ash
flows as an analogue of spilled tailings has been deleted from the assessment.

Chapter 7:

Cumulative and Watershed-Scale Effects of Multiple Mines

National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey (Doc. #4607)
7.1

Section 7.3, Figure 7-1, Potential Mine Sites: Consider adding community locations to the
map to make potential mine location in relation to nearby communities relevant (e.g.,
upstream or downstream). Additionally, consider labeling the Chulitna River; it is the
northeastern most drainage depicted on the map.
EPA Response: This figure has been replaced by Figure 13-1 in the revised assessment
and now shows claim blocks with more than minimal recent exploration in the
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. Community locations have been included in
the figure.

7.2

Page 7-6, Section 7.3.2, Big Chunk Prospect: The last sentence misidentifies the location of
Lake Clark: “Big Chunk is approximately 116 km (72 miles) upstream of New Stuyahok and
approximately 114 km (71 miles) upstream of the village of Nondalton (with Lake Clark
located in between.” This statement should be corrected to reflect that Lake Clark is located
upstream of Nondalton.
EPA Response: Sections 13.2.2.1 and 13.2.3.1 of the revised assessment state that Big
Chunk South and Big Chunk North are approximately 24 km and 48 km northwest of
the village of Nondalton, respectively. Other geographic references were deleted.

7.3

Page 7-7, Section 7.3.3, Groundhog Prospect: The second sentence should be corrected as
follows: “The village of Nondalton lies approximately 88 km (55 miles) downstream of the
Chulitna River Sixmile Lake, which flows out of Lake Clark and into the Newhalen River.
Igiugig lies approximately the same distance downstream on the Upper Talarik Creek and
across Iliamna Lake on the Kvichak River near the outlet of Iliamna Lake.”
EPA Response: Section 13.2.4.1 of the revised assessment states that the Groundhog
claim block is approximately 10 km west of Nondalton and 20 km north-northwest of
Iliamna. Other geographic references were deleted.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #4145 and #4382)
7.4

One reason that EPA appears to identify the Fraser River watershed as an analog to the
Bristol Bay watershed is that mining proponents claim that the Fraser River watershed is an
example of the co-existence of mining and healthy fisheries (Chapter 7, Box 7-1, page 7-2).
In fact, the Gibraltar mine in British Columbia has been cited specifically by the Pebble
Partnership as an example of hardrock mining being compatible with large salmon runs.
However, this mine is considerably smaller than that proposed by the Pebble Partnership at
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the Pebble Deposit, and although originally designed as a zero-discharge facility, the
Gibraltar copper-molybdenum mine has been permitted since June 2009 to discharge effluent
directly into the Fraser River. EPA reports “episodes of low pH and frequently elevated
dissolved copper” in waters at the Gibraltar mine (Chapter 7, Box 7-1, page 7-2).
It may be worth noting that the Gibraltar mine is operated by Taesko Mines Limited, which,
like Northern Dynasty Minerals, is a subsidiary of Hunter Dickenson. Taesko’s directorate
includes managers of Northern Dynasty Minerals as well, and the President and CEO of
Northern Dynasty Minerals is President and CEO of its parent corporation, Hunter
Dickenson. In other words, the claims about the compatibility of mining and fisheries in the
Fraser River appear to be coming from sources that not only operate that facility, but that are
proposing a much larger mining operation in the Bristol Bay watershed. At best, what can be
concluded is that the Pebble Partnership’s claim that copper mining and maintenance of
healthy salmon resources are compatible within a watershed is unsupported by the example it
has provided.
EPA Response: Box 8-4 of the revised assessment explains that the Fraser River is not a
good analogue for Bristol Bay and why.
7.5

In Section 7.4.1.1 (Habitat Eliminated Under the Mine Footprint), EPA appears to estimate
the reach and extent of streams that would be eliminated or blocked by potential mining
operations using State of Alaska data that is analogous to that shown on USGS quadrangles
and/or the blueline streams depicted therein. Such maps may grossly underestimate the
existence and length of stream reaches given the means by which the maps were produced
(high altitude imagery, often with little or no on-the-ground verification). For example,
Figure 1 compares EPA’s depiction of stream impacts (Chapter 7, Figure 7-2, page 7-11) in
the North Fork Koktuli River drainage (TSF1) with the depiction of the same drainage as
shown in Northern Dynasty Mines’ 2006 water rights applications.
EPA estimates that approximately 9.2 miles of stream would be eliminated by TSF1. Simple
inspection of Northern Dynasty Mine’s depiction suggests that EPA’s estimate is likely to be
at least 50% low.
EPA Response: Box 7-1 of the revised assessment explains the calculation of streams
and wetlands affected by mine scenario footprints. The scale of the data sets available
for this analysis was 1:63,360. Box 7-1 notes that the estimates of stream length and
wetland area affected reflect a lower bound, and that these estimates could be enhanced
with improved, higher-resolution mapping.

7.6

EPA’s assessment of the direct habitat losses associated with TSF1 also appears to be low.
EPA’s estimate of the area of the TSF1 appears to measure from the top of the tailings dams
rather than the outer perimeter of the toe of these dams, and may underestimate the footprint
of TSF1 by more than 300 acres (Figure 2). And, EPA’s estimates do not include a number of
additional measurable impacts to wetland and aquatic areas that would result from a number
of detention dams and sedimentation reservoirs that are depicted in the Wardrop report
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(2011)10, as well as direct losses resulting from construction and operation of the power
plant, mill site, roads, support buildings, and associated infrastructure.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.5. Box 7-1 also explains that the area
covered by facilities associated with mine site development (e.g., housing, crushing
plant, WWTP) is not considered in the calculation of eliminated and blocked streams
and wetlands due to lack of knowledge about the specific size, orientation, and
placement on the landscape of these structures. The values reported in the assessment
are thus conservative estimates, as additional development on the landscape would
likely impact additional wetland area and stream length due to abundance of aquatic
habitat in this region.
7.7

EPA does not provide a frame of reference for such magnitudes of losses of wetland and
aquatic habitats, even for the underestimates that EPA presents. If possible, EPA should
augment its risk assessment with examples of any hardrock mines in any watersheds in the
United States whose impacts to wetland and aquatic habitats have been similar or greater, as
well as examples where such impacts have been successfully offset with compensatory
mitigation measures.
EPA Response: We are unaware of any permitted hard rock mines with aquatic
resource impacts of the magnitude estimated in this assessment or of any compensatory
mitigation of this magnitude. We believe that the losses of streams and wetlands in the
mine footprint would be unprecedented among U.S. permitted hard rock mines due to
the potential size of the mine, the amount of waste generated, and the abundance of
aquatic resources at the site.

7.8

Finally, EPA assumes in its cumulative impacts analysis that other potential mines at the Sill
and 38 Zone prospects would use the mill and TSFs built for the Pebble mine. EPA should
also consider the potential additional cumulative impacts if that joint usage does not occur.
Similarly, EPA assumes that the transportation corridor and perhaps some of the other
associated facilities and power might also be used by other mining operations as part of a
“mining district.” These assumptions are conservative with regard to potential cumulative
direct impacts, and would underestimate cumulative impacts of multiple mines if the
assumptions prove not to be valid.
EPA Response: In the revised assessment we estimated potential cumulative impacts
with and without joint usage of mills and TSFs in those cases where joint usage appears
to be possible. Chapter 7 in the draft assessment was not meant to be definitive, but to
give a conservative (not worst-case) estimate of the potential impacts of additional
mines. We have added discussion to Chapter 13 of the revised assessment about the
cumulative effects of secondary development that results from introducing industry,
roads and infrastructure to the region. We also added discussion in Chapter 6 of the
revised assessment about the cumulative footprint of a single mine.

10

Wardrop. 2011. Preliminary Assessment of the Pebble Project Southwest Alaska.
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The Draft Assessment appears to underestimate habitat losses in the cumulative case, just as
in its risk assessment proper.11 In addition, the Draft Assessment makes a number of
assumptions about joint use of facilities by multiple mining operations that may not be valid
and that may result in an understatement of the risks of multiple mine development, a
possibility that EPA should at a minimum acknowledge in the Final Assessment.
EPA Response: We assumed the sharing of infrastructure wherever it was plausible as
a conservative assumption to represent a lower bound of cumulative impacts. Because
the sharing of facilities is uncertain and may understate the risk, the revised assessment
estimates the potential cumulative impacts with and without shared use of mills and
TSFs in those cases where joint usage appears to be possible (Section 13.2).

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #3797)
7.10

Since this scenario is not an actual mine plan and it lacks detailed mine development
alternatives, the peer reviewers should be asked about these fundamental assumptions made
by EPA and how they affect the assessment’s reliability.
EPA Response: The peer reviewers were asked a number of questions about the mine
scenarios, including “Given the type and location of copper deposits in the watershed,
was this hypothetical mine scenario realistic and sufficient for the assessment?”

7.11

Related to this issue, the peer reviewers should be asked whether EPA’s projections of
cumulative impacts from “multiple mines” beyond the Pebble Project (see Assessment
Chapter 7) is scientifically valid since EPA “cannot predict what mining activities would
occur in the future, in what order mines would be developed, or what their specific impacts
would be.”
EPA Response: The peer reviewers were asked a number of questions about the
cumulative assessment, including “Does the assessment appropriately describe the
potential for cumulative risks from multiple mines?” and “If not, what suggestions do
you have for improving this part of the assessment?”

National Mining Association (Doc. #4109)
7.12

“Cumulative impacts” from various sites, such as the Groundhog property, are discussed,
despite the fact that resources at those sites are unproven and in some instances no geologic
exploratory drilling has even been conducted.
EPA Response: The revised assessment only considered development of additional
mines at potential sites where there was notable activity or investment in drilling or
other exploration in 2011 to 2012 (see Section 13.2). The draft assessment acknowledged
that we could not predict exactly which mining projects would move forward in the
future. However, the expansion of mining in the two watersheds is likely. A number of
land management units in each watershed are designated by the State for mineral
development, and a large number of claims and mineral deposits exist. To recognize the

11

Comment # 4145, pg. 5 – Thomas G. Yocum, Comments on EPA’s Draft Bristol Bay Assessment, also attached
to Comment # 4382 as Comment # 4382.3
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uncertainty inherent in this prediction, we made conservative estimates of cumulative
effects. Other comments provided lists of mineral deposits and mining regions that we
did not include in the assessment (e.g., Buell and Associates 2012). They explained that
other mines and prospects in the region “would have a range of potential development
approaches and impacts extending well beyond those reasonably anticipated for the
Pebble prospect.”

Northwest Mining Association (Doc. #4119)
7.13

The Assessment states that Pebble would be the largest mine of its type in the U.S. (which is
not a true statement – the Bingham Canyon Mine has operated for more than 140 years and at
some periods during its mine life has milled up to 500,000 tons per day as compared to the
EPA Assessment use of 200,000 tons per day) and then utilizes the hypothetical mine
focused on Pebble to represent all other large mines that could ever be developed in the
Bristol Bay Watershed. This approach is blatantly wrong. If Pebble will be the largest, how
can any others also be this large?
EPA Response: If the Pebble deposit exceeds 11 billion tons of ore as predicted
(Ghaffari et al. 2011), it would be the largest mine of its type in North America in terms
of the total amount of ore. The assessment does not use the largest mine size scenario to
represent the other potential mines in the two watersheds. We assumed that other ore
bodies in the area would be smaller than the Pebble deposit, with an average size of 200
to 250 million tons—well below the minimum size of 2 billion tons considered in the
original draft assessment. In the revised assessment we include a 250 million ton
scenario to represent the size of the additional mines (Section 13.2).

7.14

The Assessment is fatally flawed when it assumes all other large scale mines in the region
will look the same as the EPA hypothetical mine. Every mineral deposit is different and must
be evaluated based on its particular geology, geochemistry, metallurgy, environmental
setting, etc.
The result is that every mine layout is different, every mine plan is different, every mill is
different, every tailings impoundment is unique, etc.
In no case can a programmatic EIS be used for permitting an individual mine. Every mine is
required to have a site specific EIS based on the specific design details and environmental
data for all aspects of the mine. Yet, the EPA Assessment uses a hypothetical design to
evaluate the potential impacts on the entire Bristol Bay region, an area larger than the State of
West Virginia.
EPA Response: The assessment does not predict the mine configurations that would be
constructed at mineral deposits in the two watersheds. The mine scenario used at each
of the sites reflects activities typically associated with porphyry copper mining. The
assessment is not an environmental impact statement and the comparison is
inappropriate. This assessment is not intended to compare alternatives or definitively
predict the impacts of any specific mine alternative. The purpose of the assessment is to
determine the significance of Bristol Bay’s ecological resources and identify potential
impacts to those resources from mine developments typically associated with porphyry
copper mining.
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
7.15

NDM also takes issue with the Draft Assessment’s failure to recognize the environmental
success of many modern hard rock mines and their co-existence with significant salmon
fisheries when it projects how its hypothetical mine will impact the Bristol Bay watershed.
British Columbia’s Fraser River offers an important example that EPA gives inadequate
attention to and does not consider in a comprehensive or scientific manner. The Fraser is
among the world’s most productive salmon rivers and supports commercial, recreational and
aboriginal fisheries. Despite significant mining activity over many decades throughout the
drainage basin starting with the Cariboo Gold Rush in the 1850s, there is strong evidence that
demonstrates hard rock mining has not had a deleterious impact on the Fraser River fisheries.
Salmon in the Fraser have increased in abundance since the Hell’s Gate slide in 1913 up
through the early 1990s, while at the same time production of precious and base metal mines
has significantly increased.
Review of existing empirical evidence demonstrates that mining activity in the Fraser River
watershed over the last 50 years has not had a negative effect on salmon populations or the
commercial salmon fishery. Also, there have been no large scale effects from mining on
salmon habitat. Further, the existing evidence shows no real relationship between salmon
price and mining activity.
Evidence from other hard rock mining sites in Alaska is also important in a comparative
analysis, but has been entirely overlooked in the Draft Assessment. Environmental
performance records for all of Alaska’s existing hard rock are exemplary. In fact, three of the
state’s most significant mining operations have actually improved fish habitat and
productivity outside the mine gate:
x

Red Dog Mine – zinc-lead mine located in Northwest Alaska, near Kotzebue, in
operation since 1989.

x

Greens Creek Mine – silver, zinc, gold and lead mine on Admiralty Island in southeast
Alaska, first discovered in 1975.

x

Fort Knox Mine – gold mine northeast of Fairbanks, Alaska, first permitted in 1994.

Also, case studies of other active hard rock mining sites in the Fraser River watershed –
Highland Valley, Gibraltar, Endako, and Mount Polley – indicate no evidence of a past,
present or future risk to fisheries resources in that watershed. They are also important
comparatives because of their large size and relative proximity to salmon habitat.
x

Highland Valley Mine, Logan Lake, British Columbia – operating since 1962, targets
copper and molybdenum in a site that covers about 7,000 ha with 120,000 tons of
throughput per day. The Highland Valley deposit occurs in a tributary of Guichon Creek
and the tailings facility is in a creek drainage that is a tributary of the Thompson River.
Several small lakes and ponds are around the perimeter of the mine site. Fish species
present near or downstream of the mine include rainbow trout, largescale sucker,
longnose dace, peamouth chub, northern pike minnow, burbot, redside shiner, mountain
whitefish, steelhead, chinook salmon, and coho salmon. Geographically, the mine is
within several kilometers of productive salmon habitat. Mitigation measures and
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monitoring measures in place at the mine help to ensure that area fisheries are protected.
Indeed, the Buell & Associates report discussed below notes that a reclaimed tailings
pond (Trojan Pond) at the mine supports a self-sustaining population of Kamloops
rainbow trout that are subjected annually to a trophy fishing contest. Fry from the small
feeder stream to this pond, where adult fish successfully spawn, are out-planted to other
water bodies in disturbed areas on the mining property, where they do well.
x

Gibraltar Mine, McLeese Lake, British Columbia – operating since 1972, targets copper
and molybdenum in a site that covers 2,000 ha with 55,000 tons of milling throughput per
day. The mine is situated within the upper Cuisson Creek drainage, a tributary of the
Fraser River. The tailings facility overlaps the headwaters of a tributary to Cuisson Creek
starting upstream from the Fraser River. Fish species present near or downstream of the
mine include rainbow trout, bridgelip sucker, white sucker, largescale sucker, longnose
sucker, longnose dace, peamouth chub, chinook salmon, and coho salmon. Risk to
fisheries from this mine’s operation is very low. Geographically, the mine is within
several kilometers of productive salmon habitat. Further, there are healthy rainbow trout
living in the mine’s tailings pond and downstream seepage pond. They are tested from
time to time and show no elevated metals or other indication of negative effects.

x

Endako Mine, Endako, British Columbia – operating since 1965, targets molybdenum,
copper, zinc, tungsten and bismuth in a site that covers about 2,000 ha with 55,000 tons
of throughput a day. The mine is located on a plateau near Francois Lake, Fraser Lake,
and Endako River, three important tributary systems in the Fraser drainage. Its footprint
overlaps headwaters of Sweetnam Creek, Watkins Creek, Higginbotham Creek, and
several tributaries on Francois Lake and the Endako River. Its tailings facility is sited on
the upper portion of a tributary to the Endako River. Fish species present near or
downstream of the mine include rainbow trout, peamouth chub, longnose sucker, burbot,
lake chub, leopard dace, longnose dace, mountain whitefish, northern pike minnow,
prickly sculpin, rainbow trout, redside shiner, kokanee, sockeye salmon, and chinook
salmon. Evidence demonstrates that risks to fisheries from the Endako mine are
extremely low. Geographically, it is within several kilometers of productive salmon
habitat.

x

Mount Polley Mine, Likely, British Columbia – operating since 1997, targets copper,
gold and silver in a site of about 800 ha with 20,000 tons of throughput per day. The mine
site is on the slopes of Mount Polley in the upper headwaters of Hazeltine Creek, a
tributary of Quesnel Lake. Bootjack Lake and Polley Lake flank the east and west side of
Mount Polley and the mine site. Fish species present near or downstream of the mine
include rainbow trout, bull trout, longnose dace, mountain whitefish, northern pike
minnow, peamouth chub, redside shiner, burbot, kokanee, chinook salmon, coho salmon,
and sockeye salmon. Evidence shows that the risks to overall fisheries from the mine are
extremely low.

In summary, these mines are all examples, with proven track records, of sustainable low
impact operations adjacent to important fish habitat in the Fraser River drainage.
EPA Response: The mines described in this comment differ from the Pebble prospect
scenarios in many ways, including hydrology, climate, location with respect to fishbearing streams, estimated waste streams, and other factors that can greatly influence
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the degree of comparability. Although these mines provide useful case studies, our
assessment focuses on mine scenarios based on descriptions provided in Northern
Dynasty Minerals’ planning documents. These scenarios, in the context of specific
features of the Bristol Bay watershed that are potentially affected, provide a more
appropriate basis for calculating potential exposure and risk in this assessment.
We see sufficient evidence that mining in the Fraser River watershed has affected
salmon runs. Salmon runs have declined, but available evidence is insufficient to
quantify the extent to which mining has contributed to the decline. As the original draft
assessment described, elevated levels of copper and other metals and episodes of low pH
have been associated with mines in the Fraser watershed. There is also a reported
failure of a tailings impoundment at the Pinchi Lake Mine (see Box 8-4 of the revised
assessment).
Although it can be said that Red Dog, Greens Creek and Fort Knox mines improved
water quality, all three situations vary greatly from the Bristol Bay situation. At Red
Dog the creek flowed over the mineral deposit and had high natural levels of metals. By
managing and treating water at the mine site, the mine has improved the water quality
in terms of metals concentrations. However, Red Dog is also an example of the difficulty
mining companies have in predicting and planning for mine impacts. For example, as a
result of a number of unforeseen environmental factors, the mine tailings impoundment
filled with water runoff at a much faster rate than expected, requiring the construction
of surface water bypass facilities and enlargement and modification of the
impoundment. The tailings impoundment also was predicted to be frozen over and not
in need of perpetual treatment after mine closure, but due to the high concentrations of
acid generating materials in the impoundment, the temperature has risen sufficiently
for it to remain open and in need of water management and treatment in perpetuity.
The project was also plagued by unforeseen contaminated dust problems.
Greens Creek is another example of a mine site with poor natural water quality that
was improved by water management and treatment at the mine. At Fort Knox, aquatic
resources were severely impaired by previous placer mining activities. Some of the
impaired areas were covered by the mine footprint and by pass of clean water around
the footprint also helped improve water quality below the facility. Furthermore, Fort
Knox is in a much drier climate than the Bristol Bay watershed and until this year did
not have a permit to discharge wastewater from the tailings impoundment. Fort Knox
also provides examples of unforeseen accidents that can occur during the life of large
scale mines, having suffered two pipeline leaks releasing cyanide to the environment,
which fortunately was controlled before reaching aquatic resources.
7.16

12

As noted in the comments provided by Buell & Associates12, there are several existing,
developed mines and other mineralized areas and claims identified in the Bristol Bay Area
Plan that are not set aside but are ripe for development, including some that are considerably
larger in land area than Pebble. These other mines and prospects contain a variety of ore
types and target minerals, and would have a range of potential development approaches and

This particular comment in this letter is referenced from Comment # 4611.6, p. 5 – 6
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impacts extending well beyond those reasonably anticipated for the Pebble prospect. In order
to be a comprehensive and reasonable assessment of mining in the “Bristol Bay Watershed,”
the Draft Assessment must consider these other prospects and analyze how they may be
developed within the existing Bristol Bay area planning process and according to the existing
Alaskan permitting process.
EPA Response: The assessment focused on the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds because they represent 50% of the Bristol Bay watershed and are identified
as mineral development areas by the State of Alaska. The assessment focused on the
Pebble deposit because it is the most likely site for near-term development due to its size
and extent of characterization. Chapter 13 of the revised assessment considers
development of additional mines at six potential sites where there was notable activity
and/or investment in drilling or other exploration in 2011 to 2012.
7.17

There were 25 active mines operating in the Fraser River Watershed in 2010. Mining
operations are known to have the potential to affect water quality and fish habitat, however, a
review13 of the literature on mining in the Fraser River watershed shows that there does not
appear to be a noticeable effect on the overall salmon population. Since the mid-1950’s there
has been an upward trend in both mine production and salmon escapement. When the landed
value of sockeye salmon was compared to amount of ore mined, both have had an increasing
trend.
EPA Response: Our review of the literature shows that there is an effect on salmon
populations of the Fraser watershed. The Canadian government charged the Cohen
Commission to investigate the declines in salmon after the sockeye fishery was closed
for three straight years. Salmon runs have declined but available evidence is insufficient
to quantify the extent to which mining has contributed to the decline (see Box 8-4 of the
revised assessment).

7.18

Buell14 observes that the “Mine Scenario” discussed in EPA’s analysis narrows the focus of
the Draft Assessment inappropriately. The Draft Assessment is supposed to be on the effects
of mining generally, not just a PLP mine. Pebble is located in one of five planning units in
the Nushagak and Kvichak drainages specifically set aside in the Bristol Bay Area Plan
(2005)15 for mineral exploration and mining because they have significant resources, either
measured or inferred, that may experience minerals exploration or development during the
planning period. In addition, there are several existing, developed mines and other
mineralized areas and claims identified in the Plan that are not set aside but are ripe for
development; some are considerably larger in land area than Pebble and others, though
economically viable, are considerably smaller. These other mines and prospects contain a
variety of ore types and target minerals, and would have a range of potential development
approaches and impacts extending well beyond those reasonably anticipated for the Pebble
prospect.

13

Sarachuk, Jennifer. 2012. Fraser River Salmon and Mining Review
This particular comment in this letter is referenced from Comment # 4611.6, p. 5
15
Alaska Department of Natural Resources. 2005. Bristol Bay Area Plan for State Lands. Available online at
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/planning/areaplans/bristol/pdf/bbap_complete.pdf
14
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.16.
7.19

Many of the failure risk scenarios described in Chapters 6 and 7 of the Draft Assessment are
either unrealistic or wholly irrelevant to PLP’s mine development.
EPA Response: The comment does not provide specific information or identify specific
inaccuracies. No change required.

7.20

Not only is EPA’s report premature because it uses a hypothetical mine plan rather than
waiting for an actual mine plan to evaluate, it is important to point out that EPA has chosen
to evaluate a hypothetical plan that a number of federal and state agencies would never have
permitted in the first instance. Among the many reasons why this is the case, NDM observes:
The “routine scenario’ (i.e., everything working as intended including standard mitigation
practices) analyzed in EPA’s report shows an impact of about 100 krn of lost “potentially
anadromous fish spawning and rearing habitat” in the mine footprint and waste rock piles
areas. Even assuming this estimate of habitat loss is correct (and it is not, as evidenced by
detailed comments below), a project would never be permitted that did not mitigate for the
loss of an equivalent (usually a multiple of the actual loss) amount of similar habitat either
being created, or preserved. Thus, there would be a net gain in productive fish habitat and
greater contribution to the fisheries.
EPA Response: To receive a permit for the mine described in the assessment, the
applicant would have to perform compensatory mitigation for aquatic resources
impacted by the project. More area is generally required for mitigation than is affected
by the project. This mitigation is required not just for streams that are “potentially
anadromous fish spawning and rearing habitat” but would be required for all aquatic
resources lost to the mining project.
The assessment was intended to identify potential impacts to fish from mining. It was
not intended to be the definitive prediction of aquatic resource loss, and it was not
intended to identify potential specific mitigation projects available in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds. It may be true that a mine similar to the scenario would be
unpermittable because insufficient opportunities for mitigation would be available, but
predictions regarding future permitting are outside the scope of the assessment. In
response to public and peer review comments we have included a discussion of
compensatory mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.

7.21

The routine scenario also assumes that only water that is surplus to mining operations would
be available to release to surface waters downstream of the mine footprint area. The projected
impacts are a decrease in winter water temperature, an increase in summer water temperature,
and a loss of the quantity and quality of fish habitat downstream of the mine footprint. These
impacts would not be allowed to occur unless appropriate mitigation was implemented.
Mitigation could include: creating a storage reservoir to provide additional surface flow so
that the impacts to downstream flows were lessened or eliminated; putting the water from the
water treatment plant into groundwater as a surcharge and reducing water temperatures to
natural conditions and supplementing surface water flows by maintaining groundwater inflow
to the main channel; or installing wells to supplement surface flows in order to eliminate or
lessen the downstream flow impacts. Moreover, removing natural barriers to un-utilized fish
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habitat (like beaver dams/rock falls, etc.) opens up significant amounts of habitat and related
fish production. All of these measures are easily implemented, but EPA chose not to even
consider any of this “mitigation” measures and did not include them in the Draft Assessment.
EPA Response: We assume that all appropriate mitigation measures would be included
in the design and then evaluate potential effects on salmon. We did not include
mitigation that involves tapping nearby resources because of the expanded impact
footprint that would cause. We consider those types of features unlikely to be permitted.
Compensatory mitigation would be considered as part of a regulatory process to offset
effects identified in completion of the assessment; nevertheless, we have added
Appendix J to address compensatory mitigation issues.
7.22

Page 7-13: “At the Red Dog mine, near Kotzebue, in Northwest Alaska, treatment of waste
rock wastewater for metals resulted in excessive total dissolved solids requiring that water be
directed to the TSF rather than discharged. Compounding this problem, failure to implement
planned surface water diversions early in mine development resulted in unpredicted rapid
filling of the TSF.”
Comment: The compounding problem was poor understanding of the hydrologic and
climatologic environment due to insufficient baseline data, which lead to an underprediction
of precipitation (Dames & Moore, 1992). The problem was not failure to construct planned
surface water diversions as suggested by EPA.
EPA Response: The water treatment failure at Red Dog was the result of an unintended
failure to design a plant that was adequate for the mine and site. The passage has been
expanded to clarify the nature of the failure.

7.23

Page 7-14: “Closure would typically include hundreds to thousands of years of monitoring,
maintenance, and treatment of any water that may flow off site. However, over these
timeframes we would expect multiple and more frequent system failures.”
Comment: This is speculation. There are no supporting references as to why “multiple and
more frequent system failures” would be expected over a longer timeframe.
EPA Response: We have modified the language to reflect that the cumulative
probability of system failures increases after closure due to relaxed oversight and
attention over time as well as additional mines going into closure status. This is a
precautionary approach, reflecting the relatively ephemeral nature of human
institutions, and is appropriate in order to prepare for and prevent future impacts, in
perpetuity.

7.24

The analysis [“Active Metal Mines of the Fraser River Basin and Fish – Case Studies” by
Oscar Gustafson (2012] identifies several reasons for its conclusion that the four active metal
mines studied present very low risks to fish, fish habitat, and fisheries resources of the Fraser
River watershed.
No engineering design related failures that resulted in significant downstream effects to the
receiving environment at any of these four mines were identified. The engineered structures
located at these mine sites are the result of modern engineering design and construction
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standards that are determined by professional practice and legislation. They are no more
likely to fail than modern high rises, hydroelectric dams, or highway bridges.
Each of the four open pit mines utilizes a tailings storage facility, waste rocks dumps,
diversion ditches to collect site runoff, and water collection ponds. Each of these four mines
has comprehensive waste and water management and reclamation plans in place.
The four mines examined have extensive engineered water management systems in place to
contain mine site seepage and surface runoff and to recirculate it as process water. Mitigation
is effectively accomplished by collecting mine site seepage and surface runoff from disturbed
areas and recirculating it as process water within a closed system. No evidence was identified
indicating that these mines release contact water to the receiving environment other than
under specific circumstances in accordance with issued permits.
The Gibraltar Mine and Endako Mine periodically release contact water to the receiving
environment under effluent discharge permit conditions. Both mines are subject to regulation
under the Metal Mining Effluent Regulations. The Highland Valley Mine and Mount Polley
Mine do not release contact water.
Salmon are a resilient species that originate from multiple reproducing populations, have a
high reproductive capacity, display variable life histories, opportunistically colonize new
habitats, and can recover from disturbance provided natural processes and variability are
restored. Mines, including those assessed in this paper, have a finite life and closure plans to
restore pre-disturbance conditions. Salmon that may have been displaced by mining have the
potential to recolonize areas following mine closure or a temporary disturbance such as an
accidental spill.
There is considerable regulatory oversight concerning the operation of mines in the Fraser
River watershed. As these mines are all located in British Columbia, Canada, the author
noted that the BC Ministry of Energy and Mines and the BC Ministry of Environment have
jointly developed policies and guidelines on the management of mine effluent and ARD.
EPA Response: There is not sufficient evidence to claim that mining in the Fraser River
watershed has not affected salmon runs. Salmon runs have declined but available
evidence is insufficient to quantify the extent to which mining has contributed to the
decline. As the draft assessment described, elevated levels of copper and other metals
and episodes of low pH have been associated with mines in the Fraser watershed. There
is also a reported failure of a tailings impoundment at the Pinchi Lake Mine (see Box 84 of the revised assessment).
The four mines described in the white paper differ from the mining scenario in the
Bristol Bay assessment in a number of important ways:
1. They are much smaller mines. The mine scenarios at the Pebble deposit would
process 200,000 tons of ore a day. One of the example mines processes only 20,000
tons per day, two others process 55,000 tons, and the largest one processes 120,000
tons per day.
2. Apparently only one of the mines has acid generation potential. The largest mine
has no acid generation problems.
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3. Two of the mines, including the largest one, are closed systems with no discharge of
mine wastewater to aquatic resources.
4. All of the mines are sited in locations with “limited” to “very low” fishery potential.
In contrast, the assessment mine scenario footprints would eliminate, block or
dewater up to 36 km of documented anadromous waters and up to 115 km of
additional headwater streams (see Section 7.4 of the revised assessment for a
summary discussion). Furthermore, the three streams immediately downstream of
the footprint have considerable adult salmon returns (see Section 7.1.2 and Table 71 for discussion of salmon spawning abundance in the mine scenario watersheds).
7.25

Concerning water quality issues, the Draft Assessment: discounts the effectiveness of
established sediment and erosion control practices for road construction and operation; has
not considered mitigation strategies for addressing concerns over road salts for dust and ice
control; has not considered mitigation strategies for addressing concerns over sediment
contribution and effects; has not considered mitigation strategies for addressing concerns
related to shallow groundwater impacts; has not considered the role of mine reclamation to
mitigate habitat loss during the post-closure period; and overstates the risk to salmonids from
copper in mine operations leachate.
EPA Response: Many of the water quality impacts described in the assessment can be
reduced or eliminated by best practices, mitigation strategies and post closure
reclamation, so it is appropriate to focus attention on these issues early in the process.
The discussion of the risk to salmonids from copper in mine operations leachate has
been expanded in the revised assessment.

7.26

Lessons learned at other sites will be incorporated into any new mine development and mine
operation. The use of simple mass balance techniques can predict the accumulation of
dissolved salts within the recycled water system at the site. Similarly, water management
failures at other sites only serve to highlight the need for vigorous water management from
the outset of any project of this size.
We note that the Red Dog Mine case history can be shown as a learning example. A case
study prepared by Dames & Moore (1992)16 for the U.S. Bureau of Mines provides additional
details on the start-up challenges at Red Dog Mine:
“As it turned out, design of the mine tailings impoundment did not include a number of
critical design issues due to a lack of adequate hydrologic, geologic, and climatologic
baseline information, e.g., ground water monitoring wells were not included in the
baseline data program. As a result, mining activities along Red Dog Creek intercepted
an unexpected ground water aquifer at the mine zone containing toxic levels of heavy
metals which, once intercepted, discharged directly into Red Dog Creek. This resulted in
unscheduled construction of a bypass to carry unpolluted waters of upper Red Dog
Creek around the mining operation to a point downstream of the mine. Additionally, the
Company constructed a system to route all surface water runoff and intercepted ground
water to the tailings impoundment. It is also clear that site-specific precipitation data and

16

Dames and Moore. 1992. Regulatory Processes Associated with Metal-Mine Development in Alaska – A Case
Study of the Red Dog Mine. Available online at http://www.dggs.alaska.gov/webpubs/usbm/ofr/text/ofr093_92.PDF
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runoff considerations associated with mine development in arctic conditions was not
adequately addressed. Precipitation was greater than expected and infiltration of
precipitation into the ground was much less than expected due to permafrost conditions.
This, combined with additional surface and ground water being routed to the tailings
impoundment, resulted in surface and ground water discharges into the tailings
impoundment being much greater than anticipated. As a result the mine tailings
impoundment filled with water runoff at a much faster rate than expected, thus
necessitating the acceleration of impoundment development and engineering design
changes.”
While we have not performed a thorough review of the Environmental Baseline Document
for the Pebble Project17 (PLP, 2011), it is safe to say that baseline information being
incorporated into the Pebble design far outweighs the amount available at a similar stage of
the Red Dog Mine development in the early 1980’s. We also note that according to the
Dames & Moore (1992) report, the compounding problem was poor understanding of the
hydrologic and climatologic environment leading to underprediction of precipitation rather
than failure to construct planned surface water diversions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.15.

Alaska Miners Association, Inc. (Doc. #4612)
7.27

While the Alaska Miners Association generally concerns itself with issues affecting the
mining industry, we feel the negative impacts that would assuredly result from the
assessment would stretch much further than just the mining sector in Alaska. These impacts
would certainly pertain to more than the proposed Pebble Project and implied effects on
salmon habitat, which the assessment is obviously aimed at, despite the commitment in the
EPA’s original press release that states, “EPA’s assessment is not limited to examining the
effects of hardrock mining projects, but will consider the effects of large-scale development
in general.” The assessment narrowly focuses on a large-scale mine. The fact that EPA did
not adhere to its original commitment causes us to question the credibility of the entire
assessment in general.
EPA Response: Our original intent was to focus on large-scale development generally.
Early in the process we evaluated potential large scale developments in the Nushagak
and Kvichak River watersheds and concluded that only mineral mining presented a
likelihood of large-scale development in the near future, so the scope was modified
accordingly. EPA announced the assessment in February 2011. In August 2011, when
we met with the Intergovernmental Technical Team made up of tribal, state and federal
experts, we reviewed the change of scope and the conceptual models of impacts from
large-scale mining and received input on the new scope and approach to the assessment.
This information was posted on EPA’s web site and discussed at outreach events during
the development of the assessment.

17

Pebble Limited Partnership. 2011. Pebble Project Environmental Baseline Document 2004 through 2008.
Available online at http://www.pebbleresearch.com/ebd/
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This information was posted on EPA’s web site and discussed at outreach events during
the development of the assessment.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4960 and #5416)
7.28

Instead of assessing the full scope of present and potential watershed risks, the Assessment
“focuses on the Pebble deposit area,” considers only those stressors associated with a
potential Pebble mine, and addresses only those cumulative effects associated with multiple
mines. By focusing so narrowly on the Pebble deposit and future mining operations, the
Assessment ignores other stressors, impacts, and activities of concern. Such a narrow focus
conflicts with Agency policy. It fails to deliver on EPA’s “commitment to addressing water
quality problems in a comprehensive, holistic fashion.”
EPA Response: The assessment includes conceptual models illustrating potential
pathways by which large-scale mining activities can lead to proximate stressors and
ultimately impairment of fish resources. We focused on stressors based on their
potential likelihood and severity. It was clear from the beginning that this was a focused
assessment, initially on large-scale development but modified to large-scale mining
because it has the greatest potential to move forward and was the subject of requests for
EPA action. The assessment focuses on the Pebble deposit because it is the most likely
mine to be developed in the near future and a great deal of information about how it
could be developed has been made publicly available.

7.29

White Paper No. 3 – Active Metal Mines of the Fraser River Basin and Fish – Case Studies 18
Mining has a long history in the Fraser River Basin starting with the Cariboo Gold Rush in
the 1850s. Similar to the Bristol Bay Watershed, the Fraser River is among the world’s most
productive salmon rivers and supports commercial, recreational, and subsistence fisheries.
Due to its long history, mining has historically been met with some concern with respect to
fisheries conservation due to potential negative effects to the land base, water quality, water
quantity, and fish habitat. Those concerns, however, can be addressed through modern mine
design and construction.
This paper presents case studies from four active metal mines on the Fraser River watershed
as a means to assess the risk of mining operations to fisheries. Information concerning mine
engineering, operating details, and environmental setting are identified and assessed for this
purpose. While these mines have some minor localized effects to fish and fish habitat, there
is no evidence to suggest these mines present a current or future risk to the fishery resources
of the overall Fraser River watershed. The four active metal mines assessed in this white
paper are all examples, with proven track records, of sustainable low impact operations
adjacent to important fish habitat in the Fraser River discharge.
EPA Response: Many environmental concerns from large-scale mining may be
addressable through modern mine design and construction. If so, it is appropriate to
raise those concerns early in the process. It is also important to use analogous mine sites
when making comparisons. The four mines described in the white paper differ from the

18

Report by Knight Piesold.
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mine scenarios in the assessment in a number of important ways (see response to
Comment 7.24). A truly important and helpful mine for comparison purposes would be
one as large as the potential mine at the Pebble deposit, in an area with similar
hydrogeology, with acid-generating waste and discharges of large amounts of treated
wastewater to a very productive salmon ecosystem. We have not been able to find an
operating mine with these conditions.
7.30

White Paper No. 4 – Fraser River Salmon and Mining Update through 2010 19
This paper provides a review and summary of the existing data on salmon stocks and
resource development within the Fraser River watershed with a focus on evaluating the
effects of mining activities on the watershed. Although the Fraser River watershed is an
urbanized ecosystem and is subject to multiple influences, it still supports a robust
commercial, native and recreational salmon fishery. As such, the Fraser River can provide
valuable lessons for development within Bristol Bay.
In fact, it is highly unlikely that the Bristol Bay watershed will ever see the population level
and degree of urban and industrial development that is present in the Fraser River watershed.
This means that with proper management of resources and development, the Bristol Bay
watershed can continue to support healthy salmon runs while supporting other resource
developments that will further enhance the economic potential of the region. In fact,
development within the Bristol Bay watershed would have the benefit of more sophisticated
planning and knowledge of prior resource development in other regions. With that
sophisticated planning, sustainable development within the watershed can be ensured, such as
that development (including mining) today won’t compromise the health and balance of
future salmon populations within the overall watershed.
EPA Response: The Fraser River mines described in detail were much smaller than the
known Pebble deposit. Three of the four did not have acid mine drainage. Two of the
four are closed systems with no wastewater discharge and a third had no discharge
from 1972 to 2009. There do not seem to be any examples of successful mines that
handled the challenges faced in the Bristol Bay watershed: very large ore deposits, acid
mine drainage, very wet conditions, a pristine ecosystem, and the largest sockeye
salmon fishery in the world.

Fisheries Research and Consulting (Doc. #4580)
7.31

Section: Executive Summary: It would help readers to see mine claims in the region
immediately in the document to provide an idea of the scale of mining that could occur in the
two drainages in the Watershed Assessment.
EPA Response: This information is provided in Figure 13-1 and discussed in Chapter
13 of the revised assessment.

7.32

19

Section 7-7: Check on distribution (esp. Chulitna).

Report by AECOM.
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EPA Response: The comment does not provide specific information or identify
inaccuracies. No change possible.

A. Seitz (Doc. #5313)
7.33

Box 7-1 is not entirely accurate and should be revised to reflect the full complexity of the
Fraser River sockeye run decline.
EPA Response: The comment does not provide specific information or identify specific
inaccuracies, so no change is possible.

National Park Service (Doc. #1362)
7.34

Correction needed on page 7-7, section 7.3.3 Groundhog Prospect. The village of Nondalton
is not located 88 km downstream on the Chulitna River. It’s located east of Pebble on
Sixmile Lake, which flows into the Newhalen River. Igiugig is on the Kvichak River near the
outlet of Iliamna Lake.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.3.

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
7.35

Executive Summary Fish-Mediated Risk to Wildlife
Draft Comment: Aside from fish mediated risks to wildlife, it might also be pertinent to
discuss other issues impacting wildlife including elimination or change in habitat due to
avoidance or attractive nuisances of the mine.
Draft Recommended Change: Discuss elimination or change in wildlife habitat due to
avoidance or attractive nuisances of the mine.
EPA Response: We agree that the assessment is not a complete evaluation of all direct
and indirect effects of large-scale mining on wildlife.

7.36

Section 5 through 9, Page 5.0 to 9.0
Comment: Quantitative chemical risk estimates are presented without an initial discussion of
the basic risk assessment process of data collection and evaluation, exposure assessment,
toxicity assessment, and risk characterization. Of particular importance, the hazard quotient
(HQ) method used to describe chemical risks is not clearly defined. Without such
introduction, the concept to significant chemical risk may not be easily determined by the
nontechnical reader. For instance when presenting hazard quotients of 0.11 versus 1.3 or 190,
the reader may deduce that the HQ of 190 presents the greatest risk, but they may not have a
clear understanding of the bright line defining risk.
Recommended Change: Provide a summary discussion of the chemical risk assessment
process to include defining key terms such as hazard quotient (HQ) and how to interpret such
risk estimates.
EPA Response: A paragraph has been added as suggested to explain HQs and their
interpretation.
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Section 7.0, Page 7-1 through 7-16
Comment: Cumulative impacts are a potential concern, and the development of infrastructure
for the Pebble Mine does make it more likely for other roads and infrastructure. However,
assessing the impacts of these extremely hypothetical mines is even more difficult than for
the Pebble Mine deposit. It would seem to be important to better predict the risks from the
Pebble Mine before cumulative effects are examined.
EPA Response: Potential risks from development of a large mine at the Pebble deposit
are evaluated in greater detail throughout the revised assessment. We agree that
cumulative impact assessment is important and difficult. Prediction of cumulative
impacts may improve with additional data from both the Pebble deposit areas and
other mining claims. The assessment of cumulative risks is not intended to be a
quantitative risk assessment; it provides an evaluation of impacts based on available
information. A more quantitative analysis of both cumulative impacts and impacts at
the Pebble deposit will have to wait until more information is available.

Nondalton Tribal Council (Doc. #5465)
7.38

The Assessment views cumulative effects in terms of additional mines and additional impacts
on habitat. The Assessment would benefit from a greater discussion of cumulative impacts of
increased population on the uses of fish and game, particularly with respect to subsistence
and sport hunting and fishing.
EPA Response: A qualitative discussion of the potential secondary effects of large-scale
mining has been added to Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

G. Y. Parker (Doc. #4115)
7.39

In Chapter 7, section 7.4.5 states briefly and in a summary fashion that the secondary effects
include the effects of increased population, access, and competition for fish and game
resources, particularly with respect to subsistence and sport hunting and fishing. Section 7.4.5
then states that these secondary effects are beyond the scope of the assessment.
However, I am concerned that some readers may infer that the brevity of the discussion of
secondary effect implies less significance of the secondary effects. I doubt that EPA would
intend such an inference. I suggest that the assessment needs a disclaimer of such an
inference and a clear statement that secondary effects are, in all probability, certain to occur,
although they may be unquantifiable at this point in time.
EPA Response: Chapter 7 of the draft assessment was meant to give a conservative
estimate, rather than a worst-case estimate, of the potential impacts of additional mines
and development. We have added discussion to this section about the cumulative effects
of secondary development that would result from introducing industry, roads, and
infrastructure to the region.

Western Business Roundtable (Doc. #4148)
7.40

“While the Bristol Bay fishery provides important commercial and subsistence benefits,
fishing alone has not provided the needed support to improve the region’s economy. Fishing
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by its nature is seasonal, and a majority of those employed in the fishery live outside Alaska.
People in the region are leaving and schools are closing, while Pebble has the potential to
diversify the local economy, providing thousands of year-round jobs.” 20
One of the major failings of the Assessment is its lack of consideration for potential benefits
that a major mining project would have to the human health, safety and welfare of Alaskans.
Southwest Alaska is experiencing a decline in both population and subsistence activity, and
has a high rate of poverty. The Assessment ignores the positive benefits of a major economic
project like Pebble in a region without a diverse economy. New infrastructure in the area
would provide access to more affordable energy. Infrastructure and dependable energy
supplies combined would help support a diversified economy and year-round employment.
EPA Response: The assessment is intended to develop information about impacts to fish
and fish-mediated effects to wildlife and Alaska Native cultures. The assessment is not
intended to be a complete study of the impacts and benefits of large-scale mining to the
Bristol Bay watershed.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
7.41

Section 7.4 - 7.4.7, Page 7-9 to 7-16
Comment: Section 7.1 - 7.3 discusses the probability that additional mining deposits would
be developed in such a way as to make use of the existing Pebble deposit infrastructure (e.g.,
TSF, pipelines, roads, etc.) thus creating an economy of scale of development in the area. The
reports’ discussion of the potential for other mine developments to combine resources and
share infrastructure is highly speculative; yet, the conclusions in the report fail to recognize
that uncertainty.
EPA Response: The development of additional mines in the Nushagak and Kvichak
River watersheds is a reasonably foreseeable event that should be evaluated in an
assessment of cumulative effects. The ability to share infrastructure would probably
make development of smaller mines more economically feasible and thus more likely to
happen. We assumed the sharing of infrastructure wherever plausible, as a lowerbound of cumulative impacts. The inability to share infrastructure could have the effect
of increasing the potential for cumulative impacts. The revised assessment illustrates
this point by estimating potential cumulative impacts with and without shared use of
mills and TSFs in those cases where joint usage appears to be possible (Section 13.2).

7.42

“Closure would typically include hundreds to thousands of years of monitoring,
maintenance, and treatment of any water that may flow off site. However, over these
timeframes we would expect multiple and more frequent system failures. And, as mentioned
above, given the relatively ephemeral nature of human institutions over these timeframes, we
would expect that eventually monitoring, maintenance, and treatment would cease. The water
quality of leachate at that time would control the effect of downstream waters.”

20

Comment #3774, pg. 2 – Resource Development Council for Alaska comments in response to “An Assessment of
Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska” Review Draft (EPA 910-R-0049, May,
2012)
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The implication here is that mine closure will be inadequate and that the owner will not be
responsible for environmental liability; this is not realistic as comprehensive analyses and
adequate bonding to maintain the site in perpetuity, including monitoring, maintenance, and
upgrading or replacement of treatment systems as new technologies are developed, would be
needed before any development could be permitted to proceed.
EPA Response: There is a risk that closure would be inadequate or would become
inadequate over time and that the owner, or any human institution, would not be
responsible into perpetuity. That risk increases as time goes on. Given that closure may
not happen for a hundred years or more after start-up and that management will likely
be required over long timeframes, that risk is probably significant.

Consumer Energy Alliance Alaska LLC (Doc. #5308)
7.43

From a local energy consumer’s perspective, the environmental benefits associated with
bringing a major new, clean power source such as natural gas to the area, potentially
displacing diesel and heating fuel emissions, reducing fuel storage risks to the marine
environment, and reducing costs to consumers, should be incorporated into the analysis. It is
unclear how the authors of the report determined that this and other infrastructure
development will inevitably not have positive ecological impacts or impact Alaska Native
cultures in the area; the agency should add a section to the report to address these issues.
EPA Response: Air quality impacts and benefits and fuel storage risks are outside the
scope of the assessment.

Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #4120)
7.44

Mine scenarios also underestimate cumulative impacts that would occur with the build out of
a single mine, as the study scope was limited and did not include impact assessment of
power, port, transportation, and human infrastructure development that would likely occur.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.6.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
7.45

It is no secret that interest in the Bristol Bay industrialization extends beyond the Pebble
Mine. The Wardrop report describes several “high priority exploration targets outside the
Pebble deposit. Each additional facility would increase the likelihood of collection and
treatment failures and, as a result, the frequency of untreated leachate discharges and
incremental impact on the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds – and the chance of long term
adverse downstream effects.
EPA Response: Consideration of the cumulative effects of multiple mines has been
greatly expanded in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

7.46

In the wake of a permit being issued for Pebble mine, numerous other mining claims that
have already been staked out in this pristine, now-undeveloped region, and whose success or
failure depend on the industrial foundation of a first mine, would resurface. With additional
structures also comes a heightened likelihood and frequency of failures – from small to
catastrophic.
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EPA Response: We agree that additional mines would result in cumulative risks. The
cumulative risk discussion has been expanded in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

National Parks Conservation Association (Doc. #4827)
7.47

We request that, moving forward, our national park resources receive specific, deliberate
analysis regarding risks associated with development of the potential Pebble mining district,
including Big Chunk, Groundhog, and other claims, and associated infrastructure.
EPA Response: We calculated a conservative estimate of cumulative impacts to gain
insights into the likely severity of those impacts. Available information at this time is
not sufficient to perform a more definitive assessment of cumulative mining impacts on
national parks.

V. Mendenhall, Ph.D. (Doc. #4113)
7.48

Widespread loss of bird habitats appears inevitable if Pebble (and other mines) are permitted,
which would impact bird populations. Dewatering and associated habitat impacts would be
most severe if water tables were kept artificially low in order to minimize contamination of
groundwater.
Marshes, ponds, lakes, and streams would be altered or eliminated if streams were blocked
and the water table was lowered. Water birds depend on these habitats to feed themselves,
raise their young, as refuge during molting, and to rest and feed during migration.
Dewatering of groundwater would reduce or eliminate shrub habitats of riparian and moist
areas. This would reduce shrub-dependent bird populations. Shorebirds that feed and nest on
moist tundra also would be impacted.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife, but
we recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on
birds.

Chapter 8:

Integrated Risk Characterization

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
8.1

Executive Summary and Throughout
Comment: In regard to the impacts of the proposed mine on streams and fish, the Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment is too general to determine actual impacts of the proposed mine.
Recommended Change: A detailed and site-specific EPA review of the Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Document and application of their considerable data to
the issues raised by EPA in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment would have gone much
further to understanding the actual impact.
EPA Response: We included data from PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document
throughout the assessment (despite the fact that this document has not yet undergone a
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complete peer review), because it does represent a wealth of data for area surrounding
the Pebble deposit. However, the document itself does not tell us anything about
potential impacts of mining on the region’s salmon resources—it only provides
summary glimpses of the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of the region.
8.2

Executive Summary and Throughout
Comment: While there is an economic assessment of the current conditions in the Bristol Bay
area (Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Vol 3), there is no economic analysis related to the
potential fish impacts of the mine, nor of the potential recreational opportunities that develop
due to the road, and other economic issues. While such an evaluation may not be possible
with the level of analysis provided by the EPA in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, it
would seem possible that a minimal mine-related economic impact on the fisheries could be
off-set by mine-related economic benefit of greater proportion.
Recommended Change: Do an economic cost-benefit analysis.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.17. We are aware of the report cited in the
comment, but have not included because economic activity surrounding mine
development is not dependent on a healthy ecosystem and thus is outside the
assessment’s scope.

8.3

Executive Summary and Throughout
Comment: No one can refute that some level of impacts to fish, wildlife, and their habitat(s)
will result if the mine is built and operated for many years. The question is “what are the
risks”. The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment repeatedly emphasizes the “possible” effects,
but other than the simple risk based screening of leachate concentrations to water quality
criteria, there is essentially no other site-specific assessment of the impacts to species and the
quantification of lost habitat. The conclusions are oversimplified to the extent that it is not
applicable to individual species or their populations.
Pre-emptive action by the EPA in an area designated by a state as a potential mining area is
unprecedented.
Recommended Change: Pebble Limited Partnership has collected a massive amount of
relevant site-specific data, made public in their Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental
Baseline Data, that has not been incorporated into any ecological risk assessment of the
potential mine impacts. Unless there is a pre-emptive political decision to disallow
development of the mine because of the “pristine” nature of the Bristol Bay Watershed, then
Pebble Limited Partnership should be allowed to use their data to develop a mine
development and management plan, and a risk assessment/mitigation plan for the proposed
mine. Then, agencies responsible for environmental impact and permitting review can better
assess the degree of impact and either request further mitigation/assurances or deny the
permit.
Or, if the EPA wants to continue engagement in this process, then they could do the sitespecific study, but it would seem that any EPA work would then have to be subject to
interaction and review by the permittee.
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EPA Response: Data from PLP’s EBD were used throughout the assessment and risks
are addressed. The only recommendations in this comment have to do with hypothetical
future assessments, data generation, and decisions that are not relevant to this
assessment.
8.4

Comment: The Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data provides a
substantial amount of site-specific data and detail, but the data have not been incorporated
into a risk assessment type of document, as likely would be done through the permitting
process. On the other hand, the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment does a risk assessment
with essentially no site-specific data. Neither the Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental
Baseline Data nor the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment allows a clear understanding of the
potential risks to the environment, fish, wildlife, or Alaska Natives.
Recommended Change: The details provided in the Pebble Limited Partnership
Environmental Baseline Data and other site-specific documents must be used to more
accurately and more elaborately evaluate and predict risks.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.1.

8.5

Executive Summary and Throughout
Comment: Throughout much of the document, the normal approach to technical reporting is
reversed. Rather than starting a section or subsection with an understanding/discussion of the
issues to be addressed then addressing/evaluating the issues before reporting results of the
evaluation, the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment provides conclusive statements in the
introduction to many, if not all sections and subsections. In some cases these conclusions are
completely unsubstantiated in the following subsections. In other cases, there are some
simple to extremely incomplete analyses that appear designed solely to support the
conclusions stated in the introductory paragraphs.
It is as if the report is written to convince people of the opinions of the authors, without the
level of detail or evaluation necessary to support the conclusions. It is disconcerting to see
this in a Technical Document from the USEPA.
Recommended Change: Do not rely on the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment as a technical
document. Rather, allow technical documentation to be developed by the applicants with
good data and detailed analysis. Use the detailed analysis and evaluation to evaluate the
likely impacts of the Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: This stylistic comment was not incorporated. Most readers benefit from
knowing the conclusion and then reading how it was derived.

8.6

Executive Summary, Summary of Uncertainties and Limitations in the Assessment
Comment: Overly simplistic to believe that “Estimated effects of mining on habitat become
the available surrogate for estimated effects on fish populations.” There are many examples
showing fish habitat is not a good measure of fish abundance or population dynamics.
Recommended Change: Consider including ways to assess and/or gather insights into fish
abundance and population dynamics that are less cumbersome than those stated in the report
and better than habitat surrogate.
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EPA Response: The assessment endpoints include salmon abundance, productivity, and
diversity. The comment is correct that habitat is not always a complete measure of fish
abundance, productivity and diversity—but habitat is essential. The conceptual
frameworks and associated discussions presented in subsequent chapters acknowledge
the many other factors influencing these salmon endpoints. Many of the pathways
identified cannot be quantitatively linked to salmon endpoints, given the available data,
without making unsupportable assumptions. Given these limitations, and given that
salmon abundance, productivity and diversity inevitably depend on the availability of
habitat, we believe that habitat is an appropriate surrogate for evaluating impacts to
these endpoints.
8.7

Section 6.3.3. Page 6-39 (Pg 269 of 339), Page 8-7 (Pg 300 of 339)
Comment: Need to verify the 2,900 to 52,000-fold dilution required as determined by the
biotic ligand model.
EPA Response: The value was based on achieving the chronic national ambient water
quality criterion. The calculations were done using the standard BLM software.
However, the revised assessment contains a more realistic assessment of risks from
waste rock leachate in Chapter 8.

8.8

Section 8.1.1 Routine Operations
Comment: Here and throughout the document when referring to the risk due to routine
operations, there is a general lack of assessment of risk of loss of fish habitat relative to the
total amount of available habitat in the two drainages. For example, on page 8-1 the
document states that 21.7 to 33.8 km of fish habitat will be lost due to the footprint of the
mine, but there is no comparison made to the total amount of available fish habitat against
which to measure the level of risk. Similar statements are made relative to loss of wetlands
(page 8-2) and fishless headwaters (page 8-2) with no corresponding estimate of the total
amount of available wetlands or fishless headwaters in the two drainages from which to
measure risk.
Recommended Change: Quantify the percent of available fish habitat, wetlands, and fishless
headwaters potentially lost relative to the total available amounts of these quantities so that
relative risk can be estimated.
EPA Response: We know of no data concerning the total amount of salmon habitat,
wetlands, or headwaters in the watersheds. Without that information, comparison is
impossible.

8.9

Section 8.1.1 Routine Operations
Comment: Bullet number 2 of the list at the bottom of page 8-1 and continuing to the top of
page 8-2 characterizes a loss of streamflows and then alludes to a reduction in production of
salmon and resident species. This allusion is a mischaracterization of the overall assessment
of risk, in that loss of fish production was not directly quantified, but the loss was indirectly
quantified through potential losses in fish habitat (see section 8.5 concerning uncertainties
and use of fish habitat loss as a surrogate for loss of fish production). This
mischaracterization needs to be checked throughout the document for consistency.
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Recommended Change: Throughout the document, remove all statements that characterize
the risk in terms of loss of fish production and ensure all statements of risk are in terms of
potential loss of fish habitat in keeping with the uncertainties presented in Section 8.5 – bullet
5.
EPA Response: Given that fish production inevitably depends on the availability of
habitat, it is not improper to allude to that relationship. No change required.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
8.10

The following comments are summarized from tables that can be found in Doc. #4611, p. 8,
relating to Pg. 8-3, Table 8-1 Probabilities of Failure:
Product concentrate pipeline: 98% chance per pipeline in 25 years”; concentrate spill into
stream: “1.5 stream contaminating spills in 78 years”; concentrate spill into wetland: “2
wetland contaminating spills in 78 years”
Comment: Sources of pipeline failure rates are not directly applicable to mining and
application of statistics to the data set is flawed.
EPA Response: Pipeline failure rates are based on the best available data. The comment
provides no basis for assuming that a diesel pipeline at a mine would be more or less
likely to fail than one associated with any other industry. However, the revised
assessment contains more documentation of pipeline failures at mines.
Culvert, post-operation: “3x10-1 to 6x10-1 per culvert – instantaneous = 4 to 10 culverts”
Comment: Sources of culvert failure rates are not applicable to modern road design,
construction, and maintenance criteria.
EPA Response: The culvert failure rates are based on the best available data. The
comment provides no alternative failure rates.
Water collection and treatment, operation: “High”; water collection and treatment, planned
closure: “High”; water collection and treatment, premature closure or perpetuity: “Certain”
Comment: This is speculation. There are no supporting references as to why probabilities of
failure are “High” or “Certain.” In the event of a partial system failure a release is not certain.
Similarly, in the event of a total system failure, a release of environmental significance is not
certain.
EPA Response: The revised assessment contains more documentation of water
treatment failures. The comment assumes statements about the probability of
significant releases that were not in the assessment.

8.11

The Assessment’s assumed mine footprint impact on fish habitat is unrealistic. Its assumed
impacts upstream of the mine footprint ignore mitigation and management techniques. The
Assessment’s estimate stream flow analysis demonstrates poor science. EPA’s statements
regarding flow reduction effects on salmonid populations are unsupported by the published
literature. EPA’s failure to review and consider the data provided in the PLP Environmental
Baseline Document to conduct this analysis is a serious omission and a failure to apply best
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available science. In addition, the method EPA used for judging the degree of impact on
salmonid populations is essentially hydrologically based and has no direct linkage to
salmonid fish populations and salmonid fish habitat.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.1. The comment does not specify what
mitigation or management actions should have been considered.
8.12

8.1: The Assessment on page 8-1, 8.1.1 Routine Operations states: “Routine operations are
defined as mine operations conducted according to conventional practices, including
common mitigation measures, and that meet applicable criteria and standards.”
Comment: This statement is simply not true. The routine operations scenario as described in
the Assessment is not reasonable and the scenario does not include “common mitigation
measures, … that meet applicable criteria and standards” For example, the Assessment
concludes that 87.5 to 141.4 km of streams in the mine footprint area would be lost because
of mine development. This conclusion is invalid because current policies and regulations
would never permit a project that did not mitigate fur the loss of these stream channels. The
Assessment provides no description of any mitigation measures that would be implemented
under the routine operations scenario that would mitigate for these impacts. There are
numerous opportunities within the three primary watersheds to provide alternate mitigation
for the loss of these channels. It is an example like this that reinforces the conclusion that
EPA’s assertion that the mine development scenarios are “realistic” is simply not credible. It
is abundantly obvious that EPA does not even understand the policies and regulations with
respect to resource development. How can the routine operations scenario be considered
“reasonable” when it fails to meet even the minimum mitigation requirements for such a
project?
EPA Response: Habitat loss is inevitable if a pit is dug and wastes are stored on-site as
described in Northern Dynasty Minerals’ preliminary plan (Ghaffari et al. 2011).
However, neither that plan nor this comment includes a description of how
compensatory mitigation could be accomplished in this undisturbed area.
Compensatory mitigation was not discussed in the first draft, but it is discussed in the in
Appendix J of the revised assessment.

8.13

8.2: The Assessment on page 8-1, 8.1.1 Routine Operations states: “Adverse effects on fish
caused by habitat loss and modification would be directly and indirectly induced.”
Comment: This conclusion in the Assessment simply is not possible and inconsistent with
assertions made earlier in the same paragraph from which this quote is taken. First, current
policies and regulations would not allow habitat loss to occur without mitigation (usually at
some multiple of the actual loss), so this “effect” is not allowed for a permitted project.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.20.

8.14

Second, indirect downstream effects are generally described in the Assessment as resulting
from flow reductions. However, the Assessment fails to describe any mitigation measures
that could be used to reduce or eliminate the habitat impacts of flow reductions, even though
numerous opportunities exist to reduce or eliminate these impacts. One can only conclude
that EPA either deliberately attempted to bias the conclusions reached in the Assessment in
order to show adverse impacts or that EPA lacks even a rudimentary understanding of the
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policies and regulations governing the federal and state permitting requirements for the type
of project hypothesized for the routine operations scenario. The routine operations scenario is
not “reasonable” because, as described in the Assessment, the hypothetical project would
never have been allowed to be developed under current policies and regulations.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to describe the risks associated with
mine scenarios based on those published by Northern Dynasty Minerals (Ghaffari et al.
2011), which are described as permittable. Conventional mine mitigation practices
would not mitigate the loss of streams and wetlands in a region with no destroyed or
damaged aquatic ecosystems to be restored. Whether it would be permittable in
practice is a question that is beyond the scope of this assessment.
8.15

8.3: The Assessment on page 8-1, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 1. Removal of 87.5 to 141.4 km
of streams; states: “Removal of 87.5 to 141.4 km of streams in the footprint of the mine pit
and waste storage areas, under the minimum and maximum mine sizes, respectively, would
result in the loss of 21.7 to 33.8 km of streams that provide spawning or rearing habitats for
coho salmon, sockeye salmon, Chinook salmon, and Dolly Varden.”
Comment: For the purposes of this comment it is assumed that “ …the footprint of the mine
pit and waste storage areas …” means the mine pit proper, the associated waste rock piles,
and the tailings storage facilities. The Assessment is misleading in its conclusions regarding
the ecological significance of the streams lost under the mine infrastructure. The Assessment
is misleading in that implies that the stream channels described are in fact streams and leaves
the reader with the impression that these channels are ecologically functional anadromous
fish streams. This is simply not true. In fact, many of the channels are not ecologically
functional at all and contain no fish or only indigenous resident species like slimy sculpin.
The sentence quoted implies both spawning and rearing habitat would be lost for the species
listed throughout each km of “stream”. However, the Assessment, by relying on the AWC
and AFFI failed to understand that the “streams” under the mine infrastructure are not as they
are portrayed in the Assessment. Several facts will illustrate this point:
Dolly Varden are ubiquitous throughout the entire upper watershed areas in the three
major streams (North and South Fork Koktuli rivers and Upper Talarik Creek) associated
with the mine infrastructure. Both adults and juveniles are present and adults
(approximately 150 mm in length) have been captured with spawning coloration. So this
conclusion regarding Dolly Varden habitat loss is true.
In the watershed associated with TSF 1 (coded as NFK 1.190) no spawning Chinook or
sockeye salmon have been documented spawning in this watershed, except for a few fish
downstream of the hypothetical dam location for TSF 1, with none reported in the AWC
database. A few juvenile Chinook salmon have been captured in the stream, but certainly
these few individuals are not of ecological significance to the Chinook salmon population
in the North Fork Koktuli. The same applies for sockeye. A few coho salmon have been
documented in this watershed, but the number of adults observed has been sporadic and
less than 10 individuals counted. Juvenile coho rearing does occur in the watershed, but
again the ecological significance of these few fish to the overall coho population in the
North Fork Koktuli is highly questionable.
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In Upper Talarik Creek, the hypothetical waste rock pile would eliminate access to
known spawning areas for Chinook and occasionally a few sockeye salmon. The number
of Chinook observed in this portion of the watershed had generally been less than 10 fish
and confined to two tributary streams entering the main stem from the west and south.
Sockeye salmon spawning generally is less than 50 fish upstream of the Northeast
Tributary (coded as UT 1.350), with one count of 500, but the percentage of the observed
population in the stream is less than 1%. Sockeye salmon spawning is not reported in the
area covered by the waste rock pile, according to the AWC database. Coho do spawn in
considerable numbers in this portion of the watershed.
In the South Fork Koktuli watershed, no adult salmon have been observed spawning in
the areas identified for the mine pit or waste rock piles. A few adult coho salmon have
been sporadically observed in the stream associated with TSF 3 (coded as SFK 1.240),
with the middle portion of the channel dry in some years, but generally less than 20 adult
fish have been observed. The AWC database does not report coho spawning in this
stream. The ecological significance of the coho salmon associated with this stream is
highly questionable. Coho salmon are known to spawn in the lower portion of the
watershed associated with TSF 2 (coded as SFK 1.190), but again the adult counts are
relatively small and the ecological significance of these individuals to the coho salmon
population in the South Fork Koktuli is highly questionable. Sockeye salmon juveniles
are reported to have been found on one occasion in Frying Pan Lake, but the likelihood of
misidentification is high given the habitat and predatory fish found in the lake and the
distance from reliable locations (> 20 km downstream) where sockeye are known to
spawn. The juvenile rainbow trout and coho and Chinook salmon that have been captured
upstream of Frying Pan Lake have been individual fish or groups of less than about 20
individuals. The presence of sockeye salmon in this portion of the South Fork Koktuli
River watershed should be dismissed.
Many of the channels claimed in the Assessment as potential spawning and rearing areas
simply are not capable of being functional spawning or rearing habitats for anadromous
fish. First, many of the channel segments are ephemeral and do not provide consistent
habitat for juvenile fish. Second, many of the channels are simply too narrow or lack
sufficient water depth to accommodate spawning salmon. Third, if EPA had reviewed the
water chemistry data associated with these channels, they would have found that the
alkalinity, hardness, and nutrient concentrations are so low that stream productivity is low
and insufficient to support anadromous fish populations. Fourth, since these areas are not
major spawning areas or in the case of the South Fork Koktuli River lacking spawning
salmon, they would have concluded that the hypothetical influx of Marine Derived
Nutrients (MDN) is simply not applicable to those portions of the watersheds associated
with mine infrastructure. Fifth, if the authors had examined the water chemistry data, they
would have discovered that groundwater primarily flows into the main stem channels and
produces a dilution of water chemistry and nutrient constituents in downstream areas.
Since the AWC and AFFI do not provide estimates of relative abundance, the authors
concluded that the stream channels were fully functional as part of the salmon ecosystem
in the watersheds associated with mine infrastructure. By failing to follow EPA’s
ecological risk assessment guidelines with respect to verifying data quality, the
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Assessment reached scientifically unsupportable assumptions and conclusions regarding
the ecological significance of anadromous fish populations in the watersheds associated
with the mine infrastructure.
Given the failure of EPA to understand that the portions of the watersheds associated
with the mine’s infrastructure are not ecologically significant to anadromous fish (with
the possible exception of coho salmon in Upper Talarik Creek) and their failure to use
publically available data that would have demonstrated this situation, the Assessment
uses scientifically unsupported assumptions, analyses, and conclusions to reach
scientifically unsupportable impacts to anadromous fish populations. If all of the
publically available data had been used, the authors would have realized that anadromous
fish do not play a major role in the portions of the watersheds associated with mine
infrastructure and that the distribution information is unreliable and based on the capture
of a few juveniles that are not ecologically significant to the salmon populations or their
overall genetic diversity. Also, the Assessment fails to place the number, distribution, and
genetic diversity of anadromous fish in the three primary watersheds in context of the
anadromous fish populations in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds as a whole.
Without this comparison, determination of “ecological risk” to the watersheds is
impossible and scientifically unjustified.
EPA Response: Low abundances of fish do not indicate lack of importance to salmon
(see response to Comment 5.107).
As the comment acknowledges, neither the data from the State of Alaska nor the PLP
EBD provide good quantitative evidence concerning fish production in the streams that
drain the site, either in absolute terms or relative to the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds as a whole. Because of that lack of data, it is not possible to express potential
effects in terms of lost productivity or salmonid populations. Therefore, it was necessary
to express results in terms of habitat loss and the species that were reported to occur in
the streams by the State data sets and the PLP EBD.
Examination of the factors limiting salmon production was not an objective of the risk
assessment. Cold stream temperatures and low nutrient concentrations may affect
production of food resources for stream fishes, but this is true throughout the
watersheds and not limited to just the mine footprint area.
8.16

8.4: The Assessment on page 8-1, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 2. Reduced stream flow states:
“Reduced stream flow resulting from water retention for mine operations, ore processing,
transport, and other processes would reduce the amount and quality of fish habitat.”
The Assessment assumes a reduction in the quantity and quality of fish habitat resulting from
mine development and routine operations. This assertion is not supportable for five reasons.
First, the Assessment fails to identify any mitigation measures that could reasonably be
implemented that would reduce or eliminate impacts to stream channels downstream of the
mine infrastructure.
Second, the fact that the Assessment considers this a “reasonable” assumption is not valid.
Current policy and regulations would not permit this type of impact to go unmitigated.
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Therefore, the Assessment’s assertion that this impact would be reasonably certain to occur is
not supported by any demonstrable mechanism that would allow such an impact to occur.
Third, the Assessment fails to provide any documentation or analysis to show that the quality
of fish habitat would decline because of stream flow reductions.
Fourth, as mentioned in more detailed discussion regarding the transportation corridor
elsewhere in these comments, many of the assumed impacts from construction and operation
of the transportation corridor are simply not true. Assumptions and conclusions regarding the
transportation corridor are based on scientifically inappropriate literature and analysis, are
internally inconsistent with the assumptions regarding road maintenance during routine
operations, make inappropriate and ridiculous assumptions regarding road design and
construction with respect to fish passage considerations as required by the ADFG. All of
these fatally flawed assumptions result in conclusions regarding potential impacts to salmon
populations along the transportation corridor that are not scientifically defensible.
Fifth, elsewhere in these comments there is specific documentation showing that the water
balance assumptions, modeling and calculations are in error. Therefore, the Assessment
provides no scientific basis on which to even assess the magnitude of any potential stream
flow reductions, more or less the impacts of those reductions on fish habitat quantity or
quality.
EPA Response: Habitat loss is inevitable if a pit is dug, wastes are stored and water is
used and retained on-site as described in Ghaffari et al. (2011). However, neither that
plan nor this comment includes a description of how compensatory mitigation could be
accomplished in this pristine area. Compensatory mitigation was not discussed in the
original draft assessment, but it is included in Appendix J of the revised assessment.
The mechanisms by which habitat loss could occur are clearly described. The
descriptions of risks from the road have been expanded and include greater
descriptions of State of Alaska requirements. Water balance analyses and assumptions
have been revised and expanded.
8.17

8.5: The Assessment on page 8-1, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 2. Reduced stream flow; states:
“Reductions in stream flow exceeding 20% would adversely affect habitat in an additional
1.8 to 9.5 km of streams, reducing production of coho salmon, sockeye salmon, Chinook
salmon, rainbow trout, and Dolly Varden.”
Comment: Detailed discussion is presented elsewhere in these comments regarding the use of
the sustainability boundary approach described by Richter et al. (2011). These detailed
comments point out that the approach described by Richter et al. (2011) is not appropriate for
a site specific evaluation and is intended only as a surrogate placeholder in lieu of actual data,
that the approach is based on daily flow data while this Assessment uses annual averages, or
that the Assessment fails to present any scientifically defensible data or analysis that
demonstrates that the approach is applicable to Alaska or to the anadromous fishes found in
the hypothetical mine area. Also, given the fatally flawed water balance modeling and
analysis, also documented elsewhere in these comments, it is scientifically indefensible for
this Assessment to make and defend the conclusion that additional impacts to production of
anadromous fish will occur at sustainability boundary levels exceeding 20%. In fact, the
Assessment has not validly documented that any of the hypothetical effects exceed 20%.
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EPA Response: It is impossible to document that any of the potential effects exceed
20%, since they have not occurred. The Richter et al. approach is approximate, but so is
any predictive model of the effects of reduced flow. Neither the comment nor the EBD
proposes an alternative.
8.18

8.6: The Assessment on page 8-2, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 3. Removal of 10.2 to 17.3 km2
wetlands states: “Removal of 10.2 to 17.3 km2 wetlands in the footprint of the mine would
eliminate off-channel habitat for salmon and other fishes. Wetland loss would reduce
availability and access to hydraulically and thermally diverse habitats that can provide
enhanced foraging opportunities and important rearing habitats for juvenile salmon.”
Comment: The Assessment fails to point out to the reader that a majority of the stream
channels in the vicinity of the “footprint of the mine” do not have off-channel habitat for
salmon or other fishes. In fact many of the channels are deeply incised upstream of Frying
Pan Lake in the South Fork Koktuli River. Also, ecologically functional off-channel habitats
for salmon are very limited in the watersheds associated with the three tailings storage
facilities and the tributaries associated with Upper Talarik Creek. Only the main stem channel
of Upper Talarik Creek contains any reasonably functional off-channel habitats. The
Assessment fails to provide any scientifically defensible data or analysis that supports the
conclusion that “Wetland loss would reduce availability and access to hydraulically and
thermally diverse habitats that can provide enhanced foraging opportunities and important
rearing habitats for juvenile salmon.” In fact, the Assessment specifically states that it was
impossible to determine the impacts of mine development on water temperatures, except for
the highly speculative conclusion that winter water temperatures might decrease and summer
water temperatures might increase. However, this conclusion was in reference to stream
channels and did not mention anything about water temperature and “thermally diverse
habitats” in wetlands. No scientifically defensible discussion of foraging opportunities or
important rearing habitats with respect to juvenile salmon and wetlands are presented in the
Assessment. In short, the conclusions presented in this portion of the Assessment are
speculative and not supported by any scientifically defensible data or analysis.
EPA Response: Since the EBD does not document the use of wetlands by fish, it is
necessary for the assessment to make general statements about the way wetlands are
used based on research conducted elsewhere and published in the scientific literature.

8.19

8.7: The Assessment on page 8-2, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 4. Indirect effects of stream and
wetland removal; states: “Indirect effects of stream and wetland removal would include
reductions in downstream habitat quality in the three headwater streams draining the mine
site, affecting the same species as the direct effects. Modes of action for these effects include
the following.”
Comment: The Assessment, as noted elsewhere in these comments fails to provide any
scientifically defensible data or analysis that documents reductions in habitat quality
downstream of the mine site. It simply is not credible for the Assessment to make this
assertion and conclusion without any valid basis.
EPA Response: The quoted statements are based on general knowledge in the scientific
literature concerning the functions of headwater streams and wetlands with respect to
downstream fish habitat. It is not possible in a risk assessment performed before
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development of a mine to “document reductions in habitat quality downstream of the
mine site.”
8.20

8.8: The Assessment on page 8-2, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 4. Indirect effects of stream and
wetland removal; states: “A reduction in food resources would result from the loss of organic
material and drifting invertebrates exported from the 87.5 to 141.4 km of streams lost to the
mine footprint.”
Comment: The Assessment fails to identify that food resources are a limiting factor to
anadromous fish production in the mine footprint area. This is particularly true since most of
the channels hypothesized to be lost because of mine development do not contain or provide
habitat for anadromous fish. Many of the channels are upstream of Frying Pan Lake and thus
any nutrients or organic matter are incorporated into the lake’s ecosystem and not available to
anadromous juvenile fishes. Also, if EPA had reviewed the publically available information
on nutrients, water chemistry, and total organic carbon concentrations from the multitude of
sampling stations associated with the EBD and the PLP website, they would have discovered
that the concentrations of water quality constituents necessary to support a large population
of aquatic macroinvertebrates are too low to support high levels of primary productivity.
Also, since many of the channels contain no spawning adult salmon, the import of MDN is
not occurring. Finally, if EPA had examined the aquatic macroinvertebrate data in the EBD
and the 2004 Northern Dynasty Minerals Fish and Aquatic Resources progress report, they
would have discovered that the quantity of drift organisms in the mine infrastructure area is
relatively low. These low drift rates are a direct reflection of the high quality/low
productivity of the surface waters in the area and the lack of substantial riparian vegetation
from which the drift organisms would fall. Lacking a limiting factors analysis and any data or
analysis to scientifically document the ecological significance of organic matter and food
resources to anadromous fish from the specific channels hypothesized to be lost by mine
development, the Assessment cannot reach a scientifically defensible conclusion that the
“reduction in food resources would result from the loss of organic material and drifting
invertebrates” has any ecological significance to anadromous fish.
EPA Response: The EBD water quality results indicate that the streams are nutrient
poor. For that reason, the loss of nutrient input from headwater streams and wetlands
is more important than it would be in less oligotrophic systems.

8.21

8.9: The Assessment on page 8-2, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 4. Indirect effects of stream and
wetland removal; states: “The balance of surface and groundwater inputs to downstream
reaches would change. Shifting the source water flow from groundwater to surface water
could reduce winter habitat and make the streams less suitable for spawning and rearing.”
Comment: The Assessment concludes that water from the water treatment plant will be
discharged only to surface waters. This conclusion is the basis for the hypothetical impacts
quoted above. However, any “reasonable” consideration of mitigation measures related to
water management would also consider using water from the water treatment plant to
recharge area groundwater aquifers. Given the importance of groundwater to mediate water
temperatures and create upwelling at anadromous fish spawning locations, it would be
routine for groundwater recharge to be a standard consideration for any project. The
Assessment failed to even consider groundwater discharge as an alternative for water
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treatment plant discharge. In fact, the Assessment did not present a coherent and
scientifically defensible water balance model and proposed only a surface water discharge
from the water treatment plant. The EPA should have recognized the importance of
groundwater to anadromous fish and included groundwater recharge as a potential mitigation
strategy. The Assessment did neither.
EPA Response: The hydrologic modeling has been updated in the revised assessment,
but it still does not include discharge of wastewater to groundwater aquifers. We know
of no precedent for that practice in the mining industry and it is not part of the
scenarios published by Northern Dynasty Minerals (Ghaffari et al. 2011).
8.22

8.10: The Assessment on page 8-2, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 4. Indirect effects of stream and
wetland removal; states: “Water treatment and discharge, resulting in reduced passage
through groundwater flow paths, could increase summer water temperatures and decrease
winter water temperatures, making streams less suitable for salmon and char.”
Comment: The Assessment concludes that water from the water treatment plant will be
discharged only to surface waters. This conclusion is the basis for the hypothetical impacts
quoted above. However, any “reasonable” consideration of mitigation measures related to
water management would also consider using water from the water treatment plant to
recharge area groundwater aquifers. Given the importance of groundwater to mediate water
temperatures and create upwelling at anadromous fish spawning locations, it would be
routine for groundwater recharge to be a standard consideration for any project. The
Assessment failed to even consider groundwater discharge as an alternative for water
treatment plant discharge. In addition, EPA did not consider any mitigation strategy that
would ensure that water discharged to the environment from the water treatment plant would
be ecologically acceptable to the regulatory agencies. There are numerous techniques (e.g.,
cooling towers or water storage reservoirs) that could be easily used to meet a water
temperature regime in the event a surface discharge was desired. As mention elsewhere,
groundwater recharge would result in water temperatures that would reflect pre-project
levels. Given the fact that the routine operations scenario assumes that all normal mitigation
measures are implemented and functioning as intended, it would be impossible for the
hypothesized impact on summer and winter water temperatures to occur. The Assessment
presents no data or analysis to show what the water temperatures from the water treatment
plant might be in this scenario, so it is impossible for the reader to determine if the
conclusion regarding summer and winter water temperature changes is scientifically
defensible. The conclusion is unsubstantiated speculation on the part of the Assessment. The
EPA should have recognized the importance of groundwater to anadromous fish and should
have included groundwater recharge as a potential mitigation strategy and been fully
cognizant of the potential impacts of higher summer water temperatures on fish production
and the impacts of lower winter water temperatures on egg development and emergence
timing. The Assessment did neither. This entire line of reasoning in the Assessment is
tortured and fatally flawed and certainly undermines the representation of potential impacts
displayed in the conceptual models in Chapter 3 and the resultant conclusions regarding the
endpoints for this ecological risk assessment.
EPA Response: Chapter 7 of the final assessment acknowledges that on-site storage
could allow management of environmental flows to the degree possible, but also
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recognizes potential limitations to this approach. An extended discussion of the
significant challenges associated with manipulating groundwater and surface water
using various storage options is included in Appendix J in the final assessment. Also see
response to Comment 8.21.
8.23

8.11: The Assessment on page 8-2, 8.1.1 Routine Operations, 4. Indirect effects of stream and
wetland removal; states: “These indirect effects cannot be quantified, but it is likely that one
or more of these mechanisms would diminish fish production downstream of the mine in
each watershed.”
Comment: Given the earlier comments regarding the Assessment’s lack of scientifically
defensible analysis to support any of the conclusions reached in this section of the
Assessment, that EPA failed to present a routine operations scenario that even meets current
policy and regulations with respect to mitigation requirements for this type of project, and
that EPA failed to consider even the most elementary mitigation strategies to address the
ridiculous hypothetical impacts of mine development clearly demonstrates that the
Assessment is not based on the policy and principles in EPA’s ecological risk assessment
guidelines and information quality guidelines.
EPA Response: Compensatory mitigation measures are discussed in Appendix J of the
revised assessment. The quoted passage is simply a statement about mechanisms that
would diminish fish production and is not inconsistent with EPA’s ecological risk
assessment guidelines.

8.24

8.12: The Assessment on page 8-2, 8.1.1 Routine Operations; states: “Diminished habitat
quality in streams below road crossings would result primarily from runoff of road salts and
of soil, leading to sedimentation of spawning habitat and reduced invertebrate prey. Because
the road skirts Iliamna Lake, sockeye salmon are particularly at risk.”
Comment: The Assessment failed to understand that road salts are used to remove snow and
to provide a means of dust suppression. The conclusion about road salts diminishing habitat
quality downstream is not based on any reputable or scientifically defensible analysis. No
estimate of the amount of soil that would hypothetically be delivered to the stream is
presented in the Assessment. Also, EPA is apparently unaware of the scientific literature
related to the concentrations of salt that would be necessary to cause harm to juvenile salmon
in the stream downstream of the transportation corridor prism. The Assessment presents no
scientifically defensible data or analysis to support the conclusion that “Because the road
skirts Iliamna Lake, sockeye salmon are particularly at risk.” This comment is utterly absurd.
No mechanism or analysis is presented in the Assessment that would demonstrate how the
minor levels of soil or road salt from the transportation corridor could present even a minor
risk to sockeye salmon in Iliamna Lake. This statement about risk to sockeye is scientifically
unfounded and unsupportable.
EPA Response: We agree that data specifically relating road salt use and levels in
Alaska to salmon production are not available. For that reason, the assessment is
limited to qualitative statements that salt and silt in runoff constitute a risk to fish.
However, the discussion of salt use and associated risks has been expanded in the
revised assessment.
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8.13: The Assessment on page 8-2, 8.1.1 Routine Operations; states: “Inhibition of salmonid
movements could result from culverts that may block or diminish use of the full stream
length.”
Comment: This statement is inconsistent with the assumptions of the routine operations
scenario in which it is assumed that the culverts along the transportation corridor are
correctly installed and maintenance inspections are completed on a daily basis. The
Assessment fails to provide a scientifically credible mechanism or documentation to support
this conclusion.
EPA Response: The assessment clearly states that the proposed maintenance
inspections from Ghaffari et al. (2011) would minimize risks of culvert failure.
However, following mine closure such maintenance may not be continued.

8.26

The BBWA repeatedly presents the likelihood of a failure of the water collection and
treatment system as having a “high probability” and “certain” (pg. 8-3) events while
admitting a lack of “…data on the frequency of failures to fully collect and properly treat
waters from mining operations.”(pg. 8-4) Hence, the report relies on qualitative probabilities
without supporting documentation. Similarly, the report concludes that failures are “highly
likely” to result in releases of untreated leachate for up to months at a time (Table 8-1, pg. 83). These assumptions are not valid and fail to consider applications of modern process
engineering systems used in mining operations today for water collection and treatment.
EPA Response: Supporting documentation has been added to Chapters 8 and 14 in the
revised assessment.

8.27

Probability of failure estimates for culverts during mine operation and after closure are
inaccurate and not applicable to the Pebble Project (Table 8-1, pg. 8-3).
Table 8-1 of the BBWA shows a low probability of failure for culverts during the operation
of the mine and cites frequent inspections and regular maintenance as the reasons. Postoperation failure probability is indicated as 0.3 to 0.6, which has already been shown to not
be applicable. The failure probability does not account for the use of bridges, box culverts
and fish friendly culverts in place of typical culvert designs. The surveys of road culverts
used as justification for the high failure rates were rarely designed for fish passage.
Additionally, the report does not account for the possibility of decommissioning (removal) of
some or all of the culverts post-operation.
EPA Response: The assessment assumes that culverts will not be decommissioned postoperation. It is not clear how this would be done unless the road was decommissioned,
which seems unlikely.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
8.28

Section 8.1.2.4, Page 8-8
The integrated risk characterization discussion in this section relating to road and culvert
failures is illogical and not supported by current literature. USEPA has improperly evaluated
impacts to aquatic habitat from blocked culverts and road crossings because it has ignored
modern road construction standards. The Agency has inappropriately assumed that new road
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construction in the Bristol Bay watershed would use outdated technology and construction
methods. This is an indefensible assumption and invalidates USEPA’s entire analysis of this
issue.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 4.82 and 4.152.

J. Breiby (Doc. #1711)
8.29

EPADA states that a “[f]ailure of the dam at TSF 1 would result in the release of a flood of
tailings slurry into the North Fork Koktuli River, scouring the valley and depositing tailings
several meters (yards) in depth over the entire floodplain of the river.” (Page 17, EPADA). It
goes on to say that such an occurrence would scour and result in the complete loss of salmon
habitat along at least 30 km of stream habitat, and states that this environment (though it is
not clear whether “this environment” is intended as only the 30 kilometers destroyed, or a
larger length of stream) “…would not support salmonid fish in the short term (fewer than 10
years)”, but that the copper content would be toxic to “benthic macroinvertebrates.” It goes
on to say that “…existing data concerning toxicity to fish is less clear.”(Page 17-18,
EPADA). This statement by the EPADA seems to contradict other sources, again found in a
very brief internet search, and does not mention that the slurry contained within the tailing
dams will also contain, in addition to the copper, other heavy metals such as zinc, cadmium,
mercury, iron, lead, and aluminum, all of which are often released at hard rock mining sites
and all of which are toxic to salmon and other aquatic life (Renewable Resources Coalition
Report “The Effects of Copper on Salmon – A review of the Scientific Literature” Carol Ann
Woody). This slurry of heavy metals, if released into any of the salmon stream headwaters of
Bristol Bay, would not stop at the first 30-kilometer scour, but would continue to flow
downstream, eventually making its way into the tidal areas of the bay itself, perhaps
permanently destroying one or more migration years of fish.
EPA Response: The 30-km distance is the limit of modeling, not the limit of flow of the
tailings. The screening analysis of metals in Section 8.1 of the revised assessment shows
that any toxicity from tailings would be dominated by copper and that other metals
would be at most minor contributors.

American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #3768)
8.30

8.1, line 2. The omissions of tailings slurry, diesel, and gas pipelines should be corrected.
They are common occurrences at mines and other industrial facilities, and their cumulative
effects can be considerable.
EPA Response: Pipelines on the mine site, such as the tailings slurry pipeline, are
believed to be relatively minor sources of risk compared to other pipeline risks. An
analysis of the diesel pipeline from Cook Inlet to the site has been added to the revised
assessment (Chapter 11). The assessment explains that leaks from gas pipeline would
not pose a significant risk to fish.

8.31

8-2 another reference to road salts; no assumption that tailings facility would leak/degrade
water quality.
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EPA Response: The first draft did contain an analysis of tailings storage facility leakage
and water quality effects. The revised assessment includes an analysis of the potential
fate and effects of tailings leachate leakage (Chapter 8).
8.32

8-3, table 1 Use a 2000 y recurrence frequency here.
EPA Response: The comment suggests the historical recurrence frequency, which the
we believe is too high for a new dam (as discussed in Chapter 9 of the revised
assessment).

8.33

8-4, box 1. Given the 8 TSFs likely in the mining district, the risks rise to 8X10-4 to 8X10-6,
or recurrence frequencies of 1200 to 120,000 years. Depending on maximum flows and
seismic threats (vs. steady seepage at a 1.5 safety factor) it could be closer to 1X10-3 and a
recurrence frequency of 120 y). By thinking best cases here, the underestimates of risk are
considerable. At least provide a best and worst case range. Regarding treatment failures,
USEPA can use data from known failure rates from other mines and calculate a mean or
range.
EPA Response: The risk summary in Chapter 8 (Chapter 14 of the revised assessment)
is based on a potential mine at the Pebble site, and now includes a summary of
cumulative risks from multiple mines. Estimating the failure probabilities for a future
tailings impoundment is difficult. Both the range of estimates of historic failure rates
and design goals were considered, but design goals were used to estimate failure
probabilities.

8.34

8-11, line #5. Also state that there is error in the stream lengths mapped and in salmonid
occurrence in them.
EPA Response: Chapter 7 of the revised assessment acknowledges that stream mapping
and fish surveys are incomplete.

8.35

8-11, line #6. Also consider other ore treatment chemicals and their synergistic effects.
EPA Response: Ore processing chemicals are considered in greater depth in Chapters
8, 10, and 11 of the revised assessment.

8.36

8-12, line #1. Also consider effects on nonindigenous commercial and recreation fisheries.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife. It
does not include impacts to commercial or recreational fisheries, although Appendix E
provides information on these fisheries.

8.37

8-12, line #3. Secondary development should also be included. It will be detrimental to
salmon as well. It has not taken a toxic metal mine to decimate salmonids elsewhere in the
world.
EPA Response: Secondary or induced development is discussed in Chapter 13 of the
revised assessment.

8.38

Page 8-13, line 24-25. Failure to collect and treat leachate WOULD not “could” cause
releases.
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EPA Response: A failure would cause a release only if it occurred. However, the revised
assessment includes seepage as an expected component of the scenario.
8.39

Page 8-15, line 3. Earthquakes and floods WOULD not “could” cause failures.
EPA Response: Neither earthquakes nor floods would inevitably cause dam failures.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #4106)
8.40

Section 8.1.2 Failures Box 8-1. Failure Probabilities It is noted that: “However, we may
assume that failure of one dam would relieve pressure on other dams on the same TSF.”
(Draft Assessment, p. 8-4)
This assumption bears more discussion. If a ruptured dam were repaired; (1) it would
logically be repaired only to the level of remaining tailings; (2) a repaired dam would not
necessarily have the same structural integrity as the structure that was initially designed,
since it is now a “patch job” on a dam that has probably been structurally weakened; and, (3)
even if it is safe to assume that failure of one dam would “relieve pressure” on other dams on
the same TSF, it is not clear how to quantify that effect in the dam failure statistics used in
this document.
EPA Response: The quoted statement refers to events associated with a dam failure.
The consequences of a “patch job” were not included.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #4382)
8.41

The Draft Assessment also does not adequately assess the challenges (risks) of mitigating
these stream and wetland losses, which we believe are substantial. We recommend that EPA
address in the Final Assessment the risks/probabilities that such losses could be adequately
offset through compensatory mitigation measures. This discussion should include examples
of large hardrock mining operations that have excavated and/or filled large areas of fisheries
habitat and wetlands where those direct impacts have been either benign or offset by
compensatory mitigation measures.
EPA Response: Mitigation to compensate for effects on aquatic resources that cannot
be avoided or minimized by mine design and operation would be addressed through a
regulatory process that is beyond the scope of this assessment. Nevertheless, Appendix J
has been added to the revised assessment to address compensatory mitigation.

8.42

Appendix C to the Draft Assessment appropriately makes it clear that marine derived
nutrients from salmon are likely to have at least some effect on important subsistence
resources, including caribou and moose. As the Draft Assessment discusses, the Nushagak
and Kvichak watersheds support a bounty of wildlife resources that are important to both
subsistence and commercial users in the region. Indeed, the Draft Assessment correctly
identifies that caribou, moose, bear, ducks, geese and other shorebirds provide a sizeable
portion of subsistence protein crucial to the communities within the affected watersheds.
Salmon that leave the river drainages to feed in marine ecosystems bring marine-derived
nutrients to freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems when they return to spawn.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
8.43

EPA’s Deliberately Conservative Assessment Underestimates or Excludes Additional Larger
Impacts of Mining to the Ecology of the Region. EPA has presented a judiciously
conservative assessment that underestimates the environmental impacts associated with
mining the Pebble deposit. Limiting its analysis to direct effects on salmon and salmonmediated impacts, with a clear delineation of inevitable and possible harm, EPA’s analysis
starkly reveals that even a best-case mining scenario would trigger unacceptable impacts on
the Bristol Bay environment. And yet, this conservative analysis omits or understates much
of the most severe harm that a mine would cause.
The Proposed Port Presents a Significant Threat to Endangered Cook Inlet Beluga Whales
In addition to the pit, block caving, and tailings storage facilities, a Pebble Mine would
require a range of other structures that will disrupt the natural environment of Bristol Bay.
The proposed Pebble Mine and EPA mine scenarios call for construction of a port in Cook
Inlet’s Iniskin Bay – which would devastate a distinct stock of a highly endangered and
geographically isolated species of beluga whales living in Cook Inlet. PLP has proposed to
build a permanent deepwater port at Iniskin Bay to serve as a product load-out facility and to
facilitate in-bound fuel, equipment, and supply shipments. According to the 2011 Wardrop
report, the port facility would be designed to accommodate shipping of at least 1.1 million
tons of concentrate per year in 28 vessels, as well as 50 million gallons of fuel and 31
container barges per year. Energy requirements for the proposed Pebble Mine would be met
with a 378-megawatt natural gas-fired turbine at the mine site, as well as an 8-megawatt
natural gas-fired generation plant at the port site. PLP plans to transport liquefied natural gas
from the Kenai Peninsula and across Cook Inlet to the port site via a 60-mile sea-bottom
pipeline, and then to the mine site via a 104-mile pipeline buried along a road corridor. A
104-mile road corridor (consisting of 86 miles of new road and 18 miles of existing road)
would be constructed to connect the mine site to the port. Four pipelines would be
constructed between the mine site and the port to transport slurry, diesel fuel, and natural gas.
The road and pipelines alone are estimated to disturb approximately 12.5 square miles.
The Cook Inlet beluga whale is the smallest population of beluga whales currently
recognized in Alaska and is a genetically distinct and geographically isolated population that
lives only in Cook Inlet. In recent years, the population has plummeted from approximately
1,300 to 284 whales. The National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) predicts that beluga
whales have a 26% chance of extinction within 100 years and a 70% chance of extinction
within 300 years. If the current population of beluga whales disappears, it is “highly
unlikely” that other belugas would repopulate Cook Inlet.
NMFS has taken various actions over the past decade in an attempt to halt the decline, but the
effort has not been successful. NMFS listed Cook Inlet beluga whales as endangered under
the Endangered Species Act in 2008 and designated critical habitat in 2011. NMFS
designated more than 3,000 square nautical miles of Cook Inlet “critical” to the species’
survival, including much of Iniskin Bay. Despite these protections, however, the belugas’
numbers have continued to decline. The 2011 stock assessment found a 20 percent decline
since 2010 alone.
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Pebble Mine would threaten the whales in several ways. First, the dredging necessary to
create the port in Cook Inlet has the potential to re-suspend contaminants in the water; and
dredging elsewhere has “seriously impacted” other populations of belugas. Second, the port
will cause higher traffic in the area, leading to increased water pollution and contaminants,
vessel traffic, and noise. In addition to the increased risk to belugas of ship strikes associated
with significantly increased vessel traffic, the noise generated by this increase – resulting
both from engine noise and cavitation around the propeller – is a particular threat.
Like all marine mammals, Cook Inlet beluga whales depend on sound for vital life functions
– such as to navigate, find food, locate mates, avoid predators, and communicate with one
another. Artificial man-made noise introduced into their environment can disturb beluga
whales and interfere with these important biological behaviors. NMFS has found that
anthropogenic noise may impact the survival – and recovery – of the species. For example,
beluga whales have been observed reacting to ice breaking ships at distances of over 80 km,
the effects of which have lasted more than two days following the event. The inevitable
increase in both ambient noise and acute exposure to noise associated with port construction
and operation associated with the proposed Pebble Mine would pose a serious risk to this
already endangered population.
The risk from noise will only increase as ports expand, ship traffic increases, and
development moves into previously undisturbed sites in Cook Inlet, including Iniskin Bay,
the proposed Knik Arm Bridge and the Port of Anchorage Redevelopment Project. For a
small, geographically isolated population of cetaceans, any limitations on range could
endanger the animals’ recovery. As NMFS correctly observed, “[d]estruction and
modification of habitat may result in ‘effective mortalities’ by reducing carrying capacity of
fitness for individual whales, with the same consequence to the population survival as direct
mortalities.” This risk is further exacerbated by other development activities in Cook Inlet,
including oil and gas exploration, coastal development, construction, toxic contaminants,
noise disturbance, military operations, competition with fisheries for prey, habitat
modifications, waste discharges, urban runoff and climate change. The cumulative impact of
these activities on Cook Inlet beluga whales is significant – and potentially deadly.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and resulting fish-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds, although we recognize the potential
effects from a port and related development.
8.44

EPA places the annual probability of failure at 1 in 1 million years for “state-of-the-art”
mines, and 1 in 10,000 for standard mines. Multiple dams – a feature of both EPA scenarios
and the Pebble Mine 2006 water rights application– increase the probability to a recurrence
frequency of 3,000 to 300,000 years. Furthermore, two structural features specific to the
proposed Pebble Mine, in addition to the area’s geological features described below, could
render failure significantly more likely. Analyses of tailings dam failure relative to dam
height show that around 56% have occurred in dams over 15 m, with 22% of incidents in
dams higher than 30 m. The Pebble Mine proposal envisions three dams of over 200 m in
height.
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EPA Response: Those probabilities are design goals. Designing to achieve those goals
would require consideration of the geologic features of the site.
8.45

Second, very high impoundments and those that contain large volumes of water – both
required to mine the Pebble deposit – are particularly likely to fail if, also like Pebble, they
are constructed upstream. Moreover, even if a containment dam remains relatively stable, the
facility can still fail from an environmental perspective; dams can generate significant
amounts of dust and impact groundwater quality due to seepage.
EPA Response: The discussion of seepage has been expanded in Chapter 8 of the
revised assessment.

8.46

A breach of a tailings dam would unquestionably and irreversibly ravage the Bristol Bay
environment through several waves of impacts. The initial flood wave and toxic run, moving
at up to 6.1 m/s, would obliterate biota in its path, overtaking and altering the channel and
floodplain landscape. The downstream area would be buried in meters of fine-grain sediment,
leaving aquatic habitat and biota devastated. Finally, a silt plume would smother benthic
organisms, followed by long-term metal oxidization that would release acid and heavy
metals.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Kachemak Resource Institute (Doc. #4617)
8.47

The extensive draft review did not include enough sociological data regarding inevitable
developments of services for mining employees and families. These new residents will
expect to hunt and fish, educate children, draw permanent fund dividends and have the usual
array of recreational facilities.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.43.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4960)
8.48

Unacceptable Levels of Uncertainty. Sweeping uncertainty renders the Assessment’s analysis
and conclusions meaningless. Because the uncertainties in the Assessment (1) are
insufficiently accounted for; and (2) extend beyond any scientifically supportable bounds, the
Assessment is contrary to Agency policy and practice. First, EPA is required to properly
identify and account for sources of uncertainty. The Region 10 Primer instructs that risk
assessments are properly shaped by the scope of assessment constraints, including
uncertainties in the data and analysis. 1 Ultimately, “[n]o matter what technique is used, the
sources of uncertainty … should be addressed. While EPA purports to do this, its attempt
fails to satisfy this requirement. EPA is bound to rely on precise, accurate data to the fullest
extent possible, and must not rest its conclusions on uncertainty of a nature and scale that
belies scientifically-supportable risk assessment. Unlike EPA’s other watershed risk
assessments, even others with predictive components, the Assessment focuses entirely on
future, hypothetical stressors and activities, with no site-specific historical data to support its
conclusions. The unprecedented over-reliance on unknown and speculative information and
data clearly exceeds the limits of uncertainty contemplated by guidance.
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EPA Response: The comment makes broad accusations that are not supported by any
specifics. No change required.
8.49

The Assessment is riddled with uncertainty. For example, EPA’s guidance explains the
importance of quantifying impacts, yet very few of the predictive effects analyzed in the
Assessment are capable of being quantified, and many of the impacts are not even conducive
to meaningful qualitative description. Even where the Assessment attempts to estimate
impact levels, it often cannot do so with any degree of certainty. 36 The lack of specificity as
to mining in particular also conflicts with EPA’s guidance. As to mining specifically, the
Region 10 Primer requires that “[a] ssessment methods … be tailored to the type of mining
and impacts that are taking place” and further instructs that an assessment evaluate specific
characteristics of the site for the purposes of developing an appropriate monitoring program.
Because this Assessment is focused on hypothetical mining activities, such tailoring is
impossible. Both because of the extent of uncertainty and EPA’s failure to properly account
for it, the Assessment deviates impermissibly from Agency guidance. The Primer has
recognized: Predicting the future effects of current changes is … hampered by lack of data.
Each watershed is unique, and projecting future impacts of management changes may be
most accurate when based on the watershed’s responses to impacts in the past. Without
accurate records, impact prediction becomes guesswork.
EPA Response: The term “assessment” is ubiquitous in the environmental realm and
can be used to describe evaluations of opposite sides of an issue. The Primer referred to
in the comment (A Watershed Assessment Primer, EPA 910/B-94-005) has the expressed
intent to “present an array of strategies with which to assess both non-point source and
point source pollution at the watershed level,” with the goal that “With implementation
and adaptive management, we can achieve improved water and habitat quality.” This
assessment, on the other hand, seeks to determine how future mining impacts may
decrease water and habitat quality. Although the methodology described in the Primer
may not be appropriate for this task, an apt conclusion was “There is no single correct
way to analyze a watershed.” The fact that EPA Region 10 has provided guidance on
assessments of ongoing mining activities does not preclude assessment of potential
future mining activities. Predictive assessment is more uncertain, but it is necessary.

Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #4120)
8.50

The failure scenarios are conservative in that they consistently underestimate the maximum
level of impact that could be expected in a worst-case failure scenario. As a result, the
impacts from a worst-case failure are understated by the findings of the Assessment. While it
is not possible to say that a worst case failure, or that the failure scenarios of the Assessment
will occur, the Assessment does identify the type and magnitude of failures that might occur
over the long (perpetual) life of the mine site. Based on the performance record of existing
mines there is a significant chance that one of more of these failure scenarios will happen.
EPA Response: We believe that the failure scenarios are neither conservative nor worst
case. They are designed to cover reasonably possible serious accidents.
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Millrock Resources Inc. (Doc. 4828)
8.51

The Assessment identifies and evaluates early-stage exploration projects, such as Humble, as
potential mines under Cumulative Effects and excludes them from the Summary of
Uncertainties. The material depth of the Summary of Uncertainties stands alone as proof that
the Assessment makes unrealistic suppositions.
EPA Response: We acknowledge in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment that few or
none of the prospects currently being explored may be developed as mines. This does
not invalidate consideration of potential impacts if they are to be developed.

Trout Unlimited (Doc. #4579)
8.52

Approach to Uncertainties in Mine Design and Operation: In light of the fact that the
Assessment is not focused on a particular development proposal, the EPA properly relies on
existing information and general knowledge related to the features and characteristics of the
Bristol Bay watershed and associated mineral deposits as well as information related to
relevant mining operations worldwide to inform its assessment of potential impacts in Bristol
Bay. In the absence of a specific detailed development proposal, this is an appropriate and
reasonable approach to assessing the certain, likely and possible relationships between
existing resources and future mining related activities. The Assessment’s hypothetical mining
scenarios provide a realistic - albeit conservative - representation of the potential for mining
and mining impacts on the salmon ecosystems of Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

D. Shepard (Doc. #4825)
8.53

Chapters 6 and 8
Page 8-11. “The estimated annual probability of a tailings dam failure is uncertain and based
on design goals rather than historical experience.
Page 8-12. “Further, unforeseen events or events that are more extreme than anticipated can
negate the apparent wisdom of prior decisions (Caldwell and Charlebois 2010). “
Page 8-12. “Accidents are inherently unpredictable.”
Page 6-35. “Further, the 2004 spill provides a case of an accident that was more severe than
assumed in our hypothetical accident, in that the spill lasted less than 2 hours rather than 2
minutes. Hence, it suggests that concentrate pipeline failures are common at a modern copper
mine and they can result in spills that are potentially more severe than our assumptions
indicate. “
Areas for improvement and increased credibility that should be included and addressed are:
•

Some of the data exist to quantify error bars (uncertainties) for the results produced in
this assessment, yet error bars are unknown (Ch 6 and 8);

EPA Response: Where possible and appropriate estimates are bounded, although they
are presented as numerical limits and not error bars.
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Previous EPA and literature failure rate predictions combined with failure results for
those predictions are not provided;

EPA Response: The only relevant published analysis of failure rates relative to
predictions is the Kuipers et al. (2006) report.
•

Without the qualifications, experience in probabilities and predictive analyses, and the
predictive results (prediction versus failures) of those making the predictions (indicators
of prediction success and capability) to back up the selection of the authors, analysis
results are less credible than normal published literature requires and this reviewer would
allow;

EPA Response: We are unaware of any publication that requires or includes all of that
information for the authors.
•

Without reviewing the actual calculations (seemingly unavailable, but not without
interest to this potential reviewer), reasonableness of assumptions, completeness of
equations, and accuracy cannot be reviewed and should be assumed to be flawed; and

EPA Response: The comment is correct that the actual calculations are not included.
However, the models and assumptions are described. That is conventional practice
when publishing risk assessments. More detail is provided in the revised assessment.
•

With consideration for significant figures seemingly overlooked, some of the
quantification has lowered credibility.

EPA Response: The use of significant figures has been made consistent in the revised
assessment.

Appendix A: Fishery Resources of the Bristol Bay Region
Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
A.1

Section: Appendix A, Management of sport fisheries, Page 16
Comment: There are four, not three, local management plans guiding management of sport
fisheries.
Recommended Change: Add the Nushagak-Mulchatna Coho Salmon management Plan (see 5
AAC 06.368), which is not included here. Additionally, although it is used as a guiding tool,
the Southwest Alaska Rainbow Trout Management Plan is not adopted as regulation.
EPA Response: Text has been revised to include Coho Salmon Management Plan and to
clarify that the Southwest Alaska Rainbow Trout Management Plan is guidance and not
regulation.

A.2

Section: Appendix A, Management of sport fisheries, Page 17
Comment: Stating sport fishing is “banned” is not a good descriptor.
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Recommended Change: Use closed rather than “banned”. In addition, in the Kvichak
drainage upstream from the outlet of Iliamna Lake, lake waters further than ¼ mile from inlet
or outlet streams, remain open to sport fishing during April 10 – June 7.
EPA Response: We replaced “banned” with “closed” and clarified that sport fishing
closures apply only to flowing waters.
A.3

Section: Appendix A, Table 6, Page 29
Comment: Estimates of run size for Canadian Yukon Chinook salmon are incorrect. The
numbers for this stock might be escapements, but are not run sizes.
Recommended Change: Check and correct the run sizes for Canadian Yukon Chinook salmon
per the cited reference. Perhaps these are escapements and the catch needs to be added in to
estimate the run size.
Draft Comment Reference: Run sizes for Canadian Yukon Chinook salmon can be estimated
from data available in Howard, et al. 2009 as per the Appendix A, Table 6 citations.
EPA Response: The Canadian Yukon Chinook estimates are based on summing the
harvest and escapement numbers in the listed reference to come up with total runs.

A.4

Section: Appendix A, Pages 32-36
Comment: This section does not seem relevant to the stated scope of this assessment. There
are no endangered species of salmon in Alaska, including Bristol Bay. Policies in regulation
(e.g., 5AAC 39.222, 5 AAC 39.223) and philosophy of assessing and managing the State’s
salmon stocks as dictated in statutes and the State Constitution provide mechanisms to detect
and to be proactive to address dramatic declines in salmon abundance.
Recommended Change: Delete pages.
EPA Response: We agree that Alaska’s policies are directed toward salmon stock
protection and maintenance. This section is relevant because the history of salmon
endangerment elsewhere provides important context for present and future
management.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
A.5

Section: Appendix A, Table 3, Page 24
Comment: Citations are missing supporting the escapement data in this table. The timeframe
during which these data were collected is missing. The inability to understand the foundation
or source of the data makes it impossible to determine whether the assumptions, data, and
analysis are valid or invalid.
EPA Response: These are not escapement data; they are current ADF&G escapement
goals, so no timeframe is needed. The source is now provided in the text that references
the table.
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Nondalton Tribal Council (Doc. #5465)
A.6

Appendix A of the Assessment addresses the history of managing the Bristol Bay fisheries
and does so as background to the Assessment and the issues related to mining metallic sulfide
deposits in the Kvichak and Nushagak drainages. However, the Assessment does not address
the parallel history of land management as background to these issues.
EPA Response: Information on commercial fisheries management has been moved into
the body of the assessment (Box 5-2).

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
A.7

The Appendices provided in Volume 2 of the Draft Assessment (Appendices A – D) have
several inconsistencies and weaknesses. In general, the discussion of the factors supporting
the exceptional productivity of the Bristol Bay area appeared to conflate cause and effect.
EPA Response: No specific information regarding inconsistencies or weaknesses was
provided in this comment. No change required.

Appendix B: Characterizations of Selected Non-Salmon Fishes Harvested in
the Fresh Waters of Bristol Bay
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
B.1

This fact aside, and perhaps even worse, EPA has yet to explain or justify its outright refusal
to acknowledge and properly consider relevant data made publically available long before
PLP’s submission of the EBD. As detailed by NDM consultant Randy Bailey in his critique
(see Section III.A., infra), specific examples of data publically available but not used include:
•

data on fish distribution and abundance from the fish collection permit reports provided
each year by PLP to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game;

EPA Response: Information PLP provided the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(ADF&G) was posted by ADF&G on their Fish Resource Monitor website. This
website:
1. delineates the waters specified by the ADF&G as being important for the spawning,
rearing and migration of anadromous fishes (i.e., the “Anadromous Waters
Catalog”) and provides access to supporting field data and observations; and
2. provides a portal to the Alaska Freshwater Fish Inventory (AFFI). The AFFI
identifies locations where particular freshwater fish species and life stages have been
observed and provides access to supporting field data and observations.
In the development of the original draft of Appendix B, information provided by the
ADF&G Fish Resource Monitor, including all of the PLP data posted there (e.g., data
for survey projects HDR04, HDR05, HDR07, PEB91, and 08163) , was carefully and
thoroughly examined. The same detailed analyses of the ADF&G Fish Resource
Monitor, including all of the PLP data posted there, was extended in the development of
the revised Appendix B.
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a compilation of all data submitted by PLP to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
from a June 2008 Fish Technical Work Group meeting in Anchorage in which an EPA
representative was present and declined a paper copy of approximately 200 pages of fish
distribution, fish density, snorkel counts, electrofishing surveys;

EPA Response: See above. All the PLP data posted by the ADF&G on the Fish
Resource Monitor was carefully and thoroughly examined, both in the original and
revised drafts of Appendix B.
•

salmon escapement estimates presented by PLP at each of the agency meetings;

EPA Response: This comment is not applicable to Appendix B.
•

Northern Dynasty Minerals’ 2004 progress report on fish and aquatic studies, which
contained information on fish distribution, relative abundance, salmon escapement
counts, aquatic invertebrate information among other topics;

EPA Response: See above. All the PLP data posted by the ADF&G on the Fish
Resource Monitor was carefully and thoroughly examined, both in the original and
revised drafts of Appendix B.
•

1991 and 1993 fish survey reports prepared by Dr. James Buell for Cominco for streams
associated with the Pebble prospect area; and

EPA Response: Dr. Buell’s reports in the Pebble prospect area (e.g., survey project
PEB91) are posted on the ADF&G Fish Resource Monitor website and were carefully
evaluated as described above. Dr. Buell’s fish survey reports cited in Appendix B (the
freshwater distribution and habitats section for humpback whitefish), which reads in
part: “In late August, apparently mature and perhaps larger immature fish were
collected in small upland lakes draining to the upper North Fork Koktuli River
(ADF&G 2011, sites PEB91NK011, PEB91NK019).” Sites PEB91NK011 and
PEB91NK019 are sites sampled by Dr. Buell. In addition, new material in the latest
revision of Appendix B describing the freshwater distribution and habitats of pygmy
whitefish specifically refers to sites PEB91CH001 and PEB91CH007. These are sites
sampled by Dr. Buell.
•

The 2005 freshwater fish inventory completed by the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game for several streams in the Pebble project area including the specific watershed
under the hypothetical TSFs 1 and 2 discussed in the Draft Assessment.

EPA Response: Information collected by the ADF&G 2005 freshwater fish inventory
(survey projects FSN05 and FSM05) is compiled on the ADF&G Fish Resource Monitor
and was carefully and thoroughly evaluated in the same manner described for the PLP
data. Further, Michael Wiedmer, author of Appendix B, was the Principal Investigator
for the 2005 ADF&G field projects, as well as 2003 (FSB03), 2006 (FSN06), 2010
(FSN10), and 2011 (FSN11) field projects in the Nushagak and Kvichak river drainages,
and he drew extensively on that field experience in crafting Appendix B.
B.2

The Appendices provided in Volume 2 of the Draft Assessment (Appendices A-D) have
several inconsistencies and weaknesses.
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EPA Response: No specific information regarding inconsistencies or weaknesses was
provided in this comment. No change required.
B.3

NDM strongly encourages the peer review panel and EPA to review the Ecofish submission
in its entirety to gain a better understanding of the many concerns surrounding EPA’s
analysis.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Kachemak Resource Institute (Doc. #4617)
B.4

We do have background in the biological and sociological implications. As to the first, it is
obvious that the more effort expended to discover evidence of fish presence, the more fish
presence is always found. The Anadromous Catalogue is far from complete. In the Bristol
Bay watershed, significant habitat is still unknown. If it were known, the extent of
perturbances for which mitigation would be required would still be indescribable, except in
theoretical scenarios of miscellaneous failures and risks associated with pollution.
EPA Response: The limitations of the AWC for characterizing full fish distributions are
acknowledged in the assessment; no change required.

A. Seitz (Doc. #5313)
B.5

While most of the fisheries and aquatic habitat sections are well-written and informative,
Appendices B and F are less so. Appendix B is difficult to read because of excessive
regurgitation of less germane detail.
EPA Response: The comment provides no specific examples of excessive regurgitation,
or which details contained in Appendix B are less germane; no change required.

Appendix C: Wildlife Resources of the Nushagak and Kvichak River
Watersheds
NOTE ON RESPONSES: Comments pertaining solely to Appendix C were forwarded
by EPA to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Since the release of the May 2012 draft of this assessment, Appendix C has been
published as a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service report (available at
http://alaska.fws.gov/fisheries/fieldoffice/anchorage/environmental.htm):
Brna, P. J. and L. A. Verbrugge (eds). 2013. Wildlife resources of the Nushagak
and Kvichak River watersheds, Alaska. Final Report. Anchorage Fish and
Wildlife Field Office, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Anchorage, AK. 177 pp.
The USFWS website includes a response to peer review and public comments on the
draft report.
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The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
C.1

Appendix C contains several flaws. Most notably, (a) the methodology is based on one
endpoint, salmon; and, (b) the assessment emphasizes the importance of marine derived
nutrients, yet also states that nutrients derived from headwater streams are a driving factor in
nutrient load and distribution in the terrestrial environment. Furthermore, the inherent
uncertainties associated with the predictive assessment approach are, in fact, unreasonable
because the assessment is based on worst case mining scenarios using outdated mining
practices, some of which occurred over a century ago. On this basis alone, the predictive
assessment is fundamentally flawed.
EPA Response: See response from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at
http://www.fws.gov/alaska/fisheries/fieldoffice/anchorage/pdf/peer_public_review_sum
mary_watersheds_april_2013.pdf

C.2

Appendix C, page 28. An example of one of the weaknesses of predictive models that are not
validated with local data is presented on this page. The brown bear population estimates are
extrapolated from population densities obtained from other watersheds. Using bear
population estimates derived from another location (as well as population estimates derived
for any other species) to represent conditions in the Bristol Bay watershed can severely
under- or over- estimate population densities. Information is lacking in the assessment to
evaluate whether it is reasonable to assume that wildlife populations estimates derived from
outside the Bristol Bay watershed are applicable. (p. 28)
EPA Response: See response from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at
http://www.fws.gov/alaska/fisheries/fieldoffice/anchorage/pdf/peer_public_review_sum
mary_watersheds_april_2013.pdf

Nondalton Tribal Council (Doc. #3116)
C.3

Our tribe’s reliance on the salmon fisheries for subsistence has become even more acute in
recent years with the decline in big game and winter fish harvests. Our people continue to
hunt big game within our tribe’s traditional territory. However, moose populations have
shrunk and the Mulchatna caribou herd, once a dependable source of game during the fall and
winter hunting season, has dwindled in size and largely moved out of the area. Recently,
hunts have required traveling up to fifty miles to reach herds on snow machines or all-terrain
vehicles. Soaring gas prices mean that each hunt can cost hundreds of dollars for gas and
other supplies, which is prohibitively expensive for many individuals. At the same time our
big game hunting yield has diminished, the warming climate has limited our winter fishing
because the increase in temperature leaves ice too soft and thin to safely traverse. As a result,
many community members can no longer depend on this harvest to supplement their salmon
catch. Instead, they have been forced to either set higher goals for the salmon harvest or
augment their subsistence diet with expensive store-bought food.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

C.4

The Draft BBWA explicitly states that the construction of the mine itself would result in the
destruction of important fish and wildlife habitat. Though the assessment does not analyze
the effects of this habitat loss it does make clear that it would deplete critical non-salmon
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subsistence resources as well as important salmon spawning grounds. Moreover, the
disruption caused by regular mine operations will likely push moose and caribou populations
further from the Nondalton area, making hunting more costly and less viable for our
subsistence hunters. Without this subsistence resource, we will need to rely even more on the
salmon harvest to meet our nutritional needs. Increased reliance on salmon makes the
protection of the salmon fishery even more important, and the risk of water contamination
even more of a pressing concern for our members.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

V. Mendenhall, Ph.D. (Doc. #4113)
C.5

Aquatic birds that should be considered. ABR, Inc. reported on all bird species in the study
area; however, since the EPA’s focus is on wetlands, I will focus on wetland birds and other
avian species that depend on them. ABR recorded 38 species of aquatic birds that use
streams, lakes, and/or ponds in the immediate area of the Pebble prospect. Breeding in the
area was confirmed for 22 species, including Tundra Swan, 5 species of dabbling ducks, 5
diving ducks, Red-breasted Merganser, 2 species of loon, Red-necked Grebe, Sandhill Crane,
5 shorebirds, and two species of gull (ABR Inc. 2012, Table 16.4-2). Additional species use
water bodies in the Pebble area during migration to rest renew their energy resources. ABR
surveyed lakes over several days in spring and fall; maximum numbers of individuals seen in
single surveys included over 950 ducks, 80 gulls and terns, and 40 shorebirds. Just outside
the Pebble area on the Nikabuna Lakes, 357 swans and 954 ducks were recorded at one time
(ABR, Inc. 2012, Tables 16.4-3, 16.4-10). Many waterbird species that use the Pebble have
healthy populations; however, several are “Species of Special Concern” because populations
are declining throughout their range. These include the Harlequin Duck, Long-tailed Duck,
Black Scoter, and Surf Scoter (ABR Inc., page 16.4-1).
EPA Response: The US Fish and Wildlife report (Appendix C), used as the primary
resource for characterization of wildlife, includes an extensive discussion of waterfowl
and shorebirds, as well as bald eagles and landbirds.

C.6

Water birds would be at risk of ingesting lethal levels of contaminants if they came in direct
contact with tailings ponds or pit lakes (discussed below). If water bodies in the area of
Pebble Mine were contaminated, birds could ingest contaminants from the water or their
prey. Mallards suffered internal injuries or were killed when they drank typical mine water
that was acidic (pH of 2) and that contained copper at concentrations of 594 milligrams per
liter or higher (among other metals; Hooper et al. 2007). Contamination would probably be
diluted in natural waters, but long-term exposure of birds to mine contamination has not been
evaluated. The prey of aquatic birds are much more sensitive to metal contaminants than are
the birds themselves. The acute toxic level of copper to amphipods is only 9.6 micrograms
per liter (EPA 2007).
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and fish-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife, but we
do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on
wildlife, including water birds.
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Non-aquatic birds also could be exposed to loss of habitat due to changes in the water table,
or if groundwater and streams are contaminated. Shrub habitats are necessary for many “land
bird” species, and their highest diversity was found in shrubs of moist and wet ground (ABR
Inc. 2012, Figure 16.1-3). Fifteen species of shrub-dependent songbirds and the Willow
Ptarmigan were recorded near Pebble; the Gray-cheeked Thrush and Blackpoll Warbler are
Species of Special Concern (ABR Inc. 2012, page 16.1-34, Table 16.5-3). Several shorebird
species also inhabit moist tundra habitats.
EPA Response: See response to Comment C.6.

C.8

The Assessment contains no evaluation of the potential impacts of Pebble Mine on birds,
other than a narrow category of indirect impacts through changes in fish prey. The
Assessment should include birds for the following reasons:
•

Birds are a major component of wetland and upland ecosystems.

•

Bird populations are sensitive to changes in habitat and to contaminants from mines.

•

Among the reasons for denying a permit to dredge or fill, the Clean Water Act includes

•

Protection of wildlife from unacceptable adverse impacts. Wildlife includes birds.

•

Migratory birds as a group are “Trust Species” of the federal government. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service is supposed to ensure their population stability and has taken legal
action in cases of outright bird mortality associated with mines.

•

Some species in the Pebble area are “Species of Concern” of government agencies and/or
NGOs, because of declining populations in Alaska or worldwide.

•

Bird kills are a known problem associated with pit lakes and tailings ponds.

•

The Assessment should consider various impacts on birds:

•

Physical loss of habitats, due to alterations of stream flow and “dewatering” of the water
table

•

Indirect effects on birds from reductions in prey populations, due to habitat changes or
contamination

•

Direct ingestion of contaminants by water birds, via (a) contamination of groundwater
and streams and (b) contact with toxic tailings ponds and pit lakes.

Reduction in bird populations would impact predators that depend on birds for food, such as
Bald Eagles in the case of waterfowl, and Merlins in the case of small birds.
Aquatic birds consume fish and invertebrates, which could expose them to contaminants in
the watershed. The prey of land birds are most abundant on moist tundra; shorebirds feed
exclusively on insects and arachnids, and these are the principal foods of young songbirds
and ptarmigan. Levels would probably be low, except in the vicinity of the mine; but effects
of long-term exposure are not known. Raptors in the Pebble area, such as Bald Eagles and
Ospreys, are predators on fish and could be exposed to contaminants via their prey.
Scavenging birds such Bald Eagles, Ravens, and gulls could be exposed via dead fish.
EPA Response: See response to Comment C.6.
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The Assessment considers the possible toxicity of tailings storage ponds, including the
dangers of leaching into groundwater. However, there is no assessment of direct impacts of
toxic water on wildlife, including birds. Hazards to birds should be added to the Assessment.
Although the Assessment’s scenario (Chapter 4) includes methods to reduce acidity and
toxicity in pond water, major factors are overlooked. Unless these concerns can be met, it
should be assumed that tailings ponds at the Pebble mine would have dangerously low pH
and high levels of dissolved metals.
EPA Response: See response to Comment C.6.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
C.10

The Appendices provided in Volume 2 of the Draft Assessment (Appendices A-D) have
several inconsistencies and weaknesses. In general, the discussion of the factors supporting
the exceptional productivity of the Bristol Bay area appeared to conflate cause and effect.
In Appendix C there are several instances where statements and conclusions are not
substantiated with supporting evidence. For example, the text states that “Southwest Alaska,
including the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds, possesses intact, naturally functioning
terrestrial ecosystems that still support their- historic complement of species, including large
carnivores. Such ecosystems, containing historic levels of biodiversity, are becoming
extremely rare globally.” The author’s comparison of historical to present levels of
biodiversity is not supported by baseline historical data on regional species assemblages and
diversity.
EPA Response: See response from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at
http://www.fws.gov/alaska/fisheries/fieldoffice/anchorage/pdf/peer_public_review_sum
mary_watersheds_april_2013.pdf

C.11

The EPA Report presents contradictory information in several instances. For example, on p.
ES-23, the authors state that “Salmon predators deposit [marine] nutrients on the landscape,
thereby fertilizing the vegetation and increasing the abundance and production of moose,
caribou, and other wildlife that depend on vegetation for food.” This statement contradicts
text in Appends C p. 17): “As far as we can determine, there has been no research conducted
on the MDN links between salmon and moose or caribou. However, we believe that while it
is reasonable to assume that MDN transported to the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds by
salmon may be detectable in tissue of animals, especially those preferentially feeding in
riparian areas (e.g., moose), this does not necessarily mean there would be any detectable
benefit to these herbivores. In order for there to be a direct effect, salmon would have to have
a strong fertilizing effect on forage, resulting in additional biomass on the landscape, and
ungulates would have to be forage limited in order for the increased biomass to matter
(Adams, personal communication)”, and Appendix C (p. 37): “While it is plausible that
MDNs might contribute to increased plant productivity and thus benefit moose, evidence of
this h e c t impact was not located in the scientific literature.”
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to remove the statement regarding the
link between MDN and caribou and moose. Moose are riparian species and would be
more susceptible to a loss of riparian vegetation, but additional research is needed in
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this area. Caribou are much less dependent on riparian vegetation, but again there is a
lack of data. The documented link between MDN and brown bears is much stronger.

Appendix D: Ecological Knowledge and Cultures of the Nushagak and
Kvichak Watersheds, Alaska
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
D.1

Appendix D Section II.B-3, Page 33, paragraph 2. Citations are missing describing the
following statement: “These population changes resulted in shifts in salmon harvesting, when
population remnants regrouped by joining other villages.” In the absence of technical
references to the relevant literature upon which this information is presented, the basis for
statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: This statement was deleted from the revised appendix.

D.2

Appendix D Section II.B-4, Page 36, paragraph 3. Citations are missing describing the
statement: “The loss of population (especially Elders), the disruption of families, the plethora
of orphans, and subsequent rearrangements of the social order created a social and cultural
upheaval that the Yup’ik struggled to overcome.” In the absence of technical references to
the relevant literature upon which this information is presented, the basis for statements,
assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: The citation is provided in the revised appendix.

D.3

Appendix D Section III.C-2, Page 108, paragraph 2. Citations are missing describing the
studies of other Yup’ik populations in the nearby Kuskokwim River villages. In the absence
of technical references to the relevant literature upon which this information is presented, the
basis for statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: Citations were provided in this paragraph in both the draft and revised
appendices.

D.4

Appendix D Section III.E-4, Page 131, paragraph 3. Citations are missing describing the
following statement: “The primary value passed on at fish camp is respect for nature and,
particularly, respect for salmon.” In the absence of technical references to the relevant
literature upon which this information is presented, the basis for statements, assumptions, and
conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: A citation was added in the revised appendix.

D.5

Appendix D Section I.A, Page 14, paragraph 1. Citations are missing describing the
University of Alaska Institutional Board Standards. In the absence of technical references to
the relevant literature upon which this information is presented, the basis for statements,
assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated
EPA Response: The UAA IRB guidelines have been inserted into the appendix and the
consent form and methodology provided in an appendix.
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Appendix D Section II.A-2, Page 20, paragraph 1. Citations are missing describing the
archeological surveys conducted by BIA archeologists in connection with Native allotment
assessments. In the absence of technical references to the relevant literature upon which this
information is presented, the basis for statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot be
evaluated.
EPA Response: The AHRS database is cited as a reference. This database contains
verified information and conclusions regarding surveys.

D.7

Appendix D Section II.A-2, Page 21, paragraph 1. Citations are missing describing the
surveys conducted by the Lake Clark National Park on the Mulchatna River and areas above
tree line.
EPA Response: This text was deleted from the revised appendix to avoid confusion.

D.8

Appendix D Section II.A-2, Page 21, paragraph 1. Citations are missing describing the
surveys conducted by the Alaska Office of History and Archeology. In the absence of
technical references to the relevant literature upon which this information is presented, the
basis for statements, assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: The AHRS is the federally authorized historic and prehistoric site
database for the State of Alaska overseen by the State Historic Preservation Officer
through the Office of History and Archaeology and it is the citation. The underlying
information regarding location, age, work done, cultural affinity etc. is not available to
the public to prevent looting and trafficking of artifacts. Archaeologists can obtain
access to the database for research purposes.

D.9

Appendix D Section II.A-2, Page 21, paragraph 5. Citations are missing describing the
Alaska Heritage Resources Survey (AHRS). In the absence of technical references to the
relevant literature upon which this information is presented, the basis for statements,
assumptions, and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: See response to Comment D.8.

D.10

Appendix D Section II.A-3, Page 26, paragraph 2. Define D2c haplogroup.
EPA Response: The definition was added in a footnote in the revised appendix.

D.11

Appendix D Section II.A-3, Page 26, paragraph 2. Define haplogroup A.
EPA Response: See response to Comment D.10.

J. Kari (Doc. #3771)
D.12

Several times Boraas and Knott state that the Dena’ina/Yupik interface dates to about 4000
years. This is a complex subject and there is no single source that can be cited that draws
together the strands of evidence. I would clarify this statement: the Athabascan/Eskimo
interface in general region of Western Alaska dates to 4000 years. The Athabascans have
been present in Alaska perhaps three-times longer, i.e., for 12,000 years. Boraas and Knott
can provide a short summary of key points, such as: a) The Dena’ina have long term ties to
the Htsaynen area. More sources can be cited to amplify this. (Balluta 2008, Kari 2007, Kari
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Fall 2003, Kari forthcoming). b) In early prehistory (perhaps 3000 to 5000 years ago there
are hints of non-Athabascan/non-Eskimo peoples being in the region. The people known in
Dena’LQDDV8áFKHQDDUHRQHFDQGLGDWH .DULIRUWKFRPLQJ 7KHVHDUHKLQWHGDWYLDDQRQAthabascan/non-Eskimo linguistic substraum in Dena’ina (Kari 2007 has some examples). c)
The large sites at Old Kijik may have developed rapidly 1000 years ago upon the
colonization of sockeye in streams there. d) A group of Nondalton/Lake Clark Dena’ina war
stories, known as the Ts’HQKGJKXO\DáZDUVWRULHV .DULIRUWKFRPLQJ SURYLGHVLJQLILFDQW
evidence on regional dynamics for a period of about 1000 to 600 years BP. The Dena’ina
adversaries of 900 to 1000 years ago were Yupik who were based on the Alaska Peninsula in
the Naknek drainage. e) At the time of the Ts’HQKGJKXO\DáZDUVWRULHVWKHUHZDVOLWWOHRU no
Yupik presence on the middle and upper Mulchatna River. f) Dena’ina-Yupik bilingualism
was asymmetrical; the Dena’ina could speak Yupik far better than the Yupik could speak
Dena’ina (Coray 2007). g) The Yupik -Dena’ina interface in the general Pebble Mine area on
Iliamna Lake and the lower Mulchatna River has been in place for about 150 years (since
about the 1870s). The Schanz map of 1891, the first sketch map of Lake Clark/Iliamna, has
some details on Yupik and Dena’ina place names. This map suggests that the Dena’ina/Yupik
boundary in the Pebble Mine area was in place in the 1890s, and has remained much the
same through modern times.
EPA Response: Appendix D was revised to expand the description of what is known of
the place name list and cites the commenter’s work more extensively. A summary of the
work by the Nature Conservancy, which is the only place name documentation for the
Nushagak River, was also inserted in the Appendix (TEK section).
The Appendix does not say that the Dena’ina/Yup’ik interface dates to 4,000 years ago,
only that intensive salmon harvesting dates to that period. The scope of the Appendix is
the importance of salmon and water in the lives of the people of the Nushagak and
Kvichak and does not hinge on precise definition of territorial boundary shifts through
time.
D.13

Some sources that are cited are not cited often enough. Andrew Balluta’s 2008 book has
thoughtful and highly detailed “verbal essays” on topics such as Dena’ina ethics, sacred
places, fish behavior, and travel through the region. This book should be quoted from more
frequently.
EPA Response: Additional references to the book were added and the book is
summarized in the Traditional Ecological Knowledge section of Appendix D.

D.14

The Dena’ina ethnogeographic materials are among the best for any Alaska Native language.
The attractively formatted book, Evanoff 2010 has accurate Dena’ina place name lists and
maps on a color land-sat base image (Kari 2010). These maps were prepared by National
Park Service. Some map plates from that book could be added to Appendix D. See attached
Map 1, Nondalton area (p. 123 in Evanoff 2010), Map 2, Nikabuna & Frying Pan Lake Area
(p. 128 in Evanoff 2010), and Map 3, Newhalen and Iliamna Area (p. 132 in Evanoff 2010). I
think that Lake Clark National Park would give permission to these map plates to be added to
Appendix D.
EPA Response: A discussion of this information was added to Appendix D.
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The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #3797 and #4962)
D.15

The peer reviewers should be asked about the future of the Alaska Native subsistence culture
in the region in the absence of mining. Recent trends demonstrate declining human
populations near Bristol Bay, and dismal economic prospects. Mine development might
provide long-term opportunity for improved employment, better infrastructure (including
schools), lower energy costs, and better means to access the salmon fishery. The peer
reviewers should be asked whether subsistence cultures can be expected to thrive, or even
survive in the region without new, non-fishery economic development. They should be asked
whether EPA too narrowly framed its analysis of impact on subsistence cultures, and whether
EPA’s assumptions regarding current and future population and viability trends are valid.
The peer reviewers should also be asked whether EPA’s draft Assessment adequately takes
those factors into account.
EPA Response: Charge questions for the peer reviewers pertained to the scope of the
assessment, and did not include any questions related to a speculative cost-benefit
analysis of mining, which was outside of the scope of the assessment. However, the peer
reviewers were provided with a summary of public comments and access to all public
comments, including this one.

D.16

Appendix D Executive Summary, Page 5, paragraph 2 (1st bullet on page 5). Citations are
missing describing the relevant state and federal laws.
EPA Response: Citations were added to the revised draft appendix.

D.17

Appendix D Section III.B-7, Page 100, paragraph 2. The link provided for the Census
unemployment rate data is inactive.
EPA Response: The correct link was included in the revised draft appendix.

National Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
D.18

The six villages that first petitioned EPA all depend on a subsistence lifestyle. Nondalton
gathers an average of 358 pounds of subsistence per person in the village each year. New
Stuyahok gathers 700 pounds per person, Levelock gathers 884 pounds per person, Ekwok
gathers 797 pounds per person, Curyung (Dillingham) gathers 242 pounds per person, and
Koliganek gathers 830 pounds per person. All but one of these villages gathers substantially
more subsistence than the area’s average of 300 pounds per person.
EPA Response: The language in the revised assessment (Chapter 5) was expanded to
identify differences in subsistence use among villages.

American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #3768)
D.19

The report indicated that developing a quantitative relationship between development and
cultural effects is not possible. However, although it may be difficult to quantitatively
evaluate the relationships between salmon and health/culture, this would be possible by
identifying indicators of human activity in the area that have cultural significance. For
example, given that salmon are critical to the entire way of life in these Alaska Native
cultures (both as a subsistence resource and as the foundation for their language, spirituality,
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and social structure), quantitative indicators could include socio-demographic and economic
structure variables such as unemployment rates, the ratio of unemployment rates of Native
and non-Native populations, occupational structure, health/disease, and the possibility to live
in the area on present and projected income (or resources). Such a socioeconomic evaluation
should not be limited to the Yup’ik and Dena’ina Alaska Native cultures in the Nushagak
River and Kvichak River watersheds; rather, it should encompass the total population in the
Bristol Bay Basin.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife, but
we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on
Alaska Native and other subsistence users in the region.
D.20

Regarding the treatment of Alaska Native culture, subsistence, and tradition, the intent of the
authors is both appreciable and valid--to characterize in as strong a way as possible the
importance of salmon to local peoples. However, they root too much of this discussion within
an imaginary realm of indigenicity that locks native culture into something historical and
unchanging. Take for example on page ES-8 where they lament, “two of the last *intact*
sustainable salmon cultures in the world,” or page ES23 where they argue that “indigenous
culture *will decline*” should there be negative impacts on salmon, or finally page 2-19
where they claim that “salmon as the basis for Alaska Native Cultures are inseparable.” We
agree with these statements in general because salmon have historically been and continue to
be very important to many Alaska Natives, as reflected in economies, traditions, story, art,
etc. As such, loss of salmon resources would have significant nutritional, psychological,
social, economic, and cultural impacts on residents of Bristol Bay and elsewhere. But it is
problematic to make too direct a link between one resource (salmon) and indigenicity itself,
because the hallmark of these cultures, if there is one, is flexibility and innovation, not some
static reliance on one resource (see e.g., Loring and Gerlach 2010b). Also, consider the
implications should the resource in fact be compromised by some failure. Would we then be
forced to consider these cultures as “dead”, precluding their ability to adapt, innovate, and
self-determine? Certainly there is value that should be appreciated in the cultures and
livelihoods as they are now; an additional way to argue this, and one that seems relevant to
existing policy, would be from the perspective of water security, food security, and food
sovereignty, as the Clean Water Act and Magnuson-Stevens already provide existing
protections to fishing communities and livelihoods at the federal level.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey (Doc. #4607)
D.21

Appendix D, Page 11, Tribal Consultation, Introduction: The Assessment makes reference
that “Port Alsworth did not respond to the government to government request.” Several tables
within the document reference Port Alsworth with other federally recognized Tribes.
Tanalian Incorporated is not a federally recognized Tribe and should not be treated as such in
the document.
EPA Response: The appendix has been revised to clarify that there is no federally
recognized tribal government in Port Alsworth.
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Appendix D, Page 20-21, Cultural and Historical Background Introduction: The third
sentence in the introduction paragraph states: “In the 1960s James Van Stone conducted an
archaeological survey…; Lake Clark National Park has conducted various survey projects on
the Mulchatna River and areas above tree line; the Pebble Partnership…” Please correct the
survey sites. The Lake Clark National Park and Preserve were located in a range of habitat
types from alpine to deciduous forest to mixed conifer forest.
EPA Response: The appendix has been revised to correct this information.

D.23

Appendix D, Page 23, Figure 3, Cultural and Historical Background: Figure 3 depicting the
geographic areas within the Nushagak / Kvichak Watershed should denote that radiocarbon
dates exist for all timeframes presented in the graph for Lake Clark, additional radiocarbon
dates exist back to 10,000 BC for the Lake Clark area, as well.
EPA Response: The primary reason for including the archaeological information was to
establish the time-depth of intensive salmon harvesting in the area. A comment from
one of the tribes said our chart was misleading because it started at 4,000 years ago so
the entire time-depth to 12,000 years ago was included. On the chart “selected
radiocarbon dates” indicate those that would establish the 4,000 year old salmon sites.
To add all of the radiocarbon dates would be very time consuming and would not add to
the primary objective of the appendix which is to evaluate the importance of salmon in
the Alaska Native cultures.

Nondalton Tribal Council (Doc. #3116)
D.24

But subsistence is not a welfare system or a nutrition program; it forms the core of our
culture, society and spirituality and is therefore essential to the community’s well-being.
Harvesting and preserving subsistence resources promotes the passing down of traditional
knowledge, bonding among our members and fosters traditional values like sharing,
generosity, hard work, respect, gratitude, cooperation, humor and pride.
EPA Response: The assessment has been expanded (Chapters 5 and 12 in the revised
draft) to bring forward more information on the psychological, cultural, social, and
spiritual connections between Alaska Native cultures and fish.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
D.25

The geographic focus of the EPA Report on Alaska Native cultures in the Nushagak River
and Kvichak River watershed’s is selective (as scope of the cultural assessment is at the scale
of Bristol Bay) and the rationale for this approach is not presented. There are members of
these cultures that hold pro-development (e.g., mining) perspectives, which are identified in
the Appendices but not Volume 1.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.3. The revised assessment (e.g., Executive
Summary, Chapter 2, Chapter 12) acknowledges that some residents hold pro-mining
perspectives.

D.26

The use of certain survey numbers is biased and misleading, considering that moose and
caribou were deemed ‘significant subsistence food sources’ for all Bristol Bay residents
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based on the fact that 86% and 88% of respondents had consumed moose or caribou meat
over the past year, respectively (i.e., the quantity/proportion of consumption is not provided).
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to more accurately reflect the
available information about subsistence use and diet. Although we have statistics from
ADF&G for percentage of residents using subsistence resources and per capita harvest
of subsistence resources in these watersheds, we do not have any dietary studies. The
per capita subsistence harvest is quite high, leading to the conclusion that subsistence
accounts for a major part of the diet of most residents. The text has been revised to
clarify these distinctions and references a dietary study from a nearby watershed
(Johnson et al. 2009).
The language in the revised assessment (Section 5.3.2) also has been revised to state that
a significant number of respondents harvest moose or caribou. Currently available data
on harvest of dressed meat is presented in Appendix D.
D.27

Appendix D provides descriptive qualitative and quantitative information pertaining to the
Yu’pik and Dena’ina Alaska Native cultures. Much of this information is not utilized in
Volume 1, likely due to the often subjective nature of the content (e.g., personal values,
opinions, etc.). Rationale, context, and adequate explanation of the applied methodology and
conclusions are not always provided. For example, seven of fourteen villages in the
Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds were selected to participate in comprehensive interviews.
The rationale for this, aside from limitation of time and resources, was not provided. Further,
context regarding why certain villages are undergoing such dramatic population shifts was
not provided (e.g., can it be determined if residents are relocating for economic opportunity,
community, etc.?). For instance, Portage Creek has dropped from 48 residents (1980) to 2
residents (2010), while others such as Kokhanok have more than doubled from 83 (1980) to
170 (2010). The view of certain village-members that are pro-development in the region was
also captured in Appendix D, but not clearly represented in the EPA Report- Volume 1.
Finally, certain aspects presented in Appendix D, such as emerging challenges associated
with subsistence-living, were not presented in Volume 1 (e.g., rising gasoline costs are
increasingly placing pressures on the use of mechanized boats, ATVs and snow-machines, all
of which are heavily utilized for travel to fish camps and general subsistence-related
activities).
EPA Response: The section on methodology in Appendix D has been expanded to
explain the process used to identify interviewees.
The census population statistics for each village are provided in Appendix D. The
census data are summarized in the assessment and show, as the comment notes,
increases in some villages and decreases in others. As a whole, the villages in the
watersheds experienced significant growth after 1970 and had a smaller decline of
population from 2000 to 2010. The assessment has been revised (Chapter 5) to
acknowledge some villages have declined in population, while others have increased.
The assessment text has been expanded (Section 5.4.2.2 of the revised draft) to
acknowledge the complex interaction between the subsistence way of life and the
market economy.
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Appendix E: Bristol Bay Wild Salmon Ecosystem Baseline Levels of Economic
Activity and Values
AK State Legislature – C. Giessel (Doc. #0779)
E.1

The unprecedented action by the EPA, shutting down a resource project, on state land, before
it was permitted, will have a devastating effect on Alaska as a whole. The area in which the
minerals exist is experiencing poverty and declining population.
Since 1999, twenty-seven Alaska schools in rural communities have closed, in accordance
with state law requiring a minimum of 10 students for school funding. Four Alaska schools
are slated to close this fall because of enrollment less than 10 students … one of those
schools is in Clark’s Point, Bristol Bay. School closings have a ripple effect in a community,
as the families of remaining children move to communities with schools or to the cities,
where parents can find work. In the case of a particular village, the community health aide is
leaving to take her child to another community with a school; this leaves no healthcare
available to the remaining residents.
The cost analysis of this potential application of 404(c) must be calculated in the lives of
rural residents who have no economy at this time. For many, the sole economic support is in
the form of government assistance.
EPA Response: We appreciate the concerns raised in this comment, and Appendix D
includes a brief description of the population dynamics of communities in Bristol Bay.
However, an analysis of current and potential future economic opportunities for Bristol
Bay residents is outside the scope of this assessment. This assessment is focused on the
salmon fishery and salmon-mediated effects on wildlife and Alaska Native cultures.
Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity
dependent on a healthy salmon ecosystem. It is not a cost-benefit analysis.

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
E.2

The Assessment acknowledges the economic, social, and cultural benefits that the fish and
wildlife resources provide to the residents of the region and the State. The Assessment does
not consider any potential benefits of mine development to human health, safety, and welfare,
including for those individuals who live in the region. The Assessment presents a limited and
biased picture of only adverse impacts of a hypothetical mine, and fails to disclose to the
public those benefits to the region and State that might result from large mine development.
References available from the State and PLP could have been used to describe additional
economics regarding the positive impacts this type of development has already had in the
region. The annual Alaska Mineral Industry Reports includes annual reported expenditures
by the PLP on the Pebble project for 2006 -2010.
EPA Response: Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current
economic activity dependent on a healthy ecosystem. Any mine development in the
region is not dependent on a healthy ecosystem, and thus is outside the scope of this
assessment.
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Comment: These pages discuss the value of the fishing, subsistence fishing, hunting and
recreation industries for Bristol Bay and list the part and full time jobs that are provided by
these industries. By the nature of the weather, most of these jobs are part time. Also, no
discussion of the high paying full time jobs is provided for the mine operation. A reader of
the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Executive Summary and Appendix E versus one
reading the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. report of 2011 will arrive at two different
conclusions. The Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. report states that the area has significantly
dropped in population (16% since 1997) due to lack of jobs and that the price of sockeye
salmon has dropped from an inflation adjusted peak of $3.75 in 1988 to $0.60 after the year
2000. Data presented in the Assessment on pages 81 and 82 of Volume 3 Appendix E show
that prices are on the rise again although the graphs show fluctuations over time. However,
none of this valuable information seems to have been included in the Executive Summary.
The Executive Summary fails to state that the price has not recovered to what it was in the
1980’s. The Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. report fails to state that the price has made
somewhat of a comeback since 2006.
Recommended Change: Include some of the fisheries statistical data that is in Appendix E in
the Executive Summary. Also, it should be stated in the Assessment that the mine would
provide 2500 jobs during a 4 year construction period and 1100 full time jobs over the life of
the mine. All of these jobs are full time and high paying.
EPA Response: This assessment is focused on the salmon fishery and salmon-mediated
effects on wildlife and Alaska Native cultures; an assessment of potential economic
benefits of mine development is outside its scope. The material about the commercial
fishery included in the Executive Summary provides a picture of the economic activity
the commercial fishery is supporting presently, using data from 2009. Although the
detailed information presented in Appendix E provides important historical
information on the commercial fishery, the material in the Executive Summary is
intended to characterize the current fishery and detailed historical information is not
needed.

E.4

Comment: The entire Appendix E provides statistics on the entire Bristol Bay region, where
many drainages have no contact whatsoever with the mine. An example of this is on page 58
where the annual harvest in millions of fish is shown for various drainages. The Ugashik,
Egegik and Togiak drainages are completely unaffected by anything that could happen at the
mine.
Recommended Change: To be fair and unbiased, either revise Appendix E to remove
drainages that could in no way be affected or very openly state in Appendix E and the
executive Summary that these drainages could not be affected by the mine.
EPA Response: Appendix E characterizes economic activity that depends on the entire
Bristol Bay salmon ecosystem. We recognize that the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds are only a portion of the Bristol Bay watershed, but characterizing
economic activity that depends on the Bristol Bay salmon ecosystem allows one to
compare activity in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds to other watersheds in
Bristol Bay.
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Resource Development Council (Doc. #3774)
E.5

EPA’s assessment fails to address or acknowledge the potential positive economic impacts a
project in the area could provide to the Southwest Alaska region, and across the state. The
region is experiencing a decline in both population and subsistence activity, and has a high
rate of poverty. The assessment ignores the positive benefits of Pebble in a region without a
diverse economy.
EPA Response: Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current
economic activity and related ecosystem services values dependent on a healthy salmon
ecosystem. It is part of our characterization of the salmon fishery. It is not an economic
impact assessment and, as discussed in Appendix E, it does not attempt to evaluate any
costs or benefits associated with mining activity in the region.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4960 and #4962)
E.6

EPA’s Assessment includes an inappropriate and biased economic analysis. The Clean Water
Act addresses environmental concerns. It does not confer on EPA the authority to assess a
project’s predicted adverse economic impact, especially where the Agency fails to assess that
project’s economic benefits.
Even assuming that Section 404 of the Clean Water Act authorizes EPA to predict economic
impacts at all, the Assessment’s consideration of economic costs would be patently biased. A
balanced watershed assessment would not consider claimed economic costs and while
ignoring economic benefits, Yet, that is precisely what the Assessment does by addressing
only the value of commercial and other fisheries, while ignoring the jobs, community
resources, tax base, improved infrastructure, and other economic benefits that would
accompany new mining development in the region. This is the mark of a biased report, not a
scientific one.
EPA Response: See response to Comment E.1.

E.7

Appendix E, Table 3, page 18
There is inadequate discussion regarding the assessment of wetlands and other habitats, and
their extent and value to the ecosystem (e.g., water quality, water retention, wildlife habitat,
sedimentation control, and other functions and values). Unlike the section title, there is no
discussion regarding the quality of water, or diversity of wildlife uses, or any potential
degradation of aquatic habitats in the ecosystem. This section simply assumes negative
impacts to the ecosystem without an appropriate consideration of the services and
characteristics of the environment under examination.
EPA Response: Appendix E does not attempt to quantify any impacts to the ecosystem,
but instead provides a baseline evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a
healthy Bristol Bay ecosystem.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
E.8

NDM does not object to EPA’s conclusion that the ecological resources of the Bristol Bay
Watershed generate considerable value - by their account, some $480 million in direct and
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indirect economic expenditures and annual employment for some 14,000 full and part time
workers. Bristol Bay represents the largest sockeye salmon fishery in the world. This fishery
is economically significant, such that NDM and PLP have long stated that fully protecting the
fisheries resources of the region is a principal goal of mineral development at Pebble.
However, NDM strongly objects to the EPA’s suggestion that this entire resource (or even a
significant portion of it) “could be at risk from extractive resource development in the
region.” When developed, the Pebble Project is expected to occupy an extremely small
portion of two of the nine major drainages that contribute to the Bristol Bay economic values
quoted above. The other seven drainages, as well as the fisheries, wildlife and other
ecological values they support, will be wholly unaffected by Pebble. Even within the two
drainages in which the Pebble Project is expected to have a footprint - the NushagakMulchatna and the Kvichak - the project will likely occupy about one-tenth of 1% of the total
area. Given strict permitting, monitoring and regulatory oversight in Alaska, it is not
reasonable to assume that a project on this scale could meaningfully impact ecological
resources over such a broad area - and certainly not within drainages to which it is not
hydrologically connected. Further, NDM is aware that the goal of the Pebble Partnership is to
design, build and operate a mine at Pebble that fully protects and preserves local and regional
fisheries and other ecological values, such that the Pebble Project serves to co-exist with and
supplement the existing local economy. NDM is disappointed that no serious attempt was
made by EPA to provide convincing evidence to establish what adverse economic
consequences, if any, there may be to the Bristol Bay fishery as a result of mineral
development. This is an important question in light of requirements that any project like
Pebble be fully and functionally mitigated, especially with respect to fish habitat and fish
production.
EPA Response: Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current
economic activity dependent on a healthy salmon ecosystem. As discussed in Appendix
E, this analysis does not attempt to “predict adverse economic consequences” or
evaluate costs or benefits associated with mining activity in the region.
We appreciate the commitment to ecosystem protection from Northern Dynasty
Minerals and the Pebble Limited Partnership. We disagree with the assumption that
impacts to small parts of an ecosystem “could not meaningfully impact ecological
resources” of the broader ecosystem. The assessment’s mine footprints would eliminate
tens of miles of streams and thousands of acres of wetlands. The removal of these
streams and wetlands would result in reductions in the quality of downstream habitat in
addition to other indirect effects (detailed in Chapter 7 of the revised assessment). The
failure scenarios included in the assessment outline additional impacts that could occur
during mine operations or after mine closure.
E.9

Further, EPA has entirely ignored the economic and diversification benefits that mine
development would bring to the local region, the State of Alaska and the United States.
Rather, what is provided in the Draft Assessment’s Appendix E (Bristol Bay Wild Salmon
Ecosystem Baseline Levels of Economic Activity and Values) is a hastily compiled economic
baseline, presented by EPA as a “a relatively comprehensive estimate of the total economic
value that could be at risk from extractive development in the region.” Unfortunately, EPA
has failed to advance any credible evidence to confirm that any portion of the current
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economy supported by the ecological resources of Bristol Bay would be put at risk as a result
of development of the Pebble Project.
EPA Response: Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current
economic activity dependent on a healthy ecosystem. This purpose has been clarified in
the revised Appendix E and the language identified in this comment has been removed.
Note that any mine development in the region is not dependent on a healthy ecosystem
and thus is outside the scope of the assessment.
E.10

NDM is concerned that the Draft Assessment’s overly broad focus on economic activity
throughout the Bristol Bay region will lead some readers to incorrectly conclude that a mine
such as Pebble could affect fisheries in watersheds in which Pebble is not located. For
instance, inclusion of the Togiak, Ugashik and Egegik districts and their associated fisheries
is irrelevant to the study and therefore misleading. Similarly, the Draft Assessment’s
extensive focus on the Nushagak and Naknek-Kvichak districts (rather than focusing on the
Nushagak and Kvichak river systems) in reporting salmon harvest figures may lead some
readers to incorrectly assume that all of the fisheries production in these districts could be put
at risk by Pebble. In reality, large segments of the Nushagak and Kvichak river systems are
dozens and even hundreds of miles away from the Pebble site, while many other segments of
these systems are tributaries to the Nushagak and the Kvichak that are actually upstream from
tributary streams on which Pebble is located. The Naknek River (which EPA considers
within its discussion of the Naknek-Kvichak district) is an entirely different drainage system
feeding Bristol Bay well to the west of the mouth of the Kvichak River, such that none of its
fisheries production could be affected by Pebble. Similarly, the Wood River (which EPA
considers within its discussion of the Nushagak district) and Alagnak River (which EPA
considers within its discussion of the Naknek-Kvichak district) are also entirely separate
drainage systems, such that none of their fisheries production could be affected by Pebble.
EPA Response: The assessment evaluates the risks and potential impacts from largescale mining in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. Although the Pebble
deposit is used as a case study, Pebble is not the sole focus of the assessment. Appendix
E characterizes economic activity that depends on the entire Bristol Bay salmon
ecosystem. We recognize that the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds are only a
portion of the Bristol Bay watershed, but characterizing economic activity that depends
on the Bristol Bay salmon ecosystem allows one to compare activity in the Nushagak
and Kvichak River watersheds to other watersheds in Bristol Bay.
In identifying potential mines to include in the assessment, we limited the search to the
Nushagak and Kvichak River systems. Potential mines on the Naknek, Wood and
Alagnak Rivers are not included. Impacts to those river systems are not included except
to the extent that they could be influenced from potential transportation corridors for
mines. However, note that the Wood River is a tributary of the Nushagak River and the
Alagnak River is a tributary of the Kvichak River. Contamination that affects the
length of the Nushagak or Kvichak Rivers could expose fish trying to return to these
tributaries.
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The time to identify and consider all potential impacts is before mining projects are
designed, so that avoidance, minimization and compensation can be incorporated into
those mine designs.
E.11

Similarly conspicuous by its absence in Appendix E is any reference to unemployment and
poverty data. Unemployment data is a very basic economic baseline parameter on which to
report in order to characterize economic health. In NDM’s view, such an omission serves to
obscure the importance of economic development benefits that mining and related economic
diversification could provide to Alaska and in particular, the local residents of the Bristol Bay
region. On the other hand, the EBD prepared by PLP goes to significant lengths to provide a
complete overview of the economic status of the region, including supporting data. The EBD
highlights that the population of the Lake and Peninsula Borough declined by 15% between
2000 and 2009, while school enrollment dropped 36% from 1997 to 20 10. Furthermore, the
EBD suggests that a substantial proportion of the population in Bristol Bay is living below
the poverty level. While this statistic is only available for 1999 (at 19%), it is likely that
percentage increased up through 2009, attributable to the economy being almost wholly
dependent on the Bristol Bay salmon fishery. The significant out-migration of local people
from Bristol Bay communities (a majority of whom are Alaska Natives), in addition to the
relatively low income and high poverty levels prevalent in the region, are important
economic factors wholly overlooked by EPA. This is surprising, particularly when you
consider that one of the defined endpoints for the Watershed Assessment is effects on Alaska
Native culture.
EPA Response: We appreciate the concerns raised in this comment, and Appendix D
includes a brief description of the population dynamics of communities in Bristol Bay.
However, an analysis of current and potential future economic opportunities for Bristol
Bay residents is outside the scope of this assessment. This assessment is focused on the
salmon fishery and salmon-mediated effects on wildlife and Alaska Native cultures.
Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity
dependent on a healthy salmon ecosystem.

E.12

EPA also makes unsupported and misleading suggestions that economic drivers of sport
fishing, sport hunting and non-consumptive tourism expenditures may be at risk should the
Pebble Project be developed. While these are all significant economic sectors in the Bristol
Bay region, estimated by EPA to generate $60 million, $8 million and $1 00 million annually
in expenditures respectively, the portion of these expenditures directly related and potentially
impacted by a mine development at Pebble have not been quantified or studied in any depth
by EPA in Appendix E, and are likely to be exceedingly small. It must be remembered that
the broader Bristol Bay region totals some 40,000 square miles, of which the Pebble Project
would occupy about one-twentieth of one percent.
EPA correctly acknowledges that most recreational visits to the Bristol Bay region occur
during the summer months and that recreational activity takes place almost exclusively
outside the Pebble Project area. EPA notes that recreational activity is concentrated in Katmai
National Park and Preserve, Lake Clark National Park and Preserve as well as the National
Wildlife Refuges of Alaska Peninsula/Becharof, Ixembek, and Togiak. All of these parks and
refuges are far from the Pebble Project area and well clear of its zone of influence. EPA also
acknowledges that sport fishing occurs mainly in the Nushagak and Naknek River
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watersheds, whereas sport hunting occurs predominantly in the Mulchatna River watershed.
However, no attempt is made by EPA to identify those areas used for recreational activity
that would in any way be affected by mine development. This is a gross oversight that
perpetuates the view that all recreational activities within the entire 40,000 square mile
Bristol Bay watershed could be affected by the Pebble Project. In reality, the opposite is true.
EPA Response: Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current
economic activity dependent on a healthy ecosystem. Because this is a baseline
assessment, any changes in economic activity due to ecosystem impacts are outside the
scope of this analysis. The comment asserts that mine development would not affect
recreational activity, but we also have received comments from the sportfishing
industry asserting that development will affect the fish, habitat, and quality of the
fishing experience.
E.13

Finally, NDM believes that EPA’s application of the Net Economic Value approach for
measuring the economic value of Bristol Bay ecological resources in Appendix E is
fundamentally flawed and serves to significantly inflate the study’s findings, particularly for
the commercial and subsistence fishery. Using a range of alternative discount rates from the
standard “intragenerational” rates of 7% and 3% to “intergenerational” rates of 1.75% and
1.0%, EPA concludes in Section 5.0 of Appendix E that the net present value of the Bristol
Bay ecosystem is between $2.4 billion and $32.7 billion. Of this amount, EPA estimates that
subsistence activities account for 50% of the total Net Economic Value on the low estimate
and up to 59% on the high estimate. It also notes (p. 213) that these estimates “are likely
quite conservative as they do not include estimates of passive use values, but are limited to
direct economic uses of the wild salmon ecosystems services.”
EPA has made several misleading assumptions in deriving these estimates, most notably for
the commercial and subsistence fisheries. This follows from EPA using long periods of
historically high permit values to inflate averages in deriving a total current permit value
where current permit values are both available and more relevant but significantly lower than
historical amounts. EPA has also inconsistently applied current data (e.g, current permits
issued) with historical permit values (i.e., 1990 to 2010 average) to achieve as large a total
value as possible. It has also used inconsistent discount rates of 13.52% and between 1% and
7% to convert back and forth between total permit values, annual values of permits and net
present (perpetual values) of permits. Finally, EPA has at least doubled the risk of estimation
errors by assuming fish processor economic values are equal to the calculated economic
value of fishermen permits. Each of these methodologies is inappropriate in and of itself, and
together serves to compound the errors made by EPA and grossly over-inflate the economic
values estimated for the commercial fishery.
EPA Response: The comment states that “EPA [uses] long periods of historically high
permit values to inflate averages in deriving a total current permit value….” The
average permit value for the period 1990-2011 used in the EPA analysis for drift
permits is $149,000 (95% confidence interval [CI] of $105,500-$192,700). The most
current year (2011) average sale price for these permits is $143,900. For set net permits
the average permit value for the period 1990-2011 used in the analysis is $42,200 (95%
confidence interval $28,700-$55,700). The most current year (2011) average sale price
for these permits is $35,900. In the case of both permit types, the current permit value
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falls well within the 95% CI given in the report for the 1990-2011 period. Because
current permit prices fall within these values, these confidence intervals appear to offer
an accurate estimation of the current market value of permits.
The comment also states that the analysis “has used inconsistent discount rates of
13.52% and between 1% and 7% to convert back and forth between total permit
values, annual values of permits, and net present (perpetual values) of permits. The
analysis recognizes that the discount rates (13.52% and 1%-7%) are used in
fundamentally different contexts in order to derive different values. 13.52% is a rate
used to estimate the annual private profit margin as a percentage of permit value. 1%7% values are used as social discounting rates to calculate the net present value to
society of that annual profit margin into perpetuity. The choice and use of these rates as
well as applicable citations are discussed extensively in Section 5.6 of Appendix E.
The comment also states “finally, EPA has at least doubled the risk of estimation errors
by assuming fish processor economic values are equal to the calculated economic value
of fishermen permits.” The analysis in Appendix E explicitly recognizes and notes the
lack of information regarding the profitability of the processing sector for salmon. The
analysis relied on a general assumption that processor net income was likely to equal
harvester net income. This assumption was based on the market power of the
processors to set salmon prices. Since the release of the draft assessment, an additional
source of information on harvest and processing profitability in the Bristol Bay has
been identified (Link et al. 2003). To demonstrate the reasonableness of the method
used, and provide a second estimate of harvester and processor net income, an
additional estimate of the average profitability of the Bristol Bay commercial fishing
and processing sectors has been developed based on the data presented in the Link et al
(2003) report. This new analysis has been inserted into Section 5.1 of Appendix E. Based
on sector-level data from 1990-2001, this second analysis supports the original economic
values estimated for the commercial fishery.
E.14

Furthermore, while NDM certainly accepts that there is significant value in a subsistence
fishery over and above profits, wholesale and retail fish prices, or measurable expenditures,
the conclusion reached by EPA that the subsistence fishery has an annual value greater than
the entire commercial fishery and 14 to 32 times its estimated annual expenditure is not
supportable. The exclusion of such findings on Net Economic Value in the Draft
Assessment’s Executive Summary may be indicative of EPA’s lack of confidence in its own
conclusion and the underlying data assumptions. This entire section of the study should be
removed or significantly refined to be more consistent with other areas of Appendix E.
EPA Response: In comparing values calculated for the commercial and subsistence
fisheries it is important to note a few points highlighted in Section 5.6:
•

The commercial sector is narrowly tailored to salmon harvest while the subsistence
sector presents the value for all subsistence resources used (fishery, mammal, etc.).

•

While subsistence values are “average” values, commercial permit-based values are
“marginal” values based on the least highly-valued permit sales prices.
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•

The market for commercial salmon is highly competitive, thus profits and net
economic value are kept relatively low in the sector when compared to a noncompetitive sector such as subsistence.

•

Subsistence harvest is a year-round activity within the Bristol Bay region.
Conversely, the commercial salmon harvest in Bristol Bay takes place only during a
few weeks in the summer.

In comparing subsistence expenditures and subsistence net economic values it is
important to note that there is no specific expected relationship between expenditures
and net economic value from an activity such as subsistence harvest. The comment cites
a ratio of 14 or 32 to one for estimated net economic value for subsistence activities
compared to subsistence-related expenditures to be “not supportable.” It should be
noted that the ratio of the simple market replacement value of the resources harvested
through subsistence activities to expenditures is nearly eight to one for Bristol Bay.
Additionally, as noted in the report, it is likely that expenditures may be
underestimated.
A relevant comparison of the reasonableness of the subsistence net economic value
estimates would be to look at what share of total per capita personal income for Bristol
Bay residents the estimated net economic value represents. For the low-end estimate of
net economic value ($84.3 million), the value from subsistence harvest is about 22% of
total per capita personal income for the region. Put another way, the estimates suggest
that subsistence harvest NEV constitutes roughly one-fifth to one-quarter of personal
income earned through the cash economy. Based on the high-end estimate from the
EPA analysis ($193.7 million), subsistence harvest is valued at roughly 40% of cash
personal income. For an area and population where even just the market value of
subsistence harvest is roughly equal to 13% of cash personal income, it is not
unreasonable to conclude that these activities that entail significant time and for some
residents are a central part of a strong cultural tradition, would be one-fifth to twofifths as valuable to BB residents as the cash portion of their livelihood.
E.15

Statements such as “because of its location at the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak
rivers, which have accounted for about 60 percent of the total Bristol Bay commercial
sockeye fishery over most of the past decade” leads one to erroneously conclude that Pebble
could impact up to 60 percent of the fishery in any given year. Such statements and emphasis
by EPA are categorically false. Data provided by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(ADF&G) indicate the total contribution of the Nushagak and Kvichak systems to Bristol
Bay sockeye salmon production to be just 19% over the past 10 years for which 10 year
averages are published (2001 - 2010). Moreover, and as explained above, the vast majority of
this production is unlikely to be affected by mineral development at Pebble because it is
supported by habitat dozens and even hundreds of miles distant from the project site, or in
upstream tributaries to the Nushagak and Kvichak.
EPA Response: We could not find the quoted phrase in the document, but the document
states in several places (e.g., see p. 15, 60 and 146) that the “combined Nushagak and
Naknek-Kvichak districts (not rivers) have accounted for about 60% of the total Bristol
Bay commercial sockeye harvest.” The document also states (e.g., see p. 60) “that both
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districts include other major rivers besides the Nushagak and Kvichak rivers. For
example the Kvichak River generally accounts for less than half of the Naknek-Kvichak
District Harvests.
It is true that Pebble is located in the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak Rivers
but we disagree with the contention that mentioning these facts in the same document
or the same sentence is an attempt to mislead readers. The reference to ADF&G data is
not cited. Appendix E’s conclusion that about 60% of the Bristol Bay sockeye harvest
comes from the two districts is based on ADF&G data (located at
www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=commercialbyareabristolbay.salmon).
E.16

The EPA’s contention that the Nushagak and Kvichak systems account for 60% of the Bristol
Bay sockeye fishery is also contradicted by data provided in the Environmental Baseline
Document (EBD) published by PLP. Unfortunately, and as previously noted, this
comprehensive and exhaustive source of data about the fish and other ecological resources of
the Pebble Project area was generally not considered by the EPA in preparing its Draft
Assessment. The EBD indicates that in the 10 year period from 1999 to 2008, both the
Kvichak and Nushagak systems accounted for some 7% of Bristol Bay sockeye salmon
harvested for a total of 14%. When correctly described in this context, the percentage of
Bristol Bay commercial sockeye fisheries produced in rivers hydrologically connected to the
Pebble Project is actually about 15 - 20%, rather than 60 percent as cited by EPA.
EPA Response: We did utilize the non-peer reviewed EBD reports to the extent that we
could. The comment did not provide a citation to the EBD and we were unable to verify
the information presented.

E.17

Perhaps more importantly, the Draft Assessment fails to provide any estimate of the fisheries
supported by the three main tributaries of the Nushagak and Kvichak systems that are located
within a 400 square mile area surrounding Pebble. These include the North and South Forks
of the Koktuli River (tributaries of the Nushagak-Mulchatna) and Upper Talarik Creek
(tributary of the Kvichak). NDM believes it would have been highly relevant for EPA to
provide such an estimate inasmuch as any effects on fisheries resources associated with
development of the Pebble Project is likely to be isolated within this 400 square mile area
surrounding the project. Based on a 20-year average, ADF&G data indicate these three
streams produce less than one-half of one percent of Bristol Bay sockeye salmon (or 0.4%).
While PLP is committed to fully protecting the fisheries supported by these three local
streams when developing the Pebble Project, NDM believes readers of the Draft Assessment
would have benefitted from the knowledge that less than one half of one percent of the
world’s largest sockeye salmon fishery is dependent on streams within 400 square miles of
the Pebble Project.
There is very little quantified information available on salmon resources in the three
tributaries located in the Pebble deposit area, but the assessment does discuss these resources
and points out that abundant spawning sockeye runs in Upper Talarik Creek (82,000 sockeye
on one day) and Chinook Runs in the Koktuli River would be at risk from mining accidents
at the Pebble site. The document also discusses the importance of head water streams to the
ecosystem. It is important to keep in mind that the entire river systems downstream of the
mine would be at risk from spills and accidents as discussed in the failure scenario. Several
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issues were identified in Appendix E; these are primarily associated with what or how data
was utilized from Appendix E in the EPA Report Volume 1. For example, Appendix E notes
that it is difficult to quantify the value of the proportion of Bristol Bay’s fisheries resources
that is derived from the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds. The underlying assumptions and
relative confidence levels in the economic values assigned to fisheries in these watersheds
were presented in Appendix E, but not provided in the EPA Report - Volume 1. This is
inconsistent with a major goal of the EPA Report, which is to quantify and present the
potential effects of mining operations on fisheries.
EPA Response: The material included in the Executive Summary is intended to provide
baseline information regarding the regional economic activity dependent on a healthy
salmon ecosystem, which is consistent with the purpose of Appendix E. None of the
values presented are attributed specifically to the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds. As is appropriate for an executive summary, significant detail regarding
the estimates is not included but is available for the reader in Appendix E.
E.18

While the EPA study contains some informative content and corresponding data on the
challenges the Bristol Bay commercial fishing industry has faced over the decades - including
the impact of farmed fish on salmon prices, overall quality concerns and reputation, the high
costs of processing, and the economic crisis experienced leading up to 2002 - such economic
risks and historical trends are noticeably omitted from the Draft Assessment’s Executive
Summary, where the overall health and value of the industry and the economy it supports are
highlighted. NDM believes such exclusions serve to underemphasize the inherent cyclicality
and vulnerability of the commercial fishing industry. This portrayal also ignores the
economic and social benefits that a region so substantially dependent on a single industry
could gain through economic diversification and the development of other industries notably resource development. Appendix E of the Draft Assessment establishes that local
residents of the Bristol Bay region have historically been the group to benefit least from the
commercial salmon fishery. EPA notes that most of the harvest is processed by ten large
companies that employ mostly nonresident seasonal workers, noting that fewer than 5% of
workers employed in fish processing are local. Bristol Bay residents also control a small and
diminishing percentage of total Bristol Bay commercial fishing permits, and have the lowest
average earnings per permit fished as a result of older and smaller vessels with lower average
horsepower and fuel capacity than those owned by fishermen from other parts of Alaska,
other states or countries. Further, a much smaller share of the vessels operated by Bristol Bay
residents have refrigeration capacity, which directly affects product quality and price. All of
these differences may reflect the fact that local residents have less access to capital than their
competitors from other parts of Alaska or other states and countries. Unfortunately, none of
these important findings are highlighted in the Executive Summary, nor are the potential
financial opportunities that local residents might experience from mineral resource
development in providing greater access to capital to increase their participation and
competitiveness within the fishery.
EPA Response: See response to Comment E.17.
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Alaska Oil and Gas Association (Doc. #4974)
E.19

The watershed assessment fails to mention the important social and economic benefits a
developing and producing mine would bring to a region facing severe hardships of economic
opportunities. Briefly, responsible development of the Pebble project would generate a multibillion dollar capital investment, 1,000 high-skill, high-wage jobs over the life of the project
(more during the construction phases) as well as tens of millions of dollars in tax revenues to
the state and local governments and associated multiplier effects including new business
opportunities in the region and statewide. By failing to include this information in the study,
the EPA’s analysis appears biased and one-sided.
EPA Response: See response to Comment E.5.

Ahold USA, Inc. (Doc. #1742)
E.20

Pursuant to the ERA Guidelines (Guidelines) published by the EPA, ERAS provide “a
critical element for environmental decision making by giving risk managers an approach for
considering available scientific information along with the other factors they need to consider
(e.g., social, legal, political, or economic) in selecting a course of action.”‘ As such, we urge
inclusion of a detailed review of the potential economic impacts to communities which
depend on Bristol Bay’s salmon production and other renewable resources dependent on a
healthy ecosystem. Any socioeconomic impact assessments should also account for potential
impacts to other links in the supply chain (e.g., retailers, restaurants, and consumers). As an
engaged stakeholder with a vested interest in the health and sustainability of Bristol Bay
resources, we are particularly concerned that partial or total loss of salmon production from
Bristol Bay will adversely affect those directly tied to the resource as well as end-user
markets through factors such as supply constraints and price increases.
EPA Response: Appendix E evaluates the economic sectors dependent on salmonid fish.
An analysis of any supply chain impacts was deemed outside the scope of this effort.

New England Aquarium (Doc. #0888)
E.21

Sustainable wild salmon is a critical commodity within the US and international seafood
industry. As one of the top three most popular seafood choices among US consumers, more
than 100,000 metric tons of Pacific salmon is consumed annually. The Bristol Bay fishery,
one of the last truly wild salmon fisheries in the world, is highly valued throughout the
industry. It is also the primary economic driver for the region, providing more than 12,000
jobs and generating $450 million a year. Likewise, the Bristol Bay salmon fishery is critically
important to businesses and consumers worldwide including the major seafood buyers with
whom the Aquarium has partnered to advance seafood sustainability.
Pursuant to the ERA Guidelines (Guidelines) published by the EPA, ERAs provide “a critical
element for environmental decision making by giving risk managers an approach for
considering available scientific information along with the other factors they need to consider
(e.g., social, legal, political, or economic) in selecting a course of action.” As such, we urge
inclusion of a detailed review of the potential economic impacts to communities that depend
on Bristol Bay’s salmon production and other renewable resources dependent on a healthy
ecosystem. Any socio-economic impact assessments should also account for potential
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impacts to other links in the supply chain (e.g., retailers, restaurants, and consumers). As an
engaged stakeholder with a vested interest in the health and sustainability of Bristol Bay
resources, we are particularly concerned that partial or total loss of salmon production from
Bristol Bay will adversely affect those directly tied to the resource as well as end-user
markets through factors such as supply constraints and price increases.
EPA Response: See response to Comment E.20.

S. Wehmeyer (Doc. #3486)
E.22

Appendix E includes author-selected quotes by anti-mining residents that introduce bias into
the report.
The report does not consider any positive effects of mineral development in a region of
Alaska facing severe hardships and a lack of economic opportunity.
EPA Response: Appendix E cites to material included in Appendix D to illustrate the
cultural value of salmon to Bristol Bay residents. For further detail on these viewpoints,
please refer to Appendix D.

M. Dieni (Doc. #3826)
E.23

It would be useful to get a more concrete assessment of the overall economic cost-benefit.
Assuming a mine operating as designed within the state and federal rules, what will be the
cost in the form of fish and wildlife. It may be crude, but does this mean a lost of 2 percent, 5
percent, 20 percent, for example of sockeye ( red) salmon in the Bristol Bay region. And
what does this mean in dollars – what percentage of the annual sockeye industry will be lost,
and what is it worth compared to the positive economic impacts of the mine.
The focus of the economic impact of the mine, solely as a negative impact on nearby native
peoples, is skewed and makes the report seem incomplete and imbalanced. This tiny group of
natives is only a small percentage of the people who will be economically impacted by a
successful mine. There are small native groups that will benefit greatly from the mine.
Furthermore, this is a statewide economic event and it would be a more honest statement to
include a chapter summarizing the positive impacts on nearby labor, which includes other
indigenous peoples that are dying out due to a shrinking economy and sociological changes.
Also, there are suppliers and contractors ranging from the small to mid-size entities in
various cities statewide that will benefit from a successful mine. As a cultural phenomenon,
miners and other overland adventurers are every bit as much of the Alaska historiography as
the ancient subsistence native.
EPA Response: Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current
economic activity dependent on a healthy salmon ecosystem. It is not a cost-benefit
analysis or an economic impact analysis. Note that any mine development in the region
is not dependent on a healthy ecosystem and thus is outside the scope of the assessment.
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American Sportfishing Association (Doc. #1128)
E.24

Members of the sportfishing industry, including manufacturers and fishing retail operators,
overwhelmingly support the protection of Bristol Bay from mining development. Our
industry depends on clean, unimpeded waters and healthy sportfish populations and invests
significant funds in fishery conservation. In 2011, through the manufacturers excise tax on
fishing equipment and the purchase of fishing licenses, the sportfishing community invested
more than $38 million in Alaska’s fishery resources and almost $1 billion nationwide.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

American Fly Fishing Trade Association et al. (Doc. #4615)
E.25

Sport fishing in Bristol Bay generates $60 million annually; anglers looking for “once in a
lifetime” experiences on rivers such as the Nushagak, Mulchatna, Koktuli and Kvichak
support more than 800 full- and part-time jobs. Mining activity and increased development
associated with mining will detrimentally impact these areas by direct impacts to fish and
habitat. Development will also negatively impact opportunities for sport fishing and hunting
operations in the area by diminishing the quality of the experience.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #4525)
E.26

The prospect of a massive metallic sulfide mine in the headwaters of the key feeder streams
for the Bristol Bay salmon fishery is beginning to create uncertainty in the market. Core
customers such as restaurants and supermarkets are asking questions about the future of the
fishery and what will happen to it if the mine is developed. Seafood processors wonder
whether to make new investments whose long-term returns require a strong fishery in the
future. All the way along the fish production-consumption chain, people are asking questions
about how Bristol Bay salmon will be affected if large-scale mining is allowed to proceed in
the fishery headwaters.
These questions will begin turning into decisions if permit applications are actually filed for
the Pebble Mine or any other large metallic sulfide mine in the Bristol Bay region. If a
permitting process is initiated for the Pebble Mine, instead of simply asking questions about
the future of the fishery, customers and consumers will begin to look at other supply sources
and some will switch suppliers on the presumption that permits will eventually be granted.
Instead of simply wondering whether a particular investment is warranted, seafood
processors will hold off on making new investments until the market effects of the mine
become more clear. Fishermen will begin factoring in the mine as they consider whether to
make new investments. As the prospect of a mine becomes more real, major uncertainty will
be created throughout the fishery, from production through consumption. In effect, the mine
is a massive contingent liability for fishermen and everyone else involved in the commercial
fishery.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
E.27

Appendix E, Section 3.13, page 143, paragraph 3
Citations are missing describing the statement, “We do not know the rate of return demanded
by permit holders. However, it is likely that it is between 5% and 20%.” The report provides
no evidence to support the statement. In the absence of technical reference to the relevant
literature upon which this information is presented, the basis for the statements, assumptions,
and conclusions cannot be evaluated.
EPA Response: This statement is based on Huppert, Ellis, and Nobel (1996); a direct
citation has been added to the statement in Section 3.13. This document is also discussed
extensively in Section 5.1.

E.28

Appendix E, Section 3.13, page 142, Table 44
The estimated total nominal value of permits is stated to be calculated as the average permit
price times the number of permanent permits issued. No source is cited for the average permit
price.
EPA Response: Table 44 identifies the source of the information as the Commercial
Fisheries Entry Commission, Salmon Basic Information Tables. A link to this material
is included in Section 3.15: Data Sources, as well as in the bibliography for Appendix E.
A link has also been added to this table in the revised document for the reader’s
convenience.

E.29

Appendix E, Section 3.4, pages 85-90
The text describes the dramatic changes in world salmon markets, with a sharp decline in
prices paid to Alaska processors and fishermen, followed by prices recovering in 2001,
indicating the cyclical and volatile nature of the industry. Nonetheless, the text goes on to
state that “the future outlook for Bristol Bay salmon prices is promising but uncertain.”
While it is clear that future prices are uncertain, it is less clear that the future prices of salmon
is promising, especially since the report states that there are quality problems in the Bristol
Bay fishery.
EPA Response: The comment cites quality problems in the Bristol Bay fishery as a
source of uncertainty for the future prices of Bristol Bay salmon. Appendix E details
some of these historical quality problems, including a lack of refrigeration and handling
practices. However, the comment fails to mention the Bristol Bay Regional Seafood
Development Association. This organization was founded in 2005, is financed by permit
holders, and focuses on increasing quality within the Bristol Bay fishery. The Bristol
Bay Regional Seafood Development Association is encouraging proper fish handling
and refrigeration through education efforts, and annual processor surveys funded by
the organization indicate the number of chilled fish being delivered to processors is
increasing (for more information see Appendix E, Section 3.5). Although the future of
salmon prices is uncertain, efforts to improve practices that are achieving results paints
an optimistic picture.
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Appendix E, Section 3.7, pages 102-104
The estimate of the costs of fishing is difficult to characterize, as admitted by the authors.
One summary of costs was provided for the year 2008 to show the kinds of costs important to
the fishing industry, as well as the potential magnitudes of each kind of cost relative to the
same years’ earnings. It is important to remember that there is a great amount of uncertainty
in fishing costs, which needs to be taken into consideration when attempting to determine
impact assessments. These high uncertainties are not conveyed adequately in the assessment.
EPA Response: Throughout Appendix E, including in Section 3.7, uncertainties are
emphasized. In Section 3.7 there is a detailed discussion of the lack of data and
challenges in characterizing fishing costs. Because these uncertainties are described in
detail throughout the document, we believe they are adequately conveyed.

E.31

Appendix E, Section 3.8, page 107, Table 31
Cost estimates in Table 31 are nearly 20 years old. These costs should be escalated using an
appropriate index in order to compare to current prices for a complete analysis. The relevance
of the cost estimates to this assessment is unclear.
EPA Response: These costs are included to provide the reader with information
regarding the salmon processing industry, including costs and profits. Costs per pound
vary between product forms, and may also vary widely from year to year as fixed costs
are spread over different volumes of salmon. However, salmon ex vessel prices are
highly variable and not directly tied to general changes in price levels. Thus, the Table
31 data are provided as a picture of two specific years, and not indexed to current price
levels.

E.32

Appendix E, Section 4.1, page 173, paragraph 2
This paragraph describes the limitations of the economic analysis. From what is described in
this section, the study is not an economic impact analysis and should not be used as such.
EPA Response: In the paragraph cited in the comment, Appendix E explicitly
recognizes that this analysis is different than an economic impact analysis and does not
attempt to quantify the economic impact of any potential changes in the environment.

E.33

Appendix E, Section 4.2, pages 174-175
The model used in the analysis, ISER Input-Output model, is stated to have several
limitations including overstating local jobs multipliers in rural areas and lacking certain kinds
of data along with other uncertainty that requires the reader to “interpret the estimated
impacts as suggestive rather than definitive.” Another limitation of the ISER Input-Output
model is that it is only focused on market values. The model is unable to determine the
economic significance of subsistence in terms of direct jobs and incomes. These limitations
are significant; another model should have been used in the assessment.
EPA Response: In response to this comment we have revised Section 4.2 in Appendix E
to include a more detailed explanation of methods. As with all economic analyses that
rely on models, the model results are not definitive, but rather provide predicted values.
Models are typically designed to capture market activities. Direct jobs and income for
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subsistence fisherman occur outside of traditional markets, and thus there is not an
input-output model available that can determine the economic significance of
subsistence activities. The strengths and weaknesses of the ISER Input-Output model
are discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2.
E.34

Appendix E, Section 5.3, pages 206-207
Paragraph 4 and Table 70 appear to include inconsistent information regarding the
willingness-to-pay for sport fishing trips by both residents and non-residents. According to
paragraph 4, non-residents are willing to pay about $450 more than they actually paid and
residents would be willing to pay an additional $320. According to Table 70, the values are
$500 million, and $352, respectively. This needs to be clarified.
EPA Response: This was clarified in the revised assessment.

E.35

Appendix E, Section 5.6, page 211
Non-use value estimates are based on a willingness-to-pay study used in the Exxon Valdez
oil spill case. This is not a relevant study to base these values. The purposes and methods in
the two studies are very different.
EPA Response: The non-use value estimates presented in Section 5.6 are not based on
the willingness-to-pay study used in the Exxon-Valdez oil spill case. Rather, the number
of U.S. households determined to hold passive use values determined as part of the
Exxon-Valdez case are used in the Goldsmith (1998) analysis cited in Section 5.6.
The Goldsmith (1998) analysis of passive use values associated with Bristol Bay-area
wildlife refuges and preserves relies on a range of passive use studies from the
economics literature as a basis for the “per household values” used in his calculations.
Goldsmith (1998) only uses the Exxon Valdez oil spill research to estimate the share of
U.S. households who might reasonably hold these passive use values. The limitations
and uncertainties associated with applying the Goldsmith (1998) analysis are explicitly
outlined in detail in Section 5.6.

E.36

Appendix E, Section 5.2, page 203, paragraph 1
The subsistence analysis includes an assumption that the same relationship between per
capita income and net economic value exists today as it did 30 years ago, which forms the
upper bound of the range. This is a large leap to make and is likely an invalid assumption.
This assumption needs to be evaluated further and supported by technical literature. As
written, the analysis is unreliable.
EPA Response: Recognizing that the subsistence values presented in the analysis were
from a dated model, the analysis is quite conservative in its interpretation of these
values by reporting a range of values. The lower-bound value presented is the model’s
point estimate in 1982 dollars ($32.89 per pound) and the upper bound is the model
values updated with an index for Alaska income to 2011 dollars ($75.58 per pound). Of
course, this is a rather coarse approach at conservative estimation.
Since publication of the draft Bristol Bay Assessment, the authors of Appendix E
undertook an effort to build a new subsistence database and re-estimate the subsistence
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model on current data. The new model differs somewhat in that the income measure
used is per capita personal income from US Census data, while the earlier was based on
Alaska Department of Revenue adjusted gross income(AGI). Alaska Department of
Revenue AGI data is not readily available. Adjusted Gross Income incorporates more
deductions as it is meant to more closely represent taxable income rather than total
income. Total per capita personal income is recorded by the census. AGI averages
about 70% of the census income. In general, the census definition of income is a better
fit to the theory of valuation.
Using the new model and census data, a current estimate for subsistence value is around
$86 per pound in 2011 dollars, which is fairly close to our indexed value ($75.58 per
pound) from the old model. Accordingly, a model estimated on current data is generally
consistent with the earlier (30 year old) model. While the census definition is a better fit
to the theory of valuation, if one wanted to complete this analysis using income measure
similar to the old model, the current model suggests a point estimate of around $60.
We have incorporated information from this new model into the revised document.

G. Y. Parker (Doc. #4115)
E.37

EPA should review and edit the appendices for occasions when an expert may address
peripherally a topic outside of his or her expertise. For example, Appendix E is on
economics, That appendix, at p. 173, states peripherally that “the construction of roads would
result in marginal changes to the current condition of natural resources in the region,” but
could have significant effects on the values associated with public uses of fish and game.
Many biologists would likely say that roads can have significant biological impacts, and in
fact the assessment says as much.
EPA Response: We agree with the observation that this is outside the expertise of the
authors of Appendix E, and this statement has been edited appropriately.

D. Callaway (Doc. #5282)
E.38

Income: A more detailed analysis of the potential impacts to income and employment to
Bristol Bay households from the establishment of the Pebble mine will be demonstrated in
the next deliverable. However, Tables 29 through 33 and Charts 5 through 8 provide a
substantial descriptive picture of the economic characteristics of households in Bristol Bay.
As a standard for comparison, the median income for households in Anchorage in 2009 was
about $73,000, while the per capita income was about $33,500. The mean household income
in Anchorage was an astounding $87,500, but some truly wealthy households skew this
figure so we will use the “median” for our comparisons. Similar parameters for the state of
Alaska show a median household income of $67,000 and a per capita income of around
$29,000 [figures and tables have been deleted here for copyright purposes; see original
public comment for figures and tables].
In summary, the following tables and charts indicate that Alaska Native households in Bristol
Bay have slightly more than half the incomes of Anchorage households and about 60% of a
typical statewide Alaska household. Non-Native households do slightly better than the typical
Alaska household and slightly worse than an Anchorage household. This of course does not
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factor in the higher cost of living for households in the Bristol Bay region, where fuel and
energy costs and access to retail stores and so forth are quite restricted. Some indices have
the cost of living in rural Alaska twice that of Anchorage.
In addition, these summary parameters disguise some other economic disparities both for
Alaska Native and non-Native households. For example, Alaska Native per capita income in
Bristol Bay is about $12,000, is only about 40% of the per capita income for Alaska as a
whole. Non- Native individuals have only about two-thirds the per capita income of a typical
Alaskan.
Finally, slightly more than 9% of households in Alaska are below the poverty level
(Anchorage = 7.6%). Bristol Bay households, using incomes measured earlier than these
parameters and thus may be a slight overestimation of the actual proportion by no more than
5% has dramatically different proportions. Nearly 40% of Alaska Native households are
below the poverty threshold and nearly 18% of non-Native households find themselves in a
similar situation (see Table 33).
Chart 5, below graphically illustrates the considerable contrast in wage income between
Alaska Native and non-Native households. In addition, non-Native total household income is
more than 40% greater the Alaska Native households.
As noted in Table 31, below, while two-thirds of non-Native households have incomes
greater than $44,000, nearly 60% of Alaska Native households have incomes of less than
$44,000. In addition, as indicated in charts 6 and 7 below, non-Native households depend on
wage income for more than 90% of their total income, whereas Alaska Native households
have a greater dependence on entitlements and other sources of unearned income. Non-wage
sources of income often provide a steady source of cash in extended families, which helps
support these households where wage income is seasonal or part-time. In current national
economic circumstances, state and national programs that provide transfer payments can also
be brittle in the sense that they seldom keep pace with inflation and are at the funding whim
of political and budgetary forces far beyond local control.
As Table 32, below indicates the eight communities identified either as harvesting a wide
diversity of wildlife species (Clark’s Point, Igiugig, Koliganek, Lime Village, Manokotak,
and New Stuyahok - and/or also harvesting large amounts of wildlife resources - Kokhanok,
Newhalen and Nondalton) have, with the exception of Manokotak, modest household
incomes, with the vast majority of their households falling in the first three columns (i.e.,
with household incomes of less than $44,000). These communities with the highest
dependence on wildlife resources, while at the same time having the most modest of backup
financial resources, are most likely to suffer substantial impacts should the Pebble mine, in a
variety of ways, limit their access to wildlife resources. Analysis of this topic is one of the
primary subjects of the next report.
Poverty Threshold Table 33 shows the number of households below the poverty threshold
(for a household of their size) highlighted in yellow. Alaska Native household counts are in
parenthesis.
We have sufficient economic data to determine poverty levels for a total of 507 households
out of 510. Out of the 507 households in this table, 409 were Alaska Native and 98 were non-
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Native. Of the 507 households captured in the Table 33 below, 35.5% (180 households) were
below the poverty line. Of the 409 Alaska Native households, 162 or 39.6% were below the
poverty line, while 18/98 non-Native households, or 18% were below the poverty line. Given
that households were interviewed over a five-year period and the thresholds are from only a
one- year period (2008) these proportions may overestimate Alaska Native rates at the time
of their interview by a maximum of 5% and the non-Native rate by 2%.
Employment The description of the employment profile for the 17 communities in Bristol
Bay is complex. Table 34 below is derived from the Demographic Master File, where each
row of 174 variables in the data matrix represents an individual person. However, using a
script within the SPSS program, many of these details are aggregated and transferred to the
Household Master File. The intent of this transfer is to take advantage of the much more
comprehensive information within the household file that contains extensive variables on
harvest, income, and population characteristics.
Table 34 shows age in five-year intervals and provides some numerical standard as to who
could be in the workforce. Utilizing the discussion of dependency ratios mentioned in an
earlier section, we subtract the 0-14 years of age cohort and those individuals 65+. This
leaves 244 non-Native individuals and 835 Alaska Native individuals 15-64 years of age (see
Table 35). Now there are some difficulties with this breakdown of age cohorts. We could
have used the age interval 18-64, however we chose not to for two reasons: 1) there are
Alaska Native individuals 15-19 who are in the workforce (usually as crew members on
commercial fishing boats) and 2) to be consistent with the standard worldwide dependency
ratios discussed earlier in this report.
Also, we recognize that there are a number of individuals 65+ who are still in the workforce,
and many 15-64 who are not (perhaps for reasons of school attendance or health etc.).
So of the 1633 individuals in this sample for which we have both age and ethnicity data,
about 900 (actual 896) are in the workforce in some capacity. Table 34 shows the distribution
of individuals in five-year intervals by ethnicity. Table 35 summarizes Table 34 and shows
the breakdown of the population into traditional “workforce” (15-64) and “dependency”
cohorts (0-14 & 65+).
Table 36 is derived from Tables 34 and 35 above, and from additional statistical runs not
included in this report. Essentially, this table reconciles the 15-64 “labor force” status
between that reported in the Household Master File with Tables 34 and 35, which are derived
from the Demographic Master File. In addition, the final row in Table 36 calculates the
unemployment rate by ethnicity. If these rates seem unrealistically low, this is partially due to
a definitional outcome. Anyone reporting any employment during the year was coded as
employed. However, as indicated in Table 37, the majority of Alaska Native employment
was part-time or seasonal (“irregular”) and perhaps “underemployment,” rather than
“unemployment” characterizes the Alaska Native demographic.
Essentially Table 37 shows that about 60% of all non-Native employment is full time, with
the other 40% of the workforce employed either as part-time or seasonal work. These
proportions are reversed for Alaska Native individuals, where only 40% have found or have
chosen to work a full-time job.
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Employment by Sector Table 38 clearly demonstrates the dependence of Alaska Natives on
employment in local government and commercial fishing as the two most critical industrial
sectors, and accounts for over 70% of all their employment. These two sectors, as will be
developed in the next report, are also extremely vulnerable to the impacts of industrial
mining. Non-Native employment is concentrated in three industrial sectors: local
government, transportation, communication and utilities, and services which also account for
about 70% of all non-Native employment. Note that these sample results do not include data
from Dillingham, which is the community hub for the region and its results might strongly
affect the generalizations made in this section.
Note that the totals differ between Table 38 above and Table 39 below. These discrepancies
are the result of coding, programming and data entry incongruities between the various waves
of survey research. The five Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) categories
highlighted in the Alaska Native column account for about 70% of all employment. The three
SOC codes highlighted under the non-Native column account for slightly less than 50% of all
their employment. Note the high dependence on fishing occupations for Alaska Natives
which is not reflected in non-Native employment; although, non-Natives employed in the
fishing industry have, on average, substantially higher incomes.
Wage Income
A brief discussion of wage income was included in the introductory paragraphs to the income
section. What is most striking about Table 40 is the great disparity between Alaska Native
and non-Native wage income, with Alaska Native households, on average, receiving less than
half the wage income of non-Native households. Of more concern, as indicated in Table 41,
is that these discrepancies occur in the same occupational categories.
In the most important employment industries for Alaska Natives their income is one-third
that of non-Natives in fishing and less than half in local government and services. Table 42
and Chart 8, below, details these differences by ethnicity for each Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) code.
There may be a number of reasons for these discrepancies, including differentials in
education, high proportions of part-time and seasonal employment, and the skill set and
experience required for higher paid administrative and technical positions. The data set
contains the specific name of most occupations for each individual, but they have not been
included here for reasons of time and concerns about anonymity; although, details from this
variable may be included in the next report should a reasonable way (i.e., through reaggregation) be found to protect anonymity. An interesting aspect of Table 41 is the results
from the mining sector. All ten jobs in this sector are held by Alaska Natives with
remuneration slightly better on average than fishing. However, the fishing sector accounts for
nearly two million dollars in revenue (for the sample, the amount for the regional population
will be considerably higher) while mining currently provides about $150,000 in income.
Finally, Table 41 and Chart 8 also provide the sum total of wages for each SIC code an
aggregation that will prove useful for the analysis should the initiation of the Pebble mine
have a substantial impact on salmon fisheries in the region. For example, loss of income from
commercial fishing and canneries ($2.5 million in the ADF&G sample), plus the replacement
cost of subsistence salmon (well above $5 million for just the 17 communities included in
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this report), may make it difficult to justify the mine on strictly economic terms for local
residents.
EPA Response: This sort of detailed demographic information is outside the scope of
Appendix E, which is focused on providing a baseline estimate of the economic activities
in Bristol Bay dependent on a healthy ecosystem.

American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #3768)
E.39

Although some census and economic data associated with subsistence is provided in
Appendix E, EPA stated that quantifying impacts to Native cultures was not attempted in the
report. We believe that the scale of the projected mining development warrants a detailed
quantitative evaluation of potential impacts to Native cultures that extends beyond risks
posed by a potential decline in fish and wildlife. No discussion is provided on broader minemediated risks such as the introduction and assimilation of a subsistence-based community
into a market based economy and the potential for culture clash between the Native
population and newcomers. A comprehensive evaluation should take into account the large
body of research and literature that addresses the impacts of extraction-based economies on
small rural communities. An evaluation framed within this larger body of literature would
suggest that, regardless of the magnitude of fish population declines caused by the mining
development, the Native cultures will experience substantial negative impacts led by their
incorporation into a mining based market economy that as noted by EPA has a finite lifespan
and follows “boom-bust” cycles. What will be left of these cultures after the bust can be
assessed from what has occurred elsewhere. See Chambers et al. (2012) for additional
insights.
EPA Response: Appendix E is focused on providing a baseline assessment of the
economic activity dependent on a healthy ecosystem. Thus, the sort of analysis
described in the comment is outside the scope of this assessment.

H. Robin Samuelson Jr. – Chief Curyung Tribal Council (Doc. #3781)
E.40

As EPA acknowledges in the assessment itself, moreover, the economic analysis is quite
conservative in its assumptions and scope. Nevertheless, even EPA’s conservative approach
demonstrates that the economic value of the intact ecosystem and sustainably managed
fishery is very high and extremely important to the communities of the Bristol Bay region
and to the State of Alaska, as well as to consumers, businesses, and the general public
throughout the nation and the world.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

D. Callaway (Doc. #5282)
E.41

The harvest of subsistence resources has economic implications both in the sense of the cash
required to purchase technology (e.g., boats and motors) and the need to replace the nutrition
provided by subsistence harvests should subsistence resources be damaged or destroyed.
Both expenses are considerable and would require a majority of a household’s disposable
income. Appendix D equivocates somewhat on the relationship between subsistence and
income but it does address both issues. In contrast, the EBD fails entirely to discuss the
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potential dramatic impact to local household incomes should families be forced to purchase
food as replacement for subsistence harvests.
•

Subsistence: Although Alaska Native and non-Native households seem to participate in
many subsistence activities in similar proportions, the intensity of effort varies
considerably between the two groups. On average, Alaska Native households harvest
many more species of wildlife than do non-Native households; 65% of non-Native
households harvest less than 13 species of wildlife while two-thirds of Alaska Native
households harvest more than 13 species, with about 1 in 5 households harvesting more
than 25 species. In addition, Alaska Native individuals have per capita harvests of about
twice the amount of salmon (roughly 300 pounds (lbs) versus 150 lbs) and more than
twice the per capita harvest of all species (roughly 500 lbs versus 200 lbs) when
compared to non-Native individuals. Also while Alaska Native households harvest high
amounts of a broad range of species, more than three quarters of non-Native harvest
come from salmon stocks. Alaska Native households also share a greater variety and
amount of subsistence resources than do their non-Native congeners.

•

Income: There are dramatic differences in income between non-Native and Alaska
Native households and individuals and significant differences between Bristol Bay
Alaska Native households and the average income for households within the state of
Alaska. Table 1 and Table 2 highlight some of these differences [figures and tables have
been deleted here for copyright purposes; see original public comment for figures and
tables].
In addition, more than a third of Alaska Native households were below the poverty line,
and nearly 1 in 6 non-Native households were in a similar position. These rates are far
higher than the state of Alaska at 9.1%, with the U.S. national rate at 7.6%. (#5282.2, p. 3
to 4)

•

Employment: Two sectors, local government and commercial fishing, account for 70%
of all employment for Alaska Natives in the Bristol Bay sample. Although non-Native
commercial fishers earn high incomes, they represent only around 10% of the total
employment by sector.

•

Conclusion: Alaska Native households in the Bristol Bay region are particularly
vulnerable to any impacts that the Pebble mine may bring to salmon stocks. With low
incomes and high rates of poverty, and high dependency on employment in commercial
fisheries, high harvests, and salmon for subsistence needs, these households have very
little buffer or resources to adapt if significant interruptions in salmon runs occur.
The mining industry provided few local jobs, only ten in the data aggregated and
analyzed in this study. Average remuneration for those mining jobs is $15,000 per year,
which is slightly better on average than for fishing ($14,000/year). However, the fishing
sector accounts for nearly $2 million in revenue (only for this sample, regional population
figures will be considerably higher), while mining currently provides about $150,000 in
income (may be considerably more if results from Dillingham were available).
Potential income losses from commercial fishing and canneries in the communities in the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game sample would be approximately $2.5 million. The
potential loss of the subsistence salmon resource would exceed $5 million (685,210 lbs
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salmon across all communities priced at $7.50/lb). Accordingly, the potential dollar loss
of salmon to these communities exceeds $7.5 million.
•

Harvest Quantities: Alaska Native households, on a per capita basis, harvest about twice
(Table 21) the salmon and nearly two and a half times the total of all wildlife resources
(Table 22) when compared to non- Native individuals in the region. A typical U.S.
individual would consume slightly over 200 pounds of meat, fish, and poultry products in
a year, almost all of which is purchased.
The big differences in consumption between Alaska Native and non-Native households in
Bristol Bay occur in the salmon, finfish, and big game categories. In addition, non-Native
families consume almost no marine mammals, or wild birds or their eggs. Of course,
Non-Native households have almost no legal access to marine mammals, unless these
resources are gifted to them. It is key to realize that Alaska Native households, which
average slightly under four household members, would have to replace a considerable
proportion of their diet should their access to wildlife resources be interrupted. Animal
protein, given shipping and other expenses, is extremely expensive to purchase in small
rural communities. For example, to replace their salmon consumption by purchasing
store-bought meat at $7.50/lb would be $7,500 for a typical family. As we shall see in a
later section, average household income for Alaska Native families in the Bristol Bay
region is a little under $40,000. So the replacement cost for salmon would be about 20%
of their total household budget. The average household income for non-Native families is
nearly $70,000. Replacement cost for non-Native households would be slightly over
$4,000, which represents about 6% of their total household budget. Of course, at this
point, none of these calculation currently fold into the budgetary impacts to household
income from commercial fishing losses should salmon populations face substantial
impacts.

•

Sharing: About 40% of non-Native households in the Bristol Bay sample give away no
subsistence resources. This is about twice the proportion of Alaska Native households
who give away no subsistence resources. Of those households that do share subsistence
resources, all but one Non- Native household (i.e., 99%) share less than 8% (.08) of the
total available resource species (Table 25). In contrast, more than a quarter of the Alaska
Native households share 8% (.08) or more of the available subsistence resources.
Although the total of available resources varies by community, i.e., coastal communities
usually have access to a greater number of resources, the total number of resources (as
enumerated on the ADF&G questionnaire) available to any one community is about 125,
so 8% represents about 10 species of fish (salmon, finfish), mammals (moose or caribou),
marine invertebrates, berries, and so forth.
Table 26, below, indicates that far more households receive (are gifted) subsistence
resources than give them away. Whereas, about 40% of the non-Native households did
not give away resources, this proportion drops to less than a quarter for the reception of
wildlife resources. On the Alaska Native household side, the proportion of non-givers, at
around 17%, drops to 6% for the proportion of recipients. This means that more than 80%
of non-Native households and nearly 95% of Alaska Native households are gifted
wildlife resources (most often fish) by some other households in their community. What
these variables do not measure is the amount of subsistence resources that are shared.
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The ADF&G, given time constraints and an already extensive questionnaire, often find it
difficult to ascertain the amount of subsistence shared. In addition, documenting sharing
networks requires an additional module to the questionnaire and an increased burden on
community respondents. However, several ADF&G studies in other parts of the state
have addressed the issue of sharing networks in great detail. The results of this research
and a more detailed consideration of the importance of sharing in Alaska Native and rural
American culture will be contained in the second and final report in this series. In
general, this other research indicates that considerable quantities of wildlife resources are
shared between households in rural communities. In these rural communities, and
especially among Alaska Native households, about 70% of the resources gifted are
harvested by about 30% of the households. The research also indicates that non-Native
households tend to be recipients and that Alaska Native households tend to share a far
greater amount of a wider variety of resources than do their non- Native congeners.
Although the issue of sharing subsistence resources will be addressed in much greater
detail in the next deliverable, Table 27 seems to suggest an expected pattern. For Alaska
Native households, priority in sharing subsistence resources first goes to the elderly and
then to households headed by younger women or other individuals who lack active
harvesters in their household. Nearly three-quarters of households headed by younger
non-Native women receive little if any subsistence resources, while nearly 80% of Alaska
Native households headed by younger women with their children receive high numbers
of subsistence species.
Households with older Alaska Native women (61+) receive by far the highest amount of
subsistence species, with nearly 80% of these households receiving 10-40 different
species. In contrast, no non-Native household with elderly females receives this amount,
although as Table 28 indicates, the sample size is quite small for this cohort.
Table 28, below indicates there are only 5 non-Native female household heads 61+,
whereas there are 54 Alaska Native Households headed by women 61+. Of these 54
Alaska Native households 47 (87%) receive substantial numbers of subsistence species
while none of the non-Native female 61+ households receive this high proportion of
subsistence species.
EPA Response: See response to Comment E.38.

McDowell Group (Doc. #4107)
E.42

There is little doubt the Bristol Bay salmon resource has great value to the people who earn
income or subsist off that resource, as well as those who enjoy it from a recreational
perspective. However, the array of numbers presented in Appendix E serve better to confuse
than inform. Measures of the economics of subsistence range from $6 million to $327 million
(one being estimated actual spending and the other “net economic value” per year), and
estimates of the net present value of the Bristol Bay ecosystem range from $2 billion to $32.7
billion. Imagine the lay-person or public policy-maker trying to make sense of these
numbers.
The scope of the analysis in Appendix E is sweeping (with 200-plus pages of material),
including economic significance and net economic value calculations for commercial
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fisheries, subsistence, sportfishing and hunting, wildlife viewing, and tourism. Net economic
value analysis in particular is a complex and poorly understood concept among the general
public, and subject to misinterpretation and misuse. It is critical that accurate and
professionally defensible data, based on generally accepted and clearly articulated research
and economic modeling techniques, be developed to support the public discussion around
this critical issue. The information provided in Appendix E is not sufficient to meet those
objectives.
EPA Response: Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline analysis of economic
activity in the Bristol Bay region dependent on a healthy salmon ecosystem. In
developing a vigorous analysis it is necessary to consider all sectors that may be affected
as well as examine and value activities in a variety of ways; as a result, there are a
numerous calculations included in Appendix E. Each value in Appendix E is presented
with detailed information as to how it was developed and what it represents. We agree
that net economic value analysis is poorly understood among the general public, and
Appendix E provides an explanation as to what this sort of analysis is intended to
portray in order to help educate the reader. The appendix uses a range of factors to
estimate economic values so the reader can understand the effect of various
assumptions and factors on the estimated net economic value.
E.43

In conclusion, if economic analysis and related data are to be used to support public policy
decision-making around management of the Bristol Bay watershed, we strongly suggest that
rather than relying on a patchwork approach incorporating a mix of old and new analysis
from a variety of different authors, the EPA have original, up-to-date, and peer-reviewed
economic analysis performed, with the results presented in a clear, concise and objective
report.
EPA Response: The economic analysis in Appendix E of the assessment describes the
economic activity in Bristol Bay that is dependent on a healthy salmon ecosystem. It is
part of our effort to characterize the existing fisheries. However, we appreciate this
comment and have considered all comments that assist in presenting a clear, concise
and objective report.

Appendix F: Biological Characterization: Bristol Bay Marine Estuarine
Processes, Fish, and Marine Mammal Assemblages
Curyung Tribal Council (Doc. #4821)
F.1

You explain the fishery fairly well but leave out another major contributor to the world’s fish
consumption market. The nutrients from the Bristol Bay Watershed not only takes care of
those within the watershed but also out in the Bering Sea for the numerous variety of crabs,
Pollock, mussels, clams, herring, seals, whales, walrus and other migratory wildlife of the
area. The Bristol Bay Watershed is the life food for all the above and is not described within
your assessment.
EPA Response: The section in the report entitled “Salmon Contribution to Trophic
Levels” (p. 8), highlights an evaluation conducted by NMFS scientists to assess the
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contribution of salmon to the eastern Bering Sea and North Pacific marine ecosystems
as prey (biomass and forage fish) for other marine species. The section in the report
entitled “Marine Mammals” (p. 9), discusses those marine mammal species known to
inhabit Bristol Bay and prey upon salmon (at various life stages) in marine, estuarine or
nearshore zones. In the closing section of the report, “Discussion” (p. 12), “Trophic
Contribution” (p. 15), and “Summary” (p. 17), the role of salmon smolts and salmonderived nutrients is presented as a nutritional source to invertebrate and juvenile fish
species in estuaries and nearshore zones. These nutrient sources fuel and support
complex trophic and food chain interactions to a variety of other marine populations
throughout the eastern Bering Sea and North Pacific.
Distribution and contribution of the Bristol Bay salmon fisheries to the watershed is
addressed in the body of the main document (Volume 1, Chapter 5; more specifically
Section 5.2.2.1). There is also a discussion on the subsistence value to Bristol Bay
Indigenous Cultures in Appendix D, and a discussion on the economic value of the
Bristol Bay salmon fisheries in Appendix E.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
F.2

We identified several issues in Appendix F. Firstly, it is unclear how the authors chose the
study area boundaries. Their study area is substantially larger than marine areas assessed in
other support documents (e.g., Appendix C, p. 12, Figure 1).
EPA Response: NMFS concurs that the size of the study area defined in Appendix F is
larger than those in other support documents, such as Appendix C. However, NMFS
also recognizes it is smaller than other literature sources define. For the purpose of this
discussion, NMFS needed to consider several other factors in defining the area to be
discussed from a marine ecosystem perspective.

F.3

•

In describing the “No Trawl Protected Area,” the North Pacific Fisheries
Management Council and NMFS have defined Bristol Bay as marine waters east of
the West 162° longitude line.

•

The seasonal freshwater influence from watersheds discharging into Nushagak and
Kvichak bays is recognized to extend beyond Cape Constantine into Togiak Bay.

•

It is well documented seasonal migrations of salmon populations from Nushagak
and Kvichak watersheds influence marine mammal behavior beyond Cape
Constantine.

Further, the authors oversimplify their estimate of salmon-derived nutrient contributions to
the estuarine environment by stating “More recent investigations conducted in Alaskan
waters estimate that the contribution of MDN to marine estuarine processes may be as high
as 60%, or two thirds of potential nutrient transported back to the estuary (Johnston et al.
2004, Mitchell and Lamberti 2005). In the Nushagak and Kvichak Bays, MDNs liberated
from tens of millions of decomposing adult salmon likely have a significant influence on
trophic interactions and biodiversity.” The proportion of salmon nutrients contributed to an
estuary is dependent on various mechanisms of watershed nutrient dynamics, including
instream habitat/retention characteristics, stream discharge, timing and magnitude of flooding
events, extent of inland penetration of spawning salmon, terrestrial nutrient transfer, etc.
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EPA Response: NMFS agrees with the comment. The volume of salmon
derived/marine-derived nutrients flushed into an estuary is dependent on several
factors. The studies cited in this report were conducted in Alaska and clearly suggest
that carbon from terrestrial sources, and nitrogen and nutrient sources from salmon,
influence estuarine and nearshore productivity in a bio-chemical manner.
The size of the watershed and number and size of the salmon runs is also an influential
variable. Additionally, NMFS reiterates that although no studies have been conducted
in estuaries or watersheds supporting salmon runs of this magnitude, the literature
supports that smaller watersheds and estuaries which experience smaller seasonal
salmon runs are influenced by salmon-derived/marine-derived nutrients. The Nushagak
and Kvichak River watersheds influence the biochemical signals in those estuaries.
Therefore, nutrients deposited in the watersheds by much larger runs of salmon may
similarly influence those estuaries.
F.4

The report referred to the rare distribution of particular species within the area; however, it is
important to note that these instances do not refer to the status of the species, and that this is
misleading. An example of this can be found in appendix A which discusses the abundance
of Arctic Char: “Russell (1980, p. 48, 49) considered them common in some lakes in the
Lake Clark area, but absent or rare in lakes of the upper Mulchatna River watershed and Lake
Clark itself.” In Appendix F, the EPA made 2 direct references to the rare or endangered
status of marine mammal species in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: NMFS did not reference Appendix A in Appendix F. NMFS does refer
to the western distinct population segment (DPS) – called “western stock” under the
Marine Mammal Protection Act – of Steller sea lions. This DPS is listed as endangered
under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). These animals are known to inhabit marine
waters of Bristol Bay and to consume salmon. In the report, NMFS noted that,
depending on seasonal range and migratory patterns, salmon ranked high as a selected
prey species in Steller sea lion diets (Sinclair and Zeppelin 2002). Since the report was
written, Sinclair et al. (2013) [Sinclair, E.H., D.S. Johnson, T.K. Zeppelin, and T.S.
Gelatt. 2013. Decadal variation in the diet of Western Stock Steller sea lions
(Eumetopias jubatus). U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA Tech. Memo. NMFSAFSC-248, 67 p.] provided a more recent update of temporal and spatial patterns of
variation in the frequency of various prey species in the diet of western DPS Steller sea
lions. With respect to the range sampled in their study, Sinclair et al. (2013)
summarized that “Salmonids…occur at 28% FO (frequency of occurrence) across the
range, but more frequently in summer diets (35% FO) than in winter (20% FO).” The
% FO of salmonids was higher in some subareas than others.
NMFS recognizes two DPS of Steller sea lions: a western and an eastern DPS. The
western DPS consists of all Steller sea lions from breeding colonies located west of 144
°W longitude and the eastern DPS consists of all Steller sea lions from breeding colonies
located east of 144 °W longitude. Recently (78 FR 66140), NMFS published a final rule
to remove the eastern DPS from the List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife under
the ESA. The delisting took effect on December 4, 2013. Federal agencies are no longer
required to consult under section 7 of the ESA when activities they authorize, fund, or
carry out may affect the eastern DPS. However, as noted above, the western DPS
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remains listed as endangered under the ESA. There is regular movement (Jemison et al.
2013) [Jemison, L.A., G.W. Pendleton, L.W. Fritz, K.K. Hastings, J.M. Maniscalco,
A.W. Trites, and T.S. Gelatt. 2013. Inter-population movements of Steller sea lions in
Alaska with implications for population separation. PLoS ONE 8(8):14 p.] of Steller sea
lions across the DPS boundary and there have been photo-confirmed sightings of
eastern DPS Steller sea lions in parts of the southeastern Bering Sea (see Figure 3 of
Jemison et al. 2013). Thus, eastern DPS animals may be present in this area. However,
the vast majority of the Steller sea lions in areas of the Bering Sea that could be affected
by the actions of concern here are endangered western DPS animals.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
F.5

The port alone would threaten a highly endangered, genetically distinct, and geographically
isolated species of beluga whales. The mine and new road would also increase traffic to the
region and undoubtedly spur industrialization and development as major infrastructure is
introduced. This would enable not only the Pebble Mine but other large-scale mining in the
region, as well as secondary development – the most significant of impacts for Bristol Bay –
to further compound the impacts to fragile fish and wildlife populations.
EPA Response: NMFS recognizes concerns about impacts from the proposed mining
development. The purpose of EPA’s assessment is to provide a characterization of the
biological and mineral resources of the Bristol Bay watershed and increase
understanding of the potential impacts of large-scale mining on the region’s water and
fish resources. NMFS input into EPA’s assessment responds to EPA’s request to NMFS
to provide information on our understanding of the range and distribution of salmon
originating from the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds, the marine mammal,
fish and invertebrate species assemblages in Bristol Bay, the trophic contribution of
salmon to these marine systems, and the estuarine and marine processes that influence
the nearshore zone. NMFS input does not discuss or recommend policy, legal or
regulatory decisions, nor does it outline or analyze options for future decisions.
Regarding impacts to Cook Inlet beluga whales, NMFS recognizes that there may be
direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to living marine resources from the proposed
Pebble mine project, or a future mining district.

American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #3768)
F.6

The lack of rigorously collected fish assemblage and salmonid population data seriously limit
modeling accuracy and likely produce gross underestimates of the effects of the mine site,
pipelines, and haul road. A carefully designed survey, implemented over multiple years and
seasons, is needed to provide scientifically defensible fish distribution, abundance, spawning,
and production data.
Although the laboratory toxicity tests for Cu may be state of the art, they poorly represent
sensitive macroinvertebrates and algae and the ambient effects of Cu toxicity on salmonid
mechanosensory systems, olfaction dependent behaviors, growth, and migration (Marr et al.
1998, Linbo et al. 2009, Tierney et al. 2010). Nor do such tests adequately evaluate the
potential synergistic effects of Cu and Zn (which is not projected to be recovered from the
Pebble ore; Lorz and McPherson 1976; 1977). A recently published study (McIntyre et al.
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2012) documented decreased predator avoidance by, and increased predation rates on,
juvenile salmonids exposed to low levels of Cu. Thus the state and federal Cu criteria are
under protective of macroinvertebrate assemblages (major salmonid prey) and salmonid
populations (Chambers et al. 2012; Mebane & Arthaud 2010).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.237. NMFS recognizes the concerns
expressed in these comments. The purpose of this report (Appendix F of the assessment)
is not to address the rigor of current fisheries studies, the potential toxicity of copper on
salmon sensory systems, or the toxicity of metals on salmon or invertebrate species. This
report responds to EPA’s request to NMFS to provide information on our
understanding of the range and distribution of salmon originating from the Nushagak
and Kvichak River watersheds, the marine mammal, fish and invertebrate species
assemblages in Bristol Bay, the trophic contribution of salmon to these marine systems,
and the estuarine and marine processes that influence the nearshore zone. However,
these items would need to be addressed in the future for any large scale mining
proposal.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #4382)
F.7

Appendix F could be expanded to include more of the considerable available information
about the importance of Bristol Bay as a rearing area for several species of commercially
important fishes.
EPA Response: NMFS agrees that additional information could have been presented.
The focus of our input was to address the known range and distribution of salmon
originating from Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds, and the trophic role and
contribution of these salmon populations at various life stages. NMFS however, did
present a list of all known fish species identified in Bristol Bay to date and a brief
discussion of representative groundfish and invertebrate species (walleye pollock,
yellowfin and rock sole, and king crab), that represent species groups which are
abundant and an economically important commercial species that use these nearshore
waters as part of their nursery range at larval and juvenile phases. Also refer to
response to comments received, September 2012 (below).

Appendix G: Foreseeable Environmental Impact of Potential Road and
Pipeline Development on Water Quality and Freshwater Fishery Resources of
Bristol Bay, Alaska
National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey (Doc. #4607)
G.1

Roads and Pipelines: While authors need to prioritize risks, the development of ports, roads,
and pipelines in addition to mine facilities themselves will require the use of equipment and
personnel brought in from outside the region. This would lead to the potential introduction on
invasive species and new, exotic pathogens to wildlife. We recommend these potential
impacts evaluated further.
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EPA Response: Invasive species are discussed in Section 10.3.6 of the revised
assessment.

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
G.2

Overstatement of risk from road runoff based on literature describing environmental
problems with residues from urban hard surface roads such as road salting, metals, oil and
grease, high volumes of traffic, and other impacts. Mine project roads and traffic could have
very different impacts. The State technical comments provide more applicable and recent
literature to consider.
EPA Response: Risk from road runoff is not overstated in the assessment. Section
10.3.3 of the revised assessment discusses spillage or runoff of contaminants and fed
sediment, but also notes, “It is unclear if the transportation corridor would have
sufficient traffic to contaminate runoff with significant amounts of metals or oil
(although stormwater runoff from roads at the mine site itself is more likely to contain
metal concentrations sufficient to affect stream water quality).” State technical
comments referenced in the comment did not refer specifically to runoff from mine
project roads.

G.3

The information on the roads and pipeline do not point out that some road sections out of
Williamsport and around Pedro Bay have already been constructed. This omission may lead
readers to assume that only a mining project would necessitate roads and road building in the
study area.
EPA Response: Existing roads are indicated on maps in the assessment (e.g., Figures 27 and 13-1).

Nondalton Tribal Council (Doc. #3116)
G.4

The proposed Transportation Corridor will threaten critical fishing areas in the Newhalen
River, which it crosses on its way between the Pebble deposit and the Cook Inlet Moreover,
pollution from the Transportation Corridor, the mine, and any mine wastes could devastate
the local salmon and fish populations, or leave them unsuitable for subsistence consumption.
These pollutants also threaten the quality of our drinking water. The compound result of
these risks means that Nondalton’s proximity to the mine puts it at ground zero of any spills,
leaks or mine failures.
EPA Response: Potential effects of the transportation corridor are evaluated in Chapter
10 of the revised assessment.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
G.5

Appendix G does not estimate the level (e.g., low, moderate, high) of potential ecological
effects that may arise as a result of construction of the road and pipeline, as would be
expected from a risk assessment. Further, Appendix G does not estimate the level of potential
ecological effects that may arise or discuss uncertainty in such an estimate, which one would
expect from a risk assessment. The principal assessment endpoint for the risk assessment is
the quantity, quality and genetic diversity of salmon populations (Volume 1, Section 3.3, pg.
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3-4). Given this, what effect is the road estimated to have on the Iliamna Lake sockeye
population? Is it expected to lead to a 5% decrease in sockeye abundance, or a 10% decrease?
Are there studies from other remote areas where roads have been constructed that can be used
to provide a reasonable estimate of potential effects? There is also some inconsistency
between Appendix G and Volume 1 regarding the potential amount of wetland habitat
intersected by the road corridor.
EPA Response: Appendix G is not a risk assessment. Risks associated with the potential
transportation corridor required for mining at the Pebble deposit are considered in
Chapter 10 of the assessment.
G.6

The BBWA has not considered mitigation strategies for addressing concerns related to
shallow groundwater impacts (pg. 5-60) The report raises concerns about the impact of road
and pipeline construction on shallow groundwater and localized surface runoff channels:
“The construction and operation of roadways and pipelines can fundamentally alter
connections between shallow aquifers and surface channels and ponds by intercepting
shallow groundwater flowpaths, leading to further impacts on surface water hydrology, water
quality, and fish habitat.” This assessment does not consider possible mitigation for these
impacts or state of the practice methodologies for minimizing impacts and mitigating
inevitable impacts. Groundwater impacts can be included as a design consideration in the
planning and selection of alignment of the roads and pipelines to minimize impacts. Areas of
shallow ground water can be avoided to the extent possible to preserve shallow groundwater
flow paths.
EPA Response: The transportation corridor evaluated in the assessment is based on
that described by Northern Dynasty Minerals (in Ghaffari et al. 2011). Potential
mitigation measures are described in Chapter 10 of the revised assessment.

G.7

The EPA Report misleads readers by discussing certain mitigation measures in detail but not
incorporating all of these measures into their assessment of potential mining effects in all
assessments of potential effects. The authors’ (Appendix G) statement that actions taken to
prevent copper effects are likely to mitigate effects from co-occurring metals may be oversimplistic. Further, we do not agree with the Appendix G author’s conclusion that many of
the mitigation measures are mutually exclusive and will be ineffective. Several of the
reviewed mitigation measures could be expanded upon. For example, a spill containment
plan could be included in the mitigation for the ‘secondary containment pipe (“encased in a
protective layer”) for overhead stream crossings on bridges’ and ‘manual isolation valves on
either side of major river crossings’.
EPA Response: Potential mitigation measures for the transportation corridor and
associated pipelines are described in Chapters 10 and 11 of the revised assessment.

G.8

The BBWA discounts the effectiveness of established sediment and erosion control practices
for road construction and operation (Appendix G) The report by Frissel and Shaftel (2011) in
Appendix G of the BBWA states:
“Unfortunately the scientific and professional literature on the subject of the effectiveness
of environmental mitigation measures for water and fish is sparse and poorly synthesized.
There are lists of standard practices and there are a scattering of short-term, site-specific
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studies of efficacy of mitigation measures for roads and pipelines (e.g., assessment of
mitigation of the delivery of sediment and its local impact on biota). Some report
showing adverse impact, or ineffectiveness of mitigation measures, and others report not
detecting adverse effects, which is often taken as circumstantial evidence that mitigation
measures were effective. Exceedingly few of these studies extend to medium- or longterm evaluation of mitigation effectiveness, and fewer still have been published in
accessible peer-reviewed forums. Therefore, evaluating the effectiveness of proposed
mitigation measures remains a process of best professional judgment and logical
evaluation of premises, specific environmental context, and likely operational
circumstances.”
The BBWA does not appear to recognize that state-of-the-art practices in erosion and
sediment control and stormwater best management practices (BMPs) can mitigate the
impacts attendant to construction of the Pebble Project transportation corridor or at the active
mine site. By contrast, the State of Alaska, specifically, the Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities, appears to believe that the design and implementation of
environmental mitigation measures (i.e., erosion and sediment control BMPs) are effective
for water quality protection during highway construction and for public projects. Like
California and other states, AKDOT&PF has recently developed an education, training and
certification program called the “Certified Erosion and Sediment Control Lead” (AKCESCL). AKDOT&PF states that the course is applicable to commercial and residential
builders, project engineers, natural resource managers and anyone responsible for creating,
maintaining or evaluating a stormwater pollution prevention plan(s). The AKDOT&PF
routinely offers certification training that explains the erosion and sedimentation process and
how to comply with the EPA NPDES Construction General Permit. NPDES compliance is
required for all projects that disturb a total of one acre or more of soil, and in Alaska, a
Certified Erosion and Sediment Control Lead-trained person is required on all USACE and
ADOT&PF projects as of January 1, 2008. The BBWA appears to discount the effectiveness
of established sediment and erosion control practices for road construction and operation
developed to comply with its NPDES permitting program.
EPA Response: Potential mitigation measures for the transportation corridor are
described in Chapter 10 of the revised assessment.
G.9

The BBWA has not considered mitigation strategies for addressing concerns over sediment
contribution and effects (pg. 5-62) The BBWA states:
“The sediment contribution per unit area from roads is often much greater than that from
all other land management activities combined (Gibbons and Salo 1973).” The report
makes the case for the impacts of sediment loading to streams on aquatic habitat and
states “Sediment loading from roads can severely affect streams below the right-of-way
(Furniss et al. 1991)” and that: “[i]ncrease[d] loading of road-derived fine sediments
linked to decreased fry emergence, decreased juvenile densities, loss of winter carrying
capacity, increased predation on fishes, and reduced benthic organism populations and
algal production (Newcombe and MacDonald 1991, Newcombe and Jensen 1996,
Gucinski et al. 2001, Angermeier et al. 2004, Suttle et al. 2004).” Lastly, the report notes:
“…accelerated sedimentation could have an impact on the concentrated spawning
populations of sockeye salmon in the lake’s shallow waters (Woody 2007).”
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The report presents a comprehensive array of sediment impacts that are relevant and need
proper consideration and mitigation. If, as the language of the report appears to dictate, the
only acceptable solution is a zero-risk scenario, then sediment impacts from the road will be
an issue. However, to our knowledge no state transportation agencies currently adopt a zerorisk approach for permitting of construction projects.
Sediment contributions from construction and operation of roads can be reduced significantly
through proper application of Best Management Practices (BMPs) (Anderson and Gesford,
2006). Effective construction site BMPs are usually comprised of a “treatment train” of
measures that complement each other and focus on control of sediment and other pollutants
at their sources. For example, there are numerous dust palliatives that are more ecologicallyfriendly than calcium chloride for dust suppression and most have been shown to have little,
if any, water quality impact. Used in combination with other stormwater BMPs such as
bioretention swales, vegetated channels and other perimeter controls, dust palliatives have
proven highly effective in reducing sediment impacts to off-site water resources. According
to EPA (1999) vegetated swales provide 81% removal of TSS, and bioretention provides
90% removal of TSS (1999).
In the last decade, a great deal of laboratory and field research has been conducted to
quantify the erosion control performance characteristics of a myriad of storm water BMPs.
These studies include data on erosion control effectiveness, cost and water quality impacts
based on research at the National Soil Erosion Research Laboratory (Purdue University); the
Texas Transportation Institute at Texas A & M University; and the Soil Erosion Research
Laboratory at San Diego State University. These studies have focused primarily on
temporary BMPs such as hydraulic mulches, erosion control blankets and other practices
used to temporarily control surficial erosion until they are replaced by permanent, stabilizing
vegetation.
EPA Response: Mitigation measures for reducing sediment impacts are included in Box
10-3 of the revised assessment.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
G.10

While numerous citations are provided in Appendix G, the appendix does not reflect current
construction standards for roads and culverts. In the past few decades, great strides have been
made in the development of BMPs that substantially reduce runoff from roads. The standards
for culverts have changed such that the probability of washout has become minimal. Culverts
are now sized to permit both upstream and downstream migration of fish and are also sized to
permit the movement of debris under the road. Most of the impacts described in this appendix
are easily avoided or mitigated using modern construction methods and standards. In light of
current regulatory requirements, the reliance upon documents that address the effects of
historical construction techniques are not pertinent. Although the assessment indicates that
literature documenting the effectiveness of BMPs could not be found, there is actually a very
large number of documents available that address BMP effectiveness. USEPA’s analysis in
this area is remarkably weak and unfounded.
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EPA Response: BMPs for roads and culverts are included in Chapter 10 of the revised
assessment. Failure frequencies cited in the revised assessment are derived from
modern roads and are not restricted to forest roads.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
G.11

The mine and new road would also increase traffic to the region and undoubtedly spur
industrialization and development as major infrastructure is introduced. This would enable
not only the Pebble Mine but other large-scale mining in the region, as well as secondary
development – the most significant of impacts for Bristol Bay – to further compound the
impacts to fragile fish and wildlife populations.
EPA Response: Increased secondary development is addressed in Appendix G. It is
mentioned briefly in the revised main assessment text, although full consideration of
secondary development was considered outside the scope of the assessment (as defined
in Chapter 2). However, the potential for cumulative development of multiple mines is
evaluated in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

G.12

Operation of a Transportation Corridor Would Fragment and Diminish the Quality of
Salmonid Habitat The Bristol Bay watershed is located in “one of the last remaining virtually
roadless regions in the United States,” and development of a mine there would be impossible
without dramatic transportation infrastructure expansion. The 2011 Wardrop report discussed
plans to construct an 86-mile access road connecting the mine to a proposed port at Iniskin
Bay in Cook Inlet. According to several studies, this road would cross at least 89 streams and
require up to 120 stream crossings. Twenty-four of these streams are documented to provide
1,200 acres of spawning habitat for sockeyes and other salmonids. EPA’s mine scenario
similarly provides for an 86-mile permanent access road connecting the mine site to a new
port in Cook Inlet. This road is estimated to cross 34 streams and rivers that support
salmonids within the Kvichak River watershed, including 17 streams designated as
anadromous waters at the location of the crossing.
EPA Response: Potential effects of the transportation corridor are discussed in Chapter
10 of the revised assessment.

American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #3768)
G.13

If the entire mining district is developed, the mining footprint would double from that
estimated in the report and additional haul roads, pipelines, and infrastructure would be
needed. The models should model the entire district, as well as the proposed Pebble mine,
because of the increased damage and failure risks and to inform the other mining companies.
EPA Response: The potential for development of multiple mines is evaluated in
Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

G.14

The report explicitly disregards the absolutely inevitable and necessary infrastructure
development for a mining district of this scale. The numbers of employees, roads, structures,
recreationalists, and their effluents will also threaten the character of the fisheries in, and
outside, the mine district footprint—just as those activities have degraded salmonid
populations elsewhere. Stanfield et al. (2006) and Stranko et al. (2008) found that 4-9%
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impervious catchment cover sufficed to eliminate salmonids from streams. Many of these
infrastructure development processes will have very substantial effects on the fish and
wildlife and the subsistence use by Native communities, and also the economic value of the
resource such as recreational fishing lodges. Given the number of people likely to use the
road and expand into the area, increased legal and illegal take of fish and wildlife, litter,
water use and contamination, interference with subsistence uses, and other forms of
interaction are inevitable.
EPA Response: See response to Comment G.11.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
G.15

Culverts Are Likely to Fragment Habitat and Impede Salmon Movement Though listed as a
“possible” failure by EPA, the Assessment’s projections reveal that culvert interference with
fish movement is in fact a highly likely result of mining – projected by EPA to eventually
impact 50% of culverts. Under any mine scenario, many stream crossings will likely be
culverts instead of bridges; EPA anticipates fourteen. Culverts can serve as a barrier to fish,
restrict or eliminate fish movement to upstream habitat, and isolate or modify populations.
Such habitat fragmentation increases the chance that fish populations will be extirpated due
to a lack of genetic diversity or chance events. Culvert interference with fish movement can
occur in several ways. The crossings can create excessive water velocities and disorienting
turbulence — or the water running through the culvert can be too shallow for fish to traverse.
Culverts can further block fish movement as a result of outfall barriers, channel scouring and
erosion, lack of resting pools below culverts, or a combination of conditions.
In a healthy watershed, salmon often move into seasonal floodplain wetlands and small
valley floor tributaries to escape main-channel flood flow stresses. The existence of culverts
reduces flow to these safe havens because flow is instead directed into the main channel. And
even if fish can physically swim through a culvert, there may be “behavioral barriers” that
prevent fish from attempting passage, as fish will often avoid long culverts, darkness,
confined spaces, and shallow depths.
Even assuming compliance with fish passage guidelines at installation, culverts will likely
threaten salmon migration in the future. Blockages and erosional failure are common features
of culverts, and without prompt repair can cause the loss of a year class if they occur during
migrations. Road maintenance during mine operation should generally catch such failures in
a timely manner, but without “continual and proper” maintenance, culverts fail and become
barriers to fish passage. Because “typical” road inspection and maintenance practice declines
post-closure, the likelihood of partial or entire culvert blockage after mining ends jumps to a
dramatic 50%. This means that seven of the fourteen potential salmonid-supporting streams
with culverts in the risk area would experience post-closure blockage, resulting in the likely
loss of the streams’ ability to support long-term populations and resident species such as
rainbow trout or Dolly Varden.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

G.16

Siltation, sedimentation, and other stream modification impacts are likely to disrupt
anadromous and resident salmon production siltation, hydrologic modification, filling of
wetlands, and road salts are “likely to diminish” anadromous and resident salmonid
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production in more than 30 streams. The habitat potentially affected below the road crossings
totals 270 km of stream, plus an additional 240 km upstream, if culverts impede fish
movement It is “well-recognized” that management of roads in the type of terrain found in
the Pebble prospect area can be “unpredictable and challenging,” due to difficulty
anticipating the “extent and nature of disruption” to subsurface flow paths, and because “the
effects of water table deformation can project hundreds of meters from the road itself.” Roads
can impact the connectivity between groundwater and surface water systems and, along with
pipelines, fundamentally alter the “intricate connections between shallow aquifers and
surface channels and ponds,” causing further impacts on surface water hydrology, water
quality, and fish habitat.
Furthermore, the sediment contribution from roads frequently far surpasses that from all
other land management activities combined. Road-derived fine sediments have been linked to
decreased fry emergence, decreased juvenile densities, loss of winter carrying capacity,
increased predation on fishes, and reduced benthic organism populations and algal
production. It could render otherwise suitable spawning gravel useless, and impact the
concentrated spawning sockeye salmon populations in the shallow waters of Lake Iliamna.
Salts and other materials used to treat roads can also wash off into streams, rivers, and
wetlands, causing direct exposure to fish and their invertebrate prey.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

C. A. Woody, Ph.D. (Doc. #5680)
G.17

The estimate of potential impacts to fisheries from roads and culverts is well founded in the
Watershed Assessment, but also underestimated because no secondary development is
considered. Just 10% increase in impervious surfaces due to secondary development can
eliminate salmonids from streams.
EPA Response: See response to Comment G.11.

Appendix H: Geologic and Environmental Characteristics of Porphyry
Copper Deposits with Emphasis on Potential Future Development in the
Bristol Bay Watershed, Alaska
Alaska Miners Association, Inc. (Doc. #4612)
H.1

The geologic characterization of the area is limited to a few paragraphs in Appendix H. That
characterization indicates, “The geological setting of the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds
have characteristics that indicate that the region is favorable for several different mineral
deposit types. These deposit types include porphyry copper deposits, copper and iron skarn
deposits, intrusion-related gold deposits, epithermal gold---silver vein deposits, hot spring
mercury deposits, placer gold deposits…. Of these deposit types, porphyry copper deposits
and intrusion-related gold deposits are represented by prospects within the area that could
prompt large-scale developments. Copper sarn deposits hold less potential….” The Appendix
goes on to conclude, “The Pebble deposit is the most advanced among the mining prospects
in the Bristol Bay watershed in terms greatest for porphyry copper deposits. Accordingly, the
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remainder of the report will focus exclusively on this deposit type - porphyry copper
deposits.” 21
This logic is important to understand, and it is a contradiction. The Assessment is clear: it is
not intended to represent only Pebble but to represent the effects of large-scale mining in the
watershed. Yet the Assessment indicates that the watershed is favorable for several different
deposit types. However, the Assessment focuses only on porphyry copper deposits, because
Pebble is close to permitting.
In contrast, the U.S. Bureau of Land Management recently assessed the mineral resources in
Bristol Bay as part of the three---year planning process for their Bay Resource Management
Plan (Bay RMP). BLM identifies 11 mineral terrains, and 17 mineral deposit types
containing a number different mineral commodities. 22, 23
The Bay RMP and its accompanying Environmental Impact Statement was the product of a
three year process that stretched from 2004 to 2007. 24 Unlike the Watershed Assessment,
BLM’s planning process includes multiple stages of review, including 15 public meetings
and multiple public comment periods. 25 The boundaries of the Bay Plan and EIS are similar
to that of the Assessment.
The EIS for the Bay RMP describes the affected environment, including locatable minerals: 26
“The Bay planning area is underlain by eleven Mineral Terrane units whose geologic settings
are considered highly favorable for the existence of metallic mineral resources…. Specific
mineral deposit types and associated commodities are more likely to exist within each terrane
based on a terrane’s particular geologic nature. Just because a geologic terrane is more likely
to contain certain mineral deposit types does not necessarily mean that economic deposits
exist within that rock unit.”
The EIS goes on to list the various terranes and the mineral deposit types for which the
terrane is favorable. Together, the terranes are listed as favorable for the following metals:
copper, gold, molybdenum, tin, tungsten, uranium, thorium, rare-earths, nickel (with
byproducts of platinum and cobalt); chromium, platinum group elements, lead, zinc (with byproduct silver and gold).
The existence of terranes that could potentially contain these deposits does not guarantee that
metals exist in concentrated quantities. However, the area is underexplored so that future
exploration may identify deposits or minerals that are not now known. Specifically,
according to the EIS, “The area is not as well mapped as other parts of the state, and contains
very little detailed geologic information. Many of the geologic maps for this region are old
and have not been updated…subsurface geology for much of this region is largely unknown.”

21

Information in this paragraph is taken from Watershed Assessment, Appendix H, pages 2 and 4.
Bay Proposed Resource Management Plan/Final Environmental Impact Statement, 2007. U.S. BLM. Page 3-78.
23
BLM’s work is not included as a reference in the EPA Assessment. Despite the recent comprehensive nature of
BLM’s mineral assessment, it does not appear to have been used.
24
Bay Proposed Resource Management Plan/Final Environmental Impact Statement, 2007. U.S. BLM. Page 1-3.
25
Ibid, Page vii.
26
The remainder of this information in this subsection is from BLM’s 2007 EIS, pages 3-80 through 3-82.
22
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The EIS does describe the existence of a number of lobe deposits, in addition to Pebble and
in addition to copper porphyry prospects that exist in the area. “There are numerous known
lode deposits with in the planning area that have never seen mineral production, including
deposits of gold, copper gold, tin/tungsten, and iron/titanium.” The EIS describes the
following:
•

Kasna Creek, a copper/lead/zinc skarn deposit with 10 million tons of ore;

•

Sleitat Mountain, a large high-grade tin/tungsten deposit with inferred resources for
64,000 to 106,000 tons of tin with 29 million tons of ore;

•

Kemuk Mountain, a magmatic iron/titanium deposit with inferred reserves of 2.4 billion
tons of ore that average 15-17 & iron and 2-3% titanium;

•

Shotgun, a gold/copper deposit with inferred resources of 980,000 ounces of gold
contained within 36 million tons of ore which is reported to be amendable to recovery by
cyanide leaching;

•

The Red Top Mercury Mine near Aleknagik which produced between 1953 and 1959.

Most of the deposits described above are not referenced in the Watershed Assessment.
In addition to ignoring the information summarized in BLM’s Bay RMP, the Assessment
references but does not use information prepared for the Bay RMP. Specifically a USGS
publication that uses a probabilistic model to estimate the number of undiscovered deposits in
the area. That report estimated that at the 50% probability level there are 14 undiscovered
non-copper porphyry deposits within Bristol Bay (excluding placer deposits). At the 90%
probability level there may be 4 deposits, and at the 10% probability level there may be 40
deposits. 27
The obvious and only near-term deposit in the region is Pebble. No other prospect has been
explored to the same extent nor is any other prospect close to potentially submitting permits.
Because no other prospects are in advanced exploration, it is unlikely that any project other
than Pebble will apply for permits to operate a major mine within the next decade. However,
the nature of mineral exploration is that companies find deposits that are not otherwise
identified. The underexplored nature of the Bristol Bay watershed, plus the existence of
known lode deposits that are not copper porphyry, plus mineral terranes that are favorable to
the existence of deposits that are not copper porphyry, all argue for a more comprehensive
review of mineral deposits in Bristol Bay. It is unreasonable to conclude that copper
porphyry deposits are characteristic of all future large-scale mining Bristol Bay, or are typical
of all potential large-scale mining in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: The scope of the project was defined to focus exclusively on porphyry
copper deposits with an emphasis on the Pebble deposit. Aside from other targets within
the PLP land block, limited detailed information was available for citation. The section
entitled “Mineral Resource Potential of the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds” in the

27

“Undiscovered Locatable Mineral Resources in the Bay Resource Management Plan Area, Southwestern Alaska:
A Probabilistic Assessment.” 2007. USGS Scientific Investigations Report 2007-5039. J.M. Schmidt, T.D. Light,
L.J. Drew, F.H. Wilson, M.L. Miller, and R.W. Saltus. Page 4.
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original Appendix H and the current version, which includes Table 1 and citation of
Schmidt and others (2007) was written to acknowledge potential for other porphyry
copper deposits and other mineral deposits types in the watershed. A slightly expanded
description of the Humble or Kemuk Mountain prospect has been added.
H.2

EPA’s watershed assessment recognizes different copper porphyry deposits can also have
diverse geochemical characteristics. The Assessment’s Appendix H discusses the geologic
and environmental characteristics of porphyry copper deposits. The appendix recognizes the
potential diversity in the ore, tailings, and waste rock. “Factors that influence the
environmental characteristics of mineral deposits range from geologic setting (both local and
regional), hydrologic setting, climate settings, and mining methods, to ore beneficiation
methods.” 28
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

H.3

The EPA Appendix H is quite clear that the acid-generating and metals leaching
characteristics of waste rock cannot be predicted in general: “…[T]he acid-generating
potential of the waste rock can span the range from potentially acid-drainage generating
(PAG) to non-PAG. The ability of leachate generated from waste rock to mobilize metals and
oxyanions will vary, depending in part, on the pH of the resulting solution, which largely is a
function of the pyrite content of the waste rock.” 29 While the Appendix indicates that copper
porphyry deposits are more typically acid producing, it recognizes that some rock types are
non-potentially acid-producing (Figure 5 and 6 on pages 11 and 12), and that acid-generating
characteristics can be significantly reduced or eliminated if the sulfide-laden pyrite’s are
separated and disposed of in a different waste stream. 30
In summary, geochemical character of ore deposits are unique. They are different for each
deposit type. Even among copper porphyry mines, the geochemical characteristics cannot be
predicted. The geochemical characteristics of the tailings, while having some similarities
among copper porphyry mines, can vary significantly between deposits and are greatly
influenced by the beneficiation techniques used by the mine. For this reason, the concept of a
“typical” set of geochemical characteristics that would represent all deposits of various types
in Bristol Bay is a fallacy. Such a typical set of characteristics does not exist.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.235. The acid-generating potential of mine
waste can be predicted on a site-specific basis given the appropriate data. The purpose
behind doing a “global” compilation of the environmental characteristics of porphyry
copper deposits was to assess the range of values that this class of deposit has for any
given parameter. Based on this compilation, parameters such as NPR vary widely.

28

Assessment, Appendix H, Page. 10.
Assessment, Appendix H, Page 13.
30
Specifically, Appendix H reads in part: “The most profound influence that beneficiation of ore can have on mine
tailings derived from froth flotation centers on the fate of pyrite (Fuerstenau and others, 2007). At many porphyry
copper mines, the pyrite is discharged with the waste tailings, thereby contributing to the acid- generating potential
of the tailings. However, the option exists to produce a pyrite concentrate to manage more effectively the acidgeneration risks associated with tailings, to extract gold associated with the pyrite, or both. The production of a
pyrite concentrate will decrease the acid-generating potential of the tailings.” Pages 11 and 12.
29
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Thus, a “typical” set of geochemical characteristics that is representative of the class as
a whole is not a fallacy. Instead, the range observed for any given parameter may be too
wide to permit any definitive inclusions to be made, and site-specific data should be
used. It is essential that the range or uncertainty of a given parameter be considered
when using “global” compilations rather than merely using a mean, median, maximum
or minimum value. No change required.

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
H.4

Report page 10/11 comment: The range in which there is uncertainty of AMD is between 1
and 3, and non-PAG material has an NNP > 3. Note: Page 2 of Appendix I suggests the range
of uncertainty would be between 1 and 4.
EPA Response: I believe the reviewer meant to write “NPR > 3” rather than “NNP >
3”, and I will address the comment assuming that NPR was the intent. There is not
universal consensus on what NPR value ensures no acid generation (published values
range from 1 to 4); instead, the technique is used as a screening tool. Mine-waste
management decisions are generally based on more extensively characterization using
additional techniques, such as kinetic or humidity-cell tests. Several sentences have been
added to the “Acid Generating Potential” section describing the lack of consensus and
providing a better context for the use of NPR values. A reference (White and others,
1999) was also added.

H.5

Report page 19-21
Comment: The following comment is an example of how could significantly alter the
conclusions of impact if the mine plan used in the assessment had been vetted through the
environmental and permitting review processes.
There are actual humidity cell test results for the Pebble tailings, which were started in 2005
and 2008; however, it appears that these tailings are the rougher tails (85% of the total) and
not the pyritic tails (14% of the total). Table 7 on page 21 shows pH average of 7.8 for the
rougher tails. No specific data is presented for the pyritic tails. It is likely that these tails are
H[WUHPHO\DFLGLFGXHWRD DILQHVL]HRISDVVLQJȝPHWHUVDQGE WKHS\ULWHFRQWHQW
will range from 50% to 80% of these tails. This information came from the Northern Dynasty
Minerals, Ltd. 2011 Waldrop report. The applicant may state that the acid producing potential
of the pyritic tails are irrelevant since they plan to encapsulate them in the TSFs with inert
rougher tails and the combination of these tails and a large water height will prevent the
pyritic tails from oxidizing. It is still important to know what the potential is of the pyritic
tails to produce acid, since the worst case is that these tails may oxidize.
Recommended Change: Get SPLP and/or humidity cell tests on the pyritic tails and evaluate
the results.
EPA Response: This is a valid suggestion, but the Pebble Limited Partnership did not
include any data for their pyritic tails (also known as concentrate). No change required.
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Alaska Marine Conservation Council (Doc. #1239)
H.6

The mining deposits in the upper Bristol Bay Watershed have a very high concentration of
sulfur, which is highly likely to generate acid mine waste.
Acid mine waste can exist for thousands of years, has no known half life and is highly toxic
for cold water anadromous fish and other aquatic life. The significant risks posed by the
Pebble prospect with its estimated 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste jeopardize the region’s
clean waters and abundant natural resources. Additionally, numerous other mining claims in
the region largely depend on the mining infrastructure to be developed by Pebble, and could
usher in a much larger and more dangerous mining district in the region.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Bristol Bay Heritage Land Trust (Doc. #4524)
H.7

Nushagak River Watershed Environmental Standards and Practices for Responsible Mining:
A mine should not generate acid (acid mine drainage) during operation or closure unless risk
is eliminated by methods proven effective at a similar location.
EPA Watershed Assessment: Acid mine drainage will result. Uncertain whether a mine can
be constructed in the NTK watershed that will contain acid mine drainage in perpetuity.
Mine will likely violate Standards: Yes.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #4106)
H.8

It is noted that: “Underground block caving of ore requires that a shaft or decline be sunk to
facilitate mining. The amount of waste rock removed for block caving is much less than that
removed in a typical open pit operation.” (Draft Assessment, Appendix H, p. 12)
Underground mining would almost certainly be used at some point at Pebble, perhaps even
during the initial mining phase. As implied in this report, block caving is the only mining
method that is economical for mining low grade underground ore (primarily copper and
molybdenum deposits). The primary objective of block caving is to destabilize the ore zone
so that it fractures, rubbilizes, and is then able to be drawn into ore collection points
underneath the deposit. One aspect of this ‘destabilization’ process is that the overlying strata
is also fractured, often to the surface, allowing water (and oxygen) to come into contact with
the mineralized material that is not removed by mining. In one sense, a block caving
operation is essentially creating an open pit from the bottom up, and filling the pit with waste
rock. When the mine is closed, and pumping to keep the mine dry ceases, the mine will fill
with water. Once the groundwater table has stabilized, it is possible that flow from the now
water-filled mine will carry contaminants downgradient and into surface waters.
Recommendation: It might also be mentioned that block caving produces subsidence,
providing a pathway for water and oxygen to reach the ‘rubblized’ material remaining after
mining ceases.
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EPA Response: The assessment focuses on the potential impacts from large scale
porphyry copper surface mining, although block caving (including the potential for
subsidence) is discussed briefly in Section 4.2.3.1 of the revised assessment. Many of the
impacts of a combined surface and underground mine would be similar in nature to
those of a surface mine. The primary differences would be that block caving would
result in smaller waste rock piles and a smaller open pit than a surface mine. Although
subsidence would occur over the block caving area, the surface depression would not be
expected to be larger than the open pit created by exploiting the deposit through surface
mining.
H.9

It is noted that: “The Tertiary volcanic rocks were deposited after mineralization, and
therefore should be lacking sulfide minerals as a source of acidity and metals.” (Draft
Assessment, Appendix H, p. 14, emphasis added)
There is some pyrite present in the Tertiary rocks, 31 so care would need to be taken to insure
that Tertiary rock with elevated levels of sulfide is segregated for placement with other
potentially acid generating material.
EPA Response: Two parts of the appendix were modified to indicate that the volcanic
rocks contain “minor” or “limited” concentrations of sulfide minerals.

H.10

It is noted that: “Zinc commonly occurs in base-metal hydrothermal systems, but typically
not in economic concentrations in porphyry copper deposits.” (Draft Assessment, Appendix
H, p. 14)
Zinc is also synergistic with copper as an ecological stressor. 32 As noted, zinc is not present
in sufficient quantity in the Pebble deposit to warrant recovery, so most or all of it would
remain in the tailings and waste rock, and accessible to leaching with residual copper.
EPA Response: Total metals toxicity based on a concentration additivity model was
presented in Table 5-14 to 5-16 and 6-2 to 6-4. Zinc concentrations are very low, so
synergism would be negligible. No change required.

Fisheries Research and Consulting (Doc. #4580)
H.11

Site specific water quality seems to be overlooked; Important b/c of lack of buffering
capacity to neutralize acid mine drainage and very low organic material with which
copper/metals could bind.
EPA Response: The relationship of water chemistry to the toxicity of various trace
elements is discussed in Chapter 8 of the revised assessment.

Stratus Consulting (Doc. #4973)
H.12

Issue: Interpretation of geochemical sampling results. Appendix H, written by Bob Seal of
the U.S. Geological Survey, provides a good summary of some of the geologic and

31

See Geochemical Characterization, Stephen Day and Claire Linklater, Pebble Environmental Baseline Document
Agency Presentations, January 31 to February 3, 2012, Anchorage, Slide 13 “ARD Potential”
32
Metal Poisoning in Fish, Elsa Sorensen, 1991, ISBN 0-8493-4268-6, Chapter IX – Interactions, pp. 335-339
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environmental characteristics of porphyry copper deposits in general and the Pebble deposit
specifically. However, there are a number of instances in which the implications of
geochemical characterization results do not comport with recent best practice in the industry
and tend to underrepresent risk. For example:
Interpretation of acid-base accounting (ABA) results (p. 10-11). The report states that if
the net neutralization potential [NNP, which is the neutralization potential (NP) minus the
acid production potential (AP)] is > 0, the sample is “net alkaline,” and samples with
NNP below zero are “net acidic.” No reference is provided. Similarly, samples with
NP/AP ratios < 1 are described as PAG, those with NP/AP ratios between 1 and 2 as
possibly acid generating (“uncertain”), and those with NP/AP ratios > 2 (the value is
actually missing, but presumably the author meant to write NP/AP > 2) as non-PAG.
Again, no references for these statements are presented. Using these categories, the
author concurs with PLP (2011, Chapter 11) that all the Tertiary waste rock is non-PAG.
The NP/AP ratio criteria noted in Appendix H are only rough guidelines, and other sitespecific factors must be considered (INAP, 2012). For example, the Global Acid Rock
Drainage (GARD) Guide (Chapter 5.0; INAP, 2012) recommends that the criteria be used
only if there are no errors in the estimation of effective NP and AP. One of the most
important errors in assuming that samples with NP/AP ratios > 2 are non-PAG is that the
NP produces less acid neutralization than calcite or is incapable of maintaining a nearneutral pH (GARD Guide, Chapter 5.0; INAP, 2012). The evaluation of this error
requires mineralogic analysis and long-term kinetic testing. One of the shortcomings of
the PLP geochemical characterization program is that not enough mineralogic analysis
was conducted to conclusively evaluate the identity of the neutralizing minerals (e.g.,
calcite or less effective carbonates such as dolomite or siderite or even less effective
silicates) (Appendix A, p. 5). Given these uncertainties, and until additional mineralogic
analysis or HCTs are conducted, it is prudent to identify more of the samples as having
uncertain acid-generation potential. Using an NP/AP ratio of 3 as the non-PAG cutoff,
more of the Tertiary rocks would be in the “uncertain” category (Appendix A, p. 10).
Regarding the existing HCT samples, very few were from Pre-Tertiary rocks with
uncertain NP/AP ratios or non-PAG rocks, and there was an underrepresentation of rocks
with higher percent sulfur and total copper concentrations (PLP, 2011, Appendix 11-F).
Although nearly all the Pre-Tertiary rocks are considered PAG, maximum copper
concentrations could be underrepresented by the HCT data. Because of the potential
errors identified herein, I recommend that the characterization of ABA results in
Appendix H be reevaluated for the final Watershed Assessment.
EPA Response: Appendix H has been revised for clarity. The NP/AP > 2 omission has
been corrected. The terms “net alkaline” and “net acid” have been removed and
replaced with a discussion about NNP values greater than zero represent samples where
the theoretical acid-neutralizing potential is present in excess of the theoretical acidgenerating potential, and vice versa for NNP values below zero. Also see response to
Comment H.4.
H.13

b. Describing Tertiary rocks as having no acid-generation potential (p. 12-17). In places in
Appendix H, the Tertiary rocks are described as having no acid generation potential or no
pyrite. These statements are not supported by the available data and should be reevaluated.
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For example, approximately 25% of the Pebble East Tertiary volcanic samples have NP/AP
UDWLRV 3/3$SSHQGL[-F) and would be considered PAG, pending the results of
additional geochemical characterization. Only four samples from Pebble East Tertiary
volcanic rocks were selected for HCTs; two had NP/AP ratios > 10 and two had NP/AP ratios
< 0.5 (PLP, 2011, Table 11-12). This breakdown does not reflect the distribution of NP/AP
ratios of the Tertiary volcanic rocks as a whole and increases uncertainty in the results of the
HCTs. Very little mineralogic analysis was conducted on any of the samples, which further
increases uncertainty.
Therefore, indications are that certainly some of the Tertiary rocks, including the volcanics,
are in the PAG and uncertain categories, and this information should be reflected in the final
Watershed Assessment.
EPA Response: Appendix H has been revised. The Tertiary rocks are now described as
having “limited concentrations of sulfide minerals” rather than “lacking” them. The
section from p. 12-17 is discussing the humidity-cell test results, yet the comment
discusses acid-base accounting results, which has not discussed here. The purpose of
Appendix H was to provide an overview of porphyry copper deposits, whereas the
comment is making a more specific statement about Pebble, which is not the intent of
Appendix H.
H.14

Issue: Interpretation of geochemical sampling results. Appendix H, written by Bob Seal of
the U.S. Geological Survey, provides a good summary of some of the geologic and
environmental characteristics of porphyry copper deposits in general and the Pebble deposit
specifically. However, there are a number of instances in which the implications of
geochemical characterization results do not comport with recent best practice in the industry
and tend to underrepresent risk. For example:
Potential composition of waste rock and tailings leachate (Figures 7 and 8, pp. 16 and
22). Figures 7 and 8 are described as portraying the range of potential compositions of
Pre-Tertiary and Tertiary waste rock seepage (Figure 7) and tailings water (Figure 8).
However, both figures use average concentrations from HCTs, and the maximum values
are considerably higher than the average concentrations. Therefore, the figures do not
portray the range of potential compositions. Also, it is not clear why North Fork Koktuli
river water is used as one end member when no waste rock would be deposited in that
drainage, and any tailings deposited in the drainage would cover the upper portion of the
streambed, thereby eliminating streamflow. Further, the HCT leachate represents mixing
of wastes with essentially distilled water (approximating precipitation falling on the
samples), and concentrations used are only from stable leaching rates; therefore, the lowconcentration end member for waste rock and tailings seepage is represented by HCT
leachate itself. The basis for the figures should be reevaluated for the final report, and the
description of what the figures portray should be revised to be more accurate.
EPA Response: The description and discussion of Figures 7 and 8 have been modified to
provide more background about the intent and limitations of these diagrams. Average
values from Pebble Limited Partnership’s Environmental Baseline Document were used
because of the impracticality of transcribing all of their individual analyses for a
rigorous statistical analysis. Clearly, averages do not reflect the variability in the data,
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but the standard deviations associated with the averages Tables 4, 6, and 7 at least
acknowledge that the ranges are significant. The North Fork of the Koktuli River was
selected to represent generic uncontaminated surface water in the vicinity of the Pebble
deposit without any implications for the various risk scenarios being evaluated in the
main assessment report. Further, the fields shown Figures 7 and 8 are meant to shown,
in a general sense, the potential range of compositions of surface waters downstream of
tailing and waste rock piles. Where the hypothetical composition falls in the assessment
exercise will depend upon the water-balance parameters used in the assessment
exercise, which is outside of the scope of Appendix H.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
H.15

The disposal of waste rock in Alaska is regulated by the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) under Alaska Statute 27.19. The regulations address stability, acid rock
drainage, and long term reclamation requirements. The regulatory environment in the state of
Alaska for waste rock management from mining operations relates to the unique conditions
that occur in parts of the state, including a fragile environment, high seismicity, high
precipitation, and permafrost conditions.
EPA and RCRA also provide guidelines for: waste rock pile configuration options;
preliminary design considerations, such as waste rock characterization and site
characterization; stability factors, such as foundation stability and waste rock pile stability;
construction and operation methodologies; monitoring methods, and closure and reclamation
requirements.
The PLP EBD provides an overview of the topography, geology and seismicity of the site
along with extensive site specific data on the climatic conditions, hydrology and
hydrogeology. Extensive details are also provided for other environmental and social
components that are relevant for the siting and development of stable waste piles.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

H.16

In Appendix H, the author states that “The goal of the assessments is to help understand how
future large-scale development in this watershed may affect water quality and salmon
fishery.” This is not specifically discussed in Appendix H.
EPA Response: No change required. The end of the paragraph that contains the above
mentioned quote already distinguishes the scope of Appendix H from that of the main
assessment report.

Appendix I: Conventional Water Quality Mitigation Practices for Mine
Design, Construction, Operation, and Closure
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #4611)
I.1

The short-term and long-term stability of a mine waste rock pile is considered during the
design process. Waste rock pile stability is dependent on the quality of the waste materials,
the configuration of the pile (dump height volume), pile slope, foundation slope, foundation
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conditions, degree of confinement, pore pressure conditions (phreatic surface) in the waste
pile and foundation, climatic conditions, rate of placement, seismicity, and the construction
method. The stability of the waste rock pile can be increased by improving foundation
conditions, enhancing drainage, flattening pile slopes, including buttress fills, selective
encapsulation of weaker materials within more durable materials, and by progressively
updating the designs based on operational performance.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
I.2

The ongoing management of water at the site will be a large part of the closure plan required
as part of the permitting process. Standard practices cited by the BBWA (Appendix I, Section
1.1.2 and 2.2.2) include measures to reduce the long-term risk from waste rock piles and
tailings facilities.
EPA Response: Mitigation measures were included in the original draft assessment and
are present in the revised assessment. No change required.

I.3

Many mine closure plans include a move towards long-term passive management of mine
water systems, including surface grading and vegetation to minimize infiltration. These
passive methods to reduce leachate generation are sufficiently simple in nature that long term
maintenance and the risk of failure can be minimized. The management of tailings and waste
rock is expected to stabilize during the active post-closure period such that minimal active
management would be required.
EPA Response: Suggested measures for closure were included in the original draft
assessment and are present in the revised assessment. No change required.

I.4

The first three time frames are part of the usual planning process, which includes mine
reclamation and closure. The BBWA creates an additional, fourth timeframe, which is
beyond the “limited lifetime of human institutions.” In discussing these time frames as it
relates to water collection and treatment, the report does not account for operational
procedures and closure planning widely used in modern mines to minimize environmental
risks of system failures.
EPA Response: No change required. The assessment included operational procedures
and closure planning to minimize risks of system failures; however, there are no such
systems using modern technologies that have existed long enough to evaluate whether
they would continue to be monitored and maintained after all initially involved parties
were no longer present.

I.5

Appendix I provides an overview of mitigation measures against failure of pipelines, and is
repeated here: Pipelines that might be necessary for mining operations include those for
transport of slurry, return water, and fuel for the mining site. Standard practices for
construction, operation, and monitoring of slurry pipelines are available from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
2003). Mitigation measures for pipelines include using the proper pipe material, protection
against leaks, breaks, and corrosion, containment drains or sumps along the corridor, and
secondary containment of the pipeline where crossing a river or transportation route.
Protection includes increased wall thickness, corrosion inhibitors, and internal linings or
coatings. Joints, welds, valves, etc. are designed to accommodate expected stress, as based on
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flows desired for the pipeline. Pipelines may be equipped with monitoring systems to detect
flow, temperature, or pressure changes, along with alarms and automatic shutoffs. Pipelines
are stress-tested for leaks and weaknesses prior to being placed into operation; and they
require routine inspections over the course of their use. Mitigation of construction impacts,
such as soil erosion and turbid storm water runoff caused by pipe installation (e.g.,
excavation and boring), can include silt fences, ditches, or other temporary diversions.
Pipelines that are constructed near water bodies require containment and may or may not be
placed above ground on bridge structures. Based on a review of the Wardrop (2011) report,
most, if not all, of the measures described in Appendix I are proposed for the transportation
corridor pipelines at Pebble. Although the Wardrop report does not represent the final project
plan, it is anticipated that the project would take significant steps to implement modern
practices to mitigate against the potential pipeline failures described in the BBWA. While
mitigation measures are referenced in Appendix I, by not incorporating the application of
mitigation practices that would significantly reduce the likelihood of pipeline failures into the
risk analysis, the BBWA provides a flawed and inaccurate assessment of the pipeline failure
concern.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.148. The revised assessment references
ASME when discussing the pipelines (Section 6.1.3.2), so the interested reader can
access additional information that was too extensive to list out for the assessment.
Although the likelihood of a failure would be reduced by engineering mitigation
measures, the human component in following through with closely monitoring and
maintaining these measures is not predictable and has been the cause of several recent
pipeline failures.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #4106 and #4122)
I.6

It is noted that: “When stored in the TSF pond, the cyanide concentrations should be such
that there would be no adverse effects to wildlife, such as birds landing on the pond.” (Draft
Assessment, Appendix I, p. 10) The International Cyanide Management Institute
recommends (and requires of its signatories) that the cyanide concentration in open water in
TSFs, leach facilities and solution ponds does not exceed 50 mg/l WAD cyanide. This is
usually a significant consideration at gold operations, but cyanide can be a concern a base
metal mines where cyanide is often used as a pyrite depressant – and cyanide might also be
used for gold extraction at Pebble, as noted in the Draft Assessment.
EPA Response: This section referred to is a general discussion of how gold could be
recovered and how a pyrite concentrate could be done, however, it is not what was
proposed for the scenario. The revision separates background information into the new
Chapter 4 and our scenarios into the new Chapter 6 to help with clarity. In our revised
scenarios, gold will be present in the copper concentrate and either recovered off-site or
recovered via a cyanide leach in a vat with a widely used cyanide destruction unit at the
end of the process (Section 6.1.2.2), with water treated to meet standards.

I.7

It is noted that: “When processing ore from Zn, Cu, or Pb sulfide porphyry deposits, two
tailings streams are created, …” (Draft Assessment, Appendix I, p. 10, emphasis added) Zn
& Pb are typically mined from volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits, not from porphyry
deposits. Copper and molybdenum are typically mined from porphyry deposits.
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Recommendation: It would be more correct to say “… processing ore from Cu (or Cu/Mo)
sulfide porphyry deposits …”
EPA Response: This was an error in sentence structure from information derived from
the reference cited. The sentence has been changed to “The flotation process used to
produce metal sulfide concentrates from porphyry deposits results in two tailings waste
streams: one from the rougher circuit (to remove gangue material comprising silicates
and oxides) and one from the cleaner circuit (pyrite-rich).”
I.8

It is noted that: “… the upstream method for dam construction was found to be more prone to
failure as compared to those constructed via the downstream method, most likely due to their
being constructed with residual coarse tailings materials.” (Draft Assessment, Appendix I, p.
12) Although tailings used for dam construction are more erodible than other dam
construction materials, I believe it is the fact that upstream dams use potentially unstable
(when saturated) tailings as a foundation that presents the greatest threat.
EPA Response: The sentence has been changed to “Additionally, the upstream method
for dam construction was found to be more prone to failure as compared to those
constructed via the downstream method, most likely due to embankment material
generally having a low relative density and high water saturation (USEPA 1994).” The
appropriate citation for USEPA 1994 is listed in Chapter 15.

I.9

Add to make more complete. Mine Pit. Appendix I, Section 3 regarding the open pit contains
no “Closure” section. There is no assessment of pit lake water quality other than the
statement “modeling can assist in identifying if a pit lake will become acidic at closure”.
Parts of Assessment Section 4.3.8.1, which has some discussion of pit wall chemistry, could
be reiterated in Chapter 6/Appendix I, with mention that pit lake water quality can be difficult
to predict.
EPA Response: The discussion in Appendix I for the pit has been separated in the
revision into the operational phase and the closure phase. Although the appendix is not
specific to any particular mine, some general material from Section 4.3.8.1 of the
original draft assessment has been incorporated into that discussion, as well as some
other information from the literature. The risks from pit water contaminants are
considered in Section 8.1.3 of the revised assessment.

I.10

It is noted that: “Compensatory mitigation refers to the restoration, establishment,
enhancement, and/or preservation of wetlands, streams, or other aquatic resources.” (Draft
Assessment, Appendix I, p. 19). Since there is little wetland and stream disturbance in the
Bristol Bay watershed ‘restoration’ is probably not a viable mitigation option for this region.
The mitigation issues for mines in Bristol Bay will probably be center on: (1) whether it is
possible to restore salmon habitat; and, (2) whether ‘enhancement’ through hatcheries, by
engineering stream improvements, etc., are viable mitigation options for habitat destruction.
EPA Response: Appendix I is not meant to be specific to any particular location, as it
presents a number of options that might be applicable and appropriate depending on a
site’s specific conditions and regulatory decisions. Appendix J has been added to the
revised assessment to address compensatory mitigation specific to the Bristol Bay
watershed.
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C. C. Hawley (Doc. #1286)
I.11

Tailings impoundments. Too much is made on graphic comparisons-i.e., Washington
Monument, St. Louis Arch. Modern tailing impoundments should have limited correlation
with conventional hydroelectric-irrigation dams: Standing water columns in tailings
impoundments are minimal (25m) and tailings are deposited are 50–60°lo slurries. They are
further unwatered so thixiotrophic failure is much less likely than with older dams.
EPA Response: The comparisons made to the Washington Monument and the St. Louis
Arch were to give readers a sense of the height of the largest embankment in the
assessment scenarios, compared to things with which they would be more familiar. It is
unlikely that the majority of readers would have seen a tailings dam previously. We do
not contend that conventional hydroelectric irrigation dams are similar to tailings
dams.

National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey (Doc. #4607)
I.12

Also Appendix I, page 10, refers to “ore from Zn, Cu or Pb sulfide porphyry deposits.” Zn
porphyry or Pb porphyry deposit do not exist. We recommend removing these from the
report.
EPA Response: The error in Appendix I was due to sentence structure from
information derived from the reference cited. The sentence has been changed to “The
flotation process used to produce metal sulfide concentrates from porphyry deposits
results in two tailings waste streams: one from the rougher circuit (to remove gangue
material comprising silicates and oxides) and one from the cleaner circuit (pyrite-rich).”

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962 and #5416)
I.13

Potential Effects on Wildlife, Appendix I, page 8, paragraph 2, When discussing
fragmentation or isolation of wildlife populations, these can be mitigated for, or avoided
entirely. Examples include the wildlife migration underpasses and overpasses that have been
built in Canada, California, Oregon, Washington and Alaska. Current practices pertaining to
the construction of wildlife crossings have improved greatly over the past few decades, as
illustrated in the referenced 2001 document.
EPA Response: Although the comment refers to Appendix I, it actually relates to
Appendix G. The number and density of streams, zones of near-surface groundwater,
and associated wetlands in the area of the potential transportation corridor (as noted in
Chapter 10 of the revised assessment) would likely make the construction of wildlife
migration underpasses/overpasses infeasible. No change required.

I.14

Appendix I: 11 Traditionally, water in TSF ponds has been drained as completely as possible
prior to closure to reduce potential for overtopping and erosion of the embankments; raising
water levels in large dams could cause considerable long-term risk. However, water covers
might be used when feasible to maintain a submerged condition, such as in regions where the
hydrology is well-understood and the terrain is flat, such as has been used and encouraged in
Canada (Martin et al. 2002).
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This is another example of a correct statement in Appendix I that is ignored and contradicted
in other areas of the Assessment Report and in the Executive Summary.
EPA Response: This was not ignored or contradicted in the assessment. The assessment
states that water in the pond would be drawn down at closure to a level sufficient to
mitigate introduction of oxygen into the PAG portion of the tailings. Lowering the
water level in a TSF does decrease the probability of occurrence of overtopping and
erosion; however, it does not eliminate the potential that overtopping and/or erosion
could occur should a very large and/or lengthy storm cause rising water levels to result
in damage to a dam, either before or after closure. The purpose of the assessment is to
evaluate risks that would result from such a scenario if it occurred; the assessment does
not claim that such an event would definitely occur.
I.15

Appendix I: 11 Closure requires the TSF to have either a continuous water cover or an
engineered cover to prevent oxidation of tailings. Sufficient capital is required to finance
inspections, maintenance, and repairs in post-closure for as long as the tailings exist. Closure
of a TSF includes containment/encapsulation, minimization of seepage, stabilization with a
surface cover to prevent erosion and infiltration, diversions and collection of precipitation,
and design of final landform to minimize post-closure maintenance (the final landform
desired should be considered during the planning phase). Regardless of the type of
reclamation used for closure, the reclaimed facility must be monitored and maintained to
ensure stability over time. Post-closure monitoring for contaminant transport is the same as
during the operational phase, with piezometers for assessment of ground water mounding and
monitoring wells for groundwater quality. The reclaimed facility should be monitored for any
deformations, structural changes, or weaknesses, and the surfaces should be inspected for
intrusion by animals, humans, or vegetation, any of which could compromise long-term
stability.
This is another example of a correct statement in Appendix I that is ignored and contradicted
in other areas of the Assessment Report and in the Executives Summary.
EPA Response: This was not ignored or contradicted in the assessment. The assessment
discussed that monitoring and treatment would be required for a very long time,
perhaps in perpetuity. Suggested options for reclamation measures have been made
clearer in the revised assessment.

I.16

Appendix I: 8 Although upstream construction is considered unsuitable for impoundments
intended to be very high or to contain large volumes of water or solids (State of Idaho 1992),
this method is still routinely employed (Chambers and Higman 2011, Davies 2002).
Implementation of conventional upstream construction methods is generally not appropriate
in Alaska due to concerns relating to the seismicity of the region.
For comparison, the seismicity in Chile has led to the development of Chilean regulations
that prohibit the use of the upstream construction method for tailings dams.
EPA Response: Appendix I is not meant to be specific to any given region, but discusses
options that are possible and notes that constraints of site specifics, such as seismicity,
need to be considered. The two examples provided in the comment would be useful to
include in the appendix for other examples of when an upstream design is
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inappropriate, but the comment did not provide citations so they cannot be included.
No change required.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
I.17

Appendix I: 12 As reported in Davies (Davies 2001), upstream constructed dams are more
susceptible to liquefaction flow events and are solely responsible for all major static
liquefaction events; the author also states that earthquakes are of little concern for nonupstream dams.
This is an additional example from Appendix I that tends to contradict the Assessment Report
assertion in the remainder of the document that “failures are likely to occur” as a result of
earthquakes.
EPA Response: The draft assessment stated that accidents and failures are likely (page
4-37), but does not specify a means of their occurrence. Davies (2001) does state that
earthquakes are of little concern for non-upstream construction type dams, but does not
state that they are of no concern. Given that Alaska is a seismically active area, it is
noted in the assessment as a concern. However, a failure caused by an earthquake was
not included specifically in the risk assessment portion of the document, although
consequences of such an event could be similar to the assessment’s overtopping
scenario. No change required.

I.18

Appendix I: 13 Azam and Li (Azam and Li 2010) report that failures in all but Europe and
Asia have decreased since 2000; this is attributed to improved engineering practices, with
none from 2000-2009 being due to subsidence of the foundation or to overtopping.
Overtopping is stated as a theoretical failure mechanism for the tailings dam presented in the
Assessment Report. This excerpt is an example of how information in the appendix has not
been included in the main text, presumably as it does not reinforce the pervasive premise that
the dam “could” fail.
EPA Response: Because Azam and Li (2010) did not find this to be a mode of failure
from 2000-2009 does not mean that it is no longer a potential mode of failure, especially
in light of more recent storm intensities and patterns observed across the globe. The
point was to evaluate the risks following a failure, not to indicate that one was or was
not imminent. A failure of the dam, whether due to overtopping or some other factor,
would result in release of tailings and water to the environment. No change required.

I.19

Appendix 1: 14 Data presented indicate that failures peaked to about 5 per year in the 1960’s
through the 1980’s and has dropped to about 2 per year over the last 20 years, with the
frequency of failure occurrences shifting to developing countries.
Again information provided in the appendix is not represented in the main text. While
Morgenstern (2011) did not observe a downward trend, information provided in Appendix I
clearly does.
EPA Response: It is quite common for different studies to come to different conclusions
and this depends on a number of factors, not the least of which is whether they were
using identical data to reach said conclusion(s). The Azam and Li (2010) observation
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has been added to the revised assessment in Section 9.2.2 to demonstrate the contrasting
conclusions.
I.20

Appendix I: 14 The authors also estimate that, on average, one fifth of the stored tailings are
released resulting from tailings dam failure. (Azam and Li 2010)
EPA Response: The assessment assumed mobilization of 20% of the tailings stored,
which is 1/5, so our scenario estimate is consistent with this estimate by Azam and Li
(2010) presented in the appendix, as well as within the range (20-40%) presented by
another reference in the appendix (Dalpatram 2011). No change required.

I.21

Appendix I Accidents and Failures: 13 The failure rate of tailings dams depends directly on
the engineering methods used in design and the monitoring and inspection programs in the
other mine-life stages. According to Witt et al. (Witt et al. 2004), with an assumption of 3500
worldwide tailings dams and failure rates of 2-5 dams per year, the annual probability of a
TSF failure is between 1 in 700 to 1 in 1750, in contrast to < 1 in 10,000 apparent for
conventional water dams. Using data obtained from the World Information Service of Energy
(WISE, www.wise-uranium.org/mdaf.html) for the 10 years prior to March 22,2011,
Chambers and Higman (Chambers and Higman 2011) report that the worldwide failure rate
of tailings dams has remained at 1 failure every 8 months (i.e., two failures every 3 years).
Azam and Li (Azam and Li 2010), using databases from the United Nations Environmental
Protection (UNEP), the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD), the World
information Service of Energy (WISE), the United States Commission on Large Dams
(USCOLD), and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), found that
causes of observed failures occurring in the years of 2000-2009, regardless of country (e.g.,
North American, South American, European, Asian, African, and Australian), were unusual
weather, management, seepage, instability, and defect, in order of decreasing percentage
contribution. Weather causes were observed to have increased by 15% from pre-2000 failures
and management issues by 20%. Azam and Li (Azam and Li 2010) report that failures in all
but Europe and Asia have decreased since 2000; this is attributed to improved engineering
practices, with none from 2000-2009 being due to subsidence of the foundation or to
overtopping. Additionally, seismic liquefaction was not a causal mechanism in failures
between 2000 and 2009, but accounted for 14% of failures prior to 2000. Data presented
indicate that failures peaked to about 5 per year in the 1960’s through the 1980’s and has
dropped to about 2 per year over the last 20 years, with the frequency of failure occurrences
shifting to developing countries. The authors also estimate that, on average, one fifth of the
stored tailings are released resulting from tailings dam failure. Dalpatram (Dalpatram 2011)
presented a slide at a recent Workshop on Dam Break Analysis that indicated volumes
released range from 20-40% of the stored tailings.
This excerpt exaggerates both the likelihood and the consequences of a hypothetical dam
breach in order to exaggerate risk in the Assessment Report. The premise that the modern
tailings dam example presented in the Assessment Report can be directly compared to
‘worldwide tailings dams’ is incorrect as discussed previously. Thus the implied likelihood of
dam failure is greatly exaggerated.
Based on the size of the ultimate impoundment presented in the Assessment Report, and
typical consolidation characteristics of the tailings (deeper and denser tailings will not
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liquefy and flow out of a hypothetical breach), it is actually more likely that the proportion of
tailings solids that “would spill” should be significantly less than 20% rather than more.
Thus the Assessment Report is also exaggerating the consequences of a hypothetical tailings
dam breach.
EPA Response: This excerpt from Appendix I does not exaggerate risks. This section
presents the data and conclusions of the authors cited. The probabilities for dam failure
used in the assessment were not derived from the historical record, but rather the
historical failures were presented as supporting background information. The failure
probabilities used in the assessment are based on Alaska’s dam classification and
required safety factors applied to the method of Silva et al. (2008). The discussion of
failure probabilities in Chapter 9 of the revised assessment has been expanded to try to
clarify this issue.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #4608)
I.22

Fugitive Dust Generated by the Mine Will Degrade Aquatic Habitats, Damaging Fisheries
The proposed Pebble Mine would negatively impact the ecology of the region through the
generation of fugitive dust. Fugitive dust can be blown from many mine surfaces, including
the mine itself, access roads, and tailings ponds, and can also be generated by moving and
storing mine materials. One study predicted “conservatively” that fugitive dust would impact
over 33 square miles surrounding the mine, but commented that the effects could be much
wider. Within the area impacted by the mine are 33 miles of ephemeral, intermittent, and
perennial streams, including ten miles of anadromous waters designated by the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game. Over the life of the mine, this area would be “significantly
degraded,” and the dust would impact both streams and vegetation. Impacts caused by
fugitive dust can be long-lasting, and ecosystems may be slow to recover.
When fugitive dust is generated, it covers surrounding vegetation, causing increased
mortality in plants. This can result in devegetation of large areas surrounding the mine,
including areas that support salmon. When vegetation is lost, surface runoff increases, which
in turn leads to increased stream turbidity and sedimentation. Fugitive dust can also settle in
water and smother both salmon eggs and organisms that serve as food for salmon.
Furthermore, fugitive dust can transport heavy metals into the surrounding water, air, and
soil. This can be especially problematic in an area that is also exposed to acid mine drainage
— which increases the bioavailability of copper and harms sensitive salmon.
As the mine ages, copper from fugitive dust could affect benthic invertebrates, including
mayflies, caddis flies, and stoneflies. Such impacts to these populations would be “crucial”
and most likely “long term.” These species are important food resources for salmon and other
fish, so declines in these populations will negatively impact salmon species. Furthermore,
copper could accumulate to concentrations that would cause acute or chronic effects in
salmon directly. As one study found: “a certainty exists that, even with mitigation measures
employed at the mine, copper and other metals will likely be mobilized in runoff or leached
into the surface and/or groundwater” over the life of the mine. Given the potential impacts of
fugitive dust, the final Assessment should address this issue.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.44.
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Bristol Bay Heritage Land Trust (Doc. #4524)
I.23

The Bristol Bay Assessment should include an analysis of the potential impacts from fugitive
dust.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.44.

I.24

Unlike the TNC Risk Assessment the Bristol Bay Assessment did not evaluate impacts from
fugitive dust. Ore extraction, transport, stockpiling, and other handling will generate fugitive
dust. Although such an evaluation would not likely alter the overall conclusion of the Bristol
Bay Assessment, fugitive dust represents a significant risk that could carry the impacts of a
large mine far beyond the immediate area of the mine footprint. Precise estimates of dust
production will need to be developed by the Pebble Partnership based on its proposed
operations scenarios and meteorological studies. The TNC Risk Assessment addresses both
the physical stress (page 49) and the chemical stress (page 65) of fugitive dust. The TNC
Risk Assessment predicts that fugitive dust could impact 33.5 square miles, or 21,440 acres
distributed over three zones with varying impacts depending upon the distance of the zone
from the mine footprint (pages 51 – 53) Pending the Pebble Partnership’s detailed studies of
dust production and dispersal, a general approximation of the volume of fugitive dust that
may be produced by the Pebble Mine can be made using typical values for copper and other
metallic mining operations from the Western Regional Air Partners (WRAP) Fugitive Dust
Handbook, www.wrapair.org/forums/dejf/fdh/content/Ch11-MineralProductsIndustry_
Rev06.pdf. The WRAP Handbook provides a high and low estimate (based on low soil
moisture and high soil moisture). The low estimate of emissions from all activities associated
with metallic ore mining is about 50 pounds of total suspended particulates (TSP or dust) per
ton of ore processed, which is equivalent to about 2.5% of the tonnage excavated and
processed. Using this value, over the 78 year life of the larger mine scenario used by the
Bristol Bay Assessment, the Pebble Mine extraction and processing of 7,165,000,000 tons of
ore (6.5 billion metric tons) could be expected to result in dust emissions of 179,125,000 tons
over the operating life of the project: TSP = 0.025 x 7,165,000,000 tons = 179,125,000 tons
of suspended particulates; or Approximately 2,296,000 tons of dust per year
(179,125,000/78); or Approximately 6,292 tons of dust per day (2,296,000/365). To put this
dust production into context, if we assume the dust settles back to earth within the 33.5
square miles, or 21,440 acres predicted by the TNC Risk Assessment then this 21,440 acres
of land could cumulatively receive about 8,355 tons of dust per acre (179,125,000
tons/21,440 acres = 8355 tons/acre), or about 393 pounds of dust per square foot over the life
of the project (8355 tons/acre/43560 ft2/acre = 0.191 tons per ft2 x 2000 pounds/ton = 393
pounds/ft2). This is roughly equivalent to placing five 80 lb standard bags of concrete on each
square foot of the affected land. Much of this dust will settle out on snow or nearby bodies of
water, and will be washed into streams and rivers during heavy rains. Minerals in the dust
will be similar in metal content to the minerals in the ore. If we assume dust emissions are
dispersed over a larger area, then the “pounds per square foot” would be lower. Dispersal of
the dust produced by the mining operation over a larger area would mean, however, that the
total volume/tonnage of dust falling on areas outside of the mined area would increase.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.44.
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Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #4145, #4382, and #5549)
I.25

Similarly, the BBWA does not assess the challenges (risks) of offsetting habitat losses
through compensatory mitigation. Whereas Appendix I discusses mitigation practices
(including mine design, operation, and closure) and descriptions of mining industry standard
practices, this 24- page report offers no specifics about the Bristol Bay watershed or
mitigation practices therein. Appendix I cites the compensatory mitigation regulations under
Section 404, but provides no assessment of what measures could actually be considered or
implemented to offset losses in the Bristol Bay watershed, such as those associated with the
Pebble project.
EPA Response: Appendix I is not meant to be specific to any particular location, as it
presents a number of options that might be applicable and appropriate depending on a
site’s specific conditions and regulatory decisions. Mitigation to compensate for effects
on aquatic resources that cannot be avoided or minimized by mine design and operation
would be addressed through a regulatory process that is beyond the scope of this
appendix, which provides practices for minimization or avoidance measures. However,
Appendix J has been added to the revised assessment to address compensatory
mitigation in the Bristol Bay watershed.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #4962)
I.26

Appendix 1: 17 Mitigation of stormwater begins with designing components using an
accurate site water balance to assure adequate storage and treatment capacity.
Conventionally, runoff and seepage are diverted through ditches and diversion channels to a
treatment pond, or to a settling pond if the water source is solely from precipitation. The
Appendix I in the Assessment document again specifies technical aspects of design that are
not represented in the main text. In this example, standards to prevent hydrological issues
identified in the main text are presented in the Appendix.
EPA Response: Water management is presented more clearly in Chapter 6 of the
revised assessment (e.g., Section 6.1.2.5).

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #4818)
I.27

In the Assessment, there is no discussion of the mitigation requirements that could be
imposed by the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) relative to the placement of roads and
stream crossings or mitigation to and avoidance of wetlands. Additionally, the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) reviews all Corps permit applications to
determine if there are reasonable and appropriate assurances that water quality standards will
be met to protect aquatic life.
EPA Response: Specific mitigation requirements that could be imposed by the Army
Corps of Engineers would be addressed through a regulatory process and are beyond
the scope of this assessment. Nevertheless, Appendix J has been added to the revised
assessment to address compensatory mitigation as it might apply in the Bristol Bay
watershed.
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Consumer Energy Alliance Alaska LLC (Doc. #5308)
I.28

Unfortunately, we could find no section of the report describing potential mitigation
strategies, new mining technologies, engineering methods, alternative applications of older
technologies, or proposals unique to the Bristol Bay Watershed that might be deployed in
conjunction with the hypothetical mining operation. The Assessment should include a
separate section on technologies that might be brought to bear to mitigate negative effects
mining might have on fish populations. It should also include a review of things that might be
done when infrastructure is deployed to enhance the sustainability and abundance of fish
populations beyond those that currently exist or describe why such plans are not feasible.
EPA Response: See response to Comment I.27. The assessment is not an evaluation of a
mining plan or a permit application; thus, detailed evaluation of alternatives, new
technologies, etc. is outside the scope. No change required.

Earthworks (Doc. #4125)
I.29

It is noted that: “Compensatory mitigation refers to the restoration, establishment,
enhancement, and/or preservation of wetlands, streams, or other aquatic resources.” (Draft
Assessment, Appendix I, p. 19)
Comment: Since there is little wetland and stream disturbance in the Bristol Bay watershed
‘restoration’ is probably not a viable mitigation option for this region.
EPA Response: See response to Comment I.27.
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APPENDIX 1. MASS-MAILERS AND EPA RESPONSES.
The majority of comments submitted to the docket during the public comment period were from
mass-mailing and petition campaigns. This appendix contains the text of each mass-mailing and
petition letter campaign and EPA’s response. The number of duplicates of each mailer received and
the sponsor (where known) are noted. Mass-mailers with minor modifications to the title or content
were included in the number count.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-0002 [7,034 on-time duplicates]
I am writing to urge the EPA to initiate the 404c process to prohibit the disposal of mine waste in the
pristine waters of the Bristol Bay watershed. Bristol Bay supports the world’s largest remaining wild
salmon fishery. It is the economic engine for the region, supplying over 10,000 jobs and generating
an estimated $500 million in annual revenue.
The science demonstrates that large-scale mining, such as the Pebble Mine, represents a long-term
risk to the sustainability of this important fishery – and all the people and businesses that rely on it.
Once again, I urge the EPA to take immediate action to initiate Section 404c of the Clean Water Act
to protect the world’s greatest wild salmon fishery!
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-0003 [6,131 on-time duplicates]
The Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment documents the incredible value and diversity of Bristol
Bay’s wildlife and fisheries. It recognizes the Bristol Bay sockeye salmon run, with its up to 40
million fish annually, as one of the most important fisheries in the world and a one-of-a-kind
resource in the United States. It also addresses the importance of Bristol Bay’s lands and waters as
the cultural and economic backbone of the region, supporting a thriving commercial fishing industry
and more than 14,000 jobs. The region is a national example of renewable
natural resources that create jobs and sustain communities as the direct result of a healthy, productive
watershed.
The mining deposits in the upper Bristol Bay Watershed have a very high concentration of sulfur,
which is highly likely to generate acid mine waste. Acid mine waste can exist for thousands of years,
has no known half life and is highly toxic for coldwater, anadromous fish and other aquatic life. The
significant risks posed by the Pebble prospect with its estimated 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste
jeopardize the region’s clean waters and abundant natural resources.
Additionally, numerous other mining claims in the region largely depend on the mining infrastructure
to be developed by Pebble, and could usher in a much larger and more dangerous mining district in
the region.
The EPA has the power under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to prohibit or restrict the
discharge of dredged or fill materials if they pose an unacceptable adverse effect on natural
resources, fisheries, wildlife, waters or recreational areas. The EPA’s Assessment clearly
demonstrates that large-scale mining would have unacceptable adverse affects on the watershed.
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As a concerned citizen, I urge the Obama Administration, in its first term, to use section 404(c) of the
Clean Water Act to protect Bristol Bay’s singular resources, habitat and industry. The value of this
fishery is too great to the nation and the people of Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA maintained the original comment
deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer
reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the
revised assessment in April 2013. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use
of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-0448 [1,464 on-time duplicates]
As one of the nation’s 60 million anglers, I thank you for completing the comprehensive draft study
on the Bristol Bay watershed and the scope of its natural resources. This assessment overwhelmingly
supports what the sportfishing community has been advocating for – denial of Pebble Mine permits
under the Clean Water Act.
I urge you to use your authority under section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to protect the region’s
unmatched salmon fishery and recreational fishing from water quality impairment and habitat
degradation.
Sportsmen and women care deeply about protecting Bristol Bay’s fisheries and fish habitat, and have
a strong heritage and legacy of conservation. Bristol Bay is one of the world’s great recreational
fishing destinations, mainly because the bay’s freshwater habitat is largely untouched by
development, with a tradition that has been passed down for generations. It supports the world’s
largest sockeye salmon runs, healthy runs of king, coho, chum and pink salmon and provides habitat
for important sportfish species such as rainbow trout. All told, annually, the Bristol Bay fisheries
generate more than $450 million dollars for the state’s economy and provide over 12,000 jobs.
The operations at Pebble Mine will create up to 10 billion tons of toxic waste, which will need to be
contained in perpetuity because of their acidic byproducts. The millions of tons of waste will be held
back from the pristine waters of Bristol Bay by the world’s largest earthen dam, which could be
destabilized by one of the region’s frequent earthquakes. If the byproducts of Pebble Mine
contaminate the surrounding waters, the impact on the region’s fish and wildlife populations will be
devastating. Not only will the contamination affect fish and wildlife but also recreational and
commercial fishermen, Alaska’s native populations, local businesses and others that rely on and
enjoy Bristol Bay.
I urge you to leave no stone unturned in the EPA’s efforts to accurately assess the situation and use
all current scientific data available to determine what impact the proposed Pebble Mine, and other
large scale development projects, will have on Bristol Bay’s waters, fish, wildlife and recreational
opportunities there.
I’m just one voice among a broad and diverse group of people who value this region and want to
conserve its natural resources. I encourage you to exercise your authority under the Clean Water Act
to protect it for generations to come.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
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EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-0668 [8,070 on-time duplicates]
I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the recently released draft watershed assessment for
Bristol Bay Alaska because it sets a dangerous precedent, is wholly unnecessary, and the extremely
short public comment period is inadequate to allow for substantive comments.
It is clear that this assessment is simply a precursor for the EPA to take unprecedented action to
preemptively deny permits for its targeted project-- the Pebble deposit in Alaska-- before they have
even been applied for and before the project even has a plan in place.
The study was rushed and did not follow standard scientific procedures and relies on hypothetical
impacts” from a “hypothetical mine” that does not account for real mitigation efforts that would be
developed as part of a mine plan. Most disturbingly this premature and insufficient assessment and
planned permit veto sets a dangerous precedent. Use of an preemptive 404C permit veto will set a
dangerous precedent that will devastate an already shaky U.S. economy, and would have a chilling
effect on over $200 billion in annual investment that relies on such permits—logging, manufacturing,
construction, infrastructure, energy, mining and more.
This watershed assessment and threatened preemptive permit denial are wholly unnecessary. The
EPA will have its fair say on the Pebble project, along with other state, local, and federal agencies,
through the course of the established permitting process. There is no reason for the EPA to rush to
judgment before a mine plan has been submitted that will show how the company will avoid and
mitigate potential impacts—that is what the permitting process is designed to do.
Furthermore, there is no environmental impact made by simply allowing a project to proceed through
the permitting process, but there will be devastating impacts from preemptively vetoing it.
The extremely short public comment period provided fails to allow adequate time for the public to
adequately evaluate the voluminous report. As such, I join with the State of Alaska is requesting a
120 day extension of the public comment period.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. The mine scenarios presented in the
assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty
Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern conventional mining
practices and technologies are used.
The document is a scientific risk assessment, not a regulatory action, and it does not
propose or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process
for EPA to follow when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c).

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-0963 [53,281 on-time duplicates]
Your recent risk assessment of large-scale mining in Alaska’s Bristol Bay demonstrates the
significant and unacceptable effects that the proposed Pebble mine would have on this wilderness
paradise.
Bristol Bay’s pure waters and healthy habitat sustain the world’s largest and most productive
commercial salmon fishery, flourishing wildlife populations, and the centuries-old subsistence
lifestyle of Alaska Natives. The Pebble copper and gold mine--planned for the headwaters of Bristol
Bay--would be the largest open pit mine in North America. It would generate up to 10 billion tons of
toxic mine waste that would be held behind massive earthen dams located just 20 miles from an
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active fault line. This is a disaster waiting to happen, and has the potential to devastate one of the last
remaining strongholds for healthy salmon populations in the world.
I urge you to exercise your authority under section 404 of the Clean Water Act to prohibit Pebble
Mine from dumping dredged and fill materials into the rivers and waters of Bristol Bay in order to
safeguard the region’s unique waters and the people and wildlife that depend upon them.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-1415 [318 on-time duplicates]
We the undersigned constituents ask that you request the EPA to extend the time they have put forth
for review and response to the recently released Watershed Assessment. The suggested June hearing
schedule is not sufficient for a meaningful review by region residents. Beginning now and throughout
the summer, we are focused on traditional summer activities in addition to our regular work
schedules. We’re asking our congressional representatives to respect our Alaskan traditions in the
summer months and move the hearings to late October.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-1737 [84,644 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Natural
Resources Defense Council]
I applaud you for undertaking a scientific assessment of the Bristol Bay watershed, which concluded
that large-scale mining in such an ecologically sensitive region would jeopardize this natural treasure
and its communities. I urge you to now exercise your authority under the Clean Water Act to prohibit
the construction of massive mining projects in this location -- including the Pebble Mine.
The Pebble Mine would gouge one of the world’s largest gold and copper mines out of the
headwaters of the Bristol Bay. It would generate billions of tons of contaminated waste, destroy
thousands of acres of wetlands and threaten the area’s legendary salmon runs – the lynchpin of the
Bristol Bay ecosystem on which Alaskan Native culture have subsisted for thousands of years.
Building a mine of this scale in this location is a reckless and destructive venture. No matter how
extensive the environmental review or how comprehensive the mitigation, the far-reaching risk to our
environment cannot be eliminated. There are no examples of successful, long-term collection and
treatment systems for mines. Mining would produce acidic and metals-laden waters that would
degrade water quality downstream with virtual certainty, and there is a 98 percent likelihood of
pipeline failure per 25 years of operation.
We shouldn’t gamble what we can’t afford to lose -- and we can’t afford to lose the Bristol Bay
fishery. I understand that you are under pressure from global mining companies to open up this
extraordinary ecosystem to large-scale mining for the sake of corporate profits. I urge you to use your
authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to proactively protect the Bristol Bay
watershed and the communities that depend on it for survival.
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EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2073 [30,365 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the National
Parks Conservation Association]
Wild Alaska is a precious place to me. Regardless of whether I’ve been lucky enough to visit, or
hope to someday, I cherish the dream of discovering myself “Alone in the Wilderness” like Lake
Clark National Park pioneer Dick Proenneke. I want my great-grandchildren to share this dream, to
enjoy Alaska salmon on their dinner tables, and have boundless opportunities across vast, American
landscapes where nature still runs free.
I am alarmed that development of a massive, industrial mining district is being considered in the
fragile headwaters of Alaska’s Bristol Bay, adjacent to Lake Clark National Park & Preserve. Mining
operations have a long history of polluting drinking water and destroying habitat worldwide. Please,
don’t let that happen in Bristol Bay, home to our largest, most diverse, and sustainably managed wild
salmon fishery and residents whose traditional ways-of-life are closely tied to the healthy
environment.
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve, located just miles from the proposed Pebble Mine site, was
created in 1980, “to protect the watershed necessary for the perpetuation of the red salmon fishery in
Bristol Bay.” Today, waters that feed Lake Clark have been staked with mining claims and several
remote copper-gold deposits have been found on lands west of the park. An extensive road system
south of the park would be needed for access to the minerals.
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve, one of our country’s “best ideas,” is at risk of becoming an
island in a sea of development. Thank you, EPA, for conducting the Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment. You now understand the remarkable economic and cultural values of the wild salmon
fishery, as well as the serious threats posed by a massive mining district.
As you move forward in exercising your authority under the Clean Water Act to protect Bristol Bay,
we urge you to defend our national park resources and secure the jobs, families, and creatures that
depend upon these wild salmon.
Go fish, go!
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2074 [2,064 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Sierra Club]
As a professional biologist who is well aware of the effects of sediments, heavy metals and acids
associated with mining on organisms at molecular level, I am writing to oppose establishment of the
Pebble Mine in Alaska.
The recently released Draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment accurately demonstrates the
significance of Bristol Bay to the ecosystem and the community. Bristol Bay has the largest sockeye
salmon run anywhere in the world and provides an unparalleled economic resource to the region and
the entire United States. The 14,000 jobs, the $480 million annually in direct economic activity, the
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thriving commercial and recreational fishing industry, and the subsistence livelihoods are all simply
incompatible with Pebble Mine.
Pebble Mine would be the largest open pit mine in North America. It would generate up to 10 billion
tons of mine waste, mine waste that can exist for thousands of years and is highly toxic for
coldwater, anadromous fish.
The EPA has the authority under section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to prohibit Pebble Mine from
dumping dredged and fill materials into the rivers and waters of Bristol Bay based on adverse effects
to natural resources, fisheries, wildlife, waters, or recreational areas. Based on the Draft Assessment
it is beyond doubt that large-scale mining of this type would have extremely adverse effects on the
watershed. I urge the EPA to exercise that authority and save a region that is economically and
biologically supported by renewable natural resources.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2075 [203 on-time duplicates]
As an Alaska citizen deeply concerned about our state’s economic future, I’m proud to stand with
Alaska’s leading industry groups-Alaska Associated Builders and Contractors, Alaska Chamber of
Commerce, Alaska Miners Association, Alaska Oil & Gas Association, Council of Alaska Producers,
Resource Development Council, and The Alliance to call on the EPA to stop its rush to judgment in
Alaska.
Alaska’s abundant mineral, oil and gas resources are not only the foundation of our state’s economy
but also provide crucial resources for the entire nation. EPA endorsing the conclusions of the grossly
inadequate draft watershed assessment and threatened first of its kind preemptive 404 permit veto
will risk our economic livelihood and America’s domestic resource supplies.
Alaska resource development depends on investment from state, national and international
companies to fund exploration, development and operation. This investment creates a substantial
number of jobs.
EPA action will result in total uncertainty in the permitting process, sending a chilling effect through
industry, drying up investment and killing jobs. There is no need for this rush to judgment. There is
absolutely no environmental harm created by simply letting a project navigate the rigorous state and
federal environmental review process. But there is substantial economic harm from EPA’s current
course of action. Therefore, I respectfully request that you support the established permitting process
and refrain from making any preemptive 404 (c) actions.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. The mine scenarios presented in the
assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty
Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern conventional mining
practices and technologies are used.
The document is a scientific risk assessment, not a regulatory action, and it does not
propose or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process
for EPA to follow when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
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EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2076 [12 on-time duplicates]
Thank you for your attention to the proposed Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay Alaska.
I am writing today to urge you to use your authority under the Clean Water Act to consider how this
proposed mine will impact our nation’s biggest wild salmon fishery and untouched ecosystem, the
commercial fishermen and Alaska Natives who depend on it, and the local businesses who make
their living off of this wild landscape in Southwestern Alaska.
The Bristol Bay ecosystem is the cornerstone on which Alaskan Native cultures have subsisted for
thousands of years. Building a mine of this scale in this location would jeopardize one of the largest
salmon runs in the world which provides over $100 million in revenue to the local economy and
supports thousands of Alaskan jobs.
There are no examples of successful, long-term collection and treatment systems for mines.
However, if built, Pebble Mine will produce between 2 and 10 billion tons of toxic waste that would
degrade water quality downstream with virtual certainty, and there is a 98 percent likelihood of
pipeline failure per 25 years of operation. So, no matter how extensive the environmental review or
how comprehensive the mitigation plans may be, any short term and unsustainable financial gain is
not worth the environmental damage and economic loss that will certainly take place.
I understand that you’re under pressure from global mining companies to open up this extraordinary
ecosystem to large-scale mining for the sake of corporate profits. But I urge you to use your authority
under the Clean Water Act to proactively protect the Bristol Bay watershed and the communities that
depend on it for survival.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2383 [14,153 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Pew
Environment Group]
In the coming months, your administration will make an important decision that could determine
whether the proposed Pebble Mine or other vast, open pit operations will be built in Alaska’s Bristol
Bay watershed. The area’s pristine mountains, meadowlands, rivers, and lakes are home to worldclass salmon runs that support recreational sport fishing and allow Native Alaskans to maintain their
centuries-old way of life.
The Environmental Protection Agency is conducting an assessment under the Clean Water Act to
determine the potential impact that such large-scale industrial operations would have on fisheries and
wildlife, Native cultures, and the $480 million in direct economic activity annually estimated for the
region. Whether this mine and others are approved will depend on you.
The proposed Pebble Mine--larger than Manhattan in area, containing dams as high as Hoover Dam,
and holding 7 billion tons of waste—does not belong in the heart of one of America’s last great wild
places.
Please take action to protect Bristol Bay and its watershed for the people and the wildlife depending
on it.
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EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2716 [494 on-time duplicates]
As a person of faith concerned with both the health of God’s Creation and the well-being of all of
God’s people, I write in response to the recent scientific assessment of large scale development in
Bristol Bay, Alaska.
Your assessment highlights the impact that the proposed Pebble Mine would have on the health of
the Bay which is also the world’s largest remaining sockeye salmon fishery. At a minimum, the
Pebble Mine would include a 1300 acre mine and an 86 mile road that would cut through the heart of
fragile salmon spawning ground. Any significant impact on salmon spawning ground will threaten
the ability of the Alaskan Native community to maintain their subsistence lifestyle that has been in
place for more than 4000 years.
The impacts are known and will be devastating. I urge you to take the next step and use the authority
of the clean water act to protect God’s Creation and God’s people from the irreversible impacts of
large scale development in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-2717 [107 on-time duplicates]
I’m writing to express my strong concerns over the EPA’s draft Bristol Bay watershed assessment
and its potential use of 404(c) to veto mining development in the region based on this seriously
flawed report.
The mining industry has proudly make tremendous strides in the past few decades developing
environmentally sound mines based on continually improving state-of-the-art technology and best
practices. Yet, this assessment fails to account for this progress and the very real success stories
happening in mines throughout Alaska today. It’s no surprise the assessment fails to account for this
progress, as the rushed study’s authors never availed themselves of the industry and state regulators’
expertise while developing this document.
The authors in fact appear to have very little knowledge or understanding of basic mining industry
techniques. As a result, the assessment does not address any impact avoidance, minimization or
mitigation measures. The document further fails to meet basic standards of scientific research as it
appears to be based solely on conjecture and relies to a great degree on the writings of individuals
with stated positions opposing development of a mine in the region. This flawed study of a
hypothetical mine provides little scientific value and must not be used as a rationale for the EPA to
issue a first-of-its-kind preemptive 404(c) veto under the Clean Water Act.
The EPA’s preemptive action and the unnecessary and premature watershed study could cripple
America’s crucial mining industry as uncertainty increases investment risk and dries up investment in
exploration and mine development. I respectfully request that you disregard this assessment’s
findings. Start over and follow established scientific method-or simply allow the NEPA and
permitting process to work.
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EPA Response: Comments have been noted. The mine scenarios presented in the
assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty
Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern conventional mining
practices and technologies are used.
The document is a scientific risk assessment, not a regulatory action, and it does not
propose or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process
for EPA to follow when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c).

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-3282 [824 on-time duplicates]
The EPA’s recent release of a premature and insufficient watershed study of mining activity in
Bristol Bay Alaska, in addition to the agency’s threat to preemptively veto permits under the Clean
Water Act, is a dangerous precedent and brazen power grab that will send shockwaves through the
American economy.
The EPA released this watershed study in stark opposition from the entire Alaska Congressional
delegation and with the strenuous legal opposition of the Alaska’s Attorney General, who decried the
EPA’s efforts as a violation of both federal law and the Alaska Statehood Act. Additionally, the EPA
released its study despite failing to fully answering the tough inquiries put to it by the House
Oversight Committee. The devastating reverberations of preemptive EPA action would go far beyond
Alaska. There are over $200 billion per year in domestic and foreign investment in U.S. projects that
rely on similar Clean Water Act 404 permits. The vast uncertainty created by the EPA’s arbitrary and
capricious action would create a devastating impact on these billions in investment dollars.
It is urgent that the EPA’s bogus and unconstitutional power grabs are brought to an end. Otherwise,
these unfair rules will leave our nation’s entire resource, energy, farming, and home building
industries, vulnerable to premature denial of permits before they are allowed their full due process.
I urge you to protect the vitality of American resource industries by taking a stand against the EPA’s
massive power grab.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. The document is a scientific risk
assessment, not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend restrictions
on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow when taking
action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). This process includes requirements
for public notice and comment on any proposed determinations.
EPA does have authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under Clean Water
Act Section 104(b).

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-3283 [90 on-time duplicates, sponsored by American Rivers]
As a supporter of American Rivers, Nunamta Aulukestai and the Alaska Native communities they
represent, and the Alaska Conservation Foundation, I appreciate that the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has initiated a scientific assessment of the Bristol Bay watershed,
including the Kvichak, Talarik, Nushagak, Mulchatna, and Koktuli Rivers, to better understand how
future large-scale development projects may affect water quality and Bristol Bay’s salmon fishery.
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I am writing to request that you initiate the Clean Water Act’s §404(c) process for the Pebble Mine
project. While I am not opposed to responsible development, I believe that the size and location of
the proposed Pebble Mine are such that it will have severe impacts on wild salmon, the rivers
surrounding the deposit, and other natural resources of the region, and that these risks far outweigh
any potential benefits. Due to the mine’s potential impact on fisheries, wildlife, and the local
communities, American Rivers has named the Bristol Bay Rivers one of America’s Most Endangered
RiversTM of 2011.
As you know, the EPA has authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to withdraw this
area from future designation as a mine disposal site due to the unacceptable adverse impact on
fisheries, wildlife, municipal water supplies, and recreation. Currently, the EPA is assessing how
large scale mining development, including Pebble Mine, might impair the robust salmon fishery in
Bristol Bay. The impact to already declining fisheries and water quality worldwide is not worth the
risk or the economic benefits! We must protect these diminishing resources for the future of
humanity and ecology.
I believe that EPA must employ their §404(c) authority proactively, withdrawing specific areas from
future designation as disposal sites. Please consider the cumulative impacts that this project will have
on the salmon, the tribes, and the broader community that depends on this beautiful area of Alaska.
Thank you for considering my request.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-3284 [70 on-time duplicates]
The EPA is currently attempting to overstep Congressional and state authority by bestowing itself
with unprecedented and unconstitutional powers to preemptively deny or add premature conditions
on environmental permits under the Clean Water Act. This nuclear option will undoubtedly send
shockwaves through the American economy.
The National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA), enacted by Congress and promoted by the
environmental community, created a balanced process to measure science and socioeconomic
impacts of development projects. Preemptive permit denials would not only nullify the NEPA
process, tramples Congressional authority and makes a mockery of state’s rights.
Today, the EPA is undergoing an unprecedented watershed study in Alaska that would lay the
groundwork for a preemptive denial of a water discharge and dredging permit (under section 404c of
the Clean Water Act) for the Pebble deposit that would override the NEPA process.
Pebble sits on state land that was specifically designated for mining. As one of the largest mineral
deposits ever discovered in North America, its development in an environmentally-sound manner
would provide good jobs for remote rural communities and create a stable domestic source of critical
mineral resources for manufacturing and national defense.
But the devastating reverberations of preemptive EPA action would go far beyond Pebble. There are
over $200 billion per year in domestic and foreign investment in U.S. projects that rely on similar
environmental permits. The vast uncertainty created by the EPA’s arbitrary and capricious action
would create a devastating impact on these billions in investment dollars. A decision on the Pebble
project now would be premature. However, it is urgent that the EPA’s bogus and unconstitutional
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power grabs are brought to an end. Otherwise, these unfair rules will kill the Pebble project before
the permitting process even begins, leaving our nation’s entire resource, energy, farming, and home
building industries, vulnerable to a similar fate.
I urge you to protect the vitality of American resource industries by taking a stand against the EPA’s
massive power grab. And it isn’t just this issue. The EPA is an agency totally out of control acting as
a predator on our economy and the people of our great nation. The air, water, and soil will never be
clean enough for these power hungry zealots.
They are going after carbon dioxide even though there is no valid or provable evidence that it is
responsible for global warming. This organization needs to be reined in.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. The document is a scientific risk
assessment, not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend restrictions
on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow when taking
action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). This process includes requirements
for public notice and comment on any proposed determinations.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-3285 [68 on-time duplicates]
Thank you for your attention to the proposed Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay Alaska. I am writing today
to encourage you to use your authority under the Clean Water Act to take a hard look at how this
proposed mine will impact our nation’s biggest wild salmon fishery, the commercial fishermen and
Alaska Natives who depend on it, and the local businesses who make their living off of this wild
landscape in Southwestern Alaska.
If built, Pebble Mine will produce between 2 and 10 billion tons of toxic waste that will have to be
treated for hundreds of years. This waste will threaten Bristol Bay, an area widely recognized as one
of the last remaining strongholds for healthy salmon populations in North America and the world.
The region provides pristine spawning grounds for trophy rainbow trout and all five species of
Pacific salmon, including the largest sockeye salmon runs on Earth, and a variety of other fish and
wildlife species that depend on the nutrients from salmon, clean water, and undisturbed habitat.
I urge you to initiate a Clean Water Act 404(c) process in Bristol Bay immediately. Alaska Natives,
sportsmen, commercial fishermen, churches, and conservation organizations deserve a public and
science-based process to determine if the Pebble Partnership’s plans to build the biggest open pit
mine in North America will harm one of our nation’s greatest fisheries.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-3286 [15 on-time duplicates]
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on EPA’s draft scientific Watershed Assessment of the
Bristol Bay watershed. It clearly demonstrates that large-scale mining would have unacceptable
adverse effects on waterways and salmon spawning habitats of Bristol Bay.
As a commercial fisherman the past eight years, I urge you to establish all appropriate restrictions,
including possible implementation of section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act, to protect Bristol Bay’s
salmon runs and thousands of good commercial fishing jobs.
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EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-3683 [176 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Commercial
Fishermen of Bristol Bay]
As commercial fishermen, we understand what happens when fisheries and watersheds are not cared
for, and as members of the Bristol Bay fishing fleet, we know firsthand that America has no more
valuable watershed than this one.
When American fisheries are damaged due to inappropriate development, it is extremely difficult to
restore them. Attempts to reverse damage are less effective and more expensive than prevention.
Here in Bristol Bay, our salmon season is getting underway. In Dillingham, Naknek, Egegik, and a
dozen smaller communities, boatyards are humming and the excitement in the air is palpable.
Bristol Bay has been called “our last chance to get it right the first time.” We thank the
Environmental Protection Agency for the scientific assessment of this amazing watershed and for
carrying out a public comment process. The assessment reinforces what those of us who make our
living here consider self-evident; that large-scale mining in the headwaters of the Kvichak and
Nushagak watersheds poses an unacceptable risk to the waters of Bristol Bay.
We respectfully ask that that EPA invoke Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act, and bestow on
Bristol Bay the protection it needs from Pebble Mine-style large-scale developments that can
devastate fisheries, either through catastrophic events or chronic habitat degradation over time.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-4036 [8,586 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the World Wildlife
Fund]
The watershed assessment recently released by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency provides
compelling evidence that Pebble Mine is a threat to Bristol Bay. Not only does Bristol Bay provide
irreplaceable habitat for hundreds of species of birds, fish, shellfish and marine mammals, it also
supports a world famous wild salmon fishery that generates $480 million annually and provides more
than 14,000 full and part-time jobs.
I urge the administration to listen to the science and stand up to protect Bristol Bay, an invaluable
treasure that provides thousands of fishing jobs and sustains local communities.
I urge the EPA to move forward to protect Bristol Bay through the authority granted to it under
section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-4521 [280 on-time duplicates]
I applaud you for undertaking a scientific assessment of the Bristol Bay watershed, which concluded
that large-scale mining in such an ecologically sensitive region would jeopardize this natural treasure
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and its communities. I urge you to now exercise your authority under the Clean Water Act to prohibit
the construction of massive mining projects in this location-- including the Pebble Mine.
The Pebble Mine would gouge one of the world’s largest gold and copper mines out of the
headwaters of the Bristol Bay. It would generate billions of tons of contaminated waste, destroy
thousands of acres of wetlands and threaten the area’s legendary salmon runs -- the lynchpin of the
Bristol Bay ecosystem on which Alaskan Native cultures have subsisted for thousands of years.
Building a mine of this scale in this location is a reckless and destructive venture. No matter how
extensive the environmental review or how comprehensive the mitigation, the far-reaching risk to our
environment cannot be eliminated. There are no examples of successful, long-term collection and
treatment systems for mines. Mining would produce acidic and metals-laden waters that would
degrade water quality downstream with virtual certainty, and there is a 98 percent likelihood of
pipeline failure per 25 years of operation.
We shouldn’t gamble what we can’t afford to lose -- and we can’t afford to lose the Bristol Bay
fishery. I understand that you are under pressure from global mining companies to open up this
extraordinary ecosystem to large-scale mining for the sake of corporate profits. I urge you to use your
authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to proactively protect the Bristol Bay
watershed and the communities that depend on it for survival.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-4523 [19 on-time duplicates]
The Center for the Celebration of Creation thanks the EPA for concern being shown about proposed
large-scale mining in Bristol Bay, Alaska. We specifically oppose any mining development at the
Pebble Mine site.
We are called as people of faith to protect God’s sacred and irreplaceable gift of creation. We are
also to seek justice for the vulnerable among us. Thus we seek to protect Bristol Bay. For thousands
of years, Alaska natives have called Bristol Bay home. Their identity and culture are entwined with
the land and water there.
As noted in the EPA’s scientific assessment, the salmon that return to Bristol Bay each year, along
with the elk, caribou, and bears, are central to the Alaska natives’ subsistence culture. If the proposed
Pebble Mine were to be developed, it would be a huge threat to the health of the Bay and the Alaska
native way of life. The headwaters of Bristol Bay are no place for what would be North America’s
largest open pit mine. The very infrastructure needed to create the mine would have devastating
impacts on salmon spawning grounds and the tribes.
We stand in solidarity with the tribes and those who have called on the EPA to do all they can to
protect this place and these people. More than eighty five percent of people living around Bristol Bay
oppose the mine. As Genesis calls us to serve and protect God’s creation, the EPA is called to serve
and protect this community and this place. We urge you to use the authority granted to you under
the Clean Water Act to protect Bristol Bay, Alaska.
In closing, Administrator Jackson, we express our deep and sincere gratitude for your leadership in
working to protect God’s creation.
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As a person of faith, I am called to serve as a steward of God’s great Creation and seek justice for all
of God’s children; Bristol Bay is an irreplaceable piece of Creation whose bounty and beauty are
home to a diverse and healthy community both human and non-human. The millions of salmon that
return to Bristol Bay each year provide a livelihood for the thousands of Alaska Natives that live in
the area and are the pulse of the Bay.
A recent study by the EPA shows that even the smallest possible mine in this area would destroy a
minimum of a 3600 acre tailings impoundment and an 86 mile road just to make the mine possible.
These actions, in addition to others would result in the elimination or blockage of 55 miles of
streams, prime salmon habitat.
This is unacceptable. I urge you to protect this place - its people, thousands of years of subsistence
culture, animals and the whole of creation that make it special. Please use section 404c of the Clean
Water Act, preemptively, to protect Bristol Bay for future generations.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-5396 [200 on-time duplicates]
I have worked here for (various) years and my position here is (various). In my time here, I have
benefitted economically from the wild Bristol Bay salmon resource and have been privileged to work
and live in a beautiful place with a thriving ecosystem. The proposed Pebble Mine, at the headwaters
of the Nushagak and Kvichak Rivers, puts this ecosystem, and the livelihoods of all who depend on
it, at risk.
I am writing to urge you to use the EPA’s authority under the Clean Water Act to initiate a 404(c)
process to protect the Bristol Bay watershed from mining development that would impair the
region’s water quality and adversely affect its natural resources. I commend your agency for
undertaking its recent science-based, objective, and thoroughly researched Draft Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment.
The Draft Assessment makes it clear that mining poses many risks to the Bristol Bay watershed and
ecosystem. Among other things, mining of the Pebble deposit would: “ Eliminate or block between
87.5km and 141 .4 km of 1 S’ and 3rd-order streams, eradicating the populations of salmon that
spawn there year after year.” Destroy between 10 .2 km2 and 17.3 km2 of wetlands, eliminating
habitat used by salmon for resting, rearing, and over-wintering. “Include construction of an 86-mile
transportation corridor, which could cause stream sedimentation and blockage, resulting in
elimination of salmon spawning habitat. “ Include construction of four 86-mile pipelines, which have
a probability of experiencing two stream-contaminating spills over a projected 78-year life of a mine.
“Alter the thermal characteristics of stream water and change the ratio of groundwater to surface
water, affecting salmon metabolism, behavioral cues, and survival. “Potentially result in an
accidental tailings dam spill that could bury entire streams, unleash contaminated sediment as far
downstream as the waters of Bristol Bay, and impact salmon and wildlife in ways that would take
decades or more to reverse.
The watershed of Bristol Bay is not only a pristine ecosystem but a jobs creator. Anticipated
ecological impacts from mining pose an excessive risk to the 11,000 fishery workers whose
livelihoods depend on the salmon resource. We must not jeopardize this sustainable, renewable, and
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profitable resource; please use the 404(c) process under the Clean Water Act to protect the Bristol
Bay watershed from the harmful effects of mining.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-5417 [908 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Natural
Resources Defense Council]
July 23, 2012
Office of Environmental Information (OEI) Docket (Mail Code: 2822T)
Docket # EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20460
Email: ORD.Docket@epa.gov
Re: NRDC’s Online Petition to “Stop the Pebble Mine and Protect Alaska’s Bristol Bay!”
Dear Administrator Jackson:
In an attempt to better reach constituents affected by and/or concerned with proposed large-scale
mining in the Bristol Bay watershed in Alaska, the Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”)
has created an online petition using the advocacy platform SignOn.org.
NRDC applauds the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) for undertaking a wellresearched and thorough scientific assessment of the impacts of large-scale mining on the Bristol Bay
watershed’s natural resources and believes that the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment (“Watershed
Assessment” or “Assessment”) and the record on which it is based support a determination that largescale mining of the Pebble deposit is irreconcilable with the health and integrity of the fisheries,
waters, wildlife, and recreational resources of the Bristol Bay watershed.
NRDC’s online petition—”Stop the Pebble Mine and Protect Alaska’s Bristol Bay”—urges the EPA
to use its authority under section 104 of the Federal Clean Water Act (“FWPCA” or “Clean Water
Act”) to prohibit the specification of the proposed Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay, Alaska as a disposal
area for the discharge of dredged or fill material.
To date, the petition has garnered 908 signers—713 of which (almost 79%) are from Alaska.
Please find, attached, the petition, as well as a list of individual signers along with their comments.
Very truly yours,
Joel Reynolds
Senior Attorney
Program Director
NRDC’s Online Petition to “Stop the Pebble Mine and Save Alaska’s Bristol Bay!”
Page 2 of 2
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Stop the Pebble Mine and Protect
Alaska’s Bristol Bay!
By Joel Reynolds (Contact)
To be delivered to: Lisa Jackson, EPA Administrator
Stop the Pebble Mine, a proposed large-scale open-pit gold and copper mine in Bristol Bay, Alaska,
that jeopardizes some of the world’s largest salmon runs, by exercising your authority under the
Clean Water Act to prohibit the construction of massive mining projects in this natural treasure.
Global mining giants want to gouge one of the world’s largest gold and copper mines – an open-pit
2,000 to 5,000 ft-deep behemoth – into the headwaters of Bristol Bay, generating an estimated 10
billion tons of contaminated waste – 3,000 pounds of waste for every person on earth! The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has found that large-scale mining in the area would
jeopardize the region’s legendary salmon runs – the lynchpin of the areas world-class ecosystem that
supports Native communities’ subsistence fishing as well as a $445 million annual commercial and
recreational fisheries economy.
The EPA has the authority under the Clean Water Act to block terribly destructive projects like
Pebble Mine. Your signature and comment will urge EPA administrator Lisa Jackson to save Bristol
Bay by banning large-scale mining in the area, including the Pebble Mine.
July 23 is the due date for public comments on the EPA’s scientific assessment of Alaska’s Bristol
Bay watershed and the risks posed by large-scale mining there.
NEW goal - We need 1,000 signatures
There are currently 908 signatures
Dear Lisa Jackson, EPA Administrator,
We are pleased to present you with this petition affirming one simple statement:
“Stop the Pebble Mine, a proposed large-scale open-pit gold and copper mine in Bristol Bay,
Alaska, that jeopardizes some of the world’s largest salmon runs, by exercising your authority under
the Clean Water Act to prohibit the construction of massive mining projects in this natural treasure.”
Attached is a list of individuals who have added their names to this petition, as well as additional
comments written by the petition signers themselves.
Sincerely,
Joel Reynolds
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
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EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-5442 [22 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Theodore
Roosevelt Conservation Partnership]
As a sportsman, I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed Pebble Mine in Alaska. This
gigantic open pit mine is bad for American anglers and hunters and the world-class fish and wildlife
populations of southwest Alaska. Placing common-sense restrictions on mining in this region will
guarantee the long term sustainability of these fish and wildlife resources.
Sportsmen depend on publicly owned lands for hunting, fishing, trapping and shooting, yet the
proposed mine could permanently degrade these ecosystems and impact the biggest wild sockeye
salmon run on the planet as well as ducks, geese, brown bear, black bear, caribou, and moose.
The proposed Pebble Mine would also provide the infrastructure needed to develop seven other
mines with thousands of acres of additional claims nearby. Mining in Bristol Bay would impact
irreplaceable salmon streams and potentially jeopardize 14,000 jobs and the region’s $600 million
sport and commercial fishing economy.
The magnificent lands and waters of southwest Alaska are available for enjoyment by all Americans.
Sportsmen travel from around the nation to enjoy the region’s unique fish and wildlife resources. If
the Pebble Mine is permitted, these resources could be lost forever. This is too great a risk for
sportsmen to accept.
To safeguard Bristol Bay’s fish and wildlife resources, I encourage you to:
* Adhere to the existing timeline for the watershed assessment process, including the comment
period deadline.
* Initiate a Clean Water Act 404(c) action for the Pebble Mine proposal in support of America’s
economy, our fish and wildlife populations and our cherished hunting and fishing traditions.
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA maintained the original comment
deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer
reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the
revised assessment in April 2013. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use
of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276-5458 [7,500 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Earthworks]
“I urge the EPA to protect the world’s greatest wild salmon fishery from the Pebble Mine’s toxic
mine waste. The Bristol Bay salmon fishery is an internationally significant resource, and the
lifeblood of the region.”
EPA Response: Comments have been noted. EPA has not made a final decision
regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
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APPENDIX 2. PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS.
Public meetings were an important part of the public involvement process for the draft assessment
released in May 2012. The comments presented at these meetings helped highlight local and regional
concerns during the assessment process.
As a result of the input received, the assessment recognizes the strong relationship local communities
have with the resources in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the
importance of subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life throughout the Bristol
Bay region. We also learned that some people in the Bristol Bay region are very concerned about
their economic future and the fate of their villages, and see mining of the Pebble deposit as an
opportunity to bring jobs to the area.
Eight public meetings were held at the start of the 60-day public comment period, so that people
could speak directly to EPA managers and staff. Meetings were held in six communities within the
Bristol Bay watershed of Alaska: Naknek, Igiugig, Dillingham, Nondalton, New Stuyahok and
Levelock. Meetings also were held in Anchorage, Alaska and Seattle, Washington. At these meetings
EPA heard directly from residents of Alaska, residents of the Bristol Bay region, tribal Elders and
members, elected officials, mining industry representatives, fishers, concerned citizens, and other
stakeholders, who offered a range of perspectives and information relevant to the assessment.
At the Anchorage, Dillingham, and Seattle meetings, certified transcripts were provided by court
reporting services. A written record of oral comments was transcribed by an EPA employee from
audio recordings taken at the Levelock, Igiugig, New Stuyahok, Nondalton and Naknek meetings.
Every effort was made to transcribe the testimony accurately, but there may be errors or omissions
due to background noise and the sound quality of the recording. Commenters were encouraged to
send written or e-mailed comments to support their testimony, especially at meetings where a time
limit was used to allow more people to speak.
The full text of each spoken comment was read and considered by EPA as they revised the draft
assessment. For purposes of this response to comments document, one or more sentences that capture
the essence of the comment were restated, along with a brief response or acknowledgement from the
authors of the assessment. Several people attended more than one meeting; their comments were
treated as a unique comment for each meeting location. The full transcripts and meeting records from
all eight of these meetings are available under docket EPA-HQ-ORD-2012-0276 at
www.regulations.gov.
EPA thanks those who shared their knowledge on the importance of the intact salmon ecosystem to
Alaska Native culture and the subsistence way of life, and those who offered heartfelt remarks on
how a proposed mine might affect their communities and livelihoods in the future. We also thank
those who shared concerns regarding the future economy of the region, those these issues are outside
the scope of the assessment. All comments were read and considered and are now part of the
assessment’s official record.

Dillingham Public Meeting – June 5, 2012
THOMAS TILDEN: I’d like to discuss some of the weak points of the assessment. I believe that it’s
weak in regards to when discusses the seismic activity in that particular area. I think it’s also weak in
regards to the Native people that live in the region that depends on fishery. I cannot say that our
society is not like any other society, that we’ve lived here for anywhere from fifteen to 150
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generations, depending on what anthropologist you talk to. And I believe that we’re going to live
here continued for a lot longer. And I hope that you put a lot of emphasis on our independence of
salmon. And not only to our economy but to our culture. I believe that we need to put a little more
emphasis on, and that is climate change.
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site. The
assessment is not an economic cost-benefit analysis of mining and the fishery. The
subsistence fishery sustains a way of life for local residents and is integral to the social
and spiritual aspects of the Alaska Native cultures in the region. The scope of the
assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from large-scale surface mining and
resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife. Although a full
consideration of how climate change could affect mining-related impacts is beyond the
scope of the assessment, we have included discussion of potential climate change in the
region in Chapter 3 (Section 3.8), and consideration of climate and mining interactions
in Chapter 14 (Box 14-2).
ROBERT HEYANO: Our members of fishing and salmon resources in the waters, assists food as our
wildlife resources present the watershed. Our members are also very dependent on commercial
salmon fishery. For many of our members, it is the sole source of cash income for any given year.
EPA Response: Potential effects on commercial and recreational fisheries were not
evaluated as part of this assessment. We recognize that any impacts to salmonid and
other fishery resources would affect these sectors. We also recognize, but do not
evaluate in detail, the complex relationships among subsistence, commercial, and
recreational fishing.
BILLY MAINES: Bristol Bay watershed is alive, vibrant, sensitive, clean pristine ecosystem. It’s
water rich. It provides for everything on everyone who depends on that system. It’s a gift from God,
it’s Mother Nature’s presence. It’s father times endowment to people of Bristol Bay. It always has
been, always will be; if left alone. The true definition of the people who live here and who come to
visit here lives within the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
GARY STEVENS: My concern is the dam; the earthquakes; the possibility of the waste rocks; the fact
that we contain this material forever, that’s a long, long time
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
BRYCE EDGMON: Lastly, in terms of any shortcomings for the study, and I know it’s outside the
scope of the agency but study legislature we were also going to look at the social economic aspects
of bringing in several hundred, if not thousands, of large work force into the region, what those
effects could be.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but these effects were defined as outside the scope of
the current assessment.
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ANNA MAY FERGUSON: We are of the fish people. We are the salmon people. We go to other
places and people introduce themselves as they are from here -- in clan is their descendants of this
and we have in the Bristol Bay Region, lived -- there are thousands of years. I cannot fathom
thinking about open pit mine. Money is good for jobs, but the livelihood of your commercial
fishermen is in jeopardy. Our foods are in jeopardy, our future is in jeopardy.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MOSES KRITZ: Our people, our grandparents have told us how important water has always been for
us. And then western culture came around and the doctor started telling us how important water is to
our lives. When I came to -- I remember and thought we were the only people on the planet and
know that we were not isolated and didn’t know that we were poor because we had all the resources
that we had -- had from the land, the sea, and the waters around us that we need to sustain our way of
life. And with our culture we did not know that we were heathens, because we have always been. We
are still who we are and will be -- and will be who we are for centuries to come, because our children
and grandchildren are still carrying on what we eat, how we hunt, gather, all the resources that are
there that will sustain us for more centuries to come.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ISO MONTALVAN: I come from a very large family that really depends on fishing here in Bristol
Bay. We put up a lot of king salmon that we use, it’s our that -- we make salmon strips out of and
Koktuli is one of the rivers that is a major spawner of the king salmon, and people wait for the kings
and get them as they come in; and sometimes we miss them, sometimes we don’t fill our smokehouse
as well as we -- for the winter because of lack of king salmon at certain times. We need to get this
assessment completed and then we need to go on to make sure that the 404(c) can be taken as the
next step
EPA Response: We recognize the importance of king salmon to people in the Nushagak
River watershed, as reflected in tribal consultations and public comments. EPA has not
made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
JEFF SKRADE: We have truly a natural treasure here, folks. Please keep in mind this is the last wild
stocks wild salmon fishery here on the planet, the very last one. When Alaska became a state years
ago, the fisheries in this area were depleted. Evidence suggests that this was due to a number of
factors, including high seas, overfishing, and a very unresponsive system of manager. That is has all
been changed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ROBERT NICHOLAI: And that he’s been hearing about the Pebble and the adverse impact may have
on the fish and game in the region if that is -- if that is allowed to many people within his village said
that they would not have what they’ve had in the past from the land and sea. And he urges that we
need to protect what we have lived on. Many of them don’t have any jobs; but hunting and fishing is
-- is just like a job to many folks who live in the village because from continued doing that with the
salmon, they can be assured that they will have Something to eat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required
DAN NUNALOOK, SR.: [Speaking in Yup’ik] He started commercial fishing in 1936; he fished until
2008. The concern that he’s concern has been fish in Bristol Bay and then the major area that he is
concerned about is the habitat that is already gone -- for the smolt and fish
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JOHNATHAN FORSLING: …if our mine was to go through, it will decimate our culture and
decimate our people.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MEL BROWN: My family is a five generations at one time. We’ve taught our children and our
grandchildren to be fishermen. And we’ve depended on the food for all of those years. And we plan,
as our grandchildren are taught, to honor and respect the fish that we depend on so much here in
Bristol Bay. It’s the richest and the largest fishery in the whole world, and we want to keep it that
way. The healthiest food is where the salmon knows to go; to lay their eggs, and spawn so future
generations can continue to have this food, not only commercially, but culturally, but for ongoing
future generations. It’s gone this way for year after year.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
NORMAN ANDERSON: The Alaska people have belief in several generations scenario as a reaction
to all generations taking care of the land and share today what they enjoyed then. We must take care - will have some generations from now.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
FLOSSIE ANDERSON: Because the mine would have the potential of impact on the fishery and all
animals and consequently destroy a 4,000-year-old culture and people, I ask the department of
interior advisor protect the lives of our Native people and our resources and help us stop the
possibility of destruction of our people and resources. The federal government has a duty to do so
since the government has a Native trust responsibility to us.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA acknowledges our
government to government relationship with federally recognized tribes and takes our
trust responsibility seriously.
HJALMAR OLSON: We subsist a lot, but the salmon and the commercial fishery provides us with the
cash, cash that we need for other products, ammunition, flour, and all the other things we need for -to -- to exist out here.
EPA Response: Potential effects to commercial and recreational fisheries were not
evaluated as part of this assessment. We recognize that any impacts to salmonid and
other fishery resources would affect these sectors. We also recognize, but do not
evaluate in detail, the complex relationships among subsistence, commercial, and
recreational fishing.
ANECIA KRITZ: I have practiced our subsistence way my entire life and I’m proud to say I teach my
grandchildren and my children our traditional subsistence way of life. Passing on our traditional ways
can help if we let pollution destroy our lands and water. I don’t want any big mines like Pebble to
contaminate my subsistence food. Our culture cannot survive if we don’t take care of our lands. Our
ancestors passed on this beautiful place to us. And we must do everything we can to protect it for our
grandchildren and children.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required
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RUSSELL NELSON: Being one of thousands of cannery workers following the life of salmon, I come
back season after season to earn a living so others can bounty from the great industry of Bristol Bay
has brought the life of hunter gatherers to commercial lives -- really want -- catch salmon to homes,
schools, and tables around the globes, this substance of life. Fathers taught us to love the land, land
for our bodies, land provides homes, land provides crops for women and children, land provides
rivers for our fish and mountains for our hunting skills. We love this land, we respect this land, we
protect this land.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DAVE EGDORF: Subsistence lifestyle here is the important thing, culture needs to be considered
immensely. I don’t know what else to say, but we just don’t need a mine here. These people can’t be
subjected to the possibilities of the loss of their culture, their home, their heritage.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
THOMAS R OLSEN, SR.: I grew up on fish, eating fish, and I’m a commercial fishermen my whole
life. My boy is right behind me, he did the same. He’d ask at dinner, “What’s for dinner, dad?” I’d
say, “Fish,” and he’d say, “Oh, yum, I can’t wait to eat fish, dad.” Fish is good. Fish cut the fat.
Everyone talks about how to live a long life, my dad always told me, the fat from the oil in the fish
make you live longer. And I’m here today as a commercial fishermen about the Pebble Mine, it’ll
hurt our land, it’ll hurt our people, and it’ll hurt many generations to come.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
BONNIE GESTRING: it should be clear that storing mine underwater slow -- not stop acid generation
and evidence of hundreds of operating mines around the world. Lots of industry document indicate
that all impoundment leak to some extent over time. So the bottom line seems very clear, managing
for the wild sustainable productive fishery or the visual likelihood of managing for water pollution
and perpetuity and assessment makes a very compelling scientific case for 404(c).
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
DANIEL SCHINDLER: They are incredibly complex ecosystems. And that complexly hurdle toward
environment of assessment development. Whether you can do proper assessment in one of 10 years
is almost irrelevant. What we need to be able to do is draw information and experience from other
places where mining has been developed, and we also need to be able to use common sense. It
appears that the EPA review of potential impacts over this mine is -- is objective. And draws fairly
from other places as well as the existing information that’s been produced from Bristol Bay salmon.
so in general, we support your report and objective and fair assessment of potential risks.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PAUL FRISS-MIKKELSEN: I’ve been a commercial fisherman all my life. I’ve fished in every ocean
in this world. And I have never -- when I came to Bristol Bay, I was just completely awed by the
amount of wildlife. The strength of this place is just amazing. And the sensitivity of this place is just
so unique. How these fish find their way back will start altering the composition of the water and the
elements in this water they use to navigate, they’ll be lost. And all these people will be lost. The
culture will be lost. The -- the decision that we have to make now is not just for subsistence and
Native culture and the commercial fishermen and hunters and the sport fishermen, everyone else is
involved up here, it is an issue – it speaks to the values that we want to leave to our children. And -Response to Public Comments on
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and the country and the world. What are we going to leave to this people, what will they inherit? This
place is so special that, to me, mining Bristol Bay is pure and simple, a risk we cannot take.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DYLAN BRAUND: There’s one rule that I think is relevant to this whole issue and it’s overlooked, it
is the temporal issue. Namely, how this decision impacts future generations. This should be a
standard by which all decisions should be based in this watershed. First consider that the margin of
error in the testing of the sulfite, and if you apply that margin of error couple percent to 10 billion
tons of waste, that’s a significant margin of contamination of the watershed compliance. Next, how
will this withstand seismic activity? Is seismic in the watershed assessment. The next 25-year and 70year mine scenario severely understates the probability of other mine development [note: transcript
is not accurate – will rely on submitted paper comments]
EPA Response: The potential for cumulative development of multiple mines is
evaluated in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment. The assessment recognizes that the
area is prone to seismic activity, and describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region
and the proposed mine site.
ANIE WYSOCKI: The --rights, nutures we need for generations; we care for our water, and it
provides for us. My family has been commercial fishermen fourth generation and grandparents fifth
generation. I’d like to continue this as part of who we are. I’d like to say that my people have been -are natural scientists. We always watch the animals, we watch the land, we watch how the fish do
stuff; and every time when we came back and we notice anything, talk amongst ourselves and say,
“This is happening,” or we’ll say, “Looks at the beaver,” and say, “Oh, they’re doing this,” and that’s
a sign that -- that -- that will help us determine what kind of winter we’re going to have, what is
coming in; and all that stuff we look at these things like water and water travels. It doesn’t stay just in
one place because it’s traveling down from river and ocean and right back, and it’s just like a cycle
that continues.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
KENNY WILSON: Why would anybody want to threaten their food -- our food source? We live in a
known ring of fire of earthquakes.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PETER ANDREW: On behalf of my cultural background and generations of subsistence, ask for the
support of your assessment. Along with BBNC and 31 villages passed the resolution and that is
asking the EPA to act on the assessment and also act on the 404(c) process.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
CHRISTOPHER WANG: …salmon formed the art work backbone of this community by
nourishment, financial stability, culture, multi-generation interactions, families working together to
harvest and store enough food to keep them through the winter. Take this away not only as a cultural
backbone but a main source of food is lost.
EPA Response: EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority
under the Clean Water Act.
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TYONE RAYMOND: I support the draft assessment and am hopeful that due process the EPA will
vote the 404(c) based on some science, common sense, and a vision of future that understands the
meaningful difference between the abstract of wealth and true wealth the Bristol Bay Region is
wealth in body.
EPA Response: EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority
under the Clean Water Act.
MATT BECK: I consider myself extremely fortunate to be a first generation fisherman and
surrounded by these great people who have built generations of life around these resources. The last
nine years of life have been built around this world. I can only hope that I -- all that I can, children
my grandchildren can stand here surrounding by these family and generations. All these generations
are amazing people who I am sure know the true essence of life and survival. I wonder how many
miners can say the same thing.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DEBBIE HOSETH: I realized that we - living off the land and living traditionally with advice from
my Elders, we have to take care of our land in order for our land to take care of us. So the more I
learn about the pebble, it’s very, very personal to me to be against it, to take care of our land and our
land will take care of us in return.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JACQUELYN WILSON: We value our commercial fisheries, the only one of its kind worldwide. We
value our subsistence way of life and our culture.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
TERRY HOFFERLE: The international commission on large dams bulletin 121 addresses tailing dam
failures. And the three most prominent reasons for fail tailing dam failures arises from overtopping
unusual rain fall, seismic liquefaction, and important of institutional of failures. And I’d like to
address each one of those if I could. First of all, I would like to say that the values you use when
you’re addressing seismic failures I think is inadequate, the data base is mines from 2000-mile from
all over the world. I think your data base ought to be addressing specifically mines from seismically
active areas, and I think that would change the probabilities of what’s going on. In terms of
overtopping, a couple of years ago, this was springtime; I saw the whole Basin from black coin all
the way up that was underwater. And in terms of management of tailings facilities or institutional
stuff, we don’t have any human institutions that go back even a thousand years. I think that you need
to assess -- reassess roots.
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the relationship of seismic features
to the proposed mine site. However, it is also important to consider the history of
earthen dam failures and Chapter 9 discusses many reasons why dams fail and why
they must all be considered when estimating risks.
MARK LISAC: Even without failure, a large open pit mine will have unacceptable impacts, fugitive
dust alone are -- is great harm to people in the environment. Open pit mining is not rocket science,
the technologies safeguards have been around a long time. Around the world all take leave and have
caused water quality on issues, mostly open pit mines are a desert of mines, which Bristol Bay is
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pretty much a swamp. So even under the blown failure scenarios is not a question of if or when the
impacts of the ecosystem will occur.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
EMM WASSILLIE: I’m the proud mother of five children, and my husband is a commercial
fisherman; and two of my sons also fish. Our subsistence way of life is really important to my father
and mother. We all work together after to make sure we have subsistence. Without clean water and
healthy environment, we wouldn’t be able to live off the land like our people always have. I always
oppose the Pebble Mine; because I want our lands and water protected so my grandchildren can live
a subsistence land life as well. I’ve always have way of life to my children and grandchildren to
know how important for them to do the same and not only ensure culture, but so we can survive.
Even with a job the cost of living in our villages is high and our traditionally are what keep food on
our tables and our culture -- cultures thriving.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PATRICIA TREYDETTE: I think it’s extremely conservative. I -- I think there’s probably more threat
than what you’re seeing, but I appreciate you’re recognizing the fact that Pebble doesn’t have to put a
mine plan for us to know what they have to do to make it economically and physically develop. So
you guys definitely did the right thing here.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
STEVE WASSILY, JR.: Help us keep our quality, quality of fish, quality of the animals, the water we
drink. It’s very important; because if the mine goes through, throw all that quality out the window.
Even farm fish can’t compare to the quality of fish that we catch commercially and subsistence. And
we need the birds, everything all the -- you know, depends on water.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
PATRICIA TREYDETTE: The land and the water sustain lives for many of thousands for years.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ROBIN SAMUELSON: If that mine goes through and there’s damage to the water quality, we will
lose our customers. You guys hold the key. We don’t get a fair deal from the State of Alaska. We feel
that there was 67 permits that needs to be issued to be Pebble Mine votes, 66 of them are going to
come from the State of Alaska and one from you guys, it is EPA.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JULIUS HENRY: As you know, the waters that came and everything when it really changed the way
of life. It will not only change the fish, but it allows effect the wildlife and the mammals of areas
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JOHN BOUKER: About 45 years ago I used to work for a mining company in Bristol Bay. And this
was a mining company that used to dredge. The -- the dredge pond, which is behind the dredge, was
upstream of the dredge, and the out roll from that, which I think was called the salmon river, flowed
about a mile and a half into the crest near Bristol Bay. And the river itself was muddy and the bay for
a half a mile out was just pure yellow, and obviously we had no fish.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment considered largescale surface mining of porphyry copper deposits. Suction dredge mining was not
evaluated in the assessment.
ANNIE FRITZE: I am a small business owner relying on the beaver, river otter and on fur bearing
animals to help sustain my small business. I am also a lifelong subsistence user and a mother of three
children and four grandchildren who enjoy our salmon, moose, caribou, edible plants, and berries.
Since time, this magnificent and mostly untouched region has been home to my ancestors, peoples
residing on the rivers for centuries; they followed a traditional way of life in pursuit of subsisting off
the land. And most importantly, its valuable natural resource is salmon. Each year more than one
million salmon return to the rivers and streams where the salmon hatch and spawn for the next cycle
of life. This is such an ancient behavior that has supported hundreds of generations of humans. So
long as a salmon return to the river to nourish its land and waters and its people, all other animals
find the haven and subsistence here too. The spawning and dying of salmon help create the soils for
the berries, plants, grasses, shrubs, and trees to take root and complete the cycle of life. Water is very
important to us. Without clean water there is no life.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CABELLA FRITZE: I help my grandmother in the smokehouse. Once the fish is done, it is very
yummy. I also like moose and caribou. Please protect the -- our waters.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PHYLLIS AYOJLAK: I want to say that the subsistence is my livelihood and I’m also a commercial
fisherwoman in Togiak. My grandmother was also a commercial fisherwoman, and I now fish the
permits she passed down to me. I’m so thankful I’m able to live a subsistence way of life like my
ancestors, and I feel very threatened by the Pebble -- Pebble project. Our traditional way of life isn’t
possible without our land and water being clean.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DAN DUNAWAY: In the assessment, you generally use the open pit mines in the area. But I know
there’s a lot of talking about block caving touching on that full report; I think that needs to be
explored further. Frankly, I’m more concerned about block caving where you don’t know what’s
going on underground. And you don’t know what’s going to happen when things subside. So I hope
that -- that could be expanded more.
EPA Response: The mine size scenarios have been updated to three sizes in the revised
assessment. For each of these scenarios, we have considered open-pit mining methods.
We discuss underground mining issues qualitatively in Chapter 4 of the revised
assessment.
DON LATSHA: I’m worried that, again, whether there is a fault or not a fault, the farm fishery
community has a very available reason to say, “Hey, guys, community – world community, you guys
might be eating tainted fish here.” I’m worried about is what might take place if the mine is installed.
EPA Response: Perception of contamination is mentioned in Chapter 12 of the revised
assessment, but full evaluation of the perception of tainting and its relationship with the
seafood market is outside the scope of the assessment.
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JOE CHYTHLOOK: Subsistence impacts culture, our culture, our primary food source and our long
standing sustainable economy the mine will affect us now and in our future. I would simply urge that
EPA take action under the 404(c) to protect the Bristol Bay salmon
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
HENRY STRUB: …it seems to be far easier to reserve renewal resources than to regenerate one that’s
become ruined.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JOHN FRISS-MIKKELSON: You know we can talk about dollars and cents and cost benefit analysis,
fishery versus the mining; but we have very unique jobs here. We have owner/operator businesses
and immense opportunities, very low cost. So if people want to get any businesses and build their
businesses, and I think that’s incredible, and not only that, but it’s a value that you know the
politicians look to small businesses in the country and how much that means to our economy, and
this is really an example of where we have those small businesses. This is a small business Mecca
here in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JENNIFER ROBINETTE: I had an opportunity to come back and learn my culture from my relatives.
Two years ago I had never cut salmon. Now, I live off the subsistence food. There was times after
winter year that we ran out of food because we ran out of fuel and a cold -- the house went cold in the
winter because we didn’t have enough money to buy fuel. But that didn’t worry us because we had
salmon we put up the summer before. I hope that you can add to your assessment something that
addresses clean drinking water; I didn’t see that. There is another thing that I did not find I -- after
looking through the three volumes. The biological threats to an environment that development brings
such invasive plants there are invasive plants here in Alaska that add to the degradation of the salmon
habitat, there are also invasive plants documented by -- that have killed the moose in Anchorage.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Drinking water and sanitation
operation and maintenance are of concern to many Alaska Native villages. The final
assessment references drinking water supplies and Appendix D now includes
information about local drinking water sources. Invasive plants are discussed in
Chapter 10 of the revised assessment.
SHARON CLARK: I was born and raised in Clarks Point. And for many years and centuries my
family occupation as commercial fishermen and gathers and subsistence user. We catch over 3,000
fish annually and pick over four hundred gallons of berries per year. We’re people of the tundra and
of the river. We are nomadic people, and we gather from one location to another. We travel for
20,000 something miles in our area to gather our subsistence needs; we’re social culture people. And
the risk is too heavy, that risk is not one century come or time. You cannot replace a culture or
people or places when we were gone.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
KRISTINA RAMIREZ: I know for a fact that whenever you build something around a place where
mammals are present, the animals disappear because of what you built is taking on their habitat.
These salmons are a very important local resource to us; they can’t be replaced by anything else.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
KIM WILLIAMS: As a leader here in my community, my tribe conducts culture camp every year so
that we maintain a sustainable salmon based culture for our children and future generations. Page 219 touches on this, and I need a course on the section. However, on page E4-9 we don’t believe that
the section that identifies us, maintaining our ties is 4,000 years. We believe it more to be 10,000
years. It is not only that the salmon from my food on the table for generations in the past and today,
but we recognize through the assessment salmon that we want to maintain our future. After all, we
were only borrowing all this land, water and air from the future that is yet to come. My children, like
my generation, are subsistence, sport, and commercial fishermen. My children check the subsistence
net on the beach with their grandparents, just like I did 40 plus years ago with my parents. My
children love going up to the lake or up in the river with their grandparents to sports fish or fresh
water fish and salmon, just like I did.
EPA Response: We agree that indigenous culture may extend further back than 4000
years, but we maintained this figure in the assessment because it is supported in
literature.
KENNETH NANALOOK: Protect the fish population.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
KATHERINE CARSCALLAN: You can ask anyone what the concern for future is, overall it’s about
worrying about losing their livelihood or way of life, all to mining development that we don’t want
and thus has been out of our power to stop.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
TINA TINKER: Now, that Pebble is doing exploration, we are now seeing the pike population is
affected. We ask Bristol Bay residents, fish resources, whether it’s salmon or other and fish that has
kept our Native culture alive. We also take great pride in teaching our children our way of life by
living off our resources like fish, caribou, and moose. Which gold and cooper will never teach our
Native way of life or even feed our children.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Current exploration activities are
outside the scope of the assessment.
THOMAS HIRITSUKI: I’ve been fishing all my life. And, you know, and we want our grandkids to
enjoy that, you know, enjoy our fish, enjoy our wildlife, and – good fresh water we have. There’s fish
fresh water, it goes back whether they’re going to drink when they go up river.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The final assessment references
drinking water supplies and Appendix D now includes information about local drinking
water sources.
DANIEL CHEYETTE: That the fish and other wildlife are essential to the culture, structure, and
economies of the region. And that subsistence harvest are essential to the people, on average obtain
80 percent of protein from these resources, yes, yes, yes. More attention should be focused on social
economics of the fishermen and on other resources mean to the personnel economy economies of
families. The roles the subsistence plays to the cultural fabric of these families and communities. The
social cost to the communities if these resources disappear. The assessment should focus on how
Bristol Bay would change if a mine or mines were to be developed, the additional social services that
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would be necessary, the stresses that would be introduced by the necessary expansion that would
inevitably occur.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and
cumulative effects on Alaska Native and other subsistence users in the region.
FRIAR VICTOR NICK: I’ve always had fishing net ever since we were little children. A few years
ago our -- our leaders in the church, known as the Bristol Bay Church, came together to allow the rest
of us TO discover the uniqueness and the people within our church to bless the waters of the lake.
And to sand they -- the waters, and so they the -- the -- the fish and moose, caribou, and everything
that touches these -- touched by the waters, including all our communities. And that’s something
we’ve done a few years ago, but that’s what we’ve within doing for the past 200 years. Once the
orthodox missionaries landed in the soil of Alaska, they’ve always do the blessings of waters. So this
one realized that not just the orthodox enjoy these blessings, but everyone here in the -- in the town
of Dillingham, in the villages up river and Togiak and all of us are touched by the waters; therefore,
we’re all touched by the blessings.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ALANNA HURLEY: I was born and raised here in Bristol Bay, and I’m fortunate to live a subsistence
way of life. I’m also a commercial fisherwoman. You cannot set a price tag to define yourself as
subsistence, some people of -- attempting to assign a price tag to life itself. Listen to us, as you’ve
heard all day from all these people with the culture and way of life is priceless. The last point, the
executive summary states that the actual response of Alaska impacts is uncertain. And it isn’t
possible to predict specific changes in demographics, cultural practices, or physical and mental
health. You can get the answer to this question by simply looking into history of many of the
innocent people now impacted negatively by mining like the -- whose cultures existence has been
and continues to be affected by the mining industry. And as you’ve heard today from every single
person who stood up and is connected to Bristol Bay, we will tell you what will happen to our people
if miners were -- you destroy our home. Our culture will die. Our fishing economy will crash, and
our thriving Bristol Bay will be a haunting memory of what we used to have.

EPA Response: Chapters 5 and 12 of the assessment recognize the strong relationship
local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds and acknowledge the importance of subsistence hunting and fishing and the
traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
DANIEL CHYTHLOOK: Salmon has been part of our Native spiritual food; and without the food and
waters we will die slowly, we’ll be here existing, but our spirit will be gone. We’d like to see our
salmon continue to return and the waters remain healthy so they can spawn and other places that, of
course, clean waters are needed to help our moose, caribou, fresh water fisheries all to survive.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CURRY CUNNINGHAM: I wonder if the risk -- that risk probability that is generated is
underestimated, they come from the literature review of other mines around the world is one of the
most unstable places on the earth. Another question that proposed to me after reviewing the
document was the cost of maintaining the mines for long time, forever is a long time. Much longer
life span of most corporations, so then who’s going to foot the bill in the long run?
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EPA Response: Box 4-3 in the revised assessment provides background information on
financial assurance requirements and clarifies that financial assurance requirements do
not include remediation of chemical or tailings spills. The risk summary in Chapter 8
(Chapter 14 of the revised assessment) is based on the potential mine at the Pebble site,
and now includes a summary of cumulative risks from multiple mines. Estimating the
failure probabilities for a future tailings impoundment is difficult. Both the range of
estimates of historic failure rates and design goals were considered, but design goals
were used to estimate failure probabilities.
TODD RADENBAUGH: (The UAF Dillingham campus had a symposium and) A lot of people who
are in this room presented all kinds of data that abstract books, and I guess you call it literature. We’d
like to see some of that information maybe to be included in this next version of the document. I’d
love to see a real definition of the word perpetuity. The second generations pay the -- to me it says
seven million years, 100 million years, all this has implications of scale. So I’d like to see scale
issues as well, individual scale, individuals going up to the communities, and both the social aspects
as well as the major or natural aspect, ecosystems services; there is nothing like that in the document.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but because no specific data were presented for
consideration into the revised assessment and because we relied on peer-reviewed
literature, no change is required. Perpetuity refers to a time period of indefinite
duration that extends to the end of responsible human institutions.
GLADYS LIND: My only critique surrounds the portion of the assessment which is titled “fish
mediated risk to indigenous culture.” I want to point out that indigenous -- and the daughter of a
culture for over 88 years -- I read it with great indifference, because what is lacking is how can one
remain scientific and predict the effects having the main stay of our subsistence culture taken away
from us? To attempt to document any predictions or produce any scientific hypothesis could not be
able to describe the devastation to our way of life could not be captured in two paragraphs.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Chapters 5 and 12 were expanded to bring forward
more information on the psychological, cultural, social, and spiritual connections
between Alaska Native cultures and fish. The scope of the assessment is focused on
potential risks to salmon from large-scale surface mining and resulting salmonmediated effects on indigenous culture and wildlife, although a qualitative discussion of
potential impacts from secondary development is now included in Chapter 13. We
recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on
Alaska Native and other subsistence users, as well as wildlife, in the region.
SUSAN JENKINS-BRITO: We were concerned about the king salmons freely stopping being a
species, and we were concerned about protecting the other four species of salmon. We need to
protect our clean water sources from contamination and as well as our fresh water, salt water, and
salmon stocks or fish stocks. Not to mention all the water fowl in the area that rely heavily on catches
to feed our family year around and commercial salmon fishing.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
KEVIN McCANABLY: I feel that not only the fish and the wildlife that depend on them, myself
included, are too important to risk for any economic reason that the mine could bring.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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DOROTHY B. LARSON: And it’s pretty astonishing to see in black and white what we know what -happen to our renewable resources if any little mishap happens at the mine. We requested that the
EPA utilize their authority to enforce the 404(c) on the Clean Water Act to protect the watershed that
request still stands
EPA Response: EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority
under the Clean Water Act.
JOHN MONTECUCCO: And in perpetuity in essentially I think look like from giant -- either it
seems like, you know, that eventually there will be an earthquake
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site.
PANSY ALAKAYAK: Here we have our subsistence lifestyle. We eat the food; fish all the animals in
the -- on the land. And we set the mouth and help to feed the rest of the human population out on the
earth here on this globe. And I appreciate the assessment that you bring here. And the one word that
stands out when I see the assessment is the word “forever.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
AH-BY-YOU MOORE: Let’s face it, without clean water; our chances to live our subsistence lifestyle
are slim. Like the salmon, I plan on spawning out here in Bristol Bay. My daughter will be raised
eating subsistence food, she’s four months and I’m feeding her dried fish. Please protect our lifestyle
and our culture.

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
SUEANNE ROEHL: Pollution of the water won’t just affect the animals in Bristol Bay, but it will
affect all wildlife that eats and drinks from the bay.
EPA Response: We agree that secondary effects on indigenous culture from large-scale
mining could be significant. The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to
salmon from large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to
indigenous culture and wildlife, although a qualitative discussion of potential impacts
from secondary development in now included in Chapter 13. We recognize the
complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on Alaska Native and
other subsistence users, as well as wildlife, in the region.
JOSEPH FAITL: I also ask that you consider -- or continue to consider, if you have our cold
temperatures and recovery rates of our plants, fish, water and so forth when considering mitigation
measures or damages to the area. The recovery rate in Alaska, I believe, is very slow. We were at
very cold temperatures, 30 below temperatures for weeks. I also was pleased to see that assessment
considered rain falling on top of spring snow.
EPA Response: Appendix J, which has been added to address the potential for
compensatory mitigation, does state that the cold conditions make potential mitigation
activities more difficult than in temperate regions.
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KATRINA MOWER: If this Pebble Mine goes around, could -- never be able to fish the same way as
we do now. I’m sure that people going along with this will try not to pollute our fish, but it’s very,
very sure they can’t.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CHENITA SORENSON: Throughout Alaska. Fish is a huge resource. If you think of the children and
what they will do when they are all older and generations to come. Please stop the Pebble Mine and
use your 404(c) authority to protect Bristol Bay and my future.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
CRYSTAL NIXON-LUCKHURST: Throughout the year we might fish and gather from the land. The
majority of my food in my house is the fish; it’s frozen, canned, salted or smoked. Salmon is
important to me culturally and spiritually. I prepare fish for my mom and my grandmother and my
aunties; and we’re all teaching my children how to prepare fish, and they’re ages 2 to 13. Besides
fish, we are very active with other subsistence food from this home. When I grew, I looked in the
freezer you would find blueberries, red berries blackberries, huckleberries, chicken, duck, goose,
smelts wild greens, and if we’re lucky, a moose and caribou, along with king salmon, red silver, and
my favorite is dog salmon. I will believe that proposed Pebble Mine would hurt our subsistence way
of life. And it would directly hurt my family and our future generations of the people of Bristol Bay.
And it would -- it would literally kill our way of life here.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
DELORES LARSON: I consider myself a rich Native resident, but not because of money and -- but of
the food in my freezer; the food that comes from my land; the food that comes with every season all
year long; whether it’s salmon, wild plants; berries in the summer; moose, pike, whitefish in the fall;
caribou, geese, and ducks in the spring. You name it, we eat it. Our fish and wildlife are not only
fresh and abundant, but also very lean and healthy. Bristol Bay supplies the largest wild salmon fish
left on earth. Already there are concerns about mining exploration going on, we were noticing a
change in our caribou that usually come straight through or near my community. We have also
noticed in our -- very concerned with fresh water, fish like our pike and whitefish. I’m not certain
that these are results from the mining explorations but certainly will not help it. I speak on behalf of
my family and community in Bristol Bay, For future generations will not have the best of both
worlds that is the money and jobs that come from mining and in the salmon and wildlife that coming
from the very land. I mean no disrespect, but it is common sense that mining and salmon cannot coexist. I choose salmon, I choose Bristol Bay. We have been concerned with the Pebble for many
years and asking the EPA to please use your authority under section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to
protect our watershed and everything that goes with it.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Current exploration activities are
outside the scope of the assessment, but are mentioned briefly in Box 2-2 of the final
assessment. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority
under the Clean Water Act.
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FRITZ JOHNSON: In Bristol Bay -- telling you experience it’s difficult to comprehend what right
described salmon runs here -- biblical hoards. It’s the last on the planet and the protection of places
like this is -- is the very reason that the Environmental Protection Agency exists.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JODY SEITZ: The city of Dillingham depends on serving as a major hub and import for the world’s
largest salmon fishery. And on the commercial wild salmon fishery has been the backbone of many
people’s livelihoods and subsistence for many generations. There are 297 commercial in the world
watersheds here in watershed of those 156 drift, 112 near Dillingham. Multiply that by three, that’s
the number of jobs created. You can see that Dillingham hosts one of the last working fisheries in the
nation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
WASSILLISA BENNS: I’m a subsistence user first and foremost. My family will be fishing both for
commercial and subsistence. We hunt for moose, caribou, and birds. I also harvest berries and plants.
It breaks my heart to think my grandchildren’s children may not be able to do the same thing and
have the great resource we have in Bristol Bay. I practice and I teach my children and grandchildren
how to process fish. We smoke, we salt, we can, and we freeze. We pick berries. We have black,
blue, red berries that we all pick together. And we also process as a fundamentally moose, caribou,
and birds. The life -- the lifestyle we have here in Bristol Bay has taught my family to be productive
citizens, commercial fishing, working as a family or to work all together. All my family members,
including my brothers and sisters, live here in Dillingham. We grew up eating fish, and we will die
eating fish. And -- and we’ll continue to live off the land. Please protect our resources.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
DANNY WASSILY: I’m a commercial fishermen and subsistence user. I love subsistence, I love to
hunt, I love to put up fish, I love to hunt moose and caribou, I love to pick berries. I’m against the
Pebble Mine; I like you guys to join them. The watershed is a very important part of life, it does feed
the fish, it brings fish back to spawn and bring the small fish and also to the birds and the life of
animals. To take away the water we have nothing.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RACHEL MUIR: The people of Bristol Bay have supported themselves on the land and water for
thousands of years through subsistence and commercial fishing, and this community in balance.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
COLLETTE MERAZ: And every year we freeze, smoke, salt, and can fish. We do this because this is
who we are. My children know how rich our future is from the net. They help process the fish and
store it for the winter months. This way of life was passed down to me from my mother and my
grandparents. And I am passing my way of life to my children. And the thought of my children not
being able to pass our way of life to their children makes my heart hurt. I come to you today for my
children and my grandchildren’s way of life to continue to be passed on to the future generations.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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STAN SMALL: Outside the fish travel down there like the trade they don’t swim against the tide, they
come back up – tide comes with them. All the toxins would go right along with them.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JERRY LIBOFT: Thanks for endorsing the 404(c) and for setting the issues, and I really appreciate it.
My concerns outline your draft assessment at two levels of uncertainty. The first level of uncertainty
is the uncertainty the inconclusiveness of the existing knowledge that we have in the ecology region.
We still don’t know -- very little of the geology, biology, seismology, and their interactions in the
sensitive area that we call Bristol Bay. We need science and setting up the area before we risk large
scale mining. My second level of concern on the uncertainty is the extent of our ability to quantify
and effectively mitigate potential failing on operation and closures of mines the size of the Pebble.
Experts have proved the operations were three times in the last couple of years. We were told that
they somehow leaked; and they said it never happen, and if it did, it could be effectively vague; that
the experts were wrong on both counts.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
HEIDI DUNLAP: Bristol Bay salmon could quite possibly be the largest most sustainable wild food
base resource in the world. Why risk something so great? If our salmon stopped returning for some
other reason, then maybe we could consider extracting these resources. In another hundred years
these minerals will still be here, and my bet is that the industry will have a better method of
extraction by then.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Igiugig Public Meeting – June 6, 2012
MARY OLYMPIC: She recalls her grandfather talking about things that are going to take place in the
future. One of the things that he used to mention was gold and minerals were going to cause a lot of
problems for many people. How did her grandfather know that things like this were going to happen?
In reference (I guess) to the Pebble Mine from what she has observed and heard there is potential for
toxic drainage for both sides of the mine into the Nushagak and Iliamna or Kvichak River. One of the
concerns her grandfather used to have is to tell the white folks that there are effects that any mine
could have on the people. It is a concern she heard from her grandfather that is if there are any
problems or tragedies from mining that happens it could have a devastating effect on salmon, and
even though there is money in gold, it doesn’t last as long as what we have in the salmon resource.
She says that in her mind, subsistence way of life is more valuable than what the mine has to offer,
because in the end, it will still be there when the mine is gone. A concern she shares with her
grandfather says that it will not only affect the fish, but it will affect the bears and the animals in the
area will also be affected
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
RANDY ALVAREZ: Our villages our dying. In our school district, the Lake and Peninsula School
District, we had two schools close, one two years ago due to lack of enrollment. People are moving
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away due to lack of economic opportunity. I wasn’t asked anything on this assessment on subsistence
or anything. I served on the Bristol Bay federal subsistence committee for a few years – I represented
the whole Bristol Bay area and I wasn’t asked anything and I was concerned about that. What I
would like to see EPA do is wait till they submit a proposal and then take action. Don’t wait until the
permitting goes through I would like to see what they plan on doing. I am going to be too busy to
make an intelligent comment. I looked at it for about an hour but there is a lot of information to
digest and I won’t be putting my boat away until the end of July. I won’t be able to comment on
anything until August or September, so I would like to see the comment period extended.
EPA Response: Appendix D includes a brief description of the population dynamics of
communities in the Bristol Bay watershed. However, an analysis of current and
potential future economic opportunities for the region’s residents is outside the scope of
this assessment. This assessment is focused on the salmon fishery and salmon-mediated
effects on wildlife and Alaska Native cultures. EPA maintained the original public
comment deadline for the 2012 assessment. However, after incorporating public and
peer reviewer comments, EPA released the revised assessment for additional public
input in April 2013. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c)
authority under the Clean Water Act.
JOE CHYTHLOOK: The traditional knowledge that you very aptly spoke about is in total agreement
with many of the things that are expressed in the report as I read it. BBNC board always had a truth
first policy and one finding that suggests that salmon is the foundation of our culture I support 100%.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PETE HILL: I wondered about the drinking water because we get our drinking water from Iliamna
Lake.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The final assessment references
drinking water supplies and Appendix D now includes information about local drinking
water sources.
SHARON WILSON: If this development up there is developed, I think the potential for a disaster is
imminent. It will affect the spawning beds for the salmon. Wherever you start in the lower 48, the
Columbia River, Sacramento River. High development has destroyed the salmon industry out there
and talk to a lot of fisherman from the lower 48 that come up here to fish and they say take care of
our fishery up here you’ve got a golden opportunity. Another thing I want to tell you is that I don’t
think you should extend that comment period.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA maintained the original
public comment deadline for the 2012 assessment. However, after incorporating public
and peer reviewer comments, EPA released the revised assessment for additional public
input in April 2013.
PETER ANDREW: Help us save our culture. Help save our economy thank you guys for coming and
I hope that the future will be as bright as bright sockeye salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
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AMY RIDDLE: This subsistence way of life is a key element of identity. It is all I’ve ever known
since I was a little girl. It’s all our daughter has known. A key element to our identity, yes. A salmon
based existence is integral to our life. Even with no failures at the mine there are major problems. I
understand that my 44 years of subsistence is small when compared to 10,000 years of residence of
Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
GEORGE RIDDLE: In the scenario, you did mention terrestrial use and possible loss of habitat, but
one of the things that I didn’t see was waterfowl and upland game habitat loss mentioned and the
migratory waterfowl that are an important part of subsistence.
EPA Response: We acknowledge that upland game and waterfowl are important to
subsistence users and that habitat loss would result from large-scale mining. The scope
of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from large-scale surface mining
and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife, but we do
recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on
upland game and waterfowl in the region.
KRISTINA RAMERIZ: I didn’t see anything in the report about the permafrost and about how the
ground when it freezes, it heaves. I guess my concern is that this dam if this dam is not covered and
then the ground heaves, then the tailings would be able to seep into the ground as you know the
wetlands here - it is all water underneath and it is all soppy. I wish you would look more into the
permafrost and how the ground would change levels. I know from personal experience around here,
the houses, they shift, the buildings they shift, s that is something that they should really, really
consider even if they could do this 100% perfect okay they should look into it. Everything around
here is lopsided because of it
EPA Response: Chapter 3 now includes a map showing permafrost extent in the region,
and Table 3-1 indicates that, as reported in Warhaftig (1965), permafrost is sporadic or
absent in the Nushagak-Bristol Bay Lowland physiographic division. The revised
assessment outlines the type of dam used in the mine scenarios.
DON SHEPARD: most importantly to carry through with all of your studies a review of history.
When EPA did their study in 1990-something on a dam somewhere. What was the result of that
study and how did it compare to fact. Show your error bars from error bars from specific documented
cases. If you could carry that through it would be very useful.
EPA Response: Only some of the data exist to quantify error bars. We decided to not
use subjective judgment to provide the rest of the data required to do a formal
uncertainty analysis. Instead, uncertainties are treated primarily by defining bounding
cases.
COLTER BARNES: I guess what I just want to ask the EPA is just to take the local comments very
seriously. The people that are here today are the best scientists that you have. They might not have
the titles or degrees and the agencies and NOAA. These are the people who live here. This
environment has sustained culture for thousands of years. It sustained jobs and commercial fishing
for hundreds of years, and recreation and sport fishing and everything. For years the conservation
was controlled by the people, but now this responsibility has been farmed out to the agencies. Fish
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and Game, Forest Service, EPA and that worries me. It’s hard to take care of things when you are not
living it.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
RENEE ZACKER: I feed my five kids, my husband and my mother-in-law subsistence food. We put
up salmon in the summer and hunt moose in the winter. My husband commercial fishes and my son
just started this year. I know of the importance of salmon to our way of life. It looks like they are
polluting already. I want EPA to look into what they are already doing with the drill holes and the
mud. It looked like pollution and like maybe there was already acid coming up from the drill holes. I
would like that to be looked into and seeing maybe if it is polluting and already happening.
EPA Response: Current exploration activities are outside the scope of the assessment,
although they are mentioned briefly in Box 2-2 of the final assessment.
BRIAN KRAFT: information that is available from Northern Dynasty minerals, from Pebble
Partnership and from other state agencies as to what resources already exist in the region is
monumental. The assessment has taken those data into consideration and has looked at what a
potential mine would look like in the region and in that area and it has accurately determined on a
minimal basis that there is going to be an impact to the area to the fishery and the habitat. I’ve also
looked at the assessment through the eyes of this region and the jobs that are talked about
extensively. It is not EPA’s job to create jobs. It is EPA’s job under the CWA to protect the waters of
the US. The state of Alaska has failed to do so. I strongly urge to stay on time and stay on target and
make a final determination with the final assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
JOHN BOUKER: I own a mine. When is the last time someone came up and checked storm water at
my mine? Try never. There is all kinds of time. It’s all about mines. I make more money with hard
rock mine than I make fishing, but the fish are important for my kids who are Manokotak. Fish are
first.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ROY ANDREW: But put a mining operation out there in no place, although the damages are
acceptable for an industrial complex, they are unacceptable for our type of life and culture. On Lake
Iliamna you can find north winds on the Kokhanok winds you find east wind. Think of all the
machinery exhaust that will blow over and fall on the Scott River side. That is unacceptable. When
you have a shift of wind, it will fall right in the middle of Iliamna. Look at before during after
pictures of large scale mining and if you keep that as true,
EPA Response: Air quality impacts were outside the scope of the assessment.
BONNIE GESTRING: I am particularly concerned by the likelihood that the mine waste will become
a severe and lasting source of acid mine drainage to the rivers and streams below the mine. Acid
mine drainage is like opening Pandora’s Box. There is no fix for it. The assessment estimates that
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there are waste rock piles alone could generate up to 2.8 billion gallons of contaminated seepage
every year and that the copper concentration of that seepage could be so high that the entire flow of
upper Talarik Creek couldn’t provide enough dilution to meet water quality standards. So failure to
contain those releases could cause the entire creek and possibly portions of Iliamna Lake to become
toxic to fish. There has been talk about storing the acid generating waste rock under water or in the
tailing impoundment or in the open pit after the mine has been closed. I would like to stress the
importance that storing mine waste under water will only slow the process it doesn’t stop acid
generation and there is ample documentation even with industry records of hundreds of operating
mines around the world. These records say that all these mines leak to some extent over time. The
bottom line in terms of my take away is that there is a bit of a choice between managing for a
sustainable a fish population in perpetuity or managing mine waste and contaminated water in
perpetuity. The assessment makes a compelling case for initiating a 404c process.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The revised assessment contains a more detailed
analysis of acid drainage. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c)
authority under the Clean Water Act.
TODD CALITRI: I have 11 guides on staff at the lodge. Each one of the guides has had sufficient
time to read over the assessment and make comments. I would like to request that the comment
period not be extended.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA maintained the original
comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public
and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on
the revised assessment in April 2013.
TIEL SMITH: BBNC and the village corporation have a long proud history of doing economic
development in the region and we want to continue to be able to do that. However, I could not speak
more eloquently than my BBNC board members have done in making their request to EPA. The
point I would make on behalf of the landowners, is that there is sustainable development that will
need to happen even as we increase the protections for the development of such projects. We do
appreciate all of the science and effort that has gone into the assessment. Considering not just the
corporations but other private land owners as well who are impacted by such significant decisions.
The renewable resource of fish is priority and is not matched anywhere in the world and we want to
continue to support that.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required
SANDRA ALVAREZ: This won’t be the first time we have had things like this go under the radar. In
my brief overview, I would say that the one thing that stood out is that you compare apples and
oranges. In looking at the sockeye salmon you are looking at Bristol Bay and your document name is
Bristol Bay assessment. Possibly 2/3 of the runs don’t come within 100 miles of this system. Back
when I fished Egegik they were looking for 10 million, now they are looking for 5. When you say
82,000 are in the system that doesn’t seem like a lot. A decent fisherman will catch 20,000. What I
would like to see more of in the assessment itself is percentages and rates and what the impact would
exactly be on the resource. It speaks also to acres and miles, but it doesn’t speak to the system itself.
EPA Response: The assessment cannot quantify the change in the fishery resources
because the necessary data and models are not available. To the extent possible, the
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assessment addresses the potential extent of contamination of streams from potential
treatment failures and accidents.
ROZ GOODMAN: I’ve lived in Alaska for 30 years and I moved here by choice. My experience of
living in this area is that people choose to be here whether born or coming here. It is a choice. It is
not a scientific fact, but three reasons people choose to be in Bristol Bay is because clean water, the
fishery and the lifestyle. I think if any of those change big time then Bristol Bay is going to be totally
different and will not be the Bristol Bay we know now.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
GIL JACKO: Any time you put a road in a natural environment especially a hillside or a
mountainside, all the downhill side of that road is going to be severely affected. It is like putting a
noose on the vegetation below the road.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Potential impacts from the transportation corridor are
discussed in Chapter 10 of the revised assessment.
TANYA SALMON: I’ve grown up here. I never commercial fished in my life. My dad wanted us girls
to stay away from the boatyards. But we did subsistence fishing and we have subsistence fished in
our family for over 10,000 years. It is a cycle that is always repeated. It is amazing to see four
generations at the splitting table. My gram, my mom, my sister and her kids. It is a tradition that
keeps getting passed on and on. I keep getting worried about the water quality if the mine does open.
Here we have running water, but nobody likes to drink it. Everybody would rather go down to the
river and pack water and I am one of those people who would rather pack water to drink river water.
My daughter grew up on it. I gave my niece a glass of well water and she spit it out. Then I gave her
river water and she was bouncing around like it was really good stuff. I think it is important that we
keep our water quality.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
BRAD WAITMAN: I thought if they dig a hole, it is a natural artesian river and the water from Upper
Talarik is going to flow into that hole. They will have to divert the water back out so that it doesn’t
destroy the stream. It is going to totally contaminate the smell of the water. The fish won’t like the
smell of the water and they won’t come back.
EPA Response: Effects on salmon olfaction were described in the first draft and are
discussed at greater length in the revised assessment, including estimation of the stream
lengths in which olfactory effects are estimated to occur under the scenarios in Chapter
8. Management of water from dewatering the mine pit is included in the mining
scenarios.
AARON SHUGAK: Mistakes get people hurt or worse. If the mine goes through and an accident does
happen a lot of salmon will disappear and it will be like a chain reaction. The bears their main food
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source is the salmon and if they don’t have a source of food, there are dangers for locals from bears
coming to towns and going into dumpsters and go after people
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and
cumulative effects on bears and people. However, discussion of the complexity of
salmon foodwebs in the watershed and possible effects on wildlife has been
supplemented in the revised assessment.

Levelock Public Meeting – June 6, 2012
RAY APOKEDAK: I am a commercial fisherman, and I want my son and my grandsons to enjoy what
we have today and I don’t want it to be lost. Like subsistence fishing now, mostly, I don’t want
anything to happen to our way of life. The way I grew up and the way I want my family to be.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required
PETER APOKEDAK: All my life I been doing subsistence fishing myself. I am a salmon fisherman. I
know the area where the mining is going to be. I went to school in Newhalen. That is why I know the
country from subsisting. Caribou, moose, porcupine, ptarmigans, and we drink out of the creek. We
didn’t have bottled water then. Pure water. What I don’t like about this mine is that it is in the wrong
place.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The final assessment references
drinking water supplies and Appendix D now includes information about local drinking
water sources.
DANIELLE DAWKINS: I urge you to pay especially close attention to the voices of our elders all
across Bristol Bay. They have instilled in them the deepest of our roots, and our God given way of
life; our culture that has been slowly fading away. It is the adaptation to modern civilization that we
have embraced so far, that it is causing our cultures to become lost. Figure 5-14 on page 566 and
figure 5-16 on page 573 illustrates the proposed transportation corridor and the distribution of
salmon, Dolly Varden, rainbow trout and the sockeye spawners that use this area. What, if any areas
of similar construction can you provide regarding the overall risk of this type of destruction to the
spawning population? The destruction and the risks of this making it are far too great for me to just
sit back and not inquire if whether or not the proposed Pebble mine, our existing fisheries and our
subsistence way of life can really coexist? Natural disasters are unknowable, unstoppable and
unpredictable in most cases. I ask that you please delve deeper into these natural occurrences and the
potential it plays on the withstandings of the proposed pit, and things to be built, especially the
seismic activity around the proposed Pebble site. It is my understanding that perhaps the fault lines
run closer than what is illustrated in the figure 4-11 on page 442. I urge you to take necessary action
under 404(c) and protect our Bristol Bay wetlands, streams and our subsistence way of life.
Regardless of some opinions, my subsistence way of life is a necessity and not just done for pleasure.
I save thousands of dollars a year by smoking, canning, salting and freezing fish that our mighty
Kvichak provides. Along with the berries, and caribou, moose, rabbits and plentiful birds that my
sons bring home to me. Nothing makes me more proud than knowing that these traditions have been
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passed on to us for thousands of generations. Our subsistence way of life plays a substantial role in
our health both spiritually and physically.
EPA Response: Chapters 5 and 12 of the revised and final assessments recognize the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay. The assessment recognizes that the
area is prone to seismic activity, and describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region
and the proposed mine site. Fault lines shown in Figure 3-15 have been updated in the
revised assessment. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c)
authority under the Clean Water Act.
OLGA CHUKWAK: The elders used to tell her that the mine would ruin all our fish.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
GEORGE WILSON, JR.: Just as everyone has a home here in Levelock, everyone has fish and game
in it because of the rich resource we have here. Its pristine and healthy environment is why our elders
moved here and stayed here. I have two young fishermen who fish with me, and they are both from
Levelock. I teach them the craft of being a fisherman and I hope someday that I can see them in their
own boats fishing alongside me. You talk about what would happen up there if there was a large
failure and what the effect would be on salmon on just on these two river systems. What would it do
to the surrounding area such as the birds and the animals? Everything has a secondary effect. Second,
the Pebble Mine site, you talk about the footprint, but as you said earlier, it’s completely surrounded
by leases. If Pebble was to get started it would bring in infrastructure, power, and roads that would
make it more viable for the smaller leases to start up or go into partners with Pebble. All of a sudden
the picture gets a whole lot bigger.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife. However, qualitative discussion of potential impacts from secondary
development is included in Chapter 13. We recognize the complexity of potential direct,
secondary, and cumulative effects on Alaska Native and other subsistence users in the
region.
MOSES KRITZ: I am from Togiak and it is the furthermost west of Bristol Bay. Definitely, we will
be affected because the most recent trade I did was with herring roe and seal oil with a person from
Koliganek for Whitefish. This is culturally our way of life.
EPA Response: We acknowledge that potential effects from loss of salmon would extend
well beyond the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds.
NORM ANDERSON: we have always pursued sustainable economic development to ensure the fact
that as we over the years have appreciated the seven generations scenario, to assure into the future
what we have today as our generations before us. We must be sure to gingerly take care of our lands.
When I was in college, I once read where the Native Alaskan people carved a living out of a harsh
environment. I felt proud, and then I thought that is BS. We live in harmony with the land. The way
we take it and we see it. We know how to read the land; we know how to read the waters, because
that was handed down to us one generation to the next. In several meetings I have been to, I see
where the argument always comes up about putting a price on our subsistence foods and they say
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they cannot do that. I agree because of the fact that it is priceless to us. It cannot be replaced. If
anything was to come about where there was a natural or manmade (disaster), we would not be able
to replace that. What we learned from the elders we teach to the youth. The elders shared with us the
fact that we only take what we need and they taught us how to prepare it.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 in the EPA
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
RUSSELL NELSON: The king salmon is a very important part of our fishery. If you cover that
portion of the king salmon spawning beds, it is going to make it very hard to for us to maintain our
culture of people who eat king every year. It’s the first fish of the year, it’s a very important fish for
us and we can’t have that huge loss.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. We recognize the importance of
king salmon to people in the Nushagak River watershed, as reflected in tribal
consultations.
SERGIE CHUCKWAK: My grandson will be the 5th generation commercial fisherman. My point is
that fishing for my family and I is our life, whether it be subsistence or commercial fishing. All of my
family lives in the Nushagak and Kvichak drainage. You contaminate or take away of their
subsistence lifestyle is unacceptable. To tell the elders that they cannot eat the salmon because there
is contaminated and you can only have 8 ounces a day of contaminated farm fish, or you can die of
cancer. The elders, to tell them that they can’t eat fish and change their lifestyle. They are going to do
it anyway.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ARTHUR BLOOM: Oops is not an acceptable outcome in the world’s most productive salmon
habitat. The likelihood of spills, contaminated discharges and other failures is considerable. Minute
concentrations of copper affect salmon, not to mention acid production and all the other potential
impacts of monumental size construction activity. Witness the demise of the Alaska coastal zone
management program and the formation just the other day of groups to oppose the reinstitution of the
ACZMP. Based on that I personally believe that the state of AK permitting process which has been
tweaked in recent years to favor dollar based development, is not capable of assessing the risks of
this unique situation that involves unique life styles, unbelievable natural resource productivity and
hugely valuable economic productivity that when managed properly can be sustained in perpetuity.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ANNA MAE BARTHOLOMEW: Our traditional knowledge is our salmon. For generations, we have
put up roughly 5,000 pounds of salmon each and every year to provide for our families. In our
traditional ways and traditional knowledge, we do not waste. We use nearly every inch of that
salmon that we catch. We use the heads, the tails, the stomach linings and the eggs. From the meat
from our salmon we freeze it, can it, smoke it, dry it, pickle it. Half smoke it, three day smoke it and
then can it, we bake it, we dehydrate it, we salt it, we jerky it and we boil it. Our traditional ways also
include the spawned out salmon. In our families and our traditional ways we call them [Yup’ik
word], and actually (this fish) is a delicacy. You can’t wait for that time of the year to have that
(fish). Where you have pork, chicken or beef, we replace it with salmon. Your pork, beef, chicken
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and other meats are your staple. Our traditional knowledge and way of life is salmon. When that goes
away, and is wiped out, our traditional knowledge and ways are gone. We cannot replace that
salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 in the EPA
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
GOLDA JUNE WEILAND: My heritage is rich in abundance with the knowledge to survive. It is rich
in the economic opportunity that the salmon bring to our region each year. Our traditional way of life
has been preserved for hundreds of years. The main law of the land is preservation. Preserve the
berries, preserve the game, preserve and protect our salmon. We have a right to continue our
subsistence way of life and a right to continue to make our living from salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
THOMAS GARDINAR IV: From traditional knowledge we keep our culture going. My subsistence
life is with my family, which consists of four boys and my wife. I also help my grandmother,
grandfather, mother, father and our other family members. I hold a Bristol Bay drift permit, my
family fishes with me both commercially and subsistence. My family has been doing the same for
generations and I hope we can keep passing it on. My family processes approximately 4,000 pounds
of salmon, kings, reds, slivers, etc. We start when the fish first come into the river, all the way to the
very end. My family and I smoke, dry and freeze the salmon. I brought you some canned salmon to
share that we keep year round. If the salmon go away, my family would have to buy more food from
the store.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 in the EPA
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
STEVE SCARBO: Many years ago, a wise old man once said to me, if that gold were meant to be
had, it wouldn’t be buried where it is. At the very least, it is an integral part of a vast and rich
ecosystem, such as the birds and bees and flowers and trees, etc. Perhaps, even the very source or
nectar that feeds and nourishes this very region couldn’t that be a hoot if modern science figured that
out. If so, those minerals should be preserved in perpetuity and protected as is, not mined.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ANDRIA AGLI: We support the science of this document as it in turn supports what the elders of this
area and their traditional knowledge have said all along. We are preparing our boats, we are mending
our nets, we are cleaning our smokehouses and we are sharpening our knives. However, by testifying
at these meetings and missing out on one day or maybe several days of preparation for those who
attend multiple meetings here in the region, we hope that this will prevent, with the help of the EPA,
missing out on a lifetime of salmon and missing out on a way of life that we have treasured for
thousands of years.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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ROBIN SAMUELSON: If that mine goes through, you might as well fly over Levelock and drop a
bomb. These people are not going to survive. Today they will not survive. They will not afford food
from the store. They eat from the land and they eat from the water. We eat millions of dollars worth
of subsistence foods.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
JOHN ANDERSON: They are scaring us, because they are trying to take away our lifestyle. Everyone
mentioned salmon, but it goes a lot further than salmon.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and
cumulative effects on Alaska Native and other subsistence users in the region.
DANIEL CHEYETTE: Bristol Bay is much different. Everyone who lives here has a deep and strong
sense of place. There is a powerful connection to the lands and waters and the resources of Bristol
Bay. It is a connection that starts before birth. It is genetic. It is handed down through the generations
and it is also learned from a very young age. A connection told in stories from parents and elders and
experienced firsthand. Toddlers accompany parents and grandparents fishing, hunting, berry picking.
They participate at home to store that food and save it. It is part of the family experience for anyone
who grows up in Bristol Bay, and as a result, this land its water and its resources become a part of
who you are. This is a connection without a price tag and it cannot be replaced. If it is lost, it is lost
forever.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 in the EPA
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
KENDELL BARBARY: Additional and more current data is available that addresses the link between
mining, tailings activity and seismic activity. Mining, mine pit dewatering and eventual refilling of
the mine pit, as well as tailings storage, may increase pore pressure beneath the site and lubrication,
tectonic stress and fault slip in a mine site. Even at low magnitudes, current triggered earthquake
could lead to increased liquefaction, tailings pond failure and chronic contamination of the Bristol
Bay watershed. The size of the proposed operations at the Pebble Mine site, along with the potential
development of other adjacent mineral deposits could significantly impact the water balance across
the landscape and have serious implications for the tectonic stability of the proposed mine and the
surrounding region. Although the Lake Clark fault is considered inactive, a 2002 study which I can
provide you with citations, suggests that triggered earthquakes are just as likely in stable as in active
tectonic settings. Induced seismicity may increase the probability of tailings impoundment failure,
and that is something that we cannot risk here in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site. We are
aware of the recent references on induced seismicity and believe that an induced
earthquake would likely be smaller than the one used for seismic design of the tailings
storage facility. However, given the uncertainties in characterization of the seismicity of
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the area, as the comment notes, the assessment indicates that earthquakes could be a
failure mechanism.
GREG ANDREW JR: I like what I see in the assessment about how important the supply of fish and
wildlife and the land are to the natives of the area, who depend on it for their subsistence lifestyle
that we so choose to live. I do not believe that we are poor, I believe that we are rich and we are
blessed with plenty of fish and wildlife to enable us to live on an in the Nushagak and Kvichak, Lake
Iliamna, Bristol Bay area. The fish, wildlife and land that we may not have if the Pebble Mine is
allowed to operate. The Pebble Mine would be a short term economic gain for only a handful of
people, most of whom are not from the country, at the expense of long-term stability for the local
people who will be affected by the mines impact. They talk of seeing the mine go through to give
people in the region jobs. But if the mine were to go through and the area is devastated, due to an
accident or something, then what reason is there for anyone to stay in the Bristol Bay area? Without
life sustaining fish and wildlife for subsistence and commercial use that we depend on and enjoy
today and hopefully for generations to come.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JANICE CHUKWAK: The waters of the Kvichak and Nushagak Rivers are the cleanest, purest,
sweetest water that our salmon come back to each and every year. Other species of fish live in the
river year round. We know that the salmon come up our rivers to spawn. We depend upon them for
food during our long cold winters. We can predict each year the salmon’s return, but Pebble cannot
predict the magnitude of a natural disaster or if and when it will strike.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
HANS APOKEDAK: I am a fourth generation commercial fisherman, but a people of the fish for
thousands of years. I am against the mine because it threatens my way of life. I am a subsistence
user. I can go catch fish without hardly any cost versus going to the store where it is 20-some bucks a
pound. I could not afford to go to the store then. There might not be a major spill today, but
tomorrow there might be. No amount of money or “oops, I’m sorry” will make it better, because you
can’t bring back the fish. It takes years for Mother Nature to bring something back. With the world
and everything that is going to crap and getting contaminated, one day we are going to need this fish.
We don’t need copper to survive.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ALEXANDER TALLEKPALLEK: I am a strong believer of our heritage in Levelock on the Kvichak
River. This is my place and subsistence home. I am a commercial fisherman and I depend on
seasonal earnings to prepare for fall and winter months, which helps my family of nine a whole
bunch. There is one thing to me that is unacceptable. It stands out nationwide. Contaminating the
salmon forever. Allowing the chance will destroy our culture, not now, but for the people 10, 20 or
50 years from now. Our future will only read on how our way of life had been before a mine
developed. Our culture is fading fast enough without the mine. I have a huge concern about losing
family heritage not only ours, but Alaskan cultures as well.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
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GARY CLINE: I was fortunate to come from a family that taught me the traditional knowledge of
ecology. Not only to live in respect and harmony with the environment, but we did that because our
people believed in [Yupik word] which means from up above. The person or universe or spirit that
lives within the universe, but also lives within Mother Nature. We felt that within our dead animals
or plants that they were always among us. Living through our spirit and with their spirit and if you
were to misuse or mistreat that animal or plant their kind would not allow their spirit to return to
earth to be born again or return to your family to allow it to be harvested the next year. So that is why
we always have taught to respect animals, and why we [Yupik word] to clean the rest of the meat of
the bone to show our respect to the animal who gave itself to our family. Like I said, I am fortunate
to have elders who taught me these ways. I want to be able to pass this on to my nephews and
cousins.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
GUSTIE TALLEKPALLEK: I’m a long time resident. I’m not speaking for myself. I’m speaking for
people who can’t speak for themselves. This is proof that we need clean water for the baby bottle.
I’m sure you have grandchildren also. You need clean water for their baby bottles. You let the Pebble
Mine come in and contaminate the water and kill the fish, you think about their future the kids here.
You kill the fish, you hurt our babies. This is very precious here. We need our future to continue and
to keep the water clean and safe.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Naknek Public Meeting – June 5, 2012
JOE CHYTHLOOK: Our traditional knowledge is in total agreement with what many have expressed
regarding your findings. BBNC board has always had a salmon first policy. One finding that the
salmon are the fundamental foundation of our cultures supports this 100%.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
BRYCE EDGMON: I’d like to say that in terms of the diversity of the habitat and the complexity
involved and the genetic makeup of the salmon species and how interrelated and interdependent they
are on each other, in terms of if you go and do damage to one of the six river systems, you may be
doing damage to all six of the river systems. I think that the document will help us understand the
cumulative impacts.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PETER ANDREW: BBNC, along with BBNA and the 31 villages have passed supporting resolutions
asking EPA to take action on 404(c) to protect our waters. On behalf of my cultural background,
generations of subsistence use, I urge you take care of our people and our cultural ways of life. We
have invited you, we have asked you to come, our region has asked because you are the only people
and the only agency that may be able to help us with this. We do not need to trade this resource for a
resource that is nonrenewable and will only enrich foreign mining companies.
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EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
MOSES KRITZ: The three quarters of the economy that sustain us is the subsistence way of life. We
are also teaching what we are taught to our children to carry on or pass on what we have learned
from our parents and grandparents. When to hunt and fish. When not to hunt and fish. What to expect
from season to season. How to survive in different seasons. Our cultural people have taught us very
well since we are from the western most part of Bristol Bay, it does not mean that we will not be
greatly affected. We have always traded for shared with other villages.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
BELLA HAMMOND: The people of Bristol Bay and other concerned fisherman and subsistence users
and as far as I’m concerned I think more enlightenment about the Pebble project will only help
smooth the waters for better understanding of what our loss in that salmon area could be. Not just
that area, but the ripple effect that in so many ways. I encourage people to take more of an interest
and also express more concern about the environment. Many many times over the past few years, I
have asked people why you support the Pebble project. The first thing I hear is “well, it will provide
jobs,” which is true. However, I don’t hear enough about concern for the environment and long term
effects, or no concern for the environment and this is very, very troubling. I want to remind people
that EPA is doing what they should do, what they were requested to do, and I can’t thank them
enough for that.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
HJALMAR OLSON: My main concern about the development up there is the spawning grounds.
Whenever you touch the spawning grounds, whether it is in the lower 48 or wherever, the salmon got
less and less. Why do you suppose that Bristol Bay has the last great wild salmon in the world? We
have five river systems and each one of them requires large spawning grounds. Also the caribou and
the moose.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MEL BROWN: Yet, it is unbelievable that the largest proposed mine is going to attempt to build this
huge mine that has the lowest grade ore that possibly will create serious problems for us in the future.
We have depended on the food source. The area that is located for the site itself is right smack in the
middle of salmon producing habitat. It takes care of the salmon and the cycles of salmon that we
depend on as subsistence users, commercially, cultural dependency on this covers this whole Bristol
Bay area with the 37 villages that exist here.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PAUL HANSEN: Your agency with authority and responsibility to protect Bristol Bay now you have
the science to prove it. The development of the Pebble prospect would have unacceptable adverse
impacts on the Bristol Bay fisheries and wildlife.
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EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
VIOLET WILSON: I totally oppose the Pebble Mine because I have been involved with fishing for 51
years myself. My grandfather started in the 1800’s and I have my children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren involved in fishing today. Fishing has been very important to me and also subsistence
fishing. I lost my first husband when I have five little children. If it wasn’t for commercial fishing
and subsistence fishing I would have had a very hard time. I am very proud to say that I can stand
here tonight and say that I have never drawn a welfare check. I would do anything to try and keep our
waters clean, because I feel this is a very touchy situation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
SERGIE CHUCKWAK: Fishing is our life and our livelihood. It’s what we do for healthy
communities, healthy lifestyles. Going out and catching the subsistence fish, smoking these. Passing
the traditional cultural knowledge on to the younger generations. You hear about how they will make
you free, the fish. We have been doing this for 6,000 years and we will want to do it for 6,000 more.
The short life of a sulfide mine that lasts 50-70 years and maybe a little longer 75 years, but one that
activity is done the mine is just going to sit there with all of the chemicals and continue to kill off
more of the rivers and streams, and then instead of just 24% of the Nushagak and the Kvichak river
contaminated it is going to be 100% and that is going to be death of 37 communities in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
ANNA HOOVER: The generations that are coming who can be fed from this resource and this land
and it’s a beautiful interaction and it’s one that we are losing around the world. When we realize that
we have lost it we strive to get it back, but it is taking a long time for this beautiful balance between
human, animal and subsistence lifestyle to come about and evolve.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DONNE FLEAGLE: I would like to request a 120 day extension on behalf of the APC and Wetaviiq.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original public comment deadline for the 2012
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer comments, EPA
released the revised assessment for additional public input in April 2013.
LLOYD MONTGOMERY: I really appreciate the EPA and their assessment, what they have done on
Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
NORM VAN VACTOR: Elsewhere around the world, hundreds of millions of dollars are being spent
to restore habitat that has been destroyed. Here it is ours to protect, not destroy.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
TIEL SMITH: We have a long history of economic development projects in the region including
docks like you see here in Naknek. They play a pivotal role in transportation of goods and services
and the like. We support good business and jobs. The entire commercial fishermen who are joining
us today, as well as tourism business. We also support conservation easements. We purchased
easements that are strategic to salmon habitat. We also listen to our shareholders including 81% that
oppose this project.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
FREDERICK ANDERSON: For the last couple of years I’ve been doing a study with the Bristol Bay
Times local newspaper. The employment ads. Every day there are 30-50 jobs, some of them starting
at $39,000 dollars. Many of the affected areas like Pebble they can’t find people for these jobs. Who
are these jobs for? Everyone who is willing to work is working. My main concern, if Pebble is
allowed to their baseline research and is doing test drilling, because of the impact of studies like that
on natural resources and the environment.
EPA Response: The assessment is not an economic cost-benefit analysis of mining and
the fishery. The subsistence fishery sustains a way of life for local residents and is
integral to the social and spiritual aspects of the Alaska Native cultures in the region.
The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from large-scale
surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects on indigenous culture and
wildlife. Current exploration activities are outside the scope of the assessment, although
they are mentioned briefly in Box 2-2 of the final assessment.
KRISTINA RAMIREZ: …even if Pebble could safely build the mine, they would have to build 89
miles of roads over salmon habitat and through them. This is scary to me, because as we are all
aware, when manmade structures are built, the wildlife around them suffers. Please use the 404(c) to
protect the wildlife.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
RICHARD RUSSELL: I am opposed to any large scale industrial development in the Iliamna Lake
watershed due to the impacts that are certain to follow on the waters, fish and the wildlife of the
drainage; both by the development itself and the associated infrastructure. Particularly roads,
landfills, sewage and chemical disposal systems, water reservations, holding ponds, tailing storage
etc. Numerous stream crossings of the 70 or so streams that you identified are very problematic. A
couple of those streams, one of them in Knutson River and the other one is Canyon Creek, routinely
change their channel. Any kind of structure put across them that carries a slurry or anything else is
very likely to be washed out periodically and heavy equipment will have to be in there mucking up
the stream as well as replacing whatever was there to begin with.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ROBERT BONAMMO: I believe that any and all information concerning the impacts of any mining
in such a diverse area such as Bristol Bay is not only necessary, but imperative to ensure the
continuation of its pristine existence and diverse way of life for both man and enough.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
GEORGE WILSON: We are currently seeing a slow rebound in fish prices. Quality improvement due
to handling and refrigeration are improving the marketability of our fish. The marketing is
augmented by the fact that our salmon are wild, renewable and pristine. The waters where they
regenerate is clear, clean and pristine. The Pebble project, if permitted, represents a huge threat to the
rearing waters of two of the largest fish producing drainages left on earth. If sulfuric acid and copper
leachate dissolve in surface and ground water, along with other pollutants, are more than likely going
to make their way through the earthen dam constructed to hold them back. Ad infinitim is a long
time. It won’t matter if the salmon get confused as to where their natal stream is. The pollution may
not kill the salmon outright. As a matter of fact the salmon may return every year, somewhere. But
the perception that these salmon are tainted food sources is all that it will take to drive prices down to
a point where the industry will not survive. 15,000 jobs and hundreds of millions of dollars annually
are at stake.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ISO MONTALVAN: The seasonal industry offers a way for hunters and gathers and commercial
fishers to bring salmon to homes, schools and tables around the globe. This is subsistence life in the
global level. The subsistence ways of hunting, berry picking and trapping get underway to prepare
for the long days of winter. This is survival. The Yup’iks of SW Alaska do not have alternatives of
buying and raising livestock as a way to survive.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
ANDRIA AGLI: This risk is too great for us to accept for our culture and our long term sustainable
food source. I ask EPA to quickly take 404c action to protect our salmon and our way of life as well
as our land and the future of generations to come.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
NORMAN C. ANDERSON: Native Alaskan people have believed in the seven generation scenario as
our ancestors have always gingerly taken care of the land to assure that we today can enjoy what they
had then. We must take care to ensure that our descendants will have seven generations from now.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DANIEL CHEYETTE: I encourage EPA to add layers to the assessment and look at underlying and
indirect impacts that mines would cause to Bristol Bay families and communities. The
socioeconomic impacts to individuals and families, the cultural loss of communities and the
additional community needs that large mines would bring. The assessment is appropriately focused
only on large scale mining development. Thank you for not focusing on other infrastructure
development that is critical to the regions survival. The assessment is not about roads, the assessment
is not about runways and airports. The assessment is not about small property owners.
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EPA Response: Secondary development is beyond the scope of the assessment, as
detailed in Chapter 2. The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to
salmon from large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to
indigenous culture and wildlife. However, qualitative discussion of potential impacts
from secondary development is included in Chapter 13. We recognize the complexity of
potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on Alaska Native and other
subsistence users in the region.
DAN BARR: I believe the economic impacts can be vastly greater than is portrayed in the report. I
read from ocean news and technology from May 2012, the worldwide demand for seafood is
expected to more than double in the next 10-15 years. However the amount of seafood being
harvested from our oceans is expected to decline due to overfishing. I suggest that in ten years, the
value of this fishery could be 600 million and could be potentially $900 million.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
SHARON WILSON: The Pebble Partnership views the watershed assessment as rushed and
inadequate. Rushed because EPA has only spent 11 months on preparing the assessment. Rushed
because the first meeting was held on this 1,100 page document are being held only two short weeks
after the draft of the report was released and rushed because EPA is allowing only 60-days when the
people of Alaska are being asked to comment in the middle of summer. The current draft of the
assessment is inadequate because EPA spent only 11 months studying and area of 20,000 square
miles, while the Pebble Partnership has spent eight years studying approximately 1,500 square miles.
Inadequate because the Pebble Partnership study is almost 30,000 pages for this acreage and the EPA
study is about 1,100 and inadequate because their environmental studies were gathered and analyzed
by scientists on the ground and field research and EPA by their own admission did not spend time
analyzing the field data.
EPA Response: PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document (EBD) and the assessment
had different purposes, so it is not useful to compare the duration of the two studies.
The EBD focused on collecting and reporting environmental data, whereas the
assessment evaluates the potential impacts of mining on the region’s salmon resources.
We used existing data, including information from the EBD, because it provided a
wealth of data for the area surrounding the Pebble deposit, even though it had not been
completely peer reviewed. The only additional data we collected was interviews with
Elders.
SARA O’NEILL: Most of the information in the assessment is based on the low resolution national
wetlands inventory data, and vastly underestimates the area impacted by mining in a landscape where
I personally sank into the saturated tundra up to my thighs more times than I wish to recall. Given
their importance to fish and wildlife, more effort is essential to accurately estimate the wetland area
in the region.
EPA Response: We used the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) to identify wetland
areas potentially at risk. Despite its limitations, the NWI represents the most
widespread, publicly available dataset for characterization of wetland habitats within
this region. We recognize in the assessment that our estimates of wetland area affected
are likely underestimates.
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RICK HALFORD: The State of AK is acting like a development partner of Pebble. Whether it is
temporary water use permits, dumping directly of drilling material into the groundwater, artesian
slime running down the hill. Your watershed assessment, one area I think can be stronger is that you
underestimate the size of potential damage. You are buying the argument that there is no plan. There
is a plan, for a water rights application in 2006 where there is approximately 2.5 billion tons. It has to
be a plan, or they have to give up their water rights application, because the law requires to have the
priority date, you have to have a plan of appropriation of the water. They can’t have it both ways
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
EVERETT THOMPSON: The state seems like they give the EPA a hard time, but the state allocated a
million dollars to do this same study a few years back - an independent scientific review. Nothing
was done. In the Pebble Partnership, they talk about socio-economics and how we need this mine and
we need jobs and we need this and that. But where are we going to be in 100 years when this boom
and bust economy has wore itself out and exhausted itself out and our fisheries is to suffer. So I
would like you guys to do a 404(c) process and have a sustainable economy in this area like we have
had for thousands and thousands of years.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
SHARON THOMPSON: Even if there weren’t any accidents or catastrophic failures, common sense
and now science tells us that development and operation of a mine this big would affect our fish
populations and water quality. I am worried that even their exploratory drilling over the last few
years has degraded water quality. We drink from a well at our house, and the kids enjoy clean safe
water from the ground. I don’t believe that Pebble can guarantee that acid, metal and other
contaminants won’t be released upstream from us over the life span of that mine. They might not
even be able to detect that, which puts us all at risk. I would rather see the statue of liberty be
recycled for its copper than see the Pebble extract low grade mineral deposit here in Bristol Bay
because our thriving fishery is just as much a symbol of our liberty, giving us freedom to enjoy clean
water, a good environment and the subsist off the land. It is equally important that we defend our
national treasure. The last and greatest salmon fishery.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The final assessment references
drinking water supplies and Appendix D now includes information about local drinking
water sources.
MELANIE BROWN: As you can see, the commercial fishery in Bristol Bay, it is economic support to
my family. But more importantly, the salmon, they have provided countless meals over the years.
The salmon have been at the center of our table for generations. The salmon have indirectly fed the
mammals that are also part of our meals throughout the winter.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
OLAF HANSON: We have grandkids, we have grandparents, and we have moms, dads, uncles, aunts
that live in this community. They eat the fish, they pick the berries, they eat the berries, and they take
pictures. You eat moose, you eat caribou, this is very very important to our community. I am a
subsistence user myself and you guys to help us out would be appreciated. We are asking as one
voice, even though there are a lot of us in here, we are one voice.
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EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
JODIE McDONNELL: We make our living because the Bristol Bay fishery. We also subsistence fish
for salmon each year. Filling our freezer for the winter with salmon and our cupboards with canned
and smoked salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required
JOE KLUTSCH: There is more here involved than just the salmon fishery with all due respect. It’s an
entire ecosystem. Its birds, game, plants, it’s the cultural dimensions of this that are at stake.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and
cumulative effects on the ecosystem.
GEORGE WILSON, JR.: I feel like I need to speak on behalf of my ancestors that raised me and my
parents that we have to respect this area as planned for the water and the salmon and the birds and the
wildlife. Also, for myself now as a commercial fisherman and also for future generations. My kids, I
hope that someday they can partake of this great fishery, one of the last great salmon fisheries in the
world. There have always been jobs for the people who want to work. Even when we were not
actually employed, we have been able to live off of the salmon and the wildlife.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RICKY COOKE: We fight for water quality constantly. This is the best clean thing I’ve seen in my
whole life. You have created in the past to do this now. Use the history of mining to stop this and
save what is here.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
FRED PIKE: They have not built a containment pond that does not leach.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
GREG HARRIS: the last thing I want to see is this damn mine here. It’s a toxic waste spill waiting to
happen and people in this room are here for a reason, because they want to continue to come here and
see the sustainable and whole fishery.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MATTHEW JOHNSON: I want my children to be able to know this and I definitely don’t want the
Pebble Mine to destroy this unbelievably beautiful and natural environment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The assessment recognizes the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledges the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
LARRY VANDERLIN: I live between the Rogue and the Klamath Rivers. Those are nice rivers, but
severely degraded, and they will never recover in spite of millions of dollars that have been thrown at
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recovery of the salmon that once resided there. They are always imperiled. We understand full well
what damages are, what Pebble is proposing here is larger than anything that we know of.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CHRIS WHITE: I hope that 100 years from now in June, when my, and all of our future generations
show up here, that they are not living under a giant hammer of toxic ponds upriver from us.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RICHARD WILSON: The elders have been telling me they haven’t really had a chance to sit down
and talk about it yet. I think that out of respect for the elders and the indigenous people here and the
land holders, that just for that reason alone we should be able to go over some of this stuff so that we
could make great decisions. They feel like they are being pressured.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CAPTAIN CHARLEY GORDON: This fishery supports a variety of lifestyles. My particular one is
direct marketing of Bristol Bay wild salmon. The perception of my customers, primarily natural
foods stores and restaurants, food coops and their customers perceive the fish that come out of this
area to be absolutely the highest in the world for salmon. There is a growing demand for wild
salmon. The reasons are obvious. Nutritional. If the perception, such as in the case of the Exxon
Valdez, comes that the fish are tainted, then damage is done.
EPA Response: Perception of contamination is mentioned in Chapter 12 of the revised
assessment, but full evaluation of the perception of tainting and its relationship with the
seafood market is outside the scope of the assessment.
ANISHA ELBE: First, in the assessment you interview 53 elders and it looks like the data on
subsistence indigenous culture and impact are region wide. Shouldn’t your [inaudible]. Who
determined the list of 53 elders? How did your questions be determined? If you want these elders
testimony included to help you make a decision, then why was there only one indigenous culture
expert on your scientific peer review panel?
EPA Response: The TEK methodology is outlined in Appendix D of the assessment,
which includes the process by which the Elders and Culture Bearers were selected to be
interviewed. The peer reviewers needed to represent wide range of disciplines, and the
primary endpoint was salmon resources.
TIM COOK: This area sits in one of the most geologically active zones anywhere in North America.
The impact of a sizeable earthquake is unknown, especially when you take into consideration what
happened to Japan.
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site.
MARK CONNOR: My understanding is that this mine will require hundreds of millions of gallons of
water to transport some 200 billion tons of crushed ore 87 miles to the coast. Further, the mine will
require hundreds of millions of gallons of water from the water table for settling ponds for these
mines. I just want to state that I’m not sure if we know what our water tables are here and what they
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will be 25 years from now. Our climate is changing and the water table is changing also, so what we
change our predictions on today may not be true 25 years from now.
EPA Response: Although a full consideration of how climate change could affect
mining-related impacts is beyond the scope of the assessment, we have included
discussion of potential climate change in the region in Chapter 3 (Section 3.8), and
consideration of climate and mining interactions in Chapter 14 (Box 14-2).
DYLAN BRAUND: The subject of impacts of copper on the salmon are well documented, include, but
are not limited to the seminal effects on salmon, liver damage, retarded growth among others.
Additionally, existing water quality standards for the state of Alaska are not sufficiently protective of
salmon function. Therefore, the mine could meet water quality standards and still have a detrimental
effect on the fishery. One aspect of this issue that gets overlooked is the temporal aspect of this issue.
Mainly, how this issue will impact future generations.
EPA Response: The protectiveness of water quality standards is discussed in Chapter 8
of the revised assessment. Chapters 5 and 12 in the EPA assessment recognize the
strong relationship local communities have with the resources in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of subsistence hunting and
fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
GARY CLINE: I’m particularly worried about the 87 miles of spawning streams and gravels will
disappear. This is unacceptable. In particular, I’m worried about Chinook and Coho that reside in the
Koktuli River, which branches off the Mulchatna and Nushagak. I am also concerned about the
caribou, something that is often disregarded when speaking about this issue. We are lucky that this
resource feeds thousands of families and generates 400 or 500 million a year to the economy. This
will result in more jobs according to your assessment that the mine would create if Pebble is
development.
EPA Response: The assessment has been expanded to acknowledge a broader range of
potential salmon-mediated impacts. The scope of the assessment is focused on potential
risks to salmon from large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects
to indigenous culture and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential
direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on wildlife in the mining area and
transportation corridor.
RALPH ZIMIN: The section that almost everyone is familiar with here in Alaska is Exxon Valdez.
Again, the experts all put their minds together and said this was a safe thing. We all know what a
disaster that ended up being.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
BONNIE GESTRING: I am particularly concerned about the likelihood that the mine waste that is
generated will become a severe and lasting source of acid mine drainage to the rivers and streams
below the mine. I look at acid mine drainage as opening Pandora’s Box, because there is no fix to
acid mine drainage it becomes a matter of trying to manage it. The assessment estimates the waste
rock pile alone could generate up to 2.8 million gallons of contaminated seepage every year and
estimates the copper concentration in the seepage to be so high that the entire flow of Upper Talarik
Creek could fail to meet water
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Nondalton Public Meeting – June 7, 2012
WILL EVANOFF: I would like to say thank you for initiating this study and focusing on the part that
documents the subsistence, nutritional, social and spiritual importance of salmon to the Dena’ina
people and other native groups in the region. This information is vital to the survival of our culture
and we appreciate having our voice and perspective be heard at a local level. The survival of our
culture directly depends on the health of our land, the fish and the wildlife. No amount of money or
jobs can replace our way of life and our culture.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
JACKIE HOBSON: A lot of things depend on water, even in the water there are things that depend on
the nutrients that come from salmon. The salmon swims up the stream and they die, they go to the
bottom of the lakes and streams and then they feed other invertebrates and microorganisms that feed
fish and other stuff. As you all know, fish have been important to us all our lives. Not 4,000 lives but
a millennium. That is what we are trying to do is protect our way of life our culture and the fish for
the next generations to come. These are renewable resources that will always be around as long as we
take care of it. Another thing, these fish and animals they can’t speak for themselves and that is why
we are here. We are the caretakers of the land. Our ancestors took care of it for us and now we have
to pass it on to the next generation. What we do and how we do it will affect the next generation. We
don’t want to leave them with things that they are going to end up fighting forever. That is not the
native way.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
HARRY KASHNIKOFF: We have lived here all our lives and we don’t want to lose it. I think our
ancestors the people up there dealt with the same thing and we want our kids to live the same kind of
life we did. Fishing, hunting, drinking the water and we don’t have to worry about pollution.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
NANCY DELKITTIE: I am a Dena’ina, an Athabascan Indian. This village is my home. We are very
rich people in our culture, our resources, plants, animals and salmon. They all need clean water. That
is including us, the Dena’ina people of the land. But only because we are so blessed to have clean
water. Salmon have been a great part of our diet for generations and will be in the future. We also
have a water holiday. On this day we show respect celebration to the water. It is a day we give the
water a rest. We can’t travel on water. On that day we give thanks for water the life giving gift, not
only to the people but to the fish, plants and animals that need water. Salmon is known after 60 years
that I know of, they are still in our diet today. Salmon will be here for the next generation to come.
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Without these we cannot exist as Dena’ina people. Are village will die. People will move. Our
salmon will be no more. Our clean water will be polluted for mining.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
CLARA TREFON: There isn’t enough information on other fish in the study such as rainbow, Dolly
Varden, white fish and pike and other fish that we eat that use the mine area up there. And, migratory
birds, that is really important to us. The place where they have the Pebble site is caribou calving
ground and also used to be a spring fish site for our people. Can you look at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks information on our culture and our people the Dena’ina people on how we use the land,
where we fish, where we hunt and how we live and I don’t think there is enough information on the
culture? Because the state doesn’t recognize tribes, we have limited input on the process for the
permitting process because it is a state function. We are not recognized, so we don’t have a voice in
the state system. That should be noted in your study too. We have no recognition from the state and
limited from Pebble. It is just based on the state regulations that don’t include us. It is important to
note that.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife.
Information on Alaska Native cultures and subsistence practices was included in
Appendix D and Chapters 5 and 12 of the assessment. The US Fish and Wildlife report
(Appendix C), used as the primary resource for characterization of wildlife, includes an
extensive discussion of waterfowl and shorebirds, as well as bald eagles and land birds.
assessment text has been expanded to acknowledge a broader range of potential salmonmediated impacts.
KRISTI JEFFERIES: I am intimately connected to this region and I am concerned about our ancestral
lands. I want to make sure that my children and grandchildren will be able to use the lands abundant
resources for subsistence in the future and that they retain their culture. As a Nondalton Tribal
council member, it is my responsibility to preserve the land and water for future generations. The
land, water, fish and wildlife have allowed us to live in this area for thousands of years. This land is
our home it is the land of our ancestors. It is our right as residents of this region to protect and
preserve our traditions, culture and spirituality. I ask you to please take into consideration what is at
stake here. Not just the environment we live in but also the welfare of our people and our traditional
and cultural way of life is on the line. I know mine proponents want to delay the assessment because
it is well done and underestimates the likely impacts and is based on good science.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
AGNES PETROWSKI: As a grandmother it is my responsibility to fight for and preserve our
traditional rights for my grandchildren and future great grandchildren so they can practice
subsistence way of life for generations to come. While I applaud the assessment as a beginning, by
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all means it will not be the end, especially when the people of Newhalen continue to live off the land.
Our ancestors told us that water has sustained our way of life for thousands of years.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
COURTNEY GOMEZ: We feel very strongly that the timeline is sufficient and everyone who cares
enough to comment has taken time out of their day.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA maintained the original
comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public
and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on
the revised assessment in April 2013.
OLGA BALLUTA: I just want thank all the people who are working so hard for the water, the fish and
the plants and thinking of what our next generation is going to need.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
WILLIAM TREFON, SR.: We have been in this area for thousands and thousands of years and we
lived off the water and the water was kept clean. That is how we want the environment to keep. Our
people are an environmentally concerned people, so I just want to say that I am for clean water and
clean land. I am also for economic development where our people can go to work and have a place to
work in this live in this area. Do I see it now, there are no jobs and a lot of people are moving out to
where they can find work. So there are getting lesser and lesser people here because there is no
economic base. Subsistence wise, we subsist, but it is not subsisting anymore, it is an allocation from
the state. In the past we got what we wanted when we wanted it. Now the state tells us when the
seasons open and to get it now. Subsistence is not like it used to be. Still we depend on fish, we put
up a lot. We must keep the environment like it is.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
GLADYS EVANOFF: I have actually cried that our home might be destroyed and I want to save our
fish and wildlife. I want my grandchildren to be able to fish like I did. I want to be using my fish
camp and living off the fish and subsistence every traditional way. I’ve lived this way my whole life
and I’m 77 years old. I don’t like people being against each other over this mine. We should all live
together and love one another as neighbors. It seems like it is pulling us apart. Money should not take
people apart. We should all respect each other and allow that we are who we are. Our land and waters
are like you hear a lot of these people talk about how we live. It is still continuing today. We would
like to see that it stays protected. That it is not only going to affect the people around here. It affects
everybody from all over. If the large-scale mining goes on, it’s going to hurt us physically and
spiritually. There is going to be a lot more like now - gold mining brought prostitution and drinking
and alcohol and all that stuff. Throughout the years we have had to learn how to deal with all that
stuff. It will be harder for us and who is going to help us.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
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in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
VALERIE ENGEBRETSON: I work for Pebble. I have a big family who loves the outdoors and enjoy
their subsistence way of life. Subsistence is good, but it is not paying for my bills and does not clothe
my kids.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. No change
required.
KAREN EVANOFF: This area and our way of life is the last few of remaining cultures that rely on
salmon not only for food, but as the core of our culture and our identity. The traditional ecological
knowledge and characterization study which is this one, that documents the importance of salmon to
the people of the region, is a vital part of the overall assessment. It is vital because it portrays the
voice and the spirit of the people, and the social relationship with the fish and the wildlife, and
between people in our community and between each community. We shared with each other. That is
part of our custom. It also documents the sacredness of our area and the inner biological clock that
keeps us in tune with the land and the abundance that it provides. Right now, this clock is ticking in
each one of us as we anticipate the coming of the salmon. If we are part of the generation that has
lived here for centuries and this intimate interconnection with salmon is within all of us, no matter
how dependent we have become on the material world, or how immersed we have become on the
western society. The remaining of the study besides this one needs to incorporate the voice and the
science of the people in order to be complete. Local input into the scientific research is beneficial for
many reasons. We know the land best where the fish and wildlife are. The kinds of fish, the
movement and change of wildlife, the habitat area, reasons for decline, water quality, just to name a
few. Western science is only one part. Our ancestors knew about the minerals back in our sacred
mountains. They made a conscious choice not to talk about it openly because they knew that
outsiders would come and hardship that would cause to our land and our people. The spring season
we are in now, in our culture, is the most powerful season of the year. Everything is waking up and
coming back to life. We believe that everything on earth is alive and has a spirit. This is called
[Yup’ik word]; it means it is saying something. It is crying out in pain because of the destruction.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
CAROL LOFTFIELD: There is an inexpressible beauty here. A beauty that is part of a profound
relationship. The black bear, the brown bear, the red berries, the aqua water, the powder blue sky.
These are the colors of my home. The colors of this land. This is the beauty. But the beauty, its color,
its motion and meaning is much more. To wax poetic, it is a great flowing design, with creatures’
lives and habits all interwoven. The black bear munches on red berries, and then drops the plants tiny
seeds on trails far and wide. The tiny seeds take root and start anew. Both mundane and marvelous, it
is all in concert. Every life form singing its part in this great song of beauty and interdependence.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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CHRISTOPHER GAY: The rivers are sensitive and touchy to the salmon migration. The change of
the smell from a small project like this should be considered in the fact of how large that is going to
be. It is going to have such a major impact for generations. Our children are not going to have
anything left when it is all done.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CLYDE TREFON: My family does subsistence. We like our fish. But still, nobody is going to give
my boys jobs. Nobody is going to pay my bills. I’m not for or against. I want clean water, but we
need jobs around here. Who is going to pay for my bills?
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CHARLOTTE BALLUTA: my mother was a chief’s daughter and this is what she taught me. To
respect the fish. I would like to thank the EPA for doing this assessment, because what you are doing
is very important to me, our people and our future generations. We have to protect our culture, our
environment from the proposed Pebble Mine. It would threaten our culture, water, fish and
everything we value. The fish are very important to us. The first fish that comes in, we give it to the
elders. Everyone comes together and we share the fish. To respect the first fish of the season we eat
and when we are done we take the bones and put it back in the water. That is thanking the fish for
giving its life to us. I’m a grandmother of three and I want to pass this tradition on to my
grandchildren as my mother taught me. So that in my future, my grandchildren will be able to eat
fish, because it is a most healthy food. I’m proud to say that our water is the most pure, clean, healthy
water.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
DONNE FLEAGLE: I am wondering if it is possible in the world that we live in now to do a
comparison. If it is in the continental US or in south America, or someplace where there is a small
isolated culture that has experienced mining and we can look at the benefits and also the adverse
impacts. Just to get an idea.
EPA Response: We have added information on effects of resource extraction industries
on Alaska Native cultures to Chapter 12 of the revised assessment.
CAROL ANN WOODY: I think your assessment of the potential impacts of mineral development to
fisheries resources actually is very conservative, almost too conservative. The reason I think this is
that you assume that the Pebble prospect would only develop 6.5 tons of their 10.8 billion ton
estimated resource. Because all estimates of the mineral wealth, jobs and benefits from that particular
resource are based on full exploitation of the 10.8 billion tons. The watershed assessment should
consider impacts of expansion to the 10.8 billion ton Pebble Mine scenario. Mines will generally
expand and expand as long as they are economically viable, as do the impacts. One thing that I didn’t
see in the assessment is that waters in the region are very low hardness. They cannot inputs of acid.
Pebble Limited Partnership’s own data indicate that it will be an acid generating mine. The majority
of the ore in there is acid generating. Because the waters have very low hardness and very low
dissolved organic carbon, and I studied this, which means there is high potential for rapid impacts. It
will start with the algae and then the invertebrates, then the fish and it is something that is very
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important to consider. The information on wetlands in the region is not well characterized. I’ve spent
a lot of time on the ground at Pebble, the Koktuli and Talarik, and it is very very wet. I think it is
even wetter than has been characterized and the impacts will be much greater than have been
characterized. As most of you know, of all of the fish bearing streams in Alaska, fewer than half of
our streams have ever been surveyed. Many streams in the region have never been surveyed and
looked at. Just a few years ago I went out and we added 105 miles of anadromous waters that no one
had ever identified, including streams on top of the Pebble deposit. In the cumulative impacts section
of your assessment, it indicates about 200 miles of streams or rivers could be blocked or destroyed
Over 20 hundred acres could be converted to toxic waste dumps, which would require constant
vigilance and maintenance into the future, possibly forever. I think it would be good to add to the
cumulative effects section, a comprehensive table that adds to 10.8 billion scenario of development
for Pebble along with the Groundhog scenario and three others, I can’t remember the names right
now. But I think that putting a table together so that people could see how many lost streams, how
many blocked streams, how many areas of wetlands or estimated areas would be covered, all the way
to the scenario, because frankly I think that if the Pebble Mine has 10.8 billion tons and they have
potentially more based on new maps that they have, then they will develop all of it. I think it is only
fair to the people who live here that they have a good idea of what they may lose. Despite some of
the underestimates of likely impacts to fisheries, I think the watershed assessment and also the
preponderance of scientific evidence on mining, indicated that Bristol Bay fisheries would be
irreparably harmed by large-scale mining due to how large the mines are; the type, because copper
sulfide mines can create acid and copper is the most toxic to aquatic life. Also, where it is located in
the headwaters, in a very wet region down the Talarik into Lake Iliamna, which is the world’s largest
sockeye salmon rearing lake, where hundreds of millions to even billions of sockeye salmon rear 1-2
years before they go to sea. If there were to be an impact in Iliamna, it would destroy the Kvichak
run. In the Nushagak run, impacts there as you have indicated, it would harm not just the Chinook,
but many of the other species.
EPA Response: A mine is likely to expand to take advantage of the resources available,
but to avoid overstating potential adverse effects we used the largest scenario described
in Ghaffari et al. (2011). No change required. Both the draft and revised assessments
corrected the copper effects levels for the effects of water chemistry using the biotic
ligand model.
TINA ANDERSON: BBNC, Nunamta and Trout Unlimited and people who live in Dillingham, EPA
can impose it on their lands. All these organizations do not speak for us. Dillingham, Nondalton and
all the special interest groups are going to create cultural and economic genocide for us. We do not
live on subsistence, we need an economy.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. No change
required. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under
the Clean Water Act.
HEATHER NUDLASH: As far back as I can remember we always had fish. My earliest memory as a
child is down here in a fish camp. Playing in the water and helping my great grandmother and the
rest of my family put up fish. Salmon is a renewable sustainable resource that will last forever if we
take care of it, versus a mine that will last a few decades and leave toxic waste forever. Don’t ruin it
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for short term gain. Salmon is about 75% of my food. I look forward to putting up subsistence every
year. I hope that my son is able to enjoy the way of life, putting up salmon, doing the whole
subsistence thing, and taking care of the land. I hope that he can enjoy clean water the rest of his life,
along with my grandkids, his grandkids. Salmon is a super food. Clean water is always good to have.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JUNE TRACEY: All of my chadas and chidas have brought us from generation to generation on how
to survive, how to live off the land, how to do things in the area. Every season has something to do
with survival. I am proud of who I am, I am proud to say I am from here, and this is something that
everybody has been talking about. This is our land. This is our life. This is thing here has been going
on for the last eight years. The people come here and they interview. They want to know how we
live. They want to know how we talk and they want to know how we think. But it is up to us as
people who live here year round to make this decision. At first I thought, they say, we are poor, but I
don’t think there is such a thing in our Dena’ina ways as poor. We are rich in every which way that
you could think of. We don’t worry about homelessness. We don’t worry about somebody who don’t
have a home. We don’t worry about starvation. This is something that this land gave us. This is our
supermarket.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
HEIDI KRITZ: Growing up in a traditional family, I was taught how to tell the difference in fish at a
very young age and how to process them. My sister and I started with trout, like my grandma says, as
you got older you graduated to better eating fish like reds, and more recently kings. If this mine goes
through, we would be devastated, because it runs the risk of destroying the most important part of our
culture and our livelihood. Destroying the land we come from won’t only affect my generation, it
will affect many generations that come after mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JASMINE KRITZ: The fish has been a very big part of my life. At a young age, I was taught by my
grandparents how to split fish and the process of drying fish. Unfortunately, if the Pebble Mine is
approved and carried through with, I will no longer be able to continue to split or put away fish, let
alone teach my own children or grandchildren one day. Because, no matter how safe they say Pebble
Mine could be, there is always the possibility of an earthquake or any other kind of natural disaster
that can cause a leak from the waste made from the mine and there is no way to protect the rivers. I
am afraid that my generation could be the last to see the beautiful fish that our Bristol Bay has
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MELISSA BLAIR: We encourage you to use the Clean Water Act to protect Bristol Bay. This fight
has gone on long enough and it is time for people to have a chance to begin to heal. While the
watershed assessment does examine the possibility of not just one massive mine, but a massive
mining district being built right alongside Lake Clark National Park, we don’t think it goes quite far
enough to understand risks that a massive mining district would pose to the National Park, especially
the mining plans that are in the headwaters of the Susitna River, a freshwater tributary of the Clark.
You would think that living downstream from of a 4 million acre national park, especially one of the
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best and vast in the country would guarantee that you would have clean water and a clean
environment to sustain you for generations. Unfortunately, as you have heard today and you have
heard throughout the bay, that is just not the case with what looms just over these hills.
EPA Response: EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority
under the Clean Water Act.
RICK RAU: There are citations that need to be annotated a lot more thoroughly. I don’t see a correct
reference to anything that is cited in there and realize that it is draft and you say do not quote or cite
anything from that source, but in my professional opinion the writing needs to be absolutely detailed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Specific suggestions for additional citations or details
that should be included or revised are not provided, so a more detailed response is not
possible.
LUTHER HOBSON, JR.: I want to thank the EPA for coming here and listening to everybody who
has something to say. There are so many people that eat from Bristol Bay all over the world and they
pay cash money to eat all the different kind of food that comes from Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
TIEL SMITH: We celebrate that and have done a tremendous assessment of our oil and gas
opportunity and our hard rock mineral potential over the past forty years. But as you can see, if you
look carefully in our region, there is not a development that we have found and we have spent
thousands and millions of dollars looking for something to develop. We have never overlooked the
fact that salmon and game have been so much as priority in our region. We recognize that. Especially
in light of Pebble project being looked at so closely. We not only know about that, we have studied it
and we know about many other prospects and exploration targets in the region, none of which today
make any sense to develop, based on the necessity to look for increased protections to the fish and
game. I would conclude this thought by saying; this is significant, because we own the most land in
the region as a private landowner, 3 million acres.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RUSSELL NELSON: When you look at the Pebble seismic data in that big pile of paper that they sent
out, they put in about seven pages of seismic data and two of them they copied from someone else.
They make this assumption that the Lake Clark fault comes straight down the lake, which aims at
Pebble and all of the other faults just keep on going although they know there are fault lines that run
right through Pebble, and in their data they make the assumption that the fault line goes either to the
right or to the left very quickly and that it goes around Pebble. I don’t see how they can come to that
conclusion making an assumption like that. So that kind of data needs to be added.
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site. No change
required.
KIM WILLIAMS: While AK regulators have permitted industrial scale exploration, they have never
asked the public to comment on whether the state should permit in the headwaters of the world’s
premier sockeye salmon fishery, nor have they asked the tribal governments who the federal
government recognizes. Nor have they asked the indigenous people who are Yup’ik and Dena’ina,
who are real people with an intact and thriving sustainable salmon based culture. I thank EPA for
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sitting down with my tribe in government to government consultation. It is too bad that the state of
AK can’t do the same. The state attorney general Geraghty complains that 60 days is inadequate. He
had the audacity to ask for four months for the public and state to address the technical and legal
merits of this assessment. For the last 24 years, the mining companies have been exploring for copper
and gold on state lands in the headwaters of Bristol Bay, hoping to develop the largest mine of its
type in North America. They have drilled 1200 bore holes, some more than a mile deep and used
fragile tundra and wetlands as their waste dump; criss-crossed subsistence areas with tens of
thousands of helicopter flights. Removed millions of gallons of water from streams and ponds that
support spawning salmon and other freshwater fishes. They have done all that with the states
permission. Without public notice, without inviting public comment and without public hearings.
Thank you for gathering the science and a potential mining scenario to address the potential impacts
that a large scale mine will do to our salmon streams and the impact it will have on us as a people.
We are represented by trustees for AK, and we went to court seeking an adequate opportunity to
address the technical and legal merits of the state exploration permit. The issue is on appeal to the
Alaska Supreme Court and the state adamantly insists that the public has no right to even know about
such permits in advance, let alone comment on them. The state systematically avoids any public
notice and any hearing before it grants mining exploration and water permits. Do they give 60 days?
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for
the draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input,
EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
PETER ANDREW: Yesterday, June 6 was a pretty important day that not everybody recognizes.
Yesterday, 100 years ago, my father was awakened by mother. This was 1912. Katmai had just
blown off. It was dark for three or four days. He said it was something that he would never, ever
forget. I ask you guys to take another look at the seismic and volcanic activity which is fairly close to
this particular project. I’d also like to remind you that the BBNC had not taken a position on Pebble
or large scale mining lightly. We studied it for a few years. We agonized over it. With the support of
our people, we feel very very, very, confident that a major part of our people want us to take this
position and we did. So we are asking EPA along with the BBNC, which in March passed a
unanimous resolution asking EPA to come in and do the assessment and get it done. We will be
asking again to use section 404(c).
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site. Recent
volcanic activity has not been identified in the Pebble deposit area. EPA has not made a
final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.

New Stuyahok Public Meeting – June 7, 2012
DENNIS ANDREWS: This country is our dinner table. We have been surviving from way back, from
early 1900’s, from our old fishermen from sailboat days, all the way back. Our same fish still come
back to these waters. To top it off, this salmon here, all the five species here, feeds the ocean also, not
just the rivers. There are 40 million salmon. …not just fish we are talking about our caribou and our
moose, our ptarmigan, our berry picking. As we speak today, herring season has gone by. Bird
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season. They have been gathering eggs and stuff and now we are waiting on the kings to show up to
survive through the winter.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MARY HANSON [presented in Yup’ik]: She recounts many years ago living above the Mulchatna.
She recounts moving around to many places like the Swan River area. They lived off the land and
they ate everything from it, and they used water. They gathered wild ferns, sour duck, wild celery
and when berries were in season, they berries that were first harvested were the blueberries, followed
by the black and red berries. They harvested in the springtime, April, they harvested ducks and
woodland birds, geese. And in the spring time, before they migrated, upriver, they gathered pikes
from creeks and streams and they also gathered whitefish and these were prepared, dried. They also
gathered beaver and ground squirrels and she said we are here because our land and water were so
pure. When my six children were young, we used to go to Lewis Point and there I subsisted salmon.
Back then the pay was very little, but her Dad got basic necessities such as flour, sugar, coffee and
tea. She mentioned also that the reason they are here today is because they lived off the land and
today her children and grandchildren still live off the land.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
NATASHIA NEKETA: She worked very hard and worked hard on salmon. All of Stuyahok know,
most of Koliganek and Ekwok know of this strong woman. She could run skiffs, we call boats with
motors skiffs. She could go anywhere and gather wood. She put up fish and even went back and forth
to Lewis Point with her family. She did that because she worked on salmon, she subsisted and she
commercial fished. After commercial fishing was over there would still be fish she would return back
to the fish campgrounds and quickly work to subsistence fish. She would fillet them, hang them, the
works. She has a very heavy heart for our future on account of Pebble Mine, because she doesn’t
want Pebble Mine to go through. Many of us who work on salmon, we work really hard to keep our
way of life. If Pebble goes through, we will have no fish to keep us alive. Most of us are alive
because our salmon kept us alive. We didn’t have jobs many years ago, but we were rich if we had
fish. We ice fished too.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
GUST BUNKA: As long as I could remember, my parents relied on fish. My kids are adults now;
they work on fish, salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MASSA GUMLICKPUCK: As long as I could remember we ate fish as children. I lived here and
when there was no school, we would migrate upriver and above the Mulchatna in search of food. Our
salmon made us who we are now. …we used to transport to Lewis Point. We would put up salmon
there… …we would put up dried pike, beaver, dried moose meat. My husband gathered from the
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land on foot. He was a fisherman back then and he commercial fished. Today, because my children
watched me put up fish they follow our footsteps.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
NICK WYAGON: We are in perilous times in regard to the Pebble Mine. What our ancestors talked
about is here. Greed. Those people talked about how we will have to pay for our water. It’s here.
Water is so important - we dig wells now for water. Me and my family spent many years putting up
fish, salmon. I was a sailboat fisherman. My wife was a subsistence person. We survived on salmon.
I was born in Nunamchuck [?] in 1923 and I was raised there. We used to relocate up the main river
or anywhere above Mulchatna. I have a cabin up at the Mulchatna. It is used by my sons and greatgrandsons when they gather fish and game. My ancestors had full access to all of Alaska. We lived,
gathered and survived on this land, even to this day.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
NATALIA WASSILLIEY: That is why I am sitting here now, to keep our lands and rivers the way that
God gave them to us. The way they have been for generation to generation so that we could do our
subsistence way of life. Berry picking, moose and caribou hunting, mostly fishing. Right now we are
getting excited for the kings to come up our river. For everyone works together cutting fish. To dry,
salt or vacuum pack for the winter. We do not waste anything, because we fish. Around here it is
gold, gold to us which we treasure. When we fill our dry rack, we go walking and help one another.
If Pebble Mine goes through, we might as well kiss our subsistence way of life away. Even though
they say nothing will affect our land or water, it will. Drainage will go to our water, which comes
down the Mulchatna. Fish and the wildlife drink water and use water. Like right now. It’s been
raining for two days and the river has gone up. Our creeks will overflow. Nobody can say fish don’t
go to this or that river. It can’t be stopped it can’t be fixed. If the Pebble Mine goes through and the
drainage goes down to our water, nothing will stop it. It will go all over. In the future I hate to see a
big ugly empty pit, which they leave once they take out the entire gold etc. Since it’s not their land,
they don’t care how they leave it, because they are not from the surrounding area.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
SACALLY WONHOLA: Back in 1963 he went over to Newhalen, There were caribou and moose in
abundance in that area. Now lately, there isn’t any more moose to be seen in that area. He mentioned
that we had five Russian guests who came down, and the salmon runs that they had and the bears that
they had back in their day were was mining projects going on in Russia. But since they started
development in that area, they no longer see salmon or bears. He also mentioned that our youth today
are brought up in the technological world. They are taught the subsistence way of life, but today,
most them o longer speak the Yup’ik language, and we should return to that.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
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TIMOTHY WONHOLA: One thing we really want is well being of our families and well being of our
surroundings and well being of our nature that we walk in for many years. We have kept it clean
from our parents that gave it to us and thought about it. We learned from our parents how to take care
of things and they in turn take care of us. We need to do that to the younger generations yet to come.
I cherish the water so much. Because once the mine goes through there will be so much banging of
the dynamite that is blasting and for what 100 years. And if those things happen there will be nothing
around the mining areas. Zero. The subsistence way of life that I cherish so much would be gone. For
the younger generations yet to come we need to have that in place. the Nushagak and the Kvichak
and it would be so ugly to see that big mountains of tailings go, because the others used to tell me,
one of these days this river will turn red and I know what red is - it is the orange color of tailings.
That is what they used to speak about the elders. Even in our church systems, our religion, water is
blessed everywhere. We need clean water.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JASMINE KRITZ: The fish has been a very big part of my life. At a very young age I was taught by
my grandparents how to split fish and the process of drying fish. Unfortunately, if the Pebble Mine is
approved and carried through with, I will no longer be able to continue to split or put away fish, let
alone teach my own children or grandchildren one day.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
HEIDI KRITZ: Growing up in a traditional family, I was taught how to tell the difference in fish and
how to process them properly. My sister and I started with trout and as my grandmother said, as you
got older, you graduated to better eating fish like reds and more recently kings. If this mine goes
through our people would be devastated, because it runs the risk of destroying the most important
part of our culture and our livelihood. Destroying the land we come from won’t just affect my
generation, it will affect many generations that come after mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
KIM WILLIAMS: [During 24 years of Pebble exploration] they have never asked the public to
comment on whether the state should permit in the headwaters of the world’s premier sockeye
salmon fishery, nor have they asked the tribal governments who the federal government recognizes.
Nor have they asked the indigenous people who are Yup’ik and Dena’ina, who are real people with
an intact and thriving salmon based culture,
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
LUKI AKELKOK: In the olden days, the old people used to say [speaks in Yup’ik]. They talk about
the salmon and it’s already declining in the water of the Koktuli River. I’ve been travelling around up
there a lot. It has been declining slowly. When I started there used to be so much sockeye and king
salmon up there. I have a cabin up there where they spawn. You could hear the fish splish splashing
all night. Now you can’t even hear them anymore. Getting dropped off at Frying Pan Lake. It’s
changing. There are no more trout and no more kings and you look up there and there is no more
testing of salmon. No more of those fish around where they used to be. You don’t see so much bears
anymore fishing at the river there. When there used to be a lot of fish the beach used to be just lay
down with fish and you would see nine or 10 bears up there fishing. Now it is just going away. They
call that the place that was a calving area for the caribou. Now I never see a caribou up there in the
last four or five years. Our land is our food. I heard some of the elders were talking way back. They
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used to fish salmon and the salmon weren’t worth much. $100 would buy a whole worth of grubstake
but now days it don’t. If the mine ever goes through, how are the people going to survive in the
winter? Everybody stock up with salmon and moose and freshwater fish. Freshwater fish was never
talked about much. They get the those fish, the white fish, and they put them in a cave and get them
soft and it gets soft and sour like Tillamook cheese and then they are delicious to eat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RICHARD KING: We should do a 404(c) now and I read your assessment and I have a couple of
quick points. On the water reserves for what the mine takes out - and puts back in there - that is not
enough for us to navigate the river. On low water years we won’t be able to traverse our boats across
the sandbars because it’s only ankle deep. One other thing I notice is that you don’t declare king
salmon as an endangered species. They are the rarest of all salmon. In your own comments, you
stated that 30% of them would be affected. Well a lot of them go up into the Koktuli and they spawn
there. To lose that species even more would be a bad thing.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act. We recognize
the importance of king salmon to people in the Nushagak River watershed, as reflected
in tribal consultations.
BRYCE EDGMON: I would argue that if you came out to get local testimony that you couldn’t have
come out at a better time, because you got everybody before both commercial and subsistence fishery
season starts and this is the ideal time to get the testimony. If the Pebble Partnership gets to the
permitting stage this fall, we want this assessment done to have the ability to have your agency and
all of its resources, technical and otherwise, to have had that broad brush look at the whole area, and
to look at it, not only from a cumulative risk standpoint, but also from the ecological value. What is
the value of this region, and how does it tie in on this perhaps small footprint that could have
devastating impacts all over the entire area if it is allowed to go forward and there is some kind of
catastrophe.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JIMMY HURLEY: I own land (listed several places) and also up close to mines. My concern is that
when you implement something, you have to look at the land adjacent to it in this assessment. I have
land that is going to be valuable that I will pass on to my kids.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA assessed the risks of mining
beyond the potential mine site.
NORM ANDERSON: All of these people who do come in [to work on the mine] are going to be
wanted to be subsistence or commercial hunters, and that will impact us as the competition for moose
and caribou and fish increases. Everyone wants to come to Bristol Bay and the draw for those who
don’t come out here to make it their mainstay, do so for commercial or support reasons. We are home
to some of the largest animals and their numbers are significant, because we as native people were
only taught to take what we need, as we live a subsistence lifestyle. It is crucial; it is the way we were
taught. The reason we have plenty of lean water and berries and stuff is because we gingerly and
carefully live in harmony with the land and only take what we need. We don’t destroy the land where
we get our berries, because we know that is where the animals feed. We can go back to the traditional
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places and hunt culturally for what we see around us. The abundance of food we shared today was
what we referred to as our country food. It is a main part of our lives.
EPA Response: Chapter 13 of the revised assessment mentions the potential for
increased pressure on subsistence fishing and hunting.
JOE CHYTHLOOK: I want to say that ever since I was 2-3 years old I was scared of white people.
It’s nothing new. Anyway, we have a right to be afraid of what is happening, because we live in this
land. Any risks to our livelihood, our lifestyle and our subsistence foods, our commercial fishing
foods and all of our other foods that these people have shared with you today are all part of our
culture. This river here is the main producer of king salmon in Bristol Bay. If anything were to
happen up in the headwaters to destroy that, a major subsistence food that we all love up and down
river, even from Aleknagik where I am a tribal member, would be lost. This is a concern that we all
share.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
FATHER WALLY GUST: Should this mine goes through, the water that we drink when we go out
hunting and ice fishing we will not be able to dip into the water and to drink it. We live a simple
lifestyle. We drink the waters of the river. Think what it would look like if the tailings were to go
into the river. This (bottle) is what we would be drinking out of. The money that we get from wages
or from other means will be spent on water containers. We will be drinking water out of plastic. I
have notes here from 2007 from some of the youth that you see here. These are notes that they had
written to the state of AK. You heard Kim say and I will say again, the state is not listening, so EPA I
am going to ready briefly if I can go through these quickly and if I can’t I will let you know. Dear
representatives, I am in second grade. I want our land left alone. “Dear state representatives, don’t
hurt our animals and our fish and our land. Don’t run our waters because we want to drink our water
and we want animals to eat. Hi. My name is Malia (?) and we live in New Stuyahok. We don’t want
the state to let the Pebble Mine come here at New Stu, because we could eat and because we cook all
of our stuff and have water and just get big if we have water from the river. I am a student at New
Stuyahok; I know you want the mine to go through because of the money. Dear State
Representatives, Please don’t ruin our water and our animals. We could swim in the water we could
dive in the water. Please don’t ruin our fish and our land. Even the moose and the animals. Please
don’t ruin our land. We want to go hunting for moose and so I can have some fish. I get emotional.
These are from kids from five years ago and the reason that I bring this up is because the state is not
listening to us. As a government to government relationship here, I ask that EPA exercise their
authority to use their veto power so that we can put a halt to what is happening in our backyards. I
will read one more here. Dear State, Why do you want to ruin our land in Alaska? If you ruin our
land, we won’t have any animals in Alaska. We will miss our fish and I will miss ice fishing and
hunting. We won’t be able to make animals. We live in New Stuyahok in Alaska. Why do you want
to have the mine to come to Alaska and have money? I will miss picking berries in Alaska.” These
are testimonies from our kids back then.
EPA Response: Comment noted, no change required. The assessment estimates risks to
water quality, focusing on salmon, which are more sensitive than humans to the
pollutants associated with copper mining. EPA acknowledges our government-togovernment relationship with the tribes and takes our trust responsibility seriously.
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EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the
Clean Water Act.
ANNIE FRITZE: I am a small business owner, relying on the beaver, river otter and other fur bearing
animals to help sustain my skin sewing business. I am also a lifelong subsistence user and a mother
of three children and four grandchildren who are here today with me, who enjoy our salmon, moose,
caribou and other animals and plants. Since time immemorial, this magnificent and mostly untouched
region has been home to many of its indigenous peoples residing along the streams and rivers for
centuries and even the millennia. They follow the traditional way of life in subsisting off the land and
mostly it’s valuable natural resource, its salmon. Each year more than one million salmon return to
the rivers and streams, where the salmon hatch and spawn for the next cycle of life. So long as the
salmon return to the Nushagak River to nourish its land and water and its people, all other animals
will find haven and sustenance here too. The spawning and dying salmon help create the soils for
berries, plants, grasses, shrubs and trees to take root and complete the miraculous circle of life. Water
is very very important to us. Without clean water, life would not live. Of concern, is the development
of one of the world’s largest open pit mines located near Iliamna and Lake Clark. This mine will lay
on the headwaters of the Koktuli River, which flows into the Mulchatna, which flows into this
beautiful Nushagak River, which then flows out to the Bristol Bay. Land and water have always been
central to the lives of the people, providing a life of subsistence, opportunities and largely
responsibility. Everything it boils down to is that this water is important to us. We go up every year
and we go caribou hunting, me and my cousins. We don’t take water with us because we know we
can drink right out of the river. We go up the Mulchatna. Since we were 14 we have been travelling
like this. We don’t need to bring water with us. We could get it straight out of the ground as long as
there is not beaver. Water is so important. It makes our fish and our food.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RANDALL HASTINGS: Since I have lived here, 32 plus years, travelling up and down the river, I
have noticed that ever since the mine started doing exploration up in the Koktuli, the fish and game
have been depleting more and more every year. So there has been some point of effect from
exploration. It tells me that if the mine goes through it is going to kill everything. It will be
devastating. Most everybody in this community and everyone I know who lives in rural areas live off
the land as I do. Fish and game, berries and vegetation is our main staples of food.
EPA Response: Current exploration activities are outside the scope of the assessment,
although they are mentioned briefly in Box 2-2 of the final assessment.
ANUSKA AYALUK: That way of my life. I like to eat native foods. I grew up like this when I was a
little girl. I did not want to hear about any more copper mine. I am really against the copper mine. I
think about more fish and animals that are all over. We used to help our elders many years ago until I
grow up. Sometime, we think about having our fresh, clear water. That is our way of life and it is lost
in a dark cloud. Please try to keep the clear water here in New Stuyahok
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
EVAN WONHOLA: One of the deceased elders said - and it finally came to me after he was gone that he used to say this is in Yup’ik [speaks in Yup’ik]. Our land here, even though there is a lot of
money there is no value to the land [Yup’ik]. There is no comparison to money. This land is
precious. We were on our way to Lewis Point, I love to go there every year and bring my family. The
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grandkids that I have are looking forward to splitting fish, looking forward to packing fish. We do
our subsistence way of life down there. I feel that if the mine went through, this village [New
Stuyahok] will be one of the first ones to be affected. It is only 15 air miles from here to the mine.
That is of concern for this community. Greg Moxie - now deceased - his very words before he got
deceased - God’s country up there. Around here is trash. Up there is God’s country there is wildlife
abundant. A lot of caribou, moose and spawning areas.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
SALLY GUMLICKPUCK: I am testifying for my grandson who lives in the city of Anchorage, but
just lives his subsistence food. As soon as he came, he was eating fish in seal oil, and seagull eggs
and (?) strips. We have practiced our subsistence ways for generations and want to continue doing
that for the next seven generations to come. To keep on doing that, we rely on the clean water and the
environment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
WASSILLIE ANDREWS: I am a born and raised fisher and hunter and commercial fisherman like my
dad was. He was my first teacher in subsistence and commercial fishing. I and my members here in
New Stuyahok are very concerned about preserving our traditional and cultural lifestyle. We enjoy
using this lifestyle that goes back thousands of years. Hunting for moose and caribou just to name a
few. Fish for king salmon and to make trips to hang, smoke and salt fish to be used for cold winter
months. Gathering spring plants and also berries. I still use my teachings about this lifestyle
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
SARAH McCARR: The Pebble Partnership views the watershed assessment as rushed and inadequate.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PETER CHRISTOPHER: I have done summer research of the little fry’s that come to the mouth of
the Koktuli and Stuyahok and Old Man River. The science group from Fairbanks out of the
university were able to catch silver salmon, red salmon and king salmon fry’s. The little salmon that
hatch up there. They stay up in those rivers for three seasons, three years. On the third year at the
breakup, these young salmon go out with the ice. On this trip with the scientists it was successful and
they applauded me for showing them where to do the samples and where the little fish are. It is not
only that, as an elder said earlier, our Mulchatna caribou herd has moved away from the Pebble
exploration because of the noise factor. It was already stated during the report that the cause of the
herd moving away was because of the noise. We are the true people of Alaska who live here. We
haven’t moved. Bishop Gregory said we had the best resources on this river. You didn’t need to go to
the store to buy meat and fish. We have it here. That is what we want to protect and preserve.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PETER GUMLICKPUCK: Glance outside and see how beautiful it is. A renewable resource that goes
every year and with this mining that is coming up, will you see that if you come back in ten years?
Will you see the renewable resource out there, that girl? We have heard about water, about how
precious it is. Anybody that doesn’t drink water will die. Our plants will die. Our animals will die.
Our little fish that depend on little bugs will die. They call it a hard name that I can’t pronounce they are microinvertebrates. When they die, our little fish will die. When it is developed you hear
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about hydrology. These microinvertebrates live there and our salmon depend on them. If the mining
goes through, we will have nothing. Little bugs that I study all the time, when I sample and check the
creek, will be no more. I fear for my little grandchildren that are growing up.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MOXIE ANDREW, JR.: Our lifestyle it maybe subsistence, commercial or sport fisherman, but in the
long term it’s beneficial rather than the short term profit interest of a big company which profit won’t
come to Alaska it will go to foreign companies. Before, our ancestors, they were somewhat nomadic,
they moved up the Mulchatna and here and there. One of the reasons they moved to this location was
flooding up in the upper Mulchatna and Koktuli. There is a lot of precipitation and a lot of snow in
winters. One of the reasons the elders picked this area is because it was rich environment. There are
trees, willows, big game, small game. Salmon is the main source it’s why we have such a rich
environment. On your assessment one thing I saw that was lacking is about whitefish. When there are
low numbers in salmon, the people eat a lot of whitefish. It is sometimes called humpback. We get
those during the spring. They are a migrating fish, maybe freshwater, there are little studies. Some
people say they are more sensitive than the salmon when they run up their streams to go spawning.
This is by word of mouth. Also, I barter and trade with people who live on the coast for seal oil and
herring, clams. People mention caribou, and my concern is migration in calving grounds of the
caribou in this area. In this area there are five areas where they have caribou. They are S Peninsula, N
Peninsula, Mulchatna, Nushagak and there is one more. There is also one more herd in the Naknek
area. The calving grounds are in the upper Mulchatna and the small groups that calve in the Koktuli
area, and they are not very far from the mine site. My concern is with calving, because in the 1980’s
the population was 18,000. In the 1990’s it went up to 200,000, and now in 2008, the last time I
looked, they are down to 30,000.
EPA Response: Information on whitefish is included in Appendix B. The assessment
itself focuses primarily on Pacific salmon, rainbow trout, and Dolly Varden, in part
because distribution data for other species are lacking. However, information was
added to Chapter 5 of the revised assessment to indicate reliance on non-salmon fish,
including whitefish. We acknowledge that potential effects from loss of salmon would
extend well beyond these two watersheds, however the discussion of the barter and
trade network is outside the scope of this assessment.
RACHEL PANIMARIOFF: Every year, my family, my daughters, we get excited to move to fish
camp. My whole life, ever since I was a baby, I go. There we are taught our family values through
our tradition of cutting fish, and just being there at fish camp. My two older girls, one is 14, the other
is 10, already know how to split fish. I do expect my 8 and 4 year old to do as well. Even though my
family and I will leave for the school year, we will come back home for the summers more excited
than ever to go to fish camp.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
LUCY A. WEEDMAN: I am an avid subsistence user of the Nushagak River, the fish that it provides
and all the other animals that we subsist for here. Our lifestyle, especially today with our economy,
everything is getting higher and more expensive. I know we pay for our food that we pay for triples
all the time year after year. My family, as well as other families, depends on this watershed. Our
watershed is pure and pristine and it holds all five species of the salmon we subsist for. It sustained
my family as well as other families year round. I want to point out that not only does the salmon rely
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on the watershed, the other animals that we subsist for; moose, caribou and other wildlife we gather
is in jeopardy of becoming extinct with the Pebble Mine coming through. We, the indigenous people
of this river here will also be jeopardized. Our lifestyle, our way of life, and it won’t be no more. I’d
also like to reflect today on Luki Akelkok’s testimony. He said that the exploration that is going on
right now and he mentioned that the other animals out there. My husband and family, we use the
upper Mulchatna to hunt. I’d like to reconfirm that the animals and fish that used to be up there are
already disappearing. Every bend of that river we used to come across some form of game up there.
Now there is nothing.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
GREGORY CHUNAK: I used to see all kinds of fish. Rainbows, sockeyes, any kind of fish because I
have the cabin, way up the Mulchatna below Luki’s cabin. I used to see all kind of game. Any kind
of animal. Now they are getting lesser and less. Hardly any, maybe come from after that big quake.
It’s really changed. Before that earthquake there used to be lots. Then we start watching before. If the
mine goes through, everything is going to be gone. I used to work with Pebble looking for oil. I used
to work down the coast looking for oil. They use water from the lakes. They do the same thing with
these mines they will use even more. Pebble will use lots of water. It is no good. If it is bad. We have
lots of little creeks up there.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
GUST CHOKNAK: He is a tribal elder. He told the translator that where the Pebble Mine is located is
where the caribou migrated. Now that isn’t happening. The water will be contaminated. We all live
on water, beaver, muskrats and many other animals rely on this fresh water. He noticed now days he is a moose hunter too - moose liver getting holes. Some of these he is bringing up because it might
be the exploration. In the past he didn’t see this. In the many years the exploration has been going on,
he wonders if it is affecting the moose from the Mulchatna area. We speak to preserve what we have
for our children and future generations. Gold comes and goes and that is it. Salmon comes every
year. If mining happens it will be like the gold and it will come and go forever.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
OKALENA ANDREW: I don’t want our land spoiled by machines. When I die I want our ways to
continue. My husband was a reindeer herdsman. He roamed free all over this area, because he took
care of reindeer.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MARGIE HASTINGS: We respect our land, water and people. We take only what we need.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
THOMAS WEEDMAN: I am a subsistence user pretty much since the day I was born. This goes
beyond my time. I can relate to my grandmother who passed on at least ten years ago. It was believed
that she was 105 and I can relate to the lifestyle she had. I think she was a reindeer herder like some
of these elders were saying. I can only imagine how did our elders live so long, so long that they live
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up to 80 to 100 years. It is very obvious that they were drinking pristine water and the lifestyle of
food. Those fish and habitat were untouched by mankind.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
FATHER ALEXIE ASKOAK: I am the Priest at the church here in New Stuyahok. What I want to
share with you on January 19, we go down to the river to bless the water. For us it is very important
that we maintain and keep our waters clean. Another part that I want to share is that every summer,
we participate in subsistence gathering with fish. Even my two grandsons are excited to help us out
when we are working on fish.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CHIEF MOXIE ANDREW: I have a celebration for Pentecost if you could read it. It says blessed art
thou oh Christ our God who has revealed the fisherman as most wise, by sending down on them the
Holy Spirit. Through them thou didn’t draw them into your net oh, lover of men. Glory to thee. That
is the blessing of the nets and blessing them for people to use.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RYAN BRENNAN: We are opposed to the Pebble Mine simply because of the natural resources and
wildlife that sustain us, help save us quite a bit of money that we can’t afford for food and what not,
our way of life for thousands of years. The wide variety of fishes we have here, reds, kings, dogs,
chums, whatever, and trout, grayling, pike, white fish, trout, chums, and all the other animals the
wolves foxes and bears and everything that sustain off that. This watershed feeds other nutrients into
and other nutrients like berries too. If the Cyanide chemicals, sulfuric acid, whatever they use to strip
all that, gets into our environment it’s going to kill everything off. So, It’s not going to be very
economically positive for us, it’s going to be Environmentally damaging in severe ways, if there is a
natural disaster, this is the last and largest fishery that’s left that’s not contaminated and other kinds
of things. So, I am not looking forward to the Pebble Mine, at all.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Anchorage Public Meeting – June 4, 2012
BELLA HAMMOND: I grew up in the Bristol Bay area and fished for many years. I’m very familiar
with the area where the proposed mine goes. And I asked a number of people today if they’d ever
been to that area and most of them said no. And I think if you -- those who are involved who haven’t
been to that area should take the time to see the beauty and this beautiful fishery that we have. Other
renewable resources and -- and I think I understand that as more time goes on there is more concern
about the Pebble Project. And becoming enlightened I think is crucial for people to understand what
we might lose. And so I really hope people will learn more about the Pebble Project.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
TREFON ANGASAN: APC owns about 200,000 acres of land adjacent to the Pebble Project. We -we really don’t know what impact the studies are to have, the assessment or any action that EPA
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takes on what it’s going to do to the Alaska Peninsula Corporation lands. We are asking for more
time so that we can look at what the full impact is going to be so that we could then make meaningful
comments to the study. At this time we find that we’re unable to fully get the message out to our
shareholders to have consultations with them because they’re getting ready -- as we all know are
getting ready for the upcoming season.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region. Appendix E provides a baseline
evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a healthy ecosystem. EPA
maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However,
after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public
comment and peer review on the revised assessment in April 2013.
THOMAS TILDEN: I’m a fisherman. I started fishing in 1965. My grandmother always told me that
we were very rich. I want to point out some weak points in regards to the EPA assessment. I believe
that you were weak on history. I believe that you have got to take a look at the Native people that live
out in that area. There’s been 50 to 180 generations of people that have lived in that area, depended
on that salmon and want to continue to do so. There has to be more emphasis in regards to how the
people survive out there. That is not only economics but that is subsistence to the folks that live out
there. The other part that you’re weak on is in regards to the freshwater fish that is in the area. The
people depend on it greatly. Pike, whitefish, suckers, that all come up into the freshwater area. And
EPA needs to take a look at how that contributes to the people. Our people that have lived in this area
for centuries want to continue to live there. We believe that we have a right. We believe that the
subsistence lifestyle is very important. We believe that our culture is important. When you come out
to Bristol Bay and you take a look at who we are, we are people of fish. Fish is in our art. Fish is in
our music. Fish is in our dance. Fish is who we are. That is in your economy. So please come back
out, study the people that live there, that are going to die there, that are going to be buried there that
depend on this fish
EPA Response: Comment noted, no change required.
AGNES RYCHNOVSKY: I don’t support large-scale open-pit mining within the largest salmon
spawning grounds in the world. Also the only lake in Alaska that has freshwater seals. I’m glad to
see that EPA has made attempt to do a watershed assessment. All efforts be recognize including the –
all efforts should be recognized including the Pebble baseline environmental studies. As a village
leader it is our job to preserve and protect the traditional use routes and subsistence use areas for
hunting, fishing and gathering because today we are the keepers of the land. I am concerned about
our traditional lands eventually being closed due to wetland status. I’ve heard EPA’s response
assuring us that that will not occur; but with any governmental structure people change, policy
change, treaties are broken; and I’m hesitant about taking anyone or any agency at full faith and
credit in light of historical behavior patterns. It is my responsibility as a grandmother to fight for the
preservation of our traditional rights for my grandchildren and my future great grandchildren.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. We included data from PLP’s
Environmental Baseline Document throughout the assessment (despite the fact that this
document has not yet undergone a complete peer review), because it does represent a
wealth of data for the area surrounding the Pebble deposit.
CHARISSE MILLETT: I want to say shame on you for having the first meeting in Washington State.
We’re talking about a project that’s within the State of Alaska. The Pebble deposit is located on State
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land that is open for mineral development. The State through our AG office and the Governor’s
office has expressed strong objection to this entire process the EPA, your agency, is doing. It falls
against every agreement that we took with the federal government on statehood, not to mention the
complete and utter arrogance this agency has displayed about our State policies. There hasn’t even
been a plan of development introduced to NEPA, to the State or to anybody. What you have done is
taken an opinion and taken things that were prospective in nature from the development -- from the
developers and decided this is what it’s going to be. As a State legislator what I’m concerned about is
the precedents you’re setting today. As a State legislator when I talk to folks about growing our
economy, extracting resources from the state of Alaska and getting people to invest and create jobs
and wealth for the residents of the State of Alaska you have just scared away every potential investor
for the State of Alaska when it comes to mineral resource development. Now I want to talk about the
assessment. I’m not going to talk about Bristol Bay because we all love Bristol Bay. It’s beautiful.
You can’t repeat it. There’s no other place -- there’s no other world-class fishery in the world. Your
process is premature. Your process is short, fast. The size of the Pebble Project is the size of
Virginia. Your last study that you did in Chesapeake Bay took you five years.
EPA Response: EPA added a meeting in Seattle at the request of commercial fishers. It
was scheduled early in the comment period due to the imminent departure of the fleet
for Bristol Bay. Early comments are given no more weight than later comments.
EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under Clean Water Act
Section 104(b). The assessment was specific to Bristol Bay and does not establish
precedents for other types of development or large-scale mining in other places. The
scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from large-scale surface
mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife, but we
do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and cumulative effects on
Alaska Native and other subsistence users in the region.
PETER ANDREW: I’m from the village of New Stuyahok, tribal member. Also BBNC board of
director. I want to thank the EPA for doing the assessment. It follows and mirrors what we feel
culturally. We need to protect our resources. We also need to make sure that we keep to the time line.
We are a very busy people. We need to stick to the time line that you have laid out. And I want to
make sure that the people in the region that cannot be here be heard. I ask that you make available to
everybody that’s available in the region
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
RUSSELL NELSON: I’m a director of the Bristol Bay Native Corporation. I also spent six years on
the Alaska State Board of Fisheries. I have a large Yup’ik family in Bristol Bay who depend on King
salmon and Sockeye salmon for subsistence. The economy -- or the Bristol Bay commercial salmon
fishery is the economic agent of our region. The environmental damage from large-scale mining by
placing tailings in salmon streams as you are documenting in your assessment will make our culture,
subsistence and regional economy suffer. Your time line for comments is sufficient. Please complete
it in a timely manner and follow it up with the 404(c) action.
EPA Response: Comment noted, no change required. EPA maintained the original
comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public
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and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on
the revised assessment in April 2013.
ABE WILLIAMS: I was born and raised in King Salmon, Alaska. I’m the president of the Paug-Vik
Corporation which has 120,000 acres of land adjacent to the Kvichak and Naknek River system. I’m
here to ask the EPA, again, for an extension in this process. It’s very important to the people of
southwest Alaska not only to protect our resource, to make sure it’s protected, but at the same time
protect our people. We all love our salmon. I respect everybody here that is respectful to those
salmon resources; but our communities have seen a drastic decrease in population, school closures
and big, big issues that we have as Alaskans abroad in western Alaska and all our communities. And
to preemptively strike projects down like this through the EPA and the watershed assessment process
is ludicrous. Absolutely ludicrous. Do not extinguish our Native people’s opportunities through fear
and emotion. Let’s sit down and discuss science-based information, and let’s have a dialogue that has
sideboards on it; and let’s have a dialogue that means everything to the people of Alaska.
EPA Response: Appendix D includes a brief description of the population dynamics of
communities in Bristol Bay. However, an analysis of current and potential future
economic opportunities for Bristol Bay residents is outside the scope of this assessment.
This assessment is focused on the salmon fishery and salmon-mediated effects on
wildlife and Alaska Native cultures. Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline
evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a healthy salmon ecosystem.
SHARON CLARK: The Alaska Native culture has presented in the Nushagak and Kvichak watershed,
one of the last two intact sustainable salmon-based cultures in the world. Forty-four years ago the
Bristol Bay Native Association board of directors passed a resolution stopping the Cominco Mine
from coming into our area, Northern Dynasty and then Pebble Mine. What I wanted to read today is
something that my dad had published in his book. And I want to leave two copies here for the record.
“Oftentimes I think that in this day and age we make decisions for the short term without thinking
about the long-term impact. Everybody nowadays seems to want to do things in a hurry. For example
I oppose the development of the Pebble Mine, previously called Cominco, near Iliamna. Creating
such a huge open-pit mine could destroy the land and pollute the waters and streams. The streams
proceed to the ocean and therefore salmon. Poor resource development can be deadly to fish and to
the spawning and rearing of the fish. It can also pollute our drinking water. We need to look at the
short-term development carefully and we need to protect the resources that will support us for a long
time.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PAT KVASNIKOFF: I remember growing up, this is back in the dog team days before the snow
machine come over there. We go out there and we’d hunt geese, ducks, et cetera. Now how do they
migrate? They hop kind of like rabbits. They drink water here, they drink water there and they get
food, they lay the eggs. Guess what? We eat the birds, we eat the eggs. And then the fish depend on
all this migration too from different parts of the world. I’ve been overseas two different times in the
Lower 48 and I’ve seen places that are polluted. There’s no solution for the pollution once it gets
there. It’s devastating.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CATHY GIESSEL: Rural Alaska where there are few jobs and few paychecks. In fact schools are
closing in rural Alaska. In one of the local papers yesterday it cites four more rural schools slated to
close this year. One of the schools is actually in Bristol Bay. There’s a ripple effect. Not only is the
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school closing but the health aide will also move out of that community because she has a child that
needs schooling. So she’s leaving the village and that will leave the village without a clinic. This is
about people. People are not an invasive species in the State of Alaska. We belong here. The
resources are here for us to use and conserve. Conserve means use what we need, just like we
conserve energy by turning off lights when we leave a room. It is unconscionable that the EPA would
hastily write a report like this and put it forth as science. Even worse that a federal agency would
insert itself into an issue that belongs to the State of Alaska. Alaska is not an internal colony of the
United States. It is a sovereign state with a careful, credible and competent permitting process. The
unprecedented preemptive action by the EPA will destroy Alaska’s future as a resource utilization
state. You’re destroying jobs and future opportunities for our citizens.
EPA Response: Appendix D includes a brief description of the population dynamics of
communities in Bristol Bay. However, an analysis of current and potential future
economic opportunities for Bristol Bay residents is outside the scope of this assessment.
This assessment is focused on the salmon fishery and salmon-mediated effects on
wildlife and Alaska Native cultures.
BRAD ANGASAN: I’m a lifelong commercial fisherman. Been doing it all my life. My son who
comes out on the boat with me in the summertime, he’s a fifth-generation commercial fisherman. Not
a lot of people can say that. God willing he’ll be raising a sixth-generation commercial fisherman and
I look forward to that. Many of my family reside between the communities of South Naknek, Naknek
and King Salmon. My mother lives in the community of Kakhonak on the eastern shore of Lake
Iliamna. Because of that I’m really concerned about the amount of time that you’ve allotted for the
public comment period. And I’m going to ask that you extend that out to the end of fall until people
have a chance to come back from their subsistence, commercial money-making period and they can
provide some meaningful input
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA maintained the original
comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public
and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on
the revised assessment in April 2013.
RICHARD FREISINGER: There’s a lot about the Clean Water Act on these mines. If you look -- I’ve
heard a lot of comments on TV from the anti-Pebble people. And you look at the Fort Knox Mine,
Red Dog, Kennecott. Kennecott Mine existed years ago right on the shores of the Copper River. No
problem. Fort Knox, they have a mine up there that they -- I don’t know if it’s EPA or who it is that
checks their water supply. The water is cleaner than it goes into the mine, it goes out of the mine
cleaner. And the Red Dog Mine the same way. Now the people over in Iliamna, this mine provides
jobs, security, a hope and a future. And like that lady just said, medical help and schools. We’ve
heard a lot of narrow-minded comments against the mine itself.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MARTHA ANELON: I have three beautiful daughters I will look out for. I strongly believe that I am
their voice for their future with their input. Decisions that we make today will affect them tomorrow.
It is up to us to provide community development opportunities for a younger generation to thrive,
succeed and continue to live in our communities. I have a few questions for you. Does EPA honestly
think that residents of the Bristol Bay region truly understand what the 404(c) is? Is it truly directed
to shut Pebble down? What other projects throughout the region will be affected by the 404(c)? Who
is pushing to have a 404(c) go through? Who are the supporters? Is EPA receiving funds to travel
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throughout the region? From who? Why has this been expedited? If I have all these questions do you
think other regional residents have questions also that can’t be here today? Why was Dillingham and
Naknek not included on the 404(c) watershed assessment? They are in the Bristol Bay region just as
we are. They want development and opportunities for their residents and restrict us in the villages.
We as residents in the villages need opportunities just as they do. We have outside interest groups
such as the EPA coming to our region to make decisions for us when we are here to voice our
opinion. We do live in the region and this is our home and you don’t live out there, we do.
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment, not a regulatory action,
and it does not propose or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish
a clear process for EPA to follow when taking action under the Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
LISA REIMERS: We do not support the 404(c) because we are not sure what the impacts will be on
our Native lands. Unless you can give us a written statement that it would not impact our Native
lands The Iliamna Village Council is the tribal government for Iliamna and we look at things a little
differently because our people do not depend on commercial fishing. We have to make a different
decision because a lot of people had to sell their permits because the commercial fishing does not
sustain them. And the subsistence is a choice. And a lot of people and a lot of our kids are depending
on the western society. They don’t depend on the western society anymore. So we have to look at
this a little differently. I also want to mention that BBNC owns the sub-surface of the land. They
don’t own the surface in our area. They do not speak for us. Trout Unlimited does not speak for us.
Nanunkta does not speak for us. The people from Dillingham, 150 miles, do not speak for us. And if
they want the 404(c), they can have it on their lands. And I think you need to extend the time for this
period for the comments.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding the use of
404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act. EPA maintained the original comment
deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer
reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the
revised assessment in April 2013.
BILL JEFFRESS: I support a public process established and promulgated for federal and State
administrative procedures, not what appears to be a pseudo-political hatchet job on Alaska resource
development that’s clearly disguised as scientific assessment. I’m saddened and disheartened to have
to comment on the external review draft as it highlights how far EPA has strayed from the mission
established by Congress in 1970 to protect human health and the environment. Once upon a time
EPA prided itself on conducting thorough and objective scientific evaluations based on sound
technical principles of science and engineering. The draft document proposed to have completed the
comprehensive assessment of an area of approximately 20,000 square miles in 11 months.
Impossible. Evaluations and statistics reported by third-party consultants who have been opponents
of mining for 30 years. Each of those biased assessments are referenced to a greater extent than those
federal and State agencies that have been mandated by Congress and the Legislature to design and
build dam structures. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reformation and State Dam
Safety Departments who have designed, built and regulated such structures are only incidentally
referenced.
EPA Response: EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was specific to Bristol Bay and does
not establish precedents for other types of development or large-scale mining in other
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places. The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from largescale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and
wildlife in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds.
JOHN STURGEON: The permit process will explain the vacancies to the public, people like me, how
they plan on developing the Pebble Mine. I do however strongly support Pebble being able to go
through the permitting process to explain how they can mine while protecting other affected
resources like the fish and the water quality. I strongly object to grant the assessment the EPA has
done on the Pebble Project without knowing what Pebble’s plans really are. Currently Alaska’s
economy is dangerously dependent on oil production. That production’s declining at a rate of 7
percent annually. We should be doing whatever possible to diversify our economy. The EPA’s prejudging a resource development project before permits are even submitted sends a very negative
message to future investors in Alaska. I also would like to request that the comment period be
extended.
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment and it has been
prepared following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments, using the best available
science. The scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary
plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that
modern conventional mining practices and technologies are used. Proposed mitigation
measures are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a real mine in
this area, and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011). EPA maintained
the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after
incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public
comment and peer review on the revised assessment in April 2013.
SARAH McCARR: At the very least I am requesting for more time to be spent on the assessment. I
think that many people in the region do not fully understand the potential impacts to the region. The
majority is being told that it only concerns large-scale mining in the -- I can say that currently New
Stuyahok is looking into planning to build a road connecting the communities. Can you tell me that
the -- connecting the community adjacent to the Nushagak River. Can you tell me that the
controversy will not affect this project?
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region. Future land use and non-mining
development are outside the scope of the assessment. EPA has spent three years
developing the assessment.
RACHAEL PETRO: The Alaska Chamber supports predictable regulatory and permitting processes.
And it’s upon such a baseline that businesses evaluate the risk and cost of investing their dollars in
any business endeavor. For this reason the EPA’s watershed assessment action and the potential to
initiate a 404(c) process on a project that has not initiated permitting is extremely disconcerting.
Please extend your comment period to at least 120 days to allow for public review of the document
and its sources. The current assessment and any preemptive action will deprive government agencies
and stakeholders in this room of the specific information, size and rigorous reviews that will come
out of a multi-year NEPA process. It’s interesting that the project proponent has spent eight years and
$120 million studying 1,500 square miles. They’ve not yet even applied for permits because they
continue their environmental studies. It’s outrageous that the EPA has spent less than a year
assessing 20,000 square miles, an area about the size of West Virginia. This is a disgrace to
Alaskans. The project in question is on State land designated for mining. Alaska’s permitting and
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regulatory systems are the best in the United States supporting responsible resource development
while protecting our awesome environment.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
LESIL McGUIRE: I express my concern, one, that the public comment period be extended. As a State
lawmaker sitting on the resources committee spent a lot of time on this issue. My family owned a
lodge in King Salmon, Alaska, for my formative years, for 22 years. I spent time fishing in the area. I
know many of the Elders that live there and many of the people that make their livelihood from the
salmon and other resources. So I think I join many Alaskans in saying that this is a very complex
problem. There are competing resource issues and we’re all moving through it together as an Alaska
family. But what’s so offensive is to have the EPA come in without any permit authority, as we’ve
stated earlier by the previous testifier, without a 404(c) application even being made and usurping the
rights that we have in this state to go through this process. The process is under way through our
large mining act. There are intense analyses that are going on and I think if we allow this to go
forward as Alaskans, whether you’re for or against Pebble Mine, we’re setting a very dangerous
precedent. The lands that are at stake are State lands and they were selected in our statehood act and
as part of the gift that we were given at statehood. So to have a premature decision come in I believe
would thwart the objectives
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for
the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer
input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised
assessment in April 2013.
BRYAN CLEMENZ: As an Alaskan and a board member of the Alaska Support Industry Alliance. I
am representing over more than 400 Alaska member businesses that support the mining, oil and gas
industries employing approximately 35,000 people in the state. Our membership is not necessarily
for or against any given mining development in the subject watershed area, but instead we all support
responsible resource development. Our minds will not be swayed by entering speculative assessment
based on a fictional model but instead deciding in due time and with due process through the wellestablished permitting process where the best available technologies at the time of the permit may be
employed and the actual proposed mitigation plans can be appropriately considered. We further
believe that the time taken to study the issue of this assessment is insufficient as is the comment
period for the public to review and comment on this issue. The precedent set by this assessment for
future projects will have an adverse effect on the economy of our great state and our nation.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The scenarios presented in the assessment are based
largely on preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al.
(2011), and assume that modern conventional mining practices and technologies are
used. Proposed mitigation measures are those that could reasonably be expected to be
proposed for a real mine in this area, and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et
al. (2011). EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
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TIM ANELON: I’m from Iliamna, Alaska. I’m -- the mining is 17 miles away from my village and
it’s surprising to see EPA here. They’re from Seattle. I’ve been to Seattle. I’ve been -- you know,
I’ve been there. I’ve seen bridges all over the place. I’m surprised to hear you say that, oh, yeah, we
might stop if there’s a few culverts across some cricks. I’m the caretaker of Kvichack Salmon. I am
the caretaker of Kvichak Salmon. If there’s salmon that can’t go up a crick I will call the Fish and
Game of Alaska. Do you guys hear me? Fish and Game of Alaska to come and help clear our
streams. You know, that’s what you guys – you guys never came to Iliamna to talk to my parents
because my parents are Elders. We have to invite you guys to come to our village. You guys say
you’re -- I’m -- I’m a vice president of Iliamna Village Council, it’s a federally recognized tribe. And
you guys have never come to talk to my Elders there.
EPA Response: EPA scheduled a public meeting in Iliamna during the public comment
period, but the tribal council cancelled the meeting. EPA has made several visits to
Iliamna to hear from tribal government representatives, stakeholders, and community
members. Iliamna Village Council had representation on the Intergovernmental
Technical Review Team and also selected Elders to participate in the TEK study
conducted for this assessment.
AVES THOMPSON: The Alaska Trucking Association urges that the EPA not make any premature
judgments on the Pebble Project until the permitting process is complete. The Pebble mineral deposit
is not located on federal land nor is it inside a refuge or a park. It is located on State land designated
for mineral exploration. The State of Alaska depends on the development of its natural resources on
its lands to diversify and support its economy. Every project no matter the size or location should
have an opportunity to be reviewed by the process. In the case of mining there are more than 60
major permits and hundreds more from local, state, and federal agencies that must be successfully
obtained. Please extend the comment period to adequately allow for public review.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential
impacts of mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the
relative economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy.
Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity
dependent on a healthy ecosystem. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for
the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer
input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised
assessment in April 2013.
JASON METROKIN: The EPA is not an intruder to Bristol Bay but rather an invited guest by tribes
and Bristol Bay Native Corporation. I’m here to tell you that the assessment is a welcome balance to
the science needed to test the co-existence of the world’s largest and potentially last wild salmon
fishery and development of hard rock minerals. BBNC believes in the end the science will show that
Bristol Bay salmon are worth protecting and the vast majority of our Native shareholders will agree.
Our study last fall indicated that 81 percent of BBNC shareholders oppose development of the Pebble
Mine. To my knowledge this may be the first time the proponents are in the minority for a large-scale
development project in Alaska. The voice of the people must be heard on this issue. Who better to
dictate the future of resource use than the very people who represent 10,000 years of caretaking. Our
results show 68 percent of Iliamna Lake shareholders, 74 percent of Naknek/King Salmon area
shareholders, 75 percent of Chigniks, 86 percent in the Ugashik area, 90 percent in the Togiak area
and 93 percent in the Nushagak area villages oppose this project. These numbers represent families
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who recognize the need to protect the fishery and the risks associated with the proposed Pebble Mine
are far too great.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision concerning the use
of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
DOROTHY LARSON: It is a critical document which reinforces Bristol Bay’s commitment to the
shareholders and tribal members of our region. We make sure that our position reflected the position
of our people. They do not want a humongous hard rock mine amidst the salmon streams, lakes,
rivers, wetlands and neighboring lands which would impact and destroy our way of life. The
subsistence, commercial and the sport fishers must be protected and be held risk free. The risks and
impacts to our salmon culture are formidable and unacceptable. We cannot afford to speculate on the
success or non-success of the Pebble Project going forward. We cannot afford either. We too have
conducted our own studies at BBNC. And we have worked with the scientific community. Please
review the BBNC’s Pebble Watch publications which provide much scientific information. We will
submit these as part of the record for our technical comments. We are pleased that the EPA has
reviewed the indigenous and traditional knowledge and had consultation with village Elders.
However, when do hundreds of years of what the western scientific community referred to as
anecdotal become hard science? We must give credence to the observations and the experience of the
indigenous perspectives. Please maintain your time line
EPA Response: The BBNC’s Pebble Watch publications were read and considered by
EPA. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment.
However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional
public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in April 2013.
DAVE ATCHESON: I am an ex-commercial fisherman and a lifelong sport fisherman who’s been
lucky enough to experience the awe and wonder of catching a variety of fish in the Bristol Bay
drainage. What I would ask of the EPA is to take into account that most of those studies are done on
mines like the Bingham Canyon Mine which is comparable to a mine of this sort are done in relative
arid environments compared to the Bristol Bay drainage with a huge amount of rainfall, ground water
that’s only 30 inches, in some cases, below the surface. And it’s inconceivable to do something like
this if you look at the science and you look at the other studies that are long term that have been
done. And I would ask you to take into account how wet this region is. The analysis simply doesn’t
bode well for an area like Bristol Bay. It’s unconscionable to think that this could happen. 350 runs
of wild salmon are extinct in the Pacific Northwest and it’s happened in my lifetime. That is a terrible
legacy would be to leave to our children and our grandchildren.
EPA Response: Our use of Bingham Canyon is in the context of a generalized
discussion of porphyry copper deposits around the world and is not a direct comparison
to the Pebble deposit. No change required.
BRETT VEERHUSEN: I’m concerned about the Pebble Mine because I am 26. I’m likely to feel the
effects of this mine longer than most people here. I employ three people along with myself every
year through my commercial fishing business. And I’d like to keep it that way for as long as I’m a
fisherman and for as long as I’m a small business owner. I’m not against mining. I’m not against
jobs. I’m not against economic impact. But the 14,000 renewable jobs and the $480 million impact
commercial and sport fishery provides to Alaska and the nation is not worth sacrificing for a shortterm goal and a copper mine. I’d like to remind the EPA that 82 percent of the commercial fishermen
in Bristol Bay are against the Pebble Mine. I’m here to say that I hope to keep fishing, whether it’s
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myself or my family, forever. And to keep Bristol Bay’s water pristine and thriving forever. And I’d
like the EPA to thoroughly examine the future of our fisheries and the impact a mine like the Pebble
Mine could have on up-and-coming young captains who want to provide a clean, renewable food for
Alaska, the United States and the world.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential
impacts of mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the
relative economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy.
Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity
dependent on a healthy ecosystem.
NANCY HILLSTRAND: My background is in remote Alaska salmon culture for all five species of
salmon and for critical life stage histories from spawn to migration. And if we damage something as
absolutely immense as the Bristol Bay salmon resource it’s just absolutely unconscionable. Please
expand the assessment on the sensitive life stage histories for all and each of the salmon and trout
and all the freshwater fish species to include prior and during the eyed-egg stage which is a very,
very fragile stage of salmon which I didn’t see in the assessment. And also upon the hatch while the
alevins are below the substrate and the rearing smolt habitat of vertebrates.
EPA Response: Risks to eyed-eggs and other early life stages are considered with
respect to the loss of spawning habitat, toxic effects and burial by spilled tailings in the
event of a dam failure.
VERNER WILSON: This fishery, as you know, is a renewable resource. It’s been here for thousands
of years and we want to protect that. And, you know, this mine -- the Pebble Mine but also the
infrastructure and other mines that it can lead to are fine but they’ll only last for a few decades. And
so I’m very disappointed in the State of Alaska for not taking the leadership to assess the -- all the
impacts that it could have on the residents of the state of Alaska but also the people of Bristol Bay.
It’s sad that we have to hear -- depend on the federal government to help protect our resource. The
marketing of our seafood industry in Alaska, how it could affect future taxpayers by placing the
burden on all the taxpayers in the future to upkeep this mine. And I want to remind everyone that
Pebble may be on State land but this is an international resource. This is a national resource. And this
is a resource that is for local people. And so it could affect federal land, State land, local land. And so
I hope that -- I’m glad that the EPA’s taking the leadership to protect our fishery
EPA Response: Comment noted, no change required. EPA has not made a final decision
concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
STEVEN GOSUK: Given the factual information within the time EPA conducted its scientific
research which was roughly a year I am convinced with the releasing of the data -- I am not
convinced with the releasing of the data that has been published. In giving this food for thought and
thinking about it, getting potential evidence from a vast location of the proposed mine site area, a
year’s worth of data collection is not sufficient enough for a report. I would also like to ask if the
EPA is taking into consideration postponing community hearings within the busy time of the summer
season.
EPA Response: We used data from the Pebble Limited Partnership, the State of Alaska
and many other sources, and data were not limited to a single year’s data. EPA
maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However,
after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public
comment and peer review on the revised assessment in April 2013.
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REED CHRISTENSEN: In the case of the Sackett family the EPA unsuccessfully tried to overwhelm
them with their position of having all the knowledge and knowing all the facts. Now in the case of
the possible Pebble Mine Project it would appear the EPA’s trying a different tactic. In this case the
EPA is facing an organization that does know about the environment. In this case the EPA’s dealing
with an organization that has done a tremendous amount of research and has the technical ability as
well as the financial wherewithal to go toe to toe with the scientists of the EPA. The Pebble Project
scientists have done and continue to do their homework. They have jumped through hoops and they
continue to go well above and beyond the normal requirements in order to address concerns and to
mitigate the risks associated with this project. So what does the EPA do now? It appears that they are
preemptively trying to brush aside the science and research and tell us that this whole concept is not a
good idea.
EPA Response: The assessment was specific to Bristol Bay, is not a regulatory action,
and does not establish precedents for other types of development or large-scale mining
in other places. We included data from PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document
throughout the assessment (despite the fact that this document has not yet undergone a
complete peer review), because it does represent a wealth of data for the area
surrounding the Pebble deposit.
SIDNEY NELSON: I live in Dillingham, Alaska. My family and I are subsistence users. We put up
king salmon for family use every year. We also put up a lot of sockeye and harvest moose each year.
The time line is sufficient. Don’t let mining in Bristol Bay hurt our culture by instituting 404(c)
action.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013. EPA has not made a final decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority
under the Clean Water Act.
RICK HALFORD: I have to apologize to all my friends in the mining industry, I’ve only opposed one
mine, just this one. So I’m sorry, but this one is different. This one is unique in all the history of
Alaska in that all the mines in all Alaska’s history would fit in the hole. But the bottom line is you’re
here because, sadly, of the State’s failures. And that bothers me because it is my state and I care what
it does. But the fact is that the State lacks enforcement of water quality standards, of water use
permits. The State’s joining with those who work against and work against the citizens who tried to
sue and go to court. We see the Pebble Mine and the State of Alaska against Alaska citizens in
numerous lawsuits. We see the State of Alaska changing the primary designation of this plan of this
area in the area of the plan in 2005, years after the claims were filed. The delegation in the State
Legislature representing this region is unanimously on record asking you to be here asking you to
review this. You are not here as someone coming from Outside. You’re here at the request of the
original people of the area and the overwhelming majority of the population. If there’s anything short
in your report it’s that you’ve understated the size and potential
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MICHAEL SATRE: The Council of Alaska Producers strongly believes the development of our
natural resources should be accomplished through a permitting and regulatory framework that is
rigorous, science based, transparent and predictable. We also encourage and support local input and
involvement through the currently established permitting processes that are initiated once a project
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has been proposed. This ensures that health, safety and the environment are properly protected
through the completion of all required impact studies before a decision can be made to permit or
restrict development. Unfortunately the EPA’s decision to issue the draft watershed assessment that
uses a hypothetical mining project to outline potential impacts in the Bristol Bay area usurps a
currently established process. While we support the collection of baseline scientific data in the region
to use and evaluate future permit applications we cannot support the use of this data in premature,
speculative and hypothetical scenarios that attempt to assess the impacts of large-scale development.
Furthermore, the possibility of these assumed impacts could then be used to justify preemptive
section 404(c) actions that prohibit development and lack scientific credibility. The development of
our natural resources here in Alaska must be carefully balanced to ensure that our environment is
protected and the resources are not put in conflict, that modern mining industry in Alaska and
communities that surround it have benefit from the process while permits be filed, impacts measured
and appropriate mitigation protections put in place before operations can begin. I’ll be asking to halt
this assessment until permits can be filed.
EPA Response: EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment is an ecological risk assessment and it
has been prepared following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments, using the best
available science. The scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on
preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and
assume that modern conventional mining practices and technologies are used. Proposed
mitigation measures are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a
real mine in this area, and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The
assessment was specific to Bristol Bay and does not establish precedents for other types
of development or large-scale mining in other places. EPA has not made a final decision
concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
JOHN SHIVELY: I’m the CEO of the Pebble Limited Partnership. I want to make a couple quick
points. First of all we certainly recognize the EPA has a right to do a watershed assessment. We don’t
think the way you’ve done this one is correct particularly if it’s going to be a precursor to using the
404(c). We think the report is inadequate. We’ve spent eight years and $120 million studying a much
larger area than you’ve studied in less than a year. We have an environmental and social report that’s
over 27,000 pages compared to your relatively short report. It’s rushed. Why a hearing only two
weeks after the report is out? Why only 60 days to comment? What is the rush? I mean, if your
science is good people should have the time to look at it. And then lastly I’d just like you to think
about this: If this report is being used by EPA to issue permits for Pebble to mine, the people that
oppose Pebble will be yelling and screaming about the process, that the report was inadequate and
that the timing was wrong and that it needed to be done better. They’ll be doing that and they will be
absolutely right.
EPA Response: The PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document presents the results of
site monitoring and testing, whereas the assessment is an ecological risk assessment that
uses those data and others to estimate potential effects. In addition, the scope of the
assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from large-scale surface mining and
resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife. Therefore,
comparisons of the lengths of the documents and the times taken to produce them are
meaningless. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
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requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
CHIP TREINEN: United Fishermen of Alaska strongly supports the rigorous peer review that can
further establish credibility for the final report. While some may find fault within the assessment
before specific projects have been submitted, general geologic, biologic, hydrologic and engineering
realities are not by any means unknown. As noted by EPA, this study is not a regulatory action and
does not pre-judge consideration of proposed mining activities through the normal permitting
process. UFA hopes that this assessment will provide a useful foundation for analyzing the economic
and ecological values of the Bristol Bay region and can be a touchstone to help guide decisionmaking on specific large-scale mine proposals.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JOHN MacKENZIE: I’m here today to express Anglo American’s significant concerns about the
draft Bristol Bay watershed assessment. The United States and Alaska have rigorous systems for
evaluating mine application. As a global mining company I can say that they’re amongst the most
rigorous in the world. We strongly encourage the application of these well-established and fair
processes, rather than this hasty approach which is without any precedence and that could shortcut
the due process. Meaningful judgment about the Pebble Project and the effects that it may have on
fish and water in southwest Alaska cannot be made before this project is fully designed, submitted
and evaluated under the National Environmental Policy Act. Approximately two years ago we
experienced an 8.8 magnitude earthquake, one of the largest ever recorded. None of the tailings
facilities at operations in Chile was damaged by the earthquake. The watershed assessment must take
into account the modern engineering that goes into planning, building and operating tailings facilities
today before making its final assessment.
EPA Response: The assessment was based on the preliminary plan submitted to
financial regulators by Northern Dynasty Minerals (Ghaffari et al. 2011) and on other
sources relevant to current mining practices. There was a tailings dam failure following
the earthquake in Chile that resulted in loss of life; it is now cited in the final
assessment.
KENDRA ZAMZOW: Geology, habitat and geography provide the basic constraints within risk and
mitigation were examined. The EPA looked at a reasonable scenario, not a worst-case scenario. They
were clear about uncertainties, and despite the uncertainties it is clear that significant damage will
occur even under best mine management practices. Damage will occur because the network of
surface and subsurface waters provide diverse and essential habitat. And the pattern of mining copper
porphyry severely disrupts hydrology. Damage will occur because massive waste facilities must be
managed to prevent chemical damage to aquatic habitat. But treatment cannot go on day in and day
out forever.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DEANTHA CROCKETT: The watershed assessment isn’t about mining at all. It’s not about the
proposed Pebble Project or effects on salmon habitat. It’s about frantically stopping the project
before it even enters the permitting process. When our nation, state or community tries to stop
projects before they even submit plans for review we lose our ability to manage the economy to
provide jobs for our people. Let me be clear. A preemptive decision on a project, whether it’s
approval or denial, is unacceptable to the Alaska Miners’ Association. Our mines provide full-time,
high-paying jobs with an average wage of $100,000 to Alaska residents right in communities where
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the mines are located. Who better to take care of the environment than the ones who call it home. In
regards to the assessment, spending less than a year to assess an area 20,000 square miles is
irresponsible.
EPA Response: The assessment required nearly three years to complete and was based
on data collected over many decades. EPA has not made a final decision concerning the
use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act. EPA has authority to conduct risk
assessments of this nature under Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was
specific to Bristol Bay and does not establish precedents for other types of development
or large-scale mining in other places.
MATTHEW FAGNANI: What I find amazing about the EPA Bristol Bay watershed assessment report
it’s based on a conceptual hypothetical mine project. This is junk science. The EPA would never
accept a conceptual or hypothetical application for a project from a resource industry developer nor
should you have produced a report that’s not based on facts and not supported by permit application.
This action is a disservice to Alaska and especially rural Alaskans with high unemployment and
whose communities need jobs and economic diversification. As you know there is ample time for the
EPA to weigh in during the established committee process to I also support the State in asking for the
120-day extension of the public comment period.
EPA Response: All risk assessments are hypothetical, in that they estimate the future
consequences of a scenario. The scenarios in this case are based on the preliminary
mine plan provided by Northern Dynasty Minerals (Ghaffari et al. 2011). EPA has
authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under Clean Water Act Section
104(b). The assessment was specific to Bristol Bay and does not establish precedents for
other types of development or large-scale mining in other places. EPA maintained the
original comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating
public and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer
review on the revised assessment in April 2013.
TOM LAKOSH: So, yes, it was quite helpful to raise the debate; and it is absolutely necessary at this
point now to follow through to get exact numbers to discern exactly how much we will have to put
aside for the in perpetuity treatment of waste and possibly the further scenarios that were mentioned.
So it’s that type of information that we need to properly fashion legislation to protect the long-term
interests of Alaskans to make sure that these developments are done in a responsible manner if at all.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RICK ROGERS: And we would request that comment period be extended 120 days It is simply not
the EPA’s role to dictate to Alaskans appropriate uses of State land outside the specific confines of
reviewing permit applications for fill and discharges for specific projects. Alaskans don’t need the
EPA to remind us of the importance of our fisheries for both commercial, sport and subsistence uses
in our economies. We also don’t need the EPA to talk about the negative impacts of unregulated
mining.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
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TIM TROLL: A few observations supported by this research and your assessment: Large open pit
mines in this region cannot be built without destroying salmon habitat. In fact some habitat the State
has already protected is mineral lands. What we understand about the natural system in this area that
would be destructed by an open pit mine is dwarfed by what we know we don’t understand. In all
likelihood a copper mine in this region, even one built with best intention and modern method would
require post-closure active management, power for pumps, constant treatment and human vigilance
to prevent pollution forever. For many of these reasons I don’t really believe this is a decision for our
generation. And one technical comment: I don’t believe the EPA assessment really adequately
addressed the issue of fugitive dust during operation and during construction.
EPA Response: The assessment text has been expanded to acknowledge a broader
range of potential salmon-mediated impacts. The effects of fugitive dust were estimated
for the transportation corridor but not the mine site, because we found no good data or
models for dust from a mine like the one proposed.
CARL PORTMAN: While the Clean Water Act gives the EPA authority to veto every agency’s
approval of permits, it is unprecedented that the agency would prepare a watershed assessment in
advance of any permit application for a project development plan. The agency has never used its veto
authority in advance of permits being issued by other agencies.
EPA Response: The assessment is a scientific document. It is not a regulatory action
and does not constitute a veto under 404(c).
NELLI WILLIAMS: Part of my job is working with a crew of sport fishermen, guiding operators,
guides that depend on Bristol Bay’s healthy fisheries. Many of these folks are out in Bristol Bay right
now shuttling their gear, getting their staff ready for the upcoming tourist season; and they aren’t able
to be here in full force. But in talking with them they were particularly impressed and liked that in
the watershed assessment you looked at the impacts that large-scale mining would have on the
watershed even if nothing went wrong. I think that’s a really important point that you did include in
the watershed assessment. These small business owners will be directly impacted by a development
like Pebble. They won’t be able to take visitors to the 87-plus miles of streams that would either be
dug up or dewatered. They will have to apologize to their visitors as helicopters fly overhead while
they’re fishing and they can’t give them a true Alaska backcountry experience. So thank you for
pointing out that even if nothing goes wrong there will still be impacts.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JOHN MacKINNON: And shouldn’t the peer review be done before public comment? The watershed
assessment, potential 404(c) action is premature in the absence of an actual permit application. A
permit application describing the potential project will occur after a thorough review of all the issues
that have been glossed over here with this watershed assessment. This steps outside of wellestablished regulatory processes and represents another unwarranted federal incursion on the
management of Alaska’s lands. The 60-day comment period in place is insufficient and should be
extended by 120 days to allow commenters ample time to provide feedback. All of this after a
thorough peer review.
EPA Response: It is common practice to give the peer reviewers access to public
comments so that they can consider them in their deliberations. The public was also
given another chance to respond after the first peer review. EPA maintained the
original comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating
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public and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer
review on the revised assessment in April 2013.
INEZ WEBB: I’m originally from Dillingham. I grew up in the same area that both of my parents
grew up in and both of my grandmothers. I’m a member of the Curyung Tribal Council, Choggiung
Limited and Bristol Bay Native Corporation. I want to thank you for being here. I also want to thank
you for scheduling the hearings that you have in the Bristol Bay region. I think it’s very important for
those who cannot and don’t have the means to come here to have an opportunity to speak. I think
your time line is great. And with all due respect I think that the cart is in the right place. I thank you
for your time.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
AARON STRYK: So before you continue to move forward I ask you to stop all further work on this
assessment process until the Pebble Project has been fully designed, has presented an environmental
mitigation study for protecting the aquatic resources in the area, has completed an economic benefit
study and finally has submitted a formal permit application to the federal government and begun the
lengthy permitting process.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA continued with the assessment process and issued
a final assessment in January 2014.
ANDERS GUSTAFSON: We’ve been screaming at the top of our lungs for years asking somebody to
look and see what we’re about to do to future generations to one of the greatest fisheries in the world.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
KATI CAPOZZI: Extend the comment period to 120 days. I really think you should drop this
assessment altogether until an actual permit is applied for, and then that would be maybe the more
necessary time to step in and conduct an assessment.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
JEFF PARKER: I do think you need to address fugitive dust from mining operations. You’ve
addressed it only in the context of the roads. From mining operations you have -- in that fugitive dust
you can have acid drainage. Second, you do address the management of -- the history of the
management of the fisheries. And you address also the 4,000 years of history of trying to protect the
drainages by the Native people. I think you should also address the more recent history of State and
federal efforts to protect these drainages and that’s been outlined. Thirdly, I encourage you to take a
more expansive view of cumulative impacts. You addressed cumulative impacts only in the context
of additional potential mines. I would address it as the regulations do in terms of secondary effects
such as population growth, that sort of thing that may have increased competition for use of
resources, use of fish and game. You addressed it only in terms of habitat. Fourth, I think you should
clarify the statements about tailings dam failure. The results only -- it relates only to slope failure not
other sources such as overtopping. And, finally, fifth, I think you should edit carefully your
appendixes for the moments in which your experts talk outside their expertise, sometimes
inconsistent with other portions of the documents.
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EPA Response: Dust as a stressor is considered in Section 6.4.2, but was not included in
the scope of the assessment (other than in terms of roads) because it was not judged to
be a significant factor for fish populations. We clarify in Chapter 9 of the assessment
that slope failure only represents one way in which a tailings dam may fail. Chapter 13
of the revised assessment expands the evaluation of cumulative impacts.
TOM MALONEY: At the present time there is no project development plan for Pebble or various
other possible resource projects in this area. Therefore, it is premature for any agency to reach any
conclusion on potential environmental impacts which may never arise based on the future project
plan.
EPA Response: There are preliminary mine plans for the Pebble deposit (Ghaffari et al.
2011), and the Pebble Partnership and Northern Dynasty Minerals have been clear
about their intention to develop a large-scale mine.
KARA MORIARTY: We oppose the EPA Bristol Bay watershed assessment because of the dangerous
precedent it sets for all Alaska industries including especially our industry, the State’s largest
economic driver. The primary concern expressed by my members is the EPA’s unprecedented action
of preparing its assessment in advance of any permit application. Moreover, the fact that the agency
has rarely used its veto authority and never in advance of permits being issued by other agencies is
especially troubling.
EPA Response: The assessment is not a regulatory action by the EPA.
SUZANNE ARMSTRONG: The assessment is premature, inadequate and the effect of a 404(c) action
could have a detrimental impact on all resource development and jobs for Alaskans. The draft
watershed assessment attempts to assess the potential environmental impacts associated with mining
activities and at a scale that is yet to be determined by the project developer and without
environmental mitigation factors that have yet to be defined by the project developer and Corps of
Engineers. It is unreasonable that the EPA could develop a thorough assessment of potential impacts
after spending less than one year studying an area the size of West Virginia especially after the
project developer has spent over eight years and over $120 million conducting environmental studies.
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment and it has been
prepared following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments, using the best available
science. The scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary
plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that
modern conventional mining practices and technologies are used. Proposed mitigation
measures are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a real mine in
this area, and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The assessment
required nearly three years to complete and was based on data collected over many
decades.
SAM SNYDER: Pebble’s data, Pebble’s own data, makes it quite clear and your assessment helps to
add to that clarity couple of things: Bristol Bay is the world’s largest and most diverse sockeye
salmon fishery on the planet on which jobs, economies depend. More importantly Pebble’s data
shows a complex system with clean water, little ability to buffer against metals toxicity or acid mine
drainage. More importantly this mine will generate acid in periods of decades to months, therefore
could pose great risk to the fishery and to the communities that depend upon it. I urge you to stick
with the time line.
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EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for
the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer
input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised
assessment in April 2013.
DAWN FRY: Tedi Mine (New Guinea) is in an area of subsistence people who don’t wear shoes and
don’t have schools; they lost all their fish when the tailings dam failed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Case studies were used to illustrate the fate of tailings
in streams and floodplains.
TERRY SEVY: I can’t tell you just how important Bristol Bay and the salmon I catch, the industry are
to me, to my family, my friends, the state of Alaska and our country. For that matter, the world.
Pebble Mine threatens not just my way of life but a way of life for generations to come. The mine
would set the foundation for ecological and economical disaster. I urge the EPA to use their authority
and the 404(c) to protect Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
LIZ SNYDER: My concerns with the Pebble Mine are related to food security in Alaska. With respect
to a western diet we are a state experiencing a serious degree of food insecurity in terms of healthy
food availability, access and utilization. It’s been estimated that we import 95 percent of our food and
that only three days’ worth of food are on the shelves in grocery stores in cities like Anchorage and
Fairbanks. However, in rural Alaska for many the store is literally right outside the door, and I
understand that most would like to keep it that way. The environmental threats of the Pebble Mine
are also human health threats in that reductions in the real but foreseen numbers and quality of wild
foods can contribute to decreases in subsistence activities, increases in food insecurity and a
continued increase in costly diet-related conditions such as obesity, diabetes, heart disease and
cancer.
EPA Response: Comment noted, no change required.
DAN OBERLATZ: In May of 2010 the New Zealand government conducted a study of mining’s
impact on tourism. Their conclusion: Quote, the risks to tourism arise from both derogation of key
landscapes and from damage to the nation’s clean, green and 100 percent pure branding in overseas
markets. As a result an important segment of the international tourism market will simply switch to
alternative destinations in the event policies are adopted which downgrade the brand image. The
resulting projected damage to GNP could be in the order of one percent of New Zealand’s GNP.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential
impacts of mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the
relative economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy.
Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity
dependent on a healthy ecosystem.
PETER MACKSEY: I’m testifying in protest of what I see as an attempt to circumvent the process.
No permits have been applied for. No mine plan was submitted. The real review begins after the
application happens. What did this cost, if I could ask? What was its purpose? I think you should
wait till a permit process happens and move ahead then.
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EPA Response: The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate potential risks to salmon
from large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous
culture and wildlife.
MAYNARD TAPP: We need to go back and follow the process that’s been established in law and by
State and federal law. The other thing -- and basically I’ll just -- let me say give it over to whatever
John Shively said. I know the folks that work over at Pebble and they would not do this project
unless they can do it right. The other thing, this is a process within your own system in your report. If
you do a risk assessment and you have a no failure policy or result you also need to include in that
result the risk of new jobs, new revenues to the state and new health and educational facilities that
would be brought to the state by way of a project like this.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential
impacts of mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the
relative economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy.
PAIGE KRICHBAUM: I would like to read our youth resolution to protect wild Alaska salmon.
Whereas wild Alaska sustains our lifestyle, economies and our Alaskan identities. Whereas living off
of salmon is our way of life and we want future generations to have the same great experience as us
and our ancestors. Whereas Alaska commercial wild fisheries provide 50 percent of the seafood
consumed in the U.S. and 44 percent of the seafood exported by the U.S. Whereas of all Alaska
major industries including construction, oil and gas, mining and forestry, the wild seafood industry
employs the highest number of Alaska workers. Whereas genetically engineered fish are a threat to
human health, wild fish stocks and Alaska’s economy. Whereas the proposed Pebble Mine threatens
to devastate the economic, cultural, and environmental viability of the Bristol Bay region along with
the state of Alaska. Whereas Alaska is the last stronghold of wild salmon in the world. Now,
therefore, be it resolved that Alaska youth recognize the importance of preserving and protecting
wild Alaska salmon and ask our leaders to preserve and protect the habitat and integrity of Alaska’s
wild salmon against irreversible harm. This was signed by teens all over Alaska including
Anchorage, Cordova, Fairbanks, Homer, New Stuyahok, Seward, Yakutat, Newhalen, Kenai,
Dillingham, Togiak, Elim, Bethel, Emmonak, Golovin Bay, Koliganek and Palmer.
EPA Response: Comments noted; no change required.
KEITH WALTERS: I can tell you that our existing regulators are very thorough and know what
they’re doing. I think that you should give them a chance to do their job and do it correctly. And I
would urge the EPA to postpone or drop the watershed assessment and any possible use of 404(c) in
the future.
EPA Response: EPA has not made a final decision concerning the use of 404(c)
authority under the Clean Water Act. EPA continued with the assessment process and
issued a final assessment in January 2014.
CHARLES HAWLEY: The EPA did not ask for comments on the economics of the Pebble Project or
any other copper deposit. The EPA is contracted to make a professional analysis of the complex
model but it is not in the model produced. The EPA did not and perhaps should not adjust items
outside of its jurisdiction to have a general interest and arguably equal value in environmental
analysis that was made. It did not seek information on the non-subsistence economy of the project
area or the importance to the State of Alaska even though this project was on State land with
favorable minerals.
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EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. Appendix E is
intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a
healthy ecosystem.
KRIS WARREN: You know the mining industry has a long history in Alaska. And at least in the most
recent years has had an outstanding environmental track record. While providing a thousand goodpaying jobs throughout the state there’s numerous examples of large and small operations in Alaska
which have protected and in some cases even improved the natural environment, the Red Dog Mine
being one example in particular. There’s no valid reason to believe that a copper mine in the
headwaters of the Bristol Bay watershed would have a negative effect on that fishery especially given
today’s stringent regulatory oversight and modern mining methods. Quite the contrary, the mine will
produce an immense amount of materials -- minerals which we all need for everyday life while
producing thousands more badly needed and good-paying jobs in southwest Alaska.
EPA Response: The assessment finds that there would be significant impacts the salmon
fishery from mining development. The mine scenarios presented in the assessment are
based largely on preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari
et al. (2011), and assume that modern conventional mining practices and technologies
are used.
VALERIE CONNOR: I know everyone in this room would agree that our salmon resources are vital.
Whether -- where we seem to disagree is whether or not large-scale industrial mines belong in the
headwaters of one of the most productive salmon systems in the world. Mining has historically
caused damage, sometimes catastrophically, to watersheds around the globe. And Bristol Bay
watershed deserves this extra level of scrutiny. The cumulative impacts caused by a mine of this
scale will have negative impact on Bristol Bay fisheries. Please continue to do your hard work
protecting the waters of Alaska. And we hope you’ll use your authority using the 404(c).
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision concerning the use
of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act
CHARLES ENGLAND: In fact, the application and the process has not been submitted. And that’s
why I find it personally offensive as a citizen of the United States of America and also an Alaska
citizen that the EPA would step in before and circumvent the State’s rights, the due process on State
land concerning the mining area that was designated to be able to do so.
EPA Response: EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was specific to Bristol Bay and does
not establish precedents for other types of development or large-scale mining in other
places. The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from largescale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and
wildlife.
HENRY OLYMPIC: Do we really want Pebble in our backyard? And I’m not for Pebble; I’m not
against Pebble. I’m neutral. We talked about development within our communities, opportunities for
ourselves and our younger generations. I think about my community, Newhalen, the communities
around Newhalen, my boys that are growing up and being raised in Newhalen. We as community
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members need development and opportunities for us to become independent and to grow within our
community,
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. Appendix E is
intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a
healthy ecosystem.
NICK PEPPERWORTH: I think you guys should go back home to Washington, Oregon or wherever.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
BONNIE TISLER: I’m a fourth-generation Alaskan that came -- our family came here for mining.
I’m a miner. I’m a member of the Gold Prospectors of Anchorage, Alaska. I agree with the
comments of Alaska Chamber of Commerce. I think we really need to listen to those people. They’re
our economy.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
AMY SNYDER: These individuals and their families are currently culturally and economically
dependent on helping marine and coastal environments. We have the world’s largest wild salmon
fishery in Bristol Bay and watershed to nearshore habitat needed to support subsistence productivity.
So with regard to the protection of clean water and healthy marine ecosystems it’s not just a natural
world that must shape your deliberations but also the people, economies, cultures and traditions. This
is life in coastal Alaska. U.S. policy should seek to support our communities. The EPA has properly
acknowledged the need to protect clean water and healthy marine ecosystems. The significant risks
posed by the Pebble Project jeopardize the region’s clean waters and abundant natural resources. The
EPA has the power under section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to prohibit or restrict the discharge
of dredge or flow materials if they pose an unacceptable adverse effect on natural resources,
fisheries, wildlife, waters or recreational areas.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
BEAU OBRIGEWITCH: And here we are beginning a fight against the threat that the EPA will shut
down Pebble under the auspices of the Clean Water Act before the permitting process has been given
an opportunity to play itself out. You asked at the beginning of this what needs to be added to the
assessment. More time. Wait and evaluate the permits that are eventually applied for.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
DAVE APLIN: And if I might just add, fugitive dust is important. Additional look at seismic activity
is important and looking at the infrastructure that will develop and the secondary and tertiary impacts
is all important work to do.
EPA Response: The assessment text has been expanded to acknowledge a broader
range of potential salmon-mediated impacts.
GAIL PHILLIPS: Other than trying to do an end run on well-established permitting processes at both
the State and federal levels, why are you so afraid of the outcome that you have chosen this
preemptive measure to try to stop the Pebble Mine without even knowing the benefit or parameters
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of a mine plan? How can you intend to separate any potential restrictions in your 404(c) findings as
they relate to any State or local development project in the Bristol Bay watershed unrelated to the
Pebble Mine? What legal justifications will you use to excuse blatant prejudices against the mine
versus another project such as a community water source project? How do you plan to justify your
actions or findings that may be in conflict with NEPA, the Clean Water Act or the Alaska Statehood
Act?
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment, not a regulatory action,
and it does not propose or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act. EPA
regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow when taking action under the
Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
NANCY WAINWRIGHT: I urge you to look carefully at the State’s ability to monitor and to carry out
its permitting process and conduct rigorous permitting that you have heard about tonight. Because in
my organization we represent people that have attempted to get information just about Pebble
exploration, not the development, from the State. And we had to use litigation and the discovery
process to gain information about what the State was authorizing at Pebble and what Pebble had done
at the site at just the exploration stage. The State has still done no analysis of the cumulative effects
of that exploration that has occurred for 24 years at the Pebble site. And no analysis of the impacts of
the discharges of drilling muds on the tundra
EPA Response: Comment noted. Current exploration activities are outside the scope of
the assessment, although they are mentioned briefly in Box 2-2 of the final assessment.
RENEE REEVE: Further, any preemptive decision on any project or permit should be unacceptable to
those who respect the process in place. EPA should absolutely extend the comment period
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
RICHARD KOLLER: I support responsible resource development in Alaska. I’m appalled that nine
federally recognized entities invited a federal agency to change the page -- of the legitimate
permitting process for resource development citing hypothetical problems with tragic consequences
unfounded by any evidence-based effort, information.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DON McEWEN: I’ve always been for the Pebble Mine. But because of you folks’ report I think that
there should be no processing of any abstracting materials at the mine site because of the potential
disastrous results, that it all should be loaded on a rail line and taken to the tidewater in Cook Inlet,
processed there, or put on freighters and taken elsewhere to be processed. And there’s a potential side
effect to having a rail line to that area. It would be a safe secure way of transporting boats from Cook
Inlet to Bristol Bay area.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
APRIL FERGUSON: And good job on the watershed assessment which as I understand it did take
into account Pebble data and State of Alaska data. So it’s good to know that a half a billion dollars in
study they did is going to be used for something. I would ask you to stick to your time line, please. I
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believe personally it’s in America’s national security interest to protect the genetically diverse
salmon stocks of a major food source of 46 percent of the world’s red salmon come from the Bristol
Bay region, and it’s all protein. It’s something we need to husband and take care of. You’re here
because the Bristol Bay region is a wetland, and some people would call it a swamp. It’s this
hydrologic connectivity of rivers and ponds that the assessment speaks of. This area is so porous and
saturated that the salmon smolt can swim underground from the rivers through the sand literally to
the inland ponds and lakes there. Out of the research data that Pebble provided there’s a glaring lack
of seismic data. I wanted to mention that. And please take in account the Mulchatna caribou herd.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013. The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site. The
assessment, specifically Appendix C, does include information about the Mulchatna
caribou herd but does not include an evaluation of risks to the herd from large-scale
mining.
DONALD STEVENS: The adverse consequences of the EPA’s Bristol Bay watershed assessment are
far too great to be based on a rushed, incomplete, pseudo-scientific, premature and biased effort.
EPA Response: The assessment is based on the best available science, evaluates all
available information, and was conducted in an open and transparent manner using
established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. EPA spent three years
developing the assessment.
DAN SADDLER: There’s a fair process where we decide whether there should be a Pebble Mine or
not. The NEPA process, State permitting, large permit mining process. There’s lot of ways to do that.
I’m afraid that the 404(c) action is taking place outside a permitting process. It’s just not fair. At the
very least, extend the comment process and at best toss this out and do it again right the first time.
EPA Response: EPA has not made a final decision concerning the use of 404(c)
authority under the Clean Water Act.
CHRIS WILSON: The negatives of this potential project is unproven engineering on a scale that has
never been attempted before in the history of mankind located in an earthquake-prone and volcanic
area that is remote and environmentally fragile. Elimination of up to 4,000 acres of pristine wetlands
and lost habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JUDITH BERTNER: And I think you might want to include in your assessment that not only
villagers depend on subsistence fish, but many of us in Anchorage do too, and other cities. I’m
asking you, the EPA, to use your authority to protect this valuable resource.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
AMES LUCE: I thought that any analysis, and this may be beyond your particular charge, should be a
risk/benefit analysis. And in a risk/benefit analysis I came upon an article, mining taxes and revenue
in Alaska.
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EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. Appendix E is
intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a
healthy ecosystem.
CARL WASSILIE: And my Yup’ik name is Angut’aq. And I’m a Yup’ik biologist. I will speak on
behalf of Alaska Big Village Network. And I do want to thank the EPA for this watershed
assessment. It’s extremely important to have a scientific analysis of the impacts to do the watershed.
And the salmon, just one of many species, including the human beings that rely on the water -- the
freshwater in the watershed. So the far-reaching impacts, as many people have mentioned before,
from the region were not just economics, the cultural impacts are significant. If we go back to the
time of -- in which many of the creation stories which are -- which allow for the cultural vitality of
the protection of the ecosystem, services that provide these current economic benefits for hundreds of
years in the industry, fishing. But the benefits of the cultural vitality are just as important because it’s
that respect that is given to the land. So traditional knowledge, it’s a tough one. It’s a tough one to
look at, looking at the creation story and mythology, it’s just as critical as looking at genetics of that
salmon that we eat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
SHARON COX: I believe the EPA in all of its wisdom is wrong in not allowing the permitting
process to unfold in the normal fashion as any other large-scale mine or small-scale mine in the state
of Alaska.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision concerning the use
of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
STEPHANIE SCHMIDT: I’m simply here as a fishery research biologist in support of your scientific
study. Many of the criticisms of the study tonight focus on hastiness, yet no one has provided any
explicit examples of how the science is bad or junk. No one has provided empirical evidence that
would negate or disagree with what the EPA has put out tonight. I’d also like to thank you for not
doing a risk/benefit analysis because you cannot put a monetary value on a loss of culture and a loss
of subsistence in Alaska. One last point is I’d like you to consider looking at the changing
environment that we face today. Climate change,
EPA Response: Although a full consideration of how climate change could affect
mining-related impacts is beyond the scope of the assessment, we have included
discussion of potential climate change in the region in Chapter 3 (Section 3.8) and
consideration of climate and mining interactions in Chapter 14 (Box 14-2).
MARLEANNA HALL: The EPA must stop undermining existing regulatory processes and avoid
setting dangerous precedent for projects in Alaska. Investment in Alaska should not be further
jeopardized by federal overreach. extend the comment period by a minimum of 120 days.
EPA Response: EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was specific to Bristol Bay and does
not establish precedents for other types of development or large-scale mining in other
places. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft assessment.
However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA requested additional
public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in April 2013.
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SCOTT BLAKE: I think it’s important to note that the Alaska seafood industry is a multibillion dollar
industry. At the heart of it is two primary resources. One is pollock and one is salmon. At the heart of
the salmon industry is the Bristol Bay salmon. You take that away and it’ll affect our entire salmon
industry in the state. It will be a crushing blow to all of us to be able to compete globally with the
resources that we have being much more limited.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. Appendix E is
intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a
healthy ecosystem.
CHUCK BECKER: EPA should table the assessment until such time as the permitting process is
complete, then reintroduce the process.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CESAR MARTINSON: Conduct more thorough analysis on the tailings pond and the dust that this
mine is going to create. I would encourage you to look at the health impacts that this mine is going to
have on the people of Alaska.
EPA Response: The assessment text has been expanded to acknowledge a broader
range of potential salmon-mediated impacts. The scope of the assessment is focused on
potential risks to salmon from large-scale mining and salmon-mediated effects to
indigenous culture and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct,
secondary, and cumulative effects on human health in the mining area and
transportation corridor.
VIVIAN MENDENHALL: A major risk to the environment that is not being considered in this
assessment is direct toxicity of the mine’s ponds and lakes to the wildlife in the area of the mine.
There are going to be two types of water bodies. One is the lake or lakes that will fill the open mine
pit. All open mine pits fill with water because they go down deeper than the water table. And some,
not all, are filled with toxic water. You must manage the water forever to keep it out of the water
table. The tailings pond is the other kind of water body. And they are always toxic because they’re on
top of metal and acidic rocks. They can be treated but that’ll be to perpetuity. Northern Dynasty CEO
said in 2006 that clean water would cover all the tailings. But that was the ignorance of the fact that
lakes and ponds always mix top to bottom at least twice a year.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and
cumulative effects on wildlife.
TOM BUNDE: If we have a permitting process that’s valid, it should be allowed to work.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
CHRIS BRANHAM: When you look at the size of this particular mine and the devastation it can do I
said, “You know what, I don’t care if I’m the last person here, this is not good.” One of the things
that hasn’t been mentioned here is that people don’t realize it, one of the things that’s important if
you go to the -- I don’t know how many people have actually seen the area where the Pebble Mine is.
You see pictures, you see all these fancy rivers and lakes and all this, all this flat country, there’s
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nothing there. But unless you’ve actually been there you don’t know what you’re going to be
destroying. One of the other issues that’s also important is this scientific data. I don’t need any
scientific data to tell you that when you start digging a mine at Pebble you are going to destroy the
fishing and all the salmon in that area.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PAULA WILLIAMS: One thing I’m not really clear from the report is whether the EPA has had the
advantage of acid rock drainage reports out of Pebble Mine. I think that if you’re talking about
science those are very clear that the ores from the samples that they’ve taken, the last time I saw
those on the State Web site was in 2008. But the ores are very high in sulphides and very low in
buffering compounds. They will produce a significant amount of acid which will then release sulfuric
acid which will then release a lot of chemicals into the water. So I am hoping that the EPA has in fact
gotten ahold of those studies and taken a look at that. The tailings failure being toxic to invertebrates
but that the toxicity to fish is less clear. I think there are plenty of studies that show that non-lethal
levels of copper in the waterways do in fact have significant impacts on fish including their olfactory
abilities, et cetera.
EPA Response: We used available geochemical data from the Pebble Partnership as
part of the assessment. Effects on salmon olfaction were described in the first draft and
are discussed at greater length in the revised assessment, including estimation of the
stream lengths in which olfactory effects estimated to occur under the scenarios
(Chapter 8).
BEN MOHR: You guys mentioned a handful of projects in the assessment, specifically Groundhog
Mountain or the Groundhog project and Humble prospect. Humble if I understand correctly had their
first drill hole completed last week. The folks at Groundhog have only done surface exploration. I
encourage the EPA to go back and do a more thorough assessment, give the residents in the state the
time to actually read and understand the document and compare it to what they know.
EPA Response: Potential effects from Humble, Groundhog, and other mining claims
are discussed in Chapter 13. We acknowledge that these explorations are in the early
stages compared to the Pebble exploration.
DAVID FARRING: No one is going to allow the fisheries to be destroyed. No one will allow that
kind of project. What we need to find out is how can we develop this without destroying the fishery.
That’s the challenge. And if there’s -- somebody mentioned a railroad. Well, how did they mine all
that copper in the Copper River over at Kennecott without destroying the Copper River? One of the
biggest king salmon runs in the state.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MICHAEL JESPERSON: You incorporate into your report studies without having time to fully vet
them, let alone study them or come to decent conclusions. You incorporate studies into your draft
proposal without the time to decide why those studies have the conclusions they were without the
time to check the methodology of those studies and without the time to verify the results. How
therefore can your study be scientific or fair?
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
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requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
DONNE FLEAGLE: The designated 60-day comment period would be ideal if it was in the dead of
winter.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for
the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer
input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised
assessment in April 2013.
LAURA GORMAN: The Pebble Mine people will come, and they’ll rape the area; they’ll walk out
with dollars in their pockets, smiling. The land will be butchered. There will be acidic fallout, and it
will affect the land. That’s where the salmon spawn and come back and have come back for 4,000
years. It is a subsistence area.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
VAL ANGASAN: I’m -- the best and the worst-case scenario instead of July 23rd would be at least
after, you know, hunting season which would be in October. So I would highly recommend that you
let the 65 permits that are required to be done done. And then go ahead and implement and override
Army Corps of Engineers as you see fit at that point.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
BARBARA WINKLEY: A similar mine at Queenstown, Tasmania went into operation over a hundred
years ago. And the King River, which was recipient of much of the mine’s sludge is only just now
starting to recover. I come today to voice my opposition and oppose the permit for the biggest urban
dam in North America and the Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JIM WHITLOCK: All I can ask is you allow that process to take place and all that to be answered in
due time. extend the comment period for another 120 days.
EPA Response: EPA maintained the original comment deadline for the 2012 draft
assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer input, EPA
requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised assessment in
April 2013.
KAREN MATTHIAS: It sets a dangerous precedent to prohibit a project before it has even made a
permit application.
EPA Response: EPA has not made a final decision concerning the use of 404(c)
authority under the Clean Water Act.
JOEL STEFANSKI: EPA takes -- talks about hypothetical mining scenarios like -- words like “likely,
could, potential, low probability of failure.” Questions for EPA are: What are the possible effects on
Alaska for not developing a large-scale mineral site? This is a State issue, not a federal issue. If this
404(c) goes through, it will stop all resource industries including the fishing in Bristol Bay.
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EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. Appendix E is
intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a
healthy ecosystem. EPA has not made a final decision concerning the use of 404(c)
authority under the Clean Water Act.
MIKE REDMOND: I’m going to keep my comments to the science used in the draft watershed
assessment only, and specifically on section 6. My review of section 6, it looks like the people that
wrote it had natural resource background, were biologists or chemists. And you need to have
engineers be a part of the assessment team because they need to look at the structures and all the
structural integrity and all of the engineering aspects that go along with this assessment. When
Pebble ends up submitting their request they have one of the most sophisticated mines that
engineering event -- project that’s ever been done. And you need the proper team on board at the
EPA in order to provide a proper scientific assessment of that.
EPA Response: The Bristol Bay assessment team included mining engineers and risk
assessors as well as fisheries experts.

Seattle Public Meeting - May 31, 2012
REIDAR SOLBERG: And with the management of Alaska Department of Fish and Game, it
magnified to runs as high as 60 million a year. This was made possible because of the water quality
and the habitat in the region. We’re again looking to the Federal Government for help to preserve the
most powerful salmon-producing river systems in the world. I will be passing the fishery on to my
son, with the hope that he will be able to pass it on, as a third-generation fisherman, on to his son or
daughter in generations to come.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DOROTHY LARSON: And my sons and my grandchildren and other family members are still
involved in the fishery as commercial and subsistence fishers. They rely upon the economic benefits
of the salmon, as well as the cultural and subsistence value of the salmon and other resources from
the land and the sea. We do it by taking care of our land and our resources from the sea, as well as
the land, from the abundance of the natural resources that feed us throughout the year. It’s not just
during the salmon season; it’s throughout the year. It also provides an economic base with the
commercial fishing and other economic interests we invest in. We want to sustain our subsistence
lifestyle, while blending the western way of living, which we must adapt to.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Chapters 5 and 12 of the
assessment recognize the strong relationship local communities have with the resources
in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and acknowledge the importance of
subsistence hunting and fishing and the traditional way of life in Bristol Bay.
ANNE MOSNESS: I started in 1973 up there. My son started coming on the boat when he was ten,
and there was 70 years between the oldest and the youngest on our fishing boat for four summers. my
father realized that we were a part of that great cycle of nature. We were harvesting this fabulous fish
that was being eaten by people all over the world. We had a lot of pride in the family business. It was
not short-term wealth, which is what his gold mine would have brought him. We have too many
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things happening that are destroying the economy of the fisheries, but I want folks to know that
there’s many of us here working to keep the value up.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
BOBBY ANDREW: I’d like to see you take another look at the subsistence portion where you have
342 pounds of food. I think it’s a lot more than that, what we fish for the season. In addition, many of
the tribes do support the timeline that was given through July 23rd.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to more accurately reflect the
available information about subsistence use and diet. Although we have statistics from
ADF&G for percentage of residents using subsistence resources and per capita harvest
of subsistence resources in these watersheds, we do not have any dietary studies.
Chapter 5 of the revised assessment notes that the subsistence way of life is
irreplaceable in the Bristol Bay region. The July 23 timeline was maintained for public
comments on the first draft, but the public was given a second opportunity to comment
when the second draft was released in 2013.
JIM KLUG: For the record, our industry is completely united in its opposition to the development of
the Pebble Mine project, and we believe that Bristol Bay watershed, as the home to the largest
salmon runs in North America and the world, is a one-of-a-kind resource that cannot be put at risk.
The American Fly Fishing Trade Association agrees with the EPA’s scientific review findings that
Pebble Mine is a threat to Bristol Bay. To construct and dig one of the world’s largest open-pit mines
in the heart of such an ecologically sensitive and economically significant area is the worst possible
nightmare for the Alaskan wilderness, for the people who live and work throughout the area, and for
the countless businesses and jobs that are directly and indirectly linked to the Bristol Bay region.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DENNIS ANDREW, SR: The population of New Stuyahok is 510, and 110 percent is subsistence
users. We depend on our land there; the water, the game, the berries. We depend on it. This Pebble
Mine is very, very unacceptable. It’s not acceptable for biggest fishery in the world. Up and down the
Nushagak, a lot of villages and stuff, we depend on subsistence, hundred and ten percent or more for
years, from way back from sailboat fishing days. Now we’re improving our salmon (inaudible),
cooling our fish down. Market is coming back up. We need that salmon to continue so our
grandchildren could -EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JOEL WEBSTER: All the serious anglers I know in Montana dream of fishing for trophy rainbows
and Dollys and salmon in the Bristol Bay area of Alaska. And those who have been there know that
this resource is too special to be developed. And Bristol Bay area is also important for big game. This
mine poses threats for bear, moose, and caribou hunting. Future development that would result in a
maze of roads that would fragment important habitat and impact hunting for generations to come.
And as pointed out by the Bristol Bay watershed assessment, this mine would do serious harm for
this fishery, and it’s time for the Obama administration to basically use its authority under the Clean
Water Act to protect Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
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JASON METROKIN: I’m a shareholder, as well as president and CEO, to Bristol Bay Native
Corporation. Salmon is the lifeblood of our region. In 2009, after several years of information
gathering, BBNC took a position to protect the fishery by opposing the Pebble Mine project. The risk
associated with the project have estimated as having nearly eleven billion tons of mine waste located
at the headwaters of the world’s largest and potentially last wild salmon run. This are far too great a
risk for us to accept. Your role is to ensure that dredge and fill material permits are regulated to
prohibit discharge into salmon spawning habitat that is toxic to aquatic life and would require
perpetual treatment. You have that legal authority, and this draft study supports it.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
GASPAR PERRICONE: I’m here today to say, however, though, the Bristol Bay fishery and the
proposed Pebble Mine is not one of those areas that can coexist in a manner in which both will
flourish. We as sportsmen and the sportsmen community have come together for a single ask for
EPA and Obama administration, and that ask is respectfully this: that you guys implement
commonsense solutions that would regulate the proposal of the Bristol Bay mine and utilize your
authority under 404(c) of the Clean Water Act. I think surely the guiding philosophy and the guiding
thought has got to be that of a faithful devotion to that unwritten statute that we hand down the state
of our natural world to our grandchildren improved and not impaired in value.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
PETER ANDREW: I will be asking the EPA to please do the 404(c) on behalf of all the fish, on
behalf of the people, on behalf of our culture, on behalf of the people that are not here yet; our kids’
kids and their kids. We’ve had a wonderful commercial fishery that has been happening for at least
135 years, and we’ve also, my people, have depended on resource for over 10,000 years.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
ROB MASONIS: Trout Unlimited commends EPA for the draft watershed assessment, which is a
solid scientific analysis that is corroborated by the independent scientific analysis the TU and the
Wild Salmon Center released in February. Both analyses show clearly the large-scale mining would
destroy salmon travel habitat, water quality, and present a significant risk of catastrophic destruction
to Bristol Bay’s prolific salmon and trout populations. With the Bristol Bay Native Corporation,
we’ve developed a detailed proposal that identifies the conditions under which responsible
development could occur that does not put Bristol Bay salmon and its salmon-fueled economy at
risk.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
GEORGE KEEFE: A tailings dam must last forever. Seismic mapping is incomplete in the Pebble
Mine region. Two U.S. Geologic Survey publications differ in where they map the fault, but both
suggest the Castle Mountain/Lake Clark fault may run within five miles of Pebble Mine. However,
the mine developer claims the fault is 18 miles away and the structures are currently designed to
withstand an earthquake at that distance. If the fault runs five miles from the mine, the force can be
three times greater from the same earthquake.
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EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site. Recent
volcanic activity has not been identified in the Pebble deposit area.
RICARDO RUBY: I think a very significant element for the EPA to consider and everybody to
consider is that your study encompasses an enormous area, and the Pebble property is just a fraction
of that. There are mining claims outside the Pebble area, and they could multiply things dramatically.
EPA Response: The assessment has been revised to include the consideration of
multiple geographic scales and multiple mine scenarios. The potential for cumulative
effects of multiple mines is evaluated in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.
CARL BEVIS: Until such time that failure rates of such enormous systems and structures can be
shown to be on the order of magnitudes of public transportation, where human life is definitely at
risk, it shouldn’t be even be considered.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA does not agree that the
frequency of accidents in public transportation is an appropriate standard of
acceptability.
LARRY BARRETT: In aggregate, Far Bank employs 250 people and we manufacture fly rods across
the Sound on Bainbridge Island and fly line in Idaho Falls, Idaho. If the Pebble Mine is constructed,
my business in the lower 48 and others will be negatively impacted and jobs will be lost. I want to
urge our leaders and EPA to protect this one-of-a-kind resource that drives economic value well
beyond Alaska. Please keep to the timeline and maintain the July 23rd deadline for public comment.
Timely progress towards finalizing the assessment is critical.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
KIM WILLIAMS: In Section 8, on the integrated risk characterization chapter, tailings dam failure, I
guess the question that I have is, you put 28 percent, 30 percent impact at the Koktuli River and 10 to
20 percent loss in the Mulchatna, but as the mine life continues -- or the mine scenario continues, as
you have hydrology [inaudible] to other streams, I think your number is slightly low. It should be a
little bit higher, and so I ask that you take a look at that section. Another section on the report,
Section 2, Alaska native cultures, where you list 14 communities in 2.2.5, I counted 16 communities.
And some in Bristol Bay will say Dillingham, of which I live in, is not a part of the watershed, but I
am here to tell you, my council believes we are part of this watershed, and we are not going away in
giving you our comments.
EPA Response: In the revised and final assessments we have clarified the number of
communities within the Bristol Bay watershed (as defined in the assessment) and within
the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds.
ELAINE PACKARD: I chair the Water and Salmon Committee for the Washington State chapter of
the Sierra Club. And one of our primary concerns is to protect our iconic salmon, their habitat, and
the Bristol Bay residents who rely on the salmon for their livelihood and cultural heritage. Because of
this, we are an ally in opposing the proposed mine. We strongly support EPA’s protection under
404(c).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act
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CHRISTINA SALMON: Standing here in front of you today, talking about a mining giant threatening
my entire way of life wasn’t what I ever could have planned for, but I do know that being here is
where I need to be. We weren’t raised with a lot of money. We would technically be labeled by the
western society as poor, but never once growing up did that thought ever cross our innocent little
minds. We had food in the freezer, we had hand-me-down clothes, and we had the basics for
survival. Don’t be fooled into thinking that we are poor people who can’t exist without Pebble. We
have managed just fine for the past 10,000 years without them. To those of us who have lived there
for over 10,000 years, each and every one of those “maybes” is not a risk we are willing to take for
future generations and the survival of our culture.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
TYLER EDGAR: The scientific evidence you have provided reaffirms that protecting Bristol Bay is
in keeping with our Christian call to protect creation and seek justice for the most vulnerable and for
our neighbors. Your assessment provides conclusive evidence that the proposed Pebble Mine and
other large-scale mining in its least intrusive form will devastate significant portions of salmon
habitat, significant portions of God’s creation that provides jobs and livelihoods for thousands. In
light of your scientific findings, we urge you to do all that you can to protect Bristol Bay in a quick
and timely fashion, using the authority provided to you by the Clean Water Act.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
BRUCE HAM: I grew up in northeastern Oregon, and in northeastern Oregon, we used to have many
streams with lots of salmon, lots of steelhead, and now you can count on one hand the number of reds
in the Lostine River; maybe more than a couple of hands the number of reds in the (inaudible) River.
And these are areas that have had relatively low impact. I don’t think that historically we’ve done a
good job of protecting ourselves by government, and I would hope that we could actually put some
kind of it into the report that looks at this from a historical perspective.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
porphyry copper mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region. Historical
perspectives on fisheries protection outside Alaska are outside the scope of the
assessment.
ROBERT METZGER: In my life, I have lived in the mountains of Montana and Colorado for 16
years and have seen firsthand the damage to the environment operating mines have and are still doing
(inaudible). Alaska is our last mostly untouched land, and the Pebble Mine would do irreversible
damage to another beautiful state and harming ancient way of life in the Alaska Native American that
depends on the clean watershed that Pebble Mine would destroy.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MICHAEL McDONALD: This is a very valuable mineral deposit, and as we continue to develop our
country, we’re going to demand these resources, especially as we continue to explore new
opportunities of renewal land resources. Wind turbines take a tremendous amount of copper. If we
want to keep continuing down the road of exploring those technologies, I think that this would be
something we should definitely look into, especially with the track record that other countries have
with their environmental track record. I think, you know, as Americans, we hold that very near and
dear to our heart, and with all the rules and regulations in place, that this can be done in a safe and
efficient manner.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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MICHAEL O’LEARY: 35 years ago, my father and grandfather taught me how to fish in the
tributaries above the coastal fork of the Willamette River. In 1990, Oregon State University
researchers started to connect the idea that fish tissue that was sampled out of that area had elevated
levels of arsenic and mercury. A very short period of time later, it was tied specifically up to the
Black Butte mine, which, in 2010, was finally declared as an EPA Superfund site, as the owners had
abandoned it. Tailings were washed out downstream and were collected. In the year 2000, my
grandfather passed away with many years of onset of neurological conditions which were diagnosed
as a combination of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, which are also indicative of periods of exposure to
mercury -- or associated with that. In the assessment, you describe a great number of potential
impacts that are catastrophic -- tailings ponds washing down the stream, pipelines, failing – at
predictable rates, for predictable reasons. It’s unacceptable, in my opinion, to put such a beautiful
area at risk with such -- risks of such elevated levels. Please protect Bristol Bay. Please say no to the
Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
SEAN MAGEE: The draft Bristol Bay watershed assessment study is a fundamentally flawed
document that reflects more on the state of politics and advocacy than on science, and that’s a terrible
shame. By the EPA’s own admission, it has evaluated the ultimate hypothetical project, a project has
that not been defined and for which key environmental litigation strategies have not been presented.
You don’t have to be a scientist to understand that you cannot assess what you do not know.
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment and it has been
prepared following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments, using the best available
science. The scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary
plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that
modern conventional mining practices and technologies are used. Proposed mitigation
measures are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a real mine in
this area, and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
TREFON ANGASAN: We are very concerned that the timelines that you have submitted for public
comment are not in sync with the needs that are apparent in Bristol Bay at this point. we, as a land
representative of an organization that owns 400,000 acres of surface land in the Bristol Bay region,
200,000 of those acres that are adjacent to Pebble prospect, we’re very concerned that we don’t know
enough about what the impact is going to be on the holdings of the Alaska Peninsula Corporation.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for
the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer
input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised
assessment in April 2013. The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential
impacts of large-scale porphyry copper mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay
region—not to evaluate the relative economic benefits of mining versus the existing
salmon-based economy. Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of
current economic activity dependent on a healthy ecosystem.
RON ARNOLD: We feel that this report -- and you asked for comments about the science -- the
science is supposed to be impartial. And a risk/benefit assessment, which your study is, is only half
done. We’ve seen the risks, but I don’t recall anything about the benefits. I would hope that EPA will
finish this report by turning out a benefits section that is as extensive and hypothetical as the present
one.
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EPA Response: This assessment is an ecological risk assessment, not an economic costbenefit analysis of mining and the fishery.
MARY ANN PEASE: The Pebble project, if allowed to go through a rigorous permitting process, is a
project based in Alaska that positively impacts our economic future, jobs, revenues to our state, and
represents responsible resource development. The draft Bristol Bay watershed assessment process
and any potential 404(c) actions which may result from it are of concern at this time because not only
is the process rushed and premature, but there is not even a single permit application regarding
development of Pebble in front of the state or federal governments, nor has the NEPA process been
initiated. The design for Pebble, including the very important environmental mitigation strategies,
have not been finalized. A preemptive veto of the Pebble project is no different than a preemptive
approval. Should the EPA be successful in this effort, it could become a mechanism to squelch largescale projects in all sectors; projects that are now quite needed for private sector job creation and
economic vitality.
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment and it has been
prepared following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments. It is not a regulatory action,
and it does not propose or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish
a clear process for EPA to follow when taking action under the Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).The scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on
preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and
assume that modern conventional mining practices and technologies are used. Proposed
mitigation measures are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a
real mine in this area, and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
KATHY McDONALD: I request that you extend the comment period at least 120 days to give this
300-plus page report time to be digested by many people. I don’t know if everybody understands the
long-term impact for development; not just for the Pebble Mine but all developments everywhere in
all states. This opens up the potential for the largest land grab in the Federal Government we’ve ever
seen. Or should I say, the EPA is opening this and not elected bodies of officials.
EPA Response: The public was given a second opportunity to review the report in April
2013. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under Clean Water
Act Section 104(b). The assessment was specific to the Bristol Bay region and does not
establish precedents for other types of development or large-scale mining in other
places.
MICHAEL McDONALD: I think it’s very important you open the window for this hearing period. I
think you ought to consider opening that window so that those that are out there fishing don’t have to
make the choice between working for a living or coming to a hearing like this.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for
the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer
input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised
assessment in April 2013.
LISA REIMERS: I think that you need to take into consideration they would like this time extended.
what I find very odd is that we’re here in Seattle, and a lot of the commercial fisherman from Seattle,
Oregon, are dictating our lives and they’re not thinking about the human factor. There are people that
live in these villages that need jobs. How would they like it if we came down and dictated in their
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lands and their waters? This is very emotional for me because at the end of the day, our people are up
there trying to figure out how to survive. We don’t depend on commercial fishing, subsistence. It’s a
choice. We still need a cash economy, and we’d like you to extend the time period.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA maintained the original comment deadline for
the 2012 draft assessment. However, after incorporating public and peer reviewer
input, EPA requested additional public comment and peer review on the revised
assessment in April 2013. The assessment an ecological risk assessment, not an
economic cost-benefit analysis of mining and the fishery.
MICHAEL SCHUT: Bristol Bay is a place of rare beauty and abundance that can only be found in
this part of God’s creation. Alaska natives have sustainably coexisted with creation for thousands of
years. Our faith tells us Bristol Bay is important, important as a part of God’s creation, important to
Alaska native culture, and important if we are to live out our call as Christians to keep, protect, and
care for God’s earth and the neighbors. We urge you to use Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, as
you travel around Bristol Bay, to preempt, provide protection from inappropriate development in this
watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act
BOB WALDROP: In Bristol Bay, the nation’s waters include some of the best remaining salmon
habitat in the world. Significantly, this is also good habitat for jobs and economic development,
supporting an estimated 14,000 jobs in Bristol Bay. Holders of 2700 of those jobs reside here in
Washington State. So this truly is a national issue by that measure. in Bristol Bay, the natural and the
cultural and seafood business environment are the same. You protect one, you protect the other.
Good stewardship of the natural environment is necessary to maintaining the existing and thriving
fishery.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
MARK WASHBURN: As an electrician, I have greatly seen the effects of copper and other natural
resources and their prices in the construction industry, and I’m glad someone from the construction
industry can talk about this, because having a mine of this magnitude, mining for copper, will really
affect the amount of jobs incoming into our industry. Also, I think the EPA should try and work with
the Pebble Mining companies to develop instead of just trying to stonewall them and stop the whole
process.
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment, not a cost-benefit
analysis of mining and the fishery.
ABE WILLIAMS: I really would like EPA to focus on putting accurate science into the watershed
assessment. And when I read through the executive summary here, it really frightens me that they
have taken the steps that we see out there currently in our communities right now that have -- they
just monger fear to folks to completely oppose projects like this. And our region is economically
challenged, to the point where our people is moving away, our native cultures are moving away. And
when your folks in the native communities move away, that is when a culture dies. Okay? And we
have this problem currently. We have schools shutting down. We have things taking place that is
necessarily bad for our area. So I really want sideboards put back into this process and I want due
process to take place here.
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EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment and it has been
prepared following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments. It is based on the best
available science, evaluates all available information, and was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry.
JONATHAN YOUNG: Is the report going to change when it becomes peer-reviewed? And if it
changes, will we again have a chance to comment on it? I would like to talk about it again after you
peer-review it.
EPA Response: We revised the draft assessment based on input received from peer
reviewers and the public, and a revised draft assessment was made available for review
in April 2013. This revised assessment was again revised in response to peer review and
public comments, and the final assessment was released in January 2014.
MARK RUTHERFORD: I offer my opinion that the EPA findings significantly underestimate
degradation of the mine development on freshwater resources by as much as an order of magnitude.
The EPA did not adequately address pipeline construction and management, electrical grid
construction, and road construction. My family and I depend upon the Bristol Bay salmon for our
livelihood. For more than 30 years, we’ve depended upon salmon for our personal subsistence,
commercial harvest, and today for the sport fish guiding business we own. I question the scientific
data used, which models a 33 to 60 percent chance of culvert failure. In my opinion, it is closer to a
hundred percent.
EPA Response: We agree that the development of a large-scale porphyry copper mine
could have many other significant effects in the region, as well as effects beyond the
region, in addition to those evaluated in the assessment. The scope of the assessment is
clearly stated in Chapter 2. The failure rates cited in the assessment are based on the
best available science.
JASON BRUNE: I should also say at the outset, that Anglo American accepts that the right to
develop any mining project must be earned. This is done over the course of the project’s
development and in particular during the course of permitting. Permitting is, thus, a critical process
and should never have any preordained outcome, positive or negative. Anglo American accepts this.
We are trying to understand whether the EPA does. As was said in (inaudible) testimony, the
combination of mining a hypothetical mine plan to assess project effects, leaning heavily on
environmental activists or scientific information, and refusing to consider the scientific work
completed by Pebble as a part of its environmental baseline document, has contributed in no small
part to the deep flaws inherent in the draft report. Meaningful judgments about Pebble and its effects
it may have on fish and water in Alaska cannot be made before the project is fully designed,
proposed, and evaluated under NEPA. The EIS that will be prepared for Pebble under NEPA will be
fully informed by Pebble’s proposed development plan, its mitigation strategy
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment and it has been
prepared following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of
large-scale porphyry copper mining on the region’s salmon resources. The assessment
has not been prepared for the same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) document.
The scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put
forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
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conventional mining practices and technologies are used. Proposed mitigation measures
are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a real mine in this area,
and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The assessment is based on
the best available science and evaluates all available information, including that in the
PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document as well as other sources. Northern Dynasty
Mineral’s preliminary mine plan (Ghaffari et al. 2011) and PLP’s Environmental
Baseline Document are both used extensively as sources in the assessment.
BENJAMIN BLAKEY: My family and I have worked in Bristol Bay for my entire life and we hope to
for many years to come. And basically, this EPA assessment that we are talking about today is, at its
core, a risk assessment. And if we’re asking whether or not the potential benefits of mine
development in Bristol Bay watershed will outweigh the risks, I just want to make this very clear that
on behalf of myself, my family, and the hundreds of other Bristol Bay fisherman that could not be
here today, we are adamantly opposed to any mine development activity that would put our salmon at
risk.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JORDEN GREINER: Working on my Yupik father’s charter boat, I have deckhanded for the majority
of my existence, as a family tradition and to finance my education. Starting with knowledge gained
on the boat and continuing with high school reports and my college senior thesis, the proposed
Pebble Mine has influenced my academic and personal life in Alaska and here in Washington. And
just last year, Homer’s 82 Bristol Bay commercial fishermen contributed nearly $9 million of gross
earnings from the Bristol Bay’s 2011 season alone. Inevitably, the proposed mine has cast a
dominant shadow on my life and has propelled me to passionately take action against it. Earlier this
week, when I was attempting to organize my testimony, I found it difficult to narrow down the list of
scientific and economic data posed against the mine, not to mention the threat it poses my family’s
way of life. The abundance of negative claims makes it clear that whether the mine should be
developed isn’t even a question. It can do so by using the authority granted to the EPA under Section
404(c) of the Clean Water Act to halt the development of this mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DAVID HARSILA: AIFMA endorses the EPA 404(c) process and the watershed assessment of
potential mining impacts on salmon ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska. The Bristol Bay fishery and
related industries substantially contribute to the economy of the state of Washington. The economics
of Bristol Bay are well established and have been sustainable over time. Clearly the risk of damage
by the mining industry to the freshwater habitat that salmon depend upon is too great, as most likely
the damage will be certain. Some specific reasons: perpetual care and storage of acid-generating rock
waste and tailings; massive dewatering of groundwater affecting streams; and the inevitable releases
of contamination, including dam failure seepage, slurry, and fuel pipeline failures.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JOEL REYNOLDS: The notion that the 404(c) process or the 104 process enacted by Congress does
not comply with principles of due process is just not supportable as a matter of law. Large-scale
mining like the proposed Pebble Mine would pose an unacceptable and unavoidable risk of harm to
the people, the communities, and the wildlife of the Bristol Bay watershed. Building a massive mine
in this location at the top of the watershed of the world’s greatest wild salmon fishery is a reckless
idea, a dangerous venture for which significant risk to protected resources cannot be eliminated, no
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matter how extensive the environmental review or comprehensive the mitigation regulators might
impose.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
BRENDAN FLYNN: I saw on the pie chart you had there that the southern B.C. and U.S. stocks make
up one of the more significant portions of Sockeye salmon in the world other than Bristol Bay. Well,
that is the case some years. We’ve had the misfortune of fishing every other year, every third year
here, every fourth year at times. It’s immensely inconsistent, and that is the beauty of Bristol Bay. It
happens every year. I really support you to protect this place under the 404(c). It is a national treasure
and there is nothing like it in the world.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JENNIFER GISH: The proposed Pebble Mine which would be situated in the heart of Bristol Bay
watershed produces an unacceptable risk for the fly fishing industry, which relies on the health and
vitality of hunting and fishing ecosystems. Sports fishing contributes $1.4 billion annually to the
Alaska economy and more than $60 billion to Bristol Bay alone. Many visitors spend up to a
thousand per week to stay at well-appointed lodges and fly in small planes to some of the most
exclusive and celebrated trout and salmon waters in the world. These are our customers.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
JIM WADDELL: One of the problems I find with the report is, you don’t go into enough detail
explaining the consequences of the -- well, basically the assumptions that you’re making about
failures and operations and so forth. What you really need to explain, though, is, the probability of
failures is sort of, I think, underestimated, frankly. Having experienced these kind of projects, having
dealt with these kind of projects, nothing is ever built like the plan says it’s going to be. The
mitigation plans are rarely followed, and there’s various reasons for this. What we need to be doing is
understanding what it takes to manage these projects and explain it to the public in these documents,
because without that, they’re not -- you’re never going to appreciate the complexity and what it takes
to actually construct and operate these things safely.
EPA Response: The analyses of accidents and failures were revised and more detail is
provided in the final assessment.
JON FRANKLIN: There’s 10,000 years of history that can go on 78 years of a mine. What’s going to
happen in 78 years? The jobs are all going to be gone in 78 years, except for the people that have to
sit there and look over the toxic landscape and say, “That’s my legacy.” Do not let corporate interests
run over the population of Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: The assessment discusses risks in perpetuity, and addresses how risks
will change as mine operations cease.
TOBY HALTER: I just think that in this assessment, I just -- you know, the adverse effects of mining
and what they do to a human population is a (inaudible) native people. There’s a lot of native
Alaskan people that are going to stay living in that area. Like the gentleman said before, 78 years of
mining, you know, and you’re looking at maybe five, ten thousand years, if we can even hold on that
long, of having to deal the negative effects and the carcinogens and all the nasty chemicals that are
associated with mining. So I just didn’t see that very clearly in your report.
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EPA Response: The assessment discusses risks in perpetuity, and addresses how risks
will change as mine operations cease.
LELAND MIYAWAKI: We send a lot of people to Alaska and to Bristol Bay to go fishing. There’s a
lot of them that go there, a lot spend a lot of money. I urge you to, under your authority, to – excuse
me -- under your authority to go forth with 404(c) and the Clean Water Act and stop this mine in its
tracks.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act
ANDREW BENNETT: I run a sport fishing lodge on the Kanaktok and (inaudible) Rivers just
northwest of Bristol Bay. I employ 20 people each summer and host 250 guests from all over the
world who come to experience the incredible unique fishery in southwest Alaska. I’m opposed to
large-scale mining in Bristol Bay because I feel that the risks that a large-scale mine has an adverse
impact on this healthy, unique fishery is too great.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
KAREN REED: I think that the ecology there is so fragile and the impacts from the haul road
construction and the pipeline construction really need to be looked at more seriously in your 404(c)
study. What I was young, we would speak frequently with fisheries research people that had a base
on Porcupine Island in Lake Iliamna, and they told us that the beach on Knutson Bay was the largest
Sockeye spawning salmon ground in the world. And right now there’s no roads in that area, there’s
no other cabins, there’s no power lines. There’s nothing. And to think about putting the haul road
right past the most prolific Sockeye spawning beach in the world is sort of incomprehensible.
EPA Response: Risks associated with the transportation corridor are evaluated in
greater detail in Chapter 10 of the revised assessment. Risks associated with potential
pipeline failures are evaluated in greater detail in Chapter 11 of the revised assessment.
RON RICHARDS: One suggestion in your economic analysis. The Valdez oil spill showed us that not
only will an adverse environmental impact in a certain area affect the income of the people that are
impacted directly, but it will impact all of the Alaska fish market. We Alaska fisherman who were
not directly impacted by the oil spill saw the value of our catch plummet. The same thing will happen
in a Bristol Bay disaster, where some pollutant affects the fish. It will tarnish the reputation of all of
us.
EPA Response: Potential effects to commercial and recreational fisheries were not
evaluated as part of this assessment. We recognize that any impacts to salmonid and
other fishery resources would affect these sectors.
THOMAS QUINN: I have been studying ecology and conservation of salmon and trout ever since,
including the last 25 years in the Kvichak watershed. The research has taught me two things about
conservation and salmon and natural resources. Two pillars. The first is the restoration of that which
is damaged but salvageable, and the second is the preservation of that which is valuable and still
functioning. an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. And in Bristol Bay, we have the
opportunity to prevent destruction of something which is already functioning perfectly as it is. We’re
counting on you to live up to your name: protect our environment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
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CHARLES TREINEN: you may want to look at a little further is to reevaluate or to continue to
evaluate the value of commercial fishing to people throughout your Region 10.
EPA Response: Potential effects to commercial and recreational fisheries were not
evaluated as part of this assessment. We recognize that any impacts to salmonid and
other fishery resources would affect these sectors.
EDWARD DAVIS: You really should be looking at a further study, a larger one. Look at the
boundaries of the watershed area.
EPA Response: The assessment focuses on the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds
because they are the most likely to be affected by large-scale mining. However, the
cumulative risks from mining in the Bristol Bay watershed are addressed in Chapter 13
of the revised assessment.
FRED HARNISCH: The experience I’ve gained over the years in various areas of the world
concerning large industry, and of what I’ve read -- I’m strongly against the proposed Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ERIC FORRER: The collapse of the fishery there (Yukon) has been accompanied by a relentless
economic and social stress that foreshadows the fate of Bristol Bay under the influence of a
generations-long mine. I make three arguments regarding Bristol Bay. First, I join those and see that
culture and place will be destroyed by the mine. Basically, Pebble developers will push everything I
know and love right out of the frame. Second, given the destruction or massive damage to every
salmon system from the Sacramento to the Yukon, I argue that this last reasonably healthy system
should have the benefit of a sense of cumulative protection.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
RICHARD LEEDS: Based on my experience, I believe that the hydrology and air interconnections
within and outside the proposed mine site have potential poisonous flows with their susceptibility to
seismic events and the resulting catastrophic long-term damage are understated in the report. Let me
repeat: I’ve been up there and I think it understates the level of interconnectivity. Large-scale mining
is too risky to be permitted in this important natural resource, as has been identified in this EPA
assessment.
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that the area is prone to seismic activity, and
describes the seismicity of the Bristol Bay region and the proposed mine site. Recent
volcanic activity has not been identified in the Pebble deposit area.
SALLY SHORT: Any people or any industry would woefully threaten to destroy what I spent my life
defending.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ANN KROEKER: Please don’t add economic values or job values or other disputed trade-offs to your
study, which, if you can keep it as factual and bio/eco/regional as possible, we would absolutely
appreciate that.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. Appendix E is
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intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a
healthy ecosystem.
STU SMITH: The people that are proposing mining in this part of the world, such as the Pebble
Mine, they don’t see their purpose as providing human kind or mankind with a useful product like
iron and gold. Their interest is in money.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
ROBERT WISSMAN: I’ve studied with Tom in Alaska in the Bristol Bay area, as far as wetlands,
streams and lakes. And these systems, we know how fragile they are, but we do not know how
resilient they are, but I’m afraid they do not have the resilience to take the insult that the industry is
proposing in these landscapes.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DAVID KERLICK: You need to have some civil engineers onboard, as well as the fisheries people,
when you’re trying to make estimates of failure analysis.
EPA Response: Expertise in failure analyses is not the particular purview of civil
engineers. The assessment team included mining engineers and risk assessors as well as
fisheries scientists.
JUANITA CARLSON: I am so proud of my family’s connection to Bristol Bay and our heritage. I
love my visits to Dillingham, the people; the culture, the fishing, the pristine, quiet beauty.
Everything about the area. I don’t want a large-scale mine to affect adversely this area. My fear is
that salmon fishing in the Bristol Bay region will change and disappear.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
AMY GULICK: Today, the lower 48 has just 2 percent of its historic wild salmon runs. Are we really
going to repeat the same mistakes we made here in the lower 48 and destroy Bristol Bay, a place with
some of the last and most productive wild salmon habitat in the world? we know what wild salmon
need: unobstructed spawning ground, clean water, clean gravel to spawn, the right amount of water at
the right time, the right water temperature at the right time.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PETER MARSHALL: My own particular concern is over the long-term fate of wild salmon on the
earth as a whole. I believe EPA should use its authority to protect those conditions in perpetuity.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. EPA has not made a final
decision concerning the use of 404(c) authority under the Clean Water Act.
PATRICIA SUMPTION: As you just heard, salmon runs in Washington and the rest of the lower 48
are in very deep trouble. So it is insane to put a mine in the headwaters of Bristol Bay, considering
that it is a huge gift that we are given and that we need to protect.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
HEATHER LOWE: I’m hoping that we’re entering this time of enlightenment where we know we’re
connected. So I don’t live in Alaska, but what Alaska does connects to me in my daily life. I’m the
daughter of one of the worlds -- he just passed -- geotechnical engineers who was involved with
building the world’s largest earth dam in Pakistan, three miles wide. My father was brilliant and the
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plans were brilliant, and it was funded by the World Bank, and the best engineers in the world were
commissioned to be part of this project. They had gotten the entire thing completed and they were
testing the intake tunnels, and somebody forgot a bolt and the doors didn’t shut and the tunnel failed.
And the dam was taken off course for the next five years.
EPA Response: The assessment recognizes that these risks exist and evaluates their
potential impacts. No change required.
JANNA TREISMAN: I’d like to talk about your provisions on water collection and treatment
operations, where we have a high probability of possible failure; water collection and treatment post
closure, where we have a high probability of failure; and the leaching and the amount of water.
There’s a big range there, 2,000 to almost 60,000 gallons. I’d like to see, you know, more work on
that.
EPA Response: Evaluation of water collection and treatment failures has been revised
and expanded in Chapter 8 of the revised assessment.
THEO ROE: Bristol Bay has served as a coming of agery for generations of young people. Bristol
Bay provides the priceless opportunity for young people to be humbled by the sea, to rise to the
challenges, to persevere and ultimately put food in people’s bellies. I’m proud to have spent my life
providing such a healthy food for the people of the world. I’m proud to be associated with the people
of Bristol Bay, past and present. Don’t let Pebble Mine steal the opportunity for future generations to
build character, to become confident and productive members of society.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
PETE MODOFF: Make sure that the concerns of the fishing industry, much of which is based here
in Washington State, is continued to be listened to by the EPA and the other federal regulators as
they consider this mine proposal.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
SHANNON FORD: The economy spreads all over the entire country. If people from Alaska don’t
come out here and promote the fish and the area, the economy doesn’t develop. You have to be able
to sell the fish and have the tourism and all those kinds of things bringing from the rest of the
country. So it is a nationwide issue.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
DAVID ROWE: When Pebble Mine fails -- not if; when. In perpetuity, this is guaranteed. It’s not a
possibility. That’s one big error in your study. In perpetuity, this is guaranteed to fail. They will pack
their bags and wash their hands, and Alaska will be left with the results of this disaster.
EPA Response: The need to consider risks in perpetuity is discussed in the revised
assessment.
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APPENDIX 3. TECHNICAL COMMENTER INDEX.
This appendix presents comment information (Commenter and Docket Number) for the technical
public comments submitted to the federal docket for the May 2012 draft of the assessment. The
sections of this response to comments document in which the text of each comment document can be
found are indicated in the Chapters & Appendices column.
COMMENTER

DOCKET NUMBER

CHAPTERS & APPENDICES

Ahold USA, Inc.

1742

E

Alaska Conservation Foundation

4120

2, 4, 5, 7, 8

Alaska Department of Natural Resources

4818

2-8, A, E, G, H, I

Alaska Marine Conservation Council

4112

4-6, H

Alaska Miners Association, Inc.

4612

3-7, H

Alaska Oil and Gas Association

4974

4, E

Alaska State Legislature—C. Giessel

0779

E

Alaska Wilderness League

5397

4

American Fisheries Society, Western Division

3768

5, 6, 8, D-G

American Fly Fishing Trade Association et al.

4615

5, E

American Sportfishing Association

1128

E

Anonymous

4613

5

Audubon Alaska

4121

6

K. Barbery

4110

4

G. A. Beischer

4372

2, 4, 6

Borell Consulting Services LLC

4111

6

D. S. Braund

0859

2, 5

J. Breiby

1711

6, 8

Bristol Bay Heritage Land Trust

4524

4, H, I

Bristol Bay Native Corporation

4145, 4382, 5449

3, 4, 5, 7, 8, E, F

Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association

4151

4

M. Buckley

1651

5

D. Callaway

5282

E

Center for Science in Public Participation

4106, 4122

3-6, 8, H, I

Consumer Energy Alliance Alaska LLC

5308

7, I

J.D. Copp

4152

6

Curyung Tribal Council

4821

2, 4, F

M. Dieni

3826

E
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COMMENTER

DOCKET NUMBER

CHAPTERS & APPENDICES

Earthworks

4125

4-6, I

Fisheries Research and Consulting

4580

2-7, H

S. Gerdes

4856

4, 6

R. Goodman

1761

5

Ground Truth Trekking

3772

4

C. C. Hawley

1286

6, I

Igiugig Native Corporation

4116

5

Kachemak Resource Institute

4617

6, 8, B

J. Kari

3771

D

D. Kohlmoos

4848

4

Laborers International Union of North America, Local 341

5418

6

Lake and Peninsula Borough

4108

2

McDowell Group

4107

E

V. Mendenhall, Ph.D.

4113

4-7, C

Millrock Resources Inc.

4828

4, 8

Moore Geosciences, LLC

2714

6

National Mining Association

4109

4-7

National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey

4607

2-4, 6, 7, D, G, I

National Park Service

1362

7

National Parks Conservation Association

4827

7

Natural Resources Defense Council

4608

4-8, D, F, G

New England Aquarium

0888

E

Nondalton Tribal Council

5465

3, 7, A, C, D, G

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd.

4611

2-8, A-I

Northwest Mining Association

4119

4, 7

G. Y. Parker

4115

3, 4, 7, E

Pebble Limited Partnership

3797, 4960, 4962, 5416

2-8, A, C-E, G, I

Resource Development Council

3774

E

P. Riggert

4845

4

H. Robin Samuelson, Jr.

3781

E

A. Seitz

5313

7, B

D. Shepard

4825

4, 6, 8

Stratus Consulting

4772, 4973

3-6, H
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COMMENTER

DOCKET NUMBER

CHAPTERS & APPENDICES

A. Sutton-Grier

3806

2-5

J. P. Tangen

4583

4, 6

The Nature Conservancy

4606

5, 6

Trout Unlimited

4579

3, 8

Western Business Roundtable

4148

7

S. Wehmeyer

3486

2, 4-6, E

Wild River Guides Co.

1353

6

V. Wilson III

4149

2, 5

C. A. Woody, Ph.D.

5680

G
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INTRODUCTION
In April 2013, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released the 2nd external review
draft of An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska.
Following its release, the public was invited to review the draft document and submit comments to
EPA during a 60-day public comment period.
There was significant public interest in the April 2013 draft assessment. EPA received comments
from a wide variety of public stakeholders, including local community members, fishers, the mining
industry, local villages, tribal governments and corporations, state and federal government agencies,
businesses, and non-governmental organizations. EPA appreciates the technical input and the range
of perspectives shared during the public comment period.
EPA revised the April 2013 draft of the assessment based on these public comments, peer review,
and consultation with tribes, and released the final assessment in January 2014.
This document presents an overview of the public comments EPA received on the April 2013 draft of
the assessment, the text of technical public comments relevant to the science presented in the
assessment, and EPA’s responses to those comments. EPA also received many comments that were
non-technical in nature; these comments are summarized in the appendices to this document.
Public comments on the May 2012 draft of the assessment and EPA responses to those comments are
included in a separate document, which is available online at www2.epa.gov/bristolbay. EPA
responses to peer review comments on both the May 2012 and April 2013 versions of the assessment
also are available online at www2.epa.gov/bristolbay.

PUBLIC COMMENT PROCESS
The public comment period for the April 2013 draft of the assessment began on April 26 and ended
on June 30, 2013. Comments could be submitted to Federal Docket EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189 using
an online form or by email, letter or fax.
Following this public comment period, an independent EPA contractor, the Horsley Witten Group,
Inc. (HWG), organized, summarized, and sorted the comment letters received to help EPA fully
consider and respond to all public comments. HWG downloaded all submitted comment letters from
the federal docket and maintained a spreadsheet of comment letters received that included
information on the commenter and the docket-assigned comment letter number. HWG also created
an overview of the public comments that summarized the commenters and general themes and issues
represented in the public comments.
HWG organized technical public comment letters that were directly relevant to the science presented
in the assessment according to the relevant assessment chapter or appendix. Individual comment
letters were typically split into parts and assigned a comment number based on the relevant
assessment chapter or appendix. EPA used these chapter-and appendix-specific public comment
compendiums as the organizational basis for this response to public comments document.
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As HWG completed these tasks, EPA also read through all of the submitted technical public
comment letters. As the public comment compendiums were received from HWG, EPA checked that
the compendiums included all relevant text from the technical public comment letters submitted to
EPA.

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS
EPA received more than 890,000 on-time public comment letters on the April 2013 draft of the
assessment. More than 875,000 of these comment letters or petition signatures resulted from 70
different on-time mass-mailing or petition letter campaigns identified by the EPA docket center.
Forty-two of these campaigns, generating over 634,000 letters or signatures, requested EPA take
action to protect Bristol Bay. Twenty-six campaigns, generating over 240,000 letters or signatures,
were not supportive of EPA action. Two campaigns provide no clear opinion. Comments from these
mass-mailing campaigns are included in Appendix 1 of this document.
In addition to these mass-mailing and petition letter campaigns, EPA received more than 14,500 ontime unique comment letters. These unique comment letters included technical comment letters as
well as more general comment letters, postcards, letters modified from mass-mailing campaigns, and
letters from pre-written letter campaigns that were similar in format and overall content. Comments
were received from a variety of organizations and individuals.

STRUCTURE OF THE RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS
DOCUMENT
This document comprises the main document and two appendices. The main document includes the
text of the technical public comment letters received on the April 2013 draft of the assessment, as
well as EPA responses to those comment letters. Appendix 1 includes the mass-mailing and petition
letter campaigns identified by the EPA docket center. The issues raised in the mass-mailing
campaign letters are generally similar to many of the issues raised in the non-technical individual
comments. Appendix 2 provides comment information (commenter and docket number) for the
comment letters included in the main document.
This document is organized according to the structure of the April 2013 draft, and presents public
comment text and EPA or appendix author responses relevant to each chapter (Chapters 1 through
14) and each appendix (Appendices A through J). For the mass mailer and petition letter campaigns,
the number of copies of each mailer received and the source (where known) are noted.
It is important to keep the following points in mind as you read through this document.
•

Individual comment letters that referred to more than one subject were split into parts, so that
each part could be included in the relevant assessment chapters or appendices. Both the
commenter and the comment letter number (as assigned by the federal docket) are provided for
each comment in the main text of the document, and Appendix 2 provides a list of the
commenters, docket-assigned comment letter numbers, and chapters in which each comment
document occurs. This information may provide a useful way to search for specific comments
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and responses. The full text of each comment is available to the public at www.regulations.gov
under docket EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189.
•

Numbering for pages, chapters, sections, tables, figures, and text boxes changed between the
May 2012, April 2013, and January 2014 versions of the assessment. Numbering cited in the
public comments included here may refer to the May 2012 (draft assessment) or April 2013
(revised assessment) versions of the document. Numbering cited in EPA responses typically
refers to the April 2013 (revised assessment) or January 2014 (final assessment) versions of the
document. Archived copies of the May 2012 and April 2013 drafts of the assessment are
available online at:
May 2012 draft:

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=241743

April 2013 draft:

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/bristolbay/recordisplay.cfm?deid=242810

•

In some cases, a comment may be relevant to more than one chapter or appendix. To avoid
redundancy, these comments are included only once in this document, at the most relevant
location.

•

Many commenters submitted similar comment. Instead of repeating a response, readers are
referred to the initial response.

•

EPA acknowledges and appreciates every comment letter, even those that may not be included in
this response document because they did not directly relate to the technical content of the
assessment.

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND EPA RESPONSES
Chapter 1:

Introduction

Alaska State Legislature – Representative B. Edgmon (Doc. #5058)
1.1

I would also like to commend EPA for the painstaking work it carried out in the field. The
agency consulted regularly and in detail with federal, state, and tribal stakeholders. The
public meetings EPA held in several locations in the region were well organized and
informative and showed consideration for the many points of view of watershed residents.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Alaska Department of Law (Doc. #5060)
1.2

The State also requests, as it did a year ago, that EPA immediately post to its website the
administrative record for this assessment. Such action would be consistent with President
Obama’s recent Executive Order 13642 (dated May 9, 2013), entitled “Making Open and
Machine Readable the New Default for Government Information,” which is a priority
directive to the federal agencies. This Executive Order, which orders the issuance of an
“Open Data Policy,” was published in the Federal Register on May 14, 2013, Vol. 78, Reg.
93.
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EPA Response: The State of Alaska requested a year ago that EPA post online the
“cited reference, bibliography, and source data materials (approximately 2,000
documents) that are listed throughout the executive summary, assessment, and each of
the appendices.” EPA is unable to do this as we do not have permission from the
copyright owners to post these copyrighted materials online. Securing permission from
all publishers would be costly and resource intensive. EPA does not typically secure
permission to distribute copyrighted materials, since cited materials are publically
available from other sources. This is consistent with EPA’s historic practice with
respect to Agency risk assessments.
Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
1.3

The State has repeatedly expressed concerns regarding the lack of authority for the process
EPA is engaging in with this Assessment. Among the issues we have raised:
•

The Assessment is premature;

•

EPA lacks authority for the Assessment.

These include letters submitted by the State to EPA on September 21, 2010, August 8, 2011,
March 9, 2012, April 17, 2012, May 29, 2012, and July 23, 2012, which are included again
with this submittal for ease of reference and address legal, process and technical issues with
the Assessment.
•

EPA’s process conflicts with state and federal law;

•

EPA appears to rely upon past assessments and draft and/or final guidance that do not
have binding legal effect, nor are they tied in any way through formal rulemaking to
CWA Section 104;

•

The process EPA has engaged in lacks scientific credibility, including use of a
hypothetical project (via three scenarios) to speculate on potential impacts from mining
on Bristol Bay watersheds;

•

EPA’s process disregards federal and state laws, processes, and permits, the Statehood
Compact, as well as the Alaska Constitution;

•

EPA has rushed this process;

•

EPA expressly chose to disregard potential social and economic benefits of mining;

•

EPA’s Assessment process is an unlawful expansion of its authority under the CWA, its
192 Memorandum of Agreement with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the
Administrative Procedures Act;

•

Conclusions reached in the Assessment constitute final agency action because they mark
the consummation of agency action on specific issues and impacts, these conclusions are
not subject to appeal, and these conclusions will have essentially binding effect on third
party and state interest and future regulatory reviews; and

•

EPA’s Assessment violates the Data Quality Act by relying on, for example, non-peerreviewed literature and data.”
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To date, EPA has failed to adequately respond to any of the State’s legal and process
concerns, and these concerns remain relevant to the revised Assessment. We continue to
believe the Assessment is inconsistent with law, and question its scientific integrity.
EPA Response: EPA does not agree with the State’s position on these issues. However,
EPA’s response to public comments on the scientific assessment is not the appropriate
forum to engage in a discussion on legal issues. thus, we are only addressing the
technical issues raised in this comment here (listed by bullet number in the comment
above).
2nd bullet: The comment lacks the necessary specificity for EPA to understand the
comment and craft a specific response.
3rd bullet: The assessment is not intended to be an in-depth analysis of a specific mine,
but rather an examination of potential impacts of reasonably foreseeable mining
activities in the Bristol Bay watershed, given the nature of the watershed’s mineral
deposits and the requirements for successful mine development. The assessment
analyzes mine scenarios that reflect expected characteristics of mine operation at the
Pebble deposit, modern conventional mining technologies and practices, the scale of
mining activity required for economic development of the resource, and the
infrastructure needed to support large-scale mining. Therefore, the mine scenarios
evaluated in the assessment realistically represent the type of development plan that
would be anticipated for a porphyry copper deposit in the Bristol Bay watershed.
6th bullet: The purpose of the assessment is to determine the significance of the Bristol
Bay region’s ecological resources and evaluate potential impacts of large-scale mining
on those resources. The potential social and economic benefits of mining are outside the
scope of the assessment.
9th bullet: The use of non peer-reviewed literature and data, such as PLP’s
Environmental Baseline Document, does not constitute a violation of the Data Quality
Act. However, before completing the revised draft, EPA had several reports that were
submitted during the draft assessment’s public comment period independently peerreviewed. These reports were selected because they provided new data for analyses
conducted in the assessment or modeling results that could be used as an independent
check on the modeling performed in the assessment. Peer review of these documents
was conducted by a peer review contractor. Although the reviewers noted an apparent
bias in data interpretation in some of those reports, the data themselves were not found
to be biased and were used in the assessment.
1.4

The revised Assessment does not accurately represent the meetings and input for the
Intergovernmental Technical Team (IGTT). EPA states, at 1-4 of the revised Assessment, the
following:
Throughout the Assessment, we have reached out to interested parties to ensure transparency
of the assessment process (Box 1-1). Through public comment opportunities and by engaging
an Intergovernmental Technical Team (IGTT) of federal, state and tribal representatives, we
were able to identify additional information helpful for characterizing the biological and
mineral resources of the watershed. These interactions with members of the community were
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also helpful in narrowing the scope of the assessment to what was most important to
stakeholders.
The IGTT interactions, at least with the State participants, were few. On August 9-10, 2011,
State staff from ADNR, the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC), the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G), and the Department of Health and Social
Services attended an IGTT meeting in Anchorage at EPA’s invitation. However, EPA denied
the State full participation through IGTT.
First, as part of the State’s representation on the IGTT, the State had proposed sending an
attorney with significant CWA experience to this meeting, but EPA contacted the State just a
few days before the meeting, asking that the State’s attorney not attend. Second, those State
employees in attendance were essentially asked to react to EPA’s proposed approach for the
Assessment, but were not asked for input on whether or how EPA should proceed. They
participated in break out groups to respond to draft conceptual risk diagrams that EPA had
brought already prepared to the meeting. Third, some of the suggestions State employees
offered in response to EPA presentations were rejected such as separating construction from
operational impacts in separate risk diagrams and considering options to tailings
impoundment such as dry stack disposal. Thus, EPA’s actions in limiting those who could
attend and constraining the topics for discussion on an assessment approach show that EPA
had already clearly and substantially laid the framework (including modeling) and
significantly limited State involvement from the outset.
On September 9, 2011, EPA contacted ADNR Water Section to invite a state hydrologist or
geomorphologist to attend a session in Anchorage on September 28-29 to discuss fisheries,
wetland hydrology, and a watershed model (which had not yet been peer reviewed through
submission to a journal), and determined it was not applicable to the undeveloped Nushagak
and Kvichak watersheds. The State subsequently was told that the invitation was for the
watershed modeling session only, not the entire meeting. At that point, the State became very
concerned about the way EPA was limiting State participation in a process that has expanded
far beyond EPA’s statutory and regulatory authority.
One additional webinar meeting of the IGTT was held on January 13, 2012. The purpose of
this meeting was to update the IGTT on the progress of the Assessment, including the revised
conceptual models based on the input from the August meeting. This was the last request
from EPA for any technical participation by the state agencies, except for minimal contact by
EPA with some agencies to access publicly available, existing data.
Unfortunately, this pattern of limited consultation with the State on matters of enormous
importance to the State of Alaska has been a defining characteristic of the current federal
administration. As we have argued repeatedly with federal government officials regarding
responsible resource development and other regulatory matters in the State of Alaska, the
State is not just another stakeholder in the process- we are the other sovereign entity, with
rights and responsibilities defined by the U.S. and Alaska constitutions. We are also the
entity with the most expertise and scientific knowledge on responsible resource development
and environmental protection in the State of Alaska. As is the case with the EPA’s
Assessment, when the State’s input is limited or ignored, it leads to a legally and
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scientifically flawed process and result that we believe are not in the best interest of the State
of Alaska and its citizens.
EPA Response: EPA sought to engage the State as a partner on the response to Tribal
Petitions and the development of the Bristol Bay Assessment from the beginning. The
State did not choose to partner with EPA in the assessment development. In March of
2011, EPA reached out to the Alaska Departments of Environmental Conservation, Fish
and Game, and Natural Resources (March 15, 2011 letters from McLerran to Hartig,
Campbell, and Sullivan) and specifically requested relevant scientific data and
information that would inform our assessment.
The IGTT was developed to get input from State, Tribal, and Federal technical staff on
the scoping of the risk assessment, including the conceptual models related to risks from
large-scale mining. The purpose of the meeting was clearly articulated. EPA did not
limit the technical participation of the State. However, since the meeting was intended
to provide a forum to discuss technical issues, it was not appropriate for attorneys to
attend. EPA did not have legal counsel present.
EPA appreciates the technical input that was provided from State technical staff
throughout the assessment, including the IGTT meetings, separate consultations with
State experts, and through public comment. EPA gave full consideration to all of the
technical information offered by the State and much of it was utilized in the assessment.
In fact, we have relied on many State data sources, including those related to
anadromous fish and subsistence use.
Curyung Tribal Council (Doc. #5619)
1.5

I also appreciate the public process providing us the ability to make comment. We have long
awaited this study and are anxious to see that protections can be implemented. I feel that we,
as the whole region and state, have had ample time to review, consider, and make comment
on the study.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Alaska State Legislature – Representative M. Costello (Doc. #5814)
1.6

Any development project in Alaska has a right to submit applications for permitting. Alaska’s
permitting process is in place to ensure projects are designed, operated, and reclaimed in a
manner consistent with the public interest; if a project does not meet these requirements, it is
not permitted. To preemptively stop development of any kind before and state or federal
agency considers the merits of that project is an affront to Alaska’s permitting process and
those doing business in the state.
EPA Response: The assessment is not a regulatory action and does not propose
restrictions on development. No change required.

Council of Alaska Producers (Doc. #4285)
1.7

The mine scenario in the revised Bristol Bay assessment could not be permitted under
existing state or federal law. It is inherently flawed to draw conclusions about the impact of a
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hypothetical mine that does not fully incorporate modern mining technology, environmental
mitigation strategies, and current state regulatory requirements. These issues were raised
during the initial public comment period and by the peer review panel, but the EPA has not
adequately addressed these concerns in the revised assessment.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. The scenarios evaluated in the revised
assessment assume the use of modern conventional mining methods and technologies,
largely as detailed by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The
assessment then evaluates likely unavoidable impacts resulting from the mine footprint
and potential impacts that could result if specific components of the mine—despite
modern conventional methods and technologies—were to fail.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536 and #5752)
1.8

The Assessment presents a biased economic evaluation. While presenting the economic
benefits of the ecological resources in Bristol Bay (pages ES-9), the report makes no such
valuation of any mining economic benefits. The report states: “These economic data provide
background only.” The economic effects of mining are not assessed” (page ES-9). However,
it does not justify the inclusion of benefit valuation of potential mining operations. While
including a statement that revenues from a potential mine could range between $300 billion
and $500 billion over the life of the mine (page 1-2), the Assessment fails to include other
direct benefits to the local economy, such as employment, income, purchases from and
payments to local vendors, and benefits to Native Alaskans. A recent economic study,
authored by HIS Global Insight, dated May 2013, demonstrates a wide range of substantial
economic impacts that the development of the Pebble deposit could provide to the State of
Alaska demonstrating that it is possible to assess the economic effects of mining in the
Bristol Bay watershed area. Other assumptions regarding mining operations are made
throughout the report, but economic benefit assumptions are not included. The report appears
to dismiss this contradiction by stating: “This assessment is not an environmental impact
assessment, an economic or social cost-benefit analysis, or an assessment of any one specific
mine proposal.
EPA Response: The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate potential impacts of
mining on salmon resources of the Bristol Bay region—not to evaluate the relative
economic benefits of mining versus the existing salmon-based economy. No change
required. Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline evaluation of current economic
activity dependent on a healthy ecosystem. We are aware of the report cited in the
comment, but have not included it as economic activity surrounding mine development
is not dependent on a healthy ecosystem and thus is outside the scope.

1.9

Page ES-9 does not include any fishing price data or mining job information. The document
states “The economic effects of mining are not assessed.” As a result, the economic analyses
are incomplete and fail to represent actual economic impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 1.8. In the final assessment, we mention the
estimated total value of and jobs associated with both the mine and the salmon fishery,
but as stated in Chapter 2 the assessment is not a cost-benefit analysis.
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The current analysis does not incorporate the probability of occurrence into any estimates of
definitive risk. The document fails to meet EPA guidance for its risk assessment.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. Risks of different types of failures are
presented throughout the assessment as either quantitative or qualitative probabilities
(see Table 14-1 for a summary of the various probabilities considered in the
assessment). Further, the Guidelines for Ecological Risk Assessment do not require that
results be expressed as probabilities. No change required.

1.11

2012 State of Alaska Comment: In regard to the impacts of the proposed mine on streams and
fish, the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment is too general to determine actual impacts of the
proposed mine.
Recommended Change: A detailed and site-specific EPA review of the Pebble Limited
Partnership (Pebble Limited Partnership) Environmental Baseline Document (Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Data) and application of their considerable data to the
issues raised by EPA in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment would have gone much
further to understanding the actual impact.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Comment Stands.
EPA Response: PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document (EBD) provides summary
information on the chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of the region. We
reviewed information in the EBD and included relevant data throughout the assessment
(despite the fact that this document has not yet undergone a complete peer review),
because it does represent a wealth of data for the area surrounding the Pebble deposit.

1.12

2012 State of Alaska Comment: While there is an economic assessment of the current
conditions in the Bristol Bay area (Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment Vol. 3), there is no
economic analysis related to the potential fish impacts of the mine, nor of the potential
recreational opportunities that develop due to the road.
Recommended Change: Do an economic cost-benefit analysis and other economic issues.
While such an evaluation may not be possible with the level of analysis provided by the EPA
in the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, it would seem possible that a minimal mine-related
economic impact on the fisheries could be off-set by mine-related economic benefit of
greater proportion.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Page 1.2, paragraph 4 states
This assessment is not an environmental impact assessment, an economic, an economic or
social cost-benefit analysis, or an assessment of any one specific mine proposal. And page
ES-9 states “The economic effects of mining are not assessed.” Comment was acknowledged
but not addressed. Therefore the original comment still stands.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 1.8 and 1.9.

1.13

2012 State of Alaska Comment: Much of what the Pebble Limited Partnership can do for
environmental protection is based on the economics for the mine. This is not discussed in the
Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment. It would be helpful to know the long term economics of
the mine, which are described in detail in the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. Report of
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2011, and whether they are based on conservative metal prices. The following list shows
prices used in the economics calculated for the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. Report of
2011 compared to current prices. Copper $2.50/lb Current $3.33/lb, Gold $1,050/ounce
Current $1,610/ounce, Molybdenum $13.50/lb Current $14.99/lb, Silver $15.00/ounce
Current $28.00/ounce, Rhenium $3,000/lb Current $2,900/lb, Palladium $490/ounce Current
$618/ounce.
Recommended Change: Comment Reference; Northern Dynasty Minerals “Preliminary
Assessment of the Pebble Project Southwest Alaska” issued on February 17, 2011, by
Wardrop, a Tetra Tech Company, pages 12.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Page 1.2, paragraph 4 states
“This assessment is not an environmental impact assessment, an economic or social costbenefit analysis, or an assessment of any one specific mine proposal.” And page ES-9 states
“The economic effects of mining are not assessed.” Comment was acknowledged but not
addressed. Therefore the original comment still stands.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 1.8 and 1.9.
1.14

2012 State of Alaska Comment: While the assessment lays out a potential mine it does not
make an attempt to assess the economic impact or number of workers employed by such a
mine. While the assessment notes public sources for data used to determine the so called
plausible mine scenario presented. The same attempt is not made concerning economic
impacts or workforce, despite there being the publicly available information posted by the
Pebble Limited Partnership.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Page 1.2, paragraph 4 states
“This assessment is not an environmental impact assessment, an economic, an economic or
social cost-benefit analysis, or an assessment of any one specific mine proposal. And page
ES-9 states “The economic effects of mining are not assessed. Comment was acknowledged
but not addressed. Therefore the original comment still stands.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 1.8 and 1.9.

1.15

2012 State of Alaska Comment: If the total estimated annual salmon ecosystem direct
expenditure is $479.6 million that should be put in context with the value of the mineral
resources in the same area.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Section 5.2.3, Pages 5-23 and
5-24, this section is almost identical to previous Section 2.2.4 adding no additional
information as recommended. Page 1.2, paragraph 4 states “This assessment is not an
environmental impact assessment, an economic, an economic or social cost-benefit analysis,
or an assessment of any one specific mine proposal. And page ES-9 states “The economic
effects of mining are not assessed. Comment was acknowledged but not addressed.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 1.8 and 1.9.
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Although EPA states that this assessment is “not an environmental impact assessment” (page
1-2), there are many aspects of the Assessment that suggest it is intended to be an impact
assessment (e.g., the focus is almost exclusively on a single source – the Pebble Project). In
any case, it is not a complete impact assessment, as it is working from hypothetical mine
plans, only considers adverse effects (ignoring the benefits of mining, which would be a
required component of a NEPA document), and disregards the use of mitigation to reduce
impacts.
EPA Response: The assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been
prepared following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of
large-scale porphyry copper mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment
has not been prepared for the same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) document.
The scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put
forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. Proposed mitigation measures
are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a real mine in this area,
and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011).

1.17

This distorted picture also results from EPA’s failure to follow its own rules for conducting
risk assessments. Although EPA continues to invoke its 1998 Guidelines for Ecological Risk
Assessment (May 14, 1998) (“Guidelines”), the Assessment does not follow those Guidelines.
The Assessment’s gloomy forecast is achieved by ignoring EPA’s own precepts for such
assessments. The Guidelines call for a holistic study that uses a wide lens covering the entire
watershed, its significant stressors, and the management options for protecting it. EPA’s
guidance reflects the common-sense principles that assessments be:
•

Comprehensive;

•

Objective; and

•

Scientifically sound.

It calls for the use of real data to quantify impacts from significant stressors, and to put those
impacts into perspective so they can be understood. It requires accounting for and explaining
sources of uncertainty. And it roots the risk assessment process is the best available data and
science, to be evaluated in a rational and unbiased manner.
The Assessment does none of these things. Instead of evaluating the entire watershed, it
effectively ignores most of it. Instead of looking at all significant stressors, it focuses on just
one – a hypothetical Pebble mine that does not use best mining practices and fails to perform
compensatory mitigation. Instead of using the best real data for its risk predictions, it ignores
key information (on the local watershed, local mitigation sites, and modern engineering) and
contrives unrealistic failure scenarios. It does not attempt to quantify impacts, because the
data will not support meaningful quantification.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. The assessment considers potential
porphyry copper mines in the entire watershed. The statements in the comment about
the Guidelines for Ecological Risk Assessment are not actually cited in that guidance
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document. The guidance does not require that an entire watershed be covered.
However, the assessment is comprehensive (within its appropriate scope, as described in
Chapter 2) and is objective and scientifically sound.
1.18

The significance of EPA’s critical failures to apply its own principles cannot be overstated:
the Assessment has become a patently biased, close-minded exercise based on improbable
guesswork and faulty analysis. EPA itself has written elsewhere: “The Agency’s ability to
pursue its mission to protect human health and the environment depends upon the integrity of
the science on which it relies” U.S. EPA, Scientific Integrity Policy, at 1 (:Scientific Integrity
Policy), available at http://www.epa.gov/research/htm/scientific-integrity.htm). Here,
however, the Agency casts aside scientific integrity, ultimately rendering the Assessment
unsuitable for the serious task of evaluating management options for the Pebble deposit.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment, and no evidence or support for its
contentions is provided.

1.19

Omission of the Bristol Bay watershed context violates EPA’s risk assessment principles.
The Assessment’s failure to consider management goals, stressors, and impacts throughout
the Bristol Bay watershed conflicts with EPA’s watershed assessment guidance. Watershed
assessments should evaluate a watershed as a whole, not portions of it in isolation. The
Region 10 Watershed Assessment Primer instructs, for example, that sub-watersheds “are
designed to be stand-alone assessment areas.” U.S. EPA Region 10, A Watershed Assessment
Primer, EPA 910/B-94/005, at 5 (1994). The Primer explains unequivocally that “[t]o
maintain or improve water quality, we need to assess problems, develop responses, and
predict changes at the watershed level.” Id. at 2 (emphasis added).
In contravention of this principle, the Assessment avoids analysis of the broader watershed
significance of its hypothetical risk scenarios. In fact, the Assessment is not a “watershed
assessment” at all, an omission that did not escape the notice of the peer reviewers.
As peer reviewer David Atkins explained:
The importance of this impact is not put in context of the watershed as a whole, so it is
not possible to determine the magnitude of the risk to salmon.
Final Peer Review Report at 13. Peer Reviewer Dennis Dauble made a similar observation:
The Integrated Risk Assessment (Chapter 8) did a creditable job of summarizing habitat
losses and risks from mine operations. What is missing, however, are quantitative
descriptions of habitat lost relative to total habitat available in the larger watershed and
individual systems. Habitat loss should be further discussed in terms of salmonid life
stage and productivity (i.e., not all stream miles are equal).
Id. at 16. Mr. Dauble further explained that: “What is lacking is quantitative estimates of
spawning and rearing habitat that would be lost relative to the total habitat available. Having
this information would help provide perspective of overall risk to individual watersheds and
the Bristol Bay watershed as a whole.” Id. at 53.
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Reviewer Dirk van Zyl made the same point with specific reference to the Assessment’s
estimated loss of stream miles:
It is unclear to the reader how significant a loss of 87.5 km of streams in the Nushagak
River and Kvichak River watersheds is to the overall ecosystem.
Id. at 58. All of these peer reviewers are making the same point: unless the Assessment
places its imagined impacts in the context of the whole watershed (as called for by EPA
guidance) it fails to provide the means to evaluate their significance.
In contravention of this principle, the Assessment avoids analysis of the broader watershed
significance of its hypothetical risk scenarios. In fact, the Assessment is not a “Watershed
assessment” at all, an omission that did not escape the notice of the peer reviewers. As peer
reviewer David Atkins explained: The importance of this impact is not put in context of the
watershed as a whole, so it is not possible to determine the magnitude of the risk to salmon.
EPA Response: The assessment is not intended to be a watershed assessment, in the
sense of the Watershed Assessment Primer, which considers all activities in a watershed.
The assessment considers the potential porphyry copper mines and potential impacts
resulting from such mining activity.
Northwest Mining Association (Doc. #5559)
1.20

EPA’s Revised Assessment purports to be an “ecological risk assessment” but admits that it
does not have the necessary data to evaluate the impacts and therefore assumes that the
impacts would be. It has been well established that an ecological risk assessment approach
cannot be used to evaluate a hypothetical project or any project before there is an actual
design that can be tested. A pre-design ecological risk assessment does not have the baseline
and the specific design parameters and cannot provide a meaningful analysis. A pre-design
ecological risk assessment cannot evaluate and consider the prevention and mitigation
strategies that are always part of every mine design evaluation and EIS.
EPA Response: Risk assessments evaluate the potential effects of possible occurrences.
Thus, a risk assessment is, by its very nature, an analysis of hypotheticals. Further, the
statement that there is no actual design is incorrect, since Northern Dynasty Minerals
developed and published a preliminary plan containing a design for a mine and
supporting facilities (Ghaffari et al. 2011), which is cited extensively throughout the
assessment.

The Nature Conservancy (Doc. # 4315)
1.21

The reorganization of the assessment, as recommended by the peer review, to clarify the
purpose and scope and to reflect the ecological risk assessment approach, has resulted in a
more compelling and useful document.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5378)
1.22

A. The 2013 Assessment has been developed in a diligent and transparent manner and is
scientifically sound and rigorous.
Based on our review of the 2013 Assessment, the 2012 peer review comments and a range of
public comments, we find that the 2013 Assessment provides a rigorous and thorough
assessment of the effects of large-scale mine development, operations and post-mining
management on the Bristol Bay watershed and its fisheries, aquatic ecosystems, and other
associated biological and cultural resources.
Compared to the first review draft of the watershed assessment, the 2013 Assessment has
been substantially modified and improved. EPA has done a commendable job of addressing
the range of questions raised during the public comment and peer review process. In
particular, the Agency: (1) expanded the range of hypothetical mine site sizes, (2)
strengthened its analysis of the complex and interconnected hydrology of the region, (3)
incorporated the risks and unknowns attendant to projected climate change, (4) added “dayto-day operational risks, (5) enhanced its analysis of cumulative impacts, and (6) added a
review of potential mitigation measures. The result is a well-documented scientific analysis
of the myriad unacceptable adverse effects that would result from mining, and which dictate
in favor of protection under Section 404 (c) of the Clean Water Act. The solicitation of a
second round of peer reviewer comments represents a level of diligence and inclusiveness
that goes beyond the usual as well as the Agency’s own guidelines for peer review.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

1.23

On May 30th, 2013, Northern Dynasty Minerals (NDM), which with the Pebble Partnership
holds mineral rights in the watershed released its written public comments to the 2013
Assessment. In those comments, NDM criticizes EPA’s process for development of the
assessment and peer review, claiming that it is biased, ignores agency guidelines for
scientific peer review, and EPA has restricted public access to the peer review panel. We find
no evidence to support any of these claims: to the contrary, development of the assessment
was conducted by a large group of scientists from diverse disciplines using all information
made available to them with a transparent and well-designed independent peer review and
public input process.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #6803)
1.24

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the second Draft Assessment of Potential Mining
Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska (Assessment). I find it to be a
thorough document based on clear articulation of issues and methodologies, that responds
well to the comments from the first round of public input and peer review.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

1.25

With as many as 5 new chapters, EPA clearly responds to peer review questions and concerns
on issues relative to the mine scenario, risk assessment, understanding the hydrologic nature
of the watershed, cumulative impacts for other mines and development, and long term impact
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of climate change. By doing so, EPA provides a more thorough understanding of Bristol
Bay’s complex water system and notes that impacts from water use and water treatment
could have dramatic impacts on wetlands, fish spawning, and fish rearing habitat. In this
draft, EPA expanded their assessment of potential large-scale mining to include scenarios as
small as 0.25 billion tons as well as scenarios that evaluate up to 6 additional mines in the
watershed, with increases of habitat losses by up to 84%, a total footprint of 13,000 acres,
and with up to 39 miles of streams eliminated.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Members of the Fly Fishing Industry – Montana (Doc. #5655)
1.26

The role of the EPA in assessing mining’s potential impact on Bristol Bay is particularly
important, because the metals extraction industry has consistently ranked number one in the
discharge of toxic material since it was required by federal government in 1997 to provide
this information.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

The Center for Water Advocacy (Doc. #5617)
1.27

The EPA should, therefore, grant the petition originally submitted by the six federally
recognized tribes and initiate the public process under Section 404 (c). By initiating the
Section 404 (c) process, the EPA can help protect the Bristol Bay watershed and the
ecological, recreational, cultural, and commercial interests that it supports.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Moore Geosciences, LLC (Doc. #2911)
1.28

The Second External Review Draft is a rigorous and thorough assessment of the potential
damage of developing large-scale mining operations in the Bristol Bay watershed. The
Assessment is supported by extensive scientific literature and analyses, which substantiates
the potential for physical, geochemical and biological impacts from large-scale mining on the
Bristol Bay watershed. The revised assessment is strengthened by the addition of a section on
climate change, additional quantitative and conceptual modeling and consideration of
contaminant release from a range of sources during mine operations, and clarification of the
potential effects of tailings release and transport under both routine operations and failure of
operations/infrastructure. The assessment is a very conservative document that, in certain
areas underestimates risk.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Borell Consulting Services, LLC (Doc. #4095 and #6804)
1.29

Every mine is required to have a site specific EIS based on the specific design details and
environmental data for all aspects of the mine. Conversely, the EPA Revised Draft uses a
hypothetical design to evaluate the potential impacts on a portion of the Bristol Bay
watershed. To prejudge any mining project, or any other project, before the full details of the
proposal are submitted to the NEPA process and then evaluated pursuant to the law is wrong.
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If EPA proceeds with this Bristol Bay Assessment and then makes decisions based on this
Assessment a terrible precedent will have been set that will have the potential to adversely
impact every other project in the U.S. Such impact not be limited to mining projects but to
any activity that the EPA chooses to block.
EPA Response: The assessment is not a regulatory action.
1.30

The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, the Revised Draft Bristol Bay Assessment and the
actions taken and process followed by EPA are biased to the extreme and should bring shame
on the agency.
This Assessment process is the result of a request by groups and individuals that have spent
millions of dollars trying to stop Pebble from submitting for permits.
1. By considering stopping a project before the project design and environmental mitigation
are defined, the EPA is reaching for new greatly expanded authority it has never had
before.
2. The first Draft Assessment, for an area larger than many of the states in this country, was
completed in approximately one year whereas the Pebble project has spent more than 5
years and more than $150 million developing the baseline environmental information and
design for a few square miles that will become the mine.
3. The draft Assessment was based on the concept of a hypothetical mine. That hypothetical
mine could not be permitted under current law in Alaska.
4. The EPA assembled a peer review team which recognized that the agency could not
effectively evaluate the hypothetical mine, but EPA did not listen to the comments made
by that group of professionals.
5. For an “independent expert evaluation” of the Assessment, EPA used firms that have a
decades-long history of opposing mining projects. Incredibly, some of these individuals
have admitted in Federal Court, that they knowingly provided erroneous information in
previous court proceedings. And yet EPA used them and paid for that “expert evaluation.
6. Four days before the current comment deadline, EPA took the unprecedented step of
sending an additional notice to its nation-wide distribution list reminding that the
comment deadline was just four days away.
EPA Response:
1. Section 1.1 of the assessment provides information about EPA’s authority to
conduct this assessment. Section 1.2 provides additional information about the use
of the assessment. The assessment is not a regulatory action.
2. No change required. The comment is incorrect, as EPA has spent almost three years
developing the assessment.
3. See response to Comment 1.7.
4. We disagree with this point. We considered all of the comments from the peer
reviewers and made significant changes to the assessment based on their
suggestions. Our responses to all peer review comments received on both the
original and revised drafts of the assessment are publicly available.
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5. All of EPA’s contractors and subcontractors were selected for their significant
professional accomplishments and are highly qualified to perform the tasks they
were assigned. The assessment process also included measures to minimize any
potential bias, including oversight of contractor work by EPA staff and review of
the entire assessment by independent scientific peer reviewers.
6. Reminding all members of the public that a public comment period is coming to a
close is routinely done as part of EPA’s public outreach to interested members of
the public.
M. Satre (#6756)
1.31

Unfortunately, the current draft of the assessment relies on generic assumptions about mining
activities to make broad, sweeping statements about potential impacts in the region and thus
remains fatally flawed without scientific merit. This is a classic case of garbage in, garbage
out.
EPA Response: We disagree with this unsupported comment.

D. Schindler (Doc. #7906)
1.32

EPA has relied heavily on existing peer-reviewed literature for their assessment, and
collected little new data. Such a strategy is needed to perform a reasonably rapid assessment
of the potential risks of mining development. Such a strategy is a valid and appropriate way
to do science. Many misinterpret science as the collection of new data. It turns out that most
of science is in the interpretation of existing data as the EPA have done. By focusing on the
peer-reviewed literature and from experience with mining impacts on aquatic ecosystems
from elsewhere, the EPA has developed a highly defensible assessment of potential threats
from mining in Bristol Bay watersheds.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Native Village of South Naknek (Doc. #9133)
1.33

In failing to conduct the proper inquiry, EPA also employed clearly biased and questionable
individuals as peer reviewers. In this regard, Dr. Borras is clearly biased as evidenced by his
advocacy for the anti-mining groups. Similarly, Stratus Consulting, accused of falsifying
information, has recently filed sworn statements by its Managing Scientist, Ann Maerst.
Thus, as we noted last year, if the purpose of the assessment was to study the causes, affects,
extent, prevention, reduction and elimination of pollution, then it would appear to us to make
little sense to conduct such studies on a hypothetical model. It makes even less sense to
utilize biased reviewers and ethically compromised scientists.
EPA Response: Dr. Boraas co-authored Appendix D, which characterizes the
indigenous cultures of the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. He was not an
author of the main assessment, which considers potential risks and effects associated
with large-scale mining. EPA has not made any determination regarding the merits of
the reports co-authored by Dr. Maest. However, because of the controversy
surrounding Dr. Maest in the Chevron matter, we have removed references to Wobus et
al. (2012) and Kuipers et al. (2006) (the papers co-authored by Dr. Maest) from the final
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assessment. These reports were used only to support our analyses, and their removal
does not affect the assessment’s findings. Finally, the scenarios evaluated in the
assessment are based on those put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals as
“permittable” (Ghaffari et al. 2011), and thus represent realistic examples of how
mining would likely develop in the region.
Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5657)
1.34

Attachment A: EPA Watershed Assessment Second Draft Responses to Selected Peer
Review Panel Questions and Critiques.
PEER REVIEW COMMENT (Dirk van Zyl): The EPA Assessment does not contain any
references to any such materials, which implies to me that the stakeholder process was
informal and not robust.
EPA RESPONSE: Meaningful engagement with stakeholders was essential during
development of the assessment to ensure that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) heard and understood the full range of perspectives on the draft assessment itself
and the potential effects of mining in the region. USEPA used a verity of tools to involve and
inform stakeholders prior to and during release of the draft assessment, including a
community involvement plan to ensure that a robust outreach effort is in place and a project
webpage and listserv to ensure that assessment-related information is shared with the public.
(Second External Review Draft, Box. 1-1. Stakeholder Involvement in the Assessment, p. 16)
Chambers Comment: It is interesting to note that EPA has been criticized for spending funds
to bring EPA staff to Alaska to conduct public meetings and meet with stakeholders. For
example, “The EPA spent $169,381 sending sixteen people – at $10,586 per person – to hold
a peer review meeting on the environmental assessment to give the public a chance to
comment on the mine’s draft assessment.” (Dailycaller.com 2013)
The $170,000 will have been well spent whether it leads to the development of a better mine,
or to the avoidance of a mine that could lead to the expenditure of tens or hundreds of
millions of dollars of public funds necessary for cleanup costs and fisheries restoration
efforts.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

1.35

Attachment C: Notes on Northern Dynasty Minerals 2nd Watershed Assessment Comments.
EPA has created a public and peer review process designed to minimize scientific scrutiny of
its work
It is difficult to follow the rationale of this criticism. EPA has presented its second public
draft of the document, and has extended the comment period at the request of mine
supporters, including the State of Alaska.
It might actually be more appropriate to turn this criticism around, and ask the Pebble
Partnership why it purposely chose to release its data in the Environmental Baseline
Document in a form that was not easily usable by technical reviewers; why it chose not to
include data on geochemistry, potential fault locations for regional earthquakes, and fisheries;
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and, why it did not include data more recent than 2008 in a 2011 release, even though this
data was available. PLP has not released any additional data subsequent to the 2004-2008
data released in 2011.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Chapter 2:

Overview of Assessment

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
2.1

It is important to note that ADF&G collects a variety of non-peer reviewed biological data to
characterize fish resources and to manage the State’s fisheries, including those in the Bristol
Bay watersheds. For utilized fish stocks, these data are often compiled over many years to
inventory and estimate populations, set harvest limits, and establish salmon escapement
goals. These data may be used for real-time fisheries management decisions or to forecast
annual run size. This type of raw data is useful and distinct from information in a peerreviewed journal article that may use such data and test scientific hypotheses. The population
assessment data collected by ADF&G that has not been subject to peer review should not in
any way connote that the data is not of high quality nor impugn the collection techniques.
While the use of some State-generated non-peer reviewed data may be appropriate to
characterize certain resources within the Assessment, it is inaccurate to suggest that the State
had an opportunity to explain the data and participate in the IGTT when our opportunities
were clearly limited, and it is inappropriate for the revised Assessment to utilize and draw
conclusions using this State-generated data without affording the State agencies the full
opportunity to participate in the IGTT.
The State points out that non-peer reviewed data and reports came from many state and
federal agencies (e.g., U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Fish and Wildlife) and from
organizations both in and outside of the U.S. (e.g., Climate data from East Anglia University,
U.K., the PRISM climate group from Oregon State University, the Commonwealth of
Australia, and the British Geological Survey). Reports from non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) were also included as sources despite the considerable potential for bias and publicly
stated opposition to mining in Bristol Bay (see document referenced in Footnote 24 of this
letter).
EPA Response: Section 2.1.1 of the assessment has been revised to more clearly explain
the use of non-peer-reviewed data in the assessment.

2.2

The criticisms the state had about ‘scope’ and ‘scale’ with the first Assessment have been
partially addressed by reorganization of the executive summary and adding a new section on
five spatial scales in the revised Assessment. The five scales are identified as: 1) Bristol Bay
watershed, 2) Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds, 3) the mine scenario watersheds, 4)
the mine scenario footprints and 5) the transportation corridor. However, examining an entire
ecosystem over an area as large as West Virginia and predicting impacts is still
unprecedented for a document informing a CWA Section 404 action, despite the
clarifications regarding scale.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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The area targeted by EPA in the Assessment is roughly the size of West Virginia. See
Assessment map at ES-3.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Region 10 Tribal Operations Committee (Doc. #5658)
2.4

The Tribal Caucus strongly supports the findings of the Assessment. The revision to the
Assessment addressed many of the shortcomings in the previous draft that the Tribal Caucus
supports. Particularly, the Tribal Caucus supports the revisions that include:
•

Reorganization of the assessment to better reflect the ecological risk assessment approach
and to clarify the purpose and the scope.

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska Miners Association (Doc. #2910)
2.5

EPA used data sets that supported their conclusions, even more when modern and
geographically relevant data was available. However, that more relevant data contradicted
EPA conclusions.
For example, the analysis in the 2012 draft indicated that likely frequency water treatment
failure could not be calculated. The 2013 draft calculated a frequency, but based on it work
by an anti-mining group Earthworks, 2012 that evaluated only the results of legacy mines (a
fact that EPA neglected to inform the readers). Specifically, the Earthworks publication
evaluated 13 mines in the arid southwest United States. Most of the mines were designed and
began operation in the early 1900s, some in the 1800s. All began open-pit operation before
1967. Therefore, all of these mines were designed and put into operation before the advent of
modern environmental laws. Mines designed before modern environmental laws do not
represent the safety of today’s mines.
Use of this data would not be so egregious if other, more recent data were unavailable. But
more recent data is available – EPA just chose not to use it. Alaska’s mines are all modern.
None has had any significant failure that affected downstream water quality or fish in the last
20 years, and only one event in modern history of Alaska’s large mines. EPA decided against
using this data, which was available, was much more relevant (i.e., Alaska data), and was
offered to them in AMA’s and other comments, but would have contradicted their
conclusion. Instead, they used data exclusively from legacy mines.
More relevant data is also available from British Columbia. This data is also more modern,
and more geographically relevant, but would have contradicted EPA’s conclusion and was
not used.
Similarly, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game has a large volume of monitoring reports
documenting water quality and fish habitat downstream from Alaska’s mines. None of that
data was used. It too would have contradicted EPA’s conclusions. It would have shown that
there has been no significant long-term degradation of water quality or fish habitat at any of
Alaska’s mines.
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Taken together, these show extreme bias by EPA. The agency uses anti-Pebble reports; they
ignore reports submitted by others. EPA uses conclusions when their peer reviewers tell them
not to. They use old data sets that support their conclusions, yet they ignore modern and more
geographically relevant data sets that would contradict them. This is a biased report.
EPA Response: The comment is incorrect concerning the Earthworks report. That
report includes operating mines, which are operating under modern U.S. and state laws,
as well as legacy mines. The comment also contradicts itself, in that it wants the
assessment to use only data from mines operating under modern U.S. laws, but then
suggests using Canadian cases. There are not enough operating metal mines in Alaska
to estimate a failure rate, but individual cases in Alaska are noted in the assessment;
none of these cases are analogous to a large-scale mine at the Pebble deposit.
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
2.6

Geosyntec’s 2012 Review identified that, in relation to mine water collection and treatment
system failures, inferences drawn in the report do not account for advances in technology or
operation practices between the historical case studies examined and present practices. The
2013 Assessment acknowledges that technological advances exist, but then dismisses them
with the following discussion:
‘The use of data from the historical, operational records of mines, pipelines, and roads is
necessary but controversial. It is essential and conventional for risk assessments to use the
history of a technology to estimate failure rates. However, developers argue, with some
justification, that the record of older technology is not relevant because of technological
advances. Despite advances, no technology is perfect, and rates of past failures may be a
better guide to future outcomes than the expectation that developers can design a system that
will not fail. A classic example is the NASA space shuttle program, which denied that the
relevance of failure on launch would be one in a million. The Challenger failure showed that
prior failure rate was still relevant, despite updated technology.’ (Pg. 2-4)
The 2013 Assessment acknowledges technological advances exist and then uses an example
of a very complex and sophisticated system from the NASA space shuttle program to show
that even with ‘updated technology’ that the ‘prior failure rate was still relevant.’ The
technology used in mine water collection and treatment does not approach the same level of
complexity or sophistication as the NASA space shuttle. Similarly, the years of operating
experience in the mining industry far exceed the years of experience with space travel. The
comparison to NASA further demonstrates the bias in BBWA.
EPA Response: The analogy was used appropriately to illustrate the fact that any
technology, even one as highly designed and sophisticated as the space shuttle, can fail.
No change required.

2.7

2012 Geosyntec Comment: The inferences drawn in the report also do not account for
advances in technology or operational practices between the historical case studies examined
and present practices. The assessment acknowledges that some case studies cited
incorporated historical and outdated mining practices that would not be allowed under current
mining laws. Several passages of text use language that are not technically correct and, as a
result, can be confusing or misleading.
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How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: Technological advances are acknowledged to
exist, and are then cited as being additional sources of unforeseen and unpredictable failures.
2-4 ‘The use of data from the historical, operation records of mines, pipelines, and roads is
necessary but controversial. It is essential and conventional for risk assessments to use the
history of a technology to estimate failure rates. However, developers argue, with some
justification, that the record of older technology is not relevant because of technological
advances. Despite advances, no technology is perfect, and rates of past failures may be a
better guide to future outcomes than the expectation that developers can design a system that
will not fail. A classic example is the NASA space shuttle program, which denied the
relevance of the failure rate of solid rocket boosters and declared that the shuttle’s rate of
failure on launch would be one in a million. The Challenger failure showed that the prior
failure rate was still relevant, despite updated technology.’
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The report acknowledges technological advances
exist and then uses an example of a very complex and sophisticated system from the NASA
space shuttle program to show that even with ‘updated technology’ that the ‘prior failure rate
was still relevant’. The technology used in mine water collection and treatment does not
approach the same level of complexity or sophistication as the NASA space shuttle.
Similarly, the years of operating experience in the mining industry fear exceeds the years of
experience with space travel. The comparison to the NASA event simply highlights the bias
in the BWWA in assessing the potential for failure of any engineered system.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.6.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
2.8

Original Draft Location: Page: Report Number 2.1 through 2.26, Report Section
Identification: Chapter 2, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Draft Comment: This chapter is lacking sufficient
detail expectant of a discussion of current conditions, more appropriately referred to as
background or baseline conditions. The area’s biodiversity instead is generalized in tables
and figures. There is no discussion of current water quality for each of the 17 hydrogeologic
areas nor any habitat mapping, biological survey information, and threatened or endangered
information. A more in-depth evaluation of wildlife is provided by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
in Appendix C and should be referenced more prominently in this chapter.
Draft Recommended Change: Include additional information describing current (baseline)
conditions and reference Appendix C more prominently.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No additional baseline info
specific to species was added and the requested citations were not added to Appendix C.
Comment stands. Analysis is inaccurate or incomplete.
EPA Response: These sections are meant to provide a brief overview of the region’s
physical and biological environment, particularly in terms of the biological endpoints
considered in the assessment. Additional material on physical setting (e.g., geology,
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soils, permafrost extent, etc.) was added to Chapter 3, and additional information on
biota in the region was pulled into Chapter 5. We also clarified that the appendices
contain more detailed information on geological setting (Appendix H), fish (Appendices
A and B), wildlife (Appendix C), and human populations (Appendix D) in the region.
2.9

The Federal Data Quality Act requires that analyses completed by federal entities meet
certain standards. The standards are specified in EPA guidance and include: (a) an
independent reanalysis of the original or supporting data using the same methods to generate
similar analytical results, including documentation of methods and identification of data
sources, (b) use of best available science, and, (c) preparation of an objective document and
analysis. The Assessment fails to meet all three of these prescribed standards.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. We used the best available science in
the assessment, and have revised the assessment as better science became available. The
assessment and the analyses contained within it are objective. However, the
requirement for independent reanalysis that the comment claims is a first “standard” in
EPA’s guidance on implementing the Federal Data Quality Act, Guidelines for Ensuring
and Maximizing the Quality, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of Information
Disseminated by EPA (October 2002) is not actually contained in the guidance. No other
guidance documents or policies with respect to data quality contain that standard,
either. With respect to the third standard set forth in the comment, the assessment uses
basic descriptive statistics such as means and standard deviations from the PLP’s
Environmental Baseline Document and a few other documents, but modeling and other
more intensive data analyses are original to this report or are presented for the sake of
comparison with our results.

2.10

2012 State of Alaska Comment: The Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline
Data provides a substantial amount of site-specific data and detail, but the data have not been
incorporated into a risk assessment type of document, as likely would have been done
through the permitting process. On the other hand, the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
does a risk assessment with essentially no site-specific data. Neither the Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Data nor the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment allows a
clear understanding of the potential risks to the environment, fish, wildlife, or Alaska
Natives.
Addressed: No.
Recommended Change: The details provided n the Pebble Limited Partnership
Environmental Baseline Data and other site-specific documents must be used to more
accurately and more elaborately evaluates and predict risks.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Comment stands. Available
data has not been used in the analysis and the analysis methods do not adequately address
risks.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 1.11 and 2.9.

2.11

Furthermore, the three refined mine scenarios presented in the Assessment do not reflect
current worldwide industry standards for porphyry copper mining. Throughout the document,
the Agency presumes a level of environmental performance by the mining industry that is
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entirely unsubstantiated and assumes a level of performance that would violate current State
of Alaska and federal laws. Contrary to statements in Chapter 6 of the report (page 6-1, par.
2), the three mine scenarios do not represent realistic, plausible descriptions of potential mine
development alternative that are consistent with current engineering practice and precedent.
In addition it is extremely unlikely that the three mine scenarios as presented in the
Assessment would be able to obtain State, Federal, and local government permits and
approvals required to construct and operate a large hard rock mine in Alaska. The scientific
and industry literature presented in Chapter 4 and Appendix H describing mines around the
world may not be, contrary to EPA claims, either realistic or plausible. Several of the mine
examples described in the Assessment were not developed in compliance with laws and
regulations currently in effect in the United States.
EPA Response: The scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on
preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and
assume that modern conventional mining practices and technologies are used. Proposed
mitigation measures are those that could reasonably be expected to be proposed for a
real mine in this area, and are described as “permittable” in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
2.12

Original Comment: Box 6-1 uses case histories to extrapolate the impacts of tailings to the
current study. However, all three examples are historical mines initially developed in the
1800s that are now Superfund sites. None of the examples would have had tailings tams or
mill processes based on current geotechnical, metallurgical and environmental engineering
principles or current regulatory standards. EPA states, ‘These brief descriptions provide
background information and support the use of evidence from these cases in analyzing risks
from a hypothetical tailings dam failure in the Bristol Bay watershed’. The descriptions of
three sites which had typical/historic operations which occurred decades ago does not support
an ‘analogous’ relationship with what ‘may’ occur at the Pebble site. For instance, it is hard
to compare mining in the Coeur d’Alene River where ‘tailings were dumped into gullies,
streams, and the river until dams and tailings impoundments were built beginning in 1901’,
with a modern mining facility designed and permitted under much more stringent regulations
than existed over a decade ago. Similarly, analysis of a tailings dam failure in 1950 at Soda
Butte Creek in Montana and Wyoming is hardly an analogous situation to what may occur in
the Bristol Bay region.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The same level of analysis and
use of these sites as analogous to the Pebble site is presented in the current review draft. This
draft states that ‘although these cases are highly uncertain sources of information concerning
the potential toxicity of spilled tailings, they can be used with confidence to identify or
confirm important modes of exposure and the processes leading to exposure. They also
confidently demonstrate the persistence of tailings and the leaching of their metals for
multiple decades.’ The comparison with sites developed over 100 year ago is inappropriate.
Standards and regulations have changed remarkably since those mines were developed. All
comparisons with sites that were not developed to modern standards need to be removed.
They are misleading and tend to give the reader a sense that project impacts would be much
larger than would actually occur in today’s regulatory environment.
EPA Response: Standards and regulations have changed, but the processes that control
the transport of tailings in riverine systems and the exposure of aquatic biota are not
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changed by regulations. The cases were used to illustrate the fate of tailings in streams
and floodplains. The means by which they were released is irrelevant for this purpose.
The text of the revised assessment has been modified to make that point clear.
2.13

Original Comment: The examples provided in the assessment, such as Soda Butte Creek,
should be noted that much of the damage is the result of mining practices of the late 1800 and
early 1900s, and related to acid mine drainage mobilization of metals. These issues may not
apply as directly to the Pebble mine under currently regulatory permitting and oversight
conditions.
Recommended Change: Provide analysis of the examples, comparing them with the proposed
mine, identifying conditions that are most relevant to the Pebble mine.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The same level of analysis and
use of these sites as analogous to the Pebble site is presented in the current review draft. This
draft states that ‘Although these cases are highly uncertain sources of information concerning
the potential toxicity of spilled tailings, they can be used with confidence to identify or
confirm important modes of exposure and the processes leading to exposure. They also
confidently demonstrate the persistence of tailings and the leaching of their metals for
multiple decades.’ The comparison with sites developed over 100 years ago is inappropriate.
Standards and regulations have changed remarkably since those mines were developed. All
comparisons with sites that were not developed to modern standards need to be removed.
They are misleading and tend to give the reader a sense that project impacts would be much
larger than would actually occur in today’s regulatory environment.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.12.

2.14

Original Response/Comment: There’s no effort made to quantify how many of the workers
and how much of earnings are made by non-residents. According to Alaska Department of
Labor and Workforce Development Research and Analysis Bristol Bay Region Fishing and
Seafood Industry Data in 2009, 58.8% of total gross earnings earned by non-resident permit
holders and 87.1% of wages were earned by non residents. The characterization of the Bristol
Bay Commercial Fishery is incomplete without a reflection of the profits gained from
Alaska’s fisheries resources by non residents and how much of the gross earnings leave the
state, is not spent in Alaska, or in the Bristol Bay region. Similar data presented for the
general public is also published in the November 2009 issue of Alaska Economic Trends
published by the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development, including that in
2008: -46% of Alaska’s crew members lived outside the state -73% of seafood processing
employees lived outside the state and they earned $187 million that year –Seafood processing
since at least the mid-1980s has been the sector with the highest percentage of nonresidents,
both within the fishing industry and in all wage and salary employment in the state. Warren,
J. and Hadland J. Employment in Alaska’s Seafood Industry in Alaska Economic Trends
November 2009. State of Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development,
Research and Analysis Section. Pp.4-10, p. 6-7 and Exhibit 7. Alaska Department of Labor
and Workforce Development Research and Analysis. Fishing and Seafood Industry in Alaska
Overall Seafood Industry Data Tables. Fish Harvesting and Processing Workers and Wages.
Bristol Bay Region Seafood Industry, 2003-2009.
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Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: This section (page ES-9)
makes no mention of out-of-state workers. Failure to include out-of-state workers is a
significant shortcoming in the analysis. The analysis is therefore incomplete and
misrepresents actual expected effects.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 1.8 and 1.9.
2.15

Original Comment: The use of the tailing dam failure information worldwide from 1917 to
2000 is inappropriate. A large proportion of the failures were likely due to construction that
did not incorporate modern standards used in the US. This analysis should be revisited using
only data from sites that were constructed to modern standards.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Not addressed; references to
1917 remain. Use of mines developed to standards that are less than those that would be
implemented at a new mine as examples of expected impacts is inappropriate. The failures
and impacts of historical mines and mines developed outside of the US are not reflective of
the impacts that would be expected at a mine that is developed to meet today’s standards. Use
of these examples results in a substantial overstatement of likely project effects.
EPA Response: Historic failure rates were not used to estimate the probability of failure
in the scenarios. We have revised the text to clarify that historic tailings dam failure
data were used to set a reasonable upper bound for the dam failure probability. We
acknowledge several times that modern design, construction, and monitoring practices
may reduce failure rates below historic levels by an order of magnitude or more.

2.16

Original Comment: No one can refute that some level of impacts to fish, wildlife, and their
habitat(s) will result if the mine is built and operated for many years. The question is ‘what
are the risks’. The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment repeatedly emphasizes the ‘possible’
effects, but other than the simple risk based screening of average leachate concentrations to
water quality criteria, there is essentially no other site-specific assessment of the impacts to
species and the quantification of lost habitat. The conclusions are oversimplified to the extent
that it is not applicable to individual species or their populations. Pre-emptive action by the
EPA in an area designated by a state as a potential mining area is unprecedented.
Recommended Change: Pebble Limited Partnership has collected a massive amount of
relevant site-specific data, made public in their Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental
Baseline Data, that has not been incorporated into any ecological risk assessment of the
potential mine impacts. Unless there is a pre-emptive political decision to disallow
development of the mine because of the ‘pristine’ nature of the Bristol Bay Watershed, then
Pebble Limited Partnership should be allowed to use their data to develop a mine
development and management plan, and a risk assessment/mitigation plan for the proposed
mine. Then, agencies responsible for environmental impact and permitting review can better
assess the degree of impact and either request further mitigation/assurances or deny the
permit. Or, if the EPA wants to continue engagement in this process, then they could do the
site-specific study, but it would seem that any EPA work would then have to be subject to
interaction and review by the permittee.
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Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Comment stands. Available
data has not been used in the analysis and the analysis methods do not adequately address
risk.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 1.11 and 2.9. Relevant data are used in the
assessment and risks are addressed. The only recommendations in this comment have to
do with hypothetical future assessments, data generation, and decisions, which are not
relevant to this assessment.
2.17

EPA identified one of the key areas of improvement as a reorganization to better reflect the
ecological risk assessment approach and to clarify the purpose and scope. The reorganization
of the work presented in the Assessment does not improve consistency with the EPA’s
ecological risk assessment methodology. The Agency no longer refers to the assessment as a
watershed assessment (which it never was), and now refers to the work as simply an
“assessment”. The executive summary states that the report follows EPA ecological risk
assessment framework (page ES-4, par. 2), yet the report does not meet its own guidance for
performing either a baseline ecological risk assessment or screening-level risk assessment.
EPA Response: The title of the assessment was simplified to minimize confusion about
the difference between an ecological risk assessment that evaluates a potential activity
in a watershed and a watershed assessment that evaluates the current condition of a
watershed given all activities in the watershed. The assessment is an ecological risk
assessment, and it is consistent with the USEPA’s 1998 Guidelines for Ecological Risk
Assessment. This point has been clarified in Chapter 2.

2.18

Original Comment: The document states that the hypothetical scenarios used would ‘result in
the direct loss of 87.5 km to 141.4 km of streams and 10.3 and 17.3 km2 of wetlands.’ This
does not adequately put the projected impact in perspective because there is no attempt to
relate this to a percentage of the entire watershed. An abstract should be an overview or big
picture and in this case the big picture is the entire Bristol Bay Watershed.
Recommended Change: Express the hypothetical stream and wetland loss as a percentage of
the entire Watershed.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The use of watershed-wide
comparisons has not been incorporated into the revised document. The document fails to use
the appropriate scales when relating the size of impacts. Because of this, the document fails
to adequately represent the overall effects and is biased towards maximizing perceived
impacts.
EPA Response: Table 2-1 of the revised assessment presents the relative size of the
different geographic scales considered in the assessment. The goal of the assessment is
to estimate effects and their likelihood of occurrence, not to minimize them by
expressing them as proportions of the entire watershed. To express results as
proportions of the entire watershed would imply that the loss of a kilometer of stream is
less important in the Bristol Bay watershed than in smaller watersheds. However, the
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scales are presented so that the reader can make comparisons they consider
appropriate.
2.19

Consistent with EPA ERA guidance, the Assessment presents a conceptual model, which
serves as a basis for analyzing and characterizing risks (Box 2-1, p. 2-2). The conceptual
model clearly includes consideration of “modifying factors,” which “influence the delivery,
expression or effects of stressors.” However, the term “modifying factors” is never used
again in the Assessment. This highlights one of the primary flaws of the report – the nearly
total lack of consideration of any mitigation or management measures that may avoid,
minimize, or mitigate the impacts of mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: As stated throughout the assessment, the scenarios evaluated assume
the use of modern conventional mining practices and technologies, including mitigation
measures (see response to Comment 2.11). Modifying factors in the conceptual
diagrams are used to illustrate environmental factors (e.g., water chemistry) that
modify the causal relationships; these factors are explicitly called out and incorporated
throughout the analyses.

2.20

Throughout the Assessment, statements are made that appear to cross multiple spatial scales.
For example, the conceptual site models presented for salmon impacts do not reflect the
different spatial scales of impacts. Furthermore, the footprint of the mine evaluated for spatial
impacts reflects those of a hypothetical mine scenario rather than an actual project
description, so any conclusions on this scale are inherently not accurate.
EPA Response: The use of different spatial scales (referred to as geographic scales in
the final assessment) in different sections of the assessment is explained in Section 2.2.2.
Although the spatial impacts under the assessment’s scenarios may not exactly match
the location of impacts under a specific mine plan, they do represent a reasonable,
defensible estimate of the kind and extent of impacts that could be expected for a mine
of this size and type.

2.21

The Assessment blurs and distorts the scale of the hypothetical mine scenarios, and the
associated hypothetical impacts, which results in a lack of critical context for its quantitative
conclusions, and misleads the reader regarding the significance of its findings.
The report claims to consider five spatial scales (p. 2-7):
2

•

Bristol Bay watershed – 115,500 km ;

•

Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds – 59,890 km ;

•

Mine Scenario watersheds - 925 km ;

•

Mine Scenario footprint (max Pebble 6.5 scenario) – 75 km ; and

•

Transportation Corridor – 113 km.

2

2

2

The Assessment is entitled An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon
Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, but in fact, the Assessment does not attempt to assess
impacts to salmon at the Bristol Bay watershed scale. The Bristol Bay watershed is
referenced in characterizing the importance of the fishery and other resources of the
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watershed, but no impacts are discussed at this scale. In fact, although the five spatial scales
are described in the Executive Summary and repeated in the Introduction, the fish resources
analysis fails to perform legitimate analysis, if any, at the intermediate scales.
The Assessment states that it focuses on the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds, but in
fact it does not. No impacts to the Nushagak or Kvichak Rivers are identified related to
normal mine operations. In fact, the only potential impact to these rivers identified in the
report relates to a tailings dam failure.
The Assessment is really an assessment of potential mining impacts at the Mine Scenario
Watershed and Mine Scenario footprint scales, focusing largely on worst case scenarios. All
impacts occur at this scale, which represent 0.8% (Mine watershed) and 0.06% (Mine Max
Scenario Footprint) of the Bristol Bay watershed (Table 2-1, p. 2-8). This sense of the
relative scale of the hypothetical mine scenario is not discussed in the Assessment, which is
unfortunate, because it would give the readers a true sense of the scale of the potential
impacts related to the hypothetical scenarios.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 2.18 and 2.20.
2.22

Impacts to wetlands resulting from mining scenarios are quantified by acreage, but the
assessment does not similarly quantify the total acreage of wetlands in the BBA’s study area.
The BBA report discusses five spatial scales; however it does not present a specific scale to
gage the context of these results. We recommend the BBA add the percentage of impacted
wetlands as a component of all the assessment area’s wetlands, and does so at several
watershed scales such as the local level (North Fork and South Koktuli, and Upper Talarik),
the Kvichak and Mulchatna watersheds, and EPA’s full assessment area.
For example, Alaska contains over 174 million acres of wetlands (Hall et al. 1994). Wetland
coverage throughout the EPA assessment area of Bristol Bay is not well documented, but can
be inferred through the National Wetlands Inventory Mapping (NWI). The NWI mapping
units surrounding the Pebble Project are available. These maps include Iliamna quads D-2 to
D-7 and C-2 and C-3. Within these quad maps, there are over 151,000 acres of wetlands,
covering approximately 16% of the land surface (USF&WS 2011). Sixteen percent wetland
coverage is likely a low proportion of wetland coverage throughout the Bristol Bay region.
USF&WS found that much of the region, the Kuskowim Highlands and the Bristol Bay
Coastal Plan, include up to 55% wetlands (Hall et al. 1994). Since NWI mapping is
unavailable for much of the region, the following estimate will use the former value of 16%,
with the understanding that it is likely a conservatively low number. The EPA assessment
area covers 15 million acres. If a minimum of 16% wetland coverage is assumed across this
area, then there are more than 2.4 million acres of wetlands within the EPA assessment area.
EPA Response: The comment is correct that much of the Bristol Bay watershed (Scale
1) lacks NWI mapping, and we cite this fact in Box 7-1 when discussing wetland impacts
due to the mine footprints. We would expect to have a better idea of wetland coverage
and impact at all spatial scales with improved and expanded mapping. However, due to
the variety of physical and aquatic habitats within the region, it is likely that wetland
coverage and density varies markedly across the landscape, making large-scale
extrapolation of wetland coverage difficult and prone to high uncertainty. Although we
decided to focus our analysis of wetland impacts to areas of known NWI coverage, we
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acknowledge wetland coverage variation when discussing possible wetland and stream
impacts at smaller, more discrete mining claim blocks with more complete NWI
coverage (Chapter 13). To provide greater context for wetland coverage in the
assessment area, we have added sentences referencing Hall et al. (1994) and the data
contained therein to Chapter 7.
Resource Development Council (Doc. #5489)
2.23

RDC requests the EPA address our concerns about the recommendations in the BBA which
are based on research from a discredited scientist, Ann Maest, as well as the deference given
to work done by groups actively opposed to development of the Pebble Project. RDC is
concerned that these sources further result in lack of credibility of the report.
Moreover, RDC believes the EPA did not use the best available science in development of
the assessment, and that the engineering modeling in the BBA is seriously flawed and not
based on realistic, modern standards. The EPA should also explain the geology background
of the BBA, or lack thereof, and include the credibility of the geologists and their
knowledge/work in the Bristol Bay area.
EPA Response: EPA has not made any determination regarding the merits of the
reports co-authored by Dr. Maest. However, because of the controversy surrounding
Dr. Maest in the Chevron matter, we have removed references to Wobus et al. (2012)
and Kuipers et al. (2006) (the papers co-authored by Dr. Maest) from the final
assessment. These reports were used only to support our analyses, and their removal
does not affect the assessment’s findings. All authors and contributors to the assessment
are identified, and although not all have worked in the Bristol Bay watershed prior to
this assessment, they are highly experienced in mining, geology, and environmental
sciences.

2.24

Furthermore, the revised draft has not clarified the purpose and scope of the assessment, and
has resulted in more confusion and uncertainty. RDC is concerned this will further hamper
investment in Alaska. Investors already see Alaska as more expensive to do business, in part
due to logistics and climate, but also because of the long lead times in the permitting process
and regulatory uncertainty.
EPA Response: The comment does not specify how the revised assessment has increased
confusion and uncertainty about its purpose and scope, so we are unable to respond.

National Mining Association (Doc. #5557)
2.25

EPA’s reliance on papers by environmentalist organizations in the draft assessment also
compromises the value of the document, particularly in light of issues raised by several peer
reviewers. Specifically, EPA cites to an Earthworks report throughout the assessment in
sections concerning probability of contaminant releases, failures of water collection and
treatment, water quality degradation, and aquatic exposures from pipeline spills.
EPA Response: The Earthworks report was externally peer reviewed by an
independent panel and was found to be biased in its rhetoric but not in its factual
conclusions. It is these factual conclusions that are referenced in the assessment.
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The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
2.26

EPA’s failure to use the best available information concerning mitigation is a fatal flaw in the
Assessment. Ecological risk assessments should always incorporate the best available
information and data. This standard is essential to ensuring any measure of reliability and to
avoid bias. It is especially critical given that the information in the Assessment may be used
to support policy decisions respecting potential future mining, and policymakers are
instructed to “weigh the best available science, along with additional factors such as
practicality, economics, and societal impact, when making policy decisions.” Scientific
Integrity Policy at 3-4 (emphasis added).
The mandate to use the best available information is reinforced throughout recent Agency
guidance. In its most recent (2008) watershed risk assessment guidance, EPA repeatedly
stresses that “[e]ffective risk communication must accurately translate the best available and
most useful scientific information in a manner understandable to managers and stakeholders.”
U.S. EPA, Application of Watershed Ecological Risk Assessment Methods to Watershed
Management (“2008 Watershed Guidance”), EPA/600/R-06/037F, at 3 (Mar. 2008)
(emphasis added); see also id. at 52 (“Effective risk characterization must accurately translate
the best available information about a risk into a language nonscientists can understand …”).
EPA’s 2002 Risk Characterization Handbook similarly emphasizes the importance of using
the highest quality information, observing that “[r]easonableness is achieved when … the
characterization is based on the best available scientific information.” U.S. EPA, Science
Policy Council Handbook: Risk Characterization (“Handbook”), EPA 100-B-00-002, at 18
(Dec. 2000) (emphasis added). The Handbook also identifies “[u]se [of] best available
scientific information” as one of the specific “Criteria for a Good Risk Characterization.” Id.
at 19.
Recognizing the importance of using the best available information, EPA has also expressly
adopted an adapted version of the Safe Drinking Water Act’s quality principles for use in
conducting “influential” scientific risk assessments. These principles require that the
“substance of the information is accurate, reliable and unbiased,” which in turn necessitates:
(i) the best available science and supporting studies conducted in accordance with sound
and objective scientific practices; and
(ii) data collected by accepted methods or best available methods (if the reliability of the
method and the nature of the decision justifies the use of the data).
Finally, the 1998 Guidelines (the claimed basis for the current Assessment) emphasize the
importance of taking an “inclusive approach, which evaluates all available information…”
Guidelines at 114 (emphasis added). Where different evidence supports differing
conclusions, risk assessors should “investigate possible reasons for any disagreement rather
than ignore inconvenient evidence.” Id. at 115 (emphasis added). Unfortunately, the current
Assessment does just the opposite: it deliberately relies on articles by known opponents of a
Pebble mine (discussed below in Section VII), while largely ignoring the detailed, pertinent
(but inconvenient) information contained in Pebble’s environmental baseline data (“EBD”).
The Assessment’s failure to consider all of the available research and to use the best
available information (instead of articles that reach conclusions that EPA finds congenial) has
led to scientifically indefensible conclusions.
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EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. The assessment is based on the best
available science and evaluates all available information, including that in the PLP’s
Environmental Baseline Document as well as other sources. Northern Dynasty
Mineral’s preliminary mine plan (Ghaffari et al. 2011) and PLP’s Environmental
Baseline Document are both used as sources in the assessment far more often than
reports by mining opponents.
2.27

Throughout the Assessment, EPA fails to take into account significant information from
PLP’s EBD or other such sources, despite the fact that PLP – whose planned activities are the
basis for the Assessment – is by far in the best position to provide key information on
specific site characteristics, mining operations, best mining practices, and other minimization
and mitigation options. The Assessment’s failure to consider best mining practices and
mitigation options is particularly egregious. As the EPA guidance recognizes, such factors
carry enormous implications with respect to ultimate risk and impact levels. “If … [they] are
not identified and taken into account in risk analysis, results will be ‘noisy,’ masking any real
relationships that might exist between source types, stressors, and effects.” Id. at 40-41; see
also Handbook at 18 “Reasonableness is achieved when … appropriate plausible alternative
estimates of risk under various candidate risk management alternatives are identified and
explained.”). The guidance concludes that “[a] solution to this challenge is to involve people
in the [assessment] who are knowledgeable about the watershed and can help ‘ground-truth’
risk analyses.” 2008 Watershed Guidance at 41 (emphasis added).
In the case of this Assessment, those most knowledgeable about mining practices and
potential impacts to the watershed were kept at a distance, resulting in an Assessment that
ignores critical information. In the end, the Assessment’s failure to use key evidence from
PLP, including evidence about mitigation and important data included in the EBD, ultimately
precludes any meaningful analysis of impacts that might occur.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 1.11 and 2.11.

2.28

It is a fundamental precept that ecological risk assessments, like any other scientific research
developed by the Agency, reflect high quality science based on the best available data. Not
surprisingly, EPA represents the Assessment as an unbiased “scientific investigation” based
on “a review and synthesis of available information.” Assessment at 1-2, 1-4. The
Assessment’s myriad omissions, uncertainties, and miscalculations, however, ultimately add
up to a larger failure to apply rigorous science based upon the best available data relevant to
the watershed and a potential future Pebble mine. In particular, the Assessment fails to
seriously consider the most complete site-specific information and analysis – Pebble’s own
Environmental Baseline Document, developed for the specific purpose of planning for a
future mine – in characterizing the risks and evaluating the magnitude of potential impacts.
By failing to use the best science and information available, the Assessment contradicts EPA
guidance in a number of respects, identified below.
Good, objective science is necessary for good, objective decision-making. Government-wide
directives and EPA policy have reiterated this principle. In 2009, the President issued a
memorandum on this subject, referring to it as “Scientific Integrity.” The memorandum
responded to the need to assure that the vast range of scientific work undertaken by the
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federal government, and the policies and actions resulting from such work, reflect good
science that can be reasonably relied upon. In the President’s words:
The public must be able to trust the science and scientific process informing public policy
decisions. Political officials should not suppress or alter scientific or technological
findings and conclusions.
The White House, Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies
on Scientific Integrity (Mar. 9, 2009).

To address the President’s concerns, the Director of the Office of Science and Technology
Policy was required to develop guidance to ensure that each agency put in place a program to
“ensure the integrity of the scientific process.” Id. Accordingly, the Director issued a
subsequent memorandum to this effect, requiring each agency to develop policies
recognizing, among other things, that “[s]cientific progress depends upon honest
investigation, open discussion, refined understanding, and a firm commitment to evidence.
Science, and public trust in science, thrives in an environment that shields scientific data and
analyses from inappropriate political influence …” John P. Holdren, Memorandum for the
Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on Scientific Integrity, at 1 (Dec. 17, 2010).
EPA is subject to the President’s directive to promote and practice scientific integrity.
Indeed, EPA has adopted its own scientific integrity policy recognizing that “[t]he
environmental policies, decisions, guidance, and regulations that impact the lives of all
Americans every day must be grounded, at a most fundamental level, in sound, high quality
science.” Scientific Integrity Policy, at 1 (emphasis added). Accordingly, the Policy requires
that all EPA employees (including scientists) “[e]nsure that the Agency’s scientific work is
of the highest quality, free from political interference or personal motivations.” Id. at 3.
Finally, the Policy declares it “essential that … scientific information and processes relied
upon in policymaking manifest scientific integrity, quality, rigor, and objectivity.” Id. at 3.
The Assessment is lacking in these most basic qualities. It reaches conclusions that are not
grounded in the evidence, and which fail to take into full consideration all relevant
information, data, variables, and uncertainties. It looks to known opponents of the Pebble
mine for support for its risk characterization. And it was rushed – a project of unprecedented
geographic and conceptual scale, drafted in an extraordinarily short amount of time. Because
the Assessment fails to use good science – and fails to do so in an objective manner – it
violates both government-wide and EPA policies demanding scientific integrity.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. We used the best available science in
the assessment, and have revised the assessment as better science became available. The
assessment and the analyses contained within it are objective and uncertainties are
clearly recognized throughout.
2.29

Some time following the issuance of the first External Review Draft of the Assessment, EPA
engaged peer reviewers for the apparent purpose of legitimizing at least seven reports written
by mine opponents that EPA intended to use in the final Assessment. EPA wrote that “[o]ther
non-governmental organizations have collected data specific to the Pebble deposit site.
USEPA subjected some of these documents to external peer review before incorporating this
information into the assessment.” Assessment at 2-3. EPA has never explained which reports
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were given this peer review, or why those reports were selected. Unlike the relatively
transparent peer review process for the first draft Assessment, this peer review process was
conducted in the dark. PLP has now obtained copies of those peer review reports from EPA’s
website. Their content (described below) probably is the reason why EPA described them so
vaguely in the draft Assessment.
A.
The peer reviewers recognized that the newly relied-on reports are biased and have
little scientific value.
The seven peer-reviewed reports are so biased that they have no place in an assessment that
purports to be objective. In fact, the peer reviewers themselves identified the biased nature of
these reports, and their comments reveal that these reports have little scientific value. What
little value they have comes from compilation of the results of studies by others, although
those studies were apparently selected to support the authors’ own anti-Pebble (or antimining) agenda. These circumstances suggest that EPA chose to use them not because of
their scientific value, but because of their slant. Below we describe the peer reviewer
comments about each of these reports.
1.

U.S. Copper Porphyry Mines Report: The Track Record of Water Quality Impacts
Resulting from Pipeline Spills, Tailings Failures, and Water Collection and
Treatment Failure (Earthworks 2012)

Earthworks is a U.S.-based organization opposed to mining. In Kuipers 2006 (discussed
below), Earthworks is described (on the cover page for the report) as “a non-profit
organization dedicated to protecting communities and the environment from the destructive
impact of mineral development in the U.S. and worldwide.” Earthworks’ point of view is
evident in its report’s introduction, which candidly explains that “[t]he purpose of this report
is to compile the record of pipeline, seepage control and tailings impoundment failures at
operating copper porphyry mines in the U.S., and to document associated water quality
impacts.” Earthworks Report at 4 (emphasis added).
EPA selected four peer reviewers for this report: David Atkins, Robert Kleinmann, Dina
Lopez, and Christian Wolkersdorfer. Robert Kleinmann wrote that “I find the report, by its
nature, to be very biased. In reality, a similar report emphasizing problems and mistakes
could probably be written for most human activities.” Final Peer Review Summary Report:
External Peer Review of Kuipers et al. 2006 (Comparison of Predicted and Actual Water
Quality at Hardrock Mines) and Earthworks 2012 (U.S. Copper Porphyry Mines Report), at
20 (Nov. 15, 2012). David Atkins, one of the original peer reviews of the initial draft
Assessment, observed that “[m]ost of the mines considered are quite old facilities with
operations often initiating in the 1880s and with large-scale, open-pit operations initiating in
the post WWII era …” Id. at 22. He noted that “[t]he conclusion that we can expect a similar
or worse track record for a new mine is, however, not supported by the information
presented.” Id. at 24. Christian Wolkersdorfer wrote that “[b]ecause [the authors] did not
provide reasons for [spills or impoundment or treatment failures] the ‘innocent’ reader might
draw the conclusion that copper porphyry mine operations cannot be operated on a
environmentally sound basis.” Id. at 28. He later concluded that “this is not the case as many
incidents are only of minor importance and modern day mining has more stringent
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requirements than the older mines investigated.” Id. at 29. Mr. Kleinmann concluded: “Most
of the report is based on guilt by association.” Id. at 29.
2.

Comparison of the Pebble Mine With Other Alaska Large Hard Rock Mines (Levit
and Chambers 2012)

EPA selected the following peer reviewers for this document: David Brett, Andy Fourie,
Robert Kleinmann, and Natalia Ruppert. Peer reviewer Robert Kleinmann wrote that this
report “is clearly intended to convince the reader that the Pebble Mine should not be
permitted to operate …” Final Peer Review Summary Report: External Peer Review of
Chambers and Higman 2011 (Long Term Risks of Tailing Dam Failure) and Levit and
Chambers 2012 (Comparison of the Pebble Mine with other Alaska Large Hard Rock Mines),
at 20 (Dec. 30, 2012). Mr. Kleinmann later noted that “[i]ts intended audience is clearly the
general public rather than informed scientists and administrators.” Id. at 21. Peer Reviewer
Natalia Ruppert wrote that “it seems that the whole point of this report was to emphasize how
much more threatening Pebble project’s impact would be” than other projects. “Therefore,
the report lacks impartiality.” She concluded: “I remain suspicious as to soundness of the
conclusions presented in this report… I am suspicious of what the authors chose not to
mention in order to maintain their perception of the Pebble mine threats.” Id. at 16. Peer
Reviewer David Brett wrote that the report “does tend to go into a relatively shallow
commentary of potential impacts from the particular mine.” Id. at 17. He later concluded that
“some of the language used is a bit alarmist and not based on presented data.” Id. at 19.
3.

Comparison of Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock Mines (Kuipers et al
2006)

One of the co-authors of this report is Ann Maest, whose work – as described in more detail
below – in support of a lawsuit against Chevron was publicly disavowed by her employer
(Stratus Consulting). The report announces that “[t]his publication was made possible by
EARTHWORKS …” It also credits project advice, input, and “internal peer review” from
Dave Chambers, the author of the report discussed immediately above.
EPA selected four peer reviewers for this report: David Atkins, Robert Kleinmann, Dina
Lopez, and Christian Wolkersdorfer. Mr. Wolkersdorfer pointed out that the report’s
“summary table only describes old mines – where environmental requirements might have
been less stringent than today.” Final Peer Review Summary Report: External Peer Review of
Kuipers et al. 2006 (Comparison of Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock Mines)
and Earthworks 2012 (U.S. Copper Porphyry Mines Report), at 6 (Nov. 15, 2012). He added
that “the conclusions drawn by Kuipers et al. are correct for the 25 mines they investigated in
2006, but they cannot be used to predict the outcome of future predicted water qualities
during or after mining.” Id. at 7. Ms. Lopez concluded that “[b]ecause of the lack of
statistical proof that the core findings of their presentation (e.g., 25 case studies) are
representative for all past and future mines, the value of this report for the EPA assessment is
questionable.” Id. at 18. Mr. Wolkersdorfer made the same point. Id. at 4. Mr. Kleinmann
pointed out that the study failed to consider that the mines “had operated over very different
time periods, during which the state-of-the-art was rapidly changing.” Id. at 15.
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Notwithstanding these criticism, EPA relies on the report in the Assessment and states that
the report’s mine selection “is not apparently biased.” Assessment at 8-53 (emphasis added).
In fact, it is overtly biased. The authors selected 25 of 71 hard rock mines that resulted in
NEPA water quality predictions. The second selection criteria priority was mines “indicating
water quality impacts.” Kuipers at 87. Thus the criterion excluded mines without water
quality impacts. There is no clear explanation for EPA’s assertion that the report
methodology is not biased except perhaps to mislead the Assessment’s readers.
4.

Long Term Risks of Tailing Dam Failure (Chambers and Higman 2011)

This report provides an overview of tailings dam risks. EPA selected four peer reviewers for
this report: David Brett, Andy Fourie, Robert Kleinmann, and Natalia Ruppert. David Brett
observed that “some statistical interpretation is misleading.” Final Peer Review Summary
Report: External Review of Chambers and Higman 2011 (Long Term Risks of Tailing Dam
Failure) and Levit and Chambers 2012 (Comparison of the Pebble Mine with other Alaska
Large Hard Rock Mines), at 3 (Dec. 30, 2012). He went on to explain that “[r]ecent failures
in China that I have personal knowledge of are due to inappropriate flood design parameters
and lack of emergency spillway provisions. These cases affect the statistics and do not allow
modern design practices and operations in well regulated environments to be fully
appreciated.” Id. at 4. Mr. Brett noted that the number of tailings dams far exceeds the 3,500
number quoted from another report – there are over 13,000 tailings dams in China alone –
“many from small operations. Nevertheless failure of these is likely to be included in the
statistics.” Id. He concluded that the authors had “not fully understood the data” from a key
source. Id. at 9. Mr. Fourie noted that “[t]he information presented is thus not derived from
the authors’ own research or investigations,” but from independent sources. Id. at 5.
5.

Fish Surveys in Headwater Streams of the Nushagak and Kvichak River Drainages
Bristol Bay, Alaska, 2008-2010 (Woody and O’Neal 2010)

This report was done for The Nature Conservancy. EPA selected four peer reviewers to
review the report: Michael Donaldson, James Helfield, Dennis Scarnecchia, and William
Wilson. The report’s stated purpose, as noted in its Preface, was “to determine whether
salmon habitat could be affected by potential mining activity” at the Pebble prospect. Mr.
Wilson observed that “I did not see that purpose reflected in the body of the report. There
was no discussion of impact assessment methodology or documentation of an environmental
assessment, which would be needed to attain the stated purpose.” Final Peer Review
Summary Report: External Peer Review of Woody and O’Neal 2010 (Fish Surveys in
Headwater Streams of the Nushagak and Kvichak River Drainages Bristol Bay, Alaska,
2008-2010) and Woody and Higman 2011 (Groundwater as Essential Salmon Habitat in
Nushagak and Kvichak River Headwaters: Issues Relative to Mining), at 4 (Dec. 30, 2012).
He criticized the “disjointed and advocacy-laced Preface, which unfortunately sets the scene
for a report that bears little resemblance to the Preface.” Id. at 10.
Mr. Scarnecchia observed that “[t]here is no discussion section at all where results are
qualified and discussed, and the conclusion section has an array of new methods, results, and
discussion, with no specific conclusions identified.” Id. at 5. Mr. Wilson similarly observed
that “[t]he conclusions of the report are meagerly supported by the evidence provided.” Id.
Mr. Sarnecchia observed other aspects of the methodology that were never explained,
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including the basis for selecting streams for sampling, how fish life stages were identified, or
even why most of the habitat information was collected. Id. at 8-9. Mr. Wilson’s observation
exposes the bias of the study authors: “A statement on page 23 requires considerable
explanation and referencing: ‘As illustrated by this stud[y], headwaters comprise a significant
proportion of essential habitat for salmon.’ This report provides no justification or supporting
data or analyses for this statement.” Id. at 11.
6.

Groundwater as Essential Salmon Habitat in Nushagak and Kvichak River
Headwaters: Issues Relative to Mining (Woody and Higman 2011).

The purpose of this report is to show that ground water is an essential habitat for salmon in
the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. EPA selected four peer
reviewers for this report: Michael Donaldson, James Helfield, Dennis Scarnecchia, and
William Wilson. Mr. Scarnecchia wrote that “[t]his paper is best characterized as an
overview paper … presenting a range of plausible concerns” about changes in ground water
quality associated with potential mining that might affect salmon habitat. Final peer Review
Summary Report: External Peer review of Woody and O’Neal 2010 (Fish Surveys n
Headwater Streams of the Nushagak and Kvichak River Drainages Bristol Bay, Alaska,
2008-2010) and Woody and Higman 2011 (Groundwater as Essential Salmon Habitat in
Nushagak and Kvichak River Headwaters: Issues Relative to Mining), at 15 (Dec. 30, 2012).
Mr. Wilson, after noting that the report provided a good literature review on the ground
water/surface water connection and sound field observations, wrote that “[t]he conclusions in
this report, however, are not supported by the information provided. This report strays from
the purpose as outlined in the title to a series of hypothetical and often random statements
about mining impacts, concluding that a specific development, the Pebble Prospect, has the
potential to ‘significantly impact’ fish without providing in this report data or information on
the mine development plan, locations of specific mine facilities, mitigation measures to be
employed, and many other unknowns.” Id. at 16. Mr. Sarnecchia similarly commented that
the third objective of the report was to “identify potential risks” (emphasis in original) and it
used words “such as ‘potential,’ ‘can,’ and ‘may,’ recognizing that more detailed studies are
clearly needed.” Id. at 16. Mr. Wilson referred to the conclusions as “a series of hypothetical
statements.” Id. at 18.
Mr. Donaldson commented that the premise for the one-day field study discussed in the
report – that open water seen in March 2011 is from ground water upwelling – “represents a
weakness” because open water could result from other factors (including temperature
changes) other than ground water upwelling. Id. at 19. Mr. Wilson concluded that “[o]nly a
single field trip is described, and that effort was a single day in the field completing aerial
surveys of over 175 miles (or more?). The study has limited application to impact assessment
since it does not document actual fish presence in areas identified as open water and potential
fish habitat. Overall, this study is interesting and relevant, but limited in scope and too
general in nature to contribute to quantitative assessment of development impacts.” Id. at 24.
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Potential Hydrologic and Water Quality Alternation from Large-scale Mining of the
Pebble Deposit in Bristol, Bay, Alaska: Results from an Integrated Hydrologic Model
of a Preliminary Mine Design (Wobus 2012)

This report was prepared for The Nature Conservancy by Cameron Wobus and Ann Maest of
Stratus Consulting. Its goal was to develop a hydrologic model of the Pebble deposit area to
“improve the understanding of the potential effects of mining” on local hydrology and water
quality. Wobus at 2. In the conclusion section, after noting that data uncertainties “limit the
ability of the model to make specific numeric predictions[,]” the authors conclude that if
leachate management systems fail, copper concentrations would likely exceed water quality
criteria “with potential for significant adverse effects” on salmonids and other aquatic biota.
Id. at 39.
EPA selected Michael Gooseff, Andrew Ireson, Thomas Meixner, and John Stednick to peer
review this report. All of them identified significant problems with the model, the report, and
the lack of support for the conclusions. Mr. Stednick, who also was selected to be a peer
reviewer of the initial draft Assessment, observed that “the writing and tone of the report
suggests less than an objective approach.” Final Peer Review Summary Report: External
Peer of Wobus et al. 2012: Potential Hydrologic and Water Quality Alteration from Largescale Mining
Dr. Ann Maest is a “Managing Scientist” with Stratus Consulting. On April 12, 2013, a
sworn declaration was filed in a New York federal district court by Mr. Douglas Beltman,
Executive Vice President of Stratus, referring to work carried out by Stratus and Dr. Ann
Maest, where he declared that he has “disavow[ed] any and all findings and conclusions” in
certain Stratus reports relating to alleged oil contamination in Ecuador. Chevron Corp. v.
Donziger, et al., Witness Statement of Douglas Beltman, at par.76, S.D.N.Y. No. 1:11-cv00691-LAK (filed April 12, 2013). Mr. Beltman disavowed the Stratus scientific work, in
part, because his own public statements regarding this project were “misleading” (par. 66),
and public statements by others associated with the project (including Dr. Maest) were
unsupportable. See, e.g., par.73 (“I have no scientific bases to believe any of the public
statements referenced above to be true.”); see also id. par.22 (“I supervised the preparation
by Dr. [Ann] Maest and other Stratus personnel or subcontractors of 11 of the 24 sub-reports
and appendices …”). For more information regarding Dr. Maest, see American Resources
Policy Network, A Response to the EPA’s Release of its Revised Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment (Apr. 29, 2013), available at http://americanresources.org/a-response-to-theepas-release-of-its-revised-bristol-bay-watershed-assessment/ of the Pebble Deposit in Bristol
Bay, Alaska, at 4 (Nov. 2, 2012). After quoting some of the report’s conclusions, Mr.
Stednick wrote that “[n]one of these observations are defended in the report and suggest a
lack of objectivity. This lack of objectivity tempers the study results and leaves me
questioning other results.” Id. at 12. He later explained that, among other things,
“[q]uantitative model results are not presented and some of the comments read like editorial
opinions rather than reporting scientific results [and] … model efforts were not adequately
described. Comments like ‘a very good qualitative fit’ and ‘does predict the general degree
and direction of potential impacts’ (both on page 39) are value judgments rather than
conclusions.” Id. at 5.
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Mr. Ireson concluded that “the credibility of the model is questionable …” Id. at 13. He noted
that “[t]he conclusions are weakly supported by the evidence provided. . . . The conclusions
about mine impacts are dependent on the model and, therefore, those too are not strongly
supported.” Id. at 5. Mr. Gooseff, after expressing doubts about the accuracy of key
representations in the model (id. at 7) concluded that it “should not be considered a
prognostication for the future.” Id. at 8.
Mr. Meixner wrote that the report’s assumption that copper is “conserved” (does not interact
chemically with other substances in the soil or water as it moves) “is flawed.” Id. at 10; see
also id. at 3 and 13. Mr. Stednick (id. at 11) and Mr. Gooseff (id. at 8) made similar
observations. Mr. Gooseff wrote that “the lack of any potential interaction of the dissolved
copper in the stream as it travels . . . suggests this is perhaps a worst-case result for this site.”
Id. at 8.
The reviewers had similar concerns about the authors adding one standard deviation to the
concentration of the waste rock leachate. Mr. Ireson wrote that “one standard deviation was
added to the concentrations of the waste rock leachate. There is no justification provided for
the choice of adding one standard deviation, and this could be seen as an attempt to bias the
outcome of the study . . . .” Id. at 9. Mr. Stednick similarly noted that “[n]o justification for
this [one standard deviation] inflation was provided.” Id. at 4.
None of the reviewers expressed confidence in the model that served as the foundation of this
report. The report suffers from inadequate data (site geology and hydrology), unrealistic
chemistry (conservation of copper), arbitrary inflation of data (adding one standard deviation
to the copper leachate concentration), and unsupported conclusions about mine impacts.
B.

The authors of the reports are committed mine opponents.

It is hardly surprising that the peer reviewers found bias in the foregoing studies. The authors
of the seven reports are opponents of the Pebble Project.
David Chambers is the president of the Center for Science in Public Participation (“CSP2”),
which opposes mining in general and the Pebble project specifically. Its website is located at
http://www.csp2.org/. The website’s project page discusses the organization’s activities
opposing Pebble and its involvement with others whose articles were selected by EPA for
peer review. The website explains in relevant part: Since 2007 CSP2 has been providing
technical support to a loose coalition of groups opposed to the proposed [Pebble] mine. Dave
Chambers, (general mining), Kendra Zamzow, (geochemistry), and Stu Levit, (reclamation
and regulatory), have provided support from CSP2. CSP2 also utilized consultants Carol Ann
Woody, Ph.D., and Sarah O’Neal, M.S., from Fisheries Research and Consulting to provide
support on fisheries biology, and Ann Maest, Ph.D., and Cam Wobus, Ph.D., from Stratus
Consulting to provide technical support on geochemistry and hydrology. Bretwood Higman,
Ph.D., from Ground Truth Trekking provided fault and seismic research.
The research efforts of this technical team have led to a significant number of publications
and professional presentations. Dave Chambers, and CSP2 consultant Bretwood Higman,
developed a paper on the “Long Term Risks of Tailings Dam Failure” which has been
presented at several professional meetings. Kendra Zamzow collected and analyzed water
quality data from several sites in the area of the proposed mine “Investigations of Surface
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Water Quality in the Nushagak, Kvichak, and Chulitna Watersheds, Southwest Alaska, 20092010.” Stratus Consulting has developed a state-of-the-art computer hydrologic model that is
being used to develop predictions of groundwater and surface water flows, and the
geochemistry of those waters, which would result from the development of the mine.
Fisheries Research and Consulting has been involved in a multi-year survey to collect data on
the presence of salmonids in the area, “Fish Surveys in Headwater Streams of the Nushagak
and Kvichak River Drainages, Bristol Bay, Alaska, 2008–2010.”
EPA released its Draft “Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment” in May, 2012. This is a
significant scientific effort to evaluate the potential impacts of the Pebble mine on the Bristol
Bay ecosystem. Dave Chambers and Kendra Zamzow provided technical critiques of the
Draft to EPA with recommendations for improvement. CSP2 is also working with the Bristol
Bay Native Corporation in its effort to convince EPA to invoke its power under section
404(c) of the Clean Water Act to veto the Pebble Project because it would have an
“unacceptable adverse effect” on fisheries resources in the Bristol Bay region.
CSP2, http://www.csp2.org/projects (last accessed June 24, 2013) (emphasis added). Of these
authors, Mr. Higman is the most versatile: he co-authored papers both on tailings dam
failures (with Mr. Chambers) and on ground water being essential salmon habitat (with Ms.
Woody). The Assessment also uses works by Ann Maest, Cam Wobus, and Kendra Zamzow,
all of whom helped Mr. Chambers’ firm provide technical support “to a loose coalition of
groups opposed to the proposed mine.”
In addition, the Assessment’s appendix on Native cultures (Appendix A) was authored by
Professor Alan Boraas, who has been an open opponent of the Pebble Project since at least
April 2007, when he was described as “a frequent op-ed contributor to the Anchorage Daily
News. One of his regular targets for criticism is the Pebble copper project in southwest
Alaska.” On at least one occasion, he has presented his work at an event sponsored by
organizations opposing Pebble who used the event to gather increased opposition to the
project.
We request that the peer reviewed reports we have mentioned above and Professor Borass’
study be removed from the final document. EPA’s reliance on this information highlights a
bias that fundamentally undermines what should be an objective, scientific process. In
addition, the CSP2 website reveals that Ms. Zamzow began working for EPA’s Office of
Research and Development (“ORD”) in Washington, D.C. in August 2012 and will continue
to work for EPA until September 1, 2013. ORD is one of the authors of the Assessment. If
Ms. Zamzow’s work at ORD influenced the Assessment (which uses papers that she has
authored) that would be cause for even further doubt about the objectivity of the Assessment.
EPA Response: We used information from both mine proponents and mine opponents
in the assessment. In particular, the two most used sources were Northern Dynasty
Minerals’ preliminary mine plan (Ghaffari et al. 2011) and the Pebble Limited
Partnership’s Environmental Baseline Document (PLP 2011), both of which are not
peer-reviewed documents.
Before completing the revised draft, EPA had several reports that were submitted
during the draft assessment’s public comment period independently peer-reviewed.
These reports were selected because they provided new data for analyses conducted in
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the assessment or modeling results that could be used as an independent check on the
modeling performed in the assessment. Peer review of these documents was conducted
by a peer review contractor. Although the reviewers noted an apparent bias in data
interpretation in some of those reports, the data themselves were not found to be biased
and were used in the assessment.
EPA has not made any determination regarding the merits of the reports co-authored
by Dr. Maest. However, because of the controversy surrounding Dr. Maest in the
Chevron matter, we have removed references to Wobus et al. (2012) and Kuipers et al.
(2006) (the reports co-authored by Dr. Maest) from the final assessment. These reports
were used only to support our analyses, and their removal does not affect the
assessment’s findings.
Dr. Boraas’ appendix is provided as part of the characterization of resources in the
Bristol Bay region. We have no basis for concluding the information in the report is
biased, and the comment provides none. Dr. Zamzow did not participate in the
assessment.
2.30

The Assessment’s exaggerated risk scenarios fail to comply with EPA guidance.
EPA’s Guidelines point out that a “risk assessment that is too narrowly focused on one type
of stressor in a system (e.g., chemicals) could fail to consider more important stressors (e.g.,
habitat alteration).” Guidelines at 8. The Assessment focuses on a single potential stressor – a
Pebble mine. That potential stressor is never placed in context of the Bristol Bay fishery or
the other stresses that have caused salmon populations to rise and fall for many decades.
EPA Response: The assessment focuses on a complex of potential sources of impairment
stemming from large-scale open pit porphyry copper mines and evaluates multiple
heterogeneous stressors stemming from those sources. The purpose of the assessment is
to evaluate potential impacts of this kind of mining on the region’s salmon resources,
not to evaluate all potential sources that may affect salmon.

2.31

The Assessment’s failure to address its uncertainties, its reliance on inadequate data, and its
unrealistic scenarios all violate EPA’s own guidance.
Because the uncertainties in the Assessment are (1) insufficiently accounted for, and (2)
extend beyond any scientifically supportable bounds, the Assessment is contrary to Agency
policy in several important respects.
First, EPA is required to properly identify and account for sources of uncertainty. The Region
10 Primer instructs that risk assessments are properly shaped by the scope of assessment
constraints, including uncertainties in the data and analysis. See Watershed Assessment
Primer at 3. Ultimately, “[n]o matter what technique is used, the sources of uncertainty …
should be addressed.” Guidelines at 64-65. EPA fails to satisfy this requirement. Peer
reviewer John Stednick pointed out that EPA’s conclusions went beyond the data underlying
them:
The conclusions of the Executive Summary are strongly worded (e.g., pages ES 13 to
24), yet the uncertainties presented later in the report make the strong conclusions
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tenuous. An expanded discussion of uncertainties and limitations may temper those
“conclusions.”
Final Peer Review Report at 19.
Second, the Guidelines call for EPA to rely on precise, accurate data to the fullest extent
possible. The Agency must not rest its conclusions on data that are insufficient for a
scientifically-supportable risk assessment. Unlike EPA’s other watershed risk assessments, 1
even those with predictive components, the Assessment focuses entirely on future,
hypothetical stressors and activities, with no site-specific historical data to support its
conclusions. The unprecedented over-reliance on unknown and speculative information and
data clearly exceeds the limits of uncertainty contemplated by EPA’s Guidelines. Peer
reviewer David Atkins noted that the uncertainty underlying the Assessment hampered
evaluation of its predictions:
[T]he report stresses the wide range of uncertainty, depending on design and
environment. Without a more detailed understanding of the mine plan and associated
engineering, as well as additional detailed analysis, it is difficult to determine if the
failure probability estimates presented in the Assessment are reasonable.
Final Peer Review Report at 61. Peer reviewer William Stubblefield commented that because
the Assessment preceded an actual mine proposal, the resulting uncertainty put its usefulness
into question:
Although interesting, the potential reality of the assessment is somewhat questionable. It
is also unclear why EPA undertook this evaluation, given that a more realistic assessment
could probably have been conducted once an actual mine was proposed and greater detail
about operational parameters available… Unfortunately, because of the hypothetical
nature of the approach employed, the uncertainty associated with the assessment, and
therefore the utility of the assessment, is questionable.
Id. at 22. Peer reviewer Roy Stein wrote that the Assessment stands at “the outside edge”
(and beyond) of its “semi-predictive models,” leaving the conclusions on “tenuous ground”:
However, from the list of uncertainties, we are operating at the outside edge (and beyond
in many cases) of the semi-predictive models used in anticipating the impacts of the mine
footprint, the routine operations of the mine, and the impacts of failures of TSF,
pipelines, and water/leachate collections on extant salmon populations. And our
knowledge of the baseline populations of the seven species of salmonids is no better, for
1

Compare U.S. EPA, Clinch and Powell Valley Watershed Ecological Risk Assessment, Office of Research and
Development, National Center for Environmental Assessment, Washington, DC, EPA/600/R-01/050 (2002),
available at http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/cfm/recordisplay.cfm?deid=15219), and U.S. EPA, Waquoit Bay Watershed
Ecological Risk Assessment: the Effect of Land Derived Nitrogen Loads on Estuarine Eutrophication, Office of
Research and Development, National Center for Environmental Assessment, Washington, DC, 600/R-02-079
(2002), available at http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/cfm/recordisplay.cfm?deid=15221; see also U.S. EPA, Ecological
Assessment for the Middle Snake River, Idaho, Office of Research and Development, National Center for
Environmental Assessment, Washington, DC, EPA/600/R-01/017 (2002), available at
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/cfm/recordisplay.cfm?deid=29097&partner=ORD-NCEA (incorporating predictive
assessment, but doing so based on prior and existing area land use activities and effects).
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we do not know the size, diversity, distribution, or vital rates (i.e., recruitment, growth,
and survival across life stage) of these fishes.
Couple these two sets of uncertainty and the prognosis outlined in the report is suspect, at
the very least, and somewhat anticipatory at best (I cannot bring myself to use the word
“predictive”), … it seems to me that we are on tenuous ground when we attempt to
predict the impact of the Pebble Mine on salmon, associated wildlife, and Native Alaskan
cultures in the Bristol Bay Watershed.
Id. at 107. The point made by all three reviewers is that the information used in the
Assessment is insufficient to support its goals – it is scientifically inadequate to predict
impacts on the selected endpoints.
Third, EPA’s guidance explains the importance of quantifying impacts, 2 yet very few of the
risks analyzed in the Assessment are capable of being quantified, and many of these
hypothetical risks are not even conducive to meaningful qualitative description. 3 Even where
the Assessment attempts to estimate impact levels, it often cannot do so with any degree of
certainty. Peer reviewer Paul Whitney pointed out that the Assessment’s qualitative approach
is not useful:
Merely stating that a qualitative increased risk for fish will also result in a qualitative
increased risk for wildlife is not adequate. I am not satisfied with such an obvious and
general conclusion. Id. at 25.
EPA Response: The comment states that the assessment does not address uncertainties,
but then cites Dr. Atkins’ comments that we “stressed a wide range of uncertainty” and
Dr. Stein’s comments about the acknowledged uncertainties in the fish population data.
The peer reviewer’s statements cited in the comment all address the May 2012 draft
assessment. The peer reviewers were satisfied with our responses to those comments,
which were submitted to the peer reviewers with the revised assessment (and are
available to the public). The comments about EPA’s watershed assessments, which
describe the current condition of watersheds resulting from all sources, are irrelevant to
this risk assessment of potential future copper mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
They are different types of assessments. The title of the assessment was changed to
eliminate confusion concerning watershed assessments.

2

2008 Watershed Guidance at 27 (“Quantified target values of assessment endpoints should be specified, where
applicable, as a means of evaluating and communicating whether a given management alternative meets
management objectives.”).

3

See, e.g., Assessment at 14-13 to 14-14 (“The effects of mining on fish populations could not be quantified
because of the lack of quantitative information concerning [fish] populations and their responses. The occurrence of
salmonid species in rivers and major streams is generally known, but not their abundances, productivities, or
limiting factors. Estimating changes in populations would require population modeling…”); see also id. at 7-26 (“Of
the total wetlands area eliminated or blocked by the footprint, the proportion used by anadromous salmonids or
resident fish species is unknown. Fish access to and use of wetlands are likely to be extremely variable in the mine
area… Given our insufficient knowledge of how fish use wetlands in the deposit area, it is not possible to calculate
the effects of lost wetland connectivity and abundance on stream fish populations.”).
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Trout Unlimited (Doc. #5527)
2.32

We believe the Assessment and supporting materials demonstrate a thorough evaluation
based on scientifically sound methods and informed by the best available science and
information from a wide range of sources, including industry reports, Pebble Limited
Partnership (PLP) data, peer reviewed publications, agency reports and non-governmental
organization research.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5657)
2.33

Attachment C: Notes on Northern Dynasty Minerals 2nd Watershed Assessment Comments
EPA has shunned the best available scientific and environmental data at its disposal.
It is difficult to see how NDM can assert that EPA has not considered available scientific and
environmental data that is publically available. This material is well-referenced in the
Watershed Assessment.
NDM is critical of the use of reports from “Environmental Organizations and paid AntiPebble Activists.” These reports were independently commissioned and produced, and have
been peer reviewed – unlike the NDM’s expert reports which were commissioned by and
paid for by NDM, and which were not peer reviewed.
NDM is also referring to the use of data from the PLP Environmental Baseline Document, to
which there are numerous references in the Watershed Assessment Second Draft. It should be
noted that NONE of the Pebble Limited Partnership’s data has been peer reviewed, and that
the data made available to the public and EPA in the PLP Environmental Baseline Document
is in a raw, undigitized format with little or no interpretation, so that it is extremely difficult
and time consuming to use. In its data release PLP did not publish any data on geochemistry
or fisheries, although that data was available. They also released only data collected from
2004-2008, and have not made subsequent data available. So, although NDM claims $150
million has been spent on data collection, most of the data and interpretation is not available
to EPA or the public, and none of it has been peer reviewed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5488)
2.34

ANCSA subsurface owners are responsible for resource development projects as authorized
by federal and state laws. ANCSA subsurface owner in the region may not have fully
evaluated ANCSA lands of the Bristol Bay Watershed. As we understand from the ANCSA
subsurface owner in the Bristol Bay watershed does not support the Pebble project because of
shareholder political pressures. We do not believe the ANCSA subsurface owner have yet to
complete a full assessment of oil, gas, mineral potentials on ANCSA lands in the Bristol Bay
region.
In the interest of ANCSA subsurface we are concerned of the ANCSA agreement between
the ANCSA regional corporations of placing huge amounts of ANCSA lands for closure to
development thus affecting future value. Is the EPA ready to pay for future value of such
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surface and subsurface properties for closure? We do not think so. Future ANCSA revenues
and relative economic impacts are particularly pertinent to discussions regarding proposed
large mine developments as these are industries dependent on maintenance of clean water
and productive fisheries habitat, two resources that are most often adversely impacted by
mining activities. In considering the value of mine developments, it is important to weigh the
potential risks to other economic activities of ANCSA companies. Definitely the future value
of ANCSA surface and subsurface lands should be included in the Bristol Bay Watershed
Study. We support costs and benefits of resource development of ANCSA lands and we are
bound to protect such assets from any due harm that may diminish their present and future
value.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and
wildlife, and does not include an economic cost-benefit analysis. The assessment is not a
regulatory document and does not discuss or recommend “closure” of ANSCA lands.
EPA will continue to consult and coordinate with Tribes and corporations.
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
2.35

Although EPA does not need to wait to see the details of any specific permit application to
determine whether unacceptable impacts will occur, the hypothetical scenarios utilized by
EPA are modeled on preliminary plans for the Pebble Project as described by Northern
Dynasty Minerals in its 2006 Alaska Department of Natural Resources Water Rights
application and its 2011 Wardrop Report (Ghaffari et al.). These materials provide detailed
information, maps, and descriptions on which to assess a fact-based hypothetical mining
scenario.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Alaska Oil and Gas Association (Doc. #5485)
2.36

In addition, EPA’s revised draft assessment continues to disregard the best available science,
repeatedly relying on information selected by organizations that openly oppose mineral
development. In an effort to evaluate the projects they are exploring, private companies are
the largest producers of scientific data. The Pebble Partnership alone has invested over $120
million in environmental and socioeconomic studies, ranging from studies on air, water
quality, hydrology, and noise to cultural resources and traditional knowledge. More than 50
consulting firms and more than 500 scientists from Alaska and around the world have worked
on data collection for the Pebble project. EPA, however, used very little of this information
for the assessment. The EPA’s preemptive action to judge a project before all the data is
collected and evaluated is a disservice to the public process and will undoubtedly discourage
companies from investing in prospective scientific activities.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 1.11.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5535)
2.37

USEPA no longer refers to the assessment as a watershed assessment (which it never was)
and refers to the work simply as an ‘assessment.’ The reorganization of the work presented in
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the Assessment does not improve consistency with the EPA’s ecological risk assessment
(ERA) methodology. The Assessment claims to be an ERA (pg 2-1), but that type of analysis
is reflected neither in its title, nor in its methodology.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.17.
Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (Doc. #1118)
2.38

I believe that this assessment needs to consider all impacts associated with future large-scale
mining in the Bristol Bay watershed, including:
•

The development of a deep-water port.

•

The development of a large-capacity, electricity-generating power plant(s) to power the
mine and the port.

•

In addition to the possible 45 square mile industrial footprint, the effects of induced
development from this large-scale mining in the region needs to be addressed.

•

The assessment considers risks from routine operation of a mine designed using modern
conventional mitigation practices and technologies and with no significant human or
engineering failures. We believe that human and engineering failures should be
addressed.

•

I think that the loss of habitat scenarios around the hydrologic drawdown zones around
each mine pit scenarios need to be estimated.

•

I would like more information regarding the possibility and the results that change of
mine ownership would have in the future.

EPA Response: We agree that the development of a large-scale porphyry copper mine
could have many other significant effects in the region, as well as effects beyond the
region, in addition to those evaluated in the assessment. Thus, in many cases the
assessment provides a conservative estimate of potential impacts. The scope of the
assessment is clearly stated in Chapter 2.
Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5378)
2.39

The scope, purpose, and structure of the document have been made clearer. The 2013
Assessment describes and explains the nature and purpose of an Ecological Risk Assessment
(ERA), and its organization is consistent with Ecological Risk Assessment guidance. It
articulates clearly the purpose of the ERA as a tool to inform environmental decision making,
citing routine use of the ERA process to evaluate potential impacts when considering
management decisions. It states up front that risk assessors, among others, determine the
topical, spatial, and temporal scope needed, within which the ERA considers the potential
effects of an activity. It also details the applications in which the assessment will be useful to
risk managers such as scientists, resource managers, regulatory agencies, and other interested
stakeholders.
The limitations of the assessment are discussed and the sources and methods used are clearly
presented. The 2013 Assessment details the high level of interest concerning the impacts of
potential large-scale mine development on the watershed’s ecological resources, and is clear
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about the role of the assessment as a resource for interested stakeholders, members of the
public, scientists and resource managers evaluating future projects, and future environmental
assessments conducted under the National Environmental Policy Act. It also makes clear that
the ERA focuses on a limited set of sources, stressors, and endpoints based on decisionmaker needs, rather than the full set of factors that could be associated with the development
of large-scale mining. This revised assessment includes risk evaluations for a broader range
of biological and cultural resources, including resident fish species, aquatic invertebrates,
wildlife and Alaska native cultures.
The focus of the assessment is on impacts to salmon, which is appropriate given the strong
scientific understanding of salmon biology and their environmental requirements.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
World Wildlife Fund, Arctic Field Program (Doc. #5537)
2.40

Expand studies on the potential impacts of the planned mine on avian life in this region. The
coastal fringe of Bristol Bay, including eelgrass beds, extensive coastal lagoons, deltas,
wetlands and estuaries, supports an abundance and diversity of waterfowl in the region.
According to the National Audubon Society, there may be no place else on Earth so
important to millions of birds from so many different continents as Bristol Bay. Four
migratory flyways overlap here, with birds from Africa, Asia, North America, South America
and the Central Pacific Islands, all migrating to and from the region.
EPA Response: Potential direct effects on waterfowl are acknowledged in the
assessment, but full consideration of this topic is outside the scope of the assessment. See
response to Comment 2.38.

National Parks Conservation Association (Doc. #5558)
2.41

We understand that the EPA initially chose to focus the Assessment’s scope of analysis on
resources outside of designated conservation units. However, the fish, wildlife, waters, and
high quality connectivity of natural processes within this landscape do not recognize property
boundaries. Likewise, this “Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts of Salmon Ecosystems
of Bristol Bay” should not stop at our national park boundaries. The revised Assessment
identifies three mine prospects in the Chulitna River valley upstream of Lake Clark National
Park and Preserve. Therefore, it is especially important for the EPA to assess potential
impacts to park resources and to apply protective measures for the Chulitna watershed that
will ensure surface and groundwater flowing into our national park and to downstream
communities remains unimpaired by mining operations and waste disposal.
EPA Response: The assessment did not exclude parks or other protected areas, but it
focuses on the two Bristol Bay watersheds most likely to be impacted by mining—which
is in part because these watersheds do not contain as many protected areas as other
Bristol Bay watersheds (as illustrated in Figure 2-3).

North Coast Rivers Alliance (Doc. #5061)
2.42

The Scope of the Assessment is too narrow.
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EPA states that the Assessment is intended to “determine the significance of Bristol Bay’s
ecological resources and evaluate the impacts of large-scale mining in these resources.”
Assessment ES-1. This is an appropriate objective for EPA’s review and analysis. However,
as written the Assessment falls short of this objective.
First, the Assessment is limited to examining the effect of mining on fisheries and water
quality, and considers the effects of mining on other wildlife, and on Alaska Natives, “only as
affected by changes in salmonid fisheries.” Assessment ES-2. Because the Assessment
focuses only on mining’s effects on salmon, it ignores its impacts on other wildlife. Yet
wildlife other than fish is surely an “ecological resource” of Bristol Bay, and would be
directly affected by mining and its accompanying development. For example, mines would
initially require an estimated 86 mile transportation corridor, including a gravel road and four
pipelines. Assessment ES-10. Roads and pipelines harm wildlife by: disrupting migration,
nesting and foraging; degrading and fragmenting habitat; disturbing watershed flow and
drainage; causing leaks of oil and other contaminants; triggering soil erosion and stream
sedimentation; creating noise and night-time glare; and killing and injuring wildlife through
collisions with trucks and other vehicles. Yet the Assessment neglects to even mention these
effects.
Second, the Assessment inexplicably excludes from its scope the additional development that
would be necessary to support the Pebble Mine, and the further secondary development that
the mine would induce. The Assessment states that it does not consider the “impacts of the
one or more large-capacity, electricity-generating power plants that would be required to
power the mine and the port. It also does not assess the effects of induced development that
could result from large-scale mining in the region.” Assessment ES-4, emphasis added. The
Assessment also excludes from analysis a potential underground extension that would almost
double the size of the mine under even the largest scenario – and increase the size of the mine
under the smallest scenario almost fifty-fold. Assessment ES-10.
Because the Assessment ignores necessary and foreseeable development that the mine would
create, it greatly understates the impacts of mining on fisheries, on other ecological resources,
and on Alaska Native communities.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.38. We agree that other development
associated with mining (e.g., secondary development, generation and transmission of
electricity, port development) would have significant effects on the region’s resources,
but these issues are outside the scope of the current assessment.
2.43

EPA should also expand and correct its Assessment to analyze the effects of mining on all
Bristol Bay’s ecological resources and its Alaska Native communities. The Assessment
should be revised to discuss the potential impacts of the massive foreseeable development
that would accompany mining, such as power plants, a deep-water port on Cook Inlet,
support services for mine employees and their families, and the additional development that
increased access to the area would induce. EPA should also address the potential for major
human or engineering failures and their ecological consequences. In addition, EPA should
model worst-case scenario failures rather than blithely assuming that “conservative
estimates” provide an accurate picture of the effects of foreseeable accidents.
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Only by enlarging the scope of the Assessment in these ways can the document provide a full
picture of the disastrous foreseeable impacts of mining projects such as the Pebble Mine on
Bristol Bay and its tributary watersheds.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 2.38 and 2.42.
Borell Consulting Services, LLC (Doc. #4095)
2.44

This Revised Draft is by definition arbitrary and capricious. It has been arbitrarily applied to
one project even though it has not been used previously; it has not utilized the public
comments raised with the original Assessment; it has not utilized the comments its own
review panel raised with the original Assessment; it has not considered the actual permitting
process that such a project must follow; EPA has used known Pebble opponents to provide
so-called peer review; and it has not considered the wealth of information which proves that
mining can be accomplished without adversely impacting adjacent fisheries.
EPA Response: We have considered all public and peer review comments submitted on
both the draft and revised assessment, and have documented our responses to each
comment in publicly available “response to comments” documents. EPA did not select
the peer reviewers and they represent a range of expertise and opinions (also see
response to Comment 2.46).

Kachemack Resource Institute (Doc. #9123)
2.45

The extensive draft review did not include enough sociological data regarding inevitable
developments of services for mining employees and families. These new residents will
expect to hunt and fish, educate children, draw permanent fund dividends and have the usual
array of recreational facilities.
EPA Response: We agree that these factors would contribute to the impacts that largescale mining would have in the region. However, as detailed in Chapter 2, these issues
were considered outside the scope of the current assessment. See response to Comment
2.38.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
2.46

This letter comments on the overall peer review process by stating that “EPA has ignored its
own peer review guidelines and failed to provide for an open and transparent peer review
process that keeps the public fully aware of the Panel’s activities. EPA has restricted access
to the Panel, ignoring the need to ensure that Panel members consider a range of
perspectives, data, and analysis from a wide variety of stakeholders.”
[Further details are provided in the comment letter.]
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. The peer review process has followed
EPA guidelines and has been transparent. Most of the peer reviewers selected were
nominated by the public. Although we did not require peer reviewers to review all
public comments that were submitted, we did provide the reviewers access to all of
these comments so they could consult them as they wished. In addition, reviewers
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participated in a full day of public testimony at the peer review meeting, during which
they heard speakers that represented a range of perspectives.

Chapter 3:

Region

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5378 and #5436)
3.1

The 2013 Assessment identifies the Bristol Bay watershed as pristine habitat that supports
diverse aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, valuable commercial, recreational and subsistence
fisheries, and cultural resources dependent on the watershed’s productivity and beauty. The
watershed, which is characterized by highly interconnected surface and groundwater
resources, is virtually undeveloped – one of last remaining roadless areas in United States. In
addition to one of the world’s largest Chinook salmon fisheries, the Bristol Bay watershed is
the stronghold of the world’s largest wild sockeye salmon fishery: for the 1956-2005 period,
the watershed produced 46% of the global abundance of wild sockeye salmon. A recent
economic analysis valued the Bristol Bay fishery in 2010 at $1.5 billion. [Footnote: This
report, which is available at: http://fishermenforbristolbay.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/
CFBBISER-FINAL-REPORT-5-10-2013.pdf, was published after the 2013 Assessment and
should be reviewed and considered for the final Bristol Bay watershed assessment.] As EPA
correctly notes, the importance of the watershed for salmon “takes on even greater
significance when one considers the status and condition of Pacific salmon populations
throughout their native geographic distributions.” Pacific salmon have been eliminated from
large percentages of their historic range in the western United States and, where they persist,
their numbers and population viability are reduced. Evaluated on the basis of its salmon
fisheries alone, the Bristol Bay watershed is a valuable and irreplaceable resource and
sanctuary that the EPA correctly describes as a “significant resource of global conservation
value.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. We are aware of the report cited
in the comment, but have not included it in the assessment as it is outside the
assessment’s scope. Our valuation of the commercial fishery uses ex-vessel and
wholesale data reported by the State of Alaska, and does not consider the supply chain
multiplier impacts examined in the cited report.

3.2

The Bristol Bay watershed – and the salmonid, wildlife, and native communities that call it
home – exist in a rare and pristine state of self-sustainability, undisturbed by significant
human development. Large-scale human impacts are absent, and the watershed forms part of
one of the last remaining virtually roadless areas in the United States. Bristol Bay is home to
the largest sockeye salmon fishery in the world, supporting half of the world’s wild sockeye
salmon and generating $1.5 billion annually. [Footnote: Gunnar Knapp et al. 2013 (…) This
report was completed after publication of the second draft Watershed Assessment and should
be reviewed and considered in the final Watershed Assessment.] Approximately 70% of the
salmon returning to spawn are harvested, and the commercial salmon harvest has been
successfully regulated to maintain a sustainable fishery and, in turn, sustainable salmonbased ecosystems. The Bristol Bay watershed, and its high quality commercial, recreational,
and subsistence fisheries, represent an aquatic resource of national – and global – importance.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
3.3

(…) we reviewed EPA’s process for conducting this Assessment and applaud the agency for
thoroughly addressing the questions raised in response to the first draft by the peer review
panel, stakeholders, and members of the public. EPA has elicited extensive input, provided
open access and communication, and sought independent review, resulting in an Assessment
that is analytically rigorous and scientifically beyond reproach.
Specifically, EPA responded to public comment and peer review by supplementing its
analysis to include: (1) an additional mine scenario, (2) potential mitigation measures, (3) the
risks and unknowns attendant to projected climate change, (4) a strengthened analysis of the
complex and interconnected hydrology of the region, (5) impacts from “day-to-day”
operational risks, and (6) enhanced analysis of cumulative impacts. Each of these additions
contributes to the force of the analysis and lends additional support to the request for 404(c)
protection.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

3.4

An additional and acute risk of mining in Bristol Bay stems from the region’s diverse
hydrologic landscapes, which “shapes the quantity, quality, diversity, and distribution of
aquatic habitats throughout the watershed,” and creates a freshwater system that supports
multiple critical salmon life stages. As described more fully in Section III.B.4 below, mining
would alter groundwater-surface water hydrology, nutrient processing, and export rates of
resources and materials for aquatic ecosystems downstream. The “inherent complexity” of
the region’s salmon-supporting hydrology means that hydrological models used to estimate
exposures are “inevitably simplifications.” It is therefore extremely difficult to identify and
control the potential range of impacts from mining, creating “one of the greatest sources of
uncertainty for the water quality risks.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

3.5

Bristol Bay is unique, not for having developed into a deeply interconnected ecosystem, but
rather for the exceptional fact that this hydrology is still fully functional and has not been
disturbed by human activity. Overall physical habitat complexity in the Bristol Bay
watershed is higher than in many other systems supporting sockeye salmon populations. For
example, of 1,509 North Pacific Rim watersheds, the Kvichak River ranks third in physical
habitat complexity. Closely tied to this physical complexity is the biological
interconnectedness of Bristol Bay; salmon life-history variability fortifies ecological
productivity and stability for the region as a whole. These facts inspired requests by the
public and the peer-review panel for EPA to “[s]trengthen the assessment with additional
information to characterize the interconnectedness of groundwater and surface water and its
importance to fish habitat in the watersheds.” The requested analysis now forms part of
EPA’s revised Assessment and dramatically strengthens the call for 404(c) action.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

3.6

The physical environment in Alaska is projected to transform dramatically due to enhanced
variability of climate conditions in the coming decades and centuries. For this reason, and
particularly because a mine in Bristol Bay would require post-closure management in
perpetuity, the peer-review panel strongly urged EPA to more fully consider the broad range
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of impacts from climate change. EPA has done so and documents in its revised Assessment
how severely climate change could impact and undermine even the “best” mine site
structures, operations and maintenance, and, in turn, the salmon-dependent ecosystems as
well as the communities and wildlife that rely on these ecosystems.
Projected increases in temperature and precipitation from climate change in the Bristol Bay
region are expected to alter substantially the physical environment. Across the Bristol Bay
watershed, average temperature is projected to increase by approximately 4°C by the end of
the century, with winter temperature increasing the most. Precipitation is expected to rise by
30% across the watershed, for a total increase of approximately 250 mm annually. Annual
water surpluses are expected to increase 144 mm and 165 mm in the Nushagak and Kvichak
River watersheds, respectively, in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Climate change will likely result in modified snowpack and timing of snowmelt, a greater
chance for rain-on-snow events, and an increase in flooding. On their own, these climate
alterations will impact salmon fishery and populations. Without the additional stress of
development impacts, however, salmon may adapt, as they have to the already higher
Alaskan temperatures. If climate change is instead layered onto an ecosystem already bearing
the burden of (even the smallest) mine scenario, such resilience is doubtful. For example,
asynchrony in spawning timing helps buffer Bristol Bay salmon populations from climatic
events. The decline in physical and hydrological complexity that would result from mining,
described in more detail in Section III.B.4 below, would therefore reduce salmon resistance
to the effects of climate change and further compound the mine’s unacceptable adverse
effects.
In addition, climate change may make the design of a compliant and safe facility that follows
operational best practices extremely difficult. The uncertainties already inherent in
developing a mine in a known climate have the potential to be dramatically magnified by
changing climate conditions. Risk-inducing uncertainty includes: (1) the stability of tailings
impoundments and other facilities in response to more variable and intense climate events;
(2) modeling potential flows for transport of contaminants away from the mining site during
both catastrophic and non-catastrophic releases; and (3) assessing the additional stress a more
variable and intense hydrologic system will have on ecosystems already stressed by normal
operational degradation of water quality and quantity. In the face of such uncertainty,
development of a mine in Bristol Bay capable of withstanding the long-term stability
challenges of a changing environment is, at best, unlikely.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. Potential interactions between
climate change and large-scale mining are addressed in Box 14-2, but a complete
evaluation of the risks posed by large-scale mining in the face of a changing climate is
beyond the scope of this assessment.
Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
3.7

With as many as five new chapters, EPA clearly responds to peer review questions and
concerns on issues relative to the mine scenario, risk assessment, understanding the
hydrologic nature of the watershed, cumulative impacts for other mines and development and
long term impact of climate change. By doing so, EPA provides a more thorough
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understanding of Bristol Bay’s complex water system and notes that impacts from water use
and water treatment could have dramatic impacts on wetlands, fish spawning, and fish
rearing habitat. Finally, EPA clearly shows that in short and long term, climate change will
magnify these impacts, particularly when considering water and waste management in
perpetuity post-mine closure.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
T. Quinn, Ph.D. (Doc. #7629)
3.8

My concerns are based on 1) the value of the fishery resources (the largest salmon run in the
world), 2) the dependence of salmon on high-quality habitat and water, and freedom from
human interference, 3) the highly sensitive nature of the region’s geology in terms of limited
buffering capacity, 4) the porosity of the soil and complexity of groundwater connections
between basins, 5) the dependence of the human and ecological community on the well-being
of the salmon, 6) the necessity of storing a vast quantity of toxic material in perpetuity in an
unreliable, earthen dam over porous substrate (…)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

S. Sorset (Doc. #5887)
3.9

Has there been any assessment of potential effects of mining operations on non-renewable
archaeological resources? Has there been any survey of these areas within the area of
potential effect for archaeological resources to make an adverse effect determination?
EPA Response: Comment noted. We acknowledge that there are culturally important
sites throughout the region (as evidenced by Chapter 22 of the PLP’s Environmental
Baseline Document), but our assessment does not include an identification or evaluation
of those sites.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
3.10

Original Draft Location: Page: 15, Report Section Identification: Appendix A, Section 2.1,
Page 15, Excerpt: [blank].
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Snowpack is predominant source of water and there
is a water surplus in the Nushagak-Big River Hills physiographic region, which is a “wet”
climate class. Thus, downstream “dewatering” is less likely to be an issue. If permafrost
moves up into stored waste rock, then less groundwater flow through it. Handling of
snowpack and snow melt is important to impact assessment.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Pg 3-1 The same language
remains, indicating that the analysis is based on the questionable assumption that dewatering
is an issue in a watershed with a wet climate classification.
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EPA Response: Analysis of flow modification is described in Chapter 7, where we
describe the importance of the flow regime and risks associated with deviations from
the flow regime to which local aquatic life may be adapted. Although the region may
indeed be “wet”, alterations to streamflow regime can have serious implications for
aquatic life, even in systems where water is abundant. We concur that snowpack and
snowmelt are important considerations for understanding regional hydrology. If
permafrost expanded into waste rock it could reduce groundwater flow, but permafrost
in the area is discontinuous so it is unclear whether or not permafrost would expand.
3.11

Missing Information Affects the Quality of the Assessment: The report is lacking critical
information on regional hydrogeology, local hydrogeology, groundwater and surface water
interaction. There are hundreds of references to groundwater in the report, and it is repeatedly
listed as a key factor in fish habitat and other wildlife habitat functions. Appendix H refers to
nearly 1,200 borings being made in the Pebble deposit, yet, hydrogeology within the pit and
Tailings Storage Facilities (TSFs) is not described in the document. The Pebble EBD presents
extensive regional and local studies conducted over multiple years which focus on water and
geological resources in the watershed area. It appears that the Assessment did not utilize the
environmental data presented in the EBD to attempt to address significant data gaps. This
lack of any presentation of actual or likely groundwater conditions within the hypothetical
mine scenario is a critical omission because of the repeatedly stated importance of
groundwater.
EPA Response: Surface water hydrology data from the Pebble Environmental Baseline
Document (EBD) were extensively used to model flows in the three streams draining the
Pebble site. Hydrology within the pit and tailings storage facilities (TSFs) are not
described by the EBD or by the assessment, because these structures do not exist. The
hydrology of the pit was assessed by estimating a cone of depression within which all
groundwater would be captured. This is a conservative assumption because some
groundwater is likely to escape. Groundwater hydrology below the TSFs was addressed
by assuming a reasonable flow rate under the dam given the permeability data
provided. Given the complexity of the geohydrology of the site and the complex effects
mining would have on geohydrology, we judged that numerically simulating
groundwater flow on the site during mining based on the borehole data was beyond the
scope of the assessment and would not necessarily result in less uncertainty than the
assumptions used in the assessment.

3.12

Original Draft Location: Page: 2.21, Section: Section 2.3.2, page 2-21, paragraph 5, Excerpt:
[blank].
Original Comment from Environ: Nushagak River is defined with “high base flow” – that is
incorrect, according to Figure 2-7B.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Pg 3-14, first paragraph; the
original language concerning high base flows remains unchanged, as does new Figure 3-10
pg. 3-17. Furthermore, no additional language has been added in this paragraph to discuss the
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apparent discrepancy noted by the commentator. The comment has therefore not been
addressed.
EPA Response: This section discusses the flow regime of regional rivers and focuses on
the comparison between peak flows and base flows for individual rivers. The lower
Nushagak and Kvichak Rivers, for instance, exhibit a more moderated flow regime
(higher base flows, lower peak flows) than more variable river systems. The figure
referenced in the comment (Figure 3-10 in the revised and final assessment) illustrates
that the difference between peak flow and base flow is lower for the Nushagak and
Kvichak Rivers compared to other regional rivers.
3.13

Page: 3-28, Section: 3.5 Water Chemistry.
Excerpt: The watersheds in the Pebble deposit area (Figure 2-5) are neutral to slightly acidic,
with low conductivity, hardness, dissolved solids, suspended solids, and dissolved organic
carbon (Table 3-4).
Technical Comment by ERM: Water chemistry data is only referenced from the PLP 2011
Environmental Baseline Document. No chemical data are presented, and the only data are
referred to as “elevated”, again with the PLP reference. Much of the Assessment is focused
on ecological effects of chemistry and the accurate baseline is not presented in this document.
Additionally, there is no comprehensive baseline data set presented for the Bristol Bay
Watershed, only the Mine project area. Predicting impacts without due consideration of
baseline conditions will result in non representative impacts being predicted.
Citations: PLP 2011 EBD.
General Subject Area: Water Chemistry Baseline.
Comment Category: Incomplete data set.
EPA Response: There is no comprehensive baseline water quality dataset for the entire
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. Background water chemistry for the three
streams draining the Pebble deposit is included in Chapter 8 (e.g., see Table 8-10). This
material was included in both Chapter 3 (Section 3.5) and Chapter 8 of the revised
assessment; for clarity and to eliminate redundancy, it has been removed from Chapter
3 of the final assessment.

3.14

Page: 3-31, Section: 3.6 Water Temperature.
Excerpt: Water temperature data (PLP 2011: Appendix 15.1E, Attachment 1) indicate
significant spatial variability in thermal regimes.
Technical Comment from ERM: Baseline water temperature data are only referenced from the
2011 PLPEBD. No new data are presented, and broader BBWA-wide data are not presented.
Citations: PLP 2011 EBD.
General Subject Area: Water Temperature Baseline.
Comment Category: Incomplete data set.
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EPA Response: PLP EBD data were cited to illustrate the concept that water
temperature regimes can be spatially variable. No change required.
3.15

Original Draft Location: Page: 4.38, Section: Section 4.4, p.4-38, Box 4-3, Excerpt: [blank].
Original Comment from Environ: The overall intent of this box is not clear and seemingly
contradictory. The summary in box 4-3 describes local faults (near Lake Clark and in the
Iliamna Lake) and the known activity on those faults, indicating that activity on major faults
has been minimal and that smaller faults in the area have “very limited capability to produce
damaging earthquakes”. However, the next paragraph discusses, in general terms,
unpredictable “floating earthquakes” and stress induced earthquakes. Then, the conclusion
highlights that in the Bristol Bay area there is a significant amount of uncertainty in (1)
interpreting seismicity (i.e., the general frequency and distribution of earthquakes) and (2)
identifying fault locations and extents.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Discussion is now part of the
text but remains essentially unchanged. It continues to be contradictory. The risk of
earthquakes in the project area is not accurately depicted.
EPA Response: The text in Box 4-3 is included in Section 3.6 of the revised assessment.
This text describes the existing conditions in the Pebble area and the uncertainty
associated with estimating seismic hazards based on current data. Floating earthquakes
and stress induced earthquakes would likely be smaller than those produced by large
faults.

3.16

Original Draft Location: Page: 4.38, Section: Box 4-3.
Excerpt: Interpreting the seismicity in the Bristol Bay area is difficult because of the
remoteness of the area for study, lack of historical records on seismicity, and complex
bedrock geology that is overlain by multiple episodes of glacial activity. Thus, there is a high
degree of uncertainty in determining the location and extent of faults, their capability to
produce earthquakes, whether these or other geologic features have been the source of past
earthquakes, and whether they have a realistic potential for producing future earthquakes.
Original Comment from Knight Piesold: The summary discounts the previously stated
studies, and illustrates a seeming tendency to discount the science that doesn’t suit the biased
perspective that is promoted in many areas of the EPA document.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Pg 3.35 paragraph 3 - The
same statements have been retained.
EPA Response: The statement does not dismiss the previously cited reports, but
qualifies the confidence that a reader should place in the conclusions of those reports.
No change required.
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Original Draft Location: Page: 4.44, Section: Section 4.4.2.1, p. 4-44 (PDF p.133), Excerpt:
[blank].
Original Comment from Environ: This table is very short, and based on the data in Figure 411 (p. 4-42 [PDF p.131]), does not include the 5.1 to 6.0 magnitude earthquakes to the north
and south of the Pebble Deposit location.
Based on the context in which this table is cited through section 4, the purpose of this table
seems to be to show the range of earthquakes that can occur in Alaska as well as in the Lake
Clark area. Although there is a note at the bottom of the table indicating that smaller
earthquakes do occur in the Lake Clark area (near the Pebble Deposit site), it may be useful
to list a few of these earthquake events through time to make this point more clear.
Otherwise, this table only shows large earthquakes relatively far away from the site, which is
misleading. It would also be helpful to include the 5.1 to 6 magnitude earthquakes to the
north and south of the Pebble Deposit location.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The same table remains in
Chapter 3, and therefore continues to contribute to fundamental bias in the analysis.
EPA Response: The table provides information on the distance to and depth of large
earthquakes in Alaska, as well as the largest recorded earthquakes near the Pebble
deposit area (within approximately 60 km). The magnitude 5.1 to 6 earthquakes
referenced in the comment were more than 100 km from the Pebble site. No change
required.

3.18

Original Draft Location: Page: 4.44, Section: Report Section Identification: Chapter 4.4.2.1,
Excerpt: [blank].
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Comment: In Table 4-7, EPA lists examples of
earthquakes in Alaska ranging from a magnitude 3.0, located 122 km from the project, to the
Great Alaska Earthquake of 1964, a magnitude 9.2 located 469 km from the project. The
nearest earthquake listed is a magnitude 4.3, located 30km from the project. A note on the
table states, “…earthquakes in the range of magnitudes 2.5 to 3.6 occur regularly in the Lake
Clark area…)”. The earthquakes listed by EPA in relation to the Pebble deposit are
technically insignificant. National guidelines for incident reporting for dams do not require
reporting for earthquakes less than 5.0 within 24 km of the project site, or for earthquakes
greater than 8.5 more than 102 km from the site.
Recommended Change: Comment Reference: Section 9 of “Guidelines for Reporting the
Performance of Dams”, National Performance of Dams Program, Stanford University, 1994.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Table 3.5 The table retains the
same earthquakes as the previous one without additional discussion. The comment has not
been addressed.
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EPA Response: These earthquakes provide the seismic context for the area of the mine
facilities. No change required.
3.19

Original Draft Location: Page: 2.25, Section: Report Section Identification: 2.3.5 Ecosystem
Integrity, Excerpt: [blank].
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Comment: The document states “ the primary
human manipulation of the Bristol Bay ecosystem is the marine harvest of approximately
70% of salmon returning to spawn” This level of harvest of a salmon resource suggests there
is substantial opportunity to mitigate minor or temporary impacts from other human
activities. The document goes into lengthy details of a perceived impact from a hypothetical
mine using numerous assumptions but ignores the current impact to the salmon resource from
the excessive by-catch by the marine commercial fishing industry. The document fails to
adequately address the already significant impact to the salmon resource by human activities
and that the marine harvest could be manipulated to increase uses for subsistence users.
Recommended Change: Recommended Change: The document could address the substantial
opportunity to manage and mitigate minor or temporary losses in salmon resources by
actively managing the marine harvest to increase the availability of the resources to
subsistence users as is already being done to account for excessive by-catch and other
impacts.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: pg 3-36 first full paragraph –
the language in this paragraph remains the same with no acknowledgement of the comment.
Comment has not been addressed.
EPA Response: The possibility of mitigating potential mining impacts via management
of salmon harvests is mentioned in Box 7-2, and discussed in greater detail in Appendix
J. No change is needed in the problem formulation section of the assessment (Chapters
1 through 6).

3.20

Original Draft Location: Page: 1.2, Section: Section 1, page 1-2, paragraph 3, 5th sentence,
Excerpt: [blank].
Original Comment from Environ: The report states that a comparative analysis of a
watershed that currently supports both surface mine operations and salmon fisheries was
conducted using the Fraser River in British Columbia. However, the O’Neal and Woody
report concludes that: “Given their distinct physical and biological nature, as well as vastly
higher levels of urbanization and industrialization in the Fraser River basin relative to the
Bristol Bay basin, recent comparisons between the two watershed are suspect.” There are
several additional reasons why a comparison of the two watersheds and impacts on fisheries
are not useful. The Fraser River basin is impacted by large populations centers (Vancouver
and Victoria); and the basin is much larger than Bristol Bay (238,000 km2 and 92,000 km2,
respectively). The Fraser River basin is impacted by a high degree of industrialization,
including forestry, agriculture, two large hydroelectric projects, in addition to mining. The
basin’s water quality is extremely impacted with over 200 contaminants documented in the
basin. Clearly the cumulative impacts of development in the Fraser River basin far exceed the
types and number of impacts conceivably projected for the Bristol Bay basin.
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Recommended Change: Comment reference: Feddema, J. J. 2005. A revised Thornthwaitetype global climate classification. Physical Geography 26:442-466.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Comment still stands.
Comparison with the Fraser River is inappropriate for several reasons.
EPA Response: We agree, which is why we state that the Fraser River is a poor
analogue for mining in the Bristol Bay watershed (Box 8-4).
E. S. Gottlieb (Doc. #0200)
3.21

From my perspective mining practices HAVE THE POTENTIAL to greatly perturb the
functionality of the ecosystem in the event of failure(s) of mining infrastructure. Because the
risk of natural events (e.g., earthquakes, mass wasting events) that would contribute to
failure(s) of said infrastructure is difficult to assess and cannot be altered, a proactive risk
management strategy for allowing mining to operate within the watersheds would be one that
does not allow the possibility of TSF failures. Bottom line, if the mining industry wants the
resource in Pebble, they need to develop new technologies that do not significantly alter the
land surface.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

3.22

For millennia, the salmon ecosystem in Bristol Bay has been functionally resilient to
naturally occurring landscape changes and climate variability that have affected the region.
The area is at a convergent margin and is rainy. Earthquakes and heavy storms, both of which
individually and jointly can contribute to mass wasting events that increase sediment load in
watersheds, have been a part of this natural range of variability which characterizes the
ecosystem.
The siting of a large mining operation in the area would create an environment that is
drastically different than what has existed in the past. In the event of a natural episode of
mass wasting that incorporated one or multiple TSF’s it seems highly likely that the effects
on water chemistry and turbidity would greatly exceed the natural range of variability. Thus
the risk, although low frequency in nature, likely involves extreme consequences for the
system, which is UNACCEPTABLE.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
3.23

In response to peer review requests, the Revised Assessment better characterizes and
discusses seasonal hydrologic processes, seasonal flow variations, and how global climate
change will influence these hydrologic processes and rates. The Revised Assessment then
properly utilizes modeling to evaluate the expected impacts of combined pressures from
seasonal climate and flow variability and mine development on the fragile watershed
ecosystem. While EPA admits its modeling technique is limited, it notes that climate change
and seasonal variation impacts during salmon migration events will likely intensify any
effects caused by large-scale mining. BBNC agrees with this additional analysis, as limited as
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it admittedly is, as a means of acknowledging, if not fully quantifying, additional and
compounding impacts from large-scale mining on the Bristol Bay Watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
3.24

The Revised Assessment is improved in that it includes more scientific information
concerning Bristol Bay fisheries and aquatic habitat. The following are a few examples. The
Revised Assessment contains:
•

Considerably more discussion of the importance of the upper Bristol Bay watershed
stream reaches as rearing habitat for several species of commercially important and
subsistence fishes (…)

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
National Parks Conservation Association (Doc. #5558)
3.25

Hydrologic connections between the Pebble Mine prospect and the Chulitna and Lake Clark
watersheds remain unclear. Please study the area’s groundwater and surface water hydrology.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Detailed study of the hydrologic connections between
the Pebble deposit and the Chulitna and Lake Clark watersheds is outside the scope of
the current assessment.

Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #6803)
3.26

In addition to impacts from development, the peer review panel strongly urged EPA to more
fully consider the broad range of impacts from climate change, particularly in light of postmine closure management in perpetuity. Climate change projection show an average
temperature increase of 4 degrees C by the end of the century, with precipitation increasing
by 30% annually and a total of nearly 270 mm of precipitation (3-44). On their own these
changes will impact the salmon fishery and populations. Without development impacts
salmon might adapt to changing conditions. However, adding climate change to mine
assessment scenarios raises critical questions concerning water management and treatment,
tailings storage risks, pipeline and road or culvert failures beyond the life of the mine post
closure in perpetuity.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
3.27

While EPA acknowledges the uncertainties, there is no way to interpret how they affect the
conclusions. Given that the entire Bristol Bay area has not been extensively monitored or
mapped, the base information on which to build models is speculative. Attributes for over
65,000 stream and river reaches in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds were
estimated from a USGS database, including such fundamental attributes as flow, gradients,
and extent of lowlands which in turn are the basis for fish habitat suitability. It appears that
EPA has modified standard methods of determining some key physiographic and hydrologic
attributes based on the limitations of the data and then proceeds to use the information to
determine habitat suitability. Habitat suitability is a surrogate for populations of salmon since
EPA acknowledges the limitations of population data.
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EPA Response: Lacking an existing classification of stream and river characteristics in
the study watersheds, we provide these summaries to better inform the reader of the
region’s geomorphic and hydrologic context. We acknowledge that this information
provides a coarse estimate of habitat suitability and would be significantly strengthened
by more detailed Intrinsic Potential modeling or other verified habitat modeling
approaches. Nonetheless, this coarse-scale analysis provides a useful context to better
inform readers unfamiliar with the landscape, and was included to respond to
comments on the original draft assessment from peer reviewers and the public.
3.28

(…) the revised Assessment uses temperature data collected by PLP to support conclusions
that stream temperatures are moderated by cooler groundwater inflow, and inappropriately
assesses regional environmental risk and impact through inference of a site-specific model of
pit drawdown.
EPA Response: PLP data are cited to illustrate the potential for surface water
temperature moderation from groundwater inflow, which can include warmer winter
temperature moderating effects. The pit drawdown is used to estimate changes to the
water balance of the mine infrastructure, including water demands and water releases.
The implications of the water balance are propagated downstream until moderated by
unaltered flows from tributaries, groundwater and other sources.

3.29

The revised Assessment also discusses the additional potential impacts from climate change.
EPA is still grappling with how to incorporate climate change into the NEPA process, much
less in a speculative ecological risk assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
3.30

P. 3-24: “Salmon also use small streams in the Bristol Bay region for spawning and rearing,
but use of these habitats may be constrained by shallow depths, insufficient flow to allow
passage, the unavailability of open water in winter, or other limitations related to stream
size.”
In fact, headwater habitats are heavily exploited particularly by coho salmon (75% of
headwater streams evaluated) and resident fishes including Dolly Varden (96% of
headwaters). [Woody and O’Neal 2010]
EPA Response: We acknowledge that salmon and resident fish use very small streams
in the study area and emphasize the ecological importance of these headwater habitats
for both direct and indirect contributions to fish populations. However, this does not
mean that there are no limitations to use.

3.31

P. 3-25: “Of the Pacific salmon species, coho salmon are most likely to use small streams for
spawning and rearing, and have been observed in many of the smaller streams near the
Pebble and other deposits.”
Replace ‘many’ with either ‘most’ or 75%.
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EPA Response: Given the high density of very small streams and the uncertainty
associated with any survey that is not a complete census of all streams, we feel it is
premature to assign a specific proportion to this estimate.
3.32

P. 3-26: “This threshold was used to identify two classes:
•

Less than 5% flatland in lowland, indicating reaches are constrained and not floodplain
prone.

•

At least 5% flatland in lowland, indicating reaches are unconstrained and floodplain
prone.”

Include citations for the 5% cutoff defining floodplains.
EPA Response: There is no published precedent for this criterion. This value was
selected based upon visual inspection of cutoff values that best distinguished
constrained and unconstrained valley settings, as interpreted from aerial photos and
maps.
3.33

P. 3-28: “However, as would be expected for a metalliferous site, levels of sulfate and some
metals (copper, molybdenum, nickel, and zinc) are elevated, particularly in the South Fork
Koktuli River.”
Define “elevated” and/or include actual values.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.13.

3.34

P. 3-36: “No hatchery fish are reared or released in the Bristol Bay watershed, whereas
approximately 5 billion hatchery-reared juvenile salmon are released annually across the
North Pacific (Irvine et al. 2009).”
As stated in general comments above, it is worthwhile to note here that hatchery fish impose
significant negative impacts on wild fish. [Rand et al. 2012a and 2012b]
EPA Response: Clarification of this point has been added to the last paragraph of
Section 3.7 in the final assessment.

Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5784)
3.35

An important additional feature of the Bristol Bay region is its closeness to several geologic
faults that are the potential for the occurrence of major and minor earthquakes in the future.
The proposed mine is close to the Lake Clark Fault, a 135-mile long tectonic zone, and 125
miles north of the site of the most powerful earthquake in the history of North America (in
1964).
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
3.36

Geosyntec Section: 6.2
2012 Geosyntec Comment: The seismic analysis provided in the 2012 Assessment is biased
by unsupported hypothetical faults rather than relying on the substantial geological,
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geophysical and seismological evidence of the seismic environment in the vicinity of the
Pebble Project.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: Box 4-3 of the 2012 Assessment has become
Section 3.6, Seismicity, in the 2013 Assessment, with the language largely unchanged.
3-35 “Although there is no evidence that the Lake Clark Fault extends closer than 16 km to
the Pebble deposit, and there is no evidence of a continuous link between the Lake Clark
Fault and the northeast-trending faults at the mine site, mapping the extent of subsurface
faults over long, remote distances is difficult and has a high level of uncertainty.”
3-35 “Large earthquakes have return periods of hundreds to thousands of years, so there may
be no recorded or anecdotal evidence of the largest earthquakes on which to base future
predictions.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged.
The statements in the 2013 Assessment do not serve to quantify risks, but rather to raise
alarm and bias the assessment. Certainly mapping faults and interpreting the geologic record
is challenging. That is why the project should be designed based on appropriate design
techniques and based on the best available knowledge of seismology, geology, and
engineering.
EPA Response: The assessment accurately describes the state of knowledge and the
uncertainties concerning the locations of faults. No change required.
3.37

Geosyntec Section: 6.2
2012 Geosyntec Comment: While the seismic discussion in the three boxes (Box 4-3, 4-5 and
4- 6) in the 2012 Assessment is extensive, the references within the main text of the report
are limited and very general. It appears that while the text in the boxes is intended to alarm
the reader, the authors of the 2012 Assessment are not certain how to incorporate the actual
seismic risk into their analyses, and hence they choose not to.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: Other than moving Box 4-3 into the main body
of the text (Section 3.6), the 2013 Assessment does not make any new attempts to incorporate
the actual seismic risk into their analyses.
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged.
The authors of the 2013 Assessment are not certain how to incorporate the actual seismic risk
into their analyses, and hence they choose not to.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.36.

C. Borbridge (Doc. #5066)
3.38

Given the potential impact in the future, more comment is needed on the seismic activity on
the proposed mining area. Very minimal study was performed by the Pebble group. More
study is needed on the seismic activity in the proposed mining district and the effects of
seismic events on earthen dams that are built with mining tailings. This is especially critical
when people sometimes describe the effect of a significant earthquake as “liquefying” the
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ground. What effect would a significant earthquake have on what is essentially a massive
earthen structure.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Musicians United to Protect Bristol Bay (Doc. #5542)
3.39

To say Alaska is earthquake prone would be a serious understatement. The 1964 “Great
Alaskan Earthquake,” with a magnitude of 9.2, was the most powerful recorded earthquake in
North American history, and the second most powerful ever recorded in the world. There
were 123 known dead, and stunning damage across south central Alaska.
Last week, I was in the town of Seldovia on Alaska’s Katchemak Bay. Before the 1964
earthquake, Seldovia was a prosperous cannery town with some 2,000 permanent residents.
When the earthquake hit, the ground level rose permanently six feet, and the resulting higher
tides wiped out virtually every waterfront business, including the canneries.
Today, one resident told me, Seldovia is dying. The permanent population has dropped to
under 250 people. The school, which once had almost that many students, now has only 40.
If the sockeye salmon fishery on Bristol Bay is destroyed, this is what the future of that area
may well look like.
Seldovia is less than 150 air miles from the proposed site of the Pebble Mine. The 1964
“Great American Earthquake” caused serious damage as far away as Seattle and Portland.
To even consider building one – let alone three – tailings ponds with up to 10 billion gallons
of highly toxic sludge in an earthquake zone verges on shear madness.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Ground Truth Trekking (Doc. #3928)
3.40

Published geological evidence (Haeussler & Salturs, 2004) strongly suggests the Lake Clark
Fault passes less than 16km from the prospect.
Section 3.6 states: “Recent studies by USGS reinterpreted the position of the Lake Clark
Fault further to the northwest, potentially bringing it as close as 16 km to the Pebble deposit
(Haeussler and Saltus 2004). Haeussler and Saltus (2004) acknowledge that the fault could
extend closer than 16 km, but data are not available to support this interpretation.”
This mischaracterizes Haeussler and Saltus’s 2004 publication. Haeussler & Saltus actually
present evidence that the Lake Clark Fault likely continues towards the prospect area, and
comes much closer than 16 km.
Their mapping traces the Lake Clark Fault to a location near the west end of Lake Clark,
using aeromagnetic data which at the time of the publication did not extend further west.
Their mapping (see Figure 1) shows the fault in-line with the Pebble deposit, with substantial
(26 km) offset at the limit of mapping. Given this large offset, the fault is very likely to
continue further southwest. The fault may curve and thus not intersect the mine prospect
directly, or it may transition into some other, currently undocumented fault system that has a
different orientation. Absent additional evidence, the most geologically probable scenario (a
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straight-line extension of known fault trace) puts the fault close to the proposed mine site,
likely within 5 km. Any of these scenarios brings the fault closer than 16 km.
The argument that there is no evidence for the fault coming closer was advanced in the
Pebble Baseline Document, but is in total discord with established geological knowledge, and
is not valid. The geological reasoning presented to support that argument was also in discord
with established geology, and lacked supporting evidence of any substance.
The possibility that the Lake Clark Fault may run much closer than 16 km to the site would
have substantial implications for the potential strength of shaking should there be an
earthquake. From Box 9.2 of the Watershed Assessment:
“Ghaffari et al. (2011) state that an MCE of magnitude 7.5 with 0.44g to 0.47g maximum
ground acceleration was used in the stability calculations for the tailings dam design.”
The ground acceleration values quoted here assume there is some distance between the fault
generating the earthquake and the mine facility. If in fact the fault is very near the mine site,
within a few kilometers then the shaking could be twice as strong as is used by Ghaffari et al.
We have several recommendations to improve the consideration of seismic hazards in the
Watershed Assessment:
•

Request that the USGS clarify the evidence for the location of the Lake Clark Fault,
emphasizing a reasonable extrapolation of existing data. Both the original authors of the
2004 study (Peter Haeussler, Richard Saltus) remain active at the USGS.

•

Restate the characterization of the Lake Clark Fault to clearly indicate it likely passes
closer than 16 km from the mine site.

•

Request further analysis using aeromagnetic data that has become available since 2004 to
attempt to extend the mapped trace of the Lake Clark Fault. There is now public
aeromagnetic data for the area, but it has not been interpreted by tectonics experts.

EPA Response: We acknowledge that the Lake Clark fault could extend closer than 16
km from the Pebble deposit based on the evidence presented by Haeussler and Saltus
(2004). Given the limitations of the data and, as the comment indicates, the
uncertainties in predicting the attitude of the fault, further extrapolation of the fault
location and extent is not warranted.
3.41

“No [peer reviewed] evidence of Earthquakes in the last 1.8 MY” is technically true and also
misleading.
The assessment states that there is no evidence of Earthquakes in the last 1.8 million years
along the Lake Clark Fault. This is technically accurate, but misleading.
There is no currently peer reviewed evidence suggesting earthquakes on the LCF in the last
1.8 million years. [Footnote: There is non-peer reviewed work suggesting possible seismic
activity along the north shore of Lake Iliamna within the last 10,000 years. This work is
currently being prepared for peer review. (http://www.groundtruthtrekking.org/static/uploads/
files/120907%20Preliminary%20Field%20Report.pdf8XlDm4/120907%20Preliminary%20F
ield%20Report.pdf] However, glaciation has destroyed most geomorphic evidence younger
than roughly 11,000 years old. Even if there was an abundance of Quaternary earthquakes
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between 11,000 BCE and 1.8 million years BCE, we would not expect to see evidence of
them. This was pointed out by Dr. Peter Haeussler at the recent Keystone dialogue.
[Footnote: Relevant comments at roughly 43 minutes:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9tD35mqab8]
A more accurate characterization of the state-of-knowledge might be:
“There is no currently published evidence of earthquakes within the Holocene Era (last
10,000 years) in the area. Glaciations have erased most surface evidence previous to this
period. The seismic history of the area back to 1.8 million years has not been determined, and
likely cannot be, due to lack of evidence. Although displacement of up to 26 km has been
identified on the Lake Clark fault since the Eocene, (Haeussler & Saltus), the degree of
seismicity associated with this motion is unknown. The activity level of the fault from 10,000
years ago to 1.8 million years ago is likely impossible to determine.”
EPA Response: The comment provides accurate supporting evidence for the statement
made in the assessment. This point has been further explained in the final assessment
text.
J. L. Hallock, Jr. (Doc. #2889)
3.42

I think the Draft Assessment is thorough and well done for the most part – providing a
generally sound basis for analyzing potential mine development in the region. I do think
some of the risks and consequences listed in Table ES-4 may be optimistic in some cases.
However, the almost complete lack of discussion of how seismicity and volcanism might
interact with the scenarios for mining facilities to affect the risk for impact is quite surprising.
The Pebble Deposit is located in a zone of active seismicity and volcanism - very close to the
limit of damage from the Great Alaskan Earthquake of 1964, and closer still to the Aleutian
Arc of historically active volcanoes (Mt. Redoubt, Mt. Katmai/Novarupta caldera region, Mt.
Iliamna, Augustine, Mt. Spurr and Crater Peak). In fact, this is one of the most seismically
active areas on the globe. Mt Redoubt has erupted twice since 1990, and Crater Peak has
erupted regularly 15 times in the last 500 years – including 1953. The 1912 eruption of
Novarupta was the largest eruption of the 20th century, and surpassed the Krakatoa event of
the late 1800s.
Several geologic faults occur in the vicinity of the Pebble Deposit – the Lake Clark Fault, the
Castle Mountain Fault, the Bruin Bay Fault, and potentially others (note the 7.9 Denali quake
of 2002 was supposedly located on a previously unknown fault). It appears the fault system
in the area has not been extensively evaluated. The most significant seismic feature of the
general area is the Aleutian Trench subduction zone (Alaska-Aleutian Megathrust) – on
which the 1964 quake was centered. According to records of the Alaska Earthquake
Information Center, 100s (or more) of at least small earthquakes occur relatively close to the
Pebble Deposit each year– with a number over 5-6 ML (AEIC 2013). The Uniform Building
Code map of seismic hazards shows that part of the area of assessment is in a zone of
moderate risk of earthquakes, and part is in a zone of high risk (Combellick 1985). Over the
20-80 year life of the active mine and the perpetual period of tailings storage and leachate
collection and treatment subsequent, the probability of several earthquakes occurring close
enough to the mine area to cause appreciable shaking should be considered essentially one.
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The Great Alaskan Earthquake of 1964 was the second most powerful earthquake ever
recorded – at 9.2 ML. Its associated zone of deformation was enormous – extending close to
the area of the Pebble Deposit, possibly including the eastern portion of Iliamna Lake. That
quake had an estimated recurrence interval of approximately 800-1200 years (Plafker 1969).
The next quake of that magnitude could potentially occur closer to abandoned mine facilities
and tailings impoundments. Alaska reported has a magnitude 8 earthquake every 13 years or
so – and many are associated with this same megathrust system. Even if the acid producing
rocks are removed at some point (to where would that tremendous volume of material be
moved and disposed?), the remaining fine tailings would still subject spawning and rearing
areas to siltation in the event of a dam breach.
To compound these matters, the unconsolidated soils and surficial geology that predominate
in much of the area near the Pebble Deposit imply that any seismic waves moving through
the area will increase in amplitude and duration (essentially due to being slowed down) –
causing much greater shaking during an earthquake. While the existing topography in many
parts of the area watershed is largely flat or rolling hills and thus does not have many areas
prone to landslides, any structures built on top of the unconsolidated material would be at
significant risk. The tailings impoundment dams would be 90 and 209 meters tall, and
probably constructed largely of earthen material. This is basic earthquake science – areas of
similarly unconsolidated geology in California and elsewhere have been prone to the most
damage during earthquakes (e.g., Loma Prieta). This is also what was observed during the
Great 1964 earthquake (Plafker 1969). Such unconsolidated material is not only subject to
greater movement and instability when subject to seismic waves, it is more prone to
liquefaction (especially if moist or wet…) during this movement – often causing solid objects
placed on top of or anchored within it to sink or settle. The entire area where the access roads
and pipelines would be built just north of Iliamna Lake is made up of unconsolidated glacial
lacustrine and alluvial deposits.
The combination of significant seismic risk over time in combination with extensive
unconsolidated surficial geology seems to be a significant aspect of the existing environment
if one wishes to construct very large tailings impoundments, water treatment systems and
pipelines containing contaminated or hazardous material.
If at all possible, the potential risks posed to mine facilities posed by seismic and volcanic
hazards – both virtually certain to occur during the active life of the mine and thereafter –
should be dealt with more directly in the final Assessment. The draft assessment mentions
earthquakes occasionally, but the discussion of probability of failure of facilities is based
apparently only on the historical record of historical similar mines in a variety of areas. I
suggest that the probability of failure of certain facilities be revised to account for this, if at
all possible. In particular, the listed probability of failure of a tailings dam of 1 in 2,500 to 1
in 250,000 years seems to be a woeful underestimate for such a seismically active area with
unconsolidated geology. At the very least – there should be more discussion on the risk of
volcanic and seismic events during the course of active mine operation and subsequent
permanent tailings storage, monitoring, and water collection and treatment in this, the
existing environment. Statements by industry groups that the use of best engineering
practices will greatly reduce the risk of failure must be caveated by the fact that none of the
“similar” mines have tailings impoundments approaching the height of those proposed at
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Pebble (90 to 209 meters), and none are in areas with this level of seismicity. Has anyone
built a tailings impoundment of even 90 meters in height in a seismically active zone and
followed its performance over a period of 200 years?
I do not think it is adequate for a document summarizing the existing environment and risks
to it, to simply state that the risks of earthquakes have not been fully explored. If the
probabilities of failure listed cannot be revised to include seismic risks, then a much larger
caveat should be included. Perhaps the best estimates of earthquake hazards over time could
be listed separately. I think it would be reasonable to assume that the probabilities provided
in the Draft Assessment are potentially large underestimates of the real probabilities when
seismic and volcanic risks are included.
EPA Response: The tailings dam failure scenarios presented in the assessment could be
caused by a number of mechanisms, including a seismic event. This point has been
clarified in Chapter 9 of the final assessment.
Dr. J. D. Copp (Doc. #4321)
3.43

Flaw #1: Ignoring Reservoir Induced Seismicity
The Zipingpu disaster illustrates the factors contributing to Reservoir Induced Seismicity:
•

Dam height over one hundred metres

•

Dam stores at least 1 billion cubic metres

•

Dam is located in a fault zone.

The International Commission on Large Dams states that RIS is possible in reservoirs deeper
than 100 meters (328 feet). Zipingpu is 500 feet high. The largest tailings dam at Pebble
Mine is 740 feet and will hit the 100 meter depth when it’s less than half full. Like Zipingpu,
Pebble Mine tailings dams will store more than one million cubic meters. And again like
Zipingpu, Pebble Mine tailings dams are located in an active fault zone.
A large earthquake can cause liquefaction, where solid soil transforms into mush. The March
11, 2011, earthquake in Japan, for example, was accompanied by extensive liquefaction.
Alaska, like Japan, lies on the Ring of Fire and experiences 5,000 quakes per year. That plus
Reservoir Induced Seismicity to increase the probability of collapse of one or more Pebble
Mine earthen tailings dams.
Reservoir Induced Seismicity is a real phenomenon and well-represented in the geo-physical
literature. A simple Google search on “Reservoir Induced Seismicity” generates over fifty
pages. Dozens of cases have been documented. For example, filling the 300-m deep Nurek
Reservoir in Tadjikistan induced 1,800 earthquakes over a nine year period.
Given the size of the impoundments proposed for Pebble Mine and given the heightened
seismicity of the region, Reservoir Induced Seismicity is clearly a significant risk factor.
Ignoring it artificially distorts the assessment of risks posed by the Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: We agree that reservoir-induced seismicity occurs, and address the
issue in Section 3.6 of the revised assessment. It is one of many factors that must be
considered in the seismic risk analysis for design of the impoundments. At the Pebble
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deposit, seismic risk would be driven by the potential for earthquakes generated by
large regional fault systems, which would be larger than those generated by the
reservoirs.
L. Trasky (Doc. #5050)
3.44

The Pebble claims are located in a seismically active area and there is some evidence that it is
located on a fault. It is possible even likely that a very large earthquake in the next thousand
years could cause the saturated tailings to liquefy and slump into Talarik Creek or the Koktuli
River.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

V. Wilson, III (Doc. #5529)
3.45

While the Pebble Partnership, in their baseline scientific documents claim that the Lake Clark
Fault Line near the Pebble Prospect is currently inactive, I would like to point out the many
strong earthquakes that have occurred where they were previously thought to be of low-risk,
and where fault-lines were thought to have been inactive. According to the Washington
Post’s March 2012 story (at http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/seismichazards-japan-earthquake-and-other-tectonic-surprises-challenge-scientificassumptions/2012/03/09/gIQAoV291R_story_1.html) there are a number of prominent
seismologists and geophysicists that note how strong devastating earthquakes, such as the
2008 earthquake in China’s Sichuan Province and 2004’s Indian Ocean earthquakes, were
not necessarily thought to have been in high earthquake prone-area’s. If there was to be a
strong earthquake at the Pebble Mine area which Pebble claim’s to be of low-risk at this
point, it could potentially have catastrophic consequences for the mine infrastructure and thus
fisheries, wildlife and indigenous cultures.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

E. Ginsburg (Doc. #9633)
3.46

The EPA report is a conservative estimate, and paints a bleak picture of the readily predicted
effects of mining in the watershed. But one of my parents’ most significant experiences while
in Anchorage was the 1964 earthquake, currently ranked by the USGS as the second largest
in the world since 1900. The State of Alaska reports (http://seismic.alaska.gov/seismic_
hazards_earthquake_risk.html) that the state can expect an earthquake of magnitude 8 or
larger every 13 years, on average.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

World Wildlife Fund, Arctic Field Program (Doc. #5537)
3.47

Another improvement in this second draft Assessment is consideration of potential impacts
from climate change. The Bristol Bay Assessment’s peer review panel strongly urged EPA to
more fully consider the broad range of impacts from climate change. Climate change
projections show an average temperature increase of 4 degrees C by the end of the century,
with precipitation increasing by 30% annually and a total of nearly 270 mm of precipitation
(page 3-44 of the Assessment). A variety of detrimental impacts to salmon populations are
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anticipated. A report on how climate change may impact Alaska salmon populations shows
the response to climate change will differ among species, depending on their life cycle in
freshwater. Climate change may alter ocean entry timing for salmon, cause decreases in
summer stream flows and result in higher water temperatures. Rapid changes in climatic
conditions may not extirpate salmon, but they will impose greater stress on many stocks that
are adapted to present climatic conditions.[Bryant 2009]. The report concludes that “[The]
survival of sustainable populations will depend on the existing genetic diversity within and
among stocks, conservative harvest management, and habitat conservation.” In other words,
the diversity of salmonid populations is a critical feature contributing to their resilience to
climate change stressors. Construction of a massive mine and accompanying infrastructure at
the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak watershed would significantly impact the
quality and quantity of available salmon spawning and rearing habitat, thereby diminishing
the very diversity that is critical for salmon to better withstand the stressors of climate
change.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
3.48

Other anthropogenically induced environmental changes may pose significant threats to
Bristol Bay salmon stocks and ecosystem. Ocean acidification, or the oceanic uptake of
anthropogenic carbon dioxide, is altering the seawater chemistry of the world’s oceans with
consequences for marine biota. While the potential impacts of ocean acidification are not
clearly understood, ongoing research has identified a wide variety of detrimental impacts to
marine species and systems.
EPA Response: We agree that ocean acidification could affect marine species including
Pacific salmon, but this assessment focuses on freshwater habitats. Consideration of
ocean acidification and potential effects on salmon populations is outside the scope of
the assessment as defined in Chapter 2.

Moore Geosciences, LLC (Doc. #2911)
3.49

The revised assessment has added a section on climate change and appropriately modeled
and estimated potential changes in temperature and precipitation in the region. The new
climate modeling results show that climate change is expected to be substantial in the region,
especially temperature, precipitation and snow melt timing. This makes designing a safe
facility (waste water treatment or tailings impoundments) extremely difficult.
There are three areas in the assessment where consideration of climate change has potential
to substantially increase the estimated risks associated with large-scale mining development.
The first is in the stability of tailings impoundments and other facilities in response to more
variable and intense climate events. The second is in modeling potential flows for transport
of contaminants away from the mining site during both catastrophic and non-catastrophic
releases. The third is in assessing the additional stress a more variable and intense hydrologic
system will have on ecosystems stressed by normal operational degradation of water quality
and quantity. It is likely that changes in evapotranspiration and runoff will modify plant
cover, erosion, flow regimes, flooding and sediment transport (Goudie 2006). This will in
turn affect ecosystem function and carrying capacity. Similarly, changes in freshwater
delivery, nutrients and sediments resulting from increased hydrologic activity and mine
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modifications may have profound effects on Bristol Bay itself (Scavia et al. 2002). To assess
the full extent of potential risk, therefore, it is important that regional climate change as
shown in the revised assessment be included in all aspects of analyzing the potential effects
of long-term mining development in the Bristol Bay watershed. Climate change must also be
considered in any development of best management practices for operations.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.6.
Stratus Consulting (Doc. #5433)
3.50

Previous comment, 2012 Watershed Assessment: “EPA should consider a more rigorous
treatment of hydrologic extremes and uncertainties in its final Watershed Assessment,
including at least a discussion of climate change and how a changing climate could alter
historical flow regimes during mine operations.”
2013 Revised Watershed Assessment: EPA spends substantially more time discussing climate
variability and change in this draft, including an explicit discussion of climate change
projections for Bristol Bay in Section 3.8. EPA acknowledges that climate change could have
a range of potential impacts on streamflows and salmon habitat, including changes in
migration times, decreased access to spawning locations, and changes in sedimentation
patterns that could influence quality of spawning habitat. Using the Pacific Northwest as an
analogue, EPA notes that these climate change impacts are likely to exacerbate any effects
that might be caused by mining.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

D. Schindler (Doc. #7906)
3.51

The revised watershed assessment now discusses the potential for impacts of climate change
that will likely compound effects from development. These components of the assessment are
somewhat vague – but they have to be. Our ability to forecast the effects of climate change
on freshwater ecosystems is distinctly poor. However, we do know that properly functioning
habitat does provide resilience to climate change. Thus, climate change is likely to exacerbate
any impacts that watershed development and mining will have on salmon ecosystems. The
risks to salmon and aquatic habitats from mining are probably underestimated when you
consider the climate-changed future that lies in store for western Alaska.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Chapter 4:

Type of Development

Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5784)
4.1

The Pebble deposit is of the type called porphyry, meaning it is composed of metal sulfides
dispersed a regional rock host. It is the largest of many such deposits located in the Nushagak
and Kvichak watersheds, and at least 7 other similar deposits in the area have been the
subject of at least minimal exploration and development. Several other, non-porphyry gold
claims have also been made in the area of the two watersheds. The Pebble, however, is by far
the largest. All of these deposits are low-grade ore, meaning the host ore contains only a
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small percentage (generally less than 10%) of the metal (copper, gold, molybdenum, zinc,
etc.) sulfide and an even smaller content of actual copper, gold or other commercial metals.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.
4.2

(…) A consequence is that huge quantities of waste rock are a direct result of mining lowgrade porphyry deposits. This waste rock consists of the overburden that must be removed
before the low-grade ore body can be mined, plus the large percentage of the actual ore that
must be removed before a metal sulfide concentrate can be obtained.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

4.3

At the Pebble site, metal sulfide concentrate would be obtained at the mine site by a two step
grinding and separation process. The ore is first crushed in the mine pit, then transported by
truck or conveyer belt to the separation mills at t he surface. Here the ore would be ground to
a fine powder (<0.2 mm in size, about the same size as the thickness of a human hair). This
powder would be suspended in a water slurry and chemicals (similar to a soap or detergent)
added to selectively allow either the metal sulfides or the host rocks to form a foam that can
be separated from the other type of component. At the proposed Pebble mine, this first step
would concentrate a porphyry component, rich in the metals of interest, copper, gold and
molybdenum from the rest of the ore. The non-porphyry portion of the ore would then be
removed to a tailings disposal pond.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

4.4

The porphyry-rich portion would then be taken to a second grinding mill, and ground into an
even finer powder (about ten times smaller, less than 0.025 mm in diameter). A second
flotation process, using different chemicals, but based on the same principles, would then
separate then portion of the porphyry concentrate rich in copper, gold and molybdenum from
the rest of the sulfide-rich fraction of the ore. This second waste portion would also be
discarded in the tailings disposal facility (dam). A final (at least at the mine site) separation
process isolates the copper and gold-rich sulfides from the molybdenum rich portion. The
copper-gold concentrate would be maintained in a slurry and shipped via pipeline to the port
on Cook’s Bay. The molybdenum-rich concentrate would be dried at the site, bagged and
shipped via truck to the port. The cooper/gold and molybdenum concentrates are then
shipped by sea to a smelter. There the metals are chemically obtained from the sulfides, using
high temperatures and carbon in the form of coal or charcoal with the emission of sulfur
dioxide.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

D. Schindler (Doc. #7906)
4.5

4) The ore bodies are rich in a wide variety of heavy metals that are toxic to salmon and other
aquatic wildlife, and will be found in higher concentrations in waters associated with many
mining activities.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

4.6

(…) However, we do know a lot about some of the core threats that mining in Bristol Bay
represents. 1) The ore bodies are S-rich and poorly buffered; they *will* produce acid-mine
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drainage. This is not debatable. 2) The ore bodies are large and will produce enormous
amounts of waste that need to be stored and maintained for a very long time. Even in the
absence of catastrophic disturbances such as earthquakes and floods, retention of these
wastes is still prone to error and cannot be guaranteed over reasonably long time scales.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536 and #5752)
4.7

Original Comment from the State of Alaska (Page 4.4; Report Section Identification 4):
Considerable narrative is presented on the hypothetical chemistry of the porphyry copper
deposits, discussing how the acid generation potential (AP), the net neutralization potential
(NP) and the neutralizing potential ratio (NPP) are calculated and what they mean. On page
4-5, it is stated that “In general, the rocks associated with porphyry copper deposits tend to
straddle the boundary between being net acidic and net alkaline, as illustrated by Borden
(2003) for the Bingham Canyon, Utah porphyry copper deposit (Figures 4-2 and 4-3).[“] This
is good information but the specific AP, NP and NPP of the Pebble Deposit are not discussed
here. This is crucial information since it has bearing on potential environmental impacts
during the mine and after the mine life in perpetuity. Good information on the humidity cell
tests of the Tertiary and Pre-Tertiary waste rocks are included in Table 4 on page 15 of
Appendix H. This information is more valuable than the extensive hypothetical discussion
and should be incorporated into pages 4-4 through 4-7.
Addressed: No.
Comments: This comment is not reflected in the current review draft. Subsequently, the
analysis in this section remains base upon hypothetical data and likely is not reflective of
actual expected effects.
EPA Response: The purpose of this section was to inform the reader of the
geochemistry of porphyry copper deposits in a general way, rather than specific to the
Pebble deposit. Bingham Canyon is a well-studied deposit, and thus provides a good
example of data from which to draw. The assessment has been reorganized to more
clearly present what is background information (Chapter 4 in the revised assessment)
versus what pertains to the evaluated scenarios (Chapter 6 in the revised assessment).
The geochemistry of the Pebble deposit is described in Chapters 6 and 8.

4.8

Original Comment from the State of Alaska (Page 4.11, Report Section Identification:
Chapter 4.2.3): EPA states, “…geomembrane technology has not been available long enough
to know their service life…” and generally discounts the potential mitigation value of the
product. In fact, the advent of geomembranes began in 1839 when Charles Goodyear
vulcanized natural rubber with sulfur which led to the development of thermoset polymers.
Polyvinyl chloride resin production began in 1939 and mass production of polyethylene
compounds began in 1943. The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation began using geomembranes in
the 1960s. The geosynthetics industry broadly shifted to thermoplastic polymers in the 1980s.
HDPE and other formulations of polyethylene are routinely approved by EPA and other
international regulatory agencies for use in solid and hazardous waste landfills around the
world (which have indefinite design lives, also). (Reference: Designing with Geosynthetics,
5th Edition. Koerner, 2005 ISBN-10: 0131454153)
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Addressed: No.
Comments: Current text still states on page 4-17 that “However, geomembrane technology
has not been available long enough to know the service life of these liners”, and still
concludes that geomembranes liners can fail based on their review of (Koerner et al. 2011).
Geomembrane liners are widely and successfully used in the mining and waste management
industry, and in our experience, the incorporation of membranes into multi-component
composite liner design approaches for tailings facilities is increasingly sophisticated. The
probability of the failure of the geomembrane component of a liner system is greatly reduced
with the level of care taken in the design and preparation of underlayment, the actual
deployment and thermal welding of liner material, and in the testing regime used to ensure
the integrity of the weld bonds. The reduction of the probability of liner failure or the
significance of any areas of leakage by the routine application of appropriate QA/QC
methodologies during liner construction has not been addressed in this Section. The text also
presents seepage collection as an option “if seepage collection is expected or observed.”
Rockfill tailings dams are usually designed to seep as an operational safety measure, since
lowering the phreatic pressure within the tailings mass tends to reduce physical stresses on
the dam structure. It would be highly unusual to see a modern rock fill dam design that did
not provide for some collection of seepage and pumpback to the tailings supernatant or
reclaim[.]
EPA Response: Laboratory estimates on longevity of geomembrane liners, as well as the
typical situations under which longer or shorter lifetimes would be expected, are
presented in Section 4.2.3.4. No liners have existed in a field setting for hundreds of
years, so there is no basis for comparing laboratory results to a real-life setting. No
change required.
4.9

Original Comment from the State of Alaska (Page 4.13, Report Section Identification:
Chapter 4.3): The mine scenarios assessed by the EPA are representative of a very, large
scale mining with a particular set of mine development elements that are not representative of
a large percentage of porphyry copper deposit mines. For example, an open pit mine is
selected while there are a number of large scale mines of such deposits that mine by bulk
underground methods such as block caving, sub-level caving vertical crater retreat and other
underground methods. The volume of waste rock created by such underground mining
methods is several orders of magnitude less than that assumed in the EPA mine scenarios.
Addressed: No.
Comments: While block caving is discussed in Chapter 4 as a potential extraction method for
porphyry copper deposits, the current draft of the EPA document retains a focus on the same
type of large-scale, open pit mine scenarios considered in the first draft. The reviewer’s
comment on the potential applicability of block caving methods and the associated potential
environmental benefits is not addressed. The current draft of the EPA report only assumes
three large open-pit scenarios – Pebble 0.2, Pebble 2.0, and Pebble 6.5 – that vary in relation
to the theoretical amount of ore to be mined. Whether or not these scenarios would resemble
the actual design of a mining project as presented in the State of Alaska’s permitting process
is a matter of conjecture. Failure to incorporate a range of realistic possibly scenarios biases
the analysis.
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EPA Response: Underground mining is discussed as a possibility in Section 4.2.3.1,
although full evaluation of underground mining is outside the scope of this assessment.
We assume block caving would be used only after open pit mining, as described in
Ghaffari et al. (2011). Block caving would result in an extension of mine operations and
disposal of additional tailings and waste rock, issues that are already addressed in the
assessment. However, it also would introduce new issues related to the potential for
ground slumping and groundwater contamination. It is true that underground mining
methods would reduce the volume of waste rock that is placed on the surface of a
mining site, but a given quality of material mined via underground methods would
result in the same amount of tailings as that material mined via surface methods. A
tradeoff in the amount of waste rock brought to the surface would be the issue of rock
surfaces exposed to oxidation and groundwater in underground-mined regions.
4.10

Original Comment from Environ (Page 4.21, Report Section Identification: Chapter 4.3.5,
Page 4-21, Paragraph 2): The paragraph states that it was assumed that the TSF would be
unlined other than on the upstream dam face, and there would be no impermeable barrier
constructed between tailings and underlying groundwater. Generally, unlined TSF are not
permitted if there is potential for significant degradation of the underlying groundwater.
Addressed: No.
Comments: The second version continues to state that “The TSF would be unlined other than
on the upstream dam face, and there would be no impermeable barrier constructed between
tailings and underlying groundwater.” Again, this is an unrealistic assumption for any tailings
facility constructed in this watershed and subject to the permitting process currently required
by the State of Alaska. These assumptions result in overestimates of potential project effects
that permeate throughout the document.
EPA Response: The liner described in Ghaffari et al. (2011) is proposed only for the
dam itself. Seepage through the dam itself would be collected near the toe of the dam.
The surface of the dam constitutes a small percentage of the entire surface area of the
proposed reservoir, most of which would not be lined. Seepage though the floor of the
reservoir would contribute to groundwater recharge. A requirement to fully line the
TSF foundation requires more information on the saturated hydraulic conductivities of
the locations than was provided in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
The points raised in the comment would not change the outcome of our analysis. We
assume that over the long timeframes that the tailings would be in place, seepage to
groundwater would occur but that its downstream consequences would be negligible.
Additional measures to obtain tailings seepage would not change this outcome, because
the toxicity of the tailings leachate is estimated to be relatively low.

4.11

EPA acknowledges that modern mining and environmental regulations “serve to hold an
operator accountable for potential future impacts, through establishment of financial
assurance requirements and imposition of fines or compliance orders upon non-compliance
with permit requirements …” Id. at 4-6. These modern regulatory regimes were developed
during the 1970s and 1980s – EPA’s continued reliance throughout the draft Assessment on
comparative data from earlier mining activities ignores this development.
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EPA Response: None of the references to the effects of past mines in the assessment’s
analysis sections address the presence or absence of financial assurance, so the comment
is not relevant to the quoted statement.
4.12

Phyllis K. Weber Scannell, a reviewer with extensive experience in mine permitting in
Alaska, described some of the measures missing from the Assessment’s scenario:
Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of a hypothetical mine design for a porphyry copper
deposit in the Bristol Bay watershed. Some of the assumptions appear to be somewhat
inconsistent with mines in Alaska. In particular, the descriptions of effects on stream flows
from dewatering and water use do not account for recycling process water, bypassing clean
water around the project, or treating and discharging collected water.
EPA Response: The issues mentioned were discussed in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.3.7 of the
original draft assessment. They are now addressed in Chapter 6, which describes the
mine scenarios, and in Chapter 4, which provides generic background on porphyry
copper deposits and mining. Streamflow effects presented in Chapter 7 now reflect a
complete water balance, including water capture and re-use, bypass, and discharge
from the wastewater treatment facility, as suggested in the comment. Dr. Weber
Scannell indicated in her follow-on review of the revised assessment t hat she was
pleased with this additional information.

Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
4.13

With respect to the 2012 Copper Porphyry Report, none of the peer reviewers identified or
challenged the accuracy of any of the data within the report. See the specific reviewers
comments below:
David A. Atkins:
“The report presents a useful summary of failures and incidents at 14 copper porphyry
mines in the US. Results should serve as a cautionary note that these types of incidents
occur with some frequency at mine sites in the past and present.”
“The report does make it clear that accidents and failures occur relatively frequently at
mine sites, and this is the main lesson.”
Dina Lopez:
“The authors use an impressive list of references that includes government agencies and
National Response Incident reports. In terms of the number of mines covered, and the
references list, the report has convincing evidence of the high number of incidents and
their impact.”
“As mentioned earlier, the report is only a compilation of the evidence of release of
contaminants from porphyry copper mines to the environment. In that sense, the
extensive references and well documented incidents show compelling evidence that this
kind of contamination problem is common in the copper porphyry industry. The report
does not intend anything else but to show that pipeline spills, and leaks from tailing
ponds and waste rock piles occur in most of this kind of mines. In that sense, the
objectives of the report are clearly achieved.”
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Robert Kleinman:
“The report provides a quick summary of the environmental problems associated with
ongoing copper porphyry mining in the U.S.”
“The only conclusion that should be carried forward from the Earthworks report is that
environmental problems are commonly associated with copper porphyry mining.”
Christian Wolkersdorfer:
“The report is so far accurate as it compiles all incidents of the 14 copper porphyry
deposits they investigated.”
“My general impression is that the report can be used as a basis to identify potential
problems and to give recommendations of how to avoid them in future mining
operations.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.14

Northern Dynasty also highlights specific peer review comments in response to Earthwork’s
2012 report on U.S. copper porphyry mines, and mischaracterizes the report and its findings.
Please review our response to their specific comments below:
1. No modern mine examples – most of the mines considered are old facilities with
operations often initiating in the 1880s.
Response: The comment seems to imply that the report omitted a large segment of
current U.S. copper porphyry mines that have operated without failures, but that isn’t the
case. The 2012 U.S. Copper Porphyry Mines Report reviewed 14 out of 16 (87%) of the
copper porphyry mines currently operating in the U.S., representing 89% of U.S. copper
production in 2010, the most recent data available by the U.S.G.S.
Furthermore, it’s inappropriate to focus on when operations initiated. Many of today’s
mines originated with underground mines that were operated historically. The copper
porphyry mines in the report are all operating mines with operating permits and discharge
permits currently regulated by state and federal agencies.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

4.15

2. Issues presented relate to facilities designed and constructed before modern environmental
regulation, and thus have little relevance to modern operations.
Response: Once again, the mines in the report represent 14 out of 16 (87%) of the copper
porphyry mines currently operating in the U.S., with operating permits and discharge
permits currently administered by state and/or federal agencies. (…)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

4.16

The mines in this report are all currently operating mines with operating permits and
discharge permits that ostensibly meet today’s state and federal laws, yet problems continue
to occur. For example, at the Chino Mine, enlargement of the precipitation plant reservoir
was completed in 1985 to prevent overflows of leachate solution into Whitewater Creek.
Above average precipitation however caused the new reservoir to overflow and discharge
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waters to Whitewater Creek on October 9 and 10, 1985; May 6, 1986 and October 6, 1986.
Furthermore, Chino’s tailings pond No. 7, which became active in 1988, has affected
groundwater to the east, west and south of the impoundment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.17

Many incidences have occurred as a result of operator error. For example, at the Ray Mine, a
tailings liquid spill in 2012 occurred as a result of operator error during the application of
new technology. According to the Notice of Violation, a delay in completion of the tailings
distribution line in a tailings impoundment, where the company had initiating a new upstream
construction method in 2011, resulted in a tailings liquid spill. The delay in completion of the
tailings distribution line resulted in the uneven distribution of the tailings, which in turn cased
the ponded water to migrate to the southeast and eventually fill the open trench and was
ultimately released from the impoundment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

4.18

3. No insight into the causes for the failures presented, leading the reader to erroneously
conclude that copper mines cannot be operated on an environmentally sound basis.
Response: The report simply demonstrates that environmental failures commonly occur
at copper porphyry mines currently operating in the U.S., and therefore, the failure modes
that were identified in the Bristol Bay watershed assessment are reasonable, and wellsupported by the record of operating copper porphyry mines in the U.S.
4. It appears that at least one reviewer (i.e., Lopez), only reviewed an executive summary, not
the complete report, thus raising significant questions about the thoroughness/appropriateness
of the peer review process.
Response: Three of the reviewers completed a full assessment of the report. In contrast,
none of the PLP materials have been peer reviewed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

4.19

5. Northern Dynasty also includes specific references from the peer review comments. Please
note our response to each:
“…the report presents what appears to be a thorough list of incidents from 14 copper
porphyry mines in the U.S. The conclusion that we can expect a similar or worse track
record for a new mine is, however, not supported by the information presented.” – David
A. Atkins

Our response: The report doesn’t conclude that because of the record of failures at operating
U.S. copper porphyry mines that all new mining operations will cause failures, but that the
failure modes identified in the Bristol Bay watershed assessment with respect to risks to
water quality are reasonable, and well supported by the record of failure at operating U.S.
copper porphyry mines.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
4.20

“I find the report, by its nature, to be very biased. In reality, a similar report emphasizing
problems and mistakes could probably be written for most human activities… Such reports,
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which attempt to paint the world black or white, inevitably come across as one- sided because
they are. While it is appropriate to consider potential environmental issues and problems
associated with mining when making a decision with respect to Bristol Bay, such decisions
should be made based on the site-specific conditions, along with appropriate risk
management analysis.” – Robert Kleinmann
Our response: Northern Dynasty doesn’t provide the reviewer’s full quote, but
inappropriately picks and chooses, omitting important elements of the reviewers comments.
For example, the reviewer’s actual quote is, “While not challenging the facts presented, I find
the report, by its nature, to be biased.” It’s important to note that the reviewer finds no issue
with the facts presented in the report. Instead, the reviewer considers the report biased
because it doesn’t include the economic benefits of mining. This is illustrated by the
reviewer’s examples, which Northern Dynasty also omitted in the quote above. In the actual
review, Robert Kleinmann goes on to say, “For example, a similar report written about
farming could display all of the negative aspects associated with land disturbance (erosion,
loss of wetlands, loss of wildlife habitat, decreased soil fertility, downstream sedimentation),
fertilization (downstream eutrophication), and excessive use (and spills) of pesticides and
herbicides and righteously conclude that farming should be banned. Or alternatively, the
mining industry could produce a similar report stating only the benefits of copper mining,
including not only the socio-economic benefits but also the resulting benefits on the local,
regional, and national economy and the fundamental importance of copper to our industrial
activity and lifestyle.
What’s important to note here is that the Bristol Bay watershed assessment is an ecological
risk assessment, so it’s appropriate for the copper porphyry report to focus only on the
environmental track record of operating copper porphyry mines. This type of environmental
review isn’t unusual or biased. It’s routinely done by academia, state and federal
governmental agencies.
When considering the risk related to a mining operation, it is problematic to take predictions
of site-specific mitigation at face value. There is ample evidence from mines that have
completed the permit evaluation process, where environmental predictions and mitigation
design have predicted compliance with permit limits, and yet these predictions and mitigation
designs failed. Kuipers and Maest (2006) highlights the ongoing uncertainties associated with
water quality predictions. That report evaluates 25 modern hardrock mines. During the
permitting process, 100% of these mines were predicted to meet water quality standards, and
yet 76% failed to do so. Mitigation measures predicted to prevent water quality exceedances
failed at 64% of the mines. These percentages increase when focusing on mines, like the
proposed Pebble Mine, with high potential for acid mine drainage and close proximity to
surface and groundwater. A risk assessment for Pebble must carefully consider how
successful predicting these failures have been in the past.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
North Coast Rivers Alliance (Doc. #5061)
4.21

In addition, the Assessment fails to discuss the dangers of acid mine drainage. When sulfide
deposits are exposed to the elements, they react with water and oxygen to produce sulfuric
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acid. This acid effluent seeps into the surrounding environment, contaminating soil and
groundwater. Once acid mine drainage starts, it is virtually impossible to stop, and experience
has shown us just how dangerous it is. For example, prior to a massive cleanup effort, acid
drainage from the Iron Mine near Redding in Northern California flowed out of the site,
killing virtually all aquatic life in the creeks draining the area. After storms, contaminated
water reached the Spring Creek and Keswick Reservoirs, and altered the chemistry of the
Sacramento River, placing productive salmon fisheries at risk. With no way to prevent the
formation of acid mine drainage, water treatment must occur on site, and Iron Mountain will
continue to produce acid drainage until the millions of tons of sulfide deposits in the
mountain are gone – 2,500 to 3,000 years from now. The vastly greater sulfide deposits that
the Pebble Mine would expose to the elements would produce deadly acid mine drainage for
tens of thousands of years, permanently destroying not only Bristol Bay’s world class
salmonid fisheries, but all fish and wildlife dependent on the rivers that drain into the bay.
EPA Response: Iron Mountain was mined from the mid-1800s to the early 1960s.
Mitigation measures were absent during mining and reclamation activities were not
performed when mining ceased, which meant there were large amounts of acidgenerating waste materials (waste rock and tailings, both in piles) exposed to
weathering over long periods, as well as the open pit and underground mine workings.
In our scenarios, we have included the use of mitigation measures within each phase of
mining to reduce the potential for acidic drainage creation, as would be expected of any
modern mine to be developed. Such measures have become required standard practice
to minimize potential for repeating the problems evident at Iron Mountain.
K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
4.22

Comments on Ore Chemistry and Ore Processing Chemicals. 4.2.2 Chemistry and associated
risks of copper porphyry deposits:
1. There was no mention in this section of precipitation of metals downstream in neutral pH
waters.
Precipitation of aluminum, iron, and manganese are mentioned later and could be
referenced here.
EPA Response: This point has been clarified in the final assessment.

4.23

2. It would help to clarify that the paragraph below refers to porphyry copper deposits
worldwide, and that Pebble likely follows a similar sequence of zonation; I have not seen a
discussion of the zones of alteration of this deposit.
“In general, the rocks associated with porphyry copper deposits tend to straddle the
boundary between being net acidic and net alkaline… Moving outward from the core to
the ore shell and pyrite shell, pyrite abundance increases and NNP values become
progressively more negative.”

EPA Response: In Section 4.2 we are discussing porphyry copper deposits in general,
not the Pebble deposit specifically; no change required.
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3. I appreciate the clear, accurate description of the process of weathering, acid drainage and
neutralization.
This section could be clarified if you note that components in both ore and host rock are
released when in contact with acid, and not just the mineral of economic interest. When
mentioning the minerals released under alkaline conditions, molybdenum should be
mentioned along with selenium and arsenic, given the concentrations of moly in the area
and the toxicity of molybdenum to fish eggs.
EPA Response: The statement “Mining processes expose rocks and their associated
minerals…” includes both the ore and the host rock. However, the focus of our
discussion is waste materials, since those would remain an environmental hazard,
whereas the ore would be processed and resultant tailings would not have the same
characteristics as the original material. The “e.g., copper minerals” provided was an
example of minerals that could be released and was not intended to represent the only
mineral that could be released. Molybdenum, selenium, and arsenic are other elements
that could be released, but the purpose of this chapter was to provide background in a
general sense (i.e., it is not specific to the Pebble deposit).

4.25

4. The report suggests that material with neutralizing potential ratio (NPR) of 1-4 should
undergo further kinetic and geochemical testing, reasoning: “This further testing and
assessment are necessary because if neutralizing minerals react before acid-generating
minerals, the neutralizing effect may not be realized.”
The NPR is appropriately used as a screening tool, and it is reasonable to have material
with NPR between 1 and 4 undergo further testing as a critical component of waste rock
management. In addition, kinetic testing needs to be continued for decades before and
during the operation of the mine.
Long term kinetic testing could determine if concentrations stabilize over time. The
humidity cell test (HCT) results showed extreme standard deviation from the mean in
some analyte concentrations (Appendix H Table 4). Some of this is due to the early
erratic concentrations in the first flushing periods; this is analogous to snowmelt or rain
flushing accumulated oxidized material out of waste rock piles after cold or dry periods
and could occur seasonally at the Pebble site. It is important to consider the flushing
concentrations as well as the means.\
EPA Response: The comment supports the call in the assessment for more testing.
Comment noted; no change required.

4.26

5. This section should mention that the sulfide components of the rock also cause the release
of sulfate, a component of total dissolved solids (TDS).
As mentioned in a later section, controlling TDS has become a significant issue at the
Red Dog mine, which is having difficulty attaining even the 1,500 mg/LTDS
concentration allowed under their water discharge permit, due in part to the high TDS in
runoff from waste rock.
EPA Response: The sentence has been revised to explicitly state that sulfate, protons,
and free metal ions are released from oxidation of sulfide minerals.
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6. It would be worthwhile to note that the acid generated through the acid rock drainage
process is much more acidic and in no way comparable to the type of “acidity” that naturally
occurs in wetlands and peat environments.
It is the extreme excess of acidity that depauperates stream life more than the drop in pH,
and causes streams to be unable to buffer changes in pH (natural or anthropogenic).
Should a “pulse’” of acidity flush into a stream -an event that could occur if a WWTP
temporarily failed – the recovery of the stream is based in part on catchment alkalinity.
The South Fork and North Fork Koktuli have little alkalinity and are likely to have a
difficult time rebounding from a pulse of acidity.
EPA Response: The point of this comment with respect to wetlands and peat is unclear,
since waters at the site are not naturally acidic. The major source of risk to aquatic
biota during the scenario’s WWTP failure would be copper, not acidity. Although the
low alkalinity would not neutralize a major pulse of acidic water, there is no reason to
expect that an acidic residue would remain, so recovery of pH should be relatively fast.

4.28

4.2.3 Overview of the mining process
1. Could you add a brief explanation as to why dry stack tailings is inappropriate for acidgenerating material? Would dry stack be an option if a pyrite concentrate were produced,
removing much of the sulfide-rich material?
2. Although accurate, the phrase “Waste rock is stored separately from tailings” might be
better phrased as “Waste rock is boulder to rubble-sized material that is placed in large,
terraced stockpiles while tailings are a fine slurry material remaining after processing and
require a different manner of storage.”
EPA Response: Text has been revised to address these points. If the material is non-acid
generating, there is no acid-production potential (removal of pyrite is necessary,
although acidity can be caused from things other than pyrite as well) and dry stacking
could be appropriate.

4.29

BOX 4-4: Block caving and subsidence
In the sentence “This could lead to oxidation of the sulfide minerals exposed during mining
operations and, depending on the hydrogeology, the potential generation of groundwater with
elevated metals content from the mined area” –
It would be accurate to change the wording to “the potential generation of groundwater
with elevated acid and metals”. Mine workings water chemistry is likely to consist of
acid, sulfate, and metals (based on Pebble East leachate chemistry) and represents a
potentially severe long-term risk.
EPA Response: This change has been made in the final assessment.

Alaska State Legislature – Representatives A. Josephson (Doc. #5320) and L. Gara (Doc.
#5618)
4.30

This is the wrong place for a foreign-operated copper and gold strip mine that will rely on
flotation chemicals that kill fish. In order to separate the various minerals found at the site,
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various chemical reagents must be added to a solution to enhance the floatability of the
valuable mineral particles. A frother reagent, typically Methyl Isobutyl Carbinol (MIBC) or
Pine Oil, must be added to the solution to create a froth and allow minerals to be captured.
MIBC is not diluted but pumped directly from bulk containers to the point of addition using
metering pumps. Collecting agents must be used to make bubbles in the froth attract the
minerals. Collectors are organic molecules or ions and are often ethyl, butyl, propyl, and
amyl xanthates. Potassium Amyl Xanthate is one common collecting agent.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Box 4-5 has been expanded in the final assessment.
4.31

Depressors are inorganic compounds used to prevent the flotation of undesirable particles.
Cyanide is one common depressor. Activators help make difficult to separate minerals more
floatable. Copper sulfate is one common depressor. Flocculants are polymers used to separate
solids from water. Surfactants are products that carry out the same role as washing
detergents. Lime is used to raise the pH of the processing solution to the desired level. Acid
might also be used at the end of the water treatment process to lower a pH range following
the use of lime.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.30.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
4.32

Indeed, in its Revised Assessment, EPA clarifies that the mine scenarios “draw on plans
developed for Northern Dynasty Minerals, consultation with experts, and baseline data
collected by the Pebble Limited Partnership to characterize the likely mine site, mining
activities, and surrounding environment” and that the mine scenarios “realistically represent
the type of development plan that can be anticipated for a porphyry copper deposit in the
Bristol Bay watershed.” Additionally, in response to concerns raised by peer reviewers, the
Revised Assessment properly clarifies that the scenarios are based on worldwide industry
standards for porphyry copper mining and incorporate modern conventional mining practices.
Furthermore, the Revised Assessment conservatively assumes that only modern mining
technologies and practices will be utilized in Bristol Bay and that these technologies and
practices are in place and working properly at all times. These are extremely careful
assumptions for a risk assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5657)
4.33

Box 4-1. Reducing Mining’s Impacts
Recommendation: You might want to reference the GARD Guide (Global Acid Rock
Drainage Guide, International Network for Acid Prevention, http://www.gardguide.com).
The GARD Guide is generally accepted as the state-of-the-art summary of the best practices
and technology to address ARD issues, and is designed to be continuously updated to reflect
changing practices.
EPA Response: Although the GARD Guide has utility, its best use is similar to that of
Wikipedia—that is, finding a base of information from which to extend one’s search for
original references to information provided. The disclaimer posted on the Guide’s
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website provides its own guidance as to the use of material from the site: “…None of the
information contained herein should be relied on in preparation or assessment of any
information by any person or entity. Should any person or entity decide to utilize the
information in this report for any purposes, they do so at their own risk and
consequence…” [http://www.gardguide.com/index.php/Disclaimer]. Therefore,
although the GARD Guide was consulted, information was followed up to obtain (and
cite) the original sources.
4.34

4.2.3.4 Tailings Storage
“Full liners beneath TSFs are not always used and may not be practicable for large
impoundments; however,” (p. 4-17)
Liners are certainly technically viable for any size tailings impoundment.
Recommendation: Clarify by saying “Full liners … may not economical …” or “…
economically practicable…”
EPA Response: This change has been made in the final assessment.

Ground Truth Trekking (Doc. #3928)
4.35

For reasons of fiduciary responsibility, the primary mine operator will be obligated to avoid
liability for such activities, and the probability that the mine will become the ward of the state
or of a less capable firm.
Although this possibility is implicit in the Watershed Assessment, we suggest making it
explicit. For reasons giving below, it is a likely scenario, and will deeply impact long-term
maintenance of the Tailings Containment Facility, the pit, and other facilities.
History has abundantly demonstrated that mining firms frequently enter bankruptcy before,
or soon after, mine closure. Reclamation bonds have not historically proven an effective
counter to this. They have frequently been inadequate for long-term closure and/or long term
maintenance. Analysis (Chambers, 2005) suggests the current bonds for large Alaska mines
are systemically inadequate even for the closure of mines.
Promises made, unless contractually binding, quantified, and enforceable, are lower in
precedence than the fiduciary obligation of corporate managers to their shareholders, under
the principle of shareholder primacy. Contractual obligations are only robust against
immediate concerns of firm profit and fiduciary obligation, as long as they remain valid. If
such contractual obligations expire or are voided, they no longer apply. As mentioned above,
contractual obligations can currently be shed by a variety of legal means, and failing to do so
could be taken by shareholders as neglect of fiduciary obligation, and therefore as cause to
sue the management of the mine operator in question.
Given the body of corporate case law on shareholder primacy (starting with Ford vs. Dodge
Bros.), and the assumption that the mine operators will be competently and professionally
managed, strong consideration must be given to the eventuality that, at the time that
profitable operations cease, the mine will be become a ward of the state, or otherwise be
transferred to a firm incapable of funding reclamation, and that the primary beneficiaries of
the profitable operation will be shielded from further liability.
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For the reasons above, the conservatism principle of accounting & finance should be applied
(“assume the less optimistic scenario”) in preference to the going-concern principle (“assume
all business continues as usual”).
The ability of the state, or of a lesser firm, to maintain the facilities should be explicitly
considered in the Watershed Assessment, on the assumption that the mine operator will be
insolvent or will divest itself of the obligation to reclaim and maintain the mine site once
valuable resource is no longer being extracted. It is highly possible, if not plausible, that the
mine will become a ward of the state. The feasibility of late-stage reclamation and long-term
maintenance should be considered in this light, along with the technical unknowns.
EPA Response: Section 6.3.5 discusses premature closure and issues related to financial
liabilities and Box 4-3 outlines requirements. Failure to have sufficient funds could
result in a situation similar to premature closure, depending on the stage in which a
company “walked away.” This type of situation is presented qualitatively in the
assessment. It is true that, if the mining company failed to complete closure or longterm operation and maintenance, the State would likely be left to complete the work
with inadequate financial means.
N. Dawson (Doc. #2915)
4.36

The report does NOT take into consideration the additional, long-term development and
effects from those developments that will be necessary to operate a large scale mining
development in a remote part of Alaska. These developments include, but are not limited to,
employee housing, transportation infrastructure, shipping traffic potential dredging activities
required to have a large vessel landing available, and the large scale electricity-generating
power plants that would be necessary to operate the mines and the port.
EPA Response: We acknowledge in Chapter 2 (and throughout the assessment) that
there are many potential sources of risk associated with large-scale mining that were
considered outside the scope of the assessment. The relative magnitude of some of these
sources is discussed briefly in Box 6-1.

L. Trasky (Doc. #5050)
4.37

The state land use management and regulatory system is strongly biased toward the
development of mines etc. over protection of fisheries resources. For example the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) changed the primary use of state lands in the
Bristol Bay Area Plan from fish and wildlife habitat and harvest to mining to promote the
development of the Pebble mine. This is further supported by the fact that the Governor
Parnell introduced bills in the current legislative session to eliminate public notice for many
types of ADNR actions related to mining and to prohibit non governmental agencies and
persons from applying for rights to retain water in stream for fish and wildlife. The Alaska
Coastal Management Program which provided standards for coastal development assembled
and distributed draft state permits and provided an opportunity for local governments to
review state and federal and state veto projects which would adversely affect their interests
was first moved to the Department of Natural Resources and then eliminated entirely. The
entire state permitting process is now coordinated by ADNR. The ADNR Large Mine
Permitting Process is very efficient at expediting permitting for mines, but really has no
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process for denying mines. The States fish habitat protection statutes which are administered
by ADF&G sound good but have no enforceable standards. They contain provisions such as
“if the Commissioner finds it necessary (to protect fish habitat), and the commissioner must
provide for the “proper protection of fish and wildlife”. Most importantly the fish habitat
protection statutes have no requirement for public notice, and no appeal process for anyone
but the applicant!
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. The purpose of the assessment is
not to evaluate the effectiveness of the State of Alaska’s regulatory processes, but to
determine potential effects of a large-scale porphyry copper mine on the region’s
salmon resources. In the event that a mine plan is submitted, EPA will provide
oversight in programs where it does have regulatory authority.
4.38

2. Your analysis did not consider that once the mine plan is approved and permit are issued
that stipulations and conditions to protect fish and fish habitat can be relaxed administratively
by the State through amendments. This is facilitated by the states assumption of the Clean
Water Act Program and the Governors bill in the current legislature to assume management
of the Corps 404 program. The Governor has also introduced House Bill 77 which largely
eliminates public oversight and involvement in large mine activities through the issuance of
general permits for many activities on state land. This bill passed the State House and is up
for a vote in the State Senate this fall. The bill would also change existing in-stream flow
statutes to prohibit private citizens and organizations from applying for in stream flow
reservations to protect fish and wildlife and habitat and would void the hundreds of
applications currently pending. One Senate Senator who read the Governors bill said that,
“This is one of the most sweeping and one of the worst bills I’ve seen come before the
legislature. “The commissioner of ADNR, if this bill passes, has the ability to override any
law in the state, practically, if he wants to do something on state land. There’s no public
notice required, there’s no appeal process required, there’s no best interest finding required,
we’re taking away appeal rights. This is just a sweeping change of natural resource law
(Anchorage Daily News May 19, 2013).”
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.37.

4.39

3. Once the mine is opened and substantial mining occurs there is no way to practically or
politically shut it down, even if the mine turns out to be uneconomic or causes serious
pollution. Without constant pumping, maintenance and treatment[,] the open pit and
underground workings will quickly begin to fill with water and oxidation of the exposed
sulfides will generate heavy metal contaminated water. This water will eventually overflow
the pit and begin to contaminate surface and ground water. Neither the state nor federal
government will want to assume the cost of remediating the pollution so the mine will be
allowed to continue to operate and fisheries will suffer. There is also the possibility that the
mine may prove to be uneconomic at some point in the future in which case the federal
government would have to treat the mine as a superfund site such as the Grouse Creek Mine
in Idaho or the Summitville Mine in Colorado.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.37. However, it is worth noting that mines
have been shut down and reopened in the past due to economic fluctuations without
catastrophic environmental consequences (e.g., Greens Creek Mine in the mid-1990s).
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6. Important environmental threats may have been overlooked in the EPA analysis for the
proposed Pebble Mine. For example the EIS for the Red Dog mine did not consider that the
sulfide ore that would be mined would be acid generating! It also failed to anticipate that lead
zinc concentrate blowing from the mine, uncovered trucks, and storage piles at the dock
would contaminate thousands of acres of private land and National Monument with toxic
levels of lead and zinc. The Red Dog EIS concluded that the mine, which has been identified
by EPA as the biggest industrial polluter in the U.S., would have no significant impact on the
environment! The EIS also anticipated that the tailings piles would remain permanently
frozen negating the need for expensive tailings storage and treatment facilities. Unfortunately
this has not occurred because of global warming or inadequate engineering. Similarly a few
months before the Exxon Valdez oil spill the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation and the U.S. Coast Guard reviewed the Alyeska oil spill contingency plan for
Prince William Sound and found that Alyeska had the type and amount of equipment to
contain and clean up the largest tanker spill! When the spill occurred it became evident that
Alyeska did not have enough equipment and much of that was inoperable. A post spill
analysis revealed that Alyeska’s booms and skimmers were not effective in over 3 foot
waves, 15 knot winds or 1 knot currents, conditions which occur over 65 percent of the time
in Prince William Sound!
EPA Response: The EIS for Red Dog Mine was completed in 1984. Although
geochemical predictions will never be perfect, they have improved over the last 30
years. As stated in Chapter 2, this assessment is not a thorough evaluation of all
potential effects of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed, and many potential
impacts are considered outside the scope of the assessment. Our assumptions regarding
the mine scenarios evaluated are clearly stated throughout the assessment, allowing the
reader to make judgments about any threats they feel are not adequately addressed.

S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
4.41

Although dust from the road is considered, dust generated from mining remains an omission
from the revised Assessment that warrants consideration.
EPA Response: Dust from mining is considered in Section 6.4.2.5.

4.42

Box 4-3: The box provides a useful explanation of financial assurance, however an associated
review of the history of financial assurance is warranted (i.e., Clark Fork River, others).
EPA Response: We provide a brief overview of regulatory and financial assurance
issues in Boxes 4-2 and 4-3 of the assessment, but full evaluation of how these processes
have worked in the past is beyond the scope of this assessment.

4.43

Box 4-4: Citation needed re: underground mining subsidence is needed.
EPA Response: This box has been revised in the final assessment and citations are now
provided.

4.44

P. 4-16: “The majority of existing tailings dams are less than 30 m in height but the largest
exceed 150 m.” Needs citation
EPA Response: Citation is provided in the final assessment.
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W. J. Richardson (Doc. #0633)
4.45

Porphyry bodies produce copious amounts of acid mine drainage once the ore has been
exposed. The buffering capacity of the surrounding area is ruled obsolete once encapsulation
of those materials by oxides has occurred. Another problem inherent in this region is trapped
acidic waters with heavy metals that will flow off of the site during spring thaw, referred to
as a ‘Pulse Event’, which will coincide with the Sockeye Spring Run. Even if the toxins and
acids can be remediated to below toxic levels, the chemical signature of the water will be so
drastically altered that the Sockeye fry will not signature the river for return spawnings.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Chapter 5:

Endpoints

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
5.1

EPA’s 1998 guidance describes ecological endpoints and defines them based on ecological
relevance, as well as susceptibility and relevance to management goals. Levels of ecological
organization are described (individuals, populations, communities, ecosystems, landscapes)
and multiple ecosystem processes. [ See USEPA, 1998. Guidelines for Ecological Risk
Assessment. EPA/630/R-95/002F. April, Washington, DC; Environmental Protection
Agency, Office of Research and Development, at Section 3.3, Selecting Assessment
Endpoints page 28] [ See State of Alaska HIA website, http://www.epi.alaska.gov/hia/] While
obviously important, the endpoint for viability of Native culture does not appear to conform
to the environmental and ecosystem endpoints described in the 1998 guidance. EPA may well
be addressing the fact that local communities requested the Assessment, prompting the only
new field research that informed the Assessment. However, a societal component to an
ecological assessment seems unrelated to the accepted methodologies of risk assessment.
Other methodologies have been developed since 1998 to assess the impacts of large
development projects on residents, health, culture and reliance on subsistence foods such as
Health Impact Assessments (HIAs). HIAs have been done or are in progress for large
projects in Alaska and the information from them can be used to inform NEPA reviews.
EPA Response: Potential endpoints for ecological risk assessments include ecosystem
services, which encompass the support of subsistence cultures.

5.2

The first draft of the Assessment described the endpoint as “Alaskan Native cultures [human
welfare as affected by fisheries]” at page 3-2. The revised Assessment broadens the endpoint
and describes it as “viability of Alaska Native cultures.” While the state acknowledges the
importance of salmon and fishing to Alaska Natives in the Bristol Bay area, there are many
other pressures on Native culture in Alaska that are not attributable to mining or any other
economic activity or infrastructure development. In fact, the lack of economic opportunity is
a primary cause of population loss in some villages as new generations of Alaskans are
seeking opportunities elsewhere.
EPA Response: The language in the final assessment has been changed to “health and
welfare.” The assessment is clear that the scope is an evaluation of salmon-mediated
effects on Alaska Native culture. We recognize that Alaska Native culture faces
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numerous pressures, but the purpose of this assessment was to evaluate only potential
impacts of large-scale mining on salmon resources and resulting effects on Alaska
Native culture.
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
5.3

The Revised Assessment rightfully notes that “[f]or Alaska Natives today, subsistence is
more than the harvesting, processing, sharing, and trading of land and sea mammals, fish, and
plants. Subsistence holistically subsumes cultural, social, and spiritual values that are the
essence of Alaska Native cultures.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.4

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Socio-Economic Impacts to Local
Communities. The Draft Assessment “does not adequately discuss the very important
socioeconomic impacts to local communities that would likely result from the potential
environmental impacts of the development of the hypothetical mine scenario.” (BBNC Part I
Comments, at 5)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: EPA notes that socioeconomic impacts to local
communities is only a secondary and indirect effects endpoint for consideration in the
assessment. (Revised Assessment at 5-1).
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC notes that the
Revised Assessment does not analyze the multiple inevitable impacts to Alaska Native
cultures and ways of life if large-scale hardrock mining development proceeds in Bristol Bay.
BBNC recognizes that EPA has limited the scope of its assessment to “fish-mediated”
impacts on Alaska Natives, and notes that this limited scope makes the assessment very
conservative in nature.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.5

The Revised Assessment is improved in that it includes more scientific information
concerning Bristol Bay fisheries and aquatic habitat. The following are a few examples. (…)
•

A better discussion of the importance of maintaining small and diverse fish populations,
both salmonid and non-salmonid, and expanded consideration of the genetic “portfolio
effect” to buffer against genetic drift and protect biological complexity and stability of
the fishery.

•

More analysis of other important Bristol Bay fish species (such as rainbow trout, char,
and Dolly Varden), and an improved analysis of the importance of these fish species to
the health of the watershed, to sportfishing, and as subsistence food.

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.6

Particularly important is EPA’s acknowledgment that the losses of streams and wetlands
would affect genetically unique populations of salmon, undermining the stability of the
overall Bristol Bay fishery that depends on the genetic diversity of individual populations
(the “portfolio effect”).
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.7

BBNC Recommendation: “EPA should add a greater explanation of the key terms ‘quality,’
‘diversity,’ and ‘portfolio effect,’ as they are used with respect to fish.” (BBNC Part I
Comments, at 3)
The Assessment was revised considerably to include more information about the biological
complexity of salmon stocks and the portfolio effect. (Revised Assessment, sections 5.2.4
and 13.4.1).
BBNC welcomes these revisions and EPA’s acknowledgment that the losses of streams and
wetlands would affect genetically unique populations of salmon, undermining the stability of
the overall Bristol Bay fishery that depends on the genetic diversity of individual populations.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.8

BBNC Recommendation: “There is substantial literature documenting the adverse impacts of
mining and energy development on small indigenous communities, such as increased
inflation, overwhelming demands on existing services, and increases in social problems like
domestic violence. The Assessment would benefit from greater attention to this literature and
a more thorough and prominent discussion of these threats.” (BBNC Part I Comments, at 5)
BBNC submitted detailed technical comments from Don Callaway, containing a thorough
evaluation of the socioeconomic environment near the Pebble Deposit. (BBNC Part I
Comments, Attach. E)
EPA’s Revised Assessment includes no references to the socioeconomic evaluation provided
by Don Callaway and submitted as part of BBNC’s 2012 comments.
BBNC notes that the Revised Assessment is very conservative in assessing subsistence and
socioeconomic impacts. Indeed, the Revised Assessment merely focuses on subsistence foods
and lifestyle indirectly as an endpoint for evaluating the impact of salmon loss, rather than
including a separate endpoint for analysis of the impacts on local communities from the mine
itself.
EPA Response: We agree that the assessment is conservative because it only evaluates
salmon-mediated effects on Alaska Native culture (Chapter 12), and not potential direct
effects on Alaska Native culture or the health and welfare of local communities.
Chapter 12 does include some case studies, but the focus remains on loss of subsistence
resources and not on the direct economic and social effects of large-scale mining.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5535)
5.9

The Assessment states that it has three endpoints:
1. the abundance, productivity, or diversity of the region’s Pacific salmon and other fish
populations;
2. the abundance, productivity, or diversity of the region’s wildlife populations; and
3. the viability of Alaska Native cultures. Each of these endpoints meets the criteria of
ecological relevance, management relevance, and potential susceptibility to stressors
associated with large-scale mining.
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The unfortunate fact is that the Assessment does not really quantify impacts or risks to any of
these endpoints.
EPA Response: Throughout the assessment, we have clarified that the primary
endpoint of interest is salmonid fish resources, with secondary endpoints concerning
fish-mediated effects on wildlife and Alaska Native culture. Where possible, detailed
information on stressors and endpoints at project-relevant scales (i.e., the mine site
watersheds, the mine footprints, and the transportation corridor) are presented in the
risk analysis sections (e.g., fish distribution maps in Chapter 7). We summarize the
risks associated with habitat loss and modification at various scales and in response to
multiple types of impacts from mining activities (e.g., see the conceptual models in
Chapter 7). For the pathways considered, we included peer-reviewed literature and
information from the EBD and State of Alaska reports to summarize and synthesize
likely types of effects given the habitat alterations and losses that would result from
large-scale mining in this region.
5.10

The Assessment does not discuss mining effects on the abundance, productivity or diversity
of the region’s salmon or other fish populations, but rather simply reports on the estimated
impacts to stream channels and wetlands. For example, regarding sockeye salmon, the
average annual inshore run of sockeye salmon (the key fish species identified in the
Assessment) in Bristol Bay was 37.5 million fish between 1990 and 2009 (pg 5-11).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.9.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
5.11

Original Draft Location: Page 3.2, Report Section Identification: 3.3; Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: The endpoints 2, 3, and 4 are essentially glossed
over, while endpoint 1 is not well related or scaled to represent the likely site-specific
impacts of the Pebble mine. The conclusions of this document is used to directly assess
impacts of the mine without an in depth consideration and quantification of site-specific
actions and impacts.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Endpoints have been collapsed
into three (Section 5.1), but Endpoint 1 (fish) uses habitat as a surrogate to address a lack of
data on fish abundance, productivity, diversity’. This link is tenuous, and the underlying
analysis does not make clear the relationship.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.9

5.12

In fact, the Assessment does not quantify impacts or risks to any of these endpoints. The
Assessment does not discuss mining effects on the abundance, productivity, or diversity of
the region’s salmon or other fish populations, but rather simply reports on the estimated
impacts to stream channels and wetlands. It then states that risks to the region’s wildlife and
Alaska Native cultures is related to impacts to salmon, but it never quantifies the impacts to
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salmon, and therefore it cannot reach any meaningful conclusions regarding the potential
risks to wildlife or Alaska Native cultures.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.9.
5.13

The Assessment appears to be using the term “sustainable fishing” rhetorically based on the
fact that the Bristol Bay fishery has supported the industry and subsistence cultures for many
years. Criteria for measuring whether this can be maintained with various projects on the
landscape appear not to have been presented in the Assessment.
EPA Response: The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate potential effects of largescale mining on the region’s salmon resources, not to determine criteria for measuring
whether “sustainable fishing” can be maintained under different types and
combinations of development. No change required.

5.14

Page 5-11, Section: 5.2.2.1 Salmon
Excerpt: Sockeye is by far the most abundant salmon species in the Bristol Bay watershed
(Table 5-3) (Salomone et al. 2011). Bristol Bay is home to the largest sockeye salmon fishery
in the world, with 46% of the average global abundance of wild sockeye salmon between
1956 and 2005 (Figure 5-9A) (Ruggerone et al. 2010). Between 1990 and 2009, the average
annual inshore run of sockeye salmon in Bristol Bay was approximately 37.5 million fish
(ranging from a low of 16.8 million in 2002 to a high of 60.7 million in 1995) (Salomone et
al. 2011). Annual commercial harvest of sockeye over this period averaged 25.7 million fish
(Table 5-3), and 78% of the average annual subsistence salmon harvest (140,767 salmon)
over this period were sockeye (Dye and Schwanke 2009, Salomone et al. 2011). Escapement
goals – that is, the number of individuals allowed to escape the fishery and spawn, to ensure
long-term sustainability of the stock – vary by species and stock. For example, the current
sockeye escapement goal for the Kvichak River ranged from 2 to 10 million fish (Box 5-2).
Annual sport harvest of sockeye in recent years has ranged from approximately 8,000 to
23,000 fish (Dye and Schwanke 2009).
Technical Comment from ERM: The Assessment describes the Bristol Bay Sockeye Salmon
fishery as the largest in the world (46% of world populations of Sockeye). It is unclear from
the Assessment what percentage of sockeye production come directly from the Koktuli’s
South and North Forks, or the Upper Tularik. Furthermore it is unclear if within this region
the values presented in the report are annual or interannual variation. ERM’s analysis indicate
that the number of sockeye produced by the North Koktuli (as well as the South fork and
Upper Talarik Creek) in comparison to the total district inshore run for the Nushagak and
Naknek-Kvichak systems is very low. When compared to overall Bristol Bay production the
proportion attributable to sockeye production by the three drainages is near zero. This is not
to suggest that these fish are not important but only that they represent a negligible fraction of
overall production, and are negligible in comparison to the annual Bristol Bay commercial
harvest (25 to 30 million sockeye commercially harvested annually).
Citations: Morstad et al., 2010, as cited by PLP EBD 2011; Baker et al., 2009, as cited by
PLP EBD 2011; General Subject Area: Sockeye Salmon Fish and Fish Habitat; Comment
Category: Incompl[e]te use of data and incomplete analysis.
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EPA Response: As stated in the assessment, Chapter 5 presents background
information on the assessment endpoints across the Bristol Bay watershed and within
the Nushagak and Kvichak River drainages. Information on salmon populations in the
South Fork Koktuli River, North Fork Koktuli River, and Upper Talarik Creek are
provided in Chapter 7.
The analysis referenced in this comment uses index counts as population estimates,
which is invalid for reasons specified in Section 7.1.2. Also see NDM 2005 (Draft
Environmental Baseline Studies 2004 Progress Report, Chapter 11) where the methods
and results for spawner index counts are described, with the following caveat (p. 11-9):
“Please note that aerial spawning-survey results are an index of overall spawning
abundance in the project area and are not intended to serve as escapement estimates.”
5.15

Page 5-11, Section: 5.2.2.1 Salmon
Excerpt: Chinook salmon are an important subsistence food for residents of the Nushagak
River watershed. Chinook returns to the Nushagak River are consistently greater than
100,000 fish per year, and have exceeded 200,000 fish per year in 11 years between 1966 and
2010. This frequently places the Nushagak at or near the size of the world’s largest Chinook
runs, which is notable given the Nushagak River’s small watershed area compared to other
Chinook-producing rivers such as the Yukon, Kuskokwim, Fraser, and Columbia.
Technical Comment from ERM: Among the three local drainages where direct impacts will
occur, the NFK supports the largest run of Chinook salmon (followed by the SFK), and
indeed Chinook were the most abundant of any salmon in the NFK in 2004 and 2005. That
changed in 2006 when the run decreased by an order of magnitude confirming that a high
interannual variability exists in these stream systems. Between 2004 and 2008 the Nushagak
River Chinook salmon escapement estimate ranged from 53,344 in 2007 to 163,506 in 2005
and had a 5-year average of 106,131 (Baker et al. 2009; as cited by PLP EBD 2011). In
contrast, the NFK Chinook salmon mean index counts (used as an index of escapement)
ranged from 157 in 2008 to 1,838 in 2004 and averaged 891 for the 5-year study period (PLP
EBD 2011; Table 15.1; Figure 15.1-27). The North and South Forks of the Koktuli River
(tributaries of the Mulchatna River, a major Nushagak River tributary) are relatively minor
contributors to overall Nushagak river Chinook salmon production. There are many
Mulchatna and Nushagak River tributaries that likely produce much greater numbers of
Chinook salmon (although further analysis is needed to confirm this and relevant data is
limited for some stream systems and sub-tributaries). These include the Wood River,
Kokwok River, Mulchatna River, Nuyakuk River, Tikchik River and the King Salmon River
(Nushagak Tributaries) and the Stuyahock and Chilikadrotna River (Muchatna Tributaries).
Citation: No reference provided; General Subject Area: Chinook Salmon Fish and Fish
Habitat; Comment Category: Data not supported by reference. Incomplete use of data and
incompl[e]te analysis.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.14.

5.16

Original Draft Location: Page 5.1, Report Section Identification: 5.1 Fish Distribution,
Excerpt: [blank]
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Original Comment from State of Alaska: In regard to standard risk assessment format,
descriptive sections such as 5.1 Fish Distribution are usually part of Problem Formulation. As
commented above, and again related to risk assessment format, the actual Problem
Formulation section is too general and sections 2, 3, and portions of 4, 5, and 6 provide more
specific analysis that could be made part of problem formulation. The purpose being to focus
the conceptual models and risk assessment on critical issues. This does get done to some
extent, but just not in the problem formulation. The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment as a
whole does not follow a typical risk assessment format. Rather, individual sections are each
generally formatted each as their own risk assessments.
Recommended Change: Section 5-1 applies to multiple sections of the report and should be
moved to the Problem Formulation section of the report, to augment the very general
information currently provided. Alternatively, make a specific problem formulation part of
each of Sections 5 and 6, keeping a general conceptual model in Section 3 related to potential
impacts, and then refine that broad conceptual model with a conceptual exposure model that
better fits the scenarios in each of Sections. Problem Formulation is supposed to focus the
assessment on the most important endpoints requiring assessment or investigation. As it is
written there is this long laundry list of potential endpoints scattered throughout Sections 2, 3,
and 4. The Risk Assessment portions need focus.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Although Problem
Formulation was expanded into 5 chapters, which included an expanded discussion of fish
distribution and abundance in Section 5.2: “Endpoint 1: Salmon and Other Fishes,” the same
information from Section 5.1 was moved to Risk Analysis and Characterization, and is now
Section 7.1: “Abundance and Distribution of Fishes in the Mine Scenario Watersheds.” This
section still appears to contain the same discussion on the interpretation of available fish
distribution data, which is overlaid on the revised version of the mine scenarios. The risk
analysis does not meet EPA standards. The comment stands.
EPA Response: In Chapter 5 (part of the problem formulation portion of the
assessment), we provide an overview of the assessment’s primary and secondary
endpoints in the Bristol Bay watershed as a whole, focusing on the two watersheds—the
Nushagak and the Kvichak—that drain the Pebble deposit area. In Chapter 7, where
we begin to evaluate how mining would impact these endpoints, we focus in on the
specific streams draining the site. It would be inappropriate to include specific data
used in analyses, such as fish occurrences at the Pebble site, in the problem formulation
portion of the assessment. Further, it would make it more difficult for the reader to
understand the analyses. This is appropriate, and there is nothing about this
organization of information that does not meet EPA standards.
5.17

Original Draft Location: Page 5.75, Report Section Identification: 5.6 Fish Distribution,
Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: The text states that any negative impact on fish
could lead to negative impact on the health and welfare of Alaska Natives. Yet, of the
40,000,000 (high range) fish returning to the Bristol Bay region, it was stated earlier that
approximately 150,000 are taken for subsistence. The assessment assumes that “any” impact
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to fish populations would necessarily result in a proportional impact to Alaska Native
subsistence fish use although the relative taking of subsistence fish is small relative to the
taking of commercial fish.
Recommended Change: Present a more detailed or at least report more precisely the numbers
of salmon used for subsistence versus the total number of fish, and discuss the balance that
could be adjusted between escapement, commercial, and subsistence fish harvest, particularly
if a more detailed economic analysis shows the mine is more economically valuable than
slight losses to the commercial fish industry.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The following statement was
added to the document “The magnitude of salmon-mediated effects on wildlife, subsistence
resources, and indigenous cultures cannot be quantified at this time, and is uncertain.” (page
12-16). No expanded analysis was provided. The only value placed on subsistence fishing is
an annual harvest of 2.6 million lbs per year (page 5-24), and on average, 50% is Pacific
salmon (page 5-34). Additionally, page 5-35 and 5-36 presents % harvest by species for
subsistence fisheries in Bristol Bay watershed. The comment stands. The analysis
overestimates the impacts on subsistence use.
EPA Response: The comparison of subsistence with commercial fisheries is not within
the scope of this assessment. Likewise, the assessment is not an economic cost-benefit
analysis of mining and the fishery. Although the subsistence fishery is small relative to
the commercial fishery, it sustains a way of life for local residents and is integral to the
social and spiritual aspects of the region’s Alaska Native cultures. The scope of the
assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from large-scale mining and resulting
salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and wildlife. The scope does not include
an economic cost-benefit analysis of mining, commercial fishing, and subsistence
fishing.
The statement from the revised assessment cited in the comment is part of a discussion
of uncertainties, and it does go on to provide an expanded analysis which states “…the
magnitude of overall impact to wildlife, subsistence resources, and indigenous cultures
depends on many factors, including the location of the effects, the temporal scale of the
effects, cultural resilience, the degree and consequences of cultural adaptation, and the
availability of alternative subsistence resources.” We do not see how this analysis of
uncertainties “overestimates the impacts on subsistence use.”
5.18

(…) [T]he Assessment establishes as an endpoint to assess the abundance, productivity, or
diversity of the region’s Pacific salmon and other fish populations. However, the Assessment
fails to actually analyze this endpoint qualitatively. Instead, it simply talks about impacts to
fish habitat and wetlands.
For example, regarding sockeye salmon, the average annual inshore run of sockeye salmon
(the key fish species identified in the Assessment) in Bristol Bay was 37.5 million fish
between 1990 and 2009 (p. 5-11). Based on the highest index spawner count over the 5 year
survey period, approximately 90,200 sockeye salmon were estimated in the Mine Scenario
watersheds, (which include the South and North Fork Koktuli Rivers and the Upper Talarik
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Creek, Table 7-1 on p. 7-13). Accepting that this estimate may underestimate the actual
population, these fish represent about 0.25% of just the returning sockeye salmon in the
Bristol Bay watershed, and certainly a much lower percentage of the total population.
Although this is a crude estimate, it provides an order of magnitude sense of the potential
project effect on fish populations, which the Assessment fails to provide.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.14.
5.19

The Assessment relies on Alaska Department of Fish and Game analysis on yield to establish
sustainable levels. These data are obtained from observer reports of escapement. It is unclear
in the Assessment what defines sustainable harvests. Furthermore, it is not clear what level of
industrial fishing is necessary, if any, to influence the sustainability of salmon stocks.
Furthermore, the commercial sockeye fishery in Bristol Bay is sustained because of
regulations limiting the commercial harvest allowing a sufficient number of adults to spawn,
to protect future harvests. In the absence of those regulations, commercial fishing would
likely proceed at an accelerated rate congruent with market demand and likely resulting in
overharvest. The Assessment fails to point out that the Bristol Bay sockeye industry has
sustained itself because of these regulatory limits. Like the commercial fishing industry, a
mine of the caliber discussed in the Assessment would certainly go through a robust
regulatory review process whereby management conditions would be established in a fashion
that makes the mine development compatible with other resource uses.
EPA Response: Commercial fishing regulations are discussed in Box 5-2.

5.20

Page/Section: Section 5
Excerpt: The Assessment indicates throughout that overall salmon populations are expected
to be reduced due to water loss and direct impacts.
Technical Comment by ERM: Data indicating significance/non-significance are not currently
available since population studies on the local drainages have not been conducted, and only
abundance studies have been reported. The Assessment fails to substantiate statements on
reduced salmon populations with references supporting their position. Furthermore, the
Assessment fails to distinguish between spatial scales when making these statements.
Anadromous stream lengths in the three watersheds (South and North Forks of Koktuli and
the Upper Talarik) comprise less than 0.3 % of the total anadromous stream length in the
Nushagak and Kvichak river systems and still less for the six combined hydrologic units
comprising Bristol Bay. In addition, adult sockeye return estimates for these three watersheds
are less than 0.2% of the total commercial harvest in Bristol Bay. In fact, the interannual
variation in Bristol Bay commercial harvest is greater than the annual return estimates for the
Koktuli Rivers and the Upper Talarik. In summary, the existing data sets indicate reductions
in salmon populations will likely not be measurable at the Bristol Bay Scale.
Citations: No reference provided.
General Subject Area: Fish and Fish Habitat.
Comment Category: Scale of impact.
EPA Response: Text on the relevant geographic scales has been added to Chapter 7 to
illustrate the relative proportion of AWC stream length lost within the North Fork
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Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek watersheds under the mine
scenario footprints. For response to comment on the proportion of salmon populations
affected, see response to Comment 5.14.
5.21

Original Draft Location: Page 2.17, Section 2.2.4, Excerpt: Table 2.6
Original Comment from Environ: The only justification for the values of each economic
sector states “see Appendix E for additional information on these values.” There are many
calculations and value estimates throughout Appendix E. In order to be able to verify
calculations specific references to specific locations in Appendix E need to stated.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Section 5.2.3, Pages 5-23 and
5-24. This section is almost identical to previous Section 2.2.4. adding no additional
information as recommended. Page 1.2 states “This assessment is not an environmental
impact assessment, an economic or social cost-benefit analysis, or an assessment of any one
specific mine proposal.” And page ES-9 states “The economic effects of mining are not
assessed.” Comment was acknowledged but not addressed. Therefore the original comment
still stands.
EPA Response: This information is included as Table 5-4 in the revised assessment. The
table heading now directs readers to Appendix E (Table 3 of the Executive Summary
and Section 4) for additional information on the reported values.

5.22

Original Draft Location: Page 2.24, Section 2.3.4, Excerpt 1st paragraph
Original Comment from Environ: The logic presented in these two paragraphs is flawed since
it assumes that all the returning fish escape into the rivers to spawn. Per Figure 6-1, the
average escapement into the entire study area averages 16,142 fish, not 30 to 40 million. At
an average size of 2.32 kg per fish (Burgner 1991), this is equivalent to approximately 37,500
kg of fish. Only a small percent of that weight is nitrogen and phosphorus (typically 11 to 12
percent nitrogen). So the total import must be less than 4,000 kg of nitrogen and smaller
amount of phosphorus, not the estimated 20 million kg reported in the referenced paragraphs.
Also worthy of note, Moore and Schindler (2004) indicate that on average, smolts export
12% of the phosphorus and 16% of the nitrogen that their parents bring in, so the nutrients
available to other biota are smaller than the total nutrients imported by the parents.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Essentially, the same analysis
is presented in Section 5.2.5 of the second review draft as was presented in Section 2.3.4 of
the first review draft. The comment was not addressed. The assumption that all returning fish
escape into the river grossly over-estimates the impacts of a project on nutrient availability.
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EPA Response: No change required, as the text accurately reflects the findings of the
cited works, does not contain logical inconsistencies, and does not make any argument
regarding import vs. export of marine-derived nutrients.
5.23

Original Draft Location: Page 5.16, Section 5.2.1.2 and Appendix C, Excerpt [blank]
Original Comment from Environ: The assessment states that the loss of upstream waters (p 521, P 1) would “greatly reduce inputs of organic material, nutrients, water, and macro
invertebrates to reaches downstream ….”. They also state that 65% of the nitrogen flux is
attributed to headwater contributions. They then go on in Appendix C (p 16-18) to state the
tremendous importance of Marine-derived Nutrients to the Bristol Bay Watersheds coming in
from salmon swimming upstream.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Marine derived nutrients are a
primary source of nutrients in the river, as is indicated in the Appendices. The main body of
the text needs to reflect this. The document seems to assume that headwaters are a driving
source of nutrients and no nutrient budget has been developed. The analysis likely
overestimates the effects of reductions in nutrients from headwater streams.
EPA Response: These statements are not contradictory. Headwater streams provide
important inputs to downstream waters, including the many streams that do not have
documented anadromous fish populations. Where anadromous fish occur, marine
derived nutrients can play an important role, but this does not negate the contributions
of headwater nutrient sources, particularly for streams without large runs of salmon.
Text has been added to Chapters 5 and 7 citing research that demonstrates the relative
proportion of marine-derived nutrients in freshwater taxa in the region and relative
contributions of other subsidies.

5.24

Original Draft Location: Page 2.16, Report Section Identification: Section 2.2.3, Excerpt
[blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Draft Comment: The logic presented in these two
paragraphs is flawed since it assumes that all the returning fish escape into the rivers to
spawn. Per Figure 6-1, the average escapement into the entire study area averages 16,142
fish, not 30 to 40 million. At an average size of 2.32 kg per fish (Burgner 1991), this is
equivalent to approximately 37,500 kg of fish. Only Draft Comment: Text states that the
Mulchatna caribou herd spends a considerable amount of time in other watersheds.
Approximately how much time does the Mulchatna caribou herd spend in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds?
Recommended Change: Specify how much time the Mulchatna caribou herd spends in the
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds as compared to other watersheds in the Bristol Bay
watershed. This information might be presented as a fractional use estimate.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Identical text.
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EPA Response: The relevance of the comment about salmon escapement to Section
2.2.3 is not clear, but in any case Figure 6-1 (which does not appear in the final
assessment) illustrates Chinook salmon counts among Nushagak drainages. It is not an
estimate of total salmon escapement by all species. Regarding caribou, we are not aware
of data (and none were suggested in the comment) that would allow a quantitative
fractional use estimate to be completed. The Barren Ground Caribou section of the
USFWS report discusses historical data, which indicate that population size, as well as
range, have varied over time.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
5.25

The central question that motivated this assessment is: how would mining affect the long
term viability and abundance of salmon and other fish resources in the Bristol Bay
watershed? EPA avoids analysis of this core issue, apparently because there are no data to
suggest that mining cannot co-exist with other commercial, recreational and cultural uses of
the resources within the overall watershed. In fact, as discussed below, the only quantitative
data in EPA’s assessment with respect to fish population indicate that mining would have
minimal or no impact on the overall Bristol Bay fishery.
EPA Response: The assessment does not attempt to predict salmon population
responses to the identified scenarios. Rather, as carefully outlined in the various
chapters and associated conceptual frameworks, the assessment provides an evaluation
of the risks associated with various mining activities, including both inevitable and
potential habitat modifications. The weight of evidence presented in these chapters
includes peer-reviewed scientific literature of salmon habitat requirements, population
dynamics, physiological responses to various stressors, field data, and other sources of
information.

5.26

The Risk Posed By The Mine To The Bristol Bay Fishery Is Minimal. The Assessment does
not demonstrate that the area affected by the Pebble mine would have a significant impact on
salmon in the Bristol Bay fishery. In fact, it demonstrates the reverse.
A. Even absent compensatory mitigation, at most a small fraction of 1% of the sockeye
salmon in the Bristol Bay fishery would be affected by a Pebble Mine.
Using the sockeye salmon populations and even accepting what are likely to be
overstated fish populations from the Assessment, the number of sockeye salmon in
streams affected by the mine site is (i) less than one-fourth of one percent of the total
inshore run of sockeye salmon in the Bristol Bay area and (ii) less than one-half of one
percent of the annual commercial harvest of sockeye salmon. According to the
Assessment, the average annual inshore run of sockeye salmon is roughly 37.5 million
and the annual commercial harvest is 25.7 million. Assessment at 5-11. Using the highest
number from the “highest reported index spawner counts” in the Assessment, about
90,000 fish occupy the “mine scenario watersheds.” See id., Tbls. 5.3 and 7.1. Thus, even
using the Assessment’s numbers, the sockeye salmon in the “mine scenario watersheds”
represent approximately [0].24% of the total inshore run of sockeye salmon in Bristol
Bay and approximately [0].35% of the annual commercial harvest from Bristol Bay. Even
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setting aside mitigation measures, the Pebble mine would have negligible impact on
salmon habitat in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: This comment makes two important assumptions. First, it assumes that
index counts provide escapement estimate, which is an invalid assumption (see response
to Comment 5.14. Second, it assumes that if low numbers of fish are documented for a
site, the habitat is somehow of low or lesser importance. This is an invalid assumption
for several reasons:
•

Sampling in the study area is difficult. Information on fish distributions in the
study area must rely on intermittent site visits during periods when the area and
streams are accessible and suitable for effective sampling. Given the logistical
challenges of sampling fish environment, it is reasonable to conclude that the
current databases provide an incomplete description of the full distribution and
abundance of fish in the study area, and may well be an underestimate.

•

Some habitats are seasonally important. Fish may be absent from a site during
portions of the year, but present in high abundances at other times. Low
abundance at one point in time does not necessarily equate to low abundances at
another point in time, nor does it mean that the habitat is not important.

•

Sites with low abundances during years with low adult escapement may have
high abundances during years with higher survival or escapement, allowing
populations to respond to favorable conditions.

•

Sites with low apparent abundances of target species (e.g., salmon) may provide
habitat for other fish species, macroinvertebrates, or other components of the
food web essential for ecosystem function.

•

Sites with low abundance may provide important services to downstream
waters, including regulation of water quality or flows or supplies of materials.

EPA Response: Given these factors, it is not valid to conclude that streams with low
abundances observed under a particular sampling regime are somehow unimportant.
They can in fact be very important, as is well-known and documented within the
ecological and fisheries literature detailed in the assessment.
Center for Biological Diversity (Doc. #2922)
5.27

If the proposed Pebble Project goes forward, construction and operations of the mine site and
transportation infrastructure for the mine would have major and population-level impacts on
Iliamna Lake seal. These impacts include (1) major adverse impacts to quality and quantity
of anadromous and freshwater fish in the lake; (2) severe and long-term impacts on habitat
quality especially water quality; (3) toxic effects resulting in direct mortality and decreased
survival and reproductive rates from mine contaminants; (4) increased pressure and
competition for fish and wildlife resources because of increased human access to the area;
and (5) increased stress levels and disturbance from higher human activity and industrial
activity levels in the area, especially low-flying aircraft. (…) EPA’s Bristol Bay Assessment
failed to analyze impacts to the Iliamna Lake seal, despite stating their interest in analyzing
salmon-dependent species and species that would be directly impacted by Pebble Project.
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EPA Response: As detailed in Chapter 2, this assessment does not consider all species
that would be directly impacted by a mine at the Pebble deposit. Throughout the
assessment, we have clarified that the primary endpoint of interest is salmonid fish
resources, with secondary endpoints concerning fish-mediated effects on wildlife and
Alaska Native cultures. On-going research on Iliamna Lake seals is now mentioned in
Section 5.3.
World Wildlife Fund, Arctic Field Program (Doc. #5537)
5.28

Acquire a full understanding of the ecological linkages between species, including
endangered ones. In particular, the Assessment should address the potential impacts of large
scale mining in Bristol Bay that could cause significant impacts on other species of fish,
marine mammals and birds as a result from reduced salmon runs and pollution on the
region’s freshwater system and marine estuaries. Regardless of a potential ESA designation,
adverse impacts to Bristol Bay salmon populations will have a reverberating impact
throughout the marine food web, including for the endangered Cook Inlet beluga whale and
Lake Iliamna seal.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.27.

5.29

Include an assessment of recent king salmon stock concerns in Western Alaska. The
Nushagak River was the only major western Alaska River in 2012 that met its king salmon
escapement goal. Other traditional king salmon strongholds, including the Yukon and
Kuskokwim Rivers, did not meet their king salmon escapement goals. There is scientific
agreement that king salmon stocks throughout Alaska have been in decline for the past few
years, so it is important for the EPA to include the fact that king salmon runs are being
stressed throughout Alaska by something other than large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay
region. Large-scale mining in the region can further exacerbate and stress Bristol Bay’s king
salmon populations.
EPA Response: Recent and persistent regional and statewide declines in Chinook
productivity and harvest are a definite concern (ADF&G Chinook Salmon Research
Team 2013, p. 8). The long-term variability of annual run-strength of Nushagak River
Chinook salmon stocks does not appear to deviate much from other key Alaska
Chinook salmon producing streams (ADF&G Chinook Salmon Research Team 2013, p.
51-56), thus we do not highlight it here.

5.30

Update the Assessment’s section on the economic values to acknowledge the most recent
analysis of the economic values of the salmon fishery, as quantified by University of Alaska
Institute of Social Research (ISER) in its May 2013 report titled “The Economic Importance
of the Bristol Bay Salmon Industry.” ISER’s findings showed that the fishery is worth a total
of over $1.5 billion and provides 12,000 fishing and processing jobs during the summer
salmon fishing season. Measured as year-round jobs, and adding jobs created in other
industries, the Bristol Bay salmon fishery created the equivalent of almost 10,000 year-round
American jobs across the country. These numbers are impressive indicators of an economic
resource that would be jeopardized by construction of a mine in the watershed. Other
analyses, such as a 2011 study by WWF, demonstrate the global significance of the Bristol
Bay fishery. Graphic’s included in the 2011 WWF study titled “The Value of Commercial
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Fisheries Near Bristol Bay, Alaska” illustrate the geographical distribution of Bristol Bay
salmon sold in the global market by just one salmon processor, with its salmon product
reaching four out of the seven continents, and as far as Japan, South Africa and the United
Kingdom. The report includes the residency of Bristol Bay salmon permit holders to
demonstrate the national, statewide and regional importance of the Bristol Bay’s fisheries.
Bristol Bay provides jobs and economic benefits for Alaska Native tribal members, as well as
American’s from all walks of life.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. We are aware of the report cited
in the comment, but have not included it in the assessment because it is outside the
scope of the assessment.
5.31

Consider the ongoing National Marine Fisheries Service study of the potential mining
impacts on freshwater seals of Lake Iliamna in the final Watershed Assessment. This study
will help guide future EPA actions. These seals are currently under review by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for potential listing as a protected species under the
Endangered Species Act. These marine mammals are an important part of the Bristol Bay
ecosystem, as well as for Alaska Native cultures for subsistence purposes. The 404(b) (1)
Guidelines of the Clean Water Act prohibit the authorization of discharges where they would
jeopardize the continued existence of an endangered or threatened species or destroy or
adversely modify its designated critical habitat. These same provisions should be considered
for the endangered Cook Inlet beluga whales which could be adversely impacted by Pebble’s
potential infrastructure and activities in Cook Inlet.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.27.

Alaska Chapter of the Wildlife Society (Doc. #7415)
5.32

Salmon are the foundation of the region’s food web, and a major food source for terrestrial
predators such as brown bears, bald eagles, and in some areas wolves. Marine nutrients
delivered by salmon directly or indirectly affect freshwater and terrestrial habitats for a
variety of species. Significant reduction in the salmonid food base would likely result in a
cascade of changes to multiple species across trophic levels and habitats.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Thirteen Members, United States Congress (Doc. #7353 and #7355)
5.33

We write to express our strong support for protecting the thousands of American jobs and
substantial economic opportunities in Bristol Bay, Alaska. Bristol Bay is home to one of
North America’s last great wild salmon fisheries, with nearly 40 million salmon returning to
the region each year. Those fish support the jobs of commercial fishermen and women who
earn a living fishing, processing and distributing these salmon throughout the world, as well
as a healthy tourism economy. Unfortunately, the waters and wetlands that sustain this
economic engine are threatened by a proposal to turn the habitat where these fish spawn into
an industrialized hard rock mining zone.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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A recent report issued by the Institute of Economic and Social Research – University of
Alaska (ICSR) found that Bristol Bay plays a critical role in the regional economy of the
Pacific Northwest. Specifically, it demonstrates that the value of Bristol Bay based
commercial Fishing activities accounts for an impressive $1.5 billion in annual output value,
including $500 million in direct income. Additionally, the impact across Washington and
Oregon sustains $618 million in indirect economic activity, mostly through seafood
processing. This results in more than 4,000 jobs for Alaskans and nearly 6,000 jobs in
Washington, Oregon and California. Clearly, the health of Bristol Bay plays a very
significant role in maintaining the economic vitality of a region that relies heavily on the
entire commercial fishing industry.
We represent states with strong commercial fishing industries. The fishermen and women in
our states depend on the well-being of our nation’s fisheries so the businesses they run can
continue to thrive. Unfortunately, the proposed Pebble Mine has created a cloud of
uncertainty. With the looming threat of a massive open pit mine that could destroy their
fishery, these businesses lack the certainty required to grow their operations. That’s why over
100 commercial fishing organizations from across the country have written in opposition to
the Bristol Bay mining permit and asking for a comprehensive review of the mine’s impact.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.35

In New England, which has a long and proud history of commercial fishing, the importance
of maintaining abundant and healthy fisheries is certainly appreciated and understood. We
have seen firsthand the impact that a potential loss of an industry can have on a local
community. New England fishermen and their communities, like their counterparts in Alaska,
are dependent on the health of local fisheries to sustain their businesses and their families.
Additionally, a number of New England fishermen reportedly hold commercial fishing
permits in Bristol Bay and many crew members make their way to Bristol Bay to work
during the region’s fishing season. We understand that these fishermen are concerned about
the future of Bristol Bay’s abundant fisheries. Several fishing organizations, including the
Gloucester Fishermen’s Wives Association, the Maine Lobsterman’s Association, and the
Maine Coast Fishermen’s Association have communicated to us their support and concern for
the fishermen of Alaska. We take seriously their views on this important issue and
respectfully encourage the EPA to complete and publicly release a final Watershed
Assessment for Bristol Bay prior to the start of Alaska’s salmon fishery season this summer.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
5.36

In EPA’s hypothetical mine area, no salmon spawning has ever been documented upstream
of Frying Pan Lake (FPL), only a few juvenile coho salmon have been found upstream of
FPL, supporting juvenile coho to move upstream from spawning location. However, fish
density and distribution data show that these fish are confined to the main stem SFK up to
about tributary stream SFK 1.370. Fish habitat data from the EBD would show that this
portion of the SFK main stem is only about 2 m in width.
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The AWC erroneously reports juvenile sockeye salmon rearing in FPL. This distribution is
not supported by the known locations of sockeye spawning, the ages of fish represented in
the AWC, the number of juveniles reported (3 or 4 depending on the source), and the
behavior of juvenile “river type” sockeye after emergence. Data for the UT shows a relatively
large spawning population of coho salmon, a few Chinook, and some sockeye in certain
years. However, EPA assumed that the upper portion of UT was important for Chinook and
sockeye and that sufficient habitat is not available downstream of any cut off areas to
accommodate a few occasional and additional spawners. This is also true in the SFK
downstream of the ephemeral reach and in the NFK.
EPA Response: This comment assumes that if low numbers of fish are documented for
a site, the habitat is somehow of low or lesser importance. This is an invalid assumption
for several reasons (see response to Comment 5.26).
Regarding the sockeye salmon observed in Frying Pan Lake documented by a PLP
contractor, we acknowledge that the counts are low but, as stated above, this does not
invalidate the conclusion that these waters provide rearing habitat. Juvenile sockeye
salmon are known to migrate upstream from spawning locations, thus these individuals
may have moved into Frying Pan Lake from known downstream spawning locations.
We are not aware of any genetic analyses that have determined the juvenile sockeye in
Frying Pan Lake were river type. There may be both river and lake type sockeye in the
Koktuli system.
5.37

a) Woody and O’Neal, 2010 – “Fish Surveys in Headwater Streams of the Nushagak and
Kvichak Drainages Bristol Bay, Alaska”
Summary
•

No clearly stated conclusions are identified.

•

Science in the report was not emphasized nor articulated in very much detail.

•

Does not determine mine impacts as stated in the “disjointed and advocacy-laced
Preface”.

•

Limited in scope and too general in nature to contribute to quantitative assessment of
development impacts.

Specific References.
“The Preface states that the purpose of these surveys (conducted in 2008), and by
assumption the purpose of the overall report (which adds data for 2009 and 2010), was
to determine if these streams and their habitat could be affected by mining activity
associated with the proposed Pebble Mine. I did not see that purpose reflected in the
body of the report. There was no discussion of impact assessment methodology or
documentation of an environmental assessment, which would be needed to attain the
stated purpose. Rather, this report is merely a data compilation of species collected by
trapping, electroshocking, and aerial survey, and it presents habitat parameters for
streams surveyed.” – William J. Wilson (pg.4)
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“This report does not determine mine impacts as stated in the Preface.” – William J.
Wilson (pg.4) “The conclusions of the report are meagerly supported by the evidence
provided.” – William J. Wilson (pg.5)
“A sampling data summary is provided as an insert to Appendix I that shows the number
of reaches sampled and their total lineal length, but a mathematical error adds confusion
(reaches sampled in the three years were 4, 34, and 20 totaling 58, not 68). How does
this number, 58, relate to the 97 sites mentioned on page 16?” – William J. Wilson (pg.5)
“The methods state that study sites were selected near or adjacent to mine claims for
streams with <10% gradient, but it is not immediately clear if all of these potentially
affected sites were surveyed or only a subset since the maps included in the report show
the study areas at a fairly coarse scale.” – Michael R. Donaldson (pg.7)
“A weakness is the assessment of physical habitat at study sites, which could have been
more thorough (e.g., through more extensive data collection at multiple transects across
each study reach). A more detailed data set might lend itself to more extensive
characterization of the relationship between salmon abundance and physical habitat,
which could potentially be used to estimate salmon abundance at unsurveyed sites.” –
James M. Helfield (pg.7)
“The study is not close to optimally designed, nor are the methods, results, discussion,
and conclusions well presented in an organized, sequential way.” – Dennis L.
Scarnecchia (pg.8)
“It was not clear if there was a systematic sample design for identifying exactly which
streams were sampled, and why they were chosen over other possible streams (other than
gradient). Although this study appears to be preliminary in nature, presumably to be
followed by more detailed studies, it would have been useful to know why particular
streams were chosen or not chosen in a landscape context, for example, based on their
location, accessibility, or proximity to proposed mining, etc.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia
(pg.8)
“It would have been useful to clearly identify how the electrofishing settings matched the
objective/goal of the study, for example, to make sure that if fish were in a section, that
they were sampled.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.8)
“Although habitat was assessed, there was little indication as to what the hypotheses of
the investigators were regarding the relations between habitat measures and fish
presence or absence. As it was written, it was not clear exactly why most of the habitat
information was collected, other than to show they were within very general acceptable
ranges for species in question.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.9)
“Although presence/absence seemed to be the objective of the sampling, it would have
been useful to give an indication of relative abundance of captured fish stream by stream,
not just as a whole, as was done. Too little emphasis was put on the results of the fish
sampling, which was the theme of the paper. It would have also been useful in a
discussion section to show how the catches of anadromous fish and resident fish related
to specific habitat conditions; this was not done.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.9) “The
conclusion section as a whole presented a challenge as written because it is not a
conclusion section.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.9)
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“No conclusions are identified.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.9)
“Weaknesses of this report include a disjointed and advocacy-laced Preface, which
unfortunately sets the scene for a report that bears little resemblance to that Preface.
Another concern is the lack of quantitative information on number of fish collected, by
species, in each reach/site, in each year, by each sampling method. For example, page 16
states that of the 97 sites surveyed, 72 contained anadromous salmon, but was that one or
two fish per site, or hundreds per site?” – William J. Wilson (pg.10) “The report
mentions “the continuing dramatic decline” of [salmon] in the Fraser River in British
Columbia; this impression of dramatic decline in the Fraser is out of date and should be
revised.” – Williams J. Wilson (pg.10)
“Figure 6 states that hatcheries can cause detrimental genetic and ecological changes in
wild salmon populations; hatchery effects on salmon are not the subject of, nor discussed
in, the narrative of this report, and this statement is irrelevant.” – William J. Wilson
(pg.11)
“A statement on page 23 requires considerable explanation and referencing: “As
illustrated by this…stud[y], headwaters comprise a significant proportion of
essential…habitat for salmon…” This report provides no justification or supporting data
or analyses for this statement. Significance has statistical meaning and requires a
statement of confidence; terms, “significant” and “essential”, have specific scientific
and/or regulatory meaning that require referencing.” – William J. Wilson (pg.11)
“The report does not provide the quantitative data needed to characterize the relative
importance of the areas surveyed to the overall production of fish in the Nushagak and
Kvichak River systems, and in turn, to fish production in the larger Bristol Bay
watershed. Lack of specific information on species collected in sites/reaches that are
within the mine footprint, or downstream of presumed development sites, limits the
application of this report’s results to the EPA assessment.” – William J. Wilson (pg. 13)

EPA Response: The criticisms of Woody and O’Neal (2010) listed above describe
limitations of the sampling design, lack of additional data that would have been useful,
and other critiques of the conclusions drawn. Woody and O’Neal (2010) is cited once in
Chapter 5 to illustrate the occurrence of coho salmon high in headwater streams in the
proposed mining area. The fact that fish were captured and identified correctly in these
areas is not in dispute. This is the sole fact cited in Chapter 5, thus these critiques are
not relevant to the manner in which this citation is used in the assessment.
IUCN SSC Salmonid Specialist Group (Doc. #5435)
5.38

Our sockeye salmon assessment (the original version was released in 2008, and an
amendment to this was completed in 2011) is the culmination of a great deal of work, and
was made possible by a number of contributors and collaborators across the North Pacific.
Although sockeye as a species is not considered to be at risk globally, many populations have
experienced declines, including populations in the Kvichak River in Bristol Bay. Bristol Bay
is widely regarded as the most abundant and diverse assemblage of sockeye populations in
the world. Conservation of core areas like this is the most reliable way to ensure viability of
the global species. Restoration is much more difficult, expensive, and less effective if healthy
populations are allowed to decline. There is much talk these days about sustainable fisheries.
This concept depends directly on the health and well-being of individual populations as it is
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the collective of these populations which provides the stability to the larger population
aggregate and the fisheries that depend on them.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5436 and #5378)
5.39

Pacific salmon are gone from 40% of their historical breeding ranges in the western United
States. Where populations remain, their numbers tend to be significantly impaired or
dominated by hatchery fish. This status of Pacific salmon throughout the United States
underscores the “value of the Bristol Bay watershed as a salmon sanctuary or refuge,” and
highlights the Bristol Bay watershed as a “significant resource of global conservation value.”
Allowing its degradation should be out of the question.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.40

The 2013 Assessment also admits that total spawning escapement has never been
documented for rivers in the mine claims and that many headwater tributaries have not been
surveyed, rendering estimates of salmon abundance and range as minimal and not realistic
estimates on which to calculate potential impacts. The impacts from the entirety of the
infrastructure and personnel needed to implement the project, which could be significant, are
also not included.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.41

This inherent intricacy of groundwater-surface water exchanges makes regulating or
controlling such interactions during large-scale landscape development extraordinarily
difficult. These complex interactions simply cannot be boiled down to a one-to-one
calculation. NDM asks EPA and the public to believe that a mine occupying only a small
percentage of the Nushagak-Mulchatna and Kvichak drainages “could not meaningfully
impact ecological resources” over the “broad” Bristol Bay area. As noted by the peer review
panel, however, the relationship between habitat and salmon production is “nonlinear.” Even
“5% of the habitat could be critical and thus responsible for 20% or more of salmon
recruitment.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Trout Unlimited (Doc. #5527)
5.42

Salmon are without a doubt the keystone species of the region, however rainbow trout, arctic
char, grayling and northern pike are particularly important to recreation, as well as
subsistence, in the region. The region’s rivers boast some of the most sought after rainbow
trout and arctic char fishing in the world. The Nushagak River is one of the largest producers
of Chinook salmon in the world with an average over 100,00 fish annually, with runs
exceeding 200,000 eleven times between 1966 and 2010. It deserved the additional
recognition this draft gave.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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V. Wilson III (Doc. #5529)
5.43

Include an assessment of recent king salmon stock concerns in Western Alaska. The
Nushagak River was the only major western Alaska River in 2012 that met its king salmon
escapement goal. Other traditional king salmon strongholds, including the Yukon and
Kuskokwim Rivers, did not meet their king salmon escapement goals. There is scientific
agreement that king salmon stocks throughout Alaska have been in decline for the past few
years, so it is important for the EPA to include the fact that king salmon runs are being
stressed throughout Alaska by something other than large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay
region. Large-scale mining in the region can further exacerbate and stress Bristol Bay’s king
salmon populations.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.29.

H. Neumann (Doc. #0238)
5.44

Salmon are the keystone species of the Bristol Bay region. Without the annual runs the land
and waters of the region would be immensely poorer in the plant and animal diversity.
(Wilson, et al., 1995; Hartman and Burggner, 1972)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

C. Borbridge (Doc. #5066)
5.45

More needs to be learned about the importance of genetic diversity of salmon stocks. A
healthy diversity of salmon producing streams is important to a salmon producing river A
healthy diversity of salmon producing rivers is important to a salmon producing fishery such
as Bristol Bay. Does an impact on an area of salmon producing streams impact the overall
health of a fishery beyond a specific number of salmon lost. If it can take 1,000’s of years of
natural selection and adaptation to produce the salmon stocks in various streams, how much
is lost by possibly losing them in a few years. What may be lost even if there is an attempt to
somehow “replace” the numbers lost with perhaps greater numbers elsewhere?
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
5.46

Bristol Bay watershed supports the largest sockeye salmon fishery in the world, with
approximately 46% of the average global abundance of wild sockeye salmon. Furthermore,
the Chinook runs in the Nushagak River are frequently at or near the world’s largest. Both
species are critically important to the health and survival of other species in the region, and
both species are particularly sensitive to the kinds of impacts associated with large-scale
metallic sulfide mining generally – and Pebble Mine specifically.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.47

It is important to recognize that about one third of sockeye salmon population diversity is
considered endangered or extinct – Bristol Bay sockeye salmon likely represent the most
abundant diverse sockeye salmon populations left in the U.S.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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The characterization of ecological resources provides a compelling case for the local,
regional and global significance of the Bristol Bay fishery, and its ecological, economic and
cultural significance.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
5.49

Table 5-1. Fish species reported in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds
•

Abundance information should include references (either Local Ecological Knowledge
and/or ADFG Anadromous Waters Catalog)

•

Although ‘uncommon’ is not defined, tributaries to Iliamna Lake commonly support
coho.

•

“Juveniles abundant and widespread in upland flowing waters of Nushagak River
watershed and some Kvichak River tributaries downstream of Iliamna Lake…” Should
read: “some Kvichak River tributaries to and downstream of Ilimana Lake” for Chinook,
coho, and chum.

•

Arctic char and Dolly Varden are exceedingly difficult to distinguish in the region (Penny
Crane, USFWS, Anchorage, AK)

P. 5-8: As discussed above in general comments, a more thorough discussion of the lack of
hatchery influence in the region is warranted here.
P. 5-9: The list of ‘sport and subsistence fish species’ should include whitefish and pike in
paragraph one of section 5.2.1.2 P.
5-10: “Both anadromous and non-anadromous Dolly Varden are found in the Bristol Bay
watershed, and both life-history forms can exhibit complex and extensive migratory
behavior.” Penny Crane (USFWS, Anchorage, AK) has more specific data regarding Dolly
Varden anadromy in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: The heading for Table 5-1 now directs readers to Table 1 in Appendix B
for additional information on references and the abundance and life history of each
species.
The coho salmon relative abundance entry in Table 5-1 has been reworded to read:
“Juveniles abundant/widespread in Nushagak drainage upland flowing waters and in
some Kvichak River tributaries downstream of Iliamna Lake; present in some Iliamna
Lake tributaries; not recorded in the Lake Clark drainage.”
It is true that juvenile Arctic char and juvenile Dolly Varden are difficult to distinguish
anywhere, but adults are less so; no change required to Table 5-1.
A sentence explaining why the lack of hatchery fish is important has been added to
Section 5.2.1.1. This issue is also discussed in greater detail in Appendix J. Whitefish
and pike have been added to the list of sport and subsistence fish species in Section
5.2.1.2.
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In general, fish abundance is reported as either an average from 1956 to 2011 or 1990-2010.
Consistency (i.e., one value or the other) is warranted throughout the document except when
particular averages are required for comparison to other systems with limited data.
(…) If available, update figures, tables, and text referring to anadromous fish distribution
with the 2013 ADFG Anadromous Waters Catalog. Several additions of anadromous
distribution where made along the road corridor and in the Chulitna River.
EPA Response: The time periods over which different types of data are available vary,
so to only use years for which all data types are available would unnecessarily restrict
our analyses. Relevant time periods are reported in the assessment for each type of data
used.

5.51

“Chinook salmon are an important subsistence food for resident of the Nushagak River
watershed.” That is true in the Kvichak as well, even if not as high a percentage of diet by
volume which is more or less backed up in p. 5-33.
EPA Response: This point has been clarified in the final assessment.

Senator M. Cantwell et al., United States Senate (Doc. #5815)
5.52

Each year, nearly 40 million sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka) return to Bristol Bay supporting
North America’s most productive salmon fishery. Bristol Bay is home to the largest sockeye
fishery in the world and one of the largest Chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytschai fisheries.
The Bristol Bay watershed supports 35 species of fish including all North American salmon
species: sockeye, Chinook, coho (Oncorhynchus kisutchi), pink (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha)
and chum (Oncorhynchus keta).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.53

To better understand how our economies rely on Bristol Bay salmon, we want to bring a new
report to your attention. The University of Alaska Institute of Social and Economic Research
(ISER) recently released an economic report quantifying the economic value of the Bristol
Bay commercial sockeye fisheries. ISER found that Bristol Bay’s economic impact is critical
to the regional economy of the Pacific Northwest and on our home states of Washington,
Oregon and California. Specifically, the ISER Report demonstrates that the value of
commercial fishing activities in the region account for $1.5 billion in output value, including
$500 million in direct income. Additionally, Washington, Oregon and California benefit from
$674 million in economic activity from Bristol Bay salmon fishing and processing. This
economic activity fuels approximately 12,000 seasonal jobs and another 10,000 salmon
related industry jobs across the United States, from Alaska to Maine. The Bristol Bay fishery
generated the equivalent of nearly 4,400 full-time jobs for Alaskans as well as about 6,000
full-time jobs in Washington, Oregon and California.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.30.

5.54

If anyone doubts the devastating impacts of losing salmon fisheries, they need look no further
than California. In 2008 and 2009, California’s salmon fishing industry lost thousands of
jobs, and millions of dollars, due to a catastrophic drop in salmon populations. Today, the
state’s fishing industry remains closely tied to the health of Bristol Bay, because Californians
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hold over 140 Bristol Bay fishing permits, the second highest number for any state after
Alaska and Washington, and these permits enable over 550 jobs related to salmon fishing.
These fishermen – as well as those from Alaska, Washington, and Oregon – cannot risk
another salmon fishery collapse.
Our states have a strong maritime history of which our commercial fishing industries are a
key part. In order to maintain these direct fishing and processing jobs, and the jobs supported
by associated businesses like gear manufacturers, shipbuilders, suppliers and other maritime
businesses, we must maintain healthy, sustainable fishery resources.
This new economic report clearly demonstrates that Bristol Bay is an integral component of
the broader Alaska and Pacific Northwest seafood industry. Thousands of family wage jobs
rely on Bristol Bay’s world-class salmon runs. For these reasons, we request that the
Administration act to protect Bristol Bay from any large-scale mining that would threaten our
Nation’s vibrant fishing economy. We support a valid, sound science based approach to
ensuring that Bristol Bay salmon are safeguarded. To that end, we respectfully ask that you
make staff from both the Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of
Commerce available to our staff to discuss the implications of this economic report, and how
these two agencies, specifically, are working with the EPA to protect our maritime
economies.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 2.34 and 5.30.
The Nature Conservancy (Doc. #4315)
5.55

Although the document has added a useful analysis concerning the quantity, quality, and
diversity of aquatic habitats within the Nushagak River and Kvichak River watersheds, this
analysis has not been thoroughly incorporated throughout the assessment to better understand
spatially explicit impacts of the risk scenarios on aquatic habitats and their relative
contributions to fish populations.
EPA Response: The habitat characterization analysis re-appears in Chapters 7 and 10,
where we compare habitat characteristics of stream segments modified and lost to
mining activities to the larger watershed contexts. We concur that additional analysis,
once fish population productivity estimates are available for different habitat classes,
would be extremely useful.

Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5488)
5.56

Millions of acres of ANCSA surface and subsurface lands hold the keys to sustainable
economic development of the area. Bristol Bay Region has one of the highest unemployment
and poverty rates in Alaska. Basic infrastructure does not exist between the communities.
Closure of Bristol Bay Watershed will stop the progress of ANCSA companies resolving the
economic difficulties of the region.
EPA Response: The assessment is not an economic cost-benefit analysis of mining in the
Bristol Bay watershed. No change required.

5.57

We cannot support a closure of ANCSA lands, thus harming the purpose of ANCSA to
resolve social and economic needs of the Natives living in the villages. “ANCSA has enabled
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Natives to participate in the subsequent expansion of Alaska’s economy, encouraged to
address serious health and welfare problems in Native villages, and sparked a resurgence of
interest in the cultural heritage of the Native peoples of Alaska.” Thanks to ANCSA
subsurface resource development many social programs have been established for Native
heritage and cultural preservation, death benefits, special Elder dividends, college
scholarships, internships benefits, and jobs.
ANCSA was enacted for “the continued success of the settlement and to guarantee Natives
continued participation in decisions affecting their rights and property.” Closure of Bristol
Bay Watershed will damage the rights of all Alaska Natives to determine resource
development projects. The U.S. Government authorized ANCSA yet it is the same
government that heeds the progress of ANCSA land management programs. There are
numerous federal challenges that have stopped subsurface development on Native lands, such
as oil exploration in the North Slope. This new chapter of the Bristol Bay Watershed Study
will devalue such Native lands.
EPA Response: The assessment does not discuss or propose “closure” of ANCSA lands.
No change required.
5.58

Bristol Bay supports the largest single spawning run of sockeye salmon in the world, and one
of the largest single Chinook runs. These generate over $400 million in fisheries revenue
each year and support more than 10,000 jobs. However, salmon runs in the Kvichak
watershed, especially those involving Iliamna Lake, have been diminished in the recent past
and much commercial, sport, and native fishing has been banned.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.59

Forced Closure will stop expansion of tourism projects in our communities. We want to link
our communities to support tourism between our communities.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.60

The region also enjoys revenue from sport hunting for big game, especially moose. Sport
fishing activities also generate considerable revenue and employment, though this has been
virtually eliminated in the region of Iliamna Lake due to the decline in salmon runs (…).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.61

Lastly we want a government-to-government consultation before any decision is made of the
Bristol Bay Watershed Study recommendations. lliamna is directly impacted by the Bristol
Bay Watershed Study we have become a minority in the decision process that will have
profound impact to our lives as Native Peoples. We deserve direct participation. Jurisdiction
and procedure shall include the minority under federal law, and in this Bristol Bay Watershed
Study our voice, has not been heard. Only the majority, those that do not live in the
community are having their voices heard.
EPA Response: EPA has offered tribal consultation and coordination to 31 federally
recognized tribal governments in the Bristol Bay region, including the Iliamna Village
Council. This assessment is not a regulatory action and does not propose restrictions on
development.
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Bulk Fuel Facilities throughout the state of Alaska are owned by ANCSA corporations in
their communities. Fuels are for used for heating homes and for subsistence hunting and
fishing.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Trillium Asset Management, LLC (Doc. #5111)
5.63

For widely diversified investors with long-term investment horizons such as ours (sometimes
referred to as “Universal Owners”), the value of our portfolios is dependent in part on
sustainable global economic growth. For that reason we are aware of the need for natural
resource development to support economic growth as well as the development of clean
technologies, which hold the promise of more sustainable economic growth. But we are also
concerned that returns could be negatively affected by corporate behavior with negative
social and environmental impacts. It is in our interest for our portfolio companies to reduce
these risks and also protect our reputations from activities that may tarnish us through
association. We therefore believe it is critically important for mining activity to occur only in
ecologically and culturally appropriate areas.
We are concerned that if large-scale mining occurs in the Bristol Bay watershed and has the
impacts described in the EPA’s draft environmental assessment, that it could cast a cloud
over mining projects in general – even responsible and safe ones. This has the potential of
increasing mining costs generally and may put into question appropriate mining projects.
Such occurrences could be destabilizing to the global mining and fishing industries and
consequently not helpful for long-term economic growth.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Pew Charitable Trusts et al. (Doc. #5655)
5.64

We commend the EPA for fulfilling its responsibilities under the Clean Water Act to
determine the impact that large-scale mining could have on the Bristol Bay watershed and the
economic future of its salmon fishery that generates an estimated 14,000 full and part-time
jobs, valued at about $480 million annually.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5540)
5.65

The BBWA economics section values the commercial salmon fishery at approximately $300
million and 14,000 full and part-time jobs based on 2009 data. Recommendation: Consider
including statistics from the more recent Gnapp et al. (2013), which valued the commercial
salmon fishery at $1.5 billion dollars and 10,000 full time jobs.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.30.

K. Scribner (Doc. #7882)
5.66

I suggest we use 4,000 years as the amount to use as the surrogate for perpetuity, as this is the
length of time the draft Assessment states that humans have depended upon Bristol Bay
fishery resources. Note, too, that it is a very conservative number when compared to
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estimating the number of years contained in perpetuity. A recent study determined the annual
value of the Bristol Bay salmon resource as $1.5 billion. Hence, 4,000 years x $1.5
billion/year = $6.0 trillion total. I submit that this value dwarfs the high-end valuation of
mine resources of $600 billion, and requires no mitigation or waste management.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Weber Sustainability Consulting (Doc. #4319)
5.67

The forests of Bristol Bay would be nutrient-starved were it not for salmon migrations. The
importance of salmon as nutrient source to the forest and wetlands ecosystems of the Bristol
Bay region has been noted, but underemphasized in our opinion. As bear, eagle and other
predators carry many tons of salmon away from the rivers where they are caught, depositing
carcasses or digested remains in the forest, they constitute the ecosystem’s primary
mechanism of nutrient distribution. If these watersheds are deprived of this mechanism,
whether through means we have touched on here or those EPA has noted, then this will spell
the functional end for most of the natural systems of this huge region.
EPA Response: The importance of marine-derived nutrients in the region is addressed
in Chapters 5 and 7.

The Wildlife Society (Doc. #5272)
5.68

As the assessment notes, this is one of the world’s best remaining salmon fisheries, which at
an average run of 37.5 million fish, constitutes 46% of the world’s sockeye salmon. The area
is not only known for its fishery, but also supports high densities of water fowl, ptarmigan,
brown bear, moose, and caribou that attract hunters from around the world. The assessment
correctly identifies the importance of wild salmon to ecosystems in the Bristol Bay
watershed. Salmon are a major food source for terrestrial predators such as brown bears, bald
eagles, and in some areas wolves. Marine nutrients delivered by salmon directly or indirectly
affect nutrient cycles in freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems for a variety of species.
Significant reduction in the salmonid food base would likely result in a cascade of changes to
multiple species across several trophic levels and habitats.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Dr. J. D. Copp (Doc. #4321)
5.69

Beluga whales and migratory waterfowl and shorebirds have significant dependence on the
Bristol Bay ecosystem. The large Beluga population on the Bay feeds extensively on Bristol
Bay salmon. Massive numbers of the Pacific Flyway’s migratory waterfowl and shorebirds
rest and feed on Bristol Bay during their annual migration. In addition, six million seabirds
nest on the Bay itself each year. The release of toxic materials from Pebble Mine, along with
the massive infrastructure required for its development, are guaranteed to negatively impact
all these animals. By ignoring the impacts to Belugas and migratory birds, the EPA document
significantly under-reports the potential risks from Pebble Mine. Protection of these species
is implemented by the [ ] and international Migratory Bird Treaties. While the Beluga
population on the Bay is healthy, one could argue that the status of the species is far less so
over the full extent of its range. Destruction of the 2,000 Belugas on Bristol Bay by Pebble
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Mine would be a non-trivial event relative to the Endangered Species Act. Beyond that, the
endangerment of migratory waterfowl, shorebirds, and seabirds, could (and should) invoke
protection based upon the international Migratory Bird Treaties. This latter is a matter of
interest not just to the Fish and Wildlife Service but the State Department as well. It was a
mistake not to cover these matters better coverage in the latest EPA document.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.27.
Anonymous (Doc. #6267)
5.70

I feel more attention should be paid to what affects the proposed pebble mine would have on
Marine environments. For example it is known that the endangered Western DPS Steller Sea
lion prey on salmon and recent telemetry data shows adult female sea lions hanging out in
areas of the Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska where salmon in marine environments are known
to reside. It is expected that sea lions prey on these salmon whole they are at sea in these
areas. If the mine would affect a huge proportion of Sockeye salmon abundance, the
downstream impacts could be devastating to those primary predators in marine environments.
I feel the analysis should at least mention these potential impacts with a qualitative discussion
on what the range of these impacts could be.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.27.

Curyung Tribal Council (Doc. #5754 and #5619)
5.71

Your report makes clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s renewable
resources. The salmon and the environment, as well as native peoples, sport fishing industry,
and commercial fishermen, and many others depend on that protection. Bristol Bay and its
healthy sockeye fishery supports 14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more
than $1 billion in revenue and value every year. It also supplies nearly half of the global
supply of sockeye salmon. People from all over the world travel to Bristol Bay (or dream of
traveling here) to fish for its world-class salmon and trout.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Native Village of South Naknek (Doc. #9133)
5.72

Had you consulted with South Naknek, and I believe numerous other villages on the east side
of the Kvichak River, you would have learned that our economies have been devastated, and
that we welcome new economic opportunities into the region. You could have also learned
that as the fishing industry economy collapses, there are fewer and fewer opportunities for
the citizens of our villages, our members.
EPA Response: EPA invited 31 federally recognized tribal governments to participate
in consultation and coordination process during the development of the Assessment.
This included an invitation to the Native Village of South Naknek. The South Naknek
Village Council appointed a representative to serve on the Interagency Technical
Review Team early in the Assessment development process. EPA also has met with the
Tribal President of the South Naknek Village Council and offered additional
opportunities for the tribe to participate or request additional meetings with EPA.
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Aleknagik Traditional Council (Doc. #2917)
5.73

As I said, the salmon is our staple food, and they start migrating from the Wood River
systems, the Nushagak River systems, and the Kvichak River systems between early May to
June every year to live as juvenile salmons in the Bays. I do not support any mining and oil
development, as the toxic waste can seep through the fragile permafrost spongy tundra flora
ruining our traditional edible berries, and lichen, which is also food source for caribou
harvested by all Bristol Bay residents. The environmentalists need to consider climate
changes which have caused unusual extreme storms, and heavy rains which have affected the
freshwater lake streams where salmon spawning habitats are. The recent heavy rains have
strong currents, which have caused flash floods washing some fragile salmon egg habitat
areas. If the Pebble Mine, for example is developed, it will be an environmental threat to our
tribal communities and all in-land watershed areas harming fragile tundra flora dependent as
food for human and large land animals. To this day, our Alaska Native people travel to
harvest their food resources throughout the Bristol Bay because it is our traditional way of
life, and for our spiritual well being in having that special connection with Mother Earth. We
want to continue to preserve our traditional way of life to freely harvest our marine
mammals, all freshwater fish including salmon species in the freshwater tributaries, and in
the marine ecosystem habitat areas into the millennia.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Bristol Bay Native Association (Doc. #3106)
5.74

Salmon harvesting is essential to the continued cultural and economic viability of the
region’s inhabitants and to the economic wellbeing of the State of Alaska (…).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

United Tribes of Bristol Bay (Doc. #5275)
5.75

The BBWA conclusively demonstrates that the development of the Pebble mine and
associated mineral deposits will threaten the existence of the salmon-based subsistence
culture practiced by the Yup’ik Eskimos and Dena’ina Indians of Bristol Bay.
One of the more important additions made to the BBWA is the synthesis of the
environmental impact analysis with the established cultural and traditional knowledge of
Bristol Bay’s tribal communities. The BBWA’s appendix contains a report from Boraas and
Knott (Report) which details many of the traditional hunting, fishing, and religious practices
of the tribal communities in the region. Most importantly, the Report describes with precision
the threats posed to these traditional practices by changes in the surrounding environment –
particularly changes resulting from mineral development. Because a full reiteration of the
Report’s contents is unnecessary, UTBB will only highlight the Report’s key findings and
discuss how those findings are incorporated into those chapters concerning mineral
development Local Government Agencies/Elected Officials.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

5.76

The Report effectively details the unique nature of the salmon-based subsistence culture
practiced by the Yup’ik Eskimos and Dena’ina Indians of Bristol Bay. The Yup’ik Eskimos
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and Dena’ina Indians of Bristol Bay represent two of the last remaining “salmon cultures” in
the world. This salmon culture has gone unbroken for at least 4,000 years. This unbroken link
is reflected today in the fact that Bristol Bay salmon consist of nearly 82% of the subsistence
diet in the region. One of the strongest portions of the Report is the section detailing the
subsistence way of life practiced by Bristol Bay’s Yup’ik and Dena’ina residents. A prime
example of the Report’s thoroughness is its section discussing subsistence and employment.
Neither state nor federal labor statistics identify subsistence practices as “employment,” thus
traditional employment reports show a high level of unemployed residents in the region.
However, as the authors correctly point out, the subsistence way of life is already year-round,
full time work. Those individuals practicing a subsistence way of life devote innumerable
hours per year preparing nets, boats, smokehouses, and other equipment just in preparation
for the summer salmon runs. The interviews of residents show that subsistence is viewed as a
full time job, while wage employment is viewed more as a method to facilitate subsistence
practices. This view of subsistence as full time employment also translates into prevailing
views of material wealth. When asked by the authors how they define “wealth” or “riches,”
fifty out of fifty-three respondents defined it in terms of a full freezer or a good stockpile of
subsistence foods. Bristol Bay’s Yup’ik and Dena’ina residents consider themselves the
richest people in the world.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
5.77

Beyond just subsistence harvests, salmon also serve an important cultural role. A major
theme of the Report is that the Yup’ik and Dena’ina are “salmon people.” As one respondent
put it, “[s]almon more or less defines this area…. It is who we are; it defines us.” This
identification as “salmon people” permeates into nearly all aspects of the Yup’ik and
Dena’ina culture. It is incorporated into their language, visual art, songs, and dance. This
salmon-centric universe is also incorporated into Christian religious teachings. The Russian
Orthodox Church – the predominate religion in the region – integrates several salmon
ceremonies into church doctrine and instruction. Annual salmon-based Orthodox practices
include the “First Salmon Ceremony” and the “Blessing of the Waters Ceremony.” These
examples are only a small sampling of the salmon-centric culture that exists in Bristol Bay,
but they demonstrate the unique value that the five species of Pacific salmon have to the
region’s Native people. Salmon are more than just a food source. They are the foundation of
an entire culture which has existed with little interruption for nearly 4,000 years. If the local
interviews demonstrate anything, it is that the salmon-based culture described above is one
that the Native people of Bristol Bay desire to keep.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (Doc. #1118)
5.78

In the Bristol Bay region, salmon constitute approximately 52% of the subsistence harvest,
and for some communities this proportion is substantially higher.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Alaska Community Action on Toxics (Doc. #5541)
5.79

The cultures of Bristol Bay – Yup’ik and Dena’ina – are two of the last intact, sustainable,
salmon-based cultures in the world. These cultures have maintained a connection to the lands
and waters of Bristol Bay for thousands of years. The development of large scale mining
could clearly impact the cultural life-ways dependent upon salmon and therefore have
significant impacts on community and cultural health.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Chapter 6:

Mine Scenarios

Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
6.1

The revised Assessment includes more data from the PLP Environmental Baseline Document
(EBD), but EPA only used the PLP data in the absence of other data. EPA acknowledges that
the ‘potentially largest source of uncertainty in [water balance] calculations is the net balance
of water from groundwater sources.’ The modeling described in Box 6-2 of the Assessment
(page 6-25), Mine Pit Drawdown Calculations, is inadequate to determine the impact of
drawdown at a mine pit for the purpose of a risk analysis.
EPA Response: It is incorrect to state that we used EBD data only when other data
were not available, and this misstatement has been corrected in the final assessment.
Section 2.1.1 has been revised to more clearly explain the use of non-peer-reviewed data
(including those in the EBD) in the assessment.
The original purpose of our pit drawdown calculations was to estimate how much water
would come from the pit for the water balance. Our estimate closely matches the
estimate reported in Ghaffari et al. (2011). Our cone of depression does not consider all
of the details of local topography and geology, but provides a reasonable estimate of the
dewatered area, which is in turn used to estimate the length of streams affected.
Although the assessment does say that the net balance of water from groundwater
sources is “potentially the largest source of uncertainty in these calculations,” the
specific calculations listed are “estimates of the amount of water needed to support
mining operations, the amount of water delivered to the site via precipitation, the
amount of water lost due to evaporation, and the net balance of water to and from
groundwater sources.” The other three items are comparably easy to estimate.

6.2

Northern Dynasty filed the NI 43-101 as part of disclosure to potential investors and it is
intended to be an economic analysis, not a comprehensive environmental planning document.
It represents the view of only one of the two PLP partners at that time. It is not a mine plan
and would not be a principal support document for state agencies to review for any proposed
Pebble mine. The documents upon which the state agencies would base permitting decisions
is the actual mine proposal, supporting documents and baseline information, a Clean Water
Act Section 404 permit application, the environmental impact statement (EIS), developed by
a federal lead agency under the guidelines of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
and any other associated permit applications. The use of an investor document as EPA’s
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principal technical description of proposed mining on the Pebble claims is scientifically and
technically unjustifiable.
EPA Response: The scenarios evaluated in the assessment are based on preliminary
plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), which are
described as “permittable” and assume the use of modern conventional mining
methods, technologies, and mitigation measures and compliance with current
regulatory standards. Thus, these scenarios are realistic estimates for the types of mines
that would be developed in the region. Although the specific location of mine
components and operational details may ultimately differ slightly from those used in the
assessment scenarios, this would be also be true of any assessment conducted for any
submitted mine plan.
Alaska State Legislature – Representative M. Costello (Doc. #5814)
6.3

I remain deeply concerned and discouraged by this assessment. This assessment should not
have been conducted at all until the appropriate time during the state and federal permitting
process of a specific project. The hypothetical mining scenario used by the EPA in this
assessment fails to meet basic U.S. environmental and engineering standards. The State of
Alaska would never permit this hypothetical mine and a company would be foolish to invest
in its proposal. This assessment lays the groundwork to bar twenty-two thousand square
miles of Alaska from mining development, based on an assessment of an implausible and
untenable scenario.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5784)
6.4

The USEPA report divides the likely permitting possibilities for the Pebble mine into three
separate scenarios involving three different tonnages of extracted ore. The smallest involves
removal and processing of 0.25 billion tons of ore, the second 2.0 billion tons of ore, and the
third and largest involves 6.5 billion tons of ore. These three scenarios involve mine lifetimes
of 20, 25 and 78 years respectively. Since it is, to me, unlikely that all of the infrastructure,
equipment and construction will be accomplished for the smallest of these projected mine
sizes, even though this would be quite profitable for the partnership companies, only the
larger two have relevance with respect to potential benefits and disadvantages of the
proposed mine. It is likely that permitting approval for the smallest of these projects would
only be preliminary to approval of the larger two.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

6.5

Detailed discussion of these additional infrastructure needs would make this report unduly
long and difficult, but it should be noted again that the cumulative footprint of a large-scale
mine at the Pebble deposit likely would be much larger than the footprints evaluated the
discussions above. Just in terms of physical area involved, the footprint and operational
infrastructure for a 25-year mine at the Pebble deposit (similar to the Pebble 2.0 scenario)
would cover approximately 50 square miles! In comparison, the limited number of
components considered in this report (pit, waste rock piles, transportation corridor and
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tailings disposal facility) would cover only about 13 square miles under the Pebble 2.0
scenario. Some additional facts about the Pebble 2.0 mine scenario:
•

Net power generation for such a mine would be approximately 378 megawatts. This is
more than 100 times the maximum electrical load of the largest population center in the
Bristol Bay watershed, the Dillingham/Aleknagik area.

•

Dormitories for such a mine would house 2,150 people during construction and more
than 1,000 people during mine operation, meaning that the mine site would rival
Dillingham as the largest population center in the Bristol Bay watershed during
construction and would remain the second largest population center during operation.

•

The mine site itself, independent of the transportation corridor, is expected to contain
more than 12 miles of main roads, as well as numerous pit and access roads, and would
depend on a fleet of 50 to 100 vehicles, in addition to approximately 150 or more large,
ore-hauling trucks. It should also be briefly noted that the construction and operation of
the Pebble will provide infrastructure that could facilitate opening and operation of
several other mining claims in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds. This would
increase the area of environmental damage and the associated loss of salmon spawning
habitat.

EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.
6.6

The transportation corridor will also contain pipelines: one to carry the copper/gold
concentrate slurry to the port, another to carry the water removed from this slurry back to the
mine. Pipelines will also carry diesel fuel and natural gas to the mine site. Rupture or leakage
from any of these pipelines, with the exception of the natural gas pipeline, could cause
considerable additional damage to the streams in the vicinity, or more directly to Lake
Iliamna. It is almost impossible to get an accurate estimate about the probable rate of truck
accidents or pipeline failures. When these happen they will undoubtedly add to the already
serious effects of the transportation corridor.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

6.7

Effects on water quality and salmon spawning habitat due to normal mining activities can
come from a number of factors related to the actual operation of the mine. The most
straightforward of these includes stream and river sections that will be physically eliminated
due to the placement of the mine itself and associated mine features such as waste rock piles,
the tailings disposal dam, electric power generating plant, milling and flotation pants,
equipment storage and repair facilities, transportation corridors and pipeline routes. For the
Pebble 2.0 plan, this would involve about 18 square miles of direct “footprint.” For the
Pebble 2.0 mine plan, 56 miles of stream channel would be eliminated, blocked, or dewatered
by the mine footprint, along with destruction of about 5 square miles of wetland area. These
numbers are unavoidable losses, and do not include any chemical or biological changes that
may or will be caused by mine operation and potential accidents or equipment failures.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

6.8

The tailings storage facility is a huge dam/reservoir designed to hold forever the very fine
waste rock from the milling and flotation processes. As detailed above in the introduction
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(The Pebble Deposit and Proposed Mine), this facility will be enormous. During the mine
operation it will be continually fil[l]ed with slurries from the milling and flotation processes.
As the solids settle, water will be pumped back into the mining operations for reuse. The
best-case scenario here is that the overlying water layer will protect the fine tailings from
exposure to oxygen, thereby preventing the release of acidity and metals. As the operation of
the mine continues, the dam will be filling with increasing amounts of fine tailings with a
relatively constant amount of water overlying the tailings. When the mine closes (in the
Pebble 2.0 scenario, this will be after about 25 years of operation), the huge tailings dam will
be filled with fine particles from the mining operations. There will also be an overlying layer
of water. This water will be quite contaminated with metal ions and other chemicals from the
years of re-use in the mining operations. This will work satisfactorily as long as nothing
causes the dam to breach. The most likely cause of dam failure would be an earthquake or a
major storm event that could overfill the dam and cause overflow of contaminated water into
the surrounding countryside. Tailings dam failure during the lifetime of the mine is a very
low probability event. However, if it occurs, it would be a major disaster for miles and miles
of salmon habitat, wetlands, and Bristol Bay itself.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.
6.9

Waste rock here refers to the overburden (rocks above the mineral deposit) of surface rock
and ore containing small, un-economical concentrations of porphyry material. This rock will
be piled near the mine pit. Rain and snowmelt will constantly percolate through these rock
piles and either flow over the ground surface to wetlands and or streams, or percolate into
regional groundwater. The waste rock from near the land surface does not contain significant
porphyry material and is of little or no concern with respect to the generation of pollutants.
The rock characteristics gradually change with the depth of origin to rocks that are marginal
with respect to porphyry content that is economically viable.
All of these waste rocks are classified according to their potential to produce acid, and thus
metal contaminants, upon exposure to atmospheric oxygen and water. Rocks that will not
generate acid are classified as non-acid generating (NAG), and those that have the potential
to generate acid are designated as potential acid-generating (PAG). The table presented above
the amount of NAG and PAG rocks predicted to be present in the overburden that constitutes
the waste rock in the Pebble 2.0 scenario.
It is probably prudent at this point to define what is meant by acid-generating. When sulfide
minerals in porphyry rocks react with oxygen, one product is sulfuric acid. In the process of
this oxidation, metals ions originally present as insoluble sulfides are converted to dissolved
metal sulfates. In addition, acid generation lowers the pH of the receiving water, rendering
most metals more soluble and potentially more toxic. However, if the rock under
considerations also contains acid-neutralizing minerals such as limestone, the net effect of
exposure to water and atmospheric oxygen will not produce acid or additional dissolved
metals. Based on this geochemistry and laboratory tests of small samples, rocks are classified
as NAG or PAG.
Two additional points are relevant. First, classification of rock samples as NAG or PAG are
made using analyses of small samples that were selected to be representative of a large body
of waste rock. If the sample selected was not completely representative of the larger body of
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rocks, which is likely, the classification may not apply to the entire body of rocks. The
second point concerns the fact that, as rocks are exposed to the atmosphere, as in waste rock
piles, NAG rocks can be converted by aging processes to PAG. Thus the designations in the
table above as to the amount of NAG and PAG rocks in the waste rock are subject to possible
change as the waste rock piles age. No investigations of aged waste rocks were reported in
the USEPA document.
It would be extremely difficult to capture and treat the diffuse runoff and flow-through from
the waste rock piles. Infiltration of this effluent into local waters is, in my opinion, inevitable.
Thus, the waste rock present in the Pebble 2.0 scenario represents a huge potential and
probable source of copper and other metal contamination. This contamination could be
expected to enter the watersheds immediately adjacent to the mine site, potentially rendering
additional miles of stream and river unacceptable for salmon spawning habitat.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
6.10

The three Pebble Mine scenarios considered in the Revised Assessment are based on the
preliminary mine details put forth in the Wardrop report and incorporate information from
scientific and industry literature from mines around the world. The Revised Assessment
utilizes these scenarios to provide a better understanding of the potential range of risks and
impacts associated with a particular scale of proposed action. Inclusion of the 0.25 billion ton
scenario analysis – a mining scenario that is likely uneconomical to develop in such a remote
area – allows EPA to include an extremely down-sized assessment of impacts to the Bristol
Bay watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

6.11

The Revised Assessment is improved in that it includes more scientific information
concerning Bristol Bay fisheries and aquatic habitat. The following are a few examples. The
Revised Assessment contains: (…) A better discussion of mine-induced changes to
hydrologic connectivity between wetlands, groundwater, and surface water and the impacts
of dewatering to aquatic habitats, including quantification of negative impacts on stream
temperature and cold water refugia habitat in upper stream reaches.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

6.12

BBNC notes that the Revised Assessment devotes little attention to the feasibility and
specifics of post-closure reclamation, which would be extremely difficult for a mine like the
proposed Pebble mine. The assessment thus remains conservative in this regard as well.
EPA Response: The comment is correct. Post-closure reclamation is mentioned, but a
detailed reclamation scenario was not developed or analyzed because it was considered
outside the scope of this assessment.

6.13

BBNC thanks EPA for acknowledging its use of conservative cumulative impact assumptions
and would like to point out that EPA’s estimations of cumulative impacts on habitat from
multiple mines remain conservative quantifications.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Alaska Miners Association (Doc. #2910)
6.14

Fundamental Flaw: EPA’s hypothetical mine does not represent any large mine. It doesn’t
represent Pebble. AMA cannot determine what the hypothetical mine is intended to represent.
AMA research demonstrates that copper porphyry deposits are not representative of other
deposits in the region, and that even copper porphyry deposits vary greatly. Further the
hypothetical mine uses a non-representative geochemical make-up, uses a location that is not
representative of Bristol Bay, and omits mitigation and prevention strategies likely to be used
by other large mines in Bristol Bay. For those reasons, EPA’s hypothetical mine cannot
pretend to represent any large mine, they are all different. In addition, it cannot even
represent any copper porphyry mine. The differences between them are too great. Therefore,
the hypothetical mine cannot reasonably represent any mine except Pebble. But the
hypothetical mine does not represent Pebble either. Pebble Limited Partnership has publically
stated that they will not propose the mine that EPA is using as its hypothetical mine. The
State of Alaska, AMA, and others have told EPA that its hypothetical mine fails to meet
Alaska’s permitting standards and would not be allowed. EPA’s mine omits prevention and
mitigation strategies that Pebble would likely propose and that the government would
certainly require. It is not reasonable to forecast Pebble’s impacts from a mine that Pebble
won’t propose, that the state would not permit if they did propose it, and that lacks strategies
to prevent and mitigate impacts. The hypothetical mine does not represent the impacts from
Pebble. If EPA’s hypothetical mine does represent all large mines that could be proposed in
Bristol Bay; if EPA’s hypothetical mine does not represent any porphyry copper mine that
could be proposed in Bristol Bay; and if EPA’s hypothetical mine does not represent Pebble,
then what does it represent? The answer: the EPA’s hypothetical mine represents nothing.
The impacts are not necessarily representative of any mine in the region, any porphyry
copper mine, or Pebble. Therefore, predictions from the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment
are meaningless.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.15

Error #1: status unclear. Copper Porphyry deposits are not representative of other mineral
deposits in the Bristol Bay Watershed (2012 TR pages 3-5). The 2012 technical review
documented the number and diversity of potential deposits in Bristol Bay. The EPA’s 2013
draft is ambiguous about whether the hypothetical mine could represent the impacts of any
large mine, any mine with disseminated ore, or Pebble. (As noted previously, in fact, it
represents none). However, Error 1 in the AMA 2012 review describes why copper porphyry
deposits are not representative of other mineral deposits in the Bristol Bay Watershed. We
could find no response in the 2013 draft to this critique. We cannot determine the
significance of this error, because we cannot determine whether the EPA draft asserts that the
impacts from its hypothetical mine is intended to represent those from all potential mines, all
copper porphyry mines, or just Pebble.
EPA Response: The assessment evaluates potential effects of porphyry copper mining at
the Pebble deposit on the surrounding watersheds. Other deposits are considered in
Chapter 13, but only in terms of potential mine footprints at those deposits. We
acknowledge that the assessment of deposits other than Pebble is more uncertain.
However, it is essential to recognize that Pebble is not the only deposit in the region that
might be developed.
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Error #2: partially addressed. EPA’s hypothetical mine overestimates the size of likely mines
in the Bristol Bay watershed. (2012 TR, pages 6-8.). AMA’s review of EPA’s 2012
hypothetical mine documented that is more than 5 times larger than the average open-pit
mine in Alaska and British Columbia, and more than 4 times larger than the average copper
mine in Alaska and British Columbia. It may or may not accurately represent the disturbance
area of Pebble, but it is unlikely to accurately represent the disturbance area of any other
large mine that may be proposed in the Bristol Bay watershed at some future date. We
appreciate that EPA added a smaller alternative, though their write-up de-emphasized that
alterative. The vast majority of impacts and discussion in the 2013 draft is focused on the
larger alternatives. EPA’s 2013 draft should be changed to emphasize that likely smaller size,
at least for mines other than Pebble.
EPA Response: We agree that the scenarios, particularly the largest scenario, represent
significantly larger mines than are currently found in Alaska and British Columbia.
However, the Pebble deposit is significantly larger than all other deposits in the region,
and the mine size scenarios are reasonable (and may even be conservative) given
potential deposit size. In addition, these mine size scenarios are described by Northern
Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), which also supports their plausibility. The
assessment of risks from other deposits is based on the smallest mine size scenario, so
the suggested change has been implemented.

6.17

Error #4: not addressed. EPA’s hypothetical mine uses a non-representative geochemical
make-up (2012 TR page, 9-11). There is no “typical” geochemical make-up for a metal ore
that would be representative of all ores within the region. Therefore, the geochemistry of the
Pebble deposit cannot be used to represent the geochemistry or geochemical risks of other
deposits in the area. In addition, as the Assessment itself indicates, the geochemical risk is
dependent on particular design parameters. Therefore, the geochemical risks of the
hypothetical mine may not even represent Pebble, and definitely not represent other potential
projects. We have mentioned previously that we cannot figure out what the hypothetical mine
is supposed to represent. But if it is intended to represent any mine other than Pebble, using a
non-representative geochemical make-up is a serious source of error. EPA completely
ignored this critique in the 2013 draft.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 6.2 and 6.15.

6.18

Error #5: not addressed. EPA’s hypothetical mine omits mitigation and prevention strategies
likely to be used by other large mines in Bristol Bay (2012 TR page 11). It is not possible to
predict the design including mitigation and prevention techniques that will be used to protect
the environment from mining of an ore deposit that has not yet been discovered. Given the
large variety of techniques, it would be impossible for any as-yet undesigned mine to use
exactly the set of mitigation/prevention strategies that EPA assumes in its hypothetical mine
(although EPA used few strategies in its mine). Therefore the hypothetical mine cannot
represent other mines in the Bristol Bay watershed. To the extent that EPA’s hypothetical
mine is intended to represent any mine other than Pebble, this is a significant source of error,
yet EPA ignored this critique in their 2013 draft.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. The scenarios evaluated in the revised
assessment assume the use of modern conventional mining methods and technologies,
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largely as detailed by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The
assessment then evaluates unavoidable impacts that likely would result from the mine
footprint and potential impacts that could result if specific components of the mine—
despite modern conventional methods and technologies—were to fail.
6.19

Error #7: not addressed. EPA’s hypothetical mine does not meet permitting standards.
Therefore, it cannot represent realistic mine impacts for the watershed (2012 TR, page 1314). AMA’s 2012 technical review documented the reasons why the hypothetical mine does
not meet Alaska’s permitting standards and would not be authorized. Clearly, impacts from
an unpermittable mine are not accurate. This error has been repeatedly pointed out, yet EPA’s
2013 document ignores it.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.20

Error #3: not addressed. EPA’s hypothetical mine uses a non-representative location (2012
TR, page 8). A simple GIS analysis completed for AMA’s 2012 technical review indicates
that the location selected for the EPA hypothetical mine, including tailings and waste rock, is
likely to impact significantly more anadromous fish stream habitat than other potential
locations in the Bristol Bay watershed. Therefore, EPA’s hypothetical mine cannot be used to
estimate impacts for any potential mines in Bristol Bay, including Pebble if they should use
different locations for tailings or waste rock. That is, if the hypothetical mine uses a nonrepresentative location, then the impacts are incorrect. We could find no response to this
critique in EPA’s 2013 draft. EPA ignored this important source of error.
EPA Response: We based the locations of the pit, tailings impoundments, and waste
rock piles on the plan put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011)
and their own analysis of the site. The pit is necessarily located on the ore deposit. We
believe it unlikely that the waste rock would be hauled away from the vicinity of the pit.
The tailings impoundments were placed at locations that provided suitable topography
without incurring the cost of very long pipelines and extensive support facilities.

6.21

Error #26: not addressed. Some locations are less risky than that of the hypothetical mine
(2012 TR, page 28). The 2012 AMA review noted that some locations are less risky and have
less consequence than those of EPA’s hypothetical mine. Therefore, the impacts from dam
failure in EPA’s hypothetical mine do not represent the impacts of other locations. This
means that the watershed assessment does not represent the potential impacts of other mines
in the region, and does not represent the impacts of other locations that could be potentially
chosen by Pebble. Despite the fact that this is a serious source of error and AMA pointed it
out in its 2012 comments, EPA’s 2013 draft failed to acknowledge this source of error or
make any changes.
EPA Response: We agree that some locations are less risky but also recognize that some
locations are more risky. In the absence of detailed information on the locations of other
deposits, the Pebble site serves as a surrogate for other sites.

6.22

Error #11: partially addressed. The Assessment lacks a realistic water budget. AMA’s 2012
technical review pointed out that EPA’s 2012 draft lacked a realistic water budget. EPA did
include a water budget in their 2013 draft. While the summary appears reasonable, the water
budget is not in the detail that is typical of an actual mine proposal water budget. More
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importantly, it does not allow for innovative strategies that would reduce or mitigate for the
water withdrawal, and therefore may not be representative of either Pebble or any other mine
in the region. (See also 2012 TR, page 15-16)
EPA Response: The water balance developed for the assessment is sufficient to assess
potential effects of the mine scenarios and is not meant to substitute for the water
balance in a detailed mine plan. The water balance is based in large part on information
presented by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
6.23

Error #6: not addressed. EPA omits mitigation and prevention strategies that would eliminate
or significantly reduce the impacts it predicts for its hypothetical mine (2012 TR, pages 1113). The 2012 technical review references some design changes that would eliminate or
reduce impacts that the Assessment predicts. These include dry tailings closure and moving
the location of the product pipeline, among others. Indeed, some of the recommendations in
EPA’s own draft noted prevention/mitigation strategies that would eliminate or reduce some
of the risks. Yet EPA failed to include those prevention/mitigation strategies, and only
presented the risk without them. The 2013 draft also failed to include these. In addition,
AMA’s 2012 review showed that many as-yet- unknown prevention and mitigation strategies
would likely be developed through the permitting process. Impacts predicted prior to the
imposition of these strategies would not be accurate. This is a huge source of error in EPA’s
predictions and yet EPA continues to ignore this critique.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.24

Error #25: not addressed. Assumption of a dam; assumption of a wet closure reclamation
plan. (2012 TR, page 28). AMA noted mine designs that would eliminate the potential for
dam failures, and noted that the 2012 Assessment acknowledged this possibility. EPA’s 2012
and 2013 drafts fail to include the possibility of those potential designs in its assessment
without explaining why.
EPA Response: Section 4.2.3.4 of the revised assessment discusses tailings storage,
including dry stack tailings management. We presume that the team of engineers and
scientists who prepared Ghaffari et al. (2011) considered many options for each facility
and its components (including mining methods, process design options, waste rock
management options, tailings management options, shipment of product) and selected
the most favorable based on technical, economic, and environmental concerns. The
assessment scenarios incorporate many of the design features proposed by Ghaffari et
al. (2011) because those were among the most likely to be proposed by a mining
company.

Resource Development Council for Alaska (Doc. #2912)
6.25

The revised assessment remains significantly flawed since it continues to refer to a
hypothetical mine, and outdated mining techniques. Although the revised BBA has fewer
references to old practices, the report still fails to incorporate current high tech and state-ofthe-art mining practices and regulatory requirements.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
6.26

In both 2012 and 2013, the authors failed to consider that modern mining practices are
designed to reduce the probability of failures of these engineered systems to some established
standard of safety, and to minimize the consequences of any failure scenario with the use of
modern monitoring systems, contingency planning as part of a mining operations plan, and
the establishment of response systems and strategies to control quickly any releases of
hazardous materials at the mine site. By omitting the application of modern mine operating
best practices designed to reduce the probability of failures and to mitigate quickly the
consequences of such failures, the BBWA is clearly biased towards influencing decisions on
the fate of the project by implicitly assuming “worst case” outcomes for operation of most of
the engineered systems at the future mine site are inevitable.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2. The assessment does not state or suggest
that worst-case outcomes are inevitable.

6.27

Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged. The assumption on the quality of mining
practices (i.e., good versus best) that may be applied at a future mine in the Bristol Bay
watershed is purely speculative and biases the BBWA. Ultimately, the operational practices
will have to conform to a plan approved by the oversight regulatory agencies, and will be
designed to meet the unique requirements of the site. All indications are that Pebble will be
designed to “best” practices, and yet the 2013 Assessment has not changed their mine
scenario to match.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.28

The BBWA continues to be particularly misleading in addressing the issue of system failures
through the use of data on past mining operations to imply by analogy that it is scientifically
appropriate to realistically assess the probabilities of system failures. The USEPA has applied
this approach for all system elements evaluated in the BBWA, including TSFs, pipelines,
culverts, water collection and treatment systems and post closure residuals management
systems. The document reflects either an intentional or an uninformed misapplication of
modern engineering design principles that would be applied under stringent regulatory
oversight, particularly when significant projects are implemented in sensitive ecosystems.
EPA Response: It is standard risk assessment practice to provide an estimate of the
frequency of failure as a base estimate of the probability of failure. The likelihood of
lower probabilities due to improved engineering practices is acknowledged in the
assessment. We do not agree that it is “misleading” to imply “that it is scientifically
appropriate to realistically assess the probabilities of system failures.”
It is not biased to point out that the major features of a mine (pit, waste rock, and
tailings) would persist in perpetuity. The record of mining environmental failures and
permit violations demonstrates that operation in perpetuity is doubtful, if not
impossible to meet.

6.29

(…) overtopping is a leading cause of dam failure. As such, even though the probability of
failure is low, it is selected as the triggering mechanism for a dam breach at a hypothetical
Pebble mine. Based on the probable maximum precipitation (PMP) storm event presented in
Box 9-3 (pg 9-14) of the 2013 Assessment, the water surface elevation in the TSF would
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increase by 0.36 m in the Pebble 2.0 Scenario (Table 6.1, pg 6-10). This increase would be
the catalyst for a dam breach by overtopping. With a Pebble 2.0 TSF dam height of 209 m,
the 0.36 m freeboard requirement is extremely small (0.2% of the TSF dam height). This
freeboard requirement to manage the probable maximum flood (PMF) generated from the
PMP will likely be far exceeded in design and operation of the TSF dam, where freeboards
will likely be several meters. (…) The 2013 Assessment is therefore basing their dam failure
analysis on an extremely improbable event, once again demonstrating the bias in the report.
EPA Response: The assessment clearly acknowledges that a tailings dam failure is an
extremely improbable event. However, the contention that overtopping does not occur
because adequate freeboard is maintained is refuted by the recent overtopping of the
Nixon Fork Mine dam. The effects of a tailings dam breach would be similar whether
the breach was triggered by extreme precipitation, slope instability, erosion, foundation
failure, or an earthquake, although downstream transport of tailings could be reduced
in a dry weather failure with no precipitation generating additional flow.
6.30

The reference to no water treatment being used post-closure is removed from this figure
[Figure 6.5]. However, as described previously, the 2013 Assessment continues to make
reference to untreated leachate being discharged in perpetuity.
EPA Response: Some leachate would escape capture and treatment and that would
continue in perpetuity, even if water treatment continued in perpetuity.

6.31

As per the Geosyntec 2012 report, including these examples in the Assessment continues to
suggest the reopening of the Gibraltar mine under a new permit or modifying the discharge
permit for the Fort Knox mine was inappropriate. The addition of the Fort Knox example to
the 2013 Assessment serves to reinforce the bias in the report. Updates to the permits are
appropriate based on new information and an improved understanding of the risks associated
with discharge to the receiving environment. Stakeholder consultation and regulatory
approval is required before any such alteration of the discharge permit could take place. This
statement overlooks the process that is required to obtain approval of any changes to permit
conditions, which includes careful analysis by the lead regulatory agency.
EPA Response: The comment is incorrect. Fort Knox did not get a modified discharge
permit. The operators received a new permit to discharge—one they did not have
before and one that, when they started mining, they said they would not need.
Regardless, the comment does not contradict the assessment. Permits are modified to
allow mines to reopen or continue operating.

Alaska Oil and Gas Association (Doc. #5485)
6.32

Assessment creates a hypothetical mine with support facilities, including a water treatment
plant and tailing storage facility, designed for a worst-case failure scenario. As AMA’s May
29, 2013 comments indicate, the hypothetical mine EPA assesses “would never be permitted,
let alone proposed.” The assessment should have included the modern, regulated, and
responsible operations that the Pebble Project intends to employ. By failing to incorporate
applicable state of the art engineering practices and current regulatory and mitigation
requirements that ensure protection to the surrounding environment, EPA’s conclusions in
the assessment are arbitrary and misleading.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2. The scenarios are not designed to fail,
but the assessment does evaluate potential consequences should failures occur.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5535)
6.33

EPA claims that ‘best practices’ and modem practices have been used and that it has
discounted some of the older mine sites (e.g., the Coeur D’Alene mines) but those claimed
changes are not evidenced by the Assessment. The assumed controls are not regarded as
‘good practice.’ In particular, the mining, transportation, water management, and pipeline
scenarios continue to assume construction and routine operations that will not meet current
regulatory requirements.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 2.15 and 6.2.

6.34

The mine scenarios presented in the Assessment do not reflect worldwide industry standards
for porphyry copper mining. Throughout the document, EPA presumes a level of
environmental performance by the mining industry that is erroneous: it would violate current
State of Alaska and federal laws. Contrary to statements in Chapter 6 of the report (page 6-1,
par. 2), the three mine scenarios do not represent realistic or plausible descriptions of
potential mine development alternatives, and they are not consistent with current engineering
practice and precedent.
The three mine size scenarios examined in the Assessment, referred to in the assessment as
‘Pebble 0.25”, “Pebble 2.0”, and “Pebble 6.5” do not reflect specific preliminary mine plans
submitted to state and federal agencies related to the Pebble Mine project. EPA promotes the
gross misperception that the Assessment directly addresses a specific project and bases every
finding and conclusion in the Assessment on a hypothetical Pebble mine design; which is
contrary to the statement in the assessment that “It is not an assessment of a specific mine
proposal for development”. (…) This alone is a fatal flaw of the Assessment.
EPA Response: The assessment states (p. 6-1) that “The word Pebble in the names of
the scenarios represents the fact that we place our scenarios at the Pebble deposit.”
These scenarios are not and were not intended to be identical to specific mine plans
submitted for the Pebble Mine project (as the comment notes). However, much of the
information about the deposit and the anticipated modern conventional mining methods
(including mitigation measures) is derived from the preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), which are described as
“permittable.” These facts are presented clearly in the assessment.

6.35

The Assessment makes many invalid assumptions about tailings storage operations, and in
particular about water and waste management practices. It ignores the fact that standard
mining practices and designs include seepage control measures that are monitored and
maintained; it goes as far to assume that water would be directly discharged to streams even
if water quality standards are not met. The permit would not allow such a discharge. It makes
estimates of total seepage rates for different assumed mine scenarios, which do not account
for seepage control features that would be part of any new tailings storage facility (TSF) dam
design in Alaska.
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EPA Response: The assessment does not state that discharges not meeting water quality
standards would be allowed. The assessment evaluates the likely impacts of the
presented scenarios, which are based largely on the preliminary designs put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al (2011). Where aspects of the design are
assessed to be inadequate, we would expect that additional design features or mitigation
measures would be included in any future mine proposal.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
6.36

The Assessment distorts the scale of the hypothetical mine scenarios, and the associated
hypothetical impacts, which results in a lack of critical context for its quantitative
conclusions and misleads the reader regarding the significance of its findings.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.18.

6.37

The Assessment also describes impacts in terms of loss of stream channel length and
wetlands areas, altered stream flows, and indirect impacts to streams and wetlands for various
hypothetical mine scenarios. The Assessment does not, however, put these losses into any
kind of perspective or characterize these habitats in terms of the proportion of the total
resource base that they represent.
For example, the Assessment predicts the loss of 145 km of streams (under the Pebble 6.5
Scenario). The Assessment fails to explain that this loss represents only 0.3% of the 53,000
km of stream channel in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds, and even less in the entire
Bristol Bay watershed. The predicted loss of anadromous fish habitat would be substantially
less since the Assessment indicates that only 35 km of the 145 km of streams predicted to be
lost under Pebble Scenario 6.5 are anadromous fish habitat.
The EPA should have included a comparative analysis at each of the five spatial scales
comparing the quantity of anadromous fish habitat impacted with the total anadromous
habitat available at each respective scale. This comparative analysis would quickly
demonstrate that the impacted habitat is less than 1% of total habitat available at the Bristol
Bay scale and possibly even at the Nushagak scale.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.18.

6.38

The Assessment is based on a hypothetical mine scenario that does not include avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation methods. Development activities in wetlands and other water
bodies are regulated through federal environmental laws and policies. This process outlines
specific requirements to ensure the project addresses potential impacts to wetlands resources,
including a requirement to offset those impacts through compensatory mitigation plans.
Wetlands mitigation planning and protection and enhancement of fish habitat are related
efforts and often focus on stream flow changes. Defining an acceptable, environmentally
sound water management plan is but one of many requirements that must be met before
approvals are granted to develop a project. The water management plan is usually founded on
the protection, mitigation and/or enhancement of fish habitat. None of these critical aspects
of development projects were incorporated in the Assessment’s hypothetical scenario.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2. Although a detailed water management
plan is beyond the scope of this assessment, the assessment does consider changes in
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water flow and contaminant concentrations on an annual time scale. We would expect
that a detailed water management plan would optimize release locations, timing, and
flow rates to minimize negative impacts from the mine.
The potential for compensatory mitigation is addressed in Box 7-2 and Appendix J. The
assessment considers risks at the sites in question. Even if compensatory mitigation
were to occur elsewhere in the watershed, the risks in this particular area would remain
the same.
6.39

In addition to the failure to incorporate modem construction standards and appropriate
mitigation measures, the document continues to assume that a mine cannot be adequately
closed. Some discussion of Alaska’s bonding requirements has been added in a text box, but
the text in Section 6.3 presumes that some closure issues will be unresolvable, implying that
adequate bonding will not be available. It is unrealistic to assume that any mine with
unresolvable closure issues would be permitted within the State of Alaska. The ability to
successfully close a mine is a critical performance measure in the permitting process. Given
the State of Alaska’s permitting and bonding requirements, the assumed unresolvable closure
issues are not realistic. These unrealistic assumptions affect the entire assessment:
conclusions regarding effects of mine development on fish, wildlife, cultural resources, and
water quality all assume long-term issues related to failure to adequately close the mine.
EPA Response: Section 6.3 does not state that some closure issues will be unresolvable,
although it does point out issues of potential concern and the uncertainties associated
with closure mitigation measures. A risk assessment must consider the possibility that
things may not happen as intended. Closing a mine entails more than re-grading and revegetating the land. There is little doubt that these activities can be accomplished over a
relatively short period of time. Most uncertainty arises over water quality issues at the
site. The tailings would need a water cover to avoid the production of acid rock
drainage or metals leaching, and water from the pit would be affected by the
mineralized side walls; any untreated drainage could exceed the standards for the
protection of aquatic life (generally the most stringent of the water quality standards).
Therefore, water management would be an issue over long timeframes, and perhaps
into perpetuity. Bonding for these long term costs is complicated and issues of
uncertainty that arise include the actual quality of the water throughout post-closure
and the frequency with which a treatment plant may have to be replaced. The Red Dog
Mine in northwest Alaska has bonded for perpetual water treatment and the Greens
Creek Mine in southeast Alaska is in the process of updating its bond to include long
term water treatment.

6.40

For instance, the Assessment continues to assume that undersized culverts will be used,
creating flow restrictions; the potential impacts associated with undersized culverts could be
avoided easily. The Assessment’s failure to present realistic mitigation measures, as would be
required for any 21st century mine prior to development invalidates EPA’s statement that
new information has been submitted concerning mitigation measures.
EPA Response: The culvert risks evaluated in the assessment take into account the use
of best management practices and mitigation measures, which are discussed in text
boxes throughout Chapter 10. Nonetheless, environmental characteristics along the
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transportation corridor would likely render the effectiveness of standard or even “stateof-the-art” mitigation measures highly uncertain (see Box 10-5 of the final assessment).
Thus, although culverts and other infrastructure components can be designed to higher
than usual standards, they are not always installed correctly or may not stand up to the
rigors of a harsh environment.
6.41

The assumptions regarding project design and mitigation continue to assume that the project
would not meet state and Federal regulations. As a result, the analysis tends to overestimate
likely project effects.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.42

Text still states on page 6-3 that “We specify that all mine components would be developed
using modern conventional design and practice and operated under standard industry
practices. Our purpose in this assessment is to evaluate the potential effects of mining
porphyry copper deposits in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds given design and
operation to these standards.” The reviewer’s point on use of best practices is a good one, and
has not been satisfactorily addressed. Given the extraordinary level of controversy and
scrutiny associated with mining projects proposed in this watershed, it is also highly arguable
that no project could ever be permitted if the State of Alaska were not convinced that the
practices represented in the mine design adequately addressed potential risks and did not
employ best practices that have been proven though prior experience with similar relevant
mining scenarios, or from credible, well-documented feasibility studies and testing programs
conducted by knowledgeable professionals. Additionally, in order to maintain viable access
to mineral resources, modern mine operators, certainly most major international operators,
are driven towards the adoption of best practices by their own corporate policies, the
conditions established by major lenders (e.g., International Finance Corporation, or the 75+
major private banks who have adopted the Equator Principles), jurisdictional permitting
requirements, and other important factors.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2. The term “best practices” has a different
meaning depending on the setting in which it is discussed and who is discussing it. In
general, modern practices (also referred to as standard or conventional) are
synonymous with what are considered “best practices.” Our use of the terms standard,
conventional, or modern is to eliminate the implication given with use of qualifiers such
as best and good.

6.43

The current analysis uses three scenarios - Pebble 0.2, Pebble 2.0 and Pebble 6.5 - reflecting
the amount of ore to be mined. All of these ore reserves are still extremely large in
comparison with other current reserves worldwide. The three scenarios fail to bracket a
reasonably range of mine sizes. The effect of this is that the range of impacts depicted in the
document tends to be larger than would actually be expected.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.16.

6.44

Two additional mine scenarios have been added to the analysis, but all rely to some extent
upon theoretical data. The mine scenarios generally fail to incorporate expected requirements
of state and Federal agencies and therefore tend to indicate impacts greater than would be
allowed under current regulations.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.
6.45

Failure to define a project that could reasonably be permitted affects the quality of the entire
assessment. Impacts are overstated throughout the document due to assumptions regarding
design and lack of mitigation.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.46

There is no indication of the likelihood of construction within the document. The document
continues to assume the mine would be constructed to standards that cannot be permitted in
today’s regulatory environment. As a result, the assessment does not provide a reasonable
evaluation of the potential impacts of a project. All impacts are overstated due to the
assumptions regarding a lack of mitigation and insufficient planning to avoid impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.47

Assessment does not take into full consideration measures to avoid or minimize the impacts
predicted in the Assessment. EPA does state that it considers good mine practice, but then
clearly ignores measures that are routinely used (and often required under permit conditions)
to avoid or minimize impacts (e.g., see discussion below regarding discharge of untreated
wastewater in the event of a wastewater treatment plant [WWTP] failure). Ignoring these
mine management measures results in overstating the impacts from mining activities.
Further, the Assessment admits that it does not take into consideration compensatory
mitigation measures (p. 6-4), which the EPA acknowledges “could offset some of the stream
and wetland losses” (p. 7-32). This fundamentally results in an overstatement of the
significance of the findings.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.48

The failure analyses included in the discussion of potential transportation corridor(s) fails to
reflect prospective ecological risk assessment practices, and as such does not convey a
credible understanding of potential ecological impacts associated with the spill and accident
scenarios discussed in the assessment. The mitigation measures identified in the section that
could reduce the risk of spills were not included in the calculations.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.40.

6.49

Current standards in culvert construction are not addressed. The analysis is therefore
inaccurate as it appears to ignore recent changes in technology and expectation that have
greatly improved culvert function. Therefore, the analysis overstates likely impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.40.

6.50

The analysis presumes a single route and does not provide options for additional
consideration. Failure to include design features that would mitigate impacts results in an
overstatement of project effects.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.40. The assessment’s road alignment
matches the alignment proposed by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al.
(2011). We note in the assessment that environmental risks would not be expected to
change substantially with minor shifts in road alignment.
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The Assessment makes assumptions regarding the number of culverts and bridges, but these
assumptions may not be relevant once a project is designed and permitted.
EPA Response: The assumption in the draft assessment regarding number of bridges
came from Ghaffari et al. (2011). In the revised assessment, crossings that would be
bridged are based on mean annual streamflows as explained in the text. Scenarios in
which the majority of crossings would be bridged would probably not be realistic. The
actual decision as to what type of structure (bridge versus culvert) would be constructed
at each crossing would be made by industry engineers in consultation with Alaska
permitting staff.

6.52

There was no inclusion of the LITH road design in the document. It was assumed that road
construction would follow the ADEC BMPs. Other BMPs can be employed to reduce
impacts of roads.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.40.

6.53

The frequency data used in the cited references were developed using PHMSA’s and EUB
pipeline incident dataset. The entire dataset includes releases from all reported spill volumes
ranging from leaks to ruptures and all pipeline diameters. The scenario presented also
describes the use of double-walled pipelines. The use of frequency data for all incidents
rather than for a full bore rupture with a double-walled construction, as described in the
scenario, overestimates the likelihood of a spill and is overly conservative for the presented
scenario. The impact analysis should be consistent with that scenario presented and should be
based on a dataset for double-walled pipelines that resulted in a full-bore rupture. The
resulting release frequency based on this subset of the PHMSA and EUB dataset would more
accurately reflect the pipeline scenario in the Assessment. As presented the Assessment, the
conclusions on release impact are not supported because spill frequency statistics do not
support a full-bore release from a 20 cm, double-walled, pipeline release condition.
EPA Response: Only the above-ground portions of the pipelines are double-walled in
the assessment scenarios. Pipelines would be single-walled and buried, except at longer
stream or river crossings where double-walled pipelines would be supported
aboveground on road bridges. The revised assessment clearly distinguishes between all
pipeline leaks and ruptures.

6.54

The three mine scenarios examined in the Assessment, referred to in the assessment as
“Pebble 0.25 “, “Pebble 2.0”, and “Pebble 6.5”, do not reflect specific or even preliminary
mine plans submitted to state and federal agencies related to the Pebble Mine project.
Further, by attaching the word “Pebble” to each of the mine scenarios the Agency
inappropriately promotes the gross misperception to the public that the Assessment directly
addresses a specific mine project. This misapplication of “Pebble” is contrary to the
statement in the Assessment that the document: “… is not an assessment of a specific mine
proposal for development”.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.55

Pg 6-19 The paragraph remains essentially the same, and does not incorporate language that
lets the reader know the stated situations are assumed scenarios created by EPA.
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Assumptions regarding project design and the lack of mitigation affect the entire analysis and
tend to result in substantial overstatement of potential project effects.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2. Throughout Chapter 6 (e.g., Section 6.1),
we explicitly state that these scenarios were developed by EPA, drawing heavily on
specifics published by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). Many
mitigation measures are described in the assessment.
6.56

No consideration is given in the current Bristol Bay Assessment to any types of tailings
disposal methods other than a tailings pond based on slurry transfers in a location requiring a
cross-valley dam. The reviewer is correct in the observation that there are a number of viable
alternatives that would normally be considered in the siting and design of a tailings facility
for an actual mine. The analysis assumes one approach only and does not address alternate
approaches that may reduce risk. It is expected that alternate approaches will be evaluated
during the permitting process. The analysis need[s] to incorporate alternative approaches into
the assumed or alternative project design. Failure to do so results in an assessment that
overestimates likely project effects.
EPA Response: The tailings impoundments are based on the preliminary plan put forth
by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The possibility of dry stack
disposal was considered (and is discussed in greater detail in Box 4-7 of the final
assessment), but was not used based on the plan detailed in Ghaffari et al. (2011) and
what is practice at most other mines.

6.57

EPA states that the Bristol Bay watershed encompasses 23,539 square miles, and loosely
describes existing infrastructure in the region. EPA fails to compare the area of the mine
scenarios as a percentage of the total area. Based on the surface areas for the minimum and
maximum mine scenarios listed in Table 4-3 (and assuming the total transportation corridor
is 0.25 kilometers wide), the areas of development are approximately 0.1% and 0.2% of the
total area of the watershed, respectively. Note that the minimum mine size would be a very
large mine on a global scale.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.18.

6.58

Water balance has been addressed in more detail (Section 6.2.2), but not in a way that allows
more accurate analysis of impacts to fish and wildlife. Some of PLP’s 2011 data have also
been incorporated, but the analysis does not account for the full range of scale in its impacts
assessment, and is limited to patchy information on local populations. The comment stands.
Failure to address this comment likely has resulted in an over-estimation of potential project
effects.
EPA Response: Water balance calculations and effects on streamflow modifications
with risks to aquatic life are described in Chapter 7. The remainder of the comment is
unclear, and does not specify what a “more accurate analysis” of impacts would be. We
did not attempt to relate changes in streamflow to wildlife populations and the comment
does not suggest a way to do so. The analysis is limited to patchy information on local
populations because this is the nature of the available data. The comment does not
provide additional explanation of how this relates to over-estimation of potential
impact.
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The geographical basis for the water balance provided in Table 6.8 excludes the area outside
the immediate vicinity of the mine site. Typically, project-area water balances take into
account flows for individual surface water bodies, water-bearing units/aquifers, and areal
variability of precipitation and runoff components. In short, this water balance appears to
lack acknowledgement of the key natural systems at and near the mine site. Also, water
balances consider seasonality aspects (for example, monthly) and the effect of wetter- and
drier-than-average years.
EPA Response: The water balance in the assessment was intended to estimate the
average annual consumption of water by mining operations, and was not intended to
consider seasonality or annual variations.

6.60

(…) the mining operation would always consume some water and there would always be less
water available in streams during active mining than there was before the mine was present.
This contradicts Section 5.3.1 [previous Assessment] which states that “During the start-up
phase, all water from the site would be collected and used in operations. However, during the
minimum and maximum mine operations, 5 million to 48 million cubic meters of water
available on the site per annum would exceed operational needs, and treated water would be
discharged. (Section 4.3.7)” [previous Assessment]. This contradiction is important to rectify
since it has implications to the health of the streams and fisheries below the mine.
EPA Response: The original draft assessment stated that some water would always be
consumed during mining operations and therefore streamflows would be reduced. Our
scenarios envisioned the capture of all site water to build up a reserve to begin
operations. After reassessing the timeline and available water, we updated this in the
revised assessment (Section 6.1.2.5). The revised text clarifies that site water would be
diverted to TSF 1 after the starter dam is built to allow sufficient water for process
plant start-up, but now does not state that all water from the site would be collected and
used during the start-up phase.

6.61

There is more comprehensive discussion regarding calculation of water balance (whole new
section 6.2.2). However, this new discussion does not provide sufficient depth of details
necessary to understand how is the water balance affected with assumed water use in the
mine, i.e., simple sensitivity analysis. Therefore, the analysis is still lacking in quality.
EPA Response: Details of the individual components for the water balance flows under
each of the mine size scenarios appear in Table 6-3. This table provides sufficient
quantitative information for the reader to assess the sensitivity of changes in the
estimated quantities.

6.62

The percentage of water reintroduced to streams, including uncontrolled leachate escapes,
would equal 74, 40, and 70% of the total water captured in the three scenarios, respectively:
In this paragraph and elsewhere, the Assessment refers to uncontrolled leachate and appears
to assume the quantities are large. However, elsewhere it is assumed that groundwater
interception wells and pump backs will extend the cone of depression. It appears this is
leading to a “worst of both cases” scenario. The WRDs will be built in lifts that result in high
compaction layers that minimize infiltration and are typically designed to direct internal
drainage to a designated collection point. In other words, the collection system is inherently
more robust than implied in the Assessment.
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EPA Response: We agree that additional design features and engineering controls could
be implemented to reduce the amount of uncontrolled leachate, but we based our
scenario on the level of control discussed in Ghaffari et al. (2011). Complete capture of
groundwater flows with wells in soils similar to the thick, highly permeable sand and
gravel overburden at the site requires closely spaced wells and high pumping rates and
often results in losses between the wells. Ghaffari et al. (2011) show seepage cutoff walls
around approximately 15% of the mine pit and waste rock pile perimeter. At the TSFs,
Ghaffari et al. (2011) discuss seepage cutoff trenches along the toe of each embankment,
but no seepage cutoff or recovery wells along the remainder of the TSF perimeters.
The assessment provides sufficient detail to allow the reader to assess the sensitivity of
the results to different amounts of uncontrolled leachate. Although the amount of
uncontrolled leachate does contribute up to about one quarter of the total return flow
(Pebble 2.0 scenario), 95% of the leachate originates at either the TSF or from NAG
and contributes little to the overall metals concentrations.
6.63

The Assessment has assumed no release of treated water to Upper Talarik and that the
releases to the SFK and NFK are point source and at one location in each catchment. This is
counter to the general environmental design approaches for water management (and good
practice) that diversions and replacement flows are best returned to the original catchments.
This assumption results in a flawed assessment of flow impacts.
EPA Response: Although we recognize that including a treated water return flow to
Upper Talarik Creek would increase operator flexibility and additional options for
optimizing streamflows, the assessment scenarios are based on the WWTP discharge
infrastructure described in Ghaffari et al. (2011).

6.64

In addition to the failure to incorporate modern design construction standards and appropriate
mitigation measures, the document continues to assume that a mine cannot be adequately
closed and that substantial impacts will continue to occur hundreds or thousands of years
after operations have ceased. Some discussion of Alaska’s bonding requirements has been
added in a text box, but the text in Section 6.3 presumes that some closure issues will be
unresolvable. The text box inappropriately implies that adequate bonding will not be
available. Such speculation is entirely inappropriate in a scientific document. The ability to
successfully close a mine is a critical performance measure in both State of Alaska and
federal permitting processes. Given the State of Alaska’s permitting and bonding
requirements, statements suggesting or implying assumptions that a project has unresolvable
closure issues reflects bias and is not realistic. Any mine development project that cannot
meet the rigorous State of Alaska bonding requirements would not be allowed to proceed.
These types of assumptions affect the quality and integrity of the entire Assessment. The
conclusions in the EPA’s Assessment regarding the effects of mine development on fish,
wildlife, cultural resources, and water quality are inappropriate assumptions to apply to 21st
century mines which are required by regulatory authority to establish an approved mine
closure plan prior to construction.
EPA Response: As discussed in the assessment, the State of Alaska requires bonding by
mine operators to ensure proper closure and post-closure operation. Bonding has been
inadequate in some cases in the past. The State’s requirements have become more
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rigorous, but there is some unquantifiable risk that the site would not be closed and
operated in a manner that assures environmental protection. The assessment does not
state that mine closure will be inadequate and that the owner will not be responsible for
environmental liability, but does point out some of the closure issues of potential
concern.
6.65

The installation of stormwater diversion structures in the operational phase is alluded to in
the discussion of water diversion at closure in the last paragraph. However, the assessment of
project impacts does not include mitigation measures that would reduce project effects.
Therefore, the analysis overstates likely project effects.
EPA Response: The assessment includes numerous design features, best practices, and
mitigation measures that would reduce project effects; no change required.

6.66

Section 6.3 the first paragraph remains essentially the same, and mitigation measures not
clearly discussed. Section 6.3.1 the statement regarding turning off the pumps remains. These
comments have not been addressed.
EPA Response: In the assessment scenarios, the mine pit is allowed to fill with water
after closure to achieve a sustainable condition, restore groundwater equilibrium, and
reduce the potential for oxidizing sulphide minerals. Continuing to pump water out of
the pit and presumably treating it prior to discharge would counteract these aims,
increase costs, and reduce the overall level of environmental protection. No change
required.

6.67

The Assessment outlines a number of hypothetical problems associated with mine closure,
which are all predicated on the assumption that there will be insufficient funding and/or
political will to inspect and manage the facilities in a manner that will protect the
environment in perpetuity. Adequate bonding to reclaim and stabilize the site – including
monitoring, maintenance, and upgrading or replacement of treatment systems as new
technologies are developed – would be needed before any development could be permitted to
proceed. Bonding requirements would encompass a full suite of potential closure scenarios,
including premature closure. The Assessment further maintains that use of modern
technology to construct tailings dams increases risk because it is untested over long periods.
However, modern dam design technologies are based on proven scientific/engineering
principles and there is no basis for asserting that they will not stand the test of time.
EPA Response: A risk assessment must consider the possibility that things may not
happen as intended. The assessment does not maintain that use of modern technology to
construct tailings dams increases risks because it is untested over long periods. Rather,
the assessment states that improved design, construction, and monitoring could reduce
the failure rate by an order of magnitude or more. It also indicates that new
technologies are inherently unproven, and that not all applications of proven principles
result in successful technologies.

6.68

[The Assessment] implies that mine closure will be inadequate and that the owner will not be
responsible for environmental liability. This is not realistic as comprehensive analyses and
adequate bonding to reclaim and stabilize the site – including monitoring, maintenance, and
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upgrading or replacement of treatment systems as new technologies are developed – would
be needed before any development could be permitted to proceed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.64.
6.69

Some explanation is provided regarding the time to fill (now it is estimated to 20 to 300
years, depending on the mine scenario). However, no discussion regarding depth to the
groundwater has been provided.
EPA Response: Our post-closure scenarios assume that the pit would continue to fill
with groundwater and precipitation until it either reached equilibrium with
groundwater levels around the pit or overflowed at the lowest elevation along the pit’s
perimeter (over natural ground or through an engineered channel). Given the
dimensions of the pit and the range of elevations along the pit rim, the depth to
groundwater would be expected to vary from about 0 meters to perhaps up to 100
meters.

6.70

The probability of a non-failure scenario is not emphasized, and the focus remains in this and
other chapters on the potential for failures. As such, the risk analysis used in this assessment
is biased.
EPA Response: Non-failure scenarios are reflected in Chapter 7, which considers effects
resulting from the mine footprint, and in Chapter 8, which describes the water quality
effects of a perfectly operating water treatment system. Other no-failure conditions
such as non-leaking pipelines require no description. Potential failures are inevitably
important aspects of risk assessments.

6.71

The construction method varies with a rockfill or earthen (borrow material) starter dam. Also
if the model is clearly constructed from rockfill, why are failure mechanisms prevalent for
upstream sand dams considered? EPA discussion about their assumed dam
design/construction at Pebble is inconsistent with their discussions about their interpretations
of the risk of dam failure.
EPA Response: Many of the leading causes of dam failure, such as overtopping,
foundation failure, slope instability, and earthquakes, can affect both earthfill and
rockfill dams.

6.72

The assessment assumes that the project would not be designed to capture spilled materials.
This may not be a good assumption. The impacts described can be fully or at least partially
addressed through proper project design.
EPA Response: The plan described by Ghaffari et al. (2011) does not describe any
design features to capture spillway releases.

6.73

Regardless of whether the tailings are wet or drained, the tailings facility has to be designed
to the same safety standard defined by the Alaska Dam Safety Program.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

6.74

A permitting requirement for the TSF is the management of the Inflow Design Flood (IDF).
The IDF can either be stored in the TSF (a freeboard allowance for the IDF is required at all
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times) or routed through a spillway. Any mention of dam overtopping is not realistic as a
TSF that does not include managing the IDF is out of compliance with the Alaska Dam
Safety Program permitting requirements.
EPA Response: The contention that overtopping does not occur because adequate
freeboard is maintained is refuted by the overtopping of the Nixon Fork Mine dam.
Potential effects of a spillway release are considered in the final assessment.
6.75

No discussion is provided that explains how the footprints of the waste rock stockpiles were
estimated. Section 6.3.3 (“Waste Rock”) in the revised document has significantly reduced
detail with respect to the discussion in Section 4.3.6 (“Waste Rock”) in the original
document. This discussion is therefore based upon unsubstantiated evidence.
EPA Response: Information on the areas and placement of the waste rock piles appears
in Section 6.1.2.3 of the revised assessment. Table 6-2 provides additional detail on the
footprints.

6.76

A more site specific analysis of water balance and treatment/collection failure needs to be
completed for likely mine conditions and operations.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

6.77

Section 6.1.2.5 Mention of stream diversion has been deleted in this version, although a
statement concerning a figure notes that for clarity, diversions of stormwater around mine
components are not shown on the schematic.
EPA Response: Under the first bullet in Section 6.1.2.5, the assessment states that
stormwater runoff that did not contact potential contaminants would be diverted
around mine components.

6.78

The runoff calculations are not based on a quality assessment; the effects of that failure on
the overall assessment is not known.
EPA Response: Runoff was estimated specific to each gage site, allowing derivation of
watershed-specific runoff efficiencies. The comment does not provide a clear statement
as to how these calculations are not based on a quality assessment.

6.79

The cone of depression would lower the groundwater table, drying up streams, ponds, and
wetlands that depend on groundwater discharge and turning areas of groundwater discharge
into areas of groundwater recharge: Assumes direct and complete connection between
surface (i.e., precipitation) and underlying groundwater so potential impacts are likely
exaggerated.
EPA Response: The comment’s unsubstantiated claim that the stated effects require
“direct and complete connection between surface (i.e., precipitation) and underlying
groundwater” is incorrect. No change required.

6.80

The well field placed downstream from the TSF during operations would be retained and
monitored post-closure, with water pumped and treated if determined to be contaminated by
leachate from the TSF. The pit water would be monitored and treated prior to being released
to streams, for as long as concentrations of contaminants exceeded effluent limits: Assumes
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capture of leachate so should be no/minimal release to wider environment. However,
elsewhere the Assessment assumes leachate escapes and contaminates the streams.
EPA Response: In the assessment scenarios, captured leachate is tested and treated (if
necessary) prior to release, but not all leachate is captured. No change required.
6.81

The Assessment makes a number of invalid assumptions about tailings storage operations,
and in particular about water and waste management practices. To begin with, it makes
unwarranted statements that assume that operators will violate their discharge permits,
including the statement that “… the record of analogous mines indicates that releases of
water contaminated beyond permit limits would be likely over the life of any mine at the
Pebble deposit.” This statement in the Assessment follows a reference to the report by
Earthworks (2012), U.S. Copper Porphyry Mines Report: The Track Record of Water Quality
Impacts Resulting from Pipeline Spills, Tailings Failures and Water Collection and
Treatment Failure, which has been criticized by the Peer reviewers of the EPA Assessment.
Furthermore, the Assessment reports that treated water returned to streams would be dictated
by mining needs, rather than the needs of aquatic resources. The Assessment also ignores the
fact that standard mining mitigation practices and designs include seepage control measures
that are monitored and maintained. It makes inflated estimates of total seepage rates for
different assumed mine scenarios, which do not account for seepage control features that
would be part of any new TSF dam design in Alaska.
EPA Response: The comment does not contest any of the reported permit violations at
analogous mines. We assume that any responsible mine operator would consider the
needs of aquatic resources as well as the mine’s water requirements, but we also
recognize that mine operators cannot release water that is consumed by the mine. The
assessment acknowledges that seepage control measures would be monitored but does
not assume that these measures would be 100% efficient. Estimates of total seepage
rates were based on our assessment of the designs described in Ghaffari et al. (2011).

6.82

Include an expanded discussion of premature closure, the uncertainty, and the potential
impacts on fisheries and indigenous cultures as this condition is likely to occur.
EPA Response: We agree that premature closure is an important issue. However, the
potential range of premature closure conditions was judged to be too uncertain to
develop a defensible scenario and assess the associated risks.

6.83

The comparisons to the Nixon Fork mine are not relevant.
EPA Response: We disagree that events at an operating Alaska metal mine are
irrelevant to potential metal mines in the region.

6.84

A closure bond is required to ensure there are sufficient funds for reclamation and closure,
including the possibility of premature closure. The closure bond value is specified by the
State to ensure adequacy. Review and update of the closure bond is required every five years.
Thus, premature closure is anticipated as a possibility in the planning and bonding process.
EPA Response: We have modified the statement that premature closure is an
unanticipated event in the final assessment.
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Conceptual models have been simplified and redistributed but do not address specific
mitigations; rationale given is it is not necessary, for the purpose of this assessment, to
describe all mitigations. Box 4.1 suggests they’ve been intrinsically included in the analysis
but the analyses are unchanged. The assessment assumes a project design that would not be
permittable under current state and Federal regulations. Therefore the analyses throughout the
document tend to overstate the likely impacts of a project.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2. Also, mitigation is now included on the
conceptual model diagrams, to indicate that scenarios assume appropriate mitigation
measures are implemented.

6.86

The same estimates of CMC and CCC quotients are presented in the second external review
draft in Tables 5-14, 5-15, and 5-16. Therefore, the comment stands: the results may well
overly exaggerate the calculation of needed dilution for copper.
EPA Response: The CMC and CCC values for both the State of Alaska and the national
criteria are correct. If the PLP’s leachate tests are reliable, the quotients are correct.

6.87

No additional analytical data for pyritic tails was provided.
EPA Response: We provide no additional analytical data for pyritic tails because the
PLP provided no analytical data.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
6.88

Omitting modern mining practices from its risk scenarios: the Assessment devises
exaggerated risk scenarios that are based on the absence of modern mine design and
operating practices.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.

6.89

The Assessment’s narrow focus on three similar hypothetical mine scenarios – apparently
motivated by the prospect of vetoing a Pebble mine permit – has effectively eliminated from
consideration numerous alternative management options throughout the Bristol Bay
watershed. The failure to adequately and objectively evaluate those options (including
ecological protection measures and habitat enhancement practices) has created a document
whose narrow focus precludes the broad airing of issues that a risk assessment is supposed to
provide.
Even the Assessment’s narrow mine options are inadequately evaluated because they are
based on a mine without best mining practices or compensatory mitigation – a mine that
could never be permitted. Numerous peer reviewers of the May 2012 draft commented on the
Assessment’s failure to evaluate a scenario that included best mining practices and
mitigation. For example, peer reviewer Steve Buckley commented: “There is inadequate
information on, and analysis of, potential mitigation measures at the early stages of mine
development, which would attempt to reduce the impacts of mining activities on fish and
water quality.”
EPA Response: See response to Comments 6.2. Compensatory mitigation issues are
addressed in Appendix J.
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Reviewer David A. Atkins noted the importance of mine mitigation measures: “The
Assessment describes what is considered to be conventional ‘good’ mining practice, but does
not adequately describe and assess mitigation measures that could be required by the
permitting and regulatory process. A thorough analysis of possible mitigation measures as
employed for other mining projects and the likelihood that they could be successful in this
environment would be necessary.”
EPA Response: These comments from Mr. Atkins were in response to the original draft
assessment. Atkins subsequently reviewed the revised assessment, which included,
among other additions, an entirely new appendix devoted to compensatory mitigation
(Appendix J). After reviewing the revised assessment, Mr. Atkins noted that his earlier
concerns were adequately addressed.

6.91

The hypothetical nature of the mine scenario gives the Assessment a flawed foundation. Part
of the unacceptable uncertainty in the Assessment is due to the lack of realism in the mine
scenarios. EPA continues to attempt to evaluate hypothetical mines without considering
engineered site-specific mitigation measures to minimize environmental impacts. EPA’s
approach is unrealistic and leads to exaggerated projections of harm. As Dr. Dirk van Zyl
explained to EPA in his comments on the initial draft Assessment:
“Developing a mine plan for a specific ore body is a large task and is undertaken by a large
team of engineers and scientists. In the process of developing a mine plan many options are
considered for each facility and its components, including mining methods, process design
options, waste rock management options, tailings management options, shipment of product,
etc. … While some of the components of the final mine may contain elements of the
conceptual mine, it is impossible to know whether the hypothetical mine scenario is realistic.
“Using different options, both technological as well as site selection, for some or many of the
facilities could result in impacts that are different from those described in the report. I would
therefore suggest that using only the present hypothetical mine scenarios is insufficient.
There could be a range of impacts, such as the surface areas of facilities, which in some cases
could be smaller than what was chosen and in other cases larger. However, this does not
mean that the hypothetical mine represents ‘average conditions.’ I therefore consider the
mine scenario not sufficient for the assessment”.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2. The assessment evaluates one basic mine
plan implemented at three different sizes, based on a preliminary plan for the Pebble
deposit developed by Northern Dynasty Minerals (Ghaffari et al. 2011). We presume
that the team of engineers and scientists who prepared Ghaffari et al. (2011) considered
many options for each facility and its components (e.g., mining methods, process design
options, waste rock management options, tailings management options, shipment of
product) and selected the most favorable based on technical, economic, and
environmental concerns. We acknowledge that Dr. van Zyl recommended assessing
multiple alternative approaches, but that is a strategic issue related to the purpose of
the assessment rather than a technical issue. Our intent in the assessment was to assess
likely scenarios based on published preliminary information, not to analyze all potential
design alternatives.
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EPA states that, in the past, mining financial assurances (in amounts set and required by
government agencies) have often been inadequate. Id. at 6-36. If this is a potential future risk,
it is one that is completely within the control of the government. Here, a more realistic
assumption would be that the State of Alaska will require financial assurances that will
protect this important fishery.
EPA claims that financial assurances “do not address chemical or tailings spills because of
the greater degree of uncertainty related to these accidents.” Id. at 4-10. This claim is
incorrect. There is no reason that a properly crafted regulatory financial assurance
requirement could not cover spill incidents.
Furthermore, as the Knight Piésold engineers have stated: “Adequate bonding to reclaim and
stabilize the site – including monitoring, maintenance, and upgrading or replacement of
treatment systems as new technologies are developed – would be needed before any
development could be permitted to proceed.” Knight Piésold Comments at 2 (emphasis
added).
EPA Response: Box 4-3, which addresses financial assurance, has been expanded in the
final assessment.

6.93

The Assessment exaggerates the risk from tailings storage facility operation. The Assessment
also includes “a number of invalid assumptions about tailings storage operations …” Id. at 1.
For example: The Assessment … ignores the fact that standard mining mitigation practices
and designs include seepage control measures that are monitored and maintained. It makes
inflated estimates of total seepage rates for different assumed mine scenarios, which do not
account for seepage control features that would be part of any new TSF dam design in
Alaska. Id. at 1-2. This assumption – that adequate mitigation measures will not be employed
– along with a number of other technical errors in EPA’s Assessment leads to a gross
overstatement of adverse impacts associated with tailings storage facility operation.
EPA Response: The seepage control measures described in the assessment scenarios are
based on the measures proposed in Ghaffari et al. (2011). We presume that the team of
engineers and scientists who prepared Ghaffari et al. (2011) considered many options
for each facility and its components (including mining methods, process design options,
waste rock management options, tailings management options, shipment of product)
and selected the most favorable based on technical, economic and environmental
concerns. We agree that additional design features and mitigation measures could
reduce the probability or severity of adverse effects. The assessment presents sufficient
data for the reader to judge the sensitivity of many effects to variations in the design
assumptions.

6.94

The Assessment omits the environmental protection and mitigation measures necessary for
mine permitting. It combines these unrealistic omissions with unrealistic assumptions to raise
unrealistic fears. The authors admit that the imagined risks cannot be reliably quantified.
Thus the Assessment provides no basis for actually assessing its three “endpoints:” (a) any
impacts on salmon, (b) any salmon impacts on wildlife, or (c) any salmon or wildlife impacts
on Alaska Natives. Finally, the imagined risks are never placed in context of the productivity
of the fishery in Bristol Bay, whose acknowledged value prompted the Assessment.
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EPA Response: The risks that cannot be quantified are still real and must be
considered.
Northwest Mining Association (Doc. #5559)
6.95

EPA’s failure to consider the full panoply of federal and state programs developed by the
Congress, the States and the relevant federal and state hardrock mine regulatory authorities to
protect the environment when seeking to assess potential impacts of hardrock mines is
shocking in view of the success the current regulatory programs have had in protecting the
environmental since their inception in the 1990s.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2. Regulations and financial assurance are
briefly discussed in Boxes 4-2 and 4-3, but a full evaluation of their effectiveness is
beyond the scope of this assessment.

6.96

EPA’s Revised Assessment is based on a hypothetical mine that could not be permitted under
existing State of Alaska and federal law requirements. No large scale modern mine (within
the past 25 years) has been approved exactly as proposed by the company. Each of the many
State and federal agencies review the permit application, baseline data and EIS requirements
and each requires large or minor changes before it is satisfied that the mine will be able to
operate according to that agency’s requirements. EPA’s Revised Assessment assumes
designs for various aspects of the mine and then criticizes those designs as not being
acceptable. EPA’s Revised Assessment does not effectively address avoidance, minimization
and mitigation, all of which are employed by the agencies and the companies to address
concerns that arise over the initial design. This approach to “assume design and then say it is
not acceptable” was used in EPA’s Revised Assessment for: siting of mine facilities, siting of
roads, siting of tailings pipeline, design of bridges, tailings management, water use, water
discharge, financial assurance (bonding), etc.
EPA Response: See response to Comments 6.2.

6.97

EPA’s Revised Assessment states that Pebble would be the largest mine of its type in the
U.S. (which is not a true statement – the Bingham Canyon Mine has operated for more than
140 years and at some periods during its mine life has milled up to 500,000 tons per day as
compared to the EPA Assessment use of 200,000 tons per day) and then utilizes the
hypothetical mine focused on Pebble to represent all other large mines that could ever be
developed in the Bristol Bay Watershed. This approach is blatantly wrong. If Pebble will be
the largest, how can any others also be this large? The Assessment is fatally flawed when it
assumes all other large scale mines in the region will look the same as the EPA hypothetical
mine. Every mineral deposit is different and must be evaluated based on its particular
geology, geochemistry, metallurgy, environmental setting, etc. The result is that every mine
layout is different, every mine plan is different, every mill is different, every tailings
impoundment is unique, etc.
EPA Response: Based on estimated size of the deposit, Pebble could be the largest mine
of its type in the U.S. The assessment evaluates three mine size scenarios, representing a
range of mine sizes that might be expected in the Bristol Bay watershed. Mines at
deposits other than Pebble would fall at the small end of that range, whereas a mine at
the Pebble deposit would likely fall at the higher end of that range.
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The Executive Summary (p. ES-21) reads “Based on a review of historical and currently
operating mines, some failure of the collection and treatment systems is likely during
operation of post-closure periods.” It then goes on to describe toxic effects that would likely
kill thousands of fish. Yet the analysis in Section 6 of the Assessment indicates that the
probability “cannot be estimated form the data.” The Executive Summary also summarizes
the analysis by saying that EPA reviewed the data and found the probability “High.” The
Assessment includes no data about frequency of failure.
EPA Response: The record of the mining industry indicates that water collection and
treatment failures are common. The upper bound failure would kill thousands of fish,
but that particular failure is not common. The revised assessment does not characterize
the probability as high and includes failure frequency data from recent U.S. mines.

6.99

The Executive Summary conclusion in Table ES-1 lists the probability of problems with
water collection and treatment as “High” during operation and “High” during post-closure.
However, this contradicts Section 6.3.4 of the Assessment which concludes that one cannot
quantify or predict risk of collection or treatment failure which is a reasonable conclusion
given the uncertainties described. It reads, “The risks from water collection and treatment
failures are highly uncertain…The range of failures is wide and the probability of occurrence
of any of them cannot be estimated from available data.” (p. 6-41). It is arbitrary and
capricious for the Executive Summary to make a statement that is in direct opposition to the
conclusions within the Assessment.
EPA Response: Although the probability of any failure scenario is unpredictable, it can
be predicted that some failure is likely to occur. In fact, the record of the mining
industry indicates that water collection and treatment failures are common.

Millrock Resources Inc. (Doc. #5736)
6.100 Failure to consider Modern Best Practice and Minimizing Limitations: The Assessment
ignores modern-day mining practices and takes extreme liberties in minimizing the study’s
identified limitations. Rather than addressing the limitations, the Assessment proceeds to
perform unrealistic analyses on sensationalized scenarios for hypothetical mining projects.
Secondary prevention, mitigation and reclamation measures are not even considered in the
Assessment. The Assessment does not utilize sensible mining practices. For example, the
Assessment, which depicts a hypothetical TSF for Millrock’s Humble prospect directly over
Napotoli Creek - something a mining company or regulatory agency would not seriously
consider. The Assessment identifies and evaluates early-stage exploration projects, such as
Humble, as potential mines under Cumulative Effects and excludes them from the Summary
of Uncertainties. The material depth of the Summary of Uncertainties stands alone as proof
that the Assessment makes unrealistic suppositions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.
Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (Doc. #4284)
6.101 The effects of a possible 45 square mile industrial footprint. The assessment considers risks
from routine operation of a mine designed, using modern conventional mitigation practices
and technologies and with no significant human or engineering failures. We believe that
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human and engineering failures must be addressed, as they are inevitable for such a large
project over decades of operation. Historically the record is tragic! Engineered mining waste
storage systems have been in existence for only about 50 years and their long-term success is
not known; though many previous mine waste storage systems have failed, with disastrous
results which will last thousands of years. All closed open pit mines in the US are declared
hazardous waste sites by EPA, which require oversight management in perpetuity.
Historically the corporations dissolve or declare bankruptcy, essentially leaving the burden of
cleanup and impacts to the citizens through extremely expensive government cleanup
programs. More information is needed. How exactly would the developers keep all toxic
wastes from interacting with the environment, forever? KBCS believes this is an impossible
task. Where has this been done successfully before?
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.102 KBCS would like more information regarding the possibility and results that a change of
mine ownership would have on the future operation and potential negative impacts on the
operation. If there are failures of any or multiple environmental safeguards, who will fix it?
Who will pay for it? Also, we are concerned with the common occurrence of corporate
responsibility and expenses for mine management, maintenance, cleanup and oversight, after
the mining is completed, being shifted to the public sector. This is morally reprehensible. If
Anglo American and Northern Dynasty corporations cannot prove they have the financial and
management ability to perform all necessary post mining oversight, maintenance and cleanup
tasks, then the project should not be considered viable.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.64.
6.103 KBCS would like to see the post mining management plan. How would the operation be shut
down, secured, monitored and maintained safe from impacting the surrounding region for the
thousands of years necessary to protect the areas present pristine ecological conditions? This
concept is, of course, absurd as no large scale mining effort has to date been successful in
fully internalizing their impacts, waste storage, processing and other operating effects on the
surrounding environment and wildlife. In fact, the historical reality has been the extreme
opposite. All closed and abandoned large scale mining operations are listed by the EPA as
contaminated or as Super Fund sites. It is unfathomable to believe that any corporation will
have the capacity to maintain the safety measures needed, over the centuries required. Thus,
even discounting the potential catastrophic potential of seismic impacts which are natural to
the area, it is inevitable that something will go awry. Mining companies cannot be trusted
when they make claims that their operations will not cause environmental damage.
EPA Response: A post-mining management plan is beyond the scope of this assessment.
IUCN SSC Salmonid Specialist Group (Doc. #5435)
6.104 We believe there is absolutely no question, given the scale and intensity of this mining
project, that there would be significant impacts on the freshwater habitat of salmonids if this
project moved forward. We are pleased to see that the revised EIS takes a risk assessment
approach to the issue and outlines many of the impacts the mine is likely to have on physical,
biological and social parameters. The mining development scenarios are troubling from a
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conservation perspective, and impacts need to be carefully considered in any decision
regarding permitting.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5378 and #5436)
6.105 EPA’s analysis first considers “routine” operations and their “unavoidable” impacts – in
other words, the environmental impacts that will take place if a mine is developed assuming
that mine experiences no significant human or engineering failures during operation or in the
following centuries. Though EPA cautions that this assumption is not realistic – and
accidents and failures always happen in complex and long-lasting mining operations, even
assuming flawless planning, engineering, operation, and maintenance – the Assessment
anticipates unacceptable adverse effects on the Bristol Bay environment, which is the
threshold for initiating 404(c) action.
EPA Response: The assessment evaluates potential risks and associated impacts related
to specific aspects of large-scale mining, but makes no claims about whether any
adverse effects are unacceptable. Comment noted; no change required.
6.106 The plain language of the regulation contradicts Pebble’s position that a “hypothetical” mine
scenario is an improper basis for initiating 404(c) action. The regulation clearly contemplates
404(c) protection for “potential” disposal sites “before” submission of an application.
Advanced restriction is just as viable as a 404(c) response to a permit application because
both are based upon a predictive assessment from which “actual events will undoubtedly
deviate.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.107 PLP referred to the “very same Wardrop Report” as a “fantasy proposal” when it delivered
formal testimony to the EPA in August of 2012, and, in its submission to EPA regarding the
first draft Assessment, as a “generic mine development scenario” that “today could not be
legally built.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.108 A range of mining scenarios based on worldwide industry standards as well as specific
preliminary plans for the mine development and operation in Bristol Bay watershed are now
evaluated, as per the peer review panel’s recommendations. In addition, the assessment
includes consideration of impacts for mine-associated development and transportation
corridors. The assessment includes discussion of risks and impacts during mine development
and operation, as well as those associated with the post-mining period. It also includes new
discussion and evaluation of mitigation and remediation during the mine operation and postmining periods.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.109 Based on our review, as well as discussion included in the 2013 Assessment itself, the impact
analysis is conservative and underestimates the potential negative impacts of large-scale
mining activities in the Bristol Bay watershed. For example, the largest mine scenario
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analyzed (Pebble 6.5) is based on mining operations that would recover only 60% of the
estimated 10 billion metric tons of ore deposit.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.110 It makes far greater sense for EPA to proceed, as it has in this case, by analyzing the potential
effects of large-scale mining generally in an area of concern, based on scenarios that cover a
range of potential mine design alternatives. Requiring the agency to wait for the filing of
successive individual permit applications would result in a waste of resources, both for the
agency and any interested parties.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.111 In this case, there can be no reasonable doubt that this standard has been met. As EPA has
explained, “regardless of design and operation standards, any large-scale mine in the Bristol
Bay region would have a footprint that would affect aquatic resources.” In other words,
unacceptable adverse effects will occur from any large-scale mine developed in Bristol Bay
regardless if the mine designs are based on 2006 State permit applications, 2011 SEC filings,
or future permit applications.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.112 EPA directly responds to the peer-review recommendation that it “[c]onsider adopting a
broader range of mine scenarios, especially smaller size mines.” The Assessment now
includes Pebble 2.0 (1.8 billion metric tons of ore) and Pebble 6.5 (5.9 billion metric tons of
ore), and adds a third and smaller Pebble 0.25 (0.23 billion metric tons of ore) even though a
smaller mine is not economically viable in the region. (…) As EPA explains, Pebble 2.0 and
Pebble 6.5 reflect projects “which are described in [the Wardrop Report]” as “economically
viable, technically feasible and permittable” development. Because the Pebble deposits are
low-grade deposits (the metal-to-ore ratio is low), mining in the area will only be economical
if conducted over a large area, producing a large amount of waste. (…) If fully mined, this
would represent the largest mine of its type in North America. (…) EPA’s placement of the
mine components described in the scenarios is also based on information either from the
Wardrop Report, or where, in EPA’s experience, modern mining practice suggests a
component would be placed. (…) While other configurations are possible, they “would be
expected to have impacts of similar types and magnitudes.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.113 The streams that would be lost under any of the three mining footprint sizes include those
that directly provide habitat for salmonids, as well as those that may not contain salmonids at
all times of year but provide important sources of water, macroinvertebrates, and other
materials.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
World Wildlife Fund, Arctic Field Program (Doc. #5537)
6.114 Factions opposed to the EPA Watershed Assessment have objected to a process that does not
review and assess a specific mine plan. Recent Alaska history shows that initial plans
submitted by mining companies to State and Federal permitting agencies may have little to
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do with the eventual and ultimate development of the mining prospect. An example is the
Red Dog Mine in Northwest Alaska, where, in 2008, the mining company Teck Cominco
applied for and received mine extension permits for the nearby Aqqaluk deposit. Expanded
mining footprints result in expanded local and cumulative environmental, cultural, and
sociological impacts. This reality justifies the EPA’s precautionary approach and eye toward
long term and cumulative impacts.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.115 Expand the Assessment to include a mining scenario based solely on an underground mine at
the Pebble East deposit. EPA should include the potential effects of this underground mine,
since some stakeholders have indicated that Pebble may initially just apply for an
underground mine plan. The analysis should also assess a larger mine plan then the current
largest scenario in the final Assessment, to include mining at the full scale of the deposit.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 4.9 regarding an underground mine scenario.
We recognize that the final size of a mine at the Pebble deposit could exceed the largest
size considered in the assessment, but decided to focus the assessment on surface, open
pit mining.
6.116 WWF applauds EPA’s addition of potential mining scenarios to its earlier analysis from the
proposed Pebble Mine, but understands that the total potential footprint of mining operations
is unquantifiable at this point. For example, the potential impacts of the development and
operation of a deep-water port are not fully analyzed. Also not fully understood is the
potential volume, chemistry, and impacts of fugitive dust generated by mining, impacts of
infrastructure development, and effects of transportation activities which may have a
significant impact on fish, including salmon.
This Assessment appropriately analyzes the potential expansion of the Pebble Mine by
assessing different scenarios. The first scenario is an open pit based on a small initial mine
(0.25 billion tons, possibly the size of other potential mines in surrounding claim blocks that
could be developed after Pebble’s infrastructure is in place. The second scenario is a 20-year
mine (2 billion tons). And the third scenario is a mine that would extract an ore deposit of 6.5
billion tons. The potential expansion of a single mine and/or development of additional mines
in the region is important information for the government, public, investors and other
stakeholders to know to further understand the potential ecological, cultural, and social risks
of the project.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska Community Action on Toxics (Doc. #5541)
6.117 EPA readily acknowledges that the Watershed Assessment does not provide an in-depth
review of a specific mining project. However, it does assess the potential environmental
impacts associated with mining activities in the region given the nature of mineral deposits in
the watershed, the requirements for successful mining development, and information filed by
the mining companies themselves with both the State of Alaska and the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission. The Watershed Assessment concludes that large-scale mining
activities like the Pebble Mine would have potentially catastrophic impacts on Bristol Bay.
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Even in a best case scenario – with no leaks or failures – the massive mine would destroy up
to 90 miles of salmon stream, eliminate up to 4,800 acres of wetlands, and dewater an
additional 34 miles of stream. Under routine operations, leaks would cause “toxic levels of
copper” in the streams around the mine and kill salmon. And a tailings dam failure would be
“catastrophically damaging to fisheries in the receiving waters.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
6.118 During the peer review process, EPA was criticized for its use of a ‘hypothetical mine plan,’
based on published documents from the Pebble Partnership. However, EPA rightly notes that,
“if the resource is mined in the future, actual events will undoubtedly deviate from this
scenario. Even an environmental assessment of a proposed plan by a mining company would
be an assessment of a scenario that undoubtedly would differ from the ultimate development”
(ES – 24, emphasis added).
In fact, mine operations almost always differ significantly from the original mine plan as a
result of mine expansions over the course of the mine life. The Fort Knox Mine, which was
permitted in 1994, has undergone two expansions (2001 & 2007), in which the mine facility
changed dramatically from its original mine plan. Similarly, the Kennecott Greens Creek
Mine, which was permitted in 1983, underwent expansions in 1988, 1992, 2003 and 2012 – a
dramatic change from the original mine permit. At the Zortman Landusky mine in Montana,
there were 11 amendments to the original Zortman mine permit, extending the size of the
mine from 273 to 401 acres, and 10 amendments to the Landusky mine permit, extending the
size from 256 acres to 814 acres.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.119 We disagree with the incorporation of the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario in to the Assessment, as
it presents an unrealistic mine scenario for the Pebble mine. It is much too small to justify the
infrastructure required for this large, low-grade deposit. Even the Pebble 2.5 mine scenario is
on the small side for this particular deposit, as evidenced by the designation of the 45-year,
3.8 billion ton scenario, as the “base case” for the Wardrop Study.4
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 6.97 and 6.115. We acknowledge in Section
6.1 of the final assessment that the largest mine size scenario considered in the
assessment does not represent complete extraction of the deposit.
Pew Charitable Trusts et al. (Doc. #5655)
6.120 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) data indicate that Pebble’s footprint could span 32
square miles of wilderness-quality lands, requiring miles of roads and pipelines, a power
plant and a deep water port and structures as high as Hoover Dam to perpetually contain an
estimated 7 billion to 10 billion tons of contaminated tailings. The headwaters of the Kvichak
and Nushagak Rivers, two of the eight rivers that feed Bristol Bay, is an inappropriate site for
such a colossal open pit gold and copper mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Alaska Wilderness League (Doc. #5656)
6.121 EPA readily acknowledges that the Watershed Assessment does not provide an in-depth
review of a specific mining project. However, it does assess the potential environmental
impacts associated with mining activities in the region given the nature of mineral deposits in
the watershed, the requirements for successful mining development, and information filed by
the mining companies themselves with both the State of Alaska and the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission.
The Watershed Assessment concludes that large-scale mining activities like the Pebble Mine
would have potentially catastrophic impacts on Bristol Bay
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #6803)
6.122 In this second draft, EPA draws from a range of resources – from independent peer reviewed
science to Environmental Baseline Data released by the Pebble Limited Partnership – to
characterize the potential impacts of large-scale mining development on the Kvichak and
Nushagak watersheds creating a document that seems to have a more balanced approach to
considering the full range of potential stressors; i.e., there’s less emphasis on the
“catastrophic” failure mode and more on the sorts of “routine” failures that are more likely to
occur.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.123 During the peer review process, EPA was criticized for its use of a ‘hypothetical mine plan,’
based on published documents from the Pebble Partnership. However, EPA rightly notes that
“if the resource is mined in the future, actual events will undoubtedly deviate from this
scenario This is not a source of uncertainty, but rather an inherent aspect of a predictive
assessment. Even an environmental assessment of a proposed plan by a mining company
would be an assessment of a scenario that undoubtedly would differ from the ultimate
development” (ES – 24, emphasis added).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #5377)
6.124 This version of the watershed assessment has been substantially modified and improved from
the first review draft, with new material and analyses that clarify the scope and purpose of the
document as well as address reviewers’ other comments on the first review draft. (…)
Specific improvements include:
•

Analysis of a range of mining scenarios based on worldwide industry standards as well as
available preliminary plans for mine development and operation in the Bristol Bay
watershed;

•

Consideration of impacts for mine-associated development and transportation corridors;

•

Discussion of risks and impacts associated with the post-mining period, as well as during
mine development and operation;
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•

Risk evaluations for a broader range of biological and cultural resources, including
resident fish species, aquatic invertebrates, wildlife and Alaska native cultures; and

•

Discussion and evaluation of mitigation and remediation during the mine operation and
post-mining periods.

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.125 This fact is identified throughout the report, but we believe the quantitative risk assessments
should include maximum-impact scenarios as well. For example, the Pebble 6.5 Scenario
estimates that 5.9 billion metric tons of ore might be removed yet the report acknowledges
the deposit contains 10 billion metric tons for ore. As the magnitude of the operation
increases, potential impacts will increase accordingly.
EPA Response: We acknowledge in Section 6.1 of the final assessment that the largest
mine size scenario considered in the assessment does not represent complete extraction
of the deposit.
Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5540 and #5657)
6.126 BBWA mine scenarios are clearly based on published plans commissioned by Northern
Dynasty Mines a 50% partner in the Pebble Prospect when they tried to sell their stake in the
Pebble claims. What is NOT clear in the BBWA is that the 45 year 3.8 billion ton scenario is
likely the most economic initial development scenario, which is significantly larger than the
newly added 0.25 billion-ton and the 2.5 billion ton Pebble mine scenarios.
Recommendation: Consider replacing the 2.5 billion ton scenario with the preferred 3.8
billion ton scenario.
2) The largest scenario considered by EPA, 6.5 billion tons, would recover just 60% of the
estimated 10.8 billion ton Pebble deposit. If Pebble were fully developed it could be 40%
larger than projected in the RWA with significantly higher potential impacts.
Recommendation: Consider estimating potential impacts to fisheries from the 10.8 billion ton
Pebble mine scenario.
EPA Response: The 0.25 billion-ton scenario is included in the assessment in part to
represent the potential for mining other, non-Pebble deposits in the Bristol Bay
watersheds. It also represents an early stage of the potential build-out of a larger mine
at the Pebble deposit. The scenario suggested in the comment falls within the range of
sizes considered in the assessment. We recognize that the final size of a mine at the
Pebble deposit could exceed the largest size considered in the assessment (see Section 6.1
of the final assessment).
6.127 While the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario can be described as a viable mine scenario, it is not a
realistic mine scenario for the Pebble mine – it is much too small to justify the infrastructure
required for this large, low grade deposit. Even the Pebble 2.5 mine scenario is on the small
side for this particular deposit, as evidenced by the designation of the 45-year, 3.8 billion ton
scenario, as the “base case” for the Wardrop Study. (…) Recommendation: You might clarify
that the Pebble 0.25 scenario is likely to be an example of a nearby mine scenario than a
plausible scenario for mine development at Pebble.
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EPA Response: It is stated in Ghaffari et al. (2011) that there would be an “initial life of
25 years”; therefore, the 2.0 scenario is realistic. This clarification is present in Chapter
6 of the revised assessment: “For the purposes of this assessment, we have also placed
the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario at the Pebble deposit because of the availability of sitespecific information. If mines are developed at other exploration sites in the watershed
(Figure 13-1), they are likely to have characteristics and impacts much closer to those of
the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario.”
6.128 First, it presupposes that an EIS for a mine will provide a detailed analysis of the potential
impacts of this type of mining on the region. An EIS is not designed to provide this level of
analysis. An EIS is focused on a site-specific proposal. Second, throughout the 40+ year
history of EIS analyses no mine has gone through that process, and been granted permits to
operate, where the EIS/permits predicted that permit limits would not be met, or that damage
to non-mine resources off the minesite would occur. Yet history is replete with examples of
mines that have experienced significant problems in complying with their permits, and that
have not met the predictions for performance that were analyzed in the associated EIS. An
EIS must assume that fundamental predictions made for its analysis are correct (e.g.,
geochemistry and hydrology related to ARD contamination), and that mitigation measures
will work as designed (e.g., seepage collection systems). But these EIS-related analyses have
too often been proved to be wrong.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.129 “Cooling Tower Losses” are listed as one of the minor sources for water use/loss. I’m not
sure if there will be significant cooling tower losses, since the mine plans to use waste heat
for low temperature on-site applications (Ghaffari et al., 2011).
EPA Response: The cooling tower losses shown in the water balance for the Pebble 2.0
and Pebble 6.5 scenarios are taken directly from the average losses reported in Table
18.2.3 in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The losses reported for the Pebble 0.25 scenario equal
the Pebble 2.0 losses reduced proportionally to the production ratio between the two
scenarios.
6.130 In this section there is a discussion of the need to monitor some mine facilities, primarily the
tailings dams, waste rock piles, and the abandoned open pit and underground mine, in
potentially in perpetuity. With regard to the tailings dam and impounded tailings, it is noted:
“… we do not assume that tailings consolidate to a fully stable land form. Thus, the system
may require continued monitoring to ensure hydraulic and physical integrity in perpetuity.”
(p. 6-33). Recommendation: You could also add that another reason for the need to
“maintain” the dam is that even though the tailings themselves may consolidate, they would
still be susceptible to erosion if the integrity of the dam were to be compromised.
EPA Response: This point has been clarified in the final assessment.
6.131 The BBWA assumes all Potentially Acid Generating (PAG) waste will be identified and
controlled prior to mine closure but prediction, isolation and control of PAG waste is an
imperfect science; many examples of where PAG has not been successfully isolated and
controlled exist.15 The volume of ore at Pebble and NDMs finding a majority of 399 samples
from 65 cores were acid producing and their conclusion that “it would take about 40 years for
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nearly all the pretertiary rock to become acidic…” suggests PAG management and control at
Pebble will be difficult. Recommendation: Consider including or citing Figure 5 from NDMs
report (footnote 9) to show PAG of Pebble tertiary rock, a safer assumption would to
consider that PAG is not completely separated from NAG and base leachate models
accordingly.
EPA Response: The assessment implicitly assumes that the results of the NAG humidity
cell tests and barrel tests are representative of the rock that would be placed in the
NAG waste rock piles. The estimated quantities of NAG and PAG waste rock are
extrapolations from limited sampling. The assessment provides sufficient detail to allow
the reader to assess the potential effect of different amounts of PAG material within the
NAG waste rock piles or of variations in the actual amounts of NAG and PAG waste
rock.
6.132 Both Illinois Creek and Nixon Fork were each “reopened” after spending several years in
temporary closure status. Illinois Creek was closed in 1998 shortly after the mine was opened
as the result of the bankruptcy of the Dakota Mining Corporation. The closure bond for the
mine was not adequate to complete mine reclamation, and after considerable effort the
Alaska Department of Natural Resources was able to contract with a newly formed Alaska
corporation, the American Reclamation Group LLC, to ‘operate the mine for closure’ and
reclamation was essentially completed in 2002.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.133 It has been my experience that nitrates remain significantly elevated for many years after
mining ceases, particularly in discharges from waste rock piles,8 and often above the water
quality standard of 10 mg/L. Also the wording in “Table 6-9 – Stressors considered in the
assessment and their relevance to the assessment’s primary endpoint (salmonids) and
USEPA’s regulatory authority” “Nitrogen compounds are released during blasting and would
deposit on the landscape.” This wording in the table suggests that EPA is envisioning a
plume of nitrogen in the air that settles over the landscape, but doesn’t really show up in
water. The primary vector for nitrogen releases will be through groundwater discharge to
streams from the waste rock.
EPA Response: The comment is correct in that the assessment anticipates most of the
nitrate from blasting would enter the atmosphere and then deposit on the landscape.
Also, we did not address the direct deposition of nitrates on the waste rock during
blasting. We do not consider it to be a significant or quantifiable issue.
6.134 You might also mention dust from the tailings pond, which is typically an issue, because the
tailings ponds often have a significant amount of “beach” near the dam itself, both to enhance
dewatering of the tailings and to lessen the amount of seepage under/around the dam. An
example of the problems dust from a tailings impoundment can cause can be seen at the
Questa mine in New Mexico, where heavy metals in tailings dust contaminated a high
school.9
EPA Response: Tailings beaches would comprise primarily silica, but some other
metals could be present also in minerals. Pyritic tailings would be stored subaqueously,
so would not be on the beaches and not contribute to dusts. During mine operations, the
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assessment states that dusts would be suppressed with water. In the closure phase,
beaches would be reclaimed so that they would not produce dusts. Dusts were
considered outside the scope of the assessment due in part to the fact that dusts are not
regulated under the Clean Water Act, and partly because they would be controlled
during operation and assumed dispersed predominantly over the mine site, with runoff
from the site being captured and treated if contaminated with metals. However,
mention of dust from TSF beaches has been added to Section 6.4.2.5.
Borell Consulting Services, LLC (Doc. #4095)
6.135 It has been shown by me and others that “The Assessment is based on a hypothetical mine
that could not be permitted under existing State of Alaska and federal law requirements.”
Yet, the EPA Revised Draft has now expanded its evaluation to assume several other
hypothetical mines will be developed in the region.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.
J. M. Robbins (Doc. #4199)
6.136 Third, we already know that tracing the reach of the groundwater affected by the Pebble mine
is unknown. In fact, most of the science in this report is based on assumptions in which event
the writers placed little confidence. To quote a few examples:
•

p. 6-12 … However, a good deal of uncertainty exists because the humidity cell tests
used to predict pore water chemistry represent a small sample of the ore body. Actual
water quality in the tailings impoundment may differ significantly from what is
estimated.

•

p. 6-13 … Streams blocked by the mine pit or waste rock piles would, where practicable,
be diverted around and downstream of the mine. However, the zone of groundwater
depression around the mine pit and the slow filling of the post operation pit would likely
dewater these streams for hundreds of years.

•

Box 6.2 … Our analysis assumed that the drawdown at the mine pit was 100 m, but we
also verified that the results were not very sensitive to this assumption.

(…) Therefore, the report is incomplete as it lacks information relevant to reasonably foresee
significant adverse impacts on the human environment: i.e., water. 42 CFR 1502.22. Seepage
of toxic and hazardous substances from this mine development is mentioned numerous times
in the EIS. How much seepage and of what hazardous/toxic material is ill-defined. This
commenter suggests that none is the appropriate amount. The environmental consequence of
altering, depleting, polluting and using water is inadequately addressed in the statement.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. The rates and composition of seepage
are quantified in Chapter 8 of the assessment.
K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
6.137 Table 6-2. Mining scenario parameters: 1. It is not clear why the P025 scenario uses a very
low mill rate, extending the period of mining to 20 years – this might be a good place to state
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the assumptions that were made. 2. Can you explain why the ratio of PAG to NAG waste
rock moves to a much higher ratio of PAG between P2.0 and P65 scenarios?
EPA Response: We identified nine copper mines with deposits between 200 and 400
million tons (Mission, Safford [Dos Pobres], Copper Mountain, Lomas Bayas, Monywa
– S&K, Piedras Verdes, Sanchez, Zaldivar, and Alumbrera). The life of each mine,
calculated as the reserves divided by the production rate, ranged from 11 to 36 years
(mean = 20 years). The ratios of NAG and PAG for the Pebble 2.0 and Pebble 6.5
scenarios were derived from the cumulative open pit phase volumes data for Cretaceous
(PAG) rock and Tertiary (NAG) rock in Table 18.1.4 of Ghaffari et al. (2011).
6.138 Please explain why it is assumed that the tailings dam will start out as a downstreamconstruction method (the most stable) and move to a centerline-construction method (less
stable) as the TSF grows.
EPA Response: Ghaffari et al. (2011) states: “The tailings embankments will be
progressively expanded using downstream construction methods for the initial years,
switching to centerline construction.” Figure 18.3.3 of Ghaffari et al. (2011) shows the
profile for such a dam. As with many aspects of the assessment scenarios, we presume
that the experts who prepared the Ghaffari et al. (2011) report had access to the best
available information and considered the engineering and economic tradeoffs of the
proposed designs.
6.139 The EPA has appropriately characterized the Pebble 0.25 (P0.25), Pebble 2.0 (P2.0) and
Pebble 6.5 (P6.5) scenarios as mine stages. The P0.25 stage is not economically feasible
unless infrastructure has been developed, but it provides the lower bounds of impacts. The
upper boundary considered by the EPA is at the P6.5 stage. This is the likely limit of ore that
can be developed through open pit methods. However, it is not entirely appropriate for the
EPA to ignore the 4.5 billion tons of higher grade ore that could be accessed as the open pit
nears the end of its life. The risks are not simply additive; there would be a lower stripping
ratio and less waste rock on the surface with underground mining. The long-term risks
depend on the mine method employed. Block caving will leave the entire mine area rubbleized, exposed to water and oxygen as discussed in Box 4-4. This provides a potentially potent
source for acid drainage, a realistic pathway to the surface, and a low likelihood of mitigation
or remediation once started. Including an underground mine could both provide a more
realistic upper bound to the risk scenarios, and provide a format within which to compare
risks of’ alternative underground mining best practices.
EPA Response: We acknowledge that underground mining is possible and mention it in
Section 4.3.2.1 of the assessment. However, we considered an underground mine
scenario beyond the scope of the assessment, which focuses on surface, open-pit mining.
6.140 Table 6-1 is helpful. The paragraph following the table generally describes the components of
the mine that went into scenario development. The constraints on the waste rock and TSF
locations are described well. The section could be strengthened by describing in more detail
the constraints of the other elements: the size of the mine is constrained by the balance of
metal prices and energy costs; the time period of mining is constrained by the mill rate and
metal prices; ore transport off-site is constrained by volume and infrastructure options.
Although the placement of TSFs are described as constrained by topography, they should
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also be constrained by hydrology and risks related to contaminant transport (Section 6.1.2.4).
It might also be noted that legally Lake Iliamna could be used for tailings disposal; it is the
cheapest option but politically untenable at the present time. Box 6-1 is also helpful in clearly
showing that the risks discussed in the mine scenarios are conservative at best.
EPA Response: Although the constraints noted in the comment would influence mine
size, the length of time it was mined, and transport of ore off-site, this discussion is
somewhat off topic from the purpose of the assessment. Since exploration of the Pebble
deposit is further along than any other deposit in the area, we relied on the information
presented in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
6.141 Table 6-2 makes clear that processing 6.5 billion tons of ore results in about 22.2 billion tons
of waste: 10.9 billion tons of NAG waste rock, 4.7 billion tons of PAG waste rock, and over
6 billion tons of tailings. Is there a way to show this visually, similar to the way the height of
the TSF-1 dam is shown in Figure 6-4? Is there a way to show the total waste at each of the
stages P0.25, P2, and P6.5, with the relative proportions of NAG waste rock, PAG waste
rock, and tailings?
EPA Response: Comment noted. We decided that providing the values was sufficient.
6.142 Why is the risk of pipeline failure presumed to be adequately reduced with double-walls
where the pipeline is above ground, but a single-walled pipeline appears to be adequate when
buried below ground (Section 6.1.3.2). Given the groundwater-surface water exchange, a
pipeline failure below ground has the potential to contaminate surface waters; a doublewalled pipeline for sections below ground would reduce the risk.
EPA Response: The aboveground portion is assumed to be double-walled, as described
in Ghaffari et al. (2011), because it is more subject to mechanical damage.
6.143 Mine scenario footprint, P6.S. This suggests moving PAG waste rock into mined-out parts of
the pit for storage to minimize the PAG waste rock outside the cone of depression. Has this
been done at other copper porphyry mines?
EPA Response: This has either been done or proposed before. For example, at the
Bonanza Ledge open pit mine in British Columbia, potentially acid-generating (PAG)
waste rock was planned to be backfilled in the proposed Bonanza Ledge pit and flooded
to minimize future oxidation and potential contaminant release. A similar management
option has been proposed for the Genesis Project in Nevada.
6.144 Section 6.3.1 mentions that it is not possible to predict the long-term pit lake water quality.
Given the completely uncertain long-term conditions, and the risks of seepage to aquatic life
and potential risks of poor pit lake water quality on waterfowl, it is appropriate that EPA
suggests long term monitoring and water treatment should be anticipated and bonded for. In
addition to the uncertain efficacy of potential mitigation measures (such as pacifying the pit
walls above the water line), microbial activity may influence the degree of acidity in the pit
lake. For example, in a comparison of two lignite mining pit lakes, the difference in pit lake
seasonal turnover may have created conditions that shifted the balance between oxidizing and
reducing bacteria, thereby maintaining acid water at one pit lake and neutral pH water at
another.6 However, as mentioned elsewhere, the pit lake will existing perpetuity, and unless
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water quality reaches similar quality of surrounding waters, the risks could last longer than
the human institutions available to manage them.
EPA Response: The comment reinforces the statement in the assessment that pit lake
water quality is not presently predictable. The revised assessment does state that
predicting pit water quality has a high degree of uncertainty, but that water would need
to be monitored and treated to meet effluent requirements prior to being discharged to
streams, for as long as the water remained contaminated.
6.145 In Section 6.1.2 there is a discussion of post-closure tailings water. Tailings pore water
(seepage) is expected to be similar to that of humidity cell leachate and tailings pond water is
expected to approach the chemistry of ambient water. The humidity cell tests showed wide
variability in chemistry (Appendix H), and using the mean may underestimate contaminant
leachate. Ammonia and the cyanide breakdown product thiocyanate (if cyanide is used in
gold processing) may remain elevated for years in tailings pond water.5 Tailings acid
generation and dam failure will need to be prevented in perpetuity. A balance will need to be
struck between drawing water down to relieve pressure on the TSF dam(s) and maintaining a
water cover to reduce oxygen infiltration and acid generation (Section 6.3.2). Reducing the
risk of dam failure inherently increases the risk of poor water behind the dam.
EPA Response: The assessment is based on the design assumptions described for the
three mine size scenarios (as detailed in Chapter 6). Other design assumptions or
approaches and future data could lead to different conclusions. The assessment presents
sufficient data for the reader to judge the sensitivity of many of the potential effects to
variations in the design assumptions. More significant deviations from the mine
scenarios may require additional analyses to assess likely effects.
6.146 If NAG waste rock piles are reclaimed, why would they be weathering?
EPA Response: Reclaimed waste rock piles would be shaped to an acceptable form and
planned use. They would not necessarily be isolated from moisture or oxygen and so
could potentially weather. The revision clarifies in the introductory portion of this
section that wastes are reclaimed during the closure period. Additionally, we assume
that existing water management structures and the WWTP would be monitored and
maintained as part of post-closure operations.
6.147 PAG waste rock (section 6.3.3) will need to be managed during operations so that it remains
accessible for blending into mill feed, while minimizing the risk that uncontrolled seepage
from unlined waste rock facilities poses to waterways. Milling PAG waste rock reduces the
long-term risk of PAG leachate entering water, but may increase the short-term risk by
making it untenable to encapsulate PAG within NAG cells. There is an assumption that the
onset of acid generation will not occur until 20 years after extraction, providing a safety
factor for management (Section 6.1.2.3). If accurate, the critical period of concern would be
between 20 years after the mine starts up (when rock would begin generating acid) and 20
years prior to closure (rock after that could be milled or submerged before it began
generating acid); in the P6.5 scenario of a 78 year mine life, the greatest risks would be in
mine years 20-58. Nearly four decades over which seepage would need to be completely
collected and controlled - a near impossibility.
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EPA Response: No PAG waste rock would remain on the surface for more than 20
years in any of our scenarios. Section 6.1.2.3 states: “PAG waste rock would be stored
separately from NAG waste rock and over the life of the mine would be blended with
processed ore to allow consistency in chemical usage and to remove material from
surface storage prior to its expected time of acid generation (e.g., within 20 years of its
extraction).” Leachate management and monitoring would still be required to ensure
acceptable performance.
6.148 In reality, acid onset will occur over a range of years (PLP’s own data estimates-onset to acid
ranges from one year to decades). In reality, there could also be intermittent closures over the
life of the mine or premature closure (discussed in Section 6.3.5), leaving waste rock on the
surface for longer periods of time than originally anticipated before final milling or
submersion. This argues for continuing kinetic testing of multiple core samples representative
of the entire ore body and hydrothermal alterations, and for continuing to collect and test
core, samples for decades as deeper deposits are accessed. Rock should be placed as safely as
possible as if the mine might enter an intermittent closure in the future. This might require
placing PAG waste rock on liners to reduce the seepage into groundwater, and placing
lysimeters within waste rock piles to monitor changing chemistry as has been done at Red
Dog and other mines. Waste rock management plans should require that PAG rock never be
outside the cone of depression, which may require processing PAG as the cone of depression
at the end of mine life. PAG should be surrounded by NAG. Prior to permitting, a range of
mitigation options should be presented along with known efficiency and failure rates at
comparable mines.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
6.149 Table 6-9: Has anyone evaluated whether warmer temperatures in streams and an increase in
TDS and potentially in selenium and nitrogen could trigger algae blooms (even if
phosphorous does not increase)?
EPA Response: We believe that phosphorus is likely the limiting factor in algal
production in these streams, and that algal blooms are unlikely.
6.150 1. Concentrations at which metals are a concern to aquatic life were compared to the
concentration of metals reported by PLP in tailings and waste rock leachate (Section 6.4.2.3)
to determine which metals were most likely to pose a risk to salmon. Metals were not a
concern if the average concentration in the leachate was below toxic concentrations. This
approach is conservative in that a) the methods used by PLP were flawed (e.g., used larger
particles than the test method protocol) potentially underestimating the rate of release time to
onset to acid drainage, and metal concentrations in leachate; b) samples submitted for testing
were not representative of the ore body and may not have captured alteration types typically
found in hydrothermal mineralization (described in Appendix H) therefore the full range of
leachate concentrations are not known; c) concentrations on the upper end may be observed
on a regular, seasonal basis with flushing effects after cold or dry periods.
2. Dust from the tailings beaches, with pyrite and metals that could initiate chemical
contamination in wetlands (reductive environment) and streams (oxidative environment) has
not been considered in the stressors evaluation (Section 6.4.2.5). This stressor should be
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listed, along with mitigation options, particularly mitigation options that might be effective
during winter’2910.2s extreme cold when there are high winds.
EPA Response: PLP did alter the standard ASTM method for the humidity cell testing;
however, such alterations are not uncommon and typically have a rationale based on
combined knowledge of the lithology, mineralogy, and geochemistry of the material.
Multiple factors affect whether ions are released and their speed of release from
minerals within a rock matrix (e.g., mineral grain size, solubility of minerals present,
rock matrix particle size, location of minerals within the matrix, formation of secondary
minerals, etc.). Additionally, air and water fluxes contribute to drainage quality along
with the particle size. In the EBD, PLP states: “For finer particle sizes, there was a
concern that a disproportionate amount of internal grain matrix would be exposed,
which would be less representative of mined materials.”
It is not clear why the comment states the samples were not representative. The PLP
EBD states that sample selection was designed to ensure different components would be
evaluated, which included all lithologies, all alteration types and zones identified, and
the range of potential contaminant and sulfide values.
We assumed that concentrations presented by PLP in their EBD were applicable to the
Pebble deposit, and could be similar to what might be present at a different porphyry
copper deposit. It would not be expected that concentrations at any given point in time
would be identical to the means used in the assessment; however, there needs to be some
basis on which to make comparisons and this was the method chosen. Without doing
true site-specific seasonal testing, it is not possible to say how or even if the results
would differ from the means and ranges seen in testing.
Regarding dust from tailings beaches, see response to Comment 6.134.
V. Wilson III (Doc. #5529)
6.151 Expand the Assessment to include a mining scenario based solely on an underground mine at
the Pebble East deposit. EPA should include the potential effects of this underground mine,
since some stakeholders have indicated that Pebble may initially just apply for an
underground mine.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.139.
M. Satre (Doc. #6756)
6.152 The latest draft of the assessment completely ignores the direction that the EPA was given by
the 2012 Peer Review Panel and continues to rely on a hypothetical mine scenario that could
not be permitted under existing local, state, and federal laws.
The mine scenario used in the assessment is technically flawed and lacks sufficient detail for
even the most basic scientific risk assessments. The scenario fails to come close to the
standard of information that any project would be required to meet in a permit application. At
a minimum this would normally include detailed plans for mine designs, mining rates,
process flow sheets, recoveries, concentrate and tails composition, water management, water
balances, waste rock characterization, and construction and operating plans for waste rock
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and tailings storage facilities. It would also include detailed information on the avoidance,
minimization and mitigation plans that ensure that any project will have the least amount of
impact to its surrounding environment.
EPA Response: Contrary to the comment, the peer reviewers recognized the need for a
mine scenario to perform a risk assessment.
D. L. Chesser (Doc. #3253)
6.153 It is shameful that the EPA is using outdated mining information and methods to build a case
against Pebble Mine before they have even seen the plans or permit applications. Use of a
hypothetical mine as a basis for the assessment is grossly unfair and criminal, as far as I am
concerned. The EPA has no idea what Alaska is all about. The EPA has no idea what current
safeguards are already in place to protect the salmon fishery in Bristol Bay. The EPA has no
idea, because no one at the EPA has even seen any detailed plans or environmental mitigation
strategies for Pebble Mine. So, the EPA has made up a scenario based on outdated and
unrealistic mining methods, and gave it a ‘worst case scenario’ spin. Yeah, great job EPA.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.2.
G. Y. Parker (Doc. #5615)
6.154 Pipelines – Recommended Mitigation and Restriction in a § 404(c) Determination: Highest
engineering and operations standards.
EPA Response: The scenarios assume modern conventional industry practices. The
assessment is not a regulatory document, so recommendations for mitigation are
beyond its scope.
6.155 Pit walls and surface and groundwater from the pit - Recommended Mitigation: Short term
treatments of pit walls to prevent oxidation may be available, but no long term mitigation for
acid generation and metals leaching is available. Long term quality of pit water is unknown.
Water treatment may be the only means available to mitigate the adverse effects of poor
water quality in a final pit lake. Water treatment must address both surface and groundwater
to be effective. However, issues of perpetual treatment arise. So no sustainable mitigation is
available for pit lake water quality issues. Recommended Restrictions for a§ 404(c)
Determination: No mitigation is available. Significant adverse effects on downstream water is
unacceptable, so a prohibition of mining is required to achieve the purposes of the Clean
Water Act.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.154.
P. Walsh (Doc. #4398)
6.156 You provide 3 scenarios ranging from 20-78 year duration mining operations. I find this the
most unrealistic of anything in the plan. If large scale mining is permitted, it will last beyond
any timeframe that is meaningful to planning. You don’t have to go far to find examples of
why this is true. Go just a few miles west to Platinum, Alaska, home of the Platinum Mine
which has destroyed the Salmon River. This mine is in operation, and is already older than
the 78 year maximum scenario in your assessment. The reason for the indefinite duration of
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mining is that technology continues to develop, and mining waste that is truly unusable now
will become economically viable in the future as extraction technology advances. Thus, I
think the only reasonable planning timeframe is to consider a large scale mine to be a
permanent change. It will never be restored to natural function in a timeframe meaningful to
management.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Timeframes were based on the size of the evaluated
deposits and the production rates. Additional production (e.g., of the entire Pebble
deposit) could extend the duration of mining. We believe that the Pebble 6.5 (78-year)
scenario is reasonable, although we acknowledge that other scenarios are possible.
The Nature Conservancy (Doc. #4315)
6.157 In our first set of public comments regarding the Draft Watershed Assessment, we concluded
that at a general level, our work corroborates and supports the EPA’s findings in the Draft
Watershed Assessment and that we believe EPA used appropriate scenarios to establish
potential risks of types and scale of risks consistent with our analyses.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
6.158 The largest mine scenario used in the draft (6.5 billion tons) would only recover 60% of the
estimated 10.8 billion ton deposit (see Ghaffari et al. 2011). So, there is a great likelihood
that that the mine would be 66% larger, meaning that the assessment markedly
underestimates the likely impacts of normal operations and potential catastrophic failures.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.119.
6.159

[The 2013 draft] (…) assumes that all acid generating waste will be identified before closure,
despite the failure to do so in a preponderance of other abandoned mines (see Kuipers et al.
2006. Comparison of predicted and actual water quality at hardrock mines: the reliability of
predictions in environmental impact statements. Kuipers and Associates, Butte, Montana).
EPA Response: Section 8.2.5 of the revised assessment discusses uncertainties related to
imperfect NAG and PAG waste rock separation and its potential implications.

Ground Truth Trekking (Doc. #3928)
6.160 The proposed Pebble Mine would generate very large volumes of rocky and mud waste. For
most readers, the amounts in question may be difficult to intuitively comprehend. For this
reason, we suggest the Watershed Assessment add total waste tonnage to Table 6.2, Mine
Scenario Parameters. We suggest also some form of simple graphic depiction of total waste
volumes, on a meaningful scale, and perhaps comparison to metal volumes.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but we decided that providing the values was
sufficient.
6.161 Waste rock is tentatively divided into Potentially Acid Generating (PAG) and Non-Acid
Generating (NAG). Current plans call for storing both types in uncontained waste rock
dumps (Exhibit 5), processing the PAG waste rock only at the mine closure (Wardrop 2011,
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Section 1.8.8). Both PAG and NAG waste rock can generate contaminants – acid mine
drainage in the NAG waste, and metals leaching in the PAG waste.
Historically, waste rock has been a primary source of acid drainage. It often proves
uneconomical or infeasible to relocate it to containment once acid generation is detected.
Likewise, existing tailings containment facilities are typically not sized to contain the
additional volume acid-generating waste rock, primarily because of the increased
construction costs associated with expanding a tailings facility to contain the additional waste
(Dave Chambers, Center for Science in Public Participation, personal consultation).
EPA Response: The revised assessment states that NAG and PAG waste rock would be
separated in the waste rock pile during mine operation and processed throughout the
mine life, as mill conditions permit, with the intent to process all of the PAG waste rock
before mine closure.
S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
6.162 Further, in response to reviewer comments, authors added a 0.25 billion ton scenario to the
revised Assessment. Although this subject falls outside my area of expertise, I am quite
skeptical this is an economically viable mine size given the investment in exploration and
infrastructure required prior to development. If the 0.25 billion ton scenario is deemed
economically feasible and remains in the final Assessment, a 10.8 billion ton scenario should
also be incorporated given that is the known size of the deposit as per Ghaffari et al. 2011.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.119.
Moore Geosciences, LLC (Doc. #2911)
6.163 The assessment makes a strong case that potential effects and management of those effects
must be considered as lasting over millennia, not just during the operation of the mine. With
such a large deposit and associated extensive development infrastructure it is very likely that
monitoring and control will be required in perpetuity. There is little evidence that mines of
this size and complexity and in such dynamic environments can be left alone after ore is
depleted and the mine is closed. Monitoring and containment could outlast the “lifetime of
human institutions” responsible for such regulation. In addition, future more variable climate
conditions may increase the likelihood of increased releases of toxics into the aquatic system
down gradient from the mine site, which makes designing wastewater treatment and tailings
impoundments extremely difficult. The authors identify the need for monitoring and
management of the physical mine site in perpetuity.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
M. Schelmeske (Doc. #6280)
6.164 You say that the mines and associated infrastructure will be monitored after closure but, since
this needs to be for such a long time, how can we be sure that funding will always be there to
do the required monitoring? What guarantee do we have that the monitoring will continue
and the sites are taken care of? Please explain how you will monitor and correct
environmental problems if the company goes bankrupt or closes down or something to that
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effect? I am very concerned that the mines will be abandoned after the money is made and
there will be irreparable damage to the resources.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 6.64. Full consideration of these issues is
outside the scope of the assessment, which focuses on evaluating potential impacts of
large-scale mining rather than establishing a plan for monitoring and correcting any
impacts.
D. Girvin (Doc. #6119)
6.165 I find it an outrage that during the video one of the Pebble Mine ‘team’ talks about how they
have the capability to build the tails pit with no concern of leakage, then in the next breath
says they will have several ponds to collect the leakage, and it will be pumped back to the
main tanks, and they will build more collection tanks for the leakage as needed. Right after
stating there will be no leakage! This is a horrible idea all the way, no matter how you look at
it the risk is too great. Please do not do this.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
C. Borbridge (Doc. #5066)
6.166 More information could be provided on predicted failure rates of earthen dams. This should
be beyond the predicted failure rates of standard or select engineered dams. We don’t know
what level of engineering will occur until the dam is built. The estimates of the durability of
the dams should more specifically include estimates of longevity of earthen dams located in
an earthquake zone. There is less certainty in engineering an earthen dam built with mine
tailings as opposed to other more uniform earthen dam. As acknowledge in the study, there is
more difficulty in predicting the performance of any structure the longer it must last. The
requirement of these dams is that they last forever.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but we are unsure what additional information could
be added that would be informative. Neither additional analysis of the historic
performance of dams nor further discussion of a future dam in the Bristol Bay
watershed (without a detailed engineering design) would provide any meaningful
insights beyond what is already presented in the assessment.
Weber Sustainability Consulting (Doc. #4319)
6.167 Tailings may or may not present the magnitude of biogeochemical threat posed by waste rock
dumps, but insofar as they do, then the sulfide minerals that break down to produce acid mine
drainage promises to endure and to reduce salmon and trout populations inestimably because
of the massive quantities presented.
The physical effects of tailings sedimentation spread among the many rivers and lakes below
the Pebble deposit were there to be tailings containment failure due to weather events beyond
design parameters, earthquakes, or combined effect of more than one of these events, spells
disaster for salmonid spawning in streams. Clean gravels and rock streambeds are crucial to
these fish, as we see in trout streams across western America. The immense volumes of
tailings discussed in the 0.25, 2.0 and 6.5 versions of the Pebble mine mean little to most
people witnessing these phenomena.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
M. Apel (Doc. #0151)
6.168 Specifically, Page 21 of the Executive Summary discusses the estimation of tailings dam
failure, noting the use of standard engineering practices for these kinds of dams. Yet, it
doesn’t seem to take into consideration the higher risk or impact of seismic activity in the
area, and its relationship to ‘standard engineering’ design.
EPA Response: Standard engineering practice includes the assessment of seismic risk,
the determination of appropriate seismic parameters, and appropriate design and
construction to achieve the required level of safety.
L. Trasky (Doc. #5050)
6.169 Because billions of tons of acid generating mine waste must be stored behind porous earth fill
dams in perpetuity, it is inevitable that these dams will eventually fail or leak. Over
thousands of years the system of pipes, drains and liners necessary to capture and return the
contaminated water leaking from the largest earth fill dams on earth will eventually break or
corrode under the crushing pressure and highly corrosive environment underneath the largest
earth fill dams on earth. There will be no way to replace any of these pipes, pumps and
equipment which will be located hundreds of feet under the tailing dams. There is also some
question if anyone will notice or care in a thousand years. There have been at least 93 tailings
dam failures since 1960 and 47 since 1990 when it can be assumed modern regulatory and
engineering practices have been in place. A number of the most dramatic tailings dam
failures have occurred in the U.S. The failed dams have been much smaller than the proposed
Pebble dams and none have been in place for thousands of years.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Stratus Consulting (Doc. #5433)
6.170 This revision of the Watershed Assessment contains a much longer discussion of waste rock
leachate, and the “routine operations” scenario now assumes that some of this leachate would
escape. In this scenario, toxic effects are predicted for substantial portions of the South Fork
Koktuli River and Upper Talarik Creek drainages. This is probably more realistic than the
“no failure” scenario described in the previous draft, given the difficulty that mine developers
would have in collecting all of the leachate in these high-permeability materials. EPA also
calculated the leachate collection system effectiveness that would be required to ensure that
copper concentrations do not exceed standards in downstream waters. These calculations
estimate that more than 99% of the leachate would need to be captured, which provides more
context for the toxicity of these leachates than in the previous draft.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J. Bronson (Doc. #5523)
6.171 Finally, please include more discussion about what will happen to the waste rock piles after
the mine closes. Who will maintain them and for how long? I assume that you share
Alaskans’ desire for the Bristol Bay watershed to still support salmon streams a hundred and
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a thousand years from now. If the waste rock piles are not maintained and monitored, it is
fairly universally accepted that contaminants likely will be released and will damage the
salmon runs. Please help the public realize that if Pebble is permitted, that we are taking on a
commitment for centuries.
EPA Response: The assessment assumes that monitoring and wastewater collection and
treatment would continue for as long as necessary to meet relevant criteria and
standards. However, it is acknowledged that there is an unquantifiable risk of
premature site abandonment.

Chapter 7:

Mine Footprint

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
7.1

Original Draft Location: Page: 3.5, Section: Report Section Identification: 3.5 Types of
Evidence and Inference, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: The risk assessment approach using types of
evidence and inference, conceptual modeling and characterization of risks by the lines (or
multiple lines) of evidence is appropriate for generally understanding and scoping the
watershed risk assessment. Higher risk (probability) failure or impact effects will likely
require additional studies and numerical modeling to refine and better understand and
quantify project risks and uncertainties.
Recommended Change: Recommended Change: The study should outline what additional
data, studies and numerical models would be appropriate to evaluate higher risk mine
elements (i.e., tailings facilities failures), that would be appropriate to support a
comprehensive watershed assessment and risk analysis, and will prepare agencies and lay the
groundwork for future mine permit studies.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft:
Addressed: No.
Comments: None of the risk assessments in the revised document (Chapters 7 through 11)
specifically address additional data that would be required to address higher risk mine
elements, conduct watershed assessments, or be required for future permitting. The document
continues to focus on assumptions and extrapolations without demonstrating the need for
further analysis.
EPA Response: Chapters 7 through 11 do include descriptions of critical uncertainties
and additional data, assessment, and analysis needs (e.g., the need for better
understanding of factors limiting fish populations and groundwater-surface water
connectivity, as discussed in Chapter 7). Identifying studies that should be performed to
generate additional data and models is beyond the scope of this assessment.

7.2

Original Draft Location: Page: 2.9, Report Section Identification: 2.2
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Original Comment from State of Alaska: Only resident, non-anadromous Dolly Varden are
considered in the assessment but there are significant anadromous Dolly Varden populations
in the Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Chapter 7 - Anadromous Dolly
Varden are not addressed, and no reason given as to why this is so. Dolly Varden should be
included in the analysis.
EPA Response: The presence of both anadromous and nonanadromous Dolly Varden is
noted in Chapter 7. The assessment acknowledges that the distribution of anadromous
Dolly Varden in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds is not known.
7.3

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.1, Report Section Identification: 5.1.2
Original Comment from State of Alaska: It is stated that the abundance counts
“…underestimate true abundance by a large and unknown factor” and “…true spawner
abundance is probably substantially higher than the values presented…” However, by using
the “highest” index counts, it is likely to be representative, or possibly an overestimate of
average, and applying this “highest” index count across an entire stream system, or even
across large areas (i.e., reaches) of the stream where spawning may or may not occur
(because spawning is generally restricted to particular reaches or habitat conditions that do
not exist everywhere in the stream), could very well overestimate impacted numbers of fish.
In addition, the values presented in Table 5-1 seem to be consistent with the reported
numbers of sockeye and Chinook by the ADFG counts since 1955. With over 30 years of
data, apparently consistent with the 4 years of data collected for the Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Data, using the highest index count may result in an
overestimate of the number of impacted salmon. Further, the Northern Dynasty Tailings
Impoundment A Initial Application Report by Knight Piesold (September 2006) clearly states
that TSF areas were selected because of a measured lack of significant populations of
anadromous fish. Some level of verification between the EPA estimated direct fish impact
and the Northern Dynasty fish data would seem to be needed.
Recommended Change: Provide discussion on similarity/differences between Pebble Limited
Partnership Environmental Baseline Data (2004-2008) data and ADFG (1955 on) data, and
be clear and correct on likelihood of over or under estimation of numbers, particularly across
stream reaches/areas. It would be prudent to more clearly separate out discussion of effects
into those caused by habitat lost under/upstream of the mine and TSF areas (e.g., direct), and
those downstream from the mine area (e.g., indirect). Edit language to refrain from broad
statements of significance of impact without site-specific data analysis to show it.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No comparison of the ADFG
counts and PLP counts was provided. The discussion of the two data sets appeared to be
mostly unchanged. There is no clear indication of when the estimates were an over or under
estimation. The structure of the effects discussion is largely the same, separating out habitat
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modifications, stream flow modifications, and water quality issues from the effluent. The
comment still needs to be addressed.
EPA Response: We used the highest index count because it is mathematically closer to
the true number of salmon using a given survey reach in a given year than the average
of a series of counts. Salmon show up in the survey reach over several weeks, and total
abundances within reaches change nearly continuously as spawners move through, die,
or drift downstream. Each of the periodic surveys only counts a fraction of the fish
using the survey reach because none of the individual fish are present for the entire
spawning period. Thus, the peak count is the closest to the true number and it is
theoretically impossible for it to exceed the true number. Averaging a series of survey
counts, especially when some of the surveys were conducted at a time when few or no
spawning salmon were present, only serves to deflate the estimate and move it farther
from the true number. The comment implies that index counts are somehow being
extrapolated to areas outside of the survey reaches, but that is not correct. We did not
state or imply that ADF&G data were inconsistent with, or better or worse than, PLP
data. We also are not judging the significance of fish populations under the TSFs. We
are simply presenting available fish data along with the appropriate caveats.
7.4

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.3, Report Section Identification: 5
Original Comment from State of Alaska: When reading the text in the Executive Summary,
Chapter 2, Chapter 5, Appendices A through F, much discussion is based on the entire Bristol
Bay region. However, unless there is a water quality issue downstream or a dam break, the
effects to the entire Bristol Bay region would be minimal. The Figure on page 5-3 shows that
there is no rearing or spawning area of pink salmon anywhere near the mine disturbance. The
Figure on page 5-4 shows that there is no rearing or spawning area of chum salmon near the
mine disturbance. The Figure on page 5-5 shows that there is no rearing or spawning area of
sockeye salmon in the mine disturbance (although it is close). The Figure on page 5-6 shows
that there is minor rearing or spawning area of Chinook Salmon in the mine disturbance, and
the Figure on page 5-7 shows that there is definite rearing or spawning area of coho salmon
in the mine disturbance, but it is small in extent and at the head of the watersheds compared
to the rest of the entire Bristol Bay region. The Figure on page 5-8 shows significant use by
Dolly Varden fish, but this fish does not appear to be of great value in the Bristol Bay region.
It appears that the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment is constantly citing the overall value of
Bristol Bay region fisheries but downplays the actual amount of these stream lengths (that
have the valuable fish) which would be affected by the mine.
Recommended Change: Recommended Change: Depict more accurately the amount of
stream segments that are rearing and spawning areas for the valuable fish and which could be
affected by the mine and compare them to the total length of rearing and spawning lengths
for the Bristol Bay region. It will be seen that the amount of blocked and eliminated segments
are a very small percentage of the total for the region.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: There is no detailed analysis
of the amount of stream segments that are potentially affected compared with the species and
life stages used in these areas, aside from what is presented in Figures 7-2 thru 7-8. Tables
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13-2 thru 13-7 do have the potential overlap of affected waters with species and life stages
present, but there is no indication of the extent to which the overlap occurs (i.e., km of stream
or area of lake/wetland impacted). The comment has not been adequately addressed. Failure
to incorporate the relative value of the headwater habitats to the entire populations of each
species results in an overstatement of effects.
EPA Response: We recognize the need for a better sense of context within the larger
region, and the final assessment has been revised accordingly. The AWC and AFFI
databases are the best, most consistent record of reported fish distributions, and are the
basis for the depictions of fish rearing and spawning areas (e.g., in Figures 5-4 through
5-8 and Figures 5-10 through 5-11 in the final assessment). Tables 7-5 and 7-8 in the
final assessment summarize the total length of AWC streams and the length impacted
by the footprint.
7.5

Original Draft Location: Page: Multiple, Report Section Identification: 2.0 and 4.3.7
Original Comment from State of Alaska: High seasonal fluctuations exist in the mine area as
shown in Figure 2-7, page 2-23. However, the seasonal effects were not adequately
considered in the water balance estimation. Frozen conditions would have a major impact on
flows in creeks and runoff. Peak seasonal precipitation and snow melt would also have a
major impact on the water balance. Water balance estimated with averaged precipitation (as
in Box 4-2, page 4-28) will not represent the seasonal field conditions.
Recommended Change: Recommended Change: Provide temporal and seasonal fluctuation of
rainfall, stream flow, and groundwater level. Evaluate the mining impact on water balance
under long term average condition and high seasonal flow condition.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The same figure is
incorporated in the revised text (Figure 7.5) and the suggested analysis has not been
incorporated. Since the analysis continues to rely upon average streamflow ignoring
consideration of seasonal fluctuations, accurate predictions of streamflow impairment are
questionable.
EPA Response: The assessment primarily considers potential changes in annual
streamflows that would be caused by development of the mine scenarios. For some
aspects, such as the water table drawdown due to the pit dewatering, seasonal
fluctuations would be small compared to the amount of drawdown. For specific stream
reaches in which seasonal flow variations would be more pronounced, available data do
not permit quantification of location- and species-specific impacts on fish. Section 7.3.4
discusses the uncertainties and assumptions associated with the streamflow change
analyses. The mine operator would have some flexibility to use available onsite storage
to optimize the timing and rate of water releases and provide seasonal variability.

7.6

Figure 7-1 (p. 7-3): Conceptual model illustrating potential linkages between sources
associated with the mine scenario footprints, changes in physical habitat, and fish endpoints.
The figure provides a conceptual model/illustration of the potential impacts from the mine
footprint on fish and fish habitat. The conceptual model/illustration lacks two important
elements: 1) a level identifying potential mitigation and enhancement measures that might be
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incorporated to minimize or, in some cases, eliminate impacts; and 2) an assessment of scale
incorporating relative size of potential impacts with increasing distance from the mine
footprint, further distinguished as direct vs. indirect impacts. The figure currently lacks a
context for the spatial scale of these potential impacts.
In contrast, a more appropriate conceptual model would identify both direct and indirect
impacts along with state of the art mitigation measures including habitat replacement and
enhancement along with the associated long-term maintenance of those habitats as
mitigation. Examples of well accepted habitat replacement measures include engineered
stream channels for spawning and rearing, construction of ponds for rearing, flow mitigation
infiltration galleries, connectivity to off-channel habitat, removing fish passage barriers and
implementation of a water management plan designed to enhance fish habitat suitability with
controlled flow releases. In addition, avoidance of critical habitats where possible is standard
practice. The Assessment’s conceptual model fails to acknowledge implementation of Best
Practice Management Plans and ignores existence of mitigation and enhancement measures
designed to minimize or eliminate impacts to fish habitat.
EPA Response: Mitigation measures are discussed throughout the assessment.
Scenarios assume that modern conventional mining technologies and practices are
utilized and the assessment considers risks from routine operation of a mine designed
using modern conventional mitigation technologies and practices. Mitigation is included
in the conceptual diagrams for Chapters 7 through 10 and discussed briefly in each
chapter. Appendix J provides new material outlining potential mitigation options and
considerations of their potential effectiveness.
7.7

Figures 7-2 through 7-8: Anadromous and Resident Fish Distributions from ADFG fish
distribution catalogue.
The distribution of sockeye and coho in the South Fork Koktuli appears to be a relatively
liberal interpretation of upstream extent of fish distribution, but it is difficult to distinguish
the exact location of Frying Pan Lake in the Assessment’s figures. Sockeye should not be
found upstream of Frying Pan Lake. In addition, the distribution of chinook in all three
watersheds does not reflect current data on chinook as understood by PLP’s baseline data and
impact analysis.
EPA Response: The assessment relies on the 2012 AWC and AFFI catalogs for fish
distribution information. These provide the best, most consistent records of fish
distribution, and they are revised as new waters are added and status indicators are
updated. However, we do acknowledge potential errors in these databases.

7.8

The Assessment describes the Bristol Bay sockeye salmon fishery as the largest in the world
(46% of world population of sockeye). It is unclear from the Assessment what EPA’s
assumptions are regarding the percentage of sockeye production comes directly from the
South and North Fork Koktuli, or the Upper Talarik. Furthermore it is unclear if within this
region the values presented in the Assessment are intended to represent annual or interannual variation. ERM’s analysis (see Tables 1 and 2 and related discussion above) indicates
that the number of sockeye produced by the North Fork Koktuli (as well as the South Fork
Koktuli and Upper Talarik Creek) in comparison to the total district inshore run for the
Nushagak and Naknek-Kvichak systems, is very low. When compared to overall Bristol Bay
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production, the proportion attributable to sockeye production by the three drainages is near
zero. This is not to suggest that these fish are not important, but only that they represent a
small fraction of overall production, and are nominal in comparison to the annual Bristol Bay
commercial harvest (25 to 30 million sockeye commercially harvested annually). Implying,
as the Assessment does, that the loss of stream habitat in these drainages will have a net
effect on sockeye numbers at the Bristol Bay scale is not supported by the data.
The Assessment describes the chinook salmon returns in the Nushagak River as averaging
over 100,000 individuals per year. The analysis presented in the Assessment is incomplete
and misleading in that it fails to recognize that the North and South Forks of the Koktuli
River (tributaries of the Nushagak) and other reaches within the immediate area of the
hypothetical mine location are relatively minor contributors to the overall Nushagak River
chinook salmon production. The North and South Forks of the Koktuli River (tributaries of
the Mulchatna River, a major Nushagak River tributary) are relatively minor contributors to
overall Nushagak River chinook salmon production. Specifically, as discussed above, the
percentages of the Nushagak watershed’s annual return of sockeye salmon and commercial
catch of sockeye salmon attributed to the North Fork Koktuli are 1.5% and 0.1%,
respectively, and to the South Fork Koktuli are 4.5% and 0.2%, respectively.
Sections 5 and 7 present evidence of the loss of fish and fish habitat due to reduced water
availability to stream flow and direct impacts on habitat. While under the scenarios presented
in the Assessment this may be true, a complete analysis is not presented.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.14. No specifics about how the analyses in
Sections 5 and 7 are incomplete is provided in the comment, so this portion of the
comment cannot be addressed.
7.9

Page: 7-3, Section: Conceptual Model, General Subject Area: CSM for salmon populations.
Excerpt: Conceptual Site Model - Associates between Salmon populations and environmental
stressors associated with mine footprint operations.
Technical Comment from ERM: The assessment is unclear on what spatial scale this CSM
refers to and how the mine footprint overlays on the various scales of possibility.
Citations: No reference provided.
Comment Category: Spatial Scale of CSM.
EPA Response: These diagrams capture linkages operating at multiple spatial scales,
and we have added text to help identify which factors are emphasized at which scales in
the subsequent analyses. The diagrams are used to convey relationships and
acknowledge the complexity of pathways, and provide a general conceptual overview.
They are not intended to provide scale-specific bases for quantitative modeling.

7.10

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.1, Section: Report Section Identification: 5.1.2 Spawning
Salmon Abundance, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment by State of Alaska: The repetition of the fact that fish numbers were
underestimated, similar to the report-wide repetition of the importance of groundwater-tosurface water interactions, seems to be an attempt to influence the reader, without adequate
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supporting data. In the last sentence of the first paragraph of this section it says true spawner
abundance is underestimated by a “…large and unknown factor.” It is unclear that this is true
for the Pebble Mine area where a large number of headwater streams are present.
Recommended Change: Use site-specific data instead of broad generalizations. Provide the
data, summarize, and move on. Remove repetition. Address in uncertainty section if needed.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The term “underestimate was
emphasized throughout the 2013 version. Within Section 7.1.2 (which was Section 5.1.2),
additional information was provided regarding why it was considered an underestimate of the
spawning salmon abundance, with the sentence: “We recognize that survey values tend to
underestimate true abundance for two reasons: an observer in an aircraft is not able to count
all fish in dense aggregations, and only a fraction of the fish that spawn at a given site are
present at any one time (Bue et al. 1988, Jones et al. 2007).” This does not adequately
address the comment.
EPA Response: The recommendation to reduce repetition and focus discussions of
estimation errors in uncertainty sections has been adopted. Site-specific data for aerial
observer efficiency (e.g., mark-recapture, weir counts) were not provided in the EBD, so
we generalized the best available information from peer-reviewed literature regarding
aerial observer efficiency.
7.11

Spawner Index Counts (Chapter 7 p.12):
Between 1955 and 2011, sockeye salmon counts in Upper Talarik Creek have ranged from 0
to 70,600, with an average of 7,021 over 49 count periods (Morstad pers. comm.). Between
1967 and 2009, chinook salmon counts in the Koktuli River ranged from 240 to 10,620, with
an average of 3,828 over 29 count periods. (Dye and Schwanke 2009)
Discussing these statistics in the absence of the total number of sockeye salmon in the
Mulchatna, Nushagak, and wider Bristol Bay Watersheds fails to provide the appropriate
context to understand the spatial scale involved and does not consider the detailed fish/habitat
data found in the EBD (PLP 2012).
EPA Response: The detailed fish and habitat data contained in the EBD do not contain
sufficient information on sampling efficiency, effort, and sampling design to allow an
outside user to estimate valid watershed-level population estimates. Observations on
densities from specific sampling efforts do provide useful insights that are used for
illustrative purposes in the assessment.

7.12

As mentioned above, the Assessment establishes as an endpoint to assess the abundance,
productivity, or diversity of the region’s Pacific salmon and other fish populations. However,
the Assessment fails to actually analyze this endpoint qualitatively. Instead, it simply talks
about impacts to fish habitat and wetlands. For example, regarding sockeye salmon, the
average annual inshore run of sockeye salmon (the key fish species identified in the
Assessment) in Bristol Bay was 37.5 million fish between 1990 and 2009 (p. 5-11). Based on
the highest index spawner count over the 5 year survey period, approximately 90,200
sockeye salmon were estimated in the Mine Scenario watersheds, (which include the South
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and North Fork Koktuli Rivers and the Upper Talarik Creek, Table 7-1 on p. 7-13).
Accepting that this estimate may underestimate the actual population, these fish represent
about 0.25% of just the returning sockeye salmon in the Bristol Bay watershed, and certainly
a much lower percentage of the total population. Although this is a crude estimate, it provides
an order of magnitude sense of the potential project effect on fish populations, which the
Assessment fails to provide.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 5.14 and 5.26.
7.13

The Assessment acknowledges that the Pebble Project has invested in a “relatively intensive
network of stream gages” in order to characterize streamflows in the area, but this statement
requires additional qualification if it is to be properly understood. The network is arguably
the most comprehensive and intensive network of streamflow data collection sites ever
assembled for a proposed mine, anywhere in the world. The information gained from this
network is being used, in part, to calibrate water balance models capable of making detailed
predictions of flow reduction impacts in streams in and around the Pebble mine study area,
and to guide studies on the location, timing, and rate of treated water discharge to the streams
for mitigating potential impacts.
EPA Response: The importance of this monitoring framework and baseline data is
acknowledged in Chapter 7.

7.14

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.16, Section: Report Section Identification: 5.2.1.1, Excerpt:
[blank]
Original Comment by State of Alaska: Text states that loss of headwater habitats will have
indirect impacts on fishes and their habitats in downstream mainstream reaches of each
watershed. However, it is not prefaced that this assumption does not take into consideration
any risk mitigation measures such as stream diversions.
Recommended Change: Draft Recommended Change: Preface that this assumption is based
on no mitigations measures implemented to reduce potential impacts.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: This statement in the text
remains unchanged. The document consistently assumes minimal to no mitigation or
avoidance of environmental effects. Failure to define a project that meets current standards
regarding construction, design, mitigation, and avoidance of impacts results in an
overstatement of effects throughout the document.
EPA Response: Acknowledgement that total stream loss is not necessarily unavoidable
is included in the revised assessment (Section 7.2.4).

7.15

In addition to failing to provide context for the stated impacts, the Assessment also fails to
discuss the relative amount of the various ecological resources that it states will be affected
by the hypothetical mine scenarios. Specifically, the Assessment describes impacts in terms
of loss of stream channel length and wetlands areas, altered stream flows, and indirect
impacts to streams and wetlands for various hypothetical mine scenarios; however, the
Assessment does not put these losses into any kind of perspective or characterize these
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habitats in terms of the proportion of the total resource base that they represent at any of the
five spatial scales previously identified. It is further noted that stream length alone is not a
sufficient indicator of habitat productivity. EPA’s assumption that all stream reaches have
equally productive habitat is not valid.
For example, the Assessment predicts the loss of 145 km of streams (under the Pebble 6.5
Scenario). The Assessment fails to reference that this represents only 0.27% of the 53,000 km
of stream channel in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds, and even less in the entire
Bristol Bay watershed. A similar calculation could be made in terms of the relative impacts to
wetlands.
EPA Response: The purpose of the stream segment characterization analysis is to help
quantify the range of potential habitat conditions present within the various scales of
analysis in the assessment. Text has been added to Section 7.2 highlighting the fact that
not all streams are highly productive habitat for salmon. More important, we do not
assume that loss of a kilometer in a large watershed is somehow less significant than the
loss of a kilometer in a small watershed.
7.16

Perhaps more significantly, the Assessment fails to place the mine-related impacts to
anadromous fish habitat in perspective. The Assessment indicates that 35 km of the 145 km
of streams predicted to be lost under Pebble Scenario 6.5 are anadromous fish habitat (p. 722), but does not present these data in context of the respective spatial scales. Approximately
14% of the streams in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds are considered anadromous fish
habitat (p. 3-18), so the 35 km of predicted anadromous fish stream impacts represents less
than 0.5% of the anadromous fish habitat in these two watersheds, and a substantially lower
percentage in the entire Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: We do not assume that loss of a kilometer of salmon habitat in a large
watershed is somehow less significant than the loss of a kilometer in a small watershed.
Text describing proportional impacts to AWC length and total stream length within the
mine scenario watersheds has been added to Chapter 7.

7.17

The Assessment also fails to discuss the relative amount of the stream channel habitat
preferred by anadromous fish that potentially would be impacted, but this value can be
characterized by using some of the data presented in the document. For example, the
Assessment states that the streams that provide the best habitat for salmon are medium sized
streams (0.15 to 2.8 m3/sec) with less than a 3% gradient (p. 3-21). The Assessment reports
that the percentage of streams meeting these criteria in the Nushagak and Kvichak
watersheds is 27% (Table 3-3, p. 3-31), while about 23% of the streams in the Mine Scenario
Watershed meet these criteria (Table 7-4, p. 7-16), and only 19% of the streams that are
predicted to be directly impacted under the Pebble 6.5 Scenario meet these criteria (Table 76, p. 7-25). This suggests that, on average, the streams that are predicted to be impacted by
the mine scenario are likely to be proportionally less valuable than streams elsewhere in the
Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds. This kind of analysis is needed in the Assessment to help
readers better understand the context and relative value of the habitats predicted to be
impacted. Additional data regarding the quality of habitat in the subject area can be found in
the Environmental Baseline Document (EBD; PLP 2012).
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EPA Response: Additional context for the mine scenario watershed habitats is now
provided. We provide additional discussion on why it is premature to assume that these
habitats are less ecologically valuable than streams elsewhere in the basin.
7.18

Furthermore, for a true objective analysis of direct impacts to anadromous fish habitat, the
EPA should provide a comparative analysis at each of the five spatial scales, comparing the
quantity and relative value of anadromous fish habitat impacted with the total anadromous
habitat available at each respective scale. This comparative analysis would demonstrate that
the direct habitat loss is less than 1% of total habitat available at the Nushagak / Kvichak
scale, and far less at the Bristol Bay scale.
A similar analysis should also be done with fish counts. Using the same data contained in the
Assessment, Tables 1 and 2 illustrate proportionally, from a stock perspective, the
contribution of sockeye and chinook from the three watersheds in the proposed mine
footprint relative to the overall populations in the larger river systems. The stocks spawning
in the three tributaries are proportionally small relative to the overall salmon populations in
Bristol Bay.
As shown in Table 1 [table deleted from this document; see original public comment for
table], the percentages of the Kvichak watershed annual return of sockeye salmon and
commercial catch of sockeye salmon attributed to the Upper Talarik Creek are 0.8% and
1.6%, respectively. Table 2 [table deleted from this document; see original public comment
for table] illustrates similar data for the Nushagak watershed percentages (1.5% and 0.1%,
respectively, for the North Fork Koktuli; 4.5% and 0.2%, respectively, for the South Fork
Koktuli). These kinds of comparative analysis would be useful to include in the Assessment
to help readers better understand the spatial context and relative value of the habitats
predicted to be impacted.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.14.

7.19

In terms of wetlands, the Assessment predicts direct wetland impacts and references indirect
wetland impacts, but again does not take into consideration potential optimization of water
management or reference that mitigation would be required to permit a project similar to the
scenario on which the Assessment is based.
EPA Response: Water management “optimization” is discussed in Appendix J.

7.20

The Assessment continues to mislead the reader and misrepresent its findings by incorrectly
representing precision and accuracy. The Assessment implies precision by providing results
to several significant digits (i.e., 0.28 km2 of wetland impacts in the mine pit, Table 7-7 on p.
7-25). For an ecological risk assessment of a 115,500 km2 watershed, presenting predicted
impacts to this level of precision (i.e., plus or minus a half a hundredth of a square kilometer)
suggests to the reader a higher level of precision than actually exists.
The Assessment also suggests these predictions are accurate; while they may support a
degree of accuracy for a specific hypothetical mine plan, the Assessment’s approach tends to
mislead the reader into thinking that the predictions are an accurate representation of impacts
from a mine that would actually be constructed in the area. To avoid this, providing results in
terms of ranges rather than a single number would better represent the true accuracy of the
findings.
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EPA Response: The surface areas of important mine footprint features such as the mine
pit were derived from plans outlined by Ghaffari et al. (2011). The assessment
repeatedly acknowledges the fact that these plans represent plausible, but not the only
possible, scenarios.
7.21

The direct impacts from the hypothetical mine footprint are lumped with indirect impacts
extending longitudinally downstream without proper analysis of indirect impacts (Section 7.2
Habitat Loss of the Assessment, pp. 7-15 through 7-33). For example, the Assessment
conflates indirect impacts to aquatic habitats such as reduced surface water flows, offchannel habitat effects, modification to groundwater flow pathways, etc. into the same
category as direct impacts associated with the mine footprint. In this manner, the Assessment
wrongly avoids evaluation of the level of indirect impacts across a continuum with increasing
distance downstream. Instead, the Assessment treats indirect impacts on par with direct
impacts. This is evident in the Assessment’s analysis of stream habitat losses when it states,
“A total of 8 km, 24 km and 35 km of documented anadromous fish streams would be
eliminated, blocked, or dewatered by the mine footprints…” (p. 7-26). These stream lengths
indicate the Assessment has lumped the indirect effects associated with dewatering with the
stream reaches affected by direct impacts, resulting in an overestimate of habitat impacts. It is
not reasonable to equate stream reaches with flow reductions as a 100 percent loss in habitat;
anadromous fish will continue to use these reaches, and, in some cases, the habitat quality
might be enhanced with appropriate targeting of water delivery to meet specific life history
needs. As a result, the actual quantity/length of anadromous stream habitat directly impacted
by the hypothetical mine footprint would likely be less than the estimates provided by the
Assessment.
EPA Response: Streamflow modification refers to increases or decreases in streamflow
attributable to mine operations. Dewatering refers to the loss of surface flow in streams
(and thus complete stream and wetland loss) due to the groundwater cone of depression
created by the mine pit and its dewatering process. Thus, dewatered streams are
included with buried and blocked streams in the assessment. Streams subject to
streamflow modification are treated separately, as the comment states is appropriate.
We define these terms more clearly in the revised assessment to help alleviate the
confusion captured by this comment.

7.22

The Assessment quantifies the effects of mining development on downstream aquatic habitat,
but doesn’t specify how this is done, and no recognition is given to the inherent variability of
such estimates and their dependence on hydrologic processes such as surface
water/groundwater interactions. In contrast, regulatory and permitting requirements for
mining developments in Alaska necessitate the completion of extensive flow reduction
studies with watershed specific models to analytically quantify potential flow reductions and
assess different mitigation strategies. Furthermore, the Assessment makes some invalid
assumptions about the discharge of treated water to the streams. Firstly, contrary to its stated
assumption, the location of treated water discharge during mine operations would not depend
on mine water requirements, but rather would be guided by an aquatic habitat impact analysis
and mitigation plan. Secondly, contrary to the Assessment’s implied assumption that
streamflow reductions would increase during pit filling after the end of mine operations, an
even greater amount of water that had been required for tailings management would become
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available for discharge, so streamflow reductions would actually decrease during pit filling if
required to meet streamflow mitigation objectives. The first priority would be to meet these
objectives; water surplus to these objectives would be directed to the pit.
EPA Response: The assessment does acknowledge the need for flow requirement studies
during the permitting process. We have elaborated on water management assumptions
to clarify this point.
7.23

Wetlands Functions: These ratios are simple comparisons, but they show that wetlands are
widespread throughout Bristol Bay and development projects overlap a small proportion of
them. Scale provides context to help understand the magnitude of impacts. An even more
informative metric than wetland acreage would be to compare the acreage of predevelopment wetland functions with post-development wetland functions, after factoring in a
project’s comprehensive and multi-disciplinary avoidance, minimization, and compensatory
mitigation plans. Without a quantitative understanding of wetland functions it is difficult to
understand the context of the acreage values presented in the BBA. Readers are uninformed
whether the impacts are insignificant, moderate, or severe.
The BBA does not include a Wetlands Functional Assessment or other site-specific
information on wetland functions. The BBA often states that wetlands are important for
salmon, but it does not clarify that this only applies to wetlands that perform specific
ecological functions that in turn support salmon. A Functional Assessment will provide this
information and it is a required step in the permitting process. In part, the Functional
Assessment will show on maps where the wetlands are located that provide ecological
functions important for salmon. These maps will show the degree these functions are
performed (e.g., high, moderate, low). The Functional Assessment will also report the
acreage of wetlands that perform these salmon related functions. Appendix J, which discusses
compensatory mitigation, generalizes all the mine impacted wetlands as “highly functioning”
without having any site-specific Functional Assessment data to support this term. The BBA
does not contain data to show which of the potentially mine impacted wetlands are important
for salmon.
EPA Response: The comment that potentially affected wetlands cannot be described as
high functioning because a functional assessment has not been completed ignores the
fact that the potentially affected wetlands are largely or completely unaltered, which
would by definition make them reference standard wetlands, the highest functioning
wetland for that wetland type.

7.24

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.12, Section: Report Section Identification: 5.2 Fish
Distribution, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Blanket statements are provided for fish with
priority habitats (spawning, rearing, etc.) under the proposed footprint of the storage
facilities, but for chum the habitat area under the storage facility is not shown, and for other
salmon the relatively small area of the impacted priority habitat is not mentioned…rather a
blanket statement is made that the habitat will be impacted. Making this statement without
qualification or reference to further analysis, leads the reader to an initial conclusion of
“impact” without understanding extent of that impact. TSF 2 and TSF 3 are often referenced,
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but are not included on Figures 5-1 through 5-7. Frying Pan Lake and Koktuli Mountain are
referenced for, but not included on, Figure 5-6.
Recommended Change: A qualifier or some reference to further analysis in Section 5.2
should be added to provide readers with an understanding of the general size of the impact. It
doesn’t have to be really specific, or the reader should be referenced to Section 5.2 for further
insight to the level of impact. Add TSF 2 and 3 to Figures 5-1 through 5-7. Add Frying Pan
Lake and Koktuli Mountain to Figure 5-6.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Impacts to fish are typically
lumped without consideration of species. The only species-specific discussion is on page 727, which is the same information presented on page 5-16 of the original document. TSF2
and TSF3 labels were provided on Figure 7-12, but not included on the fish distribution maps
(Figures 7-2 thru 7-8 or old Figures 5-1 thru 5-7). Frying Pan Lake and Koktuli Mountain
were not added to the dolly varden figure.
EPA Response: TSFs 2 and 3 have been added to figures illustrating the mine scenario
footprint, and species distribution maps in relation to the mine footprints are now
explicitly presented in Chapter 7.
7.25

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.16, Section: Section 5.2.1.2, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from Environ: Organic inputs and nutrients from areas upstream of the
proposed mine site are unlikely to provide a vast quantity of materials to downstream third
and fourth order streams. Drifting macroinvertebrates directly downstream might diminish to
a degree, but the amount of the reduction would be a direct result of the footprint size and
location, and what types of vegetation etc., would be removed, and through avoidance,
minimization and mitigation techniques, this could be contained to a minimal impact.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The discussion on the
importance of headwater streams, and the nutrient contribution, is largely unchanged between
2012 and 2013. The discussion is fairly general, and it does not appear the get incorporated
into the potential impacts discussion, just in terms of overall loss of nutrient sources.
However, it is also not recognized that these impacts could be minimized or avoided
depending on the vegetation removed. This is another example of a case where the assumed
lack of mitigation results in an overstatement of effects.
EPA Response: Potential mitigation approaches for lost foodweb effects and
considerations of their effectiveness are now discussed in Appendix J.

7.26

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.64, Section: Section 5.4.7, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from Environ: This section seems to assume that the requirements under
Section 404(b) of the Clean Water Act will not apply to the project. This is not a good
assumption. If impacts to wetlands are unavoidable, mitigation will be required.
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Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Only the filling of wetlands is
addressed in the risk characterization section, not the potential for wetland mitigation.
Compensatory mitigation is addressed in Box 7-2. The statement in the Executive Summary
indicates that, “Compensatory mitigation measures could offset some of the stream and
wetland losses, although there are substantial challenges regarding the efficacy of these
measures to offset adverse impacts.” (page ES-26). The analysis does not include any
assumptions regarding design features that would avoid impacts and/or mitigation measures
that would offset impacts, therefore, the document overstates the impacts that would be
expected.
EPA Response: See the revised Appendix J for a full discussion of this topic.
7.27

Consideration of Mitigation Measures: The Assessment does not take into full consideration
measures to avoid or minimize the impacts predicted in the Assessment. EPA does state that
it considers good mine practice, but then clearly ignores measures that are routinely used
(and often required under permit conditions) to avoid or minimize impacts (e.g., see
discussion below regarding discharge of untreated wastewater in the event of a wastewater
treatment plant [WWTP] failure). Ignoring these mine management measures results in
overstating the impacts from mining activities. Further, the Assessment admits that it does
not take into consideration compensatory mitigation measures (p. 6-4), which the EPA
acknowledges “could offset some of the stream and wetland losses” (p. 7-32). This
fundamentally results in an overstatement of the significance of the findings.
EPA Response: The scenarios assume that modern conventional mining technologies
and practices are utilized. The assessment considers risks from routine operation of a
mine designed using modern conventional mitigation technologies and practices. We
acknowledge that the scenarios represent reasonable scenarios, but they are not the
only scenarios possible. The revised Appendix J provides a more comprehensive
treatment of compensatory mitigation options.

7.28

Risk Characterization (Section 7.2.4): On page 7-31 the Assessment characterizes the risks
that would occur due to “direct loss or blockage of these streams” as “…leading to losses of
local, unique populations [that] would erode the population diversity that is key to the
stability of the overall Bristol Bay salmon fishery.” (Schindler et al. 2010)
The Assessment’s lumping of direct and indirect impacts into a cumulative estimate of
stream reach loss, coupled with statements about the uniqueness and importance of salmon
stocks in the hypothetical mine area that are critical to the Bristol Bay salmon fishery, is
flawed and lacks documentation. The issues with lumping direct and indirect impacts are
discussed above. And there is no basis to assume that the stream habitat directly and
indirectly impacted by the hypothetical mine footprint should be weighted as more important
than other anadromous salmon habitat in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds. The risk
characterization should treat this anadromous habitat equally in the Assessment.
Furthermore, suggesting that the reaches directly affected by the hypothetical mine area
support unique salmon stocks that are critical to the future of the Bristol Bay fish populations
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is not supported by the Assessment or any other report publically available. Assertions that
sockeye utilizing habitat in the proposed mine footprint are demonstrably unique and critical
for the stability of the overall Bristol Bay sockeye fishery are unfounded. The Assessment
has not presented data demonstrating that the sockeye returning to the mine footprint area or
the North and South Forks of the Koktuli are phenotypically or genotypically unique relative
to other populations in the Nushagak Mulchatna system. The life history variations, including
the run timing for sockeye distributed in the forks of the Koktuli and Upper Talarik, are
similar longitudinally in the system, suggesting that these fish do not represent a distinct
genetic group but more likely represent an upstream component of a larger riverine
population. Thus, it does not logically follow, as the Assessment suggests, that the Bristol
Bay sockeye salmon population and fishery would be dependent upon these relatively small
components of larger populations.
EPA Response: In the Bristol Bay region, hydrologically-diverse riverine and wetland
landscapes provide a variety of salmon spawning and rearing habitats. Environmental
conditions can be very different among habitats in close proximity, and recent research
has highlighted the potential for local adaptations and fine-scale population structuring
in Bristol Bay and neighboring watersheds (Quinn et al. 2001, Olsen et al. 2003,
Ramstad et al. 2010, Quinn et al. 2012). The assessment does not assume lack of local
adaptations among fish populations in the study area.
7.29

Section 7.3 – Stream Modification: This section describes indirect impacts from water
withdrawals on stream flow conditions. Section 7.3 states a >20% reduction in stream flow
for the PLP 0.25 scenario will result in a reduction in fish habitat of 15 km of stream reach.
The Assessment’s conclusions are based on scenarios that are not realistic and are not
reflective of best available practices for flow mitigation. In addition, the scenarios are based
on an analysis that does not utilize best practices in groundwater and surface water modeling
which would be appropriate (and required) to permit the hypothetical mine (e.g.,
MODFLOW, PHABSIM, etc.).
EPA Response: Potential streamflow mitigation approaches are discussed in Appendix
J. The assessment recognizes the value of flow-habitat modeling that would be required
for setting flow targets.

7.30

Table 7-19 (p. 7-50): The analysis of this table is flawed. The Assessment claims the
hypothetical mine scenarios will result in a 20% stream flow reduction. The table is not
transparent with respect to the method for calculating the impact percentage for respective
streams. Even assuming one accepts this 20% reduction, the resulting length of stream
affected by the stream flow reduction is over estimated. The Assessment does not make it
clear that a 20% reduction in flow does not necessarily correspond to a 20% reduction in
habitat.
EPA Response: Methods for calculating streamflow alterations are described in Section
7.3. Estimates of alteration length are actually conservative, since streamflow
alterations were calculated at the downstream end of each reach, whereas actual
percent alterations increase closer to the source of the alteration.

7.31

Page: 7-33, Section: 7.3 Streamflow Modification.
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Excerpt: Section describes indirect impacts from water withdrawals on stream flow
conditions. It describes a >20% reduction in stream flow for the PLP 0.25 scenario will result
in a 15 km of stream reach of reduced fish habitats.
Technical Comment from ERM: The assessment’s conclusions are based on modeling of
scenarios that are not realistic and do not include mitigation measures.
Citations: Cites GW modeling reports.
General Subject Area: Fish and Fish Habitat effects of water reduction.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: Potential streamflow mitigation approaches are discussed in Appendix
J.
7.32

Page: 7-45, Section: 7.3.1
Excerpt: It is important to note that the WWTP is designed to discharge to the South and
North Fork Koktuli River watersheds via the WWTP outfalls, so no treated flow from the
Upper Talarik Creek watershed would return to source streams in that watershed.
Technical Comment from ERM: This is a simplistic approach to discharge management and
does NOT represent best practice. It is good practice that discharges optimize release patterns
to maximize the environmental value of the discharges (and to minimize negative effects of
any discharge).
Citations: [blank].
General Subject Area: Streamflow Management/Mitigation.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: The assessment used the water treatment facility scenario described in
Ghaffari et al. (2011), and explicitly acknowledges that details of the water management
system will likely differ.

7.33

Page: 7-48, Section: 7.3.1.4
Excerpt: After the mine closes, pit dewatering would cease, leading to pit filling. As the pit
fills, water from the pit that had been returned to streams via pumping to the WWTP would
no longer be available for streamflow.
Technical Comment from ERM: Assumes that pit dewatering would cease immediately after
closure commences (i.e., mining operations cease). Good practice would be to slowly reduce
pumping to provide a gradual transition from dewatering/treatment/ discharge to minimize
quality issues and also maintain streamflows.
Citations: [blank].
General Subject Area: Water Management/ Treatment.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
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EPA Response: We provide one scenario for post-closure. We acknowledge that details
of the water management system will likely differ.
7.34

Page: 7-46, Section Number: 7.3.1.1, Section Title: Pebble 0.25 Scenario.
Excerpt: Overall, it is projected that 73.5% of captured watershed flows would be returned
(Table 6-3), but the location of return would vary depending on the mine needs for process
water and the location of mine facilities and water treatment.
Technical Comment from KP: This is an incorrect statement. In standard practice and design,
the discharge locations would be independent of process water needs and the location of the
WTP. Discharge locations would be determined by numerous factors including items such as
instream flow requirements.
Citation/Reference: [blank].
General Subject Area: Water Management.
Comment Category: Invalid assumption.
EPA Response: The cited statement refers to flows of water within mine operations,
including flows captured in discrete pathways such as the waste rock pile footprint, TSF
leakage, and captured flow returns to the WWTP (as described in Table 7-16). It does
not simply refer to the return of flow to stream channels. Chapter 7 text acknowledges
that instream flow requirements and results of flow-habitat studies will need to inform
permitting and appropriate flow management.

7.35

Page: 7-48, Section Number: 7.3.1.4, Section Title: Post-Closure.
Excerpt: After the mine closes, pit dewatering would cease, leading to pit filling. As the pit
fills, water from the pit that had been returned to streams via pumping to the WWTP would
no longer be available for streamflow.
Technical Comment from KP: The effective consumption of water during steady-state
operations is the water consumed in the tailings mass. This consumption ceases after
shutdown. Additional water is also available for discharge at closure from reclaimed areas.
The rate at which the pit is allowed to fill at closure will be a function of how much water is
available from the entire mine site and the how much water is required for streamflow. There
is no reason to believe that this would be less than during the operational phase.
Citation/Reference: [blank].
General Subject Area: Water Management.
Comment Category: Invalid assumption.
EPA Response: The comment is correct that the rate at which the pit is allowed to fill
can be controlled by the mine operator. At one extreme, all water entering the pit could
be pumped out, treated, and returned to the streams, thereby restoring the streams to
full flow. In this case, the pit would never fill and active pumping from the mine pit and
treatment of the pumped water would continue in perpetuity. At the other extreme, all
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water from the mine site—including from reclaimed areas—would be diverted to the
open pit as suggested in Ghaffari et al (2011).
Our analysis assumes that after mine operations cease, water would not be actively
pumped from the mine pit. The water balance calculations assume that all runoff from
reclaimed areas outside the drawdown zone is returned to streams, after treatment if
necessary. These reclaimed areas include all plant and ancillary areas, the TSFs, and
the waste rock piles outside the drawdown zone. Precipitation falling within the
drawdown zone is assumed to continue to flow into the mine pit. Given the long
estimated fill times for the mine pit, the assessment scenarios do not assume that the
mine operator would incur the extra costs associated with ongoing pumping and
treating water from the pit. It may be possible to capture surface runoff from the
reclaimed waste rock piles within the drawdown zone to reduce water losses into the pit,
but the amount of water available for reintroduction into the streams would still be less
than under operating conditions. More aggressive means could be implemented to more
fully restore baseline stream flow rates, but this would occur at the expense of
increasing the time required for the mine pit to fill, increasing the time and costs for
active pumping, and increasing the volume of water requiring treatment before
discharge.
7.36

Page: 7-51, Section Number: 7.3.2.1, Section Title: Altered Streamflow Regimes.
Excerpt: PLP has invested in a relatively intensive network of stream gages, water
temperature monitoring sites, fish assemblage sampling sites, groundwater monitoring wells,
and geomorphic cross-section locations.
Technical Comment from KP: This is arguably the most comprehensive and intensive
network of data collection sites ever assembled for a proposed mine, anywhere in the world.
Citation/Reference: [blank].
General Subject Area: Baseline data.
Comment Category: Invalid statement.
EPA Response: We have incorporated data from the PLP’s Environmental Baseline
Document throughout the assessment. We agree that data provided in the EBD, and
subsequently reported to the AWC and AFFI, do indeed provide valuable insights into
presence and distribution of fish. Indeed, these data are the basis for our maps and
calculations of impacted salmon habitat.

7.37

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.42, Section 5.2.2.3, Excerpt: 1st paragraph.
Original Comment from Environ: Due to the failure to consider approaches to mitigate
reductions in flow (e.g., drill a well into a hydrologically disconnected aquifer and augment
flow), this section overstates likely impacts of a project.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
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Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Mitigation measures were not
considered for streamflow reductions, other the statement, “Alternative flow management
strategies may be feasible, depending on the capacity to store and release flows to meet
environmental flow objectives.” (page 7-59).
EPA Response: The scenarios acknowledge the possibility of mitigating effects by
storing and distributing effluent water, although we recognize the great challenges this
would pose in terms of research, engineering, water management, and long-term
monitoring to successfully implement in a way that protected locally-adapted fish
populations. The water management scenarios considered in the assessment are
consistent with the preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in
Ghaffari et al. (2011), which include water withdrawals.
7.38

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.21, Section 5.2.2.1, Excerpt: first paragraph.
Original Comment from Environ: The report assumes that impacts to stream flow will not be
mitigated. This is probably not a good assumption. In assuming no mitigation, you have
assumed a worst case scenario. The report should explain that this is a worst case scenario
and should also discuss possible approaches to mitigating the impacts.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: There was no discussion on
potential mitigation within the streamflow assessment, other the statement, “Alternative flow
management strategies may be feasible, depending on the capacity to store and release flows
to meet environmental flow objectives.” (page 7-59). This does not adequately address the
comment. The assumptions of the analysis should have included a project design in line with
current construction standards and the mitigation that would be required to meet state and
Federal regulations. Failure to assume a project design that meets current design and
regulatory requirements results in an analysis that consistently overstates likely project
impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.37.

7.39

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.3, Section: Section 5.2.2.3
Original Comment from Environ: Due to the failure to consider approaches to mitigate
reductions in flow (e.g., drill a well into a hydrologically disconnected aquifer and augment
flow), this section overstates likely impacts of a project.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No mitigation was proposed
for streamflow modifications, other the statement, “Alternative flow management strategies
may be feasible, depending on the capacity to store and release flows to meet environmental
flow objectives.” (page 7-59). This does not adequately address the comment. The
assumptions of the analysis should have included a project design in line with current
construction standards and the mitigation that would be required to meet state and Federal
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regulations. Failure to assume a project design that meets current design and regulatory
requirements results in an analysis that consistently overstates likely project impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.37.
7.40

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.27, Section: Section 5.2.2.1, p 5-27, 1st sentence under
post-closure.
Original Comment from Environ: This is an assumption and should be stated as such. The
reclamation plan may call for a different strategy which could affect the effects. Alternative
strategies should be discussed.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: New Section 7.3.14 re-states
the same sentence. Alternative designs and mitigation approaches are not adequately
addressed in the document.
EPA Response: The scenario presented (the cessation of pit dewatering after the mine is
closed) is a likely and common approach in mining. Alternative scenarios may be
possible but are not within the scope of the assessment. No change required.

7.41

The Assessment states that it takes into consideration “modern conventional mitigation
practices as reflected in published Pebble materials and as suggested in mining literature and
consultations with experts” (p. ES-26), but in fact it does not… Another example relates to
stream flow modification. The Assessment notes, but the Executive Summary does not, that
the extent of stream flow modification is very sensitive to the location of the WWTP (p. 759). The Assessment also assumes no WWTP discharge to Upper Talarik Creek (p. 7-46).
Thus, the Assessment fails to recognize an obvious mitigation measure that would be
implemented (and likely required by permit) for the hypothetical project. This is an example
of the Assessment’s failure to consider measures to optimize water management in ways that
could reduce impacts related to stream flow modification.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.37.

7.42

Page: 7-59, Section: 7.3.4, General Subject Area: Water Management/ Treatment.
Excerpt: However, model results were very sensitive to the location of WWTP discharges.
For example, in this assessment we estimated reductions in streamflow of 46% in Upper
Talarik Creek at gage UT100D (Tables 7-19 and 7-20). Wobus et al. (2012) estimated much
less severe reductions of less than 10%, largely, because their assessment placed one of the
two WWTP outfall points at this location (Table 7-20) and ours did not. Other significant
divergences between streamflow alteration estimates in this assessment and Wobus et al.
(2012) also are most likely due to differences in the location of the WWTP outfalls (Table 720).
Technical Comment from ERM: Assessment acknowledges that location of WWTP outfall is
critical to impact assessment; however, it does not consider the very obvious design option of
directing flows to multiple points and to the UT. The Assessment does acknowledge that
different (and reasonable) assumptions significantly reduce impacts. Good practice is to
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model the outcomes of different locations and then optimize the locations and volumes to
minimize the impacts.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.37.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
7.43

Id. at 25.
Fourth, the lack of specificity as to mining in particular also conflicts with EPA’s guidance.
As to mining specifically, the Region 10 Primer requires that “[a]ssessment methods … be
tailored to the type of mining and impacts that are taking place” and further instructs that an
assessment evaluate specific characteristics of the site for the purposes of developing an
appropriate monitoring program. Watershed Assessment Primer at 26 (emphasis added).
Because this Assessment is focused on hypothetical mining activities, such tailoring is
impossible here.
Both because of the extent of uncertainty and EPA’s failure to properly account for it, the
Assessment deviates impermissibly from Agency guidance. The Region 10 Primer has
recognized:
Predicting the future effects of current changes is … hampered by lack of data. Each
watershed is unique, and projecting future impacts of management changes may be most
accurate when based on the watershed’s responses to impacts in the past. Without
accurate records, impact prediction becomes guesswork.
Id. at 46 (emphasis added). 4 Peer reviewer Dirk van Zyl concluded that the hypothetical mine
scenario is “not sufficient for the assessment” because differences from the actual mine plan
will change the expected impacts to salmonid fish. Final Peer Review Report at 39. Dr. van
Zyl described EPA’s discussion of cumulative mining impacts as “speculation”:
The cumulative assessment is very conceptual at best, as there are no specific proposals
from any of the other potential resource areas. Cumulative impacts can only be evaluated
once further details about other potential mines and their plans are available. At this time,
this section can at best be seen as speculation.
Id. at 97.
As discussed above, EPA does not deny that the Assessment is based on hypothetical
assumptions about potential future mining. No permit application has been submitted. No
detailed mining plan is yet available. Consequently, EPA has predicted impacts without
accurate records or even a current, site-specific plan. The resulting uncertainties are
incompatible with a scientific watershed risk assessment.

4

“Projecting changes to groundwater-surface water interactions in the footprint area with any specificity is not
feasible at this time.” Assessment at 7-58.
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EPA Response: Risk assessments by definition deal with the possible effects of
hypothetical (i.e., potential) future events. The assessment scenarios are based on sitespecific plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011) and are
consistent with modern, conventional mines.
7.44

Among the fundamental deficiencies in the Assessment is its failure to consider and evaluate
with care the baseline data made available by PLP and other public sources. As explained by
Buell & Associates, Inc., “EPA drew the wrong conclusions regarding adult salmon
spawning distribution and relative ecological importance by failing to examine site specific
and publicly available data on the habitat conditions, fish species distribution, and densities
of juvenile salmonids found in their mine development impact areas.” Comments of Buell &
Associates, Inc., An Evaluation of EPA’s Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment 2013 2nd Draft
Assertions Regarding Fish Habitat Mitigation Measures Efficacy and Applicability, at 12
(May 22, 2013) (herein “Buell & Associates”). For example, EPA concluded that salmon
spawn above Frying Pan Lake in the South Fork of the Koktuli, a conclusion that is not
supported by available data. Id. “If EPA had completed an adequate evaluation of the public
sources of information, it is likely that their conclusions regarding the overall ecological
significance and magnitude of potential impact would have been different. Id. at 14.
To the limited extent that the drafters have evaluated PLP data, they are critical of
fishcounting methodology such as snorkel surveys, electrofishing, minnow traps, beach
seines, gill nets, angling and dip netting, contending that these methodologies “very likely
underestimate[ ]” the presence of fish. Assessment at 7-14. Yet, the report provides no basis
for this criticism. The Assessment notes the “extreme difficulty of observing or capturing all
fish in complex habitats” and apparently considers this sufficient to indict the data derived
from well-recognized methods to evaluate the presence and distribution of fish. Id. It is
revealing, however, that the Assessment cites only to databases that most experts would
acknowledge yield less dependable data than those acquired from onsite evaluations of the
sort performed by Pebble contractors. See Buell & Associates [Doc. #3650.5] at 12.
Certainly, in the absence of better data or any suggestion that there were defects in
methodology, the PLP data is the best scientific information available, yet EPA failed to use
it.[Footnote: The Assessment uses the “highest index counts,” and, accordingly, the numbers
reported in Table 7-1 may well overstate the number of fish in the streams at issue.]
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.36. We used the transparent and
comprehensive State of Alaska catalogs to characterize fish distributions. Regarding the
use of highest index counts noted in the comment footnote, see response to Comment
7.3.

7.45

As for the transportation corridor, EPA statements belie its foregoing conclusion: EPA wrote
that it could not estimate changes in fish productivity, abundance, and diversity from the
construction and operation of the transportation corridor based on available information. Id.
at 10-40.
The same inability applies to the mine footprint, yet EPA reached some remarkable
conclusions. Although EPA lacks salmonid abundance and productivity data in the specific
watersheds at issue, see id. at ES-28, EPA nevertheless speculated that the direct loss of
stream habitat from the mine footprint would lead to “losses of local, unique populations”
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and “would erode the population diversity that is key to the stability of the overall Bristol
Bay salmon fishery ….” Id. at 7-31. There is no evidence that there are “unique populations”
of species near the Pebble Deposit, let alone that those populations would be wiped out or
that population diversity would be “erode[d]” by potentially affecting less than 1% of the
total watershed area. See Environmental Resources Management, Comments on EPA’s May
2013 Bristol Bay Assessment, at 15-16 (June 28, 2013) [Doc. #5536.3] (“ERM Comments”);
HDR Engineering, Inc., Wetlands Review of the 2013 EPA Bristol Bay Assessment, at 3
(June 28, 2013) [Doc. #5536.5] (“HDR Comments”). Most importantly, EPA has admitted
that it cannot translate potential habitat loss – its primary assessment criterion – to actual
population impacts. Id. at ES-28. EPA simply does not have the information that could justify
its sweeping conclusions about the impact of a Pebble deposit mine on the Bristol Bay
fishery.
EPA Response: In the Bristol Bay region, hydrologically-diverse riverine and wetland
landscapes provide a variety of salmon spawning and rearing habitats. Environmental
conditions can be very different among habitats in close proximity, and recent research
has highlighted the potential for local adaptations and fine-scale population structuring
in Bristol Bay and neighboring watersheds (Quinn et al. 2001, Olsen et al. 2003,
Ramstad et al. 2010, Quinn et al. 2012). Given this evidence, and lacking specific data
for the populations in question, it would be premature to presume that fish within the
footprint of the mine or located downstream are not part of genetically distinct
populations.
7.46

The Assessment Engages in Advocacy by Selective Omission. Although the evidence shows
that the Pebble mine project poses no significant risk to the Bristol Bay fishery, the
Assessment has been drafted to make it appear that it does. This distorted picture is achieved
largely through a common advocacy device: selective omission. The most important
omissions are:
1. Avoiding discussion of the watershed context: the Assessment speaks of lost streams and
wetlands from the mine scenario footprint, but never confronts the fact that the entire
mine scenario watershed has less than one-quarter of one percent of the salmon that enter
the Bristol Bay watershed to spawn.
2. Omitting scientific analysis of compensatory mitigation: the Assessment suggests that
compensatory mitigation of the foregoing loss of habitat is unlikely to succeed, due to the
absence of suitable mitigation sites. In fact, the Pebble deposit area has many such sites,
and the net loss of salmon habitat will likely be zero once compensatory mitigation is
included in the analysis. (…)
EPA Response: See response to Comment 2.18. See the revised Appendix J for further
discussion of the challenges associated with compensatory mitigation.

7.47

Compensatory mitigation could eliminate any net loss of salmon habitat. Habitat
improvement techniques have a long and successful track record of improving salmon
productivity, particularly in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. There are a variety of proven
methods that can be used to promote fish production and habitat productivity, including
several within the very same watersheds that EPA has concluded cannot support
compensatory mitigation projects. As explained by Buell & Associates [Doc. #3650.5]:
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EPA concluded in the [Assessment] that no on-site mitigation measures were available to
offset the impacts from their development scenarios within the three primary watersheds.
This assertion is refuted by a large body of scientific literature combined with the ecological
conditions within these watersheds… [F]or more than 75 years fish habitat managers have
successfully applied in-stream mitigation measures in numerous salmon supporting
watersheds.
Buell & Associates at 17 (reviewing “techniques or approaches that have been used by others
to address similar mitigation or habitat improvement issues [that are] appropriate for the
species and ecological conditions associated with the Pebble deposit area”).
EPA Response: See the revised Appendix J for further discussion of the challenges
associated with compensatory mitigation.
7.48

4. The Assessment exaggerates the risk from wastewater treatment plant operation.
The Assessment exaggerates risks from WWTP operation in at least four ways. First, EPA
fails to appreciate the value of the extraordinary environmental investigation conducted by
PLP. While acknowledging PLP’s extensive stream gage network to measure local stream
flows, EPA misses the role that this network will play in mine planning. As Knight Piésold
[Doc. #5536.4] explains:
The network is arguably the most comprehensive and intensive network of streamflow
data collection sites ever assembled for a proposed mine, anywhere in the world. The
information gained from this network is being used, in part, to calibrate water balance
models … to guide studies on the location, timing, and rate of treated water discharge to
the streams for mitigating potential impacts.
Knight Piésold Comments at 2. Knight Piésold continues by pointing out that the Assessment
never explains how it quantifies the effects of mining development on downstream aquatic
habitat. In contrast, permitting requirements for mines in Alaska require “extensive flow
reduction studies with watershed specific models to analytically quantify potential flow
reductions and assess different mitigation strategies.” Id. (emphasis added). (p. 23-24)
Second, the Assessment makes incorrect assumptions about discharges of treated water.
Contrary to the Assessment’s assumption, such discharges would not depend on mine water
requirements, “but rather would be guided by an aquatic habitat impact analysis and
mitigation plan.” Id. at 2. (p. 24)
Third, as ERM [Doc. #5536.3] points out:
The Assessment also assumes no WWTP discharge to Upper Talarik Creek (p. 7-46).
Thus, the Assessment fails to recognize an obvious mitigation measure that would be
implemented (and likely required by permit) for the hypothetical project. This is an
example of the Assessment’s failure to consider measures to optimize water management
in ways that could reduce impacts related to stream flow modification.
ERM Comments at 9.
Fourth, the Assessment assumes that streamflow reductions would increase during pit filling.
In fact, because water would no longer be required for tailings management, streamflow
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reductions could be decreased during pit filling as necessary to meet streamflow mitigation
objectives. Knight Piésold [Doc. #5536.4] Comments at 2-3.
EPA Response: Chapter 7 of the final assessment includes discussion and
acknowledgment of the importance of the streamflow monitoring framework and
baseline data. The assessment recognizes that these data will provide important inputs
for future flow-habitat evaluation, and that various flow storage and release scenarios
could be possible. We did not assess post-closure streamflow changes in the final
assessment. See response to Comment 7.37.
7.49

Instead of assessing impact on the Bristol Bay fishery, EPA lists a series of theoretical risks
associated with mining activities in the region and calculates the amount of habitat that might
be physically affected near the Pebble Deposit. EPA never translates that information into an
assessment of harm to the overall fishery. This approach was soundly criticized by the peer
review panel during its review of the initial draft Assessment. Because EPA failed to modify
its assessment methodology, the second draft Assessment is equally flawed.
In both the initial and second draft Assessment, EPA uses lost or degraded fish habitat as a
surrogate for estimating mining-related impacts on salmonid populations. Id. at ES-28
(“Estimated effects of mining on fish habitat thus become the surrogate for estimated effects
on fish populations.”). This approach led to a dead end. As EPA admits, the “[c]onsequences
of the loss and degradation of habitat on fish populations could not be quantified [in the draft
Assessment] because of the lack of quantitative information concerning salmonid populations
in freshwater habitats.” Id. (emphasis added). In other words, EPA cannot translate habitat
loss into any meaningful assessment of risk to salmonid populations within the Bristol Bay
watershed. This limitation is no minor defect – it represents the failure of the Assessment to
meet its primary objective.
As explained by David Atkins following his peer review of the initial draft Assessment:
“Development of the mine as proposed would eliminate streams and wetlands in the project
area permanently. The importance of this impact is not put in context of the watershed as a
whole, so it is not possible to determine the magnitude of the risk to salmon.” Final Peer
Review Report: External Peer Review of EPA’s Draft Document, As Assessment of Potential
Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska, at 13 (Sept. 17, 2012) (“Final
Peer Review Report”). According to Dr. Dirk van Zyl: “It is unclear to the reader how
significant a loss of 87.5 km of streams in the Nushagak River and Kvichak River watersheds
is to the overall ecosystem. Are there any criteria that can be used to develop such an
expression? … EPA[‘s] Assessment does not provide any insight in the magnitude of risk
except to provide a value for the consequences.” Id. at 58. Dr. Dennis Dauble adds: “What is
lacking is quantitative estimates of spawning and rearing habitat that would be lost relative to
the total habitat available. Having this information would help provide perspective of overall
risk to individual watersheds and the Bristol Bay watershed as a whole.” Id. at 53.
EPA never addresses these issues. Instead, EPA focuses its assessment on less than 1% of the
overall land and water resources within the Bristol Bay watershed. See Assessment at 2-8. To
put the scale of EPA’s assessment into perspective, the Bristol Bay watershed is
approximately 115,500 km2, the combined Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds are
59,890 km2, the local watersheds surrounding the Pebble Deposit are 925 km2, and the largest
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mine scenario footprint is 75 km2. Id. EPA describes near-mine impacts to local streams and
wetlands, but EPA never relates those potential adverse impacts to the Bristol Bay salmon
fishery as a whole. In the words of Dr. van Zyl from the last peer review process, the draft
Assessment still “does not provide any insight in the magnitude of risk” to the Bristol Bay
fishery. Final Peer Review Report at 58. And yet, EPA unaccountably concludes that “a
largescale mine and its associated transportation corridor would affect the abundance,
productivity, and diversity of Pacific salmon.” Assessment at 12-1. Given the Assessment’s
total failure to quantify salmon impact in the context of the Bristol Bay fishery, EPA’s
conclusion is remarkably independent of EPA’s evidence.
EPA Response: Characterization of the landscape factors, influencing salmon habitat
potential, is now included to provide context for the stream habitat impacts described in
the assessment (Chapter 3). The assessment describes the magnitude of risks to salmon
habitat. Due to lack of knowledge about limiting factors, ascribing comprehensive risks
to salmon populations is not feasible. For additional responses to specific peer review
comments and the peer reviewers’ comments on assessment revisions, see the publicly
available Peer Review Response to Comments document.
7.50

In contravention of this principle, the Assessment avoids analysis of the broader watershed
significance of its hypothetical risk scenarios. In fact, the Assessment is not a “watershed
assessment” at all, an omission that did not escape the notice of the peer reviewers.
As peer reviewer David Atkins explained:
The importance of this impact is not put in context of the watershed as a whole, so it is
not possible to determine the magnitude of the risk to salmon.
Final Peer Review Report at 13. Peer Reviewer Dennis Dauble made a similar observation:
The Integrated Risk Assessment (Chapter 8) did a creditable job of summarizing habitat
losses and risks from mine operations. What is missing, however, are quantitative
descriptions of habitat lost relative to total habitat available in the larger watershed and
individual systems. Habitat loss should be further discussed in terms of salmonid life
stage and productivity (i.e., not all stream miles are equal).
Id. at 16. Mr. Dauble further explained that: “What is lacking is quantitative estimates of
spawning and rearing habitat that would be lost relative to the total habitat available. Having
this information would help provide perspective of overall risk to individual watersheds and
the Bristol Bay watershed as a whole.” Id. at 53.
Reviewer Dirk van Zyl made the same point with specific reference to the Assessment’s
estimated loss of stream miles:
It is unclear to the reader how significant a loss of 87.5 km of streams in the Nushagak
River and Kvichak River watersheds is to the overall ecosystem.
Id. at 58. All of these peer reviewers are making the same point: unless the Assessment
places its imagined impacts in the context of the whole watershed (as called for by EPA
guidance) it fails to provide the means to evaluate their significance.
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EPA Response: The risks to salmon are described in the revised assessment in terms of
habitat potentially lost at scales ranging from the mine site to the major watersheds. It
would be desirable to estimate the loss of salmon production at each scale, but neither
the published literature nor the PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document provide the
productivity data for streams by life-stage that would make that possible. The
quotations in the comment are from peer review of the original draft assessment. The
reviewers were satisfied with our responses to those comments (see the publicly
available Peer Review Response to Comments document).
7.51

As Dr. van Zyl explained during the peer review process on the initial draft Assessment:
“Any mine in Bristol Bay will have to undergo a rigorous and lengthy regulatory review and
permitting process.” Final Peer Review Report at 48. Part of that process, Dr. van Zyl
explains, would include consideration of “common mitigation measures” and compensatory
mitigation when “damages to wetlands are unavoidable… It is unclear why this was not
included in [EPA’s] evaluations.” Id. Other peer reviewers agreed. As Mr. Akins pointed out:
“The Assessment describes what is considered to be conventional ‘good’ mining practice, but
does not adequately describe and assess mitigation measures that could be required by the
permitting and regulatory process. A thorough analysis of possible mitigation measures as
employed for other mining projects and the likelihood that they could be successful in this
environment would be necessary.” Id. at 99; see also id. at 14 (comments of Steve Buckley)
and 49 (comments of Dr. Phyllis Scannell). EPA disregarded these and similar comments
raised by members of the public: the draft Assessment still ignores standard mining practices
and techniques that could effectively mitigate any environmental harm associated with
mining in the Bristol Bay watershed, as explained below.
EPA Response: Mitigation to compensate for effects on aquatic resources that cannot
be avoided or minimized by mine design and operation would be addressed through a
regulatory process that is beyond the scope of this assessment. Nevertheless, in response
to public and peer review comments we have included a discussion of compensatory
mitigation in Appendix J of the revised assessment.

7.52

The Assessment’s narrow focus on three similar hypothetical mine scenarios – apparently
motivated by the prospect of vetoing a Pebble mine permit – has effectively eliminated from
consideration numerous alternative management options throughout the Bristol Bay
watershed. The failure to adequately and objectively evaluate those options (including
ecological protection measures and habitat enhancement practices) has created a document
whose narrow focus precludes the broad airing of issues that a risk assessment is supposed to
provide.
Even the Assessment’s narrow mine options are inadequately evaluated because they are
based on a mine without best mining practices or compensatory mitigation – a mine that
could never be permitted. Numerous peer reviewers of the May 2012 draft commented on the
Assessment’s failure to evaluate a scenario that included best mining practices and
mitigation. For example, peer reviewer Steve Buckley commented:
There is inadequate information on, and analysis of, potential mitigation measures at the
early stages of mine development, which would attempt to reduce the impacts of mining
activities on fish and water quality.
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Final Peer Review Report at 14. Dirk van Zyl, the reviewer with the most experience in mine
engineering, commented:
While the failure mode is adequately described, engineering and mitigation practices are
not adequately described by EPA.
Any mine in Bristol Bay will have to undergo a rigorous and lengthy regulatory review
and permitting process. I do not know of a process that will exclude consideration of the
impact of all mine facilities on the streams and wetlands in the region. Therefore, I would
suggest that the full implications of “mine operations conducted according to
conventional practices, including common mitigation measures, and that meet applicable
criteria and standard[s]” should have been addressed in the report… “When damages to
wetlands are unavoidable, the Corps can require permit[t]ees to provide compensatory
mitigation.” It is unclear why this was not included in the evaluations.
Id. at 48. Dr. van Zyl also pointed out that “there are reasonable mitigation measures that
would reduce or minimize the mining risks and impacts beyond those already described and
incorporated by the EPA in the assessment. There are a host of measures that are not
addressed in the assessment …” Id. at 102.
EPA Response: These comments from Mr. Buckley and Dr. van Zyl were based on the
original draft assessment. Both reviewers subsequently reviewed the revised assessment,
which included, among other additions, an entirely new appendix devoted to
compensatory mitigation (Appendix J). After reviewing the revised assessment, Mr.
Buckley noted that the reorganization of the assessment improved the discussion about
when and where mitigation measures might enter the regulatory process and Dr. van
Zyl offered “no further comment” on mitigation measures other than follow up
comments on financial assurances and double-walled pipes. Analysis of alternative
mitigation measures is outside the scope of this assessment.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5535)
7.53

The Assessment does not discuss mining effects on the abundance, productivity or diversity
of the region’s salmon or other fish populations, but rather simply reports on the estimated
impacts to stream channels and wetlands. For example, regarding sockeye salmon, the
average annual inshore run of sockeye salmon (the key fish species identified in the
Assessment) in Bristol Bay was 37.5 million fish between 1990 and 2009 (pg 5-1 1). Based
on the highest index spawner count over a 5 year survey period, approximately 90,200
sockeye salmon were estimated in the Mine Scenario watersheds, (which include the South
and North Fork Koktuli Rivers and the Upper Talarik Creek, Table 7-1 on pg 7-13).
These fish represent about 0.2% of just the returning sockeye salmon, and a much lower
percentage of the total population. Although this is a crude estimate, it provides an order of
magnitude sense of the potential project effect on fish populations, which the Assessment
fails to provide.
The Assessment then leaps to conclusions regarding risks to the region’s wildlife and Alaska
Native cultures based on assumed impacts to salmon, which it never quantifies. Thus, no
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meaningful conclusions regarding the potential risks to wildlife or Alaska Native cultures can
be drawn from the Assessment.
EPA Response: The inability to derive population estimates from aerial index counts is
discussed in Chapter 7 of the assessment. These counts are not population estimates,
and it is inappropriate to compare index counts (known underestimates) with basinlevel population estimates. Also see response to Comment 7.3.
Alaska Miners Association (Doc. #2910)
7.54

Error #9: not addressed. EPA uses a particular location that overestimates impacts to
anadromous fish habitat (2012 TR, page 15.).[Footnote: Error 9 in AMA’s 2012 Technical
Review included an incorrect reference. It referenced analysis in Section 1.D of the technical
review. It should have read Section 1.C on page 8-9.] AMA’s 2012 technical review
referenced a simple GIS analysis that determined that the location of EPA’s hypothetical
mine may not be representative of other locations in the Bristol Bay watershed with respect
to anadromous fish habitat. That is, other locations may affect less fish habitat. This nonrepresentative location means that the impacts are likely incorrect for other mines, and may
be incorrect for other tailings and waste rock locations chosen for Pebble. EPA ignored this
critique and failed to acknowledge this significant source of error in their 2013.
EPA Response: Even if the location of tailings storage facilities and waste rock piles for
a mine at the Pebble deposit differed from the exact positions detailed in the scenarios,
they would be expected to have similar types of impacts.

N. Dawson (Doc. #2915)
7.55

I will argue that “consequences of the loss and degradation of habitat on fish populations
could not be quantified because of the lack of quantitative information concerning salmonid
populations in freshwater habitats.” It is true that we may not know the “direct count” of
every salmonid in the freshwater river systems of the Bristol Bay region, however, we do
know that not only do these freshwater systems provide the spawning grounds for over
4,000,000 sockeye salmon based on tower counts conducted year by the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game (see Fishery Management Report No. 07-40). We also know that acidic
conditions in these river systems, even if caused by natural forces such as volcanic activities,
can substantially reduce available habitat and therefore reduce salmonid presence and
spawning success in these river systems (see Fishery Management Report No. 07-40 for more
information on these “lahar events”). We know enough to be able to confidently say, with the
best available science, that large scale mining activity in the region will ADVERSELY
AFFECT SALMON FISHERIES IN THE REGION. Nowhere in the report does it say that
mining will help, or assist the salmon fisheries, the long term economy, or the cultural
heritage of the people of Bristol Bay. Do we really want to focus on how to minimize impacts
of large scale mining, or do we want to focus on NOT ALLOWING the environmental
degradation of large scale mining in the first place. Finally, many peer-reviewed papers have
discussed the long-term datasets associated with the Bristol Bay fishery, and commonly cite
why we know more about the Bristol Bay fishery than many other fisheries in the world.
Therefore, it is not a well executed excuse to say, “We do not know detrimental impacts
because we do not have baseline data or population estimates.” Because of the yearly fish
counts conducted by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, and the nature of the
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freshwater systems in the region (water is clear, so direct fish counts are reliable data
sources) we KNOW the estimated count of fish returning to the tributary rivers every year,
and therefore, we can estimate the detrimental effects to these populations (e.g., Hilborn
2006).
EPA Response: Several issues are raised in this comment. The scope of the assessment is
to evaluate potential risks of large-scale mining to salmon and other endpoints.
Unfortunately, although we do have good estimates of abundance at the large watershed
scale, we do not have reliable data on fish abundances in most individual tributaries.
Even if we did, there are multiple uncertainties associated with projecting the risks to
those populations given specific mine-related activities. These uncertainties are
described in the assessment. Given the balance of evidence and uncertainties, we are
able to describe potential risks, but cannot predict specific outcomes.
S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
7.56

P. 7-2: “These data, collected by the ADF&G and various consultants and non-profits, are
captured in the Catalog of Waters important for Spawning, Rearing, or Migration of
Anadromous Fishes – Southwestern Region (also known as the AWC, Johnson and Blanche
2012) and the AFFI (ADFG 2012).”
Although the assessment relies on AFFI for resident fish distribution, consultants do not often
report presence of resident fishes, so impact again is underestimated.
EPA Response: Uncertainty associated with the AWC and AFFI databases is
highlighted in Chapter 7.

7.57

P. 7-11: Relying on ‘highest reported index spawner counts’ vastly underestimates fish
abundance and ultimately impact.
EPA Response: Comment noted and addressed in uncertainty discussion.

7.58

Table 7-2 should be eliminated. Reporting Average index spawner counts is extremely
misleading regarding salmon abundance.
EPA Response: We present these data as the best available information, and expressly
acknowledge their limitations.

7.59

Table 7-3 should be eliminated because of the limitations of juvenile and resident abundance
data (which are well summarized in the associated text).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.58.

7.60

P. 7-52: The “sustainability boundary approach” used to evaluate risks associated with
potential flow alterations should be more thoroughly explained, and citations should be
provided.
EPA Response: Additional text and citations have been added.

7.61

P. 7-58: Reliance on PHABSIM modeling has significant limitations.
EPA Response: Comment applies to any modeling approach; no change required.
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P. 7-60: Although the Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) has been considered for use in Alaska, it
has not been used to date. Copper standards calculated using the BLM are significantly more
protective than those using the hardness-based standards typically used in Alaska.
Consequently, relying on the BLM model may again underestimate impacts if mine
developers were in fact obligated to meet the hardness-based standard.
EPA Response: The statement is correct. Comments have been added to clarify this
point in Chapters 8 and 14.

Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5784)
7.63

From the considerations outlined above, there can be little doubt that the construction and
operation of the Pebble 2.0 mine will cause extensive damage to and diminishment of
salmons pawning and reproduction in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds. It is, in my
opinion, likely that the entire spawning runs will be eliminated in a large portion of these
watersheds and that this elimination will be essentially irreversible. This will be especially
evident in the Lake area, and will affect villages in this area more than any others.
Diminished salmon spawning means diminished wildlife in the area. The USEPA report
discusses the fact that brown bears, wolves, eagles and other wildlife depend critically on
spawning salmon for their survival, as do other fish populations such as rainbow trout. These
effects will have significant bearing on the viability of Alaska Naïve Villages such as
Iliamna.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

7.64

Groundwater Drawdown
As the mine pit deepens from withdrawal of ore, it will tend to fill with water coming from
the groundwater aquifers in the region. This water must be continuously pumped from the pit
in order for mining operations to continue. Most of this water will be returned to the rivers or
streams in the area. The USEPA quotes Pebble Mining estimates the 70-80 % of the water
used in the mining operations will be returned, generally after use in mining operations such
as milling and flotation processes, and generally after wastewater treatment to remove any
added impurities. The important point is that much of this water came to the mine site as
groundwater and leaves as surface water, which is not of uniform temperature and
composition. The result is that the groundwater flow in the region will be diminished and the
positive effects of this flow eliminated.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
7.65

I appreciate the detail that went into the maps of wetlands/stream losses and maps of changes
in hydrology across the Upper Talarik, South Fork Koktuli, and North Fork Koktuli along
with the accompanying discussions explaining how these were derived; both were helpful
and enlightening.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
7.66

Additionally, BBNC notes that the Revised Assessment is also conservative because it
contains assumptions and data sets that substantially underestimate the amount of habitat that
would be lost under the hypothetical mine scenarios. As discussed in BBNC’s comments on
the Draft Assessment and reasserted here, EPA estimates wetland impacts using National
Wetland Inventory (“NWI”) maps that underestimate jurisdictional wetlands, leading to
narrow calculations of the habitat likely to be lost under each of the Revised Assessment
mine scenarios.
Though it includes a much more in-depth and focused analysis, the Revised Assessment
consequently remains conservative in its quantification of aquatic habitats and its assessment
of the impacts to such habitats. The Revised Assessment, nevertheless, provides ample
support for the conclusion that large-scale mining in Bristol Bay will result in extensive
habitat degradation and destruction of fishery and water resources.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

7.67

Estimating Habitat Loss
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Mine Footprint: “The Draft
Assessment underestimates the amount of habitat that would be lost under the hypothetical
mine scenario. It does this in part by excluding certain areas from the mine footprint and,
consequently, from the calculation of habitat acres lost to the mine footprint.” (BBNC Part I
Comments, at 2).
BBNC submitted technical comments by Thomas Yocom, explaining that EPA
underestimated the 25- year mine scenario tailings storage facility footprint by 1,000 acres
when it used hypothetical footprints taken directly from the Wardrop Report, thereby
underestimating direct and indirect impacts to habitat. (BBNC Comments Part I, Attch. A, at
2-3).
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment uses the same
assumptions and Wardrop Report data to calculate habitat acres that would be lost to the
mine footprint. (Revised Assessment, at ES-10).
However, the 25-year mine scenario footprint was revised slightly upward between the Draft
and Revised Assessments – from a 14.9-km2 tailings impoundment in the Draft Assessment
to a 15.8-km2 tailings impoundment in the Revised Assessment. (Draft Assessment, at ES-11
and Revised Assessment, at ES-11).
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC appreciates that
EPA has revised its calculation of the 25-year mine scenario tailings storage facility footprint
to accurately account for the size of a facility. BBNC would like to point out that EPA’s
calculations are still based on conservative assumptions and data found in the Wardrop
Report.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

7.68

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Use of Maps and Datasets: “[T]he
Draft Assessment bases its estimate of stream losses on the Alaska National Hydrography
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Dataset (ANHD), which uses a coarse scale and therefore underestimates the reach and extent
of streams in the vicinity [and] bases its estimate of wetland losses on National Wetlands
Inventory (NWI) maps, even though Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) delineated
substantially more wetland and aquatic areas within its ‘mine mapping area’ than are shown
in NWI maps of the same areas. As a result of this underestimation of habitat losses, the risks
associated with such habitat loss are understated.” (BBNC Part I Comments, at 2)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: EPA’s Revised Assessment continues to use
National Wetland Inventory maps to calculate wetlands impacts. EPA’s Revised Assessment
also continues to use the ANHD data to estimate the reach and extent of streams in the mine
footprint vicinity that will be eliminated, blocked, or altered in flow. (Revised Assessment, at
7-21).
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: Use of these maps and
datasets leads to a conservative overall quantification of jurisdictional wetlands acreage and
stream reaches likely to be lost or negatively impacted under each of the Revised Assessment
mining scenarios.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
7.69

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Mining Scenarios as a means of
Estimating Habitat Loss and Mine Footprint: “The Draft Assessment is […] based on a
reasonable hypothetical scenario… EPA does not need to wait to see the details of any
specific mine Section 404 permit application to determine whether unacceptable impacts will
result from large-scale hardrock mining operations.” (BBNC Comments Part II, at 12) “The
hypothetical mine plan examined by EPA in the Draft Assessment, moreover, is drawn from
preliminary plans for the Pebble Project as described by Northern Dynasty Minerals” in its
State water rights applications and in the 2011 Wardrop Report.” (BBNC Comments Part II,
at 12).
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: EPA revised the Watershed Assessment to
include a substantially smaller Pebble Mine scenario consisting of 0.25 billion tons of ore.
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: Although this mining
scenario is substantially smaller than the 2.0 billion tons and 6.5 billion tons Pebble Mine
scenarios included in the original Draft Watershed Assessment, the 0.25 scenario is still quite
large with a total surface area impact of 5.88 square kilometers.
Inclusion of the 0.25 billion ton scenario analysis – a Pebble mining scenario so small it
would be uneconomical to develop in such a remote area – allows EPA to include very
conservative assessment of negative impacts to the Bristol Bay watershed from mine
development. Even under the very unlikely 0.25 scenario analysis, the Revised Assessment
concludes that mining development would cause the unacceptable direct loss of 24 miles of
streams, 5 miles of known spawning and rearing habitats for salmonids, and 1,200 acres of
wetlands. (Revised Assessment, at ES-14).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
7.70

Footprint Impacts are Misleading.
•

The 2013 draft BBWA predicts that development of mine facilities at Pebble could
directly affect as much as 90 miles of streams, including 22 miles of salmon habitat.
Using ‘stream miles’ in this way to characterize project effects on aquatic habitat is both
crude and misleading.

•

Because the Pebble deposit sits at the very upper reaches of the watersheds in which it is
located, nearby streams are very small, and often ephemeral or back-channel trickles that
freeze over in the winter and do not support fish. A more accurate description of Pebble’s
potential footprint impact on aquatic habitat would therefore reflect the total area of
stream habitat affected. Rather than 90 miles, such an approach would suggest that
Pebble’s footprint will affect little more than ½ square mile of fish habitat, and
significantly less salmon habitat.

•

Habitat quality matters too, but EPA totally ignores the $40 million+ of water and fish
studies that Pebble has undertaken over the past decade when they characterize footprint
impacts. If Pebble’s data had been considered, study authors might have reported that the
most productive and well-used aquatic habitat exists well down river from Pebble, and
that stream habitat affected by the project’s footprint is among the lowest quality (in
terms of fish production and fish use) within the system.

EPA Response: The variable habitat potential among streams under the mine footprint
is explicitly acknowledged and analyzed in Chapter 7. PLP data have not been ignored,
and has been used extensively throughout the Assessment (for example, see response to
Comment 7.36).
•

Finally, EPA refuses to acknowledge that impacts on fish habitat can be offset through
fish mitigation projects – essentially enhancing natural fish productivity by opening up
new habitat areas or creating improved habitat conditions.

This was a major Peer Review criticism of the 2012 draft BBWA, which EPA addressed by
including a discussion of fish mitigation practices and approaches in an appendix to the 2013
report and then promptly refusing to incorporate any such projects in its hypothetical mine. In
fact, study authors went so far as to suggest there are no opportunities in the 400 square mile
area surrounding Pebble to undertake any fish mitigation projects.
This is wholly incorrect. Pebble has already identified opportunities to more than offset direct
project effects on stream habitat through fish mitigation projects in close proximity to the
proposed mine development. Throughout the 400 square mile area surrounding Pebble, there
are tremendous opportunities to undertake fish mitigation projects that would substantially
increase the productive capacity of the area for both salmon and resident fish species.
EPA Response: See the revised Appendix J for a thorough discussion of compensatory
mitigation measures, including those suggested by Northern Dynasty Minerals and the
Pebble Limited Partnership.
7.71

EPA used the National Hydrography Dataset as a basis for determining the number and
location of stream channels in areas they claim will be affected by development of their mine
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pit, waste rock storage, and three tailings storage facilities (TSF 1 on NFK 1.190, TSF 2 on
SFK 1.190, and TSF 3 on SFK 1.240) at maximum hypothetical development (BBWA2,
Chapter 7, Box 7-1). They then used information from the State of Alaska’s Anadromous
Waters Catalog (AWC) and Freshwater Fish Inventory (AFFI) to estimate fish species
distribution. EPA erroneously assumed that the information contained in these sources was
accurate and that fish species distribution, as reflected, indicated the presence of spawning
salmon and ecologically important rearing habitats. These assumptions are demonstrably
false and not supported by readily available public empirical data from the mine site and the
three hypothetical tailings storage facilities.
Several examples illustrate the fatal flaws in EPA’s assumptions and conclusions regarding
adult salmon spawning distribution and importance:
•

If EPA had reviewed, in detail, the adult salmon spawning distribution data presented in
Pebble Limited Partnership’s Environmental Baseline Document (EBD), presented to
EPA in 2011, they would have discovered that no adult salmon have ever been reported
as spawning in the SFK watershed upstream of Frying Pan Lake, which is located
downstream of EPA’s hypothetical mine. This information is also contained in the AWC.

EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.36. This comment is consistent with the
maps include in Chapter 7. See Chapter 7 for a discussion of this topic, and for maps
distinguishing AWC reaches where spawning, rearing, or presence has been
documented.
•

If EPA had reviewed, in detail, the adult salmon spawning distribution data presented in
the EBD they would have concluded that the upper portion of UT contains a relatively
large spawning population of coho salmon, sockeye spawning numbers that are a small
fraction of those that spawn in the remainder of the stream, and that Chinook salmon
spawning consists of a few individuals.

•

If EPA had reviewed, in detail, the adult salmon spawning distribution data presented in
the EBD they would have concluded that TSF 2 contains a small population of coho,
Chinook, and chum, which spawn in the lower portion of the watershed. TSF 3 has a
small run of coho salmon.

•

If EPA had reviewed, in detail, the adult salmon spawning distribution data presented in
the EBD they would have concluded that TSF 1 contains a small population of coho and
Chinook.

EPA Response: Contrary to this comment, salmon species distribution data presented
in Chapter 7 are consistent with these observations. However, we make no assumption
that low abundances of spawning salmon make these reaches somehow unimportant, as
the comment may imply (see response to Comment 5.36).
7.72

EPA drew the wrong conclusions regarding adult salmon spawning distribution and relative
ecological importance by failing to examine site specific and publically available data on the
habitat conditions, fish species distribution, and densities of juvenile salmonids found in their
mine development impact areas. This fact alone invalidates the conclusions in the BBWA2
draft relating to impacts. This fact along invalidates the conclusions in the BBWA2 draft
relating to impacts.
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EPA Response: No inconsistencies are identified in the comment. See responses to
Comments 5.36 and 7.71.
7.73

The following publically available data should have been included in any science based
ecological risk assessment. It is also important to note, that EPA staff (one of the co-authors
of the BBWA2) was personally made aware of the availability of this information at a June
12, 2008 presentation to the Pebble Fish Technical Workgroup meeting hosted by the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources. The following publically available data should have been
included in any science based ecological risk assessment:
1. Northern Dynasty Mine’s 2005 Progress Report on fish sampling activities in 2004. This
report included adult salmon spawning counts for the SFK, NFK, and UT. It also
included site specific fish density and fish species composition data for approximately
100 locations within EPA’s mine development area, UT watershed, and the watersheds
encompassed by EPA’s TSF’s 1, 2, and 3 (NDM 2005),
2. Two Technical Memoranda, prepared by J.W. Buell (Buell and Associates, Inc.) from
1991 and 1993, which documented fish distribution and relative abundance of fish at
approximately 50 locations in and around the Pebble Deposit (Buell 1991, 1994),
3. A 2005 Alaska Department of Fish and Game memorandum which documents fish
distribution and species composition, habitat parameters, and fish densities, which can be
calculated from information contained in the data sheets, from locations within the TSF 1
and TSF 2 watersheds (ADFG 2005),
4. Information on preliminary adult salmon spawning escapement estimates presented at the
annual agency meetings for 2004-2007 (this information was also presented during the
technical workgroup meeting), and
5. A binder, containing hundreds of pages, of fish capture data for the period 2004-2007 for
all sampling conducted by PLP consultants up to that date and reported to the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game per their collection permit reporting requirements. This
data contains site specific information on fish species composition, lengths of fish
captured, and data which could be used to calculate fish densities at selected locations by
incorporating habitat information contained in the 2005 Northern Dynasty Mines
Progress Report. This binder of empirical data was offered by PLP to all attendees
present at the Technical Workgroup meeting referenced above, including EPA Alaska
staff who is one of the co-authors of the BBWA2.
6. As for the transportation corridor, EPA failed to review data for each proposed stream
crossing known at the time of sampling, which contains information fish species
presence, lengths of captured fishes, stream dimensions, substrate composition, and basic
water quality parameters among other data which are contained in Chapter 15 of the EBD
(PLP 2011).
EPA Response: These data have not been ignored. Contractors and other entities
responsible for the fish collection efforts described above are required to submit these
data to ADF&G as part of fish collection permit conditions. One of the authors of the
assessment was the author of the ADF&G memorandum cited above, and was also
responsible for entering the Buell reports listed above. We do not cite all of these
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individual draft reports, preliminary data sets, or binders, but we reviewed these data
as they had been submitted to the ADF&G data portals. We also cite the PLP’s
Environmental Baseline Document, where much of the supporting data from
preliminary reports was compiled and summarized over multiple years.
Information that PLP and contractors provided to the ADF&G was posted by ADF&G
on their Fish Resource Monitor website. This website:
1. delineates the waters specified by the ADF&G as being important for the spawning,
rearing and migration of anadromous fishes and provides access to supporting field
data and observations, and;
2. provides a geo-spatially explicit, searchable data portal to the Alaska Freshwater
Fish Inventory (AFFI). The AFFI identifies locations where particular freshwater
fish species and life stages have been observed and provides access to supporting
field data and observations.
Information provided by the ADF&G Fish Resource Monitor, including all of the PLP
data posted there (e.g., data for survey projects HDR04, HDR05, HDR07, PEB91, and
08163), was carefully and thoroughly examined. We used these data to help determine
the documented presence and distribution of endpoint fish species within the study
area. We cite the AWC and AFFI databases throughout the assessment, because they
are the best, most consistent record of reported fish distributions in the region (though
they are not without flaws, as acknowledged in the assessment). We use fish abundance
and density estimates sparingly in the assessment, for numerous reasons that have been
detailed throughout the assessment.
7.74

In addition to the publically available information available to EPA since 2008, the EBD
contains a considerable body of information on habitat conditions and dimensions, fish
species composition and distribution, and site specific fish density information. This
information is contained in EBD Chapter 15 and its supporting appendices. It is obvious that
EPA did not examine the EBD in detail, because several statements regarding the lack of
suitable data can be proven false, because that information is contained in the EBD.
What all of this empirical and publically available information shows is that:
•

Salmon spawning in the TSF 1 watershed is limited to a few coho salmon and an
occasional Chinook. The fish density data from multiple public sources show very low
juvenile densities and spotty distribution, which are consistent with small numbers of
spawning adults. No sockeye or chum salmon are known to spawn in the TSF 1
watershed.

•

Fish density and fish distribution for the TSF 2 watershed shows the same characteristics.

•

Available data for TSF 3 shows low densities of coho salmon in the lower portion of the
SFK 1.240 watershed.

If EPA had completed an adequate evaluation of the public sources of information, it is likely
that their conclusions regarding the overall ecological significance and magnitude of
potential impact would have been different. Having an empirical data-informed conclusion
on the relative importance and habitat conditions of these watersheds would have led EPA to
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a more scientifically defensible assumptions and conclusions about the magnitude of impact
and a more defensible conclusion regarding the sufficiency and quantity of potential
mitigation measures to mitigate their estimated impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.36.
7.75

Flow Effects are Over-Stated
•

BBWA study authors predict that changes in stream flows surrounding Pebble will
reduce the “quality of downstream habitat” and “diminish fish production”. Although
EPA presents no cause-effect linkage to demonstrate or quantify this impact, the
assumptions underlying their conclusion are also incorrect.

•

EPA acknowledges that Pebble will have surplus water that it can treat and release to
offset flow changes in nearby streams, but chooses to utilize these surplus waters in the
most rudimentary and inefficient way possible. Specifically, EPA chooses to release all
surplus waters from its hypothetical mine in a steady flow into two of three nearby
streams, while leaving the third (the one with highest fish values) devoid of any make-up
water. No rationale is provided for this approach, and it is not consistent with what a
reasonable mine developer would in fact do.

•

Notwithstanding EPA’s highly inefficient and ecologically indefensible management of
surplus waters, study authors actually predict limited impacts on downstream habitat.
Depending on which hypothetical EPA mine is considered, more than 90%, 85% or 70%
of stream reaches near Pebble would experience flow reductions less than 20%, which
EPA characterizes as providing a “relatively high level of ecosystem protection” or only
“minor impacts.”

•

Bear in mind that Pebble expects to achieve far better outcomes than EPA forecasts when
managing downstream flow effects. Pebble has invested more than $40 million on fish
and water studies, in part to understand the effects of flow reductions on downstream
aquatic habitat and to inform surplus water release strategies. None of this data, nor
Pebble’s sophisticated habitat modeling capability was considered by EPA. When Pebble
releases a comprehensive development plan in late 2013, it will include a strategic plan
for releasing surplus waters in the three streams near the deposit to optimize downstream
habitat conditions. It will demonstrate that the habitat effects of downstream flow
changes at Pebble are negligible and will have no adverse impact on any Bristol Bay
fishery.

•

It’s worth noting that, according to EPA, the three water courses near Pebble that may
experience flow changes are among 65,701 similar stream and river reaches in the
Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds. Collectively, these 65,000+ streams and river reaches
support about 20% of the Bristol Bay sockeye salmon fishery.

EPA Response: The assessment acknowledges the importance of streamflow habitat
modeling in any subsequent mine plan development.
7.76

Chapter 7 Page 7-32 states:
“The mine scenarios evaluated in this assessment identify that the mine footprints alone will
result in the loss (i.e., filling, blocking or otherwise eliminating) of high-functioning wetlands
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and tens of kilometers of salmon-supporting streams. Such extensive habitat losses could also
result in the loss of unique salmon populations, potentially eroding the genetic diversity that
is essential to the stability of the overall Bristol Bay salmon fishery (i.e., reduction in the
portfolio effect discussed in Section 5.2.4).”
“The public and peer review comments on the first external review draft of this assessment
identified an array of compensation measures that commenter’s believed could potentially
offset these impacts on wetlands, streams, and fish…”
“Potential compensatory mitigation measures identified by commenter’s and discussed in
Appendix J include mitigation bank credits, in-lieu fee program credits, and permittee
responsible compensatory mitigation projects such as aquatic resource restoration and
enhancement within the South and North Fork Koktuli Rivers and Upper Talarik Creek
watersheds as well as more distant portions of the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds.
The following additional measures are identified in Appendix J:
•

Beaver dam removal

•

Flow management

•

Spawning channel construction

•

Aquatic resource preservation

•

Old mine site remediation

•

Road removal

•

Road stream crossing retrofits

•

Hatchery construction

•

Fish stocking

•

Commercial fishery harvest reductions

As discussed in Appendix J, there are significant challenges regarding the potential efficacy
of compensation measures proposed by commenter’s for use in the Bristol Bay region,
raising questions as to whether compensation measures could address impacts of the type and
magnitude identified for the mine scenarios.”
EPA Response: See the revised Appendix J for further discussion of mitigation
opportunities and challenges.
7.77

Boulder placements have had two major problems in past applications. The first is placing
these large objects on an inappropriate stream bottom. In numerous situations, the bottom
substrate was too small to properly accommodate the increased water velocity around the
boulder(s) and the resulting scour and deposition resulted in the boulder effectively burying
itself in the channel. This situation results in the total loss of any habitat initially gained and
in some instances resulted in channel migration away from the “improvement”. The second
problem was the improper placement of the boulder(s) within the channel with respect to
channel bank stability. In these instances, boulders were placed too close to a bank, which
resulted in unacceptable bank scour during high flows or the bank materials themselves were
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too small to resist the increased water velocity associated with boulder placements in
proximity to the bank.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.78

3.3.3.1.2 Selected Examples
Placement of rock into streams has been accomplished in a variety of configurations ranging
from single boulder placement, clusters of varying numbers of rocks, specifically designed
spur dikes (Figure 3.5) [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see original public
comment for figure], large downstream or upstream oriented V-shaped structures covering
the width of the stream, and placement of “boulder fields” to increase juvenile rearing
habitat. Elser (1968) conducted an evaluation of “rock deflectors” (essentially the same
configuration as the “boulder structures” shown in Figure 3.4) [figure deleted here for
copyright reasons; see original public comment for figure] placed in channelized sections of
Prickly Pear Creek, Montana. Sections of this stream had been channelized and straightened
during previous railroad and road construction activities. Approximately 6.75 miles of a 30.5
mile section of stream had been channelized. The objective of the habitat rehabilitation was
to restore the sinuosity of the channel and provide structural elements that would create
channel scour, resulting in the formation of pool habitat, which had essentially been
eliminated from the altered sections of the stream. Rock deflectors were installed primarily in
the Wolf Creek Canyon zone of the stream which had about 5.0 miles of its 8.8 mile total
length altered. The deflectors were placed at 180-200 foot intervals on opposite sides of the
channel. Comparisons of the fish populations before and after installation of the rock
deflectors and with adjacent unaltered sections showed that the fish populations and age
structure in the sections with rock deflectors were similar to unaltered sections in the same
zones. Non-game populations were absent from the altered sections, but comprised 30% of
the fish population in the “improved” sections. Trout populations in the areas with the rock
deflectors were 78% higher than in the altered sections. The fish population levels in the
“improved” area were significantly different from the altered, but untreated reaches.
Two studies in Norway (Hvidsten and Johnsen 1992 and Bremset et al. 1993) evaluated the
placement of large cobble-small boulders across the bottoms of selected reaches of lowland
rivers that had been channelized. In the River Soya, (Hvidsten and Johnsen 1992) natural
stream bottom materials were generally small 2-4 inches in diameter. Blasted rocks up to 16”
in diameter were placed across the stream in a weir formation and in some sections the entire
width of the river (20 m) was covered with stones. Densities of Atlantic salmon, > age 0+
increased from about 7 fish/100 m2 to 25-125 fish/100 m2 in the channelized section. Salmon
densities in reference sections ranged from 7 to 64 fish/100 m2. Brown trout densities
increased after treatment in the channelized section, but were not significantly different from
the reference reaches. However, it was noted that the length of fish in the treatment areas did
increase, indicating an increased ability of the habitat created to support larger fish. Fish
densities decreased over time as sediment filled the treated areas. However, trout densities
again increased when upstream sources of sediment were controlled. In the River Gaula,
Central Norway, mean densities of presmolt Atlantic salmon and brown trout were 5-10
times higher than in corresponding “unimproved” areas (Bremset et al. 1993). The authors
note that the differences in population densities were greatest for older presmolts, again
indicating a greater capacity to support larger juveniles. This latter study again documented
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the decrease in rearing capacity as sediment from uncontrolled upstream sources altered the
newly created habitat.
A combination of boulder wing deflectors, clusters, and boulder weirs was placed in
Hurdygurdy Creek, a tributary to the South Fork Smith River in northwestern California
(Moreau 1984). Hurdygurdy Creek’s channel morphology had been severely altered by a
massive flood event in 1964, resulting in a stream channel that lacked complexity, a thalweg,
spawning gravel, and with limited instream cover. These structures were installed in 1981
and worked as projected. Two years after treatment, population estimates for steelhead parr
increased 100%, while at the control sections populations declined by 56% and 61%.
Spawning gravels did accumulate behind the rock weirs and Chinook salmon did use these
gravels. In Aikens Creek, a tributary to the Klamath River in northwestern California, a
control section, a section with just boulder clusters, and a section treated with a combination
of boulders and logs attached to the boulders were evaluated. The objective of the project was
to provide suitable rearing habitat for steelhead presmolts. Juvenile steelhead numbers
increased two and four fold in the boulders only and boulder/log combination treatment area,
respectively (Overton et al. 1981).
In Red Cap Creek, in northwestern California, 80 boulders were placed singly or in clusters
to increase the rearing habitat capability for steelhead trout. A treatment section was
compared to a control section by electrofishing during summer low flow conditions. The
before and after comparison showed a decline of 35% in population numbers of 1+ steelhead
in the control section versus a 300% increase in the treated section (Overton et al. 1981).
Anderson et al. (1984) describe ten different habitat improvement designs, consisting of 80
total structures placed in southwestern Oregon streams. These structures included various
materials (boulders being a main component in many designs) and physical configurations
designed to accomplish different objectives. Some were designed to collect gravel sizes
suitable for spawning salmonids, while others were designed to provide rearing habitat for
specific life stages of anadromous salmonids. In a well documented example from the West
Fork Smith River, a before and after treatment evaluation of habitat carrying capacity for
coho salmon parr, steelhead age 1+, coastal cutthroat trout age 1+, and unidentified age 0
trout showed values of +17%, +30%, 33%, and -6%, respectively.
Ward (1997) provides an excellent review of the uses of boulders and boulder clusters to
increase the carrying capacity for juvenile salmonids. Ward’s review documents a number of
specific projects, but the results are consistent among studies. If the boulder structures are
installed in the appropriate locations and the management objective is to increase the habitat
carrying capacity for coho parr and presmolt steelhead or coastal cutthroat trout, then these
projects show an increase in carrying capacity of 100-300% over control or pre-project
conditions.
Two studies document the use of microhabitats created by boulder structures and single
boulder placements for brown trout (Shuler et al. 1994) and rainbow trout (Streubel and
Griffith 1993). These two studies demonstrated the disproportional use of the microhabitats
created by boulders and boulder structures by these species. In 10 study sections of the Rio
Grande River, Colorado, 65-69% of adult and juvenile brown trout, respectively, were
associated with two types of boulder structures. No use of single boulder placements was
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documented. Streubel and Griffith (1993) evaluated the use of the pockets of water created
by single boulder placements in Fall River, Idaho by rainbow trout. They describe the use of
this microhabitat type by rainbow trout from 150-300 mm in length. Critical factors
identified, which strongly influenced habitat use, were water depth and surface area of the
pool associated with a particular boulder placement.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.79

3.3.3.1.3 Summary
Boulders, either singly, in clusters, or combined with other materials such as large wood,
have been used in a variety of designs and stream situations to improve fish habitat in
western North America. Boulder placements or structures can be highly cost effective,
generally because the boulders were in proximity to the stream and often with road access. In
the Keogh River in British Columbia, boulders were placed with a helicopter and costs were
considered comparable with road access and placement with heavy equipment. Cost per
boulder has varied from $50 to $1,300 per m3 with most cost estimates at least 20 years old.
Another factor to consider is that over time, the recommended size of individual boulders has
increased for instream applications to a generally agreed to size of about 1 m in diameter
being the most effective at creating the desired microhabitat, requiring little maintenance, and
are of sufficient size to stay in place during high flows.
Based on the results of previous habitat improvement projects and experimental design
projects, it is apparent that boulders accomplish four things extremely well. First, boulders as
rip rap can help stabilize eroding banks and provide fish habitat for a variety of species and
life stages. Second, boulders or boulder clusters provide excellent anchors to attach large
wood which together provide a variety of microhabitats for salmonids. Third, boulders have
been used to build weirs that span the entire channel width to reduce water velocities and
cause deposition of desirable sized gravels that can be used for spawning and provide low
water velocity habitat upstream of the weir. This latter habitat’s carrying capacity can be
improved with the addition of instream wood, brush piles, or smaller cobbles/boulders (see
Solazzi et al. 1999 for some evaluations). Fourth, single boulders or boulder clusters create
scour and deposition zones that can result in the creation of suitable spawning sites. In
addition, these structural elements create low or negative velocity zones immediately
downstream of the boulder which results in shear zones which deliver drift organisms
directly into a low velocity rearing microhabitat.
Boulder placements provide suitable rearing habitat for age 1+ salmonids, particularly
rainbow trout, cutthroat trout, and coho salmon. Age 0 juveniles are seldom found in the
evaluations, primarily because they prefer the very low velocity areas associated with the
shoreline and/or stream bottom. Age 0 fish generally are unable to fight the current found in
boulder dominated areas. Also, given the preference for age 1+ fish to use the microhabitat
behind the boulder, any age 0 fish that moved into this microhabitat would soon become prey
for an older fish.
Given the fact that many stream channels in EPA’s hypothetical mine area lack either large
wood or large boulders, placement of boulders to create any of the four conditions outlined
above certainly appears feasible. These structural elements can be added to existing or
created channels to create habitat complexity or to accomplish specific objectives like
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providing additional rearing habitat for age 1+ or 2+ fish, which could increase the carrying
capacity for juvenile coho and Chinook salmon. However, three factors need to be carefully
consider before considering boulder placement: 1) is the type of habitat(s) created limiting
smolt or juvenile resident fish production, 2) will the stream bottom on which these
boulder(s) be placed suitable to handle the hydraulic conditions that will occur during high
flows and allow the desired habitat type to be created, and 3) are the adjacent bank conditions
suitable to minimize any bank erosion or additional hydraulic forces that may result from
placing boulders in the channel. Boulders can be used in the right situation to create a variety
of desired microhabitats and conditions (e.g., deposition of spawning sized gravel), protect
stream banks at appropriate sites, serve as anchors for large wood applications, and create
desired instream complexity. Boulder elements may be applied in main stem channels or in
side channel or alcove situations, depending on site specific conditions. EPA’s exclusion of
these types of habitat mitigation measures seriously undermines the credibility of the
BBWA2 conclusions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.80

3.3.3.2 Wood Applications (logs, root wads, whole trees, brush bundles)
3.3.3.2.1 General Description
Wood as used in this document generally refers to the intentional placement of portions, or in
some cases, entire trees into a stream channel to accomplish a specific objective(s) (Reeves
and Roelofs 1982). Most commonly, wood is placed either as pieces of a log directly into the
channel, a root wad placed in or along the edge of a channel, a log diagonally projecting from
the stream bank, a full channel width log perpendicular to the flow creating a dam pool or
plunge pool, or in conjunction with some other habitat element (e.g., logs cabled to a boulder
cluster) in order to create habitat complexity within the channel. The size of the channel
dictates the appropriate configuration(s) of wood that will achieve the management
objectives. Wood in the channel can create a variety of conditions and habitats such as: 1)
preventing channel and bank scour, 2) creating water velocity conditions that result in
deposition of channel bed materials of varying diameters, 3) creating a variety of water
velocity areas that are more conducive to spawning and/or rearing habitat, 4) providing a
“substrate” that can be used by aquatic macroinvertebrates and periphyton to establish
populations, and 5) provide overhead cover to protect juveniles from predators. Cederholm et
al. (1997) provides an excellent summary of the points outlined above.
In some situations, logs have been placed perpendicularly to the channel across smaller
streams (< 60 ft. width) to create scour pools which provide both spawning and rearing
habitats for salmonids. In Western North America, this type of application has been greatly
reduced in recent years because of concerns about long term maintenance costs. While
extremely effective at providing desired habitats, current practice is to limit this type of
application to relatively stable stream channel conditions.
Two examples of the types of applications currently being employed are shown in Figure 3.6A and B and Figure 3.7-A and B [figures deleted here for copyright reasons; see original
public comment for figures].
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
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3.3.3.2.2 Selected Examples
Phase I of the Resurrection Creek, near Hope, Alaska, Restoration Project was started in
1992 by the Chugach National Forest in attempt to improve fish habitat conditions in a
stream that has been placer mined for nearly 100 years. The objective was to improve
juvenile salmon rearing habitat in a 3 mile reach by reducing the amount of coarse-bottomed
riffle area by creating more pool habitats using a variety of techniques. A pre-project
evaluation demonstrated that juvenile rearing habitat was the predominant limiting factor. As
of the date of the report cited (1994), 36 structures had been installed, with more scheduled
for the summer of 1994. Several single boulder and boulder clusters were installed using
boulder 3-5 ft. in diameter. Two upstream Vshaped rock weirs were installed to increase pool
habitat area and create a plunge pool downstream of the structure. Several individual log
barbs (logs placed at an upstream angle and keyed into the bank were installed to increase
pool habitat area and help stabilize the stream bank. Several root wads were placed into the
channel and anchored to adjacent boulder placements.
High flows moved a number of the boulder structures and removed some of the individual
boulders in the V-shaped weirs. The Forest Service recommends that larger boulders be used
for similar situations. The wood structures remained in place and provided additional rearing
habitat. Post-project monitoring of these structures had fry densities comparable to natural
pools. The rock structures were unable to be monitored because of the small size of the pools
created and the water turbulence. Additional work was planned for 1994, but no subsequent
monitoring information is readily available from the Forest Service. Only costs for equipment
rental is available and totaled less than $9,000 (Parry and Seaman 1994).
Phase II of the Resurrection Creek Restoration Project was undertaken in 2005 by the
Chugach National Forest as part of a continuing effort to restore fish habitat to the creek
which has been and continues to be altered by placer mining. The 2005 project site is in the
lower reaches of Resurrection Creek near Hope, AK on the north side of the Kenai Peninsula.
The project improved fish passage and restored aquatic habitats a 1-mile reach of
Resurrection Creek, which had been dredged during the early days of Alaska’s Gold Rush, to
near-natural condition. Large tailings piles were re-distributed, creek meanders were restored,
an effective flood plain was established, and the stream was converted from approximately
99% riffle (with some upstream fish passage impediments) to a series of pool-riffle
sequences mimicking a natural alluvial stream. Among other things, channel length was
increased by 15%, percent riffle was decreased to 53%, percent pools was increased from 1%
to 21%, percent runs and glides were increased from 0% to 26%. Off-channel habitats were
also established (Figure 3.8) [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see original public
comment for figure].
Other project objectives were to increase spawning habitat from 160 yd2 to 2,000 yd2 per
mile, increase side channel flow through off-channel habitats from 1% to 20% of nominal
stream flow, increase large woody debris pieces (cover habitat) from 8 pieces to 330 pieces
per mile and implement riparian area and flood plain rehabilitation.
Post-construction monitoring was carried out by University of Alaska graduate students.
Whereas little spawning activity was observed prior to rehabilitation of the 1-mile reach of
Resurrection Creek within the Phase I area, monitoring during July and August demonstrated
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extensive use by four species of salmon (Figure 3.9) [figure deleted here for copyright
reasons; see original public comment for figure].
The Municipality of Anchorage completed a realignment of South Fork Little Campbell
Creek in 1988. The project involved realignment of a 725 ft. reach of channel that had been
previously channelized into a flat bottomed channel with two 90-degree bends. This previous
alignment resulted in flooding of the nearby school playground and a reduction in habitat use
by coho salmon and other resident fish species. The new channel followed a more natural
meander pattern and the bottom was re-contoured into a series of pools and riffles. Stream
banks were graded to permit flood flow passage, but were sloped to encourage the
development of riparian vegetation. Bottom substrate added consisted of 4-5 inch diameter
stones which were intended to serve as spawning habitat. A graded mixture of substrate sizes
containing some fine particles were not added to the stream. Unfortunately, the 4-5 inch
substrate proved too large to accommodate spawning and the lack of fines in the bottom
substrate encouraged siltation. As a result, the anticipated habitat values were not achieved
and an unknown upstream sediment source only contributed to the problem. While the
community planning and implementation effort was judged a success, the amount of suitable
fish habitat created was negligible. Over $1 million dollars were expended. No pre-project or
post-project monitoring data are available (Parry and Seaman 1994).
Smith and Brannon (2008) describe an engineered channel in Washington state that contains
many of the “complexity” elements that have been discussed earlier for boulders and wood
placement in general (Figure 3.10) [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see original
public comment for figure]. They found that juvenile coho salmon reared in the engineered
channel exceeded the values for a variety of reference streams for a number of common
growth and survival parameters (e.g., condition factor, length, weight, smolt rearing
capacity). More detailed information on this study is presented in Table 3.2 [table deleted
here for copyright reasons; see original public comment for table].
A summary listing of selected habitat improvement projects completed in western North
America using large wood elements and some with combinations of wood and boulders is
presented in Table 3.2 [table deleted here for copyright reasons; see original public
comment for table]. There are many examples of evaluations of various habitat improvement
projects using wood in the literature. The majority of these projects show that fish production
generally increases by a factor of 2-5 routinely. Most of the failures occurred in the late
1970s to mid-1980s and resulted primarily from not correctly identifying the limiting factor
for the fish populations of interest, inadequate evaluation of the stream substrate or bank
stability to prevent serious scour problems, inadequate maintenance, and inadequate
engineering design/size of materials necessary to withstand flood flows (Frissell and Nawa
1992; Chapman 1995).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.82

3.3.3.3 Reconnection of Existing Side Channels and Off-Channel Habitats to Main Channels
and Creation of New Side Channels and Connected Off-Channel Habitats
3.3.3.3.1 General Description
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Secondary channel or off-channel habitat improvement or creation for the purposes of
enhancing fish production can assume a wide variety of configurations, depending both on
the habitat development objectives (i.e., spawning, rearing, overwintering) and conditions
present in the available landscape (WDFW 2012). Existing abandoned channels and cut-off
oxbows in flood plains of alluvial streams can be re-connected to their parent system with
either inflow or outflow channels or both. The site specific configuration will depend on the
amount of groundwater infiltration and upwelling and additional inflow needed to achieve the
desired flow characteristics. Reconnection of abandoned channels and cut-off oxbows can
add large amounts of high quality rearing, overwintering and spawning habitats.
Reconnected, low water velocity habitats are especially valuable where existing stream
reaches are dominated by relatively uniform high-velocity habitats. Uniform, high-velocity
habitats often occur where rivers have been channelized or rip rapped to protect shoreline
developments or highway/pipeline alignments, but these conditions also occur naturally.
Groundwater-fed channels and channel/pond complexes can be excavated in alluvial
floodplains without relying completely on abandoned channels. These excavated habitats
provide quality habitats, especially where groundwater aquifers are close to the ground
surface and/or copious channel flows can be used to provide flow to the excavated areas.
Abandoned flood plain gravel mines or borrow pits, can be connected to natural channels to
produce productive off-channel rearing and overwintering habitats.
Understanding and taking advantage of the local land form has been found to be critical to
the success of developed secondary channel or off-channel habitats. Some of the most
successful off-channel habitat developments have relied wholly or in part on groundwater to
develop appropriate flows in the new channels or channel/pond complexes. The schematic
(Figure 3.11) and aerial photograph (Figure 3.12) [figures deleted here for copyright
reasons; see original public comment for figures] depict examples of how local landform
can stimulate hyporheic (groundwater) flow that can be captured by new channel excavation
or reconnection of abandoned side channels and oxbows.
Simple groundwater-fed side channels (Figure 3.13) [figure deleted here for copyright
reasons; see original public comment for figure] generally consist of an infiltration pond or
region, often protected from flood damage by a stabilized rock berm, and a long channel
connected to the parent stream at its down-gradient end. Channel margins are generally
protected or stabilized with coarse rock which can also provide cover for rearing juvenile
fish.
Chum and sockeye salmon are the species most commonly associated with secondary
channel or offchannel habitats for spawning (Slaney and Zaldokas 1997) and coho for rearing
and overwintering and occasionally spawning (Figure 3.14) [figure deleted here for
copyright reasons; see original public comment for figure] (Sheng et al. 1990). Chinook
salmon juveniles often use off-channel areas for rearing and overwintering as well (Buell,
1991; Melville and McCubbing 2009). These fish appear to be attracted to secondary
channels by groundwater infiltration, especially in winter when groundwater is typically
several degrees warmer than water in the main channel (Bachen 1984, Sheng et al. 1990,
Guillermo and Hinch 2003, Jones et al. 2003, WDFW 2012, Morley et al. 2005). Early in the
history of off-channel salmon habitat development, it was found that habitat productivity
could be further enhanced if additional habitat elements supplying cover (e.g., large woody
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debris, boulder clusters, and coarse rock channel margins) were supplied (Lister et al. 1980,
Slaney and Zaldokas 1997, WDFW 2012). Eventually, elaborate pool/channel complexes
with additional habitat elements were designed and became the norm in areas where local
landform could accommodate such developments.
Connection of developed flood plain habitats to parent streams can involve both upstream
and downstream ends through diversion of some of the flow of the main stem stream into the
secondary channel or can rely solely on groundwater infiltration, with a single connection at
the down-gradient end. Although the former approach often involves formal headworks
which must be protected against flood and ice damage, and has maintenance and especially
sediment accumulation disadvantages, the latter approach avoids these difficulties to a large
degree. In settings with high sediment loads and heavy ice accumulations, surface inflows to
developed flood plain habitat areas should generally be avoided. A generalized small intake
design schematic is shown in Figure 3.15 [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see
original public comment for figure]. Intakes such as this are generally connected to a buried
pipe and fitted with a flow control such as a wheel-operated knife gate. Operation of surface
flow intakes, especially those containing metal components, can be problematic in winter
where air temperatures routinely drop well below freezing for extended periods.
Spawning success, including egg-to-fry survival rates has been found to be higher in
developed secondary channels than main channel areas. Bustard (1986) studied relative chum
egg-to-emergence survival rates for four groundwater-fed side channels, two associated with
coastal (maritime) and two with interior (cold) winter areas. He reported 30-34% survival for
cold winter channels and 46-60% for maritime winter channels, both rates being extremely
high when compared to natural spawning areas, usually in the 5-7% range (Lister et al. 1980).
A Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife study calculated chum egg-to-fry survival
rates of 60.8%, 37.6% and 78.4% for three re-excavated side channels, with relatively low
spawner densities, on the East Fork Satsop River, WA (WDFW 1986).
Marshall (1984) reported on chum egg-to-fry survival in two groundwater-fed spawning
channels, the Worth Creek Channel in the Norrish Creek drainage near Mission, BC (Lower
Fraser Valley) and the Upper Paradise Channel in the Squamish River drainage, BC. He
found survival rates of 22% for the Worth Creek Channel and 30% for the Upper Paradise
channel. When results from these two channels were combined with those from five
additional sites, average chum egg-to-fry survival rates were over 16%, more than twice the
average reported by Lister et al. (1980) for natural spawning areas throughout British
Columbia.
Bonnell (1991) investigated groundwater-fed secondary channels constructed for chum
salmon spawning and found that fry survival was inversely related to the number of spawners
(spawner densities > ~ 0.5 females/m2) and varied directly with intragravel dissolved oxygen
concentration. Egg-to-fry survival rates generally ranged from 10% to 48% (average about
20%), with fry production rates between 100 and 600 fry/m2 at female spawner densities
below approximately 0.5 females/m2. Bonnell also found that fry production rates tended to
decline significantly from four to eight years after construction, suggesting the need for
maintenance, such as scarifying spawning areas to clear them of accumulated organic
material and fine sediment.
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Reconnected secondary channels and oxbows and developed channels that rely at least in part
on groundwater to develop outflow generally provide warmer water for overwintering
juveniles and often cooler water for summer rearing, often an added benefit, especially in
arctic or sub-arctic areas (Slaney and Zaldokas 1997). Overwintering habitat for salmon
species with extended stream rearing juvenile life stages (coho, Chinook) can be extremely
important in arctic and sub-arctic regions, especially where deeper, low velocity habitat
features are rare (Cederholm and Scarlett 1991). Groundwater-fed secondary channels with
deeper water and elements that increase habitat complexity incorporated into their design
provide ideal overwintering habitats for these fish. Bustard (1986) found that overwinter
survival of juvenile coho was directly proportional to the percent of side channel area
remaining wetted (range: 0.9% to 44.7%) at the end of winter, with survival approaching
60% (range: 33.7% to 59.8%) in the channel with the most late-winter wetted area.
Bachen (1984) found that winter temperatures in a groundwater-fed channel flowing into the
Chilkat River near Haines AK, used for spawning by chum and coho salmon and rearing by
coho salmon and Dolly Varden char, were as much as 6oC warmer than the parent stream.
Morley et al. (2005) in a study of 11 constructed secondary channels with added cover
elements and 11 control areas found that the constructed channels supported about twice the
number of coho/m2 in summer and nearly four times the number of overwintering coho/m2
than the control channels. Guillermo and Hinch (2003) studied two constructed side channels
in British Columbia (Upper Mamquam Channel along the Mamquam River; Upper Paradise
Channel along the Cheakamus River), one receiving mostly surface flow and the other
receiving mostly groundwater flow. Both channels were treated by adding large woody
debris as cover in certain sections. Results indicated that addition of cover elements increased
winter carrying capacity and smolt output in the surface-fed side channel, but did not benefit
the groundwater-fed side channel. This is an important finding, since it has significant cost
implications for design of groundwater-fed or surface water-fed secondary channels. Water
temperature appears to be the primary factor driving the differences between the results from
the two channels. Adding cover to surface flow fed channels, whose water temperature is
controlled by air temperature, appears to be more beneficial than adding cover to
groundwater fed channels (Tobe 2005).
The productive capacity of reconnected secondary channels and oxbows can be significantly
enhanced through the addition of habitat complexing agents such as large wood or boulders,
especially if the developed habitats are fed by surface flow (see above). This is particularly
important for optimizing overwintering habitat for juvenile coho and Chinook salmon.
Developed or reconnected secondary channels can vary in length from a few hundred meters
to several kilometers for more elaborate complexes, depending on the prevailing landform
and proximity of potential secondary channel elements (e.g., several oxbow or abandoned
channel segments aligned within the floodplain). The sizes of particular elements (e.g.,
ponds, flowing channels) can influence the relative productivity of complex secondary
channel developments. Rosenfeld et al. (2008) comprehensively reviewed data from
published sources in an effort to determine the influences of design features on productive
capacities for juvenile coho salmon. They found that coho parr (rearing juveniles) were more
abundant in stream-type habitats during the growing season than in pond-type habitats, and
that constructed habitats supported greater densities of parr than nearby natural habitats. They
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also found that smolt densities and output and smolt weights were greater for pond-type
habitats than channel-type habitats, suggesting that overwintering in ponds was beneficial
when it comes to overall production. When comparing outputs of habitat elements according
to size, they concluded that the optimum pond-type or stream-type element size is 5,00010,000 m2.
Keeley et al. (1996) regressed smolt production on pond area and stream area sizes and
concluded that 10,000 m2 was optimum for ponds but found no significant relationship for
stream-type habitat elements. Reeves et al. (1989) suggested that natural beaver ponds less
than 500 m2 provided better overwintering conditions than larger ponds, but these data may
be less relevant for constructed or re-connected habitats.
Keeley et al. (1996) and Koning and Keeley (1997) developed empirical equations for
calculating the production of coho smolts from developed ponds and flowing channels based
on a large number of production and monitoring studies. These equations are:
Log10 smolt number = 0.51 log10 pond area (ha) + 3.47
and
smolt number = 0.69 smolts/m2 secondary channel area.
One aspect of secondary channel development not frequently discussed in the technical
literature is the need for maintenance, especially with regard to beaver activities. Depending
on their size, developed secondary channels can provide excellent opportunities for beaver
invasion, which can, in some cases, impair access into the habitat intended for fish. Although
beaver impoundments can and do provide good habitat for rearing juvenile salmonids and
other fish species, beaver dams can also deter overall production. For this reason, beaver
management (see Subsection 3.3.2.1 above) should be considered an important aspect of
secondary channel development where these animals are present (Foy and Logan 1997,
Slaney and Zaldokas 1997, WDFW 2012).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.83

3.3.3.3.2 Selected Examples
In 1991, as part of the mitigation requirements for the Bradley Lake Hydroelectric Project
near Homer, Alaska, the Alaska Energy Authority converted four former borrow pits on the
Martin River Delta into rearing ponds targeting coho salmon. In addition, a 2,800+ ft. long
spawning channel was constructed adjacent to the 30 acres of ponds. Minnow trapping in the
summer of 1993 captured two age classes of juvenile coho salmon, but the monitoring trip
was too early in the summer to determine if coho salmon were using the spawning channel. A
review of Google Earth satellite photos in July 2010 clearly show the ponds and spawning
channel are still in existence, but no additional monitoring information is available (Doug
Palmer, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Kenai Fish and Wildlife Office, pers. comm. July
2010).
In 1987, the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities constructed a series
of 8 rearing ponds, on Box Canyon Creek, as mitigation for construction a coal loading
facility near Seward, Alaska. These ponds were connected to an existing ½ acre pond and
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each other by a series of 25 ft. long constructed riffles. The ponds were 100 ft. long and 6 ft.
deep. Early monitoring found juvenile coho and Chinook salmon and Dolly Varden char.
However, the real success is the use of the connecting riffles by spawning salmon. Chinook,
coho, sockeye, chum, and pink salmon have all been documented using the area. Additional
work on a nearby road was planned for 1994 with improvements to this pond series included
as mitigation for this new work. Improvements were to include resloping some of the original
banks to encourage riparian vegetation growth and placement of woody debris in order to
improve biological productivity and increase rearing habitat effectiveness. Cost of the
original project was about $25,000, but no additional monitoring data are available (Parry
and Seaman 1994).
The City of Seward Alaska constructed two 600 ft. long spawning channels in areas adjacent
to Fourth of July Creek that had a copious groundwater supply as mitigation for construction
of the Seward Marine Industrial Center. The channels were completed in 1982, and pink
salmon were documented spawning immediately after construction. Floods damaged much of
the area in late 1982. Because the channels were constructed near or at tidewater, the
downstream end of the merged channel was closed by storm surge and resulting beach berms
which prevent salmon access. Groundwater flows were less than anticipated, but the channels
had less silt than adjacent Fourth of July Creek. After all of these problems, the City of
Seward abandoned this project and no further monitoring was conducted. No cost estimates
were provided (Parry and Seaman 1994).
The USDA Forest Service constructed two adjacent spawning channels at Mile 25.25 of the
Copper River Highway near Cordova, Alaska in 1987. The objective of these channels was to
provide spawning habitat for coho salmon to help support the local commercial fishery. The
channels were constructed in known groundwater upwelling areas with a placed sorted
bottom substrate of uniform size. Counts of adult spawners ranged from about 100 to a peak
of 550 in 1991. Over time, sediments have accumulated in the “clean” gravels placed in the
bottom of the channels, reducing groundwater inflow and reducing egg to fry survivals. As of
1994, the fry production rate was highly variable, ranging from 2,000-50,000, but appeared to
decline after 1990. No additional monitoring data are available. Cost of the project was
$22,000 for construction of the 22,000 ft2 channel habitat (Parry and Seaman 1994).
A 1,500 ft. long by 20 ft. wide spawning channel for chum salmon was constructed by the
Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association near Haines, Alaska in 1989. The
channel was excavated out of native materials on a nominal 1% gradient with some variation
in bottom contour to provide varying water depths. All bottom materials were from the
excavation area and were not sorted or washed. The original objective was to provide 3 to 7
cfs of groundwater inflow. After construction, flow has been measured at 13 cfs. The
channel, up to 1994, had been judged a success with approximately 5,000 chum salmon
spawning in the newly constructed channel (Parry and Seaman 1994). No information on
spawning has been obtained, if it exists, since the 1994 report.
There are many examples of constructed or reconnected secondary floodplain channels and
oxbows for salmon habitat enhancement and rehabilitation in British Columbia and the
Pacific Northwest. One of the most comprehensive examples is a large complex of efforts
constructed over a 25-year+ span from 1982 to 2007, with additional elements currently in
the planning and implementation stages, on the lower Cheakamus River north of Squamish,
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BC. This complex of elements has been named the Dave Marshall Salmon Reserve after a
pioneer in the development of groundwater-fed secondary channels for salmon. Figure 3.16
shows the layout of various elements [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see original
public comment for figure].
Funding has been obtained from a variety of sources, including BC Hydro as mitigation for
the Daisy Lake hydroelectric diversion, the Canadian government and, following a train
derailment and sodium hydroxide spill in 2005, from Canadian Northern Railway. Early
monitoring of the Upper Paradise Valley Side Channel, one of the first components of what
would become the Dave Marshall Salmon Reserve (Foy 1985) determined that the carrying
capacity of the channel was 3.1 coho smolts/m2 (4.4 g/m2 biomass). This was 5.2 times the
carrying capacity (7.2 times the biomass) of natural streams of similar wetted area in the
region as determined by Marshall and Britton (1990). According to monitoring data for 2000
through 2008, the main elements of this complex produced annual averages of approximately
250,000 chum fry, 60,000 pink fry, 100,000 Chinook fry, 2,000 Chinook smolts (data for
2000-2003 only), 70,000 coho smolts and 4,000 steelhead smolts (data for 2000-2003 and
2008 only; Melville and McCubbing 2009).
The Cheakamus River km8 Side Channel Rewatering project was constructed in 2008 at the
upper end of the Dave Marshall Salmon Reserve. This project involved deepening, widening
and bank stabilization of an ephemeral side channel of the Cheakamus River, adding boulder
and large wood habitat complexing agents and installation of a small, submerged
supplemental intake structure to provide sufficient flow in the channel during the start-up
phase (Figure 3.17) [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see original public comment
for figure]. The km8 Side Channel is 590 m long with an average channel wetted width of
7.4 m (ranging from 5.4-11.3 m, Cheakamus River discharge ~50 m3/s). The average depth in
September 2008 was 0.64 m, ranging from 0.28 m to 1.47 m. Twelve holding/rearing pools
greater than 20 m2 in size and another 15 ranging in size from 2 to 5 m2 were excavated in the
channel. Residual depths in the larger pools were typically 0.5-.2 m. Residual depths in small
SRROVZHUHJHQHUDOO\PZLWKQRUHVLGXDOGHSWKVP One hundred eleven habitat
complexing features were installed in the side channel, at a frequency of approximately one
structure per 5.1 linear meters of channel. Habitat features included 71 woody debris
structures, 37 boulder clusters and two boulder riffles.
The Gorbuscha East Channel was added to the Dave Marshall Reserve in 2003 and added
3,225 m2 of salmonid habitat (Figure 3.18) [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see
original public comment for figure] (BC Hydro Fish and Wildlife 2003). The Mykiss SideChannel, within the Dave Marshall Reserve, which was undertaken in 2004, supplied yearround flow to a partially excavated 300 m-long channel, which produced approximately
2,500 m2 of new habitat for Chinook and pink salmon and juvenile steelhead trout
(Halvorson 2004).
Another complex of flood plain habitat developments is located along the Chilliwack River,
BC, between Chilliwack Lake and Cultus Lake in the lower Fraser River Valley. Nineteen
habitat restoration projects focusing primarily on off-channel salmon habitat have been
implemented (Figure 3.19) [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see original public
comment for figure]. The combined efforts have restored or developed over 50,000 m2 of
secondary channel stream habitat and over 200,000 m2 of pond habitat.
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One portion of the Chilliwack River restoration program, the Centennial/Bulbeard channel
and pond complex, was completed in 1998 (Figure 3.20) [figure deleted here for copyright
reasons; see original public comment for figure]. This complex has headworks, which
supplies a controlled 1.1m3/sec inflow from the Chilliwack River main stem. This complex
incorporates development of 80,000 m of pond habitat and 15,000 m2 (1.5 km) of stream
habitat. The habitats developed provided for spawning for chum and coho salmon and rearing
and overwintering for coho salmon. Monitoring during the second year after completion of
the Centennial/Bulbeard complex demonstrated the production of approximately 30,325 coho
smolts, most from the Bulbeard portion which contains the most pond area (Cleary 2001).
Another portion of the Chilliwack River off-channel habitat development complex is the
Anderson Creek channel rehabilitation project completed in 1995 (Figures 3.21 and 3.22)
[figures deleted here for copyright reasons; see original public comment for figures]. This
project corrected a highway culvert passage problem and reclaimed an old meander channel
for fish production at the same time. A new culvert was installed to carry part of the
Anderson Creek flow to the old channel, creating a 1.5 ha pond and 200 m of inlet and outlet
stream spawning and rearing habitats. Part of the old channel was deepened to provide
overwintering habitat for juvenile coho and deter beaver dam construction (Foy and Logan
1997). Additionally, anadromous fish access was provided to upper Anderson Creek.
Monitoring showed use of deeper areas for overwintering, good benthic invertebrate food
production in the inlet and outlet streams (Slaney and Zaldokas 1997).
Four restored secondary pond and channel habitat development sites (Anderson Pond,
Bulbeard Pond, Peach Channel and R4 Channel) and three natural off-channel sites along the
Chilliwack River were monitored for coho production in 1997 and 1998 (Blackwell et al.
1999). Smolt outputs were highly variable (<2 to >50 per 100 m2), but the restored habitats
produced coho smolts at rates comparable to natural off-channel habitats preferred by this
species. They concluded that newly reconnected channels may take at least one year of
“seasoning” before full coho smolt output potential is realized. Blackwell et al. (1999) found
that average smolt weight was inversely proportional to number of smolts per unit area,
suggesting density-dependent competition in some ponds.
Cleary (2001) looked at production of coho smolts produced by developed off-channel
habitats in the Centennial/Bulbeard complex in a different way. Using analyses of coho smolt
production in 22 natural streams in British Columbia from Marshall and Britton (1990) and
equations developed by Keeley et al. (1996) and Koning and Keeley (1997), Cleary (2001)
calculated the expected output of the 3 km reach of the Chilliwack River paralleling the
Centennial/Bulbeard complex should be approximately 5,700 smolts (i.e., 1,900 smolts/km).
Monitoring data suggest that this complex produced approximately 30,300 smolts (i.e.,
10,100 smolts/km), over 5 times the expected production of the main Chilliwack River
channel paralleling the off-channel complex.
Foy (2006) performed population estimation sampling of the Wingfield Creek Project and the
Thompson Park Project as well as an untreated reach of Ryder Creek, all part of the
Chilliwack River floodplain restoration complex. He found coho smolt production rates in
the developed habitats averaged 1.62 smolts/m2, 157% of the production rate for untreated
habitat in Ryder Creek.
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Bachen (1984) monitored a 450 m long (~2,750 m2) excavated groundwater-fed chum
spawning channel in the outwash area of the Chilkat River near Haines, AK and reported the
use of this habitat by about 700 and 450 spawners, respectively in the first two years
following construction. In the second year, 97,444 fry were detected during outmigrant
monitoring, yielding an egg-to-outmigrant survival rate of 22-24% based on estimated egg
deposition. Bachen also reported winter water temperatures about 6oC higher than the Chilkat
River itself and use of the spawning channel by rearing coho salmon and Dolly Varden char,
especially in areas where coarse “armor” rock had been used to stabilize the channel banks. A
borrow pit developed during construction of the Chilkat spawning channel filled with water;
this pit was connected to the channel and provided with cover to enhance rearing habitat for
juvenile coho. Food organism production was reported to be high and rearing coho growth
was reported to persist throughout the winter, attributed to the warmer water and abundant
food supply.
Much less formal but still effective habitat development sites have been monitored for
effectiveness in terms of fish production. For example, Bryant (1988) monitored four gravel
borrow pit ponds developed for road construction by Alaska Department of Transportation
and Public Facilities on the outwash of the Yakutat forelands. These ponds had been
connected to adjacent streams by artificial channels a decade or more earlier. Three of the
four ponds supported significant populations of juvenile coho salmon (2,000- 8,000 fish;
varying by pond and season); the fourth pond, with no contemporary well-defined channel,
supported only a few fish. On a unit area basis, two of the ponds with areas of 10,010 m2 and
7,644 m2 supported an average of 2.9 and 3.3 juveniles/m2, respectively. The third, much
larger pond (34,954 m2) supported 0.12 juvenile fish/m2. These findings suggest that a welldefined connection may be important for the exploitation of off-channel rearing habitats by
juvenile salmon; a point emphasized by WDFW (2004), and supports the notion of a point of
diminishing returns with respect to off-channel pond size on the order of 10,000 m2.
The ADFG’s Habitat Division has a long history of developing fish habitat from gravel
borrow pits created to support development in specific areas of the State or at specific
isolated sites. The key to making this type of project successful is providing access, as
appropriate, for fish to be able to move between active stream channels and the pit,
contouring the pit shoreline to provide a shallow littoral area to promote biological
productivity and provide for vegetation growth, ensuring that the pit has sufficient winter
water depth to maintain suitable living space, and ensuring that pit water quality is adequate
to support fish life. This type of project can also be successful in situations where a stream
access connection is not possible. In these cases, the pit must provide suitable spawning and
rearing conditions for the species of interest. There are numerous examples of borrow pit
development in Alaska. Excellent examples are documented in Hemming (1988), Hemming
(1990), Hemming (1991), Roach (1993), Hemming (1994), and Parry and Seaman (1994).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.84

3.4 Water Chemistry Enhancements
3.4.1 General Description
This subsection discusses the opportunity to enhance a suite of water chemistry parameters to
increase the biological productivity of the three primary watersheds in and near the deposit
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area. This suite of parameters has been divided into two groups. The first consists of “basic”
parameters and includes alkalinity, hardness, and total dissolved solids (TDS). The second
group includes nitrogen and phosphorus and is referred to as “nutrient” parameters. Some of
the literature, related to marine derived nutrients (i.e., nutrients supplied by anadromous fish
carcasses), also include considerations of carbon (C), but while it constitutes another
potential measure, C levels have not been evaluated at this time.
The two groups of parameters are discussed separately below. It is important to separate
these two groups for discussion because one or the other or both may limit biological
productivity in a stream. For example, a stream may have sufficient nutrient levels [i.e.,
nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N) and orthophosphate (PO4)], but the alkalinity and hardness are
sufficiently low to limit primary productivity and ultimately fish production (e.g., Cada et al.
1987). In other instances, low levels of nutrients have been shown to limit primary
productivity and ultimately fish production (e.g., Perrin et al. 1987). A preliminary review of
the water quality chapter of the EBD’s water quality data indicates that both conditions occur
in the three primary watersheds associated with the deposit area and most likely both groups
of water chemistry parameters are limiting at most sampling sites (PLP 2011).
The sequence of how fish production may be limited by these factors is as follows:
•

Low concentrations of the basic parameters and/or nutrient parameters limit the
production of algae/chlorophyll a. (Perrin et al. 1987; Wipfli et al. 1998).

•

Low levels of algal production decreases the production of aquatic macroinvertebrates
and the level of habitat complexity, which can increase the amount of invertebrate drift.
(Hinterleitner-Anderson et al. 1992; Lee and Hershey 2000).

•

Low levels of aquatic macroinvertebrate production can reduce overall fish production,
reduce the growth rates of individual fish, and/or result in fish movements away from low
production areas. (Larkin and Slaney 1997; LTER 2009).

The goal of this particular mitigation approach is to increase the biological productivity, as
appropriate, in those aquatic habitats not lost by mine development. The authors believe it is
possible to increase the productive capacity of the remaining aquatic habitats so that net fish
production may equal or exceed pre development levels. This increase in productive capacity
may be partially or completely realized by increasing the basic and/or nutrient parameter
concentrations through a combination of water management, specific actions to increase one
or more parameter concentration(s), nutrient additions at the appropriate places and times,
and/or a combination of habitat creation in association with manipulation of certain water
chemistry parameters.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.85

3.4.2 “Basic” Parameters: Alkalinity/Hardness/Total Dissolved Solids
3.4.2.1 Background for the Mine Site Area
Since the main ore body is located at the geographic headwaters of the three primary
watersheds (NFK, SFK, and UT) and the geology of this area is both porous and relatively
recent, there has been little opportunity for natural surface waters in these watersheds to
develop levels of alkalinity, hardness, and total dissolved solids that support a robust level of
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primary productivity. A preliminary examination of PLP water quality data from selected
main stem sites combined for the period 2004-2008 shows that main stem surface waters in
the mine area and downstream have what are considered low concentrations of these three
parameters (PLP 2011).
The summary analysis presented in the EBD shows that the surface waters associated with
the mine area watersheds are generally very soft, lack buffering capacity (low alkalinity
concentrations), and the fundamental concentrations of ions needed to support a robust
biological community starting at the primary production level. For example, a number of the
alkalinity measurements for the NFK, SFK, and main stem Koktuli River (KR), respectively
are below the state water quality minimum standard of 20 mg/l. The notable exception is UT
where essentially all of the data exceed the minimum standard. However, nearly all of the
concentrations of alkalinity for all four locations are less than 50 mg/l (PLP 2011). The same
pattern is present for the hardness and TDS concentrations leading to a conclusion that the
area is dominated by “soft” water in general, which is limiting primary productivity.
Scarnecchia and Bergersen (1987) found a significant relationship between conductivity
(strongly correlated with TDS), alkalinity, hardness, and two other non-chemistry variables,
and trout annual production and biomass in 10 streams in northern Colorado. Four of the 10
streams had alkalinity and hardness concentrations > 50 mg/l, which compares with less than
2% of the concentrations in Table 3.5 exceeding this level. The same pattern was shown for
TDS. Their data shows decreasing levels of trout annual production and biomass in streams
with lower concentrations of alkalinity and hardness and lower conductivity readings. These
authors also cite five studies from North America and Northern Europe that showed
increased fish and/or benthic organism production in streams with higher levels of
conductivity and calcium concentration (alkalinity) (McFadden and Cooper 1963; Egglishaw
1968; Le Cren 1969; Mortensen 1977).
LaPerriere et al. (1989) studied algal and primary productivity in 15 subarctic streams in
north central Alaska between Fairbanks and the Canadian border. They found a significant
positive relationship between maximum standing crop of benthic algae, measured as
chlorophyll a, and mean summer alkalinity concentration in five clear water streams. They
also found a similar significant relationship for sestonic chlorophyll a concentration for 10
clear streams, but not for the five brown water streams in the study area. They concluded that
the organic nature of these latter streams give “false alkalinity” readings because of the
chemical nature of the water in this type of stream. They found a highly significant
relationship between total phosphorus (summer means) and sestonic chlorophyll a
concentrations for the 13 streams sampled in 1979. When data from two additional streams
were added to the analysis in 1983, the relationship between total phosphorus (summer
means) and sestonic chlorophyll a concentrations became non-significant. However, a
separate analysis of just the brown water streams again showed a significant relationship
between total phosphorus (summer means) and sestonic chlorophyll a concentration.
Koetsier et al. (1996) examined the relationship between water chemistry and habitat
parameters and benthic macroinvertebrate density (number/m2) and drift biomass (mg/m2),
and benthic organic matter (BOM) biomass (g/m2) from six streams in the Salmon River
basin in Idaho. They found a significant positive relationship between alkalinity
concentration and production of macroinvertebrates, and subsequent drift biomass, and
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BOM. The authors cite three studies that showed a relationship between alkalinity and
increased periphyton and macrophyte production and cite five studies that show an increase
in fish production as a result of increasing primary productivity leading to increased benthic
macroinvertebrate production. They also cite four studies in which the authors of those
studies identify an “alkalinity threshold” of either 20 or 50 mg/L, which resulted in low
benthic densities or a “physiological constraint” on some invertebrate taxa, particularly
genera of Ephemeroptera (mayflies) and Plecoptera (stoneflies), which are major food items
for young salmonids. The alkalinity data in the EBD clearly indicate that the surface waters
represented are extremely low in buffering capacity and are limiting primary productivity in
the watersheds (PLP 2011).
Bailey (1974) reviewed the primary factors influencing trout stream productivity and
recommended concentrations to obtain maximum benthic macroinvertebrate production and
thus fish production. He recommended alkalinity concentrations should be greater than 55
mg/l, hardness should be greater than 125 mg/l, and total dissolved solids (reported as
conductivity) greater than 128 mg/l to support a healthy, productive stream. Wurts (2002)
recommended optimum alkalinity concentrations of 50-150 mg/l in fish production ponds.
Cada et al. (1987) examined the relationships among water select water chemistry
parameters, benthic macroinvertebrate biomass, and trout diets and growth at eight sites in
four streams in the southern Appalachian Mountains. Three of the four streams (7 of 8 sites
studied) all had alkalinity and hardness concentrations of less than 15 mg/l, with conductivity
YDOXHVOHVVWKDQȝ6FP DSSUR[LPDWHO\PJO7'6  One stream had mean
concentrations of alkalinity, hardness, anGFRQGXFWLYLW\RIPJOPJODQGȝ6FP
(approximately 66 mg/l TDS) which are at the upper end of PLP’s data for these parameters
(PLP 2011). What this study showed was a reduction in trout growth rate during the
midsummer to early fall time period, despite having suitable stream temperatures. The
authors attribute the lower growth rates to cropping of periphyton by benthic
macroinvertebrates at such high rates that the macroinvertebrate community could not be
sustained or increased over the summer/fall time period as would normally be expected. The
decrease in macroinvertebrate levels resulted in a flat growth rate of trout in these streams.
They also report this situation has been documented at other locations in North America.
Almodovar et al. (2006) report a significant positive correlation between alkalinity and
brown trout production in Spain and other European counties. These studies are quite
relevant as a preliminary evaluation of the growth patterns of resident salmonids from the
Pebble Project area strongly suggests a similar growth pattern (PLP 2011).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.86

3.4.2.2 General Description of the Technique
A technique that could address the issue of low levels of alkalinity, hardness, and total
dissolved solids in Pebble mine area surface waters is the addition of limestone (CaCO3) to
increase the buffering capacity of the water. Variations on this technique, mainly limestone
particle size, have been used extensively in Eastern Canada and the U.S. to add buffering
capacity to surface waters that have a low pH resulting from acid runoff and acid rain. These
areas also had high concentrations of aluminum (Al) which were adversely affecting fish
distribution and population levels.
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The technique originally started in Scandinavian countries in the 1930s by adding spawning
sized gravel pieces of limestone into Atlantic salmon streams. This method was extremely
cost effective and required no maintenance. However, because of the low stream pH and high
concentrations of AL found in these waters, precipitates formed on the limestone rocks,
coating them, and thus reducing the ability of the rock to release calcium ions into the water.
Subsequent refinement of the technique has resulted in particle diameter being reduced to
crushed-sized or smaller sand-sized particles being applied to a stream. In Sweden, smaller
particle sized limestone was added to wetland areas in a watershed to reduce the acidity of
waters with a resulting increase in alkalinity and biological productivity (Hasselrot and
Hultberg 1984; Clayton et al. 1998). Zurbuch (1984) reviewed the use of this technique in
West Virginia and concluded that larger particle sizes could be effective if the introduced
limestone was of sufficient size that the stream would cause the particles to move, thus
exposing new sides without a precipitate present. A note of caution is required here because
many of the streams treated with this technique had low pH values in the 4-5 range. An
evaluation of the potential to form precipitates on larger sized limestone pieces placed in the
water should be completed, based on each individual watershed’s water chemistry. Particle
size will have a major influence on limestone renewal interval, distance between treatment
sites, and maintenance requirements.
Subsequent to these initial efforts using larger sized particles, particle size has decreased to
ZKHUHWKHFXUUHQWSUDFWLFDOVL]HLVVDQGVL]HGGRZQWRȝP 5RVVHODQGDQG6NRJKHLP
1984). Experiments conducted in Eastern Canada showed statistically significant increases in
pH, total inflection point alkalinity as CaCO2FRQGXFWLYLW\ ȝ6FP FDOFLXPDQGPDJQHVLXP
concentrations downstream of a crushed limestone bed installed in the stream bottom (Gunn
and Keller 1984; Lacroix 1992).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.87

3.4.2.3 Selected Examples
Most of the literature relating to alkalinity and liming describe various techniques for treating
acid runoff from specific sites, whole watershed applications to treat acid rain related or
natural soil acidity problems, liming of naturally soft water lakes to improve productivity, or
the use of anoxic limestone drains (ALD) to treat concentrated acid mine runoff. All of these
techniques result in an increase in alkalinity, hardness, and TDS downstream of the treatment
point. /LPHVWRQHSDUWLFOHVL]HYDULHVDPRQJWHFKQLTXHVIURPPPGRZQWRȝP
Treatments include: 1) running an entire stream through a rotating drum system containing
fine limestone particles, 2) placing various sized particles directly in a stream bed, and 3)
distributing fine limestone particles over a wetland adjacent to the stream and letting natural
runoff and seepage deliver higher alkalinity water to the stream channel.
These types of applications are currently used in the major government programs over
various parts of the world. Sweden and Norway have active programs today that started in the
1930s. The United States and Canada still have active programs to deal with acid runoff in
the eastern portions of both countries. Active evaluations of effects are ongoing in the
Appalachian Plateau of the U.S. (McClurg et al. 2007).
Two other techniques to raise alkalinity, and other key water chemistry parameters as well,
are not well described in the literature. The first is a variation on a limestone application
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observed by Randy Bailey in 1973. This technique involved placing wind rows of large
limestone chunks (150-250 mm) along a stream channel that was a natural soft water stream.
The treatment consisted of approximately quarter mile long wind rows on both sides of the
channel. While no water chemistry or macroinvertebrate samples were collected, Bailey and
graduate school colleagues did sample the fish populations both upstream of and within the
treatment area. Electrofishing upstream of the treatment area produced few rainbow, brown,
and brook trout with a maximum size of about 150-200 mm in length. Sampling in the lower
1/8 mile of the treated area produced large numbers of trout with fish of all three species in
the 3-5 pound range. The difference in populations and production was remarkable.
The second technique consists of pumping groundwater of higher alkalinity to reduce pH
levels and increase key water chemistry parameters. In an experiment using this technique in
Pennsylvania, pH, total dissolved aluminum, and alkalinity all showed statistically significant
increases (Gagen et al. 1989). Of particular interest was the fact that alkalinity concentrations
increased from below a detection limit of <0.05 mg/l to 1.8 mg/l, an increase of 38 times.
Given the information presented in the sections above, there is an opportunity to increase
stream productivity in one of two ways. The addition of limestone in some form at the
appropriate locations could increase the concentrations of biologically key water chemistry
parameters. The second opportunity could result in the discharge of higher alkalinity water
into fish producing streams through a water management program. It is clear that increasing
key water chemistry parameters (nitrogen and phosphorus additions as nutrients are discussed
immediately below) would increase the primary production, benthic macroinvertebrate
populations, and fish production, if sufficient nutrients are also available. Also, increasing the
concentrations of these water chemistry parameters to improve biological productivity results
in no deleterious effects on the biological ecosystem and can reduce the potential toxicity of
certain metals listed in EPA’s Aquatic Life Criteria.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.88

3.4.3 “Nutrient” Parameters: Nitrogen and Phosphorus
3.4.3.1 Background for the Mine Site Area
The discussion above focused on the basic parameters that are necessary to support certain
levels of primary productivity. However, having concentrations of these parameters at levels
necessary to support robust levels of primary productivity in a stream may be an insufficient
condition in and of itself. The second part of the primary production equation must include a
consideration of the basic nutrients, particularly NO3-, N, and PO4. Either nitrogen or
phosphorus levels may limit primary production or they may be co-limiting (Stockner and
Ashley 2003). Cederholm et al. (1999) displayed the food web pathways in which nutrients
(defined as carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and Phosphorus (P)) are delivered from spawning
anadromous fish through various pathways to support the biological productivity of the
stream (Figure 3.23) [figure deleted here for copyright reasons; see original public
comment for figure].
There is a substantial body of literature on the use of nutrient addition (primarily N and P,
with some studies documenting C additions) to improve the biological productivity of lake
and stream systems (Perrin et al. 1987; Raastad et al. 1993; Larkin and Slaney 1997; Wipfli
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et al. 1998; Cederholm et al. 1999; Stockner 2003). Canada has been the world leader in
evaluating the effects on biological productivity of adding nutrients to lake and stream
systems with Slaney et al. (2003); Stockner (2003); and Ward et al. (2003) providing concise
summaries of several programs, while Quamme and Slaney (2003) evaluated varying
concentrations of nutrients on stream insect abundance.
Two key factors determine whether or not nutrient(s) are limiting in a particular stream or
location within a watershed. First is the existing absolute concentration of the nutrient(s) of
interest during the growing season for the target organisms. The second is the ratio of N:P,
which is critical in determining which parameter is limiting or whether both are co-limiting.
Slaney et al. (2003) characterized the nutrient concentrations in the Keogh River on northern
Vancouver Island prior to nutrient enhancement as:
“Nutrient concentrations in spring to summer are extremely low [emphasis
added]:orthophosphorus, < 1 mg/L; total dissolved phosphorus, 5 mg/L; nitrate nitrogen,
usually < 15 mg/L.”
However, Koch and Hainline (1976) evaluated benthic macroinvertebrate populations at 11
stations along the Truckee River in California which drains Lake Tahoe, flows down the
eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada mountains, through Reno, Nevada and terminates at
Pyramid Lake in western Nevada. At those stations (6) upstream of a major population center
(Reno) and not heavily influenced by groundwater containing large quantities of septic tank
effluent, their data show annual average NO3-N and PO4 concentrations of about 0.3 and 0.02
mg/l, respectively. This approximately 90 km reach of stream is considered very productive
and supports a robust trout population (Scoppettone and Bailey 1983).
Ashley and Stockner (2003) recommend concentrations of soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP
= orthophosphate) in the 0.003-0.005 mg/l range, approximately ½ of the reported nuisance
level in their paper. Bailey (1974) recommended PO4 concentrations of < 0.01 mg/l as
optimum for controlling algal growth, but did indicate that levels up to 0.07 mg/l could be
acceptable in certain situations, particularly where nitrogen is limiting at this concentration of
orthophosphate. Quamme and Slaney (2003) evaluated varying concentrations of total
phosphorus up to 0.01 mg/l and found the greatest aquatic insect increase at this level. The
concentrations in these three references are significantly less than those cited by Slaney et al.
(2003).
Ashley and Stockner (2003) recommend concentrations of dissolved inorganic nitrogen
[ammonium, NH4+ + nitrite, NO2 + nitrate, NO3; collectively DIN (dissolved inorganic
nitrogen)] of 0.03-0.05 mg/l as a minimum target level to ensure a DIN to SRP ratio of 10:1
on an atomic weight basis. Bailey (1974) recommended NO3 concentrations of < 0.10 mg/l to
support appropriate biological productivity, but also realized the importance of maintaining
the appropriate N:P ratio to prevent overstimulation of algae growth.
The characterization of Slaney et al. (2003) of nitrate concentrations of < 15 mg/l as
extremely low should be reviewed in light of current knowledge. A critical factor when
dealing with N:P concentrations in aquatic systems is identifying the limiting nutrient(s) and
maintaining the appropriate ratio. Sterling and Ashley (2003), citing Borchardt (1996), state:
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“Streams are considered N-limited when the N:P atomic weight ratio is less than 10:1, colimited when N:P is between 10:1-20:1, and P limited when N:P is greater than 20:1.[“]
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.89

Concentrations of nitrogen and/or phosphorus that are high relative to the needs of a desirable
biological community can result in a number of changes in the aquatic habitat(s) or biological
community that are deemed negative. The classic example is a discharge from a wastewater
treatment plant that puts excessive amount of ammonia, nitrate, or orthophosphate into a
receiving water. Excessive concentrations of these constituents result in direct mortality to
fish (ammonia) or blooms of attached algae that alter stream habitats and may cause
dissolved oxygen concentration sags during night time hours, resulting in fish kills (Lee and
Hershey 2000). Having a stream choked with filamentous algae may force a shift from
dominance by one fish species to another. In Fraser Lake, Alaska the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game implemented a fertilization project to enhance overall lake productivity.
While they determined that smolt production did increase, they also found that the primary
phytoplankton response to increased nutrient levels was a species that was generally inedible
by desirable zooplankton (Kyle 1994).
Three important lessons have been learned by the multitude of experiences in altering the
nutrient chemistry of aquatic habitats:
•

Detailed pre-project information on the biological species composition of the water body
and completion of a low level nutrient analysis are essential to understanding the
ecosystem proposed for alteration.

•

An assessment of the spatial and temporal requirements needed to achieve the
management objectives.

•

A determination of the desired ratio of nitrogen to phosphorus desired in this water body.

•

Maintaining the proper ratio is critical to achieving the biological response and
preventing unwanted shifts in habitat quantity and quality. It is important to note that the
concentrations which produce the desired level of primary productivity are orders of
magnitude below any human health criteria (see Sterling and Ashley (2003) and Ashley
and Stockner (2003) for detailed discussions.

In summary, there is clearly an abundance of evidence in the literature that demonstrates the
linkage between these general water quality parameters/nutrients and aquatic production.
Since these topics were not considered by EPA in the BBWA2, it seriously undermines that
reports credibility, and especially its negative conclusion about the applicability of mitigation
measures. By ignoring these demonstrably successful mitigation techniques, the credibility of
the BBWA2 is scientifically diminished.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.90

Section 7 Relevant Examples of Large, Successful Fish Habitat Mitigation Programs in the
U.S.
EPA is undoubtedly aware of other major large scale fish habitat mitigation programs along
the West Coast of North America. British Columbia has a well documented program of fish
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habitat improvements, spanning decades. The Fish and Wildlife Program of the Bonneville
Power Administration has spent billions of dollars in mitigating hydropower development
impacts to anadromous and resident fish in the Columbia River Basin. This program was
initiated in the early 1980’s. Of more recent vintage are the Central Valley Project
Improvement Act and the CALFED Bay/Delta programs in the Central Valley of California.
These programs have spent a few billion dollars on ecosystem restoration activities aimed at
protecting and recovering anadromous and resident fish populations. These three programs
are briefly discussed in more detail below.
7.1 Central Valley Project Improvement Act
The Central Valley Project Improvement Act (CVPIA) passed by Congress in 1992 added
protection of fish and wildlife resources as a primary purpose of the Central Valley Project
(CVP). The CVP was constructed in the 1930s by the federal government to provide a
reliable agricultural water supply to farmers in the Central Valley of California. Three major
dams dominate the infrastructure of the project. Shasta Dam, which is located at the northern
end of the Sacramento River Valley, is a high dam without fish passage facilities and blocks
anadromous fish access to hundreds of miles of habitat formerly used by three races of
Pacific salmon and steelhead trout. Folsom Dam is located on the American River, near
Sacramento and blocks salmon and steelhead trout access to many miles of former
anadromous fish habitat. Friant Dam is located near the southern end of the San Joaquin
River Valley and blocks anadromous fish access to former high elevation spring Chinook
salmon habitat. In addition, the minimum flow releases from Friant were insufficient to
maintain a wetted river channel for over 100 miles downstream of the dam. Construction of
these dams and associated infrastructure resulted in major impact to anadromous fish
resources in California’s Central Valley.
In passing the CVPIA, Congress added fish and wildlife resource protection as a primary
purpose of the project. Major provisions of the act included: a land retirement program which
required marginal farmland from receiving project water, the dedication of 800,000 acre feet
of project water yield being dedicated to fish and wildlife purposes, and an annual allocation
of $50 million for ecosystem restoration actions. These restoration actions have included
providing fish passage improvements, habitat restoration, creation of new habitat areas,
providing cold water to lower water temperatures in downstream areas. This program has
been highly successful and is continuing with a significant amount of restoration work still to
be accomplished.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.91

7.2 CALFED Bay/Delta Program
The CALFED Bay/Delta Program is a companion program to the CVPIA. This program is a
joint state/federal effort to address four major issues in the Central Valley of California. The
four major functions of the program are to:
•

Improve flood protection in the Sacramento/San Joaquin River Delta through a levee
rehabilitation program,
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•

Improve the water supply reliability to both agricultural and domestic water users. The
State Water Project (SWP), which exports water from the Delta to Southern California,
provides domestic water to approximately 20 million residents,

•

Improve the domestic drinking water quality of that water exported through the SWP and,

•

Restore the ecosystem of the Central Valley, to the extent practical, by mitigating for
impacts caused by construction and operation of the SWP and CVP.

The program has gone through several administrative configurations since its inception in
1994. The program has developed a plan which addresses the four program areas and the
voters of California have approved $3 billion in bonds to begin implementing the approved
plan. Full cost of implementing the plan was estimated at $8 billion, but actual costs are
expected to be much greater.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.
7.92

7.3 Bonneville Power Administration Fish and Wildlife Program
The Northwest Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1982 directed the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA) to increase the reliability of electrical power it marketed to Northwest
customers and to mitigate the impacts of construction of the federally owned dams in the
Columbia River system which produce hydroelectric power that BPA markets. The focus of
the fish and wildlife program has been to provide fish passage improvements at a variety of
project dams, implement a massive ecosystem restoration and habitat creation program
covering four states, providing a major source of funding to support the region’s hatchery
mitigation programs, and providing funds to implement the variety of actions required under
the biological opinion developed under the auspices of the Endangered Species Act for
continued project operations.
As of 2010, BPA has expended $11 billion dollars through their fish and wildlife program.
The annual budget for the program is currently $700 million encompassing some 750
individual projects. While some of the budget does fund research, the vast majority of the
funding supports ecosystem restoration and management efforts. Also, while BPA’s program
is the largest in the region, other agencies such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation also contribute significant funding outside the fish and wildlife
program.
Fish and wildlife agencies in the West have been successfully implementing these programs
for decades and at a geographic scale and budget scope much greater than anything even
contemplated for a project the size of EPA’s mine development scenarios. There is technical
knowledge and expertise to implement any mitigation program required for the project as
described in the BBWA2. Restoration and mitigation programs like that needed for EPA’s
mine development scenarios are being carried out every day at other locations in the West.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.76.

7.93

2. External Peer Review of Wobus et al., 2012: “Potential Hydrologic and Water Quality
Alteration from Large-scale Mining of the Pebble Deposit in Bristol Bay, Alaska”
Peer Reviewers
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•

Michael N. Gooseff, Ph.D. Pennsylvania State University

•

Andrew M. Ireson, Ph.D., University of Saskatchewan

•

Thomas Meixner, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Hydro-chemist, Department of
Hydrology and Water Resources, University of Arizona

•

John D. Stednick, Ph.D., Professor, Forest, Rangeland and Watershed Stewardship,
Colorado State University

Summary
•

Lack of data leading to uncertainty

•

The authors make a number of assumptions that make their results subject to scrutiny

•

Conclusions are weakly supported by evidence provided

•

Questionable credibility of models used

Specific References
“The conclusions are weakly supported by the evidence provided.” – Andrew M. Ireson (pg.
5) “Quantitative model results are not presented and some of the comments read like editorial
opinions rather than reporting scientific results.” – John D. Stednick (pg. 5)
“The oversimplification of the dynamics of copper is bothersome, especially coming from a
consulting group known for its toxicology work.” – John D. Stednick (pg. 11)
“‘Without ongoing active management, these changes in streamflow and water quality would
likely result in adverse effects on aquatic biota, ranging from reductions in habitat quantity
and quality to acute or chronic toxicity to aquatic organisms.’ This statement is from the
Conclusion section (page 39). Presumably, this is a reference to salmonid habitat, but habitat
was not included in the modelling effort. None of these observations are defended in the
report and suggest a lack of objectivity. This lack of objectivity tempers the study results and
leaves me questioning other results.” – Thomas Meixner, (pg. 12)
EPA Response: We have removed references to Wobus et al. (2012) from the final
assessment. This report was used only to support our analyses, and its removal has not
changed the assessment’s findings.
7.94

b) Woody and Higmall, 2011 – “Groundwater as Essential Salmon Habitat in Nushagak and
Kvichak River Headwaters: Issues Relative to Mining”
Summary
•

Conclusions are not well supported by the data collected

•

Additional literature review and a much more extensive field effort would be required to
more clearly and quantitatively define the relationships between groundwater and fish
habitat in the proposed mine development area

Specific References
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“With one exception, it does not arrive at any specific conclusions; it only says that, based on
the available literature, there is potential for impacts. The exception is on page 11 regarding
outcomes of the Prospect (the paragraph starting with “Multiple pathways” …). This
paragraph makes some fairly specific predictions, as opposed to the rest of the paper, which
is only discussing plausible relationships. The level of prediction here is beyond that of the
rest of the paper, and, although plausible, seems to go beyond the conclusions possible from
this general overview.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.15)
“Overall, the use of the fisheries literature appeared appropriate in terms of presenting
possible concerns, but not necessarily specific outcomes. The third objective of the paper was
to identify potential risks and it does that. With the one exception above, it qualifies its
concerns appropriately with words such as “potential,” “can,” and “may,” recognizing that
more detailed studies are clearly needed. The paper is not very well organized and would
have benefitted from more peer review.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.16)
“This report describes observations made during a one-day (March 11, 2011) survey of
streams in the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak Rivers in the Bristol Bay region,
Alaska. This survey identified areas of open water on ice-covered streams as evidence of
potential warmer groundwater upwelling and, in turn, potentially good fish (salmon) habitat.”
– William J. Wilson (pg.16)
“The conclusions in this report, however, are not supported by the information provided. This
report strays from the purpose as outlined in the title to a series of hypothetical and often
random statements about mining impacts, concluding that a specific development, the Pebble
Prospect, has the potential to “significantly impact” fish without providing in this report data
or information on the mine development plan, locations of specific mine facilities, mitigation
measures to be employed, and many other unknowns.” – William J. Wilson (pg.16)
“Although the conclusions on the Prospect are not listed in the conclusions section, some
specific outcomes are listed here that are not fully defended based on more general content of
the paper.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.17)
“The conclusions of the report are not well supported by the data collected during the field
trip described in the report.” – William J. Wilson (pg.18)
“This report was to have reported on this field effort, and then describe how the observations
made during that field effort relate to evaluating issues relative to mining. While the report
presents some water quality issues associated with mining that explore how groundwater may
present opportunities for exchange of water from the mine area and streams that may harbor
fish, it does so via a series of hypothetical statements about the proposed mine development
without including a detailed development plan that describes how the ore body will be
penetrated and extracted. It seems premature to make such statements in the conclusion of the
report (page 11) without background information on the mine Development plan.” – William
J. Wilson (pg.18)
“The methodology for detecting groundwater presence represents a weakness in my opinion.
The authors relied on visual assessments of open water during March 2011 to indicate
groundwater presence.” – Michael R. Donaldson (pg.19)
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“As such, the methods used for assessing groundwater presence may not be very accurate
depending on environmental conditions at the time of the study.” – Michael R. Donaldson
(pg.19)
“The figure provides a nice first step, but it appears as though more data are required in order
to develop a more quantitative relationship between groundwater input and salmon habitat.
Even though the data were not presented in a quantitative manner, this information is
important and certainly provides evidence of groundwater input in spawning habitats.
However, I think revised methods and additional data collection should be considered in
order to arrive at a more accurate determination of groundwater upwellings throughout the
region.” – Michael R. Donaldson (pg.19)
“It is not a field study or a lab study, and not very methodological. The most critical
methodology that is not analyzed in any detailed way is the assumed linkage between open
water areas and presence of groundwater. The authors provide some evidence in support of
this assertion in terms of air temperature data, and it is clearly plausible that there is a
relationship between open water areas and presence of groundwater. However, open water as
opposed to frozen over can also be associated with factors, such as river gradient and
velocities.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.20)
“A notable weakness of the methodology is the very limited field study – one day.” –
William J. Wilson (pg.21)
“Of most concern is the unsupported conclusion of the report that is discussed above under
‘General Impressions’.” – William J. Wilson (pg.21)
“Overall, the science in the paper regarding salmon is used appropriately, but little specific
field information is available to predict specific outcomes.” – Dennis L. Scarnecchia (pg.24)
“Only a single field trip is described, and that effort was a single day in the field completing
aerial surveys of over 175 miles (or more?). The study has limited application to impact
assessment since it does not document actual fish presence in areas identified as open water
and potential fish habitat.” – William J. Wilson (pg.24)
“Overall, this study is interesting and relevant, but limited in scope and too general in nature
to contribute to quantitative assessment of development impacts.” – William J. Wilson
(pg.24)
EPA Response: We acknowledge the limitations of this study and similar aerial surveys
conducted by PLP contractors, but both are valuable sources used to illustrate the
potential for groundwater-surface water interactions and controls on ice cover in area
streams.
Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5436)
7.95

The unavoidable impacts of three “perfectly performed” mine scenarios with no accidents,
leaks or failures, in which 0.25, 2.0, and 6.5 billion tons of ore are extracted over the course
of 20, 25, and 78 years, respectively, include:
•

Loss of 24, 56, or 90 miles of streams, constituting 4%, 9%, and 14% of total stream
length within the mine footprint;
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•

Loss of 5, 15, or 22 miles of documented anadromous waters (2%, 7%, and 11% of total
anadromous fish stream length), known to support spawning and rearing habitat for coho,
Chinook, and sockeye salmon and Dolly Varden;

•

Loss of 11.5 to 42 miles of headwater streams supporting habitat for nonanadromous fish
species;

•

Altered groundwater-surface water hydrology between the main channel and off-channel
habitats, which are critical to juvenile salmonids, nutrient processing, and export rates of
resources and materials for aquatic ecosystems;

•

Loss or substantial change of riparian floodplain wetland habitat;

•

Streamflow reductions causing adverse effects on habitat in 9.3, 16, and 34 miles of
streams;

•

Erosion of population diversity essential to the stability of the overall Bristol Bay salmon
fishery;

•

Leakage sufficient to cause toxic levels of copper in 38 and 51 miles of stream under the
Pebble 2.0 and 6.5 scenarios, respectively.

Because EPA evaluated only the components of a mine that have the potential to adversely
affect aquatic resources regulated under the Clean Water Act, the cumulative footprint of a
large-scale mine at the Pebble deposit would likely be much larger than the described
scenarios. For example, by adding mining and processing facilities, drainage management
structures, other storage and disposal facilities, and other operational infrastructure – as
described in NDM’s Wardrop Report – the footprint of Pebble 2.0 would increase from 9.7 to
36 square miles, the mine site would contain more than 12 miles of main roads (as well as
numerous pit and access roads), and the net power generation would exceed by more than
100 times the current maximum electrical load of the largest population center in the Bristol
Bay watershed. Clearly, even these “unavoidable” effects would alter Bristol Bay completely
and irreparably. Yet, a mine without failures is simply not a realistic possibility. Failures
“always happen in complex and long-lasting operations,” EPA explains, “even if their
magnitude is ‘uncertain.’” [Atkins, et al. 2012] And once failures are incorporated into the
analysis, long-term environmental damage could be “catastrophically damaging to fisheries.”
EPA’s conclusions regarding impacts from failures of a tailings dam; product concentrate,
return water, or diesel pipelines; roads and culverts; or water collection and treatment
include:
•

Loss of more than 18 miles of salmonid stream and associated wetlands for years to
decades (a highly conservative estimate of what would more likely extend well over 90185 miles in the Bristol Bay Watershed);

•

Acute and chronic toxic exposure to fish and invertebrates;

•

Impeded fish passage in 11 to 21 salmonid streams;

•

Wastewater treatment plant releases ranging from short-term and innocuous to long-term
and highly toxic to fish and invertebrates.

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Wildlife Forever Fund (Doc. #4201)
7.96

The EPA’s assessment scales did not include the salmon’s migration pattern into the ocean,
and beyond, to where they are key members of complex upland ecosystems. It did not
include the people outside the Bristol Bay region who rely on eating the wild salmon, which
is more nutritious than farmed or hatchery salmon. It did not include the calculation of the
loss to the world of this huge area of wetlands which absorbs and sequesters carbon better
than dry land areas and which may well have other superior qualities and advantages for our
inter-related ecosystems, as yet undiscovered.
EPA Response: These issues are outside the scope of this assessment, as described in
Chapters 1 and 2.

Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (Doc. #4284)
7.97

KBCS believes that the loss of habitat around the hydrologic drawdown zones in the vicinity
of each mine pit needs to be determined and the habitat effects on the numerous species of
these areas should be quantified. What will be the specific impacts on the 29 fish species, 40
terrestrial and more than 190 avian species, both in and near the drawdown zones? What
ecosystem connectivity will be lost or altered and how will that affect adjacent ecosystem
functionality? KBCS believes the size, location and ecological affects in the mine areas is
unacceptable. The sheer magnitude of the mining operation and associated infrastructure;
electric generation and delivery operations, roads, bridges and gravel pits, fuel storage and
use, housing for an estimated 1000 workers, administrative buildings, the port at Cook Inlet,
over one hundred miles of piping, plus the mining and ore management will replace and
destroy the existing ecological system. All physical, chemical, hydrologic, biological and
wildlife components of the operations sites will be altered and likely impacted for thousands
of years. KBCS believes these impacts can neither be fully reversed, post mining, nor
contained during development and operation. KBCS believes the impacts of the Pebble mine
operation to the upper Bristol Bay watershed is unacceptable. The proposed mine operations
would use all of the water from the upper reaches of Talarik Creek and the Koktuli River.
(See Ground Truth Trekking website; Pebble Mine: Copper, Gold Prospect). The
downstream mining effects on the multiple fresh water and ocean subsistence, commercial
and sport fisheries of the Bristol Bay region must be recognized and quantified. These
ecological affects are unacceptable.
EPA Response: Impacts to endpoints other than those defined in Chapter 2 are outside
the scope of this assessment.

Kachemak Resource Institute (Doc. #9123)
7.98

There is no way to calculate these harms; and if there were, there is no way known to
mitigate for even the habitat lost or blocked by development in the footprint of large mines
and their infrastructure. Mitigation for extensive destroyed or disturbed salmon habitat is
untried, unsure, and unlikely to be successful with extant technology. And it would never be
an alternative to natural habitat protection for achieving escapement goals and sustaining
harvestable surpluses.
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EPA Response: The challenges associated with proposed mitigation measures are now
fully described in Appendix J.
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
7.99

The 1:100,000 NHD maps underestimate stream length and density in stream-rich regions
such as sub-arctic Alaska (see Hughes et al. 2011. Strahler order versus stream size. Journal
of the North American Benthological Society 30: 103-121).
The NWI maps underestimate wetland area in sub-arctic Alaska, where much of the terrain is
wet when it is not frozen. Also, it is extremely difficult to estimate topographic watersheds in
such areas, thereby confounding relationships between streams and the land uses affecting
them (see Hughes, R.M., and J.M. Omernik. 1981. Use and misuse of the terms, watershed
and stream order. Pages 320-326 in L.A. Krumholz, ed., The Warmwater Streams
Symposium. Southern Division American Fisheries Society, Bethesda, MD).
EPA Response: Limitations of the NHD and NWI databases and underestimation of
stream and wetland features are discussed in Box 7-1.

P. Walsh (Doc. #4398)
7.100 Secondly, I think your assessment of the mine footprint is too small. Indeed, there will be the
most obvious effects in the vicinity of the mine itself, but the ecological effects of mining
mishaps will extend further downstream than the assessment considers. The range of Pacific
salmon, and all of its ecological connections, will feel the effect. Large scale mining here has
global consequences. I find the indirect effects section to be similarly understated.
EPA Response: We believe that the mine size scenarios are reasonable. The possibility
that effects of a tailings spill could extend all the way to Bristol Bay is considered in
Chapter 9 of the assessment. The assessment provides our best estimate of potential
downstream affects, but as described in the uncertainty analysis, questions remain.
The Wilderness Society (Doc. #5486)
7.101 The information presented in the Assessment is a reasonable overview of the biological,
hydrological and geologic resources in the Bristol Bay Region. Not everything can be known
that is needed to understand the current and future status of salmon and their habitat, and the
assessment likely represents the best available science given the immense scope of
characterizing a watershed. The mining scenarios also appear to be reasonable, although
uncertainty in future development makes it impossible to know the exact footprint of mines
and associated infrastructure. Refusal of industry to share data they have collected or
developed and which is needed to characterize both the natural environment and proposed
mining projects makes it difficult if not impossible to assess resource development projects in
a way that can bring consensus about reasonable impacts. Further, lack of expertise among
permitting agencies and the public makes it impossible to fully assess the quality and
integrity of mining plans without expert, unbiased peer review. But in the end, science often
plays a small role in decision-making.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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J. M. Robbins (Doc. #4199)
7.102 Third, we already know that tracing the reach of the groundwater affected by the Pebble mine
is unknown. In fact, most of the science in this report is based on assumptions in which event
the writers placed little confidence. To quote a few examples: (…)
p. 7-33. 7.3 … Streamflow alterations resulting from mine operations were estimated
p. 7-48 7.3.1.4 … This period is projected to last from about 20 years for the Pebble 0.25
scenario to about 300 years for the Pebble …
p. 7-50. 7.3.2.1 … Given the high likelihood of complex groundwater–surface water
connectivity in the deposit area, predicting and regulating flows to maintain key ecosystem
functions associated with groundwater– surface water exchange would be particularly
challenging.
… assuming that groundwater sources and flowpaths are not also altered by the mine
footprint. This assumption is questionable…
p. 7-51. 7.3.2.3. There is limited information describing potential surface water –
groundwater interaction in the mine scenario watersheds…
(…) Therefore, the report is incomplete as it lacks information relevant to reasonably foresee
significant adverse impacts on the human environment: i.e., water. 42 CFR 1502.22. Seepage
of toxic and hazardous substances from this mine development is mentioned numerous times
in the EIS. How much seepage and of what hazardous/toxic material is ill-defined. This
commenter suggests that none is the appropriate amount. The environmental consequence of
altering, depleting, polluting and using water is inadequately addressed in the statement.
EPA Response: Uncertainties are described in Sections 7.2.5 and 7.3.4. Chemical
contamination is considered in Chapter 8.
7.103 First, the document mentions a 2006 water appropriation permit submitted by Northern
Dynasty. (On information and belief, that permit was one of two that were submitted.) That
permit seeks to appropriate the entire watershed for the upper Talarik River estimated at 29
cfs or 18,792,000 gallons a day. This is just surface water in streams.15 The EIS calculated
drawdown of ground water flowing into the mine pit at rates of at least 16,830 gpm or
24,235,200 gallons a day (Box 6.2, EIS 6). What is the effect of this type of water use on the
existing aquifer or aquifers intersected by the pit? Will it be permanently impaired or
destroyed? Will land overlying the aquifer(s) be subject to subsidence and to what extent?
How will the aquifer(s) that extend beyond the alleged limits of the cone of depression be
affected by this perpetual drawdown of this volume of groundwater from this portion of its
system?

5

Streams are watered in part from groundwater as well as surface runoff, so technically the appropriation permit
impacted groundwater as well.

6

According the EIS the analysis results were based on an assumption that the drawdown was only 100 m but that
the results (quoted above) were not very sensitive to this assumption. The writer herein assumed that the assumption
therefore is unreliable and that the figures would likely be substantially higher.
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Importantly, what is the cost to the people of the United States, not to mention Alaska, of the
loss of this volume of fresh water for a resource that is removed from this country? Is the
environmental, social and health cost greater to the American public than the economic gain
to foreign corporations such Anglo American and Northern Dynasty?
EPA Response: We were unable to quantitatively characterize effects on groundwatersurface water interactions, which is acknowledged in the assessment.
Alaska State Legislature – Representative A. Josephson (Doc. #5320)
7.104 I urge the state, and if not the state, then our federal government, to listen to the citizens of
Bristol Bay and to science. The law, which our Governor should know he is not allowed to
violate, includes Clean Water Act Section 404(c) which requires the protection of salmon,
wild trout, wildlife, and jobs in Bristol Bay.
For context, former Governor Frank Murkowski relaxed our previously strict clean water
standards, and this coming year state legislation to allow an unjustifiable amount of water to
be taken out of wild salmon and trout streams, House Bill 77, is poised to pass the Alaska
State Legislature. It passed the Alaska House in March, 2013, and is one committee away
from a Senate Floor vote when the Legislature reconvenes in January, 2014. The bill will
allow damage to fisheries like those at Bristol Bay and favors projects like Pebble. The
Administration opposed amendments I and others filed, that failed, and that would have
required that water not be taken out of fishing streams in amounts that damage fish habitat
and survival. Instead, the Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Natural Resources is
left with the discretion to remove damaging amounts of water. This kind of history and
policy-making illustrates the State of Alaska’s unwillingness to protect its salmon streams
and related watersheds.
Under Pebble’s plans up to 6.84 billion gallons of surface water and 4.7 billion gallons of
ground water will be taken out of the Upper Talarik Creek drainage. At least 12.03 billion
gallons of surface water and 2.8 billion gallons of ground water will be removed from the
South Fork of the Koktuli River, and at least 8.02 billion gallons of surface water and 0.2
billion gallons of ground water will be removed from the North Fork of the Koktuli River.
That is a total of 35 billion gallons. Under the plan a dam to hold back tons of toxic sludge is
also planned. At some point, whether in ten years or one-hundred, that dam wall will likely
start to breach, seeping toxins into this watershed.
EPA Response: The tailings dam failure analysis (Chapter 9) and seepage analysis
(Chapter 8) characterize these risks.
7.105 I hope you will first give the Governor a chance to do the right thing and honor Alaska’s
formerly responsible mining history, and stop this above ground project as proposed. If the
Governor fails, then the EPA will have to do his work, under federal law, and protect the
citizens of the state of Alaska by using Clean Water Act section 404(c) to do what our
Governor should have done years ago.
For context, Governor Parnell has changed this state’s formerly responsible mining history
by allowing a coal mine to move forward in the permitting process which would remove
eleven miles of Middle Creek, a major tributary of the Chuitna River, a stream identified by
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the Alaska Department of Fish and Game as “significant to salmon” (In late February, 2013 a
superior court judge in a lengthy opinion, found the Alaska Department of Natural Resources
failed to honor and protect existing water rights property interests of fishermen in the Chuitna
drainage:: further evidence that the administration refuses to protect salmon habitat).
Restoration attempts would not happen for thirty years, but regardless you cannot reconstruct
a wild salmon stream. Naturally, the local village of Tyonek overwhelmingly opposes this
project. The Governor has had the opportunity to send the Canadian company’s plan for coal
export back to the drawing board, but has not acted. We have a Governor who is willing to
trade a fisheries resource for mining by foreign companies that damage our fisheries
resources.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska State Legislature – Representative L. Gara (Doc. #5618)
7.106 I urge the state, and if not the state, then our government, to listen to the citizens of Bristol
Bay and to science. The law, which our Governor should know he is not allowed to violate,
includes Clean Water Act section 404(c) which requires the protection of salmon, wild trout,
wildlife, and jobs in Bristol Bay.
For context, former Governor Frank Murkowski relaxed our previously strict clean water
standards, and this coming year state legislation to allow an unjustifiable amount of water to
be taken out of wild salmon and trout streams, House Bill 77, is poised to pass the Alaska
State Legislature. It passed the Alaska House in March, 2013, and is one committee away
from a Senate Floor vote when the Legislature reconvenes in January. The bill will allow
damage to fisheries like those at Bristol Bay and favors projects like Pebble. The
Administration opposed amendments I and others filed, that failed, and that would have
required that water not be taken out of fishing streams in amounts that damage fish habitat
and survival. Instead, the Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Natural Resources is
left with the discretion to take out damaging amounts of water.
Under Pebble’s plans up to 6.84 billion gallons of surface water and 4.7 billion gallons of
ground water will be taken out of the Upper Talarik Creek drainage. At least 12.03 billion
gallons of surface water and 2.8 billion gallons of ground water will be removed from the
South Fork of the Koktuli River, and at least 8.02 billion gallons of surface water and 0.2
billion gallons of ground water will be removed from the North Fork of the Koktuli River.
That is a total of 35 billion gallons. Under the plan a dam to hold back tons of toxic sludge is
also planned. At some point, whether in ten years or one hundred, that dam wall likely will
start to breach, seeping toxins into this watershed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 7.104.
7.107 I hope you will first give the Governor a chance to do the right thing and honor Alaska’s
formerly responsible mining history, and stop this above ground project as proposed. If the
Governor fails, then the EPA will have to do his work, under federal law, and protect the
citizens of the state of Alaska by using Clean Water Act section 404(c) to do what our
Governor should have done years ago.
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For context, Governor Parnell has changed this state’s formerly responsible mining history
by allowing a coal mine to move forward in the permitting process which would remove
eleven miles of Middle Creek, a major tributary of the Chuitna River, a stream identified by
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game as “significant to salmon”. Restoration attempts
would not happen for thirty years, but regardless you cannot reconstruct a wild salmon
stream. Naturally, the local village of Tyonek overwhelmingly opposes this project. The
Governor has had the opportunity to send the Canadian company’s plan for coal export back.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Society for Freshwater Science (Doc. #5375)
7.108 In addition, although the Assessment does discuss the decreases in water quality, destruction
of wetlands, dewatering of streams, alteration of stream flows, and increasing sedimentation
likely to be caused by the development, it does not describe the potential ecological
implications of these impacts. Changes in flow, increases in sedimentation, and wetland
losses, likely will reduce the ability of the affected aquatic ecosystems to store and export
carbon, resulting in carbon losses into the atmosphere. Altering water quality, flow, and
sediment also will decrease overall aquatic biodiversity, potentially resulting in decreased
ecosystem stability and resilience. These cumulative impacts likely will exacerbate changes
to the affected ecosystems that are already expected due to climate change. The ability of
these systems to support biodiversity and provide valuable ecosystem services will be
severely compromised by this proposed development.
EPA Response: Cumulative impacts are discussed in Chapter 13, but scope is limited to
endpoints specified in the assessment.
Stratus Consulting (Doc. #5433)
7.109 Previous comment, 2012 Watershed Assessment: “The final Watershed Assessment should
describe in more detail how changes to seasonal or daily flows may be more significant than
the changes in annual averages that are currently described.”
2013 Revised Watershed Assessment: As in the previous version of the Watershed
Assessment, EPA characterizes hydrologic impacts of mining using a relatively
straightforward conceptual model of the system, in which flow reductions are proportional to
the fraction of upstream area covered by mine infrastructure. EPA acknowledges in this draft
that this approach provides only general estimates of streamflow reductions: “We were
unable to anticipate changes to the streamflow regime beyond simplistic alterations in flow
magnitude, yet it is very likely that other aspects of the flow regime would be modified as
well, depending on how flows respond to water management at the mine site” (pp. 7–58).
Given reasonable assumptions about potential locations of future mine facilities and water
management strategies, EPA has used an acceptable approach to estimating the general
hydrologic impacts of mining. However, until a water management plan becomes available,
EPA cannot estimate more extreme changes in flows that might occur during different
seasons throughout the year. If a more quantitative assessment of changes in streamflows is
needed after proposed mine water management plans become available, EPA may need to
develop a more detailed modeling approach than they have conducted to date.
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Previous comment, 2012 Watershed Assessment: “[A] large-scale mine at the Pebble deposit
would substantially alter the relative contributions of groundwater and surface water entering
streams at different locations during different times of the year. Because the resulting
changes in thermal regime could be an extremely important impact of the mine on salmonids,
EPA should more fully explore ways to quantify these impacts.”
2013 Revised Watershed Assessment: EPA acknowledges throughout the revised Watershed
Assessment the importance of groundwater – surface water connectivity to factors such as
stream temperature, and provides substantially more discussion of this topic than in the
previous draft. This discussion acknowledges that mine-induced changes in groundwater
flows could exacerbate impacts to aquatic habitat by changing the seasonal distribution of
stream temperatures. However, because there is no water management plan available, EPA is
still unable to quantify the impacts of this interconnectivity for the mine impact scenarios:
“Projecting specific mining-associated changes to groundwater and surface water interactions
and corresponding effects on surface water temperature in the mine area is not feasible at this
time” (pp. 7–57).
EPA Response: These remain important uncertainties, and are detailed in Chapter 7.
National Mining Association (Doc. #5557)
7.110 Not only do the comments of the peer reviewers therefore call into question the use of the
Earthworks report itself, they also underscore the pervasive point that an accurate assessment
of the potential impacts of mining near Bristol Bay must be undertaken after a realistic and
specific mine plan that has been developed by qualified mining engineers and experts is
complete. As one peer reviewer put it, “while it is appropriate to consider potential
environmental issues and problems associated with mining when making a decision with
respect to Bristol Bay, such decisions should be made based on the site-specific conditions,
along with appropriate risk management analysis.” [Footnote: Findings of Robert Kleinmann,
id. at 20.] That reviewer explained that “actual environmental impacts are dictated by many
factors that, in addition to climate and distance to down-gradient streams, rivers, and
wetlands and groundwater, include site-specific geology, mitigation measures, pollution
abatement strategies, monitoring requirements, degree of corporate and regulatory oversight,
etc.” [Footnote: Id. at 24.] EPA should therefore wait to conduct its review of any proposed
mining operations near Bristol Bay until a CWA permitting process has been initiated and all
relevant information can be accurately assessed.
EPA Response: The assessment used site-specific data provided by the PLP’s
Environmental Baseline Document and the site-specific preliminary mine plan provided
by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). The reviewer cited had
reviewed the Earthworks document, not the assessment.

Chapter 8:

Water Collection, Treatment, and Discharge

G. Y. Parker (Doc. #5615)
8.1

“Non-acid generating” waste rock - Recommended Mitigation: Because non-acid-generating
waste rock is what is left when acid-generating waste rock is separated out, the result is that
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inevitably some “non-acid generating” waste rock, as noted in the assessment and the
Waldrop report, will contain some acid-generating material. To mitigate, a liner and other
protections will probably be necessary for the storage of the so-called “non-acid-generating”
waste rock.
Recommended Restriction for a § 404(c) Determination: All waste rock dumps must be lined
and have redundant water collection systems to ensure backup for collecting seepage to
groundwater and runoff.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but the assessment is a scientific document and does
not contain recommendations for regulatory restrictions. However, lining of the waste
rock piles was not proposed by Ghaffari et al. (2011) and is not included in our
scenarios. It is certainly possible to design and construct additional mitigation measures
to reduce the likelihood or severity of potential adverse effects.
8.2

Recommended Mitigation: Process “potentially acid-generating” waste rock with ore so that
none is stored on the surface for long term, as proposed in the assessment. Potentially acid
generating waste rock should be stored on a liner with redundant water collection systems
while awaiting processing.
Recommended Restriction for a § 404(c) Determination: No long term storage of potentially
acid-generating waste rock on site. The definition of long term should be based on the
estimated time for acid generation from waste rock and the site and, given the uncertainty of
methods used for predicting acid generation, should include a significantly protective margin
of error.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but the assessment is a scientific document and does
not contain recommendations for regulatory restrictions.

8.3

Tailings -- Recommended Mitigation: liner with redundant water collection systems under
tailings, water collection system down valley. Absent a liner, leachate would eventually flow
through cracks in underlying bedrock and emerge at unknown locations. Pyritic tailings
would eventually produce acid unless water was retained in the TSF, which will not be
possible in perpetuity.
Recommended Restriction for a § 404(c) Determination: No storage of pyritic tailings,
however, staging for shipping off site allowed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.2.

8.4

Waste water treatment failures.
Recommended Mitigation: (1) Redundant water treatment systems; (2) Shut the beneficiation
mill and other sources of effluent down in the event of a bypass; and direct bypass; and direct
bypass to storage of sufficient capacity to store all bypass effluent in the system; (3) Best
available technology.
Recommended Restriction for a § 404(c) Determination: Prohibition on mixing zones in
anadromous waters.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.2.
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Perpetual Care. Recommended Prohibition: As noted in the assessment, perpetual care has
not been proven reliable, and given the limited lifetimes of human institutions, continued
monitoring and maintenance after closure of a metallic sulfide mine to control acid mine
drainage and other contamination become increasingly unlikely as time from closure
increases. However, the Because of their importance for salmon, other fish and wildlife and
public uses of fish and game, the Kvichak and Nushagak drainages, with substantial
wetlands, are not the place to experiment with perpetual water treatment. Therefore, a §
404(c) determination should include an express prohibition of discharges that result in the
need for perpetual water treatment. Perpetual treatment should be defined as open ended,
where demonstrated and routinely used methods cannot predict the end of the need for
treatment. Also, as noted above, perpetual care and maintenance would be needed for any
artificial enhancements of aquatic systems for fishery productivity and should be included in
a ban on facilities requiring perpetual care because they would be contrary to the requirement
that compensatory mitigation be self-sustaining.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.2.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
8.6

Impacts from Routine Operations. In response to peer review requests that the watershed
assessment include not only catastrophic wastewater pollution events, but also day-to-day
routine contamination stressors, the Revised Assessment now contains an improved analysis
of routine operation impacts, including leachate/leaks of toxins from wastewater containment
facilities and nonpoint runoff sources, wastewater treatment plant failures, road culvert
failures, and truck accidents. In so doing, the Revised Assessment adopts a more realistic
discussion of waste rock leachate through a routine operations scenario rather than the
unrealistic “no failure” scenario utilized in the Draft Assessment. [Footnote: Compare Draft
Assessment, at ES-14 (discussing the failure/no failure dichotomy, with “no failure” defined
as the default day-to-day mode of operation) with Revised Assessment, at ES-15 (discussing
routine operations outside of a failure/no failure dichotomy with the routine operations
including assessment of leaching/leakage of wastewater containment facilities, wastewater
treatment plant failures, culvert failures, and truck accidents)].
This is a significant improvement to analysis of leachate escapement and is a useful starting
point to analyze wastewater capture and treatment requirements. Indeed, as EPA’s revised
analysis shows, even routine large-scale mining operations with wastewater collection and
treatment cannot operate without degrading water quality and causing direct negative impacts
on salmonids downstream. [Footnote: See Revised Assessment, at ES-15 (explaining that
leachate from routine operations, particularly copper concentrations, would “be sufficient to
cause direct effects on salmonids” in up to 35 miles of streams and beyond the mine footprint
in the 6.5 billion ton scenario).]
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.7

Wastewater Capture. The Revised Assessment better utilizes advanced modeling to detail
wastewater capture and treatment under routine operation scenarios. As noted by the peer
reviewers, EPA’s analysis in the Draft Assessment was cursory, and its calculations failed to
include catchment and treatment of acid rock leachate. In the Revised Assessment, EPA
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greatly improved its analysis of this ongoing water quality threat by modeling capture of
leachate from cone-of-depression wells as described in the Wardrop Report.
Utilizing this modeling, EPA concludes that “greater than 99% capture efficiency would be
required to prevent exceedance of the copper criteria for the South Fork Koktuli River under
the Pebble 6.5 scenario.” Without this capture efficiency, negative effects on aquatic life
beyond the mine footprint would occur, including fish aversion and avoidance on up to 35
miles of streams, “rapidly induced death of many or all fish” in up to 7.5 miles of streams,
and death or reduced reproduction of the primary juvenile salmon food source (aquatic
invertebrates) for up to 51 miles of streams. Importantly, EPA notes that a 99% capture
efficiency would “require technologies beyond those specified in …the most recent
preliminary mine plan.” Indeed, the Revised Assessment assumes a leachate capture
efficiency of only 50%. These modeling results are, yet again, conservative because the
Revised Assessment uses average projected leachate concentrations and continues to use
narrow assumptions to assess the risks and feasibility of treating massive seasonal flows and
volumes of wastewater.
Despite these conservative assumptions, the Revised Assessment properly concludes that
even long-term, non-catastrophic wastewater capture utilizing the best mining technology
cannot avoid negative impacts to aquatic habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
8.8

Topic: Wastewater Treatment
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Wastewater Treatment and the ‘No
Failure’ Scenario: “The Draft Assessment does not squarely address the challenges of
constructing and operating a modern day mine that could possibly meet the ‘no failure’
scenario with respect to wastewater treatment.”
BBNC submitted detailed technical comments by William M. Riley, detailing various
shortcomings with EPA’s “No Failure” scenario as a means of assessing impacts with respect
to wastewater treatment and reclamation. (BBNC Comments Part I, Attch. D)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment now focuses on the
day-to-day routine impacts of toxic leachate from wastewater containment facilities and
nonpoint runoff sources. (Revised Assessment, at ES-15)
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised
Assessment adopts a more realistic discussion of waste rock leachate through a routine
operations scenario rather than the unrealistic “no failure” scenario utilized in the Draft
Assessment. BBNC welcomes this improved analysis of the day-to-day routine impacts of
large-scale metallic mining on water quality and the resulting direct negative impacts on
downstream salmonids.
The Revised Assessment properly concludes that long-term, non-catastrophic wastewater
capture attempts utilizing even the best mining technology cannot avoid negative impacts to
aquatic habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Topic: Wastewater Treatment
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Wastewater Treatment and Seasonal
Fluctuations: “[T]he water balance significantly underestimates the volume of contaminated
wastewater that would require treatment during operation and post-closure, as it does not
account for extreme events such as peak storm runoff… [T]he Draft Assessment does not
adequately address the fact that the enormous amounts of wastewater could be discharged
only during the five months of the year when receiving waters are not frozen, greatly
increasing the magnitude of the water management challenge.” (BBNC Part I Comments, at
3-4)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment continues to include
more limited assumptions of seasonal flow variations, such as assessing how large snowmelt
flows would impact wastewater treatment facilities and increase nonpoint source runoff.
(Revised Assessment, at 8-4, routine operation wastewater volume calculated on a yearly,
non-seasonal basis)
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: Despite these
conservative assumptions used to calculate required wastewater capture efficiency, the
Revised Assessment properly concludes that even long-term, non-catastrophic wastewater
capture utilizing the best mining technology cannot avoid negative impacts to aquatic habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.10

Topic: Wastewater Treatment (cont.)
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Tailings Leachate: “The Draft
Assessment does not address the porous nature of the surficial deposits and fractured bedrock
in the project area as well as other information that places in serious doubt the ability of a
conventional, unlined tailings impoundment to capture toxic tailings leachate before it enters
the local groundwater system.” (BBNC Part I Comments, at 3)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment better utilizes advanced
modeling to detail wastewater capture, treatment, and leachate potential under routine
operation scenarios. By utilizing modeling to assess these parameters, the Revised
Assessment adopts a more realistic discussion of waste rock leachate through a routine
operations scenario rather than the unrealistic “no failure” scenario utilized in the Draft
Assessment.
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC welcomes
EPA’s approach to assessing tailings leachate contamination and points out that, as EPA’s
revised analysis shows, even routine large-scale mining operations with wastewater
collection and treatment cannot operate without degrading water quality and causing direct
negative impacts on salmonids downstream.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.11

Topic: Wastewater Treatment (cont.)
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Water Quality Criteria: “In addition to
the unprecedented quantity of contaminated water that would require treatment (over 130
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million gallons per day), State of Alaska water quality criteria (WQC) would have to be met
end-of-pipe without the benefit of dilution (all other Alaska hardrock mines rely on dilution
to meet WQC).” (BBNC Part I Comments, at 3-4)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment contains considerable
more attention to leachate contamination and the impacts of this on water quality. Utilizing
modeling, EPA concludes that “greater than 99% capture efficiency would be required to
prevent exceedance of the copper criteria for the South Fork Koktuli River under the Pebble
6.5 scenario.” (Revised Assessment, at ES-15)
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC thanks the EPA
for this additional analysis and would like to point out the Revised Assessment’s conclusion
that even long-term, non-catastrophic wastewater capture utilizing the best mining
technology cannot avoid negative impacts to aquatic habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
8.12

Topic: Wastewater Treatment (cont.)
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: BBNC Recommendation: “We
recommend that in the Final Assessment EPA at a minimum acknowledge that the result of
this approach is an understatement of both the water management challenge and the potential
for water management failures associated with its hypothetical mine scenario.” (BBNC Part I
Comments, at 4)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment largely removes the
failure/no failure dichotomy and adopts an approach to modeling wastewater contamination
that better shows the challenges of water management and the potential for non-catastrophic
failures.
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC thanks the EPA
for its updated approach to its analysis of wastewater treatment and management. This
strengthens the conclusion that even the best wastewater capture technology will not prevent
exceeding the copper criteria for the South Fork Koktuli River under the Pebble 6.5 scenario.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.13

In the peer review report, multiple experts questioned the acceptability and practicality of
development and operation of a mine that will require perpetual treatment after closure.
Specifically, the peer reviewers rightfully questioned the practicality of monitoring and
managing waste rock and tailing storage facilities for tens of thousands of years. In response,
the Revised Assessment addresses perpetual treatment and monitoring as it relates to: the
tailings facility (including dams), the structural integrity of all mine infrastructure, perpetual
wastewater collection and treatment systems, and overall uncertainties associated with longterm mine waste management. Indeed, the Revised Assessment’s discussion of the
uncertainties associated with perpetual treatment admits “[t]he response of the current
technology in the construction of tailings dams is untested and unknown in the face of
centuries of extreme events …” Further, the Revised Assessment concludes that “[e]ven if
the mining and mitigation practices described in the mine scenarios were performed
perfectly, an operation of this size would inevitably destroy or degrade habitat of salmonids.”
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BBNC agrees with EPA’s characterization that perpetual treatment of mining wastes is
untested and not worth the risk to such sensitive waters and fishery resources.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
8.14

Topic: Post-Closure Reclamation
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Long-Term “No Failure” Scenario:
“The Draft Assessment does not squarely address the challenges of constructing and
operating a modern day mine that could actually meet the ‘no failure’ scenario with respect to
reclamation. Post-closure, aquatic habitats would have to be recreated on an unprecedented
scale and waters within the reclamation area would have to meet water quality standards.”
(BBNC Part I Comments, at 4)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment largely removes the
failure/no failure dichotomy.
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC would like to
point out that the Revised Assessment’s treatment of uncertainties associated with perpetual
treatment admits “[t]he response of the current technology in the construction of tailings
dams is untested and unknown in the face of centuries of extreme events …” BBNC agrees
with EPA’s characterization that perpetual treatment of large-scale metallic hardrock mining
is untested and not worth the risk.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.15

A better discussion of fish habitat degradation from routine mining activities, including an
improved analysis of both the direct and indirect effects on salmonids from copper leachate.
For instance, under the 6.5 billion ton scenario leaching during standard operation will
directly impact salmonids in up to 35 miles of streams beyond the mine footprint and will
indirectly impact up to 51 miles of streams beyond the mine footprint.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
8.16

4. Seepage Rates would Never be Permitted: The 2013 draft BBWA assumes the seepage
collection and pump-back system surrounding Pebble waste rock sites will only capture 50%
of the water that contacts waste rock outside of the mine pit drawdown zone, with the balance
being released to groundwater. Any design that achieves only 50% capture of seepage could
not be permitted in Alaska or the United States if it was shown that such a practice would
allow water that exceeds water quality standards to enter the environment. (…) Engineering
solutions certainly exist to achieve significantly greater than 50% seepage recovery at Pebble,
including low permeability cutoff walls, groundwater extraction wells, and groundwater
monitoring wells, particularly given local bedrock conditions and its location in the upper
reaches of several watersheds. These engineering controls can be designed to achieve near
full capture of groundwater within a target zone, and can be made more robust in areas where
monitoring indicates that capture efficiency is not sufficient.
EPA Response: This point is made in Section 8.2.4 of the assessment, which begins:
“The high metal concentrations in the South Fork Koktuli River due to PAG waste rock
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leachate suggests that mitigation measures should be considered beyond those described
in this scenario or the Northern Dynasty mining case (Ghaffari et al. 2011).” The
assessment assumptions are based on the plan in Ghaffari et al. (2011) and our
judgment of its likely efficiency. Complete capture of groundwater flows with wells in
soils similar to the thick, highly permeable sand and gravel overburden at the site
would require closely spaced wells and high pumping rates and would often result in
losses between the wells. Ghaffari et al. (2011) show seepage cutoff walls around
approximately 15% of the mine pit and waste rock pile perimeter. The assessment
provides sufficient detail to allow the reader to assess the sensitivity of the results to
different amounts of uncontrolled leachate.
8.17

2.7 Escape of Leachate from Waste Rock Piles is Overpredicted
The 2013 Assessment includes a new analysis of leachate generation from waste rock piles
that was not discussed in the 2012 report, presented as follows:
“The mine scenarios (and the plan put forth for Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et
al. 2011) do not include liners for the waste rock piles. Instead, leachate within the pit’s
drawdown zone would be captured and pumped to the WWTP. Outside the drawdown
zone, half the leachate would be captured by extraction wells or other means and the rest
would flow to surface waters. This is considered reasonable given the likelihood that
water would flow between wells and below their zones of interception in the relatively
permeable overburden materials and upper bedrock. Wells would not catch all flows from
the mine site given its geological complexity and the permeability of surficial layers. As a
result, 84% of PAG leachate and 82% of total waste rock leachate would be captured by
the pit and the wells for the Pebble 2.0 mine.” (Pg. 8-12)
The statement that half (50%) of the leachate from waste rock outside of the leachate zone
will escape and flow to surface waters is unsubstantiated. While the 2013 Assessment
references the Wardrop (2011) (i.e., Ghaffari et al., 2011) report, it fails to include the
discussion in the report where it is stated that a low permeability cutoff wall will be installed
around the waste rock piles and extraction wells will be installed within the cutoff wall to
capture water and leachate infiltrating below the waste rock piles. This system can be
optimized by adding wells, increasing pumping rates, and/or installing cutoff walls deeper in
order to achieve significantly more than 50% capture. In tandem with proper management of
potentially acid generating (PAG) waste rock to maximize its placement within the
drawdown zone, the capture of PAG waste rock leachate can be close to 100%.
EPA Response: This comment is consistent with statements in Section 8.2.4 that
additional mitigation would be required.

8.18

Geosyntec Section: 3.1
2012 Geosyntec Comment: A review of the water collection and treatment system failures in
the 2012 Assessment show how both the language and the evaluations associated with the
assessment are often misleading, and generally exaggerate the impacts of system failures, as
well as the likelihood of potential failures.
The first inadequacy is the lack of a clear definition of what constitutes a “failure” of the
water collection and treatment system. The examples and language used throughout the
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document suggest that the temporary loss of a system component is considered a “failure”
and the report presents such a failure as a virtual certainty. The report overlook the fact that
failure of a minor system or component (e.g., a mechanical pump breakdown or an electrical
instrumentation failure) can be quickly and relatively routinely addressed, and is thus
unlikely to cause a release of hazardous substances or result in any material environmental
impact. Also, no distinction is made between a minor release that causes no environmental
impacts outside of the site boundaries and a major release that could result in potentially
environmentally significant impacts beyond the site.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment reorganizes the work
relating to water collection and treatment, although no clear definition of “failure” is
provided in the revised report.
8-1 “In addition, we evaluate a WWTP failure scenario, in which the system releases
untreated wastewater. This failure represents one potential failure among many accidents and
failures that could occur.”
8-19 “There are innumerable ways in which wastewater treatment could fail under the mine
scenarios in terms of failure type (e.g., breakdown of treatment equipment, ineffective
leachate collection, wastewater pipeline failure), location, duration, and magnitude (e.g.,
partial vs. no treatment). Box 8-1 presents an example wastewater collection failure, and
mechanisms of treatment failure are discussed in Box 8-2. To bound the range of reasonable
possibilities, we assess a serious failure in which the WWTP allows untreated water to
discharge directly to streams. This type of failure could result from a lack of storage or
treatment capacity or treatment efficacy problems. Chronic releases would occur during
operation if a lengthy process were required to repair a failure. We evaluate potential effects
of this type of failure using the following assumptions.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: As with the 2012 Assessment, the 2013
Assessment is inadequate as there is no clear definition of what constitutes a “failure” of the
water collection and treatment system. The examples and language used throughout the
document suggest that failure modes are “innumerable” and the release of untreated water is
a certainty. Enumerating and assessing potential failure modes, and developing an
appropriate management strategy for each, is expected to be a part of the mine design
process.
By presenting a “serious failure” that “allows untreated water to discharge directly to
streams”, the Assessment asserts this outcome as a “reasonable possibility”, without any
justification. Such an outcome, in reality is of extremely low probability as it would
constitute direct violation of wastewater discharge regulations with severe penalties imposed.
To call this a “reasonable probability” is a gross mischaracterization of wastewater treatment
practices at modern mines.
The Assessment is very misleading in that, taken as a whole, it leaves the reader with the
impression that the long-term release of untreated waters and leachates are a certainty, even
during routine operations.
EPA Response: Failures that result in violation of permits do occur at mines and their
frequency has not been “extremely low.” The phrase “reasonable possibility” is not
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specific, but it certainly does not mean “a certainty even during routine operations.” A
clear definition of failure of the water collection and treatment system has been added
to the final assessment.
8.19

Geosyntec Section: 3.1
2012 Geosyntec Comment: The 2012 Assessment repeatedly presents the likelihood of a
failure of the water collection and treatment system as having a “high probability” and
“certain” events while admitting a lack of “…data on the frequency of failures to fully collect
and properly treat waters from mining operations.” Hence, the report relies on qualitative
probabilities without supporting documentation. Similarly, the report concludes that failures
are “highly likely” to result in releases of untreated leachate for up to months at a time. These
assumptions are not valid and fail to consider applications of modern process engineering
systems used in mining operations today for water collection and treatment.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment continues to present
failure of the water management systems as a certainty. For example:
2-4 “Thus, in this assessment we choose failure rates that are most relevant and interpret
them cautiously, using them to provide an upper bound estimate of future failure rates.”
8-22 “The USEPA has observed that some operators continue to operate when they know that
treatment is ineffective and not meeting standards. Hence, the record of analogous mines
indicates that releases of water contaminated beyond permit limits would be likely over the
life of any mine at the Pebble deposit. The probability of the specific WWTP failure analyzed
here cannot be estimated. It is improbable in that it requires that wastewater not be treated
and not be diverted to storage. However, it is plausible that such an event would result from
equipment failures, inadequate storage or human errors. It is more likely that a partial failure
(e.g., incomplete treatment) would occur, but any one of the innumerable incomplete
treatment scenarios is also unlikely. Hence, the WWTP failure scenario analyzed here is a
reasonable bounding case.”
14-5 “Collection and treatment failures are highly likely to result in release of untreated or
incompletely treated leachates for days to months, but the water would be less toxic due to
elimination of PAG waste rock.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The original section in the 2012 Assessment has
been re-written. The failure rates used are acknowledged as being an “upper bound” or worstcase set of circumstances. By only discussing the “upper bound estimates” the document
continues to mislead and exaggerate the most probable, or expected value, of the outcomes.
Treatment failures are presented as a certainty. Similarly, discharges in excess of permit
limits are also presented as likely. The Assessment uses the example, without reference, of
mine operators who knowingly operate with ineffective treatment. This is another example in
the BBWA of exaggerating the probabilities of system failures to raise fears of unavoidable
impacts, and emphasizing worst case scenarios that are highly improbable in a modern mine.
EPA Response: The discussion of water collection and treatment failures has been
rewritten to clarify the probability of occurrence. However, since this comment and
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others from the mining industry have not specified references with alternative
probabilities of systems failures, we cannot respond more specifically to this comment.
8.20

Geosyntec Section: 3.1
2012 Geosyntec Comment: The 2012 Assessment states: “Following the termination of mine
operations, collection and treatment may cease immediately (premature closure) or may
continue for some period (planned closure), but eventually will cease (perpetuity). If the
water is nontoxic, in compliance with all criteria and standards, and its composition is stable
or improving, the collection and treatment system may be shut down under permit.
Otherwise, treatment would continue until institutional failures ultimately resulted in
abandonment of the system, at which time untreated leachate discharges would occur.” (pg.
6-36)
This statement assumes that institutional controls will fail at some time and management of
water residuals would cease, when considering “perpetuity”. First, this is a contingency
outcome that would be evaluated in the permitting process. All closures, referred to in the
report as both “planned” and “unplanned,” are planned for during the permitting process.
This statement is misleading because it does not differentiate between leachate that is
collected during mine operations and that which may be generated during the “in perpetuity”
timeframe. If institutional failures result in the eventual abandonment of the water collection
and treatment systems, a reasonable expectation is that by this time the site would have
executed the closure plan and that the leachate quality would be stable or improving each
year. In contrast, the BBWA implies that it is inevitable that untreated leachate will
eventually be discharged to the natural environment, resulting in a significant environmental
impact. Such speculation on future outcomes is not consistent with accepted risk analysis
practice, as a “reasonable” time frame must be considered.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment continues to assert the
eventual release of untreated leachate is a certainty but now makes reference to the fact the
water would be less toxic due to the elimination of PAG rock.
8-2 “Following the termination of mine operations, it is expected that water collection and
treatment would continue for waste rock and tailings leachates. If the water is nontoxic, in
compliance with all criteria and standards, and its composition is stable or improving, the
collection and treatment system may be shut down under permit. Otherwise, treatment would
continue in perpetuity – that is, until untreated water quality was acceptable or institutional
failures ultimately resulted in abandonment of the system. If the mine operator abandons the
site, the State of Alaska should assume operation of the treatment system; if both the mine
operator and the State of Alaska abandon the site, untreated leachate would flow to streams
draining the site.”
ES-18, 14-5 “When water is no longer managed, untreated leachates would flow to the
streams. However, the water would be less toxic due to elimination of PAG waste rock.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged.
The 2013 Assessment continues to refer to the discharge of untreated leachate at some future
state as “Certain.” (ES-18, 14-5).
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If institutional failures result in the eventual abandonment of the water collection and
treatment systems, a reasonable expectation is that by this time the site would have executed
the closure plan, potentially acid generating (PAG) waste rock would have been processed
and tailings placed in the pit below water, many years of post-closure leachate management
will have occurred, and the leachate quality would be stable or improving each year.
EPA Response: The revised assessment clarified the long-term status of waste rock
leachate as acknowledged in this comment. The scenario proposed in the comment is
not inconsistent with the assessment, but other scenarios are also possible. A risk
assessment must acknowledge risks that events would not proceed as desired.
8.21

Geosyntec Section: NEW.
2012 Geosyntec Comment: N/A.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment incorporates a new
evaluation of leachate from the waste rock piles around the mine pit, as follows:
8-12 “The mine scenarios (and the plan put forth for Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari
et al. 2011) do not include liners for the waste rock piles. Instead, leachate within the pit’s
drawdown zone would be captured and pumped to the WWTP. Outside the drawdown zone,
half the leachate would be captured by extraction wells or other means and the rest would
flow to surface waters. This is considered reasonable given the likelihood that water would
flow between wells and below their zones of interception in the relatively permeable
overburden materials and upper bedrock. Wells would not catch all flows from the mine site
given its geological complexity and the permeability of surficial layers. As a result, 84% of
PAG leachate and 82% of total waste rock leachate would be captured by the pit and the
wells for the Pebble 2.0 mine.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The statement that half (50%) of the leachate
from waste rock outside of the leachate zone will escape and flow to surface waters is
unsubstantiated. While the 2013 Assessment references the Wardrop (2011) (i.e., Ghaffari et
al., 2011) report, it fails to include the discussion in the Wardrop report where it is stated that
a low permeability cutoff wall will be installed around the waste rock piles and extraction
wells will be installed within the cutoff wall to capture water and leachate infiltrating below
the waste rock piles. This system can be optimized to achieve significantly more than 50%
capture. In tandem with proper management of PAG waste rock to maximize its placement
within the drawdown zone, the capture of PAG waste rock leachate can be close to 100%.
This relatively straight forward approach to enhanced leachate collection is standard best
engineering practices, a fact that is ignored in the 2013 Assessment.
EPA Response: Ghaffari et al. 2011 [referred to as the Wardrop (2011) report in the
comment] is referenced and the capture system is described. The comment provides no
evidence that standard best engineering practices could achieve close to 100% leachate
capture with the system described by Ghaffari et al. (2011), particularly given the
geology and hydrology of the site.

8.22

EPA assumes the water treatment plant at Pebble could fail completely, allowing untreated
water to flow into nearby streams for weeks or even months without any controls. This
analysis overlooks fundamental design considerations for modern water treatment plants that
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provide operators with the management tools necessary to address loss of power or other
malfunctions for extended periods of time without environmental harm.
EPA Response: History has shown that any system can fail, even modern ones.
8.23

Water treatment plans at projects like Pebble are designed in a modular fashion with
redundant capacity, so even if one or several modules are incapacitated, the rest of the system
continues to treat the volume of water necessary for release.
EPA Response: Designing redundant systems is a good practice. However, redundant
systems can and do fail due to coincidence or, more commonly, due to a common mode
failure.

8.24

However unlikely, if all water treatment modules at Pebble failed at the same time, surplus
water would simply be held in the tailings storage facility until such time as the water
treatment plant was brought back on line. Storage of surplus water in the Pebble TSF could
carry on for months without creating a risk of over-topping.
EPA Response: The comment does not recognize that detection of treatment failure and
diversion of effluent depend on systems that also could fail. In addition, storage of water
from an inoperable treatment system would likely cause additional streamflow
modifications and subsequent adverse effects.

8.25

Geosyntec Section: 3.3
2012 Geosyntec Comment: The 2012 Assessment states: “During mine operation, collection
or treatment of leachate from mine tailings, pit walls or waste rock piles could fail in various
ways. This water collection and treatment failure could be continuous (e.g., failure to collect
all leachate from the tailings storage facility) or episodic (e.g., failure due to a power loss). In
such cases, leachate might enter groundwater and not be collected by the pit sumps or the
tailings impoundment’s collection system, or could discharge to surface waters directly or
through a non-functioning water treatment system.” (pg. 6-36)
No supporting documentation or references are listed in the assessment to support the claims
relating to water collection and treatment failure. Neither the “continuous” nor the “episodic”
failures mentioned represent current “best practices” for operating mines.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: This portion has been rearranged and rewritten in the 2013 Assessment.
8-19 “There are innumerable ways in which wastewater treatment could fail under the mine
scenarios in terms of failure type (e.g., breakdown of treatment equipment, ineffective
leachate collection, wastewater pipeline failure), location, duration, and magnitude (e.g.,
partial vs. no treatment). Box 8-1 presents an example wastewater collection failure, and
mechanisms of treatment failure are discussed in Box 8-2. To bound the range of reasonable
possibilities, we assess a serious failure in which the WWTP allows untreated water to
discharge directly to streams. This type of failure could result from a lack of storage or
treatment capacity or treatment efficacy problems. Chronic releases would occur during
operation if a lengthy process were required to repair a failure. We evaluate potential effects
of this type of failure using the following assumptions… Duration of a release could range
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from a few days to several months, depending on the nature of the failure and difficulty of
repair and replacement.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Although a range of outcomes is presented, the
relative likelihood of each is not given weight in the Assessment. Based on our experience
with industrial facilities, most equipment breakdowns would be resolved within hours, some
might require a few days for replacement parts to arrive at the site. The only malfunctions
that take months to remedy are those that depend on suitable weather to facilitate the repair;
these are quite rare and usually temporary measures are constructed to manage the situation
during the interim period.
The scenario described in the 2013 Assessment is considered extremely unlikely given the
multiple redundancies that will be incorporated within the treatment plant system design, and
the proposed operational approach where untreated water will be stored in the TSF such that
if the treatment plant were to go offline, water would not be transmitted to the plant in the
first place.
EPA Response: The wastewater treatment failure scenario is described in the
assessment as an upper bound case during operation. Contrary to the comment, no
particular case in the range from perfect operation to complete failure is given more or
less weight.
8.26

Geosyntec Section: 3.4
2012 Geosyntec Comment: The 2012 Assessment states: “Water collection and treatment
failures may be acute or chronic. A recent example is the overfilling of the tailings
impoundment at the Nixon Fork, Alaska, mine that resulted in overtopping of the dam (Box
6-2).” (pg. 6-36)
The Nixon Fork example serves as a warning of the importance of water management at
mine sites. Inadequate or inappropriate instrumentation was used to monitor the level in the
tailings impoundment. Staff elected to not monitor the freeboard level as the gage was frozen
in ice. Additionally, a major change was made to the production process (moving from batch
to continuous operation) without an adequate understanding of the consequences to the site
water balance and water management. Note that, as described in Box 6-2, for this release it
was found that water from the tailings impoundment was not likely to have reached nearby
streams.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: Box 6-2 was reorganized and renamed to Box
8-1, pg. 8-20. The following concluding statement is added to Box 8-1:
“This case illustrates the diversity of potential failures that can happen and suggests the
practical impossibility of predicting all possible failure modes.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged.
Water management is an important component of mine operation.
We note however that the addition of the concluding statement is biased in that it indicates
that failure modes cannot be predicted. Nothing about the Nixon Fork case indicates a failure
mode that could not have been predicted. In reality, the overtopping at Nixon was both
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predictable and preventable if appropriate effort and oversight had been applied to managing
the site’s water balance.
EPA Response: The fact is that the accident was not predicted or prevented.
8.27

Geosyntec Section: 3.2.3
2012 Geosyntec Comment: In the 2012 Assessment a fourth timeframe is considered, post
closure “in perpetuity,” beyond the “limited lifetime of human institutions.”(pg 3-5)
Consideration of this scenario suggests a broader USEPA policy issue, as there are other
facilities, such as closed hazardous and non-hazardous waste landfills, that are intended to
remain in perpetuity. Consider the following statements from the 2012 Assessment:
“Further, it is much too soon to know whether mines that are permitted for perpetual water
collection and treatment (e.g., the Red Dog Mine in Alaska) can in fact carry out those
functions in perpetuity.” (pg. 6-41)
“…given the relatively ephemeral nature of human institutions over these timeframes, we
would expect that eventually monitoring, maintenance, and treatment would cease.” (pg. 714)
The report calls into question the ability of the Red Dog Mine operator to meet the
obligations of its approved permit for perpetual operation. The ability to operate a water
management system for 200 years can only be proven with absolute certainty following 200
years of demonstrated operation. By placing doubt on the ability to operate perpetually, the
BBWA creates an unrealistic standard that is impossible to meet.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: There is no significant change for 2012. The
2013 Assessment continues to call into question the ability to operate any system “in
perpetuity”.
6-32 “…need to be maintained for hundreds to thousands of years. It is impossible to
evaluate the success of such long-term collection and treatment systems … because these
timeframes exceed both existing systems and most human institutions…. The uncertainty that
human institutions have the stability to apply treatment for these timeframes applies to all
treatment options.”
8-22 “…it is much too soon to know whether mines that are permitted for perpetual water
collection and treatment (e.g., the Red Dog Mine in Alaska) can actually carry out those
functions in perpetuity.”
13-31 “In light of the relatively ephemeral nature of human institutions over these
timeframes, we would expect that monitoring, maintenance, and treatment would eventually
cease, leading to increased release of contaminated waters downstream.”
14-16 “ Human institutions change. Over the long time span of mining and post-mining care,
generations of mine operators must exercise due diligence. Priorities are likely to change…”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged.
By adding new text in additional locations in the 2013 Assessment that cast doubt on the
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ability to operate in perpetuity, the Assessment continues to create an unrealistic standard that
is impossible to meet. The bias of the report remains clear.
EPA Response: It is not biased to point out that the major features of a mine (pit, waste
rock, and tailings) would persist in perpetuity. The record of mining environmental
failures and permit violations demonstrates that operation in perpetuity is doubtful, if
not “impossible to meet.” The comment is correct in stating that the need for perpetual
maintenance of perpetual structural integrity is not always considered in cases in which
it is relevant. However, it is not new. For example, it has been a consideration in the
design and permitting of nuclear waste storage facilities for decades.
The assessment included operational procedures and closure planning to minimize risks
of system failures. However, there are no such systems using modern technologies that
have existed long enough to evaluate whether they would continue to be monitored and
maintained after all initially involved parties were no longer present.
8.28

Geosyntec Section: 3.1
2012 Geosyntec Comment: In Box 4-1 the 2012 Assessment aggregates multiple worst-case
failure scenarios into a single release event scenario which unreasonably overstates the
probability of release due to a system failure in the water collection and treatment system.
The cumulative effect of four worst-case factors (unlimited oxygen supply, higher
concentration of metals in the waste rock, high leaching rates due to small grain size, and
high water contact due to the absence of preferential flowpaths) sets an overly conservative
bound on the hazardous characteristics of the leachate quality. Use of the additive result of
multiple concurrent worst-case factors, represents an unreasonable overstatement of the
potential impacts of leachate releases. A risk analysis based on these assumptions cannot be
well supported scientifically.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The section has been re-written; this Box
scenario has been replaced by three additional Box discussions which provide an overview of
the use of best management practices, regulations, and financial assurances required:
•

Box 4-1 “Reducing Mining’s Impact”;

•

Box 4-2 “Permitting Large Mine Projects in Alaska”; and

•

Box 4-3 “Financial Assurance”.

Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The inclusion of discussion of best management
practices would help the Assessment to be more balanced except that these Box references
are later negated elsewhere in the document. The Assessment later asserts that most mines do
not comply with regulations and that in the past financial assurances have been insufficient
and that taxpayers have been left with closure costs.
6-36 “In the past, however, financial assurance often has not been adequate, and taxpayers
have been left with substantial cleanup costs (USEPA 1997). This may be changing, as
agencies update bonding requirements to reflect cleanup costs more accurately, but projecting
these costs far into the future is a difficult task.”
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8-22 “The USEPA has observed that some operators continue to operate when they know that
treatment is ineffective and not meeting standards. Hence, the record of analogous mines
indicates that releases of water contaminated beyond permit limits would be likely over the
life of any mine at the Pebble deposit.”
EPA Response: We are not able to respond to this comment. Passages are quoted from
the assessment without any evidence or comment suggesting that they are incorrect.
8.29

a) Kuipers et al., 2006 – “Comparison of Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock
Mines”
Summary
•

Not a reliable indicator of the probability of any modern mine having groundwater or
surface water quality problems

•

Biased case study selection – excluded examples where no impacts had been indicated

•

In the majority of cases described, “impacts” were assigned where there was no actual
environmental consequence

•

Most if not all recommendations included in the report are currently inherent in the
permitting process in place in Alaska

•

No consideration of monitoring during operations and associated regulatory action that
may include further mitigation, contingency plans and bonding

Specific References
“Given that the state-of-the-art has continued to evolve since the report was published in
2006, it is reasonable to assume that most of the recommendations that the authors made in
their report should indeed appear in the Pebble Mine environmental impact assessment,
regardless of whether or not the authors will have read this report. The industry as a whole
has evolved quite a bit during the last decade and mining permits and environmental impact
assessments should reflect this evolution.” – Robert Kleinmann (pg. 15)
“The conclusions drawn by Kuipers et al. are correct for the 25 mines they investigated in
2006, but they cannot be used to predict the outcome of future predicted water qualities
during or after mining.” – Christian Wolkersdorfer (pg. 7)
“What the report lists are past experience, which cannot be used as a general rule to predict
the future development of the mining industry and its potential impacts. The mining industry
constantly develops better prediction tools and treatment options. The limitations of the
report, therefore, are that they investigated the past and draws conclusions for the future.
They do not use comprehensive statistical methods to prove that the 25 case studies presented
are really representative for all mines they investigated. …At no place in the report do the
authors give proof that… the 25 case studies are significantly representative for all existing
and future mines….In no case do the authors provide a degree of evidence that the failures
will very likely also occur in a modern mining operation….” – Christian Wolkersdorfer, (pg.
17)
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“Because of the lack of statistical proof that the core findings of their presentation are
representative for all past and future mines, the value of this report for the EPA assessment is
questionable.” – Christian Wolkersdorfer (pg. 18)
EPA Response: References to Kuipers et al. (2006) have been removed from the final
assessment. This report was used only to support our analyses, and its removal has not
changed the assessment’s findings.
8.30

b) Earthworks, 2012 – “U.S. Copper Porphyry Mines Report”
Summary
•

No modern mine examples – most of the mines considered are old facilities with
operations often initiating in the 1880s

•

Issues presented relate to facilities designed and constructed before modern
environmental regulation, and thus have little relevance to modern operations

•

No insight into the causes for the failures presented, leading the reader to erroneously
conclude that copper mines cannot be operated on an environmentally sound basis

•

It appears that at least one reviewer (i.e., Lopez), only reviewed an executive summary,
not the complete report, thus raising significant questions about the
thoroughness/appropriateness of the peer review process.

Specific References
“…the report presents what appears to be a thorough list of incidents from 14 copper
porphyry mines in the U.S. The conclusion that we can expect a similar or worse track record
for a new mine is, however, not supported by the information presented.” – David A. Atkins
“I find the report, by its nature, to be very biased. In reality, a similar report emphasizing
problems and mistakes could probably be written for most human activities… Such reports,
which attempt to paint the world black or white, inevitably come across as one-sided because
they are. While it is appropriate to consider potential environmental issues and problems
associated with mining when making a decision with respect to Bristol Bay, such decisions
should be made based on the site-specific conditions, along with appropriate risk
management analysis.” – Robert Kleinmann
“What I was asked to review is probably not the full report, but the executive summary (that
is the title in the introductory text).” Dina L. Lopez
EPA Response: Although the reviewers noted an apparent bias in data interpretation in
the Earthworks (2012) report, the data themselves were not found to be biased. Only
the report’s data, and not its interpretations or conclusions, were used in the
assessment.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
8.31

Leakage during routine operations assumes no seepage control measures in place, a design
that would not be permitted.
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EPA Response: Seepage control measures are assumed to be in place and are described
in the assessment, as in Ghaffari et al. (2011). However, they would not work perfectly.
8.32

Many sections of the Assessment also continue to assume that leachate would migrate from
mine tailings to groundwater. The EPA fails to acknowledge that modern control methods are
available and could be incorporated in the project design to minimize or avoid this potential
concern. Because the Assessment assumes that a project would not implement adequate
design or mitigation measures addressing concerns about potential groundwater impacts, the
Assessment overstates potential impacts on groundwater quality.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.31. The need for additional measures
beyond those assumed in Ghaffari et al. (2011) is described in Section 8.2.4.

8.33

Exaggerated Evaluation of Water Use: The additional information included in the
Assessment describing water use (i.e., water loss, water quality impacts on stream reaches,
drainage of waste rock leachate to streams, and mine site water balance to assessment) and
the impact of spills and truck accidents in the potential transportation corridor are grossly
exaggerated. The Assessment lacks credible information on the scope and scale of water use
and environmental impacts.
EPA Response: The comment is vague and general, so it is not possible for us to
respond.

8.34

Original Draft Location: Page 4.39, Report Section Identification: 4.4.1, page 4-39
Original Comment from Environ: This section should acknowledge that the assumption that
the TSF would be unlined except at the face may not be an accurate assumption.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Some consideration of liners is
provided, with the assumption that they become less effective over time; however,
effectiveness over time is directly affected by the final design characteristics of the liner
system, the level of care and QA/QC protocols applied in liner construction, the management
of the tailings facility in actual operation, the results of routine performance monitoring, and
many other factors. The reviewer’s point was that considerable uncertainty exists with
respect to the actual design of there tailings facility, and such uncertainty should be
acknowledged.
EPA Response: The scenario design is consistent with Ghaffari et al. (2011). The
consequences of the scenario are uncertain, but in terms of the assessment the scenario
itself is a given.

8.35

Original Draft Location: Page 6.38, Section 6.3.3, Excerpt Sentence 2
Original Comment from Environ: The authors state that Tertiary waste rock leachate would
exceed the national ambient water quality criteria for copper, but do not acknowledge that the
average copper concentrations would be below Alaska’s hardness-based standards for both
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the criterion maximum concentration and the criterion continuous concentration. It seems that
the more site-specific criteria comparison is also important to present.
Recommended Change: Comment reference West et al 2009.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The current draft presents the
same information concerning the national AWQA for copper. The comment was not
addressed.
EPA Response: The National Ambient Water Quality Criterion for copper is more sitespecific than the Alaska standard because it more completely incorporates the water
quality of the site. Alaska’s standard is simply the old national criterion, so it is not
specific to Alaska.
8.36

Original Draft Location: Page 6.38, Section 6.3.3, Excerpt Sentence 4
Original Comment from Environ: The statement that acute or chronic toxicity to invertebrates
through exposure to Tertiary waste rock leachate could occur at up to two times dilution is
not supported. If this statement is supported in a previous section, that sections should be
noted and Table 5-14 should be referenced.
Recommended Change: Comment reference West et al 2009.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: This comment is not reflected
in the current review draft. The comment stands. The impacts are likely overstated.
EPA Response: The comment is unexplained and unsupported. The assumptions of the
assessment are explained, as are the methods used in the calculations. Dilution zones are
discussed in 8.2.3.5 of the assessment.

8.37

The Assessment states that it takes into consideration “modern conventional mitigation
practices as reflected in published Pebble materials and as suggested in mining literature and
consultations with experts” (p. ES-26), but in fact it does not. For example, the Assessment
assumes that in the event of a WWTP failure that water would be released directly to streams.
This does not reflect international best practice, which would instead route wastewater in the
event of a WWTP failure to either the Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) or the Mine Pit. If this
best practice measure was incorporated, none of the impacts referenced in Chapter 8 of the
Assessment would occur.
EPA Response: The mechanisms to divert flow could fail as well, and that failure is part
of the scenario.

8.38

The Assessment makes some strong statements that appear to characterize mining in the
worst light. For example, the Assessment states:
If the mine operator abandons the site, the State of Alaska should assume operation of the
treatment system; if both the mine operator and the State of Alaska abandon the site,
untreated leachate would flow to streams draining the site (p. 8-2).
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This outcome is highly unlikely, as a necessary condition of permitting such a project today
would include financial assurance (bonds) to provide for long term management of liabilities
associated with early closure (abandonment of the mine).
EPA Response: The assessment does discuss such bonds. We agree that the failure of
the State to operate the water collection and treatment system in the short term is
unlikely, but the assessment must consider the course of events in perpetuity.
8.39

Excerpt from Section 8.1 (p. 8-1): This failure represents one potential failure among many
accidents and failures that could occur. We specify that under routine operations, the WWTP
would meet permit limits; in the event of a complete treatment failure, flows would pass
through the WWTP at the estimated influent concentrations. These two water collection,
treatment, and discharge scenarios bound the likely degrees of water treatment failure, but do
not encompass the worst case.
Technical Comment from ERM: Assumes no buffer between plant and discharge and also
appears to misunderstand the nature of sequential water treatment processes that would be
employed for the water treatment (i.e., the treatment is a series of units to remove the various
elements and copper is one of the easiest to remove). Thus the potential for a complete failure
of all processing steps is not plausible unless there is a failure in water supply to the plant
(i.e., no water to treat so no discharge possible). It also ignores that there would be multiple,
parallel treatment trains. The assumptions also ignore that reverse osmosis is typically one of
the last steps in the sequence and failure is not through ‘breakthrough’ where untreated water
is released but is fouling of the membrane that prevents any water passing through.
Furthermore, however unlikely and as noted elsewhere, per well established best practices
untreated waste water would be pumped to the TSF or the pit and not discharged to the
environment.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: The assessment describes the treatment failure scenario as unlikely and
an upper bound.

8.40

Excerpt (p. 8-4): In addition, because the waste rock piles and TSFs would not be lined, some
leachates from both would not be captured and would flow to the three receiving streams.
Technical Comment from KP: Effective seepage control systems are a mandated, integral part
of all mines that would be permitted in Alaska. Liners may be included as part of a seepage
management system but there will be some seepage regardless of whether or not a liner is in
place as liner systems are not 100% effective in eliminating seepage. Alternatively, seepage
management systems may include seepage cutoff walls, seepage collection ponds, and
seepage recovery wells that are as effective as liners in managing seepage. Standard mining
practice and designs include seepage control systems which are monitored and maintained.
Comment Category: Invalid assumption.
EPA Response: The comment does not contradict the assessment, which discusses the
fact that liners are not 100% effective and includes a seepage control system that is
monitored and maintained.
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Excerpt from Section 8.1.1.1 (p. 8-11): Total leakage amounts for the three mine scenarios
are 1.1 x 106 m3/yr (Pebble 0.25), 2.4 x 106 m3/yr (Pebble 2.0), and 7.2 x 106 m3/yr (Pebble
6.5) (Tables 8-1 through 8-3). These estimates are based on a simple assessment of seepage
from the TSFs.
Technical Comment from KP: The EPA leakage rate assumption for the tailings leachate
assumes that there are no seepage control measures downstream of the main tailings dams.
Seepage management systems, which may include seepage collection and recycle ponds, and
monitoring wells to collect seepage through the main dams, will be required by State
regulators.
General Subject Area: Tailing Storage Facility Depth.
Comment Category: Invalid assumption.
EPA Response: We used the design put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in
Ghaffari et al. (2011), which assumed the following:
•

A seepage collection system would be installed downstream of these design elements
to capture any seepage that migrated through them. Seepage collected in this system
would be pumped to either the tailings impoundment or the process plant.

•

Wells further downstream would monitor the groundwater quality and could be
converted into recovery wells, if necessary.

Hence, in the assessment scenarios there is a seepage collection system for seepage
through the dam, but not for seepage through the geological substrate. Further, the
monitoring wells are not likely to be effective collection wells for such seepage and
would only be used “if necessary.”
8.42

Excerpt from Section 8.1.2 (p. 8-19): To bound the range of reasonable possibilities, we
assess a serious failure in which the WWTP allows untreated water to discharge directly to
streams. This type of failure could result from a lack of storage or treatment capacity or
treatment efficacy problems. We evaluate potential effects of this type of failure using the
following assumptions.
Technical Comment from ERM: The failure mode of direct release is neither sensible nor
reasonable failure of the WWTP would typically (and under good management practices) be
directed to the pit (or a TSF depending on topographical relief). Even if direct release
occurred, the quantity would be significantly smaller, as the practice is to cease processing of
water. The failure assumptions are too extreme, being worst case on worst case and also
based on failure modes that are not a common basis of design for water treatment plants
whether for mining or other industries.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: We agree that the upper bound failure scenario is non-representative of
plant operations and characterize it as a serious failure.

8.43

Page: 8-2; Section Number: 8.1; Section title: Water Discharge Sources
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Excerpt: Following the termination of mine operations, it is expected that water collection
and treatment would continue for waste rock and tailings leachates. If the water is nontoxic,
in compliance with all criteria and standards, and its composition is stable or improving, the
collection and treatment system may be shut down under permit. Otherwise, treatment would
continue in perpetuity – that is, until untreated water quality was acceptable or institutional
failures ultimately resulted in abandonment of the system. If the mine operator abandons the
site, the State of Alaska should assume operation of the treatment system; if both the mine
operator and the State of Alaska abandon the site, untreated leachate would flow to streams
draining the site.
Technical Comment Contributed by KP: This implies that mine closure will be inadequate
and that the owner will not be responsible for environmental liability. This is not realistic as
comprehensive analyses and adequate bonding to reclaim and stabilize the site – including
monitoring, maintenance, and upgrading or replacement of treatment systems as new
technologies are developed – would be needed before any development could be permitted to
proceed.
This also implies that the operator and the State abandon the site, which is not realistic.
Citation/Reference: N/A.
General Subject Area: Closure.
Comment Category: Ignores permitting requirements.
EPA Response: The statement quoted from the assessment does not imply
abandonment of the site. It states, as any risk assessment should, that it is a possibility.
8.44

Page: 8-22, Section Number: 8.1.4, Section title: Probability of Contaminant Releases
Excerpt: The USEPA has observed that some operators continue to operate when they know
that treatment is ineffective and not meeting standards. Hence, the record of analogous mines
indicates that releases of water contaminated beyond permit limits would be likely over the
life of any mine at the Pebble deposit.
Technical Comment Contributed by KP: This section is also speculative. It assumes that
Pebble will willingly and knowingly violate its discharge permits, and that State agencies will
fail to enforce its permits.
Citation/Reference: N/A.
General Subject Area: Water Management.
Comment Category: Invalid statement.
EPA Response: The quotation is taken out of context. The statement in the first quoted
sentence is a fact, not a speculation or an assumption. The concluding statement refers
to the entire paragraph which includes other evidence that is not quoted.

8.45

Excerpt from Section 8.2.1.1 (p. 8-24): PLP (2011) found that copper levels in some samples
from the South Fork Koktuli River exceeded Alaska’s chronic water quality standard.
However, most of the exceedances were “in sampling locations within or in proximity to, the
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general deposit location” and the number and magnitude of exceedances decreased with
distance downstream (PLP 2011: Figure 9.1-35). Therefore, the stream reaches with
significantly elevated copper concentrations would be largely destroyed by the mine scenario
footprints and by water diversions.
Technical Comment from ERM: The Assessment documents that PLP found elevated copper
concentrations in upper stream reaches. It further acknowledges that those headwaters are in
locations under the mine footprint. What the Assessment does not explicitly acknowledge is
that these are the very reaches about which concern is expressed. These reaches, with high
value fish resources are by current accounts not apparently impacted by the (naturally)
elevated copper concentrations.
Citations: PLP 2011 EBD,
General Subject Area: Baseline data representation,
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: The comment does not indicate what context is lacking or how the
statement is misleading. The statement that the resources are not apparently impacted
by copper is not supported by comparisons of the invertebrate taxa to reference
streams.
8.46

Original Draft Location: Page 5.49, Report Section Identification: Vol 1 Section 5.3.1
Original Comment from State of Alaska: The biotic ligand model is used to derive criteria on
page 5-49 despite not being introduced until page 5-53. The values for copper derived from
the biotic ligand model in Table 5-14 and 5-15 do not match the values in Table 5-19. East
and West Pre-Tertiary values are swapped. Table 5-19 shows the acute criterion for the biotic
ligand model for Pebble West Pre-7HUWLDU\WREHȝJ/7DEOH-15 on Page 5-50 shows it
DVȝJ/ All the biotic ligand values derived for copper need to be verified and
accurately labeled in Tables 5-14 through 5-16 and Table 5-19. These values are used to
derive dilution calculations highlighted on page ES-21. Furthermore, the chronic criteria are
10 and 90 times more stringent for the biotic ligand model than the state’s water quality
standards for the West and East Pre-Tertiary waste rock respectively. This is a significant
difference. The lead in sentence to Table 5-19 should provide table references for the mean
chemistries of the waste rock leachates. See comment for pages 5-53 to 5-37.
Recommended Change: Move Tables 5-14 through 5-16 to after Table 5-19 or remove the
biotic ligand model derived criteria from Tables 5-14 though 5-16. Provide a footnote for the
column header “Average Value” indicating number of leachate tests performed. Review
inputs and outputs from the biotic ligand model and correct errors in values and references to
East and West Pre-Tertiary waste rock in Tables 5-14, 5-15, 5-16, and 5-19.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The tables have been moved to
section 8. The numbers remain the same. It is not possible to determine if the model results
were checked as requested.
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EPA Response: The biotic ligand model used in the National Ambient Water Quality
Criterion for copper is indeed more stringent than the old hardness-based criteria still
used by the State of Alaska. Criteria values are different for different waters because
their water chemistries are different.
8.47

Original Draft Location: Page 5.57, Report Section Identification: 5.3.2.2
Original Comment from State of Alaska: The section on “analogous” sites is too general to be
of use in risk determination. It raises the issue of the adequacy of current water quality
criteria, but there is not enough information provided on conditional differences between
analogous sites and the Pebble Mine site to make any inferences. Water quality, leachate
parameters, acidity, water flow, stream substrate, stream invertebrate assemblages, among
other conditions all may be different. The research cited in this section also suggests that
there may be impacts to stream macroinvertebrates at concentrations below the water quality
criteria, but essentially there is no quantification of the potential impact or the level below the
criteria that is unacceptable. One article suggests a factor of 10 below the criteria provided
acceptable protection. This argument would seem to be more appropriate in setting new
criteria, and until such criteria are provided, there doesn’t seem to be any basis for requiring
concentrations below EPA approved Alaska Water Quality Criteria, apart from an APDES
permitting process that takes into account site-specific conditions. No discussion is provided
on any “acceptable” level of impacts to stream invertebrate populations while maintaining
healthy fish populations. Siltation of the streams with contaminated sediment should be a
principal concern in any mine development/permitting and effects determination.
Recommended Change: Further examination of site-specific mine conditions and potential
impacts should include stream invertebrate sampling, enumeration, and analysis to establish
baseline conditions.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Largely addressed in Section
8.2.2.1.
EPA Response: The assessment is a scientific risk assessment of potential mines, not a
criteria-setting document. It includes the best available science, not just criteria values.
The comment does not explain why or what contaminated sediments should be the
principal concern. Spilled tailings and product concentrate are assessed as potential
contaminated sediments in Chapters 9 and 11, respectively.

8.48

Original Draft Location: Page 5.57, Report Section Identification: 5.3.2.2
Original Comment from State of Alaska: The “uncertainties” section just states that the
existing criterion may not be protective. It does not state that it also may be overly protective,
depending on stream conditions at the mine. Invertebrates in many of the streams may
already be impacted by naturally high metals concentrations….or the natural intermittent
flow regimes of many of the streams and minor tributaries. Sensitive invertebrate species
may not be present. Consideration of only the possible non-protective nature of water quality
criteria, without discussion of many, many other uncertainties biases the report. Overall,
Section 5.3.2.2 is a very simplified assessment of potential impact. Hence the need for sitespecific analysis.
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Recommended Change: N/A.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The current discussion of
Copper Exposure-Response Uncertainties (Page 8-30) presents the same perspective that the
copper criteria (water and diet) are likely underprotective, and does not include any
consideration that sensitive species may not be locally present or have adapted to the elevated
background concentrations related to the natural presence of the copper bearing materials.
The section continues to be over-simplified and failures to consider other factors continue to
bias the report.
EPA Response: Chapter 8 of the assessment does in fact discuss the possibility that
biota at the mine site may be adapted to naturally occurring metals.
8.49

Original Draft Location: Page 5.53, Report Section Identification: 5.3.2
Original Comment from State of Alaska: This section is a simple risk-based screening
comparing average untreated waste rock leachate metals concentrations to water quality
criteria. This assumes 100% exposure of all aquatic species in all streams. The results were a
predicted potential for risks due to aluminum, copper, and zinc, with the greatest indicated
concern being copper. Using the biotic ligand model significantly increases the predicted
risks for copper. The screening concentrations predicted by the biotic ligand model are
strongly related to the amount of organic material in the water. The assessment set dissolved
organic carbon to 1 mg/L but provided no specific reasoning as to why, other than that
dissolved organic carbon is expected to be low and 1 mg/L was the lowest possible in the
model calculations. Background levels of dissolved organic carbon were measured in the
Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data to be approximately 1.5 mg/L.
Regardless, the screening suggests the potential for effects to aquatic life if untreated waste
rock leachate were discharged to streams.
Recommended Change: Clearly justify use of 1.0 mg/L dissolved organic carbon. Discuss or
provide evidence of how toxicity may change downstream as concentrations of metals
decrease and organic matter concentration likely increases. May be able to use data from
Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Data as dissolved organic carbon was
measured, and in the North Fork Koktuli ranged from 0.5 to 4.55 mg/L.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No further justification is
provided concerning the use of 1.0 mg/L DOC (which is not the lowest value that can be
entered in the model available from HydroQual, which is actually 0.05 mg/L). The exposure
conditions related to the development of the BLM values are also not provided in the
document, preventing any review or independent evaluation of these numbers used in the
calculation of risk quotients.
EPA Response: The water quality parameters used in the BLM models for the
leachates, except for DOC, are presented in the leachate chemistry tables (Tables 8-4
through 8-8). The parameters used for ambient waters are in Table 8-10. The
explanation of the use of 1.0 mg/L was incorrect and has been corrected in the final
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assessment. It is considered a reasonable value given that DOC of the leachate is 0 and
the ambient levels are a little more than 1.
8.50

Original Draft Location: Page 5.53, Report Section Identification: 5.3.2.2
Original Comment from State of Alaska: This analysis of copper toxicity shows that the biotic
ligand model provides a “protective” risk-based screening concentration. This method is
likely overprotective as calculated because of the sensitivity of stream invertebrates used to
develop the model/criteria. A site-specific investigation could provide a more accurate and
meaningful evaluation of water quality criteria that would be protective of aquatic life.
Recommended Change: N/A.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: This comment is not reflected
in the current review draft.
EPA Response: The criterion is not based on sensitive species. As explained in the
assessment (Section 8.2.2.1), stream invertebrates have been found to be more sensitive
to metals than the invertebrates used to derive the copper criterion. Therefore, if
anything, the biotic ligand model-based criterion would be underprotective.

8.51

The document takes great effort to reference the PLP EBD report, which shows locations
where PLP has identified elevated copper concentrations in headwaters near the Pebble
deposit. What is not discussed in the Assessment is that these are the very waters where the
Assessment predicts impacts to native fish and invertebrate populations as a result of changes
in water quality because of the hypothetical mine scenario. However, these resources do not
show signs of impairment from these copper concentrations in the absence of any other input.
This shows evidence of naturally-elevated copper (and other metals) levels in the stream
reaches near natural deposits, which are apparently not contributing to impairment of the
streams.
The EPA relies on the use of the Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) for derivation of water quality
criteria. This is the preferred approach, but to fully understand the model output, further
review of the model inputs, assumptions, and data are necessary to evaluate the derived
criteria.
The Assessment relies on some references that are far reaching. For example the statements
related to sub-lethal effects of copper and wide-ranging population level effects are not
generally supported in the scientific literature.
EPA Response: The possibility that stream biota may be adapted to elevated metal
levels is discussed in the assessment, as is the fact that the streams with significantly
elevated copper would be largely destroyed by mining (Section 8.2). The assumptions of
the BLM are well-documented in the literature, and the parameters used in this
assessment are provided in the assessment.

8.52

Excerpt from Section 8.2.2.1 (p. 8-27): Table 8-11 shows results of benchmark derivation
using the BLM approach.
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Technical Comment from ERM: While the BLM approach is preferred over the old standard
and the USEPA uses it in the derivation of standards in the Ambient Water Quality Criteria
document, a more complete review of the BLM approach, assumptions, and input data is
required for a thorough assessment.
Citations: USEPA 2007 Ambient Water Quality Criteria.
General Subject Area: Water Quality Criteria.
Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: The assumptions of the BLM are well-documented in the literature, and
the parameters used in this assessment are provided in the assessment.
8.53

Excerpt from Section 8.2.2.1 (p. 8-29): Although effects on fish olfaction have not been
shown to affect the viability of field populations, it is reasonable to expect that interference
with these essential processes would have population-level consequences (DeForest et al.
2011b).
Technical Comment from ERM: Indirect and sub-lethal effects have not been conclusively
shown to influence field populations. The statement that it is reasonable to assume that such a
sub-lethal effect would have a wide ranging population-level effect is not substantiated by the
majority of toxicology literature.
Citations: DeForest et al, 2011b.
General Subject Area: Water Quality Criteria.
Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: If organisms fail to reproduce (a sublethal effect), there are inevitable
population-level consequences. The comment provides no evidence to support an
alternative position.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
8.54

Original Draft Location: Page 7.2, Section 7, page 7-2, Box 7.1
Original Comment from Environ: The authors conclude that “the diverse and relatively
intensive development makes the Fraser River watershed a poor analogue for the
development of mines in the nearly pristine Bristol Bay watershed.” Box 7-1 appears to
contradict the report’s basic premise expressed in Section 1 (Introduction) that a comparison
will be made in the report between the Fraser River watershed and the Bristol Bay watershed.
Recommended Change: N/A.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: This text box is still included
with essentially the same wording in the current draft as Box 8-4. The analysis therefore
continues to incorporate conflicting and potentially inapplicable information.
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EPA Response: There is no conflict. The comparison was made and we concluded that
the Bristol Bay and Fraser River watersheds are not sufficiently similar to be
considered analogous with respect to the potential effects of mining on salmon.
8.55

Original Draft Location: Page 6.24, Report Section Identification: 6.1.4.3
Original Comment from State of Alaska: This is the first instance in the report in which an
attempt is made to define the hazard quotient. The text defines the hazard quotient as “the
relative degree of toxicity of leachate constituent or as an indication of the degree of dilution
required to avoid significant toxic effects”. This interpretation is somewhat simplistic and
does not provide insight into what the value means.
Recommended Change: Provide EPA’s definition EPA defines the HQ as the ratio of
estimated site-specific exposure to a single chemical from a site over a specified period to the
estimated daily exposure level, at which no adverse effects are likely to occur. Provide an
interpretation of the HQ as HQs < 1.0 indicate acceptable risks, while HQs > 1.0 indicate
unacceptable risks while also taking into consideration the inherent uncertainty in the
estimate. Comment reference: Draft Comment Reference: U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (December 1997) Terms of Environment: Glossary, Abbreviations and Acronyms.
[online] Washington, D.C. Available from: http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/ [accessed 27
October 2007].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: While some additional
guidance on interpreting risk quotients has been provided in the text (Text Box 8-3), this
information is incorrect and not based on guidance available from USEPA for the conduct
and interpretation of Screening Level Risk Assessments: United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). 2001. The role of screening level risk assessments and refining
contaminants of concern in baseline ecological risk assessments. Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response, Publication 9345.0-14, EPA 540/F-01/014. June 2001. United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 2012. Technical Overview of Ecological Risk
Assessment. Risk Characterization
http://www.epa.gov/oppefed1/ecorisk_ders_toera_risk.htm. Last updated May 09, 2012.
Accessed May 6, 2013. Hence, the characterization of risk is incorrect.
EPA Response: Hazard quotients are defined differently in various contexts. This
document is not a Superfund screening assessment and the definition is not incorrect
for this use.

8.56

Original Draft Location: Page 8.1, Report Section Identification: 8.1.1 Routine Operations
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Bullet number 2 of the list at the bottom of page 8-1
and continuing to the top of page 8-2 characterizes a loss of streamflows and then alludes to a
reduction in production of salmon and resident species. This allusion is a mischaracterization
of the overall assessment of risk, in that loss of fish production was not directly quantified,
but the loss was indirectly quantified through potential losses in fish habitat (see section 8.5
concerning uncertainties and use of fish habitat loss as a surrogate for loss of fish
production). This mischaracterization needs to be checked throughout the document for
consistency.
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Recommended Change: Throughout the document, remove all statements that characterize the
risk in terms of loss of fish production and ensure all statements of risk are in terms of potential
loss of fish habitat in keeping with the uncertainties presented in Section 8.5 – bullet 5.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Revised document states in
Chapter 8 pg. 8-55, 3rd full paragraph: ‘Because available data do not quantify fish
production in the potentially affected reaches, it is not possible to estimate the lost production
of salmon, trout, Arctic grayling, or Dolly Varden. However, the semi-quantitative surveys
performed for the EBD (PLP 2011) and summarized in Section 7.1 provide some indication
of the relative amounts of fish potentially affected.’ However, the document continues to use
production as a measure. The document needs to capture that uncertainty and address the
range of possible impacts. Currently, the document seems to make assumptions that
maximize the expected impacts of a project.
EPA Response: The endpoint is production and the assessment estimated the best
surrogate metric for production that the available data and current science allow
without making unsupportable assumptions. Given that fish production inevitably
depends on the availability of habitat, we believe that it is not improper to allude to that
relationship. The comment does not state specific “assumptions that maximize the
expected impacts of a project.”
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
8.57

5. The Assessment exaggerates the risk from waste rock storage.
The Assessment’s failure to account for mitigation measures to address potential leachate
from waste rock piles exaggerates the risk from waste rock storage. As discussed in the
comments by the engineers and scientists at Geosyntec:
The [EPA] statement [at pp. 8-12] that half (50%) of the leachate from waste rock outside
of the leachate zone will escape and flow to surface waters is unsubstantiated. While the
2013 Assessment references the Wardrop (2011) (i.e., Ghaffari et al., 2011) report, it fails
to include the discussion in the report where it is stated that a low permeability cutoff
wall will be installed around the waste rock piles and extraction wells will be installed
within the cutoff wall to capture water and leachate infiltrating below the waste rock
piles. This system can be optimized by adding wells, increasing pumping rates, and/or
installing cutoff walls deeper in order to achieve significantly more than 50% capture. In
tandem with proper management of potentially acid generating (PAG) waste rock to
maximize its placement within the drawdown zone, the capture of PAG waste rock
leachate can be close to 100%.
Geosyntec Consultants, Assessment of USEPA Response to Geosyntec’s Comments on the
Bristol May Watershed Assessment, at 10-11 (May 22, 2013) (“Geosyntec Comments”). (p.
24-25)
EPA Response: The assessment describes the need for additional mitigation in Section
8.2.4.
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The Assessment exaggerates the risk of wastewater treatment plant failure.
EPA also has made unwarranted assumptions about the operation and potential failures of a
wastewater treatment plant (“WWTP”) at the proposed mine. The environmental engineers at
ERM explain:
The Assessment states that it takes into consideration “modern conventional mitigation
practices as reflected in published Pebble materials and as suggested in mining literature
and consultations with experts” (p. ES-26), but in fact it does not. For example, the
Assessment assumes that in the event of a WWTP failure that water would be released
directly to streams. This does not reflect international best practice, which would instead
route wastewater in the event of a WWTP failure to either the Tailings Storage Facility
(TSF) or the Mine Pit. If this best practice measure was incorporated, none of the impacts
referenced in Chapter 8 of the Assessment would occur.
Another example relates to stream flow modification. The Assessment notes, but the
Executive Summary does not, that the extent of stream flow modification is very sensitive to
the location of the WWTP (p. 7-59). ERM Comments at 9. The foregoing omissions of
engineering management options creates an exaggerated risk scenario for WWTP operation.
EPA Response: The first part of the comment does not recognize that detection of
treatment failure and diversion of effluent depend on systems that also could fail. The
second part of the comment does not state how acknowledgement of the sensitivity of
streamflow modification to WWTP location constitutes an exaggeration of risk.

Weber Sustainability Consulting (Doc. #4319)
8.59

The part played by iron-oxidizing bacteria in copper mine waste rock dumps was studied
extensively at Bingham Canyon Mine, resulting in deliberate acid-leaching of dumps. This is
a universal phenomenon in sulfide ore deposits, whether copper, lead, zinc, molybdenum, or
what other metal. Bacteria as mediators of chemical reactions, particularly Thiobacillus
ferrooxidans, are very significant in these reactions, whether deliberate or meteoric. They
deserve further study at Pebble, please! (Reference: C. Brierley, “Microbiological Mining,”
Scientific American Aug 1982 Vol. 247 No. 2, pp. 44-53). In our work at Kennecott with
redox-manipulating aquatic environments (“wetlands,” though no wetlands plants were
grown), T. ferrooxidans persisted even after sulfate-reducers had produced enough H2S to
precipitate metals and most sulfate, demonstrating the persistence of this bacillus.
EPA Response: We agree that this is potentially an important point. However, the
scenario does not include deliberate acid-leaching of dumps and we have no good
information on leaching of the potential waste work beyond the tests reported by the
PLP.

8.60

Porphyry copper means acid at least in proportions as great as here at Bingham, which is
surely one of the largest and worst in the world (about 2 gallons per pound of copper, by one
back-of-envelope calculation).
EPA Response: We are aware of the issues at Bingham Canyon, but chose to estimate
acid leaching on a site-specific basis.
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The biogeochemical processes of copper mines are persistent and pernicious, producing acid
in copious, strengths, quantities and complexity, particularly bearing selenium, aluminum,
copper, cadmium, arsenic, and other metals that are held in solution at pH 2.0 to 4.0. If the
geneii is let out of the bottle, getting it back in is nearly impossible. Selenium from waste
rock, particularly, is a grave concern for its toxicity, teratogenicity and mutagenicity, possibly
causing death, deformation and reproductive failure in all fish species, and with profound
effects on amphibians, reptiles and birds in the ecosystem. In both wetlands and streams,
selenium probably is one of the greatest concerns accompanying acid formation and
consequent metals transport. (References: Zingaro and Cooper, Selenium, 1974; A. Dennis
Lemly, Selenium Assessment in Aquatic Ecosystems: A Guide for Hazard Evaluation and
Water Quality Criteria, Springer 2002; Lemly, Assessing the Toxic Threat of Selenium to
Fish and Aquatic Birds, Ecosystem Monitoring and Assessment, 43: 19-35; Lemly,
Environmental Implications of Excessive Selenium: A Review, in Biomedical and
Environmental Sciences, 10: 415-435, 1997).
EPA Response: Selenium concentrations are estimated to be low.

8.62

Phytotoxic aluminum tends to be present in great quantities in leachate from waste rock,
occurring as aluminum hydroxide, hydroxysulfate, or in complexes that coat rock surfaces,
killing plant life at all scales. Aluminum can present a formidable barrier to water treatment,
as well as to water management. Here in Utah, the environment is sufficiently nutrient
starved that plants often are not in evidence, but when they are, aluminum is a serious
challenge. This is especially true when aluminum is at 2,000 ppm or greater, which it is
routinely in leach water from waste rock. The following photo of an acidic flow below
Kennecott’s Keystone Dump prior to cutoff wall construction is a sample of the aluminum
hydroxide in extremely acid flows (pH <2.5), in this case with filamentous algae.
EPA Response: Even in the acidic leachate from the Pebble East pre-Tertiary waste
rock, the concentration of aluminum is relatively low (0.38 mg/L, Table 8-7).

8.63

Tailings may or may not present the magnitude of biogeochemical threat posed by waste rock
dumps, but insofar as they do, then the sulfide minerals that break down to produce acid mine
drainage promises to endure and to reduce salmon and trout populations inestimably because
of the massive quantities presented.
EPA Response: The tailings are not expected to be acid-generating.

8.64

The physical effects of tailings sedimentation spread among the many rivers and lakes below
the Pebble deposit were there to be tailings containment failure due to weather events beyond
design parameters, earthquakes, or combined effect of more than one of these events, spells
disaster for salmonid spawning in streams. Clean gravels and rock streambeds are crucial to
these fish, as we see in trout streams across western America. The immense volumes of
tailings discussed in the 0.25, 2.0 and 6.5 versions of the Pebble mine mean little to most
people witnessing these phenomena. Perhaps a satellite photo of the Kennecott Tailings
Impoundments as of 1999 will communicate what 2.5 billion tons of tailings look like,
heaped to about 220’ of depth on 5700 acres of the old tailings impoundment (~9 sq.mi.), and
about 50’ of depth at that point in the expansion, an area of approximately 2240 acres (~3.5
sq.mi.), with the Great Salt Lake at upper left, with its migratory shorebird and waterfowl
populations at definite risk from selenium from multiple Kennecott sources.
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EPA Response: Comment noted, but we believe that photo would not materially help
readers interpret the assessment.
8.65

Exothermic reactions in waste rock may contribute significantly to alteration of temperature
in affected streams. The temperature of leachate emerging from the Bingham Canyon Mine’s
waste rock dumps approaches 80o F, year-round, melting fresh snow from dumps all winter
long. We can’t guess what Alaska’s climate would do to this equilibrium, but suffice it to say
that temperatures will be far above normal water temperatures.
EPA Response: Although we addressed thermal effects on streams in Section 8.3,
exothermic microbial processes in the waste rock piles were not addressed.

Center for Biological Diversity (Doc. #2922)
8.66

Metallic sulfide mines have a poor environmental record especially where the ore body is at
groundwater, as the Pebble deposit. Maest et al’s (2006) study of recently permitted mines in
the U.S. found that sulfide mines are very likely to develop pollution problems. Mines
involving metallic sulfides have such a high risk that water quality exceedences are almost
certain to occur for acid drainage and contaminant leaching. This analysis found that 85% of
sulfide based mines polluted surface water, and 93% of sulfide mines polluted ground water.
Significantly, the environmental documents for 89% of the sulfide mines that developed acid
mine drainage did not predict that this would occur (Maest et al. 2006).
Any accidents or failures of Pebble Mine operations would greatly increase impacts on the
salmon ecosystem and hence on Iliamna Lake seals. Accidents include (1) the release of acid,
metal, or other contaminants from the mine site, waste rock piles, and tailing storage facilities
(2) the failure of roads, culverts, and pipelines in the transportation corridor, including spills
of copper concentrate; and (3) the catastrophic failure of the tailings dam. Evidence from
other long-term mines of similar design and scope suggest that one of more of these accidents
or failures are likely to occur, and would result in immediate, severe, and long-term impacts
on salmon and salmon habitat and production (EPA 2012, 2013).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

The Wildlife Society (Doc. #5272)
8.67

Large-scale mining would jeopardize the entire Bristol Bay ecosystem even without any
failures. Mine tailings and impacts from leaching of copper, stream acidification, and dredge
and fill activities would impact dozens of miles of streams. Copper leaching alone could
directly impact up to 35 miles of river beyond the mine site, and indirectly impact 51 stream
miles. All of this assumes a best-case scenario where the mine tailings, which must be treated
in perpetuity, are successfully contained. The waste stream from this mine will inevitably
damage the salmon and the ecosystem for which they are a keystone species.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5378 and #5436)
8.68

The 2013 Assessment assumes that mining and road systems will work as planned and that
waste storage, treatment plant and transportation corridor spills can be quickly controlled
even though the Alaskan environment is notoriously harsh and unstable.
EPA Response: We do not make those assumptions in the assessment, as accidents and
failures are evaluated. We assume mitigation measures would be used, note that these
measures do not always work as planned, and evaluate potential risks.

8.69

The peer review panel noted that the risks associated with potential spills from “day-to-day”
operations – such as risks from water treatment, pipeline and road-culvert failures – deserved
more attention in the Assessment. In response, EPA developed a systematic model of
potential surface and groundwater contamination from releases, cumulative effects and
management problems. The model assumes best management practices and applies both
during day-to-day operations and after the mine’s closure.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.70

The sources of water discharge under routine operations include effluents discharged from
the treatment plant, uncollected leachates from the tailings storage facilities, and waste rock
piles. The hydraulic conductivity of the substrate material located near possible dam sites
varies greatly, with “localized discontinuities” in the rate of groundwater conveyance
resulting from fractured bedrock. This means that even a small number of flowpaths with
hydraulic conductivity that is higher than expected could significantly increase the direction
and quantity – and therefore the potential adverse effects – of leachate flow.
EPA Response: We believe that assumptions concerning leachate flow are reasonable.

8.71

The waste rock piles in EPA’s mine scenarios – based on those described in the Wardrop
Report – do not include liners. Given the geological complexity and permeability of surficial
layers, in the Pebble 2.0 mine, for example, only 84% of potentially acid-generating leachate
and 82% of total waste rock leachate would be captured.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.72

Post-closure risks are also dramatic. After closure under the Pebble 0.25, 2.0, and 6.5
scenarios, the mine pit would fill with water for approximately 20, 80, and 300 years,
respectively. Eventually, without collection and treatment, the pit water would be a source of
leached minerals to streams. “Pit water composition cannot be predicted with any confidence,
but some degree of leaching is inevitable.” Post-closure water treatment failures are a
challenge because they tend not to be promptly detected and corrected. In addition, because
site hydrology and chemistry would change over time, “treatment requirements would change
and the responses might be slow.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.73

Exposure response relationships used to screen leachate constituents are considered in detail,
as is the toxicology of the major contaminant of concern, copper. [Footnote: Though copper
is responsible for most of the estimated toxicity, total metal toxicities, including impacts from
aluminum, cadmium, cobalt, lead, manganese, selenium and zinc, are estimated to be
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significantly higher. EPA ASSESSMENT, supra note 3, at 8-32 to 8-34, 8-38.] Consistent
with the structure of the Assessment as a whole, EPA separates its analysis of adverse effects
that would result from routine operations, from those produced by failures. All are
unacceptable under 404(c) standards. [Footnote: The track record of U.S.-based porphyry
copper mines also reveals an industry in which unplanned contaminant release is
commonplace. A review of the 14 porphyry copper mines that have operated for at least 5
years in the United States found that all but one had experienced “reportable aqueous
releases,” with such events ranging from three to 54. Releases of mine water have ranged
from chronic uncaptured leachate release to acute events resulting from equipment
malfunctions, heavy rains, or power failures. The record of analogous mines therefore
indicates that “releases of water contaminated beyond permit limits would be likely over the
life of any mine at the Pebble deposit.”]
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
8.74

The Assessment reveals that even if the wastewater treatment system operates perfectly for
the rest of time – an impossible proposition – water quality would suffer unacceptable
adverse effects from copper and other metals that leach from tailings and waste rock, escape
capture, and move to shallow groundwater and surface water. These adverse effects under
routine operations include:
•

Toxic effects from acute and chronic copper exceedances on aquatic invertebrates in 9.3,
39, and 52 miles of streams in the Pebble 0.25, 2.0, and 6.5 scenarios, respectively;
[Footnote: EPA Assessment at 8-56. Invertebrates are a food source to immature salmon
and all post-larval life stages of resident rainbow trout and Dolly Varden. Effects on
invertebrates are therefore “highly relevant” to protecting salmon and other valued fish,
and “protection of fish requires protection of sensitive invertebrates.” EPA Assessment at
8- 55.]

•

Copper concentrations sufficient to cause fish avoidance of 18 (Pebble 2.0) and 35 miles
(Pebble 6.5) of streams;

•

Copper concentrations sufficient to kill fish in 2.4 (Pebble 2.0) and 7.5 miles (Pebble 6.5)
of streams.

•

Copper levels in 13.6 miles of the South Fork Koktuli River with direct effects, including
death and stream avoidance, to more than 300,000 fish in the Pebble 2.0 scenario.

•

100-fold copper exceedances in the Pebble 6.5 scenario, sufficient to directly affect more
than a half million fish through aversion, sensory inhibition, inhibited development, or
death in 26 to 31 miles of stream.146 Under this scenario, copper is estimated to exceed
chronic water quality criteria at all stations on the South Fork Koktuli River, two of six
stations on the North Fork Koktuli River, and three of seven stations on Upper Talarik
Creek. [Footnote: EPA Assessment at 8-38. Cadmium and zinc also exceed chronic
criteria, but at fewer stations and by much smaller magnitudes.]

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
8.75

Even absent failure, these effects clearly meet the threshold for 404(c) action. When we add
the risk of a Wastewater Treatment Plant (“WWTP”) failure, the effects to Bristol Bay are
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magnified significantly. The number of fish experiencing death or an equally detrimental
effect such as loss of habitat from a WWTP failure would range from 10,000 to one million
across scenarios. Stream lengths of 30, 62, and 62 miles would have copper concentrations
sufficient to directly affect fish in the Pebble 0.25, 2.0, and 6.5 scenarios, respectively. And
sensory inhibition or aversion would affect 600,000 to 1.4 million focal fish species.
Treatment plant failure in the Pebble 2.0 and Pebble 6.5 scenarios would cause copper levels
directly affecting more than a half million of the focal fish, including 25 to 31 miles of “acute
lethality to all life stages in most of the reaches.” The effects of a plant failure could be most
devastating depending on its timing and duration, with the most severe adverse effects if it
occurred during the period of salmon return.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
8.76

The remaining leachate, which would enter in Upper Talarik Creek, would be more than six
times the acute lethal concentration for trout in the Pebble 2.0 scenario, and would require
dilution by more than a factor of 10 to avoid acute lethality of trout in Pebble 6.5. Some
invertebrates would only avoid chronic toxicity with dilution by a factor of 490. [Footnote:
EPA Assessment at 8-50. EPA used the mean leachate concentration and assumed complete
separation of NAG and PAG rock. If instead 5% of material in the NAG rock pile is PAG
rock, as assumed in the Wardrop Report, leachate copper concentration estimates could be
too low by factors of 2.8. Id. at 8-60.] As discussed in Section III.B.2.b, using a liner as a
“best practice” mitigation measure would be economically infeasible and insufficiently
effective to prevent the harm.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.77

A mine design based on conventional practices could be sufficient for a typical porphyry
copper mine equivalent to Pebble 0.25, but not for the more likely Pebble 2.0 and 6.5 mine
sizes. Even additional “best practice” mitigation measures, such as lining waste rock piles or
reconfiguring the piles, raise questions of efficacy. Liners create stability risk, and liner
material breakdown and punctures by equipment or rocks can limit their effective life. The
cost is also potentially prohibitive. It is also reasonable to ask how a “best practice” can be
designed when longer-term behavior of the materials and their distribution within a waste
rock pile is not fully understood. Effective mitigation is certainly unlikely in a region for
which a Pebble 6.5 leachate barrier or collection system would require more than 99%
effectiveness to avoid exceeding the copper criteria. For example, even where a waste rock
pile is constructed based on sound studies of current risk, the properties of the pile may
change over time and breaches may occur. Freeze/thaw cycling in colder climates may cause
cracks, channeling, and exposure of surfaces below the cover, which could result in
accelerated weathering and leaching of materials. Post-closure, the volume of water requiring
treatment would range from 10 million m3/yr for Pebble 0.25 to over 50 million m3/yr for
Pebble 6.5. There is simply no precedent for the long-term management of water quality and
quantity on this scale at an inactive mine – let alone at a rate of 99% effectiveness.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.78

(…) To avoid exceeding the copper criteria, a leachate barrier or collection system for the
Pebble 6.5 scenario would require more than 99% effectiveness, and predicting pit water
quality has a high degree of uncertainty. [Footnote: EPA Assessment, supra note 3, at 8-56,
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6-33. As described in Section VI.B.2 of our last submission, copper standards and criteria are
based on conventional test endpoints of survival, growth, and reproduction. However, as EPA
notes, “research has shown that the olfactory sensitivity of salmon is diminished at copper
concentrations lower than those that reduce conventional endpoints in salmon.” Id. at 8-28.
These laboratory-based criteria are therefore not fully protective of the aquatic ecosystems, as
field studies of streams contaminated by copper and other metals have shown. Id. at 8-35.]
Seepage and leachate monitoring and collection systems, as well as the WWTP, might
therefore need to be maintained for hundreds to thousands of years. It is “impossible” to
evaluate the success of such long-term collection and treatment systems for mines because
“no examples exist.” Such long timeframes “exceed both existing systems and most human
institutions,” and abandonment of the site would leave untreated leachate to flow to the
streams draining the site, reaping havoc on the watershed ecosystems.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
8.79

EPA describes several additional “day-to-day” routine and failure-driven adverse effects that
would be expected from mining in Bristol Bay. First, interception of groundwater for mining
purposes and release through a WWTP would cause “serious” population impacts by altering
the complex ways in which groundwater feeds stream channels and impacting thermal
heterogeneity. Alteration of surface-water and groundwater flows from mine development
and operation would impact water temperatures. Groundwater-surface water interaction
supports thermal heterogeneity, which is closely linked to salmon migration, spawning and
incubation. Treated water returning to streams would be expected to have different thermal
characteristics than streams.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.80

Northern Dynasty erroneously claims that treated water could be returned to the watershed
without compromising the complex groundwater hydrology of the region. The methods they
present for doing so are unproven and would be experimental, and their efficacy is not
supported by scientific documentation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Wild Salmon Center (Doc. #5782)
8.81

Because we do not believe that billions of tons of toxic waste can be successfully contained
to the mine area, we agree with EPA’s evaluation of the various tailings dam failure scenarios
and perpetual water pollution problems caused by normal mining operations.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.82

Given the engineering limitations of waste rock and toxic wastewater containment, we do not
believe that mitigation or “perpetual” wastewater treatment efforts will protect this highly
productive salmon ecosystem from widespread toxic pollution. For that reason, we appreciate
EPA’s assessment of how toxic pollution from metallic sulfide mining can have additional
reasonably foreseeable effects on salmon populations in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
8.83

It assumes that wastewater treatment will meet all state and national criteria; it is unclear if
that will be via mixing zones and whether those criteria adequately account for sensitive
macroinvertebrate species and salmonid behavioral effects (see McIntyre et al. 2012. Low
level copper exposures increase visibility and vulnerability of juvenile coho salmon to
cutthroat trout predators. Ecological Applications 22: 1460-1471; Pond. 2010. Patterns of
Ephemeroptera taxa loss in Appalachian headwater streams, Kentucky, USA. Hydrobiologia
í 
EPA Response: Consistent with the State of Alaska’s regulations, the assessment states
that no mixing zone would be allowed. However, mixing processes are discussed.
Sensitive invertebrates and behavioral effects (which are the result of sensory effects)
are also addressed. However, the Pond reference does not address copper.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5540 and #5657)
8.84

The assumption that 50% of the leachate would be captured from unlined waste rock piles
(Section 8.1) is too optimistic.
Recommendation: provide defensible references for this claim.
EPA Response: This estimate was based on best professional judgment.

8.85

Table 8-9. Estimated concentration of contaminants of concern in effluents from the
wastewater treatment plant, tailings, non-acid-generating waste rock, and potentially acid
generating waste rock. 9DOXHVDUHȝJ/XQOHVVRWKHUZLVHLQGLFDWHG
“Mg” is listed as a contaminant in this table. Is this Mg or Mn, which would be a more
typical contaminant of concern (and Mn is not listed in the Table)?
Recommendation: I also suggest including Fe (as well as Mn) in the table.
EPA Response: Elements are included if they were reported in the PLP Environmental
Baseline Document.

8.86

8.2.2.1 Copper – Copper Exposure-Response Uncertainties
“… copper concentrations are naturally elevated in the highest reaches of the South Fork
Koktuli River so biota in those reaches may be somewhat resistant to copper additions.” (p.
8-31)
Analysis of water quality data collected by CSP2 indicates that the extent of naturally
elevated copper concentrations are limited.
In addition, it is also possible that the presence of “resistant” biota might suggest the
preferential existence of certain species (or conversely the elimination of non-resistant
species), rather than the adaptation of existing species to high levels of contamination.
EPA Response: Available data are insufficient to make the suggested distinction.

8.87

8.2.5 Uncertainties
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“The tailings test data do not include pyritic tailings, which are strongly acid-generating. This
would tend to underestimate the metal content of tailings leachate, but the effects on
leachates from a TSF are likely to be small due to the relatively small proportion of pyritic
tailings.” (p. 8-58)
Pyritic tailings would equal 14% of the mass of the ore mass. It could be argued that this is
not a “relatively small proportion” of the tailings.
EPA Response: The “likely to be small” statement has been deleted.
8.88

Attachment C: Notes on Northern Dynasty Minerals 2nd Watershed Assessment Comments.
1. EPA has continued to ignore modern mine engineering practices and regulatory
requirements; including,
a. “Seepage Rates Would Never be Permitted” (NDM 2013a)
NDM reviewer Geosyntec asserts the EPA’s assumption of 50% capture is too low, and is
unsubstantiated. Geosyntec goes on to assert that 100% capture is achievable – but does not
substantiate its assertion with references – the same thing NDM/Geosyntec is critical of EPA
of doing. EPA has used its “professional judgment” in assuming a 50% capture seepage rate,
and lacking good data to substantiate something to the contrary, this assumption is reasonable
for the purpose of a risk analysis.
See the comments for B (3) below.
b. “Water Treatment Plant Designed to Fail” (NDM 2013a)
In the Second External Review Draft, the assessment considers risks from routine operation
of a mine designed using modern conventional mitigation practices and technologies and
with no significant human or engineering failures. The assessment also considers various
failures that have occurred during the operation of other mines and could occur in this case,
including failures of a tailings dam, pipelines, a wastewater treatment plant, and culverts.
(Second External Review Draft, p. ES-11)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Moore Geosciences, LLC (Doc. #2911)
8.89

Even though the expanded description of the potential releases to the environment from
operations is well founded and complete, some of the assumptions are conservative to the
point of underestimating the potential release/concentration of contaminants. One example is
the concentration used from various sources of contamination to surface and ground water.
The assessment uses mean concentration from various tests to determine source
concentration (e.g., leachate) for all calculations and mixing models. The report notes that,
“The primary concern during routine operations would be waste rock leachate.” (page 8-4).
However, the authors have taken a very conservative approach in analyzing these effects that
leads to an underestimation of the potential effects. This underestimate results from the
authors using average values for leachate tests. This is especially important in heterogeneous
systems where, “Actual hydraulic conductivity would likely span several orders of
magnitude, from rapid flow in large fractures to essentially no flow in tight formations. Even
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a small number of flowpaths with higher than expected hydraulic conductivity could
significantly affect the direction and quantity of flow.” (Report 8-11) Locally high sources
could severely impact down gradient systems if they coincide with these high-conductivity
pathways. In such cases, there is no reason to expect actual values in water released from
storage facilities to be of average concentration. There would be high values and low values,
depending on the source material. The high values could potentially have large local effects
and also extend well beyond the source – larger and farther than predicted in the revised
assessment. The importance of considering the full range in potential source concentrations
can be seen in the data from Pebble West Zone waste rock samples. These samples have a
mean Cu concentration of 1.6 mg/L (which was used for modeling) but has a very large
standard deviation of 3.25 mg/L. Copper values in the original test data from Pebble West
Zone samples show that 24% of samples have values from 3.8 to 10.6 mg/L, substantially
higher than the mean value used to assess potential damage to downstream aquatic systems
(report Table 8.8 and Appendix H, Table 4). Using the mean value could therefore severely
underestimate the potential release of toxic metals locally and the extent of contamination
down gradient/downstream from the source materials could be greatly enhanced by high
conductivity zones. This is especially true considering the large amount of waste material, the
complexity of the physical and hydrologic system, the range of conductivity of potential flow
paths, and the long time over which leaching will occur. Modeling using the range of values
found in leachate tests would better characterize the level of contamination from leakage of
mine facilities and waster materials.
EPA Response: It would be possible to estimate higher metal concentrations by
assuming extreme conditions. However, the use of average values was judged to be
appropriate based on the opportunities for mixing during rock disposal, leaching,
groundwater transport, and instream dilution. Our assumptions were sufficient to
indicate that the standard practices described by Ghaffari et al. (2011) would not be
sufficient to mitigate effects of waste rock leachates.
W. M. Riley (Doc. #3660)
8.90

My one substantive comment concerns the assumption that wastewater treatment during
routine operations will normally meet applicable water quality criteria and effluent limits. As
shown in Table 8-9, copper influent concentrations of 72/100/150 Ɋg/l (per the Pebble 0.25,
Pebble 2.0 and Pebble 6.5 scenarios) would require treatment down to 1.1 Ɋg/l with no
allowance for dilution due to the preponderance of anadromous streams that provide for
salmon spawning and rearing. Treatment flows are estimated to be 10.2/12.2/49.4 cubic
meters/year for the three mining scenarios. However, the Assessment does not take into
account that the project area’s average temperatures are below freezing seven out of 12
months of the year. So if one assumes that discharge could only occur when streams in the
project area are flowing (like the Red Dog mine), say six months out of the year, the flow rate
is effectively doubled.
So the key question is, are there wastewater treatment systems anywhere in the world that are
currently treating such massive wastewater flows, which are orders of magnitude above any
currently operating Alaska mines (all of which rely on dilution), to achieve water quality
criteria end-of-pipe and, in particular, a minute copper criterion of 1.1 Ɋg/l? This is a critical
question insofar as a prerequisite to issuing a Clean Water Act section 402 National Pollutant
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Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit is a determination that there is “reasonable
assurance” that the proposed discharge will meet applicable WQC and effluent limits.
Furthermore, if it is determined that no such comparable wastewater treatment systems are in
operation, then the assumption upon which risks are assessed that effluent limits at the Pebble
project would be met during routine operations should be carefully re-examined. Also, the
document should make clear that the Pebble 0.25 scenario is not considered economically
viable and therefore the risks associated with this scenario should be appropriately
discounted.
EPA Response: The assumption that criteria would be met is not based on any example
of an existing water treatment system. The Pebble 0.25 scenario is included at the
suggestion of peer reviewers and is described as relevant to mines other than Pebble.
K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
8.91

The assumption that 50% of the leachate from the unlined waste rock piles will be captured
(Section 8.1) should be supported by reference material or further substantiation.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.84.

8.92

4. Section 8.1 suggests that a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) will meet water quality
criteria, but Figure 8.1 suggests that even a fully functional WWTP will cause metals and
TDS to Increase below the plant.
This is accurate, in that ambient water quality generally has lower concentrations (is better
quality) than state water quality criteria, particularly relative to the quality of water in the
North Fork Koktuli. It might be good to specifically state that discharge water that meets
state criteria will cause metals and sulfate concentrations to increase in the rivers receiving
the discharge.
EPA Response: The assessment already relates emissions to background.

8.93

5. The TDS in the tailings leachate (Section 8.1.1.5, Table 8-9, Table 8-16, Table -17) seems
low –
Was the addition of lime in water treatment considered? Generally sulfate is near 2,000
mg/L in tailings water due to the addition of lime during treatment and the solubility
limits of calcium sulfate. Why weren’t Tables 8-16 and 8-17 developed for the Pebble 2.0
scenario? Why is selenium not listed in Table 8-15?
EPA Response: The TDS values were based on the results of leaching test tailings. The
final assessment mentions the disposal of water treatment wastes in the TSFs and their
possible contribution to toxicity.

8.94

Recommendations for Mitigation – Water Treatment:
•

Apply a BLM-based criterion for copper and potentially for cadmium and zinc, based on
the ambient water quality below the WWTP outfalls. Consider more restrictive criteria
than the BLM or Alaska water quality criteria if necessary to be protective.

•

Consider at a minimum the additive effects of metals in mixtures.
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•

Require water quality criteria to be met at the point of discharge (no waivers or mixing
zones).

•

TDs discharge limits should consider the sulfate likely to be generated from the WWTP
process, as well as from waste rock leachate, and be based on relevant testing that
includes fish egg fertilization. Limits should consider the particular mix of ions likely to
be dominant.

•

Regular biological and ecological monitoring should be conducted. Biological monitoring
stations should not be eliminated or moved further from the point source of discharge as
discharge permits are renewed.

•

Wastewater treatment discharge flow should be required to match seasonal flow cycles to
prevent higher than natural flows into the system, channelization, and scouring. This
should require maintaining capacity for storm water to be collected and meted out,
particularly with a view to prevent “common mode” failures.

EPA Response:

8.95

•

BLM-based copper criteria were used (see Tables 8-11 through 8-14). Cadmium and
zinc levels are low and their BLM models have not been reviewed by EPA.

•

Additive effects were considered (e.g., see Table 8-18).

•

This assessment does not set permit requirements.

•

The toxicity of individual ions in the mixtures was assessed. TDS was also
considered, to respond to the State TDS standard.

•

This assessment does not set permit requirements.

•

We believe that loss of flow causing habitat loss is a greater issue than increased
flows causing channelization and scouring.

Recommendations for Mitigation – Waste Rock Leachate Mitigation:
•

Permits should presume that PAG will not be completely separated from NAG, and base
models of waste rock leachate on this presumption.

•

Require liners under the waste rock piles.

•

Require lysimeters and temperature monitors to be placed during waste rock pile
construction.

•

PAG should be processed throughout the mine life and all of it processed at the end of
mine life.

•

PAG should be surrounded with NAG waste rock.

•

Keep PAG rock within the cone of depression.

EPA Response: This assessment does not set permit requirements.
8.96

Sodium Ethyl Xanthate. These comments refer to Sections 8.2.2.5, 8.2.3.2, and 10.3.3.3.
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1. It is presumed that a spill of the ore processing chemical sodium ethyl xanthate will result
in a fish kill, based on toxicity. Toxicity reportedly ranges from 1 μg/L (Australia and
New Zealand, species not noted) to 50 mg/L (rainbow trout). This is a wide difference in
toxicities, suggesting that studies with relevant species and life stages should be
conducted.
2. The toxicity discussion may want to include the mechanism of toxicity or the effect on
aquatic life, for both sodium ethyl xanthate and its breakdown product carbon disulfide.
Also, the reference Hidalgo and Gutz 2001 is not a particularly good one for toxicity;
better references would be the MSDS sheets and Alto, K S Broderius, and LL Smith, Jr.
1977. Toxicity of xanthates to freshwater fish and invertebrates. University of Minnesota.
3. Is it possible that a spill of xanthate would not result in a fish kill if it occurred in winter
onto frozen ground or on top of a frozen stream? Was this assessed?
EPA Response: We consulted Alto et al. (1977), but chose the Hidalgo and Gutz (2001)
report, which is an up-to-date review. We agree that additional toxicity data are
desirable.
8.97

Comments on Water Chemistry During Mine Operation.
6. Tailings pore water during mining operations is presumed to reflect that shown in humidity
cell tests.
This may not be accurate if cyanide is used to remove gold. Cyanide in pore water is
associated with keeping copper and other metals in the dissolved form and susceptible to
increasing the copper concentrations in leachate (and the nitrogen inputs to receiving waters).
The Assessment uses the mean of leachate tests, although these tests showed highly variable
chemistry and used non-standard procedures (e.g., larger particle sizes than standard tests).
EPA Response: Cyanide leaching for gold is considered separately. It would not be
applied to bulk tailings.

8.98

Comments on Water Chemistry During Mine Operation.
7. The discussion on analogous sites (Section 8.2.2.1) where dissolved copper is present and
the combined copper, cadmium, and zinc concentrations affect insects even though
concentrations meet water quality criteria is interesting and relevant.
The South Fork Koktuli is not really a “river” at the headwaters in the area of the deposit, it is
more an assemblage of tiny tributaries moving toward a low point just above Frying Pan
Lake. Some tributaries do have elevated copper, while others do not. 3 Additionally, some of
the elevated metal concentrations occur only during the “first flush” at snowmelt or rains.
And as with the analogous sites, most of the water in rivers draining the Pebble deposit
would see an increase in sulfates and metals even if WWTP effluent met water quality
criteria at the point of discharge.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

8.99

8.2.3.6 Spatial distribution of estimated effects. Under Pebble 0.25 Scenario Routine
Operations, North Fork Koktuli, NK199A should be NK119A.
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EPA Response: Correction made in final assessment.
8.100 Table 8-10. Background concentrations. It would be helpful if the title to this table reflected
that this represents routine operations.
EPA Response: This table reflects current background concentrations, not background
concentrations under routine operations.
J. Bronson (Doc. #5523)
8.101 As part of this, please include the confidence intervals for all of your predictions regarding
water quality and the likelihood of adverse events.
EPA Response: The comment does not specify the sort of confidence intervals desired.
Frequentist intervals are not possible given the unique nature of the potential mining
activity. Subjectivist (i.e., Bayesian) intervals were judged too difficult to defend.
Unknown (Doc. #5539)
8.102 See attached file. I took this picture last summer on the shore of Lake Iliamna between
Newhalen and Igiugig [photo deleted from this document; see original public comment
for photo]. As chapter 8 of this document explains, we do not have a comprehensive
understanding of the way the water moves in this watershed. It seems to be a very delicate
and unique system. More information is needed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
M. Bronson (Doc. #5641)
8.103 Confidence Intervals. Please consider calculating statistical error bounds for many of your
quantitative estimates. For example, provide standard errors (SEs) for mean concentrations of
contaminants listed in the tables of Section 8. I understand that non-normal distributions may
make normalization necessary first. And I understand that small sample sizes will result in
large SEs in some cases. Nevertheless, such error expressions let the reader get a feel for the
sources of variability and make comparisons among estimated means in your tables.
Similarly, show confidence intervals for your estimates of frequencies of occurrence. Your
risk discussions commonly express predictions of low-frequency events (e.g., 4 x 10-2 events
per year). Those predictions are estimates of some index of central tendency based on
sampling among past events. Thus, you could calculate their error bounds and show them as
confidence intervals, for example, even if they are wide or require normalizing the data first.
Your report’s Section 8 does a good job detailing sources of uncertainty. However, it is also
valuable to show upper confidence bounds for risk estimates because it is those “worst case”
likelihoods that are of the most interest to stakeholders.
EPA Response: The mean leachate concentrations in Chapter 8 are based on the
assumption of actual physical mixing of leachates from waste rock samples. Therefore,
the leachates of waste rock samples are not independent estimates of a true value, which
is the statistical assumption behind confidence intervals. The frequency of occurrence of
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dam failures cited in the comment are not based on frequencies. They are design goals,
and thus do not have variances.
8.104 Worst-Case Post-Closure. Add discussions of post-closure worst-case scenarios. Consider
addressing the likelihood that contaminants will exceed water quality standards downstream
of a Pebble development at any time after mine closure. Account for the eventual
deterioration of the post-closure mitigation measures, including dams, their impoundments of
acid generating rock, and acid generating waste rock accumulations, as the monitoring and
maintenance disappear some time after closure.
Your assessment report, page 8-21, says that the report does not model or evaluate water
quality during post-closure because little information on failure rates is available. That
assertion dismisses the literature regarding post-closure metal-mine waste and tailings, and
the deterioration processes for mine impoundments and diversion structures. Furthermore,
Pebble Limited Partnership’s own reports (e.g., Wardrop, 2011: p. 54) provide clear enough
descriptions to let you apply your general understanding of post-closure deterioration and
consequent stream contamination by historical mines to Pebble’s proposed project after
closure.
EPA Response: More might have been done to model a worst-case post-closure
scenario, but we believe the available information is insufficient to model such a case.
Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
8.105 The revised Assessment still suffers from attempts to persuade the reader, using preregulatory, historic information on mines world-wide, to present worst-case information.
Further, the McGrath-area Nixon Fork mine overtopping event, described in Box 8-1, at page
8-20, is still being presented as an example of tailings water release associated with a dam
failure, when the cause was due to operation and maintenance error. The revised Assessment
does not mention that the issue was immediately addressed by mine personnel, inspected by
state and federal regulators, and that no demonstrable damage to surface waters or other
receiving environments has resulted.
EPA Response: The Nixon Fork Mine event is presented as an example of overtopping,
not dam failure. The point is the occurrence, not who responded or what they found.
Alaska Miners Association (Doc. #2910)
8.106 Error #16: not addressed. The lack of design details makes the EPA’s failure analysis
meaningless (2012 TR, pages 21-22). The 2012 AMA Technical Review described why the
lack of design detail made EPA’s 2012 analysis meaningless. It provided examples that
illustrated the problem. EPA’s 2013 draft did not include any further design details (most
likely, because they do not know them, the mine has not been designed). Some designs are
more protective than others. EPA’s 2013 draft ignored this critique.
EPA Response: Design details are not required. For example, if untreated wastewater is
released, the method by which the wastewater should have been treated is irrelevant to
the fact that fish will be adversely impacted. Similarly, if treated effluent meets all
criteria and standards, it does not matter how that result was achieved.
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8.107 Error #17: not addressed. The (lack of) design and the analysis omit prevention and
mitigation strategies (2012 TR, pages, 22 – 23). This error is related to the one above.
AMA’s 2012 analysis provided examples of the type of prevention and mitigation strategies
that would decrease the risk. It also indicated that Alaska mines have strategies which EPA’s
hypothetical mine ignored. EPA’s 2013 draft ignored this critique.
EPA Response: The critique was not ignored. In Chapters 6 through 11, the revised
assessment contains more consideration of mitigation measures than the original draft
assessment. This change was noted by the peer reviewers.
8.108 Error #18: not addressed. The analysis ignores Alaska’s record (2012 TR, page 23). EPA
predicts a very specific incidence of treatment failure. Yet EPA fails to discuss the fact that
Alaska mines do not correspond to their prediction. See also discussion under “Hand picked
data sets” on pages 7 – 8.
EPA Response: The specific treatment failures may not have occurred in Alaska, but
that does not mean they cannot occur. There are currently no mines of this scale in
Alaska.
8.109 Error #19: partially addressed. Assertions about risk are unsupported (2012 TR, page 23 –
24). AMA’s 2012 analysis pointed out many assertions about risk in the 2012 document that
are unsupported. EPA apparently eliminated some of the offending analysis (without
changing the conclusions they contradicted). Some contradictions remain.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but specific contradictions are not identified and thus
cannot be addressed.
8.110 Error #20: partially addressed. The conclusions in the Assessment’s Executive Summary
contradict the conclusions in the body of the Assessment (2012 TR, page 24 – 25). EPA took
out the accurate statements in the 2012 draft that concluded that the incidence of water
treatment failures could be calculated. Instead, they substituted the legacy data from antimining groups described under Error #15, and ignored more geographically relevant,
modern-mine date from Alaska and British Columbia, which would have contradicted the
conclusion. (We note that Appendix J of EPA’s 2013 draft still indicates that failures from
properly constructed waste rock piles are unlikely, a fact that contradicts the analysis in the
body of the Assessment.)
EPA Response: More relevant mine data are not provided or identified in the comment.
Failures of waste rock piles are not part of the scenarios.
8.111 Error #21. A check on conclusions: EPA came to different conclusions for other mine
analyses (2012 TR, page 25). EPA’s 2013 draft failed to answer why the Watershed
Assessment comes to a particular conclusion about water treatment failure, but environmental
impact statements that EPA recently wrote comes to different conclusions on the same issue.
EPA Response: The comment does not identify specific environmental impact
statements that should be considered, so it is not possible for us to address the comment.
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Alaska Community Action on Toxics (Doc. #5541)
8.112 Of course, in the context of a large-scale hard rock mine, waste and water management are of
particular concern. EPA clearly acknowledges: Major failure or accident that resulted in
long-term disruption of salmon habitat and ongoing toxicity to salmon or their food would
significantly affect both subsistence resources and cultural identity. Potential causes of
salmon-mediated effects on Alaska Native cultures would differ across the two watersheds.
(especially in villages near the mine). (12-7).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #6803)
8.113 EPA not only clarified and deepened its discussion of Bristol Bay’s complex hydrology
essential to its productive salmon habitat, it elucidated potential risks from potential failures
during mining and post closure. Even with the most advanced technology for water collection
and treatment, EPA underscores the high probability of failure and that failure could result in
the release of untreated leachates for hours to months. And that in perpetuity, water collection
and treatment failures post-closure could lead to indefinite release of leachates into Bristol
Bay’s waters, impacting Bristol Bay’s rivers and salmon habitat for generations, if not
permanently.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
North Coast Rivers Alliance (Doc. #5061)
8.114 Third, the Assessment understates the risks of mining by failing to consider the potential for
and effects of foreseeable discharges of mining waste to waters of the United States due to
operator error, equipment malfunction, severe weather, earthquakes and other natural and
manmade hazards and accidents. Consequently, the Assessment fails to address the virtual
certainty that the Pebble Mine will cause large scale and irreversible discharges into Bristol
Bay and its tributary watersheds of the many harmful pollutants that are associated with
large-scale mining and the related developments it will induce.
EPA Response: The assessment does, in fact, consider the potential for and effects of
discharges of mining wastes to waters of the U.S.
Kachemak Resource Institute (Doc. #9123)
8.115 Contingency planning based on risk assessments is inherently a work of fiction. The risk
assessment in the present draft is, at best, nebulous. The worst risk cases arising from the
variety of possible system failures in large mine infrastructure, would include the sum of all
systems failures from water collection and waste water treatment; pipeline failures; tailings
dam catastrophic failures; road, bridge and culvert failures; and the cumulative effects of
failure events through time-immemorial-reversed to time forward in perpetuity.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
8.116 P. 8-28: Why was DOC for BLM set at 1 when that is below the average for all three
tributary streams?
EPA Response: The comment confuses DOC levels in streams that were used to
determine safe levels in streams and DOC levels in leachate that were used to screen
leachate constituents for potential toxicity.
8.117 P. 8-29: It is unclear whether the 20% inhibitory concentration of copper accounts for
research indicating olfaction is inhibited at 2-10 parts per billion.
EPA Response: It was set based on the latest research from NOAA, but was adjusted
for water chemistry.
8.118 P. 8-31: “On the other hand, copper concentrations are naturally elevated in the highest
reaches of the South Fork Koktuli River so biota in those reaches may be somewhat resistant
to copper additions.”
I am not aware of data to substantiate this statement. Either citation/s should be provided or it
should be omitted.
EPA Response: There are no specific data, but acclimation is a common phenomenon.
Hence, the cautious statement is justified.
Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5784)
8.119 Before discussing other geochemical or geotechnical processes involved with the operation
of the Pebble Mine, it is useful to discuss the nature of the water resources in the Bristol Bay
watershed, especially as they refer to salmon spawning habitat and the survival of juvenile
salmon. Chemically, the waters in the two watersheds under consideration in this study are
very low in dissolved inorganic substances and natural organic matter. Concentrations of
sodium, potassium and calcium ions are very low. Except near some mineral-rich zones,
concentrations of metals such as zinc, copper and lead are also very low, as are
concentrations of plant nutrient ions such as nitrate and phosphate. The waters are neither
acidic nor basic and have pH values very close to neutral (7.0). In other words, the waters are
quite pure. All of this is near ideal for salmon spawning and the survival of juvenile salmon.
In addition, the temperature of the waters of the rivers and streams of these watersheds is
maintained at a fairly constant level due to the influx of groundwater directly into the gravel
beds that support salmon spawning. (See below).
These water characteristics have proven to be well suited for the maintenance of a large and
sustainable population of especially sockeye, but also chinook, chum and coho salmon. It
also supports significant populations of other salmonid and trout species in the two
watersheds. However, there is a down side to these characteristics in terms of the potential
effects of the introduction of potentially toxic metals into the watersheds. When a dissolved
metal ion enters a water body, it can exist in a variety of forms depending on the nature of the
water body. Certain water components can react with the metal ions to form “complexes”,
which are chemically bound species composed of the metal ion and other water constituents.
For example, natural organic substances in water form strong complexes with copper, zinc
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and other potentially toxic metal ions. Other components such as bicarbonate ions, hydroxide
ions, and chloride ions can also form such complexes.
Why is this relevant? Interestingly, these complexed forms of copper and other potentially
toxic metal ions are not toxic in this form! This is because the metal ions are bound to other
components in the water, they cannot be absorbed in the fish gills. So, copper added to many
water bodies is immediately rendered non-toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms by the
formation of these complexes. It is primarily the free, un-complexed metal ions in water that
are toxic. Importantly, in the waters in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds, these
complex-forming substances are present in extremely low concentrations, causing almost all
added copper or other metal ions to exist in their most toxic forms.
In considerations of the effects of the proposed Pebble Mine, copper toxicity is of critical
concern. Other toxic metals such as cadmium, cobalt, lead, nickel may be present in water
generated through mining activities at the Pebble Mine, but copper is by far the most
abundant and also among the most toxic to salmonids. The effects of added copper on fish
can occur at many levels. Copper at levels much lower than those necessary to actually kill
fish (non-lethal concentrations) can have negative effects on spawning success. One of these
is avoidance….fish avoid waters containing toxic metals at concentrations much lower than
necessary for mortality. Such low concentrations can also affect the life.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.
8.120 Groundwater (water coming up through gravel or porous streambed below the land surface)
input into rivers, streams and lakes of the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds is also critical
for successful salmonid spawning. Portions of the Nushagak–Bristol Bay Lowland and
Nushagak–Big River Hills areas, including the Pebble deposit area, contain coarse-textured
glacial rocks with abundant, high-permeability gravels and extensive connection between
surface waters and groundwater. Abundant wetlands and small ponds also contribute greatly
to groundwater recharge. This strong connection between groundwater and surface waters
helps to moderate water temperatures and streamflows. For example, groundwater
contributions that maintain water temperatures above 0oC are critical for maintaining winter
habitat in streams that might otherwise freeze.
This means that any process that alters the balance of surface water and groundwater inputs
into these aquatic systems is likely to adversely influence the suitability of these waters for
successful spawning, especially if the influx of groundwater is substantially reduced.
Groundwater is of a relatively uniform temperature and groundwater flow helps prevent large
water temperature changes as the seasons and water flows change. In the spawning gravels,
groundwater moves up from beneath the gravels and maintains flowing, constant temperature
water in the spawning beds. This feature of the region, among others, provides ideal
spawning habitat. In fact, in Lake Iliamna, sockeye salmon spawn only in areas where
groundwater percolates up through the gravel beds, maintaining a constant flow of pure,
oxygenated water at a constant temperature.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.
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National Mining Association (Doc. #5557)
8.121 EPA states in the draft assessment that the mine scenarios “would operate under a permit that
would require meeting all national criteria and Alaskan standards,” and that “the Alaskan
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System wastewater discharge permit for a mine would
include requirements that all other potentially toxic contaminants be kept below
concentrations equivalent to national chronic criteria.” However, based in part on the
Earthworks report, EPA nonetheless assumes that there will be leakage and discharges that
will cause substantial impacts to aquatic life in miles and miles of streams. Likewise, EPA
makes assertions such as “copper standards and criteria are based on conventional test
endpoints of survival, growth, and reproduction. However, research has shown that the
olfactory sensitivity of salmon is diminished at copper concentrations lower than those that
reduce conventional endpoints in salmon.”
Such assertions amount to the second-guessing of EPA-approved water quality standards, and
it is extremely inappropriate for EPA to imply in a draft watershed assessment that state and
federal water quality standards are not protective of aquatic life. There are specific regulatory
processes – many of which are mentioned by EPA in the assessment – designed to develop
water quality requirements. It is improper for EPA to claim that mines meeting those legally
developed standards may nevertheless cause unacceptable harm to water quality. Such
actions call into further question the validity and scientific soundness of the assessment.
EPA Response: This assessment is based on the best available science. The EPAapproved Alaska standard for copper is based on the old hardness-normalized National
Ambient Water Quality Criterion, which has been superseded by the new BLM-based
criterion indicating that EPA has already “second guessed” the current Alaska
standard. Even the new criterion may not be fully protective, as discussed in the
assessment.
8.122 Even more importantly, several of EPA’s own peer reviewers call into question the scientific
soundness of EPA’s use of the Earthworks report in the draft assessment. One peer reviewer
stated that he found “the report, by its nature, to be very biased,” and criticized that “such
reports…attempt to paint the world as either black or white” and “come across as one-sided
because they are.” That reviewer noted that “most of the report is based on guilt by
association.” Another peer reviewer pointed out that “an innocent reader might conclude that
safe copper porphyry mining operations are not possible” when that is “not the case.”
Three of the four peer reviewers also criticized reliance on the report due to its references to
older operations and failure to contain important information necessary to meaningfully
apply any of its conclusions to the scenarios in the draft assessment. For example, one peer
reviewer noted that “most of the mines considered are quite old facilities with operations
often initiating in the 1880s,” that “the report presents some issues…related to facilities that
were designed and constructed before modern environmental regulation, and thus have
limited relevance to modern operations,” and that “the type of ore processing of the mines
evaluated…are different from that proposed in the EPA assessment.” That reviewer found
that “the implied conclusion that similar or worse accidents and failures will occur at all
mines and that accordingly impacts could be severe, is not well supported” and that “the
legacy of past operations, age of the infrastructure and type of processing for each mine
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presented make extrapolation of presented results to other projects difficult. In addition, a
release does not always result in environmental impact.” Another reviewer pointed out that
“incidents are not classified… [and] the authors do not take into account that the mining
business is in constant change and each incident results in improvements in engineering
technology and in many cases modifications of legislation.” He concluded that “just listing
failures might result in a bias of the reader, assuming that those incidents never could be
avoided,” that “this is not the case as many incidents are only of minor importance and
modern day mining has more stringent requirements than the older mines investigated,” and
that “I cannot recommend using [the summary of the report] as a support of the EIS
permitting process.” Yet another stated that “causes of the problems are unstated and…in a
few cases, clear examples of successful mitigation and avoidance…are reported as if they
were failures.” Even the peer reviewer most supportive of EPA’s use of the report stated that
“the weakness of the report is that there is not an analysis of the events that could be
consider[ed] accidents and those that could be produced by chronic failures, such as bad
design…there is no insight into the causes for the failures.”
EPA Response: Although the reviewers noted an apparent bias in data interpretation in
the Earthworks (2012) report, the data themselves were not found to be biased. Only
the report’s data, and not its interpretations or conclusions, were used in the
assessment. The conclusions criticized in the quotations cited in the comment do not
appear in any draft of the assessment. As explained in the assessment, we cannot
assume that failures that have occurred in the past are now impossible. It would be
irresponsible to ignore the empirical evidence, given the ongoing history of accidents
and failures in modern technologies.
Naknek Family Fisheries et al. (Doc. #2823)
8.123 Studies on runoff originating from copper from brake pads on roads in Oregon indicate that
salmon are extremely susceptible to minute quantities of copper. Because this is a copper
mine being proposed, this should be a huge red flag to the EPA that this is an unsustainable
project that will result in depletion of our salmon resources for future generations.
EPA Response: We are aware of those studies and the assessment is consistent with
their findings.
C. Borbridge (Doc. #5066)
8.124 I would like more information on the effects of pollutants such as heavy metals and mining
related chemicals. I appreciate the information already provided on the effects of copper and
various mining activity on the mortality of salmon, but more is needed. In areas with salmon
producing waters outside of Alaska industrialization has a wide impact. One of the prominent
impacts is a measurable increase in presence of pollutants in the salmon such as mercury.
There are two main impacts of mining related pollutants: the impacts from fewer fish and the
impacts from the surviving fish having increased levels of pollutants. Both impacts need to
be addressed.
EPA Response: The mines are not expected to be sources of mercury or other
significantly bioaccumulative chemicals. The possibility of copper and selenium
bioaccumulation and the risks that they might pose to salmon consumers are addressed
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in Section 12.1. Copper could occur at high concentrations but is minimally
accumulated and has relatively low toxicity to mammals and birds. Selenium does
significantly bioaccumulate and is highly toxic to birds, but occurs at low levels in test
leachates from Pebble materials.
C. Mebane (Doc. #2927)
8.125 p. 8-28, regarding copper toxicity modeling using the biotic ligand model, the statement “For
the leachates, dissolved organic carbon was set to 1 mg/L (the lowest level accepted by the
model)” is not quite correct. In my experience, the model will accept any non-zero value for
DOC, and for leachates, I would expect organic sources would be low and DOC values less
than 1 mg/L could occur.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 8.49.
8.126 p 8-28, the following statement is probably correctly cited but the reference cited seems to
have no original data, and is not particularly authoritative: “Rainbow trout is a standard test
species that is at least as sensitive to copper as Chinook and coho salmon, brook trout, and
brown trout in acute tests (CH2M Hill and The Clark Fork and Blackfoot, LLC 2004).”
Suggest revising it to “Rainbow trout is a standard test species that is likely at least as
sensitive to copper as Chinook and coho salmon (Chapman 1975, 1978)” (I don’t think brook
trout and brown trout occur in, or are of particular interest in the assessment area).
EPA Response: This change has been made in the final assessment.
8.127 p 8-28, Table 8-13 These extrapolations of potential effects of copper to rainbow trout, which
are assumed to be equivalent to salmon, have been extrapolated quite a ways and may not be
either reliable or conservative. The root problem may be that they started with the species
mean acute values (SMAV) for rainbow trout, which may not have necessarily reflected the
most sensitive life stage. Copper (and other metals) and salmonids seem to have a sizesensitivity relationship within the juvenile stages which can relate to bias and lack of
conservatism. See Chapman (Chapman 1975, 1978) and USEPA (2001) dealt with this issue
in detail on the Clark Fork Montana ecological risk assessment (their appendix A2).
EPA Response: The extrapolation is acknowledged in the assessment. Rainbow trout
are an endpoint species, as well as a surrogate for Pacific salmon species.
8.128 I suggest deleting Table 8-13, and simply replacing it with the result of Chapman’s chronic
test with Chinook salmon under conditions of low hardness and low organic carbon (an EC20
RIȝJ/IRUELRPDVVDERXWPJ/KDUGQHVVDQGPJ/'2& 86(PA 2007, table 2))
that seem particularly relevant to water quality in the assessment area. This test has been
reviewed and considered reliable in USEPA’s (2007) updated copper criteria (their table 2).
Because to my knowledge, this is the only chronic toxicity test ever conducted with Chinook
salmon and metals, and because it’s original “publication” is inconvenient and difficult to
locate (Chapman 1975, 1982), we included a table with Chapman’s complete results in my
subsequent analyses of his data (Mebane and Arthaud 2010). We also analyze a rainbow trout
chronic test with copper conducted in low hardness and low organic carbon test waters (25
mg/L hardness, DOC not reported but assumed <1 mg/l), and found almost identical
responses, which supports the point about rainbow trout being a reasonable surrogate.
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EPA Response: Table 8-13 is retained in the final assessment, but Chapman’s results as
reanalyzed by Mebane and Arthaud (2010) have been added to the text.
8.129 p 8-28, I do concur with the statement that “however, research has shown that the olfactory
sensitivity of salmon is diminished at copper concentrations lower than those that reduce
conventional endpoints in salmon (Hecht et al 2007).” However, one point of our Hecht et al
review was that “conventional” growth endpoints may be more sensitive than commonly
realized. In part, this is because results have sometimes been interpreted from rote “standard”
statistical tests such as EC20s or the “MATC”. At least for length reductions, the toxicity test
measurement endpoint most readily related to survival in field studies, fish seldom reach 20%
reduction before dying, and thus the endpoint could receive a misleading “greater than” value
in compilations.
EPA Response: We acknowledge that the diminution of sensory acuity occurs at
approximately the same concentration of copper as conventional chronic toxicity to
early life stages. However, olfactory avoidance occurs at significantly lower
concentrations.
8.130 In Mebane and Arthaud (2010), we extrapolated subtle growth reductions that had been
shown in chronic laboratory toxicity tests with Chinook salmon to reduce juvenile migratory
survival (which was size-dependent), and further extrapolated the reduced migratory survival
to population level changes. It’s all somewhat theoretical mathematical ecology, and the
system we used for the life histories of Chinook salmon, the Salmon/Snake/Columbia River
basin, might not be directly germane to the Bristol Bay watersheds. However, reduced
growth is a common finding in long-term exposures of fish with copper, and some mention of
the potential biological consequences of reduced growth in fish exposed to only slightly
elevated copper concentrations might be considered.
EPA Response: These findings are included in the final assessment.
8.131 p 8-28 or 8-29: Another potential effect of low level enrichment of copper is delayed and
reduced downstream migration in juvenile salmon. Lorz and McPherson (1977) found
concentration-dependent reductions in downstream migration of yearling coho salmon
following 6 days of exposuUHWRFRSSHUDWWRȝJ/LQORZKDUGQHVVORZ'2&WHVWZDWHUV
in coastal Oregon. Although these studies seem forgotten in the metals-ecotoxicological
literature, Lorz and McPherson repeated numerous experiments with various metals. We
attempted to summarize and synthesize these on p. 28 and figure A-1 of our Hecht et al
(2007) synopsis.
EPA Response: These findings are included in the final assessment.
8.132 p. 8-29, regarding dietary exposure to copper: I think the following statement is inaccurate
and out of date (emphasis added): “Studies of the tailings-contaminated Clark Fork River in
Montana and the Coeur d’Alene River in Idaho have shown that macroinvertebrates can
accumulate metals at levels that result in toxicity to fish that consume them (Farag et al.
1994, Woodward et al. 1994, Woodward et al. 1995, Farag et al. 1999).” It’s true that these
studies showed accumulation and toxicity was correlated with copper. However, in this case
correlation was not causation as shown by later studies have demonstrated that the toxicity
observed in those studies cited was likely from co-occurring arsenic, and could not be
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attributed to copper (Hansen et al. 2004; Erickson et al. 2010). This may not change the point
of the assessment, since arsenic and copper commonly co-occur together (I didn’t try to wade
through the rest of the assessment to see if that was expected to be the case in Bristol Bay),
but no need to continue repeating the early reports implicating copper caused the toxicity in
the mentioned dietary studies, without mentioning the latter studies pinning the effects on
arsenic.
EPA Response: This information has been added to the final assessment.
8.133 p8-31 Suggest changing the statement on sensitivity of mayflies as follows, “However, the
copper criteria do not include any chronic data for Ephemeroptera in the sensitivity
distribution (USEPA 2007)” [Note: edits as shown are intentional and are from original
document]: As worded, simply including an Ephemeroptera in the acute SSD for copper
probably wouldn’t do much because most of the acute test data with copper (and other
metals) have produced environmentally exorbitant LC50s that may have little to with true
environmental sensitivities of Ephemeroptera to copper (Brix et al. 2011). The problem
seems to be inadequate test methods, and those of us who have tested mayflies by collecting
late instars in the field and dropping them in an aquarium for a few days of water only
exposures are doubtfully reflecting their true vulnerabilities to metals (e.g., Mebane et al.
2012).
EPA Response: These changes were not made, as the statement was correct as written.
The point drawn from Brix et al. (2011) is included in the final assessment.
8.134 p. 8-32, Cadmium: The assessment cites some preliminary toxicity values from tests I was
involved with, that my co-authors and I have recently updated and corrected. The various
tests cited as WE (2002) have been reviewed, corrected and published in the open literature
as Mebane et al. (2012) for the acute tests, and Mebane et al. (2008) for the chronic tests. I
regret this inconvenience, but think the corrections would be helpful to readers. For
consistency with the existing text, I provide “chronic values” which I presume are geometric
means of NOECs and LOECs. Awhile this statistical endpoint has been severely criticized in
some literature, I presume it was used because alternatives were not available for some data.
The following inset is my suggested rewrite changing citations and values, but otherwise
keeping the substance. [Note comments in original letter provided in Track Changes and are
reproduced here.]
A series of Rrainbow trout acute median lethal concentration (LC50) values for cadmium
from tests conducted over a range of hardnesses of 7 to 32 mg/L ranged from 0.34 to 1.3
ȝJ/ Mebane 2010; Mebane et al. 2012). An A 53-day early life-stage test of rainbow trout
at 21 mg/L hardness gave a chronic value for survival and growth of 0.36 88 ȝJ/EXWit had
quality control issues (WE 2002). this test was interrupted prior to its intended 60-day
exposure (Mebane et al. 2008). A later test without those issues, but without reported
hardnesat 29 mg/L hardness, gave a higher rainbow trout chronic value of 1.5ȝJ/ 0HEDQH
et al. 2008). Acute tests with mayflies, caddisflies, and stoneflies all gave values that were
much higher than the trout values (Mebane et al. 2012). The tests by Windward
Environmental (WE 2002) Mebane et al (2008; 2012) were conducted for the State of Idaho
to support the derivation of site-specific criteria for the Coeur d’Alene River. BLM-derived
acute vDOXHVIRU&HULRGDSKQLDGXELDZHUHWRȝJ/IRUWKHWKUHHVWUHDPVGUDLQLQJWKH
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mine scenario footprints, calculated using the HydroQual (2007) version of the cadmium
BLM. This is consistent with the relative insensitivity of invertebrates to acute lethality.
Although these tests and other tests in the literature show fish to be more sensitive to
cadmium than invertebrates in acute exposures, in chronic exposures invertebrates were more
sensitive (Mebane 2010). In particular, mortality of the amphipod Hyalella azteca increased
DWȝJ/FDGPLXPDWUHOHYDQWKDUGQHVV (17 mg/L) (Mebane 2010).
EPA Response: These corrections have been incorporated into the final assessment.
8.135 p. 8-33, Cobalt. Environment Canada (2013) just released a Federal Water Quality Guideline
of 2.5 ȝJ/ for cobalt for toxicity to freshwater organisms. They wrote “The 5th percentile of
ȝJ/FDOFXODWHGIURPWKH66'LVVHOHFWHGDVWKHSUHGLFWHGQR-effect concentration (PNEC)
and the Federal Water Quality Guideline for toxicity to freshwater organisms. The guideline
represents the concentration below which one would expect either no, or only a low
likelihood of adverse effects on aquatic life.”
EPA Response: These findings are included in the final assessment.
8.136 p 8-33, Lead. Same as with cadmium, my co-authors and I have completely reviewed the
analytical chemistry, LC50 calculations, and chronic analyses that were previously
summarized in Windward Environmental (2002). Correcting the values with our peer
reviewed, open publications, but otherwise retaining the text, I suggest the following
language [Note comments in original letter provided in Track Changes and are reproduced
here.]:
In comparison, a rainbow trout test at hardness similar to the South and North Fork Koktuli
Rivers (20 mg/L) resulted in an LC50 of ȝJ/, and the closely related cutthroat trout
SURGXFHGDQ/&DVORZDVȝJ/LQKDUGQHVVPJ/ZDWHU (WE 2002Mebane et al.
2012). Tests at similar hardness levels for mayflies, caddisflies, stoneflies, and chironomid
midges gave higher LC50s (429 WRJUHDWHUWKDQȝJ/  WE 2002)(Mebane et al.
2012). This indicates that an endpoint with fish species is more sensitive to lead than aquatic
insect larvae, which is consistent with BLM-GHULYHGDFXWHYDOXHVRIWRȝJ/IRU
Daphnia magna. Chronic tests gave values for reduced rainbow trout weight and length of
DQGȝJ/DWDQG26 29 mg/L hardness and for the midge Chironomus tentans of
ȝJ/DWPJ/KDUGQHVV WE 2002)(Mebane et al. 2008). Note that we use tests
performed for the State of Idaho (WE 2002Mebane et al. 2008; 2012) for cadmium, lead, and
zinc, because they are high-quality tests that use species and water chemistries relevant to the
Bristol Bay environment.
EPA Response: These corrections have been incorporated into the final assessment.
8.137 p. 8-34, Zinc: Same story as with cadmium and lead. Suggest the following corrections and
updates from our data [Note comments in original letter provided in Track Changes and are
reproduced here.]:
Zinc, like copper, is a divalent metal and trace nutrient that is a common aquatic toxicant.
The national criteria and state standard are based on water hardness (USEPA 1987), but a
BLM is available that provides more accurate predictions of acute toxicity, at least for some
test species (DeForest and Van Genderen 2012). The BLM-based LC50 estimates for
UDLQERZWURXWLQWKH6RXWKDQG1RUWK)RUN.RNWXOL5LYHUVDUHDQGȝJ/UHVSHFWLYHO\
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calculated using the HydroQual (2007) version of a zinc BLM. In comparison, a series of 17
rainbow trout tests at similar hardnesses ranging from 7 to 71 mg/L ranged from 20 to 289
ȝJ/ PJ/ UHVXOWHGLQDQ/&RIȝJ/ :( (Mebane et al. 2012). Acute tests
at 14 mg/L hardness for two mayfly species and a caddisfly species resulted in values greater
WKDQȝJ/DQGDVWRQHIO\VSHFLHVWHVWUHVXOWHGLQYDOXHVJUHDWHUWKDQȝJ/ WE
2002)Mebane et al. 2012). These results suggest that an endpoint for fish species is
considerably more sensitive to zinc than relevant stream invertebrates in acute exposures.
BLM-GHULYHGDFXWHYDOXHVIRU'DSKQLDPDJQDZHUHWRȝJ/IRUWKHWKUHHUHFHLYLQJ
streams, calculated using the HydroQual (2007) version of a zinc BLM, which is consistent
with the relative acute insensitivity for invertebrates. The chronic value (as an EC20, a
concentration causing 20% reduction in survival) from a 69-day, early-life-stage test of
rainbow trout in 21 mg/L hardness water was 15 147 ȝJ/ USEPA 1986, Eisler 2000, WE
2002Mebane et al. 2012).
(It’s not clear that the USEPA 1986 or Eisler citations referred to anything in this paragraph.
DeForest and Van Genderen Zn BLM is mentioned, but I am assuming the BLM actually
used was the HydroQual version? They aren’t the same and produce quite different values.
Whichever one was used, it should be specified.)
EPA Response: These corrections have been incorporated into the final assessment.
H. Neumann (Doc. #0238)
8.138 The literature shows that copper concentrations in water measured in levels as low as
micrograms per liter (?[μ]g/liter) / parts per billion (PPB) adversely effects all species of
salmonids, including those found in Bristol Bay waters and watersheds. These adverse effects
range from the acutely toxic, to impairment of reproduction processes, to causing the fish to
avoid contact with polluted waters. (Baldwin, et al., 2003; Finlayson & Verruea, 1982;
Stevens, 1977).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
K. Nelson (Doc. #3458)
8.139 In WA state, storm water permits now specify a benchmark for copper that is more stringent
than most states because the science has traced copper as a significant threat to salmonid
species in the Puget Sound. Will a similarly protective standard be considered for the Pebble
Mine?
EPA Response: The benchmark used in the assessment is believed to be protective of
salmonids and is based on the same science as is used in Washington.

Chapter 9:

Tailings Dam Failure

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5535)
9.1

The Assessment describes two dam failure scenarios – a partially full dam and a completely
full dam. The completely full dam scenario assumes that the TSF is completely full to the
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crest of the dam. This condition would violate the mine’s permit: dams are required to
maintain a safe level of freeboard.
EPA Response: Permits notwithstanding, dams, including at least one tailings dam in
Alaska, have overflowed. Issuance of a permit does not guarantee compliance with
permit terms, and permit terms are not always protective to the degree needed to
prevent adverse effects.
9.2

The data sets used to assess tailings dam and pipeline failures are not representative of the
state-of-the-practice design, monitoring and regulatory oversight that will be used for a mine
project. Throughout the document, the EPA presumes a level of environmental performance
by the mining industry that is long outdated and would violate current State of Alaska and
federal laws.
EPA Response: The history of tailings dam failures is used to estimate an upper bound
on the probability of failure. The assessment states that a dam designed, constructed,
operated, and monitored to higher standards would be expected to have a lower
probability of failure, and lower estimates are provided. Pipeline failure rates are based
on the best available evidence.

9.3

Original Draft Location: Page 6.45: Report Section Identification: 6.5
Original Comment: Only ten lines are dedicated in the text to detailing the effects on wildlife
following a failure. This alone should illustrate the lack of data and correct analysis. There
are no scenarios for the size of the “projected failure”, nor the timing of such failure. Current
mining methods and practices have greatly reduced the potential of said failures. The
magnitude of said failure would greatly influence an impact analysis on wildlife.
Additionally, the conceptual models and the endpoint of such models have not adequately
taken into account the diverse habitat range of higher order predators, and a failure that might
result in an impact to one stream, may have no significant impact on species who can forage
from within a very large home range. Further, the authors state “all terrestrial wildlife in the
Bristol Bay watershed depend upon the enhanced aquatic and terrestrial production provided
by the marine nutrients that are brought into the watershed by returning and spawning
salmon.” This a very large, un referenced, un substantiated statement intended to lead the
reader to think that if any of the salmon carried nutrients were to be blocked in anyway from
reaching these upper streams, then all terrestrial wildlife would be impacted.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Scenarios for the size of the
projected failure and expanded text are added but the comment was not addressed. The
assessment of wildlife effects is therefore incomplete.
EPA Response: The timing of failures is not specified because failures, by their nature,
are not scheduled. We agree that the magnitude of any failure would influence the
magnitude of wildlife impacts. As detailed in Chapter 2, the assessment only considers
salmon-mediated effects on wildlife, but we recognize that failures would also result in
direct effects. The importance of marine nutrients is a well known phenomenon and is
described in multiple parts of the assessment (e.g., Chapter 5, Chapter 7, Appendix A).
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The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
9.4

Original Draft Location: Page 4.17: Report Section Identification: 4.3 Mine Failure Scenario
Original Comment: The No Failure impact and effects scenario is likely overly conservative.
Full containment and failure-free mining are not likely mine scenarios. Also, combining
cumulative risks from the Failure scenario is not likely either. The risk analysis method used
in the assessment describes the conceptual model framework identifying an envelope of
potential risks, but does not quantify the risks to any degree of certainty. The risk assessment
should seek to evaluate risks (and quantify where feasible) and identify the mostly likely
mine development and failure scenarios to understand likely impacts, while stating the range
of knowable risks.
Recommended Change: Risk should be quantified, and estimated, where feasible (i.e., mine
site footprint impacts, hydrologic impacts, dam failure) on elements of the study where this is
feasible, and for items where calculation of risks and effects are unfeasible, scale of risk
should be assigned (i.e., high probability and small area or low impact). A probabilistic risk
based analysis of a likely mine operation and failure scenario would reduce uncertainties
leading to underestimates and overestimates of stated risks and impacts.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Chapter 9, “Tailing Dam
Failure” has an expanded treatment of the probability of tailing dam failures, and discussion
of uncertainties, but does not include evidence of the suggested probabilistic risk analysis. In
addition, in the absence of a specific mine profile to evaluate, this section still basically
presents a catastrophic failure of the largest Tailing Storage Facility in order to determine the
number of miles of stream that could be impacted. As such, the complete intent of the
recommended changes has not been met and the document does not adequately assess the
risk of failure nor the risk of consequences of a failure.
EPA Response: The probability of a tailings dam failure was quantified and the
consequences have been estimated to the extent possible.

9.5

Original Draft Location: Page 4.4: Section 4.4.2, paragraph 1
Original Comment: The international examples of failures are likely not relevant given the
differences between US standards and standards in the cited countries.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: These examples are still
included in the discussion provided in text box 9-1. Comparison to international mines that
may or may not have been constructed to current US standards with current US mitigation
requirements is inappropriate and should be removed from the document. These comparisons
imply effects that are greater than would likely occur under current US construction, design,
and mitigation standards.
EPA Response: The preamble to the examples of tailings dam failure indicates that
design, construction and operation methods are expected to differ. However, we would
be remiss if we published a risk assessment that did not acknowledge that tailings dams
have failed and did not describe potential consequences.
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Original Draft Location: Page 4.41, Box 4-4: Aurul S.A. Mine, Baia Mare, Romania, 2000.
A 5-km-long, 7-m-high embankment on flat land enclosed a tailings impoundment containing
a slurry with high concentrations of cyanide and heavy metals. Heavy rains and a sudden
thaw caused overtopping of the embankment, cut a 20- to 25-m breach, and released 100,000
m3 of contaminated water into the Somes and Tisza Rivers. Flow continued into the Danube
River and eventually reached the Black Sea. The contamination caused an extensive fishkill
and the destruction of aquatic species over 1,900 km of the river system (ICOLD 2001).
Original Comment: This is an example of poor operation and inadequate regulations for an
operation in Romania. The failure resulted from overtopping which caused rapid erosion and
failure of an erodible cyclone sand tailings dam. Is EPA implying that the USA standards,
regulations and enforcement protocols are comparable to the Romanian ‘standards’?
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The Baia Mare example is still
included in Box 9-1 “Examples of Historical Tailings Dam Failures.” The failure was
attributable to poor choices of dam materials, improper consideration of maximum
precipitation events in the facility design, and the results of an actual maximum precipitation
event. It is difficult to find any comparability between Baia Mare and any potential rockfill
tailings facility constructed in this watershed and subject to State of Alaska permitting
requirements.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.5. Box 4-4 (Box 9-1 in the revised
assessment) lists failures that have occurred by a variety of mechanisms. We do not
contend that a dam failure at the Pebble site would occur by the same mechanism as
any particular past failure.

9.7

Original Draft Location: Page 4.41, Box 4-4: References to “dam failure” in EPA document:
186 times (including headings, figures, and appendices)
Original Comment: The report places heavy influence on dam failure, and illustrates, that at a
minimum, there is a fundamental anti development bias The EPA study relies heavily on the
premise that ‘it is not a matter of IF but WHEN tailings dam failure will occur’. They attempt
to justify this premise by repeatedly asserting that failure ‘could’ occur and by quoting
several technical papers out of context.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: While the text acknowledges
that there is no examples of large dam failure, the consequences of such a failure are still
presented in the assessment. The assessment needs to incorporate standard risk assessment
procedures to characterize the overall risk to the environment.
EPA Response: The assessment accurately describes the history of dam failures and the
current state of knowledge. The comment misquotes the assessment, as the “if but
when” statement does not appear in the assessment.

9.8

Original Draft Location: Page 6.29, Section 6.1.6
Original Comment: Comment: A catastrophic TSF dam failure would seem to be the most
significant impact to the environment. However, given the lack of definition of the
probability and likely actual size of a potential spill under the hypothetical mine scenario, the
conclusions stated in this section are likely overstated.
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Recommended Change: Some understanding of the assumptions should be summarized here
in summary form to give readers. The text should reflect that under the hypothetical
assumptions it seems the described result would occur but under different conditions, a
different level of impact would occur.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No estimation of the
probability of occurrence has been incorporated into this text as it is currently presented in
the second external review draft. The comment stands.
EPA Response: We agree that if assumptions were different the results would be
different, but a spill of only 20% of the volume is not an overstatement. The probability
of failure is estimated as a range, which is reasonable given the lack of experience with
such large earthen dams, particularly in the sub-arctic. The assumptions are clearly
identified in Chapter 9 of the assessment.
9.9

Original Draft Location: Page 4.41, Box 4-4: Tennessee Valley Authority Kingston Fossil
Plant, Roane County, Tennessee, 2008. After receiving nearly 20 cm of rain in less than 4
weeks, an engineered 18-m-high earthen embankment of a 34-ha storage impoundment
failed, producing a 14-m-high surge wave and releasing 4.1 million m3 of coal fly ash slurry.
The release covered over 121 ha with slurry containing arsenic, cobalt, iron, and thallium.
Over 2.7 million m3 of coal ash and sediment were dredged from the Emory River to prevent
further downstream contamination (AECOM 2009).
Original Comment: Perhaps the intent of this example is to demonstrate that tailings dam
failures can also happen in the USA? However the failure of this earthen (fly ash) upstream
construction dam that was founded on silt and clay is not comparable to Pebble. The failure
was attributed to the foundation, construction rate, construction material and placement
method (lack of compaction).
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The Tennessee Valley
Authority Kingston Fossil Plant example is still included in Box 9-1 “Examples of Historical
Tailings Dam Failures.” As the reviewer notes, this example is not comparable to the type of
tailings facility that would be required for a mining project in this watershed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.6.

9.10

Original Draft Location: Page 4.46, Section 4.4.2.2: Silva et al. (2008) reported on over 75
earth dams, tailings dams, natural and cut slopes, and some earth retaining structures to
illustrate the relationship between the annual probability of slope failure in earth structures
and factors of safety. They grouped projects into four categories based on the level of
engineering applied to the design, site investigation, materials testing, analysis, construction
control, operation, and monitoring of each project.
•

Category I: Facilities designed, built, and operated with state-of-the-practice engineering.
Generally these facilities are constructed to higher standards because they have high
failure consequences.

•

Category II: Facilities designed, built, and operated using standard engineering practice.
Many ordinary facilities fall into this category.
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Original Comment: Silva paper is for earthfill slopes/dams, information is based on 40 years
of case studies, engineering practices have changed. EPA seem to base their comments on a
hypothetical dam that has been designed to probably fail. They erroneously assume that this
could be permitted and allowed to proceed into construction and operation. [T]hey then
suggest that this would relate to ‘any’ dam at Pebble. The Silva paper also defines the
category 1 or 2 facilities design criteria more clearly, from which Pebble would be category
1. The annual failure probability of an earthfill slope for a factor of safety of 1.5 (which is the
minimum) is 1 in 1,000,000 (i.e., this is implied to be negligible by Silva et al). It is worth
noting that it could be argued that the Pebble dams could be designed to a higher factor of
safety and thus an even lower probability of failure – if 1 in a million is presented as being
negligible how much more negligible should the designs be based on. The Alaska Dam
Safety program defines these requirements for any dam developments in the State – does the
EPA trump this State regulatory process?
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: (Silva et al. 2008) is still used
as the part of the failure assessment in Chapter 9. The assessment assumes that the
probability of mine failure is similar to that of historical mines constructed to outdated
standards. As a result, the assessment overstate likely impacts.
EPA Response: The tailings dam scenario is not “designed to fail,” as is demonstrated
by the very low estimated probability of failure. The comment presents no evidence that
tailings dam failure probabilities are too high and does not suggest a better method of
estimating the probabilities.
9.11

Original Draft Location: Page 4.47, Chapter 4.4.2.2
Original Comment: The likelihood has been estimated, substantially, from the historic
records of dam failures that have been recorded in the years 1960 to 2010. Many of the dams
that are included in this failure record were constructed in periods prior to current
engineering and oversight. The ability to perform effective analyses must precede the
practice of performing such analyses and if we look to when a) the capability and b) the
practice of analyses of very important aspects of dam design were developed, we can see that
many dams that have failed were not designed with adequate design methods. The flowing
times are when the technology and practice became common for critical elements of tailings
dam design in North America: Slope stability analyses 1960’s Seepage and drainage analyses
1970’s Seismicity, foundation soils and tailings liquefaction, and dynamic analyses 1970’s
and 80’s Modeling tools for deformation (FLAC, PLAXIS) Post 1980’s Design for Closure
and Closure management (not just abandonment) has only been a substantive requirement
since the 1990’s. In areas other than North America, these technologies and the regulatory
oversight and corporate governance that today control the security of dam construction were
not applied till substantially later. Thus many of the dams, indeed the vast majority, included
in the failure statistics did not include the design, specifications and construction and
operation supervision that would be required today for a major tailings dam constructed in
Bristol Bay. The site investigation, construction material characterization, design effort and
construction supervision that is applied to smaller, lower hazard dams are vastly less than are
applied to very large high hazard dams. The engineering man-hours that would be […]
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Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The current analysis (Section
9) is essentially based on the same level of historical analysis as was presented in first review
draft; the reviewer’s point on the beneficial effects of “current technology, regulatory control
and corporate governance” on potential failure rates is not accounted for.
EPA Response: We state in the assessment that design and construction practices have
changed and describe the historical failure rate as an upper bound. However, it is not
possible to estimate failure rates from the records of dams that were just completed.
9.12

Original Draft Location: Page 4.41, Page 1 and Preface: Stava, Italy, 1985. Two tailings
impoundments were built, one upslope from the other, in the mountains of northern Italy. The
upslope dam had a height of 29 m; the downslope dam had a height of 26 m. A stability
failure of the upper dam released tailings, which then caused the lower dam to fail. The
190,000 m3 of tailings, traveling at up to 60 km/hour, reached the village of Tesero 4 km
downslope from the point of release in 5 or 6 minutes. The failure killed 269 people (ICOLD
2001).
Original Comment: Decant failure causing a raise in the phreatic surface resulting in
rotational slips on the downstream slope. The dams were upstream and centerline
construction using hydraulically placed cyclone sand material. This is old and poor
technology that is not relevant to Pebble.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Box 9-1 The same information
has been retained as in the previous table without additional discussion or qualification. The
comment has therefore not been addressed. Comparisons with mines that were developed
under outdated standards is inappropriate and tends to overestimate the magnitude of likely
effect.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.6.

9.13

Original Draft Location: Page 4.47, Chapter 4.4.2.2
Original Comment: EPA uses curves from Figure 1 of Silva et al, 2008 to convert the factor
of safety associated with the mine scenario tailings dam to an annual probability of failure.
The scope of Silva’s paper is broad and is intended for a wide range of potential geotechnical
applications. The four categories of “Level of engineering” included in the Assessment are
abbreviations of the more detailed Table 1 included in the referenced paper. A review of
Table 1 indicates that the Class II (Above Average) category is reserved for “above average”
geotechnical works in a general sense. For example, Class II structures do not require an
investigation of site geologic history, design peer review, full time supervision by a qualified
engineer during construction or implementation of a performance program during operation,
all of which would be required of any new tailings dam constructed in Alaska. The EPA
assumes that the mine scenario tailings dam will be between a Class II and Class I structure
and chooses to use the annual probability of failure associated with Class II structures (10-4
with FOS of 1.5) for comparison with high historical tailings dam failure rates. Based on
Silva’s definition, a new large or very large tailings dam constructed in Alaska would almost
certainly fall into category 1 (Best). The corresponding annual probability of failure of a
Class I structure with a FOS of 1.5 is 10-6.
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Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Chapter 9 continues to assume
the standard of construction would be between “best” and “above average”. The analysis
does not adequately address the design standards and mitigation that would be required.
Therefore, impacts are overstated.
EPA Response: The comment describes use of the Silva categories in the assessment.
Information from the State of Alaska suggests that they also consider 10-6 probability as
negligible and comments from the State have not indicated that they would require
higher standards. Therefore, there is no basis for assuming that design standards would
be more restrictive.
9.14

Original Draft Location: Page 4.41, Box 4-4: Aznalcóllar Tailings Dam, Los Frailes Mine,
Seville, Spain, 1998. A foundation failure resulted in a 45-m-long breach in the 27-m-high,
600-m-long tailings dam, releasing up to 6.8 million m3 of acidic tailings that traveled 40 km
and covered 2.6 million ha of farmland (ICOLD 2001).
Original Comment: Foundation failure of the underlying marl (mudstone). Site investigations
were inadequate. This is not relevant for Pebble as these geological materials are not present
AND because extensive geotechnical investigations have and will be conducted to prove the
suitability of the foundations.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Box 9-1 The same information
has been retained as in the previous table without additional discussion or qualification. The
comment has therefore not been addressed.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 9.5 and 9.6.

9.15

The Assessment, especially the Executive Summary, emphasizes the potential impacts
associated with a Tailings Dam Failure, and includes a discussion of the probability of a
Tailings Dam Failure. The Assessment concludes that the risk of dam failure associated with
a Category II facility is approximately 1 in 2,500 and that the risk of dam failure associated
with a Category I facility is 1 in 250,000 (p. 9-10 and 9-11). The Assessment does not justify
why it includes both the risks associated with Category I and Category II facilities.
Presenting the probabilities of both Category I and Category II facilities is misleading
because the tailings dam associated with the mine scenario described in the Assessment
would definitely be a Category I facility (with the appropriately more robust design
requirements). Thus, the discussion of the Category II facility confuses the reader, and
overstates this risk (i.e., risk of failure could be 1 in 2,500 rather than 1 in 250,000), leading
the reader to the conclusion that a failure is almost inevitable. This analysis also ignores other
important factors such as whether the dams in the data set were constructed using upstream
or downstream methods, which EPA indicates is an important consideration (p. 4-16). In
summary, EPA’s presentation implies an unrepresentatively high probability of occurrence
for the dam failure scenario, which is important because (as discussed below) the only
impacts that the Assessment indicates would extend beyond the Mine Scenario Watersheds
are those resulting from a tailings dam failure.
EPA Response: The presentation of two possible categories is clearly described in the
assessment. 10-4 risks per dam hardly meets the definition of “almost inevitable.” The
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last sentence of the comment ignores accidents associated with the transportation
corridor.
9.16

Page 9-1, Overview: A breach of a TSF 1 dam would result in a flood wave and subsequent
tailings deposition that would greatly alter the downstream channel and floodplain.
Technical Comment: This kind of introduction to the failure scenarios should be introduced
with a contextual statement related to the (very low) probability of a catastrophic event such
as the one described. The way it is written, it does not provide that context. Information is
presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: The probabilities of failure are clearly stated in the assessment, but do
not need to be repeated with every conclusion.

9.17

The Assessment offers both earthquakes and overtopping as possible TSF dam failure
scenarios, and conveys the false message that failure of a dam is not only possible but
probable. The statistics that it uses to support this assertion are based on historical dam
failures, which to a large extent are not relevant to modern tailings dams because of improved
designs, more stringent regulatory oversight, and higher operating standards. Accordingly,
with a non-representative sample, the statistics are meaningless. There is some recognition of
this deficiency, and in an effort to address it, the Assessment relies heavily on a paper by
Silva et al. (2008) that presents probabilities of failure based on “quantified expert
judgment”, rather than a rigorous statistical analysis. These probability values are not
statistically defensible, and at best can be considered very rough estimates. Though these
values may be appropriate for use in a comparative analysis for assessing relative risk, they
are not appropriate for assigning absolute risk, as done by the Assessment. The Assessment
further underscores the inadequacy of its analysis by quoting probability values for a dam
category that could not be permitted in Alaska (state-of-the-practice engineering would be
required), and then assigning probabilities of tailings dam failure from all causes by simply
prorating the probability of slope failure by the ratio of total failures to slope failure, which is
statistically invalid and nonsensical.
EPA Response: The comment suggests no better estimates of failure probabilities or
methods to derive them. The comment also makes assumptions about what the State of
Alaska would require without any support.

9.18

Page 9-3, Box 9-1: Examples of Historical Tailings Dam Failures: The tailings dam failures
below illustrate the characteristics and potential consequences of a tailings dam failure. The
details of the design, construction, or operation of any tailings dams constructed for mines in
the Bristol Bay watershed would not be the same as these mine tailings dams, but these
examples demonstrate that tailings dam failures can occur, and illustrate how these failures
may affect downstream areas. In addition dams in these failure examples were significantly
smaller than the dams in our mine scenarios. Aznalcóllar Tailings Dam, Los Frailes Mine,
Seville, Spain, 1998. Stava, Italy, 1985. Aurul S.A. Mine, Baia Mare, Romania, 2000.
Tennessee Valley Authority Kingston Fossil Plant, Roane County, Tennessee, USA, 2008.
Technical Comment: These tailings dam failures were discussed by KP in 2012 and are not
relevant to the Pebble Project. Although the assessment report states that the Pebble TSF
design, construction, and operation would be different than the TSF failures mentioned in
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Box 9-1, the implication is that it is still a tailings dam and that all tailings dams have the
same general characteristics. The TSF failures identified in Box 9-1 are not relevant to the
TSF concept presented in the assessment report. Last sentence implies that larger dams are
more likely to fail but does not provide any justification for this.
EPA Response: The comment assumes implications in the assessment that are contrary
to the actual text of the assessment.
9.19

Page 9-4, Section 9.1.1: Table 9-1. Number and causes of tailings dam failures at active and
inactive tailings dams.
Technical Comment: The table includes dam failures from upstream construction dams and
water dams. Removing the dam failures from the table associated with upstream construction
dams, water dams, and unknown dams reduces the number of dam failures from 135 to 9.
Furthermore, all 9 failures were the result of conditions that would not be permitted under the
Alaska Dam Safety Program. This is relevant as the Assessment uses the total number of dam
failures as part of its probability of failure analyses for the Pebble dam, which is neither an
upstream construction dam or a water dam. The sample is not representative of the Pebble
dam scenario or the regulatory environment in Alaska.
EPA Response: The probabilities of failure are derived by the method of Silva et al.
(2008) and do not use the number of failures from Table 9-1.

9.20

Original Draft Location: ES.16: Table ES-1 Summary of Probability and Consequences of
Potential Failures. Failure Type: Tailings dam Probability: 10^4 to 10^6 per dam-year =
recurrence frequency of 10,000 to 1 million years. Consequences: More than 30 km of
salmonid stream would be destroyed and more streams and rivers would have greatly
degraded habitat for decades.
Original Comment: Statistics used to imply that failure is inevitable. This is based on a paper
by Silva, Lambe and Marr who present a methodology to allow geotechnical engineers to
evaluate ‘tolerable risk’. They provide a specific example for a tailings dam where ‘corporate
management wanted to increase the level of safety of the fluid retention system to reduce the
risk of release … that could contaminate the pristine river downstream of the mine surface
facilities.’ They describe this method as a tool to justify increasingly conservative and more
costly design solutions to reduce the risk to appropriate levels. Direct extension of the
concepts in their paper would lead to the conclusion that the Pebble tailings dams would be
designed and constructed to have an extremely low risk of failure. In effect they are
indicating that if the consequences of failure are very high then the designs can be adjusted to
ensure that the risk of failure is very low. Silva et al do not imply that this tool can be used to
assign a probability of failure to a hypothetical structure that has not yet be designed.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Silva et al. (2008) is still used
as the part of the failure assessment in Chapter 9; the reviewer’s comment about the intent of
this reference (i.e., should not be used to assign a probability of failure to a hypothetical
structure that has not yet been designed) has not been addressed.
EPA Response: The comment is incorrect. Silva et al. (2008) clearly states “Fig. 1 shows
relationships between factor of safety and annual probability of failure based on actual
engineering projects and developed through quantified expert judgment.” More
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specifically, Silva et al. (2008) explain, “To estimate the annual probability of failure
using Fig. 1, the engineer first determines the category for the earth structure under
consideration using Table 1 as a guide. With a compatible calculation of factor of safety
(see recommendations above), the engineer looks vertically to the appropriate curve,
Categories I–IV, and reads the corresponding annual probability of failure
horizontally.”
9.21

Original Draft Location: Page 4.39, Chapter 4.4.2
Original Comment: EPA states, “A tailings dam failures occurs when a tailings dam loses its
structural integrity and releases tailings material from the impoundment. The released tailings
flow under the force of gravity as a fast-moving flood containing a dense mixture of solids
and liquids, often with catastrophic results.” EPA lists examples of such catastrophic failures
in Box 4-4. EPA then describes failure mechanisms such as overtopping and slope instability
and then discusses failure statistics. However, EPA fails to point out that the failure statistics
as presented do not distinguish catastrophic failures from relatively inconsequential incidents,
thus implying that the failure probabilities are applicable to the uncontrolled release of
tailings or otherwise catastrophic failures.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The document has not been
clarified with respect to the uncertainty introduced by not distinguishing between
catastrophic failures and relatively inconsequential incidents. Not all releases from tailings
facilities are catastrophic events, but the report does not acknowledge the likelihood of
release scenarios ranging from the inconsequential to the catastrophic. Therefore, the
document fails to adequately address risk and tends to overestimate impacts.
EPA Response: The revised assessment recognizes that less-than-catastrophic failures
and accidents are possible. We provide a catastrophic failure scenario as a low
likelihood but high impact magnitude possibility to frame the potential risk.
Probabilities of failure are provided and discussed in Section 9.1.

9.22

Original Draft Location: Page 4.4, Section 4.4.2.1
Original Comment: All of these causes of failure can be avoided through proper design of the
project. They should not be assumed. Rather, the document should assume that the mine
design will appropriately address the potential for dam failure.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: While the document states that
no record of large dam failure is available, the analysis continues to represent the
consequence of a catastrophic release of tailings from a dam failure without any downward
adjustment of probability due to the application of best design and management practices and
an exacting permitting process. The reality is, no large dam can our would be constructed
without significant engineering, construction management, QA/QC, and operation controls
being in place, all of which would be submit to review and approval as part of the permitting
process.
EPA Response: The scenario includes a probability of failure based on a Category I
design, the most rigorous requirement. The assessment does not assume that these
structures will fail, but does consider potential impacts should a failure occur.
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Original Draft Location: ES.15 to ES. 18, Executive Summary, Tailings Dam Failure: The
range of estimated probabilities of dam failure is wide, reflecting the great uncertainty
concerning such failures. The most straightforward method of estimating the annual
probability of failure of a tailings dam is to use the historical failure rate of similar dams.
Three reviews of tailings dam failures produced an average rate of approximately 1 failure
per 2,000 dam years, or 5 x 10-4 failures per dam year. The argument against this approach is
that it does not fully reflect current engineering practice. Some studies suggest that improved
design, construction, and monitoring practices can reduce the failure rate by an order of
magnitude or more, resulting in an estimated failure probability within our assumed range.
Original Comment: The author clearly states a review of ‘similar dams’, however similar in
this sense refers to ‘all tailings dams’ and includes tailings dams constructed by the upstream
construction method. This is incorrect and misleading. Failure Probability has been
extrapolated from a data set that is not relevant to any realistic proposal for development of a
tailings dam at the Pebble site. This is also discussed in KP Whitepaper 1.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The current analysis (Section
9) appears to be based on essentially the same level of historical analysis as was presented in
first review draft of the EPA document; no response has been made to address the reviewers
comment on the actual relevance of this data set. The dams used to compare potential impacts
need to be carefully selected to reflect modern construction standards and typical mitigation
requirements. The comparisons lead the reader to assume that impacts of sites constructed
using out-moded approaches would be expected at a new site. The analysis is therefore
misleading.
EPA Response: The probabilities of failure are based on the method of Silva et al.
(2008), not the historical frequencies. Those are presented as background and as a
potential upper bound, and that use is appropriate.

9.24

Original Draft Location: Page 4.4, Chapter 4.4.2
Original Comment: Comment: EPA implies that because the tailings dam heights used in the
mine scenario are very large, the impacts of a failure would be much greater than the
historical failure record from much smaller dam failures. Box 4-4 lists four examples of
tailings dam failures, including the 2008 flash pond failure at the Kingston Power Plant in
Tennessee. All of the dams described are less than 30 meters high, and all have questionable
design and operational histories. EPA fails to acknowledge that tailings dam failure statistics
are biased by the failure incidents of such small dams, because there have been no
catastrophic failure of large dams approaching the scale of the mine scenarios used in the
Assessment.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: While the text acknowledges
that there is no examples of large dam failure, the consequences of such a failure are still
presented in the assessment, extrapolating from the failures of much smaller dams which, as
the reviewer pointed out, all have questionable designs and operation histories. It is difficult
to find any comparability between these examples and any proposed tailings facility that
would be conducted in this watershed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.23.
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Original Draft Location: Page 4.44, Section 4.4.2.1
Original Comment: Comment: The Assessment indicates that overtopping is one of the
leading causes of inactive tailings dam failures. However, this data is biased because the
sample population includes a number of failures of dams with inadequate spillway designs.
Any large or very large tailings dam in Alaska must be designed to accommodate the
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) during operations, and safely pass the PMF through a
properly designed spillway in closure. Note that the PMF is a misnomer, in that there is no
specific probability associated with the event since it represents the result of the most severe
meteorological and hydrologic event that is reasonably possible at a given site. The argument
that a large or very large tailings dam built in Alaska would be particularly susceptible to
failure due to overtopping based on historical evidence of international tailings dam failure
incidents is systematically flawed.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The document now states that
“Although a tailings dam failure is a low-probability event, the probability is not zero. Should
such an unlikely event occur, it is important to understand the potential impacts on the Bristol
Bay watershed.” While the text acknowledges that there is a low probability of overtopping
leading to failure, the consequences of such a hypothetical failure are still presented in the
assessment.
EPA Response: It is entirely appropriate to consider the risks of low probability events
in a risk assessment.

9.26

Original Draft Location: Page 4.45, Section 4.4.2.2
Original Comment: EPA states, “Low failure frequencies and incomplete datasets also make
any meaningful correlations between the probability of failure and dam height or other
characteristics questionable. Very few existing rockfill dams approach the size of the
structures in our mine scenario, and none of these large dams have failed.” Nevertheless,
EPA continues in their conjecture to presume that the tailings dam fail during both the
operation and post-closure phases of the mine.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: This statement is still included
in the revised document; the incongruity between the authors’ statement (which
acknowledges that no large dams have failed) and the presumption of catastrophic failure in
their theoretical dam scenario has not been resolved.
EPA Response: Just because there have been no failures among the few large dams that
exist does not mean that a failure is impossible. We do not presume that the tailings
dam will fail, but we do describe the probability of such an event and its potential
consequences, should it occur.

9.27

Original Draft Location: Page 4.45, Chapter 4.4.2
Original Comment: The EPA presents statistics on dam failures and gives an upper bound of
one failure per approximately 2,000 mine years. However, the EPA fails to describe whether
the respective failures had any adverse impact on the environment. For example, a slope
stability type dam failure may be reported, but not necessarily have resulted in any adverse
impact on the environment downstream of the dam.
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Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The report uses the same
approach in the second version as the first – assessing probability of failure, assuming it to be
catastrophic, and then basing the environmental impact on the size of the TSF1 facility. The
use of standard risk assessment approaches to evaluating potential environmental effects
would improve the document. As is stands, the document overestimates the likely project
effects.
EPA Response: The comment does not state what standard risk assessment approach
should be used.
9.28

Original Draft Location: Page 6.1, Chapter 6
Original Comment: Current practice across a broad spectrum of engineering and industry for
risk management is to conduct a form of risk evaluation referred to as a Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis (FMEA). The FMEA process is used to identify and focus in on aspects of
the design with the highest relative probability of failure and the greatest consequences. An
integral part of an FMEA is the identification of mitigation measures that must be
implemented to ensure that any failure modes for which there is a significant consequence
and risk are mitigated to the extent necessary to reduce risk to tolerable limits. These aspects
are then reviewed in additional detail and measures to mitigate the risk by reducing the
probability of failure are designed into the feature. For significant projects, the risk
evaluation may be advance to a formal engineering risk assessment that quantifies the risk in
more detail. The Assessment fails to recognize these basic risk management tools.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: There is no evidence that
FMEA was considered in the second draft of the document.
EPA Response: The comment proposes a method for design, not for estimating the
probability of failure of a design.

9.29

Original Draft Location: Page 6.4, Chapter 6.1
Original Comment: The dam failure analysis assumes an extreme event while the probable
maximum flood (PMF) is occurring, and that the dam failure is the worst possible (a full
breach of the dam), and the breach results in loss of the maximum reasonably anticipated
amount of tailings (20%). This is at the extreme limit of possible concurrent consequences,
and the absolute worst for salmon impacts. The likelihood of the PMF is extremely low. High
hazard dams are all equipped to contain or pass the PMF. Hence there is also an extremely
low probability that the dam will fail if the PMF did occur. There are also a number of failure
consequences other than the extreme consequence of a breach and 20% tailings discharge,
should ‘a failure’ occur. Thus the combination of a failure of this particular type with this
particularly severe consequence is a very special case of failure with a probability much,
much less than the failure probability derived from historic dam failure records. No examples
of [a] failure of a tailings dam constructed by the downstream method with a height of over
150 meter under any circumstances are in recent literature.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: While the current draft does
indicate that there is no record of failure for dams of the size evaluated here, it nonetheless
presents the same catastrophic failure scenario (full breach) as was evaluated in the first draft.
The comment stands. As a result the document continues to overstate likely project impacts.
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EPA Response: The assessment clearly indicates that the failure scenario is improbable.
Assessing improbable occurrences is inherent to risk assessment.
9.30

Original Draft Location: Page 4.46, Section 4.4.2.2
Original Comment: EPA cites ADNR Guidelines for Cooperation with the Alaska Dam
Safety Program (June, 2005) (ADNR Dam Safety Guidelines) and references therein to U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, and Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission guidelines for designing water retaining dams to safety factors of 1.5 (for slope
stability). Box 4-6, Selecting Earthquake Characteristics for Design Criteria, includes general
descriptions of earthquake design criteria, and criticizes the ADNR dam safety guidelines as
‘inconsistent with the expected conditions for a large porphyry copper mine developed in the
Bristol Bay…” Section 13.2.2, Tailings Storage Facilities, of the ADNR Dam Safety
Guidelines specifically states, “Complete guidance on tailings dam design and closure is
beyond the scope of this document … tailings dams represents certain challenges that require
professionals with significant relevant experience.” EPA leans heavily on the 1.5 safety
factor for estimating failure probabilities and references (Silva, et al., 2008). However, unlike
the Assessment, Silva presents a balanced discussion on risk for a mine project, and other
engineering features such as dams.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The language from Box 4.6 in
the original version has been retained in Box 9.2 pg. 9-9, including the statement regarding
inconsistencies with ADNR dam safety standards and expected conditions. The comment
does not appear to have been addressed.
EPA Response: We acknowledge that the assessment cites ADNR guidelines, but
disagree with the characterization that the assessment “criticizes” the ADNR dam
safety guidelines. Rather, the assessment states that the design life for the TSF may be
much longer than the return period normally considered appropriate for selecting the
MDE for a Class II dam. The comment mentions our discussion of a safety factor of 1.5,
but it is unclear whether the comment is suggesting that a higher or lower safety factor
would be appropriate. We agree that Silva et al. (2008) presents a balanced discussion
of risk.

9.31

Original Draft Location: Page 4.47, Section 4.4.2.2
Original Comment: Comment: Dam failure probabilities based on existing and anecdotal
information shows a wide range (several orders of magnitude) difference in probability of
failure.
Recommended Change: Considering the potential risks involved, the dam failure study
should include a site specific dam failure analysis. A stochastic, risk based modeling
approach is needed to address risk and uncertainty and incorporating sensitivity analyses of
seismicity, soil strength and hydraulic conductivity properties, inflow hydrology, dam breach
sizes, hydraulic and sediment transport downstream modeling. The analysis will refine
probabilities and estimates of dam failure scenarios and reduce the uncertainty in dam failure
orders of magnitude difference in estimated failure probabilities.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Ch 9 - Data has been added
but the analysis remains the same, relying upon data from other mines to make inferences
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about probabilities of tailings dam failures. There is no discussion about modeling as an
alternative. Therefore, this comment has not been addressed. Comparison with mines
constructed to outdated standards is inappropriate and tends to overestimate likely project
impacts.
EPA Response: The probabilities of failure are based on the method of Silva et al.
(2008), not the historical frequencies. Those are presented as background and as a
potential upper bound, and that use is appropriate. We state in the assessment that
design and construction practices have changed and describe the historical failure rate
as an upper bound. However, it is not possible to estimate failure rates from the records
of dams that were just completed.
9.32

Original Draft Location: Page 14, Appendix I: Data presented indicates that failures peaked
to about 5 per year in the 1960’s through the 1980’s and has dropped to about 2 per year over
the last 20 years, with the frequency of failure occurrences shifting to developing countries.
Original Comment: Data set needs to be filtered before making any comparisons to Pebble see KP Whitepaper 1.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Comparisons with old dams
and dams outside of the U.S. remain in the document. The analysis is therefore flawed by an
insistence with comparing the proposed project to other projects that are not comparable.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.31.

9.33

Page 9-9, Box 9-2: The Initial Application Package for Approval to Construct a Dam
submitted by Northern Dynasty Minerals (NDM) to the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources (NDM 2006) included a seismic safety and design analysis prepared by Knight
Piésold Consulting that identified the following design criteria for the tailings dams at the
storage facility.
•

OBE return period of 200 years, magnitude 7.5.

•

MDE return period of 2,500 years, magnitude 7.8, with maximum ground acceleration of
0.3g, based on Castle Mountain Fault data.

Technical Comment: The values for the OBE and the MDE are the upper limits for a Class II
dam in Alaska, as defined by the Alaska Dam Safety Program (ADSP). These design criteria
are out of date and are not representative of the current design standards being adopted for
the Pebble Project.
EPA Response: NDM (2006) and Ghaffari et al. (2011) are the most recent publicly
available documents provided by the PLP or its members. The comment does not state
what the current design standards might be or where they might be found.
9.34

Page 9-9, Box 9-2: Northern Dynasty Minerals used a deterministic evaluation to select the
MDE and MCE, which were deemed equivalent for the preliminary safety design. In the
application, NDM reports that the preliminary design incorporates additional safety factors,
including design of storage facility embankments to withstand the effects of the MDE and a
distant magnitude 9.2 event. Ghaffari et al. (2011) state that an MCE of magnitude 7.5 with
0.44g to 0.47g maximum ground acceleration was used in the stability calculations for the
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tailings dam design. Although the design specifications proposed in Ghaffari et al. (2011)
exceed the minimum requirements for dams in Alaska, the deterministic dataset used is small
and contains considerable uncertainties, which could lead to an underestimate of the potential
seismic risk.
Technical Comment: The Assessment references preliminary design criteria that are no
longer relevant. The current deterministic dataset associated with determining design
earthquakes is far more comprehensive.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.33. The comment does not provide access or
a reference to the dataset and does not describe the implications of its use.
9.35

Page 9-10, Section 9.1.2: Combining the required factor of safety with the correlations
among level of engineering, factor of safety, and slope failure probability (Figure 9-2)
derived from Silva et al. (2008) yields an expected annual probability of slope failure
between 0.0001 (Category II) and 0.000001 (Category I). This translates to one tailings dam
failure due to slope failure every 10,000 to 1 million dam years.
Technical Comment: The slope failure probability values presented by Silva are based on
“quantified expert judgment,” rather than a rigorous statistical analysis, so the probability
values are not statistically defensible. The probability values can be considered very rough
estimates, at best, and though appropriate for use in a comparative analysis for assessing
relative risk, as intended, they are not appropriate for assigning absolute risk, as done in the
Assessment. Analysis is invalid because the probabilities of failure are not statistically based
or rigorously defendable.
EPA Response: The Silva et al. (2008) method is the best available in the literature. The
statistical analysis of the history of dam failures is also presented, but we believe it is not
as relevant.

9.36

Page 9-10, Section 9.1.2: This translates to one tailings dam failure due to slope failure every
10,000 to 1 million dam years. The upper bound of this range is lower than the historical
average of 0.00050 (1 failure every 2,000 dam years) for tailings dams. This is partly because
slope failure is only one of several possible failure mechanisms, but it also suggests that past
tailings dams may have been designed for lower safety factors or designed, constructed,
operated, or monitored to lower engineering standards. As shown in Table 9-1, slope failures
only account for about 25% of all tailings dam failures with known causes. Thus, the
probability of failure from all causes may be about four times higher than dam failures from
slope instability alone (an expected annual probability of failure between 0.0004 and
0.000004 or one tailings dam failure every 2,500 to 250,000 dam years), when all potential
failure causes are considered, albeit recognizing that the small dataset may not be
representative.
Technical Comment: The approach used to assign probabilities of tailings dam failure from
all causes is simplistic, mathematically incorrect, and statistically invalid. In particular,
dividing probabilities based on “quantified expert judgment” by four to account for failures
other than slope failures is nonsensical. Analysis is statistically invalid.
EPA Response: We disagree and the comment does not present an alternative.
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Original Draft Location: Page: 6.1, Chapter 6
Original Comment: The EPA assessment appears not to recognize the FMEA process or the
benefits and consequences of applying the FMEA process and subsequent requirement for the
implementation of the risk reduction measures to reduce risks to acceptable levels. Certainly
the generic treatment of a ‘mining scenario’ which has not been thoroughly tested and
optimized through the application of the FMEA and risk mitigation, together with the
extreme size and extreme consequences assumed in the assessment results in a biased and
unrealistic characterization of the true risk.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The comment stands. As a
result the document continues to overstate likely project impacts.
EPA Response: The FMEA is a design process, not a risk assessment process. It would
not provide a failure probability.

9.38

Original Draft Location: Page: All
Original Comment: Comment: Throughout much of the document, the normal approach to
technical reporting is reversed. Rather than starting a section or subsection with an
understanding/discussion of the issues to be addressed then addressing/evaluating the issues
before reporting results of the evaluation, the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment provides
conclusive statements in the introduction to many, if not all sections and subsections. In some
cases these conclusions are completely unsubstantiated in the following subsections. In other
cases, there are some simple to extremely incomplete analyses that appear designed solely to
support the conclusions stated in the introductory paragraphs. It is as if the report is written to
convince people of the opinions of the authors, without the level of detail or evaluation
necessary to support the conclusions. It is disconcerting to see this in a Technical Document
from the USEPA.
Recommended Change: Do not rely on the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment as a technical
document. Rather, allow technical documentation to be developed by the applicants with
good data and detailed analysis. Use the detailed analysis and evaluation to evaluate the
likely impacts of the Pebble Mine.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: A perusal of the 2013
document appears to substiate the commentator’s claims in regards to initiating sections with
statements of impact (e.g., Section 9.3; Section 10.3). Generally the language of the original
draft has been retained despite substantial reorganization. There is nothing in the document
that suggests that this comment has been substantially addressed.
EPA Response: This stylistic comment was not incorporated.

9.39

Page 9-13, Section 9.3: While a variety of failure mechanisms could cause a failure, this
assessment used an overtopping scenario.
Technical Comment: A dam that has the potential for overtopping is not permittable in
Alaska. It should be stated in the document that overtopping is not a realistic scenario, but
rather a scenario selected simply for modeling purposes to assess the potential effects of a
dam breach. The dam will have to provide storage for, or routing of, the design flood event.
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EPA Response: Overtopping was described as one possible mechanism. It has occurred
in Alaska despite permit requirements, although it did not result in a dam failure.
9.40

Page 9-13, Section 9.3: In both cases, we assumed 20% of the impounded tailings would be
mobilized (Azam and Li 2010, Dalpatram 2011).
Technical Comment: The volume of tailings released would depend on a large number of
factors, and the very approximate nature of the estimate is not conveyed in the text.
Uncertainty of the value is not conveyed.
EPA Response: We agree that the estimation of the potential release volume is difficult
and inexact. The release of 20% of impounded tailings used in our analyses is well
below reports of 30 to 66% in the historical record.

9.41

Page 9-14, Box 9-3: The PMF is used to determine appropriate spillway/bypass facilities, or
to predict the greatest flood that can cause failure.
Technical Comment: The PMF is not the greatest flood that can cause failure, it is simply the
largest theoretically conceivable flood event. Terminology is technically incorrect.
EPA Response: In the final assessment, flooding to generate overtopping is no longer
simulated (see Section 9.3).

9.42

Page 9-14, Box 9-3: Basin characteristics for the TSF 1 site and the PMP were applied to the
SCS Type 1 hydrograph methodology to model data for the probable PMF hydrograph.
Technical Comment: There is no such thing as an SCS Type 1 hydrograph methodology. It is
more correctly referred to as the SCS Method, the SCS Unit Hydrograph Method, or the TR20 Rainfall-Runoff Model. Use of this approach requires the selection of a rainfall
distribution, and in this case they appear to have selected an SCS Type 1 rainfall distribution
(which is debatable in itself, since they used a less severe and more scientifically justified
Type IA rainfall distribution in the 2012 assessment report). Terminology is technically
incorrect.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.41.

9.43

Page 9-15, Box 9-4: If sufficient freeboard is maintained, it would be possible to capture and
retain the expected volume of the PMF in the TSF. However, to examine potential
downstream effects in the event of a tailings dam failure, we assume that sufficient freeboard
would not exist and overtopping would occur. This may be less likely when the TSF would
be actively monitored and maintained, but barring human error in the near term, may be more
representative of post-closure conditions in the future.
Technical Comment: At post-closure the facility would have a spillway that would safely
convey the peak flow of the design flood, so it is not possible that this event would occur as
assumed. Ongoing monitoring and maintenance is inevitable and the Assessment Report
assumptions of site abandonment is not realistic because it is illegal (and non-permittable).
Analysis is inaccurate.
EPA Response: Spillways may become blocked and permits may be violated.
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Page 9-15, Box 9-4: Under both dam failure scenarios, results were modeled for 30 km (18.6
miles) downstream, from the face of the TSF 1 dam down the North Fork Koktuli River
valley to the confluence of the South and North Fork Koktuli Rivers. The extension of the
simulation beyond this point would have introduced significant error and uncertainty
associated with the contribution of the South Fork Koktuli River flows.
Technical Comment: The text implies certainty in the presented analysis, where there is very
little. This is the only mention of significant error and uncertainty pertaining to the dam
breach modeling, and the omission of further discussion implies that the analysis has a
reasonably high level of certainty. The uncertainty in the estimation of the peak flows
resulting from the tailings dam breach modeling is extremely high. Many key assumptions
that the model results are very sensitive to are not discussed, including the size of the dam
breach, the rate of breach development, and details of the downstream topography.
Uncertainty of the analysis is not conveyed.
EPA Response: The assessment explains that the tailings dam failure scenario is one of
many possible failure events. The fact that other failure scenarios would include
different parameters is not an uncertainty. However, estimation of the consequences of
the scenario is uncertain and that uncertainty is described in the assessment.

9.45

Page 9-15, Section 9.3.1: Despite this gage measuring the runoff from a 2,551-km2
watershed, the peak flow was well below the predicted release from a breach in the Pebble
0.25 TSF, which would drain an area of only 14 km2.
Technical Comment: Despite indicating in 2012 comments that the drainage area is 25,550
km2, the Assessment still reports the drainage area as 2551 km2.
EPA Response: The cited value no longer appears in the assessment.

9.46

Original Draft Location: Page 4.6, Section 4.4.2.4, p. 4-60, 2nd paragraph
Original Comment: The document suffers from the lack of sediment transport analysis. Much
of the analysis of effects assumes that the deposited sediment would remain in the channel
for extremely long periods of time. The material is fine grained and would be expected to be
mobilized and transport out rather quickly, although the analyses of impacts assume
something quite different. Recommend including an analysis of sediment transport and
expected longevity of impacts.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Similar description is provided
in the revised document (page 9-23, last paragraph). A proper sediment transport analysis has
not been conducted. The effects of this on the overall conclusions is unknown, but the
analysis likely overstates the potential impacts.
EPA Response: The revised assessment includes text acknowledging that a sediment
transport model would improve estimates of sediment movement and deposition.
However, the conclusion still stands: while in-channel sediment would be transported
more quickly, the massive quantities of sediments that would be deposited across the
valley floor in the assessment’s tailings dam failure scenarios would constitute a longterm source of fine sediment.
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Original Draft Location: Page 6.1, Chapter 6.1.2.4
Original Comment: Section 6.1.2.4, Uncertainties, indicates that while it is “certain” that a
tailings dam failure would have “devastating effects”, the “timeframe for geomorphic
recovery” could be “decades”. However, given that EPA has assumed that because of the
infinite life of the project that the dam has failed, a consistent perspective would be to assume
that several decades for recovery from a very low probability event is a relatively short
period of time over infinity.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The comment that dam failures
would have “devastating effects” remains in the document, although the analysis does
provide a more detailed explanation of how the tailing dam failures assessment was
performed is provided. The document does not adequately address risk of failure.
EPA Response: We do not assume that the dam has failed and do not agree that several
decades is a relatively short period of time, relative to salmon life cycles or human needs
for subsistence and commercial fisheries resources. The time to recovery relative to
perpetuity is not relevant to effects on salmon.

9.48

Original Draft Location: Page 6.11, Section 6.1.3
Original Comment: Comment: This section provides thresholds for suspended sediment, and
thus, is closer to a risk assessment than many other sections of the Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment, comparing site conditions to threshold effect conditions. However, while this
Assessment does some modeling of sediment transport, there are no actual modeled
suspended sediment concentrations predicted. So, the Assessment lists the threshold values,
and then qualitatively estimates that site-specific suspended sediment concentrations would
exceed the thresholds. The lack of site-specific values renders the any derived conclusion to
be a qualitative comparison that is subject to uncertainty and opinion.
Recommended Change: Calculate estimated suspended sediment loads over time. Provide an
analysis of how long and/or how often site-specific suspended sediment loads would be
greater than the threshold.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Section 9.5.1 The suggest
analysis has not been performed, and the document continues to rely upon qualitative
estimates of the length of time, i.e., reasonable to assume that decades (Section 9.5.1.3).
Estimates of impacts made by the analysis therefore lack accuracy and may be overstated.
EPA Response: We still do not believe that available information from the PLP
Environmental Baseline Document or any other source is adequate to credibly perform
the suggested modeling of tailings transport.

9.49

The evaluation of sediment toxicity relies heavily on benchmarks such as the TEL/PEL
values presented by McDonald (2000). Typically, an exceedance of these values would
trigger a further site investigation to understand the exact nature of site-specific conditions
and the resulting toxicity. These values should be characterized as those that would trigger
further work, not conclusions on toxicity themselves.
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EPA Response: The TELs and PELs often are used in the manner suggested, to trigger
additional toxicological and bioassessment studies of contaminated sediments.
9.50

Page 9-36, Section 9.5.2.1 Exposure: The composition of the aqueous phase is uncertain.
None of the tests performed by PLP represents the leaching conditions in a tailings
impoundment, and no model exists to mathematically simulate the leaching process.
Technical Comment: As the Assessment does not have any evidence of concentration of
impoundment water concentrations, the authors were left to speculate on a concentration.
Conclusions need to be read in that context. No discussion on the level of certainty of
speculated concentrations is used and the reader is left without a complete (or correct)
context. Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. The assessment is not misleading
because the state of knowledge is accurately described.

9.51

Page 9-46, Section 9.5.2.3 Risk Characterization – Chronic Toxicity from Sediment
Chemicals: Sediment quality guidelines provide another line of evidence to assess risks from
tailings after a tailings dam failure. Table 9-9 shows that tailings would be expected to cause
severe toxic effects on the organisms that live in or on them. Notably, copper concentration
would be 4.5 times the PEC; chromium and nickel concentrations would also exceed their
PECs. The sum of TEC quotients of 32 implies that tailings would need to be diluted by 32
parts clean sediment to one part tailings before toxic effects would be unlikely (below the
TEC). Because the Bristol Bay watershed is relatively undisturbed, background levels of total
suspended solids are low (Table 8-10), so the time required to achieve that degree of dilution
would be very long.
Technical Comment: This section overstates the conclusions. Typical sediment
investigat[i]ons relying on comparison to benchmarks such as TELs/PELs that find
exceedances show that there is only a probability of impact. Further studies would be
necessary to understand the exact site-specific nature of the predicted threshold effects. This
is the typical approach in an ecological risk assessment. Insufficient analysis or technical
basis from which to draw the conclusions presented.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.49.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
9.52

The unknowns and uncertainties underlying the Assessment are so extensive that they
produce a document that is more guesswork than science. As peer reviewer Charles Slaughter
pointed out:
The probability approach outlined for potential TSF dam failure is unpersuasive. It is
difficult to relate to a number like “0.00050 failures per dam year,” or to the implication
on p. 4-47 that one can expect a tailings dam failure only once in 10,000 to one million
“dam years.” This could suggest to the casual reader that failure of the hypothesized
TSF1 dam (for which one “dam year” is one year) should not be anticipated in either the
time of human occupation of North America, or the span of human evolution. Id. at 62.
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EPA Response: We agree with Dr. Slaughter that probabilities and frequencies can be
difficult to understand. We added Box 9-2 to the final assessment, which explains how
the failure frequencies and probabilities are derived and how they can be interpreted.
We also added a condensed version of this material to the Executive Summary.
North Coast Rivers Alliance (Doc. #5061)
9.53

Where the Assessment does discuss certain types of failures, it does not discuss worst-case
scenarios. For example, the Assessment models the effects of tailings dam failures, but only
offers a “conservative estimate” of the quantity of tailings that would be released.
EPA Response: The comment is correct in that the loss of 20% of tailings is not a worst
case estimate. However, even that conservative case is estimated to have very severe
effects and is beyond the capability of the available models and data to estimate the
tailings surge.

The Wildlife Society (Doc. #5272)
9.54

There are real risks associated with contamination of aquatic habitats from routine mine
operations. The assessment accurately characterizes the potential for large-scale impacts
resulting from failure(s) of tailings storage facilities. The assessment also appropriately
considers the cumulative risks that result from associated infrastructure, such as pipelines and
a transportation corridor on landscape ecological processes and wildlife populations.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

G.Y. Parker (Doc. #5615)
9.55

Issues related to tailings dam failure. It is likely that, across the watersheds, multiple tailings
dams must retain their integrity as engineered structures in perpetuity in the face of changing
climate as well as repeated events of unusual, if infrequent, weather and earthquakes. The
likelihood of a failure during operation is low due to the relatively short time frame and
availability of maintenance and monitoring. In the long term, the several dams that will likely
be in place will accumulate damage over the centuries that they will be in place. Logically,
the likelihood of failure will increase, with catastrophic consequences.
Recommended Restriction for a § 404(c) Determination: Prohibit the storage of tailings in
impoundments. No reactive material stored long term.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but the assessment is a scientific document and does
not contain recommendations for regulatory restrictions.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
9.56

The most widely quoted reference in the 2013 Assessment in relation to the historical record
of tailings dam failures is the 2001 ICOLD report which documents accidents and failures at
220 tailings dams reported between 1917 and 2000. After removing accidents that did not
result in a failure with tailings release, the BBWA reports that 135 TSF failures from the
ICOLD database remained. In reviewing these cases, the BBWA correctly interprets the data
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as indicating that the stability of tailings dams may increase with time. However, in the 2013
Assessment, this assertion is caveated with the following new discussion:
“However, failures do occur after operation. In December 2012, the tailings dam at the
closed Gullbridge Mine, Newfoundland, failed leaving a gap 50 m wide and the height of
the dam (Fitzpatrick 2012). The mine opened in 1967, rehabilitation of the site occurred
in 1999, and an inspection in 2010 found that the dam was deteriorating (Stantec
Consulting 2011).” (Pg. 9-4)
The new case history provided is one that can be readily mitigated with appropriate design,
construction, operations and management. The Gullbridge Mine was operational between
1967 and 1971. An October 2012 Stantec report, prior to the failure, indicates that the 10 m
high tailings dam was in poor condition. There was evidence of past failures and past repairs.
Stantec’s stability assessment indicated a static factor of safety (FS) of 1.0, indicating very
high potential for a slope failure.
The TSFs at Pebble will not be designed or constructed at an FS of 1.0 after closure. As such,
the inclusion of this case history clearly demonstrates the bias of the BBWA. Consistent with
the intent of the ICOLD report, the best use of failure case histories is “to learn from them,
not to condemn.”
EPA Response: The assessment makes statements of fact concerning failures. We agree
that this information may be useful for learning about designing, constructing,
operating, and maintaining tailings dams.
9.57

2012 Geosyntec Comment: Example case histories of TSF failures are either not relevant to
Pebble, or their failure modes can be readily mitigated through proper design, construction,
operations and management.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: A preamble has been added to the presentation
of examples of TSF failures (Box 9-1), which states: 9-3 “The tailings dam failures below
illustrate the characteristics and potential consequences of a tailings dam failure. The details
of the design, construction, or operation of any tailings dams constructed for mines in the
Bristol Bay watershed would not be the same as these mine tailings dams, but these examples
demonstrate that tailings dam failures can occur, and illustrate how these failures may affect
downstream areas. In addition, the dams in these failure examples were significantly smaller
than the dams in our mine scenarios.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: While the response recognizes that “details” of
design, construction and operation at Pebble will be different than those in the TSFs that
failed, the original 2012 comment remains true. The four failure examples stem from poor
construction, poor operations, and/or poor design. Therefore, they are not relevant to a TSF
of the caliber that will be proposed at Pebble. If these case histories are to remain in the
report, they should be presented as lessons from the past. The lessons learned from those
failures and how the failure modes can be prevented should be included in the report. Much
of that discussion is included in Geosyntec’s 2012 report.
EPA Response: As the comment acknowledges, the preamble to the examples of tailings
dam failures indicates that design, construction and operation methods have changed.
The lessons learned are reflected in the very low probabilities of tailings dam failure
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estimated for the mine scenarios. However, we would be remiss if we published a risk
assessment that did not acknowledge that tailings dams have failed and did not describe
the consequences.
9.58

2012 Geosyntec Comment: Perhaps the most widely quoted reference in relation to the
historical record of tailings dam failures is the 2001 ICOLD report which documents
accidents and failures at 220 tailings dams reported between 1917 and 2000. In the 2012
Assessment, after removing accidents that did not result in a failure with tailings release, 135
TSF failures from the ICOLD database remain. No significant attempt is made to interpret
the implications of these failure case histories on the hypothetical mine scenario. Only the
total number of failures is used when evaluating probabilities of failure. … It is our opinion
that all of these failure mechanisms can be mitigated with proper investigation, design,
construction, operations and maintenance, and oversight. Consistent with the intent of the
ICOLD report, we consider that it is more appropriate to use these case histories “to learn
from them, not to condemn.” (p. 13)
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The use of the ICOLD data, now summarized
in Table 9-1, remains unchanged in the 2013 Assessment. The interpretation in the 2012
Assessment that the ICOLD data indicate that the stability of tailings dams may increase with
time is now caveated with the following new discussion: 9-4
“However, failures do occur after operation. In December 2012, the tailings dam at the
closed Gullbridge Mine, Newfoundland, failed leaving a gap 50 m wide and the height of
the dam (Fitzpatrick 2012). The mine opened in 1967, rehabilitation of the site occurred
in 1999, and an inspection in 2010 found that the dam was deteriorating (Stantec
Consulting 2011).” (p. 13)
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The ICOLD data continues to be presented
without recognition that these historical failures are not directly applicable to a modern mine.
Consistent with the intent of the ICOLD report, we continue to consider that it is more
appropriate to use these case histories “to learn from them, not to condemn.” Additionally,
we note that the new case history provided is one that can be readily mitigated with
appropriate design, construction, operations and management. The Gullbridge Mine was
operational between 1967 and 1971. An October 2012 Stantec report, prior to the failure,
indicates that the 10 m high tailings dam was in poor condition. There was evidence of past
failures and past repairs. Stantec’s stability assessment indicated a static factor of safety (FS)
of 1.0, indicating very high potential for a slope failure. The Pebble TSFs would not be
designed or constructed to sit at an FS of 1.0 after closure. As such, what is the purpose of
including this case history without focusing on the lessons to be learned?
EPA Response: We would be negligent if the risk assessment did not cite the historical
record. We have revised the text to clarify that the use of the historic tailings dam
failure data was to set a reasonable upper bound of the dam failure probability. The
assessment addresses the use of modern dam engineering and construction methods
throughout, and acknowledges that improved design, construction, and monitoring
practices may reduce failure rates by an order of magnitude or more. However, the
Gullbridge tailings dam failed despite lessons learned from prior tailings dam failures.
Future tailings dam failures will also occur despite lessons learned.
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2012 Geosyntec Comment: Performing a review of tailings dams that are successful is
challenging, as the literature focuses more on problems than success stories. However, the
literature does provide documentation related to several recent earthquakes that have
subjected modern tailings dams to significant stresses. The following four case histories of
large active tailings dams, while certainly not an exhaustive review, do indicate that
analogies to seismic risks at the Pebble site exist showing that applying modern design,
construction, and operations and management practices can result in successful performance
under significant stress with no, or minimal, damage reported.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The only indication within the 2013
Assessment that tailings dams can perform adequately was also in the 2012 Assessment: 9-7
“Very few existing rockfill dams approach the size of the structures in our mine scenarios,
and none of these large dams have failed.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: No new discussion in the 2013 Assessment
addresses the comment made by Geosyntec.
EPA Response: The comment does not indicate how the new discussions in the revised
assessment fail to address the Geosyntec comment.

9.60

2012 Geosyntec Comment: N/A
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment expands on the
discussion of probability of TSF failure by performing a statistical evaluation assuming that
the TSFs at Pebble will be constructed as Class II (standard engineering practice) or Class I
(state-of-the-practice engineering) facilities. Starting from base rates of 1 in 10,000 (Class II)
and 1 in 1,000,000 (Class I) dam year probabilities of slope failure, the 2013 Assessment
multiplies these values by four to account for other modes of failure, by eight to account for
eight total dams at Pebble 6.5 buildout, and follows an exponential distribution to predict
failure rates at 1,000 years of 96% (Class II) and 3% (Class I).
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: This statistical analysis oversimplifies a very
complex process. At each step of the way, the assumptions can introduce significant error and
bias. Had the authors of the reference document (Silva et al., 2008) which was used to obtain
the starting failure probabilities (e.g., 1 in 10,000 for a Class II dam) been asked whether they
considered their method suitable for predicting a 96% failure rate for a TSF constructed with
standard engineering practices, they would most likely disagree. We also note that, as
described in our 2012 report, the Pebble TSFs will almost certainly be designed and
constructed to Class I standards, consistent with a State of Alaska “High Hazard”
classification, and hence the 96% failure rate is not only an unreliable statistic, it is not
relevant.
EPA Response: The comment is based on speculation concerning a hypothetical
reaction of the authors of Silva et al. (2008). The comment does not indicate what the
errors and biases might be or how the calculations should have been performed.

9.61

2012 Geosyntec Comment: The Wardrop (2011) report indicates that the TSF design will be
based on the Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE). The MCE, as defined by ADNR (2005)
as “the greatest earthquake that reasonably could be generated by a specific seismic source,
based on seismological and geologic evidence and interpretations.” As such, every potential
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fault that could impact a project has its own MCE, and the design must consider the most
critical fault(s) for the project. The seismic analysis provided in the 2012 Assessment does
not acknowledge that seismic risks will be evaluated thoroughly during the permitting
process.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: Box 4-6 of the 2012 Assessment has become
Box 9-2, with the language largely unchanged. We note the addition of the following
statement: “Although the design specifications proposed in Ghaffari et al. (2011) exceed the
minimum requirements for dams in Alaska, the deterministic dataset used is small and
contains considerable uncertainties, which could lead to an underestimate of the potential
seismic risk.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged.
The seismic analysis provided in the 2012 Assessment does not acknowledge that seismic
risks will be evaluated thoroughly during the permitting process.
EPA Response: The assessment accurately describes the state of knowledge and the
uncertainties concerning the locations of faults. Issues associated with permitting are
outside the scope of the assessment.
9.62

2012 Geosyntec Comment: The analysis in the 2012 Assessment relies on a very coarse 30
meter digital elevation model (DEM) to develop channel bathymetry (pg. 4-53). The coarse
nature of the 30 meter DEMs does not account for channel complexity in the floodplain
where side channels or wider braided channels are only activated during floods and are
available for sediment deposition. Off channel wetlands and watercourses are also missed.
The lack of channel complexity and channel morphology oversimplifies the channel
roughness and leads to river channels characterized as too “clean” and “smooth.” As a result
the coarse model very likely over predicts flows, velocities and sediment transport relative to
what would be expected in reality (Crosby, 2006).
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: There is no significant change from 2012. The
2013 Assessment continues to rely on the coarse 30 meter DEM.
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The 2013 Assessment does not address
Geosyntec’s 2012 comment. The analysis continues to be based on the use of a coarse 30
meter DEM (Box 9-4, pg. 9-15). In addition, we note the use of this coarse DEM has now
expanded. On Page 3-20 of the 2013 Assessment, the authors discuss conducting a flow
analysis using the DEM data to establish the gradient of streams and the channel
morphology. The report (pg. 3-20) also uses the DEM data to evaluate the valley gradient for
the stream network. This would result in grossly misrepresenting stream gradients as:
•

The 30 meter DEM grid resolution is too coarse, and

•

In reality, high gradient streams are a step and pool system and NOT a straight shot down
the valley floor. One must look at the hydraulically effective slope which is much lower.

Note that this calculated stream gradient was also used to evaluate slopes along the
transportation corridor at stream crossings (pg. 10-15).
EPA Response: We agree that coarse terrain data makes hydraulic modeling more
difficult. Given the available data (30-m DEM), the hydraulic model presented initial
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instabilities. This was addressed through application of necessary baseflow to eliminate
numerical instabilities. However, the introduction of baseflow was inconsequential
when compared to the modeled floodwave. This is typical and acceptable practice,
especially when using a model to understand large flow events. The model is not
intended to review both low flow and flood flow results, as the available 30-m DEM is
not appropriate for low flow calculations.
9.63

In order to model the catastrophic effects of a tailings storage facility (TSF) embankment
failure, EPA assumes that a probable maximum precipitation (or storm) event would overtop
the embankment and cause a breach. EPA selects this failure mode despite acknowledging
that overtopping due to flood is a relatively easy risk to manage through proper engineering
design and prudent operations. This is another instance where EPA has responded to Peer
Reviewers’ criticisms of the 2012 draft BBWA by preparing an appendix on the subject in
the 2013 report (in this case, modern TSF engineering) and then failing to apply what it
describes in the appendix to its hypothetical mine.
EPA Response: In the final assessment, flooding to generate overtopping is no longer
simulated.

9.64

By way of example, the maximum storm event at Pebble would deposit 0.36 m (or 14 inches)
of rain over 24 hours and have the effect of raising the water level in Pebble’s TSF by an
estimated 2-5 feet. This maximum storm event would be easily contained within a TSF that is
designed and managed according to standard industry practice.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.63.

9.65

Under normal operating conditions, TSFs at Pebble are expected to maintain an average of
more than 25 feet of freeboard (the vertical distance from the top of the embankment to the
surface of the tailings pond) at all times so as to manage flood and overtopping risk. The
decant water pond in the Pebble TSF would also be set back horizontally from the
embankment by 1,000 feet or more, further minimizing such risks.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.63.

9.66

Overall, EPA acknowledges that TSF failures around the world have diminished significantly
in the last 20 years, particularly in North America. EPA cites the current failure rates for
modern state-of-the-art designed embankments at about 1 failure per 250,000 years, and
acknowledges that no structures of the size and design anticipated at Pebble have ever failed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

9.67

While the report does not explicitly state what freeboard height was included in their
scenario, it does explicitly state that the storm loads can be mitigated easily with freeboard:
“If sufficient freeboard were maintained, it would be possible to capture and retain the
expected volume of the PMF in the TSF.” Box 9-4 (Pg 9-15).
The 2013 Assessment is therefore basing their dam failure analysis on an extremely
improbable event, once again demonstrating the bias in the report. In fact, the report gives
clear indication of this bias: “Although a tailings dam failure is a low-probability event, the
probability is not zero.” (Pg. 9-13).
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The probability of overtopping may not be zero, but it is extremely small for a modern TSF
of this size and importance. Such a small probability of failure does not warrant the alarmist
dam breach analysis included in the BBWA.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.63.
9.68

In fact, the maximum flow depths in the failure scenario have increased dramatically relative
to the 2012 Assessment. This appears to be a result of a significant change in the peak
discharge rate from the dam breach analysis. For the 2013 Assessment’s “Pebble 2.0” dam
breach scenario, which assumes breach of a 209 m high tailings dam and release of 20% of
the stored tailings, the maximum discharge rate is now 149,300 m3/s (Table 9-4), greater than
12 times the 2012 maximum discharge of 11,915 m3/s (Table 4-11) for what is presumably
the same failure scenario. The analysis modeled a dam breach over a 30 km path from the
TSF to the confluence of the North Fork Koktuli and South Fork Koktuli Rivers. A
comparison of several stations near the end of the analysis show:
•

Station 10: maximum flow depth has increased from 8.8 m to 35 m;

•

Station 5: maximum flow depth has increased from 8.1 m to 53 m; and

•

Station 1: maximum flow depth has increased from 14 m depth to 44 m.

One set of assumptions was made in 2012. A very different set of assumptions was made in
2013, with very different results. Given the limitations of the HEC-RAS model, the coarse
nature of the inputs to the model, and the sensitivity of the model to changes in parameters, it
is clear that neither result is a reasonable representation of what would actually happen in the
very unlikely event of a dam breach. Either full details of the model should be provided in an
appendix for review, or the model results should be removed from the report completely.
EPA Response: The final assessment explicitly acknowledges sensitivity of the HECRAS approach to initial conditions and assumptions, and includes additional
descriptions of the approaches used to derive these estimates. The final assessment uses
HEC-RAS inputs that have been revised in response to multiple comments from
reviewers, and thus reflect revisions that incorporate our best understanding of TSF
failure outcomes. Assumptions of the modeling approach are provided in the
assessment, and we believe them to be within reasonable bounds.
9.69

The 2013 Assessment continues to assume that deposition occurs at high velocities,
extending out across the width of the inundated area at the peak of the flood wave. Box 9-3
of the 2013 Assessment states: “It was also predicted that deposition could occur in the
channel and the floodplain of each section following the maximum predicted flow depth
during the peak of the flood wave as the flood and debris flow receded.”
However, for the most part the revised evaluation disconnects sediment depth from the dam
breach analysis. Box 9-3 also states: “We assumed that sediment deposition would be
greatest near the dam, forming a “wedge” from the lowest elevation of the breach and
extending downstream. The calculated sediment depths ranged from 45 to 10 m and extended
1.3 and 3.3 km for the 90-m (Pebble 0.25) and 209-m (Pebble 2.0) dam failures, respectively.
… Using this maximum width of inundation, a 0.3-m depth of sediment was deposited on the
floodplain and channel.”
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Sediment thicknesses are now almost entirely controlled by assumptions:
•

Sediment “wedge” up to 45 m thick near the dam, extending at a slope of 15:1 (H:V) (pg.
9-19); and

•

Sediment thickness at a constant 0.3 m thick beyond the toe of the “wedge.”

If deposition of the sediments from the dam failure is no longer the outcome of the dam
breach analysis, its continued inclusion in the BBWA further demonstrates the bias of the
document.
EPA Response: The comment is correct that sediment deposition depths are controlled
by assumptions, as explained in Box 9-4. We describe the sediment deposition as a
significant source of uncertainty. Valley topography, rate of the dam failure, and
ultimate make-up of the flood wave sediment concentration and viscosity can affect
outcomes and complicate predictive efforts. Despite the uncertainty associated with the
complexities of hydraulic forces that would act on this sediment, we present reasonable
post-failure sediment deposition outcomes in the two dam failure scenarios. Other
outcomes are possible, but all share the common reality that massive quantities (i.e.,
millions of cubic meters) of tailings fines would be deposited in downstream floodplains
and channels.
9.70

2012 Geosyntec Comment: The lateral extent of the cross-sections in the HEC-RAS model in
the 2012 Assessment were likely insufficient, resulting in increased flow depth and higher
velocities (Table 4-13, pg. 4-59).
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment does not address this
comment and no longer includes the cited table from the 2012 Assessment.
We note that the maximum flow depths have increased dramatically relative to the 2012
Assessment. This appears to be a result of a significant change in the peak discharge rate
from the dam breach analysis. For the 2013 Pebble 2.0 scenario, the maximum discharge rate
is now 149,300 m3/s (Table 9-4), greater than 12 times the 2012 maximum discharge of
11,915 m3/s (Table 4-11) for what is presumably the same failure scenario.
At station 10 (formerly station 9.4) maximum flow depth has increased from 8.8 m to 35 m.
For station 5 (formerly 5.4) maximum flow depth has increased from 8.1 m to 53 m. For
station 1 (formerly 0.6) maximum flow depth has increased from 14 m depth to 44 m.
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The 2013 Assessment does not address
Geosyntec’s 2012 comment. More importantly, the extraordinary change between the 2012
and 2013 analysis is evidence that the dam breach analysis should not be relied upon.
One set of assumptions was made in 2012. A very different set of assumptions was made in
2013, with very different results. Given the limitations of the HEC-RAS model, the coarse
nature of the inputs to the model, and the sensitivity of the model to changes in parameters, it
is clear that neither result is a reasonable representation of what would actually happen in the
very unlikely event of a dam breach. Either full details of the model should be provided in an
appendix for review, or the model results should be removed from the report completely.
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EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. Although a 30-m DEM was used, the
geometries of the sections were measured valley wall to valley wall. The TSF failure
would generate a large floodwave peak, and the flood depths and velocities reported are
possible.
9.71

2012 Geosyntec Comment: The Manning’s friction coefficient was increased to “better
reflect the influence of sediment-rich water during tailings dam failure” (pg 4-53). However
the 2012 Assessment does not supply the reader with information as to how they evaluated
the appropriate Manning’s coefficient, nor do they state the value used. The implications of
changes in model parameters would likely be significant given the scale and likely sensitivity
of the analysis.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment now states: 9-21 “When
applied to tailings dam failure events, it is appropriate to increase channel roughness
coefficients to better emulate flow characteristics of concentrated sediment flows. Manning’s
n = 0.2 for the channel and 0.6 for the floodplain were selected.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The 2013 Assessment does now state what
Manning’s n was used. However the report does not provide any analysis or justification for
these numbers. In addition the report does not indicate if multiple model runs were run to
evaluate sensitivity of model results to Manning’s n, as recommended in the original
comments.
EPA Response: Manning’s n-value of 0.2 was used for the main channel and 0.6 was
used for the floodplain. These coefficients represent sediment-rich flows and are
appropriate for review of the potential dam failure flows. We recognize that these high
n-values are not typically applied to clear water modeling simulations.

9.72

2012 Geosyntec Comment: The mine tailings dam breach run-out scenarios in the 2012
Assessment are modeled to a distance of only 30 km and the analysis then utilizes a tailings
run-out regression equation to calculate total mine tailings travel distances beyond the last
segment of the model (pg. 4-57). Switching from a simplistic sediment transport approach to
an even more simplistic regression equation once the mine tailings reach the confluence of
the North Fork Koktuli and South Fork Koktuli Rivers only adds to the uncertainty in the
estimates of the distance of sediment transport.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment did not address this
comment as the HEC-RAS model continues to end at a distance of 30 km (Box 9-5, pg 9-21),
followed by use of the tailings run-out regression equation (pg 9-20).
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The 2013 Assessment does not address
Geosyntec’s 2012 comment.
EPA Response: The final assessment explicitly recognizes that these analyses are
simplistic and uncertain. However, they are reasonable approximations of potential
outcomes that are within the range of feasible outcomes.

9.73

2012 Geosyntec Comment: Sedimentation of the dam break flood wave in the 2012
Assessment was calculated when the flood wave was at its maximum predicted depth (pg. 457). When river flows are at their maximum flood stage, river velocities are often at their
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highest, which is not conducive to sediment deposition. The majority of sediment deposition
occurs on the receding limb of the flood curve, when river velocities are starting to decrease.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: As described in Box 9-5, the 2013 Assessment
provides a very different evaluation of sediment deposition. “We assumed that sediment
deposition would be greatest near the dam, forming a “wedge” from the lowest elevation of
the breach and extending downstream. The calculated sediment depths ranged from 45 to 10
m and extended 1.3 and 3.3 km for the 90-m (Pebble 0.25) and 209-m (Pebble 2.0) dam
failures, respectively. It was also predicted that deposition could occur in the channel and the
floodplain of each section following the maximum predicted flow depth during the peak of
the flood wave as the flood and debris flow receded. Using this maximum width of
inundation, a 0.3-m depth of sediment was deposited on the floodplain and channel.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The 2013 Assessment continues to assume that
deposition occurs at high velocities, extending out across the width of the inundation wave at
the peak of the flood wave. However, for the most part the revised evaluation disconnects
sediment depth from the dam breach analysis. Sediment thicknesses are now almost entirely
controlled by assumptions:
•

sediment “wedge” up to 45 m thick near the dam, extending at a slope of 15:1 (H:V) (pg.
9-19); and

•

sediment thickness at a constant 0.3 m thick beyond the toe of the “wedge.”

This revised approach raises the following question: What is the purpose of the dam breach
analysis?
EPA Response: See response to Comment 9.69.
9.74

2012 Geosyntec Comment: The Hjulstrom curve was used in the 2012 Assessment to
evaluate sediment transport velocity (pg. 4-57). While the Hjulstrom curve is a widely used
reference to evaluate sediment transport in streams, it is not well-equipped to be used to
evaluate sediment settling in a dense, mostly solid flow such as the scenarios set forth in the
report.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment did not address this
comment as the reference to Hjulstrom remains in the text of Box 9-5 (pg. 9-21).
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: While the 2013 Assessment does not address the
comment, the revised approach to sediment deposition, which is based on assumption and not
on analysis, makes our 2012 comment, and the continued use of the Hjulstrom curve in Box
9-5 of the 2013 Assessment, irrelevant.
EPA Response: The Hjulstrom curve presents the relationship between grain size and
velocity and supports statements regarding expected deposition as floodwaves recede. It
is provided to inform readers that may not have the expertise to draw upon references
to understand this relationship. However, there is not a specific application of the curve
in the assumptions related to deposition that may occur following a dam failure.

9.75

a) Chambers and Higman, 2011 – “Long Term Risks of Tailings Dam Failure”
Summary
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•

Some statistical interpretation is misleading

•

Cases affect the statistics and do not allow modern design practices and operations in
well-regulated environments to be fully appreciated

•

Report has not fully understood most recent data from ICOLD 2001 (International
Commission on Large Dams)

•

Disregards effective modern mitigation methods

EPA Response: Chambers and Higman (2011) is one of several papers that reviewed the
historical record of tailings dam failures and that reached similar conclusions. Section
9.1.1 of the final assessment discusses some of the limitations of the available data.
Chambers and Higman (2011) acknowledge improvements in tailings dam safety, but
caution that recent engineering failures should remind us that we may not fully
understand “… some of the critical issues we should be addressing.”
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
9.76

Nonetheless, the 2013 draft is overly conservative in estimating likely impacts. For example:
(…) It assumes that slope failures (which can be reduced by engineering safety factors)
would be the major cause of failures at TSF, but unusual weather events (which are amplified
in frequency and magnitude by climate change) have been the major cause of TSF failures in
the past 10 years (see Azam and Li. 2010. Tailings dam failures: a review of the last one
hundred years. Geotechnical News. December: 50-53).
EPA Response: The assessment acknowledges that climate change may affect the
probability of tailings dam failures.

9.77

Nonetheless, the 2013 draft is overly conservative in estimating likely impacts. For example:
(…) It assumes that historical rates of system failures from other regions of the world offer
appropriate rates in the much harsher and more variable Alaskan environment.
EPA Response: We agree that the conditions in Alaska may influence the probability of
failure. However, there is too little experience with tailings dams in Alaska to estimate
Alaska-specific rates.

9.78

Nonetheless, the 2013 draft is overly conservative in estimating likely impacts. For example:
(…) It assumes that failure of tailings storage facilities (TSF) will release only 20% of the
tailings, whereas Dalpatram (see Dalpatram, A. 2011. Estimation of tailings dam break
discharges. USSD Workshop on Dam Break Analysis Applied to Tailings Dams. 24-26
August) estimated up to 40% release.
EPA Response: The 20% value was retained as a reasonable scenario.

9.79

Nonetheless, the 2013 draft is overly conservative in estimating likely impacts. For example:
(…) It limits the fate of spilled tailings to 30 km because that is the limit of the models used;
however, some amount of toxic contaminants and fine sediments will flow to the sea, thereby
greatly extending the impact zone.
EPA Response: Although the modeled runout distance is limited, the long-range
downstream movement of tailings is discussed in multiple sections of Chapter 9.
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Ground Truth Trekking (Doc. #3928)
9.80

Cumulative dam length is also likely a factor in dam security (and may, in fact, explain why
“a bigger number of dams means more dam failures” – because cumulative length is greater).
Some of Pebbles projected individual dams would be very long, many kilometers in length,
which will impact the probability of failure.
EPA Response: Comment noted. However, we have no means to use dam length in the
calculation of failure probabilities.

Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
9.81

Furthermore, it’s inappropriate to assert that modern operations/regulations can/will prevent
the failures modes identified in the watershed assessment. For example, data does not exist to
demonstrate that new technology will prevent, or even reduce the rate, of tailings
impoundment failures. Tailings dams simply haven’t been around long enough to determine
whether newer construction methods will withstand the test of time required for mine waste
storage in perpetuity. As stated in (Chambers and Higman, “Long Term Risks of Tailings
Dam Failure,” October 2011), it has been 15 years since the International Commission on
Large Dams (ICOLD 2001) initiated a major effort to investigate tailings dams and change
construction and operational practices, and the rate of tailings dam failures has remained
relatively constant - at roughly one failure every two years (Davis and Martin 2000). These
dam failures are not limited to old technology or to countries with scant regulation. Previous
research pointed out that most tailings dam failures occur at operating mines, and that 39% of
the tailings dam failures worldwide occur in the United States, significantly more than in any
other country (Rico, et. al., 2008a, p. 848).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5657 and #5540)
9.82

“Because 90% of tailings dam failures have occurred in active dams (Table 9-1), the
probability of a tailings dam failure after TSF closure would be expected to be lower than the
historical average for all tailings dams.” (p. 9-10)
It might be noted that many, if not most engineered tailings dams are probably 75 years old
or less. Since these dams must function in perpetuity, and we do not have data even closely
representative of that length of time, the assumption that the probability of tailings dam
failure after closure “would be expected to be lower” might be premature.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

9.83

Box 9-4. Modeling Hydrologic Characteristics of Tailings Dam Failures: “If sufficient
freeboard were maintained, it would be possible to capture and retain the expected volume of
the PMF in the TSF. However, to examine potential downstream effects in the event of a
tailings dam failure, we assume that sufficient freeboard would not exist and overtopping
would occur. This may be less likely when the TSF would be actively monitored and
maintained, but barring human error in the near term, may be more representative of postclosure conditions in the future.” (p. 9-15)
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Most tailings ponds have spillways post-closure, and the Pebble Limited Partnership has
hinted this may be a feature of some or all of tailings dams at Pebble. As a result, overtopping
of a tailings dam due to a lack of “sufficient freeboard” would not be a possibility.
It is also likely possible to maintain a small lake on top of the closed tailings facility while
still having a spillway to deal with a probable maximum flood event. That said, the
observation that “Tailings dam failure via overtopping is expected to have similar effects as
failures resulting from other causes (e.g., slope failure, earthquakes)” is a legitimate concern
because, for example, a post-closure breach of the tailings dam due to a seismic-related
failure would release a significant amount of saturated tailings.
EPA Response: As the assessment describes, there has been at least one case of
overtopping of a tailings dam with a spillway.
9.84

The BBWA conservatively assumes a TSF failure of 20% tailings volume and out flow up to
30 km but reported range of tailings spills are 1% to 100%. Rico et al. 200818 found a high
correlation (r2= 0.86) between volume of tailings at time of failure and outflow volume, and
that volume was correlated to a lesser extent with run-out distance (r2=0.57).
Recommendation: Consider impacts from a larger tailings release scenario. Consider that
tailings will continue to wash down river with storms.
EPA Response: The 20% value was retained as a reasonable scenario. The downstream
movement of tailings is discussed in multiple sections of Chapter 9.

9.85

“This assessment recognizes that a variety of scenarios could occur that would influence
tailings and debris transport potential. Included here is only one hydrology failure scenario
where impoundment capacity is exceeded, due to either lack of freeboard or bypass
infrastructure failure. It should be noted that a scenario involving failure during fair weather
could also occur and cause similar down-valley flows.” (p. 9-16)
Recommendation: It might be more appropriate to say “… a failure involving a nonhydrologic event …” rather than “… a failure during a fair weather …”.
EPA Response: Language has been modified to recognize other sources of failure
initiation.

9.86

Box 9-6. Background on Relevant Analogous Tailings Spill Sites “Soda Butte Creek,
Montana and Wyoming. The headwaters of Soda Butte Creek drain the New World mining
district in Montana before entering Yellowstone National Park. From 1870 to 1953, porphyry
deposits were mined for gold and copper with some arsenic, lead, silver, and zinc.” (p. 9-35
emphasis added)
I am aware of gold mining (not porphyry), lead-zinc mining (not porphyry), and copper
mining (not porphyry) in the New World mining district, but no porphyry deposits. There is
some speculation that a porphyry copper deposit may exist at depth in this area, but I am not
aware of any reports or data that strongly suggest this.
Recommendation: It might be just as relevant to say “deposits” as opposed to “porphyry
deposits”.
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EPA Response: The statement is based on the cited reference (Marcus et al. 2011).
9.87

Attachment C: Notes on Northern Dynasty Minerals 2nd Watershed Assessment Comments
Northern Dynasty (NDM): EPA has continued to ignore modern mine engineering practices
and regulatory requirements; including,
b. “Tailings Storage Facility Designed to Fail”
In the Watershed Assessment EPA has been conservative in its assumptions and analysis
of potential tailings dam failures. Mine supporters would like the EPA to assume that the
failure of the tailings dam at Pebble could not happen. Making such an assumption for a
risk assessment would be both naïve and irresponsible, yet this is indeed what EPA’s
critics are proposing. Mine proponents always assume that failures are due to “old”
technologies or to imprudent practices by less responsible developers, but that these
mistakes could never occur on their projects.
EPA has also noted:
“Based on a review of historical and currently operating mines, some failure of water
collection and treatment systems would be likely during operation or post-closure
periods. A variety of water collection and treatment failures are possible, ranging from
operational failures resulting in short-term releases of untreated or partially treated
leachates to long-term failures to operate water collection and treatment systems in
perpetuity. A reasonable upper bound failure scenario would involve a complete loss of
water treatment and release of untreated wastewater.” (Second External Review Draft, p.
ES-15)
It would be negligent for EPA not to assess the potential impacts from a water treatment plant
failure as a part of a risk assessment. It is not appropriate to claim that EPA designed the
water treatment plant to fail. EPA merely looked at a range of potential water treatment plant
failures – an appropriate and necessary set of assumptions for a risk assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

9.88

Attachment A: EPA Watershed Assessment Second Draft Responses to Selected Peer
Review Panel Questions and Critiques
PEER REVIEW COMMENT (Dirk van Zyl): A significant improvement in tailings
management is the implementation of an Independent Tailings Dam Review Board (ITRB)
for large mining projects (Morgenstern, 2010)… I expect that a tailings review board will
also be used for the Pebble Mine and the behavior of a tailings management facility designed
and operated under these conditions will be more representative of the potential failure
likelihoods expected for such a facility.
EPA Response: The State of Alaska regulates its dams, including tailings dams, under Alaska
Administrative Code (AAC) Title 11, Chapter 93, Article 3, Dam Safety (11 AAC 93). Each
dam is assigned to a class based on the potential hazards of a tailings dam failure (Table 9-2).
Chambers Comment: Unfortunately there is no requirement Alaska Administrative Code
(AAC) Title 11, Chapter 93, Article 3, Dam Safety (11 AAC 93) to convene an independent
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tailings review board, hence no guarantee, that an independent review board will be utilized
at Pebble. Alaska has not utilized an Independent Tailings Dam Review Board for a mine in
the past.
Alaska code specifies that a qualified engineer is required to assure that a dam is designed,
built, and operated with appropriate concerns for safety. A “qualified engineer” is defined in
the Alaska dam safety regulations under Title 11, Chapter 92, Section 193 of the Alaska
Administrative Code (11 AAC 93.193). To meet the criteria for a qualified engineer, an
individual must be a civil engineer currently licensed to practice in Alaska under the State
Board of Registration for Architects, Engineers, and Land Surveyors. The regulations also
state that the qualified engineer must have at least five years of experience as a licensed or
registered professional civil engineer.
Regardless, Pebble is not the only mine that is likely for the Bristol Bay region if the Pebble
Mine is constructed and the transportation infrastructure that would facilitate further
development is put into place. It is likely these secondary mines would not face the same
level of scrutiny that a large mine like Pebble would.
In addition, there are many examples of the dam construction-type changing in later stages of
a mining project. This is perfectly illustrated by the Fort Knox Mine in Alaska where all but
the final stage of tailings dam construction was downstream, but the final dam lift is upstream
– the type of construction most susceptible to seismic instability.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (Doc. #1118 and #4284)
9.89

Engineered waste storage systems of mines have been in existence for only about 50 years
and their long-term behavior is not known. More information is needed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

9.90

Finally, as if any of the above issues were not enough justification to halt the Pebble project,
Alaska’s active geology should! And it just might if the project is undertaken. The potential
for catastrophic failure of all or some of the engineered safeguards due to seismic or volcanic
events seems likely, considering the lengthy timeframe stored toxic wastes will pose a threat
to the region. Geologic fault lines and active volcanoes in the area should not be minimized,
as information from the Pebble Partnership has done, but should seriously be considered as
real threats, not just during the active mining phase, but looking forward to some end-date,
when the resulting project contaminants can no longer poison the wetlands, rivers, and life of
the Bristol Bay watershed. Mine failures are common and to be expected. The historical
record is clear. Consider the example of the landslide within Rio Tinto’s Bingham Canyon
mine near Salt Lake City Utah on 4/11/13. Also, the much worse bauxite tailings storage dam
failure in Kolontar Hungary in 2010, which killed ten residents, wounded 120 and devastated
the town of Kolontar and several other downstream communities. Even greater
environmental damage was done by a huge spill of cyanide-containing wastewater from a
gold processing plant in Baia Mare, Romania in 2000. That environmental disaster left 2.5
million people temporarily without safe drinking water. The toxic waste – with cyanide levels
400 times the maximum normal amount – poured into local rivers, ultimately inflicting
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serious damage on more than 1,000 kilometers of waterway in the Danube ecosystem in four
countries. It killed millions of fish and, by some accounts, “wiped out” all life adjacent to
Hungary’s Tisza River, from fish-eating birds to foxes to hares. These are only three of the
escalating number of mine failures from around the globe and none of them was precipitated
by a seismic event. To allow the world’s largest open-pit mine development, with all of its
inherent risk, to move forward in Alaska’s unpredictable seismic reality would be folly, of
the worst kind. Likely, future generations would deem that choice, “insane”.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Moore Geosciences, LLC (Doc. #2911)
9.91

The authors of the revised report have expanded their assessment of probability of failure and
added substantial material that strengthens their estimates of probabilities and estimates of
uncertainty. This is especially true for seismic risk.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

9.92

The revised assessment now presents an even more conservative estimate of the amount of
tailings released during failure. The estimates for the two scenarios have reduced total storage
volumes while continuing to use a maximum of 20% of total volume of tailings removed
during failure, resulting in maximum values lower than the previous assessment. The
continued use of “30+ km” is a very substantial under-estimate of the potential extent of
damage from tailings deposition. Based on the empirical relationship between the total
amount of tailings stored in an impoundment and the amount released developed by Rico et
al. (2008, Eq. 7), I would expect on the order of 35% of the total tailings to be released. The
continued use of the 20% value is not supported by the literature on tailings impoundment
failures (Azam and Li 2010):
“Based on historical tailings dam failure data, it is reasonable to assume that all
construction material from the dam breach and from 30 to 66% of the impoundment
tailings material could contribute to debris flow following a tailings dam failure (Browne
2011).”
The authors’ use of a lower set of values (5-20%) is thus a very conservative estimate; it
severely under-estimates the potential release of tailings and therefore the distance of
transport downstream and resulting damage from a tailings impoundment breach. The
literature of tailings impoundment failure suggests much longer run-out distances than the
assessment estimates. The Los Frailes mine failure released only about 4.6 million m3 of
tailings and acidic water (Rico et al. 2008), but the resulting tailings run out distance was
about 41 km in the Rio Guadiamar. The Bafokeng mine tailings impoundment breach
released even less tailings, about 3 million m3 of tailings, but still resulted in a run out
distance of 45 km. In some cases, tailings impoundments failures can severely affect river
systems for much farther distances. The tailings dam failures in Romania (reported in the
cited document by ICOLD 2001) resulted in damaging effects over 1400 km downstream
from the source. In all the historical data presented in Rico et al (2008), the volume of
tailings released are substantially smaller than the potential volumes released from those
H[DPLQHGLQWKH%ULVWRO%D\DVVHVVPHQW PLOOLRQP3); nevertheless, the run-out distances
reached up to 120 km. These volumes are only about 1/5 of the lowest volume release
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scenario used in the Bristol Bay assessment. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that any
failure in the Bristol Bay system would result in tailings being transported substantially
farther downstream than those reported in Rico et al. (2008). Using Rico et al.’s (2008)
approach, I would expect run-out distances well over 150-300 km in the Bristol Bay
watershed. As I pointed out in my previous comments, the run out distance for the amount of
tailings modeled for the larger Pebble scenarios are likely better captured by the OK Tedi
mine in Papua New Guinea. Tailings from the OK Tedi mine “dominates river sediments,
floodplain and lake bottoms for 610 km downstream from the mine” (Luoma and Rainbow
2008). Such a complete transformation is a likely picture of how a large tailings failure would
affect the rivers downstream from the Pebble mine.
EPA Response: The modeled runout distance of a spill was limited by the available data
and models. The experience with prior mines is marginally relevant because of the
importance of site characteristics. For example, the OK Tedi spill was in very steep
topography, unlike the topography in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds.
9.93

The revised assessment expands and clarifies the physical and geochemical effects on the
landscapes and ecosystems below the potential mining areas. This is an excellent assessment
of the types of damage and their duration. Potential spills would likely bury many thousands
of hectares of riparian and floodplain environments. Once the floodplain was filled with
tailings, excess tailings would be directly transported downstream. The large amount and
thickness of tailings on the floodplain would act as a long-term source for contaminants to all
water bodies downstream. This source would last decades to centuries as is seen in
historically mining-contaminated floodplains throughout the world (Moore and Luoma 1990;
Macklin 2006; Moore and Langner 2012). The revised assessment has also done a thorough
job of presenting the potential pathways and effects of contaminants on the ecosystem and
the potentially huge magnitude of these processes. Metals dissolved in the water column are
highly and immediately available to biota, while metal-rich sediment can cause wide-ranging
damage to aquatic ecosystem health, extirpating vulnerable species and simplifying food
webs (Luoma and Rainbow, 2008). Metal mobilization immediately after a tailings spill can
be quite large and have enduring effects on ecosystems for decades or centuries. Simulated
weathering experiments and geochemical modeling by Koseff et al. (2012) showed that 5095% of metal content could be mobilized within 20 years after deposition. This shows the
“serious short- to long-term effects that accompany tailings dam spills onto floodplain
environments…” (Koseff et al. 2012). Work in the Clark Fork River in Montana has shown
that tailings effects can last much longer. In that river system, even after a century of natural
attenuation of tailings contamination, metals concentrations in the river sediment will likely
remain above effects thresholds for decades to come (Moore and Langner 2012). Any of the
tailings release scenarios presented in the Bristol Bay assessment would result in distributed,
long-term metal sources over large areas that would be physically and economically
impractical to remove. This then would likely result in toxic effects for hundreds of years
(Luoma et al. 2008; Luoma and Rainbow 2008).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Center for Biological Diversity (Doc. #2922)
9.94

A tailings dam failure would result in billions of tons of mining waste, including potentially
toxic materials, washing downstream. Water quality would be destroyed and fish populations
in the Kvichak and Nushagak Rivers would suffer massive casualties, resulting in tainting of
all or much of Bristol Bay salmon production (Hauser 2007). This would have major impacts
on Iliamna Lake seals, resulting in high levels of direct mortality through toxic effects,
decreased reproductive success, and suppression of the immune system resulting in increased
disease risk. Tainted salmon would also suffer high mortality rates, which would influence
the amount of prey available to Iliamna Lake seals.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
9.95

P. 9-28: PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document is cites as a source of aquatic insect
information. The report contains erroneous information, and its use should be eliminated
and/or qualified.
EPA Response: We cite the EBD as a source of macroinvertebrate community
information. The characterized communities were broadly similar to those observed by
Bogan et al. (2012). The assessment did not make further use of specific taxonomic
information from the EBD.

9.96

[I]n addition to passage being a potential issue for resident fish and invertebrate
recolonization after a tailings dam failure, the lack of marine derived nutrients delivered by
salmon would inhibit recolonization.
EPA Response: We agree. The importance of marine derived nutrients in freshwater
foodwebs is recognized multiple times in the final assessment, and is specifically
incorporated as a negative feedback loop with reductions in salmon productivity and
abundance in the conceptual diagrams.

K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
9.97

Tailings Migration. Kinetic testing of numerous representative ore body samples should be
required throughout the life of the mine, based on standard test procedures; testing methods
and data need to be available to regulators.
•

A pyrite concentrate should be produced.

•

If dry stack tailings are produced, pyrite should be removed to the extent that is
technically feasible, and liners should be placed under the stacks.

•

If tailings are stored in an impoundment, require the impoundment to be lined.

EPA Response: Comment noted, but the assessment is a scientific document and does
not contain recommendations for regulatory restrictions.
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B. Killer (Doc. #9642)
9.98

To assume there will be no breaching or leaking of the dam reeks of the same hubris
exhibited by the nuclear industry 60 yrs ago, leaving us, esp. here in Washington, with a
legacy of catastrophic, interminable pollution of our land, air and water. Because of the acidgenerating nature of the Pebble ore body, the waste would need environmental treatment in
perpetuity. Any release of mine waste into the surface or groundwater has the potential to
harm Bristol Bay’s salmon runs, along with the waters used by every other species in or
traveling through the vicinity.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

Chapter 10:

Transportation Corridor

Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5784)
10.1

Because the Bristol Bay watershed is located in one of the last remaining virtually roadless
areas in the United States, development of any mine in the Bristol Bay watershed would
require substantial expansion and improvement of the region’s transportation infrastructure.
There are few existing roadways, no improved federal or state highways, and no railroads,
pipelines, or other major industrial transportation infrastructure. The mine scenarios
evaluated in the USEPA assessment include a 138-km gravel surface, all-weather permanent
access road connecting the mine site to a new deep-water port on Cook Inlet. This length
does not include road sections within the mine site itself. Approximately 113 km of this
corridor would fall within the Kvichak River watershed. The discussion below will not
consider damages to salmon habitat during the actual construction of the corridor. Such
damages should be considered as temporary, whereas those discussed below are ongoing.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

10.2

The transportation corridor area comprises 27 sub-watersheds draining to Iliamna Lake.
These sub-watersheds encompass approximately 690 square miles and contain nearly 900
miles of stream channels. The corridor would include 18 bridges (11 over known anadromous
(fish returning from the sea to spawn) streams and 7 other streams likely to support
salmonids). All other stream crossings would be culverted. Thus, given that the transportation
corridor would cross a total of 53 streams and rivers known or likely to support migrating or
resident salmonids, culverts would be constructed on 35 presumed salmonid streams. Not
infrequently, culverts fail. Culverts are deemed to have failed if fish passage is blocked (e.g.,
by debris, ice, or beaver activity) or if stream flow exceeds culvert capacity, resulting in
overtopping and road washout. Literature reports suggest an average culvert failure rate of
47% (i.e., culvert surveys indicate that, on average, 47% of culverts block or inhibit fish
passage at any given time).
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

10.3

When culverts are plugged by debris or overtopped by high flows, road damage, channel
realignment, and severe sedimentation often result. Changes in sediment load due to culvert
failures can change habitat value in the stream. It is diminished as the channel becomes wider
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and shallower and silt is deposited in the streambed. Stream crossing failures that divert
stream flow outside of stream channels are particularly damaging.
During operation of the mine, frequent inspections of the road, bridges and culverts will
make this damage less severe, but there is no doubt that culvert blockage and other changes
caused by the road itself will seriously impact salmon spawning and survival.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.
10.4

There are other problems associated with the transportation corridor, such as noise, dust,
vibrations, and truck accidents, all of which could add to the diminishment of salmon
reproduction and survival. Trucks will carry chemicals and supplies from the port to the
mine, including some of the flotation chemicals that are quite toxic to fish. Spillage of these
chemicals due to a truck accident would cause considerable but non-quantifiable damage to a
fish and spawning habitat. Trucks also carry molybdenum concentrate to the port, and a
substantial spill of this concentrate could also cause considerable damage to fish recourses.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.

Alaska Miners Association (Doc. #2910)
10.5

Error #12: status unclear. Assumption of a Road (2012 TR, page 16). A road may be required
to develop the Pebble Mine. However, it is quite possible that other mines within the
watershed would not be developed using a road, would use a shorter road, or would use a
road in a less (or more) sensitive area. Thus the road impacts may not be representative of
non-Pebble mines in Bristol Bay. As we cannot determine whether the Assessment is focused
on Pebble or on any mine in Bristol Bay, we cannot determine the potential significance of
this error. However, we do note that EPA ignored the critique in their 2013 draft.
EPA Response: The assessment evaluates potential risks of mine development at the
Pebble deposit. Mining at similar deposits in the region likely would pose similar types
of risks, as is discussed in Chapter 13 of the revised assessment.

10.6

Error #13: not addressed. Omission of Prevention and Mitigation Strategies – design changes
for the road (2012 TR, pages 16-17). As AMA’s 2012 review pointed out, EPA proposes a
specific road alignment and by implication road construction techniques and then disparages
them because of the environmental impacts they will cause. The obvious solution is to
provide a higher level of design/construction standards and a robust monitoring program to
catch problems before they cause these problems.
EPA Response: The assessment’s road alignment matches the alignment proposed by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). We note in the assessment that
environmental risks would not be expected to change substantially with minor shifts in
road alignment. These risks take into account the use of best management practices and
mitigation measures, which are discussed in text boxes throughout Chapter 10.
Nonetheless, environmental characteristics along the transportation corridor would
likely render the effectiveness of standard or even “state-of-the-art” mitigation
measures highly uncertain (see Box 10-5 of the final assessment). Although culverts and
other infrastructure components can be designed to higher than usual standards, they
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are not always installed correctly or may not stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment.
10.7

Error #14: not addressed. A check on conclusions: EOA came to different conclusions for
other mine roads (2012 TR, pages 17-18). AMA’s 2012 review pointed out that EPA came to
different conclusions in this watershed assessment than it did for similar mine roads in
Environmental Impact Statements in which it was the lead agency. EPA’s 2013 draft failed to
respond to this critique.
EPA Response: The assessment stands on its own.

10.8

Post-Closure Road and Culvert Failure. While AMA did not provide specific errors
concerning EPA’s post-closure analysis of potential road and culvert failures, it did provide
some comments. See 2012 TR, analysis on page 27, especially footnote 35.
EPA Response: As stated in the assessment, we expect that the road would remain in
place after mining has ended. Thus, inhibition of fish passage and reductions could still
occur after mining. The assessment does not address who would adopt the road after
mine operations end. Also note that the assessment is an ecological risk assessment, not
a regulatory document.

Center for Biological Diversity (Doc. #2922)
10.9

If the proposed Pebble Project goes forward, construction and operations of the mine site and
transportation infrastructure for the mine would have major and population-level impacts on
Illiamna Lake seal.
There are no reports that Pebble Partnership aerial surveys for Illiamna Lake seals disturbed
the animals, but stress behaviors would be difficult to observe in the absence of behavioral or
physiological studies. Surveys are also greatly limited by occurring at a height from which
behavioral observations are difficult, if not impossible. Aerial surveys conducted by ABR for
Pebble Partnership were flown at 245 to 305 m (weather permitting), and circled back to
recount or photograph the seals, increasing the disturbance pressure on the animals. While
PLP baseline studies report the flight path as being high enough not to disturb seals (Pebble
Project, Northern Dynasty Mines 2007) significant impacts are still possible. Aircraft flying
at less than 1,000 have the potential to disturb hauled-out seals, with even more impacts
expected if aircraft fly at less than 500 m (Tyack 2008). Aircraft disturbance is especially
stressful during the molt or pupping season, which is when the majority of ABR surveys for
the Pebble Project baseline studies were conducted. As noted by the Marine Mammal
Commission (MMC) in 2009 comments on a research permit, the number of overflights for
such research could lead to “excessive disturbance” (Adams 2009). Of course, any
disturbance to the seals from the research would be dwarfed by that accompanying
development of the Pebble Project itself.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.27.

10.10 If the Pebble Project moves forward and an improved access road is constructed, the road
would greatly increase land-based disturbances for hauled-out seals. It is likely that the use of
the haul road would also greatly increase if dredging or other improvements are made to the
port on the Cook Inlet side. Impacts include anthropogenic noise disturbance of traffic and
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construction, especially from the large haul vehicles that would regularly travel the access
road. There would also be increases in direct disturbance from humans accessing the
lakeshore, increased boating activity by industrial and recreation users, increased air traffic
into the village of Illiamna, and higher levels of light disturbance especially during the
normally dark winters. The improved access road may also result in increased residential
human population in the area. This may lead to increased hunting or poaching of seals, and to
increased competition for seals with human fishermen for salmon. Additionally, off-road and
all terrain vehicle use in the area near the road would expand. ATVs and other loud motor
vehicles travelling at fast rates of speed may be especially disturbing to seals.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.27.
10.11 Barge traffic associated with mine development and operation could affect seals hauled out
on Illiamna Lake. During the pupping season, and where there are small pups in the lake,
local residents have historically avoided areas where seals are feeding, such as the mouth of
the Illiamna and Newhalen River (Fall et al. 2006). This is because residents believe that
barge or boat traffic near hauled out seals affects the pupping success through disturbing the
seals and decreasing survival of the young (Fall et al. 2006). Any increase in boat traffic near
sites used by seals could adversely affect the Illiamna Lake seals, especially during salmon
runs and the pupping season.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.27.
10.12 Illiamna Lake seals might respond with flight and/or alert behaviors to aircraft flying at or
below approximately 1,000 m altitude, especially helicopters. In studies, aircraft appear to
disturb seals more by the sound they produce than by the visual (Pitcher and Calkins 1976,
Osinga et al. 2012). Born et al. (1999) found that fixed-wing aircraft are less disturbing to
hauled out ringed seals than helicopters, and that disturbance could be reduced if helicopters
approached no closer than 1,500 m and small fixed wing planes no closer than 500 m (Born
et al. 1999). Illiamna Lake seals at foraging sites near the village of Iliamna where
helicopters take off and land may be especially impacted (Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd
2011). Helicopters likely pass directly over or very close to important foraging sites en route
to the Pebble Project area. Frost et al. (1993) found that spotted seals responded to an
approaching aircraft at a distance of over 1 km, even when the plane’s flying altitude was 760
m (Frost et al. 1993). Thus, increased air traffic of any kind, especially larger jets used for
transporting personnel associated with Pebble Project to and from the proposed larger airstrip
that would be constructed near the village of Iliamna would likely significantly disturb the
seals.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 5.27.
Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5378 and #5436)
10.13 Where impacts from a dredge and fill project are unavoidable, such as the habitat and flow
losses resulting directly from the mine footprint and transportation corridor described in the
Assessment, the Clean Water Act requires compensatory mitigation to replace the loss of
wetland and aquatic resource functions in the watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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10.14 With respect to the area proposed for a road and pipeline corridor, “special circumstances”
(EPA Assessment, at app. G) render “highly uncertain” the effectiveness of even “state of the
art” best-practice mitigation measures. Environmental mitigation methods identified in the
Wardrop Report suffer from being “mutually exclusive or offsetting,” “potentially
superseded or limited by engineering, operational, maintenance, or fiscal concerns,” or
“likely to be ineffective” given the hydrogeomorphology, subarctic climate and
hydrogeologic conditions, seismicity, and pristine condition and inherent sensitivity of the
environment in Bristol Bay watershed.
For instance, limiting the area disturbed by the transportation corridor creates risk from
“stacking” the road and pipelines closely together. When minimizing stream crossings, the
two most potentially effective mitigation measures “stand in opposition to each other,”
because the “tortuous” nature of a route with the fewest stream crossings would undermine
the intent of minimizing area of disturbance. And burial or boring of pipelines underground
can disrupt subsurface hydrology. As these examples reveal, “there is no ‘free lunch’ when it
comes to mitigating the environmental impacts of a new road in a previously roadless
landscape.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
10.15 EPA explicitly recognizes, as requested by the peer review panel, “that the transportation
corridor and all associated ancillary development, including future resource developments
made possible by the initial mining project, will necessarily and inevitably have impacts.”
(Peer Review, supra note 44, at 8.) Potential risks to fish habitat and populations resulting
from construction and operation of the transportation corridor – including filling and
alteration of wetlands, stream crossings fine sediments, dust deposition, runoff contaminants,
and invasive species – are unacceptable by 404(c) standards. “Only rarely has it been
possible to build roads that have no negative effects on streams” (EPA Assessment, 10-14).
In Bristol Bay, risks to fish from construction and operation of the transportation corridor are
particularly significant because of the hydrological complexity of the region. The
construction and operation of the transportation corridor could “fundamentally alter” this
balance, causing unacceptable adverse effects.
Specifically, the transportation corridor would cross 53 streams “known or likely to support”
salmonids. Culverts, which can cause severe interference with fish movement, would be
constructed on 35 presumed salmonid streams. Culvert failures would be common,
particularly post-closure, and would block fish passage and degrade downstream habitat.
Approximately 11% of the transportation corridor would also intersect mapped wetlands: an
additional 24% would be located within 100 m of wetlands, and another 16% would be
located within 100 to 200 m of wetlands. Wetlands provide important salmonid resting,
spawning, and rearing habitat, and support food abundance and diversity. Product concentrate
and diesel pipeline failures near streams would also be expected to occur during the life of a
mine: “Both would cause acute lethal effects on invertebrates and fish, and the concentrate
could create highly toxic sediment” (EPA Assessment 14-17.)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Alaska Conservation Foundation (Doc. #6803)
10.16 Beyond water treatment, the assessment conservatively details potential impacts from
possible failures – pipeline, road, culvert, and even tailings dams.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (Doc. #4284)
10.17 KBCS believes that this assessment needs to consider all impacts associated with future
large-scale mining in and outside of the Bristol Bay watershed, including: 1) The
development of a new deep-water port on Cook Inlet. The new port is necessary for shipping
out the mined ore and importation of fuels, equipment and manifold other services necessary
for operations. The associated storage facilities and the handling of ore, fuels, chemicals etc.
pose an undefined but potential catastrophic risk to Cook Inlet. KBCS wishes to understand
these potential risks, both to the Cook Inlet ecosystem, subsistence, commercial and sports
fisheries and the social impacts on the many communities so dependent on Alaska’s most
economically important waterway.
EPA Response: As described in Chapter 2, potential effects of a port on Cook Inlet are
outside the scope of this assessment.
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
10.18 [The 2013 draft] assumes that mining and road systems will work as planned in a very harsh
and unstable Alaskan environment where roads are uncommon for very good reasons (see
Appendix G for reasons why this is unlikely to occur).
EPA Response: This characterization of the assessment is incorrect. We assume that
mitigation measures would be used but also note that these measures do not always
work as planned.
10.19 The salmon surveys likely underestimate the stream length with salmon because they were
not conducted through use of a probability design, all stream length was not censused, and all
stream lengths were not censused or surveyed for multiple years and multiple seasons to
evaluate temporal variability (see Hughes et al. 2000. EMAP-Surface Waters; a national,
multiassemblage, probability survey of ecological integrity. Hydrobiologia 422/423: 429443).
EPA Response: We agree that the characterization of stream length with salmon is
likely a conservative estimate (e.g., see Box 7-1 and Box 10-1).
K. Denton (Doc. #0227)
10.20 For example, just the road system required to get the ore out of the region will have to cross
20 salmon bearing streams and run basically through the small native community of Pedro
Bay on the Northeast shore of Lake Illiamna. The thought of dozens of enormous trucks a
day rumbling through this tranquil subsistence village, forever changing the daily way of life
for the inhabitants, while the very cause of the trucks presence slowly (and perhaps
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catastrophically) depletes the salmon runs they have come to rely on for millennium is simply
unconscionable.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
10.21 “Another post-closure issue of concern is road maintenance, which will be needed to
maintain the water treatment plant in perpetuity. The access road will need to continue to
keep stream crossings open for juvenile and adult fish and minimize runoff into streams”
(Chapter 10).
There will be an incentive to maintain the road if additional mines or induced development
occurs, but little incentive if there is no further economic development beyond a single
Pebble deposit sized mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
10.22 Leachate collection needs to be in place wherever waste rock, including NAG, is used in
construction of mine facilities.
Bridges or embedded culverts should be used, and road crossings should follow current and
evolving best practices over the life of the main to maintain migratory corridors for juvenile
and adult fish and prevent hydraulic changes. Road maintenance needs to use the best
technical practices, without regard to economics, to keep sediment, salts, hydrocarbons,
antifreeze, and other transportation-related material out of streams, and bonding needs to be
sufficient for good road inspection and maintenance in perpetuity.
Consider testing concentrations of calcium on relevant species and life stages per the
potential toxicity of road salt runoff.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
10.23 The assessment for truck-related spills was conducted by extrapolating from truck trips at the
Pogo gold mine (Section 10.3.3.1). Would it have been more appropriate to base the
assessment on a copper porphyry mine?
EPA Response: For the assessment spill scenario, we extrapolated from truck trips at
the Pogo gold mine because we had relevant data on number of trucks required to
transport reagents, as well as annual ore production.
G. Y. Parker (Doc. #5615)
10.24 The Watershed Assessment calculates the rate of failures of culverts to allow fish passage
post-operation of Pebble mine at 11 to 21 salmonid streams suffering from impeded fish
passage.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
10.25 Similarly, the Assessment calculates the rate of accidents of trucks carrying chemicals used
in mineral processing and the rate of near-stream spills at two per 78 years.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
10.26 Recommended Mitigation: Effects of roads can be partially mitigated by ensuring that roads
are not subject to fluvial and hydrologic processes at road crossings including flood plan
processes.
Recommended Restrictions for a 404(c) Determination:
Crossing of Anadromous Streams:
(a) No fill material may be placed in the flood plain of rivers and streams designated by the
State of Alaska as important for the spawning, rearing, or migration of anadromous
fishes. Absent empirically defined flood plains the flood plain is defined as the area
below the elevation of the plane across the stream valley at twice the thalweg depth.
(b) Bridge superstructures must be used to support the bridge in place of piers where
practicable.
(c) Where superstructures have been demonstrated to be impracticable, bridges may be
placed on piers. Multiple bridge piers may be placed in waters, but the minimum
practicable number of piers must be used and each pier must occupy the minimum foot
print necessary to, combined with all the piers on the same bridge, safely support the
bridge structure.
Crossing of non-anadromous streams:
(a) Crossing of streams that do not provide spawning, rearing or migration habitat for
anadromous fishes must be constructed according to methods described in the most
recent version of the United States Department of Agriculture-Forest Service Stream
Simulation: An Ecological Approach to Providing Passage for Aquatic Organisms at
Road-Stream Crossings.
Wetland crossings:
(a) Roads crossing wetlands (as defined by the United States Army Corps of Engineers
Wetland Delineation Manual and applicable supplements) must be constructed with
porous road beds so that there is no ponding or visible impedance or diversion of flow of
water due to the presence of the road fill prism.
Roadside ditches:
(a) Roadside ditches may not discharge to waters of the United States.
(b) Roadside ditches must have cross drainage such that water is not diverted along the axis
of the road for more than 50 feet.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but the assessment is a scientific document and does
not contain recommendations for regulatory restrictions.
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
10.27 2012 Geosyntec Comment: Statistical methods used in the assessment of piping failure rates
are of questionable validity. Use of the exponential distribution to model pipeline failures,
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and assumptions of constant failure rate along the length of a pipe, are inappropriate. The
failure rate this derived (98% change of line failure over 25 years) are misleading at best.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: With the exception of an adjustment for length
of the transportation corridor, the 2012 statistical analyses and associated inaccuracies appear
to be unchanged.
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: No adequate response appears to have been
provided, and failure rates continue to be misleading.
EPA Response: The reported aggregate pipeline statistics include pipelines of various
ages and include both corrosion and mechanical failures. Although the cited sentence
from the draft assessment was included to give the reader some additional perspective
on failure rates, the rates for both failure modes are similar and the aggregate statistics
were used to develop the presented estimates of failure probability.
The failure rate is constant with time because no data or models were available to
increase the rate over time as the pipelines age. The same rate was assumed for all four
pipelines because oil and gas pipeline failure rates are similar and there are no data
from the mining industry concerning failure rates for concentrate or return water
pipelines. The failure rate used is an average across all types of pipeline segments, so it
can be applied to the rate for each pipeline as a whole (including stream crossings,
valves, etc.).
Based on the trends in the failure rates, one could hypothesize that over the life of a
pipeline, the initial failure rate might be lower than the overall average and the later
failure rate would be higher than the average as corrosion failures increase. However,
the low expected frequency of failures for pipelines of the length in the assessed
scenarios would not be expected to provide enough data to confirm such a hypothesis. It
should be noted that of the four pipelines in the mine scenarios, one would carry diesel
fuel and one would transport natural gas, so the use of statistics from the oil and gas
industry is justified for these pipelines. The revised assessment does assess the
environmental impacts of a spill from the diesel fuel pipeline (Chapter 11).
10.28 While it is difficult to understand how culverts designed and built to modern engineering
standards will replicate the performance of outdated and unregulated culverts under any postmining maintenance scenario, there are clearly management controls available to ensure this
does not occur. Permitting agencies could impose reclamation and post-closure management
conditions on Pebble to ensure that installed road culverts continue to operate effectively. It
is also likely that Pebble will continue to maintain the road and culverts for many decades
after mining ceases in order to meet its reclamation, closure and long-term monitoring
obligations.
EPA Response: Fish passage impacts described in the revised assessment assume
modern design guidelines for culverts. These specifications are described in Box 10-2,
which references the memorandum of agreement between the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game and the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities.
Best management practices or mitigation measures would be used to minimize potential
impacts to salmon ecosystems from construction and operation of the proposed
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transportation corridor. Nevertheless, inhibition of fish passage and reductions in
habitat still could occur (Box 10-5), even under post-closure management conditions.
Even though a mining company may intend to manage the road for many decades after
mining ceases, they may not be able to.
10.29 2012 Geosyntec Comment: Road culvert failure modes do not consider existing state of the
practice guidance. he 2012 Assessment states: “Road crossings often fail because of outfall
barriers, excessive water velocity, insufficient water depth in culverts, disorienting turbulent
flow patterns, lack of resting pools below culverts, or a combination of these conditions
(Furniss et al. 1991).” The culvert failure modes presented in the report are comprehensive
and relevant. Guidance exists for fish friendly designs that mitigate each of these failure
modes, such as the Memorandum of Agreement between Alaska Department of Fish and
Game and Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities for the Design,
Permitting, and Construction of Culverts for Fish Passage (ADFG and ADOT&PF, 2001).
Each of these modes of failure cited can be addressed using modern fish passage and channel
stability design principles.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment includes a new Box 102, Culvert Mitigation. This box describes “guidance to protect designers and permitting staff
to ensure that culverts are designed and installed to provide efficient fish passage and to
ensure statewide consistency in title 16 permitting of culvert related work.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Unfortunately, while Box 10-2 describes some of
the relevant guidance, but that is the extent of the 2013 Assessment’s acknowledgement of
modern fish passage and channel stability design principles. As in the 2012 Assessment, the
2013 report falls back on the following statement to justify the use of inapplicable failure
statistics:
10-27 “After mine operations end, traffic would be reduced to that which is necessary to
maintain any residual operations on the site, and inspections and maintenance would likely
decrease. If the road was adopted by the state or local government entity, the frequency of
inspections and quality of maintenance would likely decline to those provided for other
roads. Either of these possibilities could result in a proportion of failed culverts similar to
those described in the literature.”
Under this scenario, it would appear that any road under government supervision is likely to
have a 30% to 60% failure rate.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.28.
10.30 2012 Geosyntec Comment: The 2012 Assessment discounts the effectiveness of established
sediment and erosion control practices for road construction and operation (Appendix G).
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: The 2013 Assessment includes Box 10-3,
Stormwater Runoff and Sediment Mitigation. No significant modifications appear to have
been made to Appendix G to address this comment.
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The discussion of erosion and sediment control
measures in Box 10-3 (p. 10-33 and 10-34) partially addresses Geosyntec’s 2012 comment.
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However, there is no discussion on how these control practices can impact the exposure and
risk characterization for road construction and operation.
EPA Response: Potential mitigation measures or best management practices for the
transportation corridor are described in Chapter 10 of the revised assessment. Erosion
and sediment control measures are included in Box 10-3. We did not feel it was
necessary to duplicate this information in Appendix G. Chapter 10 notes that BMPs
would be used along the transportation corridor to minimize potential risks to
salmonids and the ecosystems that supports them.
10.31 2012 Geosyntec Comment: The 2012 Assessment has not considered mitigation strategies for
addressing concerns over road salts for dust & ice control (pg 5-62).
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: Revised sections of the 2013 Assessment,
including Stormwater Runoff (p. 10-29) and Dust (pg 10-35), provide some expanded
discussion on this topic. Discussion of mitigation strategies is limited to Box 10-3 (p. 10-33
and 10-34).
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The discussion of erosion and sediment control
measures in Box 10-3 (p. 10-33 and 10-34) partially addresses Geosyntec’s 2012 comment.
However, there is no discussion on how these control practices can impact the exposure and
risk characterization for road construction and operation.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.30.
10.32 EPA now acknowledges that culverts designed and maintained to modern standards as
required by regulation in Alaska have a “low” probability of failure. However, study authors
continue to assert that following mine operations, these modern culverts will exhibit failure
rates commensurate with outdated, unregulated and un-permittable culverts employed 40
years ago in other jurisdictions. Comments submitted in response to the 2012 BBWA pointed
out that the references used to support the culvert failure rates generally attribute failure
(defined as blockage of fish passage) to non-compliance with permit requirements, poor
design and improper construction.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.28.
10.33 In commenting on the 2012 draft BBWA, Peer Reviewers were highly critical of EPA’s use
of outdated and unregulated culvert design and maintenance practices to predict performance
at Pebble. Although study authors inserted some new information about modern culvert
design criteria into the 2013 draft BBWA, and acknowledge that proper maintenance of road
culverts would likely lead to greater than forecast environmental performance during mine
operations, EPA continues to insist that long-term performance of culverts will revert to the
failure projections in the 2012 BBWA. EPA provides no justification for this assumption.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.28.
10.34 2012 Geosyntec Comment: Probability of failure estimates for culverts during mine operation
and after closure are inaccurate and not applicable to the Pebble Project. Table 8-1 of the
2012 Assessment shows a low probability of failure for culverts during the operation of the
mine and cites frequent inspections and regular maintenance as the reasons. Post-operation
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failure probability is indicated as 0.3 to 0.6, which has already been shown to not be
applicable. The failure probability does not account for the use of bridges, box culverts and
fish friendly culverts in place of typical culvert designs. The surveys of road culverts used as
justification for the high failure rates were rarely designed for fish passage. Additionally, the
report does not account for the possibility of decommissioning (removal) of some or all of
the culverts post-operation.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: Probability of failure estimates for culverts
during and after mine operation and after closure remains unchanged in the report. However,
as the 2013 Assessment reports that 35 salmonid streams would have culverts as opposed to
14 salmonid streams in the 2012 Assessment, the number of blocked culverts has increased
significantly.
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged.
The failure probabilities do not account for the use of bridges, box culverts and fish friendly
culverts in place of typical culvert designs. The survey of road culverts used as justification
for the high failure rates were rarely designed for fish passage. Additionally, the report does
not account for the possibility of decommissioning (removal) of some or all of the culverts
post-operation.
EPA Response: Culvert failure frequencies cited in the assessment are based on culverts
designed for fish passage and take into account the use of best management practices or
mitigation measures that are discussed in text boxes throughout Chapter 10. A number
of culvert types may be used along the transportation corridor, and it is not in EPA’s
purview to suggest which ones should be used. However, culvert design approaches
specified in the memorandum of agreement between the ADF&G and the ADOT are
described in Box 10-2 of the assessment. Although culverts are designed to certain
specifications, they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the rigors of
a harsh environment.
The comment states that the probability of failure estimates for culverts during and
after mine operation and after closure remains unchanged in the assessment. Reference
to Flanders et al. (2000) was deleted in the revised assessment, causing a slight reduction
in culvert failure frequency. The estimated number of streams likely to support salmon
increased but the number of those bridged decreased by two. Thus, the number of
salmon-supporting streams with culverts, and the number of streams blocked at any
one time, increased in the revised assessment.
We expect that the road would remain in place after mining has ended. Hence,
decommissioning (removal) of culverts post-operation, as mentioned in the comment, is
not a viable option.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
10.35 EPA admits that it cannot estimate changes in fish productivity, abundance, and diversity
from potential impacts associated with the construction and operation of the road
transportation corridor. Id. at 10-40. Nonetheless, EPA claims that there will be adverse
impacts to salmonid species from the transportation corridor. These claims are not supported
by the scientific literature.
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EPA speculates that after active mining operations cease, approximately 47% of all streams
along the transportation corridor will become blocked at any given time, stopping the
upstream migration of spawning salmonids. Id. at 10-28. This assumption is based on what
the EPA characterizes as “typical maintenance practices” following mine closure. Id. But to
support this assumption, EPA relies on studies that are inapplicable to modern road
construction and maintenance requirements in Alaska. See Geosyntec Comments, Tbl. 1 at
11. In fact, those studies acknowledge that with proper design, construction and maintenance
practices, many of the identified modes of failure could be prevented. Id. The engineers and
scientists at Geosyntec specifically evaluated the list of potential culvert failures that EPA
identified in the Assessment and concluded that “[e]ach of the modes of failure cited can be
addressed using modern fish passage and channel stability design principles.” Id. at 12.
EPA is also assuming that culverts could become blocked during the operational life of the
mine despite daily inspections of the road and culvert system. EPA is presuming that culverts
will be installed incorrectly, not built to specifications, or otherwise will fail in a “harsh
environment.” Assessment at 10-27 to 10-28. EPA offers no support for these assumptions.
EPA’s discussion related to wetland impacts within the transportation corridor is also
speculative. EPA claims that the “[r]isks to salmonids from filling of wetlands” and other
“hydrologic modifications… are likely to diminish the production of anadromous and
resident salmonids in many of the 53 streams known or likely to support salmonids that
would be crossed by the transportation corridor.” Id. at 10-40. This stark assessment is not
supported by EPA’s own analysis. Although EPA attempted to quantify risk to salmonid
habitat due to alteration or filling of wetlands along the transportation corridor, the Agency
acknowledged that the “distribution of salmonids in wetlands along the transportation
corridor is not known” (id. at 10-19) and that the “[e]ffects on fish production” from wetland
impacts within the transportation corridor “cannot be estimated given available data…” Id. at
10-20. In light of these unknowns, it is unclear how EPA can conclude that wetland impacts
within the transportation corridor “are likely to diminish” salmonid production. There is no
science underlying EPA’s assessment.
Finally, EPA’s estimate of truck-generated dust volume in the transportation corridor is based
on a single study from 1973 conducted on rural roads in Iowa. EPA acknowledges that its
road dust generation estimate may be reduced up to 50-75% due to the application of dust
control techniques, but that such a reduction would have a “negligible effect on risks to
fish…” Id. at 10-41. This conclusion is inconsistent with EPA’s methodology for assessing
potential risks to fish from road dust generation, and highlights EPA’s pervasive effort to
downplay effective mitigation techniques while exaggerating risk. EPA’s risk assessment for
road dust focuses on assessing the quantity of dust generated and the subsequent localized
fate and transport of that dust. Id. at 10-35 to 10-37. A reduction in generated dust would
necessarily reduce potential risk.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 10.28 and 10.34. The revised assessment
states that “the exact magnitudes of changes in fish productivity, abundance, and
diversity cannot be estimated at this time,” but summarizes the species, abundances,
and distributions that would potentially be affected. Also, the assessment concludes
that, assuming typical maintenance practices after mine operations, approximately 15
of 32 culverted streams with restricted upstream habitat would be entirely or in part
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blocked at any time. “As a result, salmonid passage—and ultimately production—
would be reduced in these streams, and they would likely not be able to support longterm populations of resident species such as rainbow trout or Dolly Varden.”
References to support these statements are found throughout Chapter 10.
Statements in the assessment regarding risks to salmonids associated with the
transportation corridor are supported by references found throughout Chapter 10. The
distribution of salmonids in wetlands, ponds, and small lakes along the transportation
corridor is not known. However, these aquatic habitat losses can result in the loss of
resting habitat for adult salmonids and of spawning and rearing habitat in ponds and
riparian side channels. These habitats can also provide enhanced foraging
opportunities. Additional discussion and references are found in Section 10.3.1.2. In
sum, filling wetlands would eliminate habitat for salmonids and would indirectly alter
wetlands in ways that could reduce the quality, quantity, and accessibility of habitat for
fish.
With respect to the estimation of dust production from the transportation corridor, the
statement cited in the comment actually reads, “Overall, these uncertainties likely have
a negligible effect on risks to fish, but a moderate effect on our dust production
calculations.” The revised assessment acknowledges that the estimated value for dust
generation (6,700 metric tons annually for the length of road within the Kvichak River
watershed) may be an underestimate or an overestimate, but regardless “it indicates
that dust production along the transportation corridor could be substantial.”
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5535)
10.36 The assumed standards for the installation culverts for the road crossing of streams are
speculative and outdated. The conclusions of substantial damage to streams and blockage of
fish passage are predicated on the assumption of undersized and improperly installed
culverts. The USFWS’s Fish Passage Program has shown that with appropriate modern
designs, the probability of culvert failure can be dramatically reduced.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.28.
10.37 As stated in earlier PLP review comments, the Alaska Dept. of Transportation &PF Alaska
Dept. of Fish & Game Memorandum of Agreement represents the minimum design generally
required by permitting agencies. However, the Assessment continues to neglect modern
designs for stream crossings and fish passage. Further it contradicts itself in the evaluation.
The report states that ‘standards for culvert installation in fish-bearing streams in Alaska
consider road safety and fish passage, but not the physical structure of the stream or habitat
quality’ (page 10-28, paragraph 1). However, in Table 10-2 the Tier 1 design method
description states that ‘The Tier 1 approach most clearly replicates natural stream
conditions…” (page 10-29). A Tier 1 design, by definition, considers the physical structure
and habitat of the stream. The text is contradicted by the information presented later in the
box.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 10.28 and 10.34.
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10.38 The Assessment has used estimates of culvert failure rates that do not apply to the design
standards that will be used for culverts. The risks should be reevaluated using more
appropriate data sets that better represent potential failure rates of culverts built to the
relevant design standards in order to give decision makers a better understanding of the actual
risks in relation to the significance to salmon and other fish in these waterbodies.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 10.28 and 10.34.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
10.39 Section: Section 5.4.1, Page 5-59, Paragraph 1, First Sentence: “Culverts are the most
common migration barriers associated with road networks.”
Original Response/Comment: Culverts designed using modern design guidelines developed
by ADOT&PF, CDFG, NMFS, USDA, FHWA, Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife (WDFW), and others have been constructed that allow aquatic and terrestrial
organisms unhindered movement up and down aquatic corridors such as streams and rivers.
Examples of such installations have been constructed within the Municipality of Anchorage,
Mantanuska-Susitna Borough, and Kenal Peninsula Borough, and are supported with funds
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and are permitted by the various research agencies.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Modern standards are
discounted in the statement, “Although culverts would be designed to certain specifications
(Box 10-2), they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment, as indicated by the failure frequencies cited in Section 10.3.2.1.” (pages 10-27
to 10-28). Box 10-2 provides information on culvert mitigation provided in the MOA
between ADOT and ADF&G (a 2001 document). Due to the assumption that modern
standards will not be implemented correctly, the document overstates likely impacts.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 10.28 and 10.34.
10.40 Section: Report Section Identification: Box 5.1
Original Response/Comment: NWI wetland mapping is based on aerial photo interpretation
that is large scale and is not accurate at the scale being used here, particularly for road
impacts. Also, NWI data is often 20 to 30 years old. Therefore, while it is appropriate for a
large scale screening, it is not acceptable for predicting site-specific impacts without a large
potential for error. It is a bit confusing, but it seems 100 meters along rivers and 200 meters
along NWI wetlands were set aside as buffers. If the roadway in the mine site passed within
these buffers, a hydrological impact was tallied. In addition the road impacts were based on a
200 ft wide road corridor, while ‘direct fill’ was based on a 9.1 m wide roadway. These
buffers are quite large and likely overestimate the hydrological impact. This overestimation
offsets at least a portion of the purported ‘conservative’ estimate resulting from inaccurate
stream and fish presence maps.
Recommended Change: Most regulatory wetland and river buffers are equal to or less than
150 feet. Reducing the buffer to this more accurate area of ‘impact’ would produce a more
accurate estimate of impacts to wetlands and rivers along the road corridor.
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Comments on Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: There was additional description of
how the buffers were derived, but they were not changed in the analysis. For example, the
200-m road buffer was derived from Forman 2000 (page 10-14). There was no change in the
use of NWI data to calculate affected area for wetlands. Therefore, the analysis likely
continues to overestimate impacts.
EPA Response: For potential impacts from the transportation corridor, we provided
estimates of the length of roadway within either 100 m or 200 m of both streams and
wetlands, as well as estimates of the acreage of wetlands within either 100 m or 200 m of
the road (explained in Box 10-1). In this context, “buffer” is not a regulatory
determination, but is used as a mapping term that applies to the technique used to
determine the lengths and acreage within those distances. We then described impacts
that have been documented within similar proximities. The 200-m road buffer was
derived from an estimate of the road-effect zone for secondary roads (Forman 2000).
This effect zone was not changed in the revised assessment because it is appropriate. In
fact, as noted in Box 10-1, our characterization of both stream length and wetland,
pond, and small lake area affected is likely a conservative estimate.
10.41 Section: Report Section Identification: 5.4.6.3
Original Response/Comment: Says ‘Additionally, 19.4 km of roadway would intersect
wetlands within and beyond those mapped by the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI).
Runoff from these segments of roadway could have a significant impact on these wetlands.
Recommended Change: Are there any examples or studies that can back up this statement?
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The statement remains in the
revised version, although instead of 19.4 km they provide a figure of 12 km of roadway that
would intersect wetlands. No reference to how this figure was derived was provided. On page
10-19 the document states that ‘The area of wetlands filled by the roadbed would be 0.11 km2
(i.e., approximately 12 km of road, assuming a road width of 9 m),” although it is not clear if
this is the calculation to which the statement refers.
EPA Response: The statement, “Runoff from these segments of roadway could have a
significant impact on these wetlands,” was changed to the following in the revised
assessment: “Runoff from these road segments could have significant effects on fish and
the invertebrates that they consume, particularly if sensitive life stages are present.”
This statement refers to road segments intersecting streams (noted earlier in the
paragraph) as well as those intersecting wetlands. References for the toxicity of de-icing
salts and dust suppressants are provided in Section 10.3.3.2 in the revised assessment.
The “12 km of roadway” that would intersect wetlands refers back to the statement in
Section 10.3.1.1, and was derived from Table 10-4.
10.42 Section: 4.3.9.1
Original Response/Comment: The fact that culverts washed out may not be pertinent to the
assessment. Were the culverts that washed out constructed in accordance with today’s
standards and BMPs? If not, this sentence should be deleted.
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Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: This issue has not been
addressed. The unstated assumption remains that culverts have a high potential to washout
despite advances in technology or implementation of mitigation measures.
EPA Response: The Williamsport-Pile Bay Road was a State of Alaska road, so we
assume it was constructed and maintained to state standards. We feel that this is a
reasonable assumption.
10.43 Section: 5.4
Original Response/Comment: Suggest replacing “often propagate” to “historically
propagated”
Comments on Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The statement remains unchanged.
EPA Response: The statement that the comment refers to is a general statement that is
of current relevance; no change required.
10.44 Section: Report Section Identification: 5.4 Roads and Stream Crossings
Response/Comment: The opening section has several general and broad sweeping statements
regarding roads impacts on stream and river conditions. In particular, the statements are
phrased such that it implies roadway impacts are broad and can propagate significant
distances upstream and downstream. The following statement needs some sideboards “The
physical effects of roads on streams and rivers often propagate long distances from the site of
a direct road incursion, as a result of the energy associated with moving water (Richardson et
al. 1975).” For instance, a culvert located on a steep stream (say greater than 6% slope) will
not likely have extensive (several kilometer) upstream and downstream effects on the stream
and floodplain due primarily to the steep valley slope and road crossings on flat, alluvial
channels and floodplains could potentially affect and impact streams for significant distances
upstream and downstream.
Recommended Change: Rephrase sentence to emphasize that improperly designed road
crossings.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Section 10.3.2. The sentence
remains essentially unchanged but for a clarification of ‘actual stream crossing’. The physical
effects of roads on streams and rivers often propagate long distances from actual stream
crossings, because of the energy associated with moving water (Richardson et al. 1975).
There is no further discussion of the improper versus properly designed culverts, so the
comment has not been addressed.
EPA Response: The statement that the comment refers to is a general statement that
does not require further detail. As noted later in the revised assessment, culverts would
be designed to certain specifications (Box 10-2) but are not always installed correctly or
may not stand up to the rigors of a harsh environment. No change required.
10.45 Section: Report Section Identification: 5
Original Response/Comment: The pages state that the transportation corridor crosses 34
streams and rivers. As stated in the Executive Summary “The most likely serious failure
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associated with the transportation corridor would be blockage or failure of culverts”. This is
readily avoided through either small bridges or very large culverts or a series of culverts
designed to handle extremely large events. Given the sensitivity of the rivers and streams to
the fisheries, the company should be required to build long lasting crossings that would not
plug up. It will cost additional money to build these crossings but they would avoid the type
of plugging impacts discussed on these pages.
Recommended Change: Add language that these impacts would most likely be avoided in the
permit process by requiring significant long lasting crossing designs.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The analysis still assumes that
culverts will be primarily used, and the information on blockages and failures remains largely
unchanged in the document.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 10.28 and 10.34.
With respect to the use of bridges, they would generally have less impact to salmon than
culverts, but can result in the loss of long riparian side channels if they do not span the
entire floodplain. The actual decision as to what type of structure (bridge versus
culvert) would be constructed at each crossing would be made by industry engineers in
consultation with Alaska permitting staff.
10.46 Section: Section 5.4.1, Page 5-60, Paragraph 1, Last Sentence: ‘Although the well-planned
installation of culverts allows natural flow upstream and downstream of crossings, failure
rates are generally high (Sections 4.4, 3.3 and 6.4).”
Original Response/Comment: Modern culvert design standards foster designs that are selfsustaining, durable, and provide continuity of geomorphic processes such as the movement of
debris and sediment (CDFG 2009). NMFS design criteria require that all fish passage
facilities be designed for the 100-year flood event (2001) and that any potential damage to
the crossing be addressed as part of the design process. These design criteria significantly
reduce the potential of culvert failure, both blockage of fish passage and road washout, and
promote habitat and fluvial process continuity.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Modern standards are
discounted in the statement, ‘Although culverts would be designed to certain specifications
(Box 10-2), they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment, as indicated by the failure frequencies cited in Section 10.3.2.1.” (pages 10-27
to 10-28). Box 10-2 provides information on culvert mitigation provided in the MOA
between ADOT and ADF&G (a 2001 document).
EPA Response: Modern standards are not discounted in the assessment. As noted in
Chapter 6, we assume state-of-the-art practices for design, construction, and operation
of the road infrastructure, including design of bridges and culverts for fish passage.
Modern design guidelines for culverts are described in Box 10-2, which also summarizes
three design approaches for culverts, including the Stream Simulation Design developed
by USDA.
10.47 Section: 5.4.4.2
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Original Response/Comment: As described in detail in several sources (WDFW 2011, CDFG
2009, USDA 2008, ADOT&PF 2001) modern approaches to culvert design incorporate a
continuous streambed that mimics the slope, structure and dimensions of the natural
streambed. Water depths and velocities are as diverse as those in the natural channel,
providing passageways for all aquatic organisms (USDA 2008) and maintaining sediment
and debris continuity. Water depth through culverts is maintained during low flow through
incorporation of a constructed channel to concentrate flow and maintain stream thalweg
continuity. Design criteria require evaluation of velocities during flows that occur during key
migration periods (e.g., low flows) so as not to impede fish passage. Failure in such properly
formulated stream crossings is limited and the long term biological benefits of such stream
systems can be maintained over time.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Modern standards are
discounted in the statement, ‘Although culverts would be designed to certain specifications
(Box 10-2), they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment, as indicated by the failure frequencies cited in section 10.3.2.1.’ (pages 10-27
to 10-28). Box 10-2 provides information on culvert mitigation provided in the MOA
between ADOT and ADF&G (a 2001 document).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.46.
10.48 Section: 5.4.4.2
Excerpt: Section 5.4.4.2, Page 5-61, Paragraph 2, Sentence 2: “Culverts can reduce flow to
these habitats by directing flow from the entire floodplain through the culvert into the main
channel. High water velocities in a stream channel may result from storm flows being forced
to pass through a culvert rather than spread across the floodplain. Higher velocities cause
scour and downcutting of the channel downstream of the culvert, hydrologically isolating the
floodplain from the channel and consequently blocking fish access to floodplain habitat.”
Original Response/Comment: While old and inadequate culvert installations do occur in
sensitive habitats across the United States, modern industry design approaches reduce the
physical and biological impact to streams and rivers. Chapter 6.5.1.1 of USDA, 2008
describes a number of stream simulation type culvert design strategies which can be used in
wide, active floodplain scenarios. These design techniques can be used to protect and/or
restore floodplain processes and habitats (USDA, 2008).
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Modern standards are
discounted in the statement, ‘Although culverts are would be designed to certain
specifications (Box 10-2), they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the
rigors of a harsh environment, as indicated by the failure frequencies cited in Section
10.3.2.1.” (pages 10-27 to 10-28). Box 10-2 provides information on culvert mitigation
provided in the MOA between ADOT and ADF&G (a 2001 document).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.46.
10.49 Section: Report Section Identification: 5.4.6.3
Original Response/Comment: EPA references the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between ADF&G and ADOT&PF as a statewide standard for culvert installation on fishResponse to Public Comments on
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bearing streams. This MOU is not a statewide standard for all entities; rather, it simply serves
as an agreement between the two agencies that establishes a tiered approach to culvert
installation and some minimum design requirements.
Recommended Change: The watershed assessment should make it clear that statewide
standards for culvert design and installation currently do not exist. ADF&G evaluates each
proposed culvert installation on a case by case basis.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Pg 10-28 second paragraph,
reference to Standards for culvert installation on fish-bearing streams in Alaska remains, and
Box 10-2, which discusses the MDA, does nothing to emphasize the project-by-project nature
of culvert evaluation as mentioned by the commentator. The comment has therefore not been
addressed.
EPA Response: The assessment does not reference the MOA between ADF&G and
ADOT&PF as a state standard, but rather as containing standards for culverts on fishbearing streams. The procedures, criteria and guidelines described in the MOA are
used by ADF&G for permitting culvert related work in fish-bearing waters, and
represent the state-of-the-art methodologies for Alaska. The culvert-design approaches
are summarized in Box 10-2 of the assessment.
Text has been added to Section 10.3.2.3 of the final assessment to note the projectspecific nature of culvert evaluation.
10.50 Section: 5.4.4.3
Excerpt: Section 5.4.4.3, Page 5-62, Paragraph 1, Sentence 3: “The behavioral responses to
culverts of the up-migrating and down-migrating life stages of the salmonid species that use
the potentially crossed streams are uncertain.”
Original Response/Comment: The behavioral responses to culverts of upstream and
downstream-migrating salmonid species of all life stages are well understood. Modern
Stream simulation type design techniques evolved from decades of field studies related to
culvert passage evaluation. One such example is the document titled Improving Stream
Crossings for Fish Passage prepared by the Humboldt State University Foundation for NMFS
in 2004. This document emphasizes watershed hydrology, fisheries biology, and culvert
hydraulics. The document conclusions are based upon years of monitoring juvenile and adult
salmonid passage. Other examples are readily available in the literature.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Pg 10-28 second paragraph,
the referenced sentence has been modified: Culverts are not always built to specifications and
the behavioral responses of migrating salmonid life stages to culvert-induced changes in flow
are not always anticipated correctly. The wording appears to sidestep the commentator’s
point about the availability of information on culverts and fish. Furthermore, the suggested
reference has not been incorporated. The comment has not been substantially addressed.
EPA Response: The revised assessment notes that culverts are not always built to
specifications and the behavioral responses of migrating salmonid life stages to culvertinduced changes in flow are not always anticipated correctly. We do not deny that
important research has been conducted related to culvert fish passage. Nevertheless,
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uncertainty of behavioral responses to culvert-induced changes in flow is supported by
text in the memorandum of agreement between the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game and the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (ADF&G and
ADOT 2001), which alludes to the need for comparative field data (i.e., data from
different species).
10.51 Section: Report Section Identification: 5.4.10
Original Response/Comment: Because a stream by stream assessment has not been done and
actual stream crossings have not been designed or located, it is impossible to determine the
actual impacts. The purported “likely” diminished production on 510 km of 30 streams is
likely a significant overestimate of potential impacts.
Recommended Change: Examine width of stream versus width of flood plain and determine
whether culverts would be adequate to maintain stream function and fish passage and where
bridges are required to do the same. Given use of appropriate culverts, bridges, and road
construction practices, estimate damages downstream, within the most likely length of
impact, (200 meters?).
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Ch 10- The stream width vs.
width of floodplain was not used to determine culvert effectiveness. Blockages were assumed
to occur, unless regular maintenance was performed.
EPA Response: The revised assessment assumes that crossings over streams with mean
annual streamflows greater than 0.15 m3/s would be bridged. However, the actual
decision as to what type of structure (bridge versus culvert) would be constructed at
each crossing would be made by industry engineers in consultation with Alaska
permitting staff.
The basis for culvert failure frequencies is referenced in both the draft and revised
assessments. The transportation corridor scenario assumes regular inspection and
maintenance during mining operations.
10.52 Section: Report Section Identification: 6.4
Original Response/Comment: Simply using bridges over smaller streams would essentially
eliminate the potential for culvert failures. Proper culvert design and conservative oversizing, would significantly reduce potential for culvert failure.
Recommended Change: Provide more detailed analysis on culvert failure rates for well
designed or oversized culverts for the size of streams most likely to be culverted along the
corridor.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Culverts were assumed to fall
unless regularly maintained. No consideration of bridges over small streams was provided in
the analysis.
EPA Response: Bridges would generally have less impact on salmon than culverts, but
can result in the loss of long riparian side channels if they do not span the entire
floodplain. The revised assessment assumes that crossings over streams with mean
annual streamflows greater than 0.15 m3/s would be bridged. However, the actual
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decision as to what type of structure (bridge versus culvert) would be constructed at
each crossing would be made by industry engineers in consultation with Alaska
permitting staff.
The basis for culvert failure frequencies is referenced in both the draft and revised
assessments, and assumes modern culvert design guidelines. The transportation
corridor scenario assumes regular inspection and maintenance during mining
operations. Although culverts would be designed to certain specifications (Box 10-2),
they are not always installed correctly or may not stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment.
10.53 Section: 6.4.3
Excerpt: Section 6.4.3, Page 6-43, Last Paragraph, Two Sentences: ‘Thus, two of the
remaining 16 streams with less than 5.5 km of upstream habitat might be bridged, leaving 14
salmonid streams with culverts. Assuming typical maintenance practices after mine
operations, roughly 50% of these streams, or 7 streams, would be entirely or in part blocked.
As a result, salmon spawning would fail or be reduced in the upper reaches of the streams
and the streams would likely not be able to support long-term populations of resident species
such as rainbow trout or Dolly Varden.
Original Response/Comments: This conclusion is based on the assumption that all culverts
are designed similar to those case studies implemented in the past three decades, which do
not adequately account for the natural geomorphic and biological processes of sensitive
stream habitats. Culverts designed using modern design guidelines developed by ADOT&PF,
CDFG, NMFS, USDA, FHWA, WDFW, and others can be implemented to reduce potential
impact to the physical and biological resources of streams and rivers.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Modern standards are
discounted in the statement, ‘Although culverts would be designed to certain specifications
(Box 10-2), they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment, as indicated by the failure frequencies cited in section 10.3.2.1.” (pages 10-27
to 10-28). Box 10-2 provides information on culvert mitigation provided in the MOA
between ADOT and ADF&G (a 2001 document).
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.46. The culvert failure frequencies cited in
the assessment are from modern roads and represent the most relevant data available.
10.54 Section: 6.4.3
Excerpt: Thus, two of the remaining 16 streams with less than 5.5 km of upstream habitat
might be bridged, leave 14 salmonid streams without culverts. Assuming typical maintenance
practices after mine operations, roughly 50% of these streams, or 7 streams, would be
entirely or partly blocked.
Original Response/Comment: We could address this comment about typical maintenance
practices once we know more about how the road is being designed and the validity of the
50% assumption.
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Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No more information was
provided to account for the maintenance assumption and culvert failure, although the
estimate was revised from 50% to 47% in the revised edition.
EPA Response: Typical maintenance practices after mine operation would be similar to
those provided for other roads, and the proportion of failed culverts would be similar to
those described in the literature (see Section 10.3.2.1 of the revised assessment). The
estimate of culvert failure frequency was revised from 50% to 47% in the revised
assessment due to the deletion of the Flanders et al. (2000) reference.
10.55 This section presents an assessment of potential impacts to fish populations related to
transportation corridor river and creek crossing structures. It sets out a method to quantify the
risk, likelihood, and consequence of impacts posed by crossing salmonid-bearing streams
along a hypothetical transportation corridor. The chapter does not cover impacts from stream
crossings on non-salomnid-bearing streams.
In the introductory paragraphs of Section 10.3.2, potential impacts by culverts and bridges
are not differentiated. The text states that “the transportation corridor could affect 290 stream
km between its road crossings and Illiamna Lake… fish may also be affected in the
approximately 830 km of stream upstream of the transportation corridor…” (page 10-20,
paragraph 2). These values are based on 53 assumed stream crossings from data in Tables 106, 10-7, and 10-8. The BBA’s presented values for potential impacted stream lengths are not
related to the type of stream crossing, culvert, or bridge, or a specific impact, but only to the
existence of a crossing.
However, in Section 10.3.2.1 the discussion centers primarily on culverts. In the first
paragraph of this section, the BBA states the working assumption that 35 streams would be
crossed with culverts and the remaining river crossings are assumed to have bridges. The rest
of the chapter discusses culverts only; bridges are not mentioned, though the analysis should
include them to be complete.
While not specifically stated, the BBA appears to define the risk to the resource – here,
salmonids – as the consequence of an impact at the transportation corridor crossing combined
with the likelihood of the impact crossing. Section 10.3.2 presents discussions on and
references for the potential impacts of stream crossings, the consequences of these impacts,
and the likelihood of them occurring. The following reviews the presented potential impacts,
consequences, and likelihoods.
Potential Impacts: The discussion of potential impacts of stream crossings starts with
describing general impacts on the creek downstream of the road corridor from all crossing
types. This is followed by discussions restricted to impacts related to culvert crossings.
Information about how bridge type crossings interact with streams is lacking. Because of this,
the discussion of the interaction between streams and the transportation corridor is
incomplete.
Potential culvert impacts (often referred to as failures in the BBA) include perching, debris
blockage, wash out, aufeis, sedimentation, excessive velocities, and others. While each
impact has a range of effects, the BBA tends to present and discuss only the most severe
impacts and primarily considers total restriction of fish migration as the culvert. To be
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complete the BBA should include a discussion of how structure selection, design,
construction, and maintenance can mitigate potential stream crossing impacts.
Consequences: The BBA generally presents only the most severe consequences related to a
specific impact. Impacts to culvert performance are varied and can occur at any time, with
some affecting fish and some not. Therefore, defining the consequence to fish of an impact to
a culvert is important. For example, a culvert can be blocked by ice (impact) with no effect to
fish (consequence) if the blockage occurs when fish are not present, or sediment deposition
(impact) could affect several meters of stream downstream of a culvert but leave the
remaining kilometers of stream unaffected (consequence). To be complete, the BBA should
present the entire range of consequences associated with an impact and that consequences
can be mitigated through planning, design, and maintenance.
For example, the final two paragraphs of section 10.3.2.3 end with “…These potential
reductions in downstream habitat quality and inhibited fish passage could occur in any of the
35 culverted streams that support salmonids…” and that “…As a result, these streams would
likely not be able to support long-term populations…” The magnitude and severity of the
consequences have a broad range from very minor to severe and fleeting to persistent. This
range of impacts is not articulated to readers in the BBA. Also, the BBA does not state that
the selected design criteria and construction methods used for the crossings can address
potential consequences.
EPA Response: Chapter 10 considers risks to fish habitats and populations associated
with the transportation corridor. The introductory paragraphs of Section 10.3.2 discuss
stream crossings in general. In the final assessment we note that bridges would
generally have fewer impacts on salmon than culverts, but could result in the loss of
long riparian side channels if they did not span the entire floodplain. Values for
potential impacted stream lengths are not related to the type of crossing, but potential
risks from stream crossing failures concentrate on culverts because, as noted above,
bridges would generally have fewer impacts on salmon than culverts.
Contrary to what is suggested in the comment, the assessment does assume that
appropriate design and mitigation would be used and presents routine as well as severe
impacts associated with culverts.
10.56 Excerpt: Second paragraph.
Technical Comment: While the discussion in this paragraph is technically correct, the
situation described is very uncommon along the transportation corridor.
Comment Category: One-dimensional analysis.
EPA Response: We do not believe the situation described in this paragraph is
uncommon.
10.57 Excerpt: Third paragraph, failure rates cited.
Technical Comment: Three references were cited to develop a statistic for culvert
performance. Reviewing two of the references suggest they may not be appropriate for the
proposed designs. The 47% average failure rate appears to be based on the simple average of
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the 3 failure rates cites. Furthermore, these references have a range of 30 to 58%, Section
14.1.2.3 states a failure rate of 30 to 60%.
Comment Category: Inconsistent use of reference data.
EPA Response: Data in the three references noted in the comment are appropriate for
estimating culvert failure frequencies for the transportation corridor. The estimated
culvert failure frequency in the assessment is the average of the failure frequencies
found in the three references, as noted in the assessment.
10.58 Excerpt: Fourth paragraph, aufeis discussion.
Technical Comment: This paragraph discusses the impacts of culverts filling with ice and
relates two consequences: Road overtopping during break up flows and blocking fish
passage. The reference cited is 1985 which reviewed culverts installed before then. Current
design often installs flood relief culverts above or outside areas where ice accumulates to
mitigate for the potential that a road is overtopped by spring melt due to an ice-filled culvert.
Also, rainbow trout spring spawning migration should be checked against when ice in
culverts could occur. The fish movement may be late enough to avoid this potential.
Comment Category: One-dimensional analysis.
EPA Response: Discussion in the paragraph cited in the comment is accurate, and the
1982 (not 1985) reference is relevant. Additional information on ice formation,
including an additional reference (Slaughter 1990), is provided in Section 7.3.2.4 of the
revised assessment. Rainbow trout spawning migration is relatively early, so they could
be affected by ice accumulation.
10.59 Excerpt: First paragraph.
Technical Comment: The paragraph discusses blockages and inspections. The inspection
timing and responses are not based on a mine plan. Therefore the conclusion may not
represent the proposed conditions along the transportation corridor.
Comment Category: Unsupported conclusion.
EPA Response: Inspection timing and responses in the assessment are not based on a
mine plan because none is presently available; instead, they are based on the most
relevant, currently available data.
10.60 Excerpt: Last paragraph of section.
Technical Comment: This paragraph presents a scenario of culvert maintenance after the
mine is closed. It makes three assumptions, the road is given over to government
maintenance, maintenance frequency will decrease, and maintenance quality will diminish.
None of these are supported by references or citations.
Comment Category: Unsupported conclusion.
EPA Response: We assume that if the road is turned over to a government entity, it will
receive the level and quality of maintenance that governments routinely apply to rural
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roads. That maintenance is reflected in the reported culvert failure frequencies, which
are documented in the references cited.
10.61 Excerpt: “They are not always installed correctly or do they stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment, as indicated by the failure rate cited in Section 10.3.2.1”
Technical Comment: Three references were cited to develop a statistic for culvert
performance. Reviewing the two references suggest they may not be appropriate for the
proposed designs. The 47% average failure rate appears to be based on the simple average of
the 3 failure rates cited. This paragraph appears to be discussing both drainage and fish
passage culverts, but it is not clear. This should be clarified as the references cited only
evaluated fish passage culverts and not drainage culverts.
Comment Category: Invalid assumptions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.57. Cited culvert failure frequencies are
based on culverts designed for fish passage and take into account the use of best
management practices or mitigation measures that are discussed in text boxes
throughout Chapter 10. Although culverts are designed to certain specifications (Box
10-2), they are not always installed correctly or may not stand up to the rigors of a
harsh environment.
10.62 Excerpt: First paragraphs “Culverts are not always built to specifications…”
Technical comment: This implies that whatever is constructed will not be constructed to the
design criteria. A citation should be added to justify the assertion.
Comment Category: Unsupported conclusion.
EPA Response: The revised assessment notes that, although culverts would be designed
to certain specifications, they are not always installed correctly (i.e., according to design
criteria) or may not stand up to the rigors of a harsh environment. This is indicated by
culvert failure frequencies in the references provided in Section 10.3.2.1. The failure
frequencies cited are from modern roads and represent the most relevant data
available.
10.63 Section: Report Section Identification: 6
Original Response/Comment: These pages address the potential effects of a concentrate spill
in the transportation corridor, with its many stream crossings. Page 6-30 states that a
concentrate spill would be limited to 475 cubic meters due to automatic shutoff, and it states
that all or part of this mass could enter the stream. If the concentrate slurry volume is 475
cubic meters, the concentrate itself is probably around 50% of that amount. It is stated that a
concentrate spill into a stream or wetland would result in acute exposure of fish and
invertebrates to toxic water. This is very doubtful for a few reasons: 1) the slurry concentrate
consists of approximately 50% water (at a pH of likely greater than 7.0), and sulfides of
copper as chalcopyrite, some pyrite and bornite. These minerals take a significant time,
probably years, to fully oxidize and produce acid. The assessment does not consider that
there will be time to clean up the concentrate spill before any major oxidation would take
place. There may still be some stream damage or wetland damage but it is not likely that
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toxic water would be present, 2) There is also no mention that the vast majority of the length
of the pipelines is on land and may never reach a stream and 3) the concentrate is very
valuable and the Company will have a major economic incentive (as well as permits and
requirements) to clean up any spills to the best extent possible.
Recommended Change: Present a more unbiased view of the likelihood of a concentrate spill
entering a stream and discuss that the oxidation of the sulfides occurs at a potentially very
slow rate, thus lessening the impacts to water quality over time. Also, these impacts could be
mitigated by requiring a detailed Spill Mitigation Plan in the permit process.
Comments on Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: This comment is not reflected in the
current review draft. The comment stands. The impacts of a concentrate spill do not
accurately reflect actual expected impacts.
EPA Response: Spill mitigation would not mitigate the acute effects of the spill due to
the aqueous phase of the slurry. The concerns about dissolution kinetics are addressed
by using an analysis of actual product concentrate slurry from an operating mine
similar to the proposed Pebble mine and USGS analyses of leachate from product
concentrate from the Atik mine. Those materials had leached rapidly, not over years.
The comment does not suggest an alternative analysis. Finally, the collection of spilled
concentrate would cause physical damage to receiving streams and Iliamna Lake deltas
and require remediation, as well as mitigation.
10.64 Section: Report Section Identification: Main Report, Section 5.4, Roads and Stream
Crossings
Original Response/Comment: The assumptions regarding the number of culverts and bridges
may be inaccurate. On numerous occasions, ADF&G has communicated to the Pebble
Limited Partnership the desire for bridges at all stream crossing locations. Bridge designs, not
culverts, will be the starting point for each considered road crossing.
Recommended Change: The watershed assessment should reflect ADF&G’s preference for
bridges instead of culverts and the roadway risks/impacts discussion should focus on possible
effects of bridges on stream habitat and fish resources.
Comments on Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: It was assumed that crossings over
streams with mean annual flows greater than 0.15 m3/s would be bridged and the remaining
culverted. There was no indication in the document that ADF&G prefers that all stream
crossing locations be bridged. The risk characterization still focuses on culvert crossings.
EPA Response: The assumption in the draft assessment regarding number of bridges
came from Ghaffari et al. (2011). In the revised assessment, crossings that would be
bridged are based on mean annual streamflows, as explained in the text. The risk
characterization focused on culvert crossings because bridges would generally have
fewer impacts on salmon than culverts. Nonetheless, they could result in the loss of long
riparian side channels if they did not span the entire floodplain. It is probably not
realistic that a majority of the crossings would be bridges. The actual decision as to
what type of structure (bridge versus culvert) would be constructed at each crossing
would be made by industry engineers in consultation with Alaska permitting staff.
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10.65 Section: Report Section Identification: 5.4 Road and Culvert Failures, Stormwater Runoff
Original Response/Comment: The narrative implies that only roads can have negative effects
on stream passage. Flood events can have substantive changes in the natural stream
environment in regards to ‘modification of drainage networks, acceleration of erosion
processes, which, in turn, can lead to changes in streamflow regimes, sediment transport and
storage, channel bank and bed configurations, substrate composition, and the stability of
slopes adjacent to streams.’ The assumption that roadway salts would be used for general
winter maintenance is a considerable jump. BMPS for roadway maintenance in winter
climates depend largely on the temperatures, existing road surface, type and rate of vehicle
travel, and other considerations. In colder climatic conditions, salts are not utilized for winter
maintenance. If salts/brines are used for winter maintenance they are typically used on paved
roadways. Given the heavy vehicle traffic this road would carry, this writer assumes a nonpaved surface for the major roadways.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: A discussion of floods is only
addressed in relation to release of tailings slurry, culvert failure, or climate change. There is
no discussion of natural sedimentation and transport processes in the watersheds, other than
increased streamflow will induce higher rates of sediment transport. The assumption that salt
would be used for winter maintenance remains in the document. Pg 10-30 The assumption
that road salts are an issue is implied by the statement …chemicals released during spills
along the corridor, and salts or other materials used for winter road treatment. The term
‘paved’ is not even used in Chapter 10. The comment has therefore not been addressed.
EPA Response: It was not our intent to imply that only roads can have negative effects
on stream passage, but Chapter 10 addresses risks associated with the transportation
corridor. The revised assessment states that roads would be treated with salts (e.g.,
calcium chloride) and other materials to reduce dust and improve winter traction. The
term “paved” is not used in Chapter 10, as the road is described as a gravel-surfaced
permanent access road in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
10.66 Excerpt: A risk assessment by Environment Australia estimated that a spill of as little as 10%
of a 25-metric-ton-capacity truck of sodium ethyl xanthate into a stream would require a
“650000:1 dilution before the potential hazard is considered acceptable” and that the spill
could not be mitigated (NICNAS 2000).
Technical Comment: The scenario assumes that the entire capacity is in one container and
therefore all could spill. In practice, reagents such as sodium ethyl xanthate are transported in
smaller containers that frequently have additional lining/protection in each container. In
addition, it is common practice in sensitive areas to transport reagents inside sealed shipping
containers to further reduce the risk of damage to individual reagent containers. So the
likelihood of 10% of the entire volume being released is very small.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: The risk assessment by Environment Australia was presented in the
assessment to highlight the high toxicity of sodium ethyl xanthate. We acknowledge in
the assessment that the risk of spills could be reduced by the use of spill-resistant
containers.
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10.67 Excerpt: Page 10-35: The amount of dust derived from a road surface is a function of many
variables, including composition and moisture state of the surface, amount and type of
vehicle traffic, and speed. An Iowa Highway Research Board Project (Hoover et al. 1973)
that quantified dust sources and emissions created by traffic on unpaved roads found that one
vehicle, traveling 1 mile of unpaved road once a day every day for 1 year, would result in the
deposition of 1 ton of dust within a 1,000-foot corridor centered on the road (i.e., traffic
would annually deposit 1 ton of dust per mile per vehicle).
Page 10-36: Based on the estimate from Hoover et al. (1973), the average amount of dust (in
tons) generated per mile of road per year along the transportation corridor within the Kvichak
River watershed would be equivalent to the daily average number of vehicles passing along
the corridor (one vehicle making a round-trip constituting two passings). Using this method,
the mine scenarios would generate approximately 6,700 metric tons annually for the entire
length of road within the Kvichak River watershed. This value may be underestimated
because smaller vehicles use typical rural roads in Iowa, or overestimated if roads in Iowa are
dryer or if dust suppression is effective, but it indicates that dust production along the
transportation corridor could be substantial.
Technical Comment: The exposure characterization does not account for the lower driving
speed for large trucks anticipated in the Alaska rural road context compared to smaller
vehicles in the Iowa rural road context of Hoover et al. 1973. As such, the value may be an
overestimate because driving speed along rural roads in Iowa is likely higher than for large
trucks along rural roads in Alaska. In addition, the assessment assumes that dust suppression
is not effective which is an inaccurate assumption given that dust suppression is a critical
industry best practice and permit condition of any mine. Furthermore, operation of the
transportation corridor would need to meet air quality standards, including for dust. Overall,
the assessment does not account for or adjust for baseline sources of fugitive dust emissions
(pre-mine context) in the area. According to an ADEC Rural Dust Survey (2010) of rural
Alaskan communities, including Kokhanok, Nondalton, and Pedro Bay, there are existing
problems with road dust, in particular from speeding ATV traffic on gravel or dirt roads.
Citations: Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC), Air Quality Division.
ADEC Rural Dust Survey Preliminary 2010 Results.
Comment Category: Comments are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: The revised assessment notes the amount of dust derived from a road
depends on many factors. Our dust production estimate is based on a study that
quantified dust sources and emissions created by traffic on unpaved roads, and we
acknowledge that extrapolation of this study to the assessment’s transportation corridor
does not take several variables (e.g., moisture of the road surface, number and width of
tires, use of dust control agents) into account. These uncertainties likely have a
negligible effect on risks to fish, but a moderate effect on our dust generation estimates.
The assessment does not account for baseline sources of fugitive dust emissions, because
the assessment areas is largely roadless.
10.68 Culvert failure rates still reference old data sets. Comments submitted on the first external
draft pointed out that using this old data and data from dissimilar climate areas or ecosystems
is inappropriate.
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EPA Response: The culvert failure frequencies cited in the assessment are from modern
roads and represent the most relevant data available.
10.69 Section: Report Section Identification: 5.4.1 through 5.4.6
Original Response/Comment: These subsections are not risk assessment. There are no set
conditions defined that, if met, would constitute risk or no risk. There is no comparison of
likely conditions to acceptable conditions. Thus, there is no assessment of risks. Rather, there
is just a litany of potential effects listed. Essentially, the risk characterization for these
subsections reiterates that any and all of the bad things related to roads “could” happen. It
does not provide that any specific risks would, or are likely to, occur. Without this, the
section is just saying, “there is a risk of these things happening”, without any likelihood
estimation. Without some form of likelihood or some thresholds, any decision making or
conclusions become based on individual interpretation and not a shared basis of
understanding.
Recommended Change: Conditions or design thresholds, or a range of such, must be
described that, if not met, could/would result in ecologically unacceptable conditions.
Comments on Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The risk characterization portion of the
road construction does not address specific risks. The comment stands. The assessment needs
to incorporate mitigation and design features that would offset impacts. The assessment also
needs to be revised to truly assess the risk of events. This analysis does not meet EPA’s
standards for risk assessment.
EPA Response: We do not agree that impacts could most likely be avoided in the permit
process by requiring long-lasting crossing designs. Best management practices (BMPs)
or mitigation measures would be used to minimize potential impacts to salmon
ecosystems from construction and operation of the proposed transportation corridor.
However, even with the use of BMPs, inhibition of fish passage and reductions in
habitat still could occur.
10.70 Section: 5.4.1
Original Response/Comment: The cited sources do not adequately evaluate the failure rates
of culverts installed to modern standards.
Comments on Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The information used to report on
culvert failure was unchanged. The only indication provided in the document of modern
standards is in the statement, “Although culverts would be designed to certain specifications
(Box 10-2), they are not always installed correctly or do not stand up to the rigors of a harsh
environment, as indicated by the failure frequencies cited in Section 10.3.2.1.” (pages 10-27
to 10-28). The analysis continues to overestimate the likely impacts of culverts by assuming
they will not be correctly constructed.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 10.34 and 10.68.
10.71 Section: 5.4.4.2
Original Response/Comment: The impacts described in this section can easily be mitigated
through culvert sizing and design and can, therefore, be avoided.
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Comments on Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The final conclusions indicate that,
“Salmonid spawning migrations and other movements may be impeded by culverts in 35
streams, 32 of which contain restricted (less than 5.5 km) upstream habitat. Assuming typical
maintenance practices after mine operations, approximately 15 of these 35 streams would be
entirely or partially blocked at any time.” (page 10-40). The analysis continues to assume that
road crossings will not be properly designed or installed. The assumed rate of failure is the
rate that occurred under standard practices of the mid to early 20th century and are not the
same as standards used today. Therefore, the analysis continues to overstate the likely
impacts of culverts on fish populations.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 10.34 and 10.68.
10.72 Section: Report Section Identification: 5.4.8.2
Original Response/Comment: Similar to section 5.4.8.1, total potential worst-case impact is
implied and assumed. The assumption that significant impacts occur on every crossed stream
both upstream to non-fish bearing conditions, and downstream to an outlet, grossly overstates
and misrepresents likely impacts. It is not clearly stated how upstream portions of stream will
be impacted. In earlier portions of the Bristol Bay Assessment it is stated impacts MAY
extend to 200 meters away from the road. However, later in the assessment, it implies the
impact can be measured miles downstream and upstream. The mileage represented in Tables
must be qualified such that it does not imply impacts to the entire mileages listed.
Recommended Change: Provide discussion about the level of impacts close to the road and
account for the distance downstream where impacts are ameliorated, particularly for those
streams that are crossed only once and/or do not have any fish in them near the road crossing.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: There is no indication of the
level of impact associated with the transportation corridor, only distances are provided. There
is no clear indication how the upstream portions will be impacted, aside from restricted
access through culvert blockages. The same buffer distances were used to estimate distance
of impact in this analysis (Box 10-1).
EPA Response: The assessment does not assume that significant impacts occur on every
crossed stream along its entire length, downstream to an outlet or upstream to non fishbearing conditions. The revised assessment states that the transportation corridor could
affect 290 stream km between its road crossings and Iliamna Lake, and that fish may
also be affected in the approximately 830 km of streams upstream of the transportation
corridor that are likely to support salmonids (based on surveys and stream gradients
less than 12%, Table 10-8). Upstream portions of streams would be impacted through
potential blockage of fish passage (e.g., culverts plugged by debris, or stream flow
exceeds culvert capacity resulting in overtopping and road washout).
In this assessment we delineated the proximity of the transportation corridor to
National Hydrology Dataset streams and National Wetlands Inventory wetlands. The
200-m road buffer for effects outward from the road was derived from an estimate of
the road-effect zone for secondary roads (Forman 2000), as noted in the revised
assessment. Impacts from the road over water (i.e., at stream crossings) would be
expected over much longer distances. As noted in the revised assessment, the physical
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effects of roads on streams and rivers often propagate long distances from actual
stream crossings due to the energy associated with moving water. Alteration of
hydrology and sediment deposition by road crossings can change channels or shorelines
many kilometers away. Tables in the assessment document upstream lengths of streams
likely to support salmonids and downstream lengths to Iliamna Lake. We do not feel it
is necessary to qualify these distances.
With respect to the recommended changes, discussion about the level of impacts is
contained in the risk characterization section of specific potential impacts. We do not
have enough information to postulate about the downstream distance from crossings
where impacts may be ameliorated.
The 200-m road buffer noted above was not changed in the revised assessment because
it is appropriate. In fact, as noted in Box 10-1, our characterization of both stream
length and wetland, pond, and small lake area affected is likely a conservative estimate.
10.73 Likelihood: The BBA uses culvert failure rates that are not representative for use in
assessment of transportation projects in Alaska. The sources used by the BBA were reviewed
and found to not represent the state of Alaska’s industry. The BBA needs to collect data
representative of stream crossing designs used in Alaska and reevaluate the conclusions of
the Assessment.
The BBA does not clearly document how culvert failure rates used in the Assessment were
derived. The BBA authors appear to have used culvert failure frequencies from three
references to derive a frequency for the likelihood that culverts would fail and impact fish
populations. While this frequency is not specifically stated in the BBA, it appears to be the
average of the individual failure rates found in the three references. Two references used by
the BBA were reviewed for applicability to the assessment and modern culvert design
requirements and techniques used in Alaska.
EPA Response: The culvert frequencies cited in the assessment are from modern roads.
Because the Bristol Bay watershed is an undeveloped area, much of the literature is
necessarily from areas outside of Bristol Bay. However, to the extent possible we used
examples from representative environments, and applied the results to the proposed
mine. The comment is correct in that the estimated culvert failure frequency in the
assessment is the average of the failure frequencies found in the three references, as
noted in the assessment.
Two references reviewed were by Price et al., who evaluated culvert performance in
Washington State and Langill and Zamora, who evaluated culverts in Nova Scotia. These are
readily available through the Internet; these were reviewed to determine whether the failure
rates in them are applicable.
… Because Price et al. specifically excluded culvert designed by stream simulation methods,
the failure rates in the study would not apply to culvert installations that would be permitted
in Alaska where stream simulation methods are generally required.
EPA Response: Although Price et al. attempted to exclude stream simulation culverts
from their study, they note that four were included that were fish passable structures.
Culverts in Alaska are designed and permitted using a number of design approaches;
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the stream simulation approach is not applicable in all conditions (e.g., where stream
gradients are 6% or greater).
Barnard, in a draft paper cited in Price et al., reports a very low potential for stream
simulation designed culverts to be fish passage barriers. Barnard (Draft, 2003; referenced in
the Price et al. article) states in the abstract that “Results show that when designed and
constructed according to [Washington] stream simulation design criteria (Culvert bed width =
1.2(Channel width) +2 feet, and slope of culvert < 1.25 (Channel slope)), stream simulation
culverts are reliable and create similar passage conditions compared to the adjoining
channel.” The author notes that the study did not evaluate fish passage in this study per se.
The study evaluated only whether channel morphology similar to the stream near the culvert
developed within the culvert, inferring that if the fish could travel in the stream, they could
travel through the culvert.
The Price et al. study did include two culverts that were designed using stream simulation
method. Price et al. report barrier rates of zero for the two stream simulation design culverts.
Later, Price et al. (page 1121) state “All 24 bottomless structures assessed in this study were
passable. Although we attempted to exclude stream simulation culverts from this study, the
four that were inadvertently included were fish passable structures.” It does not appear that
the BBA included this finding in their Assessment.
EPA Response: The assessment uses recent literature to estimate potential culvert
failure frequencies but does not provide detailed information from those cited
references. The Price et al. study did include a number of stream simulation culverts
that were fish passable structures. Though the stream simulation design approach most
clearly replicates natural stream conditions (as noted in Box 10-2 of the assessment), it
is not applicable in all stream conditions.
The Langill and Zamora (2002) study evaluated culverts installed in Nova Scotia. The
culverts were on first and second order small streams. For these culverts, design methods are
prescriptive and set out by a general permit. The design standards required only 3 inches of
embedment for an 18-inch-diameter culvert to 6 inches of embedment for a 48-inch-diameter
culvert. The maximum slope for fish-bearing streams is 0.5 percent. The Nova Scotia design
criteria for these culverts are less stringent than stream simulation methods required by the
ADOT&PF ADF&G MOA.
A culvert failure criterion in this study was related to culvert slope. Langill and Zamora
report that (page 8) “A culvert slope of 0.5% was used as the limit for determining effective
fish passage. It is generally accepted in the [Canadian] Maritime region [which includes
Nova Scotia] that fish passage is impaired with a culvert slope greater than 0.5% (Conrad &
Jansen, 1994)” and that (page 14) “Fragmentation of fish habitat occurred when the culvert
slope exceeded 0.5%.” The failure rate reported in this article is not applicable for use in the
BBA because it is specific for eastern Canada. Also, there are many examples of fully
functional fish passage culvert installations with slopes greater than 0.5% on Alaskan
salmonid streams.
EPA Response: It is not the purpose of the assessment to address the adequacy of
culvert design types. The fact is that many culverts on fish-bearing streams in the
Langill and Zamore study failed to meet the accepted slope criterion for fish passage in
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the study area. Further, many culverts were classified as non-fish passage due to
perched outfall.
10.74 The BBA states that “standard for culvert installation in fish-bearing streams in Alaska
consider road safety and fish passage, but not the physical structure of the stream or habitat
quality” (page 10-28, paragraph 1). However, in Table 10-2 the Tier 1 design method
description states that “The Tier 1 approach most clearly replicates natural stream
conditions…” (page 10-29). A Tier 1 design, by definition, considers the physical structure
and habitat of the stream. The text does not match the information presented later in the box.
Furthermore, as stated in earlier PLP review comments, the ADOT&PF ADF&G MOA
represents the minimum generally required by permitting agencies. Recent designs and
installed culverts have required more evaluation and documentation that culvert installations
present the minimum potential habitat and fish passage impacts.
EPA Response: Text in the assessment has been revised in the final assessment to read:
“Standards for culvert installation on fish-bearing streams in Alaska mainly consider
fish passage (ADF&G and ADOT 2001). Additional factors unrelated to fish passage,
such as the physical structure of the stream or habitat quality, are addressed on a
project-specific basis during preparation of the Alaska Department of Transportation
and Public Facilities environmental document.”
10.75 In conclusion, the BBA overstates the potential short- and long-term risks to salmonids from
creek and river crossing structures along the transportation corridor. The overstated risks
come about because the BBA used estimates of culvert failure rates that do not apply to the
design standards that will likely be used for culverts in Alaska. The risks should be
reevaluated using more appropriate data sets that better represent potential failure rates of
assumed design standards in order to give decision makers a clear understanding of the
likelihood and consequences of impacts in the watershed from these structures.
EPA Response: The assessment does not overstate the risks to salmonids from crossing
structures along the transportation corridor. As noted in Chapter 6, we assume state-ofthe-art practices for design, construction, and operation of the road infrastructure,
including design of bridges and culverts for fish passage. Modern design guidelines for
culverts are described in Box 10-2. The culvert frequencies cited in the assessment are
from modern roads. Because the Bristol Bay watershed is an undeveloped area, much of
the literature is necessarily from areas outside of Bristol Bay. However, to the extent
possible we used examples from representative environments, and applied the results to
the proposed mine.
10.76 Excerpt: Estimation of dust production from the transportation corridor. Our dust production
estimate is based on a study that quantified dust sources and emissions created by traffic on
unpaved roads. Extrapolating that study to the transportation corridor does not take into
account variables such as composition and moisture of the road surface, number of tires and
their widths, and speed. In addition, road dust generation may be reduced by 50 to 70% by
the application of dust control agents such as calcium chloride. Overall, these uncertainties
likely have a negligible effect on risks to fish, but a moderate effect on our dust production
calculations.
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Technical Comment: The exposure characterization does not account for the lower driving
speed for large trucks anticipated in the Alaska rural road context compared to smaller
vehicles in the Iowa rural road context of Hoover et al. 1973. As such, the value may be an
overestimate because driving speed along rural roads in Iowa is likely higher than for large
trucks along rural roads in Alaska. In addition, the assessment assumes that dust suppression
is not effective which is an inaccurate assumption given that dust suppression is a critical
industry best practice and permit condition of any mine. Furthermore, operation of the
transportation corridor would need to meet air quality standards, including for dust. Overall,
the assessment does not account for or adjust for baseline sources of fugitive dust emissions
(pre-mine context) in the area. According to an ADEC Rural Dust Survey (2010) of rural
Alaskan communities, including Kokhanok, Mondalton, and Pedro Bay, there are existing
problems with road dust, in particular from speeding ATV traffic on gravel and dirt roads.
Citations: Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC), Air Quality Division.
ADEC Rural Dust Survey Preliminary 2010 Results.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 10.67.
Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5657 and #5540)
10.77 Northern Dynasty (NDM): 2. EPA has continued to ignore modern mine engineering
practices and regulatory requirements; including (…)
c. “Road Culverts Designed to Fail” (NDM 2013a)
EPA addressed culvert failures in the Second External Review Draft thusly:
“Extended blockage of fish passage at road crossings is unlikely during operation in our
scenarios, which specify daily inspection and maintenance. However, after mine
operations cease, the road may be maintained less carefully by the operator or may be
transferred to a government entity that likely would not be able to support daily
inspection and maintenance. In either case, the proportion of culverts that are impassible
would be expected to revert to levels found in published surveys of public roads (range of
30 to 58%, mean of 47%). Of the approximately 46 culverts that would be required, 35
would be on streams that are believed to support salmonids. Hence, over the long term,
10 to 20 streams would be expected to lose passage of salmon, rainbow trout, or Dolly
Varden for an indefinite period of time, and some proportion of those streams would have
degraded downstream habitat resulting from sedimentation from washout of the road.”
(Second External Review Draft, p. ES 16-17)
EPA did not take a catastrophic approach toward risk analysis in the Second External Review
Draft. As can be seen from the quote above EPA attempted to outline a reasonable long term
risk scenario. Unlike the permit-related EIS process, where all of the risks are assumed to be
mitigated, in the risk assessment EPA looks at what is likely to happen in the long term based
on the actual performance of these facilities.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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10.78 The assumption that culverts will be checked daily and immediately fixed if fish passage is
impaired during mine operation is not realistic. Surveys of permanent Alaskan roads indicate
the majority of surveyed culverts impair or block fish passage including on the: Tongass
where 66% of 273 culverts were inadequate for salmon passage (Flanders and Cariello,
2000); the Mat-Su Borough where 89% of 518 culverts were unlikely to pass juvenile salmon
(MBSHP, 2011); and the Kenai Peninsula where 82% of 270 surveyed culverts provided
inadequate salmon passage (kenaiwatershed.org). In Washington state 30% of recently
installed culverts were barriers to fish passage (Price et al. 2010). Many more miles of road
than estimated in the BBWA would have to be built to support mining, not just the mine to
port road.
Recommendation: Increase likely estimates of road lineage. Make culvert impact estimates
more realistic based on published Alaskan road impacts.
EPA Response: We assume that the transportation corridor would receive daily
inspection and maintenance during operation of the mine. Though temporary repairs to
the road would be made in response to a noticeable failure (and take longer in the case
of multiple failures), these fixes may not fully address fish passage, which may be
reduced or blocked for longer periods. We also note that some failures that would
reduce or block fish passage might not be noticed by a driving inspection. As noted in
the final assessment, the frequency of culvert failure detection depends on the level of
surveillance along the corridor.
With respect to the recommendation to increase likely estimates of road lineage, the
revised assessment notes that the mine site could contain more than 19 km of main
roads, as well as numerous pit and access roads. Potential risks associated with these
roads would be similar in type to those described in Chapter 10. With respect to culvert
impact estimates, we are aware of references on roads in Alaska that report a higher
frequency of culvert failures than reported in the assessment. However, we chose to use
references reporting culvert failure data only from modern roads.
10.79

“…The number of spills over the roughly 25-year life Pebble 2.0 scenario would be 3.9—
that is, 4 spills from truck accidents would be expected during mine operations. Over the
roughly 78-year life of the Pebble 6.5 scenario, 12 spills would be expected.” (p. 10-30)
It might be mentioned that there has already been a mine-related truck accident that resulted
in a fuel spill (Pile Bay Road Spill of 6Jun09), and fuel reached surface waters.
There are also some statistics available from the Red Dog mine where there is truck travel
along a haul road that is roughly half the length (52 miles) to that of the road proposed for
Pebble.
“Based on the average daily trips in 17 years more than 200,000 concentrate and 10,000 fuel
truck trips have occurred. In that 34 documented spills have resulted in over 1,000 tons of
concentrate being spilled. From 2000 through 2007 one fuel truck spill of 7,000 gallons
occurred.” (Red Dog Mine Extension Aqqualuk Project, Final Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement, Volume 1, Tetra Tech, October 2009, p. 3-159)
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The documented spill rate at Red Dog is approximately 2/yr. This rate would yield 156 spills
over a 78-year mine life at Pebble (in addition the road at Pebble would be twice as long as
the road at Red Dog).
EPA Response: We are familiar with the Red Dog Mine, but based the estimate of the
number of trucks on Pogo Mine because it is a gold mine and because we had relevant
data on annual production and the number of trucks needed for reagent transport.
Anonymous (Doc. #5862)
10.80 I found the example that the culverts would be monitored daily to be unrealistic and hilarious.
Yes, someone will be paid to drive the road every day, but we all know that human nature
being what it is, they will not get out of the truck and inspect each culvert on both sides of the
road. Why would they? It is proven that the Alaskan state govt doesn’t have the money it
would take to have adequate oversight.
EPA Response: We believe the assumption of daily inspection and maintenance during
operation is realistic, although the final assessment notes that the frequency of culvert
failure detection depends on the level of surveillance and that some failures might not
be noticed by a driving inspection. The final assessment also notes that inspection and
maintenance would decrease after mine operations stop.
10.81 How much dust from the tailings will be deposited over water and land? I did not read the
entire report, just the summary, but no mention of this is made. From 27 summers in Bristol
Bay I can honestly say that it BLOWS out there. The wind will pick up sand, much less dust.
Add that up over a couple hundred years. Thus the risks of mining are actually higher than
the Assessment states.
EPA Response: For reasons described in Section 6.4.2.5, we do not consider dust from
tailings beaches in the assessment.
Alaska Chapter of the Wildlife Society (Doc. #7415)
10.82 The Assessment appropriately considers the cumulative risks that result from associated
infrastructure, such as pipelines and a transportation corridor. The Assessment also
appropriately recognizes that development of smaller mines becomes more likely as
infrastructure to support the Pebble project is established.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Chapter 11:

Pipeline Failures

G. Y. Parker (Doc. #5615)
11.1

With regards to pipelines, Mr. Parker believes that the “recommended mitigation and
restriction in a§ 404(c) determination should be highest engineering and operations standards.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but the assessment is a scientific document and does
not contain recommendations for regulatory restrictions.
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2. With respect to failure of pipelines carrying ore concentrate, the Assessment estimates one
to two stream-contaminating spills in 78 years and two wetland-contaminating spills in 78
years.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

11.3

4. With respect to failure of pipelines carrying process water, the Assessment makes the same
estimate of one to two stream-contaminating spills in 78 years and two wetland
contaminating spills in 78 years.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

11.4

3. With respect to failure of pipelines carrying diesel fuel, the Assessment makes the same
estimate of one to two stream-contaminating spills in 78 years and two wetland
contaminating spills in 78 years.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Alaska Miners Association (Doc. #2910)
11.5

Error #22: status unclear Assumption of a Product Pipeline (2012 TR, page 26). A product
pipeline may be required to develop the Pebble Mine. However, no other mine in Alaska uses
such a pipeline. In fact, very few gold mines have a need for a pipeline because the gold is so
much more compact than copper concentrate. Thus, it is statistically likely that other mines
within the watershed would not use a pipeline. The predicted pipeline impacts are unlikely to
be representative of non-Pebble mines in Bristol Bay. As we cannot tell what EPA’s
hypothetical mine is supposed to represent (Pebble, copper porphyry mines, all mines?), we
cannot determine the significance of this error. We do note that AMA pointed out this error
in their 2012 comments, and the 2013 made no changes with respect to this issue.
EPA Response: The assessed scenario includes a concentrate pipeline because Northern
Dynasty Minerals specified such a pipeline in its preliminary plan (Ghaffari et al. 2011).
The use of such pipelines at other Alaskan gold mines is not relevant. No change
required.

11.6

Error #23: not addressed. Omission of Pipeline-related Prevention and Mitigation Strategies
(2012 TR, page 26-27). EPA calculates that the probability of a spill occurring and entering a
stream is such that one would expect stream-contaminating spills over the duration of the
project. This frequency is obviously unacceptable (as EPA points out). It is unclear why EPA
believes it would be allowed. In fact, the government would obviously require prevention and
mitigation strategies to lower the risk before allowing such a pipeline to be operated. Thus,
the risks are obviously overestimated. See AMA 2012 comments, pages 26 – 27.
EPA Response: The risks are estimated on the only basis available, historic practice.
Failure rates in practice might be lower due to improved design or higher due to the
abrasive properties of the concentrate.

11.7

Error #24: not addressed. A check on conclusions: EPA came to a different conclusion for a
potential mine pipeline at the Red Dog Mine (2012 TR, page 27). AMA’s 2012 review
pointed out that EPA came to different conclusions about pipeline failure in its 2009 Red
Dog EIS than it did in the watershed assessment. In the 2013 draft, EPA failed to explain
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why one conclusion was inappropriate for a pipeline at Red Dog, but another conclusion on
the exact same issue was appropriate for a pipeline in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: This assessment stands on its own. There has been no environmental
impact statement for a mine at the Pebble deposit.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5535)
11.8

The Assessment evaluates a release from a full-bore rupture (worst case scenario) but lumps
all data from all types of spills and pipeline failures together to assess this one type of
rupture. This is a flawed approach. Further, the report does not provide key parameters to
technically evaluate the accuracy of the mass estimate and the reasonableness of the
consequence evaluation. Showing these parameters is standard practice in any scientific
analysis and would allow a critical assessment of the release scenarios and assumed impacts.
Without this information, there is nothing to substantiate these conclusions.
EPA Response: Many of the pipeline parameters were included in the revised
assessment, and additional parameters have been included in Chapter 11 in the final
assessment. The frequency of releases does include all releases and the scenario
represents one potential release, both of which are stated in the assessment.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
11.9

Overstatement of Spill Probability
The pipeline spill probability assessment inaccurately correlates Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration (USA) and Energy and Utilities Board (Canada) pipeline
incident data to a full-bore rupture release of a 20 centimeter, double-walled pipeline. Both
datasets document all reported incidents from leaks to ruptures for all causes (e.g., corrosion,
third–party damage). Therefore, a frequency value derived using all incidents will be biased
toward the incidents that populate the database the most. In both databases, small volume
releases from leaks represent nearly 80% of the reported incidents. Full-bore ruptures
represent a much lower population in the databases. An appropriate frequency value for the
pipeline scenarios should be based upon the frequency of full bore ruptures so that a
representative comparison can be made to the presented scenario. If done, it is likely that the
frequency of occurrence will be lower than established in the Assessment. Similarly, the
causes of release are qualitatively used in the evaluation. Release frequency based on cause
can be established, which would then assist in identifying the applicable threats of a release.
Finally, EPA’s scenario assumes that a double-walled pipeline will be used (Section 6.1.3.2)
for above ground pipe. Modification factors for this mitigation measure would further reduce
the release frequency for the evaluation. So, because a generic frequency value has been used
and not adjusted for release type, cause(s), and mitigation measures, the frequency used in
the report overestimates the likelihood of a full-bore release from the pipeline. In addition,
the report does not state whether the pipeline is operated 24/7 or at specific times or intervals.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 11.8. We found no compilation of data on full
bore ruptures and the comment provides none. A frequency of failures based on cause
is irrelevant to the receiving environment.
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11.10 Lack of Key Parameters for Release Scenario
The report analysis assesses a release from a full-bore rupture. It describes in general terms
that a release volume is affected by the shutdown time of remote valves and the draindown of
the pipeline. These parameters are the basis of the volume of slurry released from the
pipeline, the related mass of concentrate transported to the downstream water bodies, and the
resulting effect on salmonids. The report does not provide key parameters to technically
evaluate the accuracy of the mass estimate and the reasonableness of the consequence
evaluation. Parameters that could not be readily discernible in the report are pump flow rate,
length of pipeline under draindown, and the time of draindown. Showing these parameters
would allow a critical assessment of the volume released under pumping conditions before
remote valve isolation, the volume drained under gravity, the length of pipeline under
draindown, and the time for the pipeline to drain under gravity.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 11.8.
11.11 Page: 11-5 and 11-6
Section: 11.1
Excerpt: Although the range of published annual failure rates for oil and gas pipelines spans
more than 1 order of magnitude (0.000046 to 0.0011 per km) (URS 2000), the range for
pipelines most similar to the assessment pipelines along the transportation corridor is much
narrower. For example, the failure rate is 0.0010 failure/km-yr for pipelines less than 20 cm
in diameter (OGP 2010), 0.0015 failure/km-yr for pipelines in a climate similar to Alaska
(Alberta, Canada) (ERCB 2013), and 0.00062 failure/km-yr for pipelines run by small
operators (those operating total pipeline lengths less than 670 km) (URS 2000). The
geometric mean of these three values yields a probability of failure of 0.0010 failure/km-yr.
Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The frequency data used in the cited references were developed using
PHMSA’s and EUB pipeline incident dataset. An entire dataset includes releases from
discrete and mainline elements, both of which have different release frequencies. The
applicability of using a release frequency based upon an entire dataset rather than a scenariospecific frequency should be discussed.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: We do not agree that those subsets of data are particularly
representative of a product concentrate pipeline operated by PLP.
11.12 Page: 11-5 and 11-6
Section: 11.1
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Excerpt: Complete break or equivalent failure of the product concentrate pipeline. Complete
break or equivalent failure of the return water pipeline. Complete break or equivalent failure
of the diesel pipeline.
Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The frequency data used in the cited references were developed using
PHMSA’s and EUB pipeline incident dataset. The entire dataset includes releases from all
reported spill volumes ranging from leaks to ruptures. Use of frequency data for all
incidences rather than for a full bore rupture as described in the scenario overestimates the
likelihood of a spill related to a full bore rupture.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 11.9.
11.13 Page: 11-6
Section: 11.1
Excerpt: It may be argued that engineering can reduce pipeline failure rates below historical
levels, but improved engineering has little effect on the rate of human errors.
Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The Assessment includes a cursory discussion of the causes for a
pipeline release but should identify the applicable causes for the scenario pipelines. The
release frequencies of these causes should then be used in developing the applicable scenario
release frequency. The Assessment states that improved engineering has little effect on the
rate of human error release frequency but this has not been demonstrated. The text should
establish what the release frequency is for human error and its materiality on the frequency
rates used.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: We found no compilation of data on ruptures due to human error and
the comment provides none.
11.14 Page: 11-7
Section: 11.2
Excerpt: Total travel times to Iliamna Lake are estimated to be 240 minutes and 24 minutes
to Chinkelyes and a Knutson Creek spill, respectively.
Contributor: ERM.
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Technical Comment: The estimated transport time represents the time the slurry is predicted
to first arrive at the water body and not the time for the entire slurry to empty into the water
body. The report should address the total time for the mass to reach the receptor and the rate
of introduction.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 11.8.
11.15 Page: 11-7
Section: 11.2
Excerpt: Total travel times to Iliamna Lake are estimated to be 240 minutes and 24 minutes
to Chinkelyes and a Knutson Creek spill, respectively.
Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The evaluation is a very simplistic approach to assessing the fate and
transport of a release from a pipeline. The estimated transport time represents the estimated
time for the slurry to first arrive at the water body and not the time for the entire slurry mass
to empty into the water body. The time to drain down the pipeline is not addressed and
because it is absent the reader assumes that all the mass is released at once rather than over
time. The report should address the total time for the mass to reach the receptor and the rate
of introduction.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 11.8.
11.16 Page: 11-8
Section: 11.2
Excerpt: Flows were calculated from precipitation models used to determine mean annual
runoff for the assessment’s stream culvert analysis.
Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The evaluation is not sufficiently transparent to assess if the slurry
characteristic and channel surface roughness are taken into account to calculate the flow rates
and transit time to the defined receptors. Because the information is not readily discernable
from the text and tables, it is unclear if appropriate hydrologic flow conditions are used in the
precipitation model and the accuracy cannot be reasonably and critically reviewed. The
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precipitation model should be identified and the condition for overland and channel flow
should be defined.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: The slurry is characterized as consisting of a liquid phase, which would
have the same dynamics as the water in the receiving stream, and the product particles,
which would be transported based on the Hjulström diagram at an undefined rate.
11.17 Page: 11-8
Section: 11.3.1
Excerpt: During the entire spill, gravity drainage governs the flow rate based on calculations
for free-flowing pipes.
Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The evaluation is not sufficiently transparent to assess the length of the
pipeline subject to draindown, the slope of the pipeline, the effect of slurry characteristics on
flow through a hole, and how draindown time and volume were estimated. Without this
information, the analysis would be incomplete. The approach and assumptions used in this
evaluation result in a slurry release rate and volume to the environment. Therefore, if the
approach and assumptions are inaccurate, the release rate and volume are inaccurate, and as a
result, the conclusion regarding the mass reaching a receptor and the total time for the entire
release volume to reach the receptor are inaccurate.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: The length of draindown was supplied for both scenarios. Other
parameters have been added in Chapter 11 of the final assessment.
11.18 Page: 11-8
Section: 11.3.1
Excerpt: The assumed total slurry volume draining to the stream would equal the pumped
flow rate times 5 minutes, plus the volume between the break and local high point in the
pipeline.
Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The evaluation is not sufficiently transparent to assess what pumped
flow rate was used for the scenario pipelines, what pipeline draindown lengths, rate, and time
were used, and whether the flow rates are based on the physical characteristics of water or the
slurry mix. Because the information is not readily discernable in the text and tables, the
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accuracy of the mass release estimates and the eventual effect cannot be reasonably and
critically reviewed.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: These parameters were added to the final assessment.
11.19 Original Draft Location: Page 6.34, Report Section Identification: 6.2.1.3
Original Comment: Contributor – State of Alaska, Response/Comment – Comment: Why are
Liters used in this section? 366,000 Liters sounds like a very large amount number, but is
about 100,000 gallons or 366 cubic meters which is a relatively small volume. Also it is
unclear whether this is liters of water entrained in the slurry or total volume of slurry, in
which case, the water volume would be significantly less. The statement that “None of the
river or streams …could provide enough dilution to avoid the acute criterion” is misleading.
Acute criteria are generally based on 48 hour or 96 hr LC50 or similar endpoints. As soon as
the two-minute spill ended, the water within the slurry would begin to be diluted by clean
stream water. Similarly, but more slowly, the pore water within the slurry would be
infiltrated and diluted by clean stream water. Over some relatively short period of time the
water concentrations outside of the slurry would likely rapidly decrease below acute criteria.
This could be minutes to hours. Thus, it is unlikely flowing water would have metals
concentrations raised up to the criteria for more than a few minutes or hours. It is also likely
that within days, the pore water within the spilled slurry would be notably diluted. Longer
term high concentrations could be possible in a small pond or wetland where there is no
significant flow. A very small 5-liter per second stream provides 18,000 L per hour and
432,000 L per day. So in one day 5 L/s stream could provide clean water volume of 100% of
the total spill volume.
Recommended Change: Provide a more accurate description/understanding of the dynamics
of slurry spill entering moving water.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Not addressed. Comments –
The current slurry spill scenarios for Chinkelyes and Knutson Creeks does not address the
time of exposure, and uses the single point estimate of concentration in comparison with the
AWQC. No discussion of the exposure durations are considered in this evaluation.
EPA Response: Liters are standard international units for liquids. The spill event is not
2 minutes in duration and the time to response is not the same as the duration of a test.
Even after the transport solution is washed out, sediment pore waters are not clean. The
contaminants leach from the particles and recontaminate the pore water as described in
the assessment.
11.20 Calculation of Impacts Related to Release Scenarios
The report identifies that 67 tons of concentrate will travel down Chinkelyes Creek and 24
tons of concentrate will travel down Knutson Creek and that the travel time will be 240
minutes and 24 minutes, respectively, until it reaches Iliamna Lake. The hydrology
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assessment using a precipitation model and culvert analysis is a very simplistic approach to
estimating sediment transport in stream channel conditions, and could easily be predicting a
travel time that would be much quicker than actual for the mass reaching the water bodies.
Since all the mass is not released as a single slug, the duration of the release also should be
incorporated in the fate and transport evaluation so that the hydrology of the spill volume can
be critically evaluated. In addition, the travel time appears to represent the time for water to
travel from the release point to the receptor. The report qualitatively acknowledges that the
density of the slurry plays a role in how it is transported, but this was not taken into account
when calculating the arrival time, and the rate at which the mass would be introduced to the
water body. Finally, the total time for slurry mass to enter the water body would allow for a
refined assessment of the consequence of the release. Providing the arrival time of the
aqueous phase of the release loses the benefit of fully understanding the dynamics of the
release into the receiving water body. The flow model should address slurry characteristics,
surface roughness, duration of the spill volume and channel geometry as a more appropriate
screening approach that is consistent with the scenarios.
EPA Response: The travel times are for the aqueous phase, not the solids.
11.21 Page: 11-9
Section: 11.3.2
Excerpt: Under these concentrate pipeline failure scenarios, 67 metric tons of product
concentrate would be released into Chinkelyes Creek or 24 metric tons into Knutson Creek.
Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The evaluation is not sufficiently transparent to assess what pumped
flow rate was used for the scenario pipelines, what pipeline draindown lengths, rate, and time
were used, and whether the flow rates are based on the physical characteristics of water or the
slurry mix. Because the information is not readily discernable in the text and tables, the
accuracy of the mass release estimates and the eventual effect cannot be reasonably and
critically reviewed.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: Additional parameters are provided in Chapter 11 of the final
assessment.
11.22 Page: 11-10
Section: 11.3.2
Excerpt: In other words, we expect 1 to maybe 2 such spills in the Pebble 6.5 scenario.
Similarly, a spill would have a 35% probability of entering a wetland, resulting in an estimate
of 0.038 wetland-contaminating spills per year or 2 wetland-contaminating spills in the
Pebble 6.5 scenario.
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Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The frequency data used in the cited references were developed using
PHMSA’s and EUB pipeline incident dataset. An entire dataset includes releases from
discrete and mainline elements, both of which have different release frequencies. The
applicability of using a release frequency based upon an entire dataset rather than a scenariospecific frequency should be discussed. Because of the inclusion of leaks with rupture
frequencies in the evaluation, the conclusion that a spill would enter a wetland is an overestimation of the probability of occurrence.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: There has never been a pipeline like the scenario pipeline, so scenariospecific failure rates are not available.
11.23 Original Draft Location: Page 6.33, Report Section Identification: 6.2.1.1
Original Comment: Contributor – State of Alaska, Response/Comment – Comment: The last
paragraph of the section, just below Table 6-8 is likely incorrect. Not all invertebrates will
die at the probable effect concentration (PEC), and only predicted concentrations of copper
notably exceed PECs. Invertebrates would colonize the fine grained sediment resulting from
a pipeline spill, just not those sensitive to the metals contained in the pipeline slurry.
Recommended Change: More accurately represent what is likely to occur.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Not addressed. Comments –
Pg 11-16 while the original statement has been removed, the following is an example of the
analysis that remains: A concentrate spill into a stream is likely to kill invertebrates and early
life stages of fish immediately. If it is not remediated (and remediation of streams may not be
possible), it would certainly cause long term local loss of fish and invertebrates. It appears
that the comment has not been addressed.
EPA Response: The comment does not explain how a copper concentrate would
constitute a suitable substrate for any aquatic invertebrates. The evidence presented in
the assessment indicates that it would be highly toxic.
11.24 Page: 11-10
Section: 11.3.5
Excerpt: For example, TransCanada’s risk assessment for the Keystone XL pipeline assumed
that the time to detection would range from 90 days for a small leak (1.5% of pumping
volume) to 9 minutes for a large leak (50% of pumping volume) and that an additional 2.5
minutes would be required for the shutdown sequence (DNV Consulting 2006, O’Brien’s
Response Management 2009). Therefore, a large spill like the one assessed here would leak
for 11.5 minutes based on a state-of-practice design from an experienced company. This is
more than twice our assumed duration.
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Contributor: ERM.
Technical Comment: The flow dynamics of shutting down a 36 inch diameter line
transporting between 700,000 and 800,000 barrels of crude oil per day (Keystone XL) are not
the same as shutting down a 20 cm diameter line. Shutdown of large diameter and high flow
pipelines must be done in a way as to not cause a breach in the pipeline elsewhere. The
example used is a not relevant comparison for shutdown time and the assumed 5 minute
shutdown time should be supported by pipeline systems of similar construction and flow.
Citations: N/A.
General Subject Area: Environmental consequences of pipeline failure.
Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: We found no data on shutdown of product concentrate pipelines. The
Keystone XL pipeline is an imperfect analogy, which is why the quoted times to
shutdown were not used in the scenario. However, it does indicate that detection and
shutdown times for modern pipelines are not negligible.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
11.25 6. The Assessment exaggerates the risk from pipeline failures. EPA’s assessment of risk from
potential pipeline failures is rife with speculation and unsupported assumptions. As a
threshold matter, the failure rates in the Assessment appear to be derived from pipelines that
are not constructed to the standards applicable to pipelines for the Pebble project. Indeed, the
numeric risks appear to be derived from pipelines that were built many decades ago. See
Assessment at 11-5. Pipeline technology has changed significantly since the time that many
of these pipelines were constructed and the authors should not attempt to judge a modern
pipeline based upon ones that are decades-old.
Much as the Assessment did not account for other types of mitigation, EPA has not
accounted for potentially protective measures that could prevent pipeline spills or minimize
their consequences. Essentially, EPA has not considered modern pipeline design and
containment measures, appropriate use of remote sensing equipment and automatic shut-off
values, and modern maintenance measures. Indeed, EPA provides a back-handed
acknowledgement of these measures, noting that “[i]t may be argued that engineering can
reduce pipeline failure[] rates below historical levels …” Assessment at 11-6. 7 Absent
consideration of these protective measures, the pipeline risk assessment is virtually
meaningless.

7

EPA’s apparent explanation for ignoring modern technological safeguards is to cite “human error.” EPA
apparently believes that because technology cannot prevent human error, its risk assessment is valid. Id. at 11-6.
Yet, EPA provides no quantification of the risk from “human error.” Unless EPA separates the “human error”
component of its risk from that which would not occur but for outdated technology, the anecdotes included in the
Assessment recounting human error are uninformative about risks from operations that use modern technology.
Moreover, EPA’s implicit suggestion that consequences from human error cannot be prevented by engineering
measures is simply unfounded. In fact, many modern preventive measures would counteract human error.
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EPA Response: Failure rates are inevitably based on the history of operation. The
assessment acknowledges the potential for lower rates, but has no basis for estimating
them, and the comment provides none.
11.26 In reality, modern technology can mitigate the effect of most spills. For example, placement
of isolation valves would limit the volume of slurry that could be spilled. Along with
automatic leak detection, isolation valves limit the volume of spilled material. EPA’s
hypothetical spill, see id. at 11-8, assumes a scenario that exaggerates the potential volume of
spillage from a well-designed pipeline. In fact, the location described in this hypothetical
would likely trigger additional engineering requirements to prevent the scenario described in
this text. See, e.g., Geosyntec Comments at 9-10.
EPA Response: The configuration of isolation valves was taken from the preliminary
plan put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011) and therefore
was assumed to be realistic and to incorporate the mitigation measures that they
deemed appropriate.
11.27 Another example involves EPA’s assumption that pipelines would not be designed to
accommodate flood levels near stream crossings. See Assessment at 11-9 (“Because flood
flows are a potential cause of pipeline failure at stream crossings, this is a reasonable
possibility.”). Responsible engineering would account for flood levels at stream crossings.
Again, EPA assumes a scenario that is unlikely with the use of commonplace modern
engineering precautions.
EPA’s projections about possible copper concentrate pipeline spills into specific streams that
flow into Iliamna Lake are also highly speculative. See Assessment at 11-7 to 11-12. EPA
draws speculative conclusions based on speculative assumptions:
•

EPA uses an “estimated failure rate” that is derived from data that have absolutely no
application to this project (citing two unrelated studies of old oil and gas pipelines in
section 11.1) and fails to adjust that failure rate based on project specific engineering;

•

EPA assumes, without explanation, that “the probability of a pipeline failure is
independent of location”; and

•

With no apparent justification, EPA “assume[s] that spills within 100 m[eters] of a stream
could flow to that stream.”

Id. at 11-10. From these unsupported premises, EPA concludes that “a spill would have a
14% probability of entering a stream within the Kvichak River watershed” and a “35%
probability of entering a wetland.” Id. Neither of these conclusions has scientific justification.
In fact, EPA concedes that these speculative results “cannot be quantified with existing data
and modeling resources.” Id. at 11-9.
EPA goes on to claim that a “pipeline failure would contaminate 2.6 km of Knutson Creek or
14 km of Chinkelyes Creek and 7.6 km of Iliamna River …” Id. at 11-10. These assertions
are not explained. EPA also speculates about the possible adverse effects of a copper
concentrate pipeline spill flowing from Knutson Creek to Knutson Bay in Lake Iliamna. See
id. at 11-17. EPA concludes that “the concentrate deposited in Knutson Bay would persist
and could render a considerable area unsuitable for spawning and rearing for years.” Id.
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(emphasis added). However, EPA admits that “transport and deposition processes” associated
with these failures “cannot be quantified with existing data and modeling resources.” Id. at
11-9. The reader therefore has no basis to test the validity of EPA’s assertions. If EPA has
modeled these events, the text should disclose such modeling or other foundation for these
assertions.
EPA Response: Despite responsible engineering, infrastructure is damaged by floods.
All risk assessments address future events, and thus are speculative. Nonetheless, risk
assessments are useful. Risk assessments must hypothesize specific scenarios, and for
this assessment we hypothesized pipeline failures into two possible receiving streams.
The results of the scenario spills were not fully quantified, primarily because the data
presented in the PLP’s Environmental Baseline Document are not adequate to support
the sort of modeling demanded by this comment.
11.28 Even EPA’s exaggerated projections of potential harm appear to be local. For example, EPA
concludes that in the event of a copper concentrate pipeline failure in or near a stream,
“copper is not predicted to cause a kill of adult salmonids in the receiving streams once
mixing has occurred, but localized mortality might occur in the mixing zone in the absence of
avoidance behavior.” Id. at 11-13 (emphasis added).
EPA Response: We do not agree that the assessment is exaggerated.
11.29 EPA also speculates about potential diesel fuel pipeline failures. See id. at 11-20 to 11- 32.
EPA acknowledges that diesel fuel “typically dissolves or evaporates within a day” (id. At
11-21) and that “biological effects” of diesel spills into streams and wetlands “are seldom
determined and published.” Id. at 11-25. Nonetheless, EPA concludes that any diesel pipeline
“spill that released more than a trivial amount of diesel to a stream, would be expected to
cause an immediate loss of fish and invertebrates, and the community would be likely to
recover in 1 to 3 years.” Id. at 11-28. This conclusion is both unsupported and undermined by
EPA’s acknowledgement that “the magnitude and nature of these losses would be highly
uncertain ….” Id. at 11-31.
EPA Response: The conclusion is supported by many studies of effects of diesel in both
the laboratory and the field. The fact that effects of most diesel spills are not determined
and published does not negate the literature that has been published.
Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
11.30 The failure scenarios identified in the Assessment are consistent with those found at other
comparable mines, and conservative in that they underestimate the potential impacts
associated with a worst-case failure scenario, and the assessment doesn’t consider the
impacts of full build-out (i.e., developing the full mineral deposit).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
L. Trasky (Doc. #5050)
11.31 5. It seems likely that there will be more pipeline breaks that impact fish and other aquatic
life than EPA’s analysis indicates. The slurry will be highly corrosive and abrasive and will
eventually wear or corrode through the pipe unless the pipe is replaced regularly. The low
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spots in the pipeline will be at stream crossings. There have been dozens of pipeline breaks in
the Prudhoe oil field due to corrosion, poor maintenance and inadequate State oversight. A
simple Internet search for slurry pipeline spills turns up numerous recent slurry spills in the
U.S. even with modern engineering and regulatory practices in place. None of these slurry
pipelines were located in areas with the extreme freezing and thawing conditions and
earthquake hazards present in the proposed Pebble Mine area.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
11.32 2. With respect to Figure 11-1 (concentrate), it is not clear what the box “Product Recovery”
refers to.
EPA Response: Product recovery is discussed in Section 11.3.4.3.
11.33 3. The three models Figure 11-1 to 11-3 for concentrate, return water, diesel) should have
included routes that lead to “no effect” on salmon (e.g., spills on land or on frozen creeks), or
should have been described as models specific to a spill at sites such as Chinkelyes Creek or
Knutson Creek which flow year round. In the Integrated Risk Section, Table 14-1 specifically
notes that most pipeline failures would not affect fish, but the message did not come through
in Chapter 11, although it was mentioned (Section 11.3.2).
EPA Response: As the comment acknowledges, the risk assessment mentions the
possibility that no effects may occur if a spill is located far from a stream and prompt
remedial action is taken. In conventional risk assessment practice, conceptual models
show the potential routes from sources to effects. The rates for any of the processes
indicated may be negligible.
11.34 4. The rate of spills per year seems low – does it include the probability of a spill in a “no
effect” area (no stream or frozen stream)? The spill rate might be better presented as a range
of potential failure rates, including rates by wall thickness (which is expected to vary in the
concentrate pipeline).
EPA Response: The rates are presented for the entire pipeline and for spills near a
stream or wetland. The second comment is puzzling. Why would the wall thicknesses
vary in a concentrate pipeline except for the slight variance due to manufacturing
variance?
11.35 Double-walls and protective pipeline thickness should be required on the entire length of
concentrate and diesel pipelines.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but the assessment is a scientific document and does
not contain recommendations for regulatory restrictions.
11.36 Stipulations on pipeline design and maintenance should consider pipeline life as the likely
entire life of the mine based on one deposit size, not in the initial mining permit application.
EPA Response: The scenario is, as described, based on the production that is feasible
with a conventional pit.
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11.37 5. It would be helpful to provide a route map with locations where a spill would represent a
high risk to salmon.
EPA Response: It is not clear what criteria the comment is referring to other than
proximity to the lake and crossing of an anadromous stream, both of which are already
depicted in maps.
11.38 Consider testing xanthates on relevant species and life stages, and test degradation conditions
and toxicity of degradation products per the potential toxicity of a spill or of tailings leachate.
EPA Response: The assessment is based on existing data.
11.39 6. There should be a discussion that compares the spatial or temporal effects of the three
types of spills. Spatially, a contrite spill could cause fish aversion and the effective loss of the
entire stream above as well as below a spill (Section 11.3.4.4), but this would not be the case
for diesel, where only the reaches below a spill would be lost due to toxicity. Temporally,
downstream of both types of spills could be lost for many years, due to leaching of copper
from concentrate of the generational toxicity of PAHs. 8
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
11.40 7. It could be difficult to follow the risk characterization (Section 11.3) of concentrate
product, product leaching, and aqueous phase product, although it was summarized well at
the end. For example, it appears from the text that there will likely be acute toxicity in small
streams from spills, but in large stream flows or in Lake Iliamna there is likely low or no
impact, yet this is not clear from tables and concept models.
EPA Response: Chapter 11 has been extensively edited. The summary in this comment
applies to the potential toxicity of the carrier solution (the aqueous phase of the slurry).
11.41 8. Section 11.4 on return water pipelines should include a discussion of spills in winter, both
from an underground pipeline (Section 11.5 discusses this with respect to diesel) and from an
above ground pipeline.
EPA Response: The scenario is for a spill during non-freezing conditions.
11.42 9. The diesel spill section (Section 11.5) should have included a discussion on the toxicity of
weathered oil, and of the effect of chemical and mechanical dispersion as described in the
Shein et al article, one of the references.
EPA Response: We believe that the use of dispersants is unlikely in this spill scenario.
Weathered oil is less of an issue with diesel than with crude oils.
11.43 10. The reference to the Rice (2007) study in “Analogous Spills” (Section 11.5.3.4) is
relevant, in that it tracked the toxicity of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) over
generations of salmon in freshwater habitat; PAH toxicity is common to crude oil and diesel
oil spills.

8

Note that a 1,400-2,200 gallon spill has already occurred in the Iliamna River, with the fuel being transported by
Iliamna Development Corporation; the primary customer is PLP http://community.adn.com/node/148928;
http://www.dec.alaska.gov/spar/perp/response/sum_fy09/090605201/090605201_index.htm
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
11.44 Geosyntec Section: 4.3
2012 Geosyntec Comment: Iliamna Lake should not be considered the main receptor for
spills since a proportion of spill events will be distant from the lake and/or isolated and
cleaned up before reaching a waterway.
Geosyntec Comment: An attempt to address this comment appears to have been made in the
2013 Assessment: 11-9 “Estimated mean velocities of the streams (1.8 m/s for Chinkelyes
Creek and Knutson Creek and 1.1 m/s for the Iliamna River) are consistent with those
described for these streams (PLP 2011), and are well above the transport velocities.
Therefore, the fine sand sized concentrate would be carried downstream during typical or
high flows, even given that the concentrate is denser (3.8 metric tons/m3) than typical rock
(2.8 metric tons/m3 for granite) and would move less readily. Concentrate would be
deposited in any backwaters, pools, or other low-flow locations. If the spill occurred during a
period of high flow, it would be carried downstream immediately, potentially reaching
Iliamna Lake within 4 hours (via Chinkelyes Creek or Iliamna River) or 0.5 hour (via
Knutson Creek). Because flood flows are a potential cause of pipeline failure at stream
crossings, this is a reasonable possibility. If the spill occurred during low flows, concentrate
that is not collected would be spread downstream by erosion during subsequent typical or
high-flow periods, eventually entering Iliamna Lake.
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: The 2013 Assessment described conditions under
which transport of spilled product would occur. We note that the extreme failure scenario
now has to occur during a period of significant flow in the creek in order for significant
product to reach Iliamna Lake. Otherwise it is likely that cleanup operations could isolate the
majority of the product. In relation to failure during high flows, the statement that “because
flood flows are a potential cause of pipeline failure at stream crossings, this is a reasonable
possibility” now creates an even more remote possibility that the extreme failure scenario
would occur. Such a failure during flood flow (if the pipe were somehow now protected from
such a condition) would most likely occur between the isolation valves, and hence they
would shut down and the volume of product released would be far smaller than that assumed
in the 2013 Assessment.
EPA Response: The comment misinterprets the assessment. The scenario does not
require and is not based upon high flows. The transport of product concentrate in the
two streams is based on mean flows (see the first sentence quoted). The mention of flood
flows simply indicates that transport to the lake would be immediate under those
conditions.
11.45 Geosyntec’s 2012 Review pointed out that the pipeline release scenario, which is
incorporated an assumption of 14 km between isolation valves resulted in an unrealistically
high release volumes as 14 km worth of concentrate drained by gravity into the creek. Proper
design would include more frequent and strategically placed points of isolation, which would
work in concert with automatic leak detection to minimize potential leakage along critical
stretches of the pipeline. The 2013 Assessment removes this 14 km scenario. In its place they
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include the following scenario: “In the concentrate pipeline failure scenarios, a single
complete break of the pipeline would occur at the edge of the stream, just upstream of an
isolation valve. These valves would be placed on either side of major crossings (Ghaffari et al
2011) and could be remotely activated. Pumping would continue for 5 minutes until the
alarm condition was assessed and an operator shut down the pumps. The estimated total
slurry volume draining to the stream would equal the pumped flow rate times 5 minutes, plus
the volume between the break and local high point in the pipeline (i.e., the nearest watershed
boundary (Table 11-2). During the entire spill, gravity drainage governs the flow rate based
on the calculations for free-flowing pipes.” (Pg. 11-8) The 2013 Assessment replaces one
unjustified scenario with another. The assumption that the “volume draining to the stream
would equal the pumped flow times 5 minutes, plus the volume between the break and the
local high point in the pipeline (i.e., the nearest watershed boundary)” completely disregards
proper planning and design for the stream crossings. By forcing the failure upstream of the
isolation valve and still allowing all the spilled material to enter the creek, the existence of
isolation valves and any other features that might be designed to protect streams from failures
on land are made obsolete. If the topography and alignment are such that this extreme
scenario could exist, unlikely as it may be that a failure would occur in exactly the worst
place for the creek, other engineering and/or operational control can be established to
mitigate against it and protect the environment.
EPA Response: The configuration of isolation valves was taken from Northern Dynasty
Mineral’s preliminary plan (Ghaffari et al. 2011) and therefore was assumed to be
realistic and to incorporate the mitigation measures that they deemed appropriate.
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
11.46 4. It assumes that pipeline, truck, and treatment plant spills can be quickly controlled in a
sub-arctic environment as in temperate regions (see studies of the Exxon Valdez spill
regarding why this is a faulty assumption).
EPA Response: We did not make that assumption, and the assessment refers at several
points to the potential difficulty of remediation during the winter.
Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5657)
11.47 With regards to the duration of pipeline failure risks in the Assessment on pg. 11-30, “Diesel
and natural gas pipelines would be retained after mine closure as long as fuel was needed at
the mine site (e.g., for monitoring, water treatment, and site maintenance). Therefore, the
diesel pipeline risks would continue for (sic) indefinitely,” the commenter states that “it is
likely that the requirement for diesel after mine closure would decrease to the point where
operating/maintaining a pipeline would not be economically viable, and on-site diesel
requirements would be met by trucking.”
EPA Response: The costs of operating a pipeline are low relative to trucking and the
demand for diesel could include multiple mines and villages. Therefore, the statement
stands.
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Fish-Mediated Effects

United Tribes of Bristol Bay (Doc. #5275)
12.1

Chapter 12 details how negative impacts on salmon will in turn impact non-salmonid fish,
terrestrial animals, and Alaska Natives. The information in this chapter is incredibly
important because, as the authors point out, salmon are not only the foundation of the human
subsistence diet – they are also a primary food source for other subsistence species.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
12.2

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Salmon as a Keystone Species: “More
attention should be focused on the impacts that loss of or damage to the salmon resource
would have on these other wildlife resources – either as a food source or, more generally, as a
source of nutrients for their habitat.”
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment devotes more attention
to the impacts of salmon decline on other important species.
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC welcomes these
changes to the assessment, as they further exemplify the importance of salmon to the entire
Bristol Bay ecosystem.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

12.3

BBNC is pleased to see that the Revised Assessment contains a more comprehensive analysis
of important subsistence resources in the Bristol Bay region and the impacts of varying mine
proposal sizes on these subsistence resources. In particular, the Revised Assessment devotes
more attention to important subsistence resources beyond salmon, including non-salmonid
fishes (rainbow trout and char) and other wildlife (bear, moose, caribou, waterfowl). The
Revised Assessment also recognizes the importance of these subsistence resources—
acknowledging the importance of all salmonid species, various non-salmon fishes, caribou,
moose, waterfowl, and berries. BBNC supports these revisions, as they further quantify the
importance of maintaining small and diverse fish populations, preventing fish habitat
degradation from trace metallic contaminants and dewatering, and ensuring pristine fish
spawning and rearing habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

12.4

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: Assessing Mine Impacts on Wildlife:
“the Draft Assessment does not address the potential for noise pollution or fugitive dust
resulting from the mining infrastructure and what effects this might have on the behavior of
key subsistence species like caribou, moose, and migratory bird and waterfowl. The Draft
Assessment also does not examine the effects the transportation corridor might have on the
movement and behavior of these species.”
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The Revised Assessment devotes more attention
to important subsistence resources beyond salmon, including non-salmonid fishes (rainbow
trout and char) and other wildlife (bear, moose, caribou, waterfowl).
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BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC is pleased to see
that the Revised Assessment contains a more comprehensive analysis of important
subsistence resources in the Bristol Bay region and the impacts of varying mine proposal
sizes on these subsistence resources.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
12.5

The Revised Assessment nevertheless still contains a more limited discussion of the
socioeconomic impacts on local communities that would result from large-scale mine
development and the resulting loss of subsistence resources in the Kvichak and Nushagak
river basins. While rightfully stating that “[s]almon are integral to the entire way of life in
these cultures as subsistence food and subsistence-based livelihoods, and are an important
foundation for language, spirituality, and social structure,” the Revised Assessment is narrow
in that it does not analyze the inevitable adverse impacts on the Alaska Native way of life
that would result if large-scale mining development proceeds in Bristol Bay. In earlier
comments on the Draft Assessment, BBNC emphasized that the assessment “does not
adequately discuss the very important socioeconomic impacts to local communities that
would likely result from the potential environmental impacts of the development of the
hypothetical mining scenario” and that “the Assessment would benefit from greater
discussion and a more thorough and prominent discussion of these threats.” Integrating the
information cited in BBNC’s comments would improve this area of the assessment.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife, and does not include an analysis of direct socioeconomic impacts on local
communities.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
12.6

Report Section Identification: Chapter 5, 6, 7 and 8
Original Comment from State of Alaska: EPA fails to consider reclamation and closure
scenarios where mines have successfully operated and closed without major, adverse
environmental impacts. No potentials of success for wildlife/mining coexistence, wildlife
habitat enhancement, or adaptable species such as sheep and fish incursions into active
mining areas. For example, the Fort Knox Mine and the Red Dog Mine are the locations of
the two of the most productive grayling habitats in the state. A Dall sheep ram has taken up
residence on the organic stockpile from the Walter Creek Heap Leach Pad construction at the
Fort Knox Mine. Exploration operations at the Pebble prospect were recently delayed
because of migratory song bird nesting in a drill rig.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No discussion or reference to
other mining examples with respect to wildlife in Chapters 12, 13 & 14. Because the
document fails to address the comment, the document overstates expected impacts on
wildlife.
EPA Response: The assessment actually understates expected impacts because it only
considers salmon-mediated impacts, and not direct effects, on wildlife. Chapter 5 of the
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first draft assessment did address the case in which operation is successful in avoiding
failures of environmental mitigation and engineering design. In response to comments,
the assessment no longer contains that no-failure scenario. The assessment does not
address the potential for use of the site post-closure by adaptable species such as sheep,
nor does it address constructed habitats for grayling or other species. Our objective was
to characterize potential risks to natural fish populations associated with even the best
mining practices (Chapter 5 in the draft assessment), including accidents and spills that
have been observed at other (but certainly not all other) mines (Chapter 6 of the draft
assessment). Those risks are addressed in Chapters 7 through 13 of the revised and final
assessments.
12.7

Original Draft Location: Report Number ES.23, Report Section Identification: Executive
Summary Fish-Mediated Risk to Wildlife, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Aside from fish mediated risks to wildlife, it might
also be pertinent to discuss other issues impacting wildlife including elimination or change in
habitat due to avoidance or attractive nuisances of the mine.
Recommended Change: Discuss elimination or change in wildlife habitat due to avoidance or
attractive nuisances of the mine.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No direct effects to wildlife
from mine footprints were analyzed in the report; rather, direct effects of mining were
considered beyond the scope of the assessment (page 12-5). This renders the analysis of
wildlife impacts incomplete.
EPA Response: We acknowledge that the assessment is not a complete evaluation of all
direct and indirect effects of large-scale mining on wildlife.

12.8

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.75, Report Section Identification: 5.5, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Without some quantification of impacts to fish, it is
impossible to quantify impacts to salmon-mediated effects on wildlife. It is not clear that
impacts on wildlife would be proportional to impacts on salmon caused by the road because
much wildlife can move long distances…as stated in the early sections of the Assessment. No
analysis is made of roadway corridor effects on wildlife. This is purposeful, keeping impacts
related to salmon, but may underestimate actual risks to wildlife. This could be stated in this
section of the Assessment.
Recommended Change: Rewrite the Assessment with site specific information, or allow
Pebble Limited Partnership to provide detailed permitting documents, then review/estimate
likely impacts to fish and wildlife.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The following statement was
added to the document “The magnitude of salmon-mediated effects on wildlife, subsistence
resources, and indigenous cultures cannot be quantified at this time, and is uncertain.” (page
12-16). No expanded analysis was provided. The comment stands.
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EPA Response: We have not attempted to quantify salmon-mediated effects on wildlife.
The scope of the assessment is focused on potential risks to salmon from large-scale
surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture and
wildlife, but we do recognize the complexity of potential direct, secondary, and
cumulative effects on wildlife in the mining area and transportation corridor.
12.9

The report largely fails to capture, in a balanced perspective, both the positive and negative
impacts related to subsistence use and socio-economics as they relate to potential mining
activities in the study area. Qualitative analysis of positive comments about potential for
employment and increased infrastructure availability is present but very limited. Most of the
qualitative discussion concentrates on the perceived negative impacts to subsistence use in
terms of livelihoods, diet, and related cultural effects. The analysis presented, however, does
not consider the positive benefits that responsible mineral development could deliver to a
relatively remote region with little developed infrastructure and services, particularly one
which has been suffering from out-migration and high unemployment for some time.
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife, and does not include an economic cost-benefit analysis of mining,
commercial fishing, or subsistence activities. Census data does not support the
comment’s contention that the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds have
experienced significant population out-migration (see Section 5.4.1).

12.10 In Chapter 12 – Fish-Mediated Effects, the Assessment incorporates discussions on human
health effects as part of a range of impacts on Alaska Native cultures from changes to the
salmon resources.
The qualitative assessment lacks a systematic methodology for robustly evaluating health
impacts related to a major mine project scenario. The specific scenario for assessing the
impacts on Alaska Native cultures is unclear and inconsistent. On one hand, the EPA states in
Chapter 12.3 Uncertainties (p. 12-3) that the assessment “represents a conservative estimate
of how these endpoints could be affected by mine development and routine operations”. But
throughout Chapter 12, the EPA discusses that human health and cultural effects would be
significant in the context of a major non-routine event scenario, as described by phrases such
as “large-scale releases”; “loss of salmon”; “significant reduction in salmon quality or
quantity”; and “accidents and failures associated with large-scale mining”.
EPA Response: The assessment is not a study of direct impacts on human health related
to large-scale mining. It is a qualitative evaluation of the potential impacts on Alaska
Native culture due to a loss of salmon resources. The assessment is conservative because
it considers only one pathway (fish) by which Alaska Natives may be affected and
mentions, but does not evaluate, direct effects of mining on Alaska Natives.
12.11 As the primary basis for identifying health effects, the Assessment references accounts of
health issues documented in Appendix D – Traditional Ecological Knowledge and
Characterization of the Indigenous Cultures of the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds,
Alaska and studies/reports on other industrial development in Alaska (i.e., Red Dog Mine, oil
and gas activity in the North Slope, and Exxon Valdez oil spill). Although these referenced
studies/reports have limited comparability to the type of mine project upon which the
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Assessment is based, the Assessment inappropriately asserts with high confidence that “other
studies related to resource extraction industries (North Slope, Red Dog Mine) or
environmental contamination (Exxon Valdez) in Alaska confirm that there certainly would be
changes in human health and Alaska Native cultures” (Chapter 12.3 Uncertainties, p. 12-17).
In actuality, the conclusion of a definite change in human health, specifically physical health,
is not supported by the referenced studies/reports on the North Slope and Red Dog Mine. In
the NRC (2003) study on Cumulative Effects of Oil and Gas in the North Slope, the
“increased incidence of cancer and diabetes” was not based on epidemiological evidence, but
rather on input by North Slope residents. And quantitative risk assessments on the Red Dog
Mine by ADHSS (2001) concluded that heavy metal concentrations in drinking water and in
subsistence foods were within acceptable limits and did not pose a health risk.
EPA Response: We revised this statement in the final assessment to clarify that the
information in the NRC report was based on reports from North Slope residents. Case
studies were included at the request of the peer reviewers after review of the draft
assessment and they did not have any comments or concerns about this information in
the revised draft.
12.12 Overall, the Assessment is deficient in that it lacks a baseline context (i.e., pre-mine context)
as a reference point for determining potential changes in human health at the community
level. For instance, published public health data indicate that the Bristol Bay Region
currently has high burdens of nutrition related health problems (e.g., obesity and diabetes)
and chronic diseases (e.g., heart disease and cancer) (UW’s County Health Rankings, 2012;
ANTHC, 2008). Furthermore, the Assessment asserts an oversimplified pathway of health
effect that does not take into account existing modifiable risk factors (such as alcohol use,
smoking, lack of access to fresh vegetables, consumption of sugary beverages, etc.) that
influence the physical health of the individual and community. Without accounting for these
various factors that contribute collectively to human health, the Assessment is inaccurate in
asserting a high certainty for anticipating changes in physical human health effects (e.g.,
nutrition-related diseases) from the hypothetical mine scenario.
EPA Response: The assessment is not a health study or cumulative risk assessment. It
only evaluates risks associated with large scale surface mining through effects on fish.
There is sufficient basis (cited in the assessment) for statements on the nutritional value
of salmon in relation to processed foods, the centrality of salmon as a subsistence food
source in the region, and the risks of increased reliance on processed foods if
subsistence salmon resources are compromised.
12.13 Lastly, the Assessment lacks appropriate or representative assumptions that would provide a
more balanced view of the potential health and cultural effects. For instance, the Assessment
asserts in Chapter 12.2 Effects on Alaska Natives (p. 12-6) that “A shift from part-time to
full-time wage employment in mining or mine-associated jobs would affect subsistencegathering capabilities by reducing the time available to harvest and process subsistence
resources”. This provides an imbalanced assessment because it does not take into account the
positive effects of cash income from employment on a community’s overall subsistencegathering capabilities, as well as, harvest-sharing capabilities; cash income from employment
is often used for costly subsistence inputs (i.e., gasoline, boats, snow machines, ammunition,
etc.) according to Kerkvliet, JNW (1997). In addition, the Assessment does not consider
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subsistence leave policies for local employed residents, which is an industry best practice to
provide flexible work schedules to accommodate subsistence harvest periods. Overall, the
Assessment lacks discussion of potential positive effects associated with industrial
development, which were reported by North Slope residents as documented in the NRC 2003
study.
EPA Response: The mention of potential direct effects on Alaska Native cultures and a
subsistence way of life were moved to a text box in Chapter 12. The discussion of
potential economic impacts from a loss of salmon resources (Section 12.2.3) now
includes an acknowledgement that this is a complex issue and that there are positive
impacts in communities such as increased economic opportunities for cash income that
could be used to purchase equipment and supplies for subsistence.
12.14 Page: 12-6, Section: Effects on Alaska Natives: 12.2
Excerpt: A shift from part-time to full-time wage employment in mining or mine associated
jobs would affect subsistence-gathering capabilities by reducing the time available to harvest
and process subsistence resources.
Technical Comment from ERM: While it is reasonably possible, as the Assessment states,
that this may reduce the time available to harvest and process subsistence resources, the
Assessment fails to also state that it may also increase the time available. For example, those
employed or contracted could have more time for subsistence use harvesting as a result of
favorable rotational periods; also, more income could also enable harvesters to purchase
better equipment (e.g., faster snow machines, bigger boats, better rifles) enable them to be
more time efficient.
General Subject Area: Subsistence use.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.13.
12.15 Page: 12-6, Section: Effects on Alaska Natives: 12.2
Excerpt: Social networks are highly dependent on procuring and sharing salmon and wild
food resources, so the current social support system would be significantly degraded.
Technical Comment: The Assessment makes subjective statements in this regard, without
presenting sufficient evidence that changes to social networks in the area due to mining will
be “significant”.
General Subject Area: Cultural.
Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: Text in the final assessment was revised to remove the qualifier. There
is sufficient basis, presented in the assessment and Appendix D, to conclude that the
current social support system is highly dependent on procuring and sharing salmon and
other wild food resources. We stand behind the statement that the current social
support system would be degraded if there is a loss of salmon resource.
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12.16 Page: 12-6, Section: Effects on Alaska Natives: 12.2
Excerpt: A shift from part-time to full-time wage employment in mining or mine associated
jobs would affect subsistence-gathering capabilities by reducing the time available to harvest
and process subsistence resources.
Technical Comment: This statement is an inaccurate assumption and does not take into
account mitigation measures such as subsistence leave policies for local employed residents,
which is an industry best practice to provide flexible work schedules to accommodate
subsistence harvest periods. Furthermore, the statement provides an incomplete picture on the
potential effects of employment on subsistence activity. Subsistence activity these days has
become modernized to require costly inputs (e.g., ammunition, boats, snow machines, etc.).
A study of Alaska’s North Slope Iñupiat people found that while there can be an inverse
relationship between active subsistence harvesting and wage labor time for the individual
worker, cash from employment is often used for subsistence inputs (i.e., gasoline, boats,
ammunition)(Kerkvliet, JNW, 1997). Thus, employment can positively support a
community’s overall subsistence-gathering capabilities, as well as harvest-sharing
capabilities.
Citations: Kerkvliet JNW. Whaling and wages on Alaska’s north slope: a time allocation
approach to natural resource use. Economic Development and Cultural Change. 1997.
45:651.
General Subject Area: Subsistence use.
Comment Category: Conclusions are based on unrealistic or non-representative assumptions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.13. The reference provided in the
comment has been cited in the final assessment.
12.17 Page: 12-11, Report Section: Effects on Alaska Natives: 12.2
Technical Comment from ERM: Box 12.1, dead link at www.epa.gov/bristolbay
Comment Category: Link not working.
EPA Response: The link has been repaired in the final assessment.
12.18 Page: 12-11, Report Section: Effects on Alaska Natives: 12.2
Excerpt: Some residents have expressed a desire for jobs and development related to largescale mining and a market economy, whereas other residents have expressed concerns that
this type of economic shift would be detrimental to their culture (Box 12-1, Appendix D).
Technical Comment from ERM: The only comments provided in Box 12-1 are concerns
about culture, but nothing about “desire for jobs and development” as indicated in this
excerpt.
General Subject Area: Socio-economic.
Comment Category: Conflicting or Inconsistent Information
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EPA Response: Statements from residents supporting large-scale mining development
have been added to Box 12-1.
12.19 Page: 12-12, Report Section: Effects on Alaska Natives: 12.2
Excerpt: However, increases in personal income may not be the best measure of benefits, and
should be considered over the long term, as oil and gas resources are exhausted and future
opportunities –
Technical Comment from ERM: Comment speaks about “oil and gas resources”, but the start
of the paragraph and other paragraphs above this refer to large-scale mining development, not
O&G development. Should also point out for greater balance that the mine upon which the
Assessment is based would likely have decades of operational potential, not just a few years,
as may be more typical of the O&G sector.
General Subject Area: Socio-economic.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: In the context of 4,000 years of salmon harvest, the differences between
an individual large-scale mining project and regional O&G operations is not significant.
The case studies do reference activities that have lasted for decades, however the
assessment was further clarified to demonstrate the effects of other resource extraction
activities on Alaska Native communities.
12.20 Original Draft Location: Page:5.76, Section:5.5, Excerpt: 1st full paragraph
Original Comment from Environ: The assumption that subsistence users will be displaced is
unfounded. Once a road is available, the most likely outcome is that subsistence use will
increase.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Acknowledgement of greater
accessibility in made in Page 12-8 paragraph 4, but with enough caveats to make it of little
significance. The comment stands. Unless the comment is addressed, the analysis does not
accurately reflect changes in subsistence use expected with changes in access.
EPA Response: We addressed the original comment in the revised assessment. The cited
statement (page 12-8) recognizes the complex and unpredictable effects of the
transportation corridor on subsistence use, including negative environmental effects as
well as increased access for subsistence users. Neither effect is quantified or compared.
12.21 Some comparisons to other mines in northern and western Alaska have been made. However,
the material presented is largely negative. More detailed and balanced information on mines
in Alaska such as Red Dog and oil and gas development studies on the North Slope would be
useful to more accurately demonstrate and predict how subsistence practices will change with
mining development and perceived impacts. In the Assessment, more comparative material
on other mining and oil and gas projects has been provided. However, this material is limited
in volume (pp. 12-9 and 12-10).
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EPA Response: Case studies were added to the revised assessment based on peer
reviewer and public comments on the draft assessment. The comment suggested no
additional references for inclusion.
12.22 Subsistence use in the Assessment focuses predominately on salmon fishing, with many of
the other kinds of subsistence use activities not discussed.
EPA Response: This is correct. As stated throughout the assessment, its scope is focused
on salmon and salmon-mediated effects on wildlife and Alaska Natives. Other
subsistence use activities are discussed but not evaluated in detail.
12.23 Because the Assessment lacks sufficient analysis, much of EPA’s discussion on the impacts
to subsistence users is speculative. For example, in Section 12.2.1 Subsistence Use (p. 12-9)
the EPA states that, “It is not possible to predict the magnitude of effects from the loss of
salmon as a subsistence food, nor is it possible to predict what level of subsistence resource
loss would be necessary to overcome the adaptive capacity of these cultures”. Based on this
conclusion, it necessarily follows that definitive statements of significance cannot be made
regarding the negative impacts. Yet, the term “significance” is often used in the Assessment
to indicate definitive assessments have been made, which is misleading.
EPA Response: The comment provides no specific references to statements which are
“misleading,” so no changes are possible.
12.24 Page: 12-9, Section: 12.2.1 Subsistence Use
Excerpt: On a physical level, the loss of salmon as a highly nutritious wild food, and the
substitution of purchased foods, would have a negative effect on individual and public health
(Appendix D). Salmon is especially valued around the world for nutrition and disease
prevention. Dietary transition away from subsistence foods in rural Alaska carries a high risk
of excess consumption of processed simple carbohydrates and saturated fats.
Technical Comment from ERM: The assessment does not take into account the diverse
traditional foods (including other non-salmon fish, caribou etc.) in the diet of the subsistence
communities that can mediate (to a certain extent) the need to subsistute [subsidize]substitute
with purchased foods. Nor does the assessment account for the existing higher rates of
consumption of processed market foods observed among rural Alaskans that influence the
health of the community. For instance, rural Alaskans have been found to drink three times as
much soda per day as their urban counterparts, and two-year olds in northern and
southwestern regions of the state are twice as likely to regularly consume sugar-sweetened
beverages as two-year-olds statewide (Fenaughty A., 2009; CDC, 2010). High consumption
of these beverages is associated with a number of health problems such as obesity, diabetes,
and cardiovascular disease.
Citations:
Fenaughty A, Fink K, Peck D, Wells R, Utermohle C, Peterson E. The Burden of
Overweight and Obesity in Alaska, Summary Report. December 2009. Anchorage, AK:
Section of Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Division of Public Health,
Alaska Department of Health and Social Services.
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CDC Guide to Strategies for Reducing the Consumption of Sugar-Sweetened Beverages.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. March, 2010. Accessed online at
http://inhealthyweight.org/files/StratstoReduce_Sugar_Sweetened_Bevs.pdf
General Subject Area: Subsistence use.
Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: The practice of harvesting salmon is a traditional and customary
practice with benefits that extend beyond the arena of human health. There is sufficient
basis (cited in the assessment) for statements on the nutritional value of salmon in
relation to processed foods, the centrality of salmon as a subsistence food source in the
region, and the risks of increased reliance on processed foods if subsistence salmon
resources are compromised. The comment seems to suggest that, based on the current
use of non-salmon subsistence resources and the current rate of consumption of
processed foods, potential loss of salmon would not have a negative effect on the health
and welfare of local residents. However, it provides no basis for this suggestion. The
high consumption rate of processed foods amplifies the need for continued access to
healthy subsistence foods. No change required.
12.25 Page: 12-9, Section: 12.2.1 Subsistence Use
Excerpt: A study of the cumulative environmental effects of oil and gas activities on Alaska’s
North Slope reports that subsistence hunting areas have been reduced, the behavior and
migratory patterns of key subsistence species have changed, and that there is increased
incidence of cancer and diabetes and disruption of traditional social systems (NRC 2003).
Technical Comment from ERM: The discussion does not accurately represent the findings in
the NRC 2003 report, suggesting that there is an actual link between oil and gas activities and
the increased incidence of cancer and diabetes. The NRC 2003 study did not base the effect
of increased incidence of cancer and diabetes on epidemiological evidence; but rather, on
reports by North Slope residents, as indicated in the following excerpt from the NRC 2003
report: “North Slope residents also reported that traditional subsistence hunting areas have
been reduced, the behavior and migratory patterns of key subsistence species have changed,
and that there is increased incidence of cancer and diabetes and disruption of traditional
social systems.”
General Subject Area: Alaska Native Culture.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.11.
12.26 The qualitative assessment lacks a clear systematic methodology for robustly evaluating
health impacts related to a major mine scenario.
The Assessment’s treatment of potential impacts on Alaska Native cultures is deficient in that
it lacks a baseline (i.e., pre-mine context) as a reference point for determining potential
changes in human health at the community level. For instance, published public health data
indicate that the Bristol Bay Region currently has high burdens of nutrition-related health
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problems (e.g., obesity and diabetes) and chronic diseases (e.g., heart disease and cancer)
(UW’s County Health Rankings, 2012; ANTHC, 2008). Furthermore, the Assessment uses an
oversimplified pathway of health effects that ignores modifiable risk factors (such as alcohol
use, smoking, lack of access to fresh vegetables, consumption of sugary beverages, etc.) that
influence the health of the Native community. Without accounting for these confounding
factors, EPA’s assessment is inaccurate in asserting a high certainty for adverse human health
effects (e.g., nutrition-related diseases) from the mine project scenario.
EPA Response: The assessment is limited to the potential effects on human health and
culture which would result from impacts to salmon and does not include an evaluation
of direct or cumulative human health risks. The nutritional value and high consumption
rates of salmon in the Bristol Bay region are well-documented. Therefore, there is a
high certainty that there would be nutritional losses and subsequent health effects if
salmon were impacted by large-scale mining. We have not attempted to quantify these
effects in the assessment. The fact that there are other nutrition-related health problems
in the region is not relevant to our evaluation and, in fact, amplifies the need for
continued access to healthy subsistence foods.
12.27 Page: 12-10, Section: 12.2.2 Perception of Food Security
Excerpt: Aside from actual exposure to environmental contamination, the perception of
exposure to contamination is also linked to known health consequences, including stress and
anxiety about the safety of subsistence foods and avoidance of subsistence food sources
(CEAA 2010, Joyce 2008, Loring et al. 2010), with potential changes in nutrition-related
diseases as a result.
Technical Comment from ERM: The Assessment asserts a pathway of effect that does not
take into account existing modifiable risk factors for nutrition-related diseases (such as
alcohol use, smoking, lack of access to fresh vegetables, consumption of sugary beverages,
etc.) that influence the health of the community. Without accounting for these co-founding
factors, the Assessment is inaccurate in asserting a high certainty for anticipating changes in
human health, specifically physical health, during the Mine Project scenario. Overall,
Chapter 12 lacks a discussion on baseline conditions (i.e., pre-mine context) as a reference
point for determining potential changes in human health at the community level. For
instance, published public health data indicate that the Bristol Bay Region currently have
high burdens of nutrition-related health problems (e.g., obesity and diabetes) and chronic
diseases (e.g., heart disease and cancer) (UW’s County Health Rankings, 2012; ANTHC,
2008).
Citations:
County Health Rankings, 2012. Profiles for Lake and Peninsula Borough and Dillingham
Census Area.
ANTHC, 2008. Regional Health Profile: Bristol Bay Health Corporation. Alaska Native
Epidemiology Center, Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium.
General Subject Area: Alaska Native Culture.
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Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: The assessment excerpt quoted in the comment is a conclusion of a cited
reference and is cited correctly. See responses to Comments 12.12 and 12.26.
12.28 To this point, the Executive Summary states that, “This assessment does not consider all
impacts associated with future large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed”. This is true
particularly of the potential positive impacts on socio-economics, as well as to a lesser extent
on subsistence use. An example of a positive socio-economic aspect is mentioned on page
ES-4 of the Assessment: “However, it is recognized that a large-scale mine development
could induce the development of additional support services for mine employees and their
families, recreational facilities due to increased access, vacation homes, and transportation
infrastructure beyond the main corridor (i.e., airports, docks, and roads)”. While this is a
valid point, it is not discussed at length in the Assessment. Instead, the Assessment leaves the
impression that any economic benefits will be limited. The Assessment also focuses on the
generally negative assumed socio-economic impacts on the commercial salmon fisheries, and
does not analyze positive impacts of mining employment and contracting to the same degree.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 12.5 and 12.13.
12.29 The only economic information discussed is for the commercial salmon industry, and to a
lesser extent, sport fishing and subsistence fishing. The predicted economic effects of mining
are not assessed at all. Direct (mainly positive) impacts of the mine through jobs and
opportunities for regional and local development are also not discussed, and are critical to
understanding the overall potential impact of mine development and its associated activities
on Native Alaskans. These aspects of the development of a project like the hypothetical mine
scenario are discussed in the May 2013 study entitled The Economic and Employment
Contributions of a Conceptual Pebble Mine to the Alaska and United States Economies (IHS
2003).
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 12.5 and 12.13.
12.30 On page 12-11, citing Goldsmith (2007) it is mentioned that, “Although large-scale mining
would inject some market-based economic benefits for a period, it would likely have only
modest direct employment benefits in the local region, based on resource extraction
experiences in other rural Alaska areas”. The comparison made to Red Dog Mine is largely
negative, stating that the Northwest Alaska Natives (NANA) Regional Corporation
shareholders disproportionately hold the mine’s lower-skilled positions, and that employment
at the Red Dog Mine may have facilitated community residents to relocate to Anchorage for
lifestyle or economic reasons. Although it is mentioned that NANA shareholders accounted
for approximately 56% of the mine’s 464 full-time employees and 91% of the 78 part-time
employees, this is not commented on as a major direct benefit to the region. Even lowerskilled positions in the mining sector are typified by higher than average wages. Increased
household income would also be expected to occur in communities throughout the Bristol
Bay study area due to increased economic activity in key economic sectors.
EPA Response: We do not disagree that there are economic benefits related to the Red
Dog Mine, especially for those who are employed by the mine. We have provided
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additional clarification in the assessment that those who would be employed by a mine
would have increased resources to purchase equipment and supplies for subsistence
activities. The purpose of citing the information from this study and a study from the
North Slope is to demonstrate that, even when there is an express agreement with an
Alaska Native Corporation, employment benefits would likely not be available to all
residents.
12.31 No analysis has been conducted on predicted taxes and revenues to state and local
governments as a result of the Pebble Mine. The Project would pay state mining license
taxes, Alaska corporate income taxes, state royalties, and local severance taxes. Taxes are
discussed only in reference to the Bristol Bay salmon fishery.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 12.5 and 12.13.
12.32 The Assessment links impacts to salmon populations to wildlife populations, but
acknowledges that impacts cannot be quantified on page 12-1 of the Assessment: “Lower
salmon production would likely reduce the abundance and production of wildlife in the mine
area and presumably in the range areas of the affected species, but the magnitude of those
effects cannot be quantified.” Nevertheless, the Assessment states that “…on a cultural level,
a significant loss of salmon would result in negative stress on a culture that is highly reliant
on this resource” (p. 12-13) without defining what “a significant” loss would be. Without
comparing baseline salmon and wildlife populations to current subsistence gathering levels,
and evaluating how Project related impacts would affect those populations (i.e., evaluating if
the impact is significant or not), the Assessments is simply conjecturing about potential
impacts to wildlife and Native Alaskan cultures without substantiating them.
EPA Response: The assessment does not attempt to quantify potential effects that
salmon losses may have on Alaska Native cultures. The statement that a significant loss
of salmon would result in negative stress on the culture is well-supported in the
assessment. Without reliable salmon or wildlife abundance data, it is not be possible to
compare current salmon and wildlife populations with reported subsistence harvest
levels, or to undertake a quantitative analysis of potential effects from large-scale
mining.
12.33 With the exception of a few of tables in Appendix E of the Assessment, Bristol Bay Wild
Salmon Ecosystem Baseline Levels of Economic Activity and Values (p. 29-30, 1.2
Definition of Study Area), very limited information has been provided on the demographics
of the region and its communities. There is no information on changes to human population
levels over time, including growth or decline as a consequence of birth and death rates and
in- and outmigration rates. It is not possible to assess impacts on socio-economics or
subsistence use without understanding the local and regional population dynamics. The
Assessment fails to report that statistics show that the Lake & Peninsula Borough has a low
and declining population (in 2009, the population was 1,547, down 11 percent from 2000).
For a comprehensive assessment of impacts to these components, this type of information is
required, as is a discussion on relevant findings such as population decline. There is also no
information presented on the historical labor profile of the study area, including trend lines of
the past 10 years minimum for employment/ unemployment/ underemployment and earnings.
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EPA Response: Information on village population in the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds (the focus of the assessment) is included in Appendix D and summarized in
Chapter 5 of the assessment. The assessment is not a socioeconomic cost-benefit
analysis, so it does not include labor profiles.
12.34 Very little to no information has been provided on local and regional infrastructure and
services except in the context of induced development, which is depicted in a mainly
negative light. A fulsome analysis in the socioeconomic section would require a discussion of
the context of the availability and capacity of existing social and health infrastructure and
services, including schools, health clinics/hospitals, emergency services, utilities, and
government, among others. Similar to demographics, it is not possible to assess impacts on
socio-economics without first characterizing infrastructure and services at a baseline level.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.5.
12.35 Several other economic and social benefits could have been more thoroughly discussed. For
example, improved and new road and airport access in the area could give some residents
better access to services and goods that previously were difficult to obtain, either by shortterm winter road or by air.
EPA Response: The final assessment clarifies that there would be individual and
community benefits from mining, based on case studies from other Alaska resource
extraction activities.
12.36 Impacts on time available for subsistence use by those employed in mining are not well
analyzed. More emphasis should have been paid to the trade-offs associated with subsistence
use and employment in mining. For example, in Chapter 12: Fish Mediated Effects (p. 12-12)
the EPA states that, “Some of the companies did not have subsistence leave policies, so
workers conducted subsistence activities during their weeks off or would take personal time.
Where the companies did have policies for subsistence leave, an average of 46% of
respondents were unsure whether or not the policy worked”. However, experience from
diamond and other mines in northern Canada, for example, have shown that time available to
harvest and process subsistence resources for those working in mining may be less affected
than initially assumed. For example, those employed or contracted could have more time for
subsistence use harvesting as a result of favorable rotational periods. Also, more income will
enable harvesters to purchase better equipment, enabling them to be more time efficient.
Workers with more disposable cash will have the ability to purchase more amenities such as
vehicles and recreational vehicles for pursuing traditional cultural activities, such as trapping
and hunting. They may make improvements to their housing or the quality of food and
clothing. Additional income and time off during the long rest periods could allow some
workers from the villages to engage more in traditional activities, including hunting, fishing,
and trapping. Without discussion of these tradeoffs, the Assessment fails to capture the full
spectrum of positive and negative impacts to subsistence users, and thus fails to accurately
characterize impacts to this population.
EPA Response: The comment does not provide references related to the “diamond and
other mines in northern Canada,” so that information could not be reviewed or
included in the assessment. Also see response to Comment 12.35.
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12.37 Page: 12-14, Section: 12.2.4 Social, Cultural, and Spiritual Impacts
Excerpt: According to NRC (2003), increased alcoholism, drug abuse, and child abuse have
resulted from the stresses inherent in integrating traditional and new ways of life. Health
effects also are apparent, as the incidence of diabetes has increased with higher consumption
of non-subsistence foods (NRC 2003).
Technical Comment \from ERM: Section overall does not provide a balanced view of
findings from the NRC 2003 report. The following excerpt from the NRC 2003’s Report in
Brief indicates that the North Slope residents also recognized the positive health impacts
associated with oil and gas activities: “Most North Slope residents have positive views of
many of the economic changes that have resulted from revenue generated by petroleum
activities, such as access to better medical care, availability of gas heat for houses, improved
plumbing, and higher personal incomes.”
Citations: NRC, 2003. Report in Brief: Cumulative Environmental Effects of Oil and Gas
Activities on Alaska’s North Slope. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.35.
12.38 Excerpt: The magnitude of effects on Alaska Native cultures resulting from any miningassociated changes in salmon resources is unknown, but other studies related to resource
extraction industries (North Slope, Red Dog Mine) or environmental contamination (Exxon
Valdez) in Alaska confirm that there certainly would be changes in human health and Alaska
Native cultures.
Technical Comment: The assertion of a high certainty for anticipating changes in human
health, specifically physical health, is not supported by the studies referenced in this section
(North Slope and Red Dog). These studies do not provide epidemiological evidence that
supports an association between the resource extraction activity and physical health outcomes
(e.g., diabetes, cancer, etc.). But rather, for the Red Dog study, quantitative risk assessment
indicated no health risks as mentioned in the statement from this section: “These concerns
persist even though studies by the Alaska Department of Health and Social Services found
that heavy metal concentrations in drinking water were low and did not pose a risk (USEPA
2009).” In addition, ADHSS (2001) conducted a site-specific human health risk assessment
on the Red Dog Mine that estimated the risk from exposure to metals through subsistence
food consumption and concluded that the risk was within acceptable limits. Overall, Chapter
12 lacks a discussion on baseline conditions (i.e., pre-mine Project context), including
existing modifiable risk factors for diseases, as a reference point for determining potential
changes in human health at the community level. Without accounting for these cofounding
factors, the assessment is inaccurate in asserting a high certainty for anticipating changes in
human health, specifically physical health, during the Mine Project scenario.
Citations: ADHSS. 2001. Public Health Evaluation of Exposure of Kivalina and Noatak
Residents to Heavy Metals from Red Dog Mine. October 25, 2001, Environmental Public
Health Program Section of Epidemiology, Alaska Division of Public Health.
General Subject Area: Alaska Native Culture.
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Comment Category: Insufficient analysis or technical basis from which to draw the
conclusions presented.
EPA Response: The assessment does not attempt to quantify potential salmon-mediated
impacts from large-scale mining. The final assessment text was revised to further clarify
some of the case studies. We were encouraged to use case studies from Alaska resource
extraction activities by our peer reviewers, and the inclusion of these studies is helpful
in identifying possible effects to Alaska Native culture from large-scale mining.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
12.39 EPA has acknowledged “uncertainties” associated with its assessment of the potential harm
to Alaska Natives’ subsistence resources. Among other uncertainties, the authors note that the
“magnitude of effects on Alaska Native cultures from any mining-associated changes in
salmon resources is unknown.” Assessment at 12-17. Indeed, EPA’s entire discussion of
potential fish-mediated effects is speculative. EPA speculates that “[l]ower salmon
production would likely reduce the abundance and production of wildlife in the mine area
and presumably in the range areas of the affected species,” but acknowledges that the
“magnitude of those effects cannot be quantified” at this time. Id. at 12-1. The Assessment
acknowledges that “[f]actors such as the magnitude, seasonality, duration, and location of the
salmon loss would influence the specific wildlife species affected and the magnitude of
effects.” Id. at 12-2. Because specific population information regarding salmonids is
generally not available (see id. at ES-28), EPA could not quantify actual fish-mediated
effects in its assessment and the Agency’s commentary on Native subsistence is entirely
speculative.
EPA Response: As the comment notes, the assessment does not attempt to quantify
salmon-mediated effects on Alaska Native cultures. The basis for the qualitative
evaluation of potential effects on Alaska Native cultures is clearly cited and not
speculative. The comment suggests no additional references or information that would
supplement or contradict the conclusions of the assessment.
12.40 Moreover, much of this portion of the Assessment simply assumes that the Pebble Mine
would give rise to “lower salmon production.” Id. at 12-1. As described above, there is no
basis for EPA to assume that there would be any reduction in salmon. Even setting aside the
reality that mitigation will be required to offset impacts to salmon habitat, the quantitative
information on salmon populations in the watershed and the streams affected by EPA’s mine
scenarios demonstrate that the mine could not have a material effect on salmon populations.
As described above, the sockeye salmon in the area of the mine represent less than onequarter of one percent of the sockeye harvested annually from Bristol Bay. Plainly, impacts
on such a tiny percentage of the population would not materially affect Alaska Natives’
supply of the fish.
EPA Response: Although the subsistence fishery is small relative to the commercial
fishery, it sustains a way of life for local residents and is integral to the social and
spiritual aspects of the Alaska Native cultures in the region. The assessment recognizes
the importance of localized subsistence resources: “Because the Alaska Native cultures
in this area have significant ties to specific land and water resources that have evolved
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over thousands of years, it would not be possible to replace the value of lost subsistence
use areas elsewhere, or to relocate residents and their cultures, making compensatory
mitigation infeasible.” Also see response to Comment 5.36 for a discussion of fish
abundance issues.
12.41 EPA suggests that mining activities might directly cause habitat fragmentation. Id. at 12-5.
For most terrestrial and avian species that inhabit the vast Bristol Bay ecosystem, it is
inconceivable that the mine footprint would constitute a barrier to the maintenance of genetic
variability or cause a reduction in habitat connectivity or dispersal characteristics. Again, the
authors provide no basis for this conclusion.
EPA Response: Contrary to the comment, the assessment actually does not suggest or
evaluate how habitat fragmentation would affect genetic variability, habitat
connectivity, or dispersal characteristics, and in fact does not even mention these
potential effects. Habitat fragmentation is simply listed as one of several potential direct
impacts on wildlife from large-scale mining not evaluated in the assessment.
12.42 The text also notes that “there are no subsistence salmon fisheries documented directly in any
of the mine scenario footprints.” Id. at 12-8. Thus EPA has no basis to conclude that there
will be any direct, negative effect upon Native Alaskans’ subsistence. The authors instead
simply recount the undocumented assumption that there will be “[n]egative impacts on
downstream fisheries from headwater disturbance.” Id. at 12-8. These “downstream impacts”
apparently entail another undocumented assumption: that there will be a “reduction in
downstream seasonal water levels.” Id. In fact, as described below, no evidence supports any
assumption that there will be a reduction in downstream water levels. And nothing in this
portion of the Assessment indicates any reason to assume that water levels in areas used for
Alaskan Natives’ subsistence would be lower as a consequence of the Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: The complete sentences selectively quoted in the comment state:
“Although there are no subsistence salmon fisheries documented directly in any of the
mine scenario footprints, other fish are harvested in these locations, and the areas are
identified as being important for the health and abundance of subsistence resources (PLP
2011: Chapter 23). Negative impacts on downstream fisheries from headwater
disturbance (Section 7.2) could affect subsistence salmon resources beyond the mine
scenario footprint” [emphasis added]. Both of these statements are correct and properly
cited in the assessment, rather than “undocumented assumptions.” The likelihood of
water flow alteration from large-scale mining at the Pebble site is discussed in Chapter
7.
12.43 The Assessment implies that Pedro Bay, “the village closest to the transportation corridor”
would be affected. Id. Yet, the text provides no explanation as to how the presence of the
transportation corridor would affect subsistence uses. Rather, the authors apparently retreat to
an assertion that “[t]he effects of the transportation corridor on subsistence resources would
be complex and unpredictable.” Id. In fact, EPA has no grounds to assert that subsistence use
at Pedro Bay would be harmed. (Indeed, in the absence of an actual proposal from PLP, EPA
is left to speculate as to the location and nature of the transportation corridor itself.)
EPA Response: The assessment actually states, based on the documented high percapita use of salmon for subsistence, that Pedro Bay is “…particularly vulnerable to
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losses of salmon resources.” The comment does not provide any evidence to refute this
statement. The assessment does not include a statement that “subsistence use at Pedro
Bay would be harmed.” No change required.
As the comment notes, the assessment is clear that the effects of the transportation
corridor on subsistence would be complex and unpredictable, and goes on to explain
that there would be effects related to habitat loss as well as to increased accessibility
and subsistence use. This acknowledgement was made in the revised assessment in
response to a comment from the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, which
pointed to both the positive and negative effects on subsistence use from a
transportation corridor. The statement is not a “retreat,” but is the most accurate
evaluation that can be made based on the available information.
Our evaluation applies to the scenarios presented in the assessment, which include a
transportation corridor in the location indicated in the preliminary plan put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011).
12.44 The Assessment’s citation to the effects of the Red Dog mine are not quantified and may well
be taken out of context. For example, the document refers to “limited, localized” effects on
caribou movement and distribution and the loss of nine caribou. Id. at 12-9. Neither of these
references would suggest a material effect upon subsistence hunting. Nor does this text
suggest how the experience at the Red Dog mine might be translated to the Pebble Mine’s
transportation corridor. Absent consideration of mitigation measures and the nature of the
corridor, EPA is left to speculate about its impact. Similarly, the authors’ reference to
Alaska’s North Slope does not provide any quantitative data and neglects to suggest how the
experience on the North Slope is relevant to potential impacts from a Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: Case studies were added to the revised assessment based on peer review
and public comments on the draft assessment. Case study information in the final
assessment has been further clarified in response to this comment.
12.45 EPA suggests that based upon the Red Dog Mine experience, development “would directly
affect wildlife subsistence resources within and around the mine scenario footprint.” Id. at
12-9. Yet, EPA also acknowledges that there are no salmon-based subsistence activities
within the Pebble Mine scenario footprint. Id. at 12-8. Nor do the authors suggest that there
are hunting subsistence activities of any scale in the area of the mine site footprint. Thus, the
Assessment provides no basis to infer that the Red Dog Mine’s impact upon resources within
that mine site’s footprint is even relevant to this inquiry.
EPA Response: The ADF&G data cited in the assessment show the mine footprint to be
within subsistence use areas. In addition, earlier in Chapter 12, we cite PLP subsistence
use information as follows: “Although there are no subsistence salmon fisheries
documented directly in any of the mine scenario footprints, other fish are harvested in
these locations, and the areas are identified as being important for the health and
abundance of subsistence resources (PLP 2011: Chapter 23).” The comment provides
no evidence to refute either the ADF&G data or the data in the PLP EBD, which both
indicate that the mine footprint area supports subsistence activities. Also see response to
Comment 12.44.
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12.46 The authors are reduced to reliance on speculation about subjective “perceptions” that, of
course, cannot be quantified. Reports of “subtle changes” of “color, texture, and taste of the
flesh” of unspecified species, id. at 12-9 to 12-10, taken from the North Slope provide no
basis for any conclusions about a Pebble Mine. The Assessment notes experience from the
Red Dog Mine and Alaska’s North Slope that, “localized changes in resource movement can
affect that resource’s availability and predictability to subsistence users, even when the
overall pattern or abundance of the resource may not be affected by development activities.”
Id. at 12-10. This subjective perception is not documented or quantified, nor is there any
indication that subsistence users were unable to adapt to these “localized” changes. Indeed,
the suggestion that the “overall pattern or abundance” was unchanged may be a strong
indication that, even on the North Slope, the impact upon subsistence use is not profound.
EPA Response: We did not attempt to quantify perception issues related to fish and
other subsistence resources. Nevertheless, this effect has been documented and does
occur. Information on this topic was added to the revised assessment at the suggestion
of peer reviewers. No change required.
12.47 Finally, the Assessment relies on “perceptions” of the toxicity of the food supply. Noting that
some residents near other development have inaccurate perceptions of the security of their
food supply, EPA suggests that this inaccurate perception should weigh against allowing
development. This phenomenon suggests instead that these residents should be provided
greater access to information that could dispel unfounded fears.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.46. The assessment makes no suggestion
or statement about the “weight” of this factor. No change required.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5534)
12.48 On behalf of the Pebble Limited Partnership (“PLP”), I submit the attached MS Global
Insight report The Economic and Employment Contributions of a Conceptual Pebble Mine to
the Alaska and United States Economies, as part of the comment record concerning the April
30, 2013 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (“EPA’s”) report entitled “An Assessment
of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska (Second External
Review Draft)” (“the Assessment”). The MS Global Insight report was commissioned by the
PLP to evaluate the economic impact in the state of Alaska associated with development of
the Pebble copper deposit.
EPA Response: Reference noted. The economics of fish resources are considered briefly
in the assessment because those resources represent the main assessment endpoint of
interest; the economic value and jobs associated with the mine are also mentioned
(Chapter 1 of the final assessment). The assessment is not a cost-benefit analysis and
does not compare the value of fish versus mineral resources.
12.49 While presenting the economic benefits of the ecological resources in Bristol Bay (pages ES9), the EPA makes no such valuation of any mining economic benefits. The Assessment
states: “These economic data provide background only. The economic effects of mining are
not assessed” (page ES-9). However, it does not justify the inclusion of benefit valuation of
the ecological resources while excluding the benefit valuation of potential mining operations.
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The Assessment does not include a valuation of direct benefits that a copper, gold and
molybdenum mine could provide to the local area, such as employment, income, and
purchases from and payments to local vendors, and benefits to Native Alaskans. Other
assumptions regarding mining operations are made throughout the report, but no economic
benefit assumptions are included. The report appears to dismiss this contradiction by stating:
“This assessment is not an environmental impact assessment, an economic or social costbenefit analysis, or an assessment of any one specific mine proposal.” This statement runs
counter to the fact that the economic benefits of the ecological resources were indeed
introduced, with no other potential benefits considered.
As such, the Assessment represents an incomplete assessment of the overall impacts. Some
key findings of IHS Global Insight report are summarized below and should be considered as
part of the EPA assessment.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.48.
12.50 The IHS Global Insight study is based on a conceptual mine plan using an iteration of the
ongoing engineering work undertaken by the Pebble Limited Partnership. The study
estimated the state and national economic benefits associated with a five-year construction
phase, followed by a 25-year production phase, and the potential for three subsequent 20-year
development phases.
Some highlights from the economic study indicate the following:
•

The potential for nearly 5,000 construction jobs and nearly 3,000 operating jobs in
Alaska (combining direct, indirect and induced jobs)

•

Pebble workers on-site could earn approximately $109,500 per year on average, with
about 75 percent of the workers expected to be Alaska residents.

•

The potential for nearly 12,000 jobs in the Lower 48, providing goods and services to the
project

•

Annual taxes and royalties to Alaska of $136 - $180 million

•

Annual taxes to the Lake and Peninsula Borough of $29 - $33 million

•

An estimated operating budget of $1 billion per year

This report indicates that Pebble is a substantial state asset, and could be an important
economic driver long in to Alaska’s future. For perspective, the report indicates Pebble
development alone would pay more in annual taxes to the state than the entire fishing
industry combined. At the local level, Pebble could provide a dramatic increase in potential
revenues to the borough. This sort of project can create an economic transformation in a
region that currently faces economic challenges, due largely to a serious lack of year-round
jobs. This clearly shows that the Pebble development could be an important economic driver
for Alaska’s future. We hope that EPA will endeavor to address the omission of economic
impacts in the current draft.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.48.
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Center for Biological Diversity (Doc. #2922)
12.51 EPA’s Bristol Bay Assessment failed to analyze impacts to the Iliamna Lake seal, despite
stating their interest in analyzing salmon-dependent species and species that would be
directly impacted by Pebble Project.
i. The Pebble Project would have major adverse impacts on freshwater and anadromous fish
in the Bristol Bay watershed and on Iliamna Lake seals.
Iliamna Lake seals, as well as brown bears, wolves and bald eagles, depend on salmon for a
large fraction of their summer diets (Hauser 2007, EPA 2012, 2013). Anadromous salmon are
considered a keystone species because the entire freshwater ecosystem depends on the
marine-derived nutrients that are released from carcasses of spawned-out salmon (Hauser
2007). The decomposing carcasses of salmon raise the productivity of the entire freshwater
ecosystem, providing essential nutrients (Hauser 2007, EPA 2012, 2013). Non-anadromous,
freshwater species of fish also depend on this increase in primary productivity from salmonderived nutrients, and are a key prey item for Iliamna Lake seal year round, and are important
to the winter feeding ecology of the Iliamna Lake seals (Hauser et al. 2008). Decreases or
losses in quality or quantity of salmonids and freshwater fish in the lake would lead to
reduced body condition and possibly precipitous population declines of Iliamna Lake seal. A
loss of productive salmon runs would also impact ecosystem dynamics of the wildlife in the
area, increasing predation risk for the lake seals by both brown bears and eagles, species that
are otherwise highly dependent on salmon runs. Increased mortality would be an especially
serious concern because the Iliamna Lake seal is a species already at risk of extinction from
climate change, ocean acidification and from stochastic influences, due to low population
size (Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat 2008, Hutchings et al. 2012).
EPA Response: Potential direct or secondary impacts to Cook Inlet beluga whales and
Iliamna Lake seals were not evaluated in the assessment, but information about these
species is included in Appendix F. Chapter 5 of the final assessment includes a reference
to the appendix and an update related to the NOAA status review.
12.52 ii. The Pebble Mine would have severe and long-term impacts on habitat quality
Multiple unavoidable and/or highly likely impacts from the Pebble Project threaten the
habitat and consequent viability of the Iliamna Lake seal. Sedimentation, changes in water
levels in the lake, toxic effluents and mine failure or accidents would cause severe
degradation of habitat quality for Iliamna Lake seals and salmon (EPA 2012, 2013). Siltation
of the lake from construction and use of the road is inevitable, and road traffic, erosion, and
dust production will degrade water quality and reduce primary production of organisms
consumed by fish and survival of fish eggs (EPA 2012, 2013). Erosion and siltation would be
greatest during road construction. This would result in lower reproductive rates for salmon,
reductions in numbers of freshwater fish in the lake, and reduced water quality, impacts that
would travel up the food chain to Iliamna Lake seal (Fall et al. 2006, Hauser 2007).
Degradation of water quality, including increased turbidity, would limit salmonid use of
clear-water spawning habitat near islands in the eastern part of the lake and near stream
outlets. This would in turn limit the availability of fishing habitat for Iliamna Lake seals
(Hauser et al. 2008). The seals’ haul-out sites year round could also be limited, especially if
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road construction, changes in drainage and landscape-level impacts result in alteration of
preferred winter habitat or haul-out sites. The ice caves that may be utilized by Iliamna Lake
seals for shelter and resting during the winter months would be especially vulnerable to
alterations from Pebble Project especially if the timing of water level drops shift, so that
drops in water level over the winter do not occur, or solid ice formation fails to take place, or
there is a variation in timing of ice formation. Loss of this critical winter haul-out habitat
would likely threaten the continued viability of the Iliamna Lake seal population.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.51.
12.53 iii. Toxic Effects
Seals are sensitive to environmental toxins which cause increased mortality, immunotoxicity,
and decreased reproductive success (Harding 2000, Baird 2001). Toxic chemicals leached
from the Pebble Project could directly impact the seals’ survival through poisoning, and
would also adversely impact salmon and fish populations in the lake (EPA 2012, 2013),
which would impact nutritional status and survival rates of the seals. In subsistence surveys,
the possibility of Pebble Project development has led residents to bring up concerns about
contamination of the Kvichak River system fish species, and contamination of the Iliamna
Lake seal population (Fall et al. 2006).
Leakage of copper is inevitable at a porphyry copper mine like Pebble (Saunders and Sprague
1967, EPA 2012, 2013). Because copper does not biomagnify, copper-contaminated fish are
not considered a significant risk to wildlife consuming them. However, copper pollution
could have major impacts on the ability of salmon to successfully spawn by affecting the
salmon’s sense of smell and navigation (Hansen et al. 1999, Baldwin et al. 2003, EPA 2012,
2013). Salmon that are unable to smell would be vulnerable to predation and also would not
be able to find their way back to their natal stream for spawning (Hansen et al. 1999).
Additionally, even trace amounts of copper in a creek could cause salmon with intact senses
of smell to refuse to travel up river to spawn even if the salmon can find their natal stream
(Saunders and Sprague 1967, Hansen et al. 1999). This would reduce spawning salmon
numbers in the Iliamna Lake system and could ultimately result in the loss of entire salmon
runs. (p. 3-4)
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.51. Sensory effects of copper are assessed
in Chapter 8.
Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5436)
12.54 Interactions between salmon and other wildlife species are “complex and reciprocal,” and
reduction in wildlife would be expected from the mine scenario footprint and from routine
operations under each scenario. The highly productive Pacific salmon runs also directly
contribute to the large wildlife populations in the region. Salmon are a “cornerstone” species,
with deep importance to the greater ecosystem. They affect ecosystem productivity and
regional biodiversity through nutrient transportation. A wide number of animals feed on
salmon, including brown bears, bald eagles, other land birds and wolves. These animals
would suffer direct effects by a reduction in salmon abundance. The effects of reduced
salmonid production on wildlife would be complex, difficult to quantify, and may not be
linearly proportional. The loss of salmon – and brown bears as a result – would result in
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“significant changes in the productivity, diversity and physical structure of their communities
far beyond just their ‘food chain’ interactions.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
12.55 Alaska Natives and Bristol Bay residents in the watershed also depend – and have for
generations – on salmon for their subsistence. Alaska Natives are “particularly vulnerable” to
any changes in the quantity or quality of salmon resources, and reduced salmon stocks would
seriously threaten their health, way of life, and the survival of their communities.
Subsistence-based living is vital to Alaska Native identity, and it plays a central economic,
social, and cultural role. Any change in salmon resources would likely have detrimental
adverse effects on human health, spiritual well-being, the social support system of food
sharing, cultural continuity, and mental health.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska Wilderness League (Doc. #5656)
12.56 EPA also found that large-scale mining could have both direct and indirect effects on wildlife
and Alaska Native cultures. Salmon are the backbone of the entire Bristol Bay ecosystem.
The Bristol Bay watershed provides habitat for numerous species, including 29 fish species,
more than 190 bird species and 40 animal species – many of which depend on salmon.
Because many species feed on salmon – and because salmon affect ecosystem productivity
and regional biodiversity due to nutrient transportation – large-scale mining would result in
foreseeable harm to wildlife.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
12.57 Large-scale mining would also pose serious threats to Alaska Natives. Because Alaska
Native cultures are intimately related to the local landscape and the resources it provides, any
change to salmon or other subsistence resources would affect indigenous health, welfare, and
cultural stability.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
12.58 There is insufficient attention paid to the cumulative and interactive effects of food web
alterations that are likely to result from altered primary and secondary production in response
to the additional physical and chemical stressors produced from mining operations (see
Naiman et al. 2013. Developing a broader scientific foundation for river restoration:
Columbia River food webs. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United
States of America 109: 21201-21207).
EPA Response: The scope of the assessment is limited to potential risks to salmon from
large-scale surface mining and resulting salmon-mediated effects to indigenous culture
and wildlife, but we do recognize the potential for complex interactive and cumulative
food web alterations in response to large-scale mining.
12.59 EPA also found that large-scale mining could have both direct and indirect effects on wildlife
and Alaska Native cultures. Salmon are the backbone of the entire Bristol Bay ecosystem.
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The Bristol Bay watershed provides habitat for numerous species, including 29 fish species,
more than 190 bird species and 40 animal species – many of which depend on salmon.
Because many species feed on salmon – and because salmon affect ecosystem productivity
and regional biodiversity due to nutrient transportation – large-scale mining would result in
foreseeable harm to wildlife.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
V. Wilson III (Doc. #5529)
12.60 Consider the ongoing National Marine Fisheries Service study of the potential mining
impacts on freshwater seals of Lake Iliamna in the final Watershed Assessment. This study
will help guide future EPA actions. These seals are currently under review by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for potential listing as a protected species under the
Endangered Species Act. These marine mammals are an important part of the Bristol Bay
ecosystem, as well as for Alaska Native cultures for subsistence purposes. The 404(b) (1)
Guidelines of the Clean Water Act prohibit the authorization of discharges where they would
jeopardize the continued existence of an endangered or threatened species or destroy or
adversely modify its designated critical habitat. These same provisions should be considered
for the endangered Cook Inlet beluga whales which could be adversely impacted by Pebble’s
potential infrastructure and activities in Cook Inlet.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 12.51.
Region 10 Tribal Operations Committee (Doc. #5658)
12.61 The Assessment clearly establishes that the Bristol Bay salmon fishery is a resource that
deserves protection and that the Tribal Communities in the area are dependent upon the
continued healthy existence of these important resources. Any impact to these salmon will
irreversibly impact the Tribal Communities in the area that depend upon healthy runs of fish
for subsistence and cultural uses. Tribal Communities in this area depend upon salmon as a
significant part of their diet – loss of this resource impacts health and community economies.
Lost salmon means increased expenses of buying food that is shipped into the area. Added
household expenses could result in migration out of these communities – furthering the loss –
loss of salmon and loss of home. To avoid impacts to Tribal Communities, EPA must take
action to prevent adverse impacts to the fishery and its habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
R. L. Farmer (Doc. #6807)
12.62 A road from Tidewater (Williamsport) to Lake Iliamna (Pile Bay) and along the coastal
region of Easterly Lake Iliamna to Iliamna Village (…) will be used for transportation of
mining equipment, materials, a condensate pipeline, power lines, and various appurtenances
for villages en route. This will also provide incentive for entrepreneurs to access Liams &
Watdys [illegible] for hunting and fishing, thereby impacting the Alaska Native subsistence
lifestyle by competition for finite resources.
EPA Response: Section 12.12.1 includes a statement about the potential increase of
access resulting in greater competition for resources.
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12.63 Adverse effects to the Alaska Native subsistence lifestyle will primarily affect Pedro Bay,
Iliamna, Newhalen, and Nondalton. There will be youth influenced by people to work on the
early stages of development of the mine, but unskilled laborers will not be a part of the highly
skilled work force used to develop the mine. These skilled workers will be transferred from
existing mines worldwide. It is not in the best interest of the above partnership to train
unskilled workers to operate their equipment such as loads, trucks, and [illegible] electric
shovels of which 3 to 5 or more will be used. Production is a highly skilled workforce.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
M. Andrew (Doc. #0016)
12.64 Subsistence is our inherited way of life, but today it may be accepted as a preferred choice in
our way of life in the region, as Dr. Alan Borass stated in his Presentation of Fish, Family,
Freedom and Sacred Water. Today many choose subsistence as part of their preferred way of
life knitted and woven together with work. I believe a subsistence way of life cannot operate
effectively without some sort of income or economy. Commercial fishing man not sustain
today’s high cost of living AND subsistence way of life. In a household, one or more
members may have to include some type of income to support the commercial fishing income
AND subsistence fishing, hunting, and gathering. If we continue this trend in declining
economy, we may stand to lose our subsistence way of life, triggering a beginning and
chance of losing our culture and identity!
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
12.65 Pebble’s EBD study in Subsistence included study in 20 communities compared to EPA’s
Subsistence study with 7 communities.
Pebble’s EBD study includes 448 interviews in 18 communities (EBD, SRB&A) compared
to 53 interviews with EPA’s Subsistence study (Dr. Alan Borass).
Both Studies included past Subsistence studies with Pebble’s EBD utilizing 10 years of
Subsistence study by other agencies including ADF&G.
As one Keystone ISP reviewer has stated, “I believe a more intense study in this particular
discipline is needed to fully support the regions voice and a more accurate model”.
Even several elders have expressed concern over the extent and accuracy of this particular
discipline.
EPA Response: Appendix D of the assessment was not a subsistence study. It was a
characterization of the importance of salmon for the health and well-being of Alaska
Native cultures within the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. This study
complements the work that was done for the Pebble EBD study.
12.66 EPA’s DBBWA gives some weight on Subsistence and Cultural traditions and it may benefit
the region if a more intense and further study is done in this particular subject that defines us.
This may be as important as the continuing Fish & Water studies.
As several individuals have defined the real meaning of ‘Subsistence’ as “Imagine if some
comes from behind you and begin choking your throat, that’s how we defend it”
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These are my observations and recommendations coming from a person who participates in
subsistence hunting, fishing, and gathering WHILE attempting to keep some sort of income
to support it WHILE defending it!
EPA Response: We agree that additional information on subsistence use and Alaska
Native cultural traditions is necessary for a full evaluation of potential impacts from
large-scale mining. Any such study should be developed in close consultation and
coordination with the affected communities.
Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
12.67 Significant Adverse Effects on Human Health or Welfare
“Salmon as subsistence food and as the basis for Alaska Native cultures are inseparable.”
This connection between the people, the fish, and the wildlife of the Bristol Bay region and
the threat to it posed by the Pebble Mine is not only relevant to a determination under section
404(c), but it implicates the federal government’s trust responsibilities and raises significant
environmental justice concerns.
EPA Response: Comment noted, but the assessment is a scientific document, not a
regulatory document.
12.68 Indigenous people in Bristol Bay continue to rely extensively on the wild salmon as a
primary source of food. In the Bristol Bay region, salmon constitute approximately 52% of
the subsistence harvest. The subsistence-based way of life is a key element of Alaska Native
identity and it serves a wide range of economic, cultural and social functions in Yupik and
Dena’ina societies.
Under routine operations with no major accidents or failures, the predicted loss and
degradation of salmonid habitat in South and North Fork Koktuli Rivers and Upper Talarik
Creek would be expected to have some impact on Alaska Native cultures of the Bristol Bay
watershed.
No alternative food sources are economically viable to these communities. Continued access
to high-quality subsistence resources is therefore necessary for survival of the Alaska Natives
and other local residents.
Under these circumstances, EPA can properly find that the adverse environmental effects of
the Pebble Mine will significantly jeopardize human health and welfare.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska Community Action on Toxics (Doc. #5541)
12.69 In addition to cultural impacts, EPA rightly underscores the potential impacts on food
security, through a salmon-mediated ecosystem, where impacts to salmon could have broad
impacts on other wildlife and wild foods, such as berries and plants, that are an essential part
of the diet of many in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Iliamna Village Council (Doc. #5784, #5488, and #5837)
12.70 In addition, the mining infrastructure will change forever the cultural and social environment
of the region. Additional development is a possibility, but it is difficult to imagine what
would be the economic basis for this development. Fisheries will probably be gone, sporting
activities that are attractive to wilderness lovers will be very limited due to mining damages
to the landscape. Economic survival in the post-mining environment could be much more
difficult than it is at present.
EPA Response: Doc. #5837 rescinded this comment; no change required.
12.71 The Iliamna Village Council is not in favor of closure of lands for exploration and
development of surface and subsurface lands of the Bristol Bay Watershed Impact areas.
Closure of such Bristol Bay lands will cause hardship to many Native families of the impact
area.
EPA Response: No change suggested or required. The assessment is not a regulatory
document and does not recommend any restrictions or prohibitions.
Curyung Tribal Council (Doc. #5619)
12.72 I appreciate that the assessment considers the socioeconomic value in our Subsistence
Resources. For our family of 5 in Dillingham we hunt, gather, and process subsistence foods
with a financial value of almost $60,000 per year as estimated based on prices of similar
products in the local stores. Practicing subsistence activities is a financial necessity to
augment our living expenses in a place where gasoline costs $6.24 per gallon, heating fuel
costs $5.42 per gallon, and milk costs $7.00 per gallon.
We practice these subsistence activities as an extended family just as our ancestors did before
us, keeping us connected with our family, friends, and community and we share what we
have reaped with others throughout the year. Subsistence activities is the one cultural tie that
many of us continue that keeps us connected with our culture and teaches us to respect and
appreciate Mother Earth.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
12.73 Finally, as the list below shows, we are afforded a healthy, nutritious diet without chemicals
and additives through the array of available subsistence foods [table deleted here; see
original public comment for table].
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Newhalen Tribal Council (Doc. #7427)
12.74 The EPA’s preemptive veto will only increase the level of government regulations and create
more hurdles for projects intended to develop our natural resources. More restrictions to our
lands is more hazardous to the people who have lived there all of their lives, and their
families for centuries. More restrictions will consequently change our culture and our ability
to use our natural resources.
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EPA Response: The assessment is not a regulatory document and does not propose a
“veto.”
Native Village of South Naknek (Doc. #9133)
12.75 Our point of view has not been heard. We are concerned that our village is dying. South
Naknek, at the end of the 20th Century, had over 180 residents, a school, and a library. Our
youngest children were able to attend the first sixth grades at home in South Naknek.
However, with the advent of the 21st Century, the fishing industry collapsed. Fish processors
closed their facilities in South Naknek. The fishing industry itself collapsed under the weight
of sharply-increased costs and dramatically reduced catch values. No longer was the Bristol
Bay fishery able to sustain our community.
As a result, our population declined. First, families moved to the urban centers in order to
find work as the price of fuel escalated, and the choice was either to freeze in the village or to
find new employment elsewhere. As families with young children moved out, the Bristol Bay
Borough reduced services to our village. Our elementary school was closed and our local
teacher lost her job. The few children who remained, as young as five, are now flown each
day in small planes across the Naknek River to Naknek to attend school. When weather is
bad, the children are either unable to attend school, or are unable to return to their parents’
homes in South Naknek at the end of the school day.
EPA Response: The assessment is not a regulatory document and does not restrict or
prohibit any type of development. Chapter 5 of the assessment includes a discussion of
population in the two watersheds (Nushagak and Kvichak) and acknowledges that some
villages have lost population. South Naknek is outside of the study area of the
assessment, but we recognize that villages throughout the Bristol Bay region have both
lost and gained population over the last census period. We acknowledge that many
communities are faced with community sustainability and resiliency concerns.
12.76 Many of our residents first sold permits before moving to Anchorage. They sold their fish
permits, their livelihood, in order to provide for the families’ welfare in the short term,
believing things would get better. Things have gotten worse. The fishery is not expected to
get better. Indeed, a recent article in the Anchorage Daily News expressed concern about this
summer’s fishery, given the glut of cheap farm salmon now on the market.
Accordingly, from a governmental standpoint, the South Naknek Village Council is
concerned that opportunities that might lead to new economies in Bristol Bay, including
mining and support industries for mining, are not foreclosed. We do not want our village to
die. For that reason, we believe new opportunities ought to be encouraged, not discouraged.
Frankly, we are concerned that the watershed assessment, which is based upon hypothetical
models that do not presently exist, represents just such an inhibition.
EPA Response: We recognize (and mention in the assessment) that some residents in
the Bristol Bay region have expressed the desire for jobs and development related to
large-scale mining and a market economy. We acknowledge the challenges facing
communities throughout Alaska with respect to community sustainability and
resiliency, but the focus of this assessment is the risk of proposed mining activities on
the salmon and water resources within the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds.
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The assessment is not a regulatory decision and does not recommend any restrictions or
prohibitions.
12.77 We are also concerned about the watershed assessment in terms of the value of our ANCSA
lands. As you are aware, our village corporation is Alaska Peninsula Corporation. Alaska
Peninsula Corporation has a statutory mission to own, hold, and manage lands received
through ANCSA for and on behalf of our village and for other villages within the APC
family. We believe that the watershed assessment almost certainly constitutes a threat to the
ANCSA value of our village corporation’s lands and our village corporation’s ability to
develop its lands. For, in exploring what is basically at present a fiction, large scale mining,
as a threat to the environment, the EPA is signaling that any politically-perceived threat to
wild salmon, regardless of the science, must be thoroughly studied before regulators can
undertake review of permitting, permitting that is required by law before development can
occur. EPA’s present undertaking therefore appears to us to have a chilling affect on
economic development. In South Naknek’s opinion, that chilling affect has a direct impact,
negative in nature, on our village’s ability to survive.
EPA Response: We recognize the reported uncertainty related to potential future
mining in the region. The assessment is not a regulatory decision and does not
recommend any restrictions or prohibitions.
12.78 The Bristol Bay region is among the poorest regions, economically, in the state of Alaska.
Energy costs are among the highest in the nation. Unemployment is also among the highest in
the nation. The fishery no longer provides. BBNC’s political posturing is going to impact the
ability of the region to fulfill one of the most significant goals of ANCSA – the sharing of the
wealth of the resources with Natives throughout the state. More importantly, in my opinion,
is that it could be a death knell to my village.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Environmental Entrepreneurs (Doc. #4512)
12.79 The revised Watershed Assessment provides a detailed analysis of the Bristol Bay
watershed’s natural resources and the annual economic benefits associated with those
resources – including the largest sockeye salmon fishery in the world. EPA found that Bristol
Bay’s wild salmon fishery and other ecological resources provide at least 14,000 full and
part-time jobs and is valued at about $480 million annually. With an annual return of 37.5
million sockeye, Bristol Bay represents 46% of the world’s sockeye salmon.
An economic report recently released by the University of Alaska Institute of Economic and
Social Research (ISER) similarly quantified the extraordinary economic value of the Bristol
Bay commercial sockeye fisheries and found that Bristol Bay’s economic impact is critical to
the regional economy of the Pacific coast states. Specifically, the ISER report concluded that
Bristol Bay commercial fishing activities account for $1.5 billion annually, including $500
million in direct income. Additionally, Washington, Oregon and California benefit $674
million in annual economic activity from Bristol Bay salmon fishing and processing. The
Bristol Bay fishery also generates about 6,000 jobs in Washington, Oregon and California
alone.
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Commercial and sport fishing clearly play an integral role in the economy of Pacific coast
states. In order to maintain fishing and processing jobs – and the jobs supported by associated
businesses like gear manufacturers, shipbuilders, suppliers and other maritime businesses –
we must maintain healthy, sustainable fishery resources.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 3.1.
American Sportfishing Association (Doc. #1371)
12.80 According to the EPA’s assessment, sustainable fish and wildlife-related activities in the
Bristol Bay watershed, including those that are recreational, commercial and subsistence in
nature, provide an annual impact of $480 million to Alaska’s economy and support 14,000
jobs. Sportfishing alone, through the 29,000 fishing trips taken to the Bristol Bay region each
year, generates $60 million annually and is an economic sector wholly dependent on healthy
and abundant fishery resources. While mining the Pebble deposit presents substantial shortterm economic gains, these gains are neither sustainable nor compatible with the continuance
of the current fish and wildlife resource based activities of the region.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
IUCN SSC Salmonid Specialist Group (Doc. #5435)
12.81 Based on the scenarios outlined in the EIS, a mining operation of this scale and magnitude
will very likely result in declines in abundance of salmonids and introduce greater instability
in the fishery which could have significant socioeconomic repercussions. In addition, it is
important to acknowledge how the proposed mine could threaten the vital ecosystem services
that salmon perform throughout the region such as movement of marine nutrients into
freshwaters, providing forage for bears, eagles and many other wildlife, and distributing and
mixing stream gravel beds.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
T. F. King (Doc. #6636)
12.82 Although EPA’s assessment of impacts on the biological aspects of ecosystems appears to
me to be balanced and professional, it is bothersome at best that the cultural aspects of these
ecosystems seem to be given short shrift. Although the assessment acknowledges the intimate
and intricate relationships between the area’s tribes and the salmon and other fauna of Bristol
Bay, these relationships tend to be cast in crude economic and quantitative terms, which may
mask the cultural, historical, and spiritual value of the watersheds and their plants, animals,
minerals, water, air, and other qualities. The potential impacts of mining should be carefully
assessed on the full range of the ecosystems’ cultural values, as part of understanding their
impacts on the ecosystems themselves. This analysis should be done in consultation with the
area’s tribes and other residents and users.
EPA Response: The assessment attempted to acknowledge the complex cultural,
historical, and spiritual connection between the Alaska Native cultures and salmon.
Tribal Elders were interviewed and the results are presented in Appendix D. The
revised assessment took into account input and comments from tribal governments and
local residents. The focus of the assessment is on salmon and impacts to Alaska Native
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cultures through effects on salmon. The assessment does not attempt to evaluate the full
range of Alaska Native cultural connections to the landscape and ecosystems. EPA
invited 31 federally recognized tribal governments to participate in consultation and
coordination throughout the development of the assessment. Additionally, public
meetings were held in the area so that local residents could engage in the development
of the assessment.
12.83 Mitigation and Adaptation Impacts to the salmon subsistence resource – permanent and in
perpetuity – resulting from any of the mine scenarios will in turn represent a loss to
traditional Alaska Native communities. “The importance of salmon to Alaska Native cultures
is well documented.” Because Alaska Natives have “significant ties to specific land and
water resources that have evolved over thousands of years, it would not be possible to replace
the value of lost subsistence use areas elsewhere, or to relocate residents and their cultures,
making compensatory mitigation infeasible.” These adverse effects are unacceptable under
Section 404(c).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Chapter 13:

Cumulative Effects of Large-Scale Mining

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5436 and #5378)
13.1

Specifically, EPA responded to public comment and peer review by supplementing its
analysis to include: (…) (6) enhanced analysis of cumulative impacts. Each of these additions
contributes to the force of the analysis and lends additional support to the request for 404(c)
protection.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

13.2

EPA “[e]xplicitly recognize[d],” as requested by the peer review panel, “that the
transportation corridor and all associated ancillary development – including future resource
developments made possible by the initial mining project – will necessarily and inevitably
have impacts” which will “expand geographically through time with further ‘development.’”
[PEER REVIEW, supra note 44, at 8] Defined as cumulative and induced effects, EPA
carefully details the expansive impacts foreseeably associated with the development of an
initial mine, providing a chilling image of a mine-bearing Bristol Bay watershed—an
industrial dystopia that 404(c) was enacted to prevent.
The threshold for consideration of cumulative and induced impacts is “reasonable
foreseeability.” Cumulative impacts are defined as “the impact on the environment [that]
results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or
person undertakes such other actions.” [40 C.F.R. § 1508.7 (2012) (emphasis added)]
Induced effects contribute to the cumulative effects of an action, and are those “caused by the
action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably
foreseeable.” [43 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b) (2012) (emphasis added)]
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Cumulative and induced impacts are acute in the mining industry, and this is especially so in
areas that are, like the Bristol Bay watershed, previously undeveloped and difficult to access.
Once “the infrastructure for one mine is built, it [is] likely to facilitate the development of
additional mines.” Currently, the mineralized areas of Bristol Bay lack infrastructure, such as
roads, utilities, and airports. This economic barrier to access and development would
diminish upon construction of a first mine, making it reasonably foreseeable, if not
inevitable, that the development of one will lead to the development of others.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.3

EPA provides a rigorous analysis of the effects of additional mine development at several
sites in the Nushagak River watershed, including the Pebble South/PEB, Big Chunk South,
Big Chunk North, Groundhog, AUDN/Iliamna, and Humble claims. These were adeptly
chosen as reasonably foreseeable mine sites, because they each contain copper deposits and
have already generated exploratory interest. If the six mine sites were developed, the
cumulative area covered by their footprints could be 8,600 to 13,000 acres. Stream habitats
lost to eliminated or blocked streams could extend 25 to 40 miles, and cumulative wetland
losses could make up 1,800 to 6,100 acres. These are conservative estimates that do not
include the hydrologic drawdown zones around each mine pit as was done for the Pebble
scenarios. As a comparison, inclusion of the drawdown area in even the smallest Pebble 0.25
scenario increased the area of stream and wetlands losses by 84%.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

13.4

Furthermore, not only are impacts from the day-to-day operations of multiple mines
cumulative, but also the cumulative probability of failures – now and in the future – increases
as the number of facilities increases. For example, “historical data suggest a 100%
cumulative probability of failure in one of the four pipelines over the life of the Pebble 2.0
scenario.” The existence of multiple mines also increases the chance that a single severe
event could result in “common mode failures” (multiple failures with a common cause), such
as earthquakes. The passage of time further enhances cumulative impacts, as post-closure site
management considerations apply to each additional mine – each with its own ownership
structure. Mines exist in perpetuity; human institutions do not.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

13.5

EPA next reviews projected impacts from operational failures. The agency documents the
“catastrophically damaging” impacts of a tailings dam failure to both fish and waters. Either
standing alone or coupled with anticipated cumulative impacts, these devastating impacts
unquestionably support a conclusion that 404(c) action is needed to prevent the foreseeable
harm attendant to large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

13.6

Presumably without intending to draw attention to the considerable additional non-mining
impacts that a first mine would make possible, PLP called on EPA to focus less “narrowly on
the Pebble deposit and future mining operations,” because doing so “ignores other stressors,
impacts, and activities of concern” and fails EPA’s “‘commitment to addressing water quality
problems in a comprehensive, holistic fashion.’” The agency delivered.
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Cumulative impacts from induced development, or development resulting from the
introduction of industry, roads, and infrastructure associated with mining, is a significant risk
to Bristol Bay because it is “an iterative phenomenon.” Each impact of development is itself
an additional stressor. For example, increased employment opportunities lead to nearby
community growth, which boosts housing demand, community infrastructure, and amenities.
Enhanced accessibility from road and port construction reduces the cost of shipping fuel and
freight to nearby areas; reduced shipping costs, in turn, make construction, business
operation, recreation, tourism, and cost of living more affordable, again facilitating increased
growth.
Each of the effects described in this section are reasonably foreseeable, would compound the
impacts of mining well beyond their individual direct effect, and cumulatively are
“unacceptable” under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.7

Cumulative and induced impacts are acute in the mining industry (…) Anadromous fish are
particularly susceptible to regional scale effects, because they migrate among freshwater
habitats seasonally or between life stages. Suitable habitat in spawning areas, rearing areas,
and along migration corridors is required for population stability. Loss or degradation of
habitat in one location can therefore diminish the ability of other locations to support these
species, and adverse impacts can accrue even when fish are absent from a particular area.
Large-scale, human-caused modification of the landscape has contributed to the extinction
risk for many native salmon populations in the Pacific Northwest. It must not be permitted to
do so in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

13.8

Demonstration of Substantial Negative Impacts
In its comments, NDM argues that although the 2013 Assessment predicted harmful impacts
from mine development, there was ‘no direct cause and effect linkage between mine
development and impacts on Bristol Bay fisheries” and that “not a single negative impact on
any fishery is demonstrated…” Based on our review of the 2013 Assessment and our
collective expertise in aquatic ecology and fisheries biology, this statement is not credible. It
is not supported by the analytical methods or the results reported in the 2013 Assessment and,
frankly, flies in the face of decades of scientific research and on-the-ground experience with
the effects of mining activities on aquatic ecosystems, fisheries in general and salmon in
particular
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

13.9

Additional mines would also impact the region’s wildlife, and its Alaska Native
communities. Thirteen of the fourteen villages located in the watersheds would experience
some impact on traditional subsistence use areas. More broadly, mine development would
have cultural impacts on these communities, which until now have relied on fish and wildlife
for subsistence.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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The Wilderness Society (Doc. #5486)
13.10 The characterization of potential cumulative effects not just of multiple large-scale mines but
of the interaction with climate change is largely missing. Work done on Bristol Bay by
Wobus et al. (in review) and Prucha et al. (2012) shows how warmer temperatures will
completely disrupt the winter and summer hydrologic systems in southwestern Alaska. We
should not consider the uncertainty in the magnitude and timing of future climate change
impacts on watersheds as potentially negligible; there is enough solid science to show that as
our climate moves outside of the historic range of variability for temperature and
precipitation, we will experience events that we cannot imagine, nor contain.
EPA Response: The assessment briefly discusses potential interactions between mine
development and operation and climate change (e.g., Section 3.8, Box 14-2), but full
evaluation of potential climate change impacts is outside the scope of the assessment.
We have added the following sentence to Section 13.5 of the assessment: “As the genetic
and life history diversity within and among the Bristol Bay salmon populations will
likely be crucial for maintaining the resiliency of salmon stocks under a future
environment characterized by climate change and increased anthropogenic stressors
(Section 3.8.2), the potential effects of additional mines on genetic diversity and the
portfolio effect could exacerbate impacts of climate change on Nushagak-Kvichak
salmon stocks.”
Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
13.11 When the agency evaluates the potential effects of a particular project, it must also consider
the collective consequences of those impacts, in combination with other past or future
discharges. The section 404(b) (1) guidelines require that factual findings “predicted to the
extent reasonable and practical” be made regarding cumulative effects on the surrounding
landscape, “attributable to the collective effect of a number of individual discharges of
dredged or fill material.” These findings should then be considered in the agency’s
determination of whether a particular discharge would result in unacceptable adverse effects
on the environment.
Other projects – proposed or authorized – that might contribute to additional adverse
environmental effects in the vicinity of where the particular discharge would occur, as well as
past or present projects that may have affected the current baseline conditions of the region,
form part of this analysis.
The cumulative effects of the discharges directly associated with the proposed Pebble Mine –
and the additional development that will necessarily accompany large-scale metallic sulfide
mining in the region – are significant and adverse.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.12 The watershed assessment analyzes the potential impacts associated with an additional six
mines. It found that routine operations would result in [Table 13-8 in Assessment]:
•

35 to 53 km2 of ground disturbance, depending on whether or not tailings ponds are built
at each of the mines.
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•

The direct loss of an additional 41-64 km of streams by the mine footprints.

•

Direct loss or degradation of downstream habitat due to water withdrawal, mine pit
dewatering, etc.

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.13 Elimination of substantial habitat across the watersheds would contribute to diminishing the
biological complexity of salmon stocks. In addition to the effects associated with the sheer
quantity of lost or degraded habitat, the impacts of large-scale mining could cumulatively
threaten biological complexity of the Nushagak-Kvichak salmonid stock complex. Impacts
on genetically distinct populations of salmon across the watersheds can reduce biological
complexity and lead to salmon population declines. For anadramous fish the potentially
affected waters would include at least 10 different rivers and 20 feeder stream systems. Given
the extent of stream loss and habitat degradation, it is reasonable to assume that loss of
genetic and life-history diversity would occur as part of the development of multiple largescale mines.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.14 Moreover, as EPA has recognized, “once the infrastructure for one mine is built, it would
likely facilitate the development of additional mines.” With additional structures and mining
projects also comes a heightened likelihood and frequency of failures – from small to
catastrophic. Further, though EPA elected to exclude from its Assessment the effects of
secondary development associated with multiple mines, the agency recognized – and should
emphasize in a 404(c) deliberation – that their cumulative impacts would contribute to
adverse effects on fish, wildlife, and Alaska Native culture.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5540)
13.15 The new cumulative effects Chapter (13) provides the public a more realistic picture of
probable fisheries trade-offs relative to mining, specifically, development of a much larger
mining district facilitated by Pebble infrastructure. Such development could potentially
eliminate, block or dewater more than 200 km of streams (Pebble 6.5 scenario + development
of 6 smaller claims) and eliminate up to 44 km2 of wetlands (Pebble 6.5 scenario + 6 smaller
claims). Water withdrawals would impact 54 km2 in the 6.5 Pebble; similar impacts are
unclear for the cumulative impact section.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
13.16 p. 13-6: “In the Pacific Northwest, habitat degradation and loss related to human land use
have obviously been a major factor in salmon declines by reducing population productivity,
adult densities, and early life-stage production over large geographic areas (Ruckleshaus et
al. 2002).” This also relates to the erosion of the Portfolio Effect further driving stocks
toward extinction. The success (or rather failure) of costly attempts to restore Pacific salmon
populations warrants discussion here [United States General Accounting Office. 2002.
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Columbia River Basin salmon and steelhead: Federal agencies’ recovery responsibilities,
expenditures and actions. Report to the Ranking Minority Member, Subcommittee on
Fisheries, Wildlife, and Water, Committee on Environment and Public Works, U.S. Senate.].
EPA Response: Comment noted. Restoration is not the focus of the assessment. Rather,
the assessment is intended to identify potential impacts of large-scale mining on salmon
resources.
13.17 p. 13-24: “Surveys of fish use in the Chulitna River drainage have been rather limited to
date.” A handful of surveys have been conducted by ADFG (see general comment No. 8) and
The Nature Conservancy.
EPA Response: Data in the final assessment are current to 2012.
13.18 Table 13-5: See general comment No. 8 [If available, update figures, tables, and text referring
to anadromous fish distribution with the 2013 ADFG Anadromous Waters Catalog. Several
additions of anadromous distribution where made along the road corridor and in the Chulitna
River.]. Dolly Varden also occur in the Chulitna River drainage.
EPA Response: See response to Comment 13.17.
13.19 p. 13-35 “Development in the Pacific Northwest has followed this pattern for over 100 years
and has led to the near complete loss of wild salmon. Even in the coastal population centers
of Alaska, hatcheries are supplementing the salmon returns.” Restoration efforts have been
costly and ineffective, and hatcheries pose significant risks to wild populations.
EPA Response: Comment noted. In response to other comments that development in
the Pacific Northwest is not analogous to mining in Bristol Bay, the quoted sentences
have been deleted.
United Tribes of Bristol Bay (Doc. #5275)
13.20 Chapter 13 discusses the cumulative impacts multiple mines would have in the region. [The
United Tribes of Bristol Bay] UTBB would like to specifically thank EPA for this important
chapter. This chapter confirms what many UTBB members already suspected – the Pebble
deposit is so large, and will require so much infrastructure, that its development could serve
as the impetus for a region wide mining district. There are at least fifteen other large mining
claims surrounding the Pebble deposit. Many of these mines are too small to operate
independently or provide the necessary infrastructure to profitably operate. However, these
smaller mines would be able to utilize many of the amenities that a fully developed Pebble
project would bring.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.21 The possibility of a full scale mining district in the region would bring large power
generation facilities extensive road systems, and industrial facilities – features not yet seen in
Bristol Bay. With these “improvements” there will be, among other things, an increase in
traffic, noise, and competition for hunting and fishing access between neighboring
communities. The cumulative effect of region wide mining will exacerbate those impacts
from the Pebble deposit already being felt by the villages in the Nushagak and Kvichak
watersheds.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.22 Region-wide mineral development would further decrease traditional hunting and fishing
areas while also reducing the amount of fish and game located within those areas. No matter
how many amenities mining brings to the region, the loss of subsistence fish and game
species from cumulative mining-related stressors will be devastating to the Yup’ik and
Dena’ina subsistence cultures.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
13.23 The revised Assessment compounds and overstates the risks from additional mining projects
in the area. The original Assessment listed four potential mining projects in the Bristol Bay
drainages and the revised Assessment lists six: Pebble South/PEB, Big Chunk South, Big
Chunk North, Groundhog, AUDN/Iliamna and Humble. However, none of these projects
have progressed beyond preliminary exploration and experience indicates that few
exploration projects progress to development. Yet, the revised Assessment has estimated
individual impacts from the development from these six prospects, totaled those impacts, and
presented that total as a reasonably foreseeable event. This approach is statistically
indefensible and does not constitute a reasonable consideration or analysis of potential
cumulative effects.
EPA Response: The Bristol Bay Area Plan for State Lands, published in 2005 by the
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, provides information on reasonably
foreseeable mining in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds and designates a
number of areas for mineral development. The mining prospects we considered in
Chapter 13 of the assessment are known mineral deposits with potentially significant
resources and active exploration in 2011 and 2012. Although we cannot predict which, if
any, mining prospects will be developed, it is prudent to evaluate the potential for
development of more mines once the first one brings in needed infrastructure,
particularly given interest by the state and private companies to develop mineral
resources in the watersheds.
13.24 Any qualified or quantified risk associated with developing any other deposit outside of the
Pebble project area should be removed from future drafts of the document. These projects at
present consist of mineral claims with minimal exploration activity. Unlike the Pebble
deposit, there are no site-specific environmental baseline data on these projects. Any future
drafts of this Assessment should make no assumptions about or characterize risks from these
mining claims. Limited information on these projects is available and any long-term risk
from any of them would be addressed in future NEPA and permitting review.
EPA Response: Prudent resource development with a goal of preserving ecosystem
integrity, functions and services must evaluate reasonably foreseeable development.
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G. Y. Parker (Doc. #5615)
13.25 Moreover, developing the infrastructure for the Pebble deposit would probably lead to
developing several additional mines at other metallic sulfide deposits in the area, and related
development. This would have a multiplier effect on unavoidable and likely impacts.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
13.26 Additionally, the inclusion of the 0.25 billion tons of ore scenario allows EPA to quantify the
cumulative effects from development of multiple similar-sized deposits surrounding Pebble
and to quantify the impacts associated with “different stages in the potential process of
mining the Pebble deposit,” as discussed further below. It is, nevertheless, important to note
EPA’s acknowledgement that estimated impacts of aquatic habitat loss “would differ across
different deposits, based on the size and location of mine operations within the watersheds.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.27 In earlier comments on the Draft Assessment, BBNC noted that EPA’s cumulative analysis
underestimated cumulative habitat losses by excluding certain areas from the mine footprint
and by underestimating stream reaches and wetlands delineations. In addition, BBNC noted
that the Draft Assessment underestimated cumulative impacts by assuming joint use of
facilities by multiple mining operations. BBNC thus notes that the Revised Assessment
remains conservative with regard to these two points as well. See Revised Assessment, at 139 (showing that EPA’s methods for estimating cumulative impacts from other mines utilizes
wetlands and stream data underestimates aquatic impacts, and that EPA further assumes that
four additional mining facilities included in its cumulative impacts analysis would utilize the
mill, tailings storage facility, and other facilities developed at Pebble Mine).
EPA Response: Box 6-1 provides a discussion of the cumulative footprint of large-scale
mining. It is true that for the cumulative effects analysis we limited the mine footprint
to the essential elements (mine pit, waste rock and tailings facility), because it is
impossible to foresee all the facilities that will be included at a mine site and we wanted
our discussion to be reasonable and conservative. However, contrary to this comment,
we did estimate the footprints of each of the mines except Pebble South without
assuming they would share facilities with Pebble. As discussed in Box 13-1, we
estimated an upper bound and a lower bound footprint. The upper bound represents
stand alone mines with no shared facilities.
13.28 Moreover, the Revised Assessment’s treatment of ancillary development is similarly
improved, and remains conservative. EPA properly expands its analysis of the potential
transportation corridor to include an analysis of diesel pipeline spills, product concentrate
spills, truck accidents involving process chemicals, and culvert failures. Indeed, in response
to peer reviewer requests, the Revised Assessment contains an extensive discussion of
culverts in Chapters 6 and 10 and an entire Appendix devoted to road and pipeline
development on water quality and freshwater resources. At the same time, the Revised
Assessment remains conservative because it does not include a more detailed accounting of
other types of inevitable ancillary development. In fact, EPA openly acknowledges that it
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“does not consider all impacts associated with future large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay
watershed.” Specifically, EPA points out that the Revised Assessment confines its scope of
analysis to exclude impacts associated with the following mining-related infrastructure and
ancillary development: construction and operation of a deepwater port in Cook Inlet; “one or
more large-capacity, electricity-generating power plants that would be required to power the
mine and port;” induced development (such as support services for mine employees and
families); increased access to recreational resources; and an increased transportation
infrastructure throughout the Bristol Bay region. EPA also admits that it has used
“conservative estimates of lost habitats, because we did not estimate the hydrologic
drawdown zones around each pit mine.”
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.29 BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: BBNC Recommendation: “EPA should
add a greater explanation of the key terms ‘quality,’ ‘diversity,’ and ‘portfolio effect,’ as they
are used with respect to fish.” (BBNC Part I Comments, at 3)
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: EPA re-organized the chapters and appendixes in
a manner that makes the Revised Assessment even more understandable and accessible than
the previous draft.
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC welcomes these
revisions and EPA’s acknowledgment that the losses of streams and wetlands would affect
genetically unique populations of salmon, undermining the stability of the overall Bristol Bay
fishery that depends on the genetic diversity of individual populations.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
13.30 As part of the Assessment, EPA identified 15 potential mineral deposits in the Bristol Bay
Watershed. No mine plan has been put forth in relation to any of these deposits, so it is
unrealistic to determine if cumulative effects of mining could be an unacceptable risk.
Furthermore, it is important to note that the permitting of a single mine, such as the one
described in the Assessment, would not guarantee that additional mines would also be
permitted; any such additional mines would be subject to their own individual approvals
processes.
EPA Response: Chapter 13 of the assessment considers potential impacts of multiple
mines on salmon resources and resulting effects on wildlife and Alaska Native cultures;
it makes no assumptions about the permitting of those mines. Also see response to
Comment 13.31.
13.31 Long-term, holistic approaches are essential if piecemeal decisions, which neglect cumulative
impacts, are to be avoided. Consultative processes are important in order to address the
concerns and optimize the outcomes. These are difficult decisions between development
options and conservation objectives. Because no mine plan has been put forward and data
and information is limited it is unrealistic that any conclusions can be made at this time. After
any of these potential mine projects go through the NEPA EIS process then future potential
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mine projects would follow and have to go through the same rigorous (and always evolving)
NEPA EIS process and be evaluated for cumulative impacts.
EPA Response: We agree with the first statement, but the comment goes on to infer that
the cumulative impact evaluations assess only projects that are currently in the
permitting process and projects that have been permitted. This is the piecemeal decision
process that the comment says is to be avoided.
13.32 Original Draft Location: Page 7.9, Section 7.4 - 7.4.7, page 7-9 - 7-16
Original Comment: Section 7.1-7.3 (p. 7-9 – 7-16) Section 7.1 - 7.3 discusses the probability
that additional mining deposits would be developed in such a way as to make use of the
existing Pebble deposit infrastructure (TSF, pipelines, roads, etc.) thus creating an economy
of scale of development in the area. The potential for other mine developments to combine
resources and share infrastructure is a very real possibility, given the cost of development in
rural Alaska. Creating a shared infrastructure network could also have a positive impact on
the environment by reducing the foot print of projects in the watershed. Although sharing
infrastructure is hinted at in the first sections, in Section 7.4 - 7.4.7, the report ignores their
earlier assertion and assumes that each mine development would build their own
transportation corridors and TSF, thus increasing the cumulative effects substantially.
Citation: Comment reference:
Hughes, A. (2010) Disturbance and Diversity: An Ecological Chicken and Egg Problem.
Nature Education Knowledge 1(8):26
A. Randall Hughes * and John J. Stachowicz PNAS June 15, 2004 vol. 101 no. 24 89989002
Ruth Young. Feb 9th, 2010. Biodiversity: what it is and why it’s important. Talking
Nature.com
Garry Peterson, Craig R. Allen and C. S. Holling. Ecological Resilience, Biodiversity,
and Scale. Ecosystems Volume 1, Number 1 (1998), 6-18, DOI: 10.1007/s100219900002
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Infrastructure sharing is
mentioned only a few times in Chapter 13 Cumulative Effects, in one case it is part of a
shared/unshared scenario, and in another only partial sharing is assumed. The analysis does
not make an adequate attempt to consider all possible scenarios in this assessment.
EPA Response: We do evaluate shared facilities in Chapter 13 for both footprints and
roads wherever practical. Box 13-1 explains that only shared facilities were evaluated
for Pebble South/PEB, whereas both shared and stand-alone facilities were evaluated
for Big Chunk South, Big Chunk North and Groundhog. We considered the
AUDN/Iliamna and Humble prospects too far from Pebble for facilities to be shared.
The potential Pebble transportation corridor was used for other facilities wherever
practical, as discussed in the description of each mine in Chapter 13.
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13.33 Excerpt: The ADF&G management strategy, based on maximum sustainable yield, is
considered a success in maintaining sustainable salmon harvests (Hilborn et al. 2003, Hilborn
2006).
Technical Comment: The assessment relies on ADF&G assessments on yield to establish
sustainable levels. These data are obtained from observer reports of escapement. It is unclear
in the Assessment what defines sustainable harvests. Furthermore, it is not clear what level of
industrial fishing is necessary to influence the sustainability of salmon stocks.
Citations: ADF&G data, Hilborn et al. 2003, Hilborn 2006.
EPA Response: The peer reviewed references cited serve to illustrate that harvest
hasn’t caused salmon stock declines in Bristol Bay, which were at record levels when
the references were published.
13.34 On page 13-35 of the Assessment, the concern is raised about the Pacific Northwest and how
traditional development patterns in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho have led to the near
complete loss of wild salmon. To conclude based on the available information that the
hypothetical mine scenarios put forward by EPA, along with the other listed deposits, could
have a similar effect on the Bristol Bay fishery is not supportable.
EPA Response: Additional mines in the Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds
would each result in direct impacts, which would accumulate over a much greater area
than the single initial mine. This would exacerbate the direct impacts of the mines by
increasing the number of distinct salmon populations affected and thereby threatening
the genetic variability that leads to the resiliency of Nushagak/Kvichak and Bristol Bay
salmon stocks. Cumulative risks to the fisheries are real and must be addressed as
mining or other major development activities move forward. However, we agree that
development patterns in the Pacific Northwest are not completely analogous with
mining in Bristol Bay. We have deleted the statement in Section 13.5.
13.35 The assumption that all mines would be similar is unfounded. The statement and the
assumption results in over-estimation of cumulative effects of other mine developments in
the area.
EPA Response: The mineral prospects considered in Chapter 13 are all porphyry
copper deposits, and mines developed at those sites would share many similarities. For
example, it is likely that they would all require a mine pit, tailings storage facilities, and
waste rock piles. However, we agree that they will not all be the same size or alike in
every way.
It is unclear why the similarity of the potential mines in our analysis would necessarily
result in overestimation of effects. Mines larger than those we evaluated would likely
have greater impacts. The cumulative effects discussion is not meant to be a definitive,
quantitative evaluation. We have presented a plausible example of how a mining district
could develop and a simple estimate of potential impacts to aquatic resources and fish.
It is intended to shed light on whether cumulative effects of multiple mines are a
significant concern.
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The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5752)
13.36 (…) Peer reviewer Dirk van Zyl concluded that the hypothetical mine scenario is “not
sufficient for the assessment” because differences from the actual mine plan will change the
expected impacts to salmonid fish. Final Peer Review Report at 39. Dr. van Zyl described
EPA’s discussion of cumulative mining impacts as “speculation”:
The cumulative assessment is very conceptual at best, as there are no specific proposals
from any of the other potential resource areas. Cumulative impacts can only be evaluated
once further details about other potential mines and their plans are available. At this time,
this section can at best be seen as speculation. Id. at 97.
EPA Response: The cumulative effects discussion is not meant to be a definitive,
quantitative evaluation. We have presented a plausible example of how a mining district
could develop and a simple estimate of the impacts to aquatic resources and fish. It is
intended to shed light on whether cumulative effects are a significant concern. We have
used existing information on the number of mining claims, the extent of recent
exploration activities, local and state land use plans, and the ubiquitous nature of fish
habitat in the watersheds to evaluate whether significant concerns exist. Definitive,
quantitative risk assessments of future mines must wait for more information on those
mines and on the resources they could potentially impact.
World Wildlife Fund, Arctic Field Program (Doc. #5537)
13.37 This current Assessment evaluates the potential for up to six additional mines to be
developed in the watershed, with increases of stream and wetland losses by up to 84%. These
additional mines could potentially have a total footprint of 13,000 acres, with up to 39 miles
of streams eliminated as a result (Table 13-8, page 13-21). Presenting this information about
the potential for growth of mining activities is a valuable aspect of the Assessment, as
decision-makers must be able to consider the potential cumulative impacts on Bristol Bay’s
diverse freshwater habitats.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.38 Responding to peer review comments in its second draft, EPA presents the potential impacts
of secondary development such as power generation, support infrastructure and other
activities (i.e., housing, more human access to hunting and fishing areas, etc.) associated with
constructing and operating a mine in this remote location.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.39 We believe that the current draft Assessment is an important step toward a fuller
understanding of the cumulative impacts of large-scale mining on fish and other wildlife.
These impacts must be considered in conjunction with other cumulative stressors on the
bay’s fish and wildlife such as climate change and ocean acidification.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
National Parks Conservation Association (Doc. #5558)
13.40 Cumulative Effects and the Chulitna River watershed
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Regarding Chapter 13. Cumulative Effects of Large-Scale Mining, we appreciate the
expanded and improved analysis of a possible mining district that could emerge as other
deposits beyond the Pebble Mine prospect become more viable to develop once access and
infrastructure are available.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.41 We are concerned that state lands adjacent to Lake Clark National Park and Preserve are
being promoted for intensive mining development. The Assessment confirms that, if Pebble
Mine is built, more mines could follow. Combined with additional transportation networks,
tailings storage facilities and other infrastructure, the cumulative effects of a mining district
could be “widespread and extensive.”
The Chulitna River, north of the Pebble Mine prospect, is the largest freshwater tributary of
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve. The Assessment correctly notes on page 13-22 that
this watershed is “one of the most important subsistence areas for Nondalton,” the closest
Alaska Native village. The Chulitna area is often called the “breadbasket” of Nondalton as
traditional subsistence activities occur here throughout most of the year. Cultural resources
and historic sites are layered throughout the valley. Two commercial lodges are located along
the river and it is a popular recreation destination for sport fishing, hunting, and floating.
Yet, the revised Assessment shows that the State of Alaska has allowed mining claims to be
staked across 132,000 acres (534 km2) of the Chulitna River valley. Three mine prospects
now exist here: Groundhog, Big Chunk South, and Big Chunk North. According to Figure
13.1, these sites are located approximately 5-33 miles upstream of Lake Clark National
Preserve’s boundary. Conservatively, the Assessment projects that, within the Chulitna River
valley, 9-24 miles of stream loss and 4,000 to 7,700 acres of wetland loss could occur if these
prospects are developed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.42 Very few references to Lake Clark National Park and Preserve are found within the
Assessment. On page 13-22, in the description of the Big Chunk South mining prospect, it is
accurately noted this 35,000 acre claim block is located 100% within the Chulitna River
valley, “which flows into Lake Clark National Park and Preserve and then into the Lake
itself.” Please include the same national park reference in the descriptions of the Big Chunk
North and Groundhog mining prospects.
EPA Response: Similar references were added to Sections 13.2.3.2 and 13.2.4.2.
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
13.43 Although the draft discusses the likelihood of a mining region, the total area of active mining
claims near Iliamna Lake exceeds 2,070 km2 (see AK DNR. 2013, May 24). Alaska Mapper:
Mining claims online: http://dnr.alaska.gov/MapAK/browser?id=3143&set=map&gsid=
A8413F2CA249ACC93B170CC64F5F4159.tomcat-90). The discussion of a select few of
these “piggy-back” mines does not begin to cover the potential cumulative impacts of
licensing the Pebble project.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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13.44 Although the draft indicates that additional infrastructure would be needed to create the
second largest city in the Bristol Bay region, it does not quantify the impact of urban
development on the aquatic ecosystems, an effect area likely comparable to that of the mines
and thus doubling the actual footprint of the development and further increasing downstream
effects and widespread anthropogenic disturbance. (For an example of the effects of
urbanization on salmonids, see Wang et al. 2003. Impacts of urban land cover on trout
streams in Wisconsin and Minnesota. Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 132:
825–839.)
EPA Response: Comment noted. Box 6-1 does provide a discussion of the cumulative
footprint of a single mine. The conceptual model (Figure 13-2) includes impermeable
surface, which is a measure of urbanization, and we added further discussion of
impermeable surface to Section 13.2.7.2.
13.45 Also, the spatial scale of multiple mining claims throughout the basin increases the likelihood
of salmonid population-level impacts and decreases the ability of metapopulations to recover
from stochastic events whether they are anthropogenic or natural in origin (see NRC. 2005.
Superfund and mining megasites – lessons from the Coeur d’Alene River Basin. National
Academies Press, Washington, D.C.)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
13.46 2012 Geosyntec Comment: The report calls into question the ability of the Red Dog Mine
operator to meet the obligations of its approved permit for perpetual operation. The ability to
operate a water management system for 200 years can only be proven with absolute certainty
following 200 years of demonstrated operation. By placing doubt on the ability to operate
perpetually, the BBWA creates an unrealistic standard that is impossible to meet.
How 2013 Assessment Responds to Comment: 13-31 “In light of the relatively ephemeral
nature of human institutions over these timeframes, we would expect that monitoring,
maintenance, and treatment would eventually cease, leading to increased release of
contaminated waters downstream.”
Discussion on Adequacy of 2013 Response: Geosyntec’s 2012 comments remain unchanged.
By adding new text in additional locations in the 2013 Assessment that cast doubt on the
ability to operate in perpetuity, the Assessment continues to create an unrealistic standard that
is impossible to meet. The bias of the report remains clear.
EPA Response: There is uncertainty that a water management system can be operated
for 200 years. There is even more uncertainty around perpetual treatment. It is this
uncertainty that leads to risks that must be evaluated and addressed in an objective risk
assessment. It is not biased to point out that the major features of a mine (pit, waste
rock, and tailings) would persist in perpetuity. The record of mining environmental
failures and permit violations demonstrates that operation in perpetuity is doubtful, if
not “impossible to meet.”
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Center for Biological Diversity (Doc. #2922)
13.47 During Pebble Project construction, the population of just 1,500 people in the [Iliamna] Lake
and Peninsula Borough would more than double. Northern Dynasty Minerals (2011) states
that construction of the Pebble mine would take 4 years, with a peak labor force of 2,080
(Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd 2011). Total workforce for mine operations is projected at
1,120 over the initial 25-year life of the mine. This influx of workers will result in direct
disturbance of the seals through human presence and also through the construction,
transportation, and other activities associated with the Pebble Project.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Wild Salmon Center (Doc. #5782)
13.48 Beyond the Pebble Mine footprint, even more troubling and potentially devastating to the
region are the cumulative effects that will result from the creation of a mining district. The
lack of infrastructure in the Bristol Bay region has deterred smaller mining ventures from
developing additional metallic sulfide deposits.
The Pebble Mine, if approved, would provide the deep water port, access road, power supply
and additional necessary infrastructure and access to the region that would make these
smaller claims economically viable.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
13.49 Human land use activities have caused widespread habitat modifications in the Pacific
Northwest over the last 150 years. Each incremental project, while perhaps small in nature,
and evaluated and approved in isolation, added to the overall destruction and modification of
whole salmon ecosystems.
The Pacific Northwest offers a historical record of how habitat disturbance and destruction
can put wild salmon populations in peril. EPA notes that, “[i]n the Pacific Northwest, habitat
degradation and loss related to human land use have obviously been a major factor in salmon
declines by reducing population productivity, adult densities, and early-life-stage production
over large geographic areas.” Id. at 13-6. We have learned so much about salmon and how
sensitive salmon are to changes to habitat and water quality over the last 150 years. We
implore EPA to not repeat history in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
North Coast Rivers Alliance (Doc. #5061)
13.50 Although the Assessment as written already provides an ample basis for disapproving the
Pebble Mine, we encourage EPA to expand the breadth and depth of its analysis. (…)
Second, the Assessment does not consider the additional development that would accompany
mining projects.
EPA Response: Section 13.3 of the revised assessment does include a qualitative
discussion of the potential impacts from induced development, or additional
development that would accompany mining projects.
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IUCN SSC Salmonid Specialist Group (Doc. #5435)
13.51 We would like to highlight one potential threat to salmonids that does not seem to be
addressed in the EIS. In any development that involves infrastructure and road building,
formerly remote sites become easily accessible. Chapter 13 of the revised EIS addresses
many cumulative impacts, including flow alteration, elimination of habitat, and water quality
degradation, but the increased fish mortality from humans that is likely to happen with
improved access to these rivers is not addressed. This may be a significant factor. For
example, Walters (1986) estimated for a proposed James Bay Hydro development in Canada
that fishing by construction workers and people using the new access roads would have at
least 10 times the impact on fish (particularly lake trout Salvelinus namaycush) than any
direct effects of the dams and diversions. We found a brief reference to increased hunting and
fishing pressure in the 13.5 Summary, but we recommend that it be elevated into one of the
major cumulative impacts in 13.2.7, and perhaps highlighted elsewhere in the EIS (e.g.,
Chapter 10, including exposure and exposure response evaluations).
EPA Response: Section 13.3 provides a brief qualitative description of the impacts from
induced development, including improved access. The assessment states:
“Transportation corridors associated with large-scale mines likely would increase
vehicle access throughout the two watersheds, thereby increasing unregulated access,
both lawful and unlawful, to currently remote sites. Access to all-terrain-vehicles
(ATVs) and snow machines would be greatly enhanced by a road system, and areas in
the two watersheds that are essentially never accessed by humans would become
available. This increased access would extend fishing and hunting pressure and make
areas along any transportation corridor more susceptible to trespassing, poaching, and
illegal dumping (ADOT).” We believe that this expresses the seriousness of this
potential impact.
K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
13.52 It might be helpful to add another map of the location of the 6 deposits considered in the
Cumulative Risks section immediately following.
EPA Response: The six deposits are included in Figure 13-1.

Chapter 14:

Integrated Risk Characterization

Alaska Marine Conservation Council (Doc. #5065)
14.1

The assessment addresses critical considerations for the watershed including loss of wetlands
and other habitat modification, loss of streams, altered stream flow, reductions in
downstream water quality, and changes to surface and groundwater flow. Such impacts from
mining operations, the transportation corridor and failures of the tailings dam and pipelines
will have direct and indirect, acute and cumulative effects on fish productivity and the
ecosystem services that drive our economy.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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The Wildlife Society (Doc. #5272)
14.2

The assessment should also acknowledge uncertainties regarding changes in food webs that
could result if the salmonid food base is reduced, such as possible increased predation on
moose and caribou if the salmonid prey base for brown bears is diminished.
EPA Response: The complexity of salmon-based foodweb interactions is now discussed
in Chapter 5.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5436 and #5378)
14.3

EPA has done an extraordinary job of addressing the range of questions raised during the
public comment and peer-review process. In particular, it (1) expanded the range of mine
scenarios, (2) added a review of potential mitigation measures, (3) incorporated the risks and
unknowns attendant to projected climate change, (4) strengthened its analysis of the complex
and interconnected hydrology of the region, (5) added “day-to-day” operational risks, and (6)
enhanced its analysis of cumulative impacts. The result is a well-documented scientific
analysis of the myriad unacceptable adverse effects that would result from mining. The
analysis ultimately supports 404(c) protection.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

14.4

In its revised Assessment, EPA clarifies the risks that large-scale mining poses to the Bristol
Bay watershed, focusing on impacts to the region’s salmon and other fish populations,
wildlife populations, and Alaska Native cultures. The agency underscores that even with no
human or system failure (impossible in the long-term), a mine of any foreseeable size will
reduce water flow in the region, directly eliminate up to 4,800 acres of wetlands, and dewater
up to 90 miles of streams. With inevitable operational failures, EPA finds these risks would
increase significantly, even catastrophically, in the event of a tailings dam failure.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

14.5

In fact, the regulatory mechanisms developed to protect against corporate irresponsibility
cannot realistically be expected to hold these mining companies to their environmental
obligations over the long term. Though operators of hardrock mining facilities in Alaska are
required to demonstrate financial assurance for reclamation, waste management, and dam
safety costs as a way of anticipating future need for remediation, the requirement cannot
promise to guard against the risks associated with mine existence in perpetuity. First, the
mine developer is required only to demonstrate financial assurance. When the human
institution responsible for developing the mine is no longer in existence – a reasonable
probability over the thousands of years that the mine will persist – such assurances mean
little. Indeed, of the 10 operating, proposed, or closed Alaskan mines today, one has already
gone into bankruptcy without adequate bonding to cover mine closure (Illinois Creek).
Furthermore, even assuming long-term corporate management, financial assurance does not
require coverage for chemical or tailings spills. Inevitably, where financial assurance is
inadequate, it is the taxpayers who are left holding the proverbial bag for significant clean-up
costs, unpaid by the mining companies whose assurances, however enthusiastically given,
were never realized. And it is the local residents who must live with the environmental
consequences.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
14.6

Furthermore, as EPA has recognized, accidents and failures always happen in complex and
long-lasting mining operations. Indeed, over the centuries-long existence of a mine, some
sort of failure is expected. Including potential failures in the Assessment analysis reveals
adverse impacts that are even more unacceptable – and indeed catastrophic.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

14.7

With mitigation infeasible, the ability of Alaska Natives to adapt to an impaired salmon and
subsistence landscape is important, but unknown. Even assuming that adaptation is possible,
it would come with significant losses to both a centuries-old traditional culture and to the
regional environment. Traditional languages, patterns of behavior, economic activities, skills
and capital improvements that would no longer be relevant may be lost, and use of nonrenewable resources within the new development would augment the induced mining effects
described above.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

14.8

Specifically, EPA breaks its analysis down to “routine” (failure-free) mining operations with
“unavoidable” adverse effects, and those resulting from failures – both day-to-day and
severe, including human error, mechanical failure, accidents, and other unplanned events.
Unavoidable effects are expected to occur even if the mine is flawlessly built, operated, and
closed. The Assessment reveals that these alone are sufficient to trigger 404(c). When
potential failures are added to this analysis, impacts are even more extreme, and projections
of adverse effects are dire. Mining impacts are fundamentally pessimistic because over the
extreme long-term, even those failures with low statistical probability become “likely.” Their
low probability derives from a very low rate of occurrence, but over the centuries-long
existence of a mine, some sort of failure is expected.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

The Wilderness Society (Doc. #5486)
14.9

There are no examples of mining operations that have achieved mitigation of impacts, and
the risk assessment in Chapter 14 seems to understate the potential for destruction of habitat.
EPA Response: We do not know of any understatement of habitat destruction, and the
comment is not sufficiently specific to formulate a response.

Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
14.10 With as many as five new chapters, EPA clearly responds to peer review questions and
concerns on issues relative to the mine scenario, risk assessment, understanding the
hydrologic nature of the watershed, cumulative impacts for other mines and development,
and long term impact of climate change. By doing so, EPA provides a more thorough
understanding of Bristol Bay’s complex water system and notes that impacts from water use
and water treatment could have dramatic impacts on wetlands, fish spawning, and fish
rearing habitat. Finally, EPA clearly shows that in short and long term, climate change will
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magnify these impacts, particularly when considering water and waste management in
perpetuity post-mine closure.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
14.11 The Assessment also provides substantial information to support the conclusion that even
under a best-case, no failure scenario, fisheries would be adversely affected by large scale
metallic sulfide mining.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
14.12 The Assessment identifies “inevitable” and “foreseeable” adverse impacts that would occur
even from routine mine operation, including, toxic effects primarily due to the inevitable
leakage of leachates, habitat loss and modification would occur due to destruction of streams
and wetlands and water withdrawals. As a result, the watershed assessment finds that “local
populations of salmonids would decline in abundance and production.” Local habitat loss is
significant because losses of stream habitat leading to losses of unique, local populations will
erode the population diversity that is key to the stability of the overall Bristol Bay salmon
fishery.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
14.13 Furthermore, EPA should consider not only the direct impacts of the disposal of dredge and
fill material into the disposal site, but also the secondary impacts on the surrounding
landscape. In other words, EPA must take a broad view of the environment when it evaluates
the impacts associated with a potential discharge. The Watershed Assessment accomplishes
precisely these goals, and finds that mining would lead to significant degradation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5657)
14.14 As a final observation on the Second External Review Draft, Chapter 14, Integrated Risk
Characterization, is probably the most concise and important chapter in the Watershed
Assessment. If I didn’t read anything else (including the Executive Summary), I would want
to read this chapter. Is there any way to get this chapter to the reader earlier in the document?
EPA Response: The chapter is a synthesis, which we believe is correctly placed.
Aleknagik Traditional Council (Doc. #2917)
14.15 I am very concerned if the Pebble Mine happens, through flash flood rain, and dumping of
the copper metal toxic waste elements would seep through the tundra moss and into the
inland streams, creeks, ponds, and lake systems and kill off the salmon egg incubation habitat
areas in the Iliamna Lake area and the Kvichak River connecting to the Kvichak and Naknek
Bay salmon fishery.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
14.16 Moreover, the fresh environmental air that gives us humans and animals healthy oxygen
would become polluted from the Pebble Mine copper toxic waste and toxic dust from the
mining excavation year-round activities. The Pebble Mine would also disturb the important
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natural habitat, breeding, calving/nesting, and foraging areas for caribou, moose, wolves,
songbirds, seagulls, waterfowl, and most of all our edible and medicinal traditional plants
consumed by Bristol Bay Alaska Natives.
EPA Response: We acknowledge these concerns, but effects on terrestrial plants and
wildlife, other than those mediated by salmonid fish, are outside the scope of this
assessment.
Nushagak-Mulchatna Watershed Council (Doc. #0693)
14.17 In 2010 the Nature Conservancy released a report entitled An Assessment of Ecological Risk
to Wild Salmon Systems from Large-scale Mining in the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds
of the Bristol Bay Basin, Ecology & Environment (October, 2010). The results of the
assessment strongly suggest that metallic sulfide mines have unavoidable risks with uncertain
consequences for the salmon of Bristol Bay - risks that will be eternally present.
http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/regions/northamerica/unitedstates/alaska/explore/ecologi
cal-risk-assessment-nushagak-kvichak.pdf. A summary of this report and the implications it
draws for salmon in Bristol Bay can be found at
http://www.nature.org/idc/groups/webcontent/@web/@alaska/documents/document/prd_046
281.pdf.
EPA Response: We are aware of The Nature Conservancy’s assessment.
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
14.18 There is insufficient attention paid to the cumulative and interactive effects of altered
nutrient, organic matter, energy, water, sediments, and thermal sources and flows, and the
chronic or long-term fragmentation of critical habitats across the riverscape (see Fausch et al.
2002). Landscapes to riverscapes: bridging the gap between research and conservation of
stream fishes. BioScience 52: (483-498).
EPA Response: Fragmentation of streams and its potential to extirpate populations is
addressed in Chapter 10. The mine itself would be in the headwaters, where it would
not be a stream fragmenting agent. The importance of headwater streams in terms of
the delivery of water, organic matter, and other materials to downstream areas is
addressed in Chapter 7 of the assessment.
H. Neumann (Doc. #0238)
14.19 The literature is filled with examples of metals mining operations that led to extensive
pollution of water, soils, and air resources, resulting in severe impacts to fishery and
terrestrial resources. These examples extend back in time over the entire history of mankind’s
mining/mineral processing activities. (Hughes, 1994; Turner, et al., 1990; Vutukuri, 1986;
and Smith, 1987)
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5657)
14.20 Chapter 14.1.2.1 Tailings Dam Failure “Each TSF has multiple dams, but the probability of a
spill from a TSF would not increase in proportion to the number of dams for an individual
TSF, because failures would not be independent events.” (p. 14-7)
Recommendation: Rather than say “… but the probability of a spill from a TSF would not
increase in proportion to the number of dams for an individual TSF, because failures would
not be independent events,” I believe it would be more correct to say “… but since available
data on tailings dam failures does not include dam length, the probability of dam failure as
related to dam length cannot be made.”
EPA Response: The suggested statement does not negate the quoted sentence from the
assessment, which concerns the number of dams rather than the length of a dam. The
point about dam length has been added.
Alaska Community Action on Toxics (Doc. #5541)
14.21 For these and many others, it is clear that large-scale mining would also pose serious threats
to Alaska Natives. Because Alaska Native cultures are intimately related to the local
landscape and the resources it provides, any change to salmon or other subsistence resources
would affect indigenous health, welfare, and cultural stability.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
V. Wilson III (Doc. #5529)
14.22 Finally, it’s important for regulators to understand the potential human health impacts for
Alaska Natives and other residents of the region. This includes potential mining impacts on
municipal water supplies and fisheries that people depend on for food. Since wild salmon is
considered by many nutritionists as a “superfood” that is full of heart-healthy omega-3s and a
great source of protein, it’s important to understand how this would affect the health and
wellbeing of people in the region and consumers worldwide. For example, if the mining
company has an accident and damages the salmon runs, the Food and Drug Administration
may have to issue warnings for people to not eat as much salmon from the Bristol Bay
watersheds. Therefore it is important to understand the risks that mining could bring to
human health and both the current integrity and marketing of wild Alaska salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
14.23 For the other identified endpoints, the revised Assessment takes the additional data from PLP
and other sources to populate multiple models that are then used to calculate impacts and
assign risk. EPA, at page ES-28, discusses the uncertainties and limitations in a summary:
•

lack of quantitative information concerning salmonid populations in freshwater habitats;
“Estimated effects of mining on fish habitat thus become the surrogate for estimated
effects on fish populations” (emphasis added);
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•

the standard leaching tests on tailings and waste rock material from the Pebble deposit are
“uncertain predictors of the actual composition of leachates;”

•

capture efficiencies for leachates are uncertain;

•

the effects of tailings and concentrates [assumed from unintentional spillage?] deposited
in spawning and rearing habitat are uncertain;

•

probability of tailings dam failure is uncertain; historical experience is presumed to
provide an upper bound; and

•

the proportion of tailings spilled during a dam failure could be larger than the largest
value modeled and the long-term fate of spilled tailings could not be quantified.

EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
14.24 P. 14-8: “Assuming ADF&G aerial survey counts reflect the proportional distribution of
Chinook salmon within the Nushagak River watershed, the tailings dam failure would
eliminate 29% of that run due to loss of the Koktuli River salmon population; an additional
10 to 20% could be lost because tailings deposited in the Mulchatna River would affect its
tributaries.
Comment: This is particularly concerning in light of the status of Chinook populations
worldwide.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
14.25 P. 14-14: “The occurrence of salmon species in rivers and major streams is generally
known.”
Comment: This is contrary to dozens of statements made previously in the document.
EPA Response: The previous statements addressed the many smaller streams that are
not well represented by current surveys.
14.26 P. 14-14: “The assessment is limited by its focus on the effects of mining on salmonids and
the indirect effects of diminished fish resources on wildlife and people.”
Comment: Although not a primary focus of the revised Assessment, it should be mentioned
that indirect effects on resident fishes important to salmonids foodwebs will also produce
negative feedback for salmon.
EPA Response: Such secondary indirect effects may occur, but were judged outside the
scope of the assessment.
14.27 P. 14-17: “To provide reasonable realism and detail, this assessment largely addresses the
potential effects of a single mine, at three different sizes, on the Pebble deposit.”
Comment: More justification of this decision is warranted here (most advanced in
exploration, best characterized deposit, plans on file with SEC, etc.).
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EPA Response: The points about the Pebble deposit being most advanced and best
characterized have been added to the assessment.
14.28 P. 14-18: “As a result of their particular susceptibility, anadromous salmonids fisheries have
declined in most of their range due to the combined effects of habitat loss and degradation,
pollution, and harvesting.”
Comment: Again, restoration efforts have proven costly and ineffective.
EPA Response: This point has been added to Chapter 14.
North Coast Rivers Alliance (Doc. #5061)
14.29 The Assessment also underestimates the foreseeable environmental impacts of mining
development by assuming that there will be “no significant human or engineering failures.”
Assessment ES-11. However, failures – both human and engineering – are eminently
foreseeable and, in the case of massive resource extraction projects in hostile environments,
commonplace. And when they happen, they can trigger catastrophic and irreversible
ecological damage. Therefore, the Assessment should evaluate the possibility of foreseeable
human and engineering failures, discuss the foreseeable impacts of such failures, and analyze
the feasibility of responding to and mitigating them and rectifying the damage caused.
EPA Response: The assessment evaluates potential impacts of several failure scenarios,
including water collection and treatment failures, tailings dam failures, culvert failures,
and pipeline failures (see Chapters 8 through 11).
Alaska Chapter of The Wildlife Society (Doc. #7415)
14.30 The risks associated with contamination of aquatic habitats by routine mine operations are
realistic. It was appropriate for the Assessment to consider large-scale impacts that result
from failure of tailings storage facilities given that there is little precedent for maintenance of
mine waste over a period of centuries.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
14.31 We recommend that the Summary of Uncertainties and Limitations in the Assessment (ES28) be amended to better elucidate the uncertainty of mine impacts to terrestrial wildlife in
the project area. Large scale mine operations and infrastructure could affect terrestrial
wildlife in a number of ways. These include (1) effects on distribution and movements of
large mammals, (2) alteration of aquatic habitat on waterbirds, (3) effects that changes in
salmon abundance could have on populations of their terrestrial predators such as brown
bears and wolves, and (4) the potential for increased human sport and subsistence harvest of
wildlife that could occur with improved access to the region. The Assessment should also
acknowledge uncertainties regarding changes in terrestrial food webs that could result if the
salmonid food base is reduced. This includes possible effects of increased predation on
moose and caribou if salmonid prey base for brown bears is reduced. Although some of these
uncertainties cannot be addressed until more specific mine plans are in place, baseline studies
are needed to facilitate future assessments.
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EPA Response: Although we acknowledge that large-scale mining could have
significant direct effects on terrestrial wildlife in the project area, these effects are
outside the scope of the assessment (as defined in Chapter 2). A discussion of the
limitations of the assessment has been included in the Executive Summary.
American Sportfishing Association (Doc. #1371)
14.32 If mining is permitted in Bristol Bay, even under no fail scenarios, the watershed will
inevitably experience eliminated and blocked streams, reduced water flow, severe wetland
loss and decreased water quality. This proposed mining complex presents unacceptable
impacts to the valuable water and fisheries resource in the Bristol Bay watershed and is not
worth the risk. The EPA’s Assessment finds that even in an impossibly optimistic best-case
scenario - without a catastrophe or series of harmful spills – up to 90 miles of salmon streams
and up to 4,300 acres of vital salmon habitat will be destroyed by mining the deposit. If
mining failures do occur, in a worst case scenario fish, invertebrates and wetland areas could
be exposed to ten billion tons of toxic waste and the watershed would experience permanent
habitat degradation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
C. Borbridge (Doc. #5066)
14.33 Both fewer fish and tainted fish will impact the health of the local population of Bristol Bay.
Fewer fish means less healthy salmon in the diet of the local population. This has been
mentioned in the draft study, but more information is needed on the impact of fish with
various higher levels of pollutants entering the diet of the local people. In areas outside
Alaska with salmon that have experienced mining and industrialization, residents are often
warned to limit their consumption of salmon. In Bristol Bay, some residents eat salmon every
day. It is likely that whatever pollutants become present in the salmon as a result of large
scale mining would also enter the diet of those that eat the fish on a regular basis. This needs
to be addressed. Providing a warning would likely have little if any impact since
consumption of salmon is so much a part of living in Bristol Bay and the salmon people catch
and consume will not have labels on their bodies that indicate their origin or the levels of
pollutants. If salmon from some river systems are polluted, those pollutants will enter the diet
of the local people.
EPA Response: Potential health effects due to loss of salmon from the subsistence diet
are discussed in Chapter 12 of the revised assessment, but a complete evaluation of
human health effects of large-scale mining is outside the scope of the assessment.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
14.34 Original Draft Location: Report Section Identification: Chapter 5, 6 and 7
Original Comment from State of Alaska: EPA discusses impacts on fisheries from normal
operations and the probability of tailings dam failures and potential negative impacts from
single and multiple mines, but fails to compare those statistics with probabilities of other
potential negative impacts such as disease, blights, droughts, or over-fishing. Consequently,
there is no frame of reference for understanding the magnitude of the risk.
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Draft Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: An adequate assessment of
project risk to salmon is not included in the document.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
14.35 Original Draft Location: Page: 8.11, Section: 8.5 Summary of Uncertainties and Limitations
in the Assessment
Excerpt: The proportion of the tailings that would spill in the event of a dam failure could be
larger than the largest value modeled (20%).
Original Comment from Knight Piésold: Interesting statement. Based on the size of the
ultimate impoundment, the estimated volume of ponded water from preliminary water
balances and the consolidation characteristics of the tailings (deeper and denser tailings will
not liquefy and flow out of a hypothetical breach), it is actually more likely that the
proportion of tailings that ‘would spill’ should be assumed to be significantly less than 20%
rather than more.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft Section 14.5 second bullet - the
same statement remains without explanation. The comment has therefore not been addressed.
EPA Response: In our judgment, a 20% spill is a reasonable scenario. It is large, but
not worst-case.
14.36 In Section 14 Integrated Risk Characterization, the Assessment provides a summary of
uncertainties and limitations. In effect, doubt is placed on the entire analysis for effects to
subsistence use and socio-economics. For example, on page 14-14: The same comment
applies to cultural practices, or physical and mental health. The authors have largely
dismissed standard social and cultural heritage impact analysis and assessment techniques,
and in so doing have thrown doubt on any assertions they have made concerning the
responsiveness or adaptability of Alaska Native cultures to mine scenario impacts.
EPA Response: The assessment considered effects on Alaska Native cultures that were
directly related to salmon. Thus, a complete socioeconomic or cultural heritage analysis
was outside the scope of the assessment. We acknowledge that Alaska Native cultures
have the ability to adapt. However, we have heard from Alaska Native people that any
loss (or even the fear of loss) of their salmon resources would have a direct impact on
their way of life, regardless of their ability to adapt. Further, uncertainties and
limitations are an inevitable part of risk assessment. If we claimed that there were no
uncertainties, that would cast doubt on the entire analysis.
14.37 Original Draft Location: Page: ES.26, bullet 3, last sentence, Report Section Identification:
Executive Summary, Summary of Uncertainties and Limitations in the Assessment
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Overly simplistic to believe that “Estimated effects
of mining on habitat become the available surrogate for estimated effects on fish
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populations.” There are many examples showing fish habitat is not a good measure of fish
abundance or population dynamics.
Recommended Change: Consider including ways to assess and/or gather insights into fish
abundance and population dynamics that are less cumbersome than those stated in the report
and better than habitat surrogate.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: pg 14.14 first bullet, the
paragraph in question remains unchanged with no evidence that the comment has been
addressed.
EPA Response: The assessment endpoints include salmon abundance, productivity, and
diversity. The comment is correct that habitat is not always a complete measure of fish
abundance, productivity and diversity—but habitat is essential. The conceptual
frameworks and associated discussions presented in subsequent chapters acknowledge
the many other factors influencing these salmon endpoints. Many of the pathways
identified cannot be quantitatively linked to salmon endpoints, given the available data,
without making unsupportable assumptions. Given these limitations, and given that
salmon abundance, productivity and diversity inevitably depend on the availability of
habitat, we believe that habitat is an appropriate surrogate for evaluating impacts to
these endpoints.
14.38 A key element to an ERA is to transparently present the known uncertainty. Perhaps the
greatest uncertainty for the Assessment relates to the mine scenarios on which EPA bases its
evaluation. Every finding and conclusion in the Assessment is based on a hypothetical
(Pebble) mine design. However, the Assessment summarily dismisses this issue by stating
that the lack of an actual mine design is “not a source of uncertainty, but an inherent aspect of
a predictive assessment” (p. ES-27). While it is certainly possible to conduct an impact
assessment on a hypothetical scenario, EPA’s Assessment dismisses all of the unknowns
(including important mitigation measures that a standard mine would implement) associated
with the mine design and operations plan as having any potential effect on its findings.
EPA Response: The comment misrepresents the statement from the assessment. All
predictive assessments are based on hypothetical scenarios. This assessment is based on
the plan put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011). An
assessment of any mine plan submitted in the NEPA process would also be predictive in
nature, and would be modified by permitting agencies, by advances in technology, and
by unanticipated events and conditions. The actual operation of a mine would inevitably
deviate from any plan.
14.39 Page: 14-16, Section Number: 14.6, Section Title: Summary of Uncertainties in Mine Design
and Operation
Excerpt: The performance of modern technology in the construction of tailings dams is
untested and unknown in the face of centuries of extreme events such as earthquakes and
major storms.
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Technical Comment from Knight Piésold: The same can be said for the construction of any
major civil works, including bridges and buildings. Modern dam design technologies are
based on proven scientific/engineering principles and there is no basis for asserting that they
will not stand the test of time.
General Subject Area: Tailings Dam/TSF.
Comment Category: Unqualified Statement.
EPA Response: We agree that all major civil works are subject to extreme events,
despite proven principles.
14.40 Page: 14-16, Section Number: 14.6, Section Title: Summary of Uncertainties in Mine Design
and Operation
Excerpt: The promises of today’s mine developers may not be carried through by future
generations of operators whose sole obligation is to the shareholders of their time.
Technical Comment from Knight Piésold: Speculative. What is important is the basis for
which the facilities are permitted by State agencies, not the promises made by today’s mine
developers of future owners.
General Subject Area: Risk and Uncertainty.
Comment Category: Unqualified statement.
EPA Response: The wording of the comment is ambiguous. A risk assessment is
inherently speculative (see response to Comment 14.38).
14.41 Page: 14-17, Section: 14.7, Section Title: Summary of Risks under the Mine Scenarios
Excerpt: Reduced flow from water use would significantly degrade additional stream reaches
(Table 14-2) and an unquantifiable area of wetland habitat.
Technical Comment from Knight Piésold: Speculative and unqualified. Pebble is conducting
extensive flow reduction and aquatic habitat studies to scientifically assess the possible
effects of flow reductions. In some instances, flow reductions, both with and without
mitigative flow releases, can enhance habitat usability.
General Subject Area: Flow Reductions.
Comment Category: Unqualified statement.
EPA Response: The assessment acknowledges the importance of the Pebble baseline
flow studies and gage network, and acknowledges the need for flow requirement studies
during the permitting process. We have elaborated on water management assumptions
to clarify this point.
14.42 Page:14-17, Section: Table 14-2, Section Title: Summary of Risks under the Mine Scenarios
Excerpt: >20% flow reduction Stream length affected: 15 km, 26 km, 54 km for the three
different mine sizes considered.
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Technical Comment from Knight Piésold: It is not specified how these channel lengths were
computed. It was likely done on the basis of basin area reduction, but detailed watershed
modeling studies have shown that potential flow reductions are not directly related to
drainage area and also can vary at one location throughout the year.
General Subject Area: Flow Reductions.
Comment Category: Invalid assumption.
EPA Response: Streamflow alterations resulting from mine operations were estimated
by reducing the streamflows recorded at existing stream gages in the mine scenario
watersheds by the percentage of expected surface area lost to each mine footprint and
water yield efficiencies for each watershed. Reductions also included losses to the
drawdown zone, caused by the cone of depression at the mine pit, or other locations of
dewatering. Discharges through the WWTP resulted in streamflow additions. Net
effects on resulting streamflows were mapped and summarized for individual stream
and river segments delineated by gage locations or tributary junctions. Chapters 6 and
7 of the final assessment provide additional details of water balance calculations and
assumptions.
14.43 Original Draft Location: Page 7.1, Section 7.0, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Cumulative impacts are a potential concern, and the
development of infrastructure for the Pebble Mine does make it more likely for other roads
and infrastructure. However, assessing the impacts of these extremely hypothetical mines is
even more difficult than for the Pebble Mine deposit. It would seem to be important to better
predict the risks from the Pebble Mine before cumulative effects are examined.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Cumulative effects continue to
be a significant part of the revised document regardless of the veracity of the information
used.
EPA Response: As the comment suggests, the potential risks from development of a
large mine at the Pebble deposit are evaluated in greater detail in the revised
assessment. We agree that cumulative impact assessment is important and difficult.
Prediction of cumulative impacts may improve with additional data from both the
Pebble deposit areas and other mining claims. The assessment of cumulative risks is not
intended to be a quantitative risk assessment. It is intended to provide an evaluation of
impacts based on available information.

Appendix A: Fishery Resources of the Bristol Bay Region
S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
A.1

General comment: When discussing the global distribution of all fishes, it is worthwhile to
discuss hatchery production of those species as well. See general comment No. 5 above. [5.
The lack of hatchery fish currently present in Bristol Bay and the risks to wild fisheries from
hatcheries warrant significantly more emphasis in the main volume of the report. Bristol Bay
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is one of very few salmon watersheds remaining worldwide that is unimpacted by hatchery
production. Hatcheries currently operate not only on significantly impaired rivers such as the
Columbia, but in the Copper River basin, on the Yukon River, and Russia’s Kamchatka
Peninsula. Risks from hatcheries are well described in Appendix J of the revised Assessment.
They include well known genetic risks and loss of fitness, competition between wild and
hatchery fish in both freshwater and marine environments, predation of wild fish by hatchery
fish, higher risk of disease outbreak, hatchery straying and other issues….]
EPA Response: The negative effects of hatchery fish on wild fish populations are
mentioned in Chapters 3 and 7 of the assessment.
A.2

General comment: Given commercial and sport management are discussed, should
subsistence management be included?
EPA Response: Subsistence fisheries and their importance are discussed in the main
body of the Assessment (Chapters 5 and 12), and are now noted in the introduction.

A.3

General comment: The Appendix should include citations to the updated IUCN Red List
assessment for sockeye salmon (Rand et al. 2012).
EPA Response: Previously cited data from Rand (2008) has been supplemented with
updated data provided by Rand et al. (2012).

A.4

Figures 2-6. It should be clarified that documented streams likely underestimate actual
distribution to a lack of data. Also see general comment No. 8. [8. If available, update
figures, tables, and text referring to anadromous fish distribution with the 2013 ADFG
Anadromous Waters Catalog. Several additions of anadromous distribution were made along
the road corridor and in the Chulitna River. ]
EPA Response: Reference to the discussion of caveats associated with interpreting
AWC distribution data has been added. Data in the final assessment are current to
2012.

A.5

Table 1. “commercial” is misspelled in caption.
EPA Response: Correction made.

A.6

P. 17: “Set gillnets have a maximum length of 150 fathoms…” Should read “Drift gillnets”
EPA Response: Correction made.

A.7

P. 23: “Approximately five billion juvenile salmon are released annually from hatcheries
around the North Pacific.”
It is worth mentioning here that there is evidence of density dependence in the North Pacific
(work by Ruggerone).
EPA Response: Acknowledged and cited.

A.8

P. 28: It should be noted that Chinook salmon in the Fraser River system, Copper, etc. are
hatchery supplemented as opposed to Bristol Bay Chinook.
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EPA Response: Hatchery supplementation and the fact that Bristol Bay stocks are
entirely wild is recognized in Chapter 3 of the assessment.
A.9

Table 6: Consider adding a column for number of fish per km2 of watershed area (density).
Also, Chinook salmon harvest is likely UNDER-reported, which warrants discussion.
EPA Response: We were unable to adequately evaluate the proportion of total
watershed area accessible to anadromous salmonids, so do not report density.

A.10

P. 37: “The decline in Yukon and Kuskokwim Chinook stocks that began in the late 1990s
may have resulted from the 1997-1998 El Nino.”
I believe this is a topic of much controversy, and several other factors have been cited as
possibilities.
EPA Response: Alternative hypotheses are now recognized.

A.11

P. 37 and 38: “Salmon enhancement programs for Chinook salmon in British Columbia are
significant…”
Replace “enhancement” with “supplementation”
EPA Response: Word choice; no change required.

A.12

P. 39 and 40: If possible, list total number of existing (non-listed) population units.
EPA Response: No change required.

A.13

P. 41: The discussion of hatchery impacts can be expanded. See general comment No. 5
above.
EPA Response: Hatchery impacts are discussed at numerous additional points
throughout the appendix.

A.14

P. 50: The Whited et al. paper cited in the last paragraph is now published in Fisheries.
EPA Response: Correction made.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
A.15

Original Draft Location: Page 32.36, Report Section Identification: Appendix A, Threatened
and endangered salmon and conservation priorities.
Original Comment from State of Alaska: This section does not seem relevant to the stated
scope of this assessment. There are no endangered species of salmon in Alaska, including
Bristol Bay. Policies in regulation (e.g., 5 AAC 39.222, 5 AAC 39.223) and philosophy of
assessing and managing the State’s salmon stocks as dictated in statutes and the State
Constitution provide mechanisms to detect and be proactive to address dramatic declines in
salmon abundance.
Recommended Change: Delete pages.
Addressed: No.
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Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Not Addressed.
EPA Response: We recognize the value of State of Alaska management of salmon
fisheries. The fact that no salmon species in Alaska are endangered is a notable fact.
The Bristol Bay fisheries are a resource of global interest, and the status of salmon
globally is relevant as context for the particular value of Alaskan, and Bristol Bay,
salmon populations.
A.16

Original Draft Location: Page AA.9, Section Appendix A, Excerpt Chum Salmon P2
Original Comment from Environ: This statement not clearly supported by 2 tables on
referenced pages which show Nushagak area harvest vs. Nushagak River escapement.
Unclear the point of this generalization from one year of data.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Not Addressed. One year of
data is insuffi[ci]ent to support the statements in this section.
EPA Response: Reference and associated sentence have been removed.

Appendix B: Non-Salmon Freshwater Fishes of the Nushagak and Kvichak
River Drainages
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
B.1

It is also apparent that EPA did not complete a detailed evaluation or review of the large
volume of fish data contained in Chapter 15 of PLP’s EBD. As a result, the BBWA2 did not
examine the most recent and site specific fish data available on which to base their ecological
risk assessment for fish. In fact, neither Appendix A (anadromous fish) or Appendix B
(resident fish) contain any reference to the 6,500 pages of site specific fish information from
Chapter 15 of the EBD. If EPA had examined these sources, they would have concluded, for
example, that sockeye salmon, the focus of the BBWA’s “portfolio effect” discussion do not
spawn in the TSF 1 watershed, any of the SFK watersheds directly impacted by the mine
development scenarios, and that sockeye spawning is intermittent and occasional in the upper
portion of the UT. Instead, EPA relied on generalized literature for fish from the Bristol Bay
area and misinformed modeling to develop their ecological risk assessment. Failure to use the
best available science is in direct opposition to the requirements of the ERA guidelines. By
failing to use the best available scientific data, EPA over estimated the quantity and quality of
fish habitats lost from their mine development scenarios. Yet the magnitude of loss is stated
in Appendix J as one of the factors which led to their erroneous conclusion that mitigation,
specifically on-site, was not available in the affected watersheds.
EPA Response: Responses to this comment pertinent to Appendix B are included here.
Also see responses to Comments 5.36, 7.3, and 7.36 for additional information pertinent
to the use of fisheries data in the assessment.
Appendix B utilizes a wide variety of sources to document fish distributions within the
region, including the Alaska Freshwater Fish Inventory (AFFI). The AFFI identifies
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locations where particular freshwater fish species and life stages have been observed
and provides access to supporting field data and observations, including data presented
in PLP EBD Chapter 15. The author of Appendix B has extensive experience sampling
fish assemblages throughout the Bristol Bay region, and during the time he worked for
ADFG was responsible for entering sampling data into the AFFI.
S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
B.2

Authors chose not to focus on resident fishes, though included a thorough appendix
discussing their life history and ecology. The decision was reasonably justified by the paucity
of information regarding resident fishes as well as the economic and cultural importance of
the salmonid species central to the revised Assessment (P. 5-1).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

B.3

General comment: Are rainbow trout redundant since they are covered in Appendix A? If this
section remains in final version of the Assessment, information from the PLP radio-telemetry
study warrants discussion.
EPA Response: Information from PLP radio-telemetry study has been added.

B.4

P. 1: Nonadramous and resident are not synonymous (e.g., catadromy).
EPA Response: Patterns of migration are defined in footnote 1 on page 1.

B.5

Table 1: Eliminate abundance column is information is not available. Also, provide a citation
for footnote No. 8.
EPA Response: First comment not clear; no change. Referenced footnote is now No. 9
on page 3, and a reference has been added.

B.6

P. 4: It should be stated that pike are not native to the Susitna River.
EPA Response: Now noted.

B.7

P. 5: Provide a citation regarding anadromy of Bristol Bay Dolly Varden.
EPA Response: Several citations are provided.

B.8

P. 32: It is worth noting that Pacific lamprey are likely under-reported due to a lack of
directed study.
EPA Response: Statement is generally true for most species, and this is now explicitly
acknowledged in the introduction. However, we note that although it is possible that
Pacific lamprey are under-reported, the author of Appendix B commonly encountered
Arctic/Alaska brook lamprey in his fish community work but has never collected a
Pacific lamprey. Russell reported that after a roughly 40-year period of detailed
observation in Bristol Bay, he saw Pacific lamprey only once.

B.9

P. 38: Eulochon life-cycle and predator-prey relationships should be included.
EPA Response: Due to the lack of specific observations within the Nushagak and
Kvichak river drainages, eulachon are not examined further here.
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P. 47: Can coastrange sculpin exhibit anadromy?
EPA Response: Coastrange sculpins appear to be nonanadromous freshwater residents,
as noted on page 49.

Appendix C: Wildlife Resources of the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds,
Alaska
Bristol Bay Heritage Land Trust (Doc. #5317)
C.1

The Citizens’ Alternative recommends at a minimum the State adopt a Habitat (Ha) coclassification for all management units that contain essential habitat. A table of this analysis
listing each management unit in Regions 5 through 10 and the habitat characteristics it
contains and the extent of those characteristics is submitted with these comments. The bottom
line is that the most current information available on the use of State lands within the
Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds supports managing these lands primarily for its habitat
values. The State’s own information about the resources of these watersheds supports EPA
protection.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Center for Biological Diversity (Doc. #2922)
C.2

(…) We were disappointed that EPA’s assessment and the Appendix including the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) report on Wildlife Resources in the Nushagak
and Kvichak River Watersheds, did not consider impacts to the unique and vulnerable
population of freshwater Iliamna Lake seals. This vulnerable population of seals is highly
dependent on marine-derived resources and on the salmon runs themselves.
Lake Iliamna Freshwater Seals
The Iliamna Lake seal is a rare and unique freshwater seal found exclusively in Iliamna Lake,
the largest and deepest body of freshwater in Alaska. Iliamna Lake seals are generally
considered to be a population of the Pacific harbor seal (Phoca vitulina richardsi). Seals in
the lake are isolated from other seal populations through a combination of ecological,
behavioral and geographical factors, and constitute a distinct population segment (DPS) of
Pacific harbor seal eligible for listing under the Endangered Species Act (ESA).
On November 19, 2012, the Center filed a formal a petition with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to protect the Iliamna Lake seals under the
Endangered Species Act (ESA). In response to this petition, the federal government
announced in a positive 90-day finding released May 16, 2013, that Iliamna seals may
warrant protection under the ESA. The agency will now complete a 12-month status review
and issue a proposed decision on whether to list the species by Nov. 19, 2013.
The location of the proposed Pebble Mine area is about 40 km (17 miles) northwest from
major Iliamna Lake seal haul outs on the Seal/Flat Island group southwest of Pedro Bay and
Thompson Island group north of Kokhanok. Many important salmon streams flow into
Iliamna Lake from the Pebble Mine area and the mine would impact major spawning sites
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used by the salmon on which Iliamna Lake seals feed, along with direct degradation of water
quality and habitat (Pebble Partnership 2011, EPA 2012). If the proposed Pebble Project goes
forward, construction and operations of the mine site and transportation infrastructure for the
mine would have major and population-level impacts on Iliamna Lake seal. These impacts
include (1) major adverse impacts to quality and quantity of anadromous and freshwater fish
in the lake; (2) severe and long-term impacts on habitat quality especially water quality; (3)
toxic effects resulting in direct mortality and decreased survival and reproductive rates from
mine contaminants; (4) increased pressure and competition for fish and wildlife resources
because of increased human access to the area; and (5) increased stress levels and disturbance
from higher human activity and industrial activity levels in the area, especially low-flying
aircraft. These impacts would substantially increase in level and duration by accidents or
failures of the Pebble Project. There are multiple sites in the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watershed being considered for long-term mining development. Risks of mining development
on salmon and other fish populations would increase as a result of cumulative impacts of
multiple mines (EPA 2012). Failures or accidents have never been avoided at any other open
pit mines of similar size throughout the world and are thus almost guaranteed to occur at
Pebble Project (Hauser 2007, EPA 2012).
EPA’s Bristol Bay Assessment failed to analyze impacts to the Iliamna Lake seal, despite
stating their interest in analyzing salmon-dependent species and species that would be
directly impacted by Pebble Project.
EPA Response: Iliamna Lake seals were not a species selected for characterization in
the US Fish and Wildlife Report. As a marine mammal, this species is under the
jurisdiction of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA) per the Marine
Mammal Protection Act. We recognize that this species, as well as many others that
were not characterized, are an important part of the salmon-based foodweb. As the
comment (and the assessment) note, NOAA is currently completing a status review of
harbor seals in Iliamna Lake.
The purpose of Appendix F was to identify marine species known to prey upon salmon
that reside in estuarine and marine waters of Bristol Bay. In that context, harbor seals
that reside in Bristol, Nushagak, and Kvichak Bays were identified and discussed in
Appendix F. The section of Appendix F regarding Iliamna Lake seals has been amended
to include additional information and reference NOAA’s current review.
C.3

According to the EPA, accidents and failures of some kind at some point in the Pebble Mine
operations, or post operations, are almost guaranteed. Location in an active seismic zone
further increases this risk. Because they are highly dependent on habitat that would be
directly impacted by any accident or failure, the population viability of Iliamna Lake seals
would be at risk in the event of a major accident or failure. This is because (1) they are highly
dependent on fish species that would be directly impacted by this event, (2) they are limited
in population size and in ability to adapt or survive any major mortality events or changes to
the ecosystem.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required. See response to Comment C.2
regarding Iliamna Lake seals.
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The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
C.4

Original Draft Location: Page: Report Number 2.15 through 2.17, Report Section
Identification: Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Draft Comment: Consideration of threatened or
endangered species is an important aspect of the ecological risk assessment, but yet they are
not discussed in these sections.
Draft Recommended Change: List known of suspected threatened species within the study
area.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No additional baseline info
specific to species was added, and additional citations to Appendix C have not been provided.
Failure to adequately address listed species represents a major shortcoming in the analysis.
EPA Response: The revised assessment clarifies that there are no known breeding or
otherwise significant occurrence of any species listed by USFWS as being threatened or
endangered under the Endangered Species Act within the Nushagak and Kvichak River
watersheds. There also is no designated critical habitat within these watersheds. Note
that the scope of the assessment, and this conclusion, does not extend to marine
resources.

C.5

Original Draft Location: Page: 5.16, Section: 5.2.1.2 and Appendix C, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from Environ: The assessment states that the loss of upstream waters
(pg.5-21, pg. 1) would “greatly reduce inputs of organic material, nutrients, and water
macroinvertebrates to reaches downstream…” The report also states that 65% of the nitrogen
flux is attributed to headwater contributions. Appendix C (p 16-18) documents the
tremendous importance of Marine- derived nutrients to the Bristol Bay watersheds coming in
from salmon swimming upstream.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The discussion on nutrient
contribution of headwater steams is largely unchanged. The marine-derived nutrients
provided by salmon swimming upstream was only considered in terms of potential impacts to
wildlife, but not an overall addition/loss of nutrients in the system. Hence, the analysis
remains incomplete; all sources of nutrients need to be included in the assessment.
EPA Response: These statements are not contradictory. Headwater streams provide
important inputs to downstream waters, including the many streams that do not have
documented anadromous fish populations. Marine-derived nutrients (MDN) can play
an important role where anadromous fish occur, but this does not negate the
contributions of headwater nutrient sources, particularly for streams without large
runs of salmon. The relative role of MDN to other sources is highly context-dependent
(Wipfli and Baxter 2010). Streams above the upstream limit of salmon distribution or
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receiving low abundances of returning salmon are much more reliant on watershed
sources, whereas the relative importance of MDN increases for areas downstream,
where rates of MDN deposition and capture are much higher. Text has been added to
clarify this issue.

Appendix D: Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Characterization of the
Indigenous Cultures of the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds, Alaska
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
D.1

Page: D3, Report Section: Appendix D: Executive Summary
Excerpt: Since the social networks are highly dependent on procuring salmon (fish camps)
but also sharing salmon and wild food resources, the current social support system would be
appreciably degraded.
Technical Comment from ERM: In this section, “appreciably degraded” is used, not
“significantly degraded”. This is an important point to consider since “significance” indicates
scientific rigor in the analysis was used.
Citations: [none];
General Comment Area: Cultural; Comment Category: Information is presented out of
context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: The comment does not explain the contention that information is
provided out of context. The excerpt provided is part of a list of ways in which cultural
stability would be vulnerable to change if there were significant negative impacts to
salmon or streams. The comment does not provide any information to contradict the
excerpted statement. No change required.

D.2

Original Draft Location: Page: AD.20, Section: Appendix D, Excerpt: paragraph 1
Original Comment from Environ: A reference to the archeological surveys conducted by BIA
archeologists in connection with Native allotment assessments should b included.
Draft Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: On page 21, Appendix D, the
original statement has been removed. If it was the commenter’s intent to have the BIA study
referenced, this comments has not been addressed.
EPA Response: The AHRS database is cited as a reference in the appendix. This
database contains verified information and conclusions regarding surveys.

D.3

Original Draft Location: Page: AD.100, Section: Appendix D, Excerpt: paragraph 2
Original Comment from Environ: Link provided for the Census unemployment rate data is
inactive. Please replace with current one.
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Draft Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Page 85, Link was updated to
a current link, but the existing link does not provide unemployment rates. Therefore the
original comment still stands.
EPA Response: The link has been corrected. The text now reads: “The unemployment
rate in the study area for 2012 ranges from 14% in Igiugig to 37% in Newhalen
(computed from Alaska Division of Regional Affairs Community Database of actual
number unemployed per village http://www.dced.state.ak.us/cra/DCRAExternal/
community). This compares to the 2012 Alaska unemployment rate of 6.9% (computed
from Alaska State Department of Labor and Workforce Development
(http://live.laborstats.alaska.gov/labforce/ labdata.cfm?s=2&a=1) and the United States
2012 unemployment rate of 8.1% (United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNU04000000).”
J. Kari (Doc. #5649)
D.4

§2. Comments on Appendix D, by Boraas and Knott
I have briefly reviewed the 2013 Appendix D, I see that most of the suggestions that I sent
directly to authors Boraas and Knott were addressed. This chapter is very well done given the
rapid time frame for this work. Appendix D has some original primary data based on
traditional elements in the modern cultures of the Yupik and Dena’ina. Synopses on more
subtle aspects of modern life are important: nutrition, health, exercise, spirituality, and beliefs
about the environment. The array of recently recorded statements by local residents are an
important feature of the 2012 Appendix D. The process for conducting the interviews
(summarized in their Appendix 1) is quite formal by Alaska ethnographic field work
standards. These interview excerpts indicate that Boraas and Knott had active participation in
the seven communities with a large group of interviewees. The authors did a fine job in
maintaining rapport and clarity. Braund & Assoc. 2008 (Chapters 22, 23, and 50) presented
no materials based upon interviews or discussion topics with local residents that would
affected by the proposed mine.
As noted in Boraas and Knott Table 2 (p.16), of the fourteen communities that they have
surveyed in the region ten are Yupik or part-Yupik and only two (Pedro Bay and Nondalton)
are Dena’ina and two are part Dena’ina. However, when we consider the study area closest to
the proposed Pebble Mine, and we make note of the sources with high quality cultural
resource and ethnographic information, published as well as unpublished, the research
materials for the Dena’ina are vastly more extensive than those for the Yupik. I refer to this
as the Nushagak-Iliamna Yupik-Dena’ina research disparity situation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

D.5

Boraas and Knot cite the array of useful substantive publications for Inland Dena’ina:
Ellanna 1986, Ellanna and Balluta 1992, P. Kari 1991, Tenenbaum 1984, P. R. Kari 1987,
Balluta 2008, Johnson 2004, Kari 2007, Coray 2007, Russell and West 2003, Stickman et al
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2003, Evanoff 2010. These have been produced due to major contributions from Dena’ina
speakers from three communities (Nondalton, Pedro Bay and Lime Village).
In 2011-12 Boraas and Knott were able to survey most of the Nushagak/Iliamna Yupik
communities (Newhalen, Kokhanok, Igiugig, Levelock, New Stuyahok, Koliganak, and
Ekwok) in person. In fact their interviews and summaries from these communities are
significant. In addition Boraas and Knott cite the extensive lower Kuskokwim Yupik sources
(esp. sources edited by Anne Fienup-Reardon). However, there are very few primary
ethnographic sources based upon in-depth research in for the Nushagak/Iliamna Yupik
communities (other than sources by James VanStone 1967, 1971).
Comparing indexed audio collections, the audio recordings from the 1970s and 1980s for
Nushagak/Iliamna Yupik-Dena’ina interface are extremely uneven. The Dena’ina Audio
collection (DAC) that I maintain at ANLC had nearly 500 recordings, and it is has over 225
recordings made with 50 or more Dena’ina speakers from Lime Village, Nondalton and
Pedro Bay. As far as I know no Yupik audio materials for the Iliamna/ Nushgagak
communities have been consolidated and indexed. (That would indeed be a valuable research
objective.).
In 2013 this disparity remains striking, and we accordingly this disparity applies to both the
2013 report by Boraas and Knott and the 2008 report by Braund and Assoc. Since the
proposed Pebble Mine site is right at this Yupik-Dena’ina interface, this disparity in the
locally reported ethnographic research materials, (published and unpublished) for the two
local indigenous cultures and languages must be emphasized.
The Dena’ina ethnogeographic materials are among the best for any Alaska Native language.
On pp. 106-07 Boraas and Knott summarize Evanoff 2010. This attractively formatted book
has accurate Dena’ina place names lists and maps on a color land-sat base image. These maps
were prepared by National Park Service. In Evanoff 2010, the Dena’ina traditional territory is
exquisitely and objectively defined by the Dena’ina place name network, which surrounds
the Pebble mine site to the north and to the east. There has never been any cumulative
compilation of Yupik place names at this Yupik / Dena’ina interface.
The treatment of Dena’ina and Yupik place names in Braund 2008 is of extremely poor
quality. (The full citations are Braund and Assoc. Chap. 22, pp. 22-34 to 22-36; with maps in
Figs. 22-20, 22-21, 22-23, and a 28-page Appendix 22A with 950 place names entitled “All
Documented Place Names in the Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet Drainages.” For Cook Inlet
place names Chap. 50, Table 50-2 and Fig. 50-4) The Appendix 22A is riddled with errors
and has inaccurate citations of sources for Appendix 22A. Several incorrect statements are
made on pp. 22-34 to 22-36. One colleague told me that he was a peer reviewer for the 2008
cultural resources chapters by Braund and Assoc. He had assumed that the place names data
in their 2008 report were original research conducted by Braund and Assoc. However, I can
show (if need be) that Braund and Assoc. – without my permission – used files with Dena’ina
place name data that was being actively edited and revised by me for Lake Clark National
Park and for the publication Evanoff 2010. Then they co-mingled with those files Yupik
place name data from various uncited sources.
Thus I continue to be concerned that the Yupik ethnogeography at this Yupik/Dena’ina
interface and the Pebble Mine area remains so poorly researched. On p. 107 Boraas and
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Knott mention the Nushagak Yupik place name coverage by the Nature Conservancy Place
Name Project for the Nushagak area. However these materials are very preliminary.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
D.6

I think that Boraas and Knott have done a very good job with their Appendix D in a short
time frame to summarize a wide range of cultural resource topics about the peoples and
communities in proximity to the Pebble Mine site. In my opinion the Pebble Mine never
should be permitted due to the projected potential effects of this large-scale mine at these
major salmon-bearing watersheds as well as the effects of the ancillary infrastructure for the
mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

United Tribes of Bristol Bay (Doc. #5275)
D.7

B. The BBWA’s chapters on mining impacts effectively demonstrate how the abovedescribed salmon culture will be threatened by large-scale hard rock mining in Bristol Bay.
Of the BBWA’s fifteen chapters, four directly address the potential mining impacts to Bristol
Bay’s salmon-based subsistence culture. As with the above discussion on the Report, it is
beyond the scope of this comment to reiterate or summarize the findings in all the chapters,
but there is a central theme evident throughout – the development of large-scale hard rock
mineral deposits in the Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds will have a devastating impact on
salmon – the foundational subsistence species in the region.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

D.8

Beyond just humans, salmon serve as a primary food source for terrestrial mammals, water
and shore birds, freshwater non-salmonid fish, and freshwater invertebrates. Based on data
collected from Alaska’s Arctic Slope region, the authors describe impact scenarios where a
foundational subsistence species is threatened or diminished. The scenarios include: 1) an
increased scarcity or contamination resulting in transitions from subsistence diets toward
packaged foods; 2) traditional places of cultural exchange, such as hunting grounds and fish
camps, are diminished or lost; 3) religious and moral doctrines based on subsistence
worldviews are questioned or lost; and 4) individuals and families begin moving from
villages to urban centers in search of fulltime wage employment.
Although the above list of scenarios is based on examples from a different region in Alaska,
the interviews conducted by Boraas and Knott show many of these scenarios are already
causing concern in the region’s communities while others are already occurring in the
Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds. For example, residents of the upper Mulchatna River and
Lake Clark areas have already begun to see changes in the migration of the Mulchatna
caribou herd, a traditional subsistence food source. When asked why he thought the caribou
no longer followed their traditional route, one elder responded, “[t]he drill wells are making
all the noise. We were over there, my wife and I were over there last spring, and when we
went over there to check out the Pebble, there [we] saw three other helicopters right in the
same area, and that’s lots of traffic. We have not had caribou meat around here ever since.
Haven’t had caribou meat caught here in probably the last six years.” Another elder stated,
“[s]ince the Pebble Mine started their exploration, I speak for everyone around here that we
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have not had the big caribou herds that come through here anymore.” Changes are not just
limited to terrestrial animals. Members of UTBB’s own leadership have noticed declines in
sockeye salmon in the upper-Mulchatna and Koktuli rivers. This decline places a difficult
burden on subsistence users because the spawned-out sockeye salmon in those rivers
(referred to as “red fish”) play a vital role in filling out the subsistence harvest. [Footnote:
One village elder described versatility of red fish in the subsistence cycle: “[t]hat spring
water [at Kijik]. It does not freeze. That is why you can go over there and get a sockeye
salmon in March; it might have a green head, and it’s red, but it’s still a sockeye salmon.
You can go over there on New Year’s Day and get a fresh sockeye salmon.” Id. [Boraas and
Knott] at 199. See also Id. at 267 (discussing the harvest of late-season sockeye salmon).] It
is no secret to those who live in the area and who have traditional knowledge of the land that
mineral exploration and development is already having negative impacts on subsistence.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Appendix E: Bristol Bay Wild Salmon Ecosystem: Baseline Levels of
Economic Activity and Values
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
E.1

Definitional Clarity
There are numerous mentions of “sustainable fishing” in the Bristol Bay watershed for
commercial, sports and subsistence fishing. For example, Appendix E of the Assessment (p.
10) states that “the existing mainstays of the economy in this region are all wildernesscompatible and sustainable in the long run: subsistence use, commercial fishing, and
wilderness sport fishing, hunting, and wildlife viewing and other non-consumptive
recreation. Commercial fishing is largely in the salt water outside of the rivers themselves
and is closely managed for sustainability. The subsistence, sport fish and other recreation
sectors are relatively low impact (primarily personal use and catch and release fishing,
respectively).” No explanation is provided as to how “low impact” was determined.
EPA Response: Appendix A includes detailed discussion of the management and quality
of the commercial and sport fisheries in the Bristol Bay region. The Alaska Department
of Fish and Game manages the commercial fishery under the sustained yield principle.
As stated in Appendix A, “Alaska’s management of its salmon fishery has proven
successful: it was the second fishery in the world to be certified as well managed by the
Marine Stewardship Council (Hilborn 2006) and is regarded as a model of
sustainability (Hilborn et al 2003a, King 2009)” (Appendix A, p. 16).
The subsistence, sport fish, and other recreation sectors are primarily personal use and
catch-and-release fishing. Harvest for subsistence purposes represents less than 1% of
the total annual commercial harvest. Therefore, we characterize these activities as low
impact in relation to the commercial fishery, which has been clarified in the report.

E.2

Page: 20-21, Section: Appendix E Section: Summary of Economic Significance, Excerpt:
[blank]
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Technical Comment from ERM: Table 5 Cash Economy Full-time Equivalent Employment
Count by Place of Work in the Bristol Bay Region 2009.
Table 6, Cash Economy Estimated Economic Significance of Bristol Bay Ecosystems.
These provide a single snapshot and do not indicate how employment has changed over time.
General Subject Area: Socio-economic.
Comment Category: Information is presented out of context or in a misleading way.
EPA Response: Appendix D includes a brief description of the population dynamics of
communities in Bristol Bay. However, an analysis of current and potential future
economic opportunities for Bristol Bay residents is outside the scope of this assessment.
This assessment is focused on the salmon fishery and salmon-mediated effects on
wildlife and Alaska native cultures. Appendix E is intended to provide a baseline
evaluation of current economic activity dependent on a healthy salmon ecosystem.
E.3

Original Draft Location: Page: AE.102.104, Section: Appendix E, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from Environ: The estimate of costs of fishing is difficult to characterize,
as admitted by the authors. The one summary of costs was provided for the year 2008 to
show the kinds of cost relative to the same year’s earnings. It is important to remember that
there is a great amount of uncertainty in fishing costs, which needs to be taken into
consideration when attempting to determine impact assessments.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Pages 101-103 indicate there
were no changes to the analysis and therefore no attempt to improve the accuracy of the
assessment. The comment stands.
EPA Response: Throughout Appendix E, including in Section 3.7, uncertainties are
emphasized. In Section 3.7 there is a detailed discussion of the lack of data and
challenges in characterizing fishing costs. Because these uncertainties are described in
detail throughout the document, we feel they are adequately covered.

E.4

Original Draft Location: AE. 191, Section: Appendix E, Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from Environ: Another limitation of the ISER Input-Output model is that
it is only focused on market values so it is unable to determine the economic significance of
subsistence in terms of direct jobs and incomes. These types of limitations should persuade
the authors to find a way to incorporate these factors into the analysis.
Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: Text on page 191 is identical
to previous draft, therefore no attempt to improve the accuracy of the assessment. The factors
have not been incorporated into the analysis, therefore the analysis is incomplete.
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EPA Response: In response to this comment we have revised Section 4.2 of Appendix E
to include a more detailed explanation of methods. As with all economic analyses that
rely on models, the model results are not definitive, but rather provide predicted values.
Models are typically designed to capture market activities. Direct jobs and income for
subsistence fishers occur outside of traditional markets and thus there is not an inputoutput model available that can determine the economic value of subsistence activities.
The strengths and weaknesses of the ISER Input-Output model are discussed in greater
detail in Section 4.2.
Trout Unlimited (Doc. #5527)
E.5

Stable, steady and predictable are important characteristics to build a business on and the
Bristol Bay ecosystem, when healthy, provides this foundation through ecosystem service
like, abundant salmon and trout, clean water, clean air and wildlife. Therefore, the Bristol
Bay recreational fishing industry is strongly tied to a healthy biodiverse Bristol Bay
ecosystem. If this system is compromised – particularly the fishery or the wild, remote scenic
landscape – over 70 sport fishing business in the region will be directly impacted and ripples
will be felt in the local and regional economy. Here is an example from a survey conducted in
2012 on recreation in Bristol Bay.
We bring our clients to a number of different rivers throughout the Bristol Bay drainage.
It is vital to the success and survival of my business that the health of each of these rivers
remains intact. These streams all play a role at some point during our summer season in
providing our clients with a high quality experience in which there is a willingness from
these clients to pay for. That willingness to pay will quickly evaporate if the productivity
and integrity of the system is diminished.
– Brian Kraft, Alaska Sportsman’s Lodge (Owner)
One example of why a diverse healthy system with all the parts and pieces intact is so
important to recreation is this:
On a typical guiding day, the head guide at a fishing lodge has to determine to which
rivers he or she will send their clients to that day. They factor in a whole host of factors;
what the salmon are doing, the weather, the fitness levels of their clients, what
experiences their clients have already had that week, whether or not the fish are biting,
the number of float plane seats they have and whatever else happens to come up that day.
Then they look at their rover portfolio and determine where to send their groups. Some
days, when the weather[‘]s perfect, the salmon are running and the fishing is easy, they
will have 20 rivers that meet the requirements needed to make their clients happy. Other
days it will be only a small handful if rivers that can provide the kind of experience their
client is seeking. The success of their business depends on the happiness of their
clients…and their clients are happy when they are catching fish and getting the true wild
Alaska experience they are expecting. And to do that they need many healthy fisheries
and rivers.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

E.6

In appendix E you highlight some ideas we would like to emphasize.
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In 2012 we conducted a preliminary survey with Bristol Bay area lodge owners and camp
operators. The preliminary results of this study confirm that Bristol Bay’s wild, remote and
intact landscape and a healthy fishery are the foundation of the Bristol Bay recreation
experience.
This study, and others, indicates that the two primary reasons anglers come to the region are:
large plentiful fish and the beauty, remote uncrowded undeveloped nature that a true
backcountry Bristol Bay experience can offer. Several business owners stated that if the
remote, untouched nature of the landscape was changed (for example, if large scale mineral
development went forward in the region) that they would be unable to create recreational
experience their clients come to Bristol Bay seeking.
Specifically we would like to emphasize if large-scale mining is allowed in Bristol Bay
recreation will be harmed in three ways:
1. The remote Alaska experience (large tracts of undeveloped land, uncrowded fishing
opportunities, unending scenic beauty, a remote wilderness experience) a majority of
Bristol Bay recreational users are seeking would no longer exist.
2. The river portfolio that sport fishing businesses depend on will be less diverse; with
fewer rivers available to create a quality recreational fishing experience lodges would not
have options and flexibility needed to fully meet their clients expectations.
3. Impacts to the salmon and trout populations likely from large-scale mining even if
nothing goes wrong, will impact the quality and quantity of recreational fishing
opportunities in the region.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change suggested or required.

Appendix F: Biological Characterization: Bristol Bay Marine Estuarine
Processes, Fish, and Marine Mammal Assemblages
Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
F.1

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: “Appendix F could be expanded to
include more of the considerable available information about the importance of Bristol Bay
as a rearing area for several species of commercially important fishes”.
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: Appendix F was expanded slightly to consider
more discussion of salmon contribution to trophic levels and salmon range and distribution.
Moreover, the Revised Assessment itself was also updated to include considerable more
attention to the upper Bristol Bay watershed as rearing habitat for several species of
commercially important and subsistence fishes. (Revised Assessment, at 3-18 to 3-28)
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: BBNC welcomes this
expansion of appendix F and the assessment itself, as these now contain more information
about the upper reaches of Nushagak and Kvichak River systems as important salmon rearing
habitat.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Anonymous (Doc. #6267)
F.2

While Appendix F discusses marine environments, little is said about what potential impacts
the mine may have. Summary statement just confirm that the salmon are part of the
ecosystem. While I realize it will be hard to quantify what potential impacts would occur,
there at least needs to be a mention that the effects could occur.
EPA Response: As explained in Chapter 1, the purpose of the appendices is to provide
background information on the Bristol Bay region, rather than to evaluate potential
effects of mining. Potential effects of mining on marine environments are mentioned in
Chapter 2, but were defined as outside the scope of the main assessment.

Appendix G: Foreseeable Environmental Impact of Potential Road and
Pipeline Development on Water Quality and Freshwater Fishery Resources of
Bristol Bay, Alaska
S. L. O’Neal (Doc. #5528)
G.1

Appendix G. Road corridor:

Figure 1. There is currently no bridge spanning the Newhalen River.
EPA Response: The existing road noted in Figure 1 does not span the Newhalen River.
A proposed bridge over the Newhalen River would extend from the northernmost
portion of the existing road.
G.2

P. 5 (Para 1): Should read ‘King Salmon’
EPA Response: Correct; this was an oversight on our part.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5436)
G.3

Operation of a Transportation Corridor Would Fragment and Diminish the Quality of
Salmonid Habitat
The Bristol Bay watershed is located in “one of the last remaining virtually roadless regions
in the United States,” and development of a mine there would be impossible without dramatic
transportation infrastructure expansion. The 2011 Wardrop report discussed plans to
construct an 86-mile access road connecting the mine to a proposed port at Iniskin Bay in
Cook Inlet. According to several studies, this road would cross at least 89 streams and require
up to 120 stream crossings. Twenty-four of these streams are documented to provide 1,200
acres of spawning habitat for sockeyes and other salmonids. EPA’s mine scenario similarly
provides for an 86-mile permanent access road connecting the mine site to a new port in
Cook Inlet. This road is estimated to cross 34 streams and rivers that support salmonids
within the Kvichak River watershed, including 17 streams designated as anadromous waters
at the location of the crossing.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Siltation, Sedimentation, and Other Stream Modification Impacts are Likely to Disrupt
Anadromous and Resident Salmon Production
Siltation, hydrologic modification, filling of wetlands, and road salts are “likely to diminish”
anadromous and resident salmonid production in more than 30 streams. The habitat
potentially affected below the road crossings totals 270 km of stream, plus an additional 240
km upstream, if culverts impede fish movement. It is “well-recognized” that management of
roads in the type of terrain found in the Pebble prospect area can be “unpredictable and
challenging,” due to difficulty anticipating the “extent and nature of disruption” to subsurface
flow paths, and because “the effects of water table deformation can project hundreds of
meters from the road itself.” Roads can impact the connectivity between groundwater and
surface water systems and, along with pipelines, fundamentally alter the “intricate
connections between shallow aquifers and surface channels and ponds,” causing further
impacts on surface water hydrology, water quality, and fish habitat. Furthermore, the
sediment contribution from roads frequently far surpasses that from all other land
management activities combined. Road-derived fine sediments have been linked to decreased
fry emergence, decreased juvenile densities, loss of winter carrying capacity, increased
predation on fishes, and reduced benthic organism populations and algal production. It could
render otherwise suitable spawning gravel useless, and impact the concentrated spawning
sockeye salmon populations in the shallow waters of Lake Iliamna.198 Salts and other
materials used to treat roads can also wash off into streams, rivers, and wetlands, causing
direct exposure to fish and their invertebrate prey.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

G.5

Culverts Are Likely to Fragment Habitat and Impede Salmon Movement
Though listed as a “possible” failure by EPA, the Assessment’s projections reveal that culvert
interference with fish movement is in fact a highly likely result of mining – projected by EPA
to eventually impact 50% of culverts. Under any mine scenario, many stream crossings will
likely be culverts instead of bridges; EPA anticipates fourteen. Culverts can serve as a barrier
to fish, restrict or eliminate fish movement to upstream habitat, and isolate or modify
populations. Such habitat fragmentation increases the chance that fish populations will be
extirpated due to a lack of genetic diversity or chance events. Culvert interference with fish
movement can occur in several ways. The crossings can create excessive water velocities and
disorienting turbulence – or the water running through the culvert can be too shallow for fish
to traverse. Culverts can further block fish movement as a result of outfall barriers, channel
scouring and erosion, lack of resting pools below culverts, or a combination of conditions.
In a healthy watershed, salmon often move into seasonal floodplain wetlands and small
valley floor tributaries to escape main-channel flood flow stresses. The existence of culverts
reduces flow to these safe havens because flow is instead directed into the main channel. And
even if fish can physically swim through a culvert, there may be “behavioral barriers” that
prevent fish from attempting passage, as fish will often avoid long culverts, darkness,
confined spaces, and shallow depths.
Even assuming compliance with fish passage guidelines at installation, culverts will likely
threaten salmon migration in the future. Blockages and erosional failure are common features
of culverts, and without prompt repair can cause the loss of a year class if they occur during
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migrations. Road maintenance during mine operation should generally catch such failures in
a timely manner, but without “continual and proper” maintenance, culverts fail and become
barriers to fish passage. Because “typical” road inspection and maintenance practice declines
post-closure, the likelihood of partial or entire culvert blockage after mining ends jumps to a
dramatic 50%. This means that seven of the fourteen potential salmonid-supporting streams
with culverts in the risk area would experience post-closure blockage, resulting in the likely
loss of the streams’ ability to support long-term populations and resident species such as
rainbow trout or Dolly Varden.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Numbers in the final assessment have been updated to
reflect that, in roughly 15 of the 32 culverted streams with restricted upstream habitat,
salmon spawning may fail or be reduced such that the streams would likely not be able
to support long-term populations of resident species.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
G.6

Original Draft Location: Appendix G
Original Comment from Environ: While numerous citations are provided in Appendix G, the
appendix does not reflect current construction standards for roads and culverts. In the past
couple of decades, great strides have been made in the development of BMPs that
substantially reduce runoff from roads and the standards for culverts have changed such the
probably of washout has become minimal, culverts are sized to permit both upstream and
downstream migration and are also sized to permit movement of debris under the road. Most
of the impacts described in this appendix are easily avoided or mitigated using modern
construction methods and standards. Documents that address the effects of historical
construction techniques are not pertinent. Although the document indicates that literature
documenting the effectiveness of BMPs could not be found, there is actually a very large
number of documents available that address BMP effectiveness. Suggest removing all
citations and discussion that is based on historical construction techniques and focus on
current standards
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: The appendix continues to
assume that project design and mitigation will not meet current construction standards and
mitigation requirements under state and federal regulations. Therefore, the assessment
overstates the likely impacts of a project.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments 6.40, 10.46, and 10.53.

Appendix H: Geologic and Environmental Characteristics of Porphyry
Copper Deposits with Emphasis on Potential Future Development in the
Bristol Bay Watershed, Alaska
K. Zamzow, Ph.D. (Doc. #5054)
H.1

Appendix H, Tables 2 (Global Grade and Tonnage) and Table 3 (Annual Consumption)
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These tables showing Pebble’s place within the world’s copper porphyry mines should
separate out the known and indicated resource from the inferred.
EPA Response: The footnotes to Tables 2 and 3 clearly indicate that the values for
Pebble are for measured, indicated, and inferred resources. Therefore, readers can
decide if a subset of these resource classes better suits their specific purposes.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
H.2

Original Draft Location: Page 19, 20 and 21, Report Section Identification: Appendix H,
Excerpt: [blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: The following comment is an example of how could
significantly alter the conclusions of impact if the mine plan used in the assessment had been
vetted through the environmental and permitting review processes. There are actual humidity
cell test results for the Pebble tailings, which were started in 2005 and 2008; however, it
appears that these tailings are the rougher tails (85% of the total) and not the pyritic tails
(14% of the total). Table 7 on page 21 shows pH average of 7.8 for the rougher tails. No
specific data is presented for the pyritic tails. It is likely that these tails are extremely acidic
due to: a) a fine size of 80% passing 30 meters, and b) the pyrite content will range from 50%
to 80% of these tails. This information came from the Northern Dynasty Minerals, Ltd. 2011
Waldrop report. The applicant may state that the acid producing potential of the pyritic tails
are irrelevant since they plan to encapsulate them in the TSFs with inert rougher tails and the
combination of these tails and a large water height will prevent the pyritic tails from
oxidizing. It is still important to know what the potential is of the pyritic tails to produce acid,
since the worst case is that these tails may oxidize.
Recommended Change: Get SPLP and/or humidity cell tests on the pyritic tails and evaluate
the results. Comment reference: Northern Dynasty Minerals “preliminary Assessment of the
Pebble Project Southwest Alaska” issued on February 17, 2011, by Wardrop, a Tetra Tech
Company, pages 49, 50 and 409.
Addressed: No.
Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: No additional analytical data
for pyritic tails was provided; Appendix H in the second version of the document is identical
to the first. Comment stands.
EPA Response: We agree with the suggestion, but the Pebble Limited Partnership did
not include any data for their pyritic tails (also known as concentrate). No change
required.

Appendix I: Conventional Water Quality Mitigation Practices for Mine
Design, Construction, Operation and Closure
Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
I.1

EPA failed to use readily available scientific data and information to develop their ecological
characterization for anadromous fishes in the three watersheds surrounding the Pebble
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deposit area. As a result of this error, EPA then reached a scientifically unsupportable
conclusion about the magnitude of the negative impact. EPA concluded that on-site
mitigation was not possible, in spite of ample evidence of an abundance of on-site
opportunities to implement appropriate mitigation measures and a very large body of
scientific literature and monitoring data spanning three-quarters of a century documenting the
efficacy of such measures.
EPA Response: Mitigation measures were included in the scenarios, and the best
available scientific data were used in the assessment; no change required.
I.2

A second area of improvement claimed by EPA in its fact sheet was the inclusion of new
information concerning mitigation measures. Appendices I and J describing potential
mitigation methods for impacts to wetlands, streams and fish represents, at best, a limited and
qualitative evaluation. The appendices to the Assessment generally do not address mitigation
measures in sufficient detail to evaluate their relevance as mitigation measures in the three
mining scenarios.
EPA Response: Additional information on mitigation measures was included in the
revised assessment. Appendix I is not meant to be specific to any particular location, as
it presents a number of options that might be applicable and appropriate depending on
a site’s specific conditions and regulatory decisions.

I.3

1.2 Zero-Risk Framework – A Misapplication of Engineering Design Principles
To this point, Appendix I, which identifies mitigation practices for mines, contains the
following statements relating to failures of tailings dams:
“The failure rate of tailings dams depends directly on the engineering methods used in design
and the monitoring and inspection programs in the other mine-life stages.”
“Azam and Li (Azam and Li 2010) report that failures in all but Europe and Asia have
decreased since 2000; this is attributed to improved engineering practices.”
“Data presented indicate that failures peaked to about 50 per decade in the 1960’s through the
1980’s and has dropped to about 20 per decade over the last 20 years, with the frequency of
failure occurrences shifting to developing countries.”
These statements challenge the failure probability premise used by the USEPA, but are
relegated to an appendix and barely referenced within the main body of the report.
EPA Response: It is quite common for different studies to reach different conclusions
due to a number of factors, including whether they relied on identical data to reach said
conclusion(s). The Azam and Li (2010) observation has been added to the revised
assessment in Section 9.2.2 to demonstrate the contrasting conclusions.

The Nature Conservancy (Doc. #4315)
I.4

The inclusion of a discussion on potential mitigation efforts in response to large-scale
hardrock mining in the Bristol Bay watershed is responsive to the request by the peer review
process and many public comments for this inclusion while effectively conveying the
difficulties and inherent uncertainty associated with these approaches in this region.
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EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
American Fisheries Society (Doc. #3105)
I.5

Appendix I lists measures that could mitigate mine effects, but provides no assessment
regarding the effectiveness of those measures in protecting fish populations or aquatic
ecosystems (see Kuipers et al. 2006. Comparison of predicted and actual water quality at
hardrock mines: the reliability of predictions in environmental impact statements. Kuipers
and Associates, Butte, Montana).
EPA Response: Appendix I is not meant to be specific to any particular location, as it
presents a number of options that might be applicable and appropriate depending on a
site’s specific conditions and regulatory decisions. It is not intended as a document to
either evaluate or to present data from other evaluations of existing mitigation
practices. No change required.

Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5540)
I.6

The efficacy of water quality mitigation practices for fish conservation outlined in Appendix
I are unclear. Recommendation: If available, include citations and statistics of how well such
mitigation practices actually work relative to open pit copper porphyry mining.
EPA Response: An evaluation of the effectiveness of mitigation measures is outside the
scope of this assessment. It is uncertain if published studies exist that have purposefully
examined a specific mitigation measure for its effectiveness related to fish conservation,
in the absence of other influencing factors.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
I.7

Topic: Post-Closure Reclamation
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions: BBNC Recommendation: “The draft
Assessment leaves unanswered a number of questions about the feasibility of reclamation,
including whether there will be adequate cover and topsoil, and whether any mining project
in a sub-arctic region has ever successfully achieved reclamation of this nature on so large a
scale. We recommend that EPA address these questions in the final assessment.”
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: These questions remain unaddressed in the
Revised Assessment. Appendix I is the only section of the Revised Assessment that
substantially discusses post-closure reclamation and it does not address these concerns.
Indeed, the Revised Assessment notes that it “assumes that the site would be reclaimed
according to statutory requirements, but it is outside the scope of the assessment to evaluate a
post-closure plan.”(Revised Assessment, at 4-8)
BBNC’s Response: BBNC notes that the Revised Assessment devotes little attention to the
feasibility and specifics of post-closure reclamation, which would be extremely difficult for a
mine like the proposed Pebble Mine. The assessment thus remains conservative in this regard
as well.
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EPA Response: The assessment is not a mine plan or a permit application. Thus,
whether there would be adequate material for reclamation at this site is outside the
scope of the assessment; instead it is necessarily assumed to be true for the purposes of
the assessment, otherwise there would be no viable mine on which to base an
assessment. It certainly is something that should be assessed for any submitted mine
plan. Reclamation for a modern mine on this large a scale in a sub-arctic region does
not exist for comparison.
Appendix I is not meant to be specific to any particular location, as it presents a
number of options that might be applicable and appropriate depending on a site’s
specific conditions and regulatory decisions. The revised assessment included specific
activities for closure as part of the mine scenarios. Regulatory requirements may
change over the long period before closure; therefore, it is not possible to predict what
statutory requirements would be at that time to evaluate a plan containing them.
Instead, we have presented potential options based upon the current regulatory
structure and currently used conventional methods and note that what would be used
would be based on requirements (at the future time). No change required.
The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536)
I.8

Original Draft Location: Report Section Identification: Appendix I, Volume 3, Excerpt:
[blank]
Original Comment from State of Alaska: Appendix I in Volume 3, Conventional Water
Quality Mitigation Practices for Mine Design, Construction, Operation, and Closure by
Barbara A. Butler, Ph.D. is a primer on mine waste written at a very basic level. It is heavily
weighted towards the review of waste rock and tailings storage at hard rock mines (Section 1
and 2), and quickly loses detail and consistency as it discusses other mine features and waste
streams such as pits, underground mines, dust, stormwater, chemicals, pipelines, and sanitary
wastes. (Sections 3 through 9). In general, the report describes the feature or waste stream,
the potential mechanisms or pathways for impacts to the environment, and mitigation
measures presented as standard engineering and regulatory practices related to those aspects.
For example, waste rock that may be potentially acid generating would be mitigated through
a characterization plan, and encapsulated in storage. The body of the report is heavily
referenced to a variety of publications including controversial references such as ICOLD,
2001 (Tailings Dams, Risk of Dangerous Occurrences) to potentially stale references such as
Piteau Associates Engineering, 1991 (Mined Rock and Overburden Piles – investigation and
design manual: Interim guidelines) to recent non-scientific publications such as Chambers
and Higman, 2011 (Long term risks of tailings dam failures), as well as some government
publications such as the States of Alaska (ADNR, 2005) and Idaho, USEPA, and
Commonwealth of Australia. The final section on compensatory mitigation is abbreviated,
and introduces the only references to legal issues, related to U.S. Corps of Engineers
regulatory jurisdiction for wetlands. The cover page is dated May 2012.
Draft Recommended Change: [blank].
Addressed: No.
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Comments Regarding Adequacy of Response in Second Draft: With the exception of Section
10. Compensatory mitigation (which has been deleted in Appendix I of the second review
draft), Appendix I has been included in the second draft with no apparent revisions. Failure to
address compensatory mitigation and to incorporate mitigation that would likely be required
of a project has resulted in over-statement of likely project effects throughout the document.
EPA Response: Some revisions were requested in peer review and public comments and
those are reflected in the revised Appendix I. Appendix J was added to the assessment
to provide a more detailed discussion of compensatory mitigation. To avoid duplication,
the basic discussion presented previously in Appendix I was removed.
M. Bronson (Doc. #5641)
I.9

Make a set of predictions without assuming that modern conventional practices are in place
post closure. First, recent studies (e.g., Kuipers et al., 2006) show that such assumptions are
incorrect in the majority of metal-mine cases. Secondly, when it comes to post-closure, you’d
be hard pressed to find much in the way of industry standards for reliable pollution
prevention beyond 30 years for the EPA to even require as permit conditions. Your Appendix
I assumes that “if waste rock piles are designed properly with appropriate mitigation
measures, monitored and maintained, the release of contaminants is possible, but unlikely.”
That assertion implies that the waste would indeed release contaminants if monitoring and
maintenance disappeared in the decades following closure. Indeed, we can expect that
monitoring and maintenance will end at some time when Bristol Bay watershed mine waste
still poses risks to fisheries. The mining industry and its regulators, including Pebble and the
EPA, have no standard practices for precluding downstream pollution several decades postclosure for most surface, sulfide metal mine situations. Consequently, the probability of
significant acid and contaminant releases to the area’s streams in the post-closure period, as
the acid rock protections disappear, will take on a very high value. The Alaska stakeholders
who will inherit the risks of closed mines, such as Pebble, are interested in your predictions
of the consequences of that risk extending through the entire future lifetime of the Bristol
Bay area fishery.
EPA Response: The failure scenarios evaluated in the assessment (Chapters 8 through
11) consider potential impacts when modern conventional mine design and practices
fail.

Appendix J: Compensatory Mitigation and Large-Scale Hardrock Mining in
the Bristol Bay Watershed
Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Doc. #5487)
J.1

The revised Assessment has improved the discussion of mitigation and the role of permitting
in mitigation. However, the revised Assessment does not adequately describe the measures
that the State and federal permitting agencies would require before a mine could be
developed in the Bristol Bay area nor the mitigation effect of these measures in the
evaluation of environmental risk and impact.
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EPA Response: As stated in Appendix J, this appendix provides an overview of Clean
Water Act Section 404 compensatory mitigation requirements for unavoidable impacts
to aquatic resources. It discusses an array of measures that various entities have
proposed as having the potential to compensate for the unavoidable impacts to
wetlands, streams, and fish identified in the assessment. The assessment is not a
regulatory action, and thus a complete evaluation of compensatory mitigation is
considered outside the scope of the assessment.
G. Y. Parker (Doc. #5615)
J.2

Resolving that issue will require EPA to apply the § 404(b)(1) Guidelines 1 to the facts. The
executive summary of the assessment summarizes the facts with respect to the context (pp.
ES 1- ES 14) and unavoidable and likely impacts (pp. ES 14- ES 26). However, the
assessment is not regulatory action. For the most part, it addresses only a portion of the
Guidelines, and only in Appendix J with respect to regulations that govern compensatory
mitigation. Compensatory mitigation applies to impacts that would occur despite measures to
avoid or minimize adverse effects. Impacts that would occur, or are likely to occur, and
which are unacceptable to EPA, can be the basis of a § 404(c) determination and any
prohibitions or restrictions therein. Appendix J concludes that compensatory mitigation faces
challenges in this situation and questions whether sufficient measures exist that could address
impacts. Hence, my focus is on suggestions to improve Appendix J and identify the
prohibitions and restrictions implied by the assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.3

The first two paragraphs of Appendix J should be revised to state threshold matters that help
a reader avoid misimpressions fostered by anyone who neglects to apply the compensatory
mitigation regulations to the facts.
Section 1 of Appendix J provides an overview of the regulations that apply to compensatory
mitigation under§ 404 of the Clean Water Act. The first two paragraphs of the overview
introduce a summary of the regulations. Those paragraphs should focus on what is most
important to say at the threshold in this instance. That includes what is necessary to avoid
incorrect inferences such as those mentioned above. I believe that something along the lines
of the following suggested alternative may help:
Original Opening Paragraphs in Appendix J, p. 1:” Compensatory mitigation refers to the
restoration”… “permit “because of the lack of appropriate and practicable compensatory
mitigation options” (40 CFR Part 230.91(c)(3)).”
My Suggested Alternative: The purpose of the regulations on compensatory mitigation (40
CFR §§ 230.91 - 230.98 and 33 CFR §§ 332.1 - 332.8) is to establish “standards and criteria”
for all types of compensatory mitigation of unavoidable impacts to waters of the United
States arising from permits granted by the Corps under § 404 of the Clean Water Act (40
CFR § 230.91(a)(l)). The standards and criteria foster reasoned decision-making about
mitigation. The regulations are part of the § 404(b)(1) Guidelines. The Corps uses the
Guidelines to decide the terms of permits it issues under§ 404(a). The EPA uses the
Guidelines to decide the terms of § 404(c) determinations it issues to prohibit, withdraw,
restrict or deny such permits due to unavoidable or likely unacceptable adverse effects.
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EPA’s authority is independent of that of the Corps. A § 404(c) determination does not
require that an unacceptable adverse effect be immitigable to be unacceptable. The
regulations expressly state that there may be instances when a permit cannot be issued
“because of the lack of appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation options” (40
CFR § 230.9l(c)(3)). Not all unavoidable impacts are susceptible to compensatory mitigation.
Moreover, unavoidable and likely adverse effects may be unacceptable under § 404(c) even
when compensatory mitigation is available. “Compensatory mitigation” means “the
restoration (re-establishment or rehabilitation), establishment (creation), enhancement, and/or
in certain circumstances preservation of aquatic resources for the purposes of offsetting
unavoidable adverse impacts which remain after all appropriate and practicable avoidance
and minimization has been achieved” (40 CFR § 230.92). These methods of mitigation are
discussed below in Section 1.1. A “compensatory mitigation project” is “implemented by the
permittee as a requirement of a[§ 404] permit (i.e., permittee responsible mitigation), or by a
mitigation bank or an in-lieu fee program” (40 CFR § 230.92). These mechanisms are
discussed below in Section 1.2. Compensatory mitigation requirements are based on what is
“practicable and capable of compensating for the aquatic resource functions that will be lost
as a result of the permitted activity” (40 CFR § 230.93(a)(l)). In determining what
compensatory mitigation will be “environmentally preferable,” the Corps “must assess [ 1]
the likelihood for ecological success and sustainability, [2] the location of the compensation
site relative to the impact site and their significance within the watershed, and [3] the costs of
the compensatory mitigation project” (40 CFR § 230.93(a)(l)). Furthermore, compensatory
mitigation requirements must be commensurate with the amount and type of impact
associated with a particular Section 404 permit (40 CFR § 230.93(a)(l)).
EPA Response: We appreciate the suggestions to revise the structure and focus of the
introduction; however, we believe the introduction is better focused on compensatory
mitigation.
J.4

The foregoing alternative paragraphs have several advantages. First, they start, as the
regulations do, by stating that the purpose of the regulation is to establish “standards and
criteria” for compensatory mitigation. Making that point at the beginning helps everyone to
understand that EPA’s skepticism that various proposals for compensatory mitigation do not
meet the standards and criteria is reasoned, and not arbitrary. That is vital. It is vital because:
(1) courts require reasoned, not arbitrary, decisions, (2) legislators should be interested
because they enact and should preserve laws, such as the Clean Water Act, requiring as
much, and (3) NDM’s comments on Appendix J, in contrast, never mention the regulations,
and so, NDM and similar critics cannot claim to be consistent with the standards and criteria
or to engage in reasoned rather than arbitrary recommendations. Making that point at the
beginning helps everyone discard poor proposals for mitigation, and avoid incorrect
inferences that any mitigation might be acceptable or might make impacts acceptable.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.3.

J.5

Second, the foregoing alternative paragraphs help the reader to understand, first, that the
standards and criteria are part of the § 404(b)(1) Guidelines used by the Corps and the EPA
in their respective capacities under Section 404, and more importantly, that EPA’s authority
under § 404(c) does not depend on adverse effects being immitigable. This latter point is
critical because, unless it is made clearly, EPA’s critics are more likely to imply incorrectly
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that§ 404(c) depends on impacts being immitigable. NDM’s comments falsely imply as
much.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.3.
J.6

Third, the principle that not all unavoidable impacts are susceptible to compensatory
mitigation then flows naturally from the fact that standards and criteria exist. It flows
naturally because any meaningful standard or criterion may be met, or not met, in a given
situation. That point bears directly on this situation. In this situation, the proposals for
compensatory mitigation do not appear to meet the standards and criteria, as discussed below
and in Appendix J.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.3.

J.7

Fourth, the definitions of “compensatory mitigation” and “compensatory mitigation project”
then lay a foundation for subsequent discussion of mitigation methods in Sections 1.1 and
mitigation mechanisms in Section 1.2 [of Appendix j]. The first of the general standards and
criteria stated in 40 CFR § 230.93(a)(1) then lay a foundation for subsequent discussion of
other, more specific, standards later in the overview of the regulations.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.3.

J.8

Finally, this alternative draft cites four sections of the regulations in the order in which they
are codified: i.e., 40 CFR §§ 230.91(a)(l), 230.91(c)(3), § 230.92, and 230.93(a)(1). In
contrast, the original paragraphs discuss§ 230.93(a)(l) before§ 230.91(c)(3). This lack of
proper sequence can mislead readers to infer, incorrectly, that compensatory mitigation is
always available, and then overlook the last sentence of the second paragraph which says
otherwise, but almost as an afterthought. The point that compensatory mitigation is not
always available is important, so I made it the topic sentence of the third paragraph.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.3.

J.9

Although proposals for compensatory mitigation of unavoidable impacts of developing the
Pebble deposit do not meet the first and/or second criteria stated in 40 CFR § 230. 93(a)(l),
above, that problem is compounded by the fact that other metallic sulfide deposits exist in the
Kvichak and Nushagak drainages, and that other deposits could be mined if the infrastructure
necessary to develop the Pebble deposit leads to developing other deposits. However,
Appendix J focuses on mitigation of developing the Pebble deposit which is in advanced
exploration. Appendix J says nothing directly about other potential mines even though the
assessment takes drainage-wide approach and applies to all these potential mines. Moreover,
an advance § 404(c) determination makes sense because multiple deposits exist (see footnote
1, above). Therefore, Appendix J should also address compensatory mitigation in the context
RIPXOWLSOHPLQHV7RGRVR$SSHQGL[-VKRXOGLGHQWLI\UHOHYDQWSRUWLRQVRIWKHį E  
Guidelines on compensatory mitigation to provide a framework for addressing multiple
mines when one is in advanced exploration and others are not. One candidate for that
IUDPHZRUNLVWKHUHTXLUHPHQWLQWKH*XLGHOLQHVWKDWDQDSSOLFDQWIRUDįSHUPLWSUHSDUH
and obtain approval from the Corps of a “Mitigation Plan” prior to issuance of a permit.[40
&)5į F  @ The Mitigation Plan must include: (1) a description of the factors
considered during the site selection process and this should include consideration of
watershed needs, on-site alternatives where applicable, and the practicability of
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accomplishing ecologically self-sustaining aquatic resource restoration, establishment,
enhancement, and/or preservation at the compensatory mitigation project site; and (2) and
“adaptive Management Plan” >6HH&)5į F  DQG&)5į230.94(c)(12).
EPA Response: Appendix J discusses an array of measures that various entities have
proposed as having the potential to compensate for the unavoidable impacts to
wetlands, streams, and fish identified in the assessment. Whereas some of these
measures are specific to the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper
Talarik Creek watersheds, others are applicable across the entire Nushagak and
Kvichak River watersheds. In discussing the array of proposed measures, consideration
was given to watershed needs, on-site alternatives where applicable, and the
practicability of accomplishing ecologically self-sustaining aquatic resource restoration,
establishment, enhancement, and/or preservation at the compensatory mitigation
project site.
J.10

“Adaptive Management” means that which “anticipates likely challenges associated with
compensatory mitigation projects” and requires consideration of the risk, uncertainty, and
dynamic nature of compensatory mitigation projects. [40 CF5į@$Q“Adaptive
Management Plan” is –
A management strategy to address unforeseen changes in site conditions or other components
of the compensatory mitigation project, including the party or parties responsible for
implementing adaptive management measures. The adaptive management plan will guide
decisions for revising compensatory mitigation plans and implementing measures to address
both foreseeable and unforeseen circumstances that adversely affect compensatory mitigation
VXFFHVV>&)5į4 (c)(12)]Thus, when foreseeable and unforeseen circumstances
adversely affect mitigation success, the Adaptive Management Plan in theory provides an
option, such as an alternative site to replace or supplement the original mitigation project.
However, as a practical matter, metallic sulfide deposits occur in groups. This is the case in
the immediate vicinity of the Pebble deposit. Therefore, whenever there are insufficient
options for compensatory mitigation for developing one deposit, the theory that Adaptive
Management plans will accommodate failure of mitigation breaks down, not only for that one
mine. But even more so for multiple mines in the immediate vicinity. That is because each
Adaptive Management Plan is likely to compete with the other Adaptive Management Plans
for a limited set of adaptive options in the same vicinity.
EPA Response: We agree that potentially effective compensatory mitigation options for
impacts of this type and magnitude in this region are limited. We believe this notion is
already adequately captured by Appendix J.

J.11

Appendix J should address more thoroughly the requirement that options for compensatory
mitigation are assessed in part by the “likelihood for ecological success and sustainability.”
Appendix J focuses mostly on whether suitable sites or opportunities for compensatory
mitigation exist either within the North and South Fork Koktuli River and Upper Talarik
Creek watersheds, or off-site and/or out-of-kind. The conclusion that adequate sites do not
exist would be strengthened by initial and additional focus on whether potential
compensatory mitigation projects are likely to be self-sustaining. That is because the
regulations, in stating a host of requirements, standards, criteria and considerations
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throughout 40 CFR § 230.93, begin with the following general requirements and
considerations:
The fundamental objective of compensatory mitigation is to offset environmental losses
resulting from unavoidable impacts to waters of the United States authorized by DA permits.
The district engineer must determine the compensatory mitigation to be required in a DA
permit, based on what is practicable and capable of compensating for the aquatic resource
functions that will be lost as a result of the permitted activity. When evaluating compensatory
mitigation options, the district engineer will consider what would be environmentally
preferable. In making this determination, the district engineer must assess [three criteria]: [1]
the likelihood for ecological success and sustainability, [2] the location of the compensation
site relative to the impact site and their significance within the watershed, and [3] the costs of
the compensatory mitigation project. … Compensatory mitigation requirements must be
commensurate with the amount and type of impact that is associated with a particular DA
permit.
EPA Response: Appendix J has been expanded to include new compensatory mitigation
measures identified in public comments on the revised assessment. Additional measures
within the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek
watersheds are discussed, as well as additional potential measures across the larger
Nushagak and Kvichak River watersheds. Where appropriate, both the efficacy and
sustainability of these measures are discussed.
J.12

Appendix J concludes that because so much of the area is undeveloped, there are not
sufficient sites to restore or enhance as compensatory mitigation. In other words, the
conclusion of Appendix J is based mostly on the second criterion (the location of a
compensation site relative to the impact site and their significance within the watershed) and
less so on the first criterion (the likelihood for ecological success and sustainability).
EPA Response: We disagree with this assertion. Conclusions in Appendix J are based
on both criteria mentioned above. Also see response to Comment J.11.

Bristol Bay Native Corporation (Doc. #5438)
J.13

The discussion of compensatory mitigation in Appendix J of the Revised Assessment
represents a significant improvement over the general discussion of mitigation that was
included as Appendix I of the Draft Assessment. Appendix J clarifies that CWA regulations
prohibit issuance of a 404 permit where appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation
measures are lacking.95 It is also clear from the discussion in Appendix J and from earlier
analyses96 that existing opportunities to mitigate the impacts of the Pebble Mine as proposed,
as well as those of the new smaller 20-year, 0.25 billion ton mine scenario analyzed in the
Revised Assessment, are highly unlikely to meet the CWA 404 regulatory requirements.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.14

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions:
Site-Specific Mitigation: “Whereas Appendix I discusses mitigation practices and
descriptions of mining industry standard practices, this 24-page report offers no specifics
about the Bristol Bay watershed or mitigation practices therein” and “falls short of assessing
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the likelihood that a mine would be constructed that could adequately offset habitat losses.”
BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions:
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: In the Revised Assessment, EPA added
Appendix J to assess compensatory damages.
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The discussion of
compensatory mitigation in Appendix j of the Revised Assessment represents a significant
improvement over the general discussion of mitigation that was included as Appendix I of the
initial draft BBWA.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.
J.15

BBNC’s 2012 Comments and Technical Submissions:
BBNC’s Recommendation: “We recommend that EPA address in the Final Assessment the
risks/probabilities that such losses could be adequately offset through compensatory
mitigation measures. This discussion should include examples of large hardrock mining
operations that have excavated and/or filled large areas of fisheries habitat and wetlands
where those direct impacts have been either benign or offset by compensatory mitigation
measures.
Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: In the Revised Assessment, EPA added
Appendix J to assess compensatory damages.
BBNC’s Response to the Revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: The discussion of
compensatory mitigation in Appendix j of the Revised Assessment represents a significant
improvement over the general discussion of mitigation that was included as Appendix I of the
initial Draft Assessment. The analysis in appendix j provides ample support for the
conclusion that there are no appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation measures
that would adequately offset the specific aquatic resource losses that would result from
development of either the Pebble Mine or the BBWA mine scenarios.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.16

Ecological Functions of Lost Aquatic Resources. The discussion of the ecological functions
of the streams and wetlands that would be lost under each of the Revised Assessment mine
scenarios is important and on-the-mark. EPA recognizes the enormity of the number of acres
and miles of wetlands and streams that would be lost, as well as the important and unique
ecological functions that these waters perform. EPA acknowledges that it is these functions—
indeed, the whole suite of functions—that would have to be replaced through compensatory
mitigation. Particularly important is EPA’s acknowledgment that the losses of streams and
wetlands would affect genetically unique populations of salmon, undermining the stability of
the overall Bristol Bay fishery that depends on the genetic diversity of individual populations
(the “portfolio effect”).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.17

Lack of Appropriate and Practicable Compensatory Mitigation Measures. EPA acknowledges
that all three compensatory mitigation mechanisms—mitigation banks, in-lieu fee programs,
and permittee-responsible mitigation—share the fundamental problem that there simply are
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not opportunities for mitigation that could effectively replace the suite of aquatic functions
that would be lost under the Revised Assessment mine scenarios. As EPA states: In the
context of the mine scenario, the primary challenge to both a watershed approach and on-site
compensatory mitigation is the absence of existing degraded resources and watershed needs
within the NFK, SFK and UTC watersheds. Specifically, these three watersheds are largely
unaltered by human activities, and there appear to be no sites that a mitigation project could
restore or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts expected from the mine scenarios.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.
J.18

Beaver Dam Removal. EPA’s assessment reviews the scientific evidence concerning the
impact of beaver dams on salmonid species and concludes that the impacts are more positive
than negative.105 EPA may also want to cite the findings of Pebble Partnership studies (as
cited at footnote 117 in Yocom & Bernard 2013) that beaver ponds provide important habitat
for salmonids.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.19

Flow Management. EPA properly concludes that, even if a flow management system were
shown to successfully control water temperature in water discharges, this system would be
required as a measure to minimize impacts rather than as a compensatory mitigation
measure.106 In addition, such measures would require difficult, unprecedented, and perhaps
even impossible, perpetual management and maintenance.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.20

Spawning Channels. There is inadequate scientific evidence of success with such measures.
The constant maintenance such channels require would be inconsistent with the requirement
that compensatory mitigation projects be self-sustaining.
EPA Response: Where appropriate, both the efficacy and sustainability of
compensation measures are discussed.

J.21

Preservation. EPA states that a preservation approach to compensatory mitigation “would
require a site that is very large, performs similarly important aquatic functions, and is under
threat of destruction or adverse modification.”108 EPA should go further and acknowledge
that, under the Section 404 regulations, the mitigation site would be required to perform not
just “similarly important aquatic functions,” but the same suite of aquatic functions as the
resources lost to mining.109 As EPA points out, no one has identified any such site and,
perhaps even more importantly, there is no precedent for such a preservation-dominated
mitigation approach in the context of this type and magnitude of ecological loss.
EPA Response: The recommended change is outside the scope of this assessment.

J.22

Old Mine Site Remediation, Road Removal, and Road Stream Crossing Retrofits. EPA
correctly notes that, although there are degraded sites that could benefit from restoration or
enhancement, these are few and scattered, located in more distant portions of the broader
Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds, and simply not adequate in size or type to offset aquatic
resource losses associated with the mine scenario.110 Additionally, the use of such distant
sites as compensatory mitigation would not be consistent with the Section 404 regulations:
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Defining the watershed scale this broadly …would likely fail to effectively compensate for
the adverse environmental impacts of the permitted discharge-the fundamental requirement
of the Mitigation Rule. The genetic differences between individual salmon stocks in various
drainages, and the importance of this genetic diversity to the overall stability of the Bristol
Bay salmon fishery, undermine the value of mitigation measures designed to protect aquatic
resources in a drainage far from the site of impact.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.
J.23

Hatchery Construction. Hatcheries would pose more ecological risks than benefits.112 To put
it simply, it would be inconsistent with the Section 404 regulations’ emphasis on replacing
lost aquatic functions to mitigate for impacts to wild—and genetically unique—salmon
populations by introducing hatchery fish with all their attendant ecological problems.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.24

Fish Stocking. For the same reasons, fish stocking poses more ecological risks than benefits.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.25

Commercial Fishery Harvest Reductions. Not only would this measure not be effective in
mitigating impacts, as EPA states,114 but there would be a fundamental inequity in forcing an
existing and sustainable user group to reduce its impacts to compensate for the impacts of a
new and non-sustainable user.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.26

Other Suggested Compensation Measures. BBNC agrees with EPA’s conclusion that
payments to organizations for education, outreach, and research may be beneficial but do not
constitute compensatory mitigation under the regulations.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.27

Notably EPA’s compensatory mitigation conclusion is weaker than the analysis that precedes
it. EPA concludes that “[t]here are significant challenges regarding the potential efficacy of
compensation measures proposed by commenters for use in the Bristol Bay region, raising
questions as to whether sufficient compensation measures exist that could address impacts of
this type and magnitude.”97 Yet the analysis in Appendix J supports the stronger conclusion
that the mine scenarios (and the Pebble Mine as proposed) would not qualify for a Section
404 permit because of the lack of sufficient appropriate and practicable compensatory
mitigation measures to offset the type and magnitude of aquatic resource losses. As EPA
points out, any large mine at the Pebble deposit would directly destroy hundreds to thousands
of acres of high-functioning wetlands and tens of miles of salmon streams.98 These streams
and wetlands are not replaceable or fungible. Not only do they provide important ecological
functions, they also support genetically unique salmon populations that are part of the overall
population diversity that is key to the stability of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery.99 Appendix
J, and the earlier analysis in Yocom & Bernard 2013, thoroughly support the conclusion that
there are no reasonable or practicable compensatory mitigation measures that could
adequately offset the impacts of mining the Pebble deposit within the affected or nearby
watersheds.
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EPA Response: See response to Comment J.21.
J.28

The Revised Assessment is founded on a thorough review of existing literature on the fishery
and water resources of Bristol Bay, takes local knowledge of those resources into account,
and includes a solid assessment of the risks posed to those resources by potential large-scale
mining in the region. EPA has greatly strengthened and clarified the science and estimation
of risks throughout the Revised Assessment, and EPA’s robust peer review and public
comment process support these strong scientific findings. BBNC respectfully urges EPA to
finalize the assessment without delay so that it can be relied on by agency decisionmakers,
stakeholders, and the general public as a valuable information resource and as a guide in
future federal, State, and local decision-making processes affecting the waters, fishery
resources, and Alaska Native cultures of Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.29

Appropriate Watershed Scale. The discussion correctly acknowledges that the most
appropriate watershed scale is the affected drainages themselves—North Fork Koktuli
(“NFK”), South Fork Koktuli (“SFK”), and Upper Talarik Creek (“UTC”). EPA correctly
recognizes that this scale is most appropriate because compensatory mitigation in these
drainages would have the greatest likelihood of replacing the suite of functions lost to
mining, in particular impacts to salmon populations that are unique to these drainages. In
addition, it is important to note that watersheds (as delineated by the U.S. Geological Survey)
are much larger on average in Alaska, due to mapping-scale differences, and that additional
caution is therefore warranted in considering mitigation measures outside of the immediate
drainages where the impacts occur.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.30

Appendix J should discuss more thoroughly why preservation of other resources is not an
option. Preservation of other resources as an option for compensatory mitigation requires that
all of the following conditions be met: (i) The resources to be preserved provide important
physical, chemical, or biological functions for the watershed; (ii) The resources to be
preserved contribute significantly to the ecological sustainability of the watershed. In
determining the contribution of those resources to the ecological sustainability of the
watershed, the district engineer must use appropriate quantitative assessment tools, where
available; (iii) Preservation is determined by the district engineer to be appropriate and
practicable; (iv) The resources are under threat of destruction or adverse modifications; and
(v) The preserved site will be permanently protected through an appropriate real estate or
other legal instrument (e.g., easement, title transfer to state resource agency or land trust)
EPA Response: The regulatory provisions regarding preservation at 40 C.F.R.
§230.93(h) are summarized and cited in Section 1.1 of Appendix J.

J.31

EPA can strengthen the conclusion of Appendix J that inadequate compensatory mitigation
sites exist by revising Appendix J to state clearly how it assesses the first criterion. Doing so
is important for two reasons. First, the regulations require a mitigation plan for any § 404
permit, 14 and the mitigation plan must consider the practicability of accomplishing
ecologically “self-sustaining” compensation. 15 Second, in this instance, many of the
suggestions that have been made for compensatory mitigation projects in the North and South
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Forks of the Koktuli River and Upper Talarik Creek would not be self-sustaining. These
include proposals to: remove beaver dams; construct or improve spawning channels; reconnect old stream channels and isolated ponds to the present channel; create habitat by
placing boulders, logs and root wads in waters; and improve the water chemistry for
biological productivity by managing the effluent of the waste water treatment plant. 16 Such
projects would require perpetual maintenance and would not meet the criterion that projects
be self-sustaining. Instead, they would require perpetual care to assure that natural processes
such beavers and floods that naturally rearrange stream systems, constantly destroying and
creating habitat at any given location, would not alter these human constructions, rendering
them ineffective as mitigation for lost habitat. Perpetual care and maintenance is required to
ensure that these mitigated ecosystems do not continue to operate naturally. As is discussed
elsewhere in the assessment, perpetual care is unlikely.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11.
J.32

Resolving that issue will require EPA to apply the § 404(b)(1) Guidelines 1 to the facts. The
executive summary of the assessment summarizes the facts with respect to the context (pp.
ES 1- ES 14) and unavoidable and likely impacts (pp. ES 14–ES 26). However, the
assessment is not regulatory action. For the most part, it addresses only a portion of the
Guidelines, and only in Appendix J with respect to regulations that govern compensatory
mitigation. Compensatory mitigation applies to impacts that would occur despite measures to
avoid or minimize adverse effects. Impacts that would occur, or are likely to occur, and
which are unacceptable to EPA, can be the basis of a § 404(c) determination and any
prohibitions or restrictions therein. Appendix J concludes that compensatory mitigation faces
challenges in this situation and questions whether sufficient measures exist that could address
impacts. Hence, my focus is on suggestions to improve Appendix J and identify the
prohibitions and restrictions implied by the assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.33

After an overview of the regulations, Appendix J discusses potential actions that have been
offered, conceptually, to address the impacted fish stocks in the North and South Forks
Koktuli River and Upper Talarik Creek, including mitigation bank credits, in-lieu fee
program credits, beaver dam removal, management of stream flows, construction of
spawning channels, and preservation of otherwise threatened areas.22.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.

J.34

The immediate and surrounding watersheds are in near pristine condition and face no threats
other than from mining. Artificial stream and wetland enhancement efforts in these
watersheds require perpetual maintenance to be effective, which is unlikely to occur. The
relative absence of sites needing restoration or enhancement, and of sites or areas otherwise
threatened and needing preservation other than from mining, make compensatory mitigation
impracticable and incapable of meeting the requirements, conditions, and criteria stated in the
regulations.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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Region 10 Tribal Operations Committee (Doc. #5658)
J.35

The Tribal Caucus strongly supports the findings of the Assessment. The revision to the
Assessment addressed many of the shortcomings in the previous draft that the Tribal Caucus
supports. Particularly, the Tribal Caucus supports the revisions that include:… Addition of an
appendix describing methods to compensate for impacts to wetlands, streams and fish.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

Resource Development Council (Doc. #5489)
J.36

The BBA includes discussion on potential mitigation efforts in response to large-scale
hardrock mining in the Bristol Bay watershed that is based on hypothetical measures, which
do not consider new industry standards or innovative practices. Additionally, the section on
compensatory mitigation was cursory and dismissive; the importance of this issue is belittled
through the EPA’s wholly inadequate 16-page treatment of the topic.
EPA Response: Appendix J has been expanded to include new compensatory mitigation
measures identified in comments on the revised assessment.

The Pebble Limited Partnership (Doc. #5536, #5535, and #5752)
J.37

Although USEPA has included a new appendix on compensatory mitigation, no mitigation
measures are incorporated into the assessment. EPA provides a general overview of
Compensatory Mitigation concepts (Appendix J) and basically concludes that sufficient
compensation measures that could address impacts defined in the report do not exist. Several
of the unsupported key assumptions within this appendix are clearly erroneous. For example,
the Assessment assumes that mitigation options located within the other watersheds
throughout the Bristol Bay region would be excluded. This assumption about mitigation
location, however, is contrary to standard practice in Alaska which addresses wetlands
mitigation on a regional watershed basis and assumes that large-scale compensatory
mitigation is unachievable for mining projects in the Bristol Bay region because there are few
degraded wetlands to enhance or restore. In fact, preservation is the most common form of
compensatory mitigation in Alaska and there are case studies that document the feasibility of
large-scale preservation projects. The Assessment’s evaluation of compensatory mitigation
has been conducted before PLP has submitted a formal Compensatory Mitigation Plan, a
requirement of the permitting process. Other mitigation options not included within the seven
options evaluated by the Assessment would show that mitigation is possible. The
Assessment’s premature dismissal of effective mitigation is based on false assumptions and is
indicative of the superficial nature of the study. It appears to be an ill-informed attempt to
supersede an essential step of the permitting process.
EPA Response: Mitigation measures are discussed throughout the assessment.
Scenarios assume that modern conventional mining technologies and practices are
utilized and the assessment considers risks from routine operation of a mine designed
using modern conventional mitigation technologies and practices. Also see response to
Comment J.11.
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Mitigation: The BBA includes a new appendix, J, to discuss compensatory mitigation. The
BBA states “a complete evaluation…is considered outside the scope of the assessment.” The
BBA acknowledges that this evaluation is incomplete, yet uses this evaluation to infer
conclusions about the efficacy of mitigation.
EPA Response: Appendix J clearly states that any formal determinations regarding
compensatory mitigation can only take place in the context of a regulatory action. The
assessment is not a regulatory action, and thus a complete evaluation of compensatory
mitigation is considered outside the scope of the assessment.

J.39

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, preface:
Comments from the public and peer review members on the May 2012 draft Bristol Bay
Assessment raised concerns that the topic of compensatory mitigation was not adequately
addressed, in particular that the discussion of compensatory mitigation included in Appendix
I of the May 2012 draft assessment did not discuss the efficacy of potential compensatory
mitigation measures. In response to these comments, this appendix, which focuses
exclusively on compensatory mitigation, has been added to the Bristol Bay Assessment. This
appendix provides an Overview of Clean Water Act Section 404 compensatory mitigation
requirements for unavoidable impacts to aquatic resources and discusses an array of measures
that various entities have proposed as having the potential to compensate for the unavoidable
impacts to wetlands, streams, and fish identified in the Bristol Bay Assessment. Please note
that any formal determinations regarding compensatory mitigation can only take place in the
context of a regulatory action. The Bristol Bay Assessment is not a regulatory action, and
thus a complete evaluation of compensatory mitigation is considered outside the scope of the
assessment.
HDR comment:
The introduction to this new appendix specifically addresses the need for a response to
compensatory mitigation with regard to the efficacy of potential compensatory mitigation
measures. There has been no public mitigation plan proposed by Pebble. The EPA not only
moves too quickly to judge mitigation of any mining project in the Bristol Bay region
without a mitigation plan, but they also fail to mention successful mitigation of other large
projects in Alaska. Speculating Pebble’s mitigation plan, the EPA responds to whether EPAdriven potential mitigation measures will work to compensate for the impacts of mining
scenarios. Seven measures are discussed in Appendix J. This appendix sticks close to the
federal compensatory mitigation regulations and does not make any recommendations or
mention of opportunities that work within the inherent flexibility described in the regulations.
There is no discussion or recognition of innovative EPA and ACOE approved compensatory
mitigation projects from other large scale Alaska projects. The assessment acknowledges that
this evaluation is incomplete, yet uses the information to make predictive conclusions about
the efficacy of mitigation. It is equally possible that complete evaluation could find that
compensatory mitigation is effective.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11.

J.40

Compensatory mitigation is an essential element of any valid mine scenario risk analysis.
Compensatory mitigation is required by federal law and would be imposed on any mining
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project in the region. But rather than prepare a realistic ecological risk assessment, EPA
chose to cut out essential parts the permitting process – the requirements for minimization of
risks and compensation for any remaining harms. Omitting those requirements produced risk
scenarios that are vastly overstated.
EPA Response: The potential for compensatory mitigation is addressed in Box 7-2 and
Appendix J. The assessment considers the risks at the sites in question. Even if
compensatory mitigation were to occur elsewhere in the watershed, the risks in this
particular area would remain the same. Also see response to Comment J.11.
J.41

Preservation is the most common form of compensatory mitigation in Alaska and there are
case studies to support large-scale preservation projects. For example, the Port of Anchorage
Expansion (Anchorage, Alaska) purchased credits from a mitigation bank and from an in-lieu
fee sponsor (who in turn partnered with a Tribal corporation) to preserve 5,000 acres of
floodplain habitat. The expansion also involved two permittee-responsible mitigation
projects. The permittee-responsible mitigation projects are notable because they were both
off-site and out-of-kind mitigation projects located miles away from the impact areas. The
justification for off-site and out-of-kind mitigation was to direct benefits for anadromous fish
migrating from near the impact area in Cook Inlet to spawning and rearing areas in the Knik
and Matanuska Rivers. Also the in-lieu fee was used to purchase the estuary property at the
mouth Campbell Creek in Anchorage. While the Port project is located along Knik Arm, the
estuary is about 10 miles distant and it does not drain into Knik Arm. The estuary was
considered appropriate for use as mitigation because it benefitted beluga whales and salmon;
two potentially impacted species targeted by a multi-agency mitigation planning process.
EPA Response: Appendix J recognizes that preservation is an acceptable form of
compensatory mitigation in certain circumstances and is fairly common in Alaska.
Decisions regarding the appropriate type, amount, and location of compensatory
mitigation are made on a case-by-case basis and depend on a number of factors
including the type, amount and location of aquatic resources being impacted. The
example project cited in the comment, the permit for the expansion of the Port of
Anchorage (#POA-2003-502), involved impacts to aquatic resources that differ
significantly in type, amount, and location when compared to the impacts considered in
the assessment. Thus, comparisons of the compensation required for the impacts
associated with the port expansion are neither appropriate nor illustrative with regard
to potentially appropriate compensation for the impacts described in the assessment.
For example, the permit for the Port of Anchorage expansion authorized, overall, a
total of 159 acres of fill, with 138 acres being intertidal mudflats/subtidal waters and the
other 21 acres being freshwater wetlands. Although the Port of Anchorage expansion
was a comparatively large impact for the State of Alaska, the project site was along an
already impacted urbanized/industrialized area. In contrast, the impacts associated
with the assessment mine scenarios involve the loss of tens of miles of salmonsupporting streams and hundreds to thousands of acres of associated, high-functioning
wetlands, in a virtually unaltered region of Alaska that supports a world-class fishery.
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Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p. 5:
A 2011 supplement to the Alaska District’s 2009 guidance further recommends that projects
in “difficult to replace” wetlands, fish-bearing waters, or wetlands within 500 feet of such
waters will also likely require compensatory mitigation, as will “large scale projects with
significant aquatic resource impacts,” such as “mining development” (ACOE 2011).
HDR comment:
The actual quote is “Compensatory mitigation will likely be required when: fill placed in fish
bearing waters and jurisdictional wetlands within 500’ of such waters when impacts are
determined more than minimal.” The “difficult to replace” wetlands are mentioned separate
from fish bearing waters as is the “large scale projects” comment. Stating “mining
development” is one example of a “large scale project” is true, but other examples include
highway, airport, pipeline, and railroad construction projects. These quotes were pulled to
support the argument of the Appendix and may lead the reader to assume they are all in this
particular order in the referenced document.
Citation:
ACOE (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). 2011. Memorandum for Regulatory Division,
Alaska District, 3 March 2011.
EPA Response: We do not agree that the identified sentence misconstrues the meaning
or intent of the March 2011 supplement to the Alaska District’s 2009 compensatory
mitigation guidance. It simply summarizes relevant information from that supplement.
A citation for the guidance document is included so that interested readers can access
and read the guidance document in its entirety if more information is desired.

J.43

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p. 5
The ACOE’s 2009 Alaska guidance also provides sample compensatory mitigation ratios
based on the type of mitigation and the ecological value of the impacted resource (high,
moderate, or low). These guidelines include streams in the high quality category, indicating
compensation ratios of 2:1 for restoration and/or enhancement and 3:1 for preservation
(ACOE 2009).
HDR comment: There is only mention of compensatory mitigation ratios for streams. There is
mention of ecological values of high, medium, and low, but there is no discussion of the
functional assessment of the watershed assessment area and the amount of acreage for each
of the assessed functional groups of wetlands or streams. This argument also fails to mention
the compensatory mitigation process is limited only to fill placed in streams. Conclusions
about mitigation ratios based on this paragraph may lead the reader to understand that all
impacts to streams need compensatory mitigation when actually only fill requires
compensatory mitigation. The reader doesn’t have the opportunity to read about the
complexity in developing mitigation ratios. Also, this section fails to mention
“The ratios provided below are guidance and represent what a permit applicant should
expect as a compensation requirement, thereby providing some predictability. However,
a Corps regulator may deviate from this guidance. Corps regulators must make an
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individual determination on the compensatory mitigation ratios required for specific
aquatic resource impacts to ensure that the compensation is proportionate to the
proposed loss or degradation of an aquatic resource area and/or its functions.”
Citation:
ACOE (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). 2011. Memorandum for Regulatory Division,
Alaska District, 3 March 2011.
EPA Response: The sentences identified in the comment do not attempt to draw any
conclusions regarding potential ratios that might apply in an actual permitting context
for any specific project. These sentences simply summarize and highlight relevant
points from the guidance document. A citation for the guidance document is included so
that interested readers can access and read the guidance document in its entirety if
more information is desired.
J.44

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p. 6:
In the northeastern United States, headwaters contribute approximately 70% of the water
volume and 65% of the nitrogen flux to second-order streams and 55% of the volume and
40% of the nitrogen flux to fourth-and higher-order rivers (Alexander et al. 2007)
…Headwater streams also have high rates of instream nutrient processing and storage due to
extensive hyporheic zone interactions resulting from a large bed surface area compared to the
volume of the overlying water (Alexander et al. 2007).
HDR comment:
Poor references. There is no reference to headwater contribution in northwestern streams.
Irrelevant and unnecessary citations assuming the research in the northeastern US is
ubiquitous for all headwaters everywhere. There is no data or research-supported discussion
of the Bristol Bay watershed nutrient processing or extensive hyporheic zones. Relevant
references are needed to support this argument. Concluding headwaters in the Bristol Bay
watershed have similar biogeochemical processing to northeastern US waters without any
relevant data or research is unnecessary.
EPA Response: This section of Appendix J has been revised to include additional
citations that underscore the important ecological functions and services provided by
affected streams and wetlands.

J.45

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p. 6:
The losses of headwater streams and wetlands due to the mine footprint would reduce inputs
of organic material, nutrients, water, and macroinvertebrates to reaches downstream of the
mine footprints.
HDR comment:
This conclusion assumes there are large biochemical inputs into downstream waters by
headwater wetlands and streams. The assumption is that there will be less inputs that will
affect fish populations. There is no data to support this assumption in the BBA area and the
citations referenced supporting this statement are based on inputs from grass-dominated
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headlands (Dekar, et. al. 2012), bluejoint grass litter in headwater streams of the Kenai
Peninsula (Shaftel, et. al. 2011), macroinvertebrate community structure and salmonid
distributions driven by catchment topography and wetland geomorphology in southcentral
Alaska (King, et.al. 2012), and landscape and wetland influences on headwater stream
chemistry in Kenai Lowlands (Walker, et. al. 2012). This conclusion is unsupported as there
is no data from the BBA area and the conclusions drawn need data to support the detailed
claims.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.44.
J.46

EPA creates a series of assumptions based on a limited watershed scale where they assume
mitigation must occur. That is, EPA assumes a watershed scale with only the UT, SFK, and
NFK watersheds. There is precedent for larger watershed scales in Alaska, which EPA fails
to acknowledge.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11.

J.47

Several assumptions within this appendix are not supported by case studies in Alaska or by
the literature referenced within the document. The BBA assumes that compensatory
mitigation must occur within a small watershed scale that would include the three local
drainages near the deposit. The BBA also assumes that mitigation options located within the
other watersheds throughout the Bristol Bay region would be excluded. These assumptions
about the location of compensatory mitigation are contrary to standard practice in Alaska
which addresses wetlands compensatory mitigation on a regional watershed scale. For
example, The Point Thomson Project’s permit allows for compensatory mitigation to occur
through The Conservation Fund’s in-lieu fee permit. The geographic range for this project’s
compensatory mitigation is the Arctic coastal plain of the North Slope Borough, an area that
extends west of Barrow, which is located over 200 miles from the Canning River where Point
Thomson Project is generally located. As another example, the Usibelli Coal Mine near
Healy, recently received an approved permit that included mitigating impacts to wetlands
through permittee-responsible preservation at a site that is located more than 80 miles away
near Fairbanks. The mitigation site was approved by the resource agencies due to several
factors, one of which was that the site was located in the same regional watershed as the
mine; this regional watershed being Interior Alaska.
The BBA makes an argument against compensatory mitigation projects outside the drainages
containing the Pebble deposit (the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and Upper
Talarik) based on a concept termed the portfolio effect. This concept of an ecological
portfolio effect for Bristol Bay sockeye salmon is described in a 2010 paper by Schindler et
al. Schindler et al. propose that a diversified genetic population of sockeye salmon in the
Bristol Bay region is essential for supporting a sustainable commercial fishery. The scale of
Schindler’s analysis includes nine major rivers (Alagnak River, Egegik River, Igushik River,
Kvichak River, Naknek River, Nushagak River, Togiak River, Ugashik River, and Wood
River) and, as reported, hundreds to thousands of discreet populations of sockeye salmon.
From this analysis, the BBA asserts that impacts to streams within the mine footprint will
eliminate one or more sockeye populations and therefore, will degrade genetic diversity and
weaken the stability of Bristol Bay sockeye salmon. The BBA does not include data on the
genetics or life history of the sockeye salmon within the footprint or fish located downstream
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to indicate that these fish make up a genetically distinct population component. Without such
data, these hypothetical impacts to the stability of Bristol Bay sockeye salmon from reduction
of the sockeye salmon located in the mine are unknown and unfounded. The BBA proposes
to constrain compensatory mitigation to a small watershed scale without having the necessary
genetic data to support this concept.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11. Appendix J does not constrain
compensation options to exclusively within the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork
Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek watersheds. Rather, it points out a compelling
reason why compensation options within these three watersheds should be carefully
considered. Also, as clarified in the revisions to Appendix J, in the Bristol Bay region,
hydrologically-diverse riverine and wetland landscapes provide a variety of salmon
spawning and rearing habitats. Environmental conditions can be very different among
habitats in close proximity, and recent research has highlighted the potential for local
adaptations and fine-scale population structuring in Bristol Bay and neighboring
watersheds (Quinn et al. 2001, Olsen et al. 2003, Ramstad et al. 2010, Quinn et al. 2012).
No comments provided any information to suggest that fish within the footprint of the
mine or located downstream are not part of genetically distinct populations.
J.48

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p. 6
For the mine scenarios evaluated in the Bristol Bay Assessment, the lost functions and
services occur in the watersheds that drain to the North Fork Koktuli (NFK) and South Fork
Koktuli (SFK) Rivers and Upper Talarik Creek (UTC). Accordingly, the most appropriate
geographic scale at which to compensate for any unavoidable impacts resulting from such a
project would be within these same watersheds, as this location would offer the greatest
likelihood that compensation measures would replace the “suite of functions typically
provided by the affected aquatic resource” (40 CFR 230.93(c)(2)). An important
consideration is that compensation projects within these watersheds appear to offer the only
opportunity to address impacts to salmon populations that are unique to these drainages
(Yocom and Bernard 2013) and thus sustain the population diversity that is key to the
stability of the overall Bristol Bay salmon fishery (i.e., the portfolio effect) (Schindler et al.
2010). If there are no practicable or appropriate opportunities to provide compensation in
these watersheds, it may be appropriate to explore options in adjoining watersheds. However,
defining the watershed scale too broadly would likely fail to ensure that wetland, stream and
associated fish losses from the mine scenario are effectively offset, because compensation in
a different watershed(s) would not address impacts to the portfolio effect from losses in the
impacted watersheds.
HDR comment:
This conclusion is not supported by one of the references it cites. According to a conclusion
in the Schindler et al. 2010 paper, “Thus, the Bristol Bay sockeye fishery integrates across
substantial population diversity both within and among watersheds.” Given this statement,
the narrow scope of compensatory mitigation only within NFK, SFK, and UTC watersheds is
neglecting the contributions of all watersheds within the Bristol Bay sockeye fishery. This
referenced paper considered the entire Bristol Bay watershed including nine major rivers and
only studied the diversity and portfolio effect of the sockeye salmon population. The BBA
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concludes a broadly defined watershed scale would “fail to ensure that wetland, stream and
associated fish losses from the mine scenario are effectively offset” which is against the
conclusions of the cited Schindler et al. 2010 paper.
Citation:
Schindler, D.E., R. Hilborn, B. Chasco, C.P. Boatright, T.P.Quinn, L.A. Rogers, and
M.S. Webster. 2010. Population diversity and the portfolio effect in an exploited species.
Nature 465: 609-612.
EPA Response: The comment argues that our conclusion is not supported by Schindler
et al. (2010). We sought and received the opinion of the lead author of Schindler et al.
(2010), Dr. Daniel Schindler. Schindler disagrees with the points made in the comment.
He acknowledges that the Bristol Bay commercial fishery benefits from the portfolio of
salmon and habitat across the entire system. According to Schindler, his work also
demonstrated that portfolio effects propagate across a hierarchy of scales. At the scale
of the Bristol Bay watershed, the overall fishery benefits from portfolio effects that
derive from the nine major rivers (including the Kvichak and Nushagak Rivers).
However, his work also showed that portfolio effects play out at smaller spatial scales as
well. According to Schindler, “[T]the returns to an individual river are dependent on
the contributions by individual tributary streams. If you eroded the diversity within an
individual river by snipping away at its tributaries, you would reduce the reliability of
returns to that river, and at the larger scale, returns to B[ristol] B[ay]….” Schindler
concludes that “by eroding the portfolio within small pieces of the overall system, you
run the risk of reducing the reliability of the entire system. Whether compensation can
make up for losses within a specific watershed are unclear, but probably not likely.”
(Schindler, D. Professor, University of Washington, College of the Environment, School
of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences. September 2013 – Email to Palmer Hough)
J.49

HDR comment:
Schindler et al. (2010) also state, “However, at present there are neither quantitative estimates
of the strength of portfolio effects produced by population and life history diversity in
exploited species, nor an objective assessment of the benefits of population diversity to
human economies and ecosystem services in general.” Portfolio effects cannot be supported
solely based on this paper. The supporting document used (Schindler et. al. 2010) did not
support the arguments used in the BBA discussion about keeping the watershed scale very
small.
Citation:
Schindler, D.E., R. Hilborn, B. Chasco, C.P. Boatright, T.P.Quinn, L.A. Rogers, and
M.S. Webster. 2010. Population diversity and the portfolio effect in an exploited species.
Nature 465: 609-612.
EPA Response: The comment argues that our conclusion is not supported by Schindler
et al. (2010). We sought and received the opinion of the lead author of Schindler et al.
(2010), Dr. Daniel Schindler. He disagrees with the points made in the comment.
According to Schindler, the comment has taken the sentence in question out of context.
Schindler points out that “the sentence in question was from our Introduction and was
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intended to motivate the study we then performed.” (Schindler, Daniel. Professor,
University of Washington, College of the Environment, School of Aquatic and Fishery
Sciences. September 2013 – Email to Palmer Hough)
J.50

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p. 6-7
An important consideration is that compensation projects within these watersheds appear to
offer the only opportunity to address impacts to salmon populations that are unique to these
drainages (Yocom and Bernard 2013)
HDR comment: This reference “acknowledges the support of BBNC for, and the
contributions of Dr. Carol Ann Woody and Sarah L. O’Neal to, the preparation of this
article.” This reference is not a neutral reference as it acknowledges Bristol Bay Native
Association (BBNA) for their support in preparation of this article. BBNA has come out
against the Pebble mine.
Citation:
Yocom, T.G. and R.L. Bernard. 2013. Mitigation of Wetland Impacts from Large-Scale
Hardrock Mining in Bristol Bay Watersheds. Seattle Journal of Environmental Law, Vol.
3(available at http://www.sjel.org/vol3/mitigation-ofwetland-impacts-from-large-scalehardrock-mining-in-bristolbay-watersheds (last visited April 5, 2013).
EPA Response: The comment does not identify any technical or scientific deficiency in
the reference cited.

J.51

In Appendix J, EPA claims that compensatory mitigation for the Pebble Mine must be
conducted within the watersheds that drain the north and south forks of Koktuli River and
Upper Talarik Creek. Id. at App. J, 6. According to EPA, these watersheds would offer the
“greatest likelihood” that compensatory mitigation would replace the ecological functions
lost or affected by the mining activity. Id. Not surprisingly, EPA offers no support for this
critical assumption, aside from claiming that “these watersheds appear to offer the only
opportunity to address impacts to salmon populations that are unique to these drainages …”
Id. at 6-7.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11. Appendix J does not constrain
compensation options to exclusively within the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork
Koktuli, and Upper Talarik Creek watersheds. Rather, it points out a compelling
reason why compensation options within those three watersheds should be carefully
considered.

J.52

In reality, the compensatory mitigation regulations provide ample flexibility to the permitting
authority – in this case the Alaska District of the Corps of Engineers – to select the
appropriate scale and location of compensatory mitigation. The regulations require the
district engineer to “use a watershed approach to establish compensatory mitigation
requirements …to the extent appropriate and practicable.” 40 C.F.R. § 230.93(c). The
regulations do not mandate the size of the watershed that must be considered in establishing a
compensatory mitigation strategy, they simply require that the watershed “should not be
larger than is appropriate to ensure that the aquatic resources provided through compensation
activities will effectively compensate for adverse environmental impacts resulting from [the
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permitted] activities … “ Id. § 230.93(c)(4). “The district engineer should consider relevant
environmental factors and appropriate locally-developed standards and criteria when
determining the appropriate watershed scale in guiding compensation activities.” Id. Thus,
the appropriate watershed scale might include any “land area that drains to a common
waterway, such as a stream, lake, estuary, wetland, or ultimately the ocean.” Id. § 230.92
(definition of watershed). The key is to use a “landscape perspective” that will identify the
“types and locations of compensatory mitigation projects that will benefit the watershed and
offset losses of aquatic resource functions … caused” by the authorized activities, id.
(definition of watershed approach), taking into consideration “the likelihood for ecological
success and sustainability” and “the location of the compensation site [in relation] to the
impact site and their significance within the watershed …” Id. § 230.93(a).
In Alaska, with large tracts of relatively undisturbed areas and an abundance of wetlands and
stream resources, the appropriate landscape and watershed scale requires a far different
calculus than is used for the more urbanized environments typical of the lower 48 states. That
is why the Alaska District of the Corps has adopted special policies for developing
compensatory mitigation strategies for projects within its jurisdiction. See, e.g., Alaska
District Regulatory Guidance Letter, RGL Id. No. 09-01 (Feb. 25, 2009). Those policies note
that the compensatory mitigation regulations “provide flexibility for district engineers to use
innovative approaches or strategies for determining more effective compensatory mitigation
requirements that provide greater benefits for the aquatic environment.” Id. at Tbl. 1. As
HDR points out in its June 28, 2013 comments on the draft Assessment, there are several
examples of the Alaska District devising suitable compensatory mitigation requirements for
large-scale developments in Alaska, including using a large, regional watershed scale
approach to mitigation. See HDR Comments at 2-4.
Thus EPA’s contention that the Corps must look only to a narrow mine scenario watershed
for mitigation opportunities ignores the Corps’ policies for compensatory mitigation in
Alaska. Below we will briefly describe the ample mitigation opportunities that would be
available to the Pebble project – not only regionally, but in the vicinity of the mine.
EPA Response: Appendix J includes a discussion of both the federal compensatory
mitigation regulations discussed in the comment as well as the Alaska District
Regulatory Guidance Letter. Also see responses to Comments J.11 and J.51.
J.53

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p.7:
The mine scenarios evaluated in the Bristol Bay Assessment identify that the mine footprints
alone will result in the loss of (i.e., filling, blocking or otherwise eliminating) hundreds to
thousands of acres of high-functioning wetlands and tens of miles of salmon-supporting
streams. Such extensive habitat losses could also result in the loss of unique salmon
populations, potentially eroding the genetic diversity that is essential to the stability of the
overall Bristol Bay salmon fishery (i.e., reduction in the “portfolio effect”).
HDR comment:
This paragraph is based on the portfolio effect that Schindler et al. (2010) state, “However, at
present there are neither quantitative estimates of the strength of portfolio effects produced
by population and life history diversity in exploited species, nor an objective assessment of
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the benefits of population diversity to human economies and ecosystem services in general.”
Portfolio effects cannot be supported solely based on this paper. Also, there is no functional
assessment of wetlands quantified in the BBA therefore concluding there are “hundreds to
thousands of acres of high-functioning wetlands” cannot be supported. Lastly, the Bristol Bay
fishery referenced in the Schindler et al. 2010 paper includes nine river systems, two of
which are represented in the BBA. The conclusions drawn in this paragraph are not supported
by the documents referenced. Also, Pebble has publicly claimed that they will not
significantly reduce the population of fish within these drainages. Pebble will be required to
submit a fish mitigation plan to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game as a part of the
Title 16 permitting process. This state permit can not be issued if Pebble can not prove to
avoid meaningful impacts to salmon. If one assumes that Pebble can mitigate salmon in the
local watersheds, then the portfolio effect is maintained.
Citation:
Schindler, D.E., R. Hilborn, B. Chasco, C.P. Boatright, T.P.Quinn, L.A. Rogers, and
M.S. Webster. 2010. Population diversity and the portfolio effect in an exploited species.
Nature 465: 609-612.
EPA Response: This comment raises a number of points. See responses to Comments
J.48 and J.49 regarding whether the referenced statements in Appendix J are supported
by Schindler et al. (2010). The comment that potentially affected wetlands cannot be
described as high functioning because a functional assessment has not been completed
ignores the fact that the potentially affected wetlands are largely or completely
unaltered, which would by definition make them reference standard wetlands, the
highest functioning wetland for that wetland type. Although the Pebble Limited
Partnership has made claims that a mine will not significantly reduce the population of
fish within affected drainages, there is widespread disagreement regarding whether this
is indeed possible.
J.54

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p.7:
Yocom and Bernard (2013) recently reviewed the likely efficacy of a subset of these potential
measures at offsetting potential adverse effects.
HDR Comment:
This reference “acknowledges the support of BBNC for, and the contributions of Dr. Carol
Ann Woody and Sarah L. O’Neal to, the preparation of this article.” This reference is not a
neutral reference as it acknowledges Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) for their
support in preparation of this article. BBNC has come out against the Pebble mine.
Citation:
Yocom, T.G. and R.L. Bernard. 2013. Mitigation of Wetland Impacts from Large-Scale
Hardrock Mining in Bristol Bay Watersheds. Seattle Journal of Environmental Law,
Vol.3, available at http://www.sjel.org/vol3/mitigation-ofwetland-impacts-from-largescale-hardrock-mining-in-bristolbay-watersheds (last visited April 5, 2013).
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EPA Response: The comment does not identify any technical or scientific deficiency in
the reference cited.
J.55

Further, the BBA questions the ability of an in-lieu fee provider to perform large-scale
compensatory mitigation in Alaska. However, the Conservation Fund has managed more than
320,000 acres of projects in Alaska, and more than 7,000,000 acres across the U.S. (The
Conservation Fund 2013a). Within the Bristol Bay region, this effort has included more than
20,000 acres to preserve the “entire length of the 4-mile-long Agulowak River and more than
40 miles of shoreline along lakes Aleknagik and Nerka” (The Conservation Fund 2013b).
(http://www.conservationfund.org/projects/wood-tikchik-state-park/).
EPA Response: Appendix J does not question The Conservation Fund’s (TCF’s) ability
to manage land, it highlights the fact that to date the largest single impact for which the
program has provided compensation is the loss of 267 acres of wetlands associated with
development of the Point Thomson natural gas production/processing facilities on
Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast. Thus, as noted in Appendix J, TCF does not have any
experience in providing the magnitude of compensation necessary to address the loss of
hundreds to thousands of acres of high-functioning wetlands and tens of miles of
salmon-supporting streams associated with the assessment’s mine scenarios.

J.56

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p.8:
To date, TCF has completed four wetland preservation projects in the Bristol Bay watershed,
financed in part with in-lieu fee funds. The majority of in-lieu fees collected by the TCF
program have been for relatively small impacts to aquatic resources. Statewide, TCF has
accepted in-lieu fees to compensate for a few projects with over 50 acres of impacts; to date,
the largest impact represented in the TCF program is the loss of 267 acres of wetlands
associated with the development of the Point Thomson natural gas production/processing
facilities on Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast. Thus, it is not clear if this program could
effectively provide the magnitude of compensation necessary to address the loss of hundreds
to thousands of acres of high functioning wetlands and tens of miles of salmon-supporting
streams associated with the mine scenario.
HDR comment:
Questioning the effectiveness of The Conservation Fund (TCF) as a viable in-lieu fee
program sponsor based on the size of their past projects is not a component of the permitting
process. If TCF has not served well as an in-lieu fee program sponsor, that would be
considered during the permitting process, but not on sizes of projects past. The logic for this
argument is not linear and shows causality where there is no connection.
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. The fact that the TCF program has
never been asked to provide the magnitude of compensation necessary to address the
loss of hundreds to thousands of acres of high functioning wetlands and tens of miles of
salmon-supporting streams associated with the mine scenario is relevant to the
discussion of whether such compensation can be effectively provided, and thus is
important to highlight.

J.57

EPA provides a general overview of Compensatory Mitigation concepts (Appendix J) and
basically concludes that sufficient compensation measures that could address impacts defined
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in the report do not exist. Several of the unsupported key assumptions within this appendix
are clearly erroneous. For example, the Assessment assumes that large-scale compensatory
mitigation is unachievable for mining projects in the Bristol Bay region because there are few
degraded wetlands to enhance or restore. In fact, preservation is the most common form of
compensatory mitigation in Alaska and there are case studies that document the feasibility of
large-scale preservation projects.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11. Appendix J recognizes that preservation
is an acceptable form of compensatory mitigation in certain circumstances.
J.58

The Assessment quantifies direct and indirect impacts to stream habitat as an absolute
expressed in kilometers. The EPA neglects to account for on-site and off-site mitigation and
enhancement measures the mine applicant would implement to offset direct impacts and
minimize indirect effects. Reasonable mitigation measures that could comfortably be
assumed as part of modern mine design might include a mitigation flow distribution plan
including groundwater infiltration galleries, spawning channel and off-channel habitat
construction, removal of fish barriers, and potential nutrient supplementation. In Box 7-2 of
the Assessment, Compensatory Mitigation (p. 7-32), the EPA labels all mitigation as
compensatory and challenges the efficacy of mitigation. Developing protection, mitigation,
and enhancement measures is a fundamental step in the review process of any large project
such as the mine scenarios considered in the Assessment. Failing to acknowledge protection,
mitigation, and enhancement measures will be part of any mine application allows the EPA
to assume a worst case scenario.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11. Appendix J recognizes that some
measures, such as flow management plans (if proven to be feasible and ecologically
beneficial), would likely be required to minimize the impacts of flow reduction (e.g.,
aquatic habitat loss) resulting from water use at the mine, rather than compensating for
unavoidable impacts.

J.59

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p.9
Specifically, these three watersheds are largely unaltered by human activities, and there
appear to be no sites that a mitigation project could
Restore or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts expected from the mine scenarios.
HDR comment:
This argument is based on the unsubstantiated use of the term “appear.” There is no
supporting data given to allow the use of that term. Preservation should be recognized here as
a viable option in Alaska that has been used by numerous and recently permitted projects
such as the Point Thomson project.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11. Appendix J recognizes that preservation
is an acceptable form of compensatory mitigation in certain circumstances. Appendix J
includes a lengthy list of citations from the scientific literature to support its findings
and conclusions (see References section of Appendix J).
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Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J,p.11:
However, if specific flow management plans prove to be feasible and ecologically beneficial,
such measures would likely be required to minimize the impacts of flow reduction (e.g.,
aquatic habitat loss) resulting from water use at the mine, rather than compensating for
unavoidable impacts.
HDR comment:
No explanation as to why measures would “likely” be required to minimize impacts of flow
reduction rather than compensating for unavoidable impacts.
EPA Response: As other comments have correctly noted, measures such as flow
management, if proven to be feasible and ecologically beneficial, would likely be
required to “minimize indirect effects” (e.g., aquatic habitat loss) resulting from water
use at the mine, rather than compensating for unavoidable impacts.

J.61

The Assessment Ignores Evidence That Compensatory Mitigation Could Eliminate Any Net
Loss of Salmon Habitat. EPA fails to account for compensatory mitigation measures in
assessing mine scenario impacts to streams and wetlands. Rather than assess the effectiveness
of those measures, EPA claims that it must wait for a “formal regulatory action” (i.e.,
permitting) before it can analyze this issue and simply notes that there may be “significant
challenges regarding the potential efficacy of compensation measures …” Assessment at 732. In fact, EPA notes that “there appear to be no sites that a mitigation project could restore
or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts expected from the mine scenarios.” Id. at App.
J, 8-9. In reaching this conclusion, EPA committed at least two fundamental errors: (1) the
Agency incorrectly narrowed the regional extent of compensatory mitigation opportunities,
and (2) it ignored evidence that there are many suitable local mitigation sites. These
omissions make EPA’s risk scenarios grossly overstated.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11. Appendix J includes a lengthy list of
citations from the scientific literature to support its findings and conclusions (see
References section).

J.62

EPA also claims that there are no mitigation options within these three watersheds that could
offset impacts associated with the Pebble project. In support for these sweeping biological
conclusions, EPA relies heavily on a recent article written by Thomas Yocum and Rebecca
Barnard. Ms. Barnard is a lawyer representing the Bristol Bay Native Corporation in their
opposition to the Pebble Mine.4 Mr. Yocum likewise is an active opponent of the Pebble
Mine, recently authoring anti-Pebble reports for the Bristol Bay Native Corporation and
Trout Unlimited.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.61.

J.63

Habitat improvement techniques have a long and successful track record of improving
salmon productivity, particularly in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. There are a variety of
proven methods that can be used to promote fish production and habitat productivity,
including several within the very same watersheds that EPA has concluded cannot support
compensatory mitigation projects. As explained by Buell & Associates:
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Physical habitat manipulation within existing stream channels can create new spawning areas
and juvenile rearing habitats. Strategic placement of boulders, wood, and other structures can
modify water velocity and flow patterns, cause localized scour, and create deposition zones
for suitable spawning habitat. Stream channels can be elongated, stream banks can be
stabilized, and pools and habitat cover can be created. Seasonal or temporary barriers to
water flow can be modified or removed, while permanent means of fish passage over other
physical impediments can be provided. As explained by Buell & Associates, these techniques
have been used successfully in Alaska, western Canada and the Pacific Northwest to increase
the productive capacity of salmonid and other fish habitats with growing sophistication over
the past several decades. See id. at 22-41. More importantly, these kinds of techniques can be
evaluated to offset impacts in the Pebble deposit watersheds. See id. at 70-73.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.61.
J.64

Secondary channel and off-channel habitat improvement projects can also successfully
increase fish production through the development of new spawning, rearing and
overwintering habitat. For example, abandoned channels and cut-off oxbows can be
reconnected to main stream channels through targeted reconfiguration projects. New
secondary channels and offchannel pond-stream complexes can also be created, making use
of surface or groundwater connections to develop the targeted habitat. Deep pools with cover
elements, for example, can be incorporated into groundwater-based secondary channel
designs to provide overwintering habitats, while lower-velocity secondary channels can be
created adjacent to high-velocity stream segments to provide rearing habitat for juveniles.
Buell & Associates extensively explain these concepts and successful project examples in
their May 22, 2013 paper. See id. at 41-58.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.61.

J.65

EPA also ignored potential water quantity and water quality-based mitigation techniques that
have been successful in promoting fish productivity. The timing and location of water
discharges from treatment facilities associated with the Pebble project could be engineered
and operated to overcome natural limitations in salmon spawning habitat. See id. at 18. Those
discharges can also be controlled to address the biological needs of the three primary
watersheds near the deposit by regulating for temperature and water chemistry. See id. at 5866. Rather than consider these possibilities, EPA assumed that any treatment facility
discharge from the Pebble project would have significant negative consequences for the local
watersheds encompassing the deposit. As explained by Buell & Associates, “EPA’s lack of
familiarity with the three principal watersheds, the water flow characteristics within those
watersheds, and [the] apparent[] lack of knowledge regarding salmon egg incubation ecology
resulted in [its] inappropriate and deleterious water management scenario.” Id. at 18.
Beneficial water management options can be evaluated as part of the Pebble permitting
process. See id. at 70-73.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.61.

J.66

EPA’s failure to consider well-known mitigation techniques and management measures is
puzzling. To conclude that “there appear to be no sites that a mitigation project could restore
or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts expected from the mine scenarios”
(Assessment at App. J, 8-9) ignores the published literature and available scientific evidence.
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Buell & Associates provide numerous examples of fish habitat mitigation projects that have
been successful in this region and context. These options would be evaluated during any
normal mine permitting process.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.61.
J.67

The Appendix provides a general overview of mitigation concepts and basically concludes
that sufficient compensation measures do not exist that could address assumed impacts of the
hypothetical scenarios. The permitting process would address all mitigation measures,
including avoidance, minimization and mitigation, to address direct and indirect impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.61.

J.68

A second area of improvement claimed by EPA in its fact sheet was the inclusion of new
information concerning mitigation measures. Appendices I and J describing potential
mitigation methods for impacts to wetlands, streams and fish represents, at best, a limited and
qualitative evaluation. The appendices to the Assessment generally do not address mitigation
measures in sufficient detail to evaluate their relevance as mitigation measures in the three
mining scenarios. Further, the discussion of mitigation options is incomplete and covers only
a subset of potential compensatory mitigation approaches. The Assessment improperly
continues to assume that few, if any, compensatory mitigation measures will be adopted for a
project in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Additionally, Appendices I and J and the text boxes inserted throughout the document
intended to address mitigation are incomplete, and fail to identify numerous approaches that
are commonly used to avoid such impacts.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11. Appendix J addresses the complete list
of compensation measures identified in comments on both the original draft and revised
assessments. Appendix J includes a lengthy list of citations from the scientific literature
to support its findings and conclusions (see References section of Appendix J). The
assertion that “the assessment continues to assume that undersized culverts will be
used” is incorrect (e.g., see response to Comment 10.28).

J.69

The BBA’s evaluation of compensatory mitigation has been conducted before PLP has
submitted a formal Compensatory Mitigation Plan, a requirement during the permitting
process. Other mitigation options would show that effective mitigation is possible. Case
studies of recent large development projects support the concept that current regulations
provide a means for achieving effective compensatory mitigation: Point Thomson, Port
MacKenzie Rail Extension, Port of Anchorage Expansion, and Usibelli Coal Mine.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11. Appendix J addresses the complete list
of compensation measures identified in comments on both the original draft and revised
assessments. Appendix J includes a lengthy list of citations from the scientific literature
to support its findings and conclusions (see References section of Appendix J). Decisions
regarding the appropriate type, amount, and location of compensatory mitigation are
made on a case-by-case basis and depend on a number of factors including the type,
amount and location of aquatic resources being impacted. The example projects cited in
the comment involved impacts to aquatic resources that differ significantly in type,
amount, and location when compared to the impacts described in the assessment. Thus,
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comparisons of the compensation required for the impacts associated with these
permitted impacts are neither appropriate nor illustrative with regard to potentially
appropriate compensation for the impacts described in the assessment. For example,
the permit for 1) the Port of Anchorage expansion authorized, overall, a total of 159
acres of fill, with 138 acres being intertidal mudflats/subtidal waters and the other 21
acres being freshwater wetlands; 2) Point Thompson authorized the fill of 6 acres of
intertidal wetlands and 261 acres of freshwater wetlands/waterbodies/streams; 3) Port
MacKenzie Rail Extension authorized the fill of 96 acres of freshwater
wetlands/waterbodies and 1 stream crossing (anadromous); and 4) Usibelli Coal Mine
authorized fill in 3 acres of freshwater wetlands and six stream crossings (streams have
resident, not anadromous, fish) for the construction of the mine access road and fill in
28.2 acres of freshwater wetlands and one intermittent stream for construction of the
first phase of the mine. Although the first three projects involved comparatively large
impacts for the State of Alaska, the impacts described in the assessment involve the loss
of tens of miles of salmon-supporting streams and hundreds to thousands of acres of
associated, high-functioning wetlands and in a virtually unaltered region of Alaska that
supports a world class fishery.
J.70

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p. 16:
The mine scenarios evaluated in the Bristol Bay Assessment identify that the mine footprints
alone will result in the loss of (i.e., filling, blocking or otherwise eliminating) hundreds to
thousands of acres of high-functioning wetlands and tens of miles of salmon-supporting
streams.
HDR comment:
There is no functional assessment of wetlands quantified in the BBA therefore concluding
there are “hundreds to thousands of acres of high-functioning wetlands” cannot be supported.
EPA Response: The comment that potentially affected wetlands cannot be described as
high functioning because a functional assessment has not been completed ignores the
fact that the potentially affected wetlands are largely or completely unaltered, which
would by definition make them reference standard wetlands, the highest functioning
wetland for that wetland type.

J.71

Excerpt from BBA, Appendix J, p.16:
Such extensive habitat losses and degradation could also result in the loss of unique salmon
populations, potentially eroding the genetic diversity essential to the stability of the overall
Bristol Bay salmon fishery. There are significant challenges regarding the potential efficacy
of compensation measures proposed by commenters for use in the Bristol Bay region, raising
questions as to whether sufficient compensation measures exist that could address impacts of
this type and magnitude.
HDR comment:
Vague, undefined terms are used to conclude this appendix. Seven compensation measures
recommended by commenters were discussed in this appendix. This paper assumes these are
the only compensatory mitigation measures available for use on this project. Questioning the
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efficacy and sufficiency of only the seven compensatory mitigation measures that were
supplied by the commenters to the 2012 EPA assessment and not waiting to discuss the
outlined measures in the future-released Pebble mitigation plan allows no room for additional
measures or discussion of new options for compensatory mitigation. Conclusions that the
seven compensation measures within the three watersheds are the only permittee-responsible
compensatory mitigation opportunities available to the project is incorrect. There is no
recognition of other opportunities or of expansion of the watershed scale. This conclusion
prematurely gives little support for successful compensatory mitigation measures, even
though mitigation has indeed been successfully permitted on other large development
projects in Alaska. Case studies of successful compensatory mitigation include Point
Thomson, Port Mackenzie Rail Extension, The Port of Anchorage Expansion, and Usibelli
Coal Mine (Jumbo Dome).
EPA Response: See responses to Comments J.68 and J.69.
J.72

EPA fails to account for compensatory mitigation measures in assessing mine scenario
impacts to streams and wetlands. Rather than assess the effectiveness of those measures, EPA
claims that it must wait for a “formal regulatory action” (i.e., permitting) before it can
analyze this issue and simply notes that there may be “significant challenges regarding the
potential efficacy of compensation measures …” Assessment at 7-32. In fact, EPA notes that
“there appear to be no sites that a mitigation project could restore or enhance to offset the
magnitude of impacts expected from the mine scenarios.” Id. at App. J, 8-9. In reaching this
conclusion, EPA committed at least two fundamental errors: (1) the Agency incorrectly
narrowed the regional extent of compensatory mitigation opportunities, and (2) it ignored
evidence that there are many suitable local mitigation sites. These omissions make EPA’s
risk scenarios grossly overstated.
EPA Response: See responses to Comments J.68 and J.69.

J.73

EPA’s failure to use the best available information concerning mitigation is a fatal flaw in the
Assessment. Ecological risk assessments should always incorporate the best available
information and data. This standard is essential to ensuring any measure of reliability and to
avoid bias. It is especially critical given that the information in the Assessment may be used
to support policy decisions respecting potential future mining, and policymakers are
instructed to “weigh the best available science, along with additional factors such as
practicality, economics, and societal impact, when making policy decisions.” Scientific
Integrity Policy at 3-4 (emphasis added).
EPA Response: We disagree with this comment. We used the best available information
to inform development of Appendix J. See also response to Comment J.68.

National Mining Association (Doc. #5557)
J.74

Furthermore, the revised assessment continues to unfairly overstate the potential impacts of
any proposed mine by failing to adequately address the types of mitigation and impact
avoidance activities that would inevitably be included in any mine plan as required by law.
While EPA, presumably in response to criticisms over the lack of reference to mitigation,
added two appendices purporting to discuss potential mitigation measures, EPA is quick to
dismiss the effectiveness of such measures. Notably, in the compensatory mitigation
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appendix, EPA uses a scant 16 pages to reach the conclusion that there are significant
“questions as to whether sufficient compensation measures exist that could address impacts
of this type and magnitude.” However, mitigation measures to minimize and compensate for
potential adverse impacts are required by law and are a substantial aspect of modern mining
plans. Mining companies often work for years with agencies to develop appropriate
mitigation plans for proposed mines. To ignore this reality by excluding an appropriate
assessment of such measures in the text of a document studying the potential impacts of
modern day mining on a watershed is simply inexcusable.
EPA Response: Impact avoidance/minimization and why it is unrealistic to assume that
avoidance and minimization measures will eliminate all impacts to wetlands, streams,
and fish are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 of the assessment. Compensatory mitigation
is also discussed in Chapter 7 of the assessment, and Appendix J is devoted to the
discussion of compensatory mitigation (see response to Comment J.11). Appendix J
contains a lengthy discussion regarding compensation mitigation, but any formal
determinations regarding compensatory mitigation can only take place in the context of
a regulatory action. The assessment is not a regulatory action, and thus a complete
evaluation of compensatory mitigation is considered outside the scope of the assessment.
Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (Doc. #1118 and #4284)
J.75

I steadfastly disagree with the EPA that compensatory mitigation measures could offset some
of the stream and wetland losses as a result of spill contamination. Some things are priceless.
EPA Response: We agree that offsetting the impacts to wetlands, streams and fish
associated with spill contamination would be extremely difficult.

J.76

KBCS steadfastly disagrees with the EPA that compensatory mitigation measures could
offset some of the stream and wetland losses as a result of spill contamination. The historical
record clearly demonstrates that the loss of salmon runs in northern Europe, the northeastern
US and the Pacific Northwest was the cumulative result of “death by a thousand cuts”. The
loss of any stream stretch, wetland, lake etc. or any small portion of the Bristol Bay
watershed will have negative ecosystem functionality affects that ripple through the system.
One cut or disturbance will not collapse the entire system, but all potential impacts must be
considered collectively, as that is how the natural systems function. All things are connected
and you cannot do “one” thing. These are the great lessons ecology informs. The rivers and
wetlands systems of the Bristol Bay watershed are priceless, complex and beyond our ability
to safely develop. KBCS would like to see examples of any large scale mining operation, in a
similar landscape that has had minimal negative environmental impact.
EPA Response: We agree that potential impacts must be considered collectively, which
is why the assessment includes a chapter that evaluates the cumulative impacts of
multiple mines in the watersheds.

Natural Resources Defense Council (Doc. #5436 and #5378)
J.77

Unavoidable Habitat and Flow Losses Cannot be Mitigated. Where impacts from a dredge
and fill project are unavoidable, such as the habitat and flow losses resulting directly from the
mine footprint and transportation corridor described in the Assessment, the Clean Water Act
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requires compensatory mitigation to replace the loss of wetland and aquatic resource
functions in the watershed. Compensatory mitigation refers to the “restoration, establishment,
enhancement, or in certain circumstances preservation of wetlands, streams or other aquatic
resources for the purpose of offsetting unavoidable adverse impacts,”[ EPA, Wetlands Comp.
Mitigation (2010), available at http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/pdf/CMitigation.pdf.]
and is an option once all opportunities for aquatic resource impact avoidance and
minimization have been exhausted.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J.78

To fulfill this requirement, mitigation must be commensurate with the amount and type of
impact. Compensatory mitigation should generally occur within the same watershed as the
impact site and in a location where it is most likely successfully to replace lost functions and
services.[940 C.F.R. § 230.93(b)(1) (2012).] It must be, to the extent practicable, “sufficient to
replace lost aquatic resource functions.”[Id. at § 230.93(f)(1)]. Where there is a “lack of
appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation options” – as is the case here –
discharge of dredge or fill is not permissible.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

J.79

In its comments, NDM also asserts that impacts on fish habitats can be offset by opening up
new habitat areas and creating improved habitat conditions, presumably by constructing fish
habitat in otherwise pristine areas that currently support other ecosystems and biota but
which do not contain fish. In our judgment, altering—and for at least some biological
resources, negatively impacting—one habitat to replace loss of another is neither a sound nor
effective approach for compensatory mitigation.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

J.80

Because the Bristol Bay region is currently in a “pristine condition,”95 compensation within
the watershed is unachievable – there is currently no development to mitigate. Further,
serious questions exist as to whether compensation measures could address the impacts of the
type and magnitude likely to result from mining.96 As explained in detail in the Assessment,
each method for compensatory mitigation, including mitigation bank credits, in-lieu fee
program credits, and opportunities within the North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and
Upper Talarik Creek Watersheds (e.g., beaver dam removal, flow management, spawning
channel construction, preservation, off-site and out-of-kind opportunities, old mine site
remediation, road removal, road stream crossing retrofits, hatchery construction, fish
stocking, and commercial fishery harvest reductions), would face “significant challenges” in
the Bristol Bay environment.97 Northern Dynasty’s recent claims that it would be possible to
counterbalance large-scale mining impacts by improving the quality and complexity of offchannel habitat and increasing connectivity within the watershed are scientifically
unfounded.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

J.81

An important addition to the 2013 Assessment is Appendix J, which discusses various
approaches for compensatory mitigation to restore, establish, enhance, and/or preserve
wetlands, streams, or other aquatic resources for the purpose of offsetting authorized impacts
to these resources by a permitted activity. This section also responds directly to several of the
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earlier public comments that suggested specific compensatory mitigation strategies, including
beaver dam removal, stream flow management using water stored during higher flow events,
and establishment of hatcheries to replace lost salmon production. As the appendix
acknowledges, there are significant challenges regarding both the feasibility and efficacy of
all of the potential compensation measures described. We already have decades of research
and practical experience in the United States and elsewhere that document our inability to
replace fish and ecosystem losses with either artificial propagation or engineered habitats.
Therefore we agree with the 2013 Assessment’s conclusion that there is a high level of
uncertainty that sufficient compensation measures exist that could address impacts of the
types and magnitudes of those that will result from large-scale mine development in the
Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required
J.82

The Bristol Bay watershed is a sensitive, globally significant and ecologically irreplaceable
resource for fish, people and native cultures. Based on the results of the 2013 Assessment and
its conservative estimates for unavoidable and persistent negative impacts to stream habitats
and water quality, it meets each of the criteria identified by AFS for prohibition of mining
activities. The near certain ineffectiveness of any form of compensatory mitigation reinforces
this conclusion. Based on this, we believe that the EPA has sufficient information and
justification to use its authority and issue a denial of use of the area because of unacceptable
adverse effects on fishery areas under Section 404c of the Clean Water Act.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

J.83

Many of the comments responding to the first draft Assessment – ours included – highlighted
EPA’s conservative underestimation of potential harm. We commend EPA for strengthening
its assessment by addressing these critical risk factors, while nevertheless remaining
consistently conservative in its projections of environmental impact. Notably, over half of the
peer reviewers’ twelve “key” recommendations for revisions called on EPA to add or
supplement sources of harm that it deemed insufficiently addressed in the first draft, or to
explain the rationale for excluding potential impacts. Recommendations aimed at tempering
risk projections – such as calling for analysis of a smaller mine scenario and of mitigation
measures – have now been added to EPA’s second draft Assessment, and, in fact, they
strengthen the case for 404(c) action.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.

J.84

In response to comments from both the peer-review panel and the mining companies,85 EPA’s
second draft Assessment includes detailed discussion of potential mitigation measures,
including modern conventional mitigation practices as reflected in NDM’s published plan for
the Pebble deposit, plus practices suggested in the mining literature and consultations with
experts. Examination of the mitigation methods outlined by NDM dispels any illusion that
large-scale mining could ever coexist with Bristol Bay salmon ecosystems. Mitigation
options fail to adequately address flow reductions and stream habitat losses, impacts from
tailings storage and the transportation pipeline and corridor, or losses to Alaska Native
subsistence use of the salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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J. M. Robbins (Doc. #4200)
J.85

FOURTH, the report speaks to Compensatory Mitigation (Box 7.2). Nothing is said about
mitigating the loss of an important and irreplaceable part of the groundwater system
dewatered as a result of this mining project. Although streams and wetlands are mentioned,
the report omits discussion about the impact on other aquifers to which this area of the
groundwater system flows.6 The affects will likely be both long-term and long-reaching on
existing and future generations. The National Environmental Policy Act, 42 USC 4321, et
seq., declares the continuing policy of the government is to fulfill the social, economic and
other requirements of present and future generations of Americans. It recognizes its public
trust responsibility to succeeding generations to attain among other things the widest range of
beneficial uses without degradation, risk to health or safety, or other undesirable and
unintended consequences, and enhance the quality of renewable resources. Again the policy
states clearly that future generations must be considered in any decision requiring an EIS.
Nothing is said in the assessment about such future generations therefore making the report
inadequate in this important way as well.
EPA Response: We agree that the mine scenarios evaluated in the assessment involve
impacts to groundwater resources. Appendix J has been expanded to include discussion
of additional measures which comments proposed as having potential to offset some of
these impacts to groundwater resources.

Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (Doc. #3650)
J.86

Fish habitat enhancement projects and other fisheries mitigation approaches are wellestablished and proven to be effective over a documented history of 80+ years. Moreover,
compensatory mitigation for projects that affect salmon habitat is the law in Alaska and the
United States. The fact that EPA’s ‘hypothetical’ mine provides no compensatory mitigation
for footprint effects is another example of why such a mine could not be permitted in Alaska
in the 21st century.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11.

J.87

The 2012 Assessment has not considered the role of mine reclamation to mitigate habitat loss
during the post-closure period. The report does not appear to recognize that there is an
opportunity to mitigate habitat lost in the mining process through reclamation design and
implementation. When addressed early in planning and design, there are elements of mine
reclamation that can be engineered to reduce the short and long-term impacts of mining
operations. Working within operational constraints, standard reclamation activities such as
the containment, placement, and stabilization of fill can be modified in consideration of final
re-vegetation, habitat and land use considerations.
EPA Response: Mine site reclamation would take place decades or centuries after
impacts take place, long after affected fish populations have been exterminated.
Further, we are not aware of examples of reclamation technologies used to successfully
recreate wetlands or streams at a reclaimed porphyry copper mine that are capable of
effectively replacing lost ecosystem services, particularly at the scale required by
impacts described in the assessment.
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In 2013, EPA released a second external review draft of the Assessment (BBWA2). In
response to public comments pointing out that the hypothetical project could not obtain
permits to operate, especially without implementation of mitigation measures, EPA tried to
remedy this defect by developing the information presented in Appendix J of the document.
In Appendix J, EPA outlined the appropriate rules and regulations regarding mitigation
requirements for large mine development, summarized their hypothetical assessment of the
kilometers of fish habitat that would be lost as a result of their development scenarios and
flow reductions downstream of their mine and tailings storage facilities, provided a list of
suggested mitigation actions identified from the public comments, and finally concluded that:
“…these three watersheds are largely unaltered by human activities, and there appear to be
no sites that a mitigation project could restore or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts
expected from the mine scenarios.”. In other words, EPA concluded that there were no
mitigation opportunities available within the three primary mine infrastructure area
watersheds or the broader drainage areas which could offset the fish habitat impacts of their
hypothetical mine development scenarios.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.11.

J.89

Based on the information developed in the BBWA2 in Chapter 7 and the discussion of
compensatory mitigation in Appendix J, EPA concludes that: “Specifically, these three
watersheds are largely unaltered by human activities, and there appear to be no sites that a
mitigation project could restore or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts expected from
the mine scenarios.” In addition, EPA generally dismisses the potential mitigation measures
identified in comments from the public and EPA’s peer-reviewers on the 2012 external draft
of the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment. EPA failed to identify any measures that could
mitigate for the impacts estimated using their analyses and dismissed the list of measures
identified by commenter’s and peer-reviewers because of concerns about the efficacy of such
measures and general ecological considerations.
In summary, EPA provides no credible scientific basis for their inferred fish
habitat/population impacts or for their wholesale rejection of widely recognized fish habitat
mitigation methods.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.61.

J.90

2.2.2 EPA Wrongly Concluded that No Mitigation Opportunities exist within the SFK,
NFK, and UT Watersheds The BBWA2, in Appendix J concludes: “Specifically, these three
watersheds are largely unaltered by human activities, and there appear to be no sites that a
mitigation project could restore or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts expected from
the mine scenarios.” [Emphasis added]. This statement by EPA is demonstrably and patently
false. There are a number of factors, within EPA’s control, that could have caused EPA to
reach this fatally flawed conclusion. For example:
EPA failed to accurately assess the magnitude of potential impacts from their hypothetical
mine development, which resulted in an impression that the magnitude of impacts would be
much greater than the empirical data indicates. This is discussed in detail above.
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EPA failed to conduct an effective site visit of the three principal watersheds surrounding the
Pebble deposit and thus have no firsthand knowledge of the site about which they are
drawing conclusions.
EPA failed to conduct an effective over flight of the three principal watersheds to view the
topography and stream geomorphology of the site, which would have shown numerous
mitigation opportunities in the plethora of existing off-channel aquatic habitats.
EPA failed to review publically available satellite imagery on Google Earth which shows, to
an experienced biologist, numerous locations where multiple off-channel habitats exist and
could be enhanced.
EPA failed to review photographs in Chapters 4, 7, 9, and 15 of the EBD, which show close
up images of portions of the various stream channels. An experienced biologist would have
immediately identified mitigation and enhancement opportunities from these photographs
alone.
EPA failed to conduct a detailed review of the available water quality data contained in
Chapter 9 of the EBD, which shows numerous opportunities to increase the primary
productivity and fish productive capacity of many existing habitats through a combination of
water chemistry enhancements and management of the water chemistry parameters for water
discharged from the Wastewater Treatment Plant.
EPA and the authors of the BBWA2 appear to lack even a rudimentary knowledge of the fish
habitat improvement scientific literature and the efficacy of such improvements and are thus
unable to render technically and professionally credible conclusions regarding the potential
mitigation measures that are available in the three principal watersheds.
EPA’s conclusion that no mitigation opportunities existed is tantamount to reaching an a
priori conclusion regarding the impacts of their development scenarios and selectively
misleads the reader into reaching the same conclusion. In other words, the mitigation
suitability conclusions were justified to reach a pre-conceived ecological conclusion of major
impacts without regard to the available site specific data and information and the application
of sound scientific principles during their analyses.
Singly and in combination, the factors listed above have contributed to EPA’s scientifically
indefensible conclusions to reject the potential for a substantial suite of mitigation measures
16 to be implemented within the three principal watersheds (SFK, NFK, and UT) and other
locations within the Kvichak River watershed. The remainder of this document will outline
the scientific literature supporting and describing applicable mitigation techniques, a brief
discussion of the efficacy of such techniques, an overview of on-site and off-site mitigation
techniques that could be used to provide a successful mitigation program for EPA’s
hypothetical mine development scenario in compliance with the various regulations and
policies outlined in Appendix J.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68. Discussion regarding the magnitude of
potential impacts is in Chapter 7 of the assessment, and this discussion has been further
expanded (see Chapter 7 of the final assessment and responses to Chapter 7 comments
in this document).
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3. Review of the Scientific Literature with Respect to Fish Habitat Mitigation Techniques
EPA failed to describe any potential fish habitat mitigation techniques that they believed
were applicable to the three mine area watersheds. Instead, they relied on input from the
public and peer reviewers for suggestions on possible mitigation measures. EPA’s failure to
acknowledge or consider the considerable body of scientific literature on fish habitat
improvement techniques is puzzling to us. This section provides a comprehensive review of
fish habitat improvement techniques which we believe are not only applicable to the Pebble
deposit area, but are backed by well documented rates of success and efficacy in increasing
fish production. These are the techniques that a review of the literature would have revealed
to EPA.
3.1 Overview
EPA concluded in the BBWA2 that no on-site mitigation measures were available to offset
the impacts from their development scenarios within the three primary watersheds. This
assertion is refuted by a large body of scientific literature combined with the ecological
conditions within these watersheds. On the contrary, for more than 75 years fish habitat
managers have successfully applied in-stream habitat mitigation measures in numerous
salmon supporting watersheds. This section describes actions and techniques that could be
used to implement a fish habitat mitigation program in order to mitigate impacts to aquatic
habitats resulting from implementing EPA’s mine development scenarios. Section 3.2
describes water management techniques which deal with changes in water flow and water
temperature resulting from reducing the area of a watershed that contributes surface and
groundwater flow to downstream areas. Section 3.3 outlines measures that have been used by
others to improve/create access to existing, suitable habitat areas and the creation or
improvement of physical habitats that will increase the total habitat area available or improve
the production potential of existing, undisturbed habitats. Section 3.4 evaluates the potential
for enhancing certain water chemistry parameters (e.g., alkalinity, hardness, and total
dissolved solids) or nutrient levels (nitrogen and phosphorus) in order to improve the primary
productivity of area waters at selected locations with a resulting increase in fish production.
All of these strategies and associated techniques are discussed below. We have chosen to
only review those techniques or approaches that have been used by others to address similar
mitigation or habitat improvement issues and which we believe are appropriate for the
species and ecological conditions associated with the Pebble deposit area.
3.2 Water Management
3.2.1 Background
In Section 7.3 of the BBWA2, EPA describes their assumptions and analyses of changes in
stream flows as a result of the elimination of flow contributing portions of the three
watersheds in their development scenarios. EPA’s operations assumptions result in water
surplus being passed through the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) for treatment and
subsequent release into stream channels downstream of project infrastructure. The BBWA2
assumes that WWTP releases are divided equally between the NFK and SFK, with the SFK
providing water to the UT via a subsurface connection and UT tributary 1.190 and that
discharges are surface water additions to existing channels. This appears to be the only
technique EPA used to distribute surplus WWTP water to the environment. EPA only dealt
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with flow volume and did not deal with WWTP discharge water chemistry or water
temperature. As a result of this flaw in EPA’s analyses, they failed to recognize the
consequences of their “realistic development scenarios”, which include violations of Alaska’s
Water Quality Standards and disrupting the normal egg incubation water temperature regime
for anadromous and resident fish species. EPA’s lack of familiarity with the three principal
watersheds, the water flow characteristics within those watersheds, and apparently lack of
knowledge regarding salmon egg incubation ecology resulted in this inappropriate and
deleterious water management scenario.
3.2.2 Water Management Techniques Applicable to the Three Principal Watersheds
3.2.2.1 Management of Water Discharged from the WWTP
There are a number of water management techniques and strategies that could be
implemented within the principal watersheds which would provide a much greater level of
protection to fish populations and their habitat needs than that outlined in Section 7.3 of the
BBWA2. The following list briefly describes some of the more obvious techniques and
strategies that EPA did not discuss:
1. Manage water discharged from the WWTP according to a hydrologic program of releases
rigorously defined by advanced flow and habitat modeling techniques, and thereby
ensuring that the availability of downstream fish habitat is ensured.
2. Manage water discharged from the WWTP to comply with Alaska’s Water Quality
Standards and meet the ecological needs of the fish species downstream of the discharge
locations.
3. Manage water discharged from the WWTP in a manner that considers the “ecological
importance” of certain key habitat and fish population areas (e.g., South Fork Koktuli
“Springs” area and UT immediately downstream of the cut off wall for EPA’s waste rock
piles).
4. Manage the chemical constituents of water discharged from the WWTP to increase the
primary productivity and fish productive capacity in areas downstream from discharge
locations.
5. Manage water discharged from the WWTP to the environment in order to meet the
ecological water temperature requirements of fish downstream of the discharge locations.
6. Manage the volume of water discharged from the WWTP into each watershed
considering whether or not salmon spawning habitat is limiting the population and to
offset naturally imposed bottlenecks to fish production (e.g., critically low winter flow
periods).
3.2.2.2 Techniques to Increase the Total Volume of Water Available to Offset Downstream
Flow Reductions
Three techniques are also available to increase the total volume of water available to offset
downstream flow reductions; none of these were considered by EPA in the BBWA2. The
first two are really self-explanatory, while the third requires some more detailed explanation
for someone not familiar with the technique.
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•

Develop impoundments to increase the total volume of water available to offset flow
reductions downstream of EPA’s infrastructure components in each of the three
development scenarios.

•

Increase the volume of water available to recharge groundwater aquifers and provide
additional stream flow by creating ice fields during the fall and winter time periods
(Clark and Lauriol 1997; Alamaro 1999; Yoshikawa et al. 2007).

•

Use a water pump-back technique to supply water to upstream areas that would otherwise
be flow-depleted.

3.2.2.2.1 Water Pump-Back (i.e., Re-circulating Water from Downstream Back to Upstream
Areas)
General Description
The water pump-back concept involves establishing a well field or screened intake and
associated pumping plant in a watershed down-gradient of the reach or reaches where
supplemental water is desired. Water from this downstream source is pumped to a storage
location, release point, or area upgradient of the reach or reaches to receive water
supplementation. Water is then released from the upstream site(s) to maintain or improve
aquatic habitats and ultimately the productive capacity of the stream. This water eventually
flows downstream and is effectively recycled, through the pumping system, back to the
upstream site(s). Once the system is charged (a one-time draw on local surface or
groundwater), the water is recycled non-consumptively keeping the desired flow in the
reaches between the release area (e.g., wetlands and/or up-gradient aquifer recharge area) and
the down-gradient screened intake or well field aquifer recharge area.
Selected Examples
Several examples of a pump-back technique being used to improve fish and/or aquatic habitat
purposes are briefly outlined below. Examples vary considerably in scope and detail, but
each uses the water pump-back concept for maintenance or enhancement of fish habitat and
other environmental amenities. Most incorporate upstream storage, but some do not.
A. Colorado Water Congress – Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program
This program has developed a complex array of elements to restore and enhance aquatic
habitats providing for irrigation and municipal water supply obligations. Several elements
involve pump20 back approaches. Objectives include re-creation of more natural
hydrographs for both fish resources and recreational purposes (GrandRiver Consulting
2005; GEI Consulting 2008). Some project elements include:
•

The Wolford Mountain Reservoir element involves pumping 75 cfs from the
Colorado River at the mouth of Muddy Creek to a reservoir about 7 mi upstream
where it is released down the creek as part of a multi-purpose storage/release
program.

•

The Fraser River (Colorado) Pump-Back element recycles 5 cfs via several
components for fisheries, recreation, scenic and other environmental purposes.
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The “15-mile Reach Pumpback” element recycles 350 to 400 cfs (150 ft. lift) to an
upstream release location at the top of a 15 mi long segment of the Colorado River
between Grand Junction and Palisade, Colorado, providing flow enhancement during
late summer. No storage is involved.

B. Los Angeles Water and Power / Inyo County Lower Owens River Plan, (Los Angeles
Water and Power 2005).
This project involves pumping 35-50 cfs from the Owens River to an aqueduct for release
to lakes and ponds from which it is returned to the river via surface flow. The primary
goal of the project is to establish a “… healthy, functioning Lower Owens River
ecosystem… for the benefit of biodiversity and Threatened and Endangered Species,
while providing for the continuation of sustainable uses including recreation, livestock
grazing, agriculture and other activities.”
C. Umatilla Basin Project, (Bronson and Duke 2005; USBR 2007)
An upgrade to this century-old U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation
project involves pumping up to 140 cfs from the Columbia River near the mouth of the
Umatilla River upstream in the Umatilla drainage to the off-channel Cold Springs
Reservoir (321 ft. rise) (Bronson and Duke 2005). This “conjunctive use” water passes
from the reservoir and enters the Umatilla Basin Project irrigation and water supply
complex (USBR 2007). This scheme increases flow in the Umatilla River directly
through a 1-for-1 exchange for Umatilla River diversions and indirectly through recharge
of basin aquifers. Increased Umatilla River discharge provides fish passage flows and
fish habitat maintenance in the lower river.
D. Columbia River Basin Storage Options – Yakima Basin Water Storage, (USBR 2007)
The Wymer Alternative of this project involves pumping water from the Yakima River to
Wymer Reservoir on Lmuma Creek and release of water from the reservoir to return to
the Yakima River (USBR 2007). Objectives include fish and aquatic habitat maintenance
in Lmuma Creek.
E. Oregon Governor’s Watershed Enhancement Board Pump-Back Projects, (Ken Bierly,
Watershed Enhancement Board, pers. comm.)
Several pump-back projects have been approved for funding by the Oregon Governor’s
Watershed Enhancement Board (Ken Bierly, Watershed Enhancement Board, pers.
comm.). Most of these projects are in the arid eastern part of the state. Examples
incorporating fish and aquatic habitat enhancement include: (1) Willow Creek Pumpback Project, (2) Rudio Creek Replumbing Project and (3) Little Butte Creek Pump-back
Project.
Hypothetical Application of a “Pump-Back” Project in the Pebble Project Area
Using the South Fork Koktuli River as a hypothetical example, water could be pumped at a
rate of 50 cfs, either from a groundwater well field on the flats near the North Fork – South
Fork Koktuli confluence (el. ~700 ft msl) or from a screened intake in the same vicinity, to a
storage reservoir or up-gradient aquifer recharge area (e.g., South Fork Koktuli “flats”) about
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20-25 mi away (el. ~1,000 ft msl). Releases from the storage reservoir or to the recharge area
could be programmed to meet channel maintenance and fish production goals as appropriate.
Operation would not necessarily have to occur continuously. During periods of elevated
natural runoff, it may be that water supplementation using this method would not be needed.
A diagrammatic depiction of this concept is illustrated in Figure 3.1(See comment).
Establishment of the pumping plant in this application would include providing power at the
site and provision of access to maintain project infrastructure. Feasibility of the well field
supply approach would depend on an analysis of the recharge capability of the donor aquifer.
Environmental risks include the potential for turning some gaining reaches in the vicinity of
the North Fork – South Fork Koktuli confluence into losing reaches, thereby influencing
aquatic habitat quality. The appropriate regulatory requirements associated with obtaining the
applicable permits to build a project like this would need to be addressed.
Water recycled in this way would not represent an inter-basin transfer. As long as this flow
supplementation water stayed in its own watershed, there would be no associated risks of
introduction of fish pathogens or parasites and it is anticipated that no special studies related
to fish pathogens would be required.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.
J.92

3.3 Creation and/or Improvement of Physical Habitat Components or Areas
3.3.1 Overview
This subsection describes physical habitat-based techniques for mitigating fish and aquatic
habitat impacts that might result from EPA’s mine development scenarios. The techniques
described are based on over three-quarters of a century of experience with habitat
manipulation, rehabilitation, enhancement, and creation in the fresh water environment in the
Pacific Northwest, western Canada and Alaska (Davis et al. 1935, Silcox 1936, Tarzwell
1938, Gee 1952, Ehlers 1956, Summers and Neubauer 1956).
This subsection incorporates selected techniques and examples from Alaska. Other than the
Habitat Division of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADFG), there exists no
detailed documentation of habitat restoration or improvement work since Parry and Seaman’s
1994 compendium. This conclusion is supported by phone conversations with one state and
four federal agency employees familiar with the habitat restoration/improvement actions
occurring in the State. The literature documentation and intensive monitoring results are
dominated by examples from the Pacific Northwest and Intermountain West of the United
States and British Columbia, Canada. It is important for the reader to understand that it was
not until the early 1980s that large sums of money became available to “improve salmonid
habitats” because of the collapse of salmon runs in the Eastern Pacific Ocean. As a result of
the stampede to improve fish habitats, many design mistakes and a general misunderstanding
of how streams functioned resulted in failure or disappointing results. Also, other critical
factors involved inadequate project planning and misidentification of the factor(s) limiting
fish production. However, habitat enhancement and rehabilitation practitioners learned
rapidly from their mistakes. In the past three decades, the science and engineering of “habitat
improvement” has advanced greatly and it is rare to see projects implemented now that have
the same flaws that led to questionable success in the past.
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Early efforts and programs targeting enhancement of salmonid habitats in small rivers and
streams met with mixed results (Ehlers 1956, Buell 1982, Beschta et al. 1994), but the
evolution of knowledge regarding the relationships among fluvial processes, aquatic habitats
and the fish they support has brought the art and science of habitat enhancement and
rehabilitation to an advanced state (Hall and Baker 1982; Reeves and Roelofs 1982; National
Research Council 1992; Sear 1994; Reeves et al. 1995; Slaney and Zaldokas 1997; Benda et
al. 1998; Saldi- Caromile et al. 2004).
Successes in increasing productive capacity (the ability of habitats to produce fish) and actual
fish production have been documented extensively in the technical literature. Solazzi et al.
(1999) reported on an 8-year program specifically designed to evaluate the effectiveness of
instream habitat restoration and enhancement projects on many streams in the Oregon Coast
Range. They examined the types of rearing habitat created by various habitat improvement
techniques, compared the densities of juvenile coho salmon in summer and winter and
compared the productivity of constructed versus natural habitats. They also undertook an
intensive investigation of several streams before and after habitat restoration work to
determine the effects of this work on smolt production. Their data showed that constructed
habitats performed as well as natural habitats, and that alcoves (off-channel) and other lowvelocity habitats supported larger numbers of overwintering coho than main channel habitats.
The intensive before-and after studies showed that overwinter survival rates for juvenile coho
ranged from 35-52% in constructed habitats, triple the rates from control streams over the 8year study period. The number of large (>90mm) downstream steelhead and coastal cutthroat
trout migrants also increased in the treated versus non-treated streams.
Many monitoring studies are chronicled in British Columbia’s Watershed Restoration
Technical Circular entitled “Fish Habitat Restoration Procedures” (Slaney and Zaldokas
1997). This compendium contains large chapters on a number of stream restoration and
enhancement approaches, including spawning habitat enhancement, secondary channel and
off-channel development, use of large woody debris, boulders and combinations of these
elements and fish production enhancement using low-level nutrients. Each chapter
summarizes successful (and unsuccessful) applications of these approaches. For example,
Table 3.1 summarizes data on stream-rearing fish species from Keeley et al. (1996) for 15
paired studies of treated and untreated areas in streams. These data show significant increases
in fish life stage density, up to an order of magnitude, resulting from habitat-based treatments
for all species studied.
Citing data from Keeley et al. (1996), Slaney and Zoldakas (1997) report fish production
benefits of a 1.8- to 9.3-fold increase adult salmon and steelhead returns resulting from
increasing main channel habitat complexity (i.e., introduction of large woody debris,
boulders and other complexing elements). Fish production benefits associated with developed
secondary channels and off-channel habitats, especially as compared to associated natural
habitats, are also documented. More thorough documentation of higher egg-to-fry survival
(e.g., Bustard 1986; Marshall 1984; WDFW 1986) and coho salmon overwintering survival
and smolt output (Bachen 1984; Bustard 1986; Cederholm and Scarlett 1991; Guillermo and
Hinch 2003; Morley et al. 2005) resulting from habitat improvement measures.
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife has developed Stream Habitat Restoration
Guidelines (Saldi-Caromile et al. 2004), which provide very comprehensive and detailed
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guidance on habitat-based rehabilitation and enhancement of streams targeted specifically at
the production of fish, especially salmonids. Besides chronicling strategies and
implementation techniques and instructions, this document stresses the benefits that can be
expected from implementation of the approaches and techniques described.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.
J.93

The purpose of the remainder of this subsection is to provide the reader with a brief synopsis
of the scientific literature and compendiums which clearly demonstrate the potential benefits
to fish populations resulting from properly planned and executed habitat improvement
projects or programs. More specific improvement actions or techniques are discussed in more
detail below, with additional literature-based documentation of the results of implementing
specific techniques or combination of techniques also presented. Review of the scientific
literature and the authors’ extensive personal experiences in planning and implementing
habitat improvement projects and managing agency-based regional habitat improvement
programs for Pacific salmon form the foundation for the selection of techniques detailed
below. It should also be noted, that the authors have several decades of experience in dealing
with Alaska ecosystems and their associated fish species.
The techniques reviewed in this document reflect a distillation of those specific techniques
that the authors believe are most applicable to the Pebble Deposit area and its setting in
Southwest Alaska. Many millions of dollars have been spent and continue to be spent on
habitat-based enhancement of production of salmon and other fish species in the Pacific
Northwest, western Canada and Alaska, and monitoring results from a wide variety of these
efforts over the last quarter century or more, some of which are reviewed here, attest to their
effectiveness. This money is being spent by the private sector for mitigation and by the public
sector for mitigation and enhancement because the approaches being funded work. The
authors believe that the benefits of habitat improvement are settled science.
3.3.2 Improved Access to Existing Spawning or Rearing Habitats
3.3.2.1 Removal or Modification of Seasonal Barriers (beaver dams)
A major concern to fish managers in their efforts to manage existing natural or newly created
aquatic habitats is the potential for beaver to either change the character of the habitat,
existing or created, or to prevent access to these habitats by both adult and/or juvenile fish.
Beaver dams blocking access to upstream areas for migrating salmon have been documented
in the general project area. Coho salmon spawning within a beaver pond in spring areas
visible from the air have also been documented in the proposed project area.
Pools created by beaver dams provide some of the most productive aquatic habitat found in
and near the Pebble Project area. These pool areas provide relatively productive rearing
areas, especially multiple age classes of juvenile coho salmon. They provide significant
quantities of overwintering habitat area for a variety of fish species.
Clearly, the negative and positive characteristics of beaver activity in salmon producing
watersheds require close management, but more importantly, present substantial
opportunities for fish habitat mitigation. Finnigan and Marshall (1997) provide an excellent
overview of managing beaver to maintain ecosystem values for fish, such as providing
complex and highly productive rearing habitat for juvenile fish. They also describe a variety
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of techniques to keep beaver construction actions from damaging project infrastructure, such
as damming road culverts and causing road prism failure.
3.3.2.2 Creation of Permanent Access over Existing Waterfalls
The only fish migration impediment currently affecting access to useable fish habitat is a
bedrock cataract on UT 1.190 near the confluence of this stream with the UT main stem. Fish
sampling efforts have yielded no anadromous fish (juveniles or adults) upstream of this
cataract in spite of a base stream flow of about 25 cfs. This level of flow is sustained year
around via an underground transfer from the SFK watershed. This stream remains generally
ice free during the winter and could provide valuable winter rearing habitat.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.
J.94

The use of large boulders (typically 2-6+ ft. in diameter) to create desired habitat conditions
or channel complexity has been used in western North America by a variety of agencies to
improve salmonid fish habitat. Boulder placements generally occur in riffles or side channels
to create habitat diversity or complexity. The fundamental principle behind boulder
placement is creation of desirable conditions within the stream channel by causing localized
scour and deposition to create spawning areas due to the sorting and accumulation of suitable
bed materials downstream of the rock(s) location (Figure 3.2) (Lisle 1981). Juvenile rearing
habitat is also created by changing the water velocity and flow patterns within the channel
and creating low or zero velocity areas downstream of the boulder. Enhanced feeding
opportunities for juveniles and adult salmonids are created in the shear zones at each
downstream corner of the boulder. Drift food organisms are delivered to the quiet, zero
velocity area immediately downstream of the rock, thus minimizing energy expenditures for
individual fish. Groups of boulders placed in a triangular pattern adjacent to the channel bank
can create the same types of habitats as described for a single boulder. In addition, these
multiple rock structures can reduce/stop bank erosion, particularly on the outside bends in
certain types of channels.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.

J.95

Habitat improvement projects using large wood in some form can accomplish a number of
the recommended mitigation goals outlined in this document. Whether it is restoration of
habitats damaged during construction or creation of new habitats, large wood can be used to
create a variety of different habitat conditions. Wood can be used to change the water
velocity patterns within the channel, creating a variety of microhabitats suitable for multiple
age classes of fish. Wood can be used to create complexity within a channel, providing more
structure within the water column, which in turn provides cover and additional feeding
opportunities for juvenile fish. Wood can be used to create a substrate for algal and aquatic
invertebrates, which enhances the food supply for juvenile fish. Large wood can also be used
to create scour pools, lateral scour pools, and create stream bed erosion which allows
deposition of spawning sized gravels. All of these conditions can be created in both small and
large channels. Use of wood in pools or low velocity channels is generally associated with
increased cover or feeding opportunities. EPA’s exclusion of these types of habitat mitigation
measures seriously undermines the credibility of the BBWA2 conclusions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.
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Reconnecting abandoned secondary channels and oxbows and development of connected
secondary channels in flood plains constitutes a direct supplementation of existing physical
aquatic habitat. As illustrated by the selected examples summarized above, these developed
habitat areas can be and usually are designed to incorporate features that complement and
often significantly enhance productive capacities of natural habitats associated with the
parent stream. Monitoring results frequently indicate higher production of standing fish stock
and smolt output per unit habitat area or stream corridor length than associated natural stream
channels. For example, overwintering habitat elements (e.g., deep pools with incorporated
cover elements) can be incorporated into groundwater-fed secondary channel design to
supplement existing natural habitats or supply such habitats in areas where they are rare.
Likewise, low velocity rearing areas for young-of-the-year life stages can be provided in
developed secondary channels alongside stream reaches dominated by high-velocity riffles
and runs with little or no coarse boulders or large woody debris to provide velocity refugia.
The large secondary off-channel habitat complexes described above provide ample evidence
of the feasibility of designing and constructing very high quality off-channel habitats in
systems like those in the Pebble Deposit area. Developed secondary channels are typically
designed to provide specific habitat needs for target species and life stages, usually
anadromous salmonids, according to analyses of factors limiting or potentially limiting those
species. Over a quarter century of experience with a wide variety of habitat needs spanning
north-temperate to Arctic climate conditions has resulted in a high rate of success for modern
designs. Developed secondary channels have been shown through monitoring to complement
natural habitats both in areas previously degraded by human activities or natural events (e.g.,
floods) and in non-degraded settings. Contemporary developed secondary channels and
connected off-channel pond-stream complexes are typically designed with trophic
considerations, particularly natural aquatic invertebrate food production, in mind. Monitoring
data often demonstrate superior growth and overwintering survival in developed secondary
channels compared to adjacent natural stream channels. These data also demonstrate high
rates of use of off-channel habitats by target and non-target species, reflecting robust aquatic
biological communities. Extensive wildlife use of developed secondary channels has been
documented (WDFW 2012), sometimes leading to maintenance issues to manage beaver
activities.
Developed secondary channels and channel/pond complexes can and should be integrated
with nutrient supplementation, if that measure is used to increase carrying capacities for
salmon, trout, grayling and other fish species in the Pebble Deposit area or along the road
corridor. The quantities of nutrient supplementation to bring main stem streams such as the
North Fork Koktuli, the South Fork Koktuli and Upper Talarik Creek up to optimum levels
may prove to be prohibitive because of stream flows, especially in middle and lower reaches
of these streams. Applying nutrient supplements to developed secondary channels, however,
would likely significantly lower the quantity requirements and enable these measures to focus
directly on areas with the highest fish production potential. EPA’s exclusion of these types of
habitat mitigation measures seriously undermines the credibility of the BBWA2 conclusions.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.

J.97

In general terms this technique would increase the nitrogen and/or phosphorus levels at
selected locations and times to increase the primary productivity of streams in the project
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area. Nutrient additions would occur in the three primary watersheds near the mine deposit.
However, other locations or tributaries in these watersheds could supply other suitable sites
and additional opportunities along the transportation corridor for any streams or lakes that
could benefit. Three factors are critical when nutrient additions are contemplated. First is
determining the spatial and temporal distribution of the limiting nutrient(s). Both nitrogen
and phosphorus can be co-limiting. Second is determining the timing and duration of nutrient
application(s). Depending on the source of nutrients, multiple applications may be necessary
to achieve the desired concentrations in the receiving waters. Third is determining the desired
concentrations of each nutrient and the ratio between N and P for each application location.
For mitigation of the hypothetical EPA mine development, the primary focus of nutrient
enhancement could be in either existing or newly created side channels, sloughs, beaver
ponds, or alcoves. Providing nutrient rich outflow from these areas may be sufficient to meet
the nutrient objectives for the main channels of the major streams. If this approach proves
insufficient for the main channels (emphasis on rainbow trout and Chinook salmon, with
some secondary benefits to sockeye and other resident species),then applications could be
made at approximately 10 km downstream intervals in the main channels. These additions
could be made during the growing season (i.e., after breakup through August initially).
However, it might be beneficial to add nutrients earlier or potentially all winter in open water
locations where the water temperatures are a few degrees Celsius and suitable for biological
production to continue\year around. Calculating the current nutrient concentrations from
existing water quality data and then determining where nutrient enhancement could occur
would be critical. The type of nutrient delivery varies from liquid fertilizer to slow-release
fertilizer to nutrient analogs which are essentially slow release pellets. All of these methods
have been used successfully. The key consideration is access cost and maintenance
requirements. Sterling and Ashley (2003), provide a good general overview of the various
formulations tried and delivery mechanisms. Slaney et al. (2003) provide insight into some of
the problems associated with direct fertilization techniques used in the Keogh and Salmon
Rivers on Vancouver Island.
3.4.3.3 Selected Examples: The literature reviewed above demonstrates a broad base of
countries that are using nutrient enhancement in a variety of lakes and streams to increase
fish production. Alaska had a lake fertilization program aimed at sockeye salmon production.
Stream and lake nutrient enhancement projects are still routine programs in Sweden and
Norway. Canada has programs centered in British Columbia on a variety of lakes and
streams. Finally, the Northwest Power and Conservation Council and Bonneville Power
Administration announced in January 2010 funding for a 10-year nutrient enhancement
program in the Snake River Basin. The program, to be managed by the Shoshone-Bannock
Tribe, will use nutrient analogs of C, N, and P in high elevation streams to increase fish
productivity with a target of increasing anadromous fish populations. The benefits of
fertilization of oligotrophic waters for the stimulation of fish production have been
demonstrated in several venues. For example, whole-stream fertilization of the Keogh and
Salmon rivers in British Columbia resulted in up to 2 to 3-fold increases in the average
weight of juvenile steelhead trout just 3 months after fertilizer application in the Keogh River
(Slaney et al. 1986, Johnston et al. 1990, Slaney and Ward 1993). These studies also
documented striking increases in fry densities, growth rates (mass and length) and a doubling
of survival to the smolt stage from 25% to 50%. This translated into a 65% increase in adult
returns. Similar results were found in the Salmon River. Stream fertilization in the Kuparuk
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River (AK) resulted in a 1.4 to 1.9-fold increase in age 0+ Arctic grayling size and a 1.5 to
2.4- fold increase in growth rate for adults (Deegan and Peterson 1992).
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.
J.98

4. Review of the Documented Efficacy of Selected Fish Habitat Mitigation Techniques
The previous sections of this report have chronicled a wide variety of measures that can be
applied appropriately to mitigate unavoidable impacts of the development and operation of a
mine at the Pebble deposit location. The efficacy track record of these measures has also been
documented for over three quarters of a century of application. There is no question about the
effectiveness of an appropriate application of these measures to enhance production of
aquatic biological resources, especially salmon. Large amounts of money continue to be
dedicated towards the implementation of these kinds of measures because they work; this is
settled science.
On the other hand, not all mitigation measures implemented to compensate for unavoidable
impacts of human activities work all the time. Many individual mitigation exercises have
failed to meet stated objectives, and these failures have occurred for many reasons. One of
the most comprehensive and detailed investigations of the most detailed and comprehensive
reviews of the efficacy of fish habitat mitigation measures (as opposed to jurisdictional
wetland mitigation banks, which are usually the subject of CWA Sec. 404 mitigation success)
was conducted as a formal evaluation program by Jason Quigley and David Harper of the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Environment Canada, in the mid-2000s (Harper and
Quigley 2005a, Quigley and Harper 2006a, Quigley and Harper 2006b). A summary version
of their early findings was published in Fisheries (Harper and Quigley 2005b). The
evaluation program had four parts:
•

Literature Review – Detailed file reviews were conducted of all studies in the peerreviewed and grey literature that could be found relating to assessment of habitat
compensation/mitigation projects to determine success in achieving the national No-NetLoss policy for fish habitat;

•

Detailed File Review – Permits and associated conditions for 124 projects and
developments issued between 1994 and 1997 were collected and analyzed to provide an
indication of the types of projects permitted, mitigation approaches used and associated
monitoring/evaluation programs;

•

Compliance Audit – A subset of 52 of the 124 permitted projects and developments were
subjected to field inspections to assess compliance with biological, physical and chemical
parameters identified in permits and associated regulatory documents;

•

Effectiveness Audit – A subset of 16 of the 52 field-audited projects and developments in
the compliance audit were quantitatively evaluated for achievement of No-Net-Loss by
comparing habitat productivity at treatment and control (reference) sites.

This detailed evaluation concluded that the national Habitat Policy requiring No-Net-Loss for
fish habitat, particularly that part requiring compensatory habitat development or
enhancement to offset losses “is an excellent conservation strategy, potentially serving as a
model for other jurisdictions” (Quigley and Harper 2006a). [Emphasis added]. They also
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found that, in the aggregate, success in meeting the No-Net- Loss objective was not always
met, and that significant improvement was called for. In all, only 64% of the 124 projects and
developments subjected to a detailed file review were successful in meeting or exceeding the
No-Net-Loss fish habitat goal.
The Evaluation Program, as reported in the references cited above, identified the reasons for
compliance failure. These reasons cover a broad spectrum, and are informative when it
comes to development of a mitigation program for any large project if such a program is to
succeed. These reasons can be grouped as follows:
Non-Achievement of No-Net-Loss
Permits / Authorizations
•

Required mitigation/compensation ratios are often too small

•

Temporal losses in fish habitat productive capacity result from avoidable time lags

•

Technical regulatory reviews of mitigation/compensation proposals are inadequate

•

Limiting factors influencing productive capacities are overlooked or wrongly analyzed
during the mitigation/compensation design process

Compliance
•

Non-compliance with permit specifications is undetected and/or not enforced

•

Monitoring is inadequate

•

Project/development design changes are not reflected in new or modified mitigation
requirements

•

Field audits are rarely conducted to assure compliance with mitigation and monitoring
requirements

•

Insufficient financial security (performance bonding) is required to assure continued
compliance through time

Mitigation / Compensation Science
•

Ecosystem function is inadequately incorporated into mitigation plans

•

Knowledge from fish habitat enhancement/restoration is not adequately incorporated into
mitigation/compensation programs

Measuring No-Net-Loss
Permits / Authorizations
•

Permits and permit conditions often lack specific goals and objectives

Monitoring Programs
•

Monitoring programs are often not designed to measure No-Net-Loss

•

Frequency and duration of monitoring is often insufficient to measure No-Net-Loss
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Inappropriate variables are often incorporated into monitoring programs ġŔŵŢŵŪŴŵŪŤŢŭġ
power is seldom considered in monitoring programs
ġŅŦŭŪůŦŢŵŪŰůġŰŧġ
mitigation/compensation sites is often unclear

Organizational Memory, Learning, Transparency
Transparency in Decision-Making
•

Links between monitoring results and regulatory action are often missing

•

Communication of regulatory and administrative goals to project/development owners is
muddled or lacking

•

Rationales governing financial securities (performance bonds) are not clear

•

Magnitudes of performance bonds are often not proportional to actual needs
Improvements in learning and organizational memory are needed
Improvements in program effectiveness and adaptive management are needed, especially
for long-term mitigation/compensation programs.

To address the specific shortcomings of many mitigation/compensation projects, Quigley,
Harper and Galbraith (2006) developed a suite of 39 specific recommendations. All of these
recommendations are consistent with good biological and regulatory sense and are grounded
in good science. All are reasonable, practical and achievable in a modern regulatory setting.
It is very important to note that most of the reasons for failure of a significant proportion of
mitigation/compensation measures to achieve the No-Net-Loss goal for fish habitat, and the
Quigley- Harper-Galbraith recommendations to rectify these shortcomings, reflect a failure
of regulatory and administrative functions, not the measures themselves. The next-mostimportant reason for failure to achieve mitigation goals is the failure to incorporate what is
already known about habitat enhancement and rehabilitation, as reflected in the track record
of achievement documented in earlier sections of this document.
It is also important to note that most of Quigley-Harper-Galbraith recommendations are
effectively embodied in the large project regulatory framework that currently exists in
Alaska. This can be demonstrated by three hard rock mining examples: Red Dog Mine near
Kotzebue, Greens Creek Mine near Juneau and Fort Knox Mine near Fairbanks. All three of
these large mines have clear mitigation program requirements with associated goals and
objectives. All three have detailed, hierarchical, multi-parameter monitoring programs with
compliance thresholds and action plans. All three have very close regulatory authority
involvement (ADFG), with annual technical monitoring reports incorporating quantitative
multiparameter biological benchmarks. All three monitoring programs have detected
occasional deviations from parameter limits specified in permit compliance documents, and
in all three examples measures have been undertaken to correct or compensate for these
deviations in a timely manner. In other words, the program works as designed.
In summary, the discussion regarding the efficacy of mitigation compensation projects
reviewed above point to inadequate regulatory implementation. Throughout Section 3 of this
report there are embedded numerous examples and documentation of the proven efficacy of
the fish habitat improvement techniques reviewed there. While there were some early failures
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resulting from a lack of knowledge about stream hydraulics and geomorphology, resulting in
faulty designs. A lack of maintenance funding in many agencies also contributed to the poor
performance. Those types of problems are now decades behind us as the knowledge base and
sophistication of designs have demonstrated successes. As a result, agencies are now
committing billions of dollars to restore anadromous and resident fish populations in Western
North America. EPA’s failure to demonstrate their knowledge of the large body of scientific
literature describing the efficacy of fish habitat improvement techniques in BBWA2 only
undermines the scientific credibility of the conclusions reached in their document.
EPA Response: A new section discussing the efficacy of selected fish habitat mitigation
techniques has been added to Appendix J.
J.99

5. Identification of Fish Habitat Mitigation Techniques and their Applicability to Pebble
Deposit Area Watersheds
The authors of this report have extensive professional experience and training in aquatic
habitat mitigation techniques. They are familiar with the scientific literature and have
participated in numerous evaluations of the applicability and efficacy of fish habitat
improvement programs, including a $500 million program funded by the Cal/Fed Bay Delta
Program. One of the authors has designed and installed fish habitat improvements for
anadromous fish and served as a regional technical expert for the U.S. Forest Service on their
fish habitat improvement program and as a national oversight committee member of the
Forest Service’s fish habitat research program. Both authors have extensive experience in
Alaska and both have intimate knowledge of the Pebble Deposit area. Author Bailey served
as Chief, Fisheries Resources Division for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Anchorage
for nine years and has been working as a senior fish biologist on the Pebble Project since
2007 specifically. Author Buell conducted the original fish distribution and relative
abundance reconnaissance surveys of the Pebble deposit area beginning in 1991 and has
spent a great deal of time in the three watersheds used by EPA in their hypothetical example
since then. He has been active in other mining projects in Alaska throughout his career and
has been a senior fish biologist on the Pebble Project since 2004.
Given these technical and professional credentials, the authors have identified the following
types and techniques that could be used as part of a mitigation program at on-site locations to
mitigate the fish habitat impacts associated with EPA’s mine development scenarios.
1. Water Management: Water from EPA’s WWTP could be distributed in a manner that
reflects the relative importance of certain locations and reaches of streams. For example,
instead of arbitrarily distributing water from the WWTP equally to the NFK and SFK, water
discharge could be appropriately distributed to the upper portion of UT where the greatest
potential magnitude of benefit would accrue to coho salmon. Surprisingly, EPA chose to
distribute no water into this watershed. Also, EPA could have ensured that sufficient water
was distributed to the South Fork “Springs” area which is the major salmon spawning area in
the SFK.
2. Water Management: EPA chose to distribute water from their WWTP via surface
discharge, which would result in violations of Alaska’s Water Quality Standards and change
the emergence timing of juvenile salmon, resulting in potentially catastrophic juvenile
mortality. EPA should have realized that using the water available to recharge and surcharge
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groundwater aquifers, with aquifer residence time of generally a year or more, that provide
critical stream flow would have eliminated the problems identified. In addition, the default
release of WWTP water to recharge and surcharge aquifers would assure that WWTP upset
or shutdown would not interfere with the continuing release of water to streams from
groundwater storage for extended periods.
3. Water Management: EPA should have recognized that the WWTP discharge could be
designed to provide water chemistry concentrations that would improve the buffering
capacity, primary productivity, secondary productivity, and also reduce the potential toxicity
of metals at area downstream of locations where discharge water reenters the stream
channels.
4. Increase Habitat Connectivity: EPA failed to recognize numerous opportunities in all three
principal watersheds to provide fish access to existing, suitable habitats that are not currently
connected to a main stem channel. Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show representative sites in the
NFK, SFK, and UT, respectively. These figures are representative of photographs displayed
in the EBD in Chapters 4, 7, and 15, which EPA apparently did not review. These figures are
for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to identify any specific potential mitigation
site. EPA did not consider providing fish passage over a cataract currently blocking
anadromous fish access to suitable habitats in tributary stream UT 1.190.
5. Increase the Quality of Existing Off-Channel Habitats: EPA failed to recognize the
potential to improve the quality of existing off-channel habitats by increasing the complexity
these areas through the use of boulders, large wood, and deepening or altering the shoreline
development ratio in order to create better over wintering habitat and more alcoves, and thus
contributing to increased survival.
6. Create New Habitats through the Development of Semi-Natural Channels: EPA failed to
recognize the potential for development of new off-channel habitats within the three
watersheds. These new channels could provide additional spawning and rearing habitats by
locating them in locations where subsurface flow will provide the water to the new channel.
The authors have personally reviewed and/or visited dozens of potential sites.
7. Increase the Primary Productivity and Productive Capacity for Fish: EPA failed to
recognize the potential to increase primary productivity and overall productive capacity for
fish by developing an appropriate design for their WWTP so that discharges would increase
key water chemistry constituents. They also failed to recognize that the entire area has very
soft water and thus low productive potential. This situation could be improved through a
carefully designed water chemistry enhancement program.
EPA Response: See response to J.68.
J.100 6. Identification of Fish Habitat Mitigation Opportunities at Off-Site Locations
6.1 Overview
The purpose of this section is to identify the types of mitigation techniques, of which the
authors are aware that would be suitable for off-site mitigation actions for EPA’s
hypothetical large mine development in the Bristol Bay Watershed. The techniques listed are
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examples are those of which the authors are personally aware. This list is not comprehensive;
the list of actions presented should be considered potential opportunities.
6.2 Degraded Habitat Rehabilitation, Reconnection, and/or Development of New Habitat
Projects identified are examples of areas where aquatic habitats have been degraded or
eliminated by various mining-related activities. Opportunities are known to exist. Mitigation
at these sites would involve the rehabilitation, reconnection, and/or development of new
habitat in areas previously disturbed by mining activities.
6.3 Repair or Replacement of Culverts Impairing or Preventing Fish Passage
There opportunities to assist agencies in fixing problem culverts and other types of structures
at road crossings. ADFG has established a Fish Passage Program within the Sport Fish
Division. This program has begun an inventory of fish passage barriers or impediments
which include a large number of improperly sized and/or installed culverts that result in fish
passage impairment. At the present time, this inventory is limited to major road networks in
Central and South-Central Alaska and Kodiak Island. Although it is acknowledged that many
problem culverts exist in other regions, including Southwest Alaska, these have not yet been
added to the ADFG inventory. According to program documents, approximately 44% of 130
culverts in the Matanuska-Susitna Valley, 78% of 97 culverts on the Kenai Peninsula and
83% of 29 culverts near Tyonek are known or assumed to be inadequate for passage of
juvenile salmonids, according to criteria for water depth, culvert size and installation (Albert
and Weiss, in review; Rich, in review a; Rich, in review b).
6.4 Access to New Habitats (Fish Passage around Natural Barriers)
Both the Nushagak River watershed and the Kvichak River watershed are very large. The
Nushagak Watershed is about 8 million acres in size (excluding the Wood River watershed);
the Kvichak watershed is about 5 million acres in size (excluding the Alagnak River
watershed). Within these large areas there are numerous opportunities to provide access to
habitats not currently accessible to anadromous fish. Within the Kvichak River watershed
alone, for example, several reconnaissance efforts by one of the authors have identified
several large river systems and some smaller but significant streams with barrier falls low in
their watersheds. Evaluation has confirmed preliminary feasibility for providing new
anadromous access as mitigation for EPA’s hypothetical mine development scenario. If
passage at barrier falls were provided, these systems could, in the aggregate, provide several
tens of miles of river/stream access and many thousands of acres of lake habitat available to
anadromous fish that are 75 presently inaccessible. The consequence of this would be
significant new runs of salmon for exploitation by subsistence, recreational and commercial
fisheries alike, and would, in time, add to the genetic diversity of salmon runs in the Kvichak
watershed, adding significantly to the important genetic portfolio effect in that watershed.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.
J.101 EPA’s claim in, Appendix J, that: “… there appear to be no sites that a mitigation project
could restore or enhance to offset the magnitude of impacts expected from the mine
scenarios.” [Emphasis added], is so patently false as to be absurd. Any competent,
experienced fish biologist, who was familiar with the area in and around the hypothetical
mine site and tailings storage facilities, had over-flown the area and observed it, examined
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satellite imagery, looked with an experienced eye at the photos and data in the EBD, or was
familiar with the very large body of published scientific literature could not have concluded
that no on-site opportunities for mitigation existed. They are everywhere.
In addition, anyone familiar with Alaska’s Water Quality Standards and the water quality
data contained in Chapter 9 of the EBD would have realized that EPA’s water management
scenario was not “realistic” and that multiple opportunities existed to mitigate fish habitat
losses through the manipulation of water chemistry parameters in the WWTP discharge and
at other locations in the watersheds to improve primary production and the productive
capacity for fish populations.
Two possible conclusions can be reached, regarding EPA’s assertion that no on-site
opportunities for mitigation existed:
1. The EPA staff that authored the BBWA2 are ignorant of the scientific literature regarding
the techniques and efficacy of salmonid fish habitat improvement and/or totally
unfamiliar with the stream geomorphology and/or fish habitats existing within the three
watersheds.
2. The EPA deliberately understated the availability of fish habitat mitigation opportunities
in order to influence the impact conclusions presented to the general public.
Whatever the reason, the BBWA2 clearly demonstrates that EPA critically failed to present a
“scientifically defensible” discussion of potential mitigation measures. In fact, most of the
potential measures outlined in Appendix J, came from the public and/or peer reviewers, not
EPA staff. This fact alone should raise serious questions regarding the technical competence
of EPA’s staff to address this issue.
The bottom line conclusion for this report is that:
•

EPA failed to use the best readily available science (Section 2 of this report),

•

EPA failed to understand the applicable published literature on fish habitat improvement
(Section 3),

•

EPA failed to understand the applicability and efficacy of the habitat improvement
techniques to their mine development scenarios (Sections 3 and 4), 80

•

EPA failed to follow routine scientific methods related to an assessment of this nature,
thus exaggerating the magnitude of potential effects on fish habitat/populations and
under-estimating the benefit of well-established, successful mitigation measures, and

•

EPA failed to demonstrate the required technical and professional expertise to develop a
mitigation program applicable to their development scenarios (Sections 5 and 6).

Accordingly, the BBWA2 report is not a scientifically credible document, and its conclusions
are unsupportable. It is a document that provides a biased, non-objective assessment of the
risks/benefits of a mine development at the Pebble location, or elsewhere within the Bristol
Bay watershed. It should not be used during future agency/public deliberations on the effects
of and mitigation measures for a specific modern mine proposal.
EPA Response: See response to Comment J.68.
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The Wilderness Society (Doc. #5486)
J.102 The EPA’s assessment of Bristol Bay salmon habitat and the potential impacts of mining
presents a reasonable analysis of the detrimental impacts that large-scale mining will have on
fish populations, their habitat and overall habitat quality for many associated species in the
region. There are no examples of mining operations that have achieved mitigation of impacts,
and the risk assessment in Chapter 14 seems to understate the potential for destruction of
habitat. Need we look further than at salmon habitat destruction from development in the
Pacific Northwest to understand how costly it will be to sustain and reclaim Bristol Bay
should large-scale mining be permitted? We know that we are incapable of reproducing what
occurs in a natural, undeveloped ecosystem, given the fine balance between so many
variables. Maintaining and restoring channels and flow is such a small part of a watershed
ecosystem.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Center for Science in Public Participation (Doc. #5540 and #5657)
J.103 Northern Dynasty (NDM): Water Management – Water from EPA’s WWTP could be
distributed in a manner that reflects the relative importance of certain locations and reaches
of streams. For example, instead of arbitrarily distributing water from the WWTP equally to
the NFK and SFK, water discharge could be appropriately distributed to the upper portion of
UT where the greatest potential magnitude of benefit would accrue to coho salmon.
Surprisingly, EPA chose to distribute no water into this watershed. Also, EPA could have
ensured that sufficient water was distributed to the South Fork “Springs” area, which is the
major salmon spawning area in the SFK.
RESPONSE CSP2 Woody: Northern Dynasty Mine (NDM) fish consultants claim to
know where the highest densities of spawning salmon are located in each river by
species; based on this knowledge they suggest 3 water management mitigation scenarios
not considered by EPA. Their proposal to add water to Upper Talarik to provide the
greatest “potential magnitude of benefit” to coho salmon is untenable based on data
presented in the PLP EBD. Baseline studies are inadequate to estimate total number of
spawning or rearing salmon because bias and precision of aerial counts or fry density by
study section was never determined. Further potentially hundreds of kilometers of
headwaters used by salmon were never surveyed. Thus their claim of knowing where to
derive the greatest magnitude of benefit to coho salmon over time via water redistribution
is unsupported. Further, they will be impacting all freshwater life stages of five species of
salmon, which have different habitat needs in space and time. How will each species be
proportionally affected and compensated for via water management?
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J.104 The three water management scenarios suggested below are all untested under harsh Alaska
environments to mitigate for lost fish habitat. NDM consultants suggest on page 19 Appendix
D to:
1. NDM: Develop further impoundments to increase total water volume available to offset
downstream flow reductions. RESPONSE CSP2 Woody: This option would likely
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increase impacts to salmon habitat through further damming of streams and
impoundment creation in the region; no supporting documentation regarding efficacy of
such a program for salmon mitigation is provided.
2. NDM: Creation of ice fields to recharge aquifers and increase available stream flows.
RESPONSE CSP2 Woody: Authors cite three papers implying that this technique has
been successfully implemented elsewhere in regards to mitigation for salmon habitat loss.
However, review of citations does not support such mitigation for salmon. Clark and
Lauriol (1997) is a study of natural groundwater recharge rates in a karst permafrost
system of the Yukon and is not comparable to the alluvial, non-karst, non-permafrost
Pebble region where such ice fields would have to be created, managed, and maintained –
basically an unproven experiment with unknown outcome. Alamaro 1999 is an
unpublished Masters thesis on the feasibility of generating and storing winter ice to meet
summer water demands but was never published in the primary literature and is
unavailable for review. Yoshikawa et al. (2007) is a study of natural ice fields and
hydrology in the Brooks Range of Alaska, and provides no support regarding potential
application or efficacy of ice field creation for manipulating stream flows in a mineimpacted environment.
3. NDM: Water pump-back systems or recirculation of downstream water upstream for rerelease. RESPONSE CSP2 Woody: The non-mine influenced examples given for where
this method “works” are from the Lower 48 (LA, Colorado, etc.) in highly altered
systems with endangered and threatened fish populations. How this hypothetical system
would work in a unique mine-impacted hydrologic unit is unknown and untested. A
potentially expensive experiment with unproven utility for mitigating mine impacts under
Alaska conditions. Such systems would need power, and potentially, maintenance into
perpetuity. Further, no peer-reviewed before-after studies showing statistically defensible
increases in salmon production as a result of these pump back projects exist.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J.105 NDM: Water Management: EPA chose to distribute water from the WWTP via surface
discharge, which would result in violations of Alaska’s Water Quality Standards and change
the emergence timing of juvenile salmon, resulting in potentially catastrophic juvenile
mortality. EPA should have realized that using the water available to recharge and surcharge
groundwater aquifers, with aquifer residence time of generally a year or more, that provide
critical stream flow would have eliminated the problems identified. In addition, the default
release of WWTP water to recharge and surcharge aquifers would assure that WWTP upset
or shutdown would not interfere with the continuing release of water to streams from
groundwater storage for extended periods.
RESPONSE CSP2 Woody:
1. Manipulation of the complex groundwater hydrology documented by PLP consultants
(Smith & McCredie 2008, Groundwater Hydrology-Mine; PLP Agency presentations
2008, Anchorage) to augment stream flows would be a large-scale experiment and could
fail to achieve critical stream flows for salmon mitigation, particularly during Alaskan
winters.
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2. Developing water impoundments, ice fields, and pump back systems to mitigate for
decreased natural river flows in Alaska are unproven. No scientific documentation on the
success of such projects to increase salmon production is provided.
3. If impacts are perpetual then perpetual maintenance of proposed mitigation may be
required.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.
J.106 NDM: Water Management: EPA should have recognized that the WWTP discharge could be
designed to provide water chemistry concentrations that would improve the buffering
capacity, primary productivity, secondary productivity, and also reduce the potential toxicity
of metals at area downstream of locations where discharge water reenters the stream
channels.
RESPONSE CSP2 Woody:
1. Changing the water chemistry of area streams fails to recognize basic salmon life history
in that salmon imprint on natal stream chemistry (Dittman and Quinn 1996), which
enables them to return to and spawn in the streams to which they are adapted. Calcium
ions are considered an important odorant that allow sockeye salmon to discriminate their
natal stream (Bodznik 1978). Changing stream chemistry could result in salmon not
recognizing their natal stream and dying without spawning or they could stray to a stream
to which they are not adapted and potentially suffer higher mortality thus lowered
productivity.
2. Accurate and precise manipulation and control of stream chemistry for the large rivers
that would be impacted would be a challenging difficult experiment with unknown
outcome particularly during spring and fall flood seasons. And would there be water
management into perpetuity?
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.
J.107 NDM: Increase Habitat Connectivity: EPA failed to recognize numerous opportunities in all
three principal watersheds to provide fish access to existing, suitable habitats that are not
currently connected to a main stem channel. Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show representative
sites in the NFK, SFK, and UT, respectively. These figures are representative of photographs
displayed in the EBD in Chapters 4, 7, and 15, which EPA apparently did not review. These
figures are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to identify any specific
potential mitigation site. EPA did not consider providing fish passage over a cataract
currently blocking anadromous fish access to suitable habitats in tributary stream UT 1.190.
Authors propose to increase fish habitat connectivity to increase salmon production potential
in a number of ways. (see pg. 22-57 Appendix D, NDM response to EPA revised watershed
assessment.)
NDM: Removal or Modification for Seasonal Barriers (beaver dams and fish passes). Beaver
Dams – RESPONSE CSP2 Woody:
1. Authors purport to have documented beaver dams blocking salmon access to upstream
habitats in the Pebble project area. However, review of the PLP EBD shows no empirical
studies buy a list of purported beaver dam “barriers” in the project area ranging from 0.2
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meters to 2 meters high. Bryant (1984) showed that dams of 2 meters in height did not block
salmon passage upstream and surveys in the Pebble region have documented salmon above
dams higher than 2 meters (Figure 1) [figure deleted here; see original public comment for
figure]. Further, authors failed to review the most recent literature by Devries et al. (2012),
employed by one of PLP’s primary consulting firms on the Pebble Project. They advocate
emulating ecosystem engineering by beaver as a less expensive and disruptive fish
enhancement technique relative to large-scale in-stream engineering projects. It seems
reasonable based on the most recent scientific literature to not manipulate or change current
beaver created habitat unless studies how unequivocally that they block fish passage or
somehow impair the number of smolts produced per spawner.
Northern Dynasty consultants neglected to review the most recent scientific literature on the
impacts of beaver dams on fishes and fish habitat. For example, Kemp et al. (2012)
conducted a systematic meta-analysis of the literature and expert opinion primarily for North
America. The most frequently cited benefits of beaver dams were increased habitat
heterogeneity, rearing and overwintering habitat and flow refuge for fish, and invertebrate
production. Benefits (184) were cited more frequently than costs (119). The majority of 49
North American and European experts considered beaver to have an overall positive impact
on fish populations, through their influence on abundance and productivity. The most cited
negative effect of beaver activity was that dams impeded fish passage but little research
quantifying the existence or magnitude of this impact exists.
The single citation provided by NDM relative to beaver management as a mitigation tool is
Finnegan and Marshall (1997) who advocate a variety of engineered structures to prevent
beaver from damming culverts, which do not currently exist in the project area, as well as
engineered structures to help fish pass upstream of beaver dams. Managing beaver to mitigate
for lost fish habitat has questionable efficacy as beaver activity in the Pebble Project area has
not been shown to reduce fish production, salmon obviously pass above beaver dams, and
recent studies indicate the benefits of beaver dams outweigh the costs. The long-term efficacy
of proposed structures are not proven and not documented in the primary literature.
2. Fish passes or Fishways: RESPONSE CSP2 Woody:
Authors propose to install a fishway on a tributary to Upper Talarik Creek where
groundwater from the South Fork Koktuli emerges (pg. 25, Appendix D). As a Biologist on
the Tongass for 4 years one of my jobs was to maintain fish passes. Fish passes require
constant maintenance, especially after floods and in areas with beaver (who will continually
dam the fishway entrance); their effectiveness at passing fish is inconsistent, their
effectiveness is rarely monitored and only recently studied and fishways can actually prevent
or delay fish passage (Meixler 2009, Lauritzen et al. 2010, Roscoe and Hinch 2010, Hatry et
al. 2011, Noonan et al. 2011, Bunt et al. 2012, Williams et al. 2012). Performance of
fishways varies greatly with their type, design and operating regime, and with the species
involved. Of the 50 fish passes installed on the Tongass in Southeast Alaska, none are
monitored to determine whether estimated fish production from installation was ever
realized. Instead, managing agencies report estimated increases in fish production based on
available habitat, which is very different than actually measuring increased fish production.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no response required.
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J.108 NDM: Increase the Quality of Existing Off-Channel Habitats: EPA failed to recognize the
potential to improve the quality of existing off-channel habitats by increasing the complexity
these areas through the use of boulders, large wood, and deepening or altering the shoreline
development ratio in order to create better over wintering habitat and more alcoves, and thus
contributing to increased survival.
RESPONSE CSP2 Woody:
NDM consultants propose to add boulders and large wood, as well as bulldoze new and
deeper habitats to increase fish production in watersheds that would be impacted by mining.
They also claim that the success of such projects is “settled science”. Such a proposal is
flawed for a number of reasons. First NDM assumes that habitat is limiting salmon
production and that they can somehow improve it. But these rivers already produce the
world’s largest sockeye and Chinook salmon runs and there is no data to indicate habitat is
limiting. But since NDM would eliminate significant amounts of salmon habitat if mining is
permitted, they would have to compensate or mitigate for lost habitat. Authors overlook the
fact these rivers are wild and although habitats may be disconnected at certain times of the
year they are connected at other times. The photographs in attachment D on pages 72 and 73
clearly show how the rivers have moved across the landscape over time. These rivers will
continue to move and any mitigation projects to “reconnect” or “improve” habitats will only
affect salmon habitat temporarily. Recent science also shows such projects would have to
restore 100% of eliminated floodplain and in-channel habitat to detect a fish production
increase of 25% with 95% certainty (Roni 2011). The lack of statistically valid pre-mining
fish abundance and aquatic biota data in the PLP EBD underscores the fact that they would
be unable to show any scientifically valid increases in fish abundance in a before after study
of mitigation which is one of the primary problems cited in achieving and evaluating
mitigation goals (Quigley and Harper 2006a). A review in SCIENCE (Bernhardt et al. 2005)
of US river restoration efforts found that although river restoration has become a highly
profitable business with an average of 1 billion spent annually fewer than 10% of 37,099
projects were ever monitored post-construction to determine if objectives were realized. The
outcomes of tens of thousands of projects have never been tracked over the long term thus the
efficacy of such projects is equivocal. Stewart et al. (2009) found only equivocal evidence of
their effectiveness at increasing salmonid abundance and significant variability in success
among projects.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J.109 NDM: Create New Habitats through the Development of Semi-Natural Channels: EPA failed
to recognize the potential for development of new off-channel habitats within the three
watersheds. These new channels could provide additional spawning and rearing habitats by
locating them in locations where subsurface flow will provide the water to the new channel.
The authors have personally reviewed and/or visited dozens of potential sites.
RESPONSE CSP2 Woody:
1. Effectiveness of engineered off-channel habitats, primarily for coho salmon, was recently
evaluated in British Columbia (Cooperman et al. 2006). Authors indicated that
assessment of channel functionality is very limited. A rapid assessment of ten channels
showed eight of ten were “functional” but five of the eight had issues that likely
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compromised their utility to salmon. Although authors assessed three topics 1) physical
connectivity, 2) thermal stability and, 3) coho use and growth, they did not show
statistically defensible augmentation of coho salmon populations in sites that were
purportedly successful. Effectiveness monitoring was listed as needed to determine if offchannels actually augment salmon production.
2. Morley et al. (2005) compared coho salmon use of constructed versus natural side
channels in Washington. Total salmonid densities were not significantly different
between channel types, but coho salmon densities were higher in constructed channels
and trout densities were higher in natural channels in winter.
3. Creation of spawning channels for sockeye salmon can result in disease outbreaks and
reduced salmon production (Mulcahy et al. 1982)
4. Price (2012) examined potential effects of spawning channels on Babine Lake sockeye
salmon. His review indicated that increasing sockeye salmon stocks artificially using
spawning channels can alter prey communities and reduce average weight of juveniles
leaving the nursery lake. Marine survival rates declined with increasing numbers of
emigrating salmon.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J.110 NDM: Increase the Primary Productivity and Produce Capacity for Fish: EPA failed to
recognize the potential to increase primary productivity and overall productive capacity for
fish by developing an appropriate design for their WWTP so that discharges would increase
key water chemistry constituents. They also failed to recognize that the entire area has very
soft water and thus low productive potential. This situation could be improved through a
carefully designed water chemistry enhancement program.
RESPONSE CSP2 Woody:
1. Changing the water chemistry of area streams fails to recognize basic salmon life history
in that salmon imprint on natal stream chemistry (Dittman and Quinn 1996), which
enables them to return to and spawn in the streams to which they are adapted. Calcium
ions are considered an important odorant that allow sockeye salmon to discriminate their
natal stream (Bodznik 1978) a water quality characteristic that NDM proposes to change.
Changing stream chemistry could result in salmon not recognizing their natal stream and
dying without spawning or they could stray to a stream to which they are not adapted and
potentially suffer higher mortality thus lowered productivity.
2. There is no data on area streams and rivers showing that salmon productivity is currently
nutrient limited or that nutrients affect the stock recruitment relationship (Adkison 2010).
3. Lake and stream fertilization experiments to increase primary productivity and
theoretically salmon populations, assume that nutrients limit salmon production, but this
is not always the case:
•

Wipfli and Baxter (2010) showed that most fish food comes from external or very
distant sources, including: from marine systems borne by adult salmon, from fishless
headwaters that transport prey to downstream fish, and from riparian vegetation and
associated habitats.
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•

Paeliolimnologic studies in Alaska indicate nutrient inputs are not always tied to
higher primary productivity or salmon productivity (Chen et al. 2011).

•

Added nutrients can result in no increased fish growth (Cram et al. 2011).

•

Nutrient additions can result in nuisance algae blooms or undesirable diatoms (Hyatt
et al. 2004)

•

Nutrient additions can result in declines in primary production due to changes in
ecosystem metabolism (Holtgrieve and Schindler 2011).

•

Nutrient additions did not increase salmonid biomass, growth or retention in 6
California streams (Harvey and Wilzbach 2010).

•

In some systems the highest yields can be obtained from small nutrient depleted
populations (Adkison 2010)

1. Accurate and precise manipulation and control of stream chemistry for the large rivers
that would be impacted would be a challenging difficult experiment with unknown
outcome.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J.111 NDM claims: “There is no question about the effectiveness of an appropriate application of
these measures to enhance production of aquatic biological resources, especially salmon.
Large amounts of money continue to be dedicated towards the implementation of these kinds
of measures because they work; this is settled science.” Pg. 67 Appendix D. They also rely
heavily on papers by Quigley and Harper (2005, 2006a, 2006b) on Canadian mitigation to
support their claims but in actuality these papers actually refute their claims.
1. Quigley and Harper (2006a) showed that 67% of compensation projects resulted in net
losses to fish habitat and only 2% resulted in no net loss.
2. Quigley and Harper (2006a) showed that 86% of permitted “harmful alteration,
disruption of destruction to fish habitat” (HADD) in Canada had larger HADDs and/or
smaller compensation areas than authorized.
3. Quigley and Harper (2006a) indicated that habitat compensation in Canada was at best
only slowing the rate of fish habitat loss.
4. NDM claims that Quigley and Harper (2006a) conclude compensatory habitat
development or enhancements to offset losses “is an excellent conservation strategy,
potentially serving as a model for other jurisdictions”, but in fact
5. Quigley and Harper (2006b) showed that 63% of projects resulted in net losses to aquatic
habitat productivity and only 25% achieved no net loss.
6. Quigley and Harper (2006b) concluded “the ability to replicate ecosystem function is
clearly limited”.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J.112 General Comments from Northern Dynasty Minerals (NDM)
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5. Throughout the 400 square mile area surrounding Pebble, there are tremendous
opportunities to undertake fish mitigation projects that would substantially increase the
productive capacity of the area for both salmon and resident fish species. (NDM 2013a)
Northern Dynasty proposes to compensate and mitigate for lost salmon and fish production
from Pebble Mine by “improving” upon Bristol Bay’s already productive natural rivers by
bulldozing “new” habitat, adding boulders and logs to rivers, and altering water quality to
“improve productivity”. Such techniques rarely show scientifically defensible increases in
salmon production over the long term, require long-term maintenance and monitoring, and if
done improperly can adversely affect salmon habitat and salmon production.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J.113 Compensatory Mitigation is now considered in Chapter 7 as well as Appendix J.
Compensatory mitigation measures considered a wide range of measures ranging from
beaver dam removal to hatcheries. Current status of U.S. salmon is a testament to the efficacy
of billions of dollars of mitigation efforts, although well intentioned, mitigation and
compensation have failed to reverse the decline of salmon and effects of mitigation at the
watershed scale are not known (Bernhardt et al. 2005).
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
Earthworks (Doc. #5556)
J.114 Although mine proponents claim they can offset salmon losses via mitigation, recent studies30
clearly question the efficacy of mitigation to offset salmon losses. Although a billion dollars
are spent annually in the US on salmon restoration31 effectiveness and cumulative impact of
various mitigation and restoration techniques on salmon production remain debatable at the
watershed scale and can sometimes be harmful.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
American Fisheries Society, Western Division (Doc. #5377)
J.115 Appendix J acknowledges the substantial challenges to mitigating the unavoidable salmon
losses that will result from routine mine operations or those that will occur as a result of
catastrophic spills. We are not only concerned that mitigation and remediation options are not
adequate but that the report gives the impression that mitigation is seamless. We have
decades of research and practical experience in the lower 48 that demonstrate our inability to
replace fish and ecosystem losses with either human-engineered habitats or human-produced
hatchery product. Other specific concerns, many of which were addressed, are identified in
our July 21, 2012 letter and accompanying document.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
J. L. Hallock Jr. (Doc. #2889)
J.116 EPA is slightly reserved in their statements in the draft assessment, but they appear to
acknowledge what I just stated. Given the one of a kind setting and productivity of the area,
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and scale of impacts even from the 0.25 mine scenario – compensatory mitigation that can
replace these lost functions and values does not seem remotely possible.
EPA Response: Comment noted; no change required.
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APPENDIX 1. MASS-MAILERS AND EPA RESPONSES.
The majority of comments submitted to the docket during the public comment period were from
mass-mailing and petition letter campaigns. This appendix contains the text of each mass-mailing
and petition letter campaign and EPA’s response. The number of duplicates of each mailer received
and the sponsor (where known) are noted. Mass-mailers with minor modifications to the title or
content were included in the number count.
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0186 [5 on-time duplicates]
I am writing today to ask you to protect Bristol Bay, Alaska from the Pebble mine. Please use your
influence to ensure that the EPA uses its authority under the Clean Water Act to stop this illconceived project immediately. Pebble will damage the world-class fishery in Bristol Bay and that is
why the commercial fishermen and Alaska Natives who depend on it, and the local businesses that
make their living off of this wild landscape in Southwestern Alaska oppose it.
At first glance, Pebble Mine might appear to be a classic jobs vs. the environment issue. The reality
is that the Pebble Mine would create between 1000-2000 jobs while endangering 12,000 commercial
and recreational fishery-related jobs in the $600 million annual salmon fishery. And the mining jobs
would disappear once the minerals are extracted. In contrast, the jobs supported by salmon will
continue long past the closure of the mine, as long as we take care of the habitat. In Bristol Bay,
protecting the environment protects jobs.
I urge you to initiate a Clean Water Act 404(c) process in Bristol Bay immediately. Alaska Natives,
sportsmen, commercial fishermen, churches, and conservation organizations deserve a public and
science-based process to determine if the Pebble Partnership’s plans to build the biggest open pit
mine in North America will harm one of our nation’s greatest fisheries.
This is the wrong mine in the wrong place, and this Administration should work to stop it before
more time and resources are wasted. Bristol Bay demonstrates that some places should be left free of
industrial development because their natural resource values, and the benefits they provide to people,
outstrip short-term development values.
EPA Response: Comment noted. Economic values and activities were summarized in
Appendix E of the assessment. As a scientific assessment, this study does not
recommend policy or regulatory decisions. It is a technical resource for the public,
tribes, and governments as EPA considers how best to address the challenges of mining
and ecological protection in the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0187 [17,691 on-time duplicates]
I fished for years in Bristol Bay and have many friends and family that continue that tradition.
Economically speaking a pebble mine clearly does not provide the same benefits that one of the
worlds largest fisheries in the world does. Bristol bay is the last unique and mostly intact fishery left
on earth, lets not negatively impact this legacy just so that a large multinational corporation can
continue to fill its coffers. Thank you to the EPA for the diligent work, transparent process and
extensive scientific review in evaluating the destructive impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol
Bay, Alaska region through its Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
Your report makes clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s natural resources,
native peoples, commercial fishing jobs and industry, and tremendous recreational opportunities from
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the unavoidable consequences of mega mining. Bristol Bay and its healthy sockeye fishery supports
14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more than $1 billion in revenue and value every
year. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon.
It is time for the Pebble Partnership to stop playing games and Politics with what are clearly
unacceptable impacts. The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of
harmful spills, up to 87 miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of salmon habitat will be
destroyed by mining the deposit. That alone should be enough to stop this project, but add in the
unsupportable notion that up to 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste will be stored, treated and
monitored “in perpetuity,” and it becomes clear that action is required to protect Bristol Bay now.
Please bear in mind that Pebble CEO John Shively told a crowd in March 2013: “At closure, we will
have to have a system for closure and we will have to have a very substantial amount of money set
aside so if we’re not available to work on closure, the government or somebody else can do it.” I’m
certain no American taxpayers are interested in having the “government” handle closure and cleanup
issues for the Pebble Mine. In addition, because employees in the State of Alaska’s Department of
Natural Resources have already said (in a nationally televised episode of “Frontline”) that if the
Pebble Partnership brings a mine application it would likely be approved, Bristol Bay is clearly a
case in which the help of the federal government is required to protect a substantial regional
economy with resources of a national and global scale.
I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development
activities such as the proposed Pebble Mine, while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0188 [10,340 on-time duplicates]
The people up there are self-sufficient and live sustainably. Don’t destroy the salmon and their way
of life. Stop killing the Earth, the Oceans and people who want to be live responsibly.
I am writing to urge the EPA to initiate the 404c process to prohibit the disposal of mine waste in the
pristine waters of the Bristol Bay watershed. Bristol Bay supports the world’s largest remaining wild
salmon fishery. It is the economic engine for the region, supplying some 14,000 jobs and generating
an estimated $480 million in annual revenue.
The science demonstrates that large-scale mining, such as the Pebble Mine, represents a long-term
risk to the sustainability of this important fishery – and all the people and businesses that rely on it.
The revised watershed assessment determines that the likely impacts of the proposed Pebble Mine
are even bigger than before. It concludes that the proposed mine could result in 90 miles of streams
destroyed from the mine footprint; 4,800 acres of wetlands could be lost, and 34 miles of streams
harmed as a result of reduced flows.
Once again, I urge the EPA to take immediate action to initiate Section 404c of the Clean Water Act
to protect the world’s greatest wild salmon fishery, the Alaska native cultures who rely on the wild
salmon, and 14,000 jobs!
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
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EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0189 [248 on-time duplicates]
The fishermen and industry of Bristol Bay thanks the EPA for its updated Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment and thorough process. We believe the strong scientific evaluation of the world’s largest
and most valuable sockeye salmon fishery should lead to protection of Bristol Bay’s 14,000
American jobs under the Clean Water Act.
The Assessment documents that even without a catastrophe or a series of leaks and spills, mining the
Pebble deposit will destroy up to 87 miles of salmon streams and up to 4,800 acres of wetland
salmon habitat. These impacts alone are unacceptable and adverse, and additional impacts from
withdrawing water from salmon streams and returning treated water to those streams could have
further dramatic impacts on wetlands, fish spawning, and fish rearing habitat. Moreover, road
development and culverts will have negative impacts for fish passage.
As your report notes, [the Bristol Bay commercial salmon fishery generates the largest component of
economic activity and was valued at approximately $300 M in 2009 (first wholesale value) and
provided employment for over 11,500 full- and part-time workers at the peak of the season. These
estimates do not include retail expenditures from national and international sales.] (8) When you take
into account the national and international sales of Bristol Bay’s sockeye salmon, the numbers easily
exceed $1 billion annually.
No doubt remains that EPA must safeguard the Bristol Bay fishery from inappropriate mining
development. We request that your agency act now under the Clean Water Act to initiate a 404c
process that would restrict large-scale mining activities from harming sensitive spawning and rearing
habitat in the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0392 [31,503 on-time duplicates]
Thank you for the diligent work, transparent process, and extensive scientific review reflected in the
Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, which evaluates the destructive impacts of large-scale mining in
the Bristol Bay region of Alaska.
Your report makes clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s natural resources,
Native peoples, commercial fishing jobs and industry, and tremendous recreational opportunities
from the unavoidable consequences of mega-mining. Bristol Bay and its Healthy sockeye fishery
support 14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more than $1 billion in economic
activity every year. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon.
It is time for the Pebble Partnership to stop playing games and politics with what are clearly
unacceptable impacts. The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of
harmful spills, up to 90 miles of streams and up to 4,300 acres of wetlands, which would reduce vital
salmon habitat, would be destroyed by mining the deposit. That alone should be enough to stop this
project. Add in the unsupportable notion that up to 23 billion tons of toxic mine waste will be stored,
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treated, and monitored “in perpetuity,” and it becomes clear that action is required to protect Bristol
Bay now.
I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development
activities such as the proposed Pebble Mine, while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
What is with you knuckle heads at the EPA? Either you support Environmental Protection or you do
not! By allowing this to happen or continue you are supporting, by accident or design, the screwing
up of the ecosystem which in turn screws up the environment!
Stop it! Stop it now! Your lax attitudes and virtually non enforcement of existing laws have damaged
enough people and animals!
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0393 [1,407 on-time duplicates]
The last thing this nation needs is another mine; especially one that will last only a few decades.
Bristol Bay needs protection far more than mining corporations and shareholders need profits.
Support sustainable salmon fishing and ban the mine.
Thank you for releasing the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment. It is extremely clear to me that your
scientific evaluation leads to one simple conclusion, the world’s largest and most valuable sockeye
salmon fishery should be protected immediately. Your assessment clearly documents that mining the
Pebble deposit will destroy up to 87 miles of salmon streams and up to 4,800 acres of wetlands that
salmon depend on for survival. These impacts alone are unacceptable. The Bristol Bay salmon
fishery provides employment to 14,000 full and part-time workers.
According to recent reports from the University of Alaska, the value of the Bristol Bay sockeye
salmon fishery exceeds $1.5 billion annually. Hard working Americans are looking to you to protect
their jobs. If the Pebble mine is allowed to move forward and the impacts that your study so clearly
describes take place, good people will be out of work. Commercial fishermen depend on fish. Fish
need habitat. No habitat means no jobs. Only the EPA and the Obama administration can protect the
habitat that keeps us fishing.
I write today to request that your agency act immediately under the Clean Water Act to protect
Bristol Bay’s fishing jobs, our $1.5 billion dollar industry, and the people who depend on this fishery
for their way of life.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0394 [1,060 on-time duplicates]
I commend the EPA for its careful work, transparent process and extensive scientific analysis in
evaluating the impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay, Alaska. The report makes clear to
hunters, anglers and conservationists that now is the time to protect Bristol Bay’s natural resources,
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native peoples, jobs and industry and tremendous recreational opportunities from the unavoidable
consequences of huge surface mines in this sensitive environment.
Bristol Bay and its healthy sockeye fishery supports 14,000 jobs. Across multiple industries and
generates more than $1 billion in revenue every year while supporting nearly half of the global
supply of sockeye salmon as well as brown bears, wolves, moose, caribou and other wildlife.
The EPA’s Assessment finds that up to 87 miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of salmon
habitat will be destroyed by mining the deposit. That alone should be enough to stop this project, but
add in the unsupportable notion that up to 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste will be stored, treated
and monitored “in perpetuity,” in an area with high potential for earthquakes, and it becomes clear
that action is required to protect Bristol Bay now.
Dozens of distinguished Alaskan fish and wildlife experts have told President Obama that “The
proposed Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay poses numerous significant and potentially long-lasting threats
to one of the world’s foremost sport fishing and hunting regions. Specifically, fish habitat (including
spawning and rearing grounds), wildlife habitat and recreational areas are all threatened by several
hard rock mining proposals - most notably, the Pebble Mine.”
I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate large-scale
mining in the Bristol Bay watershed, while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0395 [36,392 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the World Wildlife
Fund]
I ask that the EPA exercise its authority under the Clean Water Act to stop the proposed Pebble Mine
and protect the Bristol Bay watershed. The findings of the Watershed Assessment lead me to believe
that we should protect Bristol Bay and its economically, ecologically and socially important salmon
fishery, rather than put this resource at risk for the development and operation of Pebble Mine.
I appreciate the EPA’s acknowledgement of the ecological resources of Bristol Bay. It supports the
largest wild salmon fishery in the world that generates $1 billion in revenue each year, 14,000 jobs
across multiple industries, and has sustained native tribes, local communities, and commercial fishery
livelihoods for generations.
The EPA’s review provides clear evidence of the disastrous and long lasting impacts the mine would
have from the day-to-day operations, even at the smallest of scales (Pebble 0.25 Footprint). If a mine
of this nature were to be developed in the Bristol Bay watershed, it would devastate the area’s
pristine ecological and economical resources.
My concerns regarding the development of Pebble Mine are two-fold:
1) Development and operations: If developed, the Pebble Mine will be one of the largest open pit
mines in the world. As the Watershed Assessment states, development and operations of the mine
would last from 20 to 100 years. The Pebble Mine would result in losses of 24-90 miles of streams
known for spawning and rearing of salmon and 1,200-4,800 acres of wetlands. Regardless of the
mine’s scale, the transportation corridor needed to operate it would negatively impact streams, rivers,
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and wetlands that support salmon spawning and rearing. Related operations failures such as leakage
and wastewater treatment plant, culvert, and tailings dam failures, acknowledged in the Assessment
mentions would threaten the region’s freshwater and marine ecosystems and resources.
2) Post-mining waste management If developed, the Pebble Mine would require the world’s largest
earth-filled dam capable of containing between 2.5-10 billion tons of mine waste that would require
treatment in perpetuity. The Bristol Bay salmon fishery has sustained native tribes, local
communities, and commercial fishery livelihoods for generations. Treating mine waste in perpetuity,
combined with the potential of dam failures, would put this salmon fishery at risk.
These impacts are unacceptable. Please protect the Bristol Bay watershed and its salmon fishery
through the use of EPA’s authority under the Clean Water Act to stop the development of the Pebble
Mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0592 [23,141 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the National Parks
Conservation Association]
I am alarmed that private companies could build an industrial mining district on lands adjacent to
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve. This national park was created by Congress to protect a
portion of Bristol Bay’s wild salmon habitat, as well as the larger ecosystem, economy, and
traditional cultures so closely tied to the fish.
The mission of the park is in grave danger if mines are allowed to be built in the watershed that flows
into our national park. Bristol Bay’s fishing industry, which infuses our country with $480 million
annually, might be harmed forever.
According to new analysis by the EPA, the Pebble mining district could be much larger than
anticipated and its impacts could be far more extensive. Now companies are exploring 15 additional
sites in the region. We already know that the effects of Pebble Mine alone could be severe and
permanent, but the possibility of even more mines being carved into the headwaters of our last intact
wild salmon fishery is outrageous. This threat must be stopped.
The state of Alaska has allowed mining claims to be staked across More than 130,000 acres of the
Chulitna River watershed, Lake Clark’s largest freshwater tributary. Development companies could
build three large mines here, plus a mess of roads and infrastructure with additional threats to the
environment. The state of Alaska may not be serious about protecting wild salmon habitat, but I am
and I know you are, too. Industrial, open-pit mining in Bristol Bay is not worth the risk, and it
certainly does not belong upstream of our national park.
Please, act now to protect Bristol Bay’s wild salmon and the integrity of Lake Clark National Park
and Preserve permanently. Thank you for keeping up the fight to save Bristol Bay’s one-of-a-kind
wild salmon fishery!
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
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EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-0738 [587 on-time duplicates]
As one of the nation’s 60 million anglers, I thank you for completing the revised comprehensive draft
study on the Bristol Bay watershed and the scope of its natural resources. This assessment
overwhelmingly supports what the sportfishing community has been advocating for – denial of
Pebble Mine permits under the Clean Water Act. I urge you to use your authority under section
404(c) of the Clean Water Act to protect the region’s unmatched salmon fishery and recreational
fishing from water quality impairment and habitat degradation.
Sportsmen and women care deeply about protecting Bristol Bay’s fisheries and fish habitat, and have
a strong heritage and legacy of conservation. Bristol Bay is one of the world’s great recreational
fishing destinations, mainly because the bay’s freshwater habitat is largely untouched by
development, with a tradition that has been passed down for generations. It supports the world’s
largest sockeye salmon runs, healthy runs of king, coho, chum and pink salmon and provides habitat
for important sportfish species such as rainbow trout. All told, annually, the Bristol Bay fisheries
generate more than $450 million dollars for the state’s economy and provide over 12,000 jobs.
The operations at Pebble Mine will create up to 10 billion tons of toxic waste, which will need to be
contained in perpetuity because of their acidic byproducts. The millions of tons of waste will be held
back from the pristine waters of Bristol Bay by the world’s largest earthen dam, which could be
destabilized by one of the region’s frequent earthquakes. If the byproducts of Pebble Mine
contaminate the surrounding waters, the impact on the region’s fish and wildlife populations will be
devastating. Not only will the contamination affect fish and wildlife but also recreational and
commercial fishermen, Alaska’s native populations, local businesses and others that rely on and
enjoy Bristol Bay.
Thank you for preparing the Bristol Bay watershed assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1131 [7,522 on-time duplicates, sponsored by American Rivers]
As a supporter of American Rivers, I am deeply concerned about the potential destructive impacts
that large-scale mining would have on the Bristol Bay watershed in Alaska. I appreciate the diligent
work of your agency, including a transparent process and extensive scientific review to evaluate the
impacts of mining through the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment. It is clear from your assessment
that now is the time to use EPA’s authorities under the Clean Water Act to prevent the construction
of large scale mines in the watershed.
The rivers of Bristol Bay (including the Kvichack and Nushagak Rivers and their tributaries) are not
an appropriate place for one of the largest open-pit mines in the world. According to the EPA’s
Assessment, there will be a direct loss of 55 to 85 miles of streams and 4 to 6.7 square miles of
wetlands from the Pebble Mine. This is unacceptable, especially in such an important unspoiled area.
The Nushagak River is the world’s largest producer of Chinook salmon. Tailings spill from the mine
would eliminate 28% of the Nushagak Chinook run, with an additional 20% reduction in the
Mulchatna Furthermore, the healthy sockeye fishery supports 14,000 jobs across multiple industries
and generates more than $1 billion in revenue and value every year. It also supports nearly half of the
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global supply of sockeye salmon. The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or
series of harmful spills, up to 90 miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of vital salmon
habitat will be destroyed by mining the deposit. That alone should be enough to stop this project, but
add in the unsupportable notion that up to 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste will be stored, treated,
and monitored “in perpetuity,” and it becomes clear that action is required to protect Bristol Bay
now.
The EPA’s Assessment highlights the importance of protecting Bristol Bay’s natural resources,
native peoples, commercial fishing jobs and industry, and tremendous recreational opportunities from
the unavoidable consequences of mega mining. I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean
Water Act to restrict inappropriate development activities, such as the proposed Pebble Mine, while
allowing reasonable development to proceed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1132 [68 on-time duplicates]
As a jeweler, I am committed to responsible gold sourcing policies that recognize areas of high
conservation or ecological value, such as Alaska’s Bristol Bay, and that promote responsible mine
waste disposal.
I am writing to express support for the protection of Bristol Bay’s wild salmon fishery from the
proposed Pebble gold and copper mine.
I commend the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for completing its revised scientific
study on the risks of mining the Pebble deposit. The Bristol Bay watershed assessment highlights the
global significance of Alaska’s Bristol Bay fishery, and the threat of large-scale mining to the longterm sustainability of this world-class resource, and the communities it supports.
I encourage the EPA to use its authority under Section 404c of the Clean Water Act to restrict the
disposal of harmful mine waste into the pristine waters and wetlands of Bristol Bay to ensure the
lasting protection and sustainability of the wild salmon fishery.
This science-based process is a responsible approach to Bristol Bay protection.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1155 [1,193 on-time duplicates]
Dear Environmental Protection Agency:
Salmon = long term jobs = money = subsistence = recreation = culture = long term economic power
= profit for diverse interests = minimal government oversight = no pollution = no reclamation.
Gold = short term jobs = huge profit for small group of investors at expense of Alaskans = pollution
= tax payer clean up liability =destruction of salmon economy = reclamation.
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Salmon are renewable and valuable as food and an economic engine. Gold is just something you
wear to flaunt wealth. Is there really a question as to which is more valuable?
Thank you to the EPA for the diligent work, transparent process and extensive scientific review in
evaluating the destructive impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay, Alaska region through its
Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
Your report makes clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s natural resources,
native peoples, commercial fishing jobs and industry, and tremendous recreational opportunities from
the unavoidable consequences of mega mining. Bristol Bay and its healthy sockeye fishery supports
14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more than $1 billion in revenue and value every
year. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon.
It is time for the Pebble Partnership to stop playing games and politics with what are clearly
unacceptable impacts. The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of
harmful spills, up to 87 miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of salmon habitat will be
destroyed by mining the deposit. That alone should be enough to stop this project, but add in the
unsupportable notion that up to 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste will be stored, treated and
monitored “in perpetuity,” and it becomes clear that action is required to protect Bristol Bay now.
Please bear in mind that Pebble CEO John Shively told a crowd in March 2013: “At closure, we will
have to have a system for closure and we will have to have a very substantial amount of money set
aside so if we’re not available to work on closure, the government or somebody else can do it.” I’m
certain no American taxpayers are interested in having the “government” handle closure and cleanup
issues for the Pebble Mine.
In addition, because employees in the State of Alaska’s Department of Natural Resources have
already said (in a nationally televised episode of “Frontline”) that if the Pebble Partnership brings a
mine application it would likely be approved, Bristol Bay is clearly a case in which the help of the
federal government is required to protect a substantial regional economy with resources of a national
and global scale.
I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development
activities such as the proposed Pebble Mine, while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1156 [114,799 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Natural
Resources Defense Council]
I applaud EPA for undertaking such a rigorous scientific study of the Bristol Bay watershed. Your
agency has now completed two thorough assessments of the region, and they have both come to the
same conclusion: Massive mining projects like the Pebble Mine would be devastating to Bristol Bay.
The time for study is now over. It is time for action to protect Bristol Bay’s environment, wildlife
and people. Your painstaking review has provided overwhelming evidence that large-scale mining in
such an ecologically sensitive area would pose grave and unacceptable risks to a natural treasure.
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Bristol Bay’s wild salmon fishery provides 14,000 jobs and is valued at more than $1.5 billion
annually. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon. Salmon sustain the
culture, language and spirituality of Alaska Natives, who have relied on subsistence fishing for
thousands of years.
The proposed Pebble Mine would risk this economic, cultural and ecological powerhouse by gouging
one of the world’s largest gold and copper mines out of the headwaters of Bristol Bay. It would
generate billions of tons of contaminated waste, devastate up to 90 miles of streams, destroy
thousands of acres of wetlands and threaten the area’s legendary salmon runs -- the linchpin of the
Bristol Bay ecosystem, which supports wildlife such as bears, eagles, wolves and seals.
Your agency’s findings all demonstrate that building a mine of this scale in this location is an
unacceptably destructive venture, and it must be stopped. I urge you to do so by using EPA’s
authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act -- for the sake of the Bristol Bay watershed,
its world-class salmon fishery and its people.
Regardless of what they promise, anyone with common sense knows that it is not possible for the
operators of any large project to protect the environment forever from the devastating effects of
massive spillage of toxic materials. This project must not proceed!
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources to make responsible decisions.
EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section
404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1157 [2,515 on-time duplicates]
I am writing to ask you to terminate the Bristol Bay watershed assessment, as it is both deeply flawed
and unnecessary. Since the report assesses impacts based on an unrealistic, hypothetical mine plan, it
fails to meet basic scientific standards and the conclusions from the report offer no grounds for
determining how an actual mine would operate. Until a mine plan is submitted and the actual facts
are presented, it is far too early to examine impacts from a mine in Bristol Bay.
The EPA’s reliance on reports from avowed anti-mining groups and “experts” like Ann Maest, who
recently admitted to falsely presenting environmental reports to a court, further demonstrates that this
study is biased and formulated with questionable data designed to achieve a predetermined result.
In addition, the United States already has a strong environmental permitting process that operates
under the National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA). A study of this nature prior to initiation of
permits is unnecessary and negates the existing NEPA process.
Using this flawed and unnecessary document as grounds to issue a preemptive denial for the Pebble
project would send shock waves through the U.S. economy and stop tens of thousands of jobs. It’s
time that the EPA stops wasting my taxpayer dollars and Jeopardizing American jobs. I urge you to
end the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment immediately. Thank you.
The EPA is becoming a political action bureaucracy rather than being a shining example of how
science works. Your perceived purpose, to those of us that represent traditional scientific endeavor, is
to destroy the United States of America as formed under the Constitution.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The mine scenarios presented in the assessment are
based largely on preliminary plans put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari
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et al. (2011), and assume that modern conventional mining practices and technologies
are used. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments of this nature under Clean
Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and transparent
manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry.
The assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following
EPA’s guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry
copper mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared
for the same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
EPA has not made any determination regarding the merits of the reports co-authored
by Dr. Maest. However, because of the controversy surrounding Dr. Maest in the
Chevron matter, we have removed references to the reports she co-authored from the
final assessment. These reports were used only to support our analyses, and their
removal does not affect the assessment’s findings.
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1158 [499 on-time duplicates]
Please stop this biased watershed study before it kills more American jobs.
The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment was clearly designed with the purpose of providing the basis
for a preemptive permit denial under section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit,
before the company has even submitted a mine plan. Not only would this be the first time the EPA
has preemptively vetoed a permit prior to the established permitting process, it would also be done
based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account modern mining
practices!
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments in projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
The facts are clear: We already have a stringent environmental permitting process, and conducting
this assessment outside the permitting process of permits is unnecessary and negates the existing
National Environmental Priority Act process.
The consequences of the EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens
of thousands of American jobs. I urge you to stop this biased study now, and refrain from issuing a
preemptive permit veto. Socialism always fails.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments of this
nature under Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an
open and transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific
inquiry. The assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared
following EPA’s guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale
porphyry copper mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been
prepared for the same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
document. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
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EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1159 [24 on-time duplicates]
The EPA’s action to develop this premature assessment—giving grounds to issue a preemptive
permit denial for the Pebble mine—the clearly oversteps Congressional and state authority by
bestowing your agency with unprecedented powers to preemptively deny on environmental permits
under the Clean Water Act.
This option will have vast consequences that could send shockwaves through the American
economy, costing thousands of American jobs. A balanced process to measure environmental and
socioeconomic impacts of development projects already exists under the National Environmental
Priority Act (NEPA), which was enacted by Congress and promoted by the Environmental
community. Preemptive permit denials would nullify the NEPA process, trample Congressional
authority, and make a mockery of state’s rights.
The EPA’s revised Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment lays the groundwork for a preemptive denial
of a water discharge and dredging permit (under section 404c of the Clean Water Act) for the Pebble
deposit, which would override the entire NEPA process. Pebble sits on state land that was
specifically designated for mining. Since it’s one of the largest mineral deposits ever discovered in
North America, developing it in an environmentally-sound manner would provide good jobs for
remote rural communities and create a stable domestic source of critical mineral resources for
manufacturing and national defense. But the devastating reverberations of preemptive EPA action
would go far beyond Pebble.
Our economy benefits from over $200 billion per year in domestic and foreign investment in U.S.
projects that rely on similar environmental permits. The vast uncertainty created by your agency’s
arbitrary and capricious action would create a devastating impact on these billions in investment
dollars.
Making a decision on the Pebble project now would be premature, and it is urgent that your agency’s
ends its unconstitutional power grabs. Otherwise, these unfair rules will kill the Pebble project before
the permitting process even begins, leaving our nation’s entire resource, energy, farming, and home
building industries, vulnerable to a similar fate.
I stand with thousands of other Americans in demanding you to protect American jobs and the
vitality of American resource industries by reversing your agency’s power grabs in Bristol Bay.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The focus of the assessment was ecological risk.
However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in Appendix E. The
document is a scientific risk assessment, not a regulatory action, and it does not propose
or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for
EPA to follow when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). EPA has
not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1160 [18,101 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the National Wildlife
Federation Action Fund]
Your recently revised risk assessment of large-scale mining in Alaska’s Bristol Bay demonstrates the
significant and unacceptable effects that the proposed Pebble Mine would have on this wilderness
paradise.
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Bristol Bay’s pure waters and healthy habitat sustain the world’s largest and most productive
commercial salmon fishery, flourishing wildlife populations, and the centuries-old subsistence
lifestyle of Alaska Natives.
The Pebble copper and gold mine--planned for the headwaters of Bristol Bay--would be the largest
open pit mine in North America. It would generate up to 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste that
would be held behind massive earthen dams located just 20 miles from an active fault line. This is a
disaster waiting to happen, and has the potential to devastate one of the last remaining strongholds
for healthy salmon populations in the world.
I urge you to exercise your authority under section 404 of the Clean Water Act to prohibit Pebble
Mine from dumping dredged and fill materials into the rivers and waters of Bristol Bay in order to
safeguard the region’s unique waters and the people and wildlife that depend upon them.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-1964 [4,560 on-time duplicates]
This is a fatally flawed, unnecessary, and premature study that should be shelved. Conducting a
review of a hypothetical mine and relying on reports from avowed anti-mining groups provides no
scientific or predictive value, and should not be used as justification to issue a first-of-a-kind
preemptive permit veto that risks tens of thousands of American jobs and billions in economic
investment. That is why the following 4,560 Americans proudly signed the attached letter to call on
the EPA to STOP this assessment now.
I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the EPA’s draft watershed assessment for the vast
Bristol Bay region of Alaska because it sets a dangerous precedent, is wholly unnecessary, and relies
on dubious source material from biased anti-mining organizations and scientists that recently
admitted to falsifying reports submitted in legal proceedings.
The conclusions in the assessment based on a “hypothetical mine plan” appear predetermined, offer
little substantive value, and do not take into account the actual mine plan and mitigation efforts. The
National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA), enacted by Congress and promoted by the
environmental community, created a balanced process to measure science and socioeconomic
impacts of development projects. A draft assessment prior to initiation of permits is unnecessary and
negates the NEPA process. Likewise, as the EPA is forced to deal with budget constraints under
sequestration the expenditure of limited funds on this exercise puts numerous important EPA
enforcement activities at risk.
Additionally, the EPA’s revised Bristol Bay watershed assessment lays the groundwork for a
preemptive denial of a water discharge and dredging permit (under section 404c of the Clean Water
Act) for the Pebble deposit that would set a dangerous precedent of preemptive action, creating a
chilling effect on the U.S. economy and killing American jobs.
Moreover, many of the assessment’s recommendations rest on research from discredited “scientist”
Ann Maest, a Stratus Consulting contractor who recently admitted to falsifying testimony against
Chevron in Ecuador. Maest’s questionable methods and evident personal biases call Stratus’
contributions into question and tarnish the report’s credibility.
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Likewise, the reliance on funded research from Earthworks, a leading anti-mining activist
organization, further draws into question the assessments findings as predetermined.
This biased and unnecessary report should be discarded, and the proven NEPA process should be
allowed to work. Continuing the assessment will throw into question EPA’s credibility, drain needed
funds from crucial environmental protection efforts, and cost tens of thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to protect American jobs and the vitality of American natural resource independence by
discarding this fatally flawed, unnecessary, and biased watershed assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA has not made any determination regarding the merits of the reports co-authored
by Dr. Maest. However, because of the controversy surrounding Dr. Maest in the
Chevron matter, we have removed references to the reports she co-authored from the
final assessment. These reports were used only to support our analyses, and their
removal does not affect the assessment’s findings.
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-2743 [44,657 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Pew Charitable
Trusts]
In the coming months, your administration will make an important decision that could determine
whether the proposed Pebble Mine or other vast, open-pit operations will be built in Alaska’s Bristol
Bay watershed. The area’s pristine rivers and lakes are home to world-class salmon runs that support
recreational sport fishing and allow Native Alaskans to maintain their centuries-old way of life.
I want to thank the Environmental Protection Agency for exercising caution and conducting an
assessment under the Clean Water Act to determine the potential impact that Pebble Mine and other
industrial operations would have on fisheries and wildlife, Native cultures, and the estimated $480
million in direct economic activity annually for the region. Recently, more than 300 leading scientists
expressed “deep concerns” about the prospect of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Please use sound science and your authority under the Clean Water Act to protect one of America’s
last great wild places.
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EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-2744 [479 on-time duplicates]
As a person of faith who is committed to the protection of Bristol Bay, Alaska, I thank you for
releasing the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, as well as for the transparent process and extensive
scientific review that went into creating the Assessment.
Bristol Bay is a stunning piece of God’s Creation that supports a one of a kind salmon fishery, a
thriving and sustainable economy, and thousands of Alaskan natives whose way of life and culture
has been intertwined with the health of Bristol Bay for more than 4000 years. The Watershed
Assessment makes it clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect the Bay’s Native people, natural
abundance, and commercial fishing jobs from the consequences of large scale mining. Bristol Bay
and its healthy sockeye fishery supports the sustainable livelihoods of many Native Alaskans, as well
as 14,000 jobs across multiple industries.
The Watershed Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of harmful spills, up to 87
miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of salmon habitat will be destroyed by mining.
Furthermore, the Pebble Limited Partnership’s multiple filings and documents provide evidence that
the mine would generate up to 10 billion tons of toxic waste that must be stored and treated “in
perpetuity” behind large earthen dams in a seismically active area. These risks demonstrate a clear
need for decisive action to protect Bristol Bay now.
Christian teachings call on us to serve as stewards of God’s Earth and seek justice for our neighbors,
so I ask you to use your authority to permanently protect Bristol Bay from the irreparable harm the
proposed Pebble mine would cause God’s people and Creation in and around the Bay. Please act
immediately under the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development activities at Bristol Bay
such as the proposed Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4701 [9,389 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
9,389 Americans from across the county signed the attached letter in opposition to EPA’s Bristol Bay
Assessment because we need to be creating jobs and strengthening our domestic supplies of natural
resources, not hindering them.
I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the EPA’s draft watershed assessment for the vast
Bristol Bay region of Alaska because it sets a dangerous precedent, is wholly unnecessary, and relies
on dubious source material from biased anti-mining organizations and scientists that recently
admitted to falsifying reports submitted in legal proceedings.
The conclusions in the assessment based on a “hypothetical mine plan” appear predetermined, offer
little substantive value, and do not take into account the actual mine plan and mitigation efforts.
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The National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA), enacted by Congress and promoted by the
environmental community, created a balanced process to measure science and socioeconomic
impacts of development projects. A draft assessment prior to initiation of permits is unnecessary and
negates the NEPA process. Likewise, as the EPA is forced to deal with budget constraints under
sequestration the expenditure of limited funds on this exercise puts numerous important EPA
enforcement activities at risk.
Additionally, the EPA’s revised Bristol Bay watershed assessment lays the groundwork for a
preemptive denial of a water discharge and dredging permit (under section 404c of the Clean Water
Act) for the Pebble deposit that would set a dangerous precedent of preemptive action, creating a
chilling effect on the U.S. economy and killing American jobs.
Moreover, many of the assessment’s recommendations rest on research from discredited “scientist”
Ann Maest, a Stratus Consulting contractor who recently admitted to falsifying testimony against
Chevron in Ecuador. Maest’s questionable methods and evident personal biases call Stratus’
contributions into question and tarnish the report’s credibility.
Likewise, the reliance on funded research from Earthworks, a leading anti-mining activist
organization, further draws into question the assessments findings as predetermined.
This biased and unnecessary report should be discarded, and the proven NEPA process should be
allowed to work. Continuing the assessment will throw into question EPA’s credibility, drain needed
funds from crucial environmental protection efforts, and cost tens of thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to protect American jobs and the vitality of American natural resource independence by
discarding this fatally flawed, unnecessary, and biased watershed assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA has not made any determination regarding the merits of the reports co-authored
by Dr. Maest. However, because of the controversy surrounding Dr. Maest in the
Chevron matter, we have removed references to the reports she co-authored from the
final assessment. These reports were used only to support our analyses, and their
removal does not affect the assessment’s findings.
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EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4702 [6,006 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
6,006 people signed the attached letter calling on the EPA to end the Bristol Bay study because it is a
waste of taxpayer dollars and threatens tens of thousands of American jobs.
We demand that the EPA not operate outside the established environmental permitting process, as it
will create a dangerous precedent that could risk $200 billion in economic investment.
I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the EPA’s draft watershed assessment for the vast
Bristol Bay region of Alaska because it sets a dangerous precedent, is wholly unnecessary, and relies
on dubious source material from biased anti-mining organizations and scientists that recently
admitted to falsifying reports submitted in legal proceedings.
The conclusions in the assessment based on a “hypothetical mine plan” appear predetermined, offer
little substantive value, and do not take into account the actual mine plan and mitigation efforts.
The National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA), enacted by Congress and promoted by the
environmental community, created a balanced process to measure science and socioeconomic
impacts of development projects. A draft assessment prior to initiation of permits is unnecessary and
negates the NEPA process. Likewise, as the EPA is forced to deal with budget constraints under
sequestration the expenditure of limited funds on this exercise puts numerous important EPA
enforcement activities at risk.
Additionally, the EPA’s revised Bristol Bay watershed assessment lays the groundwork for a
preemptive denial of a water discharge and dredging permit (under section 404c of the Clean Water
Act) for the Pebble deposit that would set a dangerous precedent of preemptive action, creating a
chilling effect on the U.S. economy and killing American jobs.
Moreover, many of the assessment’s recommendations rest on research from discredited “scientist”
Ann Maest, a Stratus Consulting contractor who recently admitted to falsifying testimony against
Chevron in Ecuador. Maest’s questionable methods and evident personal biases call Stratus’
contributions into question and tarnish the report’s credibility.
Likewise, the reliance on funded research from Earthworks, a leading anti-mining activist
organization, further draws into question the assessments findings as predetermined.
This biased and unnecessary report should be discarded, and the proven NEPA process should be
allowed to work. Continuing the assessment will throw into question EPA’s credibility, drain needed
funds from crucial environmental protection efforts, and cost tens of thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to protect American jobs and the vitality of American natural resource independence by
discarding this fatally flawed, unnecessary, and biased watershed assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
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when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA has not made any determination regarding the merits of the reports co-authored
by Dr. Maest. However, because of the controversy surrounding Dr. Maest in the
Chevron matter, we have removed references to the reports she co-authored from the
final assessment. These reports were used only to support our analyses, and their
removal does not affect the assessment’s findings.
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4703 [4,241 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
4,241 people signed the attached letter calling on the EPA to end the Bristol Bay study because it is a
waste of taxpayer dollars and threatens tens of thousands of American jobs.
We demand that the EPA not operate outside the established environmental permitting process, as it
will create a dangerous precedent that could risk $200 billion in economic investment.
I am writing to ask you to scrap the Bristol Bay watershed assessment because it is a deeply flawed
and unnecessary report.
Assessing impacts based on a “hypothetical mine plan” that does not include modern standards and
mitigation methods fails to meet basic scientific standards and the conclusions from the report offer
no substantive value. Until a mine plan is submitted and the actual facts are presented, it is premature
to examine impacts from a mine in Bristol Bay.
The reliance on experts and reports from anti-mining groups and individuals that have recently
admitted to falsely presenting environmental reports to a court demonstrates that this study is biased
and formulated with questionable data.
Furthermore, we already have a stringent environmental permitting process that operates under the
National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA), which creates a process to balance science and
economic benefits of projects. A draft assessment prior to initiation of permits is unnecessary and
negates the NEPA process. As the EPA is forced to deal with budget constraints under sequestration,
the expenditure of limited funds on this exercise puts numerous important EPA enforcement
activities at risk.
Finally, using this flawed and unnecessary document as grounds to issue a preemptive denial for the
Pebble project would send shock waves through the U.S. economy and stop tens of thousands of
jobs.
It’s time that the EPA stops wasting taxpayer dollars and jeopardizing American jobs.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
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mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4704 [12,501 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
The Pebble project is one of the most significant mineral deposits ever discovered in the United
States. With the potential for billions in economic investment and tens of thousands of jobs, this
project is too big and too important to be reviewed based on rushed analysis of a hypothetical mine.
12,501 Americans are pleased to sign the attached letter opposing the EPA’s watershed assessment.
I am writing to ask you to scrap the Bristol Bay watershed assessment because it is a deeply flawed
and unnecessary report.
Assessing impacts based on a “hypothetical mine plan” that does not include modern standards and
mitigation methods fails to meet basic scientific standards and the conclusions from the report offer
no substantive value. Until a mine plan is submitted and the actual facts are presented, it is premature
to examine impacts from a mine in Bristol Bay.
The reliance on experts and reports from anti-mining groups and individuals that have recently
admitted to falsely presenting environmental reports to a court demonstrates that this study is biased
and formulated with questionable data.
Furthermore, we already have a stringent environmental permitting process that operates under the
National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA), which creates a process to balance science and
economic benefits of projects. A draft assessment prior to initiation of permits is unnecessary and
negates the NEPA process. As the EPA is forced to deal with budget constraints under sequestration,
the expenditure of limited funds on this exercise puts numerous important EPA enforcement
activities at risk.
Finally, using this flawed and unnecessary document as grounds to issue a preemptive denial for the
Pebble project would send shock waves through the U.S. economy and stop tens of thousands of
jobs.
It’s time that the EPA stops wasting taxpayer dollars and jeopardizing American jobs.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
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mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4705 [43,600 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
43,600 Americans (attached) oppose the EPA’s outrageous and unprecedented attempt to stop mining
in Alaska before a mine plan exists.
At a time when millions of Americans are unemployed, the Pebble project has the potential to create
tens of thousands of new jobs and generate billions of dollars in local and national revenue.
Pebble presents an incredible opportunity for an impoverished area; to preemptively kill the project
before it has the chance to undergo due process is unacceptable.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process of permits is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act
(NEPA) process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
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mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4706 [26,976 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
Southwestern Alaska has had few opportunities for economic development; rural communities in the
area are dying and the fishing industry provide few local jobs, as most of the money flows out of
state.
As one of the most significant mineral deposits ever discovered in the United States, the Pebble mine
could transform the impoverished region, adding jobs and funding crucially needed infrastructure.
26,976 Americans have signed letters (attached) demanding that the EPA follow long-held American
environmental procedures and stop operating outside of the review process.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process of permits is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act
(NEPA) process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
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guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4707 [621 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
The EPA’s revised Bristol Bay watershed assessment report is based on hypothetical, flawed
research and relies on biased science from anti-mining groups. Stopping the Pebble mine without
giving it a chance for a fair review will eliminate tens of thousands of much-needed American jobs
and kill billions in potential economic investment.
622 Americans have written letters (attached) opposing the EPA’s actions and demanding that Pebble
be allowed to go through the prescribed permitting process.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process of permits is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act
(NEPA) process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
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guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4708 [1,396 on-time duplicates]
The EPA’s unnecessary and premature Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment and its potential use as
justification to preemptive kill the Pebble project, before a mine plan has been submitted, set a
dangerous precedent that will harm our economy and kill American jobs.
If it is eventually approved, Pebble will invest several billion dollars to develop this mine, creating
thousands of much-needed jobs in Alaska and throughout the United States But EPA appears willing
to kill this project before they even have the chance to start.
This would be the EPA’s first preemptive permit veto. If we let EPA take on this new authority, not
granted by Congress, then it’s game over for the American economy, it’s game over for jobs, and the
flood gates are open – and the American economy will never recover.
For the sake of American jobs, I urge you to please take a stand to stop this unfair attack on the
Pebble mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted. The document is a scientific risk assessment, not a
regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA
regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow when taking action under the
Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The focus of the assessment was ecological risk.
However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in Appendix E. EPA has
not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4709 [391 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Care 2]
In the coming months, your administration will make an important decision that could determine
whether the proposed Pebble Mine or other vast, open-pit operations will be built in Alaska’s Bristol
Bay watershed.
The area’s pristine rivers and lakes are home to world-class salmon runs that support recreational
sport fishing and allow Native Alaskans to maintain their centuries-old way of life.
I want to thank the Environmental Protection Agency for exercising caution and conducting an
assessment under the Clean Water Act to determine the potential impact that Pebble Mine and other
industrial operations would have on fisheries and wildlife, Native cultures, and the estimated $480
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million in direct economic activity annually for the region. Recently, more than 300 leading scientists
expressed “deep concerns” about the prospect of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Please use sound science and your authority under the Clean Water Act to protect one of America’s
last great wild places.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4710 [712 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the United Church of
Christ]
As a person of faith who is committed to the protection of Bristol Bay, Alaska, I thank you for
releasing the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, as well as for the transparent process and extensive
scientific review that went into creating the Assessment.
Bristol Bay is a stunning piece of God’s creation that supports a one-of-a-kind salmon fishery, a
thriving and sustainable economy, and thousands of Alaskan natives whose way of life and culture
has been intertwined with the health of Bristol Bay for more than 4000 years.
The Watershed Assessment makes it clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect the Bay’s Native
people, natural abundance, and commercial fishing jobs from the consequences of large scale mining.
Bristol Bay and its healthy sockeye fishery supports the sustainable livelihoods of many Native
Alaskans, as well as 14,000 jobs across multiple industries.
The Watershed Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of harmful spills, up to 87
miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of salmon habitat will be destroyed by mining.
Furthermore, the Pebble Limited Partnership’s multiple filings and documents provide evidence that
the mine would generate up to 10 billion tons of toxic waste that must be stored and treated “in
perpetuity” behind large earthen dams in a seismically active area. These risks demonstrate a clear
need for decisive action to protect Bristol Bay now.
Christian teachings call on us to serve as stewards of God’s Earth and seek justice for our neighbors,
so I ask you to use your authority to permanently protect Bristol Bay from the irreparable harm the
proposed Pebble mine would cause God’s people and Creation in and around the Bay. Please act
immediately under the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development activities at Bristol Bay
such as the proposed Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4711 [106 on-time duplicates]
I am writing to request the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) cease conducting the
inappropriate Bristol Bay Assessment. Should the EPA choose to proceed, I urge you to extend the
comment period for the Revised Draft Bristol Bay Assessment (BBA) by at least 120 days.
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The EPA should not proceed with a preemptive decision prior to permit application and completion
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process. To do so would set a very dangerous
precedent and one that could be abused in either direction, either for or against development. In
Alaska, such preemptive decisions would have adverse and unintended impacts on entire regions of
the state, thereby undermining the true intent of the NEPA and, in this particular case, sentencing
numerous Southwest Alaska communities to poverty without giving them the opportunity to evaluate
individual project plans.
Every project, no matter the size or location, should have an opportunity to be reviewed under
existing legal processes, with all stakeholders involved. Preemption of this process is inappropriate.
Thank you for considering these comments.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The mine scenarios presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans
put forth by Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that
modern conventional mining practices and technologies are used. EPA felt it was
important to extend the comment deadline for 30 days to provide time for people to give
EPA their input, but did not feel that extending it for the requested 120 days was
warranted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4712 [16 on-time duplicates]
I am an angler who believes in responsible stewardship of our waters and wild places.
We believe that some places – places like Alaska’s Bristol Bay – are especially important, and now is
the time to protect Alaska’s Bristol Bay from large-scale mining.
We oppose the Pebble Mine project, and we hope that the EPA will immediately initiate use of the
Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development activities such as the proposed Pebble Mine,
while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
I’d like to thank the EPA for the diligent work, transparent process and extensive scientific review
that reveals the destructive impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay, Alaska region through
the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
Your report makes clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s natural resources,
native peoples, commercial fishing jobs, and tremendous recreational opportunities from the
unavoidable consequences of mega mining. Bristol Bay and its healthy sockeye fishery supports
14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more than $1 billion in revenue and value every
year. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon.
The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or harmful spill, up to 87 miles of
salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of salmon habitat will be destroyed by mining the deposit. That
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alone should be enough to stop this project, but add in the 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste that
will be stored, treated and monitored “in perpetuity,” and it becomes clear that action is required to
protect Bristol Bay now, and that the action must be from the Federal Government.
I urge you to immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to stop the proposed Pebble Mine and
any similar development in the Bristol Bay watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4713 [34,642 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Sierra Club]
Thank you for the EPA’s diligent work, transparent process and extensive scientific review in
evaluating the destructive impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay, Alaska region through its
Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
Your report makes clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s natural resources,
native peoples, commercial fishing jobs and industry, and tremendous recreational opportunities from
the unavoidable consequences of mega mining. Bristol Bay’s healthy sockeye fishery supports
14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more than $1 billion in revenue and value every
year. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon.
The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of harmful spills, up to 87
miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of salmon habitat will be destroyed by mining the
deposit. The proposal would also require up to 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste to be stored,
treated and monitored “in perpetuity.” It is clear that action is required to protect Bristol Bay now.
Pebble CEO John Shively said in March 2013 that “at closure, we will have to have a system for
closure and we will have to have a very substantial amount of money set aside so if we’re not
available to work on closure, the government or somebody else can do it.” American taxpayers
should not have to foot the bill for closure and cleanup for the Pebble Mine. Employees in the State
of Alaska’s Department of Natural Resources have already said (in a nationally televised episode of
“Frontline”) that if the Pebble Partnership brings a mine application it would likely be approved. So
it’s clear that the federal government must protect this substantial regional economy with resources
of a national and global scale.
I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development
activities such as the proposed Pebble Mine, while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4714 [9,507 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
This is a fatally flawed, unnecessary, and premature study that should be shelved. Conducting a
review of a hypothetical mine and relying on reports from avowed anti-mining groups provides no
scientific or predictive value, and should not be used as justification to issue a first-of-a-kind
preemptive permit veto that risks tens of thousands of American jobs and billions in economic
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investment. For these reasons, 9,510 Americans have proudly signed the attached letters calling on
the EPA to STOP this assessment now
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process of permits is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act
(NEPA) process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs. I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a
preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The focus of the
assessment was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and
activities in Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under
Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4715 [7,545 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Causes.org]
Please accept the enclosed 7,542 signatures, collected by causes.org, urging the EPA to initiate
Section 404c of the Clean Water Act to protect Alaska’s Bristol Bay from the proposed Pebble Mine.
The results of the watershed assessment provide sound scientific basis for this action.
I call on CEQ and President Obama to protect Alaska’s Bristol Bay - the world’s most productive
wild salmon fishery - from the proposed Pebble Mine.
Alaska’s wild salmon fishery is the economic engine for the region, supplying 14,000 American jobs,
generating $480 million a year, and sustaining the Alaska Native communities who rely on it as their
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primary source of food. It’s a renewable resource that can provide our nation with a bounty of
healthy food as long as we are responsible stewards.
Please take immediate steps to require the EPA to initiate 404c of the Clean Water Act to protect
Alaska’s Bristol Bay salmon fishery, and the wildlife, businesses and communities that depend on it.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-4716 [10 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the New Mexico Wildlife
Federation]
The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment defines the need to stop large-scale open pit mining in the
headwaters of the world’s greatest salmon run. Large-scale mining would directly impact the fishery
and the people who rely on it for their livelihoods. Alaska Natives, sportfishing outfitters and
commercial fishermen need the assurance that their salmon economy is not threatened by large-scale
hard rock mining in the Bristol Bay Watershed.
[Individual handwritten additions]
I believe in full enforcement of the Clean Water Act for Bristol Bay
I believe it’s important to conserve nature areas and protect them for our children and future
generations.
I believe this is the worst place to put a hard rock mine! We totally oppose it. What good can
come of it?
I believe we should protect the environment.
I believe: Bad place for a gold mine!
I believe: Bad place for a mine.
I believe: It is our duty to protect this area.
I believe: A terrible place for a gold mine.
I believe this will destroy the ecology of the salmon in Bristol Bay.
I believe: Bad Idea!
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-5064 [3,804 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
3,805 Americans have signed letters (attached) opposing the EPA’s outrageous and unprecedented
attempt to stop mining in Alaska before a mine plan exists. At a time when millions of Americans are
unemployed, the Pebble project has the potential to create tens of thousands of new jobs and generate
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billions of dollars in local and national revenue. Pebble presents an incredible opportunity for an
impoverished area; to preemptively kill the project before it has the chance to undergo due federal
process is unacceptable.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process of permits is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act
(NEPA) process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs. I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a
preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The focus of the
assessment was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and
activities in Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under
Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-5086 [27,254 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
The Pebble project is one of the most significant mineral deposits ever discovered in the United
States. With the potential for billions in economic investment and tens of thousands of jobs, this
project is too big and too important to be reviewed based on a rushed analysis of a hypothetical mine.
27,265 Americans are pleased to sign letters (attached) opposing the EPA’s watershed assessment.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
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Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process of permits is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act
(NEPA) process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs. I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a
preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The focus of the
assessment was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and
activities in Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under
Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-5087 [12,149 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
Southwestern Alaska has had few opportunities for economic development; rural communities in the
area are dying and the fishing industry provides few local jobs, with most of the money flowing out
of state. As one of the most significant mineral deposits ever discovered in the United States, the
Pebble mine could transform the impoverished region, adding jobs and funding crucially needed
infrastructure. 12,155 Americans have signed letters (attached) demanding that the EPA follow longheld American environmental procedures and stop operating outside of the review process.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
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This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process of permits is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act
(NEPA) process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs. I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a
preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. EPA has not made a final
decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-5088 [46,557 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Earthworks]
Please accept the enclosed 62,996 petition signatures on behalf of the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) initiating Section 404c of the Clean Water Act to protect Alaska’s Bristol Bay from
the proposed Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action
under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7236 [6,362 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the National Parks
Conservation Association]
Thank you, EPA, for studying the facts at the core of the controversy over whether to develop Pebble
Mine in the heart of Bristol Bay’s wild salmon fishery.
A mining district that is likely to cause extensive, unavoidable harm to wild salmon habitat and water
quality does not belong in the headwaters of Bristol Bay. It does not belong upstream of our national
park either. Thousands of sustainable American jobs and a $480 million annual economy are tied to
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this healthy fishery. Alaska Native cultures that have lived off of its natural bounty for generations
now fear the possible consequences of industrial mining.
Bristol Bay is precious and worth protecting. Please, safeguard our wild salmon stronghold.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7237 [3,981 on-time duplicates]
As an activist with Americans for Prosperity, I urge you to forego this flawed study that attempts to
stack the deck against a mine that has not even been proposed yet.
Permit seekers deserve an opportunity to develop their projects and then submit a request for a permit
without the federal government working behind the scenes to preempt their proposals. Your study
fails to take meaningful considerations into account about how and when a hypothetical mine could
operative in the region.
I urge you to abandon your flawed assessment and allow the Pebble Project to request a permit, if
they so choose.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). EPA has not made a final
decision regarding action under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7238 [32 on-time duplicates]
As a jeweler, I am committed to responsible gold sourcing policies that recognize areas of high
conservation or ecological value, such as Alaska’s Bristol Bay, and that promote responsible mine
waste disposal. I urge the EPA to use its authority to keep toxic mine waste out of Bristol Bay’s
waters.
I am writing to express support for the protection of Bristol Bay’s wild salmon fishery from the
proposed Pebble gold and copper mine.
Ethical Metalsmiths and it’s allies stand poised as the vanguard of the jewelry industry’s movement
to create a legacy of beauty and justice. One of our most important totems is the Salmon and all that
it represents in the way of ecological stewardship and social justice. All actions taken without the full
intent of protecting, even encouraging, the growth of wild salmon populations will be met with ever
increasing resistance.
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In a recent EM trip to the Sierra Nevada, it became even more clear that mining activity in California
made it impossible for salmon to survive, EPA research makes it clear that this will happen in the
Bristol Bay region too.
I commend the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for completing its revised scientific
study on the risks of mining the Pebble deposit. The Bristol Bay watershed assessment highlights the
global significance of Alaska’s Bristol Bay fishery, and the threat of large-scale mining to the longterm sustainability of this world-class resource, and the communities it supports.
I encourage the EPA to use its authority under Section 404c of the Clean Water Act to restrict the
disposal of harmful mine waste into the pristine waters and wetlands of Bristol Bay to ensure the
lasting protection and sustainability of the wild salmon fishery.
This science-based process is a responsible approach to Bristol Bay protection.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7239 [11,014 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Greenpeace]
Dear Acting EPA Administrator Robert Perciasepe,
The proposed Pebble Mine would put the livelihoods of the people of Bristol Bay and Bristol Bay
ecosystems in danger. Having billions of tons of mine waste stored behind a dam next to the world’s
largest salmon run is simply reckless. In addition, your own reports state that the Pebble Mine would
result in the direct loss of up to 85 miles of streams and 6.7 square miles of wetlands in a place that is
critical salmon habitat.
The impact on the surrounding environment and economy could be catastrophic if the mine is
allowed to proceed. Please use the EPA’s authority -- granted by the Clean Water Act -- in order to
ensure the safety of Bristol Bay communities and ecosystems. There is simply too much to lose.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action
under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7240 [556 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Americans for Tax
Reform]
Before you make a determination about whether or not the Pebble Mine can operate safely, I urge
you to allow the project’s developers to submit a formal application for review. A preemptive veto
would represent an unprecedented abuse of the EPA’s authority and show your inability to
objectively review permit applications without the approval of radical environmentalists. We urge
you to stop wasting taxpayer dollars on a flawed study about a hypothetical mine that doesn’t exist.
Not only is this unfair, the rejection of the Pebble Mine project would have dramatic, real world
consequences. Studies have shown that construction and operation of the Pebble Mine would be a
boon for the region and:
- Create over 16,000 high-paying jobs per year throughout construction process and nearly
15,000 high-paying jobs per year during production
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- Contribute $1.6 billion to our nation’s GDP per year during the construction process and an
additional $2.4 billion per year afterwards
America needs more projects like this one. Please make sure aspiring job creators are given a fair
shake.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7241 [17 on-time duplicates, sponsored by New Mexico Wildlife
Federation]
Dear EPA,
The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment defines the need to stop large-scale open pit mining in the
headwaters of the world’s greatest salmon run. Large-scale mining would directly impact the fishery
and the people who rely on it for their livelihoods. Alaska Natives, sportfishing outfitters and
commercial fishermen need the assurance that their salmon economy is not threatened by large-scale
hard rock mining in the Bristol Bay Watershed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action
under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7305 [16,572 on-time duplicates, sponsored by VoteVets.org]
Please find attached a letter from VoteVets.org signed by 16,572 veterans, military family members
and VoteVets.org supporters opposed to the proposed mining near Bristol Bay, Alaska.
The signatures were collected this week in response to membership emails on June 23rd and 27th.
Some of the signers also wanted to make the agency aware of their specific war or peacetime service,
and in those instances you’ll find that information attached to their name, city, and state.
Thank you for your consideration,
You can find the petition here: http://action.votevets.org/page/s/bristol-bay
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Bristol Bay, Alaska is one of the greatest hunting and sport fishing locations on the planet and the
source of American jobs in the commercial fishing industry. Veterans from around the country travel
to Alaska every summer to work in the Bristol Bay fishery and earn a living.
I am concerned about the threat of the proposed Pebble Mine. I’m not opposed to responsible
resource development, but this open pit mine - proposed by two foreign mining companies - would
create 10 billion tons of mine waste and threaten Bristol Bay.
Your recent Assessment documents that the Pebble Mine will destroy up to 87 miles of salmon
streams and up to 4,800 acres of wetlands that fish and wildlife depend on. The Bristol Bay salmon
fishery provides employment to 10,000 full-time workers and generates $1.5 billion annually to the
US economy. Hard working Americans are looking to you to protect their jobs.
I write today to request that your agency use the Clean Water Act to protect Bristol Bay’s fishing
jobs, its $1.5 billion dollar industry, and recreational opportunities that an open pit mine would ruin
for future generations.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7544 [63 on-time duplicates]
As an Alaskan, I am writing to thank the EPA for the diligent work, transparent process and
extensive scientific review in evaluating the destructive impacts of large-scale mining in the Bristol
Bay region through its Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
Your report clearly supports that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s natural
resources, native peoples, commercial fishing jobs and industry, and tremendous recreational
opportunities from the unavoidable consequences of mega mining. Bristol Bay and its healthy
sockeye fishery provides 14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more than $1 billion in
revenue and value every year. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon.
It is time for the Pebble Partnership to stop playing games and politics with what are clearly
unacceptable impacts. The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of
harmful spills, up to 87 miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of salmon habitat will be
destroyed by mining the deposit. That alone should be enough to stop this project, but add in the
unsupportable notion that up to 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste will be stored, treated and
monitored “in perpetuity,” and it becomes clear that action is required to protect Bristol Bay now.
I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development
activities such as the proposed Pebble Mine, while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
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EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7690 [592 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Students of Palisades
Charter High School]
STOP PEBBLE MINE!
My passion for nature blossomed as a small child growing up in California. Our Mother Earth is vital
for every person and nature influences me every day. I am a 17-year-old activist! I first heard about
Pebble Mine from my dear art teacher. She is a huge role model to me and she is the one who
initiated my concern and involvement for this cause. Once I heard and investigated the devastation
planned for Alaska I knew I had to do something!
After a little research I found the NRDC petition form, and with the help of my public high school’s
environmental teacher a plan to expose the petition school wide began to form! I printed out dozens
of petition forms using the original NRDC structure. Along with the petition form I created an
informational letter that explained the tragic plans set for Pebble Mine Alaska. My final touch to
appealing to my peers was a visual aspect. I blew up a huge picture of the pristine Alaskan
wilderness and next to it I had an equally massive picture of the Rio Grande open mine. This visual
struck the hearts of students at my high school and petitions forms began to flood in! I was so proud
that my new dream of saving Alaska was turning into reality!
My high school was very supportive of the Stop Pebble Mine cause. I was able to get my school’s
student council on my team! During class time my Stop Pebble Mine team went into classrooms and
soon a couple dozen petitions turned into a couple of hundred! During lunchtime I set up a Stop
Pebble Mine booth in the cafeteria area, and within a couple weeks I amassed 582 petitions!
It started with a dream. Then a plan hatched, and after much hard work my efforts turned into a
cause! A cause that would make a difference in our world. I am living proof that if you put your soul
into an issue you full-heartedly believe in, success will follow. So please stop Pebble Mine!
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7781 [16,887 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the National Council
of Churches]
Please find attached a letter from 16,887 Christians around the country who are opposed to the
proposed Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay, AK and thankful for the scientific assessment which has
confirmed the beauty and bounty of the bay.
For Alaska Natives, Bristol Bay is more than just a body of water. It is an abundant piece of God’s
creation that feeds families, provides good U.S. jobs, and sets the backdrop for recreation and sport
for thousands of Alaskan natives and visitors… But now it is under serious threat.
Join Alaskan churches and fishermen calling for the protection of Bristol Bay by clicking here to add
your name to the statement below.
Proposed mining projects would destroy this beautiful spot of God’s creation and the natural salmon
habitat there that provides for the livelihood of thousands. As Christians, we cannot remain silent
while special interests seek to line their own pockets at the expense of American families, sportsmen,
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and creation. That’s why churches, businesses, and local communities are rallying together to urge
the EPA to protect Bristol Bay.
Please join them by clicking here to sign the statement below. Share your support on facebook and
twitter for the Alaska Natives, visitors to the state, and future generations who might never see
Bristol Bay as God created it.
Blessings,

The petition reads as follows:
As Christians, taught to care for God’s Creation and seek justice for all of God’s people, we are
joining the tens of thousands of American workers and Native Alaskans calling for permanent
protection of Bristol Bay so that its abundance may continue to for those who depend on it today and
remain as a blessing for future generations.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7782 [32,628 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Earthjustice]
Earthjustice, a public interest law organization, collected 32,628 public comments from citizens
urging the EPA to use its authority under the Clean Water Act to stop the proposed Pebble Mine.
Most went directly to the EPA’s comment period email address, but we have an additional 961 that
were gathered through GreaterGood’s The Rainforest Site. These signatures have been compiled in
the attached PDF file. Individuals signed on to the following letter:
Thank you for the diligent work, transparent process, and extensive scientific review reflected in the
Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment, which evaluates the destructive impacts of large-scale mining in
the Bristol Bay region of Alaska.
Your report makes clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s natural resources,
Native peoples, commercial fishing jobs and industry, and tremendous recreational opportunities
from the unavoidable consequences of mega-mining. Bristol Bay and its healthy sockeye fishery
support 14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more than $1 billion in economic
activity every year. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon.
It is time for the Pebble Partnership to stop playing games and politics with what are clearly
unacceptable impacts. The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of
harmful spills, up to 90 miles of streams and up to 4,300 acres of wetlands, which would reduce vital
salmon habitat, would be destroyed by mining the deposit. That alone should be enough to stop this
project. Add in the unsupportable notion that up to 23 billion tons of toxic mine waste will be stored,
treated, and monitored “in perpetuity,” and it becomes clear that action is required to protect Bristol
Bay now.
I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development
activities such as the proposed Pebble Mine, while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
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EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7783 [66 on-time duplicates]
I am a salmon processing worker in Bristol Bay, Alaska . I would like to thank you for releasing the
second draft Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment.
The Draft Assessment confirms what is already abundantly clear to anyone who works in the Bristol
Bay salmon industry: this prolific resource owes its astounding profusion to an unspoiled, one-of-akind natural habitat . If this habitat is disturbed, there is little doubt that the bounty, genetic diversity,
and resilience of the Bristol Bay salmon populations will be diminished .
The Bristol Bay salmon fishery provides employment to 14,000 full and parttime workers and
provides $1.5 billion in value. The wealth generated by this resource reaches far and wide; Bristol
Bay salmon are an economic engine that supports families in states across the nation. Add to that the
thousands of people who use it recreationally or for subsistence purposes, and it becomes
immediately clear that despoiling the upper Bristol Bay watershed through mining is a risk that we as
a country cannot afford to take.
I write today to request that your agency act immediately under the Clean Water Act to protect
Bristol Bay’s salmon jobs, our $1 .5 billion dollar industry, and the people who depend on this
fishery for their way of life.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7784 [31 on-time duplicates]
I applaud you for undertaking a scientific assessment of the Bristol Bay watershed, which concluded
that large-scale mining in such an ecologically sensitive region would jeopardize this natural treasure
and its communities. I urge you to now exercise your authority under the Clean Water Act to prohibit
the construction of massive mining projects in this location -- including the Pebble Mine.
The Pebble Mine would gouge one of the world’s largest gold and copper mines out of the
headwaters of the Bristol Bay. It would generate billions of tons of contaminated waste, destroy
thousands of acres of wetlands and threaten the area’s legendary salmon runs -- the lynchpin of the
Bristol Bay ecosystem on which Alaskan Native cultures have subsisted for thousands of years.
Building a mine of this scale in this location is a reckless and destructive venture . No matter how
extensive the environmental review or how comprehensive the mitigation, the far-reaching risk to our
environment cannot be eliminated. There are no examples of successful, long-term collection and
treatment systems for mines. Mining would produce acidic and metals-laden waters that would
degrade water quality downstream with virtual certainty, and there is a 98 percent likelihood of
pipeline failure per 25 years of operation.
We shouldn’t gamble what we can’t afford to lose -- and we can’t afford to lose the Bristol Bay
fishery . I understand that you are under pressure from global mining companies to open up this
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extraordinary ecosystem to large-scale mining for the sake of corporate profits . I urge you to use
your authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to proactively protect the Bristol Bay
watershed and the communities that depend on it for survival.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7785 [66 on-time duplicates]
Please protect our Bristol Bay watershed in Alaska. Stop the large-scale open pit mining that is being
proposed by money hungry people. This area is one of the world’s greatest salmon runs and must be
protected. Not only will Native Alaskans lose jobs that this area produces, but many fishing
companies will be affected also. We need to maintain a safe environment for future generations.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7786 [14 on-time duplicates]
I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the EPA’s draft watershed assessment for the vast
Bristol Bay region of Alaska because it sets a dangerous precedent, is wholly unnecessary, and relies
on dubious source material from biased anti-mining organizations and scientists that recently
admitted to falsifying reports submitted in legal proceedings.
The conclusions in the assessment based on a “hypothetical mine plan” appear predetermined, offer
little substantive value, and do not take into account the actual mine plan and mitigation efforts.
The National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA), enacted by Congress and promoted by the
environmental community, created a balanced process to measure science and socioeconomic
impacts of development projects . A draft assessment prior to initiation of permits is unnecessary and
negates the NEPA process. Likewise, as the EPA is forced to deal with budget constraints under
sequestration the expenditure of limited funds on this exercise puts numerous important EPA
enforcement activities at risk.
Additionally, the EPA’s revised Bristol Bay watershed assessment lays the groundwork for a
preemptive denial of a water discharge and dredging permit (under section 404c of the Clean Water
Act) for the Pebble deposit that would set a dangerous precedent of preemptive action, creating a
chilling effect on the U.S. economy and killing American jobs.
Moreover, many of the assessment’s recommendations rest on research from discredited “scientist”
Ann Maest, a Stratus Consulting contractor who recently admitted to falsifying testimony against
Chevron in Ecuador. Maest’s questionable methods and evident personal biases call Stratus’
contributions into question and tarnish the report’s credibility.
Likewise, the reliance on funded research from Earthworks, a leading anti-mining activist
organization, further draws into question the assessments findings as predetermined. This biased and
unnecessary report should be discarded, and the proven NEPA process should be allowed to work.
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Continuing the assessment will throw into question EPA’s credibility, drain needed funds from
crucial environmental protection efforts, and cost tens of thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to protect American jobs and the vitality of American natural resource independence by
discarding this fatally flawed, unnecessary, and biased watershed assessment.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA has not made any determination regarding the merits of the reports co-authored
by Dr. Maest. However, because of the controversy surrounding Dr. Maest in the
Chevron matter, we have removed references to the reports she co-authored from the
final assessment. These reports were used only to support our analyses, and their
removal does not affect the assessment’s findings.
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7950 [50,030 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Natural
Resources Defense Council]
Attached is a file of 50,030 names and addresses of petition signers from a Care2’s Online Petition
Site. Please note that these are in addition to any comments you have already received via email
from individual NRDC Online Activists. The people listed in this file signed a petition regarding
Docket #EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189.
I call on you to protect the environment and the people of Bristol Bay, Alaska from global mining
companies and their reckless plans for the Pebble Mine.
Their colossal gold and copper operation would generate an estimated ten billion tons of waste and
devastate the world’s greatest wild salmon runs, which are the lynchpin of a spectacular American
ecosystem and the generator of 14,000 jobs and $480 million in annual revenue. More than 80
percent of Bristol Bay residents - including its Native peoples and commercial fishermen - oppose
this monstrous project and have asked the EPA to stop the mine.
In response, your agency conducted a comprehensive study, which confirms that the Pebble Mine
would pose “catastrophic” risks to this irreplaceable natural treasure.
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I urge you to act swiftly and decisively on those findings. Please use your authority under the Clean
Water Act to stop the Pebble Mine.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7951 [101,185 on-time duplicates, sponsored by the Natural
Resources Defense Council]
Attached please find a file of 101,185 signatures that the Natural Resources Defense Council
(“NRDC”) collected in response to an online mass mailer/petition campaign. Please note that these
101,185 signatures are in addition to the over 84,000 comments from NRDC online activists that the
Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) has already received directly via email. These signatures
are also in addition to the over 50,000 signatures gathered from a separate Care2 online petition
that NRDC submitted to EPA last Friday, June 20.
I call on you to protect the environment and the people of Bristol Bay, Alaska from global mining
companies and their reckless plans for the Pebble Mine.
Their colossal gold and copper operation would generate an estimated ten billion tons of waste and
devastate the world’s greatest wild salmon runs, which are the lynchpin of a spectacular American
ecosystem and the generator of 14,000 jobs and $480 million in annual revenue. More than 80
percent of Bristol Bay residents — including its Native peoples and commercial fishermen — oppose
this monstrous project and have asked your Environmental Protection Agency to stop the mine.
In response, EPA conducted a comprehensive study, which confirms that the Pebble Mine would
pose “catastrophic” risks to this irreplaceable natural treasure.
I urge you to act swiftly and decisively on those findings. Please direct your EPA to use its authority
under the Clean Water Act to stop the Pebble Mine.
I know your administration is under intense pressure from the mining lobby to let this multi-billiondollar scheme proceed. For the sake of this and all future generations of Americans, please stand up
to them and reject this assault on our natural heritage. By doing so, you will secure a lasting
environmental legacy for your administration.
By signing NRDC’s online petition, each of the 101,185 signers has illustrated their concern over the
potential impacts of the proposed Pebble Mine and their belief that EPA’s Watershed Assessment –
and the record on which it is based – support a determination that large-scale mining is irreconcilable
with the health and integrity of the fishery, wildlife, and recreational resources of the Bristol Bay
watershed.
I join the 101,185 signers of this petition in support of EPA’s Watershed Assessment. We
respectfully request the agency to initiate action under section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to
protect the Bristol Bay watershed – and the communities, salmon, and wildlife that depend on it for
survival.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
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decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7952 [2,499 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
This is a fatally flawed, unnecessary, and premature study that should be shelved. Conducting a
review of a hypothetical mine and relying on reports from avowed anti-mining groups provides no
scientific or predictive value, and should not be used as justification to issue a first-of-a-kind
preemptive permit veto that risks tens of thousands of American jobs and billions in economic
investment.
For these reasons, 2,500 Americans have proudly signed the attached letters calling on the EPA to
STOP this assessment now.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA)
process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
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was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7953 [4,998 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
This is a fatally flawed, unnecessary, and premature study that should be shelved. Conducting a
review of a hypothetical mine and relying on reports from avowed anti-mining groups provides no
scientific or predictive value, and should not be used as justification to issue a first-of-a-kind
preemptive permit veto that risks tens of thousands of American jobs and billions in economic
investment.
For these reasons, 5,000 Americans have proudly signed the attached letters calling on the EPA to
STOP this assessment now.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA)
process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
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conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7954 [7,100 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
This is a fatally flawed, unnecessary, and premature study that should be shelved. Conducting a
review of a hypothetical mine and relying on reports from avowed anti-mining groups provides no
scientific or predictive value, and should not be used as justification to issue a first-of-a-kind
preemptive permit veto that risks tens of thousands of American jobs and billions in economic
investment.
For these reasons, 7,500 Americans have proudly signed the attached letters calling on the EPA to
STOP this assessment now.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA)
process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
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Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7955 [3,018 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
This is a fatally flawed, unnecessary, and premature study that should be shelved. Conducting a
review of a hypothetical mine and relying on reports from avowed anti-mining groups provides no
scientific or predictive value, and should not be used as justification to issue a first-of-a-kind
preemptive permit veto that risks tens of thousands of American jobs and billions in economic
investment.
For these reasons, 3,018 Americans have proudly signed the attached letters calling on the EPA to
STOP this assessment now.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA)
process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
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presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-7956 [9,185 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
This is a fatally flawed, unnecessary, and premature study that should be shelved. Conducting a
review of a hypothetical mine and relying on reports from avowed anti-mining groups provides no
scientific or predictive value, and should not be used as justification to issue a first-of-a-kind
preemptive permit veto that risks tens of thousands of American jobs and billions in economic
investment.
For these reasons, 9,632 Americans have proudly signed the attached letters calling on the EPA to
STOP this assessment now.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA)
process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment is an ecological risk assessment, and it has been prepared following EPA’s
guidelines for such assessments. It focuses on the risks of large-scale porphyry copper
mining to the region’s salmon resources. The assessment has not been prepared for the
same purposes as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The assessment is not a regulatory action, and it does not propose or recommend
restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process for EPA to follow
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when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The mine scenarios
presented in the assessment are based largely on preliminary plans put forth by
Northern Dynasty Minerals in Ghaffari et al. (2011), and assume that modern
conventional mining practices and technologies are used. The focus of the assessment
was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic values and activities in
Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water
Act Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-8114 [579 on-time duplicates]
Postcards with one of two statements:
The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment defines the need to stop large-scale open pit mining at the
headwaters of the world’s greatest salmon run. Large scale mining would directly impact the fishery
and the people who rely on it for their livelihoods. Alaska Natives, sport fishing outfitters, and
commercial fishermen need the assurance that their salmon economy is not threatened by large-scale
hard rock mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Protect Bristol Bay’s Fish, Wildlife & Existing Jobs - Save our Salmon - Save Bristol Bay
I believe: …[senders added various sentiments]
OR
Thank you for releasing your draft Watershed Assessment in time for me to comment prior to the
fishing season. The assessment makes clear that large-scale mining in Bristol Bay’s headwaters
would create unacceptable, unavoidable risks to our 1.5B fishing industry. Please use Section 404(c)
under the Clean Water Act to help ensure that my job and thousands more like it are not threatened.
WE ARE BRISTOL BAY’S FISHERMEN, AND OUR JOBS ARE NOT EXPENDABLE
To me, Bristol Bay means … [senders added various sentiments]
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-14532 [13 on-time duplicates]
We regularly eat wild salmon from the Iliamna watershed, and strongly support the EPA’s rationale
that massive scale open-pit mining in a sensitive watershed is not compatible.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions.
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-14533 [19 on-time duplicates]
Thank you for conducting the extensive scientific review of evaluating the destructive impacts of
large-scale mining in the Bristol Bay, through the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment. Your diligence
and transparency is refreshing to see after nearly a decade of operating in the shadow of Pebble mine
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and getting no help from our state natural resource managers or elected officials despite numerous
requests and a majority of Alaskans wanting to see Bristol Bay protected.
Your report makes clear that we cannot wait any longer to protect Bristol Bay’s natural resources.
The salmon and the environment, as well as native peoples, sport fishing industry, and commercial
fishermen, and many others depend on that protection. Bristol Bay and its healthy sockeye fishery
supports 14,000 jobs across multiple industries and generates more than $1 billion in revenue and
value every year. It also supplies nearly half of the global supply of sockeye salmon. People from all
over the world travel to Bristol Bay (or dream of traveling here) to fish for its world-class salmon and
trout.
It is time for the Pebble Partnership to stop playing games and politics with what are clearly
unacceptable impacts. The EPA’s Assessment finds that even without a catastrophe or series of
harmful spills, up to 90 miles of salmon streams and up to 4,300 acres of vital salmon habitat will be
destroyed by mining the deposit. That alone directly impacts the salmon runs, but add in the
unsupportable notion that up to 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste will be stored, treated and
monitored “in perpetuity,” and it becomes clear that action is required to protect Bristol Bay now.
I ask that you immediately initiate use of the Clean Water Act to restrict inappropriate development
activities such as the proposed Pebble Mine, while allowing reasonable development to proceed.
Thank you for taking the time to address this very important issue.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-14823 [24 on-time duplicates]
Preprinted postcards read:
The Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment defines the need to stop large-scale open pit mining at the
headwaters of the world’s greatest salmon run. Large scale mining would directly impact the fishery
and the people who rely on it for their livelihoods. Alaska Natives, sport fishing outfitters, and
commercial fishermen need the assurance that their salmon economy is not threatened by large-scale
hard rock mining in the Bristol Bay watershed.
Protect Bristol Bay’s Fish, Wildlife & Existing Jobs - Save our Salmon - Save Bristol Bay
I believe: [senders added various sentiments – comments are not included because the senders were
under the age of 13]
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-14963 [18 on-time duplicates, sponsored by American Rivers]
As a supporter of American Rivers, I appreciate that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
initiated a scientific assessment of the Bristol Bay watershed, including the Kvichak, Talarik,
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Nushagak, Mulchatna, and Koktuli Rivers, to better understand how future large-scale development
projects may affect water quality and Bristol Bay’s salmon fishery.
I am writing to request that you initiate the Clean Water Act’s §404(c) process for the Pebble Mine
project. While I am not opposed to responsible development, I believe that the size and location of
the proposed Pebble Mine are such that it will have severe impacts on wild salmon, the rivers
surrounding the deposit, and other natural resources of the region, and that these risks far outweigh
any potential benefits. Due to the mine’s potential impact on fisheries, wildlife, and the local
communities, American Rivers named the Bristol Bay Rivers one of America’s Most Endangered
Rivers® of 2011.
As you know, the EPA has authority under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act to withdraw this
area from future designation as a mine disposal site due to the unacceptable adverse impact on
fisheries, wildlife, municipal water supplies, and recreation. Recently, the EPA has been reviewing
comments on the draft watershed assessment of the mine’s potential impacts on salmon. The EPA
should stand behind its finding that the mine would cause significant impacts to water quality, fish
populations, and stream habitat.
I believe that EPA must employ their §404(c) authority proactively, withdrawing specific areas from
future designation as disposal sites. Please consider the cumulative impacts that this project will have
on the salmon, the tribes, and the broader community that depends on this beautiful area of Alaska.
Thank you for considering my request.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA agrees that it is important to understand the
effects of large-scale mining on the salmon resources of Bristol Bay to make responsible
decisions. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action under Clean Water Act
Section 404(c).
EPA-HQ-ORD-2013-0189-15150 [43,758 on-time duplicates, sponsored by Resourceful Earth]
The EPA’s revised Bristol Bay watershed assessment report is based on hypothetical, flawed
research and relies on biased science from anti-mining groups. Stopping the Pebble mine without
giving it a chance for a fair review will eliminate tens of thousands of much-needed American jobs
and kill billions in potential economic investment. 43,779 Americans have written letters (attached)
opposing the EPA’s actions and demanding that Pebble be allowed to go through the prescribed
permitting process.
Stop this biased watershed study now before you kill American jobs.
Clearly this watershed assessment was designed with the purpose of laying the groundwork for a
preemptive permit denial under section 404c of the Clean Water Act for the Pebble deposit before the
company has even submitted a mine plan.
This would be the first time the EPA has operated outside the established permitting process and
would be done based on a questionable study of a hypothetical mine that fails to take into account
modern mining practices.
Furthermore, a preemptive permit denial would set a dangerous precedent and set off a wave of
uncertainty, creating a chilling effect on the estimated $220 billion in yearly investments for projects
requiring permits under the Clean Water Act. There is no doubt this will have a devastating impact
on the U.S. economy and American jobs.
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We already have a stringent environmental permitting process. Conducting this assessment outside
the permitting process is unnecessary and negates the National Environmental Priority Act (NEPA)
process.
The repercussions of EPA’s actions will be felt far beyond remote rural Alaska and will kill tens of
thousands of American jobs.
I urge you to stop this biased study now and refrain from issuing a preemptive permit veto.
EPA Response: Comment noted. EPA has authority to conduct risk assessments under
Clean Water Act Section 104(b). The assessment was conducted in an open and
transparent manner using established and rigorously reviewed scientific inquiry. The
assessment has not been prepared for the same purposes as a National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) document.
The document is a scientific risk assessment, not a regulatory action, and it does not
propose or recommend restrictions on mining. EPA regulations establish a clear process
for EPA to follow when taking action under the Clean Water Act Section 404(c). The
focus of the assessment was ecological risk. However, there is a summary of economic
values and activities in Appendix E. EPA has not made a final decision regarding action
under Clean Water Act Section 404(c).
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APPENDIX 2. TECHNICAL COMMENTER INDEX.
This appendix presents comment information (Commenter and Docket Number) for the technical
public comments submitted to the federal docket for the April 2013 draft of the assessment. The
sections of this response to comments document in which the text of each comment document can be
found are indicated in the Chapters & Appendices column.
COMMENTER

DOCUME
ENT NUMBER

CHAPTERS & APPENDICES

Alaska Chapter of the Wildlife Society

7415

5, 10, 14

Alaska Community Action on Toxics

5541

5, 6, 8, 12, 14

Alaska Conservation Foundation

6803

1, 3, 6, 8, 10

Alaska Department of Law

5060

1

Alaska Department of Natural Resources

5487

1- 3, 5, 6, 8, 13, 14, J

Alaska Marine Conservation Council

5065

14

Alaska Miners Association

2910

2, 6-8, 10, 11

Alaska Oil and Gas Association

5485

2, 6

Alaska State Legislature – Rep. A. Josephson

5320

4, 7

Alaska State Legislature – Rep. L. Gara

5618

4, 7

Alaska State Legislature – Rep. M. Costello

5814

1, 6

Alaska State Legislature – Rep. B. Edgmon

5058

1

Alaska Wilderness League

5656

6, 12

Aleknagik Traditional Council

2917

5, 14

American Fisheries Society

3105

6-14, I

American Fisheries Society, Western Division

5377

6, J

American Sportfishing Association

1371

12, 14

M. Andrew

0016

12

Anonymous

5862, 6267

5, 10, F

M. Apel

0151

6

Borell Consulting Services, LLC

4095, 6804

1, 2, 6

C. Borbridge

5066

3, 5, 6, 8, 14,

Bristol Bay Heritage Land Trust

5317

C

Bristol Bay Native Association

3106

5

Bristol Bay Native Corporation

5438

2-8, 12, 13, F, I, J

J. Bronson

5523

6, 8

M. Bronson

5641

8, I

Senator M. Cantwell et al., U.S. Senate

5815

5
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COMMENTER

DOCUME
ENT NUMBER

CHAPTERS & APPENDICES

Center for Biological Diversity

2922

5, 8-10, 12, 13, C

Center for Science in Public Participation

5540, 5657

1, 2, 4-6, 8-11, 13, 14, I, J

Center for Water Advocacy

5617

1
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CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
James,
Please find attached a copy of the CMP with our comments. We have asked EPA to also provide comments.
When combined with the information in RFI 071, and with the addition of some detail on the amount of
compensatory mitigation proposed (see the comment regarding 33 CR 332.3(f)), the document provided would
satisfy the requirements of a compensatory mitigation statement needed for a complete application (per 33 CFR
332.4(b)). Please address the comments in the attached document by January 11, or indicate when you would
complete the revisions, if more time is required.
A compensatory mitigation plan with specific details on sites and site specific plans that includes all the elements of
33 CFR 332.4(c) must be approved in advance of USACE making a permit decision.
Please contact me with any questions,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District
Regulatory Division
P.O. Box 6898
JBER, AK 99506
main office line: 907-753-2712
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Introduction
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Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) submitted a Department of the Army (DA) application, pursuant to
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) on December 22nd, 2017 for the Pebble Project (Project) (POA-2017271). The DA application proposed the development of a copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry deposit as a
surface mine in Southwest Alaska. A list of relevant PLP DA application submittals and supporting
documentation, including upc
documen
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updates to the project description will
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Note: PLP DA application submissions and planned submissions to USACE as of November, 2018.
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Proposed Project

Ϯ͘

The Pebble Project comprises four primary elements: The mine site at the Pebble deposit location; one port
site in Kamishak Bay in Cook Inlet and two ferry terminals in Iliamna lake; a road corridor connecting the
mine site, ferry terminals and port; and a natural gas pipeline connecting to existing infrastructure on the
Kenai Peninsula.
Mine Site. The proposed mine site is in the Iliamna region of Southwest Alaska, approximately 200
miles southwest of Anchorage and 60 miles west of Cook Inlet. The closest communities are the
villages of Iliamna, Newhalen, and Nondalton, each approximately 17 miles from the mine site in a
general easterly direction. The fully developed mine site will include the open pit, tailings storage
facility, low-grade ore stockpile, overburden stockpiles, material sites, water management ponds,
milling and processing facilities, and supporting infrastructure such
uch as
a the power plant, water
treatment plants, camp facilities, and storage facilities.

x

Transportation Corridor. The proposed transportation corridor will connect
the
con
th mine site to the
proposed Amakdedori Port on Cook Inlet, and it includes
cludes three main components:
compon
comp
1) A private,
double-lane road extending 30 miles south from the mine site to a ferry ter
terminal on the north shore
of Iliamna Lake; 2) Two ferry terminals and an ice-breaking
transport materials, equipment,
breaking ferry to tr
ake from a ferry terminal
t
and concentrate 18 miles across Iliamna Lake
on the north shore of Iliamna
outhwest of Newhalen)
Newhalen to a ferry terminal on the south
Lake (located approximately 10.5 miless southwest
shore of the lake approximately 3.3 miles west of the village o
of Kokhanok; and 3) A private, doubleutheast from the south
so
fer
lane road extending 35 miles southeast
ferry terminal to the Amakdedori Port on
t tr
Kamishak Bay. Separate spurr roads will connect the
transportation corridor to the villages of Iliamna,
k.
Newhalen, and Kokhanok.

x

Port and Lighteringg Locations.
Locations The p
port site will be located north of the Amakdedori Creek outflow
into Kamishak Bay on the western shor
shore of Cook Inlet, approximately 190 miles southwest of
d approximately 95 miles
mile southwest of Homer. The port site will include shore-based
Anchorage and
and marine facilities
transfer,
shipment, and temporary storage of concentrate, freight, and
es for the transfe
rans
fuel for the Project. The marine component includes an earthen access causeway extending out to a
marine jetty located in 155 fe
feet of natural water depth. Copper-gold concentrate containers will be
loaded onto lightering barges at the Amakdedori Port and then transported to one of two lightering
locations for transfer to bulk carriers. The primary lightering location is approximately 12 miles
offshore due east of the proposed Amakdedori Port, the alternative lightering location is
approximately 18 miles east-northeast of the proposed Amakdedori Port between Augustine Island
and the mainland. The lightering locations will consist of permanently anchored buoys for mooring
the bulk carriers.

x

Natural Gas Pipeline. Natural gas will be the primary energy source for the Pebble Project. The
natural gas pipeline alignment will connect to an existing natural gas pipeline, and new compressor
station located north of Anchor River on the Kenai Peninsula. From there, the pipeline heads
southwest across Cook Inlet before turning west to a landfall at the Amakdedori Port. The pipeline
then follows the road corridor from the port to the mine site, including crossing Iliamna Lake on the
lake bed.
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do not ignore non-wetlands waters of the US. Streams and open waters and tidal
waters Also list the linear feet of perennial intermittent stream that would be
waters that would
be filled.

Wetlands
dds Fill Impacts
I pacts fr
Im
ffrom
rom Pro
rom
P
Proposed
op
op
posed
oseed
dP
Pro
Project
rojec
j t
jec
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Construction of the P
Project
j will
ill require
i the
h di
discharge
h
off fill material
i l iinto 44,084
084 acres off WOUS
WOUS. Thi
This iincludes
3,576 acres of permanent impacts and 508 acres of temporary impacts in WOUS (Table 3-1). Permanent
impacts include cut and fill activities at facility locations where the fill cannot be practicably removed from
WOUS. Temporary impacts occur where fill is placed into wetlands or WOUS for a limited period during
construction to facilitate construction activities, then removed concurrent with construction activities or as
soon as construction is complete. This fill may be in place for a matter of days or up to one year. A summary
of permanent and temporary WOUS impacts grouped by Hydrogeomorphic (HGM) and Cowardin
classifications for each project element is provided in Table 3-2. Ninety seven percent of permanent WOUS
impacts (3,478 acres) are associated with construction of the mine site; two percent (85 acres) with the
transportation corridor; and less than one percent (13 acres) with the Amakdedori Port and Iliamna Lake
perm
ferry terminals. Construction of the natural gas pipeline would result in no pe
permanent impacts to WOUS as
portation cor
portat
the overland portions of the pipeline are constructed within the transportation
corridor footprint and
seabed and lake bed are considered
construction impacts associated with the placement of the pipelinee on the seab
temporary. Most permanent discharges of fill for the mine site and transportation corrid
corridor will impact slope
palustrine shrub-scrub, and slope-emergent WOUS.
M
Note
pacts would only be considered
anent
ent and Temporary W
WOUS
WOUS
S Impacts
I
(Acres)
(A
Acres)
Table 3-1 Summary of Permanent
temporary
upon the removal of fill
and when
when
hen the functio
functions would
Facility
Permanent
ane
Tem
Temporary
mporary
m
oay
Totall
T
return...
return
Mine Site
Transportation Corridor
dor
rminals
minal
Port and Ferry Terminals
ipeline
Natural Gas Pipeline
Total

3,4788
85
13
-3,5
3,576

-55
6
447
508

3,478
140
19
447
4,084

Table 3-2 Summary
mary of Permane
Permanent
rman and Temporary WOUS Impacts (Acres) by Project Element

HGM and Cowardin
Classification

MARINE
Marine Intertidal
Unconsolidated
Shore
Marine Subtidal
Unconsolidated
Bottom

NOVEMBER 2018

ent Impacts
ent
Permanent

Mine
Site

Port and
Ferry
Terminals

Transportation
Corridor

--

11.0

--

--

0.7

--

--

10.3

--

Temporary Impacts

Permanent
Total
11.0
0.7
10.3

Port and Natural
TransFerry
Gas
portation
Terminals Pipeline Corridor

Temporary
Total

Grand Total

3.5

378.5

--

382.0

393.0

0.7

0.2

--

0.9

1.7

2.8

378.3

--

381.1

391.3
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HGM and Cowardin
Classification

Permanent Impacts
Port and
Ferry
Terminals

Transportation
Corridor

1.3

0.3

1.6

1.6

68.0

0.3

69.9

71.5

--

0.9

<0.1

0.9

1.1

67.9

0.2

69.1

70.0

--

--

0.2

0.2

--

--

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.06

1.2

0.6

--

--

0.6

--

--

--

--

0.6

0.3

--

--

0.3

--

--

--

--

0.3

0.3

--

--

0.3

--

--

--

--

0.3

236.3
59.9
--

----

6.1
1.1
<0.1

242.4
61.0
<0.1

----

----

2.2
0.22
<0.1

2.2
0.2
<0.1

244.6
61.2
0.1

171.7

--

4.9

176.77

--

--

1.9

1.9

178.6

4.6

--

<0.1

4.7

--

--

--

--

4.7

--

--

<0.1

<0.11

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

--

--

<
0.1
0.
<0.1

<
0.11
0.
<0.1

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

47.1

--

2.
2.3

49
49.4

--

<0.1

2.2

2.2

51.5

<0.1

--

--

<0.1

--

--

--

--

<0.1

0.1

--

--

0.1

--

--

--

--

0.1

3.4

--

0.3

3.7

--

--

0.2

0.2

3.9

--

--

0.1

0.1

--

--

0.1

0.1

0.2

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

42.0

--

1.9

43.9

--

<0.1

1.8

1.8

45.7

1.6

--

0.1

1.6

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

1.7

Mine
Site
0.1

Permanent
Total

Port and Natural
TransFerry
Gas
portation
Terminals Pipeline Corridor

'
5
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LACUSTRINE
Lacustrine Limnetic
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral
Unconsolidated
Shore
LACUSTRINE
FRINGE
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine ShrubScrub
RIVERINE
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested
Palustrine ShrubScrub
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Riverine Intermittent
Streambed
Riverine Upper
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Shore
RIVERINE
CHANNEL
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Riverine Intermittent
Streambed
Riverine Lower
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Riverine Lower
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Shore
Riverine Upper
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Riverine Upper
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Shore

Temporary Impacts
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Temporary
Total

Grand Total
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HGM and Cowardin
Classification

Permanent Impacts
Port and
Ferry
Terminals

Transportation
Corridor

84.1
5.5

---

7.2
1.6

91.3
7.1

---

---

4.5
1.0

4.5
1.0

95.8
8.1

78.6

--

5.6

84.2

--

--

3.5

3.5

87.7

3,066.0

0.7

68.1

3,134.8

0.5

0.8

44.6

45.9

3,180.7

<0.1

--

0.1

0.1

--

--

0.1

0.1

0.3

624.3

0.5

15.5

640.4

0.4

0.4

9.6

10.4

650.8

2,429.5

0.2

47.1

2,476.8

0.1

0.4

30.8

31.3

2,508.1

11.4

--

5.2

16.6

--

---

4.0

4.0

20.6

0.7

--

0.2

0.9

--

--

0.1
0.

0.1

1.0

---

0.8
0.1

44.8
4.0

---

---

1.00
0.2

1.0
0.2

45.8
4.2

--

0.4

10.00

---

--

0.2

0.2

10.2

--

0.3

24.6

--

--

0.4

0.4

25.0

--

0.11

6.2

--

--

0.2

0.2

6.4

13.0

885.0
5.0

3,57
3,576
3,576.0
6.0

6.0

447.0

55.0

508.0

4,084.0

44.0
3.9
9.7
24.3
6.1
3,478.0

Permanent
Total

Port and Natural
TransFerry
Gas
portation
Terminals Pipeline Corridor

5
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7

Mine
Site
FLAT
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine ShrubScrub
SLOPE
Palustrine Aquatic
Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine ShrubScrub
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Shore
DEPRESSIONAL
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine ShrubScrub
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Shore
Total

Temporary Impacts
Temporary
Total

Grand Total

'

Note: Minor discrepancies in totals are the
he result of rounding numbers.
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Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

FLAT

Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Lower Perennial
Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Lower Perennial
Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Upper Perennial
Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial
Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent Streambed

RIVERINE_CHANNEL

Palustrine Emergent
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Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
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Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent Streambed

RIVERINE

Palustrine Emergent
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LACUSTRINE_FRINGE

LACUSTRINE
Lacustrine Limnetic Unconsolidated
Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated
Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated
Shore

MARINE
Marine Subtidal Unconsolidated
Bottom
Marine Intertidal Unconsolidated Shore

HGM and Cowardin Classification
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---
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---

Newhalen River

0.1

---

Headwaters
Koktuli River

Table 4-1 Summary of Permanent WOUS Impacts (Acres) by HUC 10 Watershed
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91.3
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1.6
3.7
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0.2

43.9

<0.1

0.1

0.1

<0.1

49.4

<0.1
<0.1

176.7
4.7

<0.1

242.4
61.0

0.6
0.3
0.3

0.5

0.2

0.9

1.6

10.3
0.7

11.0
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---
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---

622.0
2,424.3
11.4
0.7

0.8

<0.1

Newhalen River

3,058.5

Headwaters
Koktuli River

Note: Minor discrepancies in totals are the result of rounding numbers.
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Affected Watersheds Analysis

A watershed approach is needed to establish compensatory mitigation requirements to the extent appropriate
and practicable (33 CFR 332.2). The watershed approach is an analytical process for making compensatory
mitigation decisions that support the sustainability or improvement of aquatic resources in a watershed. It
considers watershed needs, and how locations and types of compensatory mitigation projects address those
needs. A landscape perspective is used to identify the types and locations of compensatory mitigation projects
that will benefit the watershed and offset losses of aquatic resource functions and services caused by activities
authorized by DA permits. This section provides a summary of available data and the analytical process
followed to determine the watershed conditions.
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The geographic area of the watershed analysis (Analysis Area) extends over three HUC 6 basins (Nushagak
n Hyd
Hy
River, Kvichak-Port Heiden, and Western Cook Inlet) and includes seven
Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) 10
watersheds encompassing approximately 1,944,130 acres (Table 5-1, Figure 1 [Figu
[Figures are included in
Attachment 1]). The Project footprint includes facilities on the Kenai
nai Peninsula,
Penins
Peninsula, in tthe Stariski Creek-Frontal
Cook Inlet HUC 10 watershed, but there are no impacts to WOUS
OUS andd this
hi watershed
wate
iis excluded from the
Analysis Area. Cook Inlet waters are also excluded from the Ana
Analysis Area as WOUS
WOU impacts will be
temporary and no compensatory mitigation is proposed for
The Paint River HUC 10 was
or temporary impacts. Th
included in the Analysis Area because, even though the
propose discharges of fill into
he Project
ect does not propo
WOUS within this watershed, its inclusion provides
basins within the Project footprint.
des
es continuity
con
across basin
acros
Each watershed includes important physical features,
processes, and resource types for the
atures
res,, ecological proces
process
sustainability of aquatic resource functions.
Table 5-1 HUC 10 Watershed
Watersheds
geographic area of the watershed analysis
Watersh
ds included in the geogr

HUC 10

Watershed

Nushagak River (HUC 6)
1903030211
Headwaters Koktuli
oktuli R
River
Kvichak-Port Heiden (HUC
C 6)
1903020514
Newhalen Riverr
1903020609
Iliamna Lake
1903020606
Gibraltar Lake
1903020607
Upper Talarik Creek

Western Cook Inlet (HUC 6)
1902060208
Paint River
1902060212
Amakdedori Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay
Total

Project
Pro
Element

Mine site

Transportation
corridor
Transport
ansp
Trans
Transp
Transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic cable
Tra
Transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic cable
Mine site; transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic
cable

Transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic cable
Transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic cable;
Amakdedori Port

Watershed Acres

170,633
119,708
1,201,854
81,581
87,539

128,354
154,461
1,944,130

Source: USGS Watershed Boundary Dataset, 2018

5.1

Land Cover

The National Land Cover Database (NLCD) (Jim, et al. 2011) provides a rapid estimate of land cover types
for watersheds including percent of developed areas, and percent of vegetated cover.
The most abundant land cover in the Analysis Area is open water at approximately 36.48 percent,
approximately 91.41 percent of which are Iliamna Lake. Shrub/scrub and dwarf shrub are the most widely
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distributed vegetation types at 36.48 percent and 18.78 percent respectively. Barren lands are unvegetated
areas that generally occur at hill tops and shorelines and account for approximately 3.95 percent of cover type
in the Analysis Area. Mixed forest, evergreen forest, and deciduous forest account for approximately 3.83
percent, 3.24 percent, and 3.12 percent of cover type respectively. Less than one percent is identified by the
NLCD as emergent herbaceous wetlands, woody wetlands, perennial ice/snow, sedge/herbaceous and moss
areas. Wetlands mapped in the NLCD are generally undercounted as the data analysis process is not
optimized for this purpose. Wetlands are discussed in section 5.2. Developed areas cover less than 0.05
percent of the Analysis Area (See Table 5-2).
Table 5-2 National Land Cover Classification for the Watershed Analysis Area
Land Cover Class

Nushagak
River
Headwaters
Koktuli
River

Kvichak-Port Heiden

Western Cook Inlet

Total

Newhalen
River

Iliamna
Lake

Gibralta
r Lake

Upper
Talarik
Creek
k

Paint
River
R
Ri

Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay

%

Acres

0.37%

15
15.98%

9.17%

3.95%

76,775
60,538

1.66%

3.18%

2.63%

4.41%

Deciduous Forest

0.81%

5.25%

3.49%

4.05%

1.82%

0.60%

3.44%

3.12%

<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

01%
<0.01%

<0.001%
<0.01%

%
<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

29

<0.01%

0.27%

0.04%

<0.01%
%

<0.01%
<
0 1%
0.0

<0.01%
<0

<0.01%

0.04%

753

<0.01%

<0.01%

0.01%
01%
%

<0.01%
<
0 1%
0.0

<0.01%
<
0.01%
0.0

<0.01%

<0.01%

0.01%

158

<0.01%

0.05%

<0.01%
%

<0.01%
<0.0
.01%
1%

<0.01%
<
0
0.0

<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

75

Dwarf Shrub

42.34%

13.21%
%

12.19%
12

37.60%
37

47.23%

30.35%

12.66%

18.78%

364,945

Emergent Herbaceous
Wetlands

0.68%

0.70%

0.50%
0.5

0.10%
0.1

0.15%

<0.01%

0.02%

0.42%

8,256

Evergreen Forest

1.77%

10.59%

3.73%

00.59%

2.16%

0.02%

0.13%

3.24%

63,058

Mixed Forest

0.20%

11.23%

4.87%

1.02%

0.95%

<0.01%

0.32%

3.83%

74,469

<0.01%
0.01%
0.0
1%

0.01%

<0.01%
<
0.01

<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

0.01%

36

1.64%

8.66%
6%

56.79%

5.98%

1.59%

1.67%

3.25%

36.48%

708,879

<0.01%
01%

<0.01%
<0.001%

0.02%

0.44%

<0.01%

0.99%

0.09%

0.10%

1,959

Developed, High
Intensity
Developed, Low
Intensity
Developed, Medium
Intensity
Developed, Open
Space

Moss
Open Water
Perennial Ice/Snow

7

Barren Land

Sedge/Herbaceous

0.02%

0.04%

0.10%

<0.01%

0.06%

<0.01%

0.04%

0.07%

1,397

Shrub/Scrub

50.61%

45.62%
4

15.53%

45.79%

45.63%

50.39%

70.81%

29.77%

578,642

Woody Wetlands

0.27%

1.20%

0.12%

0.02%

0.04%

<0.01%

0.07%

0.18%

3,452

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Total

1,943,423

Source: National Land Cover Database (Jim, et al. 2011). Differences in the acreage between the above and those shown in Table 5-1 are a result of the
differences in data resolution, and data types (vector versus raster data).

5.2

Wetlands and Other Waters of the U.S.

Using a consistent dataset for the calculation of wetlands is desired for equitable assessment of habitat types
on a broad level. There is one dataset available that covers the entire area with a uniform method of analysis
and scale, it is the Alaska Wetlands Map (AWM) (Whitcomb, et al. 2009) derived from L-band radar imagery
acquired by Japanese Earth Resources Satellite (JERS-1) synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and is available with a
resolution of 100-meter pixels. Another broadly available dataset is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) National Wetland Inventory (NWI). The NWI data cover approximately 60 percent of the Analysis
Area and would need to be supplemented by the AWM dataset. The Headwater Koktuli River is the only
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watershed covered 100 percent by the NWI data. A third dataset available is the PLP wetlands mapping for
the immediate vicinity of the Project footprint and includes 89 percent of the surface area in the Headwaters
Koktuli River watershed. The PLP wetlands data outside the Headwaters Koktuli River watershed are
generally limited to the transportation corridor and are of limited use in the evaluation of the Analysis Area.
Most of the proposed Project wetland impacts are in the Headwaters Koktuli River watershed. It is
appropriate to provide and use the most accurate data for that portion of the Analysis Area. The PLPgenerated data for the Headwaters Koktuli River is provided in Table 5-3. Since the PLP wetlands mapping
only includes 89 percent of the surface area in the Headwater Koktuli River watershed, NWI data were used
to supplement the remaining 11 percent of the watershed (Table 5-4). The AWM dataset is the only
consistent dataset for the entire Analysis Area and was used for the remainder of the watersheds and is
provided in Table 5-5. The AWM provides only wetlands; therefore, other waters were calculated from the
18)..
18)
National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) 1:63,360 scale mapping (USGS 2018).

'
5
$)

7

9,581 ac
acres of w
The Headwaters Koktuli River watershed includes approximately 59,581
wetlands including 48,693
ope palustrine scrub-shrub
sscrub-sh
acres mapped by PLP and 10,888 acres mapped by the NWI. Slope
(42.65%), slope
rub (12.01%
((12.01%)
1
) and
d emergen
eme
palustrine emergent (18.3%) and riverine palustrine scrub-shrub
emergent (4.44%) are the most
ar not grouped
groupe
upe by HGM, but the most
abundant wetlands mapped by PLP in the watershed. The NWI data are
74%) and palustrine
p
eemergent (23.93%).
widely distributed wetlands are palustrine scrub-shrub (71.74%)
percentag of wetlan
wetlands an
For the remaining Analysis Area watersheds, the percentage
and other waters ranges from 19
ercentt in the Iliamna Lake watershed (Table 5-5). The most
percent in the Paintt Riv
River watershed, to 79 percent
pe are p
ub-shrub and emergent. T
abundant wetlands ttypes
palustrine scrub-shrub
The Newhalen River, Iliamna Lake,
J4RDSSMM
alarik
Creek
ekk H
HUC 10 watershe
watersh
ds co
d
Gibraltar Lake, and Upperr Talarik
watersheds
contains many rivers and streams that drain
Stimi,k 77
q.
77Nmi
m long,
lo up to 22 mi w
into Iliamna Lake. At 1,0122 sq.
wide, and up to 984 ft. deep, Iliamna Lake is the
the
he An
A
Ana
nalysis
naly
lyysis
sis
iis Ar
A
Area.. The
Area
Th Kvichak
K
Kvich
i hakk R
largest freshwater body in th
Analysis
River drains from Iliamna Lake southwest into
wh
by
Bristol Bay.
K
Water
Wate
ters Mapped by PLP in the Headwaters Koktuli River
Table 5-33 Wetlands and Other Wat
Waters
HGM and Cowardin Classification
Classi
Cla

LACUSTRINE
RINE
Lacustrine Limnetic
mnetic Unconsolidated Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Aquatic Bed
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
LACUSTRINE FRINGE
Lacustrine Littoral Emergent
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Moss-Lichen
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
RIVERINE

NOVEMBER 2018

Acres

975.0
844.4
10.1
33.0
33.8
1.1
51.0
2.7
126.7
0.3
9.4
50.7
0.2
64.8
0.5
0.9
8,345.6

%
2.00%
1.73%
0.02%
0.07%
0.07%
<0.01%
0.10%
0.01%
0.26%
0.00%
0.02%
0.10%
<0.01%
0.13%
<0.01%
<0.01%
17.14%
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Acres
1.8
2,163.4
38.5
2.9
5,847.3
160.6
67.6
0.1
41.5
19.1
<0.01
2.2
0.5
1,070.0
0.0
1.0
0.3
38.11
6.0
64.1
19.1
0.3
166.6
9.1
0.1
635.7
129.6
6,599.8
<0.1
1,623.7
0.2
33.7
4,917.6
4.1
20.3

%
<0.01%
4.44%
0.08%
0.01%
12.01%
0.33%
0.14%
<0.01%
0.09%
0.04%
<0.01%
<0.01%
<0.01%
2.20%
<0.01%
<0.01%
<0.0
0.08%

'

5
$)
7

HGM and Cowardin Classification
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested
Palustrine Moss-Lichen
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent Streambed
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Upper Perennial Aquatic Bed
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Shore
RIVERINE CHANNEL
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent Streambed
Riverine Lower Perennial Aquatic Bed
Riverine Lower Perennial Emergent
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated
idated Bottom
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated
nsolidated
idated Shore
Riverine Upper Perennial Emergent
mergent
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Botto
Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial
nnial Unconsolidated Sh
Shore
FLAT
Palustrine Aquatic
uaticc Bed
Palustrine Emergent
g
Palustrine
ne Forested
Palustrine
strine Moss-Lichen
chen
Palustrine
ustrin Scrub-Shrub
ustrine
b
Palustrine
rine Unconsolidated B
Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidate
Unconsolidat
Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent
rmittent
SLOPE
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested
Palustrine Moss-Lichen
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Shore
DEPRESSIONAL
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Moss-Lichen

NOVEMBER 2018

0.01%
00.13%
0.04%

<0.01%
0.34%
0.02%

<0.01%
1.31%
0.27%

13.55%

<0.01%
3.33%

<0.01%
0.07%

10.10%
0.01%
0.04%

<0.1

<0.01%

29,813.9
6.1
8,911.2
2.2
27.5
20,768.5
69.3
28.3
0.3
0.5
1,561.2

61.23%

<0.1

4.8
155.3
0.5

0.01%
18.3%
<0.01%
0.06%
42.65%
0.14%
0.06%
<0.01%
<0.01%
3.21%
<0.01%
0.01%
0.32%
<0.01%
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HGM and Cowardin Classification
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
N/A
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Grand Total

Acres
172.7
913.1
314.8
201.3
2.6
197.9
0.9
48,693.5

%
0.35%
1.88%
0.65%
0.41%
0.01%
0.41%
<0.01%
100%

Source: PLP mapped wetlands. Minor discrepancies in totals are the result of rounding numbers.

Table 5-4 NWI Wetlands and Other Waters in the Headwaters Koktuli River Outside PLP Mapped
Wetlands Analysis Area
Acres
res

%

Palustrine Emergent

2,605
2,605.4

223.93%

Palustrine Scrub Shrub

7,811.1
11.1

71.74
71.74%

'
5
$)
7

Cowardin Classification

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom

248.4

2.28%

Riverine Unknown Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Botto

222.8

22.05%

10,887.7

100%

Grand Total

Source: UFWS NWI mapped wetlands.

Table 5-5 Wetlands and Other Waters on the Newhalen
Newhal River
River,
ver,
r, Ilia
Iliamna La
Lake, Gibraltar Lake, Upper Talarik Creek, Paint
dedori CreekCreek
-Frontal
al Ka
Kamisha
River, and Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay HUC 10 Watersheds
Kvichak Port Heiden
Heide
Kvichak-Port

Newhalen
River

Wetlands

Iliamna
Iliam
Lake

Gibraltar
Lake

Western Cook Inlet

Upper
Talarik
Creek

Paint
River

Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak
Bay

Total

Estuarine (ac.)
Emergent (ac.)
Forested (ac.)
Lacustrine (ac.)
Emergent (ac.)
Palustrine (ac.)
Emergent (ac.)
Forested (ac.)
Shrub-Scrub (ac.)
Other Waters (ac.)

---116
116
56,577
30,908
59
25,610

15
15
-42
42
270,572
133,446
682
136,444

-----21,558
7,594
-13,964

-----35,355
13,200
44
22,111

-----21,965
6,291
-15,674

1,525
1,525
-35
35
25,968
5,666
62
20,240

1,540
1,540
-193
193
431,995
197,105
847
234,043

Ice (Glacier) (ac.)
Lakes (ac.)
Streams (mi.)

-8,075
250

-681,658
881

38
5,331
91

-1,680
250

61
2,159
557

-3,960
684

99
702,863
2713

1,201,854
270,629
23%

81,581
21,557
26%

87,539
35,356
40%

128,354
21,965
17%

154,461
27,527
18%

1,773,497
433,727

Summary of Wetlands and other Waters
Watershed Size (ac.)
Wetlands (ac.)
Wetlands (%)

NOVEMBER 2018

119,708
56,693
47%
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Kvichak-Port Heiden

Other Waters (ac.)
Other Waters (%)
Wetlands and Other
Waters (ac.)
Wetlands and Other
Waters (%)
Streams (mi.)

Western Cook Inlet

Newhalen
River

Iliamna
Lake

Gibraltar
Lake

Upper
Talarik
Creek

Paint
River

8,075
7%

681,658
57%

5,369
7%

1,680
2%

2,220
2%

Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak
Bay
3,960
3%

64,768

952,287

26,926

37,036

24,185

31,487

1,136,689

54%

79%

33%

42%

19%

20%

64%

250

881

91

250

557

684

2,713

Total
702,962

Source: Wetlands – Alaska Wetlands Map; Other Waters – National Hydrographic Dataset

5.3

Fish and Wildlife

7

The wetlands and other waters of the U.S. in the watersheds provide habita
habitat for m
mammals, fish, and bird
ystem they inhabit
ystems
inh
i abit and to the local
animal species, many of which are of high importance to the ecosystems
th Ana
economies and subsistence lifestyles. Representative indicator animal species in the
Analysis Area include:
referred as the M
Caribou. Caribou (Rangifer tarandus granti) in this area are referre
Mulchatna Caribou Herd.
Caribou prefer tundra habitats. Their distribution
ution in
n the watersheds
wat
in
include the Headwaters Koktuli
iver,
ver, and the wester
western shor
River, Upper Talarik Creek, Newhalen River,
shores of Iliamna Lake. In the midbout 200,000 animals,
animals and then the herd began
1990s, the caribou population peaked at about
rs and expanding
xpanding its rang
range north and west. This current decade the
simultaneously declining in numbers
pproximately 18,000 caribou;
caribo although in 2015 it had shown an
population reached a low of approximately
uring the late 1990s, reported
report
rep
increase to over 30,000. During
annual harvests peaked at over 5,000 caribou
but during the 2010s, thee reported harvest has not exceeded 466 caribou per year (Van Lanen 2018).

x

hab to a population of freshwater seals, which are believed to
Lake Seals. Iliamnaa Lake provides habitat
be harbor sealss ((Phoca
Phoca vitulina),
vitulinaa), although tthe exact species identification remains uncertain. These seals
are unique in that
populations are very rare in the northern hemisphere. Over the 28
hat freshwater seal pop
years of aerial surveys,
eys, counts have
hav ranged from zero to more than 300 seals, with the largest
numbers occurring during
August. The seals spend most of their time in and around the island
ring Aug
systems of the northeast po
portion of the lake and during salmon season feed near the mouths of the
lake’s tributary rivers and streams. Approximately 3-5 seals are harvested per community per year
(Van Lanen, Iliamna Lake Seals Local and Scientific Understanding 2018).

x

Fish. The Bristol Bay watershed, of which these watersheds are a part, support important commercial
and sport fisheries for Pacific salmon and other fishes. The watersheds provide spawning and rearing
habitat for all species of anadromous Pacific salmon (Figure 2): sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka), coho (O.
kisutch), Chinook (O. tshawytscha), chum (O. keta), and pink (O. gorbuscha). The most abundant species
in the watersheds is sockeye salmon. Waters in the watersheds provide habitat for other fish species,
including rainbow trout (O. mykiss), Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma), Arctic char (S. alpinus), lake trout
(S. namaycush), Arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus), northern pike (Esox lucius), and humpback whitefish
(Coregonus pidschian). These fishes occupy a variety of habitats in the watershed, from headwater
streams to wetlands to large rivers and lake. The Analysis Area includes approximately 571 miles and

'

5

$)

x
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684,6166 acres
acr of anadromous streams and waterbodies. Nearly 16 percent of the streams and 97
nt off the lakes in the Analysis Area provide habitat to Pacific salmon (Table 5-6).
percent
J4RDSSMM
Sticky
ky Note

Table 5-6 Pacific salmon habitat in the Watershed Analysis Area (Acres)

linear calculation
as well

Nushagak
River

Kvichak-Port Heiden

Western Cook Inlet

Total

Headwaters
Koktuli
River

Newhalen
River

Iliamna
Lake

Gibraltar
Lake

Upper
Talarik
Creek

Paint
River

Amakdedori
CreekFrontal
Kamishak
Bay

% of
Waters
in the
Analysis
Area

Anadromous
Waters

Anadromous
Streams (miles)

143

53

213

43

76

--

41

16%

571

Anadromous
Lakes (acres)

406

5,750

674,782

3,211

34

--

433

97%

684,616

Source: ADF&G Anadromous Waters Catalog (ADF&G 2018).

'
5
$)
7

The Headwaters Koktuli River watershed includes 143 stream
ream
eam miles
iles aand 406 llake acres of
um, coho,
c
and socke
sockeye sal
anadromous fish habitat for Arctic char, Chinook, chum,
salmon (ADF&G 2018).
bution of any anadromous fish in the Headwaters
Sockeye and coho salmon have the greatest distribution
wning
ing has been documente
Koktuli River watershed. Sockeye salmon spawning
documented in 164 lake acres, and 59
nd 54 stream
ream m
miles. Coho salmon spawning has been
stream miles, and rearing in 152 lake acres and
ring
ng in 187 lake acres and 125 stream miles. Chinook
documented in 79 stream miles, and rearing
am miles and rearing in 82 stream miles. Chum spawning
spawning has been documented in 644 stream
ring
ing 82 stream miles
miles. Arcti
includes 64 stream miles and rearing
Arctic char is present in 41 stream miles.
dromo fish
dromous
sh habitat in the
th Headwaters
H
Table 5-7 Anadromous
Koktuli Watershed
Fish Species
cies

P
Present
rese

Rearing

Spawning

41

--

--

Arctic
ic char

Stre (miles)
Stream
les)

Chinook salmon
Ch
Lake (acres)

164

--

--

Stream
ream (miles)

11

82

64

4

7

50

almon
Chum salmon

Stream (miles)

Coho salmon
Lake (acres)

219

187

Stream (miles)

20

125

79

Lake (acres)

52

152

164

Stream (miles)

16

54

59

Sockeye salmon

Source: ADF&G Anadromous Waters Catalog (ADF&G 2018).

x

Protected Species. Protected species in the watershed include southcentral stock northern Sea Otters,
(Enhydra lutris kenyoni) which make use of the marine shorelines Amakdedori Creek-Frontal Kamishak
Bay.
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x

Other. The watersheds’ wetlands and aquatic resources provide habitat for large carnivores such as
brown bears (Ursus arctos), bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), gray wolves (Canis lupus); ungulates
such as moose (Alces alces gigas); and numerous waterfowl and small mammal species. Brown bears are
abundant in the Nushagak River and Kvichak River watersheds. Moose are abundant, particularly in
the Nushagak River watershed where felt-leaf willow, a preferred forage species, is plentiful.

5.4

Land Ownership

Generalized land status data to the section level (generally 1 square mile) including federal, state of Alaska,
and native lands is produced by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR 2018).

5
$)
7

The Analysis Area comprises approximately 1,270,262 acres (72%) of public lands, including State of Alaska
(40%) and Federally owned (32%) lands. Overall, the State of Alaska is the largest surface land owner (Table
5-8). Private lands total 487,471 acres (28%) of the watershed and includess Al
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (ANCSA) lands (26%) and private or municipal lands (1%). Approximately
54,303
acres (~4%) are
oxima
oximately
5
grouped in administrative management areas including Katmai National
Preserve, Lake Clark
tional Park and Pre
National Park and Preserve, and the McNeil River State Game Refug
3).
Refuge and Sanctuary
Sanct y ((Figure
F
Table 5-8 Land Ownership for the Watershed Analysis
(Acres)
Analy Area (Acr
Acr

Nushagak
River
Land Ownership
Headwater
Types
Koktuli
River
ANCSA

--

Private or
Municipal

--

State

170,632

Federal

Newhalen
River

Iliamnaa
Lake
ke

Western Cook Inlet

Gibraltar
ralta
Lake
ke

Upper
Talarik
Creek

Paint
River

Grand Total

Amakdedori
Creek –
Frontal
Kamishak
Bay

Acres

Percent
of
Analysis
Area

53,583

3
356,724

31,866

19
19,037

207

--

461,417

26%

4,344
344

21,710

--

--

--

--

26,054

1%

40,630

283,807
83,807

41,864
41,8

64,664

127,932

148,642

707,539

40%

5,516

8,1177

--

--

--

--

13,633

1%

'

State and
ANCSA

Kvichak-Port Heiden
en

--

115,635

531,496
531,49
53

7,850

3,837

214

3,691

562,723

32%

170,632

119,708

1,201,854
1,20
1,2

81,581

87,539

128,354

152,332

1,771,368

100%

Katmai
National Park
& Preserve

--

--

336

1,067

--

174

25,620

27,198

2%

Lake Clark
National Park
& Preserve

--

25,192

1,913

--

--

--

--

27,105

2%

McNeil River
State Game
Refuge

--

--

1,124

1,962

--

111,335

11,789

126,210

7%

McNeil River
State Game
Sanctuary

--

--

--

--

--

13,820

18,628

32,447

2%

--

25,192

3,373

3,029

--

125,328

56,037

212,960

12%

Total
Legislative
Boundary

Total

Source: Alaska Department of Natural Resources General Land Status, 2018, section level data (ADNR 2018). In some cases, the land ownership was
split between State of Alaska, and ANCSA owned land. In those cases, the data were not segregated and counted as “State and ANCSA”.
Discrepancies in the total acreage for the watershed in this table and those shown in Table 5-1 are a result of the differences in data boundaries
between the Generalized Land Status and the HUC; in coastal areas, the Generalized Land Status data, and HUC 10 boundary limits do not match.
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5.5

Land Use

7

The watersheds are largely undeveloped, except for seven rural communities including Nondalton, Iliamna,
Newhalen, Pedro Bay, Pile Bay, Igiugig, and Kokhanok. The region is remote with no road access to the
State’s highway system and limited roads between Iliamna, Newhalen, and Nondalton, as well as a 15-mile
road connecting Williamsport to Pile Bay. Most communities have gravel and earth surfaced streets. Surface
access between most communities is by boat along the lake in the summer and by snow machine along winter
trails in the winter. A few small air carriers provide regular year-round, air charter, and cargo flights from
regional hubs to the smaller communities (BBNA 2018). The communities rely primarily on diesel electric
generators for power, but some communities have implemented alternative energy sources as a means to
lower fuel cost (BBNA 2018), and to alleviate spill risk concerns associated with fuel transport (HDR 1998):
Iliamna, Newhalen, and Nondalton have implemented hydroelectric options at Tazimina Falls about 9 miles
upstream of the confluence of the Tazimina River and the Newhalen River ((HDR 1998); Igiugig is
nities ope
o
experimenting with a river power system (Caldwell 2014). The communities
operate as both subsistence and
evelopment projects,
evelopm
pro
cash economies. Most cash opportunities result from government development
commercial fishing,
fishing
fis
, pr
sport fishing, and sport hunting ventures. Iliamna Lake is noted for its sport fishing,
primarily rainbow trout,
Pacific salmon, and Arctic grayling.

'

5

$)

f multiple use and are open to
Almost all State of Alaska lands within the Analysis Areaa are managed for
tion, bu
but to date nno mines have been developed.
mining. The watersheds include a history of mineral exploration,
oximity to the Analy
Analysis Area
Ar are the Nyac (gold) 175 miles
The most significant placer mining districts in proximity
ay (platinum)
latinum) 235 miles we
w
northwest of the mine site, and Goodnews Bay
west of the mine site. The Alaska
cal Survey provid
Resource Data File maintained by the U.S. Geological
provides a record of mines, prospects and
mineral occurrences (USGS 2018). Thee watersheds within Nusha
Nushagak River, Kvichak-Port Heiden, and
Western Cook Inlet basins include six mineral occurrences an
and 26 prospects for gold, copper, iron, silver, and
streamss to mineral entry in the Nushagak-Mulchatna
hatna
na
River
molybdenum. The State of Alaskaa closed many stream
J4RDSSMM
ound
und Iliam
mna L
Lake (Miner
med
m
dSticky
at
drainage as well as streams around
Iliamna
(Mineral Closing Order 393). This closure is aimed
Note
No Fork Koktuli River, South Forkk Ko
v , andd
protecting Pacific salmon streams, including the North
Koktuli River,
checkhas
this
A
Area has larg
lls. There
Upper Talarik Creek. The Analysis
large quantities of sand, gravel, and quarryy ma
materials.
n communities that require them for airport and road
add
been little use for these materials except near
construction or upgrades.

5.6

Water Quality

Wetlands, rivers, and streams that are free of contaminants are important for sustaining a healthy aquatic
ecosystem. Potential sources of contaminants in the Analysis Area include: spills of chemicals or petroleum
lubricants and fuels, stormwater runoff and erosion, community sanitation facilities including landfills and
sewage management systems, and similar sources. PLP has reviewed available databases to locate potential
sources of contamination in the Analysis Area:
x

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) contaminated sites. The ADEC
maintains a database of contaminated sites in Alaska. The database includes 12 contaminated sites in
the Analysis Area where cleanup actions have been complete, and six sites where cleanup actions are
undergoing. Contaminants at these sites included oil and lubricants. There are no identified sites in
the Analysis Area where clean up actions are not in progress.
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x

x

ADEC Solid Waste Sites. The ADEC maintains a database of solid waste sites in Alaska. The
database includes 11 solid waste sites in the Analysis Area located in the proximity of each village. Six
solid waste sites are active, one inactive, and four retired.
ADEC Waste Erosion Assessment Review (WEAR). The ADEC conducted the WEAR program to
inventory sites that have the potential to release hazardous substances and garbage from Alaska’s
landfills, contaminated sites, tank farms, and other sites of environmental concern into state’s waters,
jeopardizing water quality, fish and wildlife (ADEC 2018). Highlights from this program are included
in Table 5-9.
Table 5-9 Selected Sites of Concern from Waste Erosion Assessment Review (WEAR) 2012-2014
Description

Igiugig
Tank Farm, 59.327258/-155.897948
(Active)
Community Landfill, 59.325198/155.905045 (Retired)
Iliamna
Landfill, 59.783836/-154.901292
(Active)
Airport Crowley Tank Farm,
59.754428/-154.906141 (Active)

This permitted landfill is a self-haul facility that burns
waste in a Summit burn unit. It has been in
urns most
m of its wast
operation since at least 1986. Thee Iliamna
a landfill
mna Landfill employs
em
landfi operator but would benefit from improved
management of burning and special wastes.
is located
es. The landfill
la
locate approximately 3.3 miles from Iliamna Lake.
This Crowley tank farm, which is located across the street from
fro the Iliamna Airport, is an active Contaminated Site
(File ID 2560.38.012). A spill
pill of 1,507 gallons of aviation
aviati gas occurred at the site in late 2009. 65 cubic yards of
contaminated soil were
the soil beginning in 2011. After remediation, the soil
ere excavated
avated and landfarmed to remediate
re
was transported to
o and disposed
osed of at the Newhalen
Newhale Landfill in June 2013. This site is still being monitoring by the
Contaminated Sites Program as not all contamina
contaminated
soil was excavated. The tank farm is about 0.15 acres in size and
t i
holds six tanks,
of 258,000 gallons in a fenced and locked area.
nks, which have a total capacity
ca
This sitee is part of an active Contaminated
Site (File ID 2560.38.001). The landfarm is remediating contaminated soil
Contamin
linked
to exist in the area. The landfarm is within Iliamna Airport Tract II, near
d to above ground fuel tanks that used
u
thee Old
d FAA Landfill,
Landfill, and covers an area of approximately 0.08 acres. The site is 170 feet south of Lake Superior.
The former
Office was located on Iliaska Drive at this site. In November of 1999, it was reported
er Iliamna US Post Offi
that drums of used oil were shot
sh and subsequently leaked. This caused the site to become an active Contaminated Site
(File ID 2560.38.007). Duri
During inspection, the area appeared to be well vegetated aside from a cut in the bushes to
provide access to the
he lake
lak from the road. The site is no longer owned by USPS and is located right on the shoreline of
Roadhousee Bay.
Bay
These tanks,
s, with
w unknown size and contents, reside in the Iliaska Subdivision in front of Lots 30 and 31. The tanks
were complete
completely
completel surrounded by dense vegetation and are 245 feet from Iliamna Lake.

5

FAA Living Quarters Landfarm,
59.761161/-154.828806 (Active)

The site was constructed in 2004 for the Native Village off Igiugig
Igiug and contains nine tanks with a total capacity of
111,000 gallons. The nearest source of erosion, the Kvichak
ichak R
River, is only 20 feet away. Erosion symptoms such as
root exposure, undercutting, and slides were observed
bank of the river.
ed on the closest ba
This is the location of a historical military landfilll that was started
starte in the 1950s.
19
After the military left, the community
used it as their landfill until 2001 when the new
constructed.. The field is 500 feet from the closest source
w landfill was constructed
constru
of erosion, the Kvichak River.

$)
7

Site Name and Location

'

Former US Post Office, 59.751424/154.815653 (Active)

Abandoned Fuel Tanks, 59.749782/82/-82/
154.812959 (Abandoned)
Newhalen
Landfill, 59.731888/-154.892355
(Active)
Crowley Contaminated Soil,
59.719562/-154.891769 (Active)

Nondalton
Drum Cache, 59.970533/154.851000 (Abandoned)

NOVEMBER 2018

This
landfill has been operating since its construction in 1983. Necessary equipment for the removal of
is unpermitted
un
CFCs from white goods was unavailable, and batteries and used oil were poorly stored. The 5.5-acre landfill is located
half a mile north of Newhalen and 2,000 feet east of erosion reported along the banks of the Newhalen River.
This site is an active landfarm to remediate contaminated soil under the Contaminated Sites Program. The site consists
of two listings Crowley Jet A Fuel Tank 471 Newhalen Tank Farm (File ID 2619.38.002) and Newhalen Bulk Fuel
Storage (File ID 2619.38.001). The site is associated with numerous historic spills and a former tank farm. The site
dates back to a 1983 spill reported in relation to Newhalen’s old utility tank farm. There are several data gaps in the
history of this site that don’t allow for identification of all spills; however, additional free product was discovered near
the 1983 spill during sewer cleaning operations in August 1999. Later, on October 30, 2008, there was a jet fuel spill
totaling approximately 13,630 gallons from Crowley Jet A Fuel Tank 471. The majority of the spill was recovered from
secondary containment, but 2,777 gallons were suspected to have breached the containment. The tank farm has since
been decommissioned with the site consisting mostly of the 2.9-acre landfarm at the time of inspection. Soil staining,
55-gallon drums, piles of dirty rags, and metal debris were identified along the perimeter of the landfarm. The site is
located adjacent to the current Newhalen Tank Farm, on its lakeward side, and is 1,000 feet from Iliamna Lake.
This site is associated with the construction of generators and a new tank for the water plant. The site is about 0.02
acres in size and is located in the middle of town. It consists of a slightly depressed region, covered in black textiles
with heavy staining on top of the textile. Vegetation surrounding the perimeter of the site was noted as distressed
during the inspection. Several 55-gallon drums were strewn about the site with contents unknown. The site is believed
to have originated around 2005 and is 250 feet from Sixmile Lake.
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Site Name and Location
Airport Tanks, 59.978880/154.836069 (Abandoned)

Description
These empty tanks are located at the airport. There are 10 tanks in total with the labeling “Out of Service, Do Not Fill,
10-1-02” and a total capacity of 80,500 gallons. The tanks were constructed by the City of Nondalton sometime in the
early 1990s with the intent that they become storage for heating fuel and gasoline to be sold to local residences and
businesses. However, the project was never completed. The site is unfenced and eight of the vertical tanks rest on a
geotextile liner; two of the tanks are located outside of the containment. Roughly two inches of water were seen
pooling within the containment at the time of inspection. Stacked alongside one of the tanks were several 55-gallon
drums and miscellaneous buckets with contents unknown. The site is 0.15 acres in size and is located 1,230 feet from
Sixmile Lake.

Kokhanok
Landfill, 59.433225/-154.750637
(Active)

Old Tank Farm, 59.441288/154.751535 (Abandoned)

5
$)
7

Slop Bucket Lake Dump,
59.441696/-154.759466
(Abandoned)
Pedro Bay
Landfill, 59.791717/-154.102628
(Active)

This unpermitted landfill is found a half mile due south of the school on a hill. It was constructed in 1992 by the U.S.
Public Health Service. The landfill operates as a trench and fill with a working Tok burn unit. Metals, drums and white
goods (household appliances) are separated at the site. The inactive areas of the landfill have been covered and are
revegetated. It lies 1,600 feet from Piva Lake.
This tank farm is no longer in use since the 2003 construction of the new tank farm. It is located approximately 540
feet northwest of the school. There were 2 vertical tanks and 5 horizontal tanks, which could hold a total of 52,500
gallons of diesel. The horizontal tanks were within a lined, earthen berm, and the vertical tanks were on wooden
platforms with no visible berm or liner. There was evidence of staining on the ground, and ponded water around the
tanks had a visible sheen. It is located approximately 400 feet from
fro Iliamna Lake.
This lake can be found 1,000 feet east of Big Lake. It was reportedly
used
as a dump site for many years by the
rep
u
community with sporadic dumping still occurring. There was visible trash
tras on the shores and lake bottom, which
ranged from bags of trash to rusted barrels and tires.
Iliamna Lake.
ires. It is 350 feet
fee from Ilia
This unpermitted landfill is located on thee northeast side of town only 11,000 feet from the Village Council building.
This one-acre site has been in operation
on since around 1985. An incinerator
incinerat is on site, but it has never been used due to
operational costs. A baler is also available,
not been used. Municipal
waste is burned in a small pit and then
ailable,
ilable, but it has no
M
mixed with dirt into a large pile that will
ill eventually be
b pushed back into a trench. Batteries and other recyclables are
separated out. There is a separate
hide
arate area forr hi
hid
de go
goods and other metals. There is a fence around part of the landfill, but
it is falling down in places. The landfill lies 2,100 feet
Lake.
fe from Iliamna
Ili

Source: ADEC Waste Erosion Assessment Review (WEAR)

x
x

x

Environmental Protection Agency
gency (EPA)
(EPA Brownfields
own
Sites. The EPA maintains a list of brownfield
sites. There are three brownfield
wnfield sites located in Newhalen
Ne
N
that resulted from large historic fuel spills
on land, all near waters.. Cleanup
anup has been completed
comp
at one spill site abutting Iliamna Lake. The two
remaining sites are near (~ 0.3 miles) the New
Newhalen River and cleanup actions are underway.
the sites
es resulted from
fro a ~13,630-gallon Jet-A spill, and a ~35,000-gallon diesel
Contamination at these
spill.
ites.. The EPA m
ites
EPA Superfund Sites.
maintains a database of superfund clean-up sites. There are no
listed superfund cleanup
nup sites in the Analysis Area.
Rural Sanitation. Most villages
llag and private houses are equipped with septic tanks or a centralized
sewage system. Community sanitation systems are in constant need of improvement in the Analysis
Area. The Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium is working on building a sludge disposal site for
the sludge that is pumped from the individual septic tanks at Iliamna, but funding to complete the
project is insufficient. Kokhanok, Nondalton, and Newhalen recently received approval for their
water and wastewater feasibility study (ADEC 2018).
Barge landings. Barge and boat landings can be a source of shoreline erosion and sedimentation in
Iliamna Lake. In 2009-2010 the Denali Commission funded the design of barge and boat landings for
Iliamna, Kokhanok, Pedro Bay, Pile Bay, and Igiugig. Construction of these projects is pending
(Denali Commision 2018).

'

x
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5.7

Invasive Species

7

Invasive species pose a threat to ecosystems, including wetlands and other waters of the U.S., by altering the
functional compositions of communities and from the loss of locally abundant species (Diaz, et al. 2006).
While most invasive plants have been recorded along the Alaska’s road network, remote communities off the
road system may be increasingly and disproportionately vulnerable to harm from exposure to invasive species.
Bristol Bay residents have expressed concern about the potential impacts of invasive plants on local natural
resources, including subsistence foods (Spellman and Swenson 2012). Survey data from Bristol Bay indicated
relatively small populations of several high-risk invasive species, including reed canarygrass (Phalaris
arundinacea), yellow toadflax (Linaria vulgaris Mill.), white sweetclover (Melilotus officinalis (L.) Lam), bird vetch
(Vicia cracca L.), orange hawkweed (Hieracium aurantiacum L.) and oxeye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare Lam.)
(Spellman and Swenson 2012). Fall dandelion (Leontodon autumnalis L.), oxeye daisy (Leucanthemun vulgare Lam.),
pineapple weed (Matricaria discoidea DC.), Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L. ssp. irrigata), creeping buttercup
mmon ch
(Ranunculus repens L.), common sheep sorrel (Rumex acetosella L.) and common
chickweed (Stellaria media) were
rveys ha
have been conducted in most of the
found in Igiugig in 2010 (AKEPIC 2018). It does not appear that surveys
communities in the Analysis Area.

5

$)

potential for impacti
mpac
Reed canarygrass, which grows very well in wetlands, has a high poten
impacting
important subsistence
am
m channels, accelerating
a
foods resources. Reed canarygrass can invade active stream
siltation of gravel and sand
uvial dynamics
ynamics (Galatowit
bars, reducing the active-channel area, and altering fluvial
(Galatowitsch, Anderson and Ascher
nt Working Group (WRCGMWG)
((WRCG
1999) (Wisconsin Reed Canary Grass Management
2009) that could affect
esults
ts of a reed canarygras
canarygra
Pacific salmon, and other fishes habitat. The results
canarygrass vulnerability model for the Bristol
rs of salmon stre
str
Bay region completed in 2012 projected 39 kilometers
stream could be vulnerable in the next 30
ount of salmon streams
stre
vu
years. Between 2039 and 2069, the amount
vulnerable would nearly double to 442.5
at by 2099, the length of
o salmon
sa
kilometers. The model projected that
streams vulnerable to potential adverse
uldd total 1,074.5
1,,074.5 kilometers.
kilometer The Iliamna area had the second greatest
effects from reed canarygrass could
2
(Spellm and Swenson 2012).
number of vulnerable streamss by 2069 and 2099
(Spellman

'

roads in the
th Kenai Peninsula were surveyed for reed canarygrass. The
In 2006 most primary and secondary road
populated sites, 51sites in wetlands, with 14 of those adjacent to Coho
survey located 260 reed canarygrass popul
man 2018).
2018)
20 . Authorities
Auth
salmon habitats (B. Spellman
have determined that reed canarygrass on the Kenai
n efforts, as early detection and eradication efforts were missed, and decided to
Peninsula is beyond eradication
nt efforts in sensitive areas. During 2007-2009 reed canarygrass was
focus reed canarygrass management
surveyed at six streams; the following four had extensive reed canarygrass infestations: Kenai River, Bishop
Creek, North Fork Anchor River, and Beaver Creek. In an approximately 20 mile-reach of the North Fork
Anchor River reed canary grass was found in 256 sites, including sites directly along the active channel.
Eradication efforts have had mixed result due in part to the extensive distribution of the reed canarygrass (B.
Spellman 2018). While prevention of invasive species is the best management practice, early detection and
eradication are crucial to fighting invasive species once established in an ecosystem.

5.8

Summary of Watershed Conditions

This watershed assessment has characterized conditions within the Analysis Area. The following is a summary
of those conditions and provides general watershed improvement opportunities that could benefit aquatic
functions in the watersheds.
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Nearly all the Analysis Area is undeveloped and wetlands and aquatic resources have little to no degradation.
The principal sources of land development in the Analysis Area are those associated with residential housing,
fishing and hunting cabins and lodges, sanitation systems, community energy, and the limited transportation
infrastructure associated with the villages of Nondalton, Iliamna, Newhalen, Pedro Bay, Pile Bay, Igiugig and
Kokhanok. Development accounts for less than 0.05 percent of the Analysis Area.
Wetland and other waters are widely distributed in the Analysis Area. The Headwaters Koktuli River
watershed includes more than 33,787.8 acres, and the other watersheds a combined total of 1,136,689 acres of
wetlands and other waters. Dominant wetlands include palustrine shrub-scrub and emergent, while estuarine
and lacustrine emergent wetlands are rare.

7

Generalized land ownership in the Analysis Area is split between the State of Alaska (40%), federal
government (32%), native owned lands (26%), and private and municipal lands
an (1%). Roughly 4 percent of
the Analysis Area is permanently protected from development in the Katmai and Lake Clark national parks.
While State of Alaska lands are open to multiple uses, including mining,
Department of Natural
ning, the Alaska D
Resources has closed many streams to mineral entry in the Nushagak-Mulchatna
hagak-Mulchatna
hagak
lchatn River drainage, as well as
streams around Iliamna Lake to protect Pacific salmon fish habitat.
abitat. Regardless of lland ownership and the
occurrence of minerals in the watershed, the threat of development,
velopment, other than the proposed Project, is low.

'

5

$)

Aquatic habitats, though plentiful, do face potential threats from no
non-point
source pollution associated with
non
-point so
community growth, or invasive species. Most of the
documented contamination from fuel
he communities have
hav doc
and lubricant spills, and substandard village sanitary
landfills, that could be improved.
anitaryy systems,
systems, such as lan
la
Invasive species are a threat to aquatic resources
ources in the Analysis Area,
Are but much of the area remains unsurveyed.
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Project Effects on Aquatic Resources

The discharge of fill proposed by the project will permanently impact 3,576 acres of wetlands and other
aquatic resources. Most of these impacts (3,470 acres) would be confined to the Headwaters Koktuli River
watershed (Table 6-1). The remaining impacts to wetlands and other aquatic resources (106 acres) are divided
among the Newhalen River, Iliamna Lake, Gibraltar River, Upper Talarik, and Amakdedori Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay watersheds (Table 6-2).

'
5
$)

7

Approximately 5.8 percent of the currently existing wetlands and aquatic resources in the Headwaters Koktuli
River would be lost due to the proposed discharges of fill. The greatest impact would be to slope HGM
wetlands which would be reduced by 10.26 percent. Slope palustrine unconsolidated bottom would be
reduced by 16.5%, slope palustrine scrub-shrub would be reduced by 11.67 percent, and slope palustrine
nn HGM wetlands will experience
emergent be reduced by 6.89 percent. Riverine wetlands, and riverine channel
a 2.83 percent and 4.39 percent loss respectively. Most impacts to the riverine
channel include upper
iverine ch
iverin
perennial streams (emergent, unconsolidated bottom and unconsolidated
dated shore)
sho with a 7.81% reduction.
Riverine channel intermittent streambed and palustrine emergentt would experie
5.29 percent and 5.48
experience a 5.
percent reductions. Slope HGM palustrine scrub-shrub and emergent wetlands are the most widely
distributed wetland in the watershed with 20,769 acres and
respectively.
d 8,911
8,91 acres
res respectively
ely These wetlands are
broadly used by ungulates such as moose and caribou. Riverine
channel wetlands impacted by
erine and ri
riverine chan
the Project provide support to Pacific salmon.
Table 6-1 Summary of WOUS Impacts
mpacts (Acres) in the HUC 10 Headwaters Koktuli River
Baseline
Baseli

HGM and Cowardin Classification

Acres

LACUSTRINE

Lacustrine Limnetic Unconsolidated Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Aquatic Bed

1

%

Impacts
Acres

Reduction
%

975.0
97
97

1.64%

0.1

0.01%

844.4

1.42%

--

<0.01%

10.1

0.02%

--

<0.01%

ated B
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated
Bottom 1

33.0

0.06%

--

<0.01%

Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore 1

32.8

0.06%

0.1

0.18%

1.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Emergent

1

1

51.0

0.09%

--

<0.01%

2.7

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

126.7

0.21%

0.6

0.47%

Lacustrine Littoral Emergent 1

0.3

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore 1

9.4

0.02%

--

<0.01%

0.3

0.54%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1
LACUSTRINE FRINGE

50.7

0.09%

1

0.2

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Scrub-Shrub 1

64.8

0.11%

0.3

0.50%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 1

0.5

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore

0.9

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

8,345.6

14.01%

236.0

2.83%

1.8

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Emergent

1

Palustrine Moss-Lichen

RIVERINE
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
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Baseline

Impacts

HGM and Cowardin Classification

Acres

Palustrine Emergent

2,163.4

3.63%

59.8

2.77%

38.5

0.06%

--

<0.01%

2.9

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

5,847.3

9.81%

171.6

2.93%

160.6

0.27%

4.6

2.88%

67.6

0.11%

--

<0.01%

0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

41.5

0.07%

--

<0.01%

1

Palustrine Forested 1
Palustrine Moss-Lichen 1
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1
Riverine Intermittent Streambed 1
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom

1

%

Acres

Reduction
%

19.1

0.03%

--

<0.01%

<0.1

<0.01%
%

--

<0.01%

Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom 1

2.2

<
<0.01%
0.01%
0.0
1%

--

<0.01%

Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Shore

0.5

<
<0.01%
0.01%
%

--

<0.01%

4
47.0

4.39%

Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Shore

1

Riverine Upper Perennial Aquatic Bed 1

Palustrine Aquatic Bed

1

Palustrine Emergent 1
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 1
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore

1

Riverine Intermittent Streambed

1

Riverine Lower Perennial Aquatic Bed 1
Riverine Lower Perennial Emergent 1

$)
7

RIVERINE CHANNEL

1

1.80%

1.00

<
<0.01%
0 1%
0.0

--

<0.01%

0.33

<0.01%

<0.1

5.48%

38.1

0.06%

0.1

0.18%

6.0

0.01
0.01%

--

<0.01%

64.1
.1

0.11%

3.4

5.29%

19.1
19.

0.03%

--

<0.01%

0.3
0

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

166.6
166.
66.

0.28%

--

<0.01%

9.1

0.02%

--

<0.01%

0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

consolidated Bottom 1
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated

635.7

1.07%

41.9

6.60%

'

5

ottom
ttom
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom

1

1,070.0

129.6

0.22%

1.6

1.22%

6,599.8

11.08%

84.1

1.27%

<0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

1,623.7

2.73%

5.5

0.34%

0.2

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

33.7

0.06%

--

<0.01%

4,917.6

8.25%

78.6

1.60%

ed Shore
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated

1

nt 1
Riverine Upper Perennial Emergent

Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated
nsolidated
solidat Shore
FLAT

Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent

1

1

Palustrine Forested 1
Palustrine Moss-Lichen 1
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

1

1

4.1

0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1

20.3

0.03%

--

<0.01%

Riverine Intermittent Streambed 1

<0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

29,813.9

50.04%

3,058.5

10.26%

6.1

0.01%

<0.1

0.10%

8,911.2

14.96%

622.0

6.98%

2.2

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

27.5

0.05%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom

SLOPE
Palustrine Aquatic Bed 1
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested

1

1

Palustrine Moss-Lichen 1
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Baseline
HGM and Cowardin Classification
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 1
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Shore

1

1

DEPRESSIONAL
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore 1
Palustrine Aquatic Bed 1
Palustrine Emergent

1

Palustrine Moss-Lichen

1

Palustrine Scrub-Shrub 1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
N/A
Palustrine Emergent

1, 2

Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

1, 2

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 2

Riverine Unknown Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Grand Total

2

Reduction

Acres

%

Acres

20,768.5

34.86%

2,424.3

11.67%

69.3

0.12%

11.4

16.50%

28.3

0.05%

0.7

2.65%

0.3

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

%

0.5

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

1,561.2

2.62%

43.8

2.81%

<0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

4.8

0.01%

--

<0.01%

155.3

0.26%

3.9

2.50%

0.5

<0.01%
1%

--

<0.01%

172.7

0.29%

9.7

5.60%

913.1

1.53%
%

24.2

2.65%

5
$)
7

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 1

Impacts

314.8

0.53%

6.1

1.93%

.0
11,089.0

18
18.61%

--

<0.01%

2,608.00

4.38%

--

<0.01%

8,009.0

13.44%

--

<0.01%

0.9

<
<0.01%
0
0.0

--

<0.01%

248.4
8.4

0.42%

--

<0.01%

222.8
222

0.37%

--

<0.01%

59,581
,581.2
59,581.2

100%

3,470.1

5.8%

Source: (1) PLP mapped wetlands, (2) NWII mapped
ed wetlands.

'

Project impacts from fill discharges
scharges to waters and aqu
aquatic resources in the Newhalen River, Iliamna Lake,
Gibraltar Lake, Upper Talarik Creek, and Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal Kamishak Bay Watersheds would be
Amakd
Amakde
small relative to the abundance
undance of wetland
wetlands in each watershed and the footprint size of wetland impacts
duction in wetlan
wetla
(Table 6-2). The largest reduction
wetlands would take place in the Upper Talarik Creek watershed with
0.129 percent. Wetlands and aquatic res
resources most impacted include palustrine and marine subtidal
dan in the watershed. Fills will impact riverine wetlands that provide habitat
wetlands, both of which are abundant
to Pacific salmon and other fishes in the watersheds, but this will be minimized through project design by
including bridges and culverts designed to allow for fish passage.
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Table 6-2 Summary of Wetland Impacts (Acres) in the HUC 10 Newhalen River, Iliamna Lake, Gibraltar Lake, Upper
Talarik Creek, and Amakdedori Creek-Frontal Kamishak Bay Watersheds
Kvichak-Port Heiden
Newhalen
River

Iliamna
Lake

Gibraltar
Lake

Upper
Talarik
Creek

15
42
270,572
-681,658
881

-<0.01
21,558
38
5,331
91

-<0.01
35,355
-1,680
250

-<0.01
21,965
61
2,159
557

1,525
35
25,968
-3,960
684

1,540
193
431,995
99
70,2863
2,713

952,287

26,926

36
37,036

24,18
24,185

31,487

1,222,728

1.16
18.44
-0.62
0.04
---20.26
0.00
0.002

<0.01
9.02
08
0.08
0.188
0.03
--9.31
0.035
0.0

<0.01
47.43
-0.4
0.46
0.03
--447.92
47
0.129

--------

0.30
14.87
-0.42
0.20
10.25
0.73
26.76
0.085

1.46
90.90
0.08
1.98
0.30
10.25
0.73
106
0.009

5
$)
7

Baseline Wetlands and Other Waters
Estuarine (ac.)
-Lacustrine (ac.)
116
Palustrine (ac.)
56,577
Ice (Glacier) (ac.)
-Lakes (ac.)
8,075
Streams (mi.)
250
Total Wetlands and Other
64,768
Waters (ac.)
Impacts to WOUS
Lacustrine (ac.)
<0.01
Palustrine (ac.)
1.13
Riverine Lower Perennial
-Riverine Upper Perennial
0.30
Riverine Intermittent
0.01
Marine Subtidal
-Marine Intertidal
-Total to WOUS (ac.)
1.44
Reduction of WOUS (%)
0.002

Western Cook Inlet
Amakdedori
Paint
Creek-Frontal
River
Kamishak
Bay

'


<0.01

Total
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ϳ͘

Evaluation of Compensatory Mitigation Options

When the results of each of the watershed analysis sections are considered and synthesized it becomes
apparent that: 1) Wetlands and aquatic resources in the area are abundant and in a natural state, 2) Discharges
of fill from the Project will impact a small percentage of aquatic resources, 3) Pacific salmon and other fish
are an important component of the Analysis Area aquatic ecosystems and of local economies, and 4) The
primary threats to these resources arises from impacts associated with contaminated sites and community
sanitary systems. These are important factors that need to be considered in the planning of compensatory
mitigation options for the Project.
Compensatory mitigation may be performed using methods of restoration, enhancement, establishment, and
in certain circumstances, preservation of wetlands and aquatic resources. However, such options are
effectively non-existent in the Analysis Area.

5
$)
7

Wetlands restoration opportunities in the Analysis Area are essentially
ly unav
unavailable aas development in the
Analysis Area is limited, and all existing developments are in use or needed. Enhancement
En
Enhancem opportunities are
similarly unavailable because the limited development has caused
sed negligible degrad
degradation to wetlands and other
J4RDSKAM
aquatic habitats. Establishment of wetlands is not highly desirable
esirable as wetlands aree alr
already
already
abundan
abundant in the
Stiunjustifiable
k N
t due to the
Analysis Area. Lastly, preservation opportunities are limited
mited
ed due to the land status
status and
nd
unju
tifiabl
lack of foreseeable development threat to existing wetlands and aqu
aquatic resour
resourcess in
i in-kind
the
h An
Analysis
Analysis
Anal
l
sis
i
Area
Area.
A
Areea T
Th
Thus,
h s
mitigation is still
the watershed approach, and on-site and in-kind compensatory mitigation
are nott practical
mitiga
g
racticaletto
o meet
me
et the location
at
an off-site
and ion
should
bertunities
considered.
Project’s compensatory mitigation needs. Therefore,
mitigation
reforee, off-site
offoff
f site and/or
d/or out-of-kind
ou
m tigat
opportunities
op
po
must be considered.

'

Off-site wetlands mitigation would necessitate the evaluati
evaluation of
o mitigation opportunities beyond the HUC 10
watersheds directly impacted by thee Project
limited amount of development and land status in the
Project.. Given the lim
larger directly impacted (Nushagak,
Tuxedni/Kamishak
further likely
Nusha
haagak, Kvichak, Tuxedni/
xedni
ni/Kamish
/Kamishak
/K
/
i h kB
Bay HUC 8s) watersheds it is furthe
RDSKAM
that mitigation would be predominantly limite
limited
wetlands
imiteed
d to
oSticky
w
wetlan
nds
preservation
pre
in the surrounding HUC 8
Note
watersheds or even further
ther afield.
a
recommend stating how off-site watersheds would be

prioritized
Would watersheds
of ed
thew
There are however, potential
out-of-kind
mitigation
watersheds
ial out-ofout
f kind m
ggation
ion
o opportunities
opport
oppor
op
o
pportunities
unities
within
wi
thin the downstream
directly
d
irectly affe
aff
affec
affected
ect
watersh
he and
HUCs that contain the proposed project have any
surrounding areas, to further enhance aaquatic h
habitat
bitat
by minimizing
m
minim
izing eenvironmental
nvironmental
nvi
impact
iim
mpactss and futuree threats
priority?
yironmentall impacts
h d ? identification and eradication, and similar
through water quality improvement
nt projects, invasive
nvasive
asive specie
species
simila
activities. There are also opportunities for fish
habitat
(Upper and
hh
bi restoration
i iin neighboring
i hb i watersheds
h d (U
Lower Kenai Peninsula, Lower Susitna River, Matanuska) through culvert rehabilitation and other fish
passage improvements that have the potential to benefit the greater Cook Inlet watershed area.

Consequently, PLPs approach to compensate for the permanent loss of wetlands and aquatic habitat in the
Analysis Area resulting from the Project will primarily focus on opportunities that benefit water quality and
enhance or restore fish habitat through out-of-kind mitigation. Although the preference is to seek such
opportunities within the Analysis Area, PLP will also search for opportunities outside the directly impacted
watersheds.
The following factors will be used to evaluate compensatory mitigation options:
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Watershed Health Impacts. Sites within watersheds that are experiencing or may experience water
quality, or other, impacts due to development and human activity. Water quality improvements and
the duration of those improvements resulting from projects will be quantified. Future threats that are
mitigated by projects would also be quantified.

x

Environmental Significance. Selected sites will be ranked according to the aquatic resources that are
impacted or threatened and can be returned to health or protected by mitigation projects. Sites with
wetlands, streams and other waters that provide regionally significant support to fish will be given
higher priority consistent with the results of the watershed analysis.

x

Threat of Development. Aquatic resources that appear likely to experience destruction,
fragmentation, and adverse modification are considered highly desirable for compensatory
nent of a watershed approach,
mitigation. Consideration of development trends is a key component
areas wh
because areas where development is most likely to occur are also ar
where compensatory
were found in the watershed (HUC
mitigation will be most beneficial. While no preservation options wer
P
10), preservation options could be available outside of the watershed. Preservat
Preservation is the least
preferred form of compensatory mitigation.

x

pensation th
that is capab
Practicability. The sites selected must enable compensation
capable of being completed after
taking into consideration: cost, existing technology,
chnology, and log
logistics in llight of overall project purposes.
le for the implementatio
implementation of mitigation projects.
Furthermore, the sites must be available

5
$)

7

x

J4RDSKAM
Sticky Note

J4RDSKAM
Sticky Note

'

recommend acknowledging the
requirements that must be met fo
proposed preservation sites (33 CFR
332.3(h).

NOVEMBER 2018

recommend stating how, in the absence
of a functional assessment, you will
justify that the proposed comp mit
would provide sufficient offset for the
lost aquatic functions. See 33 CFR
332.3(f)
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Summary of Mitigation Program

PLP is currently evaluating potential compensatory mitigation opportunities. Future revisions of this CMP
will include a list of the mitigation options evaluated. It is possible that given the scale of the proposed
Project’s potential WOUS impacts, more than one compensatory mitigation proposal may be required.
Detailed information about each compensatory mitigation opportunity proposed will be included in
Attachment 2. Each proposal will have a plan that will include the following information as required by 33
CFR 332.4 (c)(2-14):
Objectives. A description of the resource type(s) and amount(s) that will be provided, the
method of compensation (i.e., restoration, establishment, enhancement, and/or
preservation), and the manner in which the resource functions of the compensatory
ecoregio
coreg
mitigation project will address the needs of the watershed, ecoregion,
physiographic
province, or other geographic area of interest.

x

ed during the site
si selection
select
Site selection. A description of the factors considered
process.
This should include consideration of watershed needs
needs, on-site
on-site alternatives
terna
where
hing ecologic
ecologically self
f-sust
applicable, and the practicability of accomplishing
self-sustaining
aquatic
ncement,
ment, and/or preservation
preservat at the
resource restoration, establishment, enhancement,
compensatory mitigation project site.

x

ription
tion of the legal arrange
arran
Site protection instrument. A description
arrangements and instrument,
including site ownership, that will be used
sed to ensure the llong-term protection of the
roject site.
sit
compensatory mitigation project

x

Baseline information. A description of the ecolog
ecological characteristics of the proposed
eco
compensatory mitigation
gation
ion project site and, in tthe case of an application for a DA permit,
includ descriptions
descripti
the impact site. This may include
of historic and existing plant communities,
soi conditions,
con
historic and existing hydrology, soil
a map showing the locations of the impact
ation
tion site(s) or the geograp
and mitigation
geographic coordinates for those site(s), and other site
cs appropriate to the type of resource proposed as compensation. The baseline
characteristics
ould also include
inclu
incl
information should
a delineation of waters of the United States on the
satory mitigation
m
proposed compensatory
project site. A prospective permittee planning to
secure credits from an approved mitigation bank or in-lieu fee program only needs to
provide baseline information about the impact site, not the mitigation bank or in-lieu fee
project site.

x

Determination of credits. A description of the number of credits to be provided, including
a brief explanation of the rationale for this determination.

x

Mitigation work plan. Detailed written specifications and work descriptions for the
compensatory mitigation project, including, but not limited to, the geographic boundaries
of the project; construction methods, timing, and sequence; source(s) of water, including
connections to existing waters and uplands; methods for establishing the desired plant
community; plans to control invasive plant species; the proposed grading plan, including
elevations and slopes of the substrate; soil management; and erosion control measures.
For stream compensatory mitigation projects, the mitigation work plan may also include

'

5

$)

7

x
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other relevant information, such as planform geometry, channel form (e.g., typical channel
cross-sections), watershed size, design discharge, and riparian area plantings.
Maintenance plan. A description and schedule of maintenance requirements to ensure the
continued viability of the resource once initial construction is completed.

x

Performance standards. Ecologically-based standards that will be used to determine
whether the compensatory mitigation project is achieving its objectives.

x

Monitoring requirements. A description of parameters to be monitored in order to
determine if the compensatory mitigation project is on track to meet performance
standards and if adaptive management is needed. A schedule for monitoring and reporting
of monitoring results to the district engineer must be included.

x

en
Long-term management plan. A description of how the compensatory
mitigation project
will be managed after performance standards have been achieved
hieved to ensure the long-term
sustainability of the resource, including long-term financing
mechanisms and the party
cing me
mechanism
responsible for long-term management.

x

ategy to address unfores
unforesee
Adaptive management plan. A management strategy
unforeseen changes in site
conditions or other components of the compensatory
pensatory mitigation proje
project, including the
party or parties responsible for implementing
management measures. The
nting adaptive m
managemen
revis compensatory
com
adaptive management plan will guide decisions for revising
mitigation plans
dress
ss both foreseeable and
an unforeseen circumstances
and implementing measures to address
tory mitigation
tigation success.
that adversely affect compensatory

x

scription of financial
financi assur
Financial assurances. A description
assurances that will be provided and how
they are sufficient to ensure
nsure a high level of confid
con
confidence that the compensatory mitigation
essfully
fully completed, in acco
project will be successfully
accordance with its performance standards.

x

Other information.
on.. The district
on
strict engineer may require additional information as necessary
to determinee the appropriateness, feas
feasibility,
fe
and practicability of the compensatory
proje
mitigation project.

'

5

$)

7

x
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Conclusion

'

5

$)

7

PLP is proposing compensatory mitigation to offset environmental losses resulting from unavoidable impacts
to 3,576 acres of WOUS. PLPs compensatory mitigation approach will focus on opportunities that benefit
water quality and fish and their habitat through in-kind or out-of-kind mitigation. While the intent is to seek
such opportunities within the watershed, if opportunities are not available PLP will reach for similar
opportunities outside the watershed. This CMP will be amended in the future to include proposed mitigation
plans.
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POA Special Projects
James Fueg
POA Special Projects; Craig, Bill
EPA Comments Pebble Draft CMP 013119.docx (UNCLASSIFIED)
Saturday, February 2, 2019 1:16:35 PM
EPA Comments Pebble Draft CMP 013119.docx

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
James,
Attached are EPAs comments on the conceptual draft CMP. There is no actions needed for PLP, this is just for PLP
situational awareness.
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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January31,2019

PebbleProjectDraftCompensatoryMitigationPlan,PebbleLimitedPartnership,November2018

EPAComments

TheEPAappreciatestheopportunity,basedonourNEPAcooperatingagencyspecialexpertiseandourrolein
CWA404review,toprovideyouwiththesecommentsonthePebbleProjectDraftCompensatoryMitigation
Plan(November2018)preparedbythePebbleLimitedPartnership.Ourcommentsareprovidedintableformat
below.Theseinteragencycommentsorportionsthereofmaybeprotectedbythedeliberativeprocessprivilege.

Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

Generalcommentonlackof
TheDraftCMPcontainslittleinformationregarding
mitigationprojects
thesubstanceofpotentialcompensationmeasures.
Nospecificmitigationprojectsareproposed.As
drafted,readerswillnotbeabletoprovidemeaningful
commentonproposedcompensationmeasuresfor
thepurposesofeitherNEPAorCWA404.Toensurea
meaningfulopportunityforpublicandcooperating
agencycommentforpurposesofNEPAand404,we
recommendthattheCMPincludedintheDEISbe
revisedtoincludeactualproposedcompensation
measures(ratherthanaplaceholderthatsaysTBDor
pending)atareasonablelevelofdetail.

NEPAalsorequiresevaluationofappropriate
“PLPissubmittingthisDraft
mitigationmeasures,andcompensationisincludedin
CompensatoryMitigationPlan
(CMP)totheUSACEtofulfillthe theCEQregulationsasoneoffivecategoriesof
mitigationtobeconsidered.Werecommendthatthe
compensatorymitigation
requirementsestablishedbythe analysisofmitigationunderNEPAbeprovidedinthe
DraftEIS,toallowtheopportunityforpubliccomment
CompensatoryMitigationfor
LossesofAquaticResources
onpotentialmeasures.
(MitigationRule;USACEand

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency WerecommendthattheCMPclarifywhetherthe
[EPA],2008)guidelinesthatwere proposedmitigationisalsodesignedtosatisfyNEPA
analysisrequirements.Ifnot,thenwerecommend
issuedonApril10,2008.”
thattheCMPstatethisclearlyandreferthereaderto
theDEISorotherplanswhereanalysisofmitigation,
includingcompensatorymitigationunderNEPA,can
befound.

Foraccuracy,wealsorecommendthatthehighlighted
word“guidelines”bechangedto“regulations.”

“PriortotheRule,EPA,USACE,
ThesetwosentencesrefertoArmy/EPAguidance
UnitedStatesFishandWildlife
documentsthatwereattachedtotheendofthe1994
Service(USFWS)andNational





1

1

1

1

1
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

1

1

2

2

3

3

MarineFisheriesService(NMFS)
issuedtheAlaskaWetland
Initiative(AWI)(EPAetal.1994).
Thisinitiativeclarifiedthat“no
netlossofwetlands”wasnot
realisticorpracticableinAlaska
andtherewasminimal
justificationforcomprehensively
implementingmitigationin
Alaskawithaprogramdesigned
forthecontiguousUnitedStates.
TheRulerecognizesthe
provisionsoftheAWIasvalidand
stillapplicableformitigation
planninginAlaska.”
“ThisCMPfollowstheMitigation
Ruleguidance,andtherecently
releasedJune15,2018
MemorandumofUnderstanding
(2018MOU)betweenUSACEand
EPAregardingMitigation
SequenceforWetlandsinAlaska
underSection404oftheCWA.”
“Thefullydevelopedminesite
willinclude…lowͲgradeore
stockpile…”
“ConstructionoftheProjectwill
requirethedischargeoffill
materialinto4,084acresof
WOUS.Thisincludes3,576acres
ofpermanentimpactsand508
acresoftemporaryimpactsin
WOUS(Table3Ͳ1).Permanent
impactsincludecutandfill
activitiesatfacilitylocations
wherethefillcannotbe
practicablyremovedfrom
WOUS.”

Recommendation

AWI.Theseguidancedocumentsweresupersededby
theJune2018Army/EPAAKMitigationMOA.

Asaresult,werecommenddeletingthesesentences
becausetheyrefertosupersededguidance.TheCMP
shouldrefertoapplicableregulations(e.g.,2008
MitigationRule)andcurrentguidance(e.g.,June2018
Army/EPAAKMitigationMOA).

Recommenddeletingtheword“guidance”here
becausethe2008Ruleisaregulationnotaguidance.

ItisourunderstandingthatthelowͲgradeore
stockpileisnolongerpartoftheproject.Asaresult,
werecommendrevisingtheminesitedescription.

Thisdescriptionissilentregardingthe
indirect/secondaryandcumulativeimpactsofthe
dischargeoffill.Examplesofindirect/secondary
impactsinclude:
x Wetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesupstreamoftheminefootprintthat
areblockedorcutͲofffromdownstream
connection;
x Wetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesthataredewatered;
x Wetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesdownstreamoftheminefootprint
thataredegradedasaresultoflosing
substantialportionsoftheirheadwater
wetlandsandstreams(whichcurrentlysupply
water,invertebrates,organicmatter,and
otherresourcestothedownstreamwaters);
and

2
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

4,22,
25

3,6

Table3Ͳ2
Table6Ͳ1
Table6Ͳ2
ImpactDescription

5,22

3,6

AquaticResourceFunctions

Recommendation

x Wetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesthatareimpactedduetodust
deposition.

TheCMPshouldspecifytheextentandmagnitudeof
alldirect,indirect/secondary,andcumulativeimpacts
andeitherincludetheseimpactsaspartofthe
permanentimpactsthatrequirecompensationor
explainwhytheyarenotconsideredpermanent
and/ordonotrequirecompensation.

Thesetablesappeartoquantifyimpactstostreams
usingacres(seeRiverineChannel).However,the
preambletothe2008mitigationrulerecognizesthat
useoflinearfeetmaybemoreappropriatefor
determiningcompensatorymitigationamountsfor
aquaticresourcesthataremorelinearinnature,such
asstreams(73FR19633).Useoflinearfeetis
standardpracticeforcharacterizingimpactsto
streamsacrossthecountryandisparticularlyrelevant
inthiscasegiventhefunctionsprovidedbythese
streams(e.g.,habitatforresidentandanadromous
fish).

Werecommendthatinadditiontoarea,impactsto
streamsbedescribedinlinearfeet.

WealsorecommendthattheCMPclearlyand
separatelyidentifythelengthofimpacted(directand
indirect)streamthatisprovidinghabitatforresident
fish(seeAlaskaFreshwaterFishInventory)and
anadromousfish(seeAnadromousWatersCatalog).

Forexample,section5.3oftheCMPidentifieshow
manystreammilesintheheadwatersoftheKoktuli
RiverareanadromousfishhabitatbuttheCMPdoes
notidentifyhowmanyofthesestreammileswillbe
directlyorindirectlyimpactedbytheproposed
dischargeofdredgedorfillmaterial.

Whileweunderstandthatafunctionalassessment
wasnotconducted,compensatorymitigationis
designedtooffsetlostaquaticresourcefunctions.
Thus,informationregardingthetypeandmagnitude
ofaquaticresourcefunctionsthatareexpectedtobe
lostordegradedisnecessarytoinformany
compensatorymitigationplan.Accordingly,Sections3
3
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

and6shouldbesupplementedwithatleastthe
followinginformation:
x adescriptionofthefunctionsprovidedby
eachofthecategoriesofresourcesdescribed
inTables3Ͳ2,6Ͳ1,and6Ͳ2;
x adescriptionofthelevelatwhichthese
functionsarebeingperformedpreͲproject
impact(i.e.,baselineconditionsatimpact
site).Inthiscase,eachcategoryofresources
appearstobeperformingitssetoffunctions
atoptimumlevelsbecausetheseresources
havenotexperiencedmanͲmadealterations;
and,
x aspartofSection6,adescriptionofthelevel
atwhichthesefunctionsareexpectedtobe
performedaftertheprojectdischargesof
dredgedorfillmaterialoccur.Forexample,
permanentdirectimpactswouldeliminate
thesefunctionsandpermanent
indirect/secondaryimpactswoulddegrade
existingfunctions.

TheHGMclassificationframeworkutilizedinthese
tablescouldfacilitatethestepsdescribedabovefor
thewetlandresourcesbecausetheHGMclassification
systemisthebasisformanywetlandfunctional
assessmentmethodsincludinganumberdeveloped
forotherregionsofAlaska(Slope/Flatwetlandsin
CookInletBasinEcoregion,RiverineandSlopeRiver
Proximalwetlandsincoastalsoutheastand
southcentralAlaska).

Attachedtothistable,pleasefindanextensivelistof
citationsforpeerͲreviewedscientificliteratureand
governmentreportsthatprovideinformation
regardingthefunctionsprovidedbythesetypesof
wetlands,streams,andotheraquaticresources.

TheCMPshouldbesupplementedwithinformationto
“PLPisnotproposing
compensatorymitigationfor508 supporttheassertionthattheseimpactswillbe
temporary.Forexample,werecommendthatthe
acresoftemporaryfill,asthose
CMPprovidethelengthoftimeoverwhichthe
wetlandsandfunctionsare
expectedtorecoverintheshort impactswilloccur,therecoverytime,actionsthatwill
term”
betakentoensurethatimpactsaretemporary,and
howsuccesswillbemeasured.Wefurther
recommendthattheCMPjustifyandprovidethebasis
foreachactionandtimeframe.

4

6

4
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

WatershedApproach
Oneofthefirststepsintakingawatershedapproach
tocompensatorymitigationistodeterminewhether
thereareexistingwatershedplansthatare
appropriateforinformingdecisionsregarding
compensatorymitigationsiteͲselectionandplanning
(see40CFR230.93(c)).TheCMPshouldclarify
whetherwatershedplansexistandifso,whethera
reviewhasbeenconductedtodetermineifany
appropriateplansexisttoinformcompensatory
mitigationdecisionͲmakinginanyofthepotentially
affectedwatersheds.Ifappropriateplansare
available,theCMPshoulddiscusshowtheplanswere
usedtoinformcompensationdecisionͲmakingandif
theywerenotused,theCMPshouldincludean
explanationforwhyitwasnotpracticabletouse
them.

GeneralcommentonWater
ThissectionoftheCMPshouldclarifywhetheritis
Qualitysection5.6
suggestingthatcontaminatedsitesthatarethelegal
responsibilityofaknownentityshouldbeaddressed
viacompensatorymitigation.

Section6andTable6Ͳ1
WerecommendthattheCMPexplaintheintentand
rationaleforidentifyingtherespectiveHGMclasses
withintheKoktuliwatershedandtheresultingimpacts
andeffectonthepercentageofeachclasswithinthe
watershed.WerecommendthattheCMPidentifythe
rationaleandsupportingdocumentationand
regulatoryreferencesforusingtherelativeabundance
orthresholdapproachforidentifyingthestandardfor
abundancerelativetotheamountofimpacts.Without
suchsupportinginformationandanalysis,thereader
mayinterprettheseimpactsasinsignificanteven
thoughthereisnoactualanalysissupportingthis
determination.

“SlopeHGMpalustrinescrubͲ
ThisstatementappearstosuggestthatSlopeand
shrubandemergentwetlandsare emergentwetlandsdonotprovideanyhabitat
themostwidelydistributed
supportfunctionsforsalmon.TheCMPshouldclarify
wetlandinthewatershedwith
whetherandtowhatextentthesewetlandsprovide
20,769acresand8,911acres
habitatsupportfunctionsforsalmonandotherfish.
respectively.Thesewetlandsare
broadlyusedbyungulatessuch
asmooseandcaribou.Riverine
andriverinechannelwetlands
impactedbytheProjectprovide
supporttoPacificsalmon.”

9

5

17

5.6

22Ͳ24

6

22

6

5
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

Thisstatementisvagueandunsupported,andasa
“2)Dischargesoffillfromthe
result,itisunhelpfultotheanalysis.Forexample,this
Projectwillimpactasmall
percentageofaquaticresources,” statementdoesnotexplainwhat“small”meansand
whatscalethe“percentage”refersto.Informationis
notprovidedintheDraftCMPtoexplainifthe“small”
impactswouldorwouldnothavesignificantimpacts.
Further,asnotedintheJune2018Army/EPAAK
Mitigationmemo,“insomecircumstancesevensmall
ortemporaryfillsresultinsubstantialimpacts.”Asa
result,werecommenddeletingthissentenceunlessit
isclarifiedandadequatelysupported.

“4)Theprimarythreatstothese Inthissentence,thephrase“theseresources”appears
torefertowetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesarisesfromimpacts
resources,includingfishͲrelatedresources,andthe
associatedwithcontaminated
followingcommentisbasedonthatassumption.Asan
sitesandcommunitysanitary
systems.”
initialmatter,werecommendthattheCMPclarifythe
intentofthephrase“theseresources.”

InformationisnotprovidedintheDraftCMPto
supportthestatementthatthe“primarythreats”to
wetlands,streams,andotheraquaticresourcesare
impactsresultingfromcontaminatedsitesand
communitysanitarysystems.Rather,theseimpacts
arediscussedinDraftCMPSection5.6aspotential
sourcesofcontamination.BasedontheDraftCMP,
thepreliminarydraftEIS,andotherpubliclyavailable
information,itappearsthattheprimarythreatto
theseresourcesistheproposedproject.

Werecommendthatthissentenceberevisedtoread:
“Theprimarythreatstotheseresourcesarisesfrom
impactsassociatedwiththeproposedproject.”

TheCMPdefinestheAnalysisAreaasseven
“Compensatorymitigationmay
beperformedusingmethodsof
HydrologicUnitCode(HUC)10watersheds.

restoration,enhancement,
TheCMPshouldclarifywhyitselectedtheHUCͲ10
establishment,andincertain
circumstances,preservationof
watershedscaleandhowitdeterminedthatno
wetlandsandaquaticresources. compensationoptionsexistforwetlands,streamsor
However,suchoptionsare
otheraquaticresourcesacrossthesesevenHUCͲ10
effectivelynonͲexistentinthe
watersheds.
AnalysisArea.”

IftherearenosuitableoptionswithintheseHUCͲ10
watersheds,theCMPshouldclarifywhyitwasnot
appropriatetoexplorepotentialcompensation
optionsatlargerwatershedscales(e.g.,HUCͲ8or
HUCͲ6).Whendiscussingtheappropriatewatershed
6

26

7

26

7

26

7
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

26

7

“Wetlandsrestoration
opportunitiesintheAnalysisArea
areessentiallyunavailableas
developmentintheAnalysisArea
islimited,andallexisting
developmentsareinuseor
needed.Enhancement
opportunitiesaresimilarly
unavailablebecausethelimited
developmenthascaused
negligibledegradationto
wetlandsandotheraquatic
habitats.Establishmentof
wetlandsisnothighlydesirable
aswetlandsarealreadyabundant
intheAnalysisArea.Lastly,
preservationopportunitiesare
limitedduetothelandstatusand
unjustifiableduetothelackof
foreseeabledevelopmentthreat
toexistingwetlandsandaquatic
resourcesintheAnalysisArea.
Thus,thewatershedapproach,
andonͲsiteandinͲkind
compensatorymitigationarenot
practicaltomeettheProject’s
compensatorymitigationneeds.
Therefore,offͲsiteand/oroutͲofͲ
kindmitigationopportunities
mustbeconsidered.”

26

7

“Therearealsoopportunitiesfor
fishhabitatrestorationin
neighboringwatersheds…

Recommendation

scaleforuseinthewatershedapproach,theJune
2018Army/EPAAKMitigationMOAstatesthat
“[c]ertainenvironmentalfactorsinAlaskasuggestthat
largerwatershedscalesthanarecommonlyusedin
thelower48statesmaybeappropriate.”Themost
commonlyusedwatershedscaleinthelower48isthe
HUCͲ8(whichislargerthantheHUCͲ10).Thus,ata
minimum,potentialinͲkindoptionsinthelargerHUCͲ
8andHUCͲ6watershedsshouldbeevaluatedbefore
movingtooutͲofͲkindoptions.

Inlightoftheestimatedimpactstostreams,this
paragraphshouldclarifyifpotentialstreammitigation
opportunitieswerealsoevaluatedintherelevant
watershedsandifnot,explainwhy.

Thesentenceregardingpreservationinthisparagraph
shouldalsobeclarifiedforatleastthefollowing
reasons:
x AsisrecognizedintheJune2018Army/EPA
AKMitigationMOA,compensatorymitigation
opportunitiesmayexistonpubliclands.Public
ownershipdoesnotalwaysguaranteethat
aquaticresourceslocatedwithinpubliclands
areadequatelyprotected.Asaresult,the
potentialviabilityofpreservationonpublic
landsshouldnotbedismissedwithoutmore
carefulevaluation.
x Further,potentialexpansionofthemineover
timepresentsademonstrablethreatof
destructionoradversemodificationsforthe
aquaticresourcesaroundtheminefootprint.
Thus,preservationofaquaticresources
aroundthemine’svariousfootprintsshould
beevaluatedasapotentialpreservation
componentofaCMP.

Contrarytothisparagraph,theCMPhasnot
demonstratedthatinͲkindcompensationoptionsare
notpracticable.Amorethoroughreviewofpossible
wetland,streamandotheraquaticresource
compensationoptionsshould,ataminimum,be
documentedintherelevant,HUCͲ10,8,and6
watersheds.

Iftheculvertrehabilitationandfishpassageconcepts
aredevelopedfurtherinfuturedraftsoftheCMP,
pleasedescribehowthescopeandscaleofthe
7
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)
throughculvertrehabilitation
andotherfishpassage
improvements…”



26Ͳ27

7

“Thefollowingfactorswillbe
usedtoevaluatecompensatory
mitigationoptions:…”





GeneralCommentonmitigation
ratios

28

8

Generalcommentonlackof
proposedmitigation

Recommendation

proposedimpactstotheaquaticresourcesinthe
Koktuliwatershedwillbeoffsetbyculvert
rehabilitationandfishpassageimprovementsinthese
otherwatersheds.
TheCMPshouldclarifyhowthesefactors(watershed
healthimpacts,environmentalsignificance,threatof
development,andpracticability)relatetooffsetting
theimpactsassociatedwiththeproposedproject.
Sinceafunctionorconditionassessmentwasnot
used,theCMPshouldclarifyhowitwillcomplywith
theMitigationRule’srequirementsregardingthe
amountofcompensation,whichstatethat“[i]fa
functionalorconditionassessmentorothersuitable
metricisnotused,aminimumoneͲtoͲoneacreageor
linearfootcompensationratiomustbeused”and
“[t]hedistrictengineermustrequireamitigationratio
greaterthanoneͲtoͲonewherenecessarytoaccount
forthemethodofcompensatorymitigation(e.g.,
preservation),thelikelihoodofsuccess,differences
betweenthefunctionslostattheimpactsiteandthe
functionsexpectedtobeproducedbythe
compensatorymitigationproject,temporallossesof
aquaticresourcefunctions,thedifficultyofrestoringor
establishingthedesiredaquaticresourcetypeand
functions,and/orthedistancebetweentheaffected
aquaticresourceandthecompensationsite.The
rationalefortherequiredreplacementratiomustbe
documentedintheadministrativerecordforthe
permitaction.”(33CFR332.3(f)/40CFR230.93(f)).

Forexample,theCMPshouldclarifyifaminimumoneͲ
toͲoneacreageratio(orhigherbasedonthefactorsin
33CFR332.3(f)(2)/40CFR230.93(f)(2))isbeing
proposedforimpactstowetlands,lakes,andponds
andifaminimumoneͲtoͲonelinearfootratio(or
higherbasedonthefactorsin33CFR332.3(f)(2)/40
CFR230.93(f)(2))isbeingproposedforimpactsto
streams.TheCMPshouldincludethesupporting
rationalefortheapproachused.

Tofacilitatemeaningfulreviewforthepurposesof
NEPAand404,section8andAttachment2oftheCMP
shouldberevisedfortheDEIStoincludeactual
proposedcompensationprojects.Ascurrentlydrafted,
theCMPlacksanyactualproposedcompensation
measures/projects.Therefore,itisnotpossibleto
commentontheeffectivenessoradequacyof
proposedmitigation.
8
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AttachmenttoEPACommentsonthePebbleProjectDraftCompensatoryMitigationPlan

Belowarecitationsthatspeaktothequantity,quality,anddiversityofaquatichabitatsintheBristolBay
watershed,includingthose potentiallyimpacted by the proposedproject, and theirrelationshipto the
watershed’s fishery resources. These also include relevant citations regarding salmon and marineǦ
derivednutrientsandtheportfolioeffect.

 ǡǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵ǤǦ  ǣ 
ǫEcologyLettersǣ͵͵ͷȂ͵ͶʹǤ
   ǤʹͲͲͷǤ ǡ
ʹͲͲʹȂʹͲͲͶǤEpidemiologyBulletinsͳȂͺǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡ Ǥ ǡǤǤʹͲͲǤ
ǤJournaloftheAmericanWaterResourcesAssociationͶ͵ǣͶͳȂͷͻǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤ
ʹͲͲͺǤǣ 
 ǤEvolutionaryApplicationsͳǣʹͺȂʹͻͻǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͻǤǦ    
Ǧ ǤBiologyLettersͷȋͷȌǣʹͳȂʹͶǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͳ͵Ǥ ǣ 
  ǤEcosystemsͳȋͺȌǣͳͶʹͻΫͳͶͶͳǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ
   ǤEcologyͻͳǣͳͶͶͷȂͳͶͷͶǤ
ǡǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤǤͳͻͺͲǤ ǡSalvelinusmalmaǤͻͻȂͳͶͲǤǤ
ȋǤȌǡCharrs:SalmonidFishesoftheGenusǤǤ
ǡǤʹͲͲͷǤAtlasofPacificSalmon:TheFirstMapǦBasedStatusAssessmentofSalmonintheNorthPacificǤ
ǡǤ
 ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻͲǤǡǡ
   ǣ ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳͳͻǣͻʹȂ
ͻͶͷǤ
 ǡǤ ǤǡǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͶǤ  
ǡ ǤNorthAmericanJournalofFisheries
ManagementͳͶǣͻȂͺͳͳǤ
ǡǤǡǤǦǡ ǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͲǤ  
ǯ ǣ Ǥ
InternationalJournalofCircumpolarHealthǣʹȂͲǤ
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ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤͳͻͻǤ    
 ǣ ǤCanadianJournalofFisheries
andAquaticSciencesͷ͵ǣͳͶȂͳ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤͳͻͻͺǤ ȋOncorhynchus
kisutchȌȋOncorhynchusmykissȌ  
ǡǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͷǣͳͻͲͻȂͳͻͳͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻͳǤ Ǥͺ͵Ȃͳ͵ͺǤǤ
ȋǤȌǡInfluencesofForestandRangelandManagementonSalmonidFishesandtheirHabitatsǤ
ǡǣ   Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻ͵Ǥ   
  ǡǡǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheries
SocietyͳʹʹȋͶȌǣͷͷͲΫͷͷͻǤ
ǡǤͳͻͺǤ  ǤCanadianSpecialPublicationof
FisheriesandAquaticSciencesͻǣͳʹͲȂͳʹͶǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤȋǤȌǤʹͲͳ͵ǤWildlifeResourcesoftheNushagakandKvichakRiverWatersheds,
AlaskaǤ Ǥ ǡǣǤǤ  ǡ    Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͳͳǤǡ ǡǣ
  ǦǤFisheries͵ǣͺȂʹǤ
ǡǤ Ǥǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǤͳͻͺͺǤ
  ǡǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheries
SocietyͳͳǣͷͶȂͷͷͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͶǤǣ ǡ  ǡ
ǦǡǤTransactionsofthe
AmericanFisheriesSocietyͳ͵͵ǣͳͷʹͻȂͳͷ͵ͺǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤ  ǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǤͳͻͺͺǤ 
ǦǦǦ ǡ  ǡǦǣ 
ǤNorthPacificAnadromousFishCommissionBulletinͳǣʹͶͲȂʹͷͲǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͲʹǤ      
 ǤEnvironmentalManagement͵ͲȋͶȌǣͶͻʹȂͷͲǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤͳͻͺǤARadioTaggingStudyofNaknekDrainageRainbowTroutǤ ǡ
ǣǤǤ ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻǤ   
 ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳʹȋȌǣͻʹȂ
ͻ͵ͺǤ
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ǡǤǤͳͻͻͳǤ ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǤͳȂͳͳͺǤ Ǥ
ȋǤȌǡPacificSalmonLifeHistoriesǤ ǡǣǤ
ǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǡǤ ǦǡǤǤʹͲͲǤ
Ǧ      ǤEcological
ApplicationsͳȋͳȌǣȂͺͲǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͻǤ    ǣ 
  ǤFisheriesʹͶǣȂͳͷǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥǡ ǤǡǤǤʹͲͲǤ  ǡ
ǣ ǤInternationalJournalofCircumpolarHealthͷǣͶͳȂͶ͵ͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤǡǡ  
  ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences͵ǣͳʹ͵ͲȂͳʹͶͳǤ
ǡǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͳǤ ȋCastorǤȌǡ 
 ǡ ȄǤReviewsinFish
BiologyandFisheriesͳͲǣͶ͵ͻȂͶͳǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǡ ǤǤʹͲͲ͵ǤDevelopmentand
ApplicationofMicrosatellitestoPopulationStructureandMixedǦStockAnalysesofDollyVardenfromthe
TogiakRiverDrainage,FinalReport.ǤͲͲǦͲͳͳǤ ǡǣǤǤ  ǡ
  Ǥ
ǡǤǤͳͻͻǤ  Ǧ Ǥ
CanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷ͵ȋͳȌǣʹȂʹͺʹǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤ ǡ ǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͳʹǤReconstructionofBristolBaySockeyeSalmonReturns
UsingAgeandGeneticCompositionofCatchǤ ǦǦͳʹͲʹǤǡǣǡ 
    Ǥ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤ  ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͳ͵Ǥ  
ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences
ͲȋͷȌǣͺͷȂͻ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ 
ǤCanadianJournalofZoologyͺͳǣ͵ͶͻȂ͵ͷ͵Ǥ
 ǡǤǤͳͻͻʹǤǦ ǤArctic
ͶͷȋʹȌǣͳʹͲȂͳʹ͵Ǥ
 ǡǤǤͳͻͻǤǤAmerican
FisheriesSymposiumͳͻǣͳͷȂͳͺ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͻǤǡǡ
 ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳ͵ͺȋȌǣͳʹͲȂͳʹͳͻǤ
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ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻ͵ǤSurficialDepositsoftheIliamnaQuadrangle,Alaska.  
ͳ͵ͺǦǤǤǤ  Ǥǣ
ǣȀȀǤǤǤȀȀȀȀȀͳ͵ͺǤǤ ǣ ͳǡʹͲͳʹǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲʹǤ  Ǧ͵
  ǤTheAmericanJournalofClinicalNutritionǣͺͷȂ
ͻʹǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͳǤǦ͵  
   ǤTheAmericanJournalofClinicalNutrition
ͶǣͶͶȂͶ͵Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͶǤ͵   Ȅ
ǤBritishMedicalJournal͵ʹͺǣ͵ͲȂ͵ͷǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻǤ   ǣ   ǤJournalof
ExperimentalBiologyͳͻͻǣͺ͵ȂͻͳǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͻǤReporttotheAlaskaBoardofFisheriesfortheRecreationalFisheriesofBristol
Bay,2007,2008,and2009Ǥ  ǤͲͻǦͳͶǤ  ǡ
 ǡ    Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͳʹǤReporttotheAlaskaBoardofFisheriesfortheRecreationalFisheriesofBristol
Bay,2010–2012Ǥ  ǤͳʹǦͳǤ  ǡ ǡ
    Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǡǤǤ  ǤʹͲͲǤReporttotheAlaskaBoardofFisheriesfortheRecreational
FisheriesofBristolBay,2004,2005,and2006Ǥ  ǤͲǦʹͻǤ 
ǡ   Ǥ
ǡǤǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤ     ǣ
ǤJournaloftheCardiometabolicSyndromeʹȋͶȌǣʹͶͶȂʹͶͻǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ  ǡǤ Ǥ
ʹͲͳͳǤ   ǤScience͵͵ʹǣͳͲͻȂͳͳʹǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ Ǥͳͻͺ͵ǤFishUtilizationofSeveralKenaiRiverTributaries:1982FieldReportǤ ǡ
ǣǤǤ  ǡ Ǥ
ȋǤǤ  ȌǤʹͲͳͶǤAnAssessmentofPotentialMiningImpactsonSalmon
EcosystemsofBristolBay,Alaska. ǤͻͳͲǦǦͳͶǦͲͲͳǦǤǡǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͳʹǤReviewofSalmonEscapementGoalsinBristol
Bay,Alaska,2012Ǥ  ǤͳʹǦͲǤ ǡǣ  Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͲǤSubsistenceHarvestsandUsesofWildResourcesin
Iliamna,Newhalen,Nondalton,PedroBay,andPortAlsworth,Alaska2004Ǥ  Ǥ͵ͲʹǤ ǡ
ǣ  ǡ Ǥ
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ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͻǤOverviewoftheSubsistenceFisheryoftheBristolBayManagementAreaǤ
  Ǥ ʹͲͲͻǦͲǤ ǡǣ  ǡ
 Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ  ǡǤǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͺǤPatternsofWildResourceUseinDillingham:
HuntingandFishinginanAlaskanRegionalCenterǤ  Ǥͳ͵ͷǤ ǡǣ
  Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ  ǤʹͲͲǤ     
   ǤJournaloftheAmericanWaterResourcesAssociation
Ͷ͵ȋͳȌǣͷΫͳͶǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤͳͻͺͲǤ  Ǥ
HydrobiologiaͻǣȂʹǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲʹǤ   
 ǤBioScienceͷʹȋͳͲȌǣͻͳȂͻʹͺǤ
 ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ  ǤʹͲͲǤ  ȋOncorhynchuskisutchȌ
 ǦǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesand
AquaticSciencesͶǣ͵ʹͶȂ͵͵ͷǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͺǤEconomicAssessmentofBristolBayArea
NationalWildlifeRefuges:AlaskaPeninsula,Becherof,Izembek,TogiakǤǤǤ  Ǥ
ǡǤǡ Ǥ  ǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͲǤ  
    ǣ  
  ǤFisheriesʹͷȋͳȌǣͳͷȂʹͳǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲǤ  
 ǣǤConservationBiologyʹͳǣͳͲͲͻȂͳͲʹͲǤ
ǡǤǤͳͻͺͷǤNaknekDrainageRainbowTroutStudyintheKatmaiNationalParkandPreserveǤ
ǡǣ  ǡ ǡǤǤ ǡ
 Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻʹǤ  
ǤJournaloftheFisheriesResearchBoardofCanadaʹͻǣͻͻΫͳͷǤ
ǡǤǤͳͻͻͳǤȋOncorhynchusgorbuschaȌǤͳͳͻȂʹ͵ͲǤ Ǥ
ȋǤȌǡPacificSalmonLifeHistoriesǤ ǡǣǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲͶǤǣ
       ǤTransactionsof
theAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳ͵͵ǣͷͷͻȂͷǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͲǤ ǣǤ
EcosystemsͻǣͳȂͳͺͲǤ
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ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǤͳͻͻͺǤ  ǡǡ
  ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǤCanadianJournalof
FisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͷǣͳ͵ͺȂͳ͵ͻͶǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲǤ 
  ǤNorthAmericanJournalofFisheries
Managementʹǣ͵Ȃ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͲͲǤ  
 ǡǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳʹͻȋʹȌǣ͵͵͵Ȃ͵ͷͲǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ ǤProceedingsof
theNationalAcademyofSciencesoftheUnitedStatesofAmericaͳͲͲǣͷͶȂͷͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǤͳͻͻʹǤ   ǡ
ǡǤNorthAmericanJournalofFisheriesManagementͳʹǣͷͻͺȂͲ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲʹǤ ǣ
ǤCanadianJournalofZoologyͺͲǣͷͶʹȂͷͷͷǤ
ǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͳͲǤSubsistenceHarvestsandUsesofWildResourcesinLimeVillage,Alaska,2007Ǥ
  Ǥ͵ͷͷǤ ǡǣ  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǡǤǤǡǤǤʹͲͳͳǤSubsistenceHarvestsandUsesofWildResourcesinKingSalmon,
Naknek,andSouthNaknek,Alaska,2007Ǥ  Ǥ͵ͲǤ ǡǣ 
 ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǡ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤʹͲͳʹǤSubsistenceHarvestandUsesofWildResourcesin
Aleknagik,Clark’sPoint,andManokotak,Alaska,2008Ǥ  Ǥ͵ͺǤ ǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ¡ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤ
ǤʹͲͲǤ ǣ ǤRiverResearchandApplications
ʹ͵ǣͶͻȂͶͻͳǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡ ǤǡǤǤ
ʹͲͲͻǤPacificSalmonStatusandAbundanceTrendsǤ ͳͳͻͻǡǤͳǤ   
Ǥ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͲͻǤ    ǣ
ǤOecologiaͳͷͻȋ͵Ȍǣͷͺ͵ȂͷͻͷǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͳǤEstimatesofParticipation,Catch,andHarvestinAlaskaSport
Fisheriesduring2010. ǤͳͳǦͲǤ ǡǣ  Ǥ
ǡ ǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͳʹǤCatalogofWatersImportantforSpawning,Rearing,orMigrationofAnadromous
Fishes—SouthwesternRegion,EffectiveJune1,2012Ǥ  ǤͳʹǦͲͺǤ ǡǣ
  Ǥ
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ǡ ǤǤǡǤǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͲͻǤ
 ǣ   .International
JournalofCircumpolarHealthͺǣͳͲͻȂͳʹʹǤ
ǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤ ǤͳͻͻͶǤ 
Ǧǡǡ  ǤNorthwestScienceͺȋͶȌǣ͵ͳͻȂ͵ʹͷǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲǤ Ǥ͵ͻͻȂͶͳͲǤ Ǥ ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ
ǯǡ ǤǤǡǤǡǤǤǯǡǤǤȋǤȌǡSalmonidFieldProtocolsHandbook:
TechniquesforAssessingStatusandTrendsinSalmonandTroutPopulationsǤǡǣ 
 Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͳʹǤ 
   
 ǤFreshwaterScience͵ͳȋʹȌǣ͵ͶͳȂ͵ͶǤ
ǤǤǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ Ǥͳͻͻ͵Ǥ  
  ǤʹǤɁͳͷɁͳ͵  ǡ
ǡǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͲȋͳͳȌǣʹ͵ͷͲȂʹ͵ͷǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤǦǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͷǤFreshwaterFishHarvest
andUseinCommunitiesoftheKvichakwatershed,2003Ǥ  ǤʹͻǤ ǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͲǤSharing,Bartering,andCashTradeof
SubsistenceResourcesintheBristolBayArea,SouthwestAlaskaǤ  Ǥ͵ʹǤ ǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲͻǤubsistenceHarvestsandUsesofWildResourcesinIgiugig,
Kokhanok,Koliganek,Levelock,andNewStuyahok,Alaska2005Ǥ  Ǥ͵ʹʹǤǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǡǤ ǤǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͻͻǤGeneticDifferentiationofRainbowTrout
(  )intheTogiakNationalWildlifeRefuge,AlaskaǤ   Ǥ
ͷͷǤ ǡǣǤǤ  ǡ   Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ Ǥ Ǥǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤ Ǧ 
ȋOncorhynchuskisutchȌ  
ǡǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences͵ǣͻͳȂͻ͵ͲǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻǤ  Ǧ
 ǤFisheriesʹʹǣͳȂʹͶǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤ  Ǧ 
  ǤOikosͳͳ͵ǣ͵͵ͶȂ͵Ͷ͵Ǥ
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ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǤʹͲͲͳǤ ǣ
  ǤProceedingsoftheRoyalSocietyofLondon.SeriesB:
BiologicalSciencesʹͺȋͳͶʹȌǣͳͳͷ͵ȂͳͳͷͺǤ
ǡǤͳͻͻǤ   ǤBioScienceͶǣͷȂͲͲǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ
 ǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǡǤ Ǥ ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǤ
 ǡǤǡǤǦǡ ǤǤ ǡ ǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǤǡǤ Ǥ
ǤʹͲͲͻǤWhatCausedtheSacramentoRiverFallChinookStockCollapse?ǦǦ Ǧ Ǧ
ͶͶǤ   ǡ  ǡ
  Ǥ
 ǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͻǤSeasonalDistributionandBiologicalCharacteristicsofDollyVardenintheGoodnewsRiver,
TogiakNationalWildlifeRefuge,Alaska,2005–2006Ǥ   ǤͳͲ͵Ǥǡ
ǣǤǤ  ǡǤ
 ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͲǤMigratoryBehaviorandSeasonalDistributionofDollyVarden
intheTogiakRiverWatershed,TogiakNationalWildlifeRefugeǤǡǣǤǤ  Ǥ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͳ͵Ǥ  
ǡǡǤGeomorphologyͳͺͷǣͺȂͺǤ
 ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡ Ǥ  ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡ Ǥǡ Ǥ
ǤʹͲͳͲǤ    
 ǤEarthSurfaceProcessesandLandforms͵ͷǣͳ͵͵ͲȂͳ͵Ͷ͵Ǥ
 ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤ Ǥǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͻǤ
 ǣ ǤReviewsinFisheriesScience
ͳȋͳȌǣͻͲȂͳͳͷǤ


ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ  ǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͳͳǤ
   
ǡǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳͶͲǣ͵ȂͺʹǤ

ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ
ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheries
Societyͳ͵ʹǣͳȂ͵ʹǤ
ǡǤǡǤǤǡǤ Ǥ  ǡ ǤǤ ǡ ǤǤʹͲͲʹǤ
 ǣ Ǥ
CanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͻǣͳͺͺȂͳͻͲͲǤ
ǡ ǤͳͻǤIliamnaLakeWatershedFreshwaterCommercialFisheriesInvestigationof1964Ǥ 
ͻͷǤǡǣ  ǡ  Ǥ
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ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤ 
ǤJournaloftheAmericanWaterResourcesAssociation
Ͷ͵ȋͳȌǣͺΫͳͲ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǡǤ ǤͳͻͻʹǤEstimationofAbundance,SeasonalDistribution,and
SizeandAgeCompositionofRainbowTroutintheKvichakRiver,Alaska,1986–1991Ǥ Ǥ
ͻʹǦͷͳǤ ǡǣ  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǡǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ
ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͷǤ  ǣ Ǥ
Fisheries͵ͲȋȌǣͳͳȂʹ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤͳͻͻǤǦ ǤBulletin
oftheGeologicalSocietyofAmericaͳͲͻȋͷȌǣͷͻȂͳͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻͻǤ
 ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷȋ͵Ȍǣ͵Ȃ͵ͺǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͶǤ  
ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͳǣͳͷͺʹȂͳͷͺͻǤ
ǡǤʹͲͲ͵ǤKvichakRiverSockeyeSalmonSpawningGroundSurveys,1955–2002Ǥ 
ʹͲʹǦ͵ʹǤ ǡǣ  Ǥ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͷǤ 
   ǤJournaloftheAmericanDieteticAssociationͻͷǣȂ
ͺʹǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǤʹͲͲǤ
    ǤAdvancesin
MarineBiologyͷ͵ǣͳȂͳͻͶǤ
ǡǤǡ Ǥǡ Ǥ  ǤͳͻͻͳǤ   Ȅ 
ǡǡ ǡǤFisheriesͳǣͶȂʹͳǤ
 ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͻʹǤ 
ȋOncorhynchuskisutchȌ ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquatic
SciencesͶͻǣͺ͵ȂͺͻǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤǤǤǡǤǡ Ǥ ǡǤǡǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͷǤ
 ǡʹͲͲͲȂʹͲͲ͵ǤTheJournalofNutritionͳ͵ͷǣͺͷȂͺʹǤ
ȋ  ȌǤͳͻͻǤUpstream:SalmonandSocietyinthePacificNorthwestǤǡǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵ǤǦǦ 
 ǣ  ǤConservationGeneticsͶȋͷȌǣͷͷΫͷͻǤ
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ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͻǤ 
 ǡ ǡ
ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳ͵ͺȋͳȌǣͳȂͳͶǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ  ǣ   Ǥ
BioScienceͷ͵ǣʹʹȂʹ͵Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲʹǤ 
  ǡǡ ȋOncorhynchuskisutchȌ ǡǡǤǡ
ǤǤǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͻǣͳ͵Ȃʹ͵Ǥ
ǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲͳǤ 
ȋOncorhynchustshawytschaȌǤCanadianJournalofFisheries
andAquaticSciencesͷͺǣͳͳͻȂͳʹͲǤ
 ǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲʹǤȋAlnusrubraȌ
 
ǫCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͻǣͷͲ͵Ȃͷͳ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲͻǤǦ   
   ǤConservationBiologyʹ͵ǣͺͲȂͻͳǤ
ȋȌǤʹͲͳͳǤPebbleProjectEnvironmentalBaselineDocument2004through2008Ǥ
 ǡǤǣǣȀȀǤǤȀ ȀʹȀȀʹͲͲͶǦʹͲͲͺ ǤǤ
 ǡǤǤǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ    
 ǤTheEcologyandManagementofWoodinWorldRivers͵ǣʹͳ͵Ȃʹ͵͵Ǥ
 ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͶǤ   
ǡǡǤNorthAmericanJournalofFisheriesManagementʹͶǣͶͻȂ
ͲǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤ
Ǥ  ǡǤ ǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǡǤǤʹͲͲͶǤ Ǧ
ǤBioScienceͷͶǣͳͷͷȂͳͳǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǤͳͻͻͻǤ Ȅ  Ǥ
HydrologicalProcessesͳ͵ǣͶͲͳȂͶʹʹǤ
ǡǤǤʹͲͲͷǤTheBehaviorandEcologyofPacificSalmonandTroutǤǡǣ
Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͳǤ   ǣ
 ǡ Ǥ
EvolutionaryEcologyResearch͵ȋͺȌǣͻͳΫͻ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤͳͻͻͷǤ Ǧ 
 ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǤOikosͶȋ͵ȌǣͶʹͷΫͶ͵ͺǤ
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ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ Ǥ ǡǤ ǡǤ  ǡ Ǥ ǤʹͲͳʹǤ  
 ǣ  ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌ ǡ
ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticScienceͻǣʹͻȂ͵ͲǤ
ǡ Ǥǡ Ǥ  ǡǤ ǡǤǤͳͻͻͺǤ ǣ 
ʹͳ ǤFisheriesʹ͵ǣȂ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤʹͲͳͳǤ   Ǧǡ ǡǤ
Wetlands͵ͳǣ͵Ȃ͵ͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ    
ǤEvolutionaryEcologyʹͶȋʹȌǣ͵ͻͳȂͶͳͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥ ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǤǡ
Ǥ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳʹǤ   
     
  ǤEnvironmentalBiologyofFishesͻͶǣ͵Ͷ͵Ȃ͵ͷͺǤ
ȋ  ȌǤʹͲͳͳǤTheRiverscapeAnalysisProjectǤǣǣȀȀǤǤǤǤ
 ǣ ʹͲͳͳǤ
ǡ ǤǤʹͲͲͲǤLifeHistoryAnalysisofTogiakRiverCharthroughOtolithMicrochemistryǤ ǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
 ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͷǤ    
ǣǡ ǡǤJournaloftheAmericanWater
ResourcesAssociationͶͳȋͶȌǣͻ͵ͷΫͻͶǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͺǤ   
ǤOikosͳͳǣͳͷͺȂͳͷͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͳͳǤ      
ǤGlobalChangeBiologyͳǣʹͷͶȂʹͷͷͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤ

ǡǤǤ

ǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͳͳǤǦ  
 ǤEcologyͻʹǣʹͲ͵ȂʹͲͺͶǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ  
ǡ ǡ    ǤMarineandCoastalFisheries:
Dynamics,Management,andEcosystemScienceʹǣ͵ͲȂ͵ʹͺǤ
ǡǤͳͻǤRainbowTroutLifeHistoryStudiesinLowerTalarikCreekȄKvichakDrainageǤ ǡǣ
  Ǥ
ǡǤͳͻͺͲǤAFisheriesInventoryofWatersintheLakeClarkNationalMonumentAreaǤǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
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ǡǤǤͳͻͻͳǤ ȋOncorhynchusketaȌǤʹ͵ͳȂ͵ͳͲǤ Ǥ
ȋǤȌǡPacificSalmonLifeHistoriesǤ ǣǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥ ǡ ǤǡǤǤʹͲͳͳǤBristolBayArea
ManagementReportǤ ǡǤ
 ǡǤʹͲͲͲǤTheEcologyofArcticCharandtheDollyVardenintheBecharofLakeDrainage,AlaskaǤ
ǡǣǤ
 ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͷǤ 
 Ǧ   ȋOncorhynchusǤȌǤ
CanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesʹǣͻͳȂͻͶǤ
 ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲǤ  
   ǤFreshwaterBiology
ͷʹǣͳͻͶͶȂͳͻͷǤ
  ǡ ǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͳǤContemporaryUseofFishandWildlifeinEkwok,Koliganek,andNew
Stuyahok,AlaskaǤ  ǤͳͺͷǤ ǡǣ  Ǥ
 ǡǤǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ
  ǤNatureͶͷǣͲͻȂͳʹǤ
 ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͷǤǦǡ
 ǡ ǤEcologyͺǣ͵ʹʹͷȂ͵ʹ͵ͳǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͳ͵Ǥ  
 ǤEcologyofFreshwaterFishʹʹȋʹȌǣʹͺΫʹͻǤ
 ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͳͳǤ Ǧ 
ȋOncorhynchustshawytschaȌǤRiverResearch
andApplicationsʹͻȋ͵ȌǣʹͻȂ͵ͳʹǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡ ǤǤʹͲͲͲǤ  
  ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences
ͷǣͻͲȂͻͳͶǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͲͳǤ 
ǣ  ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquatic
Sciencesͷͺǣ͵ʹͷȂ͵͵͵Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͷǤ  ǤInternational
AssociationofTheoreticalandAppliedLimnology—Proceedingsʹͻǣͳʹ͵Ȃͳ͵Ǥ
ǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ Ǧ  
 ǡOncorhynchusnerkaǤEnvironmentalBiologyofFishesȋͳȌǣȂͺͷǤ
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ǡǤ ǡǤ Ǥ  ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤStockStatusandRecommendedEscapement
GoalforAnchorRiverChinookSalmonǤ  ǤͲǦͲͷǤ  ǡ
   Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǤǦǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ 
  ǤJournaloftheNorthAmericanBenthologicalSociety
ʹͻǣͳͳͺȂͳͶǤ
 ȋǤǤ  ȌǤNationalWetlandsInventoryǤǣ
ǣȀȀǤǤȀȀǦǤǤ
 ȋǤǤ  ȌǤNationalHydrographyDataset. ǡ.ǣ
ǣȀȀǤǤȀȀȀȀ  Ȁ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͺͲǤ   Ǥ
CanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences͵ǣͳ͵ͲȂͳ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͶǤ
  ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǡ
ǡ ǡǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͳȋͳȌǣͳͶȂ
ͳͷǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲǤ     
 Ecclisomyiaconspersaȋ ǣȌǤFreshwaterBiologyͷͳǣͳʹͳͳȂͳʹͳͺǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͻͺǤ ǣ Ǧ
 ǤBioscienceͶͺǣͶͷͷȂͶʹǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ ǡǡ ǣ
ǤFisheries͵ͷȋͺȌǣ͵͵Ȃ͵ͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ  ǤʹͲͲʹǤ
ǣ  ǤFreshwaterBiologyͶǣͻͷȂͻͻǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤʹͲͲͶǤȋAlnusrubraȌ 
ǤHydrobiologiaͷʹͲǣͳͷ͵Ȃͳ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ ǣ
   ǦǤTransactionsoftheAmerican
FisheriesSocietyͳ͵ʹǣ͵ͳȂ͵ͺͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͲǤ  
 ǣ ǡǡ ǤJournalofthe
AmericanWaterResourcesAssociationͶ͵ǣʹȂͺͷǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͺǤ  ǣ ǡǡ
 ǤArcticAnthropologyʹͶȋʹȌǣͷȂͺͳǤ
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ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͳͳǤGroundwaterasEssentialSalmonHabitatinNushagakandKvichakRiver
Headwaters:IssuesRelativetoMiningǤǤǣ
ǣȀȀǤͶǤ ȀȀ ̴̴ ʹͳͳǤǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ̵ǤʹͲͳͲǤFishSurveysinHeadwaterStreamsoftheNushagakandKvichakRiver
Drainages,BristolBay,Alaska,2008–2010Ǥ ǡǣ  Ǥ
ǡǤͳͻǤTikchikLakeSystemCommercialFreshwaterFisheryǤ ǡǣ 
 ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǡ Ǥ ǤǤʹͲͲǤ 
 ǤConservationBiologyʹͲǣͳͻͲȂʹͲͲǤ
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POA Special Projects
POA Special Projects; Craig, Bill; Bella, Elizabeth
RE: Comment Response Matrices - State of Alaska 3 of 3 (UNCLASSIFIED)
Saturday, February 16, 2019 12:17:08 PM

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Bill,
When I received the final FMEA report and the response to CA comments after 5 on Friday it surprised me. In
addition, information that I requested on how AECOM is making adjustments to ensure QA/QC of the comment
responses is being implemented has not been forthcoming. Based on this, three things are apparent, 1) we need to
re-engage in weekly updates with detailed discussions of pending deliverables (including USACE, PLP, AECOM,
and CAs deliverables) so that we are aware of outstanding information and can better set timelines and understand
the potential implications to the schedule; 2) AECOM cannot consistently meet deliverable deadlines despite a
number of assurances that adjustments are being made, and 3) AECOM has not made sufficient staffing and
resource adjustments to ensure that QA/QC, delivery dates, and therefore schedule, are met.
As a result, no later than COB on March 1, I require the following information:
1. A list of information or reports that has been requested from PLP, that remain outstanding, and the due dates for
these items.
2. A detailed list of items being developed by AECOM, as requested by USACE, the status of these items, and their
due dates. (include a detailed schedule and staffing plan for the month of March, a list of the studies/field work
identified in the DEIS which were identified as being planned for 2019 to address the data gaps)
3. A written description of AECOM's plan to sort comments, identify substantive comments, engage with CA's on
the comments and respond to comments on the dEIS (including a schedule of these actions).
4. A plan to sort and address CA comments received in advance of the dEIS on items outside their identified area of
special expertise, including an outline of a presentation to CA's to be given at a potential April CA meeting.
5. Has AECOM hired a scheduler?

-----Original Message----From: Bella, Elizabeth [mailto:elizabeth.bella@aecom.com]
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2019 5:13 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; Bellion, Tara <tara.bellion@aecom.com>; ARPebbleEIS
<ARPebbleEIS@aecom.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comment Response Matrices - State of Alaska 3 of 3
Attached are comment response matrices for SoA, Email 3 of 3.

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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Memorandum to USACE
Re: Task List
3/1/2019
Page 1 of 8

Date:

March 1, 2019

To:

Shane McCoy, USACE

From:

Elizabeth Bella, AECOM

Subject:

Pebble Project – Task List

1.0

INTRODUCTION

US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) requested information on five tasks from AECOM to be
submitted by March 1, 2019. The five tasks, per USACE email on February 15, 2019, are:
1. A list of information or reports that have been requested from Pebble Limited
Partnership (PLP), which remain outstanding, and the due dates for these items.
2. A detailed list of items being developed by AECOM, as requested by USACE, the
status of these items, and their due dates (include a detailed schedule and staffing
plan for the month of March, a list of the studies/field work identified in the Draft EIS
(DEIS), which were identified as being planned for 2019 to address the data gaps).
3. A written description of AECOM's plan to sort comments, identify substantive
comments, engage with cooperating agencies (CAs) on the comments and respond
to comments on the DEIS (including a schedule of these actions).
4. A plan to sort and address CA comments received in advance of the DEIS on items
outside their identified area of special expertise, including an outline of a
presentation to CAs to be given at a potential April CA meeting.
5. Has AECOM hired a scheduler?
Information on each task is provided below or as an attachment to this memo. Tasks 1 and 2
are combined below.

2.0

TASKS 1 AND 2: LISTS OF OUTSTANDING PLP ITEMS AND
ITEMS BEING DEVELOPED BY AECOM

2.1

OUTSTANDING RFI-RELATED INFORMATION 1

RFI 014a – Geotechnical Boring Program Report. AECOM has received data, but not the report.
This follow-up RFI is to request the report from the 2018 site investigation. Date requested by:
March 15, 2019.
RFI 025a – 2019 Offshore Cultural Resources Survey Data. PLP anticipated conducting
offshore geophysical work to support the required engineering and archaeology reports to BSEE
for the proposed pipeline ROW in 2018; due to weather constraints, this work was not
completed in 2018. As indicated in Item #2 in the PLP response to RFI 025, PLP plans to
conduct this work in 2019. This follow-up RFI is to request the 2019 survey data and report.
Date requested by: July 15, 2019.

1

Note that new follow-up RFIs have been prepared to track outstanding items. These will be transmitted
concurrently with this memo unless otherwise noted.
1
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Page 2 of 8

RFI 039a – Metocean Measurement Program Data. This follow-up RFI requests additional data
and associated reports(s) from the metocean buoy measurement program that is expected to be
concluded in March 2019. Date requested by: July 1, 2019.
RFI 056a – Final Compensatory Mitigation Plan. This follow-up RFI requests a final
compensatory mitigation plan describing how unavoidable impacts to waters of the US would be
offset. Date requested by: August 1, 2019.
RFI 071b – Update of Applicant’s Proposed Mitigation for Analysis in the EIS. This follow-up RFI
requests an update of PLP’s proposed mitigation, taking into consideration public/agency
comments from review of the DEIS for mitigation to further avoid, minimize, or compensate for
project impacts. Date requested by: August 1, 2019.
RFI 109d – Groundwater model validation and sensitivity analysis, from RFI 109/109b/109c,
Items #1e and #4d. This follow-up RFI lists the outstanding requested items from the previous
RFI 109 series in order to track them to completion. Date requested by: March 15, 2019.
RFI 113 – Cultural Data Refinement. Have not received response to this RFI. Date requested
by: originally requested by February 6, 2019, in the RFI form. We request that the USACE
contact PLP to check on the status of this RFI; new data requested by March 15, 2019.

2.2

NEW RFIS FOR DEIS DATA GAPS 2

RFI 115 (Data Gap 2 in DEIS) – Detailed Reclamation Plan. This RFI requests a reclamation
and closure plan from PLP. Date requested by: June 1, 2019. Note: Draft RFI 115 was sent to
USACE for review on February 22, 2019.
RFI 116 (Data Gap 1 in DEIS) – Wetlands 2019 Field Verified Data. This RFI requests fieldverified data for areas in the EIS analysis area that do not have field-verified data. Date
requested by: Field data in GIS form by July 15, 2019; full report by August 15, 2019.
RFI 117 (Data Gap 4 in DEIS) – Cultural Resources 2019 Field Data – requests on-the-ground
archaeological surveys be done for the Proposed Action and Alternatives 2 and 3 in the
transportation corridor footprints. Date requested by: March 31, 2019. Note: RFI 117 is a draft
for USACE review and input and may require further discussion prior to transmitting to
PLP.

2.3

NEW RFIS DEVELOPED AT THIS TIME 3

RFI 118 – Surface Water Hydrology. This RFI requests additional information on water body
crossings. Date requested by: August 1, 2019.
RFI 119 – Eligibility Determinations Effort. This RFI requests a written detailed approach to
completing Phase II (Evaluation) eligibility evaluations for all cultural resource features, place
names, and other identified cultural resource features within the analysis area. Date requested
by: May 1, 2019. Note: RFI 119 is a draft for USACE review and will likely require further
discussion prior to transmitting to PLP.
2

Data gaps are those identified in Section 3.1, Introduction to Affected Environment, of the DEIS. Note
that Data Gap 3 (Subsistence) would not require field season data collection or submission of an RFI as
the gap would be met through scoping comment review and other methods discussed in Section 3.1.
These RFIs will be transmitted to the USACE concurrently with this memo, unless otherwise noted.
3
These RFIs will be transmitted to the USACE concurrently with this memo.
2
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2.4

MARCH SCHEDULE AND STAFFING PLAN

See separate excel spreadsheet outlining the schedule and staffing plan for the month of March
2019 (Resources_March_2019.xlsx). Note that task numbers and names in this file correspond
to AECOM’s budget and are by week ending though March.

3.0

TASK 3: COMMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE DEIS

3.1

COMMENTS RECEIVED POST SCOPING

Comments received since the close of scoping were identified and were transferred into the
comment analysis database and will be treated as comments on the DEIS and posted to project
website.

3.2

DEIS COMMENT HANDLING

Comments received through website, email, postal mail, hand delivered, and comments forms
from/at hearings are batched into the comment analysis response workflow (NightOwl Discovery
[NightOwl] and SmartComment) as received.
DEIS Comments are being posted in near real time to the website as they are received through
the website and the email address.
AECOM will routinely check the post office box for mailed hardcopy comments. These will be
scanned and then uploaded into the database and posted to the project website.
See Figure 1 below for a workflow and schedule diagram.

3.3

COMMENT ANALYSIS AND RESPONSE

Comment analysis and development of responses will be ongoing throughout the comment
period to expedite completion of response to comments after the period closes.
NightOwl Discovery receives all comments from the website or from AECOM.
AECOM has provided NightOwl a list of broad comment categories for initial coding, and a list of
AECOM staff that require access to the SmartComment system for coding and response tasks.
NightOwl will parse the unique comments from the form letter comments. A batch of form letters
is considered one submission, although all form letters will be counted in totals.
NightOwl will find the substantive comments in each submission and enter these into the
SmartComment system.
AECOM Project Management (PM) team and Discipline Leads (DLs) will perform quality checks
on NightOwl’s determination of substantive comments as they are entered into the
SmartComment system.
NightOwl will do the initial coding of substantive comments into the broad categories that
AECOM has established.
USACE will have access to SmartComment and will be requested to review substantive
comments early to provide response direction during the comment period, to the extent
possible.

3
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AECOM, NightOwl, and SmartComment staff will be available to the USACE for ensuring
access to the SmartComment system, and instructions/training on use.
The AECOM PM team and DLs will routinely perform quality checks on the substantive
comment broad category coding by NightOwl.
AECOM will immediately elevate substantive comments to the USACE that may drive changes
to the EIS, which may include:
x
x
x
x

Suggestions for new alternatives or variants.
Requests for new data that would require field work.
Requests for significant additional analyses.
AECOM will also immediately elevate comments to the USACE that contain
threatening language or are of a threatening nature.

AECOM Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) are assigned to a specific broad category in the SME’s
area of expertise. SMEs will review all comments in their assigned broad category to develop
more refined subcategories. SMEs will then assign all substantive comments to the refined
subcategories in the SmartComment system.
AECOM SMEs will then develop a Statement of Concern (SOC) for each subcategory, and a
response to the SOC in the SmartComment system. Note: multiple substantive comments can
and will be coded to a single SOC; in other words, not every single comment will receive a
separate response, but every single comment will be accounted for in the SmartComment
system.
AECOM PM team and DLs will perform quality checks and review of the subcategory coding,
the SOCs, and the SOC responses developed by the AECOM SMEs.
Additional specifics regarding workflow are described in the plan attached from NightOwl (see
Attachment 1 below).
This comment analysis and response approach is designed to: ensure AECOM is adequately
staffed and supported by subcontractors to handle the comment volume; provide quality control
through the DL and PM team because they are not performing the initial coding work; and allow
the USACE to be directly involved.

3.4

ENGAGEMENT WITH COOPERATING AGENCIES

Comments are available to cooperating agencies to review as posted to the project website.

3.5

TECHNICAL MEETINGS

Subject to USACE concurrence on approach and schedule, AECOM proposes that technical
meetings be held on specific EIS topics that require input from cooperating agencies that have
been identified by USACE as having special expertise in that topic. Meetings are proposed as 2hour to half-day meetings to be held in July (no earlier than 30 days after the close of the
comment period). Some meetings may require a full day. Topics would be identified as early as
possible.
AECOM recommends that in order to efficiently focus meetings, meeting participation be limited
to specific cooperating agency technical experts with identified expertise on topics. Meetings
may include more than one cooperating agency as appropriate to areas of expertise per topic.
4
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Setting dates for technical meetings early will allow participants to plan ahead in their schedules
for maximum attendance from all invited participants. The goal is to provide a path forward
together in addressing complex topics in order to revise sections of the DEIS with hands-on
cooperating agency input with AECOM to produce the preliminary final EIS.

3.6

ONE-ON-ONE COMMENT RESPONSE MEETINGS

AECOM recommends that the USACE consider holding one-on-one comment response
meetings after the end of the comment period. These meetings would be different from technical
meetings described above as they would focus on reviewing responses to the comments that
could require a specific agency’s input to complete an SOC. Every meeting would include
USACE representatives and AECOM DLs and SMEs but would only include one cooperating
agency at a time. The goal is to discuss comments and provide input towards responses to
SOCs. The number and schedule of these meetings would be subject USACE concurrence and
approach on schedule.

5
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Figure 1: Workflow and Schedule Diagram
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4.0

TASK 4: ADDRESSING COOPERATING AGENCY COMMENTS
ON PDEIS TOPICS OUTSIDE THEIR AREAS OF SPECIAL
EXPERTISE

4.1

PROCESS

AECOM will identify those comments received from CAs on sections of the Preliminary Draft
EIS (PDEIS) that were not specifically assigned to those CA based on the CA area of expertise.
AECOM will format those CA comments into comment response matrices in the same style as
the comment response matrices prepared for the PDEIS for CAs that were assigned sections
based on area of expertise.
AECOM SMEs will develop responses to the comments and enter disposition in the matrices.
The responses will follow the same guidelines as the prior set of matrices, but may refer to a
comment being addressed already in the DEIS, as the DEIS was released prior to development
of these comment matrices.
AECOM DLs and PM team will review the responses.
AECOM will provide the comment matrices to the USACE on April 1.

4.2

COOPERATING AGENCY MEETING SUMMARY

See Figure 2 below for example slides to present to CAs at a meeting in April.
Figure 2: Outline for Cooperating Agency Meeting Presentation

7
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5.0

TASK 5: SCHEDULER

AECOM has identified a scheduler that will assist in refining the overall project schedule through
project completion. With respect to immediate efforts, the PM team will be responsible for
entering the work breakdown structure (tasks) and durations and our scheduler will assist 4hours per week for the next 3 to 4 weeks. The scheduler will assist by checking linkages and
formatting of the schedule but the work breakdown structure, durations, and predecessors will
need to be identified by the AECOM project team in communication with the USACE.
It is our intent that we will have a draft of the updated schedule available and submitted to the
USACE for discussion on our March 19, 2019 meeting. We will then work with the scheduler to
incorporate any changes that need to be made as a result of discussions during this meeting.

6.0

ATTACHMENT 1

NightOwlDiscovery: AECOM – Pebble Project EIS Workflow document

8
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AECOM – Pebble Project EIS
Workflow

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL
NightOwl Discovery reserves all rights, title, and interest in and to such materials. The terms, conditions, information, ideas, and
expressions and all other intellectual property of NightOwl set forth herein are confidential and may not be disclosed in any manner to
any person other than the addressee, together with its officers, employees, and agents who are directly responsible for evaluating the
contents of these materials for the limited purpose. These materials are NightOwl’s opinions as to certain “best practices” NightOwl
has observed using software products described. Any unauthorized disclosure, use, reproduction, or transmission is expressly
prohibited without the prior written consent of NightOwl Discovery. Copyright © 2018 NightOwl Discovery. All rights reserved.
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Timeline
February 19,
2019

Category List
Provided

AECOM Provides NightOwl with the broad category list

February 20,
2019

Draft EIS site goes
live

Draft EIS will be live on project website including comment page
that will be able to receive public comment

February 22,
2019

First Comment
Delivery

AECOM will deliver first batch of comments to NightOwl

March 6, 2019

Review training

AECOM to provide review training to NightOwl team via WebEx.

March 1, 2019

Comment Period
Opens

Comment period opens on website

March 1 – May
31, 2019

Comment Period

AECOM continues to transmit comments, NightOwl sorts and
imports to Smart Comment

May 30, 2019

Comment Period
Closes

AECOM turns off comment receiving page of website at
11:59:59 PM. Some items coming through mail may drift in for
up to 2 weeks after comment period via US mail which AECOM
will transmit to NightOwl.

June 30, 2019

Final Tallies &
Reporting

NightOwl exports final numbers and categories to AECOM, i.e.,
Index of Agency and Public Draft EIS Comments

Methodology
We will use Relativity’s textual near duplicate identification and keyword searching to identify
and code form letters. We will use Smart Comment to review and code all non-form letter
comments, and all form letter comments with a unique substantive comment.
Workflow
At the outset of the managed review, AECOM will provide substantive training to review team
members. This training may be recorded for future reference, or additional training(s). As part of
the training, AECOM will provide background and understanding as to the purpose of the
review, as well as define what is and what is not a substantive comment for the reviewers’
understanding. AECOM shall provide NightOwl the materials necessary to educate the
reviewers on the purpose of the project and describe the coding choices to be made and the
various related considerations. NightOwl will create binders with hard copies of these materials
so the reviewers may reference them throughout the review.
Throughout the Review process two platforms will be used. Relativity will be used to identify and
tag documents that belong to form letter campaigns. Smart Comment will be used to analyze
non-form letters or form letters with unique content. From the outset, when NightOwl receives
comments from AECOM, all comments will be ingested into Relativity. Once documents are
ingested into Relativity the NightOwl Analytics team will run structural analytics over the corpus
for textual near duplicate identification. Where possible, documents will be placed into textual
near duplicate groups by Relativity based on their similarity score. These groups will then be
analyzed to determine if they represent a form letter, and, if so, the form letter will be given a
name or number for identification purposes. NightOwl may require AECOM personnel
assistance in identifying and labeling form letters. Analysis of potential form letters may include
using file size and/or textual near duplicate similarity scores to identify documents that should
2/26/19

Copyright © 2018 NightOwl Discovery. All rights reserved.
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be reviewed by NightOwl reviewers for unique [substantive] comments. Documents that are not
included in one of these textual near duplicate groups after undergoing textual near duplicate
analysis by Relativity’s analytics functionality will be ingested into Smart Comment and undergo
first pass review. In addition, documents that are in the textual near duplicates groups (of form
letters), but also have unique content, will be ingested into Smart Comment and undergo first
pass review.
During first pass review in Smart Comment, reviewers will analyze any document not tagged as
a form letter from analysis performed in Relativity to determine if they are in fact part of a form
letter group, and if they are then they will tag them as such. Form letters with unique substantive
comments will be identified and tagged with the requisite standard tags for that form letter as
well as whatever additional issue tags should be applied based on the unique comment(s).
Documents that do not fall into form letter groups will be reviewed for substantive comments. All
documents with substantive comments will be issue tagged to the broad issue categories.
Throughout the duration of the project NightOwl will send any questions related to the review to
AECOM for comment and direction. NightOwl will also maintain review metrics to report on the
progress of the review to AECOM. At the conclusion of the review, NightOwl will provide a
working report to AECOM, including the documents reviewed, form letter count, issue tag count,
and other review-related statistics as decided by AECOM/NightOwl.
Coding Layout
1. Reviewers to tag all broad category issues that apply for a given comment using the field
“Issues”.
2. Use “Form Letter” field to tag comments based on a form letter.
3. Tag comments as “Form Letter with Unique Comment” to flag comments that require
manual review.
4. A “Review Complete” tag will be used to track reviewer progress.
AECOM team will be assigned documents in SmartComment for review/response. The AECOM
team will apply any necessary subcategory coding and write responses to the comments. After
review is complete, a report will be pulled from SmartComment with all of the comments and
responses.

2/26/19

Copyright © 2018 NightOwl Discovery. All rights reserved.
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February 2019 Progress Report

March 13, 2019
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Attention: Shane McCoy
CEPOA – RD, P.O. Box 6898
JBER, Alaska 99506-0898
Re:

February 2019 Progress Report for the Pebble Project EIS

Dear Mr. McCoy:
This progress report for the Pebble Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) covers the period
from February 1 to February 28. The AECOM invoice for the period (through February 22) is provided
directly to Pebble Limited Partnership, LLC.
This past month focused on:
x Ongoing project management;
x Continued updates to the project website;
x Response to comments on the preliminary Draft EIS;
x Production of the Draft EIS
x Updating the project library;
x Section 106 activities; and
x Managing the project administrative record.
Please find attached the following:
x Sheet 1 – Project Schedule
x Sheet 2 – Progress Made this Period
x Sheet 3 – Quality Assurance Monitoring
x Sheet 4 – Project Management
x Sheet 5 – Outstanding Issues
x Sheet 6 – Projected Activities for Next Period
x Sheet 7 – Summary of Communications
If we may provide further information regarding the status of the work reported in this progress report,
please contact me at 907-261-6703.
Sincerely,

Bill Craig, Project Manager
AECOM
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193
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167

153

152

151

124
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Start

Finish

Thu6/4/20
Mon2/5/18
Wed4/15/20
Thu6/4/20
Tue3/17/20
Tue1/21/20
Fri6/29/18
Wed6/6/18
Wed6/6/18
Fri8/31/18
Mon3/16/20
Thu5/23/19
Wed1/16/19
Fri3/1/19
Fri2/22/19
Thu5/23/19
Fri3/1/19
Tue2/12/19
Thu2/14/19
Fri3/1/19
Fri3/1/19
Wed2/20/19
Fri2/22/19
Fri3/1/19
Fri3/22/19
Thu2/7/19
Fri2/22/19
Fri3/8/19
Fri3/22/19
Fri3/22/19
Wed3/13/19
Fri3/15/19
Fri3/22/19
Fri4/12/19
Sun4/5/20
Thu6/4/20
Thu2/21/19
Wed5/2/18
Thu9/6/18
Fri11/9/18
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PebbleEISMilestoneSchedule12132018
Mon2/5/18
ProjectStart(NTPasContractNegotiated)
Mon2/5/18
Task1ͲProjectManagement
Mon2/5/18
Task2ͲScoping,AgencyCoordinationandPublic
Tue2/20/18
WebsiteDevelopment&Maintenance
Tue2/20/18
MailingList
Tue2/20/18
PublicScoping
Tue2/20/18
CooperatingAgencyScopingMeeting
Wed6/6/18
CooperatingAgencyScopingMeeting
Wed6/6/18
ScopingSummaryReport
Fri3/30/18
USACE&CooperatingAgencyCoordination
Tue5/15/18
DraftEISPublicMeetings/Hearings
Wed12/26/18
PrepareNoticeofAvailability(NOA)forDraftEIS
Wed12/26/18
USACEReviewandPublishNOAforDEIS
Thu1/17/19
NOAforDEISPublished
Fri2/22/19
DraftEISPublicReviewPeriod
Fri2/22/19
Newsletter#2
Fri2/8/19
PrepareDraftNewsletter#2
Fri2/8/19
USACEReviewNewsletter#2
Wed2/13/19
FinalizeandPublishNewsletter#2
Fri2/15/19
NewsRelease#2
Fri2/15/19
PrepareDraftNewsRelease#2
Fri2/15/19
USACEReviewNewsRelease#2
Thu2/21/19
FinalizeandPublishNewsRelease#2
Mon2/25/19
HearingPreparationsandMaterials
Thu1/17/19
Arrange/SecureHearingFacilities&CourtReporter Thu1/17/19
PrepareDraftHearingMaterials
Thu1/17/19
USACEReviewHearingMaterials
Mon2/25/19
FinalizeandProduceHearingMaterials
Mon3/11/19
NewsRelease#3
Mon3/11/19
PrepareDraftNewsRelease#3
Mon3/11/19
USACEReviewNewsRelease#3
Thu3/14/19
FinalizeandPublishNewsRelease#3
Mon3/18/19
PublicHearings(10)
Mon4/1/19
FinalEIS
Fri1/24/20
RecordofDecision
Tue2/11/20
Task3ͲDraftEIS
Fri2/16/18
EISOutline,Templates,&StyleGuide
Thu2/22/18
DataAdequacy&GapsAnalysis
Fri2/16/18
PreliminaryDraftEIS(PDEIS)
Thu2/22/18

TaskName
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12

207
210
211
193FS+20days

193SS
205SS
206
207

198
201
202,195SF

193SS+15days
197
198,195SF

285
192
321SS+6days
194

150

Predecessors

588days?
1day
553days
578days
522days
483days
92days
1day
1day
109days
461days
104days
15days
30days
0days
90edays
15days
3days
2days
10days
10days
3days
2days
5days
45days
15days
25days
10days
10days
10days
3days
2days
5days
10days
50days
81days
255days?
50days
141days
183days

Duration
H2

2018
H1

H2

2019

2/22

H1

H2

2020
H1

H2

318

317

316

315

314
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310

309

308

307

306

305

304

303

302

301

300

299

298

297

296

295

294

293

292

291

290

289

288

287

286

285

284

283

275

270

256

250

ID

DraftChapter1ͲPurposeandNeed
DraftChapter2ͲProjectDescription/Alternatives
DraftChapter3ͲAffectedEnvironment
DraftChapter4ͲEnvironmentalConsequences
DraftEIS(DEIS)
ReceiveCA/USACEComments
EnterCAcommentsintomatrixtemplate
ProvideAllNew"Placeholder"Information
CooperatingAgencyReviewofPlaceholderText
EarlySectionRevisions
Consider/addresscomments/revisesection
Consistencychecksforcumulative,impactfactors,
Technicalediting
WordProcessing
Compilation
MiddleSectionRevisions(includesChapter2)
Consider/addresscomments/revisesection
USACEreviewandAECOMrevisionstoCh.2
Lastconsistencychecksforcumulative,impact
Technicalediting
WordProcessing
Compilation
LastSectionRevisions(includesNav,WaterQual,
Consider/addresscomments/revisesection
USACEReviewandAECOMrevisionstoNav.,WQ,
Lastconsistencychecksforcumulative,impact
Technicalediting
WordProcessing
Compilation
Section4.27ͲSpillRisk
DelivertoUSACEforreview
USACEandCAreview
AECOMRevisionsandcompilation
ExecutiveSummary
DeliverPrelimEStoUSACEforreview
USACEhighͲlevelreview
AECOMrevisions
RevisedEStoUSACE,USACEReview
FinalAECOMRevisions
Compilation
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Wed2/28/18
Thu2/22/18
Thu2/22/18
Mon2/26/18
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Fri1/11/19
Mon1/14/19
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Tue1/8/19
Fri1/18/19
Mon1/28/19
Wed1/30/19
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Tue1/15/19
Tue1/15/19
Wed1/23/19
Wed1/30/19
Fri2/1/19
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Wed1/23/19
Wed1/23/19
Fri1/25/19
Fri2/1/19
Tue2/5/19
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Tue1/8/19
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/21/18
Mon12/31/18
Tue1/15/19
Wed1/23/19
Wed1/30/19

Start

Finish

Wed5/9/18
Fri11/9/18
Thu9/20/18
Tue10/30/18
Fri2/8/19
Fri12/21/18
Mon12/24/18
Fri1/11/19
Fri1/18/19
Mon2/4/19
Mon1/7/19
Thu1/17/19
Fri1/25/19
Tue1/29/19
Mon2/4/19
Wed2/6/19
Mon1/14/19
Tue1/22/19
Tue1/22/19
Tue1/29/19
Thu1/31/19
Wed2/6/19
Fri2/8/19
Tue1/22/19
Tue1/29/19
Thu1/24/19
Thu1/31/19
Mon2/4/19
Fri2/8/19
Tue1/22/19
Fri12/21/18
Mon1/7/19
Tue1/22/19
Tue2/5/19
Fri12/21/18
Fri12/28/18
Mon1/14/19
Tue1/22/19
Tue1/29/19
Tue2/5/19
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317
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284
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295
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292
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51days
183days
148days
173days
33days?
0days
2days
1day?
5days
29days
10days
8days
5days
2days
4days
31days
15days
5days
5days
5days
2days
4days
33days
20days
5days
2days
5days
2days
4days
20days
0days
10days
10days
30days
0days
5days
10days
5days
5days
5days

Duration
H2

2018
H1

H2

H1

12/21

12/21

12/21
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H2
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H1

H2

376

350
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331
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329

328

327
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325

324

323

322

321

320

319

ID

PrintReadyElectronicPageTurnofCompiledDEIS
PrepareeNEPAVersion
UploadeNEPA(USACE)
PrintHardcopies
ElectronicVersion
DeliverCooperatingAgencyCommentResponseMatri
Task4ͲFinalEIS(FEIS)
CommentAnalysisandResponse
ReceiveandCatalogueCommentsonDEIS
DraftCommentResponses
MeetingwithUSACE&CAsRe:DraftResponses
USACEandCooperatingAgenciesReviewDraft
FinalizeCommentResponses
PreliminaryFinalEIS(PFEIS)
ModifyandPreparePFEIS(inclQA/QC)
SubmitPFEISbyChapter
USACEandCooperatingAgenciesReviewofPFEIS
Review/IncorporateCommentsandRevisePFEIS
MeetwithUSACE&CAstoReviewComments
FinalEIS(FEIS)
ReviseFEIS(inclQA/QC)
SubmitFinalFEIS
USACEApprovesCameraͲReadyVersion(pgturn
FEISProduction&Distribution(inclpublicviewing
RecordofDecision
Task5ͲOtherPermits
Task6ͲAdministrativeRecord
AdministrativeRecordDatabaseSetup
MaintainAdministrativeRecord(monthly,ata
DeliverAdministrativeRecord

TaskName
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Fri2/8/19
Tue2/12/19
Thu2/14/19
Tue2/12/19
Tue2/12/19
Fri2/15/19
Fri4/26/19
Fri4/26/19
Fri4/26/19
Fri5/24/19
Wed9/4/19
Wed9/4/19
Wed10/2/19
Wed9/4/19
Wed9/4/19
Thu11/14/19
Fri11/15/19
Mon12/16/19
Wed1/15/20
Thu1/16/20
Thu1/16/20
Thu2/6/20
Fri2/7/20
Fri2/14/20
Thu6/4/20
Tue5/22/18
Tue2/6/18
Tue2/6/18
Fri3/16/18
Tue3/31/20

Start

Finish

Mon2/11/19
Wed2/13/19
Fri2/15/19
Tue2/19/19
Thu2/21/19
Fri2/15/19
Fri3/6/20
Wed10/30/19
Fri6/21/19
Tue9/3/19
Wed9/4/19
Tue10/1/19
Wed10/30/19
Wed1/15/20
Thu11/14/19
Thu11/14/19
Fri12/13/19
Tue1/14/20
Wed1/15/20
Fri3/6/20
Thu2/6/20
Thu2/6/20
Thu2/13/20
Fri3/6/20
Thu6/4/20
Thu1/23/20
Tue3/31/20
Tue2/20/18
Mon3/16/20
Tue3/31/20
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375FS+10days

1

337
339FSͲ1day
340
341
342FS+90edays

328
333FSͲ1day
334
335
336

195FSͲ20days
327FSͲ20days
328
329SS
330

307,311,318
319
320
319
319

Predecessors

3edays
2days
2days
5days
7days
0days
216days
130days
40days
70days
1day
20days
20days
91days
50days
1day
20days
20days
1day
35days
15days
1day
5days
15days
0edays
420days
541days
10days
503days
1day

Duration
H2

2018
H1

H2

2019

2/15

H1

9/4

H2

H1

2/6

1/15

11/14

2020

3/31

6/4

H2
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February 2019 Progress Report

Sheet 2
Progress Made this Period on Project Activities
Task 1: Project Management
x

AECOM monitored task budgets and internal schedules.

x

AECOM reviewed the project schedule and prepared work plans for March as requested by
USACE.

x

AECOM continued to update the project library.

x

Staff will continue to upload data to the Aconex database and track development of the EIS and
GIS efforts.

Task 2: Public Involvement
x

AECOM maintained and posted project updates to the PebbleProjectEIS.com website.

x

The Draft EIS was made available on the updated project website by February 22 (USACE
subsequently asked this to be changed to February 20 and AECOM met this schedule).

x

Draft EIS cited reference materials were posted to the website by February 22.

x

Preparations for Draft EIS public involvement began including updating the project mailing list and
drafting and production and mailing of Newsletter #2 and finalizing the Notice of Availability.

x

USACE asked AECOM to assist with the production and mailing of the Public Notice for USACE
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. This work was completed the last week in February.

Task 3: Draft EIS
x

AECOM completed revisions to sections of the Draft EIS to address USACE and cooperating
agency comments and advanced the Draft EIS to production.

x

Draft EIS final production steps were concluded by the week ending February 22.

x

The eNEPA Draft EIS document was delivered to USACE on February 13 for upload, the print
version and electronic version of the Draft EIS were completed as of February 19 and mailed to
stakeholders on February 19.

x

The electronic version of the Draft EIS was uploaded to the public website on February 20 and
mailed by February 22 (mailings were sent on February 19).

x

AECOM finalized comment matrices that document responses to cooperating agency comments
(these were delivered on February 15 to USACE).

Task 4: Final EIS
x

AECOM continued to stand up the database for the Draft EIS comment analysis and began
importing comments that USACE had received since the close of scoping. (USACE directed
AECOM to include these with the Draft EIS comments.)

Task 5: Consultation
x

AECOM continued to participate in the Section 106 process.

Task 6: Administrative Record
x

AECOM continued to populate the administrative record.

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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February 2019 Progress Report

Sheet 3
Quality Assurance Monitoring on Project Activities
Task 1: Project Management
x

The progress report was reviewed prior to submission.

Task 2: Public Involvement
x

The NOA and newsletter were reviewed prior to submission to USACE.

Task 3: Draft EIS
x

Comment matrices were reviewed prior to submission to USACE.

x

Senior review and technical editing was performed on the Draft EIS.

Task 4 Final EIS
x

No documents were delivered during February.

Task 5: Consultation
x

No documents were delivered during February.

Task 6: Administrative Record
x

No documents were delivered during February.
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February 2019 Progress Report

Sheet 4
Project Management and
Issues that Potentially Affect Scope, Schedule, or Budget
Task 1: Project Management
x

None.

Task 2: Public Involvement
x

USACE asked AECOM to prepare meeting transcripts of six media teleconferences. This is new
scope that incurred additional costs.

x

USACE asked AECOM to assist with the production and mailing of the Public Notice for USACE
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. This work was completed the last week in February. This is new
scope that incurred additional costs.

Task 3: Draft EIS
x

AECOM assigned additional staff and subcontractors, asked staff to work overtime, and
sequestered selected team members in our Alaska office to meet the revised schedule. These
actions increased our labor and travel costs, particularly in February.

x

Additional hardcopies of the Draft EIS will be produced in early March to accommodate requests
from the public.

Task 4 Final EIS
x

AECOM has added Smart Comment to assist with comment analysis.

Task 5: Consultation
x

None.

Task 6: Administrative Record
x

None.
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February 2019 Progress Report

Sheet 5
Outstanding Issues on Project Activities
Task 1: Project Management
x

None.

Task 2: Public Involvement
x

None.

Task 3: Draft EIS
x

None.

Task 4 Final EIS
x

None.

Task 5: Consultation
x

None.

Task 6: Administrative Record
x

None.
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February 2019 Progress Report

Sheet 6
Projected Activities for Next Period
Task 1: Project Management
x

AECOM will continue to meet regularly with USACE.

x

Staff will continue to upload data to the Aconex database and track development of the EIS and
GIS efforts.

x

The project schedule will be reviewed and updated in anticipation of a meeting with USACE.

Task 2: Public Involvement
x

AECOM will continue to update the project website.

x

Preparations for Draft EIS public involvement will continue including arranging hearing venues,
travel, and finalizing safety plans.

x

AECOM will arrange a webinar for USACE to announce the Draft EIS (held on March 5).

Task 3: Draft EIS
x

None. This task will be closed in March.

Task 4: Final EIS
x

AECOM will continue to transfer Draft EIS comments to the database for the Draft EIS comments
and will review and respond to comments.

x

Cooperating agency comments received in advance of the Draft EIS on items outside their
identified area of special expertise will be reviewed and responded to by Discipline Leads and
Subject Matter Experts. These matrices will be delivered to USACE on April 1.

Task 5: Consultation
x

AECOM will continue to assist with the Section 106 process and review EFH and ESA
consultation efforts.

Task 6: Administrative Record
x

AECOM will continue to populate the Administrative Record.

2/1/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] RE: EPA
review of compensatory mitigation
plan (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/1/2019 Draft Agenda for Cooperating Agency
Meeting
2/1/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Transcripts
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/1/2019 CP mtg presentation
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Revised Chapter 5
Mitigation (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 comments on the newsletter
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 RE: Draft Agenda for Cooperating
Agency Meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 EPA Comments Pebble Draft CMP
013119.docx (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Revised Chapter 5
Mitigation (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 Native allotment status info request
response by 02/08/2019
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 RE: Public Involvement Information
Package (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 RE: [Non-DoD Source] Any news?
Public Meetings? (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 Re: Native allotment status info
request response by 02/08/2019
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Date
Subject
2/1/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Transcripts
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/1/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Transcripts
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/1/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Transcripts
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/1/2019 01_31_2019_RFI_114_Native_Allotm
ent_Cultural_Inquiry. request
response by 2/11 (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/1/2019 scoping comments (UNCLASSIFIED)

'POA Special Projects'
Evans, Jessica

Craig, Bill
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

Page 1

POA Special Evans, Jessica;POA Special Projects
Projects
POA Special Bob Loeffler
Projects
James Fueg POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill

James Fueg;Craig, Bill

Forland, Sasha;POA Special Projects

James Fueg

Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects

Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica

Forland, Sasha;POA Special Projects

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects
Projects
POA Special James Fueg
Projects

FromName ToName
POA Special Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects
Projects
Craig, Bill
POA Special Projects
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Craig, Bill;Isaacs,
Jon
POA Special
Projects;Craig, Bill
POA Special
Projects

POA Special
Projects;Craig, Bill
Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS
POA Special
Projects

Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS

Bellion, Tara;Bella,
Elizabeth

CCName
Bellion, Tara;Bella,
Elizabeth
Bellion, Tara;Bella,
Elizabeth
Bellion, Tara;Bella,
Elizabeth
Craig, Bill;POA
Special Projects

POA Special Evans, Jessica;POA Special Projects
Projects
POA Special Projects
Forland,
Sasha
Craig, Bill
POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

2/2/2019 RE: Public Involvement Information

2/4/2019 Pebble EIS: Commercial and
Recreational Fisheries

Package (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/3/2019 Re: Pebble EIS: Revised Chapter 5
Mitigation (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/4/2019 FW: Pebble Mine Cover Layouts
Attached for Review

Craig, Bill

Bob Loeffler

2/2/2019 Re: DEIS MEETINGS

Page 2

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Isaacs, Jon

POA Special Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica
Projects
Isaacs, Jon
Bob Loeffler

(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/2/2019 DEIS MEETINGS

2/2/2019 comments on the newsletter

Isaacs, Jon

Bob Loeffler

2/2/2019 Re: DEIS MEETINGS
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BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)

Craig, Bill;Isaacs,
Jon
Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS
Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Benedict,
Stephanie
Bellion, Tara;Bella,
Elizabeth;Benedict,
Stephanie

Craig,
Bill;poaspecialproject
s@usace.army.mil;E
vans, Jessica;Patty
Murphy

Craig,
Bill;poaspecialproject
s@usace.army.mil;E
vans, Jessica;Patty
Murphy

Craig,
Bill;poaspecialproject
s@usace.army.mil;E
vans, Jessica;Patty
Murphy

POA Special Projects;Bella, Elizabeth
Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

Craig, Bill
Craig, Bill

2/4/2019 RE: Sent from Snipping Tool
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/4/2019 Pebble EIS: Cooperating Agency
Meeting

Page 3

POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
(poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bellion, Tara

2/4/2019 Final NOA attached

Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

Craig, Bill

2/4/2019 Pebble EIS: Cooperating Agency
Meeting
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POA Special
Projects
(poaspecialprojects
@usace.army.mil);B
ella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com)

Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;ARPebble
EIS

POA Special
Projects
(poaspecialprojects
@usace.army.mil);B
ella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara

POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
Bellion, Tara POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
(poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
POA Special Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica
Projects

2/5/2019 Sent from Snipping Tool
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/5/2019 Final NOA attached

2/5/2019 RE: Pebble Mine Cover Layouts
Attached for Review
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/5/2019 for the AR (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/5/2019 Sent from Snipping Tool
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/5/2019 RE: RFI106 Clarification
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/5/2019 RE: Pebble Mine Cover Layouts
Attached for Review
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/5/2019 for the AR (UNCLASSIFIED)

Page 4

POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
POA Special Projects;Vaughan, Molly
McGrath,
Patricia

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

2/4/2019 FW: Pebble Mine Cover Layouts
Attached for Review

2/5/2019 comments not incorporated on
ACHP_Sec3.8 HistoricProp?
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/5/2019 map book to send with FRT letters
(UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

2/4/2019 Pebble EIS: Commercial and
Recreational Fisheries
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Craig, Bill;James
Fueg

Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Benedict,
Stephanie

POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica
Bellion, Tara

POA Special
Projects

Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;ARPebble
EIS
Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Benedict,
Stephanie
Bellion, Tara

Bellion, Tara
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);Bella,
Elizabeth;Benedict,
Stephanie
Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);Benedict,
Stephanie

Page 5

POA Special Kelly, Mike S (Portland);Neely, Burr
Projects

(UNCLASSIFIED)

(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/5/2019 meeting re cultural resources

Schultz, Thomas

Craig, Bill

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

Bellion, Tara;Bella,
Elizabeth

Evans, Jessica;Neely, Burr;Kelly, Mike S (Portland)

Craig, Bill

Kelly, Mike S
(Portland);Evans,
Jessica;Neely, Burr
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica
Evans, Jessica

POA Special
Projects

'POA Special Projects';Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill
POA Special Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica
Projects

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

2/5/2019 map book to send with FRT letters

2/5/2019 FW: FOR REVIEW/COMMENT:
January meeting summary, Pebble
Sect 106 Consulting Parties Meeting
SUSPENSE: February 14
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/5/2019 RE: Sent from Snipping Tool
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/5/2019 comments not incorporated on
ACHP_Sec3.8 HistoricProp?
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/5/2019 FW: comments not incorporated on
ACHP_Sec3.8 HistoricProp?
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/5/2019 FW: map book to send with FRT
letters (UNCLASSIFIED)
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(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/5/2019 request meeting re cultural resources POA Special Tim Havey
Projects

Page 6

POA Special
Projects;James
Fueg;Evans, Jessica

James Fueg;Evans,
Jessica

resources (UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Projects

Tim Havey

2/5/2019 RE: request meeting re cultural

(UNCLASSIFIED)

Kelly, Mike S
(Portland);Neely,
Burr;Evans, Jessica

POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Akhiok-Kaguyak, Incoporated
<Sherylyn.Asch@aki-kodiak.com>; Alannah Hurley <ahurley@utbb.org>; AlexAnna Salmon
<alexannasalmon@gmail.com>; Ann Forthofer <annbbedc@gmail.com>; Anna Kohl
<anna.kohl@hdrinc.com>; April Rickeroff <April@kijikcorp.com>; Ben Foss <b.foss@pedrobay.com>;
Ben Mohr <bmohr@CIRI.com>; Beverly Cano <twinhillsadmin@bbna.com>; Brad Angasan
<bangasan@alaskapeninsulacorp.com>; Brice Eningowuk <togigapassistant@gmail.com>; Neely, Burr
<Burr.neely@aecom.com>; Cameron Poindexter <cameron@choggiung.com>; CIRI Resources
<Resources@CIRI.com>; Courtenay Carty <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Crystal Collier
<ccollier@svt.org>; Curyung Tribal Clerk <tribalclerk@curyungtribe.com>; Daniel Cheyette
<dcheyette@BBNC.NET>; David Fish <david.fish@bsee.gov>; David Seris <david.m.seris@uscg.mil>;
Debbie Snyder <piipital@hotmail.com>; Delores Larson <dlarson@utbb.org>; Egegik Village Council
<egegikvillage2013@yahoo.com>; Fran Norman <francis907@hotmail.com>; Gayla Hoseth
<ghoseth@bbna.com>; Geoff Parker <gparker@alaska.net>; Gladys Askoak
<cityofnewhalen@yahoo.com>; Igiugig Village Council <igiugig.vc@gmail.com>; Iliamna Village Council
<ivc@iliamnavc.org>; James Fueg <jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com>; Evans, Jessica
<jessica.evans@aecom.com>; Joanne Wassillie <joanne.wassillie@gmail.com>; John Baalke
<j.baalke@pedrobay.com>; John Christensen <johnivan2@gmail.com>; John Eddins
<jeddins@achp.gov>; Isaacs, Jon <jon.isaacs@aecom.com>; Judy Bittner <judy.bittner@alaska.gov>;
Judy Jo Matson <nnvc.judyjo@gmail.com>; Kevin Pendergast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; Kyle
Moselle <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Louise Anelon <louise.anelon@iliamnavc.org>; MaryAnn Johnson Portage Creek VC <portagecreekadmin@bbna.com>; Kelly, Mike S (Portland)
<mike.s.kelly@aecom.com>; Molly Dischner <medischner@gmail.com>; Naomi McMullen
<Naomi@portgraham.org>; New Stuyahok Traditional Council <newstutribe@hotmail.com>; Newhalen
Tribal Council <newhalentribal@yahoo.com>; Nondalton Tribal Council <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>;
Pamela Hainsel <egegiktribaloffice@yahoo.com>; Patricia DeSoto <nnvcpresident@gmail.com>; Pedro
Bay Village Council <villagecouncil@pedrobay.com>; Port Graham Tribal Council
<pnormanvc@hotmail.com>; Portage Creek VC <ciugtaq@yahoo.com>; Richard King
<king2rick@yahoo.com>; Rob Rosenfeld <robrosey@gmail.com>; Robyn Miller
<robyn.miller@hdrinc.com>; Sarah Meitl <sarah.meitl@alaska.gov>; Tim Havey
<timhavey@pebblepartnership.com>; Trinket Gallien <tgallien@svt.org>; Twin Hills Village Council
<wilutsik@outlook.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>; William C. Peterson Jr.
<newstuyahokadmin@bbna.com>

Kelly, Mike S POA Special Projects
(Portland)

Michael
Opheim

2/5/2019 Re: meeting re cultural resources

January meeting summary, Pebble
Sect 106 Consulting Parties Meeting
SUSPENSE: February 14
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/5/2019 Re: FOR REVIEW/COMMENT:
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2/6/2019

2/6/2019

2/6/2019

2/6/2019

2/6/2019

2/6/2019

Page 7

POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

Wesley Furlong;POA Special Projects

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill;James Fueg
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
for the AR (UNCLASSIFIED)
POA Special
Projects
RE: Pebble EIS: Cooperating Agency POA Special
Meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)
Projects
RE: Pebble EIS: Cooperating Agency POA Special
Meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)
Projects
one more (UNCLASSIFIED)
POA Special
Projects
a couple of data questions
POA Special
Projects
(UNCLASSIFIED)
Re: native allotments discussion
James Fueg
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/6/2019 8-EIS
Outline_020119_toUSACE.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 7-EIS
Schedule_020119_toUSACE.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 6-Roles and
Responsibilities_020119_toUSACE.d
ocx (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 native allotments discussion
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 5-What is
NEPA_020119_toUSACE.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 4-Resources in the
EIS_020119_toUSACE.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 1-Announcement_USACE comments
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 public hearing info (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/6/2019 9-How to
Comment_020119_toUSACE.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 10-Comment
Form_020119_toUSACE.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 for the AR (UNCLASSIFIED)
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POA Special
Projects;Tim Havey

Craig, Bill

Isaacs, Jon

POA Special
Projects

McGrath,
Patricia
Craig, Bill

POA Special Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special James Fueg;POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill
Projects

2/7/2019 RE: a couple of data questions
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/7/2019 11-FAQs_012219_toUSACE.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/7/2019 RE: native allotments discussion
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Page 8

POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
(poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bellion, Tara

2/7/2019 PLP: comment matrices attached

poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil

Isaacs, Jon
POA Special Tim Havey;POA Special Projects
Projects

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

'POA Special Projects'

'POA Special Projects'

Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

Craig, Bill

2/6/2019 FW: Pebble EIS: Cooperating
Agency Meeting
2/6/2019 Fwd: ANWR DEIS Mtg in Fairbanks
yesterday
RE:
request meeting re cultural
2/6/2019
resources (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/6/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Cooperating Agency Craig, Bill
Meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/6/2019 RE: one more (UNCLASSIFIED)
Craig, Bill

2/6/2019 Accepted: Pebble EIS: Cooperating
Agency Meeting
2/6/2019 Pebble EIS: Cooperating Agency
Meeting
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POA Special
Projects;Tim Havey

Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Benedict,
Stephanie;ARPebble
EIS
Delaney, Daniel

Craig, Bill;Bellion,
Tara
James Fueg;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Neely,
Burr;Isaacs, Jon

Bellion, Tara
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com)

Wesley
Furlong

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill
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POA Special Wesley Furlong;Nondalton Tribal Council;robrosey@gmail.com;wfurlong@narf.org
Projects

'POA Special Projects';Frownfelter, Jennifer
'POA Special Projects'

Craig, Bill
Craig, Bill

2/8/2019 RE: QA/QC (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/8/2019 RE: hearing information
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/8/2019 FW: map book to send with FRT
letters (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/11/2019 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

POA Special Projects;Frownfelter, Jennifer

Corps/POA (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill;Frownfelter, Jennifer

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

POA Special Projects

2/8/2019 RE: map book to send with FRT
letters (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/8/2019 hard copies of dEIS (UNCLASSIFIED) POA Special
Projects
2/8/2019 hearing information (UNCLASSIFIED) POA Special
Projects
2/8/2019 QA/QC (UNCLASSIFIED)
POA Special
Projects
James Fueg
2/8/2019 FW: Pebble Project EIS, RFI 114,
Table 1: Native Allotments Status
2/8/2019 RE: QA/QC (UNCLASSIFIED)
Craig, Bill

2/8/2019 RE: 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Craig, Bill
'POA Special Projects'
2/7/2019 RE: a couple of data questions
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/8/2019 hard copies of dEIS (UNCLASSIFIED) POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
2/8/2019 Pebble - comment matrices attached Bellion, Tara POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
(poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
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POA Special
Projects;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

Bellion, Tara
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);Bella,
Elizabeth;Forland,
Sasha
(sasha.forland@aec
om.com)
Schultz, Thomas
(thomas.schultz@ae
com.com);Kelly,
Mike S (Portland)

POA Special
Projects
Tim Havey;Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Benedict,
Stephanie;ARPebble
EIS
Nondalton Tribal
Council;robrosey@g
mail.com;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Bella, Elizabeth

Bella, Elizabeth

Delaney, Daniel

POA Special Wesley Furlong;POA Special Projects
Projects

Wesley
Furlong

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

POA Special Wesley Furlong;Nondalton Tribal Council;robrosey@gmail.com;wfurlong@narf.org
Projects
POA Special Schultz, Thomas;POA Special Projects
Projects
POA Special Patty Murphy;Isaacs, Jon;Evans, Jessica;POA Special Projects
Projects
Moselle, Kyle Craig, Bill
W (DNR)

2/11/2019 RE: 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/11/2019 RE: 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/11/2019 PO Box for the comment period
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/11/2019 more form letters (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/11/2019 RE: Revised AHRS Site Map Series
for FRT Letter (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/11/2019 RE: 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/11/2019 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/11/2019 RE: Revised AHRS Site Map Series
for FRT Letter (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/11/2019 RE: Homer (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/11/2019 Accepted: Pebble EIS: Cooperating
Agency Meeting
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Wesley Furlong;POA Special Projects

Schultz, Thomas;POA Special Projects

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

POA Special Projects

Cornelison, Wes;Wright, Cara;Evans, Jessica;Forland, Sasha

Craig, Bill

2/11/2019 FW: QA/QC (UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Projects;Frownfelter, Jennifer

Craig, Bill

2/11/2019 RE: QA/QC (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Craig, Bill;Kelly,
Mike S (Portland)
Nondalton Tribal
Council;robrosey@g
mail.com;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
POA Special
Projects;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Craig, Bill;Kelly,
Mike S (Portland)
Craig, Bill;Tasha
Michael;Frownfelter,
Jennifer

Bellion, Tara;Bella,
Elizabeth;Forland,
Sasha
Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Frownfelter,
Jennifer
Nondalton Tribal
Council;robrosey@g
mail.com;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Nondalton Tribal
Council;robrosey@g
mail.com;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Evans, Jessica

POA Special Patty Murphy;Isaacs, Jon;Evans, Jessica;POA Special Projects
Projects

2/11/2019 RE: Homer (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Patty Murphy POA Special Projects

2/11/2019 Re: Homer (UNCLASSIFIED)

Patty Murphy;POA Special Projects

Isaacs, Jon

'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil';Evans, Jessica;Craig, Bill;Bellion,
Tara;Frownfelter, Jennifer;Patty Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alaska.com);'tmichael@E3Alaska.com'
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
Patty Murphy Isaacs, Jon

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
'POA Special Projects'

Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

2/11/2019 RE: Homer (UNCLASSIFIED)

(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/11/2019 Re: Homer (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/11/2019 PO Box for the comment period

Craig, Bill
Craig, Bill

2/11/2019 Planning for CA meeting
2/11/2019 RE: PO Box for the comment period
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/11/2019 FW: Action Alert: Testify at ANWR
Public Meeting Today!
Isaacs, Jon

Craig, Bill

2/11/2019 Pebble EIS: Cooperating Agency
Meeting
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POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Craig,
Bill;Tasha
Michael;Frownfelter,
Jennifer
Evans,
Jessica;Craig,
Bill;Tasha
Michael;Frownfelter,
Jennifer
Isaacs, Jon;Evans,
Jessica;Craig,
Bill;Tasha
Michael;Frownfelter,
Jennifer
Craig, Bill;Tasha
Michael;Frownfelter,
Jennifer

Evans, Jessica

Evans, Jessica

2/12/2019 RE: Pebble- comment matrices - One Bella,
More
Elizabeth

Bellion, Tara

2/12/2019 Pebble- comment matrices
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POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
(poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
(poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

POA Special Projects

Wesley
Furlong

2/12/2019 RE: 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Projects

POA Special Wesley Furlong;POA Special Projects
Projects

Craig, Bill

(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/12/2019 RE: 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/11/2019 RE: PO Box for the comment period
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Nondalton Tribal
Council;robrosey@g
mail.com;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Nondalton Tribal
Council;robrosey@g
mail.com;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Benedict,
Stephanie;ARPebble
EIS
Craig, Bill;Benedict,
Stephanie;ARPebble
EIS;Bellion, Tara

Evans, Jessica

Craig, Bill

2/12/2019 Pebble EIS: Cooperating Agency
Meeting

2/12/2019 RE: 13 Feb teleconference
(UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Craig, Bill;Frownfelter, Jennifer
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special Wesley Furlong;POA Special Projects
Projects

2/12/2019 review detailed schedule for the next
year (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/12/2019 newest schedule (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Wesley Furlong (wfurlong@narf.org);POA Special Projects
(poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil);Pres William Evanoff
(nondaltontribe@yahoo.com);robrosey@gmail.com;Bella, Elizabeth

<anna.kohl@hdrinc.com>; April Rickeroff <April@kijikcorp.com>; Ben Foss <b.foss@pedrobay.com>;
Ben Mohr <bmohr@CIRI.com>; Beverly Cano <twinhillsadmin@bbna.com>; Craig, Bill
<bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; Brad Angasan <bangasan@alaskapeninsulacorp.com>; Brice Eningowuk
<togigapassistant@gmail.com>; Neely, Burr <Burr.neely@aecom.com>; Cameron Poindexter
<cameron@choggiung.com>; CIRI Resources <Resources@CIRI.com>; Courtenay Carty
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Crystal Collier <ccollier@svt.org>; Curyung Tribal Clerk
<tribalclerk@curyungtribe.com>; Daniel Cheyette <dcheyette@BBNC.NET>; David Fish
<david.fish@bsee.gov>; David Seris <david.m.seris@uscg.mil>; Debbie Snyder <piipital@hotmail.com>;
Delores Larson <dlarson@utbb.org>; Egegik Village Council <egegikvillage2013@yahoo.com>; Fran
Norman <francis907@hotmail.com>; Gayla Hoseth <ghoseth@bbna.com>; Geoff Parker
<gparker@alaska.net>; Gladys Askoak <cityofnewhalen@yahoo.com>; Igiugig Village Council
<igiugig.vc@gmail.com>; Iliamna Village Council <ivc@iliamnavc.org>; James Fueg
<jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com>; Jeffrey Missal <jeffrey.missal@bsee.gov>; Evans, Jessica
<jessica.evans@aecom.com>; Joanne Wassillie <joanne.wassillie@gmail.com>; John Baalke
<j.baalke@pedrobay.com>; John Christensen <johnivan2@gmail.com>; John Eddins
<jeddins@achp.gov>; Isaacs, Jon <jon.isaacs@aecom.com>; Judy Bittner <judy.bittner@alaska.gov>;
Judy Jo Matson <nnvc.judyjo@gmail.com>; Karen Schmidt <karen@bvt-law.com>; Kyle Moselle
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Louise Anelon <louise.anelon@iliamnavc.org>; MaryAnn Johnson - Portage
Creek VC <portagecreekadmin@bbna.com>; Kelly, Mike S (Portland) <mike.s.kelly@aecom.com>; Molly
Dischner <medischner@gmail.com>; Naomi McMullen <Naomi@portgraham.org>; New Stuyahok
Traditional Council <newstutribe@hotmail.com>; Newhalen Tribal Council <newhalentribal@yahoo.com>;
Nondalton Tribal Council <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Pamela Hainsel
<egegiktribaloffice@yahoo.com>; Patricia DeSoto <nnvcpresident@gmail.com>; Pedro Bay Village
Council <villagecouncil@pedrobay.com>; Port Graham Tribal Council <pnormanvc@hotmail.com>;
Portage Creek VC <ciugtaq@yahoo.com>; Richard King <king2rick@yahoo.com>; Rob Rosenfeld
<robrosey@gmail.com>; Robyn Miller <robyn.miller@hdrinc.com>; Sarah Meitl
<sarah.meitl@alaska.gov>; Seldovia Village Tribal Council <mopheim@svt.org>; Tim Havey
<timhavey@pebblepartnership.com>; Trinket Gallien <tgallien@svt.org>; Twin Hills Village Council
<wilutsik@outlook.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>; William C. Peterson Jr.
<newstuyahokadmin@bbna.com>

POA Special Akhiok-Kaguyak, Incoporated <Sherylyn.Asch@aki-kodiak.com>; Alannah Hurley <ahurley@utbb.org>;
AlexAnna Salmon <alexannasalmon@gmail.com>; Ann Forthofer <annbbedc@gmail.com>; Anna Kohl
Projects

2/12/2019 FOR REVIEW/COMMENT: meeting
summary, February Pebble Sect 106
Consulting Parties Meeting
SUSPENSE: February 28th
(UNCLASSIFIED)
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Nondalton Tribal
Council;robrosey@g
mail.com;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special
Projects

POA Special
Projects

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

2/13/2019

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill;Frownfelter, Jennifer;Bella, Elizabeth

Patty Murphy;Evans, Jessica;Isaacs, Jon;Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects

Craig, Bill

Bellion, Tara;Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill;Frownfelter, Jennifer;Bella, Elizabeth

Kelly, Mike S (Portland);Evans, Jessica

Bellion, Tara;Frownfelter, Jennifer
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Tasha Michael

POA Special Patty Murphy;Evans, Jessica;Isaacs, Jon;Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects
Projects

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

Tasha Michael

POA Special Projects;Tim Havey

James Fueg

Craig, Bill;POA
Special Projects
Craig, Bill;POA
Special Projects
Craig, Bill;POA
Special Projects
Craig, Bill;POA
Special Projects
Craig, Bill;POA
Special Projects

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

Tasha Michael

POA Special
Projects

'poaspecialprojects
@usace.army.mil';Pa
tty Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com);'tmichael@E
3Alaska.com';Evans,
Jessica

Patty Murphy POA Special Projects;Evans, Jessica;Isaacs, Jon;Craig, Bill

James Fueg;POA Special Projects

Tim Havey

POA Special James Fueg;POA Special Projects;Tim Havey
Projects
POA Special James Fueg
Projects
Tim Havey
James Fueg;POA Special Projects

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

2/12/2019 need scanned copy of sign-in sheet

for 5 Feb CP mtg (UNCLASSIFIED)
9:00 AM Feb 20, 2019 live to the
public (UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: Confirmation on impact numbers
(UNCLASSIFIED)
this is what we are looking for in all
document (UNCLASSIFIED)
Letters to Tribes Regarding Draft EIS
and Consultation
RE: Updated schedule
(UNCLASSIFIED)
9:00 AM Feb 20, 2019 live to the
public (UNCLASSIFIED)
request confirmation that impacts
numbers remain correct
(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: adjacent landowners
(UNCLASSIFIED)
adjacent landowners
(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: adjacent landowners
(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: adjacent landowners
(UNCLASSIFIED)
Re: adjacent landowners
(UNCLASSIFIED)
Pebble EIS: Draft Notes from today's
call with NTC
RE: Updated schedule
(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: Updated schedule
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Isaacs, Jon

2/12/2019 updaTED meeting schedule
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2/14/2019 response to comments EPA Ch 2
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/14/2019 this is what we are looking for in all
document (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/14/2019 Public Hearing information
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/14/2019 this is what we are looking for in all
document (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/14/2019 recommend one update,
EPA_AppK3.18_Comment_Response
_Matrix_- water quality
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/14/2019 costs (UNCLASSIFIED)
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
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Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

Bellion, Tara;Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill

Patty Murphy;Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill;POA
Special Projects

Isaacs, Jon;POA
Special Projects
POA Special
Projects

POA Special
Projects;Bella,
Elizabeth

PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Bill Craig AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com)

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

POA Special Bellion, Tara;Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

Bella,
Elizabeth

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

2/14/2019 recommend one update,
EPA_AppK3.18_Comment_Response
_Matrix_- water quality
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/14/2019 Cooperating Agency Meeting Notes 213 and 2-14-2019

PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Bill Craig AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com)
POA Special
Projects;Bella,
Elizabeth

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/14/2019 Confirmation on impact numbers

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
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USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bella,
Elizabeth

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices - EPA

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices - LPB
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USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices - BSEE Bella,
Elizabeth

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special Projects
Wesley
Furlong

January meeting summary, Pebble
Sect 106 Consulting Parties Meeting
SUSPENSE: February 14
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices - ACHP Bella,
Elizabeth

2/14/2019 RE: FOR REVIEW/COMMENT:

2/14/2019 for the AR (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)

Nondalton Tribal
Council;Alannah
Hurley

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bella,
Elizabeth

Bella,
Elizabeth

Bella,
Elizabeth

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices Nondalton Tribal Council

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices USFWS

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices - State
of Alaska 1 of 3

2/15/2019 RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 2 of 3
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USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices - NPS
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Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)

POA Special Projects

Craig, Bill

2/15/2019 RE: USACE response to Nondalton's
Ch 1 comments (UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects

2/16/2019 when will the thumb drives be
available? (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Craig, Bill

2/16/2019 Pebble EIS: Leave for AECOM PM
Team

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

POA Special Evans, Jessica;Kelly, Mike S (Portland);Neely, Burr
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

2/15/2019 status meeting - Sect 106

(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/16/2019 minor changes at the bottom
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Patty Murphy POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica

2/15/2019 RE: costs (UNCLASSIFIED)

Craig, Bill
POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices:
Summary

2/15/2019 PLP Final FMEA
Tim Havey
2/15/2019 Pebble EIS: Draft response matrix for Craig, Bill
Nondalton Tribal Council comments
on Chapter 2

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/15/2019 Comment Response Matrices - State
of Alaska 3 of 3
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POA Special
Projects

Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com)
Isaacs, Jon;Tasha
Michael
Isaacs, Jon;POA
Special Projects
Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara
Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Bellion,
Tara;Bella, Elizabeth

Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bella, Elizabeth

2/16/2019 USACE response to Nondalton's Ch
1 comments (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/16/2019 RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/16/2019 prehearing documents
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/17/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] PLP Final
FMEA (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/17/2019 RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/17/2019 RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/17/2019 FW: spill response on marine or
freshwaters (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/17/2019 RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/17/2019 RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/16/2019 FW: MEDIA ADVISORY: 19-004
Corps schedules media opportunity
about Pebble Project
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/16/2019 FW: MEDIA ADVISORY: 19-004
Corps schedules media opportunity
about Pebble Project
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/16/2019 prehearing documents
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/16/2019 FW: recommend one update,
EPA_AppK3.18_Comment_Response
_Matrix_- water quality
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/16/2019 minor changes at the bottom
(UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects;Bella,
Elizabeth
Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara
POA Special
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Projects;Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill
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'POA Special Projects';Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica
Projects
Craig, Bill
'POA Special Projects';Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill

POA Special Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects

POA Special
Projects

Bellion, Tara

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects

Bellion, Tara

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
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2/18/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] PLP Final
FMEA (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/18/2019 RE: costs (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

2/18/2019

freshwaters (UNCLASSIFIED)
FW: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)
FW: recommend one update,
EPA_AppK3.18_Comment_Response
_Matrix_- water quality
(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)
Pebble EIS: Draft response matrix for
Nondalton Tribal Council comments
on Chapter 2
RE: Pebble - address for one
stakeholder (UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: Pebble - address for one
stakeholder (UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: is it too late to edit the Dear
Reader and Exec Summary?
(UNCLASSIFIED)
is it too late to edit the Dear Reader
and Exec Summary?
(UNCLASSIFIED)
when will the thumb drives be
available? (UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: Pebble - address for one
stakeholder (UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: Pebble - address for one
stakeholder (UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: costs (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/17/2019 FW: spill response on marine or

POA Special Projects;Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
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Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

Patty Murphy;POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica

Patty Murphy;POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica

Bellion, Tara;POA Special Projects

Bellion, Tara;POA Special Projects

Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Bellion, Tara;POA Special Projects
Projects
POA Special Bellion, Tara;POA Special Projects
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

Craig, Bill

POA Special POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

Craig, Bill

POA Special Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica
Projects
Craig, Bill
Frownfelter, Jennifer;Bella, Elizabeth;Bellion, Tara
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POA Special
Projects
Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS
Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS
Isaacs, Jon;Tasha
Michael
Isaacs, Jon;Tasha
Michael

POA Special
Projects

Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara
Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS
Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS

POA Special
Projects;Bella,
Elizabeth

Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill

2/19/2019 public site and documents
(UNCLASSIFIED)

(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/18/2019 RE: prehearing documents
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/18/2019 safety info McCoy (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/18/2019 RE: prehearing documents

Patty Murphy;POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
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Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

Evans, Jessica;Isham, Kelly

Evans, Jessica

Evans, Jessica

Patty Murphy;POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica

Evans, Jessica

Evans, Jessica

2/18/2019 RE: costs (UNCLASSIFIED)

Evans, Jessica

POA Special Projects;Craig, Bill;Evans, Jessica

Craig, Bill

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

POA Special
Projects

Isaacs, Jon;Tasha
Michael
Isaacs, Jon;Tasha
Michael
Isaacs, Jon;Tasha
Michael

Frownfelter, Jennifer
(jennifer.frownfelter
@aecom.com);Bellio
n, Tara
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);Bella,
Elizabeth

'POA Special Projects'

Craig, Bill

'POA Special Projects'

Craig, Bill

POA Special Evans, Jessica
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects

POA Special
Projects
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/18/2019 one very minor edit (UNCLASSIFIED) POA Special
Projects
POA Special
2/18/2019 RE: Contact information
Projects
(UNCLASSIFIED)
POA Special
2/18/2019 RE: costs (UNCLASSIFIED)
Projects
Patty Murphy
2/18/2019 RE: costs (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/18/2019 FW: emergency contacts - Katie

2/18/2019 RE: is it too late to edit the Dear
Reader and Exec Summary?
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/18/2019 Pebble EIS: Leave for AECOM PM
Team

2/18/2019 FW: emergency contacts - Katie
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/18/2019 RE: Comment Response Matrices State of Alaska 3 of 3
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/18/2019 RE: USACE response to Nondalton's
Ch 1 comments (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Craig, Bill

2/19/2019 RE: schedule of hearings
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Bella,
Elizabeth

POA Special Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
Bella,
'POA Special Projects'
Elizabeth

2/19/2019 Final CA Meeting Notes from 2/13
and 2/14

2/19/2019 RE: response to CA comments
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/19/2019 RE: response to CA comments
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 RE: response to CA comments
(UNCLASSIFIED)
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POA Special Projects

POA Special Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Projects
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>
Bella,
USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
Elizabeth

2/19/2019 response to CA comments
(UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Bella, Elizabeth;POA Special Projects
2/19/2019 RE: File Sharing - Comment
Response Matrices (UNCLASSIFIED) Projects

POA Special Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

2/19/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] Public
hearing schedule (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 schedule of hearings
(UNCLASSIFIED)

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/19/2019 File Sharing - Comment Response
Matrices
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PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)

PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)

POA Special
Projects;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

Bella,
Elizabeth;POA
Special Projects
Bella,
Elizabeth;Evans,
Jessica
Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS

Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)

Craig, Bill

2/19/2019 RE: Pebble Newsletter 2
(UNCLASSIFIED)
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POA Special Evans, Jessica;POA Special Projects
Projects

Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS

POA Special
Projects;Craig, Bill

POA Special Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Projects
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

2/19/2019 RE: File Sharing - Comment
POA Special Bella, Elizabeth;POA Special Projects
Response Matrices (UNCLASSIFIED) Projects

2/19/2019 response to CA comments
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special
Projects;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill;POA Special Projects

POA Special Projects

Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

Craig, Bill
2/19/2019 RE: recommend one update,
EPA_AppK3.18_Comment_Response
_Matrix_- water quality
(UNCLASSIFIED)
POA Special
2/19/2019 RE: PN Mailing (UNCLASSIFIED)
Projects
2/19/2019 response to CA comments
POA Special
(UNCLASSIFIED)
Projects
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POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill
Isaacs, Jon

Isaacs, Jon

2/19/2019 PN Mailing
2/19/2019 RE: webinar (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/19/2019 Pebble PI task checkin with focus on
webinar
2/19/2019 Accepted: [Non-DoD Source] Pebble
Section 106 Status Update
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 FW: Safety info for upcoming
hearings Newman (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 Ms. Kendall Campbell safety info
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 my schedule as of right now
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 RE: Last pieces of the Information
Package (UNCLASSIFIED)
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
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Evans, Jessica;POA Special Projects

Isaacs, Jon

Isaacs, Jon

Evans, Jessica
Isaacs, Jon;Evans, Jessica

Isaacs, Jon

Craig, Bill;Bellion,
Tara;Patty Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com);Frownfelter,
Jennifer
Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Craig, Bill

Evans,
Jessica;Pelton,
Jason

Bella,
Elizabeth;Evans,
Jessica

POA Special
Projects
James Fueg;Craig,
Bill
Bella, Elizabeth

Bella,
Elizabeth;POA
Special Projects

Evans, Jessica

'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil';Evans, Jessica;Bellion, Tara;Patty Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alaska.com);'tmichael@E3Alaska.com'
POA Special Evans, Jessica
Projects

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
POA Special Projects;Evans, Jessica

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill

'POA Special Projects'

Craig, Bill

2/19/2019 40 additional thumbdrives are ready
for pickup
2/19/2019 website

'POA Special Projects'

POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
Tim Havey
Corps/POA

2/19/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] Public
hearing schedule (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 public site and documents
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 RFI 114 Native Allotment Cultural
Surveys
2/19/2019 RE: recommend one update,
EPA_AppK3.18_Comment_Response
_Matrix_- water quality
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 RE: schedule of hearings
(UNCLASSIFIED)
Craig, Bill

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

2/19/2019 schedule of hearings
(UNCLASSIFIED)
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Craig, Bill

Bellion, Tara
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POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
(poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;ARPebble
EIS

POA Special
Projects;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
Bella, Elizabeth

Isaacs, Jon;Evans, Jessica
Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth;Frownfelter, Jennifer

Craig, Bill

Evans, Jessica;POA Special Projects

POA Special Projects;Evans, Jessica

POA Special Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Projects
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

Isaacs, Jon

2/20/2019 RE: press releases (UNCLASSIFIED) POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
2/20/2019 FW: press releases (UNCLASSIFIED) POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

2/20/2019 Pebble: Progress Report #12

2/20/2019 FW: NEWS RELEASE: 19-005 Draft
EIS for Pebble Limited Partnership
project ready for public review
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/20/2019 response to CA comments
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/20/2019 well done. (UNCLASSIFIED)

(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 RE: Pebble Newsletter 2
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/19/2019 webinar (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/19/2019 RE: my schedule as of right now
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POA Special Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Projects
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

2/20/2019 dEIS availability (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/20/2019 FW: NEWS RELEASE: 19-005 Draft
EIS for Pebble Limited Partnership
project ready for public review
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/20/2019 well done. (UNCLASSIFIED)

'POA Special Projects'

2/20/2019 RE: press releases (UNCLASSIFIED) Craig, Bill
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'POA Special Projects'

2/20/2019 RE: press releases (UNCLASSIFIED) Craig, Bill

POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth;Frownfelter, Jennifer
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill;Frownfelter, Jennifer
2/20/2019 dEIS on web (UNCLASSIFIED)
Projects
2/20/2019 RE: press releases (UNCLASSIFIED) Craig, Bill
POA Special Projects

POA Special Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Projects
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

2/20/2019 response to CA comments
(UNCLASSIFIED)
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POA Special
Projects

Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill;POA
Special Projects

POA Special
Projects;Craig,
Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
James Fueg Craig, Bill
Craig, Bill
'POA Special Projects'

POA Special
Projects;Craig, Bill

Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>
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Bella, Elizabeth

Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill;Isaacs, Jon

2/21/2019 FW: PAO contact info
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/21/2019 RE: Hard copies
2/21/2019 RE: press releases (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/21/2019 security (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/21/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pebble draft
EIS (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/21/2019 Notes from the 2/13 and 2/14 CA
meetings (UNCLASSIFIED)

Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth;Bellion, Tara

poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil;Evans, Jessica;Bellion, Tara;Craig,
Bill;Frownfelter, Jennifer;Patty Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alaska.com);tmichael@E3Alaska.com;Isham, Kelly
POA Special Evans, Jessica;Neely, Burr
Projects
POA Special Evans, Jessica
Projects
POA Special Evans, Jessica
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth;Bellion, Tara
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

Isaacs, Jon

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

2/21/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] Re:
[EXTERNAL] Notes from the 2/13
and 2/14 CA meetings
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/21/2019 comments (UNCLASSIFIED)

Package (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/21/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pebble draft
EIS (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/21/2019 comments (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/20/2019 RE: Last pieces of the Information

Package (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/20/2019 RE: Last pieces of the Information

PLP and SRB&A (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/20/2019 meeting summary, Feb 7 mtg with

2/20/2019 RE: Pebble Project Public
Involvement Check-in meeting
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POA Special Evans, Jessica
Projects
POA Special Evans, Jessica
Projects

2/21/2019 RE: prehearing documents

2/22/2019 Re: Public Notices for BIA
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 Weekly Schedule Snapshot

2/22/2019 RE: Public notice for distribution
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Draft RFI 115 for
USACE Review

(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/21/2019 updated list of
Pebble_Consulting_Parties
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 Pebble EIS: Draft RFI 115 for
USACE Review

Bill Craig - AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
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POA Special Projects

poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil

Forland,
Sasha
Bella,
Elizabeth
Bella,
Elizabeth

Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS;Be
lla, Elizabeth
Craig, Bill

POA Special Projects

Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS;Be
lla, Elizabeth
Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special
Projects

POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Tim
Havey
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Tim
Havey;Jake
Anders;Paul
Lawrence

Craig, Bill

'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil'

Stephen
Braund

2/21/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow

Forland,
Sasha

Neely, Burr

Neely, Burr

2/21/2019 Pebble Summary Report Follow Up.

Up.

jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com
poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil;Evans, Jessica;Bellion, Tara;Craig,
Bill;Frownfelter, Jennifer;Patty Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alaska.com);tmichael@E3Alaska.com;Isham, Kelly
Stephen Braund;Jake Anders;Paul Lawrence

Craig, Bill
Isaacs, Jon

2/21/2019 Hard copies
2/21/2019 RE: Pebble Project Public
Involvement Check-in meeting
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POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

2/22/2019 Public Notices for BIA
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 RE: Public notice for distribution
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 Public notice for distribution
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 FW: Alaska District Contact Form:
Pebble Project:Hearings and
Comments time frame.
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 FW: Final Meeting Notes for the
Igiugig G2G back in April
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 RE: press releases (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/22/2019 FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pebble Mine
DEIS Comment Period - 90 Days is
Sufficient (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 Re: Hard copies
2/22/2019 RE: Hard copies
2/22/2019 RE: Public notice for distribution
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 RE: Public notice for distribution
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 Pebble EIS: Media Transcripts
2/22/2019 Re: Hard copies
2/22/2019 RE: Hard copies
2/22/2019 Pebble Flyer.docx (UNCLASSIFIED)

'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil'

Forland,
Sasha

2/22/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Draft RFI 115 for
USACE Review

'POA Special Projects'
POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
James Fueg
'James Fueg'
Evans, Jessica

Craig, Bill
Craig, Bill
Craig, Bill
Craig, Bill
POA Special
Projects
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Bella, Elizabeth

Craig, Bill
Craig, Bill
'POA Special Projects'

James Fueg
James Fueg
Craig, Bill

Bella, Elizabeth

POA Special
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects
POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

Craig, Bill

Bellion, Tara

Craig, Bill
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com);ARPebbleEIS;
Bella, Elizabeth
(elizabeth.bella@aec
om.com)
Craig,
Bill;ARPebbleEIS;Be
lla, Elizabeth
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil'

Forland,
Sasha

Craig, Bill;Bella, Elizabeth

Bellion, Tara

POA Special Craig, Bill
Projects

2/22/2019 FW: Final Meeting Notes for the
Igiugig G2G back in April
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/22/2019 Pebble EIS: Draft RFI 115 for
USACE Review
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Up. (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/22/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow

Up.

Stephen Braund

Neely, Burr

Paul Lawrence

Neely, Burr;Paul Lawrence

Tim Havey;Paul Lawrence
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POA Special Neely, Burr;Paul Lawrence
Projects

Neely, Burr

2/22/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow

Up.

Paul
Lawrence

Neely, Burr

Tim Havey

Neely, Burr

2/22/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow

Up.

2/22/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow

Up.

2/22/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow

Up.

2/22/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow
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POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Jake
Anders;Stephen
Braund
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Jake
Anders;Stephen
Braund
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Tim
Havey;Jake
Anders;Stephen
Braund
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Tim
Havey;Jake
Anders;Stephen
Braund
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Tim
Havey;Jake
Anders;Paul
Lawrence
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Tim
Havey;Jake
Anders;Stephen
Braund

2/25/2019 RE: dear reader for hearing package
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/25/2019 RE: for the AR (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/25/2019 dear reader for hearing package
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/25/2019 form letters (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/25/2019 for the AR (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/25/2019 RE: please forward to Shane McCoy
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/25/2019 FW: please forward to Shane McCoy
(UNCLASSIFIED)

(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/25/2019 FW: request for thumbdrive
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/25/2019 RE: request for thumbdrive
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/22/2019 RE: prehearing documents

Bella,
Elizabeth

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
Bella,
Elizabeth
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'POA Special Projects';Evans, Jessica;Isaacs, Jon

POA Special Projects;Bellion, Tara

Bellion, Tara;Bella, Elizabeth

Bella, Elizabeth;Evans, Jessica;Isaacs, Jon

Bellion, Tara;Bella, Elizabeth

McCoy,
Isaacs, Jon;Bella, Elizabeth
Shane M CIV
USARMY
CEPOA (US)
Bella,
'McCoy, Shane M CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)';Isaacs, Jon
Elizabeth

POA Special Evans, Jessica
Projects
POA Special Bella, Elizabeth
Projects
Bella,
'POA Special Projects'
Elizabeth
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PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Jessica
Evans
(jessica.evans@aec
om.com)
PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)

Jessica Evans
(jessica.evans@aec
om.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Tara
Bellion - AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com)

POA Special
Projects
PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Tara
Bellion - AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);Jessica
Evans
(jessica.evans@aec
om.com)

POA Special Projects

Bella,
Elizabeth

POA Special Bella, Elizabeth
Projects

2/25/2019 Nondalton Tribal Council Chapter 2
Response to Comment Matrix

2/25/2019 request for additional thumb drives Naknek Native Village Council
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/25/2019 RE: request for additional thumb
drives - Naknek Native Village
Council (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/25/2019 RE: Venue Floor Plans

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/25/2019 After Action Meeting Date - 3/14 or
3/18?

Isaacs, Jon

PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Jessica
Evans
(jessica.evans@aec
om.com)
PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Tara
Bellion - AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com)
Tara Bellion AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Jessica
Evans
(jessica.evans@aec
om.com)
POA Special
Projects
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Jessica Evans
(jessica.evans@aec
om.com);Tara
Bellion - AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com)
Newman, Sheila M CIV USARMY CEPOA (US);Bellion, Tara;Zimmermann, Barbara Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com);Evans,
Jessica

'POA Special Projects'

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/25/2019 Three Missing Mailing Label
Addresses

Bella,
Elizabeth

POA Special Projects;Bellion, Tara

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/25/2019 RE: form letters (UNCLASSIFIED)
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2/26/2019 RE: Nondalton Tribal Council
Chapter 2 Response to Comment
Matrix (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/26/2019 RE: After Action Meeting Date - 3/14
or 3/18? (UNCLASSIFIED)
2/26/2019 02_10_2019_Response_to_NTC_Co
mments_Chapter_2.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/26/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Media Transcripts
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/26/2019

2/26/2019

2/26/2019

2/26/2019

2/26/2019

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: prehearing documents
(UNCLASSIFIED)
Section 106 discussion - prep for
hearings (UNCLASSIFIED)
FW: Pebble EIS: Media Transcripts
(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: Nondalton Tribal Council
Chapter 2 Response to Comment
Matrix (UNCLASSIFIED)
RE: After Action Meeting Date - 3/14
or 3/18? (UNCLASSIFIED)
invite and agenda for webinar
(UNCLASSIFIED)
comment (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/25/2019 RE: dear reader for hearing package

2/25/2019 more comments (UNCLASSIFIED)

106 posters for hearings
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/25/2019 dear reader for hearing package
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/25/2019 Mailing Lists

POA Special Projects

'POA Special Projects'

Bella, Elizabeth;Bellion, Tara

Isaacs, Jon;Evans, Jessica

Bella, Elizabeth;POA Special Projects

Bella, Elizabeth

Bella, Elizabeth

Evans, Jessica;Neely, Burr;Kelly, Mike S (Portland);Isaacs, Jon

Evans, Jessica

POA Special Projects;Evans, Jessica;Isaacs, Jon

Evans, Jessica;Isaacs, Jon

Evans, Jessica

Bella, Elizabeth;Evans, Jessica;Isaacs, Jon
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'POA Special Projects'
Bella,
Elizabeth
POA Special Bella, Elizabeth
Projects

Bella,
Elizabeth

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
Bella,
Elizabeth

POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
Bella,
Elizabeth
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects
POA Special
Projects

Projects

2/25/2019 Accepted: [Non-DoD Source] Section POA Special Evans, Jessica
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Isaacs, Jon;PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Tara
Bellion - AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com)
PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bellion,
Tara;ARPebbleEIS
Isaacs, Jon

Bellion,
Tara;ARPebbleEIS
Bella, Elizabeth

Isaacs, Jon

Isaacs, Jon

ARPebbleEIS

POA Special Bella, Elizabeth;Isaacs, Jon
Projects
Bella,
Sheila Newman (Sheila.M.Newman@usace.army.mil)
Elizabeth
Bella,
POA Special Projects;Isaacs, Jon
Elizabeth

2/26/2019 FW: Pebble EIS request
(UNCLASSIFIED)
2/26/2019 Headshots for Jon and Bill, Court
Reporter Information
2/26/2019 RE: Pebble EIS request
(UNCLASSIFIED)
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(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe <joan_kluwe@nps.gov>;
John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>;
'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall, John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>;
'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan <Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley
Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

POA Special Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>; Curyung Tribal
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA) <linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris
Projects

2/26/2019 this is the last (UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Projects

POA Special Projects

Isaacs, Jon

2/26/2019 RE: invite and agenda for webinar
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Bella,
2/26/2019 RE:
02_10_2019_Response_to_NTC_Co Elizabeth
mments_Chapter_2.docx
(UNCLASSIFIED)

'POA Special Projects';Bellion, Tara

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/26/2019 RE: comment (UNCLASSIFIED)
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PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)

PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Bella,
Elizabeth;Evans,
Jessica;Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Demers,
Elizabeth;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com)
Isaacs, Jon;Jessica
Evans
(jessica.evans@aec
om.com);Tara
Bellion - AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;POA
Special Projects

POA Special Bella, Elizabeth;Bellion, Tara
Projects

2/26/2019 comment (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Newman,
Isaacs, Jon
Sheila M CIV
USARMY
CEPOA (US)

2/26/2019 RE: draft annotated agenda for
Friday Pebble Project Security
Meeting

Newman, Sheila M CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)

Isaacs, Jon

Newman,
Bella, Elizabeth
Sheila M CIV
USARMY
CEPOA (US)
Bella,
POA Special Projects
Elizabeth

2/26/2019 current status on meeting room
layouts

2/26/2019 RE: Pebble EIS: Media Transcripts
(UNCLASSIFIED)

2/26/2019 Public Hearing Team.xlsx
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Isaacs, Jon;PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Tara
Bellion - AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com)
Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Evans,
Jessica;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com)
Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Craig,
Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Evans,
Jessica;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com);Isham,
Kelly;Mattera, Jack

Isaacs, Jon

2/26/2019 proposed language for webinar invite
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'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil'

POA Special Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>;
Projects
Curyung Tribal <courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass
Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA)
<david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast
<kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall,
John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan
<Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>;
Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff
<nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>

2/26/2019 this is the last (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Craig,
Bill;Bellion,
Tara;Evans, Jessica

Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;POA
Special Projects

POA Special Isaacs, Jon;Evans, Jessica
Projects
Isaacs, Jon
POA Special Projects

2/26/2019 invite and agenda for webinar

Paul
Lawrence

Paul
Lawrence

2/26/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow

Up.

Up.

2/26/2019 RE: Pebble Summary Report Follow
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Neely, Burr;Tim Havey

Neely, Burr;Tim Havey

Newman, Sheila M CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)

Isaacs, Jon

2/26/2019 draft annotated agenda for Friday
Pebble Project Security Meeting

(UNCLASSIFIED)
RE:
invite and agenda for webinar
2/26/2019
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Newman, Sheila M CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)

Isaacs, Jon

2/26/2019 current status on meeting room
layouts
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Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Bella,
Elizabeth;Evans,
Jessica;Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Demers,
Elizabeth;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com)
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Jake
Anders;Stephen
Braund;Schultz,
Thomas
POA Special
Projects;Evans,
Jessica;Kelly, Mike
S (Portland);Jake
Anders;Stephen
Braund

Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Evans,
Jessica;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com)
Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Craig,
Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Evans,
Jessica;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com);Isham,
Kelly;Mattera, Jack
Bella, Elizabeth

Isaacs, Jon

Bella,
Elizabeth

2/27/2019 draft annotated agenda for Friday
Pebble Project Security Meeting

2/27/2019 RE: this is the last (UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Isaacs, Jon;POA Special Projects
Projects

2/27/2019 RE: proposed language for webinar
invite (UNCLASSIFIED)
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Bella,
Elizabeth

2/27/2019 Public Notices Mailed

USACE Pebble Project EIS (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)

2/27/2019 02_27_2018_RFI_115_Reclamation_ POA Special James Fueg
and_Closure_Plan request response Projects
by 6/1/2019 (UNCLASSIFIED)

POA Special Projects

Newman, Sheila M CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)

Isaacs, Jon
Newman,
Sheila M CIV
USARMY
CEPOA (US)

2/27/2019 RE: current status on meeting room
layouts
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Craig, Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Evans,
Jessica;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com)
Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Craig,
Bill;Bella,
Elizabeth;Bellion,
Tara;Evans,
Jessica;Patty
Murphy
(PMurphy@E3Alask
a.com);Isham,
Kelly;Mattera, Jack
PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com)
Bella,
Elizabeth;Isaacs,
Jon;POA Special
Projects
PBAR
(ARPebbleEIS@aec
om.com);Tara
Bellion - AECOM
(tara.bellion@aecom
.com);Bill Craig AECOM
(bill.m.craig@aecom.
com)
Frownfelter,
Jennifer;Craig,
Bill;Bellion,
Tara;Evans, Jessica

POA Special Isaacs, Jon;POA Special Projects
Projects

POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
POA Special Projects

Craig, Bill
Isaacs, Jon

2/27/2019 RE: proposed language for webinar
invite (UNCLASSIFIED)

2/27/2019 Request for concurrence on lack of
conflict of interest
2/27/2019 RE: proposed language for webinar
invite (UNCLASSIFIED)
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<anna.kohl@hdrinc.com>; April Rickeroff <April@kijikcorp.com>; Ben Foss <b.foss@pedrobay.com>;
Ben Mohr <bmohr@CIRI.com>; Beverly Cano <twinhillsadmin@bbna.com>; Craig, Bill
<bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; Brad Angasan <bangasan@alaskapeninsulacorp.com>; Brice Eningowuk
<togigapassistant@gmail.com>; Neely, Burr <Burr.neely@aecom.com>; Cameron Poindexter
<cameron@choggiung.com>; CIRI Resources <Resources@CIRI.com>; Courtenay Carty
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Crystal Collier <ccollier@svt.org>; Curyung Tribal Clerk
<tribalclerk@curyungtribe.com>; Daniel Cheyette <dcheyette@BBNC.NET>; David Fish
<david.fish@bsee.gov>; David Seris <david.m.seris@uscg.mil>; Debbie Snyder <piipital@hotmail.com>;
Delores Larson <dlarson@utbb.org>; Egegik Village Council <egegikvillage2013@yahoo.com>; Fran
Norman <francis907@hotmail.com>; Gayla Hoseth <ghoseth@bbna.com>; Geoff Parker
<gparker@alaska.net>; Gladys Askoak <cityofnewhalen@yahoo.com>; Igiugig Village Council
<igiugig.vc@gmail.com>; Iliamna Village Council <ivc@iliamnavc.org>; James Fueg
<jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com>; Jeffrey Missal <jeffrey.missal@bsee.gov>; Evans, Jessica
<jessica.evans@aecom.com>; Joanne Wassillie <joanne.wassillie@gmail.com>; John Baalke
<j.baalke@pedrobay.com>; John Christensen <johnivan2@gmail.com>; John Eddins
<jeddins@achp.gov>; Isaacs, Jon <jon.isaacs@aecom.com>; Judy Bittner <judy.bittner@alaska.gov>;
Judy Jo Matson <nnvc.judyjo@gmail.com>; Karen Schmidt <karen@bvt-law.com>; Kyle Moselle
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Louise Anelon <louise.anelon@iliamnavc.org>; MaryAnn Johnson - Portage
Creek VC <portagecreekadmin@bbna.com>; Kelly, Mike S (Portland) <mike.s.kelly@aecom.com>; Molly
Dischner <medischner@gmail.com>; Naomi McMullen <Naomi@portgraham.org>; New Stuyahok
Traditional Council <newstutribe@hotmail.com>; Newhalen Tribal Council <newhalentribal@yahoo.com>;
Nondalton Tribal Council <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Pamela Hainsel
<egegiktribaloffice@yahoo.com>; Patricia DeSoto <nnvcpresident@gmail.com>; Pedro Bay Village
Council <villagecouncil@pedrobay.com>; Port Graham Tribal Council <pnormanvc@hotmail.com>;
Portage Creek VC <ciugtaq@yahoo.com>; Richard King <king2rick@yahoo.com>; Rob Rosenfeld
<robrosey@gmail.com>; Robyn Miller <robyn.miller@hdrinc.com>; Sarah Meitl
<sarah.meitl@alaska.gov>; Seldovia Village Tribal Council <mopheim@svt.org>; Tim Havey
<timhavey@pebblepartnership.com>; Trinket Gallien <tgallien@svt.org>; Twin Hills Village Council
<wilutsik@outlook.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>; William C. Peterson Jr.
<newstuyahokadmin@bbna.com>

POA Special Akhiok-Kaguyak, Incoporated <Sherylyn.Asch@aki-kodiak.com>; Alannah Hurley <ahurley@utbb.org>;
AlexAnna Salmon <alexannasalmon@gmail.com>; Ann Forthofer <annbbedc@gmail.com>; Anna Kohl
Projects

2/27/2019 transmitting final version mtg
summary, January 15, 2019
Consulting Parties Mtg - Pebble
(UNCLASSIFIED)
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Frownfelter,
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Bill;Bellion,
Tara;Evans, Jessica
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<anna.kohl@hdrinc.com>; April Rickeroff <April@kijikcorp.com>; Ben Foss <b.foss@pedrobay.com>;
Ben Mohr <bmohr@CIRI.com>; Beverly Cano <twinhillsadmin@bbna.com>; Craig, Bill
<bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; Brad Angasan <bangasan@alaskapeninsulacorp.com>; Brice Eningowuk
<togigapassistant@gmail.com>; Neely, Burr <Burr.neely@aecom.com>; Cameron Poindexter
<cameron@choggiung.com>; CIRI Resources <Resources@CIRI.com>; Courtenay Carty
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Crystal Collier <ccollier@svt.org>; Curyung Tribal Clerk
<tribalclerk@curyungtribe.com>; Daniel Cheyette <dcheyette@BBNC.NET>; David Fish
<david.fish@bsee.gov>; David Seris <david.m.seris@uscg.mil>; Debbie Snyder <piipital@hotmail.com>;
Delores Larson <dlarson@utbb.org>; Egegik Village Council <egegikvillage2013@yahoo.com>; Fran
Norman <francis907@hotmail.com>; Gayla Hoseth <ghoseth@bbna.com>; Geoff Parker
<gparker@alaska.net>; Gladys Askoak <cityofnewhalen@yahoo.com>; Igiugig Village Council
<igiugig.vc@gmail.com>; Iliamna Village Council <ivc@iliamnavc.org>; James Fueg
<jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com>; Jeffrey Missal <jeffrey.missal@bsee.gov>; Evans, Jessica
<jessica.evans@aecom.com>; Joanne Wassillie <joanne.wassillie@gmail.com>; John Baalke
<j.baalke@pedrobay.com>; John Christensen <johnivan2@gmail.com>; John Eddins
<jeddins@achp.gov>; Isaacs, Jon <jon.isaacs@aecom.com>; Judy Bittner <judy.bittner@alaska.gov>;
Judy Jo Matson <nnvc.judyjo@gmail.com>; Karen Schmidt <karen@bvt-law.com>; Kyle Moselle
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Louise Anelon <louise.anelon@iliamnavc.org>; MaryAnn Johnson - Portage
Creek VC <portagecreekadmin@bbna.com>; Kelly, Mike S (Portland) <mike.s.kelly@aecom.com>; Molly
Dischner <medischner@gmail.com>; Naomi McMullen <Naomi@portgraham.org>; New Stuyahok
Traditional Council <newstutribe@hotmail.com>; Newhalen Tribal Council <newhalentribal@yahoo.com>;
Nondalton Tribal Council <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Pamela Hainsel
<egegiktribaloffice@yahoo.com>; Patricia DeSoto <nnvcpresident@gmail.com>; Pedro Bay Village
Council <villagecouncil@pedrobay.com>; Port Graham Tribal Council <pnormanvc@hotmail.com>;
Portage Creek VC <ciugtaq@yahoo.com>; Richard King <king2rick@yahoo.com>; Rob Rosenfeld
<robrosey@gmail.com>; Robyn Miller <robyn.miller@hdrinc.com>; Sarah Meitl
<sarah.meitl@alaska.gov>; Seldovia Village Tribal Council <mopheim@svt.org>; Tim Havey
<timhavey@pebblepartnership.com>; Trinket Gallien <tgallien@svt.org>; Twin Hills Village Council
<wilutsik@outlook.com>; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>; William C. Peterson Jr.
<newstuyahokadmin@bbna.com>
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summary, January 15, 2019
Consulting Parties Mtg - Pebble
(UNCLASSIFIED)
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2/28/2019 Draft Pebble Project Public Hearing
Journey Management Plan 022819

2/28/2019 Photograph for Patty Murphy, E3
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

-----Original Message----From: James Fueg [mailto:jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com]
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2019 3:00 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Tim Havey <timhavey@pebblepartnership.com>; Bill Craig <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] 2019 Field Work Plans
Mr. McCoy
As requested, below is a list of planned fieldwork for this year.

*

Geophysical surveys-Cook Inlet pipeline route
*

*

Geophysical surveys-Iliamna Lake pipeline route
*

*

Planned for July
Field work is limited to those areas where PLP can obtain access permission

Cultural surveys
*

*

March (complete)/May/late fall surveys

Wetlands field verification work
*
*

*

Planned for early June

Marine mammal surveys Cook Inlet
*

*

Not started, anticipated to be conducted in July/August

Geotechnical investigation-Cook Inlet pipeline
*

*

Largely complete, final fieldwork early June

site (June), ferry terminals (July)

Hydrologic surveys of road bridge crossings only

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Complete, results being processed

Hydrology drilling and pump tests

*
*
*
summer

Tentatively planned for September/October
Timeline is dependent on construction of a custom heliportable drilling rig
Feasibility and timing of work (this year or next year) will not be confirmed until later this

Thanks,
James

James Fueg
Vice President - Permitting

Main:

(907) 339-2600

Direct:

(907) 339-2612

3201 C Street, Suite 505
Anchorage, AK 99503

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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Summary
5/19/2019 6:25:36 PM
Differences exist between documents.
New Document:
RFI_059a (uploaded 5-15-2019)
4 pages (264 KB)
5/19/2019 6:25:33 PM
Used to display results.

Get started: first change is on page 1.
No pages were deleted

How to read this report
Highlight indicates a change.
Deleted indicates deleted content.
indicates pages were changed.
indicates pages were moved.

file://NoURLProvided[5/19/2019 6:25:38 PM]

Old Document:
RFI_059a (uploaded 10-19-2018)
4 pages (219 KB)
5/19/2019 6:25:32 PM
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RFI 059a
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested
by:
db

Rationale:

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Additional Throughput Option
AECOM
10/11/2018
Pebble Limited Partnership
10/17/2018
Cooperating agency comments on draft Appendix B distributed September 2018
request analysis of additional throughput options:
Only one option smaller than the proposed throughout of 180,000 tpd was
considered, and it was dismissed as not reasonable because it would not
provide a reasonable return on investment. We recommend that mine
sizes between 50,000 tpd and 180,000 tpd be assessed to determine if
there are other smaller mine throughputs that could result in reduced
impacts and still be practicable.
Please analyze a throughput option of 115,000 tpd.
Additionally, the August 6, 2018 Technical Note on Optimization Studies used a
d
discount rate of 7% to calculate net present value. Please explain how that discount
rate was selected.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.

Date Response
was Received:
Received by:
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI:

10/12/2018

Click here to enter text.

RFI059a Additional Throughput Option.pdf
RFI059a Optimization Study Economic Model.xlsx
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
AECOM
None at this time
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From: James Fueg, Pebble Limited Partnership
To: Shane McCoy, US Army Corps of Engineers
Date: October 11th, 2018
RFI059 a requested:
1) Please analyse a throughput option of 115,000 tpd.
To address this the economic model for RFI059 has been expanded to include a 115 thousand ton per
day (ktpd) throughput case. The case was developed using the same approach as for the other three
cases presented in RFI059, using the Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. (NDM) 2011 Preliminary Economic
Assessment (PEA) as the basis for costs i.
Capital information from the PEA is broken into categories that are either fixed in cost or can be scaled
by throughput using the six-tenths rule. The results of that analysis are shown in Table 1 for project
throughputs of 50 ktdp, 115 ktpd, 180 ktpd (current proposed project), 220 ktpd (PEA and the basis for
the scaling), and 320 ktpd. Sustaining capital was assumed to be equal in all cases and was distributed
equally across the operating years. This is an assumption that typically benefits the smaller, longer life,
cases that require more equipment replacement due to the longer mine life.
Area
Mining
Process
Moly Seperation
Secondary Gold Plant
Other Infrastructure
Tailings
Concentrate & Fuel (Diesel)
Pipelines
Access Road
Port Infrastructure
Port Process
Power Generation
Total Direct
Indirect Costs
Contingency
Total Capital

Adjustment
6/10 rule
6/10 rule
Not in Proposed Project
Not in Proposed Project
Fixed
Fixed
Not in Proposed Project (Required for
Big Project)
Fixed
Fixed
Not in Proposed Project (Required for
Big Project)
50% scaled (powerplant), 50% fixed
pipeline
40% of Directs
18% of Total

Table 1 - Project Capital ($millions)
Small (50k) Project
Medium (115k) Project Proposed (180k) Project 2011 PEA (220k) Project
177
292
382
431
435
938
1,058
717
0
0
0
84
0
0
0
161
422
422
422
422
294
294
294
294

Big (320k) Project
539
1,325
0
0
422
294

0
162
155

0
162
155

0
162
155

98
162
155

98
162
155

0

0

0

87

109

377
2,021
809
509
3,339

448
2,489
996
627
4,113

504
2,856
1,143
720
4,719

534
3,484
1,407
866
5,757

601
3,705
1,482
934
6,120

For this evaluation, the operating costs were assumed to consist of 20% fixed costs (land, infrastructure
maintenance, environmental, office etc.) and 80% variable costs scaled by throughput. The associated
operating costs are shown in Table 2.
Area
Opex ($/t processed)

Adjustment
Assume 20% fixed, 80% scaled by
throughput

Table 2 - ProjectOperating Cost
Small (50k) Project
18.75

13.20

Proposed (180k) Project 2011 PEA (220k) Project
11.66

11.16

Big (320k) Project
10.46
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The attached spreadsheet model was utilized to develop financial metrics for the scaled projects. The
projects were assumed to mine and process the same size orebody (with the contained metal in the
updated PLP proposed project) and thus the ultimate footprints, and therefore direct impacts, would be
the same in all cases. The mine life was calculated by looking at the time required to exploit the full
orebody at the proposed throughput rate. The model basis is presented below in Table 3.
Table 3 - Model Basis
Ore (tons)
Cu Production (pounds)
Mo Production (pounds)
Au Production (oz)
Cu Price $/pound
Mo Price $/pound
Au price $/oz

1,300,000,000
6,600,000,000
316,000,000
6,900,000
3.00
8.00
1250

Table 4 presents the financial metrics for the four scaled projects.
Metric
Mine Life
Cashflow
NPV(7%)
IRR

Table 4 Financial Metrics
Small (50k) Project
Medium (115k) Project Proposed (180k) Project
71
31
20
6,463,013
115,839
7,714,243
(220,985)
(2,301,785)
1,028,388
6%
0%
10%

Big (320k) Project
11
8,186,378
2,257,666
13%

Based on the above analysis the 115 ktpd project does not have a positive net present value and is
therefore not a feasible economic alternative.
2) Additionally, the August 6, 2018 Technical Note on Optimization Studies used a discount rate of
7% to calculate net present value. Please explain how that discount rate was selected.

Discount rates used in the mining industry can range from as low as 5% up to 10% or more. The discount
rate can typically be linked to project risk, which in turn is related to factors such as the level of
understanding of the resource (amount of measured, indicated, and inferred material), the level of
engineering study (Preliminary Economic Assessment, Preliminary Feasibility Study, Feasibility Study),
and sovereign risk. A discount rate of 7% is in the typical range for a copper-gold project with a welldefined resource located in a jurisdiction with low sovereign risk.
As noted in the National Instrument 43-101 compliant 2011 NDM PEA (page 12) that was developed by
a third-party engineering consultant (Wardrop) “Market convention generally uses a discount rate of 8%
for copper and other base metal projects and 5% for gold and other precious metal projects. Given the
large contribution of gold to total revenue at the Pebble Project, a 7% blended discount rate has been
selected by Wardrop and is considered appropriate for discounting the Pebble Project cash flows for
discounted cash flow analysis purposes.”
i

Northern Dynasty completed a Preliminary Assessment on the Pebble Project in February 2011 and since that time after
considering stakeholder feedback, the Pebble Partnership has submitted an application for a CWA 404 permit for the Pebble
Project on the basis of a substantially smaller mine facility footprint and with other material revisions. NDM is subject to
restrictions under applicable securities laws on what technical information (including any economic analysis) it can put into the
public domain about its project. Because the process with the USACE is public, these restrictions apply to this process too.
Prior technical information that is published may, over time, cease to be current for purposes of these applicable securities law
rules and thus can no longer relied upon in an issuer’s public disclosure because it needs to be updated. As a result, the
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economic analysis included in the 2011 Preliminary Assessment is considered by Northern Dynasty to be out of date. The EIS
process currently underway by the USACE will consider alternative scenarios with respect to a number of aspects of the
proposed project.
Accordingly, the Company has not completed a current comprehensive economic analysis of the Pebble Project but anticipates
that having a complete understanding of, and being able to properly assess all of the proposed alternatives that the USACE will
be considering as part of the EIS process will provide additional clarity with respect to the project to be evaluated so that an
economic analysis can be completed. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the 2011 Preliminary Assessment can still be utilized as
an assumed reference point to respond to this RFI.
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Discussion of Pebble Project Wetlands Program Procedures & Agreements Memo
I. Pebble Project (POA-2003-803) Overview:
A. Future Applicant: Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) – Charlotte MacCay,
Manager Permitting Affairs
a. PLP: Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd, Anglo American PLC, Rio Tinto
PLC
b. Current Wetlands Consultant: Three Parameters Plus, Inc. – Cheryl
Moody, Wetlands Study Leader
B. Approximate Project Location:
a. Lake and Peninsula County
b. 16 miles north of Lake Iliamna, 72 miles west of the Cook Inlet

C. Potential Areas for Direct Impacts to Waters of the U.S.:
a. the mine area (size unknown) - tailing ponds, open pits, buildings, etc.
b. an 86-mile, controlled-access industrial road between the mine and port
site
c. a pipeline for concentrate transport
d. a multi-modal port
e. electric power generation and transmission facilities (on-site generation of
power appears unlikely)
D. Current Study Area:
a. 249,407 acres in size
b. initial study area was 60,000 acres plus 30,000 acres for access and utility
corridors
E. Corps Process to Date:
a. NWP 6 issued in 2002, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2008
b. Pre-Application activities by Corps personnel
i. Corps personnel participation in Steering Committee and
Technical Working Group (TWG) meetings
c. NWP 6 application received January 20, 2009
d. PLP request for confirmation of accuracy of memorandum entitled Pebble
Project Wetlands Procedures and Agreements dated January 28, 2009
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II. Summary of Corps Directives Regarding Pre-Application Field Studies
A. Corps Directives Regarding Wetland Delineation
a. Per a letter dated December 17, 2007, approval is given to grandfather the
use of the 1987 Wetland Delineation Manual on the PLP project.
i. The letter indicates that this grandfather period does not extend to
2020 as was requested, and may not apply if there are
modifications to the NEPA scope of analysis.
1. When do we begin to require the use of the Regional
Supplement? The age of original (2004) field work may be
a concern if the ’87 Manual is to be used for permit
evaluation, but it might be acceptable for planning level
purposes.
b. Corps directed that only the 1988 List should be used for hydrophytic
[vegetation] prevalence tests.
c. Corps stated that wetland functional assessments were required
i. Rapid Procedure for Assessing Wetland Functional Capacity,
Dennis Magee, 1998 chosen by Corps for use as functional
assessment method
ii. No stream assessments have been required. (Confirm with Leroy)
d. Field water conductivity calls will be used to support HGM classifications
and to support analysis of isolated waters and wetlands. (Need to touch
base with Phil North, EPA to see if this method is acceptable.)
e. Basic Field forms designed for use on project are approved by Corps
i. Need to require that all submitted forms follow the “87 Manual
B. Problematic Hydric Soils
a. Crews have been using the “Field Indictors of Hydric Soils in Alaska” in
addition to the ’87 Manual for making hydric soils determinations.
b. Problem soils were found in areas that were in landscape positions that
would typically support wetlands but showed no obvious hydric soils
indicators.
c. Methods used to determine if hydric soils are present:
i. Alpha-alpha kits – no indicators found
ii. Redox meters (using a modified methodology) – no indicators
found
iii. Alpha-alpha vial test (Australian method) – abandoned due to
scientific skepticism of this method
iv. NRCS Technical Note No. 8 – memo gives no indication if this
method has been successful
v. HACH meters and reagents to extract iron, aluminum, and silica –
this test was developed for use on the mine site to identify the
presence of reduced iron – positive readings were found
vi. Aquic Moisture Regime indicator from the ’87 Manual – personnel
from ERDC directed them to stop using this method arguing that it
is redundant and often variably interpreted
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vii. Groundwater data - while data is not available, memo indicates
that it will be useful to read prior to reviewing the wetland data.
Memo asserts that groundwater studies indicate that the water is
highly oxygenated and precludes the reduction process when the
ground is not frozen
d. Corps stated in 2005 that if tests listed in (i) through (iv) above were used
and no hydric soil indicators were found, the Corps would not exert
jurisdiction. – Need guidance on this.
C. Additional Items to Address with Applicant
a. Regulators will be provided access to QC complete data in the database
after the permit application is filed, kicking off the formal scoping
process. Applicant will provide paper maps and a web link GIS spatial
layer files or access to the database at a computer held at PLP offices.
b. A PJD will not be submitted until the Record of Decision is anticipated
and will only address the area under the final project footprint.
i. Need to discuss timing of various stages of the EIS/NEPA process
D. Agreements Regarding Sampling Density
a. PLP can use statistical analysis to assign the percentage of wetland
anticipated within unvisited areas of a watershed.
b. In problematic scrub-shrub thickets, PLP can extrapolate detailed
vegetation data from other locations in the same watershed.
c. Prior to permitting, polygons mapped as statistical analysis mosaics or
using extrapolated data the Corps can require further field studies. If
vegetation types are not consistently mapped as upland or wetland and
they would be impacted by project plans, they may need to be field
surveyed.
d. Road corridors will be mapped at 2,000 feet wide. The general road
alignment will be walked and boundaries documented as required by the
Corps.
E. Mapping
a. Corps requested that part of the mapping products include maps showing
the functional analysis.
b. Planning level mapping at 1:15,000 will be provided showing
jurisdictional status per the 1987 Manual, but will not address jurisdiction
related to significant nexus/adjacency. These will be addressed in final
mapping provided in the project PJD.
c. Mapping showing HGM classification, vegetation types, and Cowardin
classes will be provided if requested
d. Planning level mapping can rely on extrapolated vegetation data in
problematic vegetation types and rely on results of statistical analysis of
vegetation data so long as results are not extrapolated outside of the
watershed and remain within the same vegetation type and HGM class,
where applicable.
e. Final permit drawings and figures will show the locations of all proposed
culverts, waterbars, and other engineers’ features which will control or
contribute to the flow of water under or around proposed facilities.
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f. Corps requested that watershed basin size be mapped as small as possible,
applicant is waiting on direction as to how small is small enough citing
complicated spatial data layers at small scales.
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CEPOA-RD
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: POA-2003-803, Koktuli River. Pebble Limited Partnership meeting notes
from July 7, 2009
SUMMARY:
Attendees: Charlotte MacCay, Pebble Limited Partnership, Permitting Manager,
Jane Whitsett, Pebble Limited Partnership, Environmental Studies
Manager,
Dave Casey, USACE, Kenai Field Office Supervisor
Katie McCafferty, USACE, Project Manager
At the start of the meeting, Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) provided us with three
poster sized maps and multiple copies of 11”x14” maps. The three poster sized maps
were labeled “Area Map,” “Transportation Corridor,” and “Regional Map.” The smaller
maps depicted the 2004-2008 Wetland Field Data Point Locations.
PLP asked what information the USACE wants to be submitted to us. We responded
that there are three types of information that should be submitted, information about
areas under our authority, information needed for the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) (which is determined during the scoping process), and other data, maps, and
graphics that will be useful.
PLP asked what areas are under our authority. We responded that, in tidal areas,
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act gives the USACE authority over any fill that is
placed below the High Tide Line (HTL). If there are wetlands adjacent to the tidal areas,
our authority under Section 404 would also include those wetlands. In navigable
waters, which include tidally influenced waters, Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act gives the USACE authority over any work or structures placed below the Mean High
Water Mark (MHWM). [See also “Legislative Authorities” and “Geographic Extent” in:
http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/reg/regover.htm] To our knowledge, neither the HTL nor
the MHWM have been determined for the Williamsport area, however Katie will check
other permits issued in that area to see what information is available. It may be
necessary for PLP to consult with a coastal engineer and monitor the actual tides over a
period of time (one coastal engineer has indicted that 30 days is necessary) in order to
determine the elevations. If dredging activities are proposed which would require ocean
disposal, Section 103 of the Marine Mammal Protection Act gives the USACE authority
over the transportation of dredged material [See
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/laws/mmpa/text.htm]. We recommend that you be
especially aware of areas called “Special Aquatic Sites” [Described in 40 CFR 230.40
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thru 230.45. For your information, our regulations can be found at
http://www.usace.army.mil/CECW/Pages/reg_materials.aspx].
[Post Meeting Note: The Corps authority under Section 10 is not limited to those waters
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide, some inland freshwaters are also subject to
Section 10 based on their connection to interstate or foreign commerce. Lake Illiama
and the Kvichak River are Section 10 waters. A list of Navigable waters in the state is
available at http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/reg/NavWat.htm]
Our understanding is that the project would involve the construction of a port, a
transportation and utility corridor between the port and the mine, and the development
of the mine and its associated infrastructure. Examples of activities associated with the
construction and operation of the port that may be sited in waters of the U.S., including
special aquatic sites, and require authorization from us would include dredging; the
transport of dredge material for ocean disposal, construction of docks, pipelines,
navigation aids, and facilities such as concentrate storage buildings, pumping stations,
and tank farms; and any other activities that would affect the sea floor. Examples of
activities associated with the construction of the transportation and utility corridor that
may be sited in waters of the U.S., including special aquatic sites, and require
authorization from us would include the construction of the road, electric lines,
gas/sewer lines, gas transmission lines, and slurry pipelines. Examples of activities
associated with the construction of the mine and mine infrastructure that may be sited in
waters of the U.S., including special aquatic sites, and require authorization from us
would include the disturbance associated with the development of the surface mine
area and the construction of the tailings or other overburden storage area, mine camp,
impoundments, tank farms, concentrate storage buildings, processing plants, materials
sources, power plant and other infrastructure. PLP would not need to submit a separate
applicant for work under Sections 10, 404 or 103 as the review of projects subject to
multiple laws is done concurrently.
We also discussed the NEPA process and the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The Regulatory Program uses procedures, contained in Appendix B of 33 CFR 325
(Attached), for implementing NEPA that are slightly different than those used by the
USEPA and others. Appendix B describes how the Purpose and Need and the Scope
of Analysis are defined. A number of alternatives will be considered; one alternative will
be identified as the “applicant’s preferred alternative.” The same level of information is
needed for each alternative to be analyzed. The alternatives analysis must be thorough
enough to use for both the public interest review factors and the 404 (b)(1) guidelines.
[For more information on the public interest review factors, see 33 CFR 320.4, for more
information on the 404(b)(1) Guidelines, see 40 CFR 230.]
PLP asked what level of QC needs to be done on the data. For purpose of providing an
Approved Jurisdictional Determination (JD), we will need specific information of the
presence of waters of the U.S., including special aquatic sites such as wetlands and
mudflats, in the areas where direct impacts are proposed. The same level of
information is needed for practicable alternatives to properly compare sites; however,
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an Approved JD would not be made for the practicable alternatives. When PLP is
deciding when it is important to tie down wetland descriptions, the decision should be
based on whether the end result will affect the assessment of the functions and services
of the wetland. Because compensatory mitigation would be required to offset the
secondary and cumulative impacts, it may be more important to focus on ‘stitching’ the
polygon edges in areas that are closer to the direct impacts in order to be prepared for a
discussion of the secondary and cumulative impacts as it relates to compensatory
mitigation. Information that comes to light in the scoping process may also affect what
level of QC is done.
At some point in the future, we will meet again with PLP to discuss the levels of QA/QC
that are being done, and how that affects the data, so that there is a level of comfort
among all parties. Reliable data is important for the approved JD, which will cover the
direct impacts. For the secondary and cumulative impact assessment, it is more
important to have information about the functions of the wetlands and other waters.
The approved JD is an appealable action. Only the applicant or affected party can enter
into the appeal process. An affected party typically includes the applicant, landowners,
or leaseholders of the property where the project would occur [See 33 CFR 331.2].
PLP asked about some of the issues that they raised in their memo, dated January 28,
2009. We had not yet responded to PLP in writing. Unless otherwise drawn out as a
“Post Meeting Note” the responses were discussed at the meeting and the memo
serves as our response to their January 28, 2009 memo.
Grandfathering the use of the 1987 Corps Wetland Delineation Manual - PLP began
work on field wetland determinations in 2004. The USACE began work on a regional
supplement to the 1987 Corps Wetland Delineation Manual (1987 Manual) in 2005.
During the time when the regional supplement was being developed, PLP asked for,
and was granted permission to grandfather in the project under the 1987 Manual. At
the time that the District agreed to grandfather in the PLP project, it was expected that
the NEPA/EIS process would begin in 2009. In the January 28, 2009 memo, PLP
asked for confirmation that the project could continue to use the 1987 Manual. We
looked at the following facts: Approved JDs are good for 5 years according to regulatory
guidance [Regulatory Guidance Letter 05-02 at
http://www.usace.army.mil/CECW/Pages/rglsindx.aspx], the data that we receive to
make those determinations is usually less than three months old, the reason that
approved JDs are only good for a limited time is that natural and man-made changes
can affect the limits of jurisdiction. The Corps concern is the 2004 data could be 10 to
15 years old before the project progresses to the point where an approved JD might be
made. Therefore, any data that is more than 5 years old must be spot checked to
determine if any changes in jurisdiction have occurred. Any determinations made from
the date of this memo must use the Alaska Regional Supplement to the 1987 Corps
Wetland Delineation Manual
[http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/reg/Supplement%20Fina.pdf]. The spot check should
start with a desktop check. The amount of change found in the spot check will
U

U
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determine what percentage of the 2004 data must be re-surveyed. If the spot check
reveals that the results may be substantially different, PLP may have to re-survey a
larger portion of the field sites. If the spot check reveals gaps in the data due to
requirements of the Alaska Regional Supplement to the 1987 Corps Wetland
Delineation Manual (ARS), we would meet with PLP to discuss how those gaps would
be filled in.
These spot checks do not have to be done immediately; we could use a Preliminary
Jurisdictional Determination (PJD) to move through the permit process.
[Post-Meeting Note: Although the spot checks do not have to be done immediately, the
data does have to be up to date at the time that the EIS process begins. All of the
waters of the US under the PJD would then have been identified using the same
methodology. The data collected using the 1987 Manual and within the area of direct
impacts should be given priority in the spot checks. We anticipate that once the spot
checks are complete for data not generated using the ARS, there would be a smaller
yearly check of data that passes the 5 year limit.]
PLP expressed concern that the engineers were designing the mine plan using the
current wetland data as a basis for avoidance and minimization and that the engineers
may be discouraged to learn that the design was based on old data that was made
obsolete by the change in methodology. We expect that the majority of the spot checks
would be done on the 2004 data, with the number of required spot checks declining in
subsequent years, since 2004 was the only year in which some version of the ARS was
not used.
PLP asked what intensity we would like to see regarding the spot check of the wetland
data that is greater than five years old. We indicated that wetlands within the direct
impact areas should be checked first, to see what effect any environmental changes
(e.g. fire, flooding, etc.) using the ARS has on the boundaries of the wetlands. If
anything changes, we will meet to discuss the next steps.
Plot Density – PLP has asked what density of survey plots is appropriate. In the original
survey area, plots were placed at a 1 plot per 9 acres density. In the expanded survey
area, 1 plot was placed per every 13 acres. There are other large projects we could
review and consider in making this future decision. However, the environmental setting
at Pebble will be the main guide in determining a plot density that produces the level of
accuracy necessary.
U

U

[Post-Meeting Note: Wetland/non-wetland Mosaics are included in the ARS (page 97)
as one of the four Difficult Wetland Situations in Alaska. If PLP is encountering this type
of landscape, the ARS contains three procedures for mapping these areas, the last
being the use of high-quality aerial photography to estimate the percentage of wetland
in a wetland/non-wetland mosaic.]
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Hydric Soils – PLP listed a number of test procedures that they are using to determine if
hydric soils exist on the project site. The presence of volcanic ash is masking indicators
of reducing conditions. We referred PLP to the ARS, section on Wetlands that Lack
Indicators of Wetland Hydrology. Revisiting the wetland delineations within the area of
direct impacts will be more important than revisiting the wetlands subject to secondary
and cumulative impacts.
U

U

[Post-Meeting Note: After the meeting, the Corps investigated this issue more.
Focusing on the Problematic Hydric Soils section on page 87 is the more appropriate
starting point, specifically, the discussion on “Soils with low weatherable-iron content”
and consequently the Procedure section beginning on page 90. Per step 4.b, a soil with
low-weatherable-iron content is a hydric soil when steps 1-3 are satisfied.]
Small Pools Study – PLP related to us that they were studying pools to determine if they
were groundwater fed or precipitation fed. While this information could be useful in
terms of a functional assessment, such information would not relate to determinations of
jurisdiction. If the pool is isolated, no authorization would be required from us to impact
that pool, however, if the pool has an outlet that is connected, or has some connection
that makes it jurisdictional, then authorization would be necessary prior to filling it. We
also noted that pools cannot be taken as jurisdictional just because they are adjacent to
navigable water, conversely wetlands can be taken as adjacent.
U

U

Map Scale – PLP requested guidance on what map scale would be appropriate for
submission of information. We agreed that 1:15,000 would be acceptable initially. We
may ask for 1:5,000 in some areas. We will also want the database.
U

U

We discussed the schedule and organization of the submission of information. We
requested that we get mapping as early as possible so that we could begin our review.
PLP was concerned about submitting data before it was complete because our records
are public and they do not want partially complete data to be misinterpreted. We asked
that the submissions be broken up into sections, such as Port, Road/Utility Corridor, and
Mine Site for easier review. PLP agreed to do so and indicated that it may also be
easier to get complete information to us on the Port since that would be constructed
first.
Functional Assessment Method - PLP asked if we had any objections to the use of the
Magee Method. While we do not have any documentation of the previous project
manager accepting this method we indicated Magee was a reasonable choice given the
absence of a functional assessment for the region. However, because we understood
that Magee had been modified to adjust to Alaska, we asked that we be given a
document that spells out how the published method was modified, for both our review
and inclusion into the file.
U

U

[Post-Meeting Note: PLP, in an email dated July 9, 2009, indicated that no
modifications have been made to the Magee Method. We want to emphasize that
functional assessments are required for all types of waters of the U.S., including but not
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limited to streams, mud flats and marine environments. The Magee method only
addresses freshwater wetlands.]
Scale of Watershed Mapping - PLP asked about the appropriate scale of watershed
mapping, which was included in the memo. Dave Casey stated that he had talked to
Mike Holley, with the Regulatory Division, about the discussions that Mike had with
PLP’s wetland contractor. Mr. Holley recalled that question came up in relation to
determining if a wetland is isolated. Thus if PLP is documenting what they believe to be
an isolated wetland, the site should be mapped at the smallest watershed possible.
U

U

DATE: 31-Jul-17
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PEBBLE MINE:
UNPRECEDENTED WASTE WATER CAPTURE
& TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS

BY BONNIE GESTRING, MAY 2019
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RFI 115
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:
Rationale:
Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Reclamation and Closure Plan
AECOM
2/27/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership
6/1/2019
The Reclamation and Closure Plan (RCP) specified in the Draft EIS Table 5-2 as an
Applicant-proposed mitigation measure would help inform the impact analysis for
the Preliminary Final EIS.
Please provide the RCP.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.

Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 014a
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:
Rationale:
Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Geotechnical Boring Program Report
AECOM
3/1/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP)
3/15/2019
PLP provided data from the 2018 geotechnical boring program but the report was
not was available for review prior to the Draft EIS. The report, along with the data,
would help inform the impact analysis for the Preliminary Final EIS.

Please provide the report for the 2018 geotechnical site investigation.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
AECOM:

Click here to enter text.

Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 025a
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:

2019 Offshore Cultural Resources Survey Data
AECOM
3/1/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP)
7/15/2019

Rationale:

PLP anticipated conducting offshore geophysical work to support the required
engineering and archaeology reports to BSEE for the proposed pipeline ROW in
2018; due to weather constraints, this work was not completed in 2018. As
indicated in Item #2 in the PLP response to RFI 025, PLP plans to conduct this work
in 2019.

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Please provide the 2019 cultural resource survey data and report for incorporation
into the Final EIS.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
AECOM:

Click here to enter text.

Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 039a
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:

Rationale:

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Metocean Measurement Program Data
AECOM
3/1/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership
7/1/2019
RFI 039 requested specific information regarding ocean conditions and related
information for the proposed Amakdedori port location. The response received in
August 2018 summarized available public information and data collected by PLP
contractors. The response also indicated that a metocean measurement program is
currently under way in Kamishak Bay. It specifies that the program began in March
2018, and will run until March 2019 to provide site-specific metocean data for the
detailed design phase of the port. Results of this program are needed to update the
affected environment description in Section 3.16 (Surface Water Hydrology) of the
Final EIS.
Provide additional data and associated report(s) from the metocean buoy
measurement program that is expected to be concluded in March 2019.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 56a
Pebble Project EIS
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:
Rationale:

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Request for Information
Final Compensatory Mitigation Plan
Shane McCoy
3/1/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP)
08/1/2019
A compensatory mitigation plan (CMP) will be used in our determination
whether the proposal is in compliance with the 404(b)(1) guidelines and the
public interest review, and to inform the NEPA analysis.
A draft/conceptual CMP was provided by PLP and was appended to the
draft EIS. We request the following: A final CMP, which describes how
unavoidable impacts to waters of the US would be offset, and which is
written in accordance with 33 CFR Part 332.


DateReceivedfrom
USACE:
Responsefrom
Recipient(Describe
Information
Requestedtothe
LevelofDetail
Requested;Provide
Attachmentsas
Needed):
ListNumberand
TypeofResponse
Attachments:
DateReturnedto
USACE:

DateResponsewas
Received:
Receivedby
(Name):
Describeany
FollowͲupRelated
tothisRFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):


Recipient Response Form
Clickheretoentertext.

Clickheretoentertext.

Clickheretoentertext.
Clickheretoentertext.
AECOMIntakeForm
Clickheretoentertext.
Clickheretoentertext.
Clickheretoentertext.
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RFI 071b
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:

Rationale:

Mitigation for Analysis in the EIS
AECOM
3/1/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP)
8/1/2019
Mitigation is an important mechanism Federal agencies can use to minimize
potential adverse environmental impacts with their actions. As described in the
January 14, 2011 CEQ guidance for the appropriate use of mitigation and
monitoring in NEPA documents, mitigation includes:
x Avoiding an impact by not taking a certain action or parts of an action;
x Minimizing an impact by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and
its implementation;
x Rectifying an impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected
environment;
x Reducing or eliminating an impact over time, through preservation and
maintenance operations during the life of the action; and
x Compensating for an impact by replacing or providing substitute resources
or environments. Note: Compensatory mitigation is addressed in RFI 056.
Mitigation measures included in the project design are integral components of the
proposed action, are implemented with the proposed action, and therefore should
be clearly described as part of the proposed action. An example of mitigation
measures that are typically included as part of the proposed action are agency
standardized best management practices (BMPs) such as those developed to
prevent storm water runoff or fugitive dust emissions.

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Information requested in this RFI will be used to update Table 5-2 in Chapter 5 of
the Final EIS and the measures identified will be evaluated throughout the
Environmental Consequences sections as part of the Proposed Action.
PLP provided a table of proposed mitigation incorporated into the project design
(Table 5-2 of the Draft EIS). This follow-up RFI requests an update of PLP’s
proposed mitigation, taking into consideration public/agency comments from review
of the Draft EIS for mitigation to further avoid, minimize, or compensate for project
impacts. A technical meeting to discuss mitigation is anticipated to be held in July
2019, depending on project schedule.
PLP (2018k) specifies that PLP would use monitoring measures through the
construction, operations, and closure of the proposed project to assess predicted
impacts and the effectiveness of mitigation measures. The updated table should
also incorporate any specific monitoring measures that PLP has committed to as
part of the proposed action to further minimize project impacts.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
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Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 109d
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:

Rationale:

Groundwater model validation and sensitivity analysis
AECOM
3/1/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP)
3/15/2019
RFIs 109, 109a, 109b, and 109c requested several items (#1a through #4g)
regarding the groundwater model as follow-up to a 12/11/18 technical call and
PDEIS EPA/State comments. This RFI lists the outstanding requested items from
these RFIs in order to track them to completion. The requested information is
necessary to help inform the impact analysis for the Preliminary Final EIS.
x

x
Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:
x

From RFI 109 #1d: Table 4.3 (pumping test results) and Figure 5.27
(streamflow scatter plots) – The response to RFI 109 (received 1/11/19)
indicated that these would be provided under a separate cover. In addition,
the response indicated that the information provided to date represent a
model that is in the process of being updated and is not fully calibrated.
Please provide an estimate of when the model update and full calibration
are expected to be complete and a calibration report would be available.
From RFI 109 #1e and from RFI 109b: Validation analysis – Response to
RFI 109 (received 1/11/19) indicated that this would be provided under a
separate cover. RFI 109b provided an additional recommendation that PLP
review additional data (post-2007 hydrologic data) prior to conducting
validation analysis; response to RFI 109b (received on 1/10/19) indicated
that historical streamflow and piezometric levels (2005-2013) are currently
being reviewed.
From RFI 109 #4d: Sensitivity Analysis. Response to RFI 109 (received
1/11/2019) indicates that a description of the Monte Carlo analysis will be
provided under separate cover and that the sensitivity analysis of tailings
and open pit will also be provided under separate cover. The description of
the Monte Carlo analysis was received in the RFI 109b response (received
1/10/19). The sensitivity analysis is still outstanding. In addition, RFI 109c
provided clarification that hydraulic conductivity values for bedrock below
the weathered zone be included in the sensitivity analysis.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
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Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 118
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:
Rationale:

Surface Water Hydrology Data
AECOM
3/4/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership
8/1/2019
There is limited information on surface water hydrology in project component
areas outside the mine site.
AECOM requests the following information:

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

1. The “preliminary field observations” data referenced on Figures BX001 through BX-008 in the January 24, 2019 updated application –
such as the 100-year flood maximum elevation and ordinary high
water elevation data.
2. Any other available hydrologic data that is available for water body
crossings outside the mine site (e.g., bankfull width, channel depth).
3. Flood design basis for crossings.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.

Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 116
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:

Rationale:

Wetlands 2019 Field Verified Data
AECOM
3/4/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership
Field data in GIS geodatabase form is requested by 7/25/2019, or as soon as
available. A field season wetland report is requested by 8/15/019.
The final EIS will need to precisely disclose the amount and type of wetlands and
other waters and vegetation that would be impacted by the project and how those
impacts vary among the alternatives and variants. Field-verified wetlands and other
waters data is requested for locations where data were not available for inclusion in
the draft EIS.
Field verified wetlands GIS data and a report is requested for the following locations
within the EIS analysis area (see Draft EIS Figure 3.26-1 in the Vegetation Section
for a map of many of the data gaps):
All Alternatives:
x Two locations in the mine site as illustrated in Figure 3.26-1
x Three locations along the transportation corridor main access road where it
approaches the mine site (this stretch of the road is shared by all
alternatives), as illustrated in Figure 3.26-1
x The 0.5-mile pipeline corridor and compressor station near Anchor Point on
the Kenai Peninsula

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Alternative 1:
x Two sections of the Iliamna spur road, as illustrated in Figure 3.26-1
x A section of the east side of the north ferry terminal site, as illustrated in
Figure 3.26-1
x Two locations in the south ferry terminal ferry site, as illustrated in Figure
3.26-1
x One location along the port access road (roughly mid-way between the
south ferry terminal and Amakdedori port), as illustrated in Figure 3.26-1
x One location at Amakdedori port, as illustrated in Figure 3.26-1
Alternative 1- Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Variant:
x The entire EIS analysis area considered in this variant, including:
o The portion of the port access road where it veers north to the
Kokhanok east ferry terminal site; as illustrated in Figure 3.26-1
o The Kokhanok east ferry terminal site
o The Kokhanok spur road from the Kokhanok east ferry terminal
access road to Kokhanok
Alternative 2 / Alternative 3:
x Material sites and stream channels along the transportation / pipeline
corridor between the mine site and the Diamond Point port; as illustrated in
Figure 3.26-1
x The Diamond Point port area including new portions of road, as illustrated
in Figure 3.26-1
x The natural gas pipeline overland corridor from Ursus Cove to the Diamond
Point port
Alternative 2
x The spur road from the mine access road to the Eagle Bay ferry terminal
site

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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The Eagle Bay ferry terminal site
The three pipeline construction access spur roads along the stand-alone
pipeline segment between the port access road and the mine site access
road junctions
The spur road from the port access road to the Pile Bay ferry terminal site
The Pile Bay ferry terminal site area

Alternative 2 – Summer-Only Ferry Operations Variant
x The concentrate container storage laydown area along the WilliamsportPile Bay Road
Alternative 3 – Concentrate Pipeline Variant:
x The intermediate booster station location, in any location it may differ from
a nearby material site

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.

Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 117
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:

Rationale:

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Cultural Resource Surveys
US Army Corps of Engineers
3/4/2019
Pebble Limited Partnership
7/15/2019
Portions of the direct permit area (project footprint) have had no archeological
surveys conducted, and there has been no field verification for the interviewidentified cultural resources collected by Stephen R. Braund and Associates. Per
input provided by the State Historic Preservation Office and other consulting parties,
and in accordance with both NEPA and NHPA, expanding the identification and
evaluation of cultural resources in the project footprint is required to better compare
alternatives and discuss impacts on cultural resources associated with each.
On-the-ground archeological surveys should be done for the proposed action and
Alternatives 2 and 3 in the project footprints that have not been previously
surveyed; and technical reports of results including NRHP eligibility evaluations of
identified cultural resources submitted. Field verification should also occur at select
interview-identified cultural resource locations in the permit area categorized as one
or more of the following: grave/burial/village/house pits. A pre-field assessment that
identifies survey areas and discusses the rationale for prioritizing fieldwork (e.g.,
modeling of high potential areas) is required for consulting party review of planned
field efforts and reporting requirements.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.

Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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RFI 119
Pebble Project EIS
Request for Information
Title/Subject:
Requestor:
Date Transmitted:
Recipient:
Response
Requested by:

Rationale:

Describe the
Information
Requested and
Level of Detail:

Eligibility Determinations Effort
US Army Corps of Engineers
3/04/2019
Pebble Limited Parntership
5/1/2019
Provide USACE with an understanding of the level of effort and strategy to
complete NRHP eligibility evaluations for cultural resource features identified in the
Permit Area. This will help USACE integrate NRHP evaluation work into the
considerations of prioritizing fieldwork and analysis in 2019. NRHP Evaluations are
needed to complete the assessment of impacts on historic properties under NEPA
for the EIS, and to advance consideration of adverse effects to historic properties
under Section 106 of the NHPA.
USACE is requesting a written detailed approach to completing Phase II
(Evaluation) eligibility evaluations for all cultural resource features (including known
AHRS sites, place names and all other interview-identified cultural resource
features), within the analysis area. The discussion should indicate which sites may
be eligible or not-eligible and describe necessary steps to achieve eligibility
recommendations for each. The approach may be organized by classes of sites or
features rather than individual sites (e.g., routes/trails, place name features,
archaeological sites, historic-era sites) and should include estimated timetables for
completing fieldwork and reports. This information will be used to help PLP plan the
2019 fieldwork season.

Recipient Response Form
Date Received from
USACE:
Response from
Recipient (Describe
Information
Requested to the
Level of Detail
Requested;
Provide
Attachments as
Needed):
List Number and
Type of Response
Attachments:
Date Returned to
USACE:

Click here to enter text.

Date Response
was Received:
Received by
(Name):
Describe any
Follow-up Related
to this RFI
(Communications,
Clarifications):

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.

AECOM Intake Form
Click here to enter text.
Click here to enter text.
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Open Letter to Senators Lisa Murkowski & Dan Sullivan
from Retired State & Federal Agency Experts Raising
Serious Concerns with the Pebble Mine DEIS
April 30, 2019
Senator Lisa Murkowski
United States Senate
522 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Senator Dan Sullivan
United States Senate
302 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Re: The Pebble Mine Draft EIS is Deeply Flawed
Dear Senators Murkowski & Sullivan:
We are retired state and federal agency scientists and managers with more than 1700 years collective
experience with Alaska resource management issues.
We are writing to express our strong concerns with the draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for
the proposed Pebble mine in the Bristol Bay watershed.
We are quite familiar with the EIS process, and despite the recent request to add 30 days to the
comment period, we believe the Pebble DEIS is being rushed through, without ample time for agency
personnel or Alaskans to comment meaningfully on it.
We are also concerned the DEIS fails to consider a wide range of reasonably foreseeable and cumulative
impacts, including but not limited to impacts to fish, bears, water and local communities.
Finally, we are concerned the DEIS fails to discuss the economic feasibility of the proposed Pebble mine.
Accordingly, the undersigned do hereby urge you to formally request the Army Corps of Engineers to
stop the current EIS process, and to re-open the process once the Corps can put forward a more robust
EIS on a timeline that allows better agency and public engagement.
Sincerely,

Richard Gustafson, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 38 Years (retired)
On behalf of the following retired agency experts:
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Ann Rappaport, Field Supervisor
USFWS, 19 Years (retired)

John Delapp, Fish & Wildlife Biologist
USFWS, 20 Years (retired)

Art Sowls, Wildlife Biologist
USFWS, 38 Years (retired)

Marilyn Sigmund, Habitat Biologist
ADF&G/USFWS, 15 Years (retired)

Bill Eldridge, Wildlife Biologist
USFWS, 37 Years (retired)

Rick Sinnott, Wildlife Biologist
ADF&G, 28 Years (retired)

Bill Larned, Habitat Manager
USFWS, 36 Years (retired)

Jeff Adams, Fish & Wildlife Biologist
USFWS, 28 Years (retired)

Bruce King, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 27 Years (retired)

Willy Dunne, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 19 Years (retired)

Dave Irons, Habitat Biologist
USFWS, 36 Years (retired)

Patti Berkhahn, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 20 Years (retired)

Dick Marshall, Fisheries Biologist
USFWS, 30 Years (retired)

Scott Marshall, Comfish Supervisor
ADF&G, 31 Years (retired)

Greg Demers, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 28 Years (retired)

Patrick Holmes, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G 24 Years (retired)

Mike Rearden, Refuge Manager
USFWS, 34 Years (retired)

Lee Hammarstrom, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 30 Years (retired)

John Schoen, Senior Conservation Biologist
ADF&G, 20 Years (retired)

Drew Crawford, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 31 Years (retired)

Ken Tarbox, Fisheries Biologist
ADFG, 20 Years (retired)

Larry Larson, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 21 Years (retired)

Larry Bright, Branch Chief
USFWS, 25 Years (retired)

Bill Hauser, Fishery Biologist
ADF&G, 22 Years (retired)

LaVerne Smith, Habitat Biologist
USFWS, 24 Years (retired)

Glenn Elison, Refuge Manager
USFWS, 27 Years (retired)

Loren Flagg, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 19 Years (retired)

Phil Mundy, PhD., Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G/NMFS, 23 Years (retired)

Phil Brna, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G/USFWS, 32 Years (retired)

William Butler, Wildlife Biologist
USFWS, 25 Years (retired)

Steve Albert, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 27 Years (retired)

Mark Kuwada, Habitat Biologist
ADF&G, 30 Years (retired)

Leslie Morton, Natural Resources Manager
US Navy, 14 Years (retired)

Bill Bechtol, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 25 Years (retired)
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Lance Trasky, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 32 Years (retired)

Daniel Boone, Refuge Manager
USFWS, 28 Years (retired)

Timothy Jennings, Asst. Regional Director
USFWS, 29 Years (retired)

Katherine Kendall, Research Ecologist
USGS/NPS, 39 Years (retired)

David Mesiar, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 32 Years (retired)

Robert Gill, Wildlife Biologist
USFWS/USGS, 40 Years (retired)

Roger MacCampbell, Chief Park Ranger
ADNR, 40 Years (retired)

Vic Barnes, Wildlife Biologist
USFWS/USGS, 32 Years (retired)

Leonard Corin, Fish & Wildlife Biologist
USFWS, 30 Years (retired)

Nancy Tankersley, Wildlife Biologist
USFWS/ADF&G, 28 Years (retired)

Jerry Stroebele, Refuge Supervisor
USFWS, 42 Years (retired)

Sterling Miller, Ph.D, Wildlife Biologist
ADFG, 21 Years (retired)

Nicky Szarzi, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 22 Years (retired)

Debby Burwen, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 30 Years (retired)

Ted Heuer, Refuge Manager
USFWS, 30 Years (retired)

Pauline Hessing, Wildlife Biologist
ADFG/NOAA/USFWS, 38 Years (retired)

Mary Hogan, Wildlife Biologist
USFWS, 25 Years (retired)

Jeanne Hansen, Fisheries Biologist
COE/EPA/NMFS, 35 Years (retired)

Larry Rundquist, Ph.D., Hydrologist
NOAA, 23 Years (retired)

Robert Leedy, Chief/Wildlife Biologist
USFWS, 33 Years (retired)

Larry Marsh, Fisheries Biologist
ADF&G, 29 Years (retired)

Lisa Seeb, Senior Geneticist
ADF&G, 17 Years (retired)

Dirk Derksen, Research Biologist
USGS, 35 Years (retired)

Larry Aumiller Wildlife Technician
ADF&G, 34 Years (retired)

Richard Sellers, Wildlife Biologist
ADF&G, 25 Years (retired)

Colleen Matt, Wildlife Biologist
ADF&G, 14 years (retired)

Chris Smith, Asst. Director
ADF&G, 23 Years (retired)

Derek Stonorov, Wildlife Biologist
ADF&G, 10 Years (retired)

Rosa H Meehan, PhD, Program Manager
USFWS, 34 Years (retired)

John Hechtel, Wildlife Biologist
ADF&G, 28 Years (retired)
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CEPOA-RD
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: POA-2003-803, Koktuli River. Pebble Limited Partnership meeting notes
from July 7, 2009
SUMMARY:
Attendees: Charlotte Maccay, Pebble Limited Partnership, Permitting Manager,
Jane Whitsett, Pebble Limited Partnership, Environmental Studies
Manager,
Dave Casey, USACE, Kenai Field Office Supervisor
Katie McCafferty, USACE, Project Manager
At the start of the meeting, Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) provided us with three
poster sized maps and multiple copies of 11”x14” maps. The three poster sized maps
were labeled “Area Map,” “Transportation Corridor,” and “Regional Map.” The smaller
maps depicted the 2004-2008 Wetland Field Data Point Locations.
PLP asked what information the USACE wants to be submitted to us. We responded
that there are three types of information that should be submitted, information about
areas under our authority, information needed for the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) (which is determined during the scoping process), and other niceties that will be
useful.
PLP asked what areas are under our authority. We responded that, in tidal areas,
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act gives the USACE authority over any fill that is
placed below the High Tide Line (HTL). If there are wetlands adjacent to the tidal areas,
our authority under Section 404 would also include those wetlands. In navigable
waters, which include tidally influenced waters, Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act gives the USACE authority over any work or structures placed below the Mean High
Water Mark (MHWM). [See also “Legislative Authorities” and “Geographic Extent” in:
http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/reg/regover.htm] To our knowledge, neither the HTL nor
the MHWM have been determined for the Williamsport area, however Katie will check
other permits issued in that area to see what information is available. It may be
necessary for PLP to consult with a coastal engineer and monitor the actual tides over a
period of time (one coastal engineer has indicted that 30 days is necessary) in order to
determine the elevations. If dredging activities are proposed which would require ocean
disposal, Section 103 of the Marine Mammal Protection Act gives the USACE authority
over the transportation of dredged material [See
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/laws/mmpa/text.htm]. We recommend that you be
especially aware of areas called “Special Aquatic Sites” [Described in 40 CFR 230.40
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thru 230.45. For your information, our regulations can be found at
http://www.usace.army.mil/CECW/Pages/reg_materials.aspx].
[Post Meeting Note: The Corps authority under Section 10 is not limited to those waters
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide, some inland freshwaters are also subject to
Section 10 based on their connection to interstate or foreign commerce. Lake Illiama
and the Kvichak River are Section 10 waters. A list of Navigable waters in the state is
available at http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/reg/NavWat.htm]
Our understanding is the project would involve the construction of a port, a
transportation and utility corridor between the port and the mine, and the development
of the mine and its associated infrastructure. Examples of activities associated with the
construction and operation of the port that may require authorization from us would
include dredging; construction of docks, pipelines, navigation aids, concentrate storage
buildings, pumping stations, and tank farms; and any other activities that would affect
the sea floor. Examples of activities associated with the construction of the
transportation and utility corridor that may require authorization from us would include
the construction of the road, electric lines, gas/sewer lines, gas transmission lines, and
slurry pipelines. Examples of activities associated with the construction of the mine and
mine infrastructure that may require authorization from us would include the disturbance
associated with the development of the surface mine area and the construction of the
tailings or other overburden storage area, mine camp, impoundments, tank farms,
concentrate storage buildings, processing plants, materials sources, and other
infrastructure. PLP would not need to submit a separate applicant for work under
Sections 10, 404 or 103 as the review of projects subject to multiple laws is done
concurrently.
We also discussed the NEPA process and the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The Regulatory Program uses procedures, contained in Appendix B of 33 CFR 325
(Attached), for implementing NEPA that are slightly different than those used by the
USEPA and others. Appendix B describes how the Purpose and Need and the Scope
of Analysis are defined. A number of alternatives will be considered; one alternative will
be identified as the “applicant’s preferred alternative.” The same level of information is
needed for each alternative to be analyzed. The alternatives analysis must be thorough
enough to use for both the public interest review factors and the 404 (b)(1) guidelines.
[For more information on the public interest review factors, see 33 CFR 320.4, for more
information on the 404(b)(1) Guidelines, see 40 CFR 230.]
PLP asked what level of QC needs to be done on the data. For purpose of providing an
Approved Jurisdictional Determination (JD), we will need specific information of the
presence of waters of the U.S., including special aquatic sites such as wetlands and
mudflats, in the areas where direct impacts are proposed. The same level of
information is needed for practicable alternatives to properly compare sites; however,
an Approved JD would not be made for the practicable alternatives. When PLP is
deciding when it is important to tie down wetland descriptions, the decision should be
based on whether the end result will affect the assessment of the functions and services
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of the wetland. Because compensatory mitigation would be required to offset the
secondary and cumulative impacts it may be more important to focus on stitching the
areas that are closer to the direct impacts in order to be prepared for a discussion of the
secondary and cumulative impacts as it relates to compensatory mitigation. Information
that comes to light in the scoping process may also affect what level of QC is done.
At some point in the future, we will meet again with PLP to discuss the levels of QA/QC
that are being done, and how that affects the data, so that there is a level of comfort
among all parties. Reliable data is important for the approved JD, which will cover the
direct impacts. For the secondary and cumulative impact assessment, it is more
important to have information about the functions of the wetlands and other waters.
The approved JD is an appealable action. Only the applicant or affected party can enter
into the appeal process. An affected party typically includes the applicant, landowners,
or leaseholders of the property where the project would occur [See 33 CFR 331.2].
PLP asked about some of the issues that they raised in their memo, dated January 28,
2009. We had not yet responded to PLP in writing. Unless otherwise drawn out as a
“Post Meeting Note” the responses were discussed at the meeting and the memo
serves as our response to their January 28, 2009 memo.
Grandfathering the use of the 1987 Corps Wetland Delineation Manual - PLP began
work on field wetland determinations in 2004. The USACE began work on a regional
supplement to the 1987 Corps Wetland Delineation Manual (1987 Manual) in 2005.
During the time when the regional supplement was being developed, PLP asked for,
and was granted permission to grandfather in the project under the 1987 Manual. At
the time that the District agreed to grandfather in the PLP project, it was expected that
the NEPA/EIS process would begin in 2009. In the January 28, 2009 memo, PLP
asked for confirmation that the project could continue to use the 1987 Manual. We
looked at the following facts: Approved JDs are good for 5 years according to regulatory
guidance [Regulatory Guidance Letter 05-02 at
http://www.usace.army.mil/CECW/Pages/rglsindx.aspx], the data that we receive to
make those determinations is usually less than three months old, the reason that
approved JDs are only good for a limited time is that natural and man-made changes
can affect the limits of jurisdiction. The Corps concern is the 2004 data could be 10 to
15 years old before the project progresses to the point where an approved JD might be
made. Therefore, any data that is more than 5 years old must be spot checked to
determine if any changes in jurisdiction have occurred. Any determinations made from
the date of this memo must use the Alaska Regional Supplement to the 1987 Corps
Wetland Delineation Manual
[http://www.poa.usace.army.mil/reg/Supplement%20Fina.pdf]. The spot check should
start with a desktop check. The amount of change found in the spot check will
determine what percentage of the 2004 data must be re-surveyed. If the spot check
reveals that the results may be substantially different, PLP may have to re-survey a
larger portion of the field sites. If the spot check reveals gaps in the data due to
requirements of the Alaska Regional Supplement to the 1987 Corps Wetland
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Delineation Manual (ARS), we would meet with PLP to discuss how those gaps would
be filled in.
These spot checks do not have to be done immediately; we could use a Preliminary
Jurisdictional Determination (PJD) to move through the permit process.
[Post-Meeting Note: Although the spot checks do not have to be done immediately, the
data does have to be up to date at the time that the EIS process begins. All of the
waters of the US under the PJD would then have been identified using the same
methodology. The data collected using the 1987 Manual and within the area of direct
impacts should be given priority in the spot checks. We anticipate that once the spot
checks are complete for data not generated using the ARS, there would be a smaller
yearly check of data that passes the 5 year limit.]
PLP expressed concern that the engineers were designing the mine plan using the
current wetland data as a basis for avoidance and minimization and that the engineers
may be discouraged to learn that the design was based on old data that was made
obsolete by the change in methodology. We expect that the majority of the spot checks
would be done on the 2004 data, with the number of required spot checks declining in
subsequent years, since 2004 was the only year in which some version of the ARS was
not used.
PLP asked what intensity we would like to see regarding the spot check of the wetland
data that is greater than five years old. We indicated that wetlands within the direct
impact areas should be checked first, to see what effect any environmental changes
(e.g. fire, flooding, etc.) using the ARS has on the boundaries of the wetlands. If
anything changes, we will meet to discuss the next steps.
Plot Density – PLP has asked what density of survey plots is appropriate. In the original
survey area, plots were placed at a 1 plot per 9 acres density. In the expanded survey
area, 1 plot was placed per every 13 acres. There are other large projects we could
review and consider in making this future decision. However, the environmental setting
at Pebble will be the main guide in determining a plot density that produces the level of
accuracy necessary.
[Post-Meeting Note: Wetland/non-wetland Mosaics are included in the ARS (page 97)
as one of the four Difficult Wetland Situations in Alaska. If PLP is encountering this type
of landscape, the ARS contains three procedures for mapping these areas, the last
being the use of high-quality aerial photography to estimate the percentage of wetland
in a wetland/non-wetland mosaic.]
Hydric Soils – PLP listed a number of test procedures that they are using to determine if
hydric soils exist on the project site. The presence of volcanic ash is masking indicators
of reducing conditions. We referred PLP to the ARS, section on Wetlands that Lack
Indicators of Wetland Hydrology. Revisiting the wetland delineations within the area of
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direct impacts will be more important than revisiting the wetlands subject to secondary
and cumulative impacts.
[Post-Meeting Note: After the meeting, the Corps investigated this issue more.
Focusing on the Problematic Hydric Soils section on page 87 is the more appropriate
starting point, specifically, the discussion on “Soils with low weatherable-iron content”
and consequently the Procedure section beginning on page 90. Per step 4.b, a soil with
low-weatherable-iron content is a hydric soil when steps 1-3 are satisfied.]
Small Pools Study – PLP related to us that they were studying pools to determine if they
were groundwater fed or precipitation fed. While this information could be useful in
terms of a functional assessment, such information would not relate to determinations of
jurisdiction. If the pool is isolated, no authorization would be required from us to impact
that pool, however, if the pool has an outlet that is connected, or has some connection
that makes it jurisdictional, then authorization would be necessary prior to filling it. We
also noted that pools cannot be taken as jurisdictional just because they are adjacent to
navigable water, conversely wetlands can be taken as adjacent.
Map Scale – PLP requested guidance on what map scale would be appropriate for
submission of information. We agreed that 1:15,000 would be acceptable initially. We
may ask for 1:5,000 in some areas. We will also want the database.
We discussed the schedule and organization of the submission of information. We
requested that we get mapping as early as possible so that we could begin our review.
PLP was concerned about submitting data before it was complete because our records
are public and they do not want partially complete data to be misinterpreted. We asked
that the submissions be broken up into sections, such as Port, Road/Utility Corridor, and
Mine Site for easier review. PLP agreed to do so and indicated that it may also be
easier to get complete information to us on the Port since that would be constructed
first.
Functional Assessment Method - PLP asked if we had any objections to the use of the
Magee Method. While we do not have any documentation of the previous project
manager accepting this method we indicated Magee was a reasonable choice given the
absence of a functional assessment for the region. However, because we understood
that Magee had been modified to adjust to Alaska, we asked that we be given a
document that spells out how the published method was modified, for both our review
and inclusion into the file.
[Post-Meeting Note: PLP, in an email dated July 9, 2009, indicated that no
modifications have been made to the Magee Method. We want to emphasize that
functional assessments are required for all types of waters of the U.S., including but not
limited to streams, mud flats and marine environments. The Magee method only
addresses freshwater wetlands.]
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Scale of Watershed Mapping - PLP asked about the appropriate scale of watershed
mapping, which was included in the memo. Dave Casey stated that he had talked to
Mike Holley, with the Regulatory Division, about the discussions that Mike had with
PLP’s wetland contractor. Mr. Holley recalled that question came up in relation to
determining if a wetland is isolated. Thus if PLP is documenting what they believe to be
an isolated wetland, the site should be mapped at the smallest watershed possible.
DATE: 31-Jul-17
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Forland, Sasha
"jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com"
POA Special Projects; ARPebbleEIS; Craig, Bill
[Non-DoD Source] Agency Comments on Ch 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 - Applicant"s Proposed Alternative
Thursday, December 27, 2018 7:58:57 AM
SOA Ch 2 Comment Response Matrix.docx
12_26_2018_Ch2_Sec_2.2.2_Comments_to_PLP.DOCX
EPA Ch 2 Comment Response Matrix.docx

James,

Attached is a working version of Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative. This
version has agency comments received to date as comment bubbles. We discussed this with USACE and believe
that it is appropriate to coordinate edits and responses to agency comments on this section with PLP, as the proposed
alternative description is a summary of PLP’s project description. Please:
1.
Review the overall project description and make edits directly to the document (in track-changes) if
clarification is needed
2.
Review the embedded comment bubbles and make edits as appropriate to address the comments (in trackchanges)
3.

Add notes to the comment bubbles with explanations as appropriate

4.
Add responses to the attached comment matrices for any comments that apply to the proposed action. Please
note that there is not a comment-response matrix for USACE comments. Responses to USACE comments can be
addressed directly in the embedded comment bubbles.

Color coding of comment bubbles is as follows: GREEN = Response complete (PLP can skip over these),
YELLOW = AECOM Action (PLP can skip over these), BLUE = USACE input/review needed (PLP can skip over
these), NO COLOR = PLP to review for input.

Thomas will be sending the Chapter 2 figures separately.

We request response back from PLP by COB Monday if possible. Please let us know if more time is needed.

Kind Regards,
Sasha

Sasha Forland
Senior Environmental Scientist/Permitting Specialist, Alaska Office
D 1-907-267-9539
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AECOM
700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
T 1-907-562-3366 F 1-907-562-1297
Blockedwww.aecom.com <Blockedhttp://www.aecom.com/>

AECOM and URS have joined together as one company. Learn more
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Craig, Bill
POA Special Projects; "jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com"; Tim Havey
[Non-DoD Source] Pebble EIS: Alternatives "cheat sheet"
Tuesday, October 16, 2018 1:27:44 PM
Action Alternatives Table.docx

FYI - Here is the informal cheat sheet I am using to keep track of the alternatives and variants that we will be
analyzing in the EIS.
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James Fueg
Forland, Sasha
POA Special Projects; ARPebbleEIS; Craig, Bill
[Non-DoD Source] RE: Agency Comments on Ch 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 - Applicant"s Proposed Alternative
Monday, December 31, 2018 1:23:04 PM
SOA Ch 2 Comment Response Matrix - PLP Response.docx
12_26_2018_Ch2_Sec_2.2.2_Comments_to_PLP_ Response.docx
EPA Ch 2 Comment Response Matrix - PLP Response.docx
Pebble Project Summary Phases.docx

Sasha
Attached please find our response to this request. Attached are:
1.
Edits to the document provided. Please note that as the document was incomplete and comments referenced
earlier versions of the document with pages and section numbers that are not relevant, we may have missed some of
the USACE questions where input was requested. If so, please let me know.
2.
EPA and SOA comment matrices with PLP input.
3.
A summary of project phases as requested. We have not produced a figure but can assist with this at a later
date if needed. If so, please let me know.
4.
Two options for site rendering that address EPA’s comment. These show the quarries with progressive
reclamation. Let me know if you need changes.

PLP will provide additional details on closure water treatment under a separate cover later this week.
Thanks,
James

James Fueg
Vice President - Permitting

Main: (907) 339-2600
Direct: (907) 339-2612
3201 C Street, Suite 505
Anchorage, AK 99503

From: Forland, Sasha <sasha.forland@aecom.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2018 7:56 AM
To: James Fueg <JamesFueg@pebblepartnership.com>
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Cc: 'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil' <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; ARPebbleEIS
<ARPebbleEIS@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>
Subject: Agency Comments on Ch 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 - Applicant's Proposed Alternative

James,

Attached is a working version of Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative. This
version has agency comments received to date as comment bubbles. We discussed this with USACE and believe
that it is appropriate to coordinate edits and responses to agency comments on this section with PLP, as the proposed
alternative description is a summary of PLP’s project description. Please:
1.
Review the overall project description and make edits directly to the document (in track-changes) if
clarification is needed
2.
Review the embedded comment bubbles and make edits as appropriate to address the comments (in trackchanges)
3.
Add notes to the comment bubbles with explanations as appropriate
4.
Add responses to the attached comment matrices for any comments that apply to the proposed action. Please
note that there is not a comment-response matrix for USACE comments. Responses to USACE comments can be
addressed directly in the embedded comment bubbles.

Color coding of comment bubbles is as follows: GREEN = Response complete (PLP can skip over these),
YELLOW = AECOM Action (PLP can skip over these), BLUE = USACE input/review needed (PLP can skip over
these), NO COLOR = PLP to review for input.

Thomas will be sending the Chapter 2 figures separately.

We request response back from PLP by COB Monday if possible. Please let us know if more time is needed.

Kind Regards,
Sasha

Sasha Forland
Senior Environmental Scientist/Permitting Specialist, Alaska Office
D 1-907-267-9539
sasha.forland@aecom.com <mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com>

AECOM
700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage, Alaska 99501

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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James Fueg
Forland, Sasha
POA Special Projects; ARPebbleEIS; Craig, Bill
[Non-DoD Source] RE: Agency Comments on Ch 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 - Applicant"s Proposed Alternative
Friday, December 28, 2018 9:05:05 AM

Sasha
As general comments, I’m assuming that AECOM will work them into the chapter. I would point to the following to
RFI’s for information. Let me know if you need more:
1.
RFI037 – Construction Schedule which is for the proposed project, but would be broadly similar for the
alternatives.
2.
RFI093 – Dimensions of structures in WOUS

Thanks,
James

James Fueg
Vice President - Permitting

Main: (907) 339-2600
Direct: (907) 339-2612
3201 C Street, Suite 505
Anchorage, AK 99503

From: Forland, Sasha <sasha.forland@aecom.com>
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2018 8:40 AM
To: James Fueg <JamesFueg@pebblepartnership.com>
Cc: 'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil' <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; ARPebbleEIS
<ARPebbleEIS@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>
Subject: RE: Agency Comments on Ch 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 - Applicant's Proposed Alternative

James,
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Here are two other general comments that didn’t make it into Section 2.2.2 comment bubbles but applies to the
proposed alternative.

1.Complete application includes information on scheduling of the activity. Provide any information about the
seasonality, year 1, year 2, year 3, schedules, etc, for construction of each element of the proposed project.
AECOM notes: This could be addressed with a simple schedule of activities… maybe in a table form. We would
need this schedule for the other action alternatives too if they would differ from the proposed alternative. This
table/schedule could be included in an Appendix K2.

2. A description of structures proposed in tidal waters and Lake Iliamna must include the specific structures to be
erected on the fill or platform.

Kind Regards,
Sasha

Sasha Forland
Senior Environmental Scientist/Permitting Specialist, Alaska Office
D 1-907-267-9539
sasha.forland@aecom.com <mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com>

AECOM
700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
T 1-907-562-3366 F 1-907-562-1297
Blockedwww.aecom.com <Blockedhttp://www.aecom.com/>

AECOM and URS have joined together as one company. Learn more

From: Forland, Sasha
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2018 10:41 AM
To: 'James Fueg'
Cc: 'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil'; ARPebbleEIS; Craig, Bill
Subject: RE: Agency Comments on Ch 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 - Applicant's Proposed Alternative

Thank you James. Yes, AECOM will be editing figures. However, I think there is a comment on a digital simulation
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that was provided by PLP. In this case we would need PLP to update the digital simulation (as needed) and forward
to AECOM to incorporate into the project figure template.

Sasha Forland
Senior Environmental Scientist/Permitting Specialist, Alaska Office
D 1-907-267-9539
sasha.forland@aecom.com <mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com>

AECOM
700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
T 1-907-562-3366 F 1-907-562-1297
Blockedwww.aecom.com <Blockedhttp://www.aecom.com/>

AECOM and URS have joined together as one company. Learn more

From: James Fueg [mailto:jamesfueg@pebblepartnership.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2018 10:05 AM
To: Forland, Sasha
Cc: 'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil'; ARPebbleEIS; Craig, Bill
Subject: RE: Agency Comments on Ch 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 - Applicant's Proposed Alternative

Sasha
We will address the comments we can by Monday, but if they require input from some of our consultants its
probably not going to be possible by Monday. With respect to the figures is AECOM making the changes? If help is
required with modifying figures please send us a separate list of the figure modifications required.

James Fueg
Vice President - Permitting

Main: (907) 339-2600
Direct: (907) 339-2612
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3201 C Street, Suite 505
Anchorage, AK 99503

From: Forland, Sasha <sasha.forland@aecom.com <mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com> >
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2018 7:56 AM
To: James Fueg <JamesFueg@pebblepartnership.com <mailto:JamesFueg@pebblepartnership.com> >
Cc: 'poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil' <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil
<mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil> >; ARPebbleEIS <ARPebbleEIS@aecom.com
<mailto:ARPebbleEIS@aecom.com> >; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com <mailto:bill.m.craig@aecom.com> >
Subject: Agency Comments on Ch 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 - Applicant's Proposed Alternative

James,

Attached is a working version of Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2 Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative. This
version has agency comments received to date as comment bubbles. We discussed this with USACE and believe
that it is appropriate to coordinate edits and responses to agency comments on this section with PLP, as the proposed
alternative description is a summary of PLP’s project description. Please:
1.
Review the overall project description and make edits directly to the document (in track-changes) if
clarification is needed
2.
Review the embedded comment bubbles and make edits as appropriate to address the comments (in trackchanges)
3.
Add notes to the comment bubbles with explanations as appropriate
4.
Add responses to the attached comment matrices for any comments that apply to the proposed action. Please
note that there is not a comment-response matrix for USACE comments. Responses to USACE comments can be
addressed directly in the embedded comment bubbles.

Color coding of comment bubbles is as follows: GREEN = Response complete (PLP can skip over these),
YELLOW = AECOM Action (PLP can skip over these), BLUE = USACE input/review needed (PLP can skip over
these), NO COLOR = PLP to review for input.

Thomas will be sending the Chapter 2 figures separately.

We request response back from PLP by COB Monday if possible. Please let us know if more time is needed.

Kind Regards,
Sasha

Sasha Forland
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Senior Environmental Scientist/Permitting Specialist, Alaska Office
D 1-907-267-9539
sasha.forland@aecom.com <mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com>

AECOM
700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
T 1-907-562-3366 F 1-907-562-1297
Blockedwww.aecom.com <Blockedhttp://www.aecom.com/>
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To:
Cc:
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Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
POA Special Projects
Craig, Bill
[Non-DoD Source] RE: Correct version of the Alternatives memo
Thursday, October 04, 2018 10:17:23 AM
Pebble-EIS-Appendix B-SOA Comments.xlsx

Shane,
Sorry for the tardiness. State agency comments on preliminary draft Appendix B (Alternatives Memo) are attached.
Please let me know if you have any questions or need to discuss anything in more detail.
Take care,
Kyle Moselle
Associate Director
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Office of Project Management and Permitting
907-465-6849
Kyle.moselle@alaska.gov
-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2018 1:32 PM
To: Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>; Curyung Tribal
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA) <linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil) <David.M.Seris@uscg.mil>; Douglass Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell,
David (PHMSA) <david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>;
'mary_colligan@fws.gov' <mary_colligan@fws.gov>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall, John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'
<Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Molly Vaughan <Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong
<wfurlong@narf.org>
Cc: Bill Craig <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Correct version of the Alternatives memo
All,
Attached is the correct version. My apologies for sending previous email.
Attached is the more robust discussion on alternatives. We are not requesting comments, however if your agency
has comments and can provide them NO LATER THAN Close of Business October 3, we will incorporate as much
as possible. Comments received after October 3 will be considered after the release of the draft EIS.
Thanks
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
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Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
POA Special Projects
Craig, Bill
[Non-DoD Source] RE: Dry Stack Alternative - no do outs (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, October 30, 2018 3:55:54 PM

Shane,
Below is a summary of comments/feedback I received from subject matter experts and technical agency staffs
regarding the Dry Stack Memo you distributed.
- Since both dry stack and slurry methods of tailings disposal are both generally acceptable disposal options and that
the department does not specify project design decisions for a project, we have no comment with regard to the
findings of this report.
- There was general agreement with the report's conclusions that a dry stack is probably not feasible for a project
such as Pebble.
- The Memo does a good job of demonstrating the operational and engineering challenges a large open pit mine such
as Pebble would face when attempting to implement a dry stack disposal method.
- The Memo presents a detailed review of the complexity of a filter-press operation and why a standby tailings
storage facility would be needed for upset conditions.
Take care,
Kyle Moselle
Associate Director
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Office of Project Management and Permitting
907-465-6849
Kyle.moselle@alaska.gov
-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 11:00 AM
To: Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>; Curyung Tribal
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA) <linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil) <David.M.Seris@uscg.mil>; Douglass Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell,
David (PHMSA) <david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>;
'mary_colligan@fws.gov' <mary_colligan@fws.gov>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall, John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'
<Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Molly Vaughan <Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong
<wfurlong@narf.org>
Cc: Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Dry Stack Alternative - no do outs (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
All,
Per comments from several CAs and comments received during scoping, we are considering a Dry Stack Alternative
for the TSF. Attached is a memo describing the process and rationale used to evaluate that alternative. This is for
consideration and comment if you so desire, or we can discuss it on the 24th.
VR
Shane McCoy
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Forland, Sasha
POA Special Projects
ARPebbleEIS; Craig, Bill
[Non-DoD Source] RE: Pebble EIS: No Action Alternative Clarification (UNCLASSIFIED)
Wednesday, December 5, 2018 11:41:48 AM

Katie, these edits have been made. Thank you.
Sasha Forland
Senior Environmental Scientist/Permitting Specialist, Alaska Office
D 1-907-267-9539
sasha.forland@aecom.com
AECOM
700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
T 1-907-562-3366 F 1-907-562-1297
Blockedwww.aecom.com
AECOM and URS have joined together as one company. Learn more
-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects [mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:00 PM
To: Forland, Sasha; POA Special Projects
Cc: ARPebbleEIS; Craig, Bill
Subject: RE: Pebble EIS: No Action Alternative Clarification (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Sasha,
We recommend two changes to Ch 2 to address the issue.
1) In 2.1.2, clarify that this screening process is for the Action Alternatives.
2) Add in the language you suggested, with some tweaks as below:
The No Action Alternative would not meet the overall purpose of the project under the 404(b)(1) guidelines;
however, NEPA requires evaluation of the No Action Alternative. Moreover, the No Action Alternative could be
selected if USACE determines during its Public Interest Review (33 CFR 320.4[A]) that it is in the best interest of
the public, based on an evaluation of the probable impacts of the proposed activity and its intended use on the public
interest. USACE's 404(b)(1) evaluation and Public Interest Review will be completed after the Final EIS.

Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District
Regulatory Division
P.O. Box 6898
JBER, AK 99506
main office line: 907-753-2712
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-----Original Message----From: Forland, Sasha [mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 5:08 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Cc: ARPebbleEIS <ARPebbleEIS@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Pebble EIS: No Action Alternative Clarification
Hi Katie,

Below is the revised paragraph that we discussed today. Please let us know if you have any additional edits.

The No Action Alternative would not meet the overall purpose of the project under the 404(b)(1) guidelines;
however the No Action Alternative could be selected if USACE determines during its Public Interest Review (33
CFR 320.4[A]) that it is in the best interest of the public, based on an evaluation of the probable impacts of the
proposed activity and its intended use on the public interest. USACE's 404(b)(1) evaluation and Public Interest
Review will be completed after the Final EIS.

Sasha Forland
Senior Environmental Scientist/Permitting Specialist, Alaska Office
D 1-907-267-9539
sasha.forland@aecom.com <mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com>

AECOM
700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
T 1-907-562-3366 F 1-907-562-1297
BlockedBlockedwww.aecom.com <BlockedBlockedhttp://www.aecom.com/>

AECOM and URS have joined together as one company. Learn more
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McGrath, Patricia
POA Special Projects; Vaughan, Molly
Craig, Bill (bill.m.craig@aecom.com); Bella, Elizabeth
[Non-DoD Source] RE: please provide your agency comments by 12/13/2018 (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, December 11, 2018 4:01:38 PM

Hi Shane Thank you for providing the additional information related to the dry stack option. We are satisfied with the
explanation for the filtering calculations and understand the rationale for why there would need to also be a TSF
along with a dry stack. We recommend that the DEIS (Appendix B) include the points from the AECOM memo
(9/24/2018) and the PLP memo for clarity in explaining why dry stack tailings aren't being considered as an
alternative.
Best Regards
Patty

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, December 5, 2018 2:39 PM
To: Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle
W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Craig, Bill (bill.m.craig@aecom.com)
<bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>
Subject: please provide your agency comments by 12/13/2018 (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Attached is additional information from PLP regarding the dry stack alternative. Please provide comments, or an
anticipated date of submittal, by 12/13/2018.
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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Memorandum to Shane McCoy, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Re: Alternatives Analysis Screening
8/14/2018
Page 1 of 3

Date:

8/14/2018

To:

Shane McCoy, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

From:

Bill Craig and Sasha Forland, AECOM

Subject:

Pebble Project – Alternatives Analysis Screening

The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) team is using a four step process to identify and
screen a range of alternatives. At this early stage, the team is identifying alternative “options” for
major project components. The last step in the process will be to package groups of options into
alternatives (i.e., an alternative will consist of a natural gas pipeline option, a port option, a
transportation option, and mine site options). The four steps being followed for alternatives are
described below.
Step 1 was to develop the criteria for future screening of each option. To narrow the range of
options that will be considered in detail in the EIS, criteria were organized around three
screening tests: meets the purpose and need, practicable in light of the overall project purpose,
and does not increase adverse environmental impacts. The screening criteria are more fully
described in Section 1 below.
In Step 2, options to be screened were compiled into a table organized by project component.
The options originated from scoping comments, Pebble Limited Partnership’s (PLP)
consideration of design alternatives, and from the EIS team (the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
[USACE] and their EIS contractor, AECOM) to address scoping issues.
In Step 3, screening criteria from Step 1 are being applied to the options developed in Step 2.
The criteria are used to determine reasonable options for development of a full range of
alternatives in the EIS. The EIS contractor completed preliminary screening, which is presented
in this memorandum for review by the USACE and cooperating agencies. NOTE: Analysis of
several options is ongoing.
Step 4 will be to package the options that meet all of the screening criteria into action
alternatives for detailed analysis in the EIS. Options that are dismissed from further analysis and
the rationale for dismissal will be summarized in an appendix to the EIS.
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Memorandum to Shane McCoy, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Re: Alternatives Analysis Screening
8/14/2018
Page 2 of 3

1.0

SCREENING CRITERIA FOR THE FULL RANGE OF
ALTERNATIVES

The EIS team organized screening criteria around three topic areas summarized below. The
steps were followed sequentially. First, the EIS team documented and eliminated options clearly
outside of the purpose and need. Each remaining option was then tested for practicability (cost,
existing technology, and logistics), and evaluated for overall environmental impacts (physical,
biological, and socioeconomic).
The full range of options currently being evaluated is presented in Table 1. This list was
compiled from options suggested by the agencies and the public during scoping, options
considered by PLP during design of their proposed project and presented in the March 20, 2018
Technical Note on Project Options and Screening Criteria (PLP 2018), and those developed by
the EIS team to address agency or public concern. The final decision to analyze options rests
with the USACE in consultation with the cooperating agencies. For any option eliminated from
further analysis, the rationale for elimination will be documented in Appendix K, and listed in
Section 2.4 of the EIS, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Analysis.
As the screening progresses, the status of proposed options will be updated. Currently, the
status of proposed options is designated as one of four categories:
1. Proposed – The option is part of PLP’s proposed action and will be evaluated in detail in
the EIS.
2. Dismissed – The option will no longer be considered as a potential project option and
will not undergo a detailed analysis in the EIS. A description of the option and an
explanation for dismissal will be documented in an appendix to the Draft EIS. Options
are dismissed for failing any of the screening criteria presented below.
3. Alternative – These options did not fail the screening criteria and are recommended for
detailed analysis in the EIS as an alternative to the proposed action.
4. Under Review – The option is still being considered in the screening process. The
option has not been dismissed, nor has it been recommended for detailed analysis in the
EIS.

1.1 SCREENING – PURPOSE AND NEED
Options that would not meet the USACE’s determination of overall purpose and need would be
dismissed from consideration as a potential project option and not further screened as outlined
in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 below. No options failed this screening test.
1.2

SCREENING – REASONABLE AND PRACTICABLE OPTIONS
The Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ’s) NEPA regulations requires the EIS to examine
all reasonable alternatives to the proposal. CEQ guidance1 clarifies that … “In determining the
scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on what is “reasonable” rather than on
whether the proponent or applicant likes or is itself capable of carrying out a particular
alternative. Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply desirable from
the standpoint of the applicant.”

1

Council on Environmental Quality, Executive Office of the President, Memorandum to Agencies: Forty Most Asked
Questions Concerning CEQ’s National Environmental Policy Act Regulations. 46 Fed. Reg. 18026 (March 23, 1981)
As Amended (1986).
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Memorandum to Shane McCoy, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Re: Alternatives Analysis Screening
8/14/2018
Page 3 of 3

Alternatives screening is also pertinent to CWA Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines (Guidelines) which
require an analysis of practicable alternatives. The Guidelines specify that an alternative is
practicable if it is available and capable of being done after taking into consideration cost,
existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project purposes.
The practicability test required by the CWA is more restrictive than the CEQ guidance of
“reasonable”. Only options that are determined to be practicable in the 404(b)(1) analysis can
be considered by USACE during the permit decision process. Therefore, the EIS team is using
the practicability considerations of cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of overall
project purposes to determine options for development of a full range of alternatives in the EIS.
Cost or economic feasibility considers the relative cost effectiveness of technologically feasible
and operationally efficient component options. If project costs of implementing an option exceed
reasonable or practical limits, the option could be considered economically infeasible. In the
screening stage, rough order of magnitude cost comparisons were made, as detailed
engineering and costs could not reasonably be developed for each option. Where the order of
magnitude cost review is not sufficient to decide whether an option is economically feasible, it
will be advanced for additional review, and additional information gathered before reaching a
screening conclusion.
Technological feasibility and logistics are evaluated to minimize the risk of an option causing a
component to be unable to perform its intended function efficiently. Options that make project
components too complex or use unproven technology increase the risk of operational failure
and accidents. Options identified for a specific project component may be subject to technical
constraints that affect the workability of the option. For example, topography, resource needs,
spatial relationships of one component to another, temporal sequences, operating
considerations, or engineering data for a specific option may influence whether a particular
option is capable of meeting the project objectives. The technological feasibility, and where
relevant logistics, criteria consider the ability of each option in meeting these challenges.

1.3

SCREENING – ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Based on assessment of likely environmental impacts, including physical, biological, and
socioeconomic, options that have a high potential to increase the overall adverse environmental
impacts are dismissed from consideration as a potential project option.
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0(025$1'80
$XJXVW
0DWWKHZ1HZPDQDQG:HVOH\)XUORQJ1DWLYH$PHULFDQ5LJKWV)XQG
-LP.XLSHUV3(DQG%UXQR5LGROIL3(
3URSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFW²(,6$OWHUQDWLYHV$QDO\VLV6FUHHQLQJ
&RPPHQWVRQ3UHOLPLQDU\/LVWRI3URMHFW2SWLRQV%HLQJ&RQVLGHUHG


7KLVPHPRUDQGXPVXPPDUL]HVFRPPHQWVIURPRXUOLPLWHGUHYLHZRIWKHPHPRUDQGXPGDWHG
$XJXVWIURP%LOO&UDLJ(OL]DEHWK%HOODDQG6DVKD)RUODQG $(&20 WR6KDQH0F&R\
86$UP\&RUSVRI(QJLQHHUV 3OHDVHQRWHWKDWWKHVHFRPPHQWVDUHEDVHGRQDOLPLWHG
DOORZDQFHRIWLPHDQGDPRUHWKRURXJKUHYLHZZRXOGOLNHO\UHVXOWLQDGGLWLRQDOFRPPHQWV
UHJDUGLQJRSWLRQVEH\RQGWKRVHGLVFXVVHGLQWKH$(&20PHPRUDQGXP

General Comments

 2Q3DJHVHFRQGSDUDJUDSK6WHSLGHQWLILHVFULWHULDDQGVFUHHQLQJWHVWVWKHILUVWRIZKLFK
LV´0HHWVWKHSXUSRVHDQGQHHGµ2Q3DJH6HFWLRQ6FUHHQLQJ²3XUSRVHDQG1HHG²
7KHVHFWLRQEHJLQVZLWKWKHVWDWHPHQW´2SWLRQVWKDWZRXOGQRWPHHW86$&(V·GHWHUPLQDWLRQ
XOGQ
RIRYHUDOOSXUSRVHDQGQHHGZRXOGEHGLVPLVVHGIURPFRQVLGHUDWLRQDVDSRWHQWLDOSURMHFW
QVLG
RSWLRQDQGQRWIXUWKHUVFUHHQHG´$VWDWHPHQWRISXUSRVHDQGQHHGLVQRWSURYLGHGLQWKH
$(&20PHPRUDQGXPDQGZHZHUHXQDEOHWRILQGVXFKDVWDWHPHQWLQWKHGRFXPHQWV
SURYLGHE\86$&(WRGDWH7KLVVWDWHPHQWRISXUSRVHDQGQHHGVKRXOGEHSURYLGHGWR
LQIRUPWKHUHYLHZRIWKLVDOWHUQDWLYHVVFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLV

 7KH´:K\'LVPLVVHGµUDWLRQDOHSURYLGHGGRHVQRWSURYLGHVXIILFLHQWGHWDLOIRUUHYLHZHUVWR
XQGHUVWDQGRUDJUHHZLWKGHFLVLRQVPDGHSDUWLFXODUO\JLYHQWKDWVLPLODUIHDWXUHVKDYHEHHQ
DFFHSWHGDQGRIWHQWLPHVIDYRUHGLQVLPLODU1(3$DQDO\VHVDWRWKHUPLQHVLWHV)RUH[DPSOH
ZLWKUHVSHFWWR0LQH/RFDWLRQDQG/D\RXW2SWLRQ 7DEOHSDJH ORZJUDGHVWRFNSLOHV
KDYHEHHQSURSRVHGDQGDFFHSWHGDWVHYHUDORWKHUPLQHVLWHVZKHUHHLWKHUWKHLQFUHDVHG
PLQH
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVFLWHGLQWKLVDQDO\VLVZHUHQRWLGHQWLILHGRUWKHHQYLURQPHQWDO
LG
LPSDFWVZHUHPLWLJDWHGVXFKWKDWWKHHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVZHUHFRQVLGHUHGQHJOLJLEOH
$GGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQVKRXOGEHSURYLGHGLQDOOFDVHVWKURXJKRXW7DEOHZLWKUHVSHFWWR
WKHVLWHVSHFLILFUDWLRQDOHIRUGLVPLVVDO7KHLQIRUPDWLRQVKRXOGDOVRLQGLFDWHWKHVLJQLILFDQFH
RIDQ\LPSDFWVFLWHGDVZHOODVZKHWKHUWKRVHLPSDFWVFRXOGEHUHDVRQDEO\PLWLJDWHG:H
DUHQRWVXJJHVWLQJDIXOOEORZQDQDO\VLVRIHYHU\RSWLRQEXWDPRUHGHWDLOHGDQGVLWH
%B&RPPHQWVB$OWHUQDWLYHVB6FUHHQLQJBGRF[
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VSHFLILFUDWLRQDOHIRUGLVPLVVDOVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGWRMXVWLI\WKHGHFLVLRQVLQGLFDWHGLQWKLV
SUHOLPLQDU\DOWHUQDWLYHVFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLVEHIRUHLWFDQEHUHOLHGXSRQJRLQJIRUZDUG

 6RPHRIWKHUDWLRQDOHSURYLGHGDSSHDUVWREHRXWVLGHWKHVFRSHRI1(3$DQDO\VLVRUDWOHDVW
1(3$DQDO\VLVDVLWLVW\SLFDOO\SHUIRUPHGIRUKDUGURFNPLQLQJSURMHFWV6RPHRIWKHVDPH
UDWLRQDOHDOVRDSSHDUVWREHFRQWUDU\WRDFFHSWHGSUDFWLFHERWKIURPDPLQLQJVWDQGSRLQW
DQGDUHJXODWRU\VWDQGSRLQW$SULPDU\H[DPSOHLVWKHVXJJHVWLRQWKDW´XQGHUJURXQG
XJJ
R W DW    X GH J RX G
bill
PLQLQJWHFKQLTXHVFDQQRWEHXVHGWRVDIHO\PLQHWKHSURSRVHGSURMHFWµ:KLOHZHZRXOG
RSRV SURMHFWµ:KLOHZHZRXOG
URMHFW
RMHFW
M mµ craig
:KL
Sticky Note
DFNQRZOHGJHWKDWLQJHQHUDOXQGHUJURXQGPLQHVDUHPRUHGDQJHURXVWKDQRSHQSLWPLQHV
JHURXVWKDQRSHQSLWPLQHV
JHURX
J
URXV WK
S S
Again
we
have
beefed this up
SHUZRUNHUKRXUERWKWHFKQLTXHVDUHSUHVHQWO\DFFHSWHGDVUHDVRQDEO\VDIH1XPHURXV
DVRQDEO\VDIH1XPHURXV
QDEO\\ VDIH 1XP
QDEO\
PHURXV
a lot but need to recheck our
XQGHUJURXQGPLQHVKDYHEHHQSHUPLWWHGDQGWKLVUDWLRQDOHFRQYHUVHO\KDVQRWEHHQXVHGWR
QYHUVHO\KDV
Q
HUVHO\KDV
O K QRWW EHHQ
EHHQXVHGWR
E
XVHGW
GW
explanation. Some good
UHTXLUHPLQLQJSURMHFWVWRRQO\FRQVLGHURSHQSLWPLQLQJDSSURDFKHV$OVRVLJQLILFDQW
DFKHV$OVR
D
Ksuggestions
KHV$OVR
KHV
$O VLJ
$OVR
VLJQLILFDQW
LJQLILFDQ
JQLILF
here.
DGYDQFHPHQWKDVEHHQPDGHLQDXWRPDWLRQDQGVHYHUDOPLQHVDUHFXUUHQWO\XQGHUJRLQJ
DUHFXUUHQWO\ XQGHUJRLQJ
D
Bill WV
Craig
Cecil
GHYHORSPHQWWKDWZRXOGVLJQLILFDQWO\UHGXFHPDQSRZHUUHTXLUHPHQWVDQGUHGXFHVDIHW\
UH
HPHQWVDQGUHGXFH
PHQ
DQG and
UHGXFH
VDIHW\
VD
ULVNVLQFOXGLQJUHFHQWLQQRYDWLRQVDW+HFOD·V/XFN\)ULGD\PLQH

 7DLOLQJV6WRUDJH)DFLOLW\ 76) FORVXUHFRQGLWLRQVDUHGHVFULEHGXVLQJWKHWHUPV´ZHWFORVXUHµ
DQG´GU\FORVXUHµ7KHVHWHUPVDORQHGRQRWSURYLGHVXIILFLHQWLQIRUPDWLRQXSRQZKLFKWR
EDVHDQDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVJLYHQWKHSUHVHQWWHFKQLFDOSUDFWLFHVDQGUHFRPPHQGDWLRQV
ZLWKUHVSHFWWR76)FORVXUHZKHWKHULWEHIRUEXONWDLOLQJVRUS\ULWLFWDLOLQJV7KH0RXQW
3ROOH\,QGHSHQGHQW([SHUW5HYLHZ3DQHO ,(53 LGHQWLILHGWKUHHSULQFLSOHVIRU%HVW$YDLODEOH
7HFKQRORJ\ %$7 IRUH[LVWLQJWDLOLQJV  1RVXUIDFHZDWHU  XQVDWXUDWHGFRQGLWLRQVDQG
 DFKLHYHGLODWDQWFRQGLWLRQVE\FRPSDFWLRQ7KH&DQDGLDQ'DP$VVRFLDWLRQ  
GHVFULEHV76)FORVXUHLQIRXUSKDVHVUHODWHGWRWKHPDQDJHPHQWRIULVNRI76)·VGHSHQGLQJ
RQWKHLUVWDWHRIFORVXUHDVRXWOLQHGEHORZ
3KDVH,²7UDQVLWLRQ
x :KHQWKH76)KDVUHDFKHGLWVFDSDFLW\DQGFHDVHVWREHRSHUDWHGRUZKHQWKHPLQH
RUSURFHVVLQJRSHUDWLRQLVWHUPLQDWHGSHUPDQHQWO\WKH7UDQVLWLRQ3KDVHRIFORVXUH
FRPPHQFHV$FWLYLWLHVLQFOXGH
o 'HFRPPLVVLRQLQJDVDZDWHUUHWDLQLQJVWUXFWXUH
o %UHDFKLQJWKH76)GDP
o 0RGLI\LQJWKHGDPVSLOOZD\VDQGGLVFKDUJHVWUXFWXUHVWRUHPRYHDQGQR
ORQJHUDOORZDVXUIDFHSRQGVZKLOHVDIHW\SDVVLQJVWRUPHYHQWV 30) 


KWWSVZZZKHFODPLQLQJFRPZSFRQWHQWXSORDGV+0&B7HFKB9ROB,VVBSGI




WWSVZZZPRXQWSROOH\UHYLHZSDQHOFD

%B&RPPHQWVB$OWHUQDWLYHVB6FUHHQLQJBGRF[
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o

7KHWUDQVLWLRQSKDVHFDQEHOHQJWKHQHGE\WKHQHHGWRFRQWDLQDQGWUHDW
VXUIDFHVXSHUQDWDQWZKLFKFDQUHTXLUHDSHULRGRIXSWRILYH\HDUVLQVRPH
FDVHV


3KDVH,,²$FWLYH&DUH
x 7KLVSKDVHLQYROYHVDFWLYHFDUHRID76)LQFOXGLQJPRQLWRULQJLQVSHFWLRQZDWHU
PDQDJHPHQWRSHUDWLRQRIDZDWHUWUHDWPHQWV\VWHPHWFDIWHUWKH7UDQVLWLRQ3KDVH
LVFRPSOHWHG
x 6HHSDJHIURPWKH76)PD\FRQWLQXHDWDUHODWLYHO\KLJKUDWHIRUIURPILYHWRILIW\
\HDUVRUPRUHXQWLODVWHDG\VWDWHVHHSDJHUDWHLVDFKLHYHG
x 6XUYHLOODQFHDQGPDLQWHQDQFH LHLQVSHFWLRQVPDLQWHQDQFHRIHURVLRQSURWHFWLRQ
YHJHWDWLRQPDQDJHPHQWLQVSHFWLRQRIWKHFRYHUV\VWHPHWF DQGPRQLWRULQJWR
YHULI\DFWXDOSHUIRUPDQFHYHUVXVGHVLJQRIWKH76)GXULQJWKLVSKDVHZKHUHWKH
VXSHUQDWDQWSRQGKDVEHHQHOLPLQDWHG
x 7KHWLPHUHTXLUHGIRUWKLVSKDVHFRXOGEHDIHZ\HDUVGHFDGHVRUORQJHU

3KDVH,,,²3DVVLYH&DUH
x 1RDFWLYHRSHUDWLRQV
x $VXIILFLHQWSHULRGRIPRQLWRULQJKDVWDNHQSODFHDQGWKH76)LVFRQVLGHUHGWREHLQD
VWHDG\VWDWHFRQGLWLRQ
x 7KHUHLVQRUHTXLUHPHQWIRUZDWHUWUHDWPHQWRULQWHUYHQWLRQE\RSHUDWLQJSHUVRQQHO
WRPDQDJHZDWHUOHYHOVLQWKH76)
x $VSLOOZD\KDVEHHQHVWDEOLVKHGWRUHOHDVHVWRUPZDWHUZDWHUDQGSRWHQWLDOO\HURGLEOH
H[WHULRUVORSHVKDYHEHHQUHFODLPHG
x 7KLVSHULRGKDVQRWLPHOLPLWEXWFDQEHGHILQHGDVEHLQJQHFHVVDU\XQWLOWKHWDLOLQJV
GDPLQWKHRSLQLRQRIWKHUHJXODWRU\DXWKRULWLHVLVFRQVLGHUHGWRKDYHDFKLHYHG
3KDVH,9/DQGIRUP

3KDVH,9²/DQGIRUP
x :KHQLQWKHRSLQLRQRIWKHUHJXODWRU\DXWKRULWLHVLWLVFRQVLGHUHGWREHSK\VLFDOO\
FKHPLFDOO\HFRORJLFDOO\DQGVRFLDOO\VWDEOHDQGQRORQJHUSRVHVDULVNWROLIHRUWKH
HQYLURQPHQW
x 1RLQKHUHQWRUUHPDLQLQJULVNVRLWPLJKWQRWUHTXLUHUHJXODWRU\RYHUVLJKW
x &RXOGOHDGWRD´ZDONDZD\µFRQGLWLRQ

7KHDVVHVVPHQWVKRXOGLGHQWLI\ZKDWVWDJHRIWDLOLQJVFORVXUHLVH[SHFWHGWREHDFKLHYHG
ZKHQXVLQJWKHWHUP´GU\FORVXUHµDQGZKHWKHUWKDWGHVFULSWLRQLQFOXGHVDQ\WKLQJRWKHUWKDQ
RQHG
GHZDWHULQJRIWKHWDLOLQJVVXSHUQDWDQW$VPHQWLRQHGODWHULQWKHVHFRPPHQWVWKH
O
DVVHVVPHQWVKRXOGDOVRLGHQWLI\VWDEOHODQGIRUPFORVXUHDVDQ2SWLRQLILWLVQRWFOHDUWKDWWKH
FXUUHQWSURSRVHGDFWLRQZRXOGUHVXOWLQWKDWFRQGLWLRQEHLQJDFKLHYHGZLWKLQDUHDVRQDEOH
WLPHIUDPH7KHDVVHVVPHQWVKRXOGDOVRDGGUHVVPLWLJDWLRQDVDQ2SWLRQVXFKDVXVLQJ
LQWHUYHQWLRQWHFKQLTXHV HJZLFNGUDLQVDQGORDGLQJZLWKZDVWHURFNRUERUURZPDWHULDO WR
DFKLHYHVWDEOHODQGIRUPFRQGLWLRQV
%B&RPPHQWVB$OWHUQDWLYHVB6FUHHQLQJBGRF[
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Specific Comments

7KHFRPPHQWVVXPPDUL]HGEHORZDUHSURYLGHGRQ7DEOH3UHOLPLQDU\/LVWRI3URMHFW
2SWLRQV%HLQJ&RQVLGHUHG

0LQH/D\RXW2SWLRQV 3DJHV² 
$QDQDO\VLVRIVLWLQJRSWLRQVDQGDOWHUQDWLYHVLVQHHGHGWRDOORZIRUFRQVLGHUDWLRQRIPLQHOD\RXW
\
bill
i
HGU
RWKHPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQV
R
KHPLQHOD\R
RSWLRQV7KLVDQDO\VLVLVW\SLFDOO\SURYLGHGDVZHOODVFLWHGUHODWLYHWRWKHPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQV
RHVQRWDOORZIRUDGHTXDWH
R
VSti
QRWkDO N
RZtIR
FRQVLGHUHGLQDQDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLV7KHLQIRUPDWLRQSURYLGHGGRHVQRWDOORZIRUDGHTXDWH
HRSWLRQVFRQVLGHUHGDQGWKH
SWLRQV
SWLRQVF
WLL
RQV
RQ need
LG
LGHUHG
GD
G WK
K
FRQVLGHUDWLRQRIPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQVRUSURYLGHMXVWLILFDWLRQIRUWKHRSWLRQVFRQVLGHUHGDQGWKH
repeat,
we
to QGWKH
recheck
GLVPLVVDORIDOORSWLRQVRWKHUWKDQWKHSURSRVHGDFWLRQ

Bill Craig
0LQLQJ7\SH²8QGHUJURXQG0LQLQJ 3DJH 
8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJLVGLVPLVVHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHDORQHRUFRPELQHGZLWKRSHQSLWPLQLQJ
QHGZLWKRSHQSLWPLQLQJ
Q
\PLQHWKHSURSRVHGSURMHFWµ
EHFDXVH´XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJWHFKQLTXHVFDQQRWEHXVHGWRVDIHO\PLQHWKHSURSRVHGSURMHFWµ
QIRUPHGLQWKDWIDWDOLWLHVGR
Q
,I´VDIHO\µLVGHILQHGDV´ZLWKRXWIDWDOLWLHVµWKHQWKHDQDO\VLVLVPLVLQIRUPHGLQWKDWIDWDOLWLHVGR
XQG URXQG
G DQG
G RSHQ SLW
LW PLQHV
L
,,Q
RFFXURQD\HDUO\EDVLVLQWKH86DQGHOVHZKHUHIURPERWKXQGHUJURXQGDQGRSHQSLWPLQHV,Q

UWKH
IDFWLWLVQRWDEOHLQWKLVUHJDUGWKDWDFFRUGLQJWR06+$ IRUWKHODVWIRXU\HDUVWKHQXPEHURI
IDWDOLWLHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKKDUGURFNPLQHVDWVXUIDFHIDFLOLWLHVKDVVLJQLILFDQWO\H[FHHGHGWKDWRI
XQGHUJURXQGPLQHV,QDGGLWLRQWKHUHLVDQDFNQRZOHGJHGWUHQGEDFNWRZDUGVXQGHUJURXQG
PLQLQJDVRSHQSLWPLQDEOHUHVHUYHVDUHGHSOHWHGDQGKLJKJUDGHXQGHUJURXQGRUHERGLHVDUH
EHLQJGLVFRYHUHG

8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJRIIHUVVLJQLILFDQWHQYLURQPHQWDODGYDQWDJHVUHODWHGWRGHFUHDVLQJWKH
RYHUDOOPLQHIRRWSULQWVLJQLILFDQWO\UHGXFLQJWKHSURGXFWLRQRIZDVWHURFNDQGSURGXFLQJRUHRI
KLJKHUJUDGHUHVXOWLQJLQOHVVWDLOLQJV)RUXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJWREHGLVPLVVHGVLWHVSHFLILF
DVSHFWVPXVWEHSUHVHQWWKDWDUHQRWGLVFXVVHGLQWKHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWWKDWPDNH
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJLQWKLVSDUWLFXODUFDVHPRUHXQVDIHWKDQLQRWKHUFDVHV%XWPRUHW\SLFDOO\
HFRQRPLFIHDVLELOLW\KDVEHHQFLWHGLQ1(3$DQDO\VLVDVWKHEDVLVIRUGLVPLVVDORIWKLVRSWLRQ,W
VKRXOGDOVREHQRWHGWKDWLQPDQ\FDVHVXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJKDVEHHQLQFOXGHGDVDQ
DOWHUQDWLYHIRUFRQVLGHUDWLRQLQ1(3$DQDO\VLVDQGWKHHFRQRPLFIHDVLELOLW\KDVEHHQDQDO\]HG
DQGSUHVHQWHGLQGHWDLOLQ(,6V$GGLWLRQDOO\WKHPHWKRGRIXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJQHHGVWREH
LGHQWLILHGDVWKHUHDUHVLJQLILFDQWGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQPHWKRGVVXFKDVVWRSHPLQLQJURRPDQG
SLOODUPLQLQJDQGEORFNFDYHPLQLQJ,QFRQMXQFWLRQZLWKFRQVLGHUDWLRQRIXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJ
PHWKRGVWKHH[WHQWWRZKLFKEDFNILOOLQJPLJKWEHDFKLHYHGVKRXOGEHFRQVLGHUHG

8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJVKRXOGQRWEHH[FOXGHGIURPHYDOXDWLRQLQWKH(,6,W VXQGHUVWRRGWKDW
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJPHWKRGVDUHQRWSURSRVHGIRUHDUO\VWDJHVRIPLQHGHYHORSPHQWDQG

KWWSVDUOZHEPVKDJRYVWDWVFKDUWVPQPHR\DVS




KWWSVZZZWPUUHVHDUFKFRPXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJHTXLSPHQWPDUNHW
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RSHQSLWPLQLQJLVXVXDOO\OHVVFRVWO\KRZHYHUDQGHYDOXDWLRQRIXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJVKRXOGEH
LQFOXGHGLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKHFXPXODWLYHHIIHFWVSRUWLRQRIWKH(,6

,IWKHSURSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFWLVSHUPLWWHGLWLVKLJKO\OLNHO\WKDWXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJZLOOEH
SURSRVHGLQWKHIXWXUHEH\RQGWKHSUHVHQWPLQLQJSURSRVDO8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJZRXOGPRVW
OLNHO\EHSURSRVHGWRUHFRYHUDGGLWLRQDOUHVRXUFHVEH\RQGRUEHORZWKHSURSRVHGH[WHQWRIWKH
RSHQSLW,WVKRXOGEHGLVFXVVHGDVWRZKHWKHUDFFHSWDQFHRIWKHSUHPLVHIRUXQGHUJURXQG
PLQLQJLQWKLVSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWLIFDUULHGIRUZDUGZRXOGSUHFOXGHWKHIXWXUHSRVVLELOLW\RI
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJ'LVPLVVDORIWKHXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJRSWLRQGXHWRVDIHW\FRQFHUQVDWWKLV
VWDJHFRXOGDOVREHDUJXHGDVDUDWLRQDOHWRSURKLELWRSHQSLWPLQLQJDVZHOO

0DWHULDO+DQGOLQJ²,Q3LW&UXVKLQJDQG&RQYH\LQJ 3DJH 
,QSLWFUXVKLQJVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWHGLQLQWKH(,6VLQFH
VDQ
LQSLWFUXVKLQJDQGFRQYH\LQJDUHSUREDEO\OHVVHQYLURQPHQWDOO\GDPDJLQJWKDQRWKHU
WDOO\
DOWHUQDWLYHVVXFKDVKDXOLQJRUHE\WUXFNVWRDQRIIVLWHFUXVKHU7KLVGHWHUPLQDWLRQDQGWKH
GLVPLVVDORIWKHLQSLWFUXVKLQJRSWLRQVHHPSUHPDWXUH

7KURXJKSXWWRQVSHUGD\ 3DJH 
7KHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWVXJJHVWVDQRSWLRQFRQVLGHULQJLQFUHDVLQJWKHPLQHWKURXJKSXWWR
WRQVSHUGD\VKRXOGEHGLVPLVVHGGXHWR´LQFUHDVHGHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVµ+RZHYHU
LWVKRXOGILUVWEHQRWHGWKDWLQQHDUO\DOOFDVHV(,6·VDQGVXEVHTXHQW5HFRUGRI'HFLVLRQVDUHQRW
EDVHGRQDJLYHQWKURXJKSXWEXWUDWKHURQWRWDOHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV)RUWKLVUHDVRQ
VHYHUDOPLQHVKDYHEHHQDOORZHGWRLQFUHDVHWKHLUUDWHRIPLQLQJZLWKRXWIXUWKHUDQDO\VLVEDVHG
RQWKHDQDO\VLVFRQWDLQHGLQ1(3$(,6DQDO\VLVWKDWZDVEDVHGRQD´FRQFHSWXDOµWKURXJKSXWWKDW
ZDVORZHU7KHVWDQGDUGW\SLFDOO\HPSOR\HGLVWKDWLIWKHSURSRVHGFKDQJHGRHVQRWUHVXOWLQDQ
 S
LQFUHDVHLQGLVWXUEHGDFUHVRURWKHULPSDFWVE\PRUHWKDQSHUFHQWLWLVDOORZHGZLWKRXW
UHFH
IXUWKHUFRQVLGHUDWLRQ,WVKRXOGDOVREHQRWHGWKDWDPRUHUHFHQWH[DPSOHLQYROYLQJWKH3RO\0HW
1RUWK0HW0LQHLQ0LQQHVRWDKDVWKHFRPSDQ\SURGXFLQJDIHDVLELOLW\VWXG\SULRUWRFRPSOHWLQJ
WKHSHUPLWWLQJSURFHVV7KLVVXJJHVWVWKDWDWKURXJKSXWWKDW·VGRXEOHWKHWKURXJKSXWWKDWFRXOG
EHSHUPLWWHGZLOOEHUHTXLUHGIRUWKHSURMHFWWREHHFRQRPLFDO,QRUGHUWRDGGUHVVWKLV
SRVVLELOLW\WKH(,6RIWKHSURSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFWVKRXOGFRQVLGHUWKHWRQVSHUGD\
RSWLRQDVZHOODVDQRSWLRQWKDWVHHVWKHPLQHVLJQLILFDQWO\H[SDQGHGQRWDVDFXPXODWLYH
LPSDFWEXWDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHLQWKH(,6

3RZHU6RXUFH²5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\ 3DJH 
5DWKHUWKDQEHLQJGLVPLVVHGLQWKLVSUHOLPLQDU\VFUHHQLQJUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHG
QHZD OH HQHUJ\VKRX
HQHUJ\VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHG
HQHUJ\
VKRXOG EH LQFOXGHG
bill.m.craig
DVDQRSWLRQDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KHHQYLURQPHQWDOEHQHILWVDVZHOODVWKHFRVWVVKRXOGEH
QHILW DVZHOODVWKHFRVWVVKRXOGEH
ZHOODV
OO WK
WKHFR
Sticky Note
HYDOXDWHGEHIRUHSUHFOXGLQJWKHXVHRIUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\
Jen F to review.






KWWSVSRO\PHWPLQLQJFRPZSFRQWHQWXSORDGV313RO\0HW1,7HFKQLFDO5HSRUWBBB5HYSGI
7HFKQLFDO5HSRUWBBB5HYSGI
7
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6WRUDJH0HWKRG²'U\6WDFN7DLOLQJV IRU%XON7DLOLQJVRQO\  3DJH 
7KHDOWHUQDWLYHVVFUHHQLQJGRFXPHQWLQGLFDWHVWKDWGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJVLVXQGHUUHYLHZ7KLV
RSWLRQVKRXOGXQGRXEWHGO\EHLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHIRUDQDO\VLVLQWKH(,6JLYHQWKH
VXEVWDQWLDOULVNDQGWKUHDWWRVDIHW\DQGWKHHQYLURQPHQWDVVRFLDWHGZLWKDWDLOLQJVVWRUDJH
H0
IDFLOLW\ 76) IDLOXUH7KLVLVHVSHFLDOO\LPSRUWDQWJLYHQWKDWWKH0RXQW3ROOH\,QGHSHQGHQW([SHUW
5HYLHZ3DQHO ,(53 LGHQWLILHGGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJVDVWKH%HVW$YDLODEOH7HFKQRORJ\ %$7 IRUQHZ
WDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWV7KHDQDO\VLVVKRXOGDOVREHEDVHGRQWKHUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVRIWKH,(53
WKDWDFRPSOHWHFRVWEHQHILWDQDO\VLVEHSHUIRUPHGZLWKRXWUHJDUGWRFRVWDQGZLWKDQHPSKDVLV
RQSXEOLFVDIHW\,QPDNLQJWKLVUHFRPPHQGDWLRQZHZRXOGQRWHWKDWZHDUHQRWQHFHVVDULO\DQ
DGYRFDWHIRUGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJVDWWKHSURSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFWVLWHEXWUDWKHUDGYRFDWLQJIRULWWR
EHFRQVLGHUHGZKLOHDVVHVVLQJWKHGHJUHHRIPDQDJHULDOULVNWKDWWKHSURSRQHQWLVZLOOLQJWR
DFFHSWWRPDNHZHWVOXUU\WDLOLQJVDFFHSWDEOHERWKGXULQJRSHUDWLRQVDQGDWFORVXUH

6WRUDJH0HWKRG²5HPRYHRU0DNH$OO7DLOLQJV,QHUW 3DJH 
$FFRUGLQJWRWKHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWPHWKRGVWRPDNHWKHWDLOLQJVQRQDFLGJHQHUDWLQJRU
LQHUWWRPHWDOVOHDFKLQJDUHQRWSUDFWLFDEOHKRZHYHUPHWKRGVVXFKDVWKHDGGLWLRQRIOLPHWR
YHE
WDLOLQJVWRDGGUHVVDFLGGUDLQDJHDQGPHWDOOHDFKLQJKDYHEHHQSURSRVHGDQGDFFHSWHGDWRWKHU
PLQHVLWHV7KRVHPHWKRGVDUHLGHQWLILHGDQGGLVFXVVHGLQWKH*OREDO$FLG5RFN'UDLQDJH
*$5' *XLGH6HFWLRQ$GGLWLRQVDQG$PHQGPHQW0HWKRGV,QSDUWLFXODUWKHDGGLWLRQRI
OLPHWRWDLOLQJVLQFOXGLQJWKHS\ULWHWDLOLQJVVKRXOGEHFRQVLGHUHGIXUWKHUDVDQRSWLRQDQG
SRWHQWLDOO\FRQVLGHUHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYH

7DLOLQJV'DP²'RZQVWUHDP&HQWHUOLQH8SVWUHDP&RQVWUXFWLRQ 3DJHV² 
)RUWKHVDPHUHDVRQWKDWXSVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQLVFRUUHFWO\GLVPLVVHGDVOHVVVWDEOHFRPSDUHG
WRGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQFHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQFRXOGVLPLODUO\EHGLVPLVVHG:KLOHWKDW
WKDW
ZRXOGQRWEHRXUUHFRPPHQGDWLRQLWLVIRUWKLVUHDVRQFOHDUWKDWGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQPXVW
EHLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHWRWKHSURSRVHGFHQWHUOLQHPHWKRG,QWKHQXPHURXVGLVFXVVLRQV
FRQFHUQLQJ76)FRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGVLWKDVDOZD\VEHHQVXJJHVWHGWKDWLIGRZQVWUHDP
FRQVWUXFWLRQFDQEHDFFRPPRGDWHGWKHQLQQHDUO\DOOFDVHVLWLVSUHIHUUHGRYHUWKHPRUH
FRPSOH[DQGWKHUHIRUHULVNLHUFHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQDSSURDFK

%XON%DVLQ7DLOLQJV²/LQHG 3DJH 
7KHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWGLVPLVVHVOLQLQJWKHEXONWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWGXHWR´,QFUHDVHG
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVEHFDXVHWKHOLQHUZRXOGUHWDLQZDWHULQWKHEXONWDLOVDQGLQFUHDVHWKH
ULVNRIGDPIDLOXUHµ7KLVUDWLRQDOHGRHVQRWDGGUHVVWKHPHDQVDQGPHWKRGVWKDWDUHURXWLQHO\
LQWHU
HPSOR\HGRQOLQHGIDFLOLWLHVVXFKDVLQWHUQDOGUDLQVDQGFORVXUHLQWHUYHQWLRQPHDVXUHVVXFKDV
ZLFNGUDLQVWRDGGUHVVUHWDLQHGZDWHULQWKHWDLOLQJV2WKHUPHDQVKDYHDOVRDOORZHGVHYHUDO
OLQHGWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWVDURXQGWKHZRUOGWREHVDIHO\RSHUDWHG7KLVGLVPLVVDOGHFLVLRQ
DOVRIDLOVWRUHFRJQL]HWKDWWKHPDMRULW\RI76)IDLOXUHVKDYHEHHQDVVRFLDWHGZLWKXQOLQHG
IDFLOLWLHV$WVHYHUDORWKHUVLWHVWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWOLQHUVKDYHEHHQLQFOXGHGDVWKHSURSRVHG



KWWSZZZJDUGJXLGHFRPLQGH[SKS"WLWOH &KDSWHUBB$GGLWLRQVBDQGB$PHQGPHQWB0HWKRGV
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RSWLRQRUDQDOWHUQDWLYHH[SOLFLWO\DVDPHDVXUHWRUHGXFHWKHOLNHOLKRRGDQGFRQVHTXHQFHRI
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV

Summary

,WDSSHDUVWKDWWKHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWVRQZKLFKWKHVXEMHFWDOWHUQDWLYHVVFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLV
UHOLHVDUHXQLQIRUPHGE\ERWKWHFKQLFDOPDWWHUVUHODWLYHWRPLQLQJDQGWKHDQDO\VLVWKDWKDVEHHQ
FRQGXFWHGLQKXQGUHGVRI(,6SURFHVVHVIRURWKHUPLQLQJSURMHFWV$VFXUUHQWO\EHLQJFRQGXFWHG
DQ(,6EDVHGRQWKLVDQDO\VLVZRXOGOLNHO\EHVXEMHFWWRVFUXWLQ\DVWRZKHWKHUWKH1(3$
UHTXLUHPHQWIRUDUREXVWDQGDFFXUDWHDQDO\VLVKDVEHHQPHW

%B&RPPHQWVB$OWHUQDWLYHVB6FUHHQLQJBGRF[
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ConsolidatedCommen
Department/Division/Section

Section/Fig./Table

Page #

ADF&G/DWC

All

All

All

All

All

All

ADF&G/DWC

ADFG/SportFish
ADF&G/DWC
ADF&G/DWC

ADF&G/DWC

Chapter3
Chapter3

Chapter3

All
All

All

ADF&G/Subsistence

3.2.3

11

ADF&G/Subsistence

3.3.1

3.3Ͳ1thru3.3Ͳ11

ADF&G/Subsistence

3.3.1

3.3Ͳ1

ADF&G/Subsistence

3.3.1

3.3Ͳ2

ADF&G/Subsistence

3.3.1

3.3Ͳ3
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ADF&G/Subsistence

3.3.1

3.3Ͳ4

ADF&G/Subsistence

3.3.1

3.3Ͳ6

ADF&G/Subsistence

3.3.1

3.3.Ͳ12

3.3.2

3.3Ͳ7

3.9.1

3.9Ͳ2

ADF&G/DWC

ADF&G/Subsistence

ADF&G/DWC

ADF&G/DWC

ADF&G/DWC

ADF&G/DWC

ADFG/SportFish
ADF&G/DWC

ADF&G/DWC

3.5

3.5.2

3.5

3.5.2.1

3.5.2.1
3.5.2.1

3.5.2.1

3.5Ͳ1

3.5Ͳ4

3.5Ͳ5

3.5Ͳ6

3.5Ͳ6
3.5Ͳ7

3.5Ͳ7
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ADF&G/DWC

3.5.2.5

3.5Ͳ12

ADF&G/DWC

3.5.2.5
RecreationUseand
Users

3.5Ͳ12

ADFG/SportFish

3.5.2.5Recreation
UseandUsers

3.5Ͳ12

ADF&G/CommFish

3.6.1

3.6Ͳ2

ADF&G/CommFish

3.6.1.1

3.6Ͳ3

ADF&G/CommFish

3.6.1.1

3.6Ͳ3

ADF&G/CommFish

3.6.1.1

3.6Ͳ5
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ADF&G/CommFish

3.6.1.1

3.6Ͳ6

ADF&G/CommFish

3.6.1.1

3.6Ͳ7

ADF&G/CommFish

3.6.1.1

3.6Ͳ7

ADF&G/CommFish

3.6.1.1

3.6Ͳ12

ADF&G/CommFish

3.16.2.1

3.16Ͳ20

ADF&G/CommFish

3.16.4.1

3.16Ͳ29

ADF&G/CommFish

3.16.4.2

3.16Ͳ30

ADF&G/DWC

ADF&G/DWC

ADF&G/DWC
ADF&G/DWC

3.23

3.23

3.23.1.1
3.23.1.2

All

3.23Ͳ4

3.23Ͳ6
3.23Ͳ11
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ADF&G/DWC

3.23.1.2

3.23Ͳ11

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.1.2

3.23Ͳ11

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.1.2

3.23Ͳ11
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ADF&G/DWC

3.23.1.2

3.23Ͳ12

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.1.2

3.23Ͳ12

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.1.2

3.23Ͳ13

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.1.2

3.23Ͳ13

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.2.1

3.23Ͳ16
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ADF&G/DWC

3.23.2.1

3.23Ͳ16

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.2.3

3.23Ͳ16

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.2.3

3.23Ͳ16

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.3.1

22

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.3.1

3.23Ͳ4,3.23Ͳ9,
3.23Ͳ23

ADF&G/DWC

3.23.3.1

3.23Ͳ22,3.23Ͳ23

3.24.1

3.24Ͳ3

ADF&G/CommFish
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ADF&G/CommFish

3.24.1

3.24Ͳ7

ADF&G/CommFish

3.24.1

3.24Ͳ7

ADF&G/CommFish

3.24.1

3.24Ͳ7

ADF&G/CommFish

3.24.1

3.24Ͳ7

Table3.24Ͳ2

3.24Ͳ7

3.24.1
3.24.1

3.24Ͳ10
3.24Ͳ10

ADFG/SportFish

3.24.1.2

3.24.11

ADFG/SportFish

3.24.1.4

3.24Ͳ15

ADF&G/CommFish

3.24.2

3.24Ͳ18

ADF&G/CommFish

3.24.2

3.24Ͳ18

ADF&G/CommFish

3.24.2

3.24Ͳ18

ADFG/SportFish

3.24.4.2

3.24Ͳ28

ADF&G/DWC

3.24.4.2

3.24Ͳ28

3.24.5.3

3.24Ͳ34

ADFG/SportFish
ADF&G/CommFish
ADF&G/CommFish

ADF&G/CommFish
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ADF&G/DWC

3.25.1

3.25Ͳ1

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.1.2

3.25Ͳ3

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.2

3.25Ͳ3

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.2.2

3.25Ͳ3

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.3

3.25Ͳ4

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.2

3.25Ͳ4

ADF&G/DWC
ADF&G/DWC
ADF&G/DWC

3.25.3.2
3.25.3.2
3.25.3.2

3.25Ͳ4
3.25Ͳ4
3.25Ͳ4

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.3.2

3.25Ͳ5

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.5

3.25Ͳ7

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.5.1

3.25Ͳ7

ADF&G/DWC

3.25.5.1

3.25Ͳ8
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ADF&G/DWC

3.25.5.1

3.25Ͳ8Ͳ10

ADF&G/Subsistence

4.3

4.3Ͳ1

ADF&G/Subsistence

Ch.4.3,Labeledas
4.1.1.4

4.3Ͳ4

ADF&G/Subsistence

4.3.1.4

4.3Ͳ1thru4.3.Ͳ7

ADF&G/Subsistence

4.3.1.4,labeledas
4.1.1.4

4.3Ͳ5

ADF&G/Subsistence

4.4.2.2

4.3Ͳ5

ADF&G/Subsistence

4.9.2.4

4.9Ͳ4

ADF&G/Subsistence

4.10.2

4.9Ͳ5

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.17.2.4

4.17Ͳ4

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.23.3.1

4.23Ͳ4

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.23.3.1

4.23Ͳ4
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ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.23.3.1

4.23Ͳ4

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.23.4.1

4.23Ͳ12

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.23.4.1

4.23Ͳ13

ADFG/Habitat

4.24

4.24Ͳ1

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ2

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ2

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ2

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ5
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ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ5

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ5

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ5

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ6

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ6

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ6

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ7

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ7

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.1

4.24Ͳ8

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.2

4.24Ͳ9

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.2

4.24Ͳ10
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ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.3

4.24.10

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ10

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ10

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ10

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ11

ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ11
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ADFG/Habitat

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ11

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.3

4.24.11

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.3

4.24.11

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ11

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ11

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ11

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ12

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ13

ADF&G/CommFish

4.24.2.3

4.24Ͳ13

ADF&G/Habitat/SPCS

4.24.2.4

4.24Ͳ15

DEC

4.2.2.1

4.2Ͳ2
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4.9.1

4.9Ͳ1

4.9.2.1

4.9Ͳ2
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4.9.2.2

4.9Ͳ3

4.10.1

4.10Ͳ3

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC
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4.12.2.1

4.12Ͳ1

4.12.2.2

4.12Ͳ5

4.12.2.2

4.12Ͳ5

4.12.2.3

4.12Ͳ5

4.12.2.3

4.12Ͳ6

4.15.2.1

4.15Ͳ7

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC
DEC
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4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ5

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ5

4.20.1

4.20Ͳ1

4.20.1

4.20Ͳ1

4.20.1

4.20Ͳ2

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

Generalcomment
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3.1.2(doesnot
matchtableof
contents)

3.11Ͳ1

3.1.6.5(doesnot
matchtableof
contents)

3.11Ͳ8

3.16.4.3

3.16Ͳ31

3.23.2

3.23Ͳ15

4.11.3.2
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4.19.3.3
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DNR/DMLW/WATERͲAlaska
HydrologicSurvey

4.17&4.18

1,2,3,4

DNR/DMLW/SCRO

4.13.2.3

4.13Ͳ5

DNR/DPOR/OHA

4.7.2

4.7Ͳ2

DNR/DPOR/OHA

4.7.2

4.7Ͳ2

DNR/DPOR/OHA

PDGA_Cultural_031
all
3018

DNR/DPOR/OHA

PDGA_Cultural_031
all
3018

DNR/DGGS/Engineering
Geology

3.15 3.15Ͳ12
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DNR/DGGS/Engineering
Geology

3.15 3.15Ͳ12

DNR/DGGS/Engineering
Geology

3.18 general

DNR/DGGS/Minerals

4.13

DNR/DGGS/Minerals

4.13 4.13Ͳ5

DNR/DGGS/Energy

4.13 4.13Ͳ5

DNR/DGGS/Engineering
Geology

4.13 4.13Ͳ5
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DNR/DGGS/Engineering
Geology

4.15 general

DNR/DGGS/Engineering
Geology

4.17 general

DCCED
DCCED

4.3
4.3

all
4.3Ͳ1

DCCED

4.3Regional
Economy

4.3Ͳ1

DCCED

4.3Regional
Economy

4.3Ͳ2
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DCCED

4.3Regional
Economy

4.3Ͳ2

DCCED

4.3Regional
Economy

4.3Ͳ2

4.3CostofLiving

4.3Ͳ3

4.3Regional
Infrastructure

4.3Ͳ3

4.3Education

4.3Ͳ3

4.3Economyand
Income

4.3Ͳ5

Fig.3.3Ͳ1

3.3Ͳ1

DCCED

DCCED

DCCED

DCCED
DCCED
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ntsTable
Comment/Issue

Ingeneral,thedraftchaptersincludedinthisreviewdo
notappeartoincludeADF&G'sscopingcomments.
Thereareareaswheredataorotherpertinent
informationiseitheromitted,incompletelydescribed
andreferenced,orminimizedinordertosupport
concludingstatementsofnoornegligibleimpacts.
Inclusionoftheseconcludingstatementsatthisearly
stagewithoutcompletedata,informationandanalysis
seemsanticipatory.
Seemssomewhatrandomandinconsistentonaverages
usedthroughoutthedocumentforescapements,catch,
harvest,effort,etc.
Nofiguresandbibliographyprovided.
Referencesto"brown/grizzly"bearsunnecessary
Chapterdoesnotmentiontheimportofanddistribution
ofinvasivespecies(vegetativeandanimal,i.e.,insect,
mice,weeds,pondweed,aquaticsnails,etc.)thatoccurs
withroadsandincreasedboattraffic.
Minesiteandtransportationcorridorusedfor
subsistenceyearͲround.
Subsistencehunting/fishingimportanttosocioeconomic
wellbeinginruralAlaskacommunities
Suggestadditionaltextafterlastparagraph

Suggestadditionaltextafterlastparagraph

SuggestadditionaltextafterlastparagraphunderLake
andPenBoroughandDillinghamCensusArea
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SuggestadditionaltextafterlastparagraphinOverview
ofCOL
SuggestadditionaltextafterMarinesection
SuggesttextadditionafterTable3.3Ͳ5

BristolBayboroughshouldincludeKingSalmon,Naknek,
S.Naknekarecertainlydownstream,predominantly
fishingbasedtowns,andwillpotentiallybeaffected
communities.Thereisvalueinlistingtheactual
communities,notjustthearea.SamefortheDillingham
CensusArea:listthecommunities.
ADF&GSubsistencewillprovideinformationon
TraditionalEcologicalKnowledge
"Thepremierrecreationactivityinthisareaissport
fishingwhichdrawsmanyanglersfromAlaskaand
beyondtolodges,lakes,rivers,andestuariesinthe
regioninsearchoffreshwater,saltwater,and
anadromousfish."
Whatisthisstatementbasedon?
…shouldinclude'associatedlands'oftheNushugakand
MulchatnaRivers,etc.
…NushugakRandMulchatnaRheadwatersarewestof
themineSiteandmanagedbytheADNR.…..should
includesomereferencetothe'landswhichprovidethe
watersfortheserivers,i.e.,Koktuliriver,includethe
MineSitelands'.
SportFishing:textsayssportfishingisthe"primary
recreationalactivity"intheEISarea.Thisismisleading
andsuggeststhatsporthuntingorotherrecreational
pursuitsarenotofasmuchimportance
Sportfishingisnotmanagedthroughapermitsystem.
Tablehasincorrectdatesforunit9Bbrownbearhunt
anddoesnotmentiontherotating18monthbrownbear
hunt.
Tablehasincorrectdatesforunit9Bmoosehunt.A
portionofUnit9Bmooseseasonextendstothe20
September.
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"Giventhelackofeasyaccessandlimited,dispersed
developmentwithintheregion,overallrecreationuseis
estimatedtoberelativelylowforallpublicrecreation
areasintheregion."
Thisthemeofremotenessanddifficultiesofaccess
leadingtolowlevelsoftourismisrepeatedthroughout
thesection;andiscomparedtootherstatewide
statisticsfortourismthatmaynotreflect/trulyrepresent
therecreationusevaluesortheimportanceofthearea.
Themanagementintentfordispersedpublicrecreation
inmuchoftheareaalsoneedstobeconsideredin
characterizingthearea.Comparisonswithotherhigh
useareasontheroadsystemorotherpartsofAlaskais
notappropriate.Lowlevelsofuseinanareadesignated
fordispersedrecreationrateshigher.

Accuratelydepictthecurrenttourism,hunting,fishing,
outdoorrecreationaluse,andORVusealongexisting
infrastructureandnonͲdevelopedareas.SoinChapter4
youcanfullydepicttheexpecteddirect,indirectand
cumulativeimpactsfromincreasedtourism,hunting,
fishing,outdoorrecreational,andORVuseasaresultof
theproject.
Recreationuseisnotnecessarilylowforallareasinthe
regionbecausemorepeopletraveledtootherareasin
thestate.Recreationisveryfocusedinparticularareas
andmaybeconsideredmoderatetohighinthoseareas.
"thestateAreaTBristolBaysalmonfisheryistheonly
commercialfisherywithintheEISanalysisarea."Cook
InletcommercialfisheriesarealsointheEISanalysis
area.
TherearethreemajorriversystemsintheNaknekͲ
KvichakDistrict,nottwoasstatedintheDEIS.
Escapementisreferencedas"optimalescapementgoal"
"theWoodRiveristhedominantfishproducerinthe
districtandaccountedfor62percentoftheestimated
runstrengthoverthelast20years"
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"makingthesystemthesinglelargestproducerof
ChinookinAlaska."
"Bycomparison,theKenaiRiver(61,000Chinook),
CopperRiver(24,000Chinook),andSusitnaRiver
(114,000Chinook)hostsubstantiallysmallerChinook
resources."Aretheseaveragetotalruns,harvests,or
escapements?Wherearethecitations?Whataboutthe
YukonandKuskokwimriverChinooksalmonresources?
Thereisnomentionof“downstreameconomicimpact”
asmentionedinTheEconomicImportanceoftheBristol
BaySalmonIndustrybyKnappetal2013.
"ThefisheryhasexperiencedagradualoutͲmigrationof
permits……"
NodetailedhydrologicdataisavailableforAmakdedori
Creek
Firstmention,byname,ofstreams/rivers/lakesinthe
SouthAccessRoadarea.
DrainagesintheprojectareasouthofIliamnaLakehave
notbeenthefocusofanyknownhydrologicstudiesto
date.
ThereisnodiscussionofwildliferesourcesnearAnchor
Point,KenaiPeninsulasideofproject.
....saysnoraptornestfound.Thesurveysdescribed
seemveryminimalandineffective.Mentionsground
nesters,butmakesnoallowanceforannualvariation
nestingtiming,orinnestingareas:i.e.,nestingcanvary
byweeksinsomeyears;i.e.,shortͲearedowlscanbe
hardtofindinsomeyears,andarrivetonestinfar
greaternumbersotheryears.
SectionshouldprovidesummaryofABRresultsfor
waterbirdspecies,aswellasreferencetotheirreport.
Under"Caribou"…endoffirstparagraph…"counted"is
incorrect
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Under"Caribou"…lastparagraph….althoughin29years
caribouhavenotcalvedtherebasedonradiocollardata
andABRobs,wehaveseentheMCHmovetheirentire
calvingareaupto60milesontwooccasioninthepast5
years…sothepebblesitecouldbeusedatsomepointin
thefuture.Intheearly1980smanyofourtelemetry
locationswereadjacenttotheproposedminesite,so
thereisahistoryofcaribouusingthatgeneralareaback
then,andmaybeagainsomeday.Also,ourtelemetry
dataovertimeismostrepresentativeofthebulkofthe
herdtoduecosteffectivenessofoursampling,andthe
bulkoftheherdisnotintheproposedPebblearea.
However,thatisn'ttosaycaribouarenotusingthatarea
justbecausewedonothavemanytelemetrypoints
there.

Caribou:1stparagraphendswithstatementaboutthe
downwardtrendintheMulchatnaCaribouHerd….

Caribou:thereisnoreferencetoasmallerportionof
caribou,likelyassociatedwiththeMulchatnaherd,that
isknowntospendmostoftheyearintheareasouth
fromKokhanokinthehighercountryaroundKukaklek
andNonvianukLakeseasttoPaintRiver.Notmuchis
knownaboutthem,buttheyareapermanentresident
ofthisarea
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Under"moose"thedensityofmooseinasingleyearin
Aprilcouldbemisleadingastothevalueofthatareafor
moose.Fromwhatweareseeingwithourradiocollared
mooseherein17B&C,theymovealot,andsomeareas
thatarevoidinApril,havemoosewithcalvesinlate
May.Andwearelearningthatsomeofthetravelsby
moosetocalvingareasinearlyMayallowthemtofind
sitesthatprovideforgreatercalfsurvivalthanother
areas,andthesesmallgroupsofmoosewithgreatercalf
survivalmaybeproportionallymoreimportanttothe
sustainabilityofthemoosepopulation.Also,yeartoyear
weatherpatternsmayalsoaffectAprilhabitatuseto
wheretheaforementionedsurveymayhavegotten
differentresultsindifferentyears.
Itisalsodifficulttodeterminefromtextifsurveyswere
justattheminesiteortheentireprojectarea.

Moose:asinglepopulationsurveyin2010?
Wolf:…'.mainpreyitemsthoughttoincludemoose,
caribouandbeaver'isanambiguousstatementof
somethingthatisverywellknown/documented.
Additionally,theirdietincludessalmonseasonally,which
tiesthemintotheoveralleffectsofPebbleonstreams
andfish.
….helicoptersurveysofsalmonͲspawning
streams…..August2004:thisoffersaveryinaccurate
pictureofbrownbearuseofhabitat.Asthesalmon
move,thebearsmove.Streamuseisthereforevery
fluid.Additionally,salmonͲspawningisnottheonly
indicatorofgoodhabitat.Useofberries,andupland
smallmammalsisalsoimportant.
Nobirdsurveyshavebeenconductedonthemarine
portionofAmakdedoriPort,despiteit'sknown
importancetoseabirds.
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TheinformationprovidedforRockSandpipersis
warranted;however,thissectionlacksinformationon
otherspeciesofshorebirds(severalofwhichareof
conservationconcernforthestateofAlaska)thatbreed
and/orcongregateattheportsiteduringspring
migration.
"TheAmakdedoriPortisinGMU9Aonthenorthernside
ofAmakdedoriCreek.Primaryvegetationcommunities
areshrub–dominated,withsmall,isolatedwetlands.
AmakdedoriCreekisananadromouscreeksurrounded
byshrubs,andthereforelikelytosupportbrownbears,
moose,andotherwildlife.Largemammalspeciesare
anticipatedtobesimilartothoseintheMineSite,
includingbrownandblackbear,andmoose."

"TherangeoftheMulchatnacaribouherddoesnot
extendtotheCookInlet;therefore,caribouarenot
anticipatedtooccurattheAmakdedoriPort."
Thisappearstobeanincorrectassumption.Ifbasedin
factthenreferenceit.Therearecaribouinthearea
eventhoughtheyarenotwellstudied.Additionally,as
theMulchatnaherdiscurrentlyataveryreduced
populationlevel,cariboumaynotcurrentlybeusingthe
areainlargenumbers,butitisimportanttoinclude
themintheanalysisasifthepopulationwasathigher
levels;andconsideringhistoricrange.Oncethe
populationincreases,thiscouldbeveryimportant
habitat.

Notallavailabledatabeingused.
Thelistofspeciesofconservationconcernneedstobe
updated.Manyspeciesofconservationconcern
detectedduringABRpointcountsin2004and2005are
notlisted(e.g.BankSwallow,Wilson'sWarbler,Lesser
Yellowlegs,etc.)
Onlypartofthetransportationcorridor(theIliamna
SpurRoadandMineAccessRoad)wassurveyedfor
raptors,landbirds,andshorebirds.Theremaining
portionalongtheSouthAccessRoadhasnotbeen
surveyed.
ApplicablewaterbodiesarenotidentifiedinTable3.24Ͳ1
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ApplicablewaterbodiesarenotidentifiedinTable3.24Ͳ2
SockeyesalmonadultmigrationshownasJulythrough
September.
SockeyesalmonspawningshownasJulythrough
September.
SockeyesalmonjuvenilerearingshownasAprilthrough
June.
Sockeyesalmonjuvenilerearingshouldlikelybeyear
round.
NewhalenRiverisexcludedfromTable3.24Ͳ3.
Table3.24Ͳ3.doesnotincludelakehabitat.
Notsurewhatyearsarebeingusedtoestimateaverage
annualChinookescapementͲitislikelyrevisednumbers
for2010Ͳ2012arenotbeingused.
Itshouldbementionedduringdiscussionofpinksalmon
abundancethattheyareona2yearcycle.
Thisdescribesjuvenilesockeyesalmonasrearingforup
totwoyears.
ThisdescribessockeyesalmonasspawningfromJune
throughSeptember.
Thisdescribesjuvenilecohosalmonasrearingforupto
twoyears.
NorthernpikearealsopresentinIliamnaLakeandthey
aretargetedthroughtheicebysubsistenceusers.
Whataboutarcticchar,northernpike,andlaketrout
resources?
NoinformationonSablefish
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TheConservationPlan(NMFS2008a)isnot"associated"
withtheESAlisting;itisrequiredbytheMarineMammal
ProtectionActforaspeciesdesignatedas"depleted"
(whichoccursonceit'slistedundertheESA).
Outdatedreferences:"inrecentyears,"citingSpeckman
andPiatt2000.Similarconcernsinsecondparagraph,
wheremostrecentcitationsarefrom2008
Noexplanationofrecentreclassificationofbreeding
stocksintoDPSsandrelistingoneasthreatenedandone
asendangered.
ReferencetospringmigrationofWesternNorthPacific
Stockto"southernAlaska,BritishColumbia"is
erroneous.Anotherfunctionofconfusing/intertwining
MMPAtermswithESAterms.UndertheESA,the
endangeredWesternNorthPacificDPSisthoughtto
feedprimarilyinthewesternAleutiansandportionsof
"southernAlaska,"butnotinBritishColumbia.
Unclearsentence:"largenumbersofindividuals
dispersewidelyoutsideofthebreedingseason..."
(direct,unattributedquotefrom2017StockAssessment
Report)
Incompletesentence:"Thoseanimalsthattypically
utilizewaterssurroundingtheprojectareaarefurther
classifiedintotheCentralGulfofAlaska."
Outdatedreferences:e.g.,NMFS2008b
Secondparagraph;typo"Stellarsealion"
Thirdparagraph:missingword
Firstparagraph:awkward/incorrectwords
Awkwardfirstsentence
Awkwardsentence
Unclearsentence(startsonpage3.25Ͳ7):"Inastudy…
subͲadultbirdswereflightlessfirst…andthenadult
femaleswitheidersmaintainingspatialandtemporal
separation…"Spatialandtemporalseparationfrom
what?Sexandageclasses?Otherspecies?
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Existingsurveyssomewhatdated,andinformationis
lackingforAmakdedoriPortsiteandAnchorPoint
(wheretheproposednaturalgaspipelineunderCook
Inletwouldcomeashore)
Economicconsequencesshouldincludeimpactsto
establishedsubsistencepatterns
Smallercommunitiesmaybecomedepopulatedas
peoplemovetohubcommunitieslikeIliamna
HeadingNumbersIncorrect
Economicconsequencesshouldincludeimpactsto
establishedsubsistencepatterns

Thepotentialnegativeimpactofnewroadson
subsistenceshouldbeconsideredandreferencetosocial
impactsaddressedinSection4.9

Employmentofadultswouldimpacttheirabilityand
opportunitytotrainyoungpeopleinthesubsistence
wayoflife,havingapotentiallyirreversibleeffect.

AppendixKwasnotreferredtobutnotprovided
ShallowGroundwaterInterceptionͲHydrogeology
sectiononlyaddressestheinterceptionofshallow
groundwaterfromproposedpipeline.
TerrestrialWildlifeͲBehavioralDisturbanceͲSectiononly
brieflydiscussesthepotentialdisturbanceonterrestrial
wildlifebehavioralfromtheproposedmineitselfaswell
asasinglevaguesentenceontheAmakdedoriPort.
TerrestrialWildlifeͲBehavioralDisturbanceͲSectiononly
brieflydiscussesthepotentialdisturbanceonterrestrial
wildlifebehavioralfromtheproposedmineitselfaswell
asasinglevaguesentenceontheAmakdedoriPort.
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TerrestrialWildlifeͲBehavioralDisturbanceͲSectiononly
brieflydiscussesthepotentialdisturbanceonterrestrial
wildlifebehavioralfromtheproposedmineitselfaswell
asasinglevaguesentenceontheAmakdedoriPort.
MarineMammalsͲBehavioralDisturbanceͲSectiononly
identifiespotentialimpactsonmarinemammalsfrom
vesselactivitywithrespecttothenaturalgaspipeline.
"TheferryacrossIliamnaLakemayinitiallycausesome
disturbanceofharborsealsoccurringintheimmediate
area,becauseitwillbeanovelsourceofairborneand
underwaternoise.However,harborsealsareknownfor
vesseltolerance,soimpactsarenotexpectedtobe
significant."

Directandindirectimpactstofishandaquatichabitat
andaquaticinvertebratesdoesnotincludeallofthe
impacts/potentialimpactsoftheprojectcomponents.

Somefishspeciesaremissingfromthespecies
assemblage,particularlywhitefish
ThepercentofhabitatlossisreportedfromaBristolBay
drainageperspectiveandisnotspecifictolocal
habitat/drainages
Acknowledgesthatnotallanadromouswaterswithin
theBristolBaydrainagehavebeendocumented
ThelossofconnectionbetweenTributary1.19andthe
mainstemNFKduetostockpileembankmentsis
downplayedtoincludemostlydirectlossofhabitatand
lossofgravelrecruitment.Thisislimitedinscopeand
doesnotreflecttheoverallimpactsofthelossof
headwaterfunctionstodownstreamhabitat.
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UpperTalarikCreeksectionstatesthat,"Noaquatic
habitatwouldbedirectlylostintheUTCduetomine
construction,operation,orclosure."However,the
sectionalsostatesthatthattheTransportationCorridor
roadwouldincludeseveralcrossingsoftheUTC.Habitat
maybedirectlylostwhenculvertsandroadfillareputin
streamsandadjacentstreamwetlands.Basedonproject
diagrams,therewillberoadfillinsomestream
segments/wetlands.
StreamflowReductionsectionshouldalsoinclude
streamflowalterationsashydrographsarealteredand
somestreamsseeflowregimechangesandsome
streamsreceiveadditionalflows(e.g.,atributarytothe
UTCapprox.2milesbelowitsheadwaters).
Statementongravelrecruitmentnotcited
TheFishMigrationBarrierssectionstatesthat7fishͲ
bearingstreamsarecrossed.Fishsurveysarecurrently
beingconductedontheroadcorridorandnotall
streamsthatarecrossedhavebeensurveyed.
Itisunknownwhatismeantby,"nonͲresidentsalmonid
streams"
StatesthatTributary1.19wouldbepermanentlyblocked
References"summermonths"
Spawningandeggincubationcriteriawereexceededon
89percentofsummerreadings
TurbidityandWaterClarityimpactsarelimitedto
plannedoperationswithfullyfunctioningfacilities.
Frozenpipes,brokenpumps,andclimaticconditionscan
leadtounplannedoperationofwatercontrolfacilities.
AmakdedoriRivershouldbedescribed

LackofinformationonMarineInverts/Benthos
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Nomentionofseveralimportantanadromousstreams
thatwouldbeimpactedbythetransportationcorridor
andNGpipelinecorridor(e.g.GibraltarCreek,Dream
Creek,UpperTalarikCreek,CarCreek,PeteAndrew
Creek,andNewhalenRiver.)
Bridge,Culvert,andPipelinearegroupedtogetherin
onesection.
Sectiononlyaddressesinitialpipelineinstallation.

Sectiononlyidentifiesthreesourcesofpotentialimpacts
tofishfromthepipelineinstallation(WestofCookInlet):
1.Directmortality(stranding/desiccation)from
temporarywaterdiversions.2.Fishentrainmentatfish
screensduringpumping.3.Injury/mortalityfrompile
driving.

StreamSedimentationsectionthatthatchronic
sedimentationfromroadsduetothefailuretouseor
maintainBMPisunlikely.However,eventhebest
maintainedroadsinthestatehaveimpactstoaquatic
habitatfromsedimentation.Itcanbe
minimized/mitigatedbutnottotallyprevented.Infact,
thesecondparagraphstatesasmuch,"TheBMPsare
designedtoreducetheintensityofsurfacerunoff,
erosion,andsedimentloadsinstreamchannels."and,
'....rangeofBMPs,wouldbeinstalledtoensure
minimizationofimpacts...'
FishMigrationBarrierssectionstatesthenumberof
anadromousstreamscrossedbytheproject,butthe
newtransportationcorridoriscurrentlybeingassessed
forthefirsttimeandfishpopulationsatthecrossings
aremostlyunknown.
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Numberofbridgesandculvertsisproposedandmay
changebasedonstatepermittingrequirements.
Mentionofenforcementofslowspeedlimits
Referencetoeightbridgesand222culvertswithno
descriptionorlinktodescriptionofthosespecific
projects
"Surfaceerosionoffinesintostreamchannelscanresult
inlongͲterm,indirectimpactstoaquatichabitatand
dependentspeciesfromclearing,grading,and
excavationactivities;andfrompoorlysurfacedor
maintainedroads,highlevelsoftraffic,andinsufficient
stormwatermanagementfacilities."
"Indirecteffectsoferosionandsedimentationare
expectedtoremainrelativelylocalizedtothebridgeor
culvertlocation"

"Finesedimentsinstreamsareassociatedwith
degradationofsalmonidspawninghabitatquality,
decreasedfryemergence,reductionsinwintercarrying
capacity,andchangesinBMIabundanceorcomposition
"
PipelineConstructionͲIliamnaLakeͲSectiononlybriefly
discussesthepotentialeffectsofturbidityfrompipeline
installationonsockeyesalmonspawningandredds.
IliamnaLakeisusedextensivelybyjuvenilesockeye
salmonasrearinghabitat.Whilebeachspawning
locationsaremoreconcentratedintheeasternportion
ofthelaketheentirelakeispresumablyusedbypelagic
juvenilesockeyesalmon.Allpopulationsthatspawnin
thelakeorintributariestothelakehavethepotentialto
beimpactedbyferryoperationsduringthejuvenilelife
stage.
ReferencetoUpperTalarikCreekasspawningand
feedinghabitatforRainbowtrout
TableofContentsͲEISappearstoonlyaddressthe
proposedpipelineEastandWestofCookInletbutnot
CookInletitself.
Thefinalpartofthesentenceinparagraphsixismissing
aword.
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Theuseoftheword"wilderness"inthefirstparagraph
ofthissectiondoesn'tappearappropriate.Wilderness
haslegalconnotationinnationalparksthatdoesnot
matchthelegalstatusofthelandsinquestion.
Sentencetwointhefirstparagraphofthissectionnotes
that"ImpactstocommunitiesoutsideoftheLPBwould
beimperceptible."Thischoiceofwordsmaynotreflect
thefeelingsofthelocalresidents.
Thestatementsinthisparagraphdonotmakesense.
Thatfirstsentencesaysimpactswouldnotbenoticeable
andthesecondsentencessays"thereforetheeffects
wouldbenoticeable."
Sentencetwoinparagraphtwoofthissectionnotesthat
"blastingandoperationofheavyequipmentand
helicopters,wouldadverselyaffecttherecreational
experienceforhuntersandanglersbychangingthe
settingfromaquietwildernessareatoadeveloped
industrialarea....."Theuseoftheword"wilderness"in
thissentencedoesn'tappearappropriate.Wilderness
haslegalconnotationinnationalparksthatdoesnot
matchthelegalstatusofthelandsinquestion.
Thefirstsentenceonthispagenotesthat"Boattrafficto
andfromtheportwouldbeminimal:upto27
concentratevesselsand33supplybargesperyear
duringoperations."Informationonboattrafficduring
constructionisnotcoveredinthisdescription.
Sentenceoneinparagraphfouronthispagenotes
"Overall,becauserecreationaluseoftheAmakdedori
Portislowevenduringthepeaksummerseason…."Itis
notclearwherethisinformationorconclusioncomes
from.
Thefirstsentenceinthissectionnotes"Thevolumeof
recreationislikelylowinnumbersalongthenorthand
southmineaccesscorridors…."Itisnotclearwherethis
informationorconclusioncomesfrom.
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Sentencethreeinthissectionnotes"Potentialeffectsto
socioculturalaspectsofsubsistencewouldincludealoss
ofincometofundsubsistenceactivities,whilelaborand
timeavailableforsubsistenceactivitieswouldincrease."
Itisnotclearhowthiscouldbedescribedasageneral
impact,sinceitwouldonlyapplytothosepersonswho
wereemployedbythemineorotheractivities
supportedbythemine.
Thefirstparagraphonthispagediscussedfugitivedust,
butdoesnotdescribetheactualdistancefromthe
activitieswhereareascouldbeimpacted.
Paragraphfouronthispagediscussedapitlakeand
notes"Thiswouldintroduceanewstandingwaterbody,
butriskstowildlifeandbirdsfrompotential
contaminantsexposurewouldbelow."Itisnotclear
howthisconclusionwasreached.
Thissectiondiscussesimpacttosubsistencefrommine
androaddevelopment.Thefirstsentenceonthispage
notes"…..suchrestrictionswouldhaveminimalimpact
onaccesstosubsistenceresourcesbecausethese
projectcomponentswouldoccupyarelativelysmall
portionofthenearbycommunitiesharvestareas,and
becauseaccesspointsacrosstheTransportation
Corridorcouldbeprovided."Itisnotclearhow
subsistenceimpactswouldbemitigatedwhenitis
predicatedthataccesspointcouldbeprovided.
Thefirstsentenceinthethirdparagraphofthissection
notes"HealthimpactsfromtheNoActionAlternative
wouldbeimperceptibleorrequiremedical
intervention."Itisnotclearhowanimpactcouldbe
imperceptible,butpossiblyrequiremedicalintervention.
Thesetwopossibilitiesappearateitherendofthe
spectrumofpotentialimpacts.
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Paragraphtwo,sentencetwonotesthat"Sucha
restrictiontopublicaccesscouldbenoticeable,basedon
thesubsistenceandinterͲvillageoverlandtravel…",but
sentenceoneinparagraphthreenotes"Although
projectconstruction,operation,andclosureactivities
wouldintroducenewtrafficintheMineSitearea,effects
relatedtothedisplacementofexistingsurface
transportationmodesintheprojectareawouldbe
minimal."Itisnotclearhowbothofthesesentence
couldbetrue,sincetheyappeartoconflict.
Paragraphoneinthissectioncontainsasentencethat
notes"Atemporaryairstripwouldbebuiltat
AmakdedoriPorttofacilitatetheconstructionphase."
Paragraphtwo,sentencetwoalsonotes"Atemporary
airstripwouldbebuiltatAmakdedoriPort."Itisnot
clearwhythereneedtobetwoduplicatestatements
regardingthisairstrip.
Paragraphthreeinthissectionprovidesestimatesof
flightsinvolvingthemineoperations,butthereisnot
indicationifthesenumberareweekly,monthlyoryearly
estimates.ForthenonͲtechnicalreaderitwouldbe
usefultoprovidethenumberofdailyflightsthatwould
beinvolved,sincethisiswhatmostreaderswould
understandandcouldkeeptrackof.
Thefirstparagraphinthissectionprovidesannual
estimatesofbargetraffictotheAmakdedoriPort.As
notedabove,providingdailytrafficestimateswouldbe
usefulforthenonͲtechnicalreader.
Thefinalparagraphonthispagenotes"Oncethe
pipelineisfullyoperational,itwouldnotaffectvessel
trafficonCookInletandIliamnaLake."Itisnotclear
howthisstatementcanbetruesincethepresenceofthe
pipelinewouldimpactvesselanchoring.
Thefirstsentenceinparagraphfouronthispageis
missingimportanttext.
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Thediscussionofthepitlakeinparagraphfouronthis
pagenotesthatthewaterqualitywouldbeexpectedto
beacidicwithelevatedconcentrationsofsomemetals.
Thisappearstoconflictwiththediscussioninthefinal
paragraphonpage4.9Ͳ2inSection4.9.21,whichsays
thatriskstowildlifeandbirdsfrompotential
contaminantsexposurewouldbelow.
Thediscussionofreclamationandclosurebondpackage
inparagraphfiveonthispageaddressestheStateof
Alaska'sbondingverybriefly.Withtheconcernsoflocal
residentsandotherstakeholdersinmind,youmaywant
tobeefupthisdiscussiontoreflectthelevelofdetail
providedintheFinancialAssuranceinformationfoundin
AppendixAoftheDonlinMineEIS.
Thissectiondiscussestheemissionsourcesimpactingair
quality.Thelistingdoesnotincludeadiscussionofburn
piles.Sincethisprojectwillincludetheclearingof
vegetation,burnpipesshouldbeaddedtothis
discussion.
Bulletthreeinthissectionprovidesadefinitionof
stationarypointsourcesas"thosethatpassthrougha
stack,chimney,vent,orotherfunctionallyequivalent
opening.(40CFR52.21[b][20]).Itwillbeimportantto
addthecaveatthatthesesourceshaveafixedlocation.
Thesecondsentenceinthefinalparagraphonthispage
notes"ThecomparisonofimpactsusingPSDincrements
hasbeenprovidedforinformationalpurposesonlyand
doesnotrepresentaregulatoryPSDincrement
consumptionanalysis."Thisdiscussionshouldreflect
thatit"doesnotrepresentaregulatoryPSDincrement
consumptionanalysis ordetermination. "
Itshouldbenotedsomewhereinthissectionthatunder
18AAC70.240(c),ADECwaterqualitypermitsthat
includeamixingzone,mustmakeafindingthatthe
availableevidencereasonablydemonstratesthatthe
mixingzonewillnotadverselyaffectthreatenedor
endangeredspeciesexceptasauthorizedunderthe
EndangeredSpeciesAct(16USC1531Ͳ1544).
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Sentencethreeinparagraphthreeofthissectionnotes
that"thedefinitionofaestheticsinthe404(b)(1)takes
intoconsiderationsight,hearing,touchandsmell…."Itis
notclearwhytheCleanWaterAct404(b)(1)guidelines
arebeingquotedinthecontextofaestheticsandvisual
resources.
ParagraphthreeonthispagediscussestheAlagnakRiver
beingdesignatedasaWildRiver.Thisinformation
shouldbeclarifiedtoreadthattheAlagnakhasbeen
designatedasaWildandScenicRiverunder16USC
1271Ͳ1287.
Thefirstsentenceinthissectionnotesthat"Mostofthe
lengthoftheTransportationCorridorpassesthrough
remoteareaswithnodocumentedpublicwateruse."It
isnotclearifthisistruesincethereareanumberof
drinkingwaterprotectionareassurroundingIliamna
Lake.
Thissectiondiscussesraptorsandwaterbirdsinthearea
surroundingAmakdedoriPort.Itisnotcleartothis
untechnicalreaderhowaerialphotographyandsurveys
canbeabletoaccuratelydeterminewhetherthereare
cliffsorrockoutcropsthatsupportraptorsor
waterbirds,sinceaerialphotosmakeitdifficulttopick
outverticalclifffaces.
Thefirstsentenceinthissectionnotethat"Amakdedori
PortwouldbelocatednearthemouthoftheMcNeil
RiverinKamishakBay.Thisismisleadingbecausethe
portislocated11milesawayfromthemouthofthe
McNeilRivers.
Bullettwoatthebottomhalfofthispagenotesthat
maintenanceͲattributednoiselevelscouldriskcausing
sleepdisturbancetorecreationistsandsubsistence
huntersonlandsconsidered"wildernessambient".
Pleaseconsiderusinganotherwordtodescribethese
undevelopedlandsbecausetheuseoftheword
"wilderness"hasaspecificlegalmeaninginnationalpark
areaslocatednearby.
Thefirstsentencebelowtable4.19Ͳ8notesthat"On
accessiblepubliclandsthatadjointheroadcorridor,
wheresubsistencehuntersandsportsmenmaydwell
temporarily.."Itisnotclearwhythisword"sportsmen"
isused,whenelsewhereinthedocumenttheterm
"recreationists"isused.
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AsoutlinedintheRFI019,thedraftenvironmental
impactstatementdoesnotprovideawater
managementplanorwaterbalanceestimatesforGW
andSWsystems.TheextenttowhichGWwithdrawals
andpitdewateringwillaffecttheKoktuliandUpper
TalarikRiversisnotadequatelyaddressed.
PLPwillneedtoapplytoSCROforanymaterialsites
fallingongeneralstateland.
ProcessfordevelopmentofthePAisincorrectͲthePA
wouldbeaUSACEdocumentandnotdevelopedbyPLP.
UnlessUSACEhasdelegatedNHPAauthoritytoPLP,
formalconsultationwithSHPOandotherconsulting
partiesfortheprojectisconductedbyUSACE.
Landscapesandtraditionalculturalplaces(TCPs)arenot
mentionedasadatagaparea.
Verylittleworkhasbeendoneintheareaandtheextent
anddistributionofsitesisnotwellunderstood.Testing
methodologyforallareasmaynothaveincorporated
deeptesting,whichmaybenecessarytolocatethe
oldestarchaeologicalsites.Standardarchaeological
testingextends1Ͳ1.2metersbelowgroundsurface.
Buryingthepipelineandmineactivitieswilllikelyrequire
excavationatdepthsgreaterthan1Ͳ1.2metersbelow
groundsurfaceandcouldimpactsitesthatareburied
toodeeplytoidentifywithstandardtestingmethods.

"TheKatmaigroupofsevenvolcanoesonthenorthern
AlaskaPeninsulaincludesthreethathaveexperienced
recenteruptionssince2003(Katmai,Novarupta,and
Trident)..."KatmaiandNovaruptalasteruptedin1912,
Tridentlasteruptedin1953.ConsultAlaskaVolcano
Observatoryforaccuraterecordsofvolcaniceruptions.
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"AsimilarphenomenonwasdocumentedinBristolBay
fromaprehistoricAniakchakcalderaflowthatgenerated
a25Ͳft.waveanddepositeddebris60ft.abovesealevel
inNushagakBay(StevensandCraw2003)."The
informationinthisstatementismisͲattributedto
StevensandCraw,whoreferencedearlieroriginalwork
byotherresearchers;theoriginatorsoftheresearchare
WaythomasandNeal(1998),Allen(1994),andArmes
(1996).
Baselinedataonhydrocarbonconcentrationandrelated
compoundsinsurfaceandgroundwaterhavebeen
collected.Repeatmeasurementsofthesesubstances
shouldbeapartofongoingwaterqualitymonitoring
efforts,ashydrocarboncontaminationisanimportant
measureofdevelopmentimpact.
Duringroad,pipeline,orportsiteconstruction,thereisa
remotechancethatmineralizedorsulfideͲbearing
materialmaybeencountered.
HasPLPlookedatgeologicmapsavailableat?:
http://maps.dggs.alaska.gov/mapindex/
TheJurassicNaknekFormationismappedtothe
northeastandsouthwestofthemouthofAmakdedori
Creek.BasedonDGGSEnergysection'sfirstͲhand
experiencewiththeNaknekinCookInlet/Alaska
Peninsula,andDetterman’s(1980)mapandreport,itis
possible(andprobablylikely)thatexposuresnearthe
mouthofthecreekarefossiliferous.Regionally,
commonfossilsintheunitincludeammonites,
belemnites,andvariouspelecypods.Themarinereptile
mentionedintheparagraphonp.4.13Ͳ5isavery
significantfind.TheTalkeetnaFormationisalsomapped
nearthemouthofAmakdedoriCreek.DGGS's
experiencewiththeTalkeetnaFormationinCookInletis
thatmostofitsthicknessappearstobedevoidoffossils.
Detterman(1980)statesthatnoidentifiablefossilshave
beenfoundintheTalkeetnaFmintheIliamnaQuad.

Theentireprojectareawascoveredbyglacialiceduring
mostofPleistocenetime.Itishighlyunlikelythatany
Pleistoceneagevertebrate/mammalfossils/remains
wouldbefoundinsurficialglacialdepositsinthisarea.
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Permafrostisnotaddressedinthissection.Mappingby
Jorgensonandothers(Jorgenson,T.,Yoshikawa,K.,
Kanevskiy,M.,Shur,Y.,Romanovsky,V.,Marchenko,S.,
Grosse,G.,Brown,J.,andJones,B.,2008,Permafrost
characteristicsofAlaska:NinthInternationalConference
onPermafrost,June29ͲJuly3,2008,Fairbanks,Alaska.
http://permafrost.gi.alaska.edu/sites/default/files/Alask
aPermafrostMap_Front_Dec2008_Jorgenson_etal_2008.
pdf)indicatesthisareaisinthezoneofisolated
permafrost,meaningthatupto10percentofthe
groundmaybeunderlainbypermafrost.Potential
permafrostͲrelatedhazardsincludeerosion,subsidence,
andslopeinstability,aswellasimpactstolocal
hydrology.

Permafrostisnotaddressedinthissection.Mappingby
Jorgensonandothers(Jorgenson,T.,Yoshikawa,K.,
Kanevskiy,M.,Shur,Y.,Romanovsky,V.,Marchenko,S.,
Grosse,G.,Brown,J.,andJones,B.,2008,Permafrost
characteristicsofAlaska:NinthInternationalConference
onPermafrost,June29ͲJuly3,2008,Fairbanks,Alaska.
http://permafrost.gi.alaska.edu/sites/default/files/Alask
aPermafrostMap_Front_Dec2008_Jorgenson_etal_2008.
pdf)indicatesthisareaisinthezoneofisolated
permafrost,meaningthatupto10percentofthe
groundmaybeunderlainbypermafrost.Ifpresent,
permafrostwilllikelyimpactlocalhydrology.
Allsubsectionsarelistedas4.1
Sectionlacksspecificityoverall
Statementreads,"Lossofbothdirectandindirectjobs
throughthelossoffieldexplorationworkandgoodsand
servicessupplywouldbefeltprimarilyincommunities
closesttotheMineSite(e.g.,Nondalton,Iliamna,and
Newhalen)."Howmanyjobs,goods,andservicesare
providedlocally?
Statementreads,"Thiswouldpotentiallycreatealarge
numberofdirectandindirectjobsintheregion,and
haveanoticeableeffectinsmallcommunitiescloserto
theMineSite."Noticeableissubjectiveandnot
meaningfulforacomparativeanalysisofalternatives.
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Statementreads,"Effectstotheeconomyonaregional
scalewouldbeminimal."DCCEDdisagreeswith
statementbasedonthepreliminaryinformation
provided.
Statementreads,"Thepercentageofincreaseinjobs
wouldbeminimalduetothelargerandmorediverse
economyofAnchorage,inrelationtothecommunities
nearesttheMineSite(Iliamna,Nondaltonand
Newhalen),andelsewhereintheLPB."Thisstatementis
difficulttounderstand.
Statementreads,"Alternative1hasthepotentialto
reducetransportationcoststotheTransportation
Corridorarea’spotentiallyaffectedcommunities…"
Reduceitbyhowmuch?Whataccessmaythe
communitiesgaintofood,fuel,andothersupplies?
Accessviatheproposedroadissubjecttootherstate
andlocalauthorities.
Statementreads,"Theremaybeindirectimpactsfrom
changesindemographicpatternsdrivenbylocal
employmentopportunities,andbylocaltaxrevenue
generatedthroughdevelopmentoftheproject."What
doesthismean?Moreyoungpeople,moremiddleage
people,moreCaucasian,orotherethnicgroups?
Statementreads,"Substantivedemographicincreases
resultingfromtheprojectwouldsupportanincreased
numberofschoolsintheregion,whichmaybenefitthe
educationalopportunitiesofsomecommunities.
Becauseofdecliningpopulations(outͲmigration),some
schoolsintheregionareatriskofclosing.Theproject
couldreduceoreliminatethedeclineinpopulation,
therebyallowingthelocalschoolstoremainopenand
continuetoservethelocalcommunities."Theterm
"populationincreases"maybebetterusedinthefirst
sentenceinsteadof"demographicincreases."

Lastparagraphprovidesstatewidewageinformation
andthenconcludesthat"Thewagesearnedwouldbe
higherthanotheravailableemploymentopportunities,
andtheearningswouldbeanimprovementtothe
community."
ThetableappearstobeusingAlaska(statewide)
employementdata.
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Recommendation/Action

ReviewandincorporateinformationfromStatescopingcommentsintothenextdraftpriortonextreview.

TheEISshouldbeunbiased,factual,andincludewellresearchedstatementsabouttheresourcesinvolvedand
thepotentialimpactsoftheproposedprojectonthoseresources.Resourcesummariesandanalysisshouldtake
intoaccountsurveysanddatafromallState&Federalagencysourcesandnotrelytooheavilyonsurveydata
fromtheminesiteoveralimitednumberofyears.Statementsconcludingimpacts/lackofimpactsshouldbe
reassessedtodetermineiftheconclusionisthoroughlysupportedbytheavailableinformation.

Specifyyearsandbeconsistentwithyearsbeingusedforaverages.

Providefiguresandliteraturecited.
Ursusarctosconsideredbrownbearsinallofprojectarea.
Includediscussionofinvasivespeciesandspreadduetoincreaseinfrastructureandaccess.

Determine:potentialdisruptiontobothfishandgamespecies,changesinaccessbysubsistenceusersand
patternsofsubsistenceuse,negativeimpactsofreducedaccess.
Determine:potentialdisruptiontobothfishandgamespecies,changesinaccessbysubsistenceusers,costof
reducedaccess,impacttolocaleconomies,impacttolocalsocialandculturalsystems.
Inadditiontojobsinvolvinglaborforwages,subsistencehuntingandfishingcomprisesanimportantcomponent
ofthesocioeconomicsysteminruralAlaskacommunities.Althoughsubsistencefrequentlyinvolvesnomonetary
exchange,thecontributionoffoodprocuredbyhuntingandfishingshouldnotbeoverlookedasasignificant
contributortohouseholdandcommunityeconomics.
SubsistencehuntingandfishingprovidesasignificantamountoffoodresourcesforcommunitieslikeSeldovia,
PortGrahamandNanwalek.Forexample,researchconductedforthestudyyear2014showedanestimated138
poundsofsubsistencefoodwasharvestedforeachpersonlivinginSeldovia.Percapitaharvestwasevenhigher
inPortGraham(218pounds)andNanwalek(253pounds).Participationratesforeachcommunitywerealsohigh;
harvestofatleastonesubsistencefoodresourcewasreportedby94%ofhouseholdsinSeldovia,98%inPort
Graham,and84%inNanwalek(ADF&G,onlineCommunitySubsistenceInformationSystem).
Researchshowssubsistencehuntingandfishingisanimportantpartofthesocioeconomicsysteminthisregion.
Forexample,in2004thepercapitaharvestofwildfoodresourcesbytheresidentsofIlimanaequaled469
pounds.PedroBayresidentsharvestedanaverageof305poundperpersonin2004.Inbothofthese
communities,100%ofhouseholdsharvestedatleastonewildfoodresourcein2004.
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Participationinsubsistencehuntingandfishingactivitiesfrequentlyrequirescashtopayforfuel,ammunition,
boatsandvehicles,andsomeportionofhouseholdwageincomeiscommonlyspentonprocuringwildfoodfor
homeuse.
AddheadingforTrails,localroads,trailsandotheroverlandpassagesprovideaccesstofishandgameresources
usedforsubsistence
Asstatedpreviously,alargeproportionofhouseholdsinprojectareacommunitiesparticipateinsubsistence
activitiesanddependonthewildfoodresourcesprocuredbyhuntingandfishing.Detailsforeachcommunityare
includedinChapter3.9FoodandFiberProduction.
Seecomment;Expandlistingofthecommunities.

ADF&GSubsistencewillprovideinformationonTraditionalEcologicalKnowledge
Theareasupportsworldclassbrownbear,caribouandmoosehunting,aswellas,otherrecreationalpursuits.To
characterizetherecreationaluseoftheareaasonlyapremiersportfishingdestinationisinaccurate.

Seecomment;Reword
Seecomment;Reword

Changestatementtosay:…isamajorrecreationactivity…..

Sportfishingismanagedusingnumeroustoolsandtheyshouldbelisted(effort,catch,andharvestinformation
<StatewideHarvestSurvey,logbooks>;abundance;sizecompositionetc.)
UpdateTable:May10Ͳ25springofevenyears,andOctober7Ͳ21fallofoddyears.Also,itshouldbenotedthat
dateschangeperiodicallybasedonBoardofGamedecisions.
Updatetable9Bmoosehuntdatesto:Resident:September1ͲSeptember20.Also,itshouldbenotedthatdates
changeperiodicallybasedonBoardofGamedecisions.
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ThereareanumberofrecreationrelatedsurveyssuchasUSFWSNationalSurveyofFishing,Hunting,andWildlifeͲ
AssociatedRecreation,andADF&G'sEconomicImportanceofAlaska'sWildlifein2011;whichcanbecombined
withpointspecificdatatoprovideamoredetailedpictureoftheimportanceoftheseresourcesandusesto
users.Therearelikelysimilarreportsforotherrecreationaluses.Informationfromthesetypesofsourcesneeds
tobeanalyzedalongwiththedispersedpublicrecreationandtourismintentsofmuchoftheareatofairlyand
accuratelycharacterizetheexistingenvironmentandinChapter4anychangestothatasaresultoftheproposed
project.

Seecomment;Reword

Seecomment;Reword

IdentifyCookInletcommercialfisheriesintheanalysisarea.

IncludeAlagnakRiver.

Escapementshouldbereferencedas"escapementgoal"astherearemanydifferenttypesofgoals.
Clarifywhichspeciesthisstatementisreferencing.
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NeedscitationanddoesnotmakeacomparisontotheKuskokwimorYukon,whicharealsolargeChinooksalmon
producers
Seecomment;Addresstheidentifiedissues.

AddressthebroadereconomicimpactsoftheBristolBaySockeyeSalmonIndustry.

Needscitation
BaselinestreamflowdatashouldbecollectedonAmakdedoriCreek.
Thesespecificcreeks/rivers/lakesneedtobeaddressedinallrelevantsectionsoftheEISastheywillbeaffected
bytheproject.
BaselinedatamustbecollectedwithgagingstationsestablishedfordrainagessouthofIliamnaLake.

Includeresourceinformationforallprojectsegments,includinglowerKenaiPeninsulagasline.
UpdatespeciesaccountsinChapter3.

Provideresultssummarydataonbirdspecies

ChangewordingͲuse"estimated"inreferencetocaribounumbers
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Analysisshouldconsidertherangeandcalvinggroundhabitatvaluesoftheareaforcaribouandthefactthat
habitatwouldberemovedfromtheuseablehabitat.

Itshouldalsodescribethecurrentextremelyreducedsizeoftheherd,surveysamplingbiasassociatedwiththat,
andlookathistoricuseinordertocharacterizelongtermcaribouhabitatuse.Theaerialtransectsurveys
referenced,wereallfromtheperiodfollowingthelargedecreaseinherdsize.Historictrailsinthetundracould
possiblyofferamorecorrectpictureofuse.
Thereareothersmallerlocalizedherdsthatdoinhabitpartsofthetransportationcorridorandportsite,suchas
theherdintheareasouthandeastofKokhanok,inthehighercountryaroundKukaklekandNonvianukLakes,
andeasttothecoast.In2018,ADF&GobservedcaribouatChenikLake,about5.5milesfromtheproposedport
site;andhistoricallycaribouhaveoccasionallybeenobservedwithintheMcNeilRiverStateGameSanctuary
southofthere.Informationontheseherdsshouldbepresentedandhabitatevaluated.Additionalsurveys
throughallseasonsshouldbeconductedandintegratedintoanalysis.
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MoosepopulationdatashouldbebasedonmorethanjustApril2010surveydata.Expandpopulation
informationtoincludeotherhistoricsurveysandinformation,aswellasseasonalvariation.Additionally,the
surveysshouldincludeotherprojectcomponentssuchastheroadcorridorandportsiteandthesectionshould
specifytheareasthatweresurveyed.

Additionalsurveysshouldtakeplaceacrossallseasons.Also,explainthatinthiscountry,evenalowdensityof
mooseisimportant.
Changestatementtosay:…isknowntoincludemoose…..,…,beaverandsalmon

Thisdescriptionisveryinadequate.Updateittoincludeallseasonalhabitatuses.Thisrecommendationcouldbe
appliedtomostoftheotherspeciesaccountsthroughoutchapter3aswell.

SurveysofseabirdsoccurringinthenearshorewatersofAmakdedoriPortarerecommended.Surveysshould
occuratdifferenttimesofyeartoassessseasonalimpacts.AdditionaldatafromUSFWSandADF&Gsurveysin
theareashouldalsobeincluded.Larnedobserved~10,000seaduckswinteringinKamishakBay.WWLarned.
2005.AerialsurveyoflowercookinlettolocatemoltingflocksofSteller'seidersandmergansers.TripReport.
USFWS_MBM9pg
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SurveysofshorebirdsattheportsiteitselfhavenotbeenconductedtoͲdateandarerecommended.These
surveysshouldoccurinspring,summer,andfallmonths.PleaseseeChapter44(e.g.Table44Ͳ5)inABR's
EnvironmentalBaselineDocumentforalistofshorebirdsthatoccurinthevicinityoftheproposedport(surveys
wereconductedinnearbyIniskin,Iliamna,andChinitnaBays).

Specificinformationshouldbegathered,quantifiedandpresentedregardingtheresourcespresentattheport
siteaswellasthroughallotherprojectcomponents.Itshouldnotbe"anticipated"orassumed"likely"tooccur.

Thereareothersmallerlocalizedherdsthatdoinhabitpartsofthetransportationcorridorandportsite,suchas
theherdintheareasouthandeastofKokhanok,inthehighercountryaroundKukaklekandNonvianukLakes,
andeasttotheKamishakBaycoast.In2018,ADF&GobservedcaribouatChenikLake,about5.5milesfromthe
proposedportsite;andhistoricallycaribouhaveoccasionallybeenobservedwithintheMcNeilRiverStateGame
Sanctuarysouthofthere.Informationontheseherdsshouldbepresentedandhabitatevaluated.Additional
surveysthroughallseasons,andconsideringtheMulchatnaherdatagreaterpopulation;shouldbeconducted
andintegratedintoanalysis.
Thiscouldalsobeappliedtotheotherareadescriptionspeciesaccountsinchapter3.

Incorporateotheragencysurveydataintotheanalysis.Trumpeterswansurveydataexistsfortheareacontact
DebbieGrovesUSFWSͲMigratoryBirdManagementfordata907Ͳ780Ͳ1174
Updatelistofspeciesofconservationconcernthatoccurinminefootprint,AmakdedoriPort,andtransportation
corridorbycrossͲcheckingtablesinABRbaselinereportwithmostrecent(2015)StateWildlifeActionPlan
(http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=species.wapview).Birdspeciesdetectedandtheirconservation
statusshouldbeprovidedintabularform.
Surveysofraptors,landbirds,andshorebirdsalongtheproposedSouthAccessRoadarerecommended.The
timingofthesesurveysshouldcorrespondwithbreedingandmigration.

IdentifyapplicablewaterbodiesinthetitleofTable3.24Ͳ1
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IdentifyapplicablewaterbodiesinthetitleofTable3.24Ͳ2
AdultsockeyesalmonbeginenteringIliamnaLakeinJune.SpawninginIliamnaLakeanditstributariesoccursinto
November.
SockeyesalmonspawninginIliamnaLakeanditstributariesoccursintoNovember.
Juvenilesockeyesalmonrear12monthsperyear.
Seecomment;Updateinformation.
IncludeNewhalenRiverinTable3.24Ͳ3.
Includesimilartableforlakehabitat(i.e.GibraltarandIliamnaLakes).
Specifyyearsanduserevisednumbers.

Seecomment;Updateinformation
Sockeyesalmonfryspenduptothreeyearsinfreshwater.
SockeyesalmonspawnfromJunethroughNovember.
Cohosalmonfryspenduptothreeyearsinfreshwater.
Seecomment;Updateinformation

Seecomment;Includeadditionalinformation
IncludeSablefishinfo:
Eggs/Larvae:EFHforeggsisatdepthandforlarvaeitissurfacewaters.
EarlyJuveniles:EFHforjuvenilesisshallower,nearshorewaters.Pelagicjuvenilesdriftinshoreandremainthere
untiltheyreachasizeof30to40cm;aroundage2sablefishbegintomoveintodeeperwater.
Adults:EFHforadultsistheoceanbottom.Theyoccurindeepwater,rangingfrom150to1,500m(82–820fm),
alongthecontinentalslope,inshelfgullies,orinfjords.Sablefisharecaughtinsoft,hard,andmixedsubstrates;
however,theyaregenerallythoughttobefoundinsoftsubstrates.
Lingcod
Eggs/Larvae:EFHforeggsareincrevicesalongreefs,thefemalelingcoddispersetootherareasandleavethe
malelingcodtoguardtheeggnestsuntiltheeggshatch.Lingcodhatchinlatewinterorearlyspringandpassively
movewithsurfaceoceancurrents.BymidͲsummer,atlengthsofabout3inches(80mm),thelarvallingcodsettle
onthebottominkelporeelgrassbedsandbeginfeedingonjuvenileherringorothersmallfish.
EarlyJuveniles:EFHforjuvenilelingcodisshallowerthan30feet.
Adults:EFHforadultlingcodisnearshorerockyreefsfrom30to330feet,buthavebeenfoundasdeepas1,000
feet.Duringspawning,maleandfemalelingcodgatheralongrockyreefsaffectedbywaveactionorstrongtidal
currents.
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ShouldclarifythestatusoftheCookInletbelugastockundertheMMPA,alongwiththeESAstatus.They're
related,butnotidentical.MMPArequiresaConservationPlan,whereastheESArequiresaRecoveryPlan.The
documentreferstotheCIBS(CookInletBelugaStock),whichisanMMPAdesignation.UndertheESA,theCook
InletpopulationhasbeendesignatedasaDPS(DistinctPopulationSegment).
Citetoamorerecentdocument,suchasthe2016RecoveryPlanorthe2017StockAssessmentReport

Brieflyreviewtherecentreclassification.HumpbackslistedworldwideundertheESAin1973;reclassifiedin2016
https://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/rulesͲnotices/search?search_api_views_fulltext=81+FR+62260
ReferinsteadtoDPSsundertheESAandcorrectthefeedingareas,asbelow:
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/species/humpbackͲwhale

IntentmaybetostatethatStellersealionsdispersefromconcentratedbreedingareas,buttheyarestill
dispersingintoAlaskawaters.

ShouldindicatethattheseanimalsareconsideredpartoftheWesternU.S.stock(underMMPA)andtheWestern
DPS(undertheESA),andarefurtherclassifiedforpurposesofpopulationanalysisintoregions.Thoseanimals
thattypicallyusethewaterssurroundingtheprojectareaarepartoftheCentralGulfofAlaskaregion.
Updatereference
Correctspellingto"Steller"anddoglobalsearch/replacefor"Stellar"
Insert"along"toread:"TheWesternDPSofStellersealionhabitatextendsalongAlaska's…"
Change"to"to"for"toread:"…alongͲstandingpreferenceofsealionsfortheIniskinIslands."Also,"Inthe
offshorewaters,Stellersealionsoccurredinalongtheopencoastline…"
Suggest:"TheAlaskapopulationofSteller'sEider(Polystictastelleri ),federallylistedasthreatened,isknownto
occur…"
Suggest:"Duringthisthefallmolt(fromlateJulyuntillateOctober),eidersundergoacompletemolt,including
allflightfeathers,whichrendersthemflightless."
Clarifyspatialandtemporalseparation.
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SpecificsurveysforSteller'seidersattheportsiteandtheAnchorPointareashouldbeconducted,consistent
withseasonallyimportantperiodsincludingmolting.

Addtoendoffirstparagraph:PotentialdirecteffectsonsubsistencearediscussedinSection4.9,FoodandFiber
Production.
Suggestedtexttoaddtoendof2ndparagraphunderPopulation:Impactstothepopulationofsmaller
communitiesintheregionmightincludeadecreaseinpopulationaspeoplerelocatedtolargercommunitieslike
IliamnaandNewhalen.
Correctnumberingonsubsectionheadings
IncludedsuggestedafterlastparagraphunderEconomyandIncome:Adiscussionofthesocioeconomic
consequencesoftheprojectshouldalsoincludeananalysisoftheproject’simpactonsubsistencehunting,
fishingandgathering.WildfoodconstitutesasubstantialpartofthehouseholddietinruralAlaskacommunities.
Disruptionofsubsistencepatternswoulddirectlyimpactthesocial,cultural,nutritionalandeconomicwellbeing
ofhouseholdsinprojectareacommunities.Therelocationofpeopleoutofhomecommunitiesandintolarger
hubcommunitieslikeIliamnamayimpactthesubsistencepatternbyreducingthenumberofhunters/fishers
livinginagivencommunity.
Suggestedtextformiddleof2ndparagraph:Theincreasednumberofroadsmayhaveanegativeeffecton
projectͲarearesidents’subsistenceinthatnewroadsmaydrawnonͲlocalhunterstothearea,creatingincreased
hunterpressureonanimalsandincreasedcompetition.Roadsmayalsoresultinreroutingoverlandmigrationof
caribou,changingaccessbysubsistencehunters.AnothernegativeimpactmayresultfromtheIliamnaLakeiceͲ
breakingferry,whichcoulddisruptwintertraveloverthefrozenlake,...
Addsuggestedtext:.Increasedemploymentofadultsandchangesintheirschedulewouldimpactthenatureof
timespenttrainingyoungpeopletosubsistencehuntandfish.Thischangewouldimpacttheamountandquality
oftraditionalknowledgetransmittedtoyoungergenerationsandcouldpotentiallyresultinirreversiblenegative
changetocommunity,family,individualandculturalwellbeing.Thefollowingcouldserveasmitigation:
Provideadequateleaveoptionsforadultsemployedattheminetoallowforcontinuationoftraditional
subsistencepracticesandschedules.Providemonetaryandlogisticalsupportforlocalcommunity"culture
camps"tointroduceandtrainyoungpeopleaboutsubsistencepractices,culture,fieldsafety,andtraditionallife
ontheland.
ProvideAppendixKforreferencewhenassessingstatementsin4.10
EISshouldalsoaddresstheinterceptionofsurfacewaterfromthebackͲfilledandcrownedditchafter
construction.Thiscanleadtochannelizationandstreamsedimentation.
EISshouldmorefullydescribethepotentialdisturbancetoterrestrialwildlifebehaviorfromthewholeproject
includingthetransportationcorridorandproposednaturalgaspipeline.

EISshoulddescribethepotentialdisturbancetowildlifebehaviorfromhuman/wildlifeinteractionsuchasfrom
improperstorageoffood,disposalofputreciblewasteandintentionalfeedingofanimalsduring
construction/operations.
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TheEISshouldincludepotentialdisturbancestowildlifebehaviorfromallaspectsoftheprojectincludingthe
roadcorridorandpipelineconstruction

EISshoulddescribethepotentialdisturbancetomarinemammalsfromtheconstruction/operationsofthe
naturalgaspipelinethroughLakeIliamnaandCookInlet.Discussionshouldnotbelimitedtojustvesselsactivity.
Potentialeffectsincludeturbidity,icebreakingoperationsandnoise.EISshouldalsoincludethepotentialeffects
ofanaturalgasreleasefromarupture.
Provideareference/citationforthisstatement.

Includeallimpactsandpotentialimpactstoaquaticresourcesfromprojectcomponentsandoperations
including:
Ͳalterationofseasonalflowregimes,especiallyflowsduringoverwinteringperiods,
Ͳimpactsfromupsetstowatertreatmentssystems,especiallyfrozenpipesduringoverwintering/baseflow
conditions,
Ͳlossofheadwaterfunctioninstreamsincludinglossofprimaryproduction,decreasednutrientcycling(esp.,
nitrogen),decreasedterrestrialinput,andotherimportantfunctions/inputsfromheadwaterstreams,
Ͳwaterqualityimpactsfromunplannedspillsduringtransportationoroperation,includinglongͲtermimpacts
fromsmallerreleases
waterqualityandaquaticlifeimpactsfromacuteandchronicleakageduetofaultyorimproperlydesignedwater
collectionsystems,
Ͳalterationstogroundwaterflowpathsandseasonalflowregimesduetogroundwaterdrawdownforoperations,
especiallyinregardstospawningandoverwinteringconditions,
Ͳinjuryormortalityfromblastingoperations
Includeroundandbroadwhitefish,andleastciscohabitatinhabitatlosssection;thesespeciescanbe
anadromous,partofthefoodchain,andimportantresourcesforsubsistenceharvest
Givepercentofhabitatlostinthecontextofthespecificdrainage,forexample,'thelossofTributary1.19habitat
representsXXpercentofspawninghabitatintheNFK….'
Needtodocument/updatetheAWCwithinformationrelevanttotheprojectareabeforeproceeding.

Includethefullparameteroffunctionslost(beyondgravelrecruitment)duetothedisconnectionofheadwater
tributaries,suchasnutrientcycling,terrestrialinput,temperaturecontrol,storageretention,groundwater
recharge/discharge,organicmatterexport.....ThisstatementshouldpertaintotheSFKandUTdrainagesaswell
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IncludedirectimpactstoUTCfromcrossingstructuresandfillinHabitatLosssection.

Includestreamflowalterations,includingincreasesandflowregimechanges,toimpacts.Reductioninstream
flowscouldalsoimpactstreamtemperaturesandthiscomponentshouldbeincludedintheimpactsfrom
reducedflows,especiallyduringwintermonths.
Provideareference/citationforthisstatement.
Sectionshouldaccuratelystatethatnotallstreamshavebeensurveyedandtheexactnumberofcrossings(fishͲ
bearingstreams)isunknownatthistime.

UsemorecommonterminologyorexplainwhatnonͲresidentsalmonidstreamsincludes.
Consideralternativesanddescribe.
Definesummermonths
Definewhereinthewatercolumnthesetempsweretaken.Ifnottakeninthegravelwhereeggincubation
occursthenthisstatementisincorrect.

Includeimpactsfromunplannedreleases,upsetstothesystems,andunforeseenconditionstowaterquality.

Suggestedtexttostart:TheAmakdedoriPortandsurroundingindustrialareaandtransportationcorridorroad
willoccurintheAmakdedoriRiverdrainage.Thetransportationcorridorroadcrosses_____anadromoussalmon
bearingstreams.TheportindustrialareawillbebuiltonwetlandsadjacenttothelowerAmakdedoriRiver.
Suggestedtexttoinclude:ADF&GsurveyshavebeenconductedintheKamishakandSouthernDistricts(FigureX)
oftheCookInletManagementArea.CommercialandnoncommercialTannercrabfisheriesexistedhistoricallyin
theseareas.Thesesurveysshowadiversityofspecies,manyoftheminhabitingthebottomoftheocean
(Bechtol,2005),includingcrabsandmanyspeciesofflatfishes.Buildingtheportcould:eliminateexistingbenthic
habitatandcreatesedimentationthatwouldburycertainbenthicanimalswhichhavebeendocumented
(Bechtol,2005)innearbyareas.ClambedshavebeendocumentedonthewestsideofCookInletwithsurveys
andStatewideSportfishHarvestinformation,someofcommercialquantities(Rumbleetal.2016).Any
sedimentationwouldhavenegativeeffectsonclams.
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ThesesystemsshouldbeincludedintheEISbeforeitcanbeconsideredcomplete

Construction,maintenanceandclosureoftheproposedpipelineisaverylargecomponentofthisprojectwith
uniquepotentialimpacts.TheproposedpipelineshouldbetreatedasaseparatesectionwithintheEISfromroad
bridgesandculverts.
Sectionshouldalsodescribepotentialimpactstofishfrompipelinemaintenance/operations.Backfilledpipeline
ditchcaninterceptandchannelizesurfaceflowsleadingtochannelizationandstreamsedimentationwellafter
initialburialparticularlyalongslopes.EISshoulddescribehowtheapplicantplanstomonitorandtimelyidentify
andaddresstheseissues.Otherpotentialimpactstofishincludelossofriparianstreamhabitatfrom
maintenancebrushing,introductionofinvasiveaquaticspecies,andincreasedaccessandfishingpressure.
An84milelongburiedpipeline(WestofCookInlet)willhavemorethanjustthreesourcesofpotentialimpactsto
fishduringconstructionasthisversionoftheEISimplies.Particularlyapipelinethatgoesthroughwetlands,
numerousproductivefishstreams,andthelargestlakeinAlaska.Fisheryaquaticsdatawillneedtobecollected
andevaluatedforeachstreamandadjacentwetlandcomplexthatthepipelinewillcrossaswellaspotential
waterwithdrawalsites.AdditionalmajortopicstheEISshouldfullyevaluatewithrespecttopotentialimpactsto
fish(andfisheggs)includebutarenotlimitedto:1.Handlinganddisposalofwaterwithinthepipelineditchand
resultantstreamsedimentation.2.Streambankandstreambedrestorationatpipelinecrossings.3.Locations
andamountsofwaterneededaswellaspotentialimpactsnotonlyfromfishimpingementbutfromhabitatloss
particularlyinoverwinteringareas.4.Impactsfromwateruseanddisposalforhydrostaticpipelinetesting.5.
Sitespecificpipelinestreamcrossingmethodsandtheirpotentialimpactstofishforeachstreamincluding
potentialstreamsthatmayberequiredtobecrossedusingHorizontalDirectionalDrilling(HDD).6.Potential
impactstofishasaresultofincreasedfishingpressureduetonewaccess.7.Potentialimpactstofishfrom
requiredblastingasidentifiedintheGeologysection.

Changeunlikelytolikelybasedonhistoricalevidencethatgravelroads,evenwellmaintained,willcontribute
somechronicsedimentationtolocalstreams.Theamountandextentwilldependontheuseandmaintenanceof
BMPs.

Thissectionwillneedtobeupdatedwithinformationgatheredduringthetransportationcorridorfishsurveys
whicharescheduledtobecompletednextsummer.
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Addlanguagetoacknowledgepotentialforchangestothenumberofproposedbridgesandculverts.
Outlineenforcementplan/strategy
Providebridgeculvertdescriptionspecifics

Sectionshouldalsodescribethepotentialofstreamsedimentationfromtheproposedpipelinebothduring
installationandduringtheoperationsstagepriortostabilization.

Itisunclearfromthisstatementwhattheindirecteffectsofsedimentationaretofishandwhytheywouldonly
belimitedtoculvertsandbridges.EISshoulddescribetheseindirecteffectsaswellasincludethedirectand
indirecteffectsofsedimentationfrompipelineinstallationandoperationsactivities.Forareasthatmaybe
requiredtoundergoanHDDtheEISshoulddescribethepotentialeffectsofafracͲoutofdrillingmudsandhowit
willbemitigated.
Theeffectsofstreamsedimentationtofisharenotlimitedtothesefourcategories.TheEISshouldfullydescribe
thepotentialeffectsofstreamsedimentationonallfishandnotjustsalmonids.Examplesofotherpotential
effectsincludebutarenotlimitedto:1.Fisheggmortalitybyfillinginintersticesinthegravelwhichreduces
waterflowanddissolvedoxygen.2.Delaysorbarrierstofishmigration3.Inhibittheabilityoffishtoseeandeat.
4.Stressonfishatoverwinteringareas.
TheEISshouldaddressthepotentialeffectsoftheproposedpipelineonallfishspeciesinLakeIliamnaincluding
salmonsmoltwhichcanrearinthelakeforseveralyears.TheEISshouldalsoaddressthepotentialeffectson
marinemammalsinthelake.
TheEISshouldaddresstheimpactsofferryoperationsonjuvenilesockeyesalmonduringallseasons.

IdentifyalllocationsofRainbowtroutspawning/feedinghabitatwithintheprojectarea
EISshouldtoevaluateandaddresspotentialimpactstofish,fisheries,aquaticinvertebratesandmarine
mammalsinCookInletitselffromtheproposedpipeline.
Lastpartofthesentenceshouldread"nodirectorindirecteffects on landmanagementintheLPBwouldoccur."
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Abetterdescriptionwouldbe"undisturbedlandscape"asusedelsewhere.

Pleaseconsiderusingthephrase"wouldnotbenoticeable "instead.

Pleaserewrite.

Abetterdescriptionwouldbe"undisturbedlandscape"asusedelsewhere.

Pleaseprovideinformationonboattrafficduringconstruction,asthiscanhaveanimpactonrecreation.

Pleaseprovideacitationordatathataddressesrecreationalusenumbersatthissite.

Pleaseprovideacitationordatathataddressesrecreationalusenumbersatthissite.
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Pleaseclarifythenumberofsubsistenceusersthatwouldbeimpactedbytheproposedlossofincome.

Pleaseprovideanestimateddistancefromconstruction,roadwayorminingactivitiesthatwouldbeimpactedby
fugitivedust.OnNorthSloperoads,therecentGMTͲ2EISnotedthatadistanceof300feetfromtheedgeof
gravelroadswasusedtoestimatethezoneofimpactfordustdepositiononvegetation.
Pleaseprovideadditionalinformationonhowthisconclusionwasreached.Othermineshavedoneextensive
modelingtopredictcontaminantlevelsinpitlakes.Therehavealsobeenreportsofwildlifeimpactsfromthe
BerkeleyPitinButte,Montanathatcouldbementionedandusedtoexplainwhythispitlakewouldbedifferent.

Pleaseclarify.

Pleaseclarify.
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Pleaseclarify.

Pleasedeleteoneoftheduplicatesentences.

Pleaseclarify.

Pleaseclarify.

Pleaseclarify.

Pleasecorrect.
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Pleaseclarify.

PleaseprovideadditionalinformationontheStateofAlaskafinancialassurancerequirements.

Pleaseaddburnpilestothisdiscussion.

Pleaseclarifythediscussion.

Pleaseclarifythediscussion.

Pleaseclarifythediscussion.
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Pleaseclarify.

Pleaseclarifythediscussion.

Pleaserefertohttp://dec.alaska.gov/eh/dw/dwp/protectionͲareasͲmap/

Pleaseexplain.

Pleaseclarifylocationaccurately.

Pleaseclarifythedescription.

Pleaseclarify.
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DevelopagroundwatermodelthatincludesGWwithdrawalsandchangesinGWflowdirection/rechargein
responsetopitdewatering.Themodelmustalsoconsidertherangeofpotentialchanges(duetoclimate
variabilityaswellasprojectoperations)toGWrechargeratesandflowdirectionaswellaschangesGW/SW
interactionsthatsupportSWflows.Additionally,developaminewaterbalancemodelwhichconsidersthewater
balanceoftheWMPsandTSFandtreatedwatervolumesnecessarytomaintainGWandSWflowsdowngradient
oftheminesite.
Applyformaterialsite/saletoSCROforareasoccurringonstateland.
RestatethataPAwillbedevelopedbyUSACEastheleadfederalagencyinconsultationwithPLP,SHPO,Tribes,
andotherconsultingparties.

Restatethat"NoformalconsultationhasoccurredbetweenUSACEandtheSHPO…"
USACEmayneedtoconductgovernmenttogovernmentconsultationtodetermineifculturallysensitive
resources(sacredsites,graves,TCPs)couldbeimpactedbytheproject.Placenameinformationcouldalsobe
usefulforlandscapeand/orTCPidentification.

Theneedfordeeptestingshouldbeanalyzedandpotentiallyimplemented.Waystodetermineifdeeptestingis
necessaryincludeprobabilitymodeling,examinationoffieldrecordsontheexistenceofsoilabovebedrockinthe
projectarea,and/oruseoftestingaugersorsoilprobes.

VerifystatementsregardingvolcanicactivityusingtheAlaskaVolcanoObservatorywebresources:
https://avo.alaska.edu/volcanoes/
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"AsimilarphenomenonwasdocumentedinBristolBayfromaprehistoricAniakchakcalderaflowthatgenerated
a25Ͳft.waveanddepositeddebris60ft.abovesealevelinNushagakBay(Allen,1994;Armes,1996;Waythomas
andNeal,1998)."Fullcitationsforthesourceinformation:(1)Allen,B.M.,1994,Holocenetephraandtsunami
depositsalongwesternNushagakBay,southwesternAlaska(abs.):GeologicalSocietyofAmericaAbstractswith
Programs,v.26,no.3,p.2.(2)Armes,C.J.,ComparisonofHolocenetsunamiandmodernstormͲoverwash
deposits,northernBristolBay,southwesternAlaska(abs):GeologicalSocietyofAmericaAbstractswithPrograms,
v.28,no.3,p.35.(3)Waythomas,C.F.,andNeal,C.A.,1998,Tsunamigenerationbypyroclasticflowduringthe
3500ͲyearB.P.calderaͲformingeruptionofAniakchakVolcano,Alaska:BulletinofVolcanology,v.60,p.110–124.

Baselinedataonhydrocarbonconcentrationandrelatedcompoundsinsurfaceandgroundwaterhavebeen
collected.Repeatmeasurementsofthesesubstancesshouldbeapartofongoingwaterqualitymonitoring
efforts,ashydrocarboncontaminationisanimportantmeasureofdevelopmentimpact.

AddressintexthowPLPwouldidentifyanddealwithsuchasituationduringconstruction.
Examinepublicationslinkedbelowtolookatgeologyofportsiteandpossiblefossillocalities.
http://dggs.alaska.gov/pubs/id/3682;http://dggs.alaska.gov/pubs/id/3815;

Developapaleontologicalplanasstatedinthedraftreport.Dettermanreferenceis:
http://dggs.alaska.gov/pubs/id/3682

IndicatelikelihoodofPleistocenevertebratepaleontologicalresourcesisverylow.
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Addresspotentialpermafrostimpacts,orprovidedatademonstratingthatpermafrostwillnotbeanissueforthe
project.

Addresspotentialpermafrostimpacts,orprovidedatademonstratingthatpermafrostwillnotbeanissueforthe
project.

Correcttyposinsubsectionsthroughoutthis4.3.
Pleaseprovidemorespecificity,orcitationstosupportthisstatementandotherssimilartoitinthissection.

Pleasequantify"noticeable",providemorespecificity,orciterelevantstudies/informationtosupportthis
statementandotherssimilartoitinthissection.Also,thissubsectionisnamed"RegionalEconomy"whichisalso
usedintheprecedingsubsection.Thisisconfusing.Shouldthesetwosectionbecombined?
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Pleasequantify"minimal",providemorespecificity,orciterelevantstudies/informationtosupportthis
statementandotherssimilartoitinthissection.

UseDepartmentofLaborandWorkforceDevelopment(DOL&WD)datatoclarifythemeaningbehindthis
statement,andconsiderphrasingthatmaybeeasiertounderstandbythepublic.

Pleasequantify"reduced",providemorespecificity,orciterelevantstudies/informationtosupportthis
statementandotherssimilartoitinthissection.Acknowledgethatstateandlocalauthorizationsmayaffectfinal
roadalignmentanduses.

Pleaseprovidemorespecificityoranalysis.

Pleaseciteasourcetosupportthepopulationdeclinesandpotentialschoolclosuresintheregion.Consider
replacing"demographic"with"population"inthefirstsentence.

Pleaseincludelocalorregionalwageinformationsotheycanbeusedasabasisofcomparisonwiththestatewide
wagessummarizedintheparagraph.

DCCEDrecommendsusingLPB(Regional)data.
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Pebble Project EIS
Alternative Screening Discussion
August 22, 2018
Page 1 of 3

Alternative Screening Discussion – Cooperating Agency Meeting
August 22, 2018 1:00-3:00 PM

AECOM Conference Room 700 G Street, Suite 500
Attendees and Affiliation

AECOM

Bill Craig (Host), Elizabeth Bella, Jessica Evans, Jon Isaacs, Cara Wright, Sasha
Forland (phone)

USACE

Shane McCoy, Katie McCafferty

BSEE

John McCall

USFWS

Douglass Cooper, Catherine Yeargan

EPA

Patty McGrath (phone), Molly Vaughan

NPS

Joan Kluwe (phone)

State of Alaska

Kyle Moselle (phone)

ACHP

John Eddins

Lake and Peninsula Borough

Bob Loeffler, Nathan Hill (phone)

Curyung Tribal Council

Courtenay Carty (phone), Gayla Hoseth (phone)

Nondalton Tribal Council

Wes Furlong (Native American Rights Foundation) (phone), Bill Beckley (phone)
and Bruno Ridolfi (Ridolfi Environmental) (phone)

Purpose of Meeting: Update on alternatives development and request feedback on range of
alternatives/preliminary screening.
Action Items:
x Cooperating agencies may submit additional comments by email. USACE will email
cooperating agencies to set a deadline (early next week, week of 8/27/2018).
x AECOM will forward RFI 062 on mine buildout to participants (DONE).
x AECOM will develop the updated screening options table (Appendix B of the EIS) and
alternatives description for cooperating agency review (week of 9/10/2018).
Meeting Notes:
Alternatives Development Update: Bill Craig reviewed the alternatives screening criteria
stepped process, that screening is currently at Step 3, and is still ongoing for some the options.
Bill further explained how scoping comments were incorporated into analysis of options.
MINE LOCATIONS AND LAYOUT OPTIONS
LOC-001 through LOC-003: Patty McGrath suggested a figure to illustrate and explain why
these options have been selected.
MINING OPTIONS
MNG-002: Kyle Moselle suggested expanding reason for dismissal in the subsequent narratives
as screening moves forward.
PROCESSING OPTIONS
Kyle mentioned that PRO-002 and other narratives need to be clear that information was
provided by PLP and has been independently evaluated by the USACE and the EIS team.
THROUGHPUT OPTIONS
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Pebble Project EIS
Alternative Screening Discussion
August 22, 2018
Page 2 of 3

Patty suggested need for more back-up statements about financial return.
GOLD RECOVERY – No Comments
POWER OPTIONS
New Option POW-11: Bill mentioned this option will be added to address a more direct natural
gas pipeline route across Cook Inlet.
ACCESS OPTIONS
ACC-003: Bill mentioned this option would put the gas pipeline in Iliamna Lake or overland for
the route sections that do not include a road.
ACC-021: Catherine Yeargan recommended expanding the rationale to use lightering and
explain why deep draft navigation channel is no longer in the Proposed Alternative due to sea
otter concerns.
ACC-004: Bob Loeffler noted that there have been some concerns regarding use of the ferry.
Kyle discussed north ferry terminal location; there were several comments during scoping about
ice stacking up, wind, erosion, high-value moose hunting habitat. Bill mentioned some north
terminal site options were dismissed due to the potential level of local project activity.
A site east of the ACC-006 option (small bay east of proposed site) was suggested as an
additional option or as a variant to the proposed action (similar to how the Kokhanok East Ferry
Terminal Site was included in ACC-001).
ACC-011: Bob mentioned this option may create more issues for subsistence and village of
Kokhanok. Bill said evaluation would continue in greater detail.
CONCENTRATE TRANSPORT
Patty mentioned there is a need to clarify what concentrate would be transported (copper or
molybdenum concentrates, or both). Bill mentioned more detailed descriptions would be
developed and considered. A new option may be a concentrate pipeline and return water line to
process facility or a water treatment plant with marine outfall at Diamond Point facilities.
RECLAMATION AND CLOSURE – No comments
TAILINGS
Bill said paste tailings and dry stack options are under review. Kyle offered that the State can
put resources toward the evaluation to help.
Patty suggested reviewing the ongoing EIS process for the Resolution copper/molybdenum
mine in Arizona regarding tailings management techniques.
Kyle suggested as an editorial comment to focus on Proposed Alternative then incorporate
evaluation of component options as alternatives; suggested using the Access options
description as example to possibly organize options presentation better.
Bob had an editorial comment – TSF-011 not listed. Elizabeth Bella thought the content may
have been moved to mitigation discussions and the numbering sequence change not updated.
TSF-012: Need to edit the Assessment piece to clarify that all tailings management options will
need to account for the conditions (e.g., seismic activity, unexpected water volumes) – not just
the option for Emergency Storage.
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Pebble Project EIS
Alternative Screening Discussion
August 22, 2018
Page 3 of 3

Patty asked whether there is an option to place bulk and pyritic tailings in one location. Bill
replied no but a combined bulk and pyritic facility could be analyzed. Kyle mentioned it may be
reasonable to evaluate environmental effects of leaving pyritic tailings in temporary storage and
not returned to pit.
Bill mentioned that PLP was asked what a 78-year mine with 55% development would look like
–information was been requested for cumulative analysis (RFI 062).
Sasha Forland will forward RFI 062 to cooperating agencies and follow up once a response is
received (DONE).
PAG WASTE ROCK OPTIONS – No comments
WATER TREATMENT AND AIR – No comments
Kyle mentioned the State received RFI 064 (regarding water quality criteria) and expects ADEC
response by next Tuesday (Aug 28) to inform water treatment analysis.
Alternative Discharge Points: Patty asked if other discharge locations are included in options.
Kyle noted there were questions during scoping about discharge locations.
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All,
Attached is the more robust discussion on alternatives. We are not requesting comments, however if your agency
has comments and can provide them NO LATER THAN Close of Business October 3, we will incorporate as much
as possible. Comments received after October 3 will be considered after the release of the draft EIS.
Thanks
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
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PURPOSE OF APPENDIX

This appendix further explains the alternatives development process for the Pebble Project;
summarizes each step of the process; and provides the option screening criteria and results for
evaluation of a reasonable range of alternatives in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

1.1

CONTEXT AND REQUIREMENTS

The federal regulations governing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) state in
40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1502 that the alternatives section “is the heart of the
environmental impact statement.” The regulations require federal agencies to “rigorously
explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives and for alternatives which were
eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for their having been eliminated.” The
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance clarifies that:
In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on what is
‘reasonable’ rather than on whether the proponent or applicant likes or is itself capable
of carrying out a particular alternative. Reasonable alternatives include those that are
practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common
sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant. 1
Alternatives screening is also pertinent to Clean Water Act (CWA) 40 CFR Part 230
Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines for Specification of Disposal Sites for Dredged or Fill Material
(hereafter identified as 404(b)(1) guidelines), which require the analysis of practicable
alternatives to the proposed discharge. The 404(b)(1) guidelines specify that:
Except as provided under Section 404(b)(2), no discharge of dredged or fill material shall
be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would
have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not
have other significant adverse environmental consequences. (40 CFR 230.10(a)).
The 404(b)(1) guidelines define a practicable alternative as one that is “available and capable of
being done after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of
overall project purposes” (40 CFR 230.10(a)(2)).
For actions subject to NEPA, where the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is the
permitting agency, the analysis of alternatives required for NEPA environmental documents
would in most cases provide the information for the evaluation of alternatives under the
404(b)(1) guidelines. The alternatives development process for the Pebble Project considers a
broad range of alternatives in sufficient detail to address both NEPA and CWA Section
404(b)(1) requirements.

1.2

OVERVIEW OF THE ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Scoping yielded a wide variety of comments that provide input to the alternatives development
process. The EIS team used a structured alternatives development process to recognize the
project’s large geographic footprint, the various project components, and the substantive input in
scoping by the public, stakeholders, and agencies.

1

Council on Environmental Quality, Executive Office of the President, Memorandum to Agencies: Forty
Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s National Environmental Policy Act Regulations. 46 Fed. Reg.
18026 (March 23, 1981) As Amended (1986).
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To fully consider the wide range of issues identified in the scoping comments, this alternatives
development process used the concept of “options,” which consist of variations of components
of the proposed project. For example, an option for transporting concentrate from the mine site
could be a slurry pipeline instead of using trucks. Individual pipeline route variations would also
be considered as options.
The four steps followed for alternatives development are summarized below.
Step 1: Developed the criteria for screening options to the proposed action. To narrow the range
of options considered in detail in the EIS, criteria were organized around four screening tests.
Each option must: 1) meet the purpose and need; 2) be reasonable; 3) be practicable in light of
the overall project purpose; and 4) not increase adverse environmental impacts. The screening
criteria are more fully described in Section 1.4, below.
Step 2: Identified options to address scoping concerns, compiled options that were suggested
during the scoping process, and identified options that were previously evaluated by Pebble
Limited Partnership (PLP) when developing the proposed project design. These options
represented the initial range of alternatives and are identified in Table B-1, and organized by
project component.
Step 3: Applied screening criteria from Step 1 to the options developed in Step 2. The criteria
were used to determine reasonable options for detailed analysis in the EIS. Results of this
screening are included in Table B-1, including rationale for the options dismissed from further
analysis.
Step 4: Packaged options that met all of the screening criteria into viable action alternatives for
detailed analysis in the EIS (i.e., an action alternative is a complete functioning project that
includes power, a port, transportation, and mine site facilities).

1.3

SCREENING CRITERIA FOR THE FULL RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES

The EIS team screened options around four criteria, described below. The criteria screening
steps were followed sequentially. If an option clearly did not meet one of the test-screening
criteria, it was dismissed from further consideration, and did not proceed to the subsequent
screening tests.
The objective of these criteria was to guide the screening process, but not to mechanically
generate outcomes that substitute for professional judgment. By nature, these criteria were not
fine filters. It was not the purpose of the option screening process to judge between trade-offs or
make close calls, which would instead be addressed in the analyses within the EIS.

1.3.1 Screening – Purpose and Need
The project purpose and need is a key element of alternatives development. The purpose and
need statements for the project are provided in Chapter 1 of the EIS.
The overall project purpose, determined solely by USACE, is used for evaluating practicable
alternatives under the 404(b)(1) guidelines, and was therefore used as the first screening test.
The overall project purpose must be specific enough to define the applicant’s needs, but not so
restrictive as to preclude discussion of a range of alternatives. USACE has determined that the
overall project purpose is to develop and operate a copper-gold-molybdenum mine in Alaska in
order to meet current and future demand for commodities, including copper, gold, and
molybdenum.
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Options that did not meet the USACE’s determination of overall project purpose were dismissed
from consideration as an action alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed
to the subsequent screening test.

1.3.2 Screening – Reasonable Options
Screening criteria for reasonable options drew on the NEPA regulatory intent of reasonable
alternatives, which includes those that are practical or feasible, using common sense. Options
that would not pass this test of reason include:
x
x
x
x

Those that are not practical because they would not provide
prrovide
ide a reasonable
reaso
return on
investment.
Highlight
Those that could not feasibly attain most of the basic objectives
bjectives
jectives of the project.
project
p j
Reasonable
alternatives
Those suggested during scoping that are not specific or
o are substantially
substantia
substanti
allyy similar to
include those that are
other options being considered.
Those suggested during scoping that were based on
n apractical
misunderstanding
misunde
of the
eports
orts
rts for studies.
studies
proposed project, regulations, or conclusions of other reports
ibl s.from the

technical
economic
general
neral
eral factors
factor
facto sand
lis ed
above
This screening test for reasonable options is limited to the general
listed
above.
i l d d in
i the
h subsequent
b
Screening for technical, economic, and logistic considerations is included
screening test for practicable options.
Options that were assessed as not reasonable were dismissed from consideration as an action
alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed to the subsequent screening
test.

1.3.3 Screening – Practicable Options
Only options that are determined to be practicable based on the 404(b)(1) guidelines can be
considered by USACE during the permit decision process. Therefore, options that progressed
through the screening criteria above were evaluated for practicability.
In terms of practicability, the 404(b)(1) guidelines provide a two-fold definition of a practicable
alternative (40 CFR 230.10(a)(2)):
1. A practicable alternative is one that is available and
capable
done after
a
apable of being
be
taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics.
logistics.
istics.
Highlight
2. The three practicability criteria (cost, existing technology,
y, and logistics)
y
g
) apply
pp y in light
need define available?
of the overall project purpose.
Cost or economic practicability considers the relative cost effectiveness
ectiveness of technologically
e
feasible and operationally efficient component options. If project costs
sts of implementing an option
s
exceed reasonable or practical limits, the option could be considered
dered not practicable. In the
d
screening stage, rough order-of-magnitude cost comparisons were
ere made, because detailed
e
engineering and costs could not reasonably be developed for each
h option.
option Where the order-ofmagnitude cost review is not sufficient to decide whether an option is economically practicable,
it would be advanced for additional review, and additional information would be gathered before
reaching a screening conclusion.
The practicability considerations of existing technology and logistics are evaluated to minimize
the risk of an option causing a component to be unable to perform its intended function
efficiently. Options that make project components too complex or use unproven technology
increase the risk of operational failure and accidents. Options identified for a specific project
component may be subject to technical constraints that affect the workability of the option. For
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example, topography, resource needs, spatial relationships of one component to another,
temporal sequences, operating considerations, or engineering data for a specific option may
influence whether a particular option is capable of meeting the project objectives. The existing
technology and logistics criteria consider the ability of each option in meeting these challenges.
Options that were assessed as clearly not practicable in terms of cost, existing technology, and
logistics in light of the overall project purpose were dismissed from consideration as an action
alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed to the subsequent screening
test.

1.3.4 Screening – Environmental Impacts
The 404(b)(1) guidelines require an evaluation of both practicability and environmental effects to
determine whether there are practicable alternatives to the proposed project that would have
less adverse impacts on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not have other
significant environmental consequences (40 CFR 230.10(a)). Therefore, options that
progressed through the screening criteria above were evaluated and compared for their relative
extent and nature of impacts on the physical, biological, and socioeconomic environments.
Based on this assessment, options that have a high potential to increase the overall adverse
environmental impacts or that add no environmental benefit compared to the Proposed Action
were dismissed from further consideration as an action alternative option for evaluation in the
EIS. Options that have potentially greater adverse impacts to one or more resources, but
potentially fewer adverse impacts to other resources (i.e., trade-off of adverse impacts but may
not be an overall increase), and options that clearly provide avoidance or minimization
advantages (i.e., an environmental benefit) progressed as viable options to be evaluated as
components of action alternatives in the EIS. Additionally, should two feasible options be
generated to avoid or minimize an impact, but one of those options was determined to have
potentially greater adverse impact on the environment—the option with greater impacts may be
recommended for elimination from further study.

1.4

ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT RESULTS

The USACE and cooperating agencies reviewed the outputs of each step in the alternative
development process. The end result was to identify a reasonable range of action alternatives
for full analysis in the EIS. PLP’s proposed project is the proposed action for analysis in this
EIS. Table B-1 provides details on the options considered, the screening results, and the status
of each option (i.e., proposed action, alternative, or dismissed). The components and
subcomponents of PLP’s proposed action are included in Table B-1 for comparative purposes.
Figure B-1 depicts the access and pipeline alignments considered. Figure B-2 illustrates the
mine layout option considered.
The options that met screening criteria and marked as alternatives in Table B-1 were packaged
into action alternatives (i.e., an alternative must be a functioning project and include power, a
port, transportation, and mine facilities). As a result of this alternatives development process,
two action alternatives were identified for detailed analysis in the EIS. The action alternatives
vary from the proposed action in key engineering design, siting, and operational features. These
alternatives address concerns raised in scoping and provide a reasonable range of alternatives
for comparison. Action alternatives are described in Chapter 2 of the EIS.
NEPA regulations also require that a No Action alternative be analyzed. In this case, the No
Action alternative would assume that the mine, transportation facilities, port, and pipeline would
neither be permitted nor constructed as currently proposed.
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LOC-001

LOC-002

Location –
Pebble Project /
Deposit

Location –
Whistler Project

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Whistler was classified as an exploration-phase project by
Giroux (2016). Exploration to date at the Whistler property has characterized
122 million tons (versus 6.5 billion tons of measured and indicated for Pebble) of
resources (gold, copper, and silver) as indicated—no resources have been
characterized as measured. Gold resources are estimated at 1.77 million ounces
(oz), copper at 343 million pounds (lb), and silver at 6.13 million oz. To date,
over 230,000 feet of core have been drilled, and exploration expenditures
exceed $50 million. By comparison, exploration to date at Pebble has
characterized 6.5 billion tons of measured and indicated resources; measured
and indicated gold estimates are 70.6 million oz, copper at 56.9 billion lb, silver
at 345 million oz, and molybdenum at 3.4 billion lb. (note that there are no
molybdenum resources identified in the Whistler deposits); and PLP

Screening –

Description – The Whistler mineral property is a gold-copper porphyry deposit located in
the Yentna mining district northwest of Anchorage.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping. Based on the project Purpose and
Need Statement “to develop and operate a copper-gold-molybdenum mine in Alaska in
order to meet current and future demand for commodities, including copper, gold, and
molybdenum,” potential copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry and massive sulfide deposits
in Alaska that are in exploration or advanced exploration were assessed.

Description – The proposed project involves development of a copper-goldmolybdenum porphyry deposit (Pebble Deposit) located on state land in the Bristol Bay
region of southwest Alaska.
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Location –
Pyramid Project

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

expenditures to date on exploring and developing the Pebble Project are over
$850 million. The Whistler property is not as advanced as the Pebble Project—
no environmental, social, or community studies have been undertaken for the
Whistler property; capital and operating costs have not been developed; and no
economic analysis has been completed (Giroux 2016). Recommendations
presented by Giroux (2016) are for additional exploration drilling throughout the
Whistler deposits. The existence of the resources is too speculative (uncertain)
and the scale of the potential resource is substantially smaller. Based on the
exponential difference in resources and expenditures, it is concluded that this
e it is not economically feasible for PLP to
option is not reasonable because
acquire and develop the Whistler property.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Pyramid was classified as an early-stage exploration project
by SRK (2018). Exploration to date at the Pyramid property has characterized
only inferred resources of 24.5 million tons of copper, 74 million tons of
molybdenum, and 488,000 ounces of gold. Through 2017, the amount of core
drilling at Pyramid was 42,100 feet, compared with over 1 million feet of core

Screening –

Description – Pyramid is a copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry deposit located on the
southwestern tip of the Alaska Peninsula southwest of Anchorage.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping. See LOC-002 regarding Purpose and
Need.
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y Dismissed – This option
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Why
is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment.
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LOC-004

LOC-005

Location –
Outside of
Alaska

Location – within
Alaska

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

drilling at Pebble. Therefore, it is concluded that this option is not reasonable
because resources at Pyramid are inferred (speculative), but not
measured/indicated; are exponentially less than those measured/indicated at the
Pebble Project; and that based on the amount of money expended to date by
PLP (over $850 million) to explore and develop the Pebble Project, it is not
economically feasible for PLP to acquire and develop this property.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the Purpose and Need

Screening –

Description –This option involves development and operation of a multi-metals massive
sulfide deposit located in of Alaska.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option does not meet the purpose and need of the project.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Does not meet the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s
(USACE’s) overall project purpose to develop and operate a copper-goldmolybdenum mine in Alaska.

Screening –

Description –This option involves acquisition, development, and operation of a coppermolybdenum massive sulfide deposit located outside of Alaska.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping.
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y Dismissed – This option
p
Why
is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment.
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LAY-001

Layout –
Mine Layout
y
Option 3

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

3. Reasonable Test: Five massive sulfide deposits in Alaska (Arctic, Delta, Niblack,
Palmer, and Sun) were evaluated. Indicated resources ranged from 26 million
tons (Arctic) to no indicated resources (Delta and Palmer). By contrast, for the
Pebble deposit, over 12 billion tons of measured (591 million tons), indicated
(6.5 billion tons), and inferred (4.9 billion tons) resources are reported.
Therefore, it is concluded that this option is not reasonable because resources at
the five massive sulfide deposits are at best indicated at 26 million tons, but
mostly inferred (speculative); and are exponentially less than those
measured/indicated at the Pebble Project. Based on the amount of money
expended to date by PLP (over $850 million) to explore and develop the Pebble
Project, it is not economically feasible for PLP to acquire and develop these
properties.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

This option facilitates post-closure placement of PAG waste and pyritic tailings in the pit
lake, and enables a higher efficiency for the storage of bulk tailings. This option removes
the need to store low-grade ore and manage associated runoff, and provides greater

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which is based on a mining
plan that sends all ore directly to the mill. It has two separate Tailings Storage Facilities
(TSFs); a lined pyritic TSF with space to store potentially acid-generating (PAG) waste in
the North Fork Koktuli River (NFK) East site; and an unlined bulk tailing TSF in the NFK
West site. A lined water management pond (WMP) would be situated in the NFK North
site. The bulk TSF would have a dry closure. The pyritic tailings and PAG waste would
be relocated to the pit lake at closure, and the pyritic TSF and WMP would be reclaimed.

Origination – PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the proposed mine layout to Mine
Layout Option 3, which would be the basis for PLP’s application moving forward.
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LAY-002

Layout –
Mine Layout
y
Option 1

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable mine layout option.
3. Practicable Test: This layout was originally part of PLP’s proposed action, and is
assumed practicable in terms of cost, existing technology, and logistics.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have a smaller WMP which
would reduce the total footprint and impacts to wetlands. However, this option
requires maintenance of the pyritic TSF in a subaqueous state, and seepage
collection into perpetuity. The exposed LGO and PAG waste rock would also be
likely to become acidic when exposed to the atmosphere, resulting in acidic
drainage and increased metals leaching. There is significant public concern that

Screening –

Description – This option is based on a mining plan that requires stockpiling capacity for
lower-grade ore (LGO) that is processed late in the mine life. A single TSF with separate
cells for bulk and pyritic tailings would be constructed in the NFK West site, with an
internal embankment between the cells. The pyritic TSF would be lined. The bulk TSF
would not be lined. PAG waste and LGO would be stored in a lined facility in the NFK
East site. The main WMP would be constructed north of the NFK East site. The bulk TSF
would have a dry closure. The pyritic TSF would have a wet closure. The LGO/PAG
waste storage facility would be reclaimed.

Origination – This mine layout option was PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017
Department of the Army (DA) permit application. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed
the proposed mine layout to Option 3 (LAY-001).
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water storage capacity for upset conditions. The WMP is downgradient of impacted
areas, facilitating capture and storage of extreme runoff events. This option also allows
for safe, passively managed long-term storage of the pyritic tails and PAG waste in the
pit lake.
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LAY-003

Layout –
Mine Layout
Option 2

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

tailings could flow from a dam failure, and doubt that a TSF can be maintained in
a subaqueous state into perpetuity.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable mine layout option.
3. Practicable Test: This option is practicable. It requires less fill material, because
there is no internal embankment, and it requires that all tailings be maintained in
a subaqueous state in perpetuity. There are no proven methods of segregating
two tailings streams in one cell that would permanently keep the pyritic tailings
separate from the bulk tailings during operations, while the TSF progressively
increases in size, to prevent the co-mingling of the two supernatant waters, and
prevent contact of the two entrained waters concurrently with maintaining the

Screening –

Description – This option is based on a mining plan that would send all ore directly to
the mill. The TSF would be constructed in the NFK West site, and consist of a single cell
with an internal area to store the pyritic tailings so that they remain subaqueous. A lined
WMP with space to store PAG waste would be constructed in the NFK East site. The
tailings would have wet closure, and the WMP would be reclaimed.

Origination – This mine layout option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. Although there
would be a reduction in some impacts from the smaller WMP, the need to maintain the
pyritic TSF and capture and treat seepage water into perpetuity makes this option more
environmentally damaging than the proposed LAY-003. Additional water quality impacts
would result from storing the LGO and PAG waste rock in open stockpiles. Although
mitigation in the form of collecting and treating the water could be effective, preventing
the LGO and PAG waste rock from becoming acidic is preferable.
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LAY-004

Mine Size –
EPA Restricted
Mine Size

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

flow-through seepage concept of the bulk TSF.
4. Environmental Impact Test: Seepage water quality for the main embankment
would be impacted by the pyritic tails. Re-handling of the pyritic tails for storage
in the pit lake would be precluded, and they would need to be maintained in a
subaqueous state into perpetuity. The dam would need to be inspected and
maintained into perpetuity to prevent dam failure and tailing flows. Removes
need to store LGO and manage associated runoff. Provides greater water
storage capacity for upset conditions.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This is option is not reasonable. See LAY-005, which considers the
smallest mine size scenario EPA considered. LAY-004 is dismissed because the
suggestion is based on a misunderstanding of the EPA Watershed Assessment, and is
likely the same—or very similar to—LAY-005.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable because EPA did not make a
determination in the Watershed Assessment that any of the three mine scenarios
they considered would be “appropriate.”

Screening –

Description – This option would restrict the size of the mine to what the EPA found
appropriate in the 2014 Watershed Assessment.

Origination – An alternative suggested during scoping was to restrict the size of the
mine to what the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found appropriate in the
2014 Watershed Assessment.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts from reduced
seepage water quality and the requirement to maintain the TSF into perpetuity.
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LAY-005

LAY-006

Mine Size –
Smaller Mine Pit
Size

Mine Size –
Larger Mine to
Develop More of
the Known
Deposit

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The proposed project would only develop 10 percent of the
measured, indicated, and inferred resource. It is reasonable to consider if

Screening –

Description –This option would increase the Mine Site and duration of operations to
develop more of the known and inferred resource of the overall deposit.

Origination – Evaluation of options to maximize the potential economic benefits of
developing the deposit, such as a larger and longer-lived mine, was suggested during
scoping.

y Dismissed – This option
p
Why
is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment. See also TPD-002.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable because it would not allow a
profitable project, considering the investment in infrastructure that would be
required. See TPD-002 for evaluation of the 50,000 tpd option. An optimization
study showed that option TPD-002 would not have a positive net present value,
due to the fixed infrastructure component of the costs.

Screening –

Description –This option examines the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario, the smallest mine
size considered by the EPA in the 2014 Watershed Assessment. Under this option,
0.23 billion metric tons of ore would be mined, with a throughput of 31,100 metric tons
per day (tpd).
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Origination – Consideration of a smaller pit mine size was evaluated by USACE as a
potential means to reduce project footprint, as well as surface, water, and other
environmental impacts.
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Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

additional resources can be developed without increased impact.
3. Practicable Test: Practicability is unknown at this time, but Northern Dynasty has
communicated to shareholders that expanded development is possible (Northern
Dynasty 2013).
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would increase environmental impacts
by generating additional tails and other noneconomic material that would need to
be stored on site. Additionally, the mine would operate longer, prolonging the
duration of operations impacts.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. Although this
option fails the test to be considered as an alternative in the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), an expanded mine would be considered in cumulative effects in
Chapter 4 of the EIS.
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MNG-001

MNG-002

Mining Type –
Surface Mining

Mining Type –
Underground
Mining

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable using existing technology for the portion
of the deposit that is proposed to be mined. Underground block caving is a method that
would be considered in the future if mine expansion is proposed (PLP Request for
Information [RFI] 062 Response). An expanded mine scenario is considered in the EIS,
Chapter 4, under cumulative impacts.

3. Practicable Test: The portion of the Pebble Deposit proposed to be mined is at
the surface, with minimal overburden or overlying waste rock. Underground
mining of this portion of the deposit would be expected to result in a mine roof
collapse, ground surface subsidence, and sinkhole formation. Existing
underground mining techniques cannot be used to mine the proposed project
because the remaining surface material would collapse.

2. Reasonable Test: Evaluating underground mining methods is reasonable for an
EIS.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would develop the resource using underground mining
methods. The proposed
project
would develop
of the deposit
that is close to
p p
p j
p the portion
p
p
the surface. If the mine were expanded
in the future (see
LAY-006), underground
p
(
methods such as block caving would likely be proposed.

Origination – Underground mining was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design, and was suggested for consideration during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes developing the
resource using open pit mining methods.
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Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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MNG-003

Mining Type –
Surface and
Underground
Mine

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable using existing technology for the portion
of the deposit that is proposed for mining. Underground block caving is a method that
would be considered in the future if mine expansion is proposed (PLP RFI 062
Response). An expanded mine scenario is considered in the EIS, Chapter 4, under
cumulative impacts.

3. Practicable Test: The portion of the Pebble Deposit included in the proposed
project is at the surface, with minimal overburden or overlying waste rock.
Underground methods to include block caving of this portion of the deposit would
be expected to result in a mine roof collapse, ground surface subsidence, and
sinkhole formation. Existing underground mining techniques cannot be used to
safely mine the proposed project because the remaining surface material would
collapse.

2. Reasonable Test: Evaluating a combination of surface and underground mining is
reasonable for an EIS.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would develop the resource using both open pit and
underground mining methods. The proposed project would develop the portion of the
deposit that is close to the surface. If the mine were expanded in the future (see
LAY-006), some combination of surface and underground methods would likely be
proposed. See also MNG-002.
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Origination – A combination of surface and underground mining was evaluated by PLP
when developing the proposed project design, and was suggested for consideration
during scoping.
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Material
Handling –
In-Pit Crushing
and Conveying

MNG-005

MNG-004

Material
Handling –

Truck and
Shovel

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

4. Environmental Impacts: This option would provide only a limited net reduction in
trucking, and therefore diesel consumption and emissions; but would increase the
overall impacted footprint and wetland impacts because of the crusher pocket and

3. Practicable Test: In-pit crushing is a practicable material handling option, but it is
more commonly implemented at some point later in mine life, as the open pit is
developed, and the installed crushing and conveying system can remain
stationary for an extended period.

2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable material handling option.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would use in-pit crushing and conveying methods for material
handling that would begin several years into the start of operations, and operate through
the end of the mine life. This option would require the excavation of a dedicated crusher
pocket and ramp to transport ore via a conveyor to the processing facility. The additional
excavation associated with the crusher pocket and ramp would generate additional PAG
waste, which would exceed the space available for PAG waste storage in the pyritic TSF,
and require the development of a separate PAG waste storage facility.

Origination – In-pit crushing and conveying was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design. PLP completed an engineering evaluation of in-pit crushing and
conveying in response to RFI 032, which requested feasibility information for several
project options.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves use of large
shovels to load ore into haul trucks. The trucks would transport the ore from the pit to the
crusher.
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MNG-006

MNG-007

Truck Fuel –
Diesel

Truck Fuel –
Liquefied Natural
Gas

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

ramp infrastructure and the need to create a separate PAG waste storage facility.






Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

3. Practicable Test: On-site production of LNG would be feasible because there
would be a natural gas pipeline to the Mine Site and LNG plants of the size
required are readily available and transportable. However, LNG-powered haul
trucks are not commercially available for the mining industry, and are not proven
to be viable on a production basis. There are currently no trucks available in the
required size range.

2. Reasonable Test: Using
g LNG haul trucks is reasonable, because equipment
q p
manufacturers such as Caterpillar
p
have been actively working to develop
commercially available LNG-powered haul trucks.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description –Under this option, LNG would be produced using an on-site plant consisting
of modules that could be trucked, and LNG storage tanks manufactured off site. An
engineered footprint for the facility has not been developed, but it would have a footprint
of approximately 1 acre, based on similar facilities reviewed.

Origination – Liquefied natural gas (LNG) for truck fuel was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design. Use of alternative truck fuel was also suggested
during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, in which large-haul trucks are
equipped with diesel engines and would use most of the anticipated diesel supplies. This
option requires the shipment of diesel to the Mine Site.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts, with only a limited
net saving in terms of diesel fuel usage and net emissions.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable in terms of existing technology. LNG
trucks can be considered later in the EIS process as a mitigation measure if this
technology advances prior to completion of the EIS and Record of Decision.
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PRO-001

PRO-002

Facility Location/
Process Type –
On-site
Concentrate
Production

Facility
Location–
Off-site Ore
Processing

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option






Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Introduces inefficiencies, because it requires the use of large amounts of
energy and equipment to transport the non-mineralized portion of the ore.
Requires transportation of more than 100 tons of unprocessed rock every
minute, which would require almost continuous truck traffic, 24 hours per day,
every day of the year.
The increased amount of infrastructure required off site and for transportation

x
x

x

3. Practicable Test: Off-site processing presents a series of challenges in terms of
cost and logistics, which likely make this option not practicable. Associated issues
are as follows:

2. Reasonable Test:: It is reasonable to consider off-site transport
p if it would reduce
the size and impact of mine site facilities such as the TSFs.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Off-site ore processing would involve transporting all ore away from the
project area for processing. This would involve transportation of 180,000 tons of ore from
the mine site to the mill site daily. This would require approximately 100 times the proposed
truck, ferry, lightering barge, and ship traffic.

Origination – Off-site ore processing was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing
the proposed project design. Evaluation of alternative locations for ore processing was also
suggested during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, in which the initial processing of
ore would be conducted on site to produce a concentrate that would be transported off site
for smelting. PLP estimates the annual production to be approximately 660,000 tons of
copper-gold concentrate, and 16,500 tons of molybdenum concentrate.
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PRO-003

Facility Location
/Process Type –
On-site Ore
Processing
(Metal
Production)

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Off-site processing would result in increased project costs.

4. Environmental Impact Test: There would be increased traffic and potentially
additional infrastructure required to transport the rock, resulting in elevated air
emissions, diesel consumption, visual impacts, noise levels, dust, wildlife impacts,
and wetland impacts. Increases risk of accidents and spills caused by adverse
road conditions, inclement weather, landslides, debris blockages, etc., that would
require emergency vehicles, and could further impact the environment and
temporarily block the transport corridor.

x

Option Details and Screening
Option Details: Origination, Description

purposes would broaden the project footprint.






Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
Processing

4. Environmental Impacts Test. On-site smelting would reduce trucking and ship
traffic, but increase Mine Site air emissions. Increased air emissions would result

3. Practicable Test: On-site ore processing is likely feasible in terms of technology,
but smelting at a large, existing, established ore-processing facility would be much
less expensive.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider this option if it would reduce
transportation impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – On-site ore processing would construct a smelter and produce metals on
site (copper, gold, and molybdenum) instead of a concentrate product. On-site smelting
would require additional land for the facility and disposal of smelting waste.

Origination – On-site metal processing was evaluated by PLP as an option when
developing the proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts, and would likely
not be practicable in terms of costs and logistics.
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Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

from increased natural gas usage (thermal heating of the ore and increased power
generation) and heavy metals escaping the ore heating step. The additional
smelting and waste disposal facilities would increase wetland impacts.






Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
Processing
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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TPD-002

180,000 tons per
day

50,000 tons per
day

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment .

2. Reasonable Test: An optimization
study showed that this option does not provide
p
a positive financial return. The small throughput of the 50,000-tpd project does not
have a positive net present value, due to the fixed component of the costs. It is
not reasonable to consider an option that would not provide a positive financial
return.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Mine throughput of 50,000 tpd, with a mine life of 71 years.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing the
proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes mine throughput
of 180,000 tpd over a 20-year mine life. It is a revision of the previously proposed
160,000-tpd throughput. A throughput of 180,000 tpd eliminates the need for a LGO/PAG
storage facility, which would require 4 additional years of processing at the end of
operations. This option reduces the mine footprint from the originally proposed 160,000tpd throughput.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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TPD-003

160,000 tons per
day

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This throughput option is based on previous project
designs to store the LGO and PAG waste rock for processing in the last 4 years
of operation. This design would create additional mine facility footprint that would
need to be restored at the time of closure. There would be no change in the
footprint of other mine and transportation
facilities compared
to the 180,000-tpd
p
p
p
option.
The LGO stockpile
p
p would generate
g
poor-quality
p
q
y runoff water and seepage
p g
((acid rock drainage
g [ARD]
[
and metals leaching) that would need to be collected,
managed, and treated.

3. Practicable Test: This plant is appropriately sized to efficiently process the
targeted 1.5 billion-ton ore resource using a standard processing plant design and
equipment. An optimization study has demonstrated that this option produced a
positive financial return.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider this option because it was originally
proposed by PLP.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This throughput option of 160,000 tpd would require construction of a
large, lined pad for storing PAG waste rock and LGO (PAG waste rock would be returned
to the completed pit at closure and LGO would be processed during the later years of
mine operations). This option was replaced by the 180,000-tpd throughput as the
Proposed Action.
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Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing the
proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would cut the life of mine operations
nearly in half, reducing the time period of operational impacts. The footprint of
mine pit and TSFs would remain the same, but would require addition footprint for
processing facilities. This throughput level would nearly double the volume of ore
processed over the Proposed Action, increasing the volume of ore concentrate
truck traffic on the road and ferry systems. It would also increase the frequency of
activities associated with marine transport, including lightering operations and
marine-ore ship traffic.

3. Practicable Test: Construction and commissioning of a new plant this size would
present significant execution, manpower, logistical, cost management, and other
challenges that elevate project risk. It would require additional processing
facilities. The significantly shorter mine life is not long enough to ensure that
project operations can pass through several economic cycles and potential
fluctuation in metals prices. However, it is likely practicable.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider higher throughput rates.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Mine throughput of 320,000 tpd over an 11-year mine. It is assumed that
this throughput option would result in the same mine pit and TSF footprint over a shorter
period. Due to higher production levels, it would likely increase the size of the processing
facilities; accelerate the tailings deposition rate and TSF embankments raise schedule;
and increase the volume of concentrate transported over a shorter period of time. This in
turn would increase the volume of truck and ferry traffic on the transportation system, and
increase activities associated with the port facility, including the number of lightering and
marine-ore transport vessels.
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Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – Although this option would reduce the period of operations, it would
increase overall environmental impacts, including the processing facility footprint, and
truck, ferry, and marine operations traffic levels over the Proposed Action.
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Secondary Gold
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Gold Recovery

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Cyanide is toxic to aquatic organisms, wildlife, and
humans. PLP has proposed to forgo a cyanide leach circuit and the additional
gold recovery it would provide because of public concern for the use and
transportation of cyanide. The leach facility would have a large footprint that
would impact wetlands.

3. Practicable Test: Cyanide leaching is a common practice and would likely be
technologically and economically feasible.

2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description –This option involves construction of a cyanide leach circuit at the Mine Site
to process the pyritic tails. A cyanide leach circuit could recover additional gold from the
process.

Origination – The use of a cyanide leach circuit for ore recovery was examined by PLP
and recommended for consideration in scoping comments as a means to increase the
efficiency of ore recovery.

Description – The proposed option is to use gravity separation methods to recover gold.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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POW-001

POW-002

Power Source –
Thermal (Burn
Natural Gas)

Power Source –
Renewable
Energy

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

x

Wind – Wind energy generation is intermittent and must be paired with other
energy sources or storage mechanisms to provide a stable, consistent supply.
There are no identified wind energy resources in the vicinity capable of

3. Practicable Test: The two separate renewable options listed below were
considered under this option. These options would supply power intermittently
and in small quantities relative to the need, and would not eliminate the need for
the proposed natural gas power plant and pipeline. These options would
intermittently supply power that would decrease the demand on the proposed
natural gas power plant, potentially resulting in decreased usage of natural gas.
Both options would require additional access roads and ground disturbance to
transmit power to the mine.

2. Reasonable Test: Using renewable energy is a reasonable option to consider.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, PLP would construct and power the mine using
renewable energy resources such as wind turbines and run-of-river (ROR) hydropower.
Also considered under this option is supplementing the natural gas power plant production
with renewables.

Origination – Renewable energy power options were evaluated by PLP when developing
the proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves power
generation using natural gas as a fuel source. PLP is proposing to build a power plant at
the Mine Site with a capacity of 270 megawatts (MW). The plant would be fueled with
natural gas delivered from the Kenai Peninsula to the Mine Site.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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POW-003

Power Source –
Purchase Power
from Existing
Grid

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

ROR Hydropower – No suitable locations that could generate a significant
amount of ROR hydropower could be identified. Additionally, in winter, rivers
may freeze, making this power source intermittent, requiring additional energy
sources.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: The construction of wind farms, ROR hydropower
plants, and associated infrastructure would be additive to the proposed power
plant and would increase the project footprint. The option likely would result in
additional impacts to wetlands, wildlife, and aquatic resources, but potentially
decrease emissions from burning natural gas.

x

Option Details and Screening
Option Details: Origination, Description

providing a significant and consistent portion of the project energy.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

3. Practicable Test: There is no significant power-generating capacity in the Cook
Inlet area in general, and on the Kenai Peninsula in particular, to service the

2. Reasonable Test: Purchasing power is a reasonable option to consider.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, power would be purchased from existing third-party
providers and transmitted to the site via a High-Voltage Direct Current transmission.

Origination – Purchasing power from the existing grid was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – Although this option would potentially decrease the consumption of
natural gas and associated emissions; it would not replace the need for the natural gas
power plant and pipeline. The additional costs of building renewable energy systems for
what would be supplemental power make the option not practicable. Also, the potential
reduction in emissions does not appear to offset the likely additional impacts to wetlands,
wildlife, and aquatic resources.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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POW-004

Power Source –
Use Alternative
Fuel
Sources/Delivery
Methods

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

anticipated project demand. Construction of additional generation capacity would
be required regardless of where it is situated. This option is not practicable.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

The former ConocoPhillips LNG export facility in Nikiski has been sold and the

Use of LNG would require a supply of LNG, a purpose-built LNG barge, and an
LNG receiving terminal and storage tanks at Amakdedori. It would also require
regasification at Amakdedori for transportation to the Mine Site by pipeline, or
trucking LNG to a mine site storage tank where it would be regasified and fed to
the power plant.

3. Practicable Test: Both diesel and LNG options are technologically feasible. The
Donlin Gold Final EIS looked at a diesel power plant alternative and estimated
that a similarly sized power plant (227 MW) would require approximately
80 million gallons of diesel per year. Use of diesel would require increased
storage at the port, and a pipeline or 4,200 truck trips per year, each truck hauling
three tank trailers. Diesel is readily available in Cook Inlet.

2. Reasonable Test: Considering alternative energy sources is reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – The most likely alternative energy sources would be diesel fuel and LNG,
both of which could be delivered to the proposed Amakdedori Port via barge.
Transportation from the port to the Mine Site could be by truck or pipeline.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative fuel sources and delivery methods was suggested
during scoping due to concern with gas line leaks or ruptures, and potential long-term
consequences that a subsea pipeline can have on the environment.
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Why Dismissed – The option is not practicable; there is no excess capacity in the
existing grid.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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POW-005

POW-006

Power Plant
Location –
On-site

Power Plant
Location –
Off-site with
High Voltage
Transmission
Lines

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Transporting an additional 80 million gallons of
diesel increases the potential for spills. Emissions from the proposed power plant
would be increased if diesel was used instead of natural gas. See also
Section 4.21, which explains there would be few expected effects from natural
gas pipeline leaks to soil or water bodies because the gas would dissipate rapidly.
Use of LNG would avoid the need for the natural gas pipeline segment under
Cook Inlet between the Kenai Peninsula and Amakdedori.

export permit was allowed to expire; and LNG is not currently barged in Alaska.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider off-site generation combined with
high-voltage and transmission lines.

Screening –

Description –This option would require a new power plant to be built at an alternative
location such as the Kenai Peninsula or Amakdedori. High-voltage transmission lines
would be constructed and used to transmit the power to the Mine Site.

Origination – Off-site location of the power plant was evaluated by PLP when developing
the proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes construction of a
new 270-MW power plant at the Mine Site to power the mine. This option would not
require the construction of high-voltage transmission lines to the Mine Site.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – Diesel would increase environmental impacts from spills and increased
emissions. LNG is not practicable; it is not currently barged in Alaska, would require costly
infrastructure; and provides no obvious benefit over the proposed natural gas pipeline,
other than avoiding the segment between the Kenai Peninsula and Amakdedori. The EIS
would assess the risk to the pipeline from seismic events.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Construction and operation of high-voltage
transmission lines would result in greater visual impacts than a gas line.

In addition, off-site generation would not offer sufficient redundancy in the event
of a disruption to the transmission line and associated power supply. This option
is likely not practicable due to cost.

If power generation was located proximate to Amakdedori, similar issues would
remain, but would be lessened, given the reduced distance. However, the gas line
under Cook Inlet would still be required.

3. Practicable Test: Off-site power production is technologically feasible. If power
generation was located on the Kenai Peninsula, it would require high-voltage
transmission lines via underwater cables crossing both Cook Inlet and Iliamna
Lake; and overhead lines on the Kenai Peninsula, from Amakdedori to a south
ferry terminal, and the North Shore Ferry Terminal to the Mine Site. Underwater
cables would be more costly to install and maintain than a natural gas pipeline.
Overhead lines would be subject to wind and ice buildup, resulting in potential
reliability risks. Undergrounding the overland portions of the transmission lines
would be cost-prohibitive, because undergrounding generally costs an–order-of
magnitude greater than overhead lines, and would be more costly than the gas
line. In addition, transmission losses occur over long distances, making this less
efficient than a gas line to provide on-site generation.
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Why Dismissed – Off-site power production, although practicable considering
technology, would be much more costly and does not provide the stability and reliability
benefits that would come from on-site power production. In addition, overhead
transmission lines, and possibly the power plant (depending on location) would result in
increased visual impacts.
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POW-007

POW-008

Gas Source –
Pipeline to a
Source on the
Kenai Peninsula

Gas Source –
Pipeline to a
Source on the
West Side of
Cook Inlet

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Accessing existing gas supplies for this option would
require crossing Lake Clark National Park; or if a subsea route, would increase
the length of the pipeline route in critical habitat for the endangered Cook Inlet
beluga whale and the threatened northern sea otter (compared to the proposed
route).

3. Practicable Test: There is no accessible gas infrastructure, pipeline capacity, or
available tie-in locations on the southwestern side of the Cook Inlet. A potential
tie-in location on the western side would be at Beluga, approximately 170 miles to
the north (requiring an approximately 250+ mile pipeline to accommodate terrain).

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider a route that avoids crossing deep
water in Cook Inlet.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would follow an alternative route to the north to access existing
natural gas supplies such as Beluga on the western side of Cook Inlet.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action. Under this option, the proposed
pipeline (about 177 miles in length) would tie in to the existing natural gas distribution
system on the Kenai Peninsula and be routed to Amakdedori, and then follow the
Transportation Corridor to the Mine Site. The pipeline would be on the bottom of Cook
Inlet and Iliamna Lake, and would be 12 inches in diameter.
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Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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POW-009

POW-010

Gas Source –
Connect to
Donlin Gold Gas
Pipeline

Gas Source –
Northern Gas
Pipeline Route
to Kenai
Peninsula

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Description –Increasing the distance from Augustine Island by routing to the north is
impracticable for the Amakdedori Port, but routing the pipeline to Diamond Point to the

Origination – Evaluation of a pipeline alignment north of Augustine Island was suggested
during scoping due to concern that placing the pipeline near Augustine Island/Volcano
would make it vulnerable to seismic and volcanic hazards.

Why Dismissed – The Donlin Gold Pipeline, as planned, is unlikely to provide sufficient
natural gas capacity to support the Pebble Project and is therefore not practicable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider connection to the proposed pipeline
given that Donlin Gold recently received federal permits for construction of the
pipeline.
3. Practicable Test: The Donlin Gold Pipeline is planned to be 14 inches in diameter,
serving a 230-MW power plant, based on an operating flow rate of 47 million
standard cubic feet per day (mmscfd), with a design capacity of up to 73.1
mmscfd. The Pebble Project proposes a 270-MW power plant, which could more
than double the necessary capacity of the pipeline, which would not be
practicable given its design.

Screening –
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Description –Under this option, the pipeline would follow an alternative route to the north,
allowing it to connect to the proposed Donlin Gold natural gas supply pipeline. A tie-in
route to the nearest point along the proposed Donlin Pipeline would be longer than
155 miles, and would cross at least 8 to 10 substantial rivers. Routing could avoid major
mountain ranges. The proposed Donlin Gold Mine natural gas pipeline has not yet been
constructed; timing for development and operation is not known.

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description
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Origination – Evaluation of an alternative pipeline route to connect with the natural gas
pipeline for the proposed Donlin Gold Mine was suggested during scoping.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option for the North Access Route
(ACC-002).
3. Practicable Test: Practicability – The route to Ursus Cove is relatively free of
seabed obstructions and rock-like features all the way into the cove, compared to
a route through Iliamna Bay to a proposed Diamond Point port. Rocks, boulders,
and boulder-type features in Ursus Cove only appear much closer to the shore,
which makes routing and installation safer and easier, and also allows for moored
installation.
A route to Amakdedori north of Augustine Island would place the pipeline
approximately the same distance or closer to Augustine Island/Volcano than the
proposed route, and therefore is not a practicable route to achieve the goal of this
option. Access Options ACC-014 and ACC-015 evaluate port sites in Iliamna Bay,
more than 20 miles north of Augustine Island. It is feasible to route the natural gas
pipeline to that location.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: A route to Ursus Cove and then to Diamond Point
would have additional impacts from the overland portion, but would have a shorter
segment in Cook Inlet. The option represents tradeoffs and is carried forward for
detailed analysis.
Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as a conceptual route directly into

Screening –
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north would achieve the purpose of the suggested option. Access option ACC-014
considers a port at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay; routing the pipeline to this port would
achieve the goal of increasing separation from Augustine Island. The pipeline for access
option ACC-014 would be routed into Ursus Cove, run overland to Cottonwood Bay, and
then continue to Diamond Port.
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Option

POW-012

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Description – The commenter requested evaluation of alternative pipeline routes, but did
not suggest specific locations.

Origination – Evaluation of practicable alternatives for reducing the amount of natural
gas pipeline that is installed in the Sterling Highway right-of-way, which is managed by the
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable due to boulders and other seabed issues.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider a more direct, shorter pipeline.
3. Practicable Test: A 12-inch-diameter subsea pipeline has a specific minimum
curvature radius, and therefore a limited ability to navigate areas of the seafloor
with dense obstructions. A direct pipeline route into Iliamna Bay is not practicable
because of boulders and rocky seabed near to and into the bay that could not be
avoided with this option. RFI 063 summarizes PLP’s reconnaissance data for a
direct route, which indicated the presence of—and progressive increase in—
rocks, boulders, and rock-like features on the seabed. The concentration of rocks
and boulders reaches its maximum density at the mouth of Iliamna Bay, and
continues into the bay. The rock-prone area starts approximately 13 miles from
the landing point, and is consistent to the landing point. It is interpreted that the
rocks and boulders are likely from a combination of glacial outwash and ice-rafted
deposits.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, the pipeline route would follow a more direct route to
Iliamna Bay and Diamond Point than POW-010.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Iliamna Bay and Diamond Point.
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Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it is based on an old design.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017 DA permit
application included a gas pipeline alignment that would connect to existing
infrastructure near Happy Valley on the Kenai Peninsula and travel south,
paralleling the Sterling Highway for 9 miles to a compressor station near Anchor
Point. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the pipeline origin point to a
compressor station north of Anchor Point, removing the requirement for the first
9 miles of pipeline construction along the Sterling Highway. Therefore, this option
is no longer reasonable, because it pertains to an old project design.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –
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ACC-001

Access Road –
South Access
Route (Road and
Ferry)

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Total number of stream crossings: 39 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori
Port site); 30 (with variant Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori Port site)

Miles of road from Mine Site to the North Shore Ferry Terminal Site: 29

Total miles of road: 77 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal); 72 (Kokhanok East Ferry
Terminal)

This option would require the following:

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would follow the mine and port
access roads and ferry route.

Ferry route: The route would include a ferry crossing of Iliamna Lake from north to south.

This option would also include an Iliamna spur road (which would include a crossing of the
Newhalen River) and a Kokhanok spur road (which would include a crossing of the
Gibraltar River if the Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site is included).

On the southern shore of Iliamna Lake, the port access road would go from the Kokhanok
West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010) to the Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013). As a variant
of the Proposed Action, the port access road would go from the Kokhanok East Ferry
Terminal Site (ACC-011) to the Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013).

Road route: The mine access road would go from the Mine Site to the North Shore Ferry
Terminal Site (ACC-006) on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake. As a variant of the
proposed action, an alternative ferry terminal site location would be considered just to the
east of the proposed ferry terminal site in the bay: the North Shore East Ferry Terminal
Site (ACC-006a).

Description – This road and ferry route option is part of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of two double-lane roads as the main access route to the mine
for the transportation of materials, equipment, and concentrate.
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Access Road –
North Access
Route (Road
Only)
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Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Number of major river crossings: 4

Number of stream crossings: 71

Total miles of road: 82

This option would require the following:

Concentrate Pipeline: A concentrate transport pipeline may be included with this option.

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The western portion of the natural gas pipeline would follow
the road route. The eastern portion of the pipeline would follow a route overland between
Cottonwood Bay and Ursus Cove.

Ferry route: The route would not include use of a ferry.

This option would eliminate the need for a spur road to Iliamna, because the route would
cross an existing road that connects Iliamna with Nondalton, providing access to
infrastructure at Iliamna.

Road route: The mine/port access road would stay north of Iliamna Lake, connect with the
existing Pile-Bay Williamsport Road in the vicinity of Pile Bay, and then continue to the
Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) on Cook Inlet. The road would bypass all
but 5 miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road. The road would traverse
approximately 1.7 miles of tidal flats between Williamsport and Diamond point.

Description – This road-only route option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design as an option that would not require a ferry to cross Iliamna Lake.

Origination – Evaluation of an access road option north of Iliamna Lake to eliminate the
need for a lake crossing was suggested during scoping.
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Total number of major river crossings: 2 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal site to
Amakdedori Port site); 1 (with variant Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori
Port site).
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route would cross fewer wetland acres than a
southern route (ACC-001), but more than a road and ferry northern route
(ACC-003), resulting in a difference in acres of fill. The Iliamna Spur Road would
be eliminated, reducing impacts along these road miles. The road portion from
Pile Bay to Williamsport would require more maintenance compared to a southern

The Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) and access road would be
subject to tidal flat filling. The port would require some dredging to 20 feet of Mean
Lower Low Water (MLLW) (RFI 063), and may require blasting for access roads.
This location could not accommodate deep draft vessels, and would require
lightering barges to transfer ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at
mooring locations.

Five miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road require improvements to
accommodate large trucks.

This option would require a large number of stream crossings. This option also
crosses many wetlands. The route is also more mountainous than other access
routes, traversing side slopes and crossing perpendicular to drainages, including
crossings of larger streams and minor rivers.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a route that PLP has evaluated and studied extensively
and is a reasonable route.
3. Practicable Test: A road-only route provides the advantages of reliable
year-round access, and minimizes the need to re-handle cargo/concentrates. The
option may also allow the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline for the project. There
is no need to build the associated infrastructure for a ferry. This option would
provide access to Cook Inlet, which is generally accessible year-round.
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Screening –

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3736 of 5993

ACC-003

Access Road –
North Access
(Road and Ferry)

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

route (ACC-001), given the steep terrain. This route would require more stream
crossings than a southern route (ACC-001) or a road and ferry northern route
(ACC-003). There would be less subsistence concerns and no lake navigation or
transportation concerns compared to a road and ferry route (ACC-001 or
ACC-003). The route would place mine traffic near Pedro Bay. The option
represents tradeoffs, and is carried forward for detailed analysis.






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would follow the road alignment for

Ferry route: The route would include a ferry crossing of Iliamna Lake from west to east.

This option would eliminate the need for a spur road to Iliamna, because the route would
cross an existing road that connects Iliamna with Nondalton, providing access to
infrastructure at Iliamna.

On the eastern shore of Iliamna Lake, the port access road would go from the Pile Bay
Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-009) to the Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port site, using parts of
the existing Pile-Bay Williamsport Road, continuing to the Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port
Site (ACC-014) on Cook Inlet. This road would bypass all but 5 miles of the existing Pile
Bay-Williamsport Road. The road would traverse approximately 1.7 miles of tidal flats
between Williamsport and Diamond Point.

Road route: The mine access road would stay north of Iliamna Lake from the Mine Site to
the Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-008) on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake.

Description –
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If a concentrate pipeline was also included, the footprint would be slightly larger,
but there would be a decrease in truck traffic.
Origination – This road and ferry route option is a route evaluated by PLP while looking
at routes that remain entirely north of Iliamna Lake. Use of the existing road and
resources at Pile Bay and Williamsport was suggested during scoping.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

The Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) and access road would be
subject to tidal flat filling. The port would require dredging to 20 feet of MLLW (per
RFI 063), and may require blasting for access roads. This location could not
accommodate deep-draft vessels, and would require lightering barges to transfer
ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at mooring locations.

Five miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road require improvements to
accommodate large trucks.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a route that PLP has evaluated and is a reasonable
route.
3. Practicable Test: Thicker lake ice on the eastern side of the lake would make ferry
operation more challenging; however, feasibility has been demonstrated by the
long-term operation of an ice-breaking ferry on Williston Lake in British Columbia.
Water depth and lakebed topography may preclude the use of a sub-lake gas
pipeline along this alignment.

Screening –

Number of major river crossings: 1

Number of stream crossings: 34

Total miles of road: 50

This option would require the following:
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ACC-002 because Iliamna Lake is too deep on the eastern side of the lake for laying the
pipeline on the bottom (the steep underwater cliffs would stress the pipeline bends). The
eastern portion of the pipeline would follow a route overland between Cottonwood Bay
and Ursus Cove. This route was proposed as an option by PLP.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3738 of 5993

ACC-004

Access Road –
West Access
Route

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Additional transfer of materials with barges increases the risk of spills or loss of
fugitive material during transfer operations.

The route would place mine traffic near local communities, including Iliamna,
Nondalton, Pedro Bay, and Pile Bay.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route would cross fewer wetland acres than a
southern route (ACC-001) or an all-road northern route (ACC-002), resulting in
fewer acres of fill. The Iliamna Spur Road would be eliminated, reducing impacts
along these road miles. The road portion from Pile Bay to Williamsport would
require more maintenance compared to a southern route (ACC-001), given the
steep terrain. The addition of a ferry route would require construction of two ferry
terminals, resulting in placement of fill, and also resulting in greater transportation
and potential navigation concerns along the ferry route in the eastern portion of
the lake. There would be subsistence concerns with the ferry route being in areas
important for subsistence seal harvesting. The option represents tradeoffs, and is
carried forward for detailed analysis.






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would likely follow the road.

Ferry route: This option would not require a ferry.

This option would also include an Iliamna spur road.

Road route: The road would go from the Mine Site around the western end of Iliamna
Lake and continue to the Amakdedori Port site on Cook Inlet.

Description –
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Origination – This road option is a road-only access route evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed design as an option that would not require a ferry to cross
Iliamna Lake.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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ACC-005

Access Road –
Bristol Bay
Access Route

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This road option is a road-only access route that was evaluated by PLP

Origination – Evaluation of alternative port sites was suggested during scoping due to
concerns with the potential ecological impact of the project.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This access route has the highest occurrence of
wetlands, with the highest environmental impact to wetlands. If a concentrate
pipeline were also included, the footprint would be slightly larger.

This option has a longer road footprint, with more wetlands and streams crossed.

There is no need to build the associated infrastructure for a ferry. This option
would provide access to Cook Inlet, which is generally accessible year-round.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider routing the road around the western
end of Iliamna Bay.
3. Practicable Test: A road-only route provides the advantages of reliable
year-round access, and minimizes the need to re-handle cargo/concentrates. The
option would also allow the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline for the project.

Screening –

Total number of major river crossings: 4

Total number of stream crossings: 129

Total miles of road: 160

This option would require the following:
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Concentrate Pipeline: A concentrate transport pipeline may be included with this option.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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Ferry Terminal
Location –
North Shore
Ferry Terminal

(Road Only)

Option

ACC-006

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This ferry terminal site option is part of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of a ferry terminal on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake for an
ice-breaking ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake. The
ferry route would be north-south. This location is associated with the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. As a variant to this option, an additional site slightly to the
east in the same bay as the North Shore Ferry Terminal is included: the North Shore East

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This would be the longest road route option. Construction of the
associated port would have the potential for logistical conflicts with fishing
operations in Bristol Bay. Additionally, Bristol Bay is ice-bound for a large portion
of the year. Because Bristol Bay is shallow, a long trestle or causeway into the
bay would be required; or alternatively, lightering to a moored bulk vessel.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have increased impacts
associated with the construction of a port road, and the longest road route.
Resulting impacts include increased emissions and visual impacts. The route
would traverse mainly lowlands, which would have more impact to wetlands.
There would be impacts to local residents in communities near the road.

Screening –

Ferry route: This option would not require a ferry.

Road route: The road would go from the Mine Site to a port site on Bristol Bay.
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when developing the proposed design as an option that used port sites other than Cook
Inlet.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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ACC-006a

ACC-007

Ferry Terminal
Location –
North Shore
East Ferry
Terminal

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Iliamna and
Kokhanok Ferry
Terminals

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

The South Shore Ferry Terminal would be located north of the Kokhanok airport. The road
from this ferry terminal to Amakdedori Port would follow a route similar to that described
under ACC-001 for the Kokhanok East Terminal Site variant to avoid crossing the
Gibraltar River. The ferry route would be north-south, and approximately 21 miles. This
option location could be included with South Access Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the North Shore Ferry Terminal would be located in or
near the communities of Newhalen and Iliamna, but away from the Newhalen River. The
Iliamna spur road would therefore be the main mine access road route to connect the
Mine Site to this ferry terminal. This option location could be included with South Access
Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Origination – Evaluation of ferry terminals closer to existing infrastructure was suggested
during scoping to reduce impacts to Gibraltar River and Upper Talarik Creek.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – This ferry terminal site option is a variant of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of a ferry terminal on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake for an
ice-breaking ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake. The
ferry route would be north-south. This location is associated with the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. The site is slightly east of the North Shore Ferry Terminal
Site (ACC-006) in the same bay.

Origination – Evaluation of this ferry terminal location was suggested during scoping.

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-011): 25

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010): 19

This option would include the following:
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Ferry Terminal Site variant.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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ACC-008

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Eagle Bay Ferry
Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

This option would include the following:

This option location is associated with the North Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-003. The location could be included with South Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the North Shore Ferry Terminal would be located in
Eagle Bay. A road would connect the Mine Site to the terminal. A spur road to Iliamna
would not be included in this option because the mine access road would cross the
existing road from Iliamna to Nondalton, and provide community access.

Origination – This ferry terminal option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design as an alternative North Shore Ferry Terminal location suitable for either
a north-south lake transit or an east-west transit.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider options that have potential to avoid
and minimize impacts.
3. Practicable Test: Ice conditions and water depth at Iliamna are not suitable for a
ferry terminal. Existing community use of the area may not be compatible with
ferry route and a terminal.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: There would be additional impacts to the
communities of Iliamna, Newhalen, and Kokhanok caused by changes in vessel
traffic impacting current vessel and floatplane use, and heavy mine trucks
traversing through the community.
This location is closer to high-use areas for subsistence seal harvesting.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)

Appendix F, Page 3743 of 5993

ACC-009

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Pile Bay Ferry
Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Number of ferry miles to Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-008): 33

This option would include the following:

This option location is associated with the North Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-003.

Description – This option considers an eastern shore ferry terminal location suitable for
use with a northern access route, and the Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal as a western ferry
terminal site.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This location appears to be a reasonable option, with ability to
accommodate ferry traffic and road connection.
3. Practicable Test: This location is sheltered for ferry operations and protected from
prevailing winds. There may be navigability issues associated with the water
depth in the area. Ice in the bays is thicker and more persistent than in the open
lake west of Newhalen.
This option minimizes the road footprint in the Upper Talarik Creek drainage.
4. Environmental Impact Test: This site may have different or additional impacts,
such as shallower water, persistent ice in Eagle Bay, and more navigational
hazards.
Origination – This ferry terminal option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design.

Screening –

Number of miles to Pile Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-009): 33

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-011): 27
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Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010): 24
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ACC-010

ACC-011

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Kokhanok West
Ferry Terminal

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Kokhanok East
Ferry Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

The south ferry terminal would be approximately 5 miles east of the community of
Kokhanok at the Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site. This option would include a
Kokhanok spur road. This option is associated as a variant of the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. The port access road would follow a shorter route (5 miles
shorter) than from ACC-010 to the Amakdedori Port Site, and would not require a crossing

Description – This ferry terminal option was evaluated as a variant of the Proposed
Action for an alternative southern shore ferry terminal location.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative ferry terminal locations was suggested during
scoping.

The south ferry terminal would be at the Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site,
approximately 5 miles west of Kokhanok. This option would include a Kokhanok spur
road. This option is associated with the South Access Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – This ferry terminal option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the
construction of a ferry terminal on the south shore of Iliamna Lake for an ice-breaking
ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake to a port site on
Cook Inlet. The ferry route would be north-south.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is an existing port facility and reasonable to consider.
3. Practicable Test: There may be navigability issues associated with the water
depth in the area. Ice in the bay may be more persistent than in the open lake to
the west. This location would use portions of existing infrastructure and the more
sheltered port location at Diamond Point.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: There may be possible impacts to subsistence seal
harvesting, and additional impacts to the community of Pile Bay.
Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)

ACC-012

ACC-013

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Utilize
Alternative Ferry
Terminal Sites

Port Location –
Amakdedori Port
Site

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Amakdedori option (ACC-022).

The port location would be at Amakdedori. This option is associated with the South
Access Route option (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – This port site option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the
construction of a port on Cook Inlet to transfer diesel fuel, materials, equipment, and
concentrate using barges.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – Several ferry terminal location options were developed and
incorporated into this table. This option is not reasonable to carry forward because other
substantially similar—but more specific—locations are being considered, meeting the
intent of the scoping comment.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The six ferry terminal options described in this table are the
most feasible locations, and cover a variety of logistical and environmental
considerations. This option is not reasonable to carry forward because other
substantially similar—but more specific—locations are being considered, meeting
the intent of the scoping comment.

Screening –

Description – The suggested option requested consideration of alternative ferry sites and
locations compared to the Proposed Action, but did not specify locations.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative ferry terminal locations was suggested during
scoping.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

of the Gibraltar River.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3746 of 5993

ACC-014

Port Location –
Diamond
Point/Iliamna
Bay Port Site

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Diamond Point appears to be a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: The port location is sheltered, and access for this option could
use portions of the existing Pile Bay Road. The port site and access road includes
construction and placement of fill in the intertidal zone in Iliamna Bay. The port

Screening –

The total volume of dredged material for the 20 feet MLLW channel is 650,000 cubic
yards, of which a minimum of 50 percent is estimated to be used in the barge dock
construction, which would require approximately 615,000 cubic yards of fill for
construction. Any rocks encountered in the channel would be moved to the side of the
channel, or used in the dock construction. Any remaining dredged material and any
material from maintenance dredging would be disposed of on-shore in a bermed facility
on uplands west of the dock site.

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023). The approach
at the Diamond Point port would use a channel for barges and tugs to access the loading
dock, requiring dredging to a depth of 20 feet MLLW (per RFI 063). Channels are typically
more prone to sedimentation, requiring maintenance dredging; therefore, greater underkeel clearance is recommended compared to the depth of 15 feet MLLW described at the
Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013). Dredged material would either be used in construction
of the causeway and dock, or disposed of onshore.

The port site would be located at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay. This port site option is
associated with the North Access Routes (ACC-002 and ACC-003).

Description – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing
the Proposed Action.
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Origination – Evaluation of an option for a port site at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay was
suggested during scoping.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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ACC-015

ACC-016

Port Location –
Knoll
Head/Iniskin Bay
Port Site

Port Location –
Fortification

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing the

Why Dismissed – The environmental impacts would be greater than the Proposed Action
(and ACC-014 – Diamond Point).

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires challenging access and port site
construction, and would require significant earthworks with associated impacts.
This option would have prohibitive road construction cost.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Access to this port would require crossing Iliamna
Bay via a causeway, and includes substantial placement of fill in the intertidal
zone in Iliamna Bay and Iniskin Bay.

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023).

Description – This port site would be located at Knoll Head in Iliamna Bay, and is
associated with the North Access Routes (ACC-002 and ACC-003).
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would require initial and maintenance dredging and blasting for access roads.
This location could not accommodate deep-draft vessels, and would require
lightering barges to transfer ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at
mooring locations.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option uses some areas already impacted by
development, and may avoid bear migration areas. Dredge and fill impacts would
be greater in the intertidal zone.
Origination – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing the
Proposed Action.
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Port Location –
Williamsport Port

Bluff/Rocky
Point Port Site

Option

ACC-017

Option #






Origination – Use of the existing road and resources at Pile Bay and Williamsport was
suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider other port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires a longer access road and more challenging
port site construction than other options, which would increase the total amount of
road construction for the project. Shore approach routing options for the gas
pipeline are not available due to the proximity to Augustine volcano. This option
has a requirement for a steep access road to the shore that poses operational
safety challenges.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Baseline data indicate that this offshore area is a
more a productive habitat with higher utilization by a wider variety of species than
other options.

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Amakdedori option (ACC-022).

This option is associated with the South Access Route option (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.
The natural gas pipeline would not be co-located along the road, and would be routed
through Amakdedori as described in ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the port location would be at Fortification Bluff/Rocky
Point, which is approximately 15 miles north of Amakdedori, and would require
26 additional road miles from the port access road route to this port site, compared to the
Proposed Action (ACC-001).

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Proposed Action.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Site

Option

Option #
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ption
on Details
Detai and Screening

environmentalimpactsfromthedredginganddisposalofthedredgedmaterial
incomparisonwiththeProposedAction(ACCͲ013)ortheDiamondPointoption

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider use of existing facilities.
3. Practicable Test: Williamsport is inaccessible by sea except for brief periods at
the peak of extreme high tides, which occur a few days each month (USACE
1995). A 1995 Environmental Assessment by USACE (Navigation Channel
Feasibility Report and Environmental Assessment: Williamsport) indicates that a
considerable amount of initial and ongoing maintenance dredging would be
required to accommodate barges between the mouth of Iliamna Bay and
Williamsport. The existing sea bottom is 2 or 3 feet above MLLW near the
landing, and it would be necessary to dredge 22 to 23 feet of material to obtain
the desired depth of -20 feet MLLW. The dredged material would need either
onshore or offshore disposal. Existing uses of Williamsport may not be compatible
with the level of activity proposed by PLP.
4. EnvironmentalImpactsTest:Thisoptionwouldhaveincreasedadverse

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023).
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

facilities.
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ACC-018

ACC-019

ACC-020

Port Location –
Utilize
Alternative Port
Sites

Dock Type –
Fill Dock

Dock Type –
Pile-Supported
Dock

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

(ACCͲ014).






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – This option would construct a pile-supported dock rather than a fill dock at
the port site.

Origination – USACE is evaluating an option for a pile-supported dock to satisfy
requirements for minimization of impacts to Waters of the U.S.

Description – PLP has proposed to construct a fill dock and sheetpile bulkhead at the
port location.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – Several port site options were considered (see ACC-013 through
ACC-017). This non-specific option is not a reasonable option, and can therefore be
dismissed in favor of the five location-specific options.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The five port site options described in this table are the most
feasible locations, and cover a variety of logistical and environmental
considerations. The suggested option is not reasonable because it is not specific;
however, the intent of the suggestion is fulfilled through evaluation of ACC-013
through ACC-017.

Screening –

Description – The commenter requested consideration of alternative port sites and
locations compared to the Proposed Action, but did not suggest specific locations.

Origination – Using alternative port sites was suggested during the scoping period.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3751 of 5993

ACC-021

Port Operations–
Shore-Side
Loading

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option. This was PLP’s original proposed
action, so is assumed to be economically and technologically feasible.
3. Practicable Test: This option involves loading a bulk carrier directly at the dock
side, which minimizes concentrate re-handling and leads to improved safety and
reliability. All locations where this could take place require dredging or causeway
construction to allow for shore-side loading of bulk carriers. It is estimated that
initially, 10 million cubic yards would need to be dredged, and another 10 million
yards may need to be dredged over the life of the mine to maintain the design
depth. Dredging operations for this option would increase impacts to Waters of
the U.S., and requires the placement of dredge spoils.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Dredging would have environmental impacts to
marine habitat and shoreside habitat where dredged material would be placed;
dredging would result in a higher volume of fill compared with other loading
options such as lightering; maintaining the deep-draft navigation channel and
turning basin would require annual maintenance dredging that would be a
long-term effect. Shoreside loading would potentially lessen impacts to
Endangered Species Act–listed species or habitat, including sea otter critical

Screening –

Description – This type of loading was originally proposed as an option by PLP when
developing the Proposed Action, but was eliminated in project design updates in May
2018. Bulk carriers would be loaded directly at the port site (rather than at lightering
locations), and would require a deep draft navigation channel and turning basin of
approximately 50 feet of water depth.
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Origination – Shore-side loading was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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ACC-022

ACC-023

ACC-024

Port Operations–
Offshore
Lightering –
Amakdedori

Port Operations–
Offshore
Lightering –
Iniskin

Other Access
Options –

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

habitat.





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The Iniskin Bay option has adequate water depth for the bulk
carrier ships and affords good protection; it is a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: Similar to ACC-022.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have less environmental impact to
the marine environment than a large dock facility. There would be less removal or
placement of fill required. There is risk of material spills during transfer to/from
lighter barges.
Origination – An option to require bridges at all anadromous stream crossings was
suggested during scoping.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, concentrate would be offloaded from trucks to transfer
barges at port sites to be transported to lightering locations where larger transport barges
would be moored. Concentrate would then be loaded to transport barges for transport
across Cook Inlet. An additional mooring location from those identified in ACC-022 has
been identified at Iniskin Bay, off the Iniskin Peninsula, which is closer to the Diamond
Port site.

Origination – The Iniskin Bay lightering option was developed as an alternative by PLP
when looking at alternative port sites such as Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay (ACC-014).

Description – The lightering option is the Proposed Action developed by PLP, and
requires approximately 15 feet of water depth at the dock, which can be achieved
naturally at Amakdedori without dredging.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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Other Access
Options –
Revised Project
Alignment via
Micro-Siting

Mandatory
Bridges at
Stream
Crossings

Option

ACC-025

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable to consider as a component of an
action alternative for evaluation in the EIS because it lacks specificity, and is
essentially mitigation. Additionally, the intent of this option would be accomplished
as impact assessment is completed for the Draft EIS, resource agencies and the
public review and comment on the Draft EIS, and the Applicant is asked to revise

Screening –

Avoid or minimize, or stay outside a buffer area important to resources.

Description – Use micro-siting practices to avoid local impacts to wetlands, stream
crossings, guiding, lodges, wildlife, visual resources, archeological, and historical
resources.

Origination – Consideration of micro-siting practices for the access roads was evaluated
by USACE as a potential means to avoid environmental impacts.

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable. Other forms of stream crossings such as
culverts are often appropriate structures. The design and permitting process would select
appropriate crossing structures to address the environmental concerns and reduce
impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Not reasonable, because Alaska Department of Fish and Game
would specify the crossing requirements necessary to protect anadromous fish,
which may be achieved by other means such as culverts rather than bridges.

Screening –
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Description – This option would make it mandatory for bridges to be built any time the
access route crosses a stream or river that supports anadromous fish.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3754 of 5993

ACC-026

Other Access
Options –
Summer Only
Ferry Operations

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

the proposed project to better avoid and minimize impacts. Additionally, micrositing practices would be demonstrated by the Applicant when they document the
steps and measures they have taken to avoid and minimize environmental
impacts of their proposed action. Mitigation measures included in PLP’s design,
which are integral components of the proposed action, will be included in Chapter
5 of the EIS, and will be considered during the NEPA impact analysis in the EIS
for the proposed action and applicable components of other action alternatives.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – Ferry would only be allowed to operate in the open water season when no
ice-breaking is necessary. There would need to be infrastructure to allow ore stockpiling,
an area identified for storage, and other logistical considerations associated with ceasing
ferry operations during lake-ice conditions.

Origination – An option to restrict ferry options to the open water season was suggested
during scoping.
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Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable. Dismissal of this option would not
preclude future consideration of micro-siting as mitigation to avoid or minimize specific
impacts identified through the NEPA impact analysis, or as required by resource agencies
during project permitting as the project design and permitting advances.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3755 of 5993

CTR-001

CTR-002

Concentrate
Transport –
Truck

Concentrate
Transport –
Pipeline

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Concentrate Transport

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: This option is technologically feasible and would be an efficient
way to move large volumes of material and reduce truck traffic. This option would
require a water treatment plant (WTP) and a discharge permit at the port site, and
would result in a small reduction (<1 cubic foot per second) in water available for
discharge at the Mine Site. Treatment at the port site would remove toxic

Screening –

Description – This option would not require the re-handling of cargo/concentrate, and
allows for the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline in the proposed project. A single,
approximately 7-inch-diameter steel pipeline with appropriate corrosion protection would
be used to transport the concentrate. The concentrate pipeline and the gas pipeline would
be co-located in a single trench at the toe of the road embankment, which would increase
the average width of the road corridor footprint by 3 to 5 feet. Pump stations would be
required to move concentrate through the pipeline. This option may be applied with North
Access routes and considered with the South Access routes.

Origination – Evaluation of an option for an ore concentrate pipeline was suggested
during scoping due to concerns with ferrying ore concentrate across Iliamna Lake.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves containerized
transport of ore concentrate by using the road and ferry access route (South Access
Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001). This option would use trucks to carry concentrate
containers from the Mine Site. Concentrate would be transported to the port location,
loaded onto a ferry, and re-handled at lightering locations. This option does not allow for
the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline in the proposed project. This option may also be
included with the North Option Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-003.
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Origination – PLP Proposed Action

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Concentrate
Transport –
Rail
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Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Concentrate Transport

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Rail transport is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Construction of a railroad to move the volume of materials
necessary for the proposed project would not be efficient or cost effective. The
cost to construct railroads in Alaska is about five times the cost to construct
roads. Railroads grades are typically limited to grades of 1 percent or less, with
longer bridges. The additional cost of the track, railroad ballast, hardware, and
associated equipment is a significant investment. Railroad construction in Alaska
costs roughly $9 million per mile; remote road construction costs roughly $1.7
million per mile. Railroads can provide greater efficiencies where high volumes of
materials are transported daily, but the total volume of transported materials

Screening –

Description – This option would require the construction of a railroad from the Mine Site
for the transportation of ore concentrate.
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pollutants, including metals, to limits identified in an Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (ADEC) and/or EPA discharge permit. Additionally,
water depth and lake bed topography would likely preclude the use of a sub-lake
gas pipeline along the South Access routes alignments or the lake portion of
North Access Route 2.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route includes trade-offs in terms of the
environmental impacts. This route would result in additional fill impacts associated
with a wider corridor, but reduced trucking. This option is carried forward as an
alternative to be considered in detail in the EIS.
Origination – Transporting ore concentrate by rail was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

projected for the Pebble Project is low compared to typical railroad operations.
Transport of concentrate, fuel, reagents and consumables is estimated to be
35 truck round trips per day for the project. The high cost to construct a railroad
for the relatively low volume of freight would not be cost effective.






Concentrate Transport

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. It may not be
practicable to achieve grade requirements.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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RCA-001

RCA-002

Closure –
Retain Mine
Road

Closure –
Iliamna Airport
and Existing
Roads
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Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Reclamation and Closure Access

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable in terms of logistics because the existing
infrastructure would not support the reclamation and closure transportation needs.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This closure option is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option uses Iliamna airport and/or the existing Pile Bay
road; however, neither have the capacity to meet the post-closure logistical
requirements. The existing Pile Bay Road, if used as part of an alternative, would
not by itself meet the ground transportation needs for reclamation and closure if
other access roads are not maintained. The option would rely on helicopter
transport of fuel, materials, WTP reagents, and supplies between the Iliamna
Airport and the Mine Site. This means of transportation would be inefficient, very
expensive, and less safe than trucking using the mine access road.

Screening –

Description –This option would use existing infrastructure (Iliamna airport and Pile BayWilliamsport Road) for all mine reclamation and closure transportation needs after
operations. The mine access road would be reclaimed.

Origination – This closure option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes using and
maintaining mine access roads for all mine reclamation and closure transportation needs
after operations. This option uses the existing infrastructure for mine access during postclosure support activities.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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TSF-001

TSF-002

Storage
Method–
Thickened
Tailings Storage

Storage
Method–
Slurry Tailings
Storage
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Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Description – Slurry tailings are a slightly dewatered product of the milling process. The
slurry is a water-like material that is moved by pipeline to the TSF. The slurry typically
has a solids content of 10 to 40 percent, and can flow down-gradient by gravity, or be
moved by centrifugal pumps, depending on the topography, distance, and head loss. The
high water content requires that the tailings be stored behind a dam that must be
periodically raised to hold the tailings and supernatant water. The tailings gradually
segregate as they flow away from the discharge, with coarser particles closest to the
discharge points and finer particles further away. A beach slopes away from each

Origination – This option is the Proposed Action for the pyritic tailings, and was
considered by PLP for the bulk tailings.

Description – Thickened tailings storage is the Proposed Action for bulk tailings. The
option is not suited for pyritic tailings that need to remain saturated to prevent them from
oxidizing and generation ARD and metals leaching. Thickened tailings are slurry tailings
that have been mechanically dewatered, sometimes with settling additives, to create a
more viscous, molasses-like material. Thickened tailings typically have a solids content
(mass of solids to total mass of the combined solids and liquid mixture) of 45 to 65
percent. They are piped to the TSF by centrifugal pumps or positive displacement
pumps, depending on the topography, distance, head loss, and viscosity. They still
require an embankment dam for containment: either a full dam like those used for slurry
tailings, or a lower dam, depending on the viscosity. These dams need to be periodically
raised to hold the tailings and supernatant water. Some mines discharge thickened
tailings from the dam and create a slurry tailings type of TSF with a steeper beach. Other
mines discharge thickened tailings from a central tower to produce a cone-shaped TSF
with a tailings surface sloped towards the dams. Thickened tailings do not segregate as
much as slurry tailings, so that they have relatively consistent particle distributions across
the TSF. The yield strength (applied pressure that must be exceeded to make the fluid
flow) of the consolidated tailings is 0.4 to 1.6 pounds per square foot (psf), partly
depending on the degree of initial thickening.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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Method–
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Storage
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Option #
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description –This option is only applicable to the bulk tailings, and not the pyritic tailings
that would need to stay saturated to prevent ARD generation and metal leaching. Paste
tailings are essentially thickened tailings, thickened with high-density thickeners, cement,
and other additives to a toothpaste-like material. They typically have a solids content of
60 to 75 percent, and a yield strength of 1.6 to 2.0 psf. They are typically moved by
pipeline, but require positive displacement pumps. Paste tailings particles do not

Origination – Paste tailings storage was suggested via scoping comments as a
potentially efficient and effective method of storage.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable tailing method to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Slurry tailings are the most common method of tailings
disposal, and have been successfully produced and managed under a wide
range of operating conditions for both bulk and pyritic tailings. The feasibility of
this method is reliable, and proven at the proposed Pebble Project scale under
these environmental conditions.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Slurry TSFs entrain more water and have larger
supernatant ponds than thickened tailings TSFs. Therefore, they have more
potential energy than thickened tailings, and pose a greater risk to the
environment should there be an operational problem or a dam failure. PLP has
proposed thickened tailings to conserve water and reduce this risk (TSF-001).

Screening –
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discharge point to the supernatant pond. The tailings consolidate to a yield strength of up
to 0.4 psf. The supernatant water is removed to the extent possible, and reclaimed for
mill use, or treated and discharged. Some mines use cyclones to split the slurry into
coarser and finer fractions, and use the coarser fraction as dam raise fill.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This option of dry-stack tailings is only suited for bulk tailings because the
pyritic tailings need to stay saturated to prevent ARD generation and metal leaching.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Why Dismissed – Paste tailings are mostly used in underground workings, and have
minimal surface TSF history and interest. A paste TSF would provide essentially no
meaningful environmental benefit above that of the Proposed Action.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: TBD.
3. Practicable Test: Paste tailings require specialized high-density thickeners, and
are the least common TSF. Positive displacement pumps are usually required for
transportation to the TSF site, resulting in potential plugging of pipelines with
high-density tailing and increased pumping energy requirements. Producing a
consistent paste would be a major challenge with the processing, because small
changes in the orebody, especially clay-sized particles, can greatly influence the
paste characteristics, such as yield strength and beach slope.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Paste tailings require additional transportation
infrastructure and on-site facilities for handling cement and other thickeners,
which would require a large footprint and added impact to the environment. The
method would produce a more stable TSF than slurry tailings, but essentially
offers no more environmental benefits than the proposed thickened tailings.

Screening –
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segregate, so tailings characteristics would be relatively uniform throughout the TSF.
However, paste tailings are mostly used as backfill in underground mine workings where
transport and placement of the paste is aided by gravity, and are typically not disposed of
in TSFs.
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Option #

Storage
Method–
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Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description –This option would involve transporting all of the tailings from the project

Origination – This method was proposed via scoping comments as a measure to reduce
local environmental impacts due to tailings storage.

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option would maintain PAG material in a saturated
condition without the need for an on-land TSF and maintenance of dams and
other water control features. However, there are concerns about performance
histories of previous and current submarine disposal operations. It is likely not
possible to obtain permits for storing tailings in an existing waterbody in or near
Bristol Bay in addition to significant public opposition to the storing of bulk
tailings in water bodies in general. This is not a reasonable option.

Screening –

Description – This option would place the tailings and other mine waste in a water body
such as in a lake or seawater to maintain a saturated condition into perpetuity. The
concept is to discharge tailings by gravity to a location and depth where they are less
likely to oxidize and leach out toxic metals, and where marine life is less abundant.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.
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Filtering tailings removes water using mechanical filters, and results in tailings with 75 to
85 percent solids content, and a yield strength of over 3 psf. This creates a soil-like
material or “dry cake” that is transported by conveyor or truck to a “dry stack” TSF. These
TSFs do not require dams, unless possibly for perimeter berms. The tailings are placed
by bulldozers and compactors, as is done in conventional earthwork construction.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Trucking tailings away from the project area is not reasonable
because it would require round-the-clock transport. The project would generate
tailings at a rate that would require a truck with triple trailers to leave the Mine
Site approximately every minute. This would require new roads to connect to the
existing road system. The costs to transport the tails hundreds of miles would be
exorbitant and cost prohibitive. Treating the tailings appears to be a reasonable
option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Treating the pyritic tailings to make them inert (the bulk tailings
are considered inert) would require additional treatment facilities that would need
space in the project area, and would introduce new containment structure needs.
Methods of making tailings inert include separating pyritic tailings to create a
larger bulk TSF and smaller pyrite TSF (this is already the proposed action);
returning the pyritic tailings to the completed pit at closure to allow natural
subaqueous storage (this is also already the proposed action); adding cement to
create a cementitious-type material; buffering by mixing in alkaline material like
crushed limestone to neutralize the acidity; and refining processes to extract
more metals and reduce their metals content in the tailings.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Treating the tailings to make them inert by
separating the bulk and pyritic tailings and returning the pyritic tailings to the
completed pit at closure is the Proposed Action. Adding cement or limestone to
make tailings inert would require the transport of very large volumes of these
additives, including possibly developing quarries; and constructing additional

Screening –
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area to another disposal area, or making the tailings inert to eliminate the ARD and metal
leaching potential.
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Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

infrastructure and treatment facilities in the project area. Revising mining
methods to extract richer ore would result in more waste rock with higher ARD
and metal leaching potential. Treatment facilities and associated containment
structures would require additional space, with resultant increased environmental
impacts.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable and is cost prohibitive.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Trucking tailings away from the project area is not reasonable
because it would require round-the-clock transport. The project would generate
tailings at a rate that would require a truck with triple trailers to leave the Mine
Site approximately every minute. This would require new roads to connect to the
existing road system. The costs to transport the tails hundreds of miles would be
exorbitant and cost prohibitive.

Screening –

Description –This option would involve transporting all of the tailings from the project
area to a disposal area in Canada.

Origination – Evaluation of an option to truck all waste to Canada was suggested during
scoping.
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Why Dismissed – The option to move the tailings to another area is not reasonable.
Treating the pyritic tailings with cement or limestone provides no environmental benefits
over the Proposed Action, which would separate the pyritic from the bulk tails and keep
them inert by maintaining them during mining in a subaqueous condition, and return
them to the completed pit during closure for permanent subaqueous storage.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – Tailings dams built by the upstream method of construction are raised by
using rock, soil, and tailings in various combinations as dam fill. A starter dam is first built
in the same manner as a centerline or downstream dam. Trapezoidal-shaped raises are
built on top of each other at an offset toe-to-crest design, moving the dam crest and

Origination – This construction method was evaluated by USACE.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – Under this option, downstream tailings dam construction is considered
only for the bulk TSF instead of the centerline method (the pyritic TSF is proposed as a
downstream dam). Downstream tailings dams can be constructed using rock, soil, or
tailings in various combinations. Construction starts with a starter dam in the same way
as for a centerline dam. Subsequent stages (raises) are built on top of the downstream
slope of the previous dam. The centerline of the dam crest moves downstream.
Downstream dams are constructed in the same way as conventional water storage
dams, except for being raised in stages as mining progresses, instead of all at once.

Origination – This construction method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.
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Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the use of
centerline construction for the bulk tailings TSF embankment. Centerline construction
optimizes the robustness and stability advantages of downstream construction, with the
efficiency advantages of upstream construction. The centerline dam begins with a starter
dam, and subsequent raises are placed directly above the starter dam or previous raise,
and over the downstream face, and over the tailings adjacent to the dam. The centerline
of the dam crest is maintained in the same vertical plane. The outer part of the dam
expands downstream as the dam is raised. The inner part of the dam has raises that
stagger over the tailings with the upstream toe of each raise on the same vertical plane.
A variation of the centerline method is to bend the centerline in either the upstream or
downstream direction to optimize stability and cost. Centerline dams can be built out of
rock, soil, and tailings.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative dam construction
methods.
3. Practicable Test: Upstream raises are the oldest and most economic type of
tailings dam construction. An upstream dam contains about one-third of the fill
volume of a downstream dam, and one-half the volume of a centerline dam. This
would result in construction time savings conducive to the project’s short
construction seasons, and therefore, reduced costs. However, fill can only be
placed on tailings that have had time to consolidate, and thereby provide a
strong foundation for the raises. Otherwise, the underlying tailings could be
saturated to the extent they could liquefy as a result of seismic activity and cause
the dam to fail. A rate of tailings rise of 15 to 30 feet per year is considered to be
the upper limit of allowing sufficient time for tailings consolidation to provide a
stable tailings foundation for upstream raise construction. The planned rate of
tailings rise for the Pebble Project is at the upper end of this range, and likely too
fast to allow enough time for consolidation. Therefore, an upstream raise is likely
not feasible because of the fast rate of tailings rise and liquefaction potential in a
high-seismic-potential area.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The need for less dam material means less
material needs to be quarried or borrowed for dam fill, resulting in less
environmental impacts. However, the higher potential for tailings liquefaction
results in a higher risk of dam failure, and inundation of the land and water

Screening –
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centerline upstream so that the upstream part of the dam is situated over tailings in the
TSF.
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Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

bodies by tailings.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – The option is not reasonable because the suggestion is already part
of the proposed project.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The dam design would require that the dams accommodate a
200-year flood event when the TSF was at maximum capacity (both events at
the same time). An emergency storage facility would provide redundancy, but at
the expense of having to build a separate facility that would require the
disturbance and use of additional land. Any redundancies that could be achieved
would be more economically achieved by more robust TSF, WMP, seepage
collection, and sediment pond facilities. The concerns this option are intended to
address are already designed into the proposed project, so this option is not
reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would require an emergency storage/overflow containment
area to minimize risk of tailings spills from excessive buildup of water in the TSF.

Origination – Scoping comments expressed concern regarding the stability and
environmental impacts of a TSF failure due to an unexpected event such as seismic
activity or unexpected water volumes.
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Why Dismissed – PLP is proposing a centerline dam for the bulk TSF and downstream
dam for the pyritic TSF, which are considered more stable construction methods and
reduce the risk of dam failure. Upstream construction is dismissed from further
consideration because of potential environmental impacts from a higher risk of dam
failure.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts because the

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires an additional step to blend tailings
streams, and maintain more water in the TSF to keep the pyritic tailings
subaqueous to mitigate ARD and metal leaching potential. The entire facility
would need to be managed in perpetuity to maintain the wet closure, and to
collect and treat seepage. A blended facility would also need to be lined, which
would hinder the flow-through design concept of the bulk TSF, and thereby
prevent the bulk tailings from dewatering over time and becoming a stable
landform.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The blended tails would result in a large volume of
tailings—and therefore, seepage water— that would need to be managed for
potential ARD metal leaching. The wet closure would have a long-term postclosure dam failure risk higher than the proposed project.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, bulk and pyritic tailings streams would be combined into
one for the purpose of having a single TSF.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as a potential tailings production and
storage method.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves keeping both
bulk and pyritic tailing streams separate. Separate tailings streams are a by-product of
the mining process, so no additional steps are required. This option would require
separate TSFs for bulk and pyritic tails.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: TBD
3. Practicable Test: It would be possible to fully line the bulk TSF although it would
increase costs. However, lining of the bulk TSF would create a bathtub of water
in the lower part of the TSF, because the liner would impede the planned flowthrough of seepage through the tailings and main embankment. This would
result in saturated lower tailings that could be susceptible to static and seismic
liquefaction during operations, and through closure and post-closure, even in
thickened tailings several hundred feet deep. Technologies have been evaluated
to connect drains into bottom liners to enhance seepage, but they have not been
proven and implemented on a similar scale.

Screening –

Description – This option has the bottom of the bulk TSF fully lined so that the bulk
tailings would not be in contact with the ground surface.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which would discharge
thickened bulk tailings into an unlined basin, and provide TSF solids and water
management in a manner that results in the TSF groundwater level sloping down
towards the main embankment, and the seepage passing through a collection system
built under the main embankment, and being collected by the bulk TSK main seepage
collection pond.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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pyritic tails would “contaminate” the bulk tails and require subaqueous storage in
perpetuity.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would result in poor consolidation of
tailings that would lead to long-term saturation of the deeper tailings, and
susceptibility to static and seismic liquefaction. This would defeat the drainage
objective of the proposed thickened TSF. The ultimate result would be higher
potential mobility of the tailings, and prevention of the tailings from consolidating
over time by gradual drainage, and ultimately becoming a stable landform as
proposed.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider an unlined facility.
3. Practicable Test: It is practicable with existing technology to build an unlined
TSF, and it would reduce costs.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: PLP has proposed a lined pyritic TSF to allow
subaqueous storage during operations. The liner would also reduce the volume

Screening –

Description – Under this option, the pyritic TSF would be unlined.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which has the bottom of the
pyritic tailings TSF fully lined so that the pyritic tailings would not be in contact with the
ground surface. Additionally, this option allows for pyritic tailings to be stored
sub-aqueously without the circulation of seepage water.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts because the liner
would retain water in the bulk tails and increase the risk of dam failure and tailings
mobility.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

of pyritic tailings–contaminated seepage from the facility that would need to be
collected and treated. PLP has also proposed to move the pyritic tails and PAG
waste to the completed pit at closure, and reclaim the TSF; eliminating the need
for the pyritic TSF to be perpetually maintained.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This location has been studied previously and is a reasonable
option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This site is close to the process plant, has sufficient storage
capacity for all tailings, and allows for the segregation of bulk and pyritic tailings.
This option has the highest efficiency, making it the least costly option.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The catchment area of the site is high, and the total
anadromous stream miles impacted, as well as impacted acres of wetlands for
this site, are high.

Screening –

Description – This option would store pyritic tailings about 2 miles north of the proposed
open pit.

Origination – This TSF location was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, and would store the bulk tails 2
to 3 miles west of the proposed pit. The pyritic tails would be stored at the NFK East
location (TSF-021).

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider options that potentially reduce the
footprint. A combined pond is proposed for the Donlin Gold Mine.
3. Practicable Test: This option is compatible only with the slurry tailings disposal
method (TSF-002). The option is not compatible with the thickened tailings
disposal objective of ultimate drainage and consolidation of the tailings to a
stable landform. Production of thickened tailings requires the dewatering of
tailings as part of the milling process. The bulk TSF is planned to store thickened
tailings that have been previously dewatered to the extent that they would be
discharged to the bulk TSF at a solids content of 55 percent. This plan would
result in a drier and more stable tailings deposit than would result from slurry
tailings discharge. A combined bulk TSF/Operating Pond facility could be
achieved by either not thickening the tailings, and thereby depositing slurry
tailings; or building an internal embankment in the combined facility to separate

Screening –

Description – This option would add the Operating Pond (part of the main water
management pond) to the bulk TSF. It would result in additional water stored in the bulk
TSF, and would eliminate the need for or reduce the size of the main water management
pond. The objective would be to perform all bulk tailings and water management
operations at one facility, instead of two facilities.

Origination – This option was evaluated by USACE to avoid impacts associated with a
separate water management pond.

Description – This location is proposed by PLP to store the pyritic tailings about 1 mile
west of the proposed open pit. The bulk tailings would be stored at the NFK West
location (TSF-019).
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

the thickened tailings from water.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The proposed main water management pond has a
footprint of approximately 925 acres, of which about 750 acres contain the
normal operating pond level, and the remaining 175 acres are for the maximum
operating pond level and probable maximum flood. Much of this area is
wetlands. If the bulk TSF also contained the Operating Pond, there would be a
reduction in impacts to Waters of the U.S. However, a combined bulk
TSF/Operating Pond facility that combined non-thickened tailings and water
would be a slurry TSF that is contrary to the environmentally safer consideration
of a thickened TSF; and in conflict with current global mining objectives of
developing drier TSFs as best available technology, regardless of water supply
factors, and moving the industry towards zero tailings dam failures. A combined
bulk TSF/Operating Pond facility with separate thickened tailings and water
storage areas would require a bulk TSF area and a water retention area
separated by a divider dam, and would require a footprint that would be larger
than the planned bulk TSF footprint, but could be similar to the combined
footprints of the proposed separate bulk TSF and main water management pond
facilities.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – The option conflicts with the objective of thickened tailings and does
not offer any environmental advantages over the proposed action.
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Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Separate waste rock facilities are common at mines, and this
is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires the construction of a separate facility, and
water management and access infrastructure. The facility would be exposed to

Screening –

Description – This option would involve the construction of a separate permanent facility
for waste rock.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Why Dismissed – The Proposed Action no longer has an LGO stockpile, and therefore
the option is not reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is no longer viable because PLP is not proposing
an LGO stockpile.

Screening –

Description – This option would store PAG with the LGO stockpile.

Origination – This option was PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017 DA permit
application. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the process, and would place all PAG
in the pyritic tails TSF.

Description – All potentially acid-generating waste rock would be stored in the pyritic
TSF. All PAG waste rock would be returned to the pit at closure with the pyritic tailings
for permanent subaqueous storage.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
PAG Waste Rock

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

the air, and therefore would generate ARD and ML that would need to be
collected and treated. Additional collection and treatment facilities and
infrastructure would be needed.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Construction of the associated infrastructure would
increase wetland impacts for no environmental benefit.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts associated with
construction of a separate facility, and PAG waste rock would likely generate ARD over
time.
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WTP-002

Water Treatment

Enhanced Water
Treatment

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Why Dismissed – PLP would be required—and has committed to achieving—
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would
be required—and has committed to achieving—applicable water quality
standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The standards are
developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the enhanced
treatment would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this
option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would require the water quality of all discharged water to be
the same as receiving water. Additional water treatment steps would likely be
required to achieve this.

Origination – Evaluation of an option that treats water for discharge to meet the
water quality of the natural receiving waters was suggested during scoping.

To meet the water quality standards in receiving body per Alaska Water Quality
Criteria Manual, and to meet the mine plan requirements, two WTPs would be
required: WTP #1 near the Open Pit; and WTP#2 near the Main WMP. WTP #1
would use chemical precipitation and filtration for metals removal. WTP#2 would use
chemical precipitation followed by Reverse Osmosis (RO) for meeting total dissolved
solids (TDS)/sulfate limits, and biological selenium removal.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves water
treatment technology to meet the Alaska water quality discharge standards.
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Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed –PLP would be required—and has committed to achieving—
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would
be required—and has committed to achieving—applicable water quality
standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The standards are
developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the additional
treatment would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this
option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description – This option would require there to be zero metal content in discharged
water. To meet zero metal content, chemical precipitation followed by RO, and an
additional ion exchange step would be required to completely remove the metals. The
treatment system would essentially generate ultrapure water for discharge by
providing a treatment that is well beyond what is required to meet the water quality
standards, thereby resulting in “over treatment.” This water is expected to have very
low TDS or mineral content, and is likely to be “too clean” for discharge (i.e., some
constituents have minimum standards). To address potential toxicity associated with
this flow, addition of certain constituents is likely required to make it amenable for
discharge resulting in some metal content.

Origination – Evaluation of an option that would result in zero discharges of metals
into the watershed was suggested during scoping.
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standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, there is
no meaningful environmental benefit of additional treatment of the water, making this
option not reasonable.
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Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This option calls for the development and construction of an airtight
structure that covers the Mine Site. Any fumes or gasses would be cleaned before

Origination – Evaluation of an option that covers the development with an airtight
structure to contain ARD from getting into the air was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – RO-based treatment is primarily required for TDS and sulfate
removal. Because both TDS and sulfate are below the discharge limits in the influent
water to WTP#1, RO is not required. Chemical precipitation followed by filtration
would be sufficient to meet the discharge limits for WTP#1, and RO-based treatment
can be limited to just WTP#2. The option of using RO at both WTPs is not
reasonable, and would unnecessarily increase the carbon footprint, facility size, and
the residual solids disposal requirements.

1. PurposeandNeedTest:Meetsthepurposeandneed.
2. Reasonable Test: PLP would be required—and has committed to—achieving
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones).
The standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life;
therefore, the additional treatment would provide no meaningful
environmental benefit making this option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would use chemical precipitation, followed by RO
processing for water treatment at both WTPs (WTP#1 and WTP#2).

Origination – Evaluation of an option that would require RO for all water treatment
was suggested during scoping.
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standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, there is
no benefit of treating the water to make it cleaner than required, making this option
not reasonable.
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Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Why Dismissed – This option is dismissed because it is not reasonable, and the
suggestion is based on a misunderstanding of potential ARD impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Design for this type of structure is not reasonable, because
there is no air quality concern with emissions from ARD. An airtight structure
would be the largest structure in the world.

Screening –
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

the air can be re-released into the atmosphere.
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PURPOSE OF APPENDIX

This appendix further explains the alternatives development process for the Pebble Project;
summarizes each step of the process; and provides the option screening criteria and results for
evaluation of a reasonable range of alternatives in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

1.1

CONTEXT AND REQUIREMENTS

The federal regulations governing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) state in
40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1502 that the alternatives section “is the heart of the
environmental impact statement.” The regulations require federal agencies to “rigorously
explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives and for alternatives which were
eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for their having been eliminated.” The
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance clarifies that:
In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on what is
‘reasonable’ rather than on whether the proponent or applicant likes or is itself capable
of carrying out a particular alternative. Reasonable alternatives include those that are
practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common
sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant. 1
Alternatives screening is also pertinent to Clean Water Act (CWA) 40 CFR Part 230
Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines for Specification of Disposal Sites for Dredged or Fill Material
(hereafter identified as 404(b)(1) guidelines), which require the analysis of practicable
alternatives to the proposed discharge. The 404(b)(1) guidelines specify that:
Except as provided under Section 404(b)(2), no discharge of dredged or fill material shall
be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would
have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not
have other significant adverse environmental consequences. (40 CFR 230.10(a)).
The 404(b)(1) guidelines define a practicable alternative as one that is “available and capable of
being done after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of
overall project purposes” (40 CFR 230.10(a)(2)).
For actions subject to NEPA, where the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is the
permitting agency, the analysis of alternatives required for NEPA environmental documents
would in most cases provide the information for the evaluation of alternatives under the
404(b)(1) guidelines. The alternatives development process for the Pebble Project considers a
broad range of alternatives in sufficient detail to address both NEPA and CWA Section
404(b)(1) requirements.

1.2

OVERVIEW OF THE ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Scoping yielded a wide variety of comments that provide input to the alternatives development
process. The EIS team used a structured alternatives development process to recognize the
project’s large geographic footprint, the various project components, and the substantive input in
scoping by the public, stakeholders, and agencies.

1

Council on Environmental Quality, Executive Office of the President, Memorandum to Agencies: Forty
Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s National Environmental Policy Act Regulations. 46 Fed. Reg.
18026 (March 23, 1981) As Amended (1986).
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To fully consider the wide range of issues identified in the scoping comments, this alternatives
development process used the concept of “options,” which consist of variations of components
of the proposed project. For example, an option for transporting concentrate from the mine site
could be a slurry pipeline instead of using trucks. Individual pipeline route variations would also
be considered as options.
The four steps followed for alternatives development are summarized below.
Step 1: Developed the criteria for screening options to the proposed action. To narrow the range
of options considered in detail in the EIS, criteria were organized around four screening tests.
Each option must: 1) meet the purpose and need; 2) be reasonable; 3) be practicable in light of
the overall project purpose; and 4) not increase adverse environmental impacts. The screening
criteria are more fully described in Section 1.4, below.
Step 2: Identified options to address scoping concerns, compiled options that were suggested
during the scoping process, and identified options that were previously evaluated by Pebble
Limited Partnership (PLP) when developing the proposed project design. These options
represented the initial range of alternatives and are identified in Table B-1, and organized by
project component.
Step 3: Applied screening criteria from Step 1 to the options developed in Step 2. The criteria
were used to determine reasonable options for detailed analysis in the EIS. Results of this
screening are included in Table B-1, including rationale for the options dismissed from further
analysis.
Step 4: Packaged options that met all of the screening criteria into viable action alternatives for
detailed analysis in the EIS (i.e., an action alternative is a complete functioning project that
includes power, a port, transportation, and mine site facilities).

1.3

SCREENING CRITERIA FOR THE FULL RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES

The EIS team screened options around four criteria, described below. The criteria screening
steps were followed sequentially. If an option clearly did not meet one of the test-screening
criteria, it was dismissed from further consideration, and did not proceed to the subsequent
screening tests.
The objective of these criteria was to guide the screening process, but not to mechanically
generate outcomes that substitute for professional judgment. By nature, these criteria were not
fine filters. It was not the purpose of the option screening process to judge between trade-offs or
make close calls, which would instead be addressed in the analyses within the EIS.

1.3.1 Screening – Purpose and Need
The project purpose and need is a key element of alternatives development. The purpose and
need statements for the project are provided in Chapter 1 of the EIS.
The overall project purpose, determined solely by USACE, is used for evaluating practicable
alternatives under the 404(b)(1) guidelines, and was therefore used as the first screening test.
The overall project purpose must be specific enough to define the applicant’s needs, but not so
restrictive as to preclude discussion of a range of alternatives. USACE has determined that the
overall project purpose is to develop and operate a copper-gold-molybdenum mine in Alaska in
order to meet current and future demand for commodities, including copper, gold, and
molybdenum.
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Options that did not meet the USACE’s determination of overall project purpose were dismissed
from consideration as an action alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed
to the subsequent screening test.

1.3.2 Screening – Reasonable Options
Screening criteria for reasonable options drew on the NEPA regulatory intent of reasonable
alternatives, which includes those that are practical or feasible, using common sense. Options
that would not pass this test of reason include:
x
x
x
x

Those that are not practical because they would not provide a reasonable return on
investment.
Those that could not feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project.
Those suggested during scoping that are not specific or are substantially similar to
other options being considered.
Those suggested during scoping that were based on a misunderstanding of the
proposed project, regulations, or conclusions of other reports or studies.

This screening test for reasonable options is limited to the general factors listed above.
Screening for technical, economic, and logistic considerations is included in the subsequent
screening test for practicable options.
Options that were assessed as not reasonable were dismissed from consideration as an action
alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed to the subsequent screening
test.

1.3.3 Screening – Practicable Options
Only options that are determined to be practicable based on the 404(b)(1) guidelines can be
considered by USACE during the permit decision process. Therefore, options that progressed
through the screening criteria above were evaluated for practicability.
In terms of practicability, the 404(b)(1) guidelines provide a two-fold definition of a practicable
alternative (40 CFR 230.10(a)(2)):
1. A practicable alternative is one that is available and capable of being done after
taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics.
2. The three practicability criteria (cost, existing technology, and logistics) apply in light
of the overall project purpose.
Cost or economic practicability considers the relative cost effectiveness of technologically
feasible and operationally efficient component options. If project costs of implementing an option
exceed reasonable or practical limits, the option could be considered not practicable. In the
screening stage, rough order-of-magnitude cost comparisons were made, because detailed
engineering and costs could not reasonably be developed for each option. Where the order-ofmagnitude cost review is not sufficient to decide whether an option is economically practicable,
it would be advanced for additional review, and additional information would be gathered before
reaching a screening conclusion.
The practicability considerations of existing technology and logistics are evaluated to minimize
the risk of an option causing a component to be unable to perform its intended function
efficiently. Options that make project components too complex or use unproven technology
increase the risk of operational failure and accidents. Options identified for a specific project
component may be subject to technical constraints that affect the workability of the option. For
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example, topography, resource needs, spatial relationships of one component to another,
temporal sequences, operating considerations, or engineering data for a specific option may
influence whether a particular option is capable of meeting the project objectives. The existing
technology and logistics criteria consider the ability of each option in meeting these challenges.
Options that were assessed as clearly not practicable in terms of cost, existing technology, and
logistics in light of the overall project purpose were dismissed from consideration as an action
alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed to the subsequent screening
test.

1.3.4 Screening – Environmental Impacts
The 404(b)(1) guidelines require an evaluation of both practicability and environmental effects to
determine whether there are practicable alternatives to the proposed project that would have
less adverse impacts on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not have other
significant environmental consequences (40 CFR 230.10(a)). Therefore, options that
progressed through the screening criteria above were evaluated and compared for their relative
extent and nature of impacts on the physical, biological, and socioeconomic environments.
Based on this assessment, options that have a high potential to increase the overall adverse
environmental impacts or that add no environmental benefit compared to the Proposed Action
were dismissed from further consideration as an action alternative option for evaluation in the
EIS. Options that have potentially greater adverse impacts to one or more resources, but
potentially fewer adverse impacts to other resources (i.e., trade-off of adverse impacts but may
not be an overall increase), and options that clearly provide avoidance or minimization
advantages (i.e., an environmental benefit) progressed as viable options to be evaluated as
components of action alternatives in the EIS. Additionally, should two feasible options be
generated to avoid or minimize an impact, but one of those options was determined to have
potentially greater adverse impact on the environment—the option with greater impacts may be
recommended for elimination from further study.

1.4

ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT RESULTS

The USACE and cooperating agencies reviewed the outputs of each step in the alternative
development process. The end result was to identify a reasonable range of action alternatives
for full analysis in the EIS. PLP’s proposed project is the proposed action for analysis in this
EIS. Table B-1 provides details on the options considered, the screening results, and the status
of each option (i.e., proposed action, alternative, or dismissed). The components and
subcomponents of PLP’s proposed action are included in Table B-1 for comparative purposes.
Figure B-1 depicts the access and pipeline alignments considered. Figure B-2 illustrates the
mine layout option considered.
The options that met screening criteria and marked as alternatives in Table B-1 were packaged
into action alternatives (i.e., an alternative must be a functioning project and include power, a
port, transportation, and mine facilities). As a result of this alternatives development process,
two action alternatives were identified for detailed analysis in the EIS. The action alternatives
vary from the proposed action in key engineering design, siting, and operational features. These
alternatives address concerns raised in scoping and provide a reasonable range of alternatives
for comparison. Action alternatives are described in Chapter 2 of the EIS.
NEPA regulations also require that a No Action alternative be analyzed. In this case, the No
Action alternative would assume that the mine, transportation facilities, port, and pipeline would
neither be permitted nor constructed as currently proposed.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Whistler was classified as an exploration-phase project by
Giroux (2016). Exploration to date at the Whistler property has characterized
122 million tons (versus 6.5 billion tons of measured and indicated for Pebble) of
resources (gold, copper, and silver) as indicated—no resources have been
characterized as measured. Gold resources are estimated at 1.77 million ounces
(oz), copper at 343 million pounds (lb), and silver at 6.13 million oz. To date,
over 230,000 feet of core have been drilled, and exploration expenditures
exceed $50 million. By comparison, exploration to date at Pebble has
characterized 6.5 billion tons of measured and indicated resources; measured
and indicated gold estimates are 70.6 million oz, copper at 56.9 billion lb, silver
at 345 million oz, and molybdenum at 3.4 billion lb. (note that there are no
molybdenum resources identified in the Whistler deposits); and PLP

Screening –

Description – The Whistler mineral property is a gold-copper porphyry deposit located in
the Yentna mining district northwest of Anchorage.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping. Based on the project Purpose and
Need Statement “to develop and operate a copper-gold-molybdenum mine in Alaska in
order to meet current and future demand for commodities, including copper, gold, and
molybdenum,” potential copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry and massive sulfide deposits
in Alaska that are in exploration or advanced exploration were assessed.

Description – The proposed project involves development of a copper-goldmolybdenum porphyry deposit (Pebble Deposit) located on state land in the Bristol Bay
region of southwest Alaska.
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LOC-003

Location –
Pyramid Project

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

expenditures to date on exploring and developing the Pebble Project are over
$850 million. The Whistler property is not as advanced as the Pebble Project—
no environmental, social, or community studies have been undertaken for the
Whistler property; capital and operating costs have not been developed; and no
economic analysis has been completed (Giroux 2016). Recommendations
presented by Giroux (2016) are for additional exploration drilling throughout the
Whistler deposits. The existence of the resources is too speculative (uncertain)
and the scale of the potential resource is substantially smaller. Based on the
exponential difference in resources and expenditures, it is concluded that this
option is not reasonable because it is not economically feasible for PLP to
acquire and develop the Whistler property.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Pyramid was classified as an early-stage exploration project
by SRK (2018). Exploration to date at the Pyramid property has characterized
only inferred resources of 24.5 million tons of copper, 74 million tons of
molybdenum, and 488,000 ounces of gold. Through 2017, the amount of core
drilling at Pyramid was 42,100 feet, compared with over 1 million feet of core

Screening –

Description – Pyramid is a copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry deposit located on the
southwestern tip of the Alaska Peninsula southwest of Anchorage.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping. See LOC-002 regarding Purpose and
Need.
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Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment.
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LOC-004

LOC-005

Location –
Outside of
Alaska

Location – within
Alaska

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

drilling at Pebble. Therefore, it is concluded that this option is not reasonable
because resources at Pyramid are inferred (speculative), but not
measured/indicated; are exponentially less than those measured/indicated at the
Pebble Project; and that based on the amount of money expended to date by
PLP (over $850 million) to explore and develop the Pebble Project, it is not
economically feasible for PLP to acquire and develop this property.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the Purpose and Need

Screening –

Description –This option involves development and operation of a multi-metals massive
sulfide deposit located in of Alaska.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option does not meet the purpose and need of the project.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Does not meet the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s
(USACE’s) overall project purpose to develop and operate a copper-goldmolybdenum mine in Alaska.

Screening –

Description –This option involves acquisition, development, and operation of a coppermolybdenum massive sulfide deposit located outside of Alaska.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping.
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Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment.
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LAY-001

Layout –
Mine Layout
Option 3

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

3. Reasonable Test: Five massive sulfide deposits in Alaska (Arctic, Delta, Niblack,
Palmer, and Sun) were evaluated. Indicated resources ranged from 26 million
tons (Arctic) to no indicated resources (Delta and Palmer). By contrast, for the
Pebble deposit, over 12 billion tons of measured (591 million tons), indicated
(6.5 billion tons), and inferred (4.9 billion tons) resources are reported.
Therefore, it is concluded that this option is not reasonable because resources at
the five massive sulfide deposits are at best indicated at 26 million tons, but
mostly inferred (speculative); and are exponentially less than those
measured/indicated at the Pebble Project. Based on the amount of money
expended to date by PLP (over $850 million) to explore and develop the Pebble
Project, it is not economically feasible for PLP to acquire and develop these
properties.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

This option facilitates post-closure placement of PAG waste and pyritic tailings in the pit
lake, and enables a higher efficiency for the storage of bulk tailings. This option removes
the need to store low-grade ore and manage associated runoff, and provides greater

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which is based on a mining
plan that sends all ore directly to the mill. It has two separate Tailings Storage Facilities
(TSFs); a lined pyritic TSF with space to store potentially acid-generating (PAG) waste in
the North Fork Koktuli River (NFK) East site; and an unlined bulk tailing TSF in the NFK
West site. A lined water management pond (WMP) would be situated in the NFK North
site. The bulk TSF would have a dry closure. The pyritic tailings and PAG waste would
be relocated to the pit lake at closure, and the pyritic TSF and WMP would be reclaimed.

Origination – PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the proposed mine layout to Mine
Layout Option 3, which would be the basis for PLP’s application moving forward.
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Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment.
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LAY-002

Layout –
Mine Layout
Option 1

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable mine layout option.
3. Practicable Test: This layout was originally part of PLP’s proposed action, and is
assumed practicable in terms of cost, existing technology, and logistics.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have a smaller WMP which
would reduce the total footprint and impacts to wetlands. However, this option
requires maintenance of the pyritic TSF in a subaqueous state, and seepage
collection into perpetuity. The exposed LGO and PAG waste rock would also be
likely to become acidic when exposed to the atmosphere, resulting in acidic
drainage and increased metals leaching. There is significant public concern that

Screening –

Description – This option is based on a mining plan that requires stockpiling capacity for
lower-grade ore (LGO) that is processed late in the mine life. A single TSF with separate
cells for bulk and pyritic tailings would be constructed in the NFK West site, with an
internal embankment between the cells. The pyritic TSF would be lined. The bulk TSF
would not be lined. PAG waste and LGO would be stored in a lined facility in the NFK
East site. The main WMP would be constructed north of the NFK East site. The bulk TSF
would have a dry closure. The pyritic TSF would have a wet closure. The LGO/PAG
waste storage facility would be reclaimed.

Origination – This mine layout option was PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017
Department of the Army (DA) permit application. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed
the proposed mine layout to Option 3 (LAY-001).
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water storage capacity for upset conditions. The WMP is downgradient of impacted
areas, facilitating capture and storage of extreme runoff events. This option also allows
for safe, passively managed long-term storage of the pyritic tails and PAG waste in the
pit lake.
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LAY-003

Layout –
Mine Layout
Option 2

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

tailings could flow from a dam failure, and doubt that a TSF can be maintained in
a subaqueous state into perpetuity.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable mine layout option.
3. Practicable Test: This option is practicable. It requires less fill material, because
there is no internal embankment, and it requires that all tailings be maintained in
a subaqueous state in perpetuity. There are no proven methods of segregating
two tailings streams in one cell that would permanently keep the pyritic tailings
separate from the bulk tailings during operations, while the TSF progressively
increases in size, to prevent the co-mingling of the two supernatant waters, and
prevent contact of the two entrained waters concurrently with maintaining the

Screening –

Description – This option is based on a mining plan that would send all ore directly to
the mill. The TSF would be constructed in the NFK West site, and consist of a single cell
with an internal area to store the pyritic tailings so that they remain subaqueous. A lined
WMP with space to store PAG waste would be constructed in the NFK East site. The
tailings would have wet closure, and the WMP would be reclaimed.

Origination – This mine layout option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. Although there
would be a reduction in some impacts from the smaller WMP, the need to maintain the
pyritic TSF and capture and treat seepage water into perpetuity makes this option more
environmentally damaging than the proposed LAY-003. Additional water quality impacts
would result from storing the LGO and PAG waste rock in open stockpiles. Although
mitigation in the form of collecting and treating the water could be effective, preventing
the LGO and PAG waste rock from becoming acidic is preferable.
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LAY-004

Mine Size –
EPA Restricted
Mine Size

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

flow-through seepage concept of the bulk TSF.
4. Environmental Impact Test: Seepage water quality for the main embankment
would be impacted by the pyritic tails. Re-handling of the pyritic tails for storage
in the pit lake would be precluded, and they would need to be maintained in a
subaqueous state into perpetuity. The dam would need to be inspected and
maintained into perpetuity to prevent dam failure and tailing flows. Removes
need to store LGO and manage associated runoff. Provides greater water
storage capacity for upset conditions.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This is option is not reasonable. See LAY-005, which considers the
smallest mine size scenario EPA considered. LAY-004 is dismissed because the
suggestion is based on a misunderstanding of the EPA Watershed Assessment, and is
likely the same—or very similar to—LAY-005.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable because EPA did not make a
determination in the Watershed Assessment that any of the three mine scenarios
they considered would be “appropriate.”

Screening –

Description – This option would restrict the size of the mine to what the EPA found
appropriate in the 2014 Watershed Assessment.

Origination – An alternative suggested during scoping was to restrict the size of the
mine to what the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found appropriate in the
2014 Watershed Assessment.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts from reduced
seepage water quality and the requirement to maintain the TSF into perpetuity.
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LAY-005

LAY-006

Mine Size –
Smaller Mine Pit
Size

Mine Size –
Larger Mine to
Develop More of
the Known
Deposit

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The proposed project would only develop 10 percent of the
measured, indicated, and inferred resource. It is reasonable to consider if

Screening –

Description –This option would increase the Mine Site and duration of operations to
develop more of the known and inferred resource of the overall deposit.

Origination – Evaluation of options to maximize the potential economic benefits of
developing the deposit, such as a larger and longer-lived mine, was suggested during
scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment. See also TPD-002.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable because it would not allow a
profitable project, considering the investment in infrastructure that would be
required. See TPD-002 for evaluation of the 50,000 tpd option. An optimization
study showed that option TPD-002 would not have a positive net present value,
due to the fixed infrastructure component of the costs.

Screening –

Description –This option examines the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario, the smallest mine
size considered by the EPA in the 2014 Watershed Assessment. Under this option,
0.23 billion metric tons of ore would be mined, with a throughput of 31,100 metric tons
per day (tpd).
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Origination – Consideration of a smaller pit mine size was evaluated by USACE as a
potential means to reduce project footprint, as well as surface, water, and other
environmental impacts.
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Option #
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

additional resources can be developed without increased impact.
3. Practicable Test: Practicability is unknown at this time, but Northern Dynasty has
communicated to shareholders that expanded development is possible (Northern
Dynasty 2013).
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would increase environmental impacts
by generating additional tails and other noneconomic material that would need to
be stored on site. Additionally, the mine would operate longer, prolonging the
duration of operations impacts.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. Although this
option fails the test to be considered as an alternative in the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), an expanded mine would be considered in cumulative effects in
Chapter 4 of the EIS.
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MNG-001

MNG-002

Mining Type –
Surface Mining

Mining Type –
Underground
Mining

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable using existing technology for the portion
of the deposit that is proposed to be mined. Underground block caving is a method that
would be considered in the future if mine expansion is proposed (PLP Request for
Information [RFI] 062 Response). An expanded mine scenario is considered in the EIS,
Chapter 4, under cumulative impacts.

3. Practicable Test: The portion of the Pebble Deposit proposed to be mined is at
the surface, with minimal overburden or overlying waste rock. Underground
mining of this portion of the deposit would be expected to result in a mine roof
collapse, ground surface subsidence, and sinkhole formation. Existing
underground mining techniques cannot be used to mine the proposed project
because the remaining surface material would collapse.

2. Reasonable Test: Evaluating underground mining methods is reasonable for an
EIS.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would develop the resource using underground mining
methods. The proposed project would develop the portion of the deposit that is close to
the surface. If the mine were expanded in the future (see LAY-006), underground
methods such as block caving would likely be proposed.

Origination – Underground mining was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design, and was suggested for consideration during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes developing the
resource using open pit mining methods.
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MNG-003

Mining Type –
Surface and
Underground
Mine

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable using existing technology for the portion
of the deposit that is proposed for mining. Underground block caving is a method that
would be considered in the future if mine expansion is proposed (PLP RFI 062
Response). An expanded mine scenario is considered in the EIS, Chapter 4, under
cumulative impacts.

3. Practicable Test: The portion of the Pebble Deposit included in the proposed
project is at the surface, with minimal overburden or overlying waste rock.
Underground methods to include block caving of this portion of the deposit would
be expected to result in a mine roof collapse, ground surface subsidence, and
sinkhole formation. Existing underground mining techniques cannot be used to
safely mine the proposed project because the remaining surface material would
collapse.

2. Reasonable Test: Evaluating a combination of surface and underground mining is
reasonable for an EIS.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would develop the resource using both open pit and
underground mining methods. The proposed project would develop the portion of the
deposit that is close to the surface. If the mine were expanded in the future (see
LAY-006), some combination of surface and underground methods would likely be
proposed. See also MNG-002.
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Origination – A combination of surface and underground mining was evaluated by PLP
when developing the proposed project design, and was suggested for consideration
during scoping.
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Handling –
In-Pit Crushing
and Conveying

MNG-005

MNG-004

Material
Handling –

Truck and
Shovel

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

4. Environmental Impacts: This option would provide only a limited net reduction in
trucking, and therefore diesel consumption and emissions; but would increase the
overall impacted footprint and wetland impacts because of the crusher pocket and

3. Practicable Test: In-pit crushing is a practicable material handling option, but it is
more commonly implemented at some point later in mine life, as the open pit is
developed, and the installed crushing and conveying system can remain
stationary for an extended period.

2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable material handling option.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would use in-pit crushing and conveying methods for material
handling that would begin several years into the start of operations, and operate through
the end of the mine life. This option would require the excavation of a dedicated crusher
pocket and ramp to transport ore via a conveyor to the processing facility. The additional
excavation associated with the crusher pocket and ramp would generate additional PAG
waste, which would exceed the space available for PAG waste storage in the pyritic TSF,
and require the development of a separate PAG waste storage facility.

Origination – In-pit crushing and conveying was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design. PLP completed an engineering evaluation of in-pit crushing and
conveying in response to RFI 032, which requested feasibility information for several
project options.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves use of large
shovels to load ore into haul trucks. The trucks would transport the ore from the pit to the
crusher.
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MNG-006

MNG-007

Truck Fuel –
Diesel

Truck Fuel –
Liquefied Natural
Gas

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

ramp infrastructure and the need to create a separate PAG waste storage facility.






Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

3. Practicable Test: On-site production of LNG would be feasible because there
would be a natural gas pipeline to the Mine Site and LNG plants of the size
required are readily available and transportable. However, LNG-powered haul
trucks are not commercially available for the mining industry, and are not proven
to be viable on a production basis. There are currently no trucks available in the
required size range.

2. Reasonable Test: Using LNG haul trucks is reasonable, because equipment
manufacturers such as Caterpillar have been actively working to develop
commercially available LNG-powered haul trucks.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description –Under this option, LNG would be produced using an on-site plant consisting
of modules that could be trucked, and LNG storage tanks manufactured off site. An
engineered footprint for the facility has not been developed, but it would have a footprint
of approximately 1 acre, based on similar facilities reviewed.

Origination – Liquefied natural gas (LNG) for truck fuel was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design. Use of alternative truck fuel was also suggested
during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, in which large-haul trucks are
equipped with diesel engines and would use most of the anticipated diesel supplies. This
option requires the shipment of diesel to the Mine Site.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts, with only a limited
net saving in terms of diesel fuel usage and net emissions.
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Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable in terms of existing technology. LNG
trucks can be considered later in the EIS process as a mitigation measure if this
technology advances prior to completion of the EIS and Record of Decision.
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On-site
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Production
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Off-site Ore
Processing
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Option #

Option






Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Introduces inefficiencies, because it requires the use of large amounts of
energy and equipment to transport the non-mineralized portion of the ore.
Requires transportation of more than 100 tons of unprocessed rock every
minute, which would require almost continuous truck traffic, 24 hours per day,
every day of the year.
The increased amount of infrastructure required off site and for transportation

x
x

x

3. Practicable Test: Off-site processing presents a series of challenges in terms of
cost and logistics, which likely make this option not practicable. Associated issues
are as follows:

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider off-site transport if it would reduce
the size and impact of mine site facilities such as the TSFs.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Off-site ore processing would involve transporting all ore away from the
project area for processing. This would involve transportation of 180,000 tons of ore from
the mine site to the mill site daily. This would require approximately 100 times the proposed
truck, ferry, lightering barge, and ship traffic.

Origination – Off-site ore processing was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing
the proposed project design. Evaluation of alternative locations for ore processing was also
suggested during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, in which the initial processing of
ore would be conducted on site to produce a concentrate that would be transported off site
for smelting. PLP estimates the annual production to be approximately 660,000 tons of
copper-gold concentrate, and 16,500 tons of molybdenum concentrate.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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PRO-003

Facility Location
/Process Type –
On-site Ore
Processing
(Metal
Production)

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Off-site processing would result in increased project costs.

4. Environmental Impact Test: There would be increased traffic and potentially
additional infrastructure required to transport the rock, resulting in elevated air
emissions, diesel consumption, visual impacts, noise levels, dust, wildlife impacts,
and wetland impacts. Increases risk of accidents and spills caused by adverse
road conditions, inclement weather, landslides, debris blockages, etc., that would
require emergency vehicles, and could further impact the environment and
temporarily block the transport corridor.

x

Option Details and Screening
Option Details: Origination, Description

purposes would broaden the project footprint.






Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
Processing

4. Environmental Impacts Test. On-site smelting would reduce trucking and ship
traffic, but increase Mine Site air emissions. Increased air emissions would result

3. Practicable Test: On-site ore processing is likely feasible in terms of technology,
but smelting at a large, existing, established ore-processing facility would be much
less expensive.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider this option if it would reduce
transportation impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – On-site ore processing would construct a smelter and produce metals on
site (copper, gold, and molybdenum) instead of a concentrate product. On-site smelting
would require additional land for the facility and disposal of smelting waste.

Origination – On-site metal processing was evaluated by PLP as an option when
developing the proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts, and would likely
not be practicable in terms of costs and logistics.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3805 of 5993

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

from increased natural gas usage (thermal heating of the ore and increased power
generation) and heavy metals escaping the ore heating step. The additional
smelting and waste disposal facilities would increase wetland impacts.






Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
Processing
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3806 of 5993

TPD-001

TPD-002

180,000 tons per
day

50,000 tons per
day

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment .

2. Reasonable Test: An optimization study showed that this option does not provide
a positive financial return. The small throughput of the 50,000-tpd project does not
have a positive net present value, due to the fixed component of the costs. It is
not reasonable to consider an option that would not provide a positive financial
return.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Mine throughput of 50,000 tpd, with a mine life of 71 years.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing the
proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes mine throughput
of 180,000 tpd over a 20-year mine life. It is a revision of the previously proposed
160,000-tpd throughput. A throughput of 180,000 tpd eliminates the need for a LGO/PAG
storage facility, which would require 4 additional years of processing at the end of
operations. This option reduces the mine footprint from the originally proposed 160,000tpd throughput.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3807 of 5993

TPD-003

160,000 tons per
day

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This throughput option is based on previous project
designs to store the LGO and PAG waste rock for processing in the last 4 years
of operation. This design would create additional mine facility footprint that would
need to be restored at the time of closure. There would be no change in the
footprint of other mine and transportation facilities compared to the 180,000-tpd
option. The LGO stockpile would generate poor-quality runoff water and seepage
(acid rock drainage [ARD] and metals leaching) that would need to be collected,
managed, and treated.

3. Practicable Test: This plant is appropriately sized to efficiently process the
targeted 1.5 billion-ton ore resource using a standard processing plant design and
equipment. An optimization study has demonstrated that this option produced a
positive financial return.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider this option because it was originally
proposed by PLP.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This throughput option of 160,000 tpd would require construction of a
large, lined pad for storing PAG waste rock and LGO (PAG waste rock would be returned
to the completed pit at closure and LGO would be processed during the later years of
mine operations). This option was replaced by the 180,000-tpd throughput as the
Proposed Action.
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Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing the
proposed project design.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3808 of 5993

TPD-004

320,000 tons per
day

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would cut the life of mine operations
nearly in half, reducing the time period of operational impacts. The footprint of
mine pit and TSFs would remain the same, but would require addition footprint for
processing facilities. This throughput level would nearly double the volume of ore
processed over the Proposed Action, increasing the volume of ore concentrate
truck traffic on the road and ferry systems. It would also increase the frequency of
activities associated with marine transport, including lightering operations and
marine-ore ship traffic.

3. Practicable Test: Construction and commissioning of a new plant this size would
present significant execution, manpower, logistical, cost management, and other
challenges that elevate project risk. It would require additional processing
facilities. The significantly shorter mine life is not long enough to ensure that
project operations can pass through several economic cycles and potential
fluctuation in metals prices. However, it is likely practicable.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider higher throughput rates.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Mine throughput of 320,000 tpd over an 11-year mine. It is assumed that
this throughput option would result in the same mine pit and TSF footprint over a shorter
period. Due to higher production levels, it would likely increase the size of the processing
facilities; accelerate the tailings deposition rate and TSF embankments raise schedule;
and increase the volume of concentrate transported over a shorter period of time. This in
turn would increase the volume of truck and ferry traffic on the transportation system, and
increase activities associated with the port facility, including the number of lightering and
marine-ore transport vessels.
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Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3809 of 5993

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – Although this option would reduce the period of operations, it would
increase overall environmental impacts, including the processing facility footprint, and
truck, ferry, and marine operations traffic levels over the Proposed Action.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3810 of 5993

GR-001

GR-002

Gravity

Secondary Gold
Recovery

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Gold Recovery

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Cyanide is toxic to aquatic organisms, wildlife, and
humans. PLP has proposed to forgo a cyanide leach circuit and the additional
gold recovery it would provide because of public concern for the use and
transportation of cyanide. The leach facility would have a large footprint that
would impact wetlands.

3. Practicable Test: Cyanide leaching is a common practice and would likely be
technologically and economically feasible.

2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description –This option involves construction of a cyanide leach circuit at the Mine Site
to process the pyritic tails. A cyanide leach circuit could recover additional gold from the
process.

Origination – The use of a cyanide leach circuit for ore recovery was examined by PLP
and recommended for consideration in scoping comments as a means to increase the
efficiency of ore recovery.

Description – The proposed option is to use gravity separation methods to recover gold.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3811 of 5993

POW-001

POW-002

Power Source –
Thermal (Burn
Natural Gas)

Power Source –
Renewable
Energy

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

x

Wind – Wind energy generation is intermittent and must be paired with other
energy sources or storage mechanisms to provide a stable, consistent supply.
There are no identified wind energy resources in the vicinity capable of

3. Practicable Test: The two separate renewable options listed below were
considered under this option. These options would supply power intermittently
and in small quantities relative to the need, and would not eliminate the need for
the proposed natural gas power plant and pipeline. These options would
intermittently supply power that would decrease the demand on the proposed
natural gas power plant, potentially resulting in decreased usage of natural gas.
Both options would require additional access roads and ground disturbance to
transmit power to the mine.

2. Reasonable Test: Using renewable energy is a reasonable option to consider.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, PLP would construct and power the mine using
renewable energy resources such as wind turbines and run-of-river (ROR) hydropower.
Also considered under this option is supplementing the natural gas power plant production
with renewables.

Origination – Renewable energy power options were evaluated by PLP when developing
the proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves power
generation using natural gas as a fuel source. PLP is proposing to build a power plant at
the Mine Site with a capacity of 270 megawatts (MW). The plant would be fueled with
natural gas delivered from the Kenai Peninsula to the Mine Site.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3812 of 5993

POW-003

Power Source –
Purchase Power
from Existing
Grid

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

ROR Hydropower – No suitable locations that could generate a significant
amount of ROR hydropower could be identified. Additionally, in winter, rivers
may freeze, making this power source intermittent, requiring additional energy
sources.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: The construction of wind farms, ROR hydropower
plants, and associated infrastructure would be additive to the proposed power
plant and would increase the project footprint. The option likely would result in
additional impacts to wetlands, wildlife, and aquatic resources, but potentially
decrease emissions from burning natural gas.

x

Option Details and Screening
Option Details: Origination, Description

providing a significant and consistent portion of the project energy.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

3. Practicable Test: There is no significant power-generating capacity in the Cook
Inlet area in general, and on the Kenai Peninsula in particular, to service the

2. Reasonable Test: Purchasing power is a reasonable option to consider.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, power would be purchased from existing third-party
providers and transmitted to the site via a High-Voltage Direct Current transmission.

Origination – Purchasing power from the existing grid was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – Although this option would potentially decrease the consumption of
natural gas and associated emissions; it would not replace the need for the natural gas
power plant and pipeline. The additional costs of building renewable energy systems for
what would be supplemental power make the option not practicable. Also, the potential
reduction in emissions does not appear to offset the likely additional impacts to wetlands,
wildlife, and aquatic resources.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3813 of 5993

POW-004

Power Source –
Use Alternative
Fuel
Sources/Delivery
Methods

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

anticipated project demand. Construction of additional generation capacity would
be required regardless of where it is situated. This option is not practicable.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

The former ConocoPhillips LNG export facility in Nikiski has been sold and the

Use of LNG would require a supply of LNG, a purpose-built LNG barge, and an
LNG receiving terminal and storage tanks at Amakdedori. It would also require
regasification at Amakdedori for transportation to the Mine Site by pipeline, or
trucking LNG to a mine site storage tank where it would be regasified and fed to
the power plant.

3. Practicable Test: Both diesel and LNG options are technologically feasible. The
Donlin Gold Final EIS looked at a diesel power plant alternative and estimated
that a similarly sized power plant (227 MW) would require approximately
80 million gallons of diesel per year. Use of diesel would require increased
storage at the port, and a pipeline or 4,200 truck trips per year, each truck hauling
three tank trailers. Diesel is readily available in Cook Inlet.

2. Reasonable Test: Considering alternative energy sources is reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – The most likely alternative energy sources would be diesel fuel and LNG,
both of which could be delivered to the proposed Amakdedori Port via barge.
Transportation from the port to the Mine Site could be by truck or pipeline.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative fuel sources and delivery methods was suggested
during scoping due to concern with gas line leaks or ruptures, and potential long-term
consequences that a subsea pipeline can have on the environment.
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Why Dismissed – The option is not practicable; there is no excess capacity in the
existing grid.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3814 of 5993

POW-005

POW-006

Power Plant
Location –
On-site

Power Plant
Location –
Off-site with
High Voltage
Transmission
Lines

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Transporting an additional 80 million gallons of
diesel increases the potential for spills. Emissions from the proposed power plant
would be increased if diesel was used instead of natural gas. See also
Section 4.21, which explains there would be few expected effects from natural
gas pipeline leaks to soil or water bodies because the gas would dissipate rapidly.
Use of LNG would avoid the need for the natural gas pipeline segment under
Cook Inlet between the Kenai Peninsula and Amakdedori.

export permit was allowed to expire; and LNG is not currently barged in Alaska.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider off-site generation combined with
high-voltage and transmission lines.

Screening –

Description –This option would require a new power plant to be built at an alternative
location such as the Kenai Peninsula or Amakdedori. High-voltage transmission lines
would be constructed and used to transmit the power to the Mine Site.

Origination – Off-site location of the power plant was evaluated by PLP when developing
the proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes construction of a
new 270-MW power plant at the Mine Site to power the mine. This option would not
require the construction of high-voltage transmission lines to the Mine Site.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – Diesel would increase environmental impacts from spills and increased
emissions. LNG is not practicable; it is not currently barged in Alaska, would require costly
infrastructure; and provides no obvious benefit over the proposed natural gas pipeline,
other than avoiding the segment between the Kenai Peninsula and Amakdedori. The EIS
would assess the risk to the pipeline from seismic events.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3815 of 5993

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Construction and operation of high-voltage
transmission lines would result in greater visual impacts than a gas line.

In addition, off-site generation would not offer sufficient redundancy in the event
of a disruption to the transmission line and associated power supply. This option
is likely not practicable due to cost.

If power generation was located proximate to Amakdedori, similar issues would
remain, but would be lessened, given the reduced distance. However, the gas line
under Cook Inlet would still be required.

3. Practicable Test: Off-site power production is technologically feasible. If power
generation was located on the Kenai Peninsula, it would require high-voltage
transmission lines via underwater cables crossing both Cook Inlet and Iliamna
Lake; and overhead lines on the Kenai Peninsula, from Amakdedori to a south
ferry terminal, and the North Shore Ferry Terminal to the Mine Site. Underwater
cables would be more costly to install and maintain than a natural gas pipeline.
Overhead lines would be subject to wind and ice buildup, resulting in potential
reliability risks. Undergrounding the overland portions of the transmission lines
would be cost-prohibitive, because undergrounding generally costs an–order-of
magnitude greater than overhead lines, and would be more costly than the gas
line. In addition, transmission losses occur over long distances, making this less
efficient than a gas line to provide on-site generation.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – Off-site power production, although practicable considering
technology, would be much more costly and does not provide the stability and reliability
benefits that would come from on-site power production. In addition, overhead
transmission lines, and possibly the power plant (depending on location) would result in
increased visual impacts.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3816 of 5993

POW-007

POW-008

Gas Source –
Pipeline to a
Source on the
Kenai Peninsula

Gas Source –
Pipeline to a
Source on the
West Side of
Cook Inlet

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Accessing existing gas supplies for this option would
require crossing Lake Clark National Park; or if a subsea route, would increase
the length of the pipeline route in critical habitat for the endangered Cook Inlet
beluga whale and the threatened northern sea otter (compared to the proposed
route).

3. Practicable Test: There is no accessible gas infrastructure, pipeline capacity, or
available tie-in locations on the southwestern side of the Cook Inlet. A potential
tie-in location on the western side would be at Beluga, approximately 170 miles to
the north (requiring an approximately 250+ mile pipeline to accommodate terrain).

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider a route that avoids crossing deep
water in Cook Inlet.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would follow an alternative route to the north to access existing
natural gas supplies such as Beluga on the western side of Cook Inlet.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action. Under this option, the proposed
pipeline (about 177 miles in length) would tie in to the existing natural gas distribution
system on the Kenai Peninsula and be routed to Amakdedori, and then follow the
Transportation Corridor to the Mine Site. The pipeline would be on the bottom of Cook
Inlet and Iliamna Lake, and would be 12 inches in diameter.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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POW-009

POW-010

Gas Source –
Connect to
Donlin Gold Gas
Pipeline

Gas Source –
Northern Gas
Pipeline Route
to Kenai
Peninsula

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Description –Increasing the distance from Augustine Island by routing to the north is
impracticable for the Amakdedori Port, but routing the pipeline to Diamond Point to the

Origination – Evaluation of a pipeline alignment north of Augustine Island was suggested
during scoping due to concern that placing the pipeline near Augustine Island/Volcano
would make it vulnerable to seismic and volcanic hazards.

Why Dismissed – The Donlin Gold Pipeline, as planned, is unlikely to provide sufficient
natural gas capacity to support the Pebble Project and is therefore not practicable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider connection to the proposed pipeline
given that Donlin Gold recently received federal permits for construction of the
pipeline.
3. Practicable Test: The Donlin Gold Pipeline is planned to be 14 inches in diameter,
serving a 230-MW power plant, based on an operating flow rate of 47 million
standard cubic feet per day (mmscfd), with a design capacity of up to 73.1
mmscfd. The Pebble Project proposes a 270-MW power plant, which could more
than double the necessary capacity of the pipeline, which would not be
practicable given its design.

Screening –
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Description –Under this option, the pipeline would follow an alternative route to the north,
allowing it to connect to the proposed Donlin Gold natural gas supply pipeline. A tie-in
route to the nearest point along the proposed Donlin Pipeline would be longer than
155 miles, and would cross at least 8 to 10 substantial rivers. Routing could avoid major
mountain ranges. The proposed Donlin Gold Mine natural gas pipeline has not yet been
constructed; timing for development and operation is not known.

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description
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 Alternative
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Origination – Evaluation of an alternative pipeline route to connect with the natural gas
pipeline for the proposed Donlin Gold Mine was suggested during scoping.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 3818 of 5993

SEPTEMBER 2018

Gas Source –

(Ursus Cove)

Option

POW-011

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option for the North Access Route
(ACC-002).
3. Practicable Test: Practicability – The route to Ursus Cove is relatively free of
seabed obstructions and rock-like features all the way into the cove, compared to
a route through Iliamna Bay to a proposed Diamond Point port. Rocks, boulders,
and boulder-type features in Ursus Cove only appear much closer to the shore,
which makes routing and installation safer and easier, and also allows for moored
installation.
A route to Amakdedori north of Augustine Island would place the pipeline
approximately the same distance or closer to Augustine Island/Volcano than the
proposed route, and therefore is not a practicable route to achieve the goal of this
option. Access Options ACC-014 and ACC-015 evaluate port sites in Iliamna Bay,
more than 20 miles north of Augustine Island. It is feasible to route the natural gas
pipeline to that location.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: A route to Ursus Cove and then to Diamond Point
would have additional impacts from the overland portion, but would have a shorter
segment in Cook Inlet. The option represents tradeoffs and is carried forward for
detailed analysis.
Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as a conceptual route directly into

Screening –
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north would achieve the purpose of the suggested option. Access option ACC-014
considers a port at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay; routing the pipeline to this port would
achieve the goal of increasing separation from Augustine Island. The pipeline for access
option ACC-014 would be routed into Ursus Cove, run overland to Cottonwood Bay, and
then continue to Diamond Port.
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Gas Source –
Other

Northern Gas
Pipeline Route
to Kenai
Peninsula
(Direct Route to
Iliamna Bay)

Option

POW-012

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Description – The commenter requested evaluation of alternative pipeline routes, but did
not suggest specific locations.

Origination – Evaluation of practicable alternatives for reducing the amount of natural
gas pipeline that is installed in the Sterling Highway right-of-way, which is managed by the
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable due to boulders and other seabed issues.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider a more direct, shorter pipeline.
3. Practicable Test: A 12-inch-diameter subsea pipeline has a specific minimum
curvature radius, and therefore a limited ability to navigate areas of the seafloor
with dense obstructions. A direct pipeline route into Iliamna Bay is not practicable
because of boulders and rocky seabed near to and into the bay that could not be
avoided with this option. RFI 063 summarizes PLP’s reconnaissance data for a
direct route, which indicated the presence of—and progressive increase in—
rocks, boulders, and rock-like features on the seabed. The concentration of rocks
and boulders reaches its maximum density at the mouth of Iliamna Bay, and
continues into the bay. The rock-prone area starts approximately 13 miles from
the landing point, and is consistent to the landing point. It is interpreted that the
rocks and boulders are likely from a combination of glacial outwash and ice-rafted
deposits.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, the pipeline route would follow a more direct route to
Iliamna Bay and Diamond Point than POW-010.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Iliamna Bay and Diamond Point.
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Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it is based on an old design.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017 DA permit
application included a gas pipeline alignment that would connect to existing
infrastructure near Happy Valley on the Kenai Peninsula and travel south,
paralleling the Sterling Highway for 9 miles to a compressor station near Anchor
Point. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the pipeline origin point to a
compressor station north of Anchor Point, removing the requirement for the first
9 miles of pipeline construction along the Sterling Highway. Therefore, this option
is no longer reasonable, because it pertains to an old project design.






Power
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –
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Access Road –
South Access
Route (Road and
Ferry)

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Total number of stream crossings: 39 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori
Port site); 30 (with variant Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori Port site)

Miles of road from Mine Site to the North Shore Ferry Terminal Site: 29

Total miles of road: 77 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal); 72 (Kokhanok East Ferry
Terminal)

This option would require the following:

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would follow the mine and port
access roads and ferry route.

Ferry route: The route would include a ferry crossing of Iliamna Lake from north to south.

This option would also include an Iliamna spur road (which would include a crossing of the
Newhalen River) and a Kokhanok spur road (which would include a crossing of the
Gibraltar River if the Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site is included).

On the southern shore of Iliamna Lake, the port access road would go from the Kokhanok
West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010) to the Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013). As a variant
of the Proposed Action, the port access road would go from the Kokhanok East Ferry
Terminal Site (ACC-011) to the Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013).

Road route: The mine access road would go from the Mine Site to the North Shore Ferry
Terminal Site (ACC-006) on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake. As a variant of the
proposed action, an alternative ferry terminal site location would be considered just to the
east of the proposed ferry terminal site in the bay: the North Shore East Ferry Terminal
Site (ACC-006a).

Description – This road and ferry route option is part of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of two double-lane roads as the main access route to the mine
for the transportation of materials, equipment, and concentrate.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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ACC-002

Access Road –
North Access
Route (Road
Only)

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Number of major river crossings: 4

Number of stream crossings: 71

Total miles of road: 82

This option would require the following:

Concentrate Pipeline: A concentrate transport pipeline may be included with this option.

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The western portion of the natural gas pipeline would follow
the road route. The eastern portion of the pipeline would follow a route overland between
Cottonwood Bay and Ursus Cove.

Ferry route: The route would not include use of a ferry.

This option would eliminate the need for a spur road to Iliamna, because the route would
cross an existing road that connects Iliamna with Nondalton, providing access to
infrastructure at Iliamna.

Road route: The mine/port access road would stay north of Iliamna Lake, connect with the
existing Pile-Bay Williamsport Road in the vicinity of Pile Bay, and then continue to the
Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) on Cook Inlet. The road would bypass all
but 5 miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road. The road would traverse
approximately 1.7 miles of tidal flats between Williamsport and Diamond point.

Description – This road-only route option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design as an option that would not require a ferry to cross Iliamna Lake.

Origination – Evaluation of an access road option north of Iliamna Lake to eliminate the
need for a lake crossing was suggested during scoping.
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Total number of major river crossings: 2 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal site to
Amakdedori Port site); 1 (with variant Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori
Port site).
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Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route would cross fewer wetland acres than a
southern route (ACC-001), but more than a road and ferry northern route
(ACC-003), resulting in a difference in acres of fill. The Iliamna Spur Road would
be eliminated, reducing impacts along these road miles. The road portion from
Pile Bay to Williamsport would require more maintenance compared to a southern

The Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) and access road would be
subject to tidal flat filling. The port would require some dredging to 20 feet of Mean
Lower Low Water (MLLW) (RFI 063), and may require blasting for access roads.
This location could not accommodate deep draft vessels, and would require
lightering barges to transfer ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at
mooring locations.

Five miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road require improvements to
accommodate large trucks.

This option would require a large number of stream crossings. This option also
crosses many wetlands. The route is also more mountainous than other access
routes, traversing side slopes and crossing perpendicular to drainages, including
crossings of larger streams and minor rivers.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a route that PLP has evaluated and studied extensively
and is a reasonable route.
3. Practicable Test: A road-only route provides the advantages of reliable
year-round access, and minimizes the need to re-handle cargo/concentrates. The
option may also allow the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline for the project. There
is no need to build the associated infrastructure for a ferry. This option would
provide access to Cook Inlet, which is generally accessible year-round.






Access
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –
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Access Road –
North Access
(Road and Ferry)

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

route (ACC-001), given the steep terrain. This route would require more stream
crossings than a southern route (ACC-001) or a road and ferry northern route
(ACC-003). There would be less subsistence concerns and no lake navigation or
transportation concerns compared to a road and ferry route (ACC-001 or
ACC-003). The route would place mine traffic near Pedro Bay. The option
represents tradeoffs, and is carried forward for detailed analysis.






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would follow the road alignment for

Ferry route: The route would include a ferry crossing of Iliamna Lake from west to east.

This option would eliminate the need for a spur road to Iliamna, because the route would
cross an existing road that connects Iliamna with Nondalton, providing access to
infrastructure at Iliamna.

On the eastern shore of Iliamna Lake, the port access road would go from the Pile Bay
Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-009) to the Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port site, using parts of
the existing Pile-Bay Williamsport Road, continuing to the Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port
Site (ACC-014) on Cook Inlet. This road would bypass all but 5 miles of the existing Pile
Bay-Williamsport Road. The road would traverse approximately 1.7 miles of tidal flats
between Williamsport and Diamond Point.

Road route: The mine access road would stay north of Iliamna Lake from the Mine Site to
the Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-008) on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake.

Description –
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If a concentrate pipeline was also included, the footprint would be slightly larger,
but there would be a decrease in truck traffic.
Origination – This road and ferry route option is a route evaluated by PLP while looking
at routes that remain entirely north of Iliamna Lake. Use of the existing road and
resources at Pile Bay and Williamsport was suggested during scoping.
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Option

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

The Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) and access road would be
subject to tidal flat filling. The port would require dredging to 20 feet of MLLW (per
RFI 063), and may require blasting for access roads. This location could not
accommodate deep-draft vessels, and would require lightering barges to transfer
ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at mooring locations.

Five miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road require improvements to
accommodate large trucks.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a route that PLP has evaluated and is a reasonable
route.
3. Practicable Test: Thicker lake ice on the eastern side of the lake would make ferry
operation more challenging; however, feasibility has been demonstrated by the
long-term operation of an ice-breaking ferry on Williston Lake in British Columbia.
Water depth and lakebed topography may preclude the use of a sub-lake gas
pipeline along this alignment.

Screening –

Number of major river crossings: 1

Number of stream crossings: 34

Total miles of road: 50

This option would require the following:
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ACC-002 because Iliamna Lake is too deep on the eastern side of the lake for laying the
pipeline on the bottom (the steep underwater cliffs would stress the pipeline bends). The
eastern portion of the pipeline would follow a route overland between Cottonwood Bay
and Ursus Cove. This route was proposed as an option by PLP.
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Access Road –
West Access
Route
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Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Additional transfer of materials with barges increases the risk of spills or loss of
fugitive material during transfer operations.

The route would place mine traffic near local communities, including Iliamna,
Nondalton, Pedro Bay, and Pile Bay.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route would cross fewer wetland acres than a
southern route (ACC-001) or an all-road northern route (ACC-002), resulting in
fewer acres of fill. The Iliamna Spur Road would be eliminated, reducing impacts
along these road miles. The road portion from Pile Bay to Williamsport would
require more maintenance compared to a southern route (ACC-001), given the
steep terrain. The addition of a ferry route would require construction of two ferry
terminals, resulting in placement of fill, and also resulting in greater transportation
and potential navigation concerns along the ferry route in the eastern portion of
the lake. There would be subsistence concerns with the ferry route being in areas
important for subsistence seal harvesting. The option represents tradeoffs, and is
carried forward for detailed analysis.






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would likely follow the road.

Ferry route: This option would not require a ferry.

This option would also include an Iliamna spur road.

Road route: The road would go from the Mine Site around the western end of Iliamna
Lake and continue to the Amakdedori Port site on Cook Inlet.

Description –
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Origination – This road option is a road-only access route evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed design as an option that would not require a ferry to cross
Iliamna Lake.
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Access Road –
Bristol Bay
Access Route
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Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This road option is a road-only access route that was evaluated by PLP

Origination – Evaluation of alternative port sites was suggested during scoping due to
concerns with the potential ecological impact of the project.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This access route has the highest occurrence of
wetlands, with the highest environmental impact to wetlands. If a concentrate
pipeline were also included, the footprint would be slightly larger.

This option has a longer road footprint, with more wetlands and streams crossed.

There is no need to build the associated infrastructure for a ferry. This option
would provide access to Cook Inlet, which is generally accessible year-round.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider routing the road around the western
end of Iliamna Bay.
3. Practicable Test: A road-only route provides the advantages of reliable
year-round access, and minimizes the need to re-handle cargo/concentrates. The
option would also allow the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline for the project.

Screening –

Total number of major river crossings: 4

Total number of stream crossings: 129

Total miles of road: 160

This option would require the following:
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Concentrate Pipeline: A concentrate transport pipeline may be included with this option.
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Ferry Terminal
Location –
North Shore
Ferry Terminal

(Road Only)

Option

ACC-006

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This ferry terminal site option is part of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of a ferry terminal on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake for an
ice-breaking ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake. The
ferry route would be north-south. This location is associated with the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. As a variant to this option, an additional site slightly to the
east in the same bay as the North Shore Ferry Terminal is included: the North Shore East

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This would be the longest road route option. Construction of the
associated port would have the potential for logistical conflicts with fishing
operations in Bristol Bay. Additionally, Bristol Bay is ice-bound for a large portion
of the year. Because Bristol Bay is shallow, a long trestle or causeway into the
bay would be required; or alternatively, lightering to a moored bulk vessel.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have increased impacts
associated with the construction of a port road, and the longest road route.
Resulting impacts include increased emissions and visual impacts. The route
would traverse mainly lowlands, which would have more impact to wetlands.
There would be impacts to local residents in communities near the road.

Screening –

Ferry route: This option would not require a ferry.

Road route: The road would go from the Mine Site to a port site on Bristol Bay.
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when developing the proposed design as an option that used port sites other than Cook
Inlet.
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ACC-006a

ACC-007

Ferry Terminal
Location –
North Shore
East Ferry
Terminal

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Iliamna and
Kokhanok Ferry
Terminals

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

The South Shore Ferry Terminal would be located north of the Kokhanok airport. The road
from this ferry terminal to Amakdedori Port would follow a route similar to that described
under ACC-001 for the Kokhanok East Terminal Site variant to avoid crossing the
Gibraltar River. The ferry route would be north-south, and approximately 21 miles. This
option location could be included with South Access Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the North Shore Ferry Terminal would be located in or
near the communities of Newhalen and Iliamna, but away from the Newhalen River. The
Iliamna spur road would therefore be the main mine access road route to connect the
Mine Site to this ferry terminal. This option location could be included with South Access
Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Origination – Evaluation of ferry terminals closer to existing infrastructure was suggested
during scoping to reduce impacts to Gibraltar River and Upper Talarik Creek.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – This ferry terminal site option is a variant of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of a ferry terminal on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake for an
ice-breaking ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake. The
ferry route would be north-south. This location is associated with the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. The site is slightly east of the North Shore Ferry Terminal
Site (ACC-006) in the same bay.

Origination – Evaluation of this ferry terminal location was suggested during scoping.

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-011): 25

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010): 19

This option would include the following:
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Ferry Terminal Site variant.
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Ferry Terminal
Location –
Eagle Bay Ferry
Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

This option would include the following:

This option location is associated with the North Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-003. The location could be included with South Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the North Shore Ferry Terminal would be located in
Eagle Bay. A road would connect the Mine Site to the terminal. A spur road to Iliamna
would not be included in this option because the mine access road would cross the
existing road from Iliamna to Nondalton, and provide community access.

Origination – This ferry terminal option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design as an alternative North Shore Ferry Terminal location suitable for either
a north-south lake transit or an east-west transit.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider options that have potential to avoid
and minimize impacts.
3. Practicable Test: Ice conditions and water depth at Iliamna are not suitable for a
ferry terminal. Existing community use of the area may not be compatible with
ferry route and a terminal.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: There would be additional impacts to the
communities of Iliamna, Newhalen, and Kokhanok caused by changes in vessel
traffic impacting current vessel and floatplane use, and heavy mine trucks
traversing through the community.
This location is closer to high-use areas for subsistence seal harvesting.






Access
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –
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ACC-009

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Pile Bay Ferry
Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Number of ferry miles to Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-008): 33

This option would include the following:

This option location is associated with the North Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-003.

Description – This option considers an eastern shore ferry terminal location suitable for
use with a northern access route, and the Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal as a western ferry
terminal site.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This location appears to be a reasonable option, with ability to
accommodate ferry traffic and road connection.
3. Practicable Test: This location is sheltered for ferry operations and protected from
prevailing winds. There may be navigability issues associated with the water
depth in the area. Ice in the bays is thicker and more persistent than in the open
lake west of Newhalen.
This option minimizes the road footprint in the Upper Talarik Creek drainage.
4. Environmental Impact Test: This site may have different or additional impacts,
such as shallower water, persistent ice in Eagle Bay, and more navigational
hazards.
Origination – This ferry terminal option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design.

Screening –

Number of miles to Pile Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-009): 33

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-011): 27
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Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010): 24
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ACC-010

ACC-011

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Kokhanok West
Ferry Terminal

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Kokhanok East
Ferry Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

The south ferry terminal would be approximately 5 miles east of the community of
Kokhanok at the Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site. This option would include a
Kokhanok spur road. This option is associated as a variant of the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. The port access road would follow a shorter route (5 miles
shorter) than from ACC-010 to the Amakdedori Port Site, and would not require a crossing

Description – This ferry terminal option was evaluated as a variant of the Proposed
Action for an alternative southern shore ferry terminal location.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative ferry terminal locations was suggested during
scoping.

The south ferry terminal would be at the Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site,
approximately 5 miles west of Kokhanok. This option would include a Kokhanok spur
road. This option is associated with the South Access Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – This ferry terminal option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the
construction of a ferry terminal on the south shore of Iliamna Lake for an ice-breaking
ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake to a port site on
Cook Inlet. The ferry route would be north-south.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is an existing port facility and reasonable to consider.
3. Practicable Test: There may be navigability issues associated with the water
depth in the area. Ice in the bay may be more persistent than in the open lake to
the west. This location would use portions of existing infrastructure and the more
sheltered port location at Diamond Point.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: There may be possible impacts to subsistence seal
harvesting, and additional impacts to the community of Pile Bay.
Origination – PLP Proposed Action






Access
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –
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ACC-012

ACC-013

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Utilize
Alternative Ferry
Terminal Sites

Port Location –
Amakdedori Port
Site

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Amakdedori option (ACC-022).

The port location would be at Amakdedori. This option is associated with the South
Access Route option (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – This port site option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the
construction of a port on Cook Inlet to transfer diesel fuel, materials, equipment, and
concentrate using barges.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – Several ferry terminal location options were developed and
incorporated into this table. This option is not reasonable to carry forward because other
substantially similar—but more specific—locations are being considered, meeting the
intent of the scoping comment.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The six ferry terminal options described in this table are the
most feasible locations, and cover a variety of logistical and environmental
considerations. This option is not reasonable to carry forward because other
substantially similar—but more specific—locations are being considered, meeting
the intent of the scoping comment.

Screening –

Description – The suggested option requested consideration of alternative ferry sites and
locations compared to the Proposed Action, but did not specify locations.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative ferry terminal locations was suggested during
scoping.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

of the Gibraltar River.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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ACC-014

Port Location –
Diamond
Point/Iliamna
Bay Port Site

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Diamond Point appears to be a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: The port location is sheltered, and access for this option could
use portions of the existing Pile Bay Road. The port site and access road includes
construction and placement of fill in the intertidal zone in Iliamna Bay. The port

Screening –

The total volume of dredged material for the 20 feet MLLW channel is 650,000 cubic
yards, of which a minimum of 50 percent is estimated to be used in the barge dock
construction, which would require approximately 615,000 cubic yards of fill for
construction. Any rocks encountered in the channel would be moved to the side of the
channel, or used in the dock construction. Any remaining dredged material and any
material from maintenance dredging would be disposed of on-shore in a bermed facility
on uplands west of the dock site.

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023). The approach
at the Diamond Point port would use a channel for barges and tugs to access the loading
dock, requiring dredging to a depth of 20 feet MLLW (per RFI 063). Channels are typically
more prone to sedimentation, requiring maintenance dredging; therefore, greater underkeel clearance is recommended compared to the depth of 15 feet MLLW described at the
Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013). Dredged material would either be used in construction
of the causeway and dock, or disposed of onshore.

The port site would be located at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay. This port site option is
associated with the North Access Routes (ACC-002 and ACC-003).

Description – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing
the Proposed Action.
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Origination – Evaluation of an option for a port site at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay was
suggested during scoping.
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ACC-015

ACC-016

Port Location –
Knoll
Head/Iniskin Bay
Port Site

Port Location –
Fortification

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing the

Why Dismissed – The environmental impacts would be greater than the Proposed Action
(and ACC-014 – Diamond Point).

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires challenging access and port site
construction, and would require significant earthworks with associated impacts.
This option would have prohibitive road construction cost.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Access to this port would require crossing Iliamna
Bay via a causeway, and includes substantial placement of fill in the intertidal
zone in Iliamna Bay and Iniskin Bay.

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023).

Description – This port site would be located at Knoll Head in Iliamna Bay, and is
associated with the North Access Routes (ACC-002 and ACC-003).
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would require initial and maintenance dredging and blasting for access roads.
This location could not accommodate deep-draft vessels, and would require
lightering barges to transfer ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at
mooring locations.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option uses some areas already impacted by
development, and may avoid bear migration areas. Dredge and fill impacts would
be greater in the intertidal zone.
Origination – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing the
Proposed Action.
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Port Location –
Williamsport Port

Bluff/Rocky
Point Port Site

Option

ACC-017

Option #






Origination – Use of the existing road and resources at Pile Bay and Williamsport was
suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider other port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires a longer access road and more challenging
port site construction than other options, which would increase the total amount of
road construction for the project. Shore approach routing options for the gas
pipeline are not available due to the proximity to Augustine volcano. This option
has a requirement for a steep access road to the shore that poses operational
safety challenges.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Baseline data indicate that this offshore area is a
more a productive habitat with higher utilization by a wider variety of species than
other options.

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Amakdedori option (ACC-022).

This option is associated with the South Access Route option (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.
The natural gas pipeline would not be co-located along the road, and would be routed
through Amakdedori as described in ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the port location would be at Fortification Bluff/Rocky
Point, which is approximately 15 miles north of Amakdedori, and would require
26 additional road miles from the port access road route to this port site, compared to the
Proposed Action (ACC-001).

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Proposed Action.
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Site

Option

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

environmentalimpactsfromthedredginganddisposalofthedredgedmaterial
incomparisonwiththeProposedAction(ACCͲ013)ortheDiamondPointoption

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider use of existing facilities.
3. Practicable Test: Williamsport is inaccessible by sea except for brief periods at
the peak of extreme high tides, which occur a few days each month (USACE
1995). A 1995 Environmental Assessment by USACE (Navigation Channel
Feasibility Report and Environmental Assessment: Williamsport) indicates that a
considerable amount of initial and ongoing maintenance dredging would be
required to accommodate barges between the mouth of Iliamna Bay and
Williamsport. The existing sea bottom is 2 or 3 feet above MLLW near the
landing, and it would be necessary to dredge 22 to 23 feet of material to obtain
the desired depth of -20 feet MLLW. The dredged material would need either
onshore or offshore disposal. Existing uses of Williamsport may not be compatible
with the level of activity proposed by PLP.
4. EnvironmentalImpactsTest:Thisoptionwouldhaveincreasedadverse

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023).

The port location would be at the existing Williamsport location in Iliamna Bay. This port
site option would be included with the North Access routes (ACC-002 and ACC-003) and
may include the Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-008) and Pile Bay Ferry Terminal
Site (ACC-009) options. This option would require improvements to the existing port
facilities.
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Description – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing
the Proposed Action.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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ACC-018

ACC-019

ACC-020

Port Location –
Utilize
Alternative Port
Sites

Dock Type –
Fill Dock

Dock Type –
Pile-Supported
Dock

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

(ACCͲ014).






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – This option would construct a pile-supported dock rather than a fill dock at
the port site.

Origination – USACE is evaluating an option for a pile-supported dock to satisfy
requirements for minimization of impacts to Waters of the U.S.

Description – PLP has proposed to construct a fill dock and sheetpile bulkhead at the
port location.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – Several port site options were considered (see ACC-013 through
ACC-017). This non-specific option is not a reasonable option, and can therefore be
dismissed in favor of the five location-specific options.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The five port site options described in this table are the most
feasible locations, and cover a variety of logistical and environmental
considerations. The suggested option is not reasonable because it is not specific;
however, the intent of the suggestion is fulfilled through evaluation of ACC-013
through ACC-017.

Screening –

Description – The commenter requested consideration of alternative port sites and
locations compared to the Proposed Action, but did not suggest specific locations.

Origination – Using alternative port sites was suggested during the scoping period.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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ACC-021

Port Operations–
Shore-Side
Loading

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option. This was PLP’s original proposed
action, so is assumed to be economically and technologically feasible.
3. Practicable Test: This option involves loading a bulk carrier directly at the dock
side, which minimizes concentrate re-handling and leads to improved safety and
reliability. All locations where this could take place require dredging or causeway
construction to allow for shore-side loading of bulk carriers. It is estimated that
initially, 10 million cubic yards would need to be dredged, and another 10 million
yards may need to be dredged over the life of the mine to maintain the design
depth. Dredging operations for this option would increase impacts to Waters of
the U.S., and requires the placement of dredge spoils.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Dredging would have environmental impacts to
marine habitat and shoreside habitat where dredged material would be placed;
dredging would result in a higher volume of fill compared with other loading
options such as lightering; maintaining the deep-draft navigation channel and
turning basin would require annual maintenance dredging that would be a
long-term effect. Shoreside loading would potentially lessen impacts to
Endangered Species Act–listed species or habitat, including sea otter critical

Screening –

Description – This type of loading was originally proposed as an option by PLP when
developing the Proposed Action, but was eliminated in project design updates in May
2018. Bulk carriers would be loaded directly at the port site (rather than at lightering
locations), and would require a deep draft navigation channel and turning basin of
approximately 50 feet of water depth.
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Origination – Shore-side loading was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.
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ACC-022

ACC-023

ACC-024

Port Operations–
Offshore
Lightering –
Amakdedori

Port Operations–
Offshore
Lightering –
Iniskin

Other Access
Options –

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

habitat.





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The Iniskin Bay option has adequate water depth for the bulk
carrier ships and affords good protection; it is a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: Similar to ACC-022.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have less environmental impact to
the marine environment than a large dock facility. There would be less removal or
placement of fill required. There is risk of material spills during transfer to/from
lighter barges.
Origination – An option to require bridges at all anadromous stream crossings was
suggested during scoping.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, concentrate would be offloaded from trucks to transfer
barges at port sites to be transported to lightering locations where larger transport barges
would be moored. Concentrate would then be loaded to transport barges for transport
across Cook Inlet. An additional mooring location from those identified in ACC-022 has
been identified at Iniskin Bay, off the Iniskin Peninsula, which is closer to the Diamond
Port site.

Origination – The Iniskin Bay lightering option was developed as an alternative by PLP
when looking at alternative port sites such as Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay (ACC-014).

Description – The lightering option is the Proposed Action developed by PLP, and
requires approximately 15 feet of water depth at the dock, which can be achieved
naturally at Amakdedori without dredging.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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Other Access
Options –
Revised Project
Alignment via
Micro-Siting

Mandatory
Bridges at
Stream
Crossings

Option

ACC-025

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable to consider as a component of an
action alternative for evaluation in the EIS because it lacks specificity, and is
essentially mitigation. Additionally, the intent of this option would be accomplished
as impact assessment is completed for the Draft EIS, resource agencies and the
public review and comment on the Draft EIS, and the Applicant is asked to revise

Screening –

Avoid or minimize, or stay outside a buffer area important to resources.

Description – Use micro-siting practices to avoid local impacts to wetlands, stream
crossings, guiding, lodges, wildlife, visual resources, archeological, and historical
resources.

Origination – Consideration of micro-siting practices for the access roads was evaluated
by USACE as a potential means to avoid environmental impacts.

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable. Other forms of stream crossings such as
culverts are often appropriate structures. The design and permitting process would select
appropriate crossing structures to address the environmental concerns and reduce
impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Not reasonable, because Alaska Department of Fish and Game
would specify the crossing requirements necessary to protect anadromous fish,
which may be achieved by other means such as culverts rather than bridges.

Screening –
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Description – This option would make it mandatory for bridges to be built any time the
access route crosses a stream or river that supports anadromous fish.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
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ACC-026

Other Access
Options –
Summer Only
Ferry Operations

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

the proposed project to better avoid and minimize impacts. Additionally, micrositing practices would be demonstrated by the Applicant when they document the
steps and measures they have taken to avoid and minimize environmental
impacts of their proposed action. Mitigation measures included in PLP’s design,
which are integral components of the proposed action, will be included in Chapter
5 of the EIS, and will be considered during the NEPA impact analysis in the EIS
for the proposed action and applicable components of other action alternatives.






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – Ferry would only be allowed to operate in the open water season when no
ice-breaking is necessary. There would need to be infrastructure to allow ore stockpiling,
an area identified for storage, and other logistical considerations associated with ceasing
ferry operations during lake-ice conditions.

Origination – An option to restrict ferry options to the open water season was suggested
during scoping.
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Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable. Dismissal of this option would not
preclude future consideration of micro-siting as mitigation to avoid or minimize specific
impacts identified through the NEPA impact analysis, or as required by resource agencies
during project permitting as the project design and permitting advances.
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CTR-001

CTR-002

Concentrate
Transport –
Truck

Concentrate
Transport –
Pipeline

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Concentrate Transport

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: This option is technologically feasible and would be an efficient
way to move large volumes of material and reduce truck traffic. This option would
require a water treatment plant (WTP) and a discharge permit at the port site, and
would result in a small reduction (<1 cubic foot per second) in water available for
discharge at the Mine Site. Treatment at the port site would remove toxic

Screening –

Description – This option would not require the re-handling of cargo/concentrate, and
allows for the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline in the proposed project. A single,
approximately 7-inch-diameter steel pipeline with appropriate corrosion protection would
be used to transport the concentrate. The concentrate pipeline and the gas pipeline would
be co-located in a single trench at the toe of the road embankment, which would increase
the average width of the road corridor footprint by 3 to 5 feet. Pump stations would be
required to move concentrate through the pipeline. This option may be applied with North
Access routes and considered with the South Access routes.

Origination – Evaluation of an option for an ore concentrate pipeline was suggested
during scoping due to concerns with ferrying ore concentrate across Iliamna Lake.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves containerized
transport of ore concentrate by using the road and ferry access route (South Access
Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001). This option would use trucks to carry concentrate
containers from the Mine Site. Concentrate would be transported to the port location,
loaded onto a ferry, and re-handled at lightering locations. This option does not allow for
the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline in the proposed project. This option may also be
included with the North Option Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-003.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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CTR-003

Concentrate
Transport –
Rail

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Concentrate Transport

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Rail transport is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Construction of a railroad to move the volume of materials
necessary for the proposed project would not be efficient or cost effective. The
cost to construct railroads in Alaska is about five times the cost to construct
roads. Railroads grades are typically limited to grades of 1 percent or less, with
longer bridges. The additional cost of the track, railroad ballast, hardware, and
associated equipment is a significant investment. Railroad construction in Alaska
costs roughly $9 million per mile; remote road construction costs roughly $1.7
million per mile. Railroads can provide greater efficiencies where high volumes of
materials are transported daily, but the total volume of transported materials

Screening –

Description – This option would require the construction of a railroad from the Mine Site
for the transportation of ore concentrate.
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pollutants, including metals, to limits identified in an Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (ADEC) and/or EPA discharge permit. Additionally,
water depth and lake bed topography would likely preclude the use of a sub-lake
gas pipeline along the South Access routes alignments or the lake portion of
North Access Route 2.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route includes trade-offs in terms of the
environmental impacts. This route would result in additional fill impacts associated
with a wider corridor, but reduced trucking. This option is carried forward as an
alternative to be considered in detail in the EIS.
Origination – Transporting ore concentrate by rail was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design.
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Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

projected for the Pebble Project is low compared to typical railroad operations.
Transport of concentrate, fuel, reagents and consumables is estimated to be
35 truck round trips per day for the project. The high cost to construct a railroad
for the relatively low volume of freight would not be cost effective.






Concentrate Transport

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. It may not be
practicable to achieve grade requirements.
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RCA-001

RCA-002

Closure –
Retain Mine
Road

Closure –
Iliamna Airport
and Existing
Roads

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Reclamation and Closure Access

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable in terms of logistics because the existing
infrastructure would not support the reclamation and closure transportation needs.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This closure option is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option uses Iliamna airport and/or the existing Pile Bay
road; however, neither have the capacity to meet the post-closure logistical
requirements. The existing Pile Bay Road, if used as part of an alternative, would
not by itself meet the ground transportation needs for reclamation and closure if
other access roads are not maintained. The option would rely on helicopter
transport of fuel, materials, WTP reagents, and supplies between the Iliamna
Airport and the Mine Site. This means of transportation would be inefficient, very
expensive, and less safe than trucking using the mine access road.

Screening –

Description –This option would use existing infrastructure (Iliamna airport and Pile BayWilliamsport Road) for all mine reclamation and closure transportation needs after
operations. The mine access road would be reclaimed.

Origination – This closure option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes using and
maintaining mine access roads for all mine reclamation and closure transportation needs
after operations. This option uses the existing infrastructure for mine access during postclosure support activities.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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TSF-001

TSF-002

Storage
Method–
Thickened
Tailings Storage

Storage
Method–
Slurry Tailings
Storage

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Description – Slurry tailings are a slightly dewatered product of the milling process. The
slurry is a water-like material that is moved by pipeline to the TSF. The slurry typically
has a solids content of 10 to 40 percent, and can flow down-gradient by gravity, or be
moved by centrifugal pumps, depending on the topography, distance, and head loss. The
high water content requires that the tailings be stored behind a dam that must be
periodically raised to hold the tailings and supernatant water. The tailings gradually
segregate as they flow away from the discharge, with coarser particles closest to the
discharge points and finer particles further away. A beach slopes away from each

Origination – This option is the Proposed Action for the pyritic tailings, and was
considered by PLP for the bulk tailings.

Description – Thickened tailings storage is the Proposed Action for bulk tailings. The
option is not suited for pyritic tailings that need to remain saturated to prevent them from
oxidizing and generation ARD and metals leaching. Thickened tailings are slurry tailings
that have been mechanically dewatered, sometimes with settling additives, to create a
more viscous, molasses-like material. Thickened tailings typically have a solids content
(mass of solids to total mass of the combined solids and liquid mixture) of 45 to 65
percent. They are piped to the TSF by centrifugal pumps or positive displacement
pumps, depending on the topography, distance, head loss, and viscosity. They still
require an embankment dam for containment: either a full dam like those used for slurry
tailings, or a lower dam, depending on the viscosity. These dams need to be periodically
raised to hold the tailings and supernatant water. Some mines discharge thickened
tailings from the dam and create a slurry tailings type of TSF with a steeper beach. Other
mines discharge thickened tailings from a central tower to produce a cone-shaped TSF
with a tailings surface sloped towards the dams. Thickened tailings do not segregate as
much as slurry tailings, so that they have relatively consistent particle distributions across
the TSF. The yield strength (applied pressure that must be exceeded to make the fluid
flow) of the consolidated tailings is 0.4 to 1.6 pounds per square foot (psf), partly
depending on the degree of initial thickening.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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TSF-003

Storage
Method–
Paste Tailings
Storage

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description –This option is only applicable to the bulk tailings, and not the pyritic tailings
that would need to stay saturated to prevent ARD generation and metal leaching. Paste
tailings are essentially thickened tailings, thickened with high-density thickeners, cement,
and other additives to a toothpaste-like material. They typically have a solids content of
60 to 75 percent, and a yield strength of 1.6 to 2.0 psf. They are typically moved by
pipeline, but require positive displacement pumps. Paste tailings particles do not

Origination – Paste tailings storage was suggested via scoping comments as a
potentially efficient and effective method of storage.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable tailing method to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Slurry tailings are the most common method of tailings
disposal, and have been successfully produced and managed under a wide
range of operating conditions for both bulk and pyritic tailings. The feasibility of
this method is reliable, and proven at the proposed Pebble Project scale under
these environmental conditions.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Slurry TSFs entrain more water and have larger
supernatant ponds than thickened tailings TSFs. Therefore, they have more
potential energy than thickened tailings, and pose a greater risk to the
environment should there be an operational problem or a dam failure. PLP has
proposed thickened tailings to conserve water and reduce this risk (TSF-001).

Screening –
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discharge point to the supernatant pond. The tailings consolidate to a yield strength of up
to 0.4 psf. The supernatant water is removed to the extent possible, and reclaimed for
mill use, or treated and discharged. Some mines use cyclones to split the slurry into
coarser and finer fractions, and use the coarser fraction as dam raise fill.
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TSF-004

Storage
Method–
Dry Stack
Tailings (for Bulk

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This option of dry-stack tailings is only suited for bulk tailings because the
pyritic tailings need to stay saturated to prevent ARD generation and metal leaching.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Why Dismissed – Paste tailings are mostly used in underground workings, and have
minimal surface TSF history and interest. A paste TSF would provide essentially no
meaningful environmental benefit above that of the Proposed Action.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: TBD.
3. Practicable Test: Paste tailings require specialized high-density thickeners, and
are the least common TSF. Positive displacement pumps are usually required for
transportation to the TSF site, resulting in potential plugging of pipelines with
high-density tailing and increased pumping energy requirements. Producing a
consistent paste would be a major challenge with the processing, because small
changes in the orebody, especially clay-sized particles, can greatly influence the
paste characteristics, such as yield strength and beach slope.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Paste tailings require additional transportation
infrastructure and on-site facilities for handling cement and other thickeners,
which would require a large footprint and added impact to the environment. The
method would produce a more stable TSF than slurry tailings, but essentially
offers no more environmental benefits than the proposed thickened tailings.

Screening –
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segregate, so tailings characteristics would be relatively uniform throughout the TSF.
However, paste tailings are mostly used as backfill in underground mine workings where
transport and placement of the paste is aided by gravity, and are typically not disposed of
in TSFs.
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TSF-006

Storage
Method–
Remove or

SEPTEMBER 2018

TSF-005

Option #

Storage
Method–
Submarine
Disposal
Storage

Tailings only)

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description –This option would involve transporting all of the tailings from the project

Origination – This method was proposed via scoping comments as a measure to reduce
local environmental impacts due to tailings storage.

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option would maintain PAG material in a saturated
condition without the need for an on-land TSF and maintenance of dams and
other water control features. However, there are concerns about performance
histories of previous and current submarine disposal operations. It is likely not
possible to obtain permits for storing tailings in an existing waterbody in or near
Bristol Bay in addition to significant public opposition to the storing of bulk
tailings in water bodies in general. This is not a reasonable option.

Screening –

Description – This option would place the tailings and other mine waste in a water body
such as in a lake or seawater to maintain a saturated condition into perpetuity. The
concept is to discharge tailings by gravity to a location and depth where they are less
likely to oxidize and leach out toxic metals, and where marine life is less abundant.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.
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Filtering tailings removes water using mechanical filters, and results in tailings with 75 to
85 percent solids content, and a yield strength of over 3 psf. This creates a soil-like
material or “dry cake” that is transported by conveyor or truck to a “dry stack” TSF. These
TSFs do not require dams, unless possibly for perimeter berms. The tailings are placed
by bulldozers and compactors, as is done in conventional earthwork construction.
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Make All Tailings
Inert

Option

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Trucking tailings away from the project area is not reasonable
because it would require round-the-clock transport. The project would generate
tailings at a rate that would require a truck with triple trailers to leave the Mine
Site approximately every minute. This would require new roads to connect to the
existing road system. The costs to transport the tails hundreds of miles would be
exorbitant and cost prohibitive. Treating the tailings appears to be a reasonable
option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Treating the pyritic tailings to make them inert (the bulk tailings
are considered inert) would require additional treatment facilities that would need
space in the project area, and would introduce new containment structure needs.
Methods of making tailings inert include separating pyritic tailings to create a
larger bulk TSF and smaller pyrite TSF (this is already the proposed action);
returning the pyritic tailings to the completed pit at closure to allow natural
subaqueous storage (this is also already the proposed action); adding cement to
create a cementitious-type material; buffering by mixing in alkaline material like
crushed limestone to neutralize the acidity; and refining processes to extract
more metals and reduce their metals content in the tailings.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Treating the tailings to make them inert by
separating the bulk and pyritic tailings and returning the pyritic tailings to the
completed pit at closure is the Proposed Action. Adding cement or limestone to
make tailings inert would require the transport of very large volumes of these
additives, including possibly developing quarries; and constructing additional

Screening –
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area to another disposal area, or making the tailings inert to eliminate the ARD and metal
leaching potential.
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TSF-007

TSF-008

Storage
Method–
Truck Tailings to
Canada

Tailings Dam –
Centerline

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

infrastructure and treatment facilities in the project area. Revising mining
methods to extract richer ore would result in more waste rock with higher ARD
and metal leaching potential. Treatment facilities and associated containment
structures would require additional space, with resultant increased environmental
impacts.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable and is cost prohibitive.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Trucking tailings away from the project area is not reasonable
because it would require round-the-clock transport. The project would generate
tailings at a rate that would require a truck with triple trailers to leave the Mine
Site approximately every minute. This would require new roads to connect to the
existing road system. The costs to transport the tails hundreds of miles would be
exorbitant and cost prohibitive.

Screening –

Description –This option would involve transporting all of the tailings from the project
area to a disposal area in Canada.

Origination – Evaluation of an option to truck all waste to Canada was suggested during
scoping.
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Why Dismissed – The option to move the tailings to another area is not reasonable.
Treating the pyritic tailings with cement or limestone provides no environmental benefits
over the Proposed Action, which would separate the pyritic from the bulk tails and keep
them inert by maintaining them during mining in a subaqueous condition, and return
them to the completed pit during closure for permanent subaqueous storage.
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TSF-010

Tailings Dam –
Upstream
Construction

SEPTEMBER 2018

TSF-009

Option #

Tailings Dam –
Downstream
Construction

Construction

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – Tailings dams built by the upstream method of construction are raised by
using rock, soil, and tailings in various combinations as dam fill. A starter dam is first built
in the same manner as a centerline or downstream dam. Trapezoidal-shaped raises are
built on top of each other at an offset toe-to-crest design, moving the dam crest and

Origination – This construction method was evaluated by USACE.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – Under this option, downstream tailings dam construction is considered
only for the bulk TSF instead of the centerline method (the pyritic TSF is proposed as a
downstream dam). Downstream tailings dams can be constructed using rock, soil, or
tailings in various combinations. Construction starts with a starter dam in the same way
as for a centerline dam. Subsequent stages (raises) are built on top of the downstream
slope of the previous dam. The centerline of the dam crest moves downstream.
Downstream dams are constructed in the same way as conventional water storage
dams, except for being raised in stages as mining progresses, instead of all at once.

Origination – This construction method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.
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Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the use of
centerline construction for the bulk tailings TSF embankment. Centerline construction
optimizes the robustness and stability advantages of downstream construction, with the
efficiency advantages of upstream construction. The centerline dam begins with a starter
dam, and subsequent raises are placed directly above the starter dam or previous raise,
and over the downstream face, and over the tailings adjacent to the dam. The centerline
of the dam crest is maintained in the same vertical plane. The outer part of the dam
expands downstream as the dam is raised. The inner part of the dam has raises that
stagger over the tailings with the upstream toe of each raise on the same vertical plane.
A variation of the centerline method is to bend the centerline in either the upstream or
downstream direction to optimize stability and cost. Centerline dams can be built out of
rock, soil, and tailings.
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative dam construction
methods.
3. Practicable Test: Upstream raises are the oldest and most economic type of
tailings dam construction. An upstream dam contains about one-third of the fill
volume of a downstream dam, and one-half the volume of a centerline dam. This
would result in construction time savings conducive to the project’s short
construction seasons, and therefore, reduced costs. However, fill can only be
placed on tailings that have had time to consolidate, and thereby provide a
strong foundation for the raises. Otherwise, the underlying tailings could be
saturated to the extent they could liquefy as a result of seismic activity and cause
the dam to fail. A rate of tailings rise of 15 to 30 feet per year is considered to be
the upper limit of allowing sufficient time for tailings consolidation to provide a
stable tailings foundation for upstream raise construction. The planned rate of
tailings rise for the Pebble Project is at the upper end of this range, and likely too
fast to allow enough time for consolidation. Therefore, an upstream raise is likely
not feasible because of the fast rate of tailings rise and liquefaction potential in a
high-seismic-potential area.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The need for less dam material means less
material needs to be quarried or borrowed for dam fill, resulting in less
environmental impacts. However, the higher potential for tailings liquefaction
results in a higher risk of dam failure, and inundation of the land and water

Screening –
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centerline upstream so that the upstream part of the dam is situated over tailings in the
TSF.
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TSF-011

Storage Method
– Emergency
Storage for TSF

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

bodies by tailings.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – The option is not reasonable because the suggestion is already part
of the proposed project.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The dam design would require that the dams accommodate a
200-year flood event when the TSF was at maximum capacity (both events at
the same time). An emergency storage facility would provide redundancy, but at
the expense of having to build a separate facility that would require the
disturbance and use of additional land. Any redundancies that could be achieved
would be more economically achieved by more robust TSF, WMP, seepage
collection, and sediment pond facilities. The concerns this option are intended to
address are already designed into the proposed project, so this option is not
reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would require an emergency storage/overflow containment
area to minimize risk of tailings spills from excessive buildup of water in the TSF.

Origination – Scoping comments expressed concern regarding the stability and
environmental impacts of a TSF failure due to an unexpected event such as seismic
activity or unexpected water volumes.
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Why Dismissed – PLP is proposing a centerline dam for the bulk TSF and downstream
dam for the pyritic TSF, which are considered more stable construction methods and
reduce the risk of dam failure. Upstream construction is dismissed from further
consideration because of potential environmental impacts from a higher risk of dam
failure.
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TSF-012

TSF-013

Tailings
Production –
Segregated
Bulk/Pyritic Tails

Tailings
Production –
Blended
Bulk/Pyritic Tails
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Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts because the

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires an additional step to blend tailings
streams, and maintain more water in the TSF to keep the pyritic tailings
subaqueous to mitigate ARD and metal leaching potential. The entire facility
would need to be managed in perpetuity to maintain the wet closure, and to
collect and treat seepage. A blended facility would also need to be lined, which
would hinder the flow-through design concept of the bulk TSF, and thereby
prevent the bulk tailings from dewatering over time and becoming a stable
landform.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The blended tails would result in a large volume of
tailings—and therefore, seepage water— that would need to be managed for
potential ARD metal leaching. The wet closure would have a long-term postclosure dam failure risk higher than the proposed project.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, bulk and pyritic tailings streams would be combined into
one for the purpose of having a single TSF.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as a potential tailings production and
storage method.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves keeping both
bulk and pyritic tailing streams separate. Separate tailings streams are a by-product of
the mining process, so no additional steps are required. This option would require
separate TSFs for bulk and pyritic tails.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action.
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TSF-014

TSF-015

Bulk Tailings
Basin –Unlined

Bulk Tailings
Basin –
Lined

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: TBD
3. Practicable Test: It would be possible to fully line the bulk TSF although it would
increase costs. However, lining of the bulk TSF would create a bathtub of water
in the lower part of the TSF, because the liner would impede the planned flowthrough of seepage through the tailings and main embankment. This would
result in saturated lower tailings that could be susceptible to static and seismic
liquefaction during operations, and through closure and post-closure, even in
thickened tailings several hundred feet deep. Technologies have been evaluated
to connect drains into bottom liners to enhance seepage, but they have not been
proven and implemented on a similar scale.

Screening –

Description – This option has the bottom of the bulk TSF fully lined so that the bulk
tailings would not be in contact with the ground surface.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which would discharge
thickened bulk tailings into an unlined basin, and provide TSF solids and water
management in a manner that results in the TSF groundwater level sloping down
towards the main embankment, and the seepage passing through a collection system
built under the main embankment, and being collected by the bulk TSK main seepage
collection pond.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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pyritic tails would “contaminate” the bulk tails and require subaqueous storage in
perpetuity.
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TSF-016

TSF-017

Pyritic Tailings
Basin –
Lined

Pyritic Tailings
Basin –
Unlined

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would result in poor consolidation of
tailings that would lead to long-term saturation of the deeper tailings, and
susceptibility to static and seismic liquefaction. This would defeat the drainage
objective of the proposed thickened TSF. The ultimate result would be higher
potential mobility of the tailings, and prevention of the tailings from consolidating
over time by gradual drainage, and ultimately becoming a stable landform as
proposed.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider an unlined facility.
3. Practicable Test: It is practicable with existing technology to build an unlined
TSF, and it would reduce costs.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: PLP has proposed a lined pyritic TSF to allow
subaqueous storage during operations. The liner would also reduce the volume

Screening –

Description – Under this option, the pyritic TSF would be unlined.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which has the bottom of the
pyritic tailings TSF fully lined so that the pyritic tailings would not be in contact with the
ground surface. Additionally, this option allows for pyritic tailings to be stored
sub-aqueously without the circulation of seepage water.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts because the liner
would retain water in the bulk tails and increase the risk of dam failure and tailings
mobility.
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TSF-018

TSF-019

TSF Location –
NFK West TSF
Location

TSF Location –
NFK North TSF
Location

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

of pyritic tailings–contaminated seepage from the facility that would need to be
collected and treated. PLP has also proposed to move the pyritic tails and PAG
waste to the completed pit at closure, and reclaim the TSF; eliminating the need
for the pyritic TSF to be perpetually maintained.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This location has been studied previously and is a reasonable
option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This site is close to the process plant, has sufficient storage
capacity for all tailings, and allows for the segregation of bulk and pyritic tailings.
This option has the highest efficiency, making it the least costly option.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The catchment area of the site is high, and the total
anadromous stream miles impacted, as well as impacted acres of wetlands for
this site, are high.

Screening –

Description – This option would store pyritic tailings about 2 miles north of the proposed
open pit.

Origination – This TSF location was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, and would store the bulk tails 2
to 3 miles west of the proposed pit. The pyritic tails would be stored at the NFK East
location (TSF-021).

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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TSF-020

TSF-021

TSF Location –
NFK East TSF
Location

Combined TSF
and Operating
Pond

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider options that potentially reduce the
footprint. A combined pond is proposed for the Donlin Gold Mine.
3. Practicable Test: This option is compatible only with the slurry tailings disposal
method (TSF-002). The option is not compatible with the thickened tailings
disposal objective of ultimate drainage and consolidation of the tailings to a
stable landform. Production of thickened tailings requires the dewatering of
tailings as part of the milling process. The bulk TSF is planned to store thickened
tailings that have been previously dewatered to the extent that they would be
discharged to the bulk TSF at a solids content of 55 percent. This plan would
result in a drier and more stable tailings deposit than would result from slurry
tailings discharge. A combined bulk TSF/Operating Pond facility could be
achieved by either not thickening the tailings, and thereby depositing slurry
tailings; or building an internal embankment in the combined facility to separate

Screening –

Description – This option would add the Operating Pond (part of the main water
management pond) to the bulk TSF. It would result in additional water stored in the bulk
TSF, and would eliminate the need for or reduce the size of the main water management
pond. The objective would be to perform all bulk tailings and water management
operations at one facility, instead of two facilities.

Origination – This option was evaluated by USACE to avoid impacts associated with a
separate water management pond.

Description – This location is proposed by PLP to store the pyritic tailings about 1 mile
west of the proposed open pit. The bulk tailings would be stored at the NFK West
location (TSF-019).
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

the thickened tailings from water.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The proposed main water management pond has a
footprint of approximately 925 acres, of which about 750 acres contain the
normal operating pond level, and the remaining 175 acres are for the maximum
operating pond level and probable maximum flood. Much of this area is
wetlands. If the bulk TSF also contained the Operating Pond, there would be a
reduction in impacts to Waters of the U.S. However, a combined bulk
TSF/Operating Pond facility that combined non-thickened tailings and water
would be a slurry TSF that is contrary to the environmentally safer consideration
of a thickened TSF; and in conflict with current global mining objectives of
developing drier TSFs as best available technology, regardless of water supply
factors, and moving the industry towards zero tailings dam failures. A combined
bulk TSF/Operating Pond facility with separate thickened tailings and water
storage areas would require a bulk TSF area and a water retention area
separated by a divider dam, and would require a footprint that would be larger
than the planned bulk TSF footprint, but could be similar to the combined
footprints of the proposed separate bulk TSF and main water management pond
facilities.
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Why Dismissed – The option conflicts with the objective of thickened tailings and does
not offer any environmental advantages over the proposed action.
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Storage
Method–
Store PAG with
Pyritic Tails
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Method–
Store PAG in
LGO stockpile

Storage
Method–
Separate WRF
Storage

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option






Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Separate waste rock facilities are common at mines, and this
is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires the construction of a separate facility, and
water management and access infrastructure. The facility would be exposed to

Screening –

Description – This option would involve the construction of a separate permanent facility
for waste rock.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Why Dismissed – The Proposed Action no longer has an LGO stockpile, and therefore
the option is not reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is no longer viable because PLP is not proposing
an LGO stockpile.

Screening –

Description – This option would store PAG with the LGO stockpile.

Origination – This option was PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017 DA permit
application. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the process, and would place all PAG
in the pyritic tails TSF.

Description – All potentially acid-generating waste rock would be stored in the pyritic
TSF. All PAG waste rock would be returned to the pit at closure with the pyritic tailings
for permanent subaqueous storage.
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

the air, and therefore would generate ARD and ML that would need to be
collected and treated. Additional collection and treatment facilities and
infrastructure would be needed.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Construction of the associated infrastructure would
increase wetland impacts for no environmental benefit.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts associated with
construction of a separate facility, and PAG waste rock would likely generate ARD over
time.
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WTP-001

WTP-002

Water Treatment

Enhanced Water
Treatment

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Why Dismissed – PLP would be required—and has committed to achieving—
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would
be required—and has committed to achieving—applicable water quality
standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The standards are
developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the enhanced
treatment would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this
option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would require the water quality of all discharged water to be
the same as receiving water. Additional water treatment steps would likely be
required to achieve this.

Origination – Evaluation of an option that treats water for discharge to meet the
water quality of the natural receiving waters was suggested during scoping.

To meet the water quality standards in receiving body per Alaska Water Quality
Criteria Manual, and to meet the mine plan requirements, two WTPs would be
required: WTP #1 near the Open Pit; and WTP#2 near the Main WMP. WTP #1
would use chemical precipitation and filtration for metals removal. WTP#2 would use
chemical precipitation followed by Reverse Osmosis (RO) for meeting total dissolved
solids (TDS)/sulfate limits, and biological selenium removal.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves water
treatment technology to meet the Alaska water quality discharge standards.
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WTP-003

Enhanced Water
Treatment –
Zero Metal
Discharge

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed –PLP would be required—and has committed to achieving—
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would
be required—and has committed to achieving—applicable water quality
standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The standards are
developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the additional
treatment would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this
option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description – This option would require there to be zero metal content in discharged
water. To meet zero metal content, chemical precipitation followed by RO, and an
additional ion exchange step would be required to completely remove the metals. The
treatment system would essentially generate ultrapure water for discharge by
providing a treatment that is well beyond what is required to meet the water quality
standards, thereby resulting in “over treatment.” This water is expected to have very
low TDS or mineral content, and is likely to be “too clean” for discharge (i.e., some
constituents have minimum standards). To address potential toxicity associated with
this flow, addition of certain constituents is likely required to make it amenable for
discharge resulting in some metal content.

Origination – Evaluation of an option that would result in zero discharges of metals
into the watershed was suggested during scoping.
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standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, there is
no meaningful environmental benefit of additional treatment of the water, making this
option not reasonable.
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WTP-004

AIR-001

Enhanced Water
Treatment –
Reverse
Osmosis

Airtight Structure
for Emissions
Collection

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This option calls for the development and construction of an airtight
structure that covers the Mine Site. Any fumes or gasses would be cleaned before

Origination – Evaluation of an option that covers the development with an airtight
structure to contain ARD from getting into the air was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – RO-based treatment is primarily required for TDS and sulfate
removal. Because both TDS and sulfate are below the discharge limits in the influent
water to WTP#1, RO is not required. Chemical precipitation followed by filtration
would be sufficient to meet the discharge limits for WTP#1, and RO-based treatment
can be limited to just WTP#2. The option of using RO at both WTPs is not
reasonable, and would unnecessarily increase the carbon footprint, facility size, and
the residual solids disposal requirements.

1. PurposeandNeedTest:Meetsthepurposeandneed.
2. Reasonable Test: PLP would be required—and has committed to—achieving
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones).
The standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life;
therefore, the additional treatment would provide no meaningful
environmental benefit making this option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would use chemical precipitation, followed by RO
processing for water treatment at both WTPs (WTP#1 and WTP#2).

Origination – Evaluation of an option that would require RO for all water treatment
was suggested during scoping.
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standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, there is
no benefit of treating the water to make it cleaner than required, making this option
not reasonable.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Why Dismissed – This option is dismissed because it is not reasonable, and the
suggestion is based on a misunderstanding of potential ARD impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Design for this type of structure is not reasonable, because
there is no air quality concern with emissions from ARD. An airtight structure
would be the largest structure in the world.

Screening –
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the air can be re-released into the atmosphere.
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W>W^ƵŵŵĂƌǇZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ
W>WĞǀĂůƵĂƚĞĚǀĂƌŝŽƵƐƉƌŽũĞĐƚŽƉƚŝŽŶƐďĂƐĞĚŽŶƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂŽƵƚůŝŶĞĚŝŶ͞dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂůEŽƚĞŽŶWƌŽũĞĐƚ
KƉƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚ^ĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ͟;W>WϯͬϮϬͬϮϬϭϴͿ͘dŚĞƐĞƐŝƚŝŶŐĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂĞǀĂůƵĂƚĞĨĂĐƚŽƌƐƐƵĐŚĂƐĨĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ͕
ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŝŵƉĂĐƚ͕ƐĂĨĞƚǇĂŶĚŶĂǀŝŐĂďŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂŶĚĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐůĂŶĚƵƐĞƚŽĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞƚŚĞŵŽƐƚƉƌĞĨĞƌĂďůĞ
ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ͘ĂƐĞĚŽŶƚŚŝƐƌĞǀŝĞǁ͕W>WƐĞůĞĐƚĞĚƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚEŽƌƚŚ&ĞƌƌǇdĞƌŵŝŶĂů;E&dͿůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĚƵĞƚŽ
ŝƚƐƐŵĂůůĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚ͕ŵŝŶŝŵĂůŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƚŽĂƋƵĂƚŝĐƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕ƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚŽŶͲƐŚŽƌĞŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŶŐĂƌĞĂ͕ŶĞĂƌͲƐŚŽƌĞ
ĂĐĐĞƐƐƚŽĚĞĞƉǁĂƚĞƌ͕ĂŶĚĂƐƵŝƚĂďůĞĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĨŽƌƐĂĨĞŶĂǀŝŐĂƚŝŽŶǇĞĂƌͲƌŽƵŶĚ͘>ŝŬĞǁŝƐĞ͕ƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ
ĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞE&dƚŽƚŚĞŵŝŶĞƐŝƚĞĨŽůůŽǁƐƚŚĞƐŚŽƌƚĞƐƚ͕ŵŽƐƚĚŝƌĞĐƚƌŽƵƚĞǁŚŝůĞŵŝŶŝŵŝǌŝŶŐ
ŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƚŽĂƋƵĂƚŝĐƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͘dŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚĂůƐŽĂǀŽŝĚƐŬŶŽǁŶƐƵďƐŝƐƚĞŶĐĞĂŶĚƌĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶĂů
ƵƐĞĂƌĞĂƐĨƌĞƋƵĞŶƚĞĚďǇ/ůŝĂŵŶĂ>ĂŬĞĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚƐ͘
ƚh^͛ƐƌĞƋƵĞƐƚ͕W>WĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚĂĚĞƐŬƚŽƉĞǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶƚŽĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞƚŚĞĨĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇĂŶĚĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ
ŝŵƉĂĐƚƐŽĨĂŶĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞĨĞƌƌǇƐŝƚĞ;E&dͲĂƐƚͿůŽĐĂƚĞĚϯ͘ϱŵŝůĞƐĞĂƐƚŽĨƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶŽŶƚŚĞ
ƐĂŵĞďĂǇĂůŽŶŐƚŚĞŶŽƌƚŚƐŚŽƌĞŽĨ/ůŝĂŵŶĂ>ĂŬĞ;&ŝŐƵƌĞϭͿ͘ŽƚŚƐŝƚĞƐĂƌĞůŽĐĂƚĞĚŽŶůĂŶĚŽǁŶĞĚďǇƚŚĞ
ůĂƐŬĂWĞŶŝŶƐƵůĂŽƌƉŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ;WͿ͕ĂŶE^ǀŝůůĂŐĞĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ͘dĞŶŶĂƚŝǀĞĂůůŽƚŵĞŶƚƐĂƌĞůŽĐĂƚĞĚ
ǁŝƚŚŝŶĨŝǀĞŵŝůĞƐŽĨƚŚĞĂƌĞĂ͘
dŚĞƚǁŽĨĞƌƌǇƐŝƚĞƐƐŚĂƌĞƐŝŵŝůĂƌƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐƐͶƌĞůĂƚŝǀĞůǇĨůĂƚ͕ƚƌĞĞůĞƐƐƵƉůĂŶĚƐǁŝƚŚŐĞŶƚůĞ
ƐůŽƉĞƐƚŽƌŽĐŬǇďĞĂĐŚĞƐŽŶ/ůŝĂŵŶĂ>ĂŬĞ͘ĐĐĞƐƐƚŽŶĞĂƌͲƐŚŽƌĞĚĞĞƉǁĂƚĞƌĂƉƉĞĂƌƐƐŝŵŝůĂƌďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞ
ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚĂŶĚĞĂƐƚƐŝƚĞƐ͕ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚW>WŚĂƐŶŽƚĐŽůůĞĐƚĞĚďĂƚŚǇŵĞƚƌŝĐĚĂƚĂĨŽƌƚŚĞE&dͲĂƐƚůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ͘
EĞŝƚŚĞƌƐŝƚĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚƐĂŶǇŽďǀŝŽƵƐĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƚŽƐĂĨĞƚǇŽƌĂůůͲƐĞĂƐŽŶŶĂǀŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ͕ŶŽƌĚŽĞƐĞŝƚŚĞƌƐŝƚĞŽĨĨĞƌ
ĂŶǇŶŽƚĂďůĞďĞŶĞĨŝƚĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚƚŽƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌ͘EŽĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐŝŶƚĞƌŵƐŽĨůŽŐŝƐƚŝĐĂůŽƌŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ
ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐǁĞƌĞŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ͕ŽƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŚĞĞǆƚƌĂƚƌĂǀĞůƚŝŵĞĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞůŽŶŐĞƌƌŽĂĚŚĂƵů͕
ǁŚŝĐŚǁŽƵůĚŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞƚŚĞŚĂƵůĂŐĞĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞďǇĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞůǇϭϭ͘ϱƉĞƌĐĞŶƚ͕ǁŝƚŚĂĐŽƌƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐ
ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶƚŚĞŚĂƵůĨůĞĞƚƐŝǌĞĂŶĚĨƵĞůƵƐĞ͘
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dŚĞƉƌŝŵĂƌǇĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞƚǁŽĨĞƌƌǇƚĞƌŵŝŶĂůƐŝƚĞƐƌĞƐƵůƚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞĞǆƚĞŶĚĞĚĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚƚŽ
ƚŚĞE&dͲĂƐƚůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ͘ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƵĂůĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚƚŽƚŚĞE&dͲĂƐƚĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞǁŽƵůĚƌĞƐƵůƚŝŶĂŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů
ϳ͘ϱŵŝůĞƐŽĨƌŽĂĚĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ͕ƉĞƌŵĂŶĞŶƚůǇĨŝůůϴͲϭϬĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůǁĞƚůĂŶĚĂĐƌĞƐ͕ĂŶĚĐƌŽƐƐĂƚůĞĂƐƚƐĞǀĞŶ
ĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůƐƚƌĞĂŵƐ͕ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐƚŚƌĞĞĂŶĂĚƌŽŵŽƵƐƐƚƌĞĂŵƐ͘/ƚǁŽƵůĚĂůƐŽĞŶĐƌŽĂĐŚŽŶŬŶŽǁŶƐƵďƐŝƐƚĞŶĐĞ
ĂƌĞĂƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚďǇĂƌĞĂƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚƐ͘
ƵĞƚŽƚŚĞŶĞƚŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶŝŵƉĂĐƚƐǁŝƚŚŶŽĚŝƐĐĞƌŶŝďůĞĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞƐ͕W>WĚŽĞƐŶŽƚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌƚŚĞE&dͲĂƐƚ
ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƚŽďĞƉƌĞĨĞƌĂďůĞƚŽƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚE&důŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ͘ĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůĚĞƚĂŝůŝƐƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚďĞůŽǁ͘
ǆŝƐƚŝŶŐ>ĂŶĚKǁŶĞƌƐŚŝƉĂŶĚhƐĞ
>ĂŶĚƵŶĚĞƌďŽƚŚĨĞƌƌǇƚĞƌŵŝŶĂůůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶƐĂƐǁĞůůĂƐĂƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚƉŽƌƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŶŽƌƚŚĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚŝƐ
ŽǁŶĞĚďǇƚŚĞůĂƐŬĂWĞŶŝŶƐƵůĂŽƌƉŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ;WͿ͘W>WŚĂƐĐŽŶƐƵůƚĞĚǁŝƚŚWƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝǀĞƐƚŽ
ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇŬŶŽǁŶƐƵďƐŝƐƚĞŶĐĞĂŶĚƌĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶĂůƵƐĞĂƌĞĂƐƚŚĂƚŵŝŐŚƚďĞŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞůǇĂĨĨĞĐƚĞĚďǇƌŽĂĚ
ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ͘ŶǇĞǀĞŶƚƵĂůƌŝŐŚƚͲŽĨͲǁĂǇĂŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚďĞƚǁĞĞŶW>WĂŶĚWǁŝůůůŝŬĞůǇƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƚƐƵĐŚĂĐƚŝǀŝƚǇ
ĂŶĚŝƐĨĂĐƚŽƌĞĚŝŶƚŽW>W͛ƐƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ;dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂůEŽƚĞ͕ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂϯ͘ĂĂŶĚϯ͘ďͿ͘
dŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚE&dĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚĂǀŽŝĚƐƚŚĞƐĞĂƌĞĂƐǁŚŝůĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐĂŵŽƌĞĚŝƌĞĐƚƌŽƵƚĞĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŵŝŶĞƐŝƚĞ
ƚŽ/ůŝĂŵŶĂ>ĂŬĞ͘dŽŵĞĞƚƚŚĞƐĂŵĞƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚĂŶĚďĞĐĂƵƐĞŽĨǁŚĞƌĞƵƐĞĂƌĞĂƐĂƌĞůŽĐĂƚĞĚ;&ŝŐƵƌĞϭͿ͕ƚŚĞ
E&dͲĂƐƚĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚŵƵƐƚƚƌĂǀĞƌƐĞĂŶĂƌƌŽǁƐƚƌŝƉďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚǁŽƵƐĞĂƌĞĂƐ;&ŝŐƵƌĞϭ͕ŝŶƐĞƚͿďĞĨŽƌĞ
ŚĞĂĚŝŶŐĚƵĞǁĞƐƚĨŽƌĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞůǇĨŝǀĞŵŝůĞƐ͘dŚŝƐǁŽƵůĚŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞƚŚĞŶŽƌƚŚĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚďǇ
ĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞůǇϳ͘ϱŵŝůĞƐĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚƚŽƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚ͕ĂŶĚĐŽŶĨůŝĐƚǁŝƚŚW>W͛ƐŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞƚŽŵĂŬĞ
ƚŚĞƉƌŽũĞĐƚĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚĂƐĐŽŵƉĂĐƚĂƐƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂďůĞ;dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂůEŽƚĞ͕ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝŽŶϮ͘ĚͿ͘
^ƚƌĞĂŵƌŽƐƐŝŶŐƐ
ƌĂŝŶĂŐĞƐŝŶƚŚŝƐĂƌĞĂĂƌĞŐĞŶĞƌĂůůǇŽƌŝĞŶƚĞĚŝŶĂŶŽƌƚŚͲƐŽƵƚŚĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕ǁŝƚŚƐƚƌĞĂŵƐĨůŽǁŝŶŐƐŽƵƚŚƚŽ
/ůŝĂŵŶĂ>ĂŬĞĨƌŽŵŚŝŐŚĞƌĞůĞǀĂƚŝŽŶƐϴͲϭϬŵŝůĞƐƚŽƚŚĞŶŽƌƚŚ͘^ƚƌĞĂŵƐĂƌĞŐĞŶĞƌĂůůǇĐŽŶĨŝŶĞĚƚŽŶĂƌƌŽǁ
ǀĂůůĞǇƐƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞĚďǇƵƉůĂŶĚƐ͘dŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚE&dĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚĂĚŚĞƌĞƐƚŽƚŚĞŶĂƚƵƌĂůƚŽƉŽŐƌĂƉŚǇďǇ
ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐĂƐŝŵŝůĂƌŶŽƌƚŚͲƐŽƵƚŚĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƵƉůĂŶĚƐ͘dŚŝƐĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚĞƐƚŚĞŶĞĞĚĨŽƌĂŶǇƐƚƌĞĂŵ
ĐƌŽƐƐŝŶŐƐĨŽƌƚŚĞĨŝƌƐƚϭϬƌŽĂĚŵŝůĞƐŚĞĂĚŝŶŐŶŽƌƚŚĨƌŽŵ/ůŝĂŵŶĂ>ĂŬĞ͘
ƐĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĂďŽǀĞ͕ůĂŶĚƵƐĞĐŽŶĨůŝĐƚƐǁŽƵůĚƉƌĞǀĞŶƚĂƐŝŵŝůĂƌŶŽƌƚŚͲƐŽƵƚŚĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚĨŽƌƚŚĞE&dͲĂƐƚ
ĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚ͘/ŶƐƚĞĂĚ͕ƚŚĞƌŽĂĚǁŽƵůĚŚĂǀĞƚŽďĞĂůŝŐŶĞĚĂůŽŶŐĂŶĞĂƐƚͲǁĞƐƚĂǆŝƐĨŽƌƐĞǀĞƌĂůŵŝůĞƐďĞĨŽƌĞ
ŝƚĐŽƵůĚĐŽŶŶĞĐƚƚŽƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƌŽĂĚĐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌĂŶĚƚƵƌŶŶŽƌƚŚ;&ŝŐƵƌĞϭͿ͘dŚŝƐƌŽĂĚĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚǁŽƵůĚ
ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĂƚůĞĂƐƚƐĞǀĞŶƐƚƌĞĂŵĐƌŽƐƐŝŶŐƐ ϭ͕ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐƚŚƌĞĞĂŶĂĚƌŽŵŽƵƐƐƚƌĞĂŵƐ Ϯ͕ŝŶƚŚĞĨŝƌƐƚĞŝŐŚƚƌŽĂĚ
ŵŝůĞƐ͘W>W͛ƐƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂƐƚƌŽŶŐůǇĞŵƉŚĂƐŝǌĞƚŚĞŶĞĞĚƚŽŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƚŽĂƋƵĂƚŝĐƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ
;dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂůEŽƚĞ͕ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝŽŶϮ͘ĐͿ͘
tĞƚůĂŶĚƐ
tĞƚůĂŶĚƐĂŶĚƐŵĂůůƉŽŶĚƐ ĂƌĞƉƌĞǀĂůĞŶƚĂůŽŶŐƚŚĞŶŽƌƚŚƐŚŽƌĞŽĨ/ůŝĂŵŶĂ>ĂŬĞ͕ďƵƚŵĂƉƉĞĚĐŽǀĞƌĂŐĞ
ĨŽƌƚŚĞƚĂƌŐĞƚĂƌĞĂŝƐůŝŵŝƚĞĚ͘W>WŚĂƐŵĂƉƉĞĚŽŶůǇĂŶĂƌƌŽǁĂƌĞĂĂƌŽƵŶĚƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚE&dƐŝƚĞĂŶĚ
ϭ

W>WŚĂƐŶŽƚĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚĂĨŝĞůĚǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐƵƌǀĞǇŽĨƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂůƐƚƌĞĂŵĐƌŽƐƐŝŶŐƐĨŽƌƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚ͘
/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚĐƌŽƐƐŝŶŐƐĂƌĞďĂƐĞĚŽŶĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞE,ĚĂƚĂƐĞƚƐ͘
Ϯ
ŶĂĚƌŽŵŽƵƐtĂƚĞƌƐĂƚĂůŽŐ͕ůĂƐŬĂEZ͕:ƵůǇϮϬϭϴ͘
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ĂůŽŶŐƚŚĞĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚ͘EĂƚŝŽŶĂůtĞƚůĂŶĚƐ/ŶǀĞŶƚŽƌǇ;Et/ͿĚĂƚĂĂƌĞĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞĨŽƌƐĞǀĞƌĂůƐƋƵĂƌĞŵŝůĞƐƚŽ
ƚŚĞĞĂƐƚ͕ďƵƚĚŽŶŽƚĞŶĐŽŵƉĂƐƐƚŚĞĨƵůůĂƌĞĂƚŚĂƚǁŽƵůĚďĞĂĨĨĞĐƚĞĚďǇƚŚĞE&dͲĂƐƚƌŽĂĚĐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ͘dŽĨŝůů
ŐĂƉƐŝŶĐŽǀĞƌĂŐĞĂŶĚĨŽƌƚŚŝƐƉƌĞůŝŵŝŶĂƌǇĞǆĞƌĐŝƐĞŽŶůǇ͕W>WŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů;ŽƌƉƌŽďĂďůĞͿǁĞƚůĂŶĚƐŝŶ
ƵŶŵĂƉƉĞĚĂƌĞĂƐďĂƐĞĚŽŶĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐĂĞƌŝĂůŝŵĂŐĞƌǇĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌĨŝĞůĚƉŚŽƚŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ͘dŚĞƐĞƚŚƌĞĞĚĂƚĂƐĞƚƐĂƌĞ
ƐŚŽǁŶƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞůǇŽŶ&ŝŐƵƌĞϭ͘
W>WĂŶĂůǇǌĞĚĂĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƵĂůE&dͲĂƐƚƌŽĂĚĐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ;ϭϬϬĨĞĞƚǁŝĚĞͿĂŐĂŝŶƐƚƚŚĞŵĂƉƉĞĚĂŶĚĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞĚ
ǁĞƚůĂŶĚĚĂƚĂƚŽĐĂůĐƵůĂƚĞĂŶĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞĚǁĞƚůĂŶĚĨŝůůŝŵƉĂĐƚŽĨϴͲϭϬĂĐƌĞƐ͘W>WŶŽƚĞƐƚŚĂƚƚŚŝƐŝƐĂ
ƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐůĞǀĞůĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞƚŚĂƚŵĂǇƐůŝŐŚƚůǇŽǀĞƌĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞƚŚĞƚŽƚĂůŝŵƉĂĐƚĞĚĂƌĞĂďǇŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐƚŚĞĨƵůů
ƐƚƌĞĂŵĐƌŽƐƐŝŶŐĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚ͘ŵŽƌĞƌĞĨŝŶĞĚĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͕ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐĨŝĞůĚǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕ǁŽƵůĚďĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚƚŽ
ŵŽƌĞĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞůǇĐĂůĐƵůĂƚĞŝŵƉĂĐƚƐ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕W>WĚŽĞƐŶŽƚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌƚŚĞE&dͲĂƐƚĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚĂǀŝĂďůĞ
ƉƌŽũĞĐƚŽƉƚŝŽŶǁŚĞŶĞǀĂůƵĂƚĞĚĂŐĂŝŶƐƚƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂĨŽƌǁĞƚůĂŶĚƐŝŵƉĂĐƚƐ;dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂůEŽƚĞ͕
ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝŽŶϮ͘ĐͿ͘
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EPA Comments on Pebble Preliminary Alternatives Development Process
10/3/18
Thank you for providing Cooperating Agencies with the opportunity to review the September 2018 draft
of Appendix B: Alternatives Development Process for the Pebble Project EIS. Our comments are
grouped into three categories: general comments, comments specific to the options and alternatives, and
minor editorial comments. We appreciate the opportunity to review and provide input and would be
happy to discuss these comments with the Corps and AECOM.
General Comments
Chapter 2: It is our understanding that the alternatives carried forward for detailed analysis in the EIS
will be described in more detail in EIS Chapter 2, which will also include a description of the proposed
action. We request the opportunity to review a draft of Chapter 2 before the draft EIS is issued so that
we can provide input into the more detailed descriptions of the proposed action and alternatives.
Preferably this review would occur before, or concurrent with, the review of the environmental
consequences sections scheduled for November.
Chapter 5 (Mitigation): The discussion of option ACC-025 states, “Mitigation measures included in
PLP’s design, which are integral components of the proposed action, will be included in Chapter 5 of the
EIS…” The EIS outline provided to the cooperating agencies and in the scoping package materials does
not include a chapter on mitigation and identifies Chapter 5 as the List of Preparers. We agree with
including a chapter on mitigation and request the opportunity, consistent with our special expertise, to
provide early input into this chapter before the draft EIS is issued.
Additional alternatives: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we
recommend that the Corps and AECOM consider whether there are alternatives to the effluent outfall
locations identified in the proposed action that could have reduced impacts (e.g., further reduce
dewatering impacts). We recommend that Appendix B consider the outfall locations as a component and
discuss whether alternate locations could reduce impacts.
Description of the proposed action: Reasons for dismissing options are often stated generally, with
limited quantification or evidence provided about how potential effects differ (or do not differ) from the
proposed option. For example, under PRO-002 (p21) it states it “would require approximately 100 times
the proposed truck, ferry, lightering barge, and ship traffic,” but does not provide any of this information
broken out for the proposed option. Under TSF-019 (p77) it states, “the catchment area of the site is
high, and the total anadromous stream miles impacted, as well as impacted acres of wetlands for this
site, are high,” but there is no information included about these variables for the proposed action. For
these types of comparisons, we recommend additional information be provided for the proposed action,
or that Appendix B reference sections of Chapter 2 where that information can be found.
Comparison of impacts: In some places, the document remains vague when dismissing options for
‘increased overall impacts.’ While generally understandable, more details of the process used would
benefit the reader and provide context. If the impacts are cross media – such as comparing wetland
impacts to air emissions or visual impacts – please provide the rationale for deciding the comparison and
thresholds for these decisions. In addition, for each option or alternative listed and dismissed, please
provide any other supporting information or reference documents that were used to eliminate the
respective option.
1
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We suggest that the document reflect the ongoing or most recent field verification efforts of potential
wetland impacts when analyzing the environmental impacts of the various options.
Page B-4, Section 1.3.2: One of the reasonable options screening criteria was, “Those that are not
practical because they would not provide a reasonable return on investment.” We recommend defining
what is meant by “reasonable return on investment.” This is discussed further in the comments below.
Alternative-Specific Comments
LOC-002, LOC-003: In dismissing alternative mine locations, the characterized potential ore resources
at alternate sites are compared with the full size of the Pebble deposit (6.5 billion tons measured and
indicated). This rationale for dismissal appears to be at odds with the current Pebble project description
which is to mine 1.3 billon tons of ore. If the Corps is going to consider alternative mine locations, we
recommend that alternative mine site locations be compared with the proposed mine size of 1.3 billion
tons, rather than the full resource.
LOC-002, LOC-003, LOC-005: LOC-002 LOC-003, and LOC-005 were the result of an assessment of
potential copper-gold-molybdenum and massive sulfide deposits in Alaska that are in exploration or
advanced exploration. We recommend providing a reference or other information that describes how
these projects were identified.
LOC: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, if the Corps is going to
assess alternate mine locations, then we recommend consideration of an alternate mine location at the
Pebble deposit itself, which would entail underground mining Pebble East.
LAY-001 to LAY-003 and overall mine component size and configuration: As discussed at the
August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we recommend additional discussion of the basis for the
design of the layouts, and why mine site components are placed in certain locations. This discussion
could be based on review of previous work completed by Pebble where multiple locations were
considered for placement of tailings, waste rock, and water management facilities. For example,
Appendix B considers only two locations for the TSF and only one location for the water management
pond. We recommend that the EIS assess whether there are other locations that may be farther away (but
within the distance that tailings could be pumped) that could result in a more compact footprint or lesser
impacts. If that analysis has already occurred, then we recommend that it be included in this document.
We recommend that the analysis of mine component layouts and locations provide the exact volume of
fills and size requirements for the mine components as currently proposed (LAY-001). With this
information please provide a discussion of the development of location and impacts from the footprint of
each component and if the configuration is utilizing the topographic limitations to the maximum extent
practicable to reduce the overall mine site and footprint of each component thereby reducing aquatic
resource impacts.
LAY-005 and TPD-002: These options are dismissed because they would not provide a “reasonable
rate of return.” As discussed at the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, more information is
needed describing what is considered a reasonable rate of return and how it compares with the rate of
return of the proposed action. Otherwise the basis for dismissing these options is not substantiated.
2
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LAY-006: We agree with evaluating a larger mine size in the EIS as a reasonably foreseeable future
activity. Before the draft EIS is issued for public comment, we request the opportunity to review the
description of the larger mine size and layout and assessment of indirect and cumulative impacts, within
our areas of special expertise.
Even though the larger mine size will be considered as a reasonably foreseeable future activity, given
that “Northern Dynasty has communicated to shareholders that expanded development is possible,” we
recommend that possible expansion be considered in the design and layout of the alternatives. For
example, a mine size/time period extension could extend the period that PAG waste and tailings are
stored and exposed to the atmosphere (oxygen and precipitation), which increases the potential for the
material to begin generating acidity and leaching metals. If a longer period of PAG storage outside of a
completed pit is anticipated, mitigation measures to keep the materials from becoming acidic over this
time should be considered in the original design or alternatives. We recommend that the analysis of
indirect and cumulative effects consider how management of wastes during operations might need to
change to mesh with goals for closure management under the extended mine life/size (cumulative
effects) scenario.
MNG-005: It is not clear why in-pit crushing and conveying would create the need for a separate PAG
waste storage facility. In pit crushing and conveying is common technique. We recommend providing
more explanation that includes the estimated amount of PAG waste that would be generated, why the
PAG waste cannot be included in the proposed pyritic TSF/PAG waste facility, and the estimated
increased footprint of the proposed TSF/PAG facility or a new facility under this option.
MNG-006: This option would require storage of diesel fuel at mine site, in addition to shipment to it.
Since LNG storage is discussed under MNG-007, we recommend discussing the size of the on-site
diesel storage facility here under the Proposed Action.
TPD-002: This option was dismissed based on an optimization study that showed it would not have a
“positive net present value” or “reasonable return on investment.” If these indicators are being used to
screen out alternatives, then this same information should be provided for the proposed action. Please
provide more information that defines: (1) the thresholds for positive net present value and reasonable
return on investment; (2) the net present value and return on investment for the proposed action; and (3)
the estimated net present value and return on investment for options that are eliminated based on these
factors.
TPD options: Only one option smaller than the proposed throughout of 180,000 tpd was considered,
and it was dismissed as not reasonable because it would not provide a reasonable return on investment.
We recommend that mine sizes between 50,000 tpd and 180,000 tpd be assessed to determine if there
are other smaller mine throughputs that could result in reduced impacts and still be practicable.
POW-009: We recommend that more explanation be provided regarding why utilization of the Donlin
Gold gas pipeline is not practicable. For example, describe the excess capacity of the Donlin Gold
pipeline and how much the diameter and amount of gas would need to be increased to also
accommodate Pebble. Please discuss if it would be possible to increase the diameter and amount of gas
flowing through a combination pipeline for both Pebble and Donlin for a portion of the line until the
Pebble pipeline would branch off providing the necessary amount of natural gas flowing for each
project.
3
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ACC-001: Please clarify whether the stream crossings listed are only for the portion of the access road
south of Iliamna Lake, and disclose the number of crossings from the mine site to the northern side of
the lake. In addition, we recommend disclosing the number of wetland crossings, which are mentioned
under ACC-002, but not provided for ACC-001.
ACC-003: The document states that “Additional transfer of materials with barges increases the risk of
spills or loss of fugitive material during transfer operations.” While this statement is true, it is not clear
what the word “additional” is in reference to, as this is an environmental impact that the North Access
alternative has in common with the proposed action. We recommend that the document clarify that the
proposed action has a similar level of risk associated with material transfer to barges.
CTR-002: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we recommend
several revisions to the description of this option. First, please clarify whether this option applies to both
concentrates or to the copper concentrate only. Second, please describe how the treated water discharge
would comply with the Clean Water Act New Source Performance Standards Effluent Limitation
Guidelines (ELGs). The document states that the Concentrate Transport Pipeline option would require a
water treatment plant (WTP) and a discharge permit at the port site, and would result in a small
reduction (<1 cubic foot per second) in water available for discharge at the Mine Site. We note that all
water associated with concentrate transport is process water, so could not be discharged (with the
exception of net precipitation amount) at the port according to the Effluent Limitation Guideline.
Previous iterations of this proposal included a water return pipeline and not a discharge to marine
waters. We recommend revising this discussion.
RCA-002: The document discusses only two options for road access at mine closure: the proposal to
retain the mine road, and an alternative (dismissed) to use only existing infrastructure for mine
reclamation and closure transportation needs, and reclaim the mine road after operations cease. We
recommend consideration of a hybrid alternative, including closing the road south of the Lake along
with the ferry terminals, but leaving the road from Iliamna to the mine site in place for access from and
to the mine site.
TSF-002: It is unclear why Slurry Tailings Storage is listed as dismissed, given that it is the proposed
option for pyritic tailings. We recommend that the document clarify if it is dismissed for bulk tailings
only.
TSF-004: The status of the dry stack tailings option is identified as under review. For reasons discussed
in our scoping comments, we recommend that the Corps include this option as an alternative for detailed
analysis in the EIS for the bulk tailings and also consider it for the pyritic tailings (with appropriate
liners and covers). As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we
recommend that the Corps and AECOM review the tailings alternatives development process and
documents for the Resolution Copper EIS since the Resolution Copper Project is of similar size and has
similar relative amounts of pyritic and bulk tailings. The Resolution Copper Project and Land Exchange
EIS Draft Alternatives Evaluation Report (USDA Forest Service, November 2017) can be found on the
U.S. Forest Service’s Resolution Copper Project EIS website and is informative in how dry stack
alternatives and TSF locational and layout alternatives are assessed and the alternatives development
process in general.
TSF-006: Part of this discusses treatment of the pyritic tailings, but the option is dismissed. The reason
for dismissing addition of limestone (discussed under the Environmental Impact test) is that it would
4
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require transport of very large volumes of materials and that it “provides no environmental benefits over
the Proposed Action” (in the “Why Dismissed” explanation). While it is true that large volumes of
neutralizing material would need to be transported and stored, it is not clear how the pyritic tailings will
be managed when disturbed for placement into the pit, or how the pit will be managed in perpetuity.
Production of acidity and metals in leachate from infiltration of precipitation or interaction with water
already in the TSF would be retained within the lined system (presumably with backup leachate
monitoring wells in case of inefficient or damaged liner), so perhaps there wouldn’t be any
environmental benefit over the proposed action during operations, but there could be an environmental
benefit after the tailings are placed in the pit. The addition of neutralizing agents with pyritic tailings
placement (or even with the PAG waste rock) that are then carried over into the pit could serve two
purposes: that of a shorter-term precautionary measure for the pyritic TSF and a longer-term
management measure for the pit and potential for reduced water treatment needs at closure. We
recommend that the discussion consider these factors.
TSF-009: The status of the downstream dam construction option is identified as under review. Given
the size of the TSF, importance of downstream resources, and stability advantages of a downstream
constructed dam, we recommend that this option be retained for detailed analysis in the EIS.
TSF-013: We recommend that further evaluation occur before dismissing the Blended Pyritic and Bulk
Tails option. We recommend disclosing the relative amounts of bulk and pyritic tailings and the
management options for blending in order to substantiate the statement that the pyritic tailings would
contaminate the bulk tailings. For example, we recommend considering whether the opposite could be
true – that the bulk tailings could neutralize the pyritic tailings. In addition, the document states that a
blended facility would need to be lined, which would hinder the flow-through design concept of the bulk
TSF, and thereby prevent the bulk tailings from dewatering over time and becoming a stable landform.
Give that the entire facility is to be managed in perpetuity as a wet storage facility (under this option), it
is not clear why it is necessary for the bulk tailings to dewater to become a landform. We recommend
that this be clarified and that this option further describe why a lined, blended tailings TSF could not be
dewatered and covered at closure.
TSF-014: This is the proposed option. While it’s stated there would be a slope toward the main
embankment where seepage would be collected as it passed under this embankment, all seepage may not
necessarily flow that direction (for example, if there are fractures that provide easier flow paths). For
this option, groundwater flow pathways need to be well-understood to ensure capture of all leachate. We
recommend this be assessed in the EIS, particularly if option TSF-015 is dismissed. See comment
below.
TSF-015: The lined bulk tailings basin option was dismissed since it would result in saturated lower
tailings that are susceptible to liquefaction. The screening analysis states that technologies have been
evaluated to connect drains into bottom liners to enhance seepage, but they have not been proven and
implemented on a similar scale. Please describe: (1) what type of technologies have been evaluated; (2)
on what scales they are proven to be implemented and effective; and, (3) why exactly these systems
cannot be scaled up for the Pebble TSF. A liner and a downstream constructed dam were components of
the Donlin TSF that was recently permitted by the Corps; it is not clear why these techniques would not
at least be carried forward for detailed analysis in the Pebble EIS.
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PAG-001: Proposed option is for all PAG waste rock to be stored in pyritic TSF. Please describe
whether the PAG waste and pyritic tailings will be separated and whether storing the different particle
sizes together affect their stability and behavior in the event of an earthquake.
WTP-001: The proposed option for WTP#2 “would use chemical precipitation followed by Reverse
Osmosis (RO) for meeting total dissolved solids (TDS)/sulfate limits, and biological selenium removal.”
In RFI-020, the updated portion (page 21 of the PDF, document dated December 6, 2017) has biological
selenium (Se) removal included for WTP#2 and states the design flow for WTP#2 is 14,800 gpm. An
earlier document included in the RFI-020 (page 10 of the PDF, from 2012) stated that biological
treatment of Se on water bypassing RO treatment wouldn’t be used after evaluation. The specific flow
rate subject to biological Se treatment isn’t indicated. Some examples of planned or in construction
projects using the Envirogen system are presented in a table (page 21 of PDF), with the lowest flow rate
of 33,000 gpm for West Line Creek (Teck Coal in BC). An example provided of an operating system is
at Barrick Lead, which is stated to be treating 800 gpm (table on page 11 of PDF). It is not clear whether
the West Line Creek treatment approach is the one that is now being upgraded to advanced oxidation
because of problems with conversion of selenium to selenite (which is the more toxic form).
The WTP#2 flow rate is very high (as are those noted as examples from the RFI-020) for a biological
system that requires a specific range (dependent on concentration of Se) of Eh and pH to facilitate
formation of elemental Se and to not produce selenide (which is mobile and toxic) or to not be reducing
enough and produce selenite (also mobile and more toxic to aquatic organisms than selenate). More
detail on the flow and selenium concentration to be treated is needed to be able to assess if biological Se
removal is feasible and whether alternative selenium treatment options should be developed.
WTP-002: The Enhanced Water Treatment alternative was based on a suggestion received during
scoping to treat water for discharge to meet the water quality of the natural receiving waters. Under the
Reasonable Test, the document states that “It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would be required—and has
committed to achieving—applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones).
The standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the enhanced treatment
would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this option not reasonable.” We note that
the Water Quality Standards at 18 AAC 70.235(c)(1) state: (c) Upon application, or on its own initiative,
the department will, in its discretion, set site-specific criteria in regulation if the department finds that
the evidence reasonably demonstrates that the site-specific criterion will fully protect designated uses in
18 AAC 70.020(b) and that (1) for reasons specific to a certain site, a criterion in 18 AAC 70.020(b) is
more stringent or less stringent than necessary to ensure full protection of the corresponding use class
[emphasis added]. While this process is generally proposed when a natural condition is higher than the
statewide criteria, the regulation does allow ADEC to establish a criterion that is more stringent than the
statewide criteria. We recommend revising the document accordingly.
Editorial Comments:
LOC-005: Says “Status under review” on page B-9, but under layout options on page B-10 it has
“option is not reasonable” under “Why Dismissed.”
LAY-002: Page B-12 under Why Dismissed – “proposed LAY-003” –should this read LAY-001
(Option 3)?
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TSF-003 (page B-37): Reasonable test is noted as TBD, but option status is dismissed.
TSF-006: The sentence under the Environmental Impact test, “Revising mining methods to extract
richer ore would result in more waste rock and higher ARD and metal leaching potential” seems
irrelevant to the specific option being discussed.
TSF-011: Option’s status is noted as “under review,” but the details section indicates it was dismissed.
The reason it was dismissed is explained as having already been addressed in the proposed design, but
those details are not presented in TSF-001. We recommend revising for clarity.
TSF-21: Status “under review” but discussed as being dismissed.
WTP-003: Under “Why dismissed” for WTP-003, the document includes a statement that water quality
standards “are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life.” Please revise this statement to
acknowledge that water quality standards also protect human health.
WTP-004: The document states that “Because both TDS and sulfate are below the discharge limits in
the influent water to WTP#1, RO is not required.” Since influent water does not yet exist, we
recommend that is would be more accurate to say TDS and sulfate “are expected” to be below the
discharge limits.
Figure 4: The Figure appears mislabeled, with the NFK East site coded as “rejected”, but it is the
proposed site for the pyritic tailings, and, based on the options presented in Appendix B, wasn’t a
location that was proposed, alternative, or dismissed for the bulk tailings.
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Pebble Project Dry Stack Tailings Option
EPA Comments
10/24/18
General Comments
The EPA has reviewed the AECOM Technical Memorandum “Pebble Project – RFI 054 Technical
Report Review” (September 24, 2018). The memo concludes that dry stack tailings is not practicable,
both technically and economically. We believe that further information and analysis is needed to support
this conclusion and offer specific comments below. Additionally, we recommend that this further
analysis occur by evaluating filtered tailings as an alternative in the EIS.
The EPA has not been offered the opportunity to review the draft geotechnical stability section of the
EIS. Therefore, we have questions about the safety and stability of the tailings storage facility dams
under the proposed action. Given the size of the proposed tailings facilities, importance of the
downstream resources, and the recent failures of modern tailings dams in Canada and Brazil, we
recommend that an alternative be evaluated in the EIS that offers increased physical stability. A distinct
advantage of filtered tailings is increased physical stability. Following the 2014 Mt. Polley tailings dam
failure, an Independent Expert Engineering Investigation and Review Panel issued a report with
recommendations for best available technology (BAT) for tailings management which include: (1)
eliminate surface water from the impoundment; (2) promote unsaturated conditions in the tailings with
drainage provisions; and (3) achieve dilatant conditions through the tailings deposit by compaction. The
Report states that filtered tailings technology is a prime candidate for BAT and that “there are no
overriding technical impediments to more widespread adoption of filtered tailings technology.” We
recommend that the Corps consider the Mt. Polley Report and compare the proposed tailings storage
facilities to the BAT recommendations by evaluating a dry stack alternative in the EIS.
Specific Comments
Section 1.0, Introduction
Comment: We recommend providing further explanation regarding why dry stack technology is
not considered for pyritic tailings. Tailings from the Green Creek Mine, which are dry stacked,
have some components of acid generation. Also, we are aware that a dry stack alternative is
being considered for potentially acid generating tailings from the Resolution Copper Project
(USDA 2017), which has a similar throughput to the proposed Pebble Project.
Section 3.1, Tailings Gradation Impact
Comment: Gradation will impact efficiency of filtration, as well as logistics of placement of the
dry tailings. Clay minerals will cause clumping and increase inefficiency of filtration.
o It has been reported that a “high percentages of < 75 um clay minerals (i.e., not just claysized but also with clay mineralogy) tend to contraindicate effective filtration” (Davies,
2011). Therefore, the anticipated filter inefficiency issue is reasonable.
Comment: Please clarify whether Pebble has conducted filtration testing on its simulated tailings
that are reflective of the current process flowsheet. This work would better support the analysis
in this section.
1
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Section 3.4, Filter Plant Utilization and Section 3.5, Additional Slurry TSF Need
Comment: PLP estimates that the filters would be down 25% of the time, for general
maintenance and for issues associated with filters.
o We recommend providing a basis for this estimate.
o If there is anticipated utilization of only 75%, we recommend a design to include
additional filtration units for the other 25% for use during the downtimes, instead of
storing 25% of the tailings in a slurry TSF. The memo states that 64 units would be
needed for filtering the 155,000 tpd (2,422 tpd per unit), which would increase the units
needed to 80 (note, see our questions below regarding the calculations). This would
eliminate the need for two different processes to be done daily.
o RFI054-2 has utilization of 75%; RFI054-1 has average utilization as 85%. Please
confirm the correct utilization rate.
o We recommend checking the calculations for numbers of filter presses (64 in RFI054-1).
Using 140 t/hr from PLP, an average of 85% utilization, and 64 presses, we calculate
182,784 tpd able to be processed (140*24*0.85*64) and at 100% utilization we calculate
215,040 tpd able to be processed. For processing 155,000 tpd at 100% utilization and
140 t/hr, 47 (46.1) presses would be needed (155,000/24/140). If adding 25% more to
make up for efficiency, we calculate there would be 58 needed.
o For 140 t/hr, it appears PLP is using 35% for the amount of total aluminosilicates (if
they’re using the regression line), but the AECOM memo has 30%. From Figure 1.2, the
maximum is 40% and almost all are > 20%. It appears based on the graph that 30% is
closer to the actual average. This would increase the throughput and decrease the
numbers of filter presses needed; 64 presses appear to be more than enough to
incorporate backup units to achieve 100% utilization.
o The number of filter units affects cost, so current costs may be overestimated.
Section 3.6 Dry Stack Operations Layout
Comment: The memo states the snow could be dumped into the pyritic TSF, but not in the
WMP, due to having soil and rock, and “not in the slurry TSF with inert tailings” (assuming
there are both dry stack and slurry tailings facilities). Please clarify why snow could not be
dumped into the slurry TSF, if designed to have ability for capacity of the anticipated water. The
tailings in the dry stack are the same tailings as in the slurry TSF.
Comment: The memo describes potential for concurrent reclamation during operations. Ongoing concurrent reclamation is an advantage of dry stacked tailings.
o We note that the Spinifex Ridge Molybdenum mine in Australia (hasn’t started yet due to
commodity prices having decreased since approved in 2008) included concurrent
reclamation as a requirement due to the high rainfall, along with requirements for capture
of site water. See
http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/EPA_Report/1657_Bulletin1285140408.pdf; https://www.yamines.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/20170727_PartIV_Compliance_Report_2016.pdf;
http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ministerial_Statement/Statement%20No%20
%20772.pdf. Dry stack tailings for this mine was proposed at 140,000 tpd. We
2
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recommend that AECOM and the Corps look at the design of this facility to determine if
there is information that would be valuable to the analysis of a proposed Pebble dry stack.
o Given the large amount of tailings being proposed to be processed at Pebble, concurrent
reclamation would result in a much shorter period over which tailings are exposed,
depending on acceptable slopes.
Comment: The memo states that the water management pond for the dry stack option would be
larger than the current proposed WMP. Please explain why additional water reuse and water
treatment and discharge cannot occur (subject to New Source Performance Standards
requirements), enabling the WMP to be smaller. In some ways, additional water could be seen as
a benefit to increase the use of flow augmentation to decrease dewatering impacts.
Section 3.7, Dry Stack Operations Requirements
Comment: Please clarify whether the estimates in this section are based on 155,000 tpd of dry
stacked tailings, or on 75% of this amount.
Section 4.0, Filtered Tailings Assessment Summary
Comment: The third bullet (and other places in the memo) points out that the bulk tailings
production rate is unprecedented and unproven. Although a 155,000 tpd dry tailings production
rate is unproven, that does not mean that it is not technically feasible since the unit operations are
scalable. The USDA Forest Service appears to have determined that dry stack tailings should be
analyzed as an alternative in the Resolution Copper Mine (Arizona) at a similar throughput
(USDA 2017).
Comment: The memo states that “mitigation during operations could reduce throughput and slow
production” in Section 4. Logistically, this may be true depending on coordination of multiple
processes. However, if throughput were reduced and production were somewhat slower, fewer
filter presses (etc.) would be needed. We recommend considering these factors as well.
Comment: The memo discusses a concern that high precipitation may potentially cause the
tailings to “become overly moist or wet.” According to Lupo and Hall (2010), the hydraulic
conductivity expected of compacted tailings, with fines < 75 um ranging from 60-90 % (Section
3.1 has approximate 60% passing this for Pebble) ranges from 6.7 x 10-6 to 1.7 x 10-8 cm/s.
Therefore, if conditions were suitable when tailings were filtered and compacted, and surface
water is managed properly, infiltration of precipitation shouldn’t be an issue. An issue that may
be more important is the potential for freezing of water on surfaces of the layers as they are
created that would then be trapped under layers.
Comment: Regarding the statement about potential for requiring “additional pre- and postprocessing beyond that required for the Proposed Action of thickened tailings,” it is not clear
what additional processes are being referred to, and we recommend that the processes be
summarized and evaluated to determine if they impact dry stack feasibility.
Comment: The last bullet states that the cost estimates provided by PLP for the incremental cost
increases make it clear that the dry stack method would render the project uneconomic.
3
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However, neither the PLP RFI responses nor the AECOM memo explain why these costs are
uneconomical compared to the cost of the proposed tailings disposal methodology and the value
of the project.
o PLP does not respond to the question in RFI 054-10 which asks how the dry stack cost
estimate would compare with the current plan in terms of full life cycle, etc. We
recommend that this information be supplied.
o In addition, the response to RFI 054-10 assumed that there would be both a slurry TSF
and a dry stack TSF, so information is not provided for costs anticipated for a 100% dry
stack tailings scenario. We recommend that an option be evaluated that includes filtering
of all the bulk tailings.
o Table 1.1 presents new net present value for the two filtered tailings TSF scenarios
proposed by PLP, but the text prior discusses these values as amounts the net present
value would be reduced by. Please clarify.

References:
Davies, Michael. 2011. Filtered Dry Stacked Tailings – The Fundamentals. In: Proceedings of the 15th
International Conference on Tailings and Mine Waste. Vancouver, BC, Nov. 6-9.
https://open.library.ubc.ca/cIRcle/collections/59368/items/1.0107683
Lupo, J. and Hall, J. 2010. Dry Stack Tailings – Design Considerations. In: Tailings and Mine Waste,
2010. CRC Press. Boca Raton, pp. 327-334. https://cemtelecoms.iqpc.co.uk/media/7851/3988.pdf
USDA 2017. Resolution Copper Project and Land Exchange Environmental Impact Statement, Draft
Alternatives Evaluation Report, Tonto National Forest. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service,
November 2017 . http://www.resolutionmineeis.us/documents/usfs-tonto-alternatives-evaluation-reportdraft-final-201711
Report on Mount Polley Tailings Storage Facility Breach, Independent Expert Engineering Investigation
and Review Panel, January 30, 2015
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Project Name: Pebble Project EIS
Date: October 24, 2018
Time: 12:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Location: Atwood Conference Center Room 106, 550 W 7th Avenue, Anchorage
Subject: Cooperating Agency Meeting
Agenda:
x
General update from USACE
x

Overview of Alternatives

x

Format and Level of Detail for Chapter 2

x

Update on Appendix B – Alternatives Development Process

x

Review of Select Alternatives
o Filtered Tailings (Dry Stack)
o Other Mine Locations
o Underground Mining

Meeting Materials:
x
PowerPoint presentation (20181024 Cooperating Agency Meeting.pdf)
Attendees and Affiliation:
AECOM
ACHP
BSEE
Curyung Tribal Council
EPA
Lake and Peninsula Borough
Nondalton Tribal Council
NPS
State of Alaska
USACE
USFWS
?????

Bill Craig, Jennifer Frownfelter (phone), Sasha Forland (phone)
John Eddins
John McCall, Jeffrey Missal
Courtney Carty, Kim Williams
Patty McGrath (phone), Molly Vaughan
Bob Loeffler
Matt Newman
Joan Kluwe
Kyle Moselle (Phone)
Shane McCoy, Katie McCafferty
Douglass Cooper, Catherine Yeargan
Kim West

Action Items:
Action Item
USACE

Due Date
10/26/2018

Notes
USACE to provide drafts of Chapters 1 and 2 to cooperating agencies as soon as
possible.

USACE/AECOM

New RFI

Clarify if the existing road between Iliamna and Nondalton would need to be
upgraded for project use under Alternative 2. Be specific with the types of upgrades
needed (e.g., chip seal, widening). Land ownership/authorizations and responsible
parties for maintenance of the road would need to be addressed.

USACE

Ongoing

Communicate when sections will be coming and what the requested due dates are
for each section.

USACE

11/30/2018

Further consider the dry stack alternative after evaluating recent comments from
EPA.

State of Alaska

11/2/2018

Provide comments from State of Alaska on the dry stack alternative.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

NOVEMBER 28, 2018

Project Name: Pebble Project EIS
Date: November 28, 2018
Time: 12:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Location: AECOM - 700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage/Teleconference
Subject: Alternatives Meeting
Agenda:
1. Overview by PLP of proposed Bulk TSF design with permeable embankment and no liner
2. Overview by PLP of Dry Stack option
3. Agency discussion
a. 35 alternative TSF locations
b. Dry Stack option
c. Liner under Bulk TSF
d. Effluent outfall locations
e. Throughput scenarios
Meeting Materials:
x
No formal meeting materials
Summary of Key Discussion Points:
x
EPA provided comments on AECOM’s September 2018 RFI 054 Technical Report Review and requested a meeting
to discuss outstanding comments on mine area and tailings options for consideration as alternatives (see agenda
items).
x
PLP discussed their proposed design, stressed that structural integrity (during operations and long term) is their
primary focus, and explained how their design meets best available technology (BAT) for the proposed tailings
facilities.
x
EPA requested that the AECOM memo be revised to address EPAs comments, specifically how PLP’s design meets
the three Mount Polley recommendations of 1) eliminating surface water from the impoundment, 2) promoting
unsaturated conditions in the tailings with drainage provisions, and 3) achieving dilatant conditions throughout the
tailings deposit by compaction; and if not, explain why.
x
More recent studies than the Mount Polley report were discussed. Relevant reports/letters discussed during the
meeting are listed below:
o Keevil, Norman B. (2015). Letter from the University of British Columbia Institute of Mining to Honorable Bill
Bennett, Minister of Energy and Mines, August 2015.
o Seabridge Gold (2016). Seabridge Gold’s Design of KSM Project’s Tailing Management Facility Confirmed as
Best Available Technology by Leading Engineering Firm, TORONTO, August 2016.
o Klohn, Crippen Berger (2017), Study of Tailings Management Technologies, report completed for Mine
Environmental Neutral Drainage (MEND) Program and sponsored by The Mining Association of Canada (MAC)
and MEND, October 2017.
o Amoah, Nelson (2017), Filtered Tailings & Dry Stack Facility at Karara Kine, Design and Operational Overview,
Karara Mining Ltd., presented at Australian Center for Geomechanics (ACG) seminar, April 2017.Technical and
economic feasibility of dry stack tailings options was discussed.
x
Options for a fully lined bulk TSF and the pros/cons were discussed. Long-term tailings consolidation, issues with
internal drains, and comparisons to the Donlin Gold TSF were also discussed in relation to this option.
x
AECOM explained how EPA’s comments on TSF locations, alternative effluent outfall locations, and additional
throughput scenarios are being addressed in Appendix B, Alternatives Development.
x
EPA and SOA asked to review a revised version of Appendix B prior to the Draft EIS.
x
EPA mentioned that following the discussion, they were more comfortable with eliminating dry stack as an alternative
to be considered in detail but continued to advocate for an alternative to provide a liner under the bulk TSF.
Attendees and Affiliation:
AECOM

Pebble Limited Partnership
State of Alaska
USACE

Bill Craig, Elizabeth Bella, Nancy Darigo, Sasha Forland (phone), Cecil Urlich
(phone)
Barbara Butler (phone), Cindi Godsey (phone), Patty McGrath (phone), Molly
Vaughan
James Fueg, Stephen Hodgson
Charlie Cobb (phone), Kyle Moselle (phone), Eli Ward
Katie McCafferty

Action Items:
Action Item

Notes

EPA

Due Date
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12/14

AECOM

12/7

USACE

12/7
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SUMMARY
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Revise Appendix B. USACE to determine if it will be circulated for agency review prior
to issuance of the Draft EIS.
Revise RFI 054 Technical Report review memo to further bolster points on the
feasibility of dry stack tailings
Further consider the lined bulk TSF alternative after evaluating recent comments from
EPA.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Project Name: Pebble Project EIS
Date: November 28, 2018
Time: 12:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Location: AECOM - 700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage/Teleconference
Subject: Alternatives Meeting
Agenda:
1. Overview by PLP of proposed Bulk TSF design with permeable embankment and no liner
2. Overview by PLP of Dry Stack option
3. Agency discussion
a. 35 alternative TSF locations
b. Dry Stack option
c. Liner under Bulk TSF
d. Effluent outfall locations
e. Throughput scenarios
Meeting Materials:
x
No formal meeting materials
Summary of Key Discussion Points:
x
EPA provided comments on AECOM’s September 2018 RFI 054 Technical Report Review and requested a meeting
to discuss outstanding comments on mine area and tailings options for consideration as alternatives (see agenda
items).
x
PLP discussed their proposed design, stressed that structural integrity (during operations and long term) is their
primary focus, and explained how their design meets best available technology (BAT) for the proposed tailings
facilities.
x
EPA requested that the AECOM memo be revised to address EPAs comments, specifically how PLP’s design meets
the three Mount Polley recommendations of 1) eliminating surface water from the impoundment, 2) promoting
unsaturated conditions in the tailings with drainage provisions, and 3) achieving dilatant conditions throughout the
tailings deposit by compaction; and if not, explain why.
x
More recent studies than the Mount Polley report were discussed. Relevant reports/letters discussed during the
meeting are listed below:
o Keevil, Norman B. (2015). Letter from the University of British Columbia Institute of Mining to Honorable Bill
Bennett, Minister of Energy and Mines, August 2015.
o Seabridge Gold (2016). Seabridge Gold’s Design of KSM Project’s Tailing Management Facility Confirmed as
Best Available Technology by Leading Engineering Firm, TORONTO, August 2016.
o Klohn, Crippen Berger (2017), Study of Tailings Management Technologies, report completed for Mine
Environmental Neutral Drainage (MEND) Program and sponsored by The Mining Association of Canada (MAC)
and MEND, October 2017.
o Amoah, Nelson (2017), Filtered Tailings & Dry Stack Facility at Karara Kine, Design and Operational Overview,
Karara Mining Ltd., presented at Australian Center for Geomechanics (ACG) seminar, April 2017.Technical and
economic feasibility of dry stack tailings options was discussed.
x
Options for a fully lined bulk TSF and the pros/cons were discussed. Long-term tailings consolidation, issues with
internal drains, and comparisons to the Donlin Gold TSF were also discussed in relation to this option.
x
AECOM explained how EPA’s comments on TSF locations, alternative effluent outfall locations, and additional
throughput scenarios are being addressed in Appendix B, Alternatives Development.
x
EPA and SOA asked to review a revised version of Appendix B prior to the Draft EIS.
x
EPA mentioned that following the discussion, they were more comfortable with eliminating dry stack as an alternative
to be considered in detail but continued to advocate for an alternative to provide a liner under the bulk TSF.
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Revise Appendix B. USACE to determine if it will be circulated for agency review prior
to issuance of the Draft EIS.
Revise RFI 054 Technical Report review memo to further bolster points on the
feasibility of dry stack tailings
Further consider the lined bulk TSF alternative after evaluating recent comments from
EPA.
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0(025$1'80
2FWREHU
0DWWKHZ1HZPDQDQG:HVOH\)XUORQJ1DWLYH$PHULFDQ5LJKWV)XQG
%LOO%HFNOH\%UXQR5LGROILDQG-LP.XLSHUV
3URSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFW²'UDIW(QYLURQPHQWDO,PSDFW6WDWHPHQW
'UDIW$SSHQGL[%²$OWHUQDWLYHV'HYHORSPHQW3URFHVV


7KLVPHPRUDQGXPVXPPDUL]HVFRPPHQWVIURPRXUOLPLWHGUHYLHZRI'UDIW$SSHQGL[%GDWHG
6HSWHPEHU3OHDVHUHFRJQL]HWKDWWKLVUHYLHZZDVFRQGXFWHGDQGWKHVHFRPPHQWVZHUH
SUHSDUHGZLWKLQDOLPLWHGWLPHIUDPHWKHUHIRUHDPRUHWKRURXJKUHYLHZZRXOGSUREDEO\UHVXOW
LQDGGLWLRQDOFRPPHQWVUHJDUGLQJWKHVXEMHFWDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVWKDWLVEHLQJOHG
E\WKH86$UP\&RUSVRI(QJLQHHUV 86$&( $ODVND'LVWULFW

General Comments

,QFRPSDULQJWKHVXEMHFW'UDIW$SSHQGL[%WRWKHSUHYLRXVGUDIW PHPRUDQGXPGDWHG$XJXVW
IURP$(&20WR86$&( ZHIRXQGWKDWRXUSUHYLRXVFRPPHQWVDQGUHFRPPHQGDWLRQV
ZKLFKZHUHWUDQVPLWWHGWRWKH86$&(RQ6HSWHPEHUGLGQRWFRPSHOWKH86$&(DQG
$(&20WRPDNHFKDQJHVWRWKHVWDWXVRIWKHRSWLRQVDQGDOWHUQDWLYHV)RULQVWDQFHZH
UHFRPPHQGHGWKDWVHYHUDORSWLRQVDQGDOWHUQDWLYHVWKDWZHUHGLVPLVVHGLQWKHILUVWGUDIWQRWEH
GLVPLVVHGDWWKLVVWDJHRIWKHSURFHVV:HUHFRPPHQGHGWKDWWKHVHRSWLRQVDQGDOWHUQDWLYHVEH
LQFOXGHGLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWIRUWKHGUDIW(,6KRZHYHUWKHVWDWXVRIWKHVHRSWLRQV
DQGDOWHUQDWLYHVUHPDLQV´GLVPLVVHGµLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%

Specific Comments

7KHFRPPHQWVVXPPDUL]HGEHORZDUHIURPRXUOLPLWHGUHYLHZRI7DEOH%RI'UDIW$SSHQGL[%

/RFDWLRQ2SWLRQV/2&/2&DQG/2& 3DJHV%²% 
(DFKRIWKHVHRSWLRQVZDVGLVPLVVHGZLWKWKHVWDWHPHQW´This option is not reasonable because it
would not provide a reasonable return on investment.µ7KLV´UHDVRQDEOHWHVWµLQFOXGHVWKH
VWDWHPHQW´Based on the amount of money expended to date by PLP (over $850 million) to
explore and develop the Pebble Project, it is not economically feasible for PLP to acquire and
develop these properties.µ:HUHFRJQL]HWKHHFRQRPLFFKDOOHQJHVUHODWHGWRFKDQJLQJSURMHFW
ORFDWLRQVKRZHYHUHFRQRPLFVVKRXOGQRWEHWKHEDVLVIRUGLVPLVVLQJRWKHURSWLRQVRU
DOWHUQDWLYHVWKDWZRXOGSRWHQWLDOO\PLWLJDWHDGYHUVHHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVRIWKHSURSRVHG
SURMHFW

%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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0LQH/D\RXW2SWLRQV/$<DQG 3DJHV%²% 
2SWLRQ/$<LVFXUUHQWO\WKHPLQHOD\RXWSURSRVHGE\3/37KHRWKHUILYHRSWLRQVZHUH
GLVPLVVHG$VZHVWDWHGLQRXUSUHYLRXVFRPPHQWV $XJXVW DQDQDO\VLVRIVLWLQJ
RSWLRQVLVQHHGHGWRGHYHORSDOWHUQDWLYHVIRUPLQHOD\RXWWKDWFDQEHHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KLV
DQDO\VLVLVW\SLFDOO\SURYLGHGDVZHOODVFLWHGUHODWLYHWRWKHPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQVFRQVLGHUHGLQDQ
DOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLV7KHGLVPLVVDORIILYHRIWKHVL[RSWLRQVLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%GRHVQRWDOORZ
IRUDGHTXDWHFRQVLGHUDWLRQRIPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQVRUSURYLGHMXVWLILFDWLRQIRUGLVPLVVDORIDOO
RSWLRQVRWKHUWKDQWKHSURSRVHGDFWLRQ

0LQLQJ7\SH²8QGHUJURXQG0LQLQJ2SWLRQV01*DQG 3DJH%DQG% 
8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJDQGXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJFRPELQHGZLWKVXUIDFHPLQLQJDUHHDFK
GLVPLVVHGEHFDXVH´This option is not practicable using existing technology for the portion of the
deposit that is proposed to be mined.µ7KLVUDWLRQDOHDVVXPHVWKDWWREHFRQVLGHUHGDVDQRSWLRQ
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJZRXOGKDYHWREHFRQGXFWHGLQWKHVDPHSDUWRIWKH3HEEOHGHSRVLWLQ
ZKLFKVXUIDFHPLQLQJLVSURSRVHG6LQFHRUHWKDWLVPLQDEOHE\VXUIDFHPLQLQJPHWKRGVZRXOG
QRWEHPLQHGE\XQGHUJURXQGPHWKRGVWKHXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJRSWLRQVZRXOGKDYHWREH
SODQQHGIRUGHHSHUSDUWVRIWKHGHSRVLWWKDWZRXOGSUREDEO\EHPLQHGXVLQJXQGHUJURXQG
PLQLQJPHWKRGV&RQVHTXHQWO\2SWLRQV01*DQGVKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGEXWVKRXOG
FRQVLGHUXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJLQDUHDVRWKHUWKDQWKHVXUIDFHPLQDEOHDUHDWKDWLVSURSRVHGDV
2SWLRQ01*

8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJRIIHUVVLJQLILFDQWHQYLURQPHQWDODGYDQWDJHVUHODWHGWRGHFUHDVLQJWKH
RYHUDOOPLQHIRRWSULQWVLJQLILFDQWO\UHGXFLQJWKHSURGXFWLRQRIZDVWHURFNDQGSURGXFLQJRUHRI
KLJKHUJUDGHUHVXOWLQJLQOHVVWDLOLQJV8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJKDVEHHQLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYH
IRUFRQVLGHUDWLRQLQ1(3$DQDO\VLVDQGWKHHFRQRPLFIHDVLELOLW\RIXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJKDV
EHHQDQDO\]HGDQGSUHVHQWHGLQGHWDLOLQ(,6GRFXPHQWV

8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJVKRXOGQRWEHH[FOXGHGIURPHYDOXDWLRQLQWKH(,6IRUWKHSURSRVHG3HEEOH
3URMHFW,W VXQGHUVWRRGWKDWXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJPHWKRGVDUHQRWSURSRVHGIRUHDUO\VWDJHVRI
PLQHGHYHORSPHQWDQGRSHQSLWPLQLQJLVXVXDOO\OHVVFRVWO\KRZHYHUDQGHYDOXDWLRQRI
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH
FXPXODWLYHHIIHFWVSRUWLRQRIWKH(,6

0DWHULDO+DQGOLQJ²,Q3LW&UXVKLQJDQG&RQYH\LQJ2SWLRQ01* 3DJHV%DQG% 
,QSLWFUXVKLQJVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQRSWLRQLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWHGLQLQ
WKH(,6VLQFHLQSLWFUXVKLQJDQGFRQYH\LQJDUHSUREDEO\OHVVHQYLURQPHQWDOO\GDPDJLQJWKDQ
RWKHUDOWHUQDWLYHVLQYROYLQJWUDQVSRUWLQJFUXVKLQJDQGKDQGOLQJRUH7KLVRSWLRQVKRXOGEH
HYDOXDWHGDQGFRPSDUHGWR2SWLRQ01*ZKLFKLQYROYHVKDXOWUXFNVWUDQVSRUWLQJRUHIURP
WKHSLWWRDFUXVKHUORFDWHGDZD\IURPWKHSLW

7KURXJKSXW2SWLRQV73'DQG 3DJHV%²% 
$OWKRXJKIRXURSWLRQVIRUWKURXJKSXWDUHLGHQWLILHGWKUHHDUHGLVPLVVHGLQWKLVDQDO\VLV2SWLRQ
73' WRQVSHUGD\ LVWKH3/3SURSRVHGDFWLRQDQGWKHRQO\RSWLRQEHLQJ
%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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FRQVLGHUHGDWWKLVVWDJHRIDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQW$WOHDVWWZRRWKHURSWLRQVVKRXOGEH
LQFOXGHGLQWKLVDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVRQHDWDORZHUSURGXFWLRQUDWHDQGRQHDWD
KLJKHUSURGXFWLRQUDWH

2SWLRQ73' WRQVSHUGD\ RIIHUVDQRSWLRQZLWKDPXFKKLJKHUWKURXJKSXWUDWH
KRZHYHUWKHVFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLVVXJJHVWVWKDWWKLVRSWLRQVKRXOGEHGLVPLVVHGGXHWR´LQFUHDVHG
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVµ7KLVRSWLRQVKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGDWWKLVVWDJHDQGLWVKRXOGEH
QRWHGWKDWLQQHDUO\DOOFDVHVWKH(,6DQGVXEVHTXHQW5HFRUGRI'HFLVLRQIRUKDUGURFNPLQLQJ
SURMHFWVDUHQRWEDVHGRQDJLYHQWKURXJKSXWEXWUDWKHURQWRWDOHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV)RU
WKLVUHDVRQVHYHUDOPLQHVKDYHEHHQDOORZHGWRLQFUHDVHWKHLUUDWHRIPLQLQJSURGXFWLRQZLWKRXW
IXUWKHUDQDO\VLVEDVHGRQWKHDQDO\VLVFRQWDLQHGLQ1(3$DQDO\VLVLQDQ(,6WKDWZDVEDVHGRQD
´FRQFHSWXDOµWKURXJKSXWUDWHWKDWZDVORZHU7RDGGUHVVWKLVSRWHQWLDOSUREOHPWKH(,6IRUWKH
SURSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFWVKRXOGLQFOXGHHYDOXDWLRQRI2SWLRQ73' WRQVSHUGD\ DV
ZHOODVDQRSWLRQWKDWVHHVWKHPLQHVLJQLILFDQWO\H[SDQGHGQRWDVDFXPXODWLYHLPSDFWEXWDV
DQDOWHUQDWLYHLQWKH(,6

3RZHU6RXUFH²5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\2SWLRQ32: 3DJHV%DQG% 
5HQHZDEOHHQHUJ\RSWLRQVVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KHHQYLURQPHQWDO
EHQHILWVDVZHOODVWKHFRVWVVKRXOGEHHYDOXDWHGEHIRUHSUHFOXGLQJWKHXVHRIUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\
,QDGGLWLRQWRZLQGJHQHUDWHGHQHUJ\DQGUXQRIULYHUK\GURSRZHUVRODUHQHUJ\VKRXOGEH
LQFOXGHGDQGHYDOXDWHGDVDVXSSOHPHQWWRSRZHUJHQHUDWHGE\IRVVLOIXHOV QDWXUDOJDVGLHVHO
HWF 

3RZHU6RXUFH²3XUFKDVH3RZHUIURP([LVWLQJ*ULG32: 3DJHV%DQG% 
$OWKRXJKWKHH[LVWLQJFDSDFLW\RIWKHSRZHUVXSSO\V\VWHPLVLQVXIILFLHQWWRSURYLGHDVXEVWDQWLDO
SRUWLRQRIWKHSRZHUQHHGHGE\WKHSURSRVHGSURMHFWWKLVRSWLRQVKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGDW
WKLVVWDJHRIWKH1(3$SURFHVVDQGWKHHYDOXDWLRQRIWKLVRSWLRQVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGLQWKH(,6,I
DSRUWLRQRIWKHSRZHUQHHGHGFDQEHSXUFKDVHGIURPWKHH[LVWLQJJULGWKHFDSDFLW\RIDQHZ
SRZHUSODQW 2SWLRQ32: FRXOGEHUHGXFHGDQGDPRXQWRIQDWXUDOJDVFRQVXPHGDQG
EXUQHGDWWKHPLQHVLWHFRXOGEHUHGXFHG7KLVLQWXUQFRXOGVXEVWDQWLDOO\UHGXFHDGYHUVH
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV7KHUHIRUH2SWLRQ32:VKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGEXWVKRXOGEH
LQFOXGHGDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,6

3RZHU3ODQW/RFDWLRQ²2II6LWHZLWK+LJK9ROWDJH7UDQVPLVVLRQ/LQHV32: 3DJHV%
DQG% 
$OWHUQDWLYHSRZHUSODQWORFDWLRQVVKRXOGEHFRQVLGHUHGDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KLVRSWLRQ
VKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGDWWKLVHDUO\VWDJHRIWKH1(3$SURFHVV

6WRUDJH0HWKRG²'U\6WDFN7DLOLQJV IRU%XON7DLOLQJVRQO\ 2SWLRQ76) 3DJHV%DQG%
 
'UDIW$SSHQGL[%LQGLFDWHV´VWDWXVXQGHUUHYLHZµIRU2SWLRQ76)IRUGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJV*LYHQ
WKHVXEVWDQWLDOULVNDVVRFLDWHGZLWKDWDLOLQJVVWRUDJHIDFLOLW\ 76) DQGWKHWKUHDWWRVDIHW\DQG
WKHHQYLURQPHQWDVVRFLDWHGZLWK76)IDLOXUH2SWLRQ76) GU\VWDFNWDLOLQJV LVVWURQJO\
%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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UHFRPPHQGHG7KLVLVHVSHFLDOO\LPSRUWDQWJLYHQWKDWWKH0RXQW3ROOH\,QGHSHQGHQW([SHUW
5HYLHZ3DQHO ,(53 LGHQWLILHGGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJVDVWKH%HVW$YDLODEOH7HFKQRORJ\ %$7 IRUQHZ
WDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWV7KHVXEVHTXHQWDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWLRQRIWKLVRSWLRQVKRXOGEHEDVHG
RQWKHUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVRIWKH,(53LQFOXGLQJFRPSOHWLQJDWKRURXJKFRVWEHQHILWDQDO\VLV
ZLWKRXWUHJDUGWRFRVWDQGZLWKDQHPSKDVLVRQSXEOLFVDIHW\

6WRUDJH0HWKRG²5HPRYHRU0DNH$OO7DLOLQJV,QHUW2SWLRQ76) 3DJHV%²% 
2SWLRQ76)VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQRSWLRQLQWKLVDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVV7KH
DVVHVVPHQWLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%LQGLFDWHVWKDWPHWKRGVWRPDNHWDLOLQJVQRQDFLGJHQHUDWLQJRU
LQHUWWRPHWDOVOHDFKLQJDUHQRWSUDFWLFDEOHKRZHYHUPHWKRGVVXFKDVWKHDGGLWLRQRIOLPHWR
WDLOLQJVWRDGGUHVVDFLGGUDLQDJHDQGPHWDOOHDFKLQJKDYHEHHQSURSRVHGDQGDFFHSWHGDWRWKHU
PLQHVLWHV7KRVHPHWKRGVDUHLGHQWLILHGDQGGLVFXVVHGLQWKH*OREDO$FLG5RFN'UDLQDJH
*$5' *XLGH6HFWLRQ$GGLWLRQVDQG$PHQGPHQW0HWKRGV,QSDUWLFXODUWKHDGGLWLRQRI
OLPHWRWDLOLQJVLQFOXGLQJWKHS\ULWHWDLOLQJVVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQRSWLRQDQGSRWHQWLDOO\
FRQVLGHUHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHLQWKH(,6

7DLOLQJV'DP²'RZQVWUHDP&RQVWUXFWLRQ2SWLRQ76) 3DJH% 
2SWLRQ76)GRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQPXVWEHLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHWR2SWLRQ76)
FHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQSURSRVHGE\3/3,QFRQVLGHULQJFRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGVIRUWDLOLQJV
VWRUDJHIDFLOLWLHVLWKDVDOZD\VEHHQVXJJHVWHGWKDWLIGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQFDQEH
DFFRPPRGDWHGWKHQLQQHDUO\DOOFDVHVLWLVSUHIHUUHGRYHUWKHPRUHFRPSOH[DQGWKHUHIRUH
ULVNLHUFHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQDSSURDFK7KHVWDWXVRIWKLV2SWLRQ76)LVVWLOOVKRZQDV
´6WDWXVXQGHUUHYLHZµLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%


)RUWKHVDPHUHDVRQWKDWXSVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQ 2SWLRQ76) LVFRUUHFWO\GLVPLVVHGDVOHVV
VWDEOHFRPSDUHGWRGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQ 2SWLRQ76) FHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 2SWLRQ
76) FRXOGVLPLODUO\EHGLVPLVVHG:KLOHWKLVLVQRWRXUUHFRPPHQGDWLRQLWLVIRUWKLVUHDVRQ
WKDWGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQPXVWEHLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHWRWKHSURSRVHGFHQWHUOLQH
PHWKRG

%XON7DLOLQJV%DVLQ²/LQHG2SWLRQ76) 3DJHV%DQG% 
7KHSUHYLRXVVFUHHQLQJGRFXPHQWGLVPLVVHGOLQLQJWKHEXONWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWGXHWR
´Increased environmental impacts because the liner would retain water in the bulk tails and
increase the risk of dam failure.µ7KHDQDO\VLVUHIOHFWHGLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%DJDLQGLVPLVVHV
2SWLRQ76)OLQHG76)EHFDXVH´This option would increase overall adverse impacts because
the liner would retain water in the bulk tails and increase the risk of dam failure and tailings
mobility.µ7KHLQIRUPDWLRQSURYLGHGWRVXSSRUWWKLVFRQFOXVLRQLQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHUDWLRQDOHLVQRW
VXSSRUWHGE\DFRPSOHWHDQDO\VLVRIWKLVRSWLRQV2SWLRQ76)DOLQHGWDLOLQJVVWRUDJH
IDFLOLW\VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVWKHSURSRVHGRSWLRQRUDQDOWHUQDWLYHH[SOLFLWO\DVDPHDVXUHWR
UHGXFHWKHOLNHOLKRRGDQGFRQVHTXHQFHRIHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV



KWWSZZZJDUGJXLGHFRPLQGH[SKS"WLWOH &KDSWHUBB$GGLWLRQVBDQGB$PHQGPHQWB0HWKRGV


%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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7KHUDWLRQDOHRQZKLFKWKHGLVPLVVDORI2SWLRQ76)LVEDVHGGRHVQRWDGGUHVVWKHPHDQV
DQGPHWKRGVWKDWDUHURXWLQHO\HPSOR\HGRQOLQHGIDFLOLWLHVVXFKDVLQWHUQDOGUDLQVDQGFORVXUH
LQWHUYHQWLRQPHDVXUHVVXFKDVZLFNGUDLQVWRDGGUHVVUHWDLQHGZDWHULQWKHWDLOLQJV2WKHUPHDQV
KDYHDOVRDOORZHGVHYHUDOOLQHGWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWVDURXQGWKHZRUOGWREHVDIHO\RSHUDWHG
7KLVGLVPLVVDOGHFLVLRQDOVRIDLOVWRUHFRJQL]HWKDWWKHPDMRULW\RI76)IDLOXUHVKDYHEHHQ
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKXQOLQHGIDFLOLWLHV$WVHYHUDORWKHUVLWHVWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWOLQHUVKDYHEHHQ
LQFOXGHGDVWKHSURSRVHGRSWLRQRUDQDOWHUQDWLYHH[SOLFLWO\DVDPHDVXUHWRUHGXFHWKH
OLNHOLKRRGDQGFRQVHTXHQFHRIHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV

Summary

7KHDQDO\VLVVHWIRUWKLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%WRVXSSRUWWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVV
DUULYHVDWWKHVDPHFRQFOXVLRQVDQGVWDWXVRIRSWLRQVDVWKHSUHYLRXVDQDO\VLV PHPRUDQGXP
GDWHG$XJXVWIURP$(&20WR86$&( 2XUUHYLHZFRPPHQWVRQWKLVSUHYLRXV
VFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLVKDYHQRWEHHQDGGUHVVHGDQGRXUUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVKDYHQRWFRPSHOOHG
86$&(DQG$(&20WRPDNHFKDQJHVWRWKHVWDWXVRIRSWLRQVSUHVHQWHGLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%
7KHFRPPHQWVSURYLGHGDERYHDUHDIROORZXSDWWHPSWWRFKDQJHWKHVWDWXVRIRSWLRQVWKDW
KDYHEHHQGLVPLVVHGDQGVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVRSWLRQVRUDOWHUQDWLYHVLQWKLVDOWHUQDWLYHV
GHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVDQGLQPRVWFDVHVVKRXOGEHHYDOXDWHGLQWKH1(3$SURFHVVDQG(,6
GRFXPHQWV


%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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Google Calendar on behalf of john.mccall@bsee.gov
Craig, Bill
Accepted: Pebble EIS: Agency Meeting on Alternatives @ Wed Aug 22, 2018 13:00 - 15:00 (AKDT) (Craig, Bill)
invite.ics

john.mccall@bsee.gov
has accepted this invitation.
Pebble EIS: Agency Meeting on Alternatives
When
Wed Aug 22, 2018 13:00 – 15:00 Alaska Time - Anchorage
Where
AECOM - 500 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage or Teleconference (map <https://maps.google.com/maps?q=AECOM++500+G+Street+Suite+500,+Anchorage+or+Teleconference&hl=en> )
Calendar
Craig, Bill
Who
•
Craig, Bill
- organizer
•
john.mccall@bsee.gov
- creator, optional
•
Nathan Hill
•
POA Special Projects
•
McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
•
Bella, Elizabeth
•
Isaacs, Jon
•
Brooke Merrell
•
Pres William Evanoff
•
David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil)
•
Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
•
Wesley Furlong
•
'mary_colligan@fws.gov'
•
McCoy, Shane M CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
- optional
•
kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov
- optional
•
Douglass Cooper
- optional
•
bobl@jadenorth.com
- optional
•
McGrath, Patricia
- optional
•
Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
- optional
•
courtenay@curyungtribe.com
- optional
•
John Eddins
- optional
•
Hassell, David (PHMSA)
- optional
•
joan_kluwe@nps.gov
- optional
•
Vaughan, Molly
- optional
•
Forland, Sasha
- optional
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•
Charlene Vaughn
- optional
Attachments
CA Meeting Agenda 080222018.docx
Agenda is attached.
-- Do not delete or change any of the following text. -Join Webex meeting
Meeting number (access code): 597 324 580
Join from a video system or application
Dial 597324580@aecom.webex.com
Join by phone
+1 602 585 0123 US Toll
1 844 712 3247 US Toll Free
Global call-in numbers | Toll-free calling restrictions
Can't join the meeting?
If you are a host, go here to view host information.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this Webex service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be
discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss
your concerns with the host or do not join the session.
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/>
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account bill.m.craig@aecom.com because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .
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Native American Rights Fund
745 W. 4th Ave., Suite 502, Anchorage, AK 99501 (907) 276-0680 FAX (907) 276-2466

Via Email

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
John E. Echohawk
MAIN OFFICE
1506 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302-6926
(303) 447-8760
FAX (303) 443-7776
WASHINGTON OFFICE
1712 N Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-2976
(202) 785-4166
FAX (202) 822-0068
WEBSITE ADDRESS
www.narf.org

October 3, 2018
Shane M. McCoy, Project Manager
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
P.O. Box 6896
JBER, AK 99506
Mr. McCoy:

7KLVOHWWHULVVHQWRQEHKDOIWKHFRRSHUDWLQJDJHQF\1RQGDOWRQ7ULEDO&RXQFLO ³WKH7ULEH´ ,WLVLQ
response to your email of September 17, 2018, inviting cooperating agencies to submit comments to
WKH86$UP\&RUSVRI(QJLQHHUV ³86$&(´ RQ³$SSHQGL[%$OWHUQDWLYHV'HYHORSPHQW3URFHVV´
of the draft environmental impact statement for the proposed Pebble Mine. The Tribe¶s comments
are below. In addition, the Tribe incorporates into its comments the attached memorandum from the
7ULEH¶VWHFKQLFDOFRQVXOWDQW, Ridolfi Environmental.
General Comments on Draft Appendix B
x

Page B3, Section 1.3.1 Screening ± Purpose and Need, second paragraph ± The first
sentence states: ³The overall project purpose, determined solely by USACE, is used for
evaluating practicable alternatives under the 404(b)(1) guidelines, and was therefore used as
the first screening test.´7KHSURMHFWSXUSRVHDQGQHHGDVHVWDEOLVKHGE\WKHapplicant is not
provided here, and it should be included to assist in the screening of alternatives. How is the
overall project purpose, as determined by the USACE, different from the project purpose and
need as determined by the applicant? Please explain this difference and how it affects the
determination of what constitutes a reasonable alternative.

x

Section 1.3.2, first bullet ± ³Options would not pass this test of reason . . .´LIWKH\³. . are
not practical because they would not provide a reasonable return on investment´
Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the technical and
economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply desirable from the
standpoint of the applicant. It does not seem to be an appropriate role of the USACE to
determine what constitutes a reasonable return on investment for the applicant. Such a test is
undoubtedly important to Northern Dynasty and potential investors; however, it is not
relevant to either the CWA Section 404 permitting process or the NEPA process. Such a test
based on financial analysis and investment decision making should not be conducted by the
USACE as part of the permitting and NEPA processes for the proposed Pebble Project.
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x

Section 1.3.2, second bullet ± ³Options would not pass this test of reason . . .´LIWKH\³. .
could not feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project.” What are these
objectives of the project according to which options are being screened? Which of these
REMHFWLYHVDUH³EDVLFREMHFWLYHV´"7KLVLQIRUPDWLRQUHJDUGLQJSURMHFWREMHFWLYHVVKRXOGEH
provided to inform cooperating agencies, other stakeholders, and the public.

x

Section 1.3.2, fourth bullet ± ³Options would not pass this test of reason . . .´LIWKH\³
were based on a misunderstanding of the proposed project, regulations, or conclusions of
other reports or studies´:KDWFRQVWLWXWHVD³PLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJ´",IDFRRSHUDWLQJDJHQF\
stakeholder, or member of public bases an opinion on information that is determined not to
EHDFFXUDWHRUIDFWXDOWKDWZRXOGEHDYDOLGUHDVRQWRGLVPLVVDQRSWLRQWKDW¶VEDVHGRQWKH
unreliable or unfounded information; however, if a proposed option is based on information
or opinions that are simply different than those of the project proponent, defining such
LQIRUPDWLRQRURSLQLRQVDVPLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJVDQGGLVPLVVLQJDQRSWLRQRQZKLFKWKH\¶UH
based would not be a valid reason to dismiss that option.

x

Section 1.3.2, third paragraph ± The sentence here states: ³Options that were assessed as not
reasonable were dismissed from consideration as an action alternative option for evaluation
in the EIS, and did not proceed to the subsequent screening test.´$WWKLVSUHOLPLQDU\VWDJHRI
EIS scoping, the USACE has not responded to several changes that we have recommended
and has not changed the status of options and alternatives that were screened in the first draft
(memo dated August 17, 2018, from AECOM to USACE). Consequently, we are concerned
that dismissing options and alternatives, based on a subjective assessment by Northern
Dynasty or USACE that concludes an option or alternative is not reasonable, might represent
a biased action that could be detrimental to the NEPA process as it moves forward.

x

Page B-5, Section 1.4, first paragraph ± TKH ILUVW VHQWHQFH VWDWHV ³The USACE and
cooperating agencies reviewed the outputs of each step in the alternative development
process´7KLVVWDWHPHQWLPSOLHVWKDWFRRSHUDWLQJDJHQFLHVKDYHDFFHSWHGWKLVDOWHUQDWLYH
development process and the outputs (options and alternatives that have not been dismissed).
At this stage of the process, although we've reviewed the alternatives development process
and the outputs, we are not prepared to accept the outputs, especially in light of options and
alternatives that the USACE intends to dismiss in this Draft Appendix B.

x

Section 1.4, first paragraph ± 7KHODVWVHQWHQFHVD\V³)LJXUH%-2 illustrates the mine layout
RSWLRQFRQVLGHUHG´%DVHGRQWKLVILJXUHRQO\RQHRSWLRQIRUPLQHOD\RXWLVEHLQJFRQVLGHUHG
We believe that other options for mine layout exist and should be considered in the
development of alternatives and evaluated in the Draft EIS. For example, we have
recommended an underground mine as an alternative. Since an underground mine would not
be developed in the same area as a surface mine, the underground mine alternative would
provide an option for mine layout in a different part of the Pebble deposit.
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USACE Responsiveness to Comments Submitted on September 8, 2018
As you are aware, the Tribe, via its OHJDOFRXQVHOVXEPLWWHGLQLWLDOFRPPHQWVRQWKH86$&(¶V
Alternatives Analysis Screening on September 9, 2018. In those comments, the Tribe stated
generally that:
1. A purpose and need statement is needed. Although the project purpose determined by the
86$&(LVLQFOXGHGLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%WKHDSSOLFDQW¶V3XUSRVHDQG1HHG6WDWHPHQWKDV
not been provided.
2. 7KH 86$&(¶V ³:K\ 'LVPLVVHG´ UDWLRQDOH GLG QRW SURYLGH VXIILFLHQW GHWDLO $GGLWLRQDO
information has been provided in Appendix B to support the USACE determinations on
status. Although the Tribe does not agree with the status of several options and alternatives,
especially those that have been dismissed, we recognize that more information has been
provided in an attempt to justify the status determinations in Draft Appendix B.
3. The Tribe observed that the rationale used was outside the scope of NEPA analysis that is
typically applied to hardrock mining projects. USACE has included a summary of regulations
and guidelines that govern NEPA and Clean WatHU$FW ³&:$´ 6HFWLRQKRZHYHULWV
handling of the alternatives screening process does not appear to have changed from the
SUHYLRXVVFUHHQLQJHIIRUWDQGLQWKH7ULEH¶VRSWLRQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%GRHVQRWUHIOHFWDQ
objective analysis, but rather an analysis that is biased to support the objectives and plans
developed by the project applicant.
4. Tailings management and tailings storage facilities are of utmost importance for any
hardrock mining project. Although the Tribe provided both general and specific
recommendations in this area, USACE has not made the changes necessary to demonstrate a
comprehensive and thorough consideration of all the options and alternatives available for
tailings management, storage, and long-term maintenance.
Specific Comments
Mine Layout Options (Pages 1 ± 2):
The Tribe previously stated that an analysis of siting options and alternatives is needed, since the
USACE is only considering one mine layout option. This approach does not allow for adequate
consideration of options and alternatives for mine layout. Draft Appendix B still presents only one
option for mine layout and dismisses all others.
Mining Type ± Underground Mining (Page 4):
The Tribe takes exception to the dismissal of underground mining as an alternative. The analysis in
Draft Appendix B again dismisses underground mining; however, the revised rationale is based on a
flawed assumption that an underground mine would be sited in the same location as the proposed
open pit surface mine. Since an underground mine would not be developed in the same part of the
Pebble deposit as a surface mine, the underground mining alternative calls for a new mine layout
option in the deeper part of the Pebble deposit, to the east of the surface mine proposed by the project
applicant and presented in Draft Appendix B.
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Material Handling ± In-Pit Crushing and Conveying (Page 4):
The Tribe recommended that this option not be dismissed in the development of alternatives;
however, it was again dismissed in Draft Appendix B. We contend that it is premature to preclude
this option, and it should be included and evaluated in the EIS.
Throughput 320,000 tons per day (Page 7):
,Q7KH7ULEH¶VSUHYLRXVFRPPHQWVZHUHFRPPHQGHGDQRSWLRQIRUDKLJKHUWKURXJKSXWUDWHWKDQWKH
180,000 tons per day proposed by Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP). The analysis in Draft Appendix
B again dismissed an option or alternative with a higher production rate.
Power Source ± Renewable Energy (Page 9):
The Tribe recommended that renewable energy be included as an option and evaluated in the EIS.
7KHVWDWXVRIWKHRSWLRQUHPDLQV³'LVPLVVHG´LQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%
Storage Method ± Dry Stack Tailings (for Bulk Tailings only) (Page 22):
The Tribe strongly recommended that the option for dry stack tailings be included as an alternative
DQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KHVWDWXVRIWKHRSWLRQLVVWLOOVKRZQDV³6WDWXVXQGHUUHYLHZ´LQ'UDIW
Appendix B. As we stated in our previous comments, given the substantial risk and threat to safety
and the environment associated with DWDLOLQJVVWRUDJHIDFLOLW\ ³76)´ IDLOXUHWKHRSWLRQIRUGU\
stack tailing should absolutely be included as an alternative.
Storage Method ± Remove or Make All Tailings Inert (Page 22):
The Tribe recommended that treatment of tailings to address acid drainage and metal leaching be
included as an option and potentially an alternative in the EIS. This option is still shown as dismissed
in Draft Appendix B.
Tailings Dam ± Downstream, Centerline, Upstream Construction (Pages 22 ± 23):
,QWKH7ULEH¶VSUHYious comments, we stated that downstream construction must be included as an
alternative to the centerline method proposed by the project applicant. We further explained that in
considering construction methods for tailings storage facilities, it has always been suggested that if
downstream construction can be accommodated, then, in nearly all cases, it is preferred over the
more complex, and therefore riskier, centerline construction approach. The status of this alternative
LVVWLOOVKRZQDV³6WDWXVXQGHU UHYLHZ´LQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%
Bulk Basin Tailings ± Lined (Page 24):
7KHSUHYLRXVVFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLVGLVPLVVHGOLQLQJWKHEXONWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWGXHWR³,QFUHDVHG
environmental impacts because the liner would retain water in the bulk tails and increase the risk of
GDPIDLOXUH´7KH7ULEHGLVDJUHHGZLWKWKLVUDWLRQDOHDQGH[SODLQHGWKDWDOLQHGWDLOLQJVVWRUDJH
facility should be included as the proposed option or an alternative explicitly as a measure to reduce
the likelihood and consequence of environmental impacts. The status of this option is still shown as
³'LVPLVVHG´LQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%
$VKLJKOLJKWHGDERYHWKH86$&(LVJHQHUDOO\EHLQJQRQUHVSRQVLYHWRWKH7ULEH¶VFRPPHQWVDQG
recommendations on its previous screening analysis. Our reviews of its previous document and this
Draft Appendix B have been constrained by time and are limited in scope and detail; however, we
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have endeavored to identify the most important aspects of the proposed project to support a
comprehensive, robust, and NEPA-compliant EIS. The Tribe again encourages the USACE to
meaningfully incorporate the comments and recommendations of the Tribe and other cooperating
agencies as it further develops its EIS on the proposed Pebble Mine.
Respectfully,

Wesley James Furlong, Staff Attorney
Native American Rights Fund
(enclosures)
c.c.
Vice President George Alexi
Nondalton Tribal Council
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POA Special Projects
Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil);
Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); J. Loichinger; Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin Pendegast;
"mary_colligan@fws.gov"; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
"Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; POA Special Projects; Pres
William Evanoff; Wesley Furlong
Craig, Bill; POA Special Projects
Correct version of the Alternatives memo
Monday, September 17, 2018 1:36:31 PM
09_14_2018_AppendixB_Alts_Development_DRAFT.PDF

All,
Attached is the correct version. My apologies for sending previous email.
Attached is the more robust discussion on alternatives. We are not requesting comments, however if your agency
has comments and can provide them NO LATER THAN Close of Business October 3, we will incorporate as much
as possible. Comments received after October 3 will be considered after the release of the draft EIS.
Thanks
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
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POA Special Projects
Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil);
Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); J. Loichinger; Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin Pendegast;
"mary_colligan@fws.gov"; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
"Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; POA Special Projects; Pres
William Evanoff; Wesley Furlong
Bill Craig; POA Special Projects
Correct version of the Alternatives memo
Monday, September 17, 2018 1:32:51 PM
09_14_2018_AppendixB_Alts_Development_DRAFT.PDF

All,
Attached is the correct version. My apologies for sending previous email.
Attached is the more robust discussion on alternatives. We are not requesting comments, however if your agency
has comments and can provide them NO LATER THAN Close of Business October 3, we will incorporate as much
as possible. Comments received after October 3 will be considered after the release of the draft EIS.
Thanks
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
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POA Special Projects
Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil);
Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); J. Loichinger; Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin Pendegast;
"mary_colligan@fws.gov"; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
"Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; POA Special Projects; Pres
William Evanoff; Wesley Furlong
Craig, Bill; POA Special Projects
Dry Stack Alternative - no do outs (UNCLASSIFIED)
Thursday, October 11, 2018 11:04:26 AM
10_11_2018_Pebble_EIS_Dry Stack_Memo.pdf

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
All,
Per comments from several CAs and comments received during scoping, we are considering a Dry Stack Alternative
for the TSF. Attached is a memo describing the process and rationale used to evaluate that alternative. This is for
consideration and comment if you so desire, or we can discuss it on the 24th.
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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POA Special Projects
Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; "cvaughn@achp.gov"; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin
Pendegast; "mary_colligan@fws.gov"; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
"Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; POA Special Projects; Pres
William Evanoff; Wesley Furlong
Craig, Bill; Bella, Elizabeth; POA Special Projects
Follow up on the Alternatives discussion
Friday, August 24, 2018 1:36:10 PM

All,
First, thank you for participating in the discussion on 22AUG. It was very productive. As we discussed, if you
identify additional alternatives prior the revised list that will be sent Sept 7, SEND them in please. We will be
requesting comments on the revised list on the 14th after the meeting.

Thanks,
Shane McCoy
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POA Special Projects
Craig, Bill
FW: EPA Comments on Pebble Preliminary Draft Alternatives Appendix B
Thursday, October 04, 2018 12:53:44 PM
Pebble Pre-Draft Alternatives EPA Comments 100318.docx

EPA comments
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District
Regulatory Division
P.O. Box 6898
JBER, AK 99506
main office line: 907-753-2712

-----Original Message----From: Vaughan, Molly [mailto:Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 1:49 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Cc: McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] EPA Comments on Pebble Preliminary Draft Alternatives Appendix B
Hello Shane,
Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft Appendix B: Alternatives Development Process. Our comments
are attached. Please let me know if you have any questions regarding EPA's recommendations.
Regards,
Molly

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Molly Vaughan
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10
Alaska Operations Office
222 W. 7th Avenue #19
Anchorage, AK 99513-7588

907-271-1215
vaughan.molly@epa.gov <mailto:vaughan.molly@epa.gov>
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POA Special Projects
Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; "cvaughn@achp.gov"; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin
Pendegast; "mary_colligan@fws.gov"; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
"Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; POA Special Projects; Pres
William Evanoff; Wesley Furlong
Craig, Bill
FW: Pebble EIS: Agency Meeting on Alternatives
Thursday, August 23, 2018 7:09:58 AM
08_08_2018_RFI__062_Scenario_For_Expanded_Development.docx

All,
As per the conversation yesterday.
-----Original Message----From: Forland, Sasha [mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 2:46 PM
To: Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella,
Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Isaacs, Jon <jon.isaacs@aecom.com>
Cc: John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Douglass Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; joan_kluwe@nps.gov;
courtenay@curyungtribe.com; john.mccall@bsee.gov; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; McGrath,
Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA) <david.hassell@dot.gov>; bobl@jadenorth.com;
McCoy, Shane M CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Shane.M.Mccoy@usace.army.mil>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Charlene Vaughn <cvaughn@achp.gov>; kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: Pebble EIS: Agency Meeting on Alternatives

Sasha Forland
Senior Environmental Scientist/Permitting Specialist, Alaska Office
D 1-907-267-9539
sasha.forland@aecom.com <mailto:sasha.forland@aecom.com>
AECOM
700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
T 1-907-562-3366 F 1-907-562-1297
Blockedwww.aecom.com <Blockedhttp://www.aecom.com/>
AECOM and URS have joined together as one company. Learn more

-----Original Appointment----From: Craig, Bill
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2018 9:27 AM
To: Craig, Bill; POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil); Bella, Elizabeth; Isaacs, Jon
Cc: John Eddins; Douglass Cooper; joan_kluwe@nps.gov; courtenay@curyungtribe.com; john.mccall@bsee.gov;
Vaughan, Molly; McGrath, Patricia; Hassell, David (PHMSA); bobl@jadenorth.com; McCoy, Shane M CIV
USARMY CEPOA (US); Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Forland, Sasha; Charlene Vaughn; kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov
Subject: Pebble EIS: Agency Meeting on Alternatives
When: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 1:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-09:00) Alaska.
Where: AECOM - 500 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage or Teleconference

Agenda is attached.
<< File: CA Meeting Agenda 080222018.docx >>
-- Do not delete or change any of the following text. --
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Join Webex meeting <Blockedhttps://aecom.webex.com/aecom/j.php?
MTID=m5a68fd8d0f63d51d9c40beea263a1e50>
Meeting number (access code): 597 324 580

Join from a video system or application
Dial 597324580@aecom.webex.com <sip:597324580@aecom.webex.com>
Join by phone
+1 602 585 0123 US Toll
1 844 712 3247 US Toll Free
Global call-in numbers <Blockedhttps://aecom.webex.com/aecom/globalcallin.php?
serviceType=MC&ED=698681487&tollFree=1> | Toll-free calling restrictions
<Blockedhttps://aecom.webex.com/aecom/customer_tollfree_restrictions.pdf>
Can't join the meeting? <Blockedhttps://collaborationhelp.cisco.com/article/WBX000029055>
If you are a host, go here <Blockedhttps://aecom.webex.com/aecom/j.php?
MTID=mde434773502ada4f9b2dd0ca53404268> to view host information.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this Webex service allows audio and other information sent during the
session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically
consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not
join the session.
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POA Special Projects
Craig, Bill
FW: Pebble EIS: Preliminary Alternatives Screening for Aug 22; Comments by 8/31/2018
Monday, August 20, 2018 12:05:36 PM

FYSA
-----Original Message----From: Wesley Furlong [mailto:wfurlong@narf.org]
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2018 10:53 AM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Pres William Evanoff <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: Pebble EIS: Preliminary Alternatives Screening for Aug 22; Comments by
8/31/2018
Shane,
The Nondalton Tribal Council will be calling into the meeting on Wednesday, August 22, 2018.

Wesley James Furlong
Staff Attorney
Native American Rights Fund
745 West 4th Avenue, Suite 502
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 276-0680 w.
(907) 276-2466 f.
Blockedwww.narf.org
Alaska Bar Association No. 1611108
State Bar of Montana No. 42771409
Please consider the environment before printing this email.
The information contained in this email may be confidential, legally privileged, or both. It has been sent for the sole
use of the intended recipient(s). If the reader of this message is not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication, or any
of its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please reply to the sender and
destroy all copies of the message. Thank you.

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects [mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2018 3:53 PM
To: Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>; Curyung Tribal
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; 'cvaughn@achp.gov' <cvaughn@achp.gov>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil) <David.M.Seris@uscg.mil>; Douglass Cooper
<douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA) <david.hassell@dot.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>;
'mary_colligan@fws.gov' <mary_colligan@fws.gov>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall, John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'
<Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Molly Vaughan <Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong
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<wfurlong@narf.org>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>
Subject: Pebble EIS: Preliminary Alternatives Screening for Aug 22; Comments by 8/31/2018
All,
Attached is the PRELIMINARY list of alternatives and the screening criteria used for considered by not analyzed in
depth. This is the document we will discuss August 22, 2018 (1300-1500 AST). Please review for our meeting next
wed. Please submit written comments by Friday 8/31/2018.
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
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Bella, Elizabeth
ARPebbleEIS
FW: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 2:11:33 PM

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects [mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:46 AM
To: McGrath, Patricia; Vaughan, Molly; POA Special Projects; Bella, Elizabeth; Craig, Bill; McCafferty, Katherine
A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Patty,
I am checking with everyone right now, and it looks promising for tomorrow morning. Who from EPA is planning
on attending?
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
(907) 753-2715
-----Original Message----From: McGrath, Patricia [mailto:mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:36 AM
To: Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>;
Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hi Katie and ShaneCan you let us know if there will be a meeting to discuss alternatives tomorrow morning? Or should we look for an
alternate time?
ThanksPatty
-----Original Message----From: Vaughan, Molly
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:55 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>;
Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Molly Vaughan
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10 Alaska Operations Office
222 W. 7th Avenue #19
Anchorage, AK 99513-7588
907-271-1215
vaughan.molly@epa.gov
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 12:17 PM
To: Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>;
McGrath.patricia@Epamail.epa.gov; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Good Afternoon,
As discussed, USACE is setting up a meeting to have a technical discussion of alternatives considered and carried
forward between USACE, AECOM, and USACE.
In particular, we will be discussing full lining of the bulk TSF, dry stack, and the other alternatives identified
starting on page 13 of the comments which EPA emailed USACE today.
Looking at availability early next week, I am available all day Monday or Tuesday, with the exception of 9:30 to
11:30 Tuesday, and I have availability Wednesday morning, until 12:30.
The meeting will be at AECOM. Call-in info will be provided, if needed.
Please let me know what dates and times work best for you and your technical folks.
Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District Regulatory Division P.O. Box 6898 JBER, AK 99506 main office
line: 907-753-2712

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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Bella, Elizabeth
ARPebbleEIS
FW: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 2:11:33 PM

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects [mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:46 AM
To: McGrath, Patricia; Vaughan, Molly; POA Special Projects; Bella, Elizabeth; Craig, Bill; McCafferty, Katherine
A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Patty,
I am checking with everyone right now, and it looks promising for tomorrow morning. Who from EPA is planning
on attending?
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
(907) 753-2715
-----Original Message----From: McGrath, Patricia [mailto:mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:36 AM
To: Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>;
Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hi Katie and ShaneCan you let us know if there will be a meeting to discuss alternatives tomorrow morning? Or should we look for an
alternate time?
ThanksPatty
-----Original Message----From: Vaughan, Molly
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:55 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>;
Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Molly Vaughan
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10 Alaska Operations Office
222 W. 7th Avenue #19
Anchorage, AK 99513-7588
907-271-1215
vaughan.molly@epa.gov
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 12:17 PM
To: Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>;
McGrath.patricia@Epamail.epa.gov; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Good Afternoon,
As discussed, USACE is setting up a meeting to have a technical discussion of alternatives considered and carried
forward between USACE, AECOM, and USACE.
In particular, we will be discussing full lining of the bulk TSF, dry stack, and the other alternatives identified
starting on page 13 of the comments which EPA emailed USACE today.
Looking at availability early next week, I am available all day Monday or Tuesday, with the exception of 9:30 to
11:30 Tuesday, and I have availability Wednesday morning, until 12:30.
The meeting will be at AECOM. Call-in info will be provided, if needed.
Please let me know what dates and times work best for you and your technical folks.
Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District Regulatory Division P.O. Box 6898 JBER, AK 99506 main office
line: 907-753-2712

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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POA Special Projects
Craig, Bill
FW: Tentative CA alternatives discussion
Monday, August 27, 2018 10:21:28 AM

FYSA
-----Original Message----From: Wesley Furlong [mailto:wfurlong@narf.org]
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2018 10:18 AM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Pres William Evanoff <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: Tentative CA alternatives discussion
Shane,

The Nondalton Tribal Council and the Native American Rights Fund are available to call in on September 12, 2018,
at 10:00 am.

Wesley James Furlong
Staff Attorney
Native American Rights Fund
745 West 4th Avenue, Suite 502
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 276-0680 w.
(907) 276-2466 f.
Blockedwww.narf.org <Blockedhttp://www.narf.org>

Alaska Bar Association No. 1611108
State Bar of Montana No. 42771409

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

The information contained in this email may be confidential, legally privileged, or both. It has been sent for the sole
use of the intended recipient(s). If the reader of this message is not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication, or any
of its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please reply to the sender and
destroy all copies of the message. Thank you.
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-----Original Appointment----From: POA Special Projects [mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2018 6:22 AM
To: Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; 'cvaughn@achp.gov'; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin
Pendegast; 'mary_colligan@fws.gov'; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; Pres William Evanoff; Wesley
Furlong; Craig, Bill; Bella, Elizabeth
Subject: Tentative CA alternatives discussion
When: Wednesday, September 12, 2018 10:00 AM-12:00 PM (UTC-09:00) Alaska.
Where: AECOM

All,
I have had a couple of requests to change the meeting time to the 12th. Are you available?

Shane McCoy
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McGrath, Patricia
POA Special Projects
Craig, Bill; Vaughan, Molly
pebble eis alternatives
Friday, October 26, 2018 10:02:13 AM

Hello ShaneI appreciate the information shared at the cooperating agency meeting regarding the alternatives
that would be analyzed in the draft EIS. We still have some outstanding questions about the TSF
liner and dry stack options. Would it be possible to have an in-person focused meeting the week of
Nov 5 with you and the appropriate AECOM technical folks to discuss the tailings alternatives? I will
be in Anchorage that week and have some open times.
Thanks –
Patty
Patty McGrath |Mining Advisor
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10
1200 Sixth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101
M/S: RAD-202
Office: (206) 553-6113
Cell: (206) 743-7068
mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov
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EPA Comments on Pebble Preliminary Alternatives Development Process
10/3/18
Thank you for providing Cooperating Agencies with the opportunity to review the September 2018 draft
of Appendix B: Alternatives Development Process for the Pebble Project EIS. Our comments are
grouped into three categories: general comments, comments specific to the options and alternatives, and
minor editorial comments. We appreciate the opportunity to review and provide input and would be
happy to discuss these comments with the Corps and AECOM.
General Comments
Chapter 2: It is our understanding that the alternatives carried forward for detailed analysis in the EIS
will be described in more detail in EIS Chapter 2, which will also include a description of the proposed
action. We request the opportunity to review a draft of Chapter 2 before the draft EIS is issued so that
we can provide input into the more detailed descriptions of the proposed action and alternatives.
Preferably this review would occur before, or concurrent with, the review of the environmental
consequences sections scheduled for November.
Chapter 5 (Mitigation): The discussion of option ACC-025 states, “Mitigation measures included in
PLP’s design, which are integral components of the proposed action, will be included in Chapter 5 of the
EIS…” The EIS outline provided to the cooperating agencies and in the scoping package materials does
not include a chapter on mitigation and identifies Chapter 5 as the List of Preparers. We agree with
including a chapter on mitigation and request the opportunity, consistent with our special expertise, to
provide early input into this chapter before the draft EIS is issued.
Additional alternatives: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we
recommend that the Corps and AECOM consider whether there are alternatives to the effluent outfall
locations identified in the proposed action that could have reduced impacts (e.g., further reduce
dewatering impacts). We recommend that Appendix B consider the outfall locations as a component and
discuss whether alternate locations could reduce impacts.
Description of the proposed action: Reasons for dismissing options are often stated generally, with
limited quantification or evidence provided about how potential effects differ (or do not differ) from the
proposed option. For example, under PRO-002 (p21) it states it “would require approximately 100 times
the proposed truck, ferry, lightering barge, and ship traffic,” but does not provide any of this information
broken out for the proposed option. Under TSF-019 (p77) it states, “the catchment area of the site is
high, and the total anadromous stream miles impacted, as well as impacted acres of wetlands for this
site, are high,” but there is no information included about these variables for the proposed action. For
these types of comparisons, we recommend additional information be provided for the proposed action,
or that Appendix B reference sections of Chapter 2 where that information can be found.
Comparison of impacts: In some places, the document remains vague when dismissing options for
‘increased overall impacts.’ While generally understandable, more details of the process used would
benefit the reader and provide context. If the impacts are cross media – such as comparing wetland
impacts to air emissions or visual impacts – please provide the rationale for deciding the comparison and
thresholds for these decisions. In addition, for each option or alternative listed and dismissed, please
provide any other supporting information or reference documents that were used to eliminate the
respective option.
1
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We suggest that the document reflect the ongoing or most recent field verification efforts of potential
wetland impacts when analyzing the environmental impacts of the various options.
Page B-4, Section 1.3.2: One of the reasonable options screening criteria was, “Those that are not
practical because they would not provide a reasonable return on investment.” We recommend defining
what is meant by “reasonable return on investment.” This is discussed further in the comments below.
Alternative-Specific Comments
LOC-002, LOC-003: In dismissing alternative mine locations, the characterized potential ore resources
at alternate sites are compared with the full size of the Pebble deposit (6.5 billion tons measured and
indicated). This rationale for dismissal appears to be at odds with the current Pebble project description
which is to mine 1.3 billon tons of ore. If the Corps is going to consider alternative mine locations, we
recommend that alternative mine site locations be compared with the proposed mine size of 1.3 billion
tons, rather than the full resource.
LOC-002, LOC-003, LOC-005: LOC-002 LOC-003, and LOC-005 were the result of an assessment of
potential copper-gold-molybdenum and massive sulfide deposits in Alaska that are in exploration or
advanced exploration. We recommend providing a reference or other information that describes how
these projects were identified.
LOC: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, if the Corps is going to
assess alternate mine locations, then we recommend consideration of an alternate mine location at the
Pebble deposit itself, which would entail underground mining Pebble East.
LAY-001 to LAY-003 and overall mine component size and configuration: As discussed at the
August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we recommend additional discussion of the basis for the
design of the layouts, and why mine site components are placed in certain locations. This discussion
could be based on review of previous work completed by Pebble where multiple locations were
considered for placement of tailings, waste rock, and water management facilities. For example,
Appendix B considers only two locations for the TSF and only one location for the water management
pond. We recommend that the EIS assess whether there are other locations that may be farther away (but
within the distance that tailings could be pumped) that could result in a more compact footprint or lesser
impacts. If that analysis has already occurred, then we recommend that it be included in this document.
We recommend that the analysis of mine component layouts and locations provide the exact volume of
fills and size requirements for the mine components as currently proposed (LAY-001). With this
information please provide a discussion of the development of location and impacts from the footprint of
each component and if the configuration is utilizing the topographic limitations to the maximum extent
practicable to reduce the overall mine site and footprint of each component thereby reducing aquatic
resource impacts.
LAY-005 and TPD-002: These options are dismissed because they would not provide a “reasonable
rate of return.” As discussed at the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, more information is
needed describing what is considered a reasonable rate of return and how it compares with the rate of
return of the proposed action. Otherwise the basis for dismissing these options is not substantiated.
2
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LAY-006: We agree with evaluating a larger mine size in the EIS as a reasonably foreseeable future
activity. Before the draft EIS is issued for public comment, we request the opportunity to review the
description of the larger mine size and layout and assessment of indirect and cumulative impacts, within
our areas of special expertise.
Even though the larger mine size will be considered as a reasonably foreseeable future activity, given
that “Northern Dynasty has communicated to shareholders that expanded development is possible,” we
recommend that possible expansion be considered in the design and layout of the alternatives. For
example, a mine size/time period extension could extend the period that PAG waste and tailings are
stored and exposed to the atmosphere (oxygen and precipitation), which increases the potential for the
material to begin generating acidity and leaching metals. If a longer period of PAG storage outside of a
completed pit is anticipated, mitigation measures to keep the materials from becoming acidic over this
time should be considered in the original design or alternatives. We recommend that the analysis of
indirect and cumulative effects consider how management of wastes during operations might need to
change to mesh with goals for closure management under the extended mine life/size (cumulative
effects) scenario.
MNG-005: It is not clear why in-pit crushing and conveying would create the need for a separate PAG
waste storage facility. In pit crushing and conveying is common technique. We recommend providing
more explanation that includes the estimated amount of PAG waste that would be generated, why the
PAG waste cannot be included in the proposed pyritic TSF/PAG waste facility, and the estimated
increased footprint of the proposed TSF/PAG facility or a new facility under this option.
MNG-006: This option would require storage of diesel fuel at mine site, in addition to shipment to it.
Since LNG storage is discussed under MNG-007, we recommend discussing the size of the on-site
diesel storage facility here under the Proposed Action.
TPD-002: This option was dismissed based on an optimization study that showed it would not have a
“positive net present value” or “reasonable return on investment.” If these indicators are being used to
screen out alternatives, then this same information should be provided for the proposed action. Please
provide more information that defines: (1) the thresholds for positive net present value and reasonable
return on investment; (2) the net present value and return on investment for the proposed action; and (3)
the estimated net present value and return on investment for options that are eliminated based on these
factors.
TPD options: Only one option smaller than the proposed throughout of 180,000 tpd was considered,
and it was dismissed as not reasonable because it would not provide a reasonable return on investment.
We recommend that mine sizes between 50,000 tpd and 180,000 tpd be assessed to determine if there
are other smaller mine throughputs that could result in reduced impacts and still be practicable.
POW-009: We recommend that more explanation be provided regarding why utilization of the Donlin
Gold gas pipeline is not practicable. For example, describe the excess capacity of the Donlin Gold
pipeline and how much the diameter and amount of gas would need to be increased to also
accommodate Pebble. Please discuss if it would be possible to increase the diameter and amount of gas
flowing through a combination pipeline for both Pebble and Donlin for a portion of the line until the
Pebble pipeline would branch off providing the necessary amount of natural gas flowing for each
project.
3
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ACC-001: Please clarify whether the stream crossings listed are only for the portion of the access road
south of Iliamna Lake, and disclose the number of crossings from the mine site to the northern side of
the lake. In addition, we recommend disclosing the number of wetland crossings, which are mentioned
under ACC-002, but not provided for ACC-001.
ACC-003: The document states that “Additional transfer of materials with barges increases the risk of
spills or loss of fugitive material during transfer operations.” While this statement is true, it is not clear
what the word “additional” is in reference to, as this is an environmental impact that the North Access
alternative has in common with the proposed action. We recommend that the document clarify that the
proposed action has a similar level of risk associated with material transfer to barges.
CTR-002: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we recommend
several revisions to the description of this option. First, please clarify whether this option applies to both
concentrates or to the copper concentrate only. Second, please describe how the treated water discharge
would comply with the Clean Water Act New Source Performance Standards Effluent Limitation
Guidelines (ELGs). The document states that the Concentrate Transport Pipeline option would require a
water treatment plant (WTP) and a discharge permit at the port site, and would result in a small
reduction (<1 cubic foot per second) in water available for discharge at the Mine Site. We note that all
water associated with concentrate transport is process water, so could not be discharged (with the
exception of net precipitation amount) at the port according to the Effluent Limitation Guideline.
Previous iterations of this proposal included a water return pipeline and not a discharge to marine
waters. We recommend revising this discussion.
RCA-002: The document discusses only two options for road access at mine closure: the proposal to
retain the mine road, and an alternative (dismissed) to use only existing infrastructure for mine
reclamation and closure transportation needs, and reclaim the mine road after operations cease. We
recommend consideration of a hybrid alternative, including closing the road south of the Lake along
with the ferry terminals, but leaving the road from Iliamna to the mine site in place for access from and
to the mine site.
TSF-002: It is unclear why Slurry Tailings Storage is listed as dismissed, given that it is the proposed
option for pyritic tailings. We recommend that the document clarify if it is dismissed for bulk tailings
only.
TSF-004: The status of the dry stack tailings option is identified as under review. For reasons discussed
in our scoping comments, we recommend that the Corps include this option as an alternative for detailed
analysis in the EIS for the bulk tailings and also consider it for the pyritic tailings (with appropriate
liners and covers). As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we
recommend that the Corps and AECOM review the tailings alternatives development process and
documents for the Resolution Copper EIS since the Resolution Copper Project is of similar size and has
similar relative amounts of pyritic and bulk tailings. The Resolution Copper Project and Land Exchange
EIS Draft Alternatives Evaluation Report (USDA Forest Service, November 2017) can be found on the
U.S. Forest Service’s Resolution Copper Project EIS website and is informative in how dry stack
alternatives and TSF locational and layout alternatives are assessed and the alternatives development
process in general.
TSF-006: Part of this discusses treatment of the pyritic tailings, but the option is dismissed. The reason
for dismissing addition of limestone (discussed under the Environmental Impact test) is that it would
4
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require transport of very large volumes of materials and that it “provides no environmental benefits over
the Proposed Action” (in the “Why Dismissed” explanation). While it is true that large volumes of
neutralizing material would need to be transported and stored, it is not clear how the pyritic tailings will
be managed when disturbed for placement into the pit, or how the pit will be managed in perpetuity.
Production of acidity and metals in leachate from infiltration of precipitation or interaction with water
already in the TSF would be retained within the lined system (presumably with backup leachate
monitoring wells in case of inefficient or damaged liner), so perhaps there wouldn’t be any
environmental benefit over the proposed action during operations, but there could be an environmental
benefit after the tailings are placed in the pit. The addition of neutralizing agents with pyritic tailings
placement (or even with the PAG waste rock) that are then carried over into the pit could serve two
purposes: that of a shorter-term precautionary measure for the pyritic TSF and a longer-term
management measure for the pit and potential for reduced water treatment needs at closure. We
recommend that the discussion consider these factors.
TSF-009: The status of the downstream dam construction option is identified as under review. Given
the size of the TSF, importance of downstream resources, and stability advantages of a downstream
constructed dam, we recommend that this option be retained for detailed analysis in the EIS.
TSF-013: We recommend that further evaluation occur before dismissing the Blended Pyritic and Bulk
Tails option. We recommend disclosing the relative amounts of bulk and pyritic tailings and the
management options for blending in order to substantiate the statement that the pyritic tailings would
contaminate the bulk tailings. For example, we recommend considering whether the opposite could be
true – that the bulk tailings could neutralize the pyritic tailings. In addition, the document states that a
blended facility would need to be lined, which would hinder the flow-through design concept of the bulk
TSF, and thereby prevent the bulk tailings from dewatering over time and becoming a stable landform.
Give that the entire facility is to be managed in perpetuity as a wet storage facility (under this option), it
is not clear why it is necessary for the bulk tailings to dewater to become a landform. We recommend
that this be clarified and that this option further describe why a lined, blended tailings TSF could not be
dewatered and covered at closure.
TSF-014: This is the proposed option. While it’s stated there would be a slope toward the main
embankment where seepage would be collected as it passed under this embankment, all seepage may not
necessarily flow that direction (for example, if there are fractures that provide easier flow paths). For
this option, groundwater flow pathways need to be well-understood to ensure capture of all leachate. We
recommend this be assessed in the EIS, particularly if option TSF-015 is dismissed. See comment
below.
TSF-015: The lined bulk tailings basin option was dismissed since it would result in saturated lower
tailings that are susceptible to liquefaction. The screening analysis states that technologies have been
evaluated to connect drains into bottom liners to enhance seepage, but they have not been proven and
implemented on a similar scale. Please describe: (1) what type of technologies have been evaluated; (2)
on what scales they are proven to be implemented and effective; and, (3) why exactly these systems
cannot be scaled up for the Pebble TSF. A liner and a downstream constructed dam were components of
the Donlin TSF that was recently permitted by the Corps; it is not clear why these techniques would not
at least be carried forward for detailed analysis in the Pebble EIS.
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PAG-001: Proposed option is for all PAG waste rock to be stored in pyritic TSF. Please describe
whether the PAG waste and pyritic tailings will be separated and whether storing the different particle
sizes together affect their stability and behavior in the event of an earthquake.
WTP-001: The proposed option for WTP#2 “would use chemical precipitation followed by Reverse
Osmosis (RO) for meeting total dissolved solids (TDS)/sulfate limits, and biological selenium removal.”
In RFI-020, the updated portion (page 21 of the PDF, document dated December 6, 2017) has biological
selenium (Se) removal included for WTP#2 and states the design flow for WTP#2 is 14,800 gpm. An
earlier document included in the RFI-020 (page 10 of the PDF, from 2012) stated that biological
treatment of Se on water bypassing RO treatment wouldn’t be used after evaluation. The specific flow
rate subject to biological Se treatment isn’t indicated. Some examples of planned or in construction
projects using the Envirogen system are presented in a table (page 21 of PDF), with the lowest flow rate
of 33,000 gpm for West Line Creek (Teck Coal in BC). An example provided of an operating system is
at Barrick Lead, which is stated to be treating 800 gpm (table on page 11 of PDF). It is not clear whether
the West Line Creek treatment approach is the one that is now being upgraded to advanced oxidation
because of problems with conversion of selenium to selenite (which is the more toxic form).
The WTP#2 flow rate is very high (as are those noted as examples from the RFI-020) for a biological
system that requires a specific range (dependent on concentration of Se) of Eh and pH to facilitate
formation of elemental Se and to not produce selenide (which is mobile and toxic) or to not be reducing
enough and produce selenite (also mobile and more toxic to aquatic organisms than selenate). More
detail on the flow and selenium concentration to be treated is needed to be able to assess if biological Se
removal is feasible and whether alternative selenium treatment options should be developed.
WTP-002: The Enhanced Water Treatment alternative was based on a suggestion received during
scoping to treat water for discharge to meet the water quality of the natural receiving waters. Under the
Reasonable Test, the document states that “It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would be required—and has
committed to achieving—applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones).
The standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the enhanced treatment
would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this option not reasonable.” We note that
the Water Quality Standards at 18 AAC 70.235(c)(1) state: (c) Upon application, or on its own initiative,
the department will, in its discretion, set site-specific criteria in regulation if the department finds that
the evidence reasonably demonstrates that the site-specific criterion will fully protect designated uses in
18 AAC 70.020(b) and that (1) for reasons specific to a certain site, a criterion in 18 AAC 70.020(b) is
more stringent or less stringent than necessary to ensure full protection of the corresponding use class
[emphasis added]. While this process is generally proposed when a natural condition is higher than the
statewide criteria, the regulation does allow ADEC to establish a criterion that is more stringent than the
statewide criteria. We recommend revising the document accordingly.
Editorial Comments:
LOC-005: Says “Status under review” on page B-9, but under layout options on page B-10 it has
“option is not reasonable” under “Why Dismissed.”
LAY-002: Page B-12 under Why Dismissed – “proposed LAY-003” –should this read LAY-001
(Option 3)?
6
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TSF-003 (page B-37): Reasonable test is noted as TBD, but option status is dismissed.
TSF-006: The sentence under the Environmental Impact test, “Revising mining methods to extract
richer ore would result in more waste rock and higher ARD and metal leaching potential” seems
irrelevant to the specific option being discussed.
TSF-011: Option’s status is noted as “under review,” but the details section indicates it was dismissed.
The reason it was dismissed is explained as having already been addressed in the proposed design, but
those details are not presented in TSF-001. We recommend revising for clarity.
TSF-21: Status “under review” but discussed as being dismissed.
WTP-003: Under “Why dismissed” for WTP-003, the document includes a statement that water quality
standards “are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life.” Please revise this statement to
acknowledge that water quality standards also protect human health.
WTP-004: The document states that “Because both TDS and sulfate are below the discharge limits in
the influent water to WTP#1, RO is not required.” Since influent water does not yet exist, we
recommend that is would be more accurate to say TDS and sulfate “are expected” to be below the
discharge limits.
Figure 4: The Figure appears mislabeled, with the NFK East site coded as “rejected”, but it is the
proposed site for the pyritic tailings, and, based on the options presented in Appendix B, wasn’t a
location that was proposed, alternative, or dismissed for the bulk tailings.
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TableB1 BͲ39

TableB1 BͲ43

TableB1 BͲ58

ADFG/Habitat

ADFG/Habitat

ADFG/Habitat

B-5

1.4

ADFG

BͲ3

1.3.1

Page #

ADFG

Department/Division/ Section/F
Section
ig./Table
Recommendation/Action

Reconcilethediscrepancyofshallowdraft
transferbargestolargershipsbeingbotha
preferred/proposedoptionbyPLPatAmakdadori
andalimitationoftheportatWilliamsport.

Remove"naturally"andspecifyhowthedepth
willbeachieved(e.g.dock,fill).

NotaccommodatingdeepͲdraftvesselsandthe
needforlighteringbargestotransferore
concentratetodeepͲdraftbulkshipsislistedasa
limitationofOptionACCͲ003.However,shallow
draftbargestransferringconcentratetoships
awaitingoffshoreiswhatPLPisproposingforthe
AmakdadoriPortsite.
OptionACCͲ022statesthat15feetofwater
depthatthedockcanbeachievednaturally.

Totalnumberofstreamcrossingsislistedas39,
buttheculvertscheduleinthe404application
Updatenumberofstreamcrossings,reconcileor
lists222crossings.Basedonfieldinspections
conductedbyADF&Gthenumberofcrossingsis clarifysothatalternativesanalysisand404
probablyhigherthan222becausestreamswere applicationareinagreementonstreamcrossings.
documentedinthefieldthatwenotlistedin
Pebble'sproposedculvertschedule.

StatementthatCA'sreviewedoutputsateach
stepinthedevelopmentprocess

UncertainwhatlevelofparticipationotherCA's
had,butADFGaspartoftheStateCAhashad
limitedparticipationandthisseemstobean
overstatement.Recommendadjustingstatement
accordingly.

Chapter1wasnotprovidedforCAreview.
RecommendagencyonlyreviewofDEISanda
Statesthattheprojectpurposeandneed
describedinCh.1isakeyelementofalternatives sufficientwindowforcommentingpriortopublic
reviewofDEIS.
development

Comment/Issue

PebbleEISAppendixBAlternatives
ConsolidatedCommentsTable
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BͲ8

BͲ14

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

RecommendUSACEammendtheirpurpose
statementtoincludeeconomic
viability/profitability.Thecurrentpurposeisto
ProposedMineSizealternativeLAY005wasalso "meetcurrentandfuturedemandfor
commodities…".Thatpurposewasnotreferenced
dismissedbecauseitwouldnot"providea
reasonablereturnoninvestment",butprofitwas onceinanyofthejustificationsfordismissing
severalalternativestoproposedactions.PageBͲ
notlistedintheUSACE'sprojectpurpose/need
3ofthisdocumentstatesthatthe#1criteriafor
statement.
screeningoptionsisthattheymust"meetthe
purposeandneed"oftheproject.Howis
"reasonablereturnoninvestment"quantified?

About7alternativeprojectlocations(inAK)were
dismissedasunreasonablebecauseeach"would
notprovideareasonablereturnoninvestment"
(seealsoOption#TPDͲ002).TheUSACE'sofficial
projectpurposedoesnotindicatetheproject's
purposeistogenerate"areasonablereturnon
investment".Itstatesthattheprojectpurposeis
todevelopamineto"meetcurrentandfuture
demandforcommodities...".

RecommendUSACEammendtheirpurpose
statementtoincludeeconomic
viability/profitabilitysinceitisoftenthereason
fordismissalofalternatives.Thecurrentpurpose
isto"meetcurrentandfuturedemandfor
commodities....".Thatpurposewasnot
referencedonceinanyofthejustificationsfor
dismissingseveralalternativestoproposed
actions.PageBͲ3ofthisdocumentstatesthat
the#1criteriaforscreeningoptionsisthatthey
must"meetthepurposeandneed"oftheproject.
Howis"reasonablereturnoninvestment"
quantified?
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BͲ21

MoreclearlyexploreanddocumenthowtheoffͲ
siteprocessingalternativewasevaluatedand
differentiatebetweenshorttermreversiblevs
longtermirreversibleimpacts.

TheimpactsdescribedinOption#PROͲ003(on
sitesmelting)centeredonincreasedair
emmissionsandwetlandimpactsfromadditional
neededfacilities.Theseimpactsareshortterm
MoreclearlyexploreanddocumenthowtheonͲ
andwillendwithprojectcompletion,whereas
siteprocessingalternativewasevaluatedand
ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1 BͲ22,23 storingPAGrockissomethingthatmustbe
differentiatebetweenshorttermreversiblevs
managedsuccessfullyinperpetuitytoavoidmajor
longtermirreversibleimpacts.
watercontaminationissuesindrainageswith
extremelyhighvaluefisheriesdownstream.The
optionwasdismissedbecause"Thisoptionwould
increaseoveralladverseimpacts".

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

Option#PROͲ002(Offsiteprocessing)was
dismissedbecause"Thisoptionwouldincrease
overalladverseimpacts,andwouldlikelynotbe
practicableintermsofcostsandlogistics".
However,theevaluationofoveralladverse
impactscenteredontheincreasedfuel
consumptionandroadtrafficissuesstemming
fromtransportingraworeforoffͲsiteprocessing.
WouldoffͲsiteprocessingpotentiallyreduce
adverseimpactsbyreducingtheneedforlongͲ
termstorageofPAGandtheassociatedconcerns
relatedtopotentialcontamination?Wereshort
termimpacts(vehicletraffic,fuelconsumption)
weighteddifferentlythanlongtermimpacts
(potentailPAG/watermanagementinperpetuity)
?
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BͲ78

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

Descriptionofthisproposedaction(OptionTSFͲ
020)referencesTSFͲ019astheproposedOption#
forstoringbulktailings.However,TSFͲ019isfor CorrectthereferencetoOption#TSFͲ018,which
istheproposedNFKWestTSFlocation.
theNFKNorthalternative,whichwasdimissed
becauseitwouldincreaseadverseimpacts.TSFͲ
018istheproposedNFKWestTSFlocation.

OptionTSFͲ021proposestocombine2water
managementpondsinto1bulkTSFpond.The
narrativesuggeststhatthisproposedalternative Clarifywhetherthisalternativeisstillunder
ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1 BͲ78,79
review,orifithasbeendismissed.
wasdismissedforavarietyofreasons,butthe
Statuscolumnindicatesitisstillunderreview.It
isunclearwhichiscorrect.

BͲ73

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

Attheleveldescribedinthedocument,the
practicalityissuesleadingtodismissalofthe
optionforaportsiteinBristolBayalsoexistfor
CookInletportoptions.Providemoredetailon
lengthofcorrior,streamcrossings,etc.
Acknowledgethatsomeimpactswouldbeless
(noneedforferryinIliamnaLake),whileothers
maybemore(greaterlengthofroad?moreor
fewerstreamcrossings?).Providemapforroute
toBristolBayinACCͲ005.

Option#TSFͲ011pertainstoemergency
storage/containmentofaTSFfailure.The
narrativesuggeststhisproposedalternativewas
Clarifywhetherthisalternativeisstillunder
dimissedasnotreasonablebecausetheconcernit
review,orifithasbeendismissed.
addressesisalreadypartofthetheproposed
project.HowevertheStatusislistedas"Status
UnderReview".Itisunclearwhichiscorrect.

OptionACCͲ005looksatalternativeportsitesin
BristolBayratherthanCookInlet(negatingthe
needforaferrycrossingIlliamna).This
alternativeisdismissedasitwould"increase
overaladverseimpacts"andithadseveral
ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1 BͲ45,46
practicalityissues.Manyofthepracticalityissues
identifiedforBristolBayalsoexistforCookInlet
portoptions(e.g.,conflictwithfisheries,shallow
bayrequiringlongtrestles,causeways,or
lighteringbargestoreachbulkvessels).
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ADF&G/Subsistence

FigureBͲ
B86
1

Determine:potentialdisruptiontobothfishand
gamespecies,changesinaccessbysubsistence
usersfromPedroBayandpatternsofsubsistence
use,andnegativeimpactsofroadsandincreased
traffic.

Overall,allareas,proposedandalternativeforthe Uptodatedataneedstobecollectedto
minesite(includingtransportationcorridors)are determine:potentialdisruptiontobothfishand
gamespecies,changesinaccessbysubsistence
usedforsubsistencepurposesyearͲround.
usersandpatternsofsubsistenceuse,impactsof
reducedaccessandincreasedtrafficonlandand
waters.

ThetextstateswithACCͲ002therewouldbeless
subsistenceconcernsusingthisalternative,but
thisroutewouldplaceminetrafficnearthesmall
communityofPedroBay,acommunitywhich
reliesheavilyonsubsistenceresources.The
ADF&G/Subsistence ACCͲ002 B40Ͳ42 potentialnegativeimpactofnewroadson
subsistenceshouldbeconsideredandreference
tosocialimpactsaddressedinSection4
EnvironmentalImpacts.

Thepotentialimpactofnewroadsonsubsistence SuggestedtextforACCͲ001:Theincreased
shouldbeconsideredandreferencetosocial
numberofroadsmayhaveanegativeeffecton
impactsaddressedinACCͲ001.
projectͲarearesidents’subsistenceactivitiesin
thatnewroadsmaydrawnonͲlocalhunterstothe
area,creatingincreasedhunterpressureon
animalsandincreasedcompetition.Roadsmay
alsoresultinreroutingoverlandmigrationof
ADF&G/Subsistence ACCͲ001 B39Ͳ40
caribou,changingaccessbysubsistencehunters.
Anothernegativeimpactmayresultfromthe
IliamnaLakeiceͲbreakingferry,whichcould
disruptwintertraveloverthefrozenlake.
Additionally,theferryrouteisinareasimportant
forsubsistencesealharvesting.
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POWͲ
009

ACCͲ001 BͲ39

ADF&G/Wildlife

ADF&G/Wildlife

BͲ35

MNGͲ
007

ADF&G/Wildlife

Ratherthandismissingthealternativebasedon
thecapabilitiesofan,asyet,unbuiltpipelineit
maybebettertoreferencethetimingissueswith
bothprojects(Donlinissignificantlyaheadof
Pebbleinthepermittingprocess)orretainthe
optionandexplorethepotentialfora
coordinatedjointpipelinescenarioforboth
projects(potentiallyreducingthecumulative
impactsofbothprojects).

Textnotesalternativeferryterminal(ACCͲ006a)
eastofproposedsite;butthesiteandaccessroad Includelocationofalternativeferryterminaland
tothisalternativesiteisnotonthesupplied
anyaccessroadchangesondrawings.
drawings.

Dismissesotherwiseviableoptiononbasisthat
theplannedDonlinpipelineisundersizedto
operatebothsites.

"LNGtruckscanbeconsideredlaterintheEIS
processasamitigationmeasureifthistechnology
advances..."

Dismissingtheoptionbecause"LNGͲpowered
haultrucksarenotcommerciallyavailableforthe
miningindustry"afterpreviouslystatingthatitis
reasonable"becauseequipmentmanufacturers
suchasCaterpillarhavebeenactivelyworkingto
developcommerciallyavailableLNGͲpowered
Lookatretainingoptionasalternativeor
BͲ19& haultrucks"seemspremature.Basedonthe
conductingadditionalreviewtodetermine
20
discussionitseemsthatcommerciallyavailable
potentialavailabilityofequipment.
LNGminingtruckswouldbea"foreseeable"
alternativepriortoprojectstartup.
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ACCͲ001
andall
other
ACC
options

ACCͲ015 BͲ053

ACCͲ016 BͲ54

ACCͲ017 BͲ55

ADF&G/Wildlife

ADF&G/Wildlife

ADF&G/Wildlife

ADF&G/Wildlife

Optiondismissedduetoincreasein"overall"
adverseimpacts,butnotingonlyincreased
dredgedmaterialcomparedtoACCͲ013or
ACC014butdoesnotprovideanyquantitative
informationtoshowthosedifferences.

Asnotedabove,providequantitativesummaryof
theseimpactswhenmakingdismissalon
increasedenvironmentalimpacts.Alsoasnoted
above,includeotherenvironmentalimpactsand
benefitsoftheoptioninmakingthat"overall"
judgement.Notjustthedredgeandfillfigures.
Presumablytherewouldbesomeenvironmental
gaininusingexistinginfrastructure.

Providemoreanalysisofproductivityofoffshore
areaversusproposedalternativejust14miles
"Baselinedataindicatethatthisoffshoreareaisa
downcoast,withsomecommonoffshorearea.
moreaproductivehabitatwithhigherutilization
AlsowhyamoredirectroutefromACCͲ007or
byawidervarietyofspeciesthanotheroptions."
011toACCͲ016wasn'tconsidered,thereby
shorteningtheroaddistance.
Dismissedduetoincreasedoverallimpacts

"26additionalroadmiles…"

TextstateswouldrequirethecrossingofIlliamna
BaywithacausewayandsubstantialfillinIlliamna
Correctdescriptionordiagram.
Bay.Howeverthesupplieddiagramshowsthe
routewellawayfromIlliamnaBay.

TextinotherACCalternativesraisespointssuch
asincreasedriskofspillsormateriallossduring
Weighalternativesequallynotingincreasedrisks
bargetransfersandlocationnotbeingableto
accommodatedeepͲdraftvesselsthatshouldalso andsitingproblemsandbenefitsofnothaving
benotedintheproposedalternativesoptionsof theserisksatotheralternatives.
ferryterminalsatIliamnaLakeandAmakdedori
beach.
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RCAͲ001 BͲ64

TSFͲ011
BͲ73&BͲ Projectoptionsweredismissed,buttheright
&TSFͲ
78
handcolumnstillsays“statusunderreview”.
021

ADF&G/Wildlife

DEC

WhiletheoptionsareentitledReclamationand
ClosureAccess;theoptionisunclearonthe
ultimatereclamationandclosureof
infrastructure.Maintainingandusingroadsfor
reclamationandclosureneedsandforpostͲ
closuresupportactivities.Butdoesnotspecify
whenandhowtheroadswillbeultimately
reclaimedandclosedout.
Pleaseconfirmandupdate,ifnecesssary.

Developandpresentplanforfinalclosureof
infrastructure.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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John McCall
Craig, Bill
Re: [EXTERNAL] FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pebble EIS: Agency Meeting on Alternatives
Tuesday, August 14, 2018 2:46:38 PM

Mr. Craig, can I verify the next Pebble CA meeting is the 22nd at 1300-1500, as accepted, as I have this meeting, as
an all-day that overlaps this one and wanted to verify the next meeting date/time. Thank you

On Tue, Jul 24, 2018 at 11:25 AM Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com> wrote:
All,
Please plan on an informational 2 hour meeting August 22, 2018 so that we may present the
Chapter 2 Alternatives currently being identified. The draft scoping report should be available by
8/17 or earlier, so it won’t be enough time for your agency to process the information and inform
alternatives identified in the scoping process. Plan on having a follow up in middle September
after screening criteria for the alternatives have been used and the alternatives to be carried
forward for analysis are identified.
VR
Shane McCoy
-----Original Appointment----From: Craig, Bill [mailto:bill.m.craig@aecom.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2018 10:12 AM
To: Craig, Bill; POA Special Projects; Bella, Elizabeth; Isaacs, Jon
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Pebble EIS: Agency Meeting on Alternatives
When: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 1:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-09:00) Alaska.
Where: AECOM - 500 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage or Teleconference

-- Do not delete or change any of the following text. --

Join Webex meeting
Meeting number (access code): 597 324 580

Join from a video system or application
Dial 597324580@aecom.webex.com

Join by phone
+1 602 585 0123 US Toll
1 844 712 3247 US Toll Free
Global call-in numbers | Toll-free calling restrictions
Can't join the meeting?
If you are a host, go here to view host information.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which
may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being
recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.

-Respectfully,
John A. McCall
Engineer, Alaska Office of Field Operations
Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE)
United States Department of the Interior
Office: 907.334.5308
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
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POA Special Projects
McCall, John
Craig, Bill
RE: [Non-DoD Source] Re: [EXTERNAL] Correct version of the Alternatives memo
Tuesday, September 18, 2018 10:22:13 AM

John,
I will check, and will get the sign in sheet.
Shane
-----Original Message----From: McCall, John [mailto:john.mccall@bsee.gov]
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2018 2:18 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Re: [EXTERNAL] Correct version of the Alternatives memo
Shane: from the latest Appx B the POW-007 option# on page B-34 now reads with the inclusion of Iliamna Lake
which is identified under ACC-001 on page B-39. Does POW-007 actually identify the entire pipeline route from
Kenai to the mine site or just the Cook Inlet portion? I am also requesting the sign-in sheets from the 22 Aug
meeting at AECOM.

On Mon, Sep 17, 2018 at 1:37 PM POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil
<mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil> > wrote:

All,
Attached is the correct version. My apologies for sending previous email.
Attached is the more robust discussion on alternatives. We are not requesting comments, however if your
agency has comments and can provide them NO LATER THAN Close of Business October 3, we will incorporate
as much as possible. Comments received after October 3 will be considered after the release of the draft EIS.
Thanks
Shane McCoy
Program Manager

-Respectfully,
John A. McCall
Engineer, Alaska Office of Field Operations
Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE)
United States Department of the Interior
Office: 907.334.5308
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Subject:
Date:
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POA Special Projects
Pendergast, Kevin; POA Special Projects
John McCall; Craig, Bill
RE: [Non-DoD Source] Re: [EXTERNAL] Tentative CA alternatives discussion
Monday, August 27, 2018 10:14:05 AM

Kevin,
Thanks for the heads up.
Shane
-----Original Message----From: Pendergast, Kevin [mailto:kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov]
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2018 10:03 AM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Cc: John McCall <john.mccall@bsee.gov>
Subject: Re: [Non-DoD Source] Re: [EXTERNAL] Tentative CA alternatives discussion
Thank you Shane. John and I have discussed this meeting, and based on the facts that he will be out of town that
week and the subject matter likely does not directly touch our responsibilities, we are going to miss this meeting.
Kevin

Kevin J. Pendergast, PE CPG
Deputy Regional Director and Regional Supervisor, Field Operations - Alaska Region
Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement
Office 907.334.5311
Cell 907.250.0546

On Mon, Aug 27, 2018 at 9:41 AM POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil
<mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil> > wrote:

Kevin,
To date, there has been discussion regarding near shore landings/configurations, but no on the OCS.
Shane
-----Original Message----From: Pendergast, Kevin [mailto:kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov <mailto:kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov> ]
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2018 9:33 AM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil <mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
>
Cc: John McCall <john.mccall@bsee.gov <mailto:john.mccall@bsee.gov> >
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Re: [EXTERNAL] Tentative CA alternatives discussion
Hello ShaneIn your estimation, is any of this discussion going to involve the offshore portion of the pipeline?
Kevin
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Kevin J. Pendergast, PE CPG
Deputy Regional Director and Regional Supervisor, Field Operations - Alaska Region
Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement
Office 907.334.5311
Cell 907.250.0546

On Mon, Aug 27, 2018 at 6:22 AM POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil
<mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil> <mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil > > > wrote:

All,
I have had a couple of requests to change the meeting time to the 12th. Are you available?

Shane McCoy
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
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Vaughan, Molly
POA Special Projects
Craig, Bill; McGrath, Patricia
RE: Dry Stack Alternative - no do outs (UNCLASSIFIED)
Wednesday, October 24, 2018 11:09:30 AM
EPA Comments on Dry Stack memo 102418.docx

Hello Shane,
EPA has reviewed the memo on the Dry Stack option, and we are providing our comments, attached. We look
forward to discussing at the meeting this afternoon.
Regards,
Molly
-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects [mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 11:00 AM
To: bobl@jadenorth.com; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>; Curyung Tribal
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA) <linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil) <David.M.Seris@uscg.mil>; Douglass Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell,
David (PHMSA) <david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>;
'mary_colligan@fws.gov' <mary_colligan@fws.gov>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall, John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; McGrath, Patricia
<mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; manager@lakeandpen.com; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; nondaltontribe@yahoo.com; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>
Cc: Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Dry Stack Alternative - no do outs (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
All,
Per comments from several CAs and comments received during scoping, we are considering a Dry Stack Alternative
for the TSF. Attached is a memo describing the process and rationale used to evaluate that alternative. This is for
consideration and comment if you so desire, or we can discuss it on the 24th.
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
POA Special Projects
Craig, Bill
RE: Dry Stack Alternative - no do outs (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, October 30, 2018 3:49:05 PM

Shane,
Below is a summary of comments/feedback I received from subject matter experts and technical agency staffs
regarding the Dry Stack Memo you distributed.
- Since both dry stack and slurry methods of tailings disposal are both generally acceptable disposal options and that
the department does not specify project design decisions for a project, we have no comment with regard to the
findings of this report.
- There was general agreement with the report's conclusions that a dry stack is probably not feasible for a project
such as Pebble.
- The Memo does a good job of demonstrating the operational and engineering challenges a large open pit mine such
as Pebble would face when attempting to implement a dry stack disposal method.
- The Memo presents a detailed review of the complexity of a filter-press operation and why a standby tailings
storage facility would be needed for upset conditions.
Take care,
Kyle Moselle
Associate Director
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Office of Project Management and Permitting
907-465-6849
Kyle.moselle@alaska.gov
-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 11:00 AM
To: Bob Loeffler <bobl@jadenorth.com>; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>; Curyung Tribal
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA) <linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil) <David.M.Seris@uscg.mil>; Douglass Cooper <douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell,
David (PHMSA) <david.hassell@dot.gov>; J. Loichinger <jloichinger@achp.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>;
'mary_colligan@fws.gov' <mary_colligan@fws.gov>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall, John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; 'Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov'
<Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Molly Vaughan <Vaughan.molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; Nathan Hill <manager@lakeandpen.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Pres William Evanoff <nondaltontribe@yahoo.com>; Wesley Furlong
<wfurlong@narf.org>
Cc: Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Dry Stack Alternative - no do outs (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
All,
Per comments from several CAs and comments received during scoping, we are considering a Dry Stack Alternative
for the TSF. Attached is a memo describing the process and rationale used to evaluate that alternative. This is for
consideration and comment if you so desire, or we can discuss it on the 24th.
VR
Shane McCoy
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CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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McGrath, Patricia
POA Special Projects
Vaughan, Molly; Craig, Bill; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
RE: Follow up on the Alternatives discussion
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 2:13:46 PM

Hi Shane During the August 22 meeting it was mentioned that AECOM developed a more detailed analysis of alternatives
(than that provided to the cooperating agencies in the August 17, 2018 memo) to support the alternatives proposed
for being carried forward and provide rationale for those dismissed. Could you share the detailed analysis with us?
Reviewing the detailed analysis will enable us to provide more informed input into the alternatives discussion
including recommendations on the range of alternatives, whether more information may be needed to support the
alternatives that are dismissed, and whether there are additional alternatives that are not on the current list. We
appreciate the opportunity to provide input into alternatives development, and the detailed information will really
help us with that.
Also, I want to let you know that Molly has another commitment on September 12 and will not be able to participate
in the cooperating agency alternatives discussion. Mark Douglas, who is on our internal review team for
alternatives, will participate in person in her place and I plan to call in.
ThanksPatty

Patty McGrath |Mining Advisor
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10
1200 Sixth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101
OERA-140
Office: (206) 553-6113
Cell: (206) 743-7068
mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects [mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2018 2:36 PM
To: bobl@jadenorth.com; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>; Curyung Tribal
<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; 'cvaughn@achp.gov' <cvaughn@achp.gov>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil) <David.M.Seris@uscg.mil>; Douglass Cooper
<douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA) <david.hassell@dot.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>;
'mary_colligan@fws.gov' <mary_colligan@fws.gov>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall, John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; McGrath, Patricia
<mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; manager@lakeandpen.com; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; nondaltontribe@yahoo.com; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>
Cc: Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Follow up on the Alternatives discussion
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All,
First, thank you for participating in the discussion on 22AUG. It was very productive. As we discussed, if you
identify additional alternatives prior the revised list that will be sent Sept 7, SEND them in please. We will be
requesting comments on the revised list on the 14th after the meeting.

Thanks,
Shane McCoy
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
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POA Special Projects
McGrath, Patricia; POA Special Projects
Vaughan, Molly; Craig, Bill; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
RE: Follow up on the Alternatives discussion
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 8:07:09 AM

Patty,
We will be sending the list with the more detailed explanation for all the CAs to see. Thanks.
Shane
-----Original Message----From: McGrath, Patricia [mailto:mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 2:13 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; Craig, Bill (bill.m.craig@aecom.com)
<bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: Follow up on the Alternatives discussion
Hi Shane During the August 22 meeting it was mentioned that AECOM developed a more detailed analysis of alternatives
(than that provided to the cooperating agencies in the August 17, 2018 memo) to support the alternatives proposed
for being carried forward and provide rationale for those dismissed. Could you share the detailed analysis with us?
Reviewing the detailed analysis will enable us to provide more informed input into the alternatives discussion
including recommendations on the range of alternatives, whether more information may be needed to support the
alternatives that are dismissed, and whether there are additional alternatives that are not on the current list. We
appreciate the opportunity to provide input into alternatives development, and the detailed information will really
help us with that.
Also, I want to let you know that Molly has another commitment on September 12 and will not be able to participate
in the cooperating agency alternatives discussion. Mark Douglas, who is on our internal review team for
alternatives, will participate in person in her place and I plan to call in.
ThanksPatty

Patty McGrath |Mining Advisor
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10
1200 Sixth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101
OERA-140
Office: (206) 553-6113
Cell: (206) 743-7068
mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects [mailto:poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2018 2:36 PM
To: bobl@jadenorth.com; Brooke Merrell <brooke_merrell@nps.gov>; Curyung Tribal
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<courtenay@curyungtribe.com>; 'cvaughn@achp.gov' <cvaughn@achp.gov>; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA)
<linda.daugherty@dot.gov>; David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil) <David.M.Seris@uscg.mil>; Douglass Cooper
<douglass_cooper@fws.gov>; Hassell, David (PHMSA) <david.hassell@dot.gov>; Joan Kluwe
<joan_kluwe@nps.gov>; John Eddins <jeddins@achp.gov>; Kevin Pendegast <kevin.pendergast@bsee.gov>;
'mary_colligan@fws.gov' <mary_colligan@fws.gov>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>; McCall, John <john.mccall@bsee.gov>; McGrath, Patricia
<mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
<kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>; manager@lakeandpen.com; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; nondaltontribe@yahoo.com; Wesley Furlong <wfurlong@narf.org>
Cc: Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; POA Special Projects
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Follow up on the Alternatives discussion

All,
First, thank you for participating in the discussion on 22AUG. It was very productive. As we discussed, if you
identify additional alternatives prior the revised list that will be sent Sept 7, SEND them in please. We will be
requesting comments on the revised list on the 14th after the meeting.

Thanks,
Shane McCoy
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Moselle, Kyle W (DNR)
Craig, Bill
POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
RE: Pebble EIS: Other Mine Location Alternatives
Monday, October 22, 2018 4:22:05 PM

Hey Bill,
Sorry for not getting back to you sooner on this. DNR has information on state mineral claims, but
we don’t track (or get involved) in the sale or acquisition of mining company assets. I believe the
Pyramid Deposit is on private property with the subsurface controlled by The Aleut Corporation, an
Alaska Native-owned corporation. So that means state claims wouldn’t even be involved. I don’t
believe DNR would have any information related to the availability of that deposit for lease. You
may want to reach out to the land owners. There may also be information on SEDAR. Copper Bank
Corp. has it currently; acquiring it from Antofagasta in late 2014. Usually there are financial
disclosures on SEDAR when things like that happen.
P.S. Shane, thanks for pinging me on this one via phone. I missed it in my email.
Take care,
Kyle Moselle
Associate Director
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Office of Project Management and Permitting
907-465-6849
Kyle.moselle@alaska.gov
From: Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 3:40 PM
To: Moselle, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.moselle@alaska.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects (poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil)
<poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Pebble EIS: Other Mine Location Alternatives
Hi Kyle,
I am evaluating other mine locations as alternatives. Do you have access to information that would
allow us to determine if the Pyramid deposit was available for lease/purchase in 2001, when Pebble
was obtained by Northern Dynasty?
Thanks, Bill
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Vaughan, Molly
POA Special Projects; Bella, Elizabeth; Craig, Bill; McGrath, Patricia
RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Monday, November 26, 2018 11:55:17 AM

Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Molly Vaughan
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10
Alaska Operations Office
222 W. 7th Avenue #19
Anchorage, AK 99513-7588
907-271-1215
vaughan.molly@epa.gov
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 12:17 PM
To: Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>;
McGrath.patricia@Epamail.epa.gov; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Good Afternoon,
As discussed, USACE is setting up a meeting to have a technical discussion of alternatives considered and carried
forward between USACE, AECOM, and USACE.
In particular, we will be discussing full lining of the bulk TSF, dry stack, and the other alternatives identified
starting on page 13 of the comments which EPA emailed USACE today.
Looking at availability early next week, I am available all day Monday or Tuesday, with the exception of 9:30 to
11:30 Tuesday, and I have availability Wednesday morning, until 12:30.
The meeting will be at AECOM. Call-in info will be provided, if needed.
Please let me know what dates and times work best for you and your technical folks.
Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District Regulatory Division P.O. Box 6898 JBER, AK 99506 main office
line: 907-753-2712

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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McGrath, Patricia
Vaughan, Molly; POA Special Projects; Bella, Elizabeth; Craig, Bill; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA
(US)
RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:36:29 AM

Hi Katie and ShaneCan you let us know if there will be a meeting to discuss alternatives tomorrow morning? Or should we look for an
alternate time?
ThanksPatty
-----Original Message----From: Vaughan, Molly
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:55 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>;
Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Molly Vaughan
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10 Alaska Operations Office
222 W. 7th Avenue #19
Anchorage, AK 99513-7588
907-271-1215
vaughan.molly@epa.gov
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 12:17 PM
To: Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>;
McGrath.patricia@Epamail.epa.gov; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Good Afternoon,
As discussed, USACE is setting up a meeting to have a technical discussion of alternatives considered and carried
forward between USACE, AECOM, and USACE.
In particular, we will be discussing full lining of the bulk TSF, dry stack, and the other alternatives identified
starting on page 13 of the comments which EPA emailed USACE today.
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Looking at availability early next week, I am available all day Monday or Tuesday, with the exception of 9:30 to
11:30 Tuesday, and I have availability Wednesday morning, until 12:30.
The meeting will be at AECOM. Call-in info will be provided, if needed.
Please let me know what dates and times work best for you and your technical folks.
Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District Regulatory Division P.O. Box 6898 JBER, AK 99506 main office
line: 907-753-2712

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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POA Special Projects
McGrath, Patricia; Vaughan, Molly; POA Special Projects; Bella, Elizabeth; Craig, Bill; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV
USARMY CEPOA (US)
RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:46:44 AM

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Patty,
I am checking with everyone right now, and it looks promising for tomorrow morning. Who from EPA is planning
on attending?
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
(907) 753-2715
-----Original Message----From: McGrath, Patricia [mailto:mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:36 AM
To: Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>;
Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hi Katie and ShaneCan you let us know if there will be a meeting to discuss alternatives tomorrow morning? Or should we look for an
alternate time?
ThanksPatty
-----Original Message----From: Vaughan, Molly
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:55 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>;
Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Molly Vaughan
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10 Alaska Operations Office
222 W. 7th Avenue #19
Anchorage, AK 99513-7588
907-271-1215
vaughan.molly@epa.gov
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 12:17 PM
To: Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>;
McGrath.patricia@Epamail.epa.gov; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Good Afternoon,
As discussed, USACE is setting up a meeting to have a technical discussion of alternatives considered and carried
forward between USACE, AECOM, and USACE.
In particular, we will be discussing full lining of the bulk TSF, dry stack, and the other alternatives identified
starting on page 13 of the comments which EPA emailed USACE today.
Looking at availability early next week, I am available all day Monday or Tuesday, with the exception of 9:30 to
11:30 Tuesday, and I have availability Wednesday morning, until 12:30.
The meeting will be at AECOM. Call-in info will be provided, if needed.
Please let me know what dates and times work best for you and your technical folks.
Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District Regulatory Division P.O. Box 6898 JBER, AK 99506 main office
line: 907-753-2712

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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POA Special Projects
McGrath, Patricia; POA Special Projects; Vaughan, Molly; Bella, Elizabeth; Craig, Bill; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV
USARMY CEPOA (US)
RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 12:58:06 PM

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Thanks Patty,
I just didn’t read down the email chain far enough. I have confirmed that there will be a meeting at AECOM
tomorrow at 8.
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
(907) 753-2715

-----Original Message----From: McGrath, Patricia [mailto:mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:57 AM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>;
Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hi Shane
Here are the EPA folks per the message that Molly sent yesterday (Molly, Barb Butler, Cindi Godsey, and myself).
Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 12:46 PM
To: McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; POA Special
Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill
<bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Patty,
I am checking with everyone right now, and it looks promising for tomorrow morning. Who from EPA is planning
on attending?
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VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
(907) 753-2715
-----Original Message----From: McGrath, Patricia [mailto:mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:36 AM
To: Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>;
Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hi Katie and ShaneCan you let us know if there will be a meeting to discuss alternatives tomorrow morning? Or should we look for an
alternate time?
ThanksPatty
-----Original Message----From: Vaughan, Molly
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:55 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>;
Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Molly Vaughan
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10 Alaska Operations Office
222 W. 7th Avenue #19
Anchorage, AK 99513-7588
907-271-1215
vaughan.molly@epa.gov
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 12:17 PM
To: Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>;
McGrath.patricia@Epamail.epa.gov; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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Good Afternoon,
As discussed, USACE is setting up a meeting to have a technical discussion of alternatives considered and carried
forward between USACE, AECOM, and USACE.
In particular, we will be discussing full lining of the bulk TSF, dry stack, and the other alternatives identified
starting on page 13 of the comments which EPA emailed USACE today.
Looking at availability early next week, I am available all day Monday or Tuesday, with the exception of 9:30 to
11:30 Tuesday, and I have availability Wednesday morning, until 12:30.
The meeting will be at AECOM. Call-in info will be provided, if needed.
Please let me know what dates and times work best for you and your technical folks.
Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District Regulatory Division P.O. Box 6898 JBER, AK 99506 main office
line: 907-753-2712

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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McGrath, Patricia
POA Special Projects; Vaughan, Molly; Bella, Elizabeth; Craig, Bill; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA
(US)
RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:57:08 AM

Hi Shane
Here are the EPA folks per the message that Molly sent yesterday (Molly, Barb Butler, Cindi Godsey, and myself).
Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 12:46 PM
To: McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; POA Special
Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill
<bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US)
<Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Patty,
I am checking with everyone right now, and it looks promising for tomorrow morning. Who from EPA is planning
on attending?
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
(907) 753-2715
-----Original Message----From: McGrath, Patricia [mailto:mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11:36 AM
To: Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>; POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>;
Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McCafferty, Katherine A
CIV USARMY CEPOA (US) <Katherine.A.McCafferty2@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hi Katie and ShaneCan you let us know if there will be a meeting to discuss alternatives tomorrow morning? Or should we look for an
alternate time?
ThanksPatty
-----Original Message-----
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From: Vaughan, Molly
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:55 PM
To: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>; Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>;
Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>; McGrath, Patricia <mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov>
Subject: RE: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Hello Katie,
Thank you for contacting us to schedule this meeting. We are available Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00. In
addition to Patty and myself, EPA attendees will include Barb Butler (Butler.Barbara@epa.gov) and Cindi Godsey
(Godsey.Cindi@epa.gov). I will be able to attend in person, but the other EPA folks will be calling in for the
meeting, so please do provide call-in info.
Thank you,
Molly
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Molly Vaughan
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10 Alaska Operations Office
222 W. 7th Avenue #19
Anchorage, AK 99513-7588
907-271-1215
vaughan.molly@epa.gov
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-----Original Message----From: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 12:17 PM
To: Bella, Elizabeth <elizabeth.bella@aecom.com>; Craig, Bill <bill.m.craig@aecom.com>;
McGrath.patricia@Epamail.epa.gov; Vaughan, Molly <Vaughan.Molly@epa.gov>
Cc: POA Special Projects <poaspecialprojects@usace.army.mil>
Subject: technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Good Afternoon,
As discussed, USACE is setting up a meeting to have a technical discussion of alternatives considered and carried
forward between USACE, AECOM, and USACE.
In particular, we will be discussing full lining of the bulk TSF, dry stack, and the other alternatives identified
starting on page 13 of the comments which EPA emailed USACE today.
Looking at availability early next week, I am available all day Monday or Tuesday, with the exception of 9:30 to
11:30 Tuesday, and I have availability Wednesday morning, until 12:30.
The meeting will be at AECOM. Call-in info will be provided, if needed.
Please let me know what dates and times work best for you and your technical folks.
Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District Regulatory Division P.O. Box 6898 JBER, AK 99506 main office
line: 907-753-2712

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
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POA Special Projects
Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris (David.M.Seris@uscg.mil);
Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); J. Loichinger; Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin Pendegast;
"mary_colligan@fws.gov"; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
"Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; POA Special Projects; Pres
William Evanoff; Wesley Furlong
Craig, Bill; POA Special Projects
Recall: 09_14_2018_Appendix_B_Alt_ Dev_Table_Draft.docx
Monday, September 17, 2018 1:30:48 PM

POA Special Projects would like to recall the message, "09_14_2018_Appendix_B_Alt_ Dev_Table_Draft.docx".
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
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POA Special Projects
Bella, Elizabeth; Craig, Bill; McGrath.patricia@Epamail.epa.gov; Molly Vaughan
POA Special Projects
technical meeting to discuss Chapter 2, alternatives (UNCLASSIFIED)
Wednesday, November 21, 2018 12:17:36 PM

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Good Afternoon,
As discussed, USACE is setting up a meeting to have a technical discussion of alternatives considered and carried
forward between USACE, AECOM, and USACE.
In particular, we will be discussing full lining of the bulk TSF, dry stack, and the other alternatives identified
starting on page 13 of the comments which EPA emailed USACE today.
Looking at availability early next week, I am available all day Monday or Tuesday, with the exception of 9:30 to
11:30 Tuesday, and I have availability Wednesday morning, until 12:30.
The meeting will be at AECOM. Call-in info will be provided, if needed.
Please let me know what dates and times work best for you and your technical folks.
Thanks,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District
Regulatory Division
P.O. Box 6898
JBER, AK 99506
main office line: 907-753-2712

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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From:
To:

Subject:

POA Special Projects
Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; "cvaughn@achp.gov"; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin
Pendegast; "mary_colligan@fws.gov"; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
"Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; Pres William Evanoff; Wesley
Furlong; Craig, Bill; Bella, Elizabeth
Tentative CA alternatives discussion

All,
I have had a couple of requests to change the meeting time to the 12th. Are you available?

Shane McCoy
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
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POA Special Projects
Bob Loeffler; Brooke Merrell; Curyung Tribal; "cvaughn@achp.gov"; Daugherty, Linda (PHMSA); David Seris
(David.M.Seris@uscg.mil); Douglass Cooper; Hassell, David (PHMSA); Joan Kluwe; John Eddins; Kevin
Pendegast; "mary_colligan@fws.gov"; McCafferty, Katherine A CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); McCall, John;
"Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"; Molly Vaughan; Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Nathan Hill; POA Special Projects; Pres
William Evanoff; Wesley Furlong
Craig, Bill
Tomorrow CA alternatives meeting
Tuesday, August 21, 2018 8:20:54 AM

All,
Yesterday I send a cancelation for the technical groups meeting I had scheduled a month ago. The shorter, two hour
alternatives discussion IS still scheduled for 1300-1500 AST. Sorry for any confusion, it was just to clean up my
calendar for those in my organization that have visibility and need to know where I am at any given time.
Again, sorry for the confusion.
Shane McCoy
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
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POA Special Projects
Moselle, Kyle W (DNR); Molly Vaughan; "Mcgrath.patricia@epa.gov"
POA Special Projects; Craig, Bill (bill.m.craig@aecom.com)
TSF-015 Bulk Tailings Basin Response requested by 12/13/2018 (UNCLASSIFIED)
Wednesday, December 5, 2018 12:55:00 PM
TSF-015 Bulk Tailings Basin_120418.docx

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Attached is the DRAFT revised rationale for not carrying the lined Bulk TSF forward as a variant to action
Alternative 2. Please provide comment, or an anticipated date of comment, by 12/13/2018.
VR
Shane McCoy
Program Manager
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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CHAPTER 3: AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

RECREATION

The region around the project area is, for the most part, remote and undeveloped. These lands
and waters support a wide variety of dispersed recreation activities including sport and trophy
hunting, hiking, camping, and snowmachining. The premier recreation activity in this area is
sport fishing which draws many anglers from Alaska and beyond to lodges, lakes, rivers, and
estuaries in the region in search of freshwater, saltwater, and anadromous fish. Due to the
economic importance of fishing in this region, recreational and commercial fishing are discussed
in a separate section. See Section 3.6, Commercial and Recreational Fishing for more
information.

Comment [KJ1]: Most comments are related
to the accuracy of the information provided. Do
you want us to review with another lens? For
instance, the section could do more to describe
the economic impact of recreation on the area
and trends/patterns in growth, or is the
economic nexus of recreation exclusively
relegated to Section 3.6?

3.5.1 Recreation Management
3.5.1.1 Federal Lands
National Parks Service
The following section provides information on the management of the three National Park
Service (NPS) units within the regional recreation area of the project. Commercial use of all
three units are subject to commercial use authorizations (CUAs), which authorize appropriate
suitable commercial services to park visitors (NPS 2018c). CUAs may not exceed two years per
term and provide for incidental use of the park by commercial service operators where services
originate and terminate outside of the park boundary (NPS 2018c). CUAs are authorized under
Section 418 of the National Parks Omnibus Management Act of 1998, Public Law 105-391
(NPS 2018c).

Lake Clark National Park and Preserve
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve is managed according to the 1984 General
Management Plan for the park and a 2014 amendment to this plan. The 1984 General
Management Plan contains a management concept for visitor access, recreation and use within
the park unit, including development, access, commercial use, visitor use, visitor information,
and interpretive materials (NPS 1984). The 2014 amendment expanded visitor activities and
interpretive services. The amendment included designating some existing cabins for public use,
designating an informal water route on Lake Clark, providing a few improved visitor facilities,
and providing limited new commercial services (NPS 2014).

Comment [KJ2]: Is there a reason concession
contracts are not discussed? They are
mentioned throughout this section so it seems
like they should be mentioned here… If yes, I
would change this paragraph to state:
Commercial use of these units is subject to
commercial use authorizations (CUAs) and
concession contracts, which authorize
appropriate commercial services to park visitors
(NPS 2018c). CUAs may not exceed two years
per term and provide for incidental use of the
park by commercial service operators where
services originate and terminate outside of the
park boundary (NPS 2018c). Concession
contracts are commonly issued for ten years
and are issued on a competitive basis.
Commercial services are authorized under the
National Parks Omnibus Management Act of
1998, Public Law 105-391 (NPS 2018c).

The most current Superintendent’s Compendium includes the designations, closures, permit
requirements and other restrictions that have been adopted under the superintendent’s
discretionary authority (NPS 2017a).
There are currently 87 visitor service providers (CUA holders and concessioners) within this
NPS unit for the following activities: air taxi, water taxi, backpacking/overnight camping, boating
trips, bear viewing, group camping, hiking/walking tours, big game transport, incidental hunt
transport, kayak tours, mountaineering, paddleboarding, photography, sportfishing, sport
hunting, skiing, and snowshoeing (NPS 2018m).

Katmai National Park and Preserve
Katmai National Park and Preserve is managed under a variety of management plans. The
1986 General Management Plan discusses management of park access and circulation, visitor
use and services, and potential development within the park unit (NPS 1986). The 2009 Long
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Comment [KJ3]: These numbers are overly
precise… I just signed two permits this week for
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve.
Perhaps change to “approximately 90”. Same
comment throughout…
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Range Interpretive Plan describes desired visitor experiences, existing interpretive resources,
and includes recommendations to achieve the desired future interpretive program as well as
implementation priorities (NPS 2009). The 2014-2018 Strategic Plan includes five year goals
and strategies for management of three NPS units (NPS 2013). Similar to Lake Clark National
Park and Preserve, the most current Superintendent’s Compendium lists the designations,
restrictions, closures, and permit requirements adopted under the superintendent’s discretionary
authority (NPS 2017b). The 2017 Compendium for Katmai National Park and Preserve also
covers the Aniakchak National Monument and Preserve and Alagnak Wild River (NPS 2017b).
There are currently 122 visitor service providers (CUA holders and concessioners) within this
NPS unit for the following activities: air taxi, backpacking/overnight camping, boating trips, bear
viewing, charter boat service, group camping, hiking/walking tours, big game transport,
incidental hunt transport, kayak tours, lodging and food service, photography, sportfishing, and
sport hunting (NPS 2018g).

Comment [KJ4]: Same comment as above –
recommend to round

Alagnak Wild River
There are several management plans that discuss recreation within Alagnak Wild River. The
1983 Management Plan contains management objectives for visitor use and interpretation
including access, accommodating hunting, and encouraging activities compatible with the
natural environment (NPS 1983). The 2009 Long Range Interpretive Plan and 2014-2018
Strategic Plan described above under Katmai National Park and Preserve also apply to Alagnak
Wild River (NPS 2009, NPS 2013).
There are currently 21 visitor service providers (CUA holders and concessioners) within this
NPS unit for the following activities: air taxi, backpacking/overnight camping, boating trips, bear
viewing, group camping, hiking/walking tours, photography, and sportfishing (NPS 2018d).

US Fish and Wildlife Service
Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge
The Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) is managed by a comprehensive plan
(USFWS 1988). The five purposes of the refuge (conservation, treaty obligations, subsistence
use, scientific research, and water quality/quantity) protect of the wildlife resources that visitors
go to see in the refuge for recreation. As stated in the Land Protection Plan for the NWR, “the
Alaska Maritime Refuge is managed to conserve native fish and wildlife populations and their
habitats, while providing opportunities for subsistence, compatible types of recreation, and
research” (USFWS 2011). Some uses of the NWR, including commercial guides and outfitters,
transporters such as water and air taxis and charters, cabins, and long-term tent camps require
a special use permit from the USFWS. General public use of the NWR for hunting, wildlife
viewing, photography, interpretation/environmental education, hiking, and camping do not
require a special use permit (USFWS 2014b).

BLM
The BLM lands within the region are under the management of the Anchorage Field Office and
are part of the Iliamna East planning block under the Bay Resource Management Plan (RMP)
(BLM 2008b). Only one BLM tract within the Iliamna East area is unencumbered; the remainder
of the BLM parcels are selected by the state, ANCSA corporations, or both (BLM 2008b). BLM
manages these parcels until they are conveyed and is required to seek and consider comments
from the relevant Native Corporation for any authorization to use Native-selected lands (Kevin
Waring and Associates 2011). RMP recommendations for management of ANCSA selected
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recommend to round
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lands would be implemented by BLM only if the land selections were relinquished to the federal
government (Kevin Waring and Associates 2011).
Pertinent recreation management direction in the RMP includes:
x
x
x
x

management of all unencumbered and selected lands (until they are conveyed) as
semi-primitive motorized;
opportunities for commercial recreation will be provided consistent with area
objectives for recreation management;
lands would be managed for dispersed recreation use and no facilities would be
developed; and
camping associated with commercial activities would be prohibited without BLM
written authorization, though short-term camping not associated with commercial
activities would be allowed for less than 14 days in one location (BLM 2008a).

3.5.1.2 State Lands
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
McNeil River State Game Refuge and Sanctuary
The 2008 Management Plan for the McNeil River State Game Refuge and Sanctuary includes
statutory goals for the sanctuary and refuge, as well as policies regarding recreational topics
such as access, information and education, recreation activities, camping, structures, boat
storage, and trails (ADF&G 2008). Under Alaska Statute (AS) 16.20.162, access permits are
required for entry into the McNeil River State Game Sanctuary. Permits are required for bear
viewing, special access to the sanctuary (e.g., for scientific, educational and media purposes),
transporters, and activities in the sanctuary other than viewing bears (non-viewing permits)
(ADF&G 2018e).

Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Bristol Bay Area Plan
The Bristol Bay Area Plan covers state lands just inland of Cook Inlet west to Bristol Bay. The
plan includes chapters on the goals and management guidelines for public recreation and
tourism as well as public access. The project area is within Regions 6, 8, 9 and 10 of the plan
area. In Region 6, the project area, specifically the Mine Area and a portion of the
Transportation Corridor, would be within Units 23 and 24, both of which are designated
Minerals, which is given to areas associated with significant resources that may experience
minerals exploration or development. Permanent facilities related to commercial recreation are
prohibited in Unit 23 (ADNR 2013).
In Region 9, the project area, specifically the Transportation Corridor, is within Units 7 and 7A.
Unit 7 is designated General Use and is to be managed for a variety of uses, including
dispersed recreation. General Use areas are not intended for intensive forms of development
other than occasionally and at specific sites, usually associated with mining, oil and gas
exploration or recreation. Unit 7A is designated as Habitat for protection of moose wintering
habitat. The plan notes that development is not appropriate in this unit, other than utility,
communication, road/bridge, or other public service-related development (ADNR 2013).
In Region 10, the project area, specifically the Transportation Corridor, is within Units 1 and 2.
Unit 1 is designated General Use and is to be managed for a variety of uses including public
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recreation and tourism. Unit 2 is designated Minerals and Habitat. The plan specifically notes
that the “general resource management intent for the Pebble Copper area is to consider mineral
exploration and development, while ensuring the protection of important habitat areas.”
Specifically, upper Talarik Creek, in both Units 1 and 2, is to be protected for its recreation,
habitat, and water resource values. Permanent commercial recreation-related facilities are
prohibited in Unit 2. The plan also notes that impacts to dispersed recreation along Talarik
Creek should be avoided in Unit 2 (ADNR 2013).
Lower Talarik Creek Special Use Area
The Lower Talarik Creek Special Use Area was established in 1999 and within this area the
state has limited commercial recreation activities to day use only with registration. From August
through October, camping for personal noncommercial use within this area is only allowed for
no more than five days in a designated area adjacent to the ADF&G cabin (ADNR 2013).
Kenai Area Plan
The Kenai Area Plan covers state lands on the Kenai Peninsula and the west side of Cook Inlet.
The plan documents the land management intent for the applicable lands and includes chapters
on the goals and management guidelines for public recreation and tourism as well as trails and
access. The project area is within Regions 7 and Region 12 of the plan area. In Region 12, the
project area is within Unit 592, which is designated Habitat and will remain in state ownership.
There is no mention of recreation use of this area. The project would also pass near Augustine
Island. The island itself is under an Interagency Land Management Assignment to the University
of Alaska for research and will be managed for scientific and education purposes. The plan
states that any authorized recreation uses of the island should minimize impacts on research
opportunities and natural processes on the island. Immediately south of the island, state lands
are within unit 522A. The plan designates this unit as Public Recreation and Tourism and notes
that these areas attract recreationists that range throughout the area and may have a high
potential for dispersed recreation because of desirable recreation conditions (ADNR 2001).

3.5.1.3 Local Lands
Alaska Native Corporations Lands and Native Allotments
Land owned by Native corporations or and within Native Allotments are considered to be private
property and therefore are not open for public recreation use. Permission and/or permits for
access and seasonal recreation use of these lands must be obtained from the landowner.

3.5.2 Regional Recreation
For the purposes of this section, the region around the project site is defined as the area from
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve south to Katmai National Park and Preserve and from
the Mulchatna River east to the western Kenai Peninsula. Refer to Figure 3.2-01 for generalized
land status.
The region around the project site is generally inaccessible by road, except for the Kenai
Peninsula area near the east end of the gas pipeline. There is a limited road system that
connects Iliamna with Newhalen and supports sports fishing activities and lodges. The few
developed public recreation facilities that are present in the area are generally accessed via air
or water. The main public recreation areas within region include the Nushagak River and the
Mulchatna River, Lake Clark National Park and Preserve and Katmai National Park and
Preserve, Alagnak Wild River, Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge, McNeil River State
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Comment [KJ6]: This section has some
useful descriptions (such as this paragraph) that
may be helpful to a reader to appear before the
management section.
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Game Sanctuary and Refuge, scattered Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and State lands,
and two state park units on the Kenai Peninsula.
The Nushagak River and the Mulchatna River headwaters are west of the Mine Site and
managed by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR 2005).
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve is about 15 miles northeast of the Mine Area and is not
accessible by road. The park covers the eastern two-thirds of the park unit and the preserve is a
north-to-south strip of land adjacent to the western side of the national park. Most of the park is
designated wilderness and is the sixth largest park unit in the nation. Within the general
park/preserve boundary, there are private inholdings (privately owned or selected by Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act [ANCSA] village or regional corporations) around the southwest
third of Lake Clark, including the community of Port Alsworth, around Lower Tazimina Lake, and
near the Cook Inlet coast (Kevin Waring and Associates 2011).
Katmai National Park and Preserve is located south of the project area. This NPS unit is
primarily national park with the preserve located adjacent to the western part of the northern
boundary of the park. Most of the park is designated wilderness and the park/preserve is the
fifth largest park unit in the nation. There are also over 20,000 acres of privately-owned lands
within the unit (Kevin Waring and Associates 2011).
The Alagnak Wild River consists of 67 miles of river corridor that is mostly (93 percent) federally
owned, with some privately-owned Native allotments and other private inholdings within the river
corridor. The Wild River begins downstream of Kukaklek Lake and flows westward, though the
last 12 miles of the Alagnak River are outside the designated corridor. The River was
designated a Wild River in 1980, and there is no road access to it (Kevin Waring and Associates
2011).
The Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) includes 3.4 million acres (USFWS 2013)
from Forrester Island in southeastern Alaska to the tip of the Aleutian chain and almost to
Utqiagvik on the Arctic Ocean (USFWS 2011). Within the project area, several islands in Cook
Inlet are within the NWR.
The BLM lands within the region are scattered north, east and south of Iliamna Lake. Most of
the BLM lands in the region have been selected by the state, ANCSA corporations, or both;
there is only one small parcel tract that is unencumbered, which is located west of Lake Clark,
25 miles northeast of the Mine Area (Kevin Waring and Associates 2011).
The McNeil River State Game Sanctuary and Refuge is located immediately north and east of
Katmai National Park and Preserve, south of Iliamna Lake, and inland of Kamishak Bay. The
refuge portion of McNeil is located north of McNeil Falls and Camp and adjacent to Katmai
National Preserve, while the sanctuary portion includes the visitor facilities for brown bear
viewing at McNeil Falls and Camp and is adjacent to Katmai National Park.
On the Kenai Peninsula, there are two state park-managed recreation areas. One is a 60-acre
state recreation site (Stariski) located five miles north of Anchor Point, and the other is the larger
Anchor River State Recreation Area, at the mouth of the Anchor River. Both sites are accessible
via the Sterling Highway.
There are also various state-owned land parcels and tracts throughout the project area that are
primarily managed for minerals, habitat, and general use, which includes recreation.

3.5.2.1 Recreation Opportunities
The following subsections describe the main recreation opportunities and activities that occur
within the region surrounding the project. .
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Sport Fishing
Sport fishing is the primary recreational activity that occurs in the EIS analysis area. Rivers like
the Nushagak, Mulchatna, and the Kvichak, and Iliamna Lake support recreational fishing for
species of salmon, rainbow trout, and other freshwater fish. The sport fishing use is increasing
in the area; much public use is guided, with operators flying their clients to a place for the day
from nearby lodges or base use out of camps established nearby. Sport fishing is managed by
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) through a permit system.
For information on recreational lodges and guiding operations, see Section 3.6, Recreational
and Commercial Fisheries.

Sport Hunting and Trapping
Hunting, primarily for moose, caribou, and bear, is a major recreation activity within the region
(Kevin Waring and Associates 2011). Much of the region is open to hunting, except Lake Clark
National Park, Katmai National Park, and McNeil River State Game Sanctuary. However,
hunting and trapping are allowed within the Lake Clark National Preserve, Katmai National
Preserve and McNeil River State Game Refuge (ADF&G 2018e, NPS 2017g, NPS 2018v).
Hunting and trapping are also allowed within the Alagnak Wild River and on certain islands
within the Alaska Maritime NWR (NPS 2016a, USFWS 2014a). BLM lands are open to hunting,
as are state-owned lands unless otherwise restricted by the ADF&G, which manages hunting in
Alaska. Hunting on private property, including on village corporation lands and Native
allotments, requires landowner permission.
The NPS and State of Alaska cooperatively manage wildlife resources within the three regional
NPS units (Lake Clark, Katmai, Alagnak Wild River), and hunters in these units must follow
current state and federal hunting regulations and must have all required licenses and permits
(NPS 2018v, NPS 2017g, NPS 2016a). The Lake Clark National Preserve is divided into three
authorized hunting guide areas and there are currently two concessioners authorized to guide
sport hunters in these areas (NPS 2017g). There are also two concessioners authorized to
guide sport hunters at Katmai National Preserve (NPS 2018l). The McNeil River State Game
Refuge is open to hunting and trapping of species except brown bears (ADF&G 2018e).
As noted in the BLM Bay Proposed RMP/Final EIS, “the BLM-managed portion of the upper
Iliamna Lake region has world class recreational values, primary sport fishing and hunting”.
Commercial guides under permit with the BLM frequent this area (BLM 2007).
The region is within Game Management Units 9 (most of the region) and 15C (Kenai
Peninsula). The project area is specifically within Game Management Units (GMUs) 9B and
15C. The species hunted in GMU 9 include brown/grizzly bear, caribou, Dall sheep, moose, wolf
and wolverine. Species hunted in GMU 15 include black bear, brown/grizzly bear, caribou, Dall
sheep, moose, mountain goat, wolf and wolverine. In these two GMUs, non-resident sport
hunters need a licensed hunting guide or hunt with an Alaska resident who is a close relative for
brown bear, mountain goat, and Dall sheep.
Hunting seasons for the species available in these two GMUs vary. Table 3.5-1 lists the hunting
seasons for each species by GMU.
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Table 3.5-1: General Hunting Season for Game Management Units 9B and 15C
General Hunting Season*

Species

GMU 9B

GMU 15C

Black bear

No closed season

No closed season

Brown/Grizzly bear

September 20 to October 21

September 1 to May 31

Caribou

August 1 to March 31

No open season

Mountain goat

NA

August 10 to October 15 and November
1-14

Moose

Resident: September 1 to September 15
Nonresident: September 5 to September 15

August 25 to September 30

Dall sheep

August 10 to September 20

August 1 to August 5, August 10September 20

Wolf

August 10 to June 30

August 10 to April 30

Wolverine

September 1 to March 31

September 1 to March 31

Source: ADF&G 2017
*These are general seasons; specific seasons by sex/age/location are not presented here.

Water-Related Recreation (Boating)
Various forms of boating, including canoeing, kayaking, rafting and power boating, are popular
within most recreation areas in the region. River kayaking and rafting opportunities abound in
Lake Clark and Katmai national parks. The three Wild Rivers in Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve (Chilikadrotna, Mulchatna, and Tlikakila rivers) are popular for rafting (NPS 2016e).
The 80-mile Savonoski Loop out of Brooks Camp is a popular canoeing and kayaking route in
Katmai National Park and Preserve (NPS 2018t). This park also has several popular rafting
waterways. Both whitewater and non-whitewater river boating opportunities are available in both
park units.
On Alagnak Wild River, whitewater and non-whitewater boating opportunities are also available.
Trips often begin at Nonvianuk or Kukaklek Lakes with several take-outs available along the
lower 30 miles of river (NPS 2015a).
Boating occurs on the Mulchatna River all the way to its confluence with the Nushagak River.
The Koktuli River is also floated to its confluence with the Mulchatna River, both by individuals
and as guided float trips.
River-based boating opportunities vary based on season, amount of rainfall and temperatures.
Generally, river levels are lowest in spring and increase through spring and early summer as
spring rains fall and snowmelt occurs with river levels generally peaking in July and then
declining into the fall (NPS 2015a).
Due to lack of road access to the region, and because many visitors travel to the area by small
plane, boating equipment that can be brought to the region by visitors is limited. Guided trips are
available through approved concessioners and CUA operators in the national parks and via
other companies in and around the region.
Lake boating opportunities occur during the ice free season, and are available on several lakes
in both Lake Clark and Katmai National Parks and Preserves. Motorboating opportunities are
available at Lake Clark and Crescent Lake in Lake Clark National Park and Preserve and
Naknek Lake in Katmai National Park and Preserve (NPS 2017h, NPS 2018t). Due to the
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difficulty in getting motorboats to other lakes, motorboating is generally limited to these lakes
(NPS 2017h). Lodges and commercial operators provide boat trips, charters, or rentals on these
lakes. All three lakes are popular destinations for visitors. In 2017, Tthere are were 10
companies authorized to provide boating trips within Lake Clark National Park and Preserve,
three companies authorized for kayak tours, one company authorized for paddleboarding, and
one company authorized as a water taxi (NPS 2018o, p, q, r). The Lake Camp area at Naknek
Lake in Katmai National Park and Preserve is accessible via the road from King Salmon and
contains a boat ramp, parking area, picnic area and restrooms (NPS 2018t). Within Katmai
National Park and Preserve, there are 11 companies authorized to provide boating trips in 2017,
six companies to provide charter boat services, and three companies authorized to provide
kayak tours (NPS 2018i, j, k).
McNeil State Game Refuge is open to boating (ADF&G 2018e).
Powerboating, canoeing, and kayaking opportunities are available on Cook Inlet and particularly
along the inlet edges such as along the Lake Clark National Park and Preserve where there are
also bear viewing opportunities.
Boating opportunities are also available at Iliamna Lake, Alaska’s largest body of freshwater
(Van Lanen 2012), though most use of the lake is for sportfishing. Access is available from
Iliamna and Newhalen.
Kayaking and boating opportunities are also available on the east side of the Cook Inlet near the
terminus of the gas pipeline at the Anchor River State Recreation Area. Tractor-assisted boat
launching is available at this location. These occur primarily during the summer months.

Wildlife and Nature Viewing
The region surrounding the project area offers highly valued opportunities for wildlife and nature
viewing. The most popular wildlife viewing activity in the region is brown bear viewing, both
inland and along the Cook Inlet, with the best opportunities provided at food-rich locations, such
as major salmon rivers and along the Cook Inlet shoreline. Bear viewing is especially popular at
Lake Clark and Katmai national parks, and McNeil State Game Refuge and Sanctuary. Popular
locations for bear viewing at Lake Clark National Park and Preserve include Chinitna Bay,
Crescent Lake, Silver Salmon Creek, Shelter Creek, and Tuxedni Bay (NPS 2017c). Katmai has
many food-rich areas where bears tend to congregate, such as Brooks Camp, in the preserve,
and along the Cook Inlet coast. Bears can be found in the Katmai backcountry as well feeding
on sedges, clams and salmon (NPS 2018s).
McNeil State Game Refuge and Sanctuary was designated a wildlife sanctuary in 1967 to
protect the world’s largest concentration of wild brown bears (ADF&G 2018b). McNeil River
Falls are located about a mile from the mouth of McNeil River and slow the movement of
salmon heading upstream to spawning grounds, causing salmon to congregate at the falls
(ADF&G 2018d). Large numbers of brown bears can be seen at McNeil State Game Refuge
and Sanctuary in early July through mid-August (ADF&G 2018d).
Notable bird watching opportunities are also available at most recreation areas within the
region. Raptors, waterfowl, seabirds, shorebirds, songbirds, and upland birds can be found
throughout the region. For instance, 187 species of birds have been documented at Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve (NPS 2017d) and millions of sea birds, endemics, and birds from
Asia can be found within the Alaska Maritime NWR (USFWS 2016).
Though bear viewing opportunities are world-class within the region, opportunities for viewing
other wildlife species are also available at all of the recreation areas within the region. For
instance at McNeil State Game Refuge and Sanctuary, harbor seals, moose, caribou, wolves,
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and wolverines, red foxes, and arctic ground squirrels can also be seen (ADF&G 2018b). There
are also wildlife viewing opportunities at Iliamna Lake, which contains a rare population of
freshwater seals (Van Lanen 2012, ADNR 2013).
Other nature- and wildlife-related opportunities available within the region include nature
photography, beach combing, clam digging, and berrypicking (Lake and Peninsula Borough
2018). Often these activities are combined with activities such as bear viewing, sightseeing,
backpacking, hiking, camping, etc. during the summer and fall.

Flightseeing/Sightseeing
Due to the lack of road access in the region and the heavy use of small planes and floatplanes
for transportation, there are many opportunities for flightseeing in the region. Flightseeing, or
sightseeing by plane, is an effective way to see the broader landscapes of the region and even
see wildlife and bird species, particularly within the two national park units, and occur primarily
during the summer months from June through September. There are many authorized CUA
holders concessioners that offer flightseeing opportunities in Lake Clark and Katmai national
parks, with most operators originating out of Anchorage, Homer, King Salmon, Kodiak and
Soldotna (NPS 2018n, NPS 2018h). Many air taxis also provide flightseeing tours (NPS 2016c).

Camping/Backpacking/Hiking
Due to the relative lack of developed facilities or trails, and large expanses of wilderness,
backcountry recreation activities such as backcountry camping, backpacking, and wilderness
hiking are popular within the two national park units. There are also developed camping
opportunities at both national parks. Between the two parks, there are very few developed trail
opportunities, with less than 5 miles of trail in Katmai National Park and 6.8 miles of trail within
Lake Clark National Park (NPS 2016b, NPS Undated 2).
Primitive camping opportunities are also provided within Alagnak Wild River (NPS 2015b).
Developed, though low impact, camping and hiking opportunities are available within McNeil
State Game Refuge and Sanctuary (ADF&G 2018c).
Camping is allowed on most of the Alaska Maritime NWR though no developed campgrounds
exist within the NWR (USFWS 2014c).
Camping related to commercial activities is prohibited on BLM lands without written
authorization from BLM. Short-term camping (less than 14 days in one location) not associated
with commercial use is allowed.
On state land, access, travel, improvements and structures, and other miscellaneous uses are
generally allowed and managed by the Division of Mining, Land and Water.
Camping is also available on the east side of the Cook Inlet near the terminus of the gas
pipeline at the Stariski State Recreational Site and Anchor River State Recreation Area, which
also offers hiking opportunities.
Due to harsh winter weather conditions within the region, camping, backpacking, and hiking
activities are generally conducted during the summer months, from June through September.

Other Opportunities
Biking on ice using fat tire bikes is a new winter use in Lake Clark National Park and Preserve.
There is currently no restriction on bike use within the park (NPS 2016d). Other winter activities
include cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, trekking, and riding snowmachines.
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3.5.2.2 Recreation Facilities
Commercial Lodges
Commercial lodges are the main form of lodging within the region due to the lack of consistent
visitation to support hotels and motels. There are clusters of commercial lodges at Port
Alsworth, King Salmon, Naknek, Iliamna/Newhalen, Homer, Pedro Bay, and Kokhanok, as well
as along the Kvichak, Mulchatna, and Alagnak rivers (ADNR 2013). There are also commercial
lodges scattered around the region on private inholdings within Lake Clark and Katmai national
parks (NPS 2017f, NPS 2015d). Often commercial lodges also provide guide services for
hunting, fishing, and other recreation activities on private property, Native corporation land,
and/or on public lands. Therefore, commercial lodges provide a home base for many
recreationists and a starting point for trips onto public lands. Please see Section 3.6, Recreation
and Commercial Fisheries for more details on the commercial lodges present within the region.

Public Recreation Facilities
Public recreation facilities within the region include lodges, campgrounds, cabins, a primitive
camping area, trails, and visitor centers. The only public lodge facilities within the region are
located at Katmai National Park. There are two lodges in the park, Brooks Lodge and Grosvenor
Lodge, both operated by a concessioner (NPS 2015d). In addition to a lodge, Brooks Camp
contains a campground for 60 people, a visitor center, ranger station, and an auditorium with
daily ranger-led programs. Facilities at Brooks Camp are available from June 1 to September 18
(NPS 2018u). There is also a six-person public use cabin, Fures Cabin, on the Bay of Islands on
Naknek Lake within Katmai National Park that is available from June 1 to September 17 (NPS
2015c). There are 5 miles of trail within the national park and one scenic overlook. The Lake
Camp area at Naknek Lake in Katmai National Park and Preserve contains a boat ramp,
parking area, picnic area and restrooms (NPS 2018t).
Developed facilities at Lake Clark National Park include a cabin and primitive camping area.
The Priest Rock Public Use Cabin is a historic log cabin for six people on the north shore of
Lake Clark and is accessible by float plane or boat (NPS 2017i). The Hope Creek Primitive
Camping Area is located at Upper Twin Lake near the Proenneke Historic Site and does not
provide any services (NPS 2017f). The maintained trails in the park are the Tanalian Trails that
begin in Port Alsworth and continue to Tanalian Falls or Tanalian Mountain (NPS 2017e).
There are no developed facilities within the Alagnak Wild River, but the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) has a visitor center nearby in King Salmon.
McNeil Camp at McNeil State Game Sanctuary provides 14 campsites, a public use cook cabin
for food storage and cooking, restrooms, a washhouse and staff facilities (ADFG 2018c).
The Alaska Maritime NWR does not contain any recreation facilities in the region other than a
visitor center in Homer (USFWS 2014c).
There are no developed facilities on BLM lands (unencumbered or selected).
The two state park units on the Kenai Peninsula near the terminus of the gas pipeline both
contain camping and picnicking facilities. There are 13 campsites and some picnic sites at
Stariski State Recreational Site and 186 campsites total in five separate campgrounds at
Anchor River State Recreation Area, along with 20 picnic sites and a boat launch.
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3.5.2.3 Recreation Access
Overland Access
Road access to or within the public recreation areas in the region is limited to outside of and
within Katmai National Park, in the vicinity of Iliamna/Newhalen, and from the Sterling Highway
from Soldotna to Homer on the east side of the region. There are unpaved and paved (the
Alaska Peninsula Highway) roads between the town of Naknek (located west of the park) and
Lake Camp on Naknek Lake within the park (NPS Undated 1). These roads allow access from
nearby towns to the boat ramp facility within the park on Naknek Lake. There is also an
unpaved road from Brooks Camp to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes viewpoint at the Three
Forks Overlook (NPS Undated 1). Daily bus tours are provided from Brooks Camp to the
overlook when Brooks Camp is open (June 1 to September 18) by the Brooks Camp
concessioner (NPS 2018u).
On the east side of the region, the Sterling Highway provides road access to the Stariski State
Recreational Site and Anchor River State Recreation Area on the Kenai Peninsula.
Locally within the project area, skiffs, all-terrain vehicles (ATVs), and trucks are the primary
modes of local surface transportation around Iliamna Lake (ADNR 2013).

Water-Based Access
Inland of Cook Inlet, water-based access to public recreation areas occurs on major rivers and
lakes. Small boats can travel up the Naknek River to Lake Camp in Katmai National Park and
boats can travel the Alagnak Wild River as well (Kevin Waring and Associates 2011; NPS
2015a). Lake Clark and Naknek Lake provide water-based access to portions of Lake Clark and
Katmai national parks, respectively. Water-based access can also be provided at Iliamna and
Nondalton. Within and along the shoreline of Cook Inlet, water-based access is essential to
reaching public recreation destinations such as the eastern portions of Lake Clark and Katmai
national parks and the Alaska Maritime NWR. Commercial boat operators need to be authorized
to operate in the three NPS units and Alaska Maritime NWR (NPS 2018i, NPS 2018o, NPS
2018f, USFWS 2014b).

Air-based Access
Air-based travel via small plane or floatplane is the main form of access to recreation areas in
the region, primarily from Anchorage, Homer, Iliamna, King Salmon, Port Alsworth, Kodiak,
Dillingham, and Soldotna. Airport facilities located near the project area include Iliamna, Igiugig,
Levelock, Big Mountain, Koggiung, Kvichak/Diamond J, Kokhanok, and Pedro Bay (DNR 2013).
Only certain air-based operators taxi services are allowed to operate within the three NPS units,
McNeil State Game Refuge and Sanctuary, and Alaska Maritime NWR (NPS 2018h, NPS
2018n, NPS 2018e, USFWS 2014b, ADF&G 2018f). Different operators air taxi providers can
land on different surfaces depending on the landing gear of the plane (e.g., floats/amphibious
gear, wheels, skis/wheeled skis) and therefore have various seasons and conditions in which
they can operate.

3.5.2.4 Recreation Settings
Apart from a few developed sites previously described, the regional public recreation areas
generally provide a primitive, remote recreation setting where solitude is common and there are
no lights or sounds from human development. In popular areas (primarily popular bear viewing
locations), the few developed sites such as Lake and Brooks camps, and areas closer to
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villages/towns, the recreation setting may include views of limited human development and
other visitors, though the setting is still primarily remote and primitive.

3.5.2.5 Recreation Use and Users
Given the lack of easy access and limited, dispersed development within the region, overall
recreation use is estimated to be relatively low for all public recreation areas in the region. The
Bristol Bay Area Plan notes that southwest Alaska shows among the lowest level of tourism
compared to other areas of the state in general, with only 17 percent of visitors to Alaska
traveling to southwest Alaska and only three percent traveling to southwest Alaska as their sole
destination, with the majority of these visits to Katmai National Park and Wood-Tikchik State
Park (ADNR 2013).
Between 2008 and 2017, Katmai National Park and Preserve has seen an average of 36,825
visitors per year. During the same period, Lake Clark National Park and Preserve averaged
13,402 visitors per year. According to monthly visitation data, peak use of these two areas is
from June to September, when the majority of annual use occurs, especially at Katmai National
Park and Preserve where 97 to 100 percent of the park’s visitation occurs during these months.
In the last six years, about 80 percent or more of the visitation to Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve has been during the peak season (June to September). These months are the peak
season months for the entire region due primarily to the accessibility, weather conditions, and
wildlife present during these months. The Long Range Interpretive Plan for Katmai National
Park and Preserve notes that most of the park’s visitors participate in two primary activities,
bear viewing and sport fishing, and there are virtually no drop-in visitors due to the effort needed
to reach the park (NPS 2009).
The number of bear-viewing visitors at McNeil River Camp was an average of 178 people per
year between 2008 and 2017. The number of bear-viewing visitors at McNeil River Camp is
capped at 257 visitors per year. In 2017, there were 1,092 user days (the participation in a
recreation activity at a given resource during a 24-hour period by one person) associated with
the bear-viewing program at McNeil River Camp in McNeil State Game Refuge and Sanctuary
and another 513 user days reported by guides or the public using the Kamishak River and
Chenik Creek areas of the refuge and sanctuary, primarily for fishing and bear viewing (ADF&G
2018a). The annual visitation to the Kamishak River and Chenik Lake areas likely varies due to
the number of commercial transporter permits issued and used at each of these areas each
year. There are no visitation estimates available for Alagnak Wild River, Alaska Maritime NWR,
BLM lands or state lands/park sites.
Overall, due to the remoteness and lack of easy access and lodging facilities, it is expensive to
visit the recreation areas within the region. As stated in the Alaska Maritime NWR Land
Protection Plan, “recreational use is limited by the difficult logistics and expense of visiting
remote islands. However, it is possible that the demand for visitor services will increase in the
future as adventure travel becomes increasingly popular” (USFWS 2011). This may be true for
other areas as well.
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FOOD AND FIBER PRODUCTION—SUBSISTENCE

In most of the United States (U.S.), agriculture provides food, natural fibers, biofuels, and other
products. In southwest Alaska, however, subsistence is the most important source of nonimported food and raw materials. Subsistence is central to the customs, traditions, and
economies of many cultural groups in Alaska, including the Dena’ina Athabascan of
Southcentral Alaska, the Central Yup’ik of Southwest Alaska, and the Alutiiq of lower Cook Inlet
and Alaska Peninsula. Subsistence encompasses hunting, fishing, trapping, gathering,
camping, and ceremonial activities, as well as the processing, sharing, use, consumption, trade,
and barter of wild resources. Subsistence resources include fish, wildlife, plants, and firewood.
These renewable resources provide food, fuel, and materials to make clothing, shelter, tools,
and art.
In addition to its inextricable role in Alaska Native culture, subsistence is integral to the mixed
economic system in rural Alaska. Wage employment opportunities are scarce in rural Alaska
and residents face high prices for store-bought goods and some may have to travel to other
communities to visit a store. Cash incomes typically supplement and support subsistence
activities, which provide considerable nutritional and economic value for rural households.
The sharing of resources is a fundamental characteristic of the subsistence way of life. Studies
conducted by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) have documented a
consistent pattern in Alaska Native communities whereby 30 percent of a community’s
households produce 70 percent of the community’s harvest in terms of edible weight (known as
the 30-70 rule). The households that produce at a high level tend to be those with several older
adult members who have access to cash and necessary equipment; these households are
typically successful both the subsistence and cash sectors of the mixed economy. The extra
subsistence foods produced by high-harvesting households are usually shared with elders,
single mothers with young children, young couples, and other segments of the community
(ADF&G no date). Resources are shared widely through kinship and friendship relationships,
among households within the community and in other communities in Alaska. The 30-70 rule
also illustrates the specialization in production of wild foods in the subsistence sector. There are
a limited number of individuals who have the equipment, expertise, and time necessary to
harvest certain resources, such as moose. Therefore, a relatively small group of hunters meet
the community need for moose meat through long-established sharing patterns.
Subsistence activities in Alaska are regulated by both the state and federal governments. The
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act passed by Congress in 1980, gives rural
Alaskans priority for subsistence harvest of fish and wildlife on federal public lands and waters.
Since a 1989 Alaska Supreme Court ruling, all Alaskans are qualified to harvest subsistence
resources on state and private lands and waters managed under state jurisdiction. The multiagency Federal Subsistence Board is the decision-making body that controls subsistence
hunting and fishing on federal lands and waters with technical support from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) Office of Subsistence Management. With technical support of
ADF&G, the Board of Fish and the Board of Game ultimately make the decisions for hunting
and fishing on lands within the state jurisdiction. Harvest of certain species is also regulated by
additional laws such as the Marine Mammal Protection Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act,
and therefore these species are managed by different federal agencies. Pacific halibut and most
marine mammals are managed by the National Marine Fisheries Service. Sea otter and walrus
are managed by the USFWS. Migratory birds are jointly managed by the state and federal
governments and a co-management body representing eligible Alaska Native tribes.
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Comment [KJ1]: The title to this chapter
section is misleading. Subsistence is more than
food and fiber production; it includes a strong
cultural component. The NPS recognizes that
subsistence is a way of life:
The term, "subsistence," encompasses more
than just food on the table. It involves the
fundamentals of identity and culture,
including the customs, traditions, values and
beliefs that make Alaska Native peoples and
rural communities unique. The subsistence
way of life is rooted in a strong sense of place
that extends back through the generations. It
involves the social and economic ties that
bind families and communities together. And,
most importantly, it endures over time
through the passing of traditional knowledge
from one generation to the next (NPS 2017).
The title should be changed to Affected
Environment - Subsistence.
The general discussion of subsistence on page
3.9-1 emphasizes the economic importance of
subsistence activities. The cultural practice of
sharing of harvests by high-harvesting
households is presented mainly in economic
terms, as a response to some households being
unable to procure their own food. There is a
reference to a consistent pattern in Alaska
Native households. the 30-70 rule, in which 70
percent of a community’s harvest is provided by
30 percent of the households (Wolfe et al 2005).
Comment [KJ2]: Sugpiaq-Alutiiq
Comment [KJ3]: Igiugig nets the highest
subsistence economy per household within the
entire state of Alaska (ADF&G)

Comment [KJ4]: Little context for federal
subsistence management. No reference to
sections 801, 802, and 810.
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3.9.1 Traditional Ecological Knowledge
[Note: This section is a placeholder pending further coordination.]

3.9.2 Seasonal Round
Subsistence users harvest a wide variety of resources throughout the year and they often target
specific species during certain seasons on the year, following a cyclical harvest pattern called
the seasonal round. In general, communities in southwest Alaska share a similar seasonal
round, with some variations depending on the area, available resources, and applicable hunting
regulations. For example, coastal, lakeside, and riverside communities each rely on a somewhat
different mixture of subsistence resources. Non-salmon fish and freshwater seals are harvested
throughout the year but many subsistence users prefer to harvest freshwater seals in the winter.
In the spring, migratory birds, gull and waterfowl eggs, and Chinook salmon are harvested.
Sockeye salmon are targeted in the spring or summer depending on the run timing in different
areas. Other salmon species, marine invertebrates, and green plants are harvested in summer.
In late summer and into fall, spawning sockeye salmon and berries are harvested. During fall,
subsistence users harvest migratory birds and upland game birds. In Dillingham, however,
upland game birds are harvested year-round. Moose and caribou hunting typically occur in fall
and/or winter, though hunters in Iliamna and Newhalen harvest caribou in spring. The coldest
part of winter is the best time to harvest small, furbearing mammals (Fall et al. 2006; Krieg et al.
2009; Holen et al. 2011, 2012; Evans et al. 2013).
The seasonal round for Cook Inlet communities (i.e., Nikiski and Seldovia) is very similar to that
of the southwest Alaska communities, with some variations. In spring, green plants,
mushrooms, and kelp are harvested. In summer, subsistence users gather berries, greens,
marine invertebrates, and seaweed. The moose hunting season occurs late summer to early
fall. During fall and winter they hunt for upland game birds. Winter is the typical time for
gathering firewood (Jones and Kostick 2016).

3.9.3 Subsistence Harvest Patterns by Community
This section briefly summarizes the most recent available comprehensive subsistence harvest
surveys for communities within the project area and nearby watersheds. Study years range from
2004 to 2014, depending on the community.
[Note: Figures 3.9-XX through 3.9-YY will be developed pending RFI 3 and will show the search
and harvest area that communities use for each subsistence resource.]

Comment [KJ5]: Traditional Ecological
Knowledge is a strong component of
subsistence, and information about TEK is
crucial to any discussion of subsistence
patterns. It is often mistakenly thought that
subsistence is primarily about nutrition. In order
to understand subsistence uses, it is necessary
to include the traditional ecological knowledge
(TEK) associated with those uses.
Traditional ecological knowledge, as used by
the National Park Service, is “the ongoing
accumulation of knowledge, practice and belief
about relationships between living beings in a
specific ecosystem that is acquired by
indigenous people or long-term residents over
hundreds or thousands of years through direct
contact with the environment, handed down
through generations, and used for lifesustaining ways” (NPS 2016).
Some good sources of information on TEK of
subsistence resources in this region of
southwest Alaska are Ellanna and Balluta 1992,
Stickman et al. 2003, Gaul 2007, and Evanoff
and Ravenmoon 2013. Minimally for key
species such as salmon, the report would be
improved greatly by adding TEK about
harvesting, processing and sharing, indigenous
management, ceremonies, and how information
is transmitted over generations.
Comment [KJ6]: After a short section on
seasons of harvest, the remainder of the section
on subsistence harvests by community consists
mainly of the composition of the harvest in one
year. Almost all of them are from 10 or more
years ago, many of them based on a 2004
study by ADF&G. There is no discussion of
changes over time. The ADF&G Community
Subsistence Information System shows that
salmon harvest surveys were also conducted in
these communities in several other years. For
example, in the community of Iliamna, there
were also surveys of salmon harvests, or of all
fish harvested, in 1983, 1991, 2007 and 2008.
Since salmon is the most important subsistence
harvest in each of these communities, it would
be valuable to know how levels of harvest have
changed over the years (ADF&G 2018).
There is also no commentary on or analysis of
patterns of harvests.
Comment [KJ7]: Added some excerpts from
Deur 2008. Mostly its verbatim facts on the
significance of subsistence economy in several
villages. This pre-draft is so topically general it’s
hard to substantively comment without spending
a good week or so synthesizing and rewriting
portions. Happy to help more after the field
season.
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Sources: Fall et al. 2006; Krieg et al. 2009; Holen et al. 2011, 2012; Evans et al. 2013; Jones and Kostick 2016
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Small mammals harvested but not typically eaten are excluded from edible weight estimates. The marine mammals category includes saltwater and freshwater seals.
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3.9.3.1 Iliamna
Iliamna was established at its present location on the north shore of Iliamna Lake when the
Dena’ina Athabascan community of Old Iliamna moved from the mouth of Iliamna River in 1935.
Today, this majority Alaska Native community is a cultural mosaic of Dena’ina, Yupik, Alutiiq,
and Euro-American people. In 2004, Iliamna had an estimated year-round population of 73
people in 22 households. Fall et al. (2006) surveyed residents about their 2004 subsistence
activities and found that Iliamna households harvested an estimated total of 34,160 pounds of
wild foods (469 pounds per capita). See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource
category. The top ten resources harvested by Iliamna residents in 2004 in terms of edible
weight are shown in Figure 3.9-1. Salmon was the most widely used resource category (100
percent of households) followed by non-salmon fish (92 percent), plants and fungi (85 percent),
large land mammals (77 percent), birds and eggs (69 percent), and marine invertebrates (46
percent). In 2004, 77 percent of Iliamna households received wild resources and 54 percent of
households gave resources away (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-1: Composition of Iliamna Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.2 Newhalen
The Yup’ik village of Noghelingamiut was listed on the 1890 census in the location of presentday Newhalen at the mouth of Newhalen River on Iliamna Lake. Today, Newhalen is a
predominantly Yup’ik community, but is also home to Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Euro-American
people. In 2004, Newhalen had an estimated year-round population of 125 people in 39
households. Newhalen residents harvested an estimated total of 86,607 pounds of wild foods
(692 pounds per capita) in 2004. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category.
The top ten resources harvested by Newhalen residents in 2004 in terms of edible weight are
shown in Figure 3.9-2. Salmon was the most widely used resource category (100 percent of
households) followed by plants and fungi (92 percent), birds and eggs (92 percent), large land
mammals (92 percent), non-salmon fish (88 percent), marine invertebrates (56 percent), and
marine mammals (52 percent). In 2004, 96 percent of Newhalen households received wild
resources and 80 percent of households gave resources away (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-2: Composition of Newhalen Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.3 Pedro Bay
Pedro Bay is a Dena’ina Athabascan community at the eastern end of Iliamna Lake. In 2004,
Pedro Bay had an estimated year-round population of 69 in 21 households. Pedro Bay residents
harvested an estimated total of 21,026 pounds of wild food (306 pounds per capita) in 2004.
See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested
by Pedro Bay residents in 2004 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-3. Salmon, as
well as plants and fungi, was the most widely used resource category (100 percent of
households) followed by birds and eggs (94 percent), non-salmon fish (89 percent), and large
land mammals (78 percent). In 2004, all Pedro Bay households received wild resources and
almost all (89 percent) households gave resources away (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-3: Composition of Pedro Bay Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.4 Port Alsworth
Port Alsworth is a majority Euro-American community on Lake Clark. Port Alsworth is the
location of the Lake Clark National Park headquarters and it also home to many hunting and
fishing guide services and lodges. In 2004, Port Alsworth had an estimated year-round
population of 109 people in 30 households. Port Alsworth residents harvested an estimated
14,489 pounds of wild food (133 pounds per capita) in 2004. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita
harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Port Alsworth residents in
2004 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-4. Salmon was the most widely used
resource category (100 percent of households) followed by large land mammals (91 percent),
plants and fungi (86 percent), non-salmon fish (73 percent), marine invertebrates (50 percent),
birds and eggs (46 percent), and small land mammals (41 percent). In 2004, 91 percent of Port
Alsworth households received wild resources and 73 percent of households gave resources
away. Some of the resources received by Port Alsworth residents came from nonlocal hunters
who often drop off meat for people in the community (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-4: Composition of Port Alsworth Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.5 Nondalton
Nondalton is a primarily Dena’ina community on Sixmile Lake. In 2004, Nondalton had an
estimated year-round population of 164 people in 43 households. Nondalton residents
harvested a total of 58,686 pounds of wild food (358 pounds per capita) in 2004. See Table 3.91 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Nondalton
residents in 2004 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-5. Plants and fungi was the
most widely used resource category (97 percent of households) followed by salmon (92
percent), large land mammals (84 percent), non-salmon fish (82 percent), small land mammals
(58 percent), and birds and eggs (50 percent). In 2004, 97 percent of Nondalton households
received wild resources and 92 percent of households gave resources away (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-5: Composition of Nondalton Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.6 Igiugig
Igiugig is located on the southeast side of Iliamna Lake at the mouth of the Kvichak River. It was
historically a Yup’ik village and is now home to primarily Alutiiq, Yup’ik, and Dena’ina people. In
2005, Igiugig had an estimated year-round population of 41 people in 13 households. Krieg et
al. (2009) surveyed residents about their 2005 subsistence activities and found that Igiugig
households harvested an estimated total of 22,310 pounds of wild foods (542 pounds per
capita). See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources
harvested by Igiugig residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-6. In
2005, all households in Igiugig used salmon, non-salmon fish, plants and fungi, and large land
mammals. Other widely used resource categories included birds and eggs (92 percent of
households), marine mammals (67 percent), and small land mammals (50 percent). All Igiugig
households received and gave away at least one subsistence resource in 2005 (Krieg et al.
2009).
Figure 3.9-6: Composition of Igiugig Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2005
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Comment [KJ8]: Was formally a portage point
for a reindeer station established at Kukaklek
Lake in the early 1900s (Morris, 1986 in Deur,
2008).
Comment [KJ9]: “Median household income
in 2000 was $21,750, with subsistence hunting,
fishing and gathering representing a significant
source of non-cash income” (Deur, 2008)

Comment [KJ10]: “In addition to relying
heavily on subsistence hunting and fishing, the
community is dependent on commercial fishing
for cash income, with some families holding
commercial fishing permits and other working in
the canneries” (Deur, 2008)
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3.9.3.7 Kokhanok
Kokhanok is a predominantly Alaska Native community on the south shore of Iliamna Lake. The
Alaska Native population is a mix of Alutiiq, Yup’ik, and Dena’ina people. In 2005, Kokhanok
had an estimate year-round population of 158 people in 42 households. Newhalen residents
harvested an estimated total of 107,645 pounds of wild foods (680 pounds per capita) in 2005.
See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested
by Kokhanok residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-7. Salmon, as
well as plants and fungi, was the most widely used resource category (97 percent of
households) followed by birds and eggs (91 percent), large land mammals (91 percent), nonsalmon fish (74 percent), small land mammals (43 percent), and marine mammals (40 percent).
In 2005, 94 percent of Kokhanok households received wild resources and 83 percent of
households gave resources away (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-7: Composition of Kokhanok Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2005
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Comment [KJ11]: Is Newhalen a
transposition here, or is this entire sentence
nonapplicable to Kokhanok?
“Economically, Kokhanok residents are highly
dependent on subsistence fishing and hunting,
with comparatively little industrial or touristbased economic development. The median
household income was $19,583 in…2000, with
subsistence hunting, fishing and gathering
representing a significant source of non-cash
income” (Deur, 2008).
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3.9.3.8 Koliganek
Koliganek is a primarily Yup’ik community on the Nushagak River 65 miles northeast of
Dillingham. In 2005, Koliganek had an estimated year-round population of 150 people in 42
households. Koliganek residents harvested an estimated total of 134,779 pounds of wild food
(899 pounds per capita) in 2005. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category.
The top ten resources harvested by Koliganek residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are
shown in Figure 3.9-8. Salmon was the most widely used resource category (100 percent of
households) followed by plants and fungi (96 percent), non-salmon fish (96 percent), large land
mammals (96 percent), birds and eggs (93 percent), small land mammals (64 percent), and
marine mammal (64 percent). In 2005, 89 percent of Koliganek households received at least
one subsistence resource and 93 percent gave away at least one resource (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-8: Composition of Koliganek Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2005
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3.9.3.9 Levelock
Levelock is a mixed Alutiiq and Yup’ik community on the Kvichak River. In 2005, Levelock had
an estimated year-round population of 34 people in 19 households. Levelock residents
harvested an estimated total of 17,871 pounds of wild foods (527 pounds per capita) in 2005.
See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested
by Levelock residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-9. Large land
mammals was the most widely used resource category (100 percent of households) followed by
plants and fungi (93 percent), salmon (93 percent), birds and eggs (88 percent), non-salmon
fish (86 percent), small land mammals (57 percent), and marine mammals (50 percent). In
2005, 93 percent of Levelock households received at least one subsistence resource and 86
percent of households gave away at least one resource (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-9: Composition of Levelock Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2005
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Comment [KJ12]: “The median household
income was $18,750 with subsistence hunting,
fishing and gathering representing a significant
source of non-cash income. Using financial
data only, approximately 24.5% of the
population lives below the poverty level,
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3.9.3.10 New Stuyahok
New Stuyahok is a Yup’ik community on the Nushagak River 52 miles northeast of Dillingham.
In 2005, New Stuyahok had an estimated year-round population of 421 people in 96
households. New Stuyahok residents harvested an estimated total of 163,927 pounds of wild
foods (389 pounds per capita) in 2005. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource
category. The top ten resources harvested by New Stuyahok residents in 2005 in terms of
edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-10. All New Stuyahok households used plants and fungi
as well as large land mammals in 2005. Other widely used resource categories included salmon
(90 percent of households), birds and eggs (90 percent), non-salmon fish (88 percent), small
land mammals (59 percent), and marine mammals (51 percent). In 2005, 98 percent of
households received at least one subsistence resource and 74 percent gave away at least one
resource (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-10: Composition of New Stuyahok Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight,
2005
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3.9.3.11 King Salmon
King Salmon is a predominantly Euro-American community on the Naknek River. King Salmon’s
Alaska Native population is a mix of Alutiiq, Yup’ik, and Dena’ina people. In 2007, King Salmon
had an estimated year-round population of 246 people in 88 households. Holen et al. (2011)
surveyed residents about their 2007 subsistence activities and found that King Salmon residents
harvested an estimated total of 77,020 pounds of wild foods (313 pounds per capita). See Table
3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by King
Salmon residents in 2007 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-11. Salmon was the
most widely used resource category (86 percent of households) followed by plants and fungi (78
percent), non-salmon fish (57 percent), and large land mammals (47 percent). In 2007, 59
percent of households received at least one subsistence resource and 53 percent gave away at
least one resource (Holen et al. 2011).
Figure 3.9-11: Composition of King Salmon Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2007
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3.9.3.12 Naknek
Naknek is located on the northern bank of the Naknek River and is a mix of Yup’ik, Alutiiq,
Dena’ina, and non-Native people. In 2007, Naknek had an estimated year-round population of
533 people in 206 households. Just over half of the population was Alaska Native. Naknek
residents harvested an estimated total of 140,757 pounds of wild foods (264 pounds per capita)
in 2007. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources
harvested by Naknek residents in 2007 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-12.
Salmon was the most widely used resource category (93 percent of households), followed by
plants and fungi (92 percent), non-salmon fish (76 percent), large land mammals (60 percent),
birds and eggs (57 percent), and marine invertebrates (51 percent). In 2007, 91 percent of
households received at least one subsistence resource and 73 percent gave away at least one
resource (Holen et al. 2011).
Figure 3.9-12: Composition of Naknek Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2007
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3.9.3.13 South Naknek
South Naknek is located on the southern bank of the Naknek River across from the community
of Naknek. South Naknek is a predominant mixture of Alutiiq and Yup’ik people. Today, many of
the Alutiiq people who reside in South Naknek are decedents descendants of people displaced
by the Mount Katmai and Novarupta volcanic eruptions of 1912. In 2007, South Naknek had an
estimated year-round population of 52 people in 26 households. South Naknek residents
harvested an estimated total of 13,909 pounds of wild foods (278 pounds per capita) in 2007.
See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested
by South Naknek residents in 2007 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-13.
Salmon was the most widely used resource category (95 percent of households) followed by
plants and fungi (91 percent), non-salmon fish (86 percent), large land mammals (67 percent),
and marine mammals (48 percent). In 2007, 91 percent of households received at least one
subsistence resource and 76 percent of households gave away at least one resource (Holen et
al. 2011).
Figure 3.9-13: Composition of South Naknek Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight,
2007
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3.9.3.14 Aleknagik
Aleknagik is a predominantly Yup’ik community at the head of the Wood River on the southeast
end of Aleknagik Lake. In 2008, Aleknagik had an estimated year-round population of 175
people in 47 households. Holen et al. (2012) surveyed residents about their 2008 subsistence
activities and found that Aleknagik residents harvested an estimated total of 51,738 pounds of
wild foods (296 pounds per capita). See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource
category. The top ten resources harvested by Aleknagik residents in 2008 in terms of edible
weight are shown in Figure 3.9-14. Plants and fungi, as well as salmon, were used by every
household in Aleknagik. Other widely used resource categories included large land mammals
(94 percent of households), birds and eggs (88 percent), non-salmon fish (78 percent), and
marine mammals (56 percent). In 2007, 97 percent of households received at least one
subsistence resource and 84 percent gave away at least one resource (Holen et al. 2012).
Figure 3.9-14: Composition of Aleknagik Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2008
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3.9.3.15 Clark’s Point
Clark’s Point is a predominantly Yup’ik community on Nushagak Bay, 15 miles from Dillingham.
In 2008, Clark’s Point had an estimated year-round population of 38 people in 18 households.
Clark’s Point residents harvested an estimated total of 45,543 pounds of wild foods (1,210
pounds per capita) in 2008. The top ten resources harvested by Clark’s Point residents in 2008
in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-15. All households in Clark’s point used
salmon, non-salmon fish, birds and eggs, and large land mammals. Other widely used resource
categories included plants and fungi (91 percent of households), small land mammals (82
percent), marine mammals (73 percent), and marine invertebrates (46 percent). Every
household received and gave away at least one subsistence resource (Holen et al. 2012).
Figure 3.9-15: Composition of Clark’s Point Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2008
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3.9.3.16 Manokotak
Manokotak is a Yup’ik community on the Igushik River. In 2008, Manokotak had an estimated
year-round population of 379 people in 96 households. Manokotak residents harvested an
estimated total of 113,196 pounds of wild foods (298 pounds per capita) in 2008. See Table 3.91 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Manokotak
residents in 2008 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-16. Salmon was the most
widely used resource category (97 percent of households) followed by plants and fungi (95
percent), birds and eggs (95 percent), non-salmon fish (93 percent), large land mammals (87
percent), marine invertebrates (82 percent), marine mammals (75 percent), and small land
mammals (54 percent). In 2008, 93 percent of Manokotak households received at least one
subsistence resource and 90 percent of households gave away at least one resource (Holen et
al. 2012).
Figure 3.9-16: Composition of Manokotak Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2008
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3.9.3.17 Dillingham
Dillingham is located at the northern end of Nushagak Bay at the confluence of the Wood and
Nushagak rivers. Historically a Yup’ik area with Russian influences, Dillingham is now a diverse
community with a mix of non-Native and Native people. In 2010, Dillingham had an estimated
year-round population of 2,294 people in 726 households. Evans et al. (2013) surveyed
residents about their 2010 subsistence activities and found that Dillingham households
harvested an estimated total of 486,533 pounds of wild foods (212 pounds per capita). See
Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by
Dillingham residents in 2010 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-17. Salmon was
the most widely used resource category (91 percent of households), followed by plants and
fungi (89 percent), large land mammals (77 percent), birds and eggs (73 percent), and nonsalmon fish (69 percent). In 2010, 91 percent of Dillingham households received at least one
subsistence resource and 79 percent of households gave away at least one resource (Evans et
al. 2013).
Figure 3.9-17: Composition of Dillingham Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2010
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3.9.3.18 Nikiski
Nikiski is located on the Kenai Peninsula, 9 miles north of the city of Kenai. Historically a
Dena’ina Athabascan area, Nikiski is now primarily in habited by Euro-American people. In
2014, Nikiski had an estimated year-round population of 4,264 people in 1,568 households.
Jones and Kostick (2016) surveyed residents about their 2014 subsistence activities and found
that Nikiski households harvested an estimated total of 292,421 pounds of wild foods (69
pounds per capita). See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten
resources harvested by Nikiski residents in 2014 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure
3.9-18. Plants and fungi was the most widely used resource category (81 percent of
households) followed by salmon (80 percent), and non-salmon fish (55 percent). In 2014, 64
percent of Nikiski households received at least one subsistence resource and 51 percent gave
away at least one resource (Jones and Kostick 2016).
Figure 3.9-18: Composition of Nikiski Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2014
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3.9.3.19 Seldovia
Seldovia a majority Euro-American community located on the Kenai Peninsula on the south
shore of Kachemak Bay. The Alaska Native population of Seldovia is a mix of Alutiiq, Dena’ina,
and Aleut people. In 2014, Seldovia (including Seldovia city and Seldovia Village) had an
estimated year-round population of 278 people in 126 households. Seldovia residents harvested
an estimated total of 38,455 pounds of wild foods (138 pounds per capita) in 2014. See Table
3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Seldovia
residents in 2014 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-19. Plants and fungi was the
most widely harvested resource category (95 percent of households) followed by salmon (94
percent), non-salmon fish (90 percent), marine invertebrates (68 percent), and large land
mammals (61 percent). In 2014, 97 percent of Seldovia households received at least one
subsistence resource and 76 percent of households gave away at least one resource (Jones
and Kostick 2016).
Figure 3.9-19: Composition of Seldovia Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2014
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[Note: Figures 3.9-XX through 3.9-YY will be inserted pending RFI #3]
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Imagine you live in a place where you travel by river
instead of roads; where the forest, ocean, river, tundra, and
lagoon is your grocery store; and where your home is in the
same “neighborhood” as where your ancestors have lived
for thousands of years. That’s what subsistence in Alaska is
like, and what the National Park Service strives to protect in
Alaska’s national parks and preserves.

“Subsistence is not a sentimental activity. It nurtures our soul and
our bodies. If we can’t have [wild, traditional] food, it affects us
psychologically and physically. We need to do it every season, every year.
Our goal is not to deplete the very stock that nurtures our children and
covers our boats.”
—John Waghiyi, Bering Straits Elders Conference, Nome, Alaska
Alaska’s natural abundance forms the backbone of life and
economy for many people here. Today, as in the past, many
Alaskans rely on ﬁsh, wildlife, and other wild resources for food,
shelter, clothing, and income (for example, from the sale of
handicrafts). Harvesting and processing of wild foods is critical
to the culture of Alaska Natives as well as way of life for many
non-Native people. The relative amounts and combination of
different foods depend on the community, the culture, and the
location. Wild food is vital to the everyday survival of many rural
Alaskans. Lessons taught through the harvesting of wild foods
sustains a traditional way of life and generations of accumulated
knowledge. In Alaska’s parks and preserves, we maintain natural
and healthy wildlife populations and habitats so that traditional
harvest practices can continue.

[Subsistence uses are the] customary and traditional uses
by rural Alaska residents of wild, renewable resources for
direct personal or family consumption as food, shelter,
fuel, clothing, tools or transportation; for the making and
selling of handicraft articles out of non-edible by-products
of ﬁsh and wildlife resources taken for personal or family
consumption; for barter, or sharing for personal or family
consumption; and for customary trade.
–deﬁnition of subsistence uses, Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act (PL 96-487), Section 803

“Don’t kill it for nothing. It has spirit and if you disrespect it, your
luck will change. If you need it to survive, you will not see it, or it will
get away.”
—Pauline Hobson, Nondalton, Alaska

Traditional Values
At the heart of subsistence practices is a set of values passed down
through generations about how to live off the land. Each culture
provides values and ways to express them, but there are a number
of sensibilities related to subsistence that Alaska Natives, and
many non-Native people, have in common.

Self-sufﬁciency and sustainability. Stewardship of wild
resources so that they can be accessed by future generations is
a foundational value of subsistence. In remote areas of Alaska,
where the supply of store-bought foods can be expensive and
unreliable, access to wild foods helps provide food security and
self-reliance for local people.

Respect. All living things are to be respected. The mistreatment
or waste of an animal is offensive, and in many cultural traditions
is associated with the belief that a person who is disrespectful will
have bad luck as a hunter and experience difﬁculty harvesting
animals in the future. When an animal is harvested, the whole
animal is used; waste is disrespectful to both the animal and the
people who depend on it.

Sharing. Caring for others while providing for the family and

Connection to place and culture. Harvesting and processing

community are widely shared values. Harvested wild foods are
shared with elders and households without hunters throughout
the community. There are cultural standards and traditions
associated with harvesting and sharing wild foods. Family
members who have moved to urban areas are sent wild foods as a
way to keep cultural connections alive and familial ties active.

wild foods is a cultural cornerstone; it strengthens ties between
people and the land and is intertwined with cultural practices
and traditional skills. Nearly everyone in a community participates
in harvesting and processing wild foods. Some activities, such as
hunting, are more limited in participation; a few skilled hunters
may share their harvest with the rest of the community. Other
community members engage in ﬁshing or gathering berries.
The intergenerational interactions of working together to ﬁnd,
process, share, and store food keeps traditions and culture vibrant.

“For our children and their children, we know how important it is to feed
from our land… Our foods deﬁne who we are, connect us to the land,
and keep our culture alive.”
—Julia Jones Anausuk Stalker, Kotzebue, Alaska

Connection to the Land
People who rely on wild foods are keenly aware of how much
they must harvest to feed their families over the year. They know
where to ﬁnd the plants and animals they need. They know the
habits of the animals they hunt, how to be successful, and how
to process an animal to make the most use of it. This information
is rooted in place, passed down through instructions from elders,
and honed through experience and observation.
People who rely on the land see themselves as part of the
ecosystem; people are interdependent with their environment.
Seasonal cycles of hunting, ﬁshing, trapping, and gathering
remain a vital part of evolving lifeways and an unbroken link to
the past for many Alaskan people. Many of the activities that
connected people and the land in the past are the same today,
such as moose hunting near Denali and ﬁshing along the coast
and rivers. As the world has changed, people have adapted.
Subsistence hunters use new technology, participate in the
management of ﬁsh and wildlife, and use western science in
addition to traditional knowlege and practices.

Subsistence in Alaska
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Caribou are an essential resource to many
rural communities. There are several different
herds that migrate between wintering
grounds and summer ranges in various
regions of Alaska. A common belief among
Alaska Native people is that as caribou herds
migrate to an area, it is important to let the
leading caribou pass through unharmed.
This is to ensure that the caribou following
the leaders will continue on the same path
and allow hunters to harvest them.

Trapping furbearing
animals and using,
bartering, or selling
their furs has long
been a customary and
traditional activity and
continues to be an
important subsistence
activity. Local people
have strong informal
norms associated
with the use of large
trapping areas and the
use of cabins on
public lands.

Moose are one of
the most important
subsistence resources.
Moose meat and
fat are staple foods
and the hide is made
into clothing, such as
jackets, pants, boots,
hats, and mittens. Fall
is an important time of
year for moose hunting
and many hunts occur
along rivers.

USFWS photo

Fishing is conducted
all year round, but
is more prevalent in
the summer. Salmon,
whiteﬁsh, grayling,
and pike are among
ﬁsh caught by traps,
nets, and ﬁshwheels.
They may be hung to
dry, smoked, cured,
canned, or frozen to
be eaten all year.

Blueberries, salmonberries, crowberries,
and cranberries are particularly
abundant and delicious in late summer
and fall. They are eaten raw or cooked
into other foods. Across Alaska Native
cultures, berries are whipped to a
creamy texture with animal fats and
occasionally ﬁsh. Served cold, it has an
ice-cream-like texture and high nutrient
value from the animal fats and vitamins
in the berries.
“When you step in tandem with nature’s cycles of abundance and
scarcity, you gain respect for and oneness with the land.”
—Penny Green, Lake Minchumina, Alaska

Culture is Dynamic
The world is not static; things
change. Ecosystems change,
societies change, and cultures
adapt. But there is a balance
between new practices and
the continuity of tradition,
between stability and change,
with both occurring at the
same time.
For example, the tools used
to harvest food have changed
with technology. While dog
teams are still used in some
places, snow machines are used
more often and motorized
skiffs have replaced seal-skin
kayaks. But the knowledge of
where to go, how the hunter
approaches his quarry, the basic
values, beliefs, and customs
associated with that activity,
more often than not, remain
the same. These technological
changes in subsistence tools are
examples of adaptation needed
for efﬁcient and successful

harvest, particularly as hunting
becomes more difﬁcult due to
changes in wildlife populations,
their movement patterns,
and competition from other
hunters.
There is a valid concern to
preserve cultural identity in
the midst of transformation
brought about by modern
lifestyles. Cultures in Alaska
have witnessed a decline
of customary practices and,
in some communities, the
possibility of the disappearance
of a Native dialect. Practicing
the customs of their ancestors
and connecting with the beliefs
that make these customs
meaningful sustains culture.
It can be challenging to teach
the younger generation
subsistence today, with busy
school schedules, the distance
to travel and the price of

gasoline, and like young
people anywhere, competing
with social media technology.
It takes dedicated parents
and elders, families, and
communities to teach youth
about subsistence practices.
Although young people may
leave their communities
for college, employment
opportunities, and other life
experiences, they remain
connected to their culture.
Some come back and reconnect
with their traditional practices
in the community where they
grew up.
But the land is changing, too.
Wildlife populations have
changed. Caribou migration
routes move, moose habitat is
expanding northward, sea ice
and access to marine mammals
have decreased, winter freezeup is getting later, and spring
break-up is getting earlier.

Changes in physical factors such
as temperature, rainfall and
snowfall, the water levels of
rivers and lakes, and permafrost
are connected to the
abundance of berry patches,
wildlife population numbers,
the timing of waterfowl
migrations, and the safety of
hunters and trappers who are
more likely to be caught in
storms due to unpredictable
weather. Many rural Alaska
residents have seen signiﬁcant
changes in their lifetimes, even
the last ﬁve years—reduced
populations of wildlife, shifts in
the economy, and the impacts
of climate change. Maintaining
naturally functioning
ecosystems is critical to allow
wildlife and people to adapt to
these changes and to continue
a traditional way of life.
To learn more, go to www.nps.
gov/alaskasubsistence/

Smoking salmon.

GPO:xxx-xxx, 2018
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AESTHETICS AND VISUAL RESOURCES
This section describes the aesthetics and visual recourse baseline conditions, the management
framework as it relates to these resources, the visual setting and landscape character of the
area, and important viewing locations and viewers in the area.
Land use and management plans are used to guide the discussion of landscape character,
subsistence activities, recreation and landscape setting to describe the importance and function
of the visual resource attributes. Additional details on recreational and subsistence uses of
lands within the EIS analysis area are found in the related Sections 3.4, Subsistence, and
Section 3.7, Recreation.

3.1.1 EIS Analysis Area
The visual resources analysis area extends eastward from Happy Valley on the Kenai Peninsula
of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet drainages to the eastern side of the Insikin Peninsula,
encompassing Iliamna Lake and the surrounding communities (Figure 3.11-1). The analysis
area consists of a viewshed of a 50-mile radius from the Mine Site; 15-mile radius from the ferry
terminals, 20-mile buffer from the Transportation Corridor and Natural Gas Pipeline, and 25-mile
radius around Amakdedori Port. The analysis area for aesthetic and visual resources was
developed to address indicators of change including potential direct and indirect effects to
landscape character (including naturalness), recreation setting, cultural and historic setting,
subsistence activities, and socioeconomics (tourism).
[Note: Figure 3.11-1 is under development and will include geographic locations of visual
importance.]

3.1.2 Methods for Establishing Baseline Conditions
Data collection was implemented across the analysis area as part of the project’s environmental
baseline study program. The area was evaluated using both desk top and field observation and
considered impacts over four seasons. Components supporting this study include: viewshed
modeling of major project components (Mine Site, access roads, Amakdedori Port, Natural Gas
Pipeline right-of-way, and north and south ferry terminals at Iliamna Lake), interdisciplinary
coordination, identification of Key Viewing Areas (KVAs), characterization of viewer groups and
related sensitivity to change in landscape character, and baseline data collection on visual and
aesthetic resources (visual quality, visual distance zones).
Baseline visual resource conditions were established by: 1) implementing a viewshed analysis;
2) completing a regulatory and management review to establish areas where visual resources
are managed by federal, state, or local planning documents; and, 3) assessing visual resource
attributes, potential viewer groups, and visual distance zones (visibility) within the analysis area.
Locations from which the project could be seen within the analysis area were determined by
implementing a viewshed analysis using geographic information system (GIS). This analysis
determines project visibility based on the relationship between topography, height of project
components, average eye height of the viewer, and height of vegetation. The resulting “seen
area” or viewshed represents area that may contain views of proposed project features.
However, it does not represent any measure of detectability of these features.
[Note: Specifics of the viewshed analysis are pending RFI 34]
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Figure 3.11-1: Title
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The viewshed analysis was also used to assess how project features would be seen within the
larger context of the analysis area. For example, viewers moving through the landscape may
experience intermittent views of proposed project components where topography is variable and
more prolonged views where topography is flat.
The regulatory and management framework review included federal, state, and local planning
documents for planning areas with a geographic nexus to the project area. The review focused
on identifying specific regulations or planning objectives pertaining to visual resources or
scenery management.
Visual resource attributes were assessed by first dividing the analysis area into geographic units
defined by prevailing physiography (Wahrhaftig 1969), then assessing landscape character in
each geographic unit. Landscape character attributes were described in terms of landscape
character typology the basic elements of form, line, color, and texture of prevailing landform,
water, vegetation, and cultural modification. This approach was applied across the analysis area
to ensure that baseline data in visual resources was collected consistently across all
jurisdictions.
Viewer groups were identified through coordination with recreation, cultural, and subsistence
resources, and review of scoping comments. These sources were used to understand how
specific locations within the analysis area are used, and the types of viewer groups that may be
associated with those uses. Characteristics of identified viewer groups, such as seasonality,
amount of use, and predominant viewer activity were in this inventory.
Project visibility, or distance zones, was assessed by subdividing into three zones based on
relative distance from travel routes or observation points. Common travel routes included
common commercial flight paths and common local flight paths. Distance zones were classified
as: foreground (0 to 1/2 mile from view point), middle ground (1/2 to 5 miles), and background
(over 5 miles). Visual clarity applies to all distance zones.

3.1.3 Viewshed Analysis
[Note: Information regarding the viewshed analysis is pending RFI 34]

3.1.4 Regulatory and Management Framework
The project area is set within the Alaska Department of Natural Resources Bristol Bay
Kenai Planning Units (ADNR 2013; ADNR 2000). These areas are managed per the Bristol
Area Plan (ADNR 2013) and the Kenai Area Plan (ADNR 2000) to “maintain the quality
diversity of the natural environment and protect heritage resources and the character
lifestyle of the community.”

and
Bay
and
and

The project area also considers lands owned by seven Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
(ANSCA) corporations. ANSCA does not provide provisions for the protection or management of
visual resources.

3.1.5 Landscape Character
The landscape setting within the visual resources analysis area includes mountain ranges
surrounded by river valleys, rivers, shrub tundra, marshy lowlands, wetlands, coastal shoreline,
estuaries and ocean inlet environments. Primary river drainages intersecting the analysis area
include the Mulchatna, the Nushagak, and Koktuli rivers. While the Mulchatna and the
Nushagak have been federally determined as “navigable,” the Koktuli has been determined
navigable by the state. The waterways provide access to remote recreation and subsistence
areas. Human development within the analysis area is generally limited to areas in and around
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geographically isolated communities, and small fishing and hunting lodges. Development
includes roads, airstrips, and docks.
The visual resources analysis area falls within portions of four different physiographic units:
Nushagak – Big Hills, Nushagak – Bristol Bay Lowland, Aleutian Range, and Alaska Range
(USGS 1965). The landscape character of each physiographic unit is influenced by the fluvial
geomorphologic, hydrologic, vegetation cover, elevation and landforms within each area, as
described below.

3.1.5.1 Physiographic Units
The Nushagak—Big River Hills are characterized by flat-topped ridges ranging in elevation
from 1,500 feet to the west, 2,500 feet to the east, and 4,200 feet to the north. The Big River
Hills unit drains to the Kuskokwim River from primary tributaries. The southern section of the
physiographic unit drains to the Mulchatna and Nushagak rivers. Vegetation communities
consist of spruce, birch and cottonwoods along riparian corridors (USGS 1969, ADNR 2005).
The Nushagak—Bristol Bay Lowland is dotted with moraine lakes rising from sea-level to an
altitude of 300 to 500 feet at its high point. Linear narrow belts of elevated topography enclose
large glacial lakes fed by upland hydrology. The lowland is drained by the Nushagak and other
rivers flowing to the estuaries of Bristol Bay. This physiographic unit is of the marine phase of
the tundra climate with mild winters and short cool summers. Dominant vegetation includes
moist wet tundra plant communities. Standing water, mosses, sedges, and low-growing shrubs
cover the landscape with clumping stands of alder, willow, and patches of stunted spruce and
birch growing along the riparian edges of major streams and rivers (USGS 1969, Baily 1995).
The Aleutian Range consists of heavily glaciated U-shaped valleys, rugged ridges and
mountain peaks anchored between the Pacific Ocean and the Bearing Sea. It runs west to
Aleutian Island with an elevation ranging from 1,000 to 4,000 feet. The Aleutian Range is
flanked by large volcanic peaks elevating upward to 8,500 feet. Steep rivers drain south to the
Pacific Ocean while braded meandering rivers run slowly to the Bearing Sea. The west end of
the Aleutian Range drains into the Bristol Bay Lowland feeding hundreds of small lakes and
ponds. Vegetation is sparse consisting of spruce, birch and cottonwoods along riparian corridors
and a spattering of open low shrub tundra as the elevation increases (USGS 1969, Gates 2018,
EB 2015).
To the east, the Alaska Range connects with the Aleutian Range between Iliamna Lake and
Mount Spurr. The mountain range extends over 600 miles to the Canadian border. The heavily
glaciated mountain ranges average between 7,000 to 10,000 feet in elevation with a number of
peaks exceeding 10,000 feet. The Alaska Mountain range is the divide for rivers flowing from
the Yukon Territory south to the Gulf of Alaska. The southern section drains through glacial
streams to the Kuskokwim River and to the Nushagak or Kvichak rivers and eventually flowing
into Cook Inlet (USGS 1969, EB 2015).

3.1.6 Landscape Setting
3.1.6.1 Mine Site
The proposed Mine Site would be located within the southern section of the Nushagak – Big
River Hills physiographic unit. The landscape is large in scale, with views from ridge tops largely
panoramic; however there is more enclosure in drainages and low elevation areas. Topography
is dominated by numerous rounded hills that appear as consistent and well-defined by the
converging lines of drainages. As elevation increases, trees become stunted and vegetation
becomes intermixed with short alpine tundra and exposed rock outcrops.
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The upper sections of Talarik Creek and Koktuli rivers meander through eroded, braided
wetlands and tundra flowing into Iliamna Lake to the Kvichak River before draining to into Bristol
Bay. The Talarik Creek floodplain is characterized by exposed flat grasslands and low sand
dune created from strong winds with little diversity of vegetation. These river systems not only
provide habitat for salmon but important travel routes to remotes areas for subsistence uses in
the summer and winter.
The four major mountains located near the Mine Site are Sharp Mountain, Pig Mountain,
Kaskanak Mountain, and Groundhog Mountain. All of these mountains are focal from
neighboring Iliamna Lake and rising to an elevation of 3,500 feet. The rounded tops and linear
traverse of the mountain set a distinct backdrop to the ground moraines, sediment deposits and
alluvial fans that make up the basis of the landscape.
Viewer groups in this area are limited to individuals engaged in subsistence or recreation and
tourism activities, and exposure is low due to remoteness of area and lack of access and
infrastructure. These individuals experience the landscape from fixed points while fishing or
viewing wildlife and can be transient as they move through the landscape on foot,
snowmachine, or aircraft. Small aircraft are used to provide access for fishing and hunting areas
and to a lesser extent, provide tours for nature viewing. Areas on the flight paths provide an
expansive view of the landscape settings. During winter months, overland travel (via
snowmachine) is more common as the ground is frozen.

3.1.6.2 Transportation Corridor
The proposed transportation corridor is a linear system that cuts through the Nushagak – Big
River Hills, and Nushagak – Bristol Bay Lowland physiographic units.
Iliamna Lake sits within the Bristol Bay Lowlands southwest of Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve and the northwestern edge of the Alaska Range. Iliamna Lake is approximately 100
miles long by 30 miles wide and is the largest fresh water lake in Alaska. The shallow shoreline
is made up of long fine edges, meandering inlets and checkered islands. The low topographic
relief provides extensive panoramic views extending across the tundra to Iliamna Lake. Within
the immediate foreground the wet shrub tundra presents limited obstruction to vast views of the
surrounding landscape. To the west is the Bristol Bay lowlands made of wet shrub tundra,
marsh lands and hundreds of small lakes. Northern views feature the rounded mountains of the
Nushagak–Big River Hills.
From Iliamna Lake the viewing position is either from the shoreline or from a boat on the water.
Access to the surrounding landscape for commercial, subsistence and recreation uses are
through the main airport and community of Iliamna. Air transportation is the dominant form of
travel in the area. From the elevated position within an aircraft the viewer can relate to the
expansive undisturbed landscape setting.
Flowing into Iliamna Lake from the north is the Lower Talarik Creek. The State of Alaska
established the Lower Talarik Creek Special Use Area in 1999 as a high value resource for fish
and wildlife habitat and subsistence harvest as well as local and commercial recreation.
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve is located at the northwestern edge of the Alaska Range
to the south east of the Pebble Mine Project access road. The park is the start of the long string
of mountains tied together through glaciers and snow covered peaks. The features are viewed
by aircraft while traveling in and out of the park, and local communities.
Roadhouse Mountain is a popular summer hiking route that is located to the southwest of the
Mine Site along the border of Lake Clark National Park and Preserve and the north end of
Iliamna Lake. Expansive 360 degree panoramic views dominate the viewer experiment from the
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top of Roadhouse Mountain. Significant visual features include Iliamna Lake and its district
shoreline. The marshy wet lowlands and the river valleys of the Nushagak – Big River Hills
dominate the foreground view while Sharp, Groundhog and Kaskanak mountains frame the
background views.
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve contains recreation and commercial recreation services.
Hiking to the view point at the top of Roadhouse Mountain is a popular activity within the park
providing expansive views of the surrounding area.

3.1.6.3 Amakdedori Port
The proposed Amakdedori Port site is located on State lands designated for habitat use in the
Kenai Borough area boundary. The area located to the northern end of the Aleutian Range is
considered wet shrub tundra collecting runoff forming wet meadows, bogs, and hundreds of
small lakes.
This area is noteworthy because of its close proximity to the Katmai National Park and
Preserve, the McNeil River State Game Sanctuary, and Kamishak Bay and the steep mountain
Peaks of Katmai National Park.
As described in Section 3.5, Recreation, the McNeil State Game Refuge and Sanctuary is a
premier destination for bear viewing and is home to the largest bear populations in Alaska.
McNeil River Falls, which is located about a mile from the mouth of the McNeil River, slows the
movement of salmon. Large numbers of brown bears can be seen at McNeil State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary in early July through mid-August (ADF&G 2018d).
Viewer positons take into account the elevation and whether the viewer is in a fixed or a moving
status. Private outfitters run single and multi-day commercial tours to the Kenai National Park
and Preserve from May through September. Single day adventures tours are offered from as far
away as Anchorage and as close as Homer.
Single day tours are almost exclusively accessed through aircraft. Visitors are flown into the
park over the proposed project area to access bear viewing locations along the coastline, within
the estuaries and up the streams corridors and over the Glaciers of Four Peaks Mountain.
Multiday commercial tours either stage outside the park on large boats within Kamishak Bay or
at lodges within the Park.

3.1.6.4 Natural Gas Pipeline
The Pipeline interfaces with the entire physiographic unit system tying the Cook Inlet – Susitna
Lowlands to the Nushagak – Big River Hills. The Sterling Highway winds its way along the steep
shoreline of Susitna Lowlands terminating in the town of Homer. Vast panoramic views of the
Cook Inlet and the rocky beaches are consistent along this linear corridor. The area is populated
with residents, recreationists and tourists and commercial operators utilizing the Cook Inlet and
Kenai Peninsula as base to access the natural and remote setting of Bristol Bay, Iliamna Lake
and the National Parks and Preserves.
Viewer groups on the Kenai Peninsula are more apt to interact with the linear Pipeline due to
the relative increase in population and the position along the Sterling Highway. The popular
travel corridor brings many tourists during the summer months.

3.1.6.5 Viewer Groups and Visual Sensitivity
There is seasonal variation in the number and type of viewers within the analysis area.
According to Section 3.5, Recreation, a majority of visitors come to experience the “naturalness”
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and “abundance of resources” from May through October. This seasonal access corresponds
with fishing and hunting activities and is the high season for recreation, tourism and subsistence
activities. Access to fishing and hunting grounds for recreation and subsistence use is from air
travel, boat and off road vehicles.
Although the majority of recreation and tourism occurs in the summer, ongoing subsistence
activity and inter-village travel occurs in the winter. As the marshy grounds freeze, travel via
snowmachine provides access to areas not available in the warmer seasons. Commercial
activities consist of fisheries, recreation, and tourism.
As shown in Figure 3.2-01A, the Alagnak River is designated as a Wild River. The Alagnak
River is located to the about 30 miles west of the proposed mine site and 10 miles from Iliamna
Lake. The Alagnak River provides some of the most remote and scenic traditional Alaska
experience in the areaopportunities for exemplary Alaska recreation due to remoteness,
scenery , and outstanding sport fisheries. The Alagnak River is accessed by aircraft and from
the west east side of the Katmai National Park and Preserve. The river has a reputation of being
a world-class fishery and is considered to be one of the most popular fly-in fishing destinations
in southwest Alaska.
Commercial recreation fishing lodges and camps are located on the Kvichak and Alagnak
Rivers. Several lodges on the main stem of the Alagnak, at the outlet of Nonvianuk Lake, and
one on the Kulik River provide guided fishing services. Together these lodges support the
majority of the visitation for fishing in the area. Access to the fishing lodges and camps are
through aircraft or motorized boat transportation. The elevated position provides a contextual
experience, allowing the viewer to see broad expanses of the landscape.
Viewer groups within the analysis area include local residents and communities, and those
engaging in subsistence activities, recreationists, and travellers.
Local Communities. Local Communities are located throughout the analysis area.
Communities along the shoreline of Iliamna Lake consist of Iliamna, Newhalen, Pedro Bay,
Kokhanok, and Igiugig. To the north at the edge of Lake Clark National Park and Preserve is the
town of Nondalton. The landscape is dominated by vast panoramic views of Iliamna Lake, with a
backdrop of the mountains of the Big River Hills.
Subsistence Areas. See Section 3.9, Food and Fiber Production – Subsistence, for
subsistence activity locations. Summer access to these areas is primarily by boat and aircraft,
while in winter travel follows the frozen rivers and tundra by snowmachine. Air travel is also
prevalent in the throughout the year.
Recreation Areas. Recreation extends from the fishing camps along Iliamna Lake into Lake
Clark National Park and Preserve, Katmai National Park and Preserve, and up the Koktuli River
Watershed and into the tundra of the Big River Hills. Outfitters provide guide service from fishing
and hunting camps to remote locations within the Big River Hills and fishing areas on Iliamna
Lake, and Kamishak Bay within the Cook Inlet.
Transportation Routes. Several transportation routes used by industry, local communities, and
subsistence and recreation users are limited to air travel and boat. Short unimproved roads
connect the communities of Newhalen and Iliamna to Nondalton.
Air Travel. Low-altitude local aircraft may fly over the project area during scheduled air service
or en route to remote communities or hunting/fishing destinations.
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3.1.6.6 Key Observation Points
Key Observation Points (KOPs) representing common and/or sensitive viewer locations were
established within the analysis area. These locations represent point-based (vistas), linear
(roadways), and area-based viewer locations characterized by residential, subsistence or
recreational uses discussed above. The KOPs were used as standard locations from which to
describe existing visual resources at a localized scale, and to assess potential effects that may
result from the proposed project. KOPs are described in Table 3.11-1 by viewer group. Note that
more than one viewer group may use an area represented by a KOP.
Table 3.11-1: Key Observation Points

Number

Location
(Physiographic
Zones and estimated
Lat/Long)
x Kenai

1

x 59°56'4.13"N
151°44'48.51"W
x Deep Creek State
Recreation Area

2

3

Analysis Factors

Viewer Sensitivity

x Foreground, middle ground
Natural gas pipeline
x Low to moderate visual sensitivity
shoreline
x Focal as the Pipeline follows the scenic
infrastructure
Sterling Highway

x Kenai

x Foreground

x 59°46'40.41"N
151°51'52.06"W

Natural gas
shoreline
x Anchor Point State infrastructure
Recreation Area

x Potential for high sensitivity

x Kenai

x Immediate foreground, middle ground

x 59°30'50.09"N
153°16'41.31"W
Kamishak Bay
Augustine Island
North

Amakdedori Port
facilities; increased
shipping traffic

x Visibility: focal; dominant Pipeline and
substation

Viewer
Duration

Intermittent

Intermittent

x Recommended as a KVA

x High sensitivity
x Visibility: focal; co-dominant Augustine
Island

Prolonged

x Recommended as a linear KVA
approach by boat to the KVA
x Immediate foreground, middle ground

x Kenai
4

x 59°13'47.27"N
153°37'27.40"W
x Kamishak Bay
Augustine Island
South

x High sensitivity
Amakdedori Port
facilities; increased
shipping traffic

x Visibility: focal; co-dominant with
background views of the McNeil River
Wildlife Refuge, Augustine Island and
glacial mountain peaks

Prolonged

x Recommended as a linear KVA –
approach by boat to the KVA

x Kenai
x 59°15'35.49"N 154°
8'22.11"W
5

2018

Amakdedori Port
x Nordyke Islands
Adjacent to McNeil facilities; increased
River State Game shipping traffic
Sanctuary (SGS)
and State Game
Refuge (SGR)

x Foreground and middle ground
x Moderate to high sensitivity
x Recommended as a linear KVA –
approach by boat to the KVA

Prolonged
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Table 3.11-1: Key Observation Points

Number

Location
(Physiographic
Zones and estimated
Lat/Long)

Analysis Factors

Viewer Sensitivity

Viewer
Duration

x Immediate foreground
x Kenai
6

x 59°15'35.49"N 154° Amakdedori Port
facilities; increased
8'22.11"W
x McNiel River State shipping traffic
Game Refuge

x High sensitivity from the shoreline at the
mouth of McNeil River
x Dominant/focal view

Prolonged

x Mouth of McNeil River highly scenic,
highly visited area
x Recommended as a KVA
x Background

x Nushagak –Bristol
Bay Lowland
7

x 59° 0'57.74"N
156°12'53.24"W

x Low sensitivity from the fixed viewpoint
along the river
Mine Site, ferry
terminals and
icebreaker ferry

x Alagnak Wild River

x High sensitivity from elevated view point
while traveling to the river

Intermittent

x Visibility: bare earth; low due to distance
and scale of project
x Recommended as a KVA due to its
status as Wild River
x Foreground: ferry terminals and
icebreaker ferry
x Middle ground: Pipeline and
transportation corridor

8

x Nushagak – Bristol
Bay Lowland
Mine Site, ferry
terminals and
x 59°29'51.72"N
icebreaker ferry
155°16'3.57"W
x Iliamna Lake South

x Background: Mine site operations
x Low sensitivity from the fixed viewpoints
at the south end of the lake

Intermittent

x High sensitivity from elevated view point
while traveling to the river
x Visibility: bare earth; low due to distance
and scale of project
x Visibility: focal; co-dominant
x Recommended as a KVA
x Foreground: ferry terminals and
icebreaker ferry
x Middle ground: Pipeline and
transportation corridor

9

x Nushagak – Bristol
Bay Lowland
Mine Site, ferry
terminals and
x 59°31'56.87"N
icebreaker ferry
154°49'45.94"W
x Iliamna Lake North

x Background: Mine site operations
x Low sensitivity from the fixed viewpoints
at the south end of the lake
x High sensitivity from elevated viewpoint
while traveling to the river

Intermittent

x Visibility: bare earth; moderate to high
due to proximity, distance and scale of
project
x Visibility: focal; co-dominant
x Recommended as a KVA

2018
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Table 3.11-1: Key Observation Points

Number

Location
(Physiographic
Zones and estimated
Lat/Long)

Analysis Factors

Viewer
Duration

Viewer Sensitivity

x Foreground: Mine site operations and the
Transportation Corridor
x Middle ground: ferry terminal and
icebreaker

10

x Nushagak – Bristol Mine Site, ferry
Bay Lowland
terminals and
icebreaker ferry.
x 59°44'5.94"N
Transportation
154°57'52.55"W
Corridor
Newhalen River

x High sensitivity within the foreground
setting
x Moderate sensitivity in the middle ground
setting

Intermittent

x Visibility: bare earth; moderate to high
due to proximity, distance and scale of
project
x Visibility: focal; dominant
x Recommended as a KVA

x Alaska Range
11

Mine Site, ferry
x 59°15'35.49"N 154°
terminals and
8'22.11"W
icebreaker ferry.
x Roadhouse
Transportation
Mountain trail
Corridor
overlook

x Background
x Moderate sensitivity
x Visibility: bare earth; moderate due to
proximity, distance and scale of project

Prolonged

x Recommended as a KVA
x Background

x Alaska Range
12

x 60°11'57.47"N
154°20'31.12"W

Mine Site and
Transportation
x Port Alsworth: Lake Corridor
Clark National Park

x Moderate sensitivity from the elevated
position
x Visibility: bare earth; moderate to high
due to proximity, distance and scale of
project

Intermittent

x Recommended as a KVA

13

x Alaska Range

x Background

Mine Site and
x 59°57'10.05"N
154°52'2.07"WPort Transportation
Corridor
x Nondalton South

x Moderate to high sensitivity from the
elevated position

Iliamna Lake

2018

Intermittent

x Visibility: bare earth
x Recommended as a KVA
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CHAPTER 1: PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION
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TITLE OF APPLICANT’S PROPOSED ACTION
IDENTIFICATION OF LEAD AND COOPERATING AGENCIES
NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION FOR CORPS PGM
DESIGNATION OF DOCUMENT STATUS
ONE PARAGRAPH ABSTRACT TO BE WRITTEN BY CORP
COMMENT PERIOD
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FOR FINAL EIS
SUMMARY OF THE EIS STRESSING MAJOR CONCLUSIONS, AREAS OF
CONTROVERSY (INCLUDING ISSUES RAISED BY AGENCIES AND THE PUBLIC) AND
ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED (INCLUDING THE CHOICES OF ALTERNATIVES(PREFERRED
(APPENDIX B) AND LEDPA). TO BE WRITTEN AFTER DRAFT EIS IS COMPLETED
AND PRIOR TO PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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CHAPTER 1: PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION
1.2 PROPOSED PROJECT LOCATION AND SETTING
1.3 PURPOSE AND NEED
1.4 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND ISSUES OF CONCERN
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CHAPTER 2: PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING APPLICANT’S PROPOSED
ALTERNATIVE

2.1 ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS – AS WRITTEN FOR SCOPING
2.2 ALTERNATIVES ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION (BASED ON
PROCESS IN 2.1)
2.3 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN MORE DETAIL
No Action Alternative
Action Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative
Etc., Action Alternatives
2.3.3.1

Mine Site Alternatives (State of Alaska)

Location
Configuration
Methods
Etc.

2.3.3.2

Transportation Corridor Alternatives (L&P, Nondalton, State
of Alaska, USCG, NPS)

Location
Configuration
Methods
Etc.

2.3.3.3

Pipeline Alternatives (PHMSA, BSEE, State of Alaska)

Location
Configuration
Methods
Etc.

2.3.3.4

Product Transport Alternatives (State of Alaska, USACE)

Port
Port Locations
Other Methods
Etc.
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT (USACE, STATE OF
ALASKA, EPA)
Conservation
Energy Needs
Mineral Needs
Climate and Meteorology
Climate Change
General Environmental Concerns

3.2 LAND OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND USE (L&P, STATE OF ALASKA)
Consideration of Property Ownership
3.2.1.1

Mine Site AE

3.2.1.2

Amakdedori Port AE

3.2.1.3

Transportation Corridor AE

3.2.1.4

Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

Land Use (L&P, Curyung, Nondalton, State of Alaska)
3.2.2.1

Mine Site AE

3.2.2.2

Amakdedori Port AE

3.2.2.3

Transportation Corridor AE

3.2.2.4

Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

3.3 NEEDS AND WELFARE OF THE PEOPLE (L&P, STATE OF ALASKA,
CURYUNG, NONDALTON)
History and Culture
Potentially Affected Communities (Population, Economy, Income
and Unemployment, Fiscal Characteristics)
Demographics and Economy
2018
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Kenai Peninsula Borough

3.3.3.2

Bristol Bay Borough

3.3.3.3

Dillingham Census Area

3.3.3.4

State of Alaska

3.3.3.5

Lake and Peninsula Borough
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Local Public Infrastructure and Services

3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE (STATE OF ALASKA)
Minority Population Status
Low-income Population Status
Communication and Outreach

3.5 RECREATION (NPS, STATE OF ALASKA, FWS)
Recreation Management
3.5.1.1

Federal Recreation Lands

3.5.1.2

State Recreation Lands

Water-Related Recreation
Sportfishing, Hunting, Recreation Lodges
Mine Site AE
3.5.4.1

Recreation and Tourism

3.5.4.2

Recreation Facilities, Setting, Activities

Amakdedori Port AE
3.5.5.1

Recreation and Tourism

3.5.5.2

Recreation Facilities, Setting, Activities

Transportation Corridor AE

2018

3.5.6.1

Recreation and Tourism

3.5.6.2

Recreation Facilities, Setting, Activities
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Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.5.7.1

Recreation and Tourism

3.5.7.2

Recreation Facilities, Setting, Activities

3.6 RECREATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL FISHERIES (STATE OF ALASKA, FWS)
Mine Site AE

Commented [MJR1]: This section will need to have a lot of
overlap with the cultural resources section because of historic
nature of these fisheries.

Amakdedori Port AE
Transportation Corridor AE
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

3.7 CULTURAL RESOURCES (ACHP, NONDALTON, CURYUNG, STATE OF
ALASKA, USACE)
Area of Potential Effect

Commented [WF2]: If the analysis of cultural resources is
left only to the listed cooperating agencies, this section will be
inadequate and incomplete. Each community and each tribe
has their own, unique cultural resources that may in impacted
by the mine.
Commented [MJR3]: This needs to be large because of the
potential for large-scale effects

Cultural Context
3.7.2.1

Ancestral

Commented [WF4R3]: The APE cannot merely mirror the
project footprint. Restricting the APE to just the footprint
arbitrarily and capriciously limits the scope of the analysis.

3.7.2.2

Historic

Commented [ASB5]: Include oral tradition and traditional
values

3.7.2.3

Previous Archeological Research

Deleted: Prehistory
Deleted: <#>Ethnohistory
Deleted: <#>¶

Mine Site AE

Commented [MJR7]: This shows archaeological bias. Why
not previous cultural resources research?

Amakdedori Port AE

Commented [ASB8]: Agreed: archaeological, ethnographic,
and ethnohistoric and tribally initiated projects

Transportation Corridor AE

Commented [WF9R8]: Relying only on archaeology to
identify cultural resources is arbitrary, capricious, and
designed to exclude tribal cultural resources from the analysis

Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

2018
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3.8 HISTORIC PROPERTIES (ACHP, STATE OF ALASKA, USACE, BSEE*)
3.8.1.1

Mine Site AE

3.8.1.2

Amakdedori Port AE

3.8.1.3

Transportation Corridor AE

3.8.1.4

Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

3.9 SUBSISTENCE (L&P, STATE OF ALASKA, CURYUNG, NONDALTON,
FWS)
Food and Fiber Production
Subsistence Values and Beliefs
Subsistence Harvest Patterns
3.9.3.1

Mine Site AE

3.9.3.2

Amakdedori Port AE

3.9.3.3

Transportation Corridor AE

3.9.3.4

Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

Commented [WF10]: The analysis contained in this chapter
must be informed by a robust and meaningful Section 106
process. The USACE must consult with any tribe that may
ascribe cultural and religious importance to historic properties
that may be effected by the mine. This cannot be arbitrarily
limited to the CA’s identified here, and historic properties
cannot be arbitrarily limited to archaeological sites and
buildings.
Commented [MJR11]: Why do historic properties receive
their own section? Historic properties are no more important
than any other cultural resource in the NEPA process. This is
problematic. NEPA law, regulations, and agency guidance do
not recommend this. Why should the impacts to a cultural
resource be dependent on whether someone has evaluated it
for the National Register? The NEPA process is broader than
the Section 106 process. NEPA defines cultural resources (40
CFR 1508.27(b)(8)) as “districts, sites, highways, structures,
or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register
of Historic Places or … significant scientific, cultural, or
historical resources (emphasis added).” The regulations do
not rank National Register eligible cultural resources above
those not evaluated or determined ineligible. The Handbook
for Integrating NEPA and Section 106 (CEQ et al 2013:9)
explains that “Historic properties, as a subset of cultural
resources, are one aspect of the “human environment.” The
Handbook (CEQ et al 2013) does not say historic properties
are more important nor do the regulations.
Commented [WF12]: The Tribe’s exclusion from this
Section is deeply troubling. Under the NHPA and its
implementing regulations, the USACE is mandated to consult
with tribes regarding the identification and treatment of historic
properties. The Tribe has a statutory and regulatory right to
participate in the evaluation and identification of Historic
Properties. By having the ACHP help draft this section, the
USACE is admitting that this chapter will be informed by the
Section 106 process. Therefore, the Tribe must be included in
this section

3.10 HEALTH AND SAFETY (STATE OF ALASKA, PHMSA, BSEE,

Commented [MJR13]: This is a tone-deaf description for a
way of life.

Assumptions and Limitations

Deleted: FOOD AND FIBER PRODUCTION
Deleted: (

Baseline Community Health Conditions

Deleted: )

Mine Site AE (HECs 1-8)

Commented [ASB14]: For all of these 3.9, 3.10 etc a
section needs to be included for indirect affect areas

Amakdedori Port AE (HECs 1-8)
Transportation Corridor AE (HECs 1-8)
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE (HECs 1-8; must include
Pipeline Safety)

3.11 AESTHETICS (STATE OF ALASKA, NPS, EPA, USACE)
Methods for Establishing Baseline Conditions
Mine Site AE
Amakdedori Port AE
2018
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Transportation Corridor AE
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

3.12 TRANSPORTATION AND NAVIGATION (USCG, USACE, STATE OF
ALASKA)
Transportation
3.12.1.1 Mine Site AE
3.12.1.2 Amakdedori Port AE
3.12.1.3 Transportation Corridor AE
3.12.1.4 Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
Navigation
3.12.2.1 Amakdedori Port AE
3.12.2.2 Transportation Corridor AE
3.12.2.3 Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

3.13 GEOLOGY (STATE OF ALASKA)
Regional Geologic Setting
Mine Site

Deleted: AE

3.13.2.1 Local Physiography
3.13.2.2 Fossils

Commented [MJR17]: These laws require the consideration of
fossils in agency decision-making
xAntiquities Act (Federal lands only];
xPaleontological Resources Preservation Act [Federal lands only];
xAlaska Historic Preservation Act [State lands only];
xFederal Land Policy and Management Act [Federal lands only];
xFederal Cave Resources Protection Act [Federal lands only]; and
xArchaeological Resources Protection Act [Federal lands only]

3.13.2.3 Local Geologic Conditions
3.13.2.4 Local Construction Material Sources
Amakdedori Port AE
3.13.3.1 Local Physiography
3.13.3.2 Fossils
3.13.3.3 Local Geologic Conditions
3.13.3.4 Local Construction Material Sources
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Transportation Corridor AE
3.13.4.1 Local Physiography
3.13.4.2 Fossils
3.13.4.3 Local Geologic Conditions
3.13.4.4 Local Construction Material Sources
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.13.5.1 Local Physiography
3.13.5.2 Local Geologic Conditions
3.13.5.3 Local Construction Material Sources

3.14 SOILS (EPA, USACE)
Mine Site AE
3.14.1.1 Soil Types
3.14.1.2 Soil Chemistry
3.14.1.3 Erosion
Amakdedori Port AE
3.14.2.1 Soil Types
3.14.2.2 Erosion
Transportation Corridor AE
3.14.3.1 Soil Types
3.14.3.2 Erosion
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.14.4.1 Soil Types
3.14.4.2 Erosion

3.15 GEOHAZARDS (STATE OF ALASKA)
Mine Site AE
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3.15.1.1 Earthquakes
3.15.1.2 Slope Stability
3.15.1.3 Other Geohazards
Amakdedori Port AE
3.15.2.1 Earthquakes
3.15.2.2 Slope Stability
3.15.2.3 Other Geohazards
Transportation Corridor AE
3.15.3.1 Earthquakes
3.15.3.2 Slope Stability
3.15.3.3 Other Geohazards
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.15.4.1 Earthquakes
3.15.4.2 Slope Stability
3.15.4.3 Other Geohazards

3.16 SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY (EPA, STATE OF ALASKA)

Commented [ASB18]: Vital that the downstream hydrology
be included here, and in general, downstream effects be
included throughout

Flood Hazards
Floodplain Values
Shore Erosion and Accretion
Salinity Gradients, Water Circulation, Fluctuation, Suspended
Particulate and Turbidity
Mine Site AE
3.16.5.1 Drainage Basins/Watersheds
3.16.5.2 Streamflow
3.16.5.3 Meteorological Inputs to Water Balance Modeling
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3.16.5.4 Flood Magnitude and Frequency
3.16.5.5 Surface Water Use
Amakdedori Port AE
3.16.6.1 Drainage Basins/Watersheds
3.16.6.2 Streamflow
3.16.6.3 Marine Water
3.16.6.4 Flood Magnitude and Frequency
3.16.6.5 Surface Water Use
Transportation Corridor AE
3.16.7.1 Drainage Basins/Watersheds
3.16.7.2 Streamflow
3.16.7.3 Surface Water Use
3.16.7.4 Surface Water Extraction Sites
3.16.7.5 Stream Crossing Bank Erosion/Scour)
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.16.8.1 Drainage Basins/Watersheds
3.16.8.2 Streamflow
3.16.8.3 Marine Water
3.16.8.4 Surface Water Use
3.16.8.5 Surface Water Extraction Sites
3.16.8.6 Stream Crossing Bank Erosion/Scour

3.17 GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY (EPA, STATE OF ALASKA)
Water Supply and Conservation (Municipal and Private)
Hydrogeological Setting and Data Sources
Mine Site AE
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3.17.3.1 Groundwater Occurrence and Aquifer Characteristics
3.17.3.2 Groundwater Quality and Use
3.17.3.3 Hydrogeologic Units
3.17.3.4 Groundwater Flow Systems
3.17.3.5 Aquifer Parameters: Hydraulic Conductivity and Specific
Storage
3.17.3.6 Mine Site Groundwater Model
Amakdedori Port AE
3.17.4.1 Groundwater Occurrence and Aquifer Characteristics
3.17.4.2 Groundwater Quality and Use
Transportation Corridor AE
3.17.5.1 Groundwater Occurrence and Aquifer Characteristics
3.17.5.2 Groundwater Quality and Use
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.17.6.1 Groundwater Occurrence and Aquifer Characteristics
3.17.6.2 Groundwater Quality and Use

3.18 WATER AND SEDIMENT QUALITY (STATE OF ALASKA, EPA, USACE)
Substrate
Mine Site AE
3.18.2.1 Surface Water Quality
3.18.2.2 Groundwater Quality
3.18.2.3 Sediment Quality
3.18.2.4 Geochemistry
Amakdedori Port AE
3.18.3.1 Surface Water Quality
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3.18.3.2 Groundwater Quality
3.18.3.3 Sediment Quality
Transportation Corridor AE
3.18.4.1 Surface Water Quality
3.18.4.2 Sediment Quality)
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.18.5.1 Surface Water Quality
3.18.5.2 Sediment Quality

3.19 NOISE (NPS, USACE, STATE OF ALASKA)
Applicable Noise Concepts (Terms, Sound Levels, Propagation,
Health Effects)
Mine Site AE
Amakdedori Port AE
Transportation Corridor AE
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

3.20 AIR QUALITY (STATE OF ALASKA)

Commented [ASB19]: Including beyond the footprint area,
i.e. Nondalton, Newhalen, Iliamna

Meteorology
Air Quality Attainment Status
Project Impacts on Climate Change (GHG Reporting)

3.21 SPILL RISK (STATE OF ALASKA)

Commented [ASB20]: Including groundwater seepage

Spill Risk
Tailings Dam Failure Scenarios

3.22 WETLANDS/SPECIAL AQUATIC SITES (FWS, EPA, USACE)
Substrate (Wetlands)
Wetlands/Special Aquatic Sites Analysis Methodology
(Categories, Classes, Functions)
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Mine Site AE
Amakdedori Port AE
Transportation Corridor AE
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

3.23 WILDLIFE VALUES (NON-TES) (STATE OF ALASKA, FWS)
Mine Site AE
3.23.1.1 Birds
3.23.1.2 Terrestrial Wildlife
Amakdedori Port AE
3.23.2.1 Birds
3.23.2.2 Terrestrial Wildlife
3.23.2.3 Marine Mammals
Transportation Corridor AE
3.23.3.1 Birds
3.23.3.2 Terrestrial Wildlife
3.23.3.3 Marine Mammals
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.23.4.1 Birds
3.23.4.2 Terrestrial Wildlife
3.23.4.3 Marine Mammals

3.24 FISH VALUES (STATE OF ALASKA, FWS)

Commented [ASB21]: Why values, preparation for
mitigation?

Mine Site Area AE
3.24.1.1 Aquatic Habitat
3.24.1.2 Resident and Anadromous Fish
3.24.1.3 Ecotoxicology Analysis
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3.24.1.4 EFH
3.24.1.5 Aquatic Organisms Associated With the Food Web
Amakdedori Port AE
3.24.2.1 Aquatic Habitat
3.24.2.2 Resident and Anadromous Fish
3.24.2.3 Marine Fish
3.24.2.4 EFH
3.24.2.5 Aquatic Organisms Associated With the Food Web
Transportation Corridor AE
3.24.3.1 Aquatic Habitat
3.24.3.2 Resident and Anadromous Fish
3.24.3.3 EFH
3.24.3.4 Aquatic Organisms Associated With the Food Web
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor

Commented [ASB22]: Include noise pollution of
pressurization stations

3.24.4.1 Aquatic Habitat
3.24.4.2 Resident and Anadromous Fish
3.24.4.3 EFH

3.25 THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES (TES) (FWS, USACE)
Amakdedori Port AE
3.25.1.1 Cook Inlet Beluga Whale
3.25.1.2 Steller’s Sea Lion
3.25.1.3 Northern Sea Otter
3.25.1.4 Fin Whale
3.25.1.5 Steller’s Eider
3.25.1.6 Short Tailed Albatross

2018
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Transportation Corridor AE
3.25.2.1 Steller’s Eider
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE
3.25.3.1 Cook Inlet Beluga Whale
3.25.3.2 Steller’s Sea Lion
3.25.3.3 Northern Sea Otter
3.25.3.4 Fin Whale
3.25.3.5 Steller’s Eider
3.25.3.6 Short Tailed Albatross

Commented [ASB23]: Cook Inlet seals

3.26 VEGETATION (STATE OF ALASKA, EPA, USACE)
Mine Site AE
Amakdedori Port AE
Transportation Corridor AE
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor AE

2018
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MITIGATION AND MONITORING

5.1 INTRODUCTION
5.2 AVOIDANCE AND MINIMIZATION MEASURES UNDER NEPA
5.3 AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND COMPENSATORY MITIGATION UNDER
THE CLEAN WATER ACT
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APPENDIX A – PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
APPENDIX B – AGENCY COORDINATION
APPENDIX C – MAILING LIST
APPENDIX D – COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DEIS AND CORPS RESPONSES
(FINAL)
APPENDIX E – PERMITS, APPROVALS, AND CONSULTATIONS REQUIRED
APPENDIX F – DRAFT CLEAN WATER ACTION 404(B)(1) ANALYSIS (IN DRAFT)
APPENDIX G – ESA BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT (FWS) (IN DRAFT)
APPENDIX H – ESA BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT (NMFS) (IN DRAFT)
APPENDIX I – EFH ASSESSMENT (IN DRAFT)
APPENDIX J – PJD
APPENDIX K – ETC., TECHNICAL APPENDICES
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This section describes the regulatory setting, along with the baseline conditions of land ownership,
land management, and existing land use pattern in the EIS analysis area. Relevant land use plans
are discussed and land status maps display land ownership and parcel boundaries for the EIS
analysis area (Figure 3.2-01A through Figure 3.2-01D). Additional details on recreational and
subsistence uses of lands within the EIS analysis area are found in the related analyses in Section
3.9, Subsistence, and Section 3.5, Recreation.

3.2.1 Land Management

Deleted: Food and Fiber (
Deleted: )

3.2.1.1 Federal Management
The project footprint would not intersect with federal land. The mine access road and natural gas
pipeline corridor would be within 20 miles of Lake Clark National Park and Preserve, Katmai
National Park and Preserve, and the Alagnak Wild River. The natural gas pipeline corridor would
pass near a portion of the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge. The mine access road would
be in sections adjacent to lands owned by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
National Park Service
The National Park Service (NPS) manages the Lake Clark National Park and Preserve (NPP),
the Katmai NPP, and the Alagnak Wild River. The Transportation Corridor and the Mine Site
components would occur with the vicinity of, but not on, these lands. These project components
are therefore not subject to the NPS’s land management jurisdiction. Section 3.5, Recreation,
includes more information about management in each NPS unit.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) manages the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife
Refuge, a portion of which would be within 20 miles of the natural gas pipeline corridor, and some
refuge islands would be near the Amakdedori Port site. These project components are not subject
to USFWS’s land management jurisdiction, as the project components would be near, but not on,
USFWS land. Section 3.5, Recreation, includes more information about management in the
Refuge.

Commented [ASB1]: Many areas of federal ownership or
oversight occur in areas of indirect affects.

Commented [ASB2]: Indirect affects such as dust and
sound pollution would occur on National Park Service land. A
transportation system extending to Nondalton or Port Alsworth
would impact the park.

Commented [ASB3]: Indirect effects potentially occur

Bureau of Land Management
The mine access road would occur within the vicinity of, but not on, BLM-managed lands. This
project component would therefore not be subject to BLM’s land management jurisdiction. The
mine access road would cross one Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) Section 17(b)
easement, EIN 17b C5 (discussed below).

3.2.1.2 State Management
The Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR), under AS 38.04.065 Land Use Planning
and Classification and 11 AAC 55.010-.030, “shall, with local governmental and public
involvement under AS 38.05.945, adopt, maintain, and, when appropriate, revise regional land
use plans that provide for the use and management of State of Alaska-owned lands.” Plans
applicable to the EIS analysis area include the Bristol Bay Area Plan (ADNR 2013a), the
Nushagak and Mulchatna River Recreation Management Plan (2005), and the Kenai Area Plan
(ADNR 2001).

Commented [ASB4]: Indirect effect potentially occur
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Figure 3.2-1A: Land Status Map One
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Figure 3.2-1B: Land Status Map Two
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Figure 3.2-1C: Land Status Map Three
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Figure 3.2-1D: Land Status Map Four
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For ADNR-managed lands that are not covered by a land management plan, ADNR works with
the public to identify important land resources and how these lands could be used for the
maximum public benefit. All resource and land uses, including mining and recreation, are
considered and evaluated. Whenever possible, multiple uses are allowed on these lands. The
State of Alaska’s Generally Allowed Uses on State Land provides a general explanation of the
state’s use management framework.
The proposed natural gas pipeline would be in the vicinity of (but would not occupy) the McNeil
River State Game Refuge and Sanctuary, which is managed by the Alaska Department of Fish
and Game (ADF&G) in accordance with the McNeil River State Game Refuge and Sanctuary
Management Plan (ADF&G 2008). Section 3.5, Recreation, includes more information about
management in the Refuge and Sanctuary.

Bristol Bay Area Plan

Commented [WF5]: Arbitrary limitation on applicable
resources and land uses

Commented [ASB6]: Indirect effects on the McNeil River
State Game Refuge and Sanctuary will likely occur since
brown bears occupy a large territory not restricted to the
refuge.

The Bristol Bay Area Plan, developed during the early 1980s, focused on issues, values and
attitudes of the people of the planning area at that time. It was revised in 2005 to address the
outstanding municipal entitlements of the three boroughs within the planning area (Bristol Bay,
Lake and Peninsula, and Aleutians East), revise the tideland designations, and address regional
economic changes and changing land use patterns.
The plan was substantially revised again in 2013 after litigation, which focused on the concern of
loss of protection to important habitat and recreation areas when much of the plan area was redesignated for general use. The 2005 Plan was revised in response to an agreement with the
plaintiffs in Nondalton Tribal Council et al. v. State of Alaska, which dismissed the litigation in
exchange for ADNR’s agreement to address the issues raised in the lawsuit through the existing
administrative process for amending area land use plans and reclassifying land.
The Bristol Bay Area Plan divides the Bristol Bay area into 20 regions with management units.
The Mine Site would be located in Region 6, and the Transportation Corridor would be in Regions
6, 9, and 10. State-owned lands within these regions are identified to be retained in public
ownership and managed for multiple use; this designation would not preclude construction of the
mine or related facilities. The state selected much of the land in the planning area because of its
mineral potential. The project is presumed to be consistent with the plan’s goals for the use of
subsurface resources, which call for making metallic and non-metallic minerals available to
contribute to the mineral inventory and independence of the United States and Alaska, while
protecting the integrity of the environment and affected cultures. An additional goal for this land
area is for the state to provide support for mining by aiding in the development of infrastructure,
such as ports and roads (ADNR 2013a).

Nushagak and Mulchatna Rivers Recreation Management Plan
The Nushagak and Mulchatna Rivers Recreation Management Plan is a component of the Bristol
Bay Area Plan. In response to previous plans and to public concern about subsistence use and
increased recreational use in the region, ADNR, ADF&G, and the Bristol Bay Coastal Resource
Service Area entered into a cooperative agreement to manage these rivers. No project
components would be covered by the plan, but the Mine Site is directly downriver of units 16, 17,
18, and 19 of the plan.
The Bristol Bay Area Plan includes goals that identify the need to manage land; protect fish,
wildlife, and water; and provide a diversity of commercial and noncommercial public use
opportunities. To meet goals in the Bristol Bay Area Plan, state land in the Nushagak and
Mulchatna planning area is to be managed to provide a mix of commercial and non-commercial
public use opportunities, ensure availability of public use sites to meet the needs of all users,
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protect habitat and other natural resources, and maintain options for future recreation
management. Units 16, 17, 18, and 19, are managed as primitive or semi-primitive and some
permanent and temporary facilities may be prohibited (ADNR 2005).

Kenai Area Plan
The Kenai Area Plan divides the Cook Inlet area into 12 regions with management units.
Amakdedori Port would be located in Region 12, and the Natural Gas Pipeline component would
be in Regions 7 and 12. State-owned lands within these regions are identified to be retained in
public ownership and managed for multiple uses. The plan has management guidelines for the
development of transportation and utilities that include protection of hydrologic systems and roads
near wetlands. The plan also provides guidelines for waterfront development for soil erosion and
fuel storage (ADNR 2001).

3.2.1.3 Borough Management
Lake and Peninsula Borough
The Mine Site, the Natural Gas Pipeline, and the Transportation Corridor are within the
boundaries of the Lake and Peninsula Borough (LPB). The LPB, as a non-unified home rule
borough, is required to provide for planning, platting, and land use regulations on an area-wide
basis (both inside and outside of cities) within the borough but not necessarily in accordance with
AS 29.40.
The LPB’s Planning Commission was established to perform the area-wide functions of planning,
platting, and zoning. The Commission’s recommendations are then transmitted to the LPB
Assembly, a body of elected district representatives that sets policy and exercises legislative
power within the borough (LPB n.d.). The Commission prepares and revises the LPB
Comprehensive Plan (LPB 2012). The LPB Comprehensive Plan provides general goals and
policy recommendations to address pressing issues in the region.
The plan includes the following strategies for planning for wise land use and environmental
protection: periodically review (and if appropriate improve) enforceable development standards
(e.g., stream setbacks), and periodically review (and if appropriate improve) the LPB’s large
project review process. Unlike some comprehensive plans, it does not make land use regulations,
but is linked to community action plans for each of the LPB’s communities, including those in the
EIS analysis area. In addition to the Borough Comprehensive Plan, the LPB has prepared Village
Strategic Plans for the following communities: Port Alsworth, Nondalton, Newhalen, Pedro Bay,
Kokhanok, and Levelock. These brief plans outline core values, an envisioned future, and
strategic direction for the period of 2017-2022.
LPB permits include Chapters 9.07 Development Permit and 9.08 Large Project Permits of the
LPB code, and have requirements that apply to local approval of the Pebble Project. These
include activities within 100 feet of an anadromous stream, reclamation plans, and socioeconomic
and fiscal impact reports.

Kenai Peninsula Borough
A portion of the proposed natural gas pipeline crosses within the Kenai Peninsula Borough (KPB)
before crossing Cook Inlet. The Amakdedori Port and some of the mine access road are within
the borough boundaries. As a second-class borough, the KPB is required to provide for planning,
platting, and land use regulations on an area-wide basis (both inside and outside of cities) within
the borough in accordance with AS 29.40. Land use within the KPB is guided by the KPB
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Comprehensive Plan (KPB 2005, 2017). The Code of Ordinances dictates the KPB’s powers and
operations.
Zoning in the KPB is unrestricted outside of the KPB’s cities and Local Option Zone Districts, none
of which are located within the EIS analysis area. However, the KPB does regulate floodplain
development, coastal zone development, and development near certain anadromous fish streams
throughout the borough.
The KPB Comprehensive Plan recognizes the borough’s vicinity to the project area and
acknowledges that proposed infrastructure would lie in the borough, although the plan does not
contain goals, objectives, or implementation actions specific to development for the project on
lands within the KPB.

3.2.1.4 Alaska Native Regional and Village Corporations
In 1971, President Richard Nixon signed ANCSA into law. Under ANCSA, aboriginal land claims
were settled in exchange for $962.5 million in compensation, as well as approximately 40 million
acres of land (Norris 2002). ANCSA established 12 for-profit Alaska Native regional corporations
and 225 Alaska Native village corporations to administer the settlement lands and compensation
funds. A 13th regional corporation was later added for Alaska Natives living outside the state.
Alaska Natives enrolled as shareholders in the village and regional corporations where they lived
at the time of enactment. The regional and village corporations land entitlement was generally
proportionate to the population of these corporations at the time of enrollment. In most cases, the
surface estate is owned by the village corporations with the subsurface estate owned by the
associated regional corporations.
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Alaska Native corporation land is often held in large tracts and used for subsistence purposes or
developed/sold to generate revenue. Alaska Native corporation-owned lands within the proposed
mine access road and natural gas pipeline corridor consist of parcels with surface and subsurface
rights owned by Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) and Cook Inlet Region Inc. (CIRI), and
surface rights owned by Iliamna Natives Ltd. and Alaska Peninsula Corporation.
As private land, uses on land owned by Alaska Native corporations are subject to approvals of
the surface and subsurface landowners. The BBNC manages their lands to uphold three primary
values: fiscal, environmental, and social, in order to protect the fish that have sustained the culture
of the people through history (BBNC 2018). Some of the mine access road would be located on
BBNC property. CIRI manages their lands to strike a balance between sustainably developing
resources to improve opportunities for shareholders, and protecting the land for future generations
(CIRI 2018). Some of the natural gas pipeline corridor would be located on CIRI property. The
Alaska Peninsula Corporation mission is “to preserve and enhance the quality of life of Alaska
Peninsula Corporation shareholders and to protect our culture while managing our assets in a
manner which enhances their value.” (APC 2018). Parts of the mine access road would be located
on Alaska Peninsula Corporation property.

3.2.1.5 Legal Access
Within the EIS analysis area, there are mechanisms to ensure consistent surface access to public
lands, and in some instances, private parcels or traditional use areas. These mechanisms for
access include Revised Statute (R.S.) 2477 Rights-of-Way (ROWs), Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act (ANCSA) Section 17(b) Easements, ANILCA Sections 811 and 1110, State
Section Line Easements, and State Public Access Easements.
Revised Statute 2477 Rights-of-Way
There are no R.S. 2477 easements in the footprint of the proposed action.
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Section 8 of the 1866 Mining Act that states, “the right-of-way for the construction of highways
over public lands, not reserved for public uses, is hereby granted.” In 1873, the provision was
separated from the Mining Act and re-enacted as R.S. 2477. In 1938, it was recodified as 43 USC
Section 932. In 1976, the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) repealed both the
1866 Mining Act and R.S. 2477, but all ROWs that existed on the date of the repeal (October 21,
1976) were preserved under 43 USC Section 1769 through a savings provision for prior
established rights.
The State of Alaska recognizes approximately 650 R.S. 2477 routes throughout the state (Alaska
Statutes 19.30.400).
[Note: There are no R.S. 2477 ROWs for the proposed action. This text and table is framework in
the event that there are R.S. 2477 ROWs affected by any of the other alternatives.]
The project area would intersect or follow along XX state-recognized R.S. 2477 ROWs, listed in
Table 3.2-1.
Table 3.2-1: Revised Statute 2477 Rights-of-Way in the Project Area
ID

Name

Alternative

Project Component

Source:

Section Line Easements
Section line easements are state-recognized easements for highway purposes that run along a
surveyed section line of the rectangular survey system (11 AAC 51.025). Lands acquired by the
state after March 26, 1951, including some lands in the project area, are subject to a section line
easement that remains in existence unless vacated by proper authority. Easements are public
ROWs, 33-, 50-, 66-, 83-, or 100-feet wide. The state asserts that all 33- and 66-foot wide section
line easements were acquired by the state under R.S. 2477, regardless of whether trails have
ever been developed along them. Section line easements are authorized in law and may be
established when the rectangular survey of a section line occurs. Prior to survey, the state asserts
the easements exist centered on the protracted section line; however, the easement must be
surveyed before it can be used. Section line easements are used primarily for transportation, but
also for access to recreation.
The project area would encompass several section line easements. These easements do not
prohibit the development of a pipeline ROW or access roads across the affected section lines.
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act Section 17(b) Easements
Section 17(b) of ANCSA reserves linear access easements to public land and water on lands that
have been or will be conveyed to Alaska Native Village and Regional corporations (ADNR 2013b).
Easements can take the form of 60-foot wide roads, 25- and 50-foot trails, or one-acre site
easements for vehicle parking, temporary camping, or loading/unloading. These easements are
reserved to allow for public access through ANCSA lands to reach public lands and waterways.
They do not authorize public access to the private land that the easement crosses (BLM 2009).
Section 17(b) easements have specific allowable uses that are stated in the conveyance
document. They cannot be reserved or retained for recreational purposes, but can provide access
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for recreational opportunities on publicly owned land. Any other uses are prohibited. Hunting,
fishing, or trapping on or from the easement is not allowed unless a permit from the landowner is
obtained.
The proposed project would intersect 1 Section 17(b) easement, on the south shore of Lake
Iliamna (Table 3.2-2).
Table 3.2-2: ANCSA Section 17(b) Easements in the Project Area
ID
EIN 17b C5

Description
Access trail east of the mouth of Gibralter
Creek on the south shore of Lake Iliamna
southerly to public land (25 foot trail).

Alternative
Proposed

Project Component
Transportation Corridor

Source: ADNR 1990

State Public Access Easements
Five 100- to 400-foot wide State Public Access Easements exist on state land along the proposed
pipeline route. Under these easements, the State of Alaska reserved public access for present
and future needs along the corridors as well as authorization for trail improvements, trail
maintenance and safety cabins. The State Public Access Easements in the project area are listed
in Table 3.2-3.
Table 3.2-3: State Public Access Easements in the Project Area
ID

Description

Alternative

Project Component(s)

ADL 230875

Glacier State Telephone Co. utility easement
for hybrid fiber optic cable and microwave
broadband communications network

Proposed

Natural Gas Pipeline,
Transportation Corridor

ADL 58229

Homer Elec Assoc Inc. utility easement

Proposed

Natural Gas Pipeline

ADL 212303

United Utilities, Inc. non-exclusive ROW

Proposed

Natural Gas Pipeline

ADL 214612

ADOT/PF design and construction obsolete
ROW

Proposed

Natural Gas Pipeline

ADL 19687

ADNR DMLW obsolete ROW

Proposed

Natural Gas Pipeline

Source: LM 2010

3.2.2 Land Ownership
Land ownership was calculated using general land stats data, which are accurate to the scale of
one square mile (one section), and data of the project footprint.
The entire project area would be on lands owned by the State of Alaska, or privately owned by an
ANCSA Native corporation. The entirety of the Mine Site component (6,874 acres) would be on
lands owned by the State. Land ownership of the Natural Gas Pipeline and Transportation
Corridor components is shown in Table 3.2-4. The Transportation Corridor includes spur roads to
Kokhanok and Iliamna.
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Table 3.2-4: Land Ownership
Natural Gas
Pipeline (miles)

Transportation
Corridor (miles)

State of Alaska

7.5

47.1

Proposed

Bristol Bay Regional Corporation

0.1

27.3

Proposed

Cook Inlet Regional Corporation

2.3

Owner

Alternative
Total (miles)

Alternative

Proposed

Alaska Peninsula Corporation

12.2

Iliamna Natives Limited

3.1

Source: ANDR 2015

[Note: Table will completed at a later time.]

3.2.3 Land Use
The prevalent land use around the EIS analysis area are wilderness and natural habitat, lowintensity recreational activities, and subsistence. Land development within the Bristol Bay area is
generally limited to the areas in and around geographically isolated communities, and small
fishing and hunting lodges. Developments include roads, airstrips, and docks.
Residential and commercial land use in the vicinity of the Mine Site is limited and includes the
communities of Newhalen (population 230), Nondalton (population 144), and Iliamna (population
100), each located approximately 17 miles from the Mine Site. Use around the Transportation
Corridor is also limited and includes the community of Kokhanok (population 173) located
approximately two miles from the mine access road. Many residents practice a lifestyle reliant on
subsistence activities, and recreational hunting, fishing, and boating also occurs (DCCED 2018)
(see Sections 3.5, Recreation; 3.6 Recreation and Commercial Fishing; and 3.9, Food and Fiber
[Subsistence] for details). There are additional mining claims near the project area filed by
Northern Dynasty and other mining exploration firms. Some claims have been relinquished, while
others remain active.
On the Kenai Peninsula, there is a higher use of the land for recreation, and scattered residential
and commercial development along the Sterling Highway in the Natural Gas Pipeline component.
The highway is traveled in all seasons, but sees particularly high use in the summer when
recreation and tourism activities increase. Where the natural gas pipeline corridor would cross
Cook Inlet, the water is used for transportation, barging, boating, recreational and subsistence
fishing, sightseeing, and is wildlife habitat.
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SUBSISTENCE

Deleted: FOOD AND FIBER PRODUCTION—

In most of the United States (U.S.), agriculture provides food, natural fibers, biofuels, and other
products. In southwest Alaska, however, subsistence is the most important source of nonimported food and raw materials. Subsistence is the way of life for many cultural groups in Alaska,
including the Dena’ina Athabascan of Southcentral Alaska, the Central Yup’ik of Southwest
Alaska, and the Alutiiq of lower Cook Inlet and Alaska Peninsula. Subsistence encompasses
hunting, fishing, trapping, gathering, camping, and ceremonial activities, as well as the
processing, sharing, use, consumption, trade, and barter of wild resources. Subsistence
resources include fish, wildlife, plants, and firewood. These renewable resources provide food,
fuel, and materials to make clothing, shelter, tools, and art.
In addition to its inextricable role in Alaska Native culture, subsistence is integral to the mixed
economic system in rural Alaska. Wage employment opportunities are scarce in rural Alaska and
residents face high prices for store-bought goods and some may have to travel to other
communities to visit a store. Cash incomes typically supplement and support subsistence
activities, which provide considerable nutritional and economic value for rural households.
The sharing of resources is a fundamental characteristic of the subsistence way of life. Studies
conducted by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) have documented a consistent
pattern in Alaska Native communities whereby 30 percent of a community’s households produce
70 percent of the community’s harvest in terms of edible weight (known as the 30-70 rule). The
households that produce at a high level tend to be those with several older adult members who
have access to cash and necessary equipment; these households are typically successful both
the subsistence and cash sectors of the mixed economy. The extra subsistence foods produced
by high-harvesting households are usually shared with elders, single mothers with young children,
young couples, and other segments of the community (ADF&G no date). Resources are shared
widely through kinship and friendship relationships, among households within the community and
in other communities in Alaska. The 30-70 rule also illustrates the specialization in production of
wild foods in the subsistence sector. There are a limited number of individuals who have the
equipment, expertise, and time necessary to harvest certain resources, such as moose.
Therefore, a relatively small group of hunters meet the community need for moose meat though
long-established sharing patterns.
Subsistence activities in Alaska are regulated by both the state and federal governments. The
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act passed by Congress in 1980, gives rural
Alaskans priority for subsistence harvest of fish and wildlife on federal public lands and waters.
Since a 1989 Alaska Supreme Court ruling, all Alaskans are qualified to harvest subsistence
resources on state and private lands and waters managed under state jurisdiction. The multiagency Federal Subsistence Board is the decision-making body that controls subsistence hunting
and fishing on federal lands and waters with technical support from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) Office of Subsistence Management. With technical support of ADF&G, the
Board of Fish and the Board of Game ultimately make the decisions for hunting and fishing on
lands within the state jurisdiction. Harvest of certain species is also regulated by additional laws
such as the Marine Mammal Protection Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and therefore these
species are managed by different federal agencies. Pacific halibut and most marine mammals
are managed by the National Marine Fisheries Service. Sea otter and walrus are managed by the
USFWS. Migratory birds are jointly managed by the state and federal governments and a comanagement body representing eligible Alaska Native tribes.
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3.9.1 Traditional Ecological Knowledge
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3.9.2 Seasonal Round
Subsistence users harvest a wide variety of resources throughout the year and they often target
specific species during certain seasons on the year, following a cyclical harvest pattern called the
seasonal round. In general, communities in southwest Alaska share a similar seasonal round,
with some variations depending on the area, available resources, and applicable hunting
regulations. For example, coastal, lakeside, and riverside communities each rely on a somewhat
different mixture of subsistence resources. Non-salmon fish and freshwater seals are harvested
throughout the year but many subsistence users prefer to harvest freshwater seals in the winter.
In the spring, migratory birds, gull and waterfowl eggs, and Chinook salmon are harvested.
Sockeye salmon are targeted in the spring or summer depending on the run timing in different
areas. Other salmon species, marine invertebrates, and green plants are harvested in summer.
In late summer and into fall, spawning sockeye salmon and berries are harvested. During fall,
subsistence users harvest migratory birds and upland game birds. In Dillingham, however, upland
game birds are harvested year-round. Moose and caribou hunting typically occur in fall and/or
winter, though hunters in Iliamna and Newhalen harvest caribou in spring. The coldest part of
winter is the best time to harvest small, furbearing mammals (Fall et al. 2006; Krieg et al. 2009;
Holen et al. 2011, 2012; Evans et al. 2013).
The seasonal round for Cook Inlet communities (i.e., Nikiski and Seldovia) is very similar to that
of the southwest Alaska communities, with some variations. In spring, green plants, mushrooms,
and kelp are harvested. In summer, subsistence users gather berries, greens, marine
invertebrates, and seaweed. The moose hunting season occurs late summer to early fall. During
fall and winter they hunt for upland game birds. Winter is the typical time for gathering firewood
(Jones and Kostick 2016).
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3.9.3 Subsistence Harvest Patterns by Community
This section briefly summarizes the most recent available comprehensive subsistence harvest
surveys for communities within the project area and nearby watersheds. Study years range from
2004 to 2014, depending on the community.
[Note: Figures 3.9-XX through 3.9-YY will be developed pending RFI 3 and will show the search
and harvest area that communities use for each subsistence resource.]
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305.5
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47.5

31.7

130.6
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637.2

143.4

200.8

177.4

255.7
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564.7

512.8

205.2
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Salmon
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7.3

43.7

33.8

25.6
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5.3
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39.9
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59.4

33.9
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15.3
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Fish
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49.4
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63.5
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0.6
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Sources: Fall et al. 2006; Krieg et al. 2009; Holen et al. 2011, 2012; Evans et al. 2013; Jones and Kostick 2016
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Small mammals harvested but not typically eaten are excluded from edible weight estimates. The marine mammals category includes saltwater and freshwater seals.
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Table 3.9-1: Estimated Per Capita Subsistence Harvests in Edible Weight (lbs.) by Community
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3.9.3.1 Iliamna
Iliamna was established at its present location on the north shore of Iliamna Lake when the
Dena’ina Athabascan community of Old Iliamna moved from the mouth of Iliamna River in 1935.
Today, this majority Alaska Native community is a cultural mosaic of Dena’ina, Yupik, Alutiiq, and
Euro-American people. In 2004, Iliamna had an estimated year-round population of 73 people in
22 households. Fall et al. (2006) surveyed residents about their 2004 subsistence activities and
found that Iliamna households harvested an estimated total of 34,160 pounds of wild foods (469
pounds per capita). See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten
resources harvested by Iliamna residents in 2004 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure
3.9-1. Salmon was the most widely used resource category (100 percent of households) followed
by non-salmon fish (92 percent), plants and fungi (85 percent), large land mammals (77 percent),
birds and eggs (69 percent), and marine invertebrates (46 percent). In 2004, 77 percent of Iliamna
households received wild resources and 54 percent of households gave resources away (Fall et
al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-1: Composition of Iliamna Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.2 Newhalen
The Yup’ik village of Noghelingamiut was listed on the 1890 census in the location of present-day
Newhalen at the mouth of Newhalen River on Iliamna Lake. Today, Newhalen is a predominantly
Yup’ik community, but is also home to Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Euro-American people. In 2004,
Newhalen had an estimated year-round population of 125 people in 39 households. Newhalen
residents harvested an estimated total of 86,607 pounds of wild foods (692 pounds per capita) in
2004. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources
harvested by Newhalen residents in 2004 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-2.
Salmon was the most widely used resource category (100 percent of households) followed by
plants and fungi (92 percent), birds and eggs (92 percent), large land mammals (92 percent), nonsalmon fish (88 percent), marine invertebrates (56 percent), and marine mammals (52 percent).
In 2004, 96 percent of Newhalen households received wild resources and 80 percent of
households gave resources away (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-2: Composition of Newhalen Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.3 Pedro Bay
Pedro Bay is a Dena’ina Athabascan community at the eastern end of Iliamna Lake. In 2004,
Pedro Bay had an estimated year-round population of 69 in 21 households. Pedro Bay residents
harvested an estimated total of 21,026 pounds of wild food (306 pounds per capita) in 2004. See
Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by
Pedro Bay residents in 2004 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-3. Salmon, as well
as plants and fungi, was the most widely used resource category (100 percent of households)
followed by birds and eggs (94 percent), non-salmon fish (89 percent), and large land mammals
(78 percent). In 2004, all Pedro Bay households received wild resources and almost all (89
percent) households gave resources away (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-3: Composition of Pedro Bay Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.4 Port Alsworth
Port Alsworth is a majority Euro-American community on Lake Clark. Port Alsworth is the location
of the Lake Clark National Park headquarters and it also home to many hunting and fishing guide
services and lodges. In 2004, Port Alsworth had an estimated year-round population of 109
people in 30 households. Port Alsworth residents harvested an estimated 14,489 pounds of wild
food (133 pounds per capita) in 2004. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource
category. The top ten resources harvested by Port Alsworth residents in 2004 in terms of edible
weight are shown in Figure 3.9-4. Salmon was the most widely used resource category (100
percent of households) followed by large land mammals (91 percent), plants and fungi (86
percent), non-salmon fish (73 percent), marine invertebrates (50 percent), birds and eggs (46
percent), and small land mammals (41 percent). In 2004, 91 percent of Port Alsworth households
received wild resources and 73 percent of households gave resources away. Some of the
resources received by Port Alsworth residents came from nonlocal hunters who often drop off
meat for people in the community (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-4: Composition of Port Alsworth Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.5 Nondalton
Nondalton is a primarily Dena’ina community on Sixmile Lake. In 2004, Nondalton had an
estimated year-round population of 164 people in 43 households. Nondalton residents harvested
a total of 58,686 pounds of wild food (358 pounds per capita) in 2004. See Table 3.9-1 for per
capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Nondalton residents in
2004 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-5. Plants and fungi was the most widely
used resource category (97 percent of households) followed by salmon (92 percent), large land
mammals (84 percent), non-salmon fish (82 percent), small land mammals (58 percent), and birds
and eggs (50 percent). In 2004, 97 percent of Nondalton households received wild resources and
92 percent of households gave resources away (Fall et al. 2006).
Figure 3.9-5: Composition of Nondalton Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2004
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3.9.3.6 Igiugig
Igiugig is located on the southeast side of Iliamna Lake at the mouth of the Kvichak River. It was
historically a Yup’ik village and is now home to primarily Alutiiq, Yup’ik, and Dena’ina people. In
2005, Igiugig had an estimated year-round population of 41 people in 13 households. Krieg et al.
(2009) surveyed residents about their 2005 subsistence activities and found that Igiugig
households harvested an estimated total of 22,310 pounds of wild foods (542 pounds per capita).
See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested
by Igiugig residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-6. In 2005, all
households in Igiugig used salmon, non-salmon fish, plants and fungi, and large land mammals.
Other widely used resource categories included birds and eggs (92 percent of households),
marine mammals (67 percent), and small land mammals (50 percent). All Igiugig households
received and gave away at least one subsistence resource in 2005 (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-6: Composition of Igiugig Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2005
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3.9.3.7 Kokhanok
Kokhanok is a predominantly Alaska Native community on the south shore of Iliamna Lake. The
Alaska Native population is a mix of Alutiiq, Yup’ik, and Dena’ina people. In 2005, Kokhanok had
an estimate year-round population of 158 people in 42 households. Newhalen residents harvested
an estimated total of 107,645 pounds of wild foods (680 pounds per capita) in 2005. See Table
3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Kokhanok
residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-7. Salmon, as well as plants
and fungi, was the most widely used resource category (97 percent of households) followed by
birds and eggs (91 percent), large land mammals (91 percent), non-salmon fish (74 percent),
small land mammals (43 percent), and marine mammals (40 percent). In 2005, 94 percent of
Kokhanok households received wild resources and 83 percent of households gave resources
away (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-7: Composition of Kokhanok Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2005
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3.9.3.8 Koliganek
Koliganek is a primarily Yup’ik community on the Nushagak River 65 miles northeast of
Dillingham. In 2005, Koliganek had an estimated year-round population of 150 people in 42
households. Koliganek residents harvested an estimated total of 134,779 pounds of wild food
(899 pounds per capita) in 2005. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category.
The top ten resources harvested by Koliganek residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are
shown in Figure 3.9-8. Salmon was the most widely used resource category (100 percent of
households) followed by plants and fungi (96 percent), non-salmon fish (96 percent), large land
mammals (96 percent), birds and eggs (93 percent), small land mammals (64 percent), and
marine mammal (64 percent). In 2005, 89 percent of Koliganek households received at least one
subsistence resource and 93 percent gave away at least one resource (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-8: Composition of Koliganek Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2005
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3.9.3.9 Levelock
Levelock is a mixed Alutiiq and Yup’ik community on the Kvichak River. In 2005, Levelock had an
estimated year-round population of 34 people in 19 households. Levelock residents harvested an
estimated total of 17,871 pounds of wild foods (527 pounds per capita) in 2005. See Table 3.9-1
for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Levelock
residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-9. Large land mammals was
the most widely used resource category (100 percent of households) followed by plants and fungi
(93 percent), salmon (93 percent), birds and eggs (88 percent), non-salmon fish (86 percent),
small land mammals (57 percent), and marine mammals (50 percent). In 2005, 93 percent of
Levelock households received at least one subsistence resource and 86 percent of households
gave away at least one resource (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-9: Composition of Levelock Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2005
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3.9.3.10 New Stuyahok
New Stuyahok is a Yup’ik community on the Nushagak River 52 miles northeast of Dillingham. In
2005, New Stuyahok had an estimated year-round population of 421 people in 96 households.
New Stuyahok residents harvested an estimated total of 163,927 pounds of wild foods (389
pounds per capita) in 2005. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The
top ten resources harvested by New Stuyahok residents in 2005 in terms of edible weight are
shown in Figure 3.9-10. All New Stuyahok households used plants and fungi as well as large land
mammals in 2005. Other widely used resource categories included salmon (90 percent of
households), birds and eggs (90 percent), non-salmon fish (88 percent), small land mammals (59
percent), and marine mammals (51 percent). In 2005, 98 percent of households received at least
one subsistence resource and 74 percent gave away at least one resource (Krieg et al. 2009).
Figure 3.9-10: Composition of New Stuyahok Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight,
2005
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3.9.3.11 King Salmon
King Salmon is a predominantly Euro-American community on the Naknek River. King Salmon’s
Alaska Native population is a mix of Alutiiq, Yup’ik, and Dena’ina people. In 2007, King Salmon
had an estimated year-round population of 246 people in 88 households. Holen et al. (2011)
surveyed residents about their 2007 subsistence activities and found that King Salmon residents
harvested an estimated total of 77,020 pounds of wild foods (313 pounds per capita). See Table
3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by King
Salmon residents in 2007 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-11. Salmon was the
most widely used resource category (86 percent of households) followed by plants and fungi (78
percent), non-salmon fish (57 percent), and large land mammals (47 percent). In 2007, 59 percent
of households received at least one subsistence resource and 53 percent gave away at least one
resource (Holen et al. 2011).
Figure 3.9-11: Composition of King Salmon Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2007
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3.9.3.12 Naknek
Naknek is located on the northern bank of the Naknek River and is a mix of Yup’ik, Alutiiq,
Dena’ina, and non-Native people. In 2007, Naknek had an estimated year-round population of
533 people in 206 households. Just over half of the population was Alaska Native. Naknek
residents harvested an estimated total of 140,757 pounds of wild foods (264 pounds per capita)
in 2007. See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources
harvested by Naknek residents in 2007 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-12.
Salmon was the most widely used resource category (93 percent of households), followed by
plants and fungi (92 percent), non-salmon fish (76 percent), large land mammals (60 percent),
birds and eggs (57 percent), and marine invertebrates (51 percent). In 2007, 91 percent of
households received at least one subsistence resource and 73 percent gave away at least one
resource (Holen et al. 2011).
Figure 3.9-12: Composition of Naknek Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2007
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3.9.3.13 South Naknek
South Naknek is located on the southern bank of the Naknek River across from the community of
Naknek. South Naknek is a predominant mixture of Alutiiq and Yup’ik people. Today, many of the
Alutiiq people who reside in South Naknek are decedents of people displaced by the Mount
Katmai and Novarupta volcanic eruptions of 1912. In 2007, South Naknek had an estimated yearround population of 52 people in 26 households. South Naknek residents harvested an estimated
total of 13,909 pounds of wild foods (278 pounds per capita) in 2007. See Table 3.9-1 for per
capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by South Naknek
residents in 2007 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-13. Salmon was the most
widely used resource category (95 percent of households) followed by plants and fungi (91
percent), non-salmon fish (86 percent), large land mammals (67 percent), and marine mammals
(48 percent). In 2007, 91 percent of households received at least one subsistence resource and
76 percent of households gave away at least one resource (Holen et al. 2011).
Figure 3.9-13: Composition of South Naknek Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight,
2007
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3.9.3.14 Aleknagik
Aleknagik is a predominantly Yup’ik community at the head of the Wood River on the southeast
end of Aleknagik Lake. In 2008, Aleknagik had an estimated year-round population of 175 people
in 47 households. Holen et al. (2012) surveyed residents about their 2008 subsistence activities
and found that Aleknagik residents harvested an estimated total of 51,738 pounds of wild foods
(296 pounds per capita). See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top
ten resources harvested by Aleknagik residents in 2008 in terms of edible weight are shown in
Figure 3.9-14. Plants and fungi, as well as salmon, were used by every household in Aleknagik.
Other widely used resource categories included large land mammals (94 percent of households),
birds and eggs (88 percent), non-salmon fish (78 percent), and marine mammals (56 percent). In
2007, 97 percent of households received at least one subsistence resource and 84 percent gave
away at least one resource (Holen et al. 2012).
Figure 3.9-14: Composition of Aleknagik Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2008
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3.9.3.15 Clark’s Point
Clark’s Point is a predominantly Yup’ik community on Nushagak Bay, 15 miles from Dillingham.
In 2008, Clark’s Point had an estimated year-round population of 38 people in 18 households.
Clark’s Point residents harvested an estimated total of 45,543 pounds of wild foods (1,210 pounds
per capita) in 2008. The top ten resources harvested by Clark’s Point residents in 2008 in terms
of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-15. All households in Clark’s point used salmon, nonsalmon fish, birds and eggs, and large land mammals. Other widely used resource categories
included plants and fungi (91 percent of households), small land mammals (82 percent), marine
mammals (73 percent), and marine invertebrates (46 percent). Every household received and
gave away at least one subsistence resource (Holen et al. 2012).
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Figure 3.9-15: Composition of Clark’s Point Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2008
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3.9.3.16 Manokotak
Manokotak is a Yup’ik community on the Igushik River. In 2008, Manokotak had an estimated
year-round population of 379 people in 96 households. Manokotak residents harvested an
estimated total of 113,196 pounds of wild foods (298 pounds per capita) in 2008. See Table 3.91 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Manokotak
residents in 2008 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-16. Salmon was the most
widely used resource category (97 percent of households) followed by plants and fungi (95
percent), birds and eggs (95 percent), non-salmon fish (93 percent), large land mammals (87
percent), marine invertebrates (82 percent), marine mammals (75 percent), and small land
mammals (54 percent). In 2008, 93 percent of Manokotak households received at least one
subsistence resource and 90 percent of households gave away at least one resource (Holen et
al. 2012).
Figure 3.9-16: Composition of Manokotak Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2008
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3.9.3.17 Dillingham
Dillingham is located at the northern end of Nushagak Bay at the confluence of the Wood and
Nushagak rivers. Historically a Yup’ik area with Russian influences, Dillingham is now a diverse
community with a mix of non-Native and Native people. In 2010, Dillingham had an estimated
year-round population of 2,294 people in 726 households. Evans et al. (2013) surveyed residents
about their 2010 subsistence activities and found that Dillingham households harvested an
estimated total of 486,533 pounds of wild foods (212 pounds per capita). See Table 3.9-1 for per
capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Dillingham residents
in 2010 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-17. Salmon was the most widely used
resource category (91 percent of households), followed by plants and fungi (89 percent), large
land mammals (77 percent), birds and eggs (73 percent), and non-salmon fish (69 percent). In
2010, 91 percent of Dillingham households received at least one subsistence resource and 79
percent of households gave away at least one resource (Evans et al. 2013).
Figure 3.9-17: Composition of Dillingham Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2010
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3.9.3.18 Nikiski
Nikiski is located on the Kenai Peninsula, 9 miles north of the city of Kenai. Historically a Dena’ina
Athabascan area, Nikiski is now primarily in habited by Euro-American people. In 2014, Nikiski
had an estimated year-round population of 4,264 people in 1,568 households. Jones and Kostick
(2016) surveyed residents about their 2014 subsistence activities and found that Nikiski
households harvested an estimated total of 292,421 pounds of wild foods (69 pounds per capita).
See Table 3.9-1 for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested
by Nikiski residents in 2014 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-18. Plants and fungi
was the most widely used resource category (81 percent of households) followed by salmon (80
percent), and non-salmon fish (55 percent). In 2014, 64 percent of Nikiski households received at
least one subsistence resource and 51 percent gave away at least one resource (Jones and
Kostick 2016).
Figure 3.9-18: Composition of Nikiski Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2014
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3.9.3.19 Seldovia
Seldovia a majority Euro-American community located on the Kenai Peninsula on the south shore
of Kachemak Bay. The Alaska Native population of Seldovia is a mix of Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and
Aleut people. In 2014, Seldovia (including Seldovia city and Seldovia Village) had an estimated
year-round population of 278 people in 126 households. Seldovia residents harvested an
estimated total of 38,455 pounds of wild foods (138 pounds per capita) in 2014. See Table 3.9-1
for per capita harvests by resource category. The top ten resources harvested by Seldovia
residents in 2014 in terms of edible weight are shown in Figure 3.9-19. Plants and fungi was the
most widely harvested resource category (95 percent of households) followed by salmon (94
percent), non-salmon fish (90 percent), marine invertebrates (68 percent), and large land
mammals (61 percent). In 2014, 97 percent of Seldovia households received at least one
subsistence resource and 76 percent of households gave away at least one resource (Jones and
Kostick 2016).
Figure 3.9-19: Composition of Seldovia Subsistence Harvest by Estimated Edible Weight, 2014
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Preserving America’s Heritage

July 5, 2018
Ms. Sheila Newman
Program Manager-Large Projects
USACE-Regional Regulatory Division
Alaska District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 6898
JBER, AK 99506-0898
Ref:

ACHP comments on pre-draft sub-Chapter 3.7 and sub-Chapter 3.8, Pebbles Mine Project EIS
DA permit application POA-2017-271
Lake and Peninsula Borough, Kenai Peninsula Borough, Alaska

Dear Ms. Newman:
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is providing initial comments on the pre-draft
versions of sub-Chapter 3.7: Cultural Resources and sub-Chapter 3.8: Historic Properties of Chapter
3: Affected Environment for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) being developed by the Corps
of Engineers, Alaska District (Corps) for the Pebbles Mine Project in Alaska. The ACHP has made
comments and edits in red-line strike-out in the text (enclosed). We also provide a summary of our
comments in this letter. Overall, it is our opinion that the pre-drafts of sub-Chapters 3.7 and 3.8 are
preliminary and need significant revisions and additions.
General comments
The Corps should convert most of the text to utilize an active voice, which will clarify what agency or
entity has completed or will carry out aspects of the identification and evaluation of effects to cultural
resources and historic properties. The current version of sub-Chapter 3.7 appears to conflate cultural
resources as defined in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and historic properties as
defined in Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (54 U.S.C. § 300101 et seq.)
and its implementing regulations, “Protection of Historic Properties” (36 C.F.R. Part 800). This
chapter should more clearly differentiate historic properties under Section 106 from cultural resources
under NEPA. It should also clearly articulate the requirements of federal and state statutes and
regulations. Sub-Chapter 3.8 has minimal content. This chapter should clarify the identification efforts
that still need to be carried out in the broader Area of Potential Effects (APE) once it is delineated in
consultation with SHPO, tribes, and other consulting parties, as well as the sufficiency of the
identification effort already carried out in the footprint of specific project components. The Corps
should also outline how it will determine the eligibility of identified properties and assess effects on
eligible properties in consultation with consulting parties.

01
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC
PRESERVATION
401 F Street NW, Suite 308 • Washington, DC 20001-2637
Phone: 202-517-0200 • Fax: 202-517-6381 • achp@achp.gov • www.achp.gov
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Section 106
In referencing the requirements of Section 106, the Corps should clearly describe the four-step Section
106 review process that is set forth in the Section 106 regulations. As noted above, the chapters should
clearly differentiate between NEPA’s cultural resources and NHPA’s historic properties, as the latter
is defined in the Section 106 implementing regulations.
The Corps needs to clearly state the current status of the Section 106 review process and provide a
timeline for when the various steps in the Section 106 review will be initiated or completed. The Corps
needs to specify when and how the federal agencies will delineate the APE and the scope of
identification effort for the undertaking in consultation with the Alaska SHPO and other consulting
parties including tribes who may ascribe significance to properties that may be affected.
The Corps should also accurately describe the consultation process that federal agencies must carry
out with SHPOs, Tribal Historic Preservation Officers (THPOs), tribes, and other consulting parties
that will inform all the steps of the Section 106 review. It should clarify when and how the federal
agencies have or will identify and invite consulting parties into the Section 106 review and specify the
process by which federal agencies will engage in the necessary consultation.
Tribal Consultation
As defined in 36 CFR §800.16(m), the term Indian tribes and tribes include Alaska Native Villages
and Regional or Village Corporations, as those terms are defined in the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act. Federal agencies are obligated to consult with tribes for all the steps of the Section 106
review process. Further, consultation with Indian tribes must be carried out in a manner that
acknowledges the government to government relationship between federal agencies and Indian tribes.
The scope of the identification effort, determinations of eligibility and effect, and steps to resolve
adverse effects must all be informed by the traditional knowledge of tribes who ascribe significance to
such properties, as gathered from ethnohistoric data, oral history, and other types of research. This
chapter should reference the process the federal agencies will use to insure they have actively sought
the information necessary to meet the reasonable and good faith standard for the identification effort in
the Section 106 regulations. This chapter should also specify how the federal agencies will consult
with the tribes to utilize and supplement as needed the place name data and subsistence data, etc., that
appears to have been gleaned from studies carried out in the past, but not necessarily focused on this
undertaking.
This chapter should also reference the responsibility of federal agencies to address tribal concerns
about confidentiality. The Corps, other federal agencies, the project proponent, and its consultants
must be sensitive to concerns of the tribes regarding the confidentiality of information they share
about properties of religious and cultural significance.
Conclusion
The federal agencies and their contractors developing the drafts of the EIS should refer to NEPA and
NHPA: A Handbook for Integrating NEPA and Section 106 issued by the ACHP and CEQ in March
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2013 for guidance regarding how to better integrate the requirements of Section 106 and the NEPA
review process. It is available at: http://www.achp.gov/nepa106.html.
The ACHP provides these comments to assist the Corps, other federal agencies, the Alaska SHPO,
Indian tribes, and other consulting parties in the development of the EIS and compliance with Section
106 for the Pebbles Mine project. Should you have any questions or wish to discuss the comments we
have provided, please contact John T. Eddins, PhD at 202-517-0211, or by e-mail at
jeddins@achp.gov.
Sincerely,

Charlene Dwin Vaughn, AICP
Assistant Director
Federal Permitting, Licensing, and Assistance Section
Office of Federal Agency Programs
Enclosure
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Comment [ACHP-JTE1]: Consider changing
as much of the text as possible to active voice.

The purpose of this section is to describe cultural resources within the affected environment.
NEPA requires that project impacts to cultural resources, considered a subset of the “human
environment,” be evaluated and disclosed (40 CFR 1508.4). Cultural resources under the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is a broadly defined term that includes all buildings,
sites, structures, objects, districts, and landscapes that are considered to have historical or
cultural value. A wide range of cultural resource types and related laws and regulations can
include, but are not limited to:
x

x

Historic properties are defined by the implementing regulations (36 CFR Part 800)
for Section 106 (54 U.S.C. § 306108) of the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA) (54 U.S.C. 300101 et seq.) as “any prehistoric or historic district, site,
building, structure, or object included in, or eligible for inclusion in, the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) maintained by the Secretary of the Interior. This
term includes artifacts, records, and remains that are related to and located within
such properties; and properties of traditional religious and cultural importance to an
Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization and that meet the National Register
criteria” (36 C.F.R. § 800.16 [(l][)](1)]). It is important to note that under NEPA,
federal agencies must consider impacts to all types of cultural resources, including
those that do not meet the definition of historic properties are considered even if
they are not NRHP eligible (i.e., designated as “historic properties” per the NHPA).as
set forth in the NHPA and its implementing regulations.
Permitting, construction, operations, and closure of the project will require federal
agency compliance with Ssection 106 of the NHPA (54 U.S.C. § 306108)(16 USC
Section 470), and its implementing regulations (36 CFR 800), and for the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers’ NHPA Section 106 also its Procedures for the Protection of
Historic Propertiesprocedures (33 CFR 325, Appendix C). The Section 106
regulations require federal agencies to make a reasonable and good faith effort to
identify historic properties that may be affected by the undertaking within the Area of
Potential Effects (APE), determine if an the undertaking will constitute have an
adverse effect to identifiedon historic properties, and develop steps to resolve the
adverse effect of the undertaking. The federal agencies must carry out all the steps
of the Section 106 review in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO)/Tribal Historic Preservation Officers (THPOs), as appropriate, and other
consulting parties, including Indian tribes, which, for purposes of Section 106,
includes Alaska Native Villages and Regional or Village Corporations, as those terms
are defined in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.seek to resolve any adverse
effects. Consultation with Indian tribes must be carried out in a manner that
acknowledges the government to government relationship between federal agencies
and Indian tribes. The scope of the identification effort, determinations of eligibility
and effect, and steps to resolve adverse effects must be informed by the traditional
knowledge of tribes who ascribe significance to such properties, as gathered from
ethnohistoric data, oral history, and other types of research. The Corps, other federal
agencies, the project proponent, and its consultants must be sensitive to concerns of
the tribes regarding the confidentiality of information they share about properties of
religious and cultural significance.

x
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Comment [ACHP-JTE2]: Seems to be
confusion that conflates cultural resources for
the purposes of NEPA and historic properties
for the purposes of Section 106. This chapter
needs to be reworked to clearly differentiate. It
should also be reworked to more clearly
differentiate among the requirements of federal
statutes and regulations and the requirements
of state statutes and regulations.

Comment [ACHP-JTE3]: The first time you
reference this citation, use Part. Thereafter, you
can leave “Part” out of the citation.

Comment [ACHP-JTE4]: Use parentheses,
not brackets

Comment [ACHP-JTE5]: Permitting is the
federal action that makes the construction,
operation, and closure of the project an
undertaking subject to Section 106 for the
federal agency.
Comment [ACHP-JTE6]: There are likely a
range of federal actions for the range of federal
agencies involved, not limited to the Corps’
CWA permits, that should be referenced.
Comment [ACHP-JTE7]: The citations only
need to be made once in any particular section.
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follow Appendix C, but BSEE and USCG do not
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Cultural resources are evaluated for inclusion in the NRHP based upon established
criteria listed in 36 CFR 60. Cultural resources can be determined eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP if they possess integrity, the capacity to convey their
significant historic associations, and meet one or more of the four criteria for eligibility
listed in Title 36, CFR 60:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association; and:
o are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history (Criterion A); or
o are associated with the lives or persons significant in our past (Criterion B); or
o embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction (Criterion C); or
o have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory and
history (Criterion D).

If significant (i.e., NRHP-eligible) resources are identified, then federal agencies are directed to
take prudent and feasible measures to avoid or reduce adverse impacts. It should be noted that
the terms “impacts,” and “effects,” for the purposes of the analysis in this EIS, are used
interchangeably.
The NRHP describes historic resources as standing or collapsed buildings, unique engineering
designs, mines, ranches, and railroad grades that are at least 50 years old, or have achieved
significance within the past 50 years. Archaeological resources are prehistoric or historic
remains of human lifeways or activities that are at least 50 years old, and include artifact
concentrations or scatters, whole or fragmentary tools, rock carvings or paintings, and buildings
or structures. Resources types that include broader geographic areas may include cultural
landscapes and Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs).
x

x

2018

A TCP is defined as a place that is “eligible for inclusion in the National Register
because of its association with cultural practices or beliefs of a living community that
(a) are rooted in that community’s history, and (b) are important in maintaining the
continuing cultural identity of the community” (Parker and King 1992). TCPs often
represent the location where important traditional events, activities, or cultural
observances have taken place in the past, yet remain active in the community's or
tribe’s cultural practices.
Native Alaskan cultural items include human remains, funerary items, sacred
objects, and objects of cultural patrimony. The discovery of human remains is subject
to Alaska Statutes (AS). For example, AS 11.46.482(a)(3) makes the “intentional and
unauthorized destruction or removal of any human remains or the intentional
disturbance of a grave,” a class C felony; AS 41.35.200, which applies only to State
lands, makes the disturbance of "historic, prehistoric and archaeological resources"
(including graves, per definition) a class A misdemeanor; and AS 18.50.250, which
applies to all lands in Alaska, requires permits for the transport, disinterment, and
reinternment of human remains. The project does not currently involve federal lands,
so the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act are
not applicable. However, state level statutes and sensitivity about grave sites warrant
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Comment [ACHP-JTE9]: Significant cultural
resources for the purposes of NEPA are not
always necessarily eligible for inclusion on the
NRHP. They are not the same as “historic
properties” as defined by NHPA and the Section
106 regulations. Don’t confuse. There can/could
be “significant cultural resources” for the
purposed of NEPA that are not eligible for listing
on or listed on the NRHP.

Comment [ACHP-JTE10]: Re-work to clarify
that these are just examples of types or classes
of properties that have been included, but it is
not an exhaustive listing.
Comment [ACHP-JTE11]: Remember that
federal agencies are required to consult with
tribes who may ascribe religious and cultural
significance to historic properties that may be
affected. Some of these properties may fit the
definition of TCP and others may not.
Comment [ACHP-JTE12]: Are human
remains characterized as a “cultural item”?
Perhaps deal with human remains in a separate
section.
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the development of Inadvertent Discovery Plans to ensure appropriate treatment of
these resources.
Archaeological resources include precontact (i.e., dating to the period in North
America predating the arrival of Euroamericans) and historic archaeological sites that
may or may not be historic properties. The Alaska Historic Preservation Act (AS
41.35) states that the policy of the State is to preserve and protect the historic,
prehistoric, and archaeological resources of Alaska and asserts the State’s title to all
historic, prehistoric, and archaeological resources situated on land owned or
controlled by the State, including tideland and submerged land.
Cultural uses of the natural environment include subsistence, ceremonial, or
other religious use of places, plants, animals, and minerals. This may include locales
in the project vicinity identified through place names and subsistence research.
Types of resources can include Native Alaskan sacred sites that may or may not be
considered as TCPs, cultural landscapes, ethnographic landscapes, rural historic
landscapes including trails and transportation routes, and historic mining landscapes.
The American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (42 USC Section 1996)
requires that federal agencies consider the effects of their actions on cultural
resources that are of religious significance to Alaska Natives.
Numerous other laws, regulations, and Executive Orders protect cultural
resources. Executive Order 13007 – Indian Sacred Sites directs federal agencies
to allow Native Americans to worship at sacred sites located on federal property and
to avoid adversely affecting such sites to the extent practicable. The Antiquities Act
of 1906 (16 USC Section 431) establishes penalties for damage and destruction of
antiquities and allows for designation of historic landmarks on federal lands. The
Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (16 USC Section 470) establishes
a permit process on public and Native American lands, and provides penalties for
violations and damages to archaeological sites. Executive Order 13287 – Preserve
America directs federal agencies to build partnerships with local governments, Indian
tribes, and the private sector to preserve cultural resources, and improve the
stewardship of cultural resources.

Information presented herein is based on a review of data on file at the Alaska Heritage
Resources Survey (AHRS) and the series of cultural resources survey reports prepared for the
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) between 2004 and 2013 by Stephen R. Braund and
Associates (SRB&A).
[Note: GIS data from surveys conducted at the mine site were received as part of RFI 26 and
will be incorporated into the next draft of this section.]

3.7.1 Area of Potential Effect
Section 106 of the NHPA defines a process for the consideration of effects on historic properties
within a project’s APE, defined as “the geographic area or areas within which an undertaking
may directly or indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of historic properties, if any
such properties exist” (36 CFR § 800.16(d)). The lead federal agency determines the APE for
the undertaking in is determined through consultation among with other federal and state
agencies, the AK SHPO, and other interested parties, including tribes who may ascribe religious
and cultural significance to properties that may be affected. An APE has not yet been defined
for the project. Agency consultation under Section 106 and cultural resource surveys to-date
have focused on specific locations of proposed ground disturbing actions associated with mine
exploration (e.g., drill pads, placement of communication and meteorological stations) and
annually reviewing the cultural field survey methodology.
2018
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In complying with Section 106 of the NHPA, federal agencies are required to make a reasonable
and good faith effort to identify historic properties that may be affected by the undertaking. The
scope of the identification effort, including the APE, will be developed in consultation with the
Alaska State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), Indian tribes, which, for purposes of Section
106, includes Alaska Native Villages and Regional or Village Corporations, as those terms are
defined in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, the proponent, and other consulting parties.
In the absence of formal consultation associated with a Programmatic Agreement and a projectwide, defined APE, this section reviews sites identified within the project component boundaries
(Mine Site, Transportation Corridor, Natural Gas Pipeline, and Amakdedori Port). These
components present the geographic area of analysis which will facilitate consultation among
agencies, consulting parties in the Section 106 review, and other interested parties in defining
the project’s APE and assessing impacts on cultural resources. This geographic extent and the
analysis of indirect and cumulative effects of the project on cultural resources will be revisited
once the APE is finalized.
Typically, indirect effects occur to cultural resources through increased use or visual effects on
resources that are valued for their context, setting, association, or similar aspects of integrity.
The final APE will be determined through consultation and may result in variations to the
number and type of cultural resources discussed herein.
While the previous field surveys cover the majority of the Mine Site, most all of the other project
components remain unsurveyed, including lands in the Transportation Corridor and at
Amakdedori Port. Background research for cultural resources was previously completed for the
entire Expanded Cook Inlet Baseline Study Area (ECIBSA) which encompassed the proposed
port and part of the Transportation Corridor. Field investigations primarily involved survey of
select locations in the vicinity of Y Valley and Sunday Creek, well north of the current
Amakdedori Port location. Two areas were surveyed near Amakdedori for the siting of
communications towers. The previous investigations reviewed the potential for near-shore
shipwrecks, though a comprehensive marine archaeological review has not been completed for
the natural gas pipeline route or for the off-shore components of the port facilities. Additional
field surveys and consultation between the agencies and tribes could identify additional
resources that have not yet been documented for the project. This section, therefore, discusses
cultural resources known to be present based on the previous studies completed by SRB&A. It
should also be noted that Section 3.9, Food and Fiber Production – Subsistence, presents a
discussion of traditional subsistence practices within the region.
[Note: RFI 26 notes that cultural resource surveys will be completed for the Amakdedori Port
site and a desktop investigation will be done for the Transportation Corridor in summer 2018.
Results of that work will be included in a future draft of this section.]

3.7.2 Cultural Context
The area of analysis for cultural context covers a broad and complex range of prehistoric
traditions, ethnographic regions, and historic periods. The cultural context is presented in two
summary archaeology survey summary reports prepared by SRB&A (SRB&A 2011; 2015), and
is not repeated here. These two reports offer the most current version of the cultural context for
the project area, including references and titles. There were minor changes and updates to the
ethnographic and prehistoric context statements between 2011 and 2015. They detail
prehistoric traditions, ethnographic data of the Dena’ina, Yup’ik, and Alutiiq peoples that
occupied the region, and a chronology of the regional history from contact through the Russian,
and then American, periods.

2018
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3.7.2.1 Place Names
SRB&A also collected and investigated Dena’ina place name data for the Bristol Bay and Cook
Inlet drainages via a number of sources published over the last several decades. The 2011
SRB&A report offers details on research methods and sources consulted for identifying place
name data (SRB&A 2011). A place name database and corresponding map of known place
names in the mine analysis area and ECIBSA were also developed and are included in the
SRB&A reports. Place name data will be valuable when the project completes NRHP eligibility
evaluations and assesses the cultural (and socioeconomic significance) of subsistence
resources and use locations within the project area under the NHPA.

3.7.2.2 Previous Archaeological Research
Prior to SRB&A’s surveys, the only cultural resource surveys within the PLP claim boundary
occurred in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) conducted
surveys for Cominco drill sites and proposed airstrips and campsites in 1988, within the
boundaries of what would later become the PLP claim. The University of Alaska, Fairbanks
(UAF) performed additional field surveys for Cominco’s proposed airstrips and campsite. None
of the surveys identified any cultural resource sites within the claim boundary. In addition to
BLM and UAF’s work, the nearest cultural resources surveys to the claim boundary were
located 20 miles to the east along the Newhalen River between Newhalen, Iliamna, and
Nondalton and within the communities themselves.
SRB&A’s annual survey work commenced in 2004 and involved annual surveys until 2012.
Initial work focused on the mine analysis area and was limited to locations within PLP’s claim
boundary with a few exceptions including several surveys in adjoining claim boundaries and a
brief survey along a section of the Newhalen. SRB&A’s first surveys within the ECIBSA
occurred in 2005 and focused on proposed port site locations. SRB&A returned in 2007 to
survey a revised port site location and has conducted surveys within the ECIBSA every year
through 2013. However, aside from the small surveys near Amakdedori Port, the proposed port
site and the Transportation Corridor have not been surveyed. Details of previous research are
provided in SRBA 2011 and 2015 and include references and a narrative of previous studies
throughout the region. The SRB&A reports primarily discuss archaeological compliance
surveys, but also offer a discussion of historic and ethnographic sources including historic
documents, ethnographic and linguistic studies, and oral interviews that help characterize the
affected environment. Coupled with place name data, each area of inquiry informs
archaeological and historic research and helps archaeologists form more robust interpretations
and explanations of cultural resources.
[Note: RFI 26 notes that cultural resource surveys will be completed for the Amakdedori Port
site and a desktop investigation will be done for the transportation corridor in summer 2018.
Results of that work will be included in the next draft of this section.]
A number of these studies informed SRB&A’s cultural resource studies undertaken during the
2004 through 2013 field seasons. Ethnographic works about the Dena’ina contributed models of
normative behavior, subsistence food storage practices, land use traditions, place names, and
many other points of data with bearing on the interpretation of the local Dena’ina’s past. Other
works provide information about Yup’ik practices including land use, material culture, and
behavior through time. Analyses of oral history interviews, when available, are informative as
they are told from the perspective of those who actually lived according to the practices being
studied.
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3.7.3 Mine Site
The Mine Site has been the primary focus of the cultural resource investigations completed by
SRB&A on behalf of PLP to date, and details regarding research, survey, and site recordation
methodology are available in SBRA 2011 and 2015. The areas investigated for the reports
include lands within the “claim block boundary” which was defined as mining claims owned or
leased by PLP and Kaskanak, Inc. and represents a larger area than the current Mine Site
location. The previous mine analysis area covered lands from Iliamna Lake in the south to the
Nikabuna Lakes in the north and west from the Newhalen River towards the Mulchatna River.
Background and place names research covered the entirety of this area, whereas fieldwork was
targeted to where PLP had proposed ground disturbing areas.
Prior to SRB&A’s archaeological surveys for PLP, the AHRS database listed only three sites in
the mine analysis area: ILI-00013, ILI-00031, and ILI-00106. The first two are prehistoric sites
near the Newhalen River, and ILI-00106 is a number reserved for use by the National Park
Service and may not be associated with an actual site.
Since 2004, SRB&A documented an additional 52 sites (30 since 2009) in the claim block area
and added them to the AHRS database. In 2011, SRB&A revisited six AHRS sites (ILI-00201,
ILI-00202, ILI-00205, ILI-00219, ILI-00220, and ILI-00252) that SRB&A originally identified in
2007, 2008, and 2010. Subsequently, SRB&A recommended ILI-00201, ILI-00202, ILI-00205,
ILI-00219, and ILI-00220 should not retain their AHRS designation because four of the sites
were based on naturally modified stones and one site was modern in age. After site revisits in
2012, SRB&A recommended that an additional seven AHRS sites (ILI-00203, ILI-00204, ILI00207, ILI-00208, ILI-00213, ILI-00229, and ILI-00233) that SRB&A identified in 2006, 2007 and
2009 should be removed from the AHRS because the sites are likely modern or are based on
naturally modified stones. In total, 12 AHRS sites were removed from the AHRS database.
In summary there are currently 43 cultural resources sites with an AHRS designation in PLP’s
larger mine study area as defined in SBR&A 2011 and 2015. None of the 43 AHRS sites in the
claim block area have been evaluated for NHRP eligibility. As of 2012, SRB&A has surveyed
14,912 acres within the larger mine study area and excavated 1,103 subsurface tests.
[Note: GIS data from surveys conducted at the mine site were received as part of RFI 26 and
will be incorporated into the next draft of this section.]
SRB&A research also resulted in the identification of known place names in the Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet areas. However, limited work has occurred to field verify place name locales or to
confirm the presence of sites identified through oral history interviews. There has not been any
effort to specifically identify TCPs or other sites of religious or ceremonial importance.
Table 3.7-1. Known Archaeology Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

ILI-00013

Newhalen
Upper
Rapids

Townsend observed this site, from a plane, in a grassy area with apparently no
secondary growth. It seems to be situated on several terraces and is about
Prehistoric
100 yards long.

ILI-00031

Newhalen
Middle
Rapids

This site was observed by Townsend, form a plan, at the top of a single
terrace. Four or five house pits were noted.

Prehistoric

ILI-00106

NPS
Using

No Description in AHRS database

Unknown

2018
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Table 3.7-1. Known Archaeology Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

ILI-00193

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

119 surface artifacts were collected and a 50cm x 50cm test unit on the margin
of the blowout was excavated. This test unit contained 13 flakes, one used
flake fragment and one possible blade in the top 10cm. Collected surface
ILI-00193*
Prehistoric
artifacts include bifaces, blade fragments, and debitage. There is cultural
material in a soil context and there may be charcoal or other datable material
in stratified context in the area.

South
Fork
ILI-00194* Koktuli
River Site
4

The site consists of lithic artifacts from the surface and subsurface context.
Lithic artifacts include three biface fragments and debitage.

Prehistoric

ILI-00196

ILI-00196

Site consists of an isolated artifact. Testing of the surrounding area failed to
locate further cultural material.

Prehistoric

ILI-00209

Isolated
Find

A possible bifacially reduced cobble was discovered on the surface. The biface
Prehistoric
was not collected and no other tools were located in the vicinity.

ILI-00212

A one meter diameter circle of cobbles with a very large cobble in the center.
Rock
The rocks appear to be larger and rounder than the rocks in the surrounding
Stand and
area, which are fractured and heavily covered with black lichen. Nearby (50m)
Circle Site
is a collapsed stack of similar stones.

Prehistoric /
Protohistoric

ILI-00214

Wiggly
Lake
Camp 2

This site consists of two rock features, a deposit of rifle cartridges of two
different calibers, and some antler and bone pieces. The fire ring is a circle
nearly a meter in diameter with a line of rocks bisecting the circle down the
center. Some burned material was visible beneath the rocks. Nearby to the
Historic
southeast was an area with numerous cartridges including .223, .338 and
7mm magnum rounds and a tent ring about 12ft in diameter consisting of 5–8
cobbles resting on the surface of the tundra. Possible stakes made from antler
and bone fragments are also nearby. In 2012, SRB&A conducted subsurface
testing at the site and did not locate any subsurface cultural material.

ILI-00215

Wiggly
Lake
Camp 3

SRB&A recorded this site in 2008 as a ring of cobbles that measured
approximately 12ft in diameter. When SRB&A revisited the site in 2012, the
field crew mapped in the identified faunal remains, a hearth, and rifle
Unknown
cartridges and mapped these features using a Trimble GPS, and conducted
multiple subsurface tests in the area. The field crew did not relocate the ring of
cobbles. None of the subsurface tests in 2012 produced any cultural material.

ILI-00217

Wiggly
Lake
Camp 5

This site is a relatively large camp that includes a tent ring approximately 20ft
in diameter consisting of large cobbles. A plastic water container with bear bite
marks, a kerosene can, a firewood stockpile and a stacked pile of caribou
antlers were found below the esker on a flat area of tussock tundra. Nearby on
the tussock flats a horseshoe pitch with horseshoes and rebar pins were
Historic /
found. A few fire pits were on the flats toward the lake in tussock tundra.
Modern
SRB&A relocated the site in 2012 and mapped it with a Trimble GPS. Multiple
subsurface tests were conducted, all of which were negative for cultural
materials. However, personal communication with the makers of the
horseshoes, Regent Sports Corporation, allowed SRB&A to determine that the
set of horseshoes identified were made during the 1960’s.

ILI-00218

This site consisted of one used flake. The used flake was found on the surface
Prehistoric /
Isolated
of the tundra. No other artifacts were found on the surface or in test pits
Protohistoric
Lithic Find
excavated nearby.

2018
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Table 3.7-1. Known Archaeology Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

ILI-00221

Site consists of three cultural surface depressions and intact subsurface
cultural strata. The cultural surface depressions are in the SW part of the site
and consist of two rectangular features measuring 3.5–4m x 2.5–3m x 0.3–
0.4m and one circular feature measuring 4.5m in diameter and 50cm deep.
One rectangular feature has a narrow depression off the NW corner, possible Prehistoric
an entry tunnel. Thirty-six positive shovel tests yielded 607 flakes, five shatter,
six biface fragments, one grooved stone, two used flakes, one small
unidentified faunal fragment, and charcoal. Cultural material was from between
0–25cm below surface.

ILI-00222

Surface lithic scatter on a lag deposit. Pedestrian walkover identified less than
20 flakes, a bluish green chert scraper with some polish, and at least one
incomplete biface. There is potential for buried cultural material in vegetated
areas adjacent to the lag deposit. Artifacts were not collected. No tests were
excavated at the site.

ILI-00223

Site consists of an isolated straight stemmed biface with rounded shoulders
found on the surface of an exposed lag deposit. The biface is made of an
opaque black cryptocrystalline material with white vein inclusions and broken
Prehistoric
transversely through the midsection. A circle of large stones, about 2m in
diameter (ILI-00232), was found approx. 20m S of the biface. The broken point
was collected; no tests were excavated at the site.

ILI-00224

Site is a lithic reduction site measuring approx.. 6.5m x 5m and consisting of at
least 85 lithic artifacts. Artifacts consist of a large cobble core and flake core,
one microblade fragment, one retouched flake, one used pebble, one
hammerstone, and 79 pieces of debitage. Debitage consisted of 26 complete Prehistoric
flakes, 25 broken flakes, and 28 shatter. Both cores and the debitage are of
basalt. Two tests were excavated and both were negative. No artifacts were
collected.

ILI-00225

The site consists of lithic debitage and a tool from both on and below the
surface. One positive shovel test was excavated and yielded 10 flakes from 05cm below surface. SRB&A also identified a large biface preform and one
Prehistoric
piece of chalcedony shatter on the surface, about 20m S of the positive test.
When field crews revisited the site in 2012, they mapped it with the Trimble
GPS and conducted several subsurface tests, none of which located additional
cultural materials.

ILI-00226

ILI-00226

Site consists of lithic debitage recovered from a subsurface context. Two
shovel tests yielded 13 flakes; cultural material was 0–20cm below surface.
SRB&A has begun processing a bulk hearth sample collected from the 2009
testing. Processing of the bulk sample has yielded small bone fragments, one
flake, and burned botanical remains.

Prehistoric

ILI-00227

ILI-00227

Site consists of lithic debitage recovered from a subsurface context. One
positive shovel test yielded one flake. Cultural material was 5–10cm below
surface. This site is considered an isolated find. SRB&A collected a charcoal
sample from a negative test near the positive test.

Prehistoric

ILI-00228

ILI-00228

Site consists of an isolated used flake (broken into two fragments that refit)
found on the surface. The used flake was identified on an exposed surface on
a tussock tundra floodplain. One negative shovel test was excavated near the
surface-find. The used flake was collected.

Prehistoric

ILI-00221

ILI-00222

ILI-00223

ILI-00224

ILI-00225

2018

Prehistoric
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Table 3.7-1. Known Archaeology Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

Tent Ring

ILI-00230 is a campsite which included numerous pieces of cut wood and
discarded sawn antlers, possibly indicating hunting for food rather than sport.
The site characterized by a large glacial erratic boulder with at least three tent
rings, a fire ring, several antler piles and a caribou skull pointed towards
Historic /
Newhalen. A local elder, mentioned having used this particular camp site with Modern
other local Native hunters as recently as last winter, mentioning the boulder as
a wind block and cover that allowed hunters to shoot caribou grazing on
exposed moss on the opposite side of the lake.

ILI-00231

The site consists of about eight cobbles in a vegetated, relatively flat area next
to the lakeshore. ILI-00231 appears to be a deconstructed tent ring or linear
array of rounded cobbles well-seated in the tundra vegetation. The linear
Historic
formation may reflect the use of a tarp, rather than a tent proper, or could also
represent a single event of tents being weighted against a direction of wind
with the lee sides allowed to flap.

ILI-00232

ILI-00232

Site includes two separated tent rings. One tent ring consists of approx.. 8
lichen-covered rocks embedded into the tundra it also included a metal tent
peg and polypropylene twine as well as a circle of rounded cobbles. SRB&A
returned to the site during 2012 cultural resource fieldwork to map it in using
Historic /
the Trimble GPS. The field crew was not able to relocate the tent ring that was
Modern
embedded into the tundra. Due to the lack of sediment, no subsurface tests
were conducted in the area, although additional ground survey was conducted
in an attempt to identify previously unidentified cultural materials. No new
cultural materials were identified.

ILI-00234

ILI-00234

There are at least two tent rings, several pieces of cut wood and an adjacent
patch of cut willow and alder stumps, and one fire ring. The fire ring, which
contains carbon staining and dead vegetation, also served as a midden for
cans, plastic wrappers and bottles.

ILI-00235

Cobbles arranged in two circles and are well-incorporated into the surface
vegetation. SRB&A tentatively interpreted the cobble circle as two tent rings
and a camp stove use area, where cobbles were like used to shield and
support a camp stove. SRB&A revisited the site at the end of the 2012 field
season to map the site boundary with the Trimble GPS. The field crew was not
Historic
able to relocate the second tent ring. No subsurface tests were conducted at
this site due to the density of cobbles directly underneath the vegetated
surface. Additional ground survey of the area was conducted to ensure that all
cultural materials had been identified and recorded during the 2009 field
season.

ILI-00236

ILI-00236

Midden of cut antler, bone, and wood was discovered in a swale. All the wood
and bone showed evidence of having been cut with a saw and was well
incorporated into the surface vegetation. A tent ring on the raised ground is
likely connected to the midden in the swale below, although it is difficult to
determine if it represents one long episode of camp supported hunting and
processing of caribou or a series of events over time with the site reused for
more than one harvest episode. The presence of the antlers indicates that the
purpose of the hunt was meat, rather than trophies.

ILI-00237

ILI-00237

Site includes up to two tent rings located in low-lying tussock tundra. This area
was likely well-sheltered from winds, but would have been a damp and uneven
Historic
place to camp. No fire rings, middens, or wood caches were located near the
site.

ILI-00238

ILI-00238

Site consists of about six cobbles in a circle, measuring 6m in diameter. The
cobbles are small, around 10cm diameter, with one larger boulder.

ILI-00230

ILI-00231

ILI-00235

2018

Historic /
Modern

Historic

Historic
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Table 3.7-1. Known Archaeology Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

ILI-00239

This site consists of two large flat boulders, near a caribou skull, with smaller
rocks lying on top of the vegetation. This configuration of rocks suggests that
the rocks were purposefully stacked by humans.

ILI-00240

Site consists of a knoll with exposed bedrock with fracture zones filled with
clear quartz crystal to opaque or milky white material, and chalcedony geodes.
SRB&A found no manufactured tools or debitage on the surface or in three
subsurface tests, the site has good potential as a raw material source and as
Unknown
such the distribution of unused materials on the surface may reflect the
selective use of the materials made by prehistoric users. One fragment
resembled a possible tool in form but was left in situ.

ILI-00241

ILI-00241

Site is a prominent knoll with bedrock outcroppings with veins of quartz and
chalcedony. This site is smaller than the similar site ILI-00240, with two
outcrop mounds surrounded by an area of bare bedrock. The knoll is
surrounded by a litter of quartz fragments including clear, milky, and fractured Unknown
pieces. This distribution of material may indicate that the site had been used
by prehistoric toolmakers, with the fragments examined and the unusable ones
discarded.

ILI-00242

ILI-00242

Pile of intentionally stacked rocks of unknown purpose. The stack consists of
boulder-sized rocks measuring approx. 1m in diameter and 0.5m high. The
stack was not likely a "pretend person" but could have been a rock cache or
claim mark. No indications of the reason for its construction were found.

ILI-00249

ILI-00249

Site is a lithic scatter. The surface is un-vegetated rounded pebbles to cobbles
with patches of tundra vegetation. Twenty large flakes and one unifacially
Prehistoric
worked piece were located on the deflated surface of the terrace and slumping
down the stream bank.

ILI-00250

ILI-00250

ILI-00250 is a lithic scatter. The site consists of three artifacts found on the unvegetated cobble to pebble surface in the interstices between hummocks and Prehistoric
patches of vegetation. The artifacts consist of two flakes and one core.

ILI-00251

ILI-00251

Site consists of two flakes of green silicified mudstone on an eroded blowout
surface. One flake is blade-like. The location is an excellent hunting area with
game trails below the site.

Prehistoric

ILI-00252

Site includes artifacts consisting of numerous small fragments of charcoal and
debitage likely resulting from pressure flaking of larger pieces. The area of the
cultural deposit is relatively small and consists of a distinctly colored soil
deposit beneath the root mat. There was no surface indication of cultural
resources deposits.

Prehistoric

ILI-00253

The site consists of a single dark gray igneous flake recovered from a
subsurface test, but there is potential for the recovery of further subsurface
artifacts. Viewshed is excellent to the south and west. Most of the northeast
tributary valley is visible from the site area. A portion of the Upper Talarik
Creek valley is visible to the southwest as well.

Historic

ILI-00260

SRB&A originally identified this site in 2011 based one test that yielded over
50 lithic debitage and charcoal from between 0 and 5cm. Three other
subsurface tests on the landform did not reveal additional cultural materials.
The position of the site suggests the site was used as a hunting lookout. In
Prehistoric
2012, SRB&A identified two possible stone tent rings within the AHRS site
boundary. Vegetation obscures more than 90 percent of both possible tent
rings. The field crew mapped in the two potential features but did not conduct
any testing in or near either of the possible tent rings because they are located
within the site boundary.

ILI-00239

ILI-00240

ILI-00252

ILI-00253

ILI-00260

2018

Historic

Unknown
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Table 3.7-1. Known Archaeology Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

ILI-00261

ILI-00268

ILI-00269

Summarized Description

Period

ILI-00261

The ground surface is up to 50% percent exposed till and gravel. The cultural
materials at the site consist of one piece of lithic debitage observed on the
Prehistoric
surface among the gravel. Pedestrian survey and two subsurface tests yielded
no other artifacts.

ILI-00268

The site consists of SRB&A identified the site based on artifacts from two test
that yielded 11 lithic flakes, one piece of lithic shatter, one lithic core and
charcoal. The area is sparsely vegetated on the terrace with increasing
vegetation near the river. The subsurface lithic materials and the charcoal
were collected.

ILI-00269

This site consists of one stone feature. This feature consists of a collection of
cobbles. These cobbles are stacked in a semi-circular pattern with the opening
facing down-slope to the N. The view shed is comprised of the valley with one Unknown
of the Talarik’s tributaries. The stones appear to have been settling into the
ground for at least 20 years.

Prehistoric

Note: Descriptions of known sites as provided are verbatim from the AHRS database and have not been edited.
m = meter(s)
cm = centimeter(s)
GPS = global positioning system
Source:

SBR&A 2011 and 2015, AHRS 2018

3.7.4 Amakdedori Port
SRB&A based the extent of the ECIBSA on information provided by PLP to characterize cultural
resources in broader areas of interest in the lower Cook Inlet region. The ECIBSA spans a large
section of western lower Cook Inlet and extends from Kamishak Bay area in the south to the
Chinitna Bay area in the north. Background research completed by SRB&A covered the extent
of the ECIBSA, with a focus on two particular areas: the Knoll Head Offshore Area and Diamond
Point Area, both of which are not in the Amekdedori Port area. Specifically related to offshore
cultural resources, SRB&A reviewed two online databases of shipwrecks including the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA 2011) Automated Wreck and
Obstruction Information System database and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
(2011) Alaskan Shipwreck Database, and provided data regarding the history of the S.S.
Farallon shipwreck.
SRB&A’s review of the AHRS database identified 58 previously documented AHRS sites within
the entirety of the ECIBSA, two of which (ILI-00185 and ILI-00186) were documented by
SRB&A during the 2005 field season. The 58 AHRS sites identified prior to SRB&A’s 2012
surveys in the ECIBSA, as well as the three sites identified by SRB&A in 2012 total 61
documented sites across the ECIBSA.
Importantly, there are only two known sites reported in the vicinity of the Amakdedori Port
facility, and only limited cultural resource surveys and place name research have occurred here.
SRB&A investigated two locations for a proposed weather monitoring station near Amakdedori,
and for a repeater tower on a mountain approximately seven miles inland west from the station
(SBR&A 2015). One of the two sites is a historic-era shipwreck (ILI-00291) which suggests the
need for additional research for the potential of marine archaeology sites that may be
encountered during construction of the offshore components of the port facility, and in routing

2018
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the natural gas pipeline across Cook Inlet. The site descriptions provided in Table 3.7-2 are
from the AHRS database (AHRS 2018).
Additional surveys would likely result in the identification of more cultural resources. The
geographic information system (GIS) analysis demarks the coastline near Amakdedori as
favorable beach lands for the harvest of subsistence resources, which suggests a higher
potential for site location. The place names research also focused on the northern portion of the
ECIBSA, and does not extend to the port facility or the beginning of the Transportation Corridor.

2018
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Table 3.7-2. Known Archaeology Sites near the Amakdedori Port
AHRS
No.
ILI-00044

ILI-00291

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

Amakdedori Village site consisting of five house pits of two rooms each, with connecting
Village Site passages and five smaller square pits. All are located on the second and third
vegetated beach ridges, which are being eroded by the creek. Testing of two
house features by Reger (1980) identified historic artifacts and floor deposits
dating to AD 1889-1912.
AGRAM
Shipwreck

Site Description: On October 12, 1923 at 8:45 am the wooden gas screw
cannery tender AGRAM was washed ashore and became a total wreck on a
beach between Chinik Bay and Amakdedori Native Village. The vessel was en
route from Seldovia to Iniskin Bay with her captain, A. K. Thompson of
Tacoma and two other crewmen aboard when they ran into a very high sea
running together with the worst wind and storm ever witnessed in Cook Inlet.
The accident report filed at Juneau on February 15, 1924 described the
accident: Wind, high seas, rain and sleet. Constant sounding all night,
anchored in 10 fathoms of water, line broke, put second anchor out (250#)
also broke away and drifted on beach. This storm seems to be the worst that
any living natives in Alaska know anything about. The native village of
Amukadorey (sic) was entirely wiped out of existence, and the oldest residents
say that nothing like this was ever heard of before, and that they think that
there is not a gas boat in Alaska that would have withstood this storm. The
vessel was valued at $8,000 at the time of the wreck, but only insured for
$4,000. There was no cargo. The crew and passengers reached shore with
nothing except the clothing they wore and subsisted on clams and porcupines
until the halibut boat Jugo-Slav rescued them. The AGRAM was rated at 22
Gross and 18 Net tons. The ship was built in 1913. At the time of wrecking the
vessel was owned by the Cook Inlet Packing Company and registered in
Juneau. According to Doug Reger, who surveyed this stretch of the coast in
1980, no shipwreck remains were visible beyond the large amount of debris on
Amakdedori beach, which is known for drift debris. The ships remains may still
be present below the waterline, although the high energy environment has
likely compromised the wrecks structural integrity. References: U S Customs
Wreck Report; The H W McCurdy Marine History of the Pacific Northwest
(1966), p. 344; Wrecked tars live on weird edibles , The Helena Daily
Independent, November 24, 1923, p.2.

Prehistoric/
Historic

Historic

Note: Descriptions of known sites as provided are verbatim from the AHRS database and have not been edited.
AGRAM =
ft = feet
Source: AHRS 2018

3.7.5 Transportation Corridor
There are no previously identified cultural resources in the Transportation Corridor, largely due
to the lack of any background research or field survey. The current corridor is south of the
Transportation Corridor study area delineated and investigated for the EBD reports (SRB&A
2011 and 2015). SRB&A did limited field work in the previously defined Transportation Corridor
study area, which involved examinations of land along the west side of the Newhalen River
between Nondalton and Iliamna and of a drilling-core storage area in Iliamna, both visited in
October 2006. These studies are not applicable to the South Access Road.
[Note: Analysis is underway to determine if previously surveyed areas overlap with any of the
transportation corridor north of Iliamna Lake, particularly for the Iliamna Spur Road and north
end of the Mine Access Road as it enters the Mine Site footprint.]

2018
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A review of the AHRS resulted in the identification of ten cultural resource sites within roughly
one mile of Transportation Corridor, but no sites within the corridor. Two of these sites are
discussed in Section 3.7.4 for sites near Amakdedori Port. The remaining six sites are described
below in Table 3.7-3. The remaining sites include a cluster of sites in and around Kokhanok
Village near the South Ferry Terminal and along the south shore of Iliamna Lake. The other
sites are more isolated.
Table 3.7-3. Known Archaeology Sites near the Transportation Corridor
AHRS
No.

Summarized Description

Period

Eskimo village, with a population of 28, listed in the 1890 census. The site
was apparently abandoned as residents moved to the present village during
the 1940–1950s. Yarborough, in two surveys, noted two or three graves,
upright poles from an apparent cache, the remains of a 4m x 5m log cabin,
a 2m x 1.1m x .6m deep depression, and a shallow 2m x 5m rectangular
feature. Site is near south ferry terminal.

Historic

Former Eskimo village or camp reported in the 1890 Census as
“Napaimiut,” with a population of 11. Sue Woods, who owns an allotment on
the S side of Lake Illiamna, reported graves at this locality. Graves would
tend to confirm this as the location of a village. Site is near south ferry
terminal.

Historic

Russian Orthodox church built about 1940. Consists of a 25'-6" x 15' nave
and sanctuary and an attached 8'-1" x 9'-2" vestibule. The exterior is shingle
Saints Peter and corrugated metal. A 2011 survey by THRC stated that the condition of
the church was "dilapidated" and a new church has been built (1984) to the
and Paul
ILI-00025
SE. [NATREG] Russian Orthodox Church built about 1940. Consists of a
Chapel,
25'6"x 15' nave and sanctuary and an attached 8'1"x 9'2" vestibule. The
Kakhonak
exterior is shingle and corrugated metal. Site is in Kakhonak Village near
south ferry terminal.

Historic

ILI-00008

Site Name

Old
Kakhonak

ILI-00009 Napaimute

BIA investigators noted some 12–15 house pits within a 70m x 120m site
area on the north bank of the outlet of Gibraltar Lake. The pits, which are
poorly defined, appear to cluster on two adjacent mounds, separated by
about 45m. A shovel test in the westernmost loci revealed cultural material
Gibraltar
ILI-00056
Lake Village (beneath the sod and a thin layer of Katmai Ash) consisting of burnt bone,
charcoal, and fire cracked rock in a sandy silt matrix, to a depth of about
75cm. A single basalt flake was noted and a C14 date of BP 860+/-60 was
obtained. On the north end of Gibraltar Lake, near the south access road.
Stone Tools,
ILI-00128 Possible
No Description
AsST
ILI-00218

Isolated
Lithic Find

ILI-00241 ILI-00241

2018

Prehistoric

N/A

This site consisted of one possible microblade or blade core. The core was
found on the surface of the tundra. No other lithics were found on the
surface or in test pits excavated nearby. Near mine access road.

Prehistoric/
Protohistoric

Site is a prominent knoll with bedrock outcroppings of flysch material, with
veins of quartz and chalcedony interbedded with the host material. This site
is smaller than the similar site ILI-240, with two outcrop mounds surrounded
by an area of bare bedrock in the form of fractured slate material. The knoll
is surrounded by a litter of quarts fragments including clear, milky, and
fractured pieces. This distribution of material may indicate that the site had
been used by prehistoric tool makers, with the fragments examined and the
unusable ones discarded.

N/A
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Table 3.7-3. Known Archaeology Sites near the Transportation Corridor
AHRS
No.

Site Name

ILI-00261 ILI-00261

ILI-00262

Kokhanok
BIA School

PGCO4
ILI-00269
2012-3

Summarized Description

Period

Site is on a glacial ridge. The ground surface is up to 50 percent exposed till
and gravel. The cultural materials at the site consist of one piece of lithic
debitage observed on the surface among the gravel. Two subsurface tests
conducted on the ridge did not result in the identification of a subsurface
component at the site. Site is east of the mine access road.

Prehistoric

The building is currently a single-story frame building measuring 68ft x 18ft
in plan, a ridgeline at 11ft and a very low-slope roof, with a satellite dish
abutting the W facade. Built ca. 1957 the Kokhanok BIA building served as
a school from the late 1950s into at least the 1980s. The building contains
basic attributes found in some period BIA schools in Alaska, but has
undergone substantial alterations since 1973. Comparison of the 1973
building with the current makes evident an addition built on to the original N
end as well as the removal of some of the original fenestration and removal
of the original siding. The building currently houses administrative offices.

Historic

On the slope of a small ridge, this feature consists of a collection of cobbles.
These cobbles are stacked in a semi-circular pattern with the opening facing
down-slope to the N. The view shed is comprised of the valley with one of
the Talarik’s tributaries. The stones appear to have been settled for at least
20 years.

N/A

Note: Descriptions of known sites as provided are verbatim from the AHRS database and have not been edited.
BIA = Bureau of Indian Affairs
ft = feet
m = meter(s)
THRC =
Source: AHRS 2018

3.7.6 Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor
While the natural gas pipeline represents a distinct project component, the proposed route from
Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site falls within the Transportation Corridor. The affected
environment discussion for the Transportation Corridor applies to this portion of the Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridor. However, no work has been done regarding marine archaeology or historic
maritime archaeology for the Iliamna Lake crossing, so there is currently no information
regarding the affected environment for this portion of the Natural Gas Pipeline route. The
onshore gas line project area on the east side of Cook Inlet will rely on existing infrastructure,
and not part of the construction plans for this project. There are no sites currently listed in the
AHRS within the pipeline corridor between Happy Valley and near Anchor point where the route
crosses Cook Inlet.
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TABLEOFCONTENTS
Comment [ACHP-JTE1]: Changethissectionto
activevoicetomakeitclearwhoisresponsibleto
carryouttheidentificationeffort.

3.8 HISTORIC PROPERTIES
As noted in Section 3.7, Cultural Resources, Historic Properties is specifically defined in 36 CFR
800.16 (l)(1) as “any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in,
or eligible for inclusion in, the National Register of Historic Places maintained by the secretary of
the interior. This term includes artifacts, records, and remains that are related to and located
within such properties. The term includes properties of traditional religious and cultural
importance to an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization and that meet the National
Register criteria.”
There are no previously identified historic properties in the Mine Site, Transportation
Corridor, Amakdedori Port, or Natural Gas Pipeline components of the project. The studies
completed by SRB&A for the Pebble Limited Partnership Environmental Baseline Documents
were scoped and completed as “Identification Phase” surveys per the standards and guidelines
issued by the Office of History and Archaeology, which summarily aim to determine the
presence or absence of sites, but do not involve completing significance evaluations. Further
National Register of Historic Places evaluations would be required to advance the project’s
permitting process in accordance with the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act and to fully assess direct and indirect impacts under the National
Environmental Policy Act. Even though there are currently no known historic properties in the
project footprint, indirect effects on historic properties within the Area of Potential Effect (APE)
will need to be considered, and the APE may include lands surrounding the footprint where
known sites have been identified. Consultation among the State Historic Preservation Office, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other consulting and interested parties, will finalize the APE
and offer direction for completing NRHP eligibility recommendations.
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Comment [ACHP-JTE2]: AstheAPEandthe
scopeoftheidentificationefforthaveyettobe
delineatedinconsultationwithSHPOandother
consultingparties,includingtribes,andinformedby
theinformationthatotherstakeholderscan
provide,theidentificationeffortisbarelybegun.

Comment [ACHP-JTE3]: IfTCPs,cultural
landscapes,etc.,encompassportionsofthe
footprintoftheproject,then,potentialeffectsto
suchpropertiesmightalsobedirect.
Comment [ACHP-JTE4]: Thischaptershould
clarifytheIDENTIFICATIONeffortsthatstillneedto
becarriedoutintheAPEinconsultationwithSHPO,
Tribes,andotherconsultingparties.Eligibility
recommendationsarenottheonlystepslacking.
Whataboutethnographicstudies/TCPstudies,etc.
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Section:BristolBayAreaPlan.Comment:SuggestthattheEISbemorespecificwhendiscussingtheunitsofthe
BristolBayAreaPlanbycallingoutthespecificunitsoftheplan,andcreatingaseparatefigurethatdepictsthe
overallminefootprintwiththeAreaPlanunitsoverlaying.

2ndparagraph,1stsentencereads"Theproposednaturalgaspipelinewouldbeinthevicinityof(butwouldnot
occupy)theMcNeilRiver….";statementshouldintheport

Endoffirstfullparagraph,"Someadverseimpactsarepartiallyorwhollyreversible…";missingstatementabout
impactsthatarenotreversible

Numerous sections, sub-sections, and figures were not included in the pre-draft making it difficult in some cases to review for
accuracy, etc. (e.g., all of Section 3.24 Fish figures were missing; and Section 3.23 Wildlife was not provided but Wildlife
related figures were).
Due to the time of year and limited review timeline, only the Habitat and Subsistence Divisions were able to review and
comment on the pre-draft of Chapter 3.

The following sections were not provided for review: 3.6, 3.11, 3.14, 3.16, 3.19, 3.21, 3.22., 3.23.

Comment/Issue

PebbleEISChapter3
ConsolidatedCommentsTable
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Section:BristolBayAreaPlan.Comment:TheBristolBayAreaPlan(page3Ͳ106)statesthefollowingforUnit
R06Ͳ23(Pebble):
ThegeneralresourcemanagementintentforthePebbleCopperareaistoaccommodatemineralexploration
anddevelopmentandtoallowDNRthediscretiontomakespecificdecisionsastohowdevelopmentmayoccur,
throughtheauthorizationprocess.Also,seeplandesignationsandmanagementintentforthetwounitsthat
borderthearea–R06Ͳ24andR10Ͳ02.Mineraldevelopmentinthisunitisexpectedtobeauthorizedaftera
publicprocessthatisasextensiveasthisAreaPlan,andwiththebenefitofsiteͲspecificdataanddesignthatis
preparedforthedevelopmentandnotnowavailable.Forthatreason,mineraldevelopmentthatissubjecttoan
extensivepublicandagencyprocessthatinvolvespublicmeetingsandcommentinthearea,andthatinvolves
siteͲspecificdesignmayrequiredifferentwidthsandhabitatͲprotectionmeasuresthanthosespecifiedin
Chapter2.ThePebbleCopperroadcorridortransectstheunit;theactualpositionoftheroadalignmenthasyet
tobedetermined.Noauthorizationsordisposalsshouldbeconsideredthatarewithinornearthecorridoruntil
theroadalignmentisknownorwithoutconsultationwiththeADOT/PF.Notes:1)Therequirementsofthe
Nushagak&MulchatnaRiversRecreationManagementPlandonotapplywithinthisunit;therequirementsof
theAreaPlanapplyinstead.RefertoRecreation,Tourism,andScenicResourcesManagementGuidelineJin
Chapter2foralistingofallowedandprohibiteduses.Permanentfacilitiesrelatedtocommercialrecreationare
prohibitedinthisunit.2)Thehabitatresourcesofthetwostreamcorridorsthattraversethisunit(R06Ͳ24)areto
beprotected.(SeemanagementintentforR06Ͳ24.)
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Section:BristolBayAreaPlan.Comment:TheBristolBayAreaPlan(pages3Ͳ106&107)statesthefollowingfor
UnitR06Ͳ24(PebbleStreams):ThegeneralresourcemanagementintentforthePebbleCopperareaisto
accommodatemineralexplorationanddevelopmentandtoallowDNRthediscretiontomakespecificdecisions
astohowdevelopmentmayoccur,throughtheauthorizationprocess.Also,seeplandesignationsand
managementintentforthetwounitsthatborderthearea–R06Ͳ23andR10Ͳ02.Mineraldevelopmentinthis
unitisexpectedtobeauthorizedafterapublicprocessthatisasextensiveasthisAreaPlan,andwiththebenefit
ofsiteͲspecificdataanddesignthatispreparedforthedevelopmentandnotnowavailable.Forthatreason,
mineraldevelopmentthatissubjecttoanextensivepublicandagencyprocessthatinvolvespublicmeetingsand
commentinthearea,andthatinvolvessiteͲspecificdesignmayrequiredifferentwidthsandhabitatͲprotection
measuresthanthosespecifiedinChapter2.MineraldevelopmentwithinR06Ͳ24shouldbeperformedinsucha
mannerastoensurethatimpactstotheanadromousandhighvalueresidentfishstreamsareavoidedor
reducedtolevelsdeemedappropriateinthestate/federalpermittingprocessesrelatedtomineraldeposit
development.MineralentryandlocationwithinthetwostreamsisnotallowedpursuanttoMCO393.Consult
withADF&Gandotherappropriateagenciestodetermineappropriatebestmanagementpractices.Thisgeneral
managementintentreplacesandsupersedesthemanagementrequirementoftheNushagak&MulchatnaRivers
RecreationManagementPlan.
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Endof2ndsentenceunderCommercialFishing,itsayscommercialsportfishing,notclearifthisistypo

Theplanalsostatesthatculturalsitesarepresentinthisunit.

Section:KenaiAreaPlan.Comment:ManagementIntentfromKenaiAreaPlanRegion12,Unit19,BruinBay
Uplands:Brownbearspringfeeding.HarborsealhauloutareasalongcoastnorthfromContactPoint;moose,
generaldistribution;DollyVarden/Arcticchar,generaldistribution;seabirdnestingcoloniesonsoutheastcoast;
ducksandgeese,generaldistribution;herringspawningonshorelineofthistract./ConsultwithNationalMarine
FisheriesService(NMFS)beforeauthorizingdevelopmentinthisunitbecauseofharborsealconcentrations.

Section:NushagakandMulchatnaRiversRecreationManagementPlan.Comment:Thisplanissupersededby
themanagementintentoftheBristolBayAreaPlan2013Revision.

Section:BristolBayAreaPlan.Comment:TheBristolBayAreaPlan(pages3Ͳ108&109)statesthefollowingfor
UnitR06Ͳ30(CorridorUpperKoktuliRiver):Thisunit,whichconsistsofthenavigableportionsoftheUpper
KoktuliRiveranditsadjoininguplandsasdepictedinMap3Ͳ6,isdesignatedPublicRecreationandTourismͲ
Dispersed(Rd)andHabitat(Ha).ExceptforthoseareasthatmaybeconveyedundertheMunicipalEntitlement
program,unitistoberetainedbythestateandmanagedtomaintaintherecreationalusesoftheKoktuliRiver
andtheadjoininguplandcorridor,itsfishandwildliferesources,andpublicrecreationvalues.Themanagement
requirementsoftheNushagak&MulchatnaRiversRecreationManagementPlan(RRMP)aretobefollowedby
DNRinthegrantingofauthorizationsrelatedtocertaintypesofrecreationalusesandstructures.Seethe
ManagementIntentandManagementGuidelinesintheRRMPforManagementUnit17.Forconvenience,Table
2.2containsalistingofallowed,prohibited,andconditionalusesrelatedtorecreationalfacilitiesbyRRMP
ManagementUnit.ManagementGuidelineJintheRecreation,Tourism,andScenicResourcessectionofChapter
2,whichmorespecificallydefinestherelationshipbetweentheRRMPandtheBBAP,alsoappliesandshouldbe
consultedinadjudicationdecisions.Iftheadjuditorydecisionofamunicipalentitlementselectiondetermines
thatitisappropriatetoconveystateland,theclassificationofHabitatisextinguishedandconvertstoRd
(DispersedRecreation).SeealsotherequirementsforManagementGuidelineK,“CaribouandMooseCalving,
Wintring,andRuttingAreas”,intheFishandWildlifeHabitatandHarvestAreassectionofChapter2.Ingeneral,
authorizationsshouldnotbeissuedfornonͲrecreationalusesthatareincompatiblewiththemanagementintent
ofthisunitandthemanagementobjectivesoftheRRMP.Oil,gas,andmineralexplorationanddevelopmentare
consideredappropriateifconsistentwiththesemanagementobjectivesorifinthebestinterestofthestate.
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3rdparagraph,suggestadditionaltext.

2ndparagraph,lastsentenceͲadditionaltextsuggestedforclarity.

EndoffirstsentenceͲadditionaltextsuggestedforcontext.

UnderCulturaluseofthenaturalenvironmentheadingͲ"NativeAlaskan"shouldbechangedto"AlaskaNatives",
asisusedbytheSmithsonianInstitutionandtheU.S.Dept.oftheInteriortodescribeindigenousresidents.

SportfishingsectionshouldbeexpandedbasedtoincludeuseoftheNewhalenandGibraltarRiversandUpper
TalarikCreek

AfterlastsentencereferencingSection3.6CommercialandRecreationalFishing,areferencetoSection3.9for
informationonSubsistencehuntingandfishingshouldalsobeincluded.
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Similarly,bringingup“potentialcontaminantmigration”islikeraisinganissueinwhichthereisalackof
supportingdata,inthataproperlydesignedminecouldpossiblynegateany‘potentialcontaminantmigration’.I
feelthatalessincendiaryphrasemightbetodescribethe“migration”intermsofhydraulicconductivityinstead
ofimplyingcontaminantmovementoffͲsite.

Whileonecouldsayitislargerthanalocalgravelpit,itisnotthesizeofBinghamCanyon,and“relativelylarge
anddeep”and“relativelylargezoneofinfluence”containlanguagethatisnegativelybiased.Toillustratethis
point,substitutethewords“rathersmallandshallow”andseehowthatinfluencesyourimageoftheproject.

Section:MineSite.Comment:Thissectionuseslanguagethatisjudgmentalratherthanbeinganeutral,
descriptive,scientificdocument.Thefollowingstatementsinthissectionreflectajudgementbeingmadeasto
thesizeoftheproject:
"...becausethepitwouldberelativelylargeanddeep..."
“…relativelylargezoneofinfluence…”
“…arealsoofconcernwithregardtopotentialcontaminantmigration.”

SinceSeldoviaandNikiskiarebeingincludedintheprojectarea,itmakessensetoalsoincludePortGrahamand
Nanwalekaswell.

Lastparagraph,suggestadditionaltextforclarity.
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Existinglanguage:Theycannotbereservedorretainedforrecreationalpurposes,butcanprovideaccessfor
recreationalopportunitiesonpubliclyownedland.Anyotherusesareprohibited.Hunting,fishing,ortrapping
onorfromtheeasementisnotallowedunlessapermitfromthelandownerisobtained.

Existinglanguage:Section17(b)ofANCSAreserveslinearaccesseasementstopubliclandandwateronlands
thathavebeenorwillbeconveyedtoAlaskaNativeVillageandRegionalcorporations(ADNR2013b).

Existingnote:[Note:TherearenoR.S.2477ROWsfortheproposedaction.Thistextandtableisaframeworkin
theeventthatthereareR.S.2477ROWsaffectedbyanyoftheotheralternatives.]

Existinglanguage:TheStateofAlaskarecognizesapproximately6750R.S.2477routesthroughoutthestate
(AlaskaStatutes19.30.400).

Existinglanguage:TherearenoR.S.2477easementsinthefootprintoftheproposedaction.
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UnderSouthForkKoktulisubͲsection,lastsentence"Theminepitandassociated...however,anadromous
salmonidshavenotbeenidentifiedintheseheadwaterchannelsaccordingtotheAWC(ADF&G2018).As
written,itisunclearifthesestreamshavebeensampledbeforeornot.

Basedoncursoryreview,additionalinformationcanbeaddedbasedonSOAscopingcomments

Middleof2ndparagraphunderlanduse,additionaltextshouldbeaddedtoexplainsubsistenceuseinboththe
minesiteandtransportationcorridor.
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5thparagraph"Adultsockeyesalmon…..whichdrainsintoIliamnaLake,amajorrearingareaforjuvenile
sockeye.";statementshouldalsoincludespawningactivityinthelake

Table3.24Ͳ3.Footnote4ismisleadingasnofishsamplinghasoccurredalongthesouthernroadcorridoranditis
likelyanadromousstreamswillbedocumentedoncestudiesbegin.

Table3.24Ͳ3.Chumrearingislistedhere(seepreviouscommentnotingchumrearingwasomittedfromTable
3.24Ͳ2);rearinginformationforrainbowtroutaremissing;Forsouthtransportationcorridor(whichpresumably
includespipelinecrossingandferryterminals/usageofIliamnaLakeandAmakdedoriPort),sockeyeͲrearing
informationshouldbeincluded.

Table3.24Ͳ2.PLP'sbaselinedatashowsockeyerearinginstreamsuntilatleastSept.(juvenilesockeyehavebeen
capturedintheKoktuliinAugustandSept.);shouldbeextendedpossiblyyearͲroundbecauseweknowsockeye
canrearintheriverandinoffchannelhabitat;chumrearingisdocumentedintheAnadromousWatersCatalog
inboththeNFKandSFK(freshwaterchumrearingmaybebriefbutnonethelessdoesoccur)

Lastparagraphbefore3.24.1.1,"Althoughsummerwatertemperaturesdidsometimesexceedstandardsforfish
lifeͲstages(ADEC2009)".Regulationsarenotmentionedanywhereelseinthissection.

3rdsentence,UpperTalarikCreek."MineSitefacilitiesintheUTCbasinwouldbelimitedtothemineaccessroad
andawatertreatmentdischargepipe,or<0.5percentofMineSitefootprint(Figure3.24Ͳ2)."Whilethe
referencedfigurewasunavailableforreview,thenorthernferryterminalandmultiplematerialsitesarewithin
theUTCbasin.

1stsentence,lastparagraph.)."UnliketheNFK,themainstemSFKhasa10Ͳmiledryorintermittentreach…".
Useofworddryisquestionable.
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1stsentence,lastparagraphreferenceperiphytonsamplesfromYͲValley.Similartopreviouscomment,question
theappropriatenessofusingdatafromthissite.

1stparagraphunderAquaticInvertsreferencesonly2sitesestablishedinCookInletWatershed.Itdoesn'tseem
likethatisanadequatenumber/locationofsamplingsites.YͲValleyis40milesnorthofAmakdedoriPort.

1stsentence,lastparagraph."Oftheanadromoussalmonids,sockeyeisthemostcommonspeciesinIliamna
Lake,wheretheyareknowntoutilizeshorelinehabitatforspawning(EPA2014),particularlyinthe
northwesternportionofthelake(Figure3.24Ͳ5)."Thereferencedfigurewasnotincluded,butwethinkit
shouldsaynortheasternportionoflake,ratherthannorthwestern.

Table3.24Ͳ6Fishstudieshavenotyetbeenconductedonthesouthernportionoftheroadcorridororina
subsectionofthenortherncorridorbythelakeandUTC.

SouthAccessCorridor.Sameasprevioustwocomments,butitshouldespeciallybestatedclearlythatfish
samplinghasnotoccurredalongthesouthernroadcorridor.

Firstfullparagraph,Thefirstandthird(unnamed)tributariescontainabout2,000feetand500feetoflisted
anadromouswaters,respectively".Similartopreviouscomment,thissectiondoesnotdiscussthefactthatmany
streamshavenotbeensampled,oradequatelysampled,foranadromousfish.

Lastparagraph"Thefouranadromousstreamcrossings…".Thissectionimpliesthatadequatesamplinghas
occurredandallanadromousstreamsareknownanddocumented.

UnderSockeye/FreshwaterLarvaeandJuvenilesͲ"Frygenerallymigratedownstreamtoalake;orinsystems
lackingafreshwaterlake,toestuarineandriverinerearingareasforuptotwoyears."Sockeyesometimesrear
inriverseveninsystemswherelakesarepresent.
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Suggestedadditionaltext(inbold)Ͳ"The
proposednaturalgaspipelineandportwouldbe
inthevicinityof(butwouldnotoccupy)the
McNeilRiver…"

Addsimilarstatementaboutsomeimpactsbeing
permanent/irreversibleshouldbeadded

Will these sections be provided as preliminary drafts
for review by the CA Agencies?

Recommendation/Action
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Shoulditread"commercialandsportfishing"?
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Suggestadditionaltext(inbold)Ͳ"Thevolume
ofsubsistencefoods....inAlaska.The30Ͳ70rule
alsoillustratesthespecializationinproductionof
wildfoodsinthesubsistencesector;particular
individualsorindividualhouseholdsmay
benefitfromtechnologicalability,financial
resources,ortraditionalknowledge.For
example,therearealimitednumber..."

Suggest additional text (in bold) Ͳ "Cash incomes
typically supplement and support subsistence
activities, which for generations have provided
considerable nutritional and economic value for
ruralhouseholds."

Suggestadditionaltext(inbold)Ͳ"Inmostofthe
UnitedStates(U.S.),agricultureprovidesfood,
naturalfibers,biofuels,andotherproductsto
Americanconsumers."

Replace"NativeAlaskan"with"AlaskaNatives".

ReviewSOAscopingcommentstofindrelevant
informationonsportfishingintheNewhalen
andGibraltarRiversandUpperTalarikCreek

Suggestedtext"Similarly,subsistencefishingand
huntingarediscussedinaseparatesection,3.9."
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AddPortGrahamandNanwalektocommunities
includedintableandremainderofsection.

Suggestadditionaltext(inbold)Ͳ"Subsistence
activities...publiclandsandwaters,suchasthose
discussedinChapter3.2.Onstateandprivate
lands,sincea1989AlaskaSupremeCourt
ruling...ThemultiͲagencyFederalSubsistence
BoardisthedecisionͲmakingbodythatregulates
subsistence....WithtechnicalsupportofADF&G,
theAlaskaBoardofFishandtheBoardofGame
haveultimatedecisionͲmakingresponsibilityfor
huntingandfishingonlandswithinthestate
jurisdiction."
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RecommendedLanguage:Theycannotbe
reservedorretainedforrecreationalpurposes,
butcanprovideaccesstorecreational
opportunitiesonpubliclyownedlandorfor
changeinmodeoftransportation.Usesbeyond
thoseexpresslygrantedshouldbeapprovedby
thepropertyͲownertoavoidtrespassissues
betweentheuserandthepropertyͲowner.

Recommendednote:[Note:Thereareno
recognizedR.S.2477ROWsfortheproposed
action.Thistextandtableisaframeworkinthe
eventthattherearerecognizedR.S.2477ROWs
affectedbyanyoftheotheralternatives.]
Recommendedlanguage:UnderSection17(b)of
ANCSA,theUnitedStatesreserveslinearaccess
easementstopubliclandandwateronlands
thathavebeenorwillbeconveyedtoAlaska
NativeVillageandRegionalcorporations(ADNR
2013b).

Recommendedlanguage:Throughstatuteor
administrativeaction,theStateofAlaska
recognizesapproximately6750R.S.2477routes
throughoutthestate(AlaskaStatutes
19.30.400).However,thevalidityofthegrantis
notdependentonthoseStaterecognitions.

Recommended language: There are no stateͲ
recognized R.S. 2477 rightsͲofͲway in the
footprintoftheproposedaction.
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Sentenceshouldbeaddedtoqualifythis
statementanddescribewhetherthestreams
havebeensampled,thelevelofsamplingthat
occurred,andacitationtothestudyorreport
thatdocumentsthesamplingeffortthatfound
nosalmonidspresent.

ReviewSOAscopingcommentsandinclude
additionalinformationwhereappropriate

Suggestadditionaltext(inbold)Ͳ"BoththeMine
Siteandthetransportationcorridorareused
foryearͲroundsubsistencehuntingandfishing
activitiesiswellͲdocumentedoverseveral
generationsforresidentsofthesecommunities.
Manyresidentspracticealifestylerelianton
subsistenceactivities,andboththeminesite
andthetransportationcorridorareusedyearͲ
roundbycommunitymemberstoaccessfish
andwildlife.Aspracticedonthelandscape,
subsistencehuntingandfishingactivitiesare
integraltothesocialandculturalfabricofthe
communities,andtheresultingfood
contributessignificantlytosocioeconomicwellͲ
being.(Furtherdiscussion,mapsandreferences
areincludedinChapter3.9.)andBesides
subsistenceactivities,morecontemporary
modesofrecreationalhunting,fishing,and
boatingalsooccurs.."
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Suggestrevisingas"Adultsockeye
salmon…..whichdrainsintoIliamnaLake,a
majorspawningandrearingareaforsockeye."

Removestatementorqualifybyclearlystating
whatareashavenotbeensampledforfishyet.

ChumrearingshouldbeaddedtoTable3.24Ͳ2to
beconsistentwithTable3.24Ͳ3;rainbowtrout
rearinginformationforNFKshouldbeincluded;
sockeyerearinginformationshouldbeaddedfor
SouthTransportationCorridor.

RevisitPLP'sbaselinestudiesandtheAWCto
makecorrectionstothetableforsockeye
rearingandchumrearing.

Describewatertemperatureregimeasitis
withoutsingularreferencetoADECwaterquality
standards,unlessreferencestoregulationswill
addedthroughout.

Revisesentencetoincludethenorthernferry
terminalandmultiplematerialsitesthatwillbe
locatedintheUTCbasin.

Basedonourrecollectionandthebaselinedata
reports,thissectionofstreamwassometimes
dryduringperiodsofextremelowflow,butdid
havewatermostsummers.Remove"dry"and
leaveeitheras"intermittent"reachorsay"the
reachsometimesgoesdryduringperiodsof
extremelowflow".
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DiscussinappropriateTechnicalWorkingGroup.

DiscussinappropriateTechnicalWorkingGroup.

Verifyifnorthwesternshouldbereplacedwith
northeastern.

Revisechapterasdatabecomesavailableand
AnadromousWatersCatalogisupdated.

Revisesentencetoaccuratelystatethatsockeye
sometimesrearinriversevenwhenafreshwater
lakeispresent.
Sentenceshouldstatethatmanystream
crossingshavenotbeensurveyedatthistime
andadditionalanadromousstreamscouldbe
identified.
Sentenceshouldstatethatmanystream
crossingshavenotbeensurveyedatthistime
andadditionalanadromousstreamscouldbe
identified.
Sentenceshouldstatethatallstreamsalong
southernroadcorridoraresurveyedatthistime
andadditionalanadromousstreamscouldbe
identified.
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EPA Cooperating Agency Review Comments
Pebble Project EIS Preliminary Draft Chapter 3
Sections 3.1, 3.5, 3.11, 3.14, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.22, 3.26
7/5/18
Thank you for the opportunity to review early versions of Sections 3.1 Introduction, 3.5 Recreation, 3.11
Aesthetics and Visual Resources, 3.14 Soils, 3.16 Surface Water Resources, 3.17 Hydrogeology, 3.18
Water Quality and Geochemistry, 3.22 Wetlands / Special Aquatic Sites and Waterbodies, and 3.26
Vegetation of the Preliminary Draft Chapter 3, in accordance with our defined role as a Cooperating
Agency for the Pebble Project EIS. Our comments are provided for each section below. Because we did
not receive the text for Sections 3.16 and 3.26 until June 27, we have not completed our review of these
sections. We will send you comments on the two remaining sections no later than July 27.
If you have any questions regarding the EPA’s comments below, please contact Molly Vaughan at 907271-1215 or vaughan.molly@epa.gov, and she can provide clarity or put you in touch with the
appropriate technical expert for that comment as needed.
We look forward to working with you on updates to Chapter 3.
3.1 Introduction
Page 3.1-5, Section 3.1.2.3: We recommend revising the last paragraph so that it is clear that the
project would result in copper concentrates, molybdenum concentrate, and gravity-recovered gold. As
written, it implies that primary copper and gold would be produced.
3.5 Recreation
Page 3.5-1, Section 3.5.1 Recreation Management: We recommend including maps showing the
location of each of the recreation areas relative to the proposed project.
Page 3.5-4 to 3.5-5, Section 3.5.2 Regional Recreation: We recommend that text in paragraphs 2-11 of
this section, generally describing the location of each of the managed recreation areas, be moved to the
beginning of the recreation section and integrated with section 3.5.1. This would provide the reader with
a better orientation to the various managed recreation areas in the region.
3.11 Aesthetics and Visual Resources
No Comments
3.14 Soils
No Comments
3.16 Surface Water Resources
EPA received the text for this section on 6/27, and will provide our comments on or before 7/27.
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3.17 Hydrogeology
Note: Page numbers in the comments below refer to the .pdf page numbers since there appeared to be
errors in the written page numbers.
General: Reviewing individual resource sections in isolation (without other referenced EIS sections or
reference materials) was challenging, particularly when trying to assess the descriptions and outputs of
Water Balance and Groundwater Models (3.17.1.3 and 3.17.1.4). Our review found some of the subsections difficult to follow since the document referenced other sections (e.g., Section 3.16 was not
initially provided) and documents not provided for more detailed information. We recommend that it
would be helpful to provide all sections of the document to cooperating agencies as reference during
review of designated sections where there are cross-references within the document. In addition, please
provide the list of resources and references cited, as this would enable reviewers to capture the overall
aspects of the study and provide more meaningful comments.
General: We recommend providing summary results (and model descriptions) in appropriate subsections as tables, which would provide the information in the Groundwater Hydrogeology section more
clearly and easily understood.
General: We recommend that the document describe how the monitoring locations were selected and
the adequacy of the groundwater monitoring locations, data collection, and subsequent assessment as a
basis for evaluating environmental impacts of the project and alternatives.
Pages 1 - 2, Sections 3.17.1.1 Groundwater Flow Processes and 3.17.1.2 Hydrogeological
Characterization: We recommend that the EIS include a Conceptual Hydrogeologic Model illustration,
including flow patterns and areas of surface water/groundwater interaction, where known. The document
also discusses a conceptual model of compartmentalized groundwater flow, which we recommend be
illustrated in a Figure. Such figures will enable the reader to better visualize and understand the text
descriptions of the system and model. We also recommend that this section include or reference a
summary table of baseline monitoring wells details that could be specific to each area/aquifer system.
Page 2, Section 3.17.1.2: We recommend that the EIS include the official classifications of underlying
aquifers (designated by the State) including identifying underground sources of drinking water, as well
as disclose the nearest drinking water protection areas/drinking water wells/surface water intakes. (see
also comment on Section 3.17.4).
Page 2, Section 3.17.1.2: It is unclear whether the baseline groundwater flow, water balance and water
quality models referenced here are stand-alone documents. We recommend that you clarify for the
reader and explain where the documents can be viewed. We also request an opportunity to review these
documents during EIS development, pursuant to our role as a cooperating agency. In addition, please
clarify whether these models have been updated with more recently available data, as the data sets
described in this section are from 2004-2012.
Page 4, Section 3.17.1.2. The document refers to pumping tests conducted in the area around the Pebble
Deposit and locations downgradient. We recommend that the EIS include the simulated drawdowns
from pumping tests and/or dewatering.
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Page 4, Section 3.17.1.2. Please provide WB-1, WB-3 and WB-4 locations, well details and data
summaries (pumping test observations/results, sampling results).
Pages 6-9, Figures 3.17-2 through 3.17-5: We recommend that the cross section figures distinguish the
weathered bedrock, fractured bedrock and competent bedrock layers, where known. We also
recommend that the figures include a location map relevant to the cross section’s line of travel. Please
also clarify what is meant by “Model Layer Surfaces,” which appears in the figure legend box but is not
defined.
Page 10, Figure 3.17-6: We recommend including the individual monitoring points/elevations used to
develop the Shallow Groundwater Contours in this figure. Also, please explain if these contours include
surface water elevations/interactions.
Page 11, Table 3-17.1: We recommend including additional information in this table, such as the
existing aquifer systems’ relevant hydrogeologic parameters. We also recommend that the extent of the
individual hydrostratigraphic units identified in this table could be illustrated on aerial view figures, and
could be identified on the cross-sections in Figures 3.17-2 through 3.17-5.
Page 13, Section 3.17.1.2. Regarding: “The results of groundwater level monitoring and a water balance
assessment indicate that approximately two-thirds of the groundwater flowing through the aquifer
downstream of Frying Pan Lake remains in the South Fork Koktuli River drainage, while the remaining
one-third of the groundwater crosses the surface water divide and contributes to groundwater flow in
UT1.190, and discharges to Upper Talarik Creek.” We recommend that this be illustrated on a figure for
clarity. In addition, please explain whether seasonal variations were taken into consideration.
Page 13, Section 3.17.1.2. This section discusses average groundwater recharge rates in different
drainages. We recommend that the document also disclose the range of groundwater recharge rates.
Page 18, Section 3.17.1.2 Aquifer Properties, ¶ 3: The section notes that hydraulic conductivities
range across 14 orders of magnitude in nature and that differences of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude are not
considered large. It appears that this would indicate that the overburden and bedrock are relatively
heterogeneous overall across the Mine Site, rather than homogeneous as stated. Please clarify.
Page 18, Section 3.17.1.2, Aquifer Properties ¶ 4: Please clarify whether the aquifer parameters as
presented in Schlumberger 2011 (Table 8.1-6) have been determined adequate for use in the EIS, and
summarize any uncertainties. Please also discuss what was done with the testing purge waters.
Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems ¶ 1: Regarding: “There is evidence of some
inter-basin groundwater exchange from the North Fork Koktuli drainage to the Upper Talarik Creek
drainage, and from the South Fork Koktuli drainage to the UT1.190 basin.” Please provide detail on the
source and nature of this evidence.
Figures 3.17-7, 3.17-9, 3.17-10 and 3.17-11: We recommend that the document include additional data
(locations, well details) relevant to the wells used to develop the hydraulic conductivity measurements
depicted on Figures 3.17-7 and 3.17-9. We also recommend including a well location map relevant to
level measurements in Figures 3.17-10 and 3.17-11. Please clarify whether well WB-1 was the only
measurement point used to assess conductivity in deep bedrock.
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Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems: It appears that discharge was measured from
numerous seeps. Please provide the details of the discharge measurements (i.e. locations, summary of
measurements, field observations).
Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems Seasonal variability of groundwater is
discussed in this section. Please describe how this seasonal variability was determined and how it will be
accounted for in predictive modeling.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.3/4 Site Water Balance Model/Mine Site Groundwater Model: Please
discuss whether a detailed analysis of the site Water Balance Model (WBM), provided in Schlumberger
2011 (Appendix 8.1I) and numerical groundwater model (Schlumberger 2011: Appendix 8.1J), has
occurred in order to determine the adequacy of the models for characterization of baseline conditions
and use in assessing impacts. In addition, please explain whether the calibration period between 2004
and 2008 is considered sufficient to represent current climate conditions. Please see the “Predictive
Modeling” section of our EIS scoping comments submitted to the Corps on June 29, 2018 which
included recommendations related to environmental and predictive modeling. Our scoping comments
referred to EPA’s Council for Regulatory Environmental Modeling Guidance on the Development,
Evaluation, and Application of Environmental Models (2009). This guidance provides recommendations
on model analysis and documentation. We recommend that the EIS provide or reference documentation
of model analysis consistent with this guidance, including discussion of the extent to which models met
objectives and any limitations and uncertainties associated with model input parameters, assumptions,
and outcomes.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.4: Regarding: “Focus was placed on calibrating the model to periods of time
when the aquifer was stressed during pumping tests.” We recommend that the document provide details
regarding the calibration of the model, so that model adequacy can be understood.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.5: Regarding: “Based on results of the streamflow surveys, gaining and losing
stream reaches were identified, and possible explanations for the variability in flows between gauges
were provided. The majority of the stream reaches were found to be receiving groundwater discharge
from the underlying aquifer (i.e., gaining).” Please provide more specificity on the location of the
gaining and losing reaches. A figure may be helpful. If this information is provided in Section 3.16, then
we recommend adding a reference to where it can be found in that section.
Page 24, 3.17.2 Transportation Corridor and Amakdedori Port: Please provide a figure showing the
hydrostratigraphic units of this area. In addition, the document notes that no known hydrogeological
investigations have been conducted along the South Access Road or Amakdedori Port. We recommend
that the hydrostratigraphic units south of Iliamna Lake be characterized and the information disclosed
and evaluated in the EIS.
Page 26, 3.17.4 Groundwater Use: The document notes that most Bristol Bay communities rely on
groundwater wells for their drinking water supply. We recommend that the EIS discuss the number of
private domestic and/or public water supply wells and their proximity to the project. We also
recommend identifying any source water protection zones designated by the State of Alaska, or noting if
there are none in the project area. Inclusion of a map showing the locations of drinking water wells
within and around the project area would be helpful.
Page 26, 3.17.4 Groundwater Use: According to the document, PLP has tested the groundwater quality
at the mine site, with results showing that minimal water treatment would be required to develop the
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wells for a drinking water source (PLP 2017). Please provide a reference to the tables that we
recommend be added to Section 3.18.4.4 (Groundwater Quality) that support the conclusion that
minimal treatment would be required. We also recommend that the description of any drinking water
treatment that is required be included in the project description.
3.18 Water Quality and Geochemistry
General: We recommend including information on how baseline data, including the baseline water
quality data and results from the humidity cell tests, are being incorporated in predictive water quality
models. We recommend that the outputs from the water quality models will need to provide results on a
time-step that is applicable to existing water quality criteria. Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis will
both need to be performed as part of water quality model predictions. It may help to see our earlier
recommendations related to environmental and predictive modeling (sections 3.17.3/3.17.4).
General: We recommend that this section would benefit from the addition of data summary tables,
including those for site specific baseline conditions. Data compilation tables are typically included in
EISs in order to disclose the baseline data collected which supports data adequacy determinations and
the summary discussions and statistics in the text.
Page 1, 3.18.1 ¶ 3: We recommend providing additional explanation to support the statement that “for
most parameters, the most stringent criteria are the aquatic life criteria for fresh water.” We also
recommend adding a table that provides the surface water quality criteria for all parameters assessed.
Page 1, 3.18.1 ¶¶ 4 and 5: We note that the document uses the undefined term “matrix water,” for
example, in the following sentences: “Therefore, the numeric water quality criteria for hardnessdependent parameters vary depending on the measured (or predicted) hardness value for the matrix
water” and “The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) numeric water quality
standard for ammonia depends on both the temperature and the pH of the matrix water, but not
hardness.” We recommend adding the definition of the term “matrix water,” as it is currently difficult to
determine whether these statements are true in all circumstances. If the discussion is about determining
whether the receiving water is meeting water quality standards (WQS), then it may be true, although
adding a point-source discharge to those receiving waters and calling the mixed water the “matrix” may
also make these statements inaccurate. When ADEC determines whether an effluent meets the WQS for
a hardness based parameter, the 15th percentile hardness of the receiving water is used to determine the
WQS that must be achieved – not any mixed matrix. For ammonia, the values used are the 85th
percentile of the receiving water values for pH and temperature. Therefore, we recommend that the EIS
define “matrix water” or include additional explanation. For further information, see Section 2.2. of the
Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (APDES) Permits Reasonable Potential Analysis and
Effluent Limits Development Guide, June 30, 2014.
Page 1, 3.18.2: We recommend including a table that provides the groundwater quality standards for all
parameters assessed.
Page 1, 3.18.2 ¶ 1: The document includes the statement that “Although ADEC does not regulate
groundwater directly. . .” We note that ADEC does regulate discharges to groundwater under 18 AAC
72. In particular, 18 AAC 72.500(a) requires that “In addition to the plan approval required by 18 AAC
72.600, a person who disposes of nondomestic wastewater into or onto land, surface water, or
groundwater in this state must have a permit issued by the Department under this chapter or under 18
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AAC 83 for that disposal.” A similar statement is made for the disposal of domestic wastewater in 18
AAC 72.010(a). We recommend that this section be revised to properly characterize the applicability of
18 AAC 72 for discharges to groundwater.
Page 2, 3.18.2 ¶ 2: The document states, “These standards include National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations, which set legally enforceable Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) that apply to public
water systems.” We note that the national drinking water MCLs are not applicable to Alaska until they
are adopted into 18 AAC 80, so therefore we recommend revising the chapter to characterize the
applicable state standards.
Page 4, 3.18.4.1 Geochemical Processes: This section primarily relies upon geochemical results from
Chapter 11 (Geochemical Characterization, Bristol Bay Drainages) of the Pebble Mine Environmental
Baseline Document (SRK 2011). We recommend that the EIS disclose the results of the Corps’ data gap
analysis and determination regarding whether this report is sufficient for establishing the geochemical
baseline for the EIS.
Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2: Regarding: “Samples for geochemical testing were selected from the
numerous exploration cores drilled to outline the deposit.” Understanding the representativeness of the
samples used for geochemical testing is a critical aspect of the evaluation. We recommend that
describing the sample representativeness can be accomplished by providing a summary table that shows
the major rock types that occur in the ore deposit, their percent abundance, the number of samples of
that rock types tested, and the percent of the total samples analyzed per rock type. We also note that
deviations between the occurrence of rock types and the geochemical testing may be acceptable if the
additional focus/characterization is on rock types that are expected to disproportionately contribute to
Acid Rock Drainage /Metals Leaching.
Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “The NP/AP [neutralization potential / acid-generating potential]
ratio that distinguishes PAG [potentially acid generating] and NAG [non-potentially acid generating] is
1.6.” We recommend that the document provide a rationale for the 1.6 value. We note that other
contemporary mine projects have used values of 3 or even 4 in distinguishing PAG and NAG. We
recommend, given the importance of distinguishing PAG from NAG, including a clear rationale for the
selection of the ratio value used in the EIS.
Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Results show that rocks with low NP/AP ratios (less than 0.1)
have little neutralization potential and are likely to generate acid within a few years. Rocks with NP/AP
ratios of 1 have higher neutralization potential, which delays the onset of acid generation to more than
20 years.” These are important statements and would benefit from additional information provided. For
example, we recommend clarifying how the time periods of “a few years” to >20 years were
determined; whether this is based on the results of geochemical modeling; what percentage of the
material fell into the two categories of <0.1 and 1 NP/AP; and how acid generation is being defined for
these purposes. We also recommend that the EIS provide information on ML in addition to the ARD
information.
Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Paste pH results for aged rock cores stored at the site suggest that
acidification may be delayed up to 40 years.” We recommend that the EIS include information on the
specific rock types that these cores represent and how the value of 40 years was determined.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Element release rates indicated by kinetic tests were mainly a
function of leachate pH rather than the element content of the samples.” We recommend that the EIS
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clarify whether this statement applies to all elements and provide information on the analysis used to
determine the role of pH in element release rates.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Leaching of copper accelerated as pH decreased; therefore, the
potential for metal release is linked to the potential for acid generation, and ABA data can be used to
assess the potential for copper leaching.” We note that while the rate of leaching increased with
decreasing pH, there may still be environmental concerns with the levels of copper release under neutral
pH conditions. We recommend that additional information be provided on how copper leach rates
change as a function of pH. Furthermore, we recommend that the EIS clarify whether copper behaves
similarly regardless of the rock type, or whether leaching is different among rock types. In general, we
recommend providing more information on the representativeness of the above statement.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Ore processing based on a conventional flotation process to
recover chalcopyrite and molybdenite, the primary copper and molybdenum minerals, followed by
treatment of pyrite to recover gold, will result in a low sulfide bulk tailing concentrate and a high-sulfide
(pyrite-rich) tailing concentrate, respectively. Low sulfide tailings are expected to have low potential to
generate ARD, provided the sulfide mineral content is less than about 0.2 percent.” On page 5, the draft
chapter states that “To date, limited testing has been performed on the representative concentrate,
because possible designs for a metallurgical process are still at an investigative stage.” Since the
processing designs are still in the investigative stage, we recommend that the EIS describe whether the
tailings that were used for ARD testing are representative of the current project processing flowsheet
and any data limitations or uncertainties associated with the tailings ARD testing.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “However, for some elements (e.g., arsenic, molybdenum, and
selenium), release is significant under neutral pH conditions.” Please clarify whether arsenic,
molybdenum and selenium are the only elements to which significant release applies or whether there
are other minerals/elements with similar properties under neutral pH conditions.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Element leaching from the low sulfide tailings occurred at low
rates, and process supernatants were found to contain low levels of potential constituents relative to
water quality standards.” Please clarify whether the analytical testing occurred on supernatant water
samples that were filtered or unfiltered whole water.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Rock material is assessed based on whether the material would
take a long time to react – developing acid or losing neutralizing potential.” We recommend that the EIS
provide numerical estimates of the terms “long time” and “acid development” for clarity.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Based on the results obtained from integrating the geochemical
studies with the block model, the majority of the rocks that would be mined from the deposit do not have
the potential for acid generation, and could be considered substantially acid neutralizing.” We
recommend that the EIS explain whether the block model is representative of the current project
description mine design.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.3. Regarding: “A comprehensive network of sampling stations was established in
the project area for sampling surface water from streams, lakes, and seeps.” We recommend including a
figure of these locations. We also recommend the addition of tables that provide summary information
for the water quality data collected for each surface water including, for each parameter, range of
concentrations, mean, and measure of dispersion etc., and comparison to applicable water quality
criteria. These tables could be included along with the text of the section or in a supporting appendix.
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Page 6, 3.18.4.3 Surface Water Quality: The document references water quality studies conducted
from 2004–2008, and a supplemental study period from 2008–2013. If the data from these studies are
compiled in a separate document or documents, we recommend that the EIS provide the reference(s) for
ease in reviewing the water quality study data.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.2: Regarding the statement that “water quality occasionally exceeded the
maximum criteria for concentrations of various trace elements.” We recommend providing specific
information in the EIS for which elements and under what conditions (i.e., baseflow or stormflow) the
criteria maximum concentrations are exceeded.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Additionally, cyanide was occasionally present in detectable
concentrations.” We recommend providing information in the EIS on the presumed source of the
cyanide, since cyanide is not expected to occur in the natural environment.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Sulfate, copper, zinc, nickel, and molybdenum concentrations
were greatest in the SFK, consistent with the headwaters of this river passing through the deposit area,
and multiple sample locations present in this area.” We recommend that, throughout the document when
comparisons between samples are made and one is determined to be larger than the other, the EIS
provide the p-value and sample size associated with the analysis that was used to determine differences.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Significantly higher concentrations of copper, molybdenum,
nickel, zinc, and sulfate were present in the SFK than in the NFK.” As mentioned above, please provide
p-values and sample sizes to support this statement for each element/anion. This recommendation also
applies to the rest of the text in this paragraph.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Furthermore, a decrease in the TDS levels with distance along the
stream was more pronounced in the SFK and UTC watersheds than in the NFK watershed. We
recommend that the EIS provide information on how the spatial trends between the two watersheds were
compared and determined to be significantly different. This recommendation applies to similar
text/analysis elsewhere in the document.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “The mean pH for streams, by watershed, ranged from 6.7 to 7.0.”
Here, as well as elsewhere in the document, we recommend that the EIS provide a measure of the
dispersion (e.g. standard deviation, error, etc.) around the mean whenever mean values are presented.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3. Regarding: “The pH values in surface water were close to neutral. The mean
pH for streams, by watershed, ranged by 6.7 to 7.0. Therefore, even though the oxidation of sulfide
minerals was expected to be releasing acid in the deposit area, carbonate minerals appear to provide
effective pH buffering.” Under current conditions, please clarify whether the sulfide minerals present are
exposed to the atmosphere and/or experiencing water level fluctuations. Without additional information,
it is reasonable to assume that they are not exposed to the air or experiencing large water level
fluctuations and therefore would not necessarily be expected to release ARD. In addition, grain/rock size
has a very large influence on ARD generation, therefore the existing orebody/overburden would not be
expected to have much ARD, whereas after the material is crushed the increase in surface area may
increase ARD potential. As such, the observation of neutral pH conditions under existing conditions
does not necessarily provide sufficient information on the effectiveness of the pH buffering capacity of
the streams. We recommend that the statement regarding pH buffering capacity be clarified or revised.
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Pages 7-8, 3.18.4.3 ¶ 10: Regarding: “Although the mean pH values fell within the range for pH
specified in the most stringent ADEC criterion, 34 percent of all individual water quality samples did
not meet the water quality criteria for pH.” We note that the State of Alaska Water Quality Standard for
pH is a range from 6.5 to 8.5. It is not clear from the text whether samples were lower or higher than the
range, or some combination. We recommend that the EIS include information on the sample values in
relation to the WQS range for pH.
Page 8, Section 3.18.4.3: Temperature data for streams are based on 2013-2014. We recommend that
the EIS discuss whether more recent water temperature data will be collected and analyzed to assess
potential climate considerations and necessary adaptation measures.
Page 9, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “The trace elements aluminum, antimony, arsenic, barium,
cadmium, copper, iron, lead, manganese, molybdenum, mercury, nickel, and zinc were detected in
surface water, although at low concentrations.” As recommended above, please provide summary
information on the concentrations detected in a table.
Page 9, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Some trace element concentrations in stream samples exceeded
the most stringent ADEC maximum criteria.” We recommend including information on the hydrologic
conditions during which the exceedances occurred and specifically noting if there are any emergent
trends.
Page 10, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater: We recommend adding tables that provide summary information for
the baseline groundwater quality and geochemistry data collected, including each sample location, each
parameter sampled, the range of concentrations, mean, and measure of dispersion around the mean. The
tables could be in the text of the section or in a supporting appendix. Please also describe how the
baseline data will be incorporated into various prediction models.
Page 10, 3,18.4.4 Groundwater: We recommend that the EIS provide baseline water quality
information for existing drinking water wells (public or private) near the project area. This same
comment applies throughout the project area (See sections 3.18.5, 3.18.6, 3.18.7). See also our
comments regarding drinking water in 3.17.1.2 and 3.17.4.
Page 10, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater: We recommend that the EIS provide explanations regarding the
relatively high TDS level in MW-14D, as well as regarding the lowest median pH values of 4.9 – 5.3.
Page 11, 3.18.4.4: Regarding: “Although sulfides appear to be oxidizing in the deposit area, the
groundwater is not acidic. The lowest median pH values were 4.9 and 5.3. All other median pH values
were greater than 5.8.” Based on the information provided, it does not appear that a clear conclusion can
be drawn that the groundwater is not acidic. Please revise or expand upon the explanation in the EIS to
clarify the current conclusion that even with the low median pH, the groundwater is not acidic.
Page 11, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater: Regarding: “The wells with relatively high TDS also generally had
relatively high concentrations of arsenic, barium, and molybdenum compared with other wells in the
analysis area.” Please clarify whether the high concentrations are based on dissolved (filtered samples)
vs. total (unfiltered) analyses.
Page 11, 3.18.4.5 Sediment Quality: We recommend adding tables that provide summary information
for the sediment data collected for each surface waterbody, including the range of concentrations, mean,
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and measure of dispersion around the mean for each parameter. We recommend that the table could be
in the text of the section or in a supporting appendix.
Page 11, Section 3.18.4.5: Regarding: “Between 2004 and 2007, 198 samples of sediment from lakes,
ponds, seeps, and major and minor drainages in the analysis area were sampled and analyzed for their
content of naturally occurring trace elements, anions, and cations.” We recommend that a map showing
the sample locations and a table summarizing the concentrations would be helpful to the reader in
interpreting the results.
Page 13, 3.18.5.2 Groundwater Quality (Amakdedori Port): We recommend that the EIS discuss
whether the large aquifer system under the Amakdedori Port area has been characterized and/or describe
any plans to assess baseline aquifer conditions. In addition, please discuss how the data will be
incorporated into various prediction models.
Page 14, 3.18.6 Transportation Corridor: See comment above. We recommend that the EIS discuss
whether the aquifer system under the transportation corridor area has been characterized and/or describe
any plans to assess baseline aquifer conditions. In addition, please discuss how the data will be
incorporated into various prediction models.
Page 15, 3.18.6.1: Regarding: “Sixteen surface water sampling stations were established and sampled in
the Transportation Corridor analysis area during 2004 and 2005.” We note that the transportation
corridor envisioned in 2004 (along the north shore of the Lake) is not the same as the currently proposed
transportation corridor (crossing the Lake and having roads south of the Lake). We recommend
providing an explanation and map that shows the location of the sampling stations in comparison to the
proposed transportation corridor. In addition, as recommended for the mine site, please provide tables
that summarize the results of the surface water quality monitoring (locations, ranges, seasonality,
measure of dispersion, comparison to criteria) and discuss the adequacy of the data collected to represent
baseline conditions along the proposed transportation corridor.
Page 15, 3.18.6.1, Iliamna Lake: As recommended above, please provide a table that summarizes the
results of the surface water quality samples collected in the Lake.
Page 17, 3.18.7.1 ¶ 1 Regarding: “Additional discussion of deeper offshore sediments in Cook Inlet will
be included here if data become available.” If the data are necessary to evaluate the structural
requirements and environmental impacts of constructing a natural gas pipeline along the bottom of Cook
Inlet, we recommend that this data be collected and made available in this section of the EIS.
3.22 Wetlands / Special Aquatic Sites and Waterbodies
General: We note that throughout Section 3.22 there is no discussion of any ephemeral streams present
in the study area, although there are discussions of perennial and intermittent streams. We recommend
that, if there are ephemeral streams located within the study area, the EIS discuss their functions and
values in the relevant subsections. If no ephemeral streams are present, we recommend including a
statement to that effect for clarity.
Page 3.22-2, Section 3.22.1, first full paragraph: The section refers to “lower perennial” and “upper
perennial” streams for characterization of flow regimes. We recommend that the EIS include a definition
or description of the difference between these stream categories.
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Page 3.22-6, Section 3.22.2.3, ¶1, first sentence: Please identify the document cited as USACE 2016
for the benefit of the reader.
Page 3.22-6, Section 3.22.2.3, ¶1: The document notes that a wetlands functional assessment will be
prepared as part of the permitting process for the project, although the section provides a general
qualitative overview of wetland functions. We recommend that the functional analysis be completed
prior to the DEIS, so that it may be summarized in the body of the document and attached as an
appendix. In addition, we recommend that this paragraph be updated to reflect the recently signed
memorandum of agreement between the EPA and the USACE regarding compensatory mitigation in
Alaska.
3.26 VEGETATION
EPA received the text for this section on 6/27, and will provide our comments on or before 7/27.
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EPA Cooperating Agency Review Comments
Pebble Project EIS Preliminary Draft Chapter 3
Sections 3.1, 3.5, 3.11, 3.14, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.22, 3.26
7/5/18
Thank you for the opportunity to review early versions of Sections 3.1 Introduction, 3.5 Recreation, 3.11
Aesthetics and Visual Resources, 3.14 Soils, 3.16 Surface Water Resources, 3.17 Hydrogeology, 3.18
Water Quality and Geochemistry, 3.22 Wetlands / Special Aquatic Sites and Waterbodies, and 3.26
Vegetation of the Preliminary Draft Chapter 3, in accordance with our defined role as a Cooperating
Agency for the Pebble Project EIS. Our comments are provided for each section below. Because we did
not receive the text for Sections 3.16 and 3.26 until June 27, we have not completed our review of these
sections. We will send you comments on the two remaining sections no later than July 27.
If you have any questions regarding the EPA’s comments below, please contact Molly Vaughan at 907271-1215 or vaughan.molly@epa.gov, and she can provide clarity or put you in touch with the
appropriate technical expert for that comment as needed.
We look forward to working with you on updates to Chapter 3.
3.1 Introduction
Page 3.1-5, Section 3.1.2.3: We recommend revising the last paragraph so that it is clear that the
project would result in copper concentrates, molybdenum concentrate, and gravity-recovered gold. As
written, it implies that primary copper and gold would be produced.
3.5 Recreation
Page 3.5-1, Section 3.5.1 Recreation Management: We recommend including maps showing the
location of each of the recreation areas relative to the proposed project.
Page 3.5-4 to 3.5-5, Section 3.5.2 Regional Recreation: We recommend that text in paragraphs 2-11 of
this section, generally describing the location of each of the managed recreation areas, be moved to the
beginning of the recreation section and integrated with section 3.5.1. This would provide the reader with
a better orientation to the various managed recreation areas in the region.
3.11 Aesthetics and Visual Resources
No Comments
3.14 Soils
No Comments
3.16 Surface Water Resources
EPA received the text for this section on 6/27, and will provide our comments on or before 7/27.
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3.17 Hydrogeology
Note: Page numbers in the comments below refer to the .pdf page numbers since there appeared to be
errors in the written page numbers.
General: Reviewing individual resource sections in isolation (without other referenced EIS sections or
reference materials) was challenging, particularly when trying to assess the descriptions and outputs of
Water Balance and Groundwater Models (3.17.1.3 and 3.17.1.4). Our review found some of the subsections difficult to follow since the document referenced other sections (e.g., Section 3.16 was not
initially provided) and documents not provided for more detailed information. We recommend that it
would be helpful to provide all sections of the document to cooperating agencies as reference during
review of designated sections where there are cross-references within the document. In addition, please
provide the list of resources and references cited, as this would enable reviewers to capture the overall
aspects of the study and provide more meaningful comments.
General: We recommend providing summary results (and model descriptions) in appropriate subsections as tables, which would provide the information in the Groundwater Hydrogeology section more
clearly and easily understood.
General: We recommend that the document describe how the monitoring locations were selected and
the adequacy of the groundwater monitoring locations, data collection, and subsequent assessment as a
basis for evaluating environmental impacts of the project and alternatives.
Pages 1 - 2, Sections 3.17.1.1 Groundwater Flow Processes and 3.17.1.2 Hydrogeological
Characterization: We recommend that the EIS include a Conceptual Hydrogeologic Model illustration,
including flow patterns and areas of surface water/groundwater interaction, where known. The document
also discusses a conceptual model of compartmentalized groundwater flow, which we recommend be
illustrated in a Figure. Such figures will enable the reader to better visualize and understand the text
descriptions of the system and model. We also recommend that this section include or reference a
summary table of baseline monitoring wells details that could be specific to each area/aquifer system.
Page 2, Section 3.17.1.2: We recommend that the EIS include the official classifications of underlying
aquifers (designated by the State) including identifying underground sources of drinking water, as well
as disclose the nearest drinking water protection areas/drinking water wells/surface water intakes. (see
also comment on Section 3.17.4).
Page 2, Section 3.17.1.2: It is unclear whether the baseline groundwater flow, water balance and water
quality models referenced here are stand-alone documents. We recommend that you clarify for the
reader and explain where the documents can be viewed. We also request an opportunity to review these
documents during EIS development, pursuant to our role as a cooperating agency. In addition, please
clarify whether these models have been updated with more recently available data, as the data sets
described in this section are from 2004-2012.
Page 4, Section 3.17.1.2. The document refers to pumping tests conducted in the area around the Pebble
Deposit and locations downgradient. We recommend that the EIS include the simulated drawdowns
from pumping tests and/or dewatering.
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Page 4, Section 3.17.1.2. Please provide WB-1, WB-3 and WB-4 locations, well details and data
summaries (pumping test observations/results, sampling results).
Pages 6-9, Figures 3.17-2 through 3.17-5: We recommend that the cross section figures distinguish the
weathered bedrock, fractured bedrock and competent bedrock layers, where known. We also
recommend that the figures include a location map relevant to the cross section’s line of travel. Please
also clarify what is meant by “Model Layer Surfaces,” which appears in the figure legend box but is not
defined.
Page 10, Figure 3.17-6: We recommend including the individual monitoring points/elevations used to
develop the Shallow Groundwater Contours in this figure. Also, please explain if these contours include
surface water elevations/interactions.
Page 11, Table 3-17.1: We recommend including additional information in this table, such as the
existing aquifer systems’ relevant hydrogeologic parameters. We also recommend that the extent of the
individual hydrostratigraphic units identified in this table could be illustrated on aerial view figures, and
could be identified on the cross-sections in Figures 3.17-2 through 3.17-5.
Page 13, Section 3.17.1.2. Regarding: “The results of groundwater level monitoring and a water balance
assessment indicate that approximately two-thirds of the groundwater flowing through the aquifer
downstream of Frying Pan Lake remains in the South Fork Koktuli River drainage, while the remaining
one-third of the groundwater crosses the surface water divide and contributes to groundwater flow in
UT1.190, and discharges to Upper Talarik Creek.” We recommend that this be illustrated on a figure for
clarity. In addition, please explain whether seasonal variations were taken into consideration.
Page 13, Section 3.17.1.2. This section discusses average groundwater recharge rates in different
drainages. We recommend that the document also disclose the range of groundwater recharge rates.
Page 18, Section 3.17.1.2 Aquifer Properties, ¶ 3: The section notes that hydraulic conductivities
range across 14 orders of magnitude in nature and that differences of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude are not
considered large. It appears that this would indicate that the overburden and bedrock are relatively
heterogeneous overall across the Mine Site, rather than homogeneous as stated. Please clarify.
Page 18, Section 3.17.1.2, Aquifer Properties ¶ 4: Please clarify whether the aquifer parameters as
presented in Schlumberger 2011 (Table 8.1-6) have been determined adequate for use in the EIS, and
summarize any uncertainties. Please also discuss what was done with the testing purge waters.
Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems ¶ 1: Regarding: “There is evidence of some
inter-basin groundwater exchange from the North Fork Koktuli drainage to the Upper Talarik Creek
drainage, and from the South Fork Koktuli drainage to the UT1.190 basin.” Please provide detail on the
source and nature of this evidence.
Figures 3.17-7, 3.17-9, 3.17-10 and 3.17-11: We recommend that the document include additional data
(locations, well details) relevant to the wells used to develop the hydraulic conductivity measurements
depicted on Figures 3.17-7 and 3.17-9. We also recommend including a well location map relevant to
level measurements in Figures 3.17-10 and 3.17-11. Please clarify whether well WB-1 was the only
measurement point used to assess conductivity in deep bedrock.
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Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems: It appears that discharge was measured from
numerous seeps. Please provide the details of the discharge measurements (i.e. locations, summary of
measurements, field observations).
Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems Seasonal variability of groundwater is
discussed in this section. Please describe how this seasonal variability was determined and how it will be
accounted for in predictive modeling.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.3/4 Site Water Balance Model/Mine Site Groundwater Model: Please
discuss whether a detailed analysis of the site Water Balance Model (WBM), provided in Schlumberger
2011 (Appendix 8.1I) and numerical groundwater model (Schlumberger 2011: Appendix 8.1J), has
occurred in order to determine the adequacy of the models for characterization of baseline conditions
and use in assessing impacts. In addition, please explain whether the calibration period between 2004
and 2008 is considered sufficient to represent current climate conditions. Please see the “Predictive
Modeling” section of our EIS scoping comments submitted to the Corps on June 29, 2018 which
included recommendations related to environmental and predictive modeling. Our scoping comments
referred to EPA’s Council for Regulatory Environmental Modeling Guidance on the Development,
Evaluation, and Application of Environmental Models (2009). This guidance provides recommendations
on model analysis and documentation. We recommend that the EIS provide or reference documentation
of model analysis consistent with this guidance, including discussion of the extent to which models met
objectives and any limitations and uncertainties associated with model input parameters, assumptions,
and outcomes.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.4: Regarding: “Focus was placed on calibrating the model to periods of time
when the aquifer was stressed during pumping tests.” We recommend that the document provide details
regarding the calibration of the model, so that model adequacy can be understood.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.5: Regarding: “Based on results of the streamflow surveys, gaining and losing
stream reaches were identified, and possible explanations for the variability in flows between gauges
were provided. The majority of the stream reaches were found to be receiving groundwater discharge
from the underlying aquifer (i.e., gaining).” Please provide more specificity on the location of the
gaining and losing reaches. A figure may be helpful. If this information is provided in Section 3.16, then
we recommend adding a reference to where it can be found in that section.
Page 24, 3.17.2 Transportation Corridor and Amakdedori Port: Please provide a figure showing the
hydrostratigraphic units of this area. In addition, the document notes that no known hydrogeological
investigations have been conducted along the South Access Road or Amakdedori Port. We recommend
that the hydrostratigraphic units south of Iliamna Lake be characterized and the information disclosed
and evaluated in the EIS.
Page 26, 3.17.4 Groundwater Use: The document notes that most Bristol Bay communities rely on
groundwater wells for their drinking water supply. We recommend that the EIS discuss the number of
private domestic and/or public water supply wells and their proximity to the project. We also
recommend identifying any source water protection zones designated by the State of Alaska, or noting if
there are none in the project area. Inclusion of a map showing the locations of drinking water wells
within and around the project area would be helpful.
Page 26, 3.17.4 Groundwater Use: According to the document, PLP has tested the groundwater quality
at the mine site, with results showing that minimal water treatment would be required to develop the
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wells for a drinking water source (PLP 2017). Please provide a reference to the tables that we
recommend be added to Section 3.18.4.4 (Groundwater Quality) that support the conclusion that
minimal treatment would be required. We also recommend that the description of any drinking water
treatment that is required be included in the project description.
3.18 Water Quality and Geochemistry
General: We recommend including information on how baseline data, including the baseline water
quality data and results from the humidity cell tests, are being incorporated in predictive water quality
models. We recommend that the outputs from the water quality models will need to provide results on a
time-step that is applicable to existing water quality criteria. Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis will
both need to be performed as part of water quality model predictions. It may help to see our earlier
recommendations related to environmental and predictive modeling (sections 3.17.3/3.17.4).
General: We recommend that this section would benefit from the addition of data summary tables,
including those for site specific baseline conditions. Data compilation tables are typically included in
EISs in order to disclose the baseline data collected which supports data adequacy determinations and
the summary discussions and statistics in the text.
Page 1, 3.18.1 ¶ 3: We recommend providing additional explanation to support the statement that “for
most parameters, the most stringent criteria are the aquatic life criteria for fresh water.” We also
recommend adding a table that provides the surface water quality criteria for all parameters assessed.
Page 1, 3.18.1 ¶¶ 4 and 5: We note that the document uses the undefined term “matrix water,” for
example, in the following sentences: “Therefore, the numeric water quality criteria for hardnessdependent parameters vary depending on the measured (or predicted) hardness value for the matrix
water” and “The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) numeric water quality
standard for ammonia depends on both the temperature and the pH of the matrix water, but not
hardness.” We recommend adding the definition of the term “matrix water,” as it is currently difficult to
determine whether these statements are true in all circumstances. If the discussion is about determining
whether the receiving water is meeting water quality standards (WQS), then it may be true, although
adding a point-source discharge to those receiving waters and calling the mixed water the “matrix” may
also make these statements inaccurate. When ADEC determines whether an effluent meets the WQS for
a hardness based parameter, the 15th percentile hardness of the receiving water is used to determine the
WQS that must be achieved – not any mixed matrix. For ammonia, the values used are the 85th
percentile of the receiving water values for pH and temperature. Therefore, we recommend that the EIS
define “matrix water” or include additional explanation. For further information, see Section 2.2. of the
Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (APDES) Permits Reasonable Potential Analysis and
Effluent Limits Development Guide, June 30, 2014.
Page 1, 3.18.2: We recommend including a table that provides the groundwater quality standards for all
parameters assessed.
Page 1, 3.18.2 ¶ 1: The document includes the statement that “Although ADEC does not regulate
groundwater directly. . .” We note that ADEC does regulate discharges to groundwater under 18 AAC
72. In particular, 18 AAC 72.500(a) requires that “In addition to the plan approval required by 18 AAC
72.600, a person who disposes of nondomestic wastewater into or onto land, surface water, or
groundwater in this state must have a permit issued by the Department under this chapter or under 18
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AAC 83 for that disposal.” A similar statement is made for the disposal of domestic wastewater in 18
AAC 72.010(a). We recommend that this section be revised to properly characterize the applicability of
18 AAC 72 for discharges to groundwater.
Page 2, 3.18.2 ¶ 2: The document states, “These standards include National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations, which set legally enforceable Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) that apply to public
water systems.” We note that the national drinking water MCLs are not applicable to Alaska until they
are adopted into 18 AAC 80, so therefore we recommend revising the chapter to characterize the
applicable state standards.
Page 4, 3.18.4.1 Geochemical Processes: This section primarily relies upon geochemical results from
Chapter 11 (Geochemical Characterization, Bristol Bay Drainages) of the Pebble Mine Environmental
Baseline Document (SRK 2011). We recommend that the EIS disclose the results of the Corps’ data gap
analysis and determination regarding whether this report is sufficient for establishing the geochemical
baseline for the EIS.
Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2: Regarding: “Samples for geochemical testing were selected from the
numerous exploration cores drilled to outline the deposit.” Understanding the representativeness of the
samples used for geochemical testing is a critical aspect of the evaluation. We recommend that
describing the sample representativeness can be accomplished by providing a summary table that shows
the major rock types that occur in the ore deposit, their percent abundance, the number of samples of
that rock types tested, and the percent of the total samples analyzed per rock type. We also note that
deviations between the occurrence of rock types and the geochemical testing may be acceptable if the
additional focus/characterization is on rock types that are expected to disproportionately contribute to
Acid Rock Drainage /Metals Leaching.
Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “The NP/AP [neutralization potential / acid-generating potential]
ratio that distinguishes PAG [potentially acid generating] and NAG [non-potentially acid generating] is
1.6.” We recommend that the document provide a rationale for the 1.6 value. We note that other
contemporary mine projects have used values of 3 or even 4 in distinguishing PAG and NAG. We
recommend, given the importance of distinguishing PAG from NAG, including a clear rationale for the
selection of the ratio value used in the EIS.
Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Results show that rocks with low NP/AP ratios (less than 0.1)
have little neutralization potential and are likely to generate acid within a few years. Rocks with NP/AP
ratios of 1 have higher neutralization potential, which delays the onset of acid generation to more than
20 years.” These are important statements and would benefit from additional information provided. For
example, we recommend clarifying how the time periods of “a few years” to >20 years were
determined; whether this is based on the results of geochemical modeling; what percentage of the
material fell into the two categories of <0.1 and 1 NP/AP; and how acid generation is being defined for
these purposes. We also recommend that the EIS provide information on ML in addition to the ARD
information.
Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Paste pH results for aged rock cores stored at the site suggest that
acidification may be delayed up to 40 years.” We recommend that the EIS include information on the
specific rock types that these cores represent and how the value of 40 years was determined.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Element release rates indicated by kinetic tests were mainly a
function of leachate pH rather than the element content of the samples.” We recommend that the EIS
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clarify whether this statement applies to all elements and provide information on the analysis used to
determine the role of pH in element release rates.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Leaching of copper accelerated as pH decreased; therefore, the
potential for metal release is linked to the potential for acid generation, and ABA data can be used to
assess the potential for copper leaching.” We note that while the rate of leaching increased with
decreasing pH, there may still be environmental concerns with the levels of copper release under neutral
pH conditions. We recommend that additional information be provided on how copper leach rates
change as a function of pH. Furthermore, we recommend that the EIS clarify whether copper behaves
similarly regardless of the rock type, or whether leaching is different among rock types. In general, we
recommend providing more information on the representativeness of the above statement.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Ore processing based on a conventional flotation process to
recover chalcopyrite and molybdenite, the primary copper and molybdenum minerals, followed by
treatment of pyrite to recover gold, will result in a low sulfide bulk tailing concentrate and a high-sulfide
(pyrite-rich) tailing concentrate, respectively. Low sulfide tailings are expected to have low potential to
generate ARD, provided the sulfide mineral content is less than about 0.2 percent.” On page 5, the draft
chapter states that “To date, limited testing has been performed on the representative concentrate,
because possible designs for a metallurgical process are still at an investigative stage.” Since the
processing designs are still in the investigative stage, we recommend that the EIS describe whether the
tailings that were used for ARD testing are representative of the current project processing flowsheet
and any data limitations or uncertainties associated with the tailings ARD testing.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “However, for some elements (e.g., arsenic, molybdenum, and
selenium), release is significant under neutral pH conditions.” Please clarify whether arsenic,
molybdenum and selenium are the only elements to which significant release applies or whether there
are other minerals/elements with similar properties under neutral pH conditions.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Element leaching from the low sulfide tailings occurred at low
rates, and process supernatants were found to contain low levels of potential constituents relative to
water quality standards.” Please clarify whether the analytical testing occurred on supernatant water
samples that were filtered or unfiltered whole water.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Rock material is assessed based on whether the material would
take a long time to react – developing acid or losing neutralizing potential.” We recommend that the EIS
provide numerical estimates of the terms “long time” and “acid development” for clarity.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Based on the results obtained from integrating the geochemical
studies with the block model, the majority of the rocks that would be mined from the deposit do not have
the potential for acid generation, and could be considered substantially acid neutralizing.” We
recommend that the EIS explain whether the block model is representative of the current project
description mine design.
Page 6, Section 3.18.4.3. Regarding: “A comprehensive network of sampling stations was established in
the project area for sampling surface water from streams, lakes, and seeps.” We recommend including a
figure of these locations. We also recommend the addition of tables that provide summary information
for the water quality data collected for each surface water including, for each parameter, range of
concentrations, mean, and measure of dispersion etc., and comparison to applicable water quality
criteria. These tables could be included along with the text of the section or in a supporting appendix.
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Page 6, 3.18.4.3 Surface Water Quality: The document references water quality studies conducted
from 2004–2008, and a supplemental study period from 2008–2013. If the data from these studies are
compiled in a separate document or documents, we recommend that the EIS provide the reference(s) for
ease in reviewing the water quality study data.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.2: Regarding the statement that “water quality occasionally exceeded the
maximum criteria for concentrations of various trace elements.” We recommend providing specific
information in the EIS for which elements and under what conditions (i.e., baseflow or stormflow) the
criteria maximum concentrations are exceeded.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Additionally, cyanide was occasionally present in detectable
concentrations.” We recommend providing information in the EIS on the presumed source of the
cyanide, since cyanide is not expected to occur in the natural environment.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Sulfate, copper, zinc, nickel, and molybdenum concentrations
were greatest in the SFK, consistent with the headwaters of this river passing through the deposit area,
and multiple sample locations present in this area.” We recommend that, throughout the document when
comparisons between samples are made and one is determined to be larger than the other, the EIS
provide the p-value and sample size associated with the analysis that was used to determine differences.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Significantly higher concentrations of copper, molybdenum,
nickel, zinc, and sulfate were present in the SFK than in the NFK.” As mentioned above, please provide
p-values and sample sizes to support this statement for each element/anion. This recommendation also
applies to the rest of the text in this paragraph.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Furthermore, a decrease in the TDS levels with distance along the
stream was more pronounced in the SFK and UTC watersheds than in the NFK watershed. We
recommend that the EIS provide information on how the spatial trends between the two watersheds were
compared and determined to be significantly different. This recommendation applies to similar
text/analysis elsewhere in the document.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “The mean pH for streams, by watershed, ranged from 6.7 to 7.0.”
Here, as well as elsewhere in the document, we recommend that the EIS provide a measure of the
dispersion (e.g. standard deviation, error, etc.) around the mean whenever mean values are presented.
Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3. Regarding: “The pH values in surface water were close to neutral. The mean
pH for streams, by watershed, ranged by 6.7 to 7.0. Therefore, even though the oxidation of sulfide
minerals was expected to be releasing acid in the deposit area, carbonate minerals appear to provide
effective pH buffering.” Under current conditions, please clarify whether the sulfide minerals present are
exposed to the atmosphere and/or experiencing water level fluctuations. Without additional information,
it is reasonable to assume that they are not exposed to the air or experiencing large water level
fluctuations and therefore would not necessarily be expected to release ARD. In addition, grain/rock size
has a very large influence on ARD generation, therefore the existing orebody/overburden would not be
expected to have much ARD, whereas after the material is crushed the increase in surface area may
increase ARD potential. As such, the observation of neutral pH conditions under existing conditions
does not necessarily provide sufficient information on the effectiveness of the pH buffering capacity of
the streams. We recommend that the statement regarding pH buffering capacity be clarified or revised.
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Pages 7-8, 3.18.4.3 ¶ 10: Regarding: “Although the mean pH values fell within the range for pH
specified in the most stringent ADEC criterion, 34 percent of all individual water quality samples did
not meet the water quality criteria for pH.” We note that the State of Alaska Water Quality Standard for
pH is a range from 6.5 to 8.5. It is not clear from the text whether samples were lower or higher than the
range, or some combination. We recommend that the EIS include information on the sample values in
relation to the WQS range for pH.
Page 8, Section 3.18.4.3: Temperature data for streams are based on 2013-2014. We recommend that
the EIS discuss whether more recent water temperature data will be collected and analyzed to assess
potential climate considerations and necessary adaptation measures.
Page 9, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “The trace elements aluminum, antimony, arsenic, barium,
cadmium, copper, iron, lead, manganese, molybdenum, mercury, nickel, and zinc were detected in
surface water, although at low concentrations.” As recommended above, please provide summary
information on the concentrations detected in a table.
Page 9, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Some trace element concentrations in stream samples exceeded
the most stringent ADEC maximum criteria.” We recommend including information on the hydrologic
conditions during which the exceedances occurred and specifically noting if there are any emergent
trends.
Page 10, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater: We recommend adding tables that provide summary information for
the baseline groundwater quality and geochemistry data collected, including each sample location, each
parameter sampled, the range of concentrations, mean, and measure of dispersion around the mean. The
tables could be in the text of the section or in a supporting appendix. Please also describe how the
baseline data will be incorporated into various prediction models.
Page 10, 3,18.4.4 Groundwater: We recommend that the EIS provide baseline water quality
information for existing drinking water wells (public or private) near the project area. This same
comment applies throughout the project area (See sections 3.18.5, 3.18.6, 3.18.7). See also our
comments regarding drinking water in 3.17.1.2 and 3.17.4.
Page 10, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater: We recommend that the EIS provide explanations regarding the
relatively high TDS level in MW-14D, as well as regarding the lowest median pH values of 4.9 – 5.3.
Page 11, 3.18.4.4: Regarding: “Although sulfides appear to be oxidizing in the deposit area, the
groundwater is not acidic. The lowest median pH values were 4.9 and 5.3. All other median pH values
were greater than 5.8.” Based on the information provided, it does not appear that a clear conclusion can
be drawn that the groundwater is not acidic. Please revise or expand upon the explanation in the EIS to
clarify the current conclusion that even with the low median pH, the groundwater is not acidic.
Page 11, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater: Regarding: “The wells with relatively high TDS also generally had
relatively high concentrations of arsenic, barium, and molybdenum compared with other wells in the
analysis area.” Please clarify whether the high concentrations are based on dissolved (filtered samples)
vs. total (unfiltered) analyses.
Page 11, 3.18.4.5 Sediment Quality: We recommend adding tables that provide summary information
for the sediment data collected for each surface waterbody, including the range of concentrations, mean,
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and measure of dispersion around the mean for each parameter. We recommend that the table could be
in the text of the section or in a supporting appendix.
Page 11, Section 3.18.4.5: Regarding: “Between 2004 and 2007, 198 samples of sediment from lakes,
ponds, seeps, and major and minor drainages in the analysis area were sampled and analyzed for their
content of naturally occurring trace elements, anions, and cations.” We recommend that a map showing
the sample locations and a table summarizing the concentrations would be helpful to the reader in
interpreting the results.
Page 13, 3.18.5.2 Groundwater Quality (Amakdedori Port): We recommend that the EIS discuss
whether the large aquifer system under the Amakdedori Port area has been characterized and/or describe
any plans to assess baseline aquifer conditions. In addition, please discuss how the data will be
incorporated into various prediction models.
Page 14, 3.18.6 Transportation Corridor: See comment above. We recommend that the EIS discuss
whether the aquifer system under the transportation corridor area has been characterized and/or describe
any plans to assess baseline aquifer conditions. In addition, please discuss how the data will be
incorporated into various prediction models.
Page 15, 3.18.6.1: Regarding: “Sixteen surface water sampling stations were established and sampled in
the Transportation Corridor analysis area during 2004 and 2005.” We note that the transportation
corridor envisioned in 2004 (along the north shore of the Lake) is not the same as the currently proposed
transportation corridor (crossing the Lake and having roads south of the Lake). We recommend
providing an explanation and map that shows the location of the sampling stations in comparison to the
proposed transportation corridor. In addition, as recommended for the mine site, please provide tables
that summarize the results of the surface water quality monitoring (locations, ranges, seasonality,
measure of dispersion, comparison to criteria) and discuss the adequacy of the data collected to represent
baseline conditions along the proposed transportation corridor.
Page 15, 3.18.6.1, Iliamna Lake: As recommended above, please provide a table that summarizes the
results of the surface water quality samples collected in the Lake.
Page 17, 3.18.7.1 ¶ 1 Regarding: “Additional discussion of deeper offshore sediments in Cook Inlet will
be included here if data become available.” If the data are necessary to evaluate the structural
requirements and environmental impacts of constructing a natural gas pipeline along the bottom of Cook
Inlet, we recommend that this data be collected and made available in this section of the EIS.
3.22 Wetlands / Special Aquatic Sites and Waterbodies
General: We note that throughout Section 3.22 there is no discussion of any ephemeral streams present
in the study area, although there are discussions of perennial and intermittent streams. We recommend
that, if there are ephemeral streams located within the study area, the EIS discuss their functions and
values in the relevant subsections. If no ephemeral streams are present, we recommend including a
statement to that effect for clarity.
Page 3.22-2, Section 3.22.1, first full paragraph: The section refers to “lower perennial” and “upper
perennial” streams for characterization of flow regimes. We recommend that the EIS include a definition
or description of the difference between these stream categories.
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Page 3.22-6, Section 3.22.2.3, ¶1, first sentence: Please identify the document cited as USACE 2016
for the benefit of the reader.
Page 3.22-6, Section 3.22.2.3, ¶1: The document notes that a wetlands functional assessment will be
prepared as part of the permitting process for the project, although the section provides a general
qualitative overview of wetland functions. We recommend that the functional analysis be completed
prior to the DEIS, so that it may be summarized in the body of the document and attached as an
appendix. In addition, we recommend that this paragraph be updated to reflect the recently signed
memorandum of agreement between the EPA and the USACE regarding compensatory mitigation in
Alaska.
3.26 VEGETATION
EPA received the text for this section on 6/27, and will provide our comments on or before 7/27.
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United States Department of the Interior
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Anchorage Fish and Wildlife Conservation Office
4700 BLM Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99507
IN REPLY REFER TO:
FWS/AFES/AFWCO

July 13, 2018

Mr. Shane McCoy
Program Manager, Regulatory Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
P.O. Box 6898
Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska 99506-0898
Subject: Cooperating Agency Review of Pre-draft Chapter 3 Sections
Dear Mr. McCoy:
Thank you for the opportunity to review pre-drafts of the affected environment chapters the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers is developing for the Pebble Limited Partnership Project
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Our comments and recommendations are provided in
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.), with
implementing regulations. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is participating as a
cooperating agency in the preparation of the EIS pursuant to the National Environmental Policy
Act.
Enclosed, please find the USFWS reviews of the pre-draft Fish (Chapter 3.24) and pre-draft
Threatened and Endangered Species (Chapter 3.25) sections (Enclosure 1). In addition, the
USFWS offers the following comments and recommendations:
x

Most maps provided for this initial review used 2004 and 2005 survey data. The USFWS
recommends updating all chapters and exhibits with current survey information to the
greatest extent possible. This includes the following maps:
3_23_02_Staging_Waterbird_Locations_Spring05.pdf
3_23_03_Staging_Waterbird_Locations_Fall05.pdf
3_23_04_Mulchatna_Caribou_Seasonal.pdf
3_23_05_Caribou_Group_Locations.pdf
3_23_06_Mulchatna_Caribou_Calving.pdf
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Mr. Shane McCoy

2

x

The raptor nests map shows raptor nests (including bald and golden eagles) based upon
survey data from 2004 and 2005. Given this data is more than 13 years old, the USFWS
recommends using updated information to the greatest extent practicable. This is
especially important for bald and golden eagle nests, because activities that may disturb
nests could require an eagle nest permit.

x

The USFWS has no comment at this time on the northern sea otter critical habitat or
Steller’s eider maps.

x

The USFWS defers to the National Park Service (NPS) on the pre-draft recreation
chapter, and agrees with the NPS’ comments on the pre-draft subsistence chapter.

x

The USFWS defers to the National Marine Fisheries Service for all listed species under
their jurisdiction (e.g., beluga and other whales, seals, and sea lions).

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact me at (907) 271-1467 or
douglass_cooper@fws.gov.
Sincerely,

Douglass M. Cooper
Ecological Services Branch Chief
Enclosure
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Enclosure 1: USFWS Comments, Pebble Limited Partnership Pre-draft DEIS, Affected
Environment, Chapters 3.24 and 3.25
We recommend that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) Affected Environment
chapter be developed to streamline the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review
process. We recommend structuring the chapter to identify clearly the potentially impacted
resources so the mechanism of the impact can be characterized and analyzed under the
Environmental Consequences. The Affected Environment chapter should provide adequate
baseline for each identified resource to allow for robust analyses of project impacts to each
identified resource.
Chapter 3.24: Fish Values
Note: Many chapter sections were noted as being “under development” (e.g., Marine Habitat,
Aquatic Ecotoxicology) and could not be reviewed at this time.
General Recommendations
Consistent with the chapter’s intent, USFWS recommends the following:
x

Change chapter title to “Fishery Resources and Habitat”.

x

Make a clear distinction between Fishery Resources and Fish Habitat within the chapter.
For each section, the authors should describe the current conditions as the basis for later
analysis of potential impacts under the Environmental Consequences/Cumulative Effects
that would result from the proposed project and any alternatives. A clear distinction
should be made between baseline fishery resources and baseline fish habitat. Currently,
in Chapter 3, related to “Fish Values” the authors lump together fishery resources and
habitat amongst discussions of individual streams by major project component. This
approach makes it difficult to relate resources back to Environmental Consequences in a
meaningful way.

x

Include discussion and later analyses of identified resources at scales relevant to fish
populations, impacted sub-watersheds (i.e., North Fork Kotuli, South Fork Kotktuli, and
Upper Talarik Creek) and within the context of the entire Bristol Bay watershed. The
Bristol Bay watershed is considered the most productive salmon fishery in the world.
The proposed project could impact fishery resources and habitats within this watershed
that are locally, nationally, and internationally important.

x

Update resource datasets to reflect the new project proposal. Existing datasets may not
be representative of the current baseline conditions. For example, the aquatic
invertebrate study data cited in the DEIS was collected from 2004 to 2008, making the
data a minimum of 10 years old.
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USFWS Comments, DEIS Pre-draft Chapters 3.24 and 3.25
x

Include climate change discussion under the life of the mine. Due to climate change
predictions, the waterscape in the Project area is expected to change on a continuum over
the life of the mine and beyond. We recommend a discussion and future analyses of
impacts using a changing climate scenario. The scenario should consider the full
contribution of project impacts to fishery resources and fish habitat that may be
exacerbated by climate change.

Specific Recommendations
We recommend the Affected Environment chapter include thorough baseline information on the
following resident and anadromous fish species, habitats, and ecological relationships for later
analyses under project impacts.
Fishery Resources
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Coho Salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch)
Chinook Salmon (O. tshawytscha)
Sockeye Salmon (O. nerka)
Chum Salmon (O. keta)
Pink Salmon (O. gorbuscha)
Rainbow Trout (O. mykiss)
Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma)
Lamprey (Lampetra spp.)
Brook Lamprey (P. planeri)
Arctic Grayling (Thymallus arcticus)
Three-Spine Sitckleback (Gaterosteus aculeatus)
Nine-Spine Stickleback (Pungitius pungitius)
Sculpins (Cottus spp.)
Slimy Sculpin (C. cognatus)
Coastrange Sculpin (C. aleuticus)
Northern Pike (Esox lucius)
Round Whitefish (Prosopium cylindraceum)
Humpback Whitefish (Coregonus pidschian)
Least Cisco (C. sardinella)

Fish Habitat
x

Wetlands – Include a separate discussion of baseline functions and values of wetlands
that may be impacted by the project. For example, quantified baseline wetland habitat
functions and values relevant to fish habitat (e.g., rearing, overwintering, refugia) should
be presented to streamline future analysis of losses from project impacts.

x

Surface water – Include a discussion of water quality (including temperature and
chemistry) that can be analyzed with respect to mine discharge receiving waters. Include
2
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USFWS Comments, DEIS Pre-draft Chapters 3.24 and 3.25
a discussion of watershed hydrography, including the seasonal hydrograph, for later use
to determine potential project impacts to water quantity and availability for fishery
resources. Include a discussion of surface flow pathways.
x

Stream Channel – Include a robust discussion of the miles of stream channel habitat used
by resident fish and anadromous fish.

x

Groundwater – Near the proposed mine site, porous glacial till allows a direct connection
between ground and surface waters. Include a separate discussion of baseline
groundwater habitat conditions and functions that may be impacted by the project.
Groundwater habitat resources must be discussed and later analyzed in context of
relevance to fish habitat (e.g., spawning, rearing, refugia). This discussion should
include: vertical, horizontal, and diagonal (3D) groundwater pathways and surfacegroundwater exchange, which dictates the quality and quantity of fish habitat; water
quality including temperature and chemistry; and groundwater seasonal hydrograph,
because seasonal groundwater availability may influence spawning and rearing fish
habitat.

Freshwater Ecology
We recommend inclusion of the following processes and relationships:
x

Relative contributions of marine-derived nutrient input and transport from anadromous
fish carcasses brought into the freshwater environment from the marine environment; this
should include timing, extent, distribution, delivery, and location.

x

Food web ecology, which can later be analyzed for the potential for interruption of
trophic processes caused by the project.

x

Fish species diversity and assemblages (e.g., potential effects of the project on species
diversity, shifts in competition, and change in species assemblages).

Chapter 3.25: Threatened and Endangered Species
Note: The USFWS defers to the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) on all listed species
under the NMFS’ jurisdiction (i.e., whales and seals).
General Recommendations
Consistent with the chapter’s intent, USFWS recommends the following:
x

Begin the chapter with a discussion of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and section 7
consultations; the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) is required to consider the
effects a Federal action will have on all listed species in a project’s action area.
3
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USFWS Comments, DEIS Pre-draft Chapters 3.24 and 3.25
x

Include a separate discussion of marine mammals, and the Marine Mammal Protection
Act (MMPA). All of the ESA-listed marine mammals discussed here are also MMPAprotected marine mammals.

x

References to preparation of the Biological Assessment (BA) and Biological Opinion
(BO) are incorrectly defined in the chapter. We suggest reviewing the Endangered
Species Consultation Handbook, available at https://www.fws.gov/endangered/esalibrary/pdf/esa_section7_handbook.pdf.
o The BA is prepared by the Federal action agency or their designated non-federal
representative, and is used to support the agency’s effects determination (no effect;
may affect, not likely to adversely affect (NLAA); or may affect, likely to adversely
affect). If the USACE determines the project “may affect, is likely to adversely
affect” listed species, they should request initiation of formal section 7 consultation
under the ESA. An agency’s designated non-federal representative may prepare
documents for consultations, and initiate and conduct “informal” consultations (i.e.,
determinations of “No effect” or “May affect, NLAA”), but only a Federal agency
can initiate and conduct formal section 7 consultations.
o A BO is prepared by the USFWS (or NMFS) as part of a formal section 7
consultation on the action, and delivers the USFWS’ or NMFS’ opinion on whether a
Federal action is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of listed species, or
result in the destruction or adverse modification of designated critical habitat.

Specific Recommendations
Cook Inlet Beluga Whale
x

We suggest discussing critical habitat in a separate sub-heading, rather than in Habitat
Use and Distribution. This will allow a more thorough analysis of impacts to critical
habitat, and streamline any section 7 consultation.

x

This section references two studies of beluga whales that had limited sample sizes (i.e.,
14 and 20 whales, respectively). These small sample sizes should be explicitly
acknowledged in the paragraph, and findings from these studies should be used carefully,
as it would be difficult to extrapolate the findings from such a small number of animals to
the population as a whole.

Northern Sea Otter
x

We suggest discussing critical habitat in a separate sub-heading, rather than in Habitat
Use and Distribution. This would allow a more thorough analysis of impacts to critical
habitat, and would streamline the section 7 consultation.

4
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USFWS Comments, DEIS Pre-draft Chapters 3.24 and 3.25
x

Additional and specific information on how sea otters currently use the action area (the
area near the proposed port, along the pipeline route, near the area where larger vessels
would be moored and lightering would occur) should be included in the Affected
Environment chapter. This will be helpful when later evaluating the project’s potential
impacts for the Environmental Consequences chapter, and the potential effects for the
section 7 consultation. The more detailed information found in the Steller’s eider section
is a good example of an evaluation of habitat use and life history. This type of
information is important to evaluate fully the impacts and effects the proposed project
may have on listed species.

Steller’s Eider
x

The following sentence should be reworded: “The primary constituent elements for
Steller’s eider marine habitat includes marine waters up to 30 feet deep.” References to
“primary constituent elements” or “physical and biological features” are used to describe
designated critical habitat. However, there is no Steller’s eider designated critical habitat
in the project area. Suggest re-wording to “important habitat” or perhaps “preferred
habitat” to avoid confusion.

5
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EPA Cooperating Agency Review Comments
Pebble Project EIS Preliminary Draft Chapter 3
Sections 3.16 and 3.26
7/24/18
Thank you for the opportunity to review the early versions of Sections 3.16 Surface Water Resources
and 3.26 Vegetation, in accordance with our defined role as a Cooperating Agency for the Pebble
Project EIS. If you have any questions regarding the EPA’s comments below, please contact Molly
Vaughan at 907-271-1215 or vaughan.molly@epa.gov, and she can provide clarity or put you in touch
with the appropriate technical expert for that comment as needed.
We look forward to working with you on updates to Chapter 3.
3.16 Surface Water Resources
Section 3.16, General: This section mentions mine facility features that may not be part of the current
project description (e.g., low grade ore stockpile) or may be at different locations (e.g., the pyritic
tailings storage facility). We assume that revisions to this section and figures will be made consistent
with the current project description.
Section 3.16, General: The section provides existing surface water hydrologic resource conditions,
within approximately the past decade, for areas directly impacted by the project which are the Mine Site,
Amakdedori Port, Iliamna Lake, Transportation Corridor, and Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor. Because of
the scale of the project and the potential for indirect and cumulative impacts, we recommend that
Section 3.16 also provide existing condition information for the broader Bristol Bay watershed to
encompass potential areas of indirect and cumulative impacts. We recognize that it would not be feasible
to provide detailed information for each gauging station within the watershed, but recommend providing
representative or summary information to allow characterization of existing surface water resource
conditions.
Section 3.16, General: We recommend that the EIS discuss of the representativeness of the
approximately decadal historical assessment of water resources, and whether the data are sufficient to
characterize existing baseline surface water quality and quantity.
Page 3, Section 3.16.1.2, Streamflow: The document provides the conclusion that, “subsurface flows
follow former pre-glacial surface drainage pathways that were eventually buried by sediment deposits,
resulting in cross-drainage transfer of subsurface flow relative to surface topography.” We recommend
inclusion of a figure displaying these features.
Page 3, Section 3.16.1.3, Gaging Stations and Figure 3.16-3, Surface Water Hydrology Stations:
We recommend that Section 3.16.1.3 discuss which of the stations in Figure 3.16-3 would be most
affected by the mine operations, including whether there are any stations located immediate adjacent to
proposed mine components (e.g., open pit or wastewater discharge locations). In addition, we
recommend that the figure identify the party responsible for monitoring each of the stations (e.g., by
utilizing a different symbol to differentiate between USGS and PLP monitoring stations).
Page 5, Table 3.16-2: The table includes a column displaying the years of stream flow estimated by
regression. We recommend that the EIS provide the regression equation used to estimate the flow, as
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well as discuss the reason for using this equation versus other available methods, and any uncertainties
associated with the estimates.
Pages 7-15, Table 3.16-3 and Table 3.16-4: Tables 3.16-3 and 3.16-4 report both discharge (cfs) and
unit runoff (cfs/mi2), and annual discharge by water year (cfs) and annual unit runoff by water year
(cfs/mi2), respectively. We note that it would be sufficient to report discharge and annual discharge by
water year, as long as drainage area is provided, and recommend that this would reduce crowding in the
tables.
Page 18, Section 3.16.1.4, Meteorological Inputs to Water Balance Modeling: The document
mentions development of surface water and groundwater balance models, however, it does not provide a
detailed summary of the models. We recommend that the EIS provide the details of the model and
important equations, which are crucial to reviewing the merits of the model. We also recommend
discussing how calibration and validation years were determined. We note that calibration usually
accounts for the seasonal and annual variability of streamflow to address low, average, and peak flow
periods or dry, average, and wet years, and recommend that these conditions be used in the model and
discussed in the EIS. Please also provide additional explanation for the statement, “changes in storage
calculated by the water balance model were consistent with the observed changes in groundwater
elevation.”
See also our comments on section 3.17.1.3/4 related to water modeling including recommendations that
the EIS discuss the sufficiency of the models to meet objectives (characterization of baseline and use for
predicting changes) and any limitations and uncertainties associated with model input parameters,
assumptions, and outcomes.
Page 19, Section 3.16.1.5 Surface Water Use: According to the document, some residents of local
communities “likely collect surface water for personal use” within and near the mine site. We
recommend that the EIS include additional information, to the extent available, characterizing the areas
of frequent surface water use. Other cooperating agencies, including the Curyung Tribal Council,
Nondalton Tribal Council, or Lake and Peninsular Borough may have local knowledge to assist.
Page 20, Section 3.16.1.6, Flood Magnitude and Frequency: We recommend that this section include
possible flood predictions related to the project at different scenarios, such as minimal, average, and
maximum impacts.
Page 21, Section 3.16.2.5, Marine Water: The document states that, “Because site-specific
meteorological and oceanographic information pertinent to Amakdedori was not included in either EBD
[environmental baseline data] or SEBD [supplemental environmental baseline data], the following
discussion was developed based on data available in publicly available sources, as well as relevant
anecdotal descriptions provided by residents and others who have personal familiarity with the region.”
Given the potential for significant impacts to the marine environment from construction of the proposed
Amakdedori Port, we strongly recommend the collection of site-specific information for inclusion in the
EIS to ensure accurate modeling and analysis. Additional detailed comments follow pertaining to
specific sub-sections.
Page 21, Section 3.16.2.5, Marine Water – Meteorology and Wave Climate: Regarding available
information, the document states that “Data provided from this station are well-suited for evaluating
Amakdedori’s exposure to winds from the northeast and east, but not to exposure to winds from the
southeast,” and “The extent to which waves would affect the immediate vicinity of the Amakdedori Port
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site will require a detailed analysis of wave interaction with the complex seabed topography, as well as
refractive effects of Augustine Island and the southern shore of Kamishak Bay. A more detailed
statistical analysis of data from both NOAA buoys would provide an evaluation of probabilities and
consequent risks associated with extreme conditions of wind and waves.” As noted above, we
recommend that this information be collected prior to completion of the EIS, to ensure an adequate and
complete analysis of potential impacts.
In addition, the document includes a statement from Mr. Chester Passic (Commander in the U.S. Coast
Guard) regarding the conditions of Kamishak Bay, which could present a challenge to maintaining
navigation aids for vessel traffic. We recommend that the document include additional data on
Kamishak Bay to enable analysis of the safety considerations.
Page 23, Section 3.16.2.5, Marine Water – Marine Water Properties: The document provides some
general statements on likely seabed and turbidity conditions based on limited available information, but
states that, “Further inferences cannot be reliably made without knowledge of seabed composition at the
proposed site.” Site-specific information on the seabed composition is necessary for accurate
characterization of baseline conditions and analysis of potential impacts. As the EIS states, “the amount
of suspended solids and accompanying turbidity in waters adjacent to the proposed Amakdedori Port site
would be a function of seabed composition.” We note that suspended solids could also result from
materials (e.g., fill) used in construction of the port, which would likely impact hard habitat types more
severely when they settle out. We recommend that the EIS discuss the types of habitat that could be
impacted in the vicinity of the port. We recommend that site-specific information be collected using
bathymetry or sediment profile imaging camera techniques, and that subsequent modeling be conducted
to determine how far afield turbidity will extend and the depth of potential settled solids.
Pages 26-27, 3.16.3.3, Lake Water Properties: The document discusses collection of water samples
from five “deeper-water” stations in the lake, and lists water quality, sediment, and zooplankton
parameters analyzed; however, no measurement results are provided here or in Section 3.18 Water
Quality. We recommend that the EIS provide a summary table including data for all measured
parameters in Section 3.18, and refer to that table in this section. In addition, we recommend that the
document provide addition explanation supporting the statement that, “only only a few ions (copper,
lead, aluminum, iron, manganese, and alkalinity) had concentrations outside benchmarks established by
the ADEC for freshwater.”
Page 30, Section 3.16.4.2, Streamflow: Regarding “The Mine Access Road would cross multiple small
tributaries…” and “Drainages in the project area south of Iliamna Lake have not been the focus of any
known hydrologic studies to date…” We recommend that the EIS state how many tributuaries will be
crossed by each of the access roads (the tributaries could be listed in a table) and provide any available
data. In addition, this section should desribe whether additional data collection will occur to ensure
sufficient baseline characterization for assessing impacts due to road use.
Page 30, Section 3.16.4.2, Streamflow: We recommend that subsections be added to describe any
streams and surface water hydrology in the areas of the north and south Lake Illiamna ferry terminals.
Page 31, Section 3.16.4.3, Surface Water Use: The document notes that “the Kohkanok Water System
extracts surface water from Iliamna Lake for drinking water supplies.” We recommend that the
document discuss existing quality (in Section 3.18) and quantity of water extracted for the Kokhanok
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Water System, as well as show the location of the drinking water intake, and source water protection
area if applicable, on a figure as it relates to the proposed project infrastructure.
Page 31, Section 3.16.4.4, Surface Water Extraction Sites: We recommend that the EIS include a
map/figure showing where surface water is being used near the proposed project area.
3.26 Vegetation
Figures 3.26-2 to 3.26-6: We found it difficult to distinguish vegetation types in the figures at the
current map scale. We recommend increasing the scale of the maps depicting to the vegetation type.
This may result in multiple maps for each area of the project, or an appendix of detailed maps, to
supplement or replace the current single-sheet maps.
Page 3.26-2, Section 2.36.1 Analysis Methodology: We recommend providing additional explanation
of the methodology used to group the 48 vegetation types in the mapping area into 10 vegetation
structure types for mapping, including addressing whether the groupings considered predominant
occurrence in wetlands versus uplands.
Page 4, Table 3.26-1: We recommend providing additional detail to the definition of the vegetation
types in the table, to provide clarity and context for interpreting the figures and information presented in
this section.
Page 20, Table 3.26-8: The column headings for the common and scientific name appear to be
transposed. We recommend correcting this error and confirming the accuracy of the information in the
table.
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EPA Cooperating Agency Review Comments
Pebble Project EIS Preliminary Draft Chapter 3
Sections 3.16 and 3.26
7/24/18
Thank you for the opportunity to review the early versions of Sections 3.16 Surface Water Resources
and 3.26 Vegetation, in accordance with our defined role as a Cooperating Agency for the Pebble
Project EIS. If you have any questions regarding the EPA’s comments below, please contact Molly
Vaughan at 907-271-1215 or vaughan.molly@epa.gov, and she can provide clarity or put you in touch
with the appropriate technical expert for that comment as needed.
We look forward to working with you on updates to Chapter 3.
3.16 Surface Water Resources
Section 3.16, General: This section mentions mine facility features that may not be part of the current
project description (e.g., low grade ore stockpile) or may be at different locations (e.g., the pyritic
tailings storage facility). We assume that revisions to this section and figures will be made consistent
with the current project description.
Section 3.16, General: The section provides existing surface water hydrologic resource conditions,
within approximately the past decade, for areas directly impacted by the project which are the Mine Site,
Amakdedori Port, Iliamna Lake, Transportation Corridor, and Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor. Because of
the scale of the project and the potential for indirect and cumulative impacts, we recommend that
Section 3.16 also provide existing condition information for the broader Bristol Bay watershed to
encompass potential areas of indirect and cumulative impacts. We recognize that it would not be feasible
to provide detailed information for each gauging station within the watershed, but recommend providing
representative or summary information to allow characterization of existing surface water resource
conditions.
Section 3.16, General: We recommend that the EIS discuss of the representativeness of the
approximately decadal historical assessment of water resources, and whether the data are sufficient to
characterize existing baseline surface water quality and quantity.
Page 3, Section 3.16.1.2, Streamflow: The document provides the conclusion that, “subsurface flows
follow former pre-glacial surface drainage pathways that were eventually buried by sediment deposits,
resulting in cross-drainage transfer of subsurface flow relative to surface topography.” We recommend
inclusion of a figure displaying these features.
Page 3, Section 3.16.1.3, Gaging Stations and Figure 3.16-3, Surface Water Hydrology Stations:
We recommend that Section 3.16.1.3 discuss which of the stations in Figure 3.16-3 would be most
affected by the mine operations, including whether there are any stations located immediate adjacent to
proposed mine components (e.g., open pit or wastewater discharge locations). In addition, we
recommend that the figure identify the party responsible for monitoring each of the stations (e.g., by
utilizing a different symbol to differentiate between USGS and PLP monitoring stations).
Page 5, Table 3.16-2: The table includes a column displaying the years of stream flow estimated by
regression. We recommend that the EIS provide the regression equation used to estimate the flow, as
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well as discuss the reason for using this equation versus other available methods, and any uncertainties
associated with the estimates.
Pages 7-15, Table 3.16-3 and Table 3.16-4: Tables 3.16-3 and 3.16-4 report both discharge (cfs) and
unit runoff (cfs/mi2), and annual discharge by water year (cfs) and annual unit runoff by water year
(cfs/mi2), respectively. We note that it would be sufficient to report discharge and annual discharge by
water year, as long as drainage area is provided, and recommend that this would reduce crowding in the
tables.
Page 18, Section 3.16.1.4, Meteorological Inputs to Water Balance Modeling: The document
mentions development of surface water and groundwater balance models, however, it does not provide a
detailed summary of the models. We recommend that the EIS provide the details of the model and
important equations, which are crucial to reviewing the merits of the model. We also recommend
discussing how calibration and validation years were determined. We note that calibration usually
accounts for the seasonal and annual variability of streamflow to address low, average, and peak flow
periods or dry, average, and wet years, and recommend that these conditions be used in the model and
discussed in the EIS. Please also provide additional explanation for the statement, “changes in storage
calculated by the water balance model were consistent with the observed changes in groundwater
elevation.”
See also our comments on section 3.17.1.3/4 related to water modeling including recommendations that
the EIS discuss the sufficiency of the models to meet objectives (characterization of baseline and use for
predicting changes) and any limitations and uncertainties associated with model input parameters,
assumptions, and outcomes.
Page 19, Section 3.16.1.5 Surface Water Use: According to the document, some residents of local
communities “likely collect surface water for personal use” within and near the mine site. We
recommend that the EIS include additional information, to the extent available, characterizing the areas
of frequent surface water use. Other cooperating agencies, including the Curyung Tribal Council,
Nondalton Tribal Council, or Lake and Peninsular Borough may have local knowledge to assist.
Page 20, Section 3.16.1.6, Flood Magnitude and Frequency: We recommend that this section include
possible flood predictions related to the project at different scenarios, such as minimal, average, and
maximum impacts.
Page 21, Section 3.16.2.5, Marine Water: The document states that, “Because site-specific
meteorological and oceanographic information pertinent to Amakdedori was not included in either EBD
[environmental baseline data] or SEBD [supplemental environmental baseline data], the following
discussion was developed based on data available in publicly available sources, as well as relevant
anecdotal descriptions provided by residents and others who have personal familiarity with the region.”
Given the potential for significant impacts to the marine environment from construction of the proposed
Amakdedori Port, we strongly recommend the collection of site-specific information for inclusion in the
EIS to ensure accurate modeling and analysis. Additional detailed comments follow pertaining to
specific sub-sections.
Page 21, Section 3.16.2.5, Marine Water – Meteorology and Wave Climate: Regarding available
information, the document states that “Data provided from this station are well-suited for evaluating
Amakdedori’s exposure to winds from the northeast and east, but not to exposure to winds from the
southeast,” and “The extent to which waves would affect the immediate vicinity of the Amakdedori Port
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site will require a detailed analysis of wave interaction with the complex seabed topography, as well as
refractive effects of Augustine Island and the southern shore of Kamishak Bay. A more detailed
statistical analysis of data from both NOAA buoys would provide an evaluation of probabilities and
consequent risks associated with extreme conditions of wind and waves.” As noted above, we
recommend that this information be collected prior to completion of the EIS, to ensure an adequate and
complete analysis of potential impacts.
In addition, the document includes a statement from Mr. Chester Passic (Commander in the U.S. Coast
Guard) regarding the conditions of Kamishak Bay, which could present a challenge to maintaining
navigation aids for vessel traffic. We recommend that the document include additional data on
Kamishak Bay to enable analysis of the safety considerations.
Page 23, Section 3.16.2.5, Marine Water – Marine Water Properties: The document provides some
general statements on likely seabed and turbidity conditions based on limited available information, but
states that, “Further inferences cannot be reliably made without knowledge of seabed composition at the
proposed site.” Site-specific information on the seabed composition is necessary for accurate
characterization of baseline conditions and analysis of potential impacts. As the EIS states, “the amount
of suspended solids and accompanying turbidity in waters adjacent to the proposed Amakdedori Port site
would be a function of seabed composition.” We note that suspended solids could also result from
materials (e.g., fill) used in construction of the port, which would likely impact hard habitat types more
severely when they settle out. We recommend that the EIS discuss the types of habitat that could be
impacted in the vicinity of the port. We recommend that site-specific information be collected using
bathymetry or sediment profile imaging camera techniques, and that subsequent modeling be conducted
to determine how far afield turbidity will extend and the depth of potential settled solids.
Pages 26-27, 3.16.3.3, Lake Water Properties: The document discusses collection of water samples
from five “deeper-water” stations in the lake, and lists water quality, sediment, and zooplankton
parameters analyzed; however, no measurement results are provided here or in Section 3.18 Water
Quality. We recommend that the EIS provide a summary table including data for all measured
parameters in Section 3.18, and refer to that table in this section. In addition, we recommend that the
document provide addition explanation supporting the statement that, “only only a few ions (copper,
lead, aluminum, iron, manganese, and alkalinity) had concentrations outside benchmarks established by
the ADEC for freshwater.”
Page 30, Section 3.16.4.2, Streamflow: Regarding “The Mine Access Road would cross multiple small
tributaries…” and “Drainages in the project area south of Iliamna Lake have not been the focus of any
known hydrologic studies to date…” We recommend that the EIS state how many tributuaries will be
crossed by each of the access roads (the tributaries could be listed in a table) and provide any available
data. In addition, this section should desribe whether additional data collection will occur to ensure
sufficient baseline characterization for assessing impacts due to road use.
Page 30, Section 3.16.4.2, Streamflow: We recommend that subsections be added to describe any
streams and surface water hydrology in the areas of the north and south Lake Illiamna ferry terminals.
Page 31, Section 3.16.4.3, Surface Water Use: The document notes that “the Kohkanok Water System
extracts surface water from Iliamna Lake for drinking water supplies.” We recommend that the
document discuss existing quality (in Section 3.18) and quantity of water extracted for the Kokhanok
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Water System, as well as show the location of the drinking water intake, and source water protection
area if applicable, on a figure as it relates to the proposed project infrastructure.
Page 31, Section 3.16.4.4, Surface Water Extraction Sites: We recommend that the EIS include a
map/figure showing where surface water is being used near the proposed project area.
3.26 Vegetation
Figures 3.26-2 to 3.26-6: We found it difficult to distinguish vegetation types in the figures at the
current map scale. We recommend increasing the scale of the maps depicting to the vegetation type.
This may result in multiple maps for each area of the project, or an appendix of detailed maps, to
supplement or replace the current single-sheet maps.
Page 3.26-2, Section 2.36.1 Analysis Methodology: We recommend providing additional explanation
of the methodology used to group the 48 vegetation types in the mapping area into 10 vegetation
structure types for mapping, including addressing whether the groupings considered predominant
occurrence in wetlands versus uplands.
Page 4, Table 3.26-1: We recommend providing additional detail to the definition of the vegetation
types in the table, to provide clarity and context for interpreting the figures and information presented in
this section.
Page 20, Table 3.26-8: The column headings for the common and scientific name appear to be
transposed. We recommend correcting this error and confirming the accuracy of the information in the
table.
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EPA Cooperating Agency Review Comments
Pebble Project EIS Preliminary Draft Chapter 4
Sections 4.1, 4.5, 4.11, 4.14, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18, 4.22, 4.26
8/15/18
Thank you for the opportunity to review early versions of Sections 4.1 Introduction, 4.5 Recreation, 4.11
Aesthetics and Visual Resources, 4.14 Soils, 4.16 Surface Water Resources, 4.17 Hydrogeology, 4.18
Water Quality and Geochemistry, 4.22 Wetlands / Special Aquatic Sites and Waterbodies, and 4.26
Vegetation of the Preliminary Draft Chapter 4, in accordance with our defined role as a Cooperating
Agency for the Pebble Project EIS. Our comments are provided for each section in the table below. We
note that these versions include many placeholders that indicate that text will be updated following
receipt of additional information from the Project Applicant. In addition, these versions do not include
analysis of impacts of action alternatives to the Applicant’s project or discussion of cumulative effects.
In order to provide additional detailed input to the Corps within our area of special expertise, we request
the opportunity to review revised, more complete, versions of these sections that incorporate the
additional information and alternatives.
If you have any questions regarding the EPA’s comments below, please contact Molly Vaughan at 907271-1215 or vaughan.molly@epa.gov, and she can provide clarity or put you in touch with the
appropriate technical expert for that comment as needed.
We look forward to working with you on updates to Chapter 4.




1
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Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

Forthisanalysis,reasonablyforeseeable
futureactions(RFFAs)…tooccurinthenext
30years.

Werecommendaddingabriefexplanationofthe
basisforthe30Ͳyearoutlook.

ProjectͲrelatednoiseandactivitieswould
notbelikelytoaffectrecreationalsettings
oractivitiesinLakeClarkNationalParkand
Preserve,thenearestregionalrecreation
destinationandknownrecreationusearea
totheMineSite.
Boattraffictoandfromtheportwouldbe
minimal:upto27concentratevesselsand
33supplybargesperyearduring
operations.Therefore,activitiesat
AmakdedoriPortwouldresultinminimal
adverseimpactsonrecreationalboat
traffic,andthus,onboatingexperiences
andopportunitiesaroundtheportsiteand
inCookInlet.
Thevolumeofrecreationuseislikelylowin
numbersalongthenorthandsouthmine
accessroadcorridors,theKokhanokAirport
spurroad,andtheIliamnaspurroad.

Werecommendaddingtexttothissentenceor
anadditionalsentencethatprovidesthedistance
fromtheminesitetoLakeClarkNationalPark.

4.1Introduction
4.1Ͳ2

4.1.1.1

4.5Recreation
4.5Ͳ2
4.5.2.1

4.5Ͳ3

4.5.2.2

4.5Ͳ3

4.5.2.3

4.14Soils
4.14Ͳ1
4.14.2

Evaluationofsoilimpactsassumes…that
proposedearthworkwouldsufficiently
meetnecessaryconditionsrequiredfor
approvalofanADECCleanWaterAct
Section402StormwaterConstructionand
OperationPermitandaStormwater
DischargePollutionPreventionPlanpriorto
construction.

4.14Ͳ2

4.14.2.1

Bulletedsection

4.14Ͳ2

4.14.2.1

Bulletedsection

2


WerecommendthattheEISprovideinformation
onhowlongtheconcentratevesselsandsupply
bargeswouldstayattheportduring
loading/unloading.Whilethenumberofvessels
mayseemlow,theamountoftimethatthey
spendattheportsiteshouldbefactoredintothe
impactassessment.

WerecommendthattheEISprovideabasisfor
the“likelylow”volumedetermination,including
whetheritisbasedonasurveyofrecreational
usersorotherinformation.
Werecommendaddingasectiondiscussingthe
minimumrequirementsincludedinADEC’s402
NPDESStormwaterpermit.
Inaddition,werecommendthattheEISinclude
theApplicant’splansforstormwatercontrol
strategies,bestmanagementpracticesandthe
PollutionPreventionPlaninappendicesoras
referencedocumentsinordertosupportthe
assumptionthattheproposedearthworkwould
meetpermitandPlanconditions.Itwillbeuseful
foragencydecisionmakersandthepublicto
understandthespecificBMPsandcontrol
strategiesthatwouldbeused(andthelocations
wheretheywouldbeused).
Werecommendlistingadditionalsoiltypesin
thissection,ifpresent.Aswritten,thetextleads
thereadertobelievethereareonlytwosoil
typeswithintheentireminesitefootprint.
Werecommendaddingthepercentcomposition
ofsoiltypesforcontextasprovidedinother
projectcomponents,suchasTable3.14Ͳ1.
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4.14Ͳ3

4.14.2.1

Secondfullparagraph

4.14Ͳ3

4.14.2.1

…eachwouldbereclaimedtoconformto
designatedpostͲmininglanduse,as
administeredbytheADNR.

4.14Ͳ3

4.14.2.1

Paragraphbeginningwith‘Theintensity…’

4.14Ͳ4
4.14Ͳ7
4.14Ͳ9


4.14.2.1
4.14.2.2
4.14.2.3

DustDepositiononSoils

4.14Ͳ4

4.14/4.18

General

4.14Ͳ6

4.14.2.1

TheMineSitewouldbereclaimedperan
ADNRͲapprovedreclamationplanthat
establishesrequirementsfordesignated
postͲmininglanduse.

4.14Ͳ9

4.14.2.3

Bulletedlistofprojectcomponents

3
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Werecommendaddingadiscussionofthe
minimumrequiredreclamationstandardsand
additionalpotentialpractices,ifany.Thesecould
includeBMPs,successcriteria,andadaptive
managementeffortsthataregoingtobe
includedintheprojectdesignandoperation.
TherearemultiplereferencestopostͲmining
landuseinthedocument.Werecommend
disclosingtheplansforpostͲmininglanduse,if
known,ordiscussingacceptableusesforthe
area,asestablishedbyADNR,intheEIS.
Werecommendaddingdiscussionofmaximum
disturbanceineachwatershed.
PendingresponsetoRFI009andinformation
provided,werecommendalsoaddingtheresults
ofdepositionmodelingtoSection4.22Wetlands
andSection4.26Vegetation.Werecommend
thatthediscussionoftheresultsincludefigures
thatshowthegeographicextentofbothdirect
impactsandindirectimpacts(i.e.,fugitivedust
deposition)forallprojectcomponents(i.e.,mine,
port,transportationcorridor,etc.).
Basedoninformationprovidedinthissection
regardingfugitivedustandrunoffconcerns,we
recommendthatSection4.18WaterQuality
includeadiscussionofpotentialwaterquality
issues,ifany,fromtheresultingtotalsuspended
solidsloading.Thisdiscussionandanalysiswould
appropriatelyincludelocalizedstreamimpacts
andtheremovalofvegetationaswellaswetland
floodandnutrientabatementfunctionsresulting
fromtheproject.
Therearereferencestoreclamationeffortsand
whatispresumedorganicsoilsegregation
throughoutSection4.14.Pleasediscussifthe
organicsoilswillbesegregatedforreclamation
andprovidereferencestostudies,ifany,which
demonstratetheparticulartypeofsoilsfoundon
siteandthesuccessofremoval,mixing,
stockpilingforlifeoftheproposedproject,and
reapplyingforvegetativegrowth.We
recommendthatadraftreclamationplanbe
providedintheEISorasanappendixorthatitis
referencedsuchthatstakeholderscanreviewit.
Itwillbeimportantthatthereclamation
commitmentsareunderstoodbydecisionmakers
andthepublic.
Werecommendaddingmapsandtables
providingadditionalinformationofbulleted
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4.14.2.3
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projectcomponents,includingthesize/lengthof
eachcomponent,forcontext.Thematerialsites
couldalsodisplaytheamountoffillexcavated
fromeachsite.
PleaseprovideadescriptionofsoiltypeHY4.
Werecommendaddingadiscussionofthe
potentialmaximumgrounddisturbanceduring
constructionandoperations(atablewouldbe
helpful)and,asmentionedabove,thespecific
BMPsthatwouldbeputinplacetominimize
impactsfromgrounddisturbance.

Table3.14Ͳ1
General

4.16SurfaceWater
4.16Ͳ1

4.16

Plannedmitigationmaynotbe
specifiedbutisconsideredtypicalor
standardengineeringpractice.In
caseswhereplannedmitigationis
unknown,unclear,oranuncommon
situationisencountered,mitigation
recommendationsareprovided.

4.16Ͳ2

4.16.2.1

…allwaternotmeetingwater
qualitystandardswouldbetreated
beforerelease.

4.16Ͳ3

4.16.2.1

“Theaverageannualwatersurplus
duringthemaximumMineSite
footprintisestimatedtobe39cubic
feetpersecond(cfs)…”
4



Themeaningofthisstatementisuncleartothe
reader,andwerecommendrevisingforclarityin
theEIS.If“plannedmitigation”isnotspecifiedin
aprojectplansubmittedbytheApplicantthenit
isnotcertainthatitisindeed“planned.”In
accordancewithNEPA,werecommendthat
mitigationmeasurestoaddresspotentialadverse
impactsbedisclosedandanalyzedintheEIS.We
alsorecommendthatappropriatemitigation
measuresnecessarytoreduceanticipated
adverseimpactsbeincorporatedintotheproject
designandimplemented.Werecommendthat
theEISclearlydescribethespecificmitigation
thatisplanned/proposedbytheApplicant,
additionalmitigationthatwouldberequiredby
agencies(e.g.,inpermitsorprojectapprovals),
andanyothermitigationthatisrecommendedas
aresultoftheNEPAprocesstoreduceadverse
impacts.

WerecommendthattheEISprovidedetails
regardinghowthewaternotmeetingStateof
Alaskawaterqualitystandardswillbetreated
beforereleasetoensurethatstandardsaremet,
andhowwaterqualitywillbemonitoredover
timetoensurethatstandardsarebeingmetinto
thefuture.AnydischargetowatersoftheU.S.
fromapointsourcewillneedtobeauthorizedby
thestatethroughanAPDESpermit,andthe
termsandconditionsofthepermitregarding
concentrationsinthedischargeandmonitoring
requirementsmustbemet.
Hereand/orelsewhereintheEIS,we
recommendaddingadiscussionthatdescribes
thebasisforthe39cfsestimated,includingthe
rangeofuncertaintyaroundtheestimate.
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4.16Ͳ4

4.16.2.1

4.16Ͳ5

4.16.2.1



4.16.2.1

4.16Ͳ5

4.16.2.2

4.16Ͳ6

4.16.2.2

4.16Ͳ6

4.16.2.2
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WerecommendtheEISincludeadditional
informationregardingtheseepagerecycling
pondembankmentsbelowtheTSF,including
howandwherelowͲpermeabilitycorezonesand
groutcurtainswillbeincorporatedtocontrol
seepageandenhanceembankmentstability.We
recommendthattheEISassessthesuccessof
thesemeasuresincollectingandconveying
seepageanddiscusswhethertherewouldbe
dischargestogroundwater.
Thistemporary,fullylinedstockpile WerecommendthattheEISdiscusswhat
provisionswillbemadetoassurethatthis
wouldbelocatedinanunnamed
temporarystockpilewillnotleak,andhowany
tributaryeastofTributary1.190.
runofffromthestockpilewillbemonitored.


GeneralComment
Section4.16.2.1summarizesaspectsofthe
projectdescriptionrelatedtowatermanagement
andtailingsandwastestorage.Werecommend
thatthedescriptioninthissectionbeincluded
earlierintheEISinChapter2andreferenced
here,sothatsection4.16.2.1focusesonimpact
assessment.

Ourreviewfindsthatthereisnodiscussionof
estimatedimpactstostreamhydrologydueto
miningactivities(oraccesscorridorin4.16.2.4).
Weunderstandthatthisinformationisunder
developmentandrequesttheopportunityto
reviewanupdatedversionthatincludes
predictedimpactstostreamflowduetomine
siteandtransportationactivitiesduring
construction,operations,andclosure.We
recommendthatfiguresbeaddedthatdepictthe
extentofchangestohydrologyduringoperations
andclosure.
Portinfrastructurewouldbebuilt
WerecommendthattheEISclarifyhowthe
abovethe100Ͳyearfloodplainof
Corpswillensurethattheportinfrastructureis
AmakdedoriCreek,althoughthe
builtisabovethe100Ͳyearfloodplain,including
floodplainisnotwelldefinedin
obtainingadditionalsiteͲspecificinformationif
currentliterature.
needed.
Werecommendthatastreamgaugebe
Nodetailedhydrologicdataor
establishedtocollecthydrologicdatafor
streamgaugedataareavailablefor
AmakdedoriCreek.Ifactualgaugedataisnot
AmakdedoriCreek.Theestimated
averageflowissome400cfsin
usedtheninthissection,orearlierinSection
summerand35cfsinwinter.
3.16,werecommendthattheEISdescribethe
basisfortheseflowestimates(giventhelackof
streamgaugedata).
Adetailedanalysisoftheimpacton Werecommendthatadditionalinformationbe
streamfloworthestreambedcaused providedintheEIStosupporttheconclusionthat
bytheannualextractionof5million streamflowreductionmaynotbemeasurable,
5
Underdrainswouldbeconstructed
beneaththeentireTSFtoconvey
seepageflowtocollectionand
recyclingsystemsbeloweach
embankment,andtohelpminimize
waterbuildupbehindthemain
embankment
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4.16Ͳ6

4.16.2.2

4.16Ͳ6

4.16.2.2

4.16Ͳ7

4.16.2.2

4.16Ͳ7

4.16.2.3

4.16Ͳ8

4.16.2.3



gallonsfromAmakdedoriCreekis
notpractical,becausethe
streamflowreductionmaynotbe
measurableandtheimpactwould
likelybeoflowintensityand
temporary
Beforewaterextraction,PLPwould
berequiredtodemonstratethat
proposedwaterextractionvolumes
andratesarewithinpermissible
limits.
Duringplacementoffillmaterialfor
causewayconstruction,increased
concentrationsofsuspended
sedimentwouldoccurinKamishak
Bayforthedurationofconstruction,
andwouldpersistfordaystoweeks
aftercompletion.Thedurationof
increasedsuspendedsediment
concentrationswoulddependonthe
amountoffinesedimentinthefill
material.Suspendedsedimentwould
betransportedwithinKamishakBay
undertheinfluenceoftidaland
windͲdrivencurrentsbeforesettling
ontheseabed.Thedurationand
geographicextentofsuspended
sedimentplumescanbeestimated
whenthegrainsizedistributionoffill
materialismadeavailable.
Removalofthecausewayattheend
oftheprojectwouldcause
substantialincreasesinsuspended
sedimentinKamishakBaythat
wouldpersistfordaystoweeksafter
decommissioningiscompleted.
EstablishmentofsuitableBMPsfor
ferryoperationsshouldbesufficient
toavoidorminimizeadverse
impacts;namely,BMPsshould
includespecificationsfor
managementofferryspeed
(minimizingwakes)andengine
powersettings(minimizingbottom
erosivestress)duringapproachand
departurefromtheterminals.

SectiononOffshoreAnchoringand
ConcentrateTransferandtext
6
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giventheplanstoextract5milliongallons
annually.Wenotethatthelastsentenceofthe
paragraphseemstorefertoextractionfromthe
creekduringwintermonths/lowͲflowconditions.
PleasealsoclarifyintheEISexactlywhenstream
flowextractionwouldoccur.
PleasedescribehowPLPwilldemonstratethat
proposedwaterextractionvolumesandratesare
withinpermissiblelimits.Forexample,ifthereis
apermitauthorizationrequired,theEISshould
discussthatpermit.

WerecommendthattheEISincludedetails
regardingthetypeandvolumeofmaterialsthat
areproposedforuseincausewayconstruction,
aswellasincludeamodelinganalysisto
demonstratetheanticipatedimpactof
suspendedsediment(duration,geographic
extent,depth).

WerecommendthattheEISdisclosethevolume
ofmaterialthatwouldneedtoberemoved,
wherethematerialwouldbedisposedof,and
includemodelinganalysisoftheanticipated
waterqualityimpactsofsuspendedsediment
duringthedecommissioningprocess.
WerecommendthattheEISclarifywhether
theseBMPsareincludedintheApplicant’splans
and,ifso,providereferencetotheparticular
plan(s)wherethisinformationcanbefound.

Werecommendthatspecificmitigation
measuresbedevelopedintheEISandrequired
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“Althoughsomedamagetoseabed
floraandfaunacouldresultfrom
eachshipanchoring,aBMPcouldbe
developedtoavoidexcessive
damagebydirectingshipmasters
nottoanchorinthesamelocation(s)
eachtime.”
4.16Ͳ11

4.16.2.4

4.16Ͳ12

4.16.2.5

4.16Ͳ12

4.16.2.5

Withonlylimitedhydrologicdata
estimatesavailableonotherwater
bodiesacrosstheTransportation
Corridor,determiningthe
consequencesofwaterextractionis
notpracticableatthistime.
GeneralComment


Surfacewaterextractionduring
pipelineconstructionwouldlikely
haveconsequencestowatersheds
intersectedbythepipelinecorridor
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aspartoftheprojectoperatingplantoavoid
and/orminimizetheexcessivedamagetoseabed
floraandfaunaasaresultfromeachship
anchoring.
Note:Itappearsthistextmaybeincorrectly
insertedinSection4.16.2.3andwouldbemore
appropriatelylocatedin4.16.2.2.

Werecommendthathydrologicdataonthe
waterbodiesthatwillbeusedforwater
extractionwithintheTransportationCorridorbe
obtainedanddisclosed/analyzedtohelpenable
analysisanddiscussionofimpactsofthewater
extractionactivitiesforinclusionintheEIS.
Werecommendthatthissectioninclude
additionaldiscussionofpotentialimpactsto
watershedsintersectedbythepipelinecorridor
duringprojectconstruction,operationsand
closure.

WerecommendthattheEISprovideinformation
thatdescribesthenatureandextentof
consequencestowatershedsduringsurface
waterextractionpipelineconstruction.

4.17Hydrogeology
4.17Ͳ2

4.17.2.1

4.17Ͳ2

4.17.2.1

4.17Ͳ3

4.17.2.1

Weunderstandthatgroundwatermodeling
resultswillbeincludedinarevisedversionofthis
section.Wesupportadditionalanalysis,including
modeling,tobetterdefinethepotentialfor
eliminationofstreamsandpondsduringboth
operationsandclosure/postͲclosure.We
recommendthatfiguresbeaddedtodepictthese
changes.Ifeliminationisanticipated,we
recommendtheinclusionofmitigationmeasures
aspartoftherangeofalternativestohelpreduce
thisadverseimpact.


Itwouldlikelytaketensofyearsforthe Wenotethatthesestatementsimplythata
groundwaterinthepittoattainthelevel negativegradientofpitlevelwaterwouldbe
atwhichthegroundwaterwouldthenbe maintainedinperpetuity,whichwouldresultin
permanentimpactstohydrologyinthearea.We
maintainedtocreateapermanent
groundwatersinktopreventpotentially recommendthatthepotentialimpactsofthis
acidicpitlakewaterfromdischargingto designfeaturebedescribedindetailintheEIS,
withdiscussionofmitigationmeasuresto
theenvironment.Thepresenceofa
addresstheanticipatedimpacts.
permanentgroundwatersinkatthepit

wouldlocallyinfluencegroundwater
flowintheimmediatevicinityofthepit.
TheWMPsareexpectedtohaveno
WerecommendthattheEISdiscussthetypeof

Groundwaterdischargetoseeps,
springs,streams,ponds,orlakesinor
adjacenttotheproposedpitmaycease
orbereduced,resultinginlowersurface
waterbaseflowsorpondorlakelevels.
Somestreamsegments,ponds,orlakes
intheimmediatepitareamaybe
eliminatedasthewatertableislowered
intheimmediatepitareaduring
constructionandminingoperation.

7
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linerthatwouldbeusedfortheWMPsand
describehowtheWMPswillbemonitoredto
detectpotentialleakage.Wealsorecommend
modelinganddiscussionofpotentialleakage
scenariosandinclusionofcontingencyplansas
mitigationintheeventofunanticipatedleakage.
Werecommendthatadditionalinformationbe
4.17Ͳ3
4.17.2.1
TheWMPsmayhelprestore
providedtodescribetheextenttowhichtreated
downgradientgroundwaterflowto
waterthatisdischargedtostreams(asdescribed
existingconditionsassurpluswateris
intheProjectDescription)wouldresultin
treatedanddischargeddownstreamof
theMineSite.
changestogroundwaterflow.
WerecommendthattheEISincludeadditional
4.17Ͳ3
4.17.2.1
ConstructionoftheTSFwouldlocally
detailedanalysisthatprovidesabasisforthis
impactsurfacewaterfeaturesatthe
conclusion.
site,andpotentiallyimpact
groundwater/surfacewaterinteractions; 
thisimpactisexpectedtobesmallin
extent(e.g.,nearthevicinityofTSF)but
permanent.
WerecommendthattheEISprovideadditional
4.17Ͳ3
4.17.2.1
Althoughtheunderdrainsystemis
analysisofthepotentialimpactstothe
expectedtominimizeverticalseepage
intonativematerialsbelowtheTSF,the underlyingaquifer,anddiscussmonitoringand
largestpotentialimpacttogroundwater mitigationmeasuresthatwillbeimplementedto
avoidorminimizethoseimpacts.
beneaththeTSFwouldresultfrom

tailingsseepagewithelevated
constituentconcentrationsthatisnot
captured,andisreleasedtothe
underlyinggroundwater,thereby
impactinglocalgroundwaterquality.

4.17.2.1
GeneralComment
Thissectiondiscussesimpactstohydrogeology
duetocertainminesiteactivities(pitdewatering,
drinkingwateruse,WMPs,andTSF).Theuseof
surfacewaterdiversionsaroundminesite
featurescouldalsopotentiallyimpact
groundwaterflow.Werecommendaddinga
subsectionthatdiscussestheuseofdiversions.
4.17Ͳ4
4.17.2.4
Potentialcontaminationofgroundwater Werecommendthatpotentialcontaminationbe
couldoccurduringpipelineconstruction, discussedinSection4.18(WaterQuality)and
whenheavymachineryandtrenching
thattheEISinclude,inanappendix,adraftSpill
PreventionControlandCountermeasuresPlan
equipmentwouldlikelybeoperatingin
thatdescribesstepsthatwouldbetakento
closeproximitytothewatertable.
preventandrespondtopotentialspillsand
releasesduringconstructionandoperations.

4.18WaterandSedimentQuality
adverseimpactongroundwaterflow,
becausetheywouldbelinedtoprevent
leakageofwatertothesubsurface.

General





WerecommendthatSection4.18discuss
potentialimpactstothepublicandprivate
drinkingwatersourcesidentifiedinChapter3,
includinggroundwaterandsurfacewater
8
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4.18Ͳ1

4.18.1

4.18Ͳ1

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ1

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ2




4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ2

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ3

4.18.2.1

sources.
PleasediscloseintheEISwhethersiteͲspecific
backgroundlevelshavebeenestablishedbythe
stateandincorporatedintothegroundwater
and/orsurfacewaterqualitystandards.Ifnot,we
recommendthattheEISexplainhowsiteͲspecific
backgroundlevelswillbeestablishedandutilized
throughoutsiteperformancemonitoringinorder
todetermineifthoselevelsarebeingexceeded
duetooperations.
WerecommendthattheEISdiscusshowwaste
NonͲacidͲgeneratingwasterockwould
rockwillbeevaluatedtoassurethatitisnonͲacid
beusedinconstructionofthetailings
generatingandsuitableforconstructionof
embankmentsandMineSiteroads.
embankmentsandroads.TheEISshouldalso
discussthecriteriathatwouldbeusedto
distinguishbetweenacidgeneratingandnonͲacid
generatingwasteandplansformanagementof
acidgeneratingwasterockduringlifeofmine
operationsandbeyond.
Werecommendthatdetailsonmanagementof
Aprimarydesignconsiderationisto
contactwatersbeincludedintheWater
ensurethatallcontactwaterrequiring
ManagementPlanandprovidedintheEISto
treatmentbeforereleasetothe
assesshowwaterdiversion,collection,reuse,
environmentwouldbeeffectively
managed.
andtreatmentwillbeimplementedduringthe
construction,operations,andclosurephases.We
recommendthattheEISincludefiguresthat
depictthewaterbalance(flowlines,minesite
features,quantities,etc.)foreachphase.Please
alsodefinetheterm“contactwater”.
Watercollectedfromthepitdewatering WerecommendthattheEISclarifythatthis
wellswouldbedischargedtothe
dischargewouldneedanAPDESpermit,and
wouldthereforehavetomeetpermit
environmentifitmeetswaterquality
criteria;otherwise,thiswaterwouldbe requirements,whichwouldprescribelimits,and
monitoringandreportingrequirements.Also,
treatedinamodularwatertreatment
pleasedescribethetypeofwatertreatmentand
plant(WTP)beforedischarge.
dischargelocations.

Runoffandassociatedsedimentcontrol WerecommendthatthespecificBMPsand
measureswouldbemanagedwithBMPs AdaptiveManagementPlansthatwillbe
employedtopreventadverseimpactsfrom
andadaptivemanagementcontrol
strategies.
sedimentrunoffbedisclosedintheEISandthat
theEISdiscusstheeffectivenessoftheBMPs.
Bulkandpyritictailingsslurryfromthe
WehavenotreceivedChapter2forreview.We
millwouldbedirectedtothebulk
recommendthattheChapter2descriptionofthe
tailingsstoragefacility(TSF)andthe
Applicant’sProposedAlternativedefinewhatis
meantbybulktailingsand,eitherhereorin
pyriticTSF,respectively.
Chapter2,describethegeochemicaltestingthat
hasoccurredonsimulatedtailings.

Backgroundwaterandsedimentquality
inthevicinityoftheMineSitewouldnot
change,andwouldstillcontaincertain
constituentsinamountsexceeding
regulatorylevelsbecauseofnatural
mineralizationandgeochemical
weatheringprocesses.

9
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4.18Ͳ3

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ3

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ3

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ3

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ3

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ3

4.18.2.1

WealsorecommendthattheEISclarifyinthis
discussionthatthebulkTSFwouldbeunlined
andthepyriticTSFwouldbelined.

WerecommendthatalinerfortheBulktailing
facilitybeconsideredasamitigationmeasure
andincorporatedintothediscussionof
alternativesifthegeochemicaltestingandwater
qualitymodelspredictadverseimpactsfromTSF
seepage.
Werecommendthatthediscussionofwater
WatercollectinginthebulkTSFwould
managementassociatedwiththebulkandpyritic
flowthroughtheembankmenttothe
mainembankment’sseepagecollection TSFbeclarified.Afigureorflowsheetwouldbe
helpfultoshowmanagementofwaterassociated
pond.Fromthere,waterwouldbe
directedeithertothemainWMPforuse withthesurfacepondsonthebulkandpyritic
TSFsandmanagementofwaterthatflows
inthemillortothemainWTPfor
treatmentanddischarge.Excesssurface throughtheembankments.Wealsorecommend
waterinthebulkTSFwouldbesimilarly thattheTSFpondsizesbediscussedand
comparedtofreeboardtopreventovertopping.
managed.
Werecommendthattheprobabilityofspillsor
overtoppingbeestimatedandadiscussionof
whetherthecollectionpondwouldbe
sized/managedtohandlesuchoccurrences.
Awatersurplusisanticipatedduringthe Pleaseprovideareferencetothedocumentor
chapterwheredefinitions/calculationsofnormal
operationsphaseundernormaland
wetterthannormalclimaticconditions. andwetterthannormalclimaticconditionsare
explained.
Werecommendrevisingthissentencetoprovide
Thevolumeofwateravailablefor
additionalkeydetailsasfollows:“Thevolumeof
dischargewouldbelessthanpreͲmine
flowswithintheminefootprint,because wateravailablefordischargewouldbeX%less
somewaterwouldbeconsumedinthe
thanpreͲmineflowswithintheminefootprint,
tailingsvoidsandsomewouldbelostto becauseX%wouldbeconsumedinthetailings
evaporationandotherminoruses.
voidsandX%wouldbelosttoevaporationand
otherminoruses(Referencetodocumentor
chapterwiththesecalculations).”
Theannualaveragesurplusisestimated PleasealsodisclosethepreͲmineflowincfs,to
enablecomparisonofhowmuchwaterisgetting
atapproximately39cubicfeetper
secondforthemaximumminefootprint. tothedownstreamreaches.Alsodiscusshowthe
Surpluswaterwouldbetreatedand
39cfswasdeterminedorprovideareferenceto
dischargedthroughouttheyear.
thedocumentthatprovidestheinformation.
Pleasenotethatsomeorallthesedischarges
Runofffromexcavationforsite
infrastructuresuchastheprocessplant, mayrequireauthorizationfromADECunderthe
APDESMineSiteGeneralPermitforStormwater,
camps,powerplant,orstorageareas
wouldberoutedtosettlingponds
andwerecommendthattheEISexplainthe
beforerelease.
applicablepermitcoverage,includingtheterms

andconditionsoftheauthorizationandany
monitoringrequirements.
Duringtheproductionphase,theMine
WerecommendthattheEISdiscusshowthese
SitewouldhavetwoWTPs:themain
unitswillbemonitored,aswellasdiscuss
10
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WTPandtheopenpitWTP.

4.18Ͳ4




4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ4

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ5



4.18Ͳ5

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ5

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ5

4.18.2.1

contingencyplansthatwillbeimplemented
shouldanexceedanceoccur.
Itwouldbehelpfultoprovidereferencesof
MainWaterTreatmentPlantandOpen
exampleswherethesameWTPtechnologyhas
PitWaterTreatmentPlantsections.
beenusedatotherminesites,particularlywhen

itcomestotheremovalofmoredifficult
constituents,likeselenium.
WealsorecommendthattheEISdocument
whethertheWTPtechnologybeingusedisnew
orhasbeenwidelyutilizedinothersimilar
situations.
WerecommendthattheEISprovideadditional
Topreventoverloadingtheminewater
balancewithsulfate,somesulfatemust explanationofthisprocess.Itseemsthatsulfate
beremovedfromtherejectbeforeits
willberemovedfromthereject,andthen
disposalintheTSF.Sulfatewouldbe
disposedofinthesameplaceasthereject,which
removedwithamultiͲstagecalcium
isconfusingifthegoalistopreventoverloading
sulfateprecipitationprocess.
theminewaterwithsulfate.Werecommendthat
Precipitatedcalciumsulfatesolidswould theEISevaluatethedisposalofwatertreatment
bedisposedofintheTSF.
residualsandwhetherredissolutionofthese
residualswouldoccurandcouldcompromise
watertreatment.
ItwouldseemthatapHadjustmentstepmight
Waterfromthesulfidereactiontanks
wouldbefilteredtoremoveprecipitated benecessaryoran“alkalinityadjustment”asis
statedonthepreviouspage.Pleasedescribeall
metals.Thefilteredwaterwouldbe
appropriatestepsintheprocessintheEISin
suitablefordischarge.

ordertoevaluatetheimpactsandprovidethe
appropriatemitigationwherenecessary.
WeadditionallyrecommendthattheEISdiscuss
therequirementsthatwouldbeusedto
determinethatthefilteredwaterissuitablefor
discharge,i.e.,meetsstatewaterquality
standardspriortodischarge.
“…untiltherunoffisdeterminedtobe
PleaseincludeintheEISthetimeͲframeover
suitablefordirectdischarge.”
whichthissuitabilityfordirectdischargeis
predictedtooccur.
Surfacerunoffintothepitlakecould
WerecommendthattheEISprovidethedetails
causemetalstoleachfromthepitwalls. ofspecificmetalsandconcentrationsthatexceed
Waterqualityinthepitlakewouldbe
waterqualitycriteria.
expectedtobeacidic,withelevated
concentrationsofsomemetalscaused
bytheoxidationofsulfidecompoundsin
thepitwallsandthenatural
concentrationsofmetalsfoundinthe
mineralizedrock.
Oncethelevelofthepitlakehasrisento WerecommendthattheEISdescribehowlongit
willtakeforthepittofillto890feetandthe
about890feetabovemeansealevel,
waterwouldbepumpedfromthepit,
basisforthatestimate.Also,pleaseprovidethe
treatedasrequired,anddischargedto
locationofthetreatedwaterdischarge.
theenvironment.
11
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4.18Ͳ5

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ5

4.18.2.1



4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ6

4.18.2.1



ProcessͲrelated(contact)waterwould
notbeconsideredwatersoftheUnited
StatesorsubjecttotheAlaskaPollutant
DischargeEliminationSystem(APDES)
permittingprogramwhilesuchwateris
retainedwithinthewatermanagement
facilities.
Contactwaterwouldbetreatedto
ensurecompliancewiththemost
stringentapplicablewaterquality
standardsbeforebeingdischarged.
Generalcomment

Appendix F, Page 4194 of 5993

WerecommendthattheEISfurtherexplainthis
statement,anditsmeaningintermsofhandling
ofcontactwater.

PleasealsodiscussanyapplicableAPDESpermit
limitsandmonitoringrequirementsonthe
authorizationofthisdischarge.

Wenotethatwaterwillbetreatedtomeetwater
qualitystandards,butwillstillneedtobe
comparedtobaseline(backgroundconditions).
Werecommendthatthissection:
Ͳidentifythewaterqualityconstituentsof
concernattheminesite(metals,sulfate,
nitrates,pH,TSS,etc.)duringeachphase;
Ͳincludetablesthatprovidethepredicted
concentrationsoftheseconstituentsintheTSF
pond,WMPs,andopenpitdewateringwater
duringoperationsandthepitlakewateratpostͲ
closure;
Ͳincludetablesthatprovidethepredicted
concentrationsafterwateristreated(operations
andclosure);
Ͳincludeadiscussionhowthesewaterquality
predicationsweremadeanduncertainties;
Ͳdescribewherethetreatedwaterwouldbe
dischargedanddescribechangestosurface
waterqualityduetothesedischarges(during
construction,operations,andclosure);
Ͳdiscussimpactsofcontaminatedgroundwater
(seecommentsbelow)onsurfacewaterquality,
wheregroundwatercontributestosurfacewater
flows;and
Ͳdiscussimpactsoffugitivedustattheminesite
onsurfacewaterqualityandplansproposedby
theApplicanttomitigateimpacts.
Withaneffectivewatermanagement
Thisstatementimpliesthatcontaminantswould
andwatertreatmentprogram,impacts
bereleasedtogroundwaterregardlessofefforts
ongroundwaterqualitywouldbelimited toavoid/minimizeimpacts.Werecommendthat
todiscreteportionsoftheprojectarea. theEISincludeadditionaldetailsregarding
potentialimpacts,includingpredicted
concentrationsofconstituentsinseepagefrom
theTSF,WMPs,andopenpit,discussionofhow
thesepredictionsweremade,comparisonto
baselineconditionsandregulatorystandards,
andgeographicextent(lateralandvertical)of
impactongroundwater.Asrecommendedabove,
12
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4.18Ͳ6

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ6

4.18

4.18Ͳ6

4.18

4.18Ͳ6

4.18

4.18Ͳ7

4.18.2.1

theuseoftablesandfigureswillbehelpfultoaid
inthereader’sunderstanding.
Werecommendprovidingareferencetothe
Groundwaterthatcouldbe
detailsregardingthisgroundwaterflowand
contaminatedbyverticalseepagefrom
theunlinedbulkTSFwouldflownorth
capture.Informationonthedepthof
downtheNorthForkKoktuliRiver(NFK) groundwatercapturedbytheseepagepond
westdrainageandwouldbecapturedby shouldbeincludedintheEISaswellas
themainembankmentseepage
informationonthespecificmetalconcentrations
collectionpond.
predicted.
WerecommendthattheEISdiscussthepotential
Thespatialextentoftheseimpactsis
presenceofunderlyingfracturedbedrockand
expectedtobelimitedtoshallow
whetheranyfracturescouldresultingreater
groundwaterbetweentheTSFsand
extentofgroundwaterimpacts.
seepagecollectionfacilities.

WerecommendthattheEISdiscussthespecific
TheTSFsandPAGstoragefacilitiesare
seepagedesignfeaturesanddiscusshowthe
notexpectedtoresultinimpactson
effectivenessinreducingimpactsto
downgradientgroundwaterquality
outsideoftheMineSite,basedon
downgradientgroundwaterqualitywas
understandingofcurrentseepage
determined.
collectiondesignfeatures.
However,impactsonlocalgroundwater Again,areleaseofcontaminantsimpacting
couldbesufficienttoexceedwater
groundwaterqualityisimpliedbythese
qualityregulatorycriteria,andcould
statements.WerecommendthattheEISfurther
persistthroughthelifeofthemineand
characterizethispotentialanddiscuss
wellintopostͲclosure,untilmonitoring
monitoring,mitigation,andcontingencyplansto
atseepagecollectionsystemsindicates
detectandpreventimpacts.
thatwaterqualitymeetstheapproved

criteriafordischarge.

Inputsofcontaminatedwaterfromthe
pittogroundwaterafterthecessationof
pitdepressurizationcouldpotentially
exceedregulatorylimitsforwater
quality.

Impactsongroundwaterqualityfrom
MineSiteactivitiesproposedunder
Alternative1wouldlikelybelimitedto
effectsonlocalgroundwaterinthenear
vicinityofminefacilitiesandwould
remainwithintheMineSiteboundaries.
Theredoxstateoftheoverburdenisnot WerecommendthattheEISprovidetextthat
expectedtochangeduringmine
wouldclarifyifthedrawdownofgroundwater
operations
wouldresultinachangeintheoverburdenredox
conditionswithinthefootprintofthedewatered
area.Switchingfromsaturatedtounsaturated
conditionswouldlikelyaffectredoxconditions.

13
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4.18Ͳ7

4.18.2.1

4.18Ͳ7

4.18.2.2

4.18Ͳ7

4.18.2.2

4.18Ͳ8

4.18.2.2

4.18Ͳ8

4.18.2.2

4.18Ͳ8

4.18.2.2

4.18Ͳ8

4.18.2.2

WerecommendthattheEISprovideadditional
explanationoftheseimpacts.Specifically,please
providedetailsonthecauseoftheincreasein
metalconcentrationsduetowetlanddisruption,
informationonthemechanismbywhichthis
disruptionincreasesmetals,andinformationon
thecauseoftheincreasedsedimentation.
Portinfrastructureshouldbebuiltabove Asmentionedabove,werecommendthattheEIS
clarifyhowitwillbeensuredthatthe
the100ͲyearfloodplainofAmakdedori
infrastructureisabovethe100Ͳyearfloodplain,
Creek,althoughthefloodplainisnot
includingobtainingadditionalsiteͲspecific
welldefined.
informationifneeded.
TheWTPatAmakdedoriPort
WerecommendthattheEISincludeinformation
ontheexpectedsourcesofcontaminationatthe
Portandlisttheconstituentsofconcern.Please
alsodescribethelocationoftheWTPdischarge.

WealsorecommendthattheEISaddress
whethersimilarsourcesofcontaminationwould
alsobepresentatthetwoferryterminalson
LakeIliamna.

Thiswatertreatmentfacilitydesignisdifferent
fromtheothersthatareonͲsite.Werecommend
thattheEISdiscussthedifferentWTPdesigns
andhowtheyweredeterminedtofitthespecific
contaminantcharacteristicsofthethreesites,to
makethedifferencesclearfordecisionmakers
andthepublic.
Thesolidsremovedwouldbethickened WerecommendthattheEISprovideadditional
anddisposedofappropriately.
detailonhowandwherethesolidswouldbe
disposed.
…however,suchimpactscouldbe
WerecommendthattheEISprovidespecific
mitigated,andpossiblyeliminated,by
detailsonwhichBMPswillbeutilizedtoprevent
implementingBMPstopreventthedust dust/metalsenteringCookInlet,andthat
fromenteringthewater.Thenatureand informationnecessaryforselectionofmitigation
measuresbeincludedintheEISanalysis.
extentofdustͲrelatedimpactsatthe
portsite,andtheefficacyofproposed
mitigationmeasureswillbeanalyzedin
greaterdetailasmoreinformation
becomesavailable.
Noimpactsongroundwaterqualityare
Pleaseprovideadditionaldiscussiontosupport
expectedtooccurattheportsite.
thisstatement,includingaddressingwhether
therewillbemonitoringtoassurethatimpacts
donotoccur.
WerecommendthattheEISlistthewaterbodies
Sedimentsinwaterbodiesattheport
thatcouldbeaffectedandtheextentofpotential
sitecouldpotentiallybeaffectedby
effects.Asrecommendedabove,pleasealsolist
erosion,dustdeposition,andoverland
theBMPsthatwouldbeusedtoavoidor
runoff,especiallyduringconstruction.
However,concentrationsofmetalsin
shallowgroundwatermayincrease
becauseofdisruptionofwetlandsand
increasedsedimentation.
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minimizeimpactsandreferencetheApplicant
plansthatincludethespecificBMPsastheyare
consideredtohelpavoidorminimizeimpacts,
andshouldbepartoftheenvironmentalreview
process.
Pleaseprovideinformationforthepotentialof
Impactsonsurfacewaterqualityinthe
highconcentrationcopperandmolybdenum(and
TransportationCorridorcouldresult
othermetalsfoundintheconcentrates)duston
fromoccasionalbarge/tugͲinduced
thetrucksusingthetransportationcorridorto
suspendedsediment,orfromerosion
effectsatconstructionsites.
impactthesurroundingenvironment,including
waterways,andthemitigationmeasuresthat
wouldbeputinplacetopreventandaddress
surfacewatercontaminationfromthecorridor.
Werecommendincludingamitigationmeasure
IfPAGisidentifiedduringthesite
evaluationbeforeuse,thematerialsite requiringappropriatereclamationofthesite,in
theeventthatPAGrockisnotidentifieduntilit
wouldnotbeused.
hasbeenexposedduringprojectconstruction.
Erosionandsedimentationwould
Forclarity,pleasediscusstheanticipatedlifeof
theunpavedroadsinthissection.Pleasealso
continueforthelifeoftheunpaved
roads.
describetheBMPsthatwouldbeusedand
discusstheeffectivenessoftheBMPsinreducing
environmentalimpacts.
WerecommendthattheEISprovideadditional
Isolatedoccurrencesofimpactsabove
thisstandardcouldoccur(e.g.,during
detailtocharacterizepotentialimpactstosurface
highͲprecipitationperiodsalongsummer waterqualityduringnaturalgaspipeline
constructionsegments),butare
construction,andprovidethespecificBMPsand
expectedtobereducedwithinashort
othermitigationmeasuresthatwillbeemployed
timeframebecauseofplanned
topreventadverseimpacts.
redundanciesinBMPs,erosionand
sedimentcontrolmeasures,and
reclamation/cleanupcrewfunctions.
BMPswouldbeinplacetoavoidor
minimizetheeffectsofconstructionof
theportfacilities.


4.18Ͳ8

4.18.2.3

4.18Ͳ8

4.18.2.3

4.18Ͳ8

4.18.2.3

4.18Ͳ9

4.18.2.4

4.22Wetlands
4.22Ͳ1

4.22

Bulletedlist

Werecommendadding“placementoffillin
wetlands”and“conversionofwetlandtype”to
thelistofpotentialdirectandindirecteffectsto
wetlands.

4.22Ͳ1

4.22

Werecommenddiscussingandcitingthe
scientificresearchthatprovidesthebasisforthe
5%disturbanceareathresholdfordetermining
themagnitude/intensityofimpactstowetlands.

4.22Ͳ1

4.22

4.22Ͳ1

4.22

Magnitudewouldbelessfordisturbance
areasbelowfivepercent,andwouldbe
greaterfordisturbanceareasabovefive
percent,withgreatestintensityfor
disturbanceareasabove25percent.
Thedurationofimpactswouldbe
temporary,meaningwetlandfunctions
wouldbereducedduringtheconstruction
phase;
Toassesstherelativemagnitudeandextent
ofimpacts,therelativeproportionof
commonwetlandtypesineachwatershed
15



Werecommenddiscussingthelengthoftime
overwhichimpactswouldbeconsidered
temporary.
ItisEPA’sunderstandingthattheApplicantis
currentlyhavingconsultantsperformfieldwork
toreͲverifywetlandsinthefield.Werecommend
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wasestimated.

4.22Ͳ2

4.22

4.22Ͳ2

4.22.2.1

Vegetationclassesmappedinthe
watershedswereassignedtooneofthe
followingtypesinacrosswalkfor
comparisonwithwetlandsmappedforthe
project:upland,forestedwetland,shrub
wetland,herbaceouswetland,aquaticbed
wetland,orwaterbody.
Throughout

4.22Ͳ2

4.22.2.1

BulletedList

4.22Ͳ3

4.22.2.1

Secondfullparagraphstartingwith
Excavation…

4.22Ͳ3 

4.22.2.1

Thirdfullparagraphstaringwith
Construction…

4.22Ͳ3

4.22.2.1

Last2paragraphs

4.22Ͳ6

4.22.2.1

Table4.22Ͳ1

4.22Ͳ7

4.22.2.1

Reclamationdiscussion
“Duringthepermittingphase,a
reclamationplanwouldbedevelopedthat
wouldincludereclamationofwetlands
16
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thatthissitespecific,fieldverifiedinformationbe
includedintheEIStoavoidusingestimatesonce
thesiteͲspecificinformationisavailable.
Werecommendthatthesesamevegetation
groupingtypesarealsolistedanddiscussedin
theChapter3vegetationsection.

Thediscussionprimarilyreliesonoverallnumber
ofimpactswithinthefootprintand%ofimpacts
withinthewatershed.Werecommendthatthe
documentalsoprovidethecontextofthe
interconnectedecosystemwithinthewatershed
andfootprintarea,inadditiontotheadjacent
areas.Wealsorecommendthatthedocument
analyzetheresultsofthelocalizationofimpacts
resultingfromthedirectplacementoffill,
alteringofhydrologyandsegmentingof
ecosystems.Iftheseimpactsaretobeanalyzed
inthewetlandfunctionalassessment,we
recommendthatthediscussionoftheseimpacts
beincorporatedinthissectionratherthan
referenced.
Werecommendadding“alteringhydrology”and
“segmentingofecosystem”tothelistofprimary
directconstructionͲrelatedimpactstowetlands,
andaddressingtheseimpactsintheanalysis.
Werecommendsummarizingtherelevant
discussionpointsregardingsurfacewater
hydrologyimpactsinthissection,ratherthan
referencingSection4.16.
Ifthepotentiallyimpactedwetlandsalsoprovide
habitat,werecommendaddingahabitat
discussionhereorinaseparateparagraph
(beforetheoverallwatershedimpact%
discussion).
Asrecommendedabove,pleaseincludethe
scientificrationaleforthe%thresholddiscussion
anditsrelevanceforthisprojectwhenanalyzing
localizedandwatershedimpacts.
Werecommendupdatingthistablewiththe
mostaccurateavailableinformationresulting
fromtheongoingwetlandsfieldwork.
Becauseoftheconceptualnatureofthe
reclamationdiscussion,itisdifficulttodiscern
whichareaswouldbereclaimedaswetlands,
methodsthatwouldbeusedforsuch
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4.22Ͳ8

4.22.2.1

General

4.22

wherefeasible.Thediscussionbelowis
basedongenerallyacceptedwetland
reclamationpracticesforminesitesin
Alaska.PLPhasalsoprovidedsome
conceptualͲlevelinformationon
reclamationinitsapplication.”

“Materialsitesconstructedinvalley
bottomsorlowlandsitesarecandidatesto
bereclaimedtocreatenewpondswith
emergentwetlandswheresufficientwater
qualityandhydrologyareavailable.”
3rdfullparagraphstartingwith“Thepit
lake….

Allreclamationdiscussions

4.26Vegetation

4.26

General

4.26Ͳ1

4.26

Bulletlist

4.26Ͳ2

4.26.2.1

VegetationRemovalͲGeneral

4.26Ͳ2

4.26.2.1

Lastparagraph

reclamation,andthecriteria/monitoringthat
wouldbeusedtomeasurereclamationsuccess.
Werecommendthatmorespecificinformation
onreclamation(e.g.,adraftreclamationplan)be
providedsothatitisclearhowmuchofthesite
willbereclaimedaswetlandsduringmining
(concurrentreclamation)andpostmining.We
alsorecommendthattheEISassessthe
effectivenessofthespecificreclamationmethods
proposed.

Basedontheinformationprovidedinthis
section,werecommendtheimpactanalysis
includedirectandindirectimpactsduring
construction,operationandreclamation/closure
phases,sincethisparagraphstatesthatthe
hydrologicequilibriummaytakedecadesto
occur,postclosure.

WerecommendthattheEISincludetheresults
ofhydrologicmodelingofthearea,includinga
discussionofthepotentialimpactstowetlands
outsideoftheminefootprintresultingfromthe
alterationofflowfromthewatershedand
surroundingwetlandstofillthecreatedpitlake.
WeadditionallyrecommendthattheEISdiscuss
thedownstreamimpactsresultingfromthis
alterationofflowwhilethepitlakeisfillingfor
decades.

Finally,toenhancereadability,werecommend
thattheEISincorporatethediscussionsfrom
4.17ratherthanreferencingthemhere.
Pleaseidentifyifandwheretheapplicantplans
tosegregatesoilsforreclamationpurposes.
Werecommendincludinganoverallvegetation
reclamationdiscussioninthissectionproviding
requiredminimums,successcriteriaandadaptive
management.
Werecommendalsoincludingconversionof
vegetation,ifany,intheanalysis.
Werecommendaddingadiscussionofwhat
happenstotheremovedvegetation(e.g.,
grubbed,burned,etc.)
Werecommendaddingadditionalinformationto
thediscussionofvegetationsuccessionfor
context,includingproposedreclamationefforts

17
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4.26Ͳ5
4.26Ͳ9

4.26.2.2
4.26.2.6

FugitiveDustDiscussion

4.26Ͳ5
4.26Ͳ8
4.26Ͳ9

4.26.2.2
4.26.2.4
4.26.2.6

FugitiveDustDiscussionforallproject
components

4.26Ͳ5
4.26Ͳ8
4.26Ͳ9

4.26.2.2
4.26.2.4
4.26.2.6

FugitiveDustDiscussionforallproject
components

4.26Ͳ5
4.26Ͳ8
4.26Ͳ9

4.26.2.2
4.26.2.4
4.26.2.6

FugitiveDustDiscussionthroughoutthe
section
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andpotentiallengthoftimeforsuccessionbased
onvegetationtypepresentandsoils.
Werecommenddiscussingsourceandtypeof
materialusedforroadbedcontributingto
fugitivedust.
Werecommendaddingdiscussionandanalysisof
factorscontributingtofugitivedustincluding
activitiesthatcontributetofugitivedust(ore
crushing,transportation,loading/unloading,etc.)
andforroadͲrelatedactivities,lengthofroads
traveled,numberoftripsperday,typeof
vehicles,etc.
Werecommendaddingdiscussionofthe
maximumextentoffugitivedustimpactareas
neareachsource.Thiscouldincludethe
anticipatedmodelingdiscussedinSection4.14.
WerecommendthattheEISdiscussthepotential
differenttypesofeffectsthatthefugitivedust
willhaveonthediversevegetativecommunities
withintheminesiteandotherproject
components.Additionally,werecommendthe
documentprovideananalysisanddiscussion
quantifyingtheamountofimpactstothevarious
vegetationcommunitiesresultingfromfugitive
dust.
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Alternative Screening Discussion – Cooperating Agency Meeting
August 22, 2018 1:00-3:00 PM

AECOM Conference Room 700 G Street, Suite 500
Attendees and Affiliation

AECOM

Bill Craig (Host), Elizabeth Bella, Jessica Evans, Jon Isaacs, Cara Wright, Sasha
Forland (phone)

USACE

Shane McCoy, Katie McCafferty

BSEE

John McCall

USFWS

Douglass Cooper, Catherine Yeargan

EPA

Patty McGrath (phone), Molly Vaughan

NPS

Joan Kluwe (phone)

State of Alaska

Kyle Moselle (phone)

ACHP

John Eddins

Lake and Peninsula Borough

Bob Loeffler, Nathan Hill (phone)

Curyung Tribal Council

Courtenay Carty (phone), Gayla Hoseth (phone)

Nondalton Tribal Council

Wes Furlong (Native American Rights Foundation) (phone), Bill Beckley (phone)
and Bruno Ridolfi (Ridolfi Environmental) (phone)

Purpose of Meeting: Update on alternatives development and request feedback on range of
alternatives/preliminary screening.
Action Items:
x Cooperating agencies may submit additional comments by email. USACE will email
cooperating agencies to set a deadline (early next week, week of 8/27/2018).
x AECOM will forward RFI 062 on mine buildout to participants (DONE).
x AECOM will develop the updated screening options table (Appendix B of the EIS) and
alternatives description for cooperating agency review (week of 9/10/2018).
Meeting Notes:
Alternatives Development Update: Bill Craig reviewed the alternatives screening criteria
stepped process, that screening is currently at Step 3, and is still ongoing for some the options.
Bill further explained how scoping comments were incorporated into analysis of options.
MINE LOCATIONS AND LAYOUT OPTIONS
LOC-001 through LOC-003: Patty McGrath suggested a figure to illustrate and explain why
these options have been selected.
MINING OPTIONS
MNG-002: Kyle Moselle suggested expanding reason for dismissal in the subsequent narratives
as screening moves forward.
PROCESSING OPTIONS
Kyle mentioned that PRO-002 and other narratives need to be clear that information was
provided by PLP and has been independently evaluated by the USACE and the EIS team.
THROUGHPUT OPTIONS
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Patty suggested need for more back-up statements about financial return.
GOLD RECOVERY – No Comments
POWER OPTIONS
New Option POW-11: Bill mentioned this option will be added to address a more direct natural
gas pipeline route across Cook Inlet.
ACCESS OPTIONS
ACC-003: Bill mentioned this option would put the gas pipeline in Iliamna Lake or overland for
the route sections that do not include a road.
ACC-021: Catherine Yeargan recommended expanding the rationale to use lightering and
explain why deep draft navigation channel is no longer in the Proposed Alternative due to sea
otter concerns.
ACC-004: Bob Loeffler noted that there have been some concerns regarding use of the ferry.
Kyle discussed north ferry terminal location; there were several comments during scoping about
ice stacking up, wind, erosion, high-value moose hunting habitat. Bill mentioned some north
terminal site options were dismissed due to the potential level of local project activity.
A site east of the ACC-006 option (small bay east of proposed site) was suggested as an
additional option or as a variant to the proposed action (similar to how the Kokhanok East Ferry
Terminal Site was included in ACC-001).
ACC-011: Bob mentioned this option may create more issues for subsistence and village of
Kokhanok. Bill said evaluation would continue in greater detail.
CONCENTRATE TRANSPORT
Patty mentioned there is a need to clarify what concentrate would be transported (copper or
molybdenum concentrates, or both). Bill mentioned more detailed descriptions would be
developed and considered. A new option may be a concentrate pipeline and return water line to
process facility or a water treatment plant with marine outfall at Diamond Point facilities.
RECLAMATION AND CLOSURE – No comments
TAILINGS
Bill said paste tailings and dry stack options are under review. Kyle offered that the State can
put resources toward the evaluation to help.
Patty suggested reviewing the ongoing EIS process for the Resolution copper/molybdenum
mine in Arizona regarding tailings management techniques.
Kyle suggested as an editorial comment to focus on Proposed Alternative then incorporate
evaluation of component options as alternatives; suggested using the Access options
description as example to possibly organize options presentation better.
Bob had an editorial comment – TSF-011 not listed. Elizabeth Bella thought the content may
have been moved to mitigation discussions and the numbering sequence change not updated.
TSF-012: Need to edit the Assessment piece to clarify that all tailings management options will
need to account for the conditions (e.g., seismic activity, unexpected water volumes) – not just
the option for Emergency Storage.
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Patty asked whether there is an option to place bulk and pyritic tailings in one location. Bill
replied no but a combined bulk and pyritic facility could be analyzed. Kyle mentioned it may be
reasonable to evaluate environmental effects of leaving pyritic tailings in temporary storage and
not returned to pit.
Bill mentioned that PLP was asked what a 78-year mine with 55% development would look like
–information was been requested for cumulative analysis (RFI 062).
Sasha Forland will forward RFI 062 to cooperating agencies and follow up once a response is
received (DONE).
PAG WASTE ROCK OPTIONS – No comments
WATER TREATMENT AND AIR – No comments
Kyle mentioned the State received RFI 064 (regarding water quality criteria) and expects ADEC
response by next Tuesday (Aug 28) to inform water treatment analysis.
Alternative Discharge Points: Patty asked if other discharge locations are included in options.
Kyle noted there were questions during scoping about discharge locations.
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NEEDS AND WELFARE OF THE PEOPLE – SOCIOECONOMICS

3.3.1 Regional Setting
3.3.1.1 Overview of the Regional Economy
Many of the jobs in Alaska are seasonal, leading to large fluctuation in employment between the
summertime peaks and the wintertime lows. Figure 3.3-1 shows the cyclical characteristic of
seasonal employment in Alaska. Much of the seasonal employment is related to the tourism and
commercial fishing industries.
Figure 3.3-1: Seasonal Impact on Employment in Alaska

Comment [AB1]: Throughout this section
(3.3) subsistence is not considered an
economic activity. It is a non-monetized activity,
and replaces more standard economic activities
particularly in food getting. Subsistence is a fulltime activity that also needs some cash for
boats, gas, etc. But to infer that people of the
region have high unemployment, low income,
etc., misstates the economic situation. This
section needs to be rewritten to include
subsistence as a viable activity.
The overall approach is to portray the region as
poor, undereducated, poor medical services,
poor water and sewage with bad housing and
decaying villages as measured by vacant
housing; in short—in need of an economic
boost like a Pebble Mine.
Comment [AB2]: Many commercial fishermen
have other forms of employment such as
teachers and often are not really “unemployed.”
Many commercial fishermen are also
subsistence fishers and hunters for whom
commercial fishing provides cash for
subsistence activities
Comment [MJR3]: This chart is meaningless
based on chart note.

Source: ADOL 2018

While the unemployment rate for the United States as a whole has been decreasing for a
number of years, the unemployment rate within Alaska has remained relatively steady at about
7 percent (Figure 3.3-2).
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Figure 3.3-2: Recent Trends in Unemployment Rate

Comment [AB4]: Unemployment in the United
States is governed by factors unrelated to the
Alaska economy. This chart is useless and
should be deleted

Source: ADOL 2018

With regard to the economies of the portions of Alaska potentially affected by development of
the project, there are three distinct profiles. The area on the eastern side of Cook Inlet,
Anchorage and the Kenai Peninsula Borough generally has a more diverse economy, although
there is still some seasonality in employment. The lower area of the Dillingham Census Area
and coastal portions of the Lake and Peninsula Borough is dominated by the commercial
salmon fishery and the economic activity it generates. Finally, communities around Iliamna Lake
and upriver in the Dillingham Census Area have limited participation in commercial salmon
fishing, and are more typical of small roadless rural Alaskan communities, with economic
activities limited to local government, Alaska Native organizations, and some support of
commercial recreation and tourism.

Southern Kenai Peninsula Borough
The Southern Peninsula communities have a broad spectrum of diversity. Small communities
such as Anchor Point and Kachemak City surround the city of Homer and Kachemak Bay.
Across Kachemak Bay with no road access are the communities of Seldovia, Port Graham, and
Nanwalek (KPB 2003).
The Kenai Peninsula’s economy is seasonal. Industries such as construction, tourism, seafood,
and wood products are mostly idle during the winter. Many of these seasonal occupations earn
only about 80 percent of those that are year-round. This seasonality affects other industries
such as transportation, retail, trade, and energy. In general, the tourism, retail, and service
sectors are growing modestly. Replacing jobs from declining industries with jobs in those that
have prospered can be challenging because incomes are often lower in the growing industries.
The outgoing jobs are being replaced by jobs with lower wages (KPB 2003).

Comment [AB5]: Not true, many individuals in
the inland communities participate in Bristol Bay
commercial fishing, and are not typical of
interior of northern roadless villages.
Comment [MN6]: This needs to recognize
that “participation” in the commercial fishery
cannot be merely connected to ownership of a
limited entry permit. Deckhands, net pickers,
cutters, i.e. – hundreds of local residents, who
themselves are not limited entry permit holders,
participate in the downstream commercial
fisheries. It is arbitrary and factually incorrect to
equate participation in the fishery with permit
ownership.
Comment [WF7]: The lack of contemporary
data undercuts any assertion or conclusion
drawn in this section. Without up-to-date date, it
is impossible for the Corps to actually evaluate
the socioeconomic impacts of the mine.
Comment [AB8]: Not true. The dominant
economic driver on the Peninsula is the oil and
gas industry which is not seasonal. Many work
two jobs, teachers and commercial fishers for
example, so the lower wage structure is actually
higher when both jobs are included. As
indicated in the below comment, the data is
from 2003. This needs to be updated to recent
data.
Comment [MJR9]: 15 years ago is the most
up-to-date source for this discussion?
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Lake and Peninsula Borough and Dillingham Census Area
As noted in the Lake and Peninsula Borough Comprehensive Plan Update (LPBCP 2012), there
are three primary components of the economy, which are also appropriate for the area of
analysis on the western side of Cook Inlet and Dillingham Census Area:
1. Commercial Fishing. Portions of both the Lake and Peninsula Borough and Dillingham

Census Area are part of the world-renown Bristol Bay fishery. Residents living in the
borough participate in the fishery to a varying degree through commercial fishing,
subsistence activities and support of commercial sport fishing. Commercial fisheries
permit holders residing in the region have decreased in recent years as permits have
transferred out of region, but the value of permits and fish caught has held steady.
Commercial fishing continues to be a major way of living for some residents in the region
and constitutes over half of all self-employed workers. See Section 3.6, Recreation and
Commercial Fishing, for more information. Areas around the Mine Site rely less on
commercial fishing as an industry.
2. Local Government. A large percentage of employment in the Lake and Peninsula
Borough is in local government, with the majority employed by the school districts.
These jobs are important to the community because they tend to have higher pay and
offer year-round employment.
3. Other Industries and Small Businesses. After accounting for the primary economic
sectors (commercial fishing and local government), residents of the region are engaged
in a range of business activities, including transportation and utilities, state government,
health services, and other small businesses. While the region supports a multi-million
dollar sport fishing and hunting industry, a large majority of the earnings do not go to
local residents. In addition, most tourism is seasonal and the opportunities conflict with
other economic sectors, such as commercial fishing and construction.
Many communities have been exploring small business opportunities for residents to increase
local employment. However, most communities in the region are too small (in population) to
support a single service provider, so new businesses will often have to plan for a regional
market in order to be successful.

Comment [AB10]: About half of the Lake and
Peninsula Borough is within the Nushagak or
Kvichak watersheds including the villages of
Pedro Bay, Kokanok, Nondalton, Iliamna,
Newhalen, Levelock , Port Alsworth, and PopeVannoy. Five villages are on the Alaska
Peninsula and not directly affected by the mine,
and have economic, educational, and
employment dynamics often different from the
Nushagak/Kvichak villages. This needs to be
pointed out. Borough data (Lake and Penn,
Kenai Pen, Bristol Bay) should be excluded
from this document and comparable village data
be included.
Comment [MJR11]: A historic cultural use of
the environment that contributes to the identities
of the region and communities in the region.
The Corps must also analyze these commercial
fishing locations in the cultural resources
section because these places are cultural
resources and that section will have different
impact criteria.

Comment [AB12]: Subsistence needs to be
included as a quasi-economic activity

Comment [MJR13]: Two other historic
cultural uses of the environment that contributes
to the identities of the region and communities
in the region. The Corps must also analyze
these sport fishing and hunting locations in the
cultural resources section because these places
are cultural resources and that section will have
different impact criterial.
Comment [AB14]: Eco-tourism needs to be
included

3.3.1.2 Overview of the Cost of Living
In general, the cost of living in Alaska is higher than most areas of the United States. In 2017,
Alaska was ranked as the third most expensive state based on the costs of living in the four
largest Alaskan cities (Anchorage, Juneau, Fairbanks, and Kodiak), which were all well above
the national average (ADOL 2017). While fuel costs have been decreasing in recent years,
health care premiums increased 29 percent from 2016 to 2017. Alaska has the highest health
care premiums (purchased on the open market) of any state.
While taxes tend to be lower in Alaska, the cost of transportation, food, and fuel is higher.
Transportation is one of the main reasons the costs of living are higher in Alaska (ADOL 2017,
ADOL 2008), which is compounded in rural areas. Getting food, fuel, and other goods to Alaska
is a little more expensive than other parts of the United States, and then the items need to be
transported over a large geographic area to small population clusters. In some communities,
staple goods, such as food and fuel, cost over twice as much as they do in Anchorage because
the items need to be transported by barge or air. Costs were found to be highest in communities
served by air and seasonally by barge.
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3.3.1.3 Overview of the Regional Infrastructure
The following sections provide a brief overview of the infrastructure in Alaska, with a focus on
the region surrounding the potential Mine Site.

Education
Alaska is comprised of 54 school districts (ADEED 2018), which serve about 143,000 students.
For fiscal year 2015, the National Center of Education Statistics reported that Alaska has one of
the highest expenditures per pupil (NCES 2018). Alaska spent $2.9 billion on education, with a
per pupil expenditure of $20,191. This is about 76 percent higher than the national average of
$11,454.
School closures are a serious challenge faced by rural Alaska communities around the state.
Alaska state law (AS14.17.450) cuts off state funds for schools with nine or fewer students.
Falling population can create a challenging cycle, in which declines in the number of residents
lead to school closures, declining services and declining economic opportunities; these trends
can lead to further population declines (LPB 2012). Since schools are often the largest
electricity customer, the closing of a school leaves fewer customers to support the electricity
network and can lead to higher energy prices for the residents of the community.
Opportunities for higher education in Alaska exist through a number of colleges and universities
located throughout the state, including five two-year community colleges, three primary
branches of the University of Alaska, and four private institutions. In addition, through the
Western Undergraduate Exchange residents of Alaska can attend colleges and universities at
participating schools in 16 states and U.S. territories and pay no more than 150 percent of the
in-state tuition.
Lake and Peninsula Borough. The Lake and Peninsula Borough School District has 13 public
schools from Lake Clark in the north to Perryville in the south. None of the school sites can be
reached by roadway; all transportation is by boat or small plane (ADEED 2018). However, a
number of Lake and Peninsula Borough communities are facing population loss and potential
school closings (LPB 2012).

Comment [AB16]: It is good the downstream
and regional impacts of the mine are
acknowledged. The communities should be
identified to include all the Nushagak, and
Kvichak watershed communities.

Comment [AB17]: Falling population is not
the only factor affecting school size. Home
schooling has caused a significant decline in
some areas. In others, private schools
associated with a religious organization have
affected public school attendance. These
affects need to be enumerated by village to
paint a clearer picture of the socio-economic
status of the mine area.
Comment [WF18]: Citation needed

Comment [AB19]: Lake Clark is not a
community; the writer means Port Alsworth

Bristol Bay Borough. The Bristol Bay Borough School District has 2 public schools from in
Naknek (total enrollment 118). None of the school sites can be reached by roadway; all
transportation is by boat or small plane (ADEED 2018).
Dillingham Census Area
Southwest region school district has seven public schools, from Manokotak in the South to
Koliganek in the North. Dillingham City School District had a total enrollment of 473 in
2016/2017. None of the school sites can be reached by roadway; all transportation is by boat or
small plane (LPSD 2018).

Transportation
While most Alaskan communities have local roads, approximately 82 percent of these
communities have no connection to the contiguous road system or interregional roads
(ADOT&PF 2018). With small populations in remote, scattered locations, the per-capita costs of
building and maintaining transportation infrastructure is high. Therefore, building new roads to
connect the communities is unlikely and Alaska will continue to rely on a combination of air,
road, and marine transportation to serve the population. Brief descriptions of these modes of
transportation are provided below. See Section 3.12, Transportation, for more information on
the transportation in the EIS analysis area.
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Comment [WF20]: Dillingham is serviced by
commercial airliners, including Alaska Airlines.
Only the outlying villages are services by
smaller, commercial air-taxi services. This
statement is misleading
Comment [AB21]: The Lake and Peninsula
School District should not be cited for
information on the Dillingham Census Area.
Large planes fly into Dillingham such as Penn
Air, Ravn, and Alaska Airlines.
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Air
Large portions of Alaska are only accessible by air or water. These communities depend on
aviation for access to fresh foods, mail, and healthcare. Alaska Department of Transportation
and Public Facilities (ADOT&PF) owns and operates 242 of the 400 public use airports in
Alaska and has identified rural airports as "Alaska's Lifeline." In addition to the public use
airports, another 300 landing facilities are registered with the Federal Aviation Administration in
Alaska and thousands of private landing facilities and lakes are not registered (ASCE 2017).
Alaska has six times as many pilots and 16 times as many aircraft per capita, compared to the
rest of the country as a whole. The people of Alaska are eight times more likely to use aviation
as transportation than people in the rest of the country (ADOT&PF 2018). Aviation in Alaska is a
huge economic engine, contributing approximately $3.5 billion annually to the state's economy.
Most communities in the region rely on air transportation for movement of people and goods into
and within the region. Iliamna Airport is the primary air-transportation hub for the region. For
most of the year, air cargo is the only means of transporting goods to the communities in the
area (EBD 2011)

Road
The ADOT&PF maintains 5,609 centerline miles of highways, 3,737 of which are paved. The
highway system provides connectivity for freight and travel from the lower 48 states through
Canada into Alaska, and from Alaska’s economic hub, Anchorage, to communities across the
state. The highway system, although very limited in total miles compared to most states, is vital
to the economic growth and development of the state (ASCE 2017).

Comment [MN22]: Food delivered from air
freight is not fresh. The by-pass mail system
delivers canned an preserved goods in bulk to
rural communities throughout Alaska. Fresh
foods, including fruits and vegetables would
spoil in fright hangers weeks before arriving in
village.
Comment [AB23]: Not true. Most fresh foods
come from subsistence foods in the rural
villages. Healthcare is available in local clinics
although hospitalization requires air travel.

Comment [AB24]: Not true, Dillingham is a
larger airport and serves a larger area including
regular large airplane flights to and from
Anchorage.
Comment [MN25]: Each of the major air
cargo carriers in Alaska: i.e. Northern Air
Cargo, Alaska Airlines, Ravn, Alaska Central
Express, Grant Aviation – do not utilize the
Iliamna airfield. Nearly all regional air cargo is
routed through Dillingham or king salmon.

Municipal and borough roadways are typically a mixture of paved and unpaved roads in
Alaska’s hub towns and cities. Many of these areas are a mixture of state and municipal- or
borough-owned roads, and are maintained by state and local governments. These towns and
cities are the main population centers spread across the state where goods are typically
shipped to in order to reach villages by road and air (ASCE 2017).
Village and rural roadways consist mainly of unpaved roads, walkways, trails, and boardwalks in
areas outside of Alaska’s hub towns. Local roadways in rural areas are typically maintained by
local village governments and regional native corporations. The roads, walkways, trails, and
boardwalks are of importance to locals because they serve as routes to local hub towns,
medical facilities, schools, and routes to subsistence hunting and fishing locations (ASCE 2017).
Within the immediate study area, the Iliamna/Newhalen area has the most extensive local road
system. Elsewhere, roads and vehicle use are limited (EBD 2011).

Comment [AB26]: Dillingham has a
comparable road system

Marine
The Alaska Marine Highway System (AMHS) is the state’s publicly owned ferry system. As is
typical throughout Alaska, highway access is unavailable to most south coast communities,
many of which are on islands or in remote areas where roads are not feasible. These coastal
communities therefore rely heavily on the AMHS for travel and to transport goods (ASCE 2017).
Ports and harbors across Alaska provide services that support critical economic activities.
These facilities play a vital role in the communities they serve by providing local employment
opportunities, promoting economic diversification and meeting cultural and subsistence
lifestyles. In 2015, 40.8 million tons of goods were moved out of state and 3.4 million tons of
goods into the state via marine transport. Ports and harbors are also critical to the commercial
fishing industry, which support six of the top ten fishing ports by volume in the U.S. Tourism

2018
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plays a significant role in several communities with over 1 million passengers arriving via cruise
ships in 2016 (ASCE 2017).
Many of the communities in the region can be accessed via water to deliver bulk cargo, such as
fuel and other objects too heavy or bulky to ship by air. Many of the regional communities are on
Iliamna Lake, which can be accessed from the Kvichak River. However, access has been
hindered due to low water levels and shoaling (EBD 2011).

Health Services
Public services are limited in the smaller communities. In general, healthcare services include
only small clinics operated by regional providers. Because of easier access to Anchorage, many
of the residents in the Iliamna and Lake Clark communities receive hospital care in Anchorage.
Many residents in the Bristol Bay area receive hospital care in Dillingham (EBD 2011).
The Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation is a regional provider that operates a hospital, subregional clinics, and village clinics in the Bristol Bay region. Health clinics are also supported by
the boroughs. In addition, state and federal agencies have special responsibilities to support
health care for Alaska Natives (EBD 2011).

Comment [AB28]: Personal watercraft,
particularly skiffs, are a major means of travel to
subsistence activities such as fishing, Hunting,
berrypicking and wood-getting.

Comment [AB29]: This section is misleading.
Most, if not all, of the communities in the Mine
impact area have state-of-the art clinics staffed
by medical and dental professionals with high
speed internet connections to specialists in
Anchorage and around the country

Water, Sewer, and Solid Waste
Alaska’s water and wastewater systems can be generally divided into two categories: municipal
and rural. Most municipal systems that serve more densely populated areas are stable and
have good management and funding to operate and maintain those systems. However, many
homes in these communities still rely on individual well and septic systems due to the high cost
of expanding existing systems. The state has over 280 rural communities, 31 of which have no
centralized water or wastewater system and must rely on hauling water from rivers, lakes and
ice to meet their needs and on outhouses for wastewater disposal. For those rural communities
that have water and wastewater systems, their systems are degrading due to the high cost of
energy, lack of population to support higher than average maintenance costs, and a shortage of
experienced operators to maintain the systems (ASCE 2017).
Public water and sewer utility services in the larger region are concentrated in higher density
development areas, such as cities. The cities operate their own water and sewer utilities to
serve residential, commercial and industrial demand.
Many of the unincorporated communities have water and/or sewer systems funded by the U.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs through the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium and the State’s
Village Safe Water Program. The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
administers the Village Safe Water Program, which is working with rural communities to develop
sustainable sanitation facilities. Many of the water and sewer improvements depend on federal
funding (KPB 2017).
In rural Alaska community water and sewer systems are primarily comprised of four types:
washeterias and central watering points; individual wells and septic systems; water and sewer
truck or trailer haul systems; and piped water and sewer systems. While most of the rural
communities have some form of water and sewer system, there are approximately 30
communities that are considered unserved1 (ADEC 2018).
Near the proposed Mine Site, water and sewer systems are present in:
x

Comment [AB31]: Not true

Comment [AB32]: None are in the EIS area,
delete.
Comment [AB33]: Pedro Bay, New Stuyahok,
Koliganok, Ekwok, Dillingham, Pope-Vannoy
should be added

Igiugig

1

An unserved community is one in which 45 percent or less of the homes are served by a piped, septic
and well, or covered haul system.

2018

Comment [AB30]: This section is highly
misleading. The villages in the Mine area have
excellent water systems usually from wells and
have public sanitation systems that are often
state of the art. To infer because some rural
villages have substandard water and sewer
systems, therefore all do including in the EIS
area, is a misstatement.
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Iliamna
Kokhanok
Levelock
Noandalton
Newhalen
Port Alsworth

x
x
x
x
x

The vast expanse of Alaska and limited road access makes dealing with solid waste a
challenge. Collecting waste from Alaska’s outermost communities must be done either by air,
sea, or left in the community. Many of the rural communities have local facilities to handle solid
waste. The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation supports many landfill facilities
(ASCE 2018).

Comment [AB34]: All have solid waste
facilities via landfills

3.3.2 Potentially Affected Communities
Construction and operation of the proposed mine would have impacts to local and regional
socioeconomic conditions. This section provides information about current socioeconomic
conditions, including population characteristics and economic conditions. As discussed in
Chapter 2, Alternatives, the four major components of the proposed project are the Mine Site,
Amakdedori Port, the Transportation Corridor, and the Natural Gas Pipeline.
Table 3.3-1 summarizes the communities or community groups potentially affected by each
major project component. Pope-Vannoy Landing was reviewed as a potentially affected
community; however, the current population is estimated to only be four people (ADOL 2018)
and it was not considered a community for the purposes of the EIS.
Table 3.3-1: Communities and Community Groups Potentially Affected by Project Component
Mine Site Area

Amakdedori Port

Transportation
Corridor Area

Lake and Peninsula
Borough

X

X

X

Igiugig

X

Iliamna

X

X

X

Kokhanok

X

X

X

Levelock

X

Newhalen

X

X

X

Nondalton

X

Pedro Bay

X

Area

Port Alsworth

X

Kenai Peninsula Borough

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Happy Valley

X
X

Bristol Bay Borough

X

Dillingham Census Area

X

Anchorage

X

X

X

Alaska

X

X

X

2018

Pipeline Area

X
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Comment [AB35]: Pope-Vannoy has a larger
population and more recent data should be
included. Still “ONLY four” are still four human
beings whose rights must be considered
Comment [MJR36]: USACE needs to
compare this table against EIS scoping
comments which contradict some of the table.
Those affected say how they are affected. It is
not the deciders who declare who will be
affected and how. An educated guess says the
communities and community groups listed in
this table did not fill out this table.
In addition, this table is nonsensical in that all
project components affect all of the
communities and community groups because
none of the project components will be built
without the other components. All of the
components are inter-related and so are the
effects.
Comment [AB37]: Need to add: New
Stuyahok, Ekwok, Koliganok, Pope-Vannoy,
Homer, Anchor Point, and Delete Bristol Bay
Borough
AND
The downstream effects of the potential mine
need to be considered, not just the immediate
boundary of the project areas.
Comment [MN38]: How are two villages
similarly situated in the northwestern regions of
the Lake differently affected by the port facility
on cook inlet?
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Table 3.3-1: Communities and Community Groups Potentially Affected by Project Component
Area

Mine Site Area

ANCSA Corporations and
Shareholders

Amakdedori Port

Transportation
Corridor Area

Pipeline Area

X

X

X

The following subsections describe the general social and economic characteristics of the
communities that could be affected by the major project components.

3.3.2.1 Population
Table 3.3-2 displays population characteristics of the affected communities. Many of the
potentially affected communities in the Lake and Peninsula Borough (where the mine would be
located) are small. While some have seen an increase in population from 2010 to 2017, others
have decreased. Refer to Section 3.4, Environmental Justice, for the racial characteristics of the
potentially affected communities.
Table 3.3-2: Population Characteristics of Affected Communities
Population
Area
Lake and
Peninsula
Borough

Age

Gender

2010

2017

Change
2010-2017

Under
18

18-64

65 and
Over

Median
Age

Male

Female

1,631

1,721

5.5%

31%

63%

6%

31.9

51.0%

49.0%
59.6%

Igiugig

50

57

14.0%

28%

62%

11%

37.3

40.4%

Iliamna

109

100

-8.3%

26%

65%

9%

42.0

45.3%

54.7%

Kokhanok

170

173

1.8%

29%

64%

7%

28.1

50.3%

49.7%

Levelock

69

89

29.0%

45%

51%

4%

20.3

43.3%

56.7%

Newhalen

190

230

21.1%

45%

52%

3%

23.5

49.0%

51.0%

Nondalton

164

144

-12.2%

31%

63%

5%

26.8

44.6%

55.4%

Pedro Bay

42

32

-23.8%

0%

77%

23%

57.5

46.2%

53.8%

Port Alsworth

159

238

49.7%

45%

53%

3%

24.3

51.3%

48.7%

55,400

58,049

4.8%

23%

63%

14%

40.5

52.2%

47.8%

Happy Valley

593

622

4.9%

18%

61%

22%

46.5

52.7%

47.3%

Bristol Bay
Borough

997

887

-11.0%

23%

69%

8%

40.7

56.9%

43.1%

4,847

4,925

1.6%

32%

60%

8%

29.7

51.5%

48.5%

Anchorage

291,826

297,483

1.9%

25%

66%

9%

32.8

51.0%

49.0%

Alaska

710,231

737,080

3.8%

26%

65%

9%

33.6

52.3%

47.7%

Kenai Peninsula
Borough

Dillingham
Census Area

Source: ADOL 2018, USCB 2017

2018
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Comment [MJR36]: USACE needs to
compare this table against EIS scoping
comments which contradict some of the table.
Those affected say how they are affected. It is
not the deciders who declare who will be
affected and how. An educated guess says the
communities and community groups listed in
this table did not fill out this table.
In addition, this table is nonsensical in that all
project components affect all of the
communities and community groups because
none of the project components will be built
without the other components. All of the
components are inter-related and so are the
effects.
Comment [AB37]: Need to add: New
Stuyahok, Ekwok, Koliganok, Pope-Vannoy,
Homer, Anchor Point, and Delete Bristol Bay
Borough
AND
The downstream effects of the potential mine
need to be considered, not just the immediate
boundary of the project areas.
Comment [MN39]: Both BBNC and CIRI own
lands near and/or adjacent to the mine site.
Those interests, as well as the interests of their
respective shareholders will be affected by the
port component of this project.
Comment [AB40]: Need to include all of the
affected communities as listed in #32 above.
Lumping communities in the Dillingham Census
Area is misleading
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Table 3.3-3 shows the population projections through 2045 at the borough and state level. The
population of the Lake and Peninsula Borough through 2045 is not projected to increase much,
whereas the population for Alaska is projected to increase about 22 percent by 2045.
Table 3.3-3: Population Projections for Study Area
Area
Lake and Peninsula Borough
Kenai Peninsula Borough
Bristol Bay Borough
Dillingham Census Area

2017

2025

2035

Comment [AB41]: This is a misleading
statement. In fact, the percentage increase for
the Dillingham Census Area, according to these
numbers, is 21.5 percent, half a percent
different than Alaska as a whole.

2045

1,721

1,708

1,720

1,751

58,049

62,845

66,271

68,423

887

790

675

581

4,925

5,289

5,556

5,984

Anchorage

297,483

318,629

330,821

339,171

State of Alaska

737,080

802,352

854,104

899,825

Source: ADOL 2016, ADOL 2018
Notes: 2017 population is estimated population from the US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (ACS) 2012-2016.

3.3.2.2 Economy and Income
The median household income and unemployment vary across the affected communities (Table
3.3-4). Bristol Bay Borough had the highest median household income of $88,000 of the
communities reviewed, while Levelock had the lowest at less than $34,000. In comparison, the
median household income for Alaska is approximately $75,000 and $55,000 for the United
States. The unemployment rate also varied across the affected communities, from a low of zero
percent in some communities to a high of almost 30 percent in Kokhanok.
Table 3.3-4: Median Household Income and Unemployment Rate of Affected Communities
Area

Median Household Income

Unemployment Rate

$43,864

11.7%

Igiugig

$46,875

4.3%

Iliamna

$67,500

7.0%

Kokhanok

$35,000

29.9%

Levelock

$33,750

10.5%

Newhalen

$36,250

10.6%

Nondalton

$35,500

26.2%

Pedro Bay

$55,625

0.0%

Lake and Peninsula Borough

Port Alsworth
Kenai Peninsula Borough
Happy Valley

$79,375

1.4%

$64,891

8.7%

$40,694

0.0%

Bristol Bay Borough

$88,000

5.7%

Dillingham Census Area

$56,055

11.2%

Anchorage

$80,862

6.0%

Alaska

$74,444

7.8%

Source: USCB 2017

2018
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because subsistence is a full-time activity
though not an income-generating activity and is
not considered full-time employment. These
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to wage-based full time employment.
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Overall, the employment within the potentially affected communities relies heavily on the Local
Government and the Education and Health Services industry sectors. Table 3.3-5 shows the
number of employed workers and the top three employment industries in each community. The
Local Government industry sector accounted for the greatest percentage of employees for all of
the communities in the Lake and Peninsula Borough, which is where the mine would be located.
Government jobs are particularly important to these small communities, because they are often
year-round and relatively high paying.
Table 3.3-5: Top Employment Sectors in Potentially Affected Communities
Area

Employed Workers
(2016)

Top Three Industries
Local Government (64%)

Lake and Peninsula
Borough

792

Education and Health Services (10%)
Trade, Transportation and Utilities (8%)
Local Government (66%)

Igiugig

35

Construction (9%)
Education and Health Services (9%)
Local Government (50%)

Iliamna

109

Professional and Business Services (17%)
Education and Health Services (10%)
Local Government (88%)

Kokhanok

85

Education and Health Services (6%)
Trade, Transportation and Utilities (5%)
Local Government (60%)

Levelock

42

Trade, Transportation and Utilities (14%)
Professional and Business Services (10%)
Local Government (62%)

Newhalen

48

Professional and Business Services (17%)
Education and Health Services (10%)
Local Government (70%)

Nondalton

79

Education and Health Services (9%)
Trade, Transportation and Utilities (8%)
Local Government (75%)

Pedro Bay

16

Education and Health Services (19%)
Natural Resources and Mining (6%)
Local Government (33%)

Port Alsworth

80

Trade, Transportation and Utilities (26%)
Leisure and Hospitality (24%)

Kenai Peninsula Borough

2018

23,497

Trade, Transportation and Utilities (20%)
Local Government (15%)
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Table 3.3-5: Top Employment Sectors in Potentially Affected Communities
Area

Employed Workers
(2016)

Top Three Industries
Education and Health Services (15%)
Trade, Transportation and Utilities (20%)

Happy Valley

191

Leisure and Hospitality (19%)
Local Government (17%)
Local Government (30%)

Bristol Bay Borough

423

Trade, Transportation and Utilities (25%)
Leisure and Hospitality (8%)
Local Government (32%)

Dillingham Census Area

2,130

Education and Health Services (28%)
Trade, Transportation and Utilities (16%)
Trade, Transportation and Utilities (23%)

Anchorage

129,020

Education and Health Services (17%)
Leisure and Hospitality (12%)
Trade, Transportation and Utilities (21%)

Alaska

304,556

Education and Health Services (15%)
Local Government (15%)

Source: ADOL 2018

3.3.2.3 Housing
In the EIS analysis area, the housing stock consists primarily of single family detached homes,
which account for over 90 percent of the housing units. As consistent with a higher density
population, Anchorage has the lowest percentage of single family detached housing units
(approximately 50 percent) (USCB 2017). Of the occupied housing units, approximately twothirds of the units are owner-occupied, while the rest are rental properties (Table 3.3-6). It
should be noted that throughout the project area many of the communities have a high
percentage of vacant housing units, with some communities over 50 percent. In comparison,
across the United States, vacant units account for approximately 12 percent of the housing
stock.
Table 3.3-6: Housing Units
Area
Lake and Peninsula
Borough

Total Housing
Units

Occupied Housing
Units

1,451

468

Igiugig

24

Iliamna

60

Vacant Housing
Units

OwnerOccupied

983

68%

19

5

74%

27

33

63%

Kokhanok

63

48

15

69%

Levelock

45

30

15

67%

2018
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Table 3.3-6: Housing Units
Area

Total Housing
Units

Occupied Housing
Units

Vacant Housing
Units

OwnerOccupied

Newhalen

52

42

10

64%

Nondalton

115

68

47

68%

Pedro Bay

23

7

16

71%

Port Alsworth
Kenai Peninsula Borough
Happy Valley
Bristol Bay Borough

85

47

38

34%

30,752

21,481

9,271

72%

537

269

268

85%

909

360

549

55%

2,444

1,375

1,069

61%

Anchorage

114,443

104,969

9,474

60%

Alaska

309,171

250,235

58,936

64%

Dillingham Census Area

Source: USCB 2017

3.3.2.4 Education
In general, the potentially affected communities within the EIS analysis area have a lower high
school graduation rate than the other affected communities (Table 3.3-7). The graduation rates
and those holding a Bachelor’s degree or higher are higher in more densely populated areas,
such as Anchorage and Kenai Peninsula Borough. In comparison, across the United States, the
graduation rate is approximately 87 percent and about 30 percent have a Bachelor’s degree or
higher.
Table 3.3-7: Education Characteristics of Potentially Affected Communities
Population
Enrolled in
School preK – 12

College or Graduate
School

379

19

86%

13%

Igiugig

9

1

85%

12%

Iliamna

17

2

91%

15%

Kokhanok

41

4

82%

9%

Levelock

42

0

81%

0%

Newhalen

52

1

93%

18%

Nondalton

53

3

82%

4%

Pedro Bay

0

1

92%

15%

Area
Lake and Peninsula
Borough

Port Alsworth

High School
Graduate or
Higher

Bachelor’s
Degree or
Higher

66

2

97%

43%

10,282

2,496

93%

24%

Happy Valley

113

6

89%

12%

Bristol Bay Borough

191

37

94%

21%

Kenai Peninsula Borough

2018
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Table 3.3-7: Education Characteristics of Potentially Affected Communities
Area
Dillingham Census Area
Anchorage
Alaska

Population
Enrolled in
School preK – 12

College or Graduate
School

High School
Graduate or
Higher

Bachelor’s
Degree or
Higher

1,245

127

87%

18%

55,136

24,266

93%

34%

142,924

49,185

92%

29%

Source: USCB 2017

2018
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CHAPTER 4: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Note to Reviewers
This section is an early stage preliminary draft, and has been prepared prior to the completion of
scoping for the purpose of setting analytical direction and facilitating the project schedule for
completing the EIS.
As an initial draft, it is incomplete in many ways, and contains numerous placeholders to be
addressed as more information becomes available. The Scoping Comment Period has not
closed, Alternatives to the Proposed Action have not been formally identified, information
needed to complete the analysis is not yet fully available and in the process of being requested
from the applicant, and the approach for topics such as spills/dam failures, traditional knowledge
and cumulative effects has not been settled. In addition, supporting analysis and logic for
determination of potential environmental consequences have not been fully developed. This
draft is intended to frame the eventual section, and in doing so, allow USACE to see the
intended topics and content for the eventual completed sections. Notes are included in many
sections to identify where the analysis is incomplete.

4.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

4.1

APPROACH TO ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

Chapter 4 describes the potential impacts on the environmental resources addressed in
Chapter 3 that would occur under the No Action Alternative, the Applicant's Proposed
Alternative, and other action alternatives.

4.1.1 Impact Characterization
Adverse and beneficial effects of the project were evaluated and described for each of the 25
resources. Each resource section provides context for analyzing impacts by considering them
generally in relation to four dimensions:
x
x
x
x

Magnitude, or the intensity of the impact
Duration, or how long the impact would be expected to occur or last
Geographic extent, or where the impact would be expected to occur
Potential, or how likely the impact is to occur.

Not every resource considers every dimension, and the level of quantified or qualified
information presented is appropriate to the context of the resource. In each of the resource
subsections, the methods used for analysis are described.
Project component values, such as road lengths and pad acreage, are approximations based on
best available data. Due to differences in data processing systems (e.g., Geographic
Information System [GIS]) and methodologies (e.g., number rounding), the values presented in
the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) may differ slightly from values presented in other
project-related documents, such as permit drawings. These differences have been reviewed,
and were determined to be insignificant to the analysis, as well as to the overall permitting
process.

4.1.1.1 Types of Effects Considered
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires three types of impacts to be
evaluated—direct, indirect, and cumulative—as defined below:

Comment [MJR1]: How will USACE
incorporate Indigenous knowledge into these
four dimensions?
Comment [MJR2]: Will resources be
evaluated in more than one section? They need
to be. Salmon, water, and traditional use areas
are examples of resources that fit into more
than one category. Salmon and water (e.g.,
Iliamna Lake, Upper Talarik Creek) have
biological and cultural aspects to them that will
be impacted. Just looking at the biological
impacts to salmon and water are ignoring the
cultural impacts. Traditional use areas need to
be looked at in the subsistence and cultural
resources sections (this is a false diocotomy but
I’m using it because it’s how all EISs are done
in AK unfortunately). The subsistence and
cultural resources sections will use different
methods to evaluate resources in their
perspective categories. The USACE, AECOM,
and Pebble will not want to evaluate traditional
use areas in the cultural resource section
because:
xthere’s a strong likelihood of severe impacts
and low benefits to these resources;
xthese traditional use areas are cultural
landscapes/TCPs and people struggle with
the implications of these kinds of cultural
resources;
xthey will want to keep the cultural resources
analysis limited to archaeological sites so
they can just say we’ll avoid or excavate
them; and
xcultural resources sections in EISs usually
have small budgets and are not allotted many
pages and assessing impacts to cultural
landscapes/TCPs will eat up the budget and
allotted pages.
To be clear, these are not valid reasons; they’re
just the reasons that’ll likely influence the EIS
preparers’ decion-making on what and how to
analyze.
Comment [WF3]: Flag for Matt
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Direct Effects: Effects caused by the action and occurring at the same time and place
(40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 1508.8). Limited to the proposed action and
alternatives.
Indirect Effects: Effects that are “caused by an action and are later in time or farther removed
in distance but are still reasonably likely. Indirect impacts may include growth inducing effects
and other effects related to induced changes in the pattern of land use, population density or
growth rate, and related effects on air and water and other natural systems, including
ecosystems” (40 CFR 1508.8). Indirect effects are caused by the project, but do not occur at the
same time or place as the direct effects. Limited to the proposed action and alternatives.
Cumulative Effects: Additive or interactive effects that would result from the incremental
impact of the proposed action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) or person undertakes such
other actions (40 CFR 1508.7). This includes incremental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions.
Interactive effects may be either greater or less than the sum of the individual effects; therefore,
the action’s contribution to the cumulative case could increase or decrease the net effects. For
this analysis, reasonably foreseeable future actions (RFFAs) are existing plans, permit
applications, and fiscal appropriations that are external to the proposed action, and likely (or
reasonably certain) to occur in the next 10030 years.
[Note: RFFAs are being developed and will be added at a later time.]

4.1.1.2 Time Periods for the Impact Assessment

Comment [MJR4]: This is not long enough.
On their website, Pebble says construction will
take 4-5 years and operations could go until
2047 or 2077. Pebble then proposes a minimum
of 30 years of monitoring. That 94 years for
RRFAs.

Impacts on some resources may vary depending on the phase of the proposed project.
Accordingly, the impact assessment was divided into three time periods:
x
x
x

Construction phase - 4-5 years
Operations phase – 20-50 years
Closure or post-closure phase >30 years.

Although division of analysis into these three time periods works well for most resources, it is
less relevant for some resources, such as Needs and Welfare of the People (Socioeconomics),
or Recreation.

4.1.2 Issues Selected for Analysis
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and cooperating agencies selected substantive
impact topics for further analysis, and eliminated others from evaluation. Based on scoping
comments, issues were selected for analysis, and are organized by physical, biological, or
social environment.
The site of the proposed project and the nature of open-pit mining activity would lead to a
complex interaction between groundwater, surface water, and a number of water-related
resources. The proposed project would also lead to a complex interaction between waterrelated resources and fish and aquatic resources. This section provides an overview of the
water-related resources, and fish and aquatic resources, and their interactions with
groundwater. In this document, water-related resources include:
x
x
x

2018

Wetlands, streams, and other Waters of the U.S. (WOUS)
Aquatic habitat and resources
Groundwater and surface water quality and water supplies
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Comment [MJR5]: The USACE needs to
incorporate Indigenous knowledge into the
analysis and organization of each issue
addressed in the EIS.
Comment [MJR6]: Resources traditionally
thought of as biological (e.g., salmon, water)
have social/cultural aspects that need to be
assessed. It’s not an either/or choice.
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Floodplains
Riparian communities

Comment [AB7]: Hypohric zone and salmon
habitat

x
x
x

Terrestrial resources.
Cultural aspects of water

Comment [AB8]: Including the concept of
sacred water—both Dena’ina (Mi\ni beggesh
qul) and Yup’ik (malishok)

[Note: Issues will be further developed at a later time.]

4.1.3 Financial Assurances and Bonding
This section describes the concepts of financial assurances and bonding in the mining and
metals industry; the requirements for bonding under the State of Alaska; and Pebble Limited
Partnership’s (PLP) proposal for financial assurances.
[Note: This section will be further developed at a later time.]

4.1.4 Evaluation of Potential Failures
[Note: This section will be further developed at a later time.]
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Note to Reviewers
This section is an early stage preliminary draft, and has been prepared prior to the completion of
scoping for the purpose of setting analytical direction and facilitating the project schedule for
completing the EIS.
As an initial draft, it is incomplete in many ways, and contains numerous placeholders to be
addressed as more information becomes available. The Scoping Comment Period has not
closed, Alternatives to the Proposed Action have not been formally identified, information
needed to complete the analysis is not yet fully available and in the process of being requested
from the applicant, and the approach for topics such as spills/dam failures, traditional knowledge
and cumulative effects has not been settled. In addition, supporting analysis and logic for
determination of potential environmental consequences have not been fully developed. This
draft is intended to frame the eventual section, and in doing so, allow USACE to see the
intended topics and content for the eventual completed sections. Notes are included in many
sections to identify where the analysis is incomplete.

4.2

LAND OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND USE

[Note: This section will be updated for impacts to the lands on Kenai Peninsula following receipt
of an updated project footprint.]

Comment [MJR1]: Please include sections
based on Yup’ik, Dena’ina, and Alutiiq
paradigms of land ownership, management,
and use. Currently, the topics in this section are
all from a Western paradigm.

4.2.1 No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, the Pebble Project would not be authorized. Any existing or
new land use activities at the Mine Site, such as exploration or cessation of field activities,
would occur in accordance with the requirements of the State of Alaska as the landowner. Such
activities may result in a reversion of use (cessation of activity) or continuation of the existing
use (exploration). Land ownership and management of the Mine Site, Amakdedori Port,
Transportation Corridor, and Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor would remain the same. Because
the project would not be implemented, the No Action Alternative would have new impacts on
existing land ownership and management.
Comment [MJR2]: NEPA requires more than
one Action Alternative.

4.2.2 Action Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative
4.2.2.1 Land Management
Federal Management
Under Action Alternative 1, no physical, project-related infrastructure would be developed on
any federal land or in other legislatively designated areas. Therefore, project construction,
operations, or closure would not result in any direct effects on the management, ownership, or
use of federal lands. However, project-related activities could indirectly and cumulatively affect
the environment, resources, and visitor experience of three federal management units: Lake
Clark National Park and Preserve, Katmai National Park and Preserve, and the Alagnak Wild
River. Some adaptation in land management may be needed in response to potential indirect
impacts. See Section 3.5, Recreation, and Section 3.11, Aesthetics, for discussions of impacts
on those resources.

State Management
Mine Site. The Mine Site would be located on state-owned lands managed under the guidance
of the state’s Bristol Bay Area Plan. The State of Alaska selected much of the land mass within
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the Bristol Bay Area Plan planning area because of its mineral potential (ADNR 2013a). The
Bristol Bay Area Plan specifies that these lands are to be retained in public ownership and
managed for multiple use, which includes recreation; timber; minerals; fish and wildlife; and
natural scenic, scientific, and historic values. This designation would not preclude construction
of the mine or related facilities. The project is presumed to be consistent with the plan’s goals
for the use of subsurface resources, which call for making metallic and nonmetallic minerals
available to contribute to the mineral inventory and independence of the United States generally
and Alaska specifically, while protecting the integrity of the environment and affected cultures.
The habitat resources of the two stream corridors that traverse this unit are managed for
protection; in addition, the area is managed for moose wintering habitat. Active management for
fish and wildlife protection would increase as a result of the project.
Transportation Corridor. Some of the Transportation Corridor would be located on stateowned lands managed under the guidance of the Bristol Bay Area Plan (see Section 3.2, Land
Ownership, Management, and Use). The plan specifies that these lands are to be retained in
public ownership and managed for a multiple use designation that would not preclude
construction of the mine access roads. Active management for fish and wildlife protection would
increase as a result of the project.

Comment [AB3]: Federal, State, and perhaps
Borough laws and regulations supersede an
area plan. The existence of an area plan does
not supersede laws and regulations
Comment [AB4]: Because all are mentioned
including mining does not mean that there are
no conflicts, which is exactly the point of this
EIS
Comment [MJR5]: Presumed? Shouldn’t they
know this for sure ahead of time?
Comment [AB6]: This is a bold statement.
Needs to be explained
Comment [MJR7]: How so? Please explain.

Comment [AB8]: Explain

Iliamna Lake is managed as a navigable waterbody under the Bristol Bay Area Plan. The lake is
co-designated for Public Recreation and Tourism-Dispersed and Habitat. The designations
allow for development insofar as essential habitat and recreation values are maintained. These
designations would not preclude construction and operation of the project’s proposed north and
south ferry terminals and the ferry route across the lake.
Amakdedori Port and the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor would fall under the management of the
state’s Kenai Area Plan. The plan has management guidelines for the development of
transportation and utilities that include protection of hydrologic systems and roads near
wetlands. The plan also provides guidelines for waterfront development with regard to soil
erosion and fuel storage (ADNR 2001). These guidelines would not preclude the development
of Amakdedori Port or the pipeline facilities on the Kenai Peninsula.
Because the project would be in agreement with the state’s planned land management of the
area, project construction, operations and maintenance, or closure on state lands would not
result in adverse direct or indirect effects on land management.

Borough Management
The Mine Site, the majority of the Transportation Corridor, and a portion of the Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridor would lie within the boundaries of the Lake and Peninsula Borough (LPB).
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) would be required to obtain development permits from the
LPB; however, no direct or indirect effects land management in the LPB would occur.
Amakdedori Port and a portion of the proposed Transportation Corridor and the Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridor on the west side of Cook Inlet would lie within the Kenai Peninsula Borough
(KPB). The KPB Comprehensive Plan does not contain goals, objectives, or implementation
actions specific to development of the project on lands within the KPB. However, the KPB does
regulate development on the floodplain, in the coastal zone, and near certain anadromous fish
streams throughout the borough. No direct or indirect effects on land management in the KPB
would occur.
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Comment [AB9]: Nor would they sanction
Pebble Mine development

Comment [MJR10]: I’m not sure this is true.
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Alaska Native Regional and Village Corporation Management
Portions of the mine access road would cross surface lands owned by Bristol Bay Regional
Native Corporation, Alaska Peninsula Corporation, and Iliamna Natives Limited. The Natural
Gas Pipeline Corridor would cross subsurface lands owned by Cook Inlet Regional Corporation
Incorporated and Bristol Bay Regional Native Corporation. Uses on these surface and
subsurface lands privately owned by Alaska Native corporations are subject to the approval of
the landowners. Any activity would be conducted in accordance with lease and surface use
agreements that PLP would establish with the landowners. Project construction, operations and
maintenance, or closure would not result in adverse direct or indirect effects on management of
these lands.

Local Government Management

Comment [MJR12]: Nondalton has an
integrated management plan. Other
communities do as well. Why are these plans
not being considered? Please include them.
Comment [MN13]: Portions of the Pebble
Deposit and proposed mine site are within the
exterior boundaries of the Nondalton tribal
conservation district.

Legal Access
There are no Revised Statute (R.S.) 2477 easements in the project area.
The project area encompasses several section line easements. These easements do not
prohibit development of a pipeline right-of-way (ROW) or access roads across the affected
section lines. Access to the easements would not be prohibited, although any future use may be
conditioned by the presence of the access road and pipeline, if permitted and constructed.
The South Access Road would intersect one Section 17(b) easement, on the south shore of
Lake Iliamna (EIN 17b C5). The road would not prevent access to the easement, and crossing
points would be signposted and appropriate traffic controls established to ensure public safety
(RFI 27).
Five 100- to 400-foot-wide state public access easements exist on state land along the
proposed pipeline route (see Section 3.2, Land Ownership, Management, and Use). These
include easements for communication networks (for example, there are fiber optic cables in
Iliamna Lake) and other utilities. Development of the project would not prohibit access to these
easements, although PLP would need to be in contact with the easement holders to ensure that
construction would not affect existing infrastructure.

Comment [WF14]: In addition to Nondalton’s
Integrated Resources Management Plan, the
Tribe also manages a Department of
Agriculture-established tribal conservation
district.
Comment [AB15]: Potential downstream
effects must be considered and local and
regional governments must have a say in the
acceptability of those effects.
Comment [MJR16]: Please provide a map of
the easements.
Comment [MJR17]: Please provide a map.
Comment [MJR18]: Please provide a map.
Comment [MJR19]: The USACE needs to
assess whether these changes in land status
and encumbrance will directly, indirectly, and
cumulatively affect the EIS analysis area. I
suspect these changes will.
Comment [MJR20]: Please show map.
Comment [MJR21]: Please define.

4.2.2.2 Land Ownership
For a description of land ownership under Action Alternative 1, see Section 3.2, Land
Ownership, Management, and Use. No land in the project footprint would be conveyed or sold,
although temporary use permits, easements, and ROWs for the Transportation and Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridors would be issued to construct and operate the project if approved. This would
result in a change in land status and an encumbrance on use along the route of the mine
access road and pipeline.

4.2.2.3 Land Use
As discussed in Section 3.2, Land Ownership, Management, and Use, the prevalent land uses
around the EIS analysis area are wilderness and natural habitat, low-intensity recreational
activities, and subsistence. Land development in the Bristol Bay area is generally limited to the
areas in and around geographically isolated communities, and small fishing and hunting lodges.
Mine Site. Land use at the Mine Site would change from minimal disturbance from exploration
activities to intense industrial development. This would constitute an acute and obvious change
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Comment [MN11]: The Bristol Bay Native
Corporation in its scoping comments expressly
refute this proposition. BBNC expressed
directly its concerns as to how the project will
negatively affect its surface and subsurface
lands conveyed via ANCSA.
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Comment [MJR22]: Please define lowintensity and cite the supporting data for this
classification.
Comment [AB23]: Land development and
subsistence are not the same. Subsistence
activities such as moose or caribou hunting
require non-developed areas. The EIS needs to
consider hunting and berry picking subsistence
areas and the effect of the mine projects on
them
Comment [MJR24]: Some argue the
disturbance from exploration are not minimal:
Nunamta Aulukestai v. DEPT. NAT.
RESOURCES, 351 P. 3d 1041 - Alaska:
Supreme Court 2015;
Comment [MN25]: see also – State of
Alaska, Department of Natural Resources,
Miscellaneous Land Use permit number 6118
(2017) – summarizing community concerns with
impacts from exploration activities and requiring
remediation for such impacts
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over the life of the project. An area of 6,874 acres would be affected, representing only a small
portion of the total land area owned and managed by the State. Land use would change again
at closure of the mine, as the site would be restored and no longer used for mining. Subsistence
activity and recreation would be excluded from the vicinity of the Mine Site during construction
and operations. Impacts on those uses are described in Section 4.9, Food and Fiber
Production—SubsistenceTraditional Use and Customary Practices and Section 4.5, Recreation,
respectively.
Transportation Corridor. Construction of the mine access roads would introduce artificial
features to a previously undeveloped location, and thus, would change the land use associated
with industrial truck traffic along the Transportation Corridor. The access roads would be limited
to mine-related traffic and would not facilitate land use changes associated with recreation and
tourism activities. The ferry operating daily on Lake Iliamna would represent an addition to the
watercraft currently used in open water. However, the ferry would present a new use of the lake
during the winter, with the potential to interfere with other uses that utilize the ice for local
transportation and subsistence activities. These facilities would remain in place upon project
closure to support monitoring activities. These remaining features would constitute a permanent
shift from an undisturbed landscape with low levels of intermittent use to transportation
infrastructure supporting an industrial use.

Comment [AB26]: This is a foolish statement.

Comment [AB27]: The ice-breaking ferry
would prohibit snowmachine and four-wheeler
travel in areas traditionally accesses by these
vehicles in winter.

Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor. At the compressor station on the Kenai Peninsula where the
pipeline would connect to existing infrastructure is currently used, the land currently has some
industrial development. There would be additional development from construction of the
compressor station, but overall land use in that area would not change.
[Note: This section will be updated with the revised project footprint.]
Amakdedori Port Site. Construction at the port site would introduce artificial features to a
previously undeveloped location, and therefore, would change the land use associated with
industrial ship traffic and storage activities. Any use of the physical footprint of the port site
would be displaced, and adjacent use activities could be affected; however, access to the port
site is limited and existing use activities are intermittent. Amakdedori Port would remain in place
until project closure and the port is no longer needed to support reclamation and monitoring
activities.
Project construction, operations, and closure would not affect small-scale mining activities that
may currently occur in the project vicinity. Residential and commercial uses in surrounding
communities would not be directly affected by the project, but could expand based on
employment and support service opportunities.
See Section 4.5, Recreation, Section 4.6, Recreational and Commercial Fisheries, and Section
3.9, Food and Fiber Production—Subsistence for information about how the project would affect
these uses.

4.2.2.4 Cumulative Effects
[Note: This section will be updated at a later time.]
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Comment [MJR28]: EIS scoping comments
from Igiugig and Kokhanok suggest Amakdedori
is used more than intermittently.

Comment [MJR29]: This does not sound
true. Sport fishing businesses in the area will
likely suffer direct effects due to the presence of
the Pebble Project in the region. In addition
Section 4.1.1.3 Education says “Substantive
demographic increases resulting from the
project would support an increased number of
schools in the region” will directly affect
residential and commercial uses because more
people need more services.
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Note to Reviewers
This section is an early stage preliminary draft, and has been prepared prior to the completion of
scoping for the purpose of setting analytical direction and facilitating the project schedule for
completing the EIS.
As an initial draft, it is incomplete in many ways, and contains numerous placeholders to be
addressed as more information becomes available. The Scoping Comment Period has not
closed, Alternatives to the Proposed Action have not been formally identified, information
needed to complete the analysis is not yet fully available and in the process of being requested
from the applicant, and the approach for topics such as spills/dam failures, traditional knowledge
and cumulative effects has not been settled. In addition, supporting analysis and logic for
determination of potential environmental consequences have not been fully developed. This
draft is intended to frame the eventual section, and in doing so, allow USACE to see the
intended topics and content for the eventual completed sections. Notes are included in many
sections to identify where the analysis is incomplete.

4.3

NEEDS AND WELFARE OF THE PEOPLE—SOCIOECONOMICS

This section addresses the direct and indirect effects of the No Action Alternative and action
alternatives on the regional and state economy, infrastructure, and population characteristics.
Potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects on commercial fishing and recreational tourism
are discussed in Section 4.6, Recreational and Commercial Fisheries.

Comment [MJR1]: And cumulative?

4.3.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative assumes that the mining operations are not undertaken. Any ongoing
predevelopment work at the site would cease.

4.1.1.1 Regional Setting
Regional Economy
The PLP has employed several local community members at the site during the
predevelopment phase of the project. Under the No Action Alternative, these seasonal positions
would no longer be needed, reducing the number of jobs in the region. The predevelopment
phase also supported indirect jobs through the services required for field work (e.g., air services,
goods and supplies). Loss of both direct and indirect jobs through the loss of field exploration
work and goods and services supply would be felt primarily in communities closest to the Mine
Site (e.g., Nondalton, Iliamna, and Newhalen).
Most of the state’s professional and business service firms, including PLP’s office, are based in
Anchorage, along with some of the predevelopment jobs. The decrease in jobs in terms of
percentage of total employment would not be noticeable in Anchorage due to its larger and
more diverse economy.
Overall, the seasonal fluctuations in employment and the unemployment rate would not be
affected under the No Action Alternative.

Regional Infrastructure
No impacts to the regional infrastructure would be anticipated as a result of the No Action
Alternative. Because of the remoteness and small workforce, the predevelopment work has had
little impact on the regional public infrastructure. The No Action Alternative would not affect the
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Comment [MJR2]: This sentence is vague.
Please provide chart showing number of local
community members hired by year by
community.
Comment [AB3]: These have been seasonal
and temporary jobs and there have been years
when no local hire was done by PLP. These
jobs have already been reduced regardless of
the “No Action Alternative”
Comment [MJR4]: Is there an estimate on
this number? If so please provide it.
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current or projected infrastructure, including education, health services, water, transportation,
sewer, and solid waste operations. Following current trends, school enrollment would continue
to decrease in some communities in the Lake and Peninsula Borough (LPB), leading to a
potential closing of schools.

Comment [AB5]: Lower school enrolment is
due to home-schooling.

4.1.1.2 Potentially Affected Communities
Although a small number of residents may lose seasonal direct and indirect employment
associated with the predevelopment phase, it would occur primarily in communities around the
upper end of Iliamna Lake. Impacts to communities outside of the LPB would be imperceptible.
Other socioeconomic indicators, such as public infrastructure and tax revenue, would not be
affected by the No Action Alternative. The No Action Alternative would have no effect on the
socioeconomic indicators to the potentially affected communities.

4.3.2 Action Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative
Project construction and operations of the project would have an impact on both the regional
setting and the potentially affected communities.

4.3.3 Action Alternative 2, 3, and 4?

Comment [AB7]: This infers that the increase
in employment would born among “local
community members” This is not true, this
needs to be reworded.

4.1.1.3 Regional Setting
Regional Economy
PLP employed a small number of local community members at the site during the
predevelopment phase of the project. Under Alternative 1, the number of employees would
increase to about 2,000 during the construction phase, and 850 during the operations phase. In
addition, indirect employment would increase from the services that would be needed to support
the construction and operation activities (e.g., air services, goods, and supplies). This would
potentially create a large number of direct and indirect jobs in the region, and have a noticeable
effect in small communities closer to the Mine Site and ferry terminals.
During the operations phase of the project, communities closer to the Mine Site would be
expected to see greater changes in their economy compared to communities located farther
away with more commercial fishing. Effects to the economy on a regional scale would be
minimal.
Alternative 1 would provide steady income throughout the year, and help reduce the impacts of
the seasonal fluctuations in employment that are prevalent in the region, because many of the
project jobs during the operations phase would provide year-round employment, .
The economies of communities in the Bristol Bay Borough, such as Naknek and King Salmon,
as well as Dillingham and other communities in the lower Bristol Bay watershed, are more
dependent on commercial fishing, commercial recreation and tourism, and government
services. Potential direct, and indirect, and cumulative effects are discussed in Section 4.5,
Recreation, and Section 4.6, Recreational and Commercial Fisheries. As most of the state’s
professional and business service firms, including PLP’s office, are based in Anchorage, many
of those jobs would be based out of Anchorage. The percentage of increase in jobs would be
minimal due to the larger and more diverse economy of Anchorage, in relation to the
communities nearest the Mine Site and Ferry Terminals (Iliamna, Kokhanok, Nondalton and
Newhalen), and elsewhere in the LPB.
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Comment [MJR6]: In section 4.1.1.1 Regional
Economy, it states “PLP has employed several
local community members at the site during the
predevelopment phase” Is it “several” or
“small”? Please provide precise numbers.
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Comment [MJR8]: Ferry terminals need to
mentioned because they will have barge
loading/unloading facilities and trucking
operations that require a lot of people to
operate.
Comment [AB9]: Subsistence needs to be
considered as well. This can’t be said of landbased hunting and fishing.
Comment [MN10]: Scoping comments from
downriver communities and commercial
fisherman say otherwise: there is severe
concern that the commercial fishing economy
will suffer from mine operation – regardless of a
spill or disaster - because the BB fishery will
become synonymous with hard rock mining.
This kind of impact was seen in the years after
the Exxon Valdez spill where BB and other
Alaska fisheries far removed from the oil spill
were perceived on the world market to be
“contaminated.” Those years represent some of
the lowest return prices for fishermen since
statehood.
Comment [MJR11]: According to who?
Comment [WF12]: The EIS must assess how
the mine and its potential impacts will effect
other sectors of the regional economy, such as
commercial fishing, subsistence, and tourism.
Comment [AB13]: How would a mine
employee say from Soldotna, or the state of
Washington or Canada be counted since they
are not from the local area and continue to have
permanent residence in their home
communities, not Iliamna, Kokhanok etc. This
section needs to address the issue of local hire
and the duration of local hire.
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Cost of Living
As described in Section 4.12, Transportation, Alternative 1 would result in the construction of
roads and ports. Although some components are described as “private,” PLP has stated that
they would work with all local communities to identify the best solutions for use of the road and
ferry for community transportation (RFI 27). Because the higher cost of living in rural areas is
primarily associated with increased transportation cost of food, fuel, and other supplies (ADOL
2017a, ADOL 2008), Alternative 1 has the potential to reduce transportation costs to the
Transportation Corridor area’s potentially affected communities (see Section 3.3, Needs and
Welfare of the People—Socioeconomics). Reduced transportation costs would lower the high
cost of living for these communities.

Regional Infrastructure
The direct effects of all phases of the project on public utilities in communities in the
socioeconomics study area would not be readily noticeable, except for in some communities
nearest to the project that may develop infrastructure to use the supply of natural gas through
the pipeline.

Comment [AB14]: Food, fuel and other high
cost of living commodities primarily originate
from Anchorage. Local roads would not likely
affect transportation by plane or barge from
Anchorage.

Comment [MJR15]: This sounds like
cumulative effects.

The temporary and long-term camps housing workers would be self-contained, and operated
and maintained by PLP throughout the project. The work camps would be in remote areas, and
employees would not have access to services in local communities. In addition to housing
facilities, the camps would be equipped with appropriate emergency medical facilities, electrical
power generation, fuel storage, and facilities for sewage treatment and solid waste disposal and
management. Potable water for the camps would be trucked in or sourced from on-site wells.
There may be indirect impacts from changes in demographic patterns driven by local
employment opportunities, and by local tax revenue generated through development of the
project.

Education
The PLP has supported training and education programs in Alaska. These activities would
continue to increase with Alternative 1 as the needs of the workforce expand, and provide
training for local resident participation in the workforce.
Substantive demographic increases resulting from the project would support an increased
number of schools in the region, which may benefit the educational opportunities of some
communities. Because of declining populations (out-migration), some schools in the region are
at risk of closing. The project could reduce or eliminate the decline in population, thereby
allowing the local schools to remain open and continue to serve the local communities.

Transportation
Alternative 1 would increase the transportation infrastructure in the region once the
transportation corridor and Amakdedori Port are complete. Although the road and port are
described as “private,” PLP has stated that they would work with all local communities to identify
the best solutions for use of the road and ferry for community transportation needs that would
help reduce the local cost of living (RFI 27). Access to the infrastructure would be limited to local
residents and businesses, and would most likely consist of escorted, scheduled conveys for
private vehicle transport, and coordination with PLP on third-party commercial-haul traffic on the
road. Road traffic would be coordinated with scheduled third-party transportation by the ferry.
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Comment [MJR16]: This section only
describes Western approaches to education.
Please include how the project will impact
Indigenous and traditional education (e.g.,
displacement from traditional use areas where
education of customary practices occurs).
Comment [MJR17]: Provide examples.
Comment [AB18]: These need to be identify:
when, where, sponsoring agency.
Comment [MJR19]: Section 4.2.2.3 Land Use
says “Residential and commercial uses in
surrounding communities would not be directly
affected by the project, but could expand based
on employment and support service
opportunities.” “Substantive demographic
increases” will directly affect residential and
commercial uses because more people need
more services.
Comment [AB20]: The data does not indicate
a large decrease in population.
Comment [AB21]: Most, if not all, of the mine
construction and mining would be “camp work”
some version of week on, week off which would
not mean families moving to the local
communities, and would not mean an increase
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With port and ferry features removed at closure, only the road and shallow draft barge facilities
would remain for use in transporting bulk supplies associated with the closure operations.
Access to the remaining infrastructure would likely be similar to that described above.
Because many of the workers and supplies would be transported to the region by air, the
Iliamna Airport and the Kokhanok Airport would see increased use. While no direct impacts are
expected to airport infrastructure, the airport would likely see indirect impacts, such as an
increase in fuel sales and maintenance activities related to increased air traffic. Section 4.12,
Transportation, describes the impacts to air, surface, and water transportation systems.

Health Services
The Mine Site, Ferry Terminals, and Port would have on-site medical facilities to support
workers. Many of the workers would be trained in emergency response and first aid. Most
immediate care operations would be handled internally. Patients may be transported to a local
clinic or airlifted to larger regional hospitals if needed. Therefore, existing health services are not
anticipated to be directly impacted by the project. However, depending on the level of
development associated with support services, there may be indirect impacts such as increased
revenue to the LPB that could be used to maintain and expand health facilities. Any indirect
impacts would occur in the communities nearest the Mine Site and Ferry Terminals.

Comment [AB22]: Ice-breaking barge traffic
on Lake Iliamna would affect snowmachine
travel on Lake Iliamna.

Comment [AB23]: I don’t believe the Lake
and Peninsula Borough funds health services,
these are funded by the Indian Health Service
or similar agency

Water, Sewer, and Solid Waste
The project would construct water and wastewater facilities at the Mine Site and at Amakdedori
Port. In addition, solid waste would be addressed on-site or removed from the area. As a result,
existing water, sewer, and solid waste facilities would not be directly impacted by the project.
However, depending on the level of development associated with support services, there may
be indirect impacts on these facilities, such as increased revenue to the LPB, which could be
used to maintain and expand water, sewer, and solid waste facilities. Any indirect impacts would
occur in the communities nearest the Mine Site.

Comment [AB24]: “addressed” what does this
mean. Needs to be specific.

4.1.1.4 Potentially Affected Communities
Construction and operations would have direct and indirect impacts to local and regional
socioeconomic conditions. This section discusses potential impacts to the socioeconomic
conditions under Alternative 1.

Population
As discussed in Section 3.3, Needs and Welfare of the People—Socioeconomics, the
population of many of the potentially affected communities has been decreasing, particularly in
the LPB. Much of this decrease has been associated with the lack of employment opportunities
in the communities. Alternative 1 would result in an additional 2,000 jobs during the construction
phase, and 850 jobs during the 2 operations phase.
Some workers would be from local communities. The majority of workers would be from
Anchorage, the larger towns in the Kenai Peninsula Borough (KPB), and other states. Workers
would be transported from their location to the Mine Site via aircraft. As a result, the local
communities would not see a large increase in population from the project. The largest impacts
could occur in Iliamna, Newhalen, Kokhanok, and Nondalton, which may see an increase in
population related to any businesses that are developed to support the project. Impacts on
population are difficult to anticipate.
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Other potentially affected communities would not experience an increase in population as a
result of the project; however, the project may slow or stop the current population decline (outmigration) in the communities because of the increase in employment opportunities and indirect
effects on education and infrastructure.

Comment [AB30]: The data do not indicate a
large scale population decline.

Economy and Income
Estimating how many local community members would obtain work through the project (or
would be interested in obtaining work) is difficult, but any increase in the number of jobs would
help the local communities. Loeffler and Schmidt (2017) found that during the exploratory phase
of the Pebble Project (2009-2012), community members from the region accounted for about 43
percent of the seasonal workforce. Communities near the Mine Site were found to provide a
much higher percentage of local labor than more distant communities, such as those in the
Dillingham Census Area or other coastal communities. In addition, opportunities and incomes
from other sources of employment (e.g., commercial fishing) were greater in distant
communities. Therefore, the impact on employment and income during the exploratory phase
had a much greater impact on the communities closest to the Mine Site than more distant
communities.
PLP has stated that its objective is to maximize opportunities for local hire: first, directly to
residents of the project area, or those with close ties to the area; and then to Alaska residents in
general. However, it is likely that during the construction phase, significant non-Alaskan labor
would be required to fill the anticipated 2,000 jobs required, potentially as high as 50 percent of
hires (RFI 27).
A majority of jobs would be taken by Alaskans during operations. PLP has estimated that 250
employees would come from the surrounding communities, with 50 of these employees coming
from communities connected to the project site by road (RFI 27). The majority of the remaining
600 employees would likely be from the Anchorage and Kenai areas.
The direct jobs created by the project would be attractive to many residents with the requisite
skills. In general terms, developments like the proposed project provide economic benefits to
individuals, families, and communities in the form of increased income. Many of the
communities in the region, especially those in the LPB, have a lower median household income
and a higher unemployment rate than Anchorage or Alaska as a whole. Therefore, employment
through the project would have an impact on the income levels in the local communities.
The exploratory phase of the project revealed that the income earned by residents employed by
the project was an important part of the total income earned in local communities, especially
those communities close to the Mine Site (Loeffler and Schmidt 2017). The income earned by
residents close to the mine was greater than the income earned for commercial fishing,
indicating that even the limited employment during the exploratory phase had large impacts on
the communities. In communities that were located further from the Mine Site, commercial
fishing was a larger part of total income. Indirect employment that is developed to support the
construction and operations of the project would provide additional opportunities for community
residents.
In general, mining jobs pay much higher than most industry categories. The average monthly
wage in Alaska for the mining industrial classification in the third quarter of 2017 was $9,047,
and mining support activities was $7,855, which was better than the average for Alaska of
$4,414 (ADOL 2017b). Because these figures are an average of all people employed in that
classification, the monthly wage includes executives and specialized experts. Not all local
residents would make the average wage. The wages earned would be higher than other
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Comment [MJR31]: http://www.iser.uaa.alask
a.edu/Publications/2017_1_LocalJobsIncome.p
df
Comment [MN32]: This study ignores the
economy and income provided by the
commercial fishing industry which was most
recently documented in a separate iser report:
https://iseralaska.org/2013/05/economicimportance-of-the-bristol-bay-salmon-fishery/

Comment [MJR33]: Please show chart of
number of local workers by year by community

Comment [AB34]: Only Newhalen, Iliiamna
and Pedro Bay would be connected by road.

Comment [MJR35]: Please show in chart.
Comment [AB36]: Many are subsistence
fishers and hunters, which is a full time job.
Mine employment would reduce or eliminate
subsistence as an occupation. That, in turn,
would restrict or eliminate a culturally valued
way of life.
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available employment opportunities, and the earnings would be an improvement to the
community.

Tax Revenue and Other Fiscal Effects
[Note: This section will be updated following consultation with cooperating agencies.]
Construction and operations would generate revenues for local governments and the State of
Alaska. The revenue sources would include mining license taxes, corporate income taxes, and
royalty payments. Revenues to local and state government would begin during the construction
phase, and escalate during the operations phase when mining license taxes and corporate
income taxes would become effective. At the time the mine ends production, and buildings,
foundations, pipelines, and other infrastructure facilities are removed or reclaimed, these
revenues would end.

Comment [AB37]: Many residents in the
small communities do not measure wealth by
money, they consider themselves wealthy if
they have a large store of subsistence foods,
primarily salmon. This section is an imposition
of Western values on indigenous communities.

Comment [AB38]: Mining taxes in Alaska are
some of the lowest in the country, and haven’t
been changed for decades.

Mining License Tax and Corporate Income Tax
Alaska levies a mining license tax and corporate income tax on net income received in
connection with mining properties and activities in the state. The collection of mining license tax
and corporate income tax on project net income would have a beneficial effect on state
government revenues. IHS (2013) estimates the project would generate $27 million annually in
state taxes (2011) during the construction phase, and would generate an estimated $69 million
annually from state corporate taxes during the operations phase. IHS estimates the operations
phase would also generate $44 million annually from state mining license taxes.
Corporate income tax may increase further through the indirect and induced impacts of the mine
construction and operation.
State Royalty Payments
Alaska requires holders of state mining locations to pay a production royalty on all revenues
received from minerals produced on state land, per the Production Royalty Law, which applies
to all revenues received from minerals produced from a state mining lease (§38.05.212). The
production royalty is 3 percent of net income generated (ADNR 2015).
The collection of state royalty payments on project net income would have a beneficial effect on
state government revenues. IHS (2013) estimates the project would generate $21 million
annually (2011) from state royalty payments during the operations phase.
Borough Severance Taxes
Mining operations are subject to severance taxes on resource extractions within a taxing
jurisdiction, which would be the LPB. IHS (2013) estimates that the project would generate $29
million annually in severance taxes paid to LPB during the operations phase.
Right-of-Way Acquisition
[Note: This section may be updated with a revised project footprint.]
Right-of-way (ROW) for the 83-mile Transportation Corridor connecting the Amakdedori Port to
the Mine Site could be another fiscal element of the project. The State of Alaska owns 47 miles
of corridor, while the remaining 42 miles of corridor are owned by the Bristol Bay Regional
Native Corporation (BBRC), Alaska Peninsula Corporation (APC), and Iliamna Natives Limited.
Based on costs for a similar mine ROW and the value of state lands (ADNR 2008), a preliminary
estimate of the ROW costs for the transportation corridor range between $1 million and $1.5
million, which would be paid to the state government and to the Native Corporations.
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In addition to the Transportation Corridor, the project would require the construction of a 188mile gas pipeline crossing Cook Inlet from the Kenai Peninsula to the Mine Site. The pipeline
corridor would cross state and federal waters, and state and Alaska Peninsula Corporation
lands. Historically, ROW costs account for approximately seven percent of the total construction
cost of a pipeline (Rue et. al. 2011). However, since the pipeline would follow the Transportation
Corridor from Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site, it is not known if a separate ROW arrangement
would be needed.

Housing

Comment [AB40]: The impact to long term
Kenai Peninsula natural gas supplies needs to
be addressed.

Staff working at the mine would be housed in on-site facilities, and would follow a fly-in/fly-out
commute work arrangement. Therefore, there would not be an increase in housing demand in
communities related to the direct employment of workers.
Communities closest to the mine (Iliamna, Newhalen, Kokhanok, and Nondalton) may see a
stabilization or an increase in population associated with the project, which may lead to an
increase in demand for housing. As presented in Section 3.3, Needs and Welfare of the
People—Socioeconomics, these communities have a higher percentage of vacant housing
stock. Although the condition of the vacant units is not known, some of the units could
accommodate at least a portion of any increase in population. Housing is also available in the
larger communities in the region.

Comment [MN41]: This is speculation and
conflicts with findings the Loffler et al report
cited above.

Education
While the project is not likely to result in substantive demographic increases that would support
an increase in the number of schools in the potentially affected communities in the immediate
vicinity of the project, the training programs supported by PLP could benefit the current student
population in providing job opportunities. In addition, the project could reduce the population
decline in some communities, which could allow schools at risk of closing to remain open.
As with other mining operations in Alaska, employment at the mine would require at least a high
school education or General Equivalency Diploma (GED). Therefore, students may see
employment opportunities provided by the mine as an incentive to complete at least a basic
level of education, which could increase the high school graduation rates in the potentially
affected communities.

4.1.1.5 Cumulative Effects
[Note: This section will be updated at a later time.]
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Style Definition: Heading 2

Note to Reviewers
This section is an early stage preliminary draft, and has been prepared prior to the completion of
scoping for the purpose of setting analytical direction and facilitating the project schedule for
completing the EIS.
As an initial draft, it is incomplete in many ways, and contains numerous placeholders to be
addressed as more information becomes available. The Scoping Comment Period has not
closed, Alternatives to the Proposed Action have not been formally identified, information
needed to complete the analysis is not yet fully available and in the process of being requested
from the applicant, and the approach for topics such as spills/dam failures, traditional knowledge
and cumulative effects has not been settled. In addition, supporting analysis and logic for
determination of potential environmental consequences have not been fully developed. This
draft is intended to frame the eventual section, and in doing so, allow USACE to see the
intended topics and content for the eventual completed sections. Notes are included in many
sections to identify where the analysis is incomplete.

4.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES

4.7.1 No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, the Pebble Project would not be developed at the Mine Site,
and construction of Amakdedori Port, the Transportation and Natural Gas Pipeline corridors,
and associated infrastructure would not be approved or permitted. The Programmatic
Agreement (PA) for the project would not be executed, but the regular process for complying
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) would apply to any other
projects in the area that require federal authorization. No direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts
on cultural resources would result from implementation of the No Action Alternative.

4.7.2 Action Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative
This section discusses the environmental consequences of construction, operation, and closure
of the mine on cultural resources. Cultural resource types discussed in this section are defined
broadly as described in the affected environment section (Section 3.7, Cultural Resources).
Cultural resources may include prehistoric archaeology sites, places of traditional religious and
cultural significance, Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), locations with Indigenous place
names, traditional resource collectinguse areas (e.g., subsistence, education), sacred or
religious sites, trails, travel routes, and historic-era commercial fishing areas, sport fishing
areas, and sites such as cabins or shipwrecks.
None of the identified cultural resources sites have been evaluated to determine whether they
are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP); therefore, for purposes
of this analysis, all known cultural resourcessites have been assumed to be eligible for the
NRHP. Potential effects on cultural resources were evaluated primarily by using geographical
information system (GIS) spatial analysis to compare the locations of cultural resources to the
proposed locations of project facilities. When cultural resources are identified within the area of
potential effectproject footprint, the type of activity proposed for the specific location of the
cultural resources is assessed to consider the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects.
Not all project components have been inventoried for cultural resources during the baseline
studies completed by Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) between 2004 and 20132; to date, only
the Mine Site has been subjected to cultural resource field investigations. The completed
investigations, however, do include background literature and file reviews for a broader regional
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to account for 1) cumulative effects; 2) equates
cultural resources with archaeology does not
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impact on salmon and traditional cultures if a
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more than sites.
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area. Based on those documents, the baseline studies suggest that no additional cultural
resource investigations have occurred in the project area beyond those completed by PLP. The
absence of researchsurveys for some project components necessarily limits the analysis of
environmental consequences and the ability to forecast indirect and cumulative effects on
cultural resources.
[Note: More information is pending additional cultural surveys resource research, as requested
in RFI 25.]
The lack of cultural resource survey data in certain areas is one reason for completing a PA for
the project. PLP will develop a PA in consultation with the Alaska State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO), federally recognized tribal governments (Tribes), and other consulting parties.
The PA will outline ongoing consultation efforts and establish the requirements and process for
an additional cultural resource research,field inventory, NRHP evaluations, and subsequent
mitigation measures (including site avoidance being the preferred methodif possible).
For sites with unresolved eligibility status, further work is required to determine significance
levels and develop NRHP eligibility recommendations for review and concurrence by the SHPO.
The process for completing ongoing evaluations would be captured in the PA.
In summary, new construction and associated ground-disturbing activities in all four project
component areas (the Mine Site, Amakdedori Port, the Transportation Corridor, and the Natural
Gas Pipeline Corridor) could will result in direct, and indirect, and cumulative effects impacts
under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and adverse effects (to use NHPA terms).
Direct effects on cultural resources are considered to be the destruction or burial of, or other
damage to, cultural resources resulting from ground-disturbing actions. Development of the
mine would will result in the physical destruction of or damage to cultural resources and would
will irreversibly alter the characteristics that qualify these cultural resourcessites for inclusion in
the NRHP. Indirect effects are those that occur later in time or are further removed in distance
from the action, such as the increased access to archaeological sitescultural resources (e.g.,
traditional use areas, archaeological sites and districts) that would result from constructing the
mining infrastructuree access road.
The project would will also introduce new visual, atmospheric, olfactory, and audible elements
that might impactdiminish the significance of cultural resources. Cultural resources Sites would
be subject to increased public use (including use by mine personnel) and potential damage.
Some effects may will be both direct, and indirect, and cummulativecumulative. For example,
the introduction of visual, atmospheric, olfactory, or audible elements could will immediately
effectdiminish the qualities of a cultural resource site that contribute to its significance, and
could will effectdiminish the use or function of the cultural resourcesite in the future.
The EIS analysis area for cultural resources is larger than the area of expected ground
disturbance, to account for both potential direct, and indirect, and cumulative effects of the
project. The EIS analysis area and the Area of Potential Effect (APE) would be defined to
account for both direct, and indirect, and cumulative effects. Once defined, the APE will
distinguish between areas of direct impacts, and surrounding areas that likely would be subject
only to indirect effectsindirectly affected, and areas cumulatively affected. Given the size of the
area where indirect and cumulative effects will be considered, more cultural resource sites in
that area that are not currently discussed in Section 3.7, Cultural Resources, may be added. No
formal consultation has occurred between PLP and the SHPO or other interested parties
regarding the definition and delineation of the project’s APE, but consultation and a signed PA
would take place before PLP could proceed with the projectthe issuance of the ROD for this
EIS.
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Comment [MJR13]: Cultural resources are
more than sites.

Comment [MJR14]: 36 CFR 800.5(a)(1)
states “Adverse effects may include reasonably
foreseeable effects caused by the undertaking
that may occur later in time, be farther removed
in distance or be cumulative”
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This analysis cannot proceed without this being
defined.
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Both NEPA and the NHPA offer methods for identifying measures to avoid or minimize impacts
on cultural resources. For example, PLP may choose to redesign the project to avoid impacts
on cultural resourcessites in the project footprint. If impacts are not avoidable, mitigation would
be required and the PA would define specific stipulations that would govern appropriate
mitigation outcomes. Mitigation may include data recovery. In that case, the PA would define
specific stipulations for crafting a research design and data recovery plans involving review and
consultation with the SHPO, Tribes, and other signatory parties. Archaeological monitoring may
also be involved, which would entail the development of an archaeological monitoring plan
approved by the SHPO and other consulting parties. Consultation with Tribes under Section 106
of the NHPA has also not been initiated with the specific objective of investigating the presence
or absence of places of traditional religious and cultural significance, TCPs, sacred sites,
locations with Indigenous place names, and other areas of importance to Tribes.
[Note: The GIS data set for place names and subsistence use areas has not yet been integrated
into this analysis. An RFI is being developed to get this data from PLP consultants.]
The data available and methods used for the cultural resource researchinventory in the Mine
Site area are not adequate to reasonably evaluate foreseeable significant and adverse effects
on cultural resources. However, the data are insufficient at this time to derive reasonable
evaluations of impactsof impacts on cultural resources at Amakdedori Port and in the
Transportation and Natural Gas Pipeline corridors. Further work is needed to better frame a
reasonable assessment of environmental consequences for these components.
[Note: More information is pending additional cultural researchsurveys, as requested in RFI 25.]

4.7.2.1 Mine Site
Only one previously recorded archaeological resource exists within the footprint of the mine
study area footprint. Site ILI-00251 would be within the main embankment of the seepage
collection pond at the tailings storage facility. An additional site, ILI-00218, would be located
within 0.5 mile of the mine facility footprint.
Site ILI-00251 would be directly affected by the project. Construction of the main embankment
of the seepage collection pond at the tailings storage facility would result in the destruction of
this site. Site ILI-000218 would be subject to indirect effects, including increased access to the
area during mine construction. This site is an isolated lithic. Because ILI-00218 is a single
prehistoric artifact, indirect effects would likely be minimal. Neither resource at the Mine Site is
likely eligible for listing in the NRHP, although no determination has been completed.

4.7.2.2 Amakdedori Port
No cultural resources sites have been identified within the footprint of the Amakdedori Port
project component, largely because of the lack of in-depth background research or field
inventories at this location. Two sites are present in the vicinity: ILI-00044 and ILI-00291.
Site ILI-00044, Amakdedori Village, has not been fully surveyed and distinct site boundaries
have not been established. This site would be subject to direct, indirect, and cumulative project
effects, including increased site access, auditory, olfactory, and visual effects caused by newly
constructed port being nearbyan alteration of the site’s viewshed. If consultation and fieldworka
site survey establishdefined boundaries that extend within the project area, there may result in
direct impacts on the villagesite.
Site ILI-00291, a historic shipwreck, has not been identified in the field. If underwater
archaeological investigations locate the site within the project area, it could result in direct
impacts. However, depending on the location of this site, indirect effects may result from
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increased sedimentation or subsurface wave action caused by placement of pilings for the
causeway and shipping channel.
[Note: More information is pending additional cultural researchsurveys, as requested in RFI 25.]

4.7.2.3 Transportation Corridor
No cultural resources have been identified in the Transportation Corridor, although two sites
exist in the vicinity of Amakdedori Port as discussed above. Approximately 10 more sites XX
cultural resources would be present within 1 mile of the Transportation Corridor. These include
a cluster of archaeological sites near Kokhanok and proximal to the south shore of Iliamna
Lake, and isolated sites near the north end of the mine access road at its entrance to the Mine
Site, traditional use areas, travel routes, locations with Indigenous place names, and historic
sport fishing areas. These sites include a mix of historic-era buildings and prehistoric
archaeology sites.
If cultural resourcessites are identified in the road construction corridor (including the ferry route
across the lake and terminal locations) they may be damaged or destroyed by ground-disturbing
and ferrying activities and subject to significant direct, indirect, and cumulative effects.
The XX10 cultural resource sites within roughly 1 mile of the Transportation Corridor would be
subject to indirect effects resulting from road construction. These effects include increased
access that would raise the potential for site damage by dispersed human activity, auditory,
olfactory, and visual effects caused by alteration of the viewshed from construction of a new
road and ferry terminals. Indirect effects on these sites would be minimal. There are historic
structures in Kokhanok that would be susceptible to indirect visual effects. Further analysis is
required to assess whether setting and feeling are character-defining qualities that make these
historic-era buildings significant and whether introducing new visual elements in the vicinity
would have an adverse effect (to use NHPA terms) on these qualities. The potential for indirect
effects is greater for the historic built environment than for surficial or buried archaeological
sites.

4.7.2.4 Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor
For the purpose of the impact analysis, the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor consists of three
distinct segments: the land-based site of the compressor station on the east side of Cook Inlet;
the Cook Inlet crossing, where the proposed pipeline would be submerged; and the pipeline
from Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site.
No cultural resource sites have been identified in the corridor of the land-based segment on the
east side of Cook Inlet; however, analysis is still underway to determine whether this area has
been fully researched (e.g., archaeological surveys, TCP interviews, GIS modeling) surveyed. If
an additional survey or research identifies any cultural resource sites at the location of the
compressor station, such cultural resourcessites may be subject to direct effects, and the
neighboring cultural resourcessites would be subject to indirect effects. However, it is
anticipated that indirect effects would be temporary and minimal because construction would not
result in appreciable changes to viewsheds.
No underwater archaeological investigations have been conducted for the alignment of the
submerged pipeline beneath Cook Inlet. Project construction would directly affect any
shipwrecks or other cultural resource archaeological sites sites within the alignment. Sites
situated adjacent to the pipeline route beneath Cook Inlet may be subject to indirect effects from
subsurface wave action and sediment disturbance, but these types of indirect effects would be
anticipated to be minimal and unlikely.
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The segment of the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor from Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site would
be co-located with the Transportation Corridor; thus, the preceding effects discussion also
applies here. However, development of this project component is less likely than development
of the Transportation Corridor to result in indirect effects, because the pipeline would be buried.
Indirect effects along the Transportation Corridor would be attributable to road construction, not
to the pipeline component.

4.7.2.5 Cumulative Effects
[Note: This section will be updated at a later time.]
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Note to Reviewers
This section is an early stage preliminary draft, and has been prepared prior to the completion of
scoping for the purpose of setting analytical direction and facilitating the project schedule for
completing the EIS.
As an initial draft, it is incomplete in many ways, and contains numerous placeholders to be
addressed as more information becomes available. The Scoping Comment Period has not
closed, Alternatives to the Proposed Action have not been formally identified, information
needed to complete the analysis is not yet fully available and in the process of being requested
from the applicant, and the approach for topics such as spills/dam failures, traditional knowledge
and cumulative effects has not been settled. In addition, supporting analysis and logic for
determination of potential environmental consequences have not been fully developed. This
draft is intended to frame the eventual section, and in doing so, allow USACE to see the
intended topics and content for the eventual completed sections. Notes are included in many
sections to identify where the analysis is incomplete.

4.9

TRADITIONAL USE AND CUSTOMARY PRACTICESFOOD AND FIBER
PRODUCTION—SUBSISTENCE

This section describes potential impacts of the Pebble Project on subsistence in communities
near Iliamna Lake, in the Kvichak and Nushagak river drainages, and on the southeast coast of
Cook Inlet. The magnitude, geographic extent, and duration of impacts are assessed for each
project phase.
[Note: This section will be updated for impacts to the lands on Kenai Peninsula following receipt
of an updated project footprint.]

4.9.1 No Action Alternative
The Pebble Project would not be constructed. Resource availability would not change from the
conditions present during exploration activity and environmental studies at the Mine Site. Local
employment from exploration would not continue. Potential effects to sociocultural aspects of
subsistence would include a loss of income to fund subsistence activities, while labor and time
available for subsistence would increase. There would be no additional direct or indirect effects
on subsistence or other means of food and fiber productiontraditional resources and customary
practices.
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Comment [AB5]: Why would there be a loss
of income if the mine were not built, this is
illogical. Its like saying there would be a loss of
income if Microsoft did not build a facility in
Bristol Bay.
Comment [WF6]: This statement is illogical.
The mine not being built cannot cause a loss of
income because there is no increase in income.
This statement is included to invalidate
arguments that the mine will harm BB/local
economies, including commercial fishing, ... [1]
Comment [WF7]: This statement makes a
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employ a large number of local/regional people.
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4.9.2 Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative
4.9.2.1 Changes in Resource Availability
Project construction would affect the availability and abundance of traditional and subsistence
traditional resources through habitat loss; behavioral disturbance resulting from increased noise,
vehicle/aircraft/ferry traffic, and human activity; fugitive dust deposits on vegetation; and
concerns about and actual contamination of resources; and avoidance of traditional use areas;
and increased costs and times for traveling to more distant areas.
Impacts during operations would be similar, but would occur to a lesser extent, as construction
activities would be more disruptive than operations along the Transportation Corridor. See
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values, Section 4.24, Fish Values, Section 4.25, Threatened and
Endangered Species, and Section 4.26, Vegetation, for discussions of project impacts on fish,
wildlife, and vegetation. Reduction and displacement of fish, wildlife, and vegetation from areas
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typically harvested for subsistence traditional use and customary practices could will curb
harvest levels or and increase the distance harvesters need to travel and the amount of time
needed to sustain current harvest levels. Species of concern that have been identified through
the scoping process and environmental baseline data include caribou, seal, and salmon.
[Note: Information on the potential contamination of subsistence resources will be added
pending receipt of RFI 7, RFI 9, RFI 19, and RFI 20, along with information from RFI 3.]
Fugitive dust from construction, roadways, and mining activities has the potential to be
deposited on berries, other traditionally used plants, plants that animals eat, and water, which
would discourage subsistence users from harvesting theseis resources near the areas affected
at the Mine Site and along the Transportation Corridoin the EIS analysis arear. Subsistence
users also may avoid harvesting waterfowl because of concerns about birds becoming
contaminated from landing on and using open water at Mine Site facilities.
The communities closest to project infrastructure and transportation activities, including the
Mine Site, Transportation Corridor, the ferry, and airports, would be the most affected by
changes in resource availability. These communities include Nondalton, Iliamna, Newhalen,
Pedro Bay, Igiugig, and Kokhanok. Communities in the Nushagak River drainage and the
Kvichak River drainage below Igiugig would experience little to no impact on resource
availability during operations. Communities on the east side of Cook Inlet would be affected
primarily during construction and closure of the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor; impacts during
operations and after closure would be minimal.
Subsistence users would likely adjust the seasonal round, portions of traditional use areas, and
the species composition of their annual harvest to target resources that would be less affected
by project activities. These adaptive approaches would likely sustain harvest levels for affected
communities, but may increase the expenses and time needed to harvest subsistence
resources.
[Note: This section will be updated with information in RFI 3.]
Many project features would be removed or reclaimed, or both, during closure. Once closure
activities have been completed, impacts on the availability of subsistence resources would be
reduced as these areas become revegetated and return to a more natural state than their
condition during construction and operations. The pit lake at the Mine Site would fill during the
decades after mine closure. This would introduce a new standing waterbody, but risks to wildlife
and birds from potential contaminants exposure would be low (see Section 4.23, Wildlife
Values). Some project facilities, including the pipeline, power plant, limited camp and storage
facilities, access roads, and mine water treatment plant, would remain in use after mine closure
as long as needed to support closure activities. Impacts on resource availability would be
localized, in the vicinity of remaining infrastructure and activities.

4.9.2.2 Changes in Access to Traditional Resources
During the construction phase, the Pebble Limited Partnership will inhibit and restrict access to
the area around the project components would be inhibited or restricted. Such restrictions would
affect communities located near project infrastructure that use this land for subsistence fishing,
hunting, and gathering, education, and other customary practices primarily Nondalton, Iliamna,
Newhalen, Pedro Bay, Igiugig, and Kokhanok. Construction of linear features, such as the roads
and pipeline, could interrupt travel to resources or communities on the other side of the right-ofway (ROW). For example, construction of the natural gas pipeline and south access road could
inhibit residents of Kokhanok from accessing important subsistence traditional use areas south
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and west of the community. Similarly, construction-related vessel traffic crossing Iliamna Lake
could cause interruptions in other vessel traffic.
[Note: This section will be updated with information in RFI 3.]
During the operations phase, the Mine Site, Amakdedori Port, Iliamna Lake ferry terminals, and
access roads areas would not be available for access to traditional subsistence use areas.
Hunting may be restricted in the vicinity of those areas, and a raised gravel road may present a
barrier to snowmachine and all-terrain vehicle (ATV) crossing. However, such restrictions would
have a minimal impact on access to traditionalsubsistence resources because these project
components would occupy a relatively small portion of the nearby communities traditional
useharvest areas, and because access points across the Transportation Corridor could be
provided.
Once constructed, the Transportation Corridor roads and the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor
ROW would likely have a positive effect on access to subsistence traditional resources because
these cleared routes could facilitate overland travel by ATVs and snowmachines. Pebble
Limited Partnership (PLP) would work with local communities to identify safe, practicable ways
for residents to use the access roads, such as scheduled, escorted convoys for private vehicle
transport. Trails and crossing points would be signposted and appropriate traffic controls would
be established to ensure public safety (RFI 27). The Iliamna Lake ice-breaking ferry would
disrupt winter travel over the frozen lake and the open water in the ferry’s wake would present a
safety hazard for subsistence users. However, the ferry could also facilitate access to
subsistence resources by transporting local residents and their vehicles across the lake. PLP
would work with local communities to find solutions for ferry transportation use (RFI 27).
At closure, roads in the Transportation Corridor could continue to facilitate overland travel for
subsistence access. Many of the other project features would be removed and/or reclaimed;
therefore, adverse impacts on access to subsistence traditional resources would be greatly
reduced.

4.9.2.3 Changes in Competition for Resources
The project would result in employment opportunities for non-local workers during construction
and operations; however, such opportunities are unlikely to increase competition for subsistence
traditional resources in areas where project employees are working or housed. Employees
would be prohibited from hunting, fishing, and gathering while on-site and non-local Mine Site
employees would be transported to and from the Mine Site by aircraft. Non-local employees
could likely continue to live outside the region and commute to project worksites. Similarly,
access to and use of project roads and other facilities for nonresident sport hunting would be
prohibited.
After closure activities are completed, the potential for non-local project employees to increase
competition for subsistence traditional resources would cease, depending on the ability of
nonresidents to access portions of the Transportation Corridor.

4.9.2.4 Changes in Sociocultural Conditions
Project construction and operations would result in both adverse and beneficial sociocultural
impacts. Local residents participate in subsistence activitiescustomary practices to a high
degree. The level of participation may be affected by changes in traditional resource abundance
and quality, season and bag limits, changes in physical access, changes in cultural perceptions
of resources (e.g., fish and animals are tainted/contaminated, water polluted), and the times and
funds available for subsistence traditional harvest. Changes in harvest participation are a
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leading indicator of cultural changes; continued participation is important to the transfer of
knowledge and skills across generations, to the formation of social relationships within and
between communities, and to cultural continuity. In particular, subsistence customary practices
are the foundation of cultures, maintains the connection of people to their land and environment,
and supports healthy diet and nutrition.
To the extent that project activities would have adverse impacts on traditional resource
abundance, availability, quality, and access, corresponding adverse sociocultural impacts on
affected communities would occur, related to community health/well-being and cultural identity.
Under routine operating conditions, the communities affected would likely be limited to those
closest to the project’s infrastructure and transportation activities: Nondalton, Iliamna,
Newhalen, Pedro Bay, Igiugig, and Kokhanok.
[Note: This section will be updated with information in RFI 3.]
Project activities are also expected to increase employment opportunities for residents of the
project area, particularly for those living in communities surrounding Iliamna Lake. The number
of local people who would be hired during the construction phase is not known, but PLP intends
to prioritize opportunities for residents of the project area or those with close ties to the area
(RFI 27). During the operations phase, an estimated 50 employees would come from
communities connected to project sites by road and an additional 200 employees would come
from surrounding communities (RFI 27). Increased cash income and employment can affect
subsistence harvest levels and participation in myriad ways.
Many subsistence activitiescustomary activities depend on cash income to pay for the tools,
ammunition, equipment, maintenance, and fuel used to harvest, process, and store subsistence
traditional resources. When cash income increases, subsistence production often increases as
a result. The construction and operation of project infrastructure would likely lead to increased
cash income for local residents through employment. The Transportation Corridor and Natural
Gas Pipeline Corridor would cross land owned by Alaska Peninsula Corporation (APC) and
Iliamna Natives Limited, and would therefore generate revenue for these corporations that could
then be disbursed to their shareholders.
Participation in subsistence activitiescustomary practices can be time-intensive and many
subsistence traditional resources are available only at certain times of the year. Year-round and
rotational employment can reduce the opportunities subsistence users have to harvest and
process resources, and to pass on skills and knowledge to the next generation. [Note:
Information on this topic will be added at a later time.] Households and communities would have
to adjust to new divisions of subsistence labor, changes in sharing networks, and to possible
changes in harvest levels.
Project employment or related regional outmigration (see Section 4.3, Needs and Welfare of the
People—Socioeconomics) could cause the reduction or loss of subsistence production from
high-harvesting households. In typical communities, 30 percent of households harvest 70
percent of the resources and a high level of sharing occurs among households. If highharvesting households leave the community or reduce their production, the rest of the
community could be affected (Wolfe 1987).
At closure, both time commitments for and cash income from project employment would cease.
Households would have to adjust to reduced cash income to support the maintenance and
operating costs of a subsistence lifestyletraditional way of life. Workers who moved out of local
communities may choose not to return. The Transportation Corridor’s access roads and the
natural gas pipeline would remain in place for some time after project closure and could
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mine jobs would have already ended their life as
subsistence fishers/hunters/gatherers. So...
called
[12]
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potentially generate revenue for Alaska Peninsula Corporation and Iliamna Natives Limited that
could then be disbursed to their shareholders.

4.9.2.5 Cumulative Effects
[Note: This section will be updated at a later time.]
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8/26/2018 11:16:00 AM

This statement is illogical. The mine not being built cannot cause a loss of income because there is no
increase in income. This statement is included to invalidate arguments that the mine will harm BB/local
economies, including commercial fishing, recreation/tourism, and, most importantly, subsistence.
Page 1: [2] Comment [WF11]

Wesley Furlong

8/26/2018 11:20:00 AM

The inclusion of this reference in this section supports the conclusion that the USACE’s decision to
exclude the Tribe from reviewing these sections while allowing it to review the “subsistence” sections as a
cooperating agency is arbitrary and capricious. If the USACE cannot evaluate the impacts to substance
resources in the “subsistence” sections how then can the Tribe provide meaningful comments regarding
the USACE’s analysis of impacts on subsistence? The Tribe’s exclusion from review of these chapters
undermines the integrity of the entire EIS
Page 2: [3] Comment [AB22]

Alan Boraas

8/14/2018 3:19:00 PM

If this is saying the pit lake would not be full during the mine operation, what is the point of a tailings lake?
It was advertised as a mechanism to prevent harm to birds etc from dangerous materials.
Page 2: [4] Comment [AB23]

Alan Boraas

8/14/2018 3:21:00 PM

Should a tailings pond breach or other tragedy occur significant damage would occur to downstream fish,
particularly anadromous salmon thereby affecting subsistence activities
Page 2: [5] Comment [WF24]

Wesley Furlong

8/26/2018 11:33:00 AM

This statement is patently false and unsubstantiated. It indicates a fundamental lack of understanding
about basic hydrology, fish ecology/biology, the cultural and subsistence practices of the communities
within Bristol Bay, as well as the geography, hydrology, and ecology of Bristol Bay specifically.
Page 2: [6] Comment [MJR25]

Cultural Alaska

7/18/2018 3:06:00 PM

This section only addresses people actively engaged in harvesting traditional resources. This section
needs to analyze the impacts to sharing networks in and between villages. Extended family and friends in
these sharing networks will be impacted by changes in access because active harvesters cannot share
what they cannot get.
Page 4: [7] Comment [WF36]

Wesley Furlong

8/26/2018 11:41:00 AM

Again, the USACE cannot consider the impacts to subsistence only for lake communities. The Mine and
its related infrastructure will effect subsistence for all communities within the Bay. The Mine will be built in
the Nushagak River Watershed, in the headwaters of Koktuli River. This means that the Mine will have
direct effects on the subsistence practices and resources of the down-river communities. Furthermore,
the USACE’s arbitrary cut-off of analysis below Lake Iliamna for the rest of the Kvichak River Watershed
is unacceptable. How can the mine affect the upstream communities but not the downstream
communities?
Page 4: [8] Comment [AB37]

Alan Boraas

8/14/2018 3:32:00 PM

The downstream impact must be considered since salmon are anadromous they potentially swim
upstream into contaminated water coming downstream from the mine. All the communities of the
Nushagak and Kvichak watersheds should be included in this list.
Page 4: [9] Comment [WF40]

Wesley Furlong

8/26/2018 11:45:00 AM

Then explain how it will. Without further explanation, this statement is insufficient to provide the necessary
analysis to inform the USACE’s decision
Page 4: [10] Comment [AB43]

Alan Boraas

8/14/2018 3:33:00 PM

Subsistence requires some cash to pay for boats etc but in the main it requires time. One cannot work a
full time job and be a subsistence fisher/hunter/gatherer. Full time employment would end subsistence as
a way of life.
Page 4: [11] Comment [AB44]

Alan Boraas

8/14/2018 3:36:00 PM

What does this mean “adjust to new division of subsistence labor .etc” What the author is saying is that
subsistence as it is cuerently practiced would end, and fishing and hunting would become supplemental,
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recreational activities. That is a drastic cultural change that impacts the nutritional, social and spiritual
practices of salmon/subsistence communities.
Page 4: [12] Comment [AB47]

Alan Boraas

8/14/2018 3:44:00 PM

As stated, those who take mine jobs would have already ended their life as subsistence
fishers/hunters/gatherers. So called mine jobs would not pay for the tools of subsistence because they
could not do subsistence anyway because of time constraints of a full-time job. Moreover, this entire
section does not recognize traditional values of the communities. Wealth is not money, wealth is
subsistence foods in a freezer, nearby family, and the freedom to exercise a traditional lifestyle. Imposing
a cash economy, if that were to occur, would end that millennial-long cultural tradition
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The purpose of this section is to describe cultural resources within the affected environment.
NEPA requires that project impacts to cultural resources, considered a subset of the “human
environment,” be evaluated and disclosed (40 CFR 1508.4). Cultural resources under the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR 1508.27(b)(8)) state that the federal agency
should consider “The degree to which the action may adversely affect districts, sites, highways,
structures, or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or
may cause loss or destruction of significant scientific, cultural, or historical resources.” is a
broadly defined term that includes all buildings, sites, structures, objects, districts, and
landscapes that are considered to have historical or cultural value. A wide range of cultural
resource types and related laws and regulations can include, but are not limited to:
x

x

x

x

x

2018

Historic properties are defined by the implementing regulations (36 CFR Part 800)
of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (54 U.S.C. 300101 et seq.) as “any
prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in, or eligible
for inclusion in, the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) maintained by the
Secretary of the Interior. This term includes artifacts, records, and remains that are
related to and located within such properties; and properties of traditional religious
and cultural importance to an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization and that
meet the National Register criteria” (36 CFR 800.16(l)(1) [l][1]). It is important to note
that under NEPA, impacts to all types of cultural resources are considered even if
they are not NRHP eligible (i.e., designated as “historic properties” per the NHPA).
Permitting, construction, operations, and closure of the project will require
compliance with section 106 of the NHPA (54 U.S.C. 300101 et seq.)(16 USC
Section 470), its implementing regulations (36 CFR Part 800) promulgated by the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’
NHPA Section 106 procedures (33 CFR 325, Appendix C) (ACHP). Section 106 of
the NHPA and the ACHP’s implementing The regulations require federal agencies to
identify historic properties within the Area of Potential Effect (APE), determine if
whether an undertaking will mayconstitute an adversely effect affect to identified
historic properties, and seek to resolve any adverse effects. Cultural
resourcesHistoric properties are evaluated for inclusion in the NRHP based upon
established criteria listed outlined atin 36 CFR 60.4.
Cultural resourcesHistoric properties arecan be determined eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP if they are a district, site, building, structure, or object that possess
possess integrity, the capacity to convey their significant historic associations, and
meet one of four criteria listed in Title 36, CFR 60:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association
Additionally, historic properties msutmust also meet at least one of four NRHP
criteria for evaluation:; and:
o Criterion A: properties are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or
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Comment [AB1]: Overall, the authors of this
chapter did not do a very thorough job of
characterizing the cultural resources. The four
main problems; 1) they have ignored cumulative
effects; 2) they equate cultural resources with
archaeological sites not the broader perspective
of cultural resources as NEPA defines it; 3) they
relied almost exclusively on the Braund reports
and ignore other important work such as Boraas
and Knott 2015 and 2018; and 4) they seem to
assume the area of potential effect will be
restricted to the confines of the projects and not
the downstream effects on water, salmon, and
subsistence cultures.
Comment [MJR2]: Please cite the regulations
directly to avoid confusion.
Comment [MJR3]: Please include a flow chart
comparing the two processes or describe how
the two processes are different. This will help
folks understand why USACE needs to comply
with two sets of NHPA implementing
regulations.
Comment [WF4]: Congress has explicitly
delegated authority to the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation to promulgate such rules
and regulations as it deems necessary to
govern the implementation of Section 106 of the
NHPA in its entirety. 54 U.S.C. § 304108(a);
see Te-Moak Tribe of Western Shoshone of
Nevada v. US Department of Interior, 608 F.3d
592, 607 (9th Cir. 2010). Congress also has
explicitly delegated authority to the ACHP to
promulgate regulations authorizing other federal
agencies to develop alternative procedures for
Section 106 compliance. See 54 U.S.C. §
304108(c). Pursuant to this authority, the ACHP
has promulgated regulations at 36 C.F.R. §
800.14(a) (program alternatives). This process
requires the federal agency to develop these
alternative procedures in consultation with the
ACHP, Id. § 800.14(a)(1), and the ACHP must
approve the procedures for them to have legal
effect. Id. § 800.14(a)(2), (a)(4).
33 C.F.R. § 325 Appendix C was not developed
pursuant to the ACHP’s regulations and they
have never been approved by the ACHP.
Appendix C, therefore, has no legal effect, and
the Corps’ reliance on Appendix C to fulfill its
Section 106 obligations is therefore unlawful,
arbitrary, and capricious. See Comm. to Save
Cleveland’s Huletts v. U.S. Army Corps of
Engrs., 163 F. Supp. 2d 776, 792 (N.D. Ohio
2001); Col. River Indian Tribes v. Marsh, 605 F.
Supp. 1425, 1436-38 (C.D. Cal. 1985); Sayler
Park Vill. Council v. U.S. Army Corps of Engrs.,
2002 WL 32191511, at *7 (S.D. Ohio Dec. 30,
2002).
Comment [WF5]: Encouraging that the Corps
is using the ACHP’s term “APE, rather than
“Permit Area” as defined in Appendix C. See
above comment
Comment [WF6]: This statement is overly
simplified, and misleading as originally written.
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Criterion B: propertiesare associated with the lives or persons significant in our
past; or
Criterion C: properties that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that
possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable
entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
Criterion D: properties that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory and history.

Pursuant to Section 106 of the NHPA, federal agencies are required take into account the
effects of an undertaking on historic properties, seek ways to avoide, minimize, and mitigate any
adverse effects, and provide the ACHP a reasonable opportunity to comment with regard to the
undertaking. 36 CFR 800.1(a); 54 USC 306108If significant (i.e., NRHP-eligible) resources are
identified, then federal agencies are directed to take prudent and feasible measures to avoid or
reduce adverse impacts. It should be noted that the terms “impacts,” and “effects,” for the
purposes of the analysis in this EIS, are used interchangeably.
The NRHP describes historic resources as standing or collapsed buildings, unique engineering
designs, mines, ranches, and railroad grades that are at least 50 years old, or have achieved
significance within the past 50 years. Archaeological resources are prehistoric or historic
remains of human lifeways or activities that are at least 50 years old, and include artifact
concentrations or scatters, whole or fragmentary tools, rock carvings or paintings, and buildings
or structures. Resources types that include broader geographic areas may include cultural
landscapes and Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs).
x
x
x

x

x

2018

Historic Properties of Traditional Religious and Cultural Significance to Indian
Tribes
Traditional Cultural Landscapes
A TCP is defined as a place that is “eligible for inclusion in the National Register
because of its association with cultural practices or beliefs of a living community that
(a) are rooted in that community’s history, and (b) are important in maintaining the
continuing cultural identity of the community” (Parker and King 1992). TCPs often
represent the location where important traditional events, activities, or cultural
observances have taken place in the past, yet remain active in the community's or
tribe’s cultural practices.
Native AlaskanAlaska Native cultural items include human remains, funerary
items, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony (25 USC 3001 (3)). The
discovery of human remains is subject to Alaska Statutes (AS). For example, AS
11.46.482(a)(3) makes the “intentional and unauthorized destruction or removal of
any human remains or the intentional disturbance of a grave,” a class C felony; AS
41.35.200, which applies only to State lands, makes the disturbance of "historic,
prehistoric and archaeological resources" (including graves, per definition) a class A
misdemeanor; and AS 18.50.250, which applies to all lands in Alaska, requires
permits for the transport, disinterment, and reinternment of human remains. The
project does not currently involve federal lands, so the provisions of the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act are not applicable. However, state
level statutes and sensitivity about grave sites warrant the development of
Inadvertent Discovery Plans to ensure appropriate treatment of these resources.
Archaeological resources include precontact (i.e., dating to the period in North
America predating the arrival of Euroamericans) and historic archaeological sites that
may or may not be historic properties. The Alaska Historic Preservation Act (AS
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Comment [WF7]: This is legally inaccurate
Comment [AB8]: As a follow-up comment:
Federal Agencies differ as to how regulations
are implemented i.e. ACE and EPA have
different processes. The process needs to be
spelled out
Comment [WF9]: This is a legally inaccurate
statement

Comment [MJR10]: Please provide citations
for these descriptions because this is what 36
CFR60.4 states, “Ordinarily cemeteries,
birthplaces, or graves of historical figures,
properties owned by religious institutions or
used for religious purposes, structures that have
been moved from their original locations,
reconstructed historic buildings, properties
primarily commemorative in nature, and
properties that have achieved significance
within the past 50 years shall not be considered
eligible for the national register. However, such
properties will qualify if they are integral parts of
districts that do meet the criteria of if they fall
within the following categories:
g) a property achieving significance within the
past 50 years if it is of exceptional importance.”
Comment [MJR11]: For the NHPA, TCPs and
cultural landscapes are kinds of significance
associated with historic properties. They are not
types of historic properties.
Comment [WF12]: The ACHP regulations
and the NHPA require the Corps to take into
account effects on historic properties that tribes
ascribe traditional religious and cultural
significance to.
Comment [WF13]: The ACHP provides
detailed guidance for federal agencies to
document, evaluate, and take into account
effects on TCLs. The Corps must provide a
detailed discussion on what TCLs are, how it
will identify, document, and evaluate them, and
how it will evaluate impacts and effect to them.
https://www.achp.gov/indian-tribes-and-nativehawaiians/traditional-cultural-landscapes
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41.35) states that the policy of the State is to preserve and protect the historic,
prehistoric, and archaeological resources of Alaska and asserts the State’s title to all
historic, prehistoric, and archaeological resources situated on land owned or
controlled by the State, including tideland and submerged land.
Locations with Indigenous Place Names are important places (i.e., cultural
resources) reflecting the landscape knowledge of ancestral Dena’ina, Yupiit, and
Alutiit. While these places may not have material evidence of past use, the names
and oral histories of these places provide equally strong evidence of their cultural
importance.
Cultural uses of the natural environment include subsistence, ceremonial, or
other religious use of places, plants, animals, and minerals. This may include locales
in the project vicinity identified through place names and subsistence research.
Types of resources can include Native AlaskanAlaska Native sacred sites that may
or may not be considered as TCPs, cultural landscapes, ethnographic landscapes,
rural historic landscapes including trails and transportation routes, and historic
mining landscapes, historic commercial/sport fishing landscapes. The American
Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (42 USC Section 1996) requires that federal
agencies consider the effects of their actions on cultural resources that are of
religious significance to Alaska Natives.
Numerous other laws, regulations, and Executive Orders protect cultural
resources. Executive Order 13007 – Indian Sacred Sites directs federal agencies
to allow Native Americans to worship at sacred sites located on federal property and
to avoid adversely affecting such sites to the extent practicable. The Antiquities Act
of 1906 (16 USC Section 431) establishes penalties for damage and destruction of
antiquities and allows for designation of historic landmarks on federal lands. The
Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (16 USC Section 470) establishes
a permit process on public and Native American lands, and provides penalties for
violations and damages to archaeological sites. Executive Order 13287 – Preserve
America directs federal agencies to build partnerships with local governments, Indian
tribes, and the private sector to preserve cultural resources, and improve the
stewardship of cultural resources. Executive Order 12898 (Environmental Justice).

Information presented herein is based on a review of data on file at the Alaska Heritage
Resources Survey (AHRS) and the series of cultural resources survey reports prepared for the
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) between 2004 and 2013 by Stephen R. Braund and
Associates (SRB&A).
[Note: GIS data from surveys conducted at the mine site were received as part of RFI 26 and
will be incorporated into the next draft of this section.]

3.7.1 Area of Potential Effect
Section 106 of the NHPA defines a process for the consideration of effects on historic properties
within a project’s APE (36 CFR 800.16(d)5 (Assessment of adverse effects)). The APE is
determined through consultation among federal and state agencies and other interested parties.
An APE has not yet been defined for the project. Agency consultation under Section 106 and
cultural resource surveys to-date have focused on specific locations of proposed ground
disturbing actions associated with mine exploration (e.g., drill pads, placement of
communication and meteorological stations) and annually reviewing the cultural field survey
methodsology.

2018
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Comment [AB14]: It should be made clear
what are federal regulations and what are state
regulations, each in their own section
Comment [MJR15]: The AHPA AS
41.35.230(2) defines historic, prehistoric, and
archaeological resources as “deposits,
structures, ruins, sites, buildings, graves,
artifacts, fossils, or other objects of antiquity
which provide information pertaining to the
historical or prehistorical culture of people in the
state as well as to the natural history of the
state.”
The Pebble Project has not researched the
potential of their projects on fossils, deposits, or
objects of antiquity that provide information on
the natural history of the state. This data gap
needs to be addressed.
Comment [MJR16]: Excellent! Thank you for
acknowledging plants and animals as cultural
resources.
Comment [MJR17]: This analysis needs to
include historic commercial and sport fishing
areas (e.g., Newhalen River, Talarik Creek,
Copper River, Gibraltar Lake & River, Bristol
Bay, Kvichak River, Iliamna Lake) as cultural
resources. Commercial and sport fishing are
cultural uses of the environment. Commercial
fisheries near the project area have been used
for more than 100 years and sport fishing within
... [1]
Comment [AB18]: Boraas and Knott in the
EPA Bristol Bay report and Boraas and Knott in
“Bristol Bay Alaska” ed by Carol Ann Woody pp
3-26 (2018) need to be included in as sources
for this chapter
Comment [MJR19]: There are dozens of
more sources to review that contribute to the
understanding of the area that were published
before and after SRB&A’s research and are not
in the AHRS. This sentence reads as if USACE
is repeating the mistakes made during the ... [2]
Comment [MJR20]: Is the APE going to be
the same as the EIS Impact Analysis Area? If
so, please state so and provide rationale behind
this decision. If not, please state so and provide
rationale behind this decision.
Comment [WF21]: The APE must be
developed with information gathered from
Indian tribes regarding the location of historic
properties, including those that possess
traditional religious and cultural significance. 36
C.F.R. § 800.4(a)(4).
Comment [WF22]: This is false. The Corps
has yet to conduct any consultation pursuant to
Section 106. This section of the draft EIS was
sent to Nondalton Tribal Council on July 20,
2018. Nondalton Tribal Council received its
invitation to become a consulting party for ... [3]
Comment [MJR23]: Since 2004, the project
proponent, state agencies, and USACE have
not afforded the tribes their say on whether
these methods are adequate in identifying
cultural resources in the project area. The first
sentence of the next paragraph indicates ... [4]
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In the absence of formal consultation associated with a Programmatic Agreement and a projectwide, defined APE, this section reviews districts, sites, objects, buildings, structures, trails, travel
routes, traditional use areas, places of traditional religious and cultural significance, TCPs,
cultural landscapes, and other culturally significant aspects of the environment identified within
thethat may be affected by the project component boundaries (Mine Site, Transportation
Corridor, Natural Gas Pipeline, and Amakdedori Port). These components present the
geographic area of analysis which will facilitate consultation among agencies and other
interested parties in defining the project’s APE and assessing impacts on cultural resources.
This geographic extent and the analysis of indirect and cumulative effects of the project on
cultural resources will be revisited once the APE is finalized. Typically, indirect effects occur to
cultural resources through increased use or visual effects on resources that are valued for their
context, setting, association, or similar aspects of integrity. The final APE will be determined
through consultation and may result in variations to the number and type of cultural resources
discussed herein.
While the previous field surveys cover the majority of the Mine Site, most all of the other project
components remain unsurveyed, including lands in the Transportation Corridor and at
Amakdedori Port. Background research for cultural resources was previously completed for the
entire Expanded Cook Inlet Baseline Study Area (ECIBSA) which encompassed the proposed
port and part of the Transportation Corridor. Field investigations primarily involved survey of
select locations in the vicinity of Y Valley and Sunday Creek, well north of the current
Amakdedori Port location. Two areas were surveyed near Amakdedori for the siting of
communications towers. The previous investigations reviewed the potential for near-shore
shipwrecks, though a comprehensive marine archaeological review has not been completed for
the natural gas pipeline route or for the off-shore components of the port facilities. Additional
field surveys and consultation between the agencies and tribes could identify additional
resources that have not yet been documented for the project. This section, therefore, discusses
cultural resources known to be present based on the previous studies completed by SRB&A. It
should also be noted that Section 3.9, Food and Fiber Production – Subsistence, presents a
discussion of traditional subsistence practices within the region.
[Note: RFI 26 notes that cultural resource surveys will be completed for the Amakdedori Port
site and a desktop investigation will be done for the Transportation Corridor in summer 2018.
Results of that work will be included in a future draft of this section.]

3.7.2 Cultural Context
The area of analysis for cultural context covers a broad and complex range of prehistoric
traditions, ethnographic regions, and historic periods. The cultural context is presented in two
summary archaeology survey summary reports prepared by SRB&A (SRB&A 2011; 2015), and
is not repeated here. These two reports offer the most current version of the cultural context for
the project area, including references and titles. There were minor changes and updates to the
ethnographic and prehistoric context statements between 2011 and 2015. They detail
prehistoric traditions, ethnographic data of the Dena’ina, Yup’ik, and Alutiiq peoples that
occupied the region, and a chronology of the regional history from contact through the Russian,
and then American, periods.

3.7.2.1 Locations with Indigenous Place Names
SRB&A also collected and investigated Dena’ina place name data for the Bristol Bay and Cook
Inlet drainages via a number of sources published over the last several decades. The 2011
SRB&A report offers details on research methods and sources consulted for identifying place
name data (SRB&A 2011). A place name database and corresponding map of known place

2018
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Comment [WF24]: It is unacceptable that the
Corps has not initiate this consultation at this
point, yet is considering effects to historic
properties and cultural resources.
The Corps is required to “ensure that the
section 106 process is initiated early in the
undertakings planning, so that a broad range of
alternatives may be considered during the
planning process for the undertaking.” 36 C.F.R.
§ 800.1(c).
Considering that the Corps has presented the
alternatives to the cooperating agencies but has
yet to hold a single Section 106 consultation, it
is already failing to fulfill its Section 106
obligations.
Comment [WF25]: Impossible to do this
analysis until this area is defined.
Comment [WF26]: This is inaccurate and
ethnocentric.
Comment [WF27]: When? The Corps is
already behind in its obligation to consult
regarding these effects
Comment [AB28]: The APE needs to include
downstream effects on water and salmon and
related species impacting the subsistence
communities of the Kvichak and Nushagak
watersheds. These downstream effects are not
indirect but direct becasue they affect the living
cultures of these communities.
Comment [MJR29]: This reflects an
archaeological bias. Cultural resources are
more than sites that can be identified through
field survey. See TCP and Cultural Uses of the
Environment discussions above.
Comment [WF30]: Archaeology cannot
establish the cultural context of the area.
Comment [MJR31]: Local communities and
tribes did not contribute to this cultural context.
This is a consultant-generated cultural context
from a Western perspective. There is no
indigenous perspective in the SRB&A cultural
context. Tribes and local communities need...to[5]
Comment [AB32]: Boraas and Knott cited
above include extensive site-based interviews
with elders and culture bearers from the
affected communities of the watersheds and
must be included in the cultural context.
Comment [WF33]: What about
contemporary? Culture is not a historic concept.
These communities still exist.
Comment [MJR34]: What about Yup’ik and
Alutiiq place names? These cultures also
locations of significance with Indigenous place
names in and near the project area that need to
be assessed.
Comment [AB35]: Untrue. SRB&A did not
collect place name data for Dena’ina area. That
data was collected by James Kari and is
included in SRB&A reports without attribution, a
careless breach of scholarly principles
... [6]
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names in the mine analysis area and ECIBSA were also developed and are included in the
SRB&A reports. Place name data arewill be valuable for this EIS analysis and when the project
completes NRHP eligibility evaluations and assesses the cultural (and socioeconomic
significance) of subsistence resources and use locations within the project area under the
NHPA.

3.7.2.2 Previous Archaeological Research
Prior to SRB&A’s surveys, the only cultural resource surveys within the PLP claim boundary
occurred in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) conducted
surveys for Cominco drill sites and proposed airstrips and campsites in 1988, within the
boundaries of what would later become the PLP claim. The University of Alaska, Fairbanks
(UAF) performed additional field surveys for Cominco’s proposed airstrips and campsite. None
of the surveys identified any cultural resource sites within the claim boundary. In addition to
BLM and UAF’s work, the nearest cultural resources surveys to the claim boundary were
located 20 miles to the east along the Newhalen River between Newhalen, Iliamna, and
Nondalton and within the communities themselves.
SRB&A’s annual survey workarchaeological surveys begancommenced in 2004 and involved
annual surveys until 20132. Initial work focused on the mine analysis area and was limited to
locations within PLP’s claim boundary with a few exceptions including several surveys in
adjoining claim boundaries and a brief survey along a section of the Newhalen River and in the
community of Iliamna. SRB&A’s first surveys within the ECIBSA occurred in 2005 and focused
on proposed port site locations. SRB&A returned in 2007 to survey a revised port site location
and has conducted surveys within the ECIBSA every year through 2013. However, aside from
the small surveys near Amakdedori Port, the proposed port site and the Transportation Corridor
have not been surveyed. Details of previous research are provided in SRBA 2011 and 2015 and
include references and a narrative of previous studies throughout the region. The SRB&A
reports primarily discuss archaeological compliance surveys, but also offer a discussion of
historic and ethnographic sources including historic documents, ethnographic and linguistic
studies, and oral interviews that help characterize the affected environment. Coupled with place
name data, each area of inquiry informs archaeological and historic research and helps
archaeologists form more robust interpretations and explanations of cultural resources.
[Note: RFI 26 notes that cultural resourcearchaeological surveys will be completed for the
Amakdedori Port site and a desktop investigation will be done for the transportation corridors in
summer 2018. Results of that work will be included in the next draft of this section.]
A number of these studies informed SRB&A’s cultural resource studies undertaken during the
2004 through 2013 field seasons. Ethnographic works about the Dena’ina contributed models of
normative behavior, subsistence food storage practices, land use traditions, place names, and
many other points of data with bearing on the interpretation of the local Dena’ina’s past. Other
works provide information about Yup’ik practices including land use, material culture, and
behavior through time. Analyses of oral history interviews, when available, are informative as
they are told from the perspective of those who actually lived according to the practices being
studied.

3.7.3 Mine Site
The Mine Site has been the primary focus of the cultural resource investigations completed by
SRB&A on behalf of PLP to date, and details regarding research, survey, and site recordation
methodology are available in SBRA 2011 and 2015. The areas investigated for the reports
include lands within the “claim block boundary” which was defined as mining claims owned or
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leased by PLP and Kaskanak, Inc. and represents a larger area than the current Mine Site
location. The previous mine analysis area covered lands from Iliamna Lake in the south to the
Nikabuna Lakes in the north and west from the Newhalen River towards the Mulchatna River.
Background and place names research covered the entirety of this area, whereas fieldwork was
targeted to where PLP had proposed ground disturbing areas.
Prior to SRB&A’s archaeological surveys for PLP, the AHRS database listed only three sites in
the mine analysis area: ILI-00013, ILI-00031, and ILI-00106. The first two are prehistoric sites
near the Newhalen River, and ILI-00106 is a number reserved for use by the National Park
Service and may not be associated with an actual site.
Since 2004, SRB&A documented an additional 52 sites (30 since 2009 because of changes in
survey methods) in the claim block area and added them to the AHRS database. In 2011,
SRB&A revisited six AHRS sites (ILI-00201, ILI-00202, ILI-00205, ILI-00219, ILI-00220, and ILI00252) that SRB&A originally identified in 2007, 2008, and 2010. Subsequently, SRB&A
recommended ILI-00201, ILI-00202, ILI-00205, ILI-00219, and ILI-00220 should not retain their
AHRS designation because four of the sites were based on naturally modified stones and one
site was modern in age. After site revisits in 2012, SRB&A recommended that an additional
seven AHRS sites (ILI-00203, ILI-00204, ILI-00207, ILI-00208, ILI-00213, ILI-00229, and ILI00233) that SRB&A identified in 2006, 2007 and 2009 should be removed from the AHRS
because the sites are likely modern or are based on naturally modified stones. In total, 12
AHRS sites were removed from the AHRS database.
In summary there are currently 43 cultural resources sites with an AHRS designation in PLP’s
larger mine study area as defined in SBR&A 2011 and 2015. None of the 43 AHRS sites in the
claim block area have been evaluated for NHRP eligibility. As of 2012, SRB&A has surveyed
14,912 acres within the larger mine study area and excavated 1,103 subsurface tests.
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Table 3.7-1. Known ArchaeologyAHRS Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

ILI-00013

Newhalen
Upper
Rapids

Townsend observed this site, from a plane, in a grassy area with apparently no
secondary growth. It seems to be situated on several terraces and is about
Prehistoric
100 yards long.

ILI-00031

Newhalen
Middle
Rapids

This site was observed by Townsend, form a plan, at the top of a single
terrace. Four or five house pits were noted.

Prehistoric

ILI-00106

NPS
Using

No Description in AHRS database

Unknown

2018

Summarized Description
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Table 3.7-1. Known ArchaeologyAHRS Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

ILI-00193

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

119 surface artifacts were collected and a 50cm x 50cm test unit on the margin
of the blowout was excavated. This test unit contained 13 flakes, one used
flake fragment and one possible blade in the top 10cm. Collected surface
ILI-00193*
Prehistoric
artifacts include bifaces, blade fragments, and debitage. There is cultural
material in a soil context and there may be charcoal or other datable material
in stratified context in the area.

South
Fork
ILI-00194* Koktuli
River Site
4

The site consists of lithic artifacts from the surface and subsurface context.
Lithic artifacts include three biface fragments and debitage.

Prehistoric

ILI-00196

ILI-00196

Site consists of an isolated artifact. Testing of the surrounding area failed to
locate further cultural material.

Prehistoric

ILI-00209

Isolated
Find

A possible bifacially reduced cobble was discovered on the surface. The biface
Prehistoric
was not collected and no other tools were located in the vicinity.

ILI-00212

A one meter diameter circle of cobbles with a very large cobble in the center.
Rock
The rocks appear to be larger and rounder than the rocks in the surrounding
Stand and
area, which are fractured and heavily covered with black lichen. Nearby (50m)
Circle Site
is a collapsed stack of similar stones.

Prehistoric /
Protohistoric

ILI-00214

Wiggly
Lake
Camp 2

This site consists of two rock features, a deposit of rifle cartridges of two
different calibers, and some antler and bone pieces. The fire ring is a circle
nearly a meter in diameter with a line of rocks bisecting the circle down the
center. Some burned material was visible beneath the rocks. Nearby to the
Historic
southeast was an area with numerous cartridges including .223, .338 and
7mm magnum rounds and a tent ring about 12ft in diameter consisting of 5–8
cobbles resting on the surface of the tundra. Possible stakes made from antler
and bone fragments are also nearby. In 2012, SRB&A conducted subsurface
testing at the site and did not locate any subsurface cultural material.

ILI-00215

Wiggly
Lake
Camp 3

SRB&A recorded this site in 2008 as a ring of cobbles that measured
approximately 12ft in diameter. When SRB&A revisited the site in 2012, the
field crew mapped in the identified faunal remains, a hearth, and rifle
Unknown
cartridges and mapped these features using a Trimble GPS, and conducted
multiple subsurface tests in the area. The field crew did not relocate the ring of
cobbles. None of the subsurface tests in 2012 produced any cultural material.

ILI-00217

Wiggly
Lake
Camp 5

This site is a relatively large camp that includes a tent ring approximately 20ft
in diameter consisting of large cobbles. A plastic water container with bear bite
marks, a kerosene can, a firewood stockpile and a stacked pile of caribou
antlers were found below the esker on a flat area of tussock tundra. Nearby on
the tussock flats a horseshoe pitch with horseshoes and rebar pins were
Historic /
found. A few fire pits were on the flats toward the lake in tussock tundra.
Modern
SRB&A relocated the site in 2012 and mapped it with a Trimble GPS. Multiple
subsurface tests were conducted, all of which were negative for cultural
materials. However, personal communication with the makers of the
horseshoes, Regent Sports Corporation, allowed SRB&A to determine that the
set of horseshoes identified were made during the 1960’s.

ILI-00218

This site consisted of one used flake. The used flake was found on the surface
Prehistoric /
Isolated
of the tundra. No other artifacts were found on the surface or in test pits
Protohistoric
Lithic Find
excavated nearby.

2018
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Table 3.7-1. Known ArchaeologyAHRS Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

ILI-00221

Site consists of three cultural surface depressions and intact subsurface
cultural strata. The cultural surface depressions are in the SW part of the site
and consist of two rectangular features measuring 3.5–4m x 2.5–3m x 0.3–
0.4m and one circular feature measuring 4.5m in diameter and 50cm deep.
One rectangular feature has a narrow depression off the NW corner, possible Prehistoric
an entry tunnel. Thirty-six positive shovel tests yielded 607 flakes, five shatter,
six biface fragments, one grooved stone, two used flakes, one small
unidentified faunal fragment, and charcoal. Cultural material was from between
0–25cm below surface.

ILI-00222

Surface lithic scatter on a lag deposit. Pedestrian walkover identified less than
20 flakes, a bluish green chert scraper with some polish, and at least one
incomplete biface. There is potential for buried cultural material in vegetated
areas adjacent to the lag deposit. Artifacts were not collected. No tests were
excavated at the site.

ILI-00223

Site consists of an isolated straight stemmed biface with rounded shoulders
found on the surface of an exposed lag deposit. The biface is made of an
opaque black cryptocrystalline material with white vein inclusions and broken
Prehistoric
transversely through the midsection. A circle of large stones, about 2m in
diameter (ILI-00232), was found approx. 20m S of the biface. The broken point
was collected; no tests were excavated at the site.

ILI-00224

Site is a lithic reduction site measuring approx.. 6.5m x 5m and consisting of at
least 85 lithic artifacts. Artifacts consist of a large cobble core and flake core,
one microblade fragment, one retouched flake, one used pebble, one
hammerstone, and 79 pieces of debitage. Debitage consisted of 26 complete Prehistoric
flakes, 25 broken flakes, and 28 shatter. Both cores and the debitage are of
basalt. Two tests were excavated and both were negative. No artifacts were
collected.

ILI-00225

The site consists of lithic debitage and a tool from both on and below the
surface. One positive shovel test was excavated and yielded 10 flakes from 05cm below surface. SRB&A also identified a large biface preform and one
Prehistoric
piece of chalcedony shatter on the surface, about 20m S of the positive test.
When field crews revisited the site in 2012, they mapped it with the Trimble
GPS and conducted several subsurface tests, none of which located additional
cultural materials.

ILI-00226

ILI-00226

Site consists of lithic debitage recovered from a subsurface context. Two
shovel tests yielded 13 flakes; cultural material was 0–20cm below surface.
SRB&A has begun processing a bulk hearth sample collected from the 2009
testing. Processing of the bulk sample has yielded small bone fragments, one
flake, and burned botanical remains.

Prehistoric

ILI-00227

ILI-00227

Site consists of lithic debitage recovered from a subsurface context. One
positive shovel test yielded one flake. Cultural material was 5–10cm below
surface. This site is considered an isolated find. SRB&A collected a charcoal
sample from a negative test near the positive test.

Prehistoric

ILI-00228

ILI-00228

Site consists of an isolated used flake (broken into two fragments that refit)
found on the surface. The used flake was identified on an exposed surface on
a tussock tundra floodplain. One negative shovel test was excavated near the
surface-find. The used flake was collected.

Prehistoric

ILI-00221

ILI-00222

ILI-00223

ILI-00224

ILI-00225

2018

Prehistoric
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Table 3.7-1. Known ArchaeologyAHRS Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

Tent Ring

ILI-00230 is a campsite which included numerous pieces of cut wood and
discarded sawn antlers, possibly indicating hunting for food rather than sport.
The site characterized by a large glacial erratic boulder with at least three tent
rings, a fire ring, several antler piles and a caribou skull pointed towards
Historic /
Newhalen. A local elder, mentioned having used this particular camp site with Modern
other local Native hunters as recently as last winter, mentioning the boulder as
a wind block and cover that allowed hunters to shoot caribou grazing on
exposed moss on the opposite side of the lake.

ILI-00231

The site consists of about eight cobbles in a vegetated, relatively flat area next
to the lakeshore. ILI-00231 appears to be a deconstructed tent ring or linear
array of rounded cobbles well-seated in the tundra vegetation. The linear
Historic
formation may reflect the use of a tarp, rather than a tent proper, or could also
represent a single event of tents being weighted against a direction of wind
with the lee sides allowed to flap.

ILI-00232

ILI-00232

Site includes two separated tent rings. One tent ring consists of approx.. 8
lichen-covered rocks embedded into the tundra it also included a metal tent
peg and polypropylene twine as well as a circle of rounded cobbles. SRB&A
returned to the site during 2012 cultural resource fieldwork to map it in using
Historic /
the Trimble GPS. The field crew was not able to relocate the tent ring that was
Modern
embedded into the tundra. Due to the lack of sediment, no subsurface tests
were conducted in the area, although additional ground survey was conducted
in an attempt to identify previously unidentified cultural materials. No new
cultural materials were identified.

ILI-00234

ILI-00234

There are at least two tent rings, several pieces of cut wood and an adjacent
patch of cut willow and alder stumps, and one fire ring. The fire ring, which
contains carbon staining and dead vegetation, also served as a midden for
cans, plastic wrappers and bottles.

ILI-00235

Cobbles arranged in two circles and are well-incorporated into the surface
vegetation. SRB&A tentatively interpreted the cobble circle as two tent rings
and a camp stove use area, where cobbles were like used to shield and
support a camp stove. SRB&A revisited the site at the end of the 2012 field
season to map the site boundary with the Trimble GPS. The field crew was not
Historic
able to relocate the second tent ring. No subsurface tests were conducted at
this site due to the density of cobbles directly underneath the vegetated
surface. Additional ground survey of the area was conducted to ensure that all
cultural materials had been identified and recorded during the 2009 field
season.

ILI-00236

ILI-00236

Midden of cut antler, bone, and wood was discovered in a swale. All the wood
and bone showed evidence of having been cut with a saw and was well
incorporated into the surface vegetation. A tent ring on the raised ground is
likely connected to the midden in the swale below, although it is difficult to
determine if it represents one long episode of camp supported hunting and
processing of caribou or a series of events over time with the site reused for
more than one harvest episode. The presence of the antlers indicates that the
purpose of the hunt was meat, rather than trophies.

ILI-00237

ILI-00237

Site includes up to two tent rings located in low-lying tussock tundra. This area
was likely well-sheltered from winds, but would have been a damp and uneven
Historic
place to camp. No fire rings, middens, or wood caches were located near the
site.

ILI-00238

ILI-00238

Site consists of about six cobbles in a circle, measuring 6m in diameter. The
cobbles are small, around 10cm diameter, with one larger boulder.

ILI-00230

ILI-00231

ILI-00235

2018

Historic /
Modern

Historic

Historic
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Table 3.7-1. Known ArchaeologyAHRS Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

ILI-00239

This site consists of two large flat boulders, near a caribou skull, with smaller
rocks lying on top of the vegetation. This configuration of rocks suggests that
the rocks were purposefully stacked by humans.

ILI-00240

Site consists of a knoll with exposed bedrock with fracture zones filled with
clear quartz crystal to opaque or milky white material, and chalcedony geodes.
SRB&A found no manufactured tools or debitage on the surface or in three
subsurface tests, the site has good potential as a raw material source and as
Unknown
such the distribution of unused materials on the surface may reflect the
selective use of the materials made by prehistoric users. One fragment
resembled a possible tool in form but was left in situ.

ILI-00241

ILI-00241

Site is a prominent knoll with bedrock outcroppings with veins of quartz and
chalcedony. This site is smaller than the similar site ILI-00240, with two
outcrop mounds surrounded by an area of bare bedrock. The knoll is
surrounded by a litter of quartz fragments including clear, milky, and fractured Unknown
pieces. This distribution of material may indicate that the site had been used
by prehistoric toolmakers, with the fragments examined and the unusable ones
discarded.

ILI-00242

ILI-00242

Pile of intentionally stacked rocks of unknown purpose. The stack consists of
boulder-sized rocks measuring approx. 1m in diameter and 0.5m high. The
stack was not likely a "pretend person" but could have been a rock cache or
claim mark. No indications of the reason for its construction were found.

ILI-00249

ILI-00249

Site is a lithic scatter. The surface is un-vegetated rounded pebbles to cobbles
with patches of tundra vegetation. Twenty large flakes and one unifacially
Prehistoric
worked piece were located on the deflated surface of the terrace and slumping
down the stream bank.

ILI-00250

ILI-00250

ILI-00250 is a lithic scatter. The site consists of three artifacts found on the unvegetated cobble to pebble surface in the interstices between hummocks and Prehistoric
patches of vegetation. The artifacts consist of two flakes and one core.

ILI-00251

ILI-00251

Site consists of two flakes of green silicified mudstone on an eroded blowout
surface. One flake is blade-like. The location is an excellent hunting area with
game trails below the site.

Prehistoric

ILI-00252

Site includes artifacts consisting of numerous small fragments of charcoal and
debitage likely resulting from pressure flaking of larger pieces. The area of the
cultural deposit is relatively small and consists of a distinctly colored soil
deposit beneath the root mat. There was no surface indication of cultural
resources deposits.

Prehistoric

ILI-00253

The site consists of a single dark gray igneous flake recovered from a
subsurface test, but there is potential for the recovery of further subsurface
artifacts. Viewshed is excellent to the south and west. Most of the northeast
tributary valley is visible from the site area. A portion of the Upper Talarik
Creek valley is visible to the southwest as well.

Historic

ILI-00260

SRB&A originally identified this site in 2011 based one test that yielded over
50 lithic debitage and charcoal from between 0 and 5cm. Three other
subsurface tests on the landform did not reveal additional cultural materials.
The position of the site suggests the site was used as a hunting lookout. In
Prehistoric
2012, SRB&A identified two possible stone tent rings within the AHRS site
boundary. Vegetation obscures more than 90 percent of both possible tent
rings. The field crew mapped in the two potential features but did not conduct
any testing in or near either of the possible tent rings because they are located
within the site boundary.

ILI-00239

ILI-00240

ILI-00252

ILI-00253

ILI-00260

2018

Historic

Unknown
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Table 3.7-1. Known ArchaeologyAHRS Sites near the Mine Study Area
AHRS
No.

Site Name

ILI-00261

ILI-00268

ILI-00269

Summarized Description

Period

ILI-00261

The ground surface is up to 50% percent exposed till and gravel. The cultural
materials at the site consist of one piece of lithic debitage observed on the
Prehistoric
surface among the gravel. Pedestrian survey and two subsurface tests yielded
no other artifacts.

ILI-00268

The site consists of SRB&A identified the site based on artifacts from two test
that yielded 11 lithic flakes, one piece of lithic shatter, one lithic core and
charcoal. The area is sparsely vegetated on the terrace with increasing
vegetation near the river. The subsurface lithic materials and the charcoal
were collected.

ILI-00269

This site consists of one stone feature. This feature consists of a collection of
cobbles. These cobbles are stacked in a semi-circular pattern with the opening
facing down-slope to the N. The view shed is comprised of the valley with one Unknown
of the Talarik’s tributaries. The stones appear to have been settling into the
ground for at least 20 years.

Prehistoric

Note: Descriptions of known sites as provided are verbatim from the AHRS database and have not been edited.
m = meter(s)
cm = centimeter(s)
GPS = global positioning system
Source:

SBR&A 2011 and 2015, AHRS 2018

Table 3.7-2 Interview-Identified Cultural Resources near the Mine Study Area
In 2007 and 2012, SRB&A conducted cultural resources interviews that recorded over 1,000
cultural resources. In addition, subsistence and TK research has recorded cultural resources in
and near the project area. This analysis needs to include them. Please provide text and a table
describing them in the Mine Study Area.
Table 3.7-3 Locations with Indigenous Place Names near the Mine Study Area
Section 3.7.2.1 says there’s a place name database for the project area. This analysis needs to
include them. Please provide text and a table describing them in the Mine Study Area.

3.7.4 Amakdedori Port
SRB&A based the extent of the ECIBSA on information provided by PLP to characterize cultural
resources in broader areas of interest in the lower Cook Inlet region. The ECIBSA spans a large
section of western lower Cook Inlet and extends from Kamishak Bay area in the south to the
Chinitna Bay area in the north. Background research completed by SRB&A covered the extent
of the ECIBSA, with a focus on two particular areas: the Knoll Head Offshore Area and Diamond
Point Area, both of which are not in the Amekdedori Port area. Specifically related to offshore
cultural resources, SRB&A reviewed two online databases of shipwrecks including the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA 2011) Automated Wreck and
Obstruction Information System database and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
(2011) Alaskan Shipwreck Database, and provided data regarding the history of the S.S.
Farallon shipwreck.
SRB&A’s review of the AHRS database identified 58 previously documented AHRS sites within
the entirety of the ECIBSA, two of which (ILI-00185 and ILI-00186) were documented by
SRB&A during the 2005 field season. The 58 AHRS sites identified prior to SRB&A’s 2012
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surveys in the ECIBSA, as well as the three sites identified by SRB&A in 2012 total 61
documented sites across the ECIBSA.
Importantly, there are only two known sites reported in the vicinity of the Amakdedori Port
facility, and only limited cultural resourcearchaeological surveys and place name research have
occurred here. SRB&A investigated two locations for a proposed weather monitoring station
near Amakdedori, and for a repeater tower on a mountain approximately seven miles inland
west from the station (SBR&A 2015). One of the two sites is a historic-era shipwreck (ILI-00291)
which suggests the need for additional research for the potential of marine archaeology sites
that may be encountered during construction of the offshore components of the port facility, and
in routing the natural gas pipeline across Cook Inlet. The site descriptions provided in Table 3.72 are from the AHRS database (AHRS 2018).
Additional researchsurveys would likely result in the identification of more cultural resources.
The geographic information system (GIS) analysis demarks the coastline near Amakdedori as
favorable beach lands for the harvest of subsistence resources, which suggests a higher
potential for site location. The place names research is incomplete because italso focused on
the northern portion of the ECIBSA, and does not extend to the port facility or the beginning of
the Transportation Corridor.
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Table 3.7-24. Known ArchaeologyAHRS Sites near the Amakdedori Port
AHRS
No.
ILI-00044

ILI-00291

Site Name

Summarized Description

Period

Amakdedori Village site consisting of five house pits of two rooms each, with connecting
Village Site passages and five smaller square pits. All are located on the second and third
vegetated beach ridges, which are being eroded by the creek. Testing of two
house features by Reger (1980) identified historic artifacts and floor deposits
dating to AD 1889-1912.
AGRAM
Shipwreck

Site Description: On October 12, 1923 at 8:45 am the wooden gas screw
cannery tender AGRAM was washed ashore and became a total wreck on a
beach between Chinik Bay and Amakdedori Native Village. The vessel was en
route from Seldovia to Iniskin Bay with her captain, A. K. Thompson of
Tacoma and two other crewmen aboard when they ran into a very high sea
running together with the worst wind and storm ever witnessed in Cook Inlet.
The accident report filed at Juneau on February 15, 1924 described the
accident: Wind, high seas, rain and sleet. Constant sounding all night,
anchored in 10 fathoms of water, line broke, put second anchor out (250#)
also broke away and drifted on beach. This storm seems to be the worst that
any living natives in Alaska know anything about. The native village of
Amukadorey (sic) was entirely wiped out of existence, and the oldest residents
say that nothing like this was ever heard of before, and that they think that
there is not a gas boat in Alaska that would have withstood this storm. The
vessel was valued at $8,000 at the time of the wreck, but only insured for
$4,000. There was no cargo. The crew and passengers reached shore with
nothing except the clothing they wore and subsisted on clams and porcupines
until the halibut boat Jugo-Slav rescued them. The AGRAM was rated at 22
Gross and 18 Net tons. The ship was built in 1913. At the time of wrecking the
vessel was owned by the Cook Inlet Packing Company and registered in
Juneau. According to Doug Reger, who surveyed this stretch of the coast in
1980, no shipwreck remains were visible beyond the large amount of debris on
Amakdedori beach, which is known for drift debris. The ships remains may still
be present below the waterline, although the high energy environment has
likely compromised the wrecks structural integrity. References: U S Customs
Wreck Report; The H W McCurdy Marine History of the Pacific Northwest
(1966), p. 344; Wrecked tars live on weird edibles , The Helena Daily
Independent, November 24, 1923, p.2.

Prehistoric/
Historic

Comment [MJR58]: EIS scoping comments
from Kokhanok and Igiugig indicate Amakdedori
is much more than an archaeology site.

Historic

Note: Descriptions of known sites as provided are verbatim from the AHRS database and have not been edited.
AGRAM =
ft = feet
Source: AHRS 2018

Table 3.7-5 Interview-Identified Cultural Resources near the Port Study Area
Table 3.7-6 Locations with Indigenous Place Names near the Port Study Area

3.7.5 Transportation Corridor
There are no previously identified cultural resources in the Transportation Corridor, largely due
to the lack of any background research or field survey. The current corridor is south of the
Transportation Corridor study area delineated and investigated for the EBD reports (SRB&A
2011 and 2015). SRB&A did limited field work in the previously defined Transportation Corridor
study area, which involved examinations of land along the west side of the Newhalen River
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between Nondalton and Iliamna and of a drilling-core storage area in Iliamna, both visited in
October 2006. These studies are not applicable to the South Access Road.
[Note: Analysis is underway to determine if previously surveyed areas overlap with any of the
transportation corridor north of Iliamna Lake, particularly for the Iliamna Spur Road and north
end of the Mine Access Road as it enters the Mine Site footprint.]
A review of the AHRS resulted in the identification of ten cultural resource sites within roughly
one mile of Transportation Corridor, but no sites within the corridor. Two of these sites are
discussed in Section 3.7.4 for sites near Amakdedori Port. The remaining six sites are described
below in Table 3.7-3. The remaining sites include a cluster of sites in and around Kokhanok
Village near the South Ferry Terminal and along the south shore of Iliamna Lake. The other
sites are more isolated.

Comment [MJR61]: In section 3.7.1, it states
this analysis is limited to project components.
Now it’s “roughly one mile.” Which is it? Please
make consistent for study areas.

Table 3.7-23. Known Archaeology AHRS Sites near the Transportation Corridor
AHRS
No.

Summarized Description

Period

Eskimo village, with a population of 28, listed in the 1890 census. The site
was apparently abandoned as residents moved to the present village during
the 1940–1950s. Yarborough, in two surveys, noted two or three graves,
upright poles from an apparent cache, the remains of a 4m x 5m log cabin,
a 2m x 1.1m x .6m deep depression, and a shallow 2m x 5m rectangular
feature. Site is near south ferry terminal.

Historic

Former Eskimo village or camp reported in the 1890 Census as
“Napaimiut,” with a population of 11. Sue Woods, who owns an allotment on
the S side of Lake Illiamna, reported graves at this locality. Graves would
tend to confirm this as the location of a village. Site is near south ferry
terminal.

Historic

Russian Orthodox church built about 1940. Consists of a 25'-6" x 15' nave
and sanctuary and an attached 8'-1" x 9'-2" vestibule. The exterior is shingle
Saints Peter and corrugated metal. A 2011 survey by THRC stated that the condition of
the church was "dilapidated" and a new church has been built (1984) to the
and Paul
ILI-00025
SE. [NATREG] Russian Orthodox Church built about 1940. Consists of a
Chapel,
25'6"x 15' nave and sanctuary and an attached 8'1"x 9'2" vestibule. The
Kakhonak
exterior is shingle and corrugated metal. Site is in Kakhonak Village near
south ferry terminal.

Historic

ILI-00008

Site Name

Old
Kakhonak

ILI-00009 Napaimute

BIA investigators noted some 12–15 house pits within a 70m x 120m site
area on the north bank of the outlet of Gibraltar Lake. The pits, which are
poorly defined, appear to cluster on two adjacent mounds, separated by
about 45m. A shovel test in the westernmost loci revealed cultural material
Gibraltar
ILI-00056
Lake Village (beneath the sod and a thin layer of Katmai Ash) consisting of burnt bone,
charcoal, and fire cracked rock in a sandy silt matrix, to a depth of about
75cm. A single basalt flake was noted and a C14 date of BP 860+/-60 was
obtained. On the north end of Gibraltar Lake, near the south access road.
Stone Tools,
ILI-00128 Possible
No Description
AsST
ILI-00218

2018

Isolated
Lithic Find

This site consisted of one possible microblade or blade core. The core was
found on the surface of the tundra. No other lithics were found on the
surface or in test pits excavated nearby. Near mine access road.

Comment [MJR62]: I’m pretty sure folks will
not appreciate calling their chapel an
archaeology site.

Prehistoric

N/A
Prehistoric/
Protohistoric
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Table 3.7-23. Known Archaeology AHRS Sites near the Transportation Corridor
AHRS
No.

Summarized Description

Period

ILI-00241 ILI-00241

Site is a prominent knoll with bedrock outcroppings of flysch material, with
veins of quartz and chalcedony interbedded with the host material. This site
is smaller than the similar site ILI-240, with two outcrop mounds surrounded
by an area of bare bedrock in the form of fractured slate material. The knoll
is surrounded by a litter of quarts fragments including clear, milky, and
fractured pieces. This distribution of material may indicate that the site had
been used by prehistoric tool makers, with the fragments examined and the
unusable ones discarded.

N/A

ILI-00261 ILI-00261

Site is on a glacial ridge. The ground surface is up to 50 percent exposed till
and gravel. The cultural materials at the site consist of one piece of lithic
debitage observed on the surface among the gravel. Two subsurface tests
conducted on the ridge did not result in the identification of a subsurface
component at the site. Site is east of the mine access road.

Prehistoric

The building is currently a single-story frame building measuring 68ft x 18ft
in plan, a ridgeline at 11ft and a very low-slope roof, with a satellite dish
abutting the W facade. Built ca. 1957 the Kokhanok BIA building served as
a school from the late 1950s into at least the 1980s. The building contains
basic attributes found in some period BIA schools in Alaska, but has
undergone substantial alterations since 1973. Comparison of the 1973
building with the current makes evident an addition built on to the original N
end as well as the removal of some of the original fenestration and removal
of the original siding. The building currently houses administrative offices.

Historic

On the slope of a small ridge, this feature consists of a collection of cobbles.
These cobbles are stacked in a semi-circular pattern with the opening facing
down-slope to the N. The view shed is comprised of the valley with one of
the Talarik’s tributaries. The stones appear to have been settled for at least
20 years.

N/A

ILI-00262

Site Name

Kokhanok
BIA School

PGCO4
ILI-00269
2012-3

Comment [MJR63]: Just like the chapel, a
school is not an archaeology site.

Note: Descriptions of known sites as provided are verbatim from the AHRS database and have not been edited.
BIA = Bureau of Indian Affairs
ft = feet
m = meter(s)
THRC =
Source: AHRS 2018

3.7.6 Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor
While the natural gas pipeline represents a distinct project component, the proposed route from
Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site falls within the Transportation Corridor. The affected
environment discussion for the Transportation Corridor applies to this portion of the Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridor. However, no work has been done regarding marine archaeology or historic
maritime archaeology for the Iliamna Lake crossing, so there is currently no information
regarding the affected environment for this portion of the Natural Gas Pipeline route. The
onshore gas line project area on the east side of Cook Inlet will rely on existing infrastructure,
and not part of the construction plans for this project. There are no sites currently listed in the
AHRS within the pipeline corridor between Happy Valley and near Anchor point where the route
crosses Cook Inlet.
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8/5/2018 8:42:00 PM

This analysis needs to include historic commercial and sport fishing areas (e.g., Newhalen River, Talarik
Creek, Copper River, Gibraltar Lake & River, Bristol Bay, Kvichak River, Iliamna Lake) as cultural
resources. Commercial and sport fishing are cultural uses of the environment. Commercial fisheries near
the project area have been used for more than 100 years and sport fishing within the project area have
been popular since the 1930s.
Page 3: [2] Comment [MJR19]

Cultural Alaska

8/2/2018 8:51:00 PM

There are dozens of more sources to review that contribute to the understanding of the area that were
published before and after SRB&A’s research and are not in the AHRS. This sentence reads as if USACE
is repeating the mistakes made during the Chuitna Coal Project and Dakota Access Pipeline Project.
What about affording local communities and tribes the opportunity to describe their heritage?
In addition, SRB&A did not research districts, cultural landscapes, and TCPs in and near the project area
because all of their work occurred under the Alaska Historic Preservation Act. This means this EIS
analysis is only looking at identified cultural resources as discrete entities which is a narrow and
incomplete view of cultural resources in the area.
Page 3: [3] Comment [WF22]

Wesley Furlong

8/22/2018 1:39:00 PM

This is false. The Corps has yet to conduct any consultation pursuant to Section 106. This section of the
draft EIS was sent to Nondalton Tribal Council on July 20, 2018. Nondalton Tribal Council received its
invitation to become a consulting party for Section 106 of August 17. Therefore, no consultation could
have happened that would support this statement.
If consultation had happened, then the Corps failed to invite all eligible consulting parties to the Section
106 process in a timely manner
Page 3: [4] Comment [MJR23]

Cultural Alaska

8/2/2018 8:38:00 PM

Since 2004, the project proponent, state agencies, and USACE have not afforded the tribes their say on
whether these methods are adequate in identifying cultural resources in the project area. The first
sentence of the next paragraph indicates USACE still have not provided the tribes a chance to review and
contribute to cultural resource identification methods. The tribes did not even receive copies of annual
reports to review or learn about what Pebble and SRB&A identified.
Page 4: [5] Comment [MJR31]

Cultural Alaska

8/4/2018 10:09:00 AM

Local communities and tribes did not contribute to this cultural context. This is a consultant-generated
cultural context from a Western perspective. There is no indigenous perspective in the SRB&A cultural
context. Tribes and local communities need to contribute to the documentation and representation of their
own heritage.
Page 4: [6] Comment [AB35]

Alan Boraas

8/9/2018 11:18:00 AM

Untrue. SRB&A did not collect place name data for Dena’ina area. That data was collected by James Kari
and is included in SRB&A reports without attribution, a careless breach of scholarly principles
Corresponding Yup’ik area data must be collected for the entire watersheds.
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Native American Rights Fund
745 W. 4th Ave., Suite 502, Anchorage, AK 99501 (907) 276-0680 FAX (907) 276-2466

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
John E. Echohawk
MAIN OFFICE
1506 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302-6926
(303) 447-8760
FAX (303) 443-7776
WASHINGTON OFFICE
1712 N Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-2976
(202) 785-4166
FAX (202) 822-0068

August 31, 2018
Shane M. McCoy, Project Manager
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
P.O. Box 6896
JBER, AK 99506

WEBSITE ADDRESS
www.narf.org

Mr. McCoy:
This letter is sent on behalf the Nondalton Tribal Council (“the Tribe”). Enclosed with this letter are
the Tribe’s comments on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ (“USACE”) preliminary drafts of the
environmental impact statement (“EIS”) Chapter 3.3, Chapter 3.7, Chapter 4.1, Chapter 4.2, Chapter
4.3, Chapter 4.7, and Chapter 4.9 for the proposed Pebble Mine. Additionally, enclosed with this
letter and the Tribe’s comments are a number of materials that the Tribe believes important for the
USACE’s environmental review of the impacts of the proposed Pebble Mine. I want to also take this
opportunity to address the serious concerns that the Tribe has about the draft EIS’s portrayal and
consideration of subsistence and cultural identity.
The overall approach of the draft EIS is to discredit the existing subsistence economy throughout the
Bristol Bay region by assuming that the proposed Pebble Mine will be an economic boon for the
region. The draft EIS discredits traditional and Native concepts of wealth. Throughout the document,
the EIS measures wealth in dollars and implied dollars. Terms like “high-paying jobs” or “economic
benefits” pervade the draft EIS chapters. This is contrasted with “high poverty levels,” “high
unemployment,” and similar terms to characterize the subsistence lifeways of Native villages
throughout the region. In order to engage in the subsistence economy of the region, one must possess
the traditional skills for fishing, hunting, gathering, processing, and traveling; have time to undertake
these activities; and enough cash to pay bills, supplement subsistence resources with staples, and buy
resources necessary for hunting, fishing, gathering, and traveling. A full-time job, however, takes
away from the time one has to engage in subsistence activities.
The draft EIS assumes that those who engage in subsistence practices are food-rich but cash-poor.
When asked, however, most would say that they are rich as measured by freezers full of salmon and
other wild foods. It is inappropriate and ethnocentric for the EIS to assume that individuals in the
communities affected by the proposed Pebble Mine subscribe to Western, cash-based economic
models as the definition of wealth. The EIS must recognize the value of subsistence as a right, as
well as a driving and valid economic and cultural identity and force within the region.
The draft EIS discredits traditional Dena’ina and Yup’ik understandings of nature that incorporates
spirituality. Whether animals and plants are sensate and willful is not the issue; the issue is that
traditional Dena’ina and Yup’ik believe this, and this belief motivates behavior. The draft EIS must
accept this belief system as valid. The draft EIS must address the potential impacts of the mine on
Page 1 of 2
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this belief system, including on mental and emotional health and trauma.
Alan S. Boraas and Catherine H. Knott, Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Characterizations of
the Indigenous Cultures of the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds, Alaska (2013) provides an
authoritative analysis of these issues. Additionally, the Tribe believes that the USACE’s analysis will
be further informed by its Integrated Resources Management Plan for the Chulitna River-Sixmile
Lake Watersheds (2014).
The Tribe remains committed to participating fully in the EIS process as a cooperating agency and
looks forward to further opportunities to contribute to the draft EIS and the assigned sections. The
Section 106 process, which has just now been initiated, should also aid the USACE in developing
this analysis. The Tribe looks forward to working with the USACE to address these issues and to
ensure that the EIS accurately and respectfully describes and analyzes the impacts to subsistence
lifeways, culture, and identity, through meaningful collaboration as cooperating agencies, Section
106 consultation, and continued government-to-government consultation.
Respectfully,

Wesley James Furlong, Staff Attorney
Native American Rights Fund
(enclosures)
c.c.
Vice President George Alexi
Nondalton Tribal Council
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United States Department of the Interior
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Anchorage Fish and Wildlife Conservation Office
4700 BLM Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99507
IN REPLY REFER TO:
FWS/AFES/AFWCO

August 31, 2018

Mr. Shane McCoy
Program Manager, Regulatory Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
P.O. Box 6898
Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska 99506-0898
Subject: Additional Cooperating Agency Review of Pre-draft Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 Sections
Dear Mr. McCoy:
Thank you for the opportunity to review additional pre-draft sections of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Pebble
Limited Partnership Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Our comments and recommendations are
provided as a cooperating agency in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4321
et seq.), with implementing regulations.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) comments for the affected environment chapter (Chapter 3), predraft sections on Commercial and Recreational Fishing (Chapter 3.6), and Wildlife Values (Chapter 3.23) are
summarized in Enclosure 1. The USFWS comments for the environmental consequences chapter (Chapter 4),
pre-draft sections on Commercial and Recreational Fishing (Chapter 4.6), Wildlife Values (Chapter 4.23), Fish
Values (Chapter 4.24), and Threatened and Endangered Species (Chapter 4.25) are summarized in Enclosure 2.
Please note, the USFWS provided additional pre-draft Chapter 3 comments by letter dated July 13, 2018.
The USFWS defers to the National Park Service on the pre-draft recreation chapter, and agrees with the
National Park Service’s comments on the pre-draft subsistence chapter. The USFWS defers to the National
Marine Fisheries Service for all listed species under their jurisdiction (e.g., beluga and other whales, seals, and
sea lions).
If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact me at (907) 271-1467 or
douglass_cooper@fws.gov.
Sincerely,

Douglass M. Cooper
Ecological Services Branch Chief
Enclosures
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Enclosure 1: USFWS Comments, Pebble Limited Partnership Pre-draft DEIS, Affected
Environment, Chapters 3.6 and 3.23
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) recommends the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) Affected Environment chapter streamline the National Environmental Policy
Act review process. We recommend structuring the chapter to identify clearly the potentially
impacted resources, so the mechanism of the impact can be characterized and analyzed under
Environmental Consequences. The Affected Environment chapter should provide adequate
baseline for each identified resource to allow for robust analyses of project impacts to each
identified resource.
Chapter 3.6: Commercial and Recreational Fishing
General Recommendations
x

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers requested the USFWS review and comment on the
analysis of potential impacts to commercial fishing. Because our expertise is in
biological resources, we limit our comments to the biological impacts on commercial
fishing and will not comment on the economic impacts.

x

At times, the DEIS distinguishes between the Mulchatna River system and the Nushagak
River, and other times it does not, despite the Mulchatna River (and its tributaries) being
a tributary to the Nushagak River. We recommend more clearly distinguishing between
the two to avoid potential confusion. Actions that affect the Mulchatna River system
may also affect the lower reaches of the Nushagak River. The USFWS recommends revisiting this section and clearly describing the river system(s) and connected tributaries
found in the action area.

x

Please provide an assessment of King Salmon productivity in the Mulchatna River
system.

x

Please provide a summary of the extent of the project area located within each of the
watersheds described in this section. Even if this information is detailed in another
section of the DEIS, this information would allow the reader to more clearly understand
the affected environment in this section.

x

It is difficult to evaluate the information presented (and its relevance) given the lack of a
literature cited/reference list. For subsequent reviews and drafts, please submit a
reference list containing the full citation for all literature referenced within the body of
the document.

Specific Recommendations
x

From page 3.6-25, Paragraph 1, Sentence 1, “The inflation-adjusted collective…” This
appears to reference the wrong table in the text. Should this read as Table 3.6-18 instead
of 3.6-17?

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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From page 3.6-25, Paragraph 1, Sentence 2, “The inflation-adjusted estimate… ” The
cited expenditure $69.32 million does not appear in Table 3.6-18.

Chapter 3.23: Wildlife Values
Note: The USFWS defers to the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) on all protected
marine mammals under the NMFS’ jurisdiction (i.e., whales and seals).
General Recommendations
x

The bird survey data discussed in this chapter is 10 to 14 years old. The USFWS
recommends using current data and biological information. This is especially important
for bald and golden eagles, because activities that could disturb nests might require an
eagle nest permit.

x

The USFWS recommends including a discussion of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and
the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act in this section.

x

The marine mammals sub-section should include a discussion of the Marine Mammal
Protection Act, and prohibited actions under the law. It should also explicitly state
additional information on marine mammals listed under the Endangered Species Act is
found in Chapter 3.25.

2
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Enclosure 2: USFWS Comments, Pebble Limited Partnership Pre-draft DEIS,
Environmental Consequences, Chapters 4.6, 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) recommends that the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) Environmental Consequences chapter streamline the National Environmental
Policy Act review process. We recommend structuring the chapter to provide clear analysis of
the potentially impacted resources identified in the Affected Environment chapter, and
characterizing the mechanism of all potential impacts to each identified resource.
Chapter 4.6: Commercial and Recreational Fishing
General Recommendations
x

This section is difficult to assess given the limited amount of information provided. We
recommend providing additional details in this section to improve clarity of the
document.

x

For subsequent reviews and drafts, please submit a reference list containing the full
citation for all literature referenced within the body of the document.

Chapter 4.23: Wildlife Values
Note: The USFWS defers to the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) on all protected
marine mammals under the NMFS’ jurisdiction (i.e., whales and seals).
General Recommendations
x

Similar to the recommendation provided for Chapter 3.23, the USFWS recommends
using updated survey data to discuss environmental consequences in this chapter. Please
use project, location, and species-specific information to evaluate the project’s potential
impacts on important wildlife resources. This is especially important for bald and golden
eagles, because activities that could disturb nests might necessitate an eagle nest permit.

x

The USFWS recommends carefully quantifying the number of bald and golden eagles
and their nests that may be affected by the project, and discussing the potential need for
an eagle nest permit.

x

The marine mammals sub-section should include an analysis and discussion of the
anticipated project impacts to non-listed marine mammals during exploration,
construction, operations, and reclamation activities. Please make clear that additional
information on marine mammals listed under the Endangered Species Act is in Chapter
3.25.
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x

The marine mammals sub-section should detail all impacts to marine mammals that could
be defined as harm or harassment under the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA),
and discuss any recommendations to seek authorization under the MMPA for impacts to
protected marine mammals directly related to project activities.

x

The potential for water quality impacts at the mine site, along the transportation corridor,
and at the Amakdedori Port should be clearly discussed in terms of how wildlife species
and protected marine mammals could be affected. This should include the potential for
water quality alteration or degradation to be carried from the mine site to Lake Iliamna
and Cook Inlet, and ways that water quality changes could affect wildlife and/or
protected marine mammals.

Chapter 4.24: Fish Values
General Recommendations
x

Similar to the recommendation provided for Chapter 3.24, the USFWS recommends
changing the chapter title to “Fishery Resources and Habitat.”

x

Due to both the ecological and economic importance of fishery resources in the Bristol
Bay watershed, we believe it is critical to analyze the project’s potential impacts on all
facets of fishery resources and fish habitat. In addition, because fishery resources in the
area directly relate to many of the other sections in Chapter 4 (e.g., Threatened and
Endangered Species, Wildlife, Subsistence, Commercial and Recreational Fishing), those
sections should also address the potential ways fishery resources impacts could affect
other resources and activities in the action area and larger Bristol Bay watershed.

x

Project fishery information should be quantified, summarized, and presented in terms of
potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to baselines for individual biological
resources. The chapter should summarize and compare each individual resource and
environmental consequence to those resources across project-site, local watershed, and
Bristol Bay regional scales. The chapter should then put these same environmental
consequences within the greater context of state, national, and international fishery
resource perspectives. The USFWS recommends these analyses to identify the
significance of impacts under the proposed project and any alternatives. Currently, the
chapter does not adequately summarize the values and significance of fishery and fish
habitat resources in order to evaluate reasonably anticipated/foreseeable significant
adverse effects to those resources.

x

The chapter should separately identify impacts that are temporary and those that are
permanent.

x

Environmental consequences should be addressed in proportion to their significance (40
C.F.R. § 1502.2(b)), meaning that severe impacts should be described in more detail than
less consequential impacts. Each analysis of an environmental consequence (i.e., direct,
indirect, and cumulative) should be presented in the order of significance so the reader
4
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can readily identify the most substantial impacts. The fishery resources impact analyses
should include the associated significance for loss of individual fish species and
populations. Impacts to fish habitats should be identified and analyzed independently
from impacts to fishery resources.
x

The geographic scope of the analyses for project impacts to fishery and fish habitat
resources should include the immediate project-site (i.e., north and south fork Kotuli
River and upper Talarik Creek), local watersheds (i.e., Newhalen River, Gibraltar Lake,
Lake Iliamna), and regional scale (i.e., Bristol Bay, Cook Inlet), and should include
analysis related to the global importance of the Bristol Bay fishery.

x

The scope of environmental consequences considered in the chapter should include
analyses of the quantified impacts to physical, biological, and social aspects to the
region’s sport, commercial, and subsistence user groups from identified losses to the
fishery and fish habitat resources. If detailed information is available on these topics in
other sections of the DEIS, please direct the reader to that information.

x

The chapter should describe how impacts are or are not consistent with existing and
previously planned uses of the fisheries resources, including Bristol Bay fisheries area
management plans, and the Bristol Bay Fishery Reserve.

x

GIS location maps should accompany quantified information to give a visual scope of
analyses.

x

Potential impacts to fishery and fish habitat resources from individual project
components should be fully described to provide a complete evaluation of the potential
impacts during critical life history phases (e.g., spawning, incubation, rearing, migration,
overwintering) to fish survival, production, run timing, homing capabilities, prey-species
availability, respiratory capabilities, and other biological and ecological factors.
Quantitative analyses should be based on sound scientific methods, including adequate
sample sizes, and clearly explained for both the expert and lay reader. Impacts to fish
habitats should be analyzed independently from the fisheries analyses.

x

Several of the fishery resource baseline datasets are 10 years old or older and should be
updated to reflect current conditions. We do not believe an analysis of environmental
consequences compared to baseline conditions will be meaningful absent current data.
The DEIS should use baseline information specific to the current, revised proposal for all
qualitative and quantitative analyses.

x

Please present environmental consequences to individual fish species. For example, the
Bristol Bay region provides 51 percent of the commercial catch of the world’s Sockeye
Salmon. We recommend a detailed analysis of the potential short- and long-term
environmental consequences of the project to this internationally important resource. The
chapter should analyze the potential for environmental consequences to destabilize the
existing Bristol Bay salmon portfolio represented by numerous individual stocks. It
should identify the potential for additional fishing closures due to losses to fisheries and
5
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fish habitat. Different species are targeted in commercial, sport, and subsistence fisheries
supported by the region. We recommend analyzing the impacts to individual species,
distribution, abundance, and availability to the different fishery user groups that rely on
these resources.
x

The section related to “Habitat Loss” currently has a placeholder for estimated losses,
stating it will be updated based on the new project footprint. Fish habitat information
should be quantified, summarized, and presented in terms of potential impacts (direct,
indirect, and cumulative) to baseline physical habitats, with the impacts broken down by
each component of the proposed project. These analyses should be independent of those
for biological fishery resources. The chapter should summarize and compare individual
habitat types and associated environmental consequence across geographic scopes. For
example, habitat loss should be calculated in terms of anadromous, resident, and total
habitat miles or acres for streams, rivers, lakes, and wetlands. Baseline and project
impacts to habitat types should be further characterized by the function the habitat
provides (i.e., spawning, incubation, rearing). Designing the analyses in this structure
provides context to the magnitude of habitat impact relative to species and population
fitness and the carrying capacity of the habitat.

x

The proposed mine would require billions of gallons of water each year of operation.
Water management (quality, quantity, and chemistry) is a significant environmental
concern for fishery and fish habitat resources. The level of detail in environmental
consequences should be commensurate with the significant concern for downstream
water quality degradation that has been expressed by both stakeholders and the project
proponents. The potential for the project to result in significant degradation to waters of
the U.S. should be specifically discussed in the DEIS. Analyses of alterations to
receiving waters from both source and non-point sources should be presented.

x

Water analyses should include a comprehensive evaluation of the potential for acute,
chronic, sub-lethal, and lethal effects of metal toxicity to fishery resources and associated
potential fishery resource losses. Impacts to both surface and groundwater and associated
transport pathways should be analyzed. For example, the chapter should include an
analysis of mine tailings and acid rock drainage leaching potential into both surface and
groundwater.

x

Certain metals that are essential to fish health at low concentrations may become toxic
with relatively small increases in concentration; such metals include copper (Cu), zinc
(Zn), selenium (Se), and molybdenum (Mo). Copper is specifically toxic to anadromous
salmon. These same metals have a narrow window of non-toxicity before becoming
toxic. Non-essential metals are more likely to be toxic even at low concentrations (e.g.,
gold (Au), lead (Pb), arsenic (As) and mercury (Hg)). Please analyze the environmental
consequences from point and non-point process discharges, for different species and at
different scales.

x

Please analyze the effects of altered water quality parameters on exposure and toxicity.
Important water quality parameters include, but are not limited to temperature, pH,
6
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dissolved oxygen, and suspended and dissolved solids. Water quantity impacts from flow
alterations, dewatering, and rerouting of water should be fully analyzed. The DEIS
should clearly describe how the hydrograph would be altered and how that could impact
habitat. The DEIS should clearly indicate the implications of these impacts to the fitness
of fish individuals, species, populations, and the potential impact to carrying capacity of
the altered habitat.
x

The project proposes a transportation corridor across Lake Iliamna, which supports
Chinook, Sockeye, and Coho Salmon, Northern Pike, Lake Trout, and Dolly Varden.
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to Lake Iliamna, downstream watersheds,
Bristol Bay fishery stocks and their habitats, and terrestrial and marine species that rely
on Lake Iliamna and the Kvichak River resources.

x

There appear to be data gaps for some project components; for example, fishery and fish
habitat resources associated with Iliamna Lake are not presented in sufficient detail.
Marine-derived nitrogen nutrient inputs from spawning salmon in Lake Iliamna are the
largest contributor of nutrients in the watershed (Kline et al. 1993). These lake nutrients
support critical fish life history phases including rearing, feeding, and overwintering.
Potential alterations to Lake Iliamna’s nutrient cycling from the proposed mine and
transportation corridor should be fully analyzed.

x

The DEIS should include an analysis of the impacts of the ferry terminal and ice-breaking
ferry on seasonal ice development and break-up and on water quality (including toxics,
nutrients, and fuels spills). The chapter should analyze the project’s potential impacts to
the fisheries and habitats of Lake Iliamna.

x

The project proposes a new tailings storage facility (TSF) design that includes two
separate facilities: an unlined facility in North Fork Kotktuli west and a lined facility in
South Fork Kotuli east. The DEIS should include a thorough analysis of the new TSF
design and its potential biological, chemical, and physical risks to fishery resources and
habitats, particularly in the context of potential leaks or failures of the individual TSFs.

x

The project proposes 30 miles of industrial road from the north side of Lake Iliamna to
the mine site, and 95 miles of pipeline across the Cook Inlet sea floor from Anchor Point
to a deepwater port at Amakdedori west of Augustine Island volcano. The DEIS should
include an analysis of the potential impacts to fishery resources and fish habitat along the
freshwater/terrestrial, wetland, and marine alignments of the proposed natural gas
pipeline and road.

x

The DEIS should include analyses of impacts to nearby marine and anadromous fisheries
from the Amakdedori Port and the proposed concentrate transfer locations, including
impacts to marine invertebrates and benthic fish.

x

Methods to mitigate adverse environmental consequences to fisheries, fish habitat, and
their functions should be individually addressed. The DEIS should spell out the proposed
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can readily identify the most substantial impacts. The fishery resources impact analyses
should include the associated significance for loss of individual fish species and
populations. Impacts to fish habitats should be identified and analyzed independently
from impacts to fishery resources.
x

The geographic scope of the analyses for project impacts to fishery and fish habitat
resources should include the immediate project-site (i.e., north and south fork Kotuli
River and upper Talarik Creek), local watersheds (i.e., Newhalen River, Gibraltar Lake,
Lake Iliamna), and regional scale (i.e., Bristol Bay, Cook Inlet), and should include
analysis related to the global importance of the Bristol Bay fishery.

x

The scope of environmental consequences considered in the chapter should include
analyses of the quantified impacts to physical, biological, and social aspects to the
region’s sport, commercial, and subsistence user groups from identified losses to the
fishery and fish habitat resources. If detailed information is available on these topics in
other sections of the DEIS, please direct the reader to that information.

x

The chapter should describe how impacts are or are not consistent with existing and
previously planned uses of the fisheries resources, including Bristol Bay fisheries area
management plans, and the Bristol Bay Fishery Reserve.

x

GIS location maps should accompany quantified information to give a visual scope of
analyses.

x

Potential impacts to fishery and fish habitat resources from individual project
components should be fully described to provide a complete evaluation of the potential
impacts during critical life history phases (e.g., spawning, incubation, rearing, migration,
overwintering) to fish survival, production, run timing, homing capabilities, prey-species
availability, respiratory capabilities, and other biological and ecological factors.
Quantitative analyses should be based on sound scientific methods, including adequate
sample sizes, and clearly explained for both the expert and lay reader. Impacts to fish
habitats should be analyzed independently from the fisheries analyses.

x

Several of the fishery resource baseline datasets are 10 years old or older and should be
updated to reflect current conditions. We do not believe an analysis of environmental
consequences compared to baseline conditions will be meaningful absent current data.
The DEIS should use baseline information specific to the current, revised proposal for all
qualitative and quantitative analyses.

x

Please present environmental consequences to individual fish species. For example, the
Bristol Bay region provides 51 percent of the commercial catch of the world’s Sockeye
Salmon. We recommend a detailed analysis of the potential short- and long-term
environmental consequences of the project to this internationally important resource. The
chapter should analyze the potential for environmental consequences to destabilize the
existing Bristol Bay salmon portfolio represented by numerous individual stocks. It
should identify the potential for additional fishing closures due to losses to fisheries and
5
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fish habitat. Different species are targeted in commercial, sport, and subsistence fisheries
supported by the region. We recommend analyzing the impacts to individual species,
distribution, abundance, and availability to the different fishery user groups that rely on
these resources.
x

The section related to “Habitat Loss” currently has a placeholder for estimated losses,
stating it will be updated based on the new project footprint. Fish habitat information
should be quantified, summarized, and presented in terms of potential impacts (direct,
indirect, and cumulative) to baseline physical habitats, with the impacts broken down by
each component of the proposed project. These analyses should be independent of those
for biological fishery resources. The chapter should summarize and compare individual
habitat types and associated environmental consequence across geographic scopes. For
example, habitat loss should be calculated in terms of anadromous, resident, and total
habitat miles or acres for streams, rivers, lakes, and wetlands. Baseline and project
impacts to habitat types should be further characterized by the function the habitat
provides (i.e., spawning, incubation, rearing). Designing the analyses in this structure
provides context to the magnitude of habitat impact relative to species and population
fitness and the carrying capacity of the habitat.

x

The proposed mine would require billions of gallons of water each year of operation.
Water management (quality, quantity, and chemistry) is a significant environmental
concern for fishery and fish habitat resources. The level of detail in environmental
consequences should be commensurate with the significant concern for downstream
water quality degradation that has been expressed by both stakeholders and the project
proponents. The potential for the project to result in significant degradation to waters of
the U.S. should be specifically discussed in the DEIS. Analyses of alterations to
receiving waters from both source and non-point sources should be presented.

x

Water analyses should include a comprehensive evaluation of the potential for acute,
chronic, sub-lethal, and lethal effects of metal toxicity to fishery resources and associated
potential fishery resource losses. Impacts to both surface and groundwater and associated
transport pathways should be analyzed. For example, the chapter should include an
analysis of mine tailings and acid rock drainage leaching potential into both surface and
groundwater.

x

Certain metals that are essential to fish health at low concentrations may become toxic
with relatively small increases in concentration; such metals include copper (Cu), zinc
(Zn), selenium (Se), and molybdenum (Mo). Copper is specifically toxic to anadromous
salmon. These same metals have a narrow window of non-toxicity before becoming
toxic. Non-essential metals are more likely to be toxic even at low concentrations (e.g.,
gold (Au), lead (Pb), arsenic (As) and mercury (Hg)). Please analyze the environmental
consequences from point and non-point process discharges, for different species and at
different scales.

x

Please analyze the effects of altered water quality parameters on exposure and toxicity.
Important water quality parameters include, but are not limited to temperature, pH,
6
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dissolved oxygen, and suspended and dissolved solids. Water quantity impacts from flow
alterations, dewatering, and rerouting of water should be fully analyzed. The DEIS
should clearly describe how the hydrograph would be altered and how that could impact
habitat. The DEIS should clearly indicate the implications of these impacts to the fitness
of fish individuals, species, populations, and the potential impact to carrying capacity of
the altered habitat.
x

The project proposes a transportation corridor across Lake Iliamna, which supports
Chinook, Sockeye, and Coho Salmon, Northern Pike, Lake Trout, and Dolly Varden.
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to Lake Iliamna, downstream watersheds,
Bristol Bay fishery stocks and their habitats, and terrestrial and marine species that rely
on Lake Iliamna and the Kvichak River resources.

x

There appear to be data gaps for some project components; for example, fishery and fish
habitat resources associated with Iliamna Lake are not presented in sufficient detail.
Marine-derived nitrogen nutrient inputs from spawning salmon in Lake Iliamna are the
largest contributor of nutrients in the watershed (Kline et al. 1993). These lake nutrients
support critical fish life history phases including rearing, feeding, and overwintering.
Potential alterations to Lake Iliamna’s nutrient cycling from the proposed mine and
transportation corridor should be fully analyzed.

x

The DEIS should include an analysis of the impacts of the ferry terminal and ice-breaking
ferry on seasonal ice development and break-up and on water quality (including toxics,
nutrients, and fuels spills). The chapter should analyze the project’s potential impacts to
the fisheries and habitats of Lake Iliamna.

x

The project proposes a new tailings storage facility (TSF) design that includes two
separate facilities: an unlined facility in North Fork Kotktuli west and a lined facility in
South Fork Kotuli east. The DEIS should include a thorough analysis of the new TSF
design and its potential biological, chemical, and physical risks to fishery resources and
habitats, particularly in the context of potential leaks or failures of the individual TSFs.

x

The project proposes 30 miles of industrial road from the north side of Lake Iliamna to
the mine site, and 95 miles of pipeline across the Cook Inlet sea floor from Anchor Point
to a deepwater port at Amakdedori west of Augustine Island volcano. The DEIS should
include an analysis of the potential impacts to fishery resources and fish habitat along the
freshwater/terrestrial, wetland, and marine alignments of the proposed natural gas
pipeline and road.

x

The DEIS should include analyses of impacts to nearby marine and anadromous fisheries
from the Amakdedori Port and the proposed concentrate transfer locations, including
impacts to marine invertebrates and benthic fish.

x

Methods to mitigate adverse environmental consequences to fisheries, fish habitat, and
their functions should be individually addressed. The DEIS should spell out the proposed
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mitigation, including the associated risk of failure for each proposed mitigation effort.
Project impacts that can and cannot be mitigated should be clearly identified.
Chapter 4.25: Threatened and Endangered Species
Note: The USFWS defers to the NMFS on all listed species under the NMFS’ jurisdiction.
General Recommendation
x

Similar to the recommendation provided for Chapter 3.25, the USFWS recommends
including a separate discussion of protected marine mammals and impacts under the
MMPA. All marine mammals listed under the Endangered Species Act and discussed in
this chapter are also MMPA-protected marine mammals, and there should be a robust
analysis of the project’s potential to cause harassment of these species as defined by the
MMPA. If non-listed marine mammals are discussed in a different section of the chapter,
include a reference indicating where this analysis can be found.

x

Similar to the recommendation provided for Chapter 3.25, the USFWS recommends
discussing critical habitat in a separate sub-heading, rather than in Habitat Changes. This
will allow a more thorough analysis of impacts to critical habitat, and streamline any
section 7 consultation. For the purposes of section 7 consultation, critical habitat is
treated as a stand-alone entity, and effects to critical habitat evaluated separately from
effects to the associated listed species.

Specific Recommendations
x

“The analysis area for Threatened and Endangered Species (TES) includes the Natural
Gas Pipeline Corridor across Cook Inlet, the Amakdedori Port and concentrate loading
facility, and the Transportation Corridor across Lake Iliamna.” The mine site should be
included in all discussions of the analysis area and of anticipated impacts. The potential
for water quality impacts at the mine site, along the transportation corridor, and at the
Amakdedori Port should be clearly discussed in terms of how listed species and protected
marine mammals could be impacted. This should include the potential for water quality
alteration or degradation to be carried from the mine site to Lake Iliamna and Cook Inlet,
and ways water quality changes could affect listed species or protected marine mammals.

x

The background information on potential impacts to listed species is very general. Please
use additional and specific information on listed species in the action area (the area near
the proposed port, along the pipeline route, near the area where larger vessels would be
moored and lightering would occur) to perform robust analyses of the project’s potential
impacts on listed species in the Environmental Consequences chapter. All impacts and
effects of the proposed project on listed species should be fully analyzed, and should be
based upon each species’ specific needs and habitat use, in and near the action area.
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August 31, 2018
Ms. Sheila Newman
Program Manager-Large Projects
USACE-Regional Regulatory Division
Alaska District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 6898
JBER, AK 99506-0898
Ref:

ACHP comments on pre-draft sub-Chapter 4.1 and sub-Chapter 4.7, Pebbles Mine Project EIS
DA permit application POA-2017-271
Lake and Peninsula Borough, Kenai Peninsula Borough, Alaska

Dear Ms. Newman:
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is providing initial comments on the pre-draft
versions of sub-Chapter 4.1: Approach To Environmental Analysis and sub-Chapter 4.7: Cultural
Resources of Chapter 4: Environmental Consequences for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
being developed by the Corps of Engineers, Alaska District (Corps) for the Pebbles Mine Project in
Alaska. The ACHP has made comments and edits in red-line strike-out in the text (enclosed). We also
provide a summary of our comments in this letter. Overall, it is our opinion that the pre-drafts of subChapters 4.1 and 4.7 are preliminary and need significant revisions and additions.
As characterized in the draft itself, sub-Chapter 4.1 is an “early stage preliminary draft.” Based on our
review, ACHP has no specific comments at this time. As noted in our previous comments on sub-Chapter
3.7, the current version of sub-Chapter 4.7 appears to conflate cultural resources, as defined in the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and historic properties, as defined in Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (54 U.S.C. § 300101 et seq.) and its implementing
regulations, “Protection of Historic Properties” (36 C.F.R. Part 800). The ACHP reiterates the importance
of making the distinction between cultural resources and historic properties in this chapter. This subChapter should either include reference to the definition in the Section 106 regulations at 36 C.F.R.
§800.16(l) or to any clarification that will be included in sub-Chapter 3.7. The definition of cultural
resources should be clarified to include: prehistoric and historic period archaeological sites, Traditional
Cultural Properties (TCPs) including landscapes, locations or sites associated with place names in the oral
history or cosmology of Indian tribes and of other ethnic and cultural groups, traditional resource
collecting areas (subsistence), sacred or religious sites, and historic-era sites such as cabins or shipwrecks.
In this sub-Chapter, the Corps should characterize the identification effort for historic properties that may
be affected in the Area of Potential Effects (APE) that still needs to be implemented and the status and
timing of such efforts. Alternatively, the Corps may reference the characterization that we recommended
be added to sub-Chapter 3. It is important to remember that the APE may appropriately extend beyond the
project footprint. While a Programmatic Agreement (PA) may provide for a phased identification effort, a
general outline of what the federal agencies think is appropriate to identify and evaluate historic
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properties should be included in this sub-chapter, or in sub-Chapter 3, and referenced here. That general
outline should include the current status of the Section 106 review and the anticipated timing for
development of a PA. It should also clarify when the federal agencies will begin consultation with tribes
under Section 106 for the identification of properties of religious and cultural significance to them.
At the outset of each section covering the four project component areas of the undertaking, the Corps
should clearly indicate whether sufficient background research and any surveys to identify historic
properties have been carried out. We also note references to potential visual effects to archaeological
sites. The Corps should keep in mind that visual effects are not usually considered adverse effects for
archaeological sites, unless the site is eligible under criteria other than Criterion d and the context and
setting are characteristics of the property that contribute to its significance and eligibility for inclusion on
the National Register of Historic Places. Once properties are evaluated for eligibility, it is important for
the Corps to clearly state the significance and elements of integrity for any identified historic properties.
That will allow the Corps and the consulting parties to better apply the criteria of adverse effect in
accordance with 36 C.F.R. § 800.5(a), and consider appropriate avoidance, minimization and mitigation
strategies.
Finally, ACHP recommends again that the federal agencies and their contractors developing the drafts of
the EIS should refer to NEPA and NHPA: A Handbook for Integrating NEPA and Section 106 issued by
the ACHP and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) in March 2013 for guidance regarding how
to better integrate the requirements of Section 106 and the NEPA review process. It is available at:
https://www.achp.gov/digital-library-section-106-landing/nepa-and-nhpa-handbook-integrating-nepa-andsection-106.
The ACHP provides these comments to assist the Corps, other federal agencies, the Alaska SHPO, Indian
tribes, and other consulting parties in the development of the EIS and compliance with Section 106 for the
Pebbles Mine project. Should you have any questions or wish to discuss the comments we have provided,
please contact John T. Eddins, PhD at 202-517-0211, or by e-mail at jeddins@achp.gov.
Sincerely,

Jaime Loichinger
Acting Assistant Director
Federal Permitting, Licensing, and Assistance Section
Office of Federal Agency Programs
Enclosure
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August 31, 2018
Ms. Sheila Newman
Program Manager-Large Projects
USACE-Regional Regulatory Division
Alaska District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 6898
JBER, AK 99506-0898
Ref:

ACHP comments on pre-draft sub-Chapter 4.1 and sub-Chapter 4.7, Pebbles Mine Project EIS
DA permit application POA-2017-271
Lake and Peninsula Borough, Kenai Peninsula Borough, Alaska

Dear Ms. Newman:
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is providing initial comments on the pre-draft
versions of sub-Chapter 4.1: Approach To Environmental Analysis and sub-Chapter 4.7: Cultural
Resources of Chapter 4: Environmental Consequences for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
being developed by the Corps of Engineers, Alaska District (Corps) for the Pebbles Mine Project in
Alaska. The ACHP has made comments and edits in red-line strike-out in the text (enclosed). We also
provide a summary of our comments in this letter. Overall, it is our opinion that the pre-drafts of subChapters 4.1 and 4.7 are preliminary and need significant revisions and additions.
As characterized in the draft itself, sub-Chapter 4.1 is an “early stage preliminary draft.” Based on our
review, ACHP has no specific comments at this time. As noted in our previous comments on sub-Chapter
3.7, the current version of sub-Chapter 4.7 appears to conflate cultural resources, as defined in the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and historic properties, as defined in Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (54 U.S.C. § 300101 et seq.) and its implementing
regulations, “Protection of Historic Properties” (36 C.F.R. Part 800). The ACHP reiterates the importance
of making the distinction between cultural resources and historic properties in this chapter. This subChapter should either include reference to the definition in the Section 106 regulations at 36 C.F.R.
§800.16(l) or to any clarification that will be included in sub-Chapter 3.7. The definition of cultural
resources should be clarified to include: prehistoric and historic period archaeological sites, Traditional
Cultural Properties (TCPs) including landscapes, locations or sites associated with place names in the oral
history or cosmology of Indian tribes and of other ethnic and cultural groups, traditional resource
collecting areas (subsistence), sacred or religious sites, and historic-era sites such as cabins or shipwrecks.
In this sub-Chapter, the Corps should characterize the identification effort for historic properties that may
be affected in the Area of Potential Effects (APE) that still needs to be implemented and the status and
timing of such efforts. Alternatively, the Corps may reference the characterization that we recommended
be added to sub-Chapter 3. It is important to remember that the APE may appropriately extend beyond the
project footprint. While a Programmatic Agreement (PA) may provide for a phased identification effort, a
general outline of what the federal agencies think is appropriate to identify and evaluate historic
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properties should be included in this sub-chapter, or in sub-Chapter 3, and referenced here. That general
outline should include the current status of the Section 106 review and the anticipated timing for
development of a PA. It should also clarify when the federal agencies will begin consultation with tribes
under Section 106 for the identification of properties of religious and cultural significance to them.
At the outset of each section covering the four project component areas of the undertaking, the Corps
should clearly indicate whether sufficient background research and any surveys to identify historic
properties have been carried out. We also note references to potential visual effects to archaeological
sites. The Corps should keep in mind that visual effects are not usually considered adverse effects for
archaeological sites, unless the site is eligible under criteria other than Criterion d and the context and
setting are characteristics of the property that contribute to its significance and eligibility for inclusion on
the National Register of Historic Places. Once properties are evaluated for eligibility, it is important for
the Corps to clearly state the significance and elements of integrity for any identified historic properties.
That will allow the Corps and the consulting parties to better apply the criteria of adverse effect in
accordance with 36 C.F.R. § 800.5(a), and consider appropriate avoidance, minimization and mitigation
strategies.
Finally, ACHP recommends again that the federal agencies and their contractors developing the drafts of
the EIS should refer to NEPA and NHPA: A Handbook for Integrating NEPA and Section 106 issued by
the ACHP and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) in March 2013 for guidance regarding how
to better integrate the requirements of Section 106 and the NEPA review process. It is available at:
https://www.achp.gov/digital-library-section-106-landing/nepa-and-nhpa-handbook-integrating-nepa-andsection-106.
The ACHP provides these comments to assist the Corps, other federal agencies, the Alaska SHPO, Indian
tribes, and other consulting parties in the development of the EIS and compliance with Section 106 for the
Pebbles Mine project. Should you have any questions or wish to discuss the comments we have provided,
please contact John T. Eddins, PhD at 202-517-0211, or by e-mail at jeddins@achp.gov.
Sincerely,

Jaime Loichinger
Acting Assistant Director
Federal Permitting, Licensing, and Assistance Section
Office of Federal Agency Programs
Enclosure
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Note to Reviewers
This section is an early stage preliminary draft, and has been prepared prior to the completion of
scoping for the purpose of setting analytical direction and facilitating the project schedule for
completing the EIS.
As an initial draft, it is incomplete in many ways, and contains numerous placeholders to be
addressed as more information becomes available. The Scoping Comment Period has not
closed, Alternatives to the Proposed Action have not been formally identified, information
needed to complete the analysis is not yet fully available and in the process of being requested
from the applicant, and the approach for topics such as spills/dam failures, traditional knowledge
and cumulative effects has not been settled. In addition, supporting analysis and logic for
determination of potential environmental consequences have not been fully developed. This
draft is intended to frame the eventual section, and in doing so, allow USACE to see the
intended topics and content for the eventual completed sections. Notes are included in many
sections to identify where the analysis is incomplete.

4.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES

4.7.1 No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, the Pebble Project would not be developed at the Mine Site,
and construction of Amakdedori Port, the Transportation and Natural Gas Pipeline corridors,
and associated infrastructure would not be approved or permitted. The Programmatic
Agreement (PA) for the project would not be executed, but the regular process for complying
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) would apply to any other
projects in the area that require federal authorization. No direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts
on cultural resources would result from implementation of the No Action Alternative.

4.7.2 Action Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative
This section discusses the environmental consequences of construction, operation, and closure
of the mine on cultural resources. Cultural resource types discussed in this section are defined
broadly as described in the affected environment section (Section 3.7, Cultural Resources).
Cultural resources may include prehistoric and historic period archaeology archaeological sites,
Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), locations or sites associated with place names in the oral
history or cosmology of Indian tribes, including Alaska Native Villages and Regional or Village
Corporations, as those terms are defined in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, and of
other ethnic and cultural groups, traditional resource collecting areas (subsistence), sacred or
religious sites, and historic-era sites such as cabins or shipwrecks.
None of the identified cultural resource sites have been evaluated to determine whether they
are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP); therefore, for purposes
of this analysis, all known sites have been assumed to be eligible for the NRHP. Potential
effects on cultural resources were evaluated primarily by using geographical information system
(GIS) spatial analysis to compare the locations of cultural resources to the proposed locations of
project facilities. When cultural resources are identified within the project footprint, the type of
activity proposed for the specific location of the cultural resources is assessed to consider the
potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects.
Not all project components have been inventoried for cultural resources during the baseline
studies completed by Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) between 2004 and 2012; to date, only
the Mine Site has been subjected to cultural resource field investigations. The completed
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investigations, however, do include background literature and file reviews for a broader regional
area. Based on those documents, the baseline studies suggest that no additional cultural
resource investigations have occurred in the project area beyond those completed by PLP. The
absence of surveys for some project components necessarily limits the analysis of
environmental consequences and the ability to forecast indirect and cumulative effects on
cultural resources.
[Note: More information is pending additional cultural surveys, as requested in RFI 25.]
The lack of cultural resource survey data in certain areas is one reason for completing a PA for
the project. PLP will develop a PA in consultation with the Alaska State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO), federally recognized tribal governments (Tribes), and other consulting parties.
The PA will outline ongoing consultation efforts and establish the requirements and process for
an additional field inventory, NRHP evaluations, and subsequent mitigation measures (including
site avoidance if possible).
For sites with unresolved eligibility status, further work is required to determine significance
levels and develop NRHP eligibility recommendations for review and concurrence by the SHPO.
The process for completing ongoing evaluations would be captured in the PA.
In summary, new construction and associated ground-disturbing activities in all four project
component areas (the Mine Site, Amakdedori Port, the Transportation Corridor, and the Natural
Gas Pipeline Corridor) could result in direct and indirect effects under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and adverse effects to historic properties under Section 106
(to use NHPA terms). Direct effects on cultural resources are considered to becan include the
destruction or burial of, or other damage to or alteration of, cultural resources resulting from
ground-disturbing actions or construction and operation of mine facilities. Development of the
mine would result in the physical destruction of or damage to cultural resources and would
irreversibly alter the characteristics that qualify might qualify these sites cultural resources for
inclusion in the NRHP. Indirect effects are those that occur later in time or are further removed
in distance from the action, such as a change in setting or context or the increased access to
archaeological sites that would result from constructing the mine access road.
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The project would also introduce new visual, atmospheric, and audible elements that might
diminish the significance of cultural resources. Sites would be subject to increased public use
(including use by mine personnel) and potential damage. Some effects may be both direct and
indirect. For example, the introduction of visual, atmospheric, or audible elements could
immediately diminish the qualities of a cultural resource site that contribute to its significance,
and could diminish the use or function of the site in the future.
The EIS analysis area for cultural resources is larger than the area of expected ground
disturbance, to account for both potential direct and indirect effects of the project. The EIS
analysis area and the Area of Potential Effect (APE) would be defined to account for both direct
and indirect effects. Once defined, the APE will distinguish between areas of direct impacts and
surrounding areas that likely would be subject only to indirect effects. Given the size of the area
where indirect effects will be considered, more cultural resource sites in that area that are not
currently discussed in Section 3.7, Cultural Resources, may be added. No formal consultation
has occurred between PLP and the SHPO or other interested parties regarding the definition
and delineation of the project’s APE, but consultation would take place before PLP could
proceed with the project.
Both NEPA and the NHPA offer methods for identifying measures to avoid or minimize impacts
on cultural resources. For example, PLP may choose to redesign the project to avoid impacts
on sites in the project footprint. If impacts are not avoidable, mitigation would be required and
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the PA would define specific stipulations that would govern appropriate mitigation outcomes.
Mitigation may include data recovery. In that case, the PA would define specific stipulations for
crafting a research design and data recovery plans involving review and consultation with the
SHPO, Tribes, and other signatory parties. Archaeological monitoring may also be involved,
which would entail the development of an archaeological monitoring plan approved by the
SHPO and other consulting parties. Consultation with Tribes under Section 106 of the NHPA
has also not been initiated with the specific objective of investigating the presence or absence of
TCPs, sacred sites, place names, and other areas of importance to Tribes.
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[Note: The GIS data set for place names and subsistence use areas has not yet been integrated
into this analysis. An RFI is being developed to get this data from PLP consultants.]
The data available and methods used for the cultural resource inventory in the Mine Site area
are adequate to reasonably evaluate foreseeable significant and adverse effects on cultural
resources. However, the data are insufficient at this time to derive reasonable evaluations of
impacts on cultural resources at Amakdedori Port and in the Transportation and Natural Gas
Pipeline corridors. Further work is needed to better frame a reasonable assessment of
environmental consequences for these components.

Comment [ACHP-JTE9]: How do we know?
Has the work been done to identify indirect
effects from construction and operation of the
mine site?.

[Note: More information is pending additional cultural surveys, as requested in RFI 25.]

4.7.2.1 Mine Site
Only one previously recorded archaeological resource exists within the footprint of the mine
study area footprint. Site ILI-00251 would be within the main embankment of the seepage
collection pond at the tailings storage facility. An additional site, ILI-00218, would be located
within 0.5 mile of the mine facility footprint.
Site ILI-00251 would be directly affected by the project. Construction of the main embankment
of the seepage collection pond at the tailings storage facility would result in the destruction of
this site. Site ILI-000218 would be subject to indirect effects, including increased access to the
area during mine construction. This site is an isolated lithic. Because ILI-00218 is a single
prehistoric artifact, indirect effects would likely be minimal. Neither resource at the Mine Site is
likely eligible for listing in the NRHP, although no determination has been completed.

Comment [ACHP-JTE10]: Are isolates
considered archaeological sites in Alaska????
Is this site considered eligible for the NRHP???

4.7.2.2 Amakdedori Port
No cultural resource sites have been identified within the footprint of the Amakdedori Port
project component, largely because of the lack of in-depth background research or field
inventories at this location. Two sites are present in the vicinity: ILI-00044 and ILI-00291.
Site ILI-00044, Amakdedori Village, has not been fully surveyed and distinct site boundaries
have not been established. This site would be subject to indirect project effects, including
increased site access and visual effects caused by an alteration of the site’s viewshed. If a site
survey defined boundaries that extend within the project area, there may result in direct impacts
on the site.
Site ILI-00291, a historic shipwreck, has not been identified in the field. If underwater
archaeological investigations locate the site within the project area, it could result in direct
impacts. However, depending on the location of this site, indirect effects may result from
increased sedimentation or subsurface wave action caused by placement of pilings for the
causeway and shipping channel.
[Note: More information is pending additional cultural surveys, as requested in RFI 25.]
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4.7.2.3 Transportation Corridor
No cultural resources have been identified in the Transportation Corridor, although two sites
exist in the vicinity of Amakdedori Port as discussed above. Approximately 10 more sites would
be present within 1 mile of the Transportation Corridor. These include a cluster of sites near
Kokhanok and proximal to the south shore of Iliamna Lake, and isolated sites near the north end
of the mine access road at its entrance to the Mine Site. These sites include a mix of historic-era
buildings and prehistoric archaeology sites.
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If sites are identified in the road construction corridor (including the ferry terminal locations) they
may be damaged or destroyed by ground-disturbing activities and subject to significant direct
effects.
The 10 cultural resource sites within roughly 1 mile of the Transportation Corridor would be
subject to indirect effects resulting from road construction. These effects include increased
access that would raise the potential for site damage by dispersed human activity and visual
effects caused by alteration of the viewshed from construction of a new road and ferry terminals.
Indirect effects on these sites would be minimal. There are historic structures in Kokhanok that
would be susceptible to indirect visual effects. Further analysis is required to assess whether
setting and feeling are character-defining qualities that make these historic-era buildings
significant and whether introducing new visual elements in the vicinity would have an adverse
effect (to use NHPA terms) on these qualities. The potential for indirect effects is greater for the
historic built environment than for surficial or buried archaeological sites.

4.7.2.4 Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor
For the purpose of the impact analysis, the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor consists of three
distinct segments: the land-based site of the compressor station on the east side of Cook Inlet;
the Cook Inlet crossing, where the proposed pipeline would be submerged; and the pipeline
from Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site.
No cultural resource sites have been identified in the corridor of the land-based segment on the
east side of Cook Inlet; however, analysis is still underway to determine whether this area has
been fully surveyed. If an additional survey or research identifies any cultural resource sites at
the location of the compressor station, such sites may be subject to direct effects, and the
neighboring sites would be subject to indirect effects. However, it is anticipated that indirect
effects would be temporary and minimal because construction would not result in appreciable
changes to viewsheds.
No underwater archaeological investigations have been conducted for the alignment of the
submerged pipeline beneath Cook Inlet. Project construction would directly affect any
shipwrecks or other cultural resource sites within the alignment. Sites situated adjacent to the
pipeline route beneath Cook Inlet may be subject to indirect effects from subsurface wave action
and sediment disturbance, but these types of indirect effects would be anticipated to be minimal
and unlikely.
The segment of the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor from Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site would
be co-located with the Transportation Corridor; thus, the preceding effects discussion also
applies here. However, development of this project component is less likely than development
of the Transportation Corridor to result in indirect effects, because the pipeline would be buried.
Indirect effects along the Transportation Corridor would be attributable to road construction, not
to the pipeline component.
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4.7.2.5 Cumulative Effects
[Note: This section will be updated at a later time.]
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Note to Reviewers
This section is an early stage preliminary draft, and has been prepared prior to the completion of
scoping for the purpose of setting analytical direction and facilitating the project schedule for
completing the EIS.
As an initial draft, it is incomplete in many ways, and contains numerous placeholders to be
addressed as more information becomes available. The Scoping Comment Period has not
closed, Alternatives to the Proposed Action have not been formally identified, information
needed to complete the analysis is not yet fully available and in the process of being requested
from the applicant, and the approach for topics such as spills/dam failures, traditional knowledge
and cumulative effects has not been settled. In addition, supporting analysis and logic for
determination of potential environmental consequences have not been fully developed. This
draft is intended to frame the eventual section, and in doing so, allow USACE to see the
intended topics and content for the eventual completed sections. Notes are included in many
sections to identify where the analysis is incomplete.

4.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES

4.7.1 No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, the Pebble Project would not be developed at the Mine Site,
and construction of Amakdedori Port, the Transportation and Natural Gas Pipeline corridors,
and associated infrastructure would not be approved or permitted. The Programmatic
Agreement (PA) for the project would not be executed, but the regular process for complying
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) would apply to any other
projects in the area that require federal authorization. No direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts
on cultural resources would result from implementation of the No Action Alternative.

4.7.2 Action Alternative 1 – Applicant’s Proposed Alternative
This section discusses the environmental consequences of construction, operation, and closure
of the mine on cultural resources. Cultural resource types discussed in this section are defined
broadly as described in the affected environment section (Section 3.7, Cultural Resources).
Cultural resources may include prehistoric and historic period archaeology archaeological sites,
Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), locations or sites associated with place names in the oral
history or cosmology of Indian tribes, including Alaska Native Villages and Regional or Village
Corporations, as those terms are defined in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, and of
other ethnic and cultural groups, traditional resource collecting areas (subsistence), sacred or
religious sites, and historic-era sites such as cabins or shipwrecks.
None of the identified cultural resource sites have been evaluated to determine whether they
are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP); therefore, for purposes
of this analysis, all known sites have been assumed to be eligible for the NRHP. Potential
effects on cultural resources were evaluated primarily by using geographical information system
(GIS) spatial analysis to compare the locations of cultural resources to the proposed locations of
project facilities. When cultural resources are identified within the project footprint, the type of
activity proposed for the specific location of the cultural resources is assessed to consider the
potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects.
Not all project components have been inventoried for cultural resources during the baseline
studies completed by Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) between 2004 and 2012; to date, only
the Mine Site has been subjected to cultural resource field investigations. The completed
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investigations, however, do include background literature and file reviews for a broader regional
area. Based on those documents, the baseline studies suggest that no additional cultural
resource investigations have occurred in the project area beyond those completed by PLP. The
absence of surveys for some project components necessarily limits the analysis of
environmental consequences and the ability to forecast indirect and cumulative effects on
cultural resources.
[Note: More information is pending additional cultural surveys, as requested in RFI 25.]
The lack of cultural resource survey data in certain areas is one reason for completing a PA for
the project. PLP will develop a PA in consultation with the Alaska State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO), federally recognized tribal governments (Tribes), and other consulting parties.
The PA will outline ongoing consultation efforts and establish the requirements and process for
an additional field inventory, NRHP evaluations, and subsequent mitigation measures (including
site avoidance if possible).
For sites with unresolved eligibility status, further work is required to determine significance
levels and develop NRHP eligibility recommendations for review and concurrence by the SHPO.
The process for completing ongoing evaluations would be captured in the PA.
In summary, new construction and associated ground-disturbing activities in all four project
component areas (the Mine Site, Amakdedori Port, the Transportation Corridor, and the Natural
Gas Pipeline Corridor) could result in direct and indirect effects under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and adverse effects to historic properties under Section 106
(to use NHPA terms). Direct effects on cultural resources are considered to becan include the
destruction or burial of, or other damage to or alteration of, cultural resources resulting from
ground-disturbing actions or construction and operation of mine facilities. Development of the
mine would result in the physical destruction of or damage to cultural resources and would
irreversibly alter the characteristics that qualify might qualify these sites cultural resources for
inclusion in the NRHP. Indirect effects are those that occur later in time or are further removed
in distance from the action, such as a change in setting or context or the increased access to
archaeological sites that would result from constructing the mine access road.
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The project would also introduce new visual, atmospheric, and audible elements that might
diminish the significance of cultural resources. Sites would be subject to increased public use
(including use by mine personnel) and potential damage. Some effects may be both direct and
indirect. For example, the introduction of visual, atmospheric, or audible elements could
immediately diminish the qualities of a cultural resource site that contribute to its significance,
and could diminish the use or function of the site in the future.
The EIS analysis area for cultural resources is larger than the area of expected ground
disturbance, to account for both potential direct and indirect effects of the project. The EIS
analysis area and the Area of Potential Effect (APE) would be defined to account for both direct
and indirect effects. Once defined, the APE will distinguish between areas of direct impacts and
surrounding areas that likely would be subject only to indirect effects. Given the size of the area
where indirect effects will be considered, more cultural resource sites in that area that are not
currently discussed in Section 3.7, Cultural Resources, may be added. No formal consultation
has occurred between PLP and the SHPO or other interested parties regarding the definition
and delineation of the project’s APE, but consultation would take place before PLP could
proceed with the project.
Both NEPA and the NHPA offer methods for identifying measures to avoid or minimize impacts
on cultural resources. For example, PLP may choose to redesign the project to avoid impacts
on sites in the project footprint. If impacts are not avoidable, mitigation would be required and
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the PA would define specific stipulations that would govern appropriate mitigation outcomes.
Mitigation may include data recovery. In that case, the PA would define specific stipulations for
crafting a research design and data recovery plans involving review and consultation with the
SHPO, Tribes, and other signatory parties. Archaeological monitoring may also be involved,
which would entail the development of an archaeological monitoring plan approved by the
SHPO and other consulting parties. Consultation with Tribes under Section 106 of the NHPA
has also not been initiated with the specific objective of investigating the presence or absence of
TCPs, sacred sites, place names, and other areas of importance to Tribes.
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[Note: The GIS data set for place names and subsistence use areas has not yet been integrated
into this analysis. An RFI is being developed to get this data from PLP consultants.]
The data available and methods used for the cultural resource inventory in the Mine Site area
are adequate to reasonably evaluate foreseeable significant and adverse effects on cultural
resources. However, the data are insufficient at this time to derive reasonable evaluations of
impacts on cultural resources at Amakdedori Port and in the Transportation and Natural Gas
Pipeline corridors. Further work is needed to better frame a reasonable assessment of
environmental consequences for these components.

Comment [ACHP-JTE9]: How do we know?
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effects from construction and operation of the
mine site?.

[Note: More information is pending additional cultural surveys, as requested in RFI 25.]

4.7.2.1 Mine Site
Only one previously recorded archaeological resource exists within the footprint of the mine
study area footprint. Site ILI-00251 would be within the main embankment of the seepage
collection pond at the tailings storage facility. An additional site, ILI-00218, would be located
within 0.5 mile of the mine facility footprint.
Site ILI-00251 would be directly affected by the project. Construction of the main embankment
of the seepage collection pond at the tailings storage facility would result in the destruction of
this site. Site ILI-000218 would be subject to indirect effects, including increased access to the
area during mine construction. This site is an isolated lithic. Because ILI-00218 is a single
prehistoric artifact, indirect effects would likely be minimal. Neither resource at the Mine Site is
likely eligible for listing in the NRHP, although no determination has been completed.

Comment [ACHP-JTE10]: Are isolates
considered archaeological sites in Alaska????
Is this site considered eligible for the NRHP???

4.7.2.2 Amakdedori Port
No cultural resource sites have been identified within the footprint of the Amakdedori Port
project component, largely because of the lack of in-depth background research or field
inventories at this location. Two sites are present in the vicinity: ILI-00044 and ILI-00291.
Site ILI-00044, Amakdedori Village, has not been fully surveyed and distinct site boundaries
have not been established. This site would be subject to indirect project effects, including
increased site access and visual effects caused by an alteration of the site’s viewshed. If a site
survey defined boundaries that extend within the project area, there may result in direct impacts
on the site.
Site ILI-00291, a historic shipwreck, has not been identified in the field. If underwater
archaeological investigations locate the site within the project area, it could result in direct
impacts. However, depending on the location of this site, indirect effects may result from
increased sedimentation or subsurface wave action caused by placement of pilings for the
causeway and shipping channel.
[Note: More information is pending additional cultural surveys, as requested in RFI 25.]
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4.7.2.3 Transportation Corridor
No cultural resources have been identified in the Transportation Corridor, although two sites
exist in the vicinity of Amakdedori Port as discussed above. Approximately 10 more sites would
be present within 1 mile of the Transportation Corridor. These include a cluster of sites near
Kokhanok and proximal to the south shore of Iliamna Lake, and isolated sites near the north end
of the mine access road at its entrance to the Mine Site. These sites include a mix of historic-era
buildings and prehistoric archaeology sites.

Formatted: Highlight

If sites are identified in the road construction corridor (including the ferry terminal locations) they
may be damaged or destroyed by ground-disturbing activities and subject to significant direct
effects.
The 10 cultural resource sites within roughly 1 mile of the Transportation Corridor would be
subject to indirect effects resulting from road construction. These effects include increased
access that would raise the potential for site damage by dispersed human activity and visual
effects caused by alteration of the viewshed from construction of a new road and ferry terminals.
Indirect effects on these sites would be minimal. There are historic structures in Kokhanok that
would be susceptible to indirect visual effects. Further analysis is required to assess whether
setting and feeling are character-defining qualities that make these historic-era buildings
significant and whether introducing new visual elements in the vicinity would have an adverse
effect (to use NHPA terms) on these qualities. The potential for indirect effects is greater for the
historic built environment than for surficial or buried archaeological sites.

4.7.2.4 Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor
For the purpose of the impact analysis, the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor consists of three
distinct segments: the land-based site of the compressor station on the east side of Cook Inlet;
the Cook Inlet crossing, where the proposed pipeline would be submerged; and the pipeline
from Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site.
No cultural resource sites have been identified in the corridor of the land-based segment on the
east side of Cook Inlet; however, analysis is still underway to determine whether this area has
been fully surveyed. If an additional survey or research identifies any cultural resource sites at
the location of the compressor station, such sites may be subject to direct effects, and the
neighboring sites would be subject to indirect effects. However, it is anticipated that indirect
effects would be temporary and minimal because construction would not result in appreciable
changes to viewsheds.
No underwater archaeological investigations have been conducted for the alignment of the
submerged pipeline beneath Cook Inlet. Project construction would directly affect any
shipwrecks or other cultural resource sites within the alignment. Sites situated adjacent to the
pipeline route beneath Cook Inlet may be subject to indirect effects from subsurface wave action
and sediment disturbance, but these types of indirect effects would be anticipated to be minimal
and unlikely.
The segment of the Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor from Amakdedori Port to the Mine Site would
be co-located with the Transportation Corridor; thus, the preceding effects discussion also
applies here. However, development of this project component is less likely than development
of the Transportation Corridor to result in indirect effects, because the pipeline would be buried.
Indirect effects along the Transportation Corridor would be attributable to road construction, not
to the pipeline component.
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4.7.2.5 Cumulative Effects
[Note: This section will be updated at a later time.]
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notappeartoincludeADF&G'sscopingcomments.
Thereareareaswheredataorotherpertinent
informationiseitheromitted,incompletelydescribed
andreferenced,orminimizedinordertosupport
concludingstatementsofnoornegligibleimpacts.
Inclusionoftheseconcludingstatementsatthisearly
stagewithoutcompletedata,informationandanalysis
seemsanticipatory.
Seemssomewhatrandomandinconsistentonaverages
usedthroughoutthedocumentforescapements,catch,
harvest,effort,etc.
Nofiguresandbibliographyprovided.
Referencesto"brown/grizzly"bearsunnecessary
Chapterdoesnotmentiontheimportofanddistribution
ofinvasivespecies(vegetativeandanimal,i.e.,insect,
mice,weeds,pondweed,aquaticsnails,etc.)thatoccurs
withroadsandincreasedboattraffic.
Minesiteandtransportationcorridorusedfor
subsistenceyearͲround.
Subsistencehunting/fishingimportanttosocioeconomic
wellbeinginruralAlaskacommunities
Suggestadditionaltextafterlastparagraph

Suggestadditionaltextafterlastparagraph
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ofCOL
SuggestadditionaltextafterMarinesection
SuggesttextadditionafterTable3.3Ͳ5

BristolBayboroughshouldincludeKingSalmon,Naknek,
S.Naknekarecertainlydownstream,predominantly
fishingbasedtowns,andwillpotentiallybeaffected
communities.Thereisvalueinlistingtheactual
communities,notjustthearea.SamefortheDillingham
CensusArea:listthecommunities.
ADF&GSubsistencewillprovideinformationon
TraditionalEcologicalKnowledge
"Thepremierrecreationactivityinthisareaissport
fishingwhichdrawsmanyanglersfromAlaskaand
beyondtolodges,lakes,rivers,andestuariesinthe
regioninsearchoffreshwater,saltwater,and
anadromousfish."
Whatisthisstatementbasedon?
…shouldinclude'associatedlands'oftheNushugakand
MulchatnaRivers,etc.
…NushugakRandMulchatnaRheadwatersarewestof
themineSiteandmanagedbytheADNR.…..should
includesomereferencetothe'landswhichprovidethe
watersfortheserivers,i.e.,Koktuliriver,includethe
MineSitelands'.
SportFishing:textsayssportfishingisthe"primary
recreationalactivity"intheEISarea.Thisismisleading
andsuggeststhatsporthuntingorotherrecreational
pursuitsarenotofasmuchimportance
Sportfishingisnotmanagedthroughapermitsystem.
Tablehasincorrectdatesforunit9Bbrownbearhunt
anddoesnotmentiontherotating18monthbrownbear
hunt.
Tablehasincorrectdatesforunit9Bmoosehunt.A
portionofUnit9Bmooseseasonextendstothe20
September.
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"Giventhelackofeasyaccessandlimited,dispersed
developmentwithintheregion,overallrecreationuseis
estimatedtoberelativelylowforallpublicrecreation
areasintheregion."
Thisthemeofremotenessanddifficultiesofaccess
leadingtolowlevelsoftourismisrepeatedthroughout
thesection;andiscomparedtootherstatewide
statisticsfortourismthatmaynotreflect/trulyrepresent
therecreationusevaluesortheimportanceofthearea.
Themanagementintentfordispersedpublicrecreation
inmuchoftheareaalsoneedstobeconsideredin
characterizingthearea.Comparisonswithotherhigh
useareasontheroadsystemorotherpartsofAlaskais
notappropriate.Lowlevelsofuseinanareadesignated
fordispersedrecreationrateshigher.

Accuratelydepictthecurrenttourism,hunting,fishing,
outdoorrecreationaluse,andORVusealongexisting
infrastructureandnonͲdevelopedareas.SoinChapter4
youcanfullydepicttheexpecteddirect,indirectand
cumulativeimpactsfromincreasedtourism,hunting,
fishing,outdoorrecreational,andORVuseasaresultof
theproject.
Recreationuseisnotnecessarilylowforallareasinthe
regionbecausemorepeopletraveledtootherareasin
thestate.Recreationisveryfocusedinparticularareas
andmaybeconsideredmoderatetohighinthoseareas.
"thestateAreaTBristolBaysalmonfisheryistheonly
commercialfisherywithintheEISanalysisarea."Cook
InletcommercialfisheriesarealsointheEISanalysis
area.
TherearethreemajorriversystemsintheNaknekͲ
KvichakDistrict,nottwoasstatedintheDEIS.
Escapementisreferencedas"optimalescapementgoal"
"theWoodRiveristhedominantfishproducerinthe
districtandaccountedfor62percentoftheestimated
runstrengthoverthelast20years"
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"makingthesystemthesinglelargestproducerof
ChinookinAlaska."
"Bycomparison,theKenaiRiver(61,000Chinook),
CopperRiver(24,000Chinook),andSusitnaRiver
(114,000Chinook)hostsubstantiallysmallerChinook
resources."Aretheseaveragetotalruns,harvests,or
escapements?Wherearethecitations?Whataboutthe
YukonandKuskokwimriverChinooksalmonresources?
Thereisnomentionof“downstreameconomicimpact”
asmentionedinTheEconomicImportanceoftheBristol
BaySalmonIndustrybyKnappetal2013.
"ThefisheryhasexperiencedagradualoutͲmigrationof
permits……"
NodetailedhydrologicdataisavailableforAmakdedori
Creek
Firstmention,byname,ofstreams/rivers/lakesinthe
SouthAccessRoadarea.
DrainagesintheprojectareasouthofIliamnaLakehave
notbeenthefocusofanyknownhydrologicstudiesto
date.
ThereisnodiscussionofwildliferesourcesnearAnchor
Point,KenaiPeninsulasideofproject.
....saysnoraptornestfound.Thesurveysdescribed
seemveryminimalandineffective.Mentionsground
nesters,butmakesnoallowanceforannualvariation
nestingtiming,orinnestingareas:i.e.,nestingcanvary
byweeksinsomeyears;i.e.,shortͲearedowlscanbe
hardtofindinsomeyears,andarrivetonestinfar
greaternumbersotheryears.
SectionshouldprovidesummaryofABRresultsfor
waterbirdspecies,aswellasreferencetotheirreport.
Under"Caribou"…endoffirstparagraph…"counted"is
incorrect
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Under"Caribou"…lastparagraph….althoughin29years
caribouhavenotcalvedtherebasedonradiocollardata
andABRobs,wehaveseentheMCHmovetheirentire
calvingareaupto60milesontwooccasioninthepast5
years…sothepebblesitecouldbeusedatsomepointin
thefuture.Intheearly1980smanyofourtelemetry
locationswereadjacenttotheproposedminesite,so
thereisahistoryofcaribouusingthatgeneralareaback
then,andmaybeagainsomeday.Also,ourtelemetry
dataovertimeismostrepresentativeofthebulkofthe
herdtoduecosteffectivenessofoursampling,andthe
bulkoftheherdisnotintheproposedPebblearea.
However,thatisn'ttosaycaribouarenotusingthatarea
justbecausewedonothavemanytelemetrypoints
there.

Caribou:1stparagraphendswithstatementaboutthe
downwardtrendintheMulchatnaCaribouHerd….

Caribou:thereisnoreferencetoasmallerportionof
caribou,likelyassociatedwiththeMulchatnaherd,that
isknowntospendmostoftheyearintheareasouth
fromKokhanokinthehighercountryaroundKukaklek
andNonvianukLakeseasttoPaintRiver.Notmuchis
knownaboutthem,buttheyareapermanentresident
ofthisarea
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Under"moose"thedensityofmooseinasingleyearin
Aprilcouldbemisleadingastothevalueofthatareafor
moose.Fromwhatweareseeingwithourradiocollared
mooseherein17B&C,theymovealot,andsomeareas
thatarevoidinApril,havemoosewithcalvesinlate
May.Andwearelearningthatsomeofthetravelsby
moosetocalvingareasinearlyMayallowthemtofind
sitesthatprovideforgreatercalfsurvivalthanother
areas,andthesesmallgroupsofmoosewithgreatercalf
survivalmaybeproportionallymoreimportanttothe
sustainabilityofthemoosepopulation.Also,yeartoyear
weatherpatternsmayalsoaffectAprilhabitatuseto
wheretheaforementionedsurveymayhavegotten
differentresultsindifferentyears.
Itisalsodifficulttodeterminefromtextifsurveyswere
justattheminesiteortheentireprojectarea.

Moose:asinglepopulationsurveyin2010?
Wolf:…'.mainpreyitemsthoughttoincludemoose,
caribouandbeaver'isanambiguousstatementof
somethingthatisverywellknown/documented.
Additionally,theirdietincludessalmonseasonally,which
tiesthemintotheoveralleffectsofPebbleonstreams
andfish.
….helicoptersurveysofsalmonͲspawning
streams…..August2004:thisoffersaveryinaccurate
pictureofbrownbearuseofhabitat.Asthesalmon
move,thebearsmove.Streamuseisthereforevery
fluid.Additionally,salmonͲspawningisnottheonly
indicatorofgoodhabitat.Useofberries,andupland
smallmammalsisalsoimportant.
Nobirdsurveyshavebeenconductedonthemarine
portionofAmakdedoriPort,despiteit'sknown
importancetoseabirds.
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TheinformationprovidedforRockSandpipersis
warranted;however,thissectionlacksinformationon
otherspeciesofshorebirds(severalofwhichareof
conservationconcernforthestateofAlaska)thatbreed
and/orcongregateattheportsiteduringspring
migration.
"TheAmakdedoriPortisinGMU9Aonthenorthernside
ofAmakdedoriCreek.Primaryvegetationcommunities
areshrub–dominated,withsmall,isolatedwetlands.
AmakdedoriCreekisananadromouscreeksurrounded
byshrubs,andthereforelikelytosupportbrownbears,
moose,andotherwildlife.Largemammalspeciesare
anticipatedtobesimilartothoseintheMineSite,
includingbrownandblackbear,andmoose."

"TherangeoftheMulchatnacaribouherddoesnot
extendtotheCookInlet;therefore,caribouarenot
anticipatedtooccurattheAmakdedoriPort."
Thisappearstobeanincorrectassumption.Ifbasedin
factthenreferenceit.Therearecaribouinthearea
eventhoughtheyarenotwellstudied.Additionally,as
theMulchatnaherdiscurrentlyataveryreduced
populationlevel,cariboumaynotcurrentlybeusingthe
areainlargenumbers,butitisimportanttoinclude
themintheanalysisasifthepopulationwasathigher
levels;andconsideringhistoricrange.Oncethe
populationincreases,thiscouldbeveryimportant
habitat.

Notallavailabledatabeingused.
Thelistofspeciesofconservationconcernneedstobe
updated.Manyspeciesofconservationconcern
detectedduringABRpointcountsin2004and2005are
notlisted(e.g.BankSwallow,Wilson'sWarbler,Lesser
Yellowlegs,etc.)
Onlypartofthetransportationcorridor(theIliamna
SpurRoadandMineAccessRoad)wassurveyedfor
raptors,landbirds,andshorebirds.Theremaining
portionalongtheSouthAccessRoadhasnotbeen
surveyed.
ApplicablewaterbodiesarenotidentifiedinTable3.24Ͳ1
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ApplicablewaterbodiesarenotidentifiedinTable3.24Ͳ2
SockeyesalmonadultmigrationshownasJulythrough
September.
SockeyesalmonspawningshownasJulythrough
September.
SockeyesalmonjuvenilerearingshownasAprilthrough
June.
Sockeyesalmonjuvenilerearingshouldlikelybeyear
round.
NewhalenRiverisexcludedfromTable3.24Ͳ3.
Table3.24Ͳ3.doesnotincludelakehabitat.
Notsurewhatyearsarebeingusedtoestimateaverage
annualChinookescapementͲitislikelyrevisednumbers
for2010Ͳ2012arenotbeingused.
Itshouldbementionedduringdiscussionofpinksalmon
abundancethattheyareona2yearcycle.
Thisdescribesjuvenilesockeyesalmonasrearingforup
totwoyears.
ThisdescribessockeyesalmonasspawningfromJune
throughSeptember.
Thisdescribesjuvenilecohosalmonasrearingforupto
twoyears.
NorthernpikearealsopresentinIliamnaLakeandthey
aretargetedthroughtheicebysubsistenceusers.
Whataboutarcticchar,northernpike,andlaketrout
resources?
NoinformationonSablefish
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TheConservationPlan(NMFS2008a)isnot"associated"
withtheESAlisting;itisrequiredbytheMarineMammal
ProtectionActforaspeciesdesignatedas"depleted"
(whichoccursonceit'slistedundertheESA).
Outdatedreferences:"inrecentyears,"citingSpeckman
andPiatt2000.Similarconcernsinsecondparagraph,
wheremostrecentcitationsarefrom2008
Noexplanationofrecentreclassificationofbreeding
stocksintoDPSsandrelistingoneasthreatenedandone
asendangered.
ReferencetospringmigrationofWesternNorthPacific
Stockto"southernAlaska,BritishColumbia"is
erroneous.Anotherfunctionofconfusing/intertwining
MMPAtermswithESAterms.UndertheESA,the
endangeredWesternNorthPacificDPSisthoughtto
feedprimarilyinthewesternAleutiansandportionsof
"southernAlaska,"butnotinBritishColumbia.
Unclearsentence:"largenumbersofindividuals
dispersewidelyoutsideofthebreedingseason..."
(direct,unattributedquotefrom2017StockAssessment
Report)
Incompletesentence:"Thoseanimalsthattypically
utilizewaterssurroundingtheprojectareaarefurther
classifiedintotheCentralGulfofAlaska."
Outdatedreferences:e.g.,NMFS2008b
Secondparagraph;typo"Stellarsealion"
Thirdparagraph:missingword
Firstparagraph:awkward/incorrectwords
Awkwardfirstsentence
Awkwardsentence
Unclearsentence(startsonpage3.25Ͳ7):"Inastudy…
subͲadultbirdswereflightlessfirst…andthenadult
femaleswitheidersmaintainingspatialandtemporal
separation…"Spatialandtemporalseparationfrom
what?Sexandageclasses?Otherspecies?
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Existingsurveyssomewhatdated,andinformationis
lackingforAmakdedoriPortsiteandAnchorPoint
(wheretheproposednaturalgaspipelineunderCook
Inletwouldcomeashore)
Economicconsequencesshouldincludeimpactsto
establishedsubsistencepatterns
Smallercommunitiesmaybecomedepopulatedas
peoplemovetohubcommunitieslikeIliamna
HeadingNumbersIncorrect
Economicconsequencesshouldincludeimpactsto
establishedsubsistencepatterns

Thepotentialnegativeimpactofnewroadson
subsistenceshouldbeconsideredandreferencetosocial
impactsaddressedinSection4.9

Employmentofadultswouldimpacttheirabilityand
opportunitytotrainyoungpeopleinthesubsistence
wayoflife,havingapotentiallyirreversibleeffect.

AppendixKwasnotreferredtobutnotprovided
ShallowGroundwaterInterceptionͲHydrogeology
sectiononlyaddressestheinterceptionofshallow
groundwaterfromproposedpipeline.
TerrestrialWildlifeͲBehavioralDisturbanceͲSectiononly
brieflydiscussesthepotentialdisturbanceonterrestrial
wildlifebehavioralfromtheproposedmineitselfaswell
asasinglevaguesentenceontheAmakdedoriPort.
TerrestrialWildlifeͲBehavioralDisturbanceͲSectiononly
brieflydiscussesthepotentialdisturbanceonterrestrial
wildlifebehavioralfromtheproposedmineitselfaswell
asasinglevaguesentenceontheAmakdedoriPort.
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TerrestrialWildlifeͲBehavioralDisturbanceͲSectiononly
brieflydiscussesthepotentialdisturbanceonterrestrial
wildlifebehavioralfromtheproposedmineitselfaswell
asasinglevaguesentenceontheAmakdedoriPort.
MarineMammalsͲBehavioralDisturbanceͲSectiononly
identifiespotentialimpactsonmarinemammalsfrom
vesselactivitywithrespecttothenaturalgaspipeline.
"TheferryacrossIliamnaLakemayinitiallycausesome
disturbanceofharborsealsoccurringintheimmediate
area,becauseitwillbeanovelsourceofairborneand
underwaternoise.However,harborsealsareknownfor
vesseltolerance,soimpactsarenotexpectedtobe
significant."

Directandindirectimpactstofishandaquatichabitat
andaquaticinvertebratesdoesnotincludeallofthe
impacts/potentialimpactsoftheprojectcomponents.

Somefishspeciesaremissingfromthespecies
assemblage,particularlywhitefish
ThepercentofhabitatlossisreportedfromaBristolBay
drainageperspectiveandisnotspecifictolocal
habitat/drainages
Acknowledgesthatnotallanadromouswaterswithin
theBristolBaydrainagehavebeendocumented
ThelossofconnectionbetweenTributary1.19andthe
mainstemNFKduetostockpileembankmentsis
downplayedtoincludemostlydirectlossofhabitatand
lossofgravelrecruitment.Thisislimitedinscopeand
doesnotreflecttheoverallimpactsofthelossof
headwaterfunctionstodownstreamhabitat.
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UpperTalarikCreeksectionstatesthat,"Noaquatic
habitatwouldbedirectlylostintheUTCduetomine
construction,operation,orclosure."However,the
sectionalsostatesthatthattheTransportationCorridor
roadwouldincludeseveralcrossingsoftheUTC.Habitat
maybedirectlylostwhenculvertsandroadfillareputin
streamsandadjacentstreamwetlands.Basedonproject
diagrams,therewillberoadfillinsomestream
segments/wetlands.
StreamflowReductionsectionshouldalsoinclude
streamflowalterationsashydrographsarealteredand
somestreamsseeflowregimechangesandsome
streamsreceiveadditionalflows(e.g.,atributarytothe
UTCapprox.2milesbelowitsheadwaters).
Statementongravelrecruitmentnotcited
TheFishMigrationBarrierssectionstatesthat7fishͲ
bearingstreamsarecrossed.Fishsurveysarecurrently
beingconductedontheroadcorridorandnotall
streamsthatarecrossedhavebeensurveyed.
Itisunknownwhatismeantby,"nonͲresidentsalmonid
streams"
StatesthatTributary1.19wouldbepermanentlyblocked
References"summermonths"
Spawningandeggincubationcriteriawereexceededon
89percentofsummerreadings
TurbidityandWaterClarityimpactsarelimitedto
plannedoperationswithfullyfunctioningfacilities.
Frozenpipes,brokenpumps,andclimaticconditionscan
leadtounplannedoperationofwatercontrolfacilities.
AmakdedoriRivershouldbedescribed

LackofinformationonMarineInverts/Benthos
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Nomentionofseveralimportantanadromousstreams
thatwouldbeimpactedbythetransportationcorridor
andNGpipelinecorridor(e.g.GibraltarCreek,Dream
Creek,UpperTalarikCreek,CarCreek,PeteAndrew
Creek,andNewhalenRiver.)
Bridge,Culvert,andPipelinearegroupedtogetherin
onesection.
Sectiononlyaddressesinitialpipelineinstallation.

Sectiononlyidentifiesthreesourcesofpotentialimpacts
tofishfromthepipelineinstallation(WestofCookInlet):
1.Directmortality(stranding/desiccation)from
temporarywaterdiversions.2.Fishentrainmentatfish
screensduringpumping.3.Injury/mortalityfrompile
driving.

StreamSedimentationsectionthatthatchronic
sedimentationfromroadsduetothefailuretouseor
maintainBMPisunlikely.However,eventhebest
maintainedroadsinthestatehaveimpactstoaquatic
habitatfromsedimentation.Itcanbe
minimized/mitigatedbutnottotallyprevented.Infact,
thesecondparagraphstatesasmuch,"TheBMPsare
designedtoreducetheintensityofsurfacerunoff,
erosion,andsedimentloadsinstreamchannels."and,
'....rangeofBMPs,wouldbeinstalledtoensure
minimizationofimpacts...'
FishMigrationBarrierssectionstatesthenumberof
anadromousstreamscrossedbytheproject,butthe
newtransportationcorridoriscurrentlybeingassessed
forthefirsttimeandfishpopulationsatthecrossings
aremostlyunknown.
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Numberofbridgesandculvertsisproposedandmay
changebasedonstatepermittingrequirements.
Mentionofenforcementofslowspeedlimits
Referencetoeightbridgesand222culvertswithno
descriptionorlinktodescriptionofthosespecific
projects
"Surfaceerosionoffinesintostreamchannelscanresult
inlongͲterm,indirectimpactstoaquatichabitatand
dependentspeciesfromclearing,grading,and
excavationactivities;andfrompoorlysurfacedor
maintainedroads,highlevelsoftraffic,andinsufficient
stormwatermanagementfacilities."
"Indirecteffectsoferosionandsedimentationare
expectedtoremainrelativelylocalizedtothebridgeor
culvertlocation"

"Finesedimentsinstreamsareassociatedwith
degradationofsalmonidspawninghabitatquality,
decreasedfryemergence,reductionsinwintercarrying
capacity,andchangesinBMIabundanceorcomposition
"
PipelineConstructionͲIliamnaLakeͲSectiononlybriefly
discussesthepotentialeffectsofturbidityfrompipeline
installationonsockeyesalmonspawningandredds.
IliamnaLakeisusedextensivelybyjuvenilesockeye
salmonasrearinghabitat.Whilebeachspawning
locationsaremoreconcentratedintheeasternportion
ofthelaketheentirelakeispresumablyusedbypelagic
juvenilesockeyesalmon.Allpopulationsthatspawnin
thelakeorintributariestothelakehavethepotentialto
beimpactedbyferryoperationsduringthejuvenilelife
stage.
ReferencetoUpperTalarikCreekasspawningand
feedinghabitatforRainbowtrout
TableofContentsͲEISappearstoonlyaddressthe
proposedpipelineEastandWestofCookInletbutnot
CookInletitself.
Thefinalpartofthesentenceinparagraphsixismissing
aword.
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Theuseoftheword"wilderness"inthefirstparagraph
ofthissectiondoesn'tappearappropriate.Wilderness
haslegalconnotationinnationalparksthatdoesnot
matchthelegalstatusofthelandsinquestion.
Sentencetwointhefirstparagraphofthissectionnotes
that"ImpactstocommunitiesoutsideoftheLPBwould
beimperceptible."Thischoiceofwordsmaynotreflect
thefeelingsofthelocalresidents.
Thestatementsinthisparagraphdonotmakesense.
Thatfirstsentencesaysimpactswouldnotbenoticeable
andthesecondsentencessays"thereforetheeffects
wouldbenoticeable."
Sentencetwoinparagraphtwoofthissectionnotesthat
"blastingandoperationofheavyequipmentand
helicopters,wouldadverselyaffecttherecreational
experienceforhuntersandanglersbychangingthe
settingfromaquietwildernessareatoadeveloped
industrialarea....."Theuseoftheword"wilderness"in
thissentencedoesn'tappearappropriate.Wilderness
haslegalconnotationinnationalparksthatdoesnot
matchthelegalstatusofthelandsinquestion.
Thefirstsentenceonthispagenotesthat"Boattrafficto
andfromtheportwouldbeminimal:upto27
concentratevesselsand33supplybargesperyear
duringoperations."Informationonboattrafficduring
constructionisnotcoveredinthisdescription.
Sentenceoneinparagraphfouronthispagenotes
"Overall,becauserecreationaluseoftheAmakdedori
Portislowevenduringthepeaksummerseason…."Itis
notclearwherethisinformationorconclusioncomes
from.
Thefirstsentenceinthissectionnotes"Thevolumeof
recreationislikelylowinnumbersalongthenorthand
southmineaccesscorridors…."Itisnotclearwherethis
informationorconclusioncomesfrom.
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Sentencethreeinthissectionnotes"Potentialeffectsto
socioculturalaspectsofsubsistencewouldincludealoss
ofincometofundsubsistenceactivities,whilelaborand
timeavailableforsubsistenceactivitieswouldincrease."
Itisnotclearhowthiscouldbedescribedasageneral
impact,sinceitwouldonlyapplytothosepersonswho
wereemployedbythemineorotheractivities
supportedbythemine.
Thefirstparagraphonthispagediscussedfugitivedust,
butdoesnotdescribetheactualdistancefromthe
activitieswhereareascouldbeimpacted.
Paragraphfouronthispagediscussedapitlakeand
notes"Thiswouldintroduceanewstandingwaterbody,
butriskstowildlifeandbirdsfrompotential
contaminantsexposurewouldbelow."Itisnotclear
howthisconclusionwasreached.
Thissectiondiscussesimpacttosubsistencefrommine
androaddevelopment.Thefirstsentenceonthispage
notes"…..suchrestrictionswouldhaveminimalimpact
onaccesstosubsistenceresourcesbecausethese
projectcomponentswouldoccupyarelativelysmall
portionofthenearbycommunitiesharvestareas,and
becauseaccesspointsacrosstheTransportation
Corridorcouldbeprovided."Itisnotclearhow
subsistenceimpactswouldbemitigatedwhenitis
predicatedthataccesspointcouldbeprovided.
Thefirstsentenceinthethirdparagraphofthissection
notes"HealthimpactsfromtheNoActionAlternative
wouldbeimperceptibleorrequiremedical
intervention."Itisnotclearhowanimpactcouldbe
imperceptible,butpossiblyrequiremedicalintervention.
Thesetwopossibilitiesappearateitherendofthe
spectrumofpotentialimpacts.
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Paragraphtwo,sentencetwonotesthat"Sucha
restrictiontopublicaccesscouldbenoticeable,basedon
thesubsistenceandinterͲvillageoverlandtravel…",but
sentenceoneinparagraphthreenotes"Although
projectconstruction,operation,andclosureactivities
wouldintroducenewtrafficintheMineSitearea,effects
relatedtothedisplacementofexistingsurface
transportationmodesintheprojectareawouldbe
minimal."Itisnotclearhowbothofthesesentence
couldbetrue,sincetheyappeartoconflict.
Paragraphoneinthissectioncontainsasentencethat
notes"Atemporaryairstripwouldbebuiltat
AmakdedoriPorttofacilitatetheconstructionphase."
Paragraphtwo,sentencetwoalsonotes"Atemporary
airstripwouldbebuiltatAmakdedoriPort."Itisnot
clearwhythereneedtobetwoduplicatestatements
regardingthisairstrip.
Paragraphthreeinthissectionprovidesestimatesof
flightsinvolvingthemineoperations,butthereisnot
indicationifthesenumberareweekly,monthlyoryearly
estimates.ForthenonͲtechnicalreaderitwouldbe
usefultoprovidethenumberofdailyflightsthatwould
beinvolved,sincethisiswhatmostreaderswould
understandandcouldkeeptrackof.
Thefirstparagraphinthissectionprovidesannual
estimatesofbargetraffictotheAmakdedoriPort.As
notedabove,providingdailytrafficestimateswouldbe
usefulforthenonͲtechnicalreader.
Thefinalparagraphonthispagenotes"Oncethe
pipelineisfullyoperational,itwouldnotaffectvessel
trafficonCookInletandIliamnaLake."Itisnotclear
howthisstatementcanbetruesincethepresenceofthe
pipelinewouldimpactvesselanchoring.
Thefirstsentenceinparagraphfouronthispageis
missingimportanttext.
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Thediscussionofthepitlakeinparagraphfouronthis
pagenotesthatthewaterqualitywouldbeexpectedto
beacidicwithelevatedconcentrationsofsomemetals.
Thisappearstoconflictwiththediscussioninthefinal
paragraphonpage4.9Ͳ2inSection4.9.21,whichsays
thatriskstowildlifeandbirdsfrompotential
contaminantsexposurewouldbelow.
Thediscussionofreclamationandclosurebondpackage
inparagraphfiveonthispageaddressestheStateof
Alaska'sbondingverybriefly.Withtheconcernsoflocal
residentsandotherstakeholdersinmind,youmaywant
tobeefupthisdiscussiontoreflectthelevelofdetail
providedintheFinancialAssuranceinformationfoundin
AppendixAoftheDonlinMineEIS.
Thissectiondiscussestheemissionsourcesimpactingair
quality.Thelistingdoesnotincludeadiscussionofburn
piles.Sincethisprojectwillincludetheclearingof
vegetation,burnpipesshouldbeaddedtothis
discussion.
Bulletthreeinthissectionprovidesadefinitionof
stationarypointsourcesas"thosethatpassthrougha
stack,chimney,vent,orotherfunctionallyequivalent
opening.(40CFR52.21[b][20]).Itwillbeimportantto
addthecaveatthatthesesourceshaveafixedlocation.
Thesecondsentenceinthefinalparagraphonthispage
notes"ThecomparisonofimpactsusingPSDincrements
hasbeenprovidedforinformationalpurposesonlyand
doesnotrepresentaregulatoryPSDincrement
consumptionanalysis."Thisdiscussionshouldreflect
thatit"doesnotrepresentaregulatoryPSDincrement
consumptionanalysis ordetermination. "
Itshouldbenotedsomewhereinthissectionthatunder
18AAC70.240(c),ADECwaterqualitypermitsthat
includeamixingzone,mustmakeafindingthatthe
availableevidencereasonablydemonstratesthatthe
mixingzonewillnotadverselyaffectthreatenedor
endangeredspeciesexceptasauthorizedunderthe
EndangeredSpeciesAct(16USC1531Ͳ1544).
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Sentencethreeinparagraphthreeofthissectionnotes
that"thedefinitionofaestheticsinthe404(b)(1)takes
intoconsiderationsight,hearing,touchandsmell…."Itis
notclearwhytheCleanWaterAct404(b)(1)guidelines
arebeingquotedinthecontextofaestheticsandvisual
resources.
ParagraphthreeonthispagediscussestheAlagnakRiver
beingdesignatedasaWildRiver.Thisinformation
shouldbeclarifiedtoreadthattheAlagnakhasbeen
designatedasaWildandScenicRiverunder16USC
1271Ͳ1287.
Thefirstsentenceinthissectionnotesthat"Mostofthe
lengthoftheTransportationCorridorpassesthrough
remoteareaswithnodocumentedpublicwateruse."It
isnotclearifthisistruesincethereareanumberof
drinkingwaterprotectionareassurroundingIliamna
Lake.
Thissectiondiscussesraptorsandwaterbirdsinthearea
surroundingAmakdedoriPort.Itisnotcleartothis
untechnicalreaderhowaerialphotographyandsurveys
canbeabletoaccuratelydeterminewhetherthereare
cliffsorrockoutcropsthatsupportraptorsor
waterbirds,sinceaerialphotosmakeitdifficulttopick
outverticalclifffaces.
Thefirstsentenceinthissectionnotethat"Amakdedori
PortwouldbelocatednearthemouthoftheMcNeil
RiverinKamishakBay.Thisismisleadingbecausethe
portislocated11milesawayfromthemouthofthe
McNeilRivers.
Bullettwoatthebottomhalfofthispagenotesthat
maintenanceͲattributednoiselevelscouldriskcausing
sleepdisturbancetorecreationistsandsubsistence
huntersonlandsconsidered"wildernessambient".
Pleaseconsiderusinganotherwordtodescribethese
undevelopedlandsbecausetheuseoftheword
"wilderness"hasaspecificlegalmeaninginnationalpark
areaslocatednearby.
Thefirstsentencebelowtable4.19Ͳ8notesthat"On
accessiblepubliclandsthatadjointheroadcorridor,
wheresubsistencehuntersandsportsmenmaydwell
temporarily.."Itisnotclearwhythisword"sportsmen"
isused,whenelsewhereinthedocumenttheterm
"recreationists"isused.
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AsoutlinedintheRFI019,thedraftenvironmental
impactstatementdoesnotprovideawater
managementplanorwaterbalanceestimatesforGW
andSWsystems.TheextenttowhichGWwithdrawals
andpitdewateringwillaffecttheKoktuliandUpper
TalarikRiversisnotadequatelyaddressed.
PLPwillneedtoapplytoSCROforanymaterialsites
fallingongeneralstateland.
ProcessfordevelopmentofthePAisincorrectͲthePA
wouldbeaUSACEdocumentandnotdevelopedbyPLP.
UnlessUSACEhasdelegatedNHPAauthoritytoPLP,
formalconsultationwithSHPOandotherconsulting
partiesfortheprojectisconductedbyUSACE.
Landscapesandtraditionalculturalplaces(TCPs)arenot
mentionedasadatagaparea.
Verylittleworkhasbeendoneintheareaandtheextent
anddistributionofsitesisnotwellunderstood.Testing
methodologyforallareasmaynothaveincorporated
deeptesting,whichmaybenecessarytolocatethe
oldestarchaeologicalsites.Standardarchaeological
testingextends1Ͳ1.2metersbelowgroundsurface.
Buryingthepipelineandmineactivitieswilllikelyrequire
excavationatdepthsgreaterthan1Ͳ1.2metersbelow
groundsurfaceandcouldimpactsitesthatareburied
toodeeplytoidentifywithstandardtestingmethods.

"TheKatmaigroupofsevenvolcanoesonthenorthern
AlaskaPeninsulaincludesthreethathaveexperienced
recenteruptionssince2003(Katmai,Novarupta,and
Trident)..."KatmaiandNovaruptalasteruptedin1912,
Tridentlasteruptedin1953.ConsultAlaskaVolcano
Observatoryforaccuraterecordsofvolcaniceruptions.
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"AsimilarphenomenonwasdocumentedinBristolBay
fromaprehistoricAniakchakcalderaflowthatgenerated
a25Ͳft.waveanddepositeddebris60ft.abovesealevel
inNushagakBay(StevensandCraw2003)."The
informationinthisstatementismisͲattributedto
StevensandCraw,whoreferencedearlieroriginalwork
byotherresearchers;theoriginatorsoftheresearchare
WaythomasandNeal(1998),Allen(1994),andArmes
(1996).
Baselinedataonhydrocarbonconcentrationandrelated
compoundsinsurfaceandgroundwaterhavebeen
collected.Repeatmeasurementsofthesesubstances
shouldbeapartofongoingwaterqualitymonitoring
efforts,ashydrocarboncontaminationisanimportant
measureofdevelopmentimpact.
Duringroad,pipeline,orportsiteconstruction,thereisa
remotechancethatmineralizedorsulfideͲbearing
materialmaybeencountered.
HasPLPlookedatgeologicmapsavailableat?:
http://maps.dggs.alaska.gov/mapindex/
TheJurassicNaknekFormationismappedtothe
northeastandsouthwestofthemouthofAmakdedori
Creek.BasedonDGGSEnergysection'sfirstͲhand
experiencewiththeNaknekinCookInlet/Alaska
Peninsula,andDetterman’s(1980)mapandreport,itis
possible(andprobablylikely)thatexposuresnearthe
mouthofthecreekarefossiliferous.Regionally,
commonfossilsintheunitincludeammonites,
belemnites,andvariouspelecypods.Themarinereptile
mentionedintheparagraphonp.4.13Ͳ5isavery
significantfind.TheTalkeetnaFormationisalsomapped
nearthemouthofAmakdedoriCreek.DGGS's
experiencewiththeTalkeetnaFormationinCookInletis
thatmostofitsthicknessappearstobedevoidoffossils.
Detterman(1980)statesthatnoidentifiablefossilshave
beenfoundintheTalkeetnaFmintheIliamnaQuad.

Theentireprojectareawascoveredbyglacialiceduring
mostofPleistocenetime.Itishighlyunlikelythatany
Pleistoceneagevertebrate/mammalfossils/remains
wouldbefoundinsurficialglacialdepositsinthisarea.
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Permafrostisnotaddressedinthissection.Mappingby
Jorgensonandothers(Jorgenson,T.,Yoshikawa,K.,
Kanevskiy,M.,Shur,Y.,Romanovsky,V.,Marchenko,S.,
Grosse,G.,Brown,J.,andJones,B.,2008,Permafrost
characteristicsofAlaska:NinthInternationalConference
onPermafrost,June29ͲJuly3,2008,Fairbanks,Alaska.
http://permafrost.gi.alaska.edu/sites/default/files/Alask
aPermafrostMap_Front_Dec2008_Jorgenson_etal_2008.
pdf)indicatesthisareaisinthezoneofisolated
permafrost,meaningthatupto10percentofthe
groundmaybeunderlainbypermafrost.Potential
permafrostͲrelatedhazardsincludeerosion,subsidence,
andslopeinstability,aswellasimpactstolocal
hydrology.

Permafrostisnotaddressedinthissection.Mappingby
Jorgensonandothers(Jorgenson,T.,Yoshikawa,K.,
Kanevskiy,M.,Shur,Y.,Romanovsky,V.,Marchenko,S.,
Grosse,G.,Brown,J.,andJones,B.,2008,Permafrost
characteristicsofAlaska:NinthInternationalConference
onPermafrost,June29ͲJuly3,2008,Fairbanks,Alaska.
http://permafrost.gi.alaska.edu/sites/default/files/Alask
aPermafrostMap_Front_Dec2008_Jorgenson_etal_2008.
pdf)indicatesthisareaisinthezoneofisolated
permafrost,meaningthatupto10percentofthe
groundmaybeunderlainbypermafrost.Ifpresent,
permafrostwilllikelyimpactlocalhydrology.
Allsubsectionsarelistedas4.1
Sectionlacksspecificityoverall
Statementreads,"Lossofbothdirectandindirectjobs
throughthelossoffieldexplorationworkandgoodsand
servicessupplywouldbefeltprimarilyincommunities
closesttotheMineSite(e.g.,Nondalton,Iliamna,and
Newhalen)."Howmanyjobs,goods,andservicesare
providedlocally?
Statementreads,"Thiswouldpotentiallycreatealarge
numberofdirectandindirectjobsintheregion,and
haveanoticeableeffectinsmallcommunitiescloserto
theMineSite."Noticeableissubjectiveandnot
meaningfulforacomparativeanalysisofalternatives.
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Statementreads,"Effectstotheeconomyonaregional
scalewouldbeminimal."DCCEDdisagreeswith
statementbasedonthepreliminaryinformation
provided.
Statementreads,"Thepercentageofincreaseinjobs
wouldbeminimalduetothelargerandmorediverse
economyofAnchorage,inrelationtothecommunities
nearesttheMineSite(Iliamna,Nondaltonand
Newhalen),andelsewhereintheLPB."Thisstatementis
difficulttounderstand.
Statementreads,"Alternative1hasthepotentialto
reducetransportationcoststotheTransportation
Corridorarea’spotentiallyaffectedcommunities…"
Reduceitbyhowmuch?Whataccessmaythe
communitiesgaintofood,fuel,andothersupplies?
Accessviatheproposedroadissubjecttootherstate
andlocalauthorities.
Statementreads,"Theremaybeindirectimpactsfrom
changesindemographicpatternsdrivenbylocal
employmentopportunities,andbylocaltaxrevenue
generatedthroughdevelopmentoftheproject."What
doesthismean?Moreyoungpeople,moremiddleage
people,moreCaucasian,orotherethnicgroups?
Statementreads,"Substantivedemographicincreases
resultingfromtheprojectwouldsupportanincreased
numberofschoolsintheregion,whichmaybenefitthe
educationalopportunitiesofsomecommunities.
Becauseofdecliningpopulations(outͲmigration),some
schoolsintheregionareatriskofclosing.Theproject
couldreduceoreliminatethedeclineinpopulation,
therebyallowingthelocalschoolstoremainopenand
continuetoservethelocalcommunities."Theterm
"populationincreases"maybebetterusedinthefirst
sentenceinsteadof"demographicincreases."

Lastparagraphprovidesstatewidewageinformation
andthenconcludesthat"Thewagesearnedwouldbe
higherthanotheravailableemploymentopportunities,
andtheearningswouldbeanimprovementtothe
community."
ThetableappearstobeusingAlaska(statewide)
employementdata.
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Recommendation/Action

ReviewandincorporateinformationfromStatescopingcommentsintothenextdraftpriortonextreview.

TheEISshouldbeunbiased,factual,andincludewellresearchedstatementsabouttheresourcesinvolvedand
thepotentialimpactsoftheproposedprojectonthoseresources.Resourcesummariesandanalysisshouldtake
intoaccountsurveysanddatafromallState&Federalagencysourcesandnotrelytooheavilyonsurveydata
fromtheminesiteoveralimitednumberofyears.Statementsconcludingimpacts/lackofimpactsshouldbe
reassessedtodetermineiftheconclusionisthoroughlysupportedbytheavailableinformation.

Specifyyearsandbeconsistentwithyearsbeingusedforaverages.

Providefiguresandliteraturecited.
Ursusarctosconsideredbrownbearsinallofprojectarea.
Includediscussionofinvasivespeciesandspreadduetoincreaseinfrastructureandaccess.

Determine:potentialdisruptiontobothfishandgamespecies,changesinaccessbysubsistenceusersand
patternsofsubsistenceuse,negativeimpactsofreducedaccess.
Determine:potentialdisruptiontobothfishandgamespecies,changesinaccessbysubsistenceusers,costof
reducedaccess,impacttolocaleconomies,impacttolocalsocialandculturalsystems.
Inadditiontojobsinvolvinglaborforwages,subsistencehuntingandfishingcomprisesanimportantcomponent
ofthesocioeconomicsysteminruralAlaskacommunities.Althoughsubsistencefrequentlyinvolvesnomonetary
exchange,thecontributionoffoodprocuredbyhuntingandfishingshouldnotbeoverlookedasasignificant
contributortohouseholdandcommunityeconomics.
SubsistencehuntingandfishingprovidesasignificantamountoffoodresourcesforcommunitieslikeSeldovia,
PortGrahamandNanwalek.Forexample,researchconductedforthestudyyear2014showedanestimated138
poundsofsubsistencefoodwasharvestedforeachpersonlivinginSeldovia.Percapitaharvestwasevenhigher
inPortGraham(218pounds)andNanwalek(253pounds).Participationratesforeachcommunitywerealsohigh;
harvestofatleastonesubsistencefoodresourcewasreportedby94%ofhouseholdsinSeldovia,98%inPort
Graham,and84%inNanwalek(ADF&G,onlineCommunitySubsistenceInformationSystem).
Researchshowssubsistencehuntingandfishingisanimportantpartofthesocioeconomicsysteminthisregion.
Forexample,in2004thepercapitaharvestofwildfoodresourcesbytheresidentsofIlimanaequaled469
pounds.PedroBayresidentsharvestedanaverageof305poundperpersonin2004.Inbothofthese
communities,100%ofhouseholdsharvestedatleastonewildfoodresourcein2004.
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Participationinsubsistencehuntingandfishingactivitiesfrequentlyrequirescashtopayforfuel,ammunition,
boatsandvehicles,andsomeportionofhouseholdwageincomeiscommonlyspentonprocuringwildfoodfor
homeuse.
AddheadingforTrails,localroads,trailsandotheroverlandpassagesprovideaccesstofishandgameresources
usedforsubsistence
Asstatedpreviously,alargeproportionofhouseholdsinprojectareacommunitiesparticipateinsubsistence
activitiesanddependonthewildfoodresourcesprocuredbyhuntingandfishing.Detailsforeachcommunityare
includedinChapter3.9FoodandFiberProduction.
Seecomment;Expandlistingofthecommunities.

ADF&GSubsistencewillprovideinformationonTraditionalEcologicalKnowledge
Theareasupportsworldclassbrownbear,caribouandmoosehunting,aswellas,otherrecreationalpursuits.To
characterizetherecreationaluseoftheareaasonlyapremiersportfishingdestinationisinaccurate.

Seecomment;Reword
Seecomment;Reword

Changestatementtosay:…isamajorrecreationactivity…..

Sportfishingismanagedusingnumeroustoolsandtheyshouldbelisted(effort,catch,andharvestinformation
<StatewideHarvestSurvey,logbooks>;abundance;sizecompositionetc.)
UpdateTable:May10Ͳ25springofevenyears,andOctober7Ͳ21fallofoddyears.Also,itshouldbenotedthat
dateschangeperiodicallybasedonBoardofGamedecisions.
Updatetable9Bmoosehuntdatesto:Resident:September1ͲSeptember20.Also,itshouldbenotedthatdates
changeperiodicallybasedonBoardofGamedecisions.
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ThereareanumberofrecreationrelatedsurveyssuchasUSFWSNationalSurveyofFishing,Hunting,andWildlifeͲ
AssociatedRecreation,andADF&G'sEconomicImportanceofAlaska'sWildlifein2011;whichcanbecombined
withpointspecificdatatoprovideamoredetailedpictureoftheimportanceoftheseresourcesandusesto
users.Therearelikelysimilarreportsforotherrecreationaluses.Informationfromthesetypesofsourcesneeds
tobeanalyzedalongwiththedispersedpublicrecreationandtourismintentsofmuchoftheareatofairlyand
accuratelycharacterizetheexistingenvironmentandinChapter4anychangestothatasaresultoftheproposed
project.

Seecomment;Reword

Seecomment;Reword

IdentifyCookInletcommercialfisheriesintheanalysisarea.

IncludeAlagnakRiver.

Escapementshouldbereferencedas"escapementgoal"astherearemanydifferenttypesofgoals.
Clarifywhichspeciesthisstatementisreferencing.
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NeedscitationanddoesnotmakeacomparisontotheKuskokwimorYukon,whicharealsolargeChinooksalmon
producers
Seecomment;Addresstheidentifiedissues.

AddressthebroadereconomicimpactsoftheBristolBaySockeyeSalmonIndustry.

Needscitation
BaselinestreamflowdatashouldbecollectedonAmakdedoriCreek.
Thesespecificcreeks/rivers/lakesneedtobeaddressedinallrelevantsectionsoftheEISastheywillbeaffected
bytheproject.
BaselinedatamustbecollectedwithgagingstationsestablishedfordrainagessouthofIliamnaLake.

Includeresourceinformationforallprojectsegments,includinglowerKenaiPeninsulagasline.
UpdatespeciesaccountsinChapter3.

Provideresultssummarydataonbirdspecies

ChangewordingͲuse"estimated"inreferencetocaribounumbers
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Analysisshouldconsidertherangeandcalvinggroundhabitatvaluesoftheareaforcaribouandthefactthat
habitatwouldberemovedfromtheuseablehabitat.

Itshouldalsodescribethecurrentextremelyreducedsizeoftheherd,surveysamplingbiasassociatedwiththat,
andlookathistoricuseinordertocharacterizelongtermcaribouhabitatuse.Theaerialtransectsurveys
referenced,wereallfromtheperiodfollowingthelargedecreaseinherdsize.Historictrailsinthetundracould
possiblyofferamorecorrectpictureofuse.
Thereareothersmallerlocalizedherdsthatdoinhabitpartsofthetransportationcorridorandportsite,suchas
theherdintheareasouthandeastofKokhanok,inthehighercountryaroundKukaklekandNonvianukLakes,
andeasttothecoast.In2018,ADF&GobservedcaribouatChenikLake,about5.5milesfromtheproposedport
site;andhistoricallycaribouhaveoccasionallybeenobservedwithintheMcNeilRiverStateGameSanctuary
southofthere.Informationontheseherdsshouldbepresentedandhabitatevaluated.Additionalsurveys
throughallseasonsshouldbeconductedandintegratedintoanalysis.
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MoosepopulationdatashouldbebasedonmorethanjustApril2010surveydata.Expandpopulation
informationtoincludeotherhistoricsurveysandinformation,aswellasseasonalvariation.Additionally,the
surveysshouldincludeotherprojectcomponentssuchastheroadcorridorandportsiteandthesectionshould
specifytheareasthatweresurveyed.

Additionalsurveysshouldtakeplaceacrossallseasons.Also,explainthatinthiscountry,evenalowdensityof
mooseisimportant.
Changestatementtosay:…isknowntoincludemoose…..,…,beaverandsalmon

Thisdescriptionisveryinadequate.Updateittoincludeallseasonalhabitatuses.Thisrecommendationcouldbe
appliedtomostoftheotherspeciesaccountsthroughoutchapter3aswell.

SurveysofseabirdsoccurringinthenearshorewatersofAmakdedoriPortarerecommended.Surveysshould
occuratdifferenttimesofyeartoassessseasonalimpacts.AdditionaldatafromUSFWSandADF&Gsurveysin
theareashouldalsobeincluded.Larnedobserved~10,000seaduckswinteringinKamishakBay.WWLarned.
2005.AerialsurveyoflowercookinlettolocatemoltingflocksofSteller'seidersandmergansers.TripReport.
USFWS_MBM9pg
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SurveysofshorebirdsattheportsiteitselfhavenotbeenconductedtoͲdateandarerecommended.These
surveysshouldoccurinspring,summer,andfallmonths.PleaseseeChapter44(e.g.Table44Ͳ5)inABR's
EnvironmentalBaselineDocumentforalistofshorebirdsthatoccurinthevicinityoftheproposedport(surveys
wereconductedinnearbyIniskin,Iliamna,andChinitnaBays).

Specificinformationshouldbegathered,quantifiedandpresentedregardingtheresourcespresentattheport
siteaswellasthroughallotherprojectcomponents.Itshouldnotbe"anticipated"orassumed"likely"tooccur.

Thereareothersmallerlocalizedherdsthatdoinhabitpartsofthetransportationcorridorandportsite,suchas
theherdintheareasouthandeastofKokhanok,inthehighercountryaroundKukaklekandNonvianukLakes,
andeasttotheKamishakBaycoast.In2018,ADF&GobservedcaribouatChenikLake,about5.5milesfromthe
proposedportsite;andhistoricallycaribouhaveoccasionallybeenobservedwithintheMcNeilRiverStateGame
Sanctuarysouthofthere.Informationontheseherdsshouldbepresentedandhabitatevaluated.Additional
surveysthroughallseasons,andconsideringtheMulchatnaherdatagreaterpopulation;shouldbeconducted
andintegratedintoanalysis.
Thiscouldalsobeappliedtotheotherareadescriptionspeciesaccountsinchapter3.

Incorporateotheragencysurveydataintotheanalysis.Trumpeterswansurveydataexistsfortheareacontact
DebbieGrovesUSFWSͲMigratoryBirdManagementfordata907Ͳ780Ͳ1174
Updatelistofspeciesofconservationconcernthatoccurinminefootprint,AmakdedoriPort,andtransportation
corridorbycrossͲcheckingtablesinABRbaselinereportwithmostrecent(2015)StateWildlifeActionPlan
(http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=species.wapview).Birdspeciesdetectedandtheirconservation
statusshouldbeprovidedintabularform.
Surveysofraptors,landbirds,andshorebirdsalongtheproposedSouthAccessRoadarerecommended.The
timingofthesesurveysshouldcorrespondwithbreedingandmigration.

IdentifyapplicablewaterbodiesinthetitleofTable3.24Ͳ1
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IdentifyapplicablewaterbodiesinthetitleofTable3.24Ͳ2
AdultsockeyesalmonbeginenteringIliamnaLakeinJune.SpawninginIliamnaLakeanditstributariesoccursinto
November.
SockeyesalmonspawninginIliamnaLakeanditstributariesoccursintoNovember.
Juvenilesockeyesalmonrear12monthsperyear.
Seecomment;Updateinformation.
IncludeNewhalenRiverinTable3.24Ͳ3.
Includesimilartableforlakehabitat(i.e.GibraltarandIliamnaLakes).
Specifyyearsanduserevisednumbers.

Seecomment;Updateinformation
Sockeyesalmonfryspenduptothreeyearsinfreshwater.
SockeyesalmonspawnfromJunethroughNovember.
Cohosalmonfryspenduptothreeyearsinfreshwater.
Seecomment;Updateinformation

Seecomment;Includeadditionalinformation
IncludeSablefishinfo:
Eggs/Larvae:EFHforeggsisatdepthandforlarvaeitissurfacewaters.
EarlyJuveniles:EFHforjuvenilesisshallower,nearshorewaters.Pelagicjuvenilesdriftinshoreandremainthere
untiltheyreachasizeof30to40cm;aroundage2sablefishbegintomoveintodeeperwater.
Adults:EFHforadultsistheoceanbottom.Theyoccurindeepwater,rangingfrom150to1,500m(82–820fm),
alongthecontinentalslope,inshelfgullies,orinfjords.Sablefisharecaughtinsoft,hard,andmixedsubstrates;
however,theyaregenerallythoughttobefoundinsoftsubstrates.
Lingcod
Eggs/Larvae:EFHforeggsareincrevicesalongreefs,thefemalelingcoddispersetootherareasandleavethe
malelingcodtoguardtheeggnestsuntiltheeggshatch.Lingcodhatchinlatewinterorearlyspringandpassively
movewithsurfaceoceancurrents.BymidͲsummer,atlengthsofabout3inches(80mm),thelarvallingcodsettle
onthebottominkelporeelgrassbedsandbeginfeedingonjuvenileherringorothersmallfish.
EarlyJuveniles:EFHforjuvenilelingcodisshallowerthan30feet.
Adults:EFHforadultlingcodisnearshorerockyreefsfrom30to330feet,buthavebeenfoundasdeepas1,000
feet.Duringspawning,maleandfemalelingcodgatheralongrockyreefsaffectedbywaveactionorstrongtidal
currents.
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ShouldclarifythestatusoftheCookInletbelugastockundertheMMPA,alongwiththeESAstatus.They're
related,butnotidentical.MMPArequiresaConservationPlan,whereastheESArequiresaRecoveryPlan.The
documentreferstotheCIBS(CookInletBelugaStock),whichisanMMPAdesignation.UndertheESA,theCook
InletpopulationhasbeendesignatedasaDPS(DistinctPopulationSegment).
Citetoamorerecentdocument,suchasthe2016RecoveryPlanorthe2017StockAssessmentReport

Brieflyreviewtherecentreclassification.HumpbackslistedworldwideundertheESAin1973;reclassifiedin2016
https://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/rulesͲnotices/search?search_api_views_fulltext=81+FR+62260
ReferinsteadtoDPSsundertheESAandcorrectthefeedingareas,asbelow:
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/species/humpbackͲwhale

IntentmaybetostatethatStellersealionsdispersefromconcentratedbreedingareas,buttheyarestill
dispersingintoAlaskawaters.

ShouldindicatethattheseanimalsareconsideredpartoftheWesternU.S.stock(underMMPA)andtheWestern
DPS(undertheESA),andarefurtherclassifiedforpurposesofpopulationanalysisintoregions.Thoseanimals
thattypicallyusethewaterssurroundingtheprojectareaarepartoftheCentralGulfofAlaskaregion.
Updatereference
Correctspellingto"Steller"anddoglobalsearch/replacefor"Stellar"
Insert"along"toread:"TheWesternDPSofStellersealionhabitatextendsalongAlaska's…"
Change"to"to"for"toread:"…alongͲstandingpreferenceofsealionsfortheIniskinIslands."Also,"Inthe
offshorewaters,Stellersealionsoccurredinalongtheopencoastline…"
Suggest:"TheAlaskapopulationofSteller'sEider(Polystictastelleri ),federallylistedasthreatened,isknownto
occur…"
Suggest:"Duringthisthefallmolt(fromlateJulyuntillateOctober),eidersundergoacompletemolt,including
allflightfeathers,whichrendersthemflightless."
Clarifyspatialandtemporalseparation.
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SpecificsurveysforSteller'seidersattheportsiteandtheAnchorPointareashouldbeconducted,consistent
withseasonallyimportantperiodsincludingmolting.

Addtoendoffirstparagraph:PotentialdirecteffectsonsubsistencearediscussedinSection4.9,FoodandFiber
Production.
Suggestedtexttoaddtoendof2ndparagraphunderPopulation:Impactstothepopulationofsmaller
communitiesintheregionmightincludeadecreaseinpopulationaspeoplerelocatedtolargercommunitieslike
IliamnaandNewhalen.
Correctnumberingonsubsectionheadings
IncludedsuggestedafterlastparagraphunderEconomyandIncome:Adiscussionofthesocioeconomic
consequencesoftheprojectshouldalsoincludeananalysisoftheproject’simpactonsubsistencehunting,
fishingandgathering.WildfoodconstitutesasubstantialpartofthehouseholddietinruralAlaskacommunities.
Disruptionofsubsistencepatternswoulddirectlyimpactthesocial,cultural,nutritionalandeconomicwellbeing
ofhouseholdsinprojectareacommunities.Therelocationofpeopleoutofhomecommunitiesandintolarger
hubcommunitieslikeIliamnamayimpactthesubsistencepatternbyreducingthenumberofhunters/fishers
livinginagivencommunity.
Suggestedtextformiddleof2ndparagraph:Theincreasednumberofroadsmayhaveanegativeeffecton
projectͲarearesidents’subsistenceinthatnewroadsmaydrawnonͲlocalhunterstothearea,creatingincreased
hunterpressureonanimalsandincreasedcompetition.Roadsmayalsoresultinreroutingoverlandmigrationof
caribou,changingaccessbysubsistencehunters.AnothernegativeimpactmayresultfromtheIliamnaLakeiceͲ
breakingferry,whichcoulddisruptwintertraveloverthefrozenlake,...
Addsuggestedtext:.Increasedemploymentofadultsandchangesintheirschedulewouldimpactthenatureof
timespenttrainingyoungpeopletosubsistencehuntandfish.Thischangewouldimpacttheamountandquality
oftraditionalknowledgetransmittedtoyoungergenerationsandcouldpotentiallyresultinirreversiblenegative
changetocommunity,family,individualandculturalwellbeing.Thefollowingcouldserveasmitigation:
Provideadequateleaveoptionsforadultsemployedattheminetoallowforcontinuationoftraditional
subsistencepracticesandschedules.Providemonetaryandlogisticalsupportforlocalcommunity"culture
camps"tointroduceandtrainyoungpeopleaboutsubsistencepractices,culture,fieldsafety,andtraditionallife
ontheland.
ProvideAppendixKforreferencewhenassessingstatementsin4.10
EISshouldalsoaddresstheinterceptionofsurfacewaterfromthebackͲfilledandcrownedditchafter
construction.Thiscanleadtochannelizationandstreamsedimentation.
EISshouldmorefullydescribethepotentialdisturbancetoterrestrialwildlifebehaviorfromthewholeproject
includingthetransportationcorridorandproposednaturalgaspipeline.

EISshoulddescribethepotentialdisturbancetowildlifebehaviorfromhuman/wildlifeinteractionsuchasfrom
improperstorageoffood,disposalofputreciblewasteandintentionalfeedingofanimalsduring
construction/operations.
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TheEISshouldincludepotentialdisturbancestowildlifebehaviorfromallaspectsoftheprojectincludingthe
roadcorridorandpipelineconstruction

EISshoulddescribethepotentialdisturbancetomarinemammalsfromtheconstruction/operationsofthe
naturalgaspipelinethroughLakeIliamnaandCookInlet.Discussionshouldnotbelimitedtojustvesselsactivity.
Potentialeffectsincludeturbidity,icebreakingoperationsandnoise.EISshouldalsoincludethepotentialeffects
ofanaturalgasreleasefromarupture.
Provideareference/citationforthisstatement.

Includeallimpactsandpotentialimpactstoaquaticresourcesfromprojectcomponentsandoperations
including:
Ͳalterationofseasonalflowregimes,especiallyflowsduringoverwinteringperiods,
Ͳimpactsfromupsetstowatertreatmentssystems,especiallyfrozenpipesduringoverwintering/baseflow
conditions,
Ͳlossofheadwaterfunctioninstreamsincludinglossofprimaryproduction,decreasednutrientcycling(esp.,
nitrogen),decreasedterrestrialinput,andotherimportantfunctions/inputsfromheadwaterstreams,
Ͳwaterqualityimpactsfromunplannedspillsduringtransportationoroperation,includinglongͲtermimpacts
fromsmallerreleases
waterqualityandaquaticlifeimpactsfromacuteandchronicleakageduetofaultyorimproperlydesignedwater
collectionsystems,
Ͳalterationstogroundwaterflowpathsandseasonalflowregimesduetogroundwaterdrawdownforoperations,
especiallyinregardstospawningandoverwinteringconditions,
Ͳinjuryormortalityfromblastingoperations
Includeroundandbroadwhitefish,andleastciscohabitatinhabitatlosssection;thesespeciescanbe
anadromous,partofthefoodchain,andimportantresourcesforsubsistenceharvest
Givepercentofhabitatlostinthecontextofthespecificdrainage,forexample,'thelossofTributary1.19habitat
representsXXpercentofspawninghabitatintheNFK….'
Needtodocument/updatetheAWCwithinformationrelevanttotheprojectareabeforeproceeding.

Includethefullparameteroffunctionslost(beyondgravelrecruitment)duetothedisconnectionofheadwater
tributaries,suchasnutrientcycling,terrestrialinput,temperaturecontrol,storageretention,groundwater
recharge/discharge,organicmatterexport.....ThisstatementshouldpertaintotheSFKandUTdrainagesaswell
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IncludedirectimpactstoUTCfromcrossingstructuresandfillinHabitatLosssection.

Includestreamflowalterations,includingincreasesandflowregimechanges,toimpacts.Reductioninstream
flowscouldalsoimpactstreamtemperaturesandthiscomponentshouldbeincludedintheimpactsfrom
reducedflows,especiallyduringwintermonths.
Provideareference/citationforthisstatement.
Sectionshouldaccuratelystatethatnotallstreamshavebeensurveyedandtheexactnumberofcrossings(fishͲ
bearingstreams)isunknownatthistime.

UsemorecommonterminologyorexplainwhatnonͲresidentsalmonidstreamsincludes.
Consideralternativesanddescribe.
Definesummermonths
Definewhereinthewatercolumnthesetempsweretaken.Ifnottakeninthegravelwhereeggincubation
occursthenthisstatementisincorrect.

Includeimpactsfromunplannedreleases,upsetstothesystems,andunforeseenconditionstowaterquality.

Suggestedtexttostart:TheAmakdedoriPortandsurroundingindustrialareaandtransportationcorridorroad
willoccurintheAmakdedoriRiverdrainage.Thetransportationcorridorroadcrosses_____anadromoussalmon
bearingstreams.TheportindustrialareawillbebuiltonwetlandsadjacenttothelowerAmakdedoriRiver.
Suggestedtexttoinclude:ADF&GsurveyshavebeenconductedintheKamishakandSouthernDistricts(FigureX)
oftheCookInletManagementArea.CommercialandnoncommercialTannercrabfisheriesexistedhistoricallyin
theseareas.Thesesurveysshowadiversityofspecies,manyoftheminhabitingthebottomoftheocean
(Bechtol,2005),includingcrabsandmanyspeciesofflatfishes.Buildingtheportcould:eliminateexistingbenthic
habitatandcreatesedimentationthatwouldburycertainbenthicanimalswhichhavebeendocumented
(Bechtol,2005)innearbyareas.ClambedshavebeendocumentedonthewestsideofCookInletwithsurveys
andStatewideSportfishHarvestinformation,someofcommercialquantities(Rumbleetal.2016).Any
sedimentationwouldhavenegativeeffectsonclams.
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ThesesystemsshouldbeincludedintheEISbeforeitcanbeconsideredcomplete

Construction,maintenanceandclosureoftheproposedpipelineisaverylargecomponentofthisprojectwith
uniquepotentialimpacts.TheproposedpipelineshouldbetreatedasaseparatesectionwithintheEISfromroad
bridgesandculverts.
Sectionshouldalsodescribepotentialimpactstofishfrompipelinemaintenance/operations.Backfilledpipeline
ditchcaninterceptandchannelizesurfaceflowsleadingtochannelizationandstreamsedimentationwellafter
initialburialparticularlyalongslopes.EISshoulddescribehowtheapplicantplanstomonitorandtimelyidentify
andaddresstheseissues.Otherpotentialimpactstofishincludelossofriparianstreamhabitatfrom
maintenancebrushing,introductionofinvasiveaquaticspecies,andincreasedaccessandfishingpressure.
An84milelongburiedpipeline(WestofCookInlet)willhavemorethanjustthreesourcesofpotentialimpactsto
fishduringconstructionasthisversionoftheEISimplies.Particularlyapipelinethatgoesthroughwetlands,
numerousproductivefishstreams,andthelargestlakeinAlaska.Fisheryaquaticsdatawillneedtobecollected
andevaluatedforeachstreamandadjacentwetlandcomplexthatthepipelinewillcrossaswellaspotential
waterwithdrawalsites.AdditionalmajortopicstheEISshouldfullyevaluatewithrespecttopotentialimpactsto
fish(andfisheggs)includebutarenotlimitedto:1.Handlinganddisposalofwaterwithinthepipelineditchand
resultantstreamsedimentation.2.Streambankandstreambedrestorationatpipelinecrossings.3.Locations
andamountsofwaterneededaswellaspotentialimpactsnotonlyfromfishimpingementbutfromhabitatloss
particularlyinoverwinteringareas.4.Impactsfromwateruseanddisposalforhydrostaticpipelinetesting.5.
Sitespecificpipelinestreamcrossingmethodsandtheirpotentialimpactstofishforeachstreamincluding
potentialstreamsthatmayberequiredtobecrossedusingHorizontalDirectionalDrilling(HDD).6.Potential
impactstofishasaresultofincreasedfishingpressureduetonewaccess.7.Potentialimpactstofishfrom
requiredblastingasidentifiedintheGeologysection.

Changeunlikelytolikelybasedonhistoricalevidencethatgravelroads,evenwellmaintained,willcontribute
somechronicsedimentationtolocalstreams.Theamountandextentwilldependontheuseandmaintenanceof
BMPs.

Thissectionwillneedtobeupdatedwithinformationgatheredduringthetransportationcorridorfishsurveys
whicharescheduledtobecompletednextsummer.
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Addlanguagetoacknowledgepotentialforchangestothenumberofproposedbridgesandculverts.
Outlineenforcementplan/strategy
Providebridgeculvertdescriptionspecifics

Sectionshouldalsodescribethepotentialofstreamsedimentationfromtheproposedpipelinebothduring
installationandduringtheoperationsstagepriortostabilization.

Itisunclearfromthisstatementwhattheindirecteffectsofsedimentationaretofishandwhytheywouldonly
belimitedtoculvertsandbridges.EISshoulddescribetheseindirecteffectsaswellasincludethedirectand
indirecteffectsofsedimentationfrompipelineinstallationandoperationsactivities.Forareasthatmaybe
requiredtoundergoanHDDtheEISshoulddescribethepotentialeffectsofafracͲoutofdrillingmudsandhowit
willbemitigated.
Theeffectsofstreamsedimentationtofisharenotlimitedtothesefourcategories.TheEISshouldfullydescribe
thepotentialeffectsofstreamsedimentationonallfishandnotjustsalmonids.Examplesofotherpotential
effectsincludebutarenotlimitedto:1.Fisheggmortalitybyfillinginintersticesinthegravelwhichreduces
waterflowanddissolvedoxygen.2.Delaysorbarrierstofishmigration3.Inhibittheabilityoffishtoseeandeat.
4.Stressonfishatoverwinteringareas.
TheEISshouldaddressthepotentialeffectsoftheproposedpipelineonallfishspeciesinLakeIliamnaincluding
salmonsmoltwhichcanrearinthelakeforseveralyears.TheEISshouldalsoaddressthepotentialeffectson
marinemammalsinthelake.
TheEISshouldaddresstheimpactsofferryoperationsonjuvenilesockeyesalmonduringallseasons.

IdentifyalllocationsofRainbowtroutspawning/feedinghabitatwithintheprojectarea
EISshouldtoevaluateandaddresspotentialimpactstofish,fisheries,aquaticinvertebratesandmarine
mammalsinCookInletitselffromtheproposedpipeline.
Lastpartofthesentenceshouldread"nodirectorindirecteffects on landmanagementintheLPBwouldoccur."
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Abetterdescriptionwouldbe"undisturbedlandscape"asusedelsewhere.

Pleaseconsiderusingthephrase"wouldnotbenoticeable "instead.

Pleaserewrite.

Abetterdescriptionwouldbe"undisturbedlandscape"asusedelsewhere.

Pleaseprovideinformationonboattrafficduringconstruction,asthiscanhaveanimpactonrecreation.

Pleaseprovideacitationordatathataddressesrecreationalusenumbersatthissite.

Pleaseprovideacitationordatathataddressesrecreationalusenumbersatthissite.
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Pleaseclarifythenumberofsubsistenceusersthatwouldbeimpactedbytheproposedlossofincome.

Pleaseprovideanestimateddistancefromconstruction,roadwayorminingactivitiesthatwouldbeimpactedby
fugitivedust.OnNorthSloperoads,therecentGMTͲ2EISnotedthatadistanceof300feetfromtheedgeof
gravelroadswasusedtoestimatethezoneofimpactfordustdepositiononvegetation.
Pleaseprovideadditionalinformationonhowthisconclusionwasreached.Othermineshavedoneextensive
modelingtopredictcontaminantlevelsinpitlakes.Therehavealsobeenreportsofwildlifeimpactsfromthe
BerkeleyPitinButte,Montanathatcouldbementionedandusedtoexplainwhythispitlakewouldbedifferent.

Pleaseclarify.

Pleaseclarify.
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Pleaseclarify.

Pleasedeleteoneoftheduplicatesentences.

Pleaseclarify.

Pleaseclarify.

Pleaseclarify.

Pleasecorrect.
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Pleaseclarify.

PleaseprovideadditionalinformationontheStateofAlaskafinancialassurancerequirements.

Pleaseaddburnpilestothisdiscussion.

Pleaseclarifythediscussion.

Pleaseclarifythediscussion.

Pleaseclarifythediscussion.
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Pleaseclarify.

Pleaseclarifythediscussion.

Pleaserefertohttp://dec.alaska.gov/eh/dw/dwp/protectionͲareasͲmap/

Pleaseexplain.

Pleaseclarifylocationaccurately.

Pleaseclarifythedescription.

Pleaseclarify.
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DevelopagroundwatermodelthatincludesGWwithdrawalsandchangesinGWflowdirection/rechargein
responsetopitdewatering.Themodelmustalsoconsidertherangeofpotentialchanges(duetoclimate
variabilityaswellasprojectoperations)toGWrechargeratesandflowdirectionaswellaschangesGW/SW
interactionsthatsupportSWflows.Additionally,developaminewaterbalancemodelwhichconsidersthewater
balanceoftheWMPsandTSFandtreatedwatervolumesnecessarytomaintainGWandSWflowsdowngradient
oftheminesite.
Applyformaterialsite/saletoSCROforareasoccurringonstateland.
RestatethataPAwillbedevelopedbyUSACEastheleadfederalagencyinconsultationwithPLP,SHPO,Tribes,
andotherconsultingparties.

Restatethat"NoformalconsultationhasoccurredbetweenUSACEandtheSHPO…"
USACEmayneedtoconductgovernmenttogovernmentconsultationtodetermineifculturallysensitive
resources(sacredsites,graves,TCPs)couldbeimpactedbytheproject.Placenameinformationcouldalsobe
usefulforlandscapeand/orTCPidentification.

Theneedfordeeptestingshouldbeanalyzedandpotentiallyimplemented.Waystodetermineifdeeptestingis
necessaryincludeprobabilitymodeling,examinationoffieldrecordsontheexistenceofsoilabovebedrockinthe
projectarea,and/oruseoftestingaugersorsoilprobes.

VerifystatementsregardingvolcanicactivityusingtheAlaskaVolcanoObservatorywebresources:
https://avo.alaska.edu/volcanoes/
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"AsimilarphenomenonwasdocumentedinBristolBayfromaprehistoricAniakchakcalderaflowthatgenerated
a25Ͳft.waveanddepositeddebris60ft.abovesealevelinNushagakBay(Allen,1994;Armes,1996;Waythomas
andNeal,1998)."Fullcitationsforthesourceinformation:(1)Allen,B.M.,1994,Holocenetephraandtsunami
depositsalongwesternNushagakBay,southwesternAlaska(abs.):GeologicalSocietyofAmericaAbstractswith
Programs,v.26,no.3,p.2.(2)Armes,C.J.,ComparisonofHolocenetsunamiandmodernstormͲoverwash
deposits,northernBristolBay,southwesternAlaska(abs):GeologicalSocietyofAmericaAbstractswithPrograms,
v.28,no.3,p.35.(3)Waythomas,C.F.,andNeal,C.A.,1998,Tsunamigenerationbypyroclasticflowduringthe
3500ͲyearB.P.calderaͲformingeruptionofAniakchakVolcano,Alaska:BulletinofVolcanology,v.60,p.110–124.

Baselinedataonhydrocarbonconcentrationandrelatedcompoundsinsurfaceandgroundwaterhavebeen
collected.Repeatmeasurementsofthesesubstancesshouldbeapartofongoingwaterqualitymonitoring
efforts,ashydrocarboncontaminationisanimportantmeasureofdevelopmentimpact.

AddressintexthowPLPwouldidentifyanddealwithsuchasituationduringconstruction.
Examinepublicationslinkedbelowtolookatgeologyofportsiteandpossiblefossillocalities.
http://dggs.alaska.gov/pubs/id/3682;http://dggs.alaska.gov/pubs/id/3815;

Developapaleontologicalplanasstatedinthedraftreport.Dettermanreferenceis:
http://dggs.alaska.gov/pubs/id/3682

IndicatelikelihoodofPleistocenevertebratepaleontologicalresourcesisverylow.
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Addresspotentialpermafrostimpacts,orprovidedatademonstratingthatpermafrostwillnotbeanissueforthe
project.

Addresspotentialpermafrostimpacts,orprovidedatademonstratingthatpermafrostwillnotbeanissueforthe
project.

Correcttyposinsubsectionsthroughoutthis4.3.
Pleaseprovidemorespecificity,orcitationstosupportthisstatementandotherssimilartoitinthissection.

Pleasequantify"noticeable",providemorespecificity,orciterelevantstudies/informationtosupportthis
statementandotherssimilartoitinthissection.Also,thissubsectionisnamed"RegionalEconomy"whichisalso
usedintheprecedingsubsection.Thisisconfusing.Shouldthesetwosectionbecombined?
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Pleasequantify"minimal",providemorespecificity,orciterelevantstudies/informationtosupportthis
statementandotherssimilartoitinthissection.

UseDepartmentofLaborandWorkforceDevelopment(DOL&WD)datatoclarifythemeaningbehindthis
statement,andconsiderphrasingthatmaybeeasiertounderstandbythepublic.

Pleasequantify"reduced",providemorespecificity,orciterelevantstudies/informationtosupportthis
statementandotherssimilartoitinthissection.Acknowledgethatstateandlocalauthorizationsmayaffectfinal
roadalignmentanduses.

Pleaseprovidemorespecificityoranalysis.

Pleaseciteasourcetosupportthepopulationdeclinesandpotentialschoolclosuresintheregion.Consider
replacing"demographic"with"population"inthefirstsentence.

Pleaseincludelocalorregionalwageinformationsotheycanbeusedasabasisofcomparisonwiththestatewide
wagessummarizedintheparagraph.

DCCEDrecommendsusingLPB(Regional)data.
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o

7KHWUDQVLWLRQSKDVHFDQEHOHQJWKHQHGE\WKHQHHGWRFRQWDLQDQGWUHDW
VXUIDFHVXSHUQDWDQWZKLFKFDQUHTXLUHDSHULRGRIXSWRILYH\HDUVLQVRPH
FDVHV


3KDVH,,²$FWLYH&DUH
x 7KLVSKDVHLQYROYHVDFWLYHFDUHRID76)LQFOXGLQJPRQLWRULQJLQVSHFWLRQZDWHU
PDQDJHPHQWRSHUDWLRQRIDZDWHUWUHDWPHQWV\VWHPHWFDIWHUWKH7UDQVLWLRQ3KDVH
LVFRPSOHWHG
x 6HHSDJHIURPWKH76)PD\FRQWLQXHDWDUHODWLYHO\KLJKUDWHIRUIURPILYHWRILIW\
\HDUVRUPRUHXQWLODVWHDG\VWDWHVHHSDJHUDWHLVDFKLHYHG
x 6XUYHLOODQFHDQGPDLQWHQDQFH LHLQVSHFWLRQVPDLQWHQDQFHRIHURVLRQSURWHFWLRQ
YHJHWDWLRQPDQDJHPHQWLQVSHFWLRQRIWKHFRYHUV\VWHPHWF DQGPRQLWRULQJWR
YHULI\DFWXDOSHUIRUPDQFHYHUVXVGHVLJQRIWKH76)GXULQJWKLVSKDVHZKHUHWKH
VXSHUQDWDQWSRQGKDVEHHQHOLPLQDWHG
x 7KHWLPHUHTXLUHGIRUWKLVSKDVHFRXOGEHDIHZ\HDUVGHFDGHVRUORQJHU

3KDVH,,,²3DVVLYH&DUH
x 1RDFWLYHRSHUDWLRQV
x $VXIILFLHQWSHULRGRIPRQLWRULQJKDVWDNHQSODFHDQGWKH76)LVFRQVLGHUHGWREHLQD
VWHDG\VWDWHFRQGLWLRQ
x 7KHUHLVQRUHTXLUHPHQWIRUZDWHUWUHDWPHQWRULQWHUYHQWLRQE\RSHUDWLQJSHUVRQQHO
WRPDQDJHZDWHUOHYHOVLQWKH76)
x $VSLOOZD\KDVEHHQHVWDEOLVKHGWRUHOHDVHVWRUPZDWHUZDWHUDQGSRWHQWLDOO\HURGLEOH
H[WHULRUVORSHVKDYHEHHQUHFODLPHG
x 7KLVSHULRGKDVQRWLPHOLPLWEXWFDQEHGHILQHGDVEHLQJQHFHVVDU\XQWLOWKHWDLOLQJV
GDPLQWKHRSLQLRQRIWKHUHJXODWRU\DXWKRULWLHVLVFRQVLGHUHGWRKDYHDFKLHYHG
3KDVH,9/DQGIRUP

3KDVH,9²/DQGIRUP
x :KHQLQWKHRSLQLRQRIWKHUHJXODWRU\DXWKRULWLHVLWLVFRQVLGHUHGWREHSK\VLFDOO\
FKHPLFDOO\HFRORJLFDOO\DQGVRFLDOO\VWDEOHDQGQRORQJHUSRVHVDULVNWROLIHRUWKH
HQYLURQPHQW
x 1RLQKHUHQWRUUHPDLQLQJULVNVRLWPLJKWQRWUHTXLUHUHJXODWRU\RYHUVLJKW
x &RXOGOHDGWRD´ZDONDZD\µFRQGLWLRQ

7KHDVVHVVPHQWVKRXOGLGHQWLI\ZKDWVWDJHRIWDLOLQJVFORVXUHLVH[SHFWHGWREHDFKLHYHG
ZKHQXVLQJWKHWHUP´GU\FORVXUHµDQGZKHWKHUWKDWGHVFULSWLRQLQFOXGHVDQ\WKLQJRWKHUWKDQ
RQHG
GHZDWHULQJRIWKHWDLOLQJVVXSHUQDWDQW$VPHQWLRQHGODWHULQWKHVHFRPPHQWVWKH
O
DVVHVVPHQWVKRXOGDOVRLGHQWLI\VWDEOHODQGIRUPFORVXUHDVDQ2SWLRQLILWLVQRWFOHDUWKDWWKH
FXUUHQWSURSRVHGDFWLRQZRXOGUHVXOWLQWKDWFRQGLWLRQEHLQJDFKLHYHGZLWKLQDUHDVRQDEOH
WLPHIUDPH7KHDVVHVVPHQWVKRXOGDOVRDGGUHVVPLWLJDWLRQDVDQ2SWLRQVXFKDVXVLQJ
LQWHUYHQWLRQWHFKQLTXHV HJZLFNGUDLQVDQGORDGLQJZLWKZDVWHURFNRUERUURZPDWHULDO WR
DFKLHYHVWDEOHODQGIRUPFRQGLWLRQV
%B&RPPHQWVB$OWHUQDWLYHVB6FUHHQLQJBGRF[
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Specific Comments

7KHFRPPHQWVVXPPDUL]HGEHORZDUHSURYLGHGRQ7DEOH3UHOLPLQDU\/LVWRI3URMHFW
2SWLRQV%HLQJ&RQVLGHUHG

0LQH/D\RXW2SWLRQV 3DJHV² 
$QDQDO\VLVRIVLWLQJRSWLRQVDQGDOWHUQDWLYHVLVQHHGHGWRDOORZIRUFRQVLGHUDWLRQRIPLQHOD\RXW
\
bill
i
HGU
RWKHPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQV
R
KHPLQHOD\R
RSWLRQV7KLVDQDO\VLVLVW\SLFDOO\SURYLGHGDVZHOODVFLWHGUHODWLYHWRWKHPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQV
RHVQRWDOORZIRUDGHTXDWH
R
VSti
QRWkDO N
RZtIR
FRQVLGHUHGLQDQDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLV7KHLQIRUPDWLRQSURYLGHGGRHVQRWDOORZIRUDGHTXDWH
HRSWLRQVFRQVLGHUHGDQGWKH
SWLRQV
SWLRQVF
WLL
RQV
RQ need
LG
LGHUHG
GD
G WK
K
FRQVLGHUDWLRQRIPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQVRUSURYLGHMXVWLILFDWLRQIRUWKHRSWLRQVFRQVLGHUHGDQGWKH
repeat,
we
to QGWKH
recheck
GLVPLVVDORIDOORSWLRQVRWKHUWKDQWKHSURSRVHGDFWLRQ

Bill Craig
0LQLQJ7\SH²8QGHUJURXQG0LQLQJ 3DJH 
8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJLVGLVPLVVHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHDORQHRUFRPELQHGZLWKRSHQSLWPLQLQJ
QHGZLWKRSHQSLWPLQLQJ
Q
\PLQHWKHSURSRVHGSURMHFWµ
EHFDXVH´XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJWHFKQLTXHVFDQQRWEHXVHGWRVDIHO\PLQHWKHSURSRVHGSURMHFWµ
QIRUPHGLQWKDWIDWDOLWLHVGR
Q
,I´VDIHO\µLVGHILQHGDV´ZLWKRXWIDWDOLWLHVµWKHQWKHDQDO\VLVLVPLVLQIRUPHGLQWKDWIDWDOLWLHVGR
XQG URXQG
G DQG
G RSHQ SLW
LW PLQHV
L
,,Q
RFFXURQD\HDUO\EDVLVLQWKH86DQGHOVHZKHUHIURPERWKXQGHUJURXQGDQGRSHQSLWPLQHV,Q

UWKH
IDFWLWLVQRWDEOHLQWKLVUHJDUGWKDWDFFRUGLQJWR06+$ IRUWKHODVWIRXU\HDUVWKHQXPEHURI
IDWDOLWLHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKKDUGURFNPLQHVDWVXUIDFHIDFLOLWLHVKDVVLJQLILFDQWO\H[FHHGHGWKDWRI
XQGHUJURXQGPLQHV,QDGGLWLRQWKHUHLVDQDFNQRZOHGJHGWUHQGEDFNWRZDUGVXQGHUJURXQG
PLQLQJDVRSHQSLWPLQDEOHUHVHUYHVDUHGHSOHWHGDQGKLJKJUDGHXQGHUJURXQGRUHERGLHVDUH
EHLQJGLVFRYHUHG

8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJRIIHUVVLJQLILFDQWHQYLURQPHQWDODGYDQWDJHVUHODWHGWRGHFUHDVLQJWKH
RYHUDOOPLQHIRRWSULQWVLJQLILFDQWO\UHGXFLQJWKHSURGXFWLRQRIZDVWHURFNDQGSURGXFLQJRUHRI
KLJKHUJUDGHUHVXOWLQJLQOHVVWDLOLQJV)RUXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJWREHGLVPLVVHGVLWHVSHFLILF
DVSHFWVPXVWEHSUHVHQWWKDWDUHQRWGLVFXVVHGLQWKHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWWKDWPDNH
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJLQWKLVSDUWLFXODUFDVHPRUHXQVDIHWKDQLQRWKHUFDVHV%XWPRUHW\SLFDOO\
HFRQRPLFIHDVLELOLW\KDVEHHQFLWHGLQ1(3$DQDO\VLVDVWKHEDVLVIRUGLVPLVVDORIWKLVRSWLRQ,W
VKRXOGDOVREHQRWHGWKDWLQPDQ\FDVHVXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJKDVEHHQLQFOXGHGDVDQ
DOWHUQDWLYHIRUFRQVLGHUDWLRQLQ1(3$DQDO\VLVDQGWKHHFRQRPLFIHDVLELOLW\KDVEHHQDQDO\]HG
DQGSUHVHQWHGLQGHWDLOLQ(,6V$GGLWLRQDOO\WKHPHWKRGRIXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJQHHGVWREH
LGHQWLILHGDVWKHUHDUHVLJQLILFDQWGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQPHWKRGVVXFKDVVWRSHPLQLQJURRPDQG
SLOODUPLQLQJDQGEORFNFDYHPLQLQJ,QFRQMXQFWLRQZLWKFRQVLGHUDWLRQRIXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJ
PHWKRGVWKHH[WHQWWRZKLFKEDFNILOOLQJPLJKWEHDFKLHYHGVKRXOGEHFRQVLGHUHG

8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJVKRXOGQRWEHH[FOXGHGIURPHYDOXDWLRQLQWKH(,6,W VXQGHUVWRRGWKDW
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJPHWKRGVDUHQRWSURSRVHGIRUHDUO\VWDJHVRIPLQHGHYHORSPHQWDQG

KWWSVDUOZHEPVKDJRYVWDWVFKDUWVPQPHR\DVS




KWWSVZZZWPUUHVHDUFKFRPXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJHTXLSPHQWPDUNHW
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RSHQSLWPLQLQJLVXVXDOO\OHVVFRVWO\KRZHYHUDQGHYDOXDWLRQRIXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJVKRXOGEH
LQFOXGHGLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKHFXPXODWLYHHIIHFWVSRUWLRQRIWKH(,6

,IWKHSURSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFWLVSHUPLWWHGLWLVKLJKO\OLNHO\WKDWXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJZLOOEH
SURSRVHGLQWKHIXWXUHEH\RQGWKHSUHVHQWPLQLQJSURSRVDO8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJZRXOGPRVW
OLNHO\EHSURSRVHGWRUHFRYHUDGGLWLRQDOUHVRXUFHVEH\RQGRUEHORZWKHSURSRVHGH[WHQWRIWKH
RSHQSLW,WVKRXOGEHGLVFXVVHGDVWRZKHWKHUDFFHSWDQFHRIWKHSUHPLVHIRUXQGHUJURXQG
PLQLQJLQWKLVSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWLIFDUULHGIRUZDUGZRXOGSUHFOXGHWKHIXWXUHSRVVLELOLW\RI
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJ'LVPLVVDORIWKHXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJRSWLRQGXHWRVDIHW\FRQFHUQVDWWKLV
VWDJHFRXOGDOVREHDUJXHGDVDUDWLRQDOHWRSURKLELWRSHQSLWPLQLQJDVZHOO

0DWHULDO+DQGOLQJ²,Q3LW&UXVKLQJDQG&RQYH\LQJ 3DJH 
,QSLWFUXVKLQJVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWHGLQLQWKH(,6VLQFH
VDQ
LQSLWFUXVKLQJDQGFRQYH\LQJDUHSUREDEO\OHVVHQYLURQPHQWDOO\GDPDJLQJWKDQRWKHU
WDOO\
DOWHUQDWLYHVVXFKDVKDXOLQJRUHE\WUXFNVWRDQRIIVLWHFUXVKHU7KLVGHWHUPLQDWLRQDQGWKH
GLVPLVVDORIWKHLQSLWFUXVKLQJRSWLRQVHHPSUHPDWXUH

7KURXJKSXWWRQVSHUGD\ 3DJH 
7KHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWVXJJHVWVDQRSWLRQFRQVLGHULQJLQFUHDVLQJWKHPLQHWKURXJKSXWWR
WRQVSHUGD\VKRXOGEHGLVPLVVHGGXHWR´LQFUHDVHGHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVµ+RZHYHU
LWVKRXOGILUVWEHQRWHGWKDWLQQHDUO\DOOFDVHV(,6·VDQGVXEVHTXHQW5HFRUGRI'HFLVLRQVDUHQRW
EDVHGRQDJLYHQWKURXJKSXWEXWUDWKHURQWRWDOHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV)RUWKLVUHDVRQ
VHYHUDOPLQHVKDYHEHHQDOORZHGWRLQFUHDVHWKHLUUDWHRIPLQLQJZLWKRXWIXUWKHUDQDO\VLVEDVHG
RQWKHDQDO\VLVFRQWDLQHGLQ1(3$(,6DQDO\VLVWKDWZDVEDVHGRQD´FRQFHSWXDOµWKURXJKSXWWKDW
ZDVORZHU7KHVWDQGDUGW\SLFDOO\HPSOR\HGLVWKDWLIWKHSURSRVHGFKDQJHGRHVQRWUHVXOWLQDQ
 S
LQFUHDVHLQGLVWXUEHGDFUHVRURWKHULPSDFWVE\PRUHWKDQSHUFHQWLWLVDOORZHGZLWKRXW
UHFH
IXUWKHUFRQVLGHUDWLRQ,WVKRXOGDOVREHQRWHGWKDWDPRUHUHFHQWH[DPSOHLQYROYLQJWKH3RO\0HW
1RUWK0HW0LQHLQ0LQQHVRWDKDVWKHFRPSDQ\SURGXFLQJDIHDVLELOLW\VWXG\SULRUWRFRPSOHWLQJ
WKHSHUPLWWLQJSURFHVV7KLVVXJJHVWVWKDWDWKURXJKSXWWKDW·VGRXEOHWKHWKURXJKSXWWKDWFRXOG
EHSHUPLWWHGZLOOEHUHTXLUHGIRUWKHSURMHFWWREHHFRQRPLFDO,QRUGHUWRDGGUHVVWKLV
SRVVLELOLW\WKH(,6RIWKHSURSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFWVKRXOGFRQVLGHUWKHWRQVSHUGD\
RSWLRQDVZHOODVDQRSWLRQWKDWVHHVWKHPLQHVLJQLILFDQWO\H[SDQGHGQRWDVDFXPXODWLYH
LPSDFWEXWDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHLQWKH(,6

3RZHU6RXUFH²5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\ 3DJH 
5DWKHUWKDQEHLQJGLVPLVVHGLQWKLVSUHOLPLQDU\VFUHHQLQJUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHG
QHZD OH HQHUJ\VKRX
HQHUJ\VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHG
HQHUJ\
VKRXOG EH LQFOXGHG
bill.m.craig
DVDQRSWLRQDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KHHQYLURQPHQWDOEHQHILWVDVZHOODVWKHFRVWVVKRXOGEH
QHILW DVZHOODVWKHFRVWVVKRXOGEH
ZHOODV
OO WK
WKHFR
Sticky Note
HYDOXDWHGEHIRUHSUHFOXGLQJWKHXVHRIUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\
Jen F to review.






KWWSVSRO\PHWPLQLQJFRPZSFRQWHQWXSORDGV313RO\0HW1,7HFKQLFDO5HSRUWBBB5HYSGI
7HFKQLFDO5HSRUWBBB5HYSGI
7

%B&RPPHQWVB$OWHUQDWLYHVB6FUHHQLQJBGRF[
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6WRUDJH0HWKRG²'U\6WDFN7DLOLQJV IRU%XON7DLOLQJVRQO\  3DJH 
7KHDOWHUQDWLYHVVFUHHQLQJGRFXPHQWLQGLFDWHVWKDWGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJVLVXQGHUUHYLHZ7KLV
RSWLRQVKRXOGXQGRXEWHGO\EHLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHIRUDQDO\VLVLQWKH(,6JLYHQWKH
VXEVWDQWLDOULVNDQGWKUHDWWRVDIHW\DQGWKHHQYLURQPHQWDVVRFLDWHGZLWKDWDLOLQJVVWRUDJH
H0
IDFLOLW\ 76) IDLOXUH7KLVLVHVSHFLDOO\LPSRUWDQWJLYHQWKDWWKH0RXQW3ROOH\,QGHSHQGHQW([SHUW
5HYLHZ3DQHO ,(53 LGHQWLILHGGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJVDVWKH%HVW$YDLODEOH7HFKQRORJ\ %$7 IRUQHZ
WDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWV7KHDQDO\VLVVKRXOGDOVREHEDVHGRQWKHUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVRIWKH,(53
WKDWDFRPSOHWHFRVWEHQHILWDQDO\VLVEHSHUIRUPHGZLWKRXWUHJDUGWRFRVWDQGZLWKDQHPSKDVLV
RQSXEOLFVDIHW\,QPDNLQJWKLVUHFRPPHQGDWLRQZHZRXOGQRWHWKDWZHDUHQRWQHFHVVDULO\DQ
DGYRFDWHIRUGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJVDWWKHSURSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFWVLWHEXWUDWKHUDGYRFDWLQJIRULWWR
EHFRQVLGHUHGZKLOHDVVHVVLQJWKHGHJUHHRIPDQDJHULDOULVNWKDWWKHSURSRQHQWLVZLOOLQJWR
DFFHSWWRPDNHZHWVOXUU\WDLOLQJVDFFHSWDEOHERWKGXULQJRSHUDWLRQVDQGDWFORVXUH

6WRUDJH0HWKRG²5HPRYHRU0DNH$OO7DLOLQJV,QHUW 3DJH 
$FFRUGLQJWRWKHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWPHWKRGVWRPDNHWKHWDLOLQJVQRQDFLGJHQHUDWLQJRU
LQHUWWRPHWDOVOHDFKLQJDUHQRWSUDFWLFDEOHKRZHYHUPHWKRGVVXFKDVWKHDGGLWLRQRIOLPHWR
YHE
WDLOLQJVWRDGGUHVVDFLGGUDLQDJHDQGPHWDOOHDFKLQJKDYHEHHQSURSRVHGDQGDFFHSWHGDWRWKHU
PLQHVLWHV7KRVHPHWKRGVDUHLGHQWLILHGDQGGLVFXVVHGLQWKH*OREDO$FLG5RFN'UDLQDJH
*$5' *XLGH6HFWLRQ$GGLWLRQVDQG$PHQGPHQW0HWKRGV,QSDUWLFXODUWKHDGGLWLRQRI
OLPHWRWDLOLQJVLQFOXGLQJWKHS\ULWHWDLOLQJVVKRXOGEHFRQVLGHUHGIXUWKHUDVDQRSWLRQDQG
SRWHQWLDOO\FRQVLGHUHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYH

7DLOLQJV'DP²'RZQVWUHDP&HQWHUOLQH8SVWUHDP&RQVWUXFWLRQ 3DJHV² 
)RUWKHVDPHUHDVRQWKDWXSVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQLVFRUUHFWO\GLVPLVVHGDVOHVVVWDEOHFRPSDUHG
WRGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQFHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQFRXOGVLPLODUO\EHGLVPLVVHG:KLOHWKDW
WKDW
ZRXOGQRWEHRXUUHFRPPHQGDWLRQLWLVIRUWKLVUHDVRQFOHDUWKDWGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQPXVW
EHLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHWRWKHSURSRVHGFHQWHUOLQHPHWKRG,QWKHQXPHURXVGLVFXVVLRQV
FRQFHUQLQJ76)FRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGVLWKDVDOZD\VEHHQVXJJHVWHGWKDWLIGRZQVWUHDP
FRQVWUXFWLRQFDQEHDFFRPPRGDWHGWKHQLQQHDUO\DOOFDVHVLWLVSUHIHUUHGRYHUWKHPRUH
FRPSOH[DQGWKHUHIRUHULVNLHUFHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQDSSURDFK

%XON%DVLQ7DLOLQJV²/LQHG 3DJH 
7KHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWGLVPLVVHVOLQLQJWKHEXONWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWGXHWR´,QFUHDVHG
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVEHFDXVHWKHOLQHUZRXOGUHWDLQZDWHULQWKHEXONWDLOVDQGLQFUHDVHWKH
ULVNRIGDPIDLOXUHµ7KLVUDWLRQDOHGRHVQRWDGGUHVVWKHPHDQVDQGPHWKRGVWKDWDUHURXWLQHO\
LQWHU
HPSOR\HGRQOLQHGIDFLOLWLHVVXFKDVLQWHUQDOGUDLQVDQGFORVXUHLQWHUYHQWLRQPHDVXUHVVXFKDV
ZLFNGUDLQVWRDGGUHVVUHWDLQHGZDWHULQWKHWDLOLQJV2WKHUPHDQVKDYHDOVRDOORZHGVHYHUDO
OLQHGWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWVDURXQGWKHZRUOGWREHVDIHO\RSHUDWHG7KLVGLVPLVVDOGHFLVLRQ
DOVRIDLOVWRUHFRJQL]HWKDWWKHPDMRULW\RI76)IDLOXUHVKDYHEHHQDVVRFLDWHGZLWKXQOLQHG
IDFLOLWLHV$WVHYHUDORWKHUVLWHVWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWOLQHUVKDYHEHHQLQFOXGHGDVWKHSURSRVHG



KWWSZZZJDUGJXLGHFRPLQGH[SKS"WLWOH &KDSWHUBB$GGLWLRQVBDQGB$PHQGPHQWB0HWKRGV
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RSWLRQRUDQDOWHUQDWLYHH[SOLFLWO\DVDPHDVXUHWRUHGXFHWKHOLNHOLKRRGDQGFRQVHTXHQFHRI
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV

Summary

,WDSSHDUVWKDWWKHSUHOLPLQDU\DVVHVVPHQWVRQZKLFKWKHVXEMHFWDOWHUQDWLYHVVFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLV
UHOLHVDUHXQLQIRUPHGE\ERWKWHFKQLFDOPDWWHUVUHODWLYHWRPLQLQJDQGWKHDQDO\VLVWKDWKDVEHHQ
FRQGXFWHGLQKXQGUHGVRI(,6SURFHVVHVIRURWKHUPLQLQJSURMHFWV$VFXUUHQWO\EHLQJFRQGXFWHG
DQ(,6EDVHGRQWKLVDQDO\VLVZRXOGOLNHO\EHVXEMHFWWRVFUXWLQ\DVWRZKHWKHUWKH1(3$
UHTXLUHPHQWIRUDUREXVWDQGDFFXUDWHDQDO\VLVKDVEHHQPHW

%B&RPPHQWVB$OWHUQDWLYHVB6FUHHQLQJBGRF[
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October 3, 2018
Shane M. McCoy, Project Manager
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
P.O. Box 6896
JBER, AK 99506
Mr. McCoy:

7KLVOHWWHULVVHQWRQEHKDOIWKHFRRSHUDWLQJDJHQF\1RQGDOWRQ7ULEDO&RXQFLO ³WKH7ULEH´ ,WLVLQ
response to your email of September 17, 2018, inviting cooperating agencies to submit comments to
WKH86$UP\&RUSVRI(QJLQHHUV ³86$&(´ RQ³$SSHQGL[%$OWHUQDWLYHV'HYHORSPHQW3URFHVV´
of the draft environmental impact statement for the proposed Pebble Mine. The Tribe¶s comments
are below. In addition, the Tribe incorporates into its comments the attached memorandum from the
7ULEH¶VWHFKQLFDOFRQVXOWDQW, Ridolfi Environmental.
General Comments on Draft Appendix B
x

Page B3, Section 1.3.1 Screening ± Purpose and Need, second paragraph ± The first
sentence states: ³The overall project purpose, determined solely by USACE, is used for
evaluating practicable alternatives under the 404(b)(1) guidelines, and was therefore used as
the first screening test.´7KHSURMHFWSXUSRVHDQGQHHGDVHVWDEOLVKHGE\WKHapplicant is not
provided here, and it should be included to assist in the screening of alternatives. How is the
overall project purpose, as determined by the USACE, different from the project purpose and
need as determined by the applicant? Please explain this difference and how it affects the
determination of what constitutes a reasonable alternative.

x

Section 1.3.2, first bullet ± ³Options would not pass this test of reason . . .´LIWKH\³. . are
not practical because they would not provide a reasonable return on investment´
Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the technical and
economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply desirable from the
standpoint of the applicant. It does not seem to be an appropriate role of the USACE to
determine what constitutes a reasonable return on investment for the applicant. Such a test is
undoubtedly important to Northern Dynasty and potential investors; however, it is not
relevant to either the CWA Section 404 permitting process or the NEPA process. Such a test
based on financial analysis and investment decision making should not be conducted by the
USACE as part of the permitting and NEPA processes for the proposed Pebble Project.
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x

Section 1.3.2, second bullet ± ³Options would not pass this test of reason . . .´LIWKH\³. .
could not feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project.” What are these
objectives of the project according to which options are being screened? Which of these
REMHFWLYHVDUH³EDVLFREMHFWLYHV´"7KLVLQIRUPDWLRQUHJDUGLQJSURMHFWREMHFWLYHVVKRXOGEH
provided to inform cooperating agencies, other stakeholders, and the public.

x

Section 1.3.2, fourth bullet ± ³Options would not pass this test of reason . . .´LIWKH\³
were based on a misunderstanding of the proposed project, regulations, or conclusions of
other reports or studies´:KDWFRQVWLWXWHVD³PLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJ´",IDFRRSHUDWLQJDJHQF\
stakeholder, or member of public bases an opinion on information that is determined not to
EHDFFXUDWHRUIDFWXDOWKDWZRXOGEHDYDOLGUHDVRQWRGLVPLVVDQRSWLRQWKDW¶VEDVHGRQWKH
unreliable or unfounded information; however, if a proposed option is based on information
or opinions that are simply different than those of the project proponent, defining such
LQIRUPDWLRQRURSLQLRQVDVPLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJVDQGGLVPLVVLQJDQRSWLRQRQZKLFKWKH\¶UH
based would not be a valid reason to dismiss that option.

x

Section 1.3.2, third paragraph ± The sentence here states: ³Options that were assessed as not
reasonable were dismissed from consideration as an action alternative option for evaluation
in the EIS, and did not proceed to the subsequent screening test.´$WWKLVSUHOLPLQDU\VWDJHRI
EIS scoping, the USACE has not responded to several changes that we have recommended
and has not changed the status of options and alternatives that were screened in the first draft
(memo dated August 17, 2018, from AECOM to USACE). Consequently, we are concerned
that dismissing options and alternatives, based on a subjective assessment by Northern
Dynasty or USACE that concludes an option or alternative is not reasonable, might represent
a biased action that could be detrimental to the NEPA process as it moves forward.

x

Page B-5, Section 1.4, first paragraph ± TKH ILUVW VHQWHQFH VWDWHV ³The USACE and
cooperating agencies reviewed the outputs of each step in the alternative development
process´7KLVVWDWHPHQWLPSOLHVWKDWFRRSHUDWLQJDJHQFLHVKDYHDFFHSWHGWKLVDOWHUQDWLYH
development process and the outputs (options and alternatives that have not been dismissed).
At this stage of the process, although we've reviewed the alternatives development process
and the outputs, we are not prepared to accept the outputs, especially in light of options and
alternatives that the USACE intends to dismiss in this Draft Appendix B.

x

Section 1.4, first paragraph ± 7KHODVWVHQWHQFHVD\V³)LJXUH%-2 illustrates the mine layout
RSWLRQFRQVLGHUHG´%DVHGRQWKLVILJXUHRQO\RQHRSWLRQIRUPLQHOD\RXWLVEHLQJFRQVLGHUHG
We believe that other options for mine layout exist and should be considered in the
development of alternatives and evaluated in the Draft EIS. For example, we have
recommended an underground mine as an alternative. Since an underground mine would not
be developed in the same area as a surface mine, the underground mine alternative would
provide an option for mine layout in a different part of the Pebble deposit.
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USACE Responsiveness to Comments Submitted on September 8, 2018
As you are aware, the Tribe, via its OHJDOFRXQVHOVXEPLWWHGLQLWLDOFRPPHQWVRQWKH86$&(¶V
Alternatives Analysis Screening on September 9, 2018. In those comments, the Tribe stated
generally that:
1. A purpose and need statement is needed. Although the project purpose determined by the
86$&(LVLQFOXGHGLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%WKHDSSOLFDQW¶V3XUSRVHDQG1HHG6WDWHPHQWKDV
not been provided.
2. 7KH 86$&(¶V ³:K\ 'LVPLVVHG´ UDWLRQDOH GLG QRW SURYLGH VXIILFLHQW GHWDLO $GGLWLRQDO
information has been provided in Appendix B to support the USACE determinations on
status. Although the Tribe does not agree with the status of several options and alternatives,
especially those that have been dismissed, we recognize that more information has been
provided in an attempt to justify the status determinations in Draft Appendix B.
3. The Tribe observed that the rationale used was outside the scope of NEPA analysis that is
typically applied to hardrock mining projects. USACE has included a summary of regulations
and guidelines that govern NEPA and Clean WatHU$FW ³&:$´ 6HFWLRQKRZHYHULWV
handling of the alternatives screening process does not appear to have changed from the
SUHYLRXVVFUHHQLQJHIIRUWDQGLQWKH7ULEH¶VRSWLRQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%GRHVQRWUHIOHFWDQ
objective analysis, but rather an analysis that is biased to support the objectives and plans
developed by the project applicant.
4. Tailings management and tailings storage facilities are of utmost importance for any
hardrock mining project. Although the Tribe provided both general and specific
recommendations in this area, USACE has not made the changes necessary to demonstrate a
comprehensive and thorough consideration of all the options and alternatives available for
tailings management, storage, and long-term maintenance.
Specific Comments
Mine Layout Options (Pages 1 ± 2):
The Tribe previously stated that an analysis of siting options and alternatives is needed, since the
USACE is only considering one mine layout option. This approach does not allow for adequate
consideration of options and alternatives for mine layout. Draft Appendix B still presents only one
option for mine layout and dismisses all others.
Mining Type ± Underground Mining (Page 4):
The Tribe takes exception to the dismissal of underground mining as an alternative. The analysis in
Draft Appendix B again dismisses underground mining; however, the revised rationale is based on a
flawed assumption that an underground mine would be sited in the same location as the proposed
open pit surface mine. Since an underground mine would not be developed in the same part of the
Pebble deposit as a surface mine, the underground mining alternative calls for a new mine layout
option in the deeper part of the Pebble deposit, to the east of the surface mine proposed by the project
applicant and presented in Draft Appendix B.
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Material Handling ± In-Pit Crushing and Conveying (Page 4):
The Tribe recommended that this option not be dismissed in the development of alternatives;
however, it was again dismissed in Draft Appendix B. We contend that it is premature to preclude
this option, and it should be included and evaluated in the EIS.
Throughput 320,000 tons per day (Page 7):
,Q7KH7ULEH¶VSUHYLRXVFRPPHQWVZHUHFRPPHQGHGDQRSWLRQIRUDKLJKHUWKURXJKSXWUDWHWKDQWKH
180,000 tons per day proposed by Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP). The analysis in Draft Appendix
B again dismissed an option or alternative with a higher production rate.
Power Source ± Renewable Energy (Page 9):
The Tribe recommended that renewable energy be included as an option and evaluated in the EIS.
7KHVWDWXVRIWKHRSWLRQUHPDLQV³'LVPLVVHG´LQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%
Storage Method ± Dry Stack Tailings (for Bulk Tailings only) (Page 22):
The Tribe strongly recommended that the option for dry stack tailings be included as an alternative
DQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KHVWDWXVRIWKHRSWLRQLVVWLOOVKRZQDV³6WDWXVXQGHUUHYLHZ´LQ'UDIW
Appendix B. As we stated in our previous comments, given the substantial risk and threat to safety
and the environment associated with DWDLOLQJVVWRUDJHIDFLOLW\ ³76)´ IDLOXUHWKHRSWLRQIRUGU\
stack tailing should absolutely be included as an alternative.
Storage Method ± Remove or Make All Tailings Inert (Page 22):
The Tribe recommended that treatment of tailings to address acid drainage and metal leaching be
included as an option and potentially an alternative in the EIS. This option is still shown as dismissed
in Draft Appendix B.
Tailings Dam ± Downstream, Centerline, Upstream Construction (Pages 22 ± 23):
,QWKH7ULEH¶VSUHYious comments, we stated that downstream construction must be included as an
alternative to the centerline method proposed by the project applicant. We further explained that in
considering construction methods for tailings storage facilities, it has always been suggested that if
downstream construction can be accommodated, then, in nearly all cases, it is preferred over the
more complex, and therefore riskier, centerline construction approach. The status of this alternative
LVVWLOOVKRZQDV³6WDWXVXQGHU UHYLHZ´LQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%
Bulk Basin Tailings ± Lined (Page 24):
7KHSUHYLRXVVFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLVGLVPLVVHGOLQLQJWKHEXONWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWGXHWR³,QFUHDVHG
environmental impacts because the liner would retain water in the bulk tails and increase the risk of
GDPIDLOXUH´7KH7ULEHGLVDJUHHGZLWKWKLVUDWLRQDOHDQGH[SODLQHGWKDWDOLQHGWDLOLQJVVWRUDJH
facility should be included as the proposed option or an alternative explicitly as a measure to reduce
the likelihood and consequence of environmental impacts. The status of this option is still shown as
³'LVPLVVHG´LQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%
$VKLJKOLJKWHGDERYHWKH86$&(LVJHQHUDOO\EHLQJQRQUHVSRQVLYHWRWKH7ULEH¶VFRPPHQWVDQG
recommendations on its previous screening analysis. Our reviews of its previous document and this
Draft Appendix B have been constrained by time and are limited in scope and detail; however, we
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have endeavored to identify the most important aspects of the proposed project to support a
comprehensive, robust, and NEPA-compliant EIS. The Tribe again encourages the USACE to
meaningfully incorporate the comments and recommendations of the Tribe and other cooperating
agencies as it further develops its EIS on the proposed Pebble Mine.
Respectfully,

Wesley James Furlong, Staff Attorney
Native American Rights Fund
(enclosures)
c.c.
Vice President George Alexi
Nondalton Tribal Council
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0(025$1'80
2FWREHU
0DWWKHZ1HZPDQDQG:HVOH\)XUORQJ1DWLYH$PHULFDQ5LJKWV)XQG
%LOO%HFNOH\%UXQR5LGROILDQG-LP.XLSHUV
3URSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFW²'UDIW(QYLURQPHQWDO,PSDFW6WDWHPHQW
'UDIW$SSHQGL[%²$OWHUQDWLYHV'HYHORSPHQW3URFHVV


7KLVPHPRUDQGXPVXPPDUL]HVFRPPHQWVIURPRXUOLPLWHGUHYLHZRI'UDIW$SSHQGL[%GDWHG
6HSWHPEHU3OHDVHUHFRJQL]HWKDWWKLVUHYLHZZDVFRQGXFWHGDQGWKHVHFRPPHQWVZHUH
SUHSDUHGZLWKLQDOLPLWHGWLPHIUDPHWKHUHIRUHDPRUHWKRURXJKUHYLHZZRXOGSUREDEO\UHVXOW
LQDGGLWLRQDOFRPPHQWVUHJDUGLQJWKHVXEMHFWDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVWKDWLVEHLQJOHG
E\WKH86$UP\&RUSVRI(QJLQHHUV 86$&( $ODVND'LVWULFW

General Comments

,QFRPSDULQJWKHVXEMHFW'UDIW$SSHQGL[%WRWKHSUHYLRXVGUDIW PHPRUDQGXPGDWHG$XJXVW
IURP$(&20WR86$&( ZHIRXQGWKDWRXUSUHYLRXVFRPPHQWVDQGUHFRPPHQGDWLRQV
ZKLFKZHUHWUDQVPLWWHGWRWKH86$&(RQ6HSWHPEHUGLGQRWFRPSHOWKH86$&(DQG
$(&20WRPDNHFKDQJHVWRWKHVWDWXVRIWKHRSWLRQVDQGDOWHUQDWLYHV)RULQVWDQFHZH
UHFRPPHQGHGWKDWVHYHUDORSWLRQVDQGDOWHUQDWLYHVWKDWZHUHGLVPLVVHGLQWKHILUVWGUDIWQRWEH
GLVPLVVHGDWWKLVVWDJHRIWKHSURFHVV:HUHFRPPHQGHGWKDWWKHVHRSWLRQVDQGDOWHUQDWLYHVEH
LQFOXGHGLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWIRUWKHGUDIW(,6KRZHYHUWKHVWDWXVRIWKHVHRSWLRQV
DQGDOWHUQDWLYHVUHPDLQV´GLVPLVVHGµLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%

Specific Comments

7KHFRPPHQWVVXPPDUL]HGEHORZDUHIURPRXUOLPLWHGUHYLHZRI7DEOH%RI'UDIW$SSHQGL[%

/RFDWLRQ2SWLRQV/2&/2&DQG/2& 3DJHV%²% 
(DFKRIWKHVHRSWLRQVZDVGLVPLVVHGZLWKWKHVWDWHPHQW´This option is not reasonable because it
would not provide a reasonable return on investment.µ7KLV´UHDVRQDEOHWHVWµLQFOXGHVWKH
VWDWHPHQW´Based on the amount of money expended to date by PLP (over $850 million) to
explore and develop the Pebble Project, it is not economically feasible for PLP to acquire and
develop these properties.µ:HUHFRJQL]HWKHHFRQRPLFFKDOOHQJHVUHODWHGWRFKDQJLQJSURMHFW
ORFDWLRQVKRZHYHUHFRQRPLFVVKRXOGQRWEHWKHEDVLVIRUGLVPLVVLQJRWKHURSWLRQVRU
DOWHUQDWLYHVWKDWZRXOGSRWHQWLDOO\PLWLJDWHDGYHUVHHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVRIWKHSURSRVHG
SURMHFW

%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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0LQH/D\RXW2SWLRQV/$<DQG 3DJHV%²% 
2SWLRQ/$<LVFXUUHQWO\WKHPLQHOD\RXWSURSRVHGE\3/37KHRWKHUILYHRSWLRQVZHUH
GLVPLVVHG$VZHVWDWHGLQRXUSUHYLRXVFRPPHQWV $XJXVW DQDQDO\VLVRIVLWLQJ
RSWLRQVLVQHHGHGWRGHYHORSDOWHUQDWLYHVIRUPLQHOD\RXWWKDWFDQEHHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KLV
DQDO\VLVLVW\SLFDOO\SURYLGHGDVZHOODVFLWHGUHODWLYHWRWKHPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQVFRQVLGHUHGLQDQ
DOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLV7KHGLVPLVVDORIILYHRIWKHVL[RSWLRQVLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%GRHVQRWDOORZ
IRUDGHTXDWHFRQVLGHUDWLRQRIPLQHOD\RXWRSWLRQVRUSURYLGHMXVWLILFDWLRQIRUGLVPLVVDORIDOO
RSWLRQVRWKHUWKDQWKHSURSRVHGDFWLRQ

0LQLQJ7\SH²8QGHUJURXQG0LQLQJ2SWLRQV01*DQG 3DJH%DQG% 
8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJDQGXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJFRPELQHGZLWKVXUIDFHPLQLQJDUHHDFK
GLVPLVVHGEHFDXVH´This option is not practicable using existing technology for the portion of the
deposit that is proposed to be mined.µ7KLVUDWLRQDOHDVVXPHVWKDWWREHFRQVLGHUHGDVDQRSWLRQ
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJZRXOGKDYHWREHFRQGXFWHGLQWKHVDPHSDUWRIWKH3HEEOHGHSRVLWLQ
ZKLFKVXUIDFHPLQLQJLVSURSRVHG6LQFHRUHWKDWLVPLQDEOHE\VXUIDFHPLQLQJPHWKRGVZRXOG
QRWEHPLQHGE\XQGHUJURXQGPHWKRGVWKHXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJRSWLRQVZRXOGKDYHWREH
SODQQHGIRUGHHSHUSDUWVRIWKHGHSRVLWWKDWZRXOGSUREDEO\EHPLQHGXVLQJXQGHUJURXQG
PLQLQJPHWKRGV&RQVHTXHQWO\2SWLRQV01*DQGVKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGEXWVKRXOG
FRQVLGHUXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJLQDUHDVRWKHUWKDQWKHVXUIDFHPLQDEOHDUHDWKDWLVSURSRVHGDV
2SWLRQ01*

8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJRIIHUVVLJQLILFDQWHQYLURQPHQWDODGYDQWDJHVUHODWHGWRGHFUHDVLQJWKH
RYHUDOOPLQHIRRWSULQWVLJQLILFDQWO\UHGXFLQJWKHSURGXFWLRQRIZDVWHURFNDQGSURGXFLQJRUHRI
KLJKHUJUDGHUHVXOWLQJLQOHVVWDLOLQJV8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJKDVEHHQLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYH
IRUFRQVLGHUDWLRQLQ1(3$DQDO\VLVDQGWKHHFRQRPLFIHDVLELOLW\RIXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJKDV
EHHQDQDO\]HGDQGSUHVHQWHGLQGHWDLOLQ(,6GRFXPHQWV

8QGHUJURXQGPLQLQJVKRXOGQRWEHH[FOXGHGIURPHYDOXDWLRQLQWKH(,6IRUWKHSURSRVHG3HEEOH
3URMHFW,W VXQGHUVWRRGWKDWXQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJPHWKRGVDUHQRWSURSRVHGIRUHDUO\VWDJHVRI
PLQHGHYHORSPHQWDQGRSHQSLWPLQLQJLVXVXDOO\OHVVFRVWO\KRZHYHUDQGHYDOXDWLRQRI
XQGHUJURXQGPLQLQJVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH
FXPXODWLYHHIIHFWVSRUWLRQRIWKH(,6

0DWHULDO+DQGOLQJ²,Q3LW&UXVKLQJDQG&RQYH\LQJ2SWLRQ01* 3DJHV%DQG% 
,QSLWFUXVKLQJVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQRSWLRQLQWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWHGLQLQ
WKH(,6VLQFHLQSLWFUXVKLQJDQGFRQYH\LQJDUHSUREDEO\OHVVHQYLURQPHQWDOO\GDPDJLQJWKDQ
RWKHUDOWHUQDWLYHVLQYROYLQJWUDQVSRUWLQJFUXVKLQJDQGKDQGOLQJRUH7KLVRSWLRQVKRXOGEH
HYDOXDWHGDQGFRPSDUHGWR2SWLRQ01*ZKLFKLQYROYHVKDXOWUXFNVWUDQVSRUWLQJRUHIURP
WKHSLWWRDFUXVKHUORFDWHGDZD\IURPWKHSLW

7KURXJKSXW2SWLRQV73'DQG 3DJHV%²% 
$OWKRXJKIRXURSWLRQVIRUWKURXJKSXWDUHLGHQWLILHGWKUHHDUHGLVPLVVHGLQWKLVDQDO\VLV2SWLRQ
73' WRQVSHUGD\ LVWKH3/3SURSRVHGDFWLRQDQGWKHRQO\RSWLRQEHLQJ
%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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FRQVLGHUHGDWWKLVVWDJHRIDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQW$WOHDVWWZRRWKHURSWLRQVVKRXOGEH
LQFOXGHGLQWKLVDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVRQHDWDORZHUSURGXFWLRQUDWHDQGRQHDWD
KLJKHUSURGXFWLRQUDWH

2SWLRQ73' WRQVSHUGD\ RIIHUVDQRSWLRQZLWKDPXFKKLJKHUWKURXJKSXWUDWH
KRZHYHUWKHVFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLVVXJJHVWVWKDWWKLVRSWLRQVKRXOGEHGLVPLVVHGGXHWR´LQFUHDVHG
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWVµ7KLVRSWLRQVKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGDWWKLVVWDJHDQGLWVKRXOGEH
QRWHGWKDWLQQHDUO\DOOFDVHVWKH(,6DQGVXEVHTXHQW5HFRUGRI'HFLVLRQIRUKDUGURFNPLQLQJ
SURMHFWVDUHQRWEDVHGRQDJLYHQWKURXJKSXWEXWUDWKHURQWRWDOHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV)RU
WKLVUHDVRQVHYHUDOPLQHVKDYHEHHQDOORZHGWRLQFUHDVHWKHLUUDWHRIPLQLQJSURGXFWLRQZLWKRXW
IXUWKHUDQDO\VLVEDVHGRQWKHDQDO\VLVFRQWDLQHGLQ1(3$DQDO\VLVLQDQ(,6WKDWZDVEDVHGRQD
´FRQFHSWXDOµWKURXJKSXWUDWHWKDWZDVORZHU7RDGGUHVVWKLVSRWHQWLDOSUREOHPWKH(,6IRUWKH
SURSRVHG3HEEOH3URMHFWVKRXOGLQFOXGHHYDOXDWLRQRI2SWLRQ73' WRQVSHUGD\ DV
ZHOODVDQRSWLRQWKDWVHHVWKHPLQHVLJQLILFDQWO\H[SDQGHGQRWDVDFXPXODWLYHLPSDFWEXWDV
DQDOWHUQDWLYHLQWKH(,6

3RZHU6RXUFH²5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\2SWLRQ32: 3DJHV%DQG% 
5HQHZDEOHHQHUJ\RSWLRQVVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KHHQYLURQPHQWDO
EHQHILWVDVZHOODVWKHFRVWVVKRXOGEHHYDOXDWHGEHIRUHSUHFOXGLQJWKHXVHRIUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\
,QDGGLWLRQWRZLQGJHQHUDWHGHQHUJ\DQGUXQRIULYHUK\GURSRZHUVRODUHQHUJ\VKRXOGEH
LQFOXGHGDQGHYDOXDWHGDVDVXSSOHPHQWWRSRZHUJHQHUDWHGE\IRVVLOIXHOV QDWXUDOJDVGLHVHO
HWF 

3RZHU6RXUFH²3XUFKDVH3RZHUIURP([LVWLQJ*ULG32: 3DJHV%DQG% 
$OWKRXJKWKHH[LVWLQJFDSDFLW\RIWKHSRZHUVXSSO\V\VWHPLVLQVXIILFLHQWWRSURYLGHDVXEVWDQWLDO
SRUWLRQRIWKHSRZHUQHHGHGE\WKHSURSRVHGSURMHFWWKLVRSWLRQVKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGDW
WKLVVWDJHRIWKH1(3$SURFHVVDQGWKHHYDOXDWLRQRIWKLVRSWLRQVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGLQWKH(,6,I
DSRUWLRQRIWKHSRZHUQHHGHGFDQEHSXUFKDVHGIURPWKHH[LVWLQJJULGWKHFDSDFLW\RIDQHZ
SRZHUSODQW 2SWLRQ32: FRXOGEHUHGXFHGDQGDPRXQWRIQDWXUDOJDVFRQVXPHGDQG
EXUQHGDWWKHPLQHVLWHFRXOGEHUHGXFHG7KLVLQWXUQFRXOGVXEVWDQWLDOO\UHGXFHDGYHUVH
HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV7KHUHIRUH2SWLRQ32:VKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGEXWVKRXOGEH
LQFOXGHGDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,6

3RZHU3ODQW/RFDWLRQ²2II6LWHZLWK+LJK9ROWDJH7UDQVPLVVLRQ/LQHV32: 3DJHV%
DQG% 
$OWHUQDWLYHSRZHUSODQWORFDWLRQVVKRXOGEHFRQVLGHUHGDQGHYDOXDWHGLQWKH(,67KLVRSWLRQ
VKRXOGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGDWWKLVHDUO\VWDJHRIWKH1(3$SURFHVV

6WRUDJH0HWKRG²'U\6WDFN7DLOLQJV IRU%XON7DLOLQJVRQO\ 2SWLRQ76) 3DJHV%DQG%
 
'UDIW$SSHQGL[%LQGLFDWHV´VWDWXVXQGHUUHYLHZµIRU2SWLRQ76)IRUGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJV*LYHQ
WKHVXEVWDQWLDOULVNDVVRFLDWHGZLWKDWDLOLQJVVWRUDJHIDFLOLW\ 76) DQGWKHWKUHDWWRVDIHW\DQG
WKHHQYLURQPHQWDVVRFLDWHGZLWK76)IDLOXUH2SWLRQ76) GU\VWDFNWDLOLQJV LVVWURQJO\
%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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UHFRPPHQGHG7KLVLVHVSHFLDOO\LPSRUWDQWJLYHQWKDWWKH0RXQW3ROOH\,QGHSHQGHQW([SHUW
5HYLHZ3DQHO ,(53 LGHQWLILHGGU\VWDFNWDLOLQJVDVWKH%HVW$YDLODEOH7HFKQRORJ\ %$7 IRUQHZ
WDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWV7KHVXEVHTXHQWDQDO\VLVDQGHYDOXDWLRQRIWKLVRSWLRQVKRXOGEHEDVHG
RQWKHUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVRIWKH,(53LQFOXGLQJFRPSOHWLQJDWKRURXJKFRVWEHQHILWDQDO\VLV
ZLWKRXWUHJDUGWRFRVWDQGZLWKDQHPSKDVLVRQSXEOLFVDIHW\

6WRUDJH0HWKRG²5HPRYHRU0DNH$OO7DLOLQJV,QHUW2SWLRQ76) 3DJHV%²% 
2SWLRQ76)VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQRSWLRQLQWKLVDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVV7KH
DVVHVVPHQWLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%LQGLFDWHVWKDWPHWKRGVWRPDNHWDLOLQJVQRQDFLGJHQHUDWLQJRU
LQHUWWRPHWDOVOHDFKLQJDUHQRWSUDFWLFDEOHKRZHYHUPHWKRGVVXFKDVWKHDGGLWLRQRIOLPHWR
WDLOLQJVWRDGGUHVVDFLGGUDLQDJHDQGPHWDOOHDFKLQJKDYHEHHQSURSRVHGDQGDFFHSWHGDWRWKHU
PLQHVLWHV7KRVHPHWKRGVDUHLGHQWLILHGDQGGLVFXVVHGLQWKH*OREDO$FLG5RFN'UDLQDJH
*$5' *XLGH6HFWLRQ$GGLWLRQVDQG$PHQGPHQW0HWKRGV,QSDUWLFXODUWKHDGGLWLRQRI
OLPHWRWDLOLQJVLQFOXGLQJWKHS\ULWHWDLOLQJVVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQRSWLRQDQGSRWHQWLDOO\
FRQVLGHUHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHLQWKH(,6

7DLOLQJV'DP²'RZQVWUHDP&RQVWUXFWLRQ2SWLRQ76) 3DJH% 
2SWLRQ76)GRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQPXVWEHLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHWR2SWLRQ76)
FHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQSURSRVHGE\3/3,QFRQVLGHULQJFRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGVIRUWDLOLQJV
VWRUDJHIDFLOLWLHVLWKDVDOZD\VEHHQVXJJHVWHGWKDWLIGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQFDQEH
DFFRPPRGDWHGWKHQLQQHDUO\DOOFDVHVLWLVSUHIHUUHGRYHUWKHPRUHFRPSOH[DQGWKHUHIRUH
ULVNLHUFHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQDSSURDFK7KHVWDWXVRIWKLV2SWLRQ76)LVVWLOOVKRZQDV
´6WDWXVXQGHUUHYLHZµLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%


)RUWKHVDPHUHDVRQWKDWXSVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQ 2SWLRQ76) LVFRUUHFWO\GLVPLVVHGDVOHVV
VWDEOHFRPSDUHGWRGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQ 2SWLRQ76) FHQWHUOLQHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 2SWLRQ
76) FRXOGVLPLODUO\EHGLVPLVVHG:KLOHWKLVLVQRWRXUUHFRPPHQGDWLRQLWLVIRUWKLVUHDVRQ
WKDWGRZQVWUHDPFRQVWUXFWLRQPXVWEHLQFOXGHGDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHWRWKHSURSRVHGFHQWHUOLQH
PHWKRG

%XON7DLOLQJV%DVLQ²/LQHG2SWLRQ76) 3DJHV%DQG% 
7KHSUHYLRXVVFUHHQLQJGRFXPHQWGLVPLVVHGOLQLQJWKHEXONWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWGXHWR
´Increased environmental impacts because the liner would retain water in the bulk tails and
increase the risk of dam failure.µ7KHDQDO\VLVUHIOHFWHGLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%DJDLQGLVPLVVHV
2SWLRQ76)OLQHG76)EHFDXVH´This option would increase overall adverse impacts because
the liner would retain water in the bulk tails and increase the risk of dam failure and tailings
mobility.µ7KHLQIRUPDWLRQSURYLGHGWRVXSSRUWWKLVFRQFOXVLRQLQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHUDWLRQDOHLVQRW
VXSSRUWHGE\DFRPSOHWHDQDO\VLVRIWKLVRSWLRQV2SWLRQ76)DOLQHGWDLOLQJVVWRUDJH
IDFLOLW\VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVWKHSURSRVHGRSWLRQRUDQDOWHUQDWLYHH[SOLFLWO\DVDPHDVXUHWR
UHGXFHWKHOLNHOLKRRGDQGFRQVHTXHQFHRIHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV



KWWSZZZJDUGJXLGHFRPLQGH[SKS"WLWOH &KDSWHUBB$GGLWLRQVBDQGB$PHQGPHQWB0HWKRGV
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7KHUDWLRQDOHRQZKLFKWKHGLVPLVVDORI2SWLRQ76)LVEDVHGGRHVQRWDGGUHVVWKHPHDQV
DQGPHWKRGVWKDWDUHURXWLQHO\HPSOR\HGRQOLQHGIDFLOLWLHVVXFKDVLQWHUQDOGUDLQVDQGFORVXUH
LQWHUYHQWLRQPHDVXUHVVXFKDVZLFNGUDLQVWRDGGUHVVUHWDLQHGZDWHULQWKHWDLOLQJV2WKHUPHDQV
KDYHDOVRDOORZHGVHYHUDOOLQHGWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWVDURXQGWKHZRUOGWREHVDIHO\RSHUDWHG
7KLVGLVPLVVDOGHFLVLRQDOVRIDLOVWRUHFRJQL]HWKDWWKHPDMRULW\RI76)IDLOXUHVKDYHEHHQ
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKXQOLQHGIDFLOLWLHV$WVHYHUDORWKHUVLWHVWDLOLQJVLPSRXQGPHQWOLQHUVKDYHEHHQ
LQFOXGHGDVWKHSURSRVHGRSWLRQRUDQDOWHUQDWLYHH[SOLFLWO\DVDPHDVXUHWRUHGXFHWKH
OLNHOLKRRGDQGFRQVHTXHQFHRIHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV

Summary

7KHDQDO\VLVVHWIRUWKLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%WRVXSSRUWWKHDOWHUQDWLYHVGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVV
DUULYHVDWWKHVDPHFRQFOXVLRQVDQGVWDWXVRIRSWLRQVDVWKHSUHYLRXVDQDO\VLV PHPRUDQGXP
GDWHG$XJXVWIURP$(&20WR86$&( 2XUUHYLHZFRPPHQWVRQWKLVSUHYLRXV
VFUHHQLQJDQDO\VLVKDYHQRWEHHQDGGUHVVHGDQGRXUUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVKDYHQRWFRPSHOOHG
86$&(DQG$(&20WRPDNHFKDQJHVWRWKHVWDWXVRIRSWLRQVSUHVHQWHGLQ'UDIW$SSHQGL[%
7KHFRPPHQWVSURYLGHGDERYHDUHDIROORZXSDWWHPSWWRFKDQJHWKHVWDWXVRIRSWLRQVWKDW
KDYHEHHQGLVPLVVHGDQGVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVRSWLRQVRUDOWHUQDWLYHVLQWKLVDOWHUQDWLYHV
GHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVDQGLQPRVWFDVHVVKRXOGEHHYDOXDWHGLQWKH1(3$SURFHVVDQG(,6
GRFXPHQWV


%B5HYLHZB0HPRB$SSHQGL[B%BGRF[
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PURPOSE OF APPENDIX

This appendix further explains the alternatives development process for the Pebble Project;
summarizes each step of the process; and provides the option screening criteria and results for
evaluation of a reasonable range of alternatives in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

1.1

CONTEXT AND REQUIREMENTS

The federal regulations governing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) state in
40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1502 that the alternatives section “is the heart of the
environmental impact statement.” The regulations require federal agencies to “rigorously
explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives and for alternatives which were
eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for their having been eliminated.” The
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance clarifies that:
In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on what is
‘reasonable’ rather than on whether the proponent or applicant likes or is itself capable
of carrying out a particular alternative. Reasonable alternatives include those that are
practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common
sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant. 1
Alternatives screening is also pertinent to Clean Water Act (CWA) 40 CFR Part 230
Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines for Specification of Disposal Sites for Dredged or Fill Material
(hereafter identified as 404(b)(1) guidelines), which require the analysis of practicable
alternatives to the proposed discharge. The 404(b)(1) guidelines specify that:
Except as provided under Section 404(b)(2), no discharge of dredged or fill material shall
be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would
have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not
have other significant adverse environmental consequences. (40 CFR 230.10(a)).
The 404(b)(1) guidelines define a practicable alternative as one that is “available and capable of
being done after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of
overall project purposes” (40 CFR 230.10(a)(2)).
For actions subject to NEPA, where the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is the
permitting agency, the analysis of alternatives required for NEPA environmental documents
would in most cases provide the information for the evaluation of alternatives under the
404(b)(1) guidelines. The alternatives development process for the Pebble Project considers a
broad range of alternatives in sufficient detail to address both NEPA and CWA Section
404(b)(1) requirements.

1.2

OVERVIEW OF THE ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Scoping yielded a wide variety of comments that provide input to the alternatives development
process. The EIS team used a structured alternatives development process to recognize the
project’s large geographic footprint, the various project components, and the substantive input in
scoping by the public, stakeholders, and agencies.

1

Council on Environmental Quality, Executive Office of the President, Memorandum to Agencies: Forty
Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s National Environmental Policy Act Regulations. 46 Fed. Reg.
18026 (March 23, 1981) As Amended (1986).
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To fully consider the wide range of issues identified in the scoping comments, this alternatives
development process used the concept of “options,” which consist of variations of components
of the proposed project. For example, an option for transporting concentrate from the mine site
could be a slurry pipeline instead of using trucks. Individual pipeline route variations would also
be considered as options.
The four steps followed for alternatives development are summarized below.
Step 1: Developed the criteria for screening options to the proposed action. To narrow the range
of options considered in detail in the EIS, criteria were organized around four screening tests.
Each option must: 1) meet the purpose and need; 2) be reasonable; 3) be practicable in light of
the overall project purpose; and 4) not increase adverse environmental impacts. The screening
criteria are more fully described in Section 1.4, below.
Step 2: Identified options to address scoping concerns, compiled options that were suggested
during the scoping process, and identified options that were previously evaluated by Pebble
Limited Partnership (PLP) when developing the proposed project design. These options
represented the initial range of alternatives and are identified in Table B-1, and organized by
project component.
Step 3: Applied screening criteria from Step 1 to the options developed in Step 2. The criteria
were used to determine reasonable options for detailed analysis in the EIS. Results of this
screening are included in Table B-1, including rationale for the options dismissed from further
analysis.
Step 4: Packaged options that met all of the screening criteria into viable action alternatives for
detailed analysis in the EIS (i.e., an action alternative is a complete functioning project that
includes power, a port, transportation, and mine site facilities).

1.3

SCREENING CRITERIA FOR THE FULL RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES

The EIS team screened options around four criteria, described below. The criteria screening
steps were followed sequentially. If an option clearly did not meet one of the test-screening
criteria, it was dismissed from further consideration, and did not proceed to the subsequent
screening tests.
The objective of these criteria was to guide the screening process, but not to mechanically
generate outcomes that substitute for professional judgment. By nature, these criteria were not
fine filters. It was not the purpose of the option screening process to judge between trade-offs or
make close calls, which would instead be addressed in the analyses within the EIS.

1.3.1 Screening – Purpose and Need
The project purpose and need is a key element of alternatives development. The purpose and
need statements for the project are provided in Chapter 1 of the EIS.
The overall project purpose, determined solely by USACE, is used for evaluating practicable
alternatives under the 404(b)(1) guidelines, and was therefore used as the first screening test.
The overall project purpose must be specific enough to define the applicant’s needs, but not so
restrictive as to preclude discussion of a range of alternatives. USACE has determined that the
overall project purpose is to develop and operate a copper-gold-molybdenum mine in Alaska in
order to meet current and future demand for commodities, including copper, gold, and
molybdenum.
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Options that did not meet the USACE’s determination of overall project purpose were dismissed
from consideration as an action alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed
to the subsequent screening test.

1.3.2 Screening – Reasonable Options
Screening criteria for reasonable options drew on the NEPA regulatory intent of reasonable
alternatives, which includes those that are practical or feasible, using common sense. Options
that would not pass this test of reason include:
x
x
x
x

Those that are not practical because they would not provide
prrovide
ide a reasonable
reaso
return on
investment.
Highlight
Those that could not feasibly attain most of the basic objectives
bjectives
jectives of the project.
project
p j
Reasonable
alternatives
Those suggested during scoping that are not specific or
o are substantially
substantia
substanti
allyy similar to
include those that are
other options being considered.
Those suggested during scoping that were based on
n apractical
misunderstanding
misunde
of the
eports
orts
rts for studies.
studies
proposed project, regulations, or conclusions of other reports
ibl s.from the

technical
economic
general
neral
eral factors
factor
facto sand
lis ed
above
This screening test for reasonable options is limited to the general
listed
above.
i l d d in
i the
h subsequent
b
Screening for technical, economic, and logistic considerations is included
screening test for practicable options.
Options that were assessed as not reasonable were dismissed from consideration as an action
alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed to the subsequent screening
test.

1.3.3 Screening – Practicable Options
Only options that are determined to be practicable based on the 404(b)(1) guidelines can be
considered by USACE during the permit decision process. Therefore, options that progressed
through the screening criteria above were evaluated for practicability.
In terms of practicability, the 404(b)(1) guidelines provide a two-fold definition of a practicable
alternative (40 CFR 230.10(a)(2)):
1. A practicable alternative is one that is available and
capable
done after
a
apable of being
be
taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics.
logistics.
istics.
Highlight
2. The three practicability criteria (cost, existing technology,
y, and logistics)
y
g
) apply
pp y in light
need define available?
of the overall project purpose.
Cost or economic practicability considers the relative cost effectiveness
ectiveness of technologically
e
feasible and operationally efficient component options. If project costs
sts of implementing an option
s
exceed reasonable or practical limits, the option could be considered
dered not practicable. In the
d
screening stage, rough order-of-magnitude cost comparisons were
ere made, because detailed
e
engineering and costs could not reasonably be developed for each
h option.
option Where the order-ofmagnitude cost review is not sufficient to decide whether an option is economically practicable,
it would be advanced for additional review, and additional information would be gathered before
reaching a screening conclusion.
The practicability considerations of existing technology and logistics are evaluated to minimize
the risk of an option causing a component to be unable to perform its intended function
efficiently. Options that make project components too complex or use unproven technology
increase the risk of operational failure and accidents. Options identified for a specific project
component may be subject to technical constraints that affect the workability of the option. For
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example, topography, resource needs, spatial relationships of one component to another,
temporal sequences, operating considerations, or engineering data for a specific option may
influence whether a particular option is capable of meeting the project objectives. The existing
technology and logistics criteria consider the ability of each option in meeting these challenges.
Options that were assessed as clearly not practicable in terms of cost, existing technology, and
logistics in light of the overall project purpose were dismissed from consideration as an action
alternative option for evaluation in the EIS, and did not proceed to the subsequent screening
test.

1.3.4 Screening – Environmental Impacts
The 404(b)(1) guidelines require an evaluation of both practicability and environmental effects to
determine whether there are practicable alternatives to the proposed project that would have
less adverse impacts on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not have other
significant environmental consequences (40 CFR 230.10(a)). Therefore, options that
progressed through the screening criteria above were evaluated and compared for their relative
extent and nature of impacts on the physical, biological, and socioeconomic environments.
Based on this assessment, options that have a high potential to increase the overall adverse
environmental impacts or that add no environmental benefit compared to the Proposed Action
were dismissed from further consideration as an action alternative option for evaluation in the
EIS. Options that have potentially greater adverse impacts to one or more resources, but
potentially fewer adverse impacts to other resources (i.e., trade-off of adverse impacts but may
not be an overall increase), and options that clearly provide avoidance or minimization
advantages (i.e., an environmental benefit) progressed as viable options to be evaluated as
components of action alternatives in the EIS. Additionally, should two feasible options be
generated to avoid or minimize an impact, but one of those options was determined to have
potentially greater adverse impact on the environment—the option with greater impacts may be
recommended for elimination from further study.

1.4

ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT RESULTS

The USACE and cooperating agencies reviewed the outputs of each step in the alternative
development process. The end result was to identify a reasonable range of action alternatives
for full analysis in the EIS. PLP’s proposed project is the proposed action for analysis in this
EIS. Table B-1 provides details on the options considered, the screening results, and the status
of each option (i.e., proposed action, alternative, or dismissed). The components and
subcomponents of PLP’s proposed action are included in Table B-1 for comparative purposes.
Figure B-1 depicts the access and pipeline alignments considered. Figure B-2 illustrates the
mine layout option considered.
The options that met screening criteria and marked as alternatives in Table B-1 were packaged
into action alternatives (i.e., an alternative must be a functioning project and include power, a
port, transportation, and mine facilities). As a result of this alternatives development process,
two action alternatives were identified for detailed analysis in the EIS. The action alternatives
vary from the proposed action in key engineering design, siting, and operational features. These
alternatives address concerns raised in scoping and provide a reasonable range of alternatives
for comparison. Action alternatives are described in Chapter 2 of the EIS.
NEPA regulations also require that a No Action alternative be analyzed. In this case, the No
Action alternative would assume that the mine, transportation facilities, port, and pipeline would
neither be permitted nor constructed as currently proposed.
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LOC-002

Location –
Pebble Project /
Deposit

Location –
Whistler Project

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Whistler was classified as an exploration-phase project by
Giroux (2016). Exploration to date at the Whistler property has characterized
122 million tons (versus 6.5 billion tons of measured and indicated for Pebble) of
resources (gold, copper, and silver) as indicated—no resources have been
characterized as measured. Gold resources are estimated at 1.77 million ounces
(oz), copper at 343 million pounds (lb), and silver at 6.13 million oz. To date,
over 230,000 feet of core have been drilled, and exploration expenditures
exceed $50 million. By comparison, exploration to date at Pebble has
characterized 6.5 billion tons of measured and indicated resources; measured
and indicated gold estimates are 70.6 million oz, copper at 56.9 billion lb, silver
at 345 million oz, and molybdenum at 3.4 billion lb. (note that there are no
molybdenum resources identified in the Whistler deposits); and PLP

Screening –

Description – The Whistler mineral property is a gold-copper porphyry deposit located in
the Yentna mining district northwest of Anchorage.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping. Based on the project Purpose and
Need Statement “to develop and operate a copper-gold-molybdenum mine in Alaska in
order to meet current and future demand for commodities, including copper, gold, and
molybdenum,” potential copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry and massive sulfide deposits
in Alaska that are in exploration or advanced exploration were assessed.

Description – The proposed project involves development of a copper-goldmolybdenum porphyry deposit (Pebble Deposit) located on state land in the Bristol Bay
region of southwest Alaska.
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LOC-003

Location –
Pyramid Project

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

expenditures to date on exploring and developing the Pebble Project are over
$850 million. The Whistler property is not as advanced as the Pebble Project—
no environmental, social, or community studies have been undertaken for the
Whistler property; capital and operating costs have not been developed; and no
economic analysis has been completed (Giroux 2016). Recommendations
presented by Giroux (2016) are for additional exploration drilling throughout the
Whistler deposits. The existence of the resources is too speculative (uncertain)
and the scale of the potential resource is substantially smaller. Based on the
exponential difference in resources and expenditures, it is concluded that this
e it is not economically feasible for PLP to
option is not reasonable because
acquire and develop the Whistler property.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Pyramid was classified as an early-stage exploration project
by SRK (2018). Exploration to date at the Pyramid property has characterized
only inferred resources of 24.5 million tons of copper, 74 million tons of
molybdenum, and 488,000 ounces of gold. Through 2017, the amount of core
drilling at Pyramid was 42,100 feet, compared with over 1 million feet of core

Screening –

Description – Pyramid is a copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry deposit located on the
southwestern tip of the Alaska Peninsula southwest of Anchorage.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping. See LOC-002 regarding Purpose and
Need.
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y Dismissed – This option
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Why
is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment.
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LOC-004

LOC-005

Location –
Outside of
Alaska

Location – within
Alaska

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

drilling at Pebble. Therefore, it is concluded that this option is not reasonable
because resources at Pyramid are inferred (speculative), but not
measured/indicated; are exponentially less than those measured/indicated at the
Pebble Project; and that based on the amount of money expended to date by
PLP (over $850 million) to explore and develop the Pebble Project, it is not
economically feasible for PLP to acquire and develop this property.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the Purpose and Need

Screening –

Description –This option involves development and operation of a multi-metals massive
sulfide deposit located in of Alaska.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option does not meet the purpose and need of the project.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Does not meet the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s
(USACE’s) overall project purpose to develop and operate a copper-goldmolybdenum mine in Alaska.

Screening –

Description –This option involves acquisition, development, and operation of a coppermolybdenum massive sulfide deposit located outside of Alaska.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative mine location options for mining copper, gold,
and molybdenum was suggested during scoping.
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y Dismissed – This option
p
Why
is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment.
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LAY-001

Layout –
Mine Layout
y
Option 3

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

3. Reasonable Test: Five massive sulfide deposits in Alaska (Arctic, Delta, Niblack,
Palmer, and Sun) were evaluated. Indicated resources ranged from 26 million
tons (Arctic) to no indicated resources (Delta and Palmer). By contrast, for the
Pebble deposit, over 12 billion tons of measured (591 million tons), indicated
(6.5 billion tons), and inferred (4.9 billion tons) resources are reported.
Therefore, it is concluded that this option is not reasonable because resources at
the five massive sulfide deposits are at best indicated at 26 million tons, but
mostly inferred (speculative); and are exponentially less than those
measured/indicated at the Pebble Project. Based on the amount of money
expended to date by PLP (over $850 million) to explore and develop the Pebble
Project, it is not economically feasible for PLP to acquire and develop these
properties.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

This option facilitates post-closure placement of PAG waste and pyritic tailings in the pit
lake, and enables a higher efficiency for the storage of bulk tailings. This option removes
the need to store low-grade ore and manage associated runoff, and provides greater

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which is based on a mining
plan that sends all ore directly to the mill. It has two separate Tailings Storage Facilities
(TSFs); a lined pyritic TSF with space to store potentially acid-generating (PAG) waste in
the North Fork Koktuli River (NFK) East site; and an unlined bulk tailing TSF in the NFK
West site. A lined water management pond (WMP) would be situated in the NFK North
site. The bulk TSF would have a dry closure. The pyritic tailings and PAG waste would
be relocated to the pit lake at closure, and the pyritic TSF and WMP would be reclaimed.

Origination – PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the proposed mine layout to Mine
Layout Option 3, which would be the basis for PLP’s application moving forward.
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LAY-002

Layout –
Mine Layout
y
Option 1

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable mine layout option.
3. Practicable Test: This layout was originally part of PLP’s proposed action, and is
assumed practicable in terms of cost, existing technology, and logistics.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have a smaller WMP which
would reduce the total footprint and impacts to wetlands. However, this option
requires maintenance of the pyritic TSF in a subaqueous state, and seepage
collection into perpetuity. The exposed LGO and PAG waste rock would also be
likely to become acidic when exposed to the atmosphere, resulting in acidic
drainage and increased metals leaching. There is significant public concern that

Screening –

Description – This option is based on a mining plan that requires stockpiling capacity for
lower-grade ore (LGO) that is processed late in the mine life. A single TSF with separate
cells for bulk and pyritic tailings would be constructed in the NFK West site, with an
internal embankment between the cells. The pyritic TSF would be lined. The bulk TSF
would not be lined. PAG waste and LGO would be stored in a lined facility in the NFK
East site. The main WMP would be constructed north of the NFK East site. The bulk TSF
would have a dry closure. The pyritic TSF would have a wet closure. The LGO/PAG
waste storage facility would be reclaimed.

Origination – This mine layout option was PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017
Department of the Army (DA) permit application. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed
the proposed mine layout to Option 3 (LAY-001).
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water storage capacity for upset conditions. The WMP is downgradient of impacted
areas, facilitating capture and storage of extreme runoff events. This option also allows
for safe, passively managed long-term storage of the pyritic tails and PAG waste in the
pit lake.
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LAY-003

Layout –
Mine Layout
Option 2

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

tailings could flow from a dam failure, and doubt that a TSF can be maintained in
a subaqueous state into perpetuity.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable mine layout option.
3. Practicable Test: This option is practicable. It requires less fill material, because
there is no internal embankment, and it requires that all tailings be maintained in
a subaqueous state in perpetuity. There are no proven methods of segregating
two tailings streams in one cell that would permanently keep the pyritic tailings
separate from the bulk tailings during operations, while the TSF progressively
increases in size, to prevent the co-mingling of the two supernatant waters, and
prevent contact of the two entrained waters concurrently with maintaining the

Screening –

Description – This option is based on a mining plan that would send all ore directly to
the mill. The TSF would be constructed in the NFK West site, and consist of a single cell
with an internal area to store the pyritic tailings so that they remain subaqueous. A lined
WMP with space to store PAG waste would be constructed in the NFK East site. The
tailings would have wet closure, and the WMP would be reclaimed.

Origination – This mine layout option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. Although there
would be a reduction in some impacts from the smaller WMP, the need to maintain the
pyritic TSF and capture and treat seepage water into perpetuity makes this option more
environmentally damaging than the proposed LAY-003. Additional water quality impacts
would result from storing the LGO and PAG waste rock in open stockpiles. Although
mitigation in the form of collecting and treating the water could be effective, preventing
the LGO and PAG waste rock from becoming acidic is preferable.
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LAY-004

Mine Size –
EPA Restricted
Mine Size

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

flow-through seepage concept of the bulk TSF.
4. Environmental Impact Test: Seepage water quality for the main embankment
would be impacted by the pyritic tails. Re-handling of the pyritic tails for storage
in the pit lake would be precluded, and they would need to be maintained in a
subaqueous state into perpetuity. The dam would need to be inspected and
maintained into perpetuity to prevent dam failure and tailing flows. Removes
need to store LGO and manage associated runoff. Provides greater water
storage capacity for upset conditions.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This is option is not reasonable. See LAY-005, which considers the
smallest mine size scenario EPA considered. LAY-004 is dismissed because the
suggestion is based on a misunderstanding of the EPA Watershed Assessment, and is
likely the same—or very similar to—LAY-005.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable because EPA did not make a
determination in the Watershed Assessment that any of the three mine scenarios
they considered would be “appropriate.”

Screening –

Description – This option would restrict the size of the mine to what the EPA found
appropriate in the 2014 Watershed Assessment.

Origination – An alternative suggested during scoping was to restrict the size of the
mine to what the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found appropriate in the
2014 Watershed Assessment.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts from reduced
seepage water quality and the requirement to maintain the TSF into perpetuity.
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LAY-006

Mine Size –
Smaller Mine Pit
Size

Mine Size –
Larger Mine to
Develop More of
the Known
Deposit

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The proposed project would only develop 10 percent of the
measured, indicated, and inferred resource. It is reasonable to consider if

Screening –

Description –This option would increase the Mine Site and duration of operations to
develop more of the known and inferred resource of the overall deposit.

Origination – Evaluation of options to maximize the potential economic benefits of
developing the deposit, such as a larger and longer-lived mine, was suggested during
scoping.

y Dismissed – This option
p
Why
is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment. See also TPD-002.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable because it would not allow a
profitable project, considering the investment in infrastructure that would be
required. See TPD-002 for evaluation of the 50,000 tpd option. An optimization
study showed that option TPD-002 would not have a positive net present value,
due to the fixed infrastructure component of the costs.

Screening –

Description –This option examines the Pebble 0.25 mine scenario, the smallest mine
size considered by the EPA in the 2014 Watershed Assessment. Under this option,
0.23 billion metric tons of ore would be mined, with a throughput of 31,100 metric tons
per day (tpd).
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Origination – Consideration of a smaller pit mine size was evaluated by USACE as a
potential means to reduce project footprint, as well as surface, water, and other
environmental impacts.
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Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

additional resources can be developed without increased impact.
3. Practicable Test: Practicability is unknown at this time, but Northern Dynasty has
communicated to shareholders that expanded development is possible (Northern
Dynasty 2013).
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would increase environmental impacts
by generating additional tails and other noneconomic material that would need to
be stored on site. Additionally, the mine would operate longer, prolonging the
duration of operations impacts.






Mine Location and Layout Options

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. Although this
option fails the test to be considered as an alternative in the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), an expanded mine would be considered in cumulative effects in
Chapter 4 of the EIS.
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MNG-001

MNG-002

Mining Type –
Surface Mining

Mining Type –
Underground
Mining

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable using existing technology for the portion
of the deposit that is proposed to be mined. Underground block caving is a method that
would be considered in the future if mine expansion is proposed (PLP Request for
Information [RFI] 062 Response). An expanded mine scenario is considered in the EIS,
Chapter 4, under cumulative impacts.

3. Practicable Test: The portion of the Pebble Deposit proposed to be mined is at
the surface, with minimal overburden or overlying waste rock. Underground
mining of this portion of the deposit would be expected to result in a mine roof
collapse, ground surface subsidence, and sinkhole formation. Existing
underground mining techniques cannot be used to mine the proposed project
because the remaining surface material would collapse.

2. Reasonable Test: Evaluating underground mining methods is reasonable for an
EIS.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would develop the resource using underground mining
methods. The proposed
project
would develop
of the deposit
that is close to
p p
p j
p the portion
p
p
the surface. If the mine were expanded
in the future (see
LAY-006), underground
p
(
methods such as block caving would likely be proposed.

Origination – Underground mining was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design, and was suggested for consideration during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes developing the
resource using open pit mining methods.
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Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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MNG-003

Mining Type –
Surface and
Underground
Mine

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable using existing technology for the portion
of the deposit that is proposed for mining. Underground block caving is a method that
would be considered in the future if mine expansion is proposed (PLP RFI 062
Response). An expanded mine scenario is considered in the EIS, Chapter 4, under
cumulative impacts.

3. Practicable Test: The portion of the Pebble Deposit included in the proposed
project is at the surface, with minimal overburden or overlying waste rock.
Underground methods to include block caving of this portion of the deposit would
be expected to result in a mine roof collapse, ground surface subsidence, and
sinkhole formation. Existing underground mining techniques cannot be used to
safely mine the proposed project because the remaining surface material would
collapse.

2. Reasonable Test: Evaluating a combination of surface and underground mining is
reasonable for an EIS.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would develop the resource using both open pit and
underground mining methods. The proposed project would develop the portion of the
deposit that is close to the surface. If the mine were expanded in the future (see
LAY-006), some combination of surface and underground methods would likely be
proposed. See also MNG-002.
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Origination – A combination of surface and underground mining was evaluated by PLP
when developing the proposed project design, and was suggested for consideration
during scoping.
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Material
Handling –
In-Pit Crushing
and Conveying

MNG-005

MNG-004

Material
Handling –

Truck and
Shovel

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

4. Environmental Impacts: This option would provide only a limited net reduction in
trucking, and therefore diesel consumption and emissions; but would increase the
overall impacted footprint and wetland impacts because of the crusher pocket and

3. Practicable Test: In-pit crushing is a practicable material handling option, but it is
more commonly implemented at some point later in mine life, as the open pit is
developed, and the installed crushing and conveying system can remain
stationary for an extended period.

2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable material handling option.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would use in-pit crushing and conveying methods for material
handling that would begin several years into the start of operations, and operate through
the end of the mine life. This option would require the excavation of a dedicated crusher
pocket and ramp to transport ore via a conveyor to the processing facility. The additional
excavation associated with the crusher pocket and ramp would generate additional PAG
waste, which would exceed the space available for PAG waste storage in the pyritic TSF,
and require the development of a separate PAG waste storage facility.

Origination – In-pit crushing and conveying was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design. PLP completed an engineering evaluation of in-pit crushing and
conveying in response to RFI 032, which requested feasibility information for several
project options.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves use of large
shovels to load ore into haul trucks. The trucks would transport the ore from the pit to the
crusher.
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MNG-006

MNG-007

Truck Fuel –
Diesel

Truck Fuel –
Liquefied Natural
Gas

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

ramp infrastructure and the need to create a separate PAG waste storage facility.






Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

3. Practicable Test: On-site production of LNG would be feasible because there
would be a natural gas pipeline to the Mine Site and LNG plants of the size
required are readily available and transportable. However, LNG-powered haul
trucks are not commercially available for the mining industry, and are not proven
to be viable on a production basis. There are currently no trucks available in the
required size range.

2. Reasonable Test: Using
g LNG haul trucks is reasonable, because equipment
q p
manufacturers such as Caterpillar
p
have been actively working to develop
commercially available LNG-powered haul trucks.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description –Under this option, LNG would be produced using an on-site plant consisting
of modules that could be trucked, and LNG storage tanks manufactured off site. An
engineered footprint for the facility has not been developed, but it would have a footprint
of approximately 1 acre, based on similar facilities reviewed.

Origination – Liquefied natural gas (LNG) for truck fuel was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design. Use of alternative truck fuel was also suggested
during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, in which large-haul trucks are
equipped with diesel engines and would use most of the anticipated diesel supplies. This
option requires the shipment of diesel to the Mine Site.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts, with only a limited
net saving in terms of diesel fuel usage and net emissions.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Mining

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable in terms of existing technology. LNG
trucks can be considered later in the EIS process as a mitigation measure if this
technology advances prior to completion of the EIS and Record of Decision.
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PRO-001

PRO-002

Facility Location/
Process Type –
On-site
Concentrate
Production

Facility
Location–
Off-site Ore
Processing

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option






Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Introduces inefficiencies, because it requires the use of large amounts of
energy and equipment to transport the non-mineralized portion of the ore.
Requires transportation of more than 100 tons of unprocessed rock every
minute, which would require almost continuous truck traffic, 24 hours per day,
every day of the year.
The increased amount of infrastructure required off site and for transportation

x
x

x

3. Practicable Test: Off-site processing presents a series of challenges in terms of
cost and logistics, which likely make this option not practicable. Associated issues
are as follows:

2. Reasonable Test:: It is reasonable to consider off-site transport
p if it would reduce
the size and impact of mine site facilities such as the TSFs.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Off-site ore processing would involve transporting all ore away from the
project area for processing. This would involve transportation of 180,000 tons of ore from
the mine site to the mill site daily. This would require approximately 100 times the proposed
truck, ferry, lightering barge, and ship traffic.

Origination – Off-site ore processing was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing
the proposed project design. Evaluation of alternative locations for ore processing was also
suggested during scoping.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, in which the initial processing of
ore would be conducted on site to produce a concentrate that would be transported off site
for smelting. PLP estimates the annual production to be approximately 660,000 tons of
copper-gold concentrate, and 16,500 tons of molybdenum concentrate.
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PRO-003

Facility Location
/Process Type –
On-site Ore
Processing
(Metal
Production)

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Off-site processing would result in increased project costs.

4. Environmental Impact Test: There would be increased traffic and potentially
additional infrastructure required to transport the rock, resulting in elevated air
emissions, diesel consumption, visual impacts, noise levels, dust, wildlife impacts,
and wetland impacts. Increases risk of accidents and spills caused by adverse
road conditions, inclement weather, landslides, debris blockages, etc., that would
require emergency vehicles, and could further impact the environment and
temporarily block the transport corridor.

x

Option Details and Screening
Option Details: Origination, Description

purposes would broaden the project footprint.






Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
Processing

4. Environmental Impacts Test. On-site smelting would reduce trucking and ship
traffic, but increase Mine Site air emissions. Increased air emissions would result

3. Practicable Test: On-site ore processing is likely feasible in terms of technology,
but smelting at a large, existing, established ore-processing facility would be much
less expensive.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider this option if it would reduce
transportation impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – On-site ore processing would construct a smelter and produce metals on
site (copper, gold, and molybdenum) instead of a concentrate product. On-site smelting
would require additional land for the facility and disposal of smelting waste.

Origination – On-site metal processing was evaluated by PLP as an option when
developing the proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts, and would likely
not be practicable in terms of costs and logistics.
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

from increased natural gas usage (thermal heating of the ore and increased power
generation) and heavy metals escaping the ore heating step. The additional
smelting and waste disposal facilities would increase wetland impacts.






Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
Processing
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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TPD-001

TPD-002

180,000 tons per
day

50,000 tons per
day

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it would not provide a
reasonable return on investment .

2. Reasonable Test: An optimization
study showed that this option does not provide
p
a positive financial return. The small throughput of the 50,000-tpd project does not
have a positive net present value, due to the fixed component of the costs. It is
not reasonable to consider an option that would not provide a positive financial
return.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Mine throughput of 50,000 tpd, with a mine life of 71 years.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing the
proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes mine throughput
of 180,000 tpd over a 20-year mine life. It is a revision of the previously proposed
160,000-tpd throughput. A throughput of 180,000 tpd eliminates the need for a LGO/PAG
storage facility, which would require 4 additional years of processing at the end of
operations. This option reduces the mine footprint from the originally proposed 160,000tpd throughput.
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TPD-003

160,000 tons per
day

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This throughput option is based on previous project
designs to store the LGO and PAG waste rock for processing in the last 4 years
of operation. This design would create additional mine facility footprint that would
need to be restored at the time of closure. There would be no change in the
footprint of other mine and transportation
facilities compared
to the 180,000-tpd
p
p
p
option.
The LGO stockpile
p
p would generate
g
poor-quality
p
q
y runoff water and seepage
p g
((acid rock drainage
g [ARD]
[
and metals leaching) that would need to be collected,
managed, and treated.

3. Practicable Test: This plant is appropriately sized to efficiently process the
targeted 1.5 billion-ton ore resource using a standard processing plant design and
equipment. An optimization study has demonstrated that this option produced a
positive financial return.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider this option because it was originally
proposed by PLP.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This throughput option of 160,000 tpd would require construction of a
large, lined pad for storing PAG waste rock and LGO (PAG waste rock would be returned
to the completed pit at closure and LGO would be processed during the later years of
mine operations). This option was replaced by the 180,000-tpd throughput as the
Proposed Action.
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Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as an option when developing the
proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would cut the life of mine operations
nearly in half, reducing the time period of operational impacts. The footprint of
mine pit and TSFs would remain the same, but would require addition footprint for
processing facilities. This throughput level would nearly double the volume of ore
processed over the Proposed Action, increasing the volume of ore concentrate
truck traffic on the road and ferry systems. It would also increase the frequency of
activities associated with marine transport, including lightering operations and
marine-ore ship traffic.

3. Practicable Test: Construction and commissioning of a new plant this size would
present significant execution, manpower, logistical, cost management, and other
challenges that elevate project risk. It would require additional processing
facilities. The significantly shorter mine life is not long enough to ensure that
project operations can pass through several economic cycles and potential
fluctuation in metals prices. However, it is likely practicable.

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider higher throughput rates.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Mine throughput of 320,000 tpd over an 11-year mine. It is assumed that
this throughput option would result in the same mine pit and TSF footprint over a shorter
period. Due to higher production levels, it would likely increase the size of the processing
facilities; accelerate the tailings deposition rate and TSF embankments raise schedule;
and increase the volume of concentrate transported over a shorter period of time. This in
turn would increase the volume of truck and ferry traffic on the transportation system, and
increase activities associated with the port facility, including the number of lightering and
marine-ore transport vessels.
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Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Throughput

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – Although this option would reduce the period of operations, it would
increase overall environmental impacts, including the processing facility footprint, and
truck, ferry, and marine operations traffic levels over the Proposed Action.
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Gravity

Secondary Gold
Recovery
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Gold Recovery

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Cyanide is toxic to aquatic organisms, wildlife, and
humans. PLP has proposed to forgo a cyanide leach circuit and the additional
gold recovery it would provide because of public concern for the use and
transportation of cyanide. The leach facility would have a large footprint that
would impact wetlands.

3. Practicable Test: Cyanide leaching is a common practice and would likely be
technologically and economically feasible.

2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description –This option involves construction of a cyanide leach circuit at the Mine Site
to process the pyritic tails. A cyanide leach circuit could recover additional gold from the
process.

Origination – The use of a cyanide leach circuit for ore recovery was examined by PLP
and recommended for consideration in scoping comments as a means to increase the
efficiency of ore recovery.

Description – The proposed option is to use gravity separation methods to recover gold.
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POW-001

POW-002

Power Source –
Thermal (Burn
Natural Gas)

Power Source –
Renewable
Energy

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

x

Wind – Wind energy generation is intermittent and must be paired with other
energy sources or storage mechanisms to provide a stable, consistent supply.
There are no identified wind energy resources in the vicinity capable of

3. Practicable Test: The two separate renewable options listed below were
considered under this option. These options would supply power intermittently
and in small quantities relative to the need, and would not eliminate the need for
the proposed natural gas power plant and pipeline. These options would
intermittently supply power that would decrease the demand on the proposed
natural gas power plant, potentially resulting in decreased usage of natural gas.
Both options would require additional access roads and ground disturbance to
transmit power to the mine.

2. Reasonable Test: Using renewable energy is a reasonable option to consider.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, PLP would construct and power the mine using
renewable energy resources such as wind turbines and run-of-river (ROR) hydropower.
Also considered under this option is supplementing the natural gas power plant production
with renewables.

Origination – Renewable energy power options were evaluated by PLP when developing
the proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves power
generation using natural gas as a fuel source. PLP is proposing to build a power plant at
the Mine Site with a capacity of 270 megawatts (MW). The plant would be fueled with
natural gas delivered from the Kenai Peninsula to the Mine Site.
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POW-003

Power Source –
Purchase Power
from Existing
Grid

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

ROR Hydropower – No suitable locations that could generate a significant
amount of ROR hydropower could be identified. Additionally, in winter, rivers
may freeze, making this power source intermittent, requiring additional energy
sources.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: The construction of wind farms, ROR hydropower
plants, and associated infrastructure would be additive to the proposed power
plant and would increase the project footprint. The option likely would result in
additional impacts to wetlands, wildlife, and aquatic resources, but potentially
decrease emissions from burning natural gas.

x

Option Details and Screening
Option Details: Origination, Description

providing a significant and consistent portion of the project energy.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

3. Practicable Test: There is no significant power-generating capacity in the Cook
Inlet area in general, and on the Kenai Peninsula in particular, to service the

2. Reasonable Test: Purchasing power is a reasonable option to consider.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, power would be purchased from existing third-party
providers and transmitted to the site via a High-Voltage Direct Current transmission.

Origination – Purchasing power from the existing grid was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design.
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Why Dismissed – Although this option would potentially decrease the consumption of
natural gas and associated emissions; it would not replace the need for the natural gas
power plant and pipeline. The additional costs of building renewable energy systems for
what would be supplemental power make the option not practicable. Also, the potential
reduction in emissions does not appear to offset the likely additional impacts to wetlands,
wildlife, and aquatic resources.
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POW-004

Power Source –
Use Alternative
Fuel
Sources/Delivery
Methods
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Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

anticipated project demand. Construction of additional generation capacity would
be required regardless of where it is situated. This option is not practicable.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

The former ConocoPhillips LNG export facility in Nikiski has been sold and the

Use of LNG would require a supply of LNG, a purpose-built LNG barge, and an
LNG receiving terminal and storage tanks at Amakdedori. It would also require
regasification at Amakdedori for transportation to the Mine Site by pipeline, or
trucking LNG to a mine site storage tank where it would be regasified and fed to
the power plant.

3. Practicable Test: Both diesel and LNG options are technologically feasible. The
Donlin Gold Final EIS looked at a diesel power plant alternative and estimated
that a similarly sized power plant (227 MW) would require approximately
80 million gallons of diesel per year. Use of diesel would require increased
storage at the port, and a pipeline or 4,200 truck trips per year, each truck hauling
three tank trailers. Diesel is readily available in Cook Inlet.

2. Reasonable Test: Considering alternative energy sources is reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – The most likely alternative energy sources would be diesel fuel and LNG,
both of which could be delivered to the proposed Amakdedori Port via barge.
Transportation from the port to the Mine Site could be by truck or pipeline.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative fuel sources and delivery methods was suggested
during scoping due to concern with gas line leaks or ruptures, and potential long-term
consequences that a subsea pipeline can have on the environment.
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Why Dismissed – The option is not practicable; there is no excess capacity in the
existing grid.
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POW-005

POW-006

Power Plant
Location –
On-site

Power Plant
Location –
Off-site with
High Voltage
Transmission
Lines

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Transporting an additional 80 million gallons of
diesel increases the potential for spills. Emissions from the proposed power plant
would be increased if diesel was used instead of natural gas. See also
Section 4.21, which explains there would be few expected effects from natural
gas pipeline leaks to soil or water bodies because the gas would dissipate rapidly.
Use of LNG would avoid the need for the natural gas pipeline segment under
Cook Inlet between the Kenai Peninsula and Amakdedori.

export permit was allowed to expire; and LNG is not currently barged in Alaska.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider off-site generation combined with
high-voltage and transmission lines.

Screening –

Description –This option would require a new power plant to be built at an alternative
location such as the Kenai Peninsula or Amakdedori. High-voltage transmission lines
would be constructed and used to transmit the power to the Mine Site.

Origination – Off-site location of the power plant was evaluated by PLP when developing
the proposed project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes construction of a
new 270-MW power plant at the Mine Site to power the mine. This option would not
require the construction of high-voltage transmission lines to the Mine Site.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – Diesel would increase environmental impacts from spills and increased
emissions. LNG is not practicable; it is not currently barged in Alaska, would require costly
infrastructure; and provides no obvious benefit over the proposed natural gas pipeline,
other than avoiding the segment between the Kenai Peninsula and Amakdedori. The EIS
would assess the risk to the pipeline from seismic events.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Construction and operation of high-voltage
transmission lines would result in greater visual impacts than a gas line.

In addition, off-site generation would not offer sufficient redundancy in the event
of a disruption to the transmission line and associated power supply. This option
is likely not practicable due to cost.

If power generation was located proximate to Amakdedori, similar issues would
remain, but would be lessened, given the reduced distance. However, the gas line
under Cook Inlet would still be required.

3. Practicable Test: Off-site power production is technologically feasible. If power
generation was located on the Kenai Peninsula, it would require high-voltage
transmission lines via underwater cables crossing both Cook Inlet and Iliamna
Lake; and overhead lines on the Kenai Peninsula, from Amakdedori to a south
ferry terminal, and the North Shore Ferry Terminal to the Mine Site. Underwater
cables would be more costly to install and maintain than a natural gas pipeline.
Overhead lines would be subject to wind and ice buildup, resulting in potential
reliability risks. Undergrounding the overland portions of the transmission lines
would be cost-prohibitive, because undergrounding generally costs an–order-of
magnitude greater than overhead lines, and would be more costly than the gas
line. In addition, transmission losses occur over long distances, making this less
efficient than a gas line to provide on-site generation.






Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – Off-site power production, although practicable considering
technology, would be much more costly and does not provide the stability and reliability
benefits that would come from on-site power production. In addition, overhead
transmission lines, and possibly the power plant (depending on location) would result in
increased visual impacts.
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POW-008

Gas Source –
Pipeline to a
Source on the
Kenai Peninsula

Gas Source –
Pipeline to a
Source on the
West Side of
Cook Inlet

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: Accessing existing gas supplies for this option would
require crossing Lake Clark National Park; or if a subsea route, would increase
the length of the pipeline route in critical habitat for the endangered Cook Inlet
beluga whale and the threatened northern sea otter (compared to the proposed
route).

3. Practicable Test: There is no accessible gas infrastructure, pipeline capacity, or
available tie-in locations on the southwestern side of the Cook Inlet. A potential
tie-in location on the western side would be at Beluga, approximately 170 miles to
the north (requiring an approximately 250+ mile pipeline to accommodate terrain).

2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider a route that avoids crossing deep
water in Cook Inlet.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.

Screening –

Description – This option would follow an alternative route to the north to access existing
natural gas supplies such as Beluga on the western side of Cook Inlet.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action. Under this option, the proposed
pipeline (about 177 miles in length) would tie in to the existing natural gas distribution
system on the Kenai Peninsula and be routed to Amakdedori, and then follow the
Transportation Corridor to the Mine Site. The pipeline would be on the bottom of Cook
Inlet and Iliamna Lake, and would be 12 inches in diameter.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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POW-010

Gas Source –
Connect to
Donlin Gold Gas
Pipeline

Gas Source –
Northern Gas
Pipeline Route
to Kenai
Peninsula

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Description –Increasing the distance from Augustine Island by routing to the north is
impracticable for the Amakdedori Port, but routing the pipeline to Diamond Point to the

Origination – Evaluation of a pipeline alignment north of Augustine Island was suggested
during scoping due to concern that placing the pipeline near Augustine Island/Volcano
would make it vulnerable to seismic and volcanic hazards.

Why Dismissed – The Donlin Gold Pipeline, as planned, is unlikely to provide sufficient
natural gas capacity to support the Pebble Project and is therefore not practicable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider connection to the proposed pipeline
given that Donlin Gold recently received federal permits for construction of the
pipeline.
3. Practicable Test: The Donlin Gold Pipeline is planned to be 14 inches in diameter,
serving a 230-MW power plant, based on an operating flow rate of 47 million
standard cubic feet per day (mmscfd), with a design capacity of up to 73.1
mmscfd. The Pebble Project proposes a 270-MW power plant, which could more
than double the necessary capacity of the pipeline, which would not be
practicable given its design.

Screening –
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Description –Under this option, the pipeline would follow an alternative route to the north,
allowing it to connect to the proposed Donlin Gold natural gas supply pipeline. A tie-in
route to the nearest point along the proposed Donlin Pipeline would be longer than
155 miles, and would cross at least 8 to 10 substantial rivers. Routing could avoid major
mountain ranges. The proposed Donlin Gold Mine natural gas pipeline has not yet been
constructed; timing for development and operation is not known.

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

 Proposed
 Alternative
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Origination – Evaluation of an alternative pipeline route to connect with the natural gas
pipeline for the proposed Donlin Gold Mine was suggested during scoping.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option for the North Access Route
(ACC-002).
3. Practicable Test: Practicability – The route to Ursus Cove is relatively free of
seabed obstructions and rock-like features all the way into the cove, compared to
a route through Iliamna Bay to a proposed Diamond Point port. Rocks, boulders,
and boulder-type features in Ursus Cove only appear much closer to the shore,
which makes routing and installation safer and easier, and also allows for moored
installation.
A route to Amakdedori north of Augustine Island would place the pipeline
approximately the same distance or closer to Augustine Island/Volcano than the
proposed route, and therefore is not a practicable route to achieve the goal of this
option. Access Options ACC-014 and ACC-015 evaluate port sites in Iliamna Bay,
more than 20 miles north of Augustine Island. It is feasible to route the natural gas
pipeline to that location.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: A route to Ursus Cove and then to Diamond Point
would have additional impacts from the overland portion, but would have a shorter
segment in Cook Inlet. The option represents tradeoffs and is carried forward for
detailed analysis.
Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as a conceptual route directly into

Screening –
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north would achieve the purpose of the suggested option. Access option ACC-014
considers a port at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay; routing the pipeline to this port would
achieve the goal of increasing separation from Augustine Island. The pipeline for access
option ACC-014 would be routed into Ursus Cove, run overland to Cottonwood Bay, and
then continue to Diamond Port.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Power

Description – The commenter requested evaluation of alternative pipeline routes, but did
not suggest specific locations.

Origination – Evaluation of practicable alternatives for reducing the amount of natural
gas pipeline that is installed in the Sterling Highway right-of-way, which is managed by the
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable due to boulders and other seabed issues.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider a more direct, shorter pipeline.
3. Practicable Test: A 12-inch-diameter subsea pipeline has a specific minimum
curvature radius, and therefore a limited ability to navigate areas of the seafloor
with dense obstructions. A direct pipeline route into Iliamna Bay is not practicable
because of boulders and rocky seabed near to and into the bay that could not be
avoided with this option. RFI 063 summarizes PLP’s reconnaissance data for a
direct route, which indicated the presence of—and progressive increase in—
rocks, boulders, and rock-like features on the seabed. The concentration of rocks
and boulders reaches its maximum density at the mouth of Iliamna Bay, and
continues into the bay. The rock-prone area starts approximately 13 miles from
the landing point, and is consistent to the landing point. It is interpreted that the
rocks and boulders are likely from a combination of glacial outwash and ice-rafted
deposits.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, the pipeline route would follow a more direct route to
Iliamna Bay and Diamond Point than POW-010.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Iliamna Bay and Diamond Point.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable because it is based on an old design.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017 DA permit
application included a gas pipeline alignment that would connect to existing
infrastructure near Happy Valley on the Kenai Peninsula and travel south,
paralleling the Sterling Highway for 9 miles to a compressor station near Anchor
Point. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the pipeline origin point to a
compressor station north of Anchor Point, removing the requirement for the first
9 miles of pipeline construction along the Sterling Highway. Therefore, this option
is no longer reasonable, because it pertains to an old project design.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –
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South Access
Route (Road and
Ferry)
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Total number of stream crossings: 39 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori
Port site); 30 (with variant Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori Port site)

Miles of road from Mine Site to the North Shore Ferry Terminal Site: 29

Total miles of road: 77 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal); 72 (Kokhanok East Ferry
Terminal)

This option would require the following:

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would follow the mine and port
access roads and ferry route.

Ferry route: The route would include a ferry crossing of Iliamna Lake from north to south.

This option would also include an Iliamna spur road (which would include a crossing of the
Newhalen River) and a Kokhanok spur road (which would include a crossing of the
Gibraltar River if the Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site is included).

On the southern shore of Iliamna Lake, the port access road would go from the Kokhanok
West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010) to the Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013). As a variant
of the Proposed Action, the port access road would go from the Kokhanok East Ferry
Terminal Site (ACC-011) to the Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013).

Road route: The mine access road would go from the Mine Site to the North Shore Ferry
Terminal Site (ACC-006) on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake. As a variant of the
proposed action, an alternative ferry terminal site location would be considered just to the
east of the proposed ferry terminal site in the bay: the North Shore East Ferry Terminal
Site (ACC-006a).

Description – This road and ferry route option is part of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of two double-lane roads as the main access route to the mine
for the transportation of materials, equipment, and concentrate.
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Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Only)
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Number of major river crossings: 4

Number of stream crossings: 71

Total miles of road: 82

This option would require the following:

Concentrate Pipeline: A concentrate transport pipeline may be included with this option.

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The western portion of the natural gas pipeline would follow
the road route. The eastern portion of the pipeline would follow a route overland between
Cottonwood Bay and Ursus Cove.

Ferry route: The route would not include use of a ferry.

This option would eliminate the need for a spur road to Iliamna, because the route would
cross an existing road that connects Iliamna with Nondalton, providing access to
infrastructure at Iliamna.

Road route: The mine/port access road would stay north of Iliamna Lake, connect with the
existing Pile-Bay Williamsport Road in the vicinity of Pile Bay, and then continue to the
Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) on Cook Inlet. The road would bypass all
but 5 miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road. The road would traverse
approximately 1.7 miles of tidal flats between Williamsport and Diamond point.

Description – This road-only route option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design as an option that would not require a ferry to cross Iliamna Lake.

Origination – Evaluation of an access road option north of Iliamna Lake to eliminate the
need for a lake crossing was suggested during scoping.
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Total number of major river crossings: 2 (Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal site to
Amakdedori Port site); 1 (with variant Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal site to Amakdedori
Port site).
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Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route would cross fewer wetland acres than a
southern route (ACC-001), but more than a road and ferry northern route
(ACC-003), resulting in a difference in acres of fill. The Iliamna Spur Road would
be eliminated, reducing impacts along these road miles. The road portion from
Pile Bay to Williamsport would require more maintenance compared to a southern

The Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) and access road would be
subject to tidal flat filling. The port would require some dredging to 20 feet of Mean
Lower Low Water (MLLW) (RFI 063), and may require blasting for access roads.
This location could not accommodate deep draft vessels, and would require
lightering barges to transfer ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at
mooring locations.

Five miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road require improvements to
accommodate large trucks.

This option would require a large number of stream crossings. This option also
crosses many wetlands. The route is also more mountainous than other access
routes, traversing side slopes and crossing perpendicular to drainages, including
crossings of larger streams and minor rivers.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a route that PLP has evaluated and studied extensively
and is a reasonable route.
3. Practicable Test: A road-only route provides the advantages of reliable
year-round access, and minimizes the need to re-handle cargo/concentrates. The
option may also allow the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline for the project. There
is no need to build the associated infrastructure for a ferry. This option would
provide access to Cook Inlet, which is generally accessible year-round.






Access
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

route (ACC-001), given the steep terrain. This route would require more stream
crossings than a southern route (ACC-001) or a road and ferry northern route
(ACC-003). There would be less subsistence concerns and no lake navigation or
transportation concerns compared to a road and ferry route (ACC-001 or
ACC-003). The route would place mine traffic near Pedro Bay. The option
represents tradeoffs, and is carried forward for detailed analysis.






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would follow the road alignment for

Ferry route: The route would include a ferry crossing of Iliamna Lake from west to east.

This option would eliminate the need for a spur road to Iliamna, because the route would
cross an existing road that connects Iliamna with Nondalton, providing access to
infrastructure at Iliamna.

On the eastern shore of Iliamna Lake, the port access road would go from the Pile Bay
Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-009) to the Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port site, using parts of
the existing Pile-Bay Williamsport Road, continuing to the Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port
Site (ACC-014) on Cook Inlet. This road would bypass all but 5 miles of the existing Pile
Bay-Williamsport Road. The road would traverse approximately 1.7 miles of tidal flats
between Williamsport and Diamond Point.

Road route: The mine access road would stay north of Iliamna Lake from the Mine Site to
the Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-008) on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake.

Description –
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If a concentrate pipeline was also included, the footprint would be slightly larger,
but there would be a decrease in truck traffic.
Origination – This road and ferry route option is a route evaluated by PLP while looking
at routes that remain entirely north of Iliamna Lake. Use of the existing road and
resources at Pile Bay and Williamsport was suggested during scoping.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

The Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay Port Site (ACC-014) and access road would be
subject to tidal flat filling. The port would require dredging to 20 feet of MLLW (per
RFI 063), and may require blasting for access roads. This location could not
accommodate deep-draft vessels, and would require lightering barges to transfer
ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at mooring locations.

Five miles of the existing Pile Bay-Williamsport Road require improvements to
accommodate large trucks.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a route that PLP has evaluated and is a reasonable
route.
3. Practicable Test: Thicker lake ice on the eastern side of the lake would make ferry
operation more challenging; however, feasibility has been demonstrated by the
long-term operation of an ice-breaking ferry on Williston Lake in British Columbia.
Water depth and lakebed topography may preclude the use of a sub-lake gas
pipeline along this alignment.

Screening –

Number of major river crossings: 1

Number of stream crossings: 34

Total miles of road: 50

This option would require the following:
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ACC-002 because Iliamna Lake is too deep on the eastern side of the lake for laying the
pipeline on the bottom (the steep underwater cliffs would stress the pipeline bends). The
eastern portion of the pipeline would follow a route overland between Cottonwood Bay
and Ursus Cove. This route was proposed as an option by PLP.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Additional transfer of materials with barges increases the risk of spills or loss of
fugitive material during transfer operations.

The route would place mine traffic near local communities, including Iliamna,
Nondalton, Pedro Bay, and Pile Bay.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route would cross fewer wetland acres than a
southern route (ACC-001) or an all-road northern route (ACC-002), resulting in
fewer acres of fill. The Iliamna Spur Road would be eliminated, reducing impacts
along these road miles. The road portion from Pile Bay to Williamsport would
require more maintenance compared to a southern route (ACC-001), given the
steep terrain. The addition of a ferry route would require construction of two ferry
terminals, resulting in placement of fill, and also resulting in greater transportation
and potential navigation concerns along the ferry route in the eastern portion of
the lake. There would be subsistence concerns with the ferry route being in areas
important for subsistence seal harvesting. The option represents tradeoffs, and is
carried forward for detailed analysis.






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Natural Gas Pipeline route: The natural gas pipeline would likely follow the road.

Ferry route: This option would not require a ferry.

This option would also include an Iliamna spur road.

Road route: The road would go from the Mine Site around the western end of Iliamna
Lake and continue to the Amakdedori Port site on Cook Inlet.

Description –
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Origination – This road option is a road-only access route evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed design as an option that would not require a ferry to cross
Iliamna Lake.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4444 of 5993

ACC-005

Access Road –
Bristol Bay
Access Route

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This road option is a road-only access route that was evaluated by PLP

Origination – Evaluation of alternative port sites was suggested during scoping due to
concerns with the potential ecological impact of the project.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This access route has the highest occurrence of
wetlands, with the highest environmental impact to wetlands. If a concentrate
pipeline were also included, the footprint would be slightly larger.

This option has a longer road footprint, with more wetlands and streams crossed.

There is no need to build the associated infrastructure for a ferry. This option
would provide access to Cook Inlet, which is generally accessible year-round.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider routing the road around the western
end of Iliamna Bay.
3. Practicable Test: A road-only route provides the advantages of reliable
year-round access, and minimizes the need to re-handle cargo/concentrates. The
option would also allow the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline for the project.

Screening –

Total number of major river crossings: 4

Total number of stream crossings: 129

Total miles of road: 160

This option would require the following:
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Concentrate Pipeline: A concentrate transport pipeline may be included with this option.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4445 of 5993

SEPTEMBER 2018

Ferry Terminal
Location –
North Shore
Ferry Terminal

(Road Only)

Option

ACC-006

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This ferry terminal site option is part of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of a ferry terminal on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake for an
ice-breaking ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake. The
ferry route would be north-south. This location is associated with the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. As a variant to this option, an additional site slightly to the
east in the same bay as the North Shore Ferry Terminal is included: the North Shore East

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This would be the longest road route option. Construction of the
associated port would have the potential for logistical conflicts with fishing
operations in Bristol Bay. Additionally, Bristol Bay is ice-bound for a large portion
of the year. Because Bristol Bay is shallow, a long trestle or causeway into the
bay would be required; or alternatively, lightering to a moored bulk vessel.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have increased impacts
associated with the construction of a port road, and the longest road route.
Resulting impacts include increased emissions and visual impacts. The route
would traverse mainly lowlands, which would have more impact to wetlands.
There would be impacts to local residents in communities near the road.

Screening –

Ferry route: This option would not require a ferry.

Road route: The road would go from the Mine Site to a port site on Bristol Bay.
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when developing the proposed design as an option that used port sites other than Cook
Inlet.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4446 of 5993

ACC-006a

ACC-007

Ferry Terminal
Location –
North Shore
East Ferry
Terminal

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Iliamna and
Kokhanok Ferry
Terminals

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

The South Shore Ferry Terminal would be located north of the Kokhanok airport. The road
from this ferry terminal to Amakdedori Port would follow a route similar to that described
under ACC-001 for the Kokhanok East Terminal Site variant to avoid crossing the
Gibraltar River. The ferry route would be north-south, and approximately 21 miles. This
option location could be included with South Access Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the North Shore Ferry Terminal would be located in or
near the communities of Newhalen and Iliamna, but away from the Newhalen River. The
Iliamna spur road would therefore be the main mine access road route to connect the
Mine Site to this ferry terminal. This option location could be included with South Access
Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Origination – Evaluation of ferry terminals closer to existing infrastructure was suggested
during scoping to reduce impacts to Gibraltar River and Upper Talarik Creek.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – This ferry terminal site option is a variant of the Proposed Action, which
includes the construction of a ferry terminal on the northern shore of Iliamna Lake for an
ice-breaking ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake. The
ferry route would be north-south. This location is associated with the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. The site is slightly east of the North Shore Ferry Terminal
Site (ACC-006) in the same bay.

Origination – Evaluation of this ferry terminal location was suggested during scoping.

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-011): 25

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010): 19

This option would include the following:
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Ferry Terminal Site variant.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4447 of 5993

ACC-008

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Eagle Bay Ferry
Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

This option would include the following:

This option location is associated with the North Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-003. The location could be included with South Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the North Shore Ferry Terminal would be located in
Eagle Bay. A road would connect the Mine Site to the terminal. A spur road to Iliamna
would not be included in this option because the mine access road would cross the
existing road from Iliamna to Nondalton, and provide community access.

Origination – This ferry terminal option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design as an alternative North Shore Ferry Terminal location suitable for either
a north-south lake transit or an east-west transit.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider options that have potential to avoid
and minimize impacts.
3. Practicable Test: Ice conditions and water depth at Iliamna are not suitable for a
ferry terminal. Existing community use of the area may not be compatible with
ferry route and a terminal.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: There would be additional impacts to the
communities of Iliamna, Newhalen, and Kokhanok caused by changes in vessel
traffic impacting current vessel and floatplane use, and heavy mine trucks
traversing through the community.
This location is closer to high-use areas for subsistence seal harvesting.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)

Appendix F, Page 4448 of 5993

ACC-009

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Pile Bay Ferry
Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Number of ferry miles to Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-008): 33

This option would include the following:

This option location is associated with the North Access Route (Road and Ferry):
ACC-003.

Description – This option considers an eastern shore ferry terminal location suitable for
use with a northern access route, and the Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal as a western ferry
terminal site.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This location appears to be a reasonable option, with ability to
accommodate ferry traffic and road connection.
3. Practicable Test: This location is sheltered for ferry operations and protected from
prevailing winds. There may be navigability issues associated with the water
depth in the area. Ice in the bays is thicker and more persistent than in the open
lake west of Newhalen.
This option minimizes the road footprint in the Upper Talarik Creek drainage.
4. Environmental Impact Test: This site may have different or additional impacts,
such as shallower water, persistent ice in Eagle Bay, and more navigational
hazards.
Origination – This ferry terminal option was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed design.

Screening –

Number of miles to Pile Bay Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-009): 33

Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-011): 27
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Number of ferry miles to Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site (ACC-010): 24
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ACC-010

ACC-011

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Kokhanok West
Ferry Terminal

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Kokhanok East
Ferry Terminal

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

The south ferry terminal would be approximately 5 miles east of the community of
Kokhanok at the Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Site. This option would include a
Kokhanok spur road. This option is associated as a variant of the South Access Route
(Road and Ferry): ACC-001. The port access road would follow a shorter route (5 miles
shorter) than from ACC-010 to the Amakdedori Port Site, and would not require a crossing

Description – This ferry terminal option was evaluated as a variant of the Proposed
Action for an alternative southern shore ferry terminal location.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative ferry terminal locations was suggested during
scoping.

The south ferry terminal would be at the Kokhanok West Ferry Terminal Site,
approximately 5 miles west of Kokhanok. This option would include a Kokhanok spur
road. This option is associated with the South Access Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – This ferry terminal option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the
construction of a ferry terminal on the south shore of Iliamna Lake for an ice-breaking
ferry to transport materials, equipment, and concentrate across the lake to a port site on
Cook Inlet. The ferry route would be north-south.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is an existing port facility and reasonable to consider.
3. Practicable Test: There may be navigability issues associated with the water
depth in the area. Ice in the bay may be more persistent than in the open lake to
the west. This location would use portions of existing infrastructure and the more
sheltered port location at Diamond Point.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: There may be possible impacts to subsistence seal
harvesting, and additional impacts to the community of Pile Bay.
Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening –

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)

ACC-012

ACC-013

Ferry Terminal
Location –
Utilize
Alternative Ferry
Terminal Sites

Port Location –
Amakdedori Port
Site

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Amakdedori option (ACC-022).

The port location would be at Amakdedori. This option is associated with the South
Access Route option (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.

Description – This port site option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the
construction of a port on Cook Inlet to transfer diesel fuel, materials, equipment, and
concentrate using barges.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – Several ferry terminal location options were developed and
incorporated into this table. This option is not reasonable to carry forward because other
substantially similar—but more specific—locations are being considered, meeting the
intent of the scoping comment.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The six ferry terminal options described in this table are the
most feasible locations, and cover a variety of logistical and environmental
considerations. This option is not reasonable to carry forward because other
substantially similar—but more specific—locations are being considered, meeting
the intent of the scoping comment.

Screening –

Description – The suggested option requested consideration of alternative ferry sites and
locations compared to the Proposed Action, but did not specify locations.

Origination – Evaluation of alternative ferry terminal locations was suggested during
scoping.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

of the Gibraltar River.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4451 of 5993

ACC-014

Port Location –
Diamond
Point/Iliamna
Bay Port Site

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Diamond Point appears to be a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: The port location is sheltered, and access for this option could
use portions of the existing Pile Bay Road. The port site and access road includes
construction and placement of fill in the intertidal zone in Iliamna Bay. The port

Screening –

The total volume of dredged material for the 20 feet MLLW channel is 650,000 cubic
yards, of which a minimum of 50 percent is estimated to be used in the barge dock
construction, which would require approximately 615,000 cubic yards of fill for
construction. Any rocks encountered in the channel would be moved to the side of the
channel, or used in the dock construction. Any remaining dredged material and any
material from maintenance dredging would be disposed of on-shore in a bermed facility
on uplands west of the dock site.

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023). The approach
at the Diamond Point port would use a channel for barges and tugs to access the loading
dock, requiring dredging to a depth of 20 feet MLLW (per RFI 063). Channels are typically
more prone to sedimentation, requiring maintenance dredging; therefore, greater underkeel clearance is recommended compared to the depth of 15 feet MLLW described at the
Amakdedori Port Site (ACC-013). Dredged material would either be used in construction
of the causeway and dock, or disposed of onshore.

The port site would be located at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay. This port site option is
associated with the North Access Routes (ACC-002 and ACC-003).

Description – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing
the Proposed Action.
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Origination – Evaluation of an option for a port site at Diamond Point in Iliamna Bay was
suggested during scoping.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4452 of 5993

ACC-015

ACC-016

Port Location –
Knoll
Head/Iniskin Bay
Port Site

Port Location –
Fortification

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing the

Why Dismissed – The environmental impacts would be greater than the Proposed Action
(and ACC-014 – Diamond Point).

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires challenging access and port site
construction, and would require significant earthworks with associated impacts.
This option would have prohibitive road construction cost.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Access to this port would require crossing Iliamna
Bay via a causeway, and includes substantial placement of fill in the intertidal
zone in Iliamna Bay and Iniskin Bay.

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023).

Description – This port site would be located at Knoll Head in Iliamna Bay, and is
associated with the North Access Routes (ACC-002 and ACC-003).
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would require initial and maintenance dredging and blasting for access roads.
This location could not accommodate deep-draft vessels, and would require
lightering barges to transfer ore concentrate to deep-draft bulk ships anchored at
mooring locations.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option uses some areas already impacted by
development, and may avoid bear migration areas. Dredge and fill impacts would
be greater in the intertidal zone.
Origination – This port site option was examined by PLP in the process of developing the
Proposed Action.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Appendix F, Page 4453 of 5993
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Port Location –
Williamsport Port

Bluff/Rocky
Point Port Site

Option

ACC-017

Option #






Origination – Use of the existing road and resources at Pile Bay and Williamsport was
suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider other port locations.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires a longer access road and more challenging
port site construction than other options, which would increase the total amount of
road construction for the project. Shore approach routing options for the gas
pipeline are not available due to the proximity to Augustine volcano. This option
has a requirement for a steep access road to the shore that poses operational
safety challenges.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Baseline data indicate that this offshore area is a
more a productive habitat with higher utilization by a wider variety of species than
other options.

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Amakdedori option (ACC-022).

This option is associated with the South Access Route option (Road and Ferry): ACC-001.
The natural gas pipeline would not be co-located along the road, and would be routed
through Amakdedori as described in ACC-001.

Description – Under this option, the port location would be at Fortification Bluff/Rocky
Point, which is approximately 15 miles north of Amakdedori, and would require
26 additional road miles from the port access road route to this port site, compared to the
Proposed Action (ACC-001).

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Proposed Action.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4454 of 5993

SEPTEMBER 2018

Site

Option

Option #

Option
ption
on Details
Detai and Screening

environmentalimpactsfromthedredginganddisposalofthedredgedmaterial
incomparisonwiththeProposedAction(ACCͲ013)ortheDiamondPointoption

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider use of existing facilities.
3. Practicable Test: Williamsport is inaccessible by sea except for brief periods at
the peak of extreme high tides, which occur a few days each month (USACE
1995). A 1995 Environmental Assessment by USACE (Navigation Channel
Feasibility Report and Environmental Assessment: Williamsport) indicates that a
considerable amount of initial and ongoing maintenance dredging would be
required to accommodate barges between the mouth of Iliamna Bay and
Williamsport. The existing sea bottom is 2 or 3 feet above MLLW near the
landing, and it would be necessary to dredge 22 to 23 feet of material to obtain
the desired depth of -20 feet MLLW. The dredged material would need either
onshore or offshore disposal. Existing uses of Williamsport may not be compatible
with the level of activity proposed by PLP.
4. EnvironmentalImpactsTest:Thisoptionwouldhaveincreasedadverse

Screening –

This port site would use the Offshore Lightering-Iniskin option (ACC-023).
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

facilities.

PEBBLE PROJECT EIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)

Appendix F, Page 4455 of 5993

ACC-018

ACC-019

ACC-020

Port Location –
Utilize
Alternative Port
Sites

Dock Type –
Fill Dock

Dock Type –
Pile-Supported
Dock

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

(ACCͲ014).






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – This option would construct a pile-supported dock rather than a fill dock at
the port site.

Origination – USACE is evaluating an option for a pile-supported dock to satisfy
requirements for minimization of impacts to Waters of the U.S.

Description – PLP has proposed to construct a fill dock and sheetpile bulkhead at the
port location.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – Several port site options were considered (see ACC-013 through
ACC-017). This non-specific option is not a reasonable option, and can therefore be
dismissed in favor of the five location-specific options.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The five port site options described in this table are the most
feasible locations, and cover a variety of logistical and environmental
considerations. The suggested option is not reasonable because it is not specific;
however, the intent of the suggestion is fulfilled through evaluation of ACC-013
through ACC-017.

Screening –

Description – The commenter requested consideration of alternative port sites and
locations compared to the Proposed Action, but did not suggest specific locations.

Origination – Using alternative port sites was suggested during the scoping period.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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ACC-021

Port Operations–
Shore-Side
Loading

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option. This was PLP’s original proposed
action, so is assumed to be economically and technologically feasible.
3. Practicable Test: This option involves loading a bulk carrier directly at the dock
side, which minimizes concentrate re-handling and leads to improved safety and
reliability. All locations where this could take place require dredging or causeway
construction to allow for shore-side loading of bulk carriers. It is estimated that
initially, 10 million cubic yards would need to be dredged, and another 10 million
yards may need to be dredged over the life of the mine to maintain the design
depth. Dredging operations for this option would increase impacts to Waters of
the U.S., and requires the placement of dredge spoils.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Dredging would have environmental impacts to
marine habitat and shoreside habitat where dredged material would be placed;
dredging would result in a higher volume of fill compared with other loading
options such as lightering; maintaining the deep-draft navigation channel and
turning basin would require annual maintenance dredging that would be a
long-term effect. Shoreside loading would potentially lessen impacts to
Endangered Species Act–listed species or habitat, including sea otter critical

Screening –

Description – This type of loading was originally proposed as an option by PLP when
developing the Proposed Action, but was eliminated in project design updates in May
2018. Bulk carriers would be loaded directly at the port site (rather than at lightering
locations), and would require a deep draft navigation channel and turning basin of
approximately 50 feet of water depth.
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Origination – Shore-side loading was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.
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ACC-022

ACC-023

ACC-024

Port Operations–
Offshore
Lightering –
Amakdedori

Port Operations–
Offshore
Lightering –
Iniskin

Other Access
Options –

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

habitat.





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The Iniskin Bay option has adequate water depth for the bulk
carrier ships and affords good protection; it is a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: Similar to ACC-022.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would have less environmental impact to
the marine environment than a large dock facility. There would be less removal or
placement of fill required. There is risk of material spills during transfer to/from
lighter barges.
Origination – An option to require bridges at all anadromous stream crossings was
suggested during scoping.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, concentrate would be offloaded from trucks to transfer
barges at port sites to be transported to lightering locations where larger transport barges
would be moored. Concentrate would then be loaded to transport barges for transport
across Cook Inlet. An additional mooring location from those identified in ACC-022 has
been identified at Iniskin Bay, off the Iniskin Peninsula, which is closer to the Diamond
Port site.

Origination – The Iniskin Bay lightering option was developed as an alternative by PLP
when looking at alternative port sites such as Diamond Point/Iliamna Bay (ACC-014).

Description – The lightering option is the Proposed Action developed by PLP, and
requires approximately 15 feet of water depth at the dock, which can be achieved
naturally at Amakdedori without dredging.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Other Access
Options –
Revised Project
Alignment via
Micro-Siting

Mandatory
Bridges at
Stream
Crossings

Option

ACC-025

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is not reasonable to consider as a component of an
action alternative for evaluation in the EIS because it lacks specificity, and is
essentially mitigation. Additionally, the intent of this option would be accomplished
as impact assessment is completed for the Draft EIS, resource agencies and the
public review and comment on the Draft EIS, and the Applicant is asked to revise

Screening –

Avoid or minimize, or stay outside a buffer area important to resources.

Description – Use micro-siting practices to avoid local impacts to wetlands, stream
crossings, guiding, lodges, wildlife, visual resources, archeological, and historical
resources.

Origination – Consideration of micro-siting practices for the access roads was evaluated
by USACE as a potential means to avoid environmental impacts.

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable. Other forms of stream crossings such as
culverts are often appropriate structures. The design and permitting process would select
appropriate crossing structures to address the environmental concerns and reduce
impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Not reasonable, because Alaska Department of Fish and Game
would specify the crossing requirements necessary to protect anadromous fish,
which may be achieved by other means such as culverts rather than bridges.

Screening –
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Description – This option would make it mandatory for bridges to be built any time the
access route crosses a stream or river that supports anadromous fish.
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ACC-026

Other Access
Options –
Summer Only
Ferry Operations

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

the proposed project to better avoid and minimize impacts. Additionally, micrositing practices would be demonstrated by the Applicant when they document the
steps and measures they have taken to avoid and minimize environmental
impacts of their proposed action. Mitigation measures included in PLP’s design,
which are integral components of the proposed action, will be included in Chapter
5 of the EIS, and will be considered during the NEPA impact analysis in the EIS
for the proposed action and applicable components of other action alternatives.






Access

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – Ferry would only be allowed to operate in the open water season when no
ice-breaking is necessary. There would need to be infrastructure to allow ore stockpiling,
an area identified for storage, and other logistical considerations associated with ceasing
ferry operations during lake-ice conditions.

Origination – An option to restrict ferry options to the open water season was suggested
during scoping.
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Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable. Dismissal of this option would not
preclude future consideration of micro-siting as mitigation to avoid or minimize specific
impacts identified through the NEPA impact analysis, or as required by resource agencies
during project permitting as the project design and permitting advances.
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CTR-001

CTR-002

Concentrate
Transport –
Truck

Concentrate
Transport –
Pipeline

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Concentrate Transport

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option.
3. Practicable Test: This option is technologically feasible and would be an efficient
way to move large volumes of material and reduce truck traffic. This option would
require a water treatment plant (WTP) and a discharge permit at the port site, and
would result in a small reduction (<1 cubic foot per second) in water available for
discharge at the Mine Site. Treatment at the port site would remove toxic

Screening –

Description – This option would not require the re-handling of cargo/concentrate, and
allows for the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline in the proposed project. A single,
approximately 7-inch-diameter steel pipeline with appropriate corrosion protection would
be used to transport the concentrate. The concentrate pipeline and the gas pipeline would
be co-located in a single trench at the toe of the road embankment, which would increase
the average width of the road corridor footprint by 3 to 5 feet. Pump stations would be
required to move concentrate through the pipeline. This option may be applied with North
Access routes and considered with the South Access routes.

Origination – Evaluation of an option for an ore concentrate pipeline was suggested
during scoping due to concerns with ferrying ore concentrate across Iliamna Lake.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves containerized
transport of ore concentrate by using the road and ferry access route (South Access
Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-001). This option would use trucks to carry concentrate
containers from the Mine Site. Concentrate would be transported to the port location,
loaded onto a ferry, and re-handled at lightering locations. This option does not allow for
the inclusion of a concentrate pipeline in the proposed project. This option may also be
included with the North Option Route (Road and Ferry): ACC-003.
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Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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CTR-003

Concentrate
Transport –
Rail

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Concentrate Transport

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Rail transport is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Construction of a railroad to move the volume of materials
necessary for the proposed project would not be efficient or cost effective. The
cost to construct railroads in Alaska is about five times the cost to construct
roads. Railroads grades are typically limited to grades of 1 percent or less, with
longer bridges. The additional cost of the track, railroad ballast, hardware, and
associated equipment is a significant investment. Railroad construction in Alaska
costs roughly $9 million per mile; remote road construction costs roughly $1.7
million per mile. Railroads can provide greater efficiencies where high volumes of
materials are transported daily, but the total volume of transported materials

Screening –

Description – This option would require the construction of a railroad from the Mine Site
for the transportation of ore concentrate.
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pollutants, including metals, to limits identified in an Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (ADEC) and/or EPA discharge permit. Additionally,
water depth and lake bed topography would likely preclude the use of a sub-lake
gas pipeline along the South Access routes alignments or the lake portion of
North Access Route 2.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: This route includes trade-offs in terms of the
environmental impacts. This route would result in additional fill impacts associated
with a wider corridor, but reduced trucking. This option is carried forward as an
alternative to be considered in detail in the EIS.
Origination – Transporting ore concentrate by rail was evaluated by PLP when
developing the proposed project design.
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Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

projected for the Pebble Project is low compared to typical railroad operations.
Transport of concentrate, fuel, reagents and consumables is estimated to be
35 truck round trips per day for the project. The high cost to construct a railroad
for the relatively low volume of freight would not be cost effective.






Concentrate Transport

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts. It may not be
practicable to achieve grade requirements.
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RCA-001

RCA-002

Closure –
Retain Mine
Road

Closure –
Iliamna Airport
and Existing
Roads

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Reclamation and Closure Access

Why Dismissed – This option is not practicable in terms of logistics because the existing
infrastructure would not support the reclamation and closure transportation needs.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This closure option is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option uses Iliamna airport and/or the existing Pile Bay
road; however, neither have the capacity to meet the post-closure logistical
requirements. The existing Pile Bay Road, if used as part of an alternative, would
not by itself meet the ground transportation needs for reclamation and closure if
other access roads are not maintained. The option would rely on helicopter
transport of fuel, materials, WTP reagents, and supplies between the Iliamna
Airport and the Mine Site. This means of transportation would be inefficient, very
expensive, and less safe than trucking using the mine access road.

Screening –

Description –This option would use existing infrastructure (Iliamna airport and Pile BayWilliamsport Road) for all mine reclamation and closure transportation needs after
operations. The mine access road would be reclaimed.

Origination – This closure option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes using and
maintaining mine access roads for all mine reclamation and closure transportation needs
after operations. This option uses the existing infrastructure for mine access during postclosure support activities.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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TSF-001

TSF-002

Storage
Method–
Thickened
Tailings Storage

Storage
Method–
Slurry Tailings
Storage

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Description – Slurry tailings are a slightly dewatered product of the milling process. The
slurry is a water-like material that is moved by pipeline to the TSF. The slurry typically
has a solids content of 10 to 40 percent, and can flow down-gradient by gravity, or be
moved by centrifugal pumps, depending on the topography, distance, and head loss. The
high water content requires that the tailings be stored behind a dam that must be
periodically raised to hold the tailings and supernatant water. The tailings gradually
segregate as they flow away from the discharge, with coarser particles closest to the
discharge points and finer particles further away. A beach slopes away from each

Origination – This option is the Proposed Action for the pyritic tailings, and was
considered by PLP for the bulk tailings.

Description – Thickened tailings storage is the Proposed Action for bulk tailings. The
option is not suited for pyritic tailings that need to remain saturated to prevent them from
oxidizing and generation ARD and metals leaching. Thickened tailings are slurry tailings
that have been mechanically dewatered, sometimes with settling additives, to create a
more viscous, molasses-like material. Thickened tailings typically have a solids content
(mass of solids to total mass of the combined solids and liquid mixture) of 45 to 65
percent. They are piped to the TSF by centrifugal pumps or positive displacement
pumps, depending on the topography, distance, head loss, and viscosity. They still
require an embankment dam for containment: either a full dam like those used for slurry
tailings, or a lower dam, depending on the viscosity. These dams need to be periodically
raised to hold the tailings and supernatant water. Some mines discharge thickened
tailings from the dam and create a slurry tailings type of TSF with a steeper beach. Other
mines discharge thickened tailings from a central tower to produce a cone-shaped TSF
with a tailings surface sloped towards the dams. Thickened tailings do not segregate as
much as slurry tailings, so that they have relatively consistent particle distributions across
the TSF. The yield strength (applied pressure that must be exceeded to make the fluid
flow) of the consolidated tailings is 0.4 to 1.6 pounds per square foot (psf), partly
depending on the degree of initial thickening.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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TSF-003

Storage
Method–
Paste Tailings
Storage

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description –This option is only applicable to the bulk tailings, and not the pyritic tailings
that would need to stay saturated to prevent ARD generation and metal leaching. Paste
tailings are essentially thickened tailings, thickened with high-density thickeners, cement,
and other additives to a toothpaste-like material. They typically have a solids content of
60 to 75 percent, and a yield strength of 1.6 to 2.0 psf. They are typically moved by
pipeline, but require positive displacement pumps. Paste tailings particles do not

Origination – Paste tailings storage was suggested via scoping comments as a
potentially efficient and effective method of storage.

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable tailing method to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Slurry tailings are the most common method of tailings
disposal, and have been successfully produced and managed under a wide
range of operating conditions for both bulk and pyritic tailings. The feasibility of
this method is reliable, and proven at the proposed Pebble Project scale under
these environmental conditions.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Slurry TSFs entrain more water and have larger
supernatant ponds than thickened tailings TSFs. Therefore, they have more
potential energy than thickened tailings, and pose a greater risk to the
environment should there be an operational problem or a dam failure. PLP has
proposed thickened tailings to conserve water and reduce this risk (TSF-001).

Screening –
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discharge point to the supernatant pond. The tailings consolidate to a yield strength of up
to 0.4 psf. The supernatant water is removed to the extent possible, and reclaimed for
mill use, or treated and discharged. Some mines use cyclones to split the slurry into
coarser and finer fractions, and use the coarser fraction as dam raise fill.
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TSF-004

Storage
Method–
Dry Stack
Tailings (for Bulk

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This option of dry-stack tailings is only suited for bulk tailings because the
pyritic tailings need to stay saturated to prevent ARD generation and metal leaching.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Why Dismissed – Paste tailings are mostly used in underground workings, and have
minimal surface TSF history and interest. A paste TSF would provide essentially no
meaningful environmental benefit above that of the Proposed Action.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: TBD.
3. Practicable Test: Paste tailings require specialized high-density thickeners, and
are the least common TSF. Positive displacement pumps are usually required for
transportation to the TSF site, resulting in potential plugging of pipelines with
high-density tailing and increased pumping energy requirements. Producing a
consistent paste would be a major challenge with the processing, because small
changes in the orebody, especially clay-sized particles, can greatly influence the
paste characteristics, such as yield strength and beach slope.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Paste tailings require additional transportation
infrastructure and on-site facilities for handling cement and other thickeners,
which would require a large footprint and added impact to the environment. The
method would produce a more stable TSF than slurry tailings, but essentially
offers no more environmental benefits than the proposed thickened tailings.

Screening –
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segregate, so tailings characteristics would be relatively uniform throughout the TSF.
However, paste tailings are mostly used as backfill in underground mine workings where
transport and placement of the paste is aided by gravity, and are typically not disposed of
in TSFs.
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TSF-006

Storage
Method–
Remove or

SEPTEMBER 2018

TSF-005

Option #

Storage
Method–
Submarine
Disposal
Storage

Tailings only)

Option





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description –This option would involve transporting all of the tailings from the project

Origination – This method was proposed via scoping comments as a measure to reduce
local environmental impacts due to tailings storage.

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option would maintain PAG material in a saturated
condition without the need for an on-land TSF and maintenance of dams and
other water control features. However, there are concerns about performance
histories of previous and current submarine disposal operations. It is likely not
possible to obtain permits for storing tailings in an existing waterbody in or near
Bristol Bay in addition to significant public opposition to the storing of bulk
tailings in water bodies in general. This is not a reasonable option.

Screening –

Description – This option would place the tailings and other mine waste in a water body
such as in a lake or seawater to maintain a saturated condition into perpetuity. The
concept is to discharge tailings by gravity to a location and depth where they are less
likely to oxidize and leach out toxic metals, and where marine life is less abundant.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.
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Filtering tailings removes water using mechanical filters, and results in tailings with 75 to
85 percent solids content, and a yield strength of over 3 psf. This creates a soil-like
material or “dry cake” that is transported by conveyor or truck to a “dry stack” TSF. These
TSFs do not require dams, unless possibly for perimeter berms. The tailings are placed
by bulldozers and compactors, as is done in conventional earthwork construction.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Trucking tailings away from the project area is not reasonable
because it would require round-the-clock transport. The project would generate
tailings at a rate that would require a truck with triple trailers to leave the Mine
Site approximately every minute. This would require new roads to connect to the
existing road system. The costs to transport the tails hundreds of miles would be
exorbitant and cost prohibitive. Treating the tailings appears to be a reasonable
option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: Treating the pyritic tailings to make them inert (the bulk tailings
are considered inert) would require additional treatment facilities that would need
space in the project area, and would introduce new containment structure needs.
Methods of making tailings inert include separating pyritic tailings to create a
larger bulk TSF and smaller pyrite TSF (this is already the proposed action);
returning the pyritic tailings to the completed pit at closure to allow natural
subaqueous storage (this is also already the proposed action); adding cement to
create a cementitious-type material; buffering by mixing in alkaline material like
crushed limestone to neutralize the acidity; and refining processes to extract
more metals and reduce their metals content in the tailings.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Treating the tailings to make them inert by
separating the bulk and pyritic tailings and returning the pyritic tailings to the
completed pit at closure is the Proposed Action. Adding cement or limestone to
make tailings inert would require the transport of very large volumes of these
additives, including possibly developing quarries; and constructing additional

Screening –
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area to another disposal area, or making the tailings inert to eliminate the ARD and metal
leaching potential.
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TSF-007

TSF-008

Storage
Method–
Truck Tailings to
Canada

Tailings Dam –
Centerline

SEPTEMBER 2018

Option #

Option

Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

infrastructure and treatment facilities in the project area. Revising mining
methods to extract richer ore would result in more waste rock with higher ARD
and metal leaching potential. Treatment facilities and associated containment
structures would require additional space, with resultant increased environmental
impacts.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action

Why Dismissed – This option is not reasonable and is cost prohibitive.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Trucking tailings away from the project area is not reasonable
because it would require round-the-clock transport. The project would generate
tailings at a rate that would require a truck with triple trailers to leave the Mine
Site approximately every minute. This would require new roads to connect to the
existing road system. The costs to transport the tails hundreds of miles would be
exorbitant and cost prohibitive.

Screening –

Description –This option would involve transporting all of the tailings from the project
area to a disposal area in Canada.

Origination – Evaluation of an option to truck all waste to Canada was suggested during
scoping.
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Why Dismissed – The option to move the tailings to another area is not reasonable.
Treating the pyritic tailings with cement or limestone provides no environmental benefits
over the Proposed Action, which would separate the pyritic from the bulk tails and keep
them inert by maintaining them during mining in a subaqueous condition, and return
them to the completed pit during closure for permanent subaqueous storage.
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Tailings Dam –
Upstream
Construction
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – Tailings dams built by the upstream method of construction are raised by
using rock, soil, and tailings in various combinations as dam fill. A starter dam is first built
in the same manner as a centerline or downstream dam. Trapezoidal-shaped raises are
built on top of each other at an offset toe-to-crest design, moving the dam crest and

Origination – This construction method was evaluated by USACE.

Screening – This option is currently being evaluated.

Description – Under this option, downstream tailings dam construction is considered
only for the bulk TSF instead of the centerline method (the pyritic TSF is proposed as a
downstream dam). Downstream tailings dams can be constructed using rock, soil, or
tailings in various combinations. Construction starts with a starter dam in the same way
as for a centerline dam. Subsequent stages (raises) are built on top of the downstream
slope of the previous dam. The centerline of the dam crest moves downstream.
Downstream dams are constructed in the same way as conventional water storage
dams, except for being raised in stages as mining progresses, instead of all at once.

Origination – This construction method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.
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Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which includes the use of
centerline construction for the bulk tailings TSF embankment. Centerline construction
optimizes the robustness and stability advantages of downstream construction, with the
efficiency advantages of upstream construction. The centerline dam begins with a starter
dam, and subsequent raises are placed directly above the starter dam or previous raise,
and over the downstream face, and over the tailings adjacent to the dam. The centerline
of the dam crest is maintained in the same vertical plane. The outer part of the dam
expands downstream as the dam is raised. The inner part of the dam has raises that
stagger over the tailings with the upstream toe of each raise on the same vertical plane.
A variation of the centerline method is to bend the centerline in either the upstream or
downstream direction to optimize stability and cost. Centerline dams can be built out of
rock, soil, and tailings.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider alternative dam construction
methods.
3. Practicable Test: Upstream raises are the oldest and most economic type of
tailings dam construction. An upstream dam contains about one-third of the fill
volume of a downstream dam, and one-half the volume of a centerline dam. This
would result in construction time savings conducive to the project’s short
construction seasons, and therefore, reduced costs. However, fill can only be
placed on tailings that have had time to consolidate, and thereby provide a
strong foundation for the raises. Otherwise, the underlying tailings could be
saturated to the extent they could liquefy as a result of seismic activity and cause
the dam to fail. A rate of tailings rise of 15 to 30 feet per year is considered to be
the upper limit of allowing sufficient time for tailings consolidation to provide a
stable tailings foundation for upstream raise construction. The planned rate of
tailings rise for the Pebble Project is at the upper end of this range, and likely too
fast to allow enough time for consolidation. Therefore, an upstream raise is likely
not feasible because of the fast rate of tailings rise and liquefaction potential in a
high-seismic-potential area.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The need for less dam material means less
material needs to be quarried or borrowed for dam fill, resulting in less
environmental impacts. However, the higher potential for tailings liquefaction
results in a higher risk of dam failure, and inundation of the land and water

Screening –
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centerline upstream so that the upstream part of the dam is situated over tailings in the
TSF.
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Option Details and Screening
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Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

bodies by tailings.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – The option is not reasonable because the suggestion is already part
of the proposed project.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: The dam design would require that the dams accommodate a
200-year flood event when the TSF was at maximum capacity (both events at
the same time). An emergency storage facility would provide redundancy, but at
the expense of having to build a separate facility that would require the
disturbance and use of additional land. Any redundancies that could be achieved
would be more economically achieved by more robust TSF, WMP, seepage
collection, and sediment pond facilities. The concerns this option are intended to
address are already designed into the proposed project, so this option is not
reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would require an emergency storage/overflow containment
area to minimize risk of tailings spills from excessive buildup of water in the TSF.

Origination – Scoping comments expressed concern regarding the stability and
environmental impacts of a TSF failure due to an unexpected event such as seismic
activity or unexpected water volumes.
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Why Dismissed – PLP is proposing a centerline dam for the bulk TSF and downstream
dam for the pyritic TSF, which are considered more stable construction methods and
reduce the risk of dam failure. Upstream construction is dismissed from further
consideration because of potential environmental impacts from a higher risk of dam
failure.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts because the

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires an additional step to blend tailings
streams, and maintain more water in the TSF to keep the pyritic tailings
subaqueous to mitigate ARD and metal leaching potential. The entire facility
would need to be managed in perpetuity to maintain the wet closure, and to
collect and treat seepage. A blended facility would also need to be lined, which
would hinder the flow-through design concept of the bulk TSF, and thereby
prevent the bulk tailings from dewatering over time and becoming a stable
landform.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The blended tails would result in a large volume of
tailings—and therefore, seepage water— that would need to be managed for
potential ARD metal leaching. The wet closure would have a long-term postclosure dam failure risk higher than the proposed project.

Screening –

Description – Under this option, bulk and pyritic tailings streams would be combined into
one for the purpose of having a single TSF.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP as a potential tailings production and
storage method.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves keeping both
bulk and pyritic tailing streams separate. Separate tailings streams are a by-product of
the mining process, so no additional steps are required. This option would require
separate TSFs for bulk and pyritic tails.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Origination – PLP Proposed Action.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: TBD
3. Practicable Test: It would be possible to fully line the bulk TSF although it would
increase costs. However, lining of the bulk TSF would create a bathtub of water
in the lower part of the TSF, because the liner would impede the planned flowthrough of seepage through the tailings and main embankment. This would
result in saturated lower tailings that could be susceptible to static and seismic
liquefaction during operations, and through closure and post-closure, even in
thickened tailings several hundred feet deep. Technologies have been evaluated
to connect drains into bottom liners to enhance seepage, but they have not been
proven and implemented on a similar scale.

Screening –

Description – This option has the bottom of the bulk TSF fully lined so that the bulk
tailings would not be in contact with the ground surface.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which would discharge
thickened bulk tailings into an unlined basin, and provide TSF solids and water
management in a manner that results in the TSF groundwater level sloping down
towards the main embankment, and the seepage passing through a collection system
built under the main embankment, and being collected by the bulk TSK main seepage
collection pond.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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pyritic tails would “contaminate” the bulk tails and require subaqueous storage in
perpetuity.
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Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

4. Environmental Impacts Test: This option would result in poor consolidation of
tailings that would lead to long-term saturation of the deeper tailings, and
susceptibility to static and seismic liquefaction. This would defeat the drainage
objective of the proposed thickened TSF. The ultimate result would be higher
potential mobility of the tailings, and prevention of the tailings from consolidating
over time by gradual drainage, and ultimately becoming a stable landform as
proposed.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider an unlined facility.
3. Practicable Test: It is practicable with existing technology to build an unlined
TSF, and it would reduce costs.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: PLP has proposed a lined pyritic TSF to allow
subaqueous storage during operations. The liner would also reduce the volume

Screening –

Description – Under this option, the pyritic TSF would be unlined.

Origination – This option was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed project
design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which has the bottom of the
pyritic tailings TSF fully lined so that the pyritic tailings would not be in contact with the
ground surface. Additionally, this option allows for pyritic tailings to be stored
sub-aqueously without the circulation of seepage water.

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts because the liner
would retain water in the bulk tails and increase the risk of dam failure and tailings
mobility.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

of pyritic tailings–contaminated seepage from the facility that would need to be
collected and treated. PLP has also proposed to move the pyritic tails and PAG
waste to the completed pit at closure, and reclaim the TSF; eliminating the need
for the pyritic TSF to be perpetually maintained.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This location has been studied previously and is a reasonable
option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This site is close to the process plant, has sufficient storage
capacity for all tailings, and allows for the segregation of bulk and pyritic tailings.
This option has the highest efficiency, making it the least costly option.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The catchment area of the site is high, and the total
anadromous stream miles impacted, as well as impacted acres of wetlands for
this site, are high.

Screening –

Description – This option would store pyritic tailings about 2 miles north of the proposed
open pit.

Origination – This TSF location was evaluated by PLP when developing the proposed
project design.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, and would store the bulk tails 2
to 3 miles west of the proposed pit. The pyritic tails would be stored at the NFK East
location (TSF-021).

Origination – PLP Proposed Action
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Tailings Management

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It is reasonable to consider options that potentially reduce the
footprint. A combined pond is proposed for the Donlin Gold Mine.
3. Practicable Test: This option is compatible only with the slurry tailings disposal
method (TSF-002). The option is not compatible with the thickened tailings
disposal objective of ultimate drainage and consolidation of the tailings to a
stable landform. Production of thickened tailings requires the dewatering of
tailings as part of the milling process. The bulk TSF is planned to store thickened
tailings that have been previously dewatered to the extent that they would be
discharged to the bulk TSF at a solids content of 55 percent. This plan would
result in a drier and more stable tailings deposit than would result from slurry
tailings discharge. A combined bulk TSF/Operating Pond facility could be
achieved by either not thickening the tailings, and thereby depositing slurry
tailings; or building an internal embankment in the combined facility to separate

Screening –

Description – This option would add the Operating Pond (part of the main water
management pond) to the bulk TSF. It would result in additional water stored in the bulk
TSF, and would eliminate the need for or reduce the size of the main water management
pond. The objective would be to perform all bulk tailings and water management
operations at one facility, instead of two facilities.

Origination – This option was evaluated by USACE to avoid impacts associated with a
separate water management pond.

Description – This location is proposed by PLP to store the pyritic tailings about 1 mile
west of the proposed open pit. The bulk tailings would be stored at the NFK West
location (TSF-019).
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the thickened tailings from water.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: The proposed main water management pond has a
footprint of approximately 925 acres, of which about 750 acres contain the
normal operating pond level, and the remaining 175 acres are for the maximum
operating pond level and probable maximum flood. Much of this area is
wetlands. If the bulk TSF also contained the Operating Pond, there would be a
reduction in impacts to Waters of the U.S. However, a combined bulk
TSF/Operating Pond facility that combined non-thickened tailings and water
would be a slurry TSF that is contrary to the environmentally safer consideration
of a thickened TSF; and in conflict with current global mining objectives of
developing drier TSFs as best available technology, regardless of water supply
factors, and moving the industry towards zero tailings dam failures. A combined
bulk TSF/Operating Pond facility with separate thickened tailings and water
storage areas would require a bulk TSF area and a water retention area
separated by a divider dam, and would require a footprint that would be larger
than the planned bulk TSF footprint, but could be similar to the combined
footprints of the proposed separate bulk TSF and main water management pond
facilities.






Tailings Management

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
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Why Dismissed – The option conflicts with the objective of thickened tailings and does
not offer any environmental advantages over the proposed action.
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Option Details and Screening

Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3. Practicable
Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Separate waste rock facilities are common at mines, and this
is a reasonable option to consider.
3. Practicable Test: This option requires the construction of a separate facility, and
water management and access infrastructure. The facility would be exposed to

Screening –

Description – This option would involve the construction of a separate permanent facility
for waste rock.

Origination – This storage method was evaluated by PLP when developing the
proposed project design.

Why Dismissed – The Proposed Action no longer has an LGO stockpile, and therefore
the option is not reasonable.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: This option is no longer viable because PLP is not proposing
an LGO stockpile.

Screening –

Description – This option would store PAG with the LGO stockpile.

Origination – This option was PLP’s Proposed Action in the December 2017 DA permit
application. PLP’s May 11, 2018 update changed the process, and would place all PAG
in the pyritic tails TSF.

Description – All potentially acid-generating waste rock would be stored in the pyritic
TSF. All PAG waste rock would be returned to the pit at closure with the pyritic tailings
for permanent subaqueous storage.
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered
PAG Waste Rock
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the air, and therefore would generate ARD and ML that would need to be
collected and treated. Additional collection and treatment facilities and
infrastructure would be needed.
4. Environmental Impacts Test: Construction of the associated infrastructure would
increase wetland impacts for no environmental benefit.
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Why Dismissed – This option would increase overall adverse impacts associated with
construction of a separate facility, and PAG waste rock would likely generate ARD over
time.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Why Dismissed – PLP would be required—and has committed to achieving—
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would
be required—and has committed to achieving—applicable water quality
standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The standards are
developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the enhanced
treatment would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this
option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would require the water quality of all discharged water to be
the same as receiving water. Additional water treatment steps would likely be
required to achieve this.

Origination – Evaluation of an option that treats water for discharge to meet the
water quality of the natural receiving waters was suggested during scoping.

To meet the water quality standards in receiving body per Alaska Water Quality
Criteria Manual, and to meet the mine plan requirements, two WTPs would be
required: WTP #1 near the Open Pit; and WTP#2 near the Main WMP. WTP #1
would use chemical precipitation and filtration for metals removal. WTP#2 would use
chemical precipitation followed by Reverse Osmosis (RO) for meeting total dissolved
solids (TDS)/sulfate limits, and biological selenium removal.

Description – This option is part of the Proposed Action, which involves water
treatment technology to meet the Alaska water quality discharge standards.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Why Dismissed –PLP would be required—and has committed to achieving—
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would
be required—and has committed to achieving—applicable water quality
standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones). The standards are
developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the additional
treatment would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this
option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description – This option would require there to be zero metal content in discharged
water. To meet zero metal content, chemical precipitation followed by RO, and an
additional ion exchange step would be required to completely remove the metals. The
treatment system would essentially generate ultrapure water for discharge by
providing a treatment that is well beyond what is required to meet the water quality
standards, thereby resulting in “over treatment.” This water is expected to have very
low TDS or mineral content, and is likely to be “too clean” for discharge (i.e., some
constituents have minimum standards). To address potential toxicity associated with
this flow, addition of certain constituents is likely required to make it amenable for
discharge resulting in some metal content.

Origination – Evaluation of an option that would result in zero discharges of metals
into the watershed was suggested during scoping.
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standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, there is
no meaningful environmental benefit of additional treatment of the water, making this
option not reasonable.
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Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

Description – This option calls for the development and construction of an airtight
structure that covers the Mine Site. Any fumes or gasses would be cleaned before

Origination – Evaluation of an option that covers the development with an airtight
structure to contain ARD from getting into the air was suggested during scoping.

Why Dismissed – RO-based treatment is primarily required for TDS and sulfate
removal. Because both TDS and sulfate are below the discharge limits in the influent
water to WTP#1, RO is not required. Chemical precipitation followed by filtration
would be sufficient to meet the discharge limits for WTP#1, and RO-based treatment
can be limited to just WTP#2. The option of using RO at both WTPs is not
reasonable, and would unnecessarily increase the carbon footprint, facility size, and
the residual solids disposal requirements.

1. PurposeandNeedTest:Meetsthepurposeandneed.
2. Reasonable Test: PLP would be required—and has committed to—achieving
applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones).
The standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life;
therefore, the additional treatment would provide no meaningful
environmental benefit making this option not reasonable.

Screening –

Description –This option would use chemical precipitation, followed by RO
processing for water treatment at both WTPs (WTP#1 and WTP#2).

Origination – Evaluation of an option that would require RO for all water treatment
was suggested during scoping.
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standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, there is
no benefit of treating the water to make it cleaner than required, making this option
not reasonable.
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SEPTEMBER 2018

Option

Option #





Why Dismissed (as applicable)

Screening Criteria: 1. Purpose and Need Test, 2. Reasonable Test, 3.
Practicable Test, 4. Environmental Impacts Test

Option Details: Origination, Description

Option Details and Screening

Water Treatment and Air

Why Dismissed – This option is dismissed because it is not reasonable, and the
suggestion is based on a misunderstanding of potential ARD impacts.

1. Purpose and Need Test: Meets the purpose and need.
2. Reasonable Test: Design for this type of structure is not reasonable, because
there is no air quality concern with emissions from ARD. An airtight structure
would be the largest structure in the world.

Screening –
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Table B-1: Preliminary List of Project Options Being Considered

the air can be re-released into the atmosphere.
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EPA Comments on Pebble Preliminary Alternatives Development Process
10/3/18
Thank you for providing Cooperating Agencies with the opportunity to review the September 2018 draft
of Appendix B: Alternatives Development Process for the Pebble Project EIS. Our comments are
grouped into three categories: general comments, comments specific to the options and alternatives, and
minor editorial comments. We appreciate the opportunity to review and provide input and would be
happy to discuss these comments with the Corps and AECOM.
General Comments
Chapter 2: It is our understanding that the alternatives carried forward for detailed analysis in the EIS
will be described in more detail in EIS Chapter 2, which will also include a description of the proposed
action. We request the opportunity to review a draft of Chapter 2 before the draft EIS is issued so that
we can provide input into the more detailed descriptions of the proposed action and alternatives.
Preferably this review would occur before, or concurrent with, the review of the environmental
consequences sections scheduled for November.
Chapter 5 (Mitigation): The discussion of option ACC-025 states, “Mitigation measures included in
PLP’s design, which are integral components of the proposed action, will be included in Chapter 5 of the
EIS…” The EIS outline provided to the cooperating agencies and in the scoping package materials does
not include a chapter on mitigation and identifies Chapter 5 as the List of Preparers. We agree with
including a chapter on mitigation and request the opportunity, consistent with our special expertise, to
provide early input into this chapter before the draft EIS is issued.
Additional alternatives: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we
recommend that the Corps and AECOM consider whether there are alternatives to the effluent outfall
locations identified in the proposed action that could have reduced impacts (e.g., further reduce
dewatering impacts). We recommend that Appendix B consider the outfall locations as a component and
discuss whether alternate locations could reduce impacts.
Description of the proposed action: Reasons for dismissing options are often stated generally, with
limited quantification or evidence provided about how potential effects differ (or do not differ) from the
proposed option. For example, under PRO-002 (p21) it states it “would require approximately 100 times
the proposed truck, ferry, lightering barge, and ship traffic,” but does not provide any of this information
broken out for the proposed option. Under TSF-019 (p77) it states, “the catchment area of the site is
high, and the total anadromous stream miles impacted, as well as impacted acres of wetlands for this
site, are high,” but there is no information included about these variables for the proposed action. For
these types of comparisons, we recommend additional information be provided for the proposed action,
or that Appendix B reference sections of Chapter 2 where that information can be found.
Comparison of impacts: In some places, the document remains vague when dismissing options for
‘increased overall impacts.’ While generally understandable, more details of the process used would
benefit the reader and provide context. If the impacts are cross media – such as comparing wetland
impacts to air emissions or visual impacts – please provide the rationale for deciding the comparison and
thresholds for these decisions. In addition, for each option or alternative listed and dismissed, please
provide any other supporting information or reference documents that were used to eliminate the
respective option.
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We suggest that the document reflect the ongoing or most recent field verification efforts of potential
wetland impacts when analyzing the environmental impacts of the various options.
Page B-4, Section 1.3.2: One of the reasonable options screening criteria was, “Those that are not
practical because they would not provide a reasonable return on investment.” We recommend defining
what is meant by “reasonable return on investment.” This is discussed further in the comments below.
Alternative-Specific Comments
LOC-002, LOC-003: In dismissing alternative mine locations, the characterized potential ore resources
at alternate sites are compared with the full size of the Pebble deposit (6.5 billion tons measured and
indicated). This rationale for dismissal appears to be at odds with the current Pebble project description
which is to mine 1.3 billon tons of ore. If the Corps is going to consider alternative mine locations, we
recommend that alternative mine site locations be compared with the proposed mine size of 1.3 billion
tons, rather than the full resource.
LOC-002, LOC-003, LOC-005: LOC-002 LOC-003, and LOC-005 were the result of an assessment of
potential copper-gold-molybdenum and massive sulfide deposits in Alaska that are in exploration or
advanced exploration. We recommend providing a reference or other information that describes how
these projects were identified.
LOC: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, if the Corps is going to
assess alternate mine locations, then we recommend consideration of an alternate mine location at the
Pebble deposit itself, which would entail underground mining Pebble East.
LAY-001 to LAY-003 and overall mine component size and configuration: As discussed at the
August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we recommend additional discussion of the basis for the
design of the layouts, and why mine site components are placed in certain locations. This discussion
could be based on review of previous work completed by Pebble where multiple locations were
considered for placement of tailings, waste rock, and water management facilities. For example,
Appendix B considers only two locations for the TSF and only one location for the water management
pond. We recommend that the EIS assess whether there are other locations that may be farther away (but
within the distance that tailings could be pumped) that could result in a more compact footprint or lesser
impacts. If that analysis has already occurred, then we recommend that it be included in this document.
We recommend that the analysis of mine component layouts and locations provide the exact volume of
fills and size requirements for the mine components as currently proposed (LAY-001). With this
information please provide a discussion of the development of location and impacts from the footprint of
each component and if the configuration is utilizing the topographic limitations to the maximum extent
practicable to reduce the overall mine site and footprint of each component thereby reducing aquatic
resource impacts.
LAY-005 and TPD-002: These options are dismissed because they would not provide a “reasonable
rate of return.” As discussed at the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, more information is
needed describing what is considered a reasonable rate of return and how it compares with the rate of
return of the proposed action. Otherwise the basis for dismissing these options is not substantiated.
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LAY-006: We agree with evaluating a larger mine size in the EIS as a reasonably foreseeable future
activity. Before the draft EIS is issued for public comment, we request the opportunity to review the
description of the larger mine size and layout and assessment of indirect and cumulative impacts, within
our areas of special expertise.
Even though the larger mine size will be considered as a reasonably foreseeable future activity, given
that “Northern Dynasty has communicated to shareholders that expanded development is possible,” we
recommend that possible expansion be considered in the design and layout of the alternatives. For
example, a mine size/time period extension could extend the period that PAG waste and tailings are
stored and exposed to the atmosphere (oxygen and precipitation), which increases the potential for the
material to begin generating acidity and leaching metals. If a longer period of PAG storage outside of a
completed pit is anticipated, mitigation measures to keep the materials from becoming acidic over this
time should be considered in the original design or alternatives. We recommend that the analysis of
indirect and cumulative effects consider how management of wastes during operations might need to
change to mesh with goals for closure management under the extended mine life/size (cumulative
effects) scenario.
MNG-005: It is not clear why in-pit crushing and conveying would create the need for a separate PAG
waste storage facility. In pit crushing and conveying is common technique. We recommend providing
more explanation that includes the estimated amount of PAG waste that would be generated, why the
PAG waste cannot be included in the proposed pyritic TSF/PAG waste facility, and the estimated
increased footprint of the proposed TSF/PAG facility or a new facility under this option.
MNG-006: This option would require storage of diesel fuel at mine site, in addition to shipment to it.
Since LNG storage is discussed under MNG-007, we recommend discussing the size of the on-site
diesel storage facility here under the Proposed Action.
TPD-002: This option was dismissed based on an optimization study that showed it would not have a
“positive net present value” or “reasonable return on investment.” If these indicators are being used to
screen out alternatives, then this same information should be provided for the proposed action. Please
provide more information that defines: (1) the thresholds for positive net present value and reasonable
return on investment; (2) the net present value and return on investment for the proposed action; and (3)
the estimated net present value and return on investment for options that are eliminated based on these
factors.
TPD options: Only one option smaller than the proposed throughout of 180,000 tpd was considered,
and it was dismissed as not reasonable because it would not provide a reasonable return on investment.
We recommend that mine sizes between 50,000 tpd and 180,000 tpd be assessed to determine if there
are other smaller mine throughputs that could result in reduced impacts and still be practicable.
POW-009: We recommend that more explanation be provided regarding why utilization of the Donlin
Gold gas pipeline is not practicable. For example, describe the excess capacity of the Donlin Gold
pipeline and how much the diameter and amount of gas would need to be increased to also
accommodate Pebble. Please discuss if it would be possible to increase the diameter and amount of gas
flowing through a combination pipeline for both Pebble and Donlin for a portion of the line until the
Pebble pipeline would branch off providing the necessary amount of natural gas flowing for each
project.
3
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ACC-001: Please clarify whether the stream crossings listed are only for the portion of the access road
south of Iliamna Lake, and disclose the number of crossings from the mine site to the northern side of
the lake. In addition, we recommend disclosing the number of wetland crossings, which are mentioned
under ACC-002, but not provided for ACC-001.
ACC-003: The document states that “Additional transfer of materials with barges increases the risk of
spills or loss of fugitive material during transfer operations.” While this statement is true, it is not clear
what the word “additional” is in reference to, as this is an environmental impact that the North Access
alternative has in common with the proposed action. We recommend that the document clarify that the
proposed action has a similar level of risk associated with material transfer to barges.
CTR-002: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we recommend
several revisions to the description of this option. First, please clarify whether this option applies to both
concentrates or to the copper concentrate only. Second, please describe how the treated water discharge
would comply with the Clean Water Act New Source Performance Standards Effluent Limitation
Guidelines (ELGs). The document states that the Concentrate Transport Pipeline option would require a
water treatment plant (WTP) and a discharge permit at the port site, and would result in a small
reduction (<1 cubic foot per second) in water available for discharge at the Mine Site. We note that all
water associated with concentrate transport is process water, so could not be discharged (with the
exception of net precipitation amount) at the port according to the Effluent Limitation Guideline.
Previous iterations of this proposal included a water return pipeline and not a discharge to marine
waters. We recommend revising this discussion.
RCA-002: The document discusses only two options for road access at mine closure: the proposal to
retain the mine road, and an alternative (dismissed) to use only existing infrastructure for mine
reclamation and closure transportation needs, and reclaim the mine road after operations cease. We
recommend consideration of a hybrid alternative, including closing the road south of the Lake along
with the ferry terminals, but leaving the road from Iliamna to the mine site in place for access from and
to the mine site.
TSF-002: It is unclear why Slurry Tailings Storage is listed as dismissed, given that it is the proposed
option for pyritic tailings. We recommend that the document clarify if it is dismissed for bulk tailings
only.
TSF-004: The status of the dry stack tailings option is identified as under review. For reasons discussed
in our scoping comments, we recommend that the Corps include this option as an alternative for detailed
analysis in the EIS for the bulk tailings and also consider it for the pyritic tailings (with appropriate
liners and covers). As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we
recommend that the Corps and AECOM review the tailings alternatives development process and
documents for the Resolution Copper EIS since the Resolution Copper Project is of similar size and has
similar relative amounts of pyritic and bulk tailings. The Resolution Copper Project and Land Exchange
EIS Draft Alternatives Evaluation Report (USDA Forest Service, November 2017) can be found on the
U.S. Forest Service’s Resolution Copper Project EIS website and is informative in how dry stack
alternatives and TSF locational and layout alternatives are assessed and the alternatives development
process in general.
TSF-006: Part of this discusses treatment of the pyritic tailings, but the option is dismissed. The reason
for dismissing addition of limestone (discussed under the Environmental Impact test) is that it would
4
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require transport of very large volumes of materials and that it “provides no environmental benefits over
the Proposed Action” (in the “Why Dismissed” explanation). While it is true that large volumes of
neutralizing material would need to be transported and stored, it is not clear how the pyritic tailings will
be managed when disturbed for placement into the pit, or how the pit will be managed in perpetuity.
Production of acidity and metals in leachate from infiltration of precipitation or interaction with water
already in the TSF would be retained within the lined system (presumably with backup leachate
monitoring wells in case of inefficient or damaged liner), so perhaps there wouldn’t be any
environmental benefit over the proposed action during operations, but there could be an environmental
benefit after the tailings are placed in the pit. The addition of neutralizing agents with pyritic tailings
placement (or even with the PAG waste rock) that are then carried over into the pit could serve two
purposes: that of a shorter-term precautionary measure for the pyritic TSF and a longer-term
management measure for the pit and potential for reduced water treatment needs at closure. We
recommend that the discussion consider these factors.
TSF-009: The status of the downstream dam construction option is identified as under review. Given
the size of the TSF, importance of downstream resources, and stability advantages of a downstream
constructed dam, we recommend that this option be retained for detailed analysis in the EIS.
TSF-013: We recommend that further evaluation occur before dismissing the Blended Pyritic and Bulk
Tails option. We recommend disclosing the relative amounts of bulk and pyritic tailings and the
management options for blending in order to substantiate the statement that the pyritic tailings would
contaminate the bulk tailings. For example, we recommend considering whether the opposite could be
true – that the bulk tailings could neutralize the pyritic tailings. In addition, the document states that a
blended facility would need to be lined, which would hinder the flow-through design concept of the bulk
TSF, and thereby prevent the bulk tailings from dewatering over time and becoming a stable landform.
Give that the entire facility is to be managed in perpetuity as a wet storage facility (under this option), it
is not clear why it is necessary for the bulk tailings to dewater to become a landform. We recommend
that this be clarified and that this option further describe why a lined, blended tailings TSF could not be
dewatered and covered at closure.
TSF-014: This is the proposed option. While it’s stated there would be a slope toward the main
embankment where seepage would be collected as it passed under this embankment, all seepage may not
necessarily flow that direction (for example, if there are fractures that provide easier flow paths). For
this option, groundwater flow pathways need to be well-understood to ensure capture of all leachate. We
recommend this be assessed in the EIS, particularly if option TSF-015 is dismissed. See comment
below.
TSF-015: The lined bulk tailings basin option was dismissed since it would result in saturated lower
tailings that are susceptible to liquefaction. The screening analysis states that technologies have been
evaluated to connect drains into bottom liners to enhance seepage, but they have not been proven and
implemented on a similar scale. Please describe: (1) what type of technologies have been evaluated; (2)
on what scales they are proven to be implemented and effective; and, (3) why exactly these systems
cannot be scaled up for the Pebble TSF. A liner and a downstream constructed dam were components of
the Donlin TSF that was recently permitted by the Corps; it is not clear why these techniques would not
at least be carried forward for detailed analysis in the Pebble EIS.
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PAG-001: Proposed option is for all PAG waste rock to be stored in pyritic TSF. Please describe
whether the PAG waste and pyritic tailings will be separated and whether storing the different particle
sizes together affect their stability and behavior in the event of an earthquake.
WTP-001: The proposed option for WTP#2 “would use chemical precipitation followed by Reverse
Osmosis (RO) for meeting total dissolved solids (TDS)/sulfate limits, and biological selenium removal.”
In RFI-020, the updated portion (page 21 of the PDF, document dated December 6, 2017) has biological
selenium (Se) removal included for WTP#2 and states the design flow for WTP#2 is 14,800 gpm. An
earlier document included in the RFI-020 (page 10 of the PDF, from 2012) stated that biological
treatment of Se on water bypassing RO treatment wouldn’t be used after evaluation. The specific flow
rate subject to biological Se treatment isn’t indicated. Some examples of planned or in construction
projects using the Envirogen system are presented in a table (page 21 of PDF), with the lowest flow rate
of 33,000 gpm for West Line Creek (Teck Coal in BC). An example provided of an operating system is
at Barrick Lead, which is stated to be treating 800 gpm (table on page 11 of PDF). It is not clear whether
the West Line Creek treatment approach is the one that is now being upgraded to advanced oxidation
because of problems with conversion of selenium to selenite (which is the more toxic form).
The WTP#2 flow rate is very high (as are those noted as examples from the RFI-020) for a biological
system that requires a specific range (dependent on concentration of Se) of Eh and pH to facilitate
formation of elemental Se and to not produce selenide (which is mobile and toxic) or to not be reducing
enough and produce selenite (also mobile and more toxic to aquatic organisms than selenate). More
detail on the flow and selenium concentration to be treated is needed to be able to assess if biological Se
removal is feasible and whether alternative selenium treatment options should be developed.
WTP-002: The Enhanced Water Treatment alternative was based on a suggestion received during
scoping to treat water for discharge to meet the water quality of the natural receiving waters. Under the
Reasonable Test, the document states that “It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would be required—and has
committed to achieving—applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones).
The standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the enhanced treatment
would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this option not reasonable.” We note that
the Water Quality Standards at 18 AAC 70.235(c)(1) state: (c) Upon application, or on its own initiative,
the department will, in its discretion, set site-specific criteria in regulation if the department finds that
the evidence reasonably demonstrates that the site-specific criterion will fully protect designated uses in
18 AAC 70.020(b) and that (1) for reasons specific to a certain site, a criterion in 18 AAC 70.020(b) is
more stringent or less stringent than necessary to ensure full protection of the corresponding use class
[emphasis added]. While this process is generally proposed when a natural condition is higher than the
statewide criteria, the regulation does allow ADEC to establish a criterion that is more stringent than the
statewide criteria. We recommend revising the document accordingly.
Editorial Comments:
LOC-005: Says “Status under review” on page B-9, but under layout options on page B-10 it has
“option is not reasonable” under “Why Dismissed.”
LAY-002: Page B-12 under Why Dismissed – “proposed LAY-003” –should this read LAY-001
(Option 3)?
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TSF-003 (page B-37): Reasonable test is noted as TBD, but option status is dismissed.
TSF-006: The sentence under the Environmental Impact test, “Revising mining methods to extract
richer ore would result in more waste rock and higher ARD and metal leaching potential” seems
irrelevant to the specific option being discussed.
TSF-011: Option’s status is noted as “under review,” but the details section indicates it was dismissed.
The reason it was dismissed is explained as having already been addressed in the proposed design, but
those details are not presented in TSF-001. We recommend revising for clarity.
TSF-21: Status “under review” but discussed as being dismissed.
WTP-003: Under “Why dismissed” for WTP-003, the document includes a statement that water quality
standards “are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life.” Please revise this statement to
acknowledge that water quality standards also protect human health.
WTP-004: The document states that “Because both TDS and sulfate are below the discharge limits in
the influent water to WTP#1, RO is not required.” Since influent water does not yet exist, we
recommend that is would be more accurate to say TDS and sulfate “are expected” to be below the
discharge limits.
Figure 4: The Figure appears mislabeled, with the NFK East site coded as “rejected”, but it is the
proposed site for the pyritic tailings, and, based on the options presented in Appendix B, wasn’t a
location that was proposed, alternative, or dismissed for the bulk tailings.
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EPA Comments on Pebble Preliminary Alternatives Development Process
10/3/18
Thank you for providing Cooperating Agencies with the opportunity to review the September 2018 draft
of Appendix B: Alternatives Development Process for the Pebble Project EIS. Our comments are
grouped into three categories: general comments, comments specific to the options and alternatives, and
minor editorial comments. We appreciate the opportunity to review and provide input and would be
happy to discuss these comments with the Corps and AECOM.
General Comments
Chapter 2: It is our understanding that the alternatives carried forward for detailed analysis in the EIS
will be described in more detail in EIS Chapter 2, which will also include a description of the proposed
action. We request the opportunity to review a draft of Chapter 2 before the draft EIS is issued so that
we can provide input into the more detailed descriptions of the proposed action and alternatives.
Preferably this review would occur before, or concurrent with, the review of the environmental
consequences sections scheduled for November.
Chapter 5 (Mitigation): The discussion of option ACC-025 states, “Mitigation measures included in
PLP’s design, which are integral components of the proposed action, will be included in Chapter 5 of the
EIS…” The EIS outline provided to the cooperating agencies and in the scoping package materials does
not include a chapter on mitigation and identifies Chapter 5 as the List of Preparers. We agree with
including a chapter on mitigation and request the opportunity, consistent with our special expertise, to
provide early input into this chapter before the draft EIS is issued.
Additional alternatives: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we
recommend that the Corps and AECOM consider whether there are alternatives to the effluent outfall
locations identified in the proposed action that could have reduced impacts (e.g., further reduce
dewatering impacts). We recommend that Appendix B consider the outfall locations as a component and
discuss whether alternate locations could reduce impacts.
Description of the proposed action: Reasons for dismissing options are often stated generally, with
limited quantification or evidence provided about how potential effects differ (or do not differ) from the
proposed option. For example, under PRO-002 (p21) it states it “would require approximately 100 times
the proposed truck, ferry, lightering barge, and ship traffic,” but does not provide any of this information
broken out for the proposed option. Under TSF-019 (p77) it states, “the catchment area of the site is
high, and the total anadromous stream miles impacted, as well as impacted acres of wetlands for this
site, are high,” but there is no information included about these variables for the proposed action. For
these types of comparisons, we recommend additional information be provided for the proposed action,
or that Appendix B reference sections of Chapter 2 where that information can be found.
Comparison of impacts: In some places, the document remains vague when dismissing options for
‘increased overall impacts.’ While generally understandable, more details of the process used would
benefit the reader and provide context. If the impacts are cross media – such as comparing wetland
impacts to air emissions or visual impacts – please provide the rationale for deciding the comparison and
thresholds for these decisions. In addition, for each option or alternative listed and dismissed, please
provide any other supporting information or reference documents that were used to eliminate the
respective option.
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We suggest that the document reflect the ongoing or most recent field verification efforts of potential
wetland impacts when analyzing the environmental impacts of the various options.
Page B-4, Section 1.3.2: One of the reasonable options screening criteria was, “Those that are not
practical because they would not provide a reasonable return on investment.” We recommend defining
what is meant by “reasonable return on investment.” This is discussed further in the comments below.
Alternative-Specific Comments
LOC-002, LOC-003: In dismissing alternative mine locations, the characterized potential ore resources
at alternate sites are compared with the full size of the Pebble deposit (6.5 billion tons measured and
indicated). This rationale for dismissal appears to be at odds with the current Pebble project description
which is to mine 1.3 billon tons of ore. If the Corps is going to consider alternative mine locations, we
recommend that alternative mine site locations be compared with the proposed mine size of 1.3 billion
tons, rather than the full resource.
LOC-002, LOC-003, LOC-005: LOC-002 LOC-003, and LOC-005 were the result of an assessment of
potential copper-gold-molybdenum and massive sulfide deposits in Alaska that are in exploration or
advanced exploration. We recommend providing a reference or other information that describes how
these projects were identified.
LOC: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, if the Corps is going to
assess alternate mine locations, then we recommend consideration of an alternate mine location at the
Pebble deposit itself, which would entail underground mining Pebble East.
LAY-001 to LAY-003 and overall mine component size and configuration: As discussed at the
August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we recommend additional discussion of the basis for the
design of the layouts, and why mine site components are placed in certain locations. This discussion
could be based on review of previous work completed by Pebble where multiple locations were
considered for placement of tailings, waste rock, and water management facilities. For example,
Appendix B considers only two locations for the TSF and only one location for the water management
pond. We recommend that the EIS assess whether there are other locations that may be farther away (but
within the distance that tailings could be pumped) that could result in a more compact footprint or lesser
impacts. If that analysis has already occurred, then we recommend that it be included in this document.
We recommend that the analysis of mine component layouts and locations provide the exact volume of
fills and size requirements for the mine components as currently proposed (LAY-001). With this
information please provide a discussion of the development of location and impacts from the footprint of
each component and if the configuration is utilizing the topographic limitations to the maximum extent
practicable to reduce the overall mine site and footprint of each component thereby reducing aquatic
resource impacts.
LAY-005 and TPD-002: These options are dismissed because they would not provide a “reasonable
rate of return.” As discussed at the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, more information is
needed describing what is considered a reasonable rate of return and how it compares with the rate of
return of the proposed action. Otherwise the basis for dismissing these options is not substantiated.
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LAY-006: We agree with evaluating a larger mine size in the EIS as a reasonably foreseeable future
activity. Before the draft EIS is issued for public comment, we request the opportunity to review the
description of the larger mine size and layout and assessment of indirect and cumulative impacts, within
our areas of special expertise.
Even though the larger mine size will be considered as a reasonably foreseeable future activity, given
that “Northern Dynasty has communicated to shareholders that expanded development is possible,” we
recommend that possible expansion be considered in the design and layout of the alternatives. For
example, a mine size/time period extension could extend the period that PAG waste and tailings are
stored and exposed to the atmosphere (oxygen and precipitation), which increases the potential for the
material to begin generating acidity and leaching metals. If a longer period of PAG storage outside of a
completed pit is anticipated, mitigation measures to keep the materials from becoming acidic over this
time should be considered in the original design or alternatives. We recommend that the analysis of
indirect and cumulative effects consider how management of wastes during operations might need to
change to mesh with goals for closure management under the extended mine life/size (cumulative
effects) scenario.
MNG-005: It is not clear why in-pit crushing and conveying would create the need for a separate PAG
waste storage facility. In pit crushing and conveying is common technique. We recommend providing
more explanation that includes the estimated amount of PAG waste that would be generated, why the
PAG waste cannot be included in the proposed pyritic TSF/PAG waste facility, and the estimated
increased footprint of the proposed TSF/PAG facility or a new facility under this option.
MNG-006: This option would require storage of diesel fuel at mine site, in addition to shipment to it.
Since LNG storage is discussed under MNG-007, we recommend discussing the size of the on-site
diesel storage facility here under the Proposed Action.
TPD-002: This option was dismissed based on an optimization study that showed it would not have a
“positive net present value” or “reasonable return on investment.” If these indicators are being used to
screen out alternatives, then this same information should be provided for the proposed action. Please
provide more information that defines: (1) the thresholds for positive net present value and reasonable
return on investment; (2) the net present value and return on investment for the proposed action; and (3)
the estimated net present value and return on investment for options that are eliminated based on these
factors.
TPD options: Only one option smaller than the proposed throughout of 180,000 tpd was considered,
and it was dismissed as not reasonable because it would not provide a reasonable return on investment.
We recommend that mine sizes between 50,000 tpd and 180,000 tpd be assessed to determine if there
are other smaller mine throughputs that could result in reduced impacts and still be practicable.
POW-009: We recommend that more explanation be provided regarding why utilization of the Donlin
Gold gas pipeline is not practicable. For example, describe the excess capacity of the Donlin Gold
pipeline and how much the diameter and amount of gas would need to be increased to also
accommodate Pebble. Please discuss if it would be possible to increase the diameter and amount of gas
flowing through a combination pipeline for both Pebble and Donlin for a portion of the line until the
Pebble pipeline would branch off providing the necessary amount of natural gas flowing for each
project.
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ACC-001: Please clarify whether the stream crossings listed are only for the portion of the access road
south of Iliamna Lake, and disclose the number of crossings from the mine site to the northern side of
the lake. In addition, we recommend disclosing the number of wetland crossings, which are mentioned
under ACC-002, but not provided for ACC-001.
ACC-003: The document states that “Additional transfer of materials with barges increases the risk of
spills or loss of fugitive material during transfer operations.” While this statement is true, it is not clear
what the word “additional” is in reference to, as this is an environmental impact that the North Access
alternative has in common with the proposed action. We recommend that the document clarify that the
proposed action has a similar level of risk associated with material transfer to barges.
CTR-002: As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we recommend
several revisions to the description of this option. First, please clarify whether this option applies to both
concentrates or to the copper concentrate only. Second, please describe how the treated water discharge
would comply with the Clean Water Act New Source Performance Standards Effluent Limitation
Guidelines (ELGs). The document states that the Concentrate Transport Pipeline option would require a
water treatment plant (WTP) and a discharge permit at the port site, and would result in a small
reduction (<1 cubic foot per second) in water available for discharge at the Mine Site. We note that all
water associated with concentrate transport is process water, so could not be discharged (with the
exception of net precipitation amount) at the port according to the Effluent Limitation Guideline.
Previous iterations of this proposal included a water return pipeline and not a discharge to marine
waters. We recommend revising this discussion.
RCA-002: The document discusses only two options for road access at mine closure: the proposal to
retain the mine road, and an alternative (dismissed) to use only existing infrastructure for mine
reclamation and closure transportation needs, and reclaim the mine road after operations cease. We
recommend consideration of a hybrid alternative, including closing the road south of the Lake along
with the ferry terminals, but leaving the road from Iliamna to the mine site in place for access from and
to the mine site.
TSF-002: It is unclear why Slurry Tailings Storage is listed as dismissed, given that it is the proposed
option for pyritic tailings. We recommend that the document clarify if it is dismissed for bulk tailings
only.
TSF-004: The status of the dry stack tailings option is identified as under review. For reasons discussed
in our scoping comments, we recommend that the Corps include this option as an alternative for detailed
analysis in the EIS for the bulk tailings and also consider it for the pyritic tailings (with appropriate
liners and covers). As discussed during the August 22, 2018 cooperating agency meeting, we
recommend that the Corps and AECOM review the tailings alternatives development process and
documents for the Resolution Copper EIS since the Resolution Copper Project is of similar size and has
similar relative amounts of pyritic and bulk tailings. The Resolution Copper Project and Land Exchange
EIS Draft Alternatives Evaluation Report (USDA Forest Service, November 2017) can be found on the
U.S. Forest Service’s Resolution Copper Project EIS website and is informative in how dry stack
alternatives and TSF locational and layout alternatives are assessed and the alternatives development
process in general.
TSF-006: Part of this discusses treatment of the pyritic tailings, but the option is dismissed. The reason
for dismissing addition of limestone (discussed under the Environmental Impact test) is that it would
4
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require transport of very large volumes of materials and that it “provides no environmental benefits over
the Proposed Action” (in the “Why Dismissed” explanation). While it is true that large volumes of
neutralizing material would need to be transported and stored, it is not clear how the pyritic tailings will
be managed when disturbed for placement into the pit, or how the pit will be managed in perpetuity.
Production of acidity and metals in leachate from infiltration of precipitation or interaction with water
already in the TSF would be retained within the lined system (presumably with backup leachate
monitoring wells in case of inefficient or damaged liner), so perhaps there wouldn’t be any
environmental benefit over the proposed action during operations, but there could be an environmental
benefit after the tailings are placed in the pit. The addition of neutralizing agents with pyritic tailings
placement (or even with the PAG waste rock) that are then carried over into the pit could serve two
purposes: that of a shorter-term precautionary measure for the pyritic TSF and a longer-term
management measure for the pit and potential for reduced water treatment needs at closure. We
recommend that the discussion consider these factors.
TSF-009: The status of the downstream dam construction option is identified as under review. Given
the size of the TSF, importance of downstream resources, and stability advantages of a downstream
constructed dam, we recommend that this option be retained for detailed analysis in the EIS.
TSF-013: We recommend that further evaluation occur before dismissing the Blended Pyritic and Bulk
Tails option. We recommend disclosing the relative amounts of bulk and pyritic tailings and the
management options for blending in order to substantiate the statement that the pyritic tailings would
contaminate the bulk tailings. For example, we recommend considering whether the opposite could be
true – that the bulk tailings could neutralize the pyritic tailings. In addition, the document states that a
blended facility would need to be lined, which would hinder the flow-through design concept of the bulk
TSF, and thereby prevent the bulk tailings from dewatering over time and becoming a stable landform.
Give that the entire facility is to be managed in perpetuity as a wet storage facility (under this option), it
is not clear why it is necessary for the bulk tailings to dewater to become a landform. We recommend
that this be clarified and that this option further describe why a lined, blended tailings TSF could not be
dewatered and covered at closure.
TSF-014: This is the proposed option. While it’s stated there would be a slope toward the main
embankment where seepage would be collected as it passed under this embankment, all seepage may not
necessarily flow that direction (for example, if there are fractures that provide easier flow paths). For
this option, groundwater flow pathways need to be well-understood to ensure capture of all leachate. We
recommend this be assessed in the EIS, particularly if option TSF-015 is dismissed. See comment
below.
TSF-015: The lined bulk tailings basin option was dismissed since it would result in saturated lower
tailings that are susceptible to liquefaction. The screening analysis states that technologies have been
evaluated to connect drains into bottom liners to enhance seepage, but they have not been proven and
implemented on a similar scale. Please describe: (1) what type of technologies have been evaluated; (2)
on what scales they are proven to be implemented and effective; and, (3) why exactly these systems
cannot be scaled up for the Pebble TSF. A liner and a downstream constructed dam were components of
the Donlin TSF that was recently permitted by the Corps; it is not clear why these techniques would not
at least be carried forward for detailed analysis in the Pebble EIS.
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PAG-001: Proposed option is for all PAG waste rock to be stored in pyritic TSF. Please describe
whether the PAG waste and pyritic tailings will be separated and whether storing the different particle
sizes together affect their stability and behavior in the event of an earthquake.
WTP-001: The proposed option for WTP#2 “would use chemical precipitation followed by Reverse
Osmosis (RO) for meeting total dissolved solids (TDS)/sulfate limits, and biological selenium removal.”
In RFI-020, the updated portion (page 21 of the PDF, document dated December 6, 2017) has biological
selenium (Se) removal included for WTP#2 and states the design flow for WTP#2 is 14,800 gpm. An
earlier document included in the RFI-020 (page 10 of the PDF, from 2012) stated that biological
treatment of Se on water bypassing RO treatment wouldn’t be used after evaluation. The specific flow
rate subject to biological Se treatment isn’t indicated. Some examples of planned or in construction
projects using the Envirogen system are presented in a table (page 21 of PDF), with the lowest flow rate
of 33,000 gpm for West Line Creek (Teck Coal in BC). An example provided of an operating system is
at Barrick Lead, which is stated to be treating 800 gpm (table on page 11 of PDF). It is not clear whether
the West Line Creek treatment approach is the one that is now being upgraded to advanced oxidation
because of problems with conversion of selenium to selenite (which is the more toxic form).
The WTP#2 flow rate is very high (as are those noted as examples from the RFI-020) for a biological
system that requires a specific range (dependent on concentration of Se) of Eh and pH to facilitate
formation of elemental Se and to not produce selenide (which is mobile and toxic) or to not be reducing
enough and produce selenite (also mobile and more toxic to aquatic organisms than selenate). More
detail on the flow and selenium concentration to be treated is needed to be able to assess if biological Se
removal is feasible and whether alternative selenium treatment options should be developed.
WTP-002: The Enhanced Water Treatment alternative was based on a suggestion received during
scoping to treat water for discharge to meet the water quality of the natural receiving waters. Under the
Reasonable Test, the document states that “It appears this suggestion was made without an
understanding of the regulations that apply to water discharges. PLP would be required—and has
committed to achieving—applicable water quality standards at the end of pipe (i.e., no mixing zones).
The standards are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life; therefore, the enhanced treatment
would provide no meaningful environmental benefit making this option not reasonable.” We note that
the Water Quality Standards at 18 AAC 70.235(c)(1) state: (c) Upon application, or on its own initiative,
the department will, in its discretion, set site-specific criteria in regulation if the department finds that
the evidence reasonably demonstrates that the site-specific criterion will fully protect designated uses in
18 AAC 70.020(b) and that (1) for reasons specific to a certain site, a criterion in 18 AAC 70.020(b) is
more stringent or less stringent than necessary to ensure full protection of the corresponding use class
[emphasis added]. While this process is generally proposed when a natural condition is higher than the
statewide criteria, the regulation does allow ADEC to establish a criterion that is more stringent than the
statewide criteria. We recommend revising the document accordingly.
Editorial Comments:
LOC-005: Says “Status under review” on page B-9, but under layout options on page B-10 it has
“option is not reasonable” under “Why Dismissed.”
LAY-002: Page B-12 under Why Dismissed – “proposed LAY-003” –should this read LAY-001
(Option 3)?
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TSF-003 (page B-37): Reasonable test is noted as TBD, but option status is dismissed.
TSF-006: The sentence under the Environmental Impact test, “Revising mining methods to extract
richer ore would result in more waste rock and higher ARD and metal leaching potential” seems
irrelevant to the specific option being discussed.
TSF-011: Option’s status is noted as “under review,” but the details section indicates it was dismissed.
The reason it was dismissed is explained as having already been addressed in the proposed design, but
those details are not presented in TSF-001. We recommend revising for clarity.
TSF-21: Status “under review” but discussed as being dismissed.
WTP-003: Under “Why dismissed” for WTP-003, the document includes a statement that water quality
standards “are developed by ADEC to be protective of aquatic life.” Please revise this statement to
acknowledge that water quality standards also protect human health.
WTP-004: The document states that “Because both TDS and sulfate are below the discharge limits in
the influent water to WTP#1, RO is not required.” Since influent water does not yet exist, we
recommend that is would be more accurate to say TDS and sulfate “are expected” to be below the
discharge limits.
Figure 4: The Figure appears mislabeled, with the NFK East site coded as “rejected”, but it is the
proposed site for the pyritic tailings, and, based on the options presented in Appendix B, wasn’t a
location that was proposed, alternative, or dismissed for the bulk tailings.
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EPA Cooperating Agency Review Comments
Pebble Project EIS Preliminary Draft Chapter 3
Sections 3.1, 3.5, 3.11, 3.14, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.22, 3.26
7/5/18
Thank you for the opportunity to review early versions of Sections 3.1 Introduction, 3.5 Recreation, 3.11
Aesthetics and Visual Resources, 3.14 Soils, 3.16 Surface Water Resources, 3.17 Hydrogeology, 3.18
Water Quality and Geochemistry, 3.22 Wetlands / Special Aquatic Sites and Waterbodies, and 3.26
Vegetation of the Preliminary Draft Chapter 3, in accordance with our defined role as a Cooperating
Agency for the Pebble Project EIS. Our comments are provided for each section below. Because we did
not receive the text for Sections 3.16 and 3.26 until June 27, we have not completed our review of these
sections. We will send you comments on the two remaining sections no later than July 27.
If you have any questions regarding the EPA’s comments below, please contact Molly Vaughan at 907271-1215 or vaughan.molly@epa.gov, and she can provide clarity or put you in touch with the
appropriate technical expert for that comment as needed.
We look forward to working with you on updates to Chapter 3.
3.1 Introduction
Page 3.1-5, Section 3.1.2.3: We recommend revising the last paragraph so that it is clear that the
project would result in copper concentrates, molybdenum concentrate, and gravity-recovered gold. As
written, it implies that primary copper and gold would be produced.

Comment [EMB1]: Revised 7.10.2018
EMB

3.5 Recreation
Page 3.5-1, Section 3.5.1 Recreation Management: We recommend including maps showing the
location of each of the recreation areas relative to the proposed project.
Page 3.5-4 to 3.5-5, Section 3.5.2 Regional Recreation: We recommend that text in paragraphs 2-11 of
this section, generally describing the location of each of the managed recreation areas, be moved to the
beginning of the recreation section and integrated with section 3.5.1. This would provide the reader with
a better orientation to the various managed recreation areas in the region.
3.11 Aesthetics and Visual Resources
No Comments
3.14 Soils
No Comments
3.16 Surface Water Resources
EPA received the text for this section on 6/27, and will provide our comments on or before 7/27.

Comment [JE2]: Added reference to land
status figure. 7-11-18

Comment [JE3]: Text moved.
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3.17 Hydrogeology
Note: Page numbers in the comments below refer to the .pdf page numbers since there appeared to be
errors in the written page numbers.
General: Reviewing individual resource sections in isolation (without other referenced EIS sections or
reference materials) was challenging, particularly when trying to assess the descriptions and outputs of
Water Balance and Groundwater Models (3.17.1.3 and 3.17.1.4). Our review found some of the subsections difficult to follow since the document referenced other sections (e.g., Section 3.16 was not
initially provided) and documents not provided for more detailed information. We recommend that it
would be helpful to provide all sections of the document to cooperating agencies as reference during
review of designated sections where there are cross-references within the document. In addition, please
provide the list of resources and references cited, as this would enable reviewers to capture the overall
aspects of the study and provide more meaningful comments.
General: We recommend providing summary results (and model descriptions) in appropriate subsections as tables, which would provide the information in the Groundwater Hydrogeology section more
clearly and easily understood.
General: We recommend that the document describe how the monitoring locations were selected and
the adequacy of the groundwater monitoring locations, data collection, and subsequent assessment as a
basis for evaluating environmental impacts of the project and alternatives.
Pages 1 - 2, Sections 3.17.1.1 Groundwater Flow Processes and 3.17.1.2 Hydrogeological
Characterization: We recommend that the EIS include a Conceptual Hydrogeologic Model illustration,
including flow patterns and areas of surface water/groundwater interaction, where known. The document
also discusses a conceptual model of compartmentalized groundwater flow, which we recommend be
illustrated in a Figure. Such figures will enable the reader to better visualize and understand the text
descriptions of the system and model. We also recommend that this section include or reference a
summary table of baseline monitoring wells details that could be specific to each area/aquifer system.
Page 2, Section 3.17.1.2: We recommend that the EIS include the official classifications of underlying
aquifers (designated by the State) including identifying underground sources of drinking water, as well
as disclose the nearest drinking water protection areas/drinking water wells/surface water intakes. (see
also comment on Section 3.17.4).
Page 2, Section 3.17.1.2: It is unclear whether the baseline groundwater flow, water balance and water
quality models referenced here are stand-alone documents. We recommend that you clarify for the
reader and explain where the documents can be viewed. We also request an opportunity to review these
documents during EIS development, pursuant to our role as a cooperating agency. In addition, please
clarify whether these models have been updated with more recently available data, as the data sets
described in this section are from 2004-2012.
Page 4, Section 3.17.1.2. The document refers to pumping tests conducted in the area around the Pebble
Deposit and locations downgradient. We recommend that the EIS include the simulated drawdowns
from pumping tests and/or dewatering.
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Page 4, Section 3.17.1.2. Please provide WB-1, WB-3 and WB-4 locations, well details and data
summaries (pumping test observations/results, sampling results).
Pages 6-9, Figures 3.17-2 through 3.17-5: We recommend that the cross section figures distinguish the
weathered bedrock, fractured bedrock and competent bedrock layers, where known. We also
recommend that the figures include a location map relevant to the cross section’s line of travel. Please
also clarify what is meant by “Model Layer Surfaces,” which appears in the figure legend box but is not
defined.
Page 10, Figure 3.17-6: We recommend including the individual monitoring points/elevations used to
develop the Shallow Groundwater Contours in this figure. Also, please explain if these contours include
surface water elevations/interactions.
Page 11, Table 3-17.1: We recommend including additional information in this table, such as the
existing aquifer systems’ relevant hydrogeologic parameters. We also recommend that the extent of the
individual hydrostratigraphic units identified in this table could be illustrated on aerial view figures, and
could be identified on the cross-sections in Figures 3.17-2 through 3.17-5.
Page 13, Section 3.17.1.2. Regarding: “The results of groundwater level monitoring and a water balance
assessment indicate that approximately two-thirds of the groundwater flowing through the aquifer
downstream of Frying Pan Lake remains in the South Fork Koktuli River drainage, while the remaining
one-third of the groundwater crosses the surface water divide and contributes to groundwater flow in
UT1.190, and discharges to Upper Talarik Creek.” We recommend that this be illustrated on a figure for
clarity. In addition, please explain whether seasonal variations were taken into consideration.
Page 13, Section 3.17.1.2. This section discusses average groundwater recharge rates in different
drainages. We recommend that the document also disclose the range of groundwater recharge rates.
Page 18, Section 3.17.1.2 Aquifer Properties, ¶ 3: The section notes that hydraulic conductivities
range across 14 orders of magnitude in nature and that differences of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude are not
considered large. It appears that this would indicate that the overburden and bedrock are relatively
heterogeneous overall across the Mine Site, rather than homogeneous as stated. Please clarify.
Page 18, Section 3.17.1.2, Aquifer Properties ¶ 4: Please clarify whether the aquifer parameters as
presented in Schlumberger 2011 (Table 8.1-6) have been determined adequate for use in the EIS, and
summarize any uncertainties. Please also discuss what was done with the testing purge waters.
Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems ¶ 1: Regarding: “There is evidence of some
inter-basin groundwater exchange from the North Fork Koktuli drainage to the Upper Talarik Creek
drainage, and from the South Fork Koktuli drainage to the UT1.190 basin.” Please provide detail on the
source and nature of this evidence.
Figures 3.17-7, 3.17-9, 3.17-10 and 3.17-11: We recommend that the document include additional data
(locations, well details) relevant to the wells used to develop the hydraulic conductivity measurements
depicted on Figures 3.17-7 and 3.17-9. We also recommend including a well location map relevant to
level measurements in Figures 3.17-10 and 3.17-11. Please clarify whether well WB-1 was the only
measurement point used to assess conductivity in deep bedrock.
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Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems: It appears that discharge was measured from
numerous seeps. Please provide the details of the discharge measurements (i.e. locations, summary of
measurements, field observations).
Page 19, Section 3.17.1.2, Groundwater Flow Systems Seasonal variability of groundwater is
discussed in this section. Please describe how this seasonal variability was determined and how it will be
accounted for in predictive modeling.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.3/4 Site Water Balance Model/Mine Site Groundwater Model: Please
discuss whether a detailed analysis of the site Water Balance Model (WBM), provided in Schlumberger
2011 (Appendix 8.1I) and numerical groundwater model (Schlumberger 2011: Appendix 8.1J), has
occurred in order to determine the adequacy of the models for characterization of baseline conditions
and use in assessing impacts. In addition, please explain whether the calibration period between 2004
and 2008 is considered sufficient to represent current climate conditions. Please see the “Predictive
Modeling” section of our EIS scoping comments submitted to the Corps on June 29, 2018 which
included recommendations related to environmental and predictive modeling. Our scoping comments
referred to EPA’s Council for Regulatory Environmental Modeling Guidance on the Development,
Evaluation, and Application of Environmental Models (2009). This guidance provides recommendations
on model analysis and documentation. We recommend that the EIS provide or reference documentation
of model analysis consistent with this guidance, including discussion of the extent to which models met
objectives and any limitations and uncertainties associated with model input parameters, assumptions,
and outcomes.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.4: Regarding: “Focus was placed on calibrating the model to periods of time
when the aquifer was stressed during pumping tests.” We recommend that the document provide details
regarding the calibration of the model, so that model adequacy can be understood.
Page 23, Section 3.17.1.5: Regarding: “Based on results of the streamflow surveys, gaining and losing
stream reaches were identified, and possible explanations for the variability in flows between gauges
were provided. The majority of the stream reaches were found to be receiving groundwater discharge
from the underlying aquifer (i.e., gaining).” Please provide more specificity on the location of the
gaining and losing reaches. A figure may be helpful. If this information is provided in Section 3.16, then
we recommend adding a reference to where it can be found in that section.
Page 24, 3.17.2 Transportation Corridor and Amakdedori Port: Please provide a figure showing the
hydrostratigraphic units of this area. In addition, the document notes that no known hydrogeological
investigations have been conducted along the South Access Road or Amakdedori Port. We recommend
that the hydrostratigraphic units south of Iliamna Lake be characterized and the information disclosed
and evaluated in the EIS.
Page 26, 3.17.4 Groundwater Use: The document notes that most Bristol Bay communities rely on
groundwater wells for their drinking water supply. We recommend that the EIS discuss the number of
private domestic and/or public water supply wells and their proximity to the project. We also
recommend identifying any source water protection zones designated by the State of Alaska, or noting if
there are none in the project area. Inclusion of a map showing the locations of drinking water wells
within and around the project area would be helpful.
Page 26, 3.17.4 Groundwater Use: According to the document, PLP has tested the groundwater quality
at the mine site, with results showing that minimal water treatment would be required to develop the
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wells for a drinking water source (PLP 2017). Please provide a reference to the tables that we
recommend be added to Section 3.18.4.4 (Groundwater Quality) that support the conclusion that
minimal treatment would be required. We also recommend that the description of any drinking water
treatment that is required be included in the project description.
3.18 Water Quality and Geochemistry (NJD added comment numbers to coordinate with bubbles
in 3.18 working draft)
1) General: We recommend including information on how baseline data, including the baseline water
quality data and results from the humidity cell tests, are being incorporated in predictive water quality
models. We recommend that the outputs from the water quality models will need to provide results on a
time-step that is applicable to existing water quality criteria. Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis will
both need to be performed as part of water quality model predictions. It may help to see our earlier
recommendations related to environmental and predictive modeling (sections 3.17.3/3.17.4).
2) General: We recommend that this section would benefit from the addition of data summary tables,
including those for site specific baseline conditions. Data compilation tables are typically included in
EISs in order to disclose the baseline data collected which supports data adequacy determinations and
the summary discussions and statistics in the text.
3) Page 1, 3.18.1 ¶ 3: We recommend providing additional explanation to support the statement that
“for most parameters, the most stringent criteria are the aquatic life criteria for fresh water.” We also
recommend adding a table that provides the surface water quality criteria for all parameters assessed.
4) Page 1, 3.18.1 ¶¶ 4 and 5: We note that the document uses the undefined term “matrix water,” for
example, in the following sentences: “Therefore, the numeric water quality criteria for hardnessdependent parameters vary depending on the measured (or predicted) hardness value for the matrix
water” and “The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) numeric water quality
standard for ammonia depends on both the temperature and the pH of the matrix water, but not
hardness.” We recommend adding the definition of the term “matrix water,” as it is currently difficult to
determine whether these statements are true in all circumstances. If the discussion is about determining
whether the receiving water is meeting water quality standards (WQS), then it may be true, although
adding a point-source discharge to those receiving waters and calling the mixed water the “matrix” may
also make these statements inaccurate. When ADEC determines whether an effluent meets the WQS for
a hardness based parameter, the 15th percentile hardness of the receiving water is used to determine the
WQS that must be achieved – not any mixed matrix. For ammonia, the values used are the 85th
percentile of the receiving water values for pH and temperature. Therefore, we recommend that the EIS
define “matrix water” or include additional explanation. For further information, see Section 2.2. of the
Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (APDES) Permits Reasonable Potential Analysis and
Effluent Limits Development Guide, June 30, 2014.
5) Page 1, 3.18.2: We recommend including a table that provides the groundwater quality standards for
all parameters assessed.
6) Page 1, 3.18.2 ¶ 1: The document includes the statement that “Although ADEC does not regulate
groundwater directly. . .” We note that ADEC does regulate discharges to groundwater under 18 AAC
72. In particular, 18 AAC 72.500(a) requires that “In addition to the plan approval required by 18 AAC
72.600, a person who disposes of nondomestic wastewater into or onto land, surface water, or
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groundwater in this state must have a permit issued by the Department under this chapter or under 18
AAC 83 for that disposal.” A similar statement is made for the disposal of domestic wastewater in 18
AAC 72.010(a). We recommend that this section be revised to properly characterize the applicability of
18 AAC 72 for discharges to groundwater.
7) Page 2, 3.18.2 ¶ 2: The document states, “These standards include National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations, which set legally enforceable Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) that apply to public
water systems.” We note that the national drinking water MCLs are not applicable to Alaska until they
are adopted into 18 AAC 80, so therefore we recommend revising the chapter to characterize the
applicable state standards.
8) Page 4, 3.18.4.1 Geochemical Processes: This section primarily relies upon geochemical results
from Chapter 11 (Geochemical Characterization, Bristol Bay Drainages) of the Pebble Mine
Environmental Baseline Document (SRK 2011). We recommend that the EIS disclose the results of the
Corps’ data gap analysis and determination regarding whether this report is sufficient for establishing
the geochemical baseline for the EIS.
9) Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2: Regarding: “Samples for geochemical testing were selected from the
numerous exploration cores drilled to outline the deposit.” Understanding the representativeness of the
samples used for geochemical testing is a critical aspect of the evaluation. We recommend that
describing the sample representativeness can be accomplished by providing a summary table that shows
the major rock types that occur in the ore deposit, their percent abundance, the number of samples of
that rock types tested, and the percent of the total samples analyzed per rock type. We also note that
deviations between the occurrence of rock types and the geochemical testing may be acceptable if the
additional focus/characterization is on rock types that are expected to disproportionately contribute to
Acid Rock Drainage /Metals Leaching.
10) Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “The NP/AP [neutralization potential / acid-generating
potential] ratio that distinguishes PAG [potentially acid generating] and NAG [non-potentially acid
generating] is 1.6.” We recommend that the document provide a rationale for the 1.6 value. We note that
other contemporary mine projects have used values of 3 or even 4 in distinguishing PAG and NAG. We
recommend, given the importance of distinguishing PAG from NAG, including a clear rationale for the
selection of the ratio value used in the EIS.
11) Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Results show that rocks with low NP/AP ratios (less than 0.1)
have little neutralization potential and are likely to generate acid within a few years. Rocks with NP/AP
ratios of 1 have higher neutralization potential, which delays the onset of acid generation to more than
20 years.” These are important statements and would benefit from additional information provided. For
example, we recommend clarifying how the time periods of “a few years” to >20 years were
determined; whether this is based on the results of geochemical modeling; what percentage of the
material fell into the two categories of <0.1 and 1 NP/AP; and how acid generation is being defined for
these purposes. We also recommend that the EIS provide information on ML in addition to the ARD
information.
12) Page 5, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Paste pH results for aged rock cores stored at the site suggest
that acidification may be delayed up to 40 years.” We recommend that the EIS include information on
the specific rock types that these cores represent and how the value of 40 years was determined.
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13) Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Element release rates indicated by kinetic tests were mainly a
function of leachate pH rather than the element content of the samples.” We recommend that the EIS
clarify whether this statement applies to all elements and provide information on the analysis used to
determine the role of pH in element release rates.
14) Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Leaching of copper accelerated as pH decreased; therefore,
the potential for metal release is linked to the potential for acid generation, and ABA data can be used to
assess the potential for copper leaching.” We note that while the rate of leaching increased with
decreasing pH, there may still be environmental concerns with the levels of copper release under neutral
pH conditions. We recommend that additional information be provided on how copper leach rates
change as a function of pH. Furthermore, we recommend that the EIS clarify whether copper behaves
similarly regardless of the rock type, or whether leaching is different among rock types. In general, we
recommend providing more information on the representativeness of the above statement.
15) Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Ore processing based on a conventional flotation process to
recover chalcopyrite and molybdenite, the primary copper and molybdenum minerals, followed by
treatment of pyrite to recover gold, will result in a low sulfide bulk tailing concentrate and a high-sulfide
(pyrite-rich) tailing concentrate, respectively. Low sulfide tailings are expected to have low potential to
generate ARD, provided the sulfide mineral content is less than about 0.2 percent.” On page 5, the draft
chapter states that “To date, limited testing has been performed on the representative concentrate,
because possible designs for a metallurgical process are still at an investigative stage.” Since the
processing designs are still in the investigative stage, we recommend that the EIS describe whether the
tailings that were used for ARD testing are representative of the current project processing flowsheet
and any data limitations or uncertainties associated with the tailings ARD testing.
16) Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “However, for some elements (e.g., arsenic, molybdenum, and
selenium), release is significant under neutral pH conditions.” Please clarify whether arsenic,
molybdenum and selenium are the only elements to which significant release applies or whether there
are other minerals/elements with similar properties under neutral pH conditions.
17) Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Element leaching from the low sulfide tailings occurred at
low rates, and process supernatants were found to contain low levels of potential constituents relative to
water quality standards.” Please clarify whether the analytical testing occurred on supernatant water
samples that were filtered or unfiltered whole water.
18) Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Rock material is assessed based on whether the material
would take a long time to react – developing acid or losing neutralizing potential.” We recommend that
the EIS provide numerical estimates of the terms “long time” and “acid development” for clarity.
19) Page 6, Section 3.18.4.2. Regarding: “Based on the results obtained from integrating the
geochemical studies with the block model, the majority of the rocks that would be mined from the
deposit do not have the potential for acid generation, and could be considered substantially acid
neutralizing.” We recommend that the EIS explain whether the block model is representative of the
current project description mine design.
20) Page 6, Section 3.18.4.3. Regarding: “A comprehensive network of sampling stations was
established in the project area for sampling surface water from streams, lakes, and seeps.” We
recommend including a figure of these locations. We also recommend the addition of tables that provide
summary information for the water quality data collected for each surface water including, for each
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parameter, range of concentrations, mean, and measure of dispersion etc., and comparison to applicable
water quality criteria. These tables could be included along with the text of the section or in a supporting
appendix.
21) Page 6, 3.18.4.3 Surface Water Quality: The document references water quality studies conducted
from 2004–2008, and a supplemental study period from 2008–2013. If the data from these studies are
compiled in a separate document or documents, we recommend that the EIS provide the reference(s) for
ease in reviewing the water quality study data.
22) Page 7, Section 3.18.4.2: Regarding the statement that “water quality occasionally exceeded the
maximum criteria for concentrations of various trace elements.” We recommend providing specific
information in the EIS for which elements and under what conditions (i.e., baseflow or stormflow) the
criteria maximum concentrations are exceeded.
23) Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Additionally, cyanide was occasionally present in detectable
concentrations.” We recommend providing information in the EIS on the presumed source of the
cyanide, since cyanide is not expected to occur in the natural environment.
24) Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Sulfate, copper, zinc, nickel, and molybdenum concentrations
were greatest in the SFK, consistent with the headwaters of this river passing through the deposit area,
and multiple sample locations present in this area.” We recommend that, throughout the document when
comparisons between samples are made and one is determined to be larger than the other, the EIS
provide the p-value and sample size associated with the analysis that was used to determine differences.
25) Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Significantly higher concentrations of copper, molybdenum,
nickel, zinc, and sulfate were present in the SFK than in the NFK.” As mentioned above, please provide
p-values and sample sizes to support this statement for each element/anion. This recommendation also
applies to the rest of the text in this paragraph.
26) Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Furthermore, a decrease in the TDS levels with distance
along the stream was more pronounced in the SFK and UTC watersheds than in the NFK watershed. We
recommend that the EIS provide information on how the spatial trends between the two watersheds were
compared and determined to be significantly different. This recommendation applies to similar
text/analysis elsewhere in the document.
27) Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “The mean pH for streams, by watershed, ranged from 6.7 to
7.0.” Here, as well as elsewhere in the document, we recommend that the EIS provide a measure of the
dispersion (e.g. standard deviation, error, etc.) around the mean whenever mean values are presented.
28) Page 7, Section 3.18.4.3. Regarding: “The pH values in surface water were close to neutral. The
mean pH for streams, by watershed, ranged by 6.7 to 7.0. Therefore, even though the oxidation of
sulfide minerals was expected to be releasing acid in the deposit area, carbonate minerals appear to
provide effective pH buffering.” Under current conditions, please clarify whether the sulfide minerals
present are exposed to the atmosphere and/or experiencing water level fluctuations. Without additional
information, it is reasonable to assume that they are not exposed to the air or experiencing large water
level fluctuations and therefore would not necessarily be expected to release ARD. In addition,
grain/rock size has a very large influence on ARD generation, therefore the existing orebody/overburden
would not be expected to have much ARD, whereas after the material is crushed the increase in surface
area may increase ARD potential. As such, the observation of neutral pH conditions under existing
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conditions does not necessarily provide sufficient information on the effectiveness of the pH buffering
capacity of the streams. We recommend that the statement regarding pH buffering capacity be clarified
or revised.
29) Pages 7-8, 3.18.4.3 ¶ 10: Regarding: “Although the mean pH values fell within the range for pH
specified in the most stringent ADEC criterion, 34 percent of all individual water quality samples did
not meet the water quality criteria for pH.” We note that the State of Alaska Water Quality Standard for
pH is a range from 6.5 to 8.5. It is not clear from the text whether samples were lower or higher than the
range, or some combination. We recommend that the EIS include information on the sample values in
relation to the WQS range for pH.
30) Page 8, Section 3.18.4.3: Temperature data for streams are based on 2013-2014. We recommend
that the EIS discuss whether more recent water temperature data will be collected and analyzed to assess
potential climate considerations and necessary adaptation measures.
31) Page 9, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “The trace elements aluminum, antimony, arsenic, barium,
cadmium, copper, iron, lead, manganese, molybdenum, mercury, nickel, and zinc were detected in
surface water, although at low concentrations.” As recommended above, please provide summary
information on the concentrations detected in a table.
32) Page 9, Section 3.18.4.3: Regarding: “Some trace element concentrations in stream samples
exceeded the most stringent ADEC maximum criteria.” We recommend including information on the
hydrologic conditions during which the exceedances occurred and specifically noting if there are any
emergent trends.
33) Page 10, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater & Geochemistry: We recommend adding tables that provide
summary information for the baseline groundwater quality and geochemistry data collected, including
each sample location, each parameter sampled, the range of concentrations, mean, and measure of
dispersion around the mean. The tables could be in the text of the section or in a supporting appendix.
Please also describe how the baseline data will be incorporated into various prediction models.
34) Page 10, 3,18.4.4 Groundwater: We recommend that the EIS provide baseline water quality
information for existing drinking water wells (public or private) near the project area. This same
comment applies throughout the project area (See sections 3.18.5, 3.18.6, 3.18.7). See also our
comments regarding drinking water in 3.17.1.2 and 3.17.4.
35) Page 10, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater: We recommend that the EIS provide explanations regarding the
relatively high TDS level in MW-14D, as well as regarding the lowest median pH values of 4.9 – 5.3.
36) Page 11, 3.18.4.4: Regarding: “Although sulfides appear to be oxidizing in the deposit area, the
groundwater is not acidic. The lowest median pH values were 4.9 and 5.3. All other median pH values
were greater than 5.8.” Based on the information provided, it does not appear that a clear conclusion can
be drawn that the groundwater is not acidic. Please revise or expand upon the explanation in the EIS to
clarify the current conclusion that even with the low median pH, the groundwater is not acidic.
37) Page 11, 3.18.4.4 Groundwater: Regarding: “The wells with relatively high TDS also generally
had relatively high concentrations of arsenic, barium, and molybdenum compared with other wells in the
analysis area.” Please clarify whether the high concentrations are based on dissolved (filtered samples)
vs. total (unfiltered) analyses.
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38) Page 11, 3.18.4.5 Sediment Quality: We recommend adding tables that provide summary
information for the sediment data collected for each surface waterbody, including the range of
concentrations, mean, and measure of dispersion around the mean for each parameter. We recommend
that the table could be in the text of the section or in a supporting appendix.
39) Page 11, Section 3.18.4.5: Regarding: “Between 2004 and 2007, 198 samples of sediment from
lakes, ponds, seeps, and major and minor drainages in the analysis area were sampled and analyzed for
their content of naturally occurring trace elements, anions, and cations.” We recommend that a map
showing the sample locations and a table summarizing the concentrations would be helpful to the reader
in interpreting the results.
40) Page 13, 3.18.5.2 Groundwater Quality (Amakdedori Port): We recommend that the EIS discuss
whether the large aquifer system under the Amakdedori Port area has been characterized and/or describe
any plans to assess baseline aquifer conditions. In addition, please discuss how the data will be
incorporated into various prediction models.
41) Page 14, 3.18.6 Transportation Corridor: See comment above. We recommend that the EIS
discuss whether the aquifer system under the transportation corridor area has been characterized and/or
describe any plans to assess baseline aquifer conditions. In addition, please discuss how the data will be
incorporated into various prediction models.
42) Page 15, 3.18.6.1: Regarding: “Sixteen surface water sampling stations were established and
sampled in the Transportation Corridor analysis area during 2004 and 2005.” We note that the
transportation corridor envisioned in 2004 (along the north shore of the Lake) is not the same as the
currently proposed transportation corridor (crossing the Lake and having roads south of the Lake). We
recommend providing an explanation and map that shows the location of the sampling stations in
comparison to the proposed transportation corridor. In addition, as recommended for the mine site,
please provide tables that summarize the results of the surface water quality monitoring (locations,
ranges, seasonality, measure of dispersion, comparison to criteria) and discuss the adequacy of the data
collected to represent baseline conditions along the proposed transportation corridor.
43) Page 15, 3.18.6.1, Iliamna Lake: As recommended above, please provide a table that summarizes
the results of the surface water quality samples collected in the Lake.
44) Page 17, 3.18.7.1 ¶ 1 Regarding: “Additional discussion of deeper offshore sediments in Cook Inlet
will be included here if data become available.” If the data are necessary to evaluate the structural
requirements and environmental impacts of constructing a natural gas pipeline along the bottom of Cook
Inlet, we recommend that this data be collected and made available in this section of the EIS.
3.22 Wetlands / Special Aquatic Sites and Waterbodies
General: We note that throughout Section 3.22 there is no discussion of any ephemeral streams present
in the study area, although there are discussions of perennial and intermittent streams. We recommend
that, if there are ephemeral streams located within the study area, the EIS discuss their functions and
values in the relevant subsections. If no ephemeral streams are present, we recommend including a
statement to that effect for clarity.
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Page 3.22-2, Section 3.22.1, first full paragraph: The section refers to “lower perennial” and “upper
perennial” streams for characterization of flow regimes. We recommend that the EIS include a definition
or description of the difference between these stream categories.
Page 3.22-6, Section 3.22.2.3, ¶1, first sentence: Please identify the document cited as USACE 2016
for the benefit of the reader.
Page 3.22-6, Section 3.22.2.3, ¶1: The document notes that a wetlands functional assessment will be
prepared as part of the permitting process for the project, although the section provides a general
qualitative overview of wetland functions. We recommend that the functional analysis be completed
prior to the DEIS, so that it may be summarized in the body of the document and attached as an
appendix. In addition, we recommend that this paragraph be updated to reflect the recently signed
memorandum of agreement between the EPA and the USACE regarding compensatory mitigation in
Alaska.
3.26 VEGETATION
EPA received the text for this section on 6/27, and will provide our comments on or before 7/27.
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Reconcilethediscrepancyofshallowdraft
transferbargestolargershipsbeingbotha
preferred/proposedoptionbyPLPatAmakdadori
andalimitationoftheportatWilliamsport.

Remove"naturally"andspecifyhowthedepth
willbeachieved(e.g.dock,fill).

NotaccommodatingdeepͲdraftvesselsandthe
needforlighteringbargestotransferore
concentratetodeepͲdraftbulkshipsislistedasa
limitationofOptionACCͲ003.However,shallow
draftbargestransferringconcentratetoships
awaitingoffshoreiswhatPLPisproposingforthe
AmakdadoriPortsite.
OptionACCͲ022statesthat15feetofwater
depthatthedockcanbeachievednaturally.

Totalnumberofstreamcrossingsislistedas39,
buttheculvertscheduleinthe404application
Updatenumberofstreamcrossings,reconcileor
lists222crossings.Basedonfieldinspections
conductedbyADF&Gthenumberofcrossingsis clarifysothatalternativesanalysisand404
probablyhigherthan222becausestreamswere applicationareinagreementonstreamcrossings.
documentedinthefieldthatwenotlistedin
Pebble'sproposedculvertschedule.

StatementthatCA'sreviewedoutputsateach
stepinthedevelopmentprocess

UncertainwhatlevelofparticipationotherCA's
had,butADFGaspartoftheStateCAhashad
limitedparticipationandthisseemstobean
overstatement.Recommendadjustingstatement
accordingly.

Chapter1wasnotprovidedforCAreview.
RecommendagencyonlyreviewofDEISanda
Statesthattheprojectpurposeandneed
describedinCh.1isakeyelementofalternatives sufficientwindowforcommentingpriortopublic
reviewofDEIS.
development

Comment/Issue

PebbleEISAppendixBAlternatives
ConsolidatedCommentsTable
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BͲ8

BͲ14

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

RecommendUSACEammendtheirpurpose
statementtoincludeeconomic
viability/profitability.Thecurrentpurposeisto
ProposedMineSizealternativeLAY005wasalso "meetcurrentandfuturedemandfor
commodities…".Thatpurposewasnotreferenced
dismissedbecauseitwouldnot"providea
reasonablereturnoninvestment",butprofitwas onceinanyofthejustificationsfordismissing
severalalternativestoproposedactions.PageBͲ
notlistedintheUSACE'sprojectpurpose/need
3ofthisdocumentstatesthatthe#1criteriafor
statement.
screeningoptionsisthattheymust"meetthe
purposeandneed"oftheproject.Howis
"reasonablereturnoninvestment"quantified?

About7alternativeprojectlocations(inAK)were
dismissedasunreasonablebecauseeach"would
notprovideareasonablereturnoninvestment"
(seealsoOption#TPDͲ002).TheUSACE'sofficial
projectpurposedoesnotindicatetheproject's
purposeistogenerate"areasonablereturnon
investment".Itstatesthattheprojectpurposeis
todevelopamineto"meetcurrentandfuture
demandforcommodities...".

RecommendUSACEammendtheirpurpose
statementtoincludeeconomic
viability/profitabilitysinceitisoftenthereason
fordismissalofalternatives.Thecurrentpurpose
isto"meetcurrentandfuturedemandfor
commodities....".Thatpurposewasnot
referencedonceinanyofthejustificationsfor
dismissingseveralalternativestoproposed
actions.PageBͲ3ofthisdocumentstatesthat
the#1criteriaforscreeningoptionsisthatthey
must"meetthepurposeandneed"oftheproject.
Howis"reasonablereturnoninvestment"
quantified?
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BͲ21

MoreclearlyexploreanddocumenthowtheoffͲ
siteprocessingalternativewasevaluatedand
differentiatebetweenshorttermreversiblevs
longtermirreversibleimpacts.

TheimpactsdescribedinOption#PROͲ003(on
sitesmelting)centeredonincreasedair
emmissionsandwetlandimpactsfromadditional
neededfacilities.Theseimpactsareshortterm
MoreclearlyexploreanddocumenthowtheonͲ
andwillendwithprojectcompletion,whereas
siteprocessingalternativewasevaluatedand
ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1 BͲ22,23 storingPAGrockissomethingthatmustbe
differentiatebetweenshorttermreversiblevs
managedsuccessfullyinperpetuitytoavoidmajor
longtermirreversibleimpacts.
watercontaminationissuesindrainageswith
extremelyhighvaluefisheriesdownstream.The
optionwasdismissedbecause"Thisoptionwould
increaseoveralladverseimpacts".

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

Option#PROͲ002(Offsiteprocessing)was
dismissedbecause"Thisoptionwouldincrease
overalladverseimpacts,andwouldlikelynotbe
practicableintermsofcostsandlogistics".
However,theevaluationofoveralladverse
impactscenteredontheincreasedfuel
consumptionandroadtrafficissuesstemming
fromtransportingraworeforoffͲsiteprocessing.
WouldoffͲsiteprocessingpotentiallyreduce
adverseimpactsbyreducingtheneedforlongͲ
termstorageofPAGandtheassociatedconcerns
relatedtopotentialcontamination?Wereshort
termimpacts(vehicletraffic,fuelconsumption)
weighteddifferentlythanlongtermimpacts
(potentailPAG/watermanagementinperpetuity)
?
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BͲ78

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

Descriptionofthisproposedaction(OptionTSFͲ
020)referencesTSFͲ019astheproposedOption#
forstoringbulktailings.However,TSFͲ019isfor CorrectthereferencetoOption#TSFͲ018,which
istheproposedNFKWestTSFlocation.
theNFKNorthalternative,whichwasdimissed
becauseitwouldincreaseadverseimpacts.TSFͲ
018istheproposedNFKWestTSFlocation.

OptionTSFͲ021proposestocombine2water
managementpondsinto1bulkTSFpond.The
narrativesuggeststhatthisproposedalternative Clarifywhetherthisalternativeisstillunder
ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1 BͲ78,79
review,orifithasbeendismissed.
wasdismissedforavarietyofreasons,butthe
Statuscolumnindicatesitisstillunderreview.It
isunclearwhichiscorrect.

BͲ73

ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1

Attheleveldescribedinthedocument,the
practicalityissuesleadingtodismissalofthe
optionforaportsiteinBristolBayalsoexistfor
CookInletportoptions.Providemoredetailon
lengthofcorrior,streamcrossings,etc.
Acknowledgethatsomeimpactswouldbeless
(noneedforferryinIliamnaLake),whileothers
maybemore(greaterlengthofroad?moreor
fewerstreamcrossings?).Providemapforroute
toBristolBayinACCͲ005.

Option#TSFͲ011pertainstoemergency
storage/containmentofaTSFfailure.The
narrativesuggeststhisproposedalternativewas
Clarifywhetherthisalternativeisstillunder
dimissedasnotreasonablebecausetheconcernit
review,orifithasbeendismissed.
addressesisalreadypartofthetheproposed
project.HowevertheStatusislistedas"Status
UnderReview".Itisunclearwhichiscorrect.

OptionACCͲ005looksatalternativeportsitesin
BristolBayratherthanCookInlet(negatingthe
needforaferrycrossingIlliamna).This
alternativeisdismissedasitwould"increase
overaladverseimpacts"andithadseveral
ADF&G/CommFish TableBͲ1 BͲ45,46
practicalityissues.Manyofthepracticalityissues
identifiedforBristolBayalsoexistforCookInlet
portoptions(e.g.,conflictwithfisheries,shallow
bayrequiringlongtrestles,causeways,or
lighteringbargestoreachbulkvessels).
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ADF&G/Subsistence

FigureBͲ
B86
1

Determine:potentialdisruptiontobothfishand
gamespecies,changesinaccessbysubsistence
usersfromPedroBayandpatternsofsubsistence
use,andnegativeimpactsofroadsandincreased
traffic.

Overall,allareas,proposedandalternativeforthe Uptodatedataneedstobecollectedto
minesite(includingtransportationcorridors)are determine:potentialdisruptiontobothfishand
gamespecies,changesinaccessbysubsistence
usedforsubsistencepurposesyearͲround.
usersandpatternsofsubsistenceuse,impactsof
reducedaccessandincreasedtrafficonlandand
waters.

ThetextstateswithACCͲ002therewouldbeless
subsistenceconcernsusingthisalternative,but
thisroutewouldplaceminetrafficnearthesmall
communityofPedroBay,acommunitywhich
reliesheavilyonsubsistenceresources.The
ADF&G/Subsistence ACCͲ002 B40Ͳ42 potentialnegativeimpactofnewroadson
subsistenceshouldbeconsideredandreference
tosocialimpactsaddressedinSection4
EnvironmentalImpacts.

Thepotentialimpactofnewroadsonsubsistence SuggestedtextforACCͲ001:Theincreased
shouldbeconsideredandreferencetosocial
numberofroadsmayhaveanegativeeffecton
impactsaddressedinACCͲ001.
projectͲarearesidents’subsistenceactivitiesin
thatnewroadsmaydrawnonͲlocalhunterstothe
area,creatingincreasedhunterpressureon
animalsandincreasedcompetition.Roadsmay
alsoresultinreroutingoverlandmigrationof
ADF&G/Subsistence ACCͲ001 B39Ͳ40
caribou,changingaccessbysubsistencehunters.
Anothernegativeimpactmayresultfromthe
IliamnaLakeiceͲbreakingferry,whichcould
disruptwintertraveloverthefrozenlake.
Additionally,theferryrouteisinareasimportant
forsubsistencesealharvesting.
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POWͲ
009

ACCͲ001 BͲ39

ADF&G/Wildlife

ADF&G/Wildlife

BͲ35

MNGͲ
007

ADF&G/Wildlife

Ratherthandismissingthealternativebasedon
thecapabilitiesofan,asyet,unbuiltpipelineit
maybebettertoreferencethetimingissueswith
bothprojects(Donlinissignificantlyaheadof
Pebbleinthepermittingprocess)orretainthe
optionandexplorethepotentialfora
coordinatedjointpipelinescenarioforboth
projects(potentiallyreducingthecumulative
impactsofbothprojects).

Textnotesalternativeferryterminal(ACCͲ006a)
eastofproposedsite;butthesiteandaccessroad Includelocationofalternativeferryterminaland
tothisalternativesiteisnotonthesupplied
anyaccessroadchangesondrawings.
drawings.

Dismissesotherwiseviableoptiononbasisthat
theplannedDonlinpipelineisundersizedto
operatebothsites.

"LNGtruckscanbeconsideredlaterintheEIS
processasamitigationmeasureifthistechnology
advances..."

Dismissingtheoptionbecause"LNGͲpowered
haultrucksarenotcommerciallyavailableforthe
miningindustry"afterpreviouslystatingthatitis
reasonable"becauseequipmentmanufacturers
suchasCaterpillarhavebeenactivelyworkingto
developcommerciallyavailableLNGͲpowered
Lookatretainingoptionasalternativeor
BͲ19& haultrucks"seemspremature.Basedonthe
conductingadditionalreviewtodetermine
20
discussionitseemsthatcommerciallyavailable
potentialavailabilityofequipment.
LNGminingtruckswouldbea"foreseeable"
alternativepriortoprojectstartup.
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ACCͲ001
andall
other
ACC
options

ACCͲ015 BͲ053

ACCͲ016 BͲ54

ACCͲ017 BͲ55

ADF&G/Wildlife

ADF&G/Wildlife

ADF&G/Wildlife

ADF&G/Wildlife

Optiondismissedduetoincreasein"overall"
adverseimpacts,butnotingonlyincreased
dredgedmaterialcomparedtoACCͲ013or
ACC014butdoesnotprovideanyquantitative
informationtoshowthosedifferences.

Asnotedabove,providequantitativesummaryof
theseimpactswhenmakingdismissalon
increasedenvironmentalimpacts.Alsoasnoted
above,includeotherenvironmentalimpactsand
benefitsoftheoptioninmakingthat"overall"
judgement.Notjustthedredgeandfillfigures.
Presumablytherewouldbesomeenvironmental
gaininusingexistinginfrastructure.

Providemoreanalysisofproductivityofoffshore
areaversusproposedalternativejust14miles
"Baselinedataindicatethatthisoffshoreareaisa
downcoast,withsomecommonoffshorearea.
moreaproductivehabitatwithhigherutilization
AlsowhyamoredirectroutefromACCͲ007or
byawidervarietyofspeciesthanotheroptions."
011toACCͲ016wasn'tconsidered,thereby
shorteningtheroaddistance.
Dismissedduetoincreasedoverallimpacts

"26additionalroadmiles…"

TextstateswouldrequirethecrossingofIlliamna
BaywithacausewayandsubstantialfillinIlliamna
Correctdescriptionordiagram.
Bay.Howeverthesupplieddiagramshowsthe
routewellawayfromIlliamnaBay.

TextinotherACCalternativesraisespointssuch
asincreasedriskofspillsormateriallossduring
Weighalternativesequallynotingincreasedrisks
bargetransfersandlocationnotbeingableto
accommodatedeepͲdraftvesselsthatshouldalso andsitingproblemsandbenefitsofnothaving
benotedintheproposedalternativesoptionsof theserisksatotheralternatives.
ferryterminalsatIliamnaLakeandAmakdedori
beach.
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RCAͲ001 BͲ64

TSFͲ011
BͲ73&BͲ Projectoptionsweredismissed,buttheright
&TSFͲ
78
handcolumnstillsays“statusunderreview”.
021

ADF&G/Wildlife

DEC

WhiletheoptionsareentitledReclamationand
ClosureAccess;theoptionisunclearonthe
ultimatereclamationandclosureof
infrastructure.Maintainingandusingroadsfor
reclamationandclosureneedsandforpostͲ
closuresupportactivities.Butdoesnotspecify
whenandhowtheroadswillbeultimately
reclaimedandclosedout.
Pleaseconfirmandupdate,ifnecesssary.

Developandpresentplanforfinalclosureof
infrastructure.
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Pebble Project Dry Stack Tailings Option
EPA Comments
10/24/18
General Comments
The EPA has reviewed the AECOM Technical Memorandum “Pebble Project – RFI 054 Technical
Report Review” (September 24, 2018). The memo concludes that dry stack tailings is not practicable,
both technically and economically. We believe that further information and analysis is needed to support
this conclusion and offer specific comments below. Additionally, we recommend that this further
analysis occur by evaluating filtered tailings as an alternative in the EIS.
The EPA has not been offered the opportunity to review the draft geotechnical stability section of the
EIS. Therefore, we have questions about the safety and stability of the tailings storage facility dams
under the proposed action. Given the size of the proposed tailings facilities, importance of the
downstream resources, and the recent failures of modern tailings dams in Canada and Brazil, we
recommend that an alternative be evaluated in the EIS that offers increased physical stability. A distinct
advantage of filtered tailings is increased physical stability. Following the 2014 Mt. Polley tailings dam
failure, an Independent Expert Engineering Investigation and Review Panel issued a report with
recommendations for best available technology (BAT) for tailings management which include: (1)
eliminate surface water from the impoundment; (2) promote unsaturated conditions in the tailings with
drainage provisions; and (3) achieve dilatant conditions through the tailings deposit by compaction. The
Report states that filtered tailings technology is a prime candidate for BAT and that “there are no
overriding technical impediments to more widespread adoption of filtered tailings technology.” We
recommend that the Corps consider the Mt. Polley Report and compare the proposed tailings storage
facilities to the BAT recommendations by evaluating a dry stack alternative in the EIS.
Specific Comments
Section 1.0, Introduction
Comment: We recommend providing further explanation regarding why dry stack technology is
not considered for pyritic tailings. Tailings from the Green Creek Mine, which are dry stacked,
have some components of acid generation. Also, we are aware that a dry stack alternative is
being considered for potentially acid generating tailings from the Resolution Copper Project
(USDA 2017), which has a similar throughput to the proposed Pebble Project.
Section 3.1, Tailings Gradation Impact
Comment: Gradation will impact efficiency of filtration, as well as logistics of placement of the
dry tailings. Clay minerals will cause clumping and increase inefficiency of filtration.
o It has been reported that a “high percentages of < 75 um clay minerals (i.e., not just claysized but also with clay mineralogy) tend to contraindicate effective filtration” (Davies,
2011). Therefore, the anticipated filter inefficiency issue is reasonable.
Comment: Please clarify whether Pebble has conducted filtration testing on its simulated tailings
that are reflective of the current process flowsheet. This work would better support the analysis
in this section.
1
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Section 3.4, Filter Plant Utilization and Section 3.5, Additional Slurry TSF Need
Comment: PLP estimates that the filters would be down 25% of the time, for general
maintenance and for issues associated with filters.
o We recommend providing a basis for this estimate.
o If there is anticipated utilization of only 75%, we recommend a design to include
additional filtration units for the other 25% for use during the downtimes, instead of
storing 25% of the tailings in a slurry TSF. The memo states that 64 units would be
needed for filtering the 155,000 tpd (2,422 tpd per unit), which would increase the units
needed to 80 (note, see our questions below regarding the calculations). This would
eliminate the need for two different processes to be done daily.
o RFI054-2 has utilization of 75%; RFI054-1 has average utilization as 85%. Please
confirm the correct utilization rate.
o We recommend checking the calculations for numbers of filter presses (64 in RFI054-1).
Using 140 t/hr from PLP, an average of 85% utilization, and 64 presses, we calculate
182,784 tpd able to be processed (140*24*0.85*64) and at 100% utilization we calculate
215,040 tpd able to be processed. For processing 155,000 tpd at 100% utilization and
140 t/hr, 47 (46.1) presses would be needed (155,000/24/140). If adding 25% more to
make up for efficiency, we calculate there would be 58 needed.
o For 140 t/hr, it appears PLP is using 35% for the amount of total aluminosilicates (if
they’re using the regression line), but the AECOM memo has 30%. From Figure 1.2, the
maximum is 40% and almost all are > 20%. It appears based on the graph that 30% is
closer to the actual average. This would increase the throughput and decrease the
numbers of filter presses needed; 64 presses appear to be more than enough to
incorporate backup units to achieve 100% utilization.
o The number of filter units affects cost, so current costs may be overestimated.
Section 3.6 Dry Stack Operations Layout
Comment: The memo states the snow could be dumped into the pyritic TSF, but not in the
WMP, due to having soil and rock, and “not in the slurry TSF with inert tailings” (assuming
there are both dry stack and slurry tailings facilities). Please clarify why snow could not be
dumped into the slurry TSF, if designed to have ability for capacity of the anticipated water. The
tailings in the dry stack are the same tailings as in the slurry TSF.
Comment: The memo describes potential for concurrent reclamation during operations. Ongoing concurrent reclamation is an advantage of dry stacked tailings.
o We note that the Spinifex Ridge Molybdenum mine in Australia (hasn’t started yet due to
commodity prices having decreased since approved in 2008) included concurrent
reclamation as a requirement due to the high rainfall, along with requirements for capture
of site water. See
http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/EPA_Report/1657_Bulletin1285140408.pdf; https://www.yamines.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/20170727_PartIV_Compliance_Report_2016.pdf;
http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ministerial_Statement/Statement%20No%20
%20772.pdf. Dry stack tailings for this mine was proposed at 140,000 tpd. We
2
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recommend that AECOM and the Corps look at the design of this facility to determine if
there is information that would be valuable to the analysis of a proposed Pebble dry stack.
o Given the large amount of tailings being proposed to be processed at Pebble, concurrent
reclamation would result in a much shorter period over which tailings are exposed,
depending on acceptable slopes.
Comment: The memo states that the water management pond for the dry stack option would be
larger than the current proposed WMP. Please explain why additional water reuse and water
treatment and discharge cannot occur (subject to New Source Performance Standards
requirements), enabling the WMP to be smaller. In some ways, additional water could be seen as
a benefit to increase the use of flow augmentation to decrease dewatering impacts.
Section 3.7, Dry Stack Operations Requirements
Comment: Please clarify whether the estimates in this section are based on 155,000 tpd of dry
stacked tailings, or on 75% of this amount.
Section 4.0, Filtered Tailings Assessment Summary
Comment: The third bullet (and other places in the memo) points out that the bulk tailings
production rate is unprecedented and unproven. Although a 155,000 tpd dry tailings production
rate is unproven, that does not mean that it is not technically feasible since the unit operations are
scalable. The USDA Forest Service appears to have determined that dry stack tailings should be
analyzed as an alternative in the Resolution Copper Mine (Arizona) at a similar throughput
(USDA 2017).
Comment: The memo states that “mitigation during operations could reduce throughput and slow
production” in Section 4. Logistically, this may be true depending on coordination of multiple
processes. However, if throughput were reduced and production were somewhat slower, fewer
filter presses (etc.) would be needed. We recommend considering these factors as well.
Comment: The memo discusses a concern that high precipitation may potentially cause the
tailings to “become overly moist or wet.” According to Lupo and Hall (2010), the hydraulic
conductivity expected of compacted tailings, with fines < 75 um ranging from 60-90 % (Section
3.1 has approximate 60% passing this for Pebble) ranges from 6.7 x 10-6 to 1.7 x 10-8 cm/s.
Therefore, if conditions were suitable when tailings were filtered and compacted, and surface
water is managed properly, infiltration of precipitation shouldn’t be an issue. An issue that may
be more important is the potential for freezing of water on surfaces of the layers as they are
created that would then be trapped under layers.
Comment: Regarding the statement about potential for requiring “additional pre- and postprocessing beyond that required for the Proposed Action of thickened tailings,” it is not clear
what additional processes are being referred to, and we recommend that the processes be
summarized and evaluated to determine if they impact dry stack feasibility.
Comment: The last bullet states that the cost estimates provided by PLP for the incremental cost
increases make it clear that the dry stack method would render the project uneconomic.
3
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However, neither the PLP RFI responses nor the AECOM memo explain why these costs are
uneconomical compared to the cost of the proposed tailings disposal methodology and the value
of the project.
o PLP does not respond to the question in RFI 054-10 which asks how the dry stack cost
estimate would compare with the current plan in terms of full life cycle, etc. We
recommend that this information be supplied.
o In addition, the response to RFI 054-10 assumed that there would be both a slurry TSF
and a dry stack TSF, so information is not provided for costs anticipated for a 100% dry
stack tailings scenario. We recommend that an option be evaluated that includes filtering
of all the bulk tailings.
o Table 1.1 presents new net present value for the two filtered tailings TSF scenarios
proposed by PLP, but the text prior discusses these values as amounts the net present
value would be reduced by. Please clarify.

References:
Davies, Michael. 2011. Filtered Dry Stacked Tailings – The Fundamentals. In: Proceedings of the 15th
International Conference on Tailings and Mine Waste. Vancouver, BC, Nov. 6-9.
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Report on Mount Polley Tailings Storage Facility Breach, Independent Expert Engineering Investigation
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MEETING
NOTES

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

DECEMBER 17, 2018

Project Name: Pebble Project EIS
Date: December 17, 2018
Time: 9:00 am-11:00 am
Subject: Pebble EIS: Water-Focused Technical Meeting
General Notes:
Meeting agenda was mainly organized by the list of questions provided by EPA in email
from EPA through USACE (December 11, 2018, attached):
x
Question 1: The SRK geochemical source terms were reviewed and discussed;
reference was made to RFI 021a and SRK 2018 report. Discussed whole water
conditions and dissolved values; confirmed source terms are based on dissolved.
Suspended solids values not carried through the water balance model; does not
go through water treatment plants.
x
Question 2: Addressed whether input parameters for groundwater and watershed
models are specific to west deposit zone or combined with east zone. Source
terms cover both for overall geochemical characteristics. Zones are comparable
geochemically; using larger data set is a net benefit, along with other mine
analogs. PLP will conduct comparison of east and west data to confirm combined
data are representative.
x
Question 3: Discussed HCT, kinetic tests, and barrel tests. How these test results
are used in the groundwater and watershed models is addressed in the SRK 2018
report (RFI 021a). HCT and barrel test results were used: barrel tests for
determining general geochemistry; HCT for solubility rates. S. Day described
translation of data to field conditions and time period/temperature assumptions in
SRK 2018 report. SRK reference not included in Chapter 9.
x
Question 4: Discussed that fugitive dust is not included in water quality model;
dust to surface water analysis was done separately within AECOM.
x
Question 5: Discussed 76-year climate model and how it was developed from
Iliamna airport data since 1940. Model outputs compared to USGS gages and
found to be very consistent. Discussed use of 95 percentile data in source terms,
a conservative approach. Discussed the potential need and process for sensitivity
and uncertainty analyses of models; what are top 5 most sensitive parameters in
model; probably driven by mill output. State needs better copy of EBD Chapter 8
model appendices- letters missing due to security setting; PLP to provide.
x
Question 6: Discussed generally how models were selected and developed,
models used to for analysis of the study areas, including limitations and
assumptions and how these models work together. Knight Piésold (KP) (J.
Cathcart) presentation (attached) highlighted how model modules interact and
their capabilities. Model calibrations and assumptions, such as temperature and
precipitation were discussed. Calibrations reported in EBD go up to 2008; now
have measurements to 2013. Watershed module developed from whitesheet, not
publically available engine; used successfully on other projects. KP is not
expecting major climate change trend in 20-yr mine life; looked at effect of more
rain and less snow; would even out hydrographs a little compared to historical
swings incorporated into model now; confident that current model captures that
range. The merits and confidence in the models were discussed. EPA wants
discussion of how models were selected, pros and cons; referred to their technical
guidance and Haile Gold Mine EIS. PLP to provide summary.
x
Question 7: Areal extent of water balance model was discussed – not limited to
mine site; covers about 300 sq mi.
x
Question 8: The open pit block model was discussed; previously requested by
AECOM. The block model was not used in developing source terms or water
quality model and PLP does not intend to use it. Discussed need for better
understanding of % of rock types that went into source terms; AECOM to further
discuss need for RFI internally.
x
Question 9: Discussed monitoring and adaptive management requirements and
model updates that would be part of ADEC permitting; state permitting track is
separate from EIS track and hasn’t started yet. Discussed potential need and
practicality for PLP to establish a preliminary adaptive management, monitoring,
and mitigation plan to be ready for when the draft EIS is published. Some were in
mitigation measures spreadsheet previously submitted by PLP.
Attachment 1: EPA Questions to USACE, December 11, 2018
Attachment 2: KP Model Overview Presentation
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Participants:
USACE:
Katie McCafferty
PLP:
James Fueg
Stephen Hodgson
Stephen Day (SRK/phone)
Rod Smith (Knight Piésold
[KP]/phone)
Loretta Ford (phone)
Alana Shewan (KP/phone)
Jaimie Cathcart (KP/phone)
AECOM
Bill Craig
Dan Delaney
Nancy Darigo
Cara Wright
Richard Henry (phone)
Mike Gray (Morrison
Maierle/phone)
James Dietzmann (phone)
Jim Aldrich (phone)
Other:
Kyle Moselle (ADNR/phone)
Patricia McGrath
(EPA/phone)
Molly Vaughan (EPA)
Ann Marie Larquier (ADF&G
Sport Fisheries)
Chris Eckley (EPA/phone)
Cindi Godsey (EPA/phone)
Tim Maley (EPA/phone)
Muluken Muche
(EPA/phone)
Allan Nakanishi (ADECWastewater Program)
Chris Miller (ADEC-Drinking
Water Program/phone)
Kevin Petrone
(ADNR/phone)
Charlie Palmer (ADECDrinking Water Program)
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EBBLE PROJECT

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Action Item

Appendix F, Page
4536 of 5993
MEETING
NOTES

DECEMBER 17, 2018

Due
Date

Notes

Model Descriptions
in EIS
References

1/8/18

A description of models used, why selected, limitations, and sensitivity will be included in
the EIS, as applicable, based on action item by PLP for model summaries (below).
Update reference section in EIS to include SRK 2018 report, RFI 021 series.

Geochemistry/
Rock Type RFI
PLP

12/19/18

Submit RFI requesting additional information on % of rock types contributing to source
terms.

East vs. West Data

12/28/18

Monitoring/Adaptive
Management Plan
Model Summaries

12/21/18

Sensitivity Analysis

12/28/18

EBD Chapter 8

12/19/18

Perform high-level analysis comparing data from Pebble East and West zones, identify
significant differences, and confirm that combined east and west data is representative and
should not be modeled separately.
High-level tentative list of adaptive management, mitigation, and monitoring plan; to be
finalized following the NEPA process.
Provide summary of models used (in table format); including information as to why model
selected, model limitations, and confidence in the models.
High-level sensitivity analysis on water quality model to rank top 5 parameters and
description of primary drivers.
Provide unlocked version of Chapter 8 appendices pdf with headers intact.

USACE
None
AECOM

1/8/18

12/28/18
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Appendix F, Page
4537 of 5993
MEETING
NOTES

DECEMBER 17, 2018

Attachment 1: EPA Questions to USACE, December 11, 2018

1.
Watershed Model: Were chemical release rates used in the model based on
whole water or dissolved concentrations. Are the model output predictions whole
water or dissolved fractions?
2.
Groundwater and Watershed Models: Are the inputs parameters used in the
modeling specific to the data collected from the west zone or are they combined
with data form the east zone?
3.
Groundwater and Watershed Models: Additional information is needed to
understand the relationship between the HCT results and how these were incorporated
into the models. Specifically: what geochemical characterization data were used to
develop the source terms? For example, were just the HCT results used, or were
barrel test results also incorporated? Furthermore, were release rates from
multiple tests averaged or otherwise combined, or were only selected test results
used?
Were the source terms developed from data over the entire duration of the
tests or from a differently defined time period? Were any temperature corrections
used when translating lab-based predictions to model predictions of field
conditions?
4.
Watershed Model: was loading to surface water from soil runoff (specifically
as it relates to fugitive dust) included in the water quality calculations?
5.
Groundwater and Watershed Models: Was sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
performed on the models used to make surface and groundwater quality predictions?
6.
Groundwater, Watershed, and Water Balance models: Additional description of
the models used is warranted. How were the particular models selected? What are
the merits and limitations of the models?
7.
Water balance model:
The model is limited to the mine site. How could it
be used to assess the overall impact of the project on the hydrologic system at the
broader watershed level?
8.
Open pit block model: When will this be completed?
opportunity to review before the draft EIS?

Will there be an

9.
Monitoring and adaptive management: What will be monitoring and mitigation
strategies during/after project implementation to verify model predictions and
mitigate possible environmental consequences?
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Attachment 2: KP Model Overview Presentation
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

DNR/DO
G/SPCS

Table E-1, pg E-16

Table E-1, pg E-15

Table E-1, pg E-15

Table E-1, pg E-15

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

text reads, "The ADNR State
Pipeline Coordinator’s Office
issues pipeline ROW leases for
new pipeline and pipeline related
construction…"

Table lists role of Fishway Act
AS 16.05.841) only as "Fish
Passage sufficiency
determinations"

Table lists "Fish Habitat Permits"
under FWCA authority.

Table lists ADF&G's only role
from the Anadromous Fish Act is
Fish Passage permits.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

change name to State Pipeline Coordinator's
Section (not "Office")

Should change to ADF&G Title 16 Fish
Passage Permits

Should remove Fish Habitat Permits as
authority under FWCA

Should change to ADF&G Title 16 Fish Habitat
Permits

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Edit made in text.

Edited as
suggested.

Removed as
suggested.

Edited as
suggested.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

Agency

1

Comment
No.

Table K3.6-1:

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
"Sources: Sigurdsson and
Powers 2012; Sigurdsson and
Powers 2013; Sigurdsson and
Powers 2014; Powers and
Sigurdsson, 2016."
Source noted at bottom of Table
not included in References
Chapter 9.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Provide citation/references.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

References have
been added to
Chapter 9,
References, and are
available on the
project website.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.6 - Commercial and Recreational Fisheries
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

ADEC

ADEC

Section K3.18.2.1,
Page 3.18-6

Section K3.18.1.1,
Page K3.18-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Paragraph two on this page
discusses rock sample testing
and included geochemical tests
including ABA without explaining
what ABA is.

Paragraph two in this section
discusses EPA water quality
standards for mercury and
selenium.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The first two sentences from paragraph five
could be inserted after the mention of ABA in
the second paragraph and would provide a
clearer explanation.

Updated input from Water Division: The EPA
has issued aquatic life recommendations (in
2001 and 2016) that require adoption by states
in a timely manner. ADEC is currently making
revisions to their 2008 Toxics Manual for
aquatic life and human health criteria. These
actions are currently scheduled to be
completed by the end of 2019. Any regulatory
impact on the Pebble Project would depend on
the timing of a permit application.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Text adjusted as
recommended.
Acid-Base
Accounting (ABA) is
defined at the
beginning of Section
K3.18.2.1.

Noted. Revisions to
water quality criteria
would be applied as
adopted by ADEC.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality
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K4.10

K4.10

K4.10

1





ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

5HSKUDVHIRUFODULW\DQGDGGQXPEHURI
MREVWRSURYLGHFRQWH[W3/3H[SORUDWLRQrelated employment and income—ZKLFK
ZHUHUHDOL]HGLQWKH%ULVWRO%D\UHJLRQRYHU
the previous decade—ZRXOGFHDVH+XPDQ
KHDOWKLPSDFWVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHORVVRI
MREVDQGGHFUHDVHLQKRXVHKROGLQFRPHIRU
communities closest to the mine site
(Nondalton, IliDPQDDQG1HZKDOHQ ZRXOG
EHH[SHFWHGWREHPLQRULQPDJQLWXGHZLWK

"For example, Lake and Peninsula Borough
(LPB) community-OHYHOEDVHOLQHGDWD 
 DUHDYDLODEOHZKLOHVLPLODU
community-OHYHOGDWDDUHQRWDYDLODEOHIRU
the Nushagak/Bristol Bay communities."
7KHVHGDWDDUHDYDLODEOHMXVWQRWZLWKWKH
UHSRUWXVHGIRUWKLVGUDIWVHFWLRQ$OVR
VRPHRIWKHGDWDLVDFWXDOO\SUHVHQWHGLQ
+(&VDQGVRWKLVVHQWHQFHQHHGV
some revision

Needs edits: For example, Lake and
Peninsula Borough (LPB) community-level
EDVHOLQHGDWD  DUHDYDLODEOHIRU
leading hospitalizations by diagnosis,
leading FDXVHVRIQRQ-IDWDOLQMXULHVDQG
OHDGLQJFDXVHVRIGHDWK VHH6HFWLRQ
+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\+(&VDQG ZKLOH
similar community-level data are not
DYDLODEOHIRUWKH1XVKDJDN%ULVWRO%D\
communities.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

$GGMREGHWDLOLQIRUPDWLRQ
Suggest revising passage to
read: "Human health impacts
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHORVVRI
employment opportunities (and
subsequent decrease in median
household income) primarily
concern potential impacts on
SDH (e.g., income, psychosocial
stress, substance abuse, and

Revise sentence

Suggested edit: For example,
Lake and Peninsula Borough
(LPB) regional-level baseline
GDWD IURP- DUH
DYDLODEOHIRUOHDGLQJ
hospitalizations by diagnosis,
OHDGLQJFDXVHVRIQRQ-IDWDO
LQMXULHVDQGOHDGLQJFDXVHVRI
GHDWK VHH6HFWLRQ+HDOWK
DQG6DIHW\+(&VDQG 
ZKLOHVLPLODUUHJLRQDO-level data
DUHQRWDYDLODEOHIRUWKH
Nushagak/Bristol Bay
communities (edited because
community-OHYHOGDWDZDVQRW
presented)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

IQDGGLWLRQWKHIROORZLQJZDV
added to the preceding paragraph:
The PLP employed around 100
and 150 local community members
annually at the site during the preGHYHORSPHQWSKDVHRIWKHSURMHFW
ZKLFKHQGHGLQ /RHIIOHUDQG

3DVVDJHZDVUHYLVHGDV
suggested.

7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVUHYLVHGWR,Q
other cases, Iliamna Lake/Lake
Clark community-level baseline
GDWDDUHDYDLODEOHIRUXnintentional
LQMXU\GHDWKUDWHV  EXWDUH
QRWDYDLODEOHIRUWKH
Nushagak/Bristol Bay communities
VHH6HFWLRQ+HDOWKDQG
6DIHW\+(& 

7KHVXJJHVWHGHGLWZDVPDGH

Response
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,QFUHDVHLQKRXVHKROGLQFRPHVURZFKHFN
math. There's an addition error in the third

.



ADHSS/
DPH/SO

7KLVWDEOHVKRXOGJRDIWHUWKHQDUUDWLYH
ZKLFKZRXOGEHFRQVLVWHQWZLWKVXPPDU\
WDEOHVIRUWKHRWKHU+(&V

.

5

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

FKDQJHVUHODWLYHWREDVHOLQHZLWKSRWHQWLDO
increases or decreases in SDH, such as
income, psychosocial stress, substance
DEXVHDQGIDPLO\VWDELOLW\

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

"The HIA does not evaluate human health
LPSDFWVIURPSRWHQWLDOVSLOOVRUIDLOXUHV7KH
SRWHQWLDOKHDOWKLPSDFWVIURPH[SRVXUHWR
FKHPLFDOVGXHWRDVSLOORUIDLOXUHDUH
unanticipated and are typically short-term,
acute exposures." While the HIA model
used in this appendix may not be designed
WRGLVFXVVDOOSRVVLEOHVSLOOIDLOXUH
possibilities, it is reasonable to include a
GLVFXVVLRQRIVXFKSRWHQWLDOLPSDFWVLQWKH
+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\VHFWLRQVRIDQ(,6)RU
H[DPSOHILQGLQJVIURP6HFWLRQ6SLOO
Risk should be integrated into Health and
6DIHW\6HFWLRQVZKHUHUHOHYDQW
)XUWKHUPRUHZKLOHGLUHFWKXPDQH[SRVXUH
may be short-WHUPRUDFXWHIROORZLQJDVSLOO
WKHUHDUHRWKHUURXWHVRIH[SRVXUH HJ
FRQVXPSWLRQRIFRQWDPLQDWHGIRRGVDQGRU
ZDWHUPDWHUQDOWUDQVIHUWKURXJKEUHDVWPLON 
WKDWFDQSHUVLVWORQJDIWHUDQLQLWLDOVSLOO
event. This can create chronic exposure
VFHQDULRVIRUKXPDQVWKDWKDYHORQJ-term
health implications.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

K4.10

4

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

Correct severity and impacts
rankings by ensuring all ratings

0RYHWDEOHWRDIWHUQDUUDWLYHIRU
HEC

Recommend discussing the
SRWHQWLDOLPSDFWVRIVSLOOVIDLOXUHV
LQWKH+HDOWKDQG6DIety sections
RIWKH(,6LQFOXGLQJWKHSRWHQWLDO
IRULQGLUHFWURXWHVRIH[SRVXUHWR
create chronic exposure
VFHQDULRV)LQGLQJVIURP6HFWLRQ
6SLOO5LVNVKRXOGEH
LQWHJUDWHGLQWR+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\
6HFWLRQVZKHUHUHOHYDQW

IDPLO\VWDELOLW\ $Q\H[SHFWHG
FKDQJHVLQ6'+ZRXOGEH
relatively minor in magnitude,
UHODWLYHWREDVHOLQHDQGZRXOG
ODUJHO\EHFRQILQHGWRWKH
communities closest to the mine
site (Nondalton, Iliamna, and
1HZKDOHQ 

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

The severity and impact rankings
ZHUHYHULILHGDQGDGMXVWPHQWV

7KHVXJJHVWHGHGLWZDVPDGH.

7KHWH[WZDVPRGLILHGWRLQGLcate
WKDWSRWHQWLDOKHDOWKLPSDFWVIURP
exposure to chemicals due to a
VSLOORUIDLOXUHPD\DOVROHDGWR
chronic exposure. In addition, the
WH[WZDVPRGLILHGWRVXPPDUL]H
6HFWLRQ6SLOOV5LVNLQFOXGLQJ
the spill scenarios evaluated and
the health impacts that may occur
IURP the evaluated spill scenarios.

6FKPLGW 6LQFHWKHQ3LP
KDVKDGDPLQLPDOQXPEHURI
ZRUNHUVDWWKHVLWHIRUH[SORUDWLRQ
and maintenance activities.

Response
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8

9

10

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

E

Agency

Comment
No.

Potential impacts due to psychosocial
5HYLVHOLNHOLKRRGUDQNLQJIRU
stress: the likelihood during construction
operations and construction and
DQGRSHUDWLRQVLVEHWWHUUHSUHVHQWHGDVedit impact rating accordingly
DVWKLVLPSDFW SRVDQGQHJ LVDOUHDG\
being reported in households
)RU7KHSURMHFWZRXOGUHVXOWLQMREV
$GGDGGLWLRQDOMREHVWLPDWHV
GXULQJWKHFRQVWUXFWLRQSKDVHDQGMREV
GXULQJWKHRSHUDWLRQVSKDVHDQGVRPHMREV
ZRXOGFRQWLQXHGXULQJFORVXUHDGG
QXPEHURIMREVH[SHFWHGIRU3$&V LH
OLNHO\DERXWRIORFDOKLUHIRU
construction).

.

.

5HYLVHURZVUHODWHGWRWKLV
potential impact

*HRJUDSKLFH[WHQWIRUWKHILUVWSRWHQWLDO
impact (increased in household incomes..)
is better represenWHGDVDIRUFORVXUH
VLQFHMREVZLOOVLJQLILFDQWO\GHFUHDVHDQG
KRXVHKROGVZLOOKDYHWRDGMXVWWRWKLV
change

.

5HYLVHURZVUHODWHGWRWKLV
potential impact

have been added correctly.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

0DJQLWXGHIRUWKHILUVWSRWHQWLDOLPSDFW
(increased in household incomes..) is better
UHSUHVHQWHGDVDIRUFORVXUHVLQFHMREV
ZLOOVLJQLILFDQWO\GHFUHDVHDQGKRXVHKROGV
ZLOOKDYHWRDGMXVWWRWKLVFKDQJH

SDUWRIWKLVURZ

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

PAGE | 

7KHIROORZLQJWH[WZDVDGGHG3/3
KDVVWDWHGWKDWLWVREMHFWLYHLVWR
PD[LPL]HRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUORFDO
KLUHILUVWGLUHFWO\WRUHVLGHQWVRI
WKH(,6DQDO\VLVDUHDRUWKRVHZLWK
close ties to the area; and then to
Alaska residents in general. It is
HVWLPDWHGWKDWHPSOR\HHV
ZRXOGFRPHIURPVXUURXQGLQJ
communities, and the remaining
ZRXOGEHIORZQWRWKHSURMHFW
IURP$QFKRUDJHRU.HQDL
+RZHYHULWLVOLNHO\WKDWGXULQJWKH
FRQVWUXFWLRQSKDVHVLJQLILFDQWQRQAlaskan lDERUZRXOGEHUHTXLUHGWR
ILOOWKHDQWLFLSDWHGMREV
SRWHQWLDOO\DVKLJKDVSHUFHQWRI
KLUHV 3/3-5), 

7KHOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJIRU
FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGRSHUDWLRQVZDV
DGMXVWHGDVUHTXHVWHG

The geographic range during
FORVXUHZDVDGMXVWHGDV
requested.

7KHPDJQLWXGHGXULQJFORVXUHZDV
DGMXVWHGDVUHTXHVWHG

made, as needed.
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"The summary impact to human health due
to increased household incomes,
employment rates, and education
DWWDLQPHQWIRUWKHSRWHQWLDOO\DIIHFWHG
FRPPXQLWLHVZRXOGEH&DWHJRU\
Potential impacts during closure are better
UHSUHVHQWHGDV&DWHJRU\6HHFRPments
on table K4.10-
Comments on household
incomes/employment/educational
DWWDLQPHQWFRXOGEHVXSSRUWHGZLWK
H[DPSOHVVXFKDVZLWKGDWDIURP5HG'RJ

.

.



14

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

)RUWKHEXOOHWGLVFXVVLQJWKHEHQHILWVRI
HPSOR\PHQWRSSRUWXQLWLHVDGGLWLRQRI
H[DPSOHVIURPRWKHUVimilar-VFDOHSURMHFWV
PD\EHXVHIXO

.



ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Consider adding additional detail

5HYLVHFDWHJRU\UDQNLQJIRU
closure

$GGDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQ

)RU7KHSURMHFWZRXOGUHVXOWLQMREV
$GGDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQ
GXULQJWKHFRQVWUXFWLRQSKDVHDQGMREV
during the operatiRQVSKDVHDQGVRPHMREV
ZRXOGFRQWLQXHGXULQJFORVXUHDGG
QXPEHURIMREVH[SHFWHGIRUFORVXUHDQG
VRPHLQIRUPDWLRQRISRWHQWLDORIORFDO
ZRUNHUV'DWDIURPDQRWKHU$ODVNDPLQHDV
an example may help add context

.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

11

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

PAGE | 4

&RPPHQWQRWHG2WKHUSURMHFWVDV
H[DPSOHVZHUHQRWDGGHGEHFDXVH
WKH\DUHQRWQHFHVVDU\WRLQIRUP
WKHSURFHVVRUPDNHSURMHFW
decisions.

The magnitude and geographic
UDQJHGXULQJFORVXUHZHUH
changed, and the Impact Category
ZDVUHYLVHG WRD&DWHJRU\ 
accordingly.

&RPPHQWQRWHG2WKHUSURMHFWVDV
H[DPSOHVZHUHQRWDGGHGbecause
they are not QHFHVVDU\WRLQIRUP
the procHVVRUPDNHSURMHFW
decisions. Additionally, evaluating
WKHUHOHYDQFHDQGDSSOLFDELOLW\RI
RWKHUSURMHFWH[DPSOHVWRWKLV
SURMHFWZRXOGEHQHFHVVDU\EHIRUH
such content could be added.

As noted in preceding response,
3/3 VREMHFWLYHWRPD[LPL]H
RSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUORFDOKLUHV
+RZHYHUHPSOR\PHQWQXPEHUV
during the closure phase are not
DYDLODEOH,QVWHDGDEXOOHWZDV
added to this section noting that
WKHUHZRXOGEHQHJDWLYHLPSDFWV
UHODWHGWRMREORVVes and
GHFUHDVHGLQFRPHIRUFRPPXQLWLHV
and households during the closure
SKDVHZKRZRXOGWKHQQHHGWR
DGMXVWWRWKLVFKDQJH
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7KLVSDUDJUDSKZDVUHYLVHGWR
indicate that transportation-related
XQLQWHQWLRQDODFFLGHQWVDQGLQMXULHV
DFFRXQWDUHDOHDGLQJFDXVHRI
hospitalizations in the state and
ZLWKLQWKH(,6DQDO\VLVDUHD
6HFWLRQ+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\ 
Land transportation and motor
vehicle incidents are among the
WKUHHOHDGLQJFDXVHVRI
hospitalization in the LPB, the
Dillingham Census Area, and
Bristol Bay Borough, as noted in
$SSHQGL[.
7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVFODULILHG3/3LV
committing to this and a citation to
3/3-5),DZDVDGGHG

"Transportation-related unintentional
Provide additional regionDFFLGHQWVDQGLQMXULHVDFFRXQWIRU
VSHFLILFLQIRUPDWLRQ
DSSUR[LPDWHO\SHUFHQWRIKRVSLWDOL]DWLRQV
in the state (6HFWLRQ+HDOWKDQG
6DIHW\ 3URYLGHVRPHLQIRUPDWLRQIRUHDFK
UHJLRQSRWHQWLDOO\LPSDFWHGE\HDFKIHDWXUH
RIWKHSURMHFW SLSHOLQHPLQHHWF ZKHWKHU
WKDWLVTXDQWLWDWLYHRUTXDOLWDWLYH LIGDWDDUH
largely unavailable)

7KHSURMHFWZRXOGZRUNZLWKFRPPXQities
DQGVXSSO\IXQGLQJ WRSURYLGHIRUWKH
PDUNLQJDQGPDLQWHQDQFHRIVQRZPDFKLQH
WUDLOVEHWZHHQFRPPXQLWLHVDFURVV,OLDPQD

.

.
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ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

&ODULI\FRPPLWPHQWIURP
company or mitigation measure.
Add as a mitigation

PAGE | 5

The likelihood rating during
FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGRSHUDWLRQVZDV
DGMXVWHG7KHVHQWHQFHZDV
UHYLVHGWRUHIOHFWWKHFKDQJH



Revise likelihood rating and edit
VHQWHQFHWRUHIOHFWFKDQJHV

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

+RZHYHUWKHOLNHOLKRRGRIWKLVLPSDFW
RFFXUULQJLVFRQVLGHUHGXQOLNHO\IRUDOO
phases, because it is a multi-dimensional
DVSHFWWKDWLVLQIOXHQFHGE\PDQ\IDFWRUV
DQGWKHSUREDELOLW\RIDVLJQLILFDQW
FRQWULEXWLRQIURPDQ\RQHIDFWRUZRXOGEH
lRZ,PSDFWVWRSV\FKRVRFLDOVWUHVV
(positive and negative) are already
RFFXUULQJIRUVRPHLQGLYLGXDOVVRWKH
likelihood should be higher. See comments
on table K4.10-

.

The likelihood rating during
FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGRSHUDWLRQVZDV
changed, and the Impact Category
ZDVUHYLVHG WRD&DWHJRU\),
accordingly.



5HYLVHFDWHJRU\UDQNLQJIRU
operations and construction

Response

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

"The summary impact to human health due
WRFKDQJHVLQSV\FKRVRFLDOVWUHVVIRUWKH
SRWHQWLDOO\DIIHFWHGFRPPXQLWLHVLVUDWHVDV
&DWHJRU\3RWHQWLDOLPSDFWVGXULQJ
construction and operations are better
represented as &DWHJRU\6HHFRPPHQWV
on table K4.10-

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
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Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.
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ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

XQLQWHQWLRQDOLQMXULHVIURPIDOOVDFFRXQWV
IRU SHUFHQWRIKRVSLWDOL]DWLRQVLQWKH
state..". Regional data are avDLODEOHIURP
sources such as the Alaska Trauma
5HJLVWU\DQGZRXOGEHXVHIXOWRUHIHUHQFH
WRVKRZH[LVWLQJEXUGHQ RUODFNRILW DQG

7KHOLNHOLKRRGRIWKHse accidents occurring
UDQJHIURPWRYHU\XQOLNHO\IRUVXUIDFH
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ6XUIDFHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ
ZRXOGEHEHWWHUUHSUHVHQWHGDVXQOLNHO\  ,PSDFWUDWLQJUHPDLQVWKHVDPH

6HYHUDOVHQWHQFHVLQ+(& IRRGQXWULWLRQ
VXEVLVWHQFH LPSO\WKDWURDGVIHUULHVHWF
may be used by the public. This public use
SRVVLELOLW\HVSHFLDOO\ZKHQSDLUHGZLWK
KHDY\XVHE\ZRUNHUVFRXOGLQFUHDVH
DFFLGHQWVLQMXULHVLQDOOSDUWVRIWKH
transportation corridor and this should be
DGGUHVVHGLQ. DQGUDWHG
appropriately)

/DNHZKHQODNHLFHLVWKLFNHQRXJKWR
VXSSRUWVXFKWUDIILF&ODULI\LIWKLVLVD
FRPPLWPHQWIURPWKHFRPSDQ\D
mitigation, eWF,IQRWFRQVLGHUDGGLQJWKLV
at a mitigation

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

$GGUHIHUHQFHDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ

5HYLVHOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJIRU
VXUIDFHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQDQGHGLW
sentenFHWRUHIOHFWFKDQJHV

$GGFODULILFDWLRQVDQGDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQUHODWLQJWRWKH
LQWHUDFWLRQVRISXEOLFZRUNHUVRQ
IHDWXUHVRIWKHSURMHFW
transportation corridor and the
potential impacts to accidents
DQGLQMXULHV0DNHUHODWHGHGLWV
to Table 4.10-4

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVUHYLVHGWR
LQGLFDWHWKDWXQLQWHQWLRQDOLQMXULHV
IURPIDOOVDUHWKHprimary leading
causes RIKRVSLWDOL]DWLRQVLQ
Alaska, the Lake and Peninsula
Borough, and the Dillingham

7KHOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJIRUVXUIDFH
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQDFFLGHQWVZDV
DGMXVWHGDVUHTXHVWHG

7KHWH[WLQ+(&DQG+(&ERWK
mention potential public use based
RQ3/3-5), +RZHYHU
FODULILFDWLRQWH[WRQSRWHQWLDO
VXUIDFHWUDQVportation impacts to
the public LQ6HFWLRQ.ZDV
added: "...marked crossing points,
or other potential community uses,
VXFKDVSRWHQWLDOVKDUHGXVHRIWKH
SURMHFWURDGVDQGSRWHQWLDOXVHRI
WKHIHUU\WRWUDQVSRUWWKHSXEOLFDQG
VQRZPDFKLQHV,QDGGLWLRQWKH
IROORZLQJVHQWHQFHZDVDOVRDGGHG
"Increased travel distances in
SXUVXLWRIPRUHGLVWDQWRU
alternative subsistence resources
PD\DOVRLQFUHDVHWKHSRWHQWLDOIRU
DFFLGHQWVDQGLQMXULHVIRU
community members engaging in
subsistence activities."

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

.

.

Comment
No.







ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO

Agency

,QDGGLWLRQJLYHQWKDWWKHVHHVWLPDWHVRI
30«ZDV IXUWKHUTXDOLWDWLYHO\HYDOXDWHG

When presenting potential COPC impacts
WRZDWHUTXDOLW\LWZRXOGEHXVHIXOWRDGG
ZKHWKHUPRQLWRULQJLVRFFXUULQJZLOORFFXUDW
the mine site

"…suicide rates vary by regions..". Mention
RIUHJLRQDOGDWDDQGGLVSDULWLHVZRXOGEH
XVHIXOWRUHIHUHQFHWRVKRZH[LVWLQJEXUGHQ
RUODFNRILW DQGEHWWHULQIRUPWKHUDWLQJRI
this impact

EHWWHULQIRUPWKHUDWLQJRIWKLVLPSDFW

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Revise sentence or move table
.-

$GGPHQWLRQRIZDWHUPRQLWRULQJ
SODQVZKHQGLVFXVVLQJSRWHQWLDO
&23&LPSDFWVWRZDWHUTXDOLW\
HYHQLIWKHPHQWLRQLVMXVWDVLQ
parentheses

$GGUHIHUHQFHDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

This table and associated text have
EHHQGHOHWHGIURPWKH'UDIW(,6

7KHIROORZLQJVHQWHQFHZLOOEH
DGGHGWRWKHPHWDOVLQJURXQGZDWHU
bullet: "As discussed in Appendix
. groXQGZDWHUOHYHOVZRXOG
be monitored during mine
operations to maintain hydraulic
containment. Monitoring and
FRQWLQJHQFLHVZRXOGEHIXUWKHU
developed as design progresses."

&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWKDWVXLFLGH
mortality rates vary by region but
DUHEDVHGRQUDWHVOHVVWKDQ
cases/counts and may not be
statistically reliable. Given this,
additional comparisons or
HYDOXDWLRQVZHUHQRWDGGHG

,QIRUPDWLRQIURPWKH7UDXPD
Registry is not available online.
Requests are made to the
(PHUJHQF\3URJUDPVRIILFHDQGLQ
most instances, provided in
VXPPDU\ DJJUHJDWH IRUP1RQaggregate data require a requested
IRUVSHFLDOUHVHDUFKSURMHFWV
through application and in
DFFRUGDQFHZLWKWKH7UDXPD
5HJLVWU\5HOHDVHRI,QIRUPDWLRQ
Policy.

&HQVXV$UHDDVZHOODVWKH
second leading cause in Bristol
Bay Borough 6HFWLRQ+HDOWK
DQG6DIHW\ 

Response
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ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

E

Agency

Comment
No.

Recommend including
DWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQRI
volatile metals as an airborne
H[SRVXUHSDWKZD\WR
VXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVDQG
discussing the potential risk to
human health.

Recommend reporting the
operational impact on total Hg
ORDGLQJEXGJHWIURPDOOVRXrces
(including dust, treatment
GLVFKDUJHUXQRIIDQG
volatilization), and including the
LPSDFWRIRWKHUPLQLQJ
discharges on the bioavailability
RIPHWDOVLQDTXDWLFHFRV\VWHPV
Recommend including
LPSOLFDWLRQVIRUVXEVLVWHQFH
IRRGV

0LQH6LWH'LVFKDUJHVWR6XUIDFH
:DWHUERGLHV7KHH[SRVXUHSDWKZD\VGR
QRWPHQWLRQDWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQRI
YRODWLOHPHWDOVLQWRQHDUE\ERGLHVRIZDWHU
(only dust deposition). Due to the direct and
UDSLGHIIHFWVRQWKHIRRGZHELWLVPRVW
XVHIXOWRUHSRUWWKHRSHUDWLRQDOLPSDFWRQ
WKHWRWDO+JORDGLQJEXGJHWIURPDOOVRXUFHV
LQFOXGLQJGXVWWUHDWPHQWGLVFKDUJHUXQRII
and volatilization) rather than as a percent
LQFUHDVHRIVHGLPHQWDQGZDWHULQGLYLGXDOO\
Recommend also discussing the potential
IRUHIIOXHQWUXQRIIGHSRVLWLRQRIQRQ-metal
FRQWDPLQDQWV HJVXOIDWHVRUJDQLF
carbon, etc.) to increase the bioavailability
RIH[LVWLQJPHWDOVLQFOXGLQJLQFUHDVHGUDWHV
RIPHUFXU\PHWK\ODWLRQDQGLPSOLFDWLRQVIRU
ILVKWLVVXHFRQFHQWUDWLRQV,QFUHDVHVLQ
VXOIDWHVDQG'2&KDYHEHHQVKRZQWR
FRUUHVSRQGZLWKKLJKHUWLVVXHEXUGHQVLQ
ILVKHYHQLQWKHDEVHQFHRIDGGLWLRQDO+J

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

6XPPDU\RI$LU([SRVXUH3DWKZD\V
5HFRPPHQGLGHQWLI\LQJDOOVRXUFH
contributions, including atmospheric
GHSRVLWLRQRIKLJKO\YRODWLOHPHWDOV RQO\
GXVWGHSRVLWLRQLVPHQWLRQHG %HFDXVHRI
WKHELRDFFXPXODWLYHQDWXUHRIPDQ\PHWDOV
DQGELRPDJQLILFDWLRQLQWKHIRRGZHELWLV
important to include all routes considered
ZKHQGLVFXVVLQJSRWHQWLDOULVNVWRKXPDQ
health.

EHORZ7KLVVHQWHQFHLVDWWKHERWWRPRI
WKHSDJHDQGLVIROORZHGE\7DEOH.-
ZKLFKLVQRWWKH IXUWKHUTXDOLWDWLYH
evaluation'. Revise sentence to be less
FRQIXVLQJ

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 8

7KHIRFXVRIPHWDOVFRQWULEXWLRQV
WRVRLOVDQGVXUIDFHZDWHUERGLHVLV
IRFXVHGRQPLQHVLWHIXJLWLYHGXVW
deposition based on the results RI
WKHDLUTXDOLW\QHDUILHOG-modeling
EHORZ$$46DQG36'&ODVV,,
increments); that annual HAP
emissions are estimated to be
EHORZWKH7LWOH90DMRU6WDWLRQDry
Source (permit) thresholds; mine,
SRUWDQGSLSHOLQHZRXOGXQGHUJRD
complete permitting analysis and
ZRXOGEHH[SHFWHGWRRSHUDWHLQ
FRPSOLDQFHZLWKWKHVHSHUPLWVDQG

$Q(YDOXDWLRQRI0HUFXU\IRUDOO
SURMHFWVRXUFHVZDVDGGHGWR
6HFWLRQ. SUHFHGLQJ+(&
VXPPDU\ EDVHGRQVWDNHKROGHU
concerns.

7KLVVXPPDU\SDUDJUDSKZDV
revised based on revisions to the
Air Quality exposurHSDWKZD\WH[W
6RXUFHFRQWULEXWLRQVDUHLGHQWLILHG
LQWKHEHJLQQLQJRIWKH$LU4XDOLW\
H[SRVXUHSDWKZD\WH[W,WZDV
FODULILHGLQWKHVXPPDU\WKDWWKHDLU
LQKDODWLRQSDWKZD\IURPDOOSURMHFW
FRPSRQHQWVZRXOGQRWEHH[SHFWHG
to impact the healtKRIWKHDIIected
communities.

based on revisions to the report
LH$LU4XDOLW\6HFWLRQ 

Response
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ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

Comment
No.



PAGE | 9

$Q(YDOXDWLRQRI0HUFXU\IRUDOO
SURMHFWVRXUFHVZDVDGGHGWR
6HFWLRQ. SUHFHGLQJ+(&
VXPPDU\ EDVHGRQVWDNHKROGHU
concerns.

$WDEOHVXPPDUL]LQJSURMHFW-related
&23&VIRUWKHKHDOWKHYDOXDWLRQE\
VRXUFHPHGLDZDVDGGHGWR
6HFWLRQ.XQGHU
Anticipated Sources and COPCs
KHDGHU+RZHYHULQRUGHUWR
maintain document-ZLGH
consistency, this HIA does not
UHSHDWGHWDLOHGLQIRUPDWLRQ
provided in other sections.
Potential human health impacts to
subsistence are discussed in that
subsection.

Please see the preceding response
RQZK\WKHHuman Health section
IRFXVHVRQIXJLWLYHGXVWPHWDOV
contributions and not atmospheric
deposition.

0LQH6LWH'XVW'HSRVLWLRQWR6XUIDFH
Waterbodies: Recommend discussing the
XQFHUWDLQW\VXUURXQGLQJWKHSURMHFWHGRIPHWDOVLn sediment, and 0.1-
LQFUHDVHLQVXUIDFHZDWHUVIURPGXVW
GHSRVLWLRQKRZWKHWRWDOORDGLQJEXGJHWRI
LPSRUWDQWPHWDOVZLOOEHDIIHFWHGE\WKHVH
LQFUHDVHVDQGZKDWWKHVHFKDQJHVSUHGLFW
IRUILVKWLVVXHFRQFHQWUDWLRQV5HFRPPHQG
LGHQWLI\LQJDOOWKHVRXrce contributions (dust
deposition is consistently mentioned
throughout the health sections, but
DWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQRIYRODWLOHPHWDOVLV
QRW $OVRUHFRPPHQGLGHQWLI\LQJZKLFK
PHWDOVWKHVHHVWLPDWHVLQFOXGH DVRIQRZLW
only mentions antimony, copper, arsenic
and chromium), and the sediment depth
WKLVHVWLPDWHUHIHUVWR7KHVHGLPHQWTXDOLW\
FKDSWHULQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHSUHGLFWHG
change in soil values concern elemental
mercury concentrations in the top 1-inch,
leaving the reader to assume that this depth
DOVRDSSOLHVWRVHGLPHQW,IWKLVLVQRWWKH
FDVHUHFRPPHQGFODULI\LQJ7KHLQFUHDVH
in Hg at the sediment-ZDWHULQWHUIDFH aWRS
-FP LVWKHYDOXHRIPRVWLPSRUWDQFHIRU
ELRDFFXPXODWLRQELRPDJQLILFDWLRQLQ
VXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVDVDOPRVWDOO

Recommend expanding
GLVFXVVLRQDQGPRGLI\LQJWKH
IRUPRIPHUFXU\JLYHQLQWKH
SURMHFWHGLQFUHDVHVWR0H+J
'LVFXVVLQWHUPVRIIRRGVDIHW\
IRUVXEVLVWHQFHFRQVXPHUV
particularly sensitive
populations.

PLQHVLWHHIIOXHQWZRXOGEHWUHDWHG
WRHQVXUHFRPSOLDQFHZLWK
DSSOLFDEOHSHUPLWVDQGZDWHU
quality standards prior to discharge
VHH6HFWLRQ. $LUDQG
ZDWHUGLVFKDUJHVWKDt are in
FRPSOLDQFHZLWKSHUPLWVDUH
SUHVXPHGWREHSURWHFWLYHRI
KXPDQKHDOWK $'+66 

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

deposition.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response
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Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

.

Comment
No.





ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

6XEVLVWHQFH)RRGV([SRVXUH3DWKZD\V
5HFRPPHQGOLVWLQJWKHFRQWDPLQDQWVRI
FRQFHUQIRUVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVLQWKLV
paragraph, rather than grouping them as
PHWDOV0DWHUQDOWUDQVIHUVKRXOGDOVREH
GLVFXVVHGDVDQH[SRVXUHURXWHIRU
sensitive populations, and maternally
WUDQVIHUUHGPHWDOVVKRXOGEHLGHQWLILHG,Q
LWVSUHVHQWIRUPLWGRHVQRWDSSHDUWKDW
DWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQRIYRODWLOL]HG+JLV
FRQVLGHUHGDVDQH[SRVXUHSDWKZD\IRU
subsistence users (it only seems to include
FRQWULEXWLRQVIURPGHSRVLWHGGXst and direct
exposure to mining ponds). Here and
WKURXJKRXWSOHDVHFODULI\WKLVSRLQW

/DVWVHQWHQFHEHIRUHWKHVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGV
H[SRVXUHSDWKZD\V7KHUHIRUHWKH
incremental arsenic risk/hazard…": This
sentence should be about
FREDOWPDQJDQHVHDVDUVHQLFZDV
addressed previously

methylatiRQDQGWUDQVIHUIURPVHGLPHQWWR
biota occurs here. Also, elemental Hg is not
WKHKLJKO\WR[LFELRDYDLODEOHIRUPIRXQGLQ
ILVK5HFRPPHQGLQFOXGLQJWKHSURMHFWHG
FKDQJHVIRUPHUFXU\LQWHUPVRI
PHWK\OPHUFXU\FRQFHQWUDWLRQVDVZHOODV
WKLVLVWKHIRUPRIPRVWFRQFHUQIRUKXPDQ
health.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please add requested
LQIRUPDWLRQWRWKH6XEVLVWHQFH
)RRGV([SRVXUH3DWKZD\V
paragraph.

Edit sentence to
FREDOWPDQJDQHVHLQVWHDGRI
arsenic

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 10

$Q(YDOXDWLRQRI0HUFXU\IRUDOO
SURMHFWVRXUFHVZDVDGGHGWR
6HFWLRQ. SUHFHGLQJ+(&
VXPPDU\ EDVHGRQVWDNHKROGHU
concerns.

7KHQHZO\DGGHG&23&WDEOHIRU
the health evaluation includes a
FROXPQLQGLFDWLQJZKLFK&23&V
are bioaccumulative and a potential
FRQFHUQIRUVXEVLVWHQFHAdditional
text regarding bioaccumulative
PHWDOVZDVDGGHGWRWKH
VXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\WH[W

Please see the preceding response
RQZK\WKH+HDOWKVHFWLRQIRFXVHV
RQIXJLWLYe dust metals
contributions and not atmospheric
deposition.

7KLVW\SRZDVFRUUHFWHG
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, and Page
#
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No.





ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

%HFDXVHRIWKHLPSRUWDQWLPSOLFDWLRQVIRU
WKHTXDOLW\RIVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVIRUKXPDQ
consumption, recommend adding
MXVWLILFDWLRQIRUWKHVWDWHPHQWWKDWKHDY\
PHWDOFRQFHQWUDWLRQVLQVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGV
ZLOOEHLQGLVWLQJXLVKDEOHIURPEDVHOLQH
levels," (incluGHUHIHUHQFHV $GLVFXVVLRQ
RIKRZWKHSURMHFWHGLQFUHDVHLQPHWDO
FRQFHQWUDWLRQVLQZDWHUDQGVHGLPHQWZLOO
DIIHFWWKHOLNHOLKRRGWKDWVXEVLVWHQFH
FRQVXPHUVZLOOH[FHHGUHIHUHQFHGRVHV
5I' IRUUHOHYDQWPHWDOVZRXOGEHXVHIXO
DFFRXQWLQJIRUQHDUO\GDLO\FRQVXPSWLRQRI
ILVKIRUPDQ\UHVLGHQWV DQGWKHXQFHUWDLQW\

Mine Site Dust Deposition to Wild Foods:
Suggest revising the statement "ADEC
FRQVLGHUVVHYHUDORIWKHVHPHWDOVWREH
potentially bioaccumulative" to better
FRPPXQLFDWHWKHVFLHQWLILFFRQVHQVXVRQ
WKHELRDFFXPXODWLYHQDWXUHRIPDQ\RI
WKHVHPHWDOV3OHDVHVSHFLI\ZKLFKDELRWLF
PHGLDDUHH[SHFWHGWRLQFUHDVHE\KRZ
much, as increases in metal concentrations
LQZDWHUWKHVHGLPHQW-ZDWHULQWHUIDFHDQG
EXULHGVHGLPHQWVGRQRWDIIHFWIRRGZHE
responses to the same magnitude.
%LRPDJQLILFDWLRQVKRXOGEHGLVFXVVHGKHUH
in addition to bioaccumulation, particularly
LQWKHFRQWH[WRIUHODWLQJWUDQVODWLQJ
incremental increases in the metal content
RIZDWHUDQGVHGLPHQWWRDQWLFLSDWHG
LQFUHDVHVLQWKHWLVVXHVRIVXEVLVWHQFH
IRRGVDIWHUELRPDJQLILFDWLRQ3URMHFWHG
tissue increases in biota should be based
on the operational impact on the total
ORDGLQJEXGJHWIURPDOOVRXUFHVIRUUHOHYDQW
metals.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

5HFRPPHQGDGGLQJMXVWLILFDWLRQ
WRVKRZWKDWWKLVLQFUHDVHZLOOQRW
result in chronic dietary
H[SRVXUHVWRDQ\RIWKHVH
PHWDOV LHYDOXHVZLOOQRW
H[FHHG5I'V DFFRXQWLQJIRUWKH
KLJKILVKFRQsumption rate,
XQFHUWDLQW\DQGWKHVHQVLWLYLW\RI
the developing nervous system.
5HFRPPHQGDGGLQJUHIHUHQFHV
IRUWKHDIRUHPHQWLRQHGWRSLFV

5HFRPPHQGUHYLVLQJZRUGLQJ
here and throughout, to better
FRPPXQLFDWHWKHVFLHQWLILF
consensus on metal
ELRDFFXPXODWLRQ$GLVFXVVLRQRI
ELRPDJQLILFDWLRQWURSKLFWUDQVIHU
DQGUHODWHSURMHFWHGLQFUHDVHVLQ
PHWDOFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRIZDWHU
and sediment to changes in the
WLVVXHFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRI
VXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVZRXOGDOVREH
XVHIXO

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 11

7KHVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\WH[WXQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDO
revisions, including additional text
discussing eVWLPDWHGVXUIDFHZDWHU
LQFUHDVHVUHODWLYHWRZDWHUTXDOLW\
VWDQGDUGVIRUFRQVXPSWLRQRI
RUJDQLVPZKHQDYDLODEOH$WDEOH
OLVWLQJWKHSRWHQWLDOKHDOWKHIIHFWV
IRUPHWDO&23&VZDVDGGHGWRWKH
$QWLFLSDWHG3URMHFW6RXUFHVDQG
COPCs header in Section
K4.10.$Q(YDOXDWLRQRI
0HUFXU\IRUDOOSURMHFWVRXUFHVZDV
DOVRDGGHGWR6HFWLRQ.

7KHVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\WH[WXQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDO
revision. Additional discussion
regarding bioacumulative metals,
DQGWKRVHWKDWPD\ELRPDJQLI\
ZDVDGGHG$OWKRXJKGHWDLOVRQ
SURMHFWUHODWHGLQFUHDVHVLQPHWDOV
LQDELRWLFPHGLDZDVQRWUHSHDWHG
LQVXEVLVWHQFHZKHQUHOHYDQWWKH
LQFUHDVHVZHUHVXPPDUL]HGDQG
included.
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Figure
K4.10-1

.

.

.









ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

"Although these adaptive approaches
ZRXOGOLNHO\VXVWDLQKDUYHVWOHYHOVIRU
DIIHFWHGFRPPXQLWLHVWKH\PD\LQFUHDVH
expenses and time needed to harvest
subsistence resources. ": In addition to

"Additional impacts could include potentially
VWHPPLQJWKHFXUUHQWWUHQGRIRXW-migration,
LQFUHDVLQJRUPDLQWDLQLQJWKHQXPEHURI
schools in the region, and other indirect
HFRQRPLFEHQHILWV HJWD[HV
VDOHVUHYHQXHDQGRWKHUILVFDOHIIHFWVWR
the regional and local communities)." This
QHHGVWREHWLHGPRUHGLUHFWO\WRIRRG
QXWULWLRQDQGVXEVLVWHQFHRUPRYHGIURP
this section to HEC1 (SDH)

Food security should be discussed in this
+(&3RVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYHHIIHFWVDUH
possible. Also, as mentioned in a previous
FRPPHQWFRVWRIOLYLQJGRHVQRWHTXDOIRRG
security. There are other components to
IRRGVHFXULW\DQGWKHVH should be
PHQWLRQHG IRUH[DPSOHDFFHVVWR
resources)

+HDOWKLPSDFWVIRUVXEVLVWHQFHXVHUVDUH
FODVVLILHGDVLQVLJQLILFDQW

surrounding estimates). This is a
SDUWLFXODUO\LPSRUWDQWFDVHWRPDNHIRU
VHQVLWLYHSRSXODWLRQV0DQ\RIWKHVHPHWDOV
are maternally-WUDQVIHUUHGGHYHORSPHQWDO
QHXURWR[LFDQWVZKLFKDIIHFWWKHGeveloping
QHUYRXVV\VWHPDWYHU\ORZH[SRVXUH
concentrations.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

,QFOXGHGLVFXVVLRQRIDGGLWLRQDO
SRWHQWLDOKHDOWKLPSDFWVIURP
DGMXVWPHQWVWRVXEVLVWHQFH
harvest activities

Revise paragraph

,QFOXGHGLVFXVVLRQRIIRRG
security and potential impacts

This ILJXUHPD\QHHGWREH
UHYLVHGLIWKHFRQFHUQVDERYH
FDQQRWEHVXIILFLHQWO\DGGUHVVHG
SDUWLFXODUO\IRUVHQVLWLYH
populations.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

Additional discussion on potential
KHDOWKLPSDFWVWRVXEVLVWHQFHZDV
added, including increased stress
and anxiety IURPDGMXVWPHQWVWR
subsistence harvest activities.

7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVPRYHGWR+(&
1.

$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
added as a separate potential
impact.

Based on the revisions to Appendix
.KHDOWKLPSDFWVIRU
subsistence are expected to
remain as complete but
LQVLJQLILFDQW

SUHFHGLQJ+(&VXPPDU\ EDVHG
on stakeholder concerns.

Response
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

.

Comment
No.





ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

7KHSDUDJUDSKVWDUWLQJZLWK7KHHYDOXDWLRQ
presented in Section 4.9 Subsistence…"
VHHPVWRLPSO\WKDWURDGVIHUULHVHWFPD\
be used by the public. This could decrease
DYDLODELOLW\RIVXEVLVWHQFHUHVRXUFHVDV
WKHUHPD\EHPRUHSUHVVXUHIURPKXQWHUV
HVSHFLDOO\LIZRUNHUVFDQDOVRXVHWKH
locatioQVIRUKXQWLQJ,IHPSOR\HHVDUH
SURKLELWHGIURPKXQWLQJILVKLQJHWFLQWKH
area, that needs to be mentioned. This

"Once constructed, the transportation
corridor roads and the natural gas pipeline
right-RI-ZD\FRXOGKDYHDSRVLWLYHHIIHFWRQ
access to subsistence resources
(depending on thHOHYHORIDFFHVVDJUHHGWR
EHWZHHQWKH6WDWH3/3DQGWKH/3% 
because these cleared routes could
IDFLOLWDWHRYHUODQGWUDYHOE\DOO-terrain
YHKLFOHVDQGVQRZPDFKLQHV7KHIHUU\
FRXOGDOVRIDFLOLWDWHDFFHVVWRVXEVLVWHQFH
resources by transporting local residents
and their vehicles across the lake. PLP
ZRXOGZRUNZLWKORFDOFRPPXQLWLHVWRILQG
VROXWLRQVIRUIHUU\WUDQVSRUWDWLRQXVH 3/3
-5), 8QGHUWKHVXPPHU-only
IHUU\RSHUDWLRQVYDULDQWWKHIHUU\ZRXOGQRW
impact cross-lake local transport.": This has
DORWRIRWKHULPSOLFDWLRQVZKLFKVKRXOGEH
addressed in other HECs, such as
DFFLGHQWVDQGLQMXULHV$OVRWKHVH
VWDWHPHQWVFRQWUDGLFWRWKHU+(&VZKLFK
needs to be addressed

expense/time, there could be increases in
VWUHVVDFFLGHQWVLQMXULHVIURPSRWHQWLDOO\
XVLQJXQIDPLOLDUKDUYHVWDUHDVDQG
decreased DYDLODELOLW\RIRWKHUUHVRXUFHV

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

$GGFODULILFDWLRQVDQGDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQUHODWLQJWRWKH
LQWHUDFWLRQVRISXEOLFZRUNHUVRQ
IHDWXUHVRIWKHSURMHFW
transportation corridor and the
potential impacts to subsistence
resources due to increased
competition

&ODULI\ZKHWKHUURDGVIHUULHV
HWFZLOOEHSRWHQWLDOO\DYDLODEOH
IRU SXEOLFXVH,IVRWKLVDOVR
needs to be addressed in other
HECs, especially
DFFLGHQWVLQMXULHVLQIHFWLRXV
disease, SDH

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

$GGLWLRQDOGLVFXVVLRQZDVDGGHG
on health impacts to subsistence.
&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWKDW
although public access to the
transportation corridor roads are
expected to be restricted, there is
WKHSRWHQWLDOIRUSXEOLFXVHRI
SURMHFWURDGVDQGIHUULHVE\WKH
public (see response above).

&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWKDW
although public access to the
transportation corridor roads are
expected to be restricted, there is
the pRWHQWLDOIRUSXEOLFXVHRI
SURMHFWURDGVDQGIHUULHVE\WKH
public (beyond the planned road
crossings) depending on the level
RIDFFHVVDJUHHGWREHWZHHQWKH
State, PLP, and the LPB.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Food security should be discussed in
$GGGLVFXVVLRQRIIRRGVHFXULW\
JUHDWHUGHWDLOLQWKLVVXPPDU\RIWKH+(&
as a separate potential health
3RVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYHHIIHFWVDUHSRVVLEOH
impact
Also, as mentioned in a previous comment,
FRVWRIOLYLQJGRHVQRWHTXDOIRRGVHFXULW\
7KHUHDUHRWKHUFRPSRQHQWVWRIRRG
VHFXULW\DQGWKHVHVKRXOGEHPHQWLRQHG IRU
example, access to resources)
)RRGFRVWDQGIRRGVHFXULW\VKRXOGEH
considered separately
Edits neHGHGWRSRWHQWLDOLPSDFWRI
LQFUHDVHGIRRGVHFXULW\ H[SUHVVHGDVD
FRVWRIOLYLQJ )RRGVHFXULW\PD\DOVR
GHFUHDVHDQGIRRGVHFXULW\LVQ WPHUHO\DQ
LVVXHRIFRVWRIOLYLQJ

.

.

.

.

.
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41





ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
added as a separate potential
impact.

$GGLWLRQDOGLVFXVVLRQZDVDGGHG
on health impacts to subsistence,
LQFOXGLQJLPSDFWVWRILVK
populations and impacts to salmon
resources.

Response

$FNQRZOHGJHWKDWIRRGVHFXUity
may increase or decrease,
depending on multiple
KRXVHKROGIDFWRUV

Suggested edit: potential impact
RIincreased FKDQJHLQIRRG
security (expressHGDVDFRVWRI
living)

PAGE | 14

0DJQLWXGHRISRWHQWLDOLPSDFWVZDV
UHYLVHGWRDIRUFRQVWUXFWLRQDQG
operations phases.

$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
added as a separate potential
impact (both negative and
positive).

$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
added as a separate potential
impact.

5DWHUDQNIRRGFRVWDQGIRRG
$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
VHFXULW\VHSDUDWHO\ DGGQHZURZ added as a separate potential
IRUWKLVSRWHQWLDOLPSDFW
impact.

5RZRIVXEVLVWHQFHDFFHVVTXDOLW\TXDQWLW\ 5HYLVHURZZLWKLQFUHDVHG
Magnitude is EHWWHUUHSUHVHQWHGDVDRU PDJQLWXGHRISRWHQWLDOLPSDFW
LQVWHDGRI7KURXJKRXWWKH(,6WKHUHLV
UHIHUHQFHWRLPSDFWVVXFKDVGHFUHDVHG
access to subsistence resources, impacts
WRVXEVLVWHQFHEHFDXVHRIQRLVHHWF7KHVH

,QDQHZURZIRUFKDQJHLQIRRGVHFXULW\
this potential impact is +/- and should be
rated appropriately

Actual/perceived decrease in salmon
quantity in Bristol Bay , impacts to
FRPPHUFLDOILVKHULHVDQGUHODWHGLPSDFWV
to human health should be addressed in
this HEC and also in SDH (as many people
in the broader PACs are also impacted by
this)

$GGGLVFXVVLRQRI
actual/perceived decrease in
salmon quantity in Bristol Bay,
DVZell as impacts to commercial
ILVKHULHV$OVRDGGWR6'+

.



Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

QHHGVWREHFODULILHGDQGH[SDQGHGXSRQ

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

Comment
No.

Agency
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7KH&KURQLF'LVHDVH,PSDFWVIURP
Exposure to Hazardous Chemicals section
does not discuss the hazards posed by
exposure to metals through subsistence
IRRGV DIWHU
ELRDFFXPXODWLRQELRPDJQLILFDWLRQ &KURQLF
exposure to heavy metals is linked to a
QXPEHURIQHXURGHJHQHUDWLYHGLVRUGHUVLQ
adults, and neurobehavioral disorders in

Recommend discussing
potential impacts on the
incidencHRIQHXURGHJHQHUDWLYH
disorders in adults (e.g.,
Parkinson's Disease,
Alzheimer's, ALS) and
neurobehavioral disorders in
GHYHORSLQJIHWXVHVDQGFKLOGUHQ
to this section.

.



ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

5RZRIVXEVLVWHQFHDFFHVVTXDOLW\TXDQWLW\ 5HYLVHURZZLWKLQFUHDVHG
*HRJUDSKLFH[WHQWIRUFRQVWUXFWLRQDQG
JHRJUDSKLFH[WHQWIRU
RSHUDWLRQVPD\EHEHWWHUUHSUHVHQWHGDV
construction and operations
(community-level) rather than 1 (limited to
KRXVHKROGV JLYHQWKHKLJKOHYHOVRI
VKDULQJKDUYHVWVZLWKRWKHUKRXVHKROGV
and also given the detailed potential
LPSDFWVLQ6HFWLRQ6XEVLVWHQFHIRUHDFK
RIWKH3$&VLQFORVHVWSUR[LPLW\

.

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Response

PAGE | 15

A table listing the potential health
HIIHFWVIRUPHWDO&23&VZDV
added to the AnticipDWHG3URMHFW
Sources and COPCs header in
Section .The table is
comprehensive but concise in
listing the key health concerns
related to all COPCs considered in
WKH+HDOWK6HFWLRQ7KHSXUSRVHRI

As requested, the geographic
H[WHQWZDVUHYLVHGWRDIRU
construction and operations
phases.

5HYLVHURZZLWKLQFUHDVHGKHDOWK +HDOWKHIIHFWUDWLQJVZHUHUHYLVHG
HIIHFWUDWLQJIRUWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ
mine construction and operations
corridor
SKDVHVZHUHLQFUHDVHGWRD
ZKLOHWUDQVSLUDWLRQSLSHOLQHDQG
SRUWZHUHLQFUHDVHGWRDIRU
construction and operations
phases.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

45

DUHIDFWRUVZKLFKFRXOGUHVXOWLQLPSDFWV
that individualsKRXVHKROGVZLOOQHHGWR
adapt to in order to ensure they have
DGHTXDWHVXEVLVWHQFHUHVRXUFHVIRU
IRRGFXOWXUDODFWLYLWLHVHWF7KLVZLOOEH
SDUWLFXODUO\HYLGHQWLQKRXVHKROGVZKLFKZLOO
QRWEHQHILWIURPHPSOR\PHQWDQGFDQQRWDV
easily supplement smaller subsistence
KDUYHVWVZLWKVWRUH-ERXJKWIRRGV

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

5RZRIVXEVLVWHQFHDFFHVVTXDOLW\TXDntity:
+HDOWKHIIHFWIRUWUDQVSRUWDWLRQFRUULGRU 7 
VKRXOGEHLQVWHDGRI7KURXJKRXWWKH
(,6WKHUHLVUHIHUHQFHWRLPSDFWVVXFKDV
decreased access to subsistence
UHVRXUFHVZKLFKFRXOGLPSDFWFRPPXQLWLHV
ZLWKWUDGLWLRQDOXVHRIODQGZLWKLQWKH
transSRUWDWLRQFRUULGRUVIRUVXEVLVWHQFH
activities

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

44

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#
EDELHVDQGFKLOGUHQ6XEWOHHIIHFts on
FRJQLWLRQDQGEHKDYLRUFDQRFFXUDWORZHU
developmental exposure concentrations
than previously thought, so it's important to
provide these subsistence communities
ZLWKDOODYDLODEOHLQIRUPDWLRQ

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

$GGLWLRQDOO\WRIXUWKHUDGGUHVV
stakeholder concerns,
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQVIRUPRUH
quantitative monitoring have been
included, in addition to the existing
qualitative/semi-quantitative health

'HWDLOHGGLVFXVVLRQRISRWHQWLDO
LPSDFWVRQFKURQLFGLVHDVHIURP
neurodegenerative/neurobehaviora
OGLVRUGHUVZDVQRWDGGHGto this
VHFWLRQIRUUHDVRQV LWZRuld
EHGLIILFXOWWRWLHLQDQ\FKDQJHVWR
these disorders given the minimal
baseline data (i.e., Dillingham
Census Area and Bristol Bay
Region Alzheimer's/dementia
baseline data) and the estimated
QHJOLJLEOHLQFUHDVHVRIPHWDOVIURP
WKHSURMHFW 7KHFXUrent Health
Section does not include a more
detailed or quantitative doseresponse assessment or risk
DVVHVVPHQWIRUWKH&23&VGXHWR
WKHPLQLPDOQDWXUHRIWKHH[SHFWHG
changes in environmental media
IURPEDVHOLQHFRQFHQWUDWLRQV
+RZHYHUDVXPPDU\GLVFXVVLRQRI
multi-media exposures to mercury
ZDVDGGHGVLQFHWKLVLVD&23&RI
high concern to stakeholders.

WKLVWDEOHLVWRSURYLGHDQRYHUYLHZ
RISRVVLEOHKHDOWKFRQFHUQVIRUOD\
readers", as discussed during the
FRPPHQWVGLVFXVVLRQFDOOZLWK
ADHSS.

Response
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3/3ZRXOGOLNHO\FRQGXFWZRUNHUFRGHRI
conduct training, and implement a closed
ZRUNFDPSDQGZRUNIRUFHKHDOWKHGXFDWLRQ
SURJUDPVWKDWZRXOGSURPRWHDZDUHQHVVRI
LQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVHVDQGSUHYHQWLYH
PHDVXUHV7KHSURMHFWZRXOGOLNHO\SURYLGH
DSODFHZKHUHZRUNHUVZKRKDYHLQIHFWLRXV
GLVHDVHV RIDQ\NLQG FRXOGEH diagnosed
DQGWUHDWHGDQGPHDVXUHVZRXOGEHWDNHQ
WRDYRLGWUDQVPLWWDORIGLVHDVHVWRRWKHUV
7KLVZRXOGLQGHHGKHOSSUHYHQW
WUDQVPLVVLRQRILQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVH
Consider adding this as a mitigation or
highlighting in EIS as a best practice
0HQWLRQVRPHZKHUHLQWKLVVHFWLRQZKHWKHU
WKHZRUNHUFDPSVDUHH[SHFWHGWREH
FORVHGFDPSVRUQRWZKRLVDOORZHGDFFHVV
RQURDGVHWF7KLVKDVLPSOLFDWLRQVIRU
SRWHQWLDOLQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVHLPSDFWV

.

.



48

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

Comment
No.

Agency

$GGDGGLWLRQDOZRUNIRUFH
LQIRUPDWLRQ

Add as a mitigation

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

$GGLWLRQDOWH[WZDs added to the
HQGRIWKLVSDUDJUDSK'XULQJ
SURMHFWFRQVWUXFWLRQRSHUDWLRQV
and closure, public access to or
WKURXJKWKHPLQHVLWHZRXOGEH
UHVWULFWHGIRUVDIHW\ZKLFKZRXOG
LQFOXGHWKHPLQHVLWHZRUNHUFDPS
IXUWKHUUHGXFLQJWKHSRWHQWLDOIRU
transmisVLRQRILQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVH
LQWRRURXWRIWKHZRUNHUFDPSV
7KLVZRXOGDOVREHWUXHRIWKH

In the 6XPPDU\IRU+(&
development and implementation
RIKHDOWKHGXFDWLRQDQGWUDLQLQJ
programs to avoid and minimize
WKHVSUHDGRILQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVHVLV
recommended as a best practice.

evaluation. ,QWKH+(&VXPPDU\
WH[WZDVDGGHG&RQVLGHUDWLRQRI
PRQLWRULQJRINH\PHWULFVUHODWHGWR
IRRGDYDLODELOLW\DQGDIIRUGDELOLW\LV
recommended to avoid negative
impacts on chronic disease and
long-term health status. Monitoring
RIH[SRVXUHWRSURMHFW-related
hazardous chemicals in dietary
media may be considered to
address uncertainties in exposure
and use assumptions."

Response
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Figure
K4.10-

Table K4.1014
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51



ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO

Figure
K4.10-1

49

.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

Recommend adding neurological diseases
to Alternative 1 and variants column (and

Suggest evaluating adults and
HPEU\RVLQIDQWVFKLOGUHQVHSDUDWHO\XQGHU
human receptorVGXHWRGLIIHUHQWLDO
toxicity/sensitivities. There are also
DGGLWLRQDOVLJQLILFDQWURXWHVRIH[SRVXUHIRU
these populations; most notably, maternal
WUDQVIHU7KLVVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQ
H[SRVXUHURXWHIRUEDELHV\RXQJFKLOGUHQLQ
WKLVILJXUHDQGRWKHUVZKHUHDSSURSULDWH

Suggest evaluating adults and
HPEU\RVLQIDQWVFKLOGUHQVHSDUDWHO\XQGHU
huPDQUHFHSWRUVGXHWRGLIIHUHQWLDO
toxicity/sensitivities. There are also
DGGLWLRQDOVLJQLILFDQWURXWHVRIH[SRVXUHIRU
these populations; most notably, maternal
WUDQVIHU7KLVVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQ
H[SRVXUHURXWHIRUEDELHV\RXQJFKLOGUHQLQ
WKLVILJXUHDQGRWKHUVZKHUHDSSURSULDWH

5RZRILQFUHDVHLQLQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVH
geographic extent column: Change the
ZRUGSDUWQHUVWRKRXVHKROG)DPLOLHVFRXOG
also be impacted

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

7KH&60ILJXUHVZHUHPRGLILHGWR
FODULI\WKDWERWKDGXOWDQGFKLOG
UHFHSWRUVZHre evaluated, but they
are not listed as separate receptors
LQWKH&60&ODULILFDWLRQWH[WZDV
DGGHGWR+(&VHFWLRQUHJDUGLQJ
GLIIHUHQFHVLQKXPDQUHFHSWRUV
(adult and child) and
ELRDFFXPXDOWLYHELRPDJQLILFDWLRQ
metal impacts to adults and
sensitive sub-groups such as
childrenLQIDQWVQXUVLQJPRWKHUV
etc.

6XJJHVWPRGLI\LQJILJXUHWR
include adults, and
HPEU\RVLQIDQWVFKLOGUHQDV
separate human receptor
categories. Add maternal
WUDQVIHUDVDQH[SRVXUHURXWH

PAGE | 18

Potential impacts on chronic
GLVHDVHIURP

7KH&60ILJXUHVZHUHPRGLILHGWR
FODULI\WKDWERWKDGXOWDQGFKLOG
UHFHSWRUVZHUHHYDOXDWHGEXWWKH\
are not listed as separate receptors
LQWKH&60&ODULILFDWLRQWH[WZDV
DGGHGWR+(&VHFWLRQUHJDUGLQJ
GLIIHUHQFHVLQKXPDQUHFHSWRUV
(adult and child) and
ELRDFFXPXDOWLYHELRPDJQLILFDWLRQ
metal impacts to adults and
sensitive sub-groups such as
children, LQIDQWVQXUVLQJPRWKHUV
etc.

6XJJHVWPRGLI\LQJILJXUHWR
include adults, and
HPEU\RVLQIDQWVFKLOGUHQDV
separate human receptor
categories. Add maternal
WUDQVIHUDVDQH[SRVXUHURXWH

Recommend adding neurological
diseases to Alternative 1 and

7KHVXJJHVWHGHGLWZDVPDGH

ZRUNHUFDPSVSODQQHGIRUWKH
transportation, pipeline, and port
IDFLOLWLHV
(GLWJHRJUDSKLFH[WHQWZRUGLQJ
RIWKLVURZ

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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,WLVQRWFOHDUZK\WKH3HEEOHSURMHFW VGUXJ
DQGDOFRKROZRUNSODFHSROLF\LVEHLQJ
discussed here. Prior discussions have

.



ADEC

Comments on impacts to routine healthcare
FRXOGEHVXSSRUWHGZLWKH[DPSOHVVXFKDV
ZLWKGDWDIURP5HG'RJ

.

55

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Increase in cancer…hazardous chemicals
URZ(GLWOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJIRUPLQH-currently has missing numbers

RWKHUVLPLODUILJXUHV 6XJJHVWLQFOXGLQJ
ODQJXDJHDGGUHVVLQJGLIIHUHQWLDOULVN LIany)
IRUVHQVLWLYHSRSXODWLRQV

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Recommend adding neurological diseases
to potential impacts URZ6XJJHVWLQFOXGLQJ
ODQJXDJHDGGUHVVLQJGLIIHUHQWLDOULVN LIDQ\ 
IRUVHQVLWLYHSRSXODWLRQV

54

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

Table K4.1011



ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

E

Agency

Comment
No.

Please explain.

Consider adding additional detail

Recommend adding neurological
diseases to potential impacts
URZ6XJJHVWLQFOXGLQJODQJXDJH
DGGUHVVLQJGLIIHUHQWLDOULVN LI
DQ\ IRUVHQVLWLYHSRSXODWLRQV

5HYLVHOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJ IL[HUURU

variants column. Suggest
including language addressing
GLIIHUHQWLDOULVN LIDQ\ IRU
sensitive populations.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 19

&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWKDWZRUNHU
training ZRXOGOLNHO\SURPRWHWKH
VDIHW\FXOWXUHRXWVLGHRIVWDQGDUG

&RPPHQWQRWHG2WKHUSURMHFWVDV
H[DPSOHVZHUHQRWDGGHGEHFDXVH
WKH\DUHQRWQHFHVVDU\WRLQIRUP
WKHSURFHVVRUPDNHSURMHFW
decisions.

Potential impacts on chronic
GLVHDVHIURP
neurodegenerative/neurobehaviora
OGLVRUGHUVZDVQRWDGGHGWRWKH
table. See responses above
regarding
neurodegenerative/neurobehaviora
l disorders.

7KLVW\SRZDVFRUUHFWHG

neurodegenerative/neurobehaviora
OGLVRUGHUVZHUHQRWDGGHGWRWKH
table (see prior response on this
WRSLF +RZHYHULQWKH+(&
VXPPDU\WH[WZDVDGGHG
&RQVLGHUDWLRQRIPRQLWRULQJRINH\
PHWULFVUHODWHGWRIRRGDYDLODELOLW\
DQGDIIRUGDELOLW\LVUHFRPPHQGHG
to avoid negative impacts on
chronic disease and long-term
KHDOWKVWDWXV0RQLWRULQJRI
H[SRVXUHWRSURMHFW-related
hazardous chemicals in dietary
media may be considered to
address uncertainties in exposure
and use assumptions."

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4563 of 5993

Paragraph one on this pages notes that
:LWKLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKHPLWLJDWLRQ
PHDVXUHVIRr idling and dust suppression,
GXVW30ZRXOGQRWEHH[SHFWHGWRH[FHHG
WKHDQQXDO30WKUHVKROGVDQGIXUWKHU
UHGXFHWKHUDWLRRIHVWLPDWHGQHDU-ILHOG
FRQFHQWUDWLRQVIRUDOOSURMHFWFRPSRQHQWVWR
EHORZ$$46:LWKRXWDVSHFLILFFLWDWLRQWR
the mitigation meaVXUHIRULGOLQJDQGGXVW
VXSSUHVVLRQKRZDUHZHWRNQRZZKHWKHU
WKH\ZLOOEHDEOHWRUHGXFHWKHGXVW30"

Bullet one on this page notes that "PLP
3OHDVHH[SODLQZK\D-IRRW
H[SHFWVD-IRRWZLGHEXIIHU]RQHRQHLWKHU EXIIHULVEHLQJXVHG
VLGHRIWKHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQFRUULGRUWREH
LPSDFWHGE\VQRZSORZVSUD\JUDYHOVSUD\
and road dust." It is not clear ZKHUHWKLVIRRWEXIIHUZDVDUULYHGDW$QXPEHURI
recent EISs on the North Slope have noted
WKDWWKHSDVVDJHRIYHKLFOHWUDIILFRYHU
JUDYHOSDGVURDGVDQGDLUVWULSZRXOGUHVXOW
LQDJUDYHOVSUD\GXVWVKDGRZZLWK
measureable impacts on soil, vegetation
DQGSHUPDIURVWH[WHQGLQJRXWWRIHHW
IURPWKHHGJHRIWKHJUDYHOIHDWXUH7KH

.

.

58

59

ADEC

ADEC

Please list the mitigation
PHDVXUHVRUFLWHWRZKHUHWKH\
FDQEHIRXQG

Please explain.

%XOOHWWKUHHRQWKLVQRWHVWKDW7KHIDU-ILHOG
impact assessment concluded that AQRVs
ZRXOGQRWOLNHO\EHDIIHFWHGDWDQ\RIWKH
36'&ODVVRUIHGHUDO36'&ODVV,,
DUHDV,WLVQRWFOHDUZK\IHGHUDO&ODVV,,
DUHDVZHUHLQFOXGHGLQWKLVVHQWHQFHVLQFH
UHJXODWRU\SURWHFWLRQVIRU$LU4XDOLW\
5HODWHG9DOXHV $459V RQO\H[LVWIRU
Class I areas, such as national parks.

.



ADEC

IRFXVHGRQKHDOWKLPSDFWVRXWVLGHWKH
IHQFHEXWWKLVRQHDSSHDUVWRDGGUHVV
LVVXHVLQVLGHWKHIHQFH

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Agency

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

Comment
No.

PAGE | 

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
7KLVWH[WZDVGHOHWHG+RZHYHU
FODULILFDWLRQDQGIXUWKHUGLVFXVVLRQ
RQWKHDUHDRILPSDFWDGMDFHQWWR
URDGVZDVDGGHGLQWKH+(&
VXEVLVWHQFHSDWKZD\GLVFXVVLRQ

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
Citation to mitigation measures
ZDV added.

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
This is no longer stated.

ZRUNRSHUDWLRQVDVZHOO LH
³RXWVLGHWKHIHQFH´ 

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4564 of 5993

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

.

.

Comment
No.







Agency

ADEC

ADEC

ADEC

3DUDJUDSKWZRRQWKLVSDJHQRWHVWKDW
:LWKHIIHFWLYHGXVWPLWLJDWLRQPHDVXUHV
WKHSRWHQWLDODLUH[SRVXUHSDWKZD\VIRUWKH
SURMHFWZRXOGEHLQVLJQLILFDQW,WLVQRWFOHDU
KRZWKLVFRQFOXVLRQZDVUHDFKHG7KH
GHSDUWPHQW VH[SHULHQFHZLWKWKH5HG'RJ
Mine ZDVWKDWH[WHQVLYHPHDVXUHKDYH
EHHQUHTXLUHGWROLPLWWKHLPSDFWVRIIXJLWLYH

Bullet three on this page notes that "A
IXJLWLYHGXVWFRQWUROSODQ )'&3 ZRXOGEH
GHYHORSHGE\3/3IRUPLWLJDWLRQDQGFRQWURO
RISURMHFWDFWLYLW\UHODWHGIXJLWLYHGXVWDQG
ZLQGHURVLRQ6LQFHWKLVIXJLWLYHGXVW
FRQWUROSODQKDVQRWEHHQZULWWHQDQGWKHUH
LVQRGLVFXVVLRQRIZKLFKDJHQF\ZRXOGEH
UHVSRQVLEOHIRUFRPSOLDnce and
HQIRUFHPHQWLWLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLVFDQEH
used as a mitigation measure so that dust
30ZRXOGQRWH[FHHGWKHDQQXDO30
thresholds.

%XOOHWWZRRQWKLVSDJHQRWHVWKDW3/3
ZRXOGIROORZDQLGOLQJSROLF\VXFKDVQRW
DOORZLQJKDXOWUXFNVWRLGOHIRUPRUHWKDQD
VHWDPRXQWRIWLPHLIWKHYHKLFOHRU
HTXLSPHQWLVQRWLQPRWLRQZKLFK ZRXOG
UHGXFHIXHOFRQVXPSWLRQDQGUHGXFH
vehicle exhaust emissions, including PM." It
LVQRWFOHDUKRZQRQ-HQIRUFHDEOH%03VFDQ
be used as mitigation measures so that
GXVW30ZRXOGQRWH[FHHGWKHDQQXDO30
thresholds.

GLVFXVVLRQRIIXJLWLYHGXVWLPSDFWRQ
ZHWODQGVRQSDJH-19 notes that a
SRWHQWLDOLQGLUHFWLPSDFWVDUHDZDV
FDOFXODWHGXVLQJD-IRRWEXIIHURQDOO
SHUPDQHQWURDGIootprints.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please explain.

Please explain.

Please explain.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
emissions are not expected to
exceed AAQS or permit thresholds.
7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVPRGLILHGWR
VWDWHWKDWZLWKLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI
dust mitigation measures, the
SRWHQWLDOIXJLWLYHGXVWLPSDFWVIURP

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
annual PM is not expected to
exceed AAQS or permit thresholds.
7KH)'&3LVH[SHFWHGWRIXUWKHU
UHGXFHIXJLWLYHHPLVVLRQV

The Air Quality pathZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
annual PM is not expected to
exceed AAQS or permit thresholds.
7KHUHIHUHQFHGEXOOHWLVQRORQJHU
listed in this section.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

.

.

Comment
No.







Agency

ADEC

ADEC

ADEC

Paragraph one on this page notes that
:LWKRXWYHJHWDWHGFRYHUDQGIRRG
resources, birds are not likely to be
attracted to the TSF. The open pit lake

Paragraph three on this page appears to
conclude that post-FORVXUHPRQLWRULQJZLOO
LQGLFDWHWKDWZDWHUTXDOLW\PHHWVWKH
DSSURYHGFULWHULDIRUGLVFKDUJHZLWKRXW
treatment at approximately 50 years post
FORVXUH,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLVFRnclusion
FDQEHUHDFKHGZLWKRXWDGHWDLOHG
GLVFXVVLRQRIZDWHUWUHDWPHQW

Paragraph six on this page notes that
"three metals (arsenic, chromium, and
copper) have baseline concentrations
above the selected human health
comparative action levels (CALs)…." but
ZRXOGUHVXOWLQQHJOLJLEOHLQFUHDVHGFDQFHU
ULVNRUKD]DUG«,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLV
FRQFOXVLRQZDVUHDFKHGZLWKRXWSURYLGLQJ
WKHUHDGHUZLWKWKHEDVHOLQHFRQFHQWUDWLRQV
and the selected human health comparative
DFWLRQOHYHOV7LPHIUDPHLVDOVRUHOHYDQWWR
WKHGLVFXVVLRQDVLWLVQRWFOHDUIURPWKH
WH[WLIWKHPRGHOSUHGLFWLRQLVEDVHGRIIHQG
RIOLIHor a yearly increase. Please also note
that DEC has released a technical
memorandum regarding evaluating metals
DWFRQWDPLQDWHGVLWHVLQ$XJXVWRIWKLV\HDU
WKDWPD\LQIRUPWKLVGLVFXVVLRQ7KLV
JXLGDQFHFDQEHIRXQGDW
https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/guidanceIRUPVDQGWKHQHQWHUPHWDOVLQWKH
search box.

dust on the surrounding vegetation and
subsistence resources.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please provide additional details
WKDWZRXOGVXEVWDQWLDWHWKH
document's conclusion.

Please provide additional details.

Please provide the baseline
metals concentrations outside
WKHIHQFHDUHDDQGWKHSUHGLFWHG
increase in concentrations
expected. The percent increase
SURYLGHGIURPDPRGHOLV
dependent on the starting value.
3OHDVHSURYLGHWKHWLPHIUDPH
used in the model calculations. It
also should be noted in this
GLVFXVVLRQWKDWWKHGHIDXOW
SDUWLFXODWHHPLVVLRQIDFWRUWKDWLV
incorporated in the ADEC soil
PHWKRGLQKDODWLRQSDWKZD\
does not capture the increase in
dust generation or incorporate
DQ\VXEVLVWHQFHSDWKZD\7KLV
GLVFXVVLRQDOVRQHHGWRDQVZHU
WZRTXHVWLRQV  :LOOPLQLQJ
activities cause arsenic to
PLJUDWH"DQG  :LOOPLQLQJ
DFWLYLWLHVFRQFHQWUDWHDUVHQLF"

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

7KLVWH[WZDVXSGDWHGEDVHGRQ
WKHXSGDWHGLQIRUPDWLRQVRXUFHG
IURP:LOGOLIH9DOXHV6HFWLRQ
Overall, bioaccumulation potential

Comment noted. As noted in this
SDUDJUDSKWKHVHILQGLQJVDUHIURP
Water and Sediment Quality,
Section 4.18. In order to maintain
document-ZLGHFRQVLVWHQF\WKH
(,6PLQLPL]HVUHSHWLWLRQRIGHWDLOHG
LQIRUPDWLRQVRXUFHGIURPRWKHU(,6
sections.

&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWR6HFWLRQ
.WKDWWKHIXWXUHVRLO
concentrations are representative
RIHQGRIPLQHRSHUDWLRQV EDVHOLQH
\UVGXVWGHSRVLWLRQ 

Comment noted. In order to
maintain document-ZLGH
consistency, this HIA does not
UHSHDWGHWDLOHGLQIRUPDWLRQ
presented in other EIS sections.
Please see the Table 4.14-1 in
6RLOV6HFWLRQZKLFKSUHVHQWV
the soil baseline mean, incremental
LQFUHDVHIURPPLQHRSHUDWLRQV 
\UV HQGRIPLQHOLIHVRLO
FRQFHQWUDWLRQ EDVHOLQH\U
dust deposition), and screening
against CALs.

WKHSURMHFWZRXOGEHIXUWKHU
reduced.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4566 of 5993

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

Figure
K4.10-1

Figure
K4.10-

Comment
No.







Agency

ADEC

ADEC

ADEC

)RRWQRWHVL[RQWKLVILJXUHQRWHVWKDW6LQFH
DLUHPLVVLRQVZRXOGEHH[SHFWHGWRPHHW
permit requirements and/or air quality
VWDQGDUGVDQGGXVWGHSRVLWLRQZRXOGQRWEH
expected to increase metals concentrations
DERYHEDVHOLQHLPSDFWVWRZLOGIRRGV

)RRWQRWHILYHRQWKLVILJXUHQRWHVWKDW0LQH
site dust deposition modeling and estimated
media impacts indicate that increases
ZRXOGEHQHJOLJLEOHZLWKLQFUHDVHVRI
IRUDQWLPRQ\DQGIRUDOORWKHU
PHWDOV,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLVFRQFOXVLRQ
ZDVUHDFKHG7KHGHSDUWPHQW VH[SHULHQFH
ZLWKWKH5HG'RJ0LQHZDVWKDWH[WHQVLYH
measures have been required to limit the
LPSDFWVRIIXJLtive dust on the surrounding
vegetation and subsistence resources.

3DUDJUDSKIRXURQWKLVSDJHFLWHVWR
$$$7KLVFLWDWLRQLVLQFRUUHFWDVWKH
Alaska Administrative Code is abbreviated
at AAC

ZRXOGEHGHHSFRQWDLQQRVKDOORZZDWHU
KDELWDWVDQGODFNIUHVKZDWHUYHJHWDWLRQ
EXWVRPHZDWHUIRZOPD\XVHLWGXULQJRSHQ
ZDWHUPRQWKV%DVHGRQWKLVPLJUDWRU\
ZDWHUIRZOZRXOGQRWEHH[SHFWHGWRKDYH
subVWDQWLYHH[SRVXUHWRWKHPLQHVLWHZDWHU
VWRUDJHIHDWXUHV,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLV
FRQFOXVLRQZDVUHDFKHGZKHQWKHUHKDYH
EHHQUHSHDWHGLQFLGHQWVRIZDWHUIRZO
GHDWKVDWWKH%HUNHOH\3LWDIRUPHURSHQ
pit copper mine in Butte, Montana

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please explain.

Please explain.

Please correct this citation.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

7KHIROORZLQJFLWDWLRQZDVDGGHGWR
WKHIRRWQRWH6HHWKHDLUVRLO
ZDWHUDQGVXEVLVWHQFHH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\GLVFXVVLRQVin Section
.$OVRVHHAir Quality,
6HFWLRQ6RLOV6HFWLRQ

7KHIROORZLQJFLWDWLRQZDVDGGHGWR
WKHIRRWQRWH6HHWKHVRLOH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\GLVFXVVLRQVLQ6HFWLRQ
.DVZHOODV6RLOV6HFWLRQ
4.14.

7KHW\SRZDVFRUUHFWHG

LVH[SHFWHGWREHORZIRUPLJUDWRU\
ZDWHUIRZOEHFDXVHWKH\ZRXOGQRW
EHH[SHFWHGWRKDYHVXIILFLHQW
H[SRVXUHWRWKHPLQHVLWHZDWHU
VWRUDJHIHDWXUHVLQFOXGLQJWKHSLW
ODNH,PSDFWVWRZLOGOLIHIURPDOO
DVSHFWVRIWKHSURMHFWLQFOXGLQJ
DURXQGWKHSLWODNHZRXOGEH
minimized or mitigated through
PLP’s development and
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRID:LOGOLIH
Management Plan (WMP). See the
updated discussion under
ZDWHUELUGVLQ6HFWLRQ.IRU
IXUWKHUGHWDLOV

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#
above bDVHOLQHZRXOGQRWEHH[SHFWHG LH
LQVLJQLILFDQW ,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLV
FRQFOXVLRQZDVUHDFKHG7KHGHSDUWPHQW V
H[SHULHQFHZLWKWKH5HG'RJ0LQHZDVWKDW
extensive measures have been required to
OLPLWWKHLPSDFWVRIIXJLWLYHGXVWRQWKH
surrounding vegetation and subsistence
resources.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

Water and Sediment Quality,
Section 4.18; and Subsistence,
Section 4.9.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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ADF&G
Wildlife
Refuges

Agency

1

Comment
No.

Section K4.11

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
While the Viewshed Analysis
figures are helpful in visualizing
aesthetic impact areas; the
analysis needs to contain more
than just figures. Summaries on
the acreages of impacted areas,
and textual explanation of the
findings in each figure should be
provided. Additionally, the
southern road corridor and
materials sites should be
included as KOP's and included
in the viewshed analysis. Rough
calculations show that the road,
port and material sites will all be
visible in northern portions of the
McNeil River State Game
Refuge.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Update aesthetic and viewshed analysis to
include the southern road corridor and
materials sites as KOP's and included. Provide
summaries on the acreages of impacted areas,
and textual explanation of the findings in each
figure of the analysis.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

This information is
not necessary to
disclose the
reasonably
foreseeable
significant impacts
of the proposed
project. Additionally,
the requested
information would
not be essential to
make a reasoned
choice among
alternatives. It has
not been included in
the DEIS.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.11 - Aesthetics
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Excel line
28

Excel line
29

Excel line
30

ADEC

ADEC

Comment
No.

ADEC

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section K4.18.2.4,
Page K4.18-27

K4.18 - General

Section K4.18.1.2,
Page K4.18-11

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

The final paragraph on this page notes
that "However, based on the
independent review conducted of the
water treatment approach (AECOM
2018i), there is some concern that
waste products high in selenium and
salt placed in the pyritic TSF may, over
time, lead to increased TDS
concentrations in the main WMP." It is
not clear how waste products in the
pyritic TSF would lead to increase TDS
concentrations.

Many discussions in this section
mention that solids or rejects from
certain operations would be
transferred to the TSF or the pyritic
TSF. It is not clear from these
discussions whether the TSF will be
reclaimed after closure and how these
discharges would impact the
reclamation efforts.

Paragraph one on this page note that
"The average annual surplus from the
open pit is about 3cfs." It is not clear
how this can be considered an annual
surplus measurement since water flow
is measured in units of volume per unit
of time. Flow can be measured at
cubic feet per second (cfs), gallons per
minute (gpm), acre feet per day or
other measurement units.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Please provide details or a citation
to discussions elsewhere in the
document.

Please provide details or a citation
to discussions elsewhere in the
document.

If the document is going to express
the water flow surplus on an annual
basis, please convert the number to
one that make sense in terms of the
unit of time.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

AECOM (2018i) is an
independent analysis of the
proposed water treatment
approach. Additional details
from this document have
been added to this discussion
(now in K4.18.2.2).

Bullets in Section K4.18.1.2
give timeline for reclamation
of various project
components including bulk
and pyritic TSF. Section 4.18
describes water treatment
processes and resultant
sediment quality in the pyritic
TSF. Statement was added
to Appendix K4.18 providing
a citation to Knight Piesold
(2018d) for further
information on reclamation.

Addressed. Text updated.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4570 of 5993

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

2.2.2.4, pg 43

2.2.2.4, pg 43

2.2.2.4, pg 44

2.2.2.4, pg 44

2.2.3.4, pg 74

2.2.2.4, pg 74

Comment
No.

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

Agency

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

There is no detailed figure on the proposed
pipeline infrastructure on the Kenai Peninsula.

Section does not describe how the proposed
pipeline will cross streams.

From Diamond Point port, the pipeline would
be buried in a trench that follows the general
Alternative 3 north access road alignment with
minor.

The project description says that the pipeline
transitions and burial through Illiamna Lake will
be similar to the Cook Inlet Crossing but only
describes the transition on the east side of
Cook Inlet.

For river crossings, the pipeline would either
use HDD or be attached to the bridge
structures. Does not mention open-cut for
pipeline stream crossings yet Figure 2-35
references an open-cut typical.

The project description says that the pipeline
will use HDD to enter Cook Inlet but does not
indicate how it will leave Cook Inlet.

"The pipeline will be buried in a trench adjacent
to the road prism"

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

EIS should include a figure on the
proposed pipeline and associated
infrastructure on the Kenai
Peninsula.

EIS should include language in this
section on how the proposed
pipeline will cross streams.

Unclear what "with minor" refers
to. EIS should finish the sentence.

EIS project description should
describe how the pipeline will leave
the West Side of Cook Inlet as well
as specifically describe the
transition and burial through Lake
Illiamna.

If project intends to use open-cut
to cross stream, they should
indicate it in the EIS.

EIS project description should
describe how the pipeline will leave
the West Side of Cook Inlet.

EIS should describe how the
pipeline will be buried, particularly
if blasting will be necessary as well
as associated mitigation.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

A figure has been added to Chapter 2
showing the pipeline on the Kenai
Peninsula.

A description of pipeline stream
crossings has been added to Chapter
2.

Text edited to complete the sentence.

HDD or trenching would be used. This
has been clarified in Chapter 2.

This has been clarified in Chapter 2.

HDD or trenching would be used. This
has been clarified in Chapter 2.

The requirement for blasting along the
transportation corridor and a
description of how the pipeline would
be buried has been added to Chapter
2.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 – Alternatives

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Appendix F, Page 4571 of 5993

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Figure 2-16

Figure 2-27,
Alt 1 Amak
Port

Comment
No.

60

4

Agency

ADF&G

DNR

there is a typo in the document name "Alterantive"

There is no attached pipeline on the bridge
typical.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

suggest fixing typo

There should be a bridge typical
drawing that includes the natural
gas pipeline.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Typo fixed.

PAGE | 2

The typical section on this figure (Draft
EIS Figure 2-17) shows the pipe rack
with the bridge. PLP’s Pebble Project
Department of the Army Application
for Permit POA-2017-271 (dated
January 2019; available for download
on the project website) includes plan,
profile, and typical sections for each
proposed bridge crossing.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 – Alternatives

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4572 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

ADEC

ADEC

Table 5-2

Section
5.2.1.2, Pg
5-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The second listing on this table
discusses a Fugitive Dust Control Plan
(FDCP). It is not clear from this
discussion of what agency would be
responsible for compliance and
enforcement of the fugitive dust
control plans.

Bullet one on this page notes that
"Use of BMPs, such as revegetation
planning, watering and use of dust
suppressants to control fugitive dust."
It is not clear how this matches up with
the CEQ language that the EIS should
indicate the likelihood that such
measures will be adopted or enforced
by the responsible agencies. Nowhere
in this document has there been any
discussion of what agency would be
responsible for compliance and
enforcement of the fugitive dust
control plans.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Please explain.

Please explain.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Table 5-2 represents the Applicant's
proposed mitigation, as provided to
USACE. PLP is committing to develop a
FDCP and implement BMPs for fugitive
dust management as part of their project to
minimize impacts. It is possible that the
conditions of a FDCP for the site may be
enforced as part of the PSD Air Quality
Control Construction Permit, but that will be
determined during the air permitting
process.

The bullet mentioned is a standard BMP
that is considered part of the proposed
action to avoid/minimize impacts. Per CEQ
2011, an example of mitigation measures
that are typically included as part of the
proposed action are agency standardized
best management practices, such as those
developed to prevent storm water runoff or
fugitive dust. PLP has further committed to
prepare a FDCP, which is listed in Table 52. The FDCP would specify BMPs that
would be used for controlling fugitive dust
from site activities and wind erosion.
Section 5.2.3 summarizes additional
mitigation measures identified or
recommended during the NEPA process
that will be considered by the USACE and
cooperating agencies as part of their permit
decisions to further minimize project
impacts. These measures are compiled in
Appendix M and are assessed for their
likelihood of implementation. One factor of
the overall assessment is potential agency
jurisdiction and enforcement of the
measure.

Response
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Comment
No.

3

Agency

ADEC

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The second listing on this table notes
that "The project would use BACT for
all air emissions sources." It is not
clear if this statement is true for all air
emissions sources. The 1977 Clean
Air Act amendments pertaining to the
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD) require that the determination of
best available control technology
(BACT) be performed on a case-bycase basis considering energy,
environmental, and economic impacts
and other costs. It should be noted
that BACT requirements are an
achievable emissions limitation
determined by the permitting authority
on a case-by-case basis.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
It is premature in the DEIS
phase to be discussing
BACT, The State of Alaska
has authority over BACT,
which is not implemented until
the permitting phase when
the State has the opportunity
to determine what is BACT for
a certain emission unit. There
is also nothing to stop the
Pebble Project from
volunteering to put BACT
controls on all of their
emission units even if it’s not
required. If they volunteer to
put BACT on it doesn’t mean
that ADEC could necessarily
require BACT in the permit.
Please clarify if they are
volunteering to put BACT
controls on for given
pollutants even if its not
required. If Pebble has made
emission estimates and they
know that all the pollutants
will trigger a BACT analysis
that should be discussed.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

PLP has edited their proposed mitigation
measure to reflect ADEC’s
recommendation. It has been clarified that
a BACT analysis would be completed as
part of the air permitting program and
BACT would be implemented for air
emissions as required by the BACT.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

DNR

Chapter 8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Please include DNR – Office of Project
Management and Permitting in list of
State Government (Section 8.3)
agencies that receive the Statement.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Edited.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Edited as proposed.

Response

PAGE | 1

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 8 – List of Agencies, Organizations, and Persons to Whom
Copies of the Statement Have Been Sent

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4575 of 5993

ADF&G/
Subsiste
nce

Agency

1

Comment
No.

Chapter 9,
page 9-43

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Incorrect citation year

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Wolfe et al 2005 should have a date
of 2010, not 2005.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Citation edited.

Response

PAGE | 1

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

ADF&G

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This is confusing and does not give
the reader any good idea of the
importance of resources or the
impacts involved in any particular
section or alternative. The affected
resources and impacts for each
alternative, variant and project site
should explain in detail within the
section that is being discussed.

Throughout the documents a common
theme is to refer the reader to
previous or other chapters or sections
for information on the subject that is
currently being read. For example, it
is common to say Impacts or
resources for one alternative are the
same or similar as another alternative
or site. Or to say as described in
Alternative X, when discussing
another alternative or variant.

In general, this document is
incomplete, missing sections,
references etc.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Explain the affected resources and
impacts for each alternative, variant
and project site in detail within the
section that is being discussed and
avoid constantly referring to other
sections for the information.

Further information may be needed
to assess the ability to sustain fish
and wildlife production when
provided with more project details,
specifically regarding the
transportation corridors.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

The framework for analysis is
presented in Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental Consequences.
Where appropriate to the resources
mentioned, the reader is referred to
other sections. The document is being
developed under recommendations to
improve the NEPA process, which
involves streamlining content.
Analysis that is presented in other
places in the document is not
repeated.

Comment noted. Revisions have
been made throughout the Draft EIS.

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, General Comments

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

Agency

3

Comment
No.

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Particularly problematic along south
road corridor and Amakdedori site as
brown bears using these areas utilize
McNeil River State Game Sanctuary
and McNeil River State Game Refuge.
And food conditioning of these bears
can cause substantial problems for the
State and public safety.

Garbage, other industrial attractants
and food conditioning of bears or other
wildlife caused by operations at
facilities and increased access along
roadways will cause conflicts and
management issues. Project
infrastructure, the WMP and any
mitigation measures need to assess
potential sources of food, garbage, or
other wildlife attractants at each facility
and along transportation corridors.
Incorporate wildlife movement
corridors, accessibility, mortality
threats, and risks of food conditioning
to public safety.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Incorporate requested analysis and
information into revised sections of
EIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged. These
potential impacts have been
recognized and included in the DEIS.
The implementation of a Wildlife
Management Plan would address
concerns to the extent feasible,
including adaptive management
measures should human-wildlife
interactions become a problem. The
Wildlife Management Plan would be
developed by PLP, as indicated in
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values, and
mentioned in Chapter 5, Mitigation.
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values, includes
this text: “There would be a potential
for bear mortality due to defense of
life and property. Bears that become
habituated and frequent the mine site,
ferry terminals, Amakdedori port, or
other project locations, may become a
safety risk. Some of these bears may
experience hazing and other negative
human interactions, and then travel to
areas such as Katmai National Park
and Preserve and McNeil River State
Game Refuge and Sanctuary. Bears
that are negatively habituated to the
project, or have become food
conditioned, may become a danger to
the public at bear viewing areas.
Implementation of a WMP would be
anticipated to minimize the potential
for conflict between wildlife and
humans.”

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, General Comments

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4578 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1

2

3

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

ADF&G/Habitat/
SPCS

Comment
No.

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Agency

Appendix K;
Section
K3.1.1;
p. K3.1-1

3.1.3.1;
p. 3.1-2

Appendix K;
Section 3.1,
p. K3.1-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Scoping comments refer to "underwater"
streams in the headwaters that are
important to small fish fry and fingerlings.

This section on traditional ecological
knowledge references the EPA
Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts
on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay
Alaska. It is not clear how the EPA study
is applicable unless there is a
comparison of the size of the mine
assumed in the EPA assessment and the
size of the mine that is currently being
proposed.

This section references the EPA
Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts
on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay
Alaska. It is not clear how the EPA study
is applicable unless there is a
comparison of the size of the mine
assumed in the EPA assessment and the
size of the mine that is currently being
proposed.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Further clarification would be
helpful on what is meant by
underwater streams.

Please provide a
comparison of the size of the
mine in the EPA assessment
and the mine currently being
proposed.

Please provide a
comparison of the size of the
mine in the EPA assessment
and the mine currently being
proposed.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

This text is from a scoping
comment from the public; no
further clarification is available.

See above response.

Comment acknowledged;
however, as the process
describes an initial assessment
of TEK for the project area,
comparison of mine size is
irrelevant. Various sources were
consulted to inform the USACE
on TEK to develop the framework
for TEK analysis in the
document.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.1 – Introduction to Affected Environment
and Appendix K3.1

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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DNR/DM
LW/
RADS

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1

Comment
No.

3.2.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Nushagak and Mulchatna Rivers
Recreation Plan. The plan states that
the Nushagak and Mulchatna Rivers
Recreation Plan is superseded by the
management intent of the 2013 Bristol
Bay Area Plan revision (BBAP).
However, on page 4-17 of the revised
BBAP it states: "The Nushagak &
Mulchatna Rivers Recreation Plan
(RRMP) was developed by DNR and
other entities to provide the basis for
the management of recreation uses and
structures on state land within the
Nushagak and Mulchatna drainage
basin...This plan revision continues
the use of the RRMP as an element
of the BBAP within the navigable
waters of the Nushagak-Mulchatna
drainage basin and those adjacent
uplands designated as General Use
(Gu), Public Recreation and Tourism
dispersed (Rd), Public Recreation and
Tourism Use Site (Rp), or (with these
designations) co-designated Habitat for
specific types of recreation activities
and facilities.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Please correct the language in
Section 3.2.2.2 with the lanaguage
provided in the revised BBAP (Page
4-17), that states the RRMP's use is
continued as an element of the
BBAP. The RRMP has not been
superseded.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Text was corrected to state that
“This plan is continued as an
element of the Bristol Bay Area
Plan 2013 revision within the
navigable waters of the NushagakMulchatna drainage basin.”

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.2 – Land Ownership, Management, & Use
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2

3

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuge

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.2.2.1

Sec 3.2.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Narrative under the NOAA section
incorrectly states that the Kachemak
Bay National Estuarine Research
Reserve (NERR) is a state/federal
partnership between NOAA and
ADF&G. That was originally the case,
but no longer. The State partner is now
the University of Alaska (not ADF&G).

"The proposed natural gas pipeline and
Amakdedori port would be within 2
miles of the boundary of (but would not
occupy) the McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary, which is
managed by the ADF&G in accordance
with the McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary Management
Plan (ADF&G 2008).""
The proposed port site and gas pipeline
landfall are about 2 miles from the
MRSG Refuge border. However, the
road corridor and collocated pipeline
also run adjacent to the northern edge
of the MRSG Refuge border. In this
area the road and pipeline are within 1
mile and skirts the Refuge boundary at
less than a 1,500 feet in a number of
locations and only about 250 feet at its
closest point.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise paragraph for accuracy.
More information can be found at
http://accs.uaa.alaska.edu/kbnerr/

Accurately depict the project feature
locations in relation to the McNeil
River State Game Refuge and
McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Text updated to reflect partnership
with the University of Alaska; the
reference was also changed.

Text edited to note the proximity of
the port access road to the McNeil
River State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.2 – Land Ownership, Management, & Use
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ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4

Comment
No.

3.2.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Kenai Peninsula Borough (KPB) section
states that the KPB regulates floodplain
development near certain anadromous
streams, including Amakdedori Creek,
adjacent to the port site.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
KPB Comprehensive Plan should be
reviewed to see how the referenced
regulations addressing development
near anadromous streams would
affect constructing large fuel storage
tanks adjacent to Amakdedori
Creek.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

The KPB municipal code (21.18
Anadromous Waters Habitat
Protection) states that “that fuel
storage and significant removal of
vegetation within the 100-year
floodplain along the anadromous
waters require regulation to protect
the salmon habitat.”
No text was added to the
document.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.2 – Land Ownership, Management, & Use
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1

2

3

4

5

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

ADF&G/
Habitat

ADF&G/
Habitat

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

Agency

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-6

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-6

pp. 14

pp. 13

pp. 13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Sport Hunting and
Trapping subsection states that
hunting is allowed in the

The sub-section, Sport Fishing,
states that sport fishing is
managed by the ADF&G
through a permit system. This is
incorrect. Sport fish guides are
required to have a permit, but in
general sport fishing is
regulated by regulations and
the board process.

"...though given the presence of
ledges and communities around
northern Iliamna Lake."

Section only attempts to
describe recreational use on the
Kenai Peninsula and Cook Inlet
with respect to the natural gas
pipeline but ignores the
recreational use on the west
side of Cook Inlet and Illiamna
Lake.

Existing recreational use along
the pipeline alignment in Cook
Inlet and on the Kenai
Peninsula consists of boating
on Cook Inlet and recreational
use at the state park sites on
the Kenai Peninsula. Sentence
implies that recreational use
along the pipeline on the Cook
Inlet and Kenai Peninsula are
limited to boating and state park
use.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Correct the text in the DEIS to state
that MRSGR is open to hunting,
except it is closed to brown bear

Rewrite section for accuracy.

Change "ledges" to "lodges"

Include a description of recreational
use for the rest of the natural gas
pipeline.

EIS should include the multitude of
other recreational uses around the
pipeline corridor on the Kenai
Peninsula such as hunting and stream
fishing.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Text was edited to clarify where hunting
is allowed and not allowed for various
species.

Sentence edited with the information
given.

Edit made.

Inserted text to clarify that recreation is
the same as described for the port and
transportation corridor.

Added text specifically narrowing the
Kenai Peninsula portion down to the
pipeline and compressor station.
Mentioned potential fishing and hunting.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.5 – Recreation
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ADF&G/
Habitat

ADF&G/
Habitat

Agency

3.5-13

3.5-13

7

8

Sec 3.5.2.6,
pp 3.5-13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

6

Comment
No.

Section only attempts to
describe recreational use on the
Kenai Peninsula and Cook Inlet
with respect to the natural gas
pipeline but ignores the
recreational use on the west
side of Cook Inlet and Illiamna
Lake.

Existing recreational use along
the pipeline alignment in Cook
Inlet and on the Kenai
Peninsula consists of boating
on Cook Inlet and recreational
use at the state park sites on
the Kenai Peninsula. Sentence
implies that recreational use
along the pipeline on the Cook
Inlet and Kenai Peninsula are
limited to boating and state park
use.

This section states that, "There
are no visible ATV trails along
the access road corridor
nearing the mine site or along
the access road nearing
Amakdedori Port." This
statement is incorrect as there
are ATV trails near the mouth of
and along UTC, as well as ATV
trails in the immediate vicinity of
the corridor south of Kokhanok.

MRSGR. It should be noted that
brown bear hunting is not
allowed in order to protect
McNeil River bears.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include a description of recreational
use for the rest of the natural gas
pipeline including the west side of
Cook Inlet.

EIS should include the multitude of
other recreational uses around the
pipeline corridor on the Kenai
Peninsula such as hunting and stream
fishing, clamming etc. in the vicinity of
the pipeline.

Update/correct section to include ATV
trails near the project.

hunting in order to provide additional
protections to bears using the McNeil
River Sanctuary and the State of
Alaska's public bear viewing program
there.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The text notes that there is fishing,
hunting, clamming, and beach combing
near the compressor station on the Kenai
Peninsula and discusses recreational use
at the state park sites there.

The text notes that there is fishing,
hunting, clamming, and beach combing
near the compressor station on the Kenai
Peninsula and discusses recreational use
at the state park sites there.

Added ATV trails in the Upper and Lower
Talarik Creek areas.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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9

10

11

12

13

ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Habitat

Agency

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-4

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-4

3.5-1

Sec 3.5.2.1,
pp 3.5-6

3.5-14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Under Alaska Statute (AS)
16.20.162, access permits are
required for entry into the
McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary. Permits are required
for bear viewing, special access
to the sanctuary (e.g., for
scientific, educational and
media purposes), transporters,
and activities in the sanctuary

As noted above the proposed
road corridor skirts the Refuge
boundary at less than a 1,500
feet in a number of locations
and only about 250 feet at its
closest point.

"The boundary of the refuge
portion would be within 1 mile of
the transportation corridor."

“Sport and trophy hunting”

Sport fishing is not managed
through a permit system.

"...though given the presence of
ledges and communities around
northern Iliamna Lake.."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

"Under Alaska Statute (AS) 16.20.162,
ADF&G Sanctuary Access permits are
required for entry into the McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary. Access
permits are required for any access to
the sanctuary including bear viewing,
special access to the sanctuary (e.g.,
for scientific, educational and media

Revise to include underlined text:

Accurately describe and depict the
project feature locations in relation to
Parks and Sanctuaries. In particular
the McNeil River State Game Refuge
and McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary.

Change to “sport hunting”. Trophy
hunting is a type of sport hunting.

Sport fishing is managed using
numerous tools (effort, catch, and
harvest information <Statewide
Harvest Survey, logbooks>;
abundance; size composition etc.)
which are mentioned but there is no
permit system used to manage the
sport fishery.

Change "ledges" to "lodges"

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

This paragraph has been deleted.

Correction made to the distance of
MRSGR and MRSGS in relation to the
project components.

Edit made.

Text edited to reflect this comment.

Edit made.

Response
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14

15

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-4

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section on McNeil River State
Game Refuge and Sanctuary
needs revision and corrections.
Inaccurate and incomplete
information is contained in this
section regarding McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary
(MRSGS) and Refuge
(MRSGR) and references aren't
provided to cross check the
information. Permit
requirements are listed for the
MRSGS but not the MRSGR
which is actually closer to the
project.

The discussion also mentions
the project occurring in KAP
Region 7, but gives no details.

Text under Kenai Area Plan
misidentifies the KAP units the
project occurs in. The
Amakdedori Port and portions
of the pipeline occurs in Unit 19
Bruin Bay Uplands, not Unit
592. Unit 592, are eelgrass
tidelands from Bruin Bay
northward.

other than viewing bears (nonviewing permits) (ADFG
2018e)."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

SUGGESTED REWRITE:
The McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary (MRSGS) and Refuge
(MRSGR) lay immediately south of the
Amakdedori Port site and south
transportation route / gas line. They
extend north and east from Katmai
National Park and Preserve to the
shores of Kamishak Bay. The refuge
portion is located north of the
sanctuary. Both areas were
established by the Alaska State
Legislature (AS 16.20.041 and AS
16.20.162) for the permanent
protection of brown bear, and other
fish and wildlife populations and their
habitats, for scientific, aesthetic and

Revise and correct section as noted.

purposes), transporters, and activities
in the sanctuary other than viewing
bears (non-viewing permits) (ADFG
2018e)." An ADF&G Special Area
Permit may also be required for
activities within the Sanctuary or
Refuge, under AS 16.05.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Section was edited for accuracy and
some suggested additions were made,
although some suggested additions were
not included.

This section has been heavily edited for
accuracy, and detail was added.

Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
educational purposes. The Legislature
provided additional direction for
ADF&G to manage human use and
activities in a way that is compatible
with the primary purpose and
maintains and enhances bear-viewing
opportunities. The McNeil River State
Game Sanctuary was created over 50
years ago in recognition of the unique
and exceptional brown bear feeding
congregation area and viewing
opportunities at McNeil Falls. The
McNeil River State Game Refuge was
created adjacent to the MRSGS in the
early 1990s to provide additional
protection to the McNeil brown bears.
The MRSGS hosts visitor facilities (i.e.,
campground, visitor support buildings,
trails) and a world class brown bear
viewing program which primarily
occurs at McNeil River, Mikfik Creek,
and along the coast. The MRSGR
does not contain yet have any visitor
facilities and is located north of the
MRSGS. The MRSGR includes most
of the Paint River drainage and the
Chenik Creek drainage. ; most bearviewing activities within the refuge
occur near Chenik Creek. Smaller
numbers of brown bear congregate at
Chenik Creek within Chenik Lagoon
during late June - late July depending
on timing of the sockeye run there.
Guided bear viewing and private visitor
bear viewing occurs during the month
of July. The boundary of the refuge
portion would be within 1 mile of the
transportation corridor and as close as

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Under Alaska Statute (AS) 16.20.162,
access permits are required for entry
into the McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary. Permits are required for
bear viewing, special access to the
sanctuary (e.g., for scientific,
educational and media purposes),
transporters, and activities in the
sanctuary other than viewing bears
(non-viewing permits). Other public
uses are managed by ADF&G Special
Area Permits (5 ACC 95.400 and
.700—990) and in accordance with the
5 AAC 95.542 and 5 AAC 95.540,
which adopts the 2008 McNeil River
State Game Refuge and State Game
Sanctuary Management Plan into
regulation. The 2008 Management
Plan for the McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary includes goals
and policies for the sanctuary and
refuge management. These policies
provide guidance on access and
recreational, commercial, and

The MRSGS is closed to all hunting
and trapping under statute, while the
MRSGR is closed to brown bear
hunting, but open to other hunting and
trapping under Board of Game
regulations. Fishing is allowed in
portions of the refuge and sanctuary,
consistent with current Board of
Fisheries regulations.

several hundred feet in some
locations. And it is within 2 miles of
the Amakdedori port site.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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16

17

18

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Table 3.5-1,
pp 3.5-7

3.5-6

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“brown/grizzly bear” change to
brown bear.

“brown/grizzly bear” change to
brown bear.

Sportfishing section does not
include information on
Kamishak River, Little
Kamishak River and Strike
Creek fisheries. Nor other
sportfishing opportunities on the
West side of Cook Inlet in the
project area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Revise and correct section to include
Sportfishing opportunities on West
Side Cook Inlet and Kamishak Bay.

development activities (ADFG 2008a).
Through these permit systems,
ADF&G has maintained a worldrenowned bear viewing opportunity
based on carefully managing human
activities to control bear habituation.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Edit made.

Edit made.

PAGE | 7

Additional information on recreational
opportunities (included sportfishing) was
added to the descriptions under the
Natural Gas Pipeline and the Amakdedori
and Diamond Points.
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1

2

3

4

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec 3.6.3

3.6.3.1

3.6.1.1

Table K3.6-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The EIS incorrectly estimates and
reports on the sportfishing use and
importance of streams on the west
side of lower Cook Inlet; significantly
underestimating the use and
importance of sport fisheries in the
project area. The SWHS data is
based on user responses which may
under report actual use. For instance
they note the Kamishak River has only
276 average annual use days and only
1 mention in 20 years of SWHS data

No mention of the Cook Inlet
communities that benefit from sport
fisheries, particularly as it relates to
charter vessel businesses and
tourism, as well as sport harvests that
are important food source of Alaskan
residents that put up fish for freezing
and canning in these communities as
well as Anchorage.

The DEIS presents data on the price
of Bristol Bay sockeye compared to
other fisheries. While the reasons
given are mostly factual they only
reflect the past and current market
pressures and the trends in how the
fish are processed.

Source noted at bottom of Table not
included in References Chapter 9.

"Sources: Sigurdsson and Powers
2012; Sigurdsson and Powers 2013;
Sigurdsson and Powers 2014; Powers
and Sigurdsson, 2016."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Consider all data sources
and accurately report on
sportfishing use and
importance in all project
areas.

Include information on
economic benefit to
livelihood of residents and
visitors to the Kenai
Peninsula who fish in Cook
Inlet.

Historic average prices
should be adjusted to reflect
present day values.

Provide citation/references.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Changed text and table, and added
Kamishak.

PAGE | 1

Added new saltwater recreational section.
New Cook Inlet information added
throughout.

Prices per pound have been shown in real
terms where appropriate. Bristol Bay
processing has shifted in product form over
the last decade from primarily canned to a
fishery which balances market demand for
frozen H&G and canned products. These
changes in product form are reflected in
prices shown in the document.

References have been added to Chapter 9,
References and are available on the project
website.
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ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

5

Comment
No.

Sec 3.6.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The sport fisheries at the eastern
terminus of the pipeline and along the
pipeline corridor in Cook Inlet salt
waters are not accurately represented
and there should be a complete
discussion for these fisheries.

ADF&G McNeil River Sanctuary data
reporting and Alaska Guide Logbook
Program reporting clearly show that
this system is used annually
(particularly for guided fishing) and
from 2006 - 2016 sport fish guides
made about 111 trips (mean 93.6
MRSGS data, 128.6 SF Guide data)
per year (about a 3 month season) to
these Kamishak streams. Spending
an average of 340 angler days (334
and 346 respectively). Angling an
annual average of 4,358 fish of four
species, with a harvest average of 489
fish, primarily Coho salmon. Even the
EIS Appendix K3.6 notes that the
Kamishak River has an average of 8
companies, 133 trips per annum, and
356 user or client days. As such
Table 3.6-17 should reflect the
Kamishak River, as well as, others in
Area N that may have sport fishing
value.

(Table 3.6-16); and no streams of
importance in area N (Table 3.6-17).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The Lower Cook Inlet Sport
Fish Management Area
supports roughly 10% of the
total sport fishing effort in
AK. Most of that effort is
focused on salt water
opportunities including
halibut, nearshore Chinook
salmon, and intertidal razor
clams. All three of these
fisheries may be impacted

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 2

Added additional recreation data in new
saltwater recreational section.
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6

7

8

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.6

3.6.2

3.6.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Two paragraphs referencing
groundfish and halibut are poorly
organized and include inaccuracies,

The following statement " Federal
management areas are much larger
than state management areas; thus,
fishermen have greater flexibility to
avoid fixed assets such as buried
pipelines and undersea cables. For
example, the statement, "halibut
fishermen holding halibut quota for
International Pacific Halibut
Commission 3.6-23Area 3A, which
includes Cook Inlet, can fish anywhere
in the 3A managed area." implies that
a takings is ok. Many halibut IFQ
holders are small boat fishermen that
salmon fish in the summer. To
assume a small boat fishermen can go
anywhere in 3A in the fall and winter
months is not realistic. The loss of
fishing opportunity is also cumulative,
as this would not represent the first
displacement of the fishing industry in
the area.

No mention of recreational marine
fisheries including Pacific halibut,
multiple groundfish species, and
Tanner crab, along with the potential
for additional shellfish species if
populations were to recover.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise text to include the
following information: The
Pacific cod fishery is the

The EIS should not
determine what the value of
one resource is over
another. The EIS should
instead state what the
possible losses would be to
existing activities should the
development go forward.
Delete quoted text and
referenced map and replace
with a statement that there
would be a loss of fishing
opportunity if these activities
proceeded. Provide a
surveyed map of the pipeline
installation and state what if
any buffer would be required
for on bottom fishing gear
and vessel anchoring to
avoid conflict with the
pipeline.

Include information on sport
fisheries for halibut,
groundfish, and Tanner crab,
which are an important
resource for the
communities of Cook Inlet.

with the proposed activities.
Halibut fisherman routinely
anchor and fish on the
bottom along the pipeline
corridor.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 3

Much of the suggested text was added.

Map was not replaced.

Statement added to note that flexibility is not
without cost; greater travel distance from
home ports increases operating costs and
increases uncertainty if commercial
harvesters are forced to harvest from less
familiar or less productive areas.

Added data suggested.
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Homer

Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
such as "Limited fishing occurs near
the pipeline's western terminus" (not
true for halibut fishery), inaccurate
summarization of management of the
commercial halibut fishery, and
minimizing the amount of harvest that
occurs in the area of the proposed
pipeline. Scoping comments provided
by ADF&G previously summarized
these fisheries.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
largest commercial
groundfish fishery in the
Cook Inlet Area with about
half of the total harvest
occurring in the Cook Inlet
District (waters of Cook Inlet
north of a line from Cape
Douglas to Point Adam). For
combined federal and state
waters of the Cook Inlet
District over the recent 20
years, annual Pacific cod
harvest has averaged ~2.7
million lb with a high of ~4.4
million lb, about 40% of
which typically occurs in the
federal waters between
Kamishak and Kachemak
Bays. The exvessel value of
the fishery in the Cook Inlet
District in 2017 was just
under $1 million with 37
vessels harvesting Pacific
cod. The federally managed
commercial Pacific halibut
fishery in the Cook Inlet
District had an average
annual harvest of ~437,000
lb of halibut over the recent
10 years, with 66% of that
harvest occurring in the
federal waters between
Kamishak and Kachemak
Bays. In 2017, 42 vessels
participated in the halibut
fishery. Other commercially
important species harvested
in the Cook Inlet District

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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9

10

11

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec. 3.6.2

3.6.2

3.6.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section only addresses current
salmon, herring and ground fisheries
near the proposed pipeline but does
not describe current scallop and
historic crab fisheries that are
temporarily closed due to low
abundance.

There is no mention of Tanner crab,
red king crab, or weathervane scallop
fisheries. Though crab fisheries are
currently closed due to low stock
abundance (due to funding cuts, no
surveys are conducted in Kamishak
Bay so the population status is
currently unknown) these used to be
very valuable fisheries. There is a
commercial weathervane scallop
fishery within the pipeline corridor.
Development could result is a direct
loss of fishing opportunity since the
dredge gear is hard on bottom. These
suggestions were previously included
in ADF&G's scoping comments.

Description of LCI groundfish species
targeted in commercial fisheries in
state waters should include lingcod
and non-targeted commercial harvest
should include octopus. Also, the
paragraph focusing on groundfish
fisheries uses generic "Rockfish" as
opposed to listing the various species
of rockfish harvested.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Include current scallop and
historic crab fisheries near
the proposed pipeline that
are temporarily closed due
to low abundance.

Revise section to include
additional fisheries and
provide historical harvest
levels and the potential to
impact stocks that are
currently closed to fishing,
but could be opened in the
future.

Add lingcod and octopus to
the list of species
commercially harvested in
state marine waters of Lower
Cook Inlet. Also, list rockfish
by species rather than
lumping them under
"rockfish".

include lingcod, rockfish,
sablefish, walleye pollock,
spiny dogfish, and skate
species.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 5

Added Lower Cook Inlet shellfish data.

Revised information on weathervane
scallops including a discussion on harvest
amounts, the difference between the beds,
and historic harvest effort.

Added information on lingcod, octopus, and
rockfish including noting which rockfish
species within the rockfish complex are
taken by harvesters.
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12

13

14

ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec 3.6.3

Sec 3.6.3

Table 3.6-17

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted above the SWHS does not
accurately depict all sportfishing in the
project area. There are significant

Descriptions are incorrect and in
conflict with one another. The
Kamishak River is well south of
Tuxedni Bay, and only 18 miles south
of the Amakdedori site. Tuxedni Bay
is approximately 80 miles northeast of
the Amakdedori site and about 96
miles north of the Kamishak River.

"Angler effort is concentrated north of
the project area for all the named
sites, with the exception of the
Kamishak River located north of
Tuxedni Bay. The Kamishak River,
which appears once as a named site
in 20 years’ worth of data, is located
south of the project area near the
McNeil River State Game Sanctuary
and roughly 25 to 30 air miles from the
potential Amakdedori port site (see
Table 3.6-16)."

Guided angler-days for the Newhalen
do not appear to be correct. The
2012-2016 average should be 288 not
"fewer than 200".

Source noted at bottom of Table not
included in References Chapter 9.

"Sources: Sigurdsson and Powers
2012; Sigurdsson and Powers 2013;
Sigurdsson and Powers 2014; Powers
and Sigurdsson, 2016."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Correct geographical errors
in descriptions and
accurately report on
sportfishing use and
importance in all project
areas.

Review and update the data
and text for this section.

Provide citation/references

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Sentence corrected.

PAGE | 6

We were not given access to the 2015 and
2016 logbook data and were referred to
published reports which only went through
2014. The average for 2011-2014 is 174.

References have been incorporated into
Chapter 9, References, and are available on
the project website.
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15

16

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec 3.6.3

Sec 3.6.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted above the SWHS does not
accurately depict all sportfishing in the
project area. There are significant
resources in the vicinity of the
Amakdedori port site that are not
being identified and represented in the

Descriptions are incorrect and in
conflict with one another. The
Kamishak River is well south of
Tuxedni Bay, and only 18 miles south
of the Amakdedori site. Tuxedni Bay
is approximately 80 miles northeast of
the Amakdedori site and about 96
miles north of the Kamishak River.

"Angler effort is concentrated north of
the project area for all the named
sites, with the exception of the
Kamishak River located north of
Tuxedni Bay. The Kamishak River,
which appears once as a named site
in 20 years’ worth of data, is located
south of the project area near the
McNeil River State Game Sanctuary
and roughly 25 to 30 air miles from the
potential Amakdedori port site (see
Table 3.6-16)."

Guided angler-days for the Newhalen
do not appear to be correct. The
2012-2016 average should be 288 not
"fewer than 200".

resources in the vicinity of the
Amakdedori port site that are not
being identified and represented in the
EIS

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Correct geographical errors
in descriptions and
accurately report on
sportfishing use and
importance in all project
areas.

Review and update the data
and text for this section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Sentence corrected.

PAGE | 7

We were not given access to the 2015 and
2016 logbook data and were referred to
published reports which only went through
2014. The average for 2011-2014 is 174.
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17

18

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/Hom
er

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/Hom
er

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.6.2

3.6.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Commercial shellfish fisheries are
completely omitted from this chapter.
Extensive comments on shellfish
fisheries in Cook Inlet that could be
impacted by the proposed pipeline
were provided in scoping comments.
In particular, the weathervane scallop
fishery and the scallop resource (bed)
would be impacted, and there exists
the potential for gear conflicts from
scallop dredge interaction with the
pipeline.

Statement that "halibut
fishermen…can fish anywhere in the
3A managed area" is an opinion that
does not take into account travel time,
weather, location of halibut resource,
home port of fishermen, vessel size
limiting ability to fish offshore, fuel
costs being cost prohibitive to long
trips for some fishermen, etc. Also,
stating that "fishermen have...flexibility
to avoid... pipelines and... cables" is
minimizing the potential impact and
gear impacts as well as making
assumptions about fisheries and
resources without providing facts to
back up these statements.

EIS

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise text to include the
following information:
Weathervane scallops are
found throughout the
Kamishak Bay District and
commercial harvest of this
resource began in 1983.
The fished component of the
population is aggregated in
two areas, or scallop beds,
located east (North bed) and
southeast (South bed) of
Augustine Island in depths
ranging from 30 to 90 m.
Population biomass of whole
scallops estimated from
ADF&G dredge surveys
conducted since 1996 has
averaged ~5.7 million lbs. in
the North bed and ~2.5

The DEIS should refrain
from irresponsible opinions
implying that it doesn't
matter if the resource is
adversely affected in that
area or if the project might
displace fishermen. The
document should maintain
professional integrity and
provide information on
current fishing practices and
potential impacts from the
project.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 8

Additional information on these resources
was added.

Comment acknowledged. The impacts in this
paragraph have been moved to Section 4.6
(Environmental Consequences) and were
not changed.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
million lbs. in the South bed
peaking at ~12.9 million lbs.
in the North bed and ~6.8
million in the South bed.
This biomass has supported
a commercial fishery of up to
5 vessels harvesting
~28,000 lbs. of shucked
scallop meats. Commercial
harvest of Tanner crab in
Kamishak Bay began in the
mid-1960s but has been
closed since 1991 due to low
stock abundance. Harvest
over this period for the
Kamishak Bay and Barren
Islands districts averaged
~1.6 million lb to over 4.6
million lb. Although the
commercial fishery is
currently closed, the
noncommercial fishery was
reopened to harvest in 2017
after being closed since
2012 due to low stock
abundance. A commercial
red king crab fishery
occurred in the Kamishak
Bay and Barren Islands
districts from 1960 until 1984
when it was closed due to
low stock abundance.
Harvest over this period
averaged ~2 million lb of
king crab and peaked at
~5.5 million lb. The current
population status of king
crab in Kamishak Bay is

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
unknown due to lack of
assessment data, although it
is considered a depressed
stock. An active
commercial razor clam
fishery occurs around Polly
Creek in Upper Cook Inlet,
where the average annual
harvest over the past 10
years was 314,000 lbs (in
the shell). Other
commercially important crab
and shellfish species occur
in Kamishak Bay including
Dungeness crab, red sea
cucumber, octopus, and
many species of Pandalid
shrimp.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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1

2

ADF&G/
Habitat

Comment
No.

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.7-2

n/a

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Data Gap Summary states
that some cultural resource
assessments have not yet
been completed but will
occur in 2019 with the
information included in the
Final EIS.

Cultural resources cover a
wider range of resources
than historic properties and
additional consideration for
those resources may be
necessary outside of the
Section 106 process.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Suggest treating fish survey
information for the road corridor in
the same fashion. Additional
surveys should be conducted in
2019 with the results included in
the Final EIS.

The Section 106 PA addresses
historic properties and very rarely
treats resources that are not
eligible to the National Register of
Historic Places. Recommend
adding language and
consideration of cultural resources
that will not be historic properties
under Section 106.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment acknowledged. The USACE and PLP
are in the process of planning the 2019 field work
for inclusion in the Final EIS.

Discussion on Historic Properties has been moved
to Section 3.8. Place names and interviewidentified cultural resources have been added.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Comment
No.

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.8.3

3.8.2

3.8

3.8.1

3.8.1

3.8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

These sections are only looking at
the project footprint. The APE will at a
minimum need to include an area
outside of the project footprint to
accommodate construction,
maintenance, travel, staging, and
accidental use (buffer).

Compliance under Section 106 will
use Area of Potential Effect (APE) as
USCG and BSEE need to use 36
CFR 800. Any reference to Permit
Area will be for internal USACE use.

Compliance under Section 106 will
use Area of Potential Effect (APE) as
USCG and BSEE need to use 36
CFR 800. Any reference to Permit
Area will be for internal USACE use.

Section 106 consultation has
produced new information about
potential historic properties.

No 2018 information - HDR and
SRB&A conducted fieldwork in 2018.

Use of Appendix C: 36 CFR 800 are
the implementing regulations for the
National Historic Preservation Act. As
a result of consultation for Section
106, it was determined that 36 CFR
800 are the appropriate regulations to
follow for Section 106 compliance for
the Pebble Project as USACE will be
fullfilling collective responsibilities as
lead federal agency.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Analysis of how many
historic properties or
potential historic properties
may be impacted by each
alternative will need to be
revised once the APE has
been determined and, if
possible, once identification

Revise this section to
define APE.

Use APE instead of Permit
Area throughout section
when talking about Section
106 compliance.

Include information
gathered as a result of
Section 106 consultation.

Information from 2018
studies should be included
in this section.

Amend 3.8 to indicate that
36 CFR 800 will be
followed for Section 106
compliance and revise this
section to reflect 36 CFR
800 definitions and
process.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

Once the APE is defined, this will be the case.
In the meantime, AHRS sites in the defined EIS
analysis area are used for this section and
Section 3.7.

Section edited to include and define the APE.

Section edited to include both.

At this juncture, it is premature to add this
ormation. Some information gathered to date has
en added to Section 3.7.

The description of all previous research,
including 2018, is in Section 3.7. Date amended
per this comment.

Section has been edited to note that 36 CFR
800 will be used in the Section 106 process in
conjunction with Appendix C.
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7

8

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Comment
No.

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.8.3.4

3.8.3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section mentions the absence of
information concerning marine
archaeology, but does not mention
the absence of information
concerning on-land resources.

References the 2018 HDR work,
which was not included in the
previous summary.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Clarify that only a small
amount of the on-land
natural gas pipeline
corridor and transportation
corridor has been
surveyed.

Include HDR's 2018 work
in 3.8.1.

efforts and determinations
of eligibility have been
completed on potentially
impacted historic
properties.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 2

This section has been shortened to focus on
historic properties only. Section 3.7 discusses
marine archaeology data and gaps.

Work by HDR was added.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Agency

Sec 3.9.3,
page 18

Sec 3.9.3,
page 15

Sec 3.9.3,
page 12

Sec 3.9.3,
page 9

Sec 3.9.3,
page 7

Sec 3.9.3,
page 5

3.9.3, page 4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

More recent salmon and nonsalmon harvest data is available

More recent non-salmon harvest
data is available

More recent salmon and nonsalmon harvest data is available

More recent salmon and nonsalmon harvest data is available

Would be helpful to have the
communities in the immediate
vicinity delineated in this table

Incorrect statement that data
available through the ADF&G
Community Subsistence
Information System are not as
recent as the technical paper
database.

Effects are minimized.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

Non-salmon harvest data 20122013, ADF&G TP 411

Salmon harvest data for 2007-2008
(Tech Paper No 352) non-salmon
harvest data from 2013 (TP #411).

Salmon harvest data for 2007-2008
(Tech Paper No 352) non-salmon
harvest data from 2013 (TP #411).

Highlight those communities, move
Port Alsworth since it is not
discussed with the other nearby
communities.

Either give a different explanation
for relying on the technical papers
or delete what comes after
"reviewed and incorporated into
this analysis…" Data in the CSIS is
the most current source of data.

Document states small effects on
resources in the watershed as a
whole; impacts would be localized
to the vicinity of the project area.
Adverse impacts on salmon
populations would be felt by all
communities in the watershed.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

Port Alsworth was moved further
down the table. A note was added to
say that the first six listed are
closest to the project area.

Agree, text revised.

Effects language deleted, and
impacts to wildlife and other
subsistence resources are
discussed more in Section 4.9.
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8

9

10

11

12

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Agency

Sec 3.9.3.5,
page 21

Sec 3.9.3.4,
page 18

Sec 3.9.3,
page 15

Sec 3.9.3,
page 12

Sec 3.9.3,
page 21

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Why are only marine mammals
singled out as a species group "a
smaller proportion of households
harvest"? All other resource
categories are used and/or
harvested by equal or greater

Why are only marine mammals
singled out as a species group "a
smaller proportion of households
harvest"? Non-salmon fish and
large land mammals, small land
mammals, as well as vegetation are
all used and/or harvested by
greater percentages of households.

Why are only marine mammals
singled out as a species group "a
smaller proportion of households
harvest"? Non-salmon fish and
large land mammals, bird eggs, as
well as vegetation are all used
and/or harvested by greater
percentages of households.

Why are only marine mammals
singled out as a species group "a
smaller proportion of households
harvest"? Non-salmon fish and
large land mammals, migratory
birds and bird eggs, as well as
vegetation are all used and/or
harvested by greater percentages
of households.

More recent non-salmon harvest
data is available

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Specify why marine mammals are
singled out or include other
resource categories.

Specify why marine mammals are
singled out or include other
resource categories.

Specify why marine mammals are
singled out or include other
resource categories.

Specify why marine mammals are
singled out or include other
resource categories.

Non-salmon harvest data 20122013, ADF&G TP 411

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Agree, revised text

Agree, revised text

Agree, revised text

Agree, revised text

PAGE | 2

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.
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13

14

15

16

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Comm. Fish/
Homer

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Agency

Sec 3.9.3.6,
page 24

Sec 3.9.3.5,
page 22

Sec 3.9.3.5,
page 22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Although Cook Inlet communities of
Ninilchik and Seldovia are
referenced, the native villages of
Nanwalek and Port Graham and
their residents' use of subsistence
resources is omitted.

It isn't stated to what Kokhanok's
economy is being compared to.
Explain that is has "comparatively
little industrial or tourist based
economic development."

This is the only community for
which reasons given, or not, for
changes in households' harvests
and uses was given.

Singling out two reasons that were
not given for changes in harvest
and use is of limited value. These
were open-ended questions, so lots
of reasons were not given, not just
these two.

percentages of households.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include specific information on use
of subsistence resources by Cook
Inlet communities, and include
sections by community, particularly
for Nanwalek and Port Graham
(similar to information provided for
Bristol Bay native communities).

Explain what it is being compared
to - other communities in the
region, in the state?

Provide similar data for the other
communities.

Provide reasons that were given or
provide more context about
reasons for changes in harvests
and uses.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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According to the most recent
comprehensive surveys for Port
Graham and Nanwalek, the search
and harvest areas for these
communities are not near the
project area and impacts to
subsistence are not expected to
occur.

Deleted “comparatively” because
the source document did not explain
this.

Most communities had some
explanations for changes in
harvests; text improved in the
paragraphs for Nondalton and
Kokhanok

Agree, revised text
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response

1

2

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Table 3.10-1

Section 3.101

Inclusion of population size with age
ranges is important, as children are
more susceptible to many types of
environmental fluctuations. Also, due
to the importance of the subsistence
lifestyle in these communities, the
relevance of the proposed project to
the quality and abundance of fishery
resources, and the relationship
between the shift toward a western
diet and rates of chronic diseases of
poor nutrition, it would be useful to
include community level data on the
number of residents that rely on
subsistence practices in the table.

Edit needed: Health data are not
always available at the community
level for these potentially affected
communities, due to privacy concerns
and very small community sizes, and
are not considered to be severe
limitations for the purposes of the
project.

Include a column for population size
and % subsistence users for each
community in the table

Suggested edit: Health data are not
always available at the community
level for these potentially affected
communities, due to privacy
concerns and very small community
sizes. To address these limitations,
regional data sources within and
near the EIS analysis area, including
the Lake and Peninsula Borough,
Bristol Bay Borough, Dillingham
Census Area, Kenai Peninsula
Borough, and city of Anchorage,
were included in the evaluation.

PAGE | 1

Clearer references were added to
Section 3.10 to refer the reader to
Socioeconomics, Section 3.3, for
further demographic details including
age ranges and to Subsistence,
Section 3.9, for details on levels of
subsistence use in subsistence
PACs. This was done in order to
maintain document-wide consistency
in not repeating detailed information

Population sizes were added to text
in Section 3.10.1.1, under the
heading Identifying Potentially
Affected Communities, for the eleven
potentially affected communities
(PACs) closest to the Pebble
Project, within the Bristol Bay
drainages (i.e., within the
Socioeconomic EIS Analysis Area).

The suggested edit was made.

Note: Section 3.10 was re-organized, and so original section numbers/page numbers are no longer relevant. HEC tables and some of the summary text that was
originally in Section 3.10 have been relocated to Appendix K3.10.

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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3

4

5

6

7

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.1

3.10.4.1

3.10.4.1

Table 3.10-1

Table 3.10-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

More information needed: "While the
Kenai Peninsula region typically has
SDH similar to Anchorage, the Bristol

Clarification needed on: "While the
Kenai Peninsula region typically has
SDH similar to Anchorage, the Bristol
Bay region tends to have higher rates
of inadequate prenatal care and teen
pregnancy, but higher rates of adult
dental care and lower rates of adult
tooth loss, poor mental health, and
adult binge drinking."

Though discussed in Section 3.3, SES
indicators have implications for human
health. Key findings should be
discussed in this section.

Data sources should not be presented
as a bulk footnote. In-text citations that
enable the reader to locate sources
and full datasets relatively easily, and
to make choices about quality of data,
etc. are needed.

The indicators on this table have
implications for human health. This
should be discussed in section
3.10.4.1

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add discrepancy of suicide mortality

Clarify which regions are being
compared in the last part of this
sentence

Include a discussion of key SES
factors in this section

Include full, in-text citations for each
piece of data. At minimum, include a
separate footnote for each source at
the end of the table.

Include a discussion of SES factors
(presented in this table) in 3.10.4.1

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

A brief discussion of relative suicide
rates among the regions relative to
the state-wide rate was added to

Clarification was added.

As noted above, a discussion was
added to the HEC 1 text to clarify
what SDH are, why they are relevant
to the EIS health evaluation, and
summarizing the key baseline data
findings.

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for citations. In-text citations were
included, when relevant.

Please note: the HEC 1 table was
moved to Appendix K3.10.

A discussion was added to the HEC
1 text to clarify what social
determinants of health (SDH) are,
why they are relevant to the EIS
health evaluation, and summarizing
the key baseline data findings.

sourced from other EIS sections.
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8

9

10

11

12

13

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.2

3.10.4.2

3.10.4.1

Table 3.10-2

Table 3.10-2

Table 3.10-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

More current information needed in
second paragraph of section. Data

Discuss if unintentional injuries are a
leading cause of mortality in the PAC
regions

To provide better context, the first
paragraph on page (last paragraph of
section) should be moved before
specific details of regions/communities
are discussed.

Clarify which communities are
included in the 3rd and 4th columns

Many indicators have more recent
data available, which would be useful
to update, and data for many of the
blank cells are available

Data sources should not be presented
as a bulk footnote. Correct citations
needed for each piece of data so that
the reader can find the full information,
make choices about quality of data,
etc.

Bay region tends to have higher rates
of inadequate prenatal care and teen
pregnancy, but higher rates of adult
dental care and lower rates of adult
tooth loss, poor mental health, and
adult binge drinking."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Update data

Add leading cause of death info for
PAC regions

Move paragraph to earlier in section

Add clarification as a footnote

Add most recent available
information, especially where cells
are blank

Include full citations for each piece of
data. At minimum, include a
separate footnote for each source at
the end of the table.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Please note, updated data from
McDowell 2018b was used and

Text was added to indicate that
unintentional injuries are a leading
cause of mortality among the Iliamna
Lake/Lake Clark Communities,
Dillingham Census Area, and Bristol
Bay Borough (McDowell 2018b).

As requested, this text was
incorporated earlier in the section.

The requested clarification footnotes
were added to the HEC 1, HEC 2,
and HEC 7 tables in Appendix
K3.10.

ADHSS has indicated they will
provide AECOM with
references/direction to the sources
and/or updated data they would like
considered in the final EIS.

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for table citations.

HEC 2. (Please note: discussion and
baseline data for suicide mortality
information was moved from HEC 1
to HEC 2 to be consistent with
Section 4.10).
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16

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

3.10.4.2

For the last paragraph, "table 3.10-3
presents the baseline accident and
injury rates for the affected
communities..": While this data are
presented in a table, some type of
summary discussion is needed to
contextualize this information for the
PACs in order to help highlight existing
issues that could be worsened by the
project and identify opportunities to
improve an adverse outcome and
maintain strengths

Additional context needed for "The
role of alcohol in accidents and injuries
is well-known, and various Alaska
Native villages have enacted policies
that designate a community as dry
(i.e., no sale or consumption of
alcohol), damp (i.e., no sale, but
possession allowed), and wet (i.e.,
sale, importation, and possession
allowed). "

15

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

3.10.4.2

Citations needed for data sources

3.10.4.2

14

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
presented are over 13 years old

Comment
No.

SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Add summary discussion of data
presented in table 3.10-3

Add contextual details, such as
which PACs are dry/damp/wet

Add citations for original source of
regional hospitalization discharges,
leading causes of non-fatal injuries
requiring hospitalization, and
baseline accident and injury rates

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

A summary discussion of the data
was added to the HEC 2 text.

This text was deleted after
evaluation for the Health PACs,
which indicates low relevance for
these 20 PACs (i.e., most were wet,
few were damp, and only one
subsistence-only PAC was dry).

Citations were added to the HEC 2
text.

ADHSS has indicated they will
provide AECOM with
references/direction to the sources
and/or updated data they would like
considered for incorporation in the
Final EIS.

superseded older data from
McDowell 2011a.
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17

18

19

20

21

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.3

3.10.4.3

3.10.4.3

3.10.4.2

3.10.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A summary discussion is needed to
contextualize the information in
section 3.10.4.3 for the PACs in order
to help highlight existing issues that
could be worsened by the project and
identify opportunities to improve an
adverse outcome and maintain

Additional information is needed for
discussion of contaminated sites. Are
there sites in close proximity to PAC
residents? The project footprint?

Additional information is needed for
sentence "baseline surface
water…occasionally exceeded their
maximum criteria". Summarize which
trace elements/metals had
exceedances and where this was in
relation to key PACs

The last three rows are of minimal
utility, since data points are presented
at statewide level only

Citations needed for data sources

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add summary discussion of data
presented in section 3.10.4.3

Add additional information

Add additional information

Remove last three rows or add
regional information (which is
available from sources such as the
Alaska Trauma Registry)

Add citations for original source of
regional hospitalization discharges,
leading causes of non-fatal injuries
requiring hospitalization, and
baseline accident and injury rates

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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A summary sentence was added to
the first paragraph under HEC 3 to
add context.

Comment noted. Open contaminated
sites are under regulatory oversight
and control or prevention of
exposure is expected under
regulatory directives. Additional
proximity information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project nor is it
essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives. Therefore, it has
not been included in the Draft EIS.

Additional detail was added, noting
which mean concentrations were
above criteria. Clearer references to
Water and Sediment Quality, Section
3.8 for further details was added.

The last three rows were removed.
Please note: this table was moved to
Appendix K3.10.

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for table citations.
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22

23

24

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Geologic materials that are enriched in
metals (like gold and copper) will also
contain higher concentrations of
volatile heavy metals (e.g. mercury,
and to a lesser extent, cadmium) than
standard background materials, which
were used in the model. Weathering of
ore, and on site ore processing may
result in substantial atmospheric
deposition of heavy metals,
particularly Hg, into nearby bodies of
water. Some of these metals exert
additive toxicity, and run
off/discharge/deposition of other nonmetal mining byproducts can increase

This section refers the reader to the
paragraph addressing HEC7, which
also does not cover nutrition related
disease rates in sufficient detail. The
relationship between the loss of
subsistence practices due to concerns
(whether real or perceived) about
contamination and adverse health
effects has been established. It is
important to consider the potential for
this to occur in these communities,
and include a discussion of the
implications.

Entire section could be better
organized for readability (i.e., a
separate paragraph for food cost,
physical activity, subsistence). It is
also unclear what the intended
meaning of "enough physical activity"
is.

strengths

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Consider including a discussion of
the potential for increased
atmospheric deposition of heavy
metals (from volatilization, dust, and
leaching combined) and mobilization
into aquatic food webs (in the
context of subsistence activities)
from mining activities, and potential
effects on human health. This should
include effects of increased heavy
metal exposure through fish
consumption, and maternal transfer
of dietary metals (particularly MeHg).

Recommend discussing how
concerns about contamination
(whether real or perceived) from
regional extractive industry
development can lead to a shift
away from subsistence practices,
and the implications for health in
these communities.

Reorganize section

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Additional text was added to the end
of HEC 3 to add more clarity in
hazardous materials exposure (e.g.,
direct includes inhalation),
bioaccumulation (e.g., maternal
transfer, bioaccumulation and
biomagnification in subsistence
resources).

A brief discussion on this topic was
added to the text in HEC 4.

As requested, cost of living,
subsistence and nutrition/lifestyle
were separated; and clarity was
added.
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25

26

27

28

29

30

31

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A discussion of the contribution of

Discussion and data on food security
are needed

For mentions of "these communities
report.." change report to self-report (if
that is true)

For mentions of 'these communities'
throughout section, clarify which
communities are included, otherwise
just refer to regions

Include year/time periods for original
sources of data referenced throughout
entire section

Include citations for original sources of
data referenced throughout entire
section

Though discussed in Sections 3.3 and
3.9, data from these sections have
implications for human health. Key
findings should be discussed in this
section.

heavy metal bioavailability (e.g. Hg
methylation rates increase in response
to increased sulfate and organic
carbon). Although referenced as being
addressed in section 3.24, the
potential impacts of increased
mobilization of heavy metals into the
food web on subsistence fisheries
should be mentioned in sections
concerning human health.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add additional information

Add information on food security in
the region/PACs

Add clarification of how communities
reported info (i.e., self-report?)

Add clarification

Add years/time periods for original
sources of data

Add citations for original sources of
data

Include a discussion of key
subsistence, food cost, and food
security factors in this section

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Comment noted. Detailed

PAGE | 7

A paragraph on food security was
added.

Text was revised to specify when
information is from self-reporting.

"These communities" was revised to
Lake and Peninsula Borough,
Dillingham Census Area, and Bristol
Bay Borough.

The nutrition data time frame (20112015) from McDowell Group 2018b
was added to the section.

Citations to the data sources or other
EIS Sections with details and
citations was clarified.

Additional text was added to the text
of HEC 4, incorporating additional
key points on cost of living/food and
subsistence from Sections 3.3 and
3.9. In addition, a paragraph on food
security was added.
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34

35

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

3.10.4.5

3.10.4.5

Data sources should not be presented
as a bulk footnote. Correct citations
needed for each piece of data so that
the reader can find the full
information, make choices about
quality of data, etc.

Edit sentence: Immunizations play an
important role in decreasing the rates
of infectious diseases.

For "noteworthy are the conditions that
promise the spread of infectious
disease, such as unsafe water, poor
personal hygiene, and unsanitary
conditions" additional context is
needed, otherwise it seems to imply
that PACs are unsanitary.

33

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

3.10.4.5

Leading cause of death in PAC
needed

3.10.4.5

32

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
subsistence resources to daily food
intake is needed. Data from section
3.9 Subsistence should be
summarized (for example, percent of
households harvesting XX amount of
salmon, top harvested resources in
the PACs

Comment
No.

DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Include full citations for each piece of
data. At minimum, include a
separate footnote for each source at
the end of the table.

Suggested edit: Immunizations play
an important role in decreasing the
rates of some infectious diseases.

Rewrite sentence: expand on the
point and add data

Add how infectious disease deaths
rated in leading causes of death in
PACs, or add that data were not
available (if that's the case)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for citations.

The suggested edit was made.
Please note: this discussion was
moved to Appendix K3.10.

The sentence was revised and
additional context relating to the
PACs was added. Please note: this
discussion was moved to Appendix
K3.10.

A sentence was added in the last
paragraph of this section in
Appendix K3.10 that deaths from
infectious disease were not rated
among the top leading causes of
deaths reported for the PAC regions
(ADHSS 2017a; McDowell 2018b).
[Note: The leading causes of death
among the PAC regions are chronic
disease and unintentional injury,
which are discussed under HEC 2
and HEC 7].

summaries on subsistence
resources and daily food intakes are
not repeated in this section;
however, a clearer citation was
added in the text directing the reader
to Section 3.9 for those details.
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36

37

38

39

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.6

3.10.4.6

3.10.4.5

3.10.4.5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Suggest also including water/sewer
service data from the US census

Mentions of invasive pneumococcal
disease and unserved Alaska
communities should be tied to PACs
or these sentences should be
removed to avoid confusion. It is also
unclear whether the paragraph is
including the statistics on Southwest
Alaska because it encompasses some
of the PACs, or if the YK is mentioned
to discount this statistic (in which case,
remove this part of the sentence)

A summary discussion is needed to
contextualize the information in
Section 3.10.4.5 for the PACs in order
to help highlight existing issues that
could be worsened by the project and
identify opportunities to improve an
adverse outcome and maintain
strengths

Row of laboratory confirmed influenza
is of limited utility, given that only
counts are available. Suggest
removing this row

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add additional water/sewer
information

Clarify what points are being made
in the first paragraph of this section

Add summary discussion of data
presented in section 3.10.4.5

Remove this row or add rate
information (if available)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Given the high rates of water/sewer
service in these PAC regions
(ANTHC 2017n), additional
information may be available but has
not been included in the Draft EIS.
However, AECOM added additional
detail in Appendix K3.10 regarding
the complexities with maintaining
water and sanitation in rural
communities and will consider
additional data for incorporation in
the Final EIS.

The requested clarification was
added in Appendix K3.10. The two
sentences ("Residents of Southwest
Alaska… Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta
that are not near the project area")
were deleted. The preceding
sentence was modified to state that
"Lack of in-home water and sewer
service may cause severe skin
infections and respiratory illnesses".

Additional summary discussion text
was added to the text in HEC 5.

As suggested, the row of laboratory
confirmed influenza was deleted.
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40

41

42

43

44

45

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Discussion of cancer incidence may
be better achieved with the addition of
a table. As is, some important pieces
of information are likely missing, such
as reliability of the data (small

Discussion of cancer mortality may be
better achieved with the addition of a
table. As is, it is confusing to read

Discussion of leading causes of death
may be better achieved with the
addition of a table. As is, some
important pieces of information are
likely missing, such as how data
compare to other regions/the state/etc.

Discussion of leading causes of death
may be better achieved with the
addition of a table. As is, some
important pieces of information are
likely missing, such as reliability of the
data (small numbers) and years/time
period of data

Discussion of leading causes of death
may be better achieved with the
addition of a table. As is, it is
confusing to read

For "The three recent leading causes
of death due to non-communicable
and chronic diseases were cancer,
heart disease, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease..", clarify which
PACs/regions are being discussed

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add table for cancer incidence in
Lake and Peninsula Borough and
Dillingham Census area and
appropriate footnotes

Add table for cancer mortality in
Lake and Peninsula Borough and
Dillingham Census area

Add table with leading causes of
death and include tables for regions
of comparison to better contextualize
the information

Add table with leading causes of
death in Lake and Peninsula
Borough and Dillingham Census
area and appropriate footnotes

Add table with leading causes of
death in Lake and Peninsula
Borough and Dillingham Census
area

Add clarification

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

As requested, clarification was
added.
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46

47

48

49

50

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.8

3.10.4.8

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The figure does not add much value to
this section, consider removing

Update data for: "The top three
leading hospital discharges in the
Lake and Peninsula Borough, Bristol
Bay Borough, and Dillingham Census
Area by diagnosis (2001 to 2005)
were…" These data are over 13 years
old and a comparison to the next
sentence with 2015 data should not be
made.

While there is a lot of data presented
in Table 3.10-5, some type of
summary discussion is needed to
contextualize this information for the
PACs in order to help highlight existing
issues that could be worsened by the
project and identify opportunities to
improve an adverse outcome and
maintain strengths

Data sources should not be presented
as a bulk footnote. Correct citations
needed for each piece of data so that
the reader can find the full
information, make choices about
quality of data, etc.

Discussion of cancer incidence may
be better achieved with the addition of
a table. As is, some important pieces
of information are likely missing, such
as how data compare to other
regions/the state/etc.

numbers) and years/time period of
data

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Remove figure unless it can be tied
to PAC data

Update data

Add summary discussion of data
presented in table 3.10-5

Include full citations for each piece of
data. At minimum, include a
separate footnote for each source at
the end of the table.

Add table for cancer incidence and
include tables for regions of
comparison to better contextualize
the information

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

As suggested, Figure 3.10-1 was
deleted.

The first sentence summarizing the
2001 to 2005 data was deleted. The
last sentence in the paragraph, and
subsequent bullets, summarize more
recent hospitalization data from 2016
and 2017. See Appendix K3.10.

A summary discussion of the data
was added to the HEC 7 text.

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for table citations.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.
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51

52

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Table 3.10-5

3.10.4.8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There exists some potential for
anthropogenic heavy metal release in
any operation that exposes metalcontaining ores to weathering
processes (particularly mercury, due
to its high volatility). Because many
metals are known to be neurotoxic, it
would be good to include baseline
data on the prevalence of
neurodegenerative disorders (e.g.
Parkinson's Disease, Alzheimer's
Disease) among adults, and
neurobehavioral/cognitive disorders in
children for these populations.

This figure appears to be repeated
due to a formatting error

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add current incidence of
neurodegenerative disorders for
adults and neurobehavioral
disorders in children in these
communities to table.

Fix formatting issue

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

ADHSS has indicated they will
provide AECOM with
references/direction to the sources
and/or updated data they would like
considered for incorporation in the
Final EIS.

The percentage of Medicare
recipients with Alzheimer’s
disease/dementia (McDowell 2018b)
was added to the HEC 7 table in
Appendix K3.10.

As suggested, Figure 3.10-1 was
deleted.
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1

2

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11 and
4.11

3.11-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The southern road and pipeline
corridor would be visible in the
immediate foreground of the
landscape along much of the northern
refuge and from elevated locations
within the refuge. Material sites MSA06, MS-A07, MS-A08, are 19- 22
acres sites on southern aspects facing
the McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary. They are in the immediate
foreground (0.5 to 3 miles) of the
Refuge border and would be visible
along much of the northern refuge and
from many elevated locations within

"Soundscape was evaluated using a
noise receptor analysis from 10 miles
around the mine site infrastructure,
and from 0.5 miles around the pipeline
work area at Happy Valley, the
transportation corridor (proposed new
access roads), the north and south
ferry terminals, and Amakdedori port
infrastructure (See Section 3.19,
Noise)."
It is unclear of the distance that
soundscape was evaluated around the
transportation corridor and
Amakdedori Port infrastructure. If 0.5
miles this is not enough. Noise from
the port as well as vessels coming and
going will travel farther across the
water, especially under some
atmospheric conditions such as warm,
still days. These noises will impact
users to the south and west in McNeil
River State Game Refuge and McNeil
River State Game Sanctuary.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Analyze and characterize visibility,
noise and aesthetic issues of the
material sites, southern road and
pipeline corridor and Amakdedori
Port site on McNeil River State
Game Refuge and include in
Aesthetics and Noise sections of
Chap. 3 Affected Environment and
Chap. 4 Environmental
Consequences.

Revise section to incorporate noted
issues.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

More details on the McNeil River
State Game Refuge have been
added to both Sections 3.11 and
4.11.

Section has been revised to clarify
methodology, and a citation provided
(AECOM 2018c).
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ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

3

Comment
No.

Sec 3.11.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Text incorrectly characterizes
resources within refuge and sanctuary
and has several errors. McNeil hosts
one of largest congregations of brown
bear, not population. The population
ranges across the Alaska Peninsula
and bears using McNeil River have
been noted as far away as Iliamna
Lake, Hallo Bay, north of Amakdedori
Creek, and west towards Kukaklek
and Nonvianuk Lakes. Additionally,
the statement regarding the falls
slowing salmon movement is out of
place. And the dates noted for brown
bear viewing is wrong. Also this

"As described in Section 3.5,
Recreation, the McNeil State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary is a premier
destination for bear viewing and is
home to one of the largest bear
populations in Alaska. McNeil River
Falls, which is located about a mile
from the mouth of the McNeil River,
slows the movement of salmon. Large
numbers of brown bears can be seen
at McNeil State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary in early July through midAugust (ADF&G 2018b)."

the refuge. Blasting would be
occurring at these sites as well. And
the Amakdedori Port site would be
highly visible in the foreground of the
landscape along much of the
northeastern refuge, elevated
locations within the refuge and from
the Chenik Lagoon area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

"As described in Section 3.5,
Recreation, the McNeil State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary is a premier
destination for bear viewing and is
home to one of the largest
congregations of brown bears in
Alaska. Large numbers of brown
bears come to McNeil River to feed
on sockeye, chum, and Coho
salmon. Brown bears are present in
the McNeil State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary throughout the year, and
congregate at McNeil River late May
through the end of August. ADF&G
operates a visitor bear viewing
program at McNeil River early June
through late August. Smaller
numbers of brown bear congregate
at Chenik Creek within Chenik
Lagoon during late June - late July
depending on timing of the sockeye
run there. Guided bear viewing and
private visitor bear viewing occurs
during the month of July.'

Suggested revised text.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The text has been revised to include
the provided information.
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4

5

6

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11.4.2

Sec 3.11.4.2

Sec 3.11.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"...Single day tours are almost
exclusively accessed via aircraft.
Visitors are flown into the park over
the proposed project area to access
bear viewing locations along the
coastline, in the estuaries and up the
stream corridors and over the glaciers
of Four Peaks Mountain. Multi-day
commercial tours either stage outside

As placed within the Amakdedori Port
section it is unclear that this is correct
or that it presents a complete scope of
the visitor use occurring in the area.
Single day adventure tours, bear
viewing tours etc. are offered from
many communities in the project area
that may be closer than Dillingham.
Including: Homer, Kenai, King Salmon,
Dillingham, Illiamna, as well as from a
number of remote lodges in the project
area.

"Single day adventure tours are
offered from as far away as
Anchorage, and as close as
Dillingham."

TYPO: "Viewer positons take into
account…."

section (as well as others) needs to
incorporate visitor use and bear
viewing occurring at Chenik Lagoon
within the McNeil River State Game
Refuge, as that occurs in the
immediate foreground of the
Amakdedori Port. Revise section.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise text to fully depict visitor use
and recreation sites in affected
environment.

See Response.

Correct to positions.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Text edited to be more inclusive of
other areas.

Added clarifications to the
Amakdedori port section, and added
similar information to the mine site
section.

Sentence has been updated and this
comment no longer applies.
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7

8

9

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11.4.2

Sec 3.11.4.2

Sec 3.11.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Statement is in error. The Alagnak
River is located over 60 miles south
and somewhat west of the mine site.
Since this is under the Transportation

"The Alagnak River is located about
30 miles west of the proposed mine
site and 10 miles from Iliamna Lake."

Unit not described with other regional
landscape characterization units.

The pipeline would interface with the
entire physiographic unit system tying
the Cook InletíSusitna Lowlands to
the NushagakíBig River Hills.

This section should include text
explaining the importance and
significance of the Talarik Creek, and
Koktuli Rivers to sport fishers, guides,
and others; similar to the detail given
to the Alagnak River under the
Transportation Corridor section.

As written this appears to only apply to
activities occurring within Katmai NP.
These activities in fact occur up and
down the east coast of the Alaska
Peninsula on State of AK lands, as
well as Katmai NP, Lake Clark NPP
and private lands. There are
numerous recreation, bear viewing,
hunting and fishing destinations
between Tuxedni Bay and Cape
Douglas.

the park on large boats in Kamishak
Bay, or at lodges in the park."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Correct section text regarding
location of Alagnak in relation to
project features.

Include unit descriptions in regional
landscape characterizations page
3.11-3.

Revise section to reflect importance
and significance of the Talarik
Creek, and Koktuli Rivers to sport
fishers, guides, and others;

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Statement has been corrected, and
made consistent with other sections
in the EIS.

This paragraph has been heavily
revised and this text is no longer
present.

This information can be found in
Section 3.5, Recreation, and 3.6,
Commercial and Recreational
Fisheries.
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10

11

12

13

14

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11.7

Sec 3.11.5

Sec 3.11.5

Sec 3.11.5

Sec 3.11.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Text only notes receptors in vicinity of
mine site. Discussion needs to
include affected soundscape
environment for other project
components: Transportation corridor,

Transportation Routes.

Section does not discuss McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary or McNeil
River State Game Refuge in
recreation areas.

"Recreation Areas. Recreation
extends…"

Section does not discuss the
numerous bear viewing operations
along the west side of Cook Inlet.

This section contains no discussion of
the McNeil River State Game Refuge,
nor its affected resources. The
transportation corridor skirts along the
northern border of the McNeil River
State Game Refuge and aesthetic and
noise impacts from the corridor and
material sites will be in the foreground
from many places within the northern
portion of the refuge.

Corridor section this may be a typo
and Transportation Corridor needs to
be substituted here. The Alagnak is
much closer and more westerly to the
transportation corridor.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Include a figure with existing air, land
and sea transportation routes and
reference here.

Include a figure with existing air, land
and sea transportation routes and
reference here.

Include McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary or McNeil River State
Game Refuge in discussion.

Update text to include discussion of
the numerous bear viewing
operations and locations along west
side Cook Inlet from Tuxedni Bay
south to Cape Douglas

Update section to include affected
environment as it relates to McNeil
River State Game Sanctuary and
resources there.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Text was revised to include all
project components. See Section
3.19, Noise, for detailed information.

Reference added to Section 3.12,
Transportation.

McNeil River State Game Sanctuary
and Refuge were added.

Bear viewing opportunities were
added to the transportation corridor
discussion.

The McNeil River State Game
Refuge has been added to the
transportation corridor discussion.
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15

16

ADF&G/
Habitat

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11
Figure 3.11-1

Table 3.11.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This figures shows KOP #2 (Base
Camp) as located in MRSGR, but it is
actually located in MRSGS.

Table contains KOP location for
MRSG Refuge base camp. This
should be McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary as the base camp is located
within the sanctuary. But does not
include a KOP for Chenik lagoon
within and MRSG Refuge. Chenik
lagoon is a bear viewing / guiding area
used by private citizens and a few
commercial operators. Commercial
filming outfits also film in this area.

both port sites, ferry terminals, and
variants.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Correct Base Camp reference as
located in MRSGS.

Correct "refuge" to Sanctuary. Add
additional KOP of Chenik lagoon to
Table and assess, Amakdedori Port
would be in the foreground-middle
ground of Chenik lagoon (3-5 mi)
Include these analysis in the textual
portions of the chapter.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Name of KOP has been corrected in
the table, Figure 3.11-1, and all
figures in Appendix K4.11.

Suggested KOP was not added.

Name of KOP has been corrected in
the table, Figure 3.11-1, and all
figures in Appendix K4.11.
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ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

Comment
No.

1

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.12.3.3, pp
3.12-5 through
3.12-6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Lacking data on wind speed. Lacking
data on the exact location of
navigational hazards between the port
and lightering sites.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Include information on wind speed
and navigation hazards

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Added information on navigation
hazards near Diamond Point. More
detailed information on navigation
and wind speeds is not available.
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ADF&G
(comm
fish)

Agency

Excel line
38

Comment
No.

3.13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
All

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
The section appears to be written
from the perspective of what
contributed to the formation of the
Pebble deposit and what contributed
to the formation of other resources in
the area that could be developed.
There is no mention of the geology
and its contribution to the fish
population.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

This section should be rewritten. The
DEIS geology section should present
the geological setting for the region,
without sole focus being on the
deposit. Though faults and volcanos
are addressed in section 3.15 they
should be acknowledged here as
well.

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.13 – Geology
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ADF&G
(comm
fish/
Homer)

Agency

Excel line
39

Comment
No.

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.15.5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
3.15-12

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
The tsunamis inundation model cited
(Crawford 1978) is out of date. The
DEIS states that “Tsunami wave
height predictions for 100- to 500year return period events (combined
with high tide) in lower Cook Inlet are
estimated to be 12 to 23 feet above
mean sea level (AMSL) in the
Amakdedori area of Kamishak Bay”
This same report reported similar
estimates for Homer (Gage # 246)
of 13.5 – 21.3 ft. New inundation
maps were just completed for Homer
and Seldovia and report a maximum
predicted wave height of 33 – 40 ft.
above MHHW for Homer (Suleimani
et al 2018). Likewise, the DEIS cites
recent tsunami modeling that
predicts a higher elevation (28.5 ft.
run-up elevation above MHW). I
don’t see this in the ASCE 2017
report they cite, however. Having
the actual study report would be
needed to confirm this estimate.
Based on the updated inundation
map for Homer, this estimate seems
low.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The report citing the recent tsunami modeling
needs to be provided. These data are not
contained within the cited report.
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Excel line 9

Excel line
10

Excel line
11

Excel line
12

Excel line
13

Excel line
14

Excel line
15

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

Comment
No.

ADF&G
(sport fish)

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.16.1.1

Fig. 3.163

Fig. 3.164

Fig. 3.163

Fig. 3.162

Fig. 3.165

Fig. 3.164

Section
or
Figure

Meteorological Inputsreferences Knight Piesold
2018a and 2018d. These
references are not included in
references sections and
document could not be located.

Figure 3.16-3 is incorrectly
referenced in last paragraph.

Figure 3.16-4 is incorrectly
referenced under heading North
Fork Koktuli River. Figure does
NOT show stream gaging
stations. Map lacks basic
elements such as scale and
north arrow.

Figure 3.16-3 lacks basic
standard map information such
as north arrow and scale. Very
poor resolution, difficult to read
labels.

Figure 3.16-2 does NOT "depict
all gaging station locations in
the three watersheds" as stated
in text.

Figure 3.16-5- resolution of
figure is too poor to read some
labels.

Figure 3.16-4 does not show
Stream Gaging Stations as
cited in the text, it only depicts
Meteorological Stations. Map
lacks basic elements such as
scale and north arrow.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Provide required reference
documentation for all Knight
Piesold 2018 documents

Reference Figure 3.16-2

Replace with correct map with
standard map elements

Provide high resolution map with
standard map elements

Replace with Figure 3.16-3

Provide map with higher
resolution

Replace with correct map with
standard map elements

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

All referenced documents are available on the
public project website.

See above response.

Figure call-outs have been corrected or added as
needed. Other map elements added as required.

Figures modified with current GIS data to improve
clarity. Added other map elements as required.

Figures added to section. Figure 3.16-4 and Figure
3.16-5 comprehensively depict gaging station
locations.

Figure 3.16-5 added at larger scale than Figure
3.16-4 to more clearly depict gaging stations in
vicinity of mine site.

Gaging stations have been added to Figure 3.16-4
and Figure 3.16-5. Other map elements added as
required. Meteorological stations added to Figure
3.16-4.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Excel line
16

Excel line
17

Excel line
18

Excel line
19

Excel line
20

Agency

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

3.16.1.2

3.16.1.2

3.16.1.2

3.16.1.2

3.16.1.2

Section
or
Figure

ADF&G holds Certificates for
Reservations of Water on Lower
Talarik Creek, Newhalen River,
and Kvichak River. A

ADF&G requires sufficient
seasonal instream flows be
maintained in all waterbodies
supporting fish and wildlife
resources.

Many surface water extraction
sites along road routes are
likely very small streams. But
no information is provided about
hydrology along south access
road corridor. Hydrology data
will be needed to size culverts
along this corridor and assess
impacts to fish habitat.

Lack of data or surface water
investigations for southern
segment of mine access road.

Lack of data or surface water
investigations for southern
segment of mine access road
from ferry terminal to
Amakdedori.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Surface water extraction will not
be permitted if extraction may
have impacts to senior water
right/water reservations

Provide information on how
water extraction from small
streams may impact fish habitat.

Provide information on how
water extraction from small
streams may impact fish habitat.

Conduct detailed surface water
investigations to assess impacts
for this alternative. Ideally, a
minimum of 5 years of
continuous flow records are
desired; however, shorter
periods can be agreed upon and
used when field data are
combined with synthetic data and
mutually agreed-upon analyses.

Conduct detailed surface water
investigations to assess impacts
from this alternative

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Noted.

PAGE | 2

Comment refers to impacts to fish habitat. Please
refer to Section 4.24, Fish Values.

Comment refers to impacts to fish habitat. Please
refer to Section 4.24, Fish Values.

See response above.

Where sufficient streamflow data are not available,
it is standard practice in Alaska to design the
drainage structures using regional regression
equations to predict the design. Regional
regression equations that might be used for this
project are the USGS regression equations
published in 2016 (Curran et al. 2016).
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section
or
Figure
Reservation of Water is on file
for the Iliamna River.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

PAGE | 3

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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1

2

DNR/DM
LW/WAT
ERAlaska
Hydrologi
c Survey

Comment
No.

DNR/DM
LW/WAT
ERAlaska
Hydrologi
c Survey

Agency

Sec 3.17 and
K3.17

Sec 3.17 and
4.17

In section 3.17.1.4, it is stated that
"Bedrock hydraulic conductivity
generally decreases with depth" and
Figs 3.17-13 and 3.17-14 are cited as
results to support this statement.
However, Figs 3.17-13 and 3.17-14
show a similar range of hydraulic
conductivity with depth. Packer testing
of the bedrock (Fig 3.17-13) shows a
range of K from 1 x 10-7 to 1 x 10-5, a
similar range that is observed in the
shallow aquifer systems.

The groundwater MODFLOW model
referred to in in Appendix 8.1J describes
the model structure (layers in
overburden, aquitards, and deep
aquifers), the domain, and the
calibration process (simulated vs
observed GW levels from 2004-2007)
but the GW model is not validated with a
new dataset (e.g. data that is not used
in the calibration step). Additionally, a
sensitivity analysis must be performed
to understand how model parameters
affect model output. These results will
be particularly important

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Provide evidence to support the
claim that hydraulic conductivity
(K) decreases with depth. This
decreasing K with depth concept
is also a rationale for the
dominance of local groundwater
systems and a lack of regional
groundwater system. Provide
further evidence that regional
groundwater systems do not
exist.

Conduct a validation analysis for
the groundwater model by
comparing modelled and
observed piezometer levels for
data collected post 2007 (outside
the calibration period). Conduct a
sensitivity analysis to understand
the sensitivity of model results to
model parameters. These
additional modelling steps will
provide greater understanding of
the mining impacts on the
groundwater systems, including
pit dewatering as well as the
impacts to groundwater-surface
water interactions and flows.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Section 3.17 and K.3.17 - Groundwater Hydrology

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS
Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 1

Additional information has been
added to the DEIS on the topic of
the characterization of hydraulic
conductivity with depth. Text has
been revised to note that regional
groundwater flow systems are
expected to exist.

PLP is currently evaluating data
collected since 2007 to determine
if it constitutes a new hydrologic
data set. If the data do not
represent anything new (e.g., they
are repetitive examples of
seasonal highs and lows without
changes in annual averages),
then it would not represent a
"new" data set suitable for a
validation exercise. This topic is
undergoing further analysis. The
Monte Carlo analysis that was
performed is a type of sensitivity
analysis, and an evaluation of it
has been included in the DEIS.
The model sensitivity analysis is
undergoing further analysis (PLP
2019-RFI 109).

Response
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1

2

ADF&G
Wildlife

Comment
No.

ADEC
Commiss
ioner's
Office

Agency

Sections
3.19 and
4.19
GENERAL

Section 3.19,
General
Comment

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

N/A

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Noise sections need to consider public uses
(KOP's) at Chenik Lagoon within McNeil River
SGR and vessel noise over the water of
shipping traffic past both McNeil River SGR
and the bear viewing camp at McNeil River
SGS.

A wide variety of discussions in this section
note that "baseline noise levels were not
measured at the XXX site." NEPA case law
requires the discussion of missing
information, whether it is important to the
decision making process, whether the
information could be available and what the
cost would be to collect the information if it
was available.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Update and revise section
to consider noise impacts to
McNeil River SGR and
McNeil River SGS users.

Please clarify where
appropriate.

Response
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1

2

ADF&GHabitat

Commen
t No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-5

3.23-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Last paragraph highlights and
details areas with the largest
numbers of birds including
Nikabuna and Long Lakes.
However, Figure 3.23-3 shows
the highest concentration of
birds as overlapping and
adjacent to a mine stockpile and
the main water management
pond. Stating in the text that the
largest numbers of water birds
are found 20 km north of the
mine site while the figures show
the largest fall concentration
directly over mine facilities
creates confusion for reviewers.
The general condition of this
section does not lend
confidence in regard to accuracy

Second paragraph in water birds
sub-section states that
thousands of ducks stage
around Nikabuna and Long
Lakes in the fall. This contradicts
what is depicted on Figure 3.233 which shows 25-100 birds at
Long Lake and 251-500 birds
near Nikabuna Lakes. Only data
for 2005 is depicted in figures.
Tundra swan surveys were
conducted in 2006 but no results
are reported. The
inconsistencies, discrepancies,
and possible errors make it
difficult to determine what the
affected environment is for water
birds.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Reconcile discrepancies in
this section so that
assessment of the affected
environment can be
completed. Historical data
would improve this section
and give greater confidence
for bird resources potentially
affected.

Reconcile discrepancy
between text and figure for
accuracy. Include 2004 and
2006 data in figures. Include
tundra swan survey data from
2006 or explain why it is
excluded. Make section
consistent across subsections.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

This was a mapping error and has now been
edited. The text is correct, and Figure 3.23-3
has been updated to accurately reflect the text.

The text and figures have been reconciled so
that the figures now show the highest densities
of birds recorded (which were during Spring
2005 and Fall 2005 surveys). The 2005 data is
shown instead of the 2004 data since the 2005
data encompassed a large survey area. Swan
nesting locations from 2004 and 2005 are now
shown on Figure 3.23-4. Swan data from 2006
are excluded because surveys were conducted
to look for broods and only 1 brood was
detected in the study area during the September
2006 survey (and no location way provided).
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3

4

5

6

ADF&GHabitat

ADFGHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Commen
t No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-19

3.23-19

3.23-16

3.23-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section only describes bird and
wildlife species on the west side
of Cook Inlet and ignores
species on the east side where
a compressor station as well as
some natural gas pipeline will be
located.

The Raptors sub-section states
that raptor data for the
transportation corridor was
collected in 2004 and 2005, but
also references raptor surveys in
2018. Figure 3.23-8 is
referenced, but was not
provided for review. This subsection is confusing and it is
unclear what data was collected
and when it was collected.

Figure 3.23-7 is referenced in
the text on p. 3.23-13 but was
not provided for review.

Caribou sub-section references
Figure 3.23-5 for historical
caribou trails to illustrate caribou
activity as primarily west of the
mine site. The referenced figure
provided for DEIS review does
not depict caribou trails, nor
does any other figure provided.

and ability to assess the affected
environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include a description of bird
and wildlife species on the
east side of Cook Inlet around
proposed infrastructure, if
determined necessary.

Revise text to make clear
what data was collected and
over what years, provide the
referenced figure.

Include referenced figures in
DEIS.

Figures should depict
information for which they are
referenced in DEIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Impacts to wildlife species on the Kenai
Peninsula would be temporary during trenching
of the gas pipeline in an area that already has
known human disturbance. Therefore a detailed
discussion on the affected environment for
wildlife on the Kenai Peninsula was considered
unnecessary. Additional text has been added to
the document to highlight some of the wildlife
species in the area since the compressor station
would result in noise impacts.

This figure has now been created and provided
in the DEIS. The text has been updated to
provide additional clarity on when and raptor
surveys were conducted.

This figure has now been created and provided
in the DEIS.

This figure has now been updated to show
historic caribou trails. The current figure number
is Figure 3.23-6.
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7

8

9

ADF&GConservati
on

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-7
4.23-

Sec 3.23

3.23-25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"The Mulchatna caribou herd
currently does not typically
range in the area of the
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors. Caribou move
between calving grounds (May
to June), insect relief areas
(June to July), and seasonal
foraging areas (fall and winter
months); however, none of
these movements are through
the transportation and natural

"Therefore, while the project
transportation corridor is
primarily east of the main use
area of the Mulchatna caribou
herd, ..."

In a number of locations there
are NOTES TO REVIEWERS
that specify missing data or
information that will be
generated.

Only bald eagles are discussed
for the port in Raptors subsection.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Update and revise Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 sections to
include caribou herd use
along north and south road
corridors. Information on
these herds should be
presented and habitat
evaluated. Additional surveys
through all seasons should be
conducted and integrated into
analysis.

The missing information and
data is needed in order to
provide comments on this
section as well as other
sections.

Other raptors utilize the port
area and should be included
for a comprehensive
description of the affected
environment.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

Aerial transect surveys for caribou were
conducted in 2018 by ABR around the port
access road. Those data are included in a figure
in the DEIS (Figure 3.23-11), however, very few
caribou were detected during surveys.
Additional text on ADF&G’s incidental sightings
of caribou at the described lakes has been
included.

Comment acknowledged. This information was
provided in a technical memorandum to USACE
and distributed to the cooperating agencies in
January 2019.

While other raptor species likely utilize the area
around Amakdedori Port, field surveys in 2018
support the conclusion that bald eagles are the
most common raptor in the area. One golden
eagle was detected and the closest golden
eagle nest is several miles west of Amakdedori
Port and is discussed under the section on the
port access road. Additionally a northern harrier
was detected at the port. This data has now
been included in this section. Additionally,
according to the most recent survey data by
ABR in 2018, only bald eagles nest around the
port.
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

10

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Historical surveys by the
ADF&G of the various GMUs
around the mine site have
yielded varying population

There is no reference to a
smaller portion of caribou, likely
associated with the Mulchatna
herd, that is known to spend
most of the year in the area
south from Kokhanok in the
higher country around Kukaklek
and Nonvianuk Lakes east to
Paint River. Not much is known
about them, but they are a
permanent resident of this area.
These smaller localized herds
that do inhabit parts of the
transportation corridor and port
site, such as the herd in the area
south and east of Kokhanok, in
the higher country around
Kukaklek and Nonvianuk Lakes,
and east to the coast. In 2018,
ADF&G observed caribou at
Chenik Lake, about 5.5 miles
from the proposed port site; and
historically caribou have
occasionally been observed
within the McNeil River State
Game Sanctuary south of there.

gas pipeline corridors.
Therefore, no behavioral
disturbance impacts on the
population (such as shifting
migration routes or patterns) are
expected to occur. "

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Compile all existing bear
population and survey data
from various agencies, for all
project areas. Complete

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

This information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to make a
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11

12

13

ADF&GConservati
on

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-17

3.23-16
through
3.23-35

3.23-16

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"The ADF&G actively removes
wolves in a large portion of GMU
17B/C in the range of the

Figures 3.23-7 through 3.23-11
were not provided for review,
which makes review of the
textual sections these figures
refer to incomplete.

Figure 3.23-7 is noted in multiple
places throughout Chapters 3 &
4

Either remove the language or
rephrase as indicated.

Provide figures for review

Provide figures for review

additional multi-season
surveys to determine use
patterns at project
components. This information
is necessary in order to
accurately characterize
affected brown bear
resources, determine impacts
and develop avoidance,
minimization and mitigation
measures.

estimates, but the focus of these
surveys has been in areas not
specifically related to the mine
site. Therefore, those data are
not included." "...Overall, brown
bears were not common in the
mine site footprint itself, but
were distributed throughout the
mine analysis area, primarily
along streams and waterways."
While historical surveys may not
focus on the mine site, they do
represent data that can be used
to characterize the importance
of the brown bear resources in
the region or area and should be
included. One time or one
season surveys of the mine site
or other project components for
brown bear resources is not
sufficient to correctly
characterize the affected
resource, nor complete accurate
analysis of impacts.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 5

This language has been removed to avoid
further confusion.

These figures have now been created and
provided in the DEIS.

This figure has now been created and provided
in the DEIS.

reasoned choice among alternatives. It has not
been included in the DEIS.
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

14

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Wording is misleading
suggesting data is more
accurate and more specific in

"Population information for these
species is limited, and is
provided by trapper
questionnaires (Parr 2018).
Table 3.23-1 lists species with
their relative abundance, if
known, based on trapper
questionnaires for GMU 17B,
where the mine site facilities are
located, and for GMU 9, where
the transportation and natural
gas pipeline corridors exist (west
of Cook Inlet)(Parr 2018)."

This is not correct. The ADF&G
is not actively "removing
wolves". The IM program
authorizes permitted hunters
who are private pilots to take
wolves by additional means
within the IM area in order to
increase caribou calf survival
and meet Mulchatna caribou IM
objectives for abundance and
harvest. It is also unclear if it is
the IM management area or the
Mulchatna caribou herd that
does not overlap with the mine
site. Explain how this addition is
relevant.

Mulchatna Caribou Herd, west
of Iliamna Lake, which does not
overlap with the mine site."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Project specific species
abundance data and
information on the effected
small game and furbearer
resources should be provided
by the applicant; revise
wording to reflect broad
regional classification of
information, entailing all of
GMU's 17 & 9, Bristol Bay;
include map of area with
GMU's to show full extent of
GMU's; look into additional
data sources from sealing
records for nearby
communities of Iliamna,
Igiugig, Nondalton, etc. For

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 6

The text has been reworded to more accurately
reflect the purpose of the trapper questionnaires
and limitations of that data.
Additional information on sealing records for
nearby communities is not necessary to disclose
the reasonably foreseeable significant impacts
of the proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among alternatives. It
has not been included in the Draft EIS.
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15

16

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-20,
3.23-23,
3.23-26

3.23-18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"No project-specific waterbird
surveys have been conducted to
date for areas south of Iliamna
Lake." And at the end of the

Incorporate 2018 South
Access Road and Amakdedori
Port site survey data, as well
as other available survey data,

Provide complete list of
furbearers and other effected
species in Table or
appendices. Correct tundra
hare to Alaska hare.

species that requiring sealing
these might provide more
specific information ion about
area specific furbearer
harvest.

geographical context than it
really is. Population information
for furbearer and small mammal
species for the project area is
not available. The relative
abundance information provided
by the Alaska Trapper Surveys
is only an index of relative
abundance throughout the entire
region, based on the
perceptions and responses of
relatively few trappers (n=8 for
the data noted) for all of GMU
17 (most of Bristol Bay), not the
smaller unit 17B. And is not
specific to the mine site.
"There are additional mammal
species that are not considered
“furbearers,” and are known to
occur in the mine analysis area.
These include hoary marmot
(Marmota caligata), arctic
ground
squirrel (Spermophilus parryii),
snowshoe hare (Lepus
americanus), tundra hare (Lepus
othus), collared pika (Ochotona
collaris), and various species of
mice, lemmings, shrews, and
voles. These species are
generally common to abundant,
depending on their population
cycles."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 7

These data have now been incorporated into the
DEIS for the port access road and Amakdedori
port.

This information is included in the
Environmental Baseline Data and has been
referenced as such.
Tundra hare has been changed to Alaska hare.
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17

18

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-24

3.23-23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

EIS presents information and
concludes that disturbance to
brown bears from road
construction and operation is
probable. DFG concurs,
however, the applicant needs to
supply data and information on
movement patterns and habitat
use areas within the project

The term "conservation species"
is vague. Also common names
of birds need to be capitalized.

Provide long term data and
information on brown bear
movement patterns and
habitat use areas in order to
avoid, minimize or mitigate
adverse impacts to brown
bear and the McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary and

Please replace "conservation
species" with "species of
greatest conservation need
(SGCN) in Alaska" throughout
this section, and the
waterbirds section. A list of
these species can be found
here:
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/st
atic/species/wildlife_action_pl
an/2015_alaska_wildlife_actio
n_plan.pdf. Please also
capitalize common names of
birds as is customary
(American Ornithological
Society
http://www.bioone.org/doi/full/
10.1642/AUK-18-62.1)

to fully identify affected
resources and impacts and so
that comments can be
provided.

Waterbirds subsection there is a
place holder note from USACE "Note: 2018 field data for the
south access road will be
incorporated into the analysis of
the Draft EIS."
The results of the 2018 bird
surveys have not been
incorporated into the report.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 8

This information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to make a
reasoned choice among alternatives. It has not
been included in the DEIS.

Text has been updated to replace “conservation
species” with “species of greatest conservation
need in Alaska”.
Common names of birds in text are not
capitalized for consistency with other wildlife
species common names in the DEIS.
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19

20

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-24

3.23-24

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Surveys conducted in May 2018
documented a concentration of
brown bear dens on both sides
of the south access road and
around Amakdedori port (Figure
3.23-7). Surveys documented
bear dens throughout the length
of the south access road, with
the majority observed near Cook
Inlet north of Amakdedori Creek.
Additional Dens were located
around the outflow to Gibraltar
Lake near the south shore of
Iliamna Lake. Several of the
dens were close to the south
access road, with the closest
one around 300 feet north of the
road. Additional surveys for

The stream surveys for bears
were conducted mid-July, midAugust and early September
2018 according to the ABR
field summary report. The
surveys likely significantly
underestimates the number of
bears using these areas.
Bear use of streams is highly
dependent upon species of
fish, run size, fish run timing,
bear gender, bear age, and
access to fish. Three surveys

Text references studies that
are not documented or cited.
Provide citations and data
details.

Should be moose per square
mile, not kilometer. Cited
literature (Lill 2017) does not
appear in References.

Refuge.

area. Brown bear densities
along the southern road corridor
and in the vicinity of Amakdedori
port are high and this species is
of high value in this area.
Information on movement
patterns and use areas is critical
to being able to avoid, minimize
or mitigate impacts to brown
bear and the McNeil River State
Game Refuge and McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary.
"Per ADF&G area management
biologist Dave Crowley, for
GMUs 9 and 10, there are
approximately 0.19 moose per
square kilometer or less for most
of the Alaska Peninsula due to
limited habitat (Lill 2017)."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 9

The studies described are now referenced in the
DEIS.
In response to the text that references “This
area is also likely a travel corridor for bears
along the coast and heading inland.” please
provide this data if available.

For consistency, all units in this section are
provided in English units.
Lill 2017 is included in list of references.
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

21

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-24

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Amakdedori port would be north
of the McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary, which is
a world-famous brown bear
viewing location. During bear
surveys in May 2009 for the
mine site, black bears were
more commonly documented
east of Iliamna Lake and in
some areas near the Cook Inlet.
Brown bears were also common
on the southern side of Iliamna
Lake near Gibraltar Lake.
Surveys for bears around
salmon-spawning streams in
summer 2018 documented
a few brown bears fishing
upstream in Amakdedori Creek,
approximately 1 to 1.5 miles
west of the port (Figure 3.23-7)."

throughout one summer are
not likely to capture accurate
bear and habitat use patterns.

bears around salmon streams
were conducted in mid-August
2018. Bears were primarily
located near the south shore of
Iliamna Lake, at the east end of
Gibraltar Lake, and fishing in the
river flowing into Bruin Bay, with
a few individuals upstream in
Amakdedori Creek.

Collect and present data on
brown bear use at
Amakdedori site and along
southern transportation /
pipeline corridor during
entirety of season at
appropriate timing. This
section should highlight the
high densities of brown bears
along the Kamishak Coast,
not just bears observed in
Amakdedori Creek during one
survey. For example, the
coast is used in general as a
migration corridor, the
mudflats are used for feeding,
the beach is used for early
season foraging, streams are
used for feeding, breeding
occurs in the area, etc.

There were bears noted in
Amakdedori Creek at the port
site that should be noted here
also. Amakdedori Creek
supports chum Coho, pink
and sockeye salmon. And
likely has higher bear use
throughout the season, than
the two bears noted. This
area is also likely a travel
corridor for bears along the
coast and heading inland.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 10

This figure mentioned has been included in the
DEIS and, and the figure number is Figure
3.23-12.

Comment noted, however, this information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested information
would not be essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives. It has not been
included in the DEIS.
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Agency

Commen
t No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Figure 3.23-7 is referenced in
this and other sections for
brown bear den locations yet it
was not provided for review.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
The text substantially
underrepresents the brown bear
resources in the area of the
Amakdedori Port site and road /
gas line corridor. Brown bear
are very common in the area
and have seasonally high
concentrations at area salmon
streams. Stream surveys are
highly dependent upon fish run
size, bear gender, bear age, and
access to fish. The single survey
noted in late August 2018 is not
adequate to characterize bear
resources in the proposed
Amakdedori Port and south
road / gas line corridor. The
survey was not repeated
regularly nor timed correctly to
captured congregations on
Amakdedori Creek, or other
coastal streams in the area. Nor
along the road / gas line
corridor. Regular brown bear
surveys at McNeil River, and
incidental surveys at other
streams in the area such as
Chenik Creek and Iniskin Bay
place high numbers of bears on
these streams during the peak
of salmon runs and lower
numbers throughout the season.
This very likely holds true for
Amakdedori Creek as well. And
as fish runs dwindle at the coast
bears move inland to higher
berry resources or streams at
the upper reaches of Bristol Bay

Response

PAGE | 11
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

22

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Statement is incorrect and
misleading. In addition to large
backwatered portions of
Amakdedori Creek, there are
over 45 small wetland pothole
type waterbodies in the
immediate vicinity of the
Amakdedori Port site, ranging in
size from .01 to ~4 acres.

"The terrestrial habitat around
the Amakdedori port generally
lacks large waterbodies where
waterbirds may breed and
stage. Habitat is composed
primarily of upland vegetation
communities that drain east
toward Cook Inlet and do not
form extensive wetland areas."

Also noted survey data and
assertions not cited.

streams. In addition to the
seasonal timing, the daily timing
will make a difference to. Bears
are more likely to be fishing the
intertidal reaches of Amakdedori
Creek adjacent the port site
during low tide periods as fish
move up through the shallows.
And then move upstream above
the tidal zone as the tide rises.
Generally, stream surveys for
bears are not a good way to
gauge resource use unless they
can be repeated regularly and
over time.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Update characterization of
Amakdedori Port site to
accurately portray waterbird
habitats present, and update
Chapter 4 environmental
consequences accordingly.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 12

Text regarding wetlands around Amakdedori
Port has been updated.
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23

24

25

ADF&GConservati
on

ADF&GConservati

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-27

3.23-26

3.23-26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The section on "Large
Mammals" for the Amakdedori

If no surveys have been
conducted at the port itself, how
is it possible to discern whether
it has large numbers of breeding
waterbirds or not?

"Therefore, although the
Amakdedori port footprint may
not support large numbers of
breeding waterbirds, it is flanked
by two nearby IBAs, and is
situated in a global IBA (Smith et
al. 2017). "

This information is needed in
order to accurately characterize
the affected environments and
analyze impacts.

For the subsection, Waterbirds,
in 3.23.1.3 Amakdedori Port,
there is a place-holder note
regarding important baseline
data: "Note: 2018 field data for
the Amakdedori port is being
synthesized and will be provided
in a later EIS draft."

Typically these waterbodies
would provide excellent nesting,
rearing and staging habitat for a
number of waterbirds and
shorebirds. Additionally, there
are a number of larger
waterbodies to the west within 5
miles of the port site.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Provide long term data and
information on brown bear

Please replace this sentence
with "The Amakdedori port is
flanked by two nearby IBAs
and is situated in a global IBA
(Smith et al. 2017). Provide
breeding bird data specific to
the port site on the numbers of
waterbirds using the area
throughout the year (both
winter and summer bird
surveys are recommended).

Incorporate 2018 South
Access Road and Amakdedori
Port site survey data, as well
as other available survey data,
to fully identify affected
resources and impacts and so
that comments can be
provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 13

McNeil River State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary are outside of the EIS analysis area.

The sentence has been updated as
recommended. Bird data has been included
based on surveys in 2018.

This data is now included in the DEIS.
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on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Commen
t No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Port site lacks significant
explanation of the Amakdedori
Port Affected Environment with
respect to the brown bears
utilizing McNeil River SGS and
severely under represents the
significance of the brown bear
resources in this area and brown
bear resources in the McNeil
River State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary. Information
regarding bear numbers utilizing
the area, movement patterns,
and habitat use areas around
the proposed port site and
transportation corridor cannot be
ascertained from the survey
presented. Brown bear
densities along the southern
road corridor and in the vicinity
of Amakdedori port are high and
this species is of high value in
this area. The applicant needs
to supply baseline data and
information on brown bear
movement patterns and habitat
use areas within the project
area. Information on movement
patterns and use areas is critical
to being able to avoid, minimize
or mitigate impacts to brown
bear and the McNeil River State
Game Refuge and McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary is
required to understand how the
port infrastructure would affect
the high concentration of brown
bears in the area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
movement patterns and
habitat use areas in order to
avoid, minimize or mitigate
adverse impacts to brown
bear and the McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary and
Refuge. Revise and expand
text to fully account for
affected environment in
relation to the proximity of the
proposed Amakdedori port to
McNeil River SGR and SGS,
the large number of bears in
the area and the movement of
these bears along the coast
and their use of the MRSGS
and MRSGR.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 14

This information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to make a
reasoned choice among alternatives. It has not
been included in the Draft EIS.
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

26

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-31

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
"The peak date of births in
Iliamna Lake was based on the
peak percentage of pups found
in aerial surveys of the lake
during May through August of
2010 to 2013 (excluding 2012),
compared to those in Navak
Bay."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Correction: Nanvak Bay

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 15

Name has been updated to Nanvak Bay.
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1

2

3

4

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Sec 3.24.1.1,
3.24-11

Sec
3.24.1.13.245,

Sec 3.24.1.1
Figures 3.242 to 3.24-4,
3.24-8 to
3.24-10

Sec 3.24.1.1,
3.24-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Transportation Corridor subsection contains errors or omissions

This section refers to a reach of SFK
as "going dry during summer," or "dry
reach" and "dry channel." The way the
section is written implies the reach is
dry on an annual basis. Some years it
contains water at the surface during all
seasons and 4 years of surveys may
not be representative of frequency
trends.

These figures contain inaccurate or
misleading information. Segments of
stream that were never sampled are
listed as "no fish present." See
especially Fig. 3.24-3 (near mine site
and Trib. 1.19).

NFK sub-section states that 15 miles
of mainstem channel are upstream of
the mine site footprint. It is unclear
what is meant by upstream of the mine
and how the 15 miles were calculated.
Mainstem habitat upstream of
Tributary 1.19 appears closer to 9
miles of anadromous stream length
and there are mine components
upstream of this tributary (e.g., water
management pond, water well field).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The DEIS should properly state that
the number of fish streams crossed

It would be more accurate to
describe this reach as intermittently
going subsurface. It should also be
noted that fry and eggs may still find
suitable habitat beneath the gravels
when the stream appears dry, unless
this was researched and found not to
be occurring.

Only streams with comprehensive
surveys resulting in no fish
observed, or where habitat is
unsuitable, should be identified as
"no fish present." Lakes should be
included in these figures for fish
distribution.

Define what is upstream of the mine
and identify what the 15 miles refers
to or how it was calculated. Where is
the break point of what is considered
upstream of the mine. This is
referred to throughout this section
and it is important to understand how
it was derived. For example,
'preferred coho spawning habitat
appears to be in the 10 miles of
mainstem immediately downstream
of the mine site.'

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Road crossing numbers and
associated fish status have been

Text was added detailing the
periodicity and extent of dry or
intermittent flows in the SFK.

Channels outlined in red were
sampled during the environmental
baseline assessments (R2 et al.
2011) but no fish were observed or
captured. Text was added to
describe baseline conditions. Lakes
are portrayed on each figure and
discussed in text but are not
referenced by miles of channel and
therefore were not added to Table
3.24-2.

Text added to define “upstream of
the Mine Site”, and stream length
corrected to 8.3 mi.
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5

6

7

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Sec 3.24.1.1,
3.24-12

Sec 3.24.1.1
Table 3.2412, 3.24-11

Sec 3.24.1.1
Figure 3.245, 3.24-16

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Sub-section states that 32
waterbodies will be crossed by the
north access road. This contradicts
information submitted to the USACE in
Pebble's 404 application which lists 55
waterbodies crossed by the northern
portion of the access road.

The last paragraph on the page states
that a total of 7 anadromous streams
would be crossed by the transportation
corridor. This is inaccurate and
misleading to report results for
something that is not yet fully
investigated. There are 10
anadromous fish streams crossed by
the southern portion alone and
surveys are not yet completed.

The DEIS should be updated to
accurately report the number of
waterbodies crossed and correct
number of fish bearing streams.
Preliminary data show that at least
11 fish bearing streams are crossed
by the north portion of the access
road and future surveys may

Accurately report the number of
anadromous fish streams affected by
the project and note where surveys
are incomplete.

Figure should be updated to
accurately depict the affected
environment and streams that have
not been surveyed should be
identified.

by the transportation corridor is
currently unknown or data could be
identified as incomplete

and appears incomplete for review.
Fish surveys along the transpiration
corridor are not yet completed.

Figure 3.24-5 only depicts 2
anadromous fish streams crossed by
the corridor south of Iliamna Lake.
Preliminary results from sampling
conducted in 2018 report at least 10
anadromous fish streams and not all
of the streams have been surveyed.
Three streams with documented
sockeye salmon spawning in Section
11 (T 9 S/R 33 W) near Kokhanok are
not depicted.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 2

See response to Comment #4.

See response to Comment #4.

See response to Comment #4.

revised based on data collected in
2017 and 2018. Figures have been
revised. Currently unsurveyed
aquatic habitats are clearly identified
in the Draft EIS.
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8

9

10

11

12

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-21

Sec 3.24.1.2
Table 3.24-5,
3.24-19

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-15

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-14

Sec 3.24.1.1,
3.24-13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The first sentence of the last
paragraph says that DV, SS, and AG
are the only resident fishes
documented in the headwater reaches
near the mine site. The next sentence

Section states that stream mileage for
species is given in Table 3.24-5, but
the table does not contain that
information.

Last paragraph states that other
resident fish are distributed in low
abundance in the lower reaches of the
NFK….
This sentence is misleading and
should be revised. Many of the
resident fish species are found
throughout the drainage, including
headwaters.

Stream mileage captured or blocked
by mine facilities is not listed like in
SFK subsection.

Sub-section states that 65 water
bodies would be crossed by the south
access road, of which 2 are
anadromous. Preliminary results
indicate that there are at least 10
anadromous fish streams crossed by
the south access road. The applicant's
404 application lists 173 waterbodies
crossed by the south access road.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The two sentences contradict one
another and should be corrected for
consistency and accuracy.

Update table or correct reference for
accuracy.

Include information on headwater
distribution of fish species.

Include paragraph like that in SFK
sub-section that states the stream
mileage captured or blocked by mine
facilities for the sake of consistency
and to completely depict the affected
environment.

The DEIS should be correct to
accurately depict the number and
type of stream crossings.

increase this number.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Revision made in Section 3.24.

Clarification and text corrected refer
to Table 3.24-2.

Sentence removed, prior text
additions described distribution of
resident fish portrayed in associated
figures.

Text added to enumerate mileage of
lost channels, with reference made
to Section 4.24 for detailed stream
lengths.

See response to Comment #4.
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13

14

15

16

17

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GSport
Fish

ADF&GSport
Fish

ADF&GSport
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Table 3.24-5,
3.24-17

3.24.1.2,
3.24-14
through -19

3.24, 3.24-13

Sec 3.24.1.3,
3.24-25

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cook Inlet salt waters commercial and
sport fisheries are not included in this
section. There is potential for this
project to affect both fisheries.

The Nushagak River Chinook salmon
run is one of the largest and most
consistent Chinook salmon runs in the
state and supports one of the largest
sport fisheries in Southwest Alaska.

The description of the Cook Inlet area
most likely to be affected is not
accurate.

Figure 3.24-6 is referenced for
macroinvertebrate sampling sites, but
the figure does not contain any
depiction of such locations.
Additionally, data from Y Valley Creek
and an unnamed creek are referenced
here but those sites are located more
than 40 miles away and were sampled
when the transportation corridor was
proposed further north.

The Iliamna Lake sub-section begins
by stating that 11 fish species have
been reported from Iliamna Lake and
then lists 14 species as documented
using the lake. This is another
contradiction and inconsistency in this
section which is difficult to review
overall because of how it is written.

states that juvenile rainbow trout were
observed in the headwater reaches
near the mine site

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Create separate periodicity table for
all salmon species and steelhead
trout in Cook Inlet salt waters.

Provide some description of the size,
utilization, and value of the
Nushagak River Chinook salmon
run.

Include Upper Cook Inlet for the
pipeline corridor and eastern
terminus

Sampling results should be listed
from creeks along the transportation
corridor or at the port to properly
depict the affected environment.

Include all species that have been
reported in Iliamna Lake, such as
pond smelt, least cisco, 3-spine
stickleback, AK blackfish, round
whitefish, burbot, lamprey sp.….. (26
species in total by my quick
research).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Refer to Section 3.6 and Section 4.6,
Commercial and Recreational
Fishing The periodicity of salmon
runs is described for the EIS
analysis area.

This is discussed in Section 4.6,
Commercial and Recreational
Fishing.

Additional text on Cook Inlet habitat
and fisheries was added to this
section.

Macroinvertebrate baseline data is
unavailable for the Action Alternative
1 transportation corridor. Text was
updated based on regional
information.

Text and species list was revised.
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18

19

20

21

22

23

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GSport
Fish

Agency

3.24-22

3.24-14
through 3.2419

3.24-14

3.24.1.1,
3.24-13

3.24.1.1

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-20

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The discussion on abundance of
spawning sockeye in the eastern part
of Iliamna lake should be expanded.
Aerial surveys indicate highly variable
escapements to these habitats, with
aerial survey estimates ranging from
tens of thousands to over 2 million
spawning sockeye salmon (Morstad

The Nushagak River Chinook salmon
run is one of the largest Chinook
salmon runs in the state.

There is no mention of kelp in the
description of Amakdedori Port.

The gas pipeline has the potential to
affect more than what has been
stated. The substrates are much more
complex in Kamishak Bay than stated
and there is no mention of the hard
substrate communities. Additionally,
no mention of substrate composition
on the east side beaches that support
clams.

3 First paragraph describes the Kvichak
River as 50 miles long. It is 70 miles
long.

It should be mentioned during
discussion of pink salmon abundance
that they are on a 2-year cycle. It is
also unclear which year is being
referenced when 2 years are listed as
a range (i.e. "zero in 2004-2005 and
2008-2009").

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Expand the discussion/context of the
sockeye spawning in Iliamna Lake.

Provide a description of the size and
value of the Nushagak River
Chinook salmon run.

Describe the kelp species and extent
there and the fact that this is
spawning substrate for Pacific
herring.

Revise section to include
recommended information. If
baseline studies exist, include them
and if not the studies should be
completed prior to finalizing the
DEIS.

Change 50 miles to 70 miles.

Expand discussion of pink salmon
life cycle and specify which year of
data is being referenced.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Text revised as appropriate.

PAGE | 5

This is discussed in Section 4.6,
Commercial and Recreational
Fishing. #4.

Text updated to describe baseline
conditions in Kamishak Bay with
2018 field data incorporated into
baseline descriptions.

Text updated to describe baseline
conditions in Kamishak Bay. 2018
field data incorporated into baseline
descriptions.

Text revised accordingly.

Text was updated to recognize the
2-yr life cycle and years when pink
salmon were observed.
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24

25

26

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

3.24-23

3.24-22 &
3.24-23

3.24-22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The information provided on fisheries
in the immediate area of the
Amakdedori River is incomplete.
There is no reference to the Kirschner
Lake sockeye remote release site,
(established 1985) that is 10 miles
away, or the Paint River salmon ladder
that is 8 miles to the south of the
proposed Amakdedori port complex. In
addition, Chenik Lake is only 4 miles
south of the Amakdedori site and
information is limited. All of these are
major salmon producers that are
fished commercially in the summer.
Commercial harvest also occurs in
Iniskin and Iliamna Bay. Both of these
bays are associated with the Diamond
Point alternate site. Further to the
south is the McNeil River which is in
the McNeil River Wildlife sanctuary.
Further south is Kamishak Bay where
significant numbers of chum, coho,
and pink salmon are regularly
harvested by commercial permit

Note that information included here on
species occurrence for groundfish and
shellfish species is actually complete
and further confounds the exclusion of
these species in the earlier sections
mentioned.

Section describing species found in
the Cook Inlet Portion of the Natural
Gas Pipeline Corridor does not include
the following important forage fish:
sand lance, eulachon

2003).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Include more information on, and
evaluation of potential impacts to,
commercial salmon fisheries in the
area of the proposed Amakdedori
and Diamond Point port locations.

Utilize information provided in the
section to expand fishery resources
information in 3.6. Ensure DEIS is
consistent.

Add sand lance and eulachon to the
list of species found Cook Inlet along
the pipeline corridor.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

The description of fish resources is
limited to the EIS analysis area,
where impacts from the project are
likely to occur. Additional information
is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant
impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives and has not been
included in the Draft EIS.
Please refer to Sections 3.6 and 4.6
Commercial and Recreational
Fisheries, for a description of
baseline conditions and potential
impacts.

Species description has been
updated. Previous section described
habitat.

Species list updated.
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27

28

29

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

3.24-23

3.24-23

3.24-23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS states that the proposed
port site will be near Amakdedori
Creek which the DEIS identifies as
having an abundant sockeye salmon
population. The proposed port is
actually located at the mouth
of Amakdedori Creek in the historic
floodplain of this river and in
neighboring wetlands. Commercial

Description of salmon and herring
resources in Kamishak Bay marine
and freshwaters should be updated.
The recent 10-yr average escapement
of pink salmon to Amakdedori Creek
was 7.5 thousand (Hollowell et al.
2017). McNeil River and Ursus Cove
should be added as major chum
salmon producers. The Kamishak Bay
sac roe herring fishery has been
closed to commercial fishing since
2000 (Hollowell et al. 2017)

Description of hardshell clam
abundance in Lower Cook Inlet should
be updated. Hardshell clams are no
longer "prolific" in Kachemak Bay.
Likewise, Red and Golden king crab
are likely no longer found in Cook
Inlet.

holders. Purse seine gear is operated
seasonally in the immediate area of
the mouth of the Amakdedori River.
Information about alternate sites
should be included also (egg. Iliamna
and Cottonwood bays are fished
commercially for pink and chum
salmon.)

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The DEIS should properly state that
the proposed port is at the mouth of
Amakdedori Creek. Additional
waterbodies mentioned above [in
this comment] should be included in
the description and analysis of the
DEIS.

Update this section with more
accurate narrative.

Update this section with more
accurate narrative on LCI shellfish
populations.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Text revised to add detail to
relationship of port site to
Amakdedori Creek. Additional
salmon waters proximal to
Amakdedori Port added to
discussion in this section.

Text revised to add updated
escapement data from Hollowell
2017. Herring closure information
added.

Text edited to reflect current
baseline conditions for shellfish in
the EIS analysis area.
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30

31

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

3.24-30 &
3.24-31

3.24-29

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section is lacking descriptions of
the diversity of sockeye salmon habitat
in the Kvichak drainage.

Anadromous stream crossings have
an "n/a" in the feature column. This
table appears to have incorrect
streams or is incomplete depending on
what it is intended to show. Alternative
2 text states that 23 anadromous fish
streams would be crossed, but only 9
streams are listed in the table. The
Iliamna River is east of Eagle Bay and
is not on the road corridor for this
alternative.

fishing which normally occurs offshore
of the river mouth will be impossible
for the life of this project. There is no
mention of Kirschner Lake which is a
sockeye enhancement project that has
operated since 1985 and is only 10
miles from the port. In addition, while
the report mentions three chum
salmon systems by name, (Big
Kamishak River, Little Kamishak
River, and Cottonwood Creek) there
are four other chum salmon index
systems in close proximity to the
proposed Amakdedori Port. These are
the McNeil River, Bruin River, Ursus
Cove, and the Iniskin River. Note that
the Iniskin River is approximately 5
miles east of the Diamond Point
quarry and salmon runs to the Iniskin
River (and Cottonwood Creek) could
be potentially impacted if development
occurs there.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise section: There are 22
genetically distinct populations of
sockeye salmon in the Kvichak
drainage that make up four sub-

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Text added to describe genetic
diversity of Kvichak drainage
sockeye populations.

Footnotes were added to table to
distinguish locations and alternatives
related to crossings.
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32

33

34

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

3.24-26

3.24-26

3.24-24

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Amakdedori Port section simply
states "Available information is

Description of macroinvertebrates
commercially harvested in Lower Cook
Inlet (in the Cook Inlet Portion of the
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor section)
needs to be updated. Crabs, butter
and little neck clams, and shrimp are
no longer commercially harvested.
However, scallops are targeted in a
commercial fishery in LCI but they are
not included in the DEIS list.

In the Transportation and Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridors section it describes
two macroinvertebrate sampling sites,
one in Y Valley Creek and another at
an "unnamed creek site" and then
references Figure 3.24-6, presumably
so we can see the locations of those
sites (especially the unnamed one
since no lat/longs are provided).
However, in the materials we were
provided, Figure 3.24-6 depicts
"Iliamna Lake Alternatives", not Cook
Inlet Aquatic invertebrate sampling
sites. So we have no idea where this
"unnamed creek" site is and how
relevant it may be towards
characterizing macroinvertebrate and
periphyton communities near the
proposed port site at Amakdedori
Creek.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

include more data to establish a
baseline

Update this section with more
accurate narrative.

Provide lat/longs for study sites and
label their locations on Figure 3.24-6
or provide a new figure with that
information.

stocks of the greater Kvichak River
stock (T. Dann, Fisheries Geneticist,
ADF&G, Anchorage, personal
communication).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Text added incorporating 2018
sampling data

Text edited.

Figure revised as suggested.
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37

ADF&GComm.

3.24-28

This section on Fish Tissue Trace
Element Analysis only includes

Figure 3.24-6: Cook Inlet Aquatic
Invertebrates Sampling Sites. The
actual figure does not show any CI
sampling sites.

36

ADF&GComm.
Fish

3.24-27

Aquatic invertebrates for CI portion of
gas pipeline corridor is incomplete.

3.24-26

35

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
included in the Cook Inlet Portion of
the NG Pipeline section". However,
the referenced section contains no
information whatsoever on aquatic
resources (marine or freshwater) in
the immediate vicinity of Amakdedori
Creek. Question: How can an EIS
effectively review potential impacts
from proposed activities when it
doesn't include baseline studies
focused in the immediate vicinity of a
proposed major port/fuel storage
facility?

Comment
No.

Fish

Agency

The missing baseline data (tissue
samples from resident and

Update figure and provide data
sources.

Should include sessile invertebrates
such as coral, sponges, sea whips,
and sea pens. These are all known
to be import habitat for groundfish
and crab and shrimp species. All of
these occur in Kamishak Bay. There
are extensive sea whip and sea
pens colonies in the corridor and
these are known to increase survival
of early settled weathervane scallops
and Tanner crab. Pacific halibut and
Pacific cod, two of the most
important groundfish species in LCI
consume a diverse diet of marine
invertebrates many of which are not
commercially fished. These should
be included.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

Refer to Section 4.27, Spills
Analysis, for a description of

Figure revised.

Text added as per proposed
resolution
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40

ADF&GComm.
Fish

3.24-34

Very limited site visits are used to
describe fish resources in these
watershed groups. There are
significant populations of sockeye

Access Corridor section does not
sufficiently address fish resources.

39

ADF&GComm.
Fish

3.24-31

The Illiamna Lake section describes
the route and references previous
sections, but does not address fish
resources.

3.24-31

38

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
samples from the mine site and none
from Amakdedori Creek, the
applicant's preferred location for the
port site (Alternative 1). The applicant
proposes to store 5 million gallons of
fuel, store concentrate (potential
source of dust drift), and operate
equipment next to Amakdedori Creek
(an anadromous stream with
significant sockeye and pink salmon
runs), but chose not to include it as a
sample site for fish tissues. This
baseline data is needed to assess
potential impacts in the future.

Comment
No.

Fish

Agency

Include adequate fish surveys in
these drainages and expand on the
description of fish resources.

Suggest adding: "Illiamna River and
Chinkleyes Creek are important
habitat spawning habitat for sockeye
salmon. Aerial survey estimates
indicate that hundreds of thousands
of spawning sockeye salmon use the
system in some years (Morstad
2003).

Suggest adding: "This route is
immediately adjacent to sockeye
salmon spawning beaches on the
south side of Pile Bay (Southeast
Beaches and Finger Beaches) and
the along the islands important to
spawning sockeye salmon
(Porcupine Island, Flat Island, Ross
Island, Triangle Island, and Eagle
Island; Morstad 2003)."

anadromous species in Amakdedori
Creek to characterize baseline
metals concentrations) should be
collected to accurately establish a
preproject baseline.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

Table 3.24-6 lists the anadromous
streams crossed by the road/pipeline
corridor with the anadromous

Suggested text was added.

Suggested text was added.

potential impacts.
Text added to include 2018 fish
tissue data from Amakdedori Port
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ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

41

Comment
No.

3.24-35

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Infauna section references Figure
3.24-6 to identify intertidal sites
sampled between 2004-08. However
that figure depicts Iliamna Lake
alternatives and has no details on
intertidal sampling sites or habitats.

salmon that spawn in these
watersheds.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Create a new figure that provides the
intended information on sampling
sites and habitats. Note that this
same figure has been incorrectly
referenced multiple times to illustrate
various Cook Inlet coastal sampling
sites (e.g.,
marcroinvertebrate/periphyton,
epibiota, and infauna).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Figure 3.24-6 revised.

PAGE | 12

species/lifestages present, and text
also lists the presence of
anadromous and resident fish in
each watershed group. The
description of fish resources is
limited to the EIS analysis area as
this is the area where impacts from
the project are likely to occur.
Additional information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally,
the requested information would not
be essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives and has
not been included in the Draft EIS.
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ADF&GConservation

Agency

1

Comment
No.
3.25-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Paragraph 2- 2004-2006 satellite tagged eiders
should be cited Rosenberg et al. 2016 right away
instead of several sentences later.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Revise citation location as
appropriate.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Citation has been moved
to earlier in the sentence
as suggested.
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1

2

3

DNR/
DOG/ SPC

DNR/
DOG/ SPC

Comment
No.

DNR/
DGGS/
Energy
Resources

Agency

4.1;
Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-12

4.1;
Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-11

4.1;
Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

re: "Drift River Oil Pipeline Transportation
Project"

re: Donlin Gold description: "The
proposed mine would have a total
footprint of approximately 16,300 acres.
Includes a 312-mile long pipeline to carry
natural gas from Cook Inlet to the mine
site."

The cell containing the description of
Cook Inlet Oil and Gas Lease Sales
includes inaccurate and/or misleading
information. The text does not distinguish
between state managed and federally
managed areas. By mentioning BOEM,
the text could suggest that the federally
managed OCS area south of Kalgin Island
is included in the volume estimates. This
is not the case. AOGA's estimates come
from the U.S. Geological Survey. In 2011
the U.S. Geological Survey assessed the
undiscovered, but technically recoverable
oil and gas resources in the Cook Inlet
basin, including state waters. Their
assessment did not include the federally
managed OCS. If the OCS were included,
the estimated volumes of undiscovered
resources would likely be at least slightly
larger. The numbers cited are mean
volumes of oil and gas.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

This project has been
approved/constructed and oil is now
flowing through the previously-gas
CIGGS-A pipeline; gas is now flowing
through the related, new 7-mile Tyonek
pipeline. Drift River facilities still exist but
the new supply routes are operating;
recommend updating this row of the table.

The proposed pipeline is estimated to be
approximately 315 miles long. Suggest
updating the description.

Cite the correct source for the estimated
volumes of undiscovered, but technically
recoverable oil and gas in Cook Basin and
state that the estimated mean volumes do
not include the federally managed OCS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Update has been made
as indicated.

Revision has been made
as indicated.

Revisions have been
made in this cell of the
table.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

Agency

4

Comment
No.
4.1.3.2; p.
4.1-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Section lists several activities that were
considered for cumulative effects
analyses but does not include the
proposed natural gas pipeline.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
EIS should include a thorough cumulative
effects analysis for the natural gas
pipeline.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged.
The cumulative effects
section has been revised.
Evaluation criteria for
identifying RFFAs are
explained. Inclusion of
the natural gas pipeline in
the Pebble expansion
scenario is found in Table
4.1-2.
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1

2

ADNR/
Mining,
Land &
Water/
Mining

Comment
No.

ADNR/
Mining,
Land &
Water/
Mining

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.2.2.2

4.2.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The land encumbered by State of Alaska
Mining Claims by Pebble is managed under the
Alaska Land Act (AS 38.05), would be guided
by the Bristol Bay Area Plan and further
managed by the Alaska Reclamation Act (AS
27.19), the Mine Operation Act (AS 27.20), and

Regarding the sentence that reads:
“No land in the project footprint would be
conveyed or sold, although an Uplands Mining
Lease and associated permits would be
required for mining activities and facilities on
State lands, and temporary use permits,
easements, and ROWs for the transportation
corridors and natural gas pipeline would be
required on State and ANCSA corporation
lands to construct and operate the project if
approved (see Appendix E, laws, permits,
approvals, and consultations required).”
This is incorrect. The State does not have
express authority to require a claimant to
convert to an upland mining lease. Because
mining claims established under AS 38.05.195
are self-initiated mineral rights and are subject
to annual abandonment for failure to maintain,
large operations and producing mines often opt
for Upland Mining Leases (AS 38.05.205) to
secure mineral tenure through an express
written agreement (lease) with the State. While
this method is certainly preferred by the State,
the State cannot force a mineral claimant to
convert to an upland mining lease.
Further, if the applicant did not choose to
convert mining claims to an upland mining
lease, there would be no change in land status
and encumbrance from a mineral right
perspective only.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Consider revision.

Consider the revision: “No land
in the project footprint would
be conveyed or sold, though
an Upland Mining Lease may
be acquired, and associated
authorizations would be
required for mining activities
and facilities on State lands;
temporary use permits,
easements, and ROWs for the
transportation corridors and
natural gas pipeline would be
required on State and ANCSA
corporation lands to construct
and operate the project if
approved (see Appendix E,
laws, permits, approvals, and
consultations required).”

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Text revised using provided
information.

Revision made as suggested.
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3

4

5

6

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADNR/
Mining,
Land &
Water/
Mining

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec 4.2.5
Table 4.2-1

Sec 4.2.2.2

Sec 4.2.2.2

4.2.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

No mention of key management issues for
MRSGS and MRSGR in Chapter.

Section contains no discussion of extremely
close proximity of the Amakdedori Port site and
Transportation corridor to McNeil River SGS or
SGR with regard to management intents for the
refuge and sanctuary, as well as the general
DNR habitat lands the project is sited on.

text is misleading, Revise text to more
accurately depict that management changes
and impacts would be needed as a result of
project.

"Active management for fish and wildlife
protection would necessarily be modified in the
immediate area through the life of the mine and
into post-closure as a result of the project."

It may be worth mentioning that end land use
and designation (post mining and reclamation)
is determined by the State.

the Alaska Administrative Code on Mining
Reclamation (11 AAC 97), subject to the
mineral right provisions established by AS
38.05.195 and/or AS 38.05.205. The Bristol Bay
Area Plan is not the sole guiding instrument for
management of State lands encumbered by
Pebble's mineral right assertion.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Update information in key
issues summaries to include
information on McNeil River
SGS/ McNeil River SGR
management issues as noted
throughout comments.

Revise section to include
proximity of McNeil River SGS
and SGR and management
intents that may be affected by
proposed project components
on nearby lands.

SUGGESTED REWRITE:
"Modification of active
management for fish and
wildlife protection would be
necessary as a result of the
project, in the immediate area
through the life of the mine and
into post-closure."

Consider mention.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Text was edited to state
“Modification of active
management for fish and wildlife
protection would be necessary in
the immediate area and nearby
McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary and Reserve.”

Section 3.2.2.1 was edited to
include this information.

Revisions made as suggested.

Text added as suggested.
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7

8

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
DWC/
Refuges

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.2.2.2

Section 4.2.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Mine Site section states that "The habitat
resources of the North and South Fork Koktuli
stream corridors that traverse this unit are
managed for protection" The mine site is within
units R06-23 and R06-24 of the Bristol Bay
Area Plan. This statement refers to unit R06-24
but is incomplete in it's interpretation.

Cumulative Effects section of Chapter 4,
Section 2 is brief and incomplete. While the
section identifies a number of reasonablyforeseeable future actions it does not present
any information on the actual cumulative effects
of the proposed action in relation to these
RFFA's.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The full definition of the
defined "Management Intent"
for unit R06-23 as defined in
the BBAP (2013) is: "The
habitat resources of the two
stream corridors that traverse
this unit (R06-24) are to be
protected. (See management
intent for R06-24.)" And is
defined for unit R06-24 as:
"Mineral development within
R06-24 should be performed in
such a manner as to ensure
that impacts to the
anadromous and high value
resident fish streams are
avoided or reduced to levels
deemed appropriate in the
state/federal permitting
processes related to mineral
deposit development.
Specifically, such development
is to ensure the protection of
the streams affected by MCO
393 and their associated
riverine habitats, which
includes the area within 100’ of
OHW. Mineral entry and
location within the two streams
is not allowed pursuant to

Revise cumulative effects
sections to include analysis of
cumulative nature of project
impacts.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

No figures developed at this time.

Section 3.2.2.1 was edited to
include some information on
MCO 393.

Cumulative Effects section has
been expanded to include more
specific impacts and broader
implications.
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9

10

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
CF/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.2.3.3

4.2.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is currently no active resource extraction
at Diamond Point.

The above statement in the Mine Site section of
the EIS goes on to say that ".....in addition, the
area is managed for moose wintering habitat.
Active management for fish and wildlife
protection would be modified as necessary in
the immediate area as a result of the project.
There would not be a conflict with management
plans but may require permit conditions to
accommodate additional plan direction related
to fish and wildlife management".

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Correct said statement.

Active management and
Affected area need to be
defined/described better.

MCO 393." This needs to be in
the DEIS along with a map of
the DNR Region/units overlaid
on the mine site and all related
infrastructure.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Statement corrected.

PAGE | 4

Management and the affected
environment are provided in
Section 3.2.2.1.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1

2

3

DNR/
DOG/
SPCS

DNR/
DOG/
SPCS

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

Agency

4.3.6
Cumulative
Impacts

4.3-7

Section
4.3.3.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

inclusion of Alaska Stand Alone
Pipeline, Drift River Oil Pipeline, and
Alaska LNG

text reads, "However, since the
pipeline would follow the
transportation corridor from
Amakdedori port to the mine site, it is
not likely that a separate ROW
arrangement would be needed."

Document states: "Note to Reviewers:
Land owners for ROW acquisition will
be inserted here for the Draft EIS."
Incomplete section, material required
for adequate review.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

It is unclear why these projects are
listed in this section. Text says, "The
potential impacts for each major
category are explained below" but
no connection is clear in the text that
follows the bulleted list. Elaborate
on how these pipeline projects are
pertinent to this discussion, or
generalize more, as in Sec 4.12

A pipeline ROW lease is a separate
authorization from a road easement.
The pipeline ROW lease will have an
annual rental cost separate from any
road authorization costs.
Recommend striking this sentence.

provide needed text and data.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Cumulative Effects section has been
expanded and heavily revised,
including response to this comment.

Sentence has been deleted.

Text has been revised with new
data, and Cooperating Agencies
were delivered this text in a
memorandum.
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1

2

3

4

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.4.1.3

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Due to uncertainty associated with
emissions estimates, complex
interactions between multiple
contaminants, biomagnification, and the
presence of additional environmental
stressors, recommend erring on the
side of caution and using the phrase
"real or perceived effects" or "potential
effects" rather than "perceived effects"
in the last sentence of the health and
safety paragraph.

"Impacts on access to and quantity of
subsistence resources could be both
adverse and positive to health and
safety, and many of these effects would
be most noticeable to minority and lowincome communities in close proximity
to the mine site and transportation
corridor.": This supports the comment
submitted by ADHSS to increase the
geographic extent of potential impacts
to subsistence

"...there may be additional stress over
perceived impacts to fish and the quality
of the fish resource, associated with
construction and operation of the
project. ": this point needs to be
addressed in detail in HEC1 SDH

It may be useful to add examples from
other mines, such as Red Dog, to the
discussion of impacts to implement,
incomes, educational attainment, etc.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Consider revising
phrasing to "potential
impacts on salmon" or
something similar.
Consider including other
wildlife used for
subsistence purposes.

Revise row in Table
K4.10-8 with increased
geographic extent for
construction and
operations

Add potential increased
stress from
real/perceived impacts to
fish quality/quantity to
Health and Safety
sections, especially
social determinants of
health

Add existing relevant
examples from other
projects, if possible

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Changed to “real or perceived” or “actual
or perceived” impacts throughout.

The geographic extent was edited, as per
the response to comments by ADHSS.

“perceived” impacts has been changed to
“real or perceived” or “actual or perceived”
impacts throughout.

Examples from other mines have been
added to Section 4.3, Socioeconomics,
and Section 4.10, Health and Safety.
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5

6

7

8

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Recommend discussing the risk of
neurobehavioral/cognitive disorders
posed by exposure to maternallytransferred contaminants in the context
of environmental justice.

spelling error "recourses" should be
"resources"

The phrase "there may be additional
stress over perceived impacts to fish
and the quality of the fish resource"
does not capture the inherent
uncertainty involved in these largescale, multi-stage, complex projects that
directly impact natural resource
deposits.

The phrase "changes in cultural
perceptions of resources (e.g., fish and
animals are seen as taintedcontaminated…", does not capture the
inherent uncertainty involved in these
large-scale, multi-stage, complex
projects that directly impact natural
resource deposits.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Recommend discussing
the risk of
neurobehavioral/cognitiv
e disorders posed by
exposure to maternallytransferred contaminants
in the context of
environmental justice.

correct spelling of
"resources"

Suggest using the
phrase "real or perceived
changes in ..."

Suggest using the
phrase "real or perceived
changes in ..."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Discussion of potential impacts on chronic
disease from
neurodegenerative/neurobehavioral
disorders was not added to this section
because of the minimal baseline data and
the estimated negligible increases of
metals from the project. The following text
was added to HEC 7: "Consideration of
monitoring of key metrics related to food
availability and affordability is
recommended to avoid negative impacts
on chronic disease and long-term health
status. Monitoring of exposure to projectrelated hazardous chemicals in dietary
media may be considered to address
uncertainties in exposure and use
assumptions."

Typo corrected.

Edit made.

Edit made.
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9

10

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Secs 4.4.2,
4.4.3, 4.4.4

4.4.6.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Mapped subsistence resource harvest
areas do not represent just one year of
use, but areas that have been used
over some period of time. Because an
area has been used in one year, does
not mean it's always used or vice versa.
Stating that the impacts of access to
subsistence harvest areas would not be
high and adverse neglects the
unpredictable nature of subsistence
resources. If large land mammals are
not present in an area that has been
hunted in years past, then the
availability of this alternate area does
not mitigate the loss of access to the
areas around the mine and
transportation corridors.

Changes in subsistence resources can
also include quality and safety

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Acknowledge in the
assessment the variable
nature of subsistence
resources in terms of
location and abundance
and qualify the statement
that impacts would not
be high and adverse.

Recommend adding a
"quality/safety of
subsistence foods for
consumption" section to
discussion.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Noted that the magnitude of impacts
would vary from year to year depending
on location of subsistence resources
during any given year.”

This section is based on the conclusions
in Section 4.9, Subsistence, which did not
determine an impact to the quality of
subsistence resources, as there would be
resources in other areas to access
(although that would increase the time and
distance).
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1

2

3

4

5

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Comment
No.

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Agency

4.5.4; p. 4.5-9

4.5.3.2; p. 4.5-7

4.5.2.4; p. 4.5-5

4.5.2.3; p. 4.5-5

4.5.2.3; p. 4.5-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Paragraph five on this page discusses
traffic on the Williamsport-Pile Bay Road
and refers to "anglers". As noted on page
4.5-7, few of these boats are recreational

Paragraph seven on this page discusses
traffic on the Williamsport-Pile Bay Road
and refers to "anglers". The final sentence
notes that few of these boats are
recreational anglers.

Paragraph four on this page note that
"The pipeline would not be visible above
ground and would not remove any
acreage from use for recreational
opportunities." It is not clear how this
statement can be true because the
presence of underwater pipelines typically
requires anchoring restrictions and
restrictions on anchoring would remove an
area from use for recreational
opportunities.

Paragraph three on this page notes that
"Overall, because recreational use of the
Amakdedori Port is likely low, projectrelated wildlife and fish displacement,
noise and activities would result in
minimal displacement of wildlife viewing
and fishing uses to other nearby shoreline
areas."

The first paragraph in the section notes
that "Boat traffic to and from the port
would be minimal: up to 27 concentrate
vessels and 33 supply barges per year
during operations. There would be a large
number of boats during construction…."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Please simplify the discussion
and just state that the traffic is
due to the transport of
commercial fishing vessels.

Please simplify the discussion
and just state that the traffic is
due to the transport of
commercial fishing vessels.

Please clarify.

It is not clear why the vessel
traffic is being segmented this
way. This document needs to
address the impacts of vessel
traffic over the life of the project.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Text has been simplified to
include just commercial
vessels and references the
transportation section.

Text has been simplified to
include just commercial
vessels and references the
transportation section.

Text on anchoring added.

No direction to revise given
in comment. No edits were
made.

The information is
separated because the
supply barges would not
use the lightering location.
The impacts apply to all
vessel traffic and are not
specific to vessel type.

Response
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6

7

8

ADF&G/Habitat/
SPCS

ADF&G/Habitat/
SPCS

Comment
No.

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Agency

4.5; p. 4.5-6

4.5; p. 4.5-5

4.5.6; p. 4.5-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Noise and activities during project
construction and closure may also
temporarily adversely affect recreation
experiences for visitors to the Stariski
State Recreation Site" Only describes
noise impacts to users of the State
Recreation Site.

"Existing recreational use along the
pipeline alignment in Cook Inlet and on
the Kenai Peninsula consists of boating in
the inlet and recreational use on the
peninsula." Extremely vague statement
that states that recreational use on the
Kenai Peninsula consists of recreational
use.

The bullets on this page include both the
Alaska Standalone Pipeline Project and
the Alaska LNG project. Only one of these
projects will be built, so it could confuse
some readers to have both listed.

nglers.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

EIS should describe impacts
from noise and activities for the
entire pipeline corridor on the
Kenai Peninsula including
hunting and fishing outside of
the State Recreation Area.

EIS needs to give a more
thorough description of
recreational use on the Kenai
Peninsula as it relates to the
proposed natural gas pipeline
corridor.

Please clarify that although both
projects are listed only one
would be built.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Added text regarding
impacts to general
recreation activities in the
area.

Text revised to discuss
what activities occur in the
immediate vicinity.

Text has been clarified.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

USFWS

Appendix E

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The Service recommends this
appendix address laws and
regulations related to the control and
spread of noxious weeds, including
the following:
Executive Order 11987 (1977):
Requires Federal agencies, to the
extent permitted by law, to:
• Restrict the introduction of exotic
species into the natural ecosystems
on lands
and waters owned or leased by the
U.S.;
• Encourage States, local
governments, and private citizens to
prevent the introduction of exotic
species into natural ecosystems of the
U.S.; and
• Restrict the importation and
introduction of exotic species into any
natural U.S. ecosystems as a result of
activities they undertake, fund, or
authorize; and restrict the use of
Federal funds, programs, or
authorities to export native species for
introduction into ecosystems outside
the U.S., where they do not occur
naturally.
Executive Order 13112 (1999):
Intended to prevent the introduction of
invasive species and provide for their
control and to minimize the economic,
ecological, and human health impacts
that invasive species cause.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Executive Order 13112 is described
in Appendix E.
NISA and EO 11987 are not
applicable to the construction or
operations phases of the proposed
project.
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Comment
No.

2

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend adding clarification on
the depth of the Service involvement
under the Clean Water Act. Also,
consider adding a summary of this
information in Table E-1 as provided
below:
• Clean Water Act (CWA, 33 U.S.C
1344): Section 1344(m) authorizes fish
and wildlife comments from the
Department of Interior to be made
through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has extensive involvement
with the Environmental Protection
Agency under provisions of the CWA,
section 404, which deals with
discharge of dredge and fill. Section
404 of the CWA requires a permit to
be obtained before dredged or fill
material may be discharged into
waters of the U.S. The basic premise
is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
will provide recommendations on
potential methods to avoid and
minimize impacts to fish and wildlife,
as well as provide recommendations
for compensation that will be

National Invasive Species Act (NISA):
Intended to prevent invasive species
from entering waters of the U.S.
(marine and freshwater) through
ballast water carried by ships. The
NISA reauthorized and amended a
previous measure, the Non-indigenous
Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and
Control Act of 1990.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Text clarified

Response

PAGE | 2
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends clarifying
the summary statement in Table E-1,
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act.
The Service works with permitting
agencies and project proponents to
develop mitigation measures to avoid
and reduce impacts to eagles, and
assists in developing methods for
compensatory mitigation for impacts
that are unavoidable. The Service may
provide limited take permits of eagles
or nests where avoidance and
minimization measures have been
incorporated into project design.

We recommend reflecting the dual
involvement of both the Service and
the NMFS under the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act (FWCA). The FWCA
requires consultation with the Service,
the State wildlife resources agency,
and, if applicable, the NMFS. State
involvement may result in a separate
report.

necessary for any remaining
unavoidable impacts.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Text edited as suggested.

PAGE | 3

This is addressed under Section
E1.14 Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act (1980). Additionally, a new row
has been added to Table E-1 for the
FWCA.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section 5.1.2
Definitions
and
Processes

Section 5.1
Introduction

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends the definition of
the term “mitigation” be moved from
Section 5.1.3 to this section on definitions.
This would help clarify that this DEIS will
be using the terms and processes defined
in the NEPA Regulations (40 CFR
1508.20).
“Mitigation” includes the following:
• Avoiding the impact altogether by not
taking a certain action or parts of an
action;
• Minimizing impacts by limiting the
degree or magnitude of the action and its

The Service recommends this section
incorporate information found in Section
5.1.3.
Because this Federal document analyzes
the environmental impacts of a Federal
action, it is important to lay the foundation
of how the NEPA and its guiding
regulations drive the analysis of mitigation
as well as environmental impacts.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
The Service recommends
adding the following text
to the introduction section:
“The primary purpose of
an environmental impact
statement is to insure the
goals defined in the
National Environmental
Policy Act are
incorporated in the actions
of the federal government,
to provide full and fair
discussion of significant
environmental impacts,
and to inform decision
makers and the public of
the reasonable
alternatives, which would
avoid or minimize adverse
impacts and enhance the
quality of the human
environment (40 CFR
1502.01).”

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

The 40 CFR 1508.20 definition of mitigation
has been added to Table 5-1 as suggested
and information in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2
were consolidated into one overview
section.

Comment noted. Chapter 5 provides a
brief overview of NEPA and CWA guidance
as it pertains to mitigation. Chapter 1
describes the purpose of the EIS and
Appendix B documents the process for
determining a reasonable range of
alternatives for detailed analysis in the EIS.
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Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Table 5-1

Table 5-1

Table 5-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends using the NEPA
Regulations (40 CFR 1508.14) to define

The Service recommends revising the
language used to describe Agency
Considered Mitigation. Currently the focus
of the definition is related to permit
conditions. Since this is an environmental
impact analysis required under the NEPA,
and not a permitting document, we
recommend that the text disclose the
responsibility of Federal agencies to
consider and include appropriate
mitigation measures not already included
in the proposed action or alternatives to
prevent or eliminate damage to the
“human environment” (defined below; 40
CFR 1508.20, 40 CFR 1502.14, and CEQ
2011).

The Service recommends Table 5.1 either
describe the common mitigation terms as
listed above and in 40 CFR 1508.20, or
the title of the Table should be changed to
“Terms Used in the EIS” as is currently
labeled in the first column.

implementation;
• Rectifying the impact by repairing,
rehabilitating, or restoring the affected
environment;
• Reducing or eliminating the impact over
time by preservation and maintenance
operations during the life of the action;
and
• Compensating for the impact by
replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 2

A footnote has been added to Table 5-1 to

The definition of Agency Considered
mitigation has been revised.

The title of Table 5-1 has been changed
and the 40 CFR 1508.20 definition of
mitigation has been added to the table.
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Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Table 5-2

Section 5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends relocating and
providing a reference to the information in
Table 5-2. Given that all of the actions
listed in Table 5-2 are design features of
the proposed action, and many are
standard operating procedures that will be
analyzed under the proposed alternative,

The Service suggests moving the
discussion about the Department of
Natural Resources’ Permitting for Large
Mine Projects in Alaska from under the
NEPA title. Although the information
presented is good, it describes a State
process, not one required by the NEPA.
Another solution would be to remove the
term “NEPA” from the heading of Section
5.2.1.

“human environment,” which
comprehensively includes, “the natural
and physical environment and the
relationship of people with that
environment.” It is particularly important to
define “human environment” for this
project due the relationship of Native
Alaskans with subsistence, cultural, and
socio-economic resources in this area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 3

Comment noted. Table 5-2 represents the
Applicant’s proposed mitigation, as
provided to USACE. Per CEQ 2011, an
example of mitigation measures that are
typically included as part of the proposed
action are agency standardized best
management practices, such as those

Comment noted. Section 5.2 describes
avoidance and minimization measures that
would be incorporated as an integral
component of the proposed project
(Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.2) and
additional measures identified or
recommended during the NEPA process
that have been compiled and will be
considered by the USACE and cooperating
agencies as part of their permit decisions to
further minimize project impacts (Section
5.2.3). The summary of state permitting for
large mine projects in Alaska (Section
5.2.1.1) demonstrates permitting processes
and regulatory requirements that are
established to ensure that projects are
designed, operated, and reclaimed in a
manner consistent with applicable laws and
regulations. It also describes coordination
between the state and federal processes.
This is appropriate for Section 5.2.

define human environment.
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Comment
No.

8

9

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section 5.2.3

Section 5.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend this section include all
reasonable mitigation measures.
According to the Council for
Environmental Quality (CEQ), “All
relevant, reasonable mitigation measures
that could improve the project are to be
identified, even if they are outside the
jurisdiction of the lead agency or the
cooperating agencies, and thus would not
be committed as part of the RODs of
these agencies (1981).” The CEQ (1981)
further explains, “This will serve to alert
agencies or officials who can implement
these extra measures, and will encourage
them to do so…” In conclusion, the CEQ

The Service recommends the USACE
collaborate with the cooperating agencies
to develop appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid and minimize impacts
to the human environment. The Service is
available to provide this technical
assistance.

this could be moved with just a reference
to where it can be found, to reduce
redundancy. Mitigation actions listed in
Table 5.2 that are beyond those required
by law could be added to the additional
analysis of mitigation measures that were
not included in the proposed action (as
suggested below in our comments on
Chapter 5.2.3 Additional Mitigation).
Footnotes could be used to indicate it is
mitigation included in the proposed action.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 4

Comment noted. The Draft EIS presents
the mitigation measures that were
suggested during scoping and by
cooperating agencies when developing the
Draft EIS. Reasonable mitigation measures
suggested during the public comment
period on the Draft EIS will also be
considered in the Final EIS. USACE will
collaborate with the cooperating agencies
to assess the suggested mitigation
measures.

Comment noted. The Draft EIS presents
the mitigation measures that were
suggested during scoping and by
cooperating agencies when developing the
Draft EIS. Reasonable mitigation measures
suggested during the public comment
period on the Draft EIS will also be
considered in the Final EIS. USACE will
collaborate with the cooperating agencies
to assess the suggested mitigation
measures.

developed to prevent storm water runoff or
fugitive dust.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Table 5-3

Table 5-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend removal of the term
“Likely to be Implemented” from the Table
5-3 title and making the likelihood that
mitigation and monitoring will be
implemented a column instead, so the full
spectrum of appropriate mitigation may be
considered in the EIS (CEQ 1981).

The Service recommends replacing Table
5-3 with additional mitigation measures
that have not already been included in the
proposed action or alternatives. This will
allow the environmental impacts of the
proposed action and the alternatives to be
analyzed in comparative form, to more
sharply define the issues and provide a
clear basis for choice among options by
the decision maker and the public (40
CFR 1502.14).

(1981) points out, this is “because the EIS
is the most comprehensive environmental
document, it is an ideal vehicle in which to
lay out not only the full range of
environmental impacts but also the full
spectrum of appropriate mitigation.”

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 5

As noted above, Table 5-3 was deleted
from Chapter 5. However, the likelihood of
implementation is a column in Table M-1 of
Appendix M, which includes a list of all
mitigation measures identified to date
during the EIS process.

Comment noted. Appendix M includes a
preliminary assessment of mitigation
measures identified during the EIS process
that were not already included in the
proposed action. Table 5-3 was deleted
from Chapter 5 because it contained only a
partial list of additional measures (the ones
that were assessed as likely to be
implemented), which was confusing to
reviewers. All suggested mitigation
measures listed in Appendix M were
assessed with the goal of determining the
likelihood of adoption by the applicant or
implementation as a condition in a state,
federal, or local permit, if issued for the
project. This list will be updated after public
review of the Draft EIS for a comprehensive
list of all measures identified during the
NEPA process.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends structuring each of
the sections of Chapter 4 of the DEIS to
thoroughly analyze the environmental
consequences of the proposed project for each
of the four main project components, as
described in Chapter 2, Alternatives: the Mine
Site, the Transportation
Corridor, the Amakdedori Port and Lightering
Locations, and the Natural Gas Pipeline.
Structuring the analysis and discussion in this
way will ensure full disclosure of the proposed
project’s environmental consequences in the
DEIS. We recommend each of the sections of
Chapter 4 adequately address the full scope of
the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative
environmental impacts from the proposed
action or action alternatives; contain sufficient
nformation to adequately assess the
magnitude or intensity of the impacts; and
evaluate the overall significance of these
impacts to resources in the project area and
surrounding region.

The Service submitted comments on
preliminary draft chapters of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers’ (USACE) Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on July
13, 2018, and August 31, 2018. There were no
subsequent responses from the USACE
indicating how or if our comments were
addressed. Consequently, the Service is unable
to discern which of our previous comments
were incorporated into the current draft. Our
review highlights instances where our previous
comments were not adequately addressed, or
the analyses remain unclear.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment acknowledged.
Analysis in Chapter 4,
Environmental
Consequences, follows the
analysis framework discussed
in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental
Consequences, for the scope
of analysis presented in
Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment.
Analysis is provided for the
four components for all
alternatives by resource.
The general outline is similar
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
sections; some resources
vary for organizational
purposes.

Comments were received and
incorporated in the DEIS as
appropriate. For all comments
received on sections in which
the USFWS was identified as
having authority or special
expertise by the USACE, a
response to comments matrix
has been prepared.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

3

Agency

USFWS

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The Service has management authority for the
conservation of a variety of trust resources
including migratory birds, inter-jurisdictional
fish, threatened and endangered species, and
their habitats. Invasive species have the
potential to negatively impact these resources.
Therefore, we recommend initial site
evaluations be conducted to determine what
appropriate control and management actions
should be taken to avoid and minimize adverse
impacts associated with invasive species and
encourage the development of an invasive
species control plan for all phases of the
proposed project.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged.
Chapter 5, Mitigation,
includes information on
invasive species mitigation.
Table 5-2, Applicant’s
Proposed Mitigation
Incorporated into the Project,
states: ”The project would
utilize BMPs for prevention,
control, and management of
invasive species. An invasive
species management strategy
would describe the
equipment, methodology,
training, and assessment
techniques that would be
utilized to avoid the
importation of invasive
species into the project area
due to project activities during
construction, operations, and
closure.” In addition, the table
states: “Water used for
hydrostatic testing of the
pipeline would be obtained
from and discharged back to
sources local to the section of
pipeline being tested, thereby
minimizing the potential for
mobilization of invasive
species.”

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

GeneralAnalysis
area

GeneralAnalysis
area

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Both the Nushagak and Kvichak Bays
are recognized by Audubon as areas
of global importance. Up to 89 percent
of the king eiders and black scoters
recorded during spring migration
surveys along the coast of
southwestern Alaska were
documented in Kvichak Bay (Larned
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005), making it
among the most important sites in the

Many important avian resources
outside the mine site could be
impacted by the proposed
development, including those along
the Koktuli, Nushagak, and Mulchatna
Rivers.
Nushagak Bay supports an estimated
60,000 shorebirds within the
Nushagak Bay Western Hemisphere
Shorebird Reserve Network
(https://www.whsrn.org/nushagakbay).
Bird communities along the mine
access road, on Iliamna Lake, and the
Upper Talarik Creek drainage could be
affected by the proposed action.
Impacts could occur to bird
populations as far away as Kvichak
Bay, including tens of thousands of
long-tailed ducks and black scoters,
over 100,000 king eiders (Larned
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005), and more
than 20,000 shorebirds in the Kvichak
Bay Western Hemisphere Shorebird
Reserve
Network site
(https://www.whsrn.org/kvichack-bay).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment noted. The analysis area
around the mine site, port, and
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors was determined to
exclude Nushagak Bay because the
only project impacts that might
extend that far away are related to
various spill scenarios. The analysis
area for various spill scenarios has
been included in Section 4.27, Spill

Comment noted. The analysis area
around the mine site, port, and
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors was determined to
exclude Nushagak Bay because the
only project impacts that might
extend that far away are related to
various spill scenarios. The analysis
area for various spill scenarios has
been included in Section 4.27, Spill
Risk, and has been extended down
to Nushagak Bay. Additionally, none
of the spill scenarios occur within
waters that would empty into the
Kvichak Bay and therefore are not
included in the analysis area under
the spill scenarios.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Species of
concern

GeneralAnalysis
area

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water quality is important to wildlife,
including birds and fish. The
withdrawal, capture, storage, and
release of treated and untreated water
could impact raptors, shorebirds, and
waterbird species inhabiting
downstream locations, and should be
discussed in this section of the DEIS.

The Service recommends the addition
of the Kittlitz’s murrelet, marbled
murrelet, Aleutian tern, and pigeon
guillemot to the Species of Concern
list.

The DEIS should incorporate updated
information from the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game on
sensitive breeding populations of
Aleutian terns in both the Nushagak
and Kvichak Bays. Contact Kelly
Nesvacil (kelly.nesvacil@alaska.gov)
for additional information.

region for those species.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged and
considered. Water that is released
back into the environment would be
within water quality standards
(Section 4.18 Water Quality). Based
on the steam flow modeling for the
North and South Fork Koktuli which
are detailed in Section 4.24.2.3,
impacts to stream flows would not be
recognizable beyond the confluence

While these are species of concern,
there were no confirmed sightings of
Kittlitz’s murrelet during any of the
ABR surveys in western lower Cook
Inlet. Aleutian terns were not
observed. Marbled murrelet and
pigeon guillemots were both
observed and are mentioned in
Section 3.23.

Comment noted. As detailed in the
responses above, the project is not
anticipated to impact Aleutian terns
that breed within Kvichak Bay since
no spill scenarios would impact that
drainage. Additionally, under the
proposed spill scenarios, the
released material would be diluted to
within water quality standards by the
time it reaches Nushagak Bay.

Risk, and has been extended down
to Nushagak Bay. Additionally, none
of the spill scenarios occur within
waters that would empty into the
Kvichak Bay and therefore are not
included in the analysis area under
the spill scenarios.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The proposed project has a direct
footprint in marine areas and could
potentially impact the Lower Cook Inlet
(and possibly Shelikof Strait), yet the
DEIS does not address these habitats
nor the potential impacts of spills,
accidents, and disturbance in marine
waters. The same is true for the

We were unable to evaluate wildlife
resources for the North Access Road
in Alternative 3, because no road is
present in Alternatives 1 and 2 where
wildlife resources are predominantly
discussed, and no discussion of this
proposed road is presented in this
chapter. We recommend including a
more detailed analysis of the North
Access Road in Alternative 3 so
potential impacts to wildlife resources
can be evaluated across the
Alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Comment noted. The analysis area
around the mine site, port, and
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors was determined to
exclude Bristol Bay because the only
project impacts that might extend
that far away are related to various
spill scenarios. The analysis area for

Wildlife information under the
Transportation and Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridor for Alt 2 would be
the same as the North Access Road
for Alternative 3. Even though a
portion of the north access road
would not be constructed under
Alternative 2, there would still be a
natural gas pipeline corridor.
Therefore, the wildlife resources that
would be impacted by a natural gas
pipeline (Alternative 2) or a road
(Alternative 3) would be the same,
but the impacts would vary. Impacts
to wildlife from increased roadkill
potential, etc. for the north access
road under Alternative 3 are
discussed in Section 4.23.

of the North and South Fork Koktuli,
which occurs approximately 11 radial
miles from the mine site. The EIS
analysis area (a 10-mile radius
buffer) encompasses most of the
potential impacts from impacts to
water.
Additionally, this comment is more
centered on impacts, which are
discussed in Section 4.23.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Summaries of species present within
the proposed site focus only on the
most common species. Therefore, it is
unknown if less common species,
including species of high conservation
concern, are present. The
conservation status of species
detected within the proposed site is
not included in the chapter section,
and the chapter references the Alaska
Biological Resources (ABR) reports,
which were not available for our
review. The information provided does
not contain sufficient detail to evaluate
the potential environmental impacts of
the proposed action, or its alternatives.
Information for this review was
summarized, and no references were
provided, so it was difficult to evaluate
the scope and intensity of potential
environmental impacts. We
recommend providing additional
details on wildlife species that occur
for each of the four main project
components: the Mine Site, the

marine waters of Bristol Bay. We
recommend the DEIS include a
discussion of the marine areas
potentially affected by the proposed
project, as well as the potential
impacts of spill, accidents, or
disturbance in marine waters.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Comment noted. While several
species of conservation
need/concern were detected, no
large aggregations, major breeding
or staging locations or other
population-level impacts were
identified. Additional descriptive
information on ADF&G species of
greatest conservation need,
including number and habitat type
for landbirds and shorebirds has
been incorporated. ABR reports are
located on the project website
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/docume
nts/library.

various spill scenarios has been
included in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.
The analysis area for wildlife
resources is different for spill
impacts since the spill scenarios are
hypothetical scenarios based on
potential impacts.
The analysis area in the spills
section includes Lower Cook Inlet
and Shelikof Strait, since a large
diesel spill could spread that far
based on results of modeling.

Response
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Comment
No.

9

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

On the Bristol Bay side, the outer
regions of this bay have been
identified as molting and
foraging areas for marbled murrelets

Data on the marine distribution of
seabirds, or seabird population
estimates, are largely
lacking in the DEIS. The document
references seabird colony sites in the
region and
provides an estimated number of birds
at “many colonies,” but it is unclear
how many
colonies are included in this estimate,
and what methodology was used to
collect colony
data. We recommend expanding the
seabird colony information to better
quantify the number of birds and
species at each colony site, and
providing a map showing all colony
locations in the region. The seabird
colony database is available online via
http://axiom.seabirds.net/portal.php.
We note, however, that some of the
colony data
contained therein is decades old, and
should be updated to accurately reflect
current
seabird populations at risk.

Transportation Corridor, the
Amakdedori Port and Lightering
Locations, and the Natural Gas
Pipeline.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

This is considered to be outside of
the EIS analysis area (especially for
the diesel spill scenario), including
beyond the Section 4.27, Spill Risk,

Information on birds (including
seabirds) counted from 2004 to 2008
for the marine waters around Iliamna
and Iniskin Bays (Alternatives 2 and
3) is referenced in Section 3.23 and
additional information included in the
DEIS.
A figure (Figure 3.23-10) has been
created to show the extent of seabird
colonies from western lower Cook
Inlet in Kamishak Bay along the
natural gas pipeline east to eastern
Cook Inlet.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

12

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Wording about survey methodology is
unclear. “The second survey for each
year was
timed to coincide with peak nesting of

Classification of habitat use for each
species into value classes (i.e., high,
moderate, low,
or negligible) appears to be very
subjective. More information on this
classification
method should be incorporated into
this chapter.

The DEIS should incorporate updated
information from the U.S. Geological
Survey
investigators from their Cook Inlet
marine bird and forage fish surveys for
2016-2018.
Lead investigators are Dr. John Piatt
(Jpiatt@usgs.gov) and Mr. Dan
Ruthrauff
(druthrauff@usgs.gov); reports may be
available to update seabird colony
data for
selected study sites and offshore
distribution of non-colonial species
such as murrelets.

and other species during fall migration
from coastal
breeding sites. Murrelets may be
flightless for periods in the fall, and
would be
susceptible to oil spills or disturbance.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Contact these researchers for
additional data.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Additional text has been added to
Section 3.23 to further elaborate on
the methodology used to determine
“peak nesting”.

The detailed methods for how ABR
classified various habitats for wildlife
species are detailed in their
Environmental Baseline Document
Chapter 16 (ABR 2011a). This
document is located on the project
website
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/docume
nts/library.

Due to partial government shutdown
these staff were unavailable to
request information from in time for
DEIS production. Information will be
requested for the Final EIS and
incorporated as appropriate .

analysis area.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

13

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some raptor species (e.g., Northern
harrier, ground-nesting species
including short-eared
owl) are not well surveyed by the
aerial methods used; thus negative
nest survey results
at the mine site may be misleading.
Additional ground surveys for these
species would
clarify their presence or absence at
the mine site. We recommend clearly
disclosing the
limitations of the survey methods used
to evaluate wildlife presence and
impacts in the

cliff-nesting raptors...” What is “peak
nesting”?
The species listed as examples (e.g.,
golden eagle, gyrfalcon, rough-legged
hawk) have
slightly different nesting phenologies,
so there might be different timing
among the
species. Determining nesting success
and productivity for multiple species is
difficult
with a single survey due to differences
in phenology. For example, most
gyrfalcons will
have fledged before golden eagles
can be surveyed for nest success.
Please clarify the
survey methodology used to assess
peak nesting.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Text has been added to recognize
this survey limitation.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

14

15

16

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Eagle surveys identified golden eagle
and bald eagle nests within 0.8 and 4
miles of the
project footprint, respectively. Please
note that eagle nests are dynamic and
locations
frequently change from year to year
(due to blow-down, new construction,
etc.).
Additionally, raptor breeding
productivity may undergo large interannual fluctuations
related to changing densities of prey
availability. A nest that is unoccupied
during a
period of low prey density may be
occupied when prey levels increase.

Both active and inactive bald and
golden eagle nests are protected
under the Bald and
Golden Eagle Act.

It is unclear if raptor studies were
conducted in the same or different
areas during the
2004 and 2005 periods. For example,
was the entire site and buffer area
surveyed both
years, or were forested areas
surveyed in 2004 and cliff habitats in
2005? Please clarify
the timing and locality of the raptor
surveys.

project area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Comment noted and the applicant is
aware of the need for such a permit.

Comment noted.

Text clarified and the survey areas
are shown on Figure 3.23-1.
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Comment
No.

17

18

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service highly recommends that
any potential eagle or eagle nest
permit applications

One golden eagle nest was identified
0.2 miles north of the south access
road. The nest is
sufficiently close to warrant
consultation with the Service regarding
potential disturbance
and the need for an eagle take
(including disturbance) permit.
Although the nest was
identified as inactive in 2018, the nest
could be active in subsequent years,
triggering the
need for an eagle take permit to
conduct activities within 0.5 mile of the
nest.

Therefore, a
subsequent eagle nest survey is
recommended in the year prior to
construction to locate
previously unidentified nests or
unoccupied nests. If bald or golden
eagle nests occur
within 0.5 mile of project activities, the
Service recommends project
proponents consult
with the Service’s Migratory Bird
Management permit office regarding
potential
disturbance/take and the subsequent
need for an eagle or eagle nest take
permit.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Comment noted and the applicant is
aware of the need for such a permit.

Comment noted and the applicant is
aware of the need for such a permit.
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Comment
No.

19

20

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Analyses should incorporate all

It is unclear why shorebirds are
included in the definition of waterbirds,
but then included
independently in their own section.
Many of the methods used to survey
waterbirds (e.g.,
aerial surveys) are not appropriate for
shorebirds. Supporting documentation
of shorebird use of Amakdedulia Cove
and Kamishak Bay does not include
shorebird use of these areas during
autumn migration. In addition,
supporting documentation is 20 to 40
years old and thus likely outdated. We
recommend shorebirds and waterbirds
be analyzed as two different
categories. Additionally, we
recommend using the most current
data available or collecting new
information where possible.

be submitted as far in advance of the
project start date as practicable. Once
issued, the
permit may be updated with the most
recent survey data (gathered within 1
year of the
start of construction activities). This
will help avoid any delays to the
project that may be
associated with eagles and their take,
and help ensure legal coverage of any
previously
unidentified eagle nest or eagles
potentially taken by project activities.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

Cooperating agencies and the public

The text has been updated to clarify
that shorebirds are not lumped with
waterbirds.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

21

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS contained a comparison
between the North Fork Koktuli and
Upper Talarik
Creek drainages, both of which
support a large number of waterbirds.
Only information
on scaup and “broods” are presented.
Please describe what other migratory
bird species
occur in these drainages. The
document fails to describe the
resources that are at risk. For
example, what are the anticipated
impacts to black scoters in the Pebble
Mine study
area, including the mine site and

available data, not just the most recent
surveys. Ground
based surveys do not necessarily
indicate higher-quality data, especially
if they were
poorly timed, utilized inappropriate
methodology, or were based on a nonstatistical
sampling design, etc. It is not clear
what data were included in this
assessment. No
figures were available and few
references were provided, and of
those that were, no
documents or reports were made
available (e.g., reference ABR 2011a,
NDM 2004,
2005).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

Waterbird species present in the
mine survey area are broadly
described in Section 3.23 with
reference to the specific details
which are provided in the
Environmental Baseline Document
(ABR 2011a). Specific life-history
traits for each waterbird species are
not included. Black scoters are an
uncommon breeder in the mine
survey area (4 broods were
detected) and were not documented
breeding in the transportation
corridor. Please provide the Stehn
2009 and 2010 references if they
apply to the analysis area.
Information on impacts is provided in

are provided access to documents
cited in the DEIS which are available
on the project website. Figures will
be provided in the DEIS.
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Comment
No.

22

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service provides the following
comments for survey methods used to
evaluate bird resources in the project
area:
• A variable circular-plot point count
method was used to survey breeding
landbirds
and shorebirds; this method is not
appropriate to survey many breeding
shorebirds.
• Information describing the locations
and numbers of breeding landbird and
shorebird survey points is insufficient.
This information is needed to evaluate
whether sampling effort is adequate to
make inferences of species densities
and
distributions across larger spatial
scales.
• Point-count surveys were conducted
between 4:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Breeding
landbird surveys should begin 30
minutes after sunrise (sunrise in
Anchorage,
Alaska on June 15 is approximately
4:30 a.m.) and end no later than 5
hours after
sunrise, to account for declining song
rate and detectability (ALMS 2004

transportation corridor where they
occur in relatively
high abundance (Stehn 2009, 2010)?

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

Direct and indirect impacts of
alternatives are discussed in Section
4.23.

Comment noted. Avian surveys were
conducted and the methodology
followed has been briefly described
within the DEIS. Surveys were
conducted by biologists and were
geared towards determining
presence/absence versus obtaining
a precise density estimate.

Section 4.23.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
available online at:
https://ecos.fws.gov/ServCat/Downloa
dFile/111623?Reference=70866).
• Survey timing often does not include
migration or staging periods, a time
period
that is important for shorebirds in this
region.
• Survey timing may not be
appropriate for all species, as timing of
nesting is
variable among species. Timing of
nesting is also impacted by annual
weather
conditions. More information is needed
to determine if surveys were indeed
conducted during what the DEIS refers
to as “peak” breeding periods.
• Landbird and shorebird survey
information is only provided for the
Iliamna Spur
Road. Fifteen point-count surveys
were conducted in 2005 in proximity to
the
Newhalen River. Instead of conducting
surveys for the majority of the
proposed
transportation corridor, the authors
make comparisons to montane
surveys
conducted in Katmai National Park
and Preserve and Lake Clark National
Park
and Preserve (Ruthrauff et al. 2007).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Such comparisons are potentially
inappropriate based on differing
survey methods used or real
differences in
species assemblages in the two areas.
• Survey data presented in the
document appears to be based on
aerial surveys
(fixed-winged aircraft and helicopter).
Aerial surveys are not an ideal method
to
census seabird species, because
smaller birds (e.g., murrelets) can be
missed or
not identified to species, or their
numbers underestimated. In addition,
the report
documents that the majority of the
ABR surveys were only conducted
over land
or at the mouth of bays. The survey
data do not account for the offshore
component of the seabird population
in the region of Kamishak Bay and the
Lower Cook Inlet.
• No surveys were performed (aside
from aerial raptor nesting platform
surveys)
pertaining to the natural gas pipeline
corridor from Ursus Cove to Diamond
Point,
and Diamond Port is not discussed
separately. It is difficult to assess
impact

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response
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Comment
No.

23

24

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

If bird densities were calculated from
point-count data collected by ABR,
then how many
birds are estimated to be directly
impacted due to loss of habitat at the
mine site? How
many are estimated to be directly
impacted due to the construction of 75
miles of new

This chapter section uses minimizing
language, such as, “No shorebirds
were considered
common breeders.” It is not clear how
“common breeder” is defined.
Additionally, the
DEIS states, “In summary, the majority
of the mine site supports landbird
species that are
common in similar vegetation
communities across Alaska. Shorebird
species are not
particularly numerous as breeding
residents in the mine site.” The DEIS
does not
include data describing how these
conclusions were reached.

without information for the entire
impacted area. This chapter does not
adequately assess the potential direct
and indirect impacts of either action
alternative in this area because no
wildlife studies were conducted or no
substantive information for the area is
available for review.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 15

Information related to project
impacts by alternative is included in
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values
(Chapter 4). The text was refined to
state that the average occurrence of
birds for specific habitat types was
calculated, but densities were not.
Specific numbers of individual
birds/territories were not calculated,
but total acreage loss is provided.

The text is from the Environmental
Baseline Document (ABR 2011a)
based on their field observations, but
has been modified to make it less
subjective in the DEIS. Subjective
text has been removed.
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Comment
No.

25

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The construction of the proposed road
corridor would destroy approximately
110 hectares
of waterbird breeding habitat. Because
no waterbird, shorebird, or landbird
surveys were
completed in this area, the magnitude
and scope of the potential impacts to
migratory
birds in this area are unknown. Survey
data are lacking within the majority of
the
transportation and natural gas pipeline
corridors. As the transportation and
natural gas
pipeline corridors traverses a variety of
habitats, the avian community is likely
different
throughout the region. Without data
throughout the entire region, the
relative impact on
the bird community cannot be
assessed. Because “waterbird data
were only collected
north of Iliamna Lake,” additional data
should be collected outside of the

road? How many birds would be
indirectly impacted due to the loss of
home range or
territory in adjacent areas? How long
are these impacts anticipated to last?
This
information should be included in the
DEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Additional data from field surveys
during the spring, summer, and fall
2018 have been included in the
DEIS.
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Comment
No.

26

27

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The proposed port, lightering facilities,
and gas pipeline from Anchor Point to
Kamishak
Bay would pass through an area of
high-quality habitat supporting high
bird densities.
Kamishak Bay is known to support
thousands of waterbirds, seabirds, and
shorebirds
(Pebble Project Environmental
Baseline Studies, 2004-2008,
Technical Summary),
comprising some of the highest

Because “no project-specific waterbird
surveys have been conducted to date
for areas
south of Iliamna Lake,” insufficient
information is available to adequately
evaluate the
environmental consequences of the
proposed action to migratory birds or
understand
potential differences in the affected
environment among the various
alternatives.

mine site,
including the proposed road corridors,
power-generating station, wastewater
treatment
plant, administrative offices, housing
and support services, port facilities,
gas pipeline
corridor, as well as other associated
infrastructure.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 17

Additional information on seabird
colonies has been included along
with a new figure that shows the
locations of these colonies in relation
to project components. Data specific
to the natural gas pipeline corridor
which crosses Cook Inlet is only
briefly mentioned because the only
impacts would be during summer
installation of the natural gas
pipeline. This would avoid the period
when most of the mentioned
seaducks are present. Seabird
colonies in the vicinity of the natural

Additional data from field surveys
during the spring, summer, and fall
2018 have been included in the
DEIS.
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Comment
No.

28

29

30

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

3.23
3.23-23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Pebble Partnership contracted
ABR to conduct boat- , airplane- , and
helicopter based
surveys for birds and mammals in

On Page 3.23-23, the last paragraph
addresses seabirds and should be
moved to the
waterbird section to remain consistent
in the document.

The DEIS should evaluate the impacts
of benthic disturbance due to pipeline
construction
on seabirds and waterbirds that use
the area. In addition, it should evaluate
behavioral
disturbance to shorebirds (e.g.,
phalaropes), seabirds, and waterbirds
due to increased
shipping activity and potential impacts
from accidents and spills.

marine-oriented waterbird densities in
Cook Inlet. The
marine waters in the vicinity of Anchor
Point provide important habitat to
multiple
waterbird species, including thousands
of Steller’s eiders, common eiders,
king eiders,
black scoters, and long-tailed ducks
(Larned 2004, 2005, 2006a, 2006b,
2006c). We
recommend these data be considered
and included in the analysis.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 18

This data is included in Section 3.23,
Wildlife Values, since the source
document and not the Technical
Summary was referenced. The full
Environmental Baseline Document

This section of text has been moved
to the waterbird section.

Impacts are discussed in Section
4.23, Wildlife Values (Chapter 4) and
information on vessel disturbance is
included.

gas pipeline corridor are shown on
the new figure (Figure 3.23-10).
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Comment
No.

31

32

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Kamishak Bay supports thousands of

Waterfowl and seabirds comprised the
majority of observations recorded by
ABR;
however, in May tens of thousands of
shorebirds also occupied the
extensive mudflats in the region. Bird
densities were greatest in the nearshore zone (Pebble Project
Environmental Baseline Studies,
2004-2008, Technical Summary),
which would be most
affected by the proposed gas pipeline,
port terminal, lightering barge
activities, mooring
sites, and handisize bulk carriers
weighing up to 60,000 tons. Bird
densities were generally greatest in
the fall, winter, and spring; however,
more than 4,100 birds of 8 species
were estimated to be breeding in the
study area. Please revise the analyses
using
all available data.

Cook Inlet near Kamishak Bay in 2004
and
2005, recording 69 species of marineassociated birds. The document fails
to incorporate
survey data as summarized in Pebble
Project Environmental Baseline
Studies, 20042008, Technical Summary into this
assessment.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 19

Data on Steller’s eider abundance in

Review of the Technical Summary
confirmed that this data is already
included. Note it is split into different
sections depending upon the project
component and alternative. Some of
the waterbird data is under the
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridor section and other
data is under the Amakdedori Port
section. The data is primarily
discussed under Alternative 2, as
that is where the ABR surveys were
conducted. Data that was recorded
in the 1970’s is mentioned, but more
recent data from ABR waterbird
surveys is presented.

for marine wildlife in Cook Inlet is
referenced (ABR 2011d).
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Comment
No.

33

34

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Lightering cargo, fuel, and supplies
between the port facility and the
offshore mooring
sites would require cargo to be off-

If Steller’s eiders were impacted in
Kamishak Bay, the effects could be
seen in
surrounding areas such as Kodiak
Island, due to the movement of birds
between
Kamishak Bay and Chiniak Bay
(Rosenberg 2007). The proposed port
facility, lightering
locations, and pipeline corridor could
impact waterbirds throughout the
surrounding area.

sea ducks, including common eider,
king eider,
long-tailed duck, scoter species,
harlequin duck, and the federallythreatened Steller’s
eider. Large numbers of Steller’s
eiders were recorded in Kamishak Bay
during the
months of January, February, March,
April, September, and December, with
a high count
of 4,284 birds (Larned 2004, 2005,
2006a, 2006b, 2006c). Kamishak Bay
had an average
monthly count of 1,713 Steller’s
eiders, while Anchor Point supported
an average
monthly count of 134 Steller’s eiders.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Impacts to wildlife species from
seven spill scenarios are addressed
in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.

Comment acknowledged and text
has been revisited for Section 4.25
as Section 3.23 does not include
threatened and endangered species.
Impacts from spills are discussed in
Section 4.27 Spill Risk.

lower Cook Inlet is provided in
Section 3.25, Threatened and
Endangered Species. Section 3.23,
Wildlife Values, has been updated.
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Comment
No.

35

36

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS should include a description
of seabird colony census methods
used to estimate
seabird population declines (e.g.,
1,264 and 1,585 breeding birds in
2004 and 2006
respectively, compared to 4,172
breeding birds in 1976 and 1978).
There do appear to be
population declines of seabirds from
the Lower Cook Inlet area (e.g., tufted
puffin).
However, documenting numbers of
breeding birds for nocturnal burrowing

The DEIS should include a description
of the nesting seabird colonies at
Amakdedulia
Cove, Nordyke Islands, Paint River,
McNeil Cove, McNeil Islet, and McNeil
Head in the
vicinity where proposed and
alternative lightering activities are
planned (southwest and
west of Augustine Island,
respectively), along with potential
avian impacts at these sites
(http://axiom.seabirds.net/maps/js/sea
birds.php?app=north_pacific#z=10&ll=
59.16355,154.10553).

loaded and transferred multiple times,
likely
increasing the chance of an accident
or spill.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 21

Comment noted. ABR conducted
seabird colony counts from boat. No
additional seabird surveys are
currently planned and available data
was determined to be adequate for
the analysis.

A new figure that shows the seabird
colonies (Figure 3.23-10) in lower
Cook Inlet from Kamishak Bay to the
eastern side of Cook Inlet along the
natural gas pipeline corridor has
been added to the DEIS. Several of
the referenced seabird colonies are
outside of the EIS analysis area and
therefore not mentioned by name in
the text.
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Comment
No.

37

38

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS should evaluate the impact
the Amakdedori Port facility would
have on bears.
This facility would be located between
Bruin Bay and McNeil Cove (near the
McNeil
River State Game Sanctuary and
Refuge), where bears congregate
each spring,
sometimes by the hundreds, attracted
by the high-quality emergent green
vegetation
found in the coastal meadows near the

In Section 3.23.4 Climate Change and
Wildlife, it is incorrect to say waterbird
and
shorebird species may experience an
increase in habitat due to increased
thawing. The
habitat will simply become available
sooner; no additional habitat will be
created.

species will
require on-site re-census of the
colonies within the affected area. The
Service
USFWS recommends cooperation and
collaboration with the Alaska Maritime
National Wildlife
Refuge to conduct land-based counts
using their accepted methodologies at
these colony
sites.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Comment noted and impacts to
brown bears are discussed in
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values. If there
are data that support the statement
“where bears congregate each
spring, sometimes by the hundreds,
attracted by the high-quality
emergent green vegetation found in
the coastal meadows near the site”
please provide such data.

Acknowledged and text added. An
increase in permafrost thaw would
increase the amount of wetland
habitat available. However, storm
surges would erode and eliminate
waterbird and shorebird habitat.
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
site.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response
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According to Table 3.24-1, beaver
ponds are referenced as occurring
within the upper reaches of area rivers
and are also included in the definition
of “other off-channel” habitats. The
text indicates off-channel habitats
include “side channels, percolation
channels, alcoves, isolated pools,
riverine wetlands, and beaver
ponds…” Please clarify the distinction
between beaver ponds occurring in
upper reaches versus beaver ponds
occurring in off-channel habitats.
Descriptions of the upper river
mainstem (in areas above the mine
site) suggest a greater quantity of
sand and silt substrate particles. Are
these substrates from beaver ponds in
the upper reaches, rather than from
riffle, run, glide, and pool habitats?
There are several instances of
information in tables and figures
without supporting information in the

2

3

4

USFWS

The chapter does not clearly describe
how mainstem reaches are defined.
Points on maps provided in the text
are labeled A, B, C, D, etc. Does “A”
begin at the point “A” on the map and
extend upstream to point “B”? If so, to
where does the uppermost
designation, that is the upstream
terminus for Reach “D”, extend on the
stream and map in the figure? The
Service suggests clarifying the
definition of mainstream reaches
throughout this chapter.

1

USFWS

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Comment
No.

Agency

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Revisions made to several tables
and figures.

Text revised in several areas to
clarify description of the
geomorphology of affected
waterbodies.

Footnotes have been added to Table
3.24-1 for clarification. Other offchannel habitats include beaver
pond outlets, alcoves, isolated
ponds, side channels, and
percolation channels

Figures revised. Stream reaches are
identified.
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
text. Examples include:
Table 3.24-2 titled “Estimated Mileage
of Habitat for Pacific Salmon and
Rainbow Trout in Tributaries Draining
the Mining Site” would be
strengthened if we knew what percent
of total stream length each of the
values represented. That is, of the
total area, what portion of it
“represents” spawning or rearing
habitat? The text makes frequent
references to this table in support of
“distribution” of a given species within
a river.
• Table 3.24-2 suggests that habitat of
a given quantity (square miles) for a
particular fish species is present but
does not provide a spatial relationship
or scale to suggest distribution of the
habitat or the fish within a given
stream. Distribution is relative to scale
and needs to be better quantified by
watershed, stream, reach, etc. For
example, Pink Salmon are widely
distributed in Alaska, but they do not
occur within every river or waterbody
that supports Pacific Salmon.
Similarly, a tributary river may be 75
miles in length yet has only 5 miles of
suitable spawning or rearing habitat.
• Table 3.24-2 does not have spatial
relational information. It lists only a
total number of miles of a given habitat
type by fish species, by sub-basin.
• Figure 3.24-3 only reports Reach A-E
and does not indicate habitat use type

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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The total distances of anadromous
waters in each subbasin was
included in the text and in the table
footnote and each species/lifestage
mileage was related to its percent of
the total anadromous habitat. Note
the mileages listed in Table 3.24-2
are based on the definition of the
Mine Site Analysis Area (which is
also displayed/ highlighted on Figure
3.24-1).
This was addressed by adding the %
of total anadromous habitat
represented by each species in
Table 3.24-2 (see above) and is
further addressee by adding the
percent composition of anadromous
species to the pie charts in Figures
3.24-2,3,4.
See above
The life-stage information is included
in Table 3.24-2. For specific
locations of species/life-stage
distributions per reach see available
data in the AWC database, Chapter
15 of the EBD (R2 et al. 2011), or
the EFH assessment.
A definition of the transportation
corridor analysis area is provided.
See response above regarding the
percent of total mileages, also text
was added to identify specific
reaches which are clearly identified
on revised figures.
Estimated rainbow trout mileages
based on highest observed.
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
(spawning or rearing). Figure 3.24-3 is
titled “Fish Distribution and Relative
Abundance.” Please double-check
figure and table numbers in the text to
the corresponding figure and table
number for consistency of use and
meaning.
• Figure 3.24-5 “Transportation and
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridors” does
not define the analyses area of
impacts from road and pipeline
construction and operations. No
defined area or boundary is outlined in
the referenced figure.
• “Chum spawning habitat is limited to
the lower 20 miles of the river,
downstream of the seasonally dry
channel (Table 3.24-2).” There is no
spatial reference within the table to
indicate if these miles occur within the
upper, middle, or lower river
segments. Without citations to lend
support to ground verified occurrences
of spawning, this assertion is
misleading.
• Table 3.24-3 titled “Estimated
Mileage of Habitat for Pacific Salmon
and Rainbow Trout within Streams
Crossed by the Transportation and
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor” does
not include any information on
Rainbow Trout. Please include
Rainbow Trout information or remove
the species from the title.
• Figure 3.24-3 “South Fork Koktuli
Fish Distribution and Relative
Abundance” does not show stream

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Rainbow trout was added to Table
4.24-3.
Figure reference was corrected.
The referenced table was removed.
Details regarding specific tributaries
or reaches are included in the text
and anadromous waters are
identified within reaches and
tributaries in Figures 3.24-2, 3, and
4.
Table reference corrected to Table
3.24-2.

Response

US Fish and Wildlife Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.24 – Fish Values
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

In-text citations are not consistent with
citations within the works cited list. As
examples:
• In text citation, R2 et al. (2011) does
not appear in the works cited list.
However, R2 et al. 2011a and R2 et
al. 2011b may be found.
• The full citation for NMFS (1977), as

6

crossings for the South Access Road,
as referenced in the text on Page
3.24-13 under South Access Road.
Similarly, the South Access Road as
referenced in the text does not appear
labeled as such within Figure 3.24-5
“Transportation Corridor Fish Stream
Crossings.”
• As referenced within the text, there
are no unique streams identified within
Table3.24-3.
• Table 3.24-5 as referenced on Page
3.24-14 does not provide stream miles
for life stage of fish species found
within the North Fork Koktuli as stated
in the text.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

There are insufficient literature
citations to support assertions made
within Chapter 3.24 Fish Values. For
example, Page 3.24-5 Paragraph 4,
Lines 6-8 states, “The low-gradient
and gravel-dominated substrate of the
mainstem South Fork Koktuli below
the mine site provides spawning and
rearing habitat for resident and
anadromous salmonids.” What
literature or study supports this claim?

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

5

Comment
No.

See Response.

Add supporting references.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Citations have been corrected.

References to the EBD data (R2 et
al 2011) were added where
necessary to support baseline
descriptions.

Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

7

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There does not appear to be a
discussion of geospatial scale most
relevant to fish populations. The
USACE does indicate within this latest
draft the proportion of the affected
watershed(s) (e.g., the South Fork
Koktuli River) as related to the total
watershed area that contributes to
Bristol Bay. However, there is no
discussion of this in either Affected
Environment or Environmental
Consequences. Please see Service
comment submitted by letter dated
July 13, 2018: “Include discussion and
later analyses of identified resources
at scales relevant to fish populations,
impacted sub-watersheds (i.e., North
Fork Koktuli, South Fork Kotktuli, and
Upper Talarik Creek) and within the
context of the entire Bristol Bay
watershed.”

first appears in Section 3.24 on Page
3.24- 13, does not appear in the
provided works cited list.
• ADFG 2018. Chinook Salmon
Research Initiative citation within the
works cited list contains a link to a
webpage that is only a summary of the
project and not specific findings to
support the assertion within the text.
• ADFG 2018i does not appear in the
Works Cited list; however, ADFG
2018h and ADFG 2018j are present.
• SEBD (2018) does not appear within
the works cited list.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Comment acknowledged. The
description of baseline conditions is
limited to the EIS analysis area
where potential impacts from the
project are likely to occur. Resources
outside this analysis area are not
discussed in detail. This information
is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant
impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.

Response
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Much of the chapter uses old data and
sampling analyses. Environmental
Baseline Data (2008) used for analysis
at the Mine Site and the North Fork
Koktuli River is outdated. Given a
changing climate and warming
temperatures occurring at higher
latitudes, organism response appears
to be causing some flowers to bloom
earlier than usual and seems to be
altering some wildlife migration and
hibernation patterns. Changes in fish
distribution may also occur as
individuals and populations seek out
thermal conditions most suitable for
completion of their life stages.
Understanding how fish species are
responding to these changes is critical
for analyses of effects to populations
occurring in the affected project area.
Examples include:
• Periphyton samples collection
occurred in 2005 and 2007, more than
10 years ago. Current information is
needed for further evaluation.
• Beach seining results were published
in 2005; these results are more than
13 years old.

9

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Sections within the Affected
Environment chapter remain missing,
which makes it difficult review to
review the Environmental
Consequences. For example, fish
distribution data is pending review of
2018 field data, and will be included in
the DEIS.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

8

Comment
No.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Comment acknowledged. Sampling
data from the EBD studies occurred
several years ago, and sampling
was intensive and conducted over a
multi-year period and it is sufficient
to represent pre-mine conditions,
and to assess the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally,
the requested information would not
be essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives.

The DEIS contains updated baseline
information currently available
including the 2018 field data.

Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

10

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
We recommend more clearly defining
how available habitat is quantified for
fish. The DEIS refers to miles of
spawning or rearing habitat; however it
is unclear how habitat miles were
determined or calculated. Text
frequently refers to the Anadromous
Waters Catalog (AWC) in reference to
available habitat; however, using miles
of habitat reported in the AWC as a
metric of total suitable habitat will likely
result in inaccurate estimates of
available habitat for critical stages of
salmon life history. The AWC
calculates miles of habitat by
identifying the upper most point within
a stream segment based on the extent
of fish surveys or known anadromous
fish use in a particular waterbody,
rather than the actual limit of
anadromous fish occurrence or habitat
use. The resultant “miles of habitat” is
not reflective of the extent of suitable
spawning or rearing habitat that exists
throughout the waterbody below the
uppermost point documented in the
AWC. Discrete habitat units used by
fish for completion of their life history
are typically distributed in a
fragmented and patchy manner within
a river system. Furthermore, reporting
“Stream miles” is an inadequate
measure to quantify fish habitat in a
biological meaningful manner. We
recommend that fish habitat be
quantified as a measure of area (e.g.,
meters square, square miles). For an
example elsewhere in Alaska, the 17-

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Comment acknowledged. The use of
stream mileages, as used in the
AWC database, is sufficient to
assess the existing conditions and
potential impacts associated with
this project. Similarities in sub-basin
area, stream lengths, flow
characteristics, and habitat
conditions among the three principal
tributaries also allows for reasonable
comparisons among the tributaries.
Consequently, we feel that additional
information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable
significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.

Response
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Chapter sections are missing,
precluding our ability to evaluate all of
the information.
Examples include:
• Page 3.24-22 and Page 3.24-28:
Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal
• Page 3.24-30 Transportation
Corridor and Natural Gas Pipeline
Corridor
• Page 3.24-36 Table 3.24-8 Fish
Stream Summary Table

12

mile stretch of the Kenai River
between Kenai Lake and Skilak Lake
has more substrate area, and thus
more available spawning and rearing
habitat, than the lowest 17 miles of
Eagle River. To accurately assess the
habitat available in the project area
and then assess the potential impacts
of the project, the analyses should be
based on a more robust unit of
measure of habitat than simply miles
of river.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

We request adding a discussion of
baseline surface flow pathways.
Please provide citations for the
hydrographic components when
referencing specific data in the context
of temperature and water chemistry
effects. Water quality parameters
discussed would be easier to
understand within table format in
addition to where it is written within the
text.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

11

Comment
No.

“See Response”

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Data Gaps are acknowledged in
Section 3.1 A description of baseline
conditions is provided based on
regional information. The 2018 field
data has been incorporated in this
section

Surface flows are discussed in detail
in Section 3.16, Surface Water.
Water quality is addressed in
Section 3.18, Water Quality. Text
revised in some areas of Section
3.24 to clarify information and
discussion.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

The DEIS should include a table that
summarizes information for all
anadromous streams crossed or
affected by the proposed action for
each alternative. The current format
does not allow review of at-a-glance
information. Rather, the reader must
skip through to various sections and
subsections of the chapter to gather
this information.
The DEIS should describe how fish
values (e.g., spawning, rearing) are
assigned to a proposed stream
crossing. Many figures indicate fish
information comes from the AWC, but
it is unclear how fish values are
assigned at a particular proposed road
crossing.
Please provide clarification.
The DEIS should describe how the
USACE has addressed the following
comments, submitted in our letter
dated July 13, 2018:
• “Include a separate discussion of
baseline functions and values of

14

15

16

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
The DEIS should include a discussion
on the physical properties of Iliamna
Lake, including vertical profile analysis
of temperature and dissolved oxygen
by season, and lake turnover rates
(timeline) and stratification. These are
important factors affecting diel vertical
migrations by juvenile salmonids (e.g.,
Sockeye Salmon) rearing in Iliamna
Lake.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

13

Comment
No.

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Wetlands functions and values are
discussed in Section 3.22 and
Section 4.22
Surface water hydrology is
discussed in Sections 3.16 and 4.26,
Surface Water. Water quality is

Text revision made in this section
and inserted table footnotes to
describe how life stages are
assigned (either via AWC or
sampling from 2018 field data at
crossing locations).

Summary Table 3.24-6 lists
comparative number of crossing by
fish status (present vs. absent,
resident vs. anadromous).

Comment acknowledged. This
information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable
significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
wetlands that may be impacted by the
project. For example, quantified
baseline wetland habitat functions and
values relevant to fish habitat (e.g.,
rearing, overwintering, refugia) should
be presented to streamline future
analysis of losses from project
impacts.”
• “Include a discussion of water quality
(including temperature and chemistry)
that can be analyzed with respect to
mine discharge receiving waters.
Include a discussion of watershed
hydrography, including the seasonal
hydrograph, for later use to determine
potential project impacts to water
quantity and availability for fishery
resources. Include a discussion of
surface flow pathways.”
• Please analyze “relative contributions
of marine-derived nutrient input and
transport from anadromous fish
carcasses brought into the freshwater
environment from the marine
environment; this should include
timing, extent, distribution, delivery,
and location.”

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

discussed in Sections 3.18 and 4.18,
Water Quality. Potential impacts
associated with changes in surface
flow and water quality are discussed
in 4.24, Fish Values.
Potential impacts from changes in
marine-derived nutrients are
discussed in Section 4.24., Fish
Values.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend citing the Service or
the NMFS listing of species and critical
habitat using the associated Federal
Register notice published in support of
listing. As an example of citing the
Federal Register notice to discuss
listed species, “The Service listed the
Southwest Alaska Distinct Population
Segment of the Northern sea otter as
threatened under the Endangered
Species Act on August 9, 2005 (70 FR
46366), with critical habitat designated
on October 8, 2009 (74 FR 51988).”

Currently, this chapter uses a mixture
of Federal Register notices (i.e.,
humpback whale, fin whale), and
Service and NMFS documents cited
as “USFWS (Year)” or “NMFS (Year)”
(i.e., Cook Inlet beluga, Steller sea
lion, Northern sea otter, Steller’s eider)
to discuss listing of species under the
Endangered Species Act. Some of the
references seem incongruous. For
example, discussion of the Northern
sea otter uses a NMFS reference
(NMFS 2005) for a Service managed
species, and discussion of the Steller’s
eider uses a 2011 document (USFWS
2011) to reference a species listed by
the Service in 1997. Please review the
literature cited in this chapter to
ensure reference of original source
material whenever possible rather
than secondary references, such as
reports or biological opinions.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Documents published in the Federal
Register are cited as such and the
text has been updated.

The literature cited section has been
reviewed and original documents are
now cited instead of secondary
sources.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The pre-draft chapters previously reviewed for this
section had placeholders for discussion on the
economic contribution of lodges by drainages. No
new information on the economic contribution from
lodges by drainages is included in the most recent
chapter of the DEIS. We recommend future
versions include this information.

Several Service comments provided on the pre-draft
chapter by letter dated August 31, 2018, were not
addressed by the USACE in this version. We
continue to recommend incorporation of the
following information into the DEIS:
• An assessment of King Salmon productivity in the
Mulchatna River system.
• The extent of the project area located within each
of the watersheds described within this section.
Even if detailed in another section of the DEIS, this
information would allow the reader to more clearly
understand the affected environment in this section.

Please specify which section or sections this
statement refers to: “Section 4.24, Fish Values
indicate Alternative 1 would not reduce the returning
adult salmon to the Kvichak and Nushagak river
systems as a result of the project operations.” It is
unclear where the numbers of returning adult King
Salmon under different conditions are discussed in
Section 4.24 Fish Values. Rather, Section 4.24
provides information describing changes to the
quantity of King Salmon spawning and rearing
habitat occurring within the project area. Please
provide a citation or documentation that correlates
the quantity and quality of existing, and future, King
Salmon habitat within the project area to numbers of
returning King Salmon adults.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Text edited to add counts of
businesses reporting
logbook book data by river
system.

ADF&G treats the Susitna
and Mulchatna as one
system for the purposes of
management. The
information requested is
neither available nor
essential to make a
reasoned choice among
alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.

The language was clarified;
the information from
Section 4.24 is consistent
with this statement.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Please specify which section or sections this
statement refers to: “Section 4.24, Fish Values
indicate Alternative 1 would not reduce the returning
adult salmon to the Kvichak and Nushagak river
systems as a result of the project operations.” It is
unclear where the numbers of returning adult King
Salmon under different conditions are discussed in
Section 4.24 Fish Values. Rather, Section 4.24
provides information describing changes to the
quantity of King Salmon spawning and rearing
habitat occurring within the project area. Please
provide a citation or documentation that correlates
the quantity and quality of existing, and future, King
Salmon habitat within the project area to numbers of
returning King Salmon adults.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

The language was clarified;
the information from
Section 4.24 is consistent
with this statement.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Discuss and provide more detail on
how construction and operation of a
large commercial enterprise, an open
pit copper and gold mine, in a
relatively remote part of Alaska could
permanently impact the environment,
fish, wildlife, habitats, and the
subsequent effects on indigenous
people and their culture, including
subsistence use.

Include more detail on the potential
cumulative impacts for all alternatives,
and the magnitude of such impacts.
Specifically, provide detailed
information on the cumulative and
additive impacts each action
alternative would have on the water,
subsistence, and cultural resources
which the people living in the area
depend on for survival. In particular,
this chapter should describe how
anticipated impacts to the river
system, water quality, fish habitat, and
wildlife habitat would affect
subsistence users that rely on these
resources. If some of this information
is available in one or more other
chapters of the DEIS, please also refer
to those chapters here.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

This section draws conclusions from
Sections 4.23, Wildlife, and 4.24,
Fish Values and references those
sections. Some reorganization of this
section was done to help clarify
where the impacts would be.

The Cumulative Impacts section has
been expanded and revised.
Additional references to other
sections added.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The mine is expected to emit air-borne
pollutants including particulates and
heavy metals (e.g., mercury) as a result of
burning large amounts of natural gas and
diesel fuel. What are the potential effects
of pollutants on water and air quality?
What are the associated adverse effects
on wildlife and human health? The DEIS
should evaluate and disclose the potential

The Service was unable to evaluate the
direct effects of wildlife contact with
contaminants (including acid generating
tailings and dissolved heavy metals),
because “analysis of risk to wildlife from
pit lake water is pending” (Page 4-23-4).
The DEIS should evaluate and disclose
these potential impacts.

The Wildlife Management Plan referenced
on Page 4-23-1 has not been completed;
therefore, the Service is unable to
evaluate the proposed impact avoidance
and mitigation measures.

This DEIS focuses on the direct impacts
within the footprint of the proposed mine
site, with little consideration given to
potential direct and indirect impacts from
the gas pipeline, transportation corridor,
power plant, ports, and other facilities.
Wildlife resources within Cook Inlet are
generally not included in the description of
the environmental consequences. The
scope should be broadened to adequately
capture the direct and indirect impacts of
the proposed project, as is required by the
NEPA.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

According to models,
contamination will not be a long
term impact with the project.
Refer reader to appropriate
sections in the DEIS.

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

A reference to indirect impacts of
altered air quality is provided in
Section 4.20, Air Quality.

Text has been added that addresses
the pit lake water.

A Wildlife Management Plan (WMP)
plan is not included in the DEIS as it
would be developed at a later point
in the permitting process.

Additional text regarding potential
indirect impacts to project
components including those in Cook
Inlet are included.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

5

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The environmental impacts associated
with constructing and operating the
proposed 270-megawatt power plant
should be discussed. A comparable plant,
the 248-megawatt gas-fired River Road
Generating Plant in Vancouver,
Washington, was among the biggest
greenhouse gas emitters in the Pacific

The DEIS should include a discussion of
any transmission lines that would be built
along roadways. Electrical transmission
lines are known to cause bird strikes and
electrocution of raptors. Transmission
lines and poles are also known to provide
artificial perch sites for avian predators,
which may lead to increased mortality of
prey species, including birds. Facility
lighting can also significantly affect avian
migration behaviors, as well as inland
flights of nocturnal seabirds during the
breeding season. Lighting can result in
disorientation or injury and death of
nesting seabirds. The Service can provide
specific recommendations on both the
type and location of lighting to reduce
these effects.

The DEIS should include a discussion
about the potential of new infrastructure
and human waste (garbage, landfills) to
attract avian predators (Powell and
Backensto 2018).
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
237228506_Common_ravens_Corvus_co
rax_nesting_on_Alaska's_North_Slope_Oi
l_Fields.

impacts from air-borne pollutants.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Check project description.

Indirect impact to add to list.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Section 4.20, Air Quality has been
referenced. A WMP would be
developed at a later point in the
permitting process.

According to the project description
in Chapter 2, no transmission or
electrical lines are planned along the
port or mine access roads. There is
the potential for distribution lines
within the mine site, and this has
been included.
Potential impacts from lighting at
night have been added to the text.

This potential indirect impact on
wildlife has been included in the
DEIS.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Potential disturbance of seabird colony
sites is not included in the DEIS. Seabirds
could be disturbed at breeding colonies by
the noise generated by port construction,
and by 12 helicopter overflights in the
region. Disturbance could also impact
non-colonial birds such as marbled
murrelet and Kittlitz’s murrelet, both of
which nest inland and are relatively

Analyses of potential spill impacts to
migratory birds, listed species, and other
wildlife and their habitats outside the
immediate mine site and within
transportation corridors are not included in
the DEIS. The DEIS should address the
potential for vessel groundings and oil
spills in the region given the varied and
complex bathymetry of Kamishak Bay.
The potential for spills and accidents that
might result from lightering at two offshore
locations (Figure 1-5) should also be
evaluated. Kamishak Bay and the waters
around Augustine are known to be
frequented by both marbled and Kittlitz’s
murrelets and listed Northern sea otters.

Northwest, producing greater than
100,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent (CO2e) per year from 2012 to
2016
(https://ecology.wa.gov/DOE/files/2d/2d41
cf1e-8947-4a80-9a66e412a051e45b.pdf).
What are the anticipated impacts of the
proposed power plant on wildlife? What
measures would be in place to reduce
and mitigate these emissions?

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

This data has been added to
3.23.

This has been addressed in
spills.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

The information on marbled and
Kittlitz’s murrelets has been added to
Section 3.23 and information on
seabird colonies has been
incorporated.

Refer to Section 4.27, Spill Risk.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Chapter 4.23.6 Cumulative Effects is
inadequate. The document talks about
Reasonable and Foreseeable Alternatives
identified in Section 4.1 being carried
forward for analysis; however, the
analysis presented is one paragraph that
provides general statements of effects.
More details should be included based on
impacts documented at other
development sites (e.g., the Prudhoe Bay
oil field, Red Dog Mine).

No effort is made to quantify the number
of animals of any species that might be
affected by the individual project
components, and/or different project
alternatives. Impacts to wildlife are
unlikely to be the same across the
different alternatives; simply saying “same
as alternative 1” is not sufficient.

abundant in the Lower Cook Inlet. The
most recent at-sea surveys indicate that in
the Lower Cook Inlet, the more abundant
marbled murrelet has an estimated
population of approximately 30,000 birds,
which is approximately 7 percent of
Alaska’s total population (Piatt et al.
2007), whereas the Kittlitz’s murrelet has
a minimum estimated population of
approximately 3,000 birds, which could be
9 percent of the world population (Kuletz
et al. 2011). Additionally, the
southwestern, outer portion of Kachemak
Bay is known to be a “nursery” area for
newly fledged murrelet juveniles (Kuletz
and Piatt 1999).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

This section has been revised and
with respect to RFFA’s, including the
Pebble Expanded Mine Scenario.

Comment acknowledged. The text
recognizes that individual mortalities
may result from the individual project
components.
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Within the document, stream
miles are reported as
“spawning” or “rearing” values
based on the AWC
observations of spawning or
rearing fish. These stream
miles are then designated as
“number of miles” of spawning
or rearing habitat. However,
using a single linear value (i.e.,
stream miles) does not take
into account the relative value
or importance of unique areas
of the affected streams that
support spawning or rearing.
Spawning or rearing activities
may be limited to portions of a
stream and typically do not
occur throughout the stream’s
longitudinal distance. It is well
documented that fish will
occupy and use areas of a
stream disproportionately for
rearing and spawning (Tilman
1982; Frissell et al. 1986;
Dunning et al. 1992; Foley
2018). A more useful metric of
spawning or rearing habitat is
a unit of measure associated
with area (e.g., average
stream reach width x length of
stream reach), and not a linear
distance (see previous
comment on this subject). It is
worth discussing this point

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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The use of stream mileages, as used in the AWC database, is
sufficient to assess the existing conditions and potential impacts
associated with this project. Similarities in sub-basin area,
stream lengths, flow characteristics, and habitat conditions
among the three principal tributaries also allows for reasonable
comparisons among the tributaries. Consequently, additional
information is not necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among alternatives.
Where applicable, language has been added to recognize the
distinction between spawning and rearing habitat in affected
waterbodies.
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Comment
No.

2

3

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The document includes use of
vague language (e.g., [Best
Management Practices] BMPs
may be considered...) when
discussing BMPs in the
context of describing
“temporary” or “minimal”
effects. Including a discussion
on BMPs or including a

The DEIS should include a
discussion on the productivity
of Tributary 1.19 contributing
to aquatic and terrestrial
invertebrate food inputs to
fishes downstream. Aquatic
and terrestrial food inputs to
the system should be
discussed within this chapter
in terms of the annual food
resource budget available to
fish. Fish presence and
density may be directly related
to food sources within a
stream network, and a
discussion of environmental
consequences is not complete
without a discussion of annual
food inputs within a system
and the affected area.

within the context of describing
habitat types. We recommend
quantifying using a measure of
area, not simplifying as
“stream miles”.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Best Management Practices (BMPs) and mitigation measures
are discussed in detail in Chapter 5, Mitigation and Permitting.
Specific BMPs will be developed in conjunction with the
appropriate regulatory agencies as part of project permitting.
Text revised as:
The magnitude and extent of stream sedimentation that could
result from such disturbance would depend on the effectiveness
of required state-of-the-process BMPs under stormwater
pollution prevention regulations implemented, monitored, and

Stream productivity is discussed in Section 3.24. Impacts to
stream productivity are assessed in Section 4.24.
Text revised as:
The loss of connection between Tributary 1.19 and the
mainstem NFK due to embankments and pond dams could
result in permanent, direct effects on the quantity and quality of
invertebrate productivity transported downstream into the
mainstem NFK. In terms of magnitude and extent, the loss of
connection could also directly impact available habitat for
benthic macroinvertebrate (BMI) production, which is critical for
fish growth and survival. Macroinvertebrate studies conducted
as part of the environmental baseline effort concluded that a
range of macroinvertebrates and periphyton exist in Tributary
1.19 that would contribute via drift to the food web into
downstream reaches. Two other sizeable tributaries (NFK
Tributaries 1.17 and 1.12) meet the mainstem NFK within 5
miles below the mine site, so the extent of effects of reduced
macroinvertebrate productivity to downstream resources would
likely be limited to the area directly downstream of the mine site.
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Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Tracking between Chapter
3.24 and 4.24 is difficult due to
inconsistencies with headings
of major and minor chapter
section and sub-sections. We
suggest revising chapter
formatting to ensure sections
in each chapter (Chapter 3,

Greater detail is needed to
quantify the effects of
displacement of fish captured
out of the mine site and into
relocation areas. Resident
non-anadromous species
displaced from the project area
will have an effect upon fish
resources in locations up- and
downstream of the release
site, where they may displace
(through competition or
predation) anadromous fish.

complete list of BMPs
which may be considered is
necessary to allow for an
assessment of potential
environmental consequences.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Due to the nature of the material being presented, a direct
match between 3.24 and 4.24 is not feasible. Language has
been clarified throughout Section 4.24 in the DEIS to present
the potential impacts in an organized manner.

Detail was added to Section 4.24 about fish displacement and
potential impacts on anadromous fish.
Text revised as:
Fish capture and relocation would be implemented according to
ADF&G Aquatic Resource Permit (ARP) requirements to reduce
impacts to resident fish. Stipulations contained in the ARP
would determine timing, capture methods, and relocation
protocols. Surveys documented low densities and wide
distributions of resident and anadromous fish throughout
adjacent reaches in the NFK. Species diversity and abundance
data indicate there is sufficient available habitat for relocation
without impacts to existing populations (EBD Chapter 15).

maintained during all phases of the project. BMPs are designed
to mitigate the intensity of surface runoff, erosion, and sediment
loads in stream channels. A range of BMPs, including silt
fences, bale check dams, sediment retention basins, cross bars
and ditches, runoff interception and diversions, gabions and
sediment traps, mulching of disturbed surfaces and stockpiles,
and other measures, would be implemented and monitored
along the mine site road corridors and at all bridge and culvert
crossings to ensure minimization of potential impacts from
erosion and sedimentation. BMPs would also be employed to
minimize impacts of surface runoff and erosion at materials
sites. Detailed BMP’s are described in 4.16 (Knight Piesold
2018a).
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Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The document contains vague
or undefined language, and
does not always quantify

When applicable, please
include references to other
chapters as needed. For
example, within Chapter
4.24.2.2 Fish Displacement,
Injury, and Mortality, the
Transportation Corridor
section discusses bridges and
culverts, but does not refer to
the loss of habitat due to
potential sedimentation
associated with these
activities, as discussed in
Chapter 4.24.6 Cumulative
Effects. Reference to the
impacts of sedimentation in
this section would help
alleviate reader confusion. See
earlier comment on difficulty
following chapter sections and
subsections. As an example,
reference the Surface and
Groundwater section within the
Mine Site subsection of
4.24.2.3 Stream Flow.

Affected Environment and
Chapter 4, Environmental
Consequences) match. For
example, 4.24.2.3 Streamflow
is difficult to follow because of
organizational structure.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Impacts have been quantified and put in context where
applicable throughout Section 4.24. Temporal scales have been
defined as:

Language has been clarified throughout Section 4.24 in the
DEIS. Appropriate references have been added where
applicable.
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
impacts resulting from the
action within the
Environmental Consequences
chapter. For example, Page
4.24-3 Ferry Terminal/Iliamna
Lake Pipeline does not
quantify the area of substrate,
or types of “impacts” that may
be permanently or temporarily
caused by horizontal
directional drilling. However,
the document does detail
specific impacts as part of Fish
Displacement, Injury, and
Mortality that may occur as
part of the Amakdedori Port,
Page 4-24-6. Impacts are
often described as both shortand long-term, without a clear
definition of the temporal
scales associated with shortand long-term.
Examples include:
• Consequences are not
adequately quantified, and
vague language descriptors
are used to characterize
conditions (e.g., Page 4.24-7
Paragraph 4, sentence 1 “in
general, a larger
percentage...”).
• Quantify the area that is
decreased in the downstream
direction (as in spawning
habitat decreased because of

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Temporary – Recovery days to weeks
Short-term – Recovery less than 3 years
Long-term – Recovery less than 3 years to less than 20 years
Permanent – Recovery greater than 20 years
Detailed habitat modeling by stream reach is not available.
Additional information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice among alternatives.
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Comment
No.

8

9

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS should provide an
analysis of how flow is

The source of the increase in
habitat identified within Table
4.24-3, “Average precipitation
year, spawning habitat for all
streams and species in the
mine site area premine, during
operations, and post closure,”
is unclear. This information is
not included in the discussion,
and is important information
for understanding the full
scope of Environmental
Consequences. Please
provide discussion on the
additional available habitat
post closure.

decreased flows). As written it
is vague and lacking the
necessary detail, for example:
“The percentage reductions in
habitat would generally
decrease in a downstream
direction until reaching the
confluence of the NFK and
SFK (with a few exceptions).”
• Specify the directionality of
change, e.g., from Page 4.249 Paragraph 2 Sentence 4
“Habitat changes are less than
1%...” It is unclear if this
change is an increase
or decrease of habitat.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Impacts associated with climate change are addressed in

Habitat modeling is based on surface water modeling discussed
in Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology.
Appropriate citations have been added (R2 Consultants 2018).
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10

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Juvenile habitat subsection
within Section 4.24.2.3 Stream
Flow indicates, “Sockeye
juvenile habitat increases
would generally be associated
with the SFK-C reach, where
habitat would be increased by
0.76 acres (44 percent) during
mining operations...”
Please provide citations for
these data or further
clarification in the text. An
increase of 0.76 acre resulting
in a 44 percent increase in
Sockeye Salmon juvenile
habitat suggests 1.73 acres of
juvenile habitat within the
South Fork Koktuli-C reach.
The table presented (Table
4.24-4) in the text does not
include the quantity of juvenile
habitat per stream, but rather
presents data in aggregate for
all streams. As such, the table

expected to change with future
climate change projections for
wet and dry rainfall years.
There is currently no
discussion of the future
impacts of the project under
different environmental
adaption scenarios, and future
climate conditions are not
discussed within subsection
4.24.2.7 Water Temperature.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Tables 4.24-2 and 4.24-3 have been updated to include units of
measure (acres).

Appropriate citations have been added (R2 Consultants 2018).

Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology.
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11

12

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS should analyze and
discuss the effects of
increased water temperatures
on growth and development of
juvenile salmon eggs.

The DEIS should discuss and
specify the types and
magnitude of impacts to
fishery resources from
increased sediment input from
the mine site (and its
associated facilities). The
consequences of increased
sediment loads and inputs are
well documented in the
literature. Please discuss the
potential impacts in the context
of all species and life stages
occurring in the project area.
There is discussion on specific
impacts within the
Transportation Corridor
subsection that could be
expanded to include all
subsections within Section
4.24.2.5 Stream
Sedimentation and Turbidity.

indicates a value of 41.85
acres of available habitat for
juvenile Sockeye Salmon
during operations. Please
assign units of measure
associated with the values in
Table 4.24-4 (and others).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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The impacts from increased water temperature on different life
stages of fish have been addressed in Section 4.24.2.7- Water
Temperature and Quality.
Text revised as:
Winter water temperature changes could impact eggs and

The magnitude, extent, duration and likelihood of sedimentation
impacts from the construction and operations of the mine site
have been addressed. Impacts from sedimentation are similar
for different project components.
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Comment
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Section,
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and Page #
Increased water temperatures
correlates with an increase of
development rates and earlier
emergence (degree days) of
juveniles. There is no
discussion on the effects of
early emergence and
population level effects.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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alevins within spawning gravels primarily through increased
metabolism, growth, and changes in time of emergence.
However, current winter temperatures in NFK River and UT
Creek, and likely SFK River, are below the optimum egg
incubation ranges found for Pacific salmon species in the
analysis area. Weber-Scannell (1991) reports the following
ranges of optimum egg incubation temperatures from the
literature: Chinook, 39.2 to 53.6°F (4.0°C to 12.0°C); coho, 41°F
to 51.8°F (5.0°C to 11.0°C); sockeye, 39.9°F to 55.0°F (4.4°C to
12.8°C); chum, 39.9°F to 55.9°F (4.4°C to 13.3°C); and pink
salmon, 41.0°F to 57.2°F (5.0°C to 14.0°C). The predicted
increased winter discharge water temperatures would not raise
river temperatures to the lower limits of optimum egg survival for
any species and would therefore be unlikely to negatively affect
egg survival, rather there may potential for increased survival of
eggs in NFK River. Increases in water temperatures during
alevin development can substantially increase development
rates and associated yolk conversion rates potentially leading to
faster yolk depletion and early emergence from the gravel at
overall smaller sizes. Fry could emerge too early at suboptimal
periods of the year and experience poor feeding, growth, and
survival. Studies reviewed by Weber-Scannell (1991) were
conducted at water temperature ranges substantially higher
than post-mining temperatures predicted in NFK, SFK or UT
Creek. Coho and sockeye salmon length at emergence
decreased between 35.6°F and 41.0°F (2.0°C and 5.0°C), while
chum and Chinook salmon length at emergence increased
between 41.0°F and 46.4°F (5.0°C and 8.0°C), then decreased
with higher temperatures (Weber-Scannell 1991). NFK River
habitats could warm to near the optimum alevin development
temperatures for coho salmon or could be slightly higher. It is
unlikely that increases in winter water temperatures will warm
adequately to enhance or adversely affect developing alevins in
SFK River or UT Creek, and within NFK River, post-mining
water temperatures may increase to within the optimal ranges
for alevin development of slightly warmer (EFH, Owl Ridge,
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Comment
No.

13

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Please identify how the
USACE has addressed the
following comments, submitted
in our letter dated August 31,
2018: “Please present
environmental consequences
to individual fish species. For
example, the Bristol Bay
region provides 51 percent of
the commercial catch of the
world’s Sockeye Salmon. We
recommend a detailed
analysis of the potential shortand long-term environmental
consequences of the project to
this internationally important
resource. The chapter should
analyze the potential for
environmental
consequences to destabilize
the existing Bristol Bay
salmon portfolio
represented by numerous
individual stocks. It should
identify the potential for
additional fishing closures due
to losses to fisheries and fish
habitat. Different species are
targeted in commercial, sport,
and subsistence fisheries
supported by the region. We
recommend analyzing the
impacts to individual
species, distribution,

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Potential impacts to fishery resources are assessed for the EIS
analysis area. This is the area where potential impacts are likely
to occur from project construction and operations.
Consequently, additional information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the requested information would
not be essential to make a reasoned choice among alternatives.
Direct impacts of habitat removal would be permanent.
Considering the low quality and low use of coho and Chinook
rearing habitat, the lack of spawning in SFK-E reaches
impacted, and the low level of coho spawning in the NFK 1.190
tributary, measurable impacts to salmon populations would be
unlikely. Modeling indicates that indirect impacts associated
with mine operations would occur at the individual level and be
attenuated upstream of the confluence of the NFK and SFK with
no measurable impacts to salmon populations
Non-point discharges of process water to surface water are not
planned. Permitted point discharges of process water to surface
water would occur at three locations: 1) NFK Tributary 1.19
immediately upstream of the NFK confluence; 2) the SFK at its
confluence with Frying Pan Lake; and 3) a tributary to the Upper
Talarik Creek approximately 2 miles below its headwaters
(Figure 4.24-1, Section 3.18 and 4.18, Water Quality). Such
permitted discharges would be in compliance with APDES
permit, i.e., discharge process water would been treated to
achieve the WQCs that are protective of aquatic life. Hence,
release of metals to surface water via point discharges of
process water are not expected to cause metals toxicity (lethal
and sub-lethal) on fish and aquatic invertebrates. Refer to
Section 4.27, Spill Risk, for an analysis of impacts associated
with upset conditions.

2018).
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
abundance, and availability
to the different fishery user
groups that rely on these
resources.”• “The geographic
scope of the analyses for
project impacts to fishery and
fish habitat resources should
include the immediate projectsite (i.e., north and south fork
Koktuli River and upper Talarik
Creek), local watersheds (i.e.,
Newhalen River, Gibraltar
Lake, Lake Iliamna), and
regional scale (i.e., Bristol Bay,
Cook Inlet), and should include
analysis related to the global
importance of the Bristol Bay
fishery.”
• “Certain metals that are
essential to fish health at low
concentrations may become
toxic with relatively small
increases in concentration;
such metals include copper
(Cu), zinc (Zn), selenium (Se),
and molybdenum (Mo).
Copper is specifically toxic to
anadromous salmon. These
same metals have a narrow
window of non-toxicity before
becoming toxic. Non-essential
metals are more likely to be
toxic even at low
concentrations (e.g., gold (Au),
lead (Pb), arsenic (As) and

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response
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Comment
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mercury (Hg)). Please analyze
the environmental
consequences from point and
non-point process discharges,
for different species and at
different scales.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response
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Comment
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1

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Rework and expand the action area,
as described in the second paragraph,
fourth and fifth sentences, to include
discussion of the entire project. As
currently written, these sentences
state: “The action area encompasses
all marine components (all proposed
port locations, lightering locations, and
natural gas pipeline routes), plus a
surrounding 5-mile buffer in the marine
environment. No terrestrial
components of the project (e.g., the
mine site, ferry terminals, terrestrial
portion of the transportation and
natural gas pipeline corridors, and
compressor station on the Kenai
Peninsula) are included in the action
area, because TES do not occur in the
area; only marine components of the
project are included in the action
area.” We recommend the action area
in each of the sections of Chapter 4 be
described the same way, and include
the four main project components, as
described in Chapter 2, Alternatives:
the Mine Site, the Transportation
Corridor, the Amakdedori Port and
Lightering Locations, and the Natural
Gas Pipeline. Standardizing the
action area, and evaluating each of
the four main project components for
potential impacts to resources of
concern, would ensure impacts of the
proposed project are fully analyzed
and disclosed in the final
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
and documented in the record of

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Action area as defined should
match the action area provided in
the Biological Assessment.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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The EIS analysis area has been
defined as the extent of direct and
indirect impacts. The source of indirect
impacts that are anticipated to extend
the greatest distance is underwater
noise from construction at the port. The
analysis area has been defined as the
greatest extent where harm or
harassment may occur to marine
mammals from noise. For consistency
the EIS analysis area has been aligned
to match the action area of the
Biological Assessment.
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Comment
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2

3

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some of the language in this section
appears to minimize the environmental
consequences the project may have
on listed species. Chapter 3.25
Threatened and Endangered Species
notes that 2018 environmental field
survey results will be incorporated into
the DEIS, when available. Until a full
analysis of the project’s impacts and
effects on listed species is complete
and included in the environmental
consequences chapter, reference to
effects as minimal, localized, limited,
negligible, etc. are premature. The
Service recommends review of the
entire section, and removal of
minimizing language.

Include analysis of potential water
quality impacts at the mine site, along
the transportation corridor, and at the
Amakdedori Port for discussion in this
section, with a focus on impacts to
listed species and protected marine
mammals. This should include the
potential for water quality alteration or
degradation to originate at the mine
site, then move downstream to Lake
Iliamna and Cook Inlet, and impact or
affect listed species and protected
marine mammals. Please note this
recommended water quality analysis
differs from analysis referenced in
Chapter 4.27 Spill Risk.

decision.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Read/refer to the WQ section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Additional data from surveys in 2018
have been added to Section 3.25 and
are discussed where appropriate in
Section 4.25. Minimizing language has
been removed.

Impacts from potential changes to
water quality are discussed in Section
4.18 Water Quality. Water discharged
from the project would comply with
permit conditions and including water
quality standards.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Discussion of the environmental
consequences on Northern sea otter
critical habitat, as found in Section
4.25.2.5 Northern Sea Otter, Critical
Habitat, is lacking specificity. This
section states, “all sea otter critical

Include a rigorous analysis of the
impacts and effects of the proposed
port facility, the proposed pipeline, the
proposed lightering of concentrate
using barges to transport concentrate
to bulk carriers moored in deeper
water, including the risks of fuel and
hazardous materials spills, on sea
otters and sea otter critical habitat
through all phases if the project. For
example, currently no analysis of fuel
or hazardous materials spills is
included in this section. In addition,
there is no meaningful analysis or
quantification of anticipated impacts to
sea otters or sea otter critical habitat
for the construction and operation of
the two port facilities under
consideration. Additional details on the
anticipated impacts of each alternative
during construction and operation of
the proposed port facility, the
proposed pipeline, the proposed
lightering of concentrate using barges
to transport concentrate to bulk
carriers moored in deeper water, is
essential to compare the effects and
impacts of each alternative. Simply
saying, “All impacts are anticipated to
be the same for the two alternatives…”
is not sufficient.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

Additional text has been added to
provide more specificity. The Biological
Assessment provides the greatest level
of detail and has been included as an
appendix to the Draft EIS.
Impacts from spills are discussed in

Additional text has been added to
provide more specificity. The Biological
Assessment provides the greatest level
of detail and has been included as an
appendix to the Draft EIS.
Impacts from spills are discussed in
Section 4.27, Spill Risk and are not
included in the individual resourcespecific sections.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends the
following sentence in Section 4.25.4.1
Summary of Key Impacts be removed
or rephrased: “For all TES, it is not
possible to quantify the exact number
of individuals that may be impacted by
vessel collisions or strikes; therefore,
the number is considered less than
significant.” Please note being unable
to quantify an impact in terms of
numbers of individuals is not the same
as the impact being “less than
Significant”. It would be more correct
to state the impact of vessel collisions
or strikes is “unquantifiable” or
“unknown.”

The Steller’s eider section is a good
example of analyzing and disclosing
potential environmental consequences
of the project on listed species. The
information and discussion in this
section is thorough, based upon the
biology of the species, and does not
use minimizing or qualifying language.
Similar rigorous analysis and
discussion should be conducted for all
listed species in this chapter.

habitat primary constituent
elements…would be directly affected,”
but does not detail how. This section
does not fully analyze the proposed
project’s impacts and effects on each
primary constituent element, and does
not analyze the impacts and effects of
fuel or hazardous materials spills on
sea otter critical habitat.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Text modified as suggested to
“unknown”.

PAGE | 4

Comment noted and text added to the
other sections for other listed species.

Section 4.27, Spill Risk and are not
included in the individual resourcespecific sections.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

9

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Appendix
K4.25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service has no comment at this
time on Appendix K 3.25 Threatened
and Endangered Species. Please
continue to coordinate any required
Marine Mammal Protection Act
Incidental Harassment Authorization
or Incidental Take Regulations with
the Service’s Marine Mammals
Management program.

The Service has no comment at this
time on Figure 4.25-1: Federally Listed
Marine Mammal Critical Habitat and
Location within the Action Area, or
Figure 4.25-2: Steller’s Eider Molting
and Wintering Locations within the
Action Area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

App E, E1.31

App E, E1.10

App E, E1.9

App E, E1.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

NAGPRA does not apply to this
project because it is not located
on federal public lands or Tribal
lands

The Archaeological Resources
Protection Act and the
Antiquities Act do not apply to
this project as it is not located
on federal public lands or Indian
lands.
The Alaska Historic
Preservation Act also does not
apply because this is a federal
permitting action.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Revise paragraph to read: This
order instructs federal agencies to
develop environmental justice
strategies to identify and address
disproportionately high and adverse
human health and environmental
effects of their programs, policies,
and activities on minority
populations and low-income
populations. This order specifically
requires federal agencies to
consider these effects to Native
American and Alaska Native

Rewrite section as edited in the
track-changes.

Rewrite section as edited in the
track-changes.

Revised First paragraph under
Section E1.1 to read: The National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of
1969 (42 United States Code [USC]
4321 et seq.) applies to all federal
agencies and is triggered by “major
federal action[s]” that have the
potential to affect the human
environment.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Revised as suggested (Section E1.29).

NAGPRA applies on tribal lands, which
would include native allotments. This
has been clarified in Appendix E
(Section E1.9).

ARPA and the Antiquities Act are
limited to federal lands and therefore do
not apply and were removed.
NHPA does apply (since the permitting
is a federal action). This has been
clarified in Appendix E (Section E1.8).
The Alaska Historic Preservation Act
applies to submerged lands under state
control, so would apply to this project.

The first paragraph under Section E1.1
has been revised to incorporate the
language of “major federal actions”.
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Comment
No.

5

6

7

8

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

App E, Table E1, National
Historic
Preservation Act

App E, Table E1, Alaska
Historic
Preservation Act

App E, Table E1

App E, Table E1, National
Historic
Preservation Act

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Add row for Tribal jurisdiction under
the NHPA as edited in trackchanges

Revise row as edited in the trackchanges.

Add row for Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation as edited in
track-changes

Revise as edited in the trackchanges.

communities.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Added.

Accepted track change edits.

Added.

Accepted track change edits.

Response
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Figures K3.9-3 and
K3.9-4

General

Intro

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

The salmon and non-salmon
circles overlap enough in the
rivers that it is difficult to tell
where the salmon harvest is, and
this is a critical piece of
information. Separate maps for
salmon and non-salmon harvest
would avoid this problem

The community descriptions are
interesting and well-presented.
There appears to be wide
diversity among community
residents and uses of resources
in different areas. Is there
anything that can be concluded
from these data that would
inform the main Subsistence
section? A summary or
conclusions section would be
helpful

This introduction should describe
the purpose of this appendix.
How does it inform the
environmental impact statement
and put in context the
information in the main
subsistence chapter? It should
also describe how the
information was gathered that is
represented on the maps and in
the discussion.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Create separate salmon and nonsalmon fish maps

No action

Add explanatory and clarifying
text to the first paragraph of K3.9.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

The salmon and non-salmon
figures have been divided into two
figures as per requested.

Acknowledged. The discussions
in the main body of the document
considered the region as a whole
and took this information into
consideration.

Text added.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

5.1.3 NEPA
Guidance

5.1.3 NEPA
Guidance

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Each potential impact should be organized by
element of the environment, and proposed
mitigation should be described in order of
preference listed on Page 5-1: “1) avoidance, 2)
minimization, 3) and compensatory mitigation.” In
each case, this section should identify which of
the types of mitigation described in Table 5-1 will
be employed to mitigate the potential impact. Any
mitigation described by the USACE as part of the
Applicant’s Proposed Mitigation should be
referenced to a specific part of the permit
application. Assumptions about what the applicant
could or might do and non-binding written
statements that are not part of the permit
application are not sufficiently certain to ensure
that they will be carried out. General references to
required permits are also not sufficient. Specific
mitigation measures that would be required as
permit conditions must be provided in the EIS.

The first step discussed in this subsection is to
identify and describe potential impacts to
resources potentially affected by the Proposed
Action and alternatives; however, nowhere in this
preliminary draft environmental impact statement
(PDEIS) is there a clear and accessible summary
of the potential impacts associated with the
Proposed Action and its alternatives. This
summary of potential impacts is needed before
the scope of mitigation can be determined. A
summary of impacts would be best placed at the
end of Chapter 4, just prior to this Chapter 5 or
included within Chapter 5.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

The first opportunity for the public to review
the impact assessment for the proposed
project, alternatives, and proposed
mitigation (avoidance, minimization, and
compensation) is at the Draft EIS stage. A
major purpose of the Draft EIS review is to
solicit mitigation suggestions that could

Comment noted. NEPA requires federal
agencies to consider appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid, minimize, rectify,
reduce or eliminate, and/or compensate for
specific impacts. Chapter 5 provides an
overview of mitigation, describes
avoidance and minimization measures
incorporated as a component of a
proposed project or as a measure being
considered in the course of the NEPA
review conducted to support agency
decision making processes (Section 5.2),
and summarizes avoidance, minimization,
and compensatory mitigation under the
Clean Water Act (Section 5.3).

Comment noted. Each environmental
consequences section has a summary of
key impacts. A lengthy redundant
compilation table is not necessary.
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Comment
No.

3

Agency

NTC

5.1.3 NEPA
Guidance

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section of the PDEIS identifies and includes
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
requirements and regulations concerning
mitigation measures in the NEPA process. The
section concludes that “The Pebble Project EIS
complies with federal guidance by considering
mitigation during alternatives development and by
disclosing mitigation as components incorporated
into the Proposed Action as efforts to avoid and
minimize potential impacts.”
As indicated in comments previously provided on
the PDEIS, adequate opportunity to review and
consider the complete EIS has not been provided.
It is highly likely that once that opportunity is
provided additional mitigation measures that
should have been evaluated in the PDEIS will
become evident. An example is the consideration
of backfilling the mine pit with additional bulk
tailings material to reduce or eliminate impacts to
geology during the postreclamation period. In
addition, also noted in previous comments, we do
not agree that the alternatives development
process has adequately considered alternatives
recommended by this and other cooperating
agencies as measures that could avoid or
minimize potential impacts.
Therefore, it is presumptuous and inappropriate
for this PDEIS to assume that it complies with
federal guidance. The PDEIS should be re-issued
in its entirety, and adequate time must be given to
cooperating agencies to review and comment,
especially with respect to additional mitigation
measures.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

NEPA requires evaluation of a reasonable
range of reasonable alternatives and the
Draft EIS will solicit input on alternatives.
Chapter 2 and Appendix B have been
modified in response to cooperating
agency comments. The cooperating
agencies and the public will have 90 days
to review the Draft EIS and provide
comment.

The suggested mitigation measure for
backfilling the mine pit with additional bulk
tailings material has been added to
Appendix M for assessment. The first
opportunity for the public to review the
impact assessment for the proposed
project, alternatives, and proposed
mitigation is at the Draft EIS stage. A major
purpose of the Draft EIS review is to solicit
mitigation suggestions that could further
reduce environmental impacts.

Section 5.1.3 has been consolidated with
Section 5.1.1 so that there is one overview
of mitigation section. Some of the details
specified in this comment are no longer in
Chapter 5.

further reduce environmental impacts.
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Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

NTC

NTC

Section 5.2

5.2.1.2 Best
Management
Practices.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 5.2 is a good example of a section that is
too general to be of use in determining actual
mitigation requirements; it is simply a description
of a process that an agency follows and contains
no information regarding the mitigation measures
that might be used to mitigate environmental
impacts from the proposed project.

This second subsection identifies not only best
management practices (BMPs), but also industry
standards and permit requirements. While this
subsection may be inclusive of most or all permit
requirements, it is not inclusive of BMPs and
industry standards, which in many cases are
essentially the same.
One publication that contains references to many
of the applicable BMPs and industry standards
that should be considered in the EIS is the
Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance
(IRMA) Standard for Responsible Mining, IRMASTD-001 dated June 2018.1 In particular with
respect to this EIS process, the agencies should
consider the BMPs and industry standards
identified in Chapter 2.5 Emergency
Preparedness and Response; Chapter 2.6
Planning and Financing Reclamation and Closure;
and Chapter 4 Environmental Responsibility
Requirements including Chapter 4.1 Waste and
Materials Management, Chapter 4.2 Water
Management, Chapter 4.3 Air Quality, Chapter 4.4
Noise and Vibration, Chapter 4.5 Greenhouse
Gas Emissions, Chapter 4.6 Biodiversity,
Ecosystem Services and Protected Areas,
Chapter 4.7 Cyanide Management, and
Chapter 4.8 Mercury Management.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 3

Comment noted. This section describes
avoidance and minimization measures that
would be incorporated as an integral
component of the proposed project
(Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.2) and
additional measures identified or
recommended during the NEPA process
that have been compiled and will be

Comment Noted. The Draft EIS text notes
that the list of BMPs is not intended to be a
complete list.
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Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

NTC

NTC

Table 5-2.

Section 5.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

For each mitigation item in Table 5-2, please
indicate where in the Permit Application this
mitigation measure can be found. Please describe
which type of mitigation this is (avoidance,

Review of this PDEIS revealed many instances
where the USACE is assuming that mitigation
actions would be taken based on assurances from
PLP that are not actually in the permit application
as permit conditions. These statements are
nonbinding and cannot be relied on for evaluation
in the EIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 4

Comment noted. Table 5-2 represents the
Applicant’s proposed mitigation, as
provided to USACE. These measures
would not be incorporated as stipulations in

Commend noted. The Applicant's
proposed mitigation (Table 5-2) would be
implemented by PLP as integral
components of the proposed project design
and were considered, to the extent
possible, when assessing the impacts of
the project on the resources as described
in Chapter 4, Environmental
Consequences. Special conditions are
added to Department of the Army permits
when such conditions are necessary to
satisfy legal requirements or to otherwise
satisfy the public interest requirement.
Permit conditions will be directly related to
the impacts of the proposal, appropriate to
the scope and degree of those impacts,
and reasonably enforceable. The decision
document prepared following completion of
the EIS will identify those mitigation
measures that the federal agencies are
adopting and committing to implement.

considered by the USACE and cooperating
agencies as part of their permit decisions
to further minimize project impacts (Section
5.2.3). These are important components of
mitigation. Per CEQ 2011, an example of
mitigation measures that are typically
included as part of the proposed action are
agency standardized best management
practices, such as those developed to
prevent storm water runoff or fugitive dust.
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Comment
No.

8

Agency

NTC

Section 5.2.3
Additional
Mitigation
Identified for
Consideration
in Permit
Decisions.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

According to the PDEIS “Appendix M includes a
list of specific measures suggested during the
scoping process,” and it directs the reader to “See
Appendix M for a preliminary assessment of all
measures identified during the EIS process.”
Appendix M has not been provided for review,
making it impossible to evaluate the full range of
potential impacts and alternatives and mitigation
measures that are available. Depending on the
statutes, regulations, and permitting process, not

minimization, or compensatory mitigation). Do not
include primarily economic or other programs that
are not related to elements of the environment
(e.g., the last two rows of Table 5-2.)
Following the table, this section should clearly
identify those potential impacts from the proposed
project that are not fully mitigated. For example,
none of these projects elements mitigate the loss
of headwaters and loss of fish rearing and
spawning habitat within the mine site footprint. For
these project elements, further mitigation needs to
be identified by the USACE, agencies, or the
public. Otherwise, such impacts would need to be
identified as impacts from the proposed project
that cannot be mitigated or compensated for.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 5

permits or approvals because they are part
of the applicant's proposed project.
A new column was added to Table 5-2
describing the impact that would be
mitigated by PLP’s proposed measure. To
the extent possible, these measures,
including any potential impacts associated
with these measures, were considered
when assessing the impacts of the project
on the resources, as described in Chapter
4, Environmental Consequences.
Section 5.2.3, describes additional
mitigation identified or recommended
during the NEPA process have been
compiled and will be considered by the
USACE and cooperating agencies as part
of their permit decisions to further minimize
project impacts.
The first opportunity for the public to review
the impact assessment for the proposed
project, alternatives, and proposed
mitigation (avoidance, minimization, and
compensation) is at the Draft EIS stage. A
major purpose of the Draft EIS review is to
solicit mitigation suggestions that could
further reduce environmental impacts.
Comment noted.
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Comment
No.

9

Agency

NTC

Table 5-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This table provides a very short list of potential
mitigation and monitoring measures that are likely
to be implemented. Surely the agencies have
more concerns about the proposed project than is
reflected in this table.
Table 5-3 identifies four “Measures assessed as
likely to be implemented” from the list of specific
measures suggested or identified during the EIS
process.
Appendix M has not been provided as part of the
PDEIS for review by cooperating agencies;
therefore, it is impossible to evaluate the
adequacy or completeness of the list of specific
measures suggested and/or identified and
assessed, including those identified in the PDEIS
as “Likely to be Implemented.” However, given
the limited number of measures the PDEIS
identifies as likely to be implemented, the PDEIS
should provide discussion as to why this is the
case given the large numbers of additional
measures recommended or otherwise identified
by the cooperating agencies during the EIS
process thus far. Given the expectations of
stakeholders and the public for this EIS and their
attribution in this section, Appendix M should be
provided to cooperating agencies, and they
should be afforded the opportunity to review and

all proposed mitigation measures will need to be
evaluated based on cost or logistics. In some
cases, potential impacts from the proposed
project that cannot be mitigated cannot be
permitted. In such cases, the permit application
and alternatives would need to be modified and
revised to avoid, minimize, or compensate for the
impact in question. Otherwise, the proposed
project may not be permitted.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 6

Table 5-3 was deleted from Section 5.2.3
because it contained only a partial list from
Appendix M of mitigation measures
suggested during the NEPA process that
were assessed as likely to be
implemented. This section now refers to
Appendix M, which includes a list of all
measures identified in scoping and by
cooperating agencies during development
of the Draft EIS. These measures have
been assessed with the goal of determining
the likelihood of adoption by the applicant
or implementation as a condition in a state,
federal, or local permit, if issued for the
project. This list will be updated after public
review of the Draft EIS for a
comprehensive list of all measures
identified during the NEPA process. The
Record of Decision (ROD) would identify
those mitigation measures that the federal
agencies have committed to adopt.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 5 – Mitigation
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Comment
No.

10

Agency

NTC

Section 5.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The PDEIS states, “PLP is developing a
Compensatory Mitigation Plan (CMP) in
coordination with federal, state, and local
governments, and landowners (Appendix M)” and
that “This will be updated when the draft CMP is
available.” Likewise, the PDEIS states, “The
USACE has completed a draft 404(b)(1)
evaluation for compliance with the CWA prior to
issuance of the ROD (Appendix F)” and “This
section will be updated for the Draft EIS after the
draft 404(b)(1) analysis is complete.”
As previously noted in comments on Section
5.2.3, Appendix M has not been provided, and the
draft Section 404(b)(1) evaluation (Appendix F)
referenced in this section has similarly not been
provided for this review. Without this important
information it is impossible to determine the extent
to which impacts have been addressed consistent
with the requirements of Section 404 program
regulations. Given the potential for significant
adverse impacts to wetlands from the proposed
project, the CMP and draft Section 404(b)(1)
evaluation should be provided to the cooperating
agencies, and they should be afforded the
opportunity to review and comment on this section
of the PDEIS with respect to the information in the
CMP and draft Section 404(b)(1) evaluation
before a Draft EIS is produced and released.
Given the current wilderness state and
undisturbed natural ecosystem of the proposed
project affected area, it is difficult to imagine
where mitigation banks could be established or
where compensatory restoration could be

comment on this section with respect to the
information in Appendix M prior to production and
release of a Draft EIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 7

Text has been modified to clarify that the
404(b)(1) is to be provided with the ROD.
The text reflected a path that the USACE
has since decided against. USACE has no
obligation to provide a CMP at the
preliminary Draft EIS or even the Draft EIS
stage but will be including a draft
conceptual CMP with the Draft EIS to
solicit comments and suggestions for
mitigation.
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Comment
No.

11

Agency

NTC

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and Vegetation
sections provide an incomplete, inadequate, and
narrow discussion for a project of this size that
spans a large landscape encompassing several
watersheds and will have impacts to multiple
aquatic and terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. Additionally, the use of “Values” in the
titles is odd. It would be more appropriate to just
use “Terrestrial Resources” to include a
discussion of habitat and wildlife and instead of
“Fish Values,” it would be more appropriate to use
“Aquatic Resources” to include a discussion of
habitat and fish and other aquatic species.
The proposed project will require intact streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds to be removed,
altered, discharged into, dredged, and filled in a
mostly pristine, wild, and functioning watershed
for over 25 years, resulting in removal of an
interconnected ecosystem and loss of the
biodiversity and functional habitat and services
provided to the watersheds that aquatic and
terrestrial resources rely on. Mitigation or
restoration on this scale has never been
attempted. Re-creating a functioning watershed is

performed to mitigate the permanent adverse
impacts that the proposed project poses to lakes,
streams, wetlands, and other elements of the
environment.
No such compensatory mitigation projects are
currently discussed in the PDEIS or proposed by
the permit applicant, USACE, or other agencies.
Referring to the sixth (last) paragraph of Section
5.3, the CMP and Draft 404(b)(1) evaluation must
be provided to the cooperating agencies and
tribes for review and consultation prior to issuance
of the ROD.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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USACE considered the age of baseline
data when conducting the data gap
assessment. More recent data has been
collected to supplement earlier data or in
project areas not previously studied. EIS
Section 3.1.6 discusses incomplete and
unavailable data (data gaps). The assertion
about contradictions regarding caribou is
taken out of context and additional text has
been added to Section 3.23 to help clarify.
EIS Section 3.1.4 discusses traditional

The EIS analysis areas differ by resource
to account for adjacent and connected
areas where appropriate.

Comment noted. The USACE is assessing
impacts and disclosing them in the EIS.

The USACE will be required to complete a
404(b)(1) analysis and a Public Interest
Review prior to making a decision to deny
or issue a permit. These terms are
appropriate to those requirements.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
virtually impossible. Humans cannot improve
intact ecosystems. Removing streams, tributaries,
wetlands, and ponds from a watershed for over 25
years will result in loss of natural process and
function and will adversely impact inputs to
downstream areas, such as sediment transport,
loss of interstitial spaces due to lack of sediment
transport, compaction of substrates, detritus,
nutrients, water chemistry, macroinvertebrates,
prey, high and low flow regimes, groundwater
upwelling, aquifer recharge, hyporheic function,
hydrological and geomorphological processes and
function, temperature regimes, physical and
biological processes, riparian and terrestrial
habitat, soil ecology, etc.
In addition, constructing and operating a mine of
this size with its associated infrastructure,
combined with altering, filling, dredging, disposal
of wastewater, and discharging into streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds in watersheds for
over 25 years will impact, irrevocably damage,
and will most likely eradicate distinct anadromous
and resident fish populations found in the smaller
tributaries. These smaller and unique stocks are
essential to the overall health of fisheries because
they provide genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed. The
proposed project would cover and otherwise
adversely impact large areas of the upper
watersheds, resulting in severe fragmentation of
habitat that’s vitally important to aquatic and
terrestrial species (salmon in particular) and other
anadromous and resident fish.
The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to all aquatic and terrestrial
species. The EIS must also evaluate direct,

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 9

ecological knowledge.
Brown bears are common in the project
area and on the Kenai Peninsula and are
subject to sport hunting. Impacts to brown
bears are assessed in Section 3.23,
Wildlife.
USACE has carefully considered the
effects of climate change for appropriate
resources in the Chapter 3 affected
environment sections. Trends in
temperature and precipitation are
assessed.
The cumulative impacts discussion
evaluates a build out scenario at the
Pebble Deposit and evaluates other
potential projects to determine if they are
reasonably foreseeable.
Comment regarding the claim that a project
of this size will result in an increase of
rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids is
noted. This was clarified in the Draft EIS.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
indirect, and cumulative impacts to the prey
resources that fish rely on during all life history
phases. A robust evaluation of this type needs to
be based on statistically sound scientific baseline
data and existing conditions information as well as
the Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom
(TEKW) of Alaska Native communities.
Without figures and maps it is impossible to do an
in-depth and specific review of these sections.
Suffice it to say, aside from the proposed mine
itself having a massive footprint across several
watersheds, the infrastructure required to support
the mine will stamp a large destructive footprint
across a large, mostly pristine, and wild
geographic areas including close to 70 miles of
roads and additional spur roads with 97 river and
stream crossings, 11 bridges, and 88 culverts.
The roads will cross through and over several
watersheds and large fish bearing rivers, streams,
tributaries and through a mosaic of wetlands,
lakes, ponds, bogs, marshes, riparian and upland
areas.
An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will require
ferry terminals and a port with associated offices,
storage facilities, power plants and extensive road
causeways built over and into the marine
environment. A 187-mile gas pipeline with
associated fiber optics going overland and under
Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake. The project will
require extraction of major quantities of water from
rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.
The EIS Analysis Area must include not just the
areas of actual ground disturbance but all
adjacent and connected areas. The EIS Analysis
Area must include all areas of the four major
projects (mine, roads, gas pipeline/utilities,

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
port/ferry terminals) and their components in the
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as
those areas bordering these watersheds including
nearby national parks and refuges (particularly
Katmai bears and McNeil River bears) that will be
impacted by impaired migratory routes, reduced
populations of fish and wildlife, etc.
The EIS Analysis Area must be expanded to
include aquatic and terrestrial migratory corridors
for all aquatic and terrestrial species in fresh,
estuarine and marine waters.
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably impacted
by the proposed project including Chinook
salmon, coho salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon,
sockeye salmon, and steelhead trout (Chambers
et al., 2012; USEPA, 2014a). Other important fish
species that are used by local people include
rainbow trout, arctic char, Dolly Varden, grayling,
and whitefish. Important non-salmonid species,
like pike and suckers, are also used by local
people. These fisheries are an integral part of the
aquatic food web and provide an abundant
biomass and prey resource for several aquatic
and terrestrial species in the freshwater and
marine areas of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
watersheds as well as in the other waters
including the Pacific Ocean. The EIS must
quantify and evaluate the impacts related to the
loss of this large prey resource that sustains
aquatic and terrestrial species within the project
area and across all areas of their adult migratory
routes.
The baseline information in these sections is
inadequate and at times contradicts itself (as in
the case of caribou populations). The documents

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
state that caribou are not in the area so won’t be
impacted, but then it goes on to say that ADF&G
culls wolves to protect the caribou herds and that
the tribes are concerned with caribou populations
and have seen a reduction in numbers.
The EIS must provide sufficient baseline data and
existing conditions information. Relying on the
insufficient baseline data collected by the project
proponent and presented in the 2004-2008
environmental baseline report and the 2009-2013
supplemental baseline data reports does not
provide sufficient information for the aquatic and
terrestrial species that rely on this large
landscape. These reports alone do not provide
adequate information to establish baseline
conditions for the area to evaluate direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts to natural resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this project in
2004-2008, including the methods used to collect
and analyze data for fish use and presence more
than likely differ greatly from the methods that are
being used now in 2018. The EIS must use up-todate methods to adequately evaluate aquatic and
terrestrial resources. Extensive habitat models
exist to evaluate the presence and habitat use of
aquatic resources. These methods must be used
to further evaluate the direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts of the proposed project to
aquatic resources and fish and fish productivity in
the watersheds. Additionally, it is unclear what fish
tissue criteria were used. This information should
be provided so that the reviewer can determine if
the appropriate criteria were used.
These watersheds and geographic regions and
their aquatic and terrestrial species have been
and continue to be studied by local, private, and

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
nonprofit entities, and resource agencies at the
state and federal level including tribes. The EIS
must incorporate information from these other
sources and studies, new data collected as part of
the EIS evaluations and from models that
evaluate species, habitat, biological and physical
watershed processes. The EIS must also
incorporate Traditional Ecological Knowledge and
Wisdom (TEKW) in all evaluations and when
developing the information for baseline and
existing conditions.
Additionally, extensive habitat models exist using
resource selection functions to evaluate the effect
of development on brown bears on the Kenai
Peninsula. The EIS must use these methods to
further evaluate the direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts of the proposed project to
wildlife and terrestrial resources.
The climate change discussion in these sections
is far too general for a project of this size and
timeframe. The discussion should be far more
specific and include information from the new
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) report that was recently issued.
Information on the impacts of sea level rise should
be included. Catastrophic events such as
landslide, flood, avalanche, major weather should
be discussed. Loss of carbon sequestration due to
major removal of vegetation and how this impacts
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions should be
included. Loss of habitats and shifting migration
patterns should be discussed for both aquatic and
terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects analyses for both
aquatic and terrestrial species and habitats is
aimed at trivializing the impacts a project of this

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Comment
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Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
size will have. Most information is reduced to a
paragraph or two. It is misleading to say this is a
20-year project when the buildout will occur over
78 years. And several other mining projects would
use the proposed Pebble Project infrastructure.
Based on probable ultimate size of the proposed
project and other projects that intend to use the
Pebble infrastructure, this project will be there
forever. It is unclear how the EIS can claim that a
project of this size will result in an increase of
rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

NTC

Chapter 6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #
Section 6.0 Consultation and
Coordination. In this first paragraph, the
USACE must acknowledge the
importance of consultation and
coordination with federally recognized
tribes on a government-to-government
level.
Section 6.1 Agency Coordination. The first
paragraph of this section is copied below:
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) is the lead federal agency for
this EIS. Six federal agencies, the State of
Alaska, Lake and Peninsula Borough, and
two tribes are serving as cooperating
agencies for this EIS, listed below. These
cooperating agencies are involved in
informing the EIS process based on their
expertise, to ensure that this EIS provides
a full and fair disclosure of the probable
impacts of the proposed project and
provides a sound basis for agency permit
decisions. The cooperating agencies also
informed the alternatives selection
process to determine which alternatives
would be carried through for analysis (see
Chapter 2, Alternatives).
This statement is demonstrably false. The
USACE has, at every opportunity, acted to
minimize and undermine the role of
cooperating agencies during the
development of this PDEIS. Cooperating
agencies have not been meaningfully
involved in informing the EIS. When
cooperating agencies have provided
comments, in this cooperating agency’s
experience, those comments have been
ignored. Thus, this PDEIS does not
provide a full and fair disclosure of

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment noted. Edits to this same
paragraph were also suggested by US
EPA and incorporated as appropriate.
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Comment
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2

Agency

NTC

Section 6.1.1

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Section 6.1.1 Biological Assessments.
Appendix G and Appendix H have not
been provided for review. This information
is necessary to evaluate the impacts
described in Chapter 4 of the PDEIS.
Similarly, Appendix I has not been
provided for review. The information in
this appendix would assist in evaluating
impacts described in Chapter 4 of the EIS.
Coordination among agencies and tribes
is only effective if all parties can review

probable impacts of the proposed project,
and it does not provide a sound basis for
agency permit decisions.
Based on our participation in and input to
the EIS scoping process and our review of
this PDEIS as well as earlier drafts of
specific sections, Draft Appendix B
(Alternatives Development Process), and
the Permit Application dated December
22, 2017, the statement above
dramatically overstates the degree of
cooperation between USACE and this
cooperating agency during the permitting
and NEPA processes. The comments that
we have prepared have been largely
ignored, and changes, many of which we
strongly recommended, have not be made
and are not reflected in this PDEIS.
The Permit Application and this PDEIS
are substantially incomplete; therefore, we
have recommended that the USACE
prepare and distribute to cooperating
agencies an administrative draft EIS
based on comments and input from
cooperating agencies after they’ve
reviewed this PDEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Draft Versions of the Biological
Assessments and the Essential Fish
Habitat Assessment were posted to
the project website on December 12,
2018 available at
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/document
s/library
Draft versions of the Biological
Assessments (Appendices G and H)
and the Essential Fish Habitat
Assessment (Appendix I) will be
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3

Agency

NTC

Section 6.2

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #
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Information provided by USACE was
incorporated into Table 6-1 of this
chapter that describes government to
government consultation and Section
106 efforts.
Detailed information suggested for
inclusion by the commenter is not
typically included in the consultation
and coordination chapter of an EIS.
Sensitive and confidential information
disclosed at government to
government meetings may not be
publicly disclosed.

See Response.

Section 6.2 Tribal Consultation and
Government-to-Government
Consultation. In this section or in an
appendix, more information needs to be
provided regarding the USACE’s attempts
to conduct tribal consultation. For
example, a record of which tribes were
contacted and when should be provided.
What opportunities were provided for
consultation outside the public or agency
review process? In what ways was
information gained and incorporated into
the EIS? How have the alternatives been
modified, and how has the knowledge
gained been used to assess potential
impacts of the alternatives? What are the
plans for additional consultation prior to
releasing the Draft EIS? It does not
appear that traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK) has been used in a
meaningful way to date or that information
has been gained from local communities
in which people are most familiar with the
affected area of the proposed project.
For consultation to be meaningful, it must
affect the decisions ultimately made in a
way that honors the sovereignty and selfdetermination of affected tribes and treats
Alaska Natives as equal partners with the
U.S. Government in making decisions that
will affect Alaska Natives, their culture,
and lifeways.
Based on this cooperating agency’s
experience thus far, the USACE appears
to have abjectly failed in its obligation to

Response
provided in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

the comments and assessments that
other agencies and tribes have prepared
and submitted.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #
engage in meaningful government-togovernment consultation. The USACE has
consulted with the Tribe once on a
government-to-government basis during
the development of this PDEIS. When the
Tribe attempted to schedule another
government-to-government consultation
with the USACE prior to the publication of
the Draft EIS, it was told that the USACE
would not consult with the Tribe again
until after the Draft EIS is published.
When the Tribe was granted cooperating
agency status and pushed back against
the limited role it was assigned, the
USACE told the Tribe that it did not need
a larger cooperating agency role because
it had the opportunity to provide
information to the USACE via
government-to-government consultation.
The USACE’s refusal to consult more than
once with the Tribe during the
development of this PDEIS proves that
was a fallacy.
The USACE has also so far failed to
engage in meaningful consultation with
Tribes—and other consulting parties—
during the NHPA Section 106 process.
Consulting parties have repeatedly told
the USACE that it must conduct Section
106 consultations in the villages and
communities affected by the proposed
Pebble Mine; that demanding consulting
parties, especially tribes, travel to
Anchorage and present to the USACE
about historic properties, is not
consultation. The Tribe’s and other
consulting parties’ requests for the
USACE to conduct Section 106
consultations in the villages and

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

NTC

NTC

Section 6.3 Scoping and Public
Outreach. Appendix A has not been
provided for review, making it impossible
to evaluate the extent to which scoping
comments were addressed and
incorporated into this PDEIS.

Section 6.4 Ongoing Coordination
Efforts. Tribal consultation is much more
than sharing information and answering
questions. It is intended to support a
shared decision-making process in which
key issues are raised and addressed to
the satisfaction of the parties involved.
Tribal consultation calls for sufficient time
and proactive engagement to identify,
address, and resolve issues. Please
review relevant federal guidance
regarding the consultation process and
engage appropriate professionals as
needed, commensurate with the scale and
impacts of the proposed project, and to
respect the substantial impacts the
proposed project poses to the people and
natural resources of this region.

Section 6.4

communities has, so far, fallen on deaf
ears.
In all respects, the USACE is utterly failing
in its obligations to consult with tribes,
both on a government-to-government
basis and through the Section 106
process.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Section 6.3

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Detailed information suggested for
inclusion by the commenter is not
typically included in the consultation
and coordination chapter of an EIS.
This chapter documents activity from
the start of the NEPA process to
present and will be updated for the
FEIS to include a summary of the
efforts from the DEIS to the FEIS.

The Scoping Report is included as
Appendix A of the DEIS.

Scoping Report has been available for
review since August 2018 at
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/document
s/scoping
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

NTC

Chapter 7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Change contact information to:
Nondalton Tribal Council
P.O. Box 49
Nondalton, AK 99640

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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Edited as proposed.
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No.

1

Agency

NTC

3.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
1A - This section includes subsections 3.1.1
through 3.1.4.5 and refers to Section 3.2
through Section 3.26. Most of the other sections
are not currently available; therefore, Chapter 3
is incomplete.
1B - Chapter 3 must include a complete list of
resources that will consider and for which
potential impact will be identified and evaluated.
Based on the information provided for Chapter
3, the list of resources is incomplete.
1C - Creating separate categories for “areas of
analysis” and “project area,” and defining these
areas differently is ill advised and inappropriate.
The area of analysis should include the entire
watershed in which a project component or
components are planned to be located. The
project area and the area of analysis should
include the watersheds in which mining,
construction, waste rock storage, tailings
disposal and storage, mine infrastructure, mine
reclamation, and post-closure monitoring and
maintenance are expected to occur, since entire
watersheds will be affected during and long
after the proposed project’s life.
1D - It is misleading to say this is a 20-year
project when the buildout and expansion will
occur over 78 years. And multiple other mining
projects would use the Pebble infrastructure.
Based on the projects that intend to use the
Pebble infrastructure, the proposed project will
effectively be there forever.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Added table. Revised
definitions of EIS terms.
Revised text where
indicated.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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1A – Comment acknowledged.
USACE sent all sections and
figures of the preliminary Draft EIS
(DEIS) to cooperating agencies, as
they were completed. This
comment was received prior to all
sections being sent.
1B – A table has been added that
identified what resources the
USACE identified in the
Memorandum for Record (USACE
2017, Memorandum for Record,
Subject: Determination to conduct
an environmental impact statement
level of analysis for Department of
the Army Permit Application POA2017-271, lead agency
determination, and scope of
analysis). The table also identifies
where in the EIS the resource is
discussed.
1C – Use of the terms EIS analysis
area and project area has been
clarified in the document.
Definitions of EIS analysis area
and project area have been
revised. Providing this framework
for description of the affected
environment and analysis of
impacts (environmental
consequences) is appropriate;
scope of analysis of an agency’s
NEPA analysis is determined by
the federal action in question, per
CEQ guidance for NEPA. The
components mentioned in the
comment are included in the EIS
analysis area.
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2

Agency

NTC

3.1.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

2A - As described in this subsection, it is
unclear how the different alternatives are
addressed in Sections 3 and 4 and whether it is
possible to distinguish among them. Sections 3
and 4 appear to be handled somewhat
differently in this respect, with Section 3
addressing the entire applicant’s proposed
project area (and sometimes larger related
areas), while Section 4 distinguishes among the
alternatives in terms of impacts.
2B - Currently, Section 3 appears to only
describe the existing state of the environment,
and then what would be affected by the
applicant’s proposed alternative. Section 3
should also identify which geographic areas
would and would not be incorporated into the
other action alternatives and be clear
throughout whether and where there are

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Explanation provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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2A - A table has been added that
identified what resources the
USACE identified in the
Memorandum for Record (USACE
2017, Memorandum for Record,
Subject: Determination to conduct
an environmental impact statement
level of analysis for Department of
the Army Permit Application POA2017-271, lead agency
determination, and scope of
analysis). The table also identifies
where in the EIS the resource is
discussed. The EIS analysis area
is defined in each Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 section. Chapter 3
describes the affected environment
for the four alternatives, while

1D – Comment acknowledged.
Analysis of direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects follows CEQ
guidance for NEPA. Project phases
are defined in Chapter 2,
Alternatives, and summarized
again in Chapter 4, Section 4.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment. The EIS analysis for
direct and indirect impacts includes
the four project phases. The EIS
analysis for cumulative effects
includes a 78-year timeframe in the
Pebble Expansion Scenario, which
is described in Section 4.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment, and discussed per
resource in the Cumulative Effects
subsections of resource sections of
Chapter 4.
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Comment
No.

3

Agency

NTC

3.1.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

3A - According to the definition provided in this
subsection “Project area” is constrained to “the
exact proposed project footprint.” It’s not clear
why such a narrow and restrictive definition is
needed for this EIS. For the purposes of the
EIS, the Project Area should include not only
the areas directly impacted by mining and
construction, but those surrounding geographic
and resources areas are potentially impacted by
the proposed project. The project area should
include the watersheds in which mining,
construction, waste rock storage, tailings
disposal and storage, mine infrastructure, and
mine reclamation are expected to occur, since
the entire watershed will be affected during and
long after the proposed project’s life. The
project area must include not just the areas of
actual ground disturbance but all adjacent and
connected areas.
3B - Additionally, the “EIS analysis area” is
likewise separately defined as “the entire area
of resource analysis, which is specific to each of
the resource sections and may differ by
resource.” This indicates the area and
resources potentially impacted by the proposed
project will be separated into different areas for
analysis. This is inappropriate for a project that
would impact multiple resources in multiple
areas simultaneously. The project area and EIS
analysis area should be the same area for the
purpose of identifying and evaluating potential
impacts, and this area should include the
watersheds in which mining, construction,

differences.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Revised EIS terms.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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3A – Use of the terms EIS analysis
area and project area has been
clarified in the document.
Definitions of EIS analysis area
and project area have been
revised. The EIS analysis area is
inclusive of the components that
the commenter mentions, and
appropriate in accordance with
CEQ guidance for NEPA.
3B – Comment acknowledged. Use
of the terms EIS analysis area and
project area has been clarified in
the document. See above
responses regarding EIS analysis
area and project area as defined in
this EIS per CEQ guidance for
NEPA.
3C – Comment acknowledged.
Each section of Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 describes the area of
analysis appropriate to that
resource. See also above
responses regarding EIS analysis
area per CEQ guidance for NEPA.
3D – Comment acknowledged.
Figures have been revised.
Chapter 2, Alternatives, provides a
series of figures that depict the
project footprint for all three action
alternatives. Chapter 4 sections
provide figures for the action

Chapter 4 discusses the impacts to
those resources (per NEPA).
2B – Chapter 3 has been revised to
include a description of all three
action alternatives.
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waste rock storage, tailings disposal and
storage, mine infrastructure, mine reclamation,
and post-closure monitoring and maintenance
are expected to occur, since entire watersheds
will be affected during and long after the life of
the proposed project.
3C - The EIS Analysis Area must include all
areas of the four major projects (mine, roads,
gas pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals) and
their components in the Bristol Bay and Cook
Inlet Watersheds as well as those areas
bordering these watersheds including nearby
national parks and refuges (particularly Katmai
bears and McNeil River bears) that will be
impacted by impaired migratory routes, reduced
populations of fish and wildlife, etc. The EIS
Analysis Area must be expanded to include
aquatic and terrestrial migratory corridors for all
aquatic and terrestrial species in fresh,
estuarine and marine waters.
3D - The exact project footprint should be
shown for all action alternatives, preferably
side-by-side for each component. By providing
maps and schematics that show the footprints
of project components, a separate definition
and delineation of project areas should not be
necessary.
3E - As the proposed project would be expected
to have direct and indirect effects on resources
far beyond the “exact proposed project
footprint”, the focus of both the affected
environment and the environmental
consequences evaluations should be the EIS
analysis area, and not the project area.
3F - Without figures and maps it is not possible
for the Cooperating Agencies to do an in-depth
and specific review of this section.
3G - Suffice it to say, aside from the mine itself

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 4

alternatives as applicable to the
impacts to that resource. A
summary impacts subsection is
provided at the end of each
Chapter 4 section to compare the
main differences in alternatives
between the three action
alternatives.
3E – Use of the terms EIS analysis
area and project area has been
clarified in the document. Chapter
3 (Affected Environment) and
Chapter 4 (Environmental
Consequences) focus description
and analysis on the EIS analysis
area.
3F – Comment acknowledged.
Figure 3.1-1 in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment, was provided with a
placeholder memo on January 11,
2019. All other preliminary DEIS
figures were provided along with
associated sections.
3G – Comment acknowledged.
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Comment
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4

5

Agency

NTC

NTC

3.1.3.1

3.1.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

5A - It is not clear why the traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK) topics considered for
inclusion are limited to the “project area”, and
not the larger and more relevant EIS analysis
area. TEK related to any area or resource
directly or indirectly affected by the proposed

4 - As noted in this section, although resources
are described in Chapter 3 and analyzed in
Chapter 4 in discrete sections, these subjects
are dynamic and interrelated. A change in one
resource can have cascading or synergistic
impacts to other resources. For this reason,
providing the Cooperating Agencies individual
sections in a piecemeal fashion does not allow
for meaningful review.

having a massive footprint across at least two
watersheds, the infrastructure required to
support the mine will have a large destructive
footprint across large mostly pristine and wild
geographic areas including close to 70 miles of
roads and additional spur roads with 97 river
and stream crossings, 11 bridges, and 88
culverts. The roads will cross through and over
several watersheds and large fish-bearing
rivers, streams, tributaries and through a
mosaic of wetlands, lakes, ponds, bogs,
marshes, riparian and upland areas. An 18-mile
ice breaking ferry route will require ferry
terminals and a port with associated offices,
storage facilities, power plants and extensive
road causeways built over and into the marine
environment. A 187-mile gas pipeline with
associated fiber optics going overland and
under Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake. The
proposed project would require extraction of
major quantities of water from rivers, streams,
lakes, and ponds.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Revisions made where
indicated.

Explanation provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 5

5A – This section is an introductory
section and does not include a
complete literature review for the
subject (much like climate change)
but rather a framework for inclusion
of discussion in the EIS. Project
area information was reviewed for

4 – Comment acknowledged.
USACE sent all sections and
figures of the preliminary Draft EIS
(DEIS) to cooperating agencies, as
they were completed. This
comment was received prior to all
sections being sent.
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project should be solicited.
5B - In this subsection USACE needs to define
TEK so that everyone is using the same
standard for evaluating the incorporation of TEK
into the EIS process. Furthermore, any such
definition of TEK can only be appropriately
developed through either direct government-togovernment consultation between the USACE
and the region’s federally recognized Tribes or
through the Section 106 process that will occur
outside of government-to-government
consultation.
5C - USACE’s TEK sources for the EIS process
need to be expanded beyond sources related to
the proposed Pebble Project. Two examples
include Doug Deur, Karen Evanoff, and Jamie
Hebert’s 2018 report “Respect the Land – It’s
Like Part of Us” – A Traditional Use Study of
Inland Dena'ina Ties to the Chulitna River and
Sixmile Lake Basins, Lake Clark National Park
and Preserve and Yoko Kugo’s 2014 MA thesis
Subsistence Practices of Iliamna Lake Villages:
An Investigation of Dynamics of Traditional and
Local Ecological Knowledge. USACE should
also incorporate TEK into the aesthetics, noise,
and viewshed analyses.
5D - Furthermore, USACE needs to include an
olfactory analysis into this EIS process because
this mine will have a smell. Smell is one of the
best triggers for memories and emotions.
Changing the smell of culturally important
places will affect these places for those who
value them. Remembrance is a crucial part of
passing on TEK and the importance of cultural
places. Disruption to this knowledge transfer is
an effect the USACE needs to analyze as part
of this EIS process.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 6

considering on inclusion in the EIS,
but description of the affected
environment (Chapter 3, Affected
Environment) and analysis of
impacts to resources (Chapter 4,
Environmental Consequences) is
provided for the EIS analysis area.
5B – TEK is defined in Section 3.1
in this introductory paragraph to the
subsection: “In recent decades,
Alaska Natives have been
promoting their complex bodies of
knowledge and understanding to
be recognized by state and federal
agencies regarding climate
change, flooding and erosion,
surface/groundwater hydrology,
landscapes, fish and wildlife life
histories and migratory patterns,
and seasonal distributions/use of
subsistence resources. This
traditional ecological knowledge
(TEK) is just as important as
modern means of transportation
and hunting technology in
supporting safe and efficient
subsistence harvest activities.”
5C – The process of incorporating
TEK into the EIS was the first step
in describing and analyzing these
topics and information. The
framework is provided in Section
3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment, and description and
analysis using various sources is
provided in Chapter 3 and Chapter
4 sections. The two references
provided were reviewed for
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6

Agency

NTC

3.1.3.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

6C - In the first category of climate change
effects, greenhouse gas emissions, while an
important consideration, are not the only way in
which the project could impact the climate. The
project area is currently undeveloped and
therefore provides climate amenities such as
sequestration of CO2 by vegetation. To the
extent that development of infrastructure and
mining activities would remove trees and other
vegetation over large areas, this loss of a CO2
sink should be added to CO2 emissions in
calculating the potential contributions of this
project to climate change.
6B - Climate change is a natural response to
emissions, carbon pollution, and other causal
effects to the earth’s atmosphere. In addition to
greenhouse gas emissions, the effect of other
pollutants on the atmosphere should be
identified and evaluated in the EIS. For
example, emissions from burning fossil fuels to
generate electricity used by the proposed
project should be quantified and evaluated in
the EIS.
6C - References to the project area in this
section should be expanded to include the

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Explanation provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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6A – Comment acknowledged;
however, there are no current CEQ
guidance on climate change
analysis in an EIS to require this.
The topic of carbon sequestration
is out of the scope of this EIS
analysis.
6B – Comment acknowledged.
Project contribution to climate
change as measured by GHG
emissions (from all sources) per
CEQ guidance is provided in
Section 4.20, Air Quality. Burning
fossil fuels produces GHG
emissions, which are quantified.
6C – No changes made to this text
in Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment, as the
statement follows CEQ 2014
guidance on climate change
analysis in NEPA. However,
climate change trends are
discussed in Chapter 3 for the
entire EIS analysis area.

relevance to the EIS. The Yoko
Kugo reference is a reference to
the EIS in Section 3.9, Cultural
Resources. The other reference
(Deur, Evanoff, and Hebert)
informed the authors but was
outside of the EIS analysis area
and is not directly referenced in the
EIS.
5D – Olfactory concerns are
discussed in Section 4.11,
Aesthetics.
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7

8

Agency

NTC

NTC

K3.1
Introduction to
Affected
Environment –
Traditional
Ecological
Knowledge

Table of
Contents

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

1A - As noted in our comments on section 3.1.1
Introduction to the Affected Environment,
USACE is relying on a limited list of TEK
sources. While this appendix section is a start, it
is far from thorough. The list of TEK sources
needs to be expanded beyond sources related
to Pebble Project documents and agency
actions. The “Subsistence Activities” subsection details some culturally important areas
(e.g., Frying Pan Lake, Talarik Creek
watershed, mountain behind Nondalton) that
are not listed in the next sub-section “Culturally
Important Areas.” USACE will need to develop
and implement a method for cross-referencing
TEK data that describes multiple themes listed
in this section. The USACE will also need to
define “Culturally Important Areas.” Any such
definition can only be appropriately developed
through either direct government-to-government
consultation between the USACE and the

7 - The Table of Contents at the end of this
document indicates an incomplete chapter with
respect to the content proposed. In addition to
the sections and subsections provided, Affected
Environment should include geology, soils,
plants, animals, aquatic resources, atmosphere,
indigenous people, local communities, and
other natural and human resources that
currently exist and that are potentially affected
by the proposed project.

entire EIS analysis area and any other areas in
which the proposed project would potentially
impact natural, cultural, or human resources.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

1A –Areas of traditional cultural
significance are culturally sensitive
to potential impacts and are
considered a standard area of input
for TEK. AECOM evaluated both
the EPA Watershed Study and the
Stephen R Braund Pebble EBD
interviews to identify and
incorporate this information.
1B - USACE continues to collect
relevant TEK during G2G
meetings. Any information
collected has been and will
continue to be added to this
section. Information in this
appendix is used and referenced
throughout the document in
relevant resources.
1C – Comment acknowledged;

Explanation provided.
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7 – A complete TOC will be
included in the DEIS. A table has
been added that identified what
resources the USACE identified in
the Memorandum for Record
(USACE 2017, Memorandum for
Record, Subject: Determination to
conduct an environmental impact
statement level of analysis for
Department of the Army Permit
Application POA-2017-271, lead
agency determination, and scope
of analysis). The table also
identifies where in the EIS the
resource is discussed.

Table added; revisions to
be made where indicated.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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region’s federally recognized Tribes or through
the Section 106 process that will occur outside
of government-to-government consultation.
1B - This is a very basic start to obtain
traditional ecological knowledge. Far more work
needs to be done in this area. All TEK
information needs to be referenced and
threaded through the entire EIS to inform the
assessment. Full coordination and collaboration
needs to grow and continue to occur throughout
this entire process. The USACE should sit and
listen, rather than directing the conversation or
deciding what is important to include and what
is not important enough to include.
1C - Without figures and maps it is not possible
to do an in-depth and specific review of this
section.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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however, there were no figures or
maps developed or provided as
part of this appendix.
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1

Agency

NTC

Section 3.2.2.6 Local
Management

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Please provide details in the narrative and
with maps regarding which communities
“have developed community plans” and
could suffer indirect effects from
management on “adjacent lands.” Using
the phrase “some communities” makes the
information in this section unverifiable.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

The text was edited to include
types of indirect effects from
adjacent management
decisions. Because projectrelated infrastructure would not
be developed on lands that are
in under guidance of community
plans, additional detail on which
communities have plans was
not added.
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1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In Section 3.2 Potentially Affected
Communities, the list of “potentially
affected communities” is incomplete.
Table 3.3-1 and the following tables in
Section 3.2 are missing several
communities evaluated for impacts in
Section 4.1 Introduction to
Environmental Consequences. Table
3.3-1 and the following tables in
Section 3.2 need to be expanded to
include King Salmon, Naknek,
Aleknagik, Clarks Point, Manokotak,
Dillingham, Ninilchik, South Naknek,
and Seldovia. All but South Naknek

The first paragraph recognizes that “In
addition to jobs involving labor for
wages, subsistence hunting and
fishing can be an important component
of the socioeconomic system” and
states that “. . . food procured by
hunting and fishing can be a significant
contributor to household and
community welfare.”

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
While these statements may be true
and correct, this paragraph devalues
the subsistence lifeway by
describing it as just another way to
make a living. After making these
statements that downplay the
essential importance of the
subsistence lifeway to indigenous
people, Alaska Natives, and other
Alaska residents and communities in
the Bristol Bay Region, this brief,
four-sentence paragraph refers the
reader to another chapter and
section of the EIS: “Subsistence
activity is discussed in Section 4.9,
Subsistence.” This paragraph sets
the stage for an effort to devaluate
the cultural and spiritual values that
a subsistence lifeway has provided
to indigenous people for hundreds of
years and would continue to provide
if these lifeways are not interrupted
by industrial development and
environmental degradation.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The EIS analysis area can be
different for Cumulative Effects
analyses, and can also be different
for each resource. The Cumulative
Effects analysis for Section 4.3,
Needs and Welfare of the People,
has been expanded. Dillingham has
been added to Section 3.3. and 4.3.
No additional changes to Section
3.3 were made.

The organization of the EIS reflects
the Public interest factors that the
USACE must address when
evaluating a CWA Section 404
(b)(1) permit application, and
separates Needs and Welfare from
Subsistence. The sentence was
revised to indicate that both jobs
involving labor for wages and
subsistence activities are both
indispensable parts of the
socioeconomic system of rural
communities. The cultural and food
procurement values of subsistence
are described in detail in Section
3.9”
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Comment
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3

4

Agency

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-1,
first
paragraph

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Subsistence section should not be
separated from discussion of the
monetized economy in the vicinity of
the proposed project. As clearly shown
in Table 3.4-1, the majority of the
communities surrounding the proposed
project are Alaska Native communities
that obtain resources through
subsistence hunting, fishing, and
gathering, and their traditional ways of
life, along with voluntary participation

The topics discussed in this section do
not belong in an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). The “monetized
economy” is not an element of the
affected environment, nor are jobs,
wages, or taxes elements of the
natural or built environment.
Environmental impact statements exist
to balance the economic or
development considerations that would
otherwise tend to dominate permitting
decisions and should be focused as
intended on the natural and built
environment. As such, Sections 3.3
and 4.3 should be removed from the
Environmental Impact Statement.
Environmental impacts of the
proposed alternative, alternatives that
lessen these impacts, mitigation for
these impacts, and irreversible
commitments of natural resources
associated with the alternatives should
be the focus of the EIS.

are included in the subsection of
Subsistence in Table 4.1-1: Potential
RFFAs Evaluated for Cumulative
Effects in Section 4.1.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

While comments are provided below
on the preliminary draft text of
Section 3.3, we reiterate that it
should not be included in the EIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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The importance of subsistence as it
relates to income is discussed in
Section 4.9, Subsistence. Cultural
ties to the area as they impact the
socioeconomic welfare of a
community and the sociocultural
dimensions are discussed in Section
3.9, Subsistence, and Section 3.7,
Cultural Resources. See previous
responses.

We respectfully disagree. The
characteristics of local and regional
economies, along with jobs, wages
and fiscal characteristics are
components of the social
environment and addressed in the
assessment of environmental
effects. As stated above, and
assessment of the needs and
welfare of people is a public interest
factor that must be assessed when
evaluating a CWA Section 404
(b)(1) permit application
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Comment
No.

5

Agency

NTC

Page 3.3-1,
first
paragraph

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is complex interplay between
subsistence ways of life and the
Western economy that cannot be
ignored. In areas that have largely
practiced traditional ways of life, the
introduction of a single large employer
can provide short-term gains in the
standard of living (as defined by
Western metrics), but can also
destroy, contaminate, or eliminate
access to natural resources on which
subsistence communities have
depended for millennia. Often, it is
these same destructive or extractive
industries that provide apparent
economic benefits—at least for a few
generations. In the meantime, natural
resources and cultural knowledge can
be irrevocably lost—so that when the
industry leaves or the facility shuts
down, the cultural knowledge and
natural resources that once sustained
Native American communities are no
longer available to fill the basic needs
of the community. Communities such
as those in the vicinity of the proposed
project are particularly vulnerable to
this type of catastrophic loss, since
they will have few other resources to
fall back on should the global

in the Western economy. Many of the
statistics cited in this section and in
Section 3.4 are misleading if
community needs and welfare are not
viewed with both ways and means of
obtaining resources considered.
Specific examples are provided in the
comments below.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Because these two topics are so
interrelated, if they remain in the
EIS, Section 3.3 should be
combined with Section 3.9, and
Section 4.3 should be combined with
Section 4.9 (the reference to Section
4.9 at the end of this paragraph was
likely intended to be to Section 3.9).
It is inexplicable why these topics
have been placed so far apart in the
structure of the EIS document.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

See previous comments. Additions
were made to the introduction of
Sections 3.3 and 3.9 recognizing the
complex interplay between
subsistence ways of life and the
Western economy.
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Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-1,
fourth and
fifth
paragraphs.

Page 3.3-1,
second
paragraph.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

These paragraphs illustrate the
disadvantages of an economy based
on extraction of resources. Large
extractive projects such as the
proposed Pebble Mine are particularly
vulnerable to changes in the global
economy. The fourth paragraph states
that large mines in Alaska have
succeeded in avoiding this fate by
“finding additional reserves adjacent to
their mine, extending their operating
life . . . .” This statement confirms what
is obvious to any observer of the past
and present permitting processes for
the proposed Pebble Project—that the
currently proposed project is just the
tip of the iceberg and is not
economically viable without the

The first sentence of Section 3.3.1.1
displays the obvious objective of this
section, which is to convince the
reader that this project is economically
important to the State of Alaska;
however, this is not the purpose of this
document. There is no need to discuss
the overall extractive economy of the
state, with which most readers will be
thoroughly familiar. As noted above,
the overall economy of Alaska is not a
natural or built element of the affected
environment.

economy, environmental regulations,
politics, or simply the end of its
working life cause this project to shut
down, eliminating the temporary
economic benefits to the community
that came from jobs, taxes, or
infrastructure.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Language discussing the seasonal
nature of employment and potential
for boom/bust implications of single
project development, and the role
that subsistence plays stabilizing
local economies was added in the
opening paragraph at the end of the
text in this section.

The potential effects of expanding
the Pebble project are addressed as
a reasonably foreseeable future
action under cumulative effects for
each resource section of the EIS.

NEPA requires an evaluation of
potential beneficial and adverse
effects on the national, state and
local social environments, including
the economy. No edits made.
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Comment
No.

8

Agency

NTC

Page 3.3-2.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Leaving the subsistence economy out
of a comparison of national versus
southeast Alaska unemployment rates
results in a comparison of apples to
oranges. Unemployment rates need to
be adjusted downward to reflect
individuals engaged in subsistence
activities that support the basic needs
of a community, as well as those, such
as elders, who have clear roles in the

As one example of the economic
interplay discussed above,
subsistence activities play a key role in
smoothing out the boom-and-bust and
seasonal cycles of other available
employment in most Alaska
communities, particularly in rural
areas. A subsistence lifeway is, by
necessity, viable year-round and has
sustained Alaska Native communities
for millennia. Any project that disrupts
the cultural knowledge or resource
base for these subsistence activities
introduces serious risks of leaving
these communities vulnerable when
the mine inevitably suspends
operations, closes, fails, or plays out.

inevitable development and
exploitation of the ore reserves beyond
the initial open pit mine that’s currently
proposed. Most, if not all, of the
remaining ore body will ultimately be
exploited, and the potential
environmental impacts from the whole
mining operation during the entire life
of the mine need to be recognized and
evaluated in the EIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Unemployment rates will be
reported as presented. Additional
information on the context of
subsistence in the local economy
was added to the introduction as
stated above.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-4,
Lake and
Peninsula
Borough and
Dillingham
Census

Page 3.3-3,
first
paragraph

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted above, it is important to
integrate year-round subsistence
contributions to community resources
in comparison to the jobs and
industries listed here. A quantitative
comparison would be useful in

This description of the economy near
the proposed project betrays a
typically Western attitude,
characterizing communities in the
Dillingham Census Area as having
“limited” economic activities. Yet these
communities have thrived for millennia
in traditional ways of life, generally not
through participation in the limited
Western job opportunities offered to
them. The diversity of natural
resources that sustain their
communities is particularly high
compared to most areas of the United
States and compared to areas of
Alaska, such as Anchorage, that have
become more urbanized. Failure to
recognize these traditionally used
natural resources as a viable
alternative to Western jobs and
economic activities results in a highly
flawed discussion of the economy of
this area.

community but are compensated in a
non-monetary manner (e.g., through
sharing of food and other community
resources). Most of the communities
surrounding the proposed project are
65 to 95 percent Alaska Natives, and
thus the percentage of non-traditionally
“employed” individuals is
proportionately high.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

The discussion of the
interrelationship of subsistence with
the local economy is suggested
throughout the document. Adding
the additional baseline information
that is requested is more detail than

Comment noted.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-5,
Section
3.3.1.3,
Overview of
the Regional
Infrastructure
.

Page 3.3-4,
Overview of
the Cost of
Living.

Area.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

It is unclear what most of these
elements have to do with the proposed
project and its alternatives, for
example: education, health services,
water/sewer/solid waste, etc. These
are not aspects that will be materially
affected by the proposed project. Of
the topics included in this section, only
regional transportation has the
potential to be impacted by the project,
and this is discussed in depth in
Sections 3.12 and 3.13. It should not

It is impossible to discuss the cost of
living without including a full discussion
of subsistence contributions to the
basic needs of communities, such as
Nondalton. Historically, these
communities thrived without Western
assistance. The more dependent
Alaska Native communities become on
the Western economy for goods and
services, the more exposed these
communities become to the high cost
of living associated with transportation
and importation of goods and services
from elsewhere. Despite stating that
subsistence would not be addressed in
this section, the contribution of
subsistence activities to ameliorating
the high cost of living is mentioned in
the last paragraph of this section on
Page 3.3-5. A more quantitative and
specific discussion of this contribution
is necessary.

evaluating how important these
employment categories actually are for
the communities closest to the
proposed project.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

The LPB is required to provide
education and other services to its
communities and residents as a
function of an organized
government. A resource
development project can have both
beneficial (generation of local
revenue) and adverse effects (extra
demand on services and facilities)
that must be assessed in a NEPA
document.

The discussion of the
interrelationship of subsistence with
the local economy notes that
subsistence offsets the high cost of
food transported into the region.

is necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

13

14

Agency

NTC

NTC

Pages 3.3-8
to 3.3-14,
Potentially
Affected
Communities
.

Page 3.3-6,
Transportatio
n, first
paragraph.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

It is unclear why it is necessary or
relevant to characterize these
communities in terms of age structure,
gender, population projections,
employment sectors, housing, and
education. These characteristics are
not addressed in Section 4.3 as being
impacted by the proposed project or its
alternatives. Section 4.3 discusses
potential employment associated with
the proposed project, but only in very

This assessment of the current and
future lack of access to regional
transportation infrastructure in remote
communities further highlights the
critical contribution of traditional
subsistence activities in sustaining
Alaska Native communities. This is
literally a matter of life and death, both
physically and spiritually, to the
community. If the proposed Pebble
Project or any of its alternatives or
build-out scenarios have a detrimental
impact on natural resources on which
the surrounding communities depend,
the viability of these communities will
be disproportionately great. Impacts on
subsistence ways of life must be
placed front and center throughout the
EIS and taken very seriously in
determining whether this project can or
should move forward.

be discussed in more than one section
and is more easily reviewed in a standalone section. Overall, very little of
Section 3.3 has any meaningful use in
the EIS, and what does is covered
elsewhere.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

A more appropriate characterization
of the communities affected by the
proposed project would be the
degree to which they are dependent
on a subsistence economy, as these
resources are most likely to be
impacted by construction and mining
activities associated with the
proposed project.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

See previous responses regarding
the NEPA and 404 (b)(1)
requirement for assessing potential
effects on the social environment.
The analysis in Section 4.3 was
reviewed based on this comment.

Comment noted.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

15

16

17

18

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-13,
last

Page 3.3-12,
last
paragraph.

Page 3.3-11
to 3.3-12,
Table 3.3-4.

Page 3.3-10,
Economy
and Income.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Again, it is unclear what the challenges
of providing education in remote areas

It is unclear what housing type has to
do with evaluation of the proposed
project. At the top of Page 3.3-13 is
one of several places that mentions
declining populations in remote areas;
however, Table 3.3-2 does not show
declining population projections for
these areas. These are thriving
communities that wish to remain
sustainable in place and should not be
characterized otherwise.

The number and percentage of
individuals engaged in subsistence
activities to support their households
and/or the larger community should be
added to this table to illustrate the
importance of subsistence activities in
these communities.

The importance of subsistence as it
relates to income should be discussed
here, rather than in Section 3.9. The
economies of areas that appear to be
low-income may instead be more
subsistence oriented and subsistence
based and are not necessarily lacking
in resources to support healthy and
fulfilling lifeways for the people living in
these communities. In addition, the
unemployment rate is misleading for
subsistence areas, as discussed
above (aside from the margin of error,
which is large).

general terms and not quantitatively
enough for comparison to Table 3.3-3.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

See previous response regarding
the local government requirement to

Declining population is a serious
issue in some communities and has
been discussed in several
documents, including the LPB
Comprehensive Plan. Text revised
to de-emphasize decline.

See previous responses on
requirements for analysis under
NEPA and Section 404 (b)(1).

See previous response on additional
language regarding contribution of
subsistence to community economic
characteristics.

Additional language to the
contribution of subsistence to
community economic characteristics
was added to this section, with a
reference to Sections 3.9 and 4.9.
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Agency

Comment
No.

paragraph

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
of Alaska have to do with evaluating
the environmental impacts of the
proposed project. The EIS must be
concise, focused, and on-topic to
identify and evaluate the
environmental impacts of the proposed
Pebble Project.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
provide education.

Response

PAGE | 10

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

NTC

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Please provide a separate figure that clearly shows
the extent of the area evaluated for the purposes of
this section.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

PAGE | 1

A figure was added that
shows the regional
recreation areas (Figure
3.5-1). The EIS analysis
area can be inferred from
description provided.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.5 - Recreation

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Pending,” “incomplete,” “additional,” and “gap” appear more
than 15 times in this section in relation to the need for more
research. As now stands, this section is woefully incomplete.
In the second paragraph of Section 3.7, please cite the
regulations directly [40 CFR 1508.27(b)(8)] that state that
the federal agency should consider “The degree to which
the action may adversely affect districts, sites, highways,
structures, or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places or may cause loss or
destruction of significant scientific, cultural, or historical
resources.” Citing directly will avoid confusion and ensure
everyone is on the same page. The last sentence of this
same paragraph states, “Importantly, though, cultural
resources do not need to be eligible or listed on the NRHP
for consideration under NEPA.” This is true; however, it
raises the issue of why historic properties receive their own

As written, this section does not adequately describe the
cultural resources in the project area in any way that would
be accessible to either the public or decision-makers.
Instead, it is focused on legal definitions, what is required to
be done to assess cultural resources, and the degree to
which that has been done. The reader is referred to other
documents for existing summaries of information. Cultural
resource locations are frequently referred to by number,
which is an especially opaque way of ensuring that only
those few individuals having complete familiarity with the
underlying documents will understand what is being
discussed. The reader comes away with little actual
information, but rather a general sense that there are a lot of
culturally significant features within the project area. This
entire section needs to be rewritten to describe and visually
portray the types and quantities of cultural resources that
are present in various areas in a clearly understandable
manner. A map showing project features with symbols
representing different types of cultural uses would be one
way that could be considered.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Data gaps have been filled.
Information about the Section
106 process has been moved to
Section 3.8, and the text has
been revised for clarity. Quote
from CFR has been added.

Information was received
specific to interview-identified
cultural resources which are
incorporated with description of
importance and type.
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Comment
No.

3

4

5

6

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

General

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The fourth bullet item requires clarification. First, when
referencing interview-identified cultural resources, do not
refer to them as sites. They are not all sites. Plus, this

As part of the EIS analysis, USACE will need to develop a
systematic and replicable analysis for locations with
Indigenous place names. An example can be found in the
USACE’s 2018 ASAP Final SEIS that involved compiling,
cataloging, classifying, and mapping the locations with
Indigenous place names. Also, it should be recognized that
this USACE EIS Analysis Area for locations with Indigenous
Place Names extended five miles outward from project
infrastructure.

USACE needs to summarize the federal laws, regulations,
and executive orders pertaining to cultural resources under
which the USACE is coordinating and conducting studies to
comply with NEPA (43 CFR 1502.25). USACE did this for
the 2018 Alaska Stand Alone Pipeline (ASAP) Project Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS).
USACE needs to comply with more than Appendix C and
Section 106. For example, the USACE will need to comply
with the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (42
U.S.C. 1996) and Religious Freedom Restoration Act (42
U.S.C. 21b).

Please make the first sentence of the third paragraph in
Section 3.7 active. It is not clear who is “generally” defining
the cultural resources under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). Is it the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE), AECOM, Stephen R. Braund & Associates
(SRB&A), or someone else?

section (Section 3.8). Giving historic properties their own
section misleads the reader into thinking historic properties
are more important than other cultural resources under
NEPA. USACE needs to integrate Section 3.8 into this
section to avoid confusion.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Text edited throughout
document to refer to ‘interviewidentified cultural resources’

Place name database was
acquired and information
added.

A list of applicable laws was
added.

Text has been revised, and
consistent definition was added
and adhered to.
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Comment
No.

7

Agency

NTC

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the seventh bullet item of Section 3.7.1, USACE states, “It
is not uncommon for linear features to be investigated for
cultural resources during final project design.” This mindset
is unfortunate and ill-advised. USACE should review the
court decision from Indigenous Environmental Network v.
U.S. Department of State that vacated the final
supplemental EIS and record of decision and halted the U.S.
State Department and the project proponent from “engaging
in any activity in furtherance of the construction or operation
of [the project] and associated facilities until the Department
has completed a supplement to the 2014 SEIS that complies
with the requirements of NEPA.” ___ F. Supp. 3d ___, No.
CV-17-29-GF-BMM, 2018 WL 5840768, at *20 (D. Mont.
Nov. 8, 2018). This court decision states:
The 2014 SEIS fails to provide a “full and fair discussion of
the potential effects of the project to cultural resources” in
the absence of further information on the 1,038 unsurveyed
acres. “NEPA ensures that [agencies] will not act on
incomplete information, only to regret its decision after it is
too late to correct.” The Department appears to have
jumped the gun when it issued the ROD in 2017 and acted
on incomplete information regarding potential cultural
resources along the 1,038 acres of unsurveyed route.
Id. at *10 (alteration in original) (quoting Native Ecosystems

demonstrates an archaeological bias. Refer to them as
interview-identified cultural resources, because these
resources include, but are not limited to trails, sacred
places, traditional use areas, sites, and battlefields.
Furthermore, in this fourth bullet item, USACE states, “. . .
only limited field work has been completed to determine if
there are physical manifestations of these interviewidentified . . .” cultural resources. It is important to remember
that many of these interview-identified cultural resources
may not have “physical manifestations” (e.g., spiritual
places, battlefields, winter trails). Lack of physical evidence
makes them no less significant.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

The statement has been
deleted.

Text edited to note that not all
places would have physical
evidence.

when appropriate, and ‘sites’
when appropriate.
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Comment
No.

8

9

10

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There are clearly several data gaps remaining. The USACE
appears to be relying on previous evaluations in this EIS,
even if those evaluations are incomplete and do not address
all the current project elements. It is not even clear that
these data gaps will be filled prior to selecting an alternative
and deciding on whether to permit the proposed project.
This approach is unacceptable, since cultural resources are
clearly one of the most important aspects of the consultation
process. This entire section appears to be completely out of
date and reliant on work conducted to support a former
version of this project as it was previously designed. This
EIS should be put on hold until environmental and cultural
studies catch up with the current project design and
proposed alternatives. It is difficult to evaluate whether the
alternatives have been appropriately selected without this

In the last (eighth) bullet item in Section 3.7.1, USACE
needs to clarify that historic properties are more than
archaeological sites. In addition, USACE needs to include
archaeological districts in their research, not just sites.

The last sentence of Section 3.7.1 suggests USACE has
little intention of addressing data gaps prior to the issuance
of the Final EIS when it states, “The procedures detailing
further work beyond the issuance of the Final EIS (e.g., the
process for additional identification research and surveys,
evaluation, and mitigation measures) will be established
through the development of a PA.” USACE needs to ensure
that the transportation corridor, pipeline, and Diamond Point
components are surveyed prior to preparation of the Final
EIS to “ensure that [USACE] will not act on incomplete
information, only to regret its decision after it is too late to
correct.” Native Ecosystems Council, 418 F.3d at *10
(quoting Marsh, 490 U.S. at 371).

Council v. U.S. Forest Service, an Agency of U.S. Dep’t of
Agric., 418 F.3d 953, 965 (9th Cir. 2005) and Marsh v.
Oregon Nat. Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 371 (1989)).

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

The USACE will require
additional surveys to be
completed in the 2019 field
season to be incorporated into
the Final EIS.

Historic properties, the
definition and discussion, has
been deleted from this section
and moved to Section 3.8.

The text has been edited. In
addition, the USACE will require
additional surveys to be
completed in the 2019 field
season to be incorporated into
the FEIS.
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Comment
No.

11

12

13

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.3
Cultural Context.

Section 3.7.2
Area of
Analysis.

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This discussion emphasizes historic and archaeological
context, while inadequately addressing cultural resources.

Please explain the rationale and cite the data behind
USACE’s determination that the EIS Analysis Area should
be the “claim block of the project at the mine site and the
viewshed of the project footprint.” As now stands, this EIS
Analysis Area is unanalyzable. In this same section, USACE
states, “The permit area as defined by Appendix C (of 33
CFR 325) has not yet been formally delineated. It is
expected that ongoing consultation with agencies and other
consulting parties through the NHPA Section 106 process . .
. .” The Section 106 process requires an Area of Potential
Effects, not a Permit Area.

Consultation with affected tribes and Alaska Native
communities should be conducted prior to developing the
final alternatives. A description of cultural resources is not
something that should be provided merely for “context” or to
develop mitigation plans after an alternative and project
footprint have already been selected. Many cultural
resources are place-based, and once lost, these resources
are forever lost. These losses cannot be mitigated and must
be avoided. Many of the transportation elements of the
project seem to have few real alternatives; therefore,
significant and foreseeable conflicts will probably occur if
important cultural resources fall along a critical project
pathway. These issues should be fully vetted and addressed
prior to development of the alternatives to ensure that there
are at least some alternatives that avoid significant damage
to and loss of cultural resources. Delaying or deferring the
necessary work to address these issues until project design
or field implementation through a programmatic agreement
(PA) is unacceptable and disrespectful of the serious
cultural issues associated with this project.

information, since they differ mainly with respect to elements
of the project that have not yet been studied.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 5

The text has been edited. The
EIS is using best available

The EIS analysis area has been
revised to include a three-mile
buffer around the mine site and
a one-mile buffer around all
other project components. The
EIS analysis area was
determined using noise and
visual data for indirect effects,
which would be inclusive of
other indirect effects, such as
dust.

The USACE acknowledges this
concern. The purpose of this
EIS is to disclose potential
impacts from the proposed
project and other action
alternatives in order to help
decision makers when deciding
whether or not to grant the
permit. Impacts are discussed
in Section 4.7.
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Comment
No.

14

15

Agency

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.3.1
Previous
Cultural
Resource
Research.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

USACE states “. . . place names are noted near the deposit
on the South Fork Koktuli River, Upper Talarik Creek, and
points north, west, and south of the claim block area,
particularly along the Newhalen River to the east and near
Nikabuna Lakes to the north.” It is important to note that
Qukdeli (South Fork Koktuli), Tuni Vetnu (Upper Talarik
Creek), Nughil Vetnu (Newhalen River), and Unqeghdut
Nikugh Vena and Unqeghnit Nikugh Vena (Nikabuna Lakes)
are locations with Indigenous place names in addition to the

In this subsection USACE states that SRB&A conducted
surveys in the Expanded Cook Inlet Base Line Study Area
(ECIBSA) in 2005 and 2007 – 2013. This is not correct.
SRB&A did not conduct surveys in the ECIBSA from 2008 –
2011. The ECIBSA acronym did not exist prior to 2012.
Furthermore, in this subsection, USACE states, “In July
2018, HDR completed an archaeological survey of the
Amakdedori port site on behalf of PLP . . . and an NRHPevaluation report is pending.” It is unfortunate that USACE,
Pebble Limited Partnership, and HDR saw no need to
consult with the tribes on these identification efforts and
National Historic Preservation Act evaluation as part of the
Section 106 process. This is especially concerning because
tribes have reported Amakdedori as a traditional cultural
place and the presence of graves in the area as part of the
NEPA scoping process.

Cultural resources are very much a living, present-day
concern to Alaska Natives. As such, the studies described in
Section 3.7.3.1, from which the entire cultural resources
discussion draws, are wholly inadequate. Tribal history does
extend back millennia into “pre-history”; however, modernday Alaska Natives are fighting a constant battle to maintain
their cultural lifeways and traditions. Cultural lifeways and
traditional practices exist in an unbroken chain from past
generations to present generations to future generations
and should be considered in that context.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 6

Text was updated with data in
an acquired place name
database.

The acronym is used because it
is the most accurate for where
the surveys were completed.
Text revised to state that the
areas surveyed “became the
ECIBSA”.
Amakdedori is identified as a
cultural resource in many ways,
not just the HDR surveys.

information.
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Comment
No.

16

17

18

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the second line of this subsection, “scared” should be
“sacred.” In general, this section places far too much
emphasis on identifying specific places, as if avoiding
specific individual places will be sufficient in mitigating
impacts to cultural resources. Most of the cultural resources
described in this section exist on a landscape scale and
require an intact landscape to function. While there may
very well be specific historic or archaeological resources
that are important, or specific locations that have special
spiritual or ecological importance, most cultural resources
depend on the whole landscape. For example, salmon
require entire stream systems and watersheds that support
these fish at every stage of their lives. Salmon need intact
estuaries and clean groundwater and have important
ecological interactions with other species, such as bears
and marine mammals.

In Section 3.7.4.1, the use of the subheading “Cultural
Resources” requires reconsideration on the part of USACE.
Alaska Heritage Resource Survey (AHRS) locations, historic
properties, and locations with Indigenous place names are
types of cultural resources. USACE needs to reorganize this
section. As it’s written now, cultural resources are weirdly a
type of cultural resource.

The EIS needs to provide a better explanation of why place
names are important, what they demonstrate, and the
meanings and significance these places hold to local
communities. It is odd to read about compilations of specific
place names and cross-referencing with the locations of
project components, since a simple glance at a map clearly
indicates that there are almost no place names within the
vicinity of the proposed project that are not Alaska Native in
origin.

locations around or adjacent to them with Indigenous place
names.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 7

The typo has been corrected.
This section relies on the
Environmental Baseline
Documents (and references
them) to provide the broad
cultural context referred to in
this comment. Text was added
to the section to be more
inclusive of these resources.
The EIS uses the best available
data, including the interviewidentified cultural resources for
analysis.

Section heading revised to say
“Interview-Identified Cultural
Resources”

A description of why place
names are important was
added.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

19

20

21

22

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.4.2
Transportation
Corridor. Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

USACE states, “The transportation corridor has not been
subject to specific place names research or more detailed
ethnographic or traditional ecological knowledge
investigations.” This statement is not true. Yoko Kugo, a
Ph.D. candidate at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks has

The second paragraph under this subheading provides one
of several examples in which locations were removed from
consideration because they are “modern.” It is understood
that this is meant in an archaeological context; however, it is
a telling reflection of a mindset that does not recognize or
acknowledge that cultural resources are part of the current
landscape, practices, and traditions and are fully present on
the landscape.

Known AHRS Resources. Please correct the subheading
“AHRS Resources” in Section 3.7 for all action alternatives.
AHRS Resources does not make sense. One option is to
use AHRS locations instead. Do not use AHRS sites
because the AHRS includes trails, districts, landscapes, and
more.

When a community member describes campsites, hunting
trails, gathering areas, and other places, these are not
necessarily specific locations that can be mapped and
avoided. These places require an intact ecosystem without
barriers so that hunting, gathering, and fishing activities in a
given year can be oriented toward those place at which
resources are most abundant. Place names, myths, and
spiritual traditions also involve landscape-scale features,
including mountains or rivers. Therefore, less emphasis
needs to be placed on identifying individual places, and
more on learning about how cultural resources are related to
the landscape. This understanding is essential to fully
identify, assess, describe, and evaluate the potential
impacts of the proposed alternatives on cultural resources.
The USACE needs to take a hard look at how cultural
resources will be affected by the proposed project.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 8

The Yoko Kugo book was
acquired as a result of this
comment, and information from
this reference has been

The text has been deleted.

Headings changed to “Known
AHRS Locations”

Comment acknowledged.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

23

Agency

NTC

Section 3.7.4.3
Amakdedori
Port.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is no mention of the shipwreck of the Russian vessel
Three Saints (TriSviatitelia), which ran aground during a
storm on September 10, 1796 in Kamishak Bay (Black
2004:231; Klein 1999:11). Of the 19 people on board, 15
survived, and four wintered over with the wreck to refloat it
in the spring only to fail (Klein 1999:11). They burned the
ship to salvage the iron (Klein 1999:11). Archaeological
remains of this shipwreck and the associated camps may be
found anywhere in Kamishak Bay including the port area.
Even based on the cursory analysis provided here, it is clear
that the Amakdedori Port site is problematic from a variety of
cultural resource perspectives. It is an area of archeological
significance with a historical village, homes, graves, and
trails, and it is a place of current and active cultural uses,
which are not even mentioned here. The area proposed for
this port is especially well-suited for shoreline subsistence
use. Considering the cultural resources associated with this
site and the ecological damage that would occur by building
the port in this location, the USACE needs to develop
alternatives and evaluate these alternatives in the EIS.

been conducting Indigenous place name research in the
Iliamna Lake region for several years; however, none of her
research is cited by USACE. Please examine her research
to help address this obvious data gap.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 9

No evidence of the shipwreck is
found at Amakdedori in the
AHRS. Additional shipwrecks
have been added to the
description of Diamond Point.
More information on the
importance of Amakdedori for
other cultural purposes was
added.

incorporated into the section.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

Introduction

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) needs to
define the term “subsistence” so everyone is on the same
page when reviewing this section. USACE could use its
own definition of subsistence in its 2011 report Economic
Value of Subsistence Activity, Little Diomede, Alaska. On
Pages 42 and 43, this report defines subsistence as:
a way of life in which wild renewable resources are
obtained, processed, and distributed for household and
communal consumption according to prescribed social and
cultural systems and values.
The harvest, distribution, and consumption of subsistence
resources are governed by technology, infrastructure,
cognitive mindsets, and traditional knowledge. These
resources may be used as food, shelter, fuel, clothing,
tools, or transportation; for
the making and selling of handicraft articles out of
nonedible plants and byproducts of fish and wildlife
resources; for barter or sharing for personal or family
consumption; for customary trade; and for celebrations and
ceremonies.
Subsistence activities are primarily organized through kin
relations, special roles, and communal values within and
among specific communities. These communal values
emphasize reciprocity between individual community
members and the community as a whole through sharing
and with respect for the environment and relations with
non-human species. Subsistence activities are reproduced

This section would benefit from a summary of the most
important subsistence resources in the area. Unlike other
sections, there is no discussion of their proximity to and
overlap with features of the proposed project. This
information needs to be added to this section. The maps in
Appendix K3.9 would be a good format for presenting the
locations and areas of each subsistence resource along
with components of the proposed project alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

The first paragraph of the section
provides a definition for
subsistence and subsequent
paragraphs elaborate on the
multi-faceted nature of
subsistence and its unique role in
Alaska. Many definitions of
subsistence were reviewed and
consulted in order to write the
succinct explanation.

Maps similar to those in K3.9
have been added to K3.9 for the 6
main communities. All harvest
area maps show proposed project
infrastructure; text has been
updated to spell this out for the
reader.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Comment
No.

3

4

5

6

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Table 3.9-1

3.9.1 TEK

First paragraph

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In Table 3.9-1, is USACE saying people only harvest wood
in June? Trees are plants. The paragraph following this

In this section USACE states, “The data (tables, charts,
and maps) used to determine the environmental baseline
for this section reflect the findings of this study, and a
subsequent data review of the six communities closest to
the proposed project infrastructure.” “Closest to” is not an
EIS Analysis Area. Please define and justify an EIS
Analysis Area for this section.

Referring to the first paragraph, not only fish but other
aquatic resources (invertebrates, aquatic mammals,
aquatic plants) are harvested. These other aquatic
resources should be mentioned here.

In addition, USACE needs to address the Keystone
Recommendations for the proposed Pebble Project that
Pebble Limited Partnership supported (Callaway 2012
Pebble Subsistence Review Presentation for Keystone
Policy Center. Video on file at Keystone Policy Center,
Keystone, Colorado). These recommendations include the
need to collect information on exchange of goods and
services and identify social networks to monitor changes in
communities’ demographics, income, and subsistence.
This has not been done, which means USACE is not
adequately assessing the impacts to subsistence. Tables
for each community in this Section have data on Giving
and Receiving, but this is not identifying social networks or
little else.

across generations through both formal and informal
training of descendants in the concepts, behaviors, values,
and skills necessary to successfully sustain the community
and the resources upon which they depend.
The Subsistence way of life satisfies to various degrees
and in various contexts the economic, social, cultural, and
nutritional needs of subsistence-based communities.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

The source document had the
same issue but we interpreted

Revised language and added
definition of “EIS analysis area”

Revised text as appropriate.

Comment acknowledged. The
percentages of households giving
and receiving resources was the
most detailed information
available and was determined to
be adequate for the analysis.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

3.9.3 Harvest
patterns by
community

3.9.3 Harvest
patterns by
community

3.9.3 Harvest
patterns by
community

3.9.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the seventh paragraph of Section 3.9.3, USACE states:
Communities have traditional use areas that represent a
sophisticated cumulative body of knowledge about where
animals are likely to be available and in prime condition
throughout the seasons of the year. Use areas for some
species are relatively constant, such as salmon fishing
areas; while use areas for other species, such as moose,
caribou, and fur-bearers, would vary with changes in
abundance and distribution. Cumulative traditional use
areas are relatively constant over long periods of time,

In the third paragraph of Section 3.9.3, USACE states,
“Table 3.9-2 shows subsistence harvest amounts for eight
resource groups for each community.” Please explain the
rationale behind choosing eight resource groups.

In the first paragraph, with respect to the analysis for this
section, USACE states, “Communities for which there were
older data or no data were not included.” Why is this? This
is a data gap and needs to be addressed. Also, please list
which communities have old data or no data. Also, define
“older” because Table 3.9-2 is using data for Dillingham
that is 20 years old. Subsistence data that are older than
10 years are not current for the proposed Pebble Project.
Such data are historical according to the Pebble Project
Environmental Baseline Document (SRB&A 2011).

The information sources referenced here are a start;
however, before the public review draft EIS is released, the
USACE should integrate information gained through the
consultation process, including each Alaska Native
community’s review of the section pertaining to its use of
resources and their presence on the landscape.

table states “Winter is the typical time for gathering
firewood” (Jones and Kostick 2016). Please correct this
table.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 3

Added reference to the Cultural
Resources section.

These are the categories used by
ADF&G in source material.
Explanation added to the text.

Comment acknowledged. NEPA
requires the use of ‘best available
data. It is out of scope for the
USACE to collect these data.
Revised wording and provided
examples to provide clarity.

Comment acknowledged.
Appendix K3.1 also incorporates
TEK that was gathered during
USACE and Tribal Governmentto-Government consultations.

their use of “other plants” to mean
“green plants other than berries”.
The table was updated
accordingly.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence
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Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

NTC

NTC

Table 3.9-2

Table 3.9-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The information in Table 3.9-2 is very old and does not
reflect recent changes in communities, the economy, and
the environment, including the effects of climate change.
All this information should be updated based on newer

This table shows the inadequacy of USACE’s data for this
section. Dillingham and Seldovia are the only communities
with current data (i.e., less than 10 years old). As Stephen
R. Braund & Associated (SRB&A) (2011) states in the
Pebble Project environmental baseline report on
subsistence for Bristol Bay communities, “Subsistence
uses are not static (Page 23-9).” SRB&A (2011) reported
subsistence data from 1996 for Pedro Bay was “dated and
therefore may not reflect current subsistence uses in the
study area (page 23-6).” Table 3.9-2 lists SRB&A doing
subsistence research in Pedro Bay in 2004. This means
Pebble Limited Partnership and SRB&A thought eight-yearold subsistence data needed to be updated. All the
communities in Table 3.9-2, except for Seldovia, are
represented by data that are eight years old or older.
USACE needs to update these subsistence data. These
data are not current and do not take into account changes
to subsistence that may have occurred because of the
extensive drilling program conducted for the proposed
Pebble Project that began around 2004 and continued
through 2013.

although not all portions of the long-term use area would
be used each year. Instead, harvest patterns are dynamic
and strategic, as subsistence users concentrate their
efforts in areas likely to be productive, with current
abundance and distribution of resources. Traditional places
names identify significant locations in a traditional use
area, and further indicate the long-term use patterns.
Please cross-reference how USACE will evaluate these
“traditional use areas” as traditional cultural places and
cultural landscapes in Section 3.7 Cultural Resources.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 4

See previous response. These
data are the most recently
available comprehensive surveys.

NEPA requires the use of ‘best
available data. It is out of scope
for the USACE to collect these
data. We acknowledge that the
data used are old. These data are
the most recently available
comprehensive surveys.
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Comment
No.

13

Agency

NTC

Figures 3.9-3, 5,
7, 9, and 11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Figures 3.9-3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 are very difficult to interpret
and do not seem nearly as effective as the maps of specific
resource uses provided for other communities in Appendix
K3.9. This is a topic of considerable importance to each of
these communities, and it would seem appropriate to map
the use of individual resources for each community, like the
figures in Appendix K3.9 but broken out by community.
This would make it possible for each community to check
the information on the map against their own knowledge of
their subsistence use areas.

research and surveys prior to attempting to evaluate the
effects of the proposed project on subsistence use.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 5

We agree that the figures in
Appendix K3.9 are useful. For that
reason, figures were added to
Appendix K3.9 for the
communities described in Section
3.9. Since several communities
share resource areas, they are
grouped in the figures as
appropriate.
The figures in Section 3.9 are
intended to illustrate the amount
of effort for subsistence in the
area and were not deleted.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.1.2;
p. 4.1-2

4.1; p. 4.1-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

2A - The time periods proposed for the three
phases are insufficient considering the long-term
impacts from each phase of the proposed project. It
is misleading to say this is a 20-year project when
the buildout and expansion will occur over 78 years
across multiple phases. And multiple other mining
projects would probably use the Pebble
infrastructure. Based on the projects that intend to
use the Pebble infrastructure, this project could
effectively be there forever. Other mining, gas and
oil, and energy and utility projects using the Pebble
infrastructure will further impact and damage the
area and would require construction of additional
roads and other infrastructure. Without the
proposed Pebble Project construction, the area
would remain much as it is today.
All aspects of construction, including disturbance
caused by infrastructure construction, mine plant
construction, mine pit development, and mine
facilities construction, must be considered.
Considering potential impacts from construction of
the infrastructure, facilities, and structures that
would be needed to operate the proposed project,
a time period greater than 20 years is appropriate
to evaluate potential both short-term and long-term
impacts from construction.
As further discussed in Section 4.1.3 comments on
cumulative effects and in Section 2 Alternatives, if
the proposed project is permitted, constructed, and

Section 4.1 Introduction refers to Section 4.2
through Section 4.26. Of these 26 sections, only 17
sections are not currently available; therefore,
Chapter 4.0 is incomplete.
Without figures and maps it is not possible to do an
in-depth and specific review of this section.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

2A - Comments acknowledged.
Analysis of direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects follows CEQ
guidance for NEPA. Project phases
are defined in Chapter 2, Alternatives,
and summarized again in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment. Phases are defined in
Chapter 2, Alternatives, based on the
project description. They are provided
in Section 4.1 as a reference for
sections in Chapter 4. The description
in Section 4.1 is a summary. While this
comment provided on Section 4.1 is
acknowledged, no changes were
made to the text as this is a short
introductory section.
The EIS analysis for direct and indirect
impacts includes the four project
phases. The EIS analysis for
cumulative effects includes a 78-year
timeframe in the Pebble Expansion
Scenario, which is described in
Section 4.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment, and discussed per
resource in the Cumulative Effects
subsections of resource sections of
Chapter 4.
2B – Comment acknowledged; the

See Response.

PAGE | 1

Comment acknowledged. USACE sent
all sections and figures of the
preliminary Draft EIS (DEIS) to
cooperating agencies, as they were
completed. This comment was
received prior to all sections being
sent.

Response

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
operated, the operations phase would extend far
beyond the 20 years proposed. Based on such
factors as the size of the ore body, value of the
mineral resources, and the magnitude of the
investment that would be required to capitalize the
proposed project, the operations phase would
extend over 50 years and would involve both open
pit mining and underground mining. A much longer
timeline must be evaluated for the operations
phase of the proposed project.
It is unclear why the operations phase is limited to
20 years when in later sections the USACE states
it is considering the “expansion of the Pebble
Project to develop 55 percent of its reserves over a
78-year period.” Consideration of impacts during
the operations phase should be extended to cover
the entire period of operations, which will be far
more than 20 years.
The “closure or post-closure phase” should be
separated into at least two separate phases: (1)
mine reclamation and closure and (2) post-closure
maintenance and monitoring. Rather than defining
the time period of these post-mine-operations
phases as “any activity occurring after mine
operations cease”, the time period should be based
on the time expected for water treatment, water
quality monitoring, inspections and monitoring of
mine waste rock and mill tailings storage areas,
maintenance of stormwater and sedimentation
control measures, and other post-closure activities
that would be required to mitigate the intense,
adverse, and long-term impacts that the proposed
project poses. An appropriate time frame for postclosure maintenance and monitoring should be at
least 100 years to be consistent with the policies of
most state agencies, and the time frame of postclosure maintenance and monitoring should be

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

four factors of analysis follow CEQ
guidance for impact analysis in an EIS.
There is no requirement to follow
specific factors of analysis applied in
other documents.
2C - Comment acknowledged;
however, no changes made to Section
4.1, Introduction to Environmental
Consequences, as this is a short
introductory section in which analysis
is not conducted. Each Chapter 4
section describes the analysis
framework and rationale for
assessments made.
2D - Comment acknowledged.
Clarifying text has been provided for
how potential RFFAs were evaluated
for inclusion in cumulative effects
analysis. As these are evaluation
factors rather than screening criteria,
there is no explanation provided for
weighting or sequencing as would be
done with screening criteria.
Subsistence is analyzed in Sections
3.9 and 4.9, Subsistence.

Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
over 500 years after cessation of mine operations.
This is the standard employed the Bureau of Land
Management’s (BLM) policy for major mine sites
containing features such as tailings storage
facilities.
2B - The Impact Characterizations (i.e., Magnitude,
Duration, Geographic Extant, and Potential) in
Section 4.1.1 differ in definition and are less
detailed than USACE’s recent SEIS for the Alaska
Stand Alone Pipeline Project and EIS for the Donlin
Gold Project. USACE must provide rationale for
this decision. USACE should cite the regulatory
definitions directly in section 4.1.3 for types of
effects to eliminate the potential for discrepancies
between regulatory and summarized definitions.
USACE’s addition of the sentence “Indirect effects
are caused by the project, but do not occur at the
same time or place as the direct effects” to the
definition of Indirect Effects is incorrect and beyond
the scope of the regulatory definition.
2C - One example demonstrating falsity of this
added sentence is if an archaeological site that is
culturally important to a community (e.g.,
Amakdedori Village Site) is destroyed there are
direct and indirect effects in the same time and
place. The direct effects are the archaeological site
is destroyed. Indirect effects would be the
community can no longer use this site for teaching
and passing on traditional knowledge. (i.e., a
change in land use). In the description of
Cumulative Effects in section 4.1.3, USACE states
“Proximity is based on natural geographic
boundaries of potentially affected resources.” This
does not seem to apply to cultural resources.
USACE must include population changes into
section 4.1.3.2 “Reasonably Foreseeable Future
Actions Considered” because the population of the

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 3

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

Agency

NTC

4.1.3; p. 4.12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

3A - This section states, “Assessing the cumulative
impacts from multiple projects/activities requires
considering the impacts of their combined potential
area of effects and associated actions.” It should
also require considering the impacts of cumulative
time of the effects and associated actions. For
example, construction impacts such as noise and
truck traffic on a small community will be greater if
multiple projects cause these impacts to occur over
a longer time-frame.
For a project with a timeframe measured decades
from the beginning of construction to final closure

Bristol Bay region may increase because of the
Pebble Project.
2D - Under heading Subsistence Activities of Table
4.1-1: Potential RFFAs Evaluated for Cumulative
Effects, USACE should include the communities of
Ekwok and South Naknek in the Bristol Bay
subsistence analysis. Stephen R. Braund &
Associates (SRB&A), on behalf of Pebble Limited
Partnership (PLP), conducted subsistence
research in South Naknek. While Ekwok didn’t
participate in Pebble subsistence research, there
are subsistence data for the community. Such data
must be incorporated. Unfortunately, PLP didn’t
complete their subsistence research on
communities that rely on Cook Inlet drainages. This
must be done. Research by the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game (ADF&G) in its 2016 Technical
Paper #420 “The Harvest and Use of Wild
Resources in Nikiski, Seldovia, Nanwalek, and Port
Graham, Alaska 2014” demonstrates Nikiski,
Seldovia, Port Graham, and Nanwalek use areas of
Cook Inlet that are bisected by proposed barge
traffic for the Pebble Project. USACE must include
subsistence and TEK data from these communities
in this EIS analysis.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

3A - Cumulative effects section,
including discussion of the framework
of RFFA analysis, has been revised.
RFFAs are not limited to five years in
the future.
3B - Text in Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental Consequences, has
been revised to clarify the 78-year time
period. A Pebble expansion scenario
is included as an RFFA for analysis in
Chapter 4 sections by resource. See
also RFI response 062 (PLP 2018-RFI

Response
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
and completion of monitoring, reasonably
foreseeable future actions (RFFAs) should not be
limited to 5 years into the future from the EIS.
RFFAs should include any reasonably foreseeable
projects occurring within the lifetime of the action
alternative, including follow-on projects related to
exploration and development of additional areas of
the ore body. The geologic existence of the larger
ore body makes additional projects reasonably
foreseeable if the infrastructure proposed for this
project is installed. These projects do seem to have
been included in Table 4.1-1, but the text needs to
be revised to reflect a more realistic timeframe for
these and other projects.
3B - This section indicates that “actions are
considered reasonably foreseeable if they are
proximate to the project area and are anticipated to
enter the permitting process in the next 5 years.”
This limited time frame is inconsistent with the later
statement that “the USACE has determined that
expansion of the Pebble Project to develop 55
percent of its reserves over a 78-year period… will
be analyzed under the cumulative effects
analysis…[t]herefore, other reasonably foreseeable
future activities that may occur in the 78-year time
period will also be considered.” USACE must
explain how it intends to evaluate RFFAs over this
extended period.
3C - If the proposed Pebble Project is permitted,
constructed, and operated; it would probably
operate for 50 to 100 years, and the impacts from
the proposed project would persist for hundreds of
years beyond that; therefore, one or more
alternatives reflecting projects of varying life cycles
should be developed and included in the EIS for
evaluation of a full range of alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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3C - The Cumulative Effects
subsections in Chapter 4 include
analysis on applicable alternatives.

062).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

Agency

NTC

4.1.3.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
4A - The first category, “mineral exploration and
mining,” should be separated into three categories:
mineral exploration, surface mining, and
underground mining. The category “subsistence”
should be separated into a least two categories:
subsistence fishing and subsistence hunting and
gathering.
4B - The bullet item beginning with “Geographic
timeframe” should explain the areal extent of
mining during logical phases. Beyond the current
proposed plan which should be depicted in fiveyear phases at a minimum, maps should be
provided to clearly depict the additional areas that
would be mined during sequential 20-year phases.
Based on the size of the ore body, value of the
mineral resources, and capital investment required
to capitalize the proposed project, a reasonably
foreseeable future action would be long-term
mining by open pit methods followed by
underground mining methods. The areas that
would be open pit mined and the area that would
be underground mined should be clearly described
and shown on maps. Underground mining must be
identified as reasonably foreseeable future action,
and the potential impacts of underground mining
should be identified and evaluated in the EIS. The
type of underground mine (block cave versus room
and pillar or stope) should also be identified and
described.
4C - Geographic timeframe: This section seems to
indicate that, although “typically only projects with
dedicated funding, currently in or scheduled to
undergo federal, state, or local permitting, and with
a medium to high probability of occurring, are
included” the USACE will nevertheless still
consider RFFAs that may occur over a 78-year
time period. How will the USACE identify and

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

4A - Comment acknowledged;
however, as Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental Consequences, is an
introductory section, existing text is
sufficient.
4B - Text has been revised to the
extent a summary section
accommodates.
4C - Text has been revised and the
Pebble expansion scenario is
included.
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Comment
No.

5

Agency

NTC

Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

5A - Several mining projects are included in this
table that were evaluated in the EPA 2014 report;
however, these mining projects are not proposed
as RFFAs for this EIS. Assuming the development
of infrastructure for this project, USACE needs to
justify why these projects would not be reasonably
foreseeable with a 78-year timeframe and why
USACE’s evaluation differs from EPA’s.
Realistically, it would be expected that at least
some of these projects would be developed within
the next four decades, if infrastructure were
available to support them. Since the cumulative
impacts evaluation for fisheries has already been
completed by EPA, this information could be easily
included in the EIS as a worst-case analysis.
5B - The EIS should analyze a range of future
expected mining projects such as one additional
similar mine or five similar mines. It is without
question that development of the Pebble Project,
specifically Pebble’s necessarily infrastructure,
would lead to additional mine proposals in the
region, and it could lead to extensive development.
The EIS should also analyze the potential for the
Pebble Project to be developed at an increased
production rate resulting in a 40-year rather than
78-year time frame.

evaluate cumulative impacts from projects over this
extended period that don’t meet the “typical”
criteria?

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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5A – Text in Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental Consequences, has
been revised to clarify the 78-year time
period. A Pebble expansion scenario
is included as an RFFA for analysis in
Chapter 4 sections by resource. See
also RFI response 062 (PLP 2018-RFI
062). Clarifying text has been provided
for how potential RFFAs were
evaluated for inclusion in cumulative
effects analysis. As these are
evaluation factors rather than
screening criteria, there is no
explanation provided for weighting or
sequencing as would be done with
screening criteria.
5B – Comment acknowledged; there is
no basis in current NEPA CEQ
guidance for this level of analysis. A
table has been added that identified
what resources the USACE identified
in the Memorandum for Record
(USACE 2017, Memorandum for
Record, Subject: Determination to
conduct an environmental impact
statement level of analysis for
Department of the Army Permit
Application POA-2017-271, lead
agency determination, and scope of
analysis). The table also identifies
where in the EIS the resource is
discussed. The EIS analysis area is
defined in each Chapter 3 and Chapter
4 section. Chapter 3 describes the

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

8

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

4.1.5.2

4.1.5.1;
p. 4.1-18

4.1.4; p. 4.117

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section very briefly describes the energy
needs of the project and what the infrastructure is
designed to provide or use, but does not discuss
the impacts on other users of electricity and natural
gas, or whether the projected facilities will create a
net demand or surplus once the project
requirements are factored in. The total energy
needs in terms of both energy consumption and
carbon and greenhouse gas emissions should be
quantified and evaluated for the proposed plan,
alternatives, and cumulative effects, and include
both local, regional, state-wide, and global impacts.
The proposed project calls for a major expansion of
energy use and a major expansion of fossil fuels
use. The proposed project does not support energy

Most of these “other topics” are addressed far too
superficially to be useful. Conservation, for
example, could at a minimum include a discussion
of the impacts of the project on the wildlife refuges,
marine reserves, and other protected areas
surrounding the project area. A topic like this, that
incorporates a number of different elements of the
environment, would be better placed at the end of
the chapter once the reader had reviewed the other
elements of the environment.

A list of the issues not selected and the reasons for
eliminating them should be included here.
Under “Other Concerns,” the risks of spills and
releases is not limited to fuel. Chemicals and other
industrial products being transported to and from
the mine overland and by water are also of concern
and should be addressed.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Text has been revised to meet the
scope of analysis for this EIS. Scope
of analysis is detailed in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment.

Text has been revised to meet the
scope of analysis for this EIS. Scope
of analysis is detailed in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment.

Comment acknowledged. As Section
4.1, Introduction to Environmental
Consequences is an introductory
section, an expanded list is not
provided here, but can be found in
Appendix A, the Scoping Report.

affected environment for the four
alternatives, while Chapter 4
discusses the impacts to those
resources (per NEPA).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

11

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

4.1.7; p. 4.1-

4.1.6

4.1.5.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

11A - Second bullet – These impacts will not only
occur during the life of the project, but indefinitely,

A final section should be added to Chapter 4 that
specifically summarizes and compares, by
alternative, unavoidable adverse effects and
irretrievable commitments of resources, as well as
effects that may not be unavoidable but are likely to
occur or if they occur would be catastrophic (e.g.,
major earthquake that results in tailings dam
failure). This is necessary for the public to clearly
understand the nature of the alternatives and the
costs and benefits associated with each, prior to
reviewing the mitigation chapter.

This section relies too heavily on general
statements by the project applicant, without
significant attempt at independent review and
verification. This should involve a two-step process:
(1) is there an actual global need and (2) can other
existing and planned projects meet that global
need? Furthermore, if the project would, as stated,
“provide a short-term beneficial impact on mineral
needs,” is this worth the irreversible impacts and
irretrievable loss of natural resources required for
such a short-term benefit? And is filling a need for
a commodity considered a benefit from the
standpoint of an Environmental Impact Statement?
The EIS should answer practical questions. For
example: Do entire watersheds need to be
destroyed to acquire gold to make jewelry? This
apparent need for gold jewelry seems trivial to the
point of comical in comparison to the trade-off: gold
jewelry for an invaluable renewable resource – wild
salmon. The EIS should discuss the repercussions
of the proposed project on the real “gold” in this
area – the salmon.

conservation.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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11A - Text has been revised in this
section to meet USACE direction

Catastrophic event discussion in an
EIS is not required under CEQ
guidance. A summary of key issues is
provided at the end of each Chapter 4
section for readers to understand the
differences in alternatives.
Text has been revised in this section
to meet USACE direction under CEQ
NEPA guidance.

Text has been revised to meet the
scope of analysis for this EIS. Scope
of analysis is detailed in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

12

Agency

NTC

4.1.8; p. 4.120

20

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Mining companies in the United States and
elsewhere have a dismal record of failure to close

as the project site will not be restored to its
previous state. Mining areas will remain denuded of
vegetation needed to support life, and roads,
ferries, ports, pipelines, and other infrastructure will
remain.
11B - Third bullet – Funds and labor are not
environmental resources.
11C - Fifth bullet – Not only would carbon-based
fuels be irretrievably committed for the uses
described, use of these resources would cause
irretrievable CO2 emissions to occur along with
loss of CO2 sink capacity, advancing climate
change in ways that may also be irreversible.
11D - Not mentioned in this section is the potential
impacts of worst-case scenarios, such as major
earthquakes, tsunamis, and/or shoreline
subsidence or uplift that could cause irremediable
harm to watersheds, shoreline resources, and
fisheries due to spills or failure of dams for
containment facilities. Given the seismic history of
and predictions for this area, these are foreseeable
events that must be taken into consideration.
11E - If the proposed project is permitted,
constructed, and operated, entire river and wetland
systems will be destroyed, and not just in the
construction areas. The discussion in this section
makes it sound like the project is just going to have
irreversible impacts to upland areas and a few
wetlands. The impacts of the proposed project
would affect entire watersheds across a vast
geographic area. Impacts to natural resources will
not just occur during the life of the project; these
impacts will occur forever. Entire pristine
watersheds cannot be restored.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Comments acknowledged. This
section has been removed from

under CEQ NEPA guidance.
11B - CEQ guidelines discuss
"resources" not environmental
resources. Comment not applicable.
11C – Comment acknowledged. There
is no literature or supporting
information provided to support the
assertion that use of resources would
cause a change in carbon dioxide sink
capacity. There is also no specific
NEPA climate change guidance on
this topic from CEQ requiring inclusion
of this topic in an EIS. No changes
made.
11D – CEQ NEPA guidance does not
support discussion of worst-case
scenarios. No changes made.
11E – Comment acknowledged.
Discussion in this section is per CEQ
NEPA guidance under USACE
direction.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
their mining sites in a manner that is safe for the
public and protects or restores the environment
over the long term. In the United States, harm from
these failures has fallen disproportionately on
American Indian and Alaska Native communities,
particularly those living in rural areas or wilderness
areas and those practicing a subsistence way of
life. In addition, the waters that could be impacted
by this project support fisheries that are worldrenowned for their quality and provide food and
livelihood for most of the residents of this area. It is
difficult to imagine a landscape and communities
dependent on the resources of that landscape that
could be more in harm’s way should a catastrophic
event occur, or the mine simply fail to be closed in
a safe, complete, and effective manner.
This section appears to rely on future regulatory
action by the State of Alaska to require a
multinational corporation to carry out its financial
and environmental obligations, without any current
assurances that such plans or financial instruments
are in place. Without knowing what the postclosure management plans or requirements will be,
it is impossible to accurately assess the potential
long-term environmental impacts of this project.
The Pebble Project proposes measures and
controls that we believe will require long term postclosure operations and maintenance (O&M) to
protect water quality. The need for long-term postclosure O&M, facilities replacement, and
monitoring should be acknowledge in the EIS. The
EIS should contain adequate details regarding
financial assurance commitments (e.g., for
reclamation and long-term O&M), as well as
meaningful assurances that an adequate financial
instrument will exist to ensure adequate funds are
available during the entire time that these funds

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
might be needed for this purpose. Although
USACE has taken the position that it does not
address financial assurance in the EIS, we
disagree with this position. We believe that
financial assurance is a critical element of an EIS
and should be disclosed in the EIS for the
proposed Pebble Project because the viability of
reclamation, closure, and post-closure
management is a critical factor in whether this
project may be considered fully protective of
environmental resources. Furthermore, we believe
this information is significant and essential for an
adequate analysis of the proposed project because
it could make the difference between a project that
is adequately managed over the long-term by the
site operator and an unfunded or under-funded
contaminated site that becomes a liability that may
need to be addressed under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfund) or another
publicly funded program. This is especially
important given the permit applicant’s most recent
financial discloses to Canadian regulators in which
it declares: “If the Group is unable to raise the
necessary capital resources and generate sufficient
cash flows to meet obligations as they come due,
the Group may, at some point, consider reducing or
curtailing its operations. As such, there is material
uncertainty that raises substantial doubt about the
Group’s ability to continue as a going concern.”
If a long-term trust fund will be established for the
proposed project, the appropriate level of funding,
types of financial instruments, and mechanics of
the fund are critical to ensuring it will be available
when it is needed. In addition to the projected longterm engineering and monitoring costs of each
activity, the EIS should discuss the financial
assumptions used to estimate the funding level,

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
projected trust fund growth rate, and mechanics of
the trust fund. The fund mechanics include: (a)
requirements for timing of payments into the trust
fund; (b) how USACE ensures that the trust fund is
bankruptcy remote; (c) acceptable financial
instruments (such as those specified in 43 CFR
3809.555); (d) legal structure of the trust for tax
purposes; (e) who will pay the taxes on trust
earnings and trust fees and expenses; (f) how
taxes and trust fees will be paid on the trust if the
mining company goes out of business; (g) who will
make investment decisions if the operator is no
longer viable; (h) if the federal government controls
the investment decisions, what legal and ethical
issues arise from USACE controlling investment
decisions about investments in private companies,
voting stock and similar issues if the trust owns
stock; (i) the identity of the trust fund beneficiaries;
and (j) the identity and corporate structure of the
operator with responsibility/ liability for financial
assurance at this site.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Nearly everything discussed in this
chapter is purely speculative. The Permit
Application itself properly focuses on the
mining and transportation elements of the
project, as well as describing the natural
resources and communities surrounding
the project. No claims or promises are
made by the applicant regarding training
and education; public use of roads, ferries,
ports or other infrastructure; providing
natural gas to local communities; reducing
cost of living; or the amount of taxes that
may flow to state or local jurisdictions. The
mining operation is clearly designed to be
self-sufficient, except to the extent that it
may employ individuals from surrounding
communities and other areas. Other than
wages to individuals that may be
employed at the mine, it is not clear that
any substantial economic benefits will flow
to local communities. Much more likely,
profits from the proposed project will not
be shared with affected people and
communities, while they will bear the brunt

As noted for Section 3.3, the topics
discussed in this section do not belong in
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The “monetized economy” is not an
element of the affected environment, nor
are the regional or state economy, taxes,
cost of living, or population characteristics
elements of the natural or built
environment. Transportation and other
infrastructure are already addressed in
Section 4.12, and do not need to be
further discussed here.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Assessment of potential
environmental consequences
relies on more information than
is included in the permit
application, which is not
required to provide information
on potential consequences.
No revisions made.

The EIS should not make
assumptions or rely on anything not
contained in the permit application.
Past statements and claims made
by the company are relied on in a
number of places, and pure
speculation is included in others.
However, if the proposed project is
ever permitted, it is unlikely to have
the same ownership structure or
financial investors as it does now,
and the concessions that future
mine owners may make to the
people and communities of this
region are entirely unknown at this
stage. The proposed project must
be evaluated on its face, without
presumptions of benefits not plainly
stated in the permit application, and
without assumptions about how
affected communities will benefit
from taxes yet to be paid and
received and considering many
other competing uses for such

PAGE | 1

We respectfully disagree. The
characteristics of local and
regional economies, along with
jobs, wages and fiscal
characteristics are components
of the social environment and
addressed in the assessment of
environmental effects. The
needs and welfare of people is
a public interest factor that must
be assessed when evaluating a
CWA Section 404 (b)(1) permit
application

Response

As such, Sections 3.3 and 4.3
should be removed from the EIS.
Environmental impacts of the
proposed alternative, alternatives
that lessen these impacts, mitigation
for these impacts, and irreversible
commitments of natural resources
associated with the alternatives
should be the focus of the EIS.
While comments are provided below
on the preliminary draft text of
Section 4.3, we reiterate that this
section should not be included in
the EIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Comment
No.

3

4

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.3 Needs
and Welfare
of the People
–
Socioeconomi
cs.

4.3 Needs
and Welfare
of the People
–
Socioeconomi
cs.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
taxes.

of the damages to the environment and
loss of natural resources they currently
rely upon for sustainable subsistence and
commercial hunting and fishing.

The potential impacts of a relatively shortterm (generationally speaking) but large
employer temporarily providing higherpaying jobs and then closing the project
should be recognized and evaluated, since
this boom-bust cycle would have a highly
detrimental impact on the cohesion and
structure of Alaska Native communities.
Ways of life that depend on subsistence
economies and that have sustained
Alaska Native communities for millennia
can be lost in a few short generations.
This sudden loss of the extractive
economy and sudden lack of resources to
fall back on can be devastating to Alaska
Natives once the unsustainable project
has run its course. In addition, the
resources previously relied on may have
been impacted by the project to the extent
that even if the traditional knowledge

As noted for Section 3.3, the regional
economy cannot be discussed purely from
a monetized standpoint. Subsistence is
integrally woven into the economic, social,
cultural, and spiritual identities of most of
the communities that would be affected by
the proposed project. Any discussion of
community welfare must take into account
resources provided by both monetized and
subsistence activities. Section 4.3, if
retained, should be merged with Section
4.9 to provide an integrated and
comprehensive overview of community
resources and welfare.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
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The timing and duration of
employment associated with
construction, operations and
closure of the Pebble project
has been discussed in Section
4.3, and the introductory text
was revised to note that
subsistence activities are
important to stabilizing
communities.

We respectfully disagree. The
characteristics of local and
regional economies, along with
jobs, wages and fiscal
characteristics are components
of the social environment and
addressed in the assessment of
environmental effects. As stated
above, and assessment of the
needs and welfare of people is
a public interest factor that must
be assessed when evaluating a
CWA Section 404 (b)(1) permit
application
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Comment
No.

5

6

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.3.2.1
Regional
Setting.

Section
4.3.2.1
Regional
Setting

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In describing the number of jobs that the
proposed project would provide to local
communities, the percentage of the mine
work force made up by local individuals is
not as illustrative as the percentage of jobs
in the local communities provided by the
mine. Framing the topic in this manner
would improve this discussion by placing
the number of jobs into context with
respect to the existing local and regional
economy. This comment also applies to

Education and cultural education
opportunities of passing on traditional
knowledge for Nondalton residents at
Groundhog Mountain, Frying Pan Lake,
Upper Talarik Creek and Koktuli
watersheds, and the stand of cottonwoods
encompassing Alaska Heritage Resources
Survey (AHRS) site ILI-00254 will be
disrupted because of their proximity to the
proposed mine site. Groundhog Mountain,
Frying Pan Lake, Upper Talarik Creek and
Koktuli watersheds, and the stand of
cottonwoods must be included as
educational places that would be impacted
by the proposed project.

remains, the resources may not.
An assumption that more and higherpaying Western jobs that are available for
a couple of decades are automatically
beneficial to surrounding communities
entirely disregards the destructive dynamic
between unreliable and unsustainable
extractive economies and traditional and
sustainable means of supporting Alaska
Native communities through seven
generations and beyond.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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While there is not information to
be able to project employment
by specific community, a
statement was added to Section
4.3.2.2 to note where
employees would be flown
from, indicating the number of
people hired from nearby
communities.

Added those sites to the text in
4.3.2.1.
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Comment
No.

7

8

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.3.2.1 Cost
of Living.

4.3.2.1
Regional
Setting.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section contains many statements
unsupported by the permit application. All
the transportation components are
described as private, and there is no

The last sentence of the first paragraph
states, “These activities could potentially
create a large number of indirect and
direct jobs in the region, relative to the
population.” More specific information
needs to be provided to support this
statement. Exactly how many jobs are
expected to be provided? Are there
enough qualified individuals in the region
to obtain these jobs (i.e., any more than
were employed during the predevelopment phase), or would most
workers be imported from other areas?
Are those who are opposed to the
proposed project going to be available to
work for the mine operator? If the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) does
not know the answer to these questions, it
should not speculate about whether the
proposed project is likely to create any
more jobs for local communities than it has
in the past during pre-development
activities, nor whether the few jobs that
may flow to local communities could
reasonably be expected to even out
seasonal fluctuations in income. This
comment also applies to the Economy and
Income subsection under Section 4.3.2.2
Potentially Affected Communities, which
repeats the same information and
arguments.

the first paragraph of the Economy and
Income subsection under Section 4.3.2.2
Potentially Affected Communities.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Assessment of potential
environmental consequences
relies on more information than
is included in the permit

While there is not information to
be able to project employment
by specific community, a
statement was added to Section
4.3.2.2 to note where
employees would be flown
from, indicating the number of
people hired from nearby
communities.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

Agency

NTC

4.3.2.1
Education

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This subsection contains several
unsupported statements and claims,
essentially none of which are addressed in
the permit application. There is no
guarantee that PLP would continue to
support technical training, much less
expand it, or if it did that it would benefit
local communities or increase wages for
individuals in these communities. Training
or support of local schools is not part of
the permit application, and any
assumptions about this support should be

discussion whatsoever in the permit
application about community use of roads,
the ferry, the port, or the natural gas
pipeline. The statements cited by the
company (Pebble Limited Partnership
(PLP)) are vague and unsupported by the
official information in the permit
application. Consequently, these
statements cannot be relied upon,
especially since the future owners and
shareholders would make their own
choices about the logistics and liability
associated with public use of their
facilities. There is insufficient discussion of
whether the needs of the proposed project
would allow for other uses of the
infrastructure (e.g., whether there would
be excess ferry or port capacity, whether
the mine would require all the natural gas
capacity of the pipeline, etc.). There
certainly is no evidence that shipping or
freight that would benefit the public would
be authorized. The statements and
conclusions in this section are
unsupported by evidence and should be
removed.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Assessment of potential
environmental consequences
relies on more information than
is included in the permit
application, which is not
required to provide information
on potential consequences. The
applicant has made statements
committing to vocational
training. If developed, the
project will generate revenue for
the Lake and Peninsula

application, which is not
required to provide information
on potential consequences. The
applicant has made statements
committing to some use of the
transportation system for local
shipping; further, it is likely to be
a requirement of permits from
the Lake and Peninsula
Borough.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.3.2.2
Potentially
Affected
Communities.

4.3.2.1
Transportation

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This entire section reflects a Western point
of view and does not incorporate the views
of Alaska Native communities within the
areas that would be affected by the
proposed project. Specific examples of
this insensitivity to the lifeways and culture
of the people and communities of this
region are provided below:

Again, this subsection relies on wholly
unsupported assumptions, including vague
statements by the company about
“working with all local communities.” There
is a description of how use of the roads
and ferries might work, without any
references at all. The one reference
provided in this section is not in the
reference list and makes no real
commitments. As public use of these
facilities is not part of the permit
application, it cannot be identified as a
potential benefit to surrounding
communities. The only use of the spur
roads to surrounding communities
described in the project application is for
transportation of workers living in those
communities to the project site (i.e., their
workplace).

disregarded. Even more speculative is any
possible benefit or impact to local schools,
as this depends on a long and
unforeseeable chain of events, causes,
and effects, including how many families
might choose to leave or stay in the area
affected by the proposed project, and
future choices made by the Alaska
legislature about how tax revenues will be
used.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Comment noted. See Sections
4.7 and 4.9 for the impact of the
project on cultural resources
and the subsistence lifestyle.

While details have not been
worked out, PLP has stated
through RFI 027 that they would
work with communities to
establish some controlled public
use.

References cited in the section
were checked for inclusion in
the list of references.

Borough, which will be used for
services it is required to
provide, including schools.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

12

13

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

4.3.2.2
Potentially
Affected
Communities.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The failure of this document to reflect
Alaska Native views is evident in nearly
every section, and results in conclusions
that are strongly biased and inaccurate.
This is particularly problematic given that
most of the affected communities within
the areas potentially affected by the
proposed project are Alaska Natives. The
perspectives of PLP and USACE are
clearly represented; however, the
perspectives and interests of the affected

A short-term gain in employment and
wages may not be considered worth the
loss of valuable natural resources on
which Alaska Natives have traditionally
depended for subsistence and on which
current Alaska residents depend for their
livelihoods and sustenance. Statements
like “any increase in jobs would help the
local community” are particularly out of
touch with traditional lifeways and
community values—because it depends
entirely on what kinds of jobs those are,
whether they are sustainable, whether
they have the potential to enhance or
destroy natural resources in ways that can
never be recovered.

An increase in businesses relating to the
mining site, while speculative, may provide
short-term employment, but may not be
long-term and sustainable for the
community. The project may bring
activities and individuals to the region that
may disrupt the cohesiveness and
traditional practices of the community,
adversely affecting its spiritual and cultural
health and resulting in a loss of traditional
knowledge and practices.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Comment noted; we have
considered all comments in
producing an independent
analysis.

Comment noted. See Section
4.9 for the impact of the project
on subsistence as it relates to
the cash economy.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

14

Agency

NTC

4.3.2.2 Tax
Revenue and
Other Fiscal
Effects

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This subsection in particular does not
belong in an EIS, and this is just the sort of
consideration that an EIS is intended to
balance by focusing on impacts to the
environment. The tax revenue estimates
are out of date and it is impossible to know
what these future tax revenues would be
used for or whether they would benefit
local communities in any way. Most
readers are aware that the State stands to
benefit from permitting the proposed
project. The vital question that the EIS is
intended to answer is: What are the costs
of the proposed project in terms of
adverse impacts to the environment and
affected communities and can these costs
be minimized to an acceptable degree?

communities are suppressed and replaced
by the USACE’s view of what it believes
these communities should want and what
is best for the people of the region. This
preliminary draft EIS (PDEIS) does not
reflect an investment of time or effort by
the USACE to determine, recognize, and
properly consider what the people of the
region actually need and want. Through
meaningful consultation, USACE must
invest the time and effort necessary to
ensure that a balanced viewpoint is
presented in the EIS that demonstrates an
understanding and cultural awareness of
the affected communities and the
practices, concerns, and sustainable
lifeways of the people in these
communities. The voices of the residents
in this region need to be heard and
recorded in the EIS, and currently their
voices are entirely absent in this PDEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

NEPA requires an evaluation of
potential adverse and beneficial
impacts of a proposed project,
and use the most current
available information.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

15

Agency

NTC

4.3.3 Action
Alternatives 2
and 4.3.4
Action
Alternative 3.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The very slight differences between these
two alternatives and Action Alternative 1
(Section 4.3.2) highlight the fact that these
are not meaningfully different alternatives
to the proposed project. A full range of
alternatives have not been provided in this
PDEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

A wide range of potential
alternatives have been
screened and described in
Chapter 2.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the first paragraph of this section, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) states, “traditional
resource collecting areas (subsistence)” are a type
of cultural resource. USACE needs to cross
reference this in the Subsistence sections (Sections
3.9 and 4.9) of this environmental impact statement
(EIS).
These sections do not use the term “cultural
resource” one time. Also, in the first paragraph of
this section, USACE states, “Currently, the project
footprints for the mine site, the transportation
corridor, Amakdedori port, and the natural gas
pipeline guide the analyses of environmental
consequences on cultural resources.” This is
different than the EIS Analysis Area USACE
describes in Section 3.7.2 as follows: “The area of
analysis for cultural resources under NEPA is the
claim block of the project at the mine site and the
viewshed of the project footprint when data are
available.” Please make the EIS Analysis Area in
this section consistent with that of Section 3.7.
Furthermore, in the first paragraph, USACE states,
“When cultural resources are identified within a part
of the project footprint, direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects that may result are considered.
The potential for indirect effects is also considered,
particularly visual impacts on cultural resources
outside of the project footprint.” This makes little
sense. Please explain why cumulative impacts not

Please incorporate historic properties into this
section. Historic properties are a type of cultural
resource and do not receive special treatment under
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

Reference to the Subsistence section was
added to this introductory paragraph.
The EIS analysis area for Section 3.7 and
4.7 have been revised and made
consistent.
The reference to cumulative effects in the
paragraph referred to by the commenter
has been deleted.

The organization of the EIS reflects the
Public interest factors that the USACE
must address when evaluating a CWA
Section 404 (b)(1) permit application, and
separates Cultural Resources from
Historic Properties.
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Comment
No.

3

4

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As with Section 3.7, this Section 4.7 is too focused
on specific point or linear features, like trails,
campsites, documented archaeological sites, etc.
Not that these sites and features are not important,
but a greater effort should be made to understand
and discuss the overall cultural impacts on the
whole region. For example, hunting, camping, and
gathering areas are not static. An area that is used
on one trip may not be used on the next trip or next
season, and a different area might be used,
depending on where the greatest abundance of
resources is located. Entire intact landscapes are
important for subsistence, cultural, and spiritual
values. The impacts of the proposed project with the
extensive infrastructure in addition to the mine site
itself should be considered on a landscape scale,
rather than focusing only on individual features that

The USACE needs to assess auditory and olfactory
impacts to cultural resources. As we note in our
comments for Section 3.11, the proposed project will
have a smell that is different than the existing
environment. Examples of new odors that the
proposed Pebble Project could introduce to the
environment, at a scale never experienced in the
region before, include but are not limited to smells of
operating heavy equipment, dust, and excavated
earth. Mine construction and operation would also
generate sounds at a scale not heard in the region
before. Foreign smells and loud noise will impact
traditional cultural places, places of traditional
teaching, and other cultural resources. These kinds
of impacts will diminish the integrity of these places
and change how the communities who value these
places benefit from them.

being considered outside of the project foot print.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

Comment acknowledged.

PAGE | 2

Auditory and olfactory impacts have been
added to the analysis.
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Comment
No.

5

6

7

8

9

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 4.7.1
Analytical

Section 4.7.1
Analytical
Limitations.

General

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the second paragraph of Section 4.7.1, USACE
states, “The current data and analytical gaps allow

In the opening paragraph of Section 4.7.1, the
USACE’s use of “systematic cultural resource field
investigations” is another example of archaeological
bias.

Sociological conditions and changes should also be
considered part of cultural resources. For example,
if subsistence resources are fewer and more difficult
to access due to avoidance of the affected areas
and barriers such as linear transportation corridors,
the community will have fewer subsistence
resources and lower resiliency. A further shift to a
cash economy, with attendant changes to resiliency,
standard of living, risks of unemployment, and high
cost of living would adversely affect the health and
wellbeing of the people. Cultural heritage in the form
of spiritual practices, stories, and oral history may be
irrevocably lost if it is tied to an area affected by the
mine or infrastructure of the proposed project.

One way to appreciate the cultural value of the
landscapes would be to conduct consultation and
interviews with local residents to understand how
this level of disturbance across a landscape will
affect their culture and the resources on which they
depend for their livelihoods.

The USACE must take a hard look at all the
potential impacts that the proposed project would
impose on the entire watersheds and landscapes
including the effected air, water, soil, plants,
animals, and people in the region.

can be located using GIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The Section
106 process

Please change
the language
to “systematic
cultural
resources
research.”

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 3

Section has been edited with the receipt
of interview-identified cultural resources.

Edit made as suggested.

These issues are discussed in Section
4.9, Subsistence, and Appendix K4.10,
Health and Safety.

Consultation is occurring through the
NHPA Section 106 process, governmentto-government consultation, and public
comment. Information gathered through
these methods will be incorporated into
the Final EIS.

Comment acknowledged.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Limitations.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
for a limited discussion of the environmental
consequences, and the ability to compare the
relative impacts of one alternative over another is
currently constrained, because the number and
types of resources that may be impacted are not
fully known.” This is an understatement at best. How
can USACE address environmental consequences
with such limited data? Also, in this paragraph,
USACE states, “. . . it is not atypical during the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process
that field surveys by the applicant focus solely on
the proposed action and have not been conducted
for alternatives. Specifically, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) will be addressing these data
gaps throughout its Section 106 process.”

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
cannot
possibly
address these
data gaps
because the
Section 106
process only
addresses
historic
properties,
which are one
type of cultural
resource. The
NEPA process
addresses all
types of
cultural
resources
regardless of
whether they
are included in,
in eligible for
inclusion in,
the National
Register of
Historic
Places. Using
the Section
106 process
would preclude
the USACE
from analyzing
environmental
consequences
to all types of
cultural
resources.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 4

Much of the discussion on Section 106
has been moved to Section 4.8.
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Comment
No.

10

11

12

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section 4.7.1
Analytical
Limitations.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the third paragraph of Section 4.7.2, USACE
states, “Subsistence, as a way of life, would apply to
the context of cultural resources.”

Please add olfactory to the types of impacts to
cultural resources in Section 4.7.2.

Ongoing evaluation under the National Historic
Preservation Act Section 106 process is inadequate
to characterize the new areas included in the
proposed project and its alternatives. More detailed
assessments, such as those conducted for the
previous version of this project, need to be
completed. Also, as noted in comments on the
Subsistence section, information on subsistence
uses for communities near these project elements is
outdated, and more recent information needs to be
compiled and provided prior to evaluation of
alternatives so that potential impacts to the
environment can be accurately and
comprehensively described.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

USACE needs
to cross
reference in
Sections 3.9
and 4.9 that
subsistence
applies to
cultural
resources.
Currently the

USACE needs
to complete
their cultural
resource
studies prior to
the issuance of
the Final EIS.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

Section has been edited.

PAGE | 5

Olfactory has been added throughout the
document.

Paragraph edited to remove language
about Section 106.
NEPA requires the use of the best
available data for analysis, which is the
interview-identified cultural resources,
place names, and AHRS sites. We
acknowledge that the subsistence data
are old; it is the best available.
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Comment
No.

13

14

15

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Any new information obtained, and additional
mitigation measures proposed, must be provided in
the Public Review Draft EIS, not in the Final EIS
after the opportunity to comment has passed, and
final decisions have been made regarding permitting
of the proposed project. Potential impacts to cultural
resources and subsistence lifeways should be
central topics of discussion in consultation with

Impacts on subsistence will cease when the mine
discontinues operations, since the open pit, tailing
storage areas, mine waste rock piles, and much of
the infrastructure will still be present. Remaining
facilities including roads, ports, ferries, and the open
pit will continue to adversely impact subsistence
resources, the accessibility to these resources, and
the use of these resources. For example, wildlife
may avoid areas of human activity and be unwilling
or unable to safely cross roads or other linear
features.

Also, in the third paragraph of Section 4.7.2, USACE
states, “These impacts would last through the
project operations, and would cease when
subsistence resources are re-established after
closure.”

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please provide
data and
sources to
support this
statement. If
this is an
assumption,
please state
that it’s an
assumption.

term “cultural
resource” does
not appear in
any
subsistence
section.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 6

Mitigation measures are discussed in
Chapter 5. Reference added.

Edited to note this.

Section has been clarified to note that
impacts would last until (and if) resources
returned after closure.
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Comment
No.

16

17

18

19

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 4.7.4.3
Amakdedori

Section 4.7.4.2
Transportation
Corridor

Table 4.7-1
Summary of
Key Issues for
Cultural
Resources.

Table 4.7-1
Summary of
Key Issues for
Cultural
Resources.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The loss of the current use of this area for cultural
camps should be identified as a cultural resource

These elements of the proposed project are
identified as having the least existing information
regarding cultural resources and impacts, and yet
this is the aspect of the project that changes the
most among the alternatives. A clear understanding
of cultural resources along these varying routes is
needed to select a preferred alternative or to
develop another alternative if none of the
alternatives proposed in this EIS is acceptable.

In Table 4.7-1 under the Mine Site section, USACE
states, “No locations with place names in the
footprint.” It is important to note that Qukdeli (South
Fork Koktuli), Tuni Vetnu (Upper Talarik Creek), and
Vak'ent'esi Vena (Frying Pan Lake) are locations
with Indigenous place names that are in the Mine
Site.

This table lists Alaska Heritage Resource Survey
(AHRS) Sites, Place Names, and Cultural
Resources as types of cultural resources. Please
either explain how cultural resources can be types of
cultural resources or recategorize the information in
the table. Also, the AHRS contains trails, buildings,
landscapes, traditional cultural places, sites, and
more. The use of the term “AHRS sites” denotes an
archaeological bias. Please correct this.

Alaska Native communities, and sufficient time
should be given to provide all participants with a full
understanding of the resources and potential
impacts to these resources. Once such an
understanding is achieved, modifications to the
alternatives may be needed to avoid or mitigate
adverse impacts.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

Comment acknowledged.

PAGE | 7

The text has been clarified to note the
types and numbers of interview-identified
cultural resources are in the direct and
indirect impacts analysis areas for all
project components.

This determination was made using the
data set from SRB&A. No change made.

The third category was changed to clarify
“Interview-identified cultural resources”
In the entire table, “AHRS sites” has been
changed to “Known AHRS locations”.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Port.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
impact, and the importance of these camps to local
communities should be recognized and evaluated in
the EIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

General

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In addition to economic variables, USACE needs to broaden
their impact analysis to include “values, spirituality, a sense of
community,” and social sharing networks (see our comments
for Section 3.9). Dr. Alan Boraas and Dr. Catherine Knott

when outsiders document hunting and other subsistence tasks,
they too often forget “the deeper meaning… how to take care of
the animal. Like the spirit of the animal and stuff like that” (KE).
These beliefs are said to be guided by ecological knowledge
and understandings of patterns of cause and effect in game
populations and the landscapes that they inhabit—all ensuring
long-term stability and survival in this place.

In Section 3.9, USACE states, “For indigenous people,
subsistence activities are rooted in traditional cultural values,
spirituality, and a sense of community.” Section 4.9 does not
address impacts to “values, spirituality, and a sense of
community.” This section solely examines economic variables
(i.e., resource availability, access to resources, competition for
resources, and sociocultural conditions). Foretelling USACE’s
limited analysis of subsistence for this project, Dr. Doug Duer,
Karen Evanoff, and Jamie Herbert described Nondalton
resident’s frustrations with this approach in their 2018 report,
“Respect the Land – It’s Like Part of Us” A Traditional Use
Study of Inland Dena’ina Ties to the Chulitna River and Sixmile
Lake Basins, Lake Clark National Park and Preserve. The
following paragraph is from Page 95 of this report:

In the opening sentence of Section 4.9, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) states, “This section describes potential
impacts of the Pebble Project on subsistence in communities
near Iliamna Lake, in the Kvichak and Nushagak river
drainages, and on the southwest coast of Kenai Peninsula.”
This section does not mention any Kenai Peninsula
communities. If this sentence describes the “geographic extent”
of this analysis, it is different than the vague “closest to”
reasoning in Section 3.9.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 1

Impacts to the spiritual ties to
subsistence have been added
to the subsections for
“Changes in Sociocultural

Impacts to the spiritual ties to
subsistence have been added
to the subsections for
“Changes in Sociocultural
Dimensions of Subsistence”

The section does include
impacts from the proposed
compressor station on the
Kenai Peninsula. Appendix
K3.9 includes information on
Ninilchik and Seldovia.
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Comment
No.

4

Agency

NTC

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Dena’ina people have a broad range of reciprocal obligations between households and between generations—that are
interwoven, and serve to sustain both Dena’ina lands and
Dena’ina society. It is widely reported that hunters must always
“give some meat away” to family, to elderly or ill people in the
community and others in need. (Page 101)

Dr. Duer, Evanoff, and Herbert (2018) also address the
importance of sharing for the Inland Dena’ina this way:

The Yup’ik and Dena’ina consider the land and waters to be
their sacred homeland. They have traditionally considered the
salmon as kin in the sacred web of life. The populations of both
Yup’ik and Dena’ina have shown themselves to be spiritually
tenacious, combining elements of traditional practices with
those of Russian Orthodox and other Christian churches to
create a rich syncretic religious heritage for their families
providing mechanisms to contextualize modern subsistence life.
They continue to practice a first salmon ceremony paying
homage to the first salmon caught in the spring and the renewal
of their cycle of life. The rivers are blessed by priests annually
in the Great Blessing of the Water at Theophany, celebrating
the baptism of Christ and symbolically purifying the water of
contamination preparing it for the return of the salmon. This
ceremony, for Orthodox Yup’ik and Dena’ina, is the pure
element of God expressed as sanctified nature. The holy water
of the rivers derived from this ceremony is used to bless the
homes, churches, and people and is believed to have curative
powers.

further describe values and spirituality of subsistence this way
in the EPA’s 2013 Bristol Bay watershed assessment appendix
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Characterization of the
Indigenous Cultures of the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds,
Alaska. Subsistence in the Pebble Project area are discussed
on Pages 2 and 3 of this document:

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Impacts to how resources are
shared and the spiritual ties to
subsistence are discussed in
the subsections for “Changes
in Sociocultural Dimensions of
Subsistence”

Dimensions of Subsistence”
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Comment
No.

5

6

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

Section 4.9.1
No Action
Alternative

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

According to Section 3.9, additional resources of importance
include other (non-salmon) fish, marine mammals, marine
invertebrates, ducks and eggs, upland birds, and other (nonberry) plants and mushrooms. For Alternative 1, it is important
to include coastal resources that may be impacted by the
Amakdedori Port. This issue is not whether the lost areas would
represent a small percentage of the resource’s overall habitat,
since this section is not focused on impacts to the resources
themselves. The question is whether the areas lost to
subsistence harvesting due to mining or avoidance of

This section erroneously described a loss of income to fund
subsistence activities and an increase in labor and time
available for such activities. By definition, the no action
alternative represents no change from existing conditions and
cannot identify impacts differing from the current situation. This
language (here and in other sections) betrays a bias toward the
proposed project alternative, as if it were the baseline against
which other alternatives should be measured. Aside from this
inappropriate language, there is no evidence that those who
might have less income if the project were not permitted would
be the same individuals who would otherwise use that income
to fund subsistence activities, especially since their time would
be employed in the cash economy.

Sharing occurs not only between households within a village,
but also between villages, such as between residents of
Nondalton and Lime Village. It is important to recognize that
these obligations traditionally extend to the ancestors, including
dead ancestors. In a ritual tradition distantly connected to other
“offerings” mentioned here, food offerings are also sometimes
made to ancestors in campfires and other open flame. These
are typically traditional foods, including such items as salmon or
meat obtained in the course of subsistence harvests that
sustain living members of the community. This practice
continues in some settings today. (Page 102)

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence
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Text added to Section 4.9.2.2
to address access to marine
resources.

The No Action Alternative text
has been revised.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the tenth paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, USACE states, “Many

In the ninth paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, USACE states, “While
the mine site is within subsistence harvest areas used by five
communities, it provides relatively poor fish and wildlife habitat
and is not within the area of highest intensity overlapping
subsistence users.” This statement contradicts information
depicted in Figure 3.9-1 in RFI-097, which plainly shows the
mine site in the deep red (most used) area. USACE will need to
explain why this area is “relatively poor fish and wildlife habitat”
and yet highly valued and used.

In the fourth paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, the discussion of the
chemistry of the pit lake and its lack of potential effects on birds
seems optimistic at best. Mining ponds and lakes are wellknown for causing significant bird mortalities. If the lake is
projected to exceed water quality criteria, potential for adverse
impacts to birds (at a minimum) must be assumed and
mitigation measures must be designed accordingly.

In the third paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, the description is too
vague to be useful. Which resources, specifically, are expected
to be sufficiently displaced that subsistence users would need
to change areas they would normally go to, and how much
further would they have go?

transportation corridors represent a large percentage of the
traditional subsistence use areas of one or more communities.
Given the large avoidance buffers that many wildlife species
have around roads and areas such as mines, a substantial part
of previously used subsistence hunting area could be lost. A
more specific discussion of the degree of impact to each
community is warranted, particularly with respect to the
resources most used by each community. Quantitative
estimates should be based on recent subsistence gathering,
hunting, and fishing information, rather than studies that are
more than 10 years out of date.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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A sentence was added to

The figure referenced by the
commenter shows overlapping
use, although the mine site is
in the medium-red color. The
statement has been qualified,
and the text notes that the
mine site is not in the area of
highest intensity overlapping
subsistence users as per the
figure.

This section draws
conclusions based on the
information provided in Section
4.23, Wildlife, where this topic
is discussed.

More specific information on
which species and which
communities is provided in the
section.
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Comment
No.

11

12

13

14

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section

Section
4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

Changes in
Resource
Availability

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Referring to the third paragraph of Section 4.9.2.2, the

The statement that the areas around the project components
would represent a relatively small portion of a community’s
harvest area needs to be supported by maps and studies.
Given that some resources would avoid roads, mine facilities,
and human activities, the affected area could be quite large for
communities in the vicinity of these project components.

If the proposed project is permitted, constructed, and operated,
impacts would never cease, because project restoration will
never be complete. The areas affected by the mine and pit lake
cannot be fully restored to their original condition. Some project
components, such as the roads and port, are proposed to
remain in what were previously roadless and undeveloped
areas. These conditions will prevent full restoration of the
habitat and use by subsistence resource users and local
communities.

In the last paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, the important question
is not what percentage of the available habitat the affected area
comprises, but what portion of the subsistence use area it
comprises. Please provide specific information on alternative
subsistence areas that could be used by the affected
communities and their ability to provide the same subsistence
resources, distance from the community, and access.

project features would be removed or reclaimed, or both, during
closure. Once restoration activities have been completed,
impacts on the availability of subsistence resources would be
reduced as these areas become revegetated and return to a
more natural state than their condition during operations.“ This
assumption fails to consider the likelihood residents will not
harvest fish and animals from the areas of removed and
reclaimed project features because of they view these places
as being polluted or contaminated. Whether these threats of
pollution and contamination are real or perceived makes no
difference if the resulting avoidance of the area is the same.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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PLP has committed to allowing

Comment acknowledged. The
analysis is based on the best
available data.

The text was edited to delete
the last part of that statement.

This is discussed further down
in the subsection “Changes in
Access to Subsistence
Resources”.

address the perception of
contamination after closure.
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Comment
No.

15

16

17

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section
4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

Section
4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

Section
4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In describing impacts to Nondalton in Section 4.9.2.2, USACE
states, “Construction and operations of the mine access roads
(including a bridge over the Newhalen River) and ferry terminals
under Alternative 1 and variants may impact access to the use
areas near the Upper and Lower Talarik creeks, which are used
by a low to moderate number of Nondalton subsistence users.”
This statement contradicts information depicted in Figure 3.9-9
in RFI-097, which plainly shows these areas as being
moderately to highly used.

In the seventh paragraph of Section 4.9.2.2, USACE states it is
evaluating project impacts “based on reported and historical
use of these areas as described by SRB&A (2011b), Fall et al.
(2006), and Krieg et al. (2009) and presented in Section 3.9,
Subsistence.” As we noted in our comments for Section 3.9,
subsistence data older than 10 years are not current for the
proposed Pebble Project; it is historical according to the Pebble
Project Environmental Baseline Document (SRB&A 2011).
Based on the data described in Section 3.9, USACE has little
current subsistence data to make decisions based on
contemporary use.

The term “EIS Analysis Area” is first used in the sixth paragraph
of Section 4.9.2.2. This is also the only time it appears in this
section. It is not defined in this instance or in Section 3.9.
Please define the EIS Analysis Area for subsistence and justify
its use.

assertions seem like pure conjecture—nothing in the project
description supports the likelihood of access to local individuals,
much less in the time and manner that may be needed to
conduct subsistence activities. Given the avoidance of roads
and other transportation components by subsistence use
resources, it is unclear how access to these transportation
corridors would necessarily be helpful in accessing resources.
The next paragraph regarding crossing Iliamna Lake contains
similar conjectural statements.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Refer to Appendix K3.9 which
has had more descriptive
maps added for the community
of Nondalton.

NEPA requires the use of best
available data. It is out of
scope for the USACE to collect
these data. These data are the
most recently available
comprehensive surveys.

A definition for the EIS
analysis area has been added
to the beginning of the section
(and Section 3.9) and made
consistent through the
document.

some public use of the project
roads in RFI 027.
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Comment
No.

18

19

20

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section
4.9.2.4
Changes in
Sociocultural
Dimensions

Section
4.9.2.4
Changes in
Sociocultural
Dimensions
of
Subsistence

Iliamna.
Newhalen.
Pedro Bay.
Nondalton.
Igiugig.
Kokhanok.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Once the mine closes, even if mine employment and income
ends, the impacts of several decades of reduced subsistence
participation will not cease. A community may be damaged by
permanent changes in culture, subsistence economy,
population levels, etc. in ways that cannot easily be recovered.

The likelihood that mine work schedules will be established to
accommodate subsistence practices seems greatly overstated
here, since such work schedules would necessarily decrease
mine productivity. There is no requirement or commitment by
Pebble Limited Partnership to accommodate schedules for
subsistence activities, nor is it clear that any such attempt
would be successful. Given the time and specialized knowledge
needed to be successful in subsistence activities, anything
approaching a full-time job would likely be impossible to
combine with subsistence practices. More likely, the mine jobs
would splinter the communities into different socioeconomic and
cultural groups, reducing traditional practices and sharing that
increase community resilience. Many communities in this area
are successful because of their high degree of participation in
subsistence harvesting and sharing. If this level of participation
drops below a certain level, the subsistence lifestyle may not be
sustainable for the community. This impact may be
compounded if alternative sources of cash income are
accompanied by reduced subsistence resource availability and
reduced access to subsistence resources.

The impacts to these communities should be described in more
specific terms. How much of their traditional subsistence use
areas will communities lose access to? Where could they go
instead, and how far away is that? Will they be competing with
nearby communities for resources when all communities are
facing access restrictions? Not just transportation corridors, but
construction and operation of the mine itself, will impede access
to communities such as Nondalton that are closest to the mine
site.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Text added to address this
concern.

The mine would be operated
with distinct 2-week work
shifts, which PLP has stated
they will use to help
accommodate subsistence
activities.

This information is not
necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable
significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally,
the requested information
would not be essential to make
a reasoned choice among
alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.
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Comment
No.

21

Agency

NTC

4.9.5
Summary of
Key Issues.
Table 4.9-1

of
Subsistence

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Under impacts to sociocultural dimensions of subsistence, the
loss of cultural knowledge related to subsistence over one or
more generations should be included. Under impacts to access,
mitigating measures are not guaranteed at this time and do not
belong in the discussion of impacts. These measures can be
described in the mitigation plan if this alternative is selected.

This effect would be compounded if some of the RFFAs come
to pass and loss of subsistence activities persists over more
than one generation.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Text added to address this
concern.
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

NPS

General Comment on
Appendix K3.1Traditional Ecological
Knowledge

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
The NPS (2018) defines TEK as
“…the ongoing accumulation of
knowledge, practice and belief
about relationships between
living beings in a specific
ecosystem that is acquired by
indigenous people over
hundreds or thousands of years
through direct contact with the
environment, handed down
through generations.” Unlike
Western science, TEK is
inseparable from the social and
spiritual context of the culture,
and represents a tradition of
interpreting relationships in the
natural world, passed down from
one generation to the next
(Kimmerer, 2002).
In Appendix K of the EIS,
Section K3.1, offers some
examples of TEK regarding
subsistence uses in the study
area. These are taken from the
Environmental Baseline
Document done in 2011, which
included tables, charts and maps
derived from surveys and
interviews, or from an EPA study
of TEK in the EPA watershed
assessment (2014) based on
interviews in the region in 2013.
Other information said to qualify
as TEK was taken from review
by cooperating agencies or from
tribal consultation. The
examples are statements about
fish, animals and other

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Recommendation: Several studies conducted
over the last two decades provide good
examples of TEK specific to the project area.
For example, for Stickman et al. 2003, key
interview respondents provided information
relating to past and present fishing practices;
geographic locations including Dena’ina place
names of traditional fishing areas; changes in
the relative abundance of sockeye salmon and
other freshwater fish used for subsistence and
observations of change in the environment.
Another source of TEK specific to knowledge
about caribou in the project area, Van Lanen et
al 2018, provides key information on caribou
distribution over the previous 50 years; shifts in
subsistence uses of caribou, particularly related
to access, geospatial information through
participatory landscape mapping including
vegetation change; local observations of
caribou herd, and integration of local and
western scientific knowledge. Deur et al. 2018
provides information relating to the values,
meaning, beliefs and relationship of the land to
the Dena’ina people along with observations of
changes to the landscape and watersheds over
time. Evanoff 2010, Gaul 2007, Jones et al.
2013, Stanek et al. 2006 also provide TEK
specific to the project area. If the EIS intends
to recognize all the impacts of the proposed
project on sociocultural dimensions of
subsistence, it must more fully incorporate
possible interruptions and discontinuations in
implementation and transmission of TEK.

PAGE | 1

Although not
included in this
particular TEK
section, many of
these documents
have been used and
are referenced in
the analysis of the
Cultural Resource
Sections (Section
3.7 and 4.7).
Section 3.1,
Introduction to
Affected
Environment,
provides USACE
framework for
considering TEK in
the EIS.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
resources on the lands proposed
for development. There is little
cultural context and in many
cases seem more like recent
observations than TEK passed
down over generations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
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Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

3.5.2.1 Recreational
Opportunities, Sport
Fishing

3.5.1.2 Federal Lands,
National Park Service,
Katmai National Park
and Preserve

3.5.1.2 Federal Lands,
National Park Service,
Lake Clark National
Park and Preserve

3.5.1.2 Federal Lands,
National Park Service

3.5.1.2 Federal Lands

3.5.1.1 McNeil River
State Game Refuge
and Sanctuary

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

This section should include Lake
Clark and all surrounding lakes

Please see Katmai National Park
and Preserve Foundation
Statement provided with
comments

Please see Lake Clark National
Park and Preserve Foundation
Statement, provided with
comments.

NPS units should include the
purpose statement from their
respective Foundation Statement
summarized from their founding
legislation (much like the BLM
reference).

The NPS recommends that this
section address recreational
values not just activities. These
include places for solitude,
silence, unconfined recreation,
undeveloped land, and dark
skies.

This section should reference
the primary recreational activities
at McNeil River including
bearviewing, camping, and
photography.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See response.

See response.

See response.

See response.

See response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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The section mentions Lake Clark and
surrounding accessible lakes.

Foundation statement purpose added.

Purpose from foundation statement
added.

Foundation statement text added.

There are few impacts to recreation
within Lake Clark National Park
(visual, audible, etc.), and therefore, a
detailed description of recreational
values and specifics of particular
components of the park not impacted
is not warranted. However, text from
the 2010 Long Range Interpretive Plan
(added in track changes by NPS) was
retained, as this lends some value to
discussing potential wilderness
impacts. Other added text was not
retained.

Recreation activities added in the next
paragraph from management plan.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

11

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

3.5.2.5 Regional
Recreational Use and
Users

3.5.2.5 Regional
Recreational Use and
Users

3.5.2.5 Regional
Recreational Use and
Users

3.5.2.5 Regional
Recreational Use and
Users

3.5.2.1 Recreation
Opportunities, Sport
Hunting and Trapping

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

https://irma.nps.gov/Stats/SSRS
Reports/Park%20Specific%20Re
ports/Annual%20Park%20Recre
ation%20Visitation%20(1904%2
0%20Last%20Calendar%20Year)
?Park=LACL

https://irma.nps.gov/Stats/SSRS
Reports/Park%20Specific%20Re
ports/Annual%20Park%20Recre
ation%20Visitation%20(1904%2
0%20Last%20Calendar%20Year)
?Park=LACL

This data does not include
recreational visits by anyone not
traveling with a commercial
operator. We believe that much
of the recreational use of Lake
Clark itself is not reflected in this
data.

Visitor averages over a decade
do not usefully describe visitor
use when visitation is
dramatically trending. Accurate
descriptions of visitor trends are
needed in this section.

The Koktuli River drainage is in
GMU17, specifically 17B. The
sport hunting regulatory
information should be added in
this section.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See response.

See response.

See response.

See response.

See response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Added this reference as NPS 2018e.

The link provided was used to find an
estimate for Katmai. The link is for
Lake Clark.
Added this reference as NPS 2018e.

Revised Katmai estimate to not
include 2008, which looked like an
anomaly at 7,000.This raised the
average to 40,000 from 37,000.

Altered the average for Katmai to take
out an anomaly, and retained NPS text
on trends at Lake Clark. Added text on
doubling visitation at Lake Clark since
2010.

Added text for GMU 17B.
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.1

4.5.2

4.5
Introduction

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Recreational use at the mine site is

Action Alternative 1 – Applicant’s
Proposed Alternative

Adverse effects to recreation
opportunities and experiences for
recreationists participating in
hunting, fishing, wildlife viewing,
and boating activities

Text where comment bubble
was placed

With the proposed alternative, this area

There have been over 200 known aircraft
accidents in and around the park and
preserve documented in park’s draft
Aviation Safety Plan. The impact to
aviation safety of park visitors should be
addressed. Both Alternatives 1 and 2
would lead to significantly increased
aircraft travel through Lake Clark Pass
and in uncontrolled air space over the
Park and Preserve. Aviation safety that
may impact the safety of park visitors
using Lake Clark’s 34 CUA permitted Air
Taxi operators that transport park visitors
throughout the park from increased
overflights of the Park and Preserve due
to transport of employees and freight.
Small aircraft are the primary access
method for recreational visitors to Lake
Clark National Park, including the western
side of the Park and Preserve that would
share the aviation corridor with employee
and freight transporters. These aircraft
primarily fly through Lake Clark Pass. It is
unclear from this what the level of
increased air traffic over the park and
through Lake Clark is expected to be with
a significant industrial operation expecting
to operate via a fly in fly out employee
model and what the safety impacts to the
park’s recreational visitors would be.

Please add camping, backpacking, hiking
for this and the next bullet.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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See Section 3.5 for recreation use

Information added to Section
4.12, Transportation and
Navigation.

Text added.
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Comment
No.

4

5

6

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.1

4.5.2.1

4.5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The mine site would be
approximately 15 miles from the
border of Lake Clark National Park
and Preserve, the nearest regional

would likely result in minimal
displacement

project-related noise and activities
at the mine site would result in
minimal displacement of sport
hunting and fishing use

likely minimal, consisting of some
sport hunting, sport fishing, and
occasional snowmachine use.
Flights taking recreationists to
various destinations in the region
and the state may also pass over
the mine site.

Text where comment bubble
was placed

There is limited mention of other
recreation activities on state land in the
area. For example –fishing and nonmotorized boating on the Chulitna River.

Is there documentation of the current state
of recreation activity in the area to justify
the use of the term “minimal”?.

Please provide evidence of modeled noise
impacts similar to what was provided for
viewshed to substantiate this statement.
The NPS finds the use of sleep
disturbance in this context an appropriate
measure of impact to recreationists given
it expresses one of the functional effects
of noise on the population in question.
However, parks must additionally use the
natural ambient level ("the environment of
sound that exists in the absence of
human-caused noise") as the baseline
from which to measure impacts. Nowhere
is this more appropriate than in the
context of long-duration noise suddenly
being added to the setting of a remote
Alaskan park. To better understand
impacts to Lake Clark, please include the
radius at which noise from construction
and operations will drop below the natural
ambient level.

would no longer be available for
recreational use. This section should be
reframed as such. Is there documentation
of the current state of recreation activity in
the area to justify the use of the term
“minimal”?.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

The recreation activities within
likely impact area are discussed.
Fishing and boating the Chulitna
River miles would not be

There is very little documentation
of recreation at the mine site.
Much of the use is that area would
be subsistence or transportation.

Added information on the extent
of noise that may affect sleeping
recreationists. Added reference to
noise section as well.

at project components as to why
use may be low. Text added to
beginning of this impact section
on lands removed from recreation
use.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.1

4.5.2.1

4.5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The presence of the mine, a large

Activities at the mine site would be
visible

Activities at the mine site would be
visible

recreation destination and known
recreational use area to the mine
site. Project-related noise and
activities would not be likely to
affect recreational settings or
activities in the preserve.

Text where comment bubble
was placed

Added text from the vegetation,

Megan Richotte Comment: Potential

PAGE | 3

Text was added to Section 3.11,
and 4.11, Aesthetics in response
to this concern that address the
night sky viewing.

Viewshed models are presented
in Appendix K4.11. A reference to
those figures was added.

impacted.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NPS Management Policies §4.10 requires
that "The [National Park] Service will
preserve, to the greatest extent possible,
the natural lightscapes of parks, which are
natural resources and values that exist in
the absence of human-caused light."
Proactive lighting design can minimize the
environmental impacts of skyglow and
preserve the ability of recreationists to
experience the night sky at a regional
scale - in excess of 100 miles. To better
understand impacts to Lake Clark and/or
Katmai we request additional information
about the proposed design of facility
lighting at the Mine Site, the North Ferry
Terminal, Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal,
Diamond Point Port, and Amakdedori
Port. For our own facilities, the National
Park Service implements minimal impact
lighting techniques, which include
important considerations about where,
when, and how much light to utilize for a
specific
task:https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nightski
es/practices.htm

The analysis should provide a model or
visualization indicating from where the
mine site and related infrastructure will be
visible, not limited to 15 miles.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
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Comment
No.

10

Agency

NPS

4.5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

To better understand the impact of each
alternative, please describe how aviation
support of the mine is expected to change
during the construction, operations, and
closure phases of the project. Aviation in
the vicinity of mine infrastructure is
expected to contribute to cumulative noise
impacts in the southern portions of Lake
Clark National Preserve. Increased noise
from helicopter and fixed wing operations
for the mine site and transportation
corridor originating from Port Alsworth for
employee transport, aviation transported
freight, and aircraft operation for the mine.
These are not addressed in Alternative 1

impacts on visitor experiences outlined in
the 2010 Long Range Interpretive Plan for
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve
from fugitive dust in the portion of Lake
Clark National Preserve that is down wind
of the mine site should be addressed.
Specifically, potential impacts on
collecting and consuming clean drinking
water, berry picking for personal
consumption, and fishing for lake trout,
pike, rainbow trout, and other species
within the preserve recognizing that these
species migrate within the watershed.
Many of the primary berry picking
destinations within the park and preserve
are in the western half of the
park/preserve and the lower half of Lake
Clark. Drinking water is collected and
consumed by recreational visitors
throughout the park and preserve. And
recreational fishing is a primary visitor
activity.

industrial use in an otherwise
generally primitive area, may
adversely affect the recreational
experience for visitors flying over
the mine site by causing a change
in the recreational setting.

The recreational experience for
visitors on these flights would be
adversely affected during project
construction, operations, and
closure

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Text where comment bubble
was placed
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Port Alsworth airport is not
anticipated to be used for the
project. Some text regarding an
increase in the use of the Iliamna
and Kohanok airports has been
added into the transportation
corridor section. More information
can be found in Section 4.12.

subsistence, and fish sections to
the text about Lake Clark. Due to
the distance between the park
and the mine site and
transportation corridor, there
would not be impacts from dust to
Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve.
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Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Transportation Corridor

Recreation by construction and
operations staff would be expected
to occur outside of the mine site,
because site rules would prohibit
hunting, fishing, or gathering on
site to minimize impacts on local
subsistence

Text where comment bubble
was placed

Sounds and visual impacts to groundbased recreational experiences identified
in the Lake Clark National Park’s Long
Range Interpretive Plan, General
Management Plan, and General
Management Plan Amendment from
increased overflights of the Park and
Preserve, Tlikakila National Wild River,

Impacts from employee and freight
transport via aircraft between Anchorage
and the mine site and transportation
corridor should be addressed here.
Transportation by aircraft will have
significant affects on overall air traffic in
the region. The region is comprised of
primarily uncontrolled airspace where
increases in air traffic can result in
additional safety concerns.

This section lacks discussion about the
impact of construction and operations staff
on the recreational
opportunities/experience for local
residents and visitors and natural
resources, including on quality of
experience.

or 2. During exploration the park
experienced significant increases in
helicopter overflights originating from Port
Alsworth. This should be specifically
addressed as a known noise impact
between Port Alsworth and the mine and
transportation corridor along the lower half
of Lake Clark, Tazimina Lakes, the
Chulitna Bay and River and the lands
adjacent.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Text added regarding the noise
impact distances and relation to
Lake Clark. Text included
regarding visual impacts to Lake
Clark.

See Section 4.12, Transportation
and Navigation, for air traffic
impacts.

Text added regarding impacts to
local residents and local
recreation opportunities and
experiences.
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Comment
No.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

impacts to recreation experiences
would be limited

minimal use of the northern borders
of these two recreation areas

visibility from this distance would
be weak.

Project -related noise and activities
would not affect recreational
settings or activities in Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve.

Project -related noise and activities
would not affect recreational
settings or activities in Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve.

Impacts on sport hunting and
fishing opportunities and
experiences would be similar to
those described above for the mine
site.

which is the main recreation activity
at Iliamna Lake

Text where comment bubble
was placed

This section lacks evidence or does not
discuss impacts to those recreationists

Please provide information to support a
conclusion of “minimal use”

Recommend a different term – e.g.,
limited. and then provide information on
areas impacted. Why is viewshed analysis
limited to 15 mile? Visibility can be far
greater than 15 miles in this area.

As discussed above, modelling results
and/or a visualization of impacted area for
sound and visual disturbance should be
included in this section.

Please see comment on lightscapes in
4.5.2.1.

Would this area be removed use and thus
not available. This should be explicitly
stated.

Please cite source.

and Kijik National Historic Landmark
should be included. The primary aviation
corridor travels directly over the Park and
Preserve and through Lake Clark Pass.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 6

The paragraph above describes
the impacts to recreationists from

There is very little documentation
of recreation. Much of the use is
that area would be subsistence or
transportation. Additional rationale
was included.

Wording changed and text edited.

Viewshed models are presented
in Appendix K4.11. More
information was added regarding
noise impact areas and visual
impact areas with references to
both of those sections.

Added text on lights from ferry,
added text on visibility of road and
traffic.

Paragraph added to beginning of
section on removal of lands for
recreation.

Added citation for the Bristol Bay
Area Plan (ADNR 2013a).
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Comment
No.

20

21

22

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.3.2

4.5.3.2

4.5.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted in Section 4.11 ,
Aesthetics, the transportation
corridor would not be visible from
this park unit except at high
elevations on the southern border

Similar to the mine site, projectrelated noise and activities along
the Alternative 2 transportation
corridor would not likely affect
recreational settings or activities in
Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve

During the winter, there is heavy
snowmachine use of the lake.

Text where comment bubble
was placed

Figure_K4_11_12_Alt2_TransportationCo
rridor_Viewshed – does not show the NPS
boundary – please add.

Again, this analysis should include a
modeling of sound impact analysis similar
to the viewshed analysis.

What impacts would an ice-breaking ferry
have on the rest of the lake? It seems
likely that this operation would keep more
than the travel route unfrozen. Travel
across the lake between Kokhanok and
Iliamna/Newhalen by snow machine
would be unavailable with the ice-breaking
ferry option.

that do use this area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Figure has been revised.

PAGE | 7

Added text from the noise section
and more information from the
visual section with references.

Added a reference to the
Transportation section for
snowmachine impacts.

the change in setting.
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

1360DQDJHPHQW3ROLFLHVUHTXLUHVWKDW
"The [National Park] Service will preserve, to
WKHJUHDWHVWH[WHQWSRVVLEOHWKHQDWXUDO
OLJKWVFDSHVof parks, which are natural
UHVRXUFHVDQGYDOXHVWKDWH[LVWLQWKHDEVHQFH
of human-FDXVHGOLJKW3URDFWLYHOLJKWLQJ
GHVLJQFDQPLQLPL]HWKHHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV
RIVN\JORZDQG preserve the ability of
UHFUHDWLRQLVWVWRH[SHULHQFHWKHQLJKWVN\DWD
UHJLRnal scale LQH[FHVVRIPLOHV 7R
better understand impacts to Lake Clark and for
.DWPDLZHUHTXHVWDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQDERXW
WKHSURSRVHGGHVLJQRIIDFLOLW\ OLJKWLQJDWWKH
0LQH6LWHWKH1RUWK)HUU\7HUPLQDO(DJOH%D\
Ferry Terminal, Diamond Point Port, and
$PDNGHGRUL3RUW)RURXURZQIDFLOLWLHVWKH
National Park Service implements minimal
LPSDFWOLJKWLQJWHFKQLTXHVZKLFKLQFOXGH
important considerations about where, when,
DQGKRZPXFKOLJKWWRXWLOL]HIRUD VSHFL¿FWDVN
https//wwwQSVJRYVXELHFWVQLJKWVNLHV/practice
VKWP

1LJKW6NLHV

PAGE | 1

Analysis has been added about the
QLJKWVN\LPSDFWV

DHWDLOZDVDGGHGUHJDUGLQJWKH
LPSDFWVWR/DNH&ODUN133

,IYLHZHGIURPKLJKHUHOHYDWLRQVQHDUWKHZHVW
end, the north road may be visible from Lake
Clark National Park and Preserve (NPP), three
PLOHVDZD\7KHURDG DQGWKHWUDI¿FPRYHPHQW
ZRXOGEHYLVLEOHWKRXJKLPSDFWVwould be
relatively PLQRU

General

Response
Information has been added to the
DQDO\VLVUHJDUGLQJIOLJKWWUDIILFDQG
WKRVHRQWKHJURXQGDVZHll as those
LQWKHDLU

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

The analysis should consider not only visual
impacts of the projects to those À\LQJRYHUWKH
project, but the visual impact to those on the
JURXQGIURPWKH increase in overfOLJKWVWKDW
construction and operations will EULQJ,Q
particular, consideration of concentrated
RYHUÀLJKWVYLVLEOHLQWKHDUHDRI3W$OVZRUWK
Lake Illiamna, and the mine site should be
DQDO\]HG

General

Category
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Comment
No.



5

6

7

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Soundscapes

The draft analysis states that the transportation

PAGE | 2

7H[WKDVEHHQDGGHGWRLQFOXGHVSHHG

Information has been added to the
DQDO\VLVUHJDUGLQJIOLJKWWUDIILFDQG
WKRVHRQWKHJURXQGDVZHOODVWKRVH
LQWKHDLU

7KHDQDO\VLVVKRXOGFRQVLGHUDYLDWLRQRYHUÀLJKW
impacts to soundscapes in addition to impacts
IURPWKHPLQHDQGJURXQGEDVHGWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ
FRUULGRU7KH analysis should identify aviation
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQFRUULGRUVEHWZHHQ$QFKRUDJH
and HPSOR\PHQWDQGRSHUDWLRQDOGHVWLQDWLRQV
In addition, the analysis should FRQVLGHUÀLJKW
paths between local airports (Illiamna, Port
Alsworth) and destination points for employee
WUDQVSRUWIUHLJKWDQGRSHUDWLRQDO¿HOGQHHGV
This should address types of aircraft and
QXPEHUVRIÀLJKWVH[SHFWHG7KLVZLOO be
particularly important to the aesthetic
soundscape in Wilderness and over Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve immediately
XQGHUQHDWKWKHÀ\ZD\$VZLWK Visual Impacts,
consideration of FRQFHQWUDWHGRYHUÀLJKWVYLVLEOH
LQWKHDUHDRI3W Alsworth, Lake Iliamna, and
the mine site should be analy]HG

Soundscapes

1LJKWVN\LPSDFWVKDYHEHHQDGGHG

1LJKWVNLHVVKRXOGEHDGGUHVVHGLQWKH
FXPXODWLYHLPSDFWVDQDO\VLV

1LJKW6NLHV

Analysis has been added about the
QLJKWVN\LPSDFWV

Response

1LJKWVN\TXDOLW\LVDQLGHQWL¿HGDHVWKHWLFYDOXH
of Lake Clark National Park in IRUPDOSODQQLQJ
GRFXPHQWVVXFKDVWKH9LVLWRU([SHULHQFH
section of thH/RQJ 5DQJH,QWHUSUHWLYH3ODQ
7KH136¶1LJKW6NLHVSURJUDP¶VGDUNHVWVNLHV
UHDGLQJV anywhere in the nation are within the
DUHDDGGUHVVHGE\WKLVDQDO\VLV7KH136
UHFRPPHQGVDPELHQWOLJKWSROOXWLRQIURPWKH
mine site and transportation corridor be
analyzHGIRUDOODOWHUQDWLYHVLQFOXGLQJ
consideration of winter UHÀHFWLYLW\RQVQRZ7KH
DQDO\VHVVKRXOGH[WHQGEH\RQGGLUHFWVLJKWRI
OLJKWVRU KDORPDNLQJ.H\2EVHUYDWLRQ3RLQWV
DORQHDQLQVXI¿FLHQWWRROWRDQDO\]HLPSDFW to
QLJKWVN\

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1LJKW6NLHV

Category
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Comment
No.

8

Agency

NPS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Soundscapes

Category

This section has been made
FRQVLVWHQWZLWK6HFWLRQ1RLVH

7KH136LVUHTXLUHGE\SROLF\WRXVHWKHQDWXUDO
ambient level - "the environment of sound that
H[LVWVLQWKHDEVHQFHRI human-caused noise" as the baseline from which to measure noise
LPSDFWV%HFDXVH$OWHUQDWLYHSasses within
PLOHVRI the boundary of Lake Clark
National Preserve, we seek additional
information that may be used to determine the
SRWHQWLDODXGLELOLW\RIWKHURDGFRUULGRU3OHDVH
provide information on the distance beyond
ZKLFK/PD[ would drop below the natural
DPELHQWOHYHO

PAGE | 3

limits from SectLRQ1RLVH

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

corridor could ”result in impacts to soundscape
WKDWH[WHQGWRXSWRPLOHVIURPWKHURDG
corridor, as measured by the potenWLDOIRUD
G%$/PD[YDOXH+RZHYHUOVWDWHVWKDW
this prediction DVVXPHVDVSHHGOLPLW)
PSK'RHVVXFKDVSHHGOLPLWDOVRDSSO\WRDOO
other vehicles operatinJRQWKHURDG- such as
OLJKWYHKLFOHV ZRUNWUXFNV`RU maintenance
vehicles such as snowplows? If not, this section
likely underestimates noise impacts from road
YHKLFOHVWUDYHOLQJDORQJDFFHVVURDGV

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9
Introduction

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

and the quality of fish habitat,
impacts would not be noticeable
downstream from the affected

that area and the quality of fish
habitat, impacts would

in that area and the quality of fish
habitat,

the North and South Fork Koktuli
Rivers directly affected by mine
facilities, but given the limited
number of fish observed in that
area and

During the 4-year construction
phase , project activities would, in
varying degrees, affect the
availability and abundance of
traditional and subsistence
resources through habitat loss;
mortality; behavioral disturbance
and displacement

Changes in resource availability –
construction and operation of
project facilities may impact fish
and wildlife habitat, and decrease
or displace fish, wildlife, and
vegetative resources used for
subsistence.

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

There is no scientifically defensible
grounds for this statement. If rearing
habitat for Chinook and Coho salmon
are eliminated as well as habitat for

See critique of Pebble EBD
Escapement Index counts Woody 2012
provided.

This statement is also not supported by
quantifiable scientifically defensible
information and should also be
removed.

No scientifically defensible population
analysis was done for the impact area.
No quantitative estimate was attempted
to determine how many salmon actually
rear in the impact zone. Therefore, this
is a subjective statement that gives the
reader the unsubstantiated and biased
impression that there are very few fish
in the area. Recommend removing.

Workers and experts brought in over
the life of the mine would be eligible
after one year to subsistence rights
available to Alaska citizens.

Recommend replacing with “eliminate”

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values,
which incorporated the suggested
reference.

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.

This would only be the case if
employees became Alaska
residents. The number of people
expected to relocate to the state
would be low.

The conclusions in Sections 4.23,
Wildlife and 4.24, Fish Values do not
support this assertion.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

11

12

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There would be some site specific

would be required on the access
road to allow for fish passage.

However, the facility footprint would
be small with regard to the total
habitat available, and culverts

more productive, habitats are
available.

Similarly, there would be
displacement of any moose,
caribou, small land mammal, and
upland birds that use the proposed
mine site, but this would represent
a small percentage of available
habitat.

downstream from the affected
channels

channels

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

Road construction has impacted

All culverts need to be constructed to
ensure future fish passage regardless
of whether anadromous fish are
currently present.

See comments and provided citations
regarding impacts of industrial roads on
fish populations in sec. 4.24. Fish
Values Woody.

This analysis should estimate
probabilities for failure of water
treatment systems every x years etc., or
water containment systems every x
years. Red Dog mine has had regular
fish kills that impact fish up to 45 miles
down river; there are likely going to be
similar scenarios in this case.

While the mine footprint may be
relatively small, impacts likely will
greatly exceed that area in regards to
the disturbance which will displace
wildlife. Displacement can be a greater
impact than population decreases given
associated travel costs and time
commitments subsistence users
experience.

The assumption that impacts to water
will not impact water downstream does
not appear to be supported here and
does not seem realistic.

Dolly Varden, Rainbow Trout, other
important subsistence fish species as
well as the fish they feed on, then over
time there may well be downstream
effects.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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This section draws conclusions

Bridge and culvert design, will be
reviewed and verified by ADF&G
during the permitting process.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.

An EIS is required to analyze
impacts under normal operating
conditions. For impacts related to
spill scenarios, see Section 4.27,
Spill Risk.

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.23, Wildlife.

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.
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Comment
No.

13

14

Agency

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some localized impacts of dust
settlement in stream channels
where fishing occurs may be
noticeable

Normally, vegetation impacts from
crustal element road dust is expected
50 meters from the road bed. This is
the standard used on the Denali Park
Road and Dalton Highway.
However, if fugitive dust with heavy
metals is present, the area of impact is
considerably greater, and could range
up to 4,000 meters. Please consider
the following sources:
Neitlich, P. N., et al. 2017. Trends in
spatial patterns of heavy metal
deposition on national park service
lands along the Red Dog Mine haul
road, Alaska, 2001–2006
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?
id=10.1371/journal.pone.0177936
Exponent. 2007a. DMTS Fugitive Dust
Risk Assessment Volume I – Report.
November. Prepared for Teck Cominco
Alaska Incorporated, 3105 Lakeshore
Drive, Building A, Suite 101,
Anchorage, AK 99517. Exponent,
15375 SE 30th Place, Suite 250,
Bellevue, WA 98007. November 2007.
https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/docs/re

Please provide citation.

migration of caribou in association with
the Red Dog Mine road. These could
have population level impacts as they
delay migration which effectively alters
available habitat. (see
file:///C:/Users/BMerrell/Downloads/Effe
cts_of_roads_on_individual_caribou_m
ovements_d.pdf)

habitat fragmentation from project
facilities, causing behavioral
disturbance to terrestrial wildlife
and birds and localized changes in
distribution.

occur within 35 feet

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.26, Vegetation.

Section refers the reader to Section
4.26, Vegetation.

based on Section 4.23, Wildlife.
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Comment
No.

15

16

17

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

as the potential impact on fish is
small.

Subsistence users also may avoid
harvesting waterfowl because of
concerns about birds becoming
contaminated from landing on and
using open water at mine site
facilities.

but implementation of dust
suppression and enforcement of
slow speed limits at all stream
crossings would minimize dustrelated impacts to aquatic
ecosystems.

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

This section should acknowledge
assumption of best case scenario
conditions e.g. tailings dam does not
fail; pollution collection, containment,
and treatment systems work perfectly
throughout Alaska's harsh floods and
winters.

How will waterfowl and other
subsistence species be discouraged
from using the tailings reservoir? Will it
be fenced? Will the communities that
use this region be educated regarding
toxic areas?

Precipitation events will be a primary
factor introducing sediment to
watersheds and stream crossings from
roads, and the >8,000 acres of
disturbed area at mine site. If reactive
rock is used in road construction this
can also introduce heavy metals and
acid drainage into watersheds and
impact subsistence species and aquatic
life.

ddog/rafinal/1_dmts_ra_text.pdf
https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/sites/red
-dog/bibliography
Exponent. 2007b. DMTS Fugitive Dust
Risk Assessment Volume II –
Appendices. Prepared for Teck
Cominco Alaska Incorporated, 3105
Lakeshore Drive, Building A, Suite 101,
Anchorage, AK 99517. Exponent,
15375 SE 30th Place, Suite 250,
Bellevue, WA 98007. November 2007.
Please see also three provided sources
on fugitive dust.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 4

An EIS is required to analyze
impacts under normal operating
conditions. For impacts related to
spill scenarios, see Section 4.27,
Spill Risk.

Measures would be taken in
accordance with a Wildlife
Management Plan, as discussed in
Section 4.23, Wildlife.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.26, Vegetation.
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4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

18

19

20

21

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Comment
No.

Agency

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

These adaptive approaches would
likely sustain harvest levels for
affected communities, but may
increase the expenses and time
needed to harvest subsistence
resources.

five communities, it provides
relatively poor fish and wildlife

During construction and operations,
the effects of project activities on
resource availability would be
primarily localized in the vicinity of
project facilities and activities

In contrast, communities in the
Nushagak River drainage and in
the Kvichak River drainage below
Igiugig would experience little to no
impact on resource availability as
the potential impact on fish is small.

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

In section 3.9, it is already
acknowledged that individuals have
needed to adapt to changing
distributions of subsistence resources
which have had negative
consequences. Knowing that significant
disturbance and development will occur
in some core use areas guarantees

Review of the Pebble EBD indicates no
scientifically defensible estimates were
made of the actual number and species
of fish that will be eliminated by this
proposed project footprint. The Chinook
and Coho Salmon rearing habitat within
the proposed Tailings facility is good
habitat based on survey parameters
(ADFG AWC 2018). Small fish find
refuge from larger fish predators in
these smalI headwaters, and is unclear
why the habitat is suggested to be
"poor" here. These same upper
headwaters are the nursery for Chinook
and Coho Salmon.

Workers and experts brought in over
the life of the mine will be eligible after
one year to subsistence and hunting
rights available to Alaska citizens
therefore potentially competing for the
limited big game resources in the area.

Please provide evidence supporting
limited impact on fish. Potential
downstream impacts from changes in
streamflow would affect populations
supporting communities in both
drainages. Please refer to NPS
comments on Subsistence in the draft
Fish Resource section.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 5

Text edited to replace “may” with
“would likely”

This section draws conclusions
based on Sections 4.23, Wildlife,
and 4.24, Fish Values.

This would only be the case if
employees became Alaska
residents. The number of people
expected to relocate to the state
would be low.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.
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Comment
No.

22

23

24

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some project facilities, including
the pipeline, power plant, limited

since the pit lake is anticipated to
not support habitat that is attractive
to many species of waterfowl

This would introduce a new
standing waterbody, and concern
about contamination of waterfowl
was expressed during scoping.

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

Mines like this generally require
perpetual water treatment

Please provide supporting evidence of
this statement (NPS recognizes that this
information may be contained in the
wildlife section). Water bodies of similar
size and depth in the area of the
proposed project should be studied to
determine what waterfowl and other
wildlife may use the pit lake. NPS staff
have observed swans, teal, mallards,
goldeneye and other species on many
of the small ponds throughout that
region.
Examples impacts to birds of pit lakes
at copper sulfide mine are available
(see https://www.fws.gov/mountainprairie/contaminants/contaminants8.htm
l) and should be considered in this
analysis.

Due to the type of ore body Pebble is,
(Seal 2018) the pit lake will likely be
acidic with high concentrations of
dissolved copper, zinc, and other heavy
metals that are highly toxic to aquatic
life and important subsistence fish
species. The pit lake water has a
relatively high potential to contaminate
the documented aquifers and
groundwater resources under the ore
body (EBD) and that likely feed into the
North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli
and Upper Talarik Creek

increases in time and expense to
find/harvest subsistence resources.
Resources are not going to be
displaced closer to villages.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 6

This project will also have perpetual
water treatment, which is why some

Section includes reference to
Section 4.23, Wildlife, where this
topic is discussed.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.23, Wildlife.
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Comment
No.

25

26

27

28

29

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.2

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The project could reduce or
eliminate the decline because of
the increase in employment
opportunities and indirect effects
improving education and
infrastructure.

The Iliamna Lake ice-breaking ferry
would disrupt winter travel over the
frozen lake by creating a corridor of
open water and potentially adding
to travel time and increasing fuel
expenditures by subsistence users.

extend beyond the life of the mine
but would decrease in intensity
after

Impacts from the transportation
corridor and associated uses would
be intermittent to prolonged over
the construction period and 20 year
operations period.

magnitude based on lack of
population-level effects to fish and

camp and storage facilities, access
roads, and mine water treatment
plant, would remain in use after
mine closure as

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

It is unclear how mine development
improves education and infrastructure.

NPS is concerned that the open water
channel through winter will have a
widespread effect on lake ice due to
wind and wake action, including
creation of a wider channel than
designed and shortened shoulder
season in a large portion of the lake as
ice takes longer to form and break up
occurs at a faster rate.

The tailings dam will have to be
maintained into perpetuity, and the pit
will need to be monitored and
potentially managed. This should be
reflected in this discussion.

Will the road be removed after the mine
closes? Recommend including
estimated failure rate of culverts based
on an unusual weather event and other
causes over a 20 year period.
How frequently will culverts be
replaced?

Please provide quantitative fisheries
data

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 7

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4. 3, Needs and
Welfare of the People -Socioeconomics.

The section addresses the safety
and access concerns associated
with open water from the ferry and
draws conclusions from Section
4.12.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.23, Wildlife,
where this topic is discussed.

Culvert design and maintenance will
be reviewed and verified by ADF&G
during the permitting process. The
road will remain in place as long as
required by the project. Afterward, it
would be up to the State,
landowners, and the Lake and
Peninsula Borough to determine if
they will own and maintain the road
or require reclamation.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.

facilities would remain in use after
mine closure.
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Comment
No.

30

31

32

33

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.4

4.9.2.4

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

However, there could still be
perceived concerns regarding
potential contamination and the
safety of subsistence resources in
communities downriver from the
project area.

would have adverse impacts on
resource abundance

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

In the last paragraph of p. 4.9-8, the EIS
says that increased employment of
adults would impact their time spent
training young people to subsistence
hunt and fish, thus impacting the
amount and quality of traditional
knowledge passed on to younger
generations. This is the only mention of
traditional knowledge in this section,
and there is no definition of traditional
knowledge. The next sentence is

The EIS states that the project would
result in both beneficial and adverse
effects on sociocultural dimensions of
subsistence. The beneficial effects are
economic: Increase in base income for
local residents would lead to more
money to use for subsistence
equipment, supplies and operating
costs. An adverse effect is that projectrelated employment may reduce the
time available for subsistence hunting.
The analysis minimizes or omits an
important potential adverse effect of the
project: Interruptions and
discontinuations in the process of
transmission of Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK).

Upriver as well. Contamination of
migratory and anadromous resources
would make the extension into upriver
areas

Please see NPS comments on
subsistence resources in the Fish
Resources chapter.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 8

Comment acknowledged. Refer to
Section 3.9 for how the subsistence
section has integrated TEK into the
analysis.

The section acknowledges that fulltime employment makes it difficult to
pass subsistence skills and
knowledge to the next generation.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.
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Comment
No.

34

Agency

NPS

4.9.2.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

The NPS (2018) defines TEK as “…the
ongoing accumulation of knowledge,
practice and belief about relationships
between living beings in a specific
ecosystem that is acquired by
indigenous people over hundreds or
thousands of years through direct
contact with the environment, handed
down through generations.” Unlike
Western science, TEK is inseparable
from the social and spiritual context of
the culture, and represents a tradition of
interpreting relationships in the natural
world, passed down from one
generation to the next (Kimmerer,
2002).

“Households and communities would
have to adjust to new roles of
subsistence labor, changes in sharing
networks, and possible changes in
harvest levels.” There is no discussion
of less tangible cultural aspect of the
transmission of traditional knowledge,
such as cultural continuity of beliefs and
values connected with subsistence, as
well as the younger generation’s
confidence in the older generation.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 9

Comment acknowledged. Refer to
Section 3.9 for how the subsistence
section has integrated TEK into the
analysis.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

K3.16.2, K3.168

K3.16.1, K3.161

K3.16.1, K3.161

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The watershed model was calibrated
using meteorological and streamflow
data for the period 2005 to 2009…

Month-to-month water balance
approach

The development of the mine site water
balance model.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

In addition to calibrating the model,
we note that a validation
assessment of the model is needed
before applying it to the overall

We recommend that the DEIS
explain the rationale for using the
month-to-month approach instead of
a daily or event-based approach.
We also note that extreme
precipitation events can have
significant impacts on the affected
environment, which cannot be
addressed by the water balance
model using a month-to-month
approach.

Limiting the water balance model to
the mine site only may be a concern
because watersheds are
interconnected and any activity in
the mine site can affect both surface
and ground water in the larger
watershed. We recommend
explaining the approach used to
determine the boundaries of the
model, or expanding the model as
appropriate.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Additional information regarding
the development of the 76-year
synthetic record, including
calibration and validation of the

The magnitude of extreme
events used to design bridges
and culverts, spillways and
dams are not based on the
monthly averages from the
water balance model. Other,
event based, techniques are
used.

There are three models that are
involved in predicting impacts
from the mine, and each
informs the other: a watershed
model, a water balance model
for the mine site and a
groundwater model. Both the
watershed model and the
regional groundwater model
encompass the NFK, SFK and
UTC watersheds. The models
were used to estimate the
reduction in streamflow down to
the confluence of the NFK and
SFK, and Iliamna Lake on UTC.
A discussion of the computed
reductions in streamflow is
included in the DEIS. Beyond
those watersheds the
computations suggest that the
reduction will be on the order of
discharge measurement error.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
period of record. We recommend
that some of the years of data
collected be used to assess whether
the calibrated model is supported by
independent data in the record,
excluding the calibration period
data.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Watershed Module are
presented in Appendix K3.16.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K3.18.2,

Section
K3.18.1.2, Page
K3.18-4

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1
Footnote

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-2,
Table K3.18-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

g/L > =

These data were
developed using

discharge of non-domestic
wastewater to groundwater

Water quality limits are
based on the lowest 15th
percentile hardness of the
three proposed discharge
locations.

Comment related to
temperature criterion

Total ammonia as N

Alkalinity as CaCO3

Hardness (as CaCO3)

Alkalinity
20,000

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Per our comment on section 3.18.1.1,
because the proposed action is for the

We recommend also including the
discharge of domestic wastewater to
groundwater in this sentence.

We recommend clarifying the actual value
(back calculating reveals at least three
different values were used to determine the
table values for the hardness-based
criteria) and whether it is the 15th
percentile of all the hardness measures or
the lowest of the 15th percentile of each of
the three data sets.

We recommend including the appropriate
criterion for temperature in this table.

We recommend including the pH and
temperature values used in the equation to
calculate this criterion.

If this is the same alkalinity as is referenced
in the Alaska Water Quality Criteria Manual
for Toxic and Other Deleterious Organic
and Inorganic Substances, please clarify
that this criterion is a minimum.

We recommend clarifying that there is no
criterion for hardness in the State of Alaska
WQS.

We recommend clarification regarding
whether alkalinity is the same as Alkalinity
as CaCO3 that is listed further down in the
table.

We recommend including the basis for the
sediment standards here rather than
waiting until later in the document.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Statement added in text describing
justification for use of a combined

Addressed. Domestic wastewater
was included.

Footnotes have been updated to
clarify. Three hardness values were
used and the most stringent was
included in the table.

Temperature criteria has been
added to Table K3.18-1.

Addressed. Footnotes updated for
Table K3.18-1 to include more
information.

Clarified in Table K3.18-1. Updated
to >=20.

Clarified in Table K3.18-1; footnote
added specifying that there is no
criterion for hardness in the State of
Alaska Water Quality Standards.

Alkalinity as CaCO3 is distinct from
total alkalinity. The word "total" has
been added to alkalinity to help
clarify that these are different.

Addressed. Footnote added
including basis for TEL and PEL.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K3.18.2,
Page K3.18-5

Section K3.18.2,
Page K3.18-5

Page K3.18-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

These data were
developed using
representative overburden,
rock cores, and
metallurgical waste
(tailings) samples from the
Pebble east and west
zones (PEZ and PWZ), and
rock core samples from

Table K3.18-2

representative overburden,
rock cores, and
metallurgical waste
(tailings) samples from the
Pebble east and west
zones (PEZ and PWZ), and
rock core samples from
borings drilled in three
proposed construction rock
quarry areas

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend including a quantitative
assessment showing that the samples are
representative.

The grouping of materials into just two
general categories (tertiary and pre-tertiary)
is overly broad. Instead, we recommend
that further distinctions be made, such as
sedimentary and volcanic origins as well as
other information on the rock type. Such
information is necessary to provide an
understanding of the representativeness of
the types of ore at the site in relation to the
geochemical characterization of the
materials.
In SRK 2011a, there is a much more
complete partitioning of the data into
different rock types. We recommend
following a similar approach here in
showing that the samples collected are
representative of the abundance of the
different rock types.

West zone, we recommend that the
analysis include data from the West zone
only. We also recommend clearly
describing how the data used are
representative of the project.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Addressed in text. Description was
added regarding how samples were
selected and determined to be a
representative sample. Additionally,
Figure K3.18-1 (Figure11-2 in SRK
2011a) has been included and
provides a visual of sample
selection to ensure a representative
sample was used.

Noted. Additional descriptive
information on rock type beyond
pre-Tertiary vs.Tertiary is not
necessary for the purpose of
presenting and evaluating the
results of the geochemical testing
program.
Additional information on rock types
is available in SRK (2011a).

PEZ and WEZ dataset based on
information provided in SRK (2018f).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

12

13

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
K3.18.2.1, Page
K3.18-7

Section
K3.18.2.1, Page
K3.18-7

Section
K3.18.2.1, Page
K3.18-6

Section
K3.18.2.1, Page
K3.18-6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Element release rates
determined from kinetic
tests were mainly a

Humidity cell test data
obtained for periods up to 8
years allow interpretation of
long-term acid generation
potential and neutralization
rates as the rocks are
oxidized and leached
during wet and dry cycles

This included ABA using
the modified Sobek et al.
(1978) method on more
than 1,000 rock samples
collected from drill holes
blanketing the proposed
mine area

As of 2018, the program
had included analysis of
over 1,000 rock samples
from the Pebble deposit,
and 26 samples of
overburden materials. In
addition, almost 60 tailings
samples comprised mostly
of rougher, cleaner
scavenger, pyritic, and gold
plant tails, from test
processing of ore
composites have also been
characterized.

borings drilled in three
proposed construction rock
quarry areas.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The impact of pH on release rates is clearly
shown; however, it is not clear that
variations in the pH from a given sample

We recommend providing information in
the DEIS on the minimum and average
time periods under which the humidity cell
tests were run, in addition to providing the
maximum value of eight years, as it is likely
that not all humidity cell tests were run for
the entire time period.

As noted above, we recommend specifying
whether these numbers include data from
the East and West zones or only from the
West zone. Per our comment on section
3.18.1.1, because the proposed action is
for the west zone, we recommend that the
analysis only use data from the west zone.
See recommended edits above

As noted above, we recommend specifying
whether these numbers include data from
the East and West zones or only from the
West zone. Per our comment on section
3.18.1.1, because the proposed action is
for the West zone, we recommend that the
analysis includes data from the West zone
only.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Noted. Based on PLP (2018a),
release rates exhibited in kinetic
tests did not correlate well to trace

The minimum test duration was 27
weeks (SRK 2011a). The average
humidity cell test duration was about
3 years (PLP 2018a). Text has
been updated to include this
information.

Addressed. Statement was included
in the document highlighting that a
combined PEZ and PWZ sample set
was utilized citing SRK (2018f).

Clarification that samples were
collected from both the PEZ and
PWZ has been added to the text.
Justification for a combined dataset
is provided based on SRK (2018f).
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Comment
No.

16

17

18

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
K3.18.3.1, Page
K3.18-21

Section
K3.18.2.2, Page
K3.18-19

Section
K3.18.2.2, Page
K3.18-17

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K3.18-5. The results
demonstrate that the quarry
rock is dominated by
unmineralized granodiorite,
which would be
geochemically suitable for
use as construction fill due
to its low metal leaching

Table K3.18-4

A total of 59 tailings
samples from concurrent
metallurgical process test
runs have been
geochemically
characterized

function of leachate pH
rather than the
concentration of elements
in the samples.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Table K3.18-5 provides information on the
concentrations of some elements in the
samples. However, no information is
provided to show that these materials have
low leaching rates, and we recommend
including this information in the DEIS.

This table includes data from “Gold plant
tails.” We recommend that a footnote to
this entry describe what is meant by this
since the current project description does
not have a gold plant tailings waste stream.
As noted above, we recommend that the
DEIS clearly describe whether the tailings
used for testing are representative of the
tailings to be created and managed as part
of the proposed project.

As noted above, we recommend specifying
whether these numbers include data from
the East and West zones or only from the
West zone. Per our comment on section
3.18.1.1, because the proposed action is
for the west zone, we recommend that the
analysis include data from the West zone
only.
In addition, we recommend that the DEIS
disclose whether the tailings were
produced using the current proposed
mineral processing approach.

were more important in determining the
final concentrations than variations in the
metal concentrations in the
ore/waste/tailings samples. We
recommend providing information
explaining this or a reference to where this
analysis is provided.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Text has been clarified and citation
added.

A footnote to Table K3.18-4 has
been added to address "gold plant
tails" and representativeness of
data.

Addressed previously in text. Added
statement clarifying that a combined
PEZ and PWZ was used citing SRK
(2018f).
Text has been clarified as
suggested.

element content, and other
parameters such as pH were
observed to have a stronger
influence for many metals. Text
clarified with regard to conclusion
and citation.
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EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4864 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

19

20

21

22

23

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Page K3.18-23,
Table K3.18-6

Page K3.18-23,
Table K3.18-6

Page K3.18-22,
Table K3.18-6

Page K3.18-22,
Table K3.18-6

Section
K3.18.3.1, Page
K3.18-22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Nitrate-Nitrite 229 0.031

Alkalinity, Total

Total Suspended Solids

Water Temperature (ͼC)

This section contains
baseline surface water data
for parts of the project area
that would be most affected
by project activities.

and ARD potential and is
classified as non-PAG

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS explain why
Table K3.18-1 lists separate criteria for
these two parameters, yet in K3.18-6 the
criteria are lumped together.
We also recommend clarifying why a value
of 1.21 in Table K3.18-7 is highlighted as
an exceedance but a value of 3.94 in Table

Please clarify whether Total Alkalinity is the
same parameter as Alkalinity or Alkalinity
as CaCO3 listed with criteria in Table
K3.18-1. If not, please make sure that the
DEIS clarifies the differences among the
Alkalinity parameters.

We recommend that the document explain
that there are no state WQS for TSS, as
well as clarify the basis for any comparison
to the observed values (exceedances are
shown in Tables K.18-8).

Above, the EPA recommended the
inclusion of the temperature criterion in
Table 3.18-1 so that exceedances of the
criterion could be documented in this
Table. We note that the most stringent
temperature criterion listed in 18 AAC
70.021(b)(10) is 13 ͼC.

Please provide a description of how the
selected locations are considered
representative or not representative of the
surface water characteristics of this area.
We also recommend including a discussion
of whether samples were collected during
high flow or baseflow conditions and how
that is expected to influence the results.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Noted. PLP specified in RFI 111
that this is varied by field matrixes
and in some cases which lab
conducted the analysis.
Addressed, formatting issue
corrected. 1.21 was un-bolded in
Table K3.18-7 because it is not an

Clarified. Revised Table K3.18-1 to
read "Total Alkalinity" to avoid
confusion.

Basis for TSS is the Effluent
Limitation Guideline (ELG) and is
highlighted in Table K3.18-1.
Footnote added to Table K3.18-1
stating that there is no State WQS
for TSS.

Temperature criteria has been
added to Table K3.18-1.
Temperature exceedances are
bolded in this table.

A discussion of sample location
selection and representativeness
has been added to text based on
Schlumberger et al. (2011a).
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4865 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

24

25

26

27

28

29

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Page K3.18-31,
Table K3.18-11

Page K3.18-31,
Table K3.18-10

Page K3.18-30,
Table K3.18-9

Page K3.18-28,
Table K3.18-9

Page K3.18-25,
Table K3.18-8

Page K3.18-24
and 25, Table
K3.18-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cadmium
11 0 - 0
Cyanide, Total
11

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend clarifying whether the
values shown as zeros or NA in this Table
would actually be different if more decimal
places were used, as the other values for
the same parameter would indicate. If that
is the case, we recommend going out to
additional decimal places as needed in
order to disclose the values.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

We recommend rechecking the
calculations for cadmium and cyanide since
the mean is greater than the maximum.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

K3.18-6 is not.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Zeros are actual zero values in this
table. Footnote added to clarify
what zeros mean.

Temperature values were compared
to criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Checked values. They are zero
values as provided by PLP and
outlined in Schlumberger et al.
(2011a). Cadmium was not
detected above the MDL or RDL
detection limits in any
circumstances. Mean values
represent one half the MDL upper
bound. Footnote added to table.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

exceedance.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4866 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K3.18.5,
Page K3.18-54

Section K3.18.4,
Page K3.18-45

Page K3.18-40,
Table K3.18-12

Page K3.18-36,
Table K3.18-12

Page K3.18-36,
Table K3.18-12

Page K3.18-34,
Table K3.18-11

Page K3.18-33,
Table K3.18-11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

45 0.000198
0.00268

The following baseline
groundwater data tables
are provided in this

The following baseline
groundwater data tables
are provided in this
appendix

Copper
- 0.00148

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Based on our review, it appears that the
text here should say sediment rather than
groundwater. In addition, we recommend

We recommend providing a map of the
sample locations or a reference to where
the map can be found, and a description of
how the selected locations are considered
representative or not representative of the
groundwater characteristics of this area.

The row for DOC in this Table is all blanks.
We recommend that the DEIS clarify
whether DOC was supposed to be
measured but was not, or correct if this is
an error.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

We recommend that all tables use the
same units of measure (this one uses g/L
while all others use mg/L) and further
recommend that the units used be the
same as which the WQS are expressed at
18 AAC 70.

We recommend rechecking the
calculations for copper since the mean is
greater than the maximum.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Addressed; typo corrected. A
discussion of sample location
selection and representativeness

Reference to documents showing
sample locations have been added
to text.

DOC data was not collected and not
provided by PLP; no indication that it
was supposed to be measured but
was not. It was a hidden column in
the provided excels spreadsheet.
DOC row has been removed to
avoid confusion.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Addressed. Units standardized to
mg/L across all tables (except where
noted) to improve ease of
comparison for readers.

PLP specified in RFI 111 that this is
an error. The correct max value is
0.026 mg/L. The correct median
value is 0.00042 mg/L. Information
corrected as appropriate.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4867 of 5993

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
appendix

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
that the DEIS provide a description of how
the selected locations are considered
representative or not representative of the
waterbodies of this area.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

has been added to text based on
Schlumberger et al. (2011a).

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4868 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

K4.18

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Three of these model runs were
selected to represent dry,
average, and wet climate
conditions and illustrate the
range of potential flows for the
mine site under these varying
conditions.

Climate variability is incorporated
in the model using a 76-year
synthetic time series of monthly
temperature and precipitation
values to simulate the cyclical
nature of the climate record.

Nitrates and ammonia from
blasting residues

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend explaining how the dry and wet
conditions are being defined and determined.

We recommend providing information on the
rationale for using a period of 76 years in the
model, and why monthly values were used.

The discussions of water quality estimates do
not explain whether the predictions include
contributions from explosives residuals, such as
nitrates and ammonia, that may leach to
groundwater or surface water or be contained
in the water management ponds and require
treatment. We recommend that this appendix
clearly describe whether this information was
factored into the estimates and describe the
procedures used. If it was not included, then we
recommend that these predictions be
developed and provided in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Addressed in text.
Discharge volumes
may vary month to
month based on the
timing and
magnitude of
precipitation and
snowmelt; however,
in general on an
annual basis, the
dry scenario had the
lowest total

Addressed in text.
Additional
information
regarding the
development of the
76-year synthetic
record, including
calibration and
validation of the
watershed module,
is presented in
Appendix K3.16.

Explosive residue
inputs were factored
into water quality
estimates (SRK
2018a). Text has
been clarified.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4869 of 5993

Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

The water quality model is used
to predict the influent water
quality to the water treatment
plants and the water quality in
the water management ponds
(WMPs), under varying climate

Details regarding the water
balance model inputs and
assumptions are provided in
Knight Piésold (2018a).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing information regarding
how the groundwater quality was modeled,
particularly the bulk/main TSF.

The reference section (Chapter 9) does not
include a Knight Piésold (2018a) document. As
recommended in our previously submitted
comments, models used for environmental
predictions should include discussion of model
inputs and assumptions, a sensitivity analysis,
and discussion of uncertainties. Otherwise, the
validity of the outputs cannot be determined. As
such, there is insufficient information provided
in this section to evaluate the impacts from this
project on water quality and we recommend
that additional information be included in the
DEIS regarding the model inputs and
assumptions.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Discussion of the
water quality
modeling process
has been expanded.

Reference section
has been updated to
include referenced
documents.
Referenced
documents are
available on the
Pebble Project EIS
website. Additional
information
regarding sensitivity
analysis has been
received through the
RFI process, and is
incorporated in the
current text as
appropriate.

discharge and the
wet scenario yielded
the greatest total
discharge. Higher
discharge rates
correspond to higher
levels of
precipitation and
lower discharge
rates correspond to
lower levels of
precipitation.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4870 of 5993

Comment
No.

6

7

8

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-2

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K4.18-1

Geochemical source term inputs
for the water quality model were
developed by SRK Consulting
(Canada) Inc. (SRK) (2018a).

Geochemical source term inputs
for the water quality model were
developed by SRK Consulting
(Canada) Inc. (SRK) (2018a).

conditions

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

It is not clear what “realization #” is referring to.
We recommend that the DEIS define this.

Specific information that we recommend be
included in the DEIS includes but is not limited
to: (1) Specifying the geochemical
characterization data that were used to develop
the source terms. (For example, whether only
the HCT results were used or whether barrel
test results were also incorporated.) We
recommend providing a rationale for these
decisions; (2) Describing whether release rates
from multiple tests were averaged or otherwise
combined, or whether only selected test results
were used; (3) Describing whether the source
terms were developed from data over the entire
duration of the tests or if they were from a
differently defined time period; and (4)
Describing any temperature corrections used
when translating lab-based predictions to model
predictions of field conditions

The references (in Ch 9) do not include an SRK
2018a document. Without reviewing how the
source terms were calculated, the validity of
these input parameters cannot be determined.
As such, there is insufficient information
provided in the EIS to evaluate the impacts
from this project on water quality and we
recommend that additional information on the
modeling inputs be included in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Addressed in text.
Each realization
represents a unique
model run selected
from the 76 total
model runs (Knight
Piésold 2018a).

Addressed. Text
added to incorporate
additional
information received
through the RFI
process and clarify
how the
geochemical source
terms were
developed (SRK
2018a, 2018f).
These reports are
available on the
Pebble Project EIS
website.

Addressed; the
reference section
has been updated to
include SRK
(2018a). This
document is
available on the
Pebble Project EIS
website.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4871 of 5993

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K4.18-2

Table K4.18-2

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the text or a footnote to

In general, in this document, mercury (Hg)
pollution originating from the mine site has not
been highlighted in any of the text. However,
based on this table the predicted water quality
concentrations are very elevated: 2,170 ng/L,
500 ng/L, and 6,200 ng/L for the waste rock,
rock fill, and non-acidic stockpiles. These
values are somewhat surprising given the
relatively low Hg concentrations in the orebody. However, given that the water quality
standard is 12 ng/L, the exceedance of this
value by several orders of magnitude is of
concern, and we recommend that this be
discussed in detail in the text of section 4.18.
What is of additional concern is that these
materials associated with these high Hg values
are all from non-acidic sources and may not be
subjected to a similar level of treatment/capture
as materials destined for the PAG TSF.
The potential for Hg releases in conjunction
with sulfate releases (even if the WTP meets
WQS for sulfate—250 mg/L) are also of
concern because the WQS for sulfate are
based on direct impacts from sulfate and not on
its impact on promoting Hg methylation through
stimulation of sulfate reducing bacteria.
We recommend expanding the analysis and
discussion of Hg impacts in Section 4.18.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

Addressed.

PAGE | 4

Source terms
provided in Table
K4.18-2 are an
upper end estimate
of potential
constituent
concentrations that
may occur. Contact
water resulting from
these sources would
be treated in WTPs.
Table K4.18-2
provides the 95th
percentile predicted
water quality
information,
including constituent
concentrations and
physical
parameters,
expected to be
produced from
various geochemical
sources at the mine
site. The set of
geochemical source
terms were used as
conservative inputs
to the water quality
model for analysis of
mine site water
quality and water
treatment
processes.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4872 of 5993

Comment
No.

11

Agency

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-6

Page K4.18-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Values in the table represent the
maximum monthly predicted
concentrations for the 50th
percentile flow values and the
95th percentile source term
concentrations for flows going to
the WTPs from each facility for
the final year of operations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing additional information
on the “50th percentile flow values” and why
this was selected instead of the 95th percentile
as was done with the source terms
concentrations.

the table describe what is meant by “Tailings
Pond Adjustment.”

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Addressed; text
added. The 95th
percentile
represents a source
term input to the
water quality model
that will be greater
than 95% of all
possible inputs to
the WTP, hence
providing a
conservative
estimate from the
water quality model.
The 50th percentile
flow value, a value
in which 50% of
results were greater
and 50% were less,
represents a middle
estimate of potential
outputs from the
WTPs. Use of the
50th percentile
results modeled

Footnote has been
added to the table to
indicate adjustments
made for specific
location and
orographic effects.
Tailings pond
adjustment values
were applied for Al,
SO4, Fe, Cu and Mn
in the bulk TSF and
pyritic TSF.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4873 of 5993

Comment
No.

12

13

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-6

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-6

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K4.18-2

Values in the table represent the
maximum monthly predicted
concentrations for the 50th
percentile flow values and the
95th percentile source term
concentrations for flows going to
the WTPs from each facility for
the final year of operations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The table presents data on the concentrations
but not on the mass loads of the parameters to
surface waters. In identifying potential impacts
to the environment, it would be very helpful to
provide mass loading data alongside the
concentration data. For example, based only on
the information provided in this table, it is not
possible to identify the relative importance of

Ideally, instead of a singular value presented in
this table, a range of values should be included
and/or a mean value with a measure of
dispersion around the mean to represent the
expected variability in the predictions. We
recommend that the table and accompanying
text be revised accordingly.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Addressed. Table
of mass loads has
been added Table
K4.18-3: Modeled
Mass Loads – Final
Year of Operations.

Addressed. Tables
have been updated
to include 10th and
90th percentile as
well as 50th
percentile flow
values.

from the 95th
percentile source
terms yields a
conservative
estimate for midrange flow
conditions and
provides insight into
how we expect the
WTP to perform for
water quality near
worst-case under
representative flow
conditions. As
noted below,
predicted water
quality data under
additional flow
conditions have
been added.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4874 of 5993

Comment
No.

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.3,
Page K4.18-24

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-17 to 22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Surface runoff into the pit lake
could cause metals to leach from
the pit walls. In addition,
contaminated groundwater
would flow into the pit.

Tables K4.18-5, 6, 7, and 8

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the text describe the
sources of contaminated groundwater that
would flow into the pit at closure.

We recommend that the DEIS describe why the
50th percentile of the max monthly values is
used to represent predicted water quality
values. As noted above, we recommend that a
range of values be reported and/or a measure
of dispersion around the mean value be
included in the DEIS.

the different mine site geochemical sources.
As such, providing loading data alongside the
concentration data is important for assessing
the potential impacts of the project on the
environment and we recommend that this
information be added to the table or provided in
additional tables.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Addressed. The
resultant
groundwater capture
zone, in which all
groundwater will
flow into the pit in

Addressed. Text
added to Appendix
K4.18 elaborating
on the use of the
95th percentile
source terms and
the 50th percentile
value output.
Range of monthly
values is not
currently available;
however, ranges
under additional flow
conditions have
been added. Use of
the 95th percentile
source terms
provides a
conservative
estimate of water
quality under each
of these flow
conditions.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4875 of 5993

Comment
No.

16

17

18

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.2.4,
Page K4.18-30

Section K4.18.2.4,
Page K4.18-29

Section K4.18.2.4,
Page K4.18-27

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K4.18-10

Table K4.18-10

The predicted quality of
discharge water from both WTPs
in operations is provided in Table
K4.18-9, and from the WTP in
closure in Table K4.18-10.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The Hg concentration from the WTP outflow
post-closure is predicted to be 61 ng/L, which is
significantly elevated above the WQS of 12

The Cd outflow value of 0.049 mg/L is in bold,
indicating that it does not meet WQS; however,
in Table K3.18-1, the standard is shown to be
0.08 mg/L. We recommend that the DEIS
address this potential discrepancy.

It is not clear whether the predicted values in
these tables represent average or maximum
values. We recommend that both the 50th
percentile and 90th percentile values be
provided.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Addressed.
Information
regarding WTP in

Addressed, the
value was
mistakenly bolded.
Bold format has
been removed.

Addressed in text.
Tables contain the
50th percentile of
model results.

closure, would
primarily be located
in the SFK
watershed with parts
extending under the
pyritic TSF. The
corresponding zone
of influence of the
pit lake would
extend marginally
farther out than the
capture zone
(Piteau Associates
2018a). The extent
of the groundwater
capture zones in
operations and
closure are
discussed and
depicted on figures
in Section 4.17 and
Appendix K4.17.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4876 of 5993

Comment
No.

19

20

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 4.18.2.1 and
K4.18.2.1 and
K4.18.2.2

Section 4.18.2.1 and
K4.18.2.1 and
K4.18.2.2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

“This may require further
investigation as design
progresses and/or long-term
adaptive management strategies
(Chapter 5)”

“This may require further
investigation as design
progresses and/or long-term
adaptive management strategies
(Chapter 5)”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

While adaptive management is defined in
Chapter 5, there is no discussion of this
approach with respect to TDS or selenium (Se).
We recommend that this discussion be added
to Chapter 5.

We recommend considering alternatives for
management of concentrated treatment wastes,
such as disposal off-site under conditions
suited to minimize potential for remobilization
(and hence, retreatment), if this is possible.

ng/L. This, in conjunction with the sulfate levels
of 151 mg/L (same table), have the potential to
create a problem with methylmercury
production and the potential bioaccumulation of
methylmercury in downstream fish tissue. We
recommend that this be described in the DEIS
in section 4.18 and 4.24 (fish values).

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Noted. USACE will
include the
requested measure
with all additional
measures
suggested by
cooperating
agencies and the
public to be
evaluated after the
Draft EIS comment
period.

Noted. Additional
text describing WTP
issues and
potentially
necessary WTP
redesign to manage
salt loading has
been added to
K4.18.

closure phase has
been revised with
additional
information provided
through the RFI
process.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4877 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2, pg 2

2.0, pg 1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Alternatives Carried Forward
for Detailed Analysis –
General comment on
identification of preferred
alternative

The alternatives
development process for the
proposed Pebble Project
(the project) considers a
broad range of alternatives
in sufficient detail to address
both NEPA and CWA
Section 404(b)(1)
requirements.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the Draft EIS note
that the NEPA regulations require that
agencies identify the preferred
alternative in the DEIS if one exists
and disclose whether the action
agencies have identified that
alternative and if not, why not.
The three action alternatives proposed
to be carried forward for detailed
analysis combine various alternative
project elements into three discrete
alternative packages, and include
variants to those alternatives. We note
that this approach can be confusing to
agency reviewers and members of the

We recommend providing additional
explanation regarding the process for
evaluating alternatives to comply with
the CWA Section 404(b)(1) guidelines.
We note that the current alternatives
evaluation does not enable
comparison of the alternatives for the
purpose of compliance with the
404(b)(1) guidelines and to identify the
potential least environmentally
damaging practicable alternative
(LEDPA) for 404 permitting purposes
because, for example, there is
insufficient information about how all
practicable steps have been taken to
avoid and minimize aquatic impacts.
We understand that the 404(b)(1)
guidelines analysis will be included in
an appendix, and we request an
opportunity to review and provide
comments on that appendix prior to
release of the Draft EIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 1

According to USACE's NEPA
implementation procedures, USACE
cannot identify an agency-preferred
alternative in the EIS. This has been
added to Chapter 2-Alternatives.
Chapter 2-Alternatives has been revised
to better describe each action alternative
and the variants analyzed for each action
alternative at the beginning of Section 2.2,
Alternatives Carried Forward for Detailed
Analysis. This section explains that
although a variant may be analyzed under
a specific action alternative, the USACE’s
determination of the LEDPA in its final
permit decision may include a

Appendix B details the alternatives
development process to identify a
reasonable range of action alternatives for
analysis in the EIS. The EIS analyzes
each of these action alternatives carried
forward, as required by NEPA. In addition
to evaluating the Applicant's proposed
project under NEPA, USACE will be
evaluating the Applicant's permit
application pursuant to Section 10 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA) and
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(CWA). The Record of Decision (ROD)
will rely on information provided by the
Applicant and contained in the EIS, and in
addition to the requirements under NEPA,
it will include a 404(b)(1) analysis (40
CFR Part 230) and Public Interest Review
(33 CFR Part 320). USACE's 404(b)(1)
evaluation and Public Interest Review will
be completed after the Final EIS.

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Appendix F, Page 4878 of 5993

Comment
No.

3

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2, pg 6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“…employ approximately
850 to 2,000 personnel for
operations and construction,
respectively.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend clarifying that 2,000
personnel would be employed for 4
years of construction and 850
personnel would be employed for 20
years of operation. In addition, we
recommend that the EIS clarify

public, who may not understand that
separate elements/variants can also
be combined into a new alternative at
the Final EIS or Record of Decision. In
addition, we note that it can be difficult
for decision makers to understand the
environmental trade-offs of various
elements when packaged in this way.
We recommend that the Corps ensure
that the Draft EIS clearly explains the
process for packaging alternative
elements/variants into complete
alternatives and for ultimately selecting
a preferred alternative, including
explaining that the final preferred
alternative could include a combination
of the alternatives and variants
analyzed in the EIS for the different
project components. In addition, we
recommend that the analysis of
environmental consequences clearly
analyze each project element
separately, rather than summarizing
impacts for an alternative as a whole
(e.g., analyze the impacts of the
downstream TSF compared to the
proposed action, separate from
consideration of impacts from North
Access Road). This information will be
critical to decision makers in
alternative selection.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 2

Through construction the project would
employ approximately 2000 people in the
peak years of construction. The numbers
would be lower for the first year until site
works commence. The 850 represents an
annual average number. The number

combination of components from the
various alternatives and variants analyzed
in the EIS.
Chapter 4-Environmental Consequences
sections analyze impacts by project
component.

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

4

5

6

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 7

2.2.2, pg 6, 7,
and 12

2.2.2, pg 6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Fine and coarse-grained
soils would be stored
southwest of the pit and
north of the TSF
embankments and would be
used for reclamation during
mine closure.”

“An 84-mile
transportation…”
“A 29-mile private twolane…”
“A 37-mile private…”
“A 187-mile gas pipeline…”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend clarifying how and
where these soils/sediments would be
stored and managed to ensure they
are not mobilized over the 20-year
period of the mine life. We also
recommend that the EIS clarify
whether these storage areas are the
same as or different from those
labeled as the growth media areas in
Fig 2-3.

We note that the tons of material to be
mined and placed in the Tailings
Storage Facility varies throughout the
document and recommend confirming
the correct quantity prior to the release
of the DEIS.

We recommend verifying the miles
provided for each of these project
components, as what is stated here
differs slightly from the miles given in
the updated project description on
pages 1 and 2.

whether these numbers are annual or
total estimates for each period.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 3

Soils and overburden would be stored in
locations shown in the layouts as
overburden stockpiles or growth media
stockpiles. This has been clarified in
Chapter 2-Alternatives. The stockpiles
would have containment berms if needed,
and would be shaped and seeded to
promote stability and prevent erosion and
sediment laden runoff through operations.
Storm water from the overburden
stockpiles would be managed as required
by the State of Alaska.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been checked
for consistency.
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) notes
that while the project description states
“storage of up to 50 million tons of PAG in
the pyritic TSF,” the pyritic TSF as
designed has the capacity to store
additional waste if required. The 50 million
tons refers to the expected amount of
PAG waste and is not a pyritic TSF
capacity limit.

The dimensions in the EIS are generated
from GIS data provided by PLP. The
numbers are rounded up/down to the
nearest whole number. Minor differences
in the road lengths used in the EIS
compared to what is presented in PLP’s
project description are likely a result of
rounding.

would vary over time as the mining
requirements change with in-pit activities.
This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

Fig 2-4

Fig 2-3

2.2.2.1, pg 7

2.2.2.1, pg 7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Non-potentially acidgenerating (NPAG) waste
rock would be used in
construction of the tailings
embankments.

During this period, 1,300
million tons of mineralized
rock and 150 million tons of
waste rock and overburden
would be mined

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend improving the digital
simulation to better clarify which
features are part of the mine vs. which
are natural features (e.g., gray shading
for lakes and mine components may
be confusing to the readers of the
EIS).

We recommend adding text to the
document that explains what quarries
are and why they are needed
(Quarries A, B, C are shown in Fig 2-3,
but are not mentioned anywhere in the
text).

We recommend that the EIS provide
the criteria that will be used to
distinguish NPAG and non-metal
leaching (ML) waste from PAG and ML
waste and discuss how the
NPAG/PAG determinations will be
made during active mining. These
details are typically provided in EISs
for mining projects and are necessary
to evaluate the effectiveness of the
NPAG/PAG separation and potential
environmental impacts from tailings
and waste management.

We note that the total here is 1.45
billion tons, whereas in other places
the total is stated as 1.4 billion tons or
1.3 billion tons. We recommend
verifying the correct amount and
clarifying where values may be
summing a subset of the material.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 4

This schematic has been modified to
better clarify which features are part of the
mine vs. which are natural features. The
scale encompasses all components
shown in the mine site layout figure.

A new section has been added in Chapter
2-Alternatives for mine site material
sources. It includes information on the
three quarries (Quarry A, B and C) that
would be developed in the mine project
area to source rock for construction,
operations and maintenance of mine-site
embankments, roads, laydown pads, etc.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been edited to
provided examples of controls that could
be used to distinguish NPAG and nonmetal leaching (ML) waste from PAG and
ML waste (e.g., visual inspection, blast
hole sampling, and bench mapping). The
selection of controls to be used would be
made during detailed mine planning and
design.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been checked
for consistency. A table has been added
to Appendix K2 summarizing the
proposed material to be mined.

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives
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Comment
No.

11

12

13

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 11

2.2.2.1, pg 11

2.2.2.1, pg 11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Bulk tailings are comprised
of relatively inert, non-acidgenerating fine-grained
ground waste rock that
remains after economic
minerals and pyritic
materials have been

1

In the grinding plant, it would
be reduced to the
consistency of very fine
sand. The next step is froth
flotation, in which the copper
and molybdenum minerals
are separated from the
remaining material to
produce concentrates… See
Figure 2-6 showing the
process flow diagram.

“Material would be
stockpiled within the pit
footprint, or in designated
stockpiles, as appropriate.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend revising the definitions
to remove the term “waste rock” so as
not to confuse tailings with waste rock
that is extracted during mining. For
example, the term “waste material” is
often used instead of waste rock since
tailings also contain process reagents

We recommend that the EIS state here
that water and chemicals (reagents)
are added during mineral processing
and refer to the table that provides the
list of reagents that would be used.
We recommend expanding Figure 2-6
to show points in the process where
water and reagents are added. In
addition, this figure shows that some
gold will be extracted by gravity
separation, but the text never mentions
this process, nor does it say how it will
be handled. We recommend that the
gold extracted in the gravity separation
process be accounted for in the
description of handling of products
leaving the mine site.

We recommend providing additional
detail regarding where mineralized
material would be stockpiled, as well
as showing the locations in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3 indicates stockpile locations
for overburden but does not show
mineralized material stockpile
locations.

We also recommend expanding the
scale of Fig 2-4 to encompass all
components shown in Fig 2-3 (e.g.,
Quarry B is not included in Fig 2-4).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 5

The footnote has been revised in Chapter
2-Alternatives.

Descriptions of water and chemical
(reagent) use and gold recovery and
shipment have been added to Chapter 2Alternatives. However, showing locations
for reagent addition in the flow sheet
would overcomplicate the figure and could
be confusing to the layperson reviewing
the EIS.

Mineralized material would, if needed
prior to completion of construction, be
temporarily stored within the open pit
footprint before going to the pyritic TSF or
mill as appropriate. The location of those
stockpiles in the pit would vary over time.
This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Comment
No.

14

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The TSFs would be
designed to meet or exceed
the standards of the updated
2017 Guidelines for
Cooperation with the Alaska
Dam Safety Program
(ADSP) prepared by the
Alaska Department of
Natural Resources (ADNR).

extracted through ore
processing at the mine site.
See also pyritic tailings.
Pyritic tailings are comprised
of potentially acid-generating
fine-grained ground waste
rock containing the naturally
occurring mineral pyrite.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Further information is necessary to
support this statement. We
recommend that the DEIS provide a
table that lists the ADSP standards
that are being referred to in this
sentence. For each standard that is
applicable to the project, the EIS
should provide information specific to
the bulk TSF, pyritic TSF, and water
management pond designs and
operations that clearly demonstrate
that they meet or exceed the state
ADSP standards.
In addition, given the size of the dams
and importance of downstream aquatic
resources, and for the bulk TSF,
centerline dam construction
methodology (which is not as stable as
downstream construction), we
recommend that: (1) a Failure Modes
Effect Analysis (FMEA) or other type of
formal risk assessment be conducted
for the dam designs; and (2) the Corps
require that the tailings dam designs
be independently reviewed per 33
CFR 325.1. FMEA/risk assessment
and independent review are

and water.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 6

It is important to note that the ADSP
document is a guideline, not a standard or
regulation or requirement. ADSP’s
governance is a dam safety statute
(Alaska Statute (AS) 46.17), and
regulation (Article 3, 11 Alaska
Administrative Code (AAC) 93). The
ADSP guideline also provides a choice of
recognized standards and procedures for
use in embankment design. The
guidelines lay out the process,
qualifications, level of detail for study,
modeling, and design, and expectations
for permitting dams vs. being a list of
standards. Therefore, there are no ADSP
standards to list. However, general design
criteria from page 38 of PLP’s December
2018 updated project description (PLP
2018d) has been added to Chapter 2Alternatives to address the need for
additional high level detail on design
requirements.
It is misleading to say that centerline
construction is not as stable as
downstream construction. Vick (1990)
states “the centerline raise method is a
compromise between the upstream and

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
recommended best practices from
both the Independent Expert
Engineering investigation and Review
Panel Report on Mount Polley Tailings
Storage Facility Breach (2014) and the
International Council on Mining and
Metals Review of Tailings
Management Guidelines and
Recommendations for Improvement
(Golder 2016) for evaluating safety
and stability of tailings dams.
Mitigation measures arising out of the
risk assessment and independent
reviews should be identified and
required of the final designs and
operating plans. We recommend that
the FMEA/risk assessment and
independent review occur now so that
the results can be disclosed in the
DEIS to support the Corps’ hard look,
as required by NEPA, at tailings dam
stability and safety.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 7

downstream methods in many aspects.
As a result, it shares to a degree the
respective advantages of the two methods
while mitigating their disadvantages.” EPA
(1994) rephrases this and adds the
following caution on downstream
construction: “A major disadvantage of
this method is the large volume of fill
material required to raise the dam.”
Information provided by PLP confirms that
centerline construction provides a similar
factor of safety as downstream and
reduces the TSF footprint. All Pebble
dams would need to be designed,
constructed and operated to at least the
current state-of- practice as outlined in the
ADSP guidelines, which also refer to
national guidelines.
An EIS-Phase FMEA workshop was held
on Oct. 24 and 25, 2018 in accordance
with risk assessment criteria. Reasonable
embankment failure scenarios were
developed. Associated volumes of release
were then modeled and analyzed for
impacts in the EIS. These are reported
under separate covers.
The current embankment designs are
conceptual-level and have been thirdparty reviewed by Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) as part of the NEPA phase FMEA
and EIS processes. Findings of these
processes will be in the EIS and need to
be considered in preliminary and detailed
designs. Such reviews and subsequent
mitigations have been conducted on TSF
embankments in Alaska for decades
before the cited 2015 (not 2014) and 2016

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives
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Comment
No.

15

16

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 14

2.2.2.1, pg 14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A basin underdrain system
would be constructed at
various locations throughout
the bulk TSF basin to
provide preferred drainage
paths for seepage flows.

The main embankment of
the bulk TSF would function
as a permeable structure to
maintain a depressed zone
of saturation in the
embankment, and tailings
mass in proximity to the
embankment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend describing whether
the underdrain system would be
designed to capture 100% of the TSF
seepage. We also recommend
providing a figure that shows the
number of underdrains and alignment
of the underdrain system below the
TSF. These details are necessary to
evaluate effectiveness of the system
and potential groundwater impacts.

We recommend that the EIS describe
how the main embankment would be
designed, constructed, and operated
to maintain both permeability and
stability. We also recommend that the
document discuss whether 100% of
the water flowing through the
embankment would be captured and
how it would be captured.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 8

This follows the response to Comment
#15 above. Additional information is in
PLP’s December 2018 updated project
description (PLP 2018d). The underdrains
need to be sized and designed to capture
100% of TSF seepage. But the underdrain
configurations, numbers and alignments
cannot be provided now because they
would be developed during preliminary
and detailed designs, per ADSP
guidelines, after the completion of more

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to describe how the main embankment
would be designed, constructed, and
operated to maintain both permeability
and stability, with the intent of capturing
100% of the water flowing through the
embankment. Additional discussion of
effects and uncertainties around the
effectiveness of the design are included in
Chapter 4, Sections 4.17-Groundwater
Hydrology and 4.18-Water and Sediment
Quality.

documents were written.
During detailed design and as the project
proceeds through the ADSP permit
process, PLP has stated that it will
engage an independent review panel.
Additionally, the State of Alaska is certain
to continue its practice of using
independent SMEs to review the
preliminary and detail designs, and to
require continuance of the independent
review panel during the construction of
the embankment raises and operations of
the TSFs.

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives
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Comment
No.

17

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The pyritic TSF would be a
fully lined facility.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the EIS describe
the type of liner that would be used
(material and thickness) as well as the
construction and waste rock and
tailings placement techniques that
would occur to ensure liner integrity.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 9

The EIS cannot describe the type,
thickness and surfaces of the liner to be
used because it is too early in the project
for PLP to have made these decisions.
It is important to understand that the
“liner” is not just the barrier part of the
“liner system.” Chapter 2-Alternatives has
been modified to describe how a liner
system consists of three parts: bedding
material, barrier (e.g., geomembrane),
and cover material. The barrier part of the
pyritic TSF liner system would be a
geomembrane. The geomembrane type
(HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE, PVC, Hypalon,
etc.), thickness (60 mil, 80 mil, etc.),
surfaces (smooth vs. textured), and
bedding and cover materials have been
discussed at conceptual levels, but
selections would be made during the
preliminary and detailed designs per the
ADSP guidelines and in accordance with
the latest published data on
geomembrane longevity in cold and wet
climates, and specific data on the
chemical compatibility of the different
geomembrane types with the pyritic
tailings and PAG waste rock.
Placement of the waste rock on the
geomembrane would be done in a similar
way as used in placing ore onto heap
leach pads that are widely used in the
mining industry, and in placing protective
rock over geomembranes worldwide in

detailed geotechnical and geological
investigations, and Quarry A
observations, as suggested in the
response to Comment #9.
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Comment
No.

18

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The south Bulk TSF
embankment would be
constructed using the
downstream construction
method to facilitate lining of
the upstream face

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend clarifying why this
particular embankment would be lined
and the others in the same TSF would
not be.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 10

This follows the response to Comment
#15 above. Chapter 2-Alternatives has
been modified to describe why the bulk
TSF south embankment would be lined
while the bulk TSF main embankment
would not be lined. An objective of the
bulk TSF is to operate the bulk TSF and
main embankment as a flow-through
facility for seepage control, and therefore
to line the south embankment to minimize
water seepage through the south
embankment. Hence the TSF basin and

landfills and TSFs. Placement specifics
and criteria would be in the installation
specifications, CQA/QC manual, and
Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
manual per the ADSP guidelines.
Placement specifics and criteria for future
embankment raises would also be
modified, if necessary, based on lessons
learned from experience gained on
previous raises.
A current generic plan is when the
geomembrane has been placed and
welded, it would be covered with a layer
of crushed material, specified to ensure
the particles would not penetrate the
geomembrane. The layer would be of
adequate thickness so that equipment
used to place it did not damage the
geomembrane. Another layer could then
be placed over the first layer if further
protection from run-of-mine waste rock is
needed. Specifics and criteria for future
ongoing placement would be modified, as
needed, based on lessons learned from
past and ongoing operations experience.
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Comment
No.

19

20

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 18

2.2.2.1, pg 18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

TSF embankments would be
constructed in stages
throughout the life of the
project, with each stage
providing the required
capacity until the next stage
is completed.

The embankments would be
constructed using select
borrow materials, and
include a liner bedding layer,
overlain by a liner, on the
upstream slope and over the
entire internal basin

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend adding a table or
figure that provides the rate of rise for
the TSF dams.

We recommend that the EIS clarify
whether the pyritic TSF will have a
drainage system under the liner.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 11

A table or figure showing the rate of rise is
not available and too premature to be
included in the EIS. At best it would very
approximate at this time because it would
need to be resolved during the preliminary
and detailed designs, and mine plan-ofoperations development with flexibility for
modifications during initial and ongoing
TSF operations. PLP currently estimates
that TSF embankment raises would need
to be completed on an annual or bi-annual
basis. The schedule would need to
consider construction logistics and
planning with other embankment raises,
other mine use of construction equipment,
and seasonal and climate considerations.
PLP showed a concept-level graphic in
the EIS-Phase FMEA workshop for the

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to describe that the pyritic TSF will have a
drainage system under the liner system.
The drainage system would consist of
underdrains to collect seepage or flow
under the liner system. The underdrains
would need to be sized and designed to
capture 100% of TSF seepage. But the
underdrain configurations, numbers and
alignments cannot be provided in the EIS,
because they would be developed during
preliminary and detailed designs per
ADSP guidelines and following additional
geotechnical and geological investigations
that would be completed in the pyritic TSF
site area.

main embankment would not be lined,
while the south embankment would be
lined.
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Comment
No.

21

22

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 1118

2.2.2.1, pg 18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on
description of tailings
management and TSFs

It would be a fully lined
facility and would be
constructed using quarried
rockfill materials. The
embankment would be
approximately

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

The discussion on tailings
management is missing several key
elements, which we recommend be

We recommend disclosing the type of
liner that would be used under the
water management pond.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 12

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to outline some key elements of the TSF
management, including the

As discussed in the response to Comment
#15 above, the EIS cannot describe the
type, thickness and surfaces of the liner to
be used because it is too early in the
project for PLP to have made these
decisions.
The barrier part of the main WMP
embankment and basin liner system is
currently planned to be a geomembrane.
However, the geomembrane type (HDPE,
LDPE, LLDPE, PVC, Hypalon, etc.),
thickness (60 mil, 80 mil, etc.), surfaces
(smooth vs. texture), exposure (alternately
inundated vs. not inundated), and bedding
and cover materials have been discussed
at conceptual levels, but selections would
need to be made during the preliminary
and detailed designs per ADSP
guidelines, and in accordance with the
latest published data on geomembrane
longevity in cold and wet climates, and
specific data on the chemical compatibility
of the different geomembrane types with
the water to be stored.
The final design will also have filter zones
in the embankment to prevent internal
erosion of the embankments as outlined
in the RFI 101 response.

2012 main embankment design including
the raise heights, but could not commit to
its accuracy for the current design, and
could not comment about the rates of rise
for the centerline raises.
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
added to the description, including: (1)
how dust and erosion of the TSF
buttresses and beaches will be
managed and mitigated; (2) the
stability, seepage, and environmental
monitoring that would occur to
determine whether the dams are
performing as designed, and actions
that would be taken if they are not; and
(3) the emergency action plans that
would be developed and how
notification would occur in the event of
an emergency.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 13

embankments. However, specific details
would be developed through the
embankment preliminary and detailed
design and construction preparation
processes, and State permit process,
specifically the ADNR Dam Safety permit
process and ADEC Integrated Waste
Management Plan approval.
Embankments would be constructed of
NPAG and non-ML rock. Therefore, runoff
from the embankments would not need to
be captured by the SCPs and could be
managed as storm water. Any runoff that
would enter the SCPs would become
contact water and would need to be
handled as such.
Tailings would be discharged from spigot
points along the TSF embankments and
around parts of the TSF perimeters.
Discharge points would be progressively
moved from one spigot to the next to
maintain a wetted surface and thereby
reduce the potential for dust generation.
Monitoring requirements and procedures
will be described in an O&M manual.
Emergency action plans will be described
in an Emergency Action Plan (EAP). The
O&M manual and EAP would be
submitted to ADNR for issuance of TSF
operations permits. A construction
completion report and revised O&M
manual and EAP would be provided to
ADNR after each starter dam and raise
would be completed for issuance of TSF
operations permits.
Seepage out of the TSFs would be
monitored using piezometers that would
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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be installed within the embankments and
between the embankment and SCPs, and
by monitoring wells located down-gradient
of the SCPs. The piezometers would be
used to monitor that the water levels
within the embankments are below the
levels needed to maintain embankment
safety and integrity. The maximum
allowed water levels (threshold levels)
would be revised for each O&M manual
update, and in accordance with the
required factors of safety based on
updated stability analyses.
If a process water or contact water
signature is detected in the monitoring
wells, the pump back wells located below
the SCP would be activated and the
seepage would be pumped back to the
appropriate SCP or main WMP.
Stability monitoring would be performed
by using data that would be obtained from
instrumentation that would be strategically
installed in the embankments, standard
survey control points, three-dimensional
LIDAR mapping, and similar techniques.
Any slumping that may be detected would
be mitigated by placing buttress material
as needed. Any other unusual
occurrences such as cracks, sinkholes,
new vegetation, wet areas, etc., would be
investigated and mitigated as necessary.
EAPs would be prepared for all site
embankments in accordance with ADSP
guidelines with the objectives of:
Protecting lives, property and environment
if an emergency condition develops at an
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Comment
No.

23

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 21

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table 2-2. Grinding Media,
Reagents, and
Miscellaneous Supplies

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend providing, in Table 22, the annual quantity of each of the
mineral processing reagents that
appear in Table 2-1 (e.g., as was done
in for fuel and ammonium nitrate). We
also note that “Grinding Media” does
not appear in Table 2-1 and

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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These tables were combined and moved
to Appendix K2. Estimates of annual
quantities are included.

embankment
Preparing mine owner, operator, and
emergency management personnel for
the emergency event, in advance
Detailing the actions and measures to be
taken by all parties responsible for
responding to an emergency
Facilitating the coordination and
cooperation of the various emergency
responders
Notifications would utilize techniques such
as:
Sirens to warn site personnel and any
recreation users that may be in the
immediate area
Telephone communications to appropriate
authorities in potentially affected
communities identified in the EAP
Public service bulletins via radio or other
means for more distal communities
Helicopters to fly over and along the
downstream reaches of the rivers
Further details would be developed
through the preliminary and detailed
design and State permit processes,
specifically the ADNR Dam Safety permit
process and ADEC Integrated Waste
Management Plan approval.
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Comment
No.

24

25

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 21

2.2.2.1, pg 21

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The project would develop a
comprehensive water
management plan that
strategically discharges
surplus treated water to
downgradient streams in a
manner that reduces the
effect of stream flow
fluctuations and minimizes
impacts to fish habitat.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the water
management plan referred to in the
text be included in the DEIS, and that
Cooperating Agencies have an
opportunity to review this plan prior to
public release of the DEIS, to allow for
evaluation of the effectiveness of the
stream flow reduction and fish habitat
impact minimization measures.
Understanding the effectiveness of
these measures is a key factor in
evaluating impacts to groundwater,
surface water, and aquatic resources.
In addition, we recommend that the
goal of water management be to

In the section for material
management and supply, lubricants
and diesel fuel are discussed as being
stored in secondary containment. We
recommend that the document also
discuss that multiple chemicals to be
used (at the main mine site for water
treatment plants and processing and
for the port WTP) also require
secondary containment (and some will
require freeze protection). It will be
important for agency decision makers
and the public to understand all of the
specific chemicals that will be stored
using secondary containment.

recommend that these materials be
listed in both tables.
In addition, please provide the
estimated quantities of chemicals that
would be used in the water treatment
plants.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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PLP has developed mine site
management plans for operations (Knight
Piésold 2018a) and closure (Knight
Piésold 2018d) to support the NEPA
analysis. These plans are available on the
project website and are now cited in
Chapter 2. The goal of the water
management would be to manage
discharges to minimize impacts to water
flow and quality, as well as to minimize
and mitigate impacts to fish habitat.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to clarify that secondary containment and
heated storage would be provided for
process and other reagents as
appropriate. Secondary containment is
further discussed in Section 4.27, Spill
Risks.
The supply chain would operate on a
year-round basis. Therefore, the storage
of large volumes of reagents for the winter
season would not be required, unlike for
the existing Red Dog Mine or the
proposed Donlin Gold Mine.
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Comment
No.

26

27

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 23

2.2.2.1, pg 22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Production Phase Water
Treatment

Prior to the operations
WTPs being brought on-line,
modular WTPs would be
used to treat contact water
that does not meet
discharge requirements.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend providing the following
additional information in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of water
treatment and discharge:
design capacity of the mine area
WTPs in comparison to expected and
reasonable worst-case flows;
additional detail regarding the “multiple
independent treatment trains”;
discharge (outfall) locations for each of
the WTPs; and
as mentioned in previous comments,

We recommend describing the water
treatment processes that would be
used prior to the operations plants
being brought on-line, similar to the
information disclosed regarding the
operations water treatment plants.

manage discharges to match the
natural flow regime as much as
possible, in addition to reducing the
effect of stream flow fluctuations.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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The Water Management section of
Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to summarize the WTP operations during
mine operations. Reference is made to
the Operations Water Management Plan
(Knight Piesold 2018a) and to RFI 106
response that includes an Operations
Phase Water Treatment Plant
Engineering memo (HDR 2019). Section
4.18, Water and Sediment Quality, and
Appendix K4.18 provide discussion of the
planned water treatment process,
including design capacity, scalability of

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to clarify modular construction WTPs
would be operational at the mine site prior
to the start of earthworks and would
remain operational until the open pit and
operations WTPs (WTP#1 and WTP#2)
are commissioned. If required, it is
anticipated that the treatment would need
to address pH and elevated levels of
dissolved metals. Treatment would utilize
a high-density sludge (HDS) process with
additional polishing steps if required.
Treated water from the construction WTP
would be discharged to the NFK drainage.
Additional detail would be developed
through the preliminary and detailed
designs per the ADSP guidelines and in
support of the State permitting
requirements.
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Comment
No.

28

29

30

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 24

2.2.2.1, pg 24

2.2.2.1, pg 23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Closure/Post-Closure Phase
Water Management Plan

The pyritic TSF and
associated seepage
collection ponds would be
reclaimed, and surface
water runoff from the area
discharged to the
downstream environment.
The main WMP would be
reclaimed, and surface
water runoff from the area
discharged to the
downstream environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend providing the following
additional information related to
closure/post-closure water treatment:

There is no discussion of waste tire
disposal during operations, which are
notably mentioned on page 2-2 (2-19)
as a primary material. We suggest that
the discussion in the Updated Project
Plan be added here as well for clarity.
The Updated Project Description
discusses used or damaged parts
(Section 3.7 on PDF page 52) as
“Used tires and rubber products will be
reused to the extent practicable.
Additional used tires, along with other
damaged parts and worn pipes, will be
packaged and back-loaded into empty
containers for shipment and disposal
off site.”

We recommend that the following be
added to these two requirements:
“once the runoff has been
demonstrated to meet water quality
criteria.”
A similar statement is found on the
next page as a requirement prior to
discharge from the reclaimed bulk TSF

more information on the discharge
timing (seasonal or year-around;
specifically, how flows will be
distributed among the outfalls).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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The Water Management section of
Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to summarize the WTP operations during

The discussion of waste tire disposal from
PLP’s December 2018 updated project
description has been added to Chapter 2Alternatives as suggested.

Edit made to Chapter 2-Alternatives as
suggested.

multiple treatment trains, outfall locations,
and discharge strategy.
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Comment
No.

31

32

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 2123

2.2.2.1, pg 24

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on water
management description

“Water quality would be
closely monitored, and
changes and adjustments to
the treatment process would
be made as needed.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend providing the following
additional information related to water
management:
Surface water diversions are cited as
key BMPs to minimize contact water.
Provide figures that show where the
surface water diversions will be

PAGE | 19

Water diversion information is provided in
Chapter 2 for operations and closure and
is based on water diversion alignments
described in the Operations Water
Management Plan (Knight Piesold 2018a)
and Closure Water Management Plan
(Knight Piesold 2018b). Detailed

The WTP would be constructed with
instrumentation to monitor parameters of
the influent and effluent water. In addition,
the effluent would be sampled at regular
intervals. WTP operators would evaluate
these data and adjustments would be
made to ensure that water discharge
criteria stipulated in State permits are met.
Specific details on compliance monitoring
and a detailed monitoring plan would be
developed during the State permitting
process. This has been clarified in
Chapter 2-Alternatives.

closure and post-closure, including
addressing the planned water treatment
process, including design capacity, sludge
disposal and outfall locations. Reference
is made to the Closure Water
Management Plan (Knight Piesold 2018a)
and to the response to RFI 106 that
includes a Mine Closure Water Treatment
Plant Engineering memo (HDR 2019).
WTP#2, and WTP#3/SCP WTP would be
operated in coordination with the storage
volumes in the Open Pit and SCP.
Chemical quantities would be estimated
during the preliminary and detailed mine
designs, and finalized during final closure
designs.

Describe the type of water treatment
that would occur at closure, as was
done for the operations Water
Treatment Plants;
Closure WTP design capacity in
comparison to predicted flows;
Estimated quantities of WTP
chemicals needed during closure;
Discuss where WTP sludge would be
disposed and estimated sludge
quantities produced annually; and
Describe closure WTP outfall
location(s) and whether discharges
would occur year-around, seasonally,
or otherwise be timed.
We recommend expanding on this
point to explain how water quality will
be monitored (how often, by whom)
and how adjustments will be made.

Response

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
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Comment
No.

33

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Inert mine site materials,
such as geomembrane
material, piping, and pumps,
would be drained and
cleaned, as appropriate, and
placed into a facility that
would be permitted within
the submerged waste rock
dump in the pit or within the
footprint of the reclaimed

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

In Section 6.1 (PDF page 77-78) of the
Updated Project Description, there is
discussion of disposal of inert
materials from dismantling and
removal of site mine features during
physical reclamation being “disposed
of in an on-site monofill that will be
sited within the disturbed footprint,
while others will be shipped off site for
disposal as appropriate.”

located in relation to the mine site
layout during construction, operations,
and closure.
Describe the location of each treated
water APDES outfall and describe the
outfall structure/diffuser.
WTP sludges and residuals will be
disposed in the pyritic tailings TSF.
Discuss how much WTP sludge will be
generated and how it will be disposed.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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Chapter 2-Alternatives has been updated
to clarify the disposal plan for closure. At
closure, inert mine site materials, such as
geomembrane material, piping, and
pumps, would be drained and cleaned, as
appropriate, and either: 1) placed into the
open pit with the PAG waste rock; or 2)
disposed of in an on-site monofill that
would be sited in the disturbed footprint of
the mine site. Material that has residual
value or is not suitable for on-site disposal

information on construction storm water
management would be developed during
the preliminary and detailed designs per
the ADSP guidelines.
Locations of each treated water APDES
outfall are provided in the water
management plan, HDR (August 17,
2018) report, R2 Resource Consultants
(September 5, 2018) report, and Project
Description (December 2018). The outfall
concepts are described in the Knight
Piesold (September 28, 2018) report, and
will be finalized during the preliminary and
final designs. In the Draft EIS, WTP
discharge locations are depicted in
Chapter 2, Alternatives, Figure 2-3;
Section 4.16, Surface Water Quality,
Figure 4.16-1; and Section 4.18, Water
and Sediment Quality, Figure 4.18-1.
Specific water treatment processes,
including reject/sludge generation are
discussed in Appendix K4.18. Sludge
would be transferred to the pyritic TSF
during operations, and ultimately placed in
the open pit for subaqueous disposal
during closure.
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Comment
No.

34

35

36

37

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

Figure 2-11

Figure 2-11

Figure 2-10
and Figure 211

2.2.2.1, pg 25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Waste sludge to tailings
storage facility”

“habitat conditioning”

Reclamation and closure of
the project falls under the
jurisdiction of the ADNR
Division of Mining, Land,
and Water, and the Alaska
Department of
Environmental
Conservation.

pyritic tailings facility.”
“Material that has residual
value or is not suitable for
onsite disposal would be
hauled offsite for disposal
(PLP 2018-RFI 055a).”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that it would be helpful
to the reader if the line between the
RO unit and the biological reactor was
red instead of blue, to indicate that it is
the RO reject being treated. We note
that this is not described in the text of
the chapter (but is in the Updated
Project Description).

We recommend clarifying whether this
is the pyritic TSF or the bulk TSF.

This term is not defined or explained in
the text. We recommend that the EIS
describe what it involves.

The list of permits and approvals in
Appendix N (Table 7-1) does not
appear to include reclamation and
closure. We recommend that the
required permits and approvals for
reclamation and closure be added to
the table.

The Updated Project Description does
not mention any disposal of these
types of waste materials into the pit,
but it is presented in RFI 055a. The
RFI is dated prior to the Updated
Project Description file.
We suggest clarifying what materials
would be disposed of in the pit at
closure that could influence how the
water is treated prior to release after
closure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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This figure (Draft EIS Figure 2-12) has
been revised as suggested.

The revised figure clarifies that waste
sludge will be disposed in the pyritic TSF.

Habitat conditioning means the
adjustment of a parameter such as
temperature and dissolved oxygen if
required. This has been defined in the
WTP process schematic figures.

PLP’s December 2018 updated project
description has the reclamation and
closure components in Table 7-1. This
updated project description will be
included as Appendix N of the EIS.

would be hauled off site for disposal (PLP
2018-RFI 055a).
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Comment
No.

38

39

40

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 2528

Pg 28

Figures 2-10
and 2-11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on mine
site reclamation and closure

“Once the level of the pit
lake has risen to about 890
feet in elevation, water
would be pumped from the
pit, treated as required, and
discharged to the
environment.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the following
additional information be provided.
This information is typically included in
mining EISs since reclamation and
closure activities should be described
in a sufficient level of detail to predict
long-term environmental impacts:
As discussed above, provide more
details on closure water treatment
(WTP process flowsheet, estimated
design flow, discharge outfall location
and discharge timing, WTP sludge
management);

We recommend that the EIS discuss
the treatment steps for this process.
We also recommend including a
discussion of how the pit water would
be managed to minimize its anticipated
acidity and metal/metalloid load, which
would minimize long-term treatment
requirements.

We recommend explaining in the EIS
why the rejects from the RO are being
treated differently at the two treatment
plants, and how reject will be treated at
the port.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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1) Details on WTP process flowsheets,
estimated design flows, discharge outfall
locations, discharge timing, and sludge
management are provided in the
Operations Water Management Plan
(Knight Piesold 2018a) and the RFI-106
response that includes an Operations
Phase Water Treatment Plant
Engineering memo (HDR 2019).
2) The closure plan would be developed
to meet or exceed the requirements of 11
AAC 97. The objectives of the plan would
be to:

Pit water would be managed to promote
stratification to minimize long term water
treatment requirements. RFI-021c
addresses pit lake water quality. Water
treatment processes are discussed in
Appendix K4.18.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to describe that the rejects from the openpit WTP and the main WTP would be
treated differently because the water
quality going to the WTPs would be
different so that different water treatments
would be required.
The port WTP is discussed under the
subsection for the port. Reject and/or
WTP solids from the port site would either
be trucked to the mine site for disposal in
the pyritic TSF or shipped offsite to a
disposal facility. See RFI-087. This has
been clarified in Chapter 2-Alternatives.
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
List reclamation standards and
objectives and describe the monitoring
that would occur to demonstrate that
objectives are met;
Provide a reclamation schedule that
describes when key reclamation
actions would occur (e.g., timing for
physical reclamation, tailings
consolidation, pit filling, and discharge,
etc.); and
Most jurisdictions require a temporary
closure plan that describe actions that
would occur in the event the mine
ceases operations prior to completion
of mining. A temporary closure plan
should be provided that describes how
mine facilities would be closed in the
event of pre-mature or temporary
closure. This is particularly relevant for
the TSFs, open pit, and for water
management.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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Provide for long term public safety at the
mine site.
Address post closure land use and
development objectives established in
consultation with landowners and
residents.
Stabilize and protect surficial soil
materials from water and wind erosion.
Stabilize steep slopes to provide rounded
landforms and suitable seedbeds.
Establish a productive vegetative
community that addresses post mining
land use and visual resources.
Manage water to reduce contact with the
disturbed areas and effectively manage
and treat pit lake water.
Minimize post closure impacts to
downstream flows and habitat.
Monitoring of the mine site would continue
through the physical closure and on into
the post-closure period. This would
include monitoring the reestablishment of
vegetation in reclaimed areas, stability of
any remaining embankments, and sitewide ground and surface water quality.
Further detail would be developed in
support of State permitting and the
Reclamation Plan Approval requirements.
3) A reclamation schedule that describes
when key reclamation actions would occur
(e.g., timing for physical reclamation,
tailings consolidation, pit filling, and
discharge, etc.) is provided in the Closure
Water Management Plan (Knight Piesold,
2018a). Appendix K2 presents a summary
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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and schedule of the four project phases
used to describe the project and assess
impacts throughout the EIS (e.g.,
construction, operations, closure, and
post-closure).
4) In the event of temporary closure, the
open pit, mill, TSFs, and other productionrelated facilities would be placed in care
and maintenance. Water treatment and
storm water management activities would
continue through the temporary closure.
Care and maintenance staff would
continue all required monitoring and
reporting activities. In the event of full
premature closure, the basic steps would
be the same as those outlined for the
ultimate closure as detailed in the Closure
Water Management Plan. Modifications
might be required to address the process
requirements for the long term water
treatment from the pit. The pit lake would
be maintained below the control level, but
stratification would be dependent on the
pit depth. Management of the surface
runoff from the bulk TSF would be
dependent on the elevation of the tailings
surface. However, these should not
significantly impact the long term closure
plan.
A temporary closure plan would be
required as part of the preliminary and
detailed design per ADSP guidelines. All
design, construction and operations
activities would need to be integrated with
the closure requirements. Further detail
would need to be developed in support of
State permitting and the Reclamation Plan
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Comment
No.

41

42

43

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1

2.2.2.2, pg 29

2.2.2.1, pg 29

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on
description of Alternative 1 quarries

“…whether the streams are
fish-bearing….88 culverts; of
these, 35 are designated as
fish passage culverts.”

Financial Assurance

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

The description of the mine site does
not discuss the quarries. We
recommend that this information be
added to section 2.2.2.1, similar to
what was included for the material
sites along the transportation corridor.
Please provide the estimated size of
the quarries (acres and depth), the
amount of material that would be
mined, testing that would occur,
location of where the material will be
placed, and how the quarries would be
closed.

We recommend that the EIS clarify
whether this means any fish, or
anadromous fish specifically, and
provide data to support this statement.
We note that only 35 of 88 crossed
streams having fish seems very low.

As discussed in our scoping
comments, we recommend that the
DEIS disclose the estimated financial
assurance amount. This information is
necessary to assess the effectiveness
of reclamation and closure activities,
which is critical to the assessment of
environmental consequences of the
project at and beyond closure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 25

A new section has been added to Chapter
2-Alternatives with information on mine
site material sources.
Preliminary testing of quarried material
with 6 boreholes was completed in 2018
and confirmed suitability of the material.
As the material is quarried, its suitability
would be confirmed by visual inspection,
bench mapping, and blast hole testing.
Quarry closure would have the same
objectives and meet the requirements
outlined in the response to EPA Comment
40 above.
Detailed reclamation plans would be

This section in Chapter 2 has been
revised to focus on what the applicant is
proposing for crossing structures only.
Information on waterbodies and fish
presence is detailed in other sections of
the EIS.

Chapter 2-Alternatives does not disclose
the estimated financial assurance amount.
The estimated financial assurance
amount will be developed in support of
State permitting and the Reclamation Plan
Approval and Closure Cost Estimate and
bonding.
The effectiveness of the mine plan is not
defined by how much it costs but by how
the issues are understood and addressed.
The estimated financial assurance
amount is a function of the plan, the plan
is not a function of the cost estimate.

Approval requirements, and Closure Cost
Estimate and bonding requirements.
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Comment
No.

44

45

46

47

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

Table 2-3, pg
46

2.2.2.2, pg 38

2.2.2.2

2.2.2.2, pg 38

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Bilge water would be
pumped through oil/water
separation equipment
installed on the vessel, and
then discharged back to
Iliamna Lake.

A custom-designed ferry
would transit Iliamna Lake
between the north and south
ferry terminals, carrying
inbound supplies from
Amakdedori port to the mine
site, and returning with
copper-gold and
molybdenum concentrates,
backhauled waste, and
empty shipping containers.

Culverts at streams with fish
would be designed and
sized for fish passage in
accordance with ADOT&PF
and Alaska Department of
Fish and Game (ADF&G)
standards.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend clarifying whether
material usage for the Kokhanok spur
road is included in the material site
quantities estimates for the port
access road or provide a separate
listing in the table as was done for the

The ferry would require coverage
under EPA’s Vessel General Permit for
discharges such as bilge water. Please
see
https://www.epa.gov/npdes/vesselsvgp
for the current requirements for various
sized vessels.

We recommend that the document
describe the method of personnel
transport to and from the site.

We recommend that the EIS include a
discussion or table that lists the
specific standards referred to in this
sentence.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 26

Appendix K2 provides detailed information
on material sites for each alternative. A
separate table is included for the
Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Variant.

This has been added to Appendix E –
Laws, Permits, Approvals, and
Consultations Required.

A discussion of personnel transport, as
described in RFI 027, has been added to
Chapter 2-Alternatives.

These are typical standards that are
widely available. This detail is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.

developed as part of State permitting.
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Comment
No.

48

49

50

51

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.2, pg 48

2.2.2.2, pg 47

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“These camps would remain
in place until the natural gas

All water extraction tables

Water Extraction Sites
section

All material site tables

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the EIS include
an estimate for how long these camps

We recommend adding supporting
information that discusses how the
water withdrawals would impact
downstream receiving water quality
and quantity, if any impacts are
anticipated, and discusses the
identification process used to avoid
and minimize water quality and
quantity issues resulting from the
withdrawals.

We recommend that the document
include information on where the water
extraction sites are located (e.g., show
on maps as done with material sites,
or list drainages/specific water bodies
in table).

We recommend adding supporting
information that discusses the
methodology for choosing the sites for
material source, including: location
within the landscape, type and amount
of wetland impacts, and individual
location analysis for avoidance and
minimization of impacts.

Iliamna spur road.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 27

The camps would remain in place to
support construction as outlined in the

This comment appears to be specific to
Chapter 4-Environmental Consequences)
physical science sections. Physical
science impacts are discussed in Chapter
4 physical science sections.
All water withdrawals would be done in
compliance with ROW lease, water use
authorization, and Title 16 fish habitat
permit requirements that specifically
address requirements to avoid and
minimize impacts to water quality,
quantity, and fish habitat.

Appendix K2 provides detailed information
and figures showing water extraction sites
for each alternative.

Material source sites were located as
follows:
1) Minimize placement of material sites in
WOUS, including wetlands.
2) Avoid sites of known environmental or
cultural significance.
3) To optimize haul distances to locations
where they would be utilized along the
road corridor.
4) Suitability of the material for the
required purpose – rock, gravel, etc.
This information was added to Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Comment
No.

52

53

54

55

56

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.4, pg 60

2.2.2.3, pg 60

2.2.2.3, pg 60

2.2.2.3, pg 58

2.2.2.3, pg 58

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Natural Gas Pipeline

The treated water would be
suitable for discharge.

Port WTP

The empty containers would
be cleaned of any residue
on the outside while at the
port, and then returned to
the laydown pad

We recommend clarifying whether the
pipeline will be a common carrier and
whether the four nearby villages have
the ability to transport gas for their own

Please clarify that any discharge
needs to be authorized by an APDES
permit.

We recommend describing the WTP
design capacity as compared to
expected flows and describe the
location of the WTP discharge outfall.

We recommend clarifying how this will
be accomplished and if there is
potential for contaminated wash water
to be discharged.

We recommend clarifying that ferry
transport will also be needed to get
concentrate to the port.

would be in place, and the number of
people they would be supporting.

line construction is
complete.”

“Copper-gold concentrate
would be transported from
the mine site to Amakdedori
port by truck…”

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
Response

PAGE | 28

As required for the granting of both a
State and Federal ROW, the pipeline
would be open access, more specifically a
contract carrier. PLP has committed to
providing community access to the gas

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been edited to
clarify that any discharge needs to be
authorized by an APDES permit.

The current estimate for the capacity of
the Amakdedori Port WTP is 100 gpm.
The WTP capacity would be finalized
during the preliminary detailed designs
and in support of State permitting. Treated
water would be released from a discharge
point located at the end of the dock facility
(RFI 087). This information has been
added to Chapter 2.

The containers would be washed inside a
closed building. The wash water would be
recycled or, when needed, treated and
released. There would be no direct
discharge of wash water. Solids collected
during the washing process would be
returned to the mine site for disposal in
the pyritic TSF. This has been clarified in
Chapter 2-Alternatives.

This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives as recommended.

construction schedule (RFI 037). This has
been clarified in Chapter 2-Alternatives.
Camp size details would be developed
during preliminary and detail design and
in support of State permit requirements.
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Comment
No.

57

58

59

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.4, pg 60

2.2.2.4, pg 60

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on
description of Alternative 1 monitoring

The pipeline would come
ashore at Amakdedori port,

Natural gas pipeline
description

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

The description of Alternative 1
mentions monitoring in several
locations but does not provide any
details. A monitoring plan is typically
provided as part of a mine plan of
operations to support EIS development
and described in Chapter 2 of the EIS
(since it is part of the project
description). We recommend that a
monitoring plan be included in the
Alternative 1 description or provided in
an appendix. The monitoring plan
should include a sufficient level of
detail to demonstrate that it can
measure environmental effects and

We recommend clarifying whether
horizontal directional drilling would be
utilized for the pipeline to come
onshore at the port. If HDD would not
be used, we recommend discussing
how it will be ensured that the pipeline
would not be a navigational hazard to
vessels using the port.

The description says the pipeline will
be laid on the seafloor crossing the
Inlet but also states that the pipeline
crossing Iliamna Lake will be buried
similar to Cook Inlet Crossing. Please
provide clarification and additional
detail regarding the method of pipeline
installation for crossing of Cook Inlet
and Iliamna Lake.

use through the line.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 29

Specific details on compliance monitoring
and a detailed monitoring plan(s) will be
developed during the State permitting
process. For impact analysis, monitoring
that would be required by standard permit
conditions or BMPs such as groundwater
monitoring around TSFs, blockage of
culverts, erosion, and effluent water
quality have been considered when
assessing impacts in Chapter 4Environmental Consequences.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been edited to
specify that HDD or trenching would be
used where the pipeline comes ashore at
the port. PLP would determine if the port
shore approach uses HDD or trenching
following further field work in 2019. The
pipeline would not be laid on the surface
in shallow water where it would present a
navigation hazard.

The pipeline would either be partially
trenched, trenched, or placed on the
surface and protected by alternate means
depending on conditions such as water
depth and sea/lake bed. This has been
clarified in Chapter 2-Alternatives.
Additional details will be available in
support of ROW and CWA Section 404
permitting following the completion of
marine surveys in 2019.

line. This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Comment
No.

60

61

62

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.6, pg 68

2.2.2.5, pg 66

2.2.2.5, pg 66

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“A total of 8 waterbodies
would be crossed.”

“Concentrate would be
stored at the port site during
the winter months.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Please clarify if this refers to streams
only, or if this also considers other
waterbodies (ponds, wetlands).

Please clarify if this variant would also
require increased storage of other
supplies during winter months (e.g.,
fuel).

It is not clear why concentrate would
need to be stored at the port site.
Please explain/clarify this in the EIS.

trends. In addition, the monitoring plan
should have an adaptive management
component and describe changes that
would be made to the project design or
operations should impacts be different
than predicted or if standards are
exceeded. The monitoring plan should
describe the process and
environmental monitoring that would
occur during construction, operations,
and closure for all project components
and include monitoring locations,
parameters, frequency, and objectives.
Please see our scoping comments
related to monitoring.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 30

The total number of waterbody crossings
has been removed from Chapter 2Alternatives. This information is more
appropriate in Chapter 3-Affected
Environment and Chapter 4Environmental Consequences.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been edited to
clarify that the winter supply of fuel and
reagents would need to be stored at the
site.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to describe that concentrate would need
to be stored at the port site in winter. This
is because although all the concentrate
would be shipped to the port site during
the summer months, it would be lightered
out to the bulk carriers and shipped to
market on a year round basis, so a winter
supply of concentrate to be shipped would
need to be stored at the port by the end of
the previous summer. .
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Comment
No.

63

64

65

66

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.3.5, pg 95

2.2.3.5, pg 95

2.2.3.3, pg 88

2.2.3, pg 73

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“…storage of concentrate
would be needed during the
winter months…”

Any remaining dredged
material and any material
from maintenance dredging
would be disposed of onshore in a bermed facility on
uplands west of the dock
site

Action Alternative 2 – North
Road and Ferry

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the EIS clarify if
this variant would also require
increased storage of other supplies

It is not clear why concentrate would
need to be stored along the
transportation corridor. Please clarify.

We recommend that this section also
describe the APDES and any other
permits that would be required for the
discharge of the drainage from the onshore dredge pile.

We recommend that the title of this
alternative be revised to include
mention of the downstream TSF, so
that it is clear to agency decision
makers and the public that the road
and ferry are not the only changes that
distinguish this alternative from
Alternative 1.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 31

This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.

As with the Alternative 1 Summer-Only
Ferry Operations Variant, concentrate
would need to be stored at or near the
port site in winter so that it can be
lightered out to the bulk carriers and
shipped to market on a year round basis.
Because there is limited space at the
Alternative 2 Diamond Point port, the
concentrate would be stored in a laydown
area along the Williamsport-Pile Bay
Road. This has been clarified in Chapter
2.

Sampling and testing would be performed
during preliminary and detailed design (if
this alternative is selected) to establish
what treatment, if any, would be required.
The drainage would be discharged to
marine waters and would likely be treated
as storm water, unless sampling indicates
that treatment will be required. Chapter 2
has been edited to clarify that this
discharge would be permitted and treated,
as required to all meet applicable state
and federal regulations.

The alternative name was changed to:
Action Alternative 2 – North Road and
Ferry with Downstream Dams.
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Comment
No.

67

68

69

70

71

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.3

2.2.4.2, pg 109

2.2.4.2, pg 105

2.2.4.5, pg 104

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Alternatives Eliminated from
Further Consideration –
Request that additional

General

The water quality
characteristics of the slurry
filtrate water and port area
stormwater streams are
expected to exceed
discharge criteria for pH and
metals concentrations to
marine waters.

Manual isolation and drain
valves would be spaced at
intervals no greater than 20
miles apart

Alternative 3 – Concentrate
Pipeline Variant

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

This section refers to Appendix B for
the rationale for dismissal of options.
The EPA reviewed a draft Appendix B

For all of the alternatives, we
recommend including maps of the
water extraction sites.

We recommend that the requirements
of 40 CFR 440 Subpart J be discussed
in the EIS when putting forth this
alternative. The slurry filtrate water is
process water under these regulations,
and as such, it cannot be discharged
except under certain circumstances
where process water is comingled with
wastewater that is allowed to be
discharged and only that allowable
volume can be authorized.

It is unclear why manual isolation
valves would be used for the
concentrate pipeline, rather than
automatic valves as would be used for
the fuel lines. We are concerned that
the longer response time associated
with manual valves could lead to larger
spills of concentrate or process water.
Please provide additional detail on the
isolation valves that would be used
and the ability for timely response to a
potential spill event.

We recommend that the description of
this variant specifically disclose the
reduction of truck traffic with use of the
pipeline (number of truck as compared
to Alternative 1).

during winter months (e.g., fuel).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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The dry stack and bulk TSF liner options
were discussed in more detail with EPA

Appendix K2 provides detailed information
and figures showing water extraction sites
for each Alternative.

Reference to EPA’s Clean Water Act New
Source Performance Standards Effluent
Limitation Guidelines (ELGs) and RFI 066
were added to Chapter 2-Alternatives.

Regulations do not specify a requirement
for automated or manual valves.
However, use of automatic valves has
been added to Appendix M for evaluation
as a mitigation measure.

This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
alternatives be considered

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
in September 2018 and submitted
comments to the Corps on October 3,
2018. We also submitted follow-up
comments related to the dry stack
tailings option on October 24, 2018.
We have not seen a revised version of
Appendix B or a response to the
comments that we have previously
submitted. We participated in the
October 24, 2018 Cooperating Agency
meeting where the Corps and AECOM
presented the alternatives proposed to
be carried forward for detailed analysis
in the EIS. However, the meeting did
not include a substantive discussion
of, or response to, comments that had
been submitted. At the end of the
Cooperating Agency meeting, we
requested a follow-up meeting with the
Corps and AECOM technical experts
to discuss our outstanding concerns
related to several of the tailings
options. The meeting has yet to be
scheduled.
Based on the information presented in
Section 2.3, and without a revised
version of Appendix B that is
responsive to our comments, we
continue to have significant concerns
about several aspects of the
alternatives screening and range of
mine site layout and tailings
alternatives. For example:
Mine site layout and TSF location
alternatives - See our October 3, 2018
comments requesting additional
discussion in the EIS to support the

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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on November 28, 2018.
RFI 069 and RFI 098 evaluate the 35 TSF
locations. USACE has evaluated these
options and discussed in the revised
Appendix B.
The dry stack option is evaluated and
eliminated in Appendix B, and EPA has
agreed with its elimination.
Additional evaluation of the lined bulk TSF
option was conducted by AECOM and
additionally, PLP provided a memo
explaining why they proposed an unlined
facility. USACE has considered EPA and
PLP documentation on the lined bulk TSF
option and has decided to eliminate it
from detailed consideration in the EIS. It is
documented in Appendix B.
The outfall locations are evaluated as
potential mitigation measures (see
Appendix M).
An additional throughput scenario of
115,000 tons per day was considered as
requested in this comment.
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
basis for the proposed mine site layout
design and lack of alternatives related
to the mine site layout. This is
particularly relevant for TSF siting
options since Appendix N states that
PLP considered more than 35 tailings
disposal sites, yet Table 2-21 identified
only one possible alternative location
for the pyritic TSF. We again request
that the Corps evaluate the TSF
locations previously considered by
PLP against the smaller mine plan –
we recommend listing these locations
in Appendix B (and showing them on
maps) and assessing whether and
which of the 35 alternative locations
are reasonable and could result in
reduced impacts. This information
would better support the Corps’ hard
look at alternative TSF locations as
required by NEPA.
Dry stack tailings alternative (TSF-004)
– Please see our October 24, 2018
comments on AECOM’s analysis of
the dry stack option. Absent a revised
analysis of the dry stack option that is
responsive to our comments, we
continue to recommend that this option
be considered as an alternative in the
DEIS for the reasons discussed
previously.
TSF liner (TSF-015) – Please see our
October 3, 2018 comments related to
the bulk TSF liner option. We continue
to recommend that a liner option be
considered as an alternative for the
bulk TSF as we have not been

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
convinced that the TSF dam and
impoundment could not be engineered
accordingly. We understand that
including a liner may result in the need
for a revised (water-retaining)
embankment design. Seepage from
the bulk TSF is predicted to exceed
water quality standards for some
parameters. The proposed action
requires long-term post-closure
collection and treatment of seepage
from the bulk TSF. No alternatives are
proposed to minimize seepage or
reliance on long-term management of
seepage. No information has been
provided to demonstrate that the
proposed seepage control system for
the TSF would collect all of the
seepage, which could otherwise
impact groundwater. Due to the
potential for long-term groundwater
impacts from uncollected seepage and
the desire to reduce reliance on long
term water management and treatment
of TSF seepage, we continue to
recommend that a liner be included.
The Corps recently permitted the
placement of a liner for the Donlin
Gold Mine TSF, which is of similar
size.
Effluent outfall locations - It is not clear
from the proposed project description
that the outfall locations have been
optimized to minimize impacts of
dewatering. In fact, the project
description does not describe the
timing or quantities of water that would
be discharged at each outfall.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
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Comment
No.

72

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.3, pg 114

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Others were not carried
forward as options because
they were more properly

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

The text of this section states that
some of the options were carried
forward as mitigating measures.

Therefore, we continue to recommend
that this information be provided and
that alternative outfall locations be
assessed. See our October 3, 2018
comments.
Throughput scenarios - Only one
option smaller than the proposed
throughput of 180,000 tons per day
was considered, and it was dismissed
as not reasonable because it would
not provide a reasonable return on
investment. We recommend that mine
sizes between 50,000 tpd and 180,000
tpd be assessed to determine if there
are other smaller mine throughputs
that could still be practicable while also
resulting in reduced impacts. In
addition, where indicators such as
“positive net present value” or
“reasonable return on investment” are
being used to screen out alternatives,
we recommend that this same
information be provided for the
proposed action. We also recommend
providing more information that
defines: (1) the thresholds for positive
net present value and reasonable
return on investment; (2) the net
present value and return on
investment for the proposed action;
and (3) the estimated net present
value and return on investment for
options that are eliminated based on
these factors.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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This section has been revised and the
requested change is no longer applicable.
The tables in this section were deleted
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
characterized as potential
mitigating measures.
Mitigation measures are
addressed in Chapter 5,
Mitigation.
and
Tables 2-12 through 2-23,
Options Eliminated from
Further Consideration

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
However, the tables do not identify that
any of the options were carried
forward. We recommend that the
option descriptions be revised for
those options that were carried forward
as either mitigating measures or
RFFAs (LAY-006).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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because all of the information is contained
in Appendix B. A summary of the options
eliminated are discussed in Chapter 2Alternatives with a reference to Appendix
B for details. Mitigation is addressed in
Chapter 5-Mitigation and Appendix M.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 5.1.1,
Pg 5-1

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“NEPA requires federal agencies
to consider appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid or minimize
specific impacts”

General comment on Table 5-2

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend revising this statement
to clarify that NEPA’s definition of
mitigation includes measures to rectify,
reduce and/or compensate for adverse
impacts in addition to avoidance and
minimization measures (40 CFR
1508.20; 40 CFR 1502.14). Our
recommended text is as follows:
“NEPA requires federal agencies to
consider appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid, minimize, rectify,

In addition to listing the impacted
resource(s) addressed and providing a
description of the proposed mitigation,
we recommend that the table: (1)
briefly explain the potential impact that
would be mitigated by the proposed
measures; (2) describe how effective
the mitigation measure would be at
mitigating the impact; (3) provide a
reference to the EIS section or other
document (e.g., permit application,
PLP plan, etc.) that includes the
detailed description of the mitigation
measure); and (4) disclose whether
the mitigation would be required by a
particular permit or approval (and
identify the specific permit/approval
and agency). This information is
commonly included in mitigation tables
in EISs and will provide additional
clarity and make it easier to assess the
effectiveness of the measures in
reducing impacts. Section 5.2.3
implies that effectiveness would be
addressed later, but it is not clear how
impacts can be determined without a
current assessment of effectiveness.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Edited text as suggested.

PAGE | 1

A new column was added to Table
5-2 describing the impact that would
be mitigated by PLP’s proposed
measure.
USACE does not believe it would be
particularly useful to make a
qualitative judgment on the
effectiveness of each measure, as
many of the measures proposed by
PLP are standard measures that are
known to be effective.
Table 5-2 lists the Applicant’s
proposed mitigation measures to
avoid and minimize impacts, as
provided to USACE.
The measures in Table 5-2 would
not specifically be incorporated into
permits or approvals because they
are part of the applicant's proposed
project. If a permit were to be
issued, PLP would be required to
implement these measures as part
of their project design.
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Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 5.1.3,
Pg 5-2

Table 5-1

Table 5-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

However, to ensure that
environmental effects of a
proposed action are fairly
assessed, the probability of
mitigation measures being
implemented must also be
discussed. Thus, the EIS and

Compensating for an impact by
replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments is one
way an agency can use
mitigation to reduce
environmental impacts
associated with proposed
projects (CEQ 2010).
Compensatory mitigation is a
requirement under the CWA for
impacts to Waters of the US
(WOUS) that cannot be avoided
or minimized. Compensatory
mitigation requirements are
identified in RODs based on the
Final EIS.”

“Impact-reducing actions or
designs that an applicant has
committed to as part of their
Proposed Action. Commonly
referred to as avoidance and
minimization.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Table 5-2 does not currently address
the probability that mitigation
measures would be implemented. We
recommend that providing the
recommended information noted in the
first comment will correct this.

We recommend the following revision
to this statement:
“Compensating for an impact by
replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments is one way
an agency can use mitigation to
reduce environmental impacts
associated with proposed projects (40
CFR 1508.20 and CEQ 2010).
Compensatory mitigation is also a
requirement under the CWA for
impacts to Waters of the US (WOUS)
that cannot be avoided or minimized.
Potential compensatory mitigation
measures and their efficacy are
typically disclosed and evaluated in the
Draft EIS and final compensatory
mitigation requirements are identified
in RODs based on the Final EIS.”

We recommend the following revision
to this statement:
“Impact-reducing actions or designs
that an applicant has committed to as
part of their Proposed Action.
Commonly referred to as avoidance,
minimization, and compensation.”

reduce or eliminate, and/or
compensate for specific impacts.”

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

Table 5-2 does not address the
probability of implementation
because these measures are part of
the applicant's proposed project. If a
permit were to be issued, PLP would
be required to implement these
measures as part of their project

Comment noted. The suggested
revisions were partially accepted.
Timing for presenting compensatory
mitigation under the CWA varies in
NEPA documents.

Compensation is not part of the
avoidance and minimization
measures incorporated into the
project design. Compensation
comes later after all reasonable
measures to avoid and minimize
have been applied. PLP’s draft
conceptual compensatory mitigation
plan is summarized in Section 5.3.2.
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Comment
No.

6

Agency

EPA

Section 5.2.1.2,
Pg 5-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A list of standard BMPs, permit
requirements, and/or industry
standards that would likely be
required for the Pebble Project is
provided below… USACE took
these standard BMPs, permit
requirements, and industry
standards into consideration
when assessing the impacts of
the project

ROD should indicate the
likelihood that such measures
will be adopted or enforced by
the responsible agencies.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

It is not clear how the list of best
management practices in Section
5.2.1.2 compares to the mitigation
measures listed in Tables 5-2 and 5-3.
For any mitigation measure that is
assumed to be in place for the purpose
of reducing impacts, as noted in our
first comment above, we recommend
identifying whether implementation of
each measure would be required by
the Corps or any other governmental
entity, whether it is incorporated as
part of the proposed actions, and
which entity will be responsible for
implementing the measure. We
recommend that the DEIS identify
mitigation goals, measurable
performance standards, and
monitoring that would be designed to
reduce impacts to a particular level or
adopted to achieve an environmentally
preferable outcome.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

The introductory paragraphs in
Chapter 5 have been edited to
clarify what the sections are
presenting.
Section 5.2 describes avoidance
and minimization measures that
would be incorporated as an integral
component of the proposed project
(Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.2) and
additional measures identified or
recommended during the NEPA
process that have been compiled
and will be considered by the
USACE and cooperating agencies
as part of their permit decisions to
further minimize project impacts
(Section 5.2.3).
The section for BMPs (Section
5.2.1.2) includes a list of standard
BMPs, permit requirements, and/or
industry standards that would likely
be required for the Pebble Project.
This is not intended to be a
complete list; rather, it reflects the
most predictable actions for this type
of project that would be necessary
to comply with regulations and
standard permit requirements
designed to reduce impacts to the
environment.
Table 5-2 presents the applicant's
proposed mitigation, as provided to
USACE, which also includes some

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

design.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 4

specific BMPs PLP has committed
to implemented as part of the
proposed project to minimize
impacts. Per CEQ 2011, "An
example of mitigation measures that
are typically included as part of the
proposed action are agency
standardized BMPs such as those
developed to prevent storm water
runoff or fugitive dust emissions at a
construction site."
Table 5-3 was deleted from Section
5.2.3 because it contained only a
partial list from Appendix M of
mitigation measures suggested
during the NEPA process that were
assessed as likely to be
implemented. This section now
refers to Appendix M, which
includes a table with all mitigation
measures identified during the EIS
process that were not already
included in the proposed action.
These measures have been
assessed with the goal of
determining the likelihood of
adoption by the applicant or
implementation as a condition in a
state, federal, or local permit, if
issued for the project. This list will
be updated after public review of the
Draft EIS for a comprehensive list of
all measures identified during the
NEPA process. The ROD would
identify those mitigation measures
that the federal agencies have
committed to adopt.
The Draft EIS identifies the major
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section 5.2.2,
Pg 5-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A Fugitive Dust Control Plan
(FDCP) would be developed for
the project and the project would
use Best Available Control
Technology (BACT) and Best
Management Practices (BMPs)

A Reclamation and Closure Plan
(RCP) would be developed
during feasibility design work to
support State permitting. ….The
project would fully bond for
reclamation and closure before
commencing construction and
the bonding amounts would be
updated to address any changes
required on a regular basis. The
RCP would document the plan
for long term closure of the site in
a stable condition in compliance
with all applicable closure criteria
and regulations and would serve
as the basis for the development
of the closure cost estimate and
associated bonding.

“Table 5-2 lists the mitigation
measures, project elements, and
environmental projections,
including BMPs…”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Similar to the comment above, we
recommend that a draft FDCP be
developed, analyzed and disclosed in
the DEIS as part of the overall impacts
analysis and mitigation measures
required by NEPA. Without a draft

Since the RCP would document the
plan for long term closure of the site in
compliance with closure criteria, we
recommend that a draft RCP be
developed, analyzed, and disclosed in
the DEIS. Otherwise, it will be difficult
for agency decision makers and the
public to assess the effectiveness and
success of the closure actions
identified in the project description. In
addition, as noted in previous
comments to the Corps, we continue
to recommend that a draft closure cost
estimate be provided, the amount of
which is a key factor in determining the
effectiveness and ability to
successfully implement the closure
plan.

We recommend revising an apparent
typo in this statement for clarity; it
appears “projections” should be
“protections.”

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 5

Comment noted. The FDCP may not
be available for the Draft EIS, but
would be developed as part of the
state permitting process. Information
on the objective of the plan and
some control measures that could

Additional information on the
bonding estimate has been included
in this measure. The Draft EIS will
include the level of detail required
for this period in the NEPA process.
Not all aspects of the required plans
(as disclosed in the project
description and mitigation
measures) will be fully included in
the Draft EIS. A closure cost
estimate does not provide
information on effectiveness of
reclamation/closure.

Text revised.

permits, BMPs, and industry
standards that PLP would be
required to meet, many of which
contain measurable performance
standards (e.g., effluent limits) and
monitoring that would be designed
to reduce impacts. The Draft EIS
will solicit input on additional specific
suggested mitigation.
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Comment
No.

10

11

Agency

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The project would use BACT for
all air emissions sources.

An Aquatic Resources
Monitoring Plan(s) (ARMP)
would be developed for the
project. The ARMP would be
developed in consultation with
ADF&G and ADNR as part of the
plans of operation during State
permitting and would be in place
prior to construction
commencement. The ARMP
would describe the equipment,
methodology, training, and
assessment techniques that
would be utilized to monitor the
aquatic environment for any
changes resulting from project
activities and to allow for an
adaptive management approach
to address impacts identified.

for fugitive dust management.
The FDCP would describe the
equipment, methodology,
training, and performance
assessment techniques that
would be utilized for controlling
fugitive dust from site activities
and wind erosion.
The FDCP would be developed
during feasibility design work to
support State permitting and
would be in place prior to
construction commencement.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend describing the specific
technologies that would be used or
providing a reference to the section of
the EIS where they are described.

Similar to the comment above and per
our comments on Chapter 2, we
recommend that a draft ARMP be
developed, analyzed and disclosed in
the DEIS, so that monitoring (which is
a key aspect of the project description)
is disclosed and the effectiveness of
the monitoring plans and any
anticipated triggers for monitoring
changes can be understood and
evaluated by decision makers and the
public.

FDCP, it is difficult to determine which
specific BMPs and control
technologies would be used and how
they would be implemented. Without
this information, it is not clear to
agency decision makers and the public
how the effectiveness of these control
technologies and BMP measures and
subsequent reductions in impacts to
air quality were evaluated.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 6

This measure was edited by PLP to
address a comment from the State.
It now states that PLP will complete
a BACT analysis and BACT would
be implemented for emissions

Comment noted. The ARMP may
not be available for the Draft EIS,
but will be developed as part of the
permitting process. Additional detail
has been added on the ARMP
objectives and proposed monitoring.

be used have been added to this
measure.
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Comment
No.

12

13

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“The project would use only nonpit quarried rock, or non-acid
generating (NAG) pit waste that
is confirmed not to be neutral
metal leaching, in site

“At closure, the pit lake would be
maintained at a level that
promotes hydraulic containment
of pit water during closure,
protecting site groundwater.” and
“The pit lake would be
maintained at a level that
provides for additional storage
capacity to allow for treatment
downtime due to water treatment
plant maintenance or other
problems without overtopping.”

“Dry closure of the bulk tailings
storage facility (TSF) reduces
both the likelihood and
consequence of potential TSF
failure post closure”

Descriptions mentioning “TSF”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend adding information to
the DEIS clarifying what is meant by
“confirmed not to be neutral metal
leaching,” along with providing a time
scale over which that ‘non-leachability’

We recommend including details here
on the water level proposed in Chapter
4.

We note that this is the only line that
talks about the closure of the bulk
TSF, although there is more
information on mitigation measures
related to the bulk TSF in Chapter 2’s
proposed action.
We recommend ensuring that Table 52 includes all design mitigation
measures proposed in the project plan.

We recommend clarifying to which
TSF (pyritic, bulk, or both) these apply
where it is not already indicated in the
table.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 7

Additional detail has been added to
address this comment. Chapter 2
has also been edited to provided
examples of controls that could be
used to distinguish NPAG and non-

The EIS should avoid excessive
redundant detail. The objectives of
the pit lake water level management
have been clearly stated in the
mitigation measure.

Comment noted. Table 5-2 is
intended to provide PLP’s most
substantive design features that
would avoid and minimize impacts
to resources of primary concern. An
exhaustive list would provide
excessive detail not likely to be
informative to the public or useful to
the decision maker.

Addressed

sources as required by the analysis.
The BATC analysis will be
completed as part of the air
permitting program so specific
technologies are not available for
the Draft EIS.
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Comment
No.

16

17

18

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Storage of all potentially acidgenerating (PAG) and/or metal
neutral metal leaching waste
rock in the pyritic TSF and
placement of that waste rock
back into the pit at closure
improves post closure water
quality.”

“Two separate operations water
treatment plants are proposed to
avoid co-mingling mine water
and contact water and optimize
treated water quality.”

“…flattened TSF slopes to
improve factor of safety beyond
industry norms”

construction.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing additional
explanation here to clarify where water
quality would be improved by this
measure. We note that, depending on
multiple factors having to do with time
for placement of the wastes into the
pit, how oxidized the PAG rock
becomes while on the surface prior to
placement, time for water cover to be
sufficient, and amount of oxidation of
acidic salts on pit walls and fissures
that will influence pH, it is also possible
that the pit water quality could be
negatively impacted by placing this
material into it. We recommend that
additional information be provided that

We recommend there also be an entry
that presents water treatment as a
mitigation measure to minimize
environmental impacts of
contaminated water.

We recommend providing the slope
that would be used along with that
which is the industry norm and state of
Alaska requirements for ready
comparison.

is confirmed to be valid. We
recommend that the DEIS describe the
methods and criteria that would be
used to determine if waste rock and
quarry rock is NAG and non-metal
leaching and evaluate the
effectiveness of the methods/criteria.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 8

Additional information added to
clarify how water quality would be
improved.

Comment noted. Table 5-2 is
intended to provide PLP’s most
substantive design features that
would avoid and minimize impacts
to resources of primary concern. An
exhaustive list would provide
excessive detail not likely to be
informative to the public or useful to
the decision maker.

PLP’s proposed slope and static
factor of safety, as well as the
industry norm static factor of safety
have been added to this measure.

metal leaching (ML) waste from
PAG and ML waste (e.g., include
visual inspection, blast hole
sampling, and bench mapping). The
selection of controls to be used
would be made during detailed mine
planning and design.
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Comment
No.

19

20

21

22

23

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“No secondary gold recovery

“Three separate discharge points
for treated water and strategic
timing of water release to
minimize impacts, or avoid,
impacts to fish habitat.”

“A water balance that does not
store excess water in the bulk
TSF reduces the potential for
TSF failure or spills.”

“The pyritic TSF would be a fully
lined facility to minimize water
quality impacts and facilitate
closure.”

“Segregation of bulk and pyritic
tails and placement of pyritic
tailings back into the pit at
closure improves post-closure
water quality…”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend adding water and

We recommend including the details
from Chapter 4.18 (page 6) that are
stated to minimize impacts from
treated water discharge. In addition,
please see our comments on section
4.16 that recommend more detailed
information be provided to support the
analysis of the strategic discharge
monitoring plan.

We recommend rephrasing this
measure to include the mitigation
measure in Chapter 4.18 (in quotes)
along with explaining what is being
mitigated, as follows: “Excess water
from the pyritic TSF would be pumped
to the main WMP” to reduce the
potential for TSF failure or spills from
overtopping.

We recommend clarifying how the liner
would facilitate closure and providing
additional detail to support this
statement.

We again recommend clarifying
specifically where and how the pit
water quality would be improved postclosure.

explains how water quality would be
improved due to this mitigation
measure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Addressed

PAGE | 9

Table 5-2 presents the Applicant's
proposed mitigation and these
measures were provided by PLP. It
is not clear what minimization
measures on page 6 of Section 4.18
the comment is referring to. Table
5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features
that would avoid and minimize
impacts to resources of primary
concern. An exhaustive list would
provide excessive detail not likely to
be informative to the public, nor
useful to the decision maker.

Rephrased as suggested

Clarified

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Clarified
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Comment
No.

24

25

26

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Gas pipeline…removing the
need for horizontal directional
drilling (HDD) under major river
crossings…”
And the next row: “Detailed HDD
plans would be developed during
detailed design for all HDDs that
are required…”

Culverts and bridges would be
designed to optimize fish
passage and the project would
use BMPs for design,
construction, and maintenance.

“Material sites would be sampled
for acid rock drainage (ARD) and
metal leaching potential prior to
development during detailed
design. Material sites that have
the potential for ARD or metal
leaching would not be utilized.”
“All road/pipeline material sites
would be tested for ARD and
metal leaching prior to
excavation and use.”

plant, eliminating the need to use
cyanide on the project.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend revising these
measures for clarity and consistency.
Currently both apply to the gas
pipeline corridor during construction.
The first has surface water hydrology,
fish values, and water and sediment
quality listed as resources affected,
while the second lists only water and
sediment quality.
We recommend clarifying where HDD
would be required in the 2nd instance,

We recommend clarifying whether all
culverts would be designed to optimize
fish passage. Other sections of the EIS
indicate that only some culverts would.

We recommend combining these two
measures for consistency. The first
currently applies to the transportation
corridor and the second to both the
transportation corridor and the natural
gas pipeline.
As noted above, we recommend that
the DEIS describe the methods and
criteria that would be used to
determine if rock is NAG and nonmetal leaching and evaluate the
effectiveness of the methods/criteria.

sediment quality, spill risk, and fish
values to the Resource Affected
column.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 10

Revised for consistency.
HDD or trenching is proposed for all
shore transitions and non-bridged
road crossings. This has been
clarified in Chapter 2 and Section
4.18.

As described in Chapter 2, road
culverts at stream crossings would
be divided into categories based on
whether the streams are fishbearing. Culverts at streams without
fish would be designed and sized for
drainage only, and culverts at
streams with fish would be designed
and sized for fish passage in
accordance with regulatory
standards.

Measures combined and additional
detail added regarding testing of
rock prior to construction.
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Comment
No.

27

28

Agency

EPA

EPA

Table 5-3 and
Table 5-2

Section 5.3.2,
Pg 5-15

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Use palliatives to reduce
airborne dust.”

“Appendix M includes a list of
specific measures suggested
during the scoping process”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Control of fugitive dust is addressed in
multiple places in the EIS. Table 5-3
includes the use of palliatives to
reduce dust as a proposed measure
that is “likely to be implemented” for air
quality, water and sediment quality,
fish values, soils, and health and
safety. Table 5-2 (2nd row on page 7)
presents that a Fugitive Dust Control
Plan would be developed and is
indicated for only air quality.
Additionally, Chapter 4.18, page 7
discusses dust suppression in more
detail than Table 5-2, and includes that
dust will impact groundwater, surface
water, and sediment.
As noted above, we recommend that a
draft FDCP be developed along with
the DEIS or, at a minimum, that the
DEIS identify the specific dust control
measures that will be implemented as
part of the proposed action. We
recommend that the DEIS explain how
any measures in Table 5-3 would differ

As Appendix M was not provided to
the EPA to review, we were not able to
review the complete list of specific
measures suggested during the
scoping process.

and updating the Resources Affected,
if necessary. We note that Chapter
4.18, page 19 states “…(HDD)
operations would be required only for
the natural gas pipeline at the Kenai
shore approach near Anchor Point” in
the section discussing groundwater
quality.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 11

Comment noted. At this time, a
draft FDCP is not available for
review. The FDCP would be
developed during feasibility design
work to support State permitting and
would be in place prior to
construction commencement.
The introductory paragraphs in
Chapter 5 have been edited to
better clarify what the sections and
tables are presenting. See response
to comment above explaining
deletion of Table 5-3 and reference
to Appendix M for the complete list
of mitigation measures identified
during the EIS process.
Table 5-2 is intended to provide
PLP’s most substantive design
features that would avoid and
minimize impacts to resources of
primary concern. An exhaustive list
would provide excessive detail not
likely to be informative to the public,
nor useful to the decision maker.

Comment noted.
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No.

29

30

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

Not captured

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

In discussing the evaluation of options
for alternatives, Section 2.3 states that
“Others were not carried forward as
options because they were more
properly characterized as potential
mitigation measures.”
We note that the Preliminary DEIS
does not clarify, in either Chapter 2 or
Chapter 5, which alternatives fell into
this category. We recommend that
Chapter 5 describe which alternatives

We recommend including identified
missing mitigation measures in
Chapter 5. Our recommendation
includes, but is not limited to, the
following measures:
Mitigation measures for the
Concentrate Pipeline Variant are
discussed in Chapter 4.18 although
are not presented in this Chapter.
Typical design mitigation measures for
fuel pipelines (e.g., automatic shutoff
valves) that were proposed in Chapter
2 and Chapter 4.18 are not presented
in this Chapter.
Multiple other design mitigation
measures are proposed in Chapter
4.18 that are not included in this
Chapter (see comments on Chapter
4.18).

from what is proposed. We also
recommend that the mitigation details
found in Chapter 4.18 be included in
table 5-2. Finally, we recommend
ensuring that both tables capture the
appropriate list of all affected
resources.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Section 2.3 has been edited since
this comment and no longer
includes that sentence. All
mitigation measures suggested by
the USACE and cooperating
agencies and those collected during
the scoping process are included in
Appendix M. These measures were
assessed with the goal of
determining the likelihood of
adoption by the applicant or

Table 5-2 is intended to provide
PLP’s most substantive design
features that would avoid and
minimize impacts to resources of
primary concern. An exhaustive list
would provide excessive detail not
likely to be informative to the public,
nor useful to the decision maker.
However, based on review of
Section 4.18 one additional measure
was added to Table 5-2 for settling
ponds, bale check dams, and silt
fences used to prevent sediment
from reaching downstream
waterbodies.

The resources affected column in
Table 5-2 has been updated.

EPA Comments - Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 5 - Mitigation
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
eliminated from detailed analysis are
instead being considered as mitigation
measures.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 13

implementation as a condition of a
project permit (CEQ 1981), if issued
for the project. This has been
further clarified in Section 5.2.

EPA Comments - Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 5 - Mitigation
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

6.1

6.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Bullets listing the cooperating
agencies

These cooperating agencies are
involved in informing the EIS
process based on their
expertise, to ensure that this EIS
provides a full and fair disclosure
of the probable impacts of the
proposed project and provides a
sound basis for agency permit
decisions.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

EPA Recommendation
We recommend that the bullets be expanded or
converted to a table that lists the areas of
special expertise for each cooperating agency
as requested by the Corps. This will enable a
more accurate disclosure of the extent of
cooperating agency involvement.

EPA Recommendation
We recommend that the sentence regarding
cooperating agency expertise and involvement
be revised to more accurately reflect that
agencies provided early input only in specific
areas requested by the Corps. We recommend
the following revision:
These cooperating agencies are involved in
informing the EIS process and providing early
input into certain sections of the EIS based on
specific areas of their expertise identified by the
Corps, to ensure strive for an that this EIS that
provides a full and fair disclosure of the
probable impacts of the proposed project and
provides a sound basis for agency permit
decisions.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

No edits to text. The
intent of the bullets
is to simply list the
cooperating
agencies per NEPA
CEQ guidance on
this information in
an EIS.

Text edited as
applicable.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments - Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 6 - Consultation and Coordination
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

General

General

Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences
related to port sites and marine
environment

Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences
related to port sites and marine
environment

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Additional information is needed to assess
potential impacts to the marine environment.
For physical reclamation and closure
discussions, it is not clear what portions of the
causeway and jetty structures will remain in the
marine environment and for how long. We
recommend adding this information, which is
necessary to understand the long-term effects
of the structures on adjacent marine shorelines.
Also, the piling variant options might have
different short- and long-term effects on
sediment movement, and we recommend that
these options be considered by the coastal
engineering analysis. Please also ensure that
all depths in the text include datums (e.g.,
dredging to -20’ MLLW).

Additional information is needed to assess
potential impacts to the marine environment.
Each Port option currently lacks the basic
descriptive information about the marine
causeways/jetties and adjacent shoreline areas
(littoral transport direction, grain size,
bathymetry) and the structures themselves. A
Kamishak Bay 2017 multibeam survey was
apparently conducted, however no bathymetry
lines are provided on the figures. We also
recommend that causeway fill acreage, fill
volume, and basic length and width information
be added for Port causeway and jetty
descriptions (including cross-sections) (e.g.,
Figure 2-28).
In addition, no clear location and coverage area
for a floating dock for ice breaking tugs is
provided; we recommend that the DEIS clarify
where the floating dock will be located and at
what water depth.

See above
response.

PAGE | 1

Information on ports
for the three action
alternatives is
provided where
appropriate to the
analysis of the
resource, within the
scope of analysis
described per NEPA
CEQ in Section 3.1,
Introduction to
Affected
Environment. Some
project design
details would
continue to be
developed during
the NEPA process
and into the
permitting phase.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

EPA Comments - Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, General
Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

EPA

3.1 – General
Affected Environment –
Introduction

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
The introduction to the affected environment
focuses on the proposed action (e.g.,
Section 3.1.1 Project Components and
Section 3.1.4 Project Physical Setting). It is
important that the affected environment
characterize the potential area of impact for
all alternatives. We recommend revising the
text in Section 3.1 such that it does not focus
solely on the proposed action. Please also
ensure that the information in each resource
section of Chapter 3 appropriately
characterizes the affected environment for
the potential impact area of the full range of
alternatives carried forward for analysis.
In addition, we recommend that each
resource section include a subsection that
summarizes the data gap analysis that was
performed and clearly identifies any data
gaps for the impact area of the proposed
action and alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Use of the terms EIS analysis
area and project area has been
clarified in the document.
Definitions of EIS analysis area
and project area have been
revised. Providing this framework
for description of the affected
environment and analysis of
impacts (environmental
consequences) is appropriate;
scope of analysis of an agency’s
NEPA analysis is determined by
the federal action in question, per
CEQ guidance for NEPA.
A data gap section has been
included in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment. These data gaps
are discussed in the identified
resources within Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.16.1.1
Mine Site –
Streamflow,

3.16, 3.16-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Groundwater/surface water
interaction in the mine site
watersheds is controlled by
glacial and fluvial deposits of

GENERAL comment on
baseline data, analysis area,
and modeling.
The baseline studies are
summarized in this section
and more details regarding
meteorological inputs to
water balance models and
water balance calibration are
provided in Appendix K3.16.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Clearly define the area of analysis
for the baseline studies and impact
analysis for this resource for all
project components and
alternatives; and

We recommend including a figure that
illustrates the locations of surface and
subsurface drainage pathways that
result in cross-drainage transfer of flow.

Describe whether there are data
gaps with the existing baseline
studies for the proposed action and
alternatives. If there are gaps,
discuss whether there will be
additional monitoring, when it will
occur, and when it will be included
in the EIS. If no additional
monitoring is planned, then
describe the extent to which any
data gaps affect characterization of
the affected environment (section
3.16) and the impact analysis
(section 4.16).
Appendix K discusses the water
balance model calibration. We
recommend that the appendix describe
the model basis, approach, sensitivity
analysis, and any uncertainties in the
model output. This information was
previously requested in our scoping
letter and our comments submitted to
the Corps on 7/24/2018. See also our
similar comment on section 3.17 citing
examples from Corps mining project
EISs.

x

x

We have the following overall
recommendations for section 3.16:

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

With regard to the affected
environment for components other
than the mine site (e.g. along port
access road corridor), at a minimum
we would expect to have drainage
basin size above the waterbody
crossings, bankfull width and depth at
crossings, and an estimate of flood
magnitude and frequency. With
regard to impact evaluation there is
little information at this time on the
specific design guidelines to be used
to construct bridge, culvert and
pipeline crossings (e.g. flood-peak
magnitude and frequency, whether
riverbed scour and bank migration
will be considered in designing
pipeline crossings).
Appendix K3.16 of the DEIS provides
an expanded discussion of the inputs
to the water balance models,
calibration, and validation.

x

x

PAGE | 1

Groundwater and surface water
interaction is described in Sections3.17
and 4.17 and includes figures.

Description of the EIS analysis area
has been added to Sections 3.16 and
4.16.

x

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

3.16.1.1, 3.1618

3.16.1.1 and
K3.16, 3.1610 and K3.168

Metrological Inputs to Water
Balance Modeling

Years of gaging stations
record

Since 2004, streamflow
monitoring has been
conducted at gaging stations
on the NFK and SFK rivers
and the UTC, as well as
tributary streams in each
watershed. Figure 3.16-2
depicts all gaging station
locations in the three
watersheds and Figure 3.163 provides a focused view of
gaging stations with regard
to the mine site.

varying thicknesses that
occur over most of the
project area below
elevations of approximately
1,400 feet amsl.

3.16-8

3.16.1.1
Mine SiteGaging
Stations,
Figures 3.16-4
and 3.16-5,
3.16-8

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Although the document discusses the
meteorological data inputs to the model

We note that there is a discrepancy
between the years of record for the
gaging stations listed in Section 3.16
and in K3.16. In Section 3.16, different
ranges of years are stated for each
station, whereas K3.16 reports the
years of record as 2004-2015 for all
stations. We recommend correcting
where necessary and/or explaining the
reason for the difference.

Per our previous comments submitted
to the Corps on 7/24/2018, we
recommend identifying which gaging
stations could provide early indications
of expected impacts as a result of
mining operations (e.g, stations placed
closest to pit or wastewater discharges),
and whether additional gaging/sampling
stations are proposed in the future.
In the figures, we recommend using
different colors or shapes for
distinguishing the gaging stations
operated by the USGS and those
operated by Pebble, since the
instrumentation, accuracy, and
validation operations might not be
similar. We also note that the gaging
stations appear in both Figure 3.16-4
and Figure 3.16-5 and recommend
correcting the text.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Input parameters and updated calibration
and validation information is now included

Tables have been checked/revised as
needed in Section 3.16 and the updated
calibration and validation information now
provided in K3.16 resulted in deletion of
the previous (Nov. 9 draft) table in K3.16.

Figure 3.16-5 has been added to depict
gaging stations closest to the mine site.
Figure 3.16-4 depicts gaging stations
throughout the NFK, SFK, and UTC
drainage basins. We are not aware of the
applicant’s plans for “additional
gaging/sampling” stations.
There is one USGS gaging station in each
of the in the NFK, SFK, and UTC
drainages. The USGS gage numbers are
shown in parentheses on Figure 3.16-4.
Text callouts to figures have been
reviewed and corrected, as needed.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

8

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

3.16.1.2, 3.16-

3.16.1.1, 3.1618, 3.16-23

3.16.1.1 and
K3.16, 3.1618 and K3.164

K3.16-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Limited data are available

Flood Hazards: …there are
no flood hazards.

USGS regional regression
equations were used for
estimating instantaneous
peak flows for the mine
site…

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS discuss

We recommend that the DEIS provide
additional information and analysis to
support this conclusion. For example,
we recommend including predictions of
the possible flood hazards (including
magnitude and frequency) due to
potential changes in long-term weather
and climate.

Per previous comments submitted to
the Corps on 7/24/2018, we
recommend that the
regression equation and description be
included in K3.16.

and calibration, it does not provide
information about the water balance
model itself. We recommend that the
DEIS include the following information:
(1) which hydrologic cycle components
are included in the model; (2) whether
the spreadsheet method in the water
balance approach was tested at
different watersheds for its applicability;
(3) a description of the model sufficient
to address the model’s merits and
limitations compared to other possible
models; and (4) the size and extent of
the overall watershed used in the
model. We recommend that this
information be included in section K3.16
since this section describes the inputs
in detail.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

We are not aware of applicant’s plans for

Text has been expanded regarding flood
magnitude and frequency, flood hazards,
and floodplain functions and values.

USGS regression equation was not used
for DEIS and the narrative has been
revised. Details of the procedures used to
generate long-term synthetic temperature
and precipitation record are presented in
Knight Piésold 2018g, Hydrometeorology
Report. This report has been
independently reviewed and information
incorporated or referenced as appropriate
in Section 3.16.

in K3.16. Additional discussion of the
model is also provided in Section 3.16.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.16.1.2 - 4

General comment on

No streamflow gaging
stations are present in the
port area (USGS 2018).

for the southern segment of
the mine access road from
the south ferry terminal to
Amakdedori. No known
surface water investigations
have been conducted along
the south access road.

19

3.16.1.3, 3.1623

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend providing tables that list

We recommend that the DEIS discuss
whether surface water data collection is
planned for this area.
If no additional data collection is
planned, then then we recommend
describing the extent to which identified
data gaps would be discussed and
analyzed as part of the characterization
of the affected environment (section
3.16) and the impact analysis (section
4.16).

whether surface water data collection is
planned for this area.
If no additional data collection is
planned, then we recommend
describing the extent to which identified
data gaps would be discussed and
analyzed as part of the characterization
of the affected environment (section
3.16) and the impact analysis (section
4.16).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Figures have been added to the DEIS

We are not aware of the applicant’s plans
for “surface water data collection” at the
port site.
The lack of streamflow gaging stations in
the port area is not a data gap (see
Chapter 3.1).
Drainage structures (e.g., bridges,
culverts) and flood prevention measure
(such as raising pads above flood level)
are typically based on flood-peak
discharges of a specified recurrence
interval. The flood-peak magnitude and
frequency can be adequately predicted
based on regional relationships (such as
USGS equations) and do not require
stream gaging data for each stream on
which a structure would be located.

“surface water [flow] data collection” along
the port access route (formerly known as
south access route).
Limited surface water data for the port
(former “south”) access route is not a data
gap (see Chapter 3.1). With regard to the
affected environment, at a minimum we
would expect to have drainage basin size
above the crossing, bankfull width and
depth at crossing, and an estimate of
flood magnitude and frequency. With
regard to impact evaluation there is little
information at this time on the specific
design guidelines to be used to construct
bridge, culvert and pipeline crossings (e.g.
flood-peak magnitude and frequency,
whether riverbed scour and bank
migration will be considered in designing
pipeline crossings).
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
identification and disclosure
of streams in the analysis
areas of the project and
alternatives.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

and 3.16.2
through 3.163, 3.16-19 to
3.16-21

each of the streams (named and
unnamed) crossed or potentially
impacted by the roads, pipeline(s), and
port sites for the proposed action and
alternatives. In the tables, we
recommend identifying the applicable
project component and alternative,
whether the stream would be crossed
by a bridge or culvert, and whether the
culvert would be designed for fish
passage. Because these would be large
tables, it may be appropriate to include
in the appendix.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

depicting all stream crossings (noting
bridge or culvert) for all alternatives and
variants. Fish culvert crossings are
addressed in Section 4.24. Chapter 2 also
describes numbers of stream crossings
for each alternative.

Response
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Section 3.17.1.1, Page
3.17-1

Section 3.17.1 Mine
Site, Page 3.17-1

EPA

EPA

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

3.17 - General

Comment
No.

EPA

Agency

This section describes existing
hydrogeologic conditions in the
mine site area (Figure 3.17-1)
that are anticipated to be the
most affected by project
activities. For example,
dewatering associated with the
open pit would create a zone of
influence around the area of the
open pit where groundwater

Hydrogeological
Characterization Programs

Baseline hydrogeology for
alternatives

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend summarizing the hydrogeologic
condition changes expected to occur in the
mine site that provide the basis for determining
the area “most affected by project activities.”
We recommend referencing figures where
appropriate.
In addition, as requested in our previous
comments submitted to the Corps on 7/5/2018,
we continue to recommend that the EIS
disclose the official classifications of underlying

This section references the hydrogeologic
characterization data collection activities. Per
previous comments submitted to the Corps on
7/5/2018, we recommend that the EIS describe
the adequacy of the hydrogeologic
characterization data collection and
assessment, whether there are any data gaps,
and how the data gaps might affect the impact
assessment.

This section focusses on baseline
hydrogeology for the proposed action
(Alternative 1). We recommend that this section
of the DEIS also discuss baseline hydrogeology
for alternatives 2 and 3 including the north road
and alternative port site. If hydrogeologic
information is not available for alternatives, then
please describe if and when it will be collected
and when it will be included in the EIS. If
additional data is not being collected, then
please describe how this affects the impact
analysis in Section 4.17.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Impacts-type text
reduced here based
on USACE
comments, and
forward reference
added to Section
4.17 where these
changes are
evaluated.
Aquifers in Alaska

Section 4.1
addresses data
gaps. No
hydrogeologic data
gaps have been
identified; however
text has been added
to indicate that the
analysis would be
improved with
completion of a
groundwater model
calibration report
including a robust
sensitivity analysis.

Baseline information
for Alternatives 2
and 3 has been
added.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Section 3.17.1.2

EPA

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Page 3.17-4, Figure
3.17-2 Monitoring Well,
Piezometer, and Seep
locations

Comment
No.

EPA

Agency

Shallow groundwater flow

levels and groundwater quantity,
groundwater/surface water
interactions, and surface water
flows would be affected. Other
influences on groundwater and
surface water levels and flow
may include groundwater
seepage and flow pathways
away from the tailings storage
facility (TSF) and water
management ponds.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing additional Figures

We recommend providing additional information
in Figure 3.17-2, which contains a large number
of data points without identifications. At a
minimum, we recommend that monitoring well
ID #s, cross-section line designations, and
stream gaging station ID#s should be included,
especially near the relevant Mine Site features
and/or locations used for baseline
establishment and future compliance
monitoring. We also recommend including a
note on the Figure referencing where additional
details (i.e., summary tables) can be found.

aquifers (designated by the state) including
identifying all underground sources of drinking
water, as well as disclose the locations/distance
of the nearest drinking water protection
areas/drinking water wells/surface water
intakes.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Figures and text

Well, cross-section,
and stream gage ID
#s have been added
to expanded
sections of this
figure in Appendix
K3.17 (Figures
K3.17-1a through 1g). A note has
been added that
cross-references
well completion data
in Table K3.18-17.
Selected crosssection designations
are also included on
Figure 3.17-4.

are not officially
classified by the
State; however
Section K3.18.1.2
describes
protections that
apply to the quality
of groundwater in
aquifers.
The locations of
nearest drinking
water wells have
been added to
Section 3.17.4. The
locations of surface
water intakes and
protection areas are
provided in Section
3.16.4.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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3.17.1.3 Hydrogeology
Overview, Page 3.17-13

3..17.1.6 Site-Wide
Water Balance Model

EPA

EPA

Hydrostratigraphic
Units, Page 3.17-6

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 3.17.1.3 and
Figures 3.17-5 thru
3.17-8
Geologic Cross
Sections, Pages 3.17-8
through 3.17-11

Comment
No.

EPA

Agency

We recommend referencing where data
indicate upward vertical gradients and
illustrating this information in figures.

Per our scoping comments and additional
comments submitted to the Corps on 7/5/2018,

Site-wide water balance model,
mine site groundwater flow models

We recommend indicating where seeps are
known to exist and other surface
water/groundwater interface locations, as well
as where faults act as flow barriers and where
they facilitate “compartmentalized” groundwater
flow may exist.

representing shallow groundwater flow patterns
that indicate seasonal variability, or
consistency, as appropriate.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

Groundwater gradients in the
vicinity of the Pebble deposit are
vertically upward with a minimal
horizontal component, indicating
that groundwater in the vicinity of
the deposit locally discharges to
the upper reaches of the SFK
River, and is unlikely to flow
across groundwater divides or
migrate appreciable distances
down the valley before
discharging to surface water.

Many of the faults act as flow
barriers, while others appear as
flow conduits resulting in
compartmentalized groundwater
flow with the bedrock at depth.
The compartments limit regional
groundwater flow within the deep
bedrock.

patterns in the overburden at
seasonal low levels are
illustrated in Figure 3.17-9.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 3

Text has been

Four new figures
have been added to
Appendix K3.17
showing upward and
downward vertical
gradients.

Locations of seeps
were added.
Test describing
“compartmentalized”
groundwater was
revised to indicate
that this is a
possibility, but that
review of water-level
data does not result
in the identification
of compartments.
Locations of
compartments have
not been identified.

have been added to
describe the
variability of vertical
gradients and a
figure has been
added to show
seasonal high water
table.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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EPA

Agency

Comment
No.

3.17, page 3.17-31

and
3.17.1.7 Mine Site
Groundwater Flow
Model, Pages 3.17-27
and 3.17-30

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Groundwater and surface water
interaction was characterized
based on detailed streamflow
surveys and the site-wide WBM.
Figure 3.16-4 (see Section 3.16,
Surface Water Hydrogeology)
depicts stream gage locations.

(Schlumberger and Piteau).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS include
additional discussion of groundwater/surface
water interaction across the mine site study
area, including areas of potential dewatering
impact. For example, we recommend
describing, and indicating on figures,
information collected from monitoring wells,
seeps, and surface water staff gages, which
can be used to measure such interactions.
We note that Figure 3.16-4 shows the gaging
stations within the area, but has no information
related to the interactions, and recommend
adding this information here or in another

we continue to recommend that the EIS discuss
the adequacy and accuracy of the models used
to characterize baseline conditions and assess
impacts. Appendix K3.17 discusses model
calibration but does not describe why the
specific models were selected for use or
disclose any limitations and uncertainties
associated with the model input parameters,
assumptions, and outcomes. For example,
there is no information provided that describes
the accuracy of the estimates of groundwater
flow changes, drawdown, and seepage. This
information is needed to disclose the certainty
associated with the impact assessment
predictions and inform mitigation needs. We
recommend that this information be added to
the appendices (Appendix K3.17 or possibly
create a new appendix, K4.17).
As examples, see Section 4.3 of the Haile Gold
Mine Final EIS (USACE, Charleston District,
July 2014) and the Donlin Gold Final EIS
(USACE, Alaska District, April 2018) which
provide summaries of the basis, evaluation,
approach, and sensitivity analysis of all models
used.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Descriptions and a
map showing
gaining and losing
segments of
streams (surface
water/groundwater
interaction) have
been added to
Section 3.17.
Additional text
describes the effects
of dewatering on
streams and

added to Appendix
K3.17 regarding
model selection
rationale. A new
Appendix K4.17 has
been created to
describe
uncertainties in input
parameters, model
calibration,
sensitivity analysis,
and outcomes.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.17 - Groundwater Hydrogeology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4939 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Figure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
wetlands.

PAGE | 5

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.17 - Groundwater Hydrogeology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4940 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.1.1, page
3.18-2

3.18 and 4.18 - General

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Samples for geochemical testing
were selected from the
numerous exploration cores
drilled to outline the deposit. A
summary of the geochemical
testing program is provided in

General comment on baseline
data, analysis area, and
modeling.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

As recommended in our
previous comments submitted
to the Corps on 7/5/2018,
please describe whether there
are data gaps with the existing
baseline studies for the
proposed action and
alternatives. If there are gaps,
we recommend discussing
whether there will be additional
monitoring and when it will be
included in the EIS. If no
additional monitoring is
planned, then describe the
extent to which any data gaps
affect characterization of the
affected environment (section
3.18) and the impact analysis
(section 4.18).

x

Per our previous comments
submitted to the Corps on 7/5/2018,
we continue to recommend that
quantitative information be provided
to show that the samples used for
geochemical testing are

Clearly define the area of
analysis for the baseline
studies and impact analysis for
this resource for all project
components and alternatives;
and

x

The baseline studies are
summarized in this section and in
Appendix K3.18. We have the
following overall recommendations
related to section 3.18 and 4.18:

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

A data gap analysis was
conducted prior to
development of the DEIS.

x

PAGE | 1

Table added to Appendix K3.18
showing the distribution of rock
types tested. The geochemical
evaluation presented in Section
3.18 primarily relies on data
presented in SRK (2011a,

Revised text to provide
definition of the analysis
area. Clarifying text has
been added to distinguish
between affected
environment discussion
relative to various
alternatives and variants.
Additional detail on
affected environment
specific to Alternatives 2
and 3 are included in
Appendix K3.18.

x

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4941 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Table K3.18-2.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
representative of the composition of
the waste rock and tailings
materials. For example, information
on the % of each ore type and then
the % of samples that were used to
characterize each ore type can be
added to Table K3.18-2. In general,
the number of samples used in the
characterization should be similar to
the % abundance of the particular
ore-type. There may be an
exception for materials suspected to
have more ARD/ML capacity, which
may be assessed in a higher
proportion than its abundance.
Disclosure of this information is
important to demonstrate the
representativeness of the tested
materials that are the basis for
water quality predictions.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

2018a, 2018b, 2018c, and
2018d). These data were
developed using representative
overburden, rock cores, and
metallurgical waste (tailings)
samples from the Pebble east
and west zones (PEZ and
PWZ), and rock core samples
from borings drilled in three
proposed construction rock
quarry areas. Geochemical
characterization includes
sample mineralogy and static
and kinetic tests including acid
base accounting (ABA), metal
mobility, humidity cell,
subaqueous leach columns,
stored bag weathering, and field
barrel tests. Based on
consistent mineralization style
and host rocks between the
PEZ and PWZ, a combined
dataset was used to fully
leverage the data available
(SRK 2018f). Characteristics of
samples analyzed for
geochemical characterization
were compared to the complete
range of characteristics shown
by that lithological group. A
visual analysis was performed
to ensure that samples were
representative across all
geochemical variations.
Additionally, a gap analysis was
performed and additional
samples were selected

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4942 of 5993

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-3

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-3

Section 3.18.1.1, page
3.18-2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

The ABA and humidity cell data
indicate that PAG and non-PAG
rocks can be distinguished using
an NP/AP ratio of 1.4 (SRK
2011a), and are applicable to
pre-Tertiary, Tertiary, and
overburden materials.

[Acid-base accounting] testing
has determined that the preTertiary mineralized sedimentary
and plutonic rocks at the
proposed mine site are
predominantly potentially acid
generating.

In addition, almost 60 tailings
samples, comprised mostly of
angular, pyritic, and gold plant
tailings, from test processing of
ore composites have also been
characterized

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

SRK 2011a provides a NP/AP ratio
value of 1.6 on page 11-53. We
recommend providing information in
the DEIS to resolve this potential
discrepancy and/or correcting
anything that may be in error.
In general, the distinction at other
mine sites between PAG and nonPAG are often much more
conservative, with non-PAG
material having ratios of >3 or 4. We
recommend that the DEIS include

We recommend including
information on specifically how PAG
is being defined and the basis for
the PAG criteria. For example,
samples are considered PAG when
>X% pyrite, X% sulfur, and % NP.

Information should be provided on
the % of the 60 samples from each
of these types of materials. We also
recommend this information be
compared to the predicted
abundance of these types of
materials in the tailings.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

The site-specific criteria was
modified to 1.4 in the SEBD
(PLP 2018a).
Addressed in text. The discrete
site-specific PAG criteria of 1.4
was determined though
analysis of the molar release
rate obtained via humidity cell
tests (PLP 2018a). The molar
release rate is an equivalent to
the NP/AP criteria, and can be
examined to determine the site-

PLP 2018a indicates that PAG
waste rock is any rock with an
NP/AP ratio greater than the
local criteria of 1.4.

Additional information is
included in Table K3.18-4, to
provide detail on the type of
material included in tailings
samples.

manually to ensure a
representative sampling pattern
was utilized (SRK 2011a).
Figure K3.18-1 provides an
example distribution of samples
selected for analysis compared
to the breadth of samples in
terms of copper, sulfur, and
calcium content (SRK 2011a).

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4943 of 5993

6

EPA

EPA

Comment
No.

Agency

Section 3.18.1.1,
Page3.18-3

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

To develop an understanding of
weathering and leaching
processes that might affect rocks
exposed during mining (e.g., pit
walls and stockpiled waste rock
and tailings), additional
laboratory and field geochemical
tests were conducted.
Laboratory tests included
humidity cell, subaqueous
(saturated) column, stored bag,
and field barrel tests

SRK 2011a

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Multiple lines of evidence/analysis
were used to address the same
question regarding predicted
impacts to water quality from mine
materials. We recommend that the
DEIS address the following
questions (here or in the appendix):
(1) Did the multiple types of
samples (e.g. HCTs, barrel tests,
etc.) all provide similar and
consistent results, or are there
notable differences; and (2) Of

This SRK document provides the
foundation for much of the
geochemical characterization of the
site. In this document, the data is
presented for the East and West
zones of the project. In the current
proposal, the focus is on the West
zone. We recommend ensuring, and
explaining in the DEIS, that all of the
analysis in section 3.18 only uses
data from West zone dataset within
the SRK 2011a document, which is
currently not clear from the EIS text.

information acknowledging that
NP/AP ratios for other sites are
much higher than 1.4 and, per our
previous comments submitted to the
Corps on 7/5/2018, provide a
description of how the 1.4 value was
determined to be sufficient.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Text has been updated to
include additional information
provided in SRK (2018c) and
SRK (2018f). Data analysis
from the various geochemical
tests performed yielded
consistent results. Leaching
data from humidity cell test,
barrel test, and shake flask
tests performed on samples
collected in both the east and
west zones were used to

As described in SRK (2018f),
the geologic setting,
mineralizing system, and host
rocks were very similar between
the east and west zones.
Because of this, a combined
more robust east and west data
set was utilized. The text has
been updated to reflect this
information.

specific criteria for potential acid
generation (Day et al. 1997). If
the molar release ratio is
greater than the NP/AP ratio,
the waste rock has the potential
to generate acid (SRK 2011a).
PLP (2018a: Figure 11-28)
depicts the molar ratio data
from humidity cell test used to
determine the site-specific
criteria of 1.4.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4944 of 5993

Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-4

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-4

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-4

Section 3.18.1.1, page
3.18-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Element leaching from the
rougher tailings occurred at low
rates, and unfiltered process
supernatants were found to
contain low levels of potential
constituents relative to water
quality standards.

The ARD potential for the bulk
tailings is lower than that of
mineralized rock because most
of the sulfur is removed to
recover the economic minerals
and separate out the pyritic tails
while concentrating neutralizing
minerals in the bulk tailings.

Element release rates
determined from kinetic tests
were mainly a function of
leachate pH rather than the
element content of the samples.

Paste pH results for aged rock
cores stored at the site suggest
that acidification may be delayed
up to 40 years.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

For mercury (Hg), the applicable
water quality criteria is 12 ng/L (see
K3.18 Table 1); however much if not
all of the analysis performed in SRK
2011a had detection limits for Hg
between 50 and 100 ng/L. As such,
there is no relevant information with
regard to Hg concentrations as

We recommend that the DEIS
address the issue of grain size in
this statement. While the sulfur
content would be lower in the
tailings, the grain size would also be
much smaller and may result in an
increase in ARD compared to a
scenario where only sulfur content
is considered.

We recommend providing a
reference or a description of the
statistical test that was used to
identify which co-variate (i.e. pH,
elemental composition) had a larger
influence on the resulting release
rates. In addition, please clarify
whether the release rates are based
on whole water or filtered
concentrations of metals.

We recommend providing additional
data or a citation to support this
statement.

these different types of tests
conducted, which of the tests were
used for the purposes of predictive
water quality modeling?

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Addressed; text updated to
resolve.
1. Regarding Table K3.18-4
(Tailings Supernatants):
a. 74 supernatant samples have
been analyzed.
b. 51 (69%) of the samples

Added clarification to statement
in question to address grain
size issues related to ARD
potential.

Citation added and text updated
to include information from SRK
(2011a: pages 11-56 and 1157). Tests were done on filtered
and unfiltered samples (SRK
2011a: page 11-41, leachate
data).

Citation added (SRK 2011a)
and text updated based on
information from page 11-33 of
SRK 2011a.

develop geochemical source
terms for predictive water
quality.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4945 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
compared to water quality
standards. We recommend that the
DEIS discuss the mercury detection
limits used in the SRK testing in
comparison to the State of Alaska
water quality standards. We
recommend that it also discuss
whether adequate information is
available in order to determine the
extent to which mercury would leach
from the tailings, given the reported
high mercury detection limits.
We note that later in the document,
water quality predictions are shown
to exceed WQS for Hg in several
instances. Please clarify whether
this is a function of using the
reporting limit in the calculations in
lieu of having actual concentration
data. The EPA also recommends
that an explanation of how these
values were calculated be included
in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

were not detected at a detection
limit of 10 ng/L which is below
the standard of 12 ng/L.
c. 10 (14%) of the samples
were not detected with elevated
detection limits as described
below:
i. 2 samples were not detected,
but had an elevated detection
limit of 50 ng/L as sample had
to be diluted to be analyzed.
ii. 6 samples were not detect,
but had an elevated detection
limit of 100 ng/L as sample had
to be diluted to be analyzed.
iii. 2 samples were not detect,
but had an elevated detection
limit of 500 ng/L as sample had
to be diluted to be analyzed.
d. 13 (18%) samples were
reported as detected, ranging in
concentration from 12 to 450
mg/L; the highest value looks
like an outlier as the next lower
value is 80 ng/L.
e. The mean of the detected Hg
values is 57 ng/L and the
median is 17 ng/L.
f. The 50th percentile Hg value
is 10 ng/L, which is what
appears to have been used in
Table K4.18-2 (Predicted Water
Quality from Sources) for the
supernatant.
g. Most of the supernatant

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4946 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

mercury results (69%) were not
detected at a detection limit (10
ng/L) less than the applicable
standard (12 ng/L). Several
samples (14%) were diluted for
analysis, which resulted in
elevated detection limits
ranging from 50 to 500 ng/L.
Mercury was only detected in
18% of the samples analyzed
ranging in concentration from
12 to 450 ng/L.
2. Comparison of the
supernatant mercury results
with the supernatant mercury
source term in Table K4.18-2
indicates that a mercury
concentration of 10 ng/L was
used for the supernatant source
term. This value is consistent
with the 50th percentile mercury
concentration (10 ng/L) found
for the supernatant results. The
95th percentile supernatant
mercury concentration is
calculated as 100 ng/L. It is
noted that the supernatant
value specified in SRK’s (2018)
Source Term Report Table 4 is
< 10 ng/L; however, review of
Table 5 in the SRK (2018)
Source Term Report does not
list the probability used to
assign the value. It appears
that the mercury value used is
not the 95th percentile, but the
50th percentile, which is equal

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4947 of 5993

Comment
No.

11

Agency

EPA

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

However, for some elements
(e.g., arsenic, molybdenum, and
selenium), release can be
environmentally significant under
neutral pH conditions.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

This statement provides very
important information, particularly
because later in the document it
discusses sorting material differently
depending on whether it is PAG or
NAG. Per our previous comments
submitted to the Corps, for the NAG
materials, we continue to
recommend that the DEIS provide a
list of all the elements that can be

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Addressed; text has been
updated to include additional
information.

to the detection limit and likely
represents a reasonable value
given that most of the results
are not detected (<10 ng/L).
3. It appears that the mercury
concentration used for the bulk
tailings water was the 50th
percentile value (median); thus,
any mercury concentrations
predicted to exceed standard
would not be considered
conservative if only the bulk
tailings water is considered,
since it appears to be the 50th
percentile value. All other
inputs are 95th percentiles
which would be conservative.
SRK (2018f) indicates that “For
non-contact terms, median
values were used as an
appropriate indicator of central
tendency in datasets. Due to
the low chemical loads provided
by these sources, the overall
model outcomes are not
sensitive to this assumption.”

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4948 of 5993

Comment
No.

12

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.1.3, Page
3.18-11

Section 3.18.1.2, Page
3.18-7

Section 3.18.1.2, Page
3.18-7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

mean concentrations of trace
elements above the most
stringent ADEC water quality
maximum criteria for several
constituents (aluminum, copper,

Alkalinity was the parameter that
was most frequently detected
outside the range of the most
stringent ADEC criterion. In all,
43 percent of all surface water
samples were below this value.

Higher concentrations of copper,
molybdenum, nickel, zinc, and
sulfate were present in SFK than
in NFK, consistent with SFK’s
proximity to the Pebble deposit
area
Total dissolved solids (TDS), pH,
sodium, alkalinity, hardness,
nitrogen (nitrate+nitrite), and
nickel concentrations were
greatest in the UTC drainage.
TSS, potassium, chloride, iron,
and arsenic concentrations were
highest in KC, while cadmium
and lead concentrations were
highest in the NFK drainage

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS
specify whether these constituents
were analyzed for whole water (total
recoverable metals) or dissolved
metals.

We recommend that the text specify
that the alkalinity criterion is a
minimum.

We recommend providing a
description of the statistical test
used to make this determination and
the associated p-value for each
constituent.

released at significant
concentrations under neutral pH
conditions, instead of providing an
example of three elements.
Furthermore, we recommend
providing additional information on
which NAG materials have the
potential to release these elements.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Addressed in text. Text has
been updated to specify that
constituents were analyzed for
dissolved metals.

Clarified in text. Text updated
to indicate the ADEC criterion is
a minimum value.

Comment noted. The
characterizations presented in
Section 3.18 are comparisons
of reported concentrations of
various constituents in
potentially affected watersheds.
These comparisons are not
supported by statistical
analysis.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4949 of 5993

15

16

17

18

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Comment
No.

Agency

Section 3.18.3.1, Pages
3.18-22

Section 3.18.3.1, Pages
3.18-21

Section 3.18.2.3, Page
3.18-20

Section 3.18.2.1, Page
3.18-16

Section 3.18.2.1, Page
3.18-16

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Inorganics analyzed in both
surface water and bottom water
at a depth of about 50 ft in

More than 10 percent of the
basin is covered by glaciers, and
suspended sediment loading in
glacier-fed rivers without lakes is
significant, leading to generally
high suspended sediment load in
some portions of Cook Inlet.

Of 12 pond substrate samples
analyzed by NURE within
approximately 20 miles of the
mine access road, none showed
evidence of contamination
(Grossman 1998).

Past water system violations in
these communities reported by
ADEC (between 1995 and 2018)
are mostly monitoring violations
that represent failure to collect a
sample. Water quality
constituent exceedances are
rare and have included coliform,
iron, manganese, arsenic, lead
and copper (ADEC 2018).

However, only a few ions
(copper, lead, aluminum, iron,
manganese, and alkalinity) had
concentrations outside
benchmarks established by
ADEC for freshwater.

iron, lead, and manganese).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the comparison
of constituents in both surface and
bottom water be made to the

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify that the portions of Cook Inlet
affected by glacier fed streams is in
the upper Inlet and not in the vicinity
of the project area.

We recommend including what
parameters (e.g. metals,
hydrocarbons) were analyzed by
NURE.

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify whether the exceedances
were only of the drinking water
standards, or whether there were
also exceedances of surface water
standards for each of these
parameters.

We recommend that this text be
revised to clarify that DEC
establishes water quality standards
rather than benchmarks.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

Noted. Alaska WQS are used
as primary baseline
comparison. Text clarified.

Text clarified.

Text updated to include
additional relevant information
from Grossman (1998), which
indicates that data for 11
elements, including Na, Ti, Fe,
Cu, Zn, As, Ce, Hf, Pb, Th, and
U, were analyzed.

Text updated; clarified that
reference is to exceedances of
drinking water standards only.

Addressed in text. Word
"benchmark" has been replaced
with "water quality standard."

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4950 of 5993

Comment
No.

19

20

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.4.3, Page
3.18-24

Section 3.18, Page
3.18-23

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Water depths in the center of
Cook Inlet range from about 50
to over 500 feet (NOAA nautical
chart #16660). Numerous oil and
natural gas pipelines currently
span the bottom of Cook Inlet.

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify that all of the current
pipelines are in the upper Inlet and
none are in the vicinity of the
proposed project.

We recommend review of
Distribution of Hydrocarbons and
Microbial Populations Related to
Sedimentation Processes in Lower
Cook Inlet and Norton Sound,
Alaska (Atlas et.al, 1983), which
indicates that Kamishak Bay is a
depositional area with natural inputs
of hydrocarbons that are not
mentioned in this text. This is also
discussed in the 2000 MMS Final
Report entitled Sediment Quality in
Depositional Areas of Shelikof Strait
and Outermost Cook Inlet.

numeric criteria in the State of
Alaska WQS, and that the EPA
National Recommended Water
Quality Criteria be used as a
starting guideline if a constituent is
absent from the Alaska WQS.

northern Kamishak Bay (Hart
Crowser 2015: Table 34-8,
Station MRC20) showed that
none exceeded National
Recommended Water Quality
Criteria (USEPA 2009).
A combination of shallow water,
high tidal fluctuations, and strong
currents constantly mobilize
seafloor sediments in the inlet,
keeping sediments in
suspension, resulting in highly
turbid water, and inhibiting
deposition of fine-grained
sediments (Rember and Trefry
2005). Fine sediments
introduced by major rivers
feeding into upper Cook Inlet are
carried in suspension and have
been shown to be deposited as
far as 150 miles south in lower
Cook Inlet (ADL 2001).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 11

Addressed in text. Text
updated to include relevant
information from ADNR (2018d)
specifying that current pipelines
are located in the northern part
of the Cook Inlet.

Atlas et al. (1983) has been
reviewed and additional text
has been added describing
Kamishak Bay as a natural
depositional area for fine
sediments and hydrocarbons.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 4951 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

EPA

General

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
We recommend that the DEIS
include a discussion that
explains the connection between
the wetlands, streams and other
waterbodies found across the
Bristol Bay watershed, including
those documented within the
project area, and the world-class
fishery resources described in
Section 3.24. This is important
context for the reader and has
been well documented in
numerous scientific sources,
which we recommend be
summarized and referenced in
the EIS. (EPA can provide a list
of relevant references if it would
be helpful to the Corps in
developing this discussion.)
Section 3.22 seems like the
logical place for that discussion.
This would also be the logical
place for a discussion of the
portfolio effect (Schindler et al.
2010), which we recommend be
analyzed in the DEIS.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Added text to
discussion in
Section 3.22.4 and
4.22.5.1.
Note that the term
“wetlands and other
waters” has been
applied in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 to
refer to wetlands
and other aquatic
resources such as
streams, ponds,
lakes, or other
waterbodies.
Also note that
repeating
descriptive or
analytic text that has
been included in
other sections is
minimized in this
EIS, in accordance
with improved NEPA
guidance for
streamlining
documents. Cross
references are
provided, where
appropriate.
Discussion of
connections
between wetlands
and other waters
and fisheries has
been included in
Section 3.22.4.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Importance of
headwater position
of wetlands to
steams is included
in Section 4.22.5.1.
Please provide a list
of relevant
references that can
be incorporated into
the Final EIS.
The reference
provided on the
portfolio effect
(Schindler et al.
2010) was reviewed
by wetlands and
fisheries subject
matter experts.
Direct reference in
Section 3.22
(subsection 3.22.4.)
includes the
following text:
Rivers/Streams –
Functions and
values of these
habitats vary greatly
in the EIS analysis
area depending on
hydrologic regimes,
bed and bank
structure, floodplain
interactions, and
other fluvial
processes. The
relatively
undisturbed nature
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Note that discussion
of fish genetic and
population diversity
is more appropriate
for Section 3.24 and

of the watersheds
means that
floodplain
processes, sediment
and woody debris
dynamics, and
surface and
groundwater
exchanges are
unencumbered,
which has resulted
in a large diversity of
aquatic and riparian
habitats in the EIS
analysis area. This
habitat diversity is
responsible for the
corresponding large
population and
genetic diversity of
salmonids in the
wider Bristol Bay
basin (Rinella et al.
2018). This in turn
has been
recognized as
contributing to the
high productivity
and stability of
these systems for
salmonids
(Schindler et al.
2010).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.22-1
3.22.1

3.22
3.22-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We appreciate inclusion of the
signed PJD in Appendix J. We
recommend that Section 3.22.1,
which refers to the PJD report,
disclose whether the PJD will be
refined to reflect the recent
summer 2018 wetlands field
work.

The EIS analysis area includes
specific buffer distances around
project elements. We
recommend that the DEIS
explain why different buffers
(300-foot, 100-foot, and 30-foot)
are used for different project
components in the analysis area.
Please also explain whether and
why these buffers encompass
the limits of the analysis of
potential direct and indirect
impacts resulting from this
project, including changes to
hydrology.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

The current PJD is
included in
Appendix J.
Delineations are
performed on a
property in order to
delineate which
waters are waters of
the US and
therefore subject to
Clean Water Act
Section 404
regulation. The PJD
included in
Appendix J was
submitted to the
USACE by the
applicant, which the
USACE has verified.

Added descriptions
for the EIS analysis
areas. Detail was
added explaining
the reason for each
buffer/zone in the
indirect impacts in
Section 4.22.

Section 4.24, the
fish values sections.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.22-2 and 3
3.22.1

3.22-2
3.22.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that
“waterbodies,” which is currently
a broad general category, be
divided into more specific
categories. For example, we
recommend that any discussion
of streams or rivers be separate

We recommend that the DEIS
disclose the extent to which
streams were field verified for
accuracy of resource
characterization. The riffle and
pool paragraph in 3.22.1 refers
to a study from 2011 and then
states that the baseline mapping
did not identify riffle and pool
complexes in the project area.
This leaves the reader to
assume that the full extent of
potential impacts may not be
known. We recommend
clarifying this information and
including additional information
as necessary.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Text edited. The
USACE has directed
that wetlands and
other aquatic
resources be
referred to as
“wetlands and other

Comment
acknowledged. Data
gaps are
acknowledged in
Section 3.1. Text
edited in Section
4.22.7.2 regarding
accuracy of field
verifications and
field work planned
for 2019.
Riffle and pool
special aquatic sites
characterization is
clarified in Section
3.22.1. Data gaps
are disclosed in
Section 3.1 and
Section 3.22.2.

The applicant would
then decide whether
they would like a
final approved
delineation, or to
proceed with a
permit application
with only a verified
preliminary
delineation.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

Agency

EPA

3.22-3
3.22.2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 3.22.2 refers to the 2018
summer field program. We
recommend that the DEIS
include additional discussion of
the information collected during
this program and the
methodology used. Including this
information in the DEIS analysis
will improve the analysis of
impacts and ability to develop
appropriate resource protection
measures.
We recommend that the DEIS
also identify the data that was
collected in the different aquatic
resources to inform the
evaluation of aquatic resource
functions. In addition, we
recommend that the
hydrogeomorphic mapping that
was completed for wetlands for
all of the mine site (and most of
the rest of the project area) be

from other “waterbodies.”
Lumping these dynamic systems
with all non-wetland waters,
including marine waters and
regulatory navigable waters,
could be confusing for agency
decision makers and the public
and may lead to the inaccurate
assumption that all of these
waterbodies are comparable
when discussing the resources
and potential impacts from the
project to each of these
resources.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

HGM descriptions
added at Section
3.22.2.2 and Section
3.22.3.2.
HGM pie chart
added in Section
3.22.5.1 for the mine
site. HGM pie charts
were not produced
for the other three
components, since
HGM classification
is not available for
portions of
Alternatives 2 and 3.
Attempting to
include incomplete
HGM information in
the form of pie
charts for other
components would
not provide
additional

waters” in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4.
Broke out
calculations and
discussions in most
places as
streams/lakes and
ponds/estuaries/mar
ine waters.
Added description of
navigable waters in
Section 3.22.1.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
utilized in the analysis. This
information could provide useful
context for an evaluation of
aquatic resource functions in
characterizing the affected
environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

information for
readers and
decision makers to
compare differences
between
alternatives, or to
make a reasoned
choice between
alternatives. Data
gaps, with
information on
planned field work in
2019, are
acknowledged in
Section 3.1,
Introduction to
Affected
Environment.
Data collection in
2018 followed the
same methodology
as described in
Section 3.22.2. Data
included wetland
and other waters
mapping for
additional 766 acres
at the mine site, and
approximately 111
acres in the
Alternative 1
transportation
corridor.
See the other EIS
sections on fish
values, TES,
Wildlife, and Surface
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

7

Agency

EPA

3.22-3 to 4
3.22.2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 3.22.2 discusses the
Wetland Data Gaps for Alt 2 and
3, including areas which are
lacking project-specific wetland
mapping. It is not clear how the
impacts disclosed in Section
4.22 for Alt 2 & 3 were
determined without this
additional information. Please
describe the adequacy of the
existing information and how the
gaps allow for such specific
impact quantification in Section
4.22 when discussing impacts
from Alt 2 & 3. In addition, we
recommend discussing
where/when additional
information will be collected to
supplement the analysis if
needed.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

As discussed in
Section 3.22.2, NWI
mapping was used
where field-verified
(project) mapping
was not available.
NWI mapping was
not available for the
Kokhanok variant,
so the ALOS
PALSAR data was
used. Impacts were
assessed using best
available
information; field
collected data is not
a requirement for
assessment by the
reader and decision
maker to understand
differences between
alternatives or to
make a reasoned
choice between
alternatives. Data

Water for other data
collected on aquatic
resources, which
are cited in the
wetlands sections.
See note in
comment #1 on
streamlined NEPA
and not repeating
information in
various places in the
EIS.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

Agency

EPA

3.22-4
3.22.3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that the DEIS
characterize the functions
provided by the wetlands in the
project area and include the
findings regarding baseline
conditions of these functions.
Section 3.22.3 “Wetland
Functions and Values” does not
currently include a meaningful
evaluation of aquatic resource
functions performed by the
different types of wetlands found
in the project area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Added qualitative
description of
wetland and water
functions in Section
3.22.3 and Section
3.22.4. There is no
existing functional
assessment tool or
methodology that
covers the analysis
area. The wetlands
in the analysis area
are considered to be
functioning at
maximum capacity
given the lack of
human disturbance
in the analysis area.
Section 3.22.3 and
Section 3.22.4
provide qualitative
discussion of which
wetland and water
types are expected
to provide which
functions. Wetlands
of regional
importance are

gaps are disclosed
in relevant sections
and in Section 3.1,
Introduction to
Affected
Environment.
See also response
to comment #4
above.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.22-5
3.22.3.2

3.22-4, 3.22.3.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify how the groups of “High
Quality Wetlands” were
determined in Section 3.22.3.2.
We recommend that the DEIS
cite the source of the definitions
used to identify the four types of
high quality wetlands and
indicate whether these are the
only types of wetlands found in
the project site with the potential
to be considered high quality or
high-functioning. We also
recommend that the DEIS
analyze the position of the
wetlands and the context of the
position of the wetlands within
the watershed as well as the
relative functions provided. We
also recommend indicating the

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify whether Section 3.22.3.1
includes the complete list of
functions for these NWI wetland
classes. Please also include
citations for the statements
made in this section.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Added clarification
on how these were
determined. “High
quality wetlands”
renamed to
“regionally important
wetlands” in Section
3.22.3.3 to signify
that other wetlands
not listed are not
thereby considered
“low quality”.
The regionally
important wetlands
discussion
incorporates the
HGM approach by
designating riverine
wetlands as having
especially important

See Response.

PAGE | 10

Added citations to
Section 3.22.3 and
Section 3.22.4. The
discussion in
Section 3.22.3.1 is
related to primary
wetland functions
and is not intended
to be exhaustive.

described in Section
3.22.3.3. Impacts to
these wetlands are
assessed differently
from other wetlands
and waters in
Chapter 4.

Response

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.22-5
3.22.4

3.22-5
3.22.3.2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 3.22.4 indicates that
“detailed assessments” of other
non-wetland aquatic resources
can be found in various other
documents and sections. We
recommend providing specific
references to where this
information can be found. We
also recommend that this section
of the DEIS characterize these
aquatic resources, including the
functions they perform and their

We recommend that the DEIS
explain how the term “riparian
wetland,” used in Section
3.22.3.2, is being defined.

amount of each of the four types
found within the project area.
Without the additional
information and context, the
reader is left to assume that the
scale of mapping analysis, and
available information, is the
primary driver for identifying
what is labeled as high quality in
the document.
We also recommend that the
DEIS explain the relationship
between the NWI classes in
Section 3.22.3.1 and the
information presented in Section
3.22.3.2.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

Changed “detailed
assessments” to
“habitat
characterizations”.
Added citations and
descriptions of
habitat functions.

Added clarification
to Section 3.22.2.2.

functions with
respect to fish and
wildlife habitat.
Relative proportion
of each type is
provided in the
section for the
impact area and the
watershed.
Position in the
landscape and
relationship to
wetland functions is
described with
respect to
headwaters
wetlands (most
slope wetlands), and
for the general HGM
classes.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

General
3.22.5.1, 3.22.6.1,
3.22.7.1, 4.22.2.1
4.22.3.1
4.22.4.1

General
3.22.5, 3.22.6, 3.22.7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We note that the mine site
analysis area disclosed in
Section 3.22 is the same for
each of the three action
alternatives considered in the
EIS. In addition, the wetland
impacts disclosed in Section
4.22 are nearly identical for each
alternative, with only a brief
statement regarding 60 acres of
additional impacts under
Alternative 2 associated with the
bulk tailings storage cells,
embankment, and haul road. We
recommend that the DEIS
include additional information
supporting each mine site
component, the rationale for the
positioning within the footprint,
and how this relates to potential
impacts to wetland resources.
Without further supporting

The discussion of the presence
of various types of wetland
resources throughout the project
area is provided in percentages.
We recommend that the DEIS
also disclose the number of
acres in the analysis for all
project components and
alternatives, which would provide
additional context for analyzing
the magnitude of impacts. This
information could be provided in
tables for each project
component.

baseline conditions.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

The mine site
analysis area
encompasses a
greater area than
the footprint of any
of the three action
alternatives.
Therefore, there is
no difference in the
wetlands and other
waters described in
any of the area of
the three action
alternatives in
Chapter 3, Affected
Environment.
In Chapter 4, the
mine site footprint is
similar for all three
action alternatives,
with the exception of

Added acreages in
addition to
percentages in
relevant places.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
information, it will be difficult to
support avoidance and
minimization analysis and the
identification of the least
environmentally damaging
practicable alternative (LEDPA)
for Clean Water Act Section 404
permitting purposes.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 13

the Alternative 2 and
the TSF design. The
magnitude and
extent of the
impacts under
Alternative 2 are
disclosed. Analyzing
the location of each
mine facility does
not contribute to a
comparison of
alternatives, nor
detract from the
reader or decision
make being able to
make a reasoned
choice between
alternatives.
Avoidance and
minimization
measures would be
considered during a
later permitting
phase.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.1.3.1, p. 4.1-3

4.1.3.1, p. 4.1-3

4.1.3, p. 4.1-2

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Mining Exploration Activities: “In

Commercial and Subsistence
Harvest of Fish and Wildlife:
“However, fish and wildlife
resources are managed by the
Alaska Department of Fish and
Game (ADF&G) and federal land
managers to maintain
sustainable populations, and
there are no long-term adverse
effects or trends affecting the
resource.”

“Actions are considered
reasonably foreseeable if they
are proximate to the project area
and are anticipated to enter the
permitting process in the next 5
years, are identified in planning
documents as scheduled for
development, or if significant
resources have been committed
to the proposed action.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend adding a reference to

We recommend adding a reference to
documents reviewed or other
information/analysis that discusses how
the authors reached this conclusion.

The 5-year timeframe presented here
appears to conflict with a statement later
in this section that “the USACE has
determined that expansion of the Pebble
Project to develop 55 percent of its
reserves over a 78-year period, as
outlined in the Wardrop 2011 Preliminary
Assessment Technical Report, will be
analyzed under the cumulative effects
analysis (see Table 4.1-1 for further
discussion). Therefore, other reasonably
foreseeable future activities that may
occur in the 78-year time period will also
be considered” (pg. 4.1-4). Based on our
review, it appears that the 78-year
timeframe was used in assessing
RFFAs, which is reasonable because it
aligns the analysis of potential
cumulative impacts with the reasonably
foreseeable future impacts of the Pebble
Project. We recommend that the
document clarify throughout the
document that a 78-year timeframe is
used for consideration of reasonably
foreseeable future actions.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

References reviewed to support

Text has been revised and this
statement removed.

Text in Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental
Consequences, has been
revised to clarify the 78-year
time period. A Pebble
expansion scenario is included
as an RFFA for analysis in
Chapter 4 sections by resource.
See also RFI Response 062
(PLP 2018-RFI 062).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

5

6

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.1.3.2; p. 4.1-5

4.1.3.2; pp. 4.1-4
to 4.1-5

4.1.3.1; p. 4.1-3

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

“The question of whether
development of the project would
facilitate development of other
nearby mineral deposits depends
in part on proximity to the project

Parameters used to identify
potential reasonably foreseeable
future activities for the
cumulative effects analysis

Mining Exploration Activities
paragraph

the immediate area of the
project, there has been no
mineral production activity that
has had lingering adverse effects
on the environment.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the document
provide additional information regarding
how the future potential use of the road
is being analyzed in the EIS. As provided
in the EPA’s scoping comments, we

We recommend that the EIS provide
additional explanation of how the six
parameters listed in the bullets on pages
4.1-4 to 4.1-5 were applied to identify
potential reasonably foreseeable future
activities. For example, please clarify
how many of these factors need to be
met, whether all factors are equally
weighted, and whether there is a
sequence in which the factors are
applied.

Given the extensive amount of
exploration work conducted at the
Pebble site, we recommend that more
information be supplied to support the
conclusions of this paragraph.
Specifically, we recommend that the draft
EIS: (1) summarize the amount and type
of exploration work that has occurred
(number of drill holes, acreage of surface
disturbance, number of years of
exploration activity, etc.); (2) explain the
best management practices and
reclamation actions that occurred; and
(3) discuss whether this has resulted in
impacts to wetlands, surface water, and
ground water.

documents reviewed or other
information/analysis that discusses how
the authors reached this conclusion.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Recommendation
acknowledged; however, the
suggested analysis is outside of
the scope of this EIS per the
scope of analysis detailed in

Some clarifying text has been
provided. As these are
evaluation factors rather than
screening criteria, there is no
explanation provided for
weighting or sequencing as
would be done with screening
criteria.

Comment acknowledged. This
level of detailed analysis is
outside the scope of
characterizing impacts per
NEPA CEQ guidance. Impact
characterization is explained in
Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences,
and the EIS scope of analysis is
explained in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment.

this statement are provided in a
column in Table 4.1-1, in
Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

7

8

Agency

EPA

EPA

4.1; Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-7

4.1; Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Potential Mineral Deposits in
Southwest and Southcentral
Alaska

Description of Pebble Project
Expansion

and ability to use project
infrastructure… While the access
road would be privately funded
on State land, the State of
Alaska would likely require
allowing access to other mineral
deposit owners if an agreement
could be reached with PLP
regarding operation and
maintenance costs, based on the
precedent set in state permit
conditions for granting Pogo
Mine Access (S. Buckley,
personal communication 2018).”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The table lists a number of potential
mineral development projects in
southwest and southcentral Alaska
(Pebble South through Copper Joe) and
makes decisions about whether these
projects are RFFAs for exploration
and/or development. We recommend
that more information be provided for
projects that are determined not to be
reasonably foreseeable development

To ensure a complete description, we
recommend that the description of the
Pebble Project Expansion reasonably
foreseeable future action also include a
waste rock storage facility and an
underground mine component.
In addition, we note that our scoping
comments recommended that the Corps
consider evaluating the expansion and
continued operation of the currently
proposed project as a reasonably
foreseeable indirect effect of the
proposed action under NEPA.

recommend that the analysis of indirect
effects in the EIS consider the extent to
which it is reasonably foreseeable that
the proposed transportation corridor and
natural gas pipeline may be made
accessible to the public and may
stimulate additional reasonably
foreseeable mining exploration and
development projects in the area, and
potential environmental effects
associated with that induced mining.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Comment acknowledged;
evaluation criteria and level of
detail per entry in Table 4.1-1
was not expanded. In some
places Table 4.1-1 has been
revised to provide more detail
and references for each entry.
Evaluation of reasonably
foreseeable in the table follows
the evaluation criteria described

Description of the Pebble
expansion scenario has been
revised. The scenario is
analyzed as a cumulative effect
in Chapter 4 in resource
sections.

Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

Agency

EPA

4.1; Table 4.1-1; p.
4.1-6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

“Note: Because claims are
currently owned by NDM Ltd., if
future drilling and resource
delineation indicate that it is
feasible to develop the project, it
is possible that construction and
operations could access and
utilize the Pebble Project
transportation system.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The entries for Pebble South and other
potential projects listed say “No” to
development and production but include
this Note. We recommend clarifying in
the table that a separate NEPA analysis
would have to be done for these future
projects.

projects, so that the basis for these
determinations are strongly
supported. For example, Groundhog will
be considered an RFFA for further
exploration but not for development since
“Resource delineation has not
progressed sufficiently, is not subject to
development permitting or in a planning
document and is not considered
reasonably foreseeable in the 78-year
time frame.” Please describe which of
these factors was key to determining that
development of Groundhog is not
reasonably foreseeable and describe the
basis for that determination. We
recommend that the document describe
the basis for the statement that resource
delineation has not progressed
sufficiently and provide reference to any
documents or websites that were
reviewed to support this
determination. We recommend a similar
discussion be provided for each of the
development projects listed.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Text in the table now reads:
“Resource delineation has not
progressed sufficiently to
forecast development with
regard to identifying measured
or indicated resources; and a
project is not subject to
development permitting or in a
planning document.”
With this lack of certainty,
including information on
potential NEPA analysis is not
necessary.

in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

12

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.1.8; p. 4.1-19

4.1.7; p. 4.1-18

4.1; Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-10;

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Financial Assurance and
Bonding

Incidental or induced mortality of
fish and wildlife resulting from
project construction and
operations, as well as any
reduction in habitat value, could
result in localized irretrievable
commitment of these resources
during the life of the project

Whistler Deposit

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

As discussed in our scoping comments,
we recommend that the draft EIS
disclose the estimated financial
assurance costs to reclaim and close the
site, including long term water treatment
costs. We believe that this information is
necessary to evaluate the effectiveness
of reclamation and closure, which is a
key component in determining the
environmental impacts of the Pebble
project. Our scoping comments provide
recommendations on the level of detail to
include.

We recommend revising this statement
to acknowledge that impacts to fish,
wildlife, or habitat may exist beyond the
life of the project.

The table includes Copper Joe, a
porphyry copper deposit “located
significantly north of the Pebble Project,
in close proximity to the Whistler
Deposit,” but does not include the
Whistler Deposit itself. Please clarify why
the Whistler Deposit is not listed as a
potential mineral deposit.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

This section has been removed.

This section has been revised
and follows CEQ NEPA
guidance for this type of
information included in an EIS.

Copper Joe has been removed
from the table. Both Copper Joe
and Whistler are too far
removed from the proposed
project to consider for
cumulative effects. A brief
analysis is presented in
Appendix B on Whistler.
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

EPA

4.5.2.3; p. 4.5-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
“Boat traffic to and from the port
would be minimal: up to 27
concentrate vessels and 33
supply barges per year during
operations.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Regarding potential recreation impacts at
Amakdedori Port, the draft document notes the
number of concentrate vessels and supply
barges anticipated per year but does not
discuss the amount of time these vessels would
remain in port. We continue to recommend
including this information, because it is relevant
to the level of impact at the port location and
the time in port may differ among alternatives or
variations. This information would also be
relevant to consider for other resource sections
in addition to Recreation, including fish and
wildlife impacts.

PAGE | 1

Information added
about length of time
the concentrate
vessels would be
anchored at
lightering locations.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.16.2.1
Water
Management

Table 4.16-1

4.16.2.1

4.16.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The mine would be designed for
zero-discharge of untreated
contact water during
construction, operations, and
closure. Water management
strategies have been developed

Maximum pond volumes of the
Pyritic and Bulk TSFs.

The selected precipitation
values for the realizations are:
…

The water management
strategies that support the
development of water
management plans and the
design of water management
facilities for operations and
closure (Knight Piésold 2018a
and 2018d) were based on
results of predictive mine site
water balance models.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing a
reference to the section in the EIS
where these water management
strategies can be found.

Even though the maximum pond
volumes vary, we recommend
disclosing the range of estimated
pond volumes for the TSFs for
agency decision makers and the
public, as was done for the water
management ponds.

We recommend that the DEIS
describe the basis for the
precipitation values used.

As discussed in the comment
above, we recommend that
additional information be provided
in the EIS regarding the model
approach and sensitivity analysis,
so that the level of uncertainty in
the model predictions are
disclosed for agency decision
makers and the public to
understand.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Knight Piésold 2018a: Operations Water
Management Plan

The following references are applicable:

Comment noted. Minimum pond volumes
are presented for WMPs because that
information is important to establish that
sufficient water volume is available for
process reasons. Water from the TSF ponds
is not intended for process use, so the
critical volume evaluation metric is
maximum pond volume to ensure that water
can be managed and treated effectively.

Appendix K3.16 addresses meteorological
inputs to water balance models including
precipitation.

Text in this section has been revised, and
the information to address this comment is
included in Technical Appendix K3.16
(Technical Appendix to Section 3.16,
Surface Water Hydrology, in Chapter 3,
Affected Environment).

Additional information regarding the
calibration and validation of the watershed
module is provided in Technical Appendix
K3.16 (Technical Appendix to Section 3.16,
Surface Water Hydrology, in Chapter 3,
Affected Environment).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

5

Agency

EPA

4.16.2.1
Water
Management

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The average annual process
water surplus during maximum
operations is estimated to be 29
cubic feet per second (cfs),
which would be treated and
discharged throughout the year
in a manner to optimize
downstream fish and aquatic
habitat (Knight Piésold 2018i).

to achieve this design and
maintain sufficient fresh water
for ore processing and other
mine site uses.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing
additional information to verify that
the water treatment plant has the
capacity to handle the maximum
flow of 29 cfs.
We also recommend providing
additional discussion of what is
meant by the statement that the
water discharge would optimize
downstream habitats.
In addition, we recommend that
the DEIS provide a discussion of
the uncertainties/level of
confidence in the 29 cfs estimate.
There are statements throughout
the EIS in Chapter 2, and in
Sections 4.16 and 4.17 about the
physical habitat simulation
system. Per our previous
comments submitted to the Corps,
we continue to recommend that
more specific information is
needed about how this system
would work during mine
operations and closure in order to
evaluate the simulation system’s
effectiveness at achieving the
stream flow augmentation goals
described in this section. We have
been unable to find information in
the EIS that describes the system

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

There is no mention of “physical habitat
simulation system” in Section 4.16, Surface
Water Hydrology, or Section 4.17,
Groundwater Hydrology. Discussion of
physical habitat simulation system is in
Section 4.24, Fish Values. As this comment
is not applicable to this section or the
physical science sections, no changes were

Discussion of WTP process rates, including
uncertainties, is provided in Section 4.18,
Water and Sediment Quality, and Appendix
K4.18.

Section 4.24, Fish Values, addresses WTP
discharge and optimization of downstream
habitat.

On January 11, 2019, PLP’s contractor
(HDR) provided response to RFI 106
regarding Operations Phase Water
Treatment Plant Engineering. The memo
(HDR 2019a) provided results of evaluation
and explanation that the capability of the
WTPs, as designed for the 50th percentile
water quality data, would be able to treat the
10th and 90th percentile input water quality.
This information has been incorporated into
the Section 4.18, Water and Sediment
Quality.

Knight Piésold 2018d: Closure Water
Management Plan
Both are now cited in the text and posted on
the public Pebble Project EIS website
document library.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

Agency

EPA

4.16.2.1
Water Mgmt.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Surface water quantity and
distribution in the NFK and SFK
watersheds would be affected
during operations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend including specific
information on how the surface
water quantity and distribution
within the watersheds are
expected to be affected and the
extent to which these effects
would vary on a seasonal basis as

in a sufficient level of detail to
support the conclusions made.
We recommend that PLP supply
the detailed physical habitat
simulation system plan to include
in the DEIS and that the plan and
DEIS describe: (1) the locations
where stream flows, water quality,
fish, and habitat would be
monitored; (2) the frequency of
monitoring and parameters that
would be monitored for both the
receiving streams and treated
water discharges; (3) the criteria
that would be used to determine
when treated water discharge
flows need to be adjusted; (4) the
possibility and frequency of
adjusting treated water flow (i.e.,
the discharge) to adjust to
changes in the receiving streams;
(5) the overall robustness of this
plan (e.g., examples of how
physical habitat simulation
systems have been successfully
used elsewhere in comparison to
what is proposed for the proposed
action); and (6) contingency
measures should it not function as
planned.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

AECOM 2019b, Technical Memorandum,
Streamflow Change Resulting from
Development of Proposed Pebble Mine, was
finalized January 11,2019 and results
referenced and incorporated as needed in
the Section 4.16 to address streamflow
changes that would be likely to occur as a

made. Rather than repeat the same
information multiple times in the EIS under
the improved NEPA guidance, cross
references are provided where appropriate
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 sections to other
related resources.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

7

Agency

EPA

4.16.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table 4.16-2
(same comment for table 4.163)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

To more clearly describe the
nature and magnitude of
streamflow changes, we
recommend that the DEIS provide
estimates of streamflow changes
for segments of stream rather
than just reporting estimated
changes at specific stations. For
an example of this, see the
approach used by EPA in Section
7.3 (Streamflow Modification) of
the Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment.
We recommend that separate
tables be provided that show the
magnitude and extent of stream
flow changes without the treated
water discharges so that the
extent to which the treated water
discharges would mitigate flow
reductions is disclosed.
The tables provide estimated flow
reductions under average annual
conditions. We recommend that
additional tables and discussion
be provided that disclose how the
stream flow reductions would
change seasonally or under low
flow conditions. This will enable
disclosure of the range of flow
reductions that could occur at low
flow with and without the treated
water discharges.
Also, Footnote 3 of the tables

well as over the life of the
operation.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

Notes at the end of Table 4.16-2 have been

Also, Section 4.24, Fish Values (reference
R2 Resource Consultants 2018, HABSYN
Methods) addresses the modeling for
habitat prediction with or without treated
water release.

Knight Piésold 2018i and 2018j, address
mine-affected streamflow values with and
without treated water discharge, for
operations (“end of mine”) and post-closure
(Closure Phase 4), respectively. These
reports are referenced in the narrative of
Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology.
AECOM 2019b (Technical Memorandum:
Streamflow Change Resulting from
Development of Proposed Pebble Mine)
presents results of evaluation of streamflow
changes that would likely occur during both
operations and closure. This technical
memo, based on data provided in Knight
Piésold (2018k), is a key reference in
revised Section 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology, to discuss predicted baseline
and changes in streamflow as a result of the
project for both operations and closure
phases.

The changes in streamflow are now
addressed by reaches and are addressed
on both a monthly as well as an annual
basis.

result of the project both for operations and
post-closure.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.16.2.3

4.16.2.2

4.16.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Whether the seabed at or near
the causeway would be
susceptible (i.e., erodible) to
propeller wash would depend
on the composition of the
seabed materials (e.g., sand,
silt, rock), and on the
management of lightering
vessel operations.
Establishment of suitable BMPs
for vessel operations should be
sufficient to minimize adverse
impacts; namely, BMPs should
include specifications for
managing ferry speed
(minimizing wakes) and engine
power settings (minimizing
bottom erosive stress) during
approach and departure from
the causeway berths.

Water withdrawal would be
permitted, and would therefore
meet the requirements of
ADF&G and Alaska Department
of Natural Resources for a
water withdrawal permit.

Four phase closure plan

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Discussion of potential for propwash effects
has been added.

This section discusses the
erodibility of the seabed due to
activities at the Port – such as
propwash. The proposed
Amakdedori barge berths are at 15’ Mean Lower Low Water. No
propwash analysis is provided to
support the contention that
propwash from tug, barge, and
other traffic will not affect the
seabed surrounding the facility.
“Establishment of suitable BMPs”
is generally mentioned. Without a
sense of the possibility and
breadth of impacts, it’s difficult to
know what BMPs would be
needed, and whether they will be
sufficient to counter scouring or
other adverse effects to the
seabed and resources adjacent to
the structures. We recommend
that the DEIS include additional
information, including a propwash

PAGE | 5

The magnitude of the incremental increase
in current speed due to propwash is a
function of several variables that
characterize the hydrodynamics of the
propeller, including its dimensions (e.g.,
diameter, number and pitch of blades)
rotational speed, and input power (Hong et
al. 2012). None of the variables related to
hydrodynamics of the propellers, which
would be required for propwash analysis,
are available at this time.
Whether the seabed at or near the
causeway would be susceptible (i.e.,
erodible) to propeller wash would depend on
the composition of the seabed materials
(e.g., sand, silt, and rock), and on the
management of lightering vessel operations.
Establishment of suitable BMPs for vessel
operations should be sufficient to minimize

Summarization of this information is beyond
the scope of an EIS and would be
addressed at a later permitting phase. There
are no project-specific project water
withdrawal permits issued to date.

Management and treatment of TSF seepage
(SCP) during operations and closure is
discussed in Section 4.18, Water and
Sediment Quality.

revised.

Response

We recommend that the DEIS
summarize how PLP will
demonstrate that proposed water
extraction volumes and rates are
within permissible limits, as per
ADF&G and DNR guidance/water
withdrawal permit.

We recommend adding
information regarding how TSF
seepage will be managed during
the four-phase closure plan.

refers to a Table 1 which was not
provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

Agency

EPA

4.16.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Amakdedori Port

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The document currently lacks any
discussion of the impacts of the
causeway and jetty on nearshore
sediment transport and littoral
drift. Construction of the large
causeway will affect sediment
processes in the vicinity and we
recommend that these be
assessed by a coastal engineer to
determine whether erosion or
accretion will occur due to the
causeway, and if so, how far the
impact extends down the adjacent
shorelines. Depending upon the
direction and magnitude of
accretion over time, maintenance
dredging could be required. We
recommend that this possibility
also be assessed by a coastal
engineer, and if dredging could be
necessary, the DEIS should
evaluate the impacts of
maintenance dredging and
disposal.

analysis and discussion of the
specific BMPs that would be
utilized, to support the conclusions
regarding impacts to the seabed.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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Discussion of potential impacts on
nearshore sediment transport and littoral
drift from the in-water marine structures has
been expanded.

adverse impacts; namely, BMPs would
include specifications for managing ferry
speed (minimizing wakes) and engine power
settings (minimizing bottom erosive stress)
during approach and departure from the
causeway berths. Although ship wakes and
propeller wash can contribute substantially
to shoreline erosion in relatively quiescent
waters, neither is expected to be an issue in
Kamishak Bay.
Discussion of under-keel clearance of tugs
at Amakdedori port site has been added.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

12

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.16.4.3

4.16.2.5

4.16.2.3
Amakdedori
Port

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Diamond Point Port

Therefore, the intensity of the
impacts to surface water
resources is expected to result
in changes in water quantity,
likely within the limits of historic
and seasonal variation.

Removal of the causeway at the
end of the project would cause
substantial increases in
suspended sediment in
Kamishak Bay that would
persist for days to weeks after
decommissioning is completed.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Please see comments on Section
4.16.2.3 above; we recommend
addressing the same issues here.
In addition, we recommend that
dredging operations be discussed.
For example, please clarify
whether hydraulic or clamshell
dredging is proposed.
The minimum size of the
dewatering and placement area
will be dictated by volume of
material and grain-size and
anticipated retention time needed
for dewatering (especially in the
case of hydraulic dredging). A
better description of sediment
characteristics will inform
dewatering needs as well as
dredged material utility for reuse

We recommend that the DEIS
summarize what changes to water
quantity are expected to occur.

We recommend that the DEIS
explain how potential increases of
suspended sediments will be
addressed during construction
activities. If this information is
provided in a different section of
the EIS, then please provide a
reference to this section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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Per PLP 2018-RFI 063 and Chapter 2,
Alternatives: Dredging to a 20-foot [i.e. -20 ft
re: MLLW] depth for the Diamond Point port
access is recommended because the
approach uses a channel for the barges and
tugs to access the loading dock; whereas, at

Per PLP 2018-RFI 063 and Chapter 2,
Alternatives, of DEIS: Any rocks
encountered in the channel would be moved
to the side of the channel or used in the
dock construction.

Comments on dredging noted; however, the
type of dredging that may occur at Diamond
Point port has not been determined, and no
changes have been made. Information
would be addressed at a later permitting
phase.

Summarization of this information is beyond
the scope of an EIS and would be
addressed at a later permitting phase. There
are no project-specific project water
withdrawal permits issued to date.

Potential for occurrence of suspended
sediments from construction and removal of
the earthen-fill causeway has been added to
Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology. An
increase in suspended sediment load would
persist for a few weeks after
decommissioning is completed, but would
not be expected at levels substantially
greater than that routinely observed in lower
Cook Inlet.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

15

16

Agency

EPA

EPA

Table 4.16-5

4.16.4.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

NFK River – Mean annual
streamflow reduction from premining conditions of 7% at both
NK100C and NK100A (with
treated water discharge).

This alternative would reduce
the amount of WTP water
released at discharge locations
at the mine site by
approximately 1 to 2 percent

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

In addition to mean annual
streamflow reductions, we
recommend that the table provide
estimates of streamflow
reductions in the North Fork
Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and
Upper Talarik Creek during low
flow conditions.
We recommend that the
geographic extent of steam flow
reductions be disclosed by
providing the estimated length of
streams that would be impacted.

We recommend that the DEIS
discuss the basis for the 1 to 2
percent estimate.

in jetty construction.
Chapter 2 mentions that rock may
be present in the dredged
material; if rock is more than just
incidental, we recommend
including a description of how rock
will be managed during dredging
and disposal.
In addition, we recommend
including discussion of the amount
and frequency of long-term
maintenance dredging based on
expected direction and magnitude
of littoral drift.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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Revisions to Section 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology, address streamflow reductions
on a monthly basis based on the 50 percent
probability flow. We reference a Tech
Memo (AECOM 2019b) that discusses the
reduction in streamflow for two low flow
conditions: 5-year low flow and 10-year low
flow. The impact to streamflow by reach is
discussed. The analysis covers the NFK,
SFK and UTC watersheds. Estimates are
provided for both operations and postclosure.

Under the Concentrate Pipeline Variant, the
reduction in WTP released discharge would
be a result of the need for water at the mine
site to create the concentrate slurry and to
flush the concentrate pipeline during
maintenance (PLP 2018-RFI 066). Text has
been added to Section 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology.

Amakdedori the loading dock would be open
to the surrounding area. Channels are
typically more prone to sedimentation
requiring maintenance dredging and
therefore greater under keel clearance is
recommended. Amount and frequency of
long-term maintenance dredging has not
been determined at this time.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

17

18

19

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 4.16-5

Table 4.16-5

Table 4.16-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Port Site alternatives

Impact description terminology
Potential for local impacts to
surface water hydrology at
stream crossings. Impacts are
expected to be short term, and
would result in maintained
surface flow system changes in
water quantity that are likely
within historical seasonal
variation.

Transportation corridor impacts

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

It is not clear why the port site
alternatives have the same

Rather than relying solely on
descriptions such as “local” and
“short term,” we recommend that
additional information on
geographic extent and duration be
provided so that the reader
understands what is meant by
these terms. For example, instead
of saying “local,” the DEIS could
estimate how far (feet, miles?)
from the transportation corridor
these impacts would occur.
Instead of saying “short term,”
describe whether this means
during construction of these
features or during the entire
construction and operational
period (and provide estimated
number of years).
This same comment applies
throughout the table where these
terms are used.

Since impacts are predicted at
stream crossings, we recommend
providing the number of stream
culvert and bridge crossings for
each alternative for the road and
pipeline components so that the
impacts can be compared across
the alternatives.

This comment applies to both the
operations and post-closure
summaries.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 9

Comparison of footprints between the port
locations is provided in Chapter 2,

Text discussion and a table have been
edited for consistency in describing
magnitude, duration, and extent of impacts,
and to be as quantified as possible.

Figures in Chapter 2 have been added
depicting all stream crossings (noting bridge
or culvert) for all alternatives and variants.
Fish culvert crossings are addressed in
Section 4.24, Fish Values. Chapter 2,
Alternatives, also describes numbers of
stream crossings for each alternative. Text
discussion includes description and number
of crossings per alternative and variants.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

20

21

Agency

EPA

EPA

4.16

4.16.6
Cumulative
Effects

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Overall, the magnitude of
cumulative impacts to surface
water hydrology from RFFAs in
general would be expected to
be minimal, with the exception
of RFFA activities in the
immediate mine site (e.g.,
Pebble Project buildout). The
cumulative effects in the mine
site footprint, expanded to
include buildout development,
would increase; but it is
expected that controls would be
in place to manage those
impacts to prevent adverse
effects on the outside
environment

comparison

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Section 3.16.4 addresses surface
water and groundwater use in the
project area, however, Section
4.16 does not address potential
impacts to drinking water. Multiple

We recommend that the DEIS
provide an analysis to support the
conclusions of cumulative impacts
due to the Pebble Project buildout.
It is not clear what cumulative
effects are being referred to in the
cited text, how those cumulative
effects are expected to increase,
what controls would be in place,
and how those controls will be
monitored.
We recommend that additional
information and analysis be
provided in the DEIS that includes
estimates of the extent (miles of
steams), duration, and magnitude
(% reductions) of stream flow
changes so that cumulative
effects of the Pebble Project
buildout are adequately disclosed.

impacts given that they are in
different locations and have
different footprints. We
recommend discussing the
differences between the port site
footprints and disclosing the
number of streams, wetlands and
other waterbodies impacted by
each alternative, so that agency
decision makers and the public
understand the differences.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 10

The discussions of water use have been
separated and reorganized in the DEIS
Sections 3.16, Surface Water Hydrology, of
Chapter 3, Affected Environment (includes
surface water use), and Section 3.17,

The cumulative impacts narrative in Section
4.16, Surface Water Hydrology, has been
expanded for the DEIS and specifically
addresses the Pebble project buildout as
based on the possible scenario described in
PLP 2018-RFI 062. There is no defined
project for the mine buildout; therefore, no
quantitative impacts analysis was
conducted.

Alternatives.
Impacts to wetlands and other waters are
addressed in Section 4.22, Wetlands and
Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
surface water and groundwater
sources, public and private, are
used for domestic water supply in
the project area. We recommend
that Chapter 4 analyze the
potential for impacts to drinking
water sources. For example, we
recommend discussing the
proximity of project infrastructure
to drinking water sources, the
sources and nature of potential
impacts (both quality and
quantity), specific pollutants likely
to impact those waters and a
comparison to drinking water
quality standards, whether the
project impact analysis area
overlaps any Drinking Water
Protection Areas, and how PLP
will work with the State of Alaska
to ensure there are no impacts to
DWPAs.
We note that drinking water
resources are currently addressed
in varying ways in the Surface
Water Hydrology, Hydrogeology,
and Water and Sediment Quality
sections, and recommend that it
may be less confusing to the
reader to consolidate these in one
place as part of the Water Quality
section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 11

Impacts to water quality (including drinking
water sources) are addressed in Section
4.18, Water and Sediment Quality.

Groundwater Hydrology, of Chapter 3,
Affected Environment (includes groundwater
use).
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.17.2-1, 4.17-2
and 4.17-3

4.17.2-1, page
4.17-2

4.17.2.1, page
4.17-1

4.17.1, page
4.17-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The primary impact to
groundwater flow would be in the
alluvial, glacial, and bedrock
aquifers in the open pit footprint
and cone of depression.
Groundwater flow in these
aquifers would radially flow
towards the pit, and be captured
by the dewatering system. The
groundwater impact would grow
as mining proceeds to depth, and
the cone of depression
surrounding the pit becomes
wider and extends to depth.
Piteau Associates (2018a)

Although a specific dewatering
design has not been developed
at this point, the ultimate pit
dewatering design would be
based on a series of interim pit
phases that successively expand
and deepen the pit.

Groundwater modeling (Piteau
2018a).

In summary, there would be no
direct or indirect impacts on
baseline groundwater conditions
from implementation of the No
Action Alternative.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS include
figures that clearly show the predicted
depth and extent of groundwater
impacts. Specifically, we recommend
figures that show: (1) the simulated
maximum groundwater drawdown
associated with the open pit
dewatering cone of depression during
mining; (2) the aerial and depth
extent of the permanent groundwater
sink and post-closure cone of
depression; and (3) the change in
areal and depth extent of
groundwater changes due to the TSF.
As examples, please see the Donlin

We recommend that the DEIS
disclose how dewatering impacts
were predicted absent a specific
dewatering design.

The outcome of model predictions are
provided in this section. As requested
in comments previously submitted to
the Corps and in the comment on
section 3.17 above, we continue to
recommend that model uncertainties
and sensitivities be disclosed so that
the level of uncertainty associated
with model predictions are
understood.

Since the no action alternative
includes ongoing exploration, please
describe the impacts that exploration
has had on groundwater.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Figures have been added that show
the maximum pit drawdown at the end
of operations and post-closure; the
areal extent of the post-closure cone of
depression; and the areal extent of the
zones of influence around the TSFs
and main WMP.

Text describing the approximate
number, spacing and layout of
dewatering wells has been added. The
predicted impacts were based on
model projections. Specific design
features would be developed at a later
permitting phase.

Text and figures have been included in
Technical Appendix K4.17, and
summarized in Section 4.17,
Groundwater Hydrology, to address
uncertainties in the model due to the
range in input parameters such as
hydraulic conductivity, including
discussion of the Monte Carlo analysis
and its robustness compared to a
standard sensitivity analysis.

Text added to address pump test
impacts.
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Comment
No.

5

6

7

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.17.2.1 Water

4.17.2.1 Water
Management
Ponds, Page
4.17-4

4.17.2.1 Pit
Dewatering,
page 4.17-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The WMPs may help restore

The WMPs are expected to have
no adverse impact on
groundwater quality, because
they would be lined to prevent
leakage of impacted water to the
subsurface.

The presence of a permanent
groundwater sink at the pit would
continue to locally influence
groundwater flow in the
immediate vicinity of the pit;
however, the influence on
groundwater flow would be
relatively small compared to
active mining operations. Piteau
Associates (2018a) estimates
that the post-closure cone of
depression would extend 2,000
to 4,000 feet or less during postclosure

estimates that the cone of
depression at the end of mining
would extend approximately
2,500 to 10,000 feet from the
crest of the open pit, depending
on the hydraulic character of the
affected aquifers.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Per our previous comments

Per our previous comments
submitted to the Corps on 8/15/2018,
we continue to recommend providing
a description of the liner that would
be used for the WMPs, a summary of
how the lined ponds will be monitored
to assure no leakage, and a
description of the contingency plans
that would be implemented should
leaks be detected.
In addition, we recommend disclosing
how the assertion that leakage would
be prevented comports with the one
liter/second leakage rate assumed in
Piteau 2018.

We recommend providing a summary
of how the “permanent sink” will be
maintained and monitored into
perpetuity or reference other sections
of the EIS where this information is
provided.

EIS (Figures 3.6-8 through 3.6-10)
and the Haile EIS (see Figures 4.3-9
to 4.3-14).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The magnitude and extent of changes

The cited sentence has been deleted
and replaced with discussion of
potential liner leakage and a
description of monitoring/pumpback
wells and contingency plans in Section
4.17, as well as 4.18, Water and
Sediment Quality.

Text has been added describing
pumping and monitoring of the pit
throughout post-closure.
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Comment
No.

8

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.17.2.4 Natural
Pipeline
Corridor –
Shallow
Groundwater
Interception,
Page 4.17-6

4.17.2.1 Bulk
TSF, Page
4.17-4

4.17.2.1 Bulk
TSF, Page
4.17-4

Management
Ponds, Page
4.17-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Potential contamination of
shallow groundwater and surface
water could occur during pipeline
construction from inadvertent
spills of fuel and fluids from
heavy machinery and trenching
equipment operating in close
proximity to the water table.

Tailings seepage that is not
captured could create a local
groundwater mound beneath the
TSF that could have a local
influence on groundwater flow.

Construction of the bulk TSF
would locally impact surface
water features at the site, and
potentially impact
groundwater/surface water
interactions; this impact is
expected to be small in extent
(e.g., near the vicinity of the bulk
TSF), but permanent.

downgradient groundwater flow
to maintain existing flow
conditions as surplus water is
treated and discharged
downstream of the mine site.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend referencing a Spill
Prevention Control Plan and including
a draft plan in the DEIS.

We recommend providing a reference
to the section of the EIS that
describes the TSF seepage collection
system. In addition, based on the
seepage collection system design, we
recommend that the EIS provide an
estimate of the amount of seepage
that would not be captured by the
system and describe the extent to
which the seepage would influence
groundwater flow (e.g., describe what
is meant by “local”).

We recommend providing a summary
of how groundwater will be
permanently impacted by discussing
the estimated extent as well as
providing a figure that shows the
extent of the groundwater impacts.

submitted to the Corps on 8/15/2018,
we continue to recommend
describing the magnitude and extent
to which the treated water discharges
would result in changes to
groundwater flow.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Chapter 5, Mitigation, describes BMPs,
permit requirements, and industry
standards to include development and
maintenance of Oil Discharge
Prevention and Contingency Plans
(ODPCPs) and Spill Prevention,
Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC)
Plans. These plans would be required
prior to construction and would be
developed at a later permitting phase.

The text has been revised to state that
an estimated 0.1 cfs will seep from the
main TSF tailings into shallow
groundwater. Some of that water is
expected to flow to and be captured by
the SCP. Some water could also flow
into deeper fractures in bedrock and
become entrained in groundwater flow
systems. Text and a figure have been
added to describe the extent of the
water table mound associated with the
main TSF.

Text and a figure (Figure 4.17-5) have
been added to further describe extent
of effects in relation to local features.

in groundwater flows in the NFK, SFK
and UTC basins, both with and without
discharge of treated water, are
addressed in the sections describing
the impacts of the pyritic TSF, main
WMP, and pit.
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Comment
No.

11

12

13

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.17.6.1, Page
4.17-11

Page 4.17-9

4.17.5
Table 4.17-1,
Page 4.17-8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cumulative effects
Overall, the incremental
contribution of Alternative 1, and
impact to groundwater from the
project and the past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable
future actions (RFFAs), would be
localized high-intensity changes
in the vicinity of the mine site
during the life of the project,
because the effects of the project
on groundwater are limited to a
relatively small area, and would
be reduced in post-closure as the
site is reclaimed and
groundwater returns to premining conditions in all areas
except the bulk TSF and the

Groundwater use would be
highest during construction and
operations, and is expected to
largely recover to pre-mining
levels once mining ends and
reclamation occurs, except for
the Bulk TSF and open pit.

Diverted groundwater would be
largely captured, treated, and
discharged to the affected
drainages during construction
and operations to restore natural
flow conditions.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that additional
information be provided to fully
disclose cumulative impacts to
groundwater hydrology associated
with the Pebble project buildout. The
conclusion in the cited text is not
supported by any analysis. We
recommend providing a discussion of
the areal extent and depth of
hydrogeological changes during
mining and at closure associated with
open pit dewatering, waste rock
storage, TSF seepage, diversions,
and discharges. We recommend that
figures be provided to support the
discussion of cumulative impacts and
show the extent of impacts.
In addition, if terms like “localized”

As discussed in the comments above,
we recommend that the DEIS include
figures that show areal and depth
extent of groundwater changes during
mining and at long-term post-closure.

Section 4.17.2.1 does not currently
describe how natural groundwater
flow conditions would be restored.
We recommend that the DEIS include
the information that supports this
conclusion.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Further analysis of buildout scenario
has been added in the cumulative
effects subsection of Section 4.17,
Groundwater Hydrology, including an
estimate of areal extent and depth.
Revised text specifically references
areas and distances in relation to a
general buildout figure added to
Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences;
additional resource-specific figures are
not essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives.
Estimates of geographic extent and
magnitude have been added to the
text.

Figures have been added to Section
4.17, Groundwater Hydrology, and
Appendix K4.17, showing the areal
and depth extent of groundwater
changes around the pit, TSFs, and
WMPs. Table 4.17-1 has been edited
to add a line specific to potable water
(groundwater) supply use only.

Text has been added to describe the
restoration of natural flow in UTC and
SFK drainages from estimated WTP
discharges.

(Note that the cited text has been
deleted from this section, as the topic
is covered in other sections of the EIS:
Section 4.18, Water and Sediment
Quality, and Section 4.27, Spill Risk).
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
open pit where groundwater
impacts would remain.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
and “high intensity” are being used,
we recommend that they either be
defined or replaced with estimates of
the geographic extent and magnitude.
For example, modeling may be
needed to better characterize
cumulative impacts of the Pebble
project buildout.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 5

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 4.18,
Page 4.18-1

3.18 and 4.18
- General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Effects due to reagents

General comment on
baseline data, analysis
area, and modeling.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

As recommended in our previous
comments submitted to the Corps
on 7/5/2018, please describe
whether there are data gaps with
the existing baseline studies for
the proposed action and
alternatives. If there are gaps, we
recommend discussing whether
there will be additional monitoring
and when it will be included in the
EIS. If no additional monitoring is
planned, then describe the extent
to which any data gaps affect
characterization of the affected
environment (section 3.18) and
the impact analysis (section 4.18).

x

Xanthate and other processing
reagents listed in Chapter 2 are not
captured in the water quality modeling
and are not discussed in Section 4.18.
We recommend that this section of the
DEIS describe whether and to what
extent the mine processing reagents
could impact surface water or
groundwater quality and the
procedures that would be in place to

Clearly define the area of analysis
for the baseline studies and
impact analysis for this resource
for all project components and
alternatives; and

x

The baseline studies are summarized
in this section and in Appendix K3.18.
We have the following overall
recommendations related to section
3.18 and 4.18:

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

A data gap analysis was conducted prior
to development of the DEIS.

x

PAGE | 1

Protection of surface and groundwater from
impacts associated with mine contact water,
including water potentially containing xanthate
or other processing reagents, would be
accomplished by capturing and treating water
prior to discharge as detailed in Section 4.18.

Revised text to provide definition of the
analysis area. Clarifying text has been
added to distinguish between affected
environment discussion relative to various
alternatives and variants. Additional detail
on affected environment specific to
Alternatives 2 and 3 are included in
Appendix K3.18.

x
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, page
4.18-2

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-2

Section 4.18,
Page 4.18-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

All runoff water contacting
the facilities at the mine
site and water pumped
from the open pit would be
captured to protect overall
downstream water quality.

Figure showing outfall
locations

Effects on drinking water
sources.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Following this sentence, we
recommend including a summary
sentence on contact water that
infiltrates to groundwater.
Also, we recommend that the DEIS
include a sentence (with reference to
where more information can be found)

Outfall locations are provided in Figure
4.16-1. Due to the scale of the figure, it
is difficult to discern the outfall
locations in relation to the surface
water monitoring stations. We
recommend that an additional figure
be provided in the DEIS that shows a
close-up of each outfall location in
relation to the nearby surface water
monitoring locations and tributaries.

Section 3.18 describes the water
quality of existing drinking water
sources in the project area. However,
Section 4.18 does not directly discuss
whether the proposed project could
impact drinking water quality in these
existing sources, with the exception of
a brief reference in Table 4.18-1. The
discussion on impacts to drinking
water sources appears to be limited to
discussion of new drinking water wells
that would be developed to support the
project. We recommend the DEIS
include analysis and discussion of the
potential for impacts to existing public
and private drinking water sources.

monitor (e.g., toxicity testing of
effluents) and mitigate impacts.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Additional information has been added to text
indicating that contact water that may infiltrate
into the groundwater system at the mine site
will be collected at the mine site by the open
pit dewatering wells or by pumpback wells
located around the mine site.
The intent of the referenced sentence is to

Figure 4.18-1 showing discharge locations has
been added to the text as requested, and text
has been updated accordingly.

There are currently no drinking water wells in
the vicinity of the mine site, and groundwater
or surface water that currently serves as a
drinking water source distant from the site is
not expected to be impacted. Surface and
groundwater quality would be protected
through containment and treatment of all mine
contact water prior to discharge to the
environment.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-2

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water diversion,
collection, and treatment
systems would be
installed to address the

Non-acid-generating
quarry or waste rock
would be selected and
used in construction of
mine site roads and
embankments, utilizing
techniques commonly
used for grade control in
open pit mines (PLP
2018-RFI 021c), such as
testing for acid rock
drainage (ARD) and
metals at specified
intervals or block sizes.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS include
details and figures that show where
these would be constructed, direction
of flows, etc. for the construction

Section 3.18.1.1 mentions that some
metals are mobile under neutral
conditions. Therefore, we recommend
that the DEIS explain how the
selection and testing of construction
materials will ensure that metals will
not leach from these materials under
neutral pH conditions.

that indicates what proportion of
contact water is expected to manifest
as surface runoff versus infiltrate to the
groundwater. Such a statement is
important to provide context for the
sentence on 4.18-2 indicating that all
of the runoff water will be captured.
Finally, we also recommend adding
the same sentence to Chapter 5, along
with the details for how this water
would be “captured” and what would
be done with it (e.g., directed to a
holding pond; treated and released;
reference to a map indicating the
location of discharge – Figure 4.16-1
shows diversion channels and
collection ditches, but not effluent
locations).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Text has been clarified to indicate that specific
locations for all construction phase water
quality protection features and BMPs have not
yet been determined, but would be located to

Text clarified to indicate that testing for ARD
potential and leachable metals would be
conducted on material to be used for
construction. It is notable that the referenced
text addresses activities that would occur
within the mine site area and within the contact
water/groundwater capture zone, and if
leaching were to occur, the impacted water
would be contained and treated prior to
discharge to the environment.

describe the overall process by which contact
water potentially impacted by mining activities
will be contained, collected, and treated prior
to discharge. A sentence has been added to
refer to Sections 4.16 and 4.17 for additional
detail on surface water and groundwater
hydrology, respectively.
Noted. Information regarding capture and
treatment of water at the mine site is included
in Table 5-2 (Applicant’s Proposed Mitigation
Incorporated into the Project). New Appendix
K4.16 contains figures and tables showing
water balance model pathways, and Figure
4.18-1 has been added to show effluent
locations.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

9

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-3

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Paragraph titled: “Effects
of waste rock/tailings
storage and water
management ponds”

Paragraph: “Effects of
dewatering water
discharge in construction”
Statement “Following
module WTP processing,
water would be
discharged to the South
Fork Koktuli River (SFK)
catchment”

effects of ground
disturbance and erosion
on water quality during
construction.
Best management
practices (BMPs) for water
management and
sediment control
structures, including
temporary settling basins,
and silt fences, would be
installed to accommodate
initial construction at the
mine site.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend including the details
for mitigating these effects (e.g.,
containment, recycling/reuse) in
Chapter 5, Table 5.2.

We recommend adding reference to
the figures (4.16-1 and additional
figure requested in our comments
above on this section) showing
locations of discharge points for
treated water. It would also be helpful
to show anticipated flows to be
discharged on the maps, or, at a
minimum, refer a reader to where this
information is located.

We recommend including the details
for mitigating effects that are included
in this paragraph (e.g., temporary
sedimentation pond, tank or sand
separator; chemical addition; modular
treatment) to Chapter 5, Table 5.2.

period. We also recommend adding
the details from these 2 bullets to
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Information on these effects has been added
to Table 5-2.

Noted. The text describes the features of the
modular WTP that may be employed as
needed. Some information on WTPs is
included in Table 5-2; however, the table is
intended to provide PLP’s most substantive
design features, and excessive detail is not
likely to be informative to the public, nor useful
to the decision maker. USACE will include this
requested measure with all additional
measures suggested by cooperating agencies
and the public to be evaluated after the Draft
EIS comment period.
Figure 4.18-1 reference added to text. Figure
4.18-1 depicts WTP discharge locations.

minimize erosion and sedimentation impacts.
Details have been added to Chapter 5.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
…pyritic tailings would
remain fully submerged in
the lined pyritic TSF to
minimize ARD and ML.
The water over the pyritic
tailings would be
maintained sufficiently
deep to minimize aeration
of the water column,
resuspension of tailings by
wind-induced waves, and
oxidation of the tailings.
Excess water from the
pyritic TSF would be
pumped to the main
WMP.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
We recommend that the DEIS provide
a reference or discussion to disclose
how the oxygen content of the water
was predicted. From the description in
the text, it sounds like the oxygen
content would be low because the
water will be deep. We recommend
providing information on how deep the
water will need to be in order to create
thermal stratification and oxygen
depleted conditions in the water
overlying the tailings. Anecdotally, we
note that it does not seem likely that
the water depth in a storage facility
would be sufficient to allow for a low
oxygen content above the tailings to
develop; therefore, we recommend
that additional information be provided
to make this case, or consider
reanalyzing (or collecting) the
necessary data in the event that a
different conclusion may be reached.
We also recommend providing an
estimate of the depth of the water that
will cover the tailings to understand
what is meant by “sufficiently deep.”
We assume that pumping excess
water is necessary to mitigate the
potential for overtopping during
operations and recommend that this
be clarified in the document.
We recommend that details for
mitigation measures within these
sentences be captured in Chapter 5,
Table 5-2. Currently, only the pit is
discussed in Chapter 5 with

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Text has been clarified to indicate that the
purpose of submerging tailings would be to
prevent oxidation, and sufficient water
coverage would be maintained to prevent
resuspension and/or oxidation. The text was
not intended to describe oxygen content of the
water as a function of water depth, nor was it
intended to suggest that depletion of DO
concentrations is required.
Text has been further clarified to indicate that
the minimum depth criterion is "sufficient to
prevent oxidation," as opposed to a numerical
depth.
Noted. Information on freeboard in the pyritic
TSF that would mitigate the risk of overtopping
is included in Table 4.16-1.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The main embankment at
the bulk TSF would
operate as an unlined
flow-through facility. Water
collecting in the bulk TSF
would flow through the
embankment to the main
embankment’s seepage
collection pond (SCP).
From there, water would
be directed either to the
main WMP for use in the
mill, or to the main WTP
(WTP#2) for treatment
and discharge. Excess
surface water in the bulk
TSF would be similarly
managed

Based on the geochemical
analysis of source rock,
the chemistry of runoff
from rockfill in
embankment dams is
expected to be
comparable to that of
natural surface water and
groundwater, with two
possible exceptions (SRK
2018d):

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend clarifying whether the
last reference to the bulk TSF should
be pyritic TSF since the previous text
already discusses the bulk TSF.

SRK 2018d is not included in the
references section; therefore, these
predictions cannot be evaluated. We
recommend including SRK 2018d in
the reference list.

overtopping in closure and the bulk
TSF for spill risk in operations/closure.
We recommend adding discussion of
mitigation measures for reducing the
impact of overtopping risk for the
pyritic TSF to Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Addressed; second reference of bulk TSF has
been updated to pyritic TSF.

Addressed; SRK (2018d) has been added to
the reference section and is available on the
Pebble Project EIS website.
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Comment
No.

13

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section
4.18.2.1,
Figure 4.18-4

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Rock containing explosive
residues. Explosives used
during mining would
consist of ammonium
nitrate/fuel oil (ANFO)
mixtures manufactured on
site (PLP 2018d). This
rock would be monitored
until explosive residues
have been leached

“Effects from
Embankment Rockfill
Runoff…This rock would
be managed separately
based on PAG
classification and would
be used only in limited
locations on the northern
embankment of the pyritic
TSF where runoff would
be directed to the main
WMP.”

“The size of the ponds
and the design criteria
intended to prevent
overtopping of pond water
are described in Section
4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology. Upset
conditions that could lead
to unexpected release of
pond water to the
environment are
addressed in Section
4.27, Spill Risk.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

It isn’t clear from the text how rock
containing explosive residues would
be managed and monitored. We
recommend that the DEIS provide
details for where these rocks would be
placed, how leachate would be
collected, how the leachate would be
managed (e.g., treatment), and the
specific monitoring and criteria that
would be used to determine that the
explosive residues have leached so

We recommend that the DEIS include
the details in the discussion of what
would be done to mitigate the effects
from this rock in closure/post closure.

No measures are discussed in Table
5-2 to mitigate for the risks of spills
from any of the ponds and Chapter
4.27 is not available to determine what
measures are discussed there. We
recommend adding the details of
mitigation measures to reduce the
impacts of overtopping ponds to
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

The referenced text refers specifically to
rockfill embankment runoff. Text has been
clarified to indicate where monitoring would
occur to assess explosive residues potentially
leaching from this material.
Text has been clarified. Explosive residues
were considered in evaluating changes to
water quality (SRK 2018a).
Noted. Nitrate is a factor that needs to be
considered in design of treatment systems, but

As described in the text of this section, the
chemistry of runoff from rockfill embankments
is expected to be comparable to natural
surface and groundwater conditions, with two
possible exceptions: PAG rock and rock
containing explosive residue. PAG rock would
be placed in the open pit and submerged at
closure, eliminating the ARD potential, and no
residual explosive residues would be expected
to remain at closure.

Noted. Section 4.27 includes discussion of the
EIS-Phase FMEA (AECOM 2018l), which
considered the risk of release from
overtopping.
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Comment
No.

16

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Should a small spill occur,
effects on the surrounding
environment would be

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that a preventative
maintenance program also be included
as an “implementing control” since

that the rock is safe for placement.
These details are necessary to
understand the effectiveness of this
mitigation measure and determine
water quality impacts due to explosive
residues. We recommend that these
rocks be placed where any leachate
will be directed toward a storage pond
for treatment so that ammonia, nitrate,
and fuel oil are not released to the
groundwater, surface water, or soils in
the area.
We recommend that this section
discuss the extent to which explosive
residuals were estimated and
disclosed in predicting changes to
water quality.
We recommend that details regarding
management of rock containing
explosive residues and treatment and
disposal of leachate be added to
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.
We note that water treatment of
selenium by a fluidized bed reactor
(FBR) is inhibited by the presence of
nitrate – nitrate must be used up by
the bacteria before selenate will be
reduced. We recommend that the
DEIS consider this factor given the
water treatment proposed.
http://www.envirogen.com/files/files/ET
I_Selenium_GrayPaper_V_FINAL.pdf

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative

it would not be considered to be present in
sufficient quantity to prevent biological
selenium removal from functioning. Nitrate
residues should be a consideration in the
sizing of the system.
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Comment
No.

17

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water treatment – “There
is some concern,
however, that salt and
selenium could build up
over time in the pyritic
TSF, which has the
potential to lead to
increased TDS
concentrations that would
require treatment in the
main WTP”.

minimized by
implementing controls,
including automatic
shutoff devices, and inplace spill response
equipment and
procedures (PLP 2018d).
Section 4.27, Spill Risk,
describes the potential for
and effects of a large
hydrocarbon spill.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Our assessment is that this concern is
likely to occur, since the concentrated
residual waste solids from both
treatment plants will be added to the
pyritic TSF. This also may be a
concern with the oxidized and reduced
sludges produced during other steps in
water treatment also being added to
the pyritic TSF. Whether metals,
metalloids, and non-metals will be
released from those waste streams will
depend on whether they are held
under the same conditions as when
they were formed. Oxic precipitates
(e.g., ferric oxyhydroxides – along with
any sorbed metals/metalloids) can be
expected to be reductively dissolved if
in reducing conditions; reduced
precipitates (e.g., amorphous
elemental selenium, metal sulfides)
can be expected to re-dissolve if in
oxidizing conditions. Increased ionic
strength (higher TDS) will cause
release of ions sorbed to precipitates if
they are not chemically bonded. Ions

smaller spills can be prevented if
hoses, especially on large equipment,
are replaced before they have a
chance to burst.
We also recommend adding
discussion of shutoff devices to
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.
Please provide details for mitigation of
impacts from contact and runoff water
during construction to Chapter 5, Table
5-2.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Noted. Additional text on WTP issues and
suggestions for further investigation and
potential design changes as an adaptive
management strategy to manage salt loading
have been added to Appendix K4.18.

to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include these requested measures
with all additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

18

19

20

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Treated water from the
WTPs would be used to
supply process needs,
and the remainder would
be discharged to the
environment downstream
of the mine site. All
WTP#1 treated water and
most WTP#2 treated
water would be
discharged, and a small
portion of the WTP#2
treated water would be
used for process and

discharge water from both
WTPs is currently
expected to meet ADEC
criteria

The open pit WTP would
also include biological
selenium removal

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

These two sentences seem to
contradict each other. We recommend
that the DEIS clarify whether the first
(which seems to indicate that process
needs would be a large use of water)
or the second (which states that only a
small portion of the water would be
used in the process) is reflective of the
expected conditions on site.

We recommend that the DEIS provide
a comparison with expected APDES
permit effluent limitations in addition to
ADEC criteria.

We recommend that the document
explain whether this WTP technique
has been utilized at other mine sites, in
particular for the proposed treatment
rates. If it has been utilized elsewhere,
please explain how the differences in
temperature at the Pebble site would
affect the biological activity associated
with Se removal, as well as describe
whether the effect of temperature on
the efficiency of Se removal using this
technique has been evaluated.

released will become re-sequestered
as either oxidized or reduced solids (or
re-sorbed to another solid) depending
on their final environment, but this may
take some time.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

Addressed. Conflicting text removed and
statement edited for clarification. All WTP#1
treated water and most WTP#2 treated water
would be discharged to the environment
downstream of the mine site, and a small
portion of the WTP#2 treated water would be
used for process and power plant needs.

It is expected that the most stringent ADEC
water quality criteria that are the basis of the
referenced comparison meet or exceed criteria
that would be issued under an APDES permit.

This technique has been applied at other mine
sites, and in general, the temperature issue
does need to be accounted for in the design.
Heating may be required to bring the
temperature to a minimum of 5°C for the
biological treatment process. Text has been
added for clarification.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

21

22

23

24

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-6

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-6

Section
4.18.2.1,
Pages 4.18-5
and 6

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some waterbodies may
also have site-specific
water quality criterion.

“Additionally, installing
engineered discharge
chambers at discharge
points would reduce
effects on certain water
conditions such as
turbidity and dissolved
oxygen by baffling the
discharge and allowing for
more equilibrium of water
condition at the discharge
point.”

ADEC regulates
wastewater discharges
from hard-rock mining
facilities through various
permits:

Water from both treatment
plants would be
strategically discharged in
a manner that would
optimize downstream
aquatic habitat, based on
modeling and monitoring
during discharge (PLP
2018d).

power plant needs.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS either
clarify that no waterbodies in the
project area have site specific criterion
or delete this sentence as it is not
applicable to the project. We note that
if a request for site specific water

Discussion of discharge chambers is
also included in Table 4.18-1 (with
respect to groundwater) and on Page
4.18-13 (with respect to erosion). We
recommend adding this mitigation
measure to Chapter 5, Table 5-2, and
note that discharge chambers are also
a mitigation measure for
water/sediment quality and for fish.

We recommend clarifying that an
APDES permit would be issued unless
the discharge is not to WOTUS,
necessitating a domestic wastewater
discharge permit.

As noted in our comments on section
4.16, we recommend that additional
details be provided in the DEIS to
understand how this water discharge
would be implemented during
construction, operations, and closure.
Also, our review finds that PLP 2018d
is not currently provided in the list of
references.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Addressed; sentence removed.

PAGE | 11

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.

Addressed. Text has been updated to include
additional information. An APDES permit is
necessary and would be issued unless
discharge is not to WOUS, in which case a
domestic wastewater discharge permit would
be required.

It is unclear what specific additional details are
being requested. The EIS currently describes
the treatment and discharge process during
each phase of the project (e.g., identifies
discharge locations, discusses impacts to flow,
water chemistry and water temperature from
discharges to individual drainages, and
assesses potential impacts on fish habitat).
PLP (2018d) has been added to Chapter 9
and is available on the project website.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

25

26

27

28

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section
4.18.2.1,
Section 4.18-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“…water level in the open
pit would be maintained to
allow controlled placement
and management of the

Effects from deposition of
fugitive dust and Effects
from dust suppression
water

The results indicate a
small expected increase in
the concentration of
metals in surface water as
a result of dust deposition,
ranging from 0.1 to 0.7
percent, which would not
result in exceedances of
the most stringent water
quality criteria

Appendix K4.18 provides
the methodology used to
calculate the incremental
increase in surface water
and Table K4.18-12
shows the results.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend adding this mitigation
measure to prevent oxidation of the
pyritic tailing in the pit during
placement to Chapter 5, Table 5-2,

These sections discuss impacts of
dust on water and sediment quality,
but dust is only presented in Table 5-2
with respect to air quality. We
recommend adding details for
mitigation of impacts from dust (and
suppression water) to Chapter 5, Table
5-2.

While fugitive dust alone would not be
sufficient to exceed a WQS, it is not
clear if the additive effect of fugitive
dust and WTP outflow were evaluated
cumulatively. We recommend
providing a Table showing the
cumulative concentrations and
loadings from these sources as
compared to current conditions and
the criteria.

From reading the description in the
Appendix, it does not appear that
loading to surface water from soil
runoff is included in the calculations;
however, this may be a relatively large
flux since the settled dust to the
terrestrial landscape will be more
mobile than native soil particles. We
therefore recommend that it be
considered in the analysis.

quality criteria is to be made, there is
an established process to follow with
the state and the EPA.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

Noted. Information on subaqueous storage
has been added to Table 5-2.

Noted. Section 5.2.1.2 (BMPs) includes a
description of dust mitigation.

Addressed, text has been updated to include
the predicted range of increases of constituent
concentrations from to dust deposition, which
would not result in exceedances of the most
stringent water quality criteria in background
conditions or WTP outflow conditions.

Comment noted. Water quality modeling does
not specifically consider sediment load;
however, sediment and dust runoff impacts to
surface water quality are assessed separately.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

29

30

31

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section4.18.2.
1, Pages 4.187 and 8

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water management and
treatment during closure
and post-closure is
expected to minimize
effects on water quality
during both the physical

“Free water on the surface
of the bulk TSF would be
pumped to the main WMP
through approximately
year 15 post closure, then
to the open pit through
approximately year 50
post-closure. The bulk
TSF would be graded and
revegetated to direct
surface runoff toward the
closure spillway at
approximately year 10
post-closure.”

“…maximum management
level…”

PAG waste rock in dry
areas of the pit, while
keeping a water cover
over the submerged pyritic
tailings.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the reference to
Table K4.18-10 which shows treated
discharge quality at closure be
corrected. Table K4.18-10 shows that
discharge water quality is predicted to
exceed water quality criteria for

Chapter 2 states that the bulk TSF
would have a dry closure. The second
sentence here indicates that the TSF
would be graded and revegetated (at ~
10 years post-closure) such that water
would not remain on the top of TSF but
run off toward a spillway. However, the
first sentence indicates there would be
“free water on the surface” and that it
would be pumped to the open pit from
years 15-50 “post-closure.” Please
clarify why there would be free water
on the surface of the TSF after it had
been graded and revegetated or revise
where necessary.
In addition, we recommend providing
details on the spillway and where the
water will be directed.

We recommend providing a numerical
estimate of the water level referred to
here.

along with detail for the water level in
the pit during this stage of filling the pit
with mining wastes.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 13

Addressed. Clarification from Knight Piésold
was received in RFI 106. Table has been
removed and information in Appendix K4.18
has been updated to include expected WTP
discharges in closure.

Addressed. Paragraph has been re-organized
and text has been added to clarify the
statement and address the apparent
discrepancy.
Addressed in text, see comment above.

Addressed, text has been added providing
additional information regarding the maximum
management elevation of the pit lake in
closure. Additional general details of the pit
lake are included in Appendix K4.18, Table
K4.18-12.
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Comment
No.

32

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Groundwater modeling
estimates that the bulk
TSF would contribute
about 0.2 cfs of seepage
to the underlying
groundwater system
during and at the end of

closure of the site and
associated reclamation
activities, as well as
during long-term postclosure and associated
maintenance and
monitoring activities.
Water quality would be
monitored and the
treatment process would
be adjusted as needed.
Table K4.18-5 provides an
estimate of treated
discharge water quality
from the pit lake.
WTP processes are
expected to be effective in
treating water to meet
discharge criteria,
although concerns
regarding potential longterm increased TDS levels
may require further
investigation as design
progresses and/or
adaptive management
strategies are
implemented during
operations (Chapter 5)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

It is not clear whether the 0.2 cfs value
is a mean, maximum, etc. We
recommend that the DEIS clarify this
value and describe any uncertainties
associated with the estimate.

mercury and selenium. Because of
these exceedances, the conclusion
that the WTP processes are expected
to be effective is not accurate. Given
that predicted exceedances are
discussed, we recommend that this
conclusion be revised.
We recommend that the DEIS
specifically disclose predicted
exceedances of water quality criteria at
closure, including the magnitude,
duration, and geographic extent of
these exceedances downstream of the
discharge points. In addition, we
recommend that an alternative or
variant WTP process be developed,
analyzed, and included in the DEIS so
that there is an alternative to the
proposed action that would result in all
water quality standards being met at
closure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 14

The information referenced is from Piteau
Associates (2018a), and a citation has been
added to the text. The value of "about 0.2 cfs"
is a rough estimate of the flow rate, believed to
be accurate within a factor of 5. Text has
been clarified.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

33

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Hydraulic containment of
seepage flow from the
bulk TSF would be
achieved and maintained
using a series of control
measures (Appendix
K4.15, Table K4.15-1)
Groundwater modeling
suggests that a sump or
pumping wells with an
operating elevation of
1,250 ft at the main SCP
and a grout curtain with an
effective hydraulic
conductivity of 1x10-5
cm/s would be effective in
capturing seepage (Piteau
2018)

mining

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Table K4.15-1 does not provide the
details regarding the location of these
seepage capturing features or the
details that would support the
conclusions that all the groundwater
from the bulk TSF would be contained.
Therefore, insufficient information is
currently provided to evaluate the
impacts to groundwater quality from
the bulk TSF.
Per our comments submitted to the
Corps on 8/15/18, we continue to
recommend providing additional
information related to hydraulic
containment. We recommend that this
information include, at a minimum: (1)
figures that show the location of the
underdrains; (2) figures that show the
locations and cross-sections of the
seepage pumpback wells in relation to
the plume of contaminated
groundwater; and (3) a discussion of
these designs in relation to the
groundwater modeling that reflects the
Corps’ independent analysis, specific
conclusions on the effectiveness of
these measures, and any
uncertainties.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 15

We agree that information in Table K4.15-1 is
limited on this topic; cross-reference to this
table has been deleted as redundant to
features described in bullets and RFI
references in this section. A discussion of the
potential for impacted groundwater migration
beneath the SCP and related uncertainties has
been added to Section 4.17 (and Appendix
K4.17), and a cross-reference to that section
added in Section 4.18.
Text has been added to Section 4.18 to
address the drainage system between the bulk
TSF and SCP, and the hydraulic containment
system beneath the SCP. Both are currently
conceptual only (e.g., PLP 2018-RFI 006) and
would be developed in final design. The
primary design criterion for management of the
SCP, defined as “no detectable seepage
downgradient of the collection and pumpback
systems,” has been added to the text. Crossreferences have been added to a
hydrogeologic cross-section in Section 3.17
showing units between the bulk TSF and SCP,
and a conceptual cross-section in RFI 006Figure 1. A cross-reference to Section 4.17,
where discussion of the potential for impacted
groundwater migration beneath the SCP and
groundwater model uncertainties can be
found, has also been added. Text added to
indicate that additional seepage collection,
cutoff walls, and/or pumpback systems may be
installed downstream if necessary, as
determined by monitored water quality (PLP
2018-RFI 006a).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

34

35

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section
4.18.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Groundwater modeling
suggests that a sump or
pumping wells with an
operating elevation of
1,250 ft at the main SCP
and a grout curtain with an
effective hydraulic

“…be captured by the
main embankment SCP”
“The main embankment of
the bulk TSF would be
designed to promote
seepage to the SCP,
thereby minimizing the
volume of water contained
within the tailings
impoundment and
promoting embankment
stability”
“North-flowing
underdrains…Seepage
pump-back wells
downgradient of the three
SCPs.”
For the pyritic TSF:
“Potential leakage through
the liner would be diluted
by unimpacted
groundwater flowing
northward down the NFK
east drainage, and would
be intercepted by the main
WMP and its
downgradient seepage
pumpback wells.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Piteau 2018 is not included in the
references and therefore the
groundwater quality modeling cannot
be adequately evaluated. We
recommend that this document be
added to the reference list. Also, we
recommend that the model approach,

We recommend adding details on
mitigation of seepage to Chapter 5,
Table 5-2.
Also, we recommend that the Corps
consider whether the well field
downstream from the WMP, that would
intercept any leakage from the pyritic
TSF going to the WMP, is sufficient to
protect groundwater quality, or
whether a double liner would be
advised (under either or both the
pyritic TSF and WMP) as an additional
mitigation measure. We further
recommend that this analysis be
discussed in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 16

Piteau Associates (2018a) has been added to
the Chapter 9 reference list and is available on
the project website. Text was revised to
reference discussion of the groundwater
model approach, including sensitivity and
uncertainty in Section 4.17, Groundwater
Hydrology.

Noted. Seepage mitigation has been added to
Section 5.2.1.2 BMPs.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
The measure will be added to Appendix M –
Mitigation Assessment and considered by the
agencies as potential permit requirements.
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Comment
No.

36

37

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Several metals, TDS, and
sulfate in the main SCP
are predicted to exceed
baseline concentrations
and regulatory criteria at

The predicted
concentration of
constituents in
groundwater beneath the
bulk TSF and between the
TSF and the main SCP
would be similar to those
listed in Table K4.18-2
and Table K4.18-3 for the
main SCP.

conductivity of 1x10-5
cm/s would be effective in
capturing seepage (Piteau
2018).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS clearly
disclose in this section which metals
are predicted to exceed baseline and
regulatory criteria in groundwater and
the length of time over which post-

Table K4.18-2 does not have a column
titled SCP or seepage collection pond,
therefore it not possible to know what
predicted concentrations of
constituents in groundwater are being
referred to. We recommend clearly
adding the necessary information to
the tables referenced. Assuming the
SCP may be listed as the “Pyritic
Tailings Sand Wedge” column in the
table, the predicted water quality would
exceed WQS for numerous metals.
However, given the differences in
metal composition between the pyritic
and bulk TSF, it seems unlikely that
predicted concentrations in
groundwater would be similar to those
for surface water. We recommend that
additional information be provided on
the predicted groundwater
concentrations below the bulk TSF.

evaluation, and sensitivities and
uncertainties be disclosed, as
described in our comments on the
other models used.
In addition, we recommend that the
DEIS clearly describe what is meant
by “modeling suggests” so that the
level of confidence in this information
is disclosed to agency decision makers
and the public.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Text clarified.

PAGE | 17

Table K4.18-2 has been revised to show which
column reflects anticipated conditions in the
SCP.

Addressed. Text updated.
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Comment
No.

38

39

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The potential for liner
damage (e.g., from ice or
placement of waste rock)
leading to leakage of
tailings porewater was
evaluated in the EISPhase Failure Modes
Effects Analysis (FMEA),
and the likelihood of
occurrence was
considered to be low to
moderate (AECOM
2018l).

Pond water leaking
through the pond liners
would be intersected
intercepted by underdrain
systems included in the
design of those facilities,
and subsequently pumped
back to the respective
WMP (PLP 2018-RFI
019a); however, some
water could bypass the
underdrain system and
seep into underlying
shallow groundwater

the end of mining and the
end of closure Phase 3,
and thus would require
continued treatment at
WTP#3 in post-closure
(Knight Piésold 2018d).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

AECOM 2018l is not included in the
references and therefore information
on the potential for leakage through
the liner cannot be evaluated. Of
specific interest are the predictions of
number of defects/ holes per area of
the liner. There are several different
values for this available in the literature
that could result in significant
differences in terms of groundwater
concentrations/impacts. Therefore,
having access to this information is
critical for the evaluation of the EIS
and we recommend that the AECOM
2018I document be provided in the text
or appendix of the DEIS for review and

It is not clear based on the information
presented how it was determined with
certainty that 100% of the TSF
seepage will be collected, while for the
smaller, lined WMP, it is anticipated
that seepage could bypass the system
and impact groundwater. We
recommend including additional
information in the DEIS to support the
100% seepage collection conclusion or
alternatively, revising that conclusion
as appropriate.

closure groundwater management and
collection and water treatment
(associated with groundwater) would
be required.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

AECOM (2018l) has been added to
references.

PAGE | 18

The discussion subtitled “Effects from TSF
Seepage” details the process by which
seepage would be directed to the SCP through
a system of underdrains and sloping terrain,
with secondary capture through a series of
pumpback wells downgradient of the SCP.
The potential for contaminated groundwater to
migrate in units beneath the bulk TSF and
SCP, based on uncertainties in the
groundwater model, is provided in Section
4.17, Groundwater Hydrology, with a crossreference in Section 4.18.
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Comment
No.

40

41

42

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-10

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9 and 10

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In a discussion of the
estimated maximum
leakage rate through the
liner of the main WMP:
“…daily leakage rate of
nearly 23,000 gallons.”

“Pond water leaking
through pond liners would
be intersected by
underdrain systems
included in the design of
those facilities…”

“If monitoring were to find
that groundwater quality is
not improving during the
post-closure period,
additional remedies would
be implemented to
capture and/or treat
impacted groundwater.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

This seems like a lot of water to leak
daily. The response to RFI 019c stated
that 1 l/s equates to about 30
gallons/acre/day for each facility,
which is < 480 gal/acre/day stated as
being regulated for “metal laden
seepage water” (https://geosyntheticinstitute.org/papers/paper15.pdf). This
is a lot of water to have to store in the
pond, treat, and potentially not
capture. We were unable to find the
actual acreage for any of the mine
facilities in the PLP plan (Chapter 2)
and were unable to find any
information about the type of liner and
its hydraulic conductivity. In addition,
the FMEA was not provided in the

We recommend adding these details
to Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

We recommend that the DEIS
describe the groundwater monitoring
that would occur during closure/postclosure (monitoring locations,
frequency, and parameters), the
criteria that would be used to
determine if additional remedies are
needed, and details of the additional
remedies that would be implemented.

comment.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 19

The intent of the referenced text is to describe
the anticipated leakage from the WMP, and
assess the planned process for monitoring and
managing that anticipated leakage. The
assumed leakage rate is based on anticipated
defects in a composite liner system with
excellent contact between the liner and
subgrade (Giroud and Bonaparte 1989; PLP
2018-RFI 019c). Text has been revised to
discuss the leakage rate in context of the
capture and pumpback process.

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.

Text has been revised to align with Closure
Water Management Plan (Knight Piésold
2018d).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

43

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Based on the current
mine plan, it is possible
that gaps exist along the
main WMP embankment
that would allow
potentially affected
groundwater to flow
through areas where wells
are limited (e.g., along the
southwest side of the
embankment, Figure 4.161). As discussed in the
EIS-Phase Failure Modes
Effects Analysis (FMEA),
the final location and
spacing of pump-back
wells would be determined
based on additional
hydrogeologic
investigation as design
progresses to minimize
the likelihood of this
occurrence.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that it may be less
costly to have a better liner system
(double liner to protect against defects
and damage to one) than to have to
pump this much water back to a pond
and then have to pump it out and treat
it later, not to mention needing to
consider this in sizing of the pond
(which results in an increased
footprint). Additionally, the discussion
includes that there is potential for gaps
in the well network (also can see on
Fig 4.16-1), which would lead to
potential impacts on groundwater. We
note that the best mitigation measure
for groundwater impacts caused by the
potential inability to capture seepage is
to minimize the potential for seepage
to occur.
For all of these reasons, we
recommend that the Corps consider an
alternative, variant, or additional
mitigation measures to minimize
leakage from these liners (facilities),
such as a double-liner system. In
addition, we recommend that the DEIS
include details from the additional

current document. It is unclear whether
this value considers both seepage
(inherent loss expected due to the
hydraulic conductivity of the material)
and leakage (assumed from
deformities or damage to the liner), or
from only leakage. We recommend
that these details be discussed in the
DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 20

Noted. USACE will include this requested
measure with additional measures suggested
by cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
The measure will be added to Appendix M –
Mitigation Assessment and considered by the
agencies as potential permit requirements.
Further description of proposed future design
work that would include additional site
investigation and monitoring network
development are described in PLP (2018-RFI
019c).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

44

45

46

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1,
Pages 4.18-11
and 12

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-11

Section
4.18.2.1 Page
4.18-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

If monitoring shows that
groundwater quality is not
improving during the postclosure period, additional
remedies would be

After lake level rise,
groundwater gradients
toward the pit would be
maintained by managing
the pit lake level through
pumping and treating the
lake water in perpetuity.
With the pit water level
maintained at the
maximum management
level of 890 ft msl,
groundwater flow is
expected to be directed
radially toward the pit from
all directions.

Discussion of seepage
from overburden stockpile:
“…limited by segregating
mineralized overburden
from non-mineralized
overburden, and
stockpiling mineralized
materials that exhibit a
high potential for leaching
in the pyritic TSF.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

As noted above, we recommend
providing additional information that
describes the groundwater monitoring
that would occur at closure/postclosure and the additional remedies

In order to provide context for the postclosure discharge rate, we recommend
that the DEIS discuss how this
discharge rate compares with the
volumes of water treated during the
operating phase of the mine.

We recommend providing information
on the volume/discharge that would be
required to pass through the water
treatment plant in order to maintain a
pit lake level of 890 ft during periods of
spring snowmelt.

We recommend including these
measures in Chapter 5.

hydrogeologic investigation regarding
well placement and consider revised or
additional well placement as needed to
improve the ability to capture leakage
and seepage.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 21

Text has been revised to align with Closure
Water Management Plan (Knight Piésold
2018d).

Information added to text based on Piteau
Associates (2018a).
Information added to text.

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

47

48

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-11

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Placeholder: Additional
information on pit lake
modeling, lake
stratification, and its
effects on water quality
was received November
1, 2018” “This information
will be reviewed and
incorporated in the DEIS.”

“Groundwater monitoring
would be conducted at
selected wells surrounding
the pit lake to confirm that
groundwater flow is
toward the pit and that
impacted groundwater is
not migrating outside of
the pit. Should monitoring
find that groundwater
does not flow toward the
pit or that groundwater
quality outside the pit is
degraded during the postclosure period, the
maximum management
level (890 ft msl) currently
proposed would be
reconsidered, and the pit
lake level would be
lowered to maintain
hydraulic containment.”

implemented to capture
and/or treat the impacted
groundwater as needed.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Figure K4.18-01 shows the top of the
PAG waste rock at 650 ft and the
maximum water level at 890 ft. We
recommend that the DEIS discuss the
anticipated water environment for the
submerged tailings and PAG and
whether the 240 feet of pit water is
expected to stratify and/or turn over. In
addition, we recommend that the DEIS
provide the depth at which water will
be obtained for treating (if there is

Please provide information in the DEIS
on the current groundwater level and
flow direction in the area of the pit. We
recommend that this information be
provided on a figure, along with the
cone of depression of the water table
expected during mining operations due
to de-watering.
In addition, we recommend providing
information on anticipated changes in
pit water conditions (e.g., stratification,
depths of oxygen infiltration, water turn
over) and any anticipated (if there are
any) influences on the covered PAG
and pyritic tailings if the pit water level
needs to be decreased.

that would be implemented.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 22

Addressed in 4.18 and in further detail in
Appendix K4.18.

Groundwater information, including the flow
characteristics during all project phases and
figures, have been added to Section 4.17 and
Appendix K4.17, Groundwater Hydrology.
Information on the anticipated water chemistry,
stratification, and other relevant pit lake
characteristics is provided in Appendix K4.18,
and a summary is provided in Section 4.18.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

49

50

51

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-13

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-12

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“However, the potential
exists for erosion during
periods of high
precipitation and runoff to
overwhelm the BMPs,
resulting in an influx of
fine sediment and
increased turbidity into
gravel-dominated

Discussion of the effect of
dewatering on wetlands in
the vicinity of the mine
site.

Discussion of the effect of
dewatering on wetlands in
the vicinity of the mine
site.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS discuss
the impacts that the erosion would
have, both temporary and longer-term
and describe the mitigation measures
necessary to reduce those impacts.
We recommend that redundant BMPs
be used and/or that settling
basins/ponds/ditches be sized to
consider extreme events. We

We recommend that the DEIS discuss
the impacts that the erosion would
have, both temporary and longer-term
and describe the mitigation measures
necessary to reduce those impacts.
We recommend that redundant BMPs
be used and/or that settling
basins/ponds/ditches be sized to
consider extreme events. We
recommend that it is more protective to
oversize these components than to
undersize them based on averages.

We note that previously reduced soils
will become oxidized and there is the
potential for the oxidized metals to be
mobilized or form oxyhydroxides or be
sorbed to the soils (dependent on pH
and specific ions present). We
recommend that the DEIS discuss the
mitigation measures necessary to
reduce these potential impacts to soils
and groundwater.

stratification, water quality could be
expected to differ at differing depths).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 23

Impacts from erosion are discussed.
Mitigation measures to control sedimentation
have been included in Chapter 5.

The areas referenced are within the
surface/groundwater capture zone and any
oxidized metals leaching to groundwater would
be captured and treated prior to discharge to
the environment.

Effects on soils are presented in Section 4.14,
Soils. The effect of dewatering on soils,
specifically oxidation of soils at the mine site
as they become unsaturated, could affect
locally affect groundwater chemistry; however,
soils in this area that would be affected in this
way are predominantly stripped as overburden
during mining operations. Additionally, the
area is within the surface/groundwater capture
zone and any oxidized metals leaching to
groundwater would be captured and treated
prior to discharge to the environment.
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Comment
No.

52

53

54

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section

Section
4.18.2.2, Page
4.18-14

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Surface Water: Metals

Based on a field review of
geology at material sites,
PAG material has not
been identified at any site
along the transportation
corridor, and the rock
types present are not
typical of PAG rock.

“Thus, low-intensity
sediment contamination in
between the removed
facilities could persist at
the mine site for decades
in post-closure[,]
potentially contributing to
water quality impacts over
time. To address this
potential impact, Chapter
5, Mitigation, provides a
recommendation for
additional testing of
sediment quality between
facility footprints at
closure.”

streambeds.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

It is not clear from the text whether

As noted earlier in the EIS, there are
numerous metals that are mobile
under neutral pH conditions (e.g.
arsenic, molybdenum, and selenium).
Therefore, evaluating material on the
basis of its acid generation potential
and not also due to the concentration
of other metals/metalloids would
potentially overlook water quality
impacts along the transportation
corridor. We recommend providing
additional information to support this
statement and provide a discussion of
how NPAG metal leaching rock will be
managed in the DEIS.

We recommend including this
recommendation in Chapter 5.

recommend that it is more protective to
oversize these components than to
undersize them based on averages.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Text clarified as suggested.

PAGE | 24

Comment noted. The material sites that would
support construction outside of the mine site
are not in mineralized areas and it is not
anticipated that leachable metals will be a
significant concern; however, mitigation
including testing of material sites for leachable
metals and PAG rock is included in Chapter 5.

Noted. USACE will include this requested
measure with additional measures suggested
by cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
The measure will be added to Appendix M –
Mitigation Assessment and considered by the
agencies as potential permit requirements.
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Comment
No.

55

56

57

58

59

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

A container barrier wall

Section on Dust Impacts
on Marine Water Quality

Section on Surface Water
Quality

“The solids removed
would be thickened and
disposed of appropriately.”

“In addition, stormwater
treatment systems would
be in place at both ferry
terminal locations to
capture potential
contaminants.”

concentrations in surface
water predicted to
increase by 0.1% to 0.7%
as a result of fugitive dust
deposition, although no
exceedances of water
quality standards are
expected

4.18.5, Page
4.18-14

Section
4.18.2.2, Page
4.18-15

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend clarifying whether

We recommend that discussion of
mitigation of dust when loading the
concentrate also be included in Table
5-2.

We recommend that mitigation details
in this section also be included in
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

We recommend that the DEIS
describe how they will be disposed.

We recommend that this read “capture
and treat.” Page 4.18-16 discusses
details for mitigation of surface runoff
at the Amakdedori Port, including
treatment that we recommend also be
included in Chapter 5.

these predictions include watershed
loading via surface water runoff. If
runoff is not included in the
predictions, these percentages may be
underestimates of the impacts of
fugitive dust on water quality. We
recommend clarifying and including
additional information in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 25

The referenced discussion describes planned

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.

Text clarified regarding solids disposal.

Text revised as suggested.
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Comment
No.

60

61

62

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.4, Page
4.18-18

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-18

Surface water quality at
pipeline stream crossings
is expected to be within
water quality standards for
turbidity during
construction. Natural
turbidity measurements at
stream crossings along
the transportation corridor
were mostly below the
instrument’s minimum
detection level of 7–11

Marine vessel activity in
Upper Cook Inlet does not
appear to have
contributed to measurable
sediment contamination
(USACE 2013).

The clarified water would
then be treated with
sodium hydrogen sulfide,
sodium hydroxide, and
ferrous sulfate to further
co̻precipitate the
remaining metals under
reducing conditions

built around the fuel tanks
and a perimeter
containment curb
constructed around the
terminal would prevent
surface water runoff from
these facilities and
activities from reaching
off-site surface water.

4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend clarifying the
discrepancy between the first and last
sentences where one says turbidity will
be within WQS and the other says
there will be impacts above the WQS.

We recommend explaining how the
information on Upper Cook Inlet, which
is a non-depositional area, is
applicable to Kamishak Bay, which is a
net depositional area in the DEIS.

We recommend clarifying whether the
treatment described would be
adequate to treat any discharges of
hydrocarbons that could occur in the
surface runoff.

these barriers are in addition to any
required secondary containment.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 26

Addressed in text, text updated.
Overall, surface water quality at pipeline
stream crossings is expected to be within
water quality standards for turbidity during
construction. It is possible that isolated
occurrences of impacts above this standard
could occur temporarily (e.g., during highprecipitation periods along summer
construction segments); however, they would
likely be reduced within a short time frame
because of planned redundancies in BMPs,
erosion and sediment control measures.

Text revised to remove reference to upper
Cook Inlet.

Text clarified to indicate that the port WTP
would treat hydrocarbons (POL), if present in
runoff.

features that will contribute to stormwater
management at the port site, which includes
the planned secondary containment around
fuel tanks (barrier wall) and a perimeter
containment curb. Text clarified.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

63

64

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.4, Page
4.18-19

Section
4.18.2.4, Page
4.18-18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Section 4.16, Surface
Water Hydrology,
addresses the potential for
sediment suspension,
plume transport, and
redeposition to occur

The extent of potential
impacts from hydrostatic
testing for pipeline
pressure testing would be
limited because the water
volumes required would
be small compared to the
volumes of potential
sources from rivers and
small lakes along the
route.

nephelometric turbidity
units (NTU) during 2018
field studies (Section 3.18,
Water and Sediment
Quality) (PLP 2018-RFI
036). ADEC water quality
standards specify that
turbidity levels may not
exceed 5 NTU above
these conditions (when
the natural turbidity level
is 50 NTU or less).
Isolated occurrences of
impacts above this
standard could occur
(e.g., during highprecipitation periods along
summer construction
segments)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We note that no mitigation for these
impacts is provided in either Table 5-2
or in Chapter 4.16. We recommend
that mitigation measures be provided
for these impacts and discussed in the
DEIS.

We recommend clarifying that this
discharge would need a state
authorized permit under 18 AAC 72 if it
is discharged to land.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 27

Noted. General text describing erosion and
sediment control to minimize these effects is
included in Section 5.2.1.2 BMPs. USACE will
include the requested measure specific to the
marine environment with additional measures
suggested by cooperating agencies and the

Text clarified regarding permit applicability and
compliance.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

65

66

67

68

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.4.3, Page
4.18-22

Section
4.18.4, Page
4.18-21

Section
4.18.3.1, Page
4.18-19

Section
4.18.3.1, Page
4.18-19

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The water removed from
the concentrate would be
treated in a WTP to meet
marine water quality
standards and discharged
through an outfall pipeline

“Under alternative 3,
impacts on the pipeline
corridor would be the
same as those described
for Alternative 2.”

In discussion of the
natural gas pipeline
corridor in Alternative 2:
“Impacts would be the
same as described for the
transportation corridor
under Alternative 3 for the
portion from Diamond
Point to the mine site.”

Due to similar seepage
design and downstream
capture under Alternatives
1 and 2, the downstream
dam alternative for the
bulk TSF main
embankment would likely
have the same impacts on
surface water and
groundwater quality as
centerline construction

during construction in the
marine environment.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend clarifying the
circumstances which would allow for a
discharge of process wastewater to
waters of the U.S. under the Clean
Water Act and NPDES regulations (40
CFR 122.2 defines Process

Section 4.18.3.4 is the “Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridor.” As noted in the
previous comment, impacts are not
described in Alternative 2 for the
complete pipeline corridor. We
recommend that the text be revised as
necessary.

We note that the pipeline corridor is
not discussed in Alternative 3’s section
on the transportation corridor and we
recommend that this discussion be
added to the text.

We recommend that the DEIS provide
figures that show the seepage design
systems for Alternatives 1 and 2 in
order to support the conclusion that
impacts would likely be the same.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 28

PLP (2018-RFI 066) describes process
wastewater discharge, specifically allowing for
some process water discharge to maintain a
site's water balance (referencing EPA
Development Document for Final Effluent
Limitations Guidelines and New Source

Text has been revised.

The discussion of Alternative 3 impacts
includes only those elements that vary from
Alternatives 1 and 2. The pipeline route under
Alternative 3 is the same as the pipeline route
under Alternative 2, so impacts are addressed
by reference to Alternative 2. Text has been
clarified.

Figures 2-4 and 2-45 show details of Bulk TSF
layout, including seepage collection system
configuration. Reference has been added to
text.

public to be evaluated after the Draft EIS
comment period.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

69

70

Agency

EPA

EPA

Page 4.18-24,
table 4.18-1

Page 4.18-23,
Table 4.18-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
wastewater as any water which, during
manufacturing or processing, comes
into direct contact with or results from
the production or use of any raw
material, intermediate product, finished
product, byproduct, or waste product)
considering the prohibition on this type
of discharge found in 40 CFR 440
Subpart J.
In order to understand the significance
of these impacts, we recommend that
these sentences be expanded to list
the metals that would be exceeded in
groundwater and the areal extent and
depth of exceedances. For surface
water, we recommend describing the
magnitude of the turbidity
exceedances and geographic extent
(which waterbodies and how far
downstream).

As noted above, we recommend that
the DEIS lists the parameters that
would be exceeded in groundwater
and the areal and vertical extent as
well as the duration (years).

Surface Water: Ground
disturbance and fill
placement could result in
increased turbidity in local
waterbodies and streams,
to be mitigated through
BMPs.
Groundwater: Metals
concentrations in shallow
groundwater may increase
as a result of the
disruption of wetlands and
fill placement
Groundwater: Local
impacts on shallow
groundwater quality in the
NFK west, east, and north
drainages are likely from
vertical seepage through
the bulk TSF, or leakage
through the pyritic TSF or
WMP liners. This would
result in localized
exceedances of water
quality standards within
the mine site footprint,

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

and diffuser to the marine
environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 29

Specific parameters are now listed in the text
of Section 4.18. Table 4.18-1 retains the list of
key issues.

Table 4.18-1 is intended to summarize key
issues. Specific details supporting those key
issues (including specific metals that may
increase due to wetland dewatering and
assessment of turbidity and sedimentation
effects) are included in the text of Section
4.18.

Performance Standards for the Ore Mining
and Dressing Point Source Category, pp. 501
[EPA November 1982]). Any discharge to
WOUS would be under permit and within
established regulatory framework.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

71

72

73

74

75

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.6, Page
4.18-29

Pages 4.18-26
to 27, Table
4.18-1

Page 4.18-26,
Table 4.18-1

Page 4.18-24,
Table 4.18-1

Page 4.18-25,
Table 4.18-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Pebble Project buildout –
development of 55
percent of resource over a

Construction vs
operations impacts

Localized increase in
turbidity at approximately
100 stream crossings.

Pit lake water quality
would exceed water
quality standards but
would be pumped to
maintain operational
levels and treated prior to
being discharged to the
environment.

Fugitive dust effects

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

No analysis has been provided in the
cumulative effects section to support
these conclusions. We recommend

We recommend that impacts from
construction and operations for the
road, ferry, and port site components
be summarized separately since it is
otherwise unclear which activities are
resulting in the impacts and the
duration of impacts.

We recommend that the DEIS
describe what is meant by “localized”
or provide the estimated extent of
impacts and define the magnitude of
the increases so that the significance
can be understood by agency decision
makers and the public. In addition, we
recommend that the table summarize
whether impacts during operations
would be different than construction.

As we have commented previously, we
recommend that this be revised to
disclose that mercury and selenium
discharges would exceed water quality
standards at closure. As noted above,
we recommend that the magnitude of
these exceedances be disclosed,
including the geographical extent
downstream, and the duration of the
impact.

We recommend summarizing the areal
extent of fugitive dust impacts on
groundwater for all of the alternatives.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 30

The analysis of cumulative effects has been
revised and expanded to include details on
RFFAs including the Pebble Mine expanded

Text clarified to distinguish between various
phases of the project.

Text clarified to define “localized” and
distinguish construction phase from operations
phase.

The table showing expected exceedances of
discharge criteria for mercury and selenium
were in error and have been corrected in the
DEIS.

Addressed. Statement added to explain the
modeled areal extent of dust deposition in
construction and operation phase of the mine
site is depicted in PLP (2018-RFI 065).
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
78-year period”
The buildout would
correspond to an increase
in the magnitude and local
extent of ground
disturbance impacts and
fill placement on
substrate, with a duration
increase of up to 98 years.
The potential for impacts
on surface water,
groundwater, and
substrate would increase,
and would be greater than
the combined impacts of
Alternatives 1 and 2.
Additional design features
to capture and treat
impacted water and waste
streams would be
necessary to manage
mine site impacts.
Overall, the magnitude of
cumulative impacts on
surface water,
groundwater, and
substrate quality from
RFFAs in general would
be expected to be
minimal, with the
exception of activities from
the Pebble project
buildout RFFA.
Cumulative effects would
increase within the mine
site footprint when
expanded to include

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
that additional information and analysis
be provided in the DEIS that includes
estimates of the extent, duration, and
magnitude of the cumulative impacts
of developing 55% of the resource
over a 78-year period. For example,
predicted groundwater and surface
water quality concentrations would
likely be different due to the presence
of larger TSFs, new large waste rock
facilities, and additional water
management ponds and features.
Some of these features would be
placed in the UTC watershed. Clearly
the water balance will be different.
These and other factors could
contribute to significant changes in
groundwater and surface water quality,
and we recommend that the EIS
provide a detailed analysis of these
cumulative impacts in order for the
reader to understand the significance
of the impacts.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 31

development scenario. Description of the
expanded mine scenario has been added to
Section 4.1.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

76

77

78

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.6, Page
4.18-29

Section
4.18.6, Page
4.18-29

Section
4.18.6, Page
4.18-29

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Also, adding a diesel fuel
line would increase the
likelihood of hydrocarbon
spills…”

“Also, adding a diesel fuel
line would increase the
likelihood of hydrocarbon
spills…”

“The estimated area of
disturbance would be
greater than under
Alternatives 1 and 2
combined,…”

buildout development and
increased fill placement.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The brief description in Chapter 4.1
does not mention the fuel line. We
recommend that the DEIS explain why
a mine developed based on the
proposed action description would shift
to utilizing a concentrate pipeline and
diesel line under the expanded

To improve the analysis of potential
cumulative effects, we recommend
providing a detailed description of the
Pebble Project buildout in Section
4.18.6, or a reference to where the
description is provided. We also
recommend that this section describe
specifics of that scenario that are
relevant to surface water and
groundwater quality. For example, it is
not clear how waste rock would be
managed/segregated and how the
waste rock facilities would be
designed. It is not clear whether TSF
seepage management would change,
whether there would be different types
of water treatment processes and
outfalls and how these could change at
closure. We recommend that this
information be provided in the DEIS.

We recommend adding values for
estimated numbers of acres, wetlands,
streams, etc. affected in a table for
easier visualization of cumulative
impacts by a reader.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 32

Description of the expanded mine scenario
has been added to Section 4.1.

The analysis of cumulative effects has been
revised and expanded, including details on
RFFAs including the Pebble mine expanded
development scenario. Description of the
expanded mine scenario has been added to
Section 4.1.

The analysis of cumulative effects has been
revised and expanded, including details on
RFFAs including the Pebble Mine expanded
development scenario. Description of the
expanded mine scenario has been added to
Section 4.1.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
development scenario.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 33

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

EPA

General
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
We recommend that the DEIS
include a description of the
methodology for how the extent
and type of the direct and
indirect impacts to wetlands,
streams, lakes, ponds and
marine waters was estimated
(e.g., how figure 4.22.02 was
generated).
We also recommend including
an analysis of impacts resulting
from the project on a more
localized level, rather than as a
percentage of impacts within a
large-scale watershed.
In addition, we recommend
adding an analysis describing
how the baseline conditions for
each of the functions performed
by the aquatic resources
impacted by the project are
expected to change with each
project alternative. This is a
critical component of analysis for
this section of the DEIS in order
to adequately characterize the
likely impacts of each alternative.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The analysis uses the USGS 10-digit
hydrologic unit code (HUC) as a standard
watershed scale. Dividing the analysis area
into sub-watersheds (12-digit hydrologic
units) would greatly multiply the amount of
data to convey, without providing a benefit
to the reader. The sub-watersheds we
reviewed for the mine site, and it was
determined that with respect to impacts to
wetlands/waters, there was not a great
difference between sub-watersheds.
Chapter 3, Affected Environment, provides a
baseline description of the environment
(Section 3.22). Chapter 4, Environmental
Consequences, provides an analysis of
impacts to wetlands (Section 4.22) from the
three action alternatives to the environment
described in Chapter 3.
A functional assessment will not be
prepared for this proposed project or this
EIS. See response to Comment #8 in the
EPA Section 3.22 comment response
matrix.
Impacts are characterized by four factors;
the framework for impact analysis in the EIS
is provided in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences. For
wetlands, direct impacts are considered loss
of acres of wetlands and other waters.
Indirect impacts vary depending on the type
of impact and location within the indirect
impact zone, and include impacts from
dewatering, fugitive dust, or other types of
impacts described in Section 4.22. Impact
analysis is in accordance with CEQ NEPA
guidance.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

2

Agency

EPA

General
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
It is difficult to follow the various
mapping capabilities, datasets,
scale, and degree of field
verification that are used to
come to the conclusions in this
section, especially without
seeing the maps during this
review period.
The approach seems to be that
the areas that have better
mapping (such as the mine site
footprint) are used to represent
the approximation of the entire
HUC 10 watershed and are
compared to the disturbance
threshold. For example, on page
4.22-7, the document identifies
riverine wetlands as high-value;
however, it states that the extent
of such high-value wetlands is
not known in the 171,000-acre
watershed. As these wetlands
comprise approx. 3% of the mine
site, the same ratio in the entire
watershed is X number of
wetlands and the resulting
percent of impacts is a similar
percent as on the mine site. It is
unclear whether the footprint of
the mine site is actually
representative of the entire HUC
10 watershed. Applying this logic
to determine the described
threshold approach appears
problematic without additional
information in the DEIS to verify
the assertions presented.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Revisions were made that added
areas/percentages of field verified data for
each alternative in Section 3.22.2, and for
Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 component
impact areas.
For the mine site, NWI mapping was
available for the entire watershed and this is
now used for determining the proportionate
extent of impacts. NHD stream data was
used to calculate stream lengths. However,
as the NWI data does not include HGM, we
assumed a 3% estimate for the extent of
riverine wetlands in the watershed. The 3%
estimate for riverine wetlands within the
watershed is considered on the low end, as
the mine site is located in the upper
watershed, and we would expect riverine
wetlands to be more prevalent lower in the
watershed based on aerial imagery and
topography.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.22-1
4.22

4.22-1
4.22

4.22-1
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that, instead of
the threshold approach, the EIS
describe the amount of different
types of wetlands impacted
across the alternatives without
comparison to an arbitrary
threshold. Please see the white
paper that EPA sent to the AK
District in July 2018 that outlines
scientific concerns regarding this
kind of threshold approach.
If the Corps continues with use
of these thresholds, we
recommend that the DEIS
identify the scientific basis for the
thresholds proposed in this
paragraph and clarify how these
thresholds are being used in the
impacts analysis. We also

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify that the impacts described
in Section 4.22 are evaluated
differently in Appendix F
(404(b)(1) Analysis) and explain
why this is the case.
In addition, we understand that
the Corps will share the draft
404(b)(1) analysis with EPA for
review before it is included in the
Final EIS. We appreciate the
opportunity to provide early
input.

We recommend adding habitat
degradation downstream of the
mine site to the list of indirect
impacts.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Revisions made to Section 4.22.2 to clarify
the impact analysis framework. See also the
response to Comment #1 above.
The EPA white paper was reviewed and we
appreciate the concerns with how a
threshold approach has been used in other
EISs in Alaska. We feel that the amount of
wetland impacts, while important, should not
be the only criteria when assessing
magnitude. The use of thresholds, and the
concept of regionally important wetlands,
meets the impact assessment framework for
magnitude assessment for this EIS, per
CEQ NEPA guidance.
The phrase “within a particular watershed” is
clarified in 4.22.2, second paragraph.

The different processes of NEPA and CWA
404(b)(1) analysis are mentioned briefly in
Section 4.22. These are separate
processes. The USACE will provide the
404(b)(1) analysis when it is prepared,
which may or may not be included in the
Final EIS. The EIS would reflect information
as appropriate.

Revisions made to text in this section.
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Comment
No.

6

Agency

EPA

4.22-1
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify if and where the
temporary impacts are mapped.
If the temporary impacts were
not mapped, then please explain
how the numeric estimates of
temporary impacts in section
4.22.2 were determined.
We also recommend identifying
any evidence that exists that
supports whether restoring these

recommend that the DEIS clarify
how the approach proposed in
this paragraph is similar to the
approaches used in the Point
Thompson and Donlin Mine
EISs. We recommend that this
clarification include the history of
the approach, the exact
approach used in the referenced
documents, supporting scientific
literature, how the geographic
location of each project lends the
ability for similar analysis, and
adequacy of information
available to make these
comparisons.
We also recommend that the
DEIS clarify what is meant by
“within a particular watershed.”
We note that later sections refer
to a 10-digit HUC. We
recommend that the DEIS
explain throughout what scale is
used and why.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Duration of impacts has been clarified in
relevant sections.
Assessment of effectiveness of proposed
reclamation would be considered during a
later permitting phase.
Direct impacts at the mine site are
considered permanent. Temporary impacts
were mapped and are limited to the in-water
portions of the natural gas pipeline; dredging
for Diamond Point port; and the construction
access zone for the transportation corridors
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Comment
No.

7

8

Agency

EPA

EPA

4.22-2
4.22

4.22-1
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that the DEIS
elaborate and offer examples
here, as this sentence is
confusing. It is unclear how
many potential watersheds are
used to determine the impact

We recommend that the detailed
reclamation and closure plan
referred to in the text be
provided in advance of the DEIS.
Our previously submitted
comments on PDEIS Chapter 2
recommended providing
additional details related to
reclamation and closure that
would typically be provided in a
reclamation and closure plan.
The information on reclamation
and closure is necessary to
support the analysis of impacts
and consideration of mitigation
measures in the EIS, pursuant to
NEPA.
We note that temporary impacts
are discussed throughout
Section 4.22. It is not currently
clear for agency decision makers
and the public to understand
how it was determined which
impacts would be temporary
without a detailed reclamation
and closure plan.

sites to “pre-construction
contours” would ensure that
functions would be restored to
pre-construction levels.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Text has been rephrased in Section 4.22.2.
The watersheds assessed in this approach
are listed in the direct impact tables in this
section.

A detailed reclamation plan (sometimes
called a reclamation and closure plan) would
be developed by the applicant at a later
time. A reclamation plan was not available
at the time of publication of the Draft EIS.
The in-water work for the natural gas
pipeline, and dredging for Diamond Point
port, are considered temporary impacts as
natural sediment movement would return
these areas over time to prior function. The
overland sections of the natural gas pipeline
are considered permanent impacts at this
time since a reclamation plan has not been
provided. It is expected that many of these
areas would also be reclaimed following
construction. The temporary construction
access zones in the transportation corridor
are outside of the road and pipeline footprint
and would be disturbed only during
construction (no fill or excavation).

and ports (which overlap with the indirect
dust zones).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

11

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.22-7
4.22

4.22-5
4.22.2.1

4.22-2
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend clarifying why
Section 4.22 lumps the North

Section 4.22 estimates that the
proposed project would impact
24.1 miles of stream. We
recommend that the DEIS clarify
the methodology for how this
estimate was derived, including
explaining which impacts are
included in this estimate and
which impacts are not included.

It is not clear how this disclaimer
speaks to the validity of the
document to present the
information to the reader to
support the conclusions of the
‘disturbance area thresholds’
concept for the watersheds. We
recommend providing additional
information to support the
approach used. Also, please
describe the level of certainty
associated with the
approximations and describe
why the approximations are
adequate for the impact analysis.

threshold approach.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

Comment acknowledged. As per the
response to Comment #1 above, the
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Stream length impacts have been revised.
Section 4.22.5 is intended to be a summary
of impacts for the alternative(s) and follows
an outline developed by the USACE. Details
of the impacts are provided in the each by
project component.
The stream length impact for Alternative 1
has been revised to 81 miles total. The
previous calculation of 32.5 miles of impacts
was based on NHD data for the perennial
streams rather than the field-verified
mapping for the project. Data were provided
as polygons from PLP. Direct impacts to
streams were calculated based on the
stream area and length within the
disturbance footprints for each project
component.

Data gaps are described in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment. See
the response to Comment #7 in the EPA
3.22 Comment Response Matrix.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

12

13

Agency

EPA

EPA

4.22-29
4.22.6.2

4.22-29
4.22.6.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

x

It appears that rather than
considering wetland losses
at the 10-digit HUC scale

Section 4.22.6.2 looks at the
cumulative effects of a 78-year
mine plan at the Pebble deposit.
We have the following
recommendations related to this
section.

We recommend that this section
describe the current wetlands
losses that have resulted from
exploration at the mine site. We
recommend including an
estimate of the amount, type,
and location of current wetlands
losses so that the baseline
affected environment and
impacts prior to mining
operations in the area are
understood.

Fork Koktuli and South Fork
Koktuli into one assessment
area while Section 4.24
evaluates impacts separately to
the North Fork Koktuli and South
Fork Koktuli.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Section 4.22.6 has been revised. A more
detailed analysis of impacts associated with
the expansion of the Pebble Mine has been
provided.

Section 4.22.6 has been revised. Based on
the environmental baseline data for
wetlands, no permanent loss of wetlands
has been described at the mine site due to
exploration activities.

impacts were not broken out by subwatersheds. The wetlands/waters
assessment was based on the HUC 10
watersheds for all project components and
alternatives. Environmental baseline data
collected for fisheries was broken out by
NFK and SFK sub-watersheds, and this was
carried through into Section 4.24, Fish
Values. This information is assessed as not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We also recommend that
this section evaluate how
the cumulative impacts to
wetlands, streams, and
other aquatic resources
would impact the functions
performed by these aquatic
resources.
Please quantify and
characterize the cumulative
impacts to streams, lakes,
and ponds under the 78year mine plan. These are
currently omitted.
In addition, we recommend
additional discussion
regarding the potential
expansion discussed in this
section. This could include
an analysis of how the mine
site footprint may or may not
be designed to anticipate

x

x

x

(as was done earlier in this
section) wetland losses are
now being considered
across a combined nine 10digit HUCs. We recommend
that the DEIS clarify why the
analysis shifts to a larger
watershed scale to evaluate
wetland losses in this subsection as compared to
earlier portions of 4.22 and
recommend using a
consistent approach to
evaluating wetlands losses if
possible.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

Figures

4.22-30
4.22.6.3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

When you compare Figure 4.222 to 4.24-1, it appears that
impacts to streams in figure
4.24-1 are underrepresented.
We recommend that the DEIS
clarify whether there is a
discrepancy between streams in
the two maps and if so explain
why.

We recommend clarifying what is
meant by “geographically
limited.” Specifically, please
clarify if this is referring to the
project footprint area, a 10-digit
HUC, nine 10-digit HUCs, a 6digit HUC, the Nushagak River,
or the Bristol Bay watershed,
and disclose what information or
analysis this conclusion is based
upon.

the expansion and how the
mine site footprint would be
redesigned or reduced if the
current design was limited to
a single and complete
project.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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This figure has been revised. The two
figures now appear to show the same
streams. We are not aware of any
discrepancies between the two maps.

Section 4.22.6 has been revised.
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1

2

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The socio-cultural dimensions are
discussed in Sections 3.9/4.9
Subsistence, and Sections 3.7/4.7
Cultural Resources.
Added a reference to those sections.

Social & Cultural Affects. The
Socioeconomic Section presents the
socioeconomic situation of the villages in
the project area essentially as the sum of
the census data: population, median family
income, housing, etc. But the people’s ties
to their villages are cultural, family related
and social. This crucial part of the
socioeconomic situation of the area is not
captured in the census data. People live
there not just because they ended up there
with a job and met friends, but it is where
they are from in a more profound way.
They have family and kinship relationships
in their villages and within the region. They
have tribal associations with the village or
frequently nearby villages, and ties to the
land. They incorporate fishing and hunting
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Meeting was held on 1/10/19
between the USACE third party
contractor and LPB to discuss edits
to the section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Repeating Comments from September
th
7 . We commented on the preliminary
draft in a letter dated September 7th.
Some of our comments were incorporated.
Thank you. However, a number of
important comments were not incorporated,
and we have had no opportunity to discuss
them with you or the EIS contractor. While
a formal written response may be
counterproductive at this point, in-person
discussion would be useful. Writing similar
comments in multiple letters is not useful.
Yet it appears that without some discussion
with you or the contractor to either express
ourselves or understand why the
comments were not used, we are destined
to repeat ourselves. We had hoped a
cooperating agency relationship would
involve more two-way communication and
collaboration. We still hope so.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response
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LPB

Agency

3

Comment
No.

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

More Detail on Borough or at least
Lakes-area Villages. The proposed
Pebble Mine could have a major effect on
the life in the nearby villages. Assuming
the mine meets permitting standards and
maintains compliance, people living in
Kenai, Togiak, or Dillingham will almost
certainly not notice the mine on a day-today basis. Some of their neighbors could
be employed, but they do not see the mine
or hunt there, nor will it affect their
transportation or day-to-day life. But

into their culture in a manner which is
specific to this area and their lifestyle. This
is true of those who commercial fish, those
who hold multiple part-time jobs, and those
who are employed full time.
These social and cultural relations are
disrupted when a school closes, and a
town loses population, or when the lack of
employment opportunities force people to
leave the region. But they can also be
disrupted by an influx of population without
the social and cultural ties to the area.
They could be disrupted by competition for
subsistence resources, or in a host of other
ways.
We are not sure how to use available data
to capture these socio-cultural ties.
Certainly, subsistence data helps, and
should be summarized here. But a section
that describes the socioeconomic situation
of the region is incomplete without a
discussion of the area that captures the
relationship of the residents to the area and
to each other and to the land. That
information in some form should be
incorporated in to this section.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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The baseline data presented are
divided into the regional setting and
the potentially affected communities
so that the impacts can show the
differences. Impacts are discussed in
Section 4.3, and distance to the
project by communities was
accounted for in that analysis.

Response
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LPB

Agency

4

Comment
No.

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Not Using Available Data. We
understand that it may be difficult or
impractical to gather some data that would
be useful in evaluating socioeconomic
effects. But we do not understand why
data that is already available and published
is not being used. Specifically, the Pebble
Limited Partnership prepared a substantial
socioeconomic data compendium:
Socioeconomics – Bristol Bay Drainages,
updated detailed cumulative baseline Data

nearby villages will be affected in a
significant way: some of those effects may
be good, some bad, but the changes will be
felt every day by everyone in the village.
The villages will be changed because of
population changes, or because the
amount of weeks-on-weeks-off
employment of their neighbors changes
how individuals relate to the village. Road
access certainly changes how a village
interacts with the outside world and how
residents see themselves. Competition for
subsistence resources, or changes in
migration routes, or different access to
hunting areas all change the village. The
preliminary draft of Section 3.3 gives moreor-less equal treatment to all parts of the
study area. All of the tables have more
detail about the lakes-area villages – and
we appreciate it – but the level of detail in
this section does not provide an adequate
baseline to evaluate the socioeconomic
effects of the project on these villages. Our
suggestions on the subjects that should be
included in greater detail is included below
and in the specific comment section of this
letter.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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The suggested report includes more
detail than is necessary to include in
the EIS in order to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant
impacts of the proposed project.
Information from the report was used
and cited where appropriate, and the
reader is referred to it.

Response
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5

6

7

LPB

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Baseline data are presented in this
section that are appropriate for
showing impacts, which are
discussed in Section 4.3.

A statement was added to include the
cost of heating oil, as it is a useful
indicator of cost of living. However,
adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited where
appropriate, and the reader is
referred to it.

Socioeconomic Issues. A socioeconomic
impact analysis for our communities is best
approached not from the standpoint of a
typical census socioeconomic profile, but
from the standpoint of the likely issues that
may be affected by the mine.
High cost of living. The cost of living is
quite high and could be significantly
affected by the proposed road. The
th
September 7 letter requested:
The chapter gives only two sentences to
the high cost of living in rural areas and
groups all rural areas together. Since the
high cost of living is one of the central facts
of village life, it is worth providing data that
delineates different villages or regions from
one another, and focusing on the lakesarea villages, because the project has the
potential to affect the cost of living in these
villages.
We still make that request. Specifically, the
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Comment acknowledged.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Data Quality Issues. The September 7
letter highlighted some data quality issues,
particularly with the Census Bureau’s
American Community Survey. We
appreciate you changing some tables to
include the margin of error. Unfortunately,
a few issues remain. This letter discusses
those issues in the specific comments
portion of this letter.

th

(2000-2018), prepared by McDowell Group
for The Pebble Partnership, May 8, 2018.
The document provides extensive data on
a variety of socioeconomic subjects that
would improve the preliminary draft EIS.
We do not understand why much of this
data was excluded.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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8

9

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This information is found in Section
3.6/4.6 Commercial and Recreational
Fishing. References to those sections
are in the text.

Commercial Fishing. In general,
commercial fishing permits have been
leaving the Borough. The number of
permits in the villages and the number of
permits fished has been decreasing,
though crew shares appear steady. That
information is important and should be
included in this section. If it is included
elsewhere, the information should be
summarized and referenced. The
McDowell Report includes information on
commercial fishing permits and crew.
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Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited where
appropriate, and the reader is
referred to it.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Lack of Economic Opportunity. The
draft provides the number of workers,
unemployment rate, etc. However, some
additional information from the McDowell
Report may be useful. We recommend
tables from that report in the specific
comments.

McDowell Report cited above includes the
January 2018 cost of home heating fuel
and gasoline for each village. The cost of
electricity is available from public sources
at the Regulatory Commission of Alaska
and the Alaska Energy Authority. The cost
of transporting groceries is available from
charter operators and the companies that
use the Pile Bay Road. Other
representative costs are probably easily
obtainable. These costs would give much
better picture of life in the villages – and
also it provides a basis for informed
estimate of the potential for price
decreases that may be associated with the
project.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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10

10

11

LPB

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
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Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in

Population. It also seems useful, in
addition to showing population data, to
show migration data the locations to which

Comment noted. The section notes
where school closures are occurring.

Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited as appropriate,
and the reader is referred to it.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

The McDowell Report contains information
to show the historic and current school
population in each village. Section 3.3
should show those for each village,
highlight the villages with school population
close to the 10-person limit, and provide
the history of school closure in the Borough
including that village’s subsequent fall in
population.

Potential for school closure. From the
th
September 7 letter:
One of the most important implications of
the small population is the continuing
possibility of school closures. When the
October school population falls below 10
students, K-12, the school closes. Once
the school closes, the town population
typically drops dramatically, and the
character of the town changes. In 2000,
the Ivanof Bay school closed, and the town
was vacated within a few years. A decade
later, the Pedro Bay school closed, and
population has since dropped significantly.
The Egegik school closed in 2015. The
Chignik Lagoon school may close this
October. While the district-wide school
populations have been generally stable
over the last few years, it is worthwhile
showing the overall decline in district
population and populations at each school.
That would show the danger of further
population decline. This is especially
important given the potential for population
changes due to the project.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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LPB

14

13

LPB

SPECIFIC
COMMENTS

12

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3.1.1.; para.

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is more discussion in Sections
3.12/4/12 Transportation. Added one
comment and a reference to those
sections.

Transportation. The transportation
subsection has a discussion of roads but
not trails. Trail use of the area is important.
The use is especially important as the ferry
has the potential to disrupt the winter
cross-lake village traffic. The RFI on trail
use has important information that should
be a part of this or another section of the
EIS.

In the second paragraph it reads that “25
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Text edited from “25 percent” to “a

This sociocultural element is
discussed in Section 3.9/4.9
Subsistence. Comment noted.

Subsistence. From the September 7
letter:
We understand that Subsistence is
included in another section of the chapter.
Nevertheless, our villages exist in a mixed
cash-subsistence economy. Individuals in
our communities use both to maintain their
standard of living. Therefore, some explicit
discussion of subsistence, or a summary
with a cross reference to that chapter is
warranted. Presenting income without the
complementary discussion of subsistence
paints a false impression of the village
economies. Perhaps moving the two
sections to adjacent sections of the chapter
would help.
We still believe this comment is
appropriate.

th

order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited as appropriate,
and the reader is referred to it.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

or from which people enter or exist the
borough, and net migration. Borough- and
community-level information is available at
http://live.laborstats.alaska.gov/pop/migrati
on.cfm. Community-level information is
also available in the McDowell Report.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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15

16

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

Section
3.3.1.2

3.3.1.1.; Page
3.3-4

2, Page 3.3-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the September 7 letter we indicated the
following. We still believe it to be
appropriate:
Cost of Living. This section should have
more detail. We suggest a table with
electricity prices; heating oil; etc. This is
especially important because the proposed

th

In the September 7 letter we indicated the
following. We still believe it to be
appropriate:
Grouping the Lake and Peninsula Borough
with Dillingham and the rest of the
Dillingham makes the analysis superficial.
The economies of different parts of Bristol
bay are actually different. This subsection
should be deleted. We assume that the
economy of the area will be discussed in
greater detail in some other portion of the
EIS that we have not yet seen.
If the section is not deleted, then the
borough should be separated out from
Dillingham and the differences discussed.

th

percent of the State’s income from mineral
extraction is placed in the APF” [Alaska
Permanent Fund]. That is incorrect. First,
payment to the permanent fund is limited to
mineral rents, lease payments, and
royalties. Taxes, including the Mining
License Tax which is the largest income
source, and Corporate Income Tax which is
frequently the second largest income
source, do not go to the permanent fund.
Second, AS 37.13.010 specifies 50% of
revenue from leases issued after 1979
goes to the permanent fund. We
understand that mining claims qualify as a
lease under this statute.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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This information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable
impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives. It has not been included

Lake and Peninsula Borough and the
Dillingham Census Area have been
separated in Section 3.3 and 4.3.

percentage”

Response
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17

18

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

Section
3.3.1.3

Section
3.3.1.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Transportation. As indicated in the
th
September 7 letter:
“As the project has the potential to greatly
change the transportation for villages, it is
important to have chapter 3 show the
baseline. It should show the cost of freight
to the villages by air. It should describe the
difficulties of the Pile Bay Road and
discuss possible costs for fishing boat
transport and freight over the road.”
We still believe this to be appropriate. One
important socioeconomic effect of the mine
is the potential to reduce prices through
cheaper transportation. The EIS should

Education. Given the central issue of
school closures to the well-being of the
borough villages, more information should
be provided on school closures. We
th
requested this in the September 7 letter.
We still believe it to be true. We provided
more information and an easily accessible
data source in the General Comments
section of this letter.

road as the potential to significantly
decrease the cost of living in the villages.
Therefore, this section should have a
baseline that the consequences of Chapter
4 can be measured against.
In the General Comments section of this
letter, we provide some data sources
where the information can be easily
obtained. The specific information should
be provided for the borough and for each
village, and a comparison with Alaska
benchmarks: Anchorage, Dillingham,
Fairbanks, etc. should be provided for
reference.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used, and cited, and the reader
is referred to it.
We acknowledge that there could be
a decrease in cost of living as a result
of the proposed transportation
corridor. However, determination of
any potential change in prices would
be very speculative at best.

Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used, and cited, and the reader
is referred to it.

in the Draft EIS.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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19

20

21

22

LPB

LPB

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

Section
3.3.2.2

3.3; Table
3.3-2

Section
3.3.1.3

Section
3.3.1.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Economy and Income. The section asserts
that Levelock had the lowest median
household income. We note that Levelock

Population Projections. A sentence or too
that indicates the assumptions for these
population projections would be helpful.
They seem a projection of status quo
trends, but we cannot tell.

Water Sewer and Solid Waste. From the
th
September 7 letter:
Please detail all of the villages in the
region, and the type of water, sewer, and
solid waste for each one. The seven
villages in the list in this section is helpful,
but a complete table would be useful
(possibly no need to include Kenai).
We still believe this is appropriate.

Health services. From the September 7
letter:
I’m confused about what is Bristol Bay. I
though the entire area is Bristol Bay. The
health section indicates that there is Bristol
Bay, and there is Iliamna and Lake Clark
communities. In fact, I believe that many
communities are a part the Anchoragebased health consortium and, some are
affiliated with BBAHC.
We are not sure why this is difficult to fix.
Some villages are associated with BBAHC,
others are associated with the Anchoragebased Southcentral Foundation. What is
written in this paragraph is not correct.

th

determine if this perception is correct. The
only way to do that is to show current
prices and estimate potential changes.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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Margin of error was added per
previous comment to provide an
indication of the uncertainty in the

The projections were done by Alaska
Department of Labor; source was
cited and can be viewed for more
details.

Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited where
appropriate, and the reader is
referred to it.

Text was revised since last version,
which may have caused some
confusion. The text has been revised
to be closer to the last version, and
Southcentral has been added.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5038 of 5993

LPB

Agency

23

Comment
No.

3.3; Table
3.3-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Needs some explaining. First you, you
note that federal government is not
included in the table but is less than 5%.
That is likely accurate except in Port
Alsworth where the National Park Service
presence is a significant percent of the
employment, especially in the summer.
The table also excludes self-employment
which means that commercial fishermen –
permit holders and crew – are excluded.
This is probably a noticeable distortion,
given that 229 individuals from the Borough
had crew licenses and 104 permit holders
fished. Many of these individuals overlap
the Employed Workers in the table, but
excluding potentially 334 individuals seems
like something is missing both for the
Borough total and for individual villages.
The second column is also misleading.
Local government statistics include the
school district. But someone reading the
report would erroneously conclude that the
otherwise unexplained “Education and
Health Services” includes the local school
employment. The local government
category also includes tribal government.
Within the Borough, government-owned

is statistically indistinguishable from Igiugig,
Kokhanok, Newhalen, Nondalton, Ekwok,
Koiganek, Pedro Bay, or New Stuyahok. In
fact, the only two villages it is statistically
distinguishable from is Iliamna and Port
Alsworth. Also, Pedro Bay’s unemployment
rate of 0.0% with a margin of error of
72.5% seems like it needs to be changed
to “unknown.” If for some reason that is
impossible, it should be discussed in a
footnote.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Table has been deleted.

estimates.

Response

PAGE | 11

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5039 of 5993

LPB

Agency

24

Comment
No.

3.3; Table
3.3-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Something in this table does not make
sense. It is incorrect to proclaim that more
than two-thirds the houses in the borough
are vacant. Declining population and
disrepair does not explain it. This table

utilities, whether owned by the city or the
tribe are also included in local government,
rather than in the “Trade, Transportation
and Utilities.” Finally, the local government
numbers seem so high, that some
discussion is required to make sense of
them. According to the table 64% of the
792 employed workers (excluding
fishermen and federal government) work in
local government. That means that over
500 people are work in local government.
The Borough has a staff of five, only one of
which lives in the Borough; the school
district does not employ anywhere near
those numbers, and Tribal government
cannot account for the difference. The only
conclusion (which we are unsure of, and so
should be checked), is that anyone who
worked for a single day during the year is
counted in those statistics. If that is true,
you should determine whether the
employed workers numbers are average
year-round employment, anyone who
worked for a single day, or something else.
What you find should be explained so that
the numbers are interpreted correctly.
We believe there that showing the
percentage of local government is
important. A more effective method of
doing that is to show the employers in each
village. That information is provided in the
McDowell Report. See for example, Table
88 for Kokhanok, page 50.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 12

Text revised to address this
comment, and the last two columns
of the table have been deleted.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5040 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
must be measuring something else. It
likely represents the healthy seasonal
fishing and guiding economy in the region.
Many set-net sites on the coast have a
cabin occupied only during fishing season.
In addition, there are recreation cabins and
lodges, with many individual cabins
occupied only during hunting and fishing
season. To confirm this conclusion, we
looked up the Census Bureau information
for Egegik, which has a healthy set-net
district. The census information for that city
shows 254 unoccupied units and only 22
occupied units. That is almost certainly the
set-net district. Similarly, Port Alsworth has
a healthy economy with rapidly increasing
population. The table indicates that almost
half of the units are vacant. That is just not
accurate. It may reflect the Bible Camp
with buildings not occupied during the
winter, or lodges with cabins that are also
vacant during the winter. These
conclusions are very different from the
depression-level implications of the table.
The four-word phrase in the introduction,
“seasonal use of housing” is not adequate
to explain the table. The table implies is a
large amount of vacant, probably rotting
housing. That may or may not be true for
some villages. But in other areas the table
may actually measure a seasonal economy
with commerce-related units that are
vacant in the off-season. One fact which
lead us in this direction is that ACS surveys
are typically done in April and late fall
which is before and after the commercial
fishing and tourism season.
We recommend that the Corps understand
and explain the meaning of the data in the

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response

PAGE | 13

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5041 of 5993

LPB

Agency

25

Comment
No.

3.3; Table
3.3-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Education. Some of the information from
th
the September 7 letter is still accurate. It
read, in part:
As noted previously, historic enrollment or
trends in enrollment should be included in
the data. Data for the [last two] columns
should be reviewed to ensure they do not
suffer from the margin-of-error problem
associated with ACS and previously
discussed. Further, the table should be
expanded to include graduation rates.
Because of the small size of the schools,
we recommend that an average of multiple
years should be provided. Further, while
many of the socioeconomic effects are
limited to the communities near the project
site, population changes and school
enrollment in all villages of the Borough
may be affected. Therefore, please
expand this table to include all villages with
the Lake and Peninsula Borough.
These comments are still appropriate. With
respect to the margin-of-error problem.
Igiugig is reported as having 12%
Bachelor’s Degree of higher. While from
personal knowledge, we expect this is
possibly an underestimate, we note that the
census data indicates that the figure is 12%
+/- 11%. It shows the potential confusion
with leaving high margin-of-errors out of the
table.

table, or perhaps better: delete it. It does
not portray accurate information as
currently explained.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 14

Margin of error not provided because
it does not add benefit to the
information being presented.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5042 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

LPB

LPB

LPB

Section 4.3.2.1.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Regional Setting/Regional Economy.
The analysis treats the areas as if it
were one region. It is not. There are
huge differences between the
economies of Dillingham, the Lakesarea villages, and Kenai. They have
different economies and will absorb the
project very differently. Treating them
as one regional economy is wrong.
Further, in this method of analysis, it is
not possible to single out the impacts to
Lakes-area villages which are likely to
different in type and scale than impacts
to the Dillingham-area villages, and

Other General Comments. All of
information in the General Comment
section of our suggestions for Section
3.3 are relevant for Section. Rather
than repeat them here, please see that
letter.

Social & Cultural Affects. The
discussion of socioeconomic impact on
the villages omits what many people
fear may be a primary impact:
disruption of the social and cultural ties
in the village: ties to the people and the
land. Please see our comments on
Section 3.3. The presentation of the
impacts as if they were solely the sum
of the impacts to census variables is
incomplete. While we understand that
predicting a project’s effect on these
social and cultural ties is difficult, and
perhaps not completely possible, there
are ways to get at these effects, and
this section only does so superficially.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The section referenced is a regional
summary, intended to show a broad
picture of the economy of areas from
the project site and downstream. It
would be difficult to separate them at
this time. It may be considered for the
Final EIS, although it would not change
impacts and would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives. It has not been included in
the Draft EIS.

Comment noted.

Comment noted. References are made
to Sections 4.7 and 4.9 for cultural
resources, the subsistence lifestyle, and
the socio-cultural dimension.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5043 of 5993

Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

LPB

LPB

4.3; p. 4.3-3

4.3; Page 4.3-2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cost of Living. This section should
have more detail. We understand that
you cannot predict specific cost of
living reductions, but it is worthwhile
understanding the order of magnitude.
See comments on Section 3.3.
Further, effects on cost of living may
also extend to Igiugig, Pedro Bay, and
Port Alsworth even though these are
not directly tied by road to the project.
Finally, we understand that the longdiscussed bridge to Nondalton is
beyond the scope of the EIS, it is worth

The Alternative 1 summer-only ferry
option increases employment in a
schedule that is directly opposite the
availability of local people to work.
Village residents have many
opportunities in the summer including
commercial fishing, subsistence
harvesting, etc. Winter is a much
slower time. Increasing employment
and economic activity in the summer,
which is the area’s busy time, seems
designed to increase stress on village
facilities and minimize the opportunity
for local employment. Further, to the
extent that a road has the potential to
decrease the cost of living, using the
road only in the summer has the
potential to minimize this positive
effect. To the extent that the road
enables local businesses to prosper
that serve the local population –
perhaps a store, a summer-only road
makes that much difficult.

Kenai.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

A statement was added in 3.3 to
acknowledge the range in cost of
heating oil.
There is no information to make an
adequate estimate of the impact of cost
of living.
The requested information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice

Much of the comment is already
discussed in text. A sentence was
added to reflect the other opportunities
available in the summer.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
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BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5044 of 5993

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

LPB

LPB

4.3.2.2; Page 4.3-5

4.3; Page 4.3-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Population. Population has the
potential to be a large driver of change
in the villages. Factors which would
tend to decrease out-migration would
be lowering the cost of living,
increasing the ease and cost of getting
from the Lakes area to the railbelt, and
the potential for high-paying
employment within the region. One
uncertain but opposing factor is it is
possible that some of the individuals

Transportation. One of the important
transportation impacts is on the crossvillage winter use of the lake. The RFI
on winter trails show significant trail
use across the lake. There needs to
be significant discussion on the effect
of the winter ferry and that trail use.
Without some mitigating actions, the
open water where people currently
travel creates a danger. There must be
mitigating actions to ensure people
remain safe. Further, the different
alternatives have different impacts.
The further east the ferry alternative,
most likely the greater than obstruction
of traditional village travel. That is, on
the western-most route, it would still be
possible, we think, to travel from
Kokhanok to Iliamna/Newhalen by
staying east of the ferry route. The
eastern routes, especially to Eagle
point will be more disruptive.

noting that a bridge has been the
subject of much discussion and would
bring the cost-of-living benefits to
Nondalton.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Many of the aspects of this comment
are already discussed in the section,
but it was reviewed. Since the mine will
be operated with distinct 2-week work
shifts, we would not anticipate a lot of
employees/families will relocate to
Iliamna and Newhalen. As evidence,
the 2009 Supplemental EIS for the Red
Dog Mine did not find much change in
the local population related to mining

This information is found in Section
4.12 Transportation. No change.

among alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Appendix F, Page 5045 of 5993

Comment
No.

8

Agency

LPB

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Housing. We believe the census
information on housing is not
measuring vacant housing in the

who receive good-paying jobs at the
project may choose to live elsewhere.
Population growth of the villages is
constrained by the availability of land
for housing. Notwithstanding the at
least partially erroneous census
information on housing (see comments
on Section 3.3), population increase at
some villages may be constrained by
the lack of available land.
There is a much greater potential for
population increase in Iliamna and
Newhalen than in other villages.
Iliamna will be connected by road to
the mine, and it has a long, paved
airport with a cross-wind runway.
There is a significant potential for
support businesses to incorporate
there. Thus, there is a chance for a
significant increase in population at
Iliamna. Depending on the availability
of land, it is quite likely that this area
could see a large increase.
Further, this analysis treats the
potential for population increase as
function of the road, only.
A significant decrease in population
would have a destabilizing effect on the
villages. A large increase may disrupt
the social fabric of the villages. Given
the importance of population change
on the villages, a more detailed
treatment is warranted.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Text was revised to reduce emphasis.
Also, some of that information in the
table in Section 3.3 was deleted.

operation.
The Pebble Project facilities are
supposed to be self-contained. There
may be some increase in support
activities, but not much (maybe food
services or indirect airport support
services).

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.3 - Socioeconomics
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Appendix F, Page 5046 of 5993

Comment
No.

9

10

11

12

13

Agency

LPB

LPB

LPB

LPB

LPB

4.3; Page 4.3-5

4.3.3; Page 4.3-10;
Table 4.3-1

Section 4.3.4

Section 4.3.3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Population. The text for alternative 1
on page 5 does not conclude “may see
a slight population increase.” We are
included to agree, except that more
analysis is needed, especially of the
potential for new housing. We
disagree with respect to
Iliamna/Newhalen. Without significant

The text should have names for these
alternatives. The table is a summary
and may be read independently of the
text, and the readers who are not well
versed in the EIS language may not
remember what each alternative does.
Naming them would be helpful.

All of the comments made previously
apply to this section as well. There is
one additional comment. This section
includes road-only access to the
region. This has the large effect of
enabling the region to maintain the
road when the project ends.

All of the comments made previously
apply to this section as well.

Education Another large effect on
education in the Lake and Peninsula
Borough may be the fact that the
borough will have more money to
spend on schools.

traditional sense. See comments on
Section 3.3. Therefore, the conclusion
in the second paragraph in this section
is wrong. More investigation of the
availability of land for housing is
warranted.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Since the mine will be operated with
distinct 2-week work shifts, we would
not anticipate a lot of
employees/families will relocate to
Iliamna and Newhalen. As evidence,
the 2009 Supplemental EIS for the Red
Dog Mine did not find much change in
the local population related to mining

Comment noted. No changes made.

Text was added with this information.

Comment noted.

Text was added to include this.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5047 of 5993

Comment
No.

14

Agency

LPB

Alternative 2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

There still may be some increase at
Kokhanok due to increased
employment, especially if they are
transported to the mine employment by
air. Same comment as above with
respect to Alternative 1.
Economy and Income. The summeronly access alternatives may make it
more difficult to develop businesses in
the area, and it will limit the project’s
ability to decrease the cost of living.
Second, the analysis discounts the
effect of employment on free transport
from nearby villages to the site by air.
This would widen the potential for
increased employment, though the

effort to restrain population and
depending on the availability of land,
there is significant for support
businesses to develop, which could
significantly increase population.
Further, the analysis treats population
solely as function of road access. If
Pebble flies employees from their
home village, which is somewhat
common for remote mines near Native
Villages, then other villages, especially
Pedro Bay, Igiugig, or Port Alsworth but
also some remote villages may also
see some population increase.
To the extent that the summer-only
decreases the ability for the project to
lower the cost of living and decreases
road-access from the villages to the
railbelt area, it may also decrease the
incentive to retain population or for inmigration.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Text was revised some, but the impacts
Kokhanok would be the same as other
lake communities that would not be on
the transportation corridor.
Text addresses cost of living in the
summer-only ferry variant.
The section referenced is a regional
summary, intended to show a broad
picture of the economy of areas from
the project site and downstream. It
would be difficult to separate them at
this time. It may be considered for the
Final EIS, although it would not change
impacts and would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among

operation.
The Pebble Project facilities are
supposed to be self-contained. There
may be some increase in support
activities, but not much (maybe food
services or indirect airport support
services).
Sentence added under the summeronly ferry variant to address retention.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Appendix F, Page 5048 of 5993

Comment
No.

15

Agency

LPB

Cumulative Effects.
Page 4.3-12. Next to
last paragraph

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We do not understand what oil and gas
exploration and development is being
discussed. Any oil and gas
development listed at the top of the
page has no potential for any effects on
the area.

villages you mention would still be the
most affected.
Regional Infrastructure. As mentioned
before. This treats the area as if Kenai,
the Lake and Peninsula Borough, and
locations as from the project area as
Togiak are within one region. They are
not.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

The Cumulative Effects section has
been expanded, and heavily revised.
This comment was addressed in the
new text.

alternatives. It has not been included in
the Draft EIS.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.3 - Socioeconomics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5049 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

BSEE

BSEE

Table E-1

Table E-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Title 33 falls under USCG
not BSEE.

x
Consulted with Steve
Pearson, Senior
Preparedness Analyst,
BSEE Oil Spill
Preparedness Division;
since this ROW pipeline is
not considered a facility,
PLP would not be required
to supply a spill response
plan to BSEE as denoted
under the CFR listed
(30:254.20-30).

Table E-1: Permits, Approvals,
and Consultations Required
Legal Authority under BSEE has
areas not under purview.

x

Table E-1: Permits, Approvals,
and Consultations Required
Legal Authority under BSEE has
areas not under purview.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment noted.
This regulation was
removed.

Comment noted.
This regulation was
removed.

Response

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix E - Permits, Approvals, and Consultations Required

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Appendix F, Page 5050 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

BSEE

BSEE

Ch2, Figure 2-2

Ch2, all applicable
images

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Regarding previous requests to denote the
OCS boundary, Figure_02_02_Alt1 General
Project Layout, omits this OCS identification in
legend.

On all applicable images, BSEE would like to
see all graphics/maps have the 3-mile
boundary marking the beginning of the OCS;
No maps/images are 'initially' present in the
document. The first four were delivered via
email, but none of the others 'were initially'
present or available but BSEE will assume that
future deliverables will contain completions.

PAGE | 1

Added the three
nautical mile line to
the appropriate
Chapter 2 figures as
requested.

Added the three
nautical mile line to
the appropriate
Chapter 2 figures as
requested.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5051 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

Ch3, General Comment

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
BSEE requests that the Federal
OCS line be added to Cook Inlet
portions as other maps have
done. (This is a general
comment regarding Figures.)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Where appropriate
to the mapped
resource, this
information is
included in the
figure.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 3 - General Comments

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5052 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

3.9; all Figures

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
BSEE requests that the Federal
OCS line be added to Cook Inlet
portions as other maps have
done.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

PAGE | 1

OCS line was added
to all subsistence
figures.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5053 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

3.25; Figure 3.25-1; p.
3.25-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Figure missing

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Figure was sent by
USACE separately
as a PDF file, as
were most GISgenerated figures in
the PDEIS. Some
figures were sent in
a separate email
from the section.

Response

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.25 – Threatened and Endangered Species

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5054 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

4.25; Figure 4.25-1; p.
4.25-6

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Figure missing

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Figure was sent by
USACE separately
as a PDF file, as
were most GISgenerated figures in
the PDEIS. Some
figures were sent in
a separate email
from the section.

Response

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.25 - Threatened and Endangered Species

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5055 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

3.8 Introduction

3.8 Introduction

3.8 Introduction

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Appendix C does not involve the

The scope of the identification
effort, determinations of eligibility
and effect, and steps to resolve
adverse effects must be
informed by the traditional
knowledge of Tribes who ascribe
value to such properties.

Under 36 CFR 800, there are
different definitions in Appendix
C for historic properties and the
geographic area where
identification, evaluation, and
effects assessments are needed.
Also under 36 CFR 800,

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

And, thus is deficient in terms of compliance

I suggest we can reference the definitions of
permit area and APE here and indicate that the
Corps consulting with SHPO and consulting
parties to clarify permit area and APE for this
undertaking.

The Area of Potential Effects (APE) is defined
in 36 CFR 800. Appendix C focuses on Permit
Area, but provides for expansion of the Permit
Area to include the upland portions of an
undertaking when appropriate. ACHP will work
with the Corps, SHPO, and others to develop
an appropriate and reasonable APE for direct
and indirect effects from the undertaking. ACHP
understands that federal agencies, at times,
can argue they have a “Small Federal Handle”
which may circumscribe the extent to which
they are responsible for ‘taking into account’
effects to historic properties from undertakings
for which they have a federal action. However,
in this case, we don’t believe such an argument
can be made. Further, consultation cannot be
redefined. Note that ACHP has never approved
Appendix C as an alternative to 36CFR800, as
is required by both the Statute itself and the
Section 106 implementing regulations. We can
reference both 36 CFR 800 and Appendix C
throughout the EIS and Section 106 documents
but not in a way that suggests that Appendix C
takes precedence over 36 CFR 800. The NEPA
and Section 106 documents for this undertaking
should not be the place where this
disagreement is carried out. ACHP looks
forward to resolving these issues with the
Corps in the proper venue.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Statement has been

Reference added to
the APE/Permit
Area discussion.

The referenced
statement has been
deleted.

Comment
acknowledged. The
USACE looks
forward to resolving
these issues with
ACHP and the
SHPO.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.8 – Historic Properties

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5056 of 5993

Comment
No.

4

5

6

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

3.8.2 Permit Area

3.8.2 Permit Area

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Not necessarily. Permit area can be expanded
to reflect an appropriate APE as defined under
the Section 106 implementing regulations. I
suggest we just reference that the Permit Area
and resultant APE have yet to be fully
determined at this time, but will be under the
Section 106 consultation.
One of the main problems with these criteria is
that there are interpreted inconsistently from
case to case and from district to district, so as
to have almost no meaning beyond being
referenced to justify the Corps’ minimization of
its responsibilities in any particular case. I
strongly suggest that we leave these out and
just reference that Corps will clarify/finalize
delineation of the permit area and associated
APE during consultation for compliance with
Section 106.

Such activity would not
occur but for the
authorization of the work or
structures in the waters of
the US;
Such activity must be
integrally related to the work
or structures to be
authorized in waters of the
US. Or, conversely, the
work or structures to be
authorized must be
essential to the
completeness of the overall
project or program; and
Such activity must be
directly associated (first

x

x

x

Add discussion of APE as well, or limit this as
suggested in next comment.

with the requirements of Section 106 of NHPA.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

Appendix C defines the term
“permit area” as the geographic
extent of the USACE’s
responsibility for considering
effects on historic properties,
which varies from the Area of
Potential Effect as defined by 36
CFR 800.16(d).

3.8.2 Permit Area

same consultation process as 36
CFR 800 outlines. 33 CFR
325(8) states that, “at any time,
the district engineer may consult
with the involved parties to
discuss and consider possible
alternatives or measures to
avoid or minimize the adverse
effects of the proposed activity.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 2

These bullets have
been deleted. Text
changed to note that
the APE will be
finalized during the
NHPA Section 106
consultation
process.

Section has been
edited per this
comment.

Discussion of APE
was added.

deleted and
information added
on the days of
consulting party
meetings.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.8 – Historic Properties

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5057 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
order impact) with the work
or structures to be
authorized.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.8 – Historic Properties

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5058 of 5993

Note:

ACHP

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating
Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of
Comment)

No additional comment bubbles or track changes submitted.

Agency

Proposed Resolution (Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Edit made as
suggested

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5059 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

4.8.2 Effects on Historic
Properties

4.8 Intro

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Compliance with the procedures
established by the approved
executed PA would satisfy the
USACE’s federal agency NHPA
Section 106 responsibilities for
the project.

Section 106 (54 U.S.C. §
306108) of the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA) (54
U.S.C. § 300101 et seq.) and its
implementing regulations,
“Protection of Historic
Properties” (36 C.F.R. Part 800),
in the Statute at 54 U.S.C.
300308, and in 33 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 325
Appendix C and National
Historical Preservation Act
(NHPA) the Section 106
requirements for considering the
project’s potential to cause
effects on historic properties in
the Area of Potential Effects
(APE) for the undertaking as
defined in association with the
permit area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Don’t forget that Corps is the lead federal
agency for Section 106. The PA to be
developed will cover all federal agencies that
have an action related to the project.

See comments in Section 3.8 regarding
referencing 36CFR 800 and Appendix C.
Reference both equally without suggesting
either overrides the other. We’ll work out details
of permit area and APE for this case during the
Section 106 consultation.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment noted.
The section has
been edited per this
comment.

Section edited to
include the 36 CFR
800 regulations in
conjunction with
Appendix C. The
USACE looks
forward to resolving
these issues with
ACHP and SHPO
during the Section
106 process.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.8 - Historic Properties

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5060 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

3.7.1

3.7.1

3.7.1

3.7.1

3.7

3.7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

This will be incorporated into the
Final Programmatic Agreement
(PA)

physical manifestations

RFI 097

Data and analytical gaps will be
addressed through the ongoing
Section 106 process

Important in conveying

highways

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Spell out a little bit better what “this” means.

Places where cosmological events or
activities occur may not necessarily have
demonstrative “physical manifestations”. It
could be just a place.

?Request for Information?

But not just by consultation

Locations connected with events or activities
referenced in oral histories?

??highways are usually considered
structures. Usually the term buildings is used
here.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

This bullet has been
deleted.

The text has been
revised to clarify this.

Yes, this refers to a
Request for
Information, which is a
formal process for the
USACE and
contractors to request
information. This RFI
was received, the data
included in the Draft
EIS, and this
statement deleted.

Sentence was edited
to read: “Data and
analytical gaps will be
addressed through
ongoing research,
including input from
public comments, and
will allow for additional
characterization of the
affected environment
for cultural resources
in the Final EIS.

Text added to include
events.

Text edited to say
“highways and other
structures”

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5061 of 5993

Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

11

12

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

3.7.4.3 Place Names

3.7.4.1 Cultural
Resources

3.7.3.1

3.7.3.1

3.7.1

3.7.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

have not yet been provided

and ethnographic interviews

In July 2018, HDR completed an
archaeological survey of the
Amakdedori port site on behalf of
PLP.

However, aside from the small
surveys near Amakdedori port
(see below), the complete
Amakdedori port site and the
transportation corridor have not
been surveyed

has not yet been completed

Assessment for off-shore

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The use of the word “provided” suggests the
passive role improperly assumed by the
federal agencies. The federal agencies have

Under Section 106, the federal agency
responsibility to make a reasonable and good
faith effort to identify such properties that
may be eligible is not limited to just
consultation. There has to be a proactive,
systematic effort to identify/inventory such
properties. The federal agency consults
about their significance, eligibility, the effects
of the undertaking on such properties, and
resolution of adverse effects. To the extent
that the referenced previous oral interviews
do not cover portions of the project APE
appropriately, some level of additional
ethnographic research will need to be carried
out.

A survey of the port site, or of part of the port
site?

See comment below. Is this consistent?

This is passive voice. Who has not yet
completed such work?

Assessment of previously collected
information or research to gather additional
information about such properties, or both?

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The text has been
edited per this

This statement has
been deleted.

The information
presented about the
Amakdedori port
surveys has been
clarified.

This statement has
been deleted. The
information presented
about the Amakdedori
port surveys has been
clarified in the
subsequent
paragraphs.

Text edited per this
comment.

Sentence added to
clarify.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5062 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
a responsibility to actively and systematically
identify properties that are known to be or
may be eligible for the NRHP and that may
be affected by the undertaking. They can’t
just wait for the tribes to provide the
information.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
comment.

PAGE | 3

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5063 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

Chapter 7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
I reviewed chapter 7 and 8 and
speaking for myself I would
appreciate my identification in
Chapter 7- to be reworded for
Education/Background to read
"B.S., Civil; BSEE Petroleum
Engineer." As written, this may
be a bit misleading.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Edited as proposed.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Edited as proposed.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 7 - Cooperating Agencies and Preparers

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5064 of 5993

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Comment
No.

General
Language
and
Accessibility

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Comments

ȱ

The Preliminary Draft EIS (“PDEIS”) should be revised to include these sections and
to address our previous comments and comments provided below. The revised EIS

Information on Scoping and Public Involvement as well as government-to-government
consultations with federally recognized tribes and consultations with native
corporations are also included in Chapter 1.

Comment noted, language was added to Chapter 1 referencing Chapter 6 –
information on consultation. Appendices A and E provide additional
information on scoping and agency authorities.

Comment noted. Issues raised during scoping are identified throughout the
draft EIS.

Significant Issues – With respect to an EIS, issues are points of discussion, debate,
or dispute with respect to the environmental impacts of the proposed action. Issues
may be determined to be significant based on the extent, duration, or magnitude of
the environmental effect. Significant issues focus the environmental analyses in the
EIS on those aspects of the project that are of the greatest concern to regulatory
agencies or the public or that have the most potential for producing adverse
environmental effects. Alternatives to the proposed action or specific mitigation
measures are developed in response to significant issues. By associating measures
with individual issues, the public and decision-makers are better able to differentiate
among different alternatives in terms of environmental impacts. The significant issues
based on public, tribal, and agency comments made during the scoping process
should be summarized in this section. The summary for each issue should describe
the measures to be used to assess each of the issues across alternatives at the end
of each item.
Agency Responsibilities, Approvals and Compliance - This section typically
describes the primary roles of each agency involved in developing the EIS.

Language was added to Chapter 1 to clarify.

Comment noted. The format of the document follows the recommended
format in the 33 CFR 325 Appendix B. Information that is not included in
Chapter 1, but is necessary to the analysis, is provided is subsequent
chapters of the draft EIS.

Comment noted. A certain level of technical language is necessary to
describe the various authorities under which the project requires review.

Response

Decisions to be made – In addition to describing the decisions to be made by the
lead agency, in this case the USACE, this section must identify all the other regulatory
agencies with decision making authority, including the U.S. Coast Guard (“USCG”)
and the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (“BSEE”).

Background – The background section should provide a general description of the
proposed project area including its location related to major towns, cities, and villages,
watersheds, areas of special interest (e.g. national parks, wilderness areas, state
parks), and a concise description of the project’s proposed production. The section
should include information about the original project discovery and the various
developments that have occurred prior to the application for a permit that initiated this
EIS. This should include discussion about previous project proposals as well as
associated evaluations by Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) and other
regulatory agencies concerning proposed mining at the Pebble deposit. It should also
include information about the project proponent including their history and address
their capacity, such as whether they are an existing reputable mining company with
currently active mining operations, or whether this would be their first and only
operation. This section should also disclose to what extent, if any, a completeness
review was conducted on the proponent’s application for a 404 permit, prior to
initiation of the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) process.

This section is incomplete as currently drafted. It is typical in an EIS to include the
following additional information in Chapter 1.0 Purpose and Need:

The environmental impact statement (“EIS”) should be clearly written for public
review and use accessible language. Even in this introductory section, there is an
overuse of jargon and acronyms. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) must
minimize the use of acronyms and ensure that the language used is accessible to the
general public.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

NondaltonȱTribalȱCouncilȱ–ȱPebbleȱProjectȱPreliminaryȱDraftȱEISȱChapterȱ1ȱCommentsȱ

Page 1

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5065 of 5993

1.3
FEDERAL
DECISIONS
TO BE
MADE

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

1.2
APPLICATIO
N
DESCRIPTI
ON

Comment
No.

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Comments

ȱ

While these may be the only other federal agencies with direct permitting authority,
there are requirements for consultation with other federal agencies (e.g., natural
resource trustees) and state agencies, as well as consultation with tribal
governments. State and borough agencies also have a permitting role with respect to
the project. These processes and their relationship to the federal permitting process
must also be described.

This Section 1.3 or Section 1.4 should identify whether there are independent public
review processes and opportunities for comment associated with the USCG and
BSEE decisions.

According to this Section 1.3, “DA authorization is required for the proposed
permanent discharges of dredged or fill material into XX acres and temporary
discharge of fill into XX acres of WOUS (actual acreage to be inserted prior to
DEIS) associated with the construction of the mine and associated roads, port, and
natural gas pipeline in wetlands and other WOUS under Section 404 of the CWA.”
Omitting this critical information and providing blank placeholders for areas
permanently damaged by dredging and filling is inappropriate. The PDEIS should
have included the best available current information in this instance and throughout
the PDEIS with respect to other critical metrics, figures, and tables. The information
that is not included throughout the PDEIS prevents reviewers from providing both
meaningful and substantive comments. Similarly, the lack of availability of documents
that are referenced in this PDEIS are apparently the basis on which the PDEIS is
based; however, most of these documents have not been made available to
reviewers for the cooperating agencies, and this prevents reviewers from providing
meaningful and substantive comments. To ensure informed and substantive public
comment, the USACE must ensure that when the DEIS is released, a website has
been established that contains all the supporting documentation and information on
which the DEIS relies. Additionally, the completeness of this essential information
must be confirmed before the DEIS is released for public comment.

This section mentions that the project application is provided in Appendix N, including
an updated version of the applicant’s preferred alternative; however, Appendix N was
not made available for the cooperating agencies to review. This piecemeal distribution
of the PDEIS and attachments significantly hinders the ability to meaningfully
comment on the PDEIS document, since it is unknown what aspects of the proposed
project has been changed or updated since the permit application was submitted in
late December 2017, nearly 11 months ago.

A two-paragraph description of the application is insufficient for a project of this size.
This section should be significantly expanded with maps, figures, and a more detailed
description of each major project element. Portions of the Project Description with
accompanying figures that was provided as Attachment D to the permit application
would be appropriate for this purpose. As a public review EIS for a very significant
project, the public should have available to it up front a complete and clear description
of the entire project, without having to search through attachments and appendices to
learn what the project consists of.

should then be provided to the cooperating agencies for review as an Administrative
Review DEIS prior to publication and release of a DEIS for public review and
comment.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

Comment noted. Chapter 6 and Appendix E provides information on
consultation and other federal, state, and local authorities.

Comment noted.

Supporting reports and information have been made available in real time on
pebbleprojecteis.com.

Comment noted. The acreage information that was omitted from Chapter 1
was reported in Chapter 4 and updated in the dEIS.

Cooperating agencies were notified of changes to the proposal in May and
October 2018.

Chapter 2 describes the proposed project and Appendix N provides additional
detail. The updated application and project descriptions were posted on the
pebbleprojecteis.com website as they were received from the applicant.

Response

NondaltonȱTribalȱCouncilȱ–ȱPebbleȱProjectȱPreliminaryȱDraftȱEISȱChapterȱ1ȱCommentsȱ
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BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5066 of 5993

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Comment
No.

1.5
PURPOSE
AND NEED

1.4
ENVIRONME
NTAL
ANALYSIS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Comments

ȱ

The Final List of Critical Minerals includes: Aluminum (bauxite), antimony, arsenic,
barite, beryllium, bismuth, cesium, chromium, cobalt, fluorspar, gallium, germanium,

“The United States is heavily reliant on imports of certain mineral commodities that
are vital to the Nation’s security and economic prosperity. This dependency of the
United States on foreign sources creates a strategic vulnerability for both its economy
and military to adverse foreign government action, natural disaster, and other events
that can disrupt supply of these key minerals.”

This section fails to take into account the need for the type of proposed development.
This section demonstrates neither a need for the project in Alaska nor in the United
States. The PDEIS must note that the primary commodities to be produced by the
project (copper, gold, and molybdenum) are not considered by the United States to be
“critical minerals.” Pursuant to Executive Order 13817 dated December 20, 2017, ‘‘A
Federal Strategy to Ensure Secure and Reliable Supplies of Critical Minerals,’’ the
Secretary of the Interior on May 18, 2018, presented a final list of 35 mineral
commodities deemed critical under the definition provided in the Executive Order.1
The final list was prefaced by an explanation of critical minerals as follows:

According to this Section 1.5, “PLP’s (the applicant) stated need for the proposed
project is, “to meet the increasing global demand for commodities such as copper,
gold, and molybdenum.”” It goes on to say: “Any overall purpose must seem feasible
as well as take into account the need for the type of proposed development. The
USACE has determined that the overall project purpose is to develop and operate a
copper, gold, and molybdenum mine in Alaska in order to meet current and future
demand.”

With a project of this magnitude, intensity, and potential for adverse environmental
impacts, it is unclear that it can be implemented in a manner that avoids the potential
for substantial environmental harm. It is also unclear whether the project elements
identified can be mitigated in any reasonable manner. This section must be clearer
about whether and under what circumstances the environmental analysis could result
in a decision that the project would not be permitted. Currently, it reads as though one
of the action alternatives would need to be selected, i.e., that the agencies’
responsibility is to identify “the least environmentally damaging practicable
alternative.” Yet, it may be the case that the only “practicable means to avoid or
minimize environmental harm” is to not permit the project. This section needs to be
clearer about whether this falls within the scope of the federal agencies’ decision
authority.

The USACE is supposed to develop a range of alternatives to address major issues.
NEPA requires the agency to “study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives
to recommended courses of action in any proposal that involves unresolved conflicts
concerning alternative uses of available resources” [42 U.S.C. § 4332(E); 40 CFR §
1508.9(b)]. The USACE must “rigorouslyexplore and objectively evaluate all
reasonable alternatives” to the proposed action [City of Tenakee Springs v. Clough,
915 F.2d 1308, 1310 (9th Cir. 1990)]. Indeed, NEPA’s implementing regulations
recognize that the consideration of alternatives is “the heart of the environmental
impact statement” [40 CFR 1502.14, quoted in Alaska Wilderness Recreation and
Tourism Association v. Morrison, 67 F.3d 723, 729 (9th Cir. 1995)]. In this case, as
identified in our comments on Chapter 2 of the PDEIS, the USACE fails to meet this
requirement.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

Comment noted. Language in Chapter 1 was revised to further support the
determination of the overall purpose.

Comment noted. The language in Chapter 2.2.1 was edited to clarify how the
no action alternative would be selected.

Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Comments

ȱ

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/05/18/2018-10667/final-list-ofcritical-minerals-2018

Federal Register / Vol. 83, No. 97 / Friday, May 18, 2018 / Notices, p. 23295-23296.

1

Consideration of global purpose and need is particularly appropriate in light of the
natural resources and human resources that will potentially be affected. Bristol Bay
has globally important fisheries, and there are several marine and wildlife reserves in
the proposed project area that contain irreplaceable resources. Alaska Native cultural
ways of life are intrinsically place-based and, once adversely impacted or destroyed,
these cultural lifeways are also irreplaceable. Mining projects are an intense land use
and are intrinsically destructive; therefore, the proposed project in the proposed
location will cause serious multi-generational adverse impacts on Alaska Native and
rural Alaskan communities that cannot be mitigated or restored. Avoidance of these
impacts through careful consideration of the need for this project is essential.

The reasons for and implications of the USACE’s change in the wording of the
project’s purpose and need are unclear; however, the wording appears designed to
inappropriately limit the scope of potential alternatives for review. The purpose of the
project cannot simply be to “develop and operate a copper, gold, and molybdenum
mine in Alaska,” since there is no particular need to have such a mine specifically
located in Alaska, and project alternatives are not discussed that are sited elsewhere
in Alaska. The addition of “in Alaska” implies that the only practicable alternatives that
would be considered are those located in Alaska. However, since the demand being
addressed is both national and global, according to the applicant’s own description,
other alternatives both nationally and globally for meeting this demand must be
considered, including projects already under development or alternatives to the use of
these metals.

Because the need for this project is predicated on global supply and demand, and
because the potential environmental impacts are great, a better case needs to be
made that this mine is necessary to meet global requirements for these minerals. In
the context of an EIS, simply discussing whether there is adequate supply of such
metals is insufficient; the EIS also needs to address whether there are other
practicable alternatives for meeting this apparent demand that would be less
environmentally damaging.

graphite (natural), hafnium, helium, indium, lithium, magnesium, manganese, niobium,
platinum group metals, potash, the rare earth elements group, rhenium, rubidium,
scandium, strontium, tantalum, tellurium, tin, titanium, tungsten, uranium, vanadium,
and zirconium. The United States is currently, and for the foreseeable future, a global
supplier of copper, gold, and molybdenum as the country’s current and future planned
production exceeds demand, and domestic production is diverse. With respect to the
USACE’s determined overall project purpose, there is no apparent need in the United
States, including Alaska, for an additional copper, gold, or molybdenum mine to meet
current or future domestic demand. It is not the role or responsibility of the USACE to
address global demand or to speculate on future global demand for these metals.
The USACE must address this potential conflict in the DEIS and consider whether in
fact there is a legitimate need for the proposed project that outweighs the damage to
and loss of natural resources that the proposed project would cause.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

The USACE’s decision to issue a permit will be based upon an evaluation of
the probable impacts of the activity and its intended use on the public interest.
Evaluation of the probable impact involves a careful weighing of the benefits
and the reasonably foreseeable detriments. This decision will be documented
in the Record of Decision.
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Meeting Summary
Project Name: Pebble Project EIS

Date/Time: February 14, 2019
1PM to 3PM (AKST)
Subject: Cooperating Agency Meeting
Location: AECOM Office at 700 G Street, Anchorage, AK

Attendees:
USACE - Shane McCoy
AECOM – Bill Craig, Tara Bellion, Elizabeth Bella
SoA – Kyle Moselle
USCG – Dave Seris
ACHP – John Eddins
BSEE – John McCall
PHMSA – Dave Hassel, Mary Niffler
LPB – Bob Loeffler
USFWS – Catherine Yeargan, Douglass Cooper
EPA – Molly Vaughn, Patty McGrath
NPS – Brooke Merrell, Susan Fleek-Green
Curyung Tribal Council – Courtenay Carty

Agenda Item
Safety and
introductions
Meeting agenda
Draft EIS
publication date
and comment
period
Cooperating
agency comments
on preliminary draft
EIS

Plan for draft EIS
public hearings
(communities,
dates, format,
logistics)

Notes
Safety orientation and introductions.
USACE discussed agenda and asked for agenda item additions. LPB requested discussion of expectations for
cooperating agencies.
x
Document will be available February 22, 2019, on the public website.
x
Notice of Availability (NOA) will be published in Federal Register March 1, 2019.
x
Comment period will start March 1 and will be 90 days.
x
It was acknowledged that if there is a government shutdown, the NOA could possibly be delayed.
x
USACE has prepared comment response matrices for cooperating agency comments on the preliminary
draft EIS. The matrices will be distributed within a few days. The current plan is to send all agencies all
comments response matrices for all sections.
x
If a cooperating agency submitted comments on a topic that they were not requested to be involved in,
those comments were reviewed and considered but will not be responded to at this time. They will be
added to the comments on the draft EIS and analyzed with other draft EIS comments.
x
Public hearings will be held in the same nine communities as scoping. USACE communicated the
format for the public hearings, the communities and venues, and hearing times. People will be able to
testify on the record in front of the USACE and other attendees at all hearings.
x
USACE and AECOM and a court reporter will attend hearings; cooperating agencies were provided the
hearing dates/locations and are invited to intend.
x
Public can speak to USACE about Section 106 process prior to the hearings.
x
Tribes can meet with USACE prior to the hearings for Government-to-Government consultation

1
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Pebble Project EIS
Meeting Notes
Draft EIS – Cooperating Agency Meeting
February 13, 2019; 1:00 – 1:20 pm
Teleconference
Attendees and Affiliation:
USACE: Shane McCoy
AECOM: Bill Craig, Elizabeth Bella
Nondalton Tribal Council: Wes Furlong (Native American Rights Foundation), Bruno Ridolfi (Ridolfi
Environmental), Monty Rogers (Cultural Alaska)
Purpose of Meeting: Update on Draft EIS publication, responses to cooperating agencies on the
preliminary draft EIS, and public hearings.
Agenda Item 1: Draft EIS publication date and comment period
x
x
x
x

Document will be available February 22, 2019 on the public website
Notice of Availability will be published in Federal Register March 1
Comment period will start March 1 and will be 90 days
It was acknowledged that if there is a government shutdown, the NOA could possibly be delayed

Agenda Item 2: How cooperating agency comments on preliminary draft EIS were addressed
x

x

USACE has prepared comment response matrices for cooperating agency comments on the
preliminary draft EIS. The matrices will be distributed within a few days. Wes asked if all
matrices would be sent to all cooperating agencies and Shane said the current plan was to send
each agency only their matrices but that he would consider and respond.
If a cooperating agency submitted comments on a topic that they were not requested to be
involved in, those comments were reviewed and considered but will not be responded to at this
time. They will be added to the comments on the Draft EIS and analyzed with other Draft EIS
comments.

Agenda Item 3: Plan for Draft EIS public hearings (communities, dates, format, logistics)
x

Public hearings will be held in the same nine communities as scoping. Shane communicated the
format for the public hearings, the communities and venues, and hearing times. People will be
able to testify on the record in front of the USACE and other attendees at all hearings.

1
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Pebble Project EIS
Notes for DNR Dam Failure Scenarios
August 1, 2018
Page 1 of 3

State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) – Dam Safety Meeting to
Discuss Determination of Pebble Project Dam Potential Failure Mode (PFM) Scenarios
Date:

August 1, 2018, 2:00-3:30 PM
DNR 10th floor conference room
Charles Cobb – DNR Dam Safety Engineer
Eli Ward – DNR Assistant Engineer
Bill Craig – AECOM
Nancy Darigo – AECOM
Allison Payne – AECOM

Present:

On the Phone:

Cecil Urlich – AECOM

Invited but unable to attend:

Shane McCoy – USACE
Kyle Mozelle – DNR

Charlie mentioned the limited 2006 PLP dam application for a 900-foot dam submitted to DNR
(and later brought it out) and said there has been no action on application(s) since then.
Bill stated the purpose of the meeting: to ask Charlie for input on how to come up with
defensible scenarios for dam failures. The failure modes effects analysis (FMEA) process
worked well for Donlin; there was a more detailed dam design available. With PLP’s currently
limited dam design, do we have enough information to do a FMEA?
Nancy and Cecil briefed ADNR with some of the details of the mine site layout and the different
dams for the bulk tailings storage facility (TSF), pyritic TSF, and various water retention ponds,
as well as the general conceptual level of engineering to date. Nancy provided a mine footprint
map and dam cross section figures (from the seepage analysis RFI).
Charlie stated that even for Donlin, which had more dam design details; the FMEA process is
still very conceptual and subjective. Charlie described the FMEA process as a hammer; you
bang the hammer on the dam design to find the weak spots.
Cecil pointed out that historically FMEAs were developed for use at conceptual stages of design
as a tool to help develop better designs; therefore, it is appropriate to do early stage FMEAs
well before the designs are developed.
Bill reviewed the Donlin EIS example of using an early stage FMEA to develop low probability /
high consequence PFMs.
There was discussion on the percent of solids of various types of tailings; PLP bulk TSF tailings
are proposed to be 55 percent solids, considered thickened tailings; higher solids content than
conventional tailings slurries, lower solids content than paste. Lower percentage conventional
tailings slurries are more fluid and would generally travel farther downstream than thickened
tailings in a failure event, which could be mass wasting failure only.
x

Charlie stated there may not be good software for modeling thickened tailings. Cecil
noted volcanic ash modeling shown to be similar.
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Pebble Project EIS
Notes for DNR Dam Failure Scenarios
August 1, 2018
Page 2 of 3

x

Cecil mentioned a November 2017 Canadian tailings study, which noted that
thickened tailings would mobilize a downstream distance of 20 times the height of
the dam, which for the bulk TSF main dam breach would be about 11,000 feet, or
two miles.

Charlie stated that more open water on top of tailings increases the risk of more tailings being
mobilized and traveling much farther downstream than drier tailings.
x

Charlie stated that a failure during closure is less likely than a failure during
operations, which historical dam failure data (ICOLD) shows (due to the variable
load, level of fluid, etc.), and that a worst-case scenario would be during the last year
of operations.

Nancy asked if partial potential failure mode analysis with limited engineering is reasonable.
x

x

x

“Mid-Phase Release Scenario” – Charlie suggested the scenario of a complete
failure (due to engineering unknowns), but with the half-built tailings pond (e.g., at a
10 year build-out timeframe) to avoid it being a worst-case scenario.
Charlie went on to state that a dam failure is five times as likely during the first 5
years. In the case of tailings dams, because they are constantly being built-up/raising
the dam level over time, it’s “always the first 5 years” of such dams.
Cecil asked if we had information on the sequence and frequency of the stages of
construction for the dams; consensus: probably not but should ask in an RFI.

Discussion of the presence of a spillway: if spillway is present, we could eliminate the PFM of
dam failure from overtopping.
The risk of dam failures generally drops off at closure, and dry closure is more stable than wet
closure; but then aging of the dam and monitoring become factors.
x

x

x

Charlie and Eli also both mentioned some of the numerous smaller dams in the
proposed footprint, and that even a failure from one of the smaller dams could have
a substantial impact. They expressed concern regarding bulk TSF sediment
collection pond, bulk TSF east saddle, and elbows (typical weak points).
Cecil noted that for the bulk tailings main dam, there will be a transition from a
downstream starter dam (more robust) to centerline dams for raises; after that
transition could be a time period that would be more susceptible to failure / a
possible PFM timeframe.
Charlie stated that the impacts from a water management pond release (e.g., high
velocity flood waters, contamination from contact water) could be worse than impacts
from a TSF release.

Bill summarized where to go with this for NEPA purposes.
x

x

True FMEA could be a sort of false precision, with the outcome no better than a midoperations phase idea. Charlie agreed, but added we should still bounce ideas off
experts.
Charlie stated that the FMEA process is still quite subjective/conceptual, and that we
should not describe our process as “risk assessment,” which implies a much more
detailed analysis.
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Pebble Project EIS
Notes for DNR Dam Failure Scenarios
August 1, 2018
Page 3 of 3

x

x

x
x

Bill brought up the idea of doing a teleconference type meeting with various experts:
AECOM, DNR, and perhaps Knight Piésold, to discuss coming up with probabilities
and likely scenarios.
Charlie mentioned the idea of “abbreviated FMEA” – could be half- to full day rather
than three-day long workshop, with outcome being Venn diagrams; would be nonquantitative.
Bill reiterated that it is critical for the process to be defensible.
In the end, there seemed to be consensus that some version of an FMEA is still
appropriate, even with limited dam design details.

Additional comments from Charlie:
x

Look for paper to be in proceedings of 2018 Association of Dam Safety Officials
(ASDSO) conference in September in Seattle on environmental consequence
classifications for tailings dams (e.g., distinguishes very long-term versus
recoverable impacts), could be pertinent to our efforts. Charlie will be chairing the
session that this paper will be presented in.

x

CERCLA 102b for mining – The EPA made a decision to not pursue financial
assurance for modern mines due to advances in risk reduction because of improved
engineering and focus on dam safety. Charlie wrote two papers on it for ASDSO
conference in September and for the Tailings and Mine Waste (T&MW) conference
in October in Keystone, Colorado. He will be presenting this at the T&MW
conference.
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EETING
SUMMARY

OCTOBER 24, 2018

Project Name: Pebble Project EIS
Date: October 24, 2018
Time: 12:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Location: Atwood Conference Center Room 106, 550 W 7th Avenue, Anchorage
Subject: Cooperating Agency Meeting
Agenda:
x
General update from USACE
x

Overview of Alternatives

x

Format and Level of Detail for Chapter 2

x

Update on Appendix B – Alternatives Development Process

x

Review of Select Alternatives
o Filtered Tailings (Dry Stack)
o Other Mine Locations
o Underground Mining

Meeting Materials:
x
PowerPoint presentation (20181024 Cooperating Agency Meeting.pdf)
Attendees and Affiliation:
AECOM
ACHP
BSEE
Curyung Tribal Council
EPA
Lake and Peninsula Borough
Nondalton Tribal Council
NPS
State of Alaska
USACE
USFWS
?????

Bill Craig, Jennifer Frownfelter (phone), Sasha Forland (phone)
John Eddins
John McCall, Jeffrey Missal
Courtney Carty, Kim Williams
Patty McGrath (phone), Molly Vaughan
Bob Loeffler
Matt Newman
Joan Kluwe
Kyle Moselle (Phone)
Shane McCoy, Katie McCafferty
Douglass Cooper, Catherine Yeargan
Kim West

Action Items:
Action Item
USACE

Due Date
10/26/2018

Notes
USACE to provide drafts of Chapters 1 and 2 to cooperating agencies as soon as
possible.

USACE/AECOM

New RFI

Clarify if the existing road between Iliamna and Nondalton would need to be
upgraded for project use under Alternative 2. Be specific with the types of upgrades
needed (e.g., chip seal, widening). Land ownership/authorizations and responsible
parties for maintenance of the road would need to be addressed.

USACE

Ongoing

Communicate when sections will be coming and what the requested due dates are
for each section.

USACE

11/30/2018

Further consider the dry stack alternative after evaluating recent comments from
EPA.

State of Alaska

11/2/2018

Provide comments from State of Alaska on the dry stack alternative.
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EETING
SUMMARY

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

NOVEMBER 28, 2018

Project Name: Pebble Project EIS
Date: November 28, 2018
Time: 12:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Location: AECOM - 700 G Street Suite 500, Anchorage/Teleconference
Subject: Alternatives Meeting
Agenda:
1. Overview by PLP of proposed Bulk TSF design with permeable embankment and no liner
2. Overview by PLP of Dry Stack option
3. Agency discussion
a. 35 alternative TSF locations
b. Dry Stack option
c. Liner under Bulk TSF
d. Effluent outfall locations
e. Throughput scenarios
Meeting Materials:
x
No formal meeting materials
Summary of Key Discussion Points:
x
EPA provided comments on AECOM’s September 2018 RFI 054 Technical Report Review and requested a meeting
to discuss outstanding comments on mine area and tailings options for consideration as alternatives (see agenda
items).
x
PLP discussed their proposed design, stressed that structural integrity (during operations and long term) is their
primary focus, and explained how their design meets best available technology (BAT) for the proposed tailings
facilities.
x
EPA requested that the AECOM memo be revised to address EPAs comments, specifically how PLP’s design meets
the three Mount Polley recommendations of 1) eliminating surface water from the impoundment, 2) promoting
unsaturated conditions in the tailings with drainage provisions, and 3) achieving dilatant conditions throughout the
tailings deposit by compaction; and if not, explain why.
x
More recent studies than the Mount Polley report were discussed. Relevant reports/letters discussed during the
meeting are listed below:
o Keevil, Norman B. (2015). Letter from the University of British Columbia Institute of Mining to Honorable Bill
Bennett, Minister of Energy and Mines, August 2015.
o Seabridge Gold (2016). Seabridge Gold’s Design of KSM Project’s Tailing Management Facility Confirmed as
Best Available Technology by Leading Engineering Firm, TORONTO, August 2016.
o Klohn, Crippen Berger (2017), Study of Tailings Management Technologies, report completed for Mine
Environmental Neutral Drainage (MEND) Program and sponsored by The Mining Association of Canada (MAC)
and MEND, October 2017.
o Amoah, Nelson (2017), Filtered Tailings & Dry Stack Facility at Karara Kine, Design and Operational Overview,
Karara Mining Ltd., presented at Australian Center for Geomechanics (ACG) seminar, April 2017.Technical and
economic feasibility of dry stack tailings options was discussed.
x
Options for a fully lined bulk TSF and the pros/cons were discussed. Long-term tailings consolidation, issues with
internal drains, and comparisons to the Donlin Gold TSF were also discussed in relation to this option.
x
AECOM explained how EPA’s comments on TSF locations, alternative effluent outfall locations, and additional
throughput scenarios are being addressed in Appendix B, Alternatives Development.
x
EPA and SOA asked to review a revised version of Appendix B prior to the Draft EIS.
x
EPA mentioned that following the discussion, they were more comfortable with eliminating dry stack as an alternative
to be considered in detail but continued to advocate for an alternative to provide a liner under the bulk TSF.
Attendees and Affiliation:
AECOM

Pebble Limited Partnership
State of Alaska
USACE

Bill Craig, Elizabeth Bella, Nancy Darigo, Sasha Forland (phone), Cecil Urlich
(phone)
Barbara Butler (phone), Cindi Godsey (phone), Patty McGrath (phone), Molly
Vaughan
James Fueg, Stephen Hodgson
Charlie Cobb (phone), Kyle Moselle (phone), Eli Ward
Katie McCafferty

Action Items:
Action Item

Notes

EPA

Due Date

1
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AECOM
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USACE

12/7
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EETING
SUMMARY

NOVEMBER 28, 2018

Revise Appendix B. USACE to determine if it will be circulated for agency review prior
to issuance of the Draft EIS.
Revise RFI 054 Technical Report review memo to further bolster points on the
feasibility of dry stack tailings
Further consider the lined bulk TSF alternative after evaluating recent comments from
EPA.
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

3.7.1

3.7.1

3.7.1

3.7.1

3.7

3.7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

This will be incorporated into the
Final Programmatic Agreement
(PA)

physical manifestations

RFI 097

Data and analytical gaps will be
addressed through the ongoing
Section 106 process

Important in conveying

highways

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Spell out a little bit better what “this” means.

Places where cosmological events or
activities occur may not necessarily have
demonstrative “physical manifestations”. It
could be just a place.

?Request for Information?

But not just by consultation

Locations connected with events or activities
referenced in oral histories?

??highways are usually considered
structures. Usually the term buildings is used
here.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

This bullet has been
deleted.

The text has been
revised to clarify this.

Yes, this refers to a
Request for
Information, which is a
formal process for the
USACE and
contractors to request
information. This RFI
was received, the data
included in the Draft
EIS, and this
statement deleted.

Sentence was edited
to read: “Data and
analytical gaps will be
addressed through
ongoing research,
including input from
public comments, and
will allow for additional
characterization of the
affected environment
for cultural resources
in the Final EIS.

Text added to include
events.

Text edited to say
“highways and other
structures”
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

11

12

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

3.7.4.3 Place Names

3.7.4.1 Cultural
Resources

3.7.3.1

3.7.3.1

3.7.1

3.7.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

have not yet been provided

and ethnographic interviews

In July 2018, HDR completed an
archaeological survey of the
Amakdedori port site on behalf of
PLP.

However, aside from the small
surveys near Amakdedori port
(see below), the complete
Amakdedori port site and the
transportation corridor have not
been surveyed

has not yet been completed

Assessment for off-shore

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The use of the word “provided” suggests the
passive role improperly assumed by the
federal agencies. The federal agencies have

Under Section 106, the federal agency
responsibility to make a reasonable and good
faith effort to identify such properties that
may be eligible is not limited to just
consultation. There has to be a proactive,
systematic effort to identify/inventory such
properties. The federal agency consults
about their significance, eligibility, the effects
of the undertaking on such properties, and
resolution of adverse effects. To the extent
that the referenced previous oral interviews
do not cover portions of the project APE
appropriately, some level of additional
ethnographic research will need to be carried
out.

A survey of the port site, or of part of the port
site?

See comment below. Is this consistent?

This is passive voice. Who has not yet
completed such work?

Assessment of previously collected
information or research to gather additional
information about such properties, or both?

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The text has been
edited per this

This statement has
been deleted.

The information
presented about the
Amakdedori port
surveys has been
clarified.

This statement has
been deleted. The
information presented
about the Amakdedori
port surveys has been
clarified in the
subsequent
paragraphs.

Text edited per this
comment.

Sentence added to
clarify.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
a responsibility to actively and systematically
identify properties that are known to be or
may be eligible for the NRHP and that may
be affected by the undertaking. They can’t
just wait for the tribes to provide the
information.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
comment.

PAGE | 3
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

3.8 Introduction

3.8 Introduction

3.8 Introduction

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Appendix C does not involve the

The scope of the identification
effort, determinations of eligibility
and effect, and steps to resolve
adverse effects must be
informed by the traditional
knowledge of Tribes who ascribe
value to such properties.

Under 36 CFR 800, there are
different definitions in Appendix
C for historic properties and the
geographic area where
identification, evaluation, and
effects assessments are needed.
Also under 36 CFR 800,

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

And, thus is deficient in terms of compliance

I suggest we can reference the definitions of
permit area and APE here and indicate that the
Corps consulting with SHPO and consulting
parties to clarify permit area and APE for this
undertaking.

The Area of Potential Effects (APE) is defined
in 36 CFR 800. Appendix C focuses on Permit
Area, but provides for expansion of the Permit
Area to include the upland portions of an
undertaking when appropriate. ACHP will work
with the Corps, SHPO, and others to develop
an appropriate and reasonable APE for direct
and indirect effects from the undertaking. ACHP
understands that federal agencies, at times,
can argue they have a “Small Federal Handle”
which may circumscribe the extent to which
they are responsible for ‘taking into account’
effects to historic properties from undertakings
for which they have a federal action. However,
in this case, we don’t believe such an argument
can be made. Further, consultation cannot be
redefined. Note that ACHP has never approved
Appendix C as an alternative to 36CFR800, as
is required by both the Statute itself and the
Section 106 implementing regulations. We can
reference both 36 CFR 800 and Appendix C
throughout the EIS and Section 106 documents
but not in a way that suggests that Appendix C
takes precedence over 36 CFR 800. The NEPA
and Section 106 documents for this undertaking
should not be the place where this
disagreement is carried out. ACHP looks
forward to resolving these issues with the
Corps in the proper venue.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Statement has been

Reference added to
the APE/Permit
Area discussion.

The referenced
statement has been
deleted.

Comment
acknowledged. The
USACE looks
forward to resolving
these issues with
ACHP and the
SHPO.
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Comment
No.

4

5

6

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

ACHP

3.8.2 Permit Area

3.8.2 Permit Area

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Not necessarily. Permit area can be expanded
to reflect an appropriate APE as defined under
the Section 106 implementing regulations. I
suggest we just reference that the Permit Area
and resultant APE have yet to be fully
determined at this time, but will be under the
Section 106 consultation.
One of the main problems with these criteria is
that there are interpreted inconsistently from
case to case and from district to district, so as
to have almost no meaning beyond being
referenced to justify the Corps’ minimization of
its responsibilities in any particular case. I
strongly suggest that we leave these out and
just reference that Corps will clarify/finalize
delineation of the permit area and associated
APE during consultation for compliance with
Section 106.

Such activity would not
occur but for the
authorization of the work or
structures in the waters of
the US;
Such activity must be
integrally related to the work
or structures to be
authorized in waters of the
US. Or, conversely, the
work or structures to be
authorized must be
essential to the
completeness of the overall
project or program; and
Such activity must be
directly associated (first

x

x

x

Add discussion of APE as well, or limit this as
suggested in next comment.

with the requirements of Section 106 of NHPA.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

Appendix C defines the term
“permit area” as the geographic
extent of the USACE’s
responsibility for considering
effects on historic properties,
which varies from the Area of
Potential Effect as defined by 36
CFR 800.16(d).

3.8.2 Permit Area

same consultation process as 36
CFR 800 outlines. 33 CFR
325(8) states that, “at any time,
the district engineer may consult
with the involved parties to
discuss and consider possible
alternatives or measures to
avoid or minimize the adverse
effects of the proposed activity.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 2

These bullets have
been deleted. Text
changed to note that
the APE will be
finalized during the
NHPA Section 106
consultation
process.

Section has been
edited per this
comment.

Discussion of APE
was added.

deleted and
information added
on the days of
consulting party
meetings.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
order impact) with the work
or structures to be
authorized.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3
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Note:

ACHP

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating
Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of
Comment)

No additional comment bubbles or track changes submitted.

Agency

Proposed Resolution (Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Edit made as
suggested
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5083 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

ACHP

ACHP

4.8.2 Effects on Historic
Properties

4.8 Intro

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Compliance with the procedures
established by the approved
executed PA would satisfy the
USACE’s federal agency NHPA
Section 106 responsibilities for
the project.

Section 106 (54 U.S.C. §
306108) of the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA) (54
U.S.C. § 300101 et seq.) and its
implementing regulations,
“Protection of Historic
Properties” (36 C.F.R. Part 800),
in the Statute at 54 U.S.C.
300308, and in 33 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 325
Appendix C and National
Historical Preservation Act
(NHPA) the Section 106
requirements for considering the
project’s potential to cause
effects on historic properties in
the Area of Potential Effects
(APE) for the undertaking as
defined in association with the
permit area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Don’t forget that Corps is the lead federal
agency for Section 106. The PA to be
developed will cover all federal agencies that
have an action related to the project.

See comments in Section 3.8 regarding
referencing 36CFR 800 and Appendix C.
Reference both equally without suggesting
either overrides the other. We’ll work out details
of permit area and APE for this case during the
Section 106 consultation.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment noted.
The section has
been edited per this
comment.

Section edited to
include the 36 CFR
800 regulations in
conjunction with
Appendix C. The
USACE looks
forward to resolving
these issues with
ACHP and SHPO
during the Section
106 process.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ACHP Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.8 - Historic Properties

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5084 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

BSEE

BSEE

Table E-1

Table E-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Title 33 falls under USCG
not BSEE.

x
Consulted with Steve
Pearson, Senior
Preparedness Analyst,
BSEE Oil Spill
Preparedness Division;
since this ROW pipeline is
not considered a facility,
PLP would not be required
to supply a spill response
plan to BSEE as denoted
under the CFR listed
(30:254.20-30).

Table E-1: Permits, Approvals,
and Consultations Required
Legal Authority under BSEE has
areas not under purview.

x

Table E-1: Permits, Approvals,
and Consultations Required
Legal Authority under BSEE has
areas not under purview.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment noted.
This regulation was
removed.

Comment noted.
This regulation was
removed.

Response

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix E - Permits, Approvals, and Consultations Required

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5085 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

BSEE

BSEE

Ch2, Figure 2-2

Ch2, all applicable
images

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Regarding previous requests to denote the
OCS boundary, Figure_02_02_Alt1 General
Project Layout, omits this OCS identification in
legend.

On all applicable images, BSEE would like to
see all graphics/maps have the 3-mile
boundary marking the beginning of the OCS;
No maps/images are 'initially' present in the
document. The first four were delivered via
email, but none of the others 'were initially'
present or available but BSEE will assume that
future deliverables will contain completions.

PAGE | 1

Added the three
nautical mile line to
the appropriate
Chapter 2 figures as
requested.

Added the three
nautical mile line to
the appropriate
Chapter 2 figures as
requested.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5086 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

Chapter 7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
I reviewed chapter 7 and 8 and
speaking for myself I would
appreciate my identification in
Chapter 7- to be reworded for
Education/Background to read
"B.S., Civil; BSEE Petroleum
Engineer." As written, this may
be a bit misleading.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Edited as proposed.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Edited as proposed.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 7 - Cooperating Agencies and Preparers

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5087 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

Ch3, General Comment

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
BSEE requests that the Federal
OCS line be added to Cook Inlet
portions as other maps have
done. (This is a general
comment regarding Figures.)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Where appropriate
to the mapped
resource, this
information is
included in the
figure.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 3 - General Comments

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5088 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

3.9; all Figures

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
BSEE requests that the Federal
OCS line be added to Cook Inlet
portions as other maps have
done.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

PAGE | 1

OCS line was added
to all subsistence
figures.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5089 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

3.25; Figure 3.25-1; p.
3.25-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Figure missing

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Figure was sent by
USACE separately
as a PDF file, as
were most GISgenerated figures in
the PDEIS. Some
figures were sent in
a separate email
from the section.

Response

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.25 – Threatened and Endangered Species

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5090 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

BSEE

4.25; Figure 4.25-1; p.
4.25-6

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Figure missing

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Figure was sent by
USACE separately
as a PDF file, as
were most GISgenerated figures in
the PDEIS. Some
figures were sent in
a separate email
from the section.

Response

BSEE Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.25 - Threatened and Endangered Species

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5091 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

K3.16.2, K3.168

K3.16.1, K3.161

K3.16.1, K3.161

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The watershed model was calibrated
using meteorological and streamflow
data for the period 2005 to 2009…

Month-to-month water balance
approach

The development of the mine site water
balance model.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

In addition to calibrating the model,
we note that a validation
assessment of the model is needed
before applying it to the overall

We recommend that the DEIS
explain the rationale for using the
month-to-month approach instead of
a daily or event-based approach.
We also note that extreme
precipitation events can have
significant impacts on the affected
environment, which cannot be
addressed by the water balance
model using a month-to-month
approach.

Limiting the water balance model to
the mine site only may be a concern
because watersheds are
interconnected and any activity in
the mine site can affect both surface
and ground water in the larger
watershed. We recommend
explaining the approach used to
determine the boundaries of the
model, or expanding the model as
appropriate.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Additional information regarding
the development of the 76-year
synthetic record, including
calibration and validation of the

The magnitude of extreme
events used to design bridges
and culverts, spillways and
dams are not based on the
monthly averages from the
water balance model. Other,
event based, techniques are
used.

There are three models that are
involved in predicting impacts
from the mine, and each
informs the other: a watershed
model, a water balance model
for the mine site and a
groundwater model. Both the
watershed model and the
regional groundwater model
encompass the NFK, SFK and
UTC watersheds. The models
were used to estimate the
reduction in streamflow down to
the confluence of the NFK and
SFK, and Iliamna Lake on UTC.
A discussion of the computed
reductions in streamflow is
included in the DEIS. Beyond
those watersheds the
computations suggest that the
reduction will be on the order of
discharge measurement error.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.16 – Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5092 of 5993

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
period of record. We recommend
that some of the years of data
collected be used to assess whether
the calibrated model is supported by
independent data in the record,
excluding the calibration period
data.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Watershed Module are
presented in Appendix K3.16.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.16 – Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5093 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K3.18.2,

Section
K3.18.1.2, Page
K3.18-4

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1
Footnote

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-3,
Table K3.18-1

Page K3.18-2,
Table K3.18-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

g/L > =

These data were
developed using

discharge of non-domestic
wastewater to groundwater

Water quality limits are
based on the lowest 15th
percentile hardness of the
three proposed discharge
locations.

Comment related to
temperature criterion

Total ammonia as N

Alkalinity as CaCO3

Hardness (as CaCO3)

Alkalinity
20,000

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Per our comment on section 3.18.1.1,
because the proposed action is for the

We recommend also including the
discharge of domestic wastewater to
groundwater in this sentence.

We recommend clarifying the actual value
(back calculating reveals at least three
different values were used to determine the
table values for the hardness-based
criteria) and whether it is the 15th
percentile of all the hardness measures or
the lowest of the 15th percentile of each of
the three data sets.

We recommend including the appropriate
criterion for temperature in this table.

We recommend including the pH and
temperature values used in the equation to
calculate this criterion.

If this is the same alkalinity as is referenced
in the Alaska Water Quality Criteria Manual
for Toxic and Other Deleterious Organic
and Inorganic Substances, please clarify
that this criterion is a minimum.

We recommend clarifying that there is no
criterion for hardness in the State of Alaska
WQS.

We recommend clarification regarding
whether alkalinity is the same as Alkalinity
as CaCO3 that is listed further down in the
table.

We recommend including the basis for the
sediment standards here rather than
waiting until later in the document.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Statement added in text describing
justification for use of a combined

Addressed. Domestic wastewater
was included.

Footnotes have been updated to
clarify. Three hardness values were
used and the most stringent was
included in the table.

Temperature criteria has been
added to Table K3.18-1.

Addressed. Footnotes updated for
Table K3.18-1 to include more
information.

Clarified in Table K3.18-1. Updated
to >=20.

Clarified in Table K3.18-1; footnote
added specifying that there is no
criterion for hardness in the State of
Alaska Water Quality Standards.

Alkalinity as CaCO3 is distinct from
total alkalinity. The word "total" has
been added to alkalinity to help
clarify that these are different.

Addressed. Footnote added
including basis for TEL and PEL.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5094 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K3.18.2,
Page K3.18-5

Section K3.18.2,
Page K3.18-5

Page K3.18-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

These data were
developed using
representative overburden,
rock cores, and
metallurgical waste
(tailings) samples from the
Pebble east and west
zones (PEZ and PWZ), and
rock core samples from

Table K3.18-2

representative overburden,
rock cores, and
metallurgical waste
(tailings) samples from the
Pebble east and west
zones (PEZ and PWZ), and
rock core samples from
borings drilled in three
proposed construction rock
quarry areas

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend including a quantitative
assessment showing that the samples are
representative.

The grouping of materials into just two
general categories (tertiary and pre-tertiary)
is overly broad. Instead, we recommend
that further distinctions be made, such as
sedimentary and volcanic origins as well as
other information on the rock type. Such
information is necessary to provide an
understanding of the representativeness of
the types of ore at the site in relation to the
geochemical characterization of the
materials.
In SRK 2011a, there is a much more
complete partitioning of the data into
different rock types. We recommend
following a similar approach here in
showing that the samples collected are
representative of the abundance of the
different rock types.

West zone, we recommend that the
analysis include data from the West zone
only. We also recommend clearly
describing how the data used are
representative of the project.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Addressed in text. Description was
added regarding how samples were
selected and determined to be a
representative sample. Additionally,
Figure K3.18-1 (Figure11-2 in SRK
2011a) has been included and
provides a visual of sample
selection to ensure a representative
sample was used.

Noted. Additional descriptive
information on rock type beyond
pre-Tertiary vs.Tertiary is not
necessary for the purpose of
presenting and evaluating the
results of the geochemical testing
program.
Additional information on rock types
is available in SRK (2011a).

PEZ and WEZ dataset based on
information provided in SRK (2018f).

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5095 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

12

13

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
K3.18.2.1, Page
K3.18-7

Section
K3.18.2.1, Page
K3.18-7

Section
K3.18.2.1, Page
K3.18-6

Section
K3.18.2.1, Page
K3.18-6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Element release rates
determined from kinetic
tests were mainly a

Humidity cell test data
obtained for periods up to 8
years allow interpretation of
long-term acid generation
potential and neutralization
rates as the rocks are
oxidized and leached
during wet and dry cycles

This included ABA using
the modified Sobek et al.
(1978) method on more
than 1,000 rock samples
collected from drill holes
blanketing the proposed
mine area

As of 2018, the program
had included analysis of
over 1,000 rock samples
from the Pebble deposit,
and 26 samples of
overburden materials. In
addition, almost 60 tailings
samples comprised mostly
of rougher, cleaner
scavenger, pyritic, and gold
plant tails, from test
processing of ore
composites have also been
characterized.

borings drilled in three
proposed construction rock
quarry areas.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The impact of pH on release rates is clearly
shown; however, it is not clear that
variations in the pH from a given sample

We recommend providing information in
the DEIS on the minimum and average
time periods under which the humidity cell
tests were run, in addition to providing the
maximum value of eight years, as it is likely
that not all humidity cell tests were run for
the entire time period.

As noted above, we recommend specifying
whether these numbers include data from
the East and West zones or only from the
West zone. Per our comment on section
3.18.1.1, because the proposed action is
for the west zone, we recommend that the
analysis only use data from the west zone.
See recommended edits above

As noted above, we recommend specifying
whether these numbers include data from
the East and West zones or only from the
West zone. Per our comment on section
3.18.1.1, because the proposed action is
for the West zone, we recommend that the
analysis includes data from the West zone
only.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Noted. Based on PLP (2018a),
release rates exhibited in kinetic
tests did not correlate well to trace

The minimum test duration was 27
weeks (SRK 2011a). The average
humidity cell test duration was about
3 years (PLP 2018a). Text has
been updated to include this
information.

Addressed. Statement was included
in the document highlighting that a
combined PEZ and PWZ sample set
was utilized citing SRK (2018f).

Clarification that samples were
collected from both the PEZ and
PWZ has been added to the text.
Justification for a combined dataset
is provided based on SRK (2018f).

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5096 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

16

17

18

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
K3.18.3.1, Page
K3.18-21

Section
K3.18.2.2, Page
K3.18-19

Section
K3.18.2.2, Page
K3.18-17

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K3.18-5. The results
demonstrate that the quarry
rock is dominated by
unmineralized granodiorite,
which would be
geochemically suitable for
use as construction fill due
to its low metal leaching

Table K3.18-4

A total of 59 tailings
samples from concurrent
metallurgical process test
runs have been
geochemically
characterized

function of leachate pH
rather than the
concentration of elements
in the samples.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Table K3.18-5 provides information on the
concentrations of some elements in the
samples. However, no information is
provided to show that these materials have
low leaching rates, and we recommend
including this information in the DEIS.

This table includes data from “Gold plant
tails.” We recommend that a footnote to
this entry describe what is meant by this
since the current project description does
not have a gold plant tailings waste stream.
As noted above, we recommend that the
DEIS clearly describe whether the tailings
used for testing are representative of the
tailings to be created and managed as part
of the proposed project.

As noted above, we recommend specifying
whether these numbers include data from
the East and West zones or only from the
West zone. Per our comment on section
3.18.1.1, because the proposed action is
for the west zone, we recommend that the
analysis include data from the West zone
only.
In addition, we recommend that the DEIS
disclose whether the tailings were
produced using the current proposed
mineral processing approach.

were more important in determining the
final concentrations than variations in the
metal concentrations in the
ore/waste/tailings samples. We
recommend providing information
explaining this or a reference to where this
analysis is provided.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Text has been clarified and citation
added.

A footnote to Table K3.18-4 has
been added to address "gold plant
tails" and representativeness of
data.

Addressed previously in text. Added
statement clarifying that a combined
PEZ and PWZ was used citing SRK
(2018f).
Text has been clarified as
suggested.

element content, and other
parameters such as pH were
observed to have a stronger
influence for many metals. Text
clarified with regard to conclusion
and citation.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5097 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

19

20

21

22

23

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Page K3.18-23,
Table K3.18-6

Page K3.18-23,
Table K3.18-6

Page K3.18-22,
Table K3.18-6

Page K3.18-22,
Table K3.18-6

Section
K3.18.3.1, Page
K3.18-22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Nitrate-Nitrite 229 0.031

Alkalinity, Total

Total Suspended Solids

Water Temperature (ͼC)

This section contains
baseline surface water data
for parts of the project area
that would be most affected
by project activities.

and ARD potential and is
classified as non-PAG

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS explain why
Table K3.18-1 lists separate criteria for
these two parameters, yet in K3.18-6 the
criteria are lumped together.
We also recommend clarifying why a value
of 1.21 in Table K3.18-7 is highlighted as
an exceedance but a value of 3.94 in Table

Please clarify whether Total Alkalinity is the
same parameter as Alkalinity or Alkalinity
as CaCO3 listed with criteria in Table
K3.18-1. If not, please make sure that the
DEIS clarifies the differences among the
Alkalinity parameters.

We recommend that the document explain
that there are no state WQS for TSS, as
well as clarify the basis for any comparison
to the observed values (exceedances are
shown in Tables K.18-8).

Above, the EPA recommended the
inclusion of the temperature criterion in
Table 3.18-1 so that exceedances of the
criterion could be documented in this
Table. We note that the most stringent
temperature criterion listed in 18 AAC
70.021(b)(10) is 13 ͼC.

Please provide a description of how the
selected locations are considered
representative or not representative of the
surface water characteristics of this area.
We also recommend including a discussion
of whether samples were collected during
high flow or baseflow conditions and how
that is expected to influence the results.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Noted. PLP specified in RFI 111
that this is varied by field matrixes
and in some cases which lab
conducted the analysis.
Addressed, formatting issue
corrected. 1.21 was un-bolded in
Table K3.18-7 because it is not an

Clarified. Revised Table K3.18-1 to
read "Total Alkalinity" to avoid
confusion.

Basis for TSS is the Effluent
Limitation Guideline (ELG) and is
highlighted in Table K3.18-1.
Footnote added to Table K3.18-1
stating that there is no State WQS
for TSS.

Temperature criteria has been
added to Table K3.18-1.
Temperature exceedances are
bolded in this table.

A discussion of sample location
selection and representativeness
has been added to text based on
Schlumberger et al. (2011a).

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5098 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

24

25

26

27

28

29

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Page K3.18-31,
Table K3.18-11

Page K3.18-31,
Table K3.18-10

Page K3.18-30,
Table K3.18-9

Page K3.18-28,
Table K3.18-9

Page K3.18-25,
Table K3.18-8

Page K3.18-24
and 25, Table
K3.18-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cadmium
11 0 - 0
Cyanide, Total
11

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend clarifying whether the
values shown as zeros or NA in this Table
would actually be different if more decimal
places were used, as the other values for
the same parameter would indicate. If that
is the case, we recommend going out to
additional decimal places as needed in
order to disclose the values.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

We recommend rechecking the
calculations for cadmium and cyanide since
the mean is greater than the maximum.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

K3.18-6 is not.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Zeros are actual zero values in this
table. Footnote added to clarify
what zeros mean.

Temperature values were compared
to criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Checked values. They are zero
values as provided by PLP and
outlined in Schlumberger et al.
(2011a). Cadmium was not
detected above the MDL or RDL
detection limits in any
circumstances. Mean values
represent one half the MDL upper
bound. Footnote added to table.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

exceedance.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5099 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K3.18.5,
Page K3.18-54

Section K3.18.4,
Page K3.18-45

Page K3.18-40,
Table K3.18-12

Page K3.18-36,
Table K3.18-12

Page K3.18-36,
Table K3.18-12

Page K3.18-34,
Table K3.18-11

Page K3.18-33,
Table K3.18-11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

45 0.000198
0.00268

The following baseline
groundwater data tables
are provided in this

The following baseline
groundwater data tables
are provided in this
appendix

Copper
- 0.00148

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Based on our review, it appears that the
text here should say sediment rather than
groundwater. In addition, we recommend

We recommend providing a map of the
sample locations or a reference to where
the map can be found, and a description of
how the selected locations are considered
representative or not representative of the
groundwater characteristics of this area.

The row for DOC in this Table is all blanks.
We recommend that the DEIS clarify
whether DOC was supposed to be
measured but was not, or correct if this is
an error.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

We recommend that all tables use the
same units of measure (this one uses g/L
while all others use mg/L) and further
recommend that the units used be the
same as which the WQS are expressed at
18 AAC 70.

We recommend rechecking the
calculations for copper since the mean is
greater than the maximum.

See water temperature, alkalinity, nitratenitrite, and TSS comments above for Table
K3.18-6.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Addressed; typo corrected. A
discussion of sample location
selection and representativeness

Reference to documents showing
sample locations have been added
to text.

DOC data was not collected and not
provided by PLP; no indication that it
was supposed to be measured but
was not. It was a hidden column in
the provided excels spreadsheet.
DOC row has been removed to
avoid confusion.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Addressed. Units standardized to
mg/L across all tables (except where
noted) to improve ease of
comparison for readers.

PLP specified in RFI 111 that this is
an error. The correct max value is
0.026 mg/L. The correct median
value is 0.00042 mg/L. Information
corrected as appropriate.

Temperature values compared to
criteria and bolded as needed.
Alkalinity and TSS addressed in
Table K3.18-1 footnotes.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5100 of 5993

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
appendix

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
that the DEIS provide a description of how
the selected locations are considered
representative or not representative of the
waterbodies of this area.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

has been added to text based on
Schlumberger et al. (2011a).

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5101 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

K4.18

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Three of these model runs were
selected to represent dry,
average, and wet climate
conditions and illustrate the
range of potential flows for the
mine site under these varying
conditions.

Climate variability is incorporated
in the model using a 76-year
synthetic time series of monthly
temperature and precipitation
values to simulate the cyclical
nature of the climate record.

Nitrates and ammonia from
blasting residues

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend explaining how the dry and wet
conditions are being defined and determined.

We recommend providing information on the
rationale for using a period of 76 years in the
model, and why monthly values were used.

The discussions of water quality estimates do
not explain whether the predictions include
contributions from explosives residuals, such as
nitrates and ammonia, that may leach to
groundwater or surface water or be contained
in the water management ponds and require
treatment. We recommend that this appendix
clearly describe whether this information was
factored into the estimates and describe the
procedures used. If it was not included, then we
recommend that these predictions be
developed and provided in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Addressed in text.
Discharge volumes
may vary month to
month based on the
timing and
magnitude of
precipitation and
snowmelt; however,
in general on an
annual basis, the
dry scenario had the
lowest total

Addressed in text.
Additional
information
regarding the
development of the
76-year synthetic
record, including
calibration and
validation of the
watershed module,
is presented in
Appendix K3.16.

Explosive residue
inputs were factored
into water quality
estimates (SRK
2018a). Text has
been clarified.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5102 of 5993

Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

The water quality model is used
to predict the influent water
quality to the water treatment
plants and the water quality in
the water management ponds
(WMPs), under varying climate

Details regarding the water
balance model inputs and
assumptions are provided in
Knight Piésold (2018a).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing information regarding
how the groundwater quality was modeled,
particularly the bulk/main TSF.

The reference section (Chapter 9) does not
include a Knight Piésold (2018a) document. As
recommended in our previously submitted
comments, models used for environmental
predictions should include discussion of model
inputs and assumptions, a sensitivity analysis,
and discussion of uncertainties. Otherwise, the
validity of the outputs cannot be determined. As
such, there is insufficient information provided
in this section to evaluate the impacts from this
project on water quality and we recommend
that additional information be included in the
DEIS regarding the model inputs and
assumptions.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Discussion of the
water quality
modeling process
has been expanded.

Reference section
has been updated to
include referenced
documents.
Referenced
documents are
available on the
Pebble Project EIS
website. Additional
information
regarding sensitivity
analysis has been
received through the
RFI process, and is
incorporated in the
current text as
appropriate.

discharge and the
wet scenario yielded
the greatest total
discharge. Higher
discharge rates
correspond to higher
levels of
precipitation and
lower discharge
rates correspond to
lower levels of
precipitation.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5103 of 5993

Comment
No.

6

7

8

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-2

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K4.18-1

Geochemical source term inputs
for the water quality model were
developed by SRK Consulting
(Canada) Inc. (SRK) (2018a).

Geochemical source term inputs
for the water quality model were
developed by SRK Consulting
(Canada) Inc. (SRK) (2018a).

conditions

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

It is not clear what “realization #” is referring to.
We recommend that the DEIS define this.

Specific information that we recommend be
included in the DEIS includes but is not limited
to: (1) Specifying the geochemical
characterization data that were used to develop
the source terms. (For example, whether only
the HCT results were used or whether barrel
test results were also incorporated.) We
recommend providing a rationale for these
decisions; (2) Describing whether release rates
from multiple tests were averaged or otherwise
combined, or whether only selected test results
were used; (3) Describing whether the source
terms were developed from data over the entire
duration of the tests or if they were from a
differently defined time period; and (4)
Describing any temperature corrections used
when translating lab-based predictions to model
predictions of field conditions

The references (in Ch 9) do not include an SRK
2018a document. Without reviewing how the
source terms were calculated, the validity of
these input parameters cannot be determined.
As such, there is insufficient information
provided in the EIS to evaluate the impacts
from this project on water quality and we
recommend that additional information on the
modeling inputs be included in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Addressed in text.
Each realization
represents a unique
model run selected
from the 76 total
model runs (Knight
Piésold 2018a).

Addressed. Text
added to incorporate
additional
information received
through the RFI
process and clarify
how the
geochemical source
terms were
developed (SRK
2018a, 2018f).
These reports are
available on the
Pebble Project EIS
website.

Addressed; the
reference section
has been updated to
include SRK
(2018a). This
document is
available on the
Pebble Project EIS
website.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5104 of 5993

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K4.18-2

Table K4.18-2

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the text or a footnote to

In general, in this document, mercury (Hg)
pollution originating from the mine site has not
been highlighted in any of the text. However,
based on this table the predicted water quality
concentrations are very elevated: 2,170 ng/L,
500 ng/L, and 6,200 ng/L for the waste rock,
rock fill, and non-acidic stockpiles. These
values are somewhat surprising given the
relatively low Hg concentrations in the orebody. However, given that the water quality
standard is 12 ng/L, the exceedance of this
value by several orders of magnitude is of
concern, and we recommend that this be
discussed in detail in the text of section 4.18.
What is of additional concern is that these
materials associated with these high Hg values
are all from non-acidic sources and may not be
subjected to a similar level of treatment/capture
as materials destined for the PAG TSF.
The potential for Hg releases in conjunction
with sulfate releases (even if the WTP meets
WQS for sulfate—250 mg/L) are also of
concern because the WQS for sulfate are
based on direct impacts from sulfate and not on
its impact on promoting Hg methylation through
stimulation of sulfate reducing bacteria.
We recommend expanding the analysis and
discussion of Hg impacts in Section 4.18.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

Addressed.

PAGE | 4

Source terms
provided in Table
K4.18-2 are an
upper end estimate
of potential
constituent
concentrations that
may occur. Contact
water resulting from
these sources would
be treated in WTPs.
Table K4.18-2
provides the 95th
percentile predicted
water quality
information,
including constituent
concentrations and
physical
parameters,
expected to be
produced from
various geochemical
sources at the mine
site. The set of
geochemical source
terms were used as
conservative inputs
to the water quality
model for analysis of
mine site water
quality and water
treatment
processes.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5105 of 5993

Comment
No.

11

Agency

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-6

Page K4.18-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Values in the table represent the
maximum monthly predicted
concentrations for the 50th
percentile flow values and the
95th percentile source term
concentrations for flows going to
the WTPs from each facility for
the final year of operations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing additional information
on the “50th percentile flow values” and why
this was selected instead of the 95th percentile
as was done with the source terms
concentrations.

the table describe what is meant by “Tailings
Pond Adjustment.”

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Addressed; text
added. The 95th
percentile
represents a source
term input to the
water quality model
that will be greater
than 95% of all
possible inputs to
the WTP, hence
providing a
conservative
estimate from the
water quality model.
The 50th percentile
flow value, a value
in which 50% of
results were greater
and 50% were less,
represents a middle
estimate of potential
outputs from the
WTPs. Use of the
50th percentile
results modeled

Footnote has been
added to the table to
indicate adjustments
made for specific
location and
orographic effects.
Tailings pond
adjustment values
were applied for Al,
SO4, Fe, Cu and Mn
in the bulk TSF and
pyritic TSF.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5106 of 5993

Comment
No.

12

13

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-6

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-6

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K4.18-2

Values in the table represent the
maximum monthly predicted
concentrations for the 50th
percentile flow values and the
95th percentile source term
concentrations for flows going to
the WTPs from each facility for
the final year of operations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The table presents data on the concentrations
but not on the mass loads of the parameters to
surface waters. In identifying potential impacts
to the environment, it would be very helpful to
provide mass loading data alongside the
concentration data. For example, based only on
the information provided in this table, it is not
possible to identify the relative importance of

Ideally, instead of a singular value presented in
this table, a range of values should be included
and/or a mean value with a measure of
dispersion around the mean to represent the
expected variability in the predictions. We
recommend that the table and accompanying
text be revised accordingly.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Addressed. Table
of mass loads has
been added Table
K4.18-3: Modeled
Mass Loads – Final
Year of Operations.

Addressed. Tables
have been updated
to include 10th and
90th percentile as
well as 50th
percentile flow
values.

from the 95th
percentile source
terms yields a
conservative
estimate for midrange flow
conditions and
provides insight into
how we expect the
WTP to perform for
water quality near
worst-case under
representative flow
conditions. As
noted below,
predicted water
quality data under
additional flow
conditions have
been added.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5107 of 5993

Comment
No.

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.1.3,
Page K4.18-24

Section K4.18.1.1,
Page K4.18-17 to 22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Surface runoff into the pit lake
could cause metals to leach from
the pit walls. In addition,
contaminated groundwater
would flow into the pit.

Tables K4.18-5, 6, 7, and 8

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the text describe the
sources of contaminated groundwater that
would flow into the pit at closure.

We recommend that the DEIS describe why the
50th percentile of the max monthly values is
used to represent predicted water quality
values. As noted above, we recommend that a
range of values be reported and/or a measure
of dispersion around the mean value be
included in the DEIS.

the different mine site geochemical sources.
As such, providing loading data alongside the
concentration data is important for assessing
the potential impacts of the project on the
environment and we recommend that this
information be added to the table or provided in
additional tables.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Addressed. The
resultant
groundwater capture
zone, in which all
groundwater will
flow into the pit in

Addressed. Text
added to Appendix
K4.18 elaborating
on the use of the
95th percentile
source terms and
the 50th percentile
value output.
Range of monthly
values is not
currently available;
however, ranges
under additional flow
conditions have
been added. Use of
the 95th percentile
source terms
provides a
conservative
estimate of water
quality under each
of these flow
conditions.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5108 of 5993

Comment
No.

16

17

18

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section K4.18.2.4,
Page K4.18-30

Section K4.18.2.4,
Page K4.18-29

Section K4.18.2.4,
Page K4.18-27

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K4.18-10

Table K4.18-10

The predicted quality of
discharge water from both WTPs
in operations is provided in Table
K4.18-9, and from the WTP in
closure in Table K4.18-10.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The Hg concentration from the WTP outflow
post-closure is predicted to be 61 ng/L, which is
significantly elevated above the WQS of 12

The Cd outflow value of 0.049 mg/L is in bold,
indicating that it does not meet WQS; however,
in Table K3.18-1, the standard is shown to be
0.08 mg/L. We recommend that the DEIS
address this potential discrepancy.

It is not clear whether the predicted values in
these tables represent average or maximum
values. We recommend that both the 50th
percentile and 90th percentile values be
provided.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Addressed.
Information
regarding WTP in

Addressed, the
value was
mistakenly bolded.
Bold format has
been removed.

Addressed in text.
Tables contain the
50th percentile of
model results.

closure, would
primarily be located
in the SFK
watershed with parts
extending under the
pyritic TSF. The
corresponding zone
of influence of the
pit lake would
extend marginally
farther out than the
capture zone
(Piteau Associates
2018a). The extent
of the groundwater
capture zones in
operations and
closure are
discussed and
depicted on figures
in Section 4.17 and
Appendix K4.17.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5109 of 5993

Comment
No.

19

20

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 4.18.2.1 and
K4.18.2.1 and
K4.18.2.2

Section 4.18.2.1 and
K4.18.2.1 and
K4.18.2.2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

“This may require further
investigation as design
progresses and/or long-term
adaptive management strategies
(Chapter 5)”

“This may require further
investigation as design
progresses and/or long-term
adaptive management strategies
(Chapter 5)”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

While adaptive management is defined in
Chapter 5, there is no discussion of this
approach with respect to TDS or selenium (Se).
We recommend that this discussion be added
to Chapter 5.

We recommend considering alternatives for
management of concentrated treatment wastes,
such as disposal off-site under conditions
suited to minimize potential for remobilization
(and hence, retreatment), if this is possible.

ng/L. This, in conjunction with the sulfate levels
of 151 mg/L (same table), have the potential to
create a problem with methylmercury
production and the potential bioaccumulation of
methylmercury in downstream fish tissue. We
recommend that this be described in the DEIS
in section 4.18 and 4.24 (fish values).

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Noted. USACE will
include the
requested measure
with all additional
measures
suggested by
cooperating
agencies and the
public to be
evaluated after the
Draft EIS comment
period.

Noted. Additional
text describing WTP
issues and
potentially
necessary WTP
redesign to manage
salt loading has
been added to
K4.18.

closure phase has
been revised with
additional
information provided
through the RFI
process.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.18 - Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5110 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2, pg 2

2.0, pg 1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Alternatives Carried Forward
for Detailed Analysis –
General comment on
identification of preferred
alternative

The alternatives
development process for the
proposed Pebble Project
(the project) considers a
broad range of alternatives
in sufficient detail to address
both NEPA and CWA
Section 404(b)(1)
requirements.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the Draft EIS note
that the NEPA regulations require that
agencies identify the preferred
alternative in the DEIS if one exists
and disclose whether the action
agencies have identified that
alternative and if not, why not.
The three action alternatives proposed
to be carried forward for detailed
analysis combine various alternative
project elements into three discrete
alternative packages, and include
variants to those alternatives. We note
that this approach can be confusing to
agency reviewers and members of the

We recommend providing additional
explanation regarding the process for
evaluating alternatives to comply with
the CWA Section 404(b)(1) guidelines.
We note that the current alternatives
evaluation does not enable
comparison of the alternatives for the
purpose of compliance with the
404(b)(1) guidelines and to identify the
potential least environmentally
damaging practicable alternative
(LEDPA) for 404 permitting purposes
because, for example, there is
insufficient information about how all
practicable steps have been taken to
avoid and minimize aquatic impacts.
We understand that the 404(b)(1)
guidelines analysis will be included in
an appendix, and we request an
opportunity to review and provide
comments on that appendix prior to
release of the Draft EIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 1

According to USACE's NEPA
implementation procedures, USACE
cannot identify an agency-preferred
alternative in the EIS. This has been
added to Chapter 2-Alternatives.
Chapter 2-Alternatives has been revised
to better describe each action alternative
and the variants analyzed for each action
alternative at the beginning of Section 2.2,
Alternatives Carried Forward for Detailed
Analysis. This section explains that
although a variant may be analyzed under
a specific action alternative, the USACE’s
determination of the LEDPA in its final
permit decision may include a

Appendix B details the alternatives
development process to identify a
reasonable range of action alternatives for
analysis in the EIS. The EIS analyzes
each of these action alternatives carried
forward, as required by NEPA. In addition
to evaluating the Applicant's proposed
project under NEPA, USACE will be
evaluating the Applicant's permit
application pursuant to Section 10 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA) and
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(CWA). The Record of Decision (ROD)
will rely on information provided by the
Applicant and contained in the EIS, and in
addition to the requirements under NEPA,
it will include a 404(b)(1) analysis (40
CFR Part 230) and Public Interest Review
(33 CFR Part 320). USACE's 404(b)(1)
evaluation and Public Interest Review will
be completed after the Final EIS.

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 - Alternatives

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5111 of 5993

Comment
No.

3

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2, pg 6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“…employ approximately
850 to 2,000 personnel for
operations and construction,
respectively.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend clarifying that 2,000
personnel would be employed for 4
years of construction and 850
personnel would be employed for 20
years of operation. In addition, we
recommend that the EIS clarify

public, who may not understand that
separate elements/variants can also
be combined into a new alternative at
the Final EIS or Record of Decision. In
addition, we note that it can be difficult
for decision makers to understand the
environmental trade-offs of various
elements when packaged in this way.
We recommend that the Corps ensure
that the Draft EIS clearly explains the
process for packaging alternative
elements/variants into complete
alternatives and for ultimately selecting
a preferred alternative, including
explaining that the final preferred
alternative could include a combination
of the alternatives and variants
analyzed in the EIS for the different
project components. In addition, we
recommend that the analysis of
environmental consequences clearly
analyze each project element
separately, rather than summarizing
impacts for an alternative as a whole
(e.g., analyze the impacts of the
downstream TSF compared to the
proposed action, separate from
consideration of impacts from North
Access Road). This information will be
critical to decision makers in
alternative selection.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 2

Through construction the project would
employ approximately 2000 people in the
peak years of construction. The numbers
would be lower for the first year until site
works commence. The 850 represents an
annual average number. The number

combination of components from the
various alternatives and variants analyzed
in the EIS.
Chapter 4-Environmental Consequences
sections analyze impacts by project
component.
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Comment
No.

4

5

6

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 7

2.2.2, pg 6, 7,
and 12

2.2.2, pg 6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Fine and coarse-grained
soils would be stored
southwest of the pit and
north of the TSF
embankments and would be
used for reclamation during
mine closure.”

“An 84-mile
transportation…”
“A 29-mile private twolane…”
“A 37-mile private…”
“A 187-mile gas pipeline…”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend clarifying how and
where these soils/sediments would be
stored and managed to ensure they
are not mobilized over the 20-year
period of the mine life. We also
recommend that the EIS clarify
whether these storage areas are the
same as or different from those
labeled as the growth media areas in
Fig 2-3.

We note that the tons of material to be
mined and placed in the Tailings
Storage Facility varies throughout the
document and recommend confirming
the correct quantity prior to the release
of the DEIS.

We recommend verifying the miles
provided for each of these project
components, as what is stated here
differs slightly from the miles given in
the updated project description on
pages 1 and 2.

whether these numbers are annual or
total estimates for each period.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 3

Soils and overburden would be stored in
locations shown in the layouts as
overburden stockpiles or growth media
stockpiles. This has been clarified in
Chapter 2-Alternatives. The stockpiles
would have containment berms if needed,
and would be shaped and seeded to
promote stability and prevent erosion and
sediment laden runoff through operations.
Storm water from the overburden
stockpiles would be managed as required
by the State of Alaska.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been checked
for consistency.
Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) notes
that while the project description states
“storage of up to 50 million tons of PAG in
the pyritic TSF,” the pyritic TSF as
designed has the capacity to store
additional waste if required. The 50 million
tons refers to the expected amount of
PAG waste and is not a pyritic TSF
capacity limit.

The dimensions in the EIS are generated
from GIS data provided by PLP. The
numbers are rounded up/down to the
nearest whole number. Minor differences
in the road lengths used in the EIS
compared to what is presented in PLP’s
project description are likely a result of
rounding.

would vary over time as the mining
requirements change with in-pit activities.
This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

Fig 2-4

Fig 2-3

2.2.2.1, pg 7

2.2.2.1, pg 7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Non-potentially acidgenerating (NPAG) waste
rock would be used in
construction of the tailings
embankments.

During this period, 1,300
million tons of mineralized
rock and 150 million tons of
waste rock and overburden
would be mined

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend improving the digital
simulation to better clarify which
features are part of the mine vs. which
are natural features (e.g., gray shading
for lakes and mine components may
be confusing to the readers of the
EIS).

We recommend adding text to the
document that explains what quarries
are and why they are needed
(Quarries A, B, C are shown in Fig 2-3,
but are not mentioned anywhere in the
text).

We recommend that the EIS provide
the criteria that will be used to
distinguish NPAG and non-metal
leaching (ML) waste from PAG and ML
waste and discuss how the
NPAG/PAG determinations will be
made during active mining. These
details are typically provided in EISs
for mining projects and are necessary
to evaluate the effectiveness of the
NPAG/PAG separation and potential
environmental impacts from tailings
and waste management.

We note that the total here is 1.45
billion tons, whereas in other places
the total is stated as 1.4 billion tons or
1.3 billion tons. We recommend
verifying the correct amount and
clarifying where values may be
summing a subset of the material.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 4

This schematic has been modified to
better clarify which features are part of the
mine vs. which are natural features. The
scale encompasses all components
shown in the mine site layout figure.

A new section has been added in Chapter
2-Alternatives for mine site material
sources. It includes information on the
three quarries (Quarry A, B and C) that
would be developed in the mine project
area to source rock for construction,
operations and maintenance of mine-site
embankments, roads, laydown pads, etc.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been edited to
provided examples of controls that could
be used to distinguish NPAG and nonmetal leaching (ML) waste from PAG and
ML waste (e.g., visual inspection, blast
hole sampling, and bench mapping). The
selection of controls to be used would be
made during detailed mine planning and
design.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been checked
for consistency. A table has been added
to Appendix K2 summarizing the
proposed material to be mined.
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Comment
No.

11

12

13

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 11

2.2.2.1, pg 11

2.2.2.1, pg 11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Bulk tailings are comprised
of relatively inert, non-acidgenerating fine-grained
ground waste rock that
remains after economic
minerals and pyritic
materials have been

1

In the grinding plant, it would
be reduced to the
consistency of very fine
sand. The next step is froth
flotation, in which the copper
and molybdenum minerals
are separated from the
remaining material to
produce concentrates… See
Figure 2-6 showing the
process flow diagram.

“Material would be
stockpiled within the pit
footprint, or in designated
stockpiles, as appropriate.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend revising the definitions
to remove the term “waste rock” so as
not to confuse tailings with waste rock
that is extracted during mining. For
example, the term “waste material” is
often used instead of waste rock since
tailings also contain process reagents

We recommend that the EIS state here
that water and chemicals (reagents)
are added during mineral processing
and refer to the table that provides the
list of reagents that would be used.
We recommend expanding Figure 2-6
to show points in the process where
water and reagents are added. In
addition, this figure shows that some
gold will be extracted by gravity
separation, but the text never mentions
this process, nor does it say how it will
be handled. We recommend that the
gold extracted in the gravity separation
process be accounted for in the
description of handling of products
leaving the mine site.

We recommend providing additional
detail regarding where mineralized
material would be stockpiled, as well
as showing the locations in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3 indicates stockpile locations
for overburden but does not show
mineralized material stockpile
locations.

We also recommend expanding the
scale of Fig 2-4 to encompass all
components shown in Fig 2-3 (e.g.,
Quarry B is not included in Fig 2-4).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 5

The footnote has been revised in Chapter
2-Alternatives.

Descriptions of water and chemical
(reagent) use and gold recovery and
shipment have been added to Chapter 2Alternatives. However, showing locations
for reagent addition in the flow sheet
would overcomplicate the figure and could
be confusing to the layperson reviewing
the EIS.

Mineralized material would, if needed
prior to completion of construction, be
temporarily stored within the open pit
footprint before going to the pyritic TSF or
mill as appropriate. The location of those
stockpiles in the pit would vary over time.
This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Comment
No.

14

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The TSFs would be
designed to meet or exceed
the standards of the updated
2017 Guidelines for
Cooperation with the Alaska
Dam Safety Program
(ADSP) prepared by the
Alaska Department of
Natural Resources (ADNR).

extracted through ore
processing at the mine site.
See also pyritic tailings.
Pyritic tailings are comprised
of potentially acid-generating
fine-grained ground waste
rock containing the naturally
occurring mineral pyrite.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Further information is necessary to
support this statement. We
recommend that the DEIS provide a
table that lists the ADSP standards
that are being referred to in this
sentence. For each standard that is
applicable to the project, the EIS
should provide information specific to
the bulk TSF, pyritic TSF, and water
management pond designs and
operations that clearly demonstrate
that they meet or exceed the state
ADSP standards.
In addition, given the size of the dams
and importance of downstream aquatic
resources, and for the bulk TSF,
centerline dam construction
methodology (which is not as stable as
downstream construction), we
recommend that: (1) a Failure Modes
Effect Analysis (FMEA) or other type of
formal risk assessment be conducted
for the dam designs; and (2) the Corps
require that the tailings dam designs
be independently reviewed per 33
CFR 325.1. FMEA/risk assessment
and independent review are

and water.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 6

It is important to note that the ADSP
document is a guideline, not a standard or
regulation or requirement. ADSP’s
governance is a dam safety statute
(Alaska Statute (AS) 46.17), and
regulation (Article 3, 11 Alaska
Administrative Code (AAC) 93). The
ADSP guideline also provides a choice of
recognized standards and procedures for
use in embankment design. The
guidelines lay out the process,
qualifications, level of detail for study,
modeling, and design, and expectations
for permitting dams vs. being a list of
standards. Therefore, there are no ADSP
standards to list. However, general design
criteria from page 38 of PLP’s December
2018 updated project description (PLP
2018d) has been added to Chapter 2Alternatives to address the need for
additional high level detail on design
requirements.
It is misleading to say that centerline
construction is not as stable as
downstream construction. Vick (1990)
states “the centerline raise method is a
compromise between the upstream and
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
recommended best practices from
both the Independent Expert
Engineering investigation and Review
Panel Report on Mount Polley Tailings
Storage Facility Breach (2014) and the
International Council on Mining and
Metals Review of Tailings
Management Guidelines and
Recommendations for Improvement
(Golder 2016) for evaluating safety
and stability of tailings dams.
Mitigation measures arising out of the
risk assessment and independent
reviews should be identified and
required of the final designs and
operating plans. We recommend that
the FMEA/risk assessment and
independent review occur now so that
the results can be disclosed in the
DEIS to support the Corps’ hard look,
as required by NEPA, at tailings dam
stability and safety.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 7

downstream methods in many aspects.
As a result, it shares to a degree the
respective advantages of the two methods
while mitigating their disadvantages.” EPA
(1994) rephrases this and adds the
following caution on downstream
construction: “A major disadvantage of
this method is the large volume of fill
material required to raise the dam.”
Information provided by PLP confirms that
centerline construction provides a similar
factor of safety as downstream and
reduces the TSF footprint. All Pebble
dams would need to be designed,
constructed and operated to at least the
current state-of- practice as outlined in the
ADSP guidelines, which also refer to
national guidelines.
An EIS-Phase FMEA workshop was held
on Oct. 24 and 25, 2018 in accordance
with risk assessment criteria. Reasonable
embankment failure scenarios were
developed. Associated volumes of release
were then modeled and analyzed for
impacts in the EIS. These are reported
under separate covers.
The current embankment designs are
conceptual-level and have been thirdparty reviewed by Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) as part of the NEPA phase FMEA
and EIS processes. Findings of these
processes will be in the EIS and need to
be considered in preliminary and detailed
designs. Such reviews and subsequent
mitigations have been conducted on TSF
embankments in Alaska for decades
before the cited 2015 (not 2014) and 2016
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Comment
No.

15

16

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 14

2.2.2.1, pg 14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A basin underdrain system
would be constructed at
various locations throughout
the bulk TSF basin to
provide preferred drainage
paths for seepage flows.

The main embankment of
the bulk TSF would function
as a permeable structure to
maintain a depressed zone
of saturation in the
embankment, and tailings
mass in proximity to the
embankment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend describing whether
the underdrain system would be
designed to capture 100% of the TSF
seepage. We also recommend
providing a figure that shows the
number of underdrains and alignment
of the underdrain system below the
TSF. These details are necessary to
evaluate effectiveness of the system
and potential groundwater impacts.

We recommend that the EIS describe
how the main embankment would be
designed, constructed, and operated
to maintain both permeability and
stability. We also recommend that the
document discuss whether 100% of
the water flowing through the
embankment would be captured and
how it would be captured.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 8

This follows the response to Comment
#15 above. Additional information is in
PLP’s December 2018 updated project
description (PLP 2018d). The underdrains
need to be sized and designed to capture
100% of TSF seepage. But the underdrain
configurations, numbers and alignments
cannot be provided now because they
would be developed during preliminary
and detailed designs, per ADSP
guidelines, after the completion of more

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to describe how the main embankment
would be designed, constructed, and
operated to maintain both permeability
and stability, with the intent of capturing
100% of the water flowing through the
embankment. Additional discussion of
effects and uncertainties around the
effectiveness of the design are included in
Chapter 4, Sections 4.17-Groundwater
Hydrology and 4.18-Water and Sediment
Quality.

documents were written.
During detailed design and as the project
proceeds through the ADSP permit
process, PLP has stated that it will
engage an independent review panel.
Additionally, the State of Alaska is certain
to continue its practice of using
independent SMEs to review the
preliminary and detail designs, and to
require continuance of the independent
review panel during the construction of
the embankment raises and operations of
the TSFs.
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Comment
No.

17

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The pyritic TSF would be a
fully lined facility.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the EIS describe
the type of liner that would be used
(material and thickness) as well as the
construction and waste rock and
tailings placement techniques that
would occur to ensure liner integrity.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 9

The EIS cannot describe the type,
thickness and surfaces of the liner to be
used because it is too early in the project
for PLP to have made these decisions.
It is important to understand that the
“liner” is not just the barrier part of the
“liner system.” Chapter 2-Alternatives has
been modified to describe how a liner
system consists of three parts: bedding
material, barrier (e.g., geomembrane),
and cover material. The barrier part of the
pyritic TSF liner system would be a
geomembrane. The geomembrane type
(HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE, PVC, Hypalon,
etc.), thickness (60 mil, 80 mil, etc.),
surfaces (smooth vs. textured), and
bedding and cover materials have been
discussed at conceptual levels, but
selections would be made during the
preliminary and detailed designs per the
ADSP guidelines and in accordance with
the latest published data on
geomembrane longevity in cold and wet
climates, and specific data on the
chemical compatibility of the different
geomembrane types with the pyritic
tailings and PAG waste rock.
Placement of the waste rock on the
geomembrane would be done in a similar
way as used in placing ore onto heap
leach pads that are widely used in the
mining industry, and in placing protective
rock over geomembranes worldwide in

detailed geotechnical and geological
investigations, and Quarry A
observations, as suggested in the
response to Comment #9.
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Comment
No.

18

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The south Bulk TSF
embankment would be
constructed using the
downstream construction
method to facilitate lining of
the upstream face

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend clarifying why this
particular embankment would be lined
and the others in the same TSF would
not be.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 10

This follows the response to Comment
#15 above. Chapter 2-Alternatives has
been modified to describe why the bulk
TSF south embankment would be lined
while the bulk TSF main embankment
would not be lined. An objective of the
bulk TSF is to operate the bulk TSF and
main embankment as a flow-through
facility for seepage control, and therefore
to line the south embankment to minimize
water seepage through the south
embankment. Hence the TSF basin and

landfills and TSFs. Placement specifics
and criteria would be in the installation
specifications, CQA/QC manual, and
Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
manual per the ADSP guidelines.
Placement specifics and criteria for future
embankment raises would also be
modified, if necessary, based on lessons
learned from experience gained on
previous raises.
A current generic plan is when the
geomembrane has been placed and
welded, it would be covered with a layer
of crushed material, specified to ensure
the particles would not penetrate the
geomembrane. The layer would be of
adequate thickness so that equipment
used to place it did not damage the
geomembrane. Another layer could then
be placed over the first layer if further
protection from run-of-mine waste rock is
needed. Specifics and criteria for future
ongoing placement would be modified, as
needed, based on lessons learned from
past and ongoing operations experience.
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Comment
No.

19

20

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 18

2.2.2.1, pg 18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

TSF embankments would be
constructed in stages
throughout the life of the
project, with each stage
providing the required
capacity until the next stage
is completed.

The embankments would be
constructed using select
borrow materials, and
include a liner bedding layer,
overlain by a liner, on the
upstream slope and over the
entire internal basin

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend adding a table or
figure that provides the rate of rise for
the TSF dams.

We recommend that the EIS clarify
whether the pyritic TSF will have a
drainage system under the liner.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 11

A table or figure showing the rate of rise is
not available and too premature to be
included in the EIS. At best it would very
approximate at this time because it would
need to be resolved during the preliminary
and detailed designs, and mine plan-ofoperations development with flexibility for
modifications during initial and ongoing
TSF operations. PLP currently estimates
that TSF embankment raises would need
to be completed on an annual or bi-annual
basis. The schedule would need to
consider construction logistics and
planning with other embankment raises,
other mine use of construction equipment,
and seasonal and climate considerations.
PLP showed a concept-level graphic in
the EIS-Phase FMEA workshop for the

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to describe that the pyritic TSF will have a
drainage system under the liner system.
The drainage system would consist of
underdrains to collect seepage or flow
under the liner system. The underdrains
would need to be sized and designed to
capture 100% of TSF seepage. But the
underdrain configurations, numbers and
alignments cannot be provided in the EIS,
because they would be developed during
preliminary and detailed designs per
ADSP guidelines and following additional
geotechnical and geological investigations
that would be completed in the pyritic TSF
site area.

main embankment would not be lined,
while the south embankment would be
lined.
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Comment
No.

21

22

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 1118

2.2.2.1, pg 18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on
description of tailings
management and TSFs

It would be a fully lined
facility and would be
constructed using quarried
rockfill materials. The
embankment would be
approximately

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

The discussion on tailings
management is missing several key
elements, which we recommend be

We recommend disclosing the type of
liner that would be used under the
water management pond.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 12

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to outline some key elements of the TSF
management, including the

As discussed in the response to Comment
#15 above, the EIS cannot describe the
type, thickness and surfaces of the liner to
be used because it is too early in the
project for PLP to have made these
decisions.
The barrier part of the main WMP
embankment and basin liner system is
currently planned to be a geomembrane.
However, the geomembrane type (HDPE,
LDPE, LLDPE, PVC, Hypalon, etc.),
thickness (60 mil, 80 mil, etc.), surfaces
(smooth vs. texture), exposure (alternately
inundated vs. not inundated), and bedding
and cover materials have been discussed
at conceptual levels, but selections would
need to be made during the preliminary
and detailed designs per ADSP
guidelines, and in accordance with the
latest published data on geomembrane
longevity in cold and wet climates, and
specific data on the chemical compatibility
of the different geomembrane types with
the water to be stored.
The final design will also have filter zones
in the embankment to prevent internal
erosion of the embankments as outlined
in the RFI 101 response.

2012 main embankment design including
the raise heights, but could not commit to
its accuracy for the current design, and
could not comment about the rates of rise
for the centerline raises.
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
added to the description, including: (1)
how dust and erosion of the TSF
buttresses and beaches will be
managed and mitigated; (2) the
stability, seepage, and environmental
monitoring that would occur to
determine whether the dams are
performing as designed, and actions
that would be taken if they are not; and
(3) the emergency action plans that
would be developed and how
notification would occur in the event of
an emergency.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 13

embankments. However, specific details
would be developed through the
embankment preliminary and detailed
design and construction preparation
processes, and State permit process,
specifically the ADNR Dam Safety permit
process and ADEC Integrated Waste
Management Plan approval.
Embankments would be constructed of
NPAG and non-ML rock. Therefore, runoff
from the embankments would not need to
be captured by the SCPs and could be
managed as storm water. Any runoff that
would enter the SCPs would become
contact water and would need to be
handled as such.
Tailings would be discharged from spigot
points along the TSF embankments and
around parts of the TSF perimeters.
Discharge points would be progressively
moved from one spigot to the next to
maintain a wetted surface and thereby
reduce the potential for dust generation.
Monitoring requirements and procedures
will be described in an O&M manual.
Emergency action plans will be described
in an Emergency Action Plan (EAP). The
O&M manual and EAP would be
submitted to ADNR for issuance of TSF
operations permits. A construction
completion report and revised O&M
manual and EAP would be provided to
ADNR after each starter dam and raise
would be completed for issuance of TSF
operations permits.
Seepage out of the TSFs would be
monitored using piezometers that would
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 14

be installed within the embankments and
between the embankment and SCPs, and
by monitoring wells located down-gradient
of the SCPs. The piezometers would be
used to monitor that the water levels
within the embankments are below the
levels needed to maintain embankment
safety and integrity. The maximum
allowed water levels (threshold levels)
would be revised for each O&M manual
update, and in accordance with the
required factors of safety based on
updated stability analyses.
If a process water or contact water
signature is detected in the monitoring
wells, the pump back wells located below
the SCP would be activated and the
seepage would be pumped back to the
appropriate SCP or main WMP.
Stability monitoring would be performed
by using data that would be obtained from
instrumentation that would be strategically
installed in the embankments, standard
survey control points, three-dimensional
LIDAR mapping, and similar techniques.
Any slumping that may be detected would
be mitigated by placing buttress material
as needed. Any other unusual
occurrences such as cracks, sinkholes,
new vegetation, wet areas, etc., would be
investigated and mitigated as necessary.
EAPs would be prepared for all site
embankments in accordance with ADSP
guidelines with the objectives of:
Protecting lives, property and environment
if an emergency condition develops at an
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Comment
No.

23

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 21

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table 2-2. Grinding Media,
Reagents, and
Miscellaneous Supplies

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend providing, in Table 22, the annual quantity of each of the
mineral processing reagents that
appear in Table 2-1 (e.g., as was done
in for fuel and ammonium nitrate). We
also note that “Grinding Media” does
not appear in Table 2-1 and

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 15

These tables were combined and moved
to Appendix K2. Estimates of annual
quantities are included.

embankment
Preparing mine owner, operator, and
emergency management personnel for
the emergency event, in advance
Detailing the actions and measures to be
taken by all parties responsible for
responding to an emergency
Facilitating the coordination and
cooperation of the various emergency
responders
Notifications would utilize techniques such
as:
Sirens to warn site personnel and any
recreation users that may be in the
immediate area
Telephone communications to appropriate
authorities in potentially affected
communities identified in the EAP
Public service bulletins via radio or other
means for more distal communities
Helicopters to fly over and along the
downstream reaches of the rivers
Further details would be developed
through the preliminary and detailed
design and State permit processes,
specifically the ADNR Dam Safety permit
process and ADEC Integrated Waste
Management Plan approval.
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Comment
No.

24

25

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 21

2.2.2.1, pg 21

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The project would develop a
comprehensive water
management plan that
strategically discharges
surplus treated water to
downgradient streams in a
manner that reduces the
effect of stream flow
fluctuations and minimizes
impacts to fish habitat.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the water
management plan referred to in the
text be included in the DEIS, and that
Cooperating Agencies have an
opportunity to review this plan prior to
public release of the DEIS, to allow for
evaluation of the effectiveness of the
stream flow reduction and fish habitat
impact minimization measures.
Understanding the effectiveness of
these measures is a key factor in
evaluating impacts to groundwater,
surface water, and aquatic resources.
In addition, we recommend that the
goal of water management be to

In the section for material
management and supply, lubricants
and diesel fuel are discussed as being
stored in secondary containment. We
recommend that the document also
discuss that multiple chemicals to be
used (at the main mine site for water
treatment plants and processing and
for the port WTP) also require
secondary containment (and some will
require freeze protection). It will be
important for agency decision makers
and the public to understand all of the
specific chemicals that will be stored
using secondary containment.

recommend that these materials be
listed in both tables.
In addition, please provide the
estimated quantities of chemicals that
would be used in the water treatment
plants.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 16

PLP has developed mine site
management plans for operations (Knight
Piésold 2018a) and closure (Knight
Piésold 2018d) to support the NEPA
analysis. These plans are available on the
project website and are now cited in
Chapter 2. The goal of the water
management would be to manage
discharges to minimize impacts to water
flow and quality, as well as to minimize
and mitigate impacts to fish habitat.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to clarify that secondary containment and
heated storage would be provided for
process and other reagents as
appropriate. Secondary containment is
further discussed in Section 4.27, Spill
Risks.
The supply chain would operate on a
year-round basis. Therefore, the storage
of large volumes of reagents for the winter
season would not be required, unlike for
the existing Red Dog Mine or the
proposed Donlin Gold Mine.
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Comment
No.

26

27

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 23

2.2.2.1, pg 22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Production Phase Water
Treatment

Prior to the operations
WTPs being brought on-line,
modular WTPs would be
used to treat contact water
that does not meet
discharge requirements.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend providing the following
additional information in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of water
treatment and discharge:
design capacity of the mine area
WTPs in comparison to expected and
reasonable worst-case flows;
additional detail regarding the “multiple
independent treatment trains”;
discharge (outfall) locations for each of
the WTPs; and
as mentioned in previous comments,

We recommend describing the water
treatment processes that would be
used prior to the operations plants
being brought on-line, similar to the
information disclosed regarding the
operations water treatment plants.

manage discharges to match the
natural flow regime as much as
possible, in addition to reducing the
effect of stream flow fluctuations.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 17

The Water Management section of
Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to summarize the WTP operations during
mine operations. Reference is made to
the Operations Water Management Plan
(Knight Piesold 2018a) and to RFI 106
response that includes an Operations
Phase Water Treatment Plant
Engineering memo (HDR 2019). Section
4.18, Water and Sediment Quality, and
Appendix K4.18 provide discussion of the
planned water treatment process,
including design capacity, scalability of

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to clarify modular construction WTPs
would be operational at the mine site prior
to the start of earthworks and would
remain operational until the open pit and
operations WTPs (WTP#1 and WTP#2)
are commissioned. If required, it is
anticipated that the treatment would need
to address pH and elevated levels of
dissolved metals. Treatment would utilize
a high-density sludge (HDS) process with
additional polishing steps if required.
Treated water from the construction WTP
would be discharged to the NFK drainage.
Additional detail would be developed
through the preliminary and detailed
designs per the ADSP guidelines and in
support of the State permitting
requirements.
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Comment
No.

28

29

30

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 24

2.2.2.1, pg 24

2.2.2.1, pg 23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Closure/Post-Closure Phase
Water Management Plan

The pyritic TSF and
associated seepage
collection ponds would be
reclaimed, and surface
water runoff from the area
discharged to the
downstream environment.
The main WMP would be
reclaimed, and surface
water runoff from the area
discharged to the
downstream environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend providing the following
additional information related to
closure/post-closure water treatment:

There is no discussion of waste tire
disposal during operations, which are
notably mentioned on page 2-2 (2-19)
as a primary material. We suggest that
the discussion in the Updated Project
Plan be added here as well for clarity.
The Updated Project Description
discusses used or damaged parts
(Section 3.7 on PDF page 52) as
“Used tires and rubber products will be
reused to the extent practicable.
Additional used tires, along with other
damaged parts and worn pipes, will be
packaged and back-loaded into empty
containers for shipment and disposal
off site.”

We recommend that the following be
added to these two requirements:
“once the runoff has been
demonstrated to meet water quality
criteria.”
A similar statement is found on the
next page as a requirement prior to
discharge from the reclaimed bulk TSF

more information on the discharge
timing (seasonal or year-around;
specifically, how flows will be
distributed among the outfalls).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 18

The Water Management section of
Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to summarize the WTP operations during

The discussion of waste tire disposal from
PLP’s December 2018 updated project
description has been added to Chapter 2Alternatives as suggested.

Edit made to Chapter 2-Alternatives as
suggested.

multiple treatment trains, outfall locations,
and discharge strategy.
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Comment
No.

31

32

Agency

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 2123

2.2.2.1, pg 24

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on water
management description

“Water quality would be
closely monitored, and
changes and adjustments to
the treatment process would
be made as needed.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend providing the following
additional information related to water
management:
Surface water diversions are cited as
key BMPs to minimize contact water.
Provide figures that show where the
surface water diversions will be

PAGE | 19

Water diversion information is provided in
Chapter 2 for operations and closure and
is based on water diversion alignments
described in the Operations Water
Management Plan (Knight Piesold 2018a)
and Closure Water Management Plan
(Knight Piesold 2018b). Detailed

The WTP would be constructed with
instrumentation to monitor parameters of
the influent and effluent water. In addition,
the effluent would be sampled at regular
intervals. WTP operators would evaluate
these data and adjustments would be
made to ensure that water discharge
criteria stipulated in State permits are met.
Specific details on compliance monitoring
and a detailed monitoring plan would be
developed during the State permitting
process. This has been clarified in
Chapter 2-Alternatives.

closure and post-closure, including
addressing the planned water treatment
process, including design capacity, sludge
disposal and outfall locations. Reference
is made to the Closure Water
Management Plan (Knight Piesold 2018a)
and to the response to RFI 106 that
includes a Mine Closure Water Treatment
Plant Engineering memo (HDR 2019).
WTP#2, and WTP#3/SCP WTP would be
operated in coordination with the storage
volumes in the Open Pit and SCP.
Chemical quantities would be estimated
during the preliminary and detailed mine
designs, and finalized during final closure
designs.

Describe the type of water treatment
that would occur at closure, as was
done for the operations Water
Treatment Plants;
Closure WTP design capacity in
comparison to predicted flows;
Estimated quantities of WTP
chemicals needed during closure;
Discuss where WTP sludge would be
disposed and estimated sludge
quantities produced annually; and
Describe closure WTP outfall
location(s) and whether discharges
would occur year-around, seasonally,
or otherwise be timed.
We recommend expanding on this
point to explain how water quality will
be monitored (how often, by whom)
and how adjustments will be made.

Response

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
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Comment
No.

33

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Inert mine site materials,
such as geomembrane
material, piping, and pumps,
would be drained and
cleaned, as appropriate, and
placed into a facility that
would be permitted within
the submerged waste rock
dump in the pit or within the
footprint of the reclaimed

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

In Section 6.1 (PDF page 77-78) of the
Updated Project Description, there is
discussion of disposal of inert
materials from dismantling and
removal of site mine features during
physical reclamation being “disposed
of in an on-site monofill that will be
sited within the disturbed footprint,
while others will be shipped off site for
disposal as appropriate.”

located in relation to the mine site
layout during construction, operations,
and closure.
Describe the location of each treated
water APDES outfall and describe the
outfall structure/diffuser.
WTP sludges and residuals will be
disposed in the pyritic tailings TSF.
Discuss how much WTP sludge will be
generated and how it will be disposed.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 20

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been updated
to clarify the disposal plan for closure. At
closure, inert mine site materials, such as
geomembrane material, piping, and
pumps, would be drained and cleaned, as
appropriate, and either: 1) placed into the
open pit with the PAG waste rock; or 2)
disposed of in an on-site monofill that
would be sited in the disturbed footprint of
the mine site. Material that has residual
value or is not suitable for on-site disposal

information on construction storm water
management would be developed during
the preliminary and detailed designs per
the ADSP guidelines.
Locations of each treated water APDES
outfall are provided in the water
management plan, HDR (August 17,
2018) report, R2 Resource Consultants
(September 5, 2018) report, and Project
Description (December 2018). The outfall
concepts are described in the Knight
Piesold (September 28, 2018) report, and
will be finalized during the preliminary and
final designs. In the Draft EIS, WTP
discharge locations are depicted in
Chapter 2, Alternatives, Figure 2-3;
Section 4.16, Surface Water Quality,
Figure 4.16-1; and Section 4.18, Water
and Sediment Quality, Figure 4.18-1.
Specific water treatment processes,
including reject/sludge generation are
discussed in Appendix K4.18. Sludge
would be transferred to the pyritic TSF
during operations, and ultimately placed in
the open pit for subaqueous disposal
during closure.
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Comment
No.

34

35

36

37

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

Figure 2-11

Figure 2-11

Figure 2-10
and Figure 211

2.2.2.1, pg 25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Waste sludge to tailings
storage facility”

“habitat conditioning”

Reclamation and closure of
the project falls under the
jurisdiction of the ADNR
Division of Mining, Land,
and Water, and the Alaska
Department of
Environmental
Conservation.

pyritic tailings facility.”
“Material that has residual
value or is not suitable for
onsite disposal would be
hauled offsite for disposal
(PLP 2018-RFI 055a).”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that it would be helpful
to the reader if the line between the
RO unit and the biological reactor was
red instead of blue, to indicate that it is
the RO reject being treated. We note
that this is not described in the text of
the chapter (but is in the Updated
Project Description).

We recommend clarifying whether this
is the pyritic TSF or the bulk TSF.

This term is not defined or explained in
the text. We recommend that the EIS
describe what it involves.

The list of permits and approvals in
Appendix N (Table 7-1) does not
appear to include reclamation and
closure. We recommend that the
required permits and approvals for
reclamation and closure be added to
the table.

The Updated Project Description does
not mention any disposal of these
types of waste materials into the pit,
but it is presented in RFI 055a. The
RFI is dated prior to the Updated
Project Description file.
We suggest clarifying what materials
would be disposed of in the pit at
closure that could influence how the
water is treated prior to release after
closure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 21

This figure (Draft EIS Figure 2-12) has
been revised as suggested.

The revised figure clarifies that waste
sludge will be disposed in the pyritic TSF.

Habitat conditioning means the
adjustment of a parameter such as
temperature and dissolved oxygen if
required. This has been defined in the
WTP process schematic figures.

PLP’s December 2018 updated project
description has the reclamation and
closure components in Table 7-1. This
updated project description will be
included as Appendix N of the EIS.

would be hauled off site for disposal (PLP
2018-RFI 055a).
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Comment
No.

38

39

40

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1, pg 2528

Pg 28

Figures 2-10
and 2-11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on mine
site reclamation and closure

“Once the level of the pit
lake has risen to about 890
feet in elevation, water
would be pumped from the
pit, treated as required, and
discharged to the
environment.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the following
additional information be provided.
This information is typically included in
mining EISs since reclamation and
closure activities should be described
in a sufficient level of detail to predict
long-term environmental impacts:
As discussed above, provide more
details on closure water treatment
(WTP process flowsheet, estimated
design flow, discharge outfall location
and discharge timing, WTP sludge
management);

We recommend that the EIS discuss
the treatment steps for this process.
We also recommend including a
discussion of how the pit water would
be managed to minimize its anticipated
acidity and metal/metalloid load, which
would minimize long-term treatment
requirements.

We recommend explaining in the EIS
why the rejects from the RO are being
treated differently at the two treatment
plants, and how reject will be treated at
the port.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 22

1) Details on WTP process flowsheets,
estimated design flows, discharge outfall
locations, discharge timing, and sludge
management are provided in the
Operations Water Management Plan
(Knight Piesold 2018a) and the RFI-106
response that includes an Operations
Phase Water Treatment Plant
Engineering memo (HDR 2019).
2) The closure plan would be developed
to meet or exceed the requirements of 11
AAC 97. The objectives of the plan would
be to:

Pit water would be managed to promote
stratification to minimize long term water
treatment requirements. RFI-021c
addresses pit lake water quality. Water
treatment processes are discussed in
Appendix K4.18.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to describe that the rejects from the openpit WTP and the main WTP would be
treated differently because the water
quality going to the WTPs would be
different so that different water treatments
would be required.
The port WTP is discussed under the
subsection for the port. Reject and/or
WTP solids from the port site would either
be trucked to the mine site for disposal in
the pyritic TSF or shipped offsite to a
disposal facility. See RFI-087. This has
been clarified in Chapter 2-Alternatives.
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
List reclamation standards and
objectives and describe the monitoring
that would occur to demonstrate that
objectives are met;
Provide a reclamation schedule that
describes when key reclamation
actions would occur (e.g., timing for
physical reclamation, tailings
consolidation, pit filling, and discharge,
etc.); and
Most jurisdictions require a temporary
closure plan that describe actions that
would occur in the event the mine
ceases operations prior to completion
of mining. A temporary closure plan
should be provided that describes how
mine facilities would be closed in the
event of pre-mature or temporary
closure. This is particularly relevant for
the TSFs, open pit, and for water
management.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 23

Provide for long term public safety at the
mine site.
Address post closure land use and
development objectives established in
consultation with landowners and
residents.
Stabilize and protect surficial soil
materials from water and wind erosion.
Stabilize steep slopes to provide rounded
landforms and suitable seedbeds.
Establish a productive vegetative
community that addresses post mining
land use and visual resources.
Manage water to reduce contact with the
disturbed areas and effectively manage
and treat pit lake water.
Minimize post closure impacts to
downstream flows and habitat.
Monitoring of the mine site would continue
through the physical closure and on into
the post-closure period. This would
include monitoring the reestablishment of
vegetation in reclaimed areas, stability of
any remaining embankments, and sitewide ground and surface water quality.
Further detail would be developed in
support of State permitting and the
Reclamation Plan Approval requirements.
3) A reclamation schedule that describes
when key reclamation actions would occur
(e.g., timing for physical reclamation,
tailings consolidation, pit filling, and
discharge, etc.) is provided in the Closure
Water Management Plan (Knight Piesold,
2018a). Appendix K2 presents a summary
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 24

and schedule of the four project phases
used to describe the project and assess
impacts throughout the EIS (e.g.,
construction, operations, closure, and
post-closure).
4) In the event of temporary closure, the
open pit, mill, TSFs, and other productionrelated facilities would be placed in care
and maintenance. Water treatment and
storm water management activities would
continue through the temporary closure.
Care and maintenance staff would
continue all required monitoring and
reporting activities. In the event of full
premature closure, the basic steps would
be the same as those outlined for the
ultimate closure as detailed in the Closure
Water Management Plan. Modifications
might be required to address the process
requirements for the long term water
treatment from the pit. The pit lake would
be maintained below the control level, but
stratification would be dependent on the
pit depth. Management of the surface
runoff from the bulk TSF would be
dependent on the elevation of the tailings
surface. However, these should not
significantly impact the long term closure
plan.
A temporary closure plan would be
required as part of the preliminary and
detailed design per ADSP guidelines. All
design, construction and operations
activities would need to be integrated with
the closure requirements. Further detail
would need to be developed in support of
State permitting and the Reclamation Plan
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Comment
No.

41

42

43

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.1

2.2.2.2, pg 29

2.2.2.1, pg 29

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on
description of Alternative 1 quarries

“…whether the streams are
fish-bearing….88 culverts; of
these, 35 are designated as
fish passage culverts.”

Financial Assurance

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

The description of the mine site does
not discuss the quarries. We
recommend that this information be
added to section 2.2.2.1, similar to
what was included for the material
sites along the transportation corridor.
Please provide the estimated size of
the quarries (acres and depth), the
amount of material that would be
mined, testing that would occur,
location of where the material will be
placed, and how the quarries would be
closed.

We recommend that the EIS clarify
whether this means any fish, or
anadromous fish specifically, and
provide data to support this statement.
We note that only 35 of 88 crossed
streams having fish seems very low.

As discussed in our scoping
comments, we recommend that the
DEIS disclose the estimated financial
assurance amount. This information is
necessary to assess the effectiveness
of reclamation and closure activities,
which is critical to the assessment of
environmental consequences of the
project at and beyond closure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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A new section has been added to Chapter
2-Alternatives with information on mine
site material sources.
Preliminary testing of quarried material
with 6 boreholes was completed in 2018
and confirmed suitability of the material.
As the material is quarried, its suitability
would be confirmed by visual inspection,
bench mapping, and blast hole testing.
Quarry closure would have the same
objectives and meet the requirements
outlined in the response to EPA Comment
40 above.
Detailed reclamation plans would be

This section in Chapter 2 has been
revised to focus on what the applicant is
proposing for crossing structures only.
Information on waterbodies and fish
presence is detailed in other sections of
the EIS.

Chapter 2-Alternatives does not disclose
the estimated financial assurance amount.
The estimated financial assurance
amount will be developed in support of
State permitting and the Reclamation Plan
Approval and Closure Cost Estimate and
bonding.
The effectiveness of the mine plan is not
defined by how much it costs but by how
the issues are understood and addressed.
The estimated financial assurance
amount is a function of the plan, the plan
is not a function of the cost estimate.

Approval requirements, and Closure Cost
Estimate and bonding requirements.
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Comment
No.

44

45

46

47

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

Table 2-3, pg
46

2.2.2.2, pg 38

2.2.2.2

2.2.2.2, pg 38

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Bilge water would be
pumped through oil/water
separation equipment
installed on the vessel, and
then discharged back to
Iliamna Lake.

A custom-designed ferry
would transit Iliamna Lake
between the north and south
ferry terminals, carrying
inbound supplies from
Amakdedori port to the mine
site, and returning with
copper-gold and
molybdenum concentrates,
backhauled waste, and
empty shipping containers.

Culverts at streams with fish
would be designed and
sized for fish passage in
accordance with ADOT&PF
and Alaska Department of
Fish and Game (ADF&G)
standards.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend clarifying whether
material usage for the Kokhanok spur
road is included in the material site
quantities estimates for the port
access road or provide a separate
listing in the table as was done for the

The ferry would require coverage
under EPA’s Vessel General Permit for
discharges such as bilge water. Please
see
https://www.epa.gov/npdes/vesselsvgp
for the current requirements for various
sized vessels.

We recommend that the document
describe the method of personnel
transport to and from the site.

We recommend that the EIS include a
discussion or table that lists the
specific standards referred to in this
sentence.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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Appendix K2 provides detailed information
on material sites for each alternative. A
separate table is included for the
Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal Variant.

This has been added to Appendix E –
Laws, Permits, Approvals, and
Consultations Required.

A discussion of personnel transport, as
described in RFI 027, has been added to
Chapter 2-Alternatives.

These are typical standards that are
widely available. This detail is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.

developed as part of State permitting.
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Comment
No.

48

49

50

51

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.2, pg 48

2.2.2.2, pg 47

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“These camps would remain
in place until the natural gas

All water extraction tables

Water Extraction Sites
section

All material site tables

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the EIS include
an estimate for how long these camps

We recommend adding supporting
information that discusses how the
water withdrawals would impact
downstream receiving water quality
and quantity, if any impacts are
anticipated, and discusses the
identification process used to avoid
and minimize water quality and
quantity issues resulting from the
withdrawals.

We recommend that the document
include information on where the water
extraction sites are located (e.g., show
on maps as done with material sites,
or list drainages/specific water bodies
in table).

We recommend adding supporting
information that discusses the
methodology for choosing the sites for
material source, including: location
within the landscape, type and amount
of wetland impacts, and individual
location analysis for avoidance and
minimization of impacts.

Iliamna spur road.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 27

The camps would remain in place to
support construction as outlined in the

This comment appears to be specific to
Chapter 4-Environmental Consequences)
physical science sections. Physical
science impacts are discussed in Chapter
4 physical science sections.
All water withdrawals would be done in
compliance with ROW lease, water use
authorization, and Title 16 fish habitat
permit requirements that specifically
address requirements to avoid and
minimize impacts to water quality,
quantity, and fish habitat.

Appendix K2 provides detailed information
and figures showing water extraction sites
for each alternative.

Material source sites were located as
follows:
1) Minimize placement of material sites in
WOUS, including wetlands.
2) Avoid sites of known environmental or
cultural significance.
3) To optimize haul distances to locations
where they would be utilized along the
road corridor.
4) Suitability of the material for the
required purpose – rock, gravel, etc.
This information was added to Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Comment
No.

52

53

54

55

56

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.4, pg 60

2.2.2.3, pg 60

2.2.2.3, pg 60

2.2.2.3, pg 58

2.2.2.3, pg 58

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Natural Gas Pipeline

The treated water would be
suitable for discharge.

Port WTP

The empty containers would
be cleaned of any residue
on the outside while at the
port, and then returned to
the laydown pad

We recommend clarifying whether the
pipeline will be a common carrier and
whether the four nearby villages have
the ability to transport gas for their own

Please clarify that any discharge
needs to be authorized by an APDES
permit.

We recommend describing the WTP
design capacity as compared to
expected flows and describe the
location of the WTP discharge outfall.

We recommend clarifying how this will
be accomplished and if there is
potential for contaminated wash water
to be discharged.

We recommend clarifying that ferry
transport will also be needed to get
concentrate to the port.

would be in place, and the number of
people they would be supporting.

line construction is
complete.”

“Copper-gold concentrate
would be transported from
the mine site to Amakdedori
port by truck…”

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
Response

PAGE | 28

As required for the granting of both a
State and Federal ROW, the pipeline
would be open access, more specifically a
contract carrier. PLP has committed to
providing community access to the gas

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been edited to
clarify that any discharge needs to be
authorized by an APDES permit.

The current estimate for the capacity of
the Amakdedori Port WTP is 100 gpm.
The WTP capacity would be finalized
during the preliminary detailed designs
and in support of State permitting. Treated
water would be released from a discharge
point located at the end of the dock facility
(RFI 087). This information has been
added to Chapter 2.

The containers would be washed inside a
closed building. The wash water would be
recycled or, when needed, treated and
released. There would be no direct
discharge of wash water. Solids collected
during the washing process would be
returned to the mine site for disposal in
the pyritic TSF. This has been clarified in
Chapter 2-Alternatives.

This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives as recommended.

construction schedule (RFI 037). This has
been clarified in Chapter 2-Alternatives.
Camp size details would be developed
during preliminary and detail design and
in support of State permit requirements.
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Comment
No.

57

58

59

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.4, pg 60

2.2.2.4, pg 60

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General comment on
description of Alternative 1 monitoring

The pipeline would come
ashore at Amakdedori port,

Natural gas pipeline
description

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

The description of Alternative 1
mentions monitoring in several
locations but does not provide any
details. A monitoring plan is typically
provided as part of a mine plan of
operations to support EIS development
and described in Chapter 2 of the EIS
(since it is part of the project
description). We recommend that a
monitoring plan be included in the
Alternative 1 description or provided in
an appendix. The monitoring plan
should include a sufficient level of
detail to demonstrate that it can
measure environmental effects and

We recommend clarifying whether
horizontal directional drilling would be
utilized for the pipeline to come
onshore at the port. If HDD would not
be used, we recommend discussing
how it will be ensured that the pipeline
would not be a navigational hazard to
vessels using the port.

The description says the pipeline will
be laid on the seafloor crossing the
Inlet but also states that the pipeline
crossing Iliamna Lake will be buried
similar to Cook Inlet Crossing. Please
provide clarification and additional
detail regarding the method of pipeline
installation for crossing of Cook Inlet
and Iliamna Lake.

use through the line.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 29

Specific details on compliance monitoring
and a detailed monitoring plan(s) will be
developed during the State permitting
process. For impact analysis, monitoring
that would be required by standard permit
conditions or BMPs such as groundwater
monitoring around TSFs, blockage of
culverts, erosion, and effluent water
quality have been considered when
assessing impacts in Chapter 4Environmental Consequences.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been edited to
specify that HDD or trenching would be
used where the pipeline comes ashore at
the port. PLP would determine if the port
shore approach uses HDD or trenching
following further field work in 2019. The
pipeline would not be laid on the surface
in shallow water where it would present a
navigation hazard.

The pipeline would either be partially
trenched, trenched, or placed on the
surface and protected by alternate means
depending on conditions such as water
depth and sea/lake bed. This has been
clarified in Chapter 2-Alternatives.
Additional details will be available in
support of ROW and CWA Section 404
permitting following the completion of
marine surveys in 2019.

line. This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Comment
No.

60

61

62

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.2.6, pg 68

2.2.2.5, pg 66

2.2.2.5, pg 66

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“A total of 8 waterbodies
would be crossed.”

“Concentrate would be
stored at the port site during
the winter months.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Please clarify if this refers to streams
only, or if this also considers other
waterbodies (ponds, wetlands).

Please clarify if this variant would also
require increased storage of other
supplies during winter months (e.g.,
fuel).

It is not clear why concentrate would
need to be stored at the port site.
Please explain/clarify this in the EIS.

trends. In addition, the monitoring plan
should have an adaptive management
component and describe changes that
would be made to the project design or
operations should impacts be different
than predicted or if standards are
exceeded. The monitoring plan should
describe the process and
environmental monitoring that would
occur during construction, operations,
and closure for all project components
and include monitoring locations,
parameters, frequency, and objectives.
Please see our scoping comments
related to monitoring.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 30

The total number of waterbody crossings
has been removed from Chapter 2Alternatives. This information is more
appropriate in Chapter 3-Affected
Environment and Chapter 4Environmental Consequences.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been edited to
clarify that the winter supply of fuel and
reagents would need to be stored at the
site.

Chapter 2-Alternatives has been modified
to describe that concentrate would need
to be stored at the port site in winter. This
is because although all the concentrate
would be shipped to the port site during
the summer months, it would be lightered
out to the bulk carriers and shipped to
market on a year round basis, so a winter
supply of concentrate to be shipped would
need to be stored at the port by the end of
the previous summer. .
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Comment
No.

63

64

65

66

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.2.3.5, pg 95

2.2.3.5, pg 95

2.2.3.3, pg 88

2.2.3, pg 73

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“…storage of concentrate
would be needed during the
winter months…”

Any remaining dredged
material and any material
from maintenance dredging
would be disposed of onshore in a bermed facility on
uplands west of the dock
site

Action Alternative 2 – North
Road and Ferry

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the EIS clarify if
this variant would also require
increased storage of other supplies

It is not clear why concentrate would
need to be stored along the
transportation corridor. Please clarify.

We recommend that this section also
describe the APDES and any other
permits that would be required for the
discharge of the drainage from the onshore dredge pile.

We recommend that the title of this
alternative be revised to include
mention of the downstream TSF, so
that it is clear to agency decision
makers and the public that the road
and ferry are not the only changes that
distinguish this alternative from
Alternative 1.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 31

This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.

As with the Alternative 1 Summer-Only
Ferry Operations Variant, concentrate
would need to be stored at or near the
port site in winter so that it can be
lightered out to the bulk carriers and
shipped to market on a year round basis.
Because there is limited space at the
Alternative 2 Diamond Point port, the
concentrate would be stored in a laydown
area along the Williamsport-Pile Bay
Road. This has been clarified in Chapter
2.

Sampling and testing would be performed
during preliminary and detailed design (if
this alternative is selected) to establish
what treatment, if any, would be required.
The drainage would be discharged to
marine waters and would likely be treated
as storm water, unless sampling indicates
that treatment will be required. Chapter 2
has been edited to clarify that this
discharge would be permitted and treated,
as required to all meet applicable state
and federal regulations.

The alternative name was changed to:
Action Alternative 2 – North Road and
Ferry with Downstream Dams.
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Comment
No.

67

68

69

70

71

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.3

2.2.4.2, pg 109

2.2.4.2, pg 105

2.2.4.5, pg 104

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Alternatives Eliminated from
Further Consideration –
Request that additional

General

The water quality
characteristics of the slurry
filtrate water and port area
stormwater streams are
expected to exceed
discharge criteria for pH and
metals concentrations to
marine waters.

Manual isolation and drain
valves would be spaced at
intervals no greater than 20
miles apart

Alternative 3 – Concentrate
Pipeline Variant

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

This section refers to Appendix B for
the rationale for dismissal of options.
The EPA reviewed a draft Appendix B

For all of the alternatives, we
recommend including maps of the
water extraction sites.

We recommend that the requirements
of 40 CFR 440 Subpart J be discussed
in the EIS when putting forth this
alternative. The slurry filtrate water is
process water under these regulations,
and as such, it cannot be discharged
except under certain circumstances
where process water is comingled with
wastewater that is allowed to be
discharged and only that allowable
volume can be authorized.

It is unclear why manual isolation
valves would be used for the
concentrate pipeline, rather than
automatic valves as would be used for
the fuel lines. We are concerned that
the longer response time associated
with manual valves could lead to larger
spills of concentrate or process water.
Please provide additional detail on the
isolation valves that would be used
and the ability for timely response to a
potential spill event.

We recommend that the description of
this variant specifically disclose the
reduction of truck traffic with use of the
pipeline (number of truck as compared
to Alternative 1).

during winter months (e.g., fuel).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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The dry stack and bulk TSF liner options
were discussed in more detail with EPA

Appendix K2 provides detailed information
and figures showing water extraction sites
for each Alternative.

Reference to EPA’s Clean Water Act New
Source Performance Standards Effluent
Limitation Guidelines (ELGs) and RFI 066
were added to Chapter 2-Alternatives.

Regulations do not specify a requirement
for automated or manual valves.
However, use of automatic valves has
been added to Appendix M for evaluation
as a mitigation measure.

This has been clarified in Chapter 2Alternatives.
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
alternatives be considered

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
in September 2018 and submitted
comments to the Corps on October 3,
2018. We also submitted follow-up
comments related to the dry stack
tailings option on October 24, 2018.
We have not seen a revised version of
Appendix B or a response to the
comments that we have previously
submitted. We participated in the
October 24, 2018 Cooperating Agency
meeting where the Corps and AECOM
presented the alternatives proposed to
be carried forward for detailed analysis
in the EIS. However, the meeting did
not include a substantive discussion
of, or response to, comments that had
been submitted. At the end of the
Cooperating Agency meeting, we
requested a follow-up meeting with the
Corps and AECOM technical experts
to discuss our outstanding concerns
related to several of the tailings
options. The meeting has yet to be
scheduled.
Based on the information presented in
Section 2.3, and without a revised
version of Appendix B that is
responsive to our comments, we
continue to have significant concerns
about several aspects of the
alternatives screening and range of
mine site layout and tailings
alternatives. For example:
Mine site layout and TSF location
alternatives - See our October 3, 2018
comments requesting additional
discussion in the EIS to support the

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 33

on November 28, 2018.
RFI 069 and RFI 098 evaluate the 35 TSF
locations. USACE has evaluated these
options and discussed in the revised
Appendix B.
The dry stack option is evaluated and
eliminated in Appendix B, and EPA has
agreed with its elimination.
Additional evaluation of the lined bulk TSF
option was conducted by AECOM and
additionally, PLP provided a memo
explaining why they proposed an unlined
facility. USACE has considered EPA and
PLP documentation on the lined bulk TSF
option and has decided to eliminate it
from detailed consideration in the EIS. It is
documented in Appendix B.
The outfall locations are evaluated as
potential mitigation measures (see
Appendix M).
An additional throughput scenario of
115,000 tons per day was considered as
requested in this comment.
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
basis for the proposed mine site layout
design and lack of alternatives related
to the mine site layout. This is
particularly relevant for TSF siting
options since Appendix N states that
PLP considered more than 35 tailings
disposal sites, yet Table 2-21 identified
only one possible alternative location
for the pyritic TSF. We again request
that the Corps evaluate the TSF
locations previously considered by
PLP against the smaller mine plan –
we recommend listing these locations
in Appendix B (and showing them on
maps) and assessing whether and
which of the 35 alternative locations
are reasonable and could result in
reduced impacts. This information
would better support the Corps’ hard
look at alternative TSF locations as
required by NEPA.
Dry stack tailings alternative (TSF-004)
– Please see our October 24, 2018
comments on AECOM’s analysis of
the dry stack option. Absent a revised
analysis of the dry stack option that is
responsive to our comments, we
continue to recommend that this option
be considered as an alternative in the
DEIS for the reasons discussed
previously.
TSF liner (TSF-015) – Please see our
October 3, 2018 comments related to
the bulk TSF liner option. We continue
to recommend that a liner option be
considered as an alternative for the
bulk TSF as we have not been

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
convinced that the TSF dam and
impoundment could not be engineered
accordingly. We understand that
including a liner may result in the need
for a revised (water-retaining)
embankment design. Seepage from
the bulk TSF is predicted to exceed
water quality standards for some
parameters. The proposed action
requires long-term post-closure
collection and treatment of seepage
from the bulk TSF. No alternatives are
proposed to minimize seepage or
reliance on long-term management of
seepage. No information has been
provided to demonstrate that the
proposed seepage control system for
the TSF would collect all of the
seepage, which could otherwise
impact groundwater. Due to the
potential for long-term groundwater
impacts from uncollected seepage and
the desire to reduce reliance on long
term water management and treatment
of TSF seepage, we continue to
recommend that a liner be included.
The Corps recently permitted the
placement of a liner for the Donlin
Gold Mine TSF, which is of similar
size.
Effluent outfall locations - It is not clear
from the proposed project description
that the outfall locations have been
optimized to minimize impacts of
dewatering. In fact, the project
description does not describe the
timing or quantities of water that would
be discharged at each outfall.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
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Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

72

Agency

EPA

PEBBLE PROJECT

2.3, pg 114

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Others were not carried
forward as options because
they were more properly

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

The text of this section states that
some of the options were carried
forward as mitigating measures.

Therefore, we continue to recommend
that this information be provided and
that alternative outfall locations be
assessed. See our October 3, 2018
comments.
Throughput scenarios - Only one
option smaller than the proposed
throughput of 180,000 tons per day
was considered, and it was dismissed
as not reasonable because it would
not provide a reasonable return on
investment. We recommend that mine
sizes between 50,000 tpd and 180,000
tpd be assessed to determine if there
are other smaller mine throughputs
that could still be practicable while also
resulting in reduced impacts. In
addition, where indicators such as
“positive net present value” or
“reasonable return on investment” are
being used to screen out alternatives,
we recommend that this same
information be provided for the
proposed action. We also recommend
providing more information that
defines: (1) the thresholds for positive
net present value and reasonable
return on investment; (2) the net
present value and return on
investment for the proposed action;
and (3) the estimated net present
value and return on investment for
options that are eliminated based on
these factors.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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This section has been revised and the
requested change is no longer applicable.
The tables in this section were deleted
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Agency

Comment
No.

PEBBLE PROJECT

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
characterized as potential
mitigating measures.
Mitigation measures are
addressed in Chapter 5,
Mitigation.
and
Tables 2-12 through 2-23,
Options Eliminated from
Further Consideration

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
However, the tables do not identify that
any of the options were carried
forward. We recommend that the
option descriptions be revised for
those options that were carried forward
as either mitigating measures or
RFFAs (LAY-006).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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because all of the information is contained
in Appendix B. A summary of the options
eliminated are discussed in Chapter 2Alternatives with a reference to Appendix
B for details. Mitigation is addressed in
Chapter 5-Mitigation and Appendix M.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 5.1.1,
Pg 5-1

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“NEPA requires federal agencies
to consider appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid or minimize
specific impacts”

General comment on Table 5-2

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend revising this statement
to clarify that NEPA’s definition of
mitigation includes measures to rectify,
reduce and/or compensate for adverse
impacts in addition to avoidance and
minimization measures (40 CFR
1508.20; 40 CFR 1502.14). Our
recommended text is as follows:
“NEPA requires federal agencies to
consider appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid, minimize, rectify,

In addition to listing the impacted
resource(s) addressed and providing a
description of the proposed mitigation,
we recommend that the table: (1)
briefly explain the potential impact that
would be mitigated by the proposed
measures; (2) describe how effective
the mitigation measure would be at
mitigating the impact; (3) provide a
reference to the EIS section or other
document (e.g., permit application,
PLP plan, etc.) that includes the
detailed description of the mitigation
measure); and (4) disclose whether
the mitigation would be required by a
particular permit or approval (and
identify the specific permit/approval
and agency). This information is
commonly included in mitigation tables
in EISs and will provide additional
clarity and make it easier to assess the
effectiveness of the measures in
reducing impacts. Section 5.2.3
implies that effectiveness would be
addressed later, but it is not clear how
impacts can be determined without a
current assessment of effectiveness.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Edited text as suggested.

PAGE | 1

A new column was added to Table
5-2 describing the impact that would
be mitigated by PLP’s proposed
measure.
USACE does not believe it would be
particularly useful to make a
qualitative judgment on the
effectiveness of each measure, as
many of the measures proposed by
PLP are standard measures that are
known to be effective.
Table 5-2 lists the Applicant’s
proposed mitigation measures to
avoid and minimize impacts, as
provided to USACE.
The measures in Table 5-2 would
not specifically be incorporated into
permits or approvals because they
are part of the applicant's proposed
project. If a permit were to be
issued, PLP would be required to
implement these measures as part
of their project design.
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Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 5.1.3,
Pg 5-2

Table 5-1

Table 5-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

However, to ensure that
environmental effects of a
proposed action are fairly
assessed, the probability of
mitigation measures being
implemented must also be
discussed. Thus, the EIS and

Compensating for an impact by
replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments is one
way an agency can use
mitigation to reduce
environmental impacts
associated with proposed
projects (CEQ 2010).
Compensatory mitigation is a
requirement under the CWA for
impacts to Waters of the US
(WOUS) that cannot be avoided
or minimized. Compensatory
mitigation requirements are
identified in RODs based on the
Final EIS.”

“Impact-reducing actions or
designs that an applicant has
committed to as part of their
Proposed Action. Commonly
referred to as avoidance and
minimization.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Table 5-2 does not currently address
the probability that mitigation
measures would be implemented. We
recommend that providing the
recommended information noted in the
first comment will correct this.

We recommend the following revision
to this statement:
“Compensating for an impact by
replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments is one way
an agency can use mitigation to
reduce environmental impacts
associated with proposed projects (40
CFR 1508.20 and CEQ 2010).
Compensatory mitigation is also a
requirement under the CWA for
impacts to Waters of the US (WOUS)
that cannot be avoided or minimized.
Potential compensatory mitigation
measures and their efficacy are
typically disclosed and evaluated in the
Draft EIS and final compensatory
mitigation requirements are identified
in RODs based on the Final EIS.”

We recommend the following revision
to this statement:
“Impact-reducing actions or designs
that an applicant has committed to as
part of their Proposed Action.
Commonly referred to as avoidance,
minimization, and compensation.”

reduce or eliminate, and/or
compensate for specific impacts.”

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Table 5-2 does not address the
probability of implementation
because these measures are part of
the applicant's proposed project. If a
permit were to be issued, PLP would
be required to implement these
measures as part of their project

Comment noted. The suggested
revisions were partially accepted.
Timing for presenting compensatory
mitigation under the CWA varies in
NEPA documents.

Compensation is not part of the
avoidance and minimization
measures incorporated into the
project design. Compensation
comes later after all reasonable
measures to avoid and minimize
have been applied. PLP’s draft
conceptual compensatory mitigation
plan is summarized in Section 5.3.2.
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Comment
No.

6

Agency

EPA

Section 5.2.1.2,
Pg 5-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A list of standard BMPs, permit
requirements, and/or industry
standards that would likely be
required for the Pebble Project is
provided below… USACE took
these standard BMPs, permit
requirements, and industry
standards into consideration
when assessing the impacts of
the project

ROD should indicate the
likelihood that such measures
will be adopted or enforced by
the responsible agencies.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

It is not clear how the list of best
management practices in Section
5.2.1.2 compares to the mitigation
measures listed in Tables 5-2 and 5-3.
For any mitigation measure that is
assumed to be in place for the purpose
of reducing impacts, as noted in our
first comment above, we recommend
identifying whether implementation of
each measure would be required by
the Corps or any other governmental
entity, whether it is incorporated as
part of the proposed actions, and
which entity will be responsible for
implementing the measure. We
recommend that the DEIS identify
mitigation goals, measurable
performance standards, and
monitoring that would be designed to
reduce impacts to a particular level or
adopted to achieve an environmentally
preferable outcome.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

The introductory paragraphs in
Chapter 5 have been edited to
clarify what the sections are
presenting.
Section 5.2 describes avoidance
and minimization measures that
would be incorporated as an integral
component of the proposed project
(Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.2) and
additional measures identified or
recommended during the NEPA
process that have been compiled
and will be considered by the
USACE and cooperating agencies
as part of their permit decisions to
further minimize project impacts
(Section 5.2.3).
The section for BMPs (Section
5.2.1.2) includes a list of standard
BMPs, permit requirements, and/or
industry standards that would likely
be required for the Pebble Project.
This is not intended to be a
complete list; rather, it reflects the
most predictable actions for this type
of project that would be necessary
to comply with regulations and
standard permit requirements
designed to reduce impacts to the
environment.
Table 5-2 presents the applicant's
proposed mitigation, as provided to
USACE, which also includes some

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

design.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 4

specific BMPs PLP has committed
to implemented as part of the
proposed project to minimize
impacts. Per CEQ 2011, "An
example of mitigation measures that
are typically included as part of the
proposed action are agency
standardized BMPs such as those
developed to prevent storm water
runoff or fugitive dust emissions at a
construction site."
Table 5-3 was deleted from Section
5.2.3 because it contained only a
partial list from Appendix M of
mitigation measures suggested
during the NEPA process that were
assessed as likely to be
implemented. This section now
refers to Appendix M, which
includes a table with all mitigation
measures identified during the EIS
process that were not already
included in the proposed action.
These measures have been
assessed with the goal of
determining the likelihood of
adoption by the applicant or
implementation as a condition in a
state, federal, or local permit, if
issued for the project. This list will
be updated after public review of the
Draft EIS for a comprehensive list of
all measures identified during the
NEPA process. The ROD would
identify those mitigation measures
that the federal agencies have
committed to adopt.
The Draft EIS identifies the major
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section 5.2.2,
Pg 5-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A Fugitive Dust Control Plan
(FDCP) would be developed for
the project and the project would
use Best Available Control
Technology (BACT) and Best
Management Practices (BMPs)

A Reclamation and Closure Plan
(RCP) would be developed
during feasibility design work to
support State permitting. ….The
project would fully bond for
reclamation and closure before
commencing construction and
the bonding amounts would be
updated to address any changes
required on a regular basis. The
RCP would document the plan
for long term closure of the site in
a stable condition in compliance
with all applicable closure criteria
and regulations and would serve
as the basis for the development
of the closure cost estimate and
associated bonding.

“Table 5-2 lists the mitigation
measures, project elements, and
environmental projections,
including BMPs…”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Similar to the comment above, we
recommend that a draft FDCP be
developed, analyzed and disclosed in
the DEIS as part of the overall impacts
analysis and mitigation measures
required by NEPA. Without a draft

Since the RCP would document the
plan for long term closure of the site in
compliance with closure criteria, we
recommend that a draft RCP be
developed, analyzed, and disclosed in
the DEIS. Otherwise, it will be difficult
for agency decision makers and the
public to assess the effectiveness and
success of the closure actions
identified in the project description. In
addition, as noted in previous
comments to the Corps, we continue
to recommend that a draft closure cost
estimate be provided, the amount of
which is a key factor in determining the
effectiveness and ability to
successfully implement the closure
plan.

We recommend revising an apparent
typo in this statement for clarity; it
appears “projections” should be
“protections.”

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 5

Comment noted. The FDCP may not
be available for the Draft EIS, but
would be developed as part of the
state permitting process. Information
on the objective of the plan and
some control measures that could

Additional information on the
bonding estimate has been included
in this measure. The Draft EIS will
include the level of detail required
for this period in the NEPA process.
Not all aspects of the required plans
(as disclosed in the project
description and mitigation
measures) will be fully included in
the Draft EIS. A closure cost
estimate does not provide
information on effectiveness of
reclamation/closure.

Text revised.

permits, BMPs, and industry
standards that PLP would be
required to meet, many of which
contain measurable performance
standards (e.g., effluent limits) and
monitoring that would be designed
to reduce impacts. The Draft EIS
will solicit input on additional specific
suggested mitigation.
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Comment
No.

10

11

Agency

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The project would use BACT for
all air emissions sources.

An Aquatic Resources
Monitoring Plan(s) (ARMP)
would be developed for the
project. The ARMP would be
developed in consultation with
ADF&G and ADNR as part of the
plans of operation during State
permitting and would be in place
prior to construction
commencement. The ARMP
would describe the equipment,
methodology, training, and
assessment techniques that
would be utilized to monitor the
aquatic environment for any
changes resulting from project
activities and to allow for an
adaptive management approach
to address impacts identified.

for fugitive dust management.
The FDCP would describe the
equipment, methodology,
training, and performance
assessment techniques that
would be utilized for controlling
fugitive dust from site activities
and wind erosion.
The FDCP would be developed
during feasibility design work to
support State permitting and
would be in place prior to
construction commencement.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend describing the specific
technologies that would be used or
providing a reference to the section of
the EIS where they are described.

Similar to the comment above and per
our comments on Chapter 2, we
recommend that a draft ARMP be
developed, analyzed and disclosed in
the DEIS, so that monitoring (which is
a key aspect of the project description)
is disclosed and the effectiveness of
the monitoring plans and any
anticipated triggers for monitoring
changes can be understood and
evaluated by decision makers and the
public.

FDCP, it is difficult to determine which
specific BMPs and control
technologies would be used and how
they would be implemented. Without
this information, it is not clear to
agency decision makers and the public
how the effectiveness of these control
technologies and BMP measures and
subsequent reductions in impacts to
air quality were evaluated.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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This measure was edited by PLP to
address a comment from the State.
It now states that PLP will complete
a BACT analysis and BACT would
be implemented for emissions

Comment noted. The ARMP may
not be available for the Draft EIS,
but will be developed as part of the
permitting process. Additional detail
has been added on the ARMP
objectives and proposed monitoring.

be used have been added to this
measure.
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Comment
No.

12

13

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“The project would use only nonpit quarried rock, or non-acid
generating (NAG) pit waste that
is confirmed not to be neutral
metal leaching, in site

“At closure, the pit lake would be
maintained at a level that
promotes hydraulic containment
of pit water during closure,
protecting site groundwater.” and
“The pit lake would be
maintained at a level that
provides for additional storage
capacity to allow for treatment
downtime due to water treatment
plant maintenance or other
problems without overtopping.”

“Dry closure of the bulk tailings
storage facility (TSF) reduces
both the likelihood and
consequence of potential TSF
failure post closure”

Descriptions mentioning “TSF”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend adding information to
the DEIS clarifying what is meant by
“confirmed not to be neutral metal
leaching,” along with providing a time
scale over which that ‘non-leachability’

We recommend including details here
on the water level proposed in Chapter
4.

We note that this is the only line that
talks about the closure of the bulk
TSF, although there is more
information on mitigation measures
related to the bulk TSF in Chapter 2’s
proposed action.
We recommend ensuring that Table 52 includes all design mitigation
measures proposed in the project plan.

We recommend clarifying to which
TSF (pyritic, bulk, or both) these apply
where it is not already indicated in the
table.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 7

Additional detail has been added to
address this comment. Chapter 2
has also been edited to provided
examples of controls that could be
used to distinguish NPAG and non-

The EIS should avoid excessive
redundant detail. The objectives of
the pit lake water level management
have been clearly stated in the
mitigation measure.

Comment noted. Table 5-2 is
intended to provide PLP’s most
substantive design features that
would avoid and minimize impacts
to resources of primary concern. An
exhaustive list would provide
excessive detail not likely to be
informative to the public or useful to
the decision maker.

Addressed

sources as required by the analysis.
The BATC analysis will be
completed as part of the air
permitting program so specific
technologies are not available for
the Draft EIS.
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Comment
No.

16

17

18

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Storage of all potentially acidgenerating (PAG) and/or metal
neutral metal leaching waste
rock in the pyritic TSF and
placement of that waste rock
back into the pit at closure
improves post closure water
quality.”

“Two separate operations water
treatment plants are proposed to
avoid co-mingling mine water
and contact water and optimize
treated water quality.”

“…flattened TSF slopes to
improve factor of safety beyond
industry norms”

construction.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing additional
explanation here to clarify where water
quality would be improved by this
measure. We note that, depending on
multiple factors having to do with time
for placement of the wastes into the
pit, how oxidized the PAG rock
becomes while on the surface prior to
placement, time for water cover to be
sufficient, and amount of oxidation of
acidic salts on pit walls and fissures
that will influence pH, it is also possible
that the pit water quality could be
negatively impacted by placing this
material into it. We recommend that
additional information be provided that

We recommend there also be an entry
that presents water treatment as a
mitigation measure to minimize
environmental impacts of
contaminated water.

We recommend providing the slope
that would be used along with that
which is the industry norm and state of
Alaska requirements for ready
comparison.

is confirmed to be valid. We
recommend that the DEIS describe the
methods and criteria that would be
used to determine if waste rock and
quarry rock is NAG and non-metal
leaching and evaluate the
effectiveness of the methods/criteria.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 8

Additional information added to
clarify how water quality would be
improved.

Comment noted. Table 5-2 is
intended to provide PLP’s most
substantive design features that
would avoid and minimize impacts
to resources of primary concern. An
exhaustive list would provide
excessive detail not likely to be
informative to the public or useful to
the decision maker.

PLP’s proposed slope and static
factor of safety, as well as the
industry norm static factor of safety
have been added to this measure.

metal leaching (ML) waste from
PAG and ML waste (e.g., include
visual inspection, blast hole
sampling, and bench mapping). The
selection of controls to be used
would be made during detailed mine
planning and design.
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Comment
No.

19

20

21

22

23

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“No secondary gold recovery

“Three separate discharge points
for treated water and strategic
timing of water release to
minimize impacts, or avoid,
impacts to fish habitat.”

“A water balance that does not
store excess water in the bulk
TSF reduces the potential for
TSF failure or spills.”

“The pyritic TSF would be a fully
lined facility to minimize water
quality impacts and facilitate
closure.”

“Segregation of bulk and pyritic
tails and placement of pyritic
tailings back into the pit at
closure improves post-closure
water quality…”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend adding water and

We recommend including the details
from Chapter 4.18 (page 6) that are
stated to minimize impacts from
treated water discharge. In addition,
please see our comments on section
4.16 that recommend more detailed
information be provided to support the
analysis of the strategic discharge
monitoring plan.

We recommend rephrasing this
measure to include the mitigation
measure in Chapter 4.18 (in quotes)
along with explaining what is being
mitigated, as follows: “Excess water
from the pyritic TSF would be pumped
to the main WMP” to reduce the
potential for TSF failure or spills from
overtopping.

We recommend clarifying how the liner
would facilitate closure and providing
additional detail to support this
statement.

We again recommend clarifying
specifically where and how the pit
water quality would be improved postclosure.

explains how water quality would be
improved due to this mitigation
measure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Addressed

PAGE | 9

Table 5-2 presents the Applicant's
proposed mitigation and these
measures were provided by PLP. It
is not clear what minimization
measures on page 6 of Section 4.18
the comment is referring to. Table
5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features
that would avoid and minimize
impacts to resources of primary
concern. An exhaustive list would
provide excessive detail not likely to
be informative to the public, nor
useful to the decision maker.

Rephrased as suggested

Clarified

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Clarified
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Comment
No.

24

25

26

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Gas pipeline…removing the
need for horizontal directional
drilling (HDD) under major river
crossings…”
And the next row: “Detailed HDD
plans would be developed during
detailed design for all HDDs that
are required…”

Culverts and bridges would be
designed to optimize fish
passage and the project would
use BMPs for design,
construction, and maintenance.

“Material sites would be sampled
for acid rock drainage (ARD) and
metal leaching potential prior to
development during detailed
design. Material sites that have
the potential for ARD or metal
leaching would not be utilized.”
“All road/pipeline material sites
would be tested for ARD and
metal leaching prior to
excavation and use.”

plant, eliminating the need to use
cyanide on the project.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend revising these
measures for clarity and consistency.
Currently both apply to the gas
pipeline corridor during construction.
The first has surface water hydrology,
fish values, and water and sediment
quality listed as resources affected,
while the second lists only water and
sediment quality.
We recommend clarifying where HDD
would be required in the 2nd instance,

We recommend clarifying whether all
culverts would be designed to optimize
fish passage. Other sections of the EIS
indicate that only some culverts would.

We recommend combining these two
measures for consistency. The first
currently applies to the transportation
corridor and the second to both the
transportation corridor and the natural
gas pipeline.
As noted above, we recommend that
the DEIS describe the methods and
criteria that would be used to
determine if rock is NAG and nonmetal leaching and evaluate the
effectiveness of the methods/criteria.

sediment quality, spill risk, and fish
values to the Resource Affected
column.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 10

Revised for consistency.
HDD or trenching is proposed for all
shore transitions and non-bridged
road crossings. This has been
clarified in Chapter 2 and Section
4.18.

As described in Chapter 2, road
culverts at stream crossings would
be divided into categories based on
whether the streams are fishbearing. Culverts at streams without
fish would be designed and sized for
drainage only, and culverts at
streams with fish would be designed
and sized for fish passage in
accordance with regulatory
standards.

Measures combined and additional
detail added regarding testing of
rock prior to construction.
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Comment
No.

27

28

Agency

EPA

EPA

Table 5-3 and
Table 5-2

Section 5.3.2,
Pg 5-15

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Use palliatives to reduce
airborne dust.”

“Appendix M includes a list of
specific measures suggested
during the scoping process”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Control of fugitive dust is addressed in
multiple places in the EIS. Table 5-3
includes the use of palliatives to
reduce dust as a proposed measure
that is “likely to be implemented” for air
quality, water and sediment quality,
fish values, soils, and health and
safety. Table 5-2 (2nd row on page 7)
presents that a Fugitive Dust Control
Plan would be developed and is
indicated for only air quality.
Additionally, Chapter 4.18, page 7
discusses dust suppression in more
detail than Table 5-2, and includes that
dust will impact groundwater, surface
water, and sediment.
As noted above, we recommend that a
draft FDCP be developed along with
the DEIS or, at a minimum, that the
DEIS identify the specific dust control
measures that will be implemented as
part of the proposed action. We
recommend that the DEIS explain how
any measures in Table 5-3 would differ

As Appendix M was not provided to
the EPA to review, we were not able to
review the complete list of specific
measures suggested during the
scoping process.

and updating the Resources Affected,
if necessary. We note that Chapter
4.18, page 19 states “…(HDD)
operations would be required only for
the natural gas pipeline at the Kenai
shore approach near Anchor Point” in
the section discussing groundwater
quality.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 11

Comment noted. At this time, a
draft FDCP is not available for
review. The FDCP would be
developed during feasibility design
work to support State permitting and
would be in place prior to
construction commencement.
The introductory paragraphs in
Chapter 5 have been edited to
better clarify what the sections and
tables are presenting. See response
to comment above explaining
deletion of Table 5-3 and reference
to Appendix M for the complete list
of mitigation measures identified
during the EIS process.
Table 5-2 is intended to provide
PLP’s most substantive design
features that would avoid and
minimize impacts to resources of
primary concern. An exhaustive list
would provide excessive detail not
likely to be informative to the public,
nor useful to the decision maker.

Comment noted.
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Comment
No.

29

30

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

Not captured

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

In discussing the evaluation of options
for alternatives, Section 2.3 states that
“Others were not carried forward as
options because they were more
properly characterized as potential
mitigation measures.”
We note that the Preliminary DEIS
does not clarify, in either Chapter 2 or
Chapter 5, which alternatives fell into
this category. We recommend that
Chapter 5 describe which alternatives

We recommend including identified
missing mitigation measures in
Chapter 5. Our recommendation
includes, but is not limited to, the
following measures:
Mitigation measures for the
Concentrate Pipeline Variant are
discussed in Chapter 4.18 although
are not presented in this Chapter.
Typical design mitigation measures for
fuel pipelines (e.g., automatic shutoff
valves) that were proposed in Chapter
2 and Chapter 4.18 are not presented
in this Chapter.
Multiple other design mitigation
measures are proposed in Chapter
4.18 that are not included in this
Chapter (see comments on Chapter
4.18).

from what is proposed. We also
recommend that the mitigation details
found in Chapter 4.18 be included in
table 5-2. Finally, we recommend
ensuring that both tables capture the
appropriate list of all affected
resources.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Section 2.3 has been edited since
this comment and no longer
includes that sentence. All
mitigation measures suggested by
the USACE and cooperating
agencies and those collected during
the scoping process are included in
Appendix M. These measures were
assessed with the goal of
determining the likelihood of
adoption by the applicant or

Table 5-2 is intended to provide
PLP’s most substantive design
features that would avoid and
minimize impacts to resources of
primary concern. An exhaustive list
would provide excessive detail not
likely to be informative to the public,
nor useful to the decision maker.
However, based on review of
Section 4.18 one additional measure
was added to Table 5-2 for settling
ponds, bale check dams, and silt
fences used to prevent sediment
from reaching downstream
waterbodies.

The resources affected column in
Table 5-2 has been updated.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
eliminated from detailed analysis are
instead being considered as mitigation
measures.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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implementation as a condition of a
project permit (CEQ 1981), if issued
for the project. This has been
further clarified in Section 5.2.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

6.1

6.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Bullets listing the cooperating
agencies

These cooperating agencies are
involved in informing the EIS
process based on their
expertise, to ensure that this EIS
provides a full and fair disclosure
of the probable impacts of the
proposed project and provides a
sound basis for agency permit
decisions.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

EPA Recommendation
We recommend that the bullets be expanded or
converted to a table that lists the areas of
special expertise for each cooperating agency
as requested by the Corps. This will enable a
more accurate disclosure of the extent of
cooperating agency involvement.

EPA Recommendation
We recommend that the sentence regarding
cooperating agency expertise and involvement
be revised to more accurately reflect that
agencies provided early input only in specific
areas requested by the Corps. We recommend
the following revision:
These cooperating agencies are involved in
informing the EIS process and providing early
input into certain sections of the EIS based on
specific areas of their expertise identified by the
Corps, to ensure strive for an that this EIS that
provides a full and fair disclosure of the
probable impacts of the proposed project and
provides a sound basis for agency permit
decisions.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

No edits to text. The
intent of the bullets
is to simply list the
cooperating
agencies per NEPA
CEQ guidance on
this information in
an EIS.

Text edited as
applicable.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

General

General

Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences
related to port sites and marine
environment

Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences
related to port sites and marine
environment

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Additional information is needed to assess
potential impacts to the marine environment.
For physical reclamation and closure
discussions, it is not clear what portions of the
causeway and jetty structures will remain in the
marine environment and for how long. We
recommend adding this information, which is
necessary to understand the long-term effects
of the structures on adjacent marine shorelines.
Also, the piling variant options might have
different short- and long-term effects on
sediment movement, and we recommend that
these options be considered by the coastal
engineering analysis. Please also ensure that
all depths in the text include datums (e.g.,
dredging to -20’ MLLW).

Additional information is needed to assess
potential impacts to the marine environment.
Each Port option currently lacks the basic
descriptive information about the marine
causeways/jetties and adjacent shoreline areas
(littoral transport direction, grain size,
bathymetry) and the structures themselves. A
Kamishak Bay 2017 multibeam survey was
apparently conducted, however no bathymetry
lines are provided on the figures. We also
recommend that causeway fill acreage, fill
volume, and basic length and width information
be added for Port causeway and jetty
descriptions (including cross-sections) (e.g.,
Figure 2-28).
In addition, no clear location and coverage area
for a floating dock for ice breaking tugs is
provided; we recommend that the DEIS clarify
where the floating dock will be located and at
what water depth.

See above
response.

PAGE | 1

Information on ports
for the three action
alternatives is
provided where
appropriate to the
analysis of the
resource, within the
scope of analysis
described per NEPA
CEQ in Section 3.1,
Introduction to
Affected
Environment. Some
project design
details would
continue to be
developed during
the NEPA process
and into the
permitting phase.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

EPA Comments - Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, General
Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5162 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

EPA

3.1 – General
Affected Environment –
Introduction

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
The introduction to the affected environment
focuses on the proposed action (e.g.,
Section 3.1.1 Project Components and
Section 3.1.4 Project Physical Setting). It is
important that the affected environment
characterize the potential area of impact for
all alternatives. We recommend revising the
text in Section 3.1 such that it does not focus
solely on the proposed action. Please also
ensure that the information in each resource
section of Chapter 3 appropriately
characterizes the affected environment for
the potential impact area of the full range of
alternatives carried forward for analysis.
In addition, we recommend that each
resource section include a subsection that
summarizes the data gap analysis that was
performed and clearly identifies any data
gaps for the impact area of the proposed
action and alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Use of the terms EIS analysis
area and project area has been
clarified in the document.
Definitions of EIS analysis area
and project area have been
revised. Providing this framework
for description of the affected
environment and analysis of
impacts (environmental
consequences) is appropriate;
scope of analysis of an agency’s
NEPA analysis is determined by
the federal action in question, per
CEQ guidance for NEPA.
A data gap section has been
included in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment. These data gaps
are discussed in the identified
resources within Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.16.1.1
Mine Site –
Streamflow,

3.16, 3.16-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Groundwater/surface water
interaction in the mine site
watersheds is controlled by
glacial and fluvial deposits of

GENERAL comment on
baseline data, analysis area,
and modeling.
The baseline studies are
summarized in this section
and more details regarding
meteorological inputs to
water balance models and
water balance calibration are
provided in Appendix K3.16.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Clearly define the area of analysis
for the baseline studies and impact
analysis for this resource for all
project components and
alternatives; and

We recommend including a figure that
illustrates the locations of surface and
subsurface drainage pathways that
result in cross-drainage transfer of flow.

Describe whether there are data
gaps with the existing baseline
studies for the proposed action and
alternatives. If there are gaps,
discuss whether there will be
additional monitoring, when it will
occur, and when it will be included
in the EIS. If no additional
monitoring is planned, then
describe the extent to which any
data gaps affect characterization of
the affected environment (section
3.16) and the impact analysis
(section 4.16).
Appendix K discusses the water
balance model calibration. We
recommend that the appendix describe
the model basis, approach, sensitivity
analysis, and any uncertainties in the
model output. This information was
previously requested in our scoping
letter and our comments submitted to
the Corps on 7/24/2018. See also our
similar comment on section 3.17 citing
examples from Corps mining project
EISs.

x

x

We have the following overall
recommendations for section 3.16:

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

With regard to the affected
environment for components other
than the mine site (e.g. along port
access road corridor), at a minimum
we would expect to have drainage
basin size above the waterbody
crossings, bankfull width and depth at
crossings, and an estimate of flood
magnitude and frequency. With
regard to impact evaluation there is
little information at this time on the
specific design guidelines to be used
to construct bridge, culvert and
pipeline crossings (e.g. flood-peak
magnitude and frequency, whether
riverbed scour and bank migration
will be considered in designing
pipeline crossings).
Appendix K3.16 of the DEIS provides
an expanded discussion of the inputs
to the water balance models,
calibration, and validation.

x

x

PAGE | 1

Groundwater and surface water
interaction is described in Sections3.17
and 4.17 and includes figures.

Description of the EIS analysis area
has been added to Sections 3.16 and
4.16.

x
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

3.16.1.1, 3.1618

3.16.1.1 and
K3.16, 3.1610 and K3.168

Metrological Inputs to Water
Balance Modeling

Years of gaging stations
record

Since 2004, streamflow
monitoring has been
conducted at gaging stations
on the NFK and SFK rivers
and the UTC, as well as
tributary streams in each
watershed. Figure 3.16-2
depicts all gaging station
locations in the three
watersheds and Figure 3.163 provides a focused view of
gaging stations with regard
to the mine site.

varying thicknesses that
occur over most of the
project area below
elevations of approximately
1,400 feet amsl.

3.16-8

3.16.1.1
Mine SiteGaging
Stations,
Figures 3.16-4
and 3.16-5,
3.16-8

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Although the document discusses the
meteorological data inputs to the model

We note that there is a discrepancy
between the years of record for the
gaging stations listed in Section 3.16
and in K3.16. In Section 3.16, different
ranges of years are stated for each
station, whereas K3.16 reports the
years of record as 2004-2015 for all
stations. We recommend correcting
where necessary and/or explaining the
reason for the difference.

Per our previous comments submitted
to the Corps on 7/24/2018, we
recommend identifying which gaging
stations could provide early indications
of expected impacts as a result of
mining operations (e.g, stations placed
closest to pit or wastewater discharges),
and whether additional gaging/sampling
stations are proposed in the future.
In the figures, we recommend using
different colors or shapes for
distinguishing the gaging stations
operated by the USGS and those
operated by Pebble, since the
instrumentation, accuracy, and
validation operations might not be
similar. We also note that the gaging
stations appear in both Figure 3.16-4
and Figure 3.16-5 and recommend
correcting the text.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Input parameters and updated calibration
and validation information is now included

Tables have been checked/revised as
needed in Section 3.16 and the updated
calibration and validation information now
provided in K3.16 resulted in deletion of
the previous (Nov. 9 draft) table in K3.16.

Figure 3.16-5 has been added to depict
gaging stations closest to the mine site.
Figure 3.16-4 depicts gaging stations
throughout the NFK, SFK, and UTC
drainage basins. We are not aware of the
applicant’s plans for “additional
gaging/sampling” stations.
There is one USGS gaging station in each
of the in the NFK, SFK, and UTC
drainages. The USGS gage numbers are
shown in parentheses on Figure 3.16-4.
Text callouts to figures have been
reviewed and corrected, as needed.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

8

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

3.16.1.2, 3.16-

3.16.1.1, 3.1618, 3.16-23

3.16.1.1 and
K3.16, 3.1618 and K3.164

K3.16-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Limited data are available

Flood Hazards: …there are
no flood hazards.

USGS regional regression
equations were used for
estimating instantaneous
peak flows for the mine
site…

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS discuss

We recommend that the DEIS provide
additional information and analysis to
support this conclusion. For example,
we recommend including predictions of
the possible flood hazards (including
magnitude and frequency) due to
potential changes in long-term weather
and climate.

Per previous comments submitted to
the Corps on 7/24/2018, we
recommend that the
regression equation and description be
included in K3.16.

and calibration, it does not provide
information about the water balance
model itself. We recommend that the
DEIS include the following information:
(1) which hydrologic cycle components
are included in the model; (2) whether
the spreadsheet method in the water
balance approach was tested at
different watersheds for its applicability;
(3) a description of the model sufficient
to address the model’s merits and
limitations compared to other possible
models; and (4) the size and extent of
the overall watershed used in the
model. We recommend that this
information be included in section K3.16
since this section describes the inputs
in detail.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

We are not aware of applicant’s plans for

Text has been expanded regarding flood
magnitude and frequency, flood hazards,
and floodplain functions and values.

USGS regression equation was not used
for DEIS and the narrative has been
revised. Details of the procedures used to
generate long-term synthetic temperature
and precipitation record are presented in
Knight Piésold 2018g, Hydrometeorology
Report. This report has been
independently reviewed and information
incorporated or referenced as appropriate
in Section 3.16.

in K3.16. Additional discussion of the
model is also provided in Section 3.16.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.16.1.2 - 4

General comment on

No streamflow gaging
stations are present in the
port area (USGS 2018).

for the southern segment of
the mine access road from
the south ferry terminal to
Amakdedori. No known
surface water investigations
have been conducted along
the south access road.

19

3.16.1.3, 3.1623

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend providing tables that list

We recommend that the DEIS discuss
whether surface water data collection is
planned for this area.
If no additional data collection is
planned, then then we recommend
describing the extent to which identified
data gaps would be discussed and
analyzed as part of the characterization
of the affected environment (section
3.16) and the impact analysis (section
4.16).

whether surface water data collection is
planned for this area.
If no additional data collection is
planned, then we recommend
describing the extent to which identified
data gaps would be discussed and
analyzed as part of the characterization
of the affected environment (section
3.16) and the impact analysis (section
4.16).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Figures have been added to the DEIS

We are not aware of the applicant’s plans
for “surface water data collection” at the
port site.
The lack of streamflow gaging stations in
the port area is not a data gap (see
Chapter 3.1).
Drainage structures (e.g., bridges,
culverts) and flood prevention measure
(such as raising pads above flood level)
are typically based on flood-peak
discharges of a specified recurrence
interval. The flood-peak magnitude and
frequency can be adequately predicted
based on regional relationships (such as
USGS equations) and do not require
stream gaging data for each stream on
which a structure would be located.

“surface water [flow] data collection” along
the port access route (formerly known as
south access route).
Limited surface water data for the port
(former “south”) access route is not a data
gap (see Chapter 3.1). With regard to the
affected environment, at a minimum we
would expect to have drainage basin size
above the crossing, bankfull width and
depth at crossing, and an estimate of
flood magnitude and frequency. With
regard to impact evaluation there is little
information at this time on the specific
design guidelines to be used to construct
bridge, culvert and pipeline crossings (e.g.
flood-peak magnitude and frequency,
whether riverbed scour and bank
migration will be considered in designing
pipeline crossings).
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
identification and disclosure
of streams in the analysis
areas of the project and
alternatives.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

and 3.16.2
through 3.163, 3.16-19 to
3.16-21

each of the streams (named and
unnamed) crossed or potentially
impacted by the roads, pipeline(s), and
port sites for the proposed action and
alternatives. In the tables, we
recommend identifying the applicable
project component and alternative,
whether the stream would be crossed
by a bridge or culvert, and whether the
culvert would be designed for fish
passage. Because these would be large
tables, it may be appropriate to include
in the appendix.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

depicting all stream crossings (noting
bridge or culvert) for all alternatives and
variants. Fish culvert crossings are
addressed in Section 4.24. Chapter 2 also
describes numbers of stream crossings
for each alternative.
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Section 3.17.1.1, Page
3.17-1

Section 3.17.1 Mine
Site, Page 3.17-1

EPA

EPA

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

3.17 - General

Comment
No.

EPA

Agency

This section describes existing
hydrogeologic conditions in the
mine site area (Figure 3.17-1)
that are anticipated to be the
most affected by project
activities. For example,
dewatering associated with the
open pit would create a zone of
influence around the area of the
open pit where groundwater

Hydrogeological
Characterization Programs

Baseline hydrogeology for
alternatives

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend summarizing the hydrogeologic
condition changes expected to occur in the
mine site that provide the basis for determining
the area “most affected by project activities.”
We recommend referencing figures where
appropriate.
In addition, as requested in our previous
comments submitted to the Corps on 7/5/2018,
we continue to recommend that the EIS
disclose the official classifications of underlying

This section references the hydrogeologic
characterization data collection activities. Per
previous comments submitted to the Corps on
7/5/2018, we recommend that the EIS describe
the adequacy of the hydrogeologic
characterization data collection and
assessment, whether there are any data gaps,
and how the data gaps might affect the impact
assessment.

This section focusses on baseline
hydrogeology for the proposed action
(Alternative 1). We recommend that this section
of the DEIS also discuss baseline hydrogeology
for alternatives 2 and 3 including the north road
and alternative port site. If hydrogeologic
information is not available for alternatives, then
please describe if and when it will be collected
and when it will be included in the EIS. If
additional data is not being collected, then
please describe how this affects the impact
analysis in Section 4.17.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Impacts-type text
reduced here based
on USACE
comments, and
forward reference
added to Section
4.17 where these
changes are
evaluated.
Aquifers in Alaska

Section 4.1
addresses data
gaps. No
hydrogeologic data
gaps have been
identified; however
text has been added
to indicate that the
analysis would be
improved with
completion of a
groundwater model
calibration report
including a robust
sensitivity analysis.

Baseline information
for Alternatives 2
and 3 has been
added.

Response
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Section 3.17.1.2

EPA

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Page 3.17-4, Figure
3.17-2 Monitoring Well,
Piezometer, and Seep
locations

Comment
No.

EPA

Agency

Shallow groundwater flow

levels and groundwater quantity,
groundwater/surface water
interactions, and surface water
flows would be affected. Other
influences on groundwater and
surface water levels and flow
may include groundwater
seepage and flow pathways
away from the tailings storage
facility (TSF) and water
management ponds.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing additional Figures

We recommend providing additional information
in Figure 3.17-2, which contains a large number
of data points without identifications. At a
minimum, we recommend that monitoring well
ID #s, cross-section line designations, and
stream gaging station ID#s should be included,
especially near the relevant Mine Site features
and/or locations used for baseline
establishment and future compliance
monitoring. We also recommend including a
note on the Figure referencing where additional
details (i.e., summary tables) can be found.

aquifers (designated by the state) including
identifying all underground sources of drinking
water, as well as disclose the locations/distance
of the nearest drinking water protection
areas/drinking water wells/surface water
intakes.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Figures and text

Well, cross-section,
and stream gage ID
#s have been added
to expanded
sections of this
figure in Appendix
K3.17 (Figures
K3.17-1a through 1g). A note has
been added that
cross-references
well completion data
in Table K3.18-17.
Selected crosssection designations
are also included on
Figure 3.17-4.

are not officially
classified by the
State; however
Section K3.18.1.2
describes
protections that
apply to the quality
of groundwater in
aquifers.
The locations of
nearest drinking
water wells have
been added to
Section 3.17.4. The
locations of surface
water intakes and
protection areas are
provided in Section
3.16.4.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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3.17.1.3 Hydrogeology
Overview, Page 3.17-13

3..17.1.6 Site-Wide
Water Balance Model

EPA

EPA

Hydrostratigraphic
Units, Page 3.17-6

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 3.17.1.3 and
Figures 3.17-5 thru
3.17-8
Geologic Cross
Sections, Pages 3.17-8
through 3.17-11

Comment
No.

EPA

Agency

We recommend referencing where data
indicate upward vertical gradients and
illustrating this information in figures.

Per our scoping comments and additional
comments submitted to the Corps on 7/5/2018,

Site-wide water balance model,
mine site groundwater flow models

We recommend indicating where seeps are
known to exist and other surface
water/groundwater interface locations, as well
as where faults act as flow barriers and where
they facilitate “compartmentalized” groundwater
flow may exist.

representing shallow groundwater flow patterns
that indicate seasonal variability, or
consistency, as appropriate.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

Groundwater gradients in the
vicinity of the Pebble deposit are
vertically upward with a minimal
horizontal component, indicating
that groundwater in the vicinity of
the deposit locally discharges to
the upper reaches of the SFK
River, and is unlikely to flow
across groundwater divides or
migrate appreciable distances
down the valley before
discharging to surface water.

Many of the faults act as flow
barriers, while others appear as
flow conduits resulting in
compartmentalized groundwater
flow with the bedrock at depth.
The compartments limit regional
groundwater flow within the deep
bedrock.

patterns in the overburden at
seasonal low levels are
illustrated in Figure 3.17-9.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 3

Text has been

Four new figures
have been added to
Appendix K3.17
showing upward and
downward vertical
gradients.

Locations of seeps
were added.
Test describing
“compartmentalized”
groundwater was
revised to indicate
that this is a
possibility, but that
review of water-level
data does not result
in the identification
of compartments.
Locations of
compartments have
not been identified.

have been added to
describe the
variability of vertical
gradients and a
figure has been
added to show
seasonal high water
table.
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EPA

Agency

Comment
No.

3.17, page 3.17-31

and
3.17.1.7 Mine Site
Groundwater Flow
Model, Pages 3.17-27
and 3.17-30

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Groundwater and surface water
interaction was characterized
based on detailed streamflow
surveys and the site-wide WBM.
Figure 3.16-4 (see Section 3.16,
Surface Water Hydrogeology)
depicts stream gage locations.

(Schlumberger and Piteau).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS include
additional discussion of groundwater/surface
water interaction across the mine site study
area, including areas of potential dewatering
impact. For example, we recommend
describing, and indicating on figures,
information collected from monitoring wells,
seeps, and surface water staff gages, which
can be used to measure such interactions.
We note that Figure 3.16-4 shows the gaging
stations within the area, but has no information
related to the interactions, and recommend
adding this information here or in another

we continue to recommend that the EIS discuss
the adequacy and accuracy of the models used
to characterize baseline conditions and assess
impacts. Appendix K3.17 discusses model
calibration but does not describe why the
specific models were selected for use or
disclose any limitations and uncertainties
associated with the model input parameters,
assumptions, and outcomes. For example,
there is no information provided that describes
the accuracy of the estimates of groundwater
flow changes, drawdown, and seepage. This
information is needed to disclose the certainty
associated with the impact assessment
predictions and inform mitigation needs. We
recommend that this information be added to
the appendices (Appendix K3.17 or possibly
create a new appendix, K4.17).
As examples, see Section 4.3 of the Haile Gold
Mine Final EIS (USACE, Charleston District,
July 2014) and the Donlin Gold Final EIS
(USACE, Alaska District, April 2018) which
provide summaries of the basis, evaluation,
approach, and sensitivity analysis of all models
used.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Descriptions and a
map showing
gaining and losing
segments of
streams (surface
water/groundwater
interaction) have
been added to
Section 3.17.
Additional text
describes the effects
of dewatering on
streams and

added to Appendix
K3.17 regarding
model selection
rationale. A new
Appendix K4.17 has
been created to
describe
uncertainties in input
parameters, model
calibration,
sensitivity analysis,
and outcomes.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Figure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
wetlands.

PAGE | 5
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.1.1, page
3.18-2

3.18 and 4.18 - General

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Samples for geochemical testing
were selected from the
numerous exploration cores
drilled to outline the deposit. A
summary of the geochemical
testing program is provided in

General comment on baseline
data, analysis area, and
modeling.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

As recommended in our
previous comments submitted
to the Corps on 7/5/2018,
please describe whether there
are data gaps with the existing
baseline studies for the
proposed action and
alternatives. If there are gaps,
we recommend discussing
whether there will be additional
monitoring and when it will be
included in the EIS. If no
additional monitoring is
planned, then describe the
extent to which any data gaps
affect characterization of the
affected environment (section
3.18) and the impact analysis
(section 4.18).

x

Per our previous comments
submitted to the Corps on 7/5/2018,
we continue to recommend that
quantitative information be provided
to show that the samples used for
geochemical testing are

Clearly define the area of
analysis for the baseline
studies and impact analysis for
this resource for all project
components and alternatives;
and

x

The baseline studies are
summarized in this section and in
Appendix K3.18. We have the
following overall recommendations
related to section 3.18 and 4.18:

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

A data gap analysis was
conducted prior to
development of the DEIS.

x

PAGE | 1

Table added to Appendix K3.18
showing the distribution of rock
types tested. The geochemical
evaluation presented in Section
3.18 primarily relies on data
presented in SRK (2011a,

Revised text to provide
definition of the analysis
area. Clarifying text has
been added to distinguish
between affected
environment discussion
relative to various
alternatives and variants.
Additional detail on
affected environment
specific to Alternatives 2
and 3 are included in
Appendix K3.18.

x
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Table K3.18-2.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
representative of the composition of
the waste rock and tailings
materials. For example, information
on the % of each ore type and then
the % of samples that were used to
characterize each ore type can be
added to Table K3.18-2. In general,
the number of samples used in the
characterization should be similar to
the % abundance of the particular
ore-type. There may be an
exception for materials suspected to
have more ARD/ML capacity, which
may be assessed in a higher
proportion than its abundance.
Disclosure of this information is
important to demonstrate the
representativeness of the tested
materials that are the basis for
water quality predictions.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

2018a, 2018b, 2018c, and
2018d). These data were
developed using representative
overburden, rock cores, and
metallurgical waste (tailings)
samples from the Pebble east
and west zones (PEZ and
PWZ), and rock core samples
from borings drilled in three
proposed construction rock
quarry areas. Geochemical
characterization includes
sample mineralogy and static
and kinetic tests including acid
base accounting (ABA), metal
mobility, humidity cell,
subaqueous leach columns,
stored bag weathering, and field
barrel tests. Based on
consistent mineralization style
and host rocks between the
PEZ and PWZ, a combined
dataset was used to fully
leverage the data available
(SRK 2018f). Characteristics of
samples analyzed for
geochemical characterization
were compared to the complete
range of characteristics shown
by that lithological group. A
visual analysis was performed
to ensure that samples were
representative across all
geochemical variations.
Additionally, a gap analysis was
performed and additional
samples were selected

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5175 of 5993

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-3

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-3

Section 3.18.1.1, page
3.18-2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

The ABA and humidity cell data
indicate that PAG and non-PAG
rocks can be distinguished using
an NP/AP ratio of 1.4 (SRK
2011a), and are applicable to
pre-Tertiary, Tertiary, and
overburden materials.

[Acid-base accounting] testing
has determined that the preTertiary mineralized sedimentary
and plutonic rocks at the
proposed mine site are
predominantly potentially acid
generating.

In addition, almost 60 tailings
samples, comprised mostly of
angular, pyritic, and gold plant
tailings, from test processing of
ore composites have also been
characterized

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

SRK 2011a provides a NP/AP ratio
value of 1.6 on page 11-53. We
recommend providing information in
the DEIS to resolve this potential
discrepancy and/or correcting
anything that may be in error.
In general, the distinction at other
mine sites between PAG and nonPAG are often much more
conservative, with non-PAG
material having ratios of >3 or 4. We
recommend that the DEIS include

We recommend including
information on specifically how PAG
is being defined and the basis for
the PAG criteria. For example,
samples are considered PAG when
>X% pyrite, X% sulfur, and % NP.

Information should be provided on
the % of the 60 samples from each
of these types of materials. We also
recommend this information be
compared to the predicted
abundance of these types of
materials in the tailings.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

The site-specific criteria was
modified to 1.4 in the SEBD
(PLP 2018a).
Addressed in text. The discrete
site-specific PAG criteria of 1.4
was determined though
analysis of the molar release
rate obtained via humidity cell
tests (PLP 2018a). The molar
release rate is an equivalent to
the NP/AP criteria, and can be
examined to determine the site-

PLP 2018a indicates that PAG
waste rock is any rock with an
NP/AP ratio greater than the
local criteria of 1.4.

Additional information is
included in Table K3.18-4, to
provide detail on the type of
material included in tailings
samples.

manually to ensure a
representative sampling pattern
was utilized (SRK 2011a).
Figure K3.18-1 provides an
example distribution of samples
selected for analysis compared
to the breadth of samples in
terms of copper, sulfur, and
calcium content (SRK 2011a).

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5176 of 5993

6

EPA

EPA

Comment
No.

Agency

Section 3.18.1.1,
Page3.18-3

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

To develop an understanding of
weathering and leaching
processes that might affect rocks
exposed during mining (e.g., pit
walls and stockpiled waste rock
and tailings), additional
laboratory and field geochemical
tests were conducted.
Laboratory tests included
humidity cell, subaqueous
(saturated) column, stored bag,
and field barrel tests

SRK 2011a

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Multiple lines of evidence/analysis
were used to address the same
question regarding predicted
impacts to water quality from mine
materials. We recommend that the
DEIS address the following
questions (here or in the appendix):
(1) Did the multiple types of
samples (e.g. HCTs, barrel tests,
etc.) all provide similar and
consistent results, or are there
notable differences; and (2) Of

This SRK document provides the
foundation for much of the
geochemical characterization of the
site. In this document, the data is
presented for the East and West
zones of the project. In the current
proposal, the focus is on the West
zone. We recommend ensuring, and
explaining in the DEIS, that all of the
analysis in section 3.18 only uses
data from West zone dataset within
the SRK 2011a document, which is
currently not clear from the EIS text.

information acknowledging that
NP/AP ratios for other sites are
much higher than 1.4 and, per our
previous comments submitted to the
Corps on 7/5/2018, provide a
description of how the 1.4 value was
determined to be sufficient.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Text has been updated to
include additional information
provided in SRK (2018c) and
SRK (2018f). Data analysis
from the various geochemical
tests performed yielded
consistent results. Leaching
data from humidity cell test,
barrel test, and shake flask
tests performed on samples
collected in both the east and
west zones were used to

As described in SRK (2018f),
the geologic setting,
mineralizing system, and host
rocks were very similar between
the east and west zones.
Because of this, a combined
more robust east and west data
set was utilized. The text has
been updated to reflect this
information.

specific criteria for potential acid
generation (Day et al. 1997). If
the molar release ratio is
greater than the NP/AP ratio,
the waste rock has the potential
to generate acid (SRK 2011a).
PLP (2018a: Figure 11-28)
depicts the molar ratio data
from humidity cell test used to
determine the site-specific
criteria of 1.4.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5177 of 5993

Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-4

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-4

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-4

Section 3.18.1.1, page
3.18-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Element leaching from the
rougher tailings occurred at low
rates, and unfiltered process
supernatants were found to
contain low levels of potential
constituents relative to water
quality standards.

The ARD potential for the bulk
tailings is lower than that of
mineralized rock because most
of the sulfur is removed to
recover the economic minerals
and separate out the pyritic tails
while concentrating neutralizing
minerals in the bulk tailings.

Element release rates
determined from kinetic tests
were mainly a function of
leachate pH rather than the
element content of the samples.

Paste pH results for aged rock
cores stored at the site suggest
that acidification may be delayed
up to 40 years.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

For mercury (Hg), the applicable
water quality criteria is 12 ng/L (see
K3.18 Table 1); however much if not
all of the analysis performed in SRK
2011a had detection limits for Hg
between 50 and 100 ng/L. As such,
there is no relevant information with
regard to Hg concentrations as

We recommend that the DEIS
address the issue of grain size in
this statement. While the sulfur
content would be lower in the
tailings, the grain size would also be
much smaller and may result in an
increase in ARD compared to a
scenario where only sulfur content
is considered.

We recommend providing a
reference or a description of the
statistical test that was used to
identify which co-variate (i.e. pH,
elemental composition) had a larger
influence on the resulting release
rates. In addition, please clarify
whether the release rates are based
on whole water or filtered
concentrations of metals.

We recommend providing additional
data or a citation to support this
statement.

these different types of tests
conducted, which of the tests were
used for the purposes of predictive
water quality modeling?

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Addressed; text updated to
resolve.
1. Regarding Table K3.18-4
(Tailings Supernatants):
a. 74 supernatant samples have
been analyzed.
b. 51 (69%) of the samples

Added clarification to statement
in question to address grain
size issues related to ARD
potential.

Citation added and text updated
to include information from SRK
(2011a: pages 11-56 and 1157). Tests were done on filtered
and unfiltered samples (SRK
2011a: page 11-41, leachate
data).

Citation added (SRK 2011a)
and text updated based on
information from page 11-33 of
SRK 2011a.

develop geochemical source
terms for predictive water
quality.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5178 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
compared to water quality
standards. We recommend that the
DEIS discuss the mercury detection
limits used in the SRK testing in
comparison to the State of Alaska
water quality standards. We
recommend that it also discuss
whether adequate information is
available in order to determine the
extent to which mercury would leach
from the tailings, given the reported
high mercury detection limits.
We note that later in the document,
water quality predictions are shown
to exceed WQS for Hg in several
instances. Please clarify whether
this is a function of using the
reporting limit in the calculations in
lieu of having actual concentration
data. The EPA also recommends
that an explanation of how these
values were calculated be included
in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

were not detected at a detection
limit of 10 ng/L which is below
the standard of 12 ng/L.
c. 10 (14%) of the samples
were not detected with elevated
detection limits as described
below:
i. 2 samples were not detected,
but had an elevated detection
limit of 50 ng/L as sample had
to be diluted to be analyzed.
ii. 6 samples were not detect,
but had an elevated detection
limit of 100 ng/L as sample had
to be diluted to be analyzed.
iii. 2 samples were not detect,
but had an elevated detection
limit of 500 ng/L as sample had
to be diluted to be analyzed.
d. 13 (18%) samples were
reported as detected, ranging in
concentration from 12 to 450
mg/L; the highest value looks
like an outlier as the next lower
value is 80 ng/L.
e. The mean of the detected Hg
values is 57 ng/L and the
median is 17 ng/L.
f. The 50th percentile Hg value
is 10 ng/L, which is what
appears to have been used in
Table K4.18-2 (Predicted Water
Quality from Sources) for the
supernatant.
g. Most of the supernatant

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

mercury results (69%) were not
detected at a detection limit (10
ng/L) less than the applicable
standard (12 ng/L). Several
samples (14%) were diluted for
analysis, which resulted in
elevated detection limits
ranging from 50 to 500 ng/L.
Mercury was only detected in
18% of the samples analyzed
ranging in concentration from
12 to 450 ng/L.
2. Comparison of the
supernatant mercury results
with the supernatant mercury
source term in Table K4.18-2
indicates that a mercury
concentration of 10 ng/L was
used for the supernatant source
term. This value is consistent
with the 50th percentile mercury
concentration (10 ng/L) found
for the supernatant results. The
95th percentile supernatant
mercury concentration is
calculated as 100 ng/L. It is
noted that the supernatant
value specified in SRK’s (2018)
Source Term Report Table 4 is
< 10 ng/L; however, review of
Table 5 in the SRK (2018)
Source Term Report does not
list the probability used to
assign the value. It appears
that the mercury value used is
not the 95th percentile, but the
50th percentile, which is equal

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Appendix F, Page 5180 of 5993

Comment
No.

11

Agency

EPA

Section 3.18.1.1, Page
3.18-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

However, for some elements
(e.g., arsenic, molybdenum, and
selenium), release can be
environmentally significant under
neutral pH conditions.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

This statement provides very
important information, particularly
because later in the document it
discusses sorting material differently
depending on whether it is PAG or
NAG. Per our previous comments
submitted to the Corps, for the NAG
materials, we continue to
recommend that the DEIS provide a
list of all the elements that can be

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Addressed; text has been
updated to include additional
information.

to the detection limit and likely
represents a reasonable value
given that most of the results
are not detected (<10 ng/L).
3. It appears that the mercury
concentration used for the bulk
tailings water was the 50th
percentile value (median); thus,
any mercury concentrations
predicted to exceed standard
would not be considered
conservative if only the bulk
tailings water is considered,
since it appears to be the 50th
percentile value. All other
inputs are 95th percentiles
which would be conservative.
SRK (2018f) indicates that “For
non-contact terms, median
values were used as an
appropriate indicator of central
tendency in datasets. Due to
the low chemical loads provided
by these sources, the overall
model outcomes are not
sensitive to this assumption.”
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 3.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5181 of 5993

Comment
No.

12

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.1.3, Page
3.18-11

Section 3.18.1.2, Page
3.18-7

Section 3.18.1.2, Page
3.18-7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

mean concentrations of trace
elements above the most
stringent ADEC water quality
maximum criteria for several
constituents (aluminum, copper,

Alkalinity was the parameter that
was most frequently detected
outside the range of the most
stringent ADEC criterion. In all,
43 percent of all surface water
samples were below this value.

Higher concentrations of copper,
molybdenum, nickel, zinc, and
sulfate were present in SFK than
in NFK, consistent with SFK’s
proximity to the Pebble deposit
area
Total dissolved solids (TDS), pH,
sodium, alkalinity, hardness,
nitrogen (nitrate+nitrite), and
nickel concentrations were
greatest in the UTC drainage.
TSS, potassium, chloride, iron,
and arsenic concentrations were
highest in KC, while cadmium
and lead concentrations were
highest in the NFK drainage

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS
specify whether these constituents
were analyzed for whole water (total
recoverable metals) or dissolved
metals.

We recommend that the text specify
that the alkalinity criterion is a
minimum.

We recommend providing a
description of the statistical test
used to make this determination and
the associated p-value for each
constituent.

released at significant
concentrations under neutral pH
conditions, instead of providing an
example of three elements.
Furthermore, we recommend
providing additional information on
which NAG materials have the
potential to release these elements.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Addressed in text. Text has
been updated to specify that
constituents were analyzed for
dissolved metals.

Clarified in text. Text updated
to indicate the ADEC criterion is
a minimum value.

Comment noted. The
characterizations presented in
Section 3.18 are comparisons
of reported concentrations of
various constituents in
potentially affected watersheds.
These comparisons are not
supported by statistical
analysis.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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15

16

17

18

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Comment
No.

Agency

Section 3.18.3.1, Pages
3.18-22

Section 3.18.3.1, Pages
3.18-21

Section 3.18.2.3, Page
3.18-20

Section 3.18.2.1, Page
3.18-16

Section 3.18.2.1, Page
3.18-16

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Inorganics analyzed in both
surface water and bottom water
at a depth of about 50 ft in

More than 10 percent of the
basin is covered by glaciers, and
suspended sediment loading in
glacier-fed rivers without lakes is
significant, leading to generally
high suspended sediment load in
some portions of Cook Inlet.

Of 12 pond substrate samples
analyzed by NURE within
approximately 20 miles of the
mine access road, none showed
evidence of contamination
(Grossman 1998).

Past water system violations in
these communities reported by
ADEC (between 1995 and 2018)
are mostly monitoring violations
that represent failure to collect a
sample. Water quality
constituent exceedances are
rare and have included coliform,
iron, manganese, arsenic, lead
and copper (ADEC 2018).

However, only a few ions
(copper, lead, aluminum, iron,
manganese, and alkalinity) had
concentrations outside
benchmarks established by
ADEC for freshwater.

iron, lead, and manganese).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the comparison
of constituents in both surface and
bottom water be made to the

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify that the portions of Cook Inlet
affected by glacier fed streams is in
the upper Inlet and not in the vicinity
of the project area.

We recommend including what
parameters (e.g. metals,
hydrocarbons) were analyzed by
NURE.

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify whether the exceedances
were only of the drinking water
standards, or whether there were
also exceedances of surface water
standards for each of these
parameters.

We recommend that this text be
revised to clarify that DEC
establishes water quality standards
rather than benchmarks.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

Noted. Alaska WQS are used
as primary baseline
comparison. Text clarified.

Text clarified.

Text updated to include
additional relevant information
from Grossman (1998), which
indicates that data for 11
elements, including Na, Ti, Fe,
Cu, Zn, As, Ce, Hf, Pb, Th, and
U, were analyzed.

Text updated; clarified that
reference is to exceedances of
drinking water standards only.

Addressed in text. Word
"benchmark" has been replaced
with "water quality standard."
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Comment
No.

19

20

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 3.18.4.3, Page
3.18-24

Section 3.18, Page
3.18-23

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Water depths in the center of
Cook Inlet range from about 50
to over 500 feet (NOAA nautical
chart #16660). Numerous oil and
natural gas pipelines currently
span the bottom of Cook Inlet.

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify that all of the current
pipelines are in the upper Inlet and
none are in the vicinity of the
proposed project.

We recommend review of
Distribution of Hydrocarbons and
Microbial Populations Related to
Sedimentation Processes in Lower
Cook Inlet and Norton Sound,
Alaska (Atlas et.al, 1983), which
indicates that Kamishak Bay is a
depositional area with natural inputs
of hydrocarbons that are not
mentioned in this text. This is also
discussed in the 2000 MMS Final
Report entitled Sediment Quality in
Depositional Areas of Shelikof Strait
and Outermost Cook Inlet.

numeric criteria in the State of
Alaska WQS, and that the EPA
National Recommended Water
Quality Criteria be used as a
starting guideline if a constituent is
absent from the Alaska WQS.

northern Kamishak Bay (Hart
Crowser 2015: Table 34-8,
Station MRC20) showed that
none exceeded National
Recommended Water Quality
Criteria (USEPA 2009).
A combination of shallow water,
high tidal fluctuations, and strong
currents constantly mobilize
seafloor sediments in the inlet,
keeping sediments in
suspension, resulting in highly
turbid water, and inhibiting
deposition of fine-grained
sediments (Rember and Trefry
2005). Fine sediments
introduced by major rivers
feeding into upper Cook Inlet are
carried in suspension and have
been shown to be deposited as
far as 150 miles south in lower
Cook Inlet (ADL 2001).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 11

Addressed in text. Text
updated to include relevant
information from ADNR (2018d)
specifying that current pipelines
are located in the northern part
of the Cook Inlet.

Atlas et al. (1983) has been
reviewed and additional text
has been added describing
Kamishak Bay as a natural
depositional area for fine
sediments and hydrocarbons.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

EPA

General

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
We recommend that the DEIS
include a discussion that
explains the connection between
the wetlands, streams and other
waterbodies found across the
Bristol Bay watershed, including
those documented within the
project area, and the world-class
fishery resources described in
Section 3.24. This is important
context for the reader and has
been well documented in
numerous scientific sources,
which we recommend be
summarized and referenced in
the EIS. (EPA can provide a list
of relevant references if it would
be helpful to the Corps in
developing this discussion.)
Section 3.22 seems like the
logical place for that discussion.
This would also be the logical
place for a discussion of the
portfolio effect (Schindler et al.
2010), which we recommend be
analyzed in the DEIS.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Added text to
discussion in
Section 3.22.4 and
4.22.5.1.
Note that the term
“wetlands and other
waters” has been
applied in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 to
refer to wetlands
and other aquatic
resources such as
streams, ponds,
lakes, or other
waterbodies.
Also note that
repeating
descriptive or
analytic text that has
been included in
other sections is
minimized in this
EIS, in accordance
with improved NEPA
guidance for
streamlining
documents. Cross
references are
provided, where
appropriate.
Discussion of
connections
between wetlands
and other waters
and fisheries has
been included in
Section 3.22.4.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Importance of
headwater position
of wetlands to
steams is included
in Section 4.22.5.1.
Please provide a list
of relevant
references that can
be incorporated into
the Final EIS.
The reference
provided on the
portfolio effect
(Schindler et al.
2010) was reviewed
by wetlands and
fisheries subject
matter experts.
Direct reference in
Section 3.22
(subsection 3.22.4.)
includes the
following text:
Rivers/Streams –
Functions and
values of these
habitats vary greatly
in the EIS analysis
area depending on
hydrologic regimes,
bed and bank
structure, floodplain
interactions, and
other fluvial
processes. The
relatively
undisturbed nature
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Note that discussion
of fish genetic and
population diversity
is more appropriate
for Section 3.24 and

of the watersheds
means that
floodplain
processes, sediment
and woody debris
dynamics, and
surface and
groundwater
exchanges are
unencumbered,
which has resulted
in a large diversity of
aquatic and riparian
habitats in the EIS
analysis area. This
habitat diversity is
responsible for the
corresponding large
population and
genetic diversity of
salmonids in the
wider Bristol Bay
basin (Rinella et al.
2018). This in turn
has been
recognized as
contributing to the
high productivity
and stability of
these systems for
salmonids
(Schindler et al.
2010).
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EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.22 - Wetlands and Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites

PEBBLE PROJECT
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.22-1
3.22.1

3.22
3.22-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We appreciate inclusion of the
signed PJD in Appendix J. We
recommend that Section 3.22.1,
which refers to the PJD report,
disclose whether the PJD will be
refined to reflect the recent
summer 2018 wetlands field
work.

The EIS analysis area includes
specific buffer distances around
project elements. We
recommend that the DEIS
explain why different buffers
(300-foot, 100-foot, and 30-foot)
are used for different project
components in the analysis area.
Please also explain whether and
why these buffers encompass
the limits of the analysis of
potential direct and indirect
impacts resulting from this
project, including changes to
hydrology.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

The current PJD is
included in
Appendix J.
Delineations are
performed on a
property in order to
delineate which
waters are waters of
the US and
therefore subject to
Clean Water Act
Section 404
regulation. The PJD
included in
Appendix J was
submitted to the
USACE by the
applicant, which the
USACE has verified.

Added descriptions
for the EIS analysis
areas. Detail was
added explaining
the reason for each
buffer/zone in the
indirect impacts in
Section 4.22.

Section 4.24, the
fish values sections.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.22-2 and 3
3.22.1

3.22-2
3.22.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that
“waterbodies,” which is currently
a broad general category, be
divided into more specific
categories. For example, we
recommend that any discussion
of streams or rivers be separate

We recommend that the DEIS
disclose the extent to which
streams were field verified for
accuracy of resource
characterization. The riffle and
pool paragraph in 3.22.1 refers
to a study from 2011 and then
states that the baseline mapping
did not identify riffle and pool
complexes in the project area.
This leaves the reader to
assume that the full extent of
potential impacts may not be
known. We recommend
clarifying this information and
including additional information
as necessary.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Text edited. The
USACE has directed
that wetlands and
other aquatic
resources be
referred to as
“wetlands and other

Comment
acknowledged. Data
gaps are
acknowledged in
Section 3.1. Text
edited in Section
4.22.7.2 regarding
accuracy of field
verifications and
field work planned
for 2019.
Riffle and pool
special aquatic sites
characterization is
clarified in Section
3.22.1. Data gaps
are disclosed in
Section 3.1 and
Section 3.22.2.

The applicant would
then decide whether
they would like a
final approved
delineation, or to
proceed with a
permit application
with only a verified
preliminary
delineation.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

Agency

EPA

3.22-3
3.22.2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 3.22.2 refers to the 2018
summer field program. We
recommend that the DEIS
include additional discussion of
the information collected during
this program and the
methodology used. Including this
information in the DEIS analysis
will improve the analysis of
impacts and ability to develop
appropriate resource protection
measures.
We recommend that the DEIS
also identify the data that was
collected in the different aquatic
resources to inform the
evaluation of aquatic resource
functions. In addition, we
recommend that the
hydrogeomorphic mapping that
was completed for wetlands for
all of the mine site (and most of
the rest of the project area) be

from other “waterbodies.”
Lumping these dynamic systems
with all non-wetland waters,
including marine waters and
regulatory navigable waters,
could be confusing for agency
decision makers and the public
and may lead to the inaccurate
assumption that all of these
waterbodies are comparable
when discussing the resources
and potential impacts from the
project to each of these
resources.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

HGM descriptions
added at Section
3.22.2.2 and Section
3.22.3.2.
HGM pie chart
added in Section
3.22.5.1 for the mine
site. HGM pie charts
were not produced
for the other three
components, since
HGM classification
is not available for
portions of
Alternatives 2 and 3.
Attempting to
include incomplete
HGM information in
the form of pie
charts for other
components would
not provide
additional

waters” in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4.
Broke out
calculations and
discussions in most
places as
streams/lakes and
ponds/estuaries/mar
ine waters.
Added description of
navigable waters in
Section 3.22.1.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
utilized in the analysis. This
information could provide useful
context for an evaluation of
aquatic resource functions in
characterizing the affected
environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

information for
readers and
decision makers to
compare differences
between
alternatives, or to
make a reasoned
choice between
alternatives. Data
gaps, with
information on
planned field work in
2019, are
acknowledged in
Section 3.1,
Introduction to
Affected
Environment.
Data collection in
2018 followed the
same methodology
as described in
Section 3.22.2. Data
included wetland
and other waters
mapping for
additional 766 acres
at the mine site, and
approximately 111
acres in the
Alternative 1
transportation
corridor.
See the other EIS
sections on fish
values, TES,
Wildlife, and Surface
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

7

Agency

EPA

3.22-3 to 4
3.22.2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 3.22.2 discusses the
Wetland Data Gaps for Alt 2 and
3, including areas which are
lacking project-specific wetland
mapping. It is not clear how the
impacts disclosed in Section
4.22 for Alt 2 & 3 were
determined without this
additional information. Please
describe the adequacy of the
existing information and how the
gaps allow for such specific
impact quantification in Section
4.22 when discussing impacts
from Alt 2 & 3. In addition, we
recommend discussing
where/when additional
information will be collected to
supplement the analysis if
needed.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

As discussed in
Section 3.22.2, NWI
mapping was used
where field-verified
(project) mapping
was not available.
NWI mapping was
not available for the
Kokhanok variant,
so the ALOS
PALSAR data was
used. Impacts were
assessed using best
available
information; field
collected data is not
a requirement for
assessment by the
reader and decision
maker to understand
differences between
alternatives or to
make a reasoned
choice between
alternatives. Data

Water for other data
collected on aquatic
resources, which
are cited in the
wetlands sections.
See note in
comment #1 on
streamlined NEPA
and not repeating
information in
various places in the
EIS.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

Agency

EPA

3.22-4
3.22.3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that the DEIS
characterize the functions
provided by the wetlands in the
project area and include the
findings regarding baseline
conditions of these functions.
Section 3.22.3 “Wetland
Functions and Values” does not
currently include a meaningful
evaluation of aquatic resource
functions performed by the
different types of wetlands found
in the project area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Added qualitative
description of
wetland and water
functions in Section
3.22.3 and Section
3.22.4. There is no
existing functional
assessment tool or
methodology that
covers the analysis
area. The wetlands
in the analysis area
are considered to be
functioning at
maximum capacity
given the lack of
human disturbance
in the analysis area.
Section 3.22.3 and
Section 3.22.4
provide qualitative
discussion of which
wetland and water
types are expected
to provide which
functions. Wetlands
of regional
importance are

gaps are disclosed
in relevant sections
and in Section 3.1,
Introduction to
Affected
Environment.
See also response
to comment #4
above.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.22-5
3.22.3.2

3.22-4, 3.22.3.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify how the groups of “High
Quality Wetlands” were
determined in Section 3.22.3.2.
We recommend that the DEIS
cite the source of the definitions
used to identify the four types of
high quality wetlands and
indicate whether these are the
only types of wetlands found in
the project site with the potential
to be considered high quality or
high-functioning. We also
recommend that the DEIS
analyze the position of the
wetlands and the context of the
position of the wetlands within
the watershed as well as the
relative functions provided. We
also recommend indicating the

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify whether Section 3.22.3.1
includes the complete list of
functions for these NWI wetland
classes. Please also include
citations for the statements
made in this section.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Added clarification
on how these were
determined. “High
quality wetlands”
renamed to
“regionally important
wetlands” in Section
3.22.3.3 to signify
that other wetlands
not listed are not
thereby considered
“low quality”.
The regionally
important wetlands
discussion
incorporates the
HGM approach by
designating riverine
wetlands as having
especially important

See Response.

PAGE | 10

Added citations to
Section 3.22.3 and
Section 3.22.4. The
discussion in
Section 3.22.3.1 is
related to primary
wetland functions
and is not intended
to be exhaustive.

described in Section
3.22.3.3. Impacts to
these wetlands are
assessed differently
from other wetlands
and waters in
Chapter 4.

Response

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.22 - Wetlands and Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

EPA

EPA

3.22-5
3.22.4

3.22-5
3.22.3.2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 3.22.4 indicates that
“detailed assessments” of other
non-wetland aquatic resources
can be found in various other
documents and sections. We
recommend providing specific
references to where this
information can be found. We
also recommend that this section
of the DEIS characterize these
aquatic resources, including the
functions they perform and their

We recommend that the DEIS
explain how the term “riparian
wetland,” used in Section
3.22.3.2, is being defined.

amount of each of the four types
found within the project area.
Without the additional
information and context, the
reader is left to assume that the
scale of mapping analysis, and
available information, is the
primary driver for identifying
what is labeled as high quality in
the document.
We also recommend that the
DEIS explain the relationship
between the NWI classes in
Section 3.22.3.1 and the
information presented in Section
3.22.3.2.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

Changed “detailed
assessments” to
“habitat
characterizations”.
Added citations and
descriptions of
habitat functions.

Added clarification
to Section 3.22.2.2.

functions with
respect to fish and
wildlife habitat.
Relative proportion
of each type is
provided in the
section for the
impact area and the
watershed.
Position in the
landscape and
relationship to
wetland functions is
described with
respect to
headwaters
wetlands (most
slope wetlands), and
for the general HGM
classes.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

General
3.22.5.1, 3.22.6.1,
3.22.7.1, 4.22.2.1
4.22.3.1
4.22.4.1

General
3.22.5, 3.22.6, 3.22.7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We note that the mine site
analysis area disclosed in
Section 3.22 is the same for
each of the three action
alternatives considered in the
EIS. In addition, the wetland
impacts disclosed in Section
4.22 are nearly identical for each
alternative, with only a brief
statement regarding 60 acres of
additional impacts under
Alternative 2 associated with the
bulk tailings storage cells,
embankment, and haul road. We
recommend that the DEIS
include additional information
supporting each mine site
component, the rationale for the
positioning within the footprint,
and how this relates to potential
impacts to wetland resources.
Without further supporting

The discussion of the presence
of various types of wetland
resources throughout the project
area is provided in percentages.
We recommend that the DEIS
also disclose the number of
acres in the analysis for all
project components and
alternatives, which would provide
additional context for analyzing
the magnitude of impacts. This
information could be provided in
tables for each project
component.

baseline conditions.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

The mine site
analysis area
encompasses a
greater area than
the footprint of any
of the three action
alternatives.
Therefore, there is
no difference in the
wetlands and other
waters described in
any of the area of
the three action
alternatives in
Chapter 3, Affected
Environment.
In Chapter 4, the
mine site footprint is
similar for all three
action alternatives,
with the exception of

Added acreages in
addition to
percentages in
relevant places.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
information, it will be difficult to
support avoidance and
minimization analysis and the
identification of the least
environmentally damaging
practicable alternative (LEDPA)
for Clean Water Act Section 404
permitting purposes.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 13

the Alternative 2 and
the TSF design. The
magnitude and
extent of the
impacts under
Alternative 2 are
disclosed. Analyzing
the location of each
mine facility does
not contribute to a
comparison of
alternatives, nor
detract from the
reader or decision
make being able to
make a reasoned
choice between
alternatives.
Avoidance and
minimization
measures would be
considered during a
later permitting
phase.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.1.3.1, p. 4.1-3

4.1.3.1, p. 4.1-3

4.1.3, p. 4.1-2

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Mining Exploration Activities: “In

Commercial and Subsistence
Harvest of Fish and Wildlife:
“However, fish and wildlife
resources are managed by the
Alaska Department of Fish and
Game (ADF&G) and federal land
managers to maintain
sustainable populations, and
there are no long-term adverse
effects or trends affecting the
resource.”

“Actions are considered
reasonably foreseeable if they
are proximate to the project area
and are anticipated to enter the
permitting process in the next 5
years, are identified in planning
documents as scheduled for
development, or if significant
resources have been committed
to the proposed action.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend adding a reference to

We recommend adding a reference to
documents reviewed or other
information/analysis that discusses how
the authors reached this conclusion.

The 5-year timeframe presented here
appears to conflict with a statement later
in this section that “the USACE has
determined that expansion of the Pebble
Project to develop 55 percent of its
reserves over a 78-year period, as
outlined in the Wardrop 2011 Preliminary
Assessment Technical Report, will be
analyzed under the cumulative effects
analysis (see Table 4.1-1 for further
discussion). Therefore, other reasonably
foreseeable future activities that may
occur in the 78-year time period will also
be considered” (pg. 4.1-4). Based on our
review, it appears that the 78-year
timeframe was used in assessing
RFFAs, which is reasonable because it
aligns the analysis of potential
cumulative impacts with the reasonably
foreseeable future impacts of the Pebble
Project. We recommend that the
document clarify throughout the
document that a 78-year timeframe is
used for consideration of reasonably
foreseeable future actions.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

References reviewed to support

Text has been revised and this
statement removed.

Text in Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental
Consequences, has been
revised to clarify the 78-year
time period. A Pebble
expansion scenario is included
as an RFFA for analysis in
Chapter 4 sections by resource.
See also RFI Response 062
(PLP 2018-RFI 062).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

5

6

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.1.3.2; p. 4.1-5

4.1.3.2; pp. 4.1-4
to 4.1-5

4.1.3.1; p. 4.1-3

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

“The question of whether
development of the project would
facilitate development of other
nearby mineral deposits depends
in part on proximity to the project

Parameters used to identify
potential reasonably foreseeable
future activities for the
cumulative effects analysis

Mining Exploration Activities
paragraph

the immediate area of the
project, there has been no
mineral production activity that
has had lingering adverse effects
on the environment.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the document
provide additional information regarding
how the future potential use of the road
is being analyzed in the EIS. As provided
in the EPA’s scoping comments, we

We recommend that the EIS provide
additional explanation of how the six
parameters listed in the bullets on pages
4.1-4 to 4.1-5 were applied to identify
potential reasonably foreseeable future
activities. For example, please clarify
how many of these factors need to be
met, whether all factors are equally
weighted, and whether there is a
sequence in which the factors are
applied.

Given the extensive amount of
exploration work conducted at the
Pebble site, we recommend that more
information be supplied to support the
conclusions of this paragraph.
Specifically, we recommend that the draft
EIS: (1) summarize the amount and type
of exploration work that has occurred
(number of drill holes, acreage of surface
disturbance, number of years of
exploration activity, etc.); (2) explain the
best management practices and
reclamation actions that occurred; and
(3) discuss whether this has resulted in
impacts to wetlands, surface water, and
ground water.

documents reviewed or other
information/analysis that discusses how
the authors reached this conclusion.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Recommendation
acknowledged; however, the
suggested analysis is outside of
the scope of this EIS per the
scope of analysis detailed in

Some clarifying text has been
provided. As these are
evaluation factors rather than
screening criteria, there is no
explanation provided for
weighting or sequencing as
would be done with screening
criteria.

Comment acknowledged. This
level of detailed analysis is
outside the scope of
characterizing impacts per
NEPA CEQ guidance. Impact
characterization is explained in
Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences,
and the EIS scope of analysis is
explained in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment.

this statement are provided in a
column in Table 4.1-1, in
Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

7

8

Agency

EPA

EPA

4.1; Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-7

4.1; Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Potential Mineral Deposits in
Southwest and Southcentral
Alaska

Description of Pebble Project
Expansion

and ability to use project
infrastructure… While the access
road would be privately funded
on State land, the State of
Alaska would likely require
allowing access to other mineral
deposit owners if an agreement
could be reached with PLP
regarding operation and
maintenance costs, based on the
precedent set in state permit
conditions for granting Pogo
Mine Access (S. Buckley,
personal communication 2018).”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The table lists a number of potential
mineral development projects in
southwest and southcentral Alaska
(Pebble South through Copper Joe) and
makes decisions about whether these
projects are RFFAs for exploration
and/or development. We recommend
that more information be provided for
projects that are determined not to be
reasonably foreseeable development

To ensure a complete description, we
recommend that the description of the
Pebble Project Expansion reasonably
foreseeable future action also include a
waste rock storage facility and an
underground mine component.
In addition, we note that our scoping
comments recommended that the Corps
consider evaluating the expansion and
continued operation of the currently
proposed project as a reasonably
foreseeable indirect effect of the
proposed action under NEPA.

recommend that the analysis of indirect
effects in the EIS consider the extent to
which it is reasonably foreseeable that
the proposed transportation corridor and
natural gas pipeline may be made
accessible to the public and may
stimulate additional reasonably
foreseeable mining exploration and
development projects in the area, and
potential environmental effects
associated with that induced mining.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Comment acknowledged;
evaluation criteria and level of
detail per entry in Table 4.1-1
was not expanded. In some
places Table 4.1-1 has been
revised to provide more detail
and references for each entry.
Evaluation of reasonably
foreseeable in the table follows
the evaluation criteria described

Description of the Pebble
expansion scenario has been
revised. The scenario is
analyzed as a cumulative effect
in Chapter 4 in resource
sections.

Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

Agency

EPA

4.1; Table 4.1-1; p.
4.1-6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

“Note: Because claims are
currently owned by NDM Ltd., if
future drilling and resource
delineation indicate that it is
feasible to develop the project, it
is possible that construction and
operations could access and
utilize the Pebble Project
transportation system.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The entries for Pebble South and other
potential projects listed say “No” to
development and production but include
this Note. We recommend clarifying in
the table that a separate NEPA analysis
would have to be done for these future
projects.

projects, so that the basis for these
determinations are strongly
supported. For example, Groundhog will
be considered an RFFA for further
exploration but not for development since
“Resource delineation has not
progressed sufficiently, is not subject to
development permitting or in a planning
document and is not considered
reasonably foreseeable in the 78-year
time frame.” Please describe which of
these factors was key to determining that
development of Groundhog is not
reasonably foreseeable and describe the
basis for that determination. We
recommend that the document describe
the basis for the statement that resource
delineation has not progressed
sufficiently and provide reference to any
documents or websites that were
reviewed to support this
determination. We recommend a similar
discussion be provided for each of the
development projects listed.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Text in the table now reads:
“Resource delineation has not
progressed sufficiently to
forecast development with
regard to identifying measured
or indicated resources; and a
project is not subject to
development permitting or in a
planning document.”
With this lack of certainty,
including information on
potential NEPA analysis is not
necessary.

in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

12

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.1.8; p. 4.1-19

4.1.7; p. 4.1-18

4.1; Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-10;

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Financial Assurance and
Bonding

Incidental or induced mortality of
fish and wildlife resulting from
project construction and
operations, as well as any
reduction in habitat value, could
result in localized irretrievable
commitment of these resources
during the life of the project

Whistler Deposit

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

As discussed in our scoping comments,
we recommend that the draft EIS
disclose the estimated financial
assurance costs to reclaim and close the
site, including long term water treatment
costs. We believe that this information is
necessary to evaluate the effectiveness
of reclamation and closure, which is a
key component in determining the
environmental impacts of the Pebble
project. Our scoping comments provide
recommendations on the level of detail to
include.

We recommend revising this statement
to acknowledge that impacts to fish,
wildlife, or habitat may exist beyond the
life of the project.

The table includes Copper Joe, a
porphyry copper deposit “located
significantly north of the Pebble Project,
in close proximity to the Whistler
Deposit,” but does not include the
Whistler Deposit itself. Please clarify why
the Whistler Deposit is not listed as a
potential mineral deposit.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

This section has been removed.

This section has been revised
and follows CEQ NEPA
guidance for this type of
information included in an EIS.

Copper Joe has been removed
from the table. Both Copper Joe
and Whistler are too far
removed from the proposed
project to consider for
cumulative effects. A brief
analysis is presented in
Appendix B on Whistler.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.1 – Introduction to Environmental Consequences

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5202 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

Agency

EPA

4.5.2.3; p. 4.5-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
“Boat traffic to and from the port
would be minimal: up to 27
concentrate vessels and 33
supply barges per year during
operations.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Regarding potential recreation impacts at
Amakdedori Port, the draft document notes the
number of concentrate vessels and supply
barges anticipated per year but does not
discuss the amount of time these vessels would
remain in port. We continue to recommend
including this information, because it is relevant
to the level of impact at the port location and
the time in port may differ among alternatives or
variations. This information would also be
relevant to consider for other resource sections
in addition to Recreation, including fish and
wildlife impacts.

PAGE | 1

Information added
about length of time
the concentrate
vessels would be
anchored at
lightering locations.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.5 - Recreation

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5203 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.16.2.1
Water
Management

Table 4.16-1

4.16.2.1

4.16.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The mine would be designed for
zero-discharge of untreated
contact water during
construction, operations, and
closure. Water management
strategies have been developed

Maximum pond volumes of the
Pyritic and Bulk TSFs.

The selected precipitation
values for the realizations are:
…

The water management
strategies that support the
development of water
management plans and the
design of water management
facilities for operations and
closure (Knight Piésold 2018a
and 2018d) were based on
results of predictive mine site
water balance models.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing a
reference to the section in the EIS
where these water management
strategies can be found.

Even though the maximum pond
volumes vary, we recommend
disclosing the range of estimated
pond volumes for the TSFs for
agency decision makers and the
public, as was done for the water
management ponds.

We recommend that the DEIS
describe the basis for the
precipitation values used.

As discussed in the comment
above, we recommend that
additional information be provided
in the EIS regarding the model
approach and sensitivity analysis,
so that the level of uncertainty in
the model predictions are
disclosed for agency decision
makers and the public to
understand.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Knight Piésold 2018a: Operations Water
Management Plan

The following references are applicable:

Comment noted. Minimum pond volumes
are presented for WMPs because that
information is important to establish that
sufficient water volume is available for
process reasons. Water from the TSF ponds
is not intended for process use, so the
critical volume evaluation metric is
maximum pond volume to ensure that water
can be managed and treated effectively.

Appendix K3.16 addresses meteorological
inputs to water balance models including
precipitation.

Text in this section has been revised, and
the information to address this comment is
included in Technical Appendix K3.16
(Technical Appendix to Section 3.16,
Surface Water Hydrology, in Chapter 3,
Affected Environment).

Additional information regarding the
calibration and validation of the watershed
module is provided in Technical Appendix
K3.16 (Technical Appendix to Section 3.16,
Surface Water Hydrology, in Chapter 3,
Affected Environment).

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5204 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

5

Agency

EPA

4.16.2.1
Water
Management

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The average annual process
water surplus during maximum
operations is estimated to be 29
cubic feet per second (cfs),
which would be treated and
discharged throughout the year
in a manner to optimize
downstream fish and aquatic
habitat (Knight Piésold 2018i).

to achieve this design and
maintain sufficient fresh water
for ore processing and other
mine site uses.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend providing
additional information to verify that
the water treatment plant has the
capacity to handle the maximum
flow of 29 cfs.
We also recommend providing
additional discussion of what is
meant by the statement that the
water discharge would optimize
downstream habitats.
In addition, we recommend that
the DEIS provide a discussion of
the uncertainties/level of
confidence in the 29 cfs estimate.
There are statements throughout
the EIS in Chapter 2, and in
Sections 4.16 and 4.17 about the
physical habitat simulation
system. Per our previous
comments submitted to the Corps,
we continue to recommend that
more specific information is
needed about how this system
would work during mine
operations and closure in order to
evaluate the simulation system’s
effectiveness at achieving the
stream flow augmentation goals
described in this section. We have
been unable to find information in
the EIS that describes the system

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

There is no mention of “physical habitat
simulation system” in Section 4.16, Surface
Water Hydrology, or Section 4.17,
Groundwater Hydrology. Discussion of
physical habitat simulation system is in
Section 4.24, Fish Values. As this comment
is not applicable to this section or the
physical science sections, no changes were

Discussion of WTP process rates, including
uncertainties, is provided in Section 4.18,
Water and Sediment Quality, and Appendix
K4.18.

Section 4.24, Fish Values, addresses WTP
discharge and optimization of downstream
habitat.

On January 11, 2019, PLP’s contractor
(HDR) provided response to RFI 106
regarding Operations Phase Water
Treatment Plant Engineering. The memo
(HDR 2019a) provided results of evaluation
and explanation that the capability of the
WTPs, as designed for the 50th percentile
water quality data, would be able to treat the
10th and 90th percentile input water quality.
This information has been incorporated into
the Section 4.18, Water and Sediment
Quality.

Knight Piésold 2018d: Closure Water
Management Plan
Both are now cited in the text and posted on
the public Pebble Project EIS website
document library.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5205 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

Agency

EPA

4.16.2.1
Water Mgmt.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Surface water quantity and
distribution in the NFK and SFK
watersheds would be affected
during operations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend including specific
information on how the surface
water quantity and distribution
within the watersheds are
expected to be affected and the
extent to which these effects
would vary on a seasonal basis as

in a sufficient level of detail to
support the conclusions made.
We recommend that PLP supply
the detailed physical habitat
simulation system plan to include
in the DEIS and that the plan and
DEIS describe: (1) the locations
where stream flows, water quality,
fish, and habitat would be
monitored; (2) the frequency of
monitoring and parameters that
would be monitored for both the
receiving streams and treated
water discharges; (3) the criteria
that would be used to determine
when treated water discharge
flows need to be adjusted; (4) the
possibility and frequency of
adjusting treated water flow (i.e.,
the discharge) to adjust to
changes in the receiving streams;
(5) the overall robustness of this
plan (e.g., examples of how
physical habitat simulation
systems have been successfully
used elsewhere in comparison to
what is proposed for the proposed
action); and (6) contingency
measures should it not function as
planned.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

AECOM 2019b, Technical Memorandum,
Streamflow Change Resulting from
Development of Proposed Pebble Mine, was
finalized January 11,2019 and results
referenced and incorporated as needed in
the Section 4.16 to address streamflow
changes that would be likely to occur as a

made. Rather than repeat the same
information multiple times in the EIS under
the improved NEPA guidance, cross
references are provided where appropriate
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 sections to other
related resources.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5206 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

7

Agency

EPA

4.16.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table 4.16-2
(same comment for table 4.163)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

To more clearly describe the
nature and magnitude of
streamflow changes, we
recommend that the DEIS provide
estimates of streamflow changes
for segments of stream rather
than just reporting estimated
changes at specific stations. For
an example of this, see the
approach used by EPA in Section
7.3 (Streamflow Modification) of
the Bristol Bay Watershed
Assessment.
We recommend that separate
tables be provided that show the
magnitude and extent of stream
flow changes without the treated
water discharges so that the
extent to which the treated water
discharges would mitigate flow
reductions is disclosed.
The tables provide estimated flow
reductions under average annual
conditions. We recommend that
additional tables and discussion
be provided that disclose how the
stream flow reductions would
change seasonally or under low
flow conditions. This will enable
disclosure of the range of flow
reductions that could occur at low
flow with and without the treated
water discharges.
Also, Footnote 3 of the tables

well as over the life of the
operation.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

Notes at the end of Table 4.16-2 have been

Also, Section 4.24, Fish Values (reference
R2 Resource Consultants 2018, HABSYN
Methods) addresses the modeling for
habitat prediction with or without treated
water release.

Knight Piésold 2018i and 2018j, address
mine-affected streamflow values with and
without treated water discharge, for
operations (“end of mine”) and post-closure
(Closure Phase 4), respectively. These
reports are referenced in the narrative of
Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology.
AECOM 2019b (Technical Memorandum:
Streamflow Change Resulting from
Development of Proposed Pebble Mine)
presents results of evaluation of streamflow
changes that would likely occur during both
operations and closure. This technical
memo, based on data provided in Knight
Piésold (2018k), is a key reference in
revised Section 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology, to discuss predicted baseline
and changes in streamflow as a result of the
project for both operations and closure
phases.

The changes in streamflow are now
addressed by reaches and are addressed
on both a monthly as well as an annual
basis.

result of the project both for operations and
post-closure.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5207 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.16.2.3

4.16.2.2

4.16.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Whether the seabed at or near
the causeway would be
susceptible (i.e., erodible) to
propeller wash would depend
on the composition of the
seabed materials (e.g., sand,
silt, rock), and on the
management of lightering
vessel operations.
Establishment of suitable BMPs
for vessel operations should be
sufficient to minimize adverse
impacts; namely, BMPs should
include specifications for
managing ferry speed
(minimizing wakes) and engine
power settings (minimizing
bottom erosive stress) during
approach and departure from
the causeway berths.

Water withdrawal would be
permitted, and would therefore
meet the requirements of
ADF&G and Alaska Department
of Natural Resources for a
water withdrawal permit.

Four phase closure plan

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Discussion of potential for propwash effects
has been added.

This section discusses the
erodibility of the seabed due to
activities at the Port – such as
propwash. The proposed
Amakdedori barge berths are at 15’ Mean Lower Low Water. No
propwash analysis is provided to
support the contention that
propwash from tug, barge, and
other traffic will not affect the
seabed surrounding the facility.
“Establishment of suitable BMPs”
is generally mentioned. Without a
sense of the possibility and
breadth of impacts, it’s difficult to
know what BMPs would be
needed, and whether they will be
sufficient to counter scouring or
other adverse effects to the
seabed and resources adjacent to
the structures. We recommend
that the DEIS include additional
information, including a propwash

PAGE | 5

The magnitude of the incremental increase
in current speed due to propwash is a
function of several variables that
characterize the hydrodynamics of the
propeller, including its dimensions (e.g.,
diameter, number and pitch of blades)
rotational speed, and input power (Hong et
al. 2012). None of the variables related to
hydrodynamics of the propellers, which
would be required for propwash analysis,
are available at this time.
Whether the seabed at or near the
causeway would be susceptible (i.e.,
erodible) to propeller wash would depend on
the composition of the seabed materials
(e.g., sand, silt, and rock), and on the
management of lightering vessel operations.
Establishment of suitable BMPs for vessel
operations should be sufficient to minimize

Summarization of this information is beyond
the scope of an EIS and would be
addressed at a later permitting phase. There
are no project-specific project water
withdrawal permits issued to date.

Management and treatment of TSF seepage
(SCP) during operations and closure is
discussed in Section 4.18, Water and
Sediment Quality.

revised.

Response

We recommend that the DEIS
summarize how PLP will
demonstrate that proposed water
extraction volumes and rates are
within permissible limits, as per
ADF&G and DNR guidance/water
withdrawal permit.

We recommend adding
information regarding how TSF
seepage will be managed during
the four-phase closure plan.

refers to a Table 1 which was not
provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5208 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

Agency

EPA

4.16.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Amakdedori Port

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The document currently lacks any
discussion of the impacts of the
causeway and jetty on nearshore
sediment transport and littoral
drift. Construction of the large
causeway will affect sediment
processes in the vicinity and we
recommend that these be
assessed by a coastal engineer to
determine whether erosion or
accretion will occur due to the
causeway, and if so, how far the
impact extends down the adjacent
shorelines. Depending upon the
direction and magnitude of
accretion over time, maintenance
dredging could be required. We
recommend that this possibility
also be assessed by a coastal
engineer, and if dredging could be
necessary, the DEIS should
evaluate the impacts of
maintenance dredging and
disposal.

analysis and discussion of the
specific BMPs that would be
utilized, to support the conclusions
regarding impacts to the seabed.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 6

Discussion of potential impacts on
nearshore sediment transport and littoral
drift from the in-water marine structures has
been expanded.

adverse impacts; namely, BMPs would
include specifications for managing ferry
speed (minimizing wakes) and engine power
settings (minimizing bottom erosive stress)
during approach and departure from the
causeway berths. Although ship wakes and
propeller wash can contribute substantially
to shoreline erosion in relatively quiescent
waters, neither is expected to be an issue in
Kamishak Bay.
Discussion of under-keel clearance of tugs
at Amakdedori port site has been added.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5209 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

12

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.16.4.3

4.16.2.5

4.16.2.3
Amakdedori
Port

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Diamond Point Port

Therefore, the intensity of the
impacts to surface water
resources is expected to result
in changes in water quantity,
likely within the limits of historic
and seasonal variation.

Removal of the causeway at the
end of the project would cause
substantial increases in
suspended sediment in
Kamishak Bay that would
persist for days to weeks after
decommissioning is completed.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Please see comments on Section
4.16.2.3 above; we recommend
addressing the same issues here.
In addition, we recommend that
dredging operations be discussed.
For example, please clarify
whether hydraulic or clamshell
dredging is proposed.
The minimum size of the
dewatering and placement area
will be dictated by volume of
material and grain-size and
anticipated retention time needed
for dewatering (especially in the
case of hydraulic dredging). A
better description of sediment
characteristics will inform
dewatering needs as well as
dredged material utility for reuse

We recommend that the DEIS
summarize what changes to water
quantity are expected to occur.

We recommend that the DEIS
explain how potential increases of
suspended sediments will be
addressed during construction
activities. If this information is
provided in a different section of
the EIS, then please provide a
reference to this section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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Per PLP 2018-RFI 063 and Chapter 2,
Alternatives: Dredging to a 20-foot [i.e. -20 ft
re: MLLW] depth for the Diamond Point port
access is recommended because the
approach uses a channel for the barges and
tugs to access the loading dock; whereas, at

Per PLP 2018-RFI 063 and Chapter 2,
Alternatives, of DEIS: Any rocks
encountered in the channel would be moved
to the side of the channel or used in the
dock construction.

Comments on dredging noted; however, the
type of dredging that may occur at Diamond
Point port has not been determined, and no
changes have been made. Information
would be addressed at a later permitting
phase.

Summarization of this information is beyond
the scope of an EIS and would be
addressed at a later permitting phase. There
are no project-specific project water
withdrawal permits issued to date.

Potential for occurrence of suspended
sediments from construction and removal of
the earthen-fill causeway has been added to
Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology. An
increase in suspended sediment load would
persist for a few weeks after
decommissioning is completed, but would
not be expected at levels substantially
greater than that routinely observed in lower
Cook Inlet.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5210 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

15

16

Agency

EPA

EPA

Table 4.16-5

4.16.4.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

NFK River – Mean annual
streamflow reduction from premining conditions of 7% at both
NK100C and NK100A (with
treated water discharge).

This alternative would reduce
the amount of WTP water
released at discharge locations
at the mine site by
approximately 1 to 2 percent

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

In addition to mean annual
streamflow reductions, we
recommend that the table provide
estimates of streamflow
reductions in the North Fork
Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli, and
Upper Talarik Creek during low
flow conditions.
We recommend that the
geographic extent of steam flow
reductions be disclosed by
providing the estimated length of
streams that would be impacted.

We recommend that the DEIS
discuss the basis for the 1 to 2
percent estimate.

in jetty construction.
Chapter 2 mentions that rock may
be present in the dredged
material; if rock is more than just
incidental, we recommend
including a description of how rock
will be managed during dredging
and disposal.
In addition, we recommend
including discussion of the amount
and frequency of long-term
maintenance dredging based on
expected direction and magnitude
of littoral drift.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 8

Revisions to Section 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology, address streamflow reductions
on a monthly basis based on the 50 percent
probability flow. We reference a Tech
Memo (AECOM 2019b) that discusses the
reduction in streamflow for two low flow
conditions: 5-year low flow and 10-year low
flow. The impact to streamflow by reach is
discussed. The analysis covers the NFK,
SFK and UTC watersheds. Estimates are
provided for both operations and postclosure.

Under the Concentrate Pipeline Variant, the
reduction in WTP released discharge would
be a result of the need for water at the mine
site to create the concentrate slurry and to
flush the concentrate pipeline during
maintenance (PLP 2018-RFI 066). Text has
been added to Section 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology.

Amakdedori the loading dock would be open
to the surrounding area. Channels are
typically more prone to sedimentation
requiring maintenance dredging and
therefore greater under keel clearance is
recommended. Amount and frequency of
long-term maintenance dredging has not
been determined at this time.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5211 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

17

18

19

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 4.16-5

Table 4.16-5

Table 4.16-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Port Site alternatives

Impact description terminology
Potential for local impacts to
surface water hydrology at
stream crossings. Impacts are
expected to be short term, and
would result in maintained
surface flow system changes in
water quantity that are likely
within historical seasonal
variation.

Transportation corridor impacts

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

It is not clear why the port site
alternatives have the same

Rather than relying solely on
descriptions such as “local” and
“short term,” we recommend that
additional information on
geographic extent and duration be
provided so that the reader
understands what is meant by
these terms. For example, instead
of saying “local,” the DEIS could
estimate how far (feet, miles?)
from the transportation corridor
these impacts would occur.
Instead of saying “short term,”
describe whether this means
during construction of these
features or during the entire
construction and operational
period (and provide estimated
number of years).
This same comment applies
throughout the table where these
terms are used.

Since impacts are predicted at
stream crossings, we recommend
providing the number of stream
culvert and bridge crossings for
each alternative for the road and
pipeline components so that the
impacts can be compared across
the alternatives.

This comment applies to both the
operations and post-closure
summaries.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 9

Comparison of footprints between the port
locations is provided in Chapter 2,

Text discussion and a table have been
edited for consistency in describing
magnitude, duration, and extent of impacts,
and to be as quantified as possible.

Figures in Chapter 2 have been added
depicting all stream crossings (noting bridge
or culvert) for all alternatives and variants.
Fish culvert crossings are addressed in
Section 4.24, Fish Values. Chapter 2,
Alternatives, also describes numbers of
stream crossings for each alternative. Text
discussion includes description and number
of crossings per alternative and variants.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Appendix F, Page 5212 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

20

21

Agency

EPA

EPA

4.16

4.16.6
Cumulative
Effects

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Overall, the magnitude of
cumulative impacts to surface
water hydrology from RFFAs in
general would be expected to
be minimal, with the exception
of RFFA activities in the
immediate mine site (e.g.,
Pebble Project buildout). The
cumulative effects in the mine
site footprint, expanded to
include buildout development,
would increase; but it is
expected that controls would be
in place to manage those
impacts to prevent adverse
effects on the outside
environment

comparison

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Section 3.16.4 addresses surface
water and groundwater use in the
project area, however, Section
4.16 does not address potential
impacts to drinking water. Multiple

We recommend that the DEIS
provide an analysis to support the
conclusions of cumulative impacts
due to the Pebble Project buildout.
It is not clear what cumulative
effects are being referred to in the
cited text, how those cumulative
effects are expected to increase,
what controls would be in place,
and how those controls will be
monitored.
We recommend that additional
information and analysis be
provided in the DEIS that includes
estimates of the extent (miles of
steams), duration, and magnitude
(% reductions) of stream flow
changes so that cumulative
effects of the Pebble Project
buildout are adequately disclosed.

impacts given that they are in
different locations and have
different footprints. We
recommend discussing the
differences between the port site
footprints and disclosing the
number of streams, wetlands and
other waterbodies impacted by
each alternative, so that agency
decision makers and the public
understand the differences.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 10

The discussions of water use have been
separated and reorganized in the DEIS
Sections 3.16, Surface Water Hydrology, of
Chapter 3, Affected Environment (includes
surface water use), and Section 3.17,

The cumulative impacts narrative in Section
4.16, Surface Water Hydrology, has been
expanded for the DEIS and specifically
addresses the Pebble project buildout as
based on the possible scenario described in
PLP 2018-RFI 062. There is no defined
project for the mine buildout; therefore, no
quantitative impacts analysis was
conducted.

Alternatives.
Impacts to wetlands and other waters are
addressed in Section 4.22, Wetlands and
Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites.

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5213 of 5993

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
surface water and groundwater
sources, public and private, are
used for domestic water supply in
the project area. We recommend
that Chapter 4 analyze the
potential for impacts to drinking
water sources. For example, we
recommend discussing the
proximity of project infrastructure
to drinking water sources, the
sources and nature of potential
impacts (both quality and
quantity), specific pollutants likely
to impact those waters and a
comparison to drinking water
quality standards, whether the
project impact analysis area
overlaps any Drinking Water
Protection Areas, and how PLP
will work with the State of Alaska
to ensure there are no impacts to
DWPAs.
We note that drinking water
resources are currently addressed
in varying ways in the Surface
Water Hydrology, Hydrogeology,
and Water and Sediment Quality
sections, and recommend that it
may be less confusing to the
reader to consolidate these in one
place as part of the Water Quality
section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 11

Impacts to water quality (including drinking
water sources) are addressed in Section
4.18, Water and Sediment Quality.

Groundwater Hydrology, of Chapter 3,
Affected Environment (includes groundwater
use).

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.16 - Surface Water Hydrology
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.17.2-1, 4.17-2
and 4.17-3

4.17.2-1, page
4.17-2

4.17.2.1, page
4.17-1

4.17.1, page
4.17-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The primary impact to
groundwater flow would be in the
alluvial, glacial, and bedrock
aquifers in the open pit footprint
and cone of depression.
Groundwater flow in these
aquifers would radially flow
towards the pit, and be captured
by the dewatering system. The
groundwater impact would grow
as mining proceeds to depth, and
the cone of depression
surrounding the pit becomes
wider and extends to depth.
Piteau Associates (2018a)

Although a specific dewatering
design has not been developed
at this point, the ultimate pit
dewatering design would be
based on a series of interim pit
phases that successively expand
and deepen the pit.

Groundwater modeling (Piteau
2018a).

In summary, there would be no
direct or indirect impacts on
baseline groundwater conditions
from implementation of the No
Action Alternative.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS include
figures that clearly show the predicted
depth and extent of groundwater
impacts. Specifically, we recommend
figures that show: (1) the simulated
maximum groundwater drawdown
associated with the open pit
dewatering cone of depression during
mining; (2) the aerial and depth
extent of the permanent groundwater
sink and post-closure cone of
depression; and (3) the change in
areal and depth extent of
groundwater changes due to the TSF.
As examples, please see the Donlin

We recommend that the DEIS
disclose how dewatering impacts
were predicted absent a specific
dewatering design.

The outcome of model predictions are
provided in this section. As requested
in comments previously submitted to
the Corps and in the comment on
section 3.17 above, we continue to
recommend that model uncertainties
and sensitivities be disclosed so that
the level of uncertainty associated
with model predictions are
understood.

Since the no action alternative
includes ongoing exploration, please
describe the impacts that exploration
has had on groundwater.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Figures have been added that show
the maximum pit drawdown at the end
of operations and post-closure; the
areal extent of the post-closure cone of
depression; and the areal extent of the
zones of influence around the TSFs
and main WMP.

Text describing the approximate
number, spacing and layout of
dewatering wells has been added. The
predicted impacts were based on
model projections. Specific design
features would be developed at a later
permitting phase.

Text and figures have been included in
Technical Appendix K4.17, and
summarized in Section 4.17,
Groundwater Hydrology, to address
uncertainties in the model due to the
range in input parameters such as
hydraulic conductivity, including
discussion of the Monte Carlo analysis
and its robustness compared to a
standard sensitivity analysis.

Text added to address pump test
impacts.

Response
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Comment
No.

5

6

7

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.17.2.1 Water

4.17.2.1 Water
Management
Ponds, Page
4.17-4

4.17.2.1 Pit
Dewatering,
page 4.17-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The WMPs may help restore

The WMPs are expected to have
no adverse impact on
groundwater quality, because
they would be lined to prevent
leakage of impacted water to the
subsurface.

The presence of a permanent
groundwater sink at the pit would
continue to locally influence
groundwater flow in the
immediate vicinity of the pit;
however, the influence on
groundwater flow would be
relatively small compared to
active mining operations. Piteau
Associates (2018a) estimates
that the post-closure cone of
depression would extend 2,000
to 4,000 feet or less during postclosure

estimates that the cone of
depression at the end of mining
would extend approximately
2,500 to 10,000 feet from the
crest of the open pit, depending
on the hydraulic character of the
affected aquifers.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Per our previous comments

Per our previous comments
submitted to the Corps on 8/15/2018,
we continue to recommend providing
a description of the liner that would
be used for the WMPs, a summary of
how the lined ponds will be monitored
to assure no leakage, and a
description of the contingency plans
that would be implemented should
leaks be detected.
In addition, we recommend disclosing
how the assertion that leakage would
be prevented comports with the one
liter/second leakage rate assumed in
Piteau 2018.

We recommend providing a summary
of how the “permanent sink” will be
maintained and monitored into
perpetuity or reference other sections
of the EIS where this information is
provided.

EIS (Figures 3.6-8 through 3.6-10)
and the Haile EIS (see Figures 4.3-9
to 4.3-14).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The magnitude and extent of changes

The cited sentence has been deleted
and replaced with discussion of
potential liner leakage and a
description of monitoring/pumpback
wells and contingency plans in Section
4.17, as well as 4.18, Water and
Sediment Quality.

Text has been added describing
pumping and monitoring of the pit
throughout post-closure.
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Comment
No.

8

9

10

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.17.2.4 Natural
Pipeline
Corridor –
Shallow
Groundwater
Interception,
Page 4.17-6

4.17.2.1 Bulk
TSF, Page
4.17-4

4.17.2.1 Bulk
TSF, Page
4.17-4

Management
Ponds, Page
4.17-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Potential contamination of
shallow groundwater and surface
water could occur during pipeline
construction from inadvertent
spills of fuel and fluids from
heavy machinery and trenching
equipment operating in close
proximity to the water table.

Tailings seepage that is not
captured could create a local
groundwater mound beneath the
TSF that could have a local
influence on groundwater flow.

Construction of the bulk TSF
would locally impact surface
water features at the site, and
potentially impact
groundwater/surface water
interactions; this impact is
expected to be small in extent
(e.g., near the vicinity of the bulk
TSF), but permanent.

downgradient groundwater flow
to maintain existing flow
conditions as surplus water is
treated and discharged
downstream of the mine site.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend referencing a Spill
Prevention Control Plan and including
a draft plan in the DEIS.

We recommend providing a reference
to the section of the EIS that
describes the TSF seepage collection
system. In addition, based on the
seepage collection system design, we
recommend that the EIS provide an
estimate of the amount of seepage
that would not be captured by the
system and describe the extent to
which the seepage would influence
groundwater flow (e.g., describe what
is meant by “local”).

We recommend providing a summary
of how groundwater will be
permanently impacted by discussing
the estimated extent as well as
providing a figure that shows the
extent of the groundwater impacts.

submitted to the Corps on 8/15/2018,
we continue to recommend
describing the magnitude and extent
to which the treated water discharges
would result in changes to
groundwater flow.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Chapter 5, Mitigation, describes BMPs,
permit requirements, and industry
standards to include development and
maintenance of Oil Discharge
Prevention and Contingency Plans
(ODPCPs) and Spill Prevention,
Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC)
Plans. These plans would be required
prior to construction and would be
developed at a later permitting phase.

The text has been revised to state that
an estimated 0.1 cfs will seep from the
main TSF tailings into shallow
groundwater. Some of that water is
expected to flow to and be captured by
the SCP. Some water could also flow
into deeper fractures in bedrock and
become entrained in groundwater flow
systems. Text and a figure have been
added to describe the extent of the
water table mound associated with the
main TSF.

Text and a figure (Figure 4.17-5) have
been added to further describe extent
of effects in relation to local features.

in groundwater flows in the NFK, SFK
and UTC basins, both with and without
discharge of treated water, are
addressed in the sections describing
the impacts of the pyritic TSF, main
WMP, and pit.
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Comment
No.

11

12

13

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.17.6.1, Page
4.17-11

Page 4.17-9

4.17.5
Table 4.17-1,
Page 4.17-8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cumulative effects
Overall, the incremental
contribution of Alternative 1, and
impact to groundwater from the
project and the past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable
future actions (RFFAs), would be
localized high-intensity changes
in the vicinity of the mine site
during the life of the project,
because the effects of the project
on groundwater are limited to a
relatively small area, and would
be reduced in post-closure as the
site is reclaimed and
groundwater returns to premining conditions in all areas
except the bulk TSF and the

Groundwater use would be
highest during construction and
operations, and is expected to
largely recover to pre-mining
levels once mining ends and
reclamation occurs, except for
the Bulk TSF and open pit.

Diverted groundwater would be
largely captured, treated, and
discharged to the affected
drainages during construction
and operations to restore natural
flow conditions.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

We recommend that additional
information be provided to fully
disclose cumulative impacts to
groundwater hydrology associated
with the Pebble project buildout. The
conclusion in the cited text is not
supported by any analysis. We
recommend providing a discussion of
the areal extent and depth of
hydrogeological changes during
mining and at closure associated with
open pit dewatering, waste rock
storage, TSF seepage, diversions,
and discharges. We recommend that
figures be provided to support the
discussion of cumulative impacts and
show the extent of impacts.
In addition, if terms like “localized”

As discussed in the comments above,
we recommend that the DEIS include
figures that show areal and depth
extent of groundwater changes during
mining and at long-term post-closure.

Section 4.17.2.1 does not currently
describe how natural groundwater
flow conditions would be restored.
We recommend that the DEIS include
the information that supports this
conclusion.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Further analysis of buildout scenario
has been added in the cumulative
effects subsection of Section 4.17,
Groundwater Hydrology, including an
estimate of areal extent and depth.
Revised text specifically references
areas and distances in relation to a
general buildout figure added to
Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences;
additional resource-specific figures are
not essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives.
Estimates of geographic extent and
magnitude have been added to the
text.

Figures have been added to Section
4.17, Groundwater Hydrology, and
Appendix K4.17, showing the areal
and depth extent of groundwater
changes around the pit, TSFs, and
WMPs. Table 4.17-1 has been edited
to add a line specific to potable water
(groundwater) supply use only.

Text has been added to describe the
restoration of natural flow in UTC and
SFK drainages from estimated WTP
discharges.

(Note that the cited text has been
deleted from this section, as the topic
is covered in other sections of the EIS:
Section 4.18, Water and Sediment
Quality, and Section 4.27, Spill Risk).
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
open pit where groundwater
impacts would remain.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
and “high intensity” are being used,
we recommend that they either be
defined or replaced with estimates of
the geographic extent and magnitude.
For example, modeling may be
needed to better characterize
cumulative impacts of the Pebble
project buildout.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 5

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.17 - Groundwater Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 4.18,
Page 4.18-1

3.18 and 4.18
- General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Effects due to reagents

General comment on
baseline data, analysis
area, and modeling.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

As recommended in our previous
comments submitted to the Corps
on 7/5/2018, please describe
whether there are data gaps with
the existing baseline studies for
the proposed action and
alternatives. If there are gaps, we
recommend discussing whether
there will be additional monitoring
and when it will be included in the
EIS. If no additional monitoring is
planned, then describe the extent
to which any data gaps affect
characterization of the affected
environment (section 3.18) and
the impact analysis (section 4.18).

x

Xanthate and other processing
reagents listed in Chapter 2 are not
captured in the water quality modeling
and are not discussed in Section 4.18.
We recommend that this section of the
DEIS describe whether and to what
extent the mine processing reagents
could impact surface water or
groundwater quality and the
procedures that would be in place to

Clearly define the area of analysis
for the baseline studies and
impact analysis for this resource
for all project components and
alternatives; and

x

The baseline studies are summarized
in this section and in Appendix K3.18.
We have the following overall
recommendations related to section
3.18 and 4.18:

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

A data gap analysis was conducted prior
to development of the DEIS.

x

PAGE | 1

Protection of surface and groundwater from
impacts associated with mine contact water,
including water potentially containing xanthate
or other processing reagents, would be
accomplished by capturing and treating water
prior to discharge as detailed in Section 4.18.

Revised text to provide definition of the
analysis area. Clarifying text has been
added to distinguish between affected
environment discussion relative to various
alternatives and variants. Additional detail
on affected environment specific to
Alternatives 2 and 3 are included in
Appendix K3.18.

x

Response

EPA Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.18 – Water and Sediment Quality

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, page
4.18-2

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-2

Section 4.18,
Page 4.18-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

All runoff water contacting
the facilities at the mine
site and water pumped
from the open pit would be
captured to protect overall
downstream water quality.

Figure showing outfall
locations

Effects on drinking water
sources.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Following this sentence, we
recommend including a summary
sentence on contact water that
infiltrates to groundwater.
Also, we recommend that the DEIS
include a sentence (with reference to
where more information can be found)

Outfall locations are provided in Figure
4.16-1. Due to the scale of the figure, it
is difficult to discern the outfall
locations in relation to the surface
water monitoring stations. We
recommend that an additional figure
be provided in the DEIS that shows a
close-up of each outfall location in
relation to the nearby surface water
monitoring locations and tributaries.

Section 3.18 describes the water
quality of existing drinking water
sources in the project area. However,
Section 4.18 does not directly discuss
whether the proposed project could
impact drinking water quality in these
existing sources, with the exception of
a brief reference in Table 4.18-1. The
discussion on impacts to drinking
water sources appears to be limited to
discussion of new drinking water wells
that would be developed to support the
project. We recommend the DEIS
include analysis and discussion of the
potential for impacts to existing public
and private drinking water sources.

monitor (e.g., toxicity testing of
effluents) and mitigate impacts.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Additional information has been added to text
indicating that contact water that may infiltrate
into the groundwater system at the mine site
will be collected at the mine site by the open
pit dewatering wells or by pumpback wells
located around the mine site.
The intent of the referenced sentence is to

Figure 4.18-1 showing discharge locations has
been added to the text as requested, and text
has been updated accordingly.

There are currently no drinking water wells in
the vicinity of the mine site, and groundwater
or surface water that currently serves as a
drinking water source distant from the site is
not expected to be impacted. Surface and
groundwater quality would be protected
through containment and treatment of all mine
contact water prior to discharge to the
environment.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-2

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water diversion,
collection, and treatment
systems would be
installed to address the

Non-acid-generating
quarry or waste rock
would be selected and
used in construction of
mine site roads and
embankments, utilizing
techniques commonly
used for grade control in
open pit mines (PLP
2018-RFI 021c), such as
testing for acid rock
drainage (ARD) and
metals at specified
intervals or block sizes.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS include
details and figures that show where
these would be constructed, direction
of flows, etc. for the construction

Section 3.18.1.1 mentions that some
metals are mobile under neutral
conditions. Therefore, we recommend
that the DEIS explain how the
selection and testing of construction
materials will ensure that metals will
not leach from these materials under
neutral pH conditions.

that indicates what proportion of
contact water is expected to manifest
as surface runoff versus infiltrate to the
groundwater. Such a statement is
important to provide context for the
sentence on 4.18-2 indicating that all
of the runoff water will be captured.
Finally, we also recommend adding
the same sentence to Chapter 5, along
with the details for how this water
would be “captured” and what would
be done with it (e.g., directed to a
holding pond; treated and released;
reference to a map indicating the
location of discharge – Figure 4.16-1
shows diversion channels and
collection ditches, but not effluent
locations).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Text has been clarified to indicate that specific
locations for all construction phase water
quality protection features and BMPs have not
yet been determined, but would be located to

Text clarified to indicate that testing for ARD
potential and leachable metals would be
conducted on material to be used for
construction. It is notable that the referenced
text addresses activities that would occur
within the mine site area and within the contact
water/groundwater capture zone, and if
leaching were to occur, the impacted water
would be contained and treated prior to
discharge to the environment.

describe the overall process by which contact
water potentially impacted by mining activities
will be contained, collected, and treated prior
to discharge. A sentence has been added to
refer to Sections 4.16 and 4.17 for additional
detail on surface water and groundwater
hydrology, respectively.
Noted. Information regarding capture and
treatment of water at the mine site is included
in Table 5-2 (Applicant’s Proposed Mitigation
Incorporated into the Project). New Appendix
K4.16 contains figures and tables showing
water balance model pathways, and Figure
4.18-1 has been added to show effluent
locations.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

9

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-3

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Paragraph titled: “Effects
of waste rock/tailings
storage and water
management ponds”

Paragraph: “Effects of
dewatering water
discharge in construction”
Statement “Following
module WTP processing,
water would be
discharged to the South
Fork Koktuli River (SFK)
catchment”

effects of ground
disturbance and erosion
on water quality during
construction.
Best management
practices (BMPs) for water
management and
sediment control
structures, including
temporary settling basins,
and silt fences, would be
installed to accommodate
initial construction at the
mine site.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend including the details
for mitigating these effects (e.g.,
containment, recycling/reuse) in
Chapter 5, Table 5.2.

We recommend adding reference to
the figures (4.16-1 and additional
figure requested in our comments
above on this section) showing
locations of discharge points for
treated water. It would also be helpful
to show anticipated flows to be
discharged on the maps, or, at a
minimum, refer a reader to where this
information is located.

We recommend including the details
for mitigating effects that are included
in this paragraph (e.g., temporary
sedimentation pond, tank or sand
separator; chemical addition; modular
treatment) to Chapter 5, Table 5.2.

period. We also recommend adding
the details from these 2 bullets to
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Information on these effects has been added
to Table 5-2.

Noted. The text describes the features of the
modular WTP that may be employed as
needed. Some information on WTPs is
included in Table 5-2; however, the table is
intended to provide PLP’s most substantive
design features, and excessive detail is not
likely to be informative to the public, nor useful
to the decision maker. USACE will include this
requested measure with all additional
measures suggested by cooperating agencies
and the public to be evaluated after the Draft
EIS comment period.
Figure 4.18-1 reference added to text. Figure
4.18-1 depicts WTP discharge locations.

minimize erosion and sedimentation impacts.
Details have been added to Chapter 5.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
…pyritic tailings would
remain fully submerged in
the lined pyritic TSF to
minimize ARD and ML.
The water over the pyritic
tailings would be
maintained sufficiently
deep to minimize aeration
of the water column,
resuspension of tailings by
wind-induced waves, and
oxidation of the tailings.
Excess water from the
pyritic TSF would be
pumped to the main
WMP.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
We recommend that the DEIS provide
a reference or discussion to disclose
how the oxygen content of the water
was predicted. From the description in
the text, it sounds like the oxygen
content would be low because the
water will be deep. We recommend
providing information on how deep the
water will need to be in order to create
thermal stratification and oxygen
depleted conditions in the water
overlying the tailings. Anecdotally, we
note that it does not seem likely that
the water depth in a storage facility
would be sufficient to allow for a low
oxygen content above the tailings to
develop; therefore, we recommend
that additional information be provided
to make this case, or consider
reanalyzing (or collecting) the
necessary data in the event that a
different conclusion may be reached.
We also recommend providing an
estimate of the depth of the water that
will cover the tailings to understand
what is meant by “sufficiently deep.”
We assume that pumping excess
water is necessary to mitigate the
potential for overtopping during
operations and recommend that this
be clarified in the document.
We recommend that details for
mitigation measures within these
sentences be captured in Chapter 5,
Table 5-2. Currently, only the pit is
discussed in Chapter 5 with

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Text has been clarified to indicate that the
purpose of submerging tailings would be to
prevent oxidation, and sufficient water
coverage would be maintained to prevent
resuspension and/or oxidation. The text was
not intended to describe oxygen content of the
water as a function of water depth, nor was it
intended to suggest that depletion of DO
concentrations is required.
Text has been further clarified to indicate that
the minimum depth criterion is "sufficient to
prevent oxidation," as opposed to a numerical
depth.
Noted. Information on freeboard in the pyritic
TSF that would mitigate the risk of overtopping
is included in Table 4.16-1.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The main embankment at
the bulk TSF would
operate as an unlined
flow-through facility. Water
collecting in the bulk TSF
would flow through the
embankment to the main
embankment’s seepage
collection pond (SCP).
From there, water would
be directed either to the
main WMP for use in the
mill, or to the main WTP
(WTP#2) for treatment
and discharge. Excess
surface water in the bulk
TSF would be similarly
managed

Based on the geochemical
analysis of source rock,
the chemistry of runoff
from rockfill in
embankment dams is
expected to be
comparable to that of
natural surface water and
groundwater, with two
possible exceptions (SRK
2018d):

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend clarifying whether the
last reference to the bulk TSF should
be pyritic TSF since the previous text
already discusses the bulk TSF.

SRK 2018d is not included in the
references section; therefore, these
predictions cannot be evaluated. We
recommend including SRK 2018d in
the reference list.

overtopping in closure and the bulk
TSF for spill risk in operations/closure.
We recommend adding discussion of
mitigation measures for reducing the
impact of overtopping risk for the
pyritic TSF to Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Addressed; second reference of bulk TSF has
been updated to pyritic TSF.

Addressed; SRK (2018d) has been added to
the reference section and is available on the
Pebble Project EIS website.
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Comment
No.

13

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section
4.18.2.1,
Figure 4.18-4

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Rock containing explosive
residues. Explosives used
during mining would
consist of ammonium
nitrate/fuel oil (ANFO)
mixtures manufactured on
site (PLP 2018d). This
rock would be monitored
until explosive residues
have been leached

“Effects from
Embankment Rockfill
Runoff…This rock would
be managed separately
based on PAG
classification and would
be used only in limited
locations on the northern
embankment of the pyritic
TSF where runoff would
be directed to the main
WMP.”

“The size of the ponds
and the design criteria
intended to prevent
overtopping of pond water
are described in Section
4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology. Upset
conditions that could lead
to unexpected release of
pond water to the
environment are
addressed in Section
4.27, Spill Risk.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

It isn’t clear from the text how rock
containing explosive residues would
be managed and monitored. We
recommend that the DEIS provide
details for where these rocks would be
placed, how leachate would be
collected, how the leachate would be
managed (e.g., treatment), and the
specific monitoring and criteria that
would be used to determine that the
explosive residues have leached so

We recommend that the DEIS include
the details in the discussion of what
would be done to mitigate the effects
from this rock in closure/post closure.

No measures are discussed in Table
5-2 to mitigate for the risks of spills
from any of the ponds and Chapter
4.27 is not available to determine what
measures are discussed there. We
recommend adding the details of
mitigation measures to reduce the
impacts of overtopping ponds to
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

The referenced text refers specifically to
rockfill embankment runoff. Text has been
clarified to indicate where monitoring would
occur to assess explosive residues potentially
leaching from this material.
Text has been clarified. Explosive residues
were considered in evaluating changes to
water quality (SRK 2018a).
Noted. Nitrate is a factor that needs to be
considered in design of treatment systems, but

As described in the text of this section, the
chemistry of runoff from rockfill embankments
is expected to be comparable to natural
surface and groundwater conditions, with two
possible exceptions: PAG rock and rock
containing explosive residue. PAG rock would
be placed in the open pit and submerged at
closure, eliminating the ARD potential, and no
residual explosive residues would be expected
to remain at closure.

Noted. Section 4.27 includes discussion of the
EIS-Phase FMEA (AECOM 2018l), which
considered the risk of release from
overtopping.
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Comment
No.

16

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Should a small spill occur,
effects on the surrounding
environment would be

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that a preventative
maintenance program also be included
as an “implementing control” since

that the rock is safe for placement.
These details are necessary to
understand the effectiveness of this
mitigation measure and determine
water quality impacts due to explosive
residues. We recommend that these
rocks be placed where any leachate
will be directed toward a storage pond
for treatment so that ammonia, nitrate,
and fuel oil are not released to the
groundwater, surface water, or soils in
the area.
We recommend that this section
discuss the extent to which explosive
residuals were estimated and
disclosed in predicting changes to
water quality.
We recommend that details regarding
management of rock containing
explosive residues and treatment and
disposal of leachate be added to
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.
We note that water treatment of
selenium by a fluidized bed reactor
(FBR) is inhibited by the presence of
nitrate – nitrate must be used up by
the bacteria before selenate will be
reduced. We recommend that the
DEIS consider this factor given the
water treatment proposed.
http://www.envirogen.com/files/files/ET
I_Selenium_GrayPaper_V_FINAL.pdf

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative

it would not be considered to be present in
sufficient quantity to prevent biological
selenium removal from functioning. Nitrate
residues should be a consideration in the
sizing of the system.
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Comment
No.

17

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water treatment – “There
is some concern,
however, that salt and
selenium could build up
over time in the pyritic
TSF, which has the
potential to lead to
increased TDS
concentrations that would
require treatment in the
main WTP”.

minimized by
implementing controls,
including automatic
shutoff devices, and inplace spill response
equipment and
procedures (PLP 2018d).
Section 4.27, Spill Risk,
describes the potential for
and effects of a large
hydrocarbon spill.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Our assessment is that this concern is
likely to occur, since the concentrated
residual waste solids from both
treatment plants will be added to the
pyritic TSF. This also may be a
concern with the oxidized and reduced
sludges produced during other steps in
water treatment also being added to
the pyritic TSF. Whether metals,
metalloids, and non-metals will be
released from those waste streams will
depend on whether they are held
under the same conditions as when
they were formed. Oxic precipitates
(e.g., ferric oxyhydroxides – along with
any sorbed metals/metalloids) can be
expected to be reductively dissolved if
in reducing conditions; reduced
precipitates (e.g., amorphous
elemental selenium, metal sulfides)
can be expected to re-dissolve if in
oxidizing conditions. Increased ionic
strength (higher TDS) will cause
release of ions sorbed to precipitates if
they are not chemically bonded. Ions

smaller spills can be prevented if
hoses, especially on large equipment,
are replaced before they have a
chance to burst.
We also recommend adding
discussion of shutoff devices to
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.
Please provide details for mitigation of
impacts from contact and runoff water
during construction to Chapter 5, Table
5-2.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Noted. Additional text on WTP issues and
suggestions for further investigation and
potential design changes as an adaptive
management strategy to manage salt loading
have been added to Appendix K4.18.

to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include these requested measures
with all additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

18

19

20

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Treated water from the
WTPs would be used to
supply process needs,
and the remainder would
be discharged to the
environment downstream
of the mine site. All
WTP#1 treated water and
most WTP#2 treated
water would be
discharged, and a small
portion of the WTP#2
treated water would be
used for process and

discharge water from both
WTPs is currently
expected to meet ADEC
criteria

The open pit WTP would
also include biological
selenium removal

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

These two sentences seem to
contradict each other. We recommend
that the DEIS clarify whether the first
(which seems to indicate that process
needs would be a large use of water)
or the second (which states that only a
small portion of the water would be
used in the process) is reflective of the
expected conditions on site.

We recommend that the DEIS provide
a comparison with expected APDES
permit effluent limitations in addition to
ADEC criteria.

We recommend that the document
explain whether this WTP technique
has been utilized at other mine sites, in
particular for the proposed treatment
rates. If it has been utilized elsewhere,
please explain how the differences in
temperature at the Pebble site would
affect the biological activity associated
with Se removal, as well as describe
whether the effect of temperature on
the efficiency of Se removal using this
technique has been evaluated.

released will become re-sequestered
as either oxidized or reduced solids (or
re-sorbed to another solid) depending
on their final environment, but this may
take some time.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

Addressed. Conflicting text removed and
statement edited for clarification. All WTP#1
treated water and most WTP#2 treated water
would be discharged to the environment
downstream of the mine site, and a small
portion of the WTP#2 treated water would be
used for process and power plant needs.

It is expected that the most stringent ADEC
water quality criteria that are the basis of the
referenced comparison meet or exceed criteria
that would be issued under an APDES permit.

This technique has been applied at other mine
sites, and in general, the temperature issue
does need to be accounted for in the design.
Heating may be required to bring the
temperature to a minimum of 5°C for the
biological treatment process. Text has been
added for clarification.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

21

22

23

24

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-6

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-6

Section
4.18.2.1,
Pages 4.18-5
and 6

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some waterbodies may
also have site-specific
water quality criterion.

“Additionally, installing
engineered discharge
chambers at discharge
points would reduce
effects on certain water
conditions such as
turbidity and dissolved
oxygen by baffling the
discharge and allowing for
more equilibrium of water
condition at the discharge
point.”

ADEC regulates
wastewater discharges
from hard-rock mining
facilities through various
permits:

Water from both treatment
plants would be
strategically discharged in
a manner that would
optimize downstream
aquatic habitat, based on
modeling and monitoring
during discharge (PLP
2018d).

power plant needs.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS either
clarify that no waterbodies in the
project area have site specific criterion
or delete this sentence as it is not
applicable to the project. We note that
if a request for site specific water

Discussion of discharge chambers is
also included in Table 4.18-1 (with
respect to groundwater) and on Page
4.18-13 (with respect to erosion). We
recommend adding this mitigation
measure to Chapter 5, Table 5-2, and
note that discharge chambers are also
a mitigation measure for
water/sediment quality and for fish.

We recommend clarifying that an
APDES permit would be issued unless
the discharge is not to WOTUS,
necessitating a domestic wastewater
discharge permit.

As noted in our comments on section
4.16, we recommend that additional
details be provided in the DEIS to
understand how this water discharge
would be implemented during
construction, operations, and closure.
Also, our review finds that PLP 2018d
is not currently provided in the list of
references.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Addressed; sentence removed.

PAGE | 11

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.

Addressed. Text has been updated to include
additional information. An APDES permit is
necessary and would be issued unless
discharge is not to WOUS, in which case a
domestic wastewater discharge permit would
be required.

It is unclear what specific additional details are
being requested. The EIS currently describes
the treatment and discharge process during
each phase of the project (e.g., identifies
discharge locations, discusses impacts to flow,
water chemistry and water temperature from
discharges to individual drainages, and
assesses potential impacts on fish habitat).
PLP (2018d) has been added to Chapter 9
and is available on the project website.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

25

26

27

28

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section
4.18.2.1,
Section 4.18-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“…water level in the open
pit would be maintained to
allow controlled placement
and management of the

Effects from deposition of
fugitive dust and Effects
from dust suppression
water

The results indicate a
small expected increase in
the concentration of
metals in surface water as
a result of dust deposition,
ranging from 0.1 to 0.7
percent, which would not
result in exceedances of
the most stringent water
quality criteria

Appendix K4.18 provides
the methodology used to
calculate the incremental
increase in surface water
and Table K4.18-12
shows the results.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend adding this mitigation
measure to prevent oxidation of the
pyritic tailing in the pit during
placement to Chapter 5, Table 5-2,

These sections discuss impacts of
dust on water and sediment quality,
but dust is only presented in Table 5-2
with respect to air quality. We
recommend adding details for
mitigation of impacts from dust (and
suppression water) to Chapter 5, Table
5-2.

While fugitive dust alone would not be
sufficient to exceed a WQS, it is not
clear if the additive effect of fugitive
dust and WTP outflow were evaluated
cumulatively. We recommend
providing a Table showing the
cumulative concentrations and
loadings from these sources as
compared to current conditions and
the criteria.

From reading the description in the
Appendix, it does not appear that
loading to surface water from soil
runoff is included in the calculations;
however, this may be a relatively large
flux since the settled dust to the
terrestrial landscape will be more
mobile than native soil particles. We
therefore recommend that it be
considered in the analysis.

quality criteria is to be made, there is
an established process to follow with
the state and the EPA.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

Noted. Information on subaqueous storage
has been added to Table 5-2.

Noted. Section 5.2.1.2 (BMPs) includes a
description of dust mitigation.

Addressed, text has been updated to include
the predicted range of increases of constituent
concentrations from to dust deposition, which
would not result in exceedances of the most
stringent water quality criteria in background
conditions or WTP outflow conditions.

Comment noted. Water quality modeling does
not specifically consider sediment load;
however, sediment and dust runoff impacts to
surface water quality are assessed separately.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

29

30

31

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section4.18.2.
1, Pages 4.187 and 8

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water management and
treatment during closure
and post-closure is
expected to minimize
effects on water quality
during both the physical

“Free water on the surface
of the bulk TSF would be
pumped to the main WMP
through approximately
year 15 post closure, then
to the open pit through
approximately year 50
post-closure. The bulk
TSF would be graded and
revegetated to direct
surface runoff toward the
closure spillway at
approximately year 10
post-closure.”

“…maximum management
level…”

PAG waste rock in dry
areas of the pit, while
keeping a water cover
over the submerged pyritic
tailings.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the reference to
Table K4.18-10 which shows treated
discharge quality at closure be
corrected. Table K4.18-10 shows that
discharge water quality is predicted to
exceed water quality criteria for

Chapter 2 states that the bulk TSF
would have a dry closure. The second
sentence here indicates that the TSF
would be graded and revegetated (at ~
10 years post-closure) such that water
would not remain on the top of TSF but
run off toward a spillway. However, the
first sentence indicates there would be
“free water on the surface” and that it
would be pumped to the open pit from
years 15-50 “post-closure.” Please
clarify why there would be free water
on the surface of the TSF after it had
been graded and revegetated or revise
where necessary.
In addition, we recommend providing
details on the spillway and where the
water will be directed.

We recommend providing a numerical
estimate of the water level referred to
here.

along with detail for the water level in
the pit during this stage of filling the pit
with mining wastes.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 13

Addressed. Clarification from Knight Piésold
was received in RFI 106. Table has been
removed and information in Appendix K4.18
has been updated to include expected WTP
discharges in closure.

Addressed. Paragraph has been re-organized
and text has been added to clarify the
statement and address the apparent
discrepancy.
Addressed in text, see comment above.

Addressed, text has been added providing
additional information regarding the maximum
management elevation of the pit lake in
closure. Additional general details of the pit
lake are included in Appendix K4.18, Table
K4.18-12.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

32

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Groundwater modeling
estimates that the bulk
TSF would contribute
about 0.2 cfs of seepage
to the underlying
groundwater system
during and at the end of

closure of the site and
associated reclamation
activities, as well as
during long-term postclosure and associated
maintenance and
monitoring activities.
Water quality would be
monitored and the
treatment process would
be adjusted as needed.
Table K4.18-5 provides an
estimate of treated
discharge water quality
from the pit lake.
WTP processes are
expected to be effective in
treating water to meet
discharge criteria,
although concerns
regarding potential longterm increased TDS levels
may require further
investigation as design
progresses and/or
adaptive management
strategies are
implemented during
operations (Chapter 5)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

It is not clear whether the 0.2 cfs value
is a mean, maximum, etc. We
recommend that the DEIS clarify this
value and describe any uncertainties
associated with the estimate.

mercury and selenium. Because of
these exceedances, the conclusion
that the WTP processes are expected
to be effective is not accurate. Given
that predicted exceedances are
discussed, we recommend that this
conclusion be revised.
We recommend that the DEIS
specifically disclose predicted
exceedances of water quality criteria at
closure, including the magnitude,
duration, and geographic extent of
these exceedances downstream of the
discharge points. In addition, we
recommend that an alternative or
variant WTP process be developed,
analyzed, and included in the DEIS so
that there is an alternative to the
proposed action that would result in all
water quality standards being met at
closure.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 14

The information referenced is from Piteau
Associates (2018a), and a citation has been
added to the text. The value of "about 0.2 cfs"
is a rough estimate of the flow rate, believed to
be accurate within a factor of 5. Text has
been clarified.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

33

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Hydraulic containment of
seepage flow from the
bulk TSF would be
achieved and maintained
using a series of control
measures (Appendix
K4.15, Table K4.15-1)
Groundwater modeling
suggests that a sump or
pumping wells with an
operating elevation of
1,250 ft at the main SCP
and a grout curtain with an
effective hydraulic
conductivity of 1x10-5
cm/s would be effective in
capturing seepage (Piteau
2018)

mining

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Table K4.15-1 does not provide the
details regarding the location of these
seepage capturing features or the
details that would support the
conclusions that all the groundwater
from the bulk TSF would be contained.
Therefore, insufficient information is
currently provided to evaluate the
impacts to groundwater quality from
the bulk TSF.
Per our comments submitted to the
Corps on 8/15/18, we continue to
recommend providing additional
information related to hydraulic
containment. We recommend that this
information include, at a minimum: (1)
figures that show the location of the
underdrains; (2) figures that show the
locations and cross-sections of the
seepage pumpback wells in relation to
the plume of contaminated
groundwater; and (3) a discussion of
these designs in relation to the
groundwater modeling that reflects the
Corps’ independent analysis, specific
conclusions on the effectiveness of
these measures, and any
uncertainties.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 15

We agree that information in Table K4.15-1 is
limited on this topic; cross-reference to this
table has been deleted as redundant to
features described in bullets and RFI
references in this section. A discussion of the
potential for impacted groundwater migration
beneath the SCP and related uncertainties has
been added to Section 4.17 (and Appendix
K4.17), and a cross-reference to that section
added in Section 4.18.
Text has been added to Section 4.18 to
address the drainage system between the bulk
TSF and SCP, and the hydraulic containment
system beneath the SCP. Both are currently
conceptual only (e.g., PLP 2018-RFI 006) and
would be developed in final design. The
primary design criterion for management of the
SCP, defined as “no detectable seepage
downgradient of the collection and pumpback
systems,” has been added to the text. Crossreferences have been added to a
hydrogeologic cross-section in Section 3.17
showing units between the bulk TSF and SCP,
and a conceptual cross-section in RFI 006Figure 1. A cross-reference to Section 4.17,
where discussion of the potential for impacted
groundwater migration beneath the SCP and
groundwater model uncertainties can be
found, has also been added. Text added to
indicate that additional seepage collection,
cutoff walls, and/or pumpback systems may be
installed downstream if necessary, as
determined by monitored water quality (PLP
2018-RFI 006a).
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Comment
No.

34

35

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section
4.18.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Groundwater modeling
suggests that a sump or
pumping wells with an
operating elevation of
1,250 ft at the main SCP
and a grout curtain with an
effective hydraulic

“…be captured by the
main embankment SCP”
“The main embankment of
the bulk TSF would be
designed to promote
seepage to the SCP,
thereby minimizing the
volume of water contained
within the tailings
impoundment and
promoting embankment
stability”
“North-flowing
underdrains…Seepage
pump-back wells
downgradient of the three
SCPs.”
For the pyritic TSF:
“Potential leakage through
the liner would be diluted
by unimpacted
groundwater flowing
northward down the NFK
east drainage, and would
be intercepted by the main
WMP and its
downgradient seepage
pumpback wells.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Piteau 2018 is not included in the
references and therefore the
groundwater quality modeling cannot
be adequately evaluated. We
recommend that this document be
added to the reference list. Also, we
recommend that the model approach,

We recommend adding details on
mitigation of seepage to Chapter 5,
Table 5-2.
Also, we recommend that the Corps
consider whether the well field
downstream from the WMP, that would
intercept any leakage from the pyritic
TSF going to the WMP, is sufficient to
protect groundwater quality, or
whether a double liner would be
advised (under either or both the
pyritic TSF and WMP) as an additional
mitigation measure. We further
recommend that this analysis be
discussed in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 16

Piteau Associates (2018a) has been added to
the Chapter 9 reference list and is available on
the project website. Text was revised to
reference discussion of the groundwater
model approach, including sensitivity and
uncertainty in Section 4.17, Groundwater
Hydrology.

Noted. Seepage mitigation has been added to
Section 5.2.1.2 BMPs.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
The measure will be added to Appendix M –
Mitigation Assessment and considered by the
agencies as potential permit requirements.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

36

37

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Several metals, TDS, and
sulfate in the main SCP
are predicted to exceed
baseline concentrations
and regulatory criteria at

The predicted
concentration of
constituents in
groundwater beneath the
bulk TSF and between the
TSF and the main SCP
would be similar to those
listed in Table K4.18-2
and Table K4.18-3 for the
main SCP.

conductivity of 1x10-5
cm/s would be effective in
capturing seepage (Piteau
2018).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS clearly
disclose in this section which metals
are predicted to exceed baseline and
regulatory criteria in groundwater and
the length of time over which post-

Table K4.18-2 does not have a column
titled SCP or seepage collection pond,
therefore it not possible to know what
predicted concentrations of
constituents in groundwater are being
referred to. We recommend clearly
adding the necessary information to
the tables referenced. Assuming the
SCP may be listed as the “Pyritic
Tailings Sand Wedge” column in the
table, the predicted water quality would
exceed WQS for numerous metals.
However, given the differences in
metal composition between the pyritic
and bulk TSF, it seems unlikely that
predicted concentrations in
groundwater would be similar to those
for surface water. We recommend that
additional information be provided on
the predicted groundwater
concentrations below the bulk TSF.

evaluation, and sensitivities and
uncertainties be disclosed, as
described in our comments on the
other models used.
In addition, we recommend that the
DEIS clearly describe what is meant
by “modeling suggests” so that the
level of confidence in this information
is disclosed to agency decision makers
and the public.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Text clarified.

PAGE | 17

Table K4.18-2 has been revised to show which
column reflects anticipated conditions in the
SCP.

Addressed. Text updated.
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Comment
No.

38

39

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The potential for liner
damage (e.g., from ice or
placement of waste rock)
leading to leakage of
tailings porewater was
evaluated in the EISPhase Failure Modes
Effects Analysis (FMEA),
and the likelihood of
occurrence was
considered to be low to
moderate (AECOM
2018l).

Pond water leaking
through the pond liners
would be intersected
intercepted by underdrain
systems included in the
design of those facilities,
and subsequently pumped
back to the respective
WMP (PLP 2018-RFI
019a); however, some
water could bypass the
underdrain system and
seep into underlying
shallow groundwater

the end of mining and the
end of closure Phase 3,
and thus would require
continued treatment at
WTP#3 in post-closure
(Knight Piésold 2018d).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

AECOM 2018l is not included in the
references and therefore information
on the potential for leakage through
the liner cannot be evaluated. Of
specific interest are the predictions of
number of defects/ holes per area of
the liner. There are several different
values for this available in the literature
that could result in significant
differences in terms of groundwater
concentrations/impacts. Therefore,
having access to this information is
critical for the evaluation of the EIS
and we recommend that the AECOM
2018I document be provided in the text
or appendix of the DEIS for review and

It is not clear based on the information
presented how it was determined with
certainty that 100% of the TSF
seepage will be collected, while for the
smaller, lined WMP, it is anticipated
that seepage could bypass the system
and impact groundwater. We
recommend including additional
information in the DEIS to support the
100% seepage collection conclusion or
alternatively, revising that conclusion
as appropriate.

closure groundwater management and
collection and water treatment
(associated with groundwater) would
be required.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

AECOM (2018l) has been added to
references.

PAGE | 18

The discussion subtitled “Effects from TSF
Seepage” details the process by which
seepage would be directed to the SCP through
a system of underdrains and sloping terrain,
with secondary capture through a series of
pumpback wells downgradient of the SCP.
The potential for contaminated groundwater to
migrate in units beneath the bulk TSF and
SCP, based on uncertainties in the
groundwater model, is provided in Section
4.17, Groundwater Hydrology, with a crossreference in Section 4.18.
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Comment
No.

40

41

42

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-10

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9 and 10

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In a discussion of the
estimated maximum
leakage rate through the
liner of the main WMP:
“…daily leakage rate of
nearly 23,000 gallons.”

“Pond water leaking
through pond liners would
be intersected by
underdrain systems
included in the design of
those facilities…”

“If monitoring were to find
that groundwater quality is
not improving during the
post-closure period,
additional remedies would
be implemented to
capture and/or treat
impacted groundwater.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

This seems like a lot of water to leak
daily. The response to RFI 019c stated
that 1 l/s equates to about 30
gallons/acre/day for each facility,
which is < 480 gal/acre/day stated as
being regulated for “metal laden
seepage water” (https://geosyntheticinstitute.org/papers/paper15.pdf). This
is a lot of water to have to store in the
pond, treat, and potentially not
capture. We were unable to find the
actual acreage for any of the mine
facilities in the PLP plan (Chapter 2)
and were unable to find any
information about the type of liner and
its hydraulic conductivity. In addition,
the FMEA was not provided in the

We recommend adding these details
to Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

We recommend that the DEIS
describe the groundwater monitoring
that would occur during closure/postclosure (monitoring locations,
frequency, and parameters), the
criteria that would be used to
determine if additional remedies are
needed, and details of the additional
remedies that would be implemented.

comment.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 19

The intent of the referenced text is to describe
the anticipated leakage from the WMP, and
assess the planned process for monitoring and
managing that anticipated leakage. The
assumed leakage rate is based on anticipated
defects in a composite liner system with
excellent contact between the liner and
subgrade (Giroud and Bonaparte 1989; PLP
2018-RFI 019c). Text has been revised to
discuss the leakage rate in context of the
capture and pumpback process.

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.

Text has been revised to align with Closure
Water Management Plan (Knight Piésold
2018d).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

43

Agency

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Based on the current
mine plan, it is possible
that gaps exist along the
main WMP embankment
that would allow
potentially affected
groundwater to flow
through areas where wells
are limited (e.g., along the
southwest side of the
embankment, Figure 4.161). As discussed in the
EIS-Phase Failure Modes
Effects Analysis (FMEA),
the final location and
spacing of pump-back
wells would be determined
based on additional
hydrogeologic
investigation as design
progresses to minimize
the likelihood of this
occurrence.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that it may be less
costly to have a better liner system
(double liner to protect against defects
and damage to one) than to have to
pump this much water back to a pond
and then have to pump it out and treat
it later, not to mention needing to
consider this in sizing of the pond
(which results in an increased
footprint). Additionally, the discussion
includes that there is potential for gaps
in the well network (also can see on
Fig 4.16-1), which would lead to
potential impacts on groundwater. We
note that the best mitigation measure
for groundwater impacts caused by the
potential inability to capture seepage is
to minimize the potential for seepage
to occur.
For all of these reasons, we
recommend that the Corps consider an
alternative, variant, or additional
mitigation measures to minimize
leakage from these liners (facilities),
such as a double-liner system. In
addition, we recommend that the DEIS
include details from the additional

current document. It is unclear whether
this value considers both seepage
(inherent loss expected due to the
hydraulic conductivity of the material)
and leakage (assumed from
deformities or damage to the liner), or
from only leakage. We recommend
that these details be discussed in the
DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 20

Noted. USACE will include this requested
measure with additional measures suggested
by cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
The measure will be added to Appendix M –
Mitigation Assessment and considered by the
agencies as potential permit requirements.
Further description of proposed future design
work that would include additional site
investigation and monitoring network
development are described in PLP (2018-RFI
019c).
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Comment
No.

44

45

46

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1,
Pages 4.18-11
and 12

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-11

Section
4.18.2.1 Page
4.18-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

If monitoring shows that
groundwater quality is not
improving during the postclosure period, additional
remedies would be

After lake level rise,
groundwater gradients
toward the pit would be
maintained by managing
the pit lake level through
pumping and treating the
lake water in perpetuity.
With the pit water level
maintained at the
maximum management
level of 890 ft msl,
groundwater flow is
expected to be directed
radially toward the pit from
all directions.

Discussion of seepage
from overburden stockpile:
“…limited by segregating
mineralized overburden
from non-mineralized
overburden, and
stockpiling mineralized
materials that exhibit a
high potential for leaching
in the pyritic TSF.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

As noted above, we recommend
providing additional information that
describes the groundwater monitoring
that would occur at closure/postclosure and the additional remedies

In order to provide context for the postclosure discharge rate, we recommend
that the DEIS discuss how this
discharge rate compares with the
volumes of water treated during the
operating phase of the mine.

We recommend providing information
on the volume/discharge that would be
required to pass through the water
treatment plant in order to maintain a
pit lake level of 890 ft during periods of
spring snowmelt.

We recommend including these
measures in Chapter 5.

hydrogeologic investigation regarding
well placement and consider revised or
additional well placement as needed to
improve the ability to capture leakage
and seepage.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 21

Text has been revised to align with Closure
Water Management Plan (Knight Piésold
2018d).

Information added to text based on Piteau
Associates (2018a).
Information added to text.

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
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Comment
No.

47

48

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-11

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Placeholder: Additional
information on pit lake
modeling, lake
stratification, and its
effects on water quality
was received November
1, 2018” “This information
will be reviewed and
incorporated in the DEIS.”

“Groundwater monitoring
would be conducted at
selected wells surrounding
the pit lake to confirm that
groundwater flow is
toward the pit and that
impacted groundwater is
not migrating outside of
the pit. Should monitoring
find that groundwater
does not flow toward the
pit or that groundwater
quality outside the pit is
degraded during the postclosure period, the
maximum management
level (890 ft msl) currently
proposed would be
reconsidered, and the pit
lake level would be
lowered to maintain
hydraulic containment.”

implemented to capture
and/or treat the impacted
groundwater as needed.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Figure K4.18-01 shows the top of the
PAG waste rock at 650 ft and the
maximum water level at 890 ft. We
recommend that the DEIS discuss the
anticipated water environment for the
submerged tailings and PAG and
whether the 240 feet of pit water is
expected to stratify and/or turn over. In
addition, we recommend that the DEIS
provide the depth at which water will
be obtained for treating (if there is

Please provide information in the DEIS
on the current groundwater level and
flow direction in the area of the pit. We
recommend that this information be
provided on a figure, along with the
cone of depression of the water table
expected during mining operations due
to de-watering.
In addition, we recommend providing
information on anticipated changes in
pit water conditions (e.g., stratification,
depths of oxygen infiltration, water turn
over) and any anticipated (if there are
any) influences on the covered PAG
and pyritic tailings if the pit water level
needs to be decreased.

that would be implemented.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 22

Addressed in 4.18 and in further detail in
Appendix K4.18.

Groundwater information, including the flow
characteristics during all project phases and
figures, have been added to Section 4.17 and
Appendix K4.17, Groundwater Hydrology.
Information on the anticipated water chemistry,
stratification, and other relevant pit lake
characteristics is provided in Appendix K4.18,
and a summary is provided in Section 4.18.
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Comment
No.

49

50

51

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-13

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-12

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“However, the potential
exists for erosion during
periods of high
precipitation and runoff to
overwhelm the BMPs,
resulting in an influx of
fine sediment and
increased turbidity into
gravel-dominated

Discussion of the effect of
dewatering on wetlands in
the vicinity of the mine
site.

Discussion of the effect of
dewatering on wetlands in
the vicinity of the mine
site.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend that the DEIS discuss
the impacts that the erosion would
have, both temporary and longer-term
and describe the mitigation measures
necessary to reduce those impacts.
We recommend that redundant BMPs
be used and/or that settling
basins/ponds/ditches be sized to
consider extreme events. We

We recommend that the DEIS discuss
the impacts that the erosion would
have, both temporary and longer-term
and describe the mitigation measures
necessary to reduce those impacts.
We recommend that redundant BMPs
be used and/or that settling
basins/ponds/ditches be sized to
consider extreme events. We
recommend that it is more protective to
oversize these components than to
undersize them based on averages.

We note that previously reduced soils
will become oxidized and there is the
potential for the oxidized metals to be
mobilized or form oxyhydroxides or be
sorbed to the soils (dependent on pH
and specific ions present). We
recommend that the DEIS discuss the
mitigation measures necessary to
reduce these potential impacts to soils
and groundwater.

stratification, water quality could be
expected to differ at differing depths).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 23

Impacts from erosion are discussed.
Mitigation measures to control sedimentation
have been included in Chapter 5.

The areas referenced are within the
surface/groundwater capture zone and any
oxidized metals leaching to groundwater would
be captured and treated prior to discharge to
the environment.

Effects on soils are presented in Section 4.14,
Soils. The effect of dewatering on soils,
specifically oxidation of soils at the mine site
as they become unsaturated, could affect
locally affect groundwater chemistry; however,
soils in this area that would be affected in this
way are predominantly stripped as overburden
during mining operations. Additionally, the
area is within the surface/groundwater capture
zone and any oxidized metals leaching to
groundwater would be captured and treated
prior to discharge to the environment.
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Comment
No.

52

53

54

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section

Section
4.18.2.2, Page
4.18-14

Section
4.18.2.1, Page
4.18-14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Surface Water: Metals

Based on a field review of
geology at material sites,
PAG material has not
been identified at any site
along the transportation
corridor, and the rock
types present are not
typical of PAG rock.

“Thus, low-intensity
sediment contamination in
between the removed
facilities could persist at
the mine site for decades
in post-closure[,]
potentially contributing to
water quality impacts over
time. To address this
potential impact, Chapter
5, Mitigation, provides a
recommendation for
additional testing of
sediment quality between
facility footprints at
closure.”

streambeds.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

It is not clear from the text whether

As noted earlier in the EIS, there are
numerous metals that are mobile
under neutral pH conditions (e.g.
arsenic, molybdenum, and selenium).
Therefore, evaluating material on the
basis of its acid generation potential
and not also due to the concentration
of other metals/metalloids would
potentially overlook water quality
impacts along the transportation
corridor. We recommend providing
additional information to support this
statement and provide a discussion of
how NPAG metal leaching rock will be
managed in the DEIS.

We recommend including this
recommendation in Chapter 5.

recommend that it is more protective to
oversize these components than to
undersize them based on averages.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Text clarified as suggested.

PAGE | 24

Comment noted. The material sites that would
support construction outside of the mine site
are not in mineralized areas and it is not
anticipated that leachable metals will be a
significant concern; however, mitigation
including testing of material sites for leachable
metals and PAG rock is included in Chapter 5.

Noted. USACE will include this requested
measure with additional measures suggested
by cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.
The measure will be added to Appendix M –
Mitigation Assessment and considered by the
agencies as potential permit requirements.
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Comment
No.

55

56

57

58

59

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

A container barrier wall

Section on Dust Impacts
on Marine Water Quality

Section on Surface Water
Quality

“The solids removed
would be thickened and
disposed of appropriately.”

“In addition, stormwater
treatment systems would
be in place at both ferry
terminal locations to
capture potential
contaminants.”

concentrations in surface
water predicted to
increase by 0.1% to 0.7%
as a result of fugitive dust
deposition, although no
exceedances of water
quality standards are
expected

4.18.5, Page
4.18-14

Section
4.18.2.2, Page
4.18-15

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend clarifying whether

We recommend that discussion of
mitigation of dust when loading the
concentrate also be included in Table
5-2.

We recommend that mitigation details
in this section also be included in
Chapter 5, Table 5-2.

We recommend that the DEIS
describe how they will be disposed.

We recommend that this read “capture
and treat.” Page 4.18-16 discusses
details for mitigation of surface runoff
at the Amakdedori Port, including
treatment that we recommend also be
included in Chapter 5.

these predictions include watershed
loading via surface water runoff. If
runoff is not included in the
predictions, these percentages may be
underestimates of the impacts of
fugitive dust on water quality. We
recommend clarifying and including
additional information in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 25

The referenced discussion describes planned

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.

Noted. Table 5-2 is intended to provide PLP’s
most substantive design features, and
excessive detail is not likely to be informative
to the public, nor useful to the decision maker.
USACE will include this requested measure
with additional measures suggested by
cooperating agencies and the public to be
evaluated after the Draft EIS comment period.

Text clarified regarding solids disposal.

Text revised as suggested.
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Comment
No.

60

61

62

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.4, Page
4.18-18

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-18

Surface water quality at
pipeline stream crossings
is expected to be within
water quality standards for
turbidity during
construction. Natural
turbidity measurements at
stream crossings along
the transportation corridor
were mostly below the
instrument’s minimum
detection level of 7–11

Marine vessel activity in
Upper Cook Inlet does not
appear to have
contributed to measurable
sediment contamination
(USACE 2013).

The clarified water would
then be treated with
sodium hydrogen sulfide,
sodium hydroxide, and
ferrous sulfate to further
co̻precipitate the
remaining metals under
reducing conditions

built around the fuel tanks
and a perimeter
containment curb
constructed around the
terminal would prevent
surface water runoff from
these facilities and
activities from reaching
off-site surface water.

4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

Section
4.18.2.3, Page
4.18-16

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend clarifying the
discrepancy between the first and last
sentences where one says turbidity will
be within WQS and the other says
there will be impacts above the WQS.

We recommend explaining how the
information on Upper Cook Inlet, which
is a non-depositional area, is
applicable to Kamishak Bay, which is a
net depositional area in the DEIS.

We recommend clarifying whether the
treatment described would be
adequate to treat any discharges of
hydrocarbons that could occur in the
surface runoff.

these barriers are in addition to any
required secondary containment.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 26

Addressed in text, text updated.
Overall, surface water quality at pipeline
stream crossings is expected to be within
water quality standards for turbidity during
construction. It is possible that isolated
occurrences of impacts above this standard
could occur temporarily (e.g., during highprecipitation periods along summer
construction segments); however, they would
likely be reduced within a short time frame
because of planned redundancies in BMPs,
erosion and sediment control measures.

Text revised to remove reference to upper
Cook Inlet.

Text clarified to indicate that the port WTP
would treat hydrocarbons (POL), if present in
runoff.

features that will contribute to stormwater
management at the port site, which includes
the planned secondary containment around
fuel tanks (barrier wall) and a perimeter
containment curb. Text clarified.
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Comment
No.

63

64

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.2.4, Page
4.18-19

Section
4.18.2.4, Page
4.18-18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Section 4.16, Surface
Water Hydrology,
addresses the potential for
sediment suspension,
plume transport, and
redeposition to occur

The extent of potential
impacts from hydrostatic
testing for pipeline
pressure testing would be
limited because the water
volumes required would
be small compared to the
volumes of potential
sources from rivers and
small lakes along the
route.

nephelometric turbidity
units (NTU) during 2018
field studies (Section 3.18,
Water and Sediment
Quality) (PLP 2018-RFI
036). ADEC water quality
standards specify that
turbidity levels may not
exceed 5 NTU above
these conditions (when
the natural turbidity level
is 50 NTU or less).
Isolated occurrences of
impacts above this
standard could occur
(e.g., during highprecipitation periods along
summer construction
segments)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We note that no mitigation for these
impacts is provided in either Table 5-2
or in Chapter 4.16. We recommend
that mitigation measures be provided
for these impacts and discussed in the
DEIS.

We recommend clarifying that this
discharge would need a state
authorized permit under 18 AAC 72 if it
is discharged to land.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
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Noted. General text describing erosion and
sediment control to minimize these effects is
included in Section 5.2.1.2 BMPs. USACE will
include the requested measure specific to the
marine environment with additional measures
suggested by cooperating agencies and the

Text clarified regarding permit applicability and
compliance.
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Comment
No.

65

66

67

68

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.4.3, Page
4.18-22

Section
4.18.4, Page
4.18-21

Section
4.18.3.1, Page
4.18-19

Section
4.18.3.1, Page
4.18-19

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The water removed from
the concentrate would be
treated in a WTP to meet
marine water quality
standards and discharged
through an outfall pipeline

“Under alternative 3,
impacts on the pipeline
corridor would be the
same as those described
for Alternative 2.”

In discussion of the
natural gas pipeline
corridor in Alternative 2:
“Impacts would be the
same as described for the
transportation corridor
under Alternative 3 for the
portion from Diamond
Point to the mine site.”

Due to similar seepage
design and downstream
capture under Alternatives
1 and 2, the downstream
dam alternative for the
bulk TSF main
embankment would likely
have the same impacts on
surface water and
groundwater quality as
centerline construction

during construction in the
marine environment.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

We recommend clarifying the
circumstances which would allow for a
discharge of process wastewater to
waters of the U.S. under the Clean
Water Act and NPDES regulations (40
CFR 122.2 defines Process

Section 4.18.3.4 is the “Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridor.” As noted in the
previous comment, impacts are not
described in Alternative 2 for the
complete pipeline corridor. We
recommend that the text be revised as
necessary.

We note that the pipeline corridor is
not discussed in Alternative 3’s section
on the transportation corridor and we
recommend that this discussion be
added to the text.

We recommend that the DEIS provide
figures that show the seepage design
systems for Alternatives 1 and 2 in
order to support the conclusion that
impacts would likely be the same.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 28

PLP (2018-RFI 066) describes process
wastewater discharge, specifically allowing for
some process water discharge to maintain a
site's water balance (referencing EPA
Development Document for Final Effluent
Limitations Guidelines and New Source

Text has been revised.

The discussion of Alternative 3 impacts
includes only those elements that vary from
Alternatives 1 and 2. The pipeline route under
Alternative 3 is the same as the pipeline route
under Alternative 2, so impacts are addressed
by reference to Alternative 2. Text has been
clarified.

Figures 2-4 and 2-45 show details of Bulk TSF
layout, including seepage collection system
configuration. Reference has been added to
text.

public to be evaluated after the Draft EIS
comment period.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

69

70

Agency

EPA

EPA

Page 4.18-24,
table 4.18-1

Page 4.18-23,
Table 4.18-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
wastewater as any water which, during
manufacturing or processing, comes
into direct contact with or results from
the production or use of any raw
material, intermediate product, finished
product, byproduct, or waste product)
considering the prohibition on this type
of discharge found in 40 CFR 440
Subpart J.
In order to understand the significance
of these impacts, we recommend that
these sentences be expanded to list
the metals that would be exceeded in
groundwater and the areal extent and
depth of exceedances. For surface
water, we recommend describing the
magnitude of the turbidity
exceedances and geographic extent
(which waterbodies and how far
downstream).

As noted above, we recommend that
the DEIS lists the parameters that
would be exceeded in groundwater
and the areal and vertical extent as
well as the duration (years).

Surface Water: Ground
disturbance and fill
placement could result in
increased turbidity in local
waterbodies and streams,
to be mitigated through
BMPs.
Groundwater: Metals
concentrations in shallow
groundwater may increase
as a result of the
disruption of wetlands and
fill placement
Groundwater: Local
impacts on shallow
groundwater quality in the
NFK west, east, and north
drainages are likely from
vertical seepage through
the bulk TSF, or leakage
through the pyritic TSF or
WMP liners. This would
result in localized
exceedances of water
quality standards within
the mine site footprint,

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

and diffuser to the marine
environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 29

Specific parameters are now listed in the text
of Section 4.18. Table 4.18-1 retains the list of
key issues.

Table 4.18-1 is intended to summarize key
issues. Specific details supporting those key
issues (including specific metals that may
increase due to wetland dewatering and
assessment of turbidity and sedimentation
effects) are included in the text of Section
4.18.

Performance Standards for the Ore Mining
and Dressing Point Source Category, pp. 501
[EPA November 1982]). Any discharge to
WOUS would be under permit and within
established regulatory framework.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

71

72

73

74

75

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.6, Page
4.18-29

Pages 4.18-26
to 27, Table
4.18-1

Page 4.18-26,
Table 4.18-1

Page 4.18-24,
Table 4.18-1

Page 4.18-25,
Table 4.18-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Pebble Project buildout –
development of 55
percent of resource over a

Construction vs
operations impacts

Localized increase in
turbidity at approximately
100 stream crossings.

Pit lake water quality
would exceed water
quality standards but
would be pumped to
maintain operational
levels and treated prior to
being discharged to the
environment.

Fugitive dust effects

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

No analysis has been provided in the
cumulative effects section to support
these conclusions. We recommend

We recommend that impacts from
construction and operations for the
road, ferry, and port site components
be summarized separately since it is
otherwise unclear which activities are
resulting in the impacts and the
duration of impacts.

We recommend that the DEIS
describe what is meant by “localized”
or provide the estimated extent of
impacts and define the magnitude of
the increases so that the significance
can be understood by agency decision
makers and the public. In addition, we
recommend that the table summarize
whether impacts during operations
would be different than construction.

As we have commented previously, we
recommend that this be revised to
disclose that mercury and selenium
discharges would exceed water quality
standards at closure. As noted above,
we recommend that the magnitude of
these exceedances be disclosed,
including the geographical extent
downstream, and the duration of the
impact.

We recommend summarizing the areal
extent of fugitive dust impacts on
groundwater for all of the alternatives.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 30

The analysis of cumulative effects has been
revised and expanded to include details on
RFFAs including the Pebble Mine expanded

Text clarified to distinguish between various
phases of the project.

Text clarified to define “localized” and
distinguish construction phase from operations
phase.

The table showing expected exceedances of
discharge criteria for mercury and selenium
were in error and have been corrected in the
DEIS.

Addressed. Statement added to explain the
modeled areal extent of dust deposition in
construction and operation phase of the mine
site is depicted in PLP (2018-RFI 065).
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
78-year period”
The buildout would
correspond to an increase
in the magnitude and local
extent of ground
disturbance impacts and
fill placement on
substrate, with a duration
increase of up to 98 years.
The potential for impacts
on surface water,
groundwater, and
substrate would increase,
and would be greater than
the combined impacts of
Alternatives 1 and 2.
Additional design features
to capture and treat
impacted water and waste
streams would be
necessary to manage
mine site impacts.
Overall, the magnitude of
cumulative impacts on
surface water,
groundwater, and
substrate quality from
RFFAs in general would
be expected to be
minimal, with the
exception of activities from
the Pebble project
buildout RFFA.
Cumulative effects would
increase within the mine
site footprint when
expanded to include

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
that additional information and analysis
be provided in the DEIS that includes
estimates of the extent, duration, and
magnitude of the cumulative impacts
of developing 55% of the resource
over a 78-year period. For example,
predicted groundwater and surface
water quality concentrations would
likely be different due to the presence
of larger TSFs, new large waste rock
facilities, and additional water
management ponds and features.
Some of these features would be
placed in the UTC watershed. Clearly
the water balance will be different.
These and other factors could
contribute to significant changes in
groundwater and surface water quality,
and we recommend that the EIS
provide a detailed analysis of these
cumulative impacts in order for the
reader to understand the significance
of the impacts.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 31

development scenario. Description of the
expanded mine scenario has been added to
Section 4.1.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

76

77

78

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section
4.18.6, Page
4.18-29

Section
4.18.6, Page
4.18-29

Section
4.18.6, Page
4.18-29

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Also, adding a diesel fuel
line would increase the
likelihood of hydrocarbon
spills…”

“Also, adding a diesel fuel
line would increase the
likelihood of hydrocarbon
spills…”

“The estimated area of
disturbance would be
greater than under
Alternatives 1 and 2
combined,…”

buildout development and
increased fill placement.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The brief description in Chapter 4.1
does not mention the fuel line. We
recommend that the DEIS explain why
a mine developed based on the
proposed action description would shift
to utilizing a concentrate pipeline and
diesel line under the expanded

To improve the analysis of potential
cumulative effects, we recommend
providing a detailed description of the
Pebble Project buildout in Section
4.18.6, or a reference to where the
description is provided. We also
recommend that this section describe
specifics of that scenario that are
relevant to surface water and
groundwater quality. For example, it is
not clear how waste rock would be
managed/segregated and how the
waste rock facilities would be
designed. It is not clear whether TSF
seepage management would change,
whether there would be different types
of water treatment processes and
outfalls and how these could change at
closure. We recommend that this
information be provided in the DEIS.

We recommend adding values for
estimated numbers of acres, wetlands,
streams, etc. affected in a table for
easier visualization of cumulative
impacts by a reader.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 32

Description of the expanded mine scenario
has been added to Section 4.1.

The analysis of cumulative effects has been
revised and expanded, including details on
RFFAs including the Pebble mine expanded
development scenario. Description of the
expanded mine scenario has been added to
Section 4.1.

The analysis of cumulative effects has been
revised and expanded, including details on
RFFAs including the Pebble Mine expanded
development scenario. Description of the
expanded mine scenario has been added to
Section 4.1.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
development scenario.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

EPA

General
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
We recommend that the DEIS
include a description of the
methodology for how the extent
and type of the direct and
indirect impacts to wetlands,
streams, lakes, ponds and
marine waters was estimated
(e.g., how figure 4.22.02 was
generated).
We also recommend including
an analysis of impacts resulting
from the project on a more
localized level, rather than as a
percentage of impacts within a
large-scale watershed.
In addition, we recommend
adding an analysis describing
how the baseline conditions for
each of the functions performed
by the aquatic resources
impacted by the project are
expected to change with each
project alternative. This is a
critical component of analysis for
this section of the DEIS in order
to adequately characterize the
likely impacts of each alternative.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The analysis uses the USGS 10-digit
hydrologic unit code (HUC) as a standard
watershed scale. Dividing the analysis area
into sub-watersheds (12-digit hydrologic
units) would greatly multiply the amount of
data to convey, without providing a benefit
to the reader. The sub-watersheds we
reviewed for the mine site, and it was
determined that with respect to impacts to
wetlands/waters, there was not a great
difference between sub-watersheds.
Chapter 3, Affected Environment, provides a
baseline description of the environment
(Section 3.22). Chapter 4, Environmental
Consequences, provides an analysis of
impacts to wetlands (Section 4.22) from the
three action alternatives to the environment
described in Chapter 3.
A functional assessment will not be
prepared for this proposed project or this
EIS. See response to Comment #8 in the
EPA Section 3.22 comment response
matrix.
Impacts are characterized by four factors;
the framework for impact analysis in the EIS
is provided in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences. For
wetlands, direct impacts are considered loss
of acres of wetlands and other waters.
Indirect impacts vary depending on the type
of impact and location within the indirect
impact zone, and include impacts from
dewatering, fugitive dust, or other types of
impacts described in Section 4.22. Impact
analysis is in accordance with CEQ NEPA
guidance.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

2

Agency

EPA

General
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
It is difficult to follow the various
mapping capabilities, datasets,
scale, and degree of field
verification that are used to
come to the conclusions in this
section, especially without
seeing the maps during this
review period.
The approach seems to be that
the areas that have better
mapping (such as the mine site
footprint) are used to represent
the approximation of the entire
HUC 10 watershed and are
compared to the disturbance
threshold. For example, on page
4.22-7, the document identifies
riverine wetlands as high-value;
however, it states that the extent
of such high-value wetlands is
not known in the 171,000-acre
watershed. As these wetlands
comprise approx. 3% of the mine
site, the same ratio in the entire
watershed is X number of
wetlands and the resulting
percent of impacts is a similar
percent as on the mine site. It is
unclear whether the footprint of
the mine site is actually
representative of the entire HUC
10 watershed. Applying this logic
to determine the described
threshold approach appears
problematic without additional
information in the DEIS to verify
the assertions presented.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Revisions were made that added
areas/percentages of field verified data for
each alternative in Section 3.22.2, and for
Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 component
impact areas.
For the mine site, NWI mapping was
available for the entire watershed and this is
now used for determining the proportionate
extent of impacts. NHD stream data was
used to calculate stream lengths. However,
as the NWI data does not include HGM, we
assumed a 3% estimate for the extent of
riverine wetlands in the watershed. The 3%
estimate for riverine wetlands within the
watershed is considered on the low end, as
the mine site is located in the upper
watershed, and we would expect riverine
wetlands to be more prevalent lower in the
watershed based on aerial imagery and
topography.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.22-1
4.22

4.22-1
4.22

4.22-1
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that, instead of
the threshold approach, the EIS
describe the amount of different
types of wetlands impacted
across the alternatives without
comparison to an arbitrary
threshold. Please see the white
paper that EPA sent to the AK
District in July 2018 that outlines
scientific concerns regarding this
kind of threshold approach.
If the Corps continues with use
of these thresholds, we
recommend that the DEIS
identify the scientific basis for the
thresholds proposed in this
paragraph and clarify how these
thresholds are being used in the
impacts analysis. We also

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify that the impacts described
in Section 4.22 are evaluated
differently in Appendix F
(404(b)(1) Analysis) and explain
why this is the case.
In addition, we understand that
the Corps will share the draft
404(b)(1) analysis with EPA for
review before it is included in the
Final EIS. We appreciate the
opportunity to provide early
input.

We recommend adding habitat
degradation downstream of the
mine site to the list of indirect
impacts.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Revisions made to Section 4.22.2 to clarify
the impact analysis framework. See also the
response to Comment #1 above.
The EPA white paper was reviewed and we
appreciate the concerns with how a
threshold approach has been used in other
EISs in Alaska. We feel that the amount of
wetland impacts, while important, should not
be the only criteria when assessing
magnitude. The use of thresholds, and the
concept of regionally important wetlands,
meets the impact assessment framework for
magnitude assessment for this EIS, per
CEQ NEPA guidance.
The phrase “within a particular watershed” is
clarified in 4.22.2, second paragraph.

The different processes of NEPA and CWA
404(b)(1) analysis are mentioned briefly in
Section 4.22. These are separate
processes. The USACE will provide the
404(b)(1) analysis when it is prepared,
which may or may not be included in the
Final EIS. The EIS would reflect information
as appropriate.

Revisions made to text in this section.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

Agency

EPA

4.22-1
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that the DEIS
clarify if and where the
temporary impacts are mapped.
If the temporary impacts were
not mapped, then please explain
how the numeric estimates of
temporary impacts in section
4.22.2 were determined.
We also recommend identifying
any evidence that exists that
supports whether restoring these

recommend that the DEIS clarify
how the approach proposed in
this paragraph is similar to the
approaches used in the Point
Thompson and Donlin Mine
EISs. We recommend that this
clarification include the history of
the approach, the exact
approach used in the referenced
documents, supporting scientific
literature, how the geographic
location of each project lends the
ability for similar analysis, and
adequacy of information
available to make these
comparisons.
We also recommend that the
DEIS clarify what is meant by
“within a particular watershed.”
We note that later sections refer
to a 10-digit HUC. We
recommend that the DEIS
explain throughout what scale is
used and why.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Duration of impacts has been clarified in
relevant sections.
Assessment of effectiveness of proposed
reclamation would be considered during a
later permitting phase.
Direct impacts at the mine site are
considered permanent. Temporary impacts
were mapped and are limited to the in-water
portions of the natural gas pipeline; dredging
for Diamond Point port; and the construction
access zone for the transportation corridors
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

7

8

Agency

EPA

EPA

4.22-2
4.22

4.22-1
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend that the DEIS
elaborate and offer examples
here, as this sentence is
confusing. It is unclear how
many potential watersheds are
used to determine the impact

We recommend that the detailed
reclamation and closure plan
referred to in the text be
provided in advance of the DEIS.
Our previously submitted
comments on PDEIS Chapter 2
recommended providing
additional details related to
reclamation and closure that
would typically be provided in a
reclamation and closure plan.
The information on reclamation
and closure is necessary to
support the analysis of impacts
and consideration of mitigation
measures in the EIS, pursuant to
NEPA.
We note that temporary impacts
are discussed throughout
Section 4.22. It is not currently
clear for agency decision makers
and the public to understand
how it was determined which
impacts would be temporary
without a detailed reclamation
and closure plan.

sites to “pre-construction
contours” would ensure that
functions would be restored to
pre-construction levels.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Text has been rephrased in Section 4.22.2.
The watersheds assessed in this approach
are listed in the direct impact tables in this
section.

A detailed reclamation plan (sometimes
called a reclamation and closure plan) would
be developed by the applicant at a later
time. A reclamation plan was not available
at the time of publication of the Draft EIS.
The in-water work for the natural gas
pipeline, and dredging for Diamond Point
port, are considered temporary impacts as
natural sediment movement would return
these areas over time to prior function. The
overland sections of the natural gas pipeline
are considered permanent impacts at this
time since a reclamation plan has not been
provided. It is expected that many of these
areas would also be reclaimed following
construction. The temporary construction
access zones in the transportation corridor
are outside of the road and pipeline footprint
and would be disturbed only during
construction (no fill or excavation).

and ports (which overlap with the indirect
dust zones).
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Comment
No.

9

10

11

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

4.22-7
4.22

4.22-5
4.22.2.1

4.22-2
4.22

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend clarifying why
Section 4.22 lumps the North

Section 4.22 estimates that the
proposed project would impact
24.1 miles of stream. We
recommend that the DEIS clarify
the methodology for how this
estimate was derived, including
explaining which impacts are
included in this estimate and
which impacts are not included.

It is not clear how this disclaimer
speaks to the validity of the
document to present the
information to the reader to
support the conclusions of the
‘disturbance area thresholds’
concept for the watersheds. We
recommend providing additional
information to support the
approach used. Also, please
describe the level of certainty
associated with the
approximations and describe
why the approximations are
adequate for the impact analysis.

threshold approach.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

Comment acknowledged. As per the
response to Comment #1 above, the

PAGE | 6

Stream length impacts have been revised.
Section 4.22.5 is intended to be a summary
of impacts for the alternative(s) and follows
an outline developed by the USACE. Details
of the impacts are provided in the each by
project component.
The stream length impact for Alternative 1
has been revised to 81 miles total. The
previous calculation of 32.5 miles of impacts
was based on NHD data for the perennial
streams rather than the field-verified
mapping for the project. Data were provided
as polygons from PLP. Direct impacts to
streams were calculated based on the
stream area and length within the
disturbance footprints for each project
component.

Data gaps are described in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment. See
the response to Comment #7 in the EPA
3.22 Comment Response Matrix.
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Comment
No.

12

13

Agency

EPA

EPA

4.22-29
4.22.6.2

4.22-29
4.22.6.1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

x

It appears that rather than
considering wetland losses
at the 10-digit HUC scale

Section 4.22.6.2 looks at the
cumulative effects of a 78-year
mine plan at the Pebble deposit.
We have the following
recommendations related to this
section.

We recommend that this section
describe the current wetlands
losses that have resulted from
exploration at the mine site. We
recommend including an
estimate of the amount, type,
and location of current wetlands
losses so that the baseline
affected environment and
impacts prior to mining
operations in the area are
understood.

Fork Koktuli and South Fork
Koktuli into one assessment
area while Section 4.24
evaluates impacts separately to
the North Fork Koktuli and South
Fork Koktuli.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Section 4.22.6 has been revised. A more
detailed analysis of impacts associated with
the expansion of the Pebble Mine has been
provided.

Section 4.22.6 has been revised. Based on
the environmental baseline data for
wetlands, no permanent loss of wetlands
has been described at the mine site due to
exploration activities.

impacts were not broken out by subwatersheds. The wetlands/waters
assessment was based on the HUC 10
watersheds for all project components and
alternatives. Environmental baseline data
collected for fisheries was broken out by
NFK and SFK sub-watersheds, and this was
carried through into Section 4.24, Fish
Values. This information is assessed as not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We also recommend that
this section evaluate how
the cumulative impacts to
wetlands, streams, and
other aquatic resources
would impact the functions
performed by these aquatic
resources.
Please quantify and
characterize the cumulative
impacts to streams, lakes,
and ponds under the 78year mine plan. These are
currently omitted.
In addition, we recommend
additional discussion
regarding the potential
expansion discussed in this
section. This could include
an analysis of how the mine
site footprint may or may not
be designed to anticipate

x

x

x

(as was done earlier in this
section) wetland losses are
now being considered
across a combined nine 10digit HUCs. We recommend
that the DEIS clarify why the
analysis shifts to a larger
watershed scale to evaluate
wetland losses in this subsection as compared to
earlier portions of 4.22 and
recommend using a
consistent approach to
evaluating wetlands losses if
possible.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

14

15

Agency

EPA

EPA

Figures

4.22-30
4.22.6.3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

When you compare Figure 4.222 to 4.24-1, it appears that
impacts to streams in figure
4.24-1 are underrepresented.
We recommend that the DEIS
clarify whether there is a
discrepancy between streams in
the two maps and if so explain
why.

We recommend clarifying what is
meant by “geographically
limited.” Specifically, please
clarify if this is referring to the
project footprint area, a 10-digit
HUC, nine 10-digit HUCs, a 6digit HUC, the Nushagak River,
or the Bristol Bay watershed,
and disclose what information or
analysis this conclusion is based
upon.

the expansion and how the
mine site footprint would be
redesigned or reduced if the
current design was limited to
a single and complete
project.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

This figure has been revised. The two
figures now appear to show the same
streams. We are not aware of any
discrepancies between the two maps.

Section 4.22.6 has been revised.

Response
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1

2

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The socio-cultural dimensions are
discussed in Sections 3.9/4.9
Subsistence, and Sections 3.7/4.7
Cultural Resources.
Added a reference to those sections.

Social & Cultural Affects. The
Socioeconomic Section presents the
socioeconomic situation of the villages in
the project area essentially as the sum of
the census data: population, median family
income, housing, etc. But the people’s ties
to their villages are cultural, family related
and social. This crucial part of the
socioeconomic situation of the area is not
captured in the census data. People live
there not just because they ended up there
with a job and met friends, but it is where
they are from in a more profound way.
They have family and kinship relationships
in their villages and within the region. They
have tribal associations with the village or
frequently nearby villages, and ties to the
land. They incorporate fishing and hunting

PAGE | 1

Meeting was held on 1/10/19
between the USACE third party
contractor and LPB to discuss edits
to the section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Repeating Comments from September
th
7 . We commented on the preliminary
draft in a letter dated September 7th.
Some of our comments were incorporated.
Thank you. However, a number of
important comments were not incorporated,
and we have had no opportunity to discuss
them with you or the EIS contractor. While
a formal written response may be
counterproductive at this point, in-person
discussion would be useful. Writing similar
comments in multiple letters is not useful.
Yet it appears that without some discussion
with you or the contractor to either express
ourselves or understand why the
comments were not used, we are destined
to repeat ourselves. We had hoped a
cooperating agency relationship would
involve more two-way communication and
collaboration. We still hope so.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response
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LPB

Agency

3

Comment
No.

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

More Detail on Borough or at least
Lakes-area Villages. The proposed
Pebble Mine could have a major effect on
the life in the nearby villages. Assuming
the mine meets permitting standards and
maintains compliance, people living in
Kenai, Togiak, or Dillingham will almost
certainly not notice the mine on a day-today basis. Some of their neighbors could
be employed, but they do not see the mine
or hunt there, nor will it affect their
transportation or day-to-day life. But

into their culture in a manner which is
specific to this area and their lifestyle. This
is true of those who commercial fish, those
who hold multiple part-time jobs, and those
who are employed full time.
These social and cultural relations are
disrupted when a school closes, and a
town loses population, or when the lack of
employment opportunities force people to
leave the region. But they can also be
disrupted by an influx of population without
the social and cultural ties to the area.
They could be disrupted by competition for
subsistence resources, or in a host of other
ways.
We are not sure how to use available data
to capture these socio-cultural ties.
Certainly, subsistence data helps, and
should be summarized here. But a section
that describes the socioeconomic situation
of the region is incomplete without a
discussion of the area that captures the
relationship of the residents to the area and
to each other and to the land. That
information in some form should be
incorporated in to this section.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 2

The baseline data presented are
divided into the regional setting and
the potentially affected communities
so that the impacts can show the
differences. Impacts are discussed in
Section 4.3, and distance to the
project by communities was
accounted for in that analysis.

Response
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LPB

Agency

4

Comment
No.

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Not Using Available Data. We
understand that it may be difficult or
impractical to gather some data that would
be useful in evaluating socioeconomic
effects. But we do not understand why
data that is already available and published
is not being used. Specifically, the Pebble
Limited Partnership prepared a substantial
socioeconomic data compendium:
Socioeconomics – Bristol Bay Drainages,
updated detailed cumulative baseline Data

nearby villages will be affected in a
significant way: some of those effects may
be good, some bad, but the changes will be
felt every day by everyone in the village.
The villages will be changed because of
population changes, or because the
amount of weeks-on-weeks-off
employment of their neighbors changes
how individuals relate to the village. Road
access certainly changes how a village
interacts with the outside world and how
residents see themselves. Competition for
subsistence resources, or changes in
migration routes, or different access to
hunting areas all change the village. The
preliminary draft of Section 3.3 gives moreor-less equal treatment to all parts of the
study area. All of the tables have more
detail about the lakes-area villages – and
we appreciate it – but the level of detail in
this section does not provide an adequate
baseline to evaluate the socioeconomic
effects of the project on these villages. Our
suggestions on the subjects that should be
included in greater detail is included below
and in the specific comment section of this
letter.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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The suggested report includes more
detail than is necessary to include in
the EIS in order to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant
impacts of the proposed project.
Information from the report was used
and cited where appropriate, and the
reader is referred to it.

Response
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5

6

7

LPB

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Baseline data are presented in this
section that are appropriate for
showing impacts, which are
discussed in Section 4.3.

A statement was added to include the
cost of heating oil, as it is a useful
indicator of cost of living. However,
adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited where
appropriate, and the reader is
referred to it.

Socioeconomic Issues. A socioeconomic
impact analysis for our communities is best
approached not from the standpoint of a
typical census socioeconomic profile, but
from the standpoint of the likely issues that
may be affected by the mine.
High cost of living. The cost of living is
quite high and could be significantly
affected by the proposed road. The
th
September 7 letter requested:
The chapter gives only two sentences to
the high cost of living in rural areas and
groups all rural areas together. Since the
high cost of living is one of the central facts
of village life, it is worth providing data that
delineates different villages or regions from
one another, and focusing on the lakesarea villages, because the project has the
potential to affect the cost of living in these
villages.
We still make that request. Specifically, the

PAGE | 4

Comment acknowledged.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Data Quality Issues. The September 7
letter highlighted some data quality issues,
particularly with the Census Bureau’s
American Community Survey. We
appreciate you changing some tables to
include the margin of error. Unfortunately,
a few issues remain. This letter discusses
those issues in the specific comments
portion of this letter.

th

(2000-2018), prepared by McDowell Group
for The Pebble Partnership, May 8, 2018.
The document provides extensive data on
a variety of socioeconomic subjects that
would improve the preliminary draft EIS.
We do not understand why much of this
data was excluded.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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8

9

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This information is found in Section
3.6/4.6 Commercial and Recreational
Fishing. References to those sections
are in the text.

Commercial Fishing. In general,
commercial fishing permits have been
leaving the Borough. The number of
permits in the villages and the number of
permits fished has been decreasing,
though crew shares appear steady. That
information is important and should be
included in this section. If it is included
elsewhere, the information should be
summarized and referenced. The
McDowell Report includes information on
commercial fishing permits and crew.
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Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited where
appropriate, and the reader is
referred to it.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Lack of Economic Opportunity. The
draft provides the number of workers,
unemployment rate, etc. However, some
additional information from the McDowell
Report may be useful. We recommend
tables from that report in the specific
comments.

McDowell Report cited above includes the
January 2018 cost of home heating fuel
and gasoline for each village. The cost of
electricity is available from public sources
at the Regulatory Commission of Alaska
and the Alaska Energy Authority. The cost
of transporting groceries is available from
charter operators and the companies that
use the Pile Bay Road. Other
representative costs are probably easily
obtainable. These costs would give much
better picture of life in the villages – and
also it provides a basis for informed
estimate of the potential for price
decreases that may be associated with the
project.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

LPB Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.3 - Socioeconomics
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10

10

11

LPB

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
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Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in

Population. It also seems useful, in
addition to showing population data, to
show migration data the locations to which

Comment noted. The section notes
where school closures are occurring.

Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited as appropriate,
and the reader is referred to it.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

The McDowell Report contains information
to show the historic and current school
population in each village. Section 3.3
should show those for each village,
highlight the villages with school population
close to the 10-person limit, and provide
the history of school closure in the Borough
including that village’s subsequent fall in
population.

Potential for school closure. From the
th
September 7 letter:
One of the most important implications of
the small population is the continuing
possibility of school closures. When the
October school population falls below 10
students, K-12, the school closes. Once
the school closes, the town population
typically drops dramatically, and the
character of the town changes. In 2000,
the Ivanof Bay school closed, and the town
was vacated within a few years. A decade
later, the Pedro Bay school closed, and
population has since dropped significantly.
The Egegik school closed in 2015. The
Chignik Lagoon school may close this
October. While the district-wide school
populations have been generally stable
over the last few years, it is worthwhile
showing the overall decline in district
population and populations at each school.
That would show the danger of further
population decline. This is especially
important given the potential for population
changes due to the project.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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LPB

14

13

LPB

SPECIFIC
COMMENTS

12

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

3.3.1.1.; para.

3.3

3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is more discussion in Sections
3.12/4/12 Transportation. Added one
comment and a reference to those
sections.

Transportation. The transportation
subsection has a discussion of roads but
not trails. Trail use of the area is important.
The use is especially important as the ferry
has the potential to disrupt the winter
cross-lake village traffic. The RFI on trail
use has important information that should
be a part of this or another section of the
EIS.

In the second paragraph it reads that “25
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Text edited from “25 percent” to “a

This sociocultural element is
discussed in Section 3.9/4.9
Subsistence. Comment noted.

Subsistence. From the September 7
letter:
We understand that Subsistence is
included in another section of the chapter.
Nevertheless, our villages exist in a mixed
cash-subsistence economy. Individuals in
our communities use both to maintain their
standard of living. Therefore, some explicit
discussion of subsistence, or a summary
with a cross reference to that chapter is
warranted. Presenting income without the
complementary discussion of subsistence
paints a false impression of the village
economies. Perhaps moving the two
sections to adjacent sections of the chapter
would help.
We still believe this comment is
appropriate.

th

order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited as appropriate,
and the reader is referred to it.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

or from which people enter or exist the
borough, and net migration. Borough- and
community-level information is available at
http://live.laborstats.alaska.gov/pop/migrati
on.cfm. Community-level information is
also available in the McDowell Report.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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15

16

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

Section
3.3.1.2

3.3.1.1.; Page
3.3-4

2, Page 3.3-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the September 7 letter we indicated the
following. We still believe it to be
appropriate:
Cost of Living. This section should have
more detail. We suggest a table with
electricity prices; heating oil; etc. This is
especially important because the proposed

th

In the September 7 letter we indicated the
following. We still believe it to be
appropriate:
Grouping the Lake and Peninsula Borough
with Dillingham and the rest of the
Dillingham makes the analysis superficial.
The economies of different parts of Bristol
bay are actually different. This subsection
should be deleted. We assume that the
economy of the area will be discussed in
greater detail in some other portion of the
EIS that we have not yet seen.
If the section is not deleted, then the
borough should be separated out from
Dillingham and the differences discussed.

th

percent of the State’s income from mineral
extraction is placed in the APF” [Alaska
Permanent Fund]. That is incorrect. First,
payment to the permanent fund is limited to
mineral rents, lease payments, and
royalties. Taxes, including the Mining
License Tax which is the largest income
source, and Corporate Income Tax which is
frequently the second largest income
source, do not go to the permanent fund.
Second, AS 37.13.010 specifies 50% of
revenue from leases issued after 1979
goes to the permanent fund. We
understand that mining claims qualify as a
lease under this statute.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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This information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable
impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives. It has not been included

Lake and Peninsula Borough and the
Dillingham Census Area have been
separated in Section 3.3 and 4.3.

percentage”

Response
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17

18

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

Section
3.3.1.3

Section
3.3.1.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Transportation. As indicated in the
th
September 7 letter:
“As the project has the potential to greatly
change the transportation for villages, it is
important to have chapter 3 show the
baseline. It should show the cost of freight
to the villages by air. It should describe the
difficulties of the Pile Bay Road and
discuss possible costs for fishing boat
transport and freight over the road.”
We still believe this to be appropriate. One
important socioeconomic effect of the mine
is the potential to reduce prices through
cheaper transportation. The EIS should

Education. Given the central issue of
school closures to the well-being of the
borough villages, more information should
be provided on school closures. We
th
requested this in the September 7 letter.
We still believe it to be true. We provided
more information and an easily accessible
data source in the General Comments
section of this letter.

road as the potential to significantly
decrease the cost of living in the villages.
Therefore, this section should have a
baseline that the consequences of Chapter
4 can be measured against.
In the General Comments section of this
letter, we provide some data sources
where the information can be easily
obtained. The specific information should
be provided for the borough and for each
village, and a comparison with Alaska
benchmarks: Anchorage, Dillingham,
Fairbanks, etc. should be provided for
reference.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used, and cited, and the reader
is referred to it.
We acknowledge that there could be
a decrease in cost of living as a result
of the proposed transportation
corridor. However, determination of
any potential change in prices would
be very speculative at best.

Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used, and cited, and the reader
is referred to it.

in the Draft EIS.

Response
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19

20

21

22

LPB

LPB

LPB

Comment
No.

LPB

Agency

Section
3.3.2.2

3.3; Table
3.3-2

Section
3.3.1.3

Section
3.3.1.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Economy and Income. The section asserts
that Levelock had the lowest median
household income. We note that Levelock

Population Projections. A sentence or too
that indicates the assumptions for these
population projections would be helpful.
They seem a projection of status quo
trends, but we cannot tell.

Water Sewer and Solid Waste. From the
th
September 7 letter:
Please detail all of the villages in the
region, and the type of water, sewer, and
solid waste for each one. The seven
villages in the list in this section is helpful,
but a complete table would be useful
(possibly no need to include Kenai).
We still believe this is appropriate.

Health services. From the September 7
letter:
I’m confused about what is Bristol Bay. I
though the entire area is Bristol Bay. The
health section indicates that there is Bristol
Bay, and there is Iliamna and Lake Clark
communities. In fact, I believe that many
communities are a part the Anchoragebased health consortium and, some are
affiliated with BBAHC.
We are not sure why this is difficult to fix.
Some villages are associated with BBAHC,
others are associated with the Anchoragebased Southcentral Foundation. What is
written in this paragraph is not correct.

th

determine if this perception is correct. The
only way to do that is to show current
prices and estimate potential changes.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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Margin of error was added per
previous comment to provide an
indication of the uncertainty in the

The projections were done by Alaska
Department of Labor; source was
cited and can be viewed for more
details.

Adding the baseline information that
is requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. Information from the report
was used and cited where
appropriate, and the reader is
referred to it.

Text was revised since last version,
which may have caused some
confusion. The text has been revised
to be closer to the last version, and
Southcentral has been added.

Response
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LPB

Agency

23

Comment
No.

3.3; Table
3.3-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Needs some explaining. First you, you
note that federal government is not
included in the table but is less than 5%.
That is likely accurate except in Port
Alsworth where the National Park Service
presence is a significant percent of the
employment, especially in the summer.
The table also excludes self-employment
which means that commercial fishermen –
permit holders and crew – are excluded.
This is probably a noticeable distortion,
given that 229 individuals from the Borough
had crew licenses and 104 permit holders
fished. Many of these individuals overlap
the Employed Workers in the table, but
excluding potentially 334 individuals seems
like something is missing both for the
Borough total and for individual villages.
The second column is also misleading.
Local government statistics include the
school district. But someone reading the
report would erroneously conclude that the
otherwise unexplained “Education and
Health Services” includes the local school
employment. The local government
category also includes tribal government.
Within the Borough, government-owned

is statistically indistinguishable from Igiugig,
Kokhanok, Newhalen, Nondalton, Ekwok,
Koiganek, Pedro Bay, or New Stuyahok. In
fact, the only two villages it is statistically
distinguishable from is Iliamna and Port
Alsworth. Also, Pedro Bay’s unemployment
rate of 0.0% with a margin of error of
72.5% seems like it needs to be changed
to “unknown.” If for some reason that is
impossible, it should be discussed in a
footnote.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Table has been deleted.

estimates.

Response
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LPB

Agency

24

Comment
No.

3.3; Table
3.3-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Something in this table does not make
sense. It is incorrect to proclaim that more
than two-thirds the houses in the borough
are vacant. Declining population and
disrepair does not explain it. This table

utilities, whether owned by the city or the
tribe are also included in local government,
rather than in the “Trade, Transportation
and Utilities.” Finally, the local government
numbers seem so high, that some
discussion is required to make sense of
them. According to the table 64% of the
792 employed workers (excluding
fishermen and federal government) work in
local government. That means that over
500 people are work in local government.
The Borough has a staff of five, only one of
which lives in the Borough; the school
district does not employ anywhere near
those numbers, and Tribal government
cannot account for the difference. The only
conclusion (which we are unsure of, and so
should be checked), is that anyone who
worked for a single day during the year is
counted in those statistics. If that is true,
you should determine whether the
employed workers numbers are average
year-round employment, anyone who
worked for a single day, or something else.
What you find should be explained so that
the numbers are interpreted correctly.
We believe there that showing the
percentage of local government is
important. A more effective method of
doing that is to show the employers in each
village. That information is provided in the
McDowell Report. See for example, Table
88 for Kokhanok, page 50.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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Text revised to address this
comment, and the last two columns
of the table have been deleted.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
must be measuring something else. It
likely represents the healthy seasonal
fishing and guiding economy in the region.
Many set-net sites on the coast have a
cabin occupied only during fishing season.
In addition, there are recreation cabins and
lodges, with many individual cabins
occupied only during hunting and fishing
season. To confirm this conclusion, we
looked up the Census Bureau information
for Egegik, which has a healthy set-net
district. The census information for that city
shows 254 unoccupied units and only 22
occupied units. That is almost certainly the
set-net district. Similarly, Port Alsworth has
a healthy economy with rapidly increasing
population. The table indicates that almost
half of the units are vacant. That is just not
accurate. It may reflect the Bible Camp
with buildings not occupied during the
winter, or lodges with cabins that are also
vacant during the winter. These
conclusions are very different from the
depression-level implications of the table.
The four-word phrase in the introduction,
“seasonal use of housing” is not adequate
to explain the table. The table implies is a
large amount of vacant, probably rotting
housing. That may or may not be true for
some villages. But in other areas the table
may actually measure a seasonal economy
with commerce-related units that are
vacant in the off-season. One fact which
lead us in this direction is that ACS surveys
are typically done in April and late fall
which is before and after the commercial
fishing and tourism season.
We recommend that the Corps understand
and explain the meaning of the data in the

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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LPB

Agency

25

Comment
No.

3.3; Table
3.3-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Education. Some of the information from
th
the September 7 letter is still accurate. It
read, in part:
As noted previously, historic enrollment or
trends in enrollment should be included in
the data. Data for the [last two] columns
should be reviewed to ensure they do not
suffer from the margin-of-error problem
associated with ACS and previously
discussed. Further, the table should be
expanded to include graduation rates.
Because of the small size of the schools,
we recommend that an average of multiple
years should be provided. Further, while
many of the socioeconomic effects are
limited to the communities near the project
site, population changes and school
enrollment in all villages of the Borough
may be affected. Therefore, please
expand this table to include all villages with
the Lake and Peninsula Borough.
These comments are still appropriate. With
respect to the margin-of-error problem.
Igiugig is reported as having 12%
Bachelor’s Degree of higher. While from
personal knowledge, we expect this is
possibly an underestimate, we note that the
census data indicates that the figure is 12%
+/- 11%. It shows the potential confusion
with leaving high margin-of-errors out of the
table.

table, or perhaps better: delete it. It does
not portray accurate information as
currently explained.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 14

Margin of error not provided because
it does not add benefit to the
information being presented.
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

LPB

LPB

LPB

Section 4.3.2.1.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Regional Setting/Regional Economy.
The analysis treats the areas as if it
were one region. It is not. There are
huge differences between the
economies of Dillingham, the Lakesarea villages, and Kenai. They have
different economies and will absorb the
project very differently. Treating them
as one regional economy is wrong.
Further, in this method of analysis, it is
not possible to single out the impacts to
Lakes-area villages which are likely to
different in type and scale than impacts
to the Dillingham-area villages, and

Other General Comments. All of
information in the General Comment
section of our suggestions for Section
3.3 are relevant for Section. Rather
than repeat them here, please see that
letter.

Social & Cultural Affects. The
discussion of socioeconomic impact on
the villages omits what many people
fear may be a primary impact:
disruption of the social and cultural ties
in the village: ties to the people and the
land. Please see our comments on
Section 3.3. The presentation of the
impacts as if they were solely the sum
of the impacts to census variables is
incomplete. While we understand that
predicting a project’s effect on these
social and cultural ties is difficult, and
perhaps not completely possible, there
are ways to get at these effects, and
this section only does so superficially.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The section referenced is a regional
summary, intended to show a broad
picture of the economy of areas from
the project site and downstream. It
would be difficult to separate them at
this time. It may be considered for the
Final EIS, although it would not change
impacts and would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives. It has not been included in
the Draft EIS.

Comment noted.

Comment noted. References are made
to Sections 4.7 and 4.9 for cultural
resources, the subsistence lifestyle, and
the socio-cultural dimension.
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Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

LPB

LPB

4.3; p. 4.3-3

4.3; Page 4.3-2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Cost of Living. This section should
have more detail. We understand that
you cannot predict specific cost of
living reductions, but it is worthwhile
understanding the order of magnitude.
See comments on Section 3.3.
Further, effects on cost of living may
also extend to Igiugig, Pedro Bay, and
Port Alsworth even though these are
not directly tied by road to the project.
Finally, we understand that the longdiscussed bridge to Nondalton is
beyond the scope of the EIS, it is worth

The Alternative 1 summer-only ferry
option increases employment in a
schedule that is directly opposite the
availability of local people to work.
Village residents have many
opportunities in the summer including
commercial fishing, subsistence
harvesting, etc. Winter is a much
slower time. Increasing employment
and economic activity in the summer,
which is the area’s busy time, seems
designed to increase stress on village
facilities and minimize the opportunity
for local employment. Further, to the
extent that a road has the potential to
decrease the cost of living, using the
road only in the summer has the
potential to minimize this positive
effect. To the extent that the road
enables local businesses to prosper
that serve the local population –
perhaps a store, a summer-only road
makes that much difficult.

Kenai.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

A statement was added in 3.3 to
acknowledge the range in cost of
heating oil.
There is no information to make an
adequate estimate of the impact of cost
of living.
The requested information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice

Much of the comment is already
discussed in text. A sentence was
added to reflect the other opportunities
available in the summer.
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Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

LPB

LPB

4.3.2.2; Page 4.3-5

4.3; Page 4.3-4

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Population. Population has the
potential to be a large driver of change
in the villages. Factors which would
tend to decrease out-migration would
be lowering the cost of living,
increasing the ease and cost of getting
from the Lakes area to the railbelt, and
the potential for high-paying
employment within the region. One
uncertain but opposing factor is it is
possible that some of the individuals

Transportation. One of the important
transportation impacts is on the crossvillage winter use of the lake. The RFI
on winter trails show significant trail
use across the lake. There needs to
be significant discussion on the effect
of the winter ferry and that trail use.
Without some mitigating actions, the
open water where people currently
travel creates a danger. There must be
mitigating actions to ensure people
remain safe. Further, the different
alternatives have different impacts.
The further east the ferry alternative,
most likely the greater than obstruction
of traditional village travel. That is, on
the western-most route, it would still be
possible, we think, to travel from
Kokhanok to Iliamna/Newhalen by
staying east of the ferry route. The
eastern routes, especially to Eagle
point will be more disruptive.

noting that a bridge has been the
subject of much discussion and would
bring the cost-of-living benefits to
Nondalton.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Many of the aspects of this comment
are already discussed in the section,
but it was reviewed. Since the mine will
be operated with distinct 2-week work
shifts, we would not anticipate a lot of
employees/families will relocate to
Iliamna and Newhalen. As evidence,
the 2009 Supplemental EIS for the Red
Dog Mine did not find much change in
the local population related to mining

This information is found in Section
4.12 Transportation. No change.

among alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.
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Comment
No.

8

Agency

LPB

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Housing. We believe the census
information on housing is not
measuring vacant housing in the

who receive good-paying jobs at the
project may choose to live elsewhere.
Population growth of the villages is
constrained by the availability of land
for housing. Notwithstanding the at
least partially erroneous census
information on housing (see comments
on Section 3.3), population increase at
some villages may be constrained by
the lack of available land.
There is a much greater potential for
population increase in Iliamna and
Newhalen than in other villages.
Iliamna will be connected by road to
the mine, and it has a long, paved
airport with a cross-wind runway.
There is a significant potential for
support businesses to incorporate
there. Thus, there is a chance for a
significant increase in population at
Iliamna. Depending on the availability
of land, it is quite likely that this area
could see a large increase.
Further, this analysis treats the
potential for population increase as
function of the road, only.
A significant decrease in population
would have a destabilizing effect on the
villages. A large increase may disrupt
the social fabric of the villages. Given
the importance of population change
on the villages, a more detailed
treatment is warranted.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Text was revised to reduce emphasis.
Also, some of that information in the
table in Section 3.3 was deleted.

operation.
The Pebble Project facilities are
supposed to be self-contained. There
may be some increase in support
activities, but not much (maybe food
services or indirect airport support
services).
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Comment
No.

9

10

11

12

13

Agency

LPB

LPB

LPB

LPB

LPB

4.3; Page 4.3-5

4.3.3; Page 4.3-10;
Table 4.3-1

Section 4.3.4

Section 4.3.3

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Population. The text for alternative 1
on page 5 does not conclude “may see
a slight population increase.” We are
included to agree, except that more
analysis is needed, especially of the
potential for new housing. We
disagree with respect to
Iliamna/Newhalen. Without significant

The text should have names for these
alternatives. The table is a summary
and may be read independently of the
text, and the readers who are not well
versed in the EIS language may not
remember what each alternative does.
Naming them would be helpful.

All of the comments made previously
apply to this section as well. There is
one additional comment. This section
includes road-only access to the
region. This has the large effect of
enabling the region to maintain the
road when the project ends.

All of the comments made previously
apply to this section as well.

Education Another large effect on
education in the Lake and Peninsula
Borough may be the fact that the
borough will have more money to
spend on schools.

traditional sense. See comments on
Section 3.3. Therefore, the conclusion
in the second paragraph in this section
is wrong. More investigation of the
availability of land for housing is
warranted.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Since the mine will be operated with
distinct 2-week work shifts, we would
not anticipate a lot of
employees/families will relocate to
Iliamna and Newhalen. As evidence,
the 2009 Supplemental EIS for the Red
Dog Mine did not find much change in
the local population related to mining

Comment noted. No changes made.

Text was added with this information.

Comment noted.

Text was added to include this.
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Comment
No.

14

Agency

LPB

Alternative 2

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

There still may be some increase at
Kokhanok due to increased
employment, especially if they are
transported to the mine employment by
air. Same comment as above with
respect to Alternative 1.
Economy and Income. The summeronly access alternatives may make it
more difficult to develop businesses in
the area, and it will limit the project’s
ability to decrease the cost of living.
Second, the analysis discounts the
effect of employment on free transport
from nearby villages to the site by air.
This would widen the potential for
increased employment, though the

effort to restrain population and
depending on the availability of land,
there is significant for support
businesses to develop, which could
significantly increase population.
Further, the analysis treats population
solely as function of road access. If
Pebble flies employees from their
home village, which is somewhat
common for remote mines near Native
Villages, then other villages, especially
Pedro Bay, Igiugig, or Port Alsworth but
also some remote villages may also
see some population increase.
To the extent that the summer-only
decreases the ability for the project to
lower the cost of living and decreases
road-access from the villages to the
railbelt area, it may also decrease the
incentive to retain population or for inmigration.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Text was revised some, but the impacts
Kokhanok would be the same as other
lake communities that would not be on
the transportation corridor.
Text addresses cost of living in the
summer-only ferry variant.
The section referenced is a regional
summary, intended to show a broad
picture of the economy of areas from
the project site and downstream. It
would be difficult to separate them at
this time. It may be considered for the
Final EIS, although it would not change
impacts and would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among

operation.
The Pebble Project facilities are
supposed to be self-contained. There
may be some increase in support
activities, but not much (maybe food
services or indirect airport support
services).
Sentence added under the summeronly ferry variant to address retention.
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Comment
No.

15

Agency

LPB

Cumulative Effects.
Page 4.3-12. Next to
last paragraph

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

We do not understand what oil and gas
exploration and development is being
discussed. Any oil and gas
development listed at the top of the
page has no potential for any effects on
the area.

villages you mention would still be the
most affected.
Regional Infrastructure. As mentioned
before. This treats the area as if Kenai,
the Lake and Peninsula Borough, and
locations as from the project area as
Togiak are within one region. They are
not.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

The Cumulative Effects section has
been expanded, and heavily revised.
This comment was addressed in the
new text.

alternatives. It has not been included in
the Draft EIS.
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

NPS

General Comment on
Appendix K3.1Traditional Ecological
Knowledge

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
The NPS (2018) defines TEK as
“…the ongoing accumulation of
knowledge, practice and belief
about relationships between
living beings in a specific
ecosystem that is acquired by
indigenous people over
hundreds or thousands of years
through direct contact with the
environment, handed down
through generations.” Unlike
Western science, TEK is
inseparable from the social and
spiritual context of the culture,
and represents a tradition of
interpreting relationships in the
natural world, passed down from
one generation to the next
(Kimmerer, 2002).
In Appendix K of the EIS,
Section K3.1, offers some
examples of TEK regarding
subsistence uses in the study
area. These are taken from the
Environmental Baseline
Document done in 2011, which
included tables, charts and maps
derived from surveys and
interviews, or from an EPA study
of TEK in the EPA watershed
assessment (2014) based on
interviews in the region in 2013.
Other information said to qualify
as TEK was taken from review
by cooperating agencies or from
tribal consultation. The
examples are statements about
fish, animals and other

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Recommendation: Several studies conducted
over the last two decades provide good
examples of TEK specific to the project area.
For example, for Stickman et al. 2003, key
interview respondents provided information
relating to past and present fishing practices;
geographic locations including Dena’ina place
names of traditional fishing areas; changes in
the relative abundance of sockeye salmon and
other freshwater fish used for subsistence and
observations of change in the environment.
Another source of TEK specific to knowledge
about caribou in the project area, Van Lanen et
al 2018, provides key information on caribou
distribution over the previous 50 years; shifts in
subsistence uses of caribou, particularly related
to access, geospatial information through
participatory landscape mapping including
vegetation change; local observations of
caribou herd, and integration of local and
western scientific knowledge. Deur et al. 2018
provides information relating to the values,
meaning, beliefs and relationship of the land to
the Dena’ina people along with observations of
changes to the landscape and watersheds over
time. Evanoff 2010, Gaul 2007, Jones et al.
2013, Stanek et al. 2006 also provide TEK
specific to the project area. If the EIS intends
to recognize all the impacts of the proposed
project on sociocultural dimensions of
subsistence, it must more fully incorporate
possible interruptions and discontinuations in
implementation and transmission of TEK.

PAGE | 1

Although not
included in this
particular TEK
section, many of
these documents
have been used and
are referenced in
the analysis of the
Cultural Resource
Sections (Section
3.7 and 4.7).
Section 3.1,
Introduction to
Affected
Environment,
provides USACE
framework for
considering TEK in
the EIS.

Response
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Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
resources on the lands proposed
for development. There is little
cultural context and in many
cases seem more like recent
observations than TEK passed
down over generations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 2

Response
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Deletion of Text)
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

3.5.2.1 Recreational
Opportunities, Sport
Fishing

3.5.1.2 Federal Lands,
National Park Service,
Katmai National Park
and Preserve

3.5.1.2 Federal Lands,
National Park Service,
Lake Clark National
Park and Preserve

3.5.1.2 Federal Lands,
National Park Service

3.5.1.2 Federal Lands

3.5.1.1 McNeil River
State Game Refuge
and Sanctuary

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

This section should include Lake
Clark and all surrounding lakes

Please see Katmai National Park
and Preserve Foundation
Statement provided with
comments

Please see Lake Clark National
Park and Preserve Foundation
Statement, provided with
comments.

NPS units should include the
purpose statement from their
respective Foundation Statement
summarized from their founding
legislation (much like the BLM
reference).

The NPS recommends that this
section address recreational
values not just activities. These
include places for solitude,
silence, unconfined recreation,
undeveloped land, and dark
skies.

This section should reference
the primary recreational activities
at McNeil River including
bearviewing, camping, and
photography.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See response.

See response.

See response.

See response.

See response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

The section mentions Lake Clark and
surrounding accessible lakes.

Foundation statement purpose added.

Purpose from foundation statement
added.

Foundation statement text added.

There are few impacts to recreation
within Lake Clark National Park
(visual, audible, etc.), and therefore, a
detailed description of recreational
values and specifics of particular
components of the park not impacted
is not warranted. However, text from
the 2010 Long Range Interpretive Plan
(added in track changes by NPS) was
retained, as this lends some value to
discussing potential wilderness
impacts. Other added text was not
retained.

Recreation activities added in the next
paragraph from management plan.

NPS Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.5 - Recreation
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

11

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

3.5.2.5 Regional
Recreational Use and
Users

3.5.2.5 Regional
Recreational Use and
Users

3.5.2.5 Regional
Recreational Use and
Users

3.5.2.5 Regional
Recreational Use and
Users

3.5.2.1 Recreation
Opportunities, Sport
Hunting and Trapping

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

https://irma.nps.gov/Stats/SSRS
Reports/Park%20Specific%20Re
ports/Annual%20Park%20Recre
ation%20Visitation%20(1904%2
0%20Last%20Calendar%20Year)
?Park=LACL

https://irma.nps.gov/Stats/SSRS
Reports/Park%20Specific%20Re
ports/Annual%20Park%20Recre
ation%20Visitation%20(1904%2
0%20Last%20Calendar%20Year)
?Park=LACL

This data does not include
recreational visits by anyone not
traveling with a commercial
operator. We believe that much
of the recreational use of Lake
Clark itself is not reflected in this
data.

Visitor averages over a decade
do not usefully describe visitor
use when visitation is
dramatically trending. Accurate
descriptions of visitor trends are
needed in this section.

The Koktuli River drainage is in
GMU17, specifically 17B. The
sport hunting regulatory
information should be added in
this section.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

See response.

See response.

See response.

See response.

See response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

Added this reference as NPS 2018e.

The link provided was used to find an
estimate for Katmai. The link is for
Lake Clark.
Added this reference as NPS 2018e.

Revised Katmai estimate to not
include 2008, which looked like an
anomaly at 7,000.This raised the
average to 40,000 from 37,000.

Altered the average for Katmai to take
out an anomaly, and retained NPS text
on trends at Lake Clark. Added text on
doubling visitation at Lake Clark since
2010.

Added text for GMU 17B.
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.1

4.5.2

4.5
Introduction

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Recreational use at the mine site is

Action Alternative 1 – Applicant’s
Proposed Alternative

Adverse effects to recreation
opportunities and experiences for
recreationists participating in
hunting, fishing, wildlife viewing,
and boating activities

Text where comment bubble
was placed

With the proposed alternative, this area

There have been over 200 known aircraft
accidents in and around the park and
preserve documented in park’s draft
Aviation Safety Plan. The impact to
aviation safety of park visitors should be
addressed. Both Alternatives 1 and 2
would lead to significantly increased
aircraft travel through Lake Clark Pass
and in uncontrolled air space over the
Park and Preserve. Aviation safety that
may impact the safety of park visitors
using Lake Clark’s 34 CUA permitted Air
Taxi operators that transport park visitors
throughout the park from increased
overflights of the Park and Preserve due
to transport of employees and freight.
Small aircraft are the primary access
method for recreational visitors to Lake
Clark National Park, including the western
side of the Park and Preserve that would
share the aviation corridor with employee
and freight transporters. These aircraft
primarily fly through Lake Clark Pass. It is
unclear from this what the level of
increased air traffic over the park and
through Lake Clark is expected to be with
a significant industrial operation expecting
to operate via a fly in fly out employee
model and what the safety impacts to the
park’s recreational visitors would be.

Please add camping, backpacking, hiking
for this and the next bullet.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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See Section 3.5 for recreation use

Information added to Section
4.12, Transportation and
Navigation.

Text added.
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Comment
No.

4

5

6

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.1

4.5.2.1

4.5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The mine site would be
approximately 15 miles from the
border of Lake Clark National Park
and Preserve, the nearest regional

would likely result in minimal
displacement

project-related noise and activities
at the mine site would result in
minimal displacement of sport
hunting and fishing use

likely minimal, consisting of some
sport hunting, sport fishing, and
occasional snowmachine use.
Flights taking recreationists to
various destinations in the region
and the state may also pass over
the mine site.

Text where comment bubble
was placed

There is limited mention of other
recreation activities on state land in the
area. For example –fishing and nonmotorized boating on the Chulitna River.

Is there documentation of the current state
of recreation activity in the area to justify
the use of the term “minimal”?.

Please provide evidence of modeled noise
impacts similar to what was provided for
viewshed to substantiate this statement.
The NPS finds the use of sleep
disturbance in this context an appropriate
measure of impact to recreationists given
it expresses one of the functional effects
of noise on the population in question.
However, parks must additionally use the
natural ambient level ("the environment of
sound that exists in the absence of
human-caused noise") as the baseline
from which to measure impacts. Nowhere
is this more appropriate than in the
context of long-duration noise suddenly
being added to the setting of a remote
Alaskan park. To better understand
impacts to Lake Clark, please include the
radius at which noise from construction
and operations will drop below the natural
ambient level.

would no longer be available for
recreational use. This section should be
reframed as such. Is there documentation
of the current state of recreation activity in
the area to justify the use of the term
“minimal”?.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

The recreation activities within
likely impact area are discussed.
Fishing and boating the Chulitna
River miles would not be

There is very little documentation
of recreation at the mine site.
Much of the use is that area would
be subsistence or transportation.

Added information on the extent
of noise that may affect sleeping
recreationists. Added reference to
noise section as well.

at project components as to why
use may be low. Text added to
beginning of this impact section
on lands removed from recreation
use.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.1

4.5.2.1

4.5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The presence of the mine, a large

Activities at the mine site would be
visible

Activities at the mine site would be
visible

recreation destination and known
recreational use area to the mine
site. Project-related noise and
activities would not be likely to
affect recreational settings or
activities in the preserve.

Text where comment bubble
was placed

Added text from the vegetation,

Megan Richotte Comment: Potential

PAGE | 3

Text was added to Section 3.11,
and 4.11, Aesthetics in response
to this concern that address the
night sky viewing.

Viewshed models are presented
in Appendix K4.11. A reference to
those figures was added.

impacted.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NPS Management Policies §4.10 requires
that "The [National Park] Service will
preserve, to the greatest extent possible,
the natural lightscapes of parks, which are
natural resources and values that exist in
the absence of human-caused light."
Proactive lighting design can minimize the
environmental impacts of skyglow and
preserve the ability of recreationists to
experience the night sky at a regional
scale - in excess of 100 miles. To better
understand impacts to Lake Clark and/or
Katmai we request additional information
about the proposed design of facility
lighting at the Mine Site, the North Ferry
Terminal, Eagle Bay Ferry Terminal,
Diamond Point Port, and Amakdedori
Port. For our own facilities, the National
Park Service implements minimal impact
lighting techniques, which include
important considerations about where,
when, and how much light to utilize for a
specific
task:https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nightski
es/practices.htm

The analysis should provide a model or
visualization indicating from where the
mine site and related infrastructure will be
visible, not limited to 15 miles.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
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Comment
No.

10

Agency

NPS

4.5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

To better understand the impact of each
alternative, please describe how aviation
support of the mine is expected to change
during the construction, operations, and
closure phases of the project. Aviation in
the vicinity of mine infrastructure is
expected to contribute to cumulative noise
impacts in the southern portions of Lake
Clark National Preserve. Increased noise
from helicopter and fixed wing operations
for the mine site and transportation
corridor originating from Port Alsworth for
employee transport, aviation transported
freight, and aircraft operation for the mine.
These are not addressed in Alternative 1

impacts on visitor experiences outlined in
the 2010 Long Range Interpretive Plan for
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve
from fugitive dust in the portion of Lake
Clark National Preserve that is down wind
of the mine site should be addressed.
Specifically, potential impacts on
collecting and consuming clean drinking
water, berry picking for personal
consumption, and fishing for lake trout,
pike, rainbow trout, and other species
within the preserve recognizing that these
species migrate within the watershed.
Many of the primary berry picking
destinations within the park and preserve
are in the western half of the
park/preserve and the lower half of Lake
Clark. Drinking water is collected and
consumed by recreational visitors
throughout the park and preserve. And
recreational fishing is a primary visitor
activity.

industrial use in an otherwise
generally primitive area, may
adversely affect the recreational
experience for visitors flying over
the mine site by causing a change
in the recreational setting.

The recreational experience for
visitors on these flights would be
adversely affected during project
construction, operations, and
closure

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Text where comment bubble
was placed
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 4

Port Alsworth airport is not
anticipated to be used for the
project. Some text regarding an
increase in the use of the Iliamna
and Kohanok airports has been
added into the transportation
corridor section. More information
can be found in Section 4.12.

subsistence, and fish sections to
the text about Lake Clark. Due to
the distance between the park
and the mine site and
transportation corridor, there
would not be impacts from dust to
Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve.
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Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Transportation Corridor

Recreation by construction and
operations staff would be expected
to occur outside of the mine site,
because site rules would prohibit
hunting, fishing, or gathering on
site to minimize impacts on local
subsistence

Text where comment bubble
was placed

Sounds and visual impacts to groundbased recreational experiences identified
in the Lake Clark National Park’s Long
Range Interpretive Plan, General
Management Plan, and General
Management Plan Amendment from
increased overflights of the Park and
Preserve, Tlikakila National Wild River,

Impacts from employee and freight
transport via aircraft between Anchorage
and the mine site and transportation
corridor should be addressed here.
Transportation by aircraft will have
significant affects on overall air traffic in
the region. The region is comprised of
primarily uncontrolled airspace where
increases in air traffic can result in
additional safety concerns.

This section lacks discussion about the
impact of construction and operations staff
on the recreational
opportunities/experience for local
residents and visitors and natural
resources, including on quality of
experience.

or 2. During exploration the park
experienced significant increases in
helicopter overflights originating from Port
Alsworth. This should be specifically
addressed as a known noise impact
between Port Alsworth and the mine and
transportation corridor along the lower half
of Lake Clark, Tazimina Lakes, the
Chulitna Bay and River and the lands
adjacent.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 5

Text added regarding the noise
impact distances and relation to
Lake Clark. Text included
regarding visual impacts to Lake
Clark.

See Section 4.12, Transportation
and Navigation, for air traffic
impacts.

Text added regarding impacts to
local residents and local
recreation opportunities and
experiences.
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Comment
No.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

4.5.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

impacts to recreation experiences
would be limited

minimal use of the northern borders
of these two recreation areas

visibility from this distance would
be weak.

Project -related noise and activities
would not affect recreational
settings or activities in Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve.

Project -related noise and activities
would not affect recreational
settings or activities in Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve.

Impacts on sport hunting and
fishing opportunities and
experiences would be similar to
those described above for the mine
site.

which is the main recreation activity
at Iliamna Lake

Text where comment bubble
was placed

This section lacks evidence or does not
discuss impacts to those recreationists

Please provide information to support a
conclusion of “minimal use”

Recommend a different term – e.g.,
limited. and then provide information on
areas impacted. Why is viewshed analysis
limited to 15 mile? Visibility can be far
greater than 15 miles in this area.

As discussed above, modelling results
and/or a visualization of impacted area for
sound and visual disturbance should be
included in this section.

Please see comment on lightscapes in
4.5.2.1.

Would this area be removed use and thus
not available. This should be explicitly
stated.

Please cite source.

and Kijik National Historic Landmark
should be included. The primary aviation
corridor travels directly over the Park and
Preserve and through Lake Clark Pass.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 6

The paragraph above describes
the impacts to recreationists from

There is very little documentation
of recreation. Much of the use is
that area would be subsistence or
transportation. Additional rationale
was included.

Wording changed and text edited.

Viewshed models are presented
in Appendix K4.11. More
information was added regarding
noise impact areas and visual
impact areas with references to
both of those sections.

Added text on lights from ferry,
added text on visibility of road and
traffic.

Paragraph added to beginning of
section on removal of lands for
recreation.

Added citation for the Bristol Bay
Area Plan (ADNR 2013a).
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Comment
No.

20

21

22

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.5.3.2

4.5.3.2

4.5.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted in Section 4.11 ,
Aesthetics, the transportation
corridor would not be visible from
this park unit except at high
elevations on the southern border

Similar to the mine site, projectrelated noise and activities along
the Alternative 2 transportation
corridor would not likely affect
recreational settings or activities in
Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve

During the winter, there is heavy
snowmachine use of the lake.

Text where comment bubble
was placed

Figure_K4_11_12_Alt2_TransportationCo
rridor_Viewshed – does not show the NPS
boundary – please add.

Again, this analysis should include a
modeling of sound impact analysis similar
to the viewshed analysis.

What impacts would an ice-breaking ferry
have on the rest of the lake? It seems
likely that this operation would keep more
than the travel route unfrozen. Travel
across the lake between Kokhanok and
Iliamna/Newhalen by snow machine
would be unavailable with the ice-breaking
ferry option.

that do use this area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Figure has been revised.

PAGE | 7

Added text from the noise section
and more information from the
visual section with references.

Added a reference to the
Transportation section for
snowmachine impacts.

the change in setting.
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9
Introduction

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

and the quality of fish habitat,
impacts would not be noticeable
downstream from the affected

that area and the quality of fish
habitat, impacts would

in that area and the quality of fish
habitat,

the North and South Fork Koktuli
Rivers directly affected by mine
facilities, but given the limited
number of fish observed in that
area and

During the 4-year construction
phase , project activities would, in
varying degrees, affect the
availability and abundance of
traditional and subsistence
resources through habitat loss;
mortality; behavioral disturbance
and displacement

Changes in resource availability –
construction and operation of
project facilities may impact fish
and wildlife habitat, and decrease
or displace fish, wildlife, and
vegetative resources used for
subsistence.

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

There is no scientifically defensible
grounds for this statement. If rearing
habitat for Chinook and Coho salmon
are eliminated as well as habitat for

See critique of Pebble EBD
Escapement Index counts Woody 2012
provided.

This statement is also not supported by
quantifiable scientifically defensible
information and should also be
removed.

No scientifically defensible population
analysis was done for the impact area.
No quantitative estimate was attempted
to determine how many salmon actually
rear in the impact zone. Therefore, this
is a subjective statement that gives the
reader the unsubstantiated and biased
impression that there are very few fish
in the area. Recommend removing.

Workers and experts brought in over
the life of the mine would be eligible
after one year to subsistence rights
available to Alaska citizens.

Recommend replacing with “eliminate”

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values,
which incorporated the suggested
reference.

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.

This would only be the case if
employees became Alaska
residents. The number of people
expected to relocate to the state
would be low.

The conclusions in Sections 4.23,
Wildlife and 4.24, Fish Values do not
support this assertion.
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

11

12

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There would be some site specific

would be required on the access
road to allow for fish passage.

However, the facility footprint would
be small with regard to the total
habitat available, and culverts

more productive, habitats are
available.

Similarly, there would be
displacement of any moose,
caribou, small land mammal, and
upland birds that use the proposed
mine site, but this would represent
a small percentage of available
habitat.

downstream from the affected
channels

channels

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

Road construction has impacted

All culverts need to be constructed to
ensure future fish passage regardless
of whether anadromous fish are
currently present.

See comments and provided citations
regarding impacts of industrial roads on
fish populations in sec. 4.24. Fish
Values Woody.

This analysis should estimate
probabilities for failure of water
treatment systems every x years etc., or
water containment systems every x
years. Red Dog mine has had regular
fish kills that impact fish up to 45 miles
down river; there are likely going to be
similar scenarios in this case.

While the mine footprint may be
relatively small, impacts likely will
greatly exceed that area in regards to
the disturbance which will displace
wildlife. Displacement can be a greater
impact than population decreases given
associated travel costs and time
commitments subsistence users
experience.

The assumption that impacts to water
will not impact water downstream does
not appear to be supported here and
does not seem realistic.

Dolly Varden, Rainbow Trout, other
important subsistence fish species as
well as the fish they feed on, then over
time there may well be downstream
effects.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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This section draws conclusions

Bridge and culvert design, will be
reviewed and verified by ADF&G
during the permitting process.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.

An EIS is required to analyze
impacts under normal operating
conditions. For impacts related to
spill scenarios, see Section 4.27,
Spill Risk.

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.23, Wildlife.

Statement is supported by the
conclusions in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.
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Comment
No.

13

14

Agency

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some localized impacts of dust
settlement in stream channels
where fishing occurs may be
noticeable

Normally, vegetation impacts from
crustal element road dust is expected
50 meters from the road bed. This is
the standard used on the Denali Park
Road and Dalton Highway.
However, if fugitive dust with heavy
metals is present, the area of impact is
considerably greater, and could range
up to 4,000 meters. Please consider
the following sources:
Neitlich, P. N., et al. 2017. Trends in
spatial patterns of heavy metal
deposition on national park service
lands along the Red Dog Mine haul
road, Alaska, 2001–2006
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?
id=10.1371/journal.pone.0177936
Exponent. 2007a. DMTS Fugitive Dust
Risk Assessment Volume I – Report.
November. Prepared for Teck Cominco
Alaska Incorporated, 3105 Lakeshore
Drive, Building A, Suite 101,
Anchorage, AK 99517. Exponent,
15375 SE 30th Place, Suite 250,
Bellevue, WA 98007. November 2007.
https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/docs/re

Please provide citation.

migration of caribou in association with
the Red Dog Mine road. These could
have population level impacts as they
delay migration which effectively alters
available habitat. (see
file:///C:/Users/BMerrell/Downloads/Effe
cts_of_roads_on_individual_caribou_m
ovements_d.pdf)

habitat fragmentation from project
facilities, causing behavioral
disturbance to terrestrial wildlife
and birds and localized changes in
distribution.

occur within 35 feet

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.26, Vegetation.

Section refers the reader to Section
4.26, Vegetation.

based on Section 4.23, Wildlife.
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Comment
No.

15

16

17

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

as the potential impact on fish is
small.

Subsistence users also may avoid
harvesting waterfowl because of
concerns about birds becoming
contaminated from landing on and
using open water at mine site
facilities.

but implementation of dust
suppression and enforcement of
slow speed limits at all stream
crossings would minimize dustrelated impacts to aquatic
ecosystems.

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

This section should acknowledge
assumption of best case scenario
conditions e.g. tailings dam does not
fail; pollution collection, containment,
and treatment systems work perfectly
throughout Alaska's harsh floods and
winters.

How will waterfowl and other
subsistence species be discouraged
from using the tailings reservoir? Will it
be fenced? Will the communities that
use this region be educated regarding
toxic areas?

Precipitation events will be a primary
factor introducing sediment to
watersheds and stream crossings from
roads, and the >8,000 acres of
disturbed area at mine site. If reactive
rock is used in road construction this
can also introduce heavy metals and
acid drainage into watersheds and
impact subsistence species and aquatic
life.

ddog/rafinal/1_dmts_ra_text.pdf
https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/sites/red
-dog/bibliography
Exponent. 2007b. DMTS Fugitive Dust
Risk Assessment Volume II –
Appendices. Prepared for Teck
Cominco Alaska Incorporated, 3105
Lakeshore Drive, Building A, Suite 101,
Anchorage, AK 99517. Exponent,
15375 SE 30th Place, Suite 250,
Bellevue, WA 98007. November 2007.
Please see also three provided sources
on fugitive dust.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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An EIS is required to analyze
impacts under normal operating
conditions. For impacts related to
spill scenarios, see Section 4.27,
Spill Risk.

Measures would be taken in
accordance with a Wildlife
Management Plan, as discussed in
Section 4.23, Wildlife.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.26, Vegetation.
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4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

18

19

20

21

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Comment
No.

Agency

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

These adaptive approaches would
likely sustain harvest levels for
affected communities, but may
increase the expenses and time
needed to harvest subsistence
resources.

five communities, it provides
relatively poor fish and wildlife

During construction and operations,
the effects of project activities on
resource availability would be
primarily localized in the vicinity of
project facilities and activities

In contrast, communities in the
Nushagak River drainage and in
the Kvichak River drainage below
Igiugig would experience little to no
impact on resource availability as
the potential impact on fish is small.

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

In section 3.9, it is already
acknowledged that individuals have
needed to adapt to changing
distributions of subsistence resources
which have had negative
consequences. Knowing that significant
disturbance and development will occur
in some core use areas guarantees

Review of the Pebble EBD indicates no
scientifically defensible estimates were
made of the actual number and species
of fish that will be eliminated by this
proposed project footprint. The Chinook
and Coho Salmon rearing habitat within
the proposed Tailings facility is good
habitat based on survey parameters
(ADFG AWC 2018). Small fish find
refuge from larger fish predators in
these smalI headwaters, and is unclear
why the habitat is suggested to be
"poor" here. These same upper
headwaters are the nursery for Chinook
and Coho Salmon.

Workers and experts brought in over
the life of the mine will be eligible after
one year to subsistence and hunting
rights available to Alaska citizens
therefore potentially competing for the
limited big game resources in the area.

Please provide evidence supporting
limited impact on fish. Potential
downstream impacts from changes in
streamflow would affect populations
supporting communities in both
drainages. Please refer to NPS
comments on Subsistence in the draft
Fish Resource section.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Text edited to replace “may” with
“would likely”

This section draws conclusions
based on Sections 4.23, Wildlife,
and 4.24, Fish Values.

This would only be the case if
employees became Alaska
residents. The number of people
expected to relocate to the state
would be low.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.
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Comment
No.

22

23

24

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some project facilities, including
the pipeline, power plant, limited

since the pit lake is anticipated to
not support habitat that is attractive
to many species of waterfowl

This would introduce a new
standing waterbody, and concern
about contamination of waterfowl
was expressed during scoping.

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

Mines like this generally require
perpetual water treatment

Please provide supporting evidence of
this statement (NPS recognizes that this
information may be contained in the
wildlife section). Water bodies of similar
size and depth in the area of the
proposed project should be studied to
determine what waterfowl and other
wildlife may use the pit lake. NPS staff
have observed swans, teal, mallards,
goldeneye and other species on many
of the small ponds throughout that
region.
Examples impacts to birds of pit lakes
at copper sulfide mine are available
(see https://www.fws.gov/mountainprairie/contaminants/contaminants8.htm
l) and should be considered in this
analysis.

Due to the type of ore body Pebble is,
(Seal 2018) the pit lake will likely be
acidic with high concentrations of
dissolved copper, zinc, and other heavy
metals that are highly toxic to aquatic
life and important subsistence fish
species. The pit lake water has a
relatively high potential to contaminate
the documented aquifers and
groundwater resources under the ore
body (EBD) and that likely feed into the
North Fork Koktuli, South Fork Koktuli
and Upper Talarik Creek

increases in time and expense to
find/harvest subsistence resources.
Resources are not going to be
displaced closer to villages.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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This project will also have perpetual
water treatment, which is why some

Section includes reference to
Section 4.23, Wildlife, where this
topic is discussed.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.23, Wildlife.
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Comment
No.

25

26

27

28

29

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.2

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The project could reduce or
eliminate the decline because of
the increase in employment
opportunities and indirect effects
improving education and
infrastructure.

The Iliamna Lake ice-breaking ferry
would disrupt winter travel over the
frozen lake by creating a corridor of
open water and potentially adding
to travel time and increasing fuel
expenditures by subsistence users.

extend beyond the life of the mine
but would decrease in intensity
after

Impacts from the transportation
corridor and associated uses would
be intermittent to prolonged over
the construction period and 20 year
operations period.

magnitude based on lack of
population-level effects to fish and

camp and storage facilities, access
roads, and mine water treatment
plant, would remain in use after
mine closure as

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

It is unclear how mine development
improves education and infrastructure.

NPS is concerned that the open water
channel through winter will have a
widespread effect on lake ice due to
wind and wake action, including
creation of a wider channel than
designed and shortened shoulder
season in a large portion of the lake as
ice takes longer to form and break up
occurs at a faster rate.

The tailings dam will have to be
maintained into perpetuity, and the pit
will need to be monitored and
potentially managed. This should be
reflected in this discussion.

Will the road be removed after the mine
closes? Recommend including
estimated failure rate of culverts based
on an unusual weather event and other
causes over a 20 year period.
How frequently will culverts be
replaced?

Please provide quantitative fisheries
data

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 7

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4. 3, Needs and
Welfare of the People -Socioeconomics.

The section addresses the safety
and access concerns associated
with open water from the ferry and
draws conclusions from Section
4.12.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.23, Wildlife,
where this topic is discussed.

Culvert design and maintenance will
be reviewed and verified by ADF&G
during the permitting process. The
road will remain in place as long as
required by the project. Afterward, it
would be up to the State,
landowners, and the Lake and
Peninsula Borough to determine if
they will own and maintain the road
or require reclamation.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.

facilities would remain in use after
mine closure.
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Comment
No.

30

31

32

33

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

4.9.2.4

4.9.2.4

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

However, there could still be
perceived concerns regarding
potential contamination and the
safety of subsistence resources in
communities downriver from the
project area.

would have adverse impacts on
resource abundance

Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

In the last paragraph of p. 4.9-8, the EIS
says that increased employment of
adults would impact their time spent
training young people to subsistence
hunt and fish, thus impacting the
amount and quality of traditional
knowledge passed on to younger
generations. This is the only mention of
traditional knowledge in this section,
and there is no definition of traditional
knowledge. The next sentence is

The EIS states that the project would
result in both beneficial and adverse
effects on sociocultural dimensions of
subsistence. The beneficial effects are
economic: Increase in base income for
local residents would lead to more
money to use for subsistence
equipment, supplies and operating
costs. An adverse effect is that projectrelated employment may reduce the
time available for subsistence hunting.
The analysis minimizes or omits an
important potential adverse effect of the
project: Interruptions and
discontinuations in the process of
transmission of Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK).

Upriver as well. Contamination of
migratory and anadromous resources
would make the extension into upriver
areas

Please see NPS comments on
subsistence resources in the Fish
Resources chapter.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 8

Comment acknowledged. Refer to
Section 3.9 for how the subsistence
section has integrated TEK into the
analysis.

The section acknowledges that fulltime employment makes it difficult to
pass subsistence skills and
knowledge to the next generation.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.

This section draws conclusions
based on Section 4.24, Fish Values.
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Comment
No.

34

Agency

NPS

4.9.2.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Text where comment bubble
was placed in Section 4.9

The NPS (2018) defines TEK as “…the
ongoing accumulation of knowledge,
practice and belief about relationships
between living beings in a specific
ecosystem that is acquired by
indigenous people over hundreds or
thousands of years through direct
contact with the environment, handed
down through generations.” Unlike
Western science, TEK is inseparable
from the social and spiritual context of
the culture, and represents a tradition of
interpreting relationships in the natural
world, passed down from one
generation to the next (Kimmerer,
2002).

“Households and communities would
have to adjust to new roles of
subsistence labor, changes in sharing
networks, and possible changes in
harvest levels.” There is no discussion
of less tangible cultural aspect of the
transmission of traditional knowledge,
such as cultural continuity of beliefs and
values connected with subsistence, as
well as the younger generation’s
confidence in the older generation.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 9

Comment acknowledged. Refer to
Section 3.9 for how the subsistence
section has integrated TEK into the
analysis.
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

1360DQDJHPHQW3ROLFLHVUHTXLUHVWKDW
"The [National Park] Service will preserve, to
WKHJUHDWHVWH[WHQWSRVVLEOHWKHQDWXUDO
OLJKWVFDSHVof parks, which are natural
UHVRXUFHVDQGYDOXHVWKDWH[LVWLQWKHDEVHQFH
of human-FDXVHGOLJKW3URDFWLYHOLJKWLQJ
GHVLJQFDQPLQLPL]HWKHHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWV
RIVN\JORZDQG preserve the ability of
UHFUHDWLRQLVWVWRH[SHULHQFHWKHQLJKWVN\DWD
UHJLRnal scale LQH[FHVVRIPLOHV 7R
better understand impacts to Lake Clark and for
.DWPDLZHUHTXHVWDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQDERXW
WKHSURSRVHGGHVLJQRIIDFLOLW\ OLJKWLQJDWWKH
0LQH6LWHWKH1RUWK)HUU\7HUPLQDO(DJOH%D\
Ferry Terminal, Diamond Point Port, and
$PDNGHGRUL3RUW)RURXURZQIDFLOLWLHVWKH
National Park Service implements minimal
LPSDFWOLJKWLQJWHFKQLTXHVZKLFKLQFOXGH
important considerations about where, when,
DQGKRZPXFKOLJKWWRXWLOL]HIRUD VSHFL¿FWDVN
https//wwwQSVJRYVXELHFWVQLJKWVNLHV/practice
VKWP

1LJKW6NLHV

PAGE | 1

Analysis has been added about the
QLJKWVN\LPSDFWV

DHWDLOZDVDGGHGUHJDUGLQJWKH
LPSDFWVWR/DNH&ODUN133

,IYLHZHGIURPKLJKHUHOHYDWLRQVQHDUWKHZHVW
end, the north road may be visible from Lake
Clark National Park and Preserve (NPP), three
PLOHVDZD\7KHURDG DQGWKHWUDI¿FPRYHPHQW
ZRXOGEHYLVLEOHWKRXJKLPSDFWVwould be
relatively PLQRU

General

Response
Information has been added to the
DQDO\VLVUHJDUGLQJIOLJKWWUDIILFDQG
WKRVHRQWKHJURXQGDVZHll as those
LQWKHDLU

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

The analysis should consider not only visual
impacts of the projects to those À\LQJRYHUWKH
project, but the visual impact to those on the
JURXQGIURPWKH increase in overfOLJKWVWKDW
construction and operations will EULQJ,Q
particular, consideration of concentrated
RYHUÀLJKWVYLVLEOHLQWKHDUHDRI3W$OVZRUWK
Lake Illiamna, and the mine site should be
DQDO\]HG

General

Category
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Comment
No.



5

6

7

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Soundscapes

The draft analysis states that the transportation

PAGE | 2

7H[WKDVEHHQDGGHGWRLQFOXGHVSHHG

Information has been added to the
DQDO\VLVUHJDUGLQJIOLJKWWUDIILFDQG
WKRVHRQWKHJURXQGDVZHOODVWKRVH
LQWKHDLU

7KHDQDO\VLVVKRXOGFRQVLGHUDYLDWLRQRYHUÀLJKW
impacts to soundscapes in addition to impacts
IURPWKHPLQHDQGJURXQGEDVHGWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ
FRUULGRU7KH analysis should identify aviation
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQFRUULGRUVEHWZHHQ$QFKRUDJH
and HPSOR\PHQWDQGRSHUDWLRQDOGHVWLQDWLRQV
In addition, the analysis should FRQVLGHUÀLJKW
paths between local airports (Illiamna, Port
Alsworth) and destination points for employee
WUDQVSRUWIUHLJKWDQGRSHUDWLRQDO¿HOGQHHGV
This should address types of aircraft and
QXPEHUVRIÀLJKWVH[SHFWHG7KLVZLOO be
particularly important to the aesthetic
soundscape in Wilderness and over Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve immediately
XQGHUQHDWKWKHÀ\ZD\$VZLWK Visual Impacts,
consideration of FRQFHQWUDWHGRYHUÀLJKWVYLVLEOH
LQWKHDUHDRI3W Alsworth, Lake Iliamna, and
the mine site should be analy]HG

Soundscapes

1LJKWVN\LPSDFWVKDYHEHHQDGGHG

1LJKWVNLHVVKRXOGEHDGGUHVVHGLQWKH
FXPXODWLYHLPSDFWVDQDO\VLV

1LJKW6NLHV

Analysis has been added about the
QLJKWVN\LPSDFWV

Response

1LJKWVN\TXDOLW\LVDQLGHQWL¿HGDHVWKHWLFYDOXH
of Lake Clark National Park in IRUPDOSODQQLQJ
GRFXPHQWVVXFKDVWKH9LVLWRU([SHULHQFH
section of thH/RQJ 5DQJH,QWHUSUHWLYH3ODQ
7KH136¶1LJKW6NLHVSURJUDP¶VGDUNHVWVNLHV
UHDGLQJV anywhere in the nation are within the
DUHDDGGUHVVHGE\WKLVDQDO\VLV7KH136
UHFRPPHQGVDPELHQWOLJKWSROOXWLRQIURPWKH
mine site and transportation corridor be
analyzHGIRUDOODOWHUQDWLYHVLQFOXGLQJ
consideration of winter UHÀHFWLYLW\RQVQRZ7KH
DQDO\VHVVKRXOGH[WHQGEH\RQGGLUHFWVLJKWRI
OLJKWVRU KDORPDNLQJ.H\2EVHUYDWLRQ3RLQWV
DORQHDQLQVXI¿FLHQWWRROWRDQDO\]HLPSDFW to
QLJKWVN\

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1LJKW6NLHV

Category
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Comment
No.

8

Agency

NPS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Soundscapes

Category

This section has been made
FRQVLVWHQWZLWK6HFWLRQ1RLVH

7KH136LVUHTXLUHGE\SROLF\WRXVHWKHQDWXUDO
ambient level - "the environment of sound that
H[LVWVLQWKHDEVHQFHRI human-caused noise" as the baseline from which to measure noise
LPSDFWV%HFDXVH$OWHUQDWLYHSasses within
PLOHVRI the boundary of Lake Clark
National Preserve, we seek additional
information that may be used to determine the
SRWHQWLDODXGLELOLW\RIWKHURDGFRUULGRU3OHDVH
provide information on the distance beyond
ZKLFK/PD[ would drop below the natural
DPELHQWOHYHO

PAGE | 3

limits from SectLRQ1RLVH

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

corridor could ”result in impacts to soundscape
WKDWH[WHQGWRXSWRPLOHVIURPWKHURDG
corridor, as measured by the potenWLDOIRUD
G%$/PD[YDOXH+RZHYHUOVWDWHVWKDW
this prediction DVVXPHVDVSHHGOLPLW)
PSK'RHVVXFKDVSHHGOLPLWDOVRDSSO\WRDOO
other vehicles operatinJRQWKHURDG- such as
OLJKWYHKLFOHV ZRUNWUXFNV`RU maintenance
vehicles such as snowplows? If not, this section
likely underestimates noise impacts from road
YHKLFOHVWUDYHOLQJDORQJDFFHVVURDGV

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

NPS Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.11 - Aesthetics
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

App E, E1.31

App E, E1.10

App E, E1.9

App E, E1.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

NAGPRA does not apply to this
project because it is not located
on federal public lands or Tribal
lands

The Archaeological Resources
Protection Act and the
Antiquities Act do not apply to
this project as it is not located
on federal public lands or Indian
lands.
The Alaska Historic
Preservation Act also does not
apply because this is a federal
permitting action.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Revise paragraph to read: This
order instructs federal agencies to
develop environmental justice
strategies to identify and address
disproportionately high and adverse
human health and environmental
effects of their programs, policies,
and activities on minority
populations and low-income
populations. This order specifically
requires federal agencies to
consider these effects to Native
American and Alaska Native

Rewrite section as edited in the
track-changes.

Rewrite section as edited in the
track-changes.

Revised First paragraph under
Section E1.1 to read: The National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of
1969 (42 United States Code [USC]
4321 et seq.) applies to all federal
agencies and is triggered by “major
federal action[s]” that have the
potential to affect the human
environment.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Revised as suggested (Section E1.29).

NAGPRA applies on tribal lands, which
would include native allotments. This
has been clarified in Appendix E
(Section E1.9).

ARPA and the Antiquities Act are
limited to federal lands and therefore do
not apply and were removed.
NHPA does apply (since the permitting
is a federal action). This has been
clarified in Appendix E (Section E1.8).
The Alaska Historic Preservation Act
applies to submerged lands under state
control, so would apply to this project.

The first paragraph under Section E1.1
has been revised to incorporate the
language of “major federal actions”.

Response
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Comment
No.

5

6

7

8

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

App E, Table E1, National
Historic
Preservation Act

App E, Table E1, Alaska
Historic
Preservation Act

App E, Table E1

App E, Table E1, National
Historic
Preservation Act

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Add row for Tribal jurisdiction under
the NHPA as edited in trackchanges

Revise row as edited in the trackchanges.

Add row for Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation as edited in
track-changes

Revise as edited in the trackchanges.

communities.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Added.

Accepted track change edits.

Added.

Accepted track change edits.

Response

PAGE | 2

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Figures K3.9-3 and
K3.9-4

General

Intro

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

The salmon and non-salmon
circles overlap enough in the
rivers that it is difficult to tell
where the salmon harvest is, and
this is a critical piece of
information. Separate maps for
salmon and non-salmon harvest
would avoid this problem

The community descriptions are
interesting and well-presented.
There appears to be wide
diversity among community
residents and uses of resources
in different areas. Is there
anything that can be concluded
from these data that would
inform the main Subsistence
section? A summary or
conclusions section would be
helpful

This introduction should describe
the purpose of this appendix.
How does it inform the
environmental impact statement
and put in context the
information in the main
subsistence chapter? It should
also describe how the
information was gathered that is
represented on the maps and in
the discussion.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Create separate salmon and nonsalmon fish maps

No action

Add explanatory and clarifying
text to the first paragraph of K3.9.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

The salmon and non-salmon
figures have been divided into two
figures as per requested.

Acknowledged. The discussions
in the main body of the document
considered the region as a whole
and took this information into
consideration.

Text added.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Comment
No.

General
Language
and
Accessibility

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Comments

ȱ

The Preliminary Draft EIS (“PDEIS”) should be revised to include these sections and
to address our previous comments and comments provided below. The revised EIS

Information on Scoping and Public Involvement as well as government-to-government
consultations with federally recognized tribes and consultations with native
corporations are also included in Chapter 1.

Comment noted, language was added to Chapter 1 referencing Chapter 6 –
information on consultation. Appendices A and E provide additional
information on scoping and agency authorities.

Comment noted. Issues raised during scoping are identified throughout the
draft EIS.

Significant Issues – With respect to an EIS, issues are points of discussion, debate,
or dispute with respect to the environmental impacts of the proposed action. Issues
may be determined to be significant based on the extent, duration, or magnitude of
the environmental effect. Significant issues focus the environmental analyses in the
EIS on those aspects of the project that are of the greatest concern to regulatory
agencies or the public or that have the most potential for producing adverse
environmental effects. Alternatives to the proposed action or specific mitigation
measures are developed in response to significant issues. By associating measures
with individual issues, the public and decision-makers are better able to differentiate
among different alternatives in terms of environmental impacts. The significant issues
based on public, tribal, and agency comments made during the scoping process
should be summarized in this section. The summary for each issue should describe
the measures to be used to assess each of the issues across alternatives at the end
of each item.
Agency Responsibilities, Approvals and Compliance - This section typically
describes the primary roles of each agency involved in developing the EIS.

Language was added to Chapter 1 to clarify.

Comment noted. The format of the document follows the recommended
format in the 33 CFR 325 Appendix B. Information that is not included in
Chapter 1, but is necessary to the analysis, is provided is subsequent
chapters of the draft EIS.

Comment noted. A certain level of technical language is necessary to
describe the various authorities under which the project requires review.

Response

Decisions to be made – In addition to describing the decisions to be made by the
lead agency, in this case the USACE, this section must identify all the other regulatory
agencies with decision making authority, including the U.S. Coast Guard (“USCG”)
and the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (“BSEE”).

Background – The background section should provide a general description of the
proposed project area including its location related to major towns, cities, and villages,
watersheds, areas of special interest (e.g. national parks, wilderness areas, state
parks), and a concise description of the project’s proposed production. The section
should include information about the original project discovery and the various
developments that have occurred prior to the application for a permit that initiated this
EIS. This should include discussion about previous project proposals as well as
associated evaluations by Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) and other
regulatory agencies concerning proposed mining at the Pebble deposit. It should also
include information about the project proponent including their history and address
their capacity, such as whether they are an existing reputable mining company with
currently active mining operations, or whether this would be their first and only
operation. This section should also disclose to what extent, if any, a completeness
review was conducted on the proponent’s application for a 404 permit, prior to
initiation of the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) process.

This section is incomplete as currently drafted. It is typical in an EIS to include the
following additional information in Chapter 1.0 Purpose and Need:

The environmental impact statement (“EIS”) should be clearly written for public
review and use accessible language. Even in this introductory section, there is an
overuse of jargon and acronyms. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) must
minimize the use of acronyms and ensure that the language used is accessible to the
general public.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

NondaltonȱTribalȱCouncilȱ–ȱPebbleȱProjectȱPreliminaryȱDraftȱEISȱChapterȱ1ȱCommentsȱ
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1.3
FEDERAL
DECISIONS
TO BE
MADE

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

1.2
APPLICATIO
N
DESCRIPTI
ON

Comment
No.

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Comments

ȱ

While these may be the only other federal agencies with direct permitting authority,
there are requirements for consultation with other federal agencies (e.g., natural
resource trustees) and state agencies, as well as consultation with tribal
governments. State and borough agencies also have a permitting role with respect to
the project. These processes and their relationship to the federal permitting process
must also be described.

This Section 1.3 or Section 1.4 should identify whether there are independent public
review processes and opportunities for comment associated with the USCG and
BSEE decisions.

According to this Section 1.3, “DA authorization is required for the proposed
permanent discharges of dredged or fill material into XX acres and temporary
discharge of fill into XX acres of WOUS (actual acreage to be inserted prior to
DEIS) associated with the construction of the mine and associated roads, port, and
natural gas pipeline in wetlands and other WOUS under Section 404 of the CWA.”
Omitting this critical information and providing blank placeholders for areas
permanently damaged by dredging and filling is inappropriate. The PDEIS should
have included the best available current information in this instance and throughout
the PDEIS with respect to other critical metrics, figures, and tables. The information
that is not included throughout the PDEIS prevents reviewers from providing both
meaningful and substantive comments. Similarly, the lack of availability of documents
that are referenced in this PDEIS are apparently the basis on which the PDEIS is
based; however, most of these documents have not been made available to
reviewers for the cooperating agencies, and this prevents reviewers from providing
meaningful and substantive comments. To ensure informed and substantive public
comment, the USACE must ensure that when the DEIS is released, a website has
been established that contains all the supporting documentation and information on
which the DEIS relies. Additionally, the completeness of this essential information
must be confirmed before the DEIS is released for public comment.

This section mentions that the project application is provided in Appendix N, including
an updated version of the applicant’s preferred alternative; however, Appendix N was
not made available for the cooperating agencies to review. This piecemeal distribution
of the PDEIS and attachments significantly hinders the ability to meaningfully
comment on the PDEIS document, since it is unknown what aspects of the proposed
project has been changed or updated since the permit application was submitted in
late December 2017, nearly 11 months ago.

A two-paragraph description of the application is insufficient for a project of this size.
This section should be significantly expanded with maps, figures, and a more detailed
description of each major project element. Portions of the Project Description with
accompanying figures that was provided as Attachment D to the permit application
would be appropriate for this purpose. As a public review EIS for a very significant
project, the public should have available to it up front a complete and clear description
of the entire project, without having to search through attachments and appendices to
learn what the project consists of.

should then be provided to the cooperating agencies for review as an Administrative
Review DEIS prior to publication and release of a DEIS for public review and
comment.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

Comment noted. Chapter 6 and Appendix E provides information on
consultation and other federal, state, and local authorities.

Comment noted.

Supporting reports and information have been made available in real time on
pebbleprojecteis.com.

Comment noted. The acreage information that was omitted from Chapter 1
was reported in Chapter 4 and updated in the dEIS.

Cooperating agencies were notified of changes to the proposal in May and
October 2018.

Chapter 2 describes the proposed project and Appendix N provides additional
detail. The updated application and project descriptions were posted on the
pebbleprojecteis.com website as they were received from the applicant.

Response
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Comment
No.

1.5
PURPOSE
AND NEED

1.4
ENVIRONME
NTAL
ANALYSIS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Comments

ȱ

The Final List of Critical Minerals includes: Aluminum (bauxite), antimony, arsenic,
barite, beryllium, bismuth, cesium, chromium, cobalt, fluorspar, gallium, germanium,

“The United States is heavily reliant on imports of certain mineral commodities that
are vital to the Nation’s security and economic prosperity. This dependency of the
United States on foreign sources creates a strategic vulnerability for both its economy
and military to adverse foreign government action, natural disaster, and other events
that can disrupt supply of these key minerals.”

This section fails to take into account the need for the type of proposed development.
This section demonstrates neither a need for the project in Alaska nor in the United
States. The PDEIS must note that the primary commodities to be produced by the
project (copper, gold, and molybdenum) are not considered by the United States to be
“critical minerals.” Pursuant to Executive Order 13817 dated December 20, 2017, ‘‘A
Federal Strategy to Ensure Secure and Reliable Supplies of Critical Minerals,’’ the
Secretary of the Interior on May 18, 2018, presented a final list of 35 mineral
commodities deemed critical under the definition provided in the Executive Order.1
The final list was prefaced by an explanation of critical minerals as follows:

According to this Section 1.5, “PLP’s (the applicant) stated need for the proposed
project is, “to meet the increasing global demand for commodities such as copper,
gold, and molybdenum.”” It goes on to say: “Any overall purpose must seem feasible
as well as take into account the need for the type of proposed development. The
USACE has determined that the overall project purpose is to develop and operate a
copper, gold, and molybdenum mine in Alaska in order to meet current and future
demand.”

With a project of this magnitude, intensity, and potential for adverse environmental
impacts, it is unclear that it can be implemented in a manner that avoids the potential
for substantial environmental harm. It is also unclear whether the project elements
identified can be mitigated in any reasonable manner. This section must be clearer
about whether and under what circumstances the environmental analysis could result
in a decision that the project would not be permitted. Currently, it reads as though one
of the action alternatives would need to be selected, i.e., that the agencies’
responsibility is to identify “the least environmentally damaging practicable
alternative.” Yet, it may be the case that the only “practicable means to avoid or
minimize environmental harm” is to not permit the project. This section needs to be
clearer about whether this falls within the scope of the federal agencies’ decision
authority.

The USACE is supposed to develop a range of alternatives to address major issues.
NEPA requires the agency to “study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives
to recommended courses of action in any proposal that involves unresolved conflicts
concerning alternative uses of available resources” [42 U.S.C. § 4332(E); 40 CFR §
1508.9(b)]. The USACE must “rigorouslyexplore and objectively evaluate all
reasonable alternatives” to the proposed action [City of Tenakee Springs v. Clough,
915 F.2d 1308, 1310 (9th Cir. 1990)]. Indeed, NEPA’s implementing regulations
recognize that the consideration of alternatives is “the heart of the environmental
impact statement” [40 CFR 1502.14, quoted in Alaska Wilderness Recreation and
Tourism Association v. Morrison, 67 F.3d 723, 729 (9th Cir. 1995)]. In this case, as
identified in our comments on Chapter 2 of the PDEIS, the USACE fails to meet this
requirement.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

Comment noted. Language in Chapter 1 was revised to further support the
determination of the overall purpose.

Comment noted. The language in Chapter 2.2.1 was edited to clarify how the
no action alternative would be selected.
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1

Consideration of global purpose and need is particularly appropriate in light of the
natural resources and human resources that will potentially be affected. Bristol Bay
has globally important fisheries, and there are several marine and wildlife reserves in
the proposed project area that contain irreplaceable resources. Alaska Native cultural
ways of life are intrinsically place-based and, once adversely impacted or destroyed,
these cultural lifeways are also irreplaceable. Mining projects are an intense land use
and are intrinsically destructive; therefore, the proposed project in the proposed
location will cause serious multi-generational adverse impacts on Alaska Native and
rural Alaskan communities that cannot be mitigated or restored. Avoidance of these
impacts through careful consideration of the need for this project is essential.

The reasons for and implications of the USACE’s change in the wording of the
project’s purpose and need are unclear; however, the wording appears designed to
inappropriately limit the scope of potential alternatives for review. The purpose of the
project cannot simply be to “develop and operate a copper, gold, and molybdenum
mine in Alaska,” since there is no particular need to have such a mine specifically
located in Alaska, and project alternatives are not discussed that are sited elsewhere
in Alaska. The addition of “in Alaska” implies that the only practicable alternatives that
would be considered are those located in Alaska. However, since the demand being
addressed is both national and global, according to the applicant’s own description,
other alternatives both nationally and globally for meeting this demand must be
considered, including projects already under development or alternatives to the use of
these metals.

Because the need for this project is predicated on global supply and demand, and
because the potential environmental impacts are great, a better case needs to be
made that this mine is necessary to meet global requirements for these minerals. In
the context of an EIS, simply discussing whether there is adequate supply of such
metals is insufficient; the EIS also needs to address whether there are other
practicable alternatives for meeting this apparent demand that would be less
environmentally damaging.

graphite (natural), hafnium, helium, indium, lithium, magnesium, manganese, niobium,
platinum group metals, potash, the rare earth elements group, rhenium, rubidium,
scandium, strontium, tantalum, tellurium, tin, titanium, tungsten, uranium, vanadium,
and zirconium. The United States is currently, and for the foreseeable future, a global
supplier of copper, gold, and molybdenum as the country’s current and future planned
production exceeds demand, and domestic production is diverse. With respect to the
USACE’s determined overall project purpose, there is no apparent need in the United
States, including Alaska, for an additional copper, gold, or molybdenum mine to meet
current or future domestic demand. It is not the role or responsibility of the USACE to
address global demand or to speculate on future global demand for these metals.
The USACE must address this potential conflict in the DEIS and consider whether in
fact there is a legitimate need for the proposed project that outweighs the damage to
and loss of natural resources that the proposed project would cause.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

The USACE’s decision to issue a permit will be based upon an evaluation of
the probable impacts of the activity and its intended use on the public interest.
Evaluation of the probable impact involves a careful weighing of the benefits
and the reasonably foreseeable detriments. This decision will be documented
in the Record of Decision.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

2.0
Alternatives

2.0
Alternatives

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Please note our previous comments on Preliminary Draft EIS
(“PDEIS”) Sections 1.3 and 1.4. This Section of the PDEIS relies
on tables, figures and appendices as well as other supporting

The alternatives evaluation and selection process appears not to
have been conducted objectively, as it does not take into
consideration other equally practicable alternatives for meeting
global demand that may be less environmentally damaging.
Rather, the alternatives presented appear designed to ensure that
some version of this project would go forward and be permitted,
regardless of the level of environmental and human impact that
may occur.

As noted with respect to Chapter 1, all reasonable alternatives for
achieving the project’s need and purpose were not evaluated. The
project need has not been established in the current version of this
environmental impact statement (“EIS”), and to the extent that the
project need is valid, it reflects global demand for the minerals
proposed to be extracted. Other alternatives for meeting this
demand beyond the specific proposed project were not evaluated.
Attempts to limit the project need and purpose to locations within
Alaska were not based on any logical or described reasoning, and
the proposed alternatives do not evaluate other locations within
Alaska or within the United States, much less globally.

This section describes the alternatives analysis as the “heart of the
EIS” and states that federal regulations require federal agencies to
“rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable
alternatives and for alternatives which were eliminated from
detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for these alternatives
having been eliminated.”

Except for the no action alternative, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (“USACE”) fails to consider a broad range of
alternatives in Chapter 2. Alternatives 2 and 3 are merely
variations on access to the mine and transportation of mine
products; they are not alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 1

PDEIS sections 1.3 and 1.4 do not include tables,
figures and appendices and thus this comment is

In addition to the two action alternatives to the
proposed project, the Draft EIS evaluates four
variants.

USACE has considered more than 100 alternative
options and documented their evaluation in
Appendix B of the Draft EIS. Alternatives 2 and 3
consider alternate dam construction methods at
the mine site, alternate port locations and road
alignments, and eliminating the ferry. Dam safety,
road impacts on wildlife, fish, and wetlands, and
ferry impacts were concerns from scoping. The
potential for these alternatives to reduce those
impacts is evaluated in the Draft EIS.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The USACE’s development and selection of alternatives has not
been carried out in accordance with other statutory obligations. For
example, the National Historic Preservation Act implementing
regulations require the USACE to “ensure that the section 106
process is initiated early in the undertaking’s planning, so that a
board range of alternatives may be considered during the planning
process for the undertaking” [36 CFR § 800.1(c)]. The USACE
initiated the Section 106 process well after it developed and
selected the alternatives; therefore, the Section 106 process will
have no input on the development of alternatives. Likewise, this
Section fails to address how the Section 106 process will inform

To develop or identify alternatives to a proposed project that may
reduce potential adverse environmental impacts, the impacts of the
proposed project must first have been assessed and provided to
the parties involved in developing or identifying alternatives. In
addition, as noted in our comments on this section, evaluations
such as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (“FMEA”) are needed
both to assess potential impacts but also are useful in the
assessment and development of alternatives for this purpose.
Finally, in order to ensure the alternatives analysis performed in
the EIS is correct and the least environmentally damaging
alternative is selected, evaluations such as inundation analysis
and other technical information that have not been provided for this
review of the PDEIS are needed to determine not only the potential
impacts of the proposed action, but also the improvements that
would result from potential alternatives, in order to ensure the
alternatives analysis performed in the EIS is correct.

documents that have not been provided to the cooperating
agencies. In reviewing this section, it has been noted that previous
comments to the USACE by this cooperating agency on the
Alternatives Analysis have apparently not been considered as they
are neither addressed nor incorporated into this Section.
Therefore, based on our comments on this section, it is our
conclusion that the PDEIS as presently written does not consider a
“broad range of alternatives.”

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 2

USACE has initiated the Section 106 of the NHPA
process in parallel to the NEPA and DA
application processes. USACE has defined a
reasonable range of alternatives for the draft EIS
for public comment and review. Section 106
process was initiated during the development of
the draft analysis. The information developed
during the 106 process will be analyzed for the
final EIS.

NEPA does not require completion of impact
analysis for the proposed action prior to
developing alternatives.

not understood.
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2.1.1 Public
Input on
Alternatives

2.1
Alternatives
Development

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

This section makes it clear that the USACE had no intention of
soliciting a truly broad range of alternatives and has
inappropriately constrained the public’s input on alternatives. The
“guidance” provided to the public essentially limited them to
commenting on elements of the project as proposed, rather than
whether other projects in other locations could have met the stated

According to the PDEIS, as a result of “specific suggestions for
alternatives that were provided by the public, stakeholders, and
agencies during scoping” that “have been fully considered in the
alternatives development process” as well as specific suggestions
provided by this cooperating agency as well as other cooperating
agencies such as Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), the
“EIS Team” found that only three alternatives met the criteria of
meeting: purpose and need; reasonable under Council on
Environmental Quality (“CEQ”) guidance; practicable under Clean
Water Act (“CWA”) Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines; and
environmental impacts. In fact, in terms of the actual project being
proposed, the “EIS Team” apparently found no alternatives
whatsoever, instead identifying alternatives that address access
via Road and Ferry or Road only in order to have any alternatives
for detailed analysis at all. Given the magnitude and potential
impacts of the proposed project, the suggestion that no
alternatives have been evaluated would suggest the DEIS is being
crafted to suggest that the proposed project is nearly “perfect” as
proposed. The only way for the USACE and others on the “EIS
Team” to have arrived at this conclusion is to have conducted the
Alternates Analysis in a vacuum as well as not in consideration of
the purpose of an EIS to begin with, which is to provide a “hard
look” at the proposed project. There is no other interpretation if this
section is provided as written in the DEIS and does not contain
meaningful alternatives than to suggest the results of this analysis
were predetermined to support the proposed project as is, and that
any meaningful analysis will require legal intervention for this to
occur in the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) process
being conducted by the USACE for this project.

the ongoing development of alternatives and the USACE’s
selection of the least environmentally damaging practicable
alternative.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 3

USACE disagrees. Over 100 alternative options
(including other locations) are evaluated in the
Draft EIS and two action alternatives to the
proposed project, the no action alternative, and
four variants are evaluated in detail. We have
carefully considered previous comments from

USACE disagrees. Over 100 alternative options
are evaluated in the Draft EIS and two action
alternatives to the proposed project are evaluated
in detail.
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Comment
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The remainder of this chapter is long and detailed and organized

It is not clear from this brief description of the two action
alternatives carried forward whether changes are being made to
other project elements besides eliminating entire elements (e.g.,
the ferry). This introductory section would benefit from a
comparison chart showing all four alternatives with a summary of
all key elements included or differing among the alternatives.

The two “action alternatives” listed represent changes to some
elements of the applicant’s preferred alternative; however, they are
not truly different alternatives in the sense of meeting the project
need and purpose. Such alternatives would include alternative
mining sites, alternative projects in other states or countries, and
alternative means of meeting or reducing the global demand for
these minerals.

The phrase “as currently proposed” should be eliminated from the
end of the first paragraph. The no action alternative would entail
the project not being permitted in any form.

No summary of the alternatives suggested during scoping and
considered by the USACE is provided here, despite the statutory
requirement to do so. It is telling, however, that environmental
impacts were the last item considered and apparently lowest
priority, despite this being a process intended specifically to
identify and mitigate environmental impacts.

Understanding how the USACE reached its determination of what
project alternatives would be considered is a key aspect of the EIS
and one that should have been coordinated with other
governments in advance. We are being asked to provide
comments on the PDEIS without an understanding of this process,
since the this cooperating agency has not been provided a current
draft of this critical Appendix B describing the screening of
suggested alternatives.

need and purpose.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 4

USACE appreciates the suggestion but kept the

A comparison chart has been added to Chapter 2.

Alternative mining locations are considered in the
Draft EIS.

The phrase has been deleted.

The screening criteria used by USACE are widely
used in NEPA practice.

Two previous versions of Appendix B have been
provided to the cooperating agencies and all
comments were carefully considered. USACE
updated the cooperating agencies on October 24
that the next version of Appendix B would be in
the Draft EIS and there were no requests that it
be submitted with the Preliminary Draft EIS.
Appendix B identifies the alternatives suggested
during scoping.

Nondalton Tribal Council and other cooperating
agencies in conducting the alternatives
development and screening.
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2.2.2 Action
Alternative 1
– Applicant’s
Proposed
Alternative

2.2.1 No
Action
Alternative

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

According to the PDEIS, “PLP’s October 2018 Project Description
(PLP 2018d), the Pebble Project Department of the Army
Application for Permit POA-2017-271 and supporting documents
(PLP 2017), various responses to Request for Information (RFIs)
as cited herein and associated Geographic Information System
(GIS) data provided by PLP form the basis for the description of
Alternative 1.” All of this information has not been provided for this
review, specifically the Pebble Limited Partnership’s (“PLP”)
October 2018 Project Description and responses to Requests for
Information (“RFI”). As such, given the extent to which other
information in this section is not presented or available as
previously noted, a meaningful and substantive review cannot be
conducted. The USACE must produce an additional iteration of the
EIS, what is typically provided as an administrative DEIS, which is

Although Appendix N is not available for comparison, it would
seem the description of this alternative is at a level of detail that
may not be dissimilar from the appendix. As written, it is long,
highly technical, and not particularly approachable to the general
public. The alternative should be summarized in a manner that
non-technical so that members of the public can digest the
information.

The final sentence of this section cannot be determined without
consideration of more broad-ranging alternatives to the proposed
project, since the purpose and need for this project is based on
global demand for minerals. Regardless, it begs the question of
whether the no action alternative can be selected (i.e., is more
than just a baseline for comparison). This section needs to be
clearer about this aspect of the no action alternative.

by alternative, making it difficult to succinctly compare elements of
the alternatives. In addition to a summary chart as suggested
above, it would be more helpful to organize the section by element
of the project, describing what differs among the alternatives for
each element.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 5

The RFIs are also available on the public website
and would have been provided if requested to
facilitate the council’s review of the Preliminary
Draft EIS.

As noted above, the project description is readily
available. Even so, USACE would have been
happy to provide it had the council requested it.

It is clear in the Preliminary Draft EIS that
Appendix N will be the applicant’s project
description. It has been available on the public
website since scoping and an updated version
was posted on October 23, 2018 and available for
the public and cooperating agencies. USACE did
not find any reason to redistribute this readily
available document and did not receive requests
for it. USACE received comments from other
cooperating agencies requesting additional detail
of the proposed project and thus Chapter 2 has a
fairly detailed description of the project.

The no action alternative text has been revised
for clarity.

style of describing each alternative.
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2.2.2.1 Mine
Site – Mining
Methods and
Phasing

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

According to the PDEIS, “The mine would be a conventional drill,
blast, truck, and shovel operation with an average mining rate of
70 million tons per year, and an overall stripping ratio of 0.12 ton of
waste per ton of mineralized material.” The use of the term “overall
stripping” is not consistent with hardrock mining terminology and is
also misleading. “Stripping” is a coal mining term and refers to the
removal of overburden above the coal seam. Stripping is typically
performed by removing a consistent layer prior to mining of coal. In
hardrock mining, waste and ore are typically mined at the same
time rather than sequentially. Similarly, the term “mineralized

https://www.northerndynastyminerals.com/pebbleproject/reserves-resources/

1

According to this section, the proposed operating life of the project
is 20 years. Construction would last for approximately 4 years,
followed by a commissioning period and 20 years of mineral
processing. Over the life of the project, approximately 1.3 billion
tons of mineralized material would be fed to the process plant at a
rate of 180,000 tons/day (see page 11). However, as noted on the
1
Pebble Project website page for Reserves and Resources, in
terms of potential ore, depending on the “Threshold CuEQ%”
(CuEQ% meaning copper equivalent percent), the amount of
material that could ultimately be mined that presently meets the
definition of measured and indicated reserves or resources, ranges
from 1.44 billion tons to as much as 6.46 billion tons. Because of
this discrepancy, the EIS must address how the determination to
propose a project of 1.3 billion tons was made, as well as address
the likelihood that the proposed project is highly likely, if permitted,
to result in additional production, including potentially increasing
both the production rate and the project life-time significantly.

a complete DEIS containing all necessary information and with all
supporting information available, for review by the cooperating
agencies over a 30-day period, and that the comments arising from
that review be considered by the “EIS Team” prior to publication of
the public DEIS. Otherwise, the only meaningful and substantial
means for the cooperating agencies to comment on this EIS will be
for them to participate in exactly the same way as the public during
the public review period, negating the benefit of the cooperating
agencies.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 6

The editorial suggestions were considered when
editing the text.

USACE has an obligation to consider projects as
proposed. USACE has considered a mine
expansion scenario under cumulative effects.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

“Mineral processing facilities would be located at the mine
site. Blasted mineralized material ore from the open pit
would be fed to a crushing plant, and then conveyed to a

The following suggested revisions to the first paragraph of this
section is illustrative of a general recommendation that the PDEIS
be reviewed and edited by an experienced EIS writer whom has at
their access other EISs for hardrock mines upon which to use as a
basis for this EIS so as to ensure it provides complete and
accurate information. In general, the information and descriptions
provided in the PDEIS are extremely cursory and as a result do not
provide the reader with adequate information upon which to either
understand the project or the subsequent evaluation of the
potential impacts. While we could provide similar
recommendations for nearly every part of the project description in
this section, the time allowed only provides for the following
example based on the first paragraph of this section:

In making this recommendation, we do note that on page 11 of this
section, the PDEIS indicated “During the pre-production phase,
approximately 33 million tons of non-mineralized and mineralized
material would be removed from the open pit.” This action could be
consistent with that of stripping. However, we would note that if 1.3
billion tons of ore is mined, at a waste to ore ratio of 0.12:1, then a
total of approximately 156 million tons of total waste will be
produced, suggesting that more than 75 percent of the waste
produced from this project would be removed at the same time as
the mining of the ore would occur.

material” is more commonly referred to as “ore” if it is intended to
be processed. It should be noted that both ore and waste may be
mineralized. The PDEIS should be corrected to “…and an overall
ratio of waste to ore of 0.12 tons waste to 1.00 tons ore.” The
PDEIS, to be informative, must also mention that this is an
extremely low waste to ore ratio for a hardrock mine and provide
an explanation as to why that is the case. This might include a
high-grade core deposit, that the proposal is suggesting an
extremely high copper equivalent cutoff grade, or both. The PDEIS
must also address how a change in copper price might change this
information and lead to a modification to increase the waste to ore
ratio in the future.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 7

The editorial suggestions were considered when
editing the text.

This comment conflicts with an earlier comment
that chapter 2 should be abbreviated.

Noted.

USACE is not required to speculate about
changes in commodity prices.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The PDEIS fails to recognize that the updated 2017 Guidelines are
presently in “Draft Revision” form and subject to change. In
addition, it should be noted that the guidelines consist of
“recommendations” and not requirements. If the PDEIS is going to
recognize these recommendations, it should similarly recognize
the recommendations of the Mount Polley Independent Expert
Review Panel as well as recent regulations enacted by Montana
and British Columbia which specifically address mining tailings
facilities. The PDEIS should provide a comparison of the Alaska

According to the PDEIS, “The TSFs would be designed to meet or
exceed the standards of the updated 2017 Guidelines for
Cooperation with the Alaska Dam Safety Program (ADSP)
prepared by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR).
The TSFs would be designed to the standards of a Class I hazard
potential dam (the highest classification).”

As an example, we would suggest the USACE should review the
project descriptions in the EIS that have been conducted for other
hardrock mining projects in Alaska such as Greens Creek, Donlin
Creek, and Pogo.

coarse ore stockpile., Ore from the stockpile is fed at a
rate of 180,000 tons per day which in turn feeds a to a
grinding plant in the process plant. In the grinding plant,
semi-autogenous grinding mills and ball mills and
combined with water to make a slurry it would be and the
ore reduced to the consistency of very fine sand,
liberating the valuable minerals from waste materials. The
slurry is pumped to the next step is, froth flotation, in
which the copper and molybdenum minerals are
separated from the remaining material to produce
concentrates. In the flotation process, reagents are added
to cause valuable minerals of interest to attach to air
bubbles, allowing them to be floated and separated from
waste material and recovered from a froth in a series of
flotation cells. The concentrates are then filtered pressed
to create moisture levels acceptable for shipment. The
waste material, or tailings as the waste product from
processing is typically called, is stored in the Tailings
Storage Facility."

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 8

Chapter 2 includes: “The guidelines lay out the
process, qualifications, level of detail for study,
modeling, and design, and expectations for
permitting dams versus being a list of standards.”
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According to the PDEIS, “The main Bulk TSF embankment would
be constructed using the centerline construction method with local
borrow materials. The centerline construction method provides a
high level of embankment stability while reducing the embankment
material requirements associated with the downstream method.

According to the PDEIS, “PAG waste rock would be placed in a
ring around the interior of the pyritic TSF.” The PDEIS should
explain how the PAG waste rock will be placed so as to not
compromise the pyritic TSF liner. From the description provided it
is not clear how “The sub-aqueous discharge is necessary to
prevent oxidation and potential acid generation” will be achieved
and maintained.

In describing the embankment slopes for the bulk tailings storage
facility (“TSF”) and pyritic TSF, in both cases the PDEIS says
embankment slopes would be maintained at 2.6H:1V. These
descriptions both should be revised to say, “constructed and
maintained.” Additionally, the description should provide the basis
for the slopes (i.e. same as final reclamation) and explain why
3H:1V or shallower slopes are not being designed, since these
slopes are more likely to promote long-term revegetation.

The PDEIS contains a footnote: “Bulk tailings are comprised of
relatively inert, non-acid-generating fine-grained ground waste rock
that remains after economic minerals and pyritic materials have
been extracted through ore processing at the mine site.” This
description appears to incorporate the findings from later sections
such as that the tailings are inert and non-acid generating. It
should be noted that “bulk flotation tailings” from copper mines in
general may be acid generating or non-acid generating, but in our
experience very rarely are they “inert” and in most cases result in
water quality impacts. The PDEIS appears to presume this is the
case by providing this site-specific description rather than relying
on the evaluation contained in the remainder of the PDEIS.

recommendations with those of the Mount Polley Panel and the
3
4
Montana and British Columbia regulations and demonstrate
whether the Alaska regulations are progressive and protective, and
address what this means to the Pebble Project in terms of
reduction of risk and reliability of the proposed methods, such as
relying on recommendations rather than regulatory requirements.

2

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 9

The Draft EIS describes centerline and
downstream construction and Alternative 2 would
use downstream versus centerline as proposed.

The method for placing the waste rock has been
added to the Draft EIS.

The Draft EIS states the slopes would be at
2.6H:1V without specifying construction and/or
maintained. 3H:1V or shallower slopes had not
yet been suggested and will be considered after
the Draft EIS comment period as a potential
mitigation measure.

The description of bulk tailings in Chapter 2 has
been revised and addresses the comment.

Response
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

14

Comment
No.

Closure/PostClosure
Water
Treatment

2.2.2.1 Mine
Site Water
Management

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

http://mines.nrs.gov.bc.ca/tailings-management

https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2015/sb0499/SB0409_x.pdf

https://www.mountpolleyreviewpanel.ca/

The PDEIS provides no information on the capacity or type of
water treatment that will be required. The PDEIS must identify the
most likely type of water treatment that would be used and address
the effectiveness and reliability of the proposed treatment method
or methods.

According to the PDEIS, “The project would develop a
comprehensive water management plan that strategically
discharges surplus treated water to downgradient streams in a
manner that reduces the effect of stream flow fluctuations and
minimizes impacts to fish habitat.” The PDEIS must explain why
the proponent has not been required to develop a comprehensive
water management plan as a part of the application and for review
in this EIS. This information is necessary to evaluate the extent to
which the proponent can reduce the effect of stream flow
fluctuations and minimize impacts to fish habitat. Relying on a yet
to be produced plan to accomplish this task and apply it as
mitigation to the EIS fails to take a “hard look” at the potential for
and mitigation of these potential impacts. Additionally, the analysis
must address how the proposed mitigation will be ensured for the
“entire lifecycle of the project” when water management will be
required post-mining for an indefinite, or perpetual, length of time.

4

3

2

The south Bulk TSF embankment would be constructed using the
downstream construction method to facilitate lining of the upstream
face.” While the centerline construction method does typically
reduce the embankment materials requirements as compared to
the downstream method, it does not provide an equally high level
of embankment stability except under near ideal conditions. The
Mount Polley TSF was constructed using a centerline construction
method, and it proved to be particularly problematic to keep pace
with tailings and water storage capacity. The PDEIS should
provide further information on various TSF construction techniques
and include information such as that shown in Figure X.X:

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)
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Water treatment is described in Chapter 2 and in
more detail in the water quality section.

Water withdrawal is under the purview of the
State of Alaska. USACE does not have the
regulatory authority to require a comprehensive
water management plan. The State of Alaska also
has the authority over bonding and financial
assurance for post-closure maintenance.

Response
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15

16

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
No.

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Financial
Assurance

Post Closure
Management

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

If a long-term trust fund will be established for the proposed
project, the appropriate level of funding, types of financial
instruments, and mechanics of the fund are critical to ensuring it

The Pebble Project proposes measures and controls that we
believe will require long-term post-closure operations and
maintenance (“O&M”) to protect water quality. The need for longterm post-closure O&M, facilities replacement, and monitoring,
should be acknowledged in the DEIS. The DEIS should contain
adequate details regarding financial assurance commitments (e.g.,
for reclamation and long-term O&M), as well as meaningful
assurances that an adequate financial instrument will exist to
ensure adequate funds are available as long as they may be
needed for this purpose. Although the USACE has taken the
position that it does not address financial assurance in in the EIS,
we disagree with this position. We believe that financial assurance
is a critical element and must be disclosed in the EIS for the
proposed Pebble Project, because the viability of the reclamation,
closure, and post-closure management is a critical factor in
whether this project may be considered fully protective of
environmental resources. Furthermore, we believe this information
is significant and essential for an adequate analysis of the
proposed project because it could make the difference between a
project that is sufficiently managed over the long-term by the site
operator and an unfunded or under-funded contaminated site that
becomes a liability that may need to be addressed under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (“CERCLA” or Superfund).

In this section the PDEIS describes the pit lake water quality and
treatment. In terms of post-closure management, the proposed
project would also require monitoring and maintenance. Monitoring
should include water quality, quantity, wildlife, revegetation,
erosion, dam stability and other monitoring to ensure the
reclamation performs as intended and if corrective actions are
needed, and maintenance of roads, covers, stormwater channels,
and other and other measures to ensure the reclamation and other
measures remain viable over time. These activities in addition to
operations are required to be performed in perpetuity and should
be described in the PDEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 11

Chapter 2 addresses financial assurance and
explains it is under ADNR’s regulatory authority.
State permitting would follow the NEPA process
and it is premature to address at this time.

Specific details on compliance monitoring and a
detailed monitoring plan would be developed
during the state permitting process. Reclamation
and closure required by the State of Alaska would
include provisions for periodic replacement of
water treatment facilities, and ongoing operating
and monitoring costs over the long-term, postclosure period.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

17

Comment
No.

2.3
Alternatives
Eliminated
From Further
Consideration

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The tables at the end of this chapter provide no summary of the
reasons that other alternatives were eliminated from detailed
study. These reasons must not be buried in an appendix. This
cooperating agency has already provided recommendations to the
USACE concerning the desirability and advisability of including
several alternatives for detailed considered ion in the EIS, and it is
noted that the PDEIS does not include any of the additional
alternatives identified by this cooperating agency. For the record,
and with reference to Draft Appendix B dated September 2018,
this cooperating agency previously recommended the following
alternatives for inclusion in the DEIS:

The PDEIS Table 2-12 provides a brief description of each option
that was considered and dismissed. The reviewer is required to
look to Appendix B to determine the reason or reasons why the
alternative was dismissed. The PDEIS must also include a brief
description of the rationale, so the reviewer is not required to cross
reference the alternative in Appendix B.

will be available when it is needed. In addition to the projected
long-term engineering and monitoring costs of each activity, the
DEIS should discuss the financial assumptions used to estimate
the funding level, projected trust fund growth rate, and mechanics
of the trust fund. The fund mechanics include: (a) requirements for
timing of payments into the trust fund; (b) how the responsible
agency ensures that the trust fund is bankruptcy remote; (c)
acceptable financial instruments (such as those specified in 43
CFR § 3809.555); (d) legal structure of the trust for tax purposes;
(e) who will pay the taxes on trust earnings and trust fees and
expenses; (f) how taxes and trust fees will be paid on the trust if
the mining company goes out of business; (g) who will make
investment decisions if the operator is no longer viable; (h) if the
federal government controls the investment decisions, what legal
and ethical issues arise from the responsible agency controlling
investment decisions about investments in private companies,
voting stock and similar issues if the trust owns stock; (i) the
identity of the trust fund beneficiaries; and (j) the identity and
corporate structure of the operator with responsibility and liability
for financial assurance at this site.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)
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Many layout and siting options are considered in
Appendix B. We encourage the cooperating
agencies and public to review the options

Providing alternatives screening in an Appendix is
common for complex projects.

The table has been removed from Chapter 2. This
reduces redundancy and eliminates the need for
reviewers to cross reference between Chapter 2
and Appendix B.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Underground mining offers significant environmental advantages
related to decreasing the overall mine footprint, significantly
reducing the production of waste rock and producing ore of higher
grade resulting in less tailings. For underground mining to be
dismissed, site-specific aspects must be present that are not
discussed in the preliminary assessment that make underground
mining in this particular case more unsafe than in other cases. But
more typically, economic feasibility has been cited in NEPA
analysis as the basis for dismissal of this option. In many cases,
underground mining has been included as an alternative for
consideration in NEPA analysis and the economic feasibility has
been analyzed and presented in detail in EISs. Additionally, the
method of underground mining needs to be identified as there are
significant differences between methods such as stope mining,
room and pillar mining, and block-cave mining. In conjunction with
consideration of underground mining methods, the extent to which

Underground mining is dismissed as an alternative alone or
combined with open pit mining because “underground mining
techniques cannot be used to safely mine the proposed project.” If
“safely” is defined as “without fatalities” then the analysis is
misinformed in that fatalities do occur on a yearly basis in the
United States and elsewhere from both underground and open pit
mines. In fact, it is notable in this regard that according to the Mine
5
Safety and Health Administration (“MSHA”), for the last four years
the number of fatalities associated with hardrock mines at surface
facilities has significantly exceeded that of underground mines. In
addition, there is an acknowledged trend back towards
underground mining as open pit minable reserves are depleted
6
and high-grade underground orebodies are being discovered.

Mining Type – Underground Mining (Page 4)

An analysis of siting options and alternatives is needed to allow for
consideration of mine layout options. This analysis is typically
provided as well as cited relative to the mine layout options
considered in an alternatives analysis. The information provided
does not allow for adequate consideration of mine layout options
or provide justification for the options considered and the dismissal
of all options other than the proposed action.

Mine Layout Options (Pages 1 – 2)

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)
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Underground mining is considered in the
alternatives analysis and evaluated in cumulative
effects, as suggested by the comment.

Underground mining for Pebble West is evaluated
in Appendix B and eliminated from detailed
consideration. Underground mining for Pebble
East is considered in the Draft EIS under the
expansion scenario evaluated under cumulative
effects. The scenario identifies potential
underground mining methods.

The referenced text has been edited.

considered and make substantive comments if
they disagree with the evaluation or have
suggestions for improving. Asserting an option
should be considered in detail without providing
technical justification is not particularly helpful to
USACE.
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The preliminary assessment suggests an option considering
increasing the mine throughput to 320,000 tons per day should be
dismissed due to “increased environmental impacts.” However, it
should first be noted that in nearly all cases, EISs and subsequent
Record of Decisions are not based on a given throughput, but
rather on total environmental impacts. For this reason, several
mines have been allowed to increase their rate of mining without
further analysis based on the analysis contained in NEPA EIS
analysis that was based on a “conceptual” throughput that was
lower. The standard typically employed is that if the proposed
change does not result in an increase in disturbed acres or other

Throughput 320,000 tons per day (Page 7)

In-pit crushing must be included in the alternatives analysis and
evaluated in in the EIS, since in-pit crushing and conveying are
probably less environmentally damaging than other alternatives,
such as hauling ore by trucks to an off-site crusher. This
determination and the dismissal of the in-pit crushing option is
premature.

Material Handling – In-Pit Crushing and Conveying (Page 4)

If the proposed Pebble Project is permitted, it is highly likely that
underground mining will be proposed in the future beyond the
present mining proposal. Underground mining would most likely be
proposed to recover additional resources beyond or below the
proposed extent of the open pit. It should be discussed as to
whether acceptance of the premise for underground mining in this
preliminary assessment, if carried forward, would preclude the
future possibility of underground mining. Dismissal of the
underground mining option due to safety concerns at this stage
could also be argued as a rationale to prohibit open-pit mining as
well.

Underground mining should not be excluded from evaluation in the
EIS. It is understood that underground mining methods are not
proposed for early stages of mine development, and open pit
mining is usually less costly; however, and evaluation of
underground mining should be included in the alternatives analysis
and evaluated in the cumulative effects portion of the EIS.

backfilling might be achieved should be considered.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 14

USACE is required to evaluate the proposed
project and evaluate alternatives and mitigation
that could reduce impacts. The EIS is not a
programmatic type document prepared by a land
management agency and thus does not evaluate
increased throughput rates that would allow the
applicant to avoid the expense of reapplying if
they want to increase the throughput in the future.
A throughput of 320,000 tpd is considered in
Appendix B and eliminated.

In-pit crushing and conveying is included in the
alternatives analysis in Appendix B. Additional
evaluation and consideration of this option was
conducted based on Nondalton Tribal Council
comments on Appendix B and include RFI 090.
The option increases energy requirements,
footprint, wetlands impacts, and generates 81
million additional tons of waste rock. The option is
eliminated from further analysis.

Future underground mining would not be
precluded by the EIS.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

According to the preliminary assessment, methods to make the
tailings non-acid generating or inert to metals leaching are not
practicable; however, methods such as the addition of lime to
tailings to address acid drainage and metal leaching have been
proposed and accepted at other mine sites. Those methods are
identified and discussed in the Global Acid Rock Drainage
(“GARD”) Guide Section 6.6.4 Additions and Amendment

Storage Method – Remove or Make All Tailings Inert (Page 22)

The alternatives screening document indicates that dry stack
tailings is under review. This option should undoubtedly be
included as an alternative for analysis in the EIS given the
substantial risk and threat to safety and the environment
associated with a TSF failure. This is especially important given
that the Mount Polley Independent Expert Review Panel (“IERP”)
identified dry stack tailings as the Best Available Technology
(“BAT”) for new tailings impoundments. The analysis should also
be based on the recommendations of the IERP that a complete
cost/benefit analysis be performed without regard to cost and with
an emphasis on public safety.

Storage Method – Dry Stack Tailings (for Bulk Tailings only) (Page
22)

Rather than being dismissed in this preliminary screening,
renewable energy should be included as an option and evaluated
in the EIS. The environmental benefits as well as the costs should
be evaluated before precluding the use of renewable energy.

PAGE | 15

Downstream construction is considered under
Alternative 2.

Appendix B evaluates adding lime to the pyritic
tailings and concludes there would be no
environmental benefit. The option is dismissed.

Dry stack tailings method has been carefully
evaluated and considered. It is not practicable.
Additional documentation related to the dry stack
option is available on the public website to include
RFI 054 and AECOM 2018g, a technical
memorandum. USACE is not required to
complete a cost/benefit analysis for the dry stack
option.

Renewable energy options are considered in
Appendix B and eliminated from further analysis.

impacts by more than 10 percent, it is allowed without further
consideration. It should also be noted that a more recent example
involving the PolyMet NorthMet Mine in Minnesota has the
company producing a feasibility study prior to completing the
permitting process. This suggests that a throughput that is double
the throughput that could be permitted will be required for the
7
project to be economical . In order to address this possibility, the
EIS of the proposed Pebble Project must consider the 320,000
tons per day option as well as an option that sees the mine
significantly expanded, not as a cumulative impact, but as an
alternative in the EIS.
Power Source – Renewable Energy (Page 9)

Response

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

https://www.tmrresearch.com/underground-mining-equipmentmarket

6

https://arlweb.msha.gov/STATS/PART50/WQ/1978/wq78mn04.asp

5

The preliminary assessment dismisses lining the bulk tailings
impoundment due to “Increased environmental impacts because
the liner would retain water in the bulk tails and increase the risk of
dam failure.” This rationale does not address the means and
methods that are routinely employed on lined facilities such as
internal drains and closure intervention measures such as wick
drains to address retained water in the tailings. Other means have
also allowed several lined tailings impoundments around the world
to be safely operated. This dismissal decision also fails to
recognize that the majority of TSF failures have been associated
with unlined facilities. At several other sites tailings impoundment
liners have been included as the proposed option or an alternative
explicitly as a measure to reduce the likelihood and consequence
of environmental impacts.

Bulk Basin Tailings – Lined (Page 24)

For the same reason that upstream construction is correctly
dismissed as less stable compared to downstream construction,
centerline construction could similarly be dismissed. While that
would not be our recommendation, it is for this reason clear that
downstream construction must be included as an alternative to the
proposed centerline method. In the numerous discussions
concerning TSF construction methods, it has always been
suggested that if downstream construction can be accommodated,
then, in nearly all cases, it is preferred over the more complex, and
therefore riskier, centerline construction approach.

Tailings Dam – Downstream, Centerline, Upstream Construction
(Pages 22 – 23)

Methods8. In particular, the addition of lime to tailings, including
the pyrite tailings, should be considered further as an option and
potentially considered as an alternative.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of Comment)
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Lining the bulk TSF is considered in Appendix B
and eliminated from further analysis. The
evaluation includes consideration of drains and
other methods to address retained water.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

5.1.3 NEPA
Guidance

5.1.3 NEPA
Guidance

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Each potential impact should be organized by
element of the environment, and proposed
mitigation should be described in order of
preference listed on Page 5-1: “1) avoidance, 2)
minimization, 3) and compensatory mitigation.” In
each case, this section should identify which of
the types of mitigation described in Table 5-1 will
be employed to mitigate the potential impact. Any
mitigation described by the USACE as part of the
Applicant’s Proposed Mitigation should be
referenced to a specific part of the permit
application. Assumptions about what the applicant
could or might do and non-binding written
statements that are not part of the permit
application are not sufficiently certain to ensure
that they will be carried out. General references to
required permits are also not sufficient. Specific
mitigation measures that would be required as
permit conditions must be provided in the EIS.

The first step discussed in this subsection is to
identify and describe potential impacts to
resources potentially affected by the Proposed
Action and alternatives; however, nowhere in this
preliminary draft environmental impact statement
(PDEIS) is there a clear and accessible summary
of the potential impacts associated with the
Proposed Action and its alternatives. This
summary of potential impacts is needed before
the scope of mitigation can be determined. A
summary of impacts would be best placed at the
end of Chapter 4, just prior to this Chapter 5 or
included within Chapter 5.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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The first opportunity for the public to review
the impact assessment for the proposed
project, alternatives, and proposed
mitigation (avoidance, minimization, and
compensation) is at the Draft EIS stage. A
major purpose of the Draft EIS review is to
solicit mitigation suggestions that could

Comment noted. NEPA requires federal
agencies to consider appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid, minimize, rectify,
reduce or eliminate, and/or compensate for
specific impacts. Chapter 5 provides an
overview of mitigation, describes
avoidance and minimization measures
incorporated as a component of a
proposed project or as a measure being
considered in the course of the NEPA
review conducted to support agency
decision making processes (Section 5.2),
and summarizes avoidance, minimization,
and compensatory mitigation under the
Clean Water Act (Section 5.3).

Comment noted. Each environmental
consequences section has a summary of
key impacts. A lengthy redundant
compilation table is not necessary.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 5 – Mitigation

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Comment
No.

3

Agency

NTC

5.1.3 NEPA
Guidance

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section of the PDEIS identifies and includes
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
requirements and regulations concerning
mitigation measures in the NEPA process. The
section concludes that “The Pebble Project EIS
complies with federal guidance by considering
mitigation during alternatives development and by
disclosing mitigation as components incorporated
into the Proposed Action as efforts to avoid and
minimize potential impacts.”
As indicated in comments previously provided on
the PDEIS, adequate opportunity to review and
consider the complete EIS has not been provided.
It is highly likely that once that opportunity is
provided additional mitigation measures that
should have been evaluated in the PDEIS will
become evident. An example is the consideration
of backfilling the mine pit with additional bulk
tailings material to reduce or eliminate impacts to
geology during the postreclamation period. In
addition, also noted in previous comments, we do
not agree that the alternatives development
process has adequately considered alternatives
recommended by this and other cooperating
agencies as measures that could avoid or
minimize potential impacts.
Therefore, it is presumptuous and inappropriate
for this PDEIS to assume that it complies with
federal guidance. The PDEIS should be re-issued
in its entirety, and adequate time must be given to
cooperating agencies to review and comment,
especially with respect to additional mitigation
measures.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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NEPA requires evaluation of a reasonable
range of reasonable alternatives and the
Draft EIS will solicit input on alternatives.
Chapter 2 and Appendix B have been
modified in response to cooperating
agency comments. The cooperating
agencies and the public will have 90 days
to review the Draft EIS and provide
comment.

The suggested mitigation measure for
backfilling the mine pit with additional bulk
tailings material has been added to
Appendix M for assessment. The first
opportunity for the public to review the
impact assessment for the proposed
project, alternatives, and proposed
mitigation is at the Draft EIS stage. A major
purpose of the Draft EIS review is to solicit
mitigation suggestions that could further
reduce environmental impacts.

Section 5.1.3 has been consolidated with
Section 5.1.1 so that there is one overview
of mitigation section. Some of the details
specified in this comment are no longer in
Chapter 5.

further reduce environmental impacts.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 5 – Mitigation
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Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

NTC

NTC

Section 5.2

5.2.1.2 Best
Management
Practices.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section 5.2 is a good example of a section that is
too general to be of use in determining actual
mitigation requirements; it is simply a description
of a process that an agency follows and contains
no information regarding the mitigation measures
that might be used to mitigate environmental
impacts from the proposed project.

This second subsection identifies not only best
management practices (BMPs), but also industry
standards and permit requirements. While this
subsection may be inclusive of most or all permit
requirements, it is not inclusive of BMPs and
industry standards, which in many cases are
essentially the same.
One publication that contains references to many
of the applicable BMPs and industry standards
that should be considered in the EIS is the
Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance
(IRMA) Standard for Responsible Mining, IRMASTD-001 dated June 2018.1 In particular with
respect to this EIS process, the agencies should
consider the BMPs and industry standards
identified in Chapter 2.5 Emergency
Preparedness and Response; Chapter 2.6
Planning and Financing Reclamation and Closure;
and Chapter 4 Environmental Responsibility
Requirements including Chapter 4.1 Waste and
Materials Management, Chapter 4.2 Water
Management, Chapter 4.3 Air Quality, Chapter 4.4
Noise and Vibration, Chapter 4.5 Greenhouse
Gas Emissions, Chapter 4.6 Biodiversity,
Ecosystem Services and Protected Areas,
Chapter 4.7 Cyanide Management, and
Chapter 4.8 Mercury Management.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment noted. This section describes
avoidance and minimization measures that
would be incorporated as an integral
component of the proposed project
(Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.2) and
additional measures identified or
recommended during the NEPA process
that have been compiled and will be

Comment Noted. The Draft EIS text notes
that the list of BMPs is not intended to be a
complete list.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 5 – Mitigation
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Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

NTC

NTC

Table 5-2.

Section 5.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

For each mitigation item in Table 5-2, please
indicate where in the Permit Application this
mitigation measure can be found. Please describe
which type of mitigation this is (avoidance,

Review of this PDEIS revealed many instances
where the USACE is assuming that mitigation
actions would be taken based on assurances from
PLP that are not actually in the permit application
as permit conditions. These statements are
nonbinding and cannot be relied on for evaluation
in the EIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment noted. Table 5-2 represents the
Applicant’s proposed mitigation, as
provided to USACE. These measures
would not be incorporated as stipulations in

Commend noted. The Applicant's
proposed mitigation (Table 5-2) would be
implemented by PLP as integral
components of the proposed project design
and were considered, to the extent
possible, when assessing the impacts of
the project on the resources as described
in Chapter 4, Environmental
Consequences. Special conditions are
added to Department of the Army permits
when such conditions are necessary to
satisfy legal requirements or to otherwise
satisfy the public interest requirement.
Permit conditions will be directly related to
the impacts of the proposal, appropriate to
the scope and degree of those impacts,
and reasonably enforceable. The decision
document prepared following completion of
the EIS will identify those mitigation
measures that the federal agencies are
adopting and committing to implement.

considered by the USACE and cooperating
agencies as part of their permit decisions
to further minimize project impacts (Section
5.2.3). These are important components of
mitigation. Per CEQ 2011, an example of
mitigation measures that are typically
included as part of the proposed action are
agency standardized best management
practices, such as those developed to
prevent storm water runoff or fugitive dust.
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Agency

NTC

Section 5.2.3
Additional
Mitigation
Identified for
Consideration
in Permit
Decisions.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

According to the PDEIS “Appendix M includes a
list of specific measures suggested during the
scoping process,” and it directs the reader to “See
Appendix M for a preliminary assessment of all
measures identified during the EIS process.”
Appendix M has not been provided for review,
making it impossible to evaluate the full range of
potential impacts and alternatives and mitigation
measures that are available. Depending on the
statutes, regulations, and permitting process, not

minimization, or compensatory mitigation). Do not
include primarily economic or other programs that
are not related to elements of the environment
(e.g., the last two rows of Table 5-2.)
Following the table, this section should clearly
identify those potential impacts from the proposed
project that are not fully mitigated. For example,
none of these projects elements mitigate the loss
of headwaters and loss of fish rearing and
spawning habitat within the mine site footprint. For
these project elements, further mitigation needs to
be identified by the USACE, agencies, or the
public. Otherwise, such impacts would need to be
identified as impacts from the proposed project
that cannot be mitigated or compensated for.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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permits or approvals because they are part
of the applicant's proposed project.
A new column was added to Table 5-2
describing the impact that would be
mitigated by PLP’s proposed measure. To
the extent possible, these measures,
including any potential impacts associated
with these measures, were considered
when assessing the impacts of the project
on the resources, as described in Chapter
4, Environmental Consequences.
Section 5.2.3, describes additional
mitigation identified or recommended
during the NEPA process have been
compiled and will be considered by the
USACE and cooperating agencies as part
of their permit decisions to further minimize
project impacts.
The first opportunity for the public to review
the impact assessment for the proposed
project, alternatives, and proposed
mitigation (avoidance, minimization, and
compensation) is at the Draft EIS stage. A
major purpose of the Draft EIS review is to
solicit mitigation suggestions that could
further reduce environmental impacts.
Comment noted.
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NTC

Table 5-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This table provides a very short list of potential
mitigation and monitoring measures that are likely
to be implemented. Surely the agencies have
more concerns about the proposed project than is
reflected in this table.
Table 5-3 identifies four “Measures assessed as
likely to be implemented” from the list of specific
measures suggested or identified during the EIS
process.
Appendix M has not been provided as part of the
PDEIS for review by cooperating agencies;
therefore, it is impossible to evaluate the
adequacy or completeness of the list of specific
measures suggested and/or identified and
assessed, including those identified in the PDEIS
as “Likely to be Implemented.” However, given
the limited number of measures the PDEIS
identifies as likely to be implemented, the PDEIS
should provide discussion as to why this is the
case given the large numbers of additional
measures recommended or otherwise identified
by the cooperating agencies during the EIS
process thus far. Given the expectations of
stakeholders and the public for this EIS and their
attribution in this section, Appendix M should be
provided to cooperating agencies, and they
should be afforded the opportunity to review and

all proposed mitigation measures will need to be
evaluated based on cost or logistics. In some
cases, potential impacts from the proposed
project that cannot be mitigated cannot be
permitted. In such cases, the permit application
and alternatives would need to be modified and
revised to avoid, minimize, or compensate for the
impact in question. Otherwise, the proposed
project may not be permitted.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Table 5-3 was deleted from Section 5.2.3
because it contained only a partial list from
Appendix M of mitigation measures
suggested during the NEPA process that
were assessed as likely to be
implemented. This section now refers to
Appendix M, which includes a list of all
measures identified in scoping and by
cooperating agencies during development
of the Draft EIS. These measures have
been assessed with the goal of determining
the likelihood of adoption by the applicant
or implementation as a condition in a state,
federal, or local permit, if issued for the
project. This list will be updated after public
review of the Draft EIS for a
comprehensive list of all measures
identified during the NEPA process. The
Record of Decision (ROD) would identify
those mitigation measures that the federal
agencies have committed to adopt.
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NTC

Section 5.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The PDEIS states, “PLP is developing a
Compensatory Mitigation Plan (CMP) in
coordination with federal, state, and local
governments, and landowners (Appendix M)” and
that “This will be updated when the draft CMP is
available.” Likewise, the PDEIS states, “The
USACE has completed a draft 404(b)(1)
evaluation for compliance with the CWA prior to
issuance of the ROD (Appendix F)” and “This
section will be updated for the Draft EIS after the
draft 404(b)(1) analysis is complete.”
As previously noted in comments on Section
5.2.3, Appendix M has not been provided, and the
draft Section 404(b)(1) evaluation (Appendix F)
referenced in this section has similarly not been
provided for this review. Without this important
information it is impossible to determine the extent
to which impacts have been addressed consistent
with the requirements of Section 404 program
regulations. Given the potential for significant
adverse impacts to wetlands from the proposed
project, the CMP and draft Section 404(b)(1)
evaluation should be provided to the cooperating
agencies, and they should be afforded the
opportunity to review and comment on this section
of the PDEIS with respect to the information in the
CMP and draft Section 404(b)(1) evaluation
before a Draft EIS is produced and released.
Given the current wilderness state and
undisturbed natural ecosystem of the proposed
project affected area, it is difficult to imagine
where mitigation banks could be established or
where compensatory restoration could be

comment on this section with respect to the
information in Appendix M prior to production and
release of a Draft EIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Text has been modified to clarify that the
404(b)(1) is to be provided with the ROD.
The text reflected a path that the USACE
has since decided against. USACE has no
obligation to provide a CMP at the
preliminary Draft EIS or even the Draft EIS
stage but will be including a draft
conceptual CMP with the Draft EIS to
solicit comments and suggestions for
mitigation.
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NTC

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and Vegetation
sections provide an incomplete, inadequate, and
narrow discussion for a project of this size that
spans a large landscape encompassing several
watersheds and will have impacts to multiple
aquatic and terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. Additionally, the use of “Values” in the
titles is odd. It would be more appropriate to just
use “Terrestrial Resources” to include a
discussion of habitat and wildlife and instead of
“Fish Values,” it would be more appropriate to use
“Aquatic Resources” to include a discussion of
habitat and fish and other aquatic species.
The proposed project will require intact streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds to be removed,
altered, discharged into, dredged, and filled in a
mostly pristine, wild, and functioning watershed
for over 25 years, resulting in removal of an
interconnected ecosystem and loss of the
biodiversity and functional habitat and services
provided to the watersheds that aquatic and
terrestrial resources rely on. Mitigation or
restoration on this scale has never been
attempted. Re-creating a functioning watershed is

performed to mitigate the permanent adverse
impacts that the proposed project poses to lakes,
streams, wetlands, and other elements of the
environment.
No such compensatory mitigation projects are
currently discussed in the PDEIS or proposed by
the permit applicant, USACE, or other agencies.
Referring to the sixth (last) paragraph of Section
5.3, the CMP and Draft 404(b)(1) evaluation must
be provided to the cooperating agencies and
tribes for review and consultation prior to issuance
of the ROD.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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USACE considered the age of baseline
data when conducting the data gap
assessment. More recent data has been
collected to supplement earlier data or in
project areas not previously studied. EIS
Section 3.1.6 discusses incomplete and
unavailable data (data gaps). The assertion
about contradictions regarding caribou is
taken out of context and additional text has
been added to Section 3.23 to help clarify.
EIS Section 3.1.4 discusses traditional

The EIS analysis areas differ by resource
to account for adjacent and connected
areas where appropriate.

Comment noted. The USACE is assessing
impacts and disclosing them in the EIS.

The USACE will be required to complete a
404(b)(1) analysis and a Public Interest
Review prior to making a decision to deny
or issue a permit. These terms are
appropriate to those requirements.
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virtually impossible. Humans cannot improve
intact ecosystems. Removing streams, tributaries,
wetlands, and ponds from a watershed for over 25
years will result in loss of natural process and
function and will adversely impact inputs to
downstream areas, such as sediment transport,
loss of interstitial spaces due to lack of sediment
transport, compaction of substrates, detritus,
nutrients, water chemistry, macroinvertebrates,
prey, high and low flow regimes, groundwater
upwelling, aquifer recharge, hyporheic function,
hydrological and geomorphological processes and
function, temperature regimes, physical and
biological processes, riparian and terrestrial
habitat, soil ecology, etc.
In addition, constructing and operating a mine of
this size with its associated infrastructure,
combined with altering, filling, dredging, disposal
of wastewater, and discharging into streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds in watersheds for
over 25 years will impact, irrevocably damage,
and will most likely eradicate distinct anadromous
and resident fish populations found in the smaller
tributaries. These smaller and unique stocks are
essential to the overall health of fisheries because
they provide genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed. The
proposed project would cover and otherwise
adversely impact large areas of the upper
watersheds, resulting in severe fragmentation of
habitat that’s vitally important to aquatic and
terrestrial species (salmon in particular) and other
anadromous and resident fish.
The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to all aquatic and terrestrial
species. The EIS must also evaluate direct,

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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ecological knowledge.
Brown bears are common in the project
area and on the Kenai Peninsula and are
subject to sport hunting. Impacts to brown
bears are assessed in Section 3.23,
Wildlife.
USACE has carefully considered the
effects of climate change for appropriate
resources in the Chapter 3 affected
environment sections. Trends in
temperature and precipitation are
assessed.
The cumulative impacts discussion
evaluates a build out scenario at the
Pebble Deposit and evaluates other
potential projects to determine if they are
reasonably foreseeable.
Comment regarding the claim that a project
of this size will result in an increase of
rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids is
noted. This was clarified in the Draft EIS.
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indirect, and cumulative impacts to the prey
resources that fish rely on during all life history
phases. A robust evaluation of this type needs to
be based on statistically sound scientific baseline
data and existing conditions information as well as
the Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom
(TEKW) of Alaska Native communities.
Without figures and maps it is impossible to do an
in-depth and specific review of these sections.
Suffice it to say, aside from the proposed mine
itself having a massive footprint across several
watersheds, the infrastructure required to support
the mine will stamp a large destructive footprint
across a large, mostly pristine, and wild
geographic areas including close to 70 miles of
roads and additional spur roads with 97 river and
stream crossings, 11 bridges, and 88 culverts.
The roads will cross through and over several
watersheds and large fish bearing rivers, streams,
tributaries and through a mosaic of wetlands,
lakes, ponds, bogs, marshes, riparian and upland
areas.
An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will require
ferry terminals and a port with associated offices,
storage facilities, power plants and extensive road
causeways built over and into the marine
environment. A 187-mile gas pipeline with
associated fiber optics going overland and under
Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake. The project will
require extraction of major quantities of water from
rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.
The EIS Analysis Area must include not just the
areas of actual ground disturbance but all
adjacent and connected areas. The EIS Analysis
Area must include all areas of the four major
projects (mine, roads, gas pipeline/utilities,

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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port/ferry terminals) and their components in the
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as
those areas bordering these watersheds including
nearby national parks and refuges (particularly
Katmai bears and McNeil River bears) that will be
impacted by impaired migratory routes, reduced
populations of fish and wildlife, etc.
The EIS Analysis Area must be expanded to
include aquatic and terrestrial migratory corridors
for all aquatic and terrestrial species in fresh,
estuarine and marine waters.
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably impacted
by the proposed project including Chinook
salmon, coho salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon,
sockeye salmon, and steelhead trout (Chambers
et al., 2012; USEPA, 2014a). Other important fish
species that are used by local people include
rainbow trout, arctic char, Dolly Varden, grayling,
and whitefish. Important non-salmonid species,
like pike and suckers, are also used by local
people. These fisheries are an integral part of the
aquatic food web and provide an abundant
biomass and prey resource for several aquatic
and terrestrial species in the freshwater and
marine areas of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
watersheds as well as in the other waters
including the Pacific Ocean. The EIS must
quantify and evaluate the impacts related to the
loss of this large prey resource that sustains
aquatic and terrestrial species within the project
area and across all areas of their adult migratory
routes.
The baseline information in these sections is
inadequate and at times contradicts itself (as in
the case of caribou populations). The documents

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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state that caribou are not in the area so won’t be
impacted, but then it goes on to say that ADF&G
culls wolves to protect the caribou herds and that
the tribes are concerned with caribou populations
and have seen a reduction in numbers.
The EIS must provide sufficient baseline data and
existing conditions information. Relying on the
insufficient baseline data collected by the project
proponent and presented in the 2004-2008
environmental baseline report and the 2009-2013
supplemental baseline data reports does not
provide sufficient information for the aquatic and
terrestrial species that rely on this large
landscape. These reports alone do not provide
adequate information to establish baseline
conditions for the area to evaluate direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts to natural resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this project in
2004-2008, including the methods used to collect
and analyze data for fish use and presence more
than likely differ greatly from the methods that are
being used now in 2018. The EIS must use up-todate methods to adequately evaluate aquatic and
terrestrial resources. Extensive habitat models
exist to evaluate the presence and habitat use of
aquatic resources. These methods must be used
to further evaluate the direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts of the proposed project to
aquatic resources and fish and fish productivity in
the watersheds. Additionally, it is unclear what fish
tissue criteria were used. This information should
be provided so that the reviewer can determine if
the appropriate criteria were used.
These watersheds and geographic regions and
their aquatic and terrestrial species have been
and continue to be studied by local, private, and

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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nonprofit entities, and resource agencies at the
state and federal level including tribes. The EIS
must incorporate information from these other
sources and studies, new data collected as part of
the EIS evaluations and from models that
evaluate species, habitat, biological and physical
watershed processes. The EIS must also
incorporate Traditional Ecological Knowledge and
Wisdom (TEKW) in all evaluations and when
developing the information for baseline and
existing conditions.
Additionally, extensive habitat models exist using
resource selection functions to evaluate the effect
of development on brown bears on the Kenai
Peninsula. The EIS must use these methods to
further evaluate the direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts of the proposed project to
wildlife and terrestrial resources.
The climate change discussion in these sections
is far too general for a project of this size and
timeframe. The discussion should be far more
specific and include information from the new
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) report that was recently issued.
Information on the impacts of sea level rise should
be included. Catastrophic events such as
landslide, flood, avalanche, major weather should
be discussed. Loss of carbon sequestration due to
major removal of vegetation and how this impacts
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions should be
included. Loss of habitats and shifting migration
patterns should be discussed for both aquatic and
terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects analyses for both
aquatic and terrestrial species and habitats is
aimed at trivializing the impacts a project of this

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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size will have. Most information is reduced to a
paragraph or two. It is misleading to say this is a
20-year project when the buildout will occur over
78 years. And several other mining projects would
use the proposed Pebble Project infrastructure.
Based on probable ultimate size of the proposed
project and other projects that intend to use the
Pebble infrastructure, this project will be there
forever. It is unclear how the EIS can claim that a
project of this size will result in an increase of
rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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1

Agency

NTC

Chapter 6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #
Section 6.0 Consultation and
Coordination. In this first paragraph, the
USACE must acknowledge the
importance of consultation and
coordination with federally recognized
tribes on a government-to-government
level.
Section 6.1 Agency Coordination. The first
paragraph of this section is copied below:
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) is the lead federal agency for
this EIS. Six federal agencies, the State of
Alaska, Lake and Peninsula Borough, and
two tribes are serving as cooperating
agencies for this EIS, listed below. These
cooperating agencies are involved in
informing the EIS process based on their
expertise, to ensure that this EIS provides
a full and fair disclosure of the probable
impacts of the proposed project and
provides a sound basis for agency permit
decisions. The cooperating agencies also
informed the alternatives selection
process to determine which alternatives
would be carried through for analysis (see
Chapter 2, Alternatives).
This statement is demonstrably false. The
USACE has, at every opportunity, acted to
minimize and undermine the role of
cooperating agencies during the
development of this PDEIS. Cooperating
agencies have not been meaningfully
involved in informing the EIS. When
cooperating agencies have provided
comments, in this cooperating agency’s
experience, those comments have been
ignored. Thus, this PDEIS does not
provide a full and fair disclosure of

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Comment noted. Edits to this same
paragraph were also suggested by US
EPA and incorporated as appropriate.
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NTC

Section 6.1.1

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Section 6.1.1 Biological Assessments.
Appendix G and Appendix H have not
been provided for review. This information
is necessary to evaluate the impacts
described in Chapter 4 of the PDEIS.
Similarly, Appendix I has not been
provided for review. The information in
this appendix would assist in evaluating
impacts described in Chapter 4 of the EIS.
Coordination among agencies and tribes
is only effective if all parties can review

probable impacts of the proposed project,
and it does not provide a sound basis for
agency permit decisions.
Based on our participation in and input to
the EIS scoping process and our review of
this PDEIS as well as earlier drafts of
specific sections, Draft Appendix B
(Alternatives Development Process), and
the Permit Application dated December
22, 2017, the statement above
dramatically overstates the degree of
cooperation between USACE and this
cooperating agency during the permitting
and NEPA processes. The comments that
we have prepared have been largely
ignored, and changes, many of which we
strongly recommended, have not be made
and are not reflected in this PDEIS.
The Permit Application and this PDEIS
are substantially incomplete; therefore, we
have recommended that the USACE
prepare and distribute to cooperating
agencies an administrative draft EIS
based on comments and input from
cooperating agencies after they’ve
reviewed this PDEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Draft Versions of the Biological
Assessments and the Essential Fish
Habitat Assessment were posted to
the project website on December 12,
2018 available at
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/document
s/library
Draft versions of the Biological
Assessments (Appendices G and H)
and the Essential Fish Habitat
Assessment (Appendix I) will be
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3
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Section 6.2

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #
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Information provided by USACE was
incorporated into Table 6-1 of this
chapter that describes government to
government consultation and Section
106 efforts.
Detailed information suggested for
inclusion by the commenter is not
typically included in the consultation
and coordination chapter of an EIS.
Sensitive and confidential information
disclosed at government to
government meetings may not be
publicly disclosed.

See Response.

Section 6.2 Tribal Consultation and
Government-to-Government
Consultation. In this section or in an
appendix, more information needs to be
provided regarding the USACE’s attempts
to conduct tribal consultation. For
example, a record of which tribes were
contacted and when should be provided.
What opportunities were provided for
consultation outside the public or agency
review process? In what ways was
information gained and incorporated into
the EIS? How have the alternatives been
modified, and how has the knowledge
gained been used to assess potential
impacts of the alternatives? What are the
plans for additional consultation prior to
releasing the Draft EIS? It does not
appear that traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK) has been used in a
meaningful way to date or that information
has been gained from local communities
in which people are most familiar with the
affected area of the proposed project.
For consultation to be meaningful, it must
affect the decisions ultimately made in a
way that honors the sovereignty and selfdetermination of affected tribes and treats
Alaska Natives as equal partners with the
U.S. Government in making decisions that
will affect Alaska Natives, their culture,
and lifeways.
Based on this cooperating agency’s
experience thus far, the USACE appears
to have abjectly failed in its obligation to

Response
provided in the DEIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

the comments and assessments that
other agencies and tribes have prepared
and submitted.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
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engage in meaningful government-togovernment consultation. The USACE has
consulted with the Tribe once on a
government-to-government basis during
the development of this PDEIS. When the
Tribe attempted to schedule another
government-to-government consultation
with the USACE prior to the publication of
the Draft EIS, it was told that the USACE
would not consult with the Tribe again
until after the Draft EIS is published.
When the Tribe was granted cooperating
agency status and pushed back against
the limited role it was assigned, the
USACE told the Tribe that it did not need
a larger cooperating agency role because
it had the opportunity to provide
information to the USACE via
government-to-government consultation.
The USACE’s refusal to consult more than
once with the Tribe during the
development of this PDEIS proves that
was a fallacy.
The USACE has also so far failed to
engage in meaningful consultation with
Tribes—and other consulting parties—
during the NHPA Section 106 process.
Consulting parties have repeatedly told
the USACE that it must conduct Section
106 consultations in the villages and
communities affected by the proposed
Pebble Mine; that demanding consulting
parties, especially tribes, travel to
Anchorage and present to the USACE
about historic properties, is not
consultation. The Tribe’s and other
consulting parties’ requests for the
USACE to conduct Section 106
consultations in the villages and

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

NTC

NTC

Section 6.3 Scoping and Public
Outreach. Appendix A has not been
provided for review, making it impossible
to evaluate the extent to which scoping
comments were addressed and
incorporated into this PDEIS.

Section 6.4 Ongoing Coordination
Efforts. Tribal consultation is much more
than sharing information and answering
questions. It is intended to support a
shared decision-making process in which
key issues are raised and addressed to
the satisfaction of the parties involved.
Tribal consultation calls for sufficient time
and proactive engagement to identify,
address, and resolve issues. Please
review relevant federal guidance
regarding the consultation process and
engage appropriate professionals as
needed, commensurate with the scale and
impacts of the proposed project, and to
respect the substantial impacts the
proposed project poses to the people and
natural resources of this region.

Section 6.4

communities has, so far, fallen on deaf
ears.
In all respects, the USACE is utterly failing
in its obligations to consult with tribes,
both on a government-to-government
basis and through the Section 106
process.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Section 6.3

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Detailed information suggested for
inclusion by the commenter is not
typically included in the consultation
and coordination chapter of an EIS.
This chapter documents activity from
the start of the NEPA process to
present and will be updated for the
FEIS to include a summary of the
efforts from the DEIS to the FEIS.

The Scoping Report is included as
Appendix A of the DEIS.

Scoping Report has been available for
review since August 2018 at
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/document
s/scoping
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

NTC

Chapter 7

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Change contact information to:
Nondalton Tribal Council
P.O. Box 49
Nondalton, AK 99640

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

Edited as proposed.
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

NTC

3.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
1A - This section includes subsections 3.1.1
through 3.1.4.5 and refers to Section 3.2
through Section 3.26. Most of the other sections
are not currently available; therefore, Chapter 3
is incomplete.
1B - Chapter 3 must include a complete list of
resources that will consider and for which
potential impact will be identified and evaluated.
Based on the information provided for Chapter
3, the list of resources is incomplete.
1C - Creating separate categories for “areas of
analysis” and “project area,” and defining these
areas differently is ill advised and inappropriate.
The area of analysis should include the entire
watershed in which a project component or
components are planned to be located. The
project area and the area of analysis should
include the watersheds in which mining,
construction, waste rock storage, tailings
disposal and storage, mine infrastructure, mine
reclamation, and post-closure monitoring and
maintenance are expected to occur, since entire
watersheds will be affected during and long
after the proposed project’s life.
1D - It is misleading to say this is a 20-year
project when the buildout and expansion will
occur over 78 years. And multiple other mining
projects would use the Pebble infrastructure.
Based on the projects that intend to use the
Pebble infrastructure, the proposed project will
effectively be there forever.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Added table. Revised
definitions of EIS terms.
Revised text where
indicated.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

1A – Comment acknowledged.
USACE sent all sections and
figures of the preliminary Draft EIS
(DEIS) to cooperating agencies, as
they were completed. This
comment was received prior to all
sections being sent.
1B – A table has been added that
identified what resources the
USACE identified in the
Memorandum for Record (USACE
2017, Memorandum for Record,
Subject: Determination to conduct
an environmental impact statement
level of analysis for Department of
the Army Permit Application POA2017-271, lead agency
determination, and scope of
analysis). The table also identifies
where in the EIS the resource is
discussed.
1C – Use of the terms EIS analysis
area and project area has been
clarified in the document.
Definitions of EIS analysis area
and project area have been
revised. Providing this framework
for description of the affected
environment and analysis of
impacts (environmental
consequences) is appropriate;
scope of analysis of an agency’s
NEPA analysis is determined by
the federal action in question, per
CEQ guidance for NEPA. The
components mentioned in the
comment are included in the EIS
analysis area.
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Comment
No.

2

Agency

NTC

3.1.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

2A - As described in this subsection, it is
unclear how the different alternatives are
addressed in Sections 3 and 4 and whether it is
possible to distinguish among them. Sections 3
and 4 appear to be handled somewhat
differently in this respect, with Section 3
addressing the entire applicant’s proposed
project area (and sometimes larger related
areas), while Section 4 distinguishes among the
alternatives in terms of impacts.
2B - Currently, Section 3 appears to only
describe the existing state of the environment,
and then what would be affected by the
applicant’s proposed alternative. Section 3
should also identify which geographic areas
would and would not be incorporated into the
other action alternatives and be clear
throughout whether and where there are

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Explanation provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 2

2A - A table has been added that
identified what resources the
USACE identified in the
Memorandum for Record (USACE
2017, Memorandum for Record,
Subject: Determination to conduct
an environmental impact statement
level of analysis for Department of
the Army Permit Application POA2017-271, lead agency
determination, and scope of
analysis). The table also identifies
where in the EIS the resource is
discussed. The EIS analysis area
is defined in each Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 section. Chapter 3
describes the affected environment
for the four alternatives, while

1D – Comment acknowledged.
Analysis of direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects follows CEQ
guidance for NEPA. Project phases
are defined in Chapter 2,
Alternatives, and summarized
again in Chapter 4, Section 4.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment. The EIS analysis for
direct and indirect impacts includes
the four project phases. The EIS
analysis for cumulative effects
includes a 78-year timeframe in the
Pebble Expansion Scenario, which
is described in Section 4.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment, and discussed per
resource in the Cumulative Effects
subsections of resource sections of
Chapter 4.

Response
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Comment
No.

3

Agency

NTC

3.1.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

3A - According to the definition provided in this
subsection “Project area” is constrained to “the
exact proposed project footprint.” It’s not clear
why such a narrow and restrictive definition is
needed for this EIS. For the purposes of the
EIS, the Project Area should include not only
the areas directly impacted by mining and
construction, but those surrounding geographic
and resources areas are potentially impacted by
the proposed project. The project area should
include the watersheds in which mining,
construction, waste rock storage, tailings
disposal and storage, mine infrastructure, and
mine reclamation are expected to occur, since
the entire watershed will be affected during and
long after the proposed project’s life. The
project area must include not just the areas of
actual ground disturbance but all adjacent and
connected areas.
3B - Additionally, the “EIS analysis area” is
likewise separately defined as “the entire area
of resource analysis, which is specific to each of
the resource sections and may differ by
resource.” This indicates the area and
resources potentially impacted by the proposed
project will be separated into different areas for
analysis. This is inappropriate for a project that
would impact multiple resources in multiple
areas simultaneously. The project area and EIS
analysis area should be the same area for the
purpose of identifying and evaluating potential
impacts, and this area should include the
watersheds in which mining, construction,

differences.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Revised EIS terms.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 3

3A – Use of the terms EIS analysis
area and project area has been
clarified in the document.
Definitions of EIS analysis area
and project area have been
revised. The EIS analysis area is
inclusive of the components that
the commenter mentions, and
appropriate in accordance with
CEQ guidance for NEPA.
3B – Comment acknowledged. Use
of the terms EIS analysis area and
project area has been clarified in
the document. See above
responses regarding EIS analysis
area and project area as defined in
this EIS per CEQ guidance for
NEPA.
3C – Comment acknowledged.
Each section of Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 describes the area of
analysis appropriate to that
resource. See also above
responses regarding EIS analysis
area per CEQ guidance for NEPA.
3D – Comment acknowledged.
Figures have been revised.
Chapter 2, Alternatives, provides a
series of figures that depict the
project footprint for all three action
alternatives. Chapter 4 sections
provide figures for the action

Chapter 4 discusses the impacts to
those resources (per NEPA).
2B – Chapter 3 has been revised to
include a description of all three
action alternatives.

Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
waste rock storage, tailings disposal and
storage, mine infrastructure, mine reclamation,
and post-closure monitoring and maintenance
are expected to occur, since entire watersheds
will be affected during and long after the life of
the proposed project.
3C - The EIS Analysis Area must include all
areas of the four major projects (mine, roads,
gas pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals) and
their components in the Bristol Bay and Cook
Inlet Watersheds as well as those areas
bordering these watersheds including nearby
national parks and refuges (particularly Katmai
bears and McNeil River bears) that will be
impacted by impaired migratory routes, reduced
populations of fish and wildlife, etc. The EIS
Analysis Area must be expanded to include
aquatic and terrestrial migratory corridors for all
aquatic and terrestrial species in fresh,
estuarine and marine waters.
3D - The exact project footprint should be
shown for all action alternatives, preferably
side-by-side for each component. By providing
maps and schematics that show the footprints
of project components, a separate definition
and delineation of project areas should not be
necessary.
3E - As the proposed project would be expected
to have direct and indirect effects on resources
far beyond the “exact proposed project
footprint”, the focus of both the affected
environment and the environmental
consequences evaluations should be the EIS
analysis area, and not the project area.
3F - Without figures and maps it is not possible
for the Cooperating Agencies to do an in-depth
and specific review of this section.
3G - Suffice it to say, aside from the mine itself

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 4

alternatives as applicable to the
impacts to that resource. A
summary impacts subsection is
provided at the end of each
Chapter 4 section to compare the
main differences in alternatives
between the three action
alternatives.
3E – Use of the terms EIS analysis
area and project area has been
clarified in the document. Chapter
3 (Affected Environment) and
Chapter 4 (Environmental
Consequences) focus description
and analysis on the EIS analysis
area.
3F – Comment acknowledged.
Figure 3.1-1 in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment, was provided with a
placeholder memo on January 11,
2019. All other preliminary DEIS
figures were provided along with
associated sections.
3G – Comment acknowledged.
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Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

NTC

NTC

3.1.3.1

3.1.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

5A - It is not clear why the traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK) topics considered for
inclusion are limited to the “project area”, and
not the larger and more relevant EIS analysis
area. TEK related to any area or resource
directly or indirectly affected by the proposed

4 - As noted in this section, although resources
are described in Chapter 3 and analyzed in
Chapter 4 in discrete sections, these subjects
are dynamic and interrelated. A change in one
resource can have cascading or synergistic
impacts to other resources. For this reason,
providing the Cooperating Agencies individual
sections in a piecemeal fashion does not allow
for meaningful review.

having a massive footprint across at least two
watersheds, the infrastructure required to
support the mine will have a large destructive
footprint across large mostly pristine and wild
geographic areas including close to 70 miles of
roads and additional spur roads with 97 river
and stream crossings, 11 bridges, and 88
culverts. The roads will cross through and over
several watersheds and large fish-bearing
rivers, streams, tributaries and through a
mosaic of wetlands, lakes, ponds, bogs,
marshes, riparian and upland areas. An 18-mile
ice breaking ferry route will require ferry
terminals and a port with associated offices,
storage facilities, power plants and extensive
road causeways built over and into the marine
environment. A 187-mile gas pipeline with
associated fiber optics going overland and
under Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake. The
proposed project would require extraction of
major quantities of water from rivers, streams,
lakes, and ponds.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Revisions made where
indicated.

Explanation provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 5

5A – This section is an introductory
section and does not include a
complete literature review for the
subject (much like climate change)
but rather a framework for inclusion
of discussion in the EIS. Project
area information was reviewed for

4 – Comment acknowledged.
USACE sent all sections and
figures of the preliminary Draft EIS
(DEIS) to cooperating agencies, as
they were completed. This
comment was received prior to all
sections being sent.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
project should be solicited.
5B - In this subsection USACE needs to define
TEK so that everyone is using the same
standard for evaluating the incorporation of TEK
into the EIS process. Furthermore, any such
definition of TEK can only be appropriately
developed through either direct government-togovernment consultation between the USACE
and the region’s federally recognized Tribes or
through the Section 106 process that will occur
outside of government-to-government
consultation.
5C - USACE’s TEK sources for the EIS process
need to be expanded beyond sources related to
the proposed Pebble Project. Two examples
include Doug Deur, Karen Evanoff, and Jamie
Hebert’s 2018 report “Respect the Land – It’s
Like Part of Us” – A Traditional Use Study of
Inland Dena'ina Ties to the Chulitna River and
Sixmile Lake Basins, Lake Clark National Park
and Preserve and Yoko Kugo’s 2014 MA thesis
Subsistence Practices of Iliamna Lake Villages:
An Investigation of Dynamics of Traditional and
Local Ecological Knowledge. USACE should
also incorporate TEK into the aesthetics, noise,
and viewshed analyses.
5D - Furthermore, USACE needs to include an
olfactory analysis into this EIS process because
this mine will have a smell. Smell is one of the
best triggers for memories and emotions.
Changing the smell of culturally important
places will affect these places for those who
value them. Remembrance is a crucial part of
passing on TEK and the importance of cultural
places. Disruption to this knowledge transfer is
an effect the USACE needs to analyze as part
of this EIS process.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 6

considering on inclusion in the EIS,
but description of the affected
environment (Chapter 3, Affected
Environment) and analysis of
impacts to resources (Chapter 4,
Environmental Consequences) is
provided for the EIS analysis area.
5B – TEK is defined in Section 3.1
in this introductory paragraph to the
subsection: “In recent decades,
Alaska Natives have been
promoting their complex bodies of
knowledge and understanding to
be recognized by state and federal
agencies regarding climate
change, flooding and erosion,
surface/groundwater hydrology,
landscapes, fish and wildlife life
histories and migratory patterns,
and seasonal distributions/use of
subsistence resources. This
traditional ecological knowledge
(TEK) is just as important as
modern means of transportation
and hunting technology in
supporting safe and efficient
subsistence harvest activities.”
5C – The process of incorporating
TEK into the EIS was the first step
in describing and analyzing these
topics and information. The
framework is provided in Section
3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment, and description and
analysis using various sources is
provided in Chapter 3 and Chapter
4 sections. The two references
provided were reviewed for

Response
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Comment
No.

6

Agency

NTC

3.1.3.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

6C - In the first category of climate change
effects, greenhouse gas emissions, while an
important consideration, are not the only way in
which the project could impact the climate. The
project area is currently undeveloped and
therefore provides climate amenities such as
sequestration of CO2 by vegetation. To the
extent that development of infrastructure and
mining activities would remove trees and other
vegetation over large areas, this loss of a CO2
sink should be added to CO2 emissions in
calculating the potential contributions of this
project to climate change.
6B - Climate change is a natural response to
emissions, carbon pollution, and other causal
effects to the earth’s atmosphere. In addition to
greenhouse gas emissions, the effect of other
pollutants on the atmosphere should be
identified and evaluated in the EIS. For
example, emissions from burning fossil fuels to
generate electricity used by the proposed
project should be quantified and evaluated in
the EIS.
6C - References to the project area in this
section should be expanded to include the

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Explanation provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 7

6A – Comment acknowledged;
however, there are no current CEQ
guidance on climate change
analysis in an EIS to require this.
The topic of carbon sequestration
is out of the scope of this EIS
analysis.
6B – Comment acknowledged.
Project contribution to climate
change as measured by GHG
emissions (from all sources) per
CEQ guidance is provided in
Section 4.20, Air Quality. Burning
fossil fuels produces GHG
emissions, which are quantified.
6C – No changes made to this text
in Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment, as the
statement follows CEQ 2014
guidance on climate change
analysis in NEPA. However,
climate change trends are
discussed in Chapter 3 for the
entire EIS analysis area.

relevance to the EIS. The Yoko
Kugo reference is a reference to
the EIS in Section 3.9, Cultural
Resources. The other reference
(Deur, Evanoff, and Hebert)
informed the authors but was
outside of the EIS analysis area
and is not directly referenced in the
EIS.
5D – Olfactory concerns are
discussed in Section 4.11,
Aesthetics.
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Comment
No.

7

8

Agency

NTC

NTC

K3.1
Introduction to
Affected
Environment –
Traditional
Ecological
Knowledge

Table of
Contents

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

1A - As noted in our comments on section 3.1.1
Introduction to the Affected Environment,
USACE is relying on a limited list of TEK
sources. While this appendix section is a start, it
is far from thorough. The list of TEK sources
needs to be expanded beyond sources related
to Pebble Project documents and agency
actions. The “Subsistence Activities” subsection details some culturally important areas
(e.g., Frying Pan Lake, Talarik Creek
watershed, mountain behind Nondalton) that
are not listed in the next sub-section “Culturally
Important Areas.” USACE will need to develop
and implement a method for cross-referencing
TEK data that describes multiple themes listed
in this section. The USACE will also need to
define “Culturally Important Areas.” Any such
definition can only be appropriately developed
through either direct government-to-government
consultation between the USACE and the

7 - The Table of Contents at the end of this
document indicates an incomplete chapter with
respect to the content proposed. In addition to
the sections and subsections provided, Affected
Environment should include geology, soils,
plants, animals, aquatic resources, atmosphere,
indigenous people, local communities, and
other natural and human resources that
currently exist and that are potentially affected
by the proposed project.

entire EIS analysis area and any other areas in
which the proposed project would potentially
impact natural, cultural, or human resources.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

1A –Areas of traditional cultural
significance are culturally sensitive
to potential impacts and are
considered a standard area of input
for TEK. AECOM evaluated both
the EPA Watershed Study and the
Stephen R Braund Pebble EBD
interviews to identify and
incorporate this information.
1B - USACE continues to collect
relevant TEK during G2G
meetings. Any information
collected has been and will
continue to be added to this
section. Information in this
appendix is used and referenced
throughout the document in
relevant resources.
1C – Comment acknowledged;

Explanation provided.

PAGE | 8

7 – A complete TOC will be
included in the DEIS. A table has
been added that identified what
resources the USACE identified in
the Memorandum for Record
(USACE 2017, Memorandum for
Record, Subject: Determination to
conduct an environmental impact
statement level of analysis for
Department of the Army Permit
Application POA-2017-271, lead
agency determination, and scope
of analysis). The table also
identifies where in the EIS the
resource is discussed.

Table added; revisions to
be made where indicated.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
region’s federally recognized Tribes or through
the Section 106 process that will occur outside
of government-to-government consultation.
1B - This is a very basic start to obtain
traditional ecological knowledge. Far more work
needs to be done in this area. All TEK
information needs to be referenced and
threaded through the entire EIS to inform the
assessment. Full coordination and collaboration
needs to grow and continue to occur throughout
this entire process. The USACE should sit and
listen, rather than directing the conversation or
deciding what is important to include and what
is not important enough to include.
1C - Without figures and maps it is not possible
to do an in-depth and specific review of this
section.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 9

however, there were no figures or
maps developed or provided as
part of this appendix.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

NTC

Section 3.2.2.6 Local
Management

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Please provide details in the narrative and
with maps regarding which communities
“have developed community plans” and
could suffer indirect effects from
management on “adjacent lands.” Using
the phrase “some communities” makes the
information in this section unverifiable.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

The text was edited to include
types of indirect effects from
adjacent management
decisions. Because projectrelated infrastructure would not
be developed on lands that are
in under guidance of community
plans, additional detail on which
communities have plans was
not added.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In Section 3.2 Potentially Affected
Communities, the list of “potentially
affected communities” is incomplete.
Table 3.3-1 and the following tables in
Section 3.2 are missing several
communities evaluated for impacts in
Section 4.1 Introduction to
Environmental Consequences. Table
3.3-1 and the following tables in
Section 3.2 need to be expanded to
include King Salmon, Naknek,
Aleknagik, Clarks Point, Manokotak,
Dillingham, Ninilchik, South Naknek,
and Seldovia. All but South Naknek

The first paragraph recognizes that “In
addition to jobs involving labor for
wages, subsistence hunting and
fishing can be an important component
of the socioeconomic system” and
states that “. . . food procured by
hunting and fishing can be a significant
contributor to household and
community welfare.”

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
While these statements may be true
and correct, this paragraph devalues
the subsistence lifeway by
describing it as just another way to
make a living. After making these
statements that downplay the
essential importance of the
subsistence lifeway to indigenous
people, Alaska Natives, and other
Alaska residents and communities in
the Bristol Bay Region, this brief,
four-sentence paragraph refers the
reader to another chapter and
section of the EIS: “Subsistence
activity is discussed in Section 4.9,
Subsistence.” This paragraph sets
the stage for an effort to devaluate
the cultural and spiritual values that
a subsistence lifeway has provided
to indigenous people for hundreds of
years and would continue to provide
if these lifeways are not interrupted
by industrial development and
environmental degradation.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The EIS analysis area can be
different for Cumulative Effects
analyses, and can also be different
for each resource. The Cumulative
Effects analysis for Section 4.3,
Needs and Welfare of the People,
has been expanded. Dillingham has
been added to Section 3.3. and 4.3.
No additional changes to Section
3.3 were made.

The organization of the EIS reflects
the Public interest factors that the
USACE must address when
evaluating a CWA Section 404
(b)(1) permit application, and
separates Needs and Welfare from
Subsistence. The sentence was
revised to indicate that both jobs
involving labor for wages and
subsistence activities are both
indispensable parts of the
socioeconomic system of rural
communities. The cultural and food
procurement values of subsistence
are described in detail in Section
3.9”
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

Agency

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-1,
first
paragraph

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Subsistence section should not be
separated from discussion of the
monetized economy in the vicinity of
the proposed project. As clearly shown
in Table 3.4-1, the majority of the
communities surrounding the proposed
project are Alaska Native communities
that obtain resources through
subsistence hunting, fishing, and
gathering, and their traditional ways of
life, along with voluntary participation

The topics discussed in this section do
not belong in an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). The “monetized
economy” is not an element of the
affected environment, nor are jobs,
wages, or taxes elements of the
natural or built environment.
Environmental impact statements exist
to balance the economic or
development considerations that would
otherwise tend to dominate permitting
decisions and should be focused as
intended on the natural and built
environment. As such, Sections 3.3
and 4.3 should be removed from the
Environmental Impact Statement.
Environmental impacts of the
proposed alternative, alternatives that
lessen these impacts, mitigation for
these impacts, and irreversible
commitments of natural resources
associated with the alternatives should
be the focus of the EIS.

are included in the subsection of
Subsistence in Table 4.1-1: Potential
RFFAs Evaluated for Cumulative
Effects in Section 4.1.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

While comments are provided below
on the preliminary draft text of
Section 3.3, we reiterate that it
should not be included in the EIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The importance of subsistence as it
relates to income is discussed in
Section 4.9, Subsistence. Cultural
ties to the area as they impact the
socioeconomic welfare of a
community and the sociocultural
dimensions are discussed in Section
3.9, Subsistence, and Section 3.7,
Cultural Resources. See previous
responses.

We respectfully disagree. The
characteristics of local and regional
economies, along with jobs, wages
and fiscal characteristics are
components of the social
environment and addressed in the
assessment of environmental
effects. As stated above, and
assessment of the needs and
welfare of people is a public interest
factor that must be assessed when
evaluating a CWA Section 404
(b)(1) permit application
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

5

Agency

NTC

Page 3.3-1,
first
paragraph

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is complex interplay between
subsistence ways of life and the
Western economy that cannot be
ignored. In areas that have largely
practiced traditional ways of life, the
introduction of a single large employer
can provide short-term gains in the
standard of living (as defined by
Western metrics), but can also
destroy, contaminate, or eliminate
access to natural resources on which
subsistence communities have
depended for millennia. Often, it is
these same destructive or extractive
industries that provide apparent
economic benefits—at least for a few
generations. In the meantime, natural
resources and cultural knowledge can
be irrevocably lost—so that when the
industry leaves or the facility shuts
down, the cultural knowledge and
natural resources that once sustained
Native American communities are no
longer available to fill the basic needs
of the community. Communities such
as those in the vicinity of the proposed
project are particularly vulnerable to
this type of catastrophic loss, since
they will have few other resources to
fall back on should the global

in the Western economy. Many of the
statistics cited in this section and in
Section 3.4 are misleading if
community needs and welfare are not
viewed with both ways and means of
obtaining resources considered.
Specific examples are provided in the
comments below.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Because these two topics are so
interrelated, if they remain in the
EIS, Section 3.3 should be
combined with Section 3.9, and
Section 4.3 should be combined with
Section 4.9 (the reference to Section
4.9 at the end of this paragraph was
likely intended to be to Section 3.9).
It is inexplicable why these topics
have been placed so far apart in the
structure of the EIS document.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

See previous comments. Additions
were made to the introduction of
Sections 3.3 and 3.9 recognizing the
complex interplay between
subsistence ways of life and the
Western economy.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-1,
fourth and
fifth
paragraphs.

Page 3.3-1,
second
paragraph.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

These paragraphs illustrate the
disadvantages of an economy based
on extraction of resources. Large
extractive projects such as the
proposed Pebble Mine are particularly
vulnerable to changes in the global
economy. The fourth paragraph states
that large mines in Alaska have
succeeded in avoiding this fate by
“finding additional reserves adjacent to
their mine, extending their operating
life . . . .” This statement confirms what
is obvious to any observer of the past
and present permitting processes for
the proposed Pebble Project—that the
currently proposed project is just the
tip of the iceberg and is not
economically viable without the

The first sentence of Section 3.3.1.1
displays the obvious objective of this
section, which is to convince the
reader that this project is economically
important to the State of Alaska;
however, this is not the purpose of this
document. There is no need to discuss
the overall extractive economy of the
state, with which most readers will be
thoroughly familiar. As noted above,
the overall economy of Alaska is not a
natural or built element of the affected
environment.

economy, environmental regulations,
politics, or simply the end of its
working life cause this project to shut
down, eliminating the temporary
economic benefits to the community
that came from jobs, taxes, or
infrastructure.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Language discussing the seasonal
nature of employment and potential
for boom/bust implications of single
project development, and the role
that subsistence plays stabilizing
local economies was added in the
opening paragraph at the end of the
text in this section.

The potential effects of expanding
the Pebble project are addressed as
a reasonably foreseeable future
action under cumulative effects for
each resource section of the EIS.

NEPA requires an evaluation of
potential beneficial and adverse
effects on the national, state and
local social environments, including
the economy. No edits made.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

Agency

NTC

Page 3.3-2.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Leaving the subsistence economy out
of a comparison of national versus
southeast Alaska unemployment rates
results in a comparison of apples to
oranges. Unemployment rates need to
be adjusted downward to reflect
individuals engaged in subsistence
activities that support the basic needs
of a community, as well as those, such
as elders, who have clear roles in the

As one example of the economic
interplay discussed above,
subsistence activities play a key role in
smoothing out the boom-and-bust and
seasonal cycles of other available
employment in most Alaska
communities, particularly in rural
areas. A subsistence lifeway is, by
necessity, viable year-round and has
sustained Alaska Native communities
for millennia. Any project that disrupts
the cultural knowledge or resource
base for these subsistence activities
introduces serious risks of leaving
these communities vulnerable when
the mine inevitably suspends
operations, closes, fails, or plays out.

inevitable development and
exploitation of the ore reserves beyond
the initial open pit mine that’s currently
proposed. Most, if not all, of the
remaining ore body will ultimately be
exploited, and the potential
environmental impacts from the whole
mining operation during the entire life
of the mine need to be recognized and
evaluated in the EIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Unemployment rates will be
reported as presented. Additional
information on the context of
subsistence in the local economy
was added to the introduction as
stated above.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-4,
Lake and
Peninsula
Borough and
Dillingham
Census

Page 3.3-3,
first
paragraph

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted above, it is important to
integrate year-round subsistence
contributions to community resources
in comparison to the jobs and
industries listed here. A quantitative
comparison would be useful in

This description of the economy near
the proposed project betrays a
typically Western attitude,
characterizing communities in the
Dillingham Census Area as having
“limited” economic activities. Yet these
communities have thrived for millennia
in traditional ways of life, generally not
through participation in the limited
Western job opportunities offered to
them. The diversity of natural
resources that sustain their
communities is particularly high
compared to most areas of the United
States and compared to areas of
Alaska, such as Anchorage, that have
become more urbanized. Failure to
recognize these traditionally used
natural resources as a viable
alternative to Western jobs and
economic activities results in a highly
flawed discussion of the economy of
this area.

community but are compensated in a
non-monetary manner (e.g., through
sharing of food and other community
resources). Most of the communities
surrounding the proposed project are
65 to 95 percent Alaska Natives, and
thus the percentage of non-traditionally
“employed” individuals is
proportionately high.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

The discussion of the
interrelationship of subsistence with
the local economy is suggested
throughout the document. Adding
the additional baseline information
that is requested is more detail than

Comment noted.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-5,
Section
3.3.1.3,
Overview of
the Regional
Infrastructure
.

Page 3.3-4,
Overview of
the Cost of
Living.

Area.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

It is unclear what most of these
elements have to do with the proposed
project and its alternatives, for
example: education, health services,
water/sewer/solid waste, etc. These
are not aspects that will be materially
affected by the proposed project. Of
the topics included in this section, only
regional transportation has the
potential to be impacted by the project,
and this is discussed in depth in
Sections 3.12 and 3.13. It should not

It is impossible to discuss the cost of
living without including a full discussion
of subsistence contributions to the
basic needs of communities, such as
Nondalton. Historically, these
communities thrived without Western
assistance. The more dependent
Alaska Native communities become on
the Western economy for goods and
services, the more exposed these
communities become to the high cost
of living associated with transportation
and importation of goods and services
from elsewhere. Despite stating that
subsistence would not be addressed in
this section, the contribution of
subsistence activities to ameliorating
the high cost of living is mentioned in
the last paragraph of this section on
Page 3.3-5. A more quantitative and
specific discussion of this contribution
is necessary.

evaluating how important these
employment categories actually are for
the communities closest to the
proposed project.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

The LPB is required to provide
education and other services to its
communities and residents as a
function of an organized
government. A resource
development project can have both
beneficial (generation of local
revenue) and adverse effects (extra
demand on services and facilities)
that must be assessed in a NEPA
document.

The discussion of the
interrelationship of subsistence with
the local economy notes that
subsistence offsets the high cost of
food transported into the region.

is necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

13

14

Agency

NTC

NTC

Pages 3.3-8
to 3.3-14,
Potentially
Affected
Communities
.

Page 3.3-6,
Transportatio
n, first
paragraph.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

It is unclear why it is necessary or
relevant to characterize these
communities in terms of age structure,
gender, population projections,
employment sectors, housing, and
education. These characteristics are
not addressed in Section 4.3 as being
impacted by the proposed project or its
alternatives. Section 4.3 discusses
potential employment associated with
the proposed project, but only in very

This assessment of the current and
future lack of access to regional
transportation infrastructure in remote
communities further highlights the
critical contribution of traditional
subsistence activities in sustaining
Alaska Native communities. This is
literally a matter of life and death, both
physically and spiritually, to the
community. If the proposed Pebble
Project or any of its alternatives or
build-out scenarios have a detrimental
impact on natural resources on which
the surrounding communities depend,
the viability of these communities will
be disproportionately great. Impacts on
subsistence ways of life must be
placed front and center throughout the
EIS and taken very seriously in
determining whether this project can or
should move forward.

be discussed in more than one section
and is more easily reviewed in a standalone section. Overall, very little of
Section 3.3 has any meaningful use in
the EIS, and what does is covered
elsewhere.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

A more appropriate characterization
of the communities affected by the
proposed project would be the
degree to which they are dependent
on a subsistence economy, as these
resources are most likely to be
impacted by construction and mining
activities associated with the
proposed project.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

See previous responses regarding
the NEPA and 404 (b)(1)
requirement for assessing potential
effects on the social environment.
The analysis in Section 4.3 was
reviewed based on this comment.

Comment noted.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

15

16

17

18

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Page 3.3-13,
last

Page 3.3-12,
last
paragraph.

Page 3.3-11
to 3.3-12,
Table 3.3-4.

Page 3.3-10,
Economy
and Income.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Again, it is unclear what the challenges
of providing education in remote areas

It is unclear what housing type has to
do with evaluation of the proposed
project. At the top of Page 3.3-13 is
one of several places that mentions
declining populations in remote areas;
however, Table 3.3-2 does not show
declining population projections for
these areas. These are thriving
communities that wish to remain
sustainable in place and should not be
characterized otherwise.

The number and percentage of
individuals engaged in subsistence
activities to support their households
and/or the larger community should be
added to this table to illustrate the
importance of subsistence activities in
these communities.

The importance of subsistence as it
relates to income should be discussed
here, rather than in Section 3.9. The
economies of areas that appear to be
low-income may instead be more
subsistence oriented and subsistence
based and are not necessarily lacking
in resources to support healthy and
fulfilling lifeways for the people living in
these communities. In addition, the
unemployment rate is misleading for
subsistence areas, as discussed
above (aside from the margin of error,
which is large).

general terms and not quantitatively
enough for comparison to Table 3.3-3.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

See previous response regarding
the local government requirement to

Declining population is a serious
issue in some communities and has
been discussed in several
documents, including the LPB
Comprehensive Plan. Text revised
to de-emphasize decline.

See previous responses on
requirements for analysis under
NEPA and Section 404 (b)(1).

See previous response on additional
language regarding contribution of
subsistence to community economic
characteristics.

Additional language to the
contribution of subsistence to
community economic characteristics
was added to this section, with a
reference to Sections 3.9 and 4.9.
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Agency

Comment
No.

paragraph

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
of Alaska have to do with evaluating
the environmental impacts of the
proposed project. The EIS must be
concise, focused, and on-topic to
identify and evaluate the
environmental impacts of the proposed
Pebble Project.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
provide education.

Response
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

NTC

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
Please provide a separate figure that clearly shows
the extent of the area evaluated for the purposes of
this section.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

PAGE | 1

A figure was added that
shows the regional
recreation areas (Figure
3.5-1). The EIS analysis
area can be inferred from
description provided.
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Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Pending,” “incomplete,” “additional,” and “gap” appear more
than 15 times in this section in relation to the need for more
research. As now stands, this section is woefully incomplete.
In the second paragraph of Section 3.7, please cite the
regulations directly [40 CFR 1508.27(b)(8)] that state that
the federal agency should consider “The degree to which
the action may adversely affect districts, sites, highways,
structures, or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places or may cause loss or
destruction of significant scientific, cultural, or historical
resources.” Citing directly will avoid confusion and ensure
everyone is on the same page. The last sentence of this
same paragraph states, “Importantly, though, cultural
resources do not need to be eligible or listed on the NRHP
for consideration under NEPA.” This is true; however, it
raises the issue of why historic properties receive their own

As written, this section does not adequately describe the
cultural resources in the project area in any way that would
be accessible to either the public or decision-makers.
Instead, it is focused on legal definitions, what is required to
be done to assess cultural resources, and the degree to
which that has been done. The reader is referred to other
documents for existing summaries of information. Cultural
resource locations are frequently referred to by number,
which is an especially opaque way of ensuring that only
those few individuals having complete familiarity with the
underlying documents will understand what is being
discussed. The reader comes away with little actual
information, but rather a general sense that there are a lot of
culturally significant features within the project area. This
entire section needs to be rewritten to describe and visually
portray the types and quantities of cultural resources that
are present in various areas in a clearly understandable
manner. A map showing project features with symbols
representing different types of cultural uses would be one
way that could be considered.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Data gaps have been filled.
Information about the Section
106 process has been moved to
Section 3.8, and the text has
been revised for clarity. Quote
from CFR has been added.

Information was received
specific to interview-identified
cultural resources which are
incorporated with description of
importance and type.
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Comment
No.

3

4

5

6

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

General

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The fourth bullet item requires clarification. First, when
referencing interview-identified cultural resources, do not
refer to them as sites. They are not all sites. Plus, this

As part of the EIS analysis, USACE will need to develop a
systematic and replicable analysis for locations with
Indigenous place names. An example can be found in the
USACE’s 2018 ASAP Final SEIS that involved compiling,
cataloging, classifying, and mapping the locations with
Indigenous place names. Also, it should be recognized that
this USACE EIS Analysis Area for locations with Indigenous
Place Names extended five miles outward from project
infrastructure.

USACE needs to summarize the federal laws, regulations,
and executive orders pertaining to cultural resources under
which the USACE is coordinating and conducting studies to
comply with NEPA (43 CFR 1502.25). USACE did this for
the 2018 Alaska Stand Alone Pipeline (ASAP) Project Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS).
USACE needs to comply with more than Appendix C and
Section 106. For example, the USACE will need to comply
with the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (42
U.S.C. 1996) and Religious Freedom Restoration Act (42
U.S.C. 21b).

Please make the first sentence of the third paragraph in
Section 3.7 active. It is not clear who is “generally” defining
the cultural resources under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). Is it the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE), AECOM, Stephen R. Braund & Associates
(SRB&A), or someone else?

section (Section 3.8). Giving historic properties their own
section misleads the reader into thinking historic properties
are more important than other cultural resources under
NEPA. USACE needs to integrate Section 3.8 into this
section to avoid confusion.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Text edited throughout
document to refer to ‘interviewidentified cultural resources’

Place name database was
acquired and information
added.

A list of applicable laws was
added.

Text has been revised, and
consistent definition was added
and adhered to.
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Comment
No.

7

Agency

NTC

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the seventh bullet item of Section 3.7.1, USACE states, “It
is not uncommon for linear features to be investigated for
cultural resources during final project design.” This mindset
is unfortunate and ill-advised. USACE should review the
court decision from Indigenous Environmental Network v.
U.S. Department of State that vacated the final
supplemental EIS and record of decision and halted the U.S.
State Department and the project proponent from “engaging
in any activity in furtherance of the construction or operation
of [the project] and associated facilities until the Department
has completed a supplement to the 2014 SEIS that complies
with the requirements of NEPA.” ___ F. Supp. 3d ___, No.
CV-17-29-GF-BMM, 2018 WL 5840768, at *20 (D. Mont.
Nov. 8, 2018). This court decision states:
The 2014 SEIS fails to provide a “full and fair discussion of
the potential effects of the project to cultural resources” in
the absence of further information on the 1,038 unsurveyed
acres. “NEPA ensures that [agencies] will not act on
incomplete information, only to regret its decision after it is
too late to correct.” The Department appears to have
jumped the gun when it issued the ROD in 2017 and acted
on incomplete information regarding potential cultural
resources along the 1,038 acres of unsurveyed route.
Id. at *10 (alteration in original) (quoting Native Ecosystems

demonstrates an archaeological bias. Refer to them as
interview-identified cultural resources, because these
resources include, but are not limited to trails, sacred
places, traditional use areas, sites, and battlefields.
Furthermore, in this fourth bullet item, USACE states, “. . .
only limited field work has been completed to determine if
there are physical manifestations of these interviewidentified . . .” cultural resources. It is important to remember
that many of these interview-identified cultural resources
may not have “physical manifestations” (e.g., spiritual
places, battlefields, winter trails). Lack of physical evidence
makes them no less significant.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

The statement has been
deleted.

Text edited to note that not all
places would have physical
evidence.

when appropriate, and ‘sites’
when appropriate.
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Comment
No.

8

9

10

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There are clearly several data gaps remaining. The USACE
appears to be relying on previous evaluations in this EIS,
even if those evaluations are incomplete and do not address
all the current project elements. It is not even clear that
these data gaps will be filled prior to selecting an alternative
and deciding on whether to permit the proposed project.
This approach is unacceptable, since cultural resources are
clearly one of the most important aspects of the consultation
process. This entire section appears to be completely out of
date and reliant on work conducted to support a former
version of this project as it was previously designed. This
EIS should be put on hold until environmental and cultural
studies catch up with the current project design and
proposed alternatives. It is difficult to evaluate whether the
alternatives have been appropriately selected without this

In the last (eighth) bullet item in Section 3.7.1, USACE
needs to clarify that historic properties are more than
archaeological sites. In addition, USACE needs to include
archaeological districts in their research, not just sites.

The last sentence of Section 3.7.1 suggests USACE has
little intention of addressing data gaps prior to the issuance
of the Final EIS when it states, “The procedures detailing
further work beyond the issuance of the Final EIS (e.g., the
process for additional identification research and surveys,
evaluation, and mitigation measures) will be established
through the development of a PA.” USACE needs to ensure
that the transportation corridor, pipeline, and Diamond Point
components are surveyed prior to preparation of the Final
EIS to “ensure that [USACE] will not act on incomplete
information, only to regret its decision after it is too late to
correct.” Native Ecosystems Council, 418 F.3d at *10
(quoting Marsh, 490 U.S. at 371).

Council v. U.S. Forest Service, an Agency of U.S. Dep’t of
Agric., 418 F.3d 953, 965 (9th Cir. 2005) and Marsh v.
Oregon Nat. Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 371 (1989)).

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

The USACE will require
additional surveys to be
completed in the 2019 field
season to be incorporated into
the Final EIS.

Historic properties, the
definition and discussion, has
been deleted from this section
and moved to Section 3.8.

The text has been edited. In
addition, the USACE will require
additional surveys to be
completed in the 2019 field
season to be incorporated into
the FEIS.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5373 of 5993

Comment
No.

11

12

13

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.3
Cultural Context.

Section 3.7.2
Area of
Analysis.

Section 3.7.1
Data Gap
Summary.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This discussion emphasizes historic and archaeological
context, while inadequately addressing cultural resources.

Please explain the rationale and cite the data behind
USACE’s determination that the EIS Analysis Area should
be the “claim block of the project at the mine site and the
viewshed of the project footprint.” As now stands, this EIS
Analysis Area is unanalyzable. In this same section, USACE
states, “The permit area as defined by Appendix C (of 33
CFR 325) has not yet been formally delineated. It is
expected that ongoing consultation with agencies and other
consulting parties through the NHPA Section 106 process . .
. .” The Section 106 process requires an Area of Potential
Effects, not a Permit Area.

Consultation with affected tribes and Alaska Native
communities should be conducted prior to developing the
final alternatives. A description of cultural resources is not
something that should be provided merely for “context” or to
develop mitigation plans after an alternative and project
footprint have already been selected. Many cultural
resources are place-based, and once lost, these resources
are forever lost. These losses cannot be mitigated and must
be avoided. Many of the transportation elements of the
project seem to have few real alternatives; therefore,
significant and foreseeable conflicts will probably occur if
important cultural resources fall along a critical project
pathway. These issues should be fully vetted and addressed
prior to development of the alternatives to ensure that there
are at least some alternatives that avoid significant damage
to and loss of cultural resources. Delaying or deferring the
necessary work to address these issues until project design
or field implementation through a programmatic agreement
(PA) is unacceptable and disrespectful of the serious
cultural issues associated with this project.

information, since they differ mainly with respect to elements
of the project that have not yet been studied.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 5

The text has been edited. The
EIS is using best available

The EIS analysis area has been
revised to include a three-mile
buffer around the mine site and
a one-mile buffer around all
other project components. The
EIS analysis area was
determined using noise and
visual data for indirect effects,
which would be inclusive of
other indirect effects, such as
dust.

The USACE acknowledges this
concern. The purpose of this
EIS is to disclose potential
impacts from the proposed
project and other action
alternatives in order to help
decision makers when deciding
whether or not to grant the
permit. Impacts are discussed
in Section 4.7.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5374 of 5993

Comment
No.

14

15

Agency

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.3.1
Previous
Cultural
Resource
Research.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

USACE states “. . . place names are noted near the deposit
on the South Fork Koktuli River, Upper Talarik Creek, and
points north, west, and south of the claim block area,
particularly along the Newhalen River to the east and near
Nikabuna Lakes to the north.” It is important to note that
Qukdeli (South Fork Koktuli), Tuni Vetnu (Upper Talarik
Creek), Nughil Vetnu (Newhalen River), and Unqeghdut
Nikugh Vena and Unqeghnit Nikugh Vena (Nikabuna Lakes)
are locations with Indigenous place names in addition to the

In this subsection USACE states that SRB&A conducted
surveys in the Expanded Cook Inlet Base Line Study Area
(ECIBSA) in 2005 and 2007 – 2013. This is not correct.
SRB&A did not conduct surveys in the ECIBSA from 2008 –
2011. The ECIBSA acronym did not exist prior to 2012.
Furthermore, in this subsection, USACE states, “In July
2018, HDR completed an archaeological survey of the
Amakdedori port site on behalf of PLP . . . and an NRHPevaluation report is pending.” It is unfortunate that USACE,
Pebble Limited Partnership, and HDR saw no need to
consult with the tribes on these identification efforts and
National Historic Preservation Act evaluation as part of the
Section 106 process. This is especially concerning because
tribes have reported Amakdedori as a traditional cultural
place and the presence of graves in the area as part of the
NEPA scoping process.

Cultural resources are very much a living, present-day
concern to Alaska Natives. As such, the studies described in
Section 3.7.3.1, from which the entire cultural resources
discussion draws, are wholly inadequate. Tribal history does
extend back millennia into “pre-history”; however, modernday Alaska Natives are fighting a constant battle to maintain
their cultural lifeways and traditions. Cultural lifeways and
traditional practices exist in an unbroken chain from past
generations to present generations to future generations
and should be considered in that context.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 6

Text was updated with data in
an acquired place name
database.

The acronym is used because it
is the most accurate for where
the surveys were completed.
Text revised to state that the
areas surveyed “became the
ECIBSA”.
Amakdedori is identified as a
cultural resource in many ways,
not just the HDR surveys.

information.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

16

17

18

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the second line of this subsection, “scared” should be
“sacred.” In general, this section places far too much
emphasis on identifying specific places, as if avoiding
specific individual places will be sufficient in mitigating
impacts to cultural resources. Most of the cultural resources
described in this section exist on a landscape scale and
require an intact landscape to function. While there may
very well be specific historic or archaeological resources
that are important, or specific locations that have special
spiritual or ecological importance, most cultural resources
depend on the whole landscape. For example, salmon
require entire stream systems and watersheds that support
these fish at every stage of their lives. Salmon need intact
estuaries and clean groundwater and have important
ecological interactions with other species, such as bears
and marine mammals.

In Section 3.7.4.1, the use of the subheading “Cultural
Resources” requires reconsideration on the part of USACE.
Alaska Heritage Resource Survey (AHRS) locations, historic
properties, and locations with Indigenous place names are
types of cultural resources. USACE needs to reorganize this
section. As it’s written now, cultural resources are weirdly a
type of cultural resource.

The EIS needs to provide a better explanation of why place
names are important, what they demonstrate, and the
meanings and significance these places hold to local
communities. It is odd to read about compilations of specific
place names and cross-referencing with the locations of
project components, since a simple glance at a map clearly
indicates that there are almost no place names within the
vicinity of the proposed project that are not Alaska Native in
origin.

locations around or adjacent to them with Indigenous place
names.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 7

The typo has been corrected.
This section relies on the
Environmental Baseline
Documents (and references
them) to provide the broad
cultural context referred to in
this comment. Text was added
to the section to be more
inclusive of these resources.
The EIS uses the best available
data, including the interviewidentified cultural resources for
analysis.

Section heading revised to say
“Interview-Identified Cultural
Resources”

A description of why place
names are important was
added.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Comment
No.

19

20

21

22

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 3.7.4.2
Transportation
Corridor. Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section 3.7.4
Action
Alternative 1,
3.7.4.1 Mine
Site, Place
Names.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

USACE states, “The transportation corridor has not been
subject to specific place names research or more detailed
ethnographic or traditional ecological knowledge
investigations.” This statement is not true. Yoko Kugo, a
Ph.D. candidate at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks has

The second paragraph under this subheading provides one
of several examples in which locations were removed from
consideration because they are “modern.” It is understood
that this is meant in an archaeological context; however, it is
a telling reflection of a mindset that does not recognize or
acknowledge that cultural resources are part of the current
landscape, practices, and traditions and are fully present on
the landscape.

Known AHRS Resources. Please correct the subheading
“AHRS Resources” in Section 3.7 for all action alternatives.
AHRS Resources does not make sense. One option is to
use AHRS locations instead. Do not use AHRS sites
because the AHRS includes trails, districts, landscapes, and
more.

When a community member describes campsites, hunting
trails, gathering areas, and other places, these are not
necessarily specific locations that can be mapped and
avoided. These places require an intact ecosystem without
barriers so that hunting, gathering, and fishing activities in a
given year can be oriented toward those place at which
resources are most abundant. Place names, myths, and
spiritual traditions also involve landscape-scale features,
including mountains or rivers. Therefore, less emphasis
needs to be placed on identifying individual places, and
more on learning about how cultural resources are related to
the landscape. This understanding is essential to fully
identify, assess, describe, and evaluate the potential
impacts of the proposed alternatives on cultural resources.
The USACE needs to take a hard look at how cultural
resources will be affected by the proposed project.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 8

The Yoko Kugo book was
acquired as a result of this
comment, and information from
this reference has been

The text has been deleted.

Headings changed to “Known
AHRS Locations”

Comment acknowledged.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5377 of 5993

Comment
No.

23

Agency

NTC

Section 3.7.4.3
Amakdedori
Port.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is no mention of the shipwreck of the Russian vessel
Three Saints (TriSviatitelia), which ran aground during a
storm on September 10, 1796 in Kamishak Bay (Black
2004:231; Klein 1999:11). Of the 19 people on board, 15
survived, and four wintered over with the wreck to refloat it
in the spring only to fail (Klein 1999:11). They burned the
ship to salvage the iron (Klein 1999:11). Archaeological
remains of this shipwreck and the associated camps may be
found anywhere in Kamishak Bay including the port area.
Even based on the cursory analysis provided here, it is clear
that the Amakdedori Port site is problematic from a variety of
cultural resource perspectives. It is an area of archeological
significance with a historical village, homes, graves, and
trails, and it is a place of current and active cultural uses,
which are not even mentioned here. The area proposed for
this port is especially well-suited for shoreline subsistence
use. Considering the cultural resources associated with this
site and the ecological damage that would occur by building
the port in this location, the USACE needs to develop
alternatives and evaluate these alternatives in the EIS.

been conducting Indigenous place name research in the
Iliamna Lake region for several years; however, none of her
research is cited by USACE. Please examine her research
to help address this obvious data gap.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 9

No evidence of the shipwreck is
found at Amakdedori in the
AHRS. Additional shipwrecks
have been added to the
description of Diamond Point.
More information on the
importance of Amakdedori for
other cultural purposes was
added.

incorporated into the section.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5378 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

Introduction

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) needs to
define the term “subsistence” so everyone is on the same
page when reviewing this section. USACE could use its
own definition of subsistence in its 2011 report Economic
Value of Subsistence Activity, Little Diomede, Alaska. On
Pages 42 and 43, this report defines subsistence as:
a way of life in which wild renewable resources are
obtained, processed, and distributed for household and
communal consumption according to prescribed social and
cultural systems and values.
The harvest, distribution, and consumption of subsistence
resources are governed by technology, infrastructure,
cognitive mindsets, and traditional knowledge. These
resources may be used as food, shelter, fuel, clothing,
tools, or transportation; for
the making and selling of handicraft articles out of
nonedible plants and byproducts of fish and wildlife
resources; for barter or sharing for personal or family
consumption; for customary trade; and for celebrations and
ceremonies.
Subsistence activities are primarily organized through kin
relations, special roles, and communal values within and
among specific communities. These communal values
emphasize reciprocity between individual community
members and the community as a whole through sharing
and with respect for the environment and relations with
non-human species. Subsistence activities are reproduced

This section would benefit from a summary of the most
important subsistence resources in the area. Unlike other
sections, there is no discussion of their proximity to and
overlap with features of the proposed project. This
information needs to be added to this section. The maps in
Appendix K3.9 would be a good format for presenting the
locations and areas of each subsistence resource along
with components of the proposed project alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

The first paragraph of the section
provides a definition for
subsistence and subsequent
paragraphs elaborate on the
multi-faceted nature of
subsistence and its unique role in
Alaska. Many definitions of
subsistence were reviewed and
consulted in order to write the
succinct explanation.

Maps similar to those in K3.9
have been added to K3.9 for the 6
main communities. All harvest
area maps show proposed project
infrastructure; text has been
updated to spell this out for the
reader.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5379 of 5993

Comment
No.

3

4

5

6

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Table 3.9-1

3.9.1 TEK

First paragraph

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In Table 3.9-1, is USACE saying people only harvest wood
in June? Trees are plants. The paragraph following this

In this section USACE states, “The data (tables, charts,
and maps) used to determine the environmental baseline
for this section reflect the findings of this study, and a
subsequent data review of the six communities closest to
the proposed project infrastructure.” “Closest to” is not an
EIS Analysis Area. Please define and justify an EIS
Analysis Area for this section.

Referring to the first paragraph, not only fish but other
aquatic resources (invertebrates, aquatic mammals,
aquatic plants) are harvested. These other aquatic
resources should be mentioned here.

In addition, USACE needs to address the Keystone
Recommendations for the proposed Pebble Project that
Pebble Limited Partnership supported (Callaway 2012
Pebble Subsistence Review Presentation for Keystone
Policy Center. Video on file at Keystone Policy Center,
Keystone, Colorado). These recommendations include the
need to collect information on exchange of goods and
services and identify social networks to monitor changes in
communities’ demographics, income, and subsistence.
This has not been done, which means USACE is not
adequately assessing the impacts to subsistence. Tables
for each community in this Section have data on Giving
and Receiving, but this is not identifying social networks or
little else.

across generations through both formal and informal
training of descendants in the concepts, behaviors, values,
and skills necessary to successfully sustain the community
and the resources upon which they depend.
The Subsistence way of life satisfies to various degrees
and in various contexts the economic, social, cultural, and
nutritional needs of subsistence-based communities.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

The source document had the
same issue but we interpreted

Revised language and added
definition of “EIS analysis area”

Revised text as appropriate.

Comment acknowledged. The
percentages of households giving
and receiving resources was the
most detailed information
available and was determined to
be adequate for the analysis.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5380 of 5993

Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

3.9.3 Harvest
patterns by
community

3.9.3 Harvest
patterns by
community

3.9.3 Harvest
patterns by
community

3.9.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the seventh paragraph of Section 3.9.3, USACE states:
Communities have traditional use areas that represent a
sophisticated cumulative body of knowledge about where
animals are likely to be available and in prime condition
throughout the seasons of the year. Use areas for some
species are relatively constant, such as salmon fishing
areas; while use areas for other species, such as moose,
caribou, and fur-bearers, would vary with changes in
abundance and distribution. Cumulative traditional use
areas are relatively constant over long periods of time,

In the third paragraph of Section 3.9.3, USACE states,
“Table 3.9-2 shows subsistence harvest amounts for eight
resource groups for each community.” Please explain the
rationale behind choosing eight resource groups.

In the first paragraph, with respect to the analysis for this
section, USACE states, “Communities for which there were
older data or no data were not included.” Why is this? This
is a data gap and needs to be addressed. Also, please list
which communities have old data or no data. Also, define
“older” because Table 3.9-2 is using data for Dillingham
that is 20 years old. Subsistence data that are older than
10 years are not current for the proposed Pebble Project.
Such data are historical according to the Pebble Project
Environmental Baseline Document (SRB&A 2011).

The information sources referenced here are a start;
however, before the public review draft EIS is released, the
USACE should integrate information gained through the
consultation process, including each Alaska Native
community’s review of the section pertaining to its use of
resources and their presence on the landscape.

table states “Winter is the typical time for gathering
firewood” (Jones and Kostick 2016). Please correct this
table.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 3

Added reference to the Cultural
Resources section.

These are the categories used by
ADF&G in source material.
Explanation added to the text.

Comment acknowledged. NEPA
requires the use of ‘best available
data. It is out of scope for the
USACE to collect these data.
Revised wording and provided
examples to provide clarity.

Comment acknowledged.
Appendix K3.1 also incorporates
TEK that was gathered during
USACE and Tribal Governmentto-Government consultations.

their use of “other plants” to mean
“green plants other than berries”.
The table was updated
accordingly.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5381 of 5993

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

NTC

NTC

Table 3.9-2

Table 3.9-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The information in Table 3.9-2 is very old and does not
reflect recent changes in communities, the economy, and
the environment, including the effects of climate change.
All this information should be updated based on newer

This table shows the inadequacy of USACE’s data for this
section. Dillingham and Seldovia are the only communities
with current data (i.e., less than 10 years old). As Stephen
R. Braund & Associated (SRB&A) (2011) states in the
Pebble Project environmental baseline report on
subsistence for Bristol Bay communities, “Subsistence
uses are not static (Page 23-9).” SRB&A (2011) reported
subsistence data from 1996 for Pedro Bay was “dated and
therefore may not reflect current subsistence uses in the
study area (page 23-6).” Table 3.9-2 lists SRB&A doing
subsistence research in Pedro Bay in 2004. This means
Pebble Limited Partnership and SRB&A thought eight-yearold subsistence data needed to be updated. All the
communities in Table 3.9-2, except for Seldovia, are
represented by data that are eight years old or older.
USACE needs to update these subsistence data. These
data are not current and do not take into account changes
to subsistence that may have occurred because of the
extensive drilling program conducted for the proposed
Pebble Project that began around 2004 and continued
through 2013.

although not all portions of the long-term use area would
be used each year. Instead, harvest patterns are dynamic
and strategic, as subsistence users concentrate their
efforts in areas likely to be productive, with current
abundance and distribution of resources. Traditional places
names identify significant locations in a traditional use
area, and further indicate the long-term use patterns.
Please cross-reference how USACE will evaluate these
“traditional use areas” as traditional cultural places and
cultural landscapes in Section 3.7 Cultural Resources.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 4

See previous response. These
data are the most recently
available comprehensive surveys.

NEPA requires the use of ‘best
available data. It is out of scope
for the USACE to collect these
data. We acknowledge that the
data used are old. These data are
the most recently available
comprehensive surveys.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence
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Comment
No.

13

Agency

NTC

Figures 3.9-3, 5,
7, 9, and 11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Figures 3.9-3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 are very difficult to interpret
and do not seem nearly as effective as the maps of specific
resource uses provided for other communities in Appendix
K3.9. This is a topic of considerable importance to each of
these communities, and it would seem appropriate to map
the use of individual resources for each community, like the
figures in Appendix K3.9 but broken out by community.
This would make it possible for each community to check
the information on the map against their own knowledge of
their subsistence use areas.

research and surveys prior to attempting to evaluate the
effects of the proposed project on subsistence use.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 5

We agree that the figures in
Appendix K3.9 are useful. For that
reason, figures were added to
Appendix K3.9 for the
communities described in Section
3.9. Since several communities
share resource areas, they are
grouped in the figures as
appropriate.
The figures in Section 3.9 are
intended to illustrate the amount
of effort for subsistence in the
area and were not deleted.

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.9 - Subsistence
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.1.2;
p. 4.1-2

4.1; p. 4.1-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

2A - The time periods proposed for the three
phases are insufficient considering the long-term
impacts from each phase of the proposed project. It
is misleading to say this is a 20-year project when
the buildout and expansion will occur over 78 years
across multiple phases. And multiple other mining
projects would probably use the Pebble
infrastructure. Based on the projects that intend to
use the Pebble infrastructure, this project could
effectively be there forever. Other mining, gas and
oil, and energy and utility projects using the Pebble
infrastructure will further impact and damage the
area and would require construction of additional
roads and other infrastructure. Without the
proposed Pebble Project construction, the area
would remain much as it is today.
All aspects of construction, including disturbance
caused by infrastructure construction, mine plant
construction, mine pit development, and mine
facilities construction, must be considered.
Considering potential impacts from construction of
the infrastructure, facilities, and structures that
would be needed to operate the proposed project,
a time period greater than 20 years is appropriate
to evaluate potential both short-term and long-term
impacts from construction.
As further discussed in Section 4.1.3 comments on
cumulative effects and in Section 2 Alternatives, if
the proposed project is permitted, constructed, and

Section 4.1 Introduction refers to Section 4.2
through Section 4.26. Of these 26 sections, only 17
sections are not currently available; therefore,
Chapter 4.0 is incomplete.
Without figures and maps it is not possible to do an
in-depth and specific review of this section.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

2A - Comments acknowledged.
Analysis of direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects follows CEQ
guidance for NEPA. Project phases
are defined in Chapter 2, Alternatives,
and summarized again in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment. Phases are defined in
Chapter 2, Alternatives, based on the
project description. They are provided
in Section 4.1 as a reference for
sections in Chapter 4. The description
in Section 4.1 is a summary. While this
comment provided on Section 4.1 is
acknowledged, no changes were
made to the text as this is a short
introductory section.
The EIS analysis for direct and indirect
impacts includes the four project
phases. The EIS analysis for
cumulative effects includes a 78-year
timeframe in the Pebble Expansion
Scenario, which is described in
Section 4.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment, and discussed per
resource in the Cumulative Effects
subsections of resource sections of
Chapter 4.
2B – Comment acknowledged; the

See Response.

PAGE | 1

Comment acknowledged. USACE sent
all sections and figures of the
preliminary Draft EIS (DEIS) to
cooperating agencies, as they were
completed. This comment was
received prior to all sections being
sent.
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operated, the operations phase would extend far
beyond the 20 years proposed. Based on such
factors as the size of the ore body, value of the
mineral resources, and the magnitude of the
investment that would be required to capitalize the
proposed project, the operations phase would
extend over 50 years and would involve both open
pit mining and underground mining. A much longer
timeline must be evaluated for the operations
phase of the proposed project.
It is unclear why the operations phase is limited to
20 years when in later sections the USACE states
it is considering the “expansion of the Pebble
Project to develop 55 percent of its reserves over a
78-year period.” Consideration of impacts during
the operations phase should be extended to cover
the entire period of operations, which will be far
more than 20 years.
The “closure or post-closure phase” should be
separated into at least two separate phases: (1)
mine reclamation and closure and (2) post-closure
maintenance and monitoring. Rather than defining
the time period of these post-mine-operations
phases as “any activity occurring after mine
operations cease”, the time period should be based
on the time expected for water treatment, water
quality monitoring, inspections and monitoring of
mine waste rock and mill tailings storage areas,
maintenance of stormwater and sedimentation
control measures, and other post-closure activities
that would be required to mitigate the intense,
adverse, and long-term impacts that the proposed
project poses. An appropriate time frame for postclosure maintenance and monitoring should be at
least 100 years to be consistent with the policies of
most state agencies, and the time frame of postclosure maintenance and monitoring should be

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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four factors of analysis follow CEQ
guidance for impact analysis in an EIS.
There is no requirement to follow
specific factors of analysis applied in
other documents.
2C - Comment acknowledged;
however, no changes made to Section
4.1, Introduction to Environmental
Consequences, as this is a short
introductory section in which analysis
is not conducted. Each Chapter 4
section describes the analysis
framework and rationale for
assessments made.
2D - Comment acknowledged.
Clarifying text has been provided for
how potential RFFAs were evaluated
for inclusion in cumulative effects
analysis. As these are evaluation
factors rather than screening criteria,
there is no explanation provided for
weighting or sequencing as would be
done with screening criteria.
Subsistence is analyzed in Sections
3.9 and 4.9, Subsistence.
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over 500 years after cessation of mine operations.
This is the standard employed the Bureau of Land
Management’s (BLM) policy for major mine sites
containing features such as tailings storage
facilities.
2B - The Impact Characterizations (i.e., Magnitude,
Duration, Geographic Extant, and Potential) in
Section 4.1.1 differ in definition and are less
detailed than USACE’s recent SEIS for the Alaska
Stand Alone Pipeline Project and EIS for the Donlin
Gold Project. USACE must provide rationale for
this decision. USACE should cite the regulatory
definitions directly in section 4.1.3 for types of
effects to eliminate the potential for discrepancies
between regulatory and summarized definitions.
USACE’s addition of the sentence “Indirect effects
are caused by the project, but do not occur at the
same time or place as the direct effects” to the
definition of Indirect Effects is incorrect and beyond
the scope of the regulatory definition.
2C - One example demonstrating falsity of this
added sentence is if an archaeological site that is
culturally important to a community (e.g.,
Amakdedori Village Site) is destroyed there are
direct and indirect effects in the same time and
place. The direct effects are the archaeological site
is destroyed. Indirect effects would be the
community can no longer use this site for teaching
and passing on traditional knowledge. (i.e., a
change in land use). In the description of
Cumulative Effects in section 4.1.3, USACE states
“Proximity is based on natural geographic
boundaries of potentially affected resources.” This
does not seem to apply to cultural resources.
USACE must include population changes into
section 4.1.3.2 “Reasonably Foreseeable Future
Actions Considered” because the population of the

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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3
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NTC

4.1.3; p. 4.12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

3A - This section states, “Assessing the cumulative
impacts from multiple projects/activities requires
considering the impacts of their combined potential
area of effects and associated actions.” It should
also require considering the impacts of cumulative
time of the effects and associated actions. For
example, construction impacts such as noise and
truck traffic on a small community will be greater if
multiple projects cause these impacts to occur over
a longer time-frame.
For a project with a timeframe measured decades
from the beginning of construction to final closure

Bristol Bay region may increase because of the
Pebble Project.
2D - Under heading Subsistence Activities of Table
4.1-1: Potential RFFAs Evaluated for Cumulative
Effects, USACE should include the communities of
Ekwok and South Naknek in the Bristol Bay
subsistence analysis. Stephen R. Braund &
Associates (SRB&A), on behalf of Pebble Limited
Partnership (PLP), conducted subsistence
research in South Naknek. While Ekwok didn’t
participate in Pebble subsistence research, there
are subsistence data for the community. Such data
must be incorporated. Unfortunately, PLP didn’t
complete their subsistence research on
communities that rely on Cook Inlet drainages. This
must be done. Research by the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game (ADF&G) in its 2016 Technical
Paper #420 “The Harvest and Use of Wild
Resources in Nikiski, Seldovia, Nanwalek, and Port
Graham, Alaska 2014” demonstrates Nikiski,
Seldovia, Port Graham, and Nanwalek use areas of
Cook Inlet that are bisected by proposed barge
traffic for the Pebble Project. USACE must include
subsistence and TEK data from these communities
in this EIS analysis.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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3A - Cumulative effects section,
including discussion of the framework
of RFFA analysis, has been revised.
RFFAs are not limited to five years in
the future.
3B - Text in Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental Consequences, has
been revised to clarify the 78-year time
period. A Pebble expansion scenario
is included as an RFFA for analysis in
Chapter 4 sections by resource. See
also RFI response 062 (PLP 2018-RFI
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and completion of monitoring, reasonably
foreseeable future actions (RFFAs) should not be
limited to 5 years into the future from the EIS.
RFFAs should include any reasonably foreseeable
projects occurring within the lifetime of the action
alternative, including follow-on projects related to
exploration and development of additional areas of
the ore body. The geologic existence of the larger
ore body makes additional projects reasonably
foreseeable if the infrastructure proposed for this
project is installed. These projects do seem to have
been included in Table 4.1-1, but the text needs to
be revised to reflect a more realistic timeframe for
these and other projects.
3B - This section indicates that “actions are
considered reasonably foreseeable if they are
proximate to the project area and are anticipated to
enter the permitting process in the next 5 years.”
This limited time frame is inconsistent with the later
statement that “the USACE has determined that
expansion of the Pebble Project to develop 55
percent of its reserves over a 78-year period… will
be analyzed under the cumulative effects
analysis…[t]herefore, other reasonably foreseeable
future activities that may occur in the 78-year time
period will also be considered.” USACE must
explain how it intends to evaluate RFFAs over this
extended period.
3C - If the proposed Pebble Project is permitted,
constructed, and operated; it would probably
operate for 50 to 100 years, and the impacts from
the proposed project would persist for hundreds of
years beyond that; therefore, one or more
alternatives reflecting projects of varying life cycles
should be developed and included in the EIS for
evaluation of a full range of alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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3C - The Cumulative Effects
subsections in Chapter 4 include
analysis on applicable alternatives.

062).
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4

Agency

NTC

4.1.3.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
4A - The first category, “mineral exploration and
mining,” should be separated into three categories:
mineral exploration, surface mining, and
underground mining. The category “subsistence”
should be separated into a least two categories:
subsistence fishing and subsistence hunting and
gathering.
4B - The bullet item beginning with “Geographic
timeframe” should explain the areal extent of
mining during logical phases. Beyond the current
proposed plan which should be depicted in fiveyear phases at a minimum, maps should be
provided to clearly depict the additional areas that
would be mined during sequential 20-year phases.
Based on the size of the ore body, value of the
mineral resources, and capital investment required
to capitalize the proposed project, a reasonably
foreseeable future action would be long-term
mining by open pit methods followed by
underground mining methods. The areas that
would be open pit mined and the area that would
be underground mined should be clearly described
and shown on maps. Underground mining must be
identified as reasonably foreseeable future action,
and the potential impacts of underground mining
should be identified and evaluated in the EIS. The
type of underground mine (block cave versus room
and pillar or stope) should also be identified and
described.
4C - Geographic timeframe: This section seems to
indicate that, although “typically only projects with
dedicated funding, currently in or scheduled to
undergo federal, state, or local permitting, and with
a medium to high probability of occurring, are
included” the USACE will nevertheless still
consider RFFAs that may occur over a 78-year
time period. How will the USACE identify and

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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4A - Comment acknowledged;
however, as Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental Consequences, is an
introductory section, existing text is
sufficient.
4B - Text has been revised to the
extent a summary section
accommodates.
4C - Text has been revised and the
Pebble expansion scenario is
included.
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5

Agency

NTC

Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

5A - Several mining projects are included in this
table that were evaluated in the EPA 2014 report;
however, these mining projects are not proposed
as RFFAs for this EIS. Assuming the development
of infrastructure for this project, USACE needs to
justify why these projects would not be reasonably
foreseeable with a 78-year timeframe and why
USACE’s evaluation differs from EPA’s.
Realistically, it would be expected that at least
some of these projects would be developed within
the next four decades, if infrastructure were
available to support them. Since the cumulative
impacts evaluation for fisheries has already been
completed by EPA, this information could be easily
included in the EIS as a worst-case analysis.
5B - The EIS should analyze a range of future
expected mining projects such as one additional
similar mine or five similar mines. It is without
question that development of the Pebble Project,
specifically Pebble’s necessarily infrastructure,
would lead to additional mine proposals in the
region, and it could lead to extensive development.
The EIS should also analyze the potential for the
Pebble Project to be developed at an increased
production rate resulting in a 40-year rather than
78-year time frame.

evaluate cumulative impacts from projects over this
extended period that don’t meet the “typical”
criteria?

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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5A – Text in Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental Consequences, has
been revised to clarify the 78-year time
period. A Pebble expansion scenario
is included as an RFFA for analysis in
Chapter 4 sections by resource. See
also RFI response 062 (PLP 2018-RFI
062). Clarifying text has been provided
for how potential RFFAs were
evaluated for inclusion in cumulative
effects analysis. As these are
evaluation factors rather than
screening criteria, there is no
explanation provided for weighting or
sequencing as would be done with
screening criteria.
5B – Comment acknowledged; there is
no basis in current NEPA CEQ
guidance for this level of analysis. A
table has been added that identified
what resources the USACE identified
in the Memorandum for Record
(USACE 2017, Memorandum for
Record, Subject: Determination to
conduct an environmental impact
statement level of analysis for
Department of the Army Permit
Application POA-2017-271, lead
agency determination, and scope of
analysis). The table also identifies
where in the EIS the resource is
discussed. The EIS analysis area is
defined in each Chapter 3 and Chapter
4 section. Chapter 3 describes the
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6

7

8

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

4.1.5.2

4.1.5.1;
p. 4.1-18

4.1.4; p. 4.117

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section very briefly describes the energy
needs of the project and what the infrastructure is
designed to provide or use, but does not discuss
the impacts on other users of electricity and natural
gas, or whether the projected facilities will create a
net demand or surplus once the project
requirements are factored in. The total energy
needs in terms of both energy consumption and
carbon and greenhouse gas emissions should be
quantified and evaluated for the proposed plan,
alternatives, and cumulative effects, and include
both local, regional, state-wide, and global impacts.
The proposed project calls for a major expansion of
energy use and a major expansion of fossil fuels
use. The proposed project does not support energy

Most of these “other topics” are addressed far too
superficially to be useful. Conservation, for
example, could at a minimum include a discussion
of the impacts of the project on the wildlife refuges,
marine reserves, and other protected areas
surrounding the project area. A topic like this, that
incorporates a number of different elements of the
environment, would be better placed at the end of
the chapter once the reader had reviewed the other
elements of the environment.

A list of the issues not selected and the reasons for
eliminating them should be included here.
Under “Other Concerns,” the risks of spills and
releases is not limited to fuel. Chemicals and other
industrial products being transported to and from
the mine overland and by water are also of concern
and should be addressed.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Text has been revised to meet the
scope of analysis for this EIS. Scope
of analysis is detailed in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment.

Text has been revised to meet the
scope of analysis for this EIS. Scope
of analysis is detailed in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment.

Comment acknowledged. As Section
4.1, Introduction to Environmental
Consequences is an introductory
section, an expanded list is not
provided here, but can be found in
Appendix A, the Scoping Report.

affected environment for the four
alternatives, while Chapter 4
discusses the impacts to those
resources (per NEPA).
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9

10

11

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

4.1.7; p. 4.1-

4.1.6

4.1.5.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

11A - Second bullet – These impacts will not only
occur during the life of the project, but indefinitely,

A final section should be added to Chapter 4 that
specifically summarizes and compares, by
alternative, unavoidable adverse effects and
irretrievable commitments of resources, as well as
effects that may not be unavoidable but are likely to
occur or if they occur would be catastrophic (e.g.,
major earthquake that results in tailings dam
failure). This is necessary for the public to clearly
understand the nature of the alternatives and the
costs and benefits associated with each, prior to
reviewing the mitigation chapter.

This section relies too heavily on general
statements by the project applicant, without
significant attempt at independent review and
verification. This should involve a two-step process:
(1) is there an actual global need and (2) can other
existing and planned projects meet that global
need? Furthermore, if the project would, as stated,
“provide a short-term beneficial impact on mineral
needs,” is this worth the irreversible impacts and
irretrievable loss of natural resources required for
such a short-term benefit? And is filling a need for
a commodity considered a benefit from the
standpoint of an Environmental Impact Statement?
The EIS should answer practical questions. For
example: Do entire watersheds need to be
destroyed to acquire gold to make jewelry? This
apparent need for gold jewelry seems trivial to the
point of comical in comparison to the trade-off: gold
jewelry for an invaluable renewable resource – wild
salmon. The EIS should discuss the repercussions
of the proposed project on the real “gold” in this
area – the salmon.

conservation.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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11A - Text has been revised in this
section to meet USACE direction

Catastrophic event discussion in an
EIS is not required under CEQ
guidance. A summary of key issues is
provided at the end of each Chapter 4
section for readers to understand the
differences in alternatives.
Text has been revised in this section
to meet USACE direction under CEQ
NEPA guidance.

Text has been revised to meet the
scope of analysis for this EIS. Scope
of analysis is detailed in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment.
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12

Agency

NTC

4.1.8; p. 4.120

20

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Mining companies in the United States and
elsewhere have a dismal record of failure to close

as the project site will not be restored to its
previous state. Mining areas will remain denuded of
vegetation needed to support life, and roads,
ferries, ports, pipelines, and other infrastructure will
remain.
11B - Third bullet – Funds and labor are not
environmental resources.
11C - Fifth bullet – Not only would carbon-based
fuels be irretrievably committed for the uses
described, use of these resources would cause
irretrievable CO2 emissions to occur along with
loss of CO2 sink capacity, advancing climate
change in ways that may also be irreversible.
11D - Not mentioned in this section is the potential
impacts of worst-case scenarios, such as major
earthquakes, tsunamis, and/or shoreline
subsidence or uplift that could cause irremediable
harm to watersheds, shoreline resources, and
fisheries due to spills or failure of dams for
containment facilities. Given the seismic history of
and predictions for this area, these are foreseeable
events that must be taken into consideration.
11E - If the proposed project is permitted,
constructed, and operated, entire river and wetland
systems will be destroyed, and not just in the
construction areas. The discussion in this section
makes it sound like the project is just going to have
irreversible impacts to upland areas and a few
wetlands. The impacts of the proposed project
would affect entire watersheds across a vast
geographic area. Impacts to natural resources will
not just occur during the life of the project; these
impacts will occur forever. Entire pristine
watersheds cannot be restored.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Comments acknowledged. This
section has been removed from

under CEQ NEPA guidance.
11B - CEQ guidelines discuss
"resources" not environmental
resources. Comment not applicable.
11C – Comment acknowledged. There
is no literature or supporting
information provided to support the
assertion that use of resources would
cause a change in carbon dioxide sink
capacity. There is also no specific
NEPA climate change guidance on
this topic from CEQ requiring inclusion
of this topic in an EIS. No changes
made.
11D – CEQ NEPA guidance does not
support discussion of worst-case
scenarios. No changes made.
11E – Comment acknowledged.
Discussion in this section is per CEQ
NEPA guidance under USACE
direction.
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their mining sites in a manner that is safe for the
public and protects or restores the environment
over the long term. In the United States, harm from
these failures has fallen disproportionately on
American Indian and Alaska Native communities,
particularly those living in rural areas or wilderness
areas and those practicing a subsistence way of
life. In addition, the waters that could be impacted
by this project support fisheries that are worldrenowned for their quality and provide food and
livelihood for most of the residents of this area. It is
difficult to imagine a landscape and communities
dependent on the resources of that landscape that
could be more in harm’s way should a catastrophic
event occur, or the mine simply fail to be closed in
a safe, complete, and effective manner.
This section appears to rely on future regulatory
action by the State of Alaska to require a
multinational corporation to carry out its financial
and environmental obligations, without any current
assurances that such plans or financial instruments
are in place. Without knowing what the postclosure management plans or requirements will be,
it is impossible to accurately assess the potential
long-term environmental impacts of this project.
The Pebble Project proposes measures and
controls that we believe will require long term postclosure operations and maintenance (O&M) to
protect water quality. The need for long-term postclosure O&M, facilities replacement, and
monitoring should be acknowledge in the EIS. The
EIS should contain adequate details regarding
financial assurance commitments (e.g., for
reclamation and long-term O&M), as well as
meaningful assurances that an adequate financial
instrument will exist to ensure adequate funds are
available during the entire time that these funds

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
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Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
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might be needed for this purpose. Although
USACE has taken the position that it does not
address financial assurance in the EIS, we
disagree with this position. We believe that
financial assurance is a critical element of an EIS
and should be disclosed in the EIS for the
proposed Pebble Project because the viability of
reclamation, closure, and post-closure
management is a critical factor in whether this
project may be considered fully protective of
environmental resources. Furthermore, we believe
this information is significant and essential for an
adequate analysis of the proposed project because
it could make the difference between a project that
is adequately managed over the long-term by the
site operator and an unfunded or under-funded
contaminated site that becomes a liability that may
need to be addressed under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfund) or another
publicly funded program. This is especially
important given the permit applicant’s most recent
financial discloses to Canadian regulators in which
it declares: “If the Group is unable to raise the
necessary capital resources and generate sufficient
cash flows to meet obligations as they come due,
the Group may, at some point, consider reducing or
curtailing its operations. As such, there is material
uncertainty that raises substantial doubt about the
Group’s ability to continue as a going concern.”
If a long-term trust fund will be established for the
proposed project, the appropriate level of funding,
types of financial instruments, and mechanics of
the fund are critical to ensuring it will be available
when it is needed. In addition to the projected longterm engineering and monitoring costs of each
activity, the EIS should discuss the financial
assumptions used to estimate the funding level,

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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projected trust fund growth rate, and mechanics of
the trust fund. The fund mechanics include: (a)
requirements for timing of payments into the trust
fund; (b) how USACE ensures that the trust fund is
bankruptcy remote; (c) acceptable financial
instruments (such as those specified in 43 CFR
3809.555); (d) legal structure of the trust for tax
purposes; (e) who will pay the taxes on trust
earnings and trust fees and expenses; (f) how
taxes and trust fees will be paid on the trust if the
mining company goes out of business; (g) who will
make investment decisions if the operator is no
longer viable; (h) if the federal government controls
the investment decisions, what legal and ethical
issues arise from USACE controlling investment
decisions about investments in private companies,
voting stock and similar issues if the trust owns
stock; (i) the identity of the trust fund beneficiaries;
and (j) the identity and corporate structure of the
operator with responsibility/ liability for financial
assurance at this site.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)
Response
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1

2
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NTC

NTC

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
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Nearly everything discussed in this
chapter is purely speculative. The Permit
Application itself properly focuses on the
mining and transportation elements of the
project, as well as describing the natural
resources and communities surrounding
the project. No claims or promises are
made by the applicant regarding training
and education; public use of roads, ferries,
ports or other infrastructure; providing
natural gas to local communities; reducing
cost of living; or the amount of taxes that
may flow to state or local jurisdictions. The
mining operation is clearly designed to be
self-sufficient, except to the extent that it
may employ individuals from surrounding
communities and other areas. Other than
wages to individuals that may be
employed at the mine, it is not clear that
any substantial economic benefits will flow
to local communities. Much more likely,
profits from the proposed project will not
be shared with affected people and
communities, while they will bear the brunt

As noted for Section 3.3, the topics
discussed in this section do not belong in
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The “monetized economy” is not an
element of the affected environment, nor
are the regional or state economy, taxes,
cost of living, or population characteristics
elements of the natural or built
environment. Transportation and other
infrastructure are already addressed in
Section 4.12, and do not need to be
further discussed here.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Assessment of potential
environmental consequences
relies on more information than
is included in the permit
application, which is not
required to provide information
on potential consequences.
No revisions made.

The EIS should not make
assumptions or rely on anything not
contained in the permit application.
Past statements and claims made
by the company are relied on in a
number of places, and pure
speculation is included in others.
However, if the proposed project is
ever permitted, it is unlikely to have
the same ownership structure or
financial investors as it does now,
and the concessions that future
mine owners may make to the
people and communities of this
region are entirely unknown at this
stage. The proposed project must
be evaluated on its face, without
presumptions of benefits not plainly
stated in the permit application, and
without assumptions about how
affected communities will benefit
from taxes yet to be paid and
received and considering many
other competing uses for such
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We respectfully disagree. The
characteristics of local and
regional economies, along with
jobs, wages and fiscal
characteristics are components
of the social environment and
addressed in the assessment of
environmental effects. The
needs and welfare of people is
a public interest factor that must
be assessed when evaluating a
CWA Section 404 (b)(1) permit
application

Response

As such, Sections 3.3 and 4.3
should be removed from the EIS.
Environmental impacts of the
proposed alternative, alternatives
that lessen these impacts, mitigation
for these impacts, and irreversible
commitments of natural resources
associated with the alternatives
should be the focus of the EIS.
While comments are provided below
on the preliminary draft text of
Section 4.3, we reiterate that this
section should not be included in
the EIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.3 Needs
and Welfare
of the People
–
Socioeconomi
cs.

4.3 Needs
and Welfare
of the People
–
Socioeconomi
cs.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
taxes.

of the damages to the environment and
loss of natural resources they currently
rely upon for sustainable subsistence and
commercial hunting and fishing.

The potential impacts of a relatively shortterm (generationally speaking) but large
employer temporarily providing higherpaying jobs and then closing the project
should be recognized and evaluated, since
this boom-bust cycle would have a highly
detrimental impact on the cohesion and
structure of Alaska Native communities.
Ways of life that depend on subsistence
economies and that have sustained
Alaska Native communities for millennia
can be lost in a few short generations.
This sudden loss of the extractive
economy and sudden lack of resources to
fall back on can be devastating to Alaska
Natives once the unsustainable project
has run its course. In addition, the
resources previously relied on may have
been impacted by the project to the extent
that even if the traditional knowledge

As noted for Section 3.3, the regional
economy cannot be discussed purely from
a monetized standpoint. Subsistence is
integrally woven into the economic, social,
cultural, and spiritual identities of most of
the communities that would be affected by
the proposed project. Any discussion of
community welfare must take into account
resources provided by both monetized and
subsistence activities. Section 4.3, if
retained, should be merged with Section
4.9 to provide an integrated and
comprehensive overview of community
resources and welfare.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
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The timing and duration of
employment associated with
construction, operations and
closure of the Pebble project
has been discussed in Section
4.3, and the introductory text
was revised to note that
subsistence activities are
important to stabilizing
communities.

We respectfully disagree. The
characteristics of local and
regional economies, along with
jobs, wages and fiscal
characteristics are components
of the social environment and
addressed in the assessment of
environmental effects. As stated
above, and assessment of the
needs and welfare of people is
a public interest factor that must
be assessed when evaluating a
CWA Section 404 (b)(1) permit
application

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

5

6

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.3.2.1
Regional
Setting.

Section
4.3.2.1
Regional
Setting

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In describing the number of jobs that the
proposed project would provide to local
communities, the percentage of the mine
work force made up by local individuals is
not as illustrative as the percentage of jobs
in the local communities provided by the
mine. Framing the topic in this manner
would improve this discussion by placing
the number of jobs into context with
respect to the existing local and regional
economy. This comment also applies to

Education and cultural education
opportunities of passing on traditional
knowledge for Nondalton residents at
Groundhog Mountain, Frying Pan Lake,
Upper Talarik Creek and Koktuli
watersheds, and the stand of cottonwoods
encompassing Alaska Heritage Resources
Survey (AHRS) site ILI-00254 will be
disrupted because of their proximity to the
proposed mine site. Groundhog Mountain,
Frying Pan Lake, Upper Talarik Creek and
Koktuli watersheds, and the stand of
cottonwoods must be included as
educational places that would be impacted
by the proposed project.

remains, the resources may not.
An assumption that more and higherpaying Western jobs that are available for
a couple of decades are automatically
beneficial to surrounding communities
entirely disregards the destructive dynamic
between unreliable and unsustainable
extractive economies and traditional and
sustainable means of supporting Alaska
Native communities through seven
generations and beyond.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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While there is not information to
be able to project employment
by specific community, a
statement was added to Section
4.3.2.2 to note where
employees would be flown
from, indicating the number of
people hired from nearby
communities.

Added those sites to the text in
4.3.2.1.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

7

8

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.3.2.1 Cost
of Living.

4.3.2.1
Regional
Setting.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section contains many statements
unsupported by the permit application. All
the transportation components are
described as private, and there is no

The last sentence of the first paragraph
states, “These activities could potentially
create a large number of indirect and
direct jobs in the region, relative to the
population.” More specific information
needs to be provided to support this
statement. Exactly how many jobs are
expected to be provided? Are there
enough qualified individuals in the region
to obtain these jobs (i.e., any more than
were employed during the predevelopment phase), or would most
workers be imported from other areas?
Are those who are opposed to the
proposed project going to be available to
work for the mine operator? If the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) does
not know the answer to these questions, it
should not speculate about whether the
proposed project is likely to create any
more jobs for local communities than it has
in the past during pre-development
activities, nor whether the few jobs that
may flow to local communities could
reasonably be expected to even out
seasonal fluctuations in income. This
comment also applies to the Economy and
Income subsection under Section 4.3.2.2
Potentially Affected Communities, which
repeats the same information and
arguments.

the first paragraph of the Economy and
Income subsection under Section 4.3.2.2
Potentially Affected Communities.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Assessment of potential
environmental consequences
relies on more information than
is included in the permit

While there is not information to
be able to project employment
by specific community, a
statement was added to Section
4.3.2.2 to note where
employees would be flown
from, indicating the number of
people hired from nearby
communities.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

Agency

NTC

4.3.2.1
Education

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This subsection contains several
unsupported statements and claims,
essentially none of which are addressed in
the permit application. There is no
guarantee that PLP would continue to
support technical training, much less
expand it, or if it did that it would benefit
local communities or increase wages for
individuals in these communities. Training
or support of local schools is not part of
the permit application, and any
assumptions about this support should be

discussion whatsoever in the permit
application about community use of roads,
the ferry, the port, or the natural gas
pipeline. The statements cited by the
company (Pebble Limited Partnership
(PLP)) are vague and unsupported by the
official information in the permit
application. Consequently, these
statements cannot be relied upon,
especially since the future owners and
shareholders would make their own
choices about the logistics and liability
associated with public use of their
facilities. There is insufficient discussion of
whether the needs of the proposed project
would allow for other uses of the
infrastructure (e.g., whether there would
be excess ferry or port capacity, whether
the mine would require all the natural gas
capacity of the pipeline, etc.). There
certainly is no evidence that shipping or
freight that would benefit the public would
be authorized. The statements and
conclusions in this section are
unsupported by evidence and should be
removed.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Assessment of potential
environmental consequences
relies on more information than
is included in the permit
application, which is not
required to provide information
on potential consequences. The
applicant has made statements
committing to vocational
training. If developed, the
project will generate revenue for
the Lake and Peninsula

application, which is not
required to provide information
on potential consequences. The
applicant has made statements
committing to some use of the
transportation system for local
shipping; further, it is likely to be
a requirement of permits from
the Lake and Peninsula
Borough.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.3.2.2
Potentially
Affected
Communities.

4.3.2.1
Transportation

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This entire section reflects a Western point
of view and does not incorporate the views
of Alaska Native communities within the
areas that would be affected by the
proposed project. Specific examples of
this insensitivity to the lifeways and culture
of the people and communities of this
region are provided below:

Again, this subsection relies on wholly
unsupported assumptions, including vague
statements by the company about
“working with all local communities.” There
is a description of how use of the roads
and ferries might work, without any
references at all. The one reference
provided in this section is not in the
reference list and makes no real
commitments. As public use of these
facilities is not part of the permit
application, it cannot be identified as a
potential benefit to surrounding
communities. The only use of the spur
roads to surrounding communities
described in the project application is for
transportation of workers living in those
communities to the project site (i.e., their
workplace).

disregarded. Even more speculative is any
possible benefit or impact to local schools,
as this depends on a long and
unforeseeable chain of events, causes,
and effects, including how many families
might choose to leave or stay in the area
affected by the proposed project, and
future choices made by the Alaska
legislature about how tax revenues will be
used.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Comment noted. See Sections
4.7 and 4.9 for the impact of the
project on cultural resources
and the subsistence lifestyle.

While details have not been
worked out, PLP has stated
through RFI 027 that they would
work with communities to
establish some controlled public
use.

References cited in the section
were checked for inclusion in
the list of references.

Borough, which will be used for
services it is required to
provide, including schools.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

12

13

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

4.3.2.2
Potentially
Affected
Communities.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The failure of this document to reflect
Alaska Native views is evident in nearly
every section, and results in conclusions
that are strongly biased and inaccurate.
This is particularly problematic given that
most of the affected communities within
the areas potentially affected by the
proposed project are Alaska Natives. The
perspectives of PLP and USACE are
clearly represented; however, the
perspectives and interests of the affected

A short-term gain in employment and
wages may not be considered worth the
loss of valuable natural resources on
which Alaska Natives have traditionally
depended for subsistence and on which
current Alaska residents depend for their
livelihoods and sustenance. Statements
like “any increase in jobs would help the
local community” are particularly out of
touch with traditional lifeways and
community values—because it depends
entirely on what kinds of jobs those are,
whether they are sustainable, whether
they have the potential to enhance or
destroy natural resources in ways that can
never be recovered.

An increase in businesses relating to the
mining site, while speculative, may provide
short-term employment, but may not be
long-term and sustainable for the
community. The project may bring
activities and individuals to the region that
may disrupt the cohesiveness and
traditional practices of the community,
adversely affecting its spiritual and cultural
health and resulting in a loss of traditional
knowledge and practices.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Comment noted; we have
considered all comments in
producing an independent
analysis.

Comment noted. See Section
4.9 for the impact of the project
on subsistence as it relates to
the cash economy.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

14

Agency

NTC

4.3.2.2 Tax
Revenue and
Other Fiscal
Effects

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This subsection in particular does not
belong in an EIS, and this is just the sort of
consideration that an EIS is intended to
balance by focusing on impacts to the
environment. The tax revenue estimates
are out of date and it is impossible to know
what these future tax revenues would be
used for or whether they would benefit
local communities in any way. Most
readers are aware that the State stands to
benefit from permitting the proposed
project. The vital question that the EIS is
intended to answer is: What are the costs
of the proposed project in terms of
adverse impacts to the environment and
affected communities and can these costs
be minimized to an acceptable degree?

communities are suppressed and replaced
by the USACE’s view of what it believes
these communities should want and what
is best for the people of the region. This
preliminary draft EIS (PDEIS) does not
reflect an investment of time or effort by
the USACE to determine, recognize, and
properly consider what the people of the
region actually need and want. Through
meaningful consultation, USACE must
invest the time and effort necessary to
ensure that a balanced viewpoint is
presented in the EIS that demonstrates an
understanding and cultural awareness of
the affected communities and the
practices, concerns, and sustainable
lifeways of the people in these
communities. The voices of the residents
in this region need to be heard and
recorded in the EIS, and currently their
voices are entirely absent in this PDEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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NEPA requires an evaluation of
potential adverse and beneficial
impacts of a proposed project,
and use the most current
available information.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

15

Agency

NTC

4.3.3 Action
Alternatives 2
and 4.3.4
Action
Alternative 3.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The very slight differences between these
two alternatives and Action Alternative 1
(Section 4.3.2) highlight the fact that these
are not meaningfully different alternatives
to the proposed project. A full range of
alternatives have not been provided in this
PDEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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A wide range of potential
alternatives have been
screened and described in
Chapter 2.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the first paragraph of this section, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) states, “traditional
resource collecting areas (subsistence)” are a type
of cultural resource. USACE needs to cross
reference this in the Subsistence sections (Sections
3.9 and 4.9) of this environmental impact statement
(EIS).
These sections do not use the term “cultural
resource” one time. Also, in the first paragraph of
this section, USACE states, “Currently, the project
footprints for the mine site, the transportation
corridor, Amakdedori port, and the natural gas
pipeline guide the analyses of environmental
consequences on cultural resources.” This is
different than the EIS Analysis Area USACE
describes in Section 3.7.2 as follows: “The area of
analysis for cultural resources under NEPA is the
claim block of the project at the mine site and the
viewshed of the project footprint when data are
available.” Please make the EIS Analysis Area in
this section consistent with that of Section 3.7.
Furthermore, in the first paragraph, USACE states,
“When cultural resources are identified within a part
of the project footprint, direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects that may result are considered.
The potential for indirect effects is also considered,
particularly visual impacts on cultural resources
outside of the project footprint.” This makes little
sense. Please explain why cumulative impacts not

Please incorporate historic properties into this
section. Historic properties are a type of cultural
resource and do not receive special treatment under
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
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Reference to the Subsistence section was
added to this introductory paragraph.
The EIS analysis area for Section 3.7 and
4.7 have been revised and made
consistent.
The reference to cumulative effects in the
paragraph referred to by the commenter
has been deleted.

The organization of the EIS reflects the
Public interest factors that the USACE
must address when evaluating a CWA
Section 404 (b)(1) permit application, and
separates Cultural Resources from
Historic Properties.

Response
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Comment
No.

3

4

Agency

NTC

NTC

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As with Section 3.7, this Section 4.7 is too focused
on specific point or linear features, like trails,
campsites, documented archaeological sites, etc.
Not that these sites and features are not important,
but a greater effort should be made to understand
and discuss the overall cultural impacts on the
whole region. For example, hunting, camping, and
gathering areas are not static. An area that is used
on one trip may not be used on the next trip or next
season, and a different area might be used,
depending on where the greatest abundance of
resources is located. Entire intact landscapes are
important for subsistence, cultural, and spiritual
values. The impacts of the proposed project with the
extensive infrastructure in addition to the mine site
itself should be considered on a landscape scale,
rather than focusing only on individual features that

The USACE needs to assess auditory and olfactory
impacts to cultural resources. As we note in our
comments for Section 3.11, the proposed project will
have a smell that is different than the existing
environment. Examples of new odors that the
proposed Pebble Project could introduce to the
environment, at a scale never experienced in the
region before, include but are not limited to smells of
operating heavy equipment, dust, and excavated
earth. Mine construction and operation would also
generate sounds at a scale not heard in the region
before. Foreign smells and loud noise will impact
traditional cultural places, places of traditional
teaching, and other cultural resources. These kinds
of impacts will diminish the integrity of these places
and change how the communities who value these
places benefit from them.

being considered outside of the project foot print.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

Comment acknowledged.
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Auditory and olfactory impacts have been
added to the analysis.

Response
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Comment
No.

5

6

7

8

9

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 4.7.1
Analytical

Section 4.7.1
Analytical
Limitations.

General

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the second paragraph of Section 4.7.1, USACE
states, “The current data and analytical gaps allow

In the opening paragraph of Section 4.7.1, the
USACE’s use of “systematic cultural resource field
investigations” is another example of archaeological
bias.

Sociological conditions and changes should also be
considered part of cultural resources. For example,
if subsistence resources are fewer and more difficult
to access due to avoidance of the affected areas
and barriers such as linear transportation corridors,
the community will have fewer subsistence
resources and lower resiliency. A further shift to a
cash economy, with attendant changes to resiliency,
standard of living, risks of unemployment, and high
cost of living would adversely affect the health and
wellbeing of the people. Cultural heritage in the form
of spiritual practices, stories, and oral history may be
irrevocably lost if it is tied to an area affected by the
mine or infrastructure of the proposed project.

One way to appreciate the cultural value of the
landscapes would be to conduct consultation and
interviews with local residents to understand how
this level of disturbance across a landscape will
affect their culture and the resources on which they
depend for their livelihoods.

The USACE must take a hard look at all the
potential impacts that the proposed project would
impose on the entire watersheds and landscapes
including the effected air, water, soil, plants,
animals, and people in the region.

can be located using GIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The Section
106 process

Please change
the language
to “systematic
cultural
resources
research.”

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
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Section has been edited with the receipt
of interview-identified cultural resources.

Edit made as suggested.

These issues are discussed in Section
4.9, Subsistence, and Appendix K4.10,
Health and Safety.

Consultation is occurring through the
NHPA Section 106 process, governmentto-government consultation, and public
comment. Information gathered through
these methods will be incorporated into
the Final EIS.

Comment acknowledged.

Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Limitations.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
for a limited discussion of the environmental
consequences, and the ability to compare the
relative impacts of one alternative over another is
currently constrained, because the number and
types of resources that may be impacted are not
fully known.” This is an understatement at best. How
can USACE address environmental consequences
with such limited data? Also, in this paragraph,
USACE states, “. . . it is not atypical during the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process
that field surveys by the applicant focus solely on
the proposed action and have not been conducted
for alternatives. Specifically, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) will be addressing these data
gaps throughout its Section 106 process.”

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
cannot
possibly
address these
data gaps
because the
Section 106
process only
addresses
historic
properties,
which are one
type of cultural
resource. The
NEPA process
addresses all
types of
cultural
resources
regardless of
whether they
are included in,
in eligible for
inclusion in,
the National
Register of
Historic
Places. Using
the Section
106 process
would preclude
the USACE
from analyzing
environmental
consequences
to all types of
cultural
resources.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
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Much of the discussion on Section 106
has been moved to Section 4.8.

Response
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Comment
No.

10

11

12

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section 4.7.1
Analytical
Limitations.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the third paragraph of Section 4.7.2, USACE
states, “Subsistence, as a way of life, would apply to
the context of cultural resources.”

Please add olfactory to the types of impacts to
cultural resources in Section 4.7.2.

Ongoing evaluation under the National Historic
Preservation Act Section 106 process is inadequate
to characterize the new areas included in the
proposed project and its alternatives. More detailed
assessments, such as those conducted for the
previous version of this project, need to be
completed. Also, as noted in comments on the
Subsistence section, information on subsistence
uses for communities near these project elements is
outdated, and more recent information needs to be
compiled and provided prior to evaluation of
alternatives so that potential impacts to the
environment can be accurately and
comprehensively described.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

USACE needs
to cross
reference in
Sections 3.9
and 4.9 that
subsistence
applies to
cultural
resources.
Currently the

USACE needs
to complete
their cultural
resource
studies prior to
the issuance of
the Final EIS.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

Section has been edited.
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Olfactory has been added throughout the
document.

Paragraph edited to remove language
about Section 106.
NEPA requires the use of the best
available data for analysis, which is the
interview-identified cultural resources,
place names, and AHRS sites. We
acknowledge that the subsistence data
are old; it is the best available.
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NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Comment
No.

13

14

15

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section 4.7.2
Impacts to
Cultural
Resources.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Any new information obtained, and additional
mitigation measures proposed, must be provided in
the Public Review Draft EIS, not in the Final EIS
after the opportunity to comment has passed, and
final decisions have been made regarding permitting
of the proposed project. Potential impacts to cultural
resources and subsistence lifeways should be
central topics of discussion in consultation with

Impacts on subsistence will cease when the mine
discontinues operations, since the open pit, tailing
storage areas, mine waste rock piles, and much of
the infrastructure will still be present. Remaining
facilities including roads, ports, ferries, and the open
pit will continue to adversely impact subsistence
resources, the accessibility to these resources, and
the use of these resources. For example, wildlife
may avoid areas of human activity and be unwilling
or unable to safely cross roads or other linear
features.

Also, in the third paragraph of Section 4.7.2, USACE
states, “These impacts would last through the
project operations, and would cease when
subsistence resources are re-established after
closure.”

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please provide
data and
sources to
support this
statement. If
this is an
assumption,
please state
that it’s an
assumption.

term “cultural
resource” does
not appear in
any
subsistence
section.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 6

Mitigation measures are discussed in
Chapter 5. Reference added.

Edited to note this.

Section has been clarified to note that
impacts would last until (and if) resources
returned after closure.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5411 of 5993

Comment
No.

16

17

18

19

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section 4.7.4.3
Amakdedori

Section 4.7.4.2
Transportation
Corridor

Table 4.7-1
Summary of
Key Issues for
Cultural
Resources.

Table 4.7-1
Summary of
Key Issues for
Cultural
Resources.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The loss of the current use of this area for cultural
camps should be identified as a cultural resource

These elements of the proposed project are
identified as having the least existing information
regarding cultural resources and impacts, and yet
this is the aspect of the project that changes the
most among the alternatives. A clear understanding
of cultural resources along these varying routes is
needed to select a preferred alternative or to
develop another alternative if none of the
alternatives proposed in this EIS is acceptable.

In Table 4.7-1 under the Mine Site section, USACE
states, “No locations with place names in the
footprint.” It is important to note that Qukdeli (South
Fork Koktuli), Tuni Vetnu (Upper Talarik Creek), and
Vak'ent'esi Vena (Frying Pan Lake) are locations
with Indigenous place names that are in the Mine
Site.

This table lists Alaska Heritage Resource Survey
(AHRS) Sites, Place Names, and Cultural
Resources as types of cultural resources. Please
either explain how cultural resources can be types of
cultural resources or recategorize the information in
the table. Also, the AHRS contains trails, buildings,
landscapes, traditional cultural places, sites, and
more. The use of the term “AHRS sites” denotes an
archaeological bias. Please correct this.

Alaska Native communities, and sufficient time
should be given to provide all participants with a full
understanding of the resources and potential
impacts to these resources. Once such an
understanding is achieved, modifications to the
alternatives may be needed to avoid or mitigate
adverse impacts.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)

Comment acknowledged.

PAGE | 7

The text has been clarified to note the
types and numbers of interview-identified
cultural resources are in the direct and
indirect impacts analysis areas for all
project components.

This determination was made using the
data set from SRB&A. No change made.

The third category was changed to clarify
“Interview-identified cultural resources”
In the entire table, “AHRS sites” has been
changed to “Known AHRS locations”.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5412 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Port.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
impact, and the importance of these camps to local
communities should be recognized and evaluated in
the EIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions
or Deletion
of Text)
Response

PAGE | 8

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.7 - Cultural Resources

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5413 of 5993

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

General

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In addition to economic variables, USACE needs to broaden
their impact analysis to include “values, spirituality, a sense of
community,” and social sharing networks (see our comments
for Section 3.9). Dr. Alan Boraas and Dr. Catherine Knott

when outsiders document hunting and other subsistence tasks,
they too often forget “the deeper meaning… how to take care of
the animal. Like the spirit of the animal and stuff like that” (KE).
These beliefs are said to be guided by ecological knowledge
and understandings of patterns of cause and effect in game
populations and the landscapes that they inhabit—all ensuring
long-term stability and survival in this place.

In Section 3.9, USACE states, “For indigenous people,
subsistence activities are rooted in traditional cultural values,
spirituality, and a sense of community.” Section 4.9 does not
address impacts to “values, spirituality, and a sense of
community.” This section solely examines economic variables
(i.e., resource availability, access to resources, competition for
resources, and sociocultural conditions). Foretelling USACE’s
limited analysis of subsistence for this project, Dr. Doug Duer,
Karen Evanoff, and Jamie Herbert described Nondalton
resident’s frustrations with this approach in their 2018 report,
“Respect the Land – It’s Like Part of Us” A Traditional Use
Study of Inland Dena’ina Ties to the Chulitna River and Sixmile
Lake Basins, Lake Clark National Park and Preserve. The
following paragraph is from Page 95 of this report:

In the opening sentence of Section 4.9, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) states, “This section describes potential
impacts of the Pebble Project on subsistence in communities
near Iliamna Lake, in the Kvichak and Nushagak river
drainages, and on the southwest coast of Kenai Peninsula.”
This section does not mention any Kenai Peninsula
communities. If this sentence describes the “geographic extent”
of this analysis, it is different than the vague “closest to”
reasoning in Section 3.9.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 1

Impacts to the spiritual ties to
subsistence have been added
to the subsections for
“Changes in Sociocultural

Impacts to the spiritual ties to
subsistence have been added
to the subsections for
“Changes in Sociocultural
Dimensions of Subsistence”

The section does include
impacts from the proposed
compressor station on the
Kenai Peninsula. Appendix
K3.9 includes information on
Ninilchik and Seldovia.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5414 of 5993

Comment
No.

4

Agency

NTC

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Dena’ina people have a broad range of reciprocal obligations between households and between generations—that are
interwoven, and serve to sustain both Dena’ina lands and
Dena’ina society. It is widely reported that hunters must always
“give some meat away” to family, to elderly or ill people in the
community and others in need. (Page 101)

Dr. Duer, Evanoff, and Herbert (2018) also address the
importance of sharing for the Inland Dena’ina this way:

The Yup’ik and Dena’ina consider the land and waters to be
their sacred homeland. They have traditionally considered the
salmon as kin in the sacred web of life. The populations of both
Yup’ik and Dena’ina have shown themselves to be spiritually
tenacious, combining elements of traditional practices with
those of Russian Orthodox and other Christian churches to
create a rich syncretic religious heritage for their families
providing mechanisms to contextualize modern subsistence life.
They continue to practice a first salmon ceremony paying
homage to the first salmon caught in the spring and the renewal
of their cycle of life. The rivers are blessed by priests annually
in the Great Blessing of the Water at Theophany, celebrating
the baptism of Christ and symbolically purifying the water of
contamination preparing it for the return of the salmon. This
ceremony, for Orthodox Yup’ik and Dena’ina, is the pure
element of God expressed as sanctified nature. The holy water
of the rivers derived from this ceremony is used to bless the
homes, churches, and people and is believed to have curative
powers.

further describe values and spirituality of subsistence this way
in the EPA’s 2013 Bristol Bay watershed assessment appendix
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Characterization of the
Indigenous Cultures of the Nushagak and Kvichak Watersheds,
Alaska. Subsistence in the Pebble Project area are discussed
on Pages 2 and 3 of this document:

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 2

Impacts to how resources are
shared and the spiritual ties to
subsistence are discussed in
the subsections for “Changes
in Sociocultural Dimensions of
Subsistence”

Dimensions of Subsistence”

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5415 of 5993

Comment
No.

5

6

Agency

NTC

NTC

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

Section 4.9.1
No Action
Alternative

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

According to Section 3.9, additional resources of importance
include other (non-salmon) fish, marine mammals, marine
invertebrates, ducks and eggs, upland birds, and other (nonberry) plants and mushrooms. For Alternative 1, it is important
to include coastal resources that may be impacted by the
Amakdedori Port. This issue is not whether the lost areas would
represent a small percentage of the resource’s overall habitat,
since this section is not focused on impacts to the resources
themselves. The question is whether the areas lost to
subsistence harvesting due to mining or avoidance of

This section erroneously described a loss of income to fund
subsistence activities and an increase in labor and time
available for such activities. By definition, the no action
alternative represents no change from existing conditions and
cannot identify impacts differing from the current situation. This
language (here and in other sections) betrays a bias toward the
proposed project alternative, as if it were the baseline against
which other alternatives should be measured. Aside from this
inappropriate language, there is no evidence that those who
might have less income if the project were not permitted would
be the same individuals who would otherwise use that income
to fund subsistence activities, especially since their time would
be employed in the cash economy.

Sharing occurs not only between households within a village,
but also between villages, such as between residents of
Nondalton and Lime Village. It is important to recognize that
these obligations traditionally extend to the ancestors, including
dead ancestors. In a ritual tradition distantly connected to other
“offerings” mentioned here, food offerings are also sometimes
made to ancestors in campfires and other open flame. These
are typically traditional foods, including such items as salmon or
meat obtained in the course of subsistence harvests that
sustain living members of the community. This practice
continues in some settings today. (Page 102)

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 3

Text added to Section 4.9.2.2
to address access to marine
resources.

The No Action Alternative text
has been revised.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Comment
No.

7

8

9

10

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

4.9.2.1

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the tenth paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, USACE states, “Many

In the ninth paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, USACE states, “While
the mine site is within subsistence harvest areas used by five
communities, it provides relatively poor fish and wildlife habitat
and is not within the area of highest intensity overlapping
subsistence users.” This statement contradicts information
depicted in Figure 3.9-1 in RFI-097, which plainly shows the
mine site in the deep red (most used) area. USACE will need to
explain why this area is “relatively poor fish and wildlife habitat”
and yet highly valued and used.

In the fourth paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, the discussion of the
chemistry of the pit lake and its lack of potential effects on birds
seems optimistic at best. Mining ponds and lakes are wellknown for causing significant bird mortalities. If the lake is
projected to exceed water quality criteria, potential for adverse
impacts to birds (at a minimum) must be assumed and
mitigation measures must be designed accordingly.

In the third paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, the description is too
vague to be useful. Which resources, specifically, are expected
to be sufficiently displaced that subsistence users would need
to change areas they would normally go to, and how much
further would they have go?

transportation corridors represent a large percentage of the
traditional subsistence use areas of one or more communities.
Given the large avoidance buffers that many wildlife species
have around roads and areas such as mines, a substantial part
of previously used subsistence hunting area could be lost. A
more specific discussion of the degree of impact to each
community is warranted, particularly with respect to the
resources most used by each community. Quantitative
estimates should be based on recent subsistence gathering,
hunting, and fishing information, rather than studies that are
more than 10 years out of date.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 4

A sentence was added to

The figure referenced by the
commenter shows overlapping
use, although the mine site is
in the medium-red color. The
statement has been qualified,
and the text notes that the
mine site is not in the area of
highest intensity overlapping
subsistence users as per the
figure.

This section draws
conclusions based on the
information provided in Section
4.23, Wildlife, where this topic
is discussed.

More specific information on
which species and which
communities is provided in the
section.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

11

12

13

14

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section

Section
4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

4.9.2.1
Changes in
Resource
Availability

Changes in
Resource
Availability

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Referring to the third paragraph of Section 4.9.2.2, the

The statement that the areas around the project components
would represent a relatively small portion of a community’s
harvest area needs to be supported by maps and studies.
Given that some resources would avoid roads, mine facilities,
and human activities, the affected area could be quite large for
communities in the vicinity of these project components.

If the proposed project is permitted, constructed, and operated,
impacts would never cease, because project restoration will
never be complete. The areas affected by the mine and pit lake
cannot be fully restored to their original condition. Some project
components, such as the roads and port, are proposed to
remain in what were previously roadless and undeveloped
areas. These conditions will prevent full restoration of the
habitat and use by subsistence resource users and local
communities.

In the last paragraph of Section 4.9.2.1, the important question
is not what percentage of the available habitat the affected area
comprises, but what portion of the subsistence use area it
comprises. Please provide specific information on alternative
subsistence areas that could be used by the affected
communities and their ability to provide the same subsistence
resources, distance from the community, and access.

project features would be removed or reclaimed, or both, during
closure. Once restoration activities have been completed,
impacts on the availability of subsistence resources would be
reduced as these areas become revegetated and return to a
more natural state than their condition during operations.“ This
assumption fails to consider the likelihood residents will not
harvest fish and animals from the areas of removed and
reclaimed project features because of they view these places
as being polluted or contaminated. Whether these threats of
pollution and contamination are real or perceived makes no
difference if the resulting avoidance of the area is the same.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 5

PLP has committed to allowing

Comment acknowledged. The
analysis is based on the best
available data.

The text was edited to delete
the last part of that statement.

This is discussed further down
in the subsection “Changes in
Access to Subsistence
Resources”.

address the perception of
contamination after closure.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

15

16

17

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section
4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

Section
4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

Section
4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

4.9.2.2
Changes in
Access to
Resources

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In describing impacts to Nondalton in Section 4.9.2.2, USACE
states, “Construction and operations of the mine access roads
(including a bridge over the Newhalen River) and ferry terminals
under Alternative 1 and variants may impact access to the use
areas near the Upper and Lower Talarik creeks, which are used
by a low to moderate number of Nondalton subsistence users.”
This statement contradicts information depicted in Figure 3.9-9
in RFI-097, which plainly shows these areas as being
moderately to highly used.

In the seventh paragraph of Section 4.9.2.2, USACE states it is
evaluating project impacts “based on reported and historical
use of these areas as described by SRB&A (2011b), Fall et al.
(2006), and Krieg et al. (2009) and presented in Section 3.9,
Subsistence.” As we noted in our comments for Section 3.9,
subsistence data older than 10 years are not current for the
proposed Pebble Project; it is historical according to the Pebble
Project Environmental Baseline Document (SRB&A 2011).
Based on the data described in Section 3.9, USACE has little
current subsistence data to make decisions based on
contemporary use.

The term “EIS Analysis Area” is first used in the sixth paragraph
of Section 4.9.2.2. This is also the only time it appears in this
section. It is not defined in this instance or in Section 3.9.
Please define the EIS Analysis Area for subsistence and justify
its use.

assertions seem like pure conjecture—nothing in the project
description supports the likelihood of access to local individuals,
much less in the time and manner that may be needed to
conduct subsistence activities. Given the avoidance of roads
and other transportation components by subsistence use
resources, it is unclear how access to these transportation
corridors would necessarily be helpful in accessing resources.
The next paragraph regarding crossing Iliamna Lake contains
similar conjectural statements.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 6

Refer to Appendix K3.9 which
has had more descriptive
maps added for the community
of Nondalton.

NEPA requires the use of best
available data. It is out of
scope for the USACE to collect
these data. These data are the
most recently available
comprehensive surveys.

A definition for the EIS
analysis area has been added
to the beginning of the section
(and Section 3.9) and made
consistent through the
document.

some public use of the project
roads in RFI 027.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

18

19

20

Agency

NTC

NTC

NTC

Section
4.9.2.4
Changes in
Sociocultural
Dimensions

Section
4.9.2.4
Changes in
Sociocultural
Dimensions
of
Subsistence

Iliamna.
Newhalen.
Pedro Bay.
Nondalton.
Igiugig.
Kokhanok.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Once the mine closes, even if mine employment and income
ends, the impacts of several decades of reduced subsistence
participation will not cease. A community may be damaged by
permanent changes in culture, subsistence economy,
population levels, etc. in ways that cannot easily be recovered.

The likelihood that mine work schedules will be established to
accommodate subsistence practices seems greatly overstated
here, since such work schedules would necessarily decrease
mine productivity. There is no requirement or commitment by
Pebble Limited Partnership to accommodate schedules for
subsistence activities, nor is it clear that any such attempt
would be successful. Given the time and specialized knowledge
needed to be successful in subsistence activities, anything
approaching a full-time job would likely be impossible to
combine with subsistence practices. More likely, the mine jobs
would splinter the communities into different socioeconomic and
cultural groups, reducing traditional practices and sharing that
increase community resilience. Many communities in this area
are successful because of their high degree of participation in
subsistence harvesting and sharing. If this level of participation
drops below a certain level, the subsistence lifestyle may not be
sustainable for the community. This impact may be
compounded if alternative sources of cash income are
accompanied by reduced subsistence resource availability and
reduced access to subsistence resources.

The impacts to these communities should be described in more
specific terms. How much of their traditional subsistence use
areas will communities lose access to? Where could they go
instead, and how far away is that? Will they be competing with
nearby communities for resources when all communities are
facing access restrictions? Not just transportation corridors, but
construction and operation of the mine itself, will impede access
to communities such as Nondalton that are closest to the mine
site.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 7

Text added to address this
concern.

The mine would be operated
with distinct 2-week work
shifts, which PLP has stated
they will use to help
accommodate subsistence
activities.

This information is not
necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable
significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally,
the requested information
would not be essential to make
a reasoned choice among
alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment
No.

21

Agency

NTC

4.9.5
Summary of
Key Issues.
Table 4.9-1

of
Subsistence

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Under impacts to sociocultural dimensions of subsistence, the
loss of cultural knowledge related to subsistence over one or
more generations should be included. Under impacts to access,
mitigating measures are not guaranteed at this time and do not
belong in the discussion of impacts. These measures can be
described in the mitigation plan if this alternative is selected.

This effect would be compounded if some of the RFFAs come
to pass and loss of subsistence activities persists over more
than one generation.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

NTC Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.9 - Subsistence

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Text added to address this
concern.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

DNR/DO
G/SPCS

Table E-1, pg E-16

Table E-1, pg E-15

Table E-1, pg E-15

Table E-1, pg E-15

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

text reads, "The ADNR State
Pipeline Coordinator’s Office
issues pipeline ROW leases for
new pipeline and pipeline related
construction…"

Table lists role of Fishway Act
AS 16.05.841) only as "Fish
Passage sufficiency
determinations"

Table lists "Fish Habitat Permits"
under FWCA authority.

Table lists ADF&G's only role
from the Anadromous Fish Act is
Fish Passage permits.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

change name to State Pipeline Coordinator's
Section (not "Office")

Should change to ADF&G Title 16 Fish
Passage Permits

Should remove Fish Habitat Permits as
authority under FWCA

Should change to ADF&G Title 16 Fish Habitat
Permits

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Edit made in text.

Edited as
suggested.

Removed as
suggested.

Edited as
suggested.

Response

State of Alaska Agency Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix E - Permits, Approvals, and Consultations
Required

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

Agency

1

Comment
No.

Table K3.6-1:

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
"Sources: Sigurdsson and
Powers 2012; Sigurdsson and
Powers 2013; Sigurdsson and
Powers 2014; Powers and
Sigurdsson, 2016."
Source noted at bottom of Table
not included in References
Chapter 9.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Provide citation/references.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

References have
been added to
Chapter 9,
References, and are
available on the
project website.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K3.6 - Commercial and Recreational Fisheries

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

ADEC

ADEC

Section K3.18.2.1,
Page 3.18-6

Section K3.18.1.1,
Page K3.18-1

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #

Paragraph two on this page
discusses rock sample testing
and included geochemical tests
including ABA without explaining
what ABA is.

Paragraph two in this section
discusses EPA water quality
standards for mercury and
selenium.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

The first two sentences from paragraph five
could be inserted after the mention of ABA in
the second paragraph and would provide a
clearer explanation.

Updated input from Water Division: The EPA
has issued aquatic life recommendations (in
2001 and 2016) that require adoption by states
in a timely manner. ADEC is currently making
revisions to their 2008 Toxics Manual for
aquatic life and human health criteria. These
actions are currently scheduled to be
completed by the end of 2019. Any regulatory
impact on the Pebble Project would depend on
the timing of a permit application.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Text adjusted as
recommended.
Acid-Base
Accounting (ABA) is
defined at the
beginning of Section
K3.18.2.1.

Noted. Revisions to
water quality criteria
would be applied as
adopted by ADEC.
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K4.10

K4.10

K4.10

1





ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

5HSKUDVHIRUFODULW\DQGDGGQXPEHURI
MREVWRSURYLGHFRQWH[W3/3H[SORUDWLRQrelated employment and income—ZKLFK
ZHUHUHDOL]HGLQWKH%ULVWRO%D\UHJLRQRYHU
the previous decade—ZRXOGFHDVH+XPDQ
KHDOWKLPSDFWVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHORVVRI
MREVDQGGHFUHDVHLQKRXVHKROGLQFRPHIRU
communities closest to the mine site
(Nondalton, IliDPQDDQG1HZKDOHQ ZRXOG
EHH[SHFWHGWREHPLQRULQPDJQLWXGHZLWK

"For example, Lake and Peninsula Borough
(LPB) community-OHYHOEDVHOLQHGDWD 
 DUHDYDLODEOHZKLOHVLPLODU
community-OHYHOGDWDDUHQRWDYDLODEOHIRU
the Nushagak/Bristol Bay communities."
7KHVHGDWDDUHDYDLODEOHMXVWQRWZLWKWKH
UHSRUWXVHGIRUWKLVGUDIWVHFWLRQ$OVR
VRPHRIWKHGDWDLVDFWXDOO\SUHVHQWHGLQ
+(&VDQGVRWKLVVHQWHQFHQHHGV
some revision

Needs edits: For example, Lake and
Peninsula Borough (LPB) community-level
EDVHOLQHGDWD  DUHDYDLODEOHIRU
leading hospitalizations by diagnosis,
leading FDXVHVRIQRQ-IDWDOLQMXULHVDQG
OHDGLQJFDXVHVRIGHDWK VHH6HFWLRQ
+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\+(&VDQG ZKLOH
similar community-level data are not
DYDLODEOHIRUWKH1XVKDJDN%ULVWRO%D\
communities.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

$GGMREGHWDLOLQIRUPDWLRQ
Suggest revising passage to
read: "Human health impacts
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHORVVRI
employment opportunities (and
subsequent decrease in median
household income) primarily
concern potential impacts on
SDH (e.g., income, psychosocial
stress, substance abuse, and

Revise sentence

Suggested edit: For example,
Lake and Peninsula Borough
(LPB) regional-level baseline
GDWD IURP- DUH
DYDLODEOHIRUOHDGLQJ
hospitalizations by diagnosis,
OHDGLQJFDXVHVRIQRQ-IDWDO
LQMXULHVDQGOHDGLQJFDXVHVRI
GHDWK VHH6HFWLRQ+HDOWK
DQG6DIHW\+(&VDQG 
ZKLOHVLPLODUUHJLRQDO-level data
DUHQRWDYDLODEOHIRUWKH
Nushagak/Bristol Bay
communities (edited because
community-OHYHOGDWDZDVQRW
presented)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

IQDGGLWLRQWKHIROORZLQJZDV
added to the preceding paragraph:
The PLP employed around 100
and 150 local community members
annually at the site during the preGHYHORSPHQWSKDVHRIWKHSURMHFW
ZKLFKHQGHGLQ /RHIIOHUDQG

3DVVDJHZDVUHYLVHGDV
suggested.

7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVUHYLVHGWR,Q
other cases, Iliamna Lake/Lake
Clark community-level baseline
GDWDDUHDYDLODEOHIRUXnintentional
LQMXU\GHDWKUDWHV  EXWDUH
QRWDYDLODEOHIRUWKH
Nushagak/Bristol Bay communities
VHH6HFWLRQ+HDOWKDQG
6DIHW\+(& 

7KHVXJJHVWHGHGLWZDVPDGH
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,QFUHDVHLQKRXVHKROGLQFRPHVURZFKHFN
math. There's an addition error in the third

.



ADHSS/
DPH/SO

7KLVWDEOHVKRXOGJRDIWHUWKHQDUUDWLYH
ZKLFKZRXOGEHFRQVLVWHQWZLWKVXPPDU\
WDEOHVIRUWKHRWKHU+(&V

.

5

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

FKDQJHVUHODWLYHWREDVHOLQHZLWKSRWHQWLDO
increases or decreases in SDH, such as
income, psychosocial stress, substance
DEXVHDQGIDPLO\VWDELOLW\

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

"The HIA does not evaluate human health
LPSDFWVIURPSRWHQWLDOVSLOOVRUIDLOXUHV7KH
SRWHQWLDOKHDOWKLPSDFWVIURPH[SRVXUHWR
FKHPLFDOVGXHWRDVSLOORUIDLOXUHDUH
unanticipated and are typically short-term,
acute exposures." While the HIA model
used in this appendix may not be designed
WRGLVFXVVDOOSRVVLEOHVSLOOIDLOXUH
possibilities, it is reasonable to include a
GLVFXVVLRQRIVXFKSRWHQWLDOLPSDFWVLQWKH
+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\VHFWLRQVRIDQ(,6)RU
H[DPSOHILQGLQJVIURP6HFWLRQ6SLOO
Risk should be integrated into Health and
6DIHW\6HFWLRQVZKHUHUHOHYDQW
)XUWKHUPRUHZKLOHGLUHFWKXPDQH[SRVXUH
may be short-WHUPRUDFXWHIROORZLQJDVSLOO
WKHUHDUHRWKHUURXWHVRIH[SRVXUH HJ
FRQVXPSWLRQRIFRQWDPLQDWHGIRRGVDQGRU
ZDWHUPDWHUQDOWUDQVIHUWKURXJKEUHDVWPLON 
WKDWFDQSHUVLVWORQJDIWHUDQLQLWLDOVSLOO
event. This can create chronic exposure
VFHQDULRVIRUKXPDQVWKDWKDYHORQJ-term
health implications.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

K4.10

4

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

Correct severity and impacts
rankings by ensuring all ratings

0RYHWDEOHWRDIWHUQDUUDWLYHIRU
HEC

Recommend discussing the
SRWHQWLDOLPSDFWVRIVSLOOVIDLOXUHV
LQWKH+HDOWKDQG6DIety sections
RIWKH(,6LQFOXGLQJWKHSRWHQWLDO
IRULQGLUHFWURXWHVRIH[SRVXUHWR
create chronic exposure
VFHQDULRV)LQGLQJVIURP6HFWLRQ
6SLOO5LVNVKRXOGEH
LQWHJUDWHGLQWR+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\
6HFWLRQVZKHUHUHOHYDQW

IDPLO\VWDELOLW\ $Q\H[SHFWHG
FKDQJHVLQ6'+ZRXOGEH
relatively minor in magnitude,
UHODWLYHWREDVHOLQHDQGZRXOG
ODUJHO\EHFRQILQHGWRWKH
communities closest to the mine
site (Nondalton, Iliamna, and
1HZKDOHQ 

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

The severity and impact rankings
ZHUHYHULILHGDQGDGMXVWPHQWV

7KHVXJJHVWHGHGLWZDVPDGH.

7KHWH[WZDVPRGLILHGWRLQGLcate
WKDWSRWHQWLDOKHDOWKLPSDFWVIURP
exposure to chemicals due to a
VSLOORUIDLOXUHPD\DOVROHDGWR
chronic exposure. In addition, the
WH[WZDVPRGLILHGWRVXPPDUL]H
6HFWLRQ6SLOOV5LVNLQFOXGLQJ
the spill scenarios evaluated and
the health impacts that may occur
IURP the evaluated spill scenarios.

6FKPLGW 6LQFHWKHQ3LP
KDVKDGDPLQLPDOQXPEHURI
ZRUNHUVDWWKHVLWHIRUH[SORUDWLRQ
and maintenance activities.
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9

10

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

E

Agency

Comment
No.

Potential impacts due to psychosocial
5HYLVHOLNHOLKRRGUDQNLQJIRU
stress: the likelihood during construction
operations and construction and
DQGRSHUDWLRQVLVEHWWHUUHSUHVHQWHGDVedit impact rating accordingly
DVWKLVLPSDFW SRVDQGQHJ LVDOUHDG\
being reported in households
)RU7KHSURMHFWZRXOGUHVXOWLQMREV
$GGDGGLWLRQDOMREHVWLPDWHV
GXULQJWKHFRQVWUXFWLRQSKDVHDQGMREV
GXULQJWKHRSHUDWLRQVSKDVHDQGVRPHMREV
ZRXOGFRQWLQXHGXULQJFORVXUHDGG
QXPEHURIMREVH[SHFWHGIRU3$&V LH
OLNHO\DERXWRIORFDOKLUHIRU
construction).

.

.

5HYLVHURZVUHODWHGWRWKLV
potential impact

*HRJUDSKLFH[WHQWIRUWKHILUVWSRWHQWLDO
impact (increased in household incomes..)
is better represenWHGDVDIRUFORVXUH
VLQFHMREVZLOOVLJQLILFDQWO\GHFUHDVHDQG
KRXVHKROGVZLOOKDYHWRDGMXVWWRWKLV
change

.

5HYLVHURZVUHODWHGWRWKLV
potential impact

have been added correctly.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

0DJQLWXGHIRUWKHILUVWSRWHQWLDOLPSDFW
(increased in household incomes..) is better
UHSUHVHQWHGDVDIRUFORVXUHVLQFHMREV
ZLOOVLJQLILFDQWO\GHFUHDVHDQGKRXVHKROGV
ZLOOKDYHWRDGMXVWWRWKLVFKDQJH

SDUWRIWKLVURZ

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

PAGE | 

7KHIROORZLQJWH[WZDVDGGHG3/3
KDVVWDWHGWKDWLWVREMHFWLYHLVWR
PD[LPL]HRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUORFDO
KLUHILUVWGLUHFWO\WRUHVLGHQWVRI
WKH(,6DQDO\VLVDUHDRUWKRVHZLWK
close ties to the area; and then to
Alaska residents in general. It is
HVWLPDWHGWKDWHPSOR\HHV
ZRXOGFRPHIURPVXUURXQGLQJ
communities, and the remaining
ZRXOGEHIORZQWRWKHSURMHFW
IURP$QFKRUDJHRU.HQDL
+RZHYHULWLVOLNHO\WKDWGXULQJWKH
FRQVWUXFWLRQSKDVHVLJQLILFDQWQRQAlaskan lDERUZRXOGEHUHTXLUHGWR
ILOOWKHDQWLFLSDWHGMREV
SRWHQWLDOO\DVKLJKDVSHUFHQWRI
KLUHV 3/3-5), 

7KHOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJIRU
FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGRSHUDWLRQVZDV
DGMXVWHGDVUHTXHVWHG

The geographic range during
FORVXUHZDVDGMXVWHGDV
requested.

7KHPDJQLWXGHGXULQJFORVXUHZDV
DGMXVWHGDVUHTXHVWHG

made, as needed.
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"The summary impact to human health due
to increased household incomes,
employment rates, and education
DWWDLQPHQWIRUWKHSRWHQWLDOO\DIIHFWHG
FRPPXQLWLHVZRXOGEH&DWHJRU\
Potential impacts during closure are better
UHSUHVHQWHGDV&DWHJRU\6HHFRPments
on table K4.10-
Comments on household
incomes/employment/educational
DWWDLQPHQWFRXOGEHVXSSRUWHGZLWK
H[DPSOHVVXFKDVZLWKGDWDIURP5HG'RJ

.

.



14

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

)RUWKHEXOOHWGLVFXVVLQJWKHEHQHILWVRI
HPSOR\PHQWRSSRUWXQLWLHVDGGLWLRQRI
H[DPSOHVIURPRWKHUVimilar-VFDOHSURMHFWV
PD\EHXVHIXO

.



ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Consider adding additional detail

5HYLVHFDWHJRU\UDQNLQJIRU
closure

$GGDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQ

)RU7KHSURMHFWZRXOGUHVXOWLQMREV
$GGDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQ
GXULQJWKHFRQVWUXFWLRQSKDVHDQGMREV
during the operatiRQVSKDVHDQGVRPHMREV
ZRXOGFRQWLQXHGXULQJFORVXUHDGG
QXPEHURIMREVH[SHFWHGIRUFORVXUHDQG
VRPHLQIRUPDWLRQRISRWHQWLDORIORFDO
ZRUNHUV'DWDIURPDQRWKHU$ODVNDPLQHDV
an example may help add context

.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

11

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

PAGE | 4

&RPPHQWQRWHG2WKHUSURMHFWVDV
H[DPSOHVZHUHQRWDGGHGEHFDXVH
WKH\DUHQRWQHFHVVDU\WRLQIRUP
WKHSURFHVVRUPDNHSURMHFW
decisions.

The magnitude and geographic
UDQJHGXULQJFORVXUHZHUH
changed, and the Impact Category
ZDVUHYLVHG WRD&DWHJRU\ 
accordingly.

&RPPHQWQRWHG2WKHUSURMHFWVDV
H[DPSOHVZHUHQRWDGGHGbecause
they are not QHFHVVDU\WRLQIRUP
the procHVVRUPDNHSURMHFW
decisions. Additionally, evaluating
WKHUHOHYDQFHDQGDSSOLFDELOLW\RI
RWKHUSURMHFWH[DPSOHVWRWKLV
SURMHFWZRXOGEHQHFHVVDU\EHIRUH
such content could be added.

As noted in preceding response,
3/3 VREMHFWLYHWRPD[LPL]H
RSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUORFDOKLUHV
+RZHYHUHPSOR\PHQWQXPEHUV
during the closure phase are not
DYDLODEOH,QVWHDGDEXOOHWZDV
added to this section noting that
WKHUHZRXOGEHQHJDWLYHLPSDFWV
UHODWHGWRMREORVVes and
GHFUHDVHGLQFRPHIRUFRPPXQLWLHV
and households during the closure
SKDVHZKRZRXOGWKHQQHHGWR
DGMXVWWRWKLVFKDQJH

Response
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7KLVSDUDJUDSKZDVUHYLVHGWR
indicate that transportation-related
XQLQWHQWLRQDODFFLGHQWVDQGLQMXULHV
DFFRXQWDUHDOHDGLQJFDXVHRI
hospitalizations in the state and
ZLWKLQWKH(,6DQDO\VLVDUHD
6HFWLRQ+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\ 
Land transportation and motor
vehicle incidents are among the
WKUHHOHDGLQJFDXVHVRI
hospitalization in the LPB, the
Dillingham Census Area, and
Bristol Bay Borough, as noted in
$SSHQGL[.
7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVFODULILHG3/3LV
committing to this and a citation to
3/3-5),DZDVDGGHG

"Transportation-related unintentional
Provide additional regionDFFLGHQWVDQGLQMXULHVDFFRXQWIRU
VSHFLILFLQIRUPDWLRQ
DSSUR[LPDWHO\SHUFHQWRIKRVSLWDOL]DWLRQV
in the state (6HFWLRQ+HDOWKDQG
6DIHW\ 3URYLGHVRPHLQIRUPDWLRQIRUHDFK
UHJLRQSRWHQWLDOO\LPSDFWHGE\HDFKIHDWXUH
RIWKHSURMHFW SLSHOLQHPLQHHWF ZKHWKHU
WKDWLVTXDQWLWDWLYHRUTXDOLWDWLYH LIGDWDDUH
largely unavailable)

7KHSURMHFWZRXOGZRUNZLWKFRPPXQities
DQGVXSSO\IXQGLQJ WRSURYLGHIRUWKH
PDUNLQJDQGPDLQWHQDQFHRIVQRZPDFKLQH
WUDLOVEHWZHHQFRPPXQLWLHVDFURVV,OLDPQD

.

.

18

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

&ODULI\FRPPLWPHQWIURP
company or mitigation measure.
Add as a mitigation

PAGE | 5

The likelihood rating during
FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGRSHUDWLRQVZDV
DGMXVWHG7KHVHQWHQFHZDV
UHYLVHGWRUHIOHFWWKHFKDQJH



Revise likelihood rating and edit
VHQWHQFHWRUHIOHFWFKDQJHV

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

+RZHYHUWKHOLNHOLKRRGRIWKLVLPSDFW
RFFXUULQJLVFRQVLGHUHGXQOLNHO\IRUDOO
phases, because it is a multi-dimensional
DVSHFWWKDWLVLQIOXHQFHGE\PDQ\IDFWRUV
DQGWKHSUREDELOLW\RIDVLJQLILFDQW
FRQWULEXWLRQIURPDQ\RQHIDFWRUZRXOGEH
lRZ,PSDFWVWRSV\FKRVRFLDOVWUHVV
(positive and negative) are already
RFFXUULQJIRUVRPHLQGLYLGXDOVVRWKH
likelihood should be higher. See comments
on table K4.10-

.

The likelihood rating during
FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGRSHUDWLRQVZDV
changed, and the Impact Category
ZDVUHYLVHG WRD&DWHJRU\),
accordingly.



5HYLVHFDWHJRU\UDQNLQJIRU
operations and construction

Response

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

"The summary impact to human health due
WRFKDQJHVLQSV\FKRVRFLDOVWUHVVIRUWKH
SRWHQWLDOO\DIIHFWHGFRPPXQLWLHVLVUDWHVDV
&DWHJRU\3RWHQWLDOLPSDFWVGXULQJ
construction and operations are better
represented as &DWHJRU\6HHFRPPHQWV
on table K4.10-

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

15

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.
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.
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ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

XQLQWHQWLRQDOLQMXULHVIURPIDOOVDFFRXQWV
IRU SHUFHQWRIKRVSLWDOL]DWLRQVLQWKH
state..". Regional data are avDLODEOHIURP
sources such as the Alaska Trauma
5HJLVWU\DQGZRXOGEHXVHIXOWRUHIHUHQFH
WRVKRZH[LVWLQJEXUGHQ RUODFNRILW DQG

7KHOLNHOLKRRGRIWKHse accidents occurring
UDQJHIURPWRYHU\XQOLNHO\IRUVXUIDFH
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ6XUIDFHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ
ZRXOGEHEHWWHUUHSUHVHQWHGDVXQOLNHO\  ,PSDFWUDWLQJUHPDLQVWKHVDPH

6HYHUDOVHQWHQFHVLQ+(& IRRGQXWULWLRQ
VXEVLVWHQFH LPSO\WKDWURDGVIHUULHVHWF
may be used by the public. This public use
SRVVLELOLW\HVSHFLDOO\ZKHQSDLUHGZLWK
KHDY\XVHE\ZRUNHUVFRXOGLQFUHDVH
DFFLGHQWVLQMXULHVLQDOOSDUWVRIWKH
transportation corridor and this should be
DGGUHVVHGLQ. DQGUDWHG
appropriately)

/DNHZKHQODNHLFHLVWKLFNHQRXJKWR
VXSSRUWVXFKWUDIILF&ODULI\LIWKLVLVD
FRPPLWPHQWIURPWKHFRPSDQ\D
mitigation, eWF,IQRWFRQVLGHUDGGLQJWKLV
at a mitigation

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

$GGUHIHUHQFHDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ

5HYLVHOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJIRU
VXUIDFHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQDQGHGLW
sentenFHWRUHIOHFWFKDQJHV

$GGFODULILFDWLRQVDQGDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQUHODWLQJWRWKH
LQWHUDFWLRQVRISXEOLFZRUNHUVRQ
IHDWXUHVRIWKHSURMHFW
transportation corridor and the
potential impacts to accidents
DQGLQMXULHV0DNHUHODWHGHGLWV
to Table 4.10-4

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVUHYLVHGWR
LQGLFDWHWKDWXQLQWHQWLRQDOLQMXULHV
IURPIDOOVDUHWKHprimary leading
causes RIKRVSLWDOL]DWLRQVLQ
Alaska, the Lake and Peninsula
Borough, and the Dillingham

7KHOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJIRUVXUIDFH
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQDFFLGHQWVZDV
DGMXVWHGDVUHTXHVWHG

7KHWH[WLQ+(&DQG+(&ERWK
mention potential public use based
RQ3/3-5), +RZHYHU
FODULILFDWLRQWH[WRQSRWHQWLDO
VXUIDFHWUDQVportation impacts to
the public LQ6HFWLRQ.ZDV
added: "...marked crossing points,
or other potential community uses,
VXFKDVSRWHQWLDOVKDUHGXVHRIWKH
SURMHFWURDGVDQGSRWHQWLDOXVHRI
WKHIHUU\WRWUDQVSRUWWKHSXEOLFDQG
VQRZPDFKLQHV,QDGGLWLRQWKH
IROORZLQJVHQWHQFHZDVDOVRDGGHG
"Increased travel distances in
SXUVXLWRIPRUHGLVWDQWRU
alternative subsistence resources
PD\DOVRLQFUHDVHWKHSRWHQWLDOIRU
DFFLGHQWVDQGLQMXULHVIRU
community members engaging in
subsistence activities."
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Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

.

.

Comment
No.







ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO

Agency

,QDGGLWLRQJLYHQWKDWWKHVHHVWLPDWHVRI
30«ZDV IXUWKHUTXDOLWDWLYHO\HYDOXDWHG

When presenting potential COPC impacts
WRZDWHUTXDOLW\LWZRXOGEHXVHIXOWRDGG
ZKHWKHUPRQLWRULQJLVRFFXUULQJZLOORFFXUDW
the mine site

"…suicide rates vary by regions..". Mention
RIUHJLRQDOGDWDDQGGLVSDULWLHVZRXOGEH
XVHIXOWRUHIHUHQFHWRVKRZH[LVWLQJEXUGHQ
RUODFNRILW DQGEHWWHULQIRUPWKHUDWLQJRI
this impact

EHWWHULQIRUPWKHUDWLQJRIWKLVLPSDFW

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Revise sentence or move table
.-

$GGPHQWLRQRIZDWHUPRQLWRULQJ
SODQVZKHQGLVFXVVLQJSRWHQWLDO
&23&LPSDFWVWRZDWHUTXDOLW\
HYHQLIWKHPHQWLRQLVMXVWDVLQ
parentheses

$GGUHIHUHQFHDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

This table and associated text have
EHHQGHOHWHGIURPWKH'UDIW(,6

7KHIROORZLQJVHQWHQFHZLOOEH
DGGHGWRWKHPHWDOVLQJURXQGZDWHU
bullet: "As discussed in Appendix
. groXQGZDWHUOHYHOVZRXOG
be monitored during mine
operations to maintain hydraulic
containment. Monitoring and
FRQWLQJHQFLHVZRXOGEHIXUWKHU
developed as design progresses."

&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWKDWVXLFLGH
mortality rates vary by region but
DUHEDVHGRQUDWHVOHVVWKDQ
cases/counts and may not be
statistically reliable. Given this,
additional comparisons or
HYDOXDWLRQVZHUHQRWDGGHG

,QIRUPDWLRQIURPWKH7UDXPD
Registry is not available online.
Requests are made to the
(PHUJHQF\3URJUDPVRIILFHDQGLQ
most instances, provided in
VXPPDU\ DJJUHJDWH IRUP1RQaggregate data require a requested
IRUVSHFLDOUHVHDUFKSURMHFWV
through application and in
DFFRUGDQFHZLWKWKH7UDXPD
5HJLVWU\5HOHDVHRI,QIRUPDWLRQ
Policy.

&HQVXV$UHDDVZHOODVWKH
second leading cause in Bristol
Bay Borough 6HFWLRQ+HDOWK
DQG6DIHW\ 
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Recommend including
DWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQRI
volatile metals as an airborne
H[SRVXUHSDWKZD\WR
VXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVDQG
discussing the potential risk to
human health.

Recommend reporting the
operational impact on total Hg
ORDGLQJEXGJHWIURPDOOVRXrces
(including dust, treatment
GLVFKDUJHUXQRIIDQG
volatilization), and including the
LPSDFWRIRWKHUPLQLQJ
discharges on the bioavailability
RIPHWDOVLQDTXDWLFHFRV\VWHPV
Recommend including
LPSOLFDWLRQVIRUVXEVLVWHQFH
IRRGV

0LQH6LWH'LVFKDUJHVWR6XUIDFH
:DWHUERGLHV7KHH[SRVXUHSDWKZD\VGR
QRWPHQWLRQDWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQRI
YRODWLOHPHWDOVLQWRQHDUE\ERGLHVRIZDWHU
(only dust deposition). Due to the direct and
UDSLGHIIHFWVRQWKHIRRGZHELWLVPRVW
XVHIXOWRUHSRUWWKHRSHUDWLRQDOLPSDFWRQ
WKHWRWDO+JORDGLQJEXGJHWIURPDOOVRXUFHV
LQFOXGLQJGXVWWUHDWPHQWGLVFKDUJHUXQRII
and volatilization) rather than as a percent
LQFUHDVHRIVHGLPHQWDQGZDWHULQGLYLGXDOO\
Recommend also discussing the potential
IRUHIIOXHQWUXQRIIGHSRVLWLRQRIQRQ-metal
FRQWDPLQDQWV HJVXOIDWHVRUJDQLF
carbon, etc.) to increase the bioavailability
RIH[LVWLQJPHWDOVLQFOXGLQJLQFUHDVHGUDWHV
RIPHUFXU\PHWK\ODWLRQDQGLPSOLFDWLRQVIRU
ILVKWLVVXHFRQFHQWUDWLRQV,QFUHDVHVLQ
VXOIDWHVDQG'2&KDYHEHHQVKRZQWR
FRUUHVSRQGZLWKKLJKHUWLVVXHEXUGHQVLQ
ILVKHYHQLQWKHDEVHQFHRIDGGLWLRQDO+J

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

6XPPDU\RI$LU([SRVXUH3DWKZD\V
5HFRPPHQGLGHQWLI\LQJDOOVRXUFH
contributions, including atmospheric
GHSRVLWLRQRIKLJKO\YRODWLOHPHWDOV RQO\
GXVWGHSRVLWLRQLVPHQWLRQHG %HFDXVHRI
WKHELRDFFXPXODWLYHQDWXUHRIPDQ\PHWDOV
DQGELRPDJQLILFDWLRQLQWKHIRRGZHELWLV
important to include all routes considered
ZKHQGLVFXVVLQJSRWHQWLDOULVNVWRKXPDQ
health.

EHORZ7KLVVHQWHQFHLVDWWKHERWWRPRI
WKHSDJHDQGLVIROORZHGE\7DEOH.-
ZKLFKLVQRWWKH IXUWKHUTXDOLWDWLYH
evaluation'. Revise sentence to be less
FRQIXVLQJ

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 8

7KHIRFXVRIPHWDOVFRQWULEXWLRQV
WRVRLOVDQGVXUIDFHZDWHUERGLHVLV
IRFXVHGRQPLQHVLWHIXJLWLYHGXVW
deposition based on the results RI
WKHDLUTXDOLW\QHDUILHOG-modeling
EHORZ$$46DQG36'&ODVV,,
increments); that annual HAP
emissions are estimated to be
EHORZWKH7LWOH90DMRU6WDWLRQDry
Source (permit) thresholds; mine,
SRUWDQGSLSHOLQHZRXOGXQGHUJRD
complete permitting analysis and
ZRXOGEHH[SHFWHGWRRSHUDWHLQ
FRPSOLDQFHZLWKWKHVHSHUPLWVDQG

$Q(YDOXDWLRQRI0HUFXU\IRUDOO
SURMHFWVRXUFHVZDVDGGHGWR
6HFWLRQ. SUHFHGLQJ+(&
VXPPDU\ EDVHGRQVWDNHKROGHU
concerns.

7KLVVXPPDU\SDUDJUDSKZDV
revised based on revisions to the
Air Quality exposurHSDWKZD\WH[W
6RXUFHFRQWULEXWLRQVDUHLGHQWLILHG
LQWKHEHJLQQLQJRIWKH$LU4XDOLW\
H[SRVXUHSDWKZD\WH[W,WZDV
FODULILHGLQWKHVXPPDU\WKDWWKHDLU
LQKDODWLRQSDWKZD\IURPDOOSURMHFW
FRPSRQHQWVZRXOGQRWEHH[SHFWHG
to impact the healtKRIWKHDIIected
communities.

based on revisions to the report
LH$LU4XDOLW\6HFWLRQ 
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$Q(YDOXDWLRQRI0HUFXU\IRUDOO
SURMHFWVRXUFHVZDVDGGHGWR
6HFWLRQ. SUHFHGLQJ+(&
VXPPDU\ EDVHGRQVWDNHKROGHU
concerns.

$WDEOHVXPPDUL]LQJSURMHFW-related
&23&VIRUWKHKHDOWKHYDOXDWLRQE\
VRXUFHPHGLDZDVDGGHGWR
6HFWLRQ.XQGHU
Anticipated Sources and COPCs
KHDGHU+RZHYHULQRUGHUWR
maintain document-ZLGH
consistency, this HIA does not
UHSHDWGHWDLOHGLQIRUPDWLRQ
provided in other sections.
Potential human health impacts to
subsistence are discussed in that
subsection.

Please see the preceding response
RQZK\WKHHuman Health section
IRFXVHVRQIXJLWLYHGXVWPHWDOV
contributions and not atmospheric
deposition.

0LQH6LWH'XVW'HSRVLWLRQWR6XUIDFH
Waterbodies: Recommend discussing the
XQFHUWDLQW\VXUURXQGLQJWKHSURMHFWHGRIPHWDOVLn sediment, and 0.1-
LQFUHDVHLQVXUIDFHZDWHUVIURPGXVW
GHSRVLWLRQKRZWKHWRWDOORDGLQJEXGJHWRI
LPSRUWDQWPHWDOVZLOOEHDIIHFWHGE\WKHVH
LQFUHDVHVDQGZKDWWKHVHFKDQJHVSUHGLFW
IRUILVKWLVVXHFRQFHQWUDWLRQV5HFRPPHQG
LGHQWLI\LQJDOOWKHVRXrce contributions (dust
deposition is consistently mentioned
throughout the health sections, but
DWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQRIYRODWLOHPHWDOVLV
QRW $OVRUHFRPPHQGLGHQWLI\LQJZKLFK
PHWDOVWKHVHHVWLPDWHVLQFOXGH DVRIQRZLW
only mentions antimony, copper, arsenic
and chromium), and the sediment depth
WKLVHVWLPDWHUHIHUVWR7KHVHGLPHQWTXDOLW\
FKDSWHULQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHSUHGLFWHG
change in soil values concern elemental
mercury concentrations in the top 1-inch,
leaving the reader to assume that this depth
DOVRDSSOLHVWRVHGLPHQW,IWKLVLVQRWWKH
FDVHUHFRPPHQGFODULI\LQJ7KHLQFUHDVH
in Hg at the sediment-ZDWHULQWHUIDFH aWRS
-FP LVWKHYDOXHRIPRVWLPSRUWDQFHIRU
ELRDFFXPXODWLRQELRPDJQLILFDWLRQLQ
VXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVDVDOPRVWDOO

Recommend expanding
GLVFXVVLRQDQGPRGLI\LQJWKH
IRUPRIPHUFXU\JLYHQLQWKH
SURMHFWHGLQFUHDVHVWR0H+J
'LVFXVVLQWHUPVRIIRRGVDIHW\
IRUVXEVLVWHQFHFRQVXPHUV
particularly sensitive
populations.

PLQHVLWHHIIOXHQWZRXOGEHWUHDWHG
WRHQVXUHFRPSOLDQFHZLWK
DSSOLFDEOHSHUPLWVDQGZDWHU
quality standards prior to discharge
VHH6HFWLRQ. $LUDQG
ZDWHUGLVFKDUJHVWKDt are in
FRPSOLDQFHZLWKSHUPLWVDUH
SUHVXPHGWREHSURWHFWLYHRI
KXPDQKHDOWK $'+66 

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

deposition.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
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Agency

6XEVLVWHQFH)RRGV([SRVXUH3DWKZD\V
5HFRPPHQGOLVWLQJWKHFRQWDPLQDQWVRI
FRQFHUQIRUVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVLQWKLV
paragraph, rather than grouping them as
PHWDOV0DWHUQDOWUDQVIHUVKRXOGDOVREH
GLVFXVVHGDVDQH[SRVXUHURXWHIRU
sensitive populations, and maternally
WUDQVIHUUHGPHWDOVVKRXOGEHLGHQWLILHG,Q
LWVSUHVHQWIRUPLWGRHVQRWDSSHDUWKDW
DWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQRIYRODWLOL]HG+JLV
FRQVLGHUHGDVDQH[SRVXUHSDWKZD\IRU
subsistence users (it only seems to include
FRQWULEXWLRQVIURPGHSRVLWHGGXst and direct
exposure to mining ponds). Here and
WKURXJKRXWSOHDVHFODULI\WKLVSRLQW

/DVWVHQWHQFHEHIRUHWKHVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGV
H[SRVXUHSDWKZD\V7KHUHIRUHWKH
incremental arsenic risk/hazard…": This
sentence should be about
FREDOWPDQJDQHVHDVDUVHQLFZDV
addressed previously

methylatiRQDQGWUDQVIHUIURPVHGLPHQWWR
biota occurs here. Also, elemental Hg is not
WKHKLJKO\WR[LFELRDYDLODEOHIRUPIRXQGLQ
ILVK5HFRPPHQGLQFOXGLQJWKHSURMHFWHG
FKDQJHVIRUPHUFXU\LQWHUPVRI
PHWK\OPHUFXU\FRQFHQWUDWLRQVDVZHOODV
WKLVLVWKHIRUPRIPRVWFRQFHUQIRUKXPDQ
health.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please add requested
LQIRUPDWLRQWRWKH6XEVLVWHQFH
)RRGV([SRVXUH3DWKZD\V
paragraph.

Edit sentence to
FREDOWPDQJDQHVHLQVWHDGRI
arsenic

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 10

$Q(YDOXDWLRQRI0HUFXU\IRUDOO
SURMHFWVRXUFHVZDVDGGHGWR
6HFWLRQ. SUHFHGLQJ+(&
VXPPDU\ EDVHGRQVWDNHKROGHU
concerns.

7KHQHZO\DGGHG&23&WDEOHIRU
the health evaluation includes a
FROXPQLQGLFDWLQJZKLFK&23&V
are bioaccumulative and a potential
FRQFHUQIRUVXEVLVWHQFHAdditional
text regarding bioaccumulative
PHWDOVZDVDGGHGWRWKH
VXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\WH[W

Please see the preceding response
RQZK\WKH+HDOWKVHFWLRQIRFXVHV
RQIXJLWLYe dust metals
contributions and not atmospheric
deposition.

7KLVW\SRZDVFRUUHFWHG
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ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E
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%HFDXVHRIWKHLPSRUWDQWLPSOLFDWLRQVIRU
WKHTXDOLW\RIVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVIRUKXPDQ
consumption, recommend adding
MXVWLILFDWLRQIRUWKHVWDWHPHQWWKDWKHDY\
PHWDOFRQFHQWUDWLRQVLQVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGV
ZLOOEHLQGLVWLQJXLVKDEOHIURPEDVHOLQH
levels," (incluGHUHIHUHQFHV $GLVFXVVLRQ
RIKRZWKHSURMHFWHGLQFUHDVHLQPHWDO
FRQFHQWUDWLRQVLQZDWHUDQGVHGLPHQWZLOO
DIIHFWWKHOLNHOLKRRGWKDWVXEVLVWHQFH
FRQVXPHUVZLOOH[FHHGUHIHUHQFHGRVHV
5I' IRUUHOHYDQWPHWDOVZRXOGEHXVHIXO
DFFRXQWLQJIRUQHDUO\GDLO\FRQVXPSWLRQRI
ILVKIRUPDQ\UHVLGHQWV DQGWKHXQFHUWDLQW\

Mine Site Dust Deposition to Wild Foods:
Suggest revising the statement "ADEC
FRQVLGHUVVHYHUDORIWKHVHPHWDOVWREH
potentially bioaccumulative" to better
FRPPXQLFDWHWKHVFLHQWLILFFRQVHQVXVRQ
WKHELRDFFXPXODWLYHQDWXUHRIPDQ\RI
WKHVHPHWDOV3OHDVHVSHFLI\ZKLFKDELRWLF
PHGLDDUHH[SHFWHGWRLQFUHDVHE\KRZ
much, as increases in metal concentrations
LQZDWHUWKHVHGLPHQW-ZDWHULQWHUIDFHDQG
EXULHGVHGLPHQWVGRQRWDIIHFWIRRGZHE
responses to the same magnitude.
%LRPDJQLILFDWLRQVKRXOGEHGLVFXVVHGKHUH
in addition to bioaccumulation, particularly
LQWKHFRQWH[WRIUHODWLQJWUDQVODWLQJ
incremental increases in the metal content
RIZDWHUDQGVHGLPHQWWRDQWLFLSDWHG
LQFUHDVHVLQWKHWLVVXHVRIVXEVLVWHQFH
IRRGVDIWHUELRPDJQLILFDWLRQ3URMHFWHG
tissue increases in biota should be based
on the operational impact on the total
ORDGLQJEXGJHWIURPDOOVRXUFHVIRUUHOHYDQW
metals.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

5HFRPPHQGDGGLQJMXVWLILFDWLRQ
WRVKRZWKDWWKLVLQFUHDVHZLOOQRW
result in chronic dietary
H[SRVXUHVWRDQ\RIWKHVH
PHWDOV LHYDOXHVZLOOQRW
H[FHHG5I'V DFFRXQWLQJIRUWKH
KLJKILVKFRQsumption rate,
XQFHUWDLQW\DQGWKHVHQVLWLYLW\RI
the developing nervous system.
5HFRPPHQGDGGLQJUHIHUHQFHV
IRUWKHDIRUHPHQWLRQHGWRSLFV

5HFRPPHQGUHYLVLQJZRUGLQJ
here and throughout, to better
FRPPXQLFDWHWKHVFLHQWLILF
consensus on metal
ELRDFFXPXODWLRQ$GLVFXVVLRQRI
ELRPDJQLILFDWLRQWURSKLFWUDQVIHU
DQGUHODWHSURMHFWHGLQFUHDVHVLQ
PHWDOFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRIZDWHU
and sediment to changes in the
WLVVXHFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRI
VXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVZRXOGDOVREH
XVHIXO

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 11

7KHVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\WH[WXQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDO
revisions, including additional text
discussing eVWLPDWHGVXUIDFHZDWHU
LQFUHDVHVUHODWLYHWRZDWHUTXDOLW\
VWDQGDUGVIRUFRQVXPSWLRQRI
RUJDQLVPZKHQDYDLODEOH$WDEOH
OLVWLQJWKHSRWHQWLDOKHDOWKHIIHFWV
IRUPHWDO&23&VZDVDGGHGWRWKH
$QWLFLSDWHG3URMHFW6RXUFHVDQG
COPCs header in Section
K4.10.$Q(YDOXDWLRQRI
0HUFXU\IRUDOOSURMHFWVRXUFHVZDV
DOVRDGGHGWR6HFWLRQ.

7KHVXEVLVWHQFHIRRGVH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\WH[WXQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDO
revision. Additional discussion
regarding bioacumulative metals,
DQGWKRVHWKDWPD\ELRPDJQLI\
ZDVDGGHG$OWKRXJKGHWDLOVRQ
SURMHFWUHODWHGLQFUHDVHVLQPHWDOV
LQDELRWLFPHGLDZDVQRWUHSHDWHG
LQVXEVLVWHQFHZKHQUHOHYDQWWKH
LQFUHDVHVZHUHVXPPDUL]HGDQG
included.
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"Although these adaptive approaches
ZRXOGOLNHO\VXVWDLQKDUYHVWOHYHOVIRU
DIIHFWHGFRPPXQLWLHVWKH\PD\LQFUHDVH
expenses and time needed to harvest
subsistence resources. ": In addition to

"Additional impacts could include potentially
VWHPPLQJWKHFXUUHQWWUHQGRIRXW-migration,
LQFUHDVLQJRUPDLQWDLQLQJWKHQXPEHURI
schools in the region, and other indirect
HFRQRPLFEHQHILWV HJWD[HV
VDOHVUHYHQXHDQGRWKHUILVFDOHIIHFWVWR
the regional and local communities)." This
QHHGVWREHWLHGPRUHGLUHFWO\WRIRRG
QXWULWLRQDQGVXEVLVWHQFHRUPRYHGIURP
this section to HEC1 (SDH)

Food security should be discussed in this
+(&3RVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYHHIIHFWVDUH
possible. Also, as mentioned in a previous
FRPPHQWFRVWRIOLYLQJGRHVQRWHTXDOIRRG
security. There are other components to
IRRGVHFXULW\DQGWKHVH should be
PHQWLRQHG IRUH[DPSOHDFFHVVWR
resources)

+HDOWKLPSDFWVIRUVXEVLVWHQFHXVHUVDUH
FODVVLILHGDVLQVLJQLILFDQW

surrounding estimates). This is a
SDUWLFXODUO\LPSRUWDQWFDVHWRPDNHIRU
VHQVLWLYHSRSXODWLRQV0DQ\RIWKHVHPHWDOV
are maternally-WUDQVIHUUHGGHYHORSPHQWDO
QHXURWR[LFDQWVZKLFKDIIHFWWKHGeveloping
QHUYRXVV\VWHPDWYHU\ORZH[SRVXUH
concentrations.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

,QFOXGHGLVFXVVLRQRIDGGLWLRQDO
SRWHQWLDOKHDOWKLPSDFWVIURP
DGMXVWPHQWVWRVXEVLVWHQFH
harvest activities

Revise paragraph

,QFOXGHGLVFXVVLRQRIIRRG
security and potential impacts

This ILJXUHPD\QHHGWREH
UHYLVHGLIWKHFRQFHUQVDERYH
FDQQRWEHVXIILFLHQWO\DGGUHVVHG
SDUWLFXODUO\IRUVHQVLWLYH
populations.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

Additional discussion on potential
KHDOWKLPSDFWVWRVXEVLVWHQFHZDV
added, including increased stress
and anxiety IURPDGMXVWPHQWVWR
subsistence harvest activities.

7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVPRYHGWR+(&
1.

$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
added as a separate potential
impact.

Based on the revisions to Appendix
.KHDOWKLPSDFWVIRU
subsistence are expected to
remain as complete but
LQVLJQLILFDQW

SUHFHGLQJ+(&VXPPDU\ EDVHG
on stakeholder concerns.
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7KHSDUDJUDSKVWDUWLQJZLWK7KHHYDOXDWLRQ
presented in Section 4.9 Subsistence…"
VHHPVWRLPSO\WKDWURDGVIHUULHVHWFPD\
be used by the public. This could decrease
DYDLODELOLW\RIVXEVLVWHQFHUHVRXUFHVDV
WKHUHPD\EHPRUHSUHVVXUHIURPKXQWHUV
HVSHFLDOO\LIZRUNHUVFDQDOVRXVHWKH
locatioQVIRUKXQWLQJ,IHPSOR\HHVDUH
SURKLELWHGIURPKXQWLQJILVKLQJHWFLQWKH
area, that needs to be mentioned. This

"Once constructed, the transportation
corridor roads and the natural gas pipeline
right-RI-ZD\FRXOGKDYHDSRVLWLYHHIIHFWRQ
access to subsistence resources
(depending on thHOHYHORIDFFHVVDJUHHGWR
EHWZHHQWKH6WDWH3/3DQGWKH/3% 
because these cleared routes could
IDFLOLWDWHRYHUODQGWUDYHOE\DOO-terrain
YHKLFOHVDQGVQRZPDFKLQHV7KHIHUU\
FRXOGDOVRIDFLOLWDWHDFFHVVWRVXEVLVWHQFH
resources by transporting local residents
and their vehicles across the lake. PLP
ZRXOGZRUNZLWKORFDOFRPPXQLWLHVWRILQG
VROXWLRQVIRUIHUU\WUDQVSRUWDWLRQXVH 3/3
-5), 8QGHUWKHVXPPHU-only
IHUU\RSHUDWLRQVYDULDQWWKHIHUU\ZRXOGQRW
impact cross-lake local transport.": This has
DORWRIRWKHULPSOLFDWLRQVZKLFKVKRXOGEH
addressed in other HECs, such as
DFFLGHQWVDQGLQMXULHV$OVRWKHVH
VWDWHPHQWVFRQWUDGLFWRWKHU+(&VZKLFK
needs to be addressed

expense/time, there could be increases in
VWUHVVDFFLGHQWVLQMXULHVIURPSRWHQWLDOO\
XVLQJXQIDPLOLDUKDUYHVWDUHDVDQG
decreased DYDLODELOLW\RIRWKHUUHVRXUFHV

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

$GGFODULILFDWLRQVDQGDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQUHODWLQJWRWKH
LQWHUDFWLRQVRISXEOLFZRUNHUVRQ
IHDWXUHVRIWKHSURMHFW
transportation corridor and the
potential impacts to subsistence
resources due to increased
competition

&ODULI\ZKHWKHUURDGVIHUULHV
HWFZLOOEHSRWHQWLDOO\DYDLODEOH
IRU SXEOLFXVH,IVRWKLVDOVR
needs to be addressed in other
HECs, especially
DFFLGHQWVLQMXULHVLQIHFWLRXV
disease, SDH

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

$GGLWLRQDOGLVFXVVLRQZDVDGGHG
on health impacts to subsistence.
&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWKDW
although public access to the
transportation corridor roads are
expected to be restricted, there is
WKHSRWHQWLDOIRUSXEOLFXVHRI
SURMHFWURDGVDQGIHUULHVE\WKH
public (see response above).

&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWKDW
although public access to the
transportation corridor roads are
expected to be restricted, there is
the pRWHQWLDOIRUSXEOLFXVHRI
SURMHFWURDGVDQGIHUULHVE\WKH
public (beyond the planned road
crossings) depending on the level
RIDFFHVVDJUHHGWREHWZHHQWKH
State, PLP, and the LPB.
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Food security should be discussed in
$GGGLVFXVVLRQRIIRRGVHFXULW\
JUHDWHUGHWDLOLQWKLVVXPPDU\RIWKH+(&
as a separate potential health
3RVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYHHIIHFWVDUHSRVVLEOH
impact
Also, as mentioned in a previous comment,
FRVWRIOLYLQJGRHVQRWHTXDOIRRGVHFXULW\
7KHUHDUHRWKHUFRPSRQHQWVWRIRRG
VHFXULW\DQGWKHVHVKRXOGEHPHQWLRQHG IRU
example, access to resources)
)RRGFRVWDQGIRRGVHFXULW\VKRXOGEH
considered separately
Edits neHGHGWRSRWHQWLDOLPSDFWRI
LQFUHDVHGIRRGVHFXULW\ H[SUHVVHGDVD
FRVWRIOLYLQJ )RRGVHFXULW\PD\DOVR
GHFUHDVHDQGIRRGVHFXULW\LVQ WPHUHO\DQ
LVVXHRIFRVWRIOLYLQJ

.

.

.

.

.
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E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
added as a separate potential
impact.

$GGLWLRQDOGLVFXVVLRQZDVDGGHG
on health impacts to subsistence,
LQFOXGLQJLPSDFWVWRILVK
populations and impacts to salmon
resources.

Response

$FNQRZOHGJHWKDWIRRGVHFXUity
may increase or decrease,
depending on multiple
KRXVHKROGIDFWRUV

Suggested edit: potential impact
RIincreased FKDQJHLQIRRG
security (expressHGDVDFRVWRI
living)

PAGE | 14

0DJQLWXGHRISRWHQWLDOLPSDFWVZDV
UHYLVHGWRDIRUFRQVWUXFWLRQDQG
operations phases.

$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
added as a separate potential
impact (both negative and
positive).

$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
added as a separate potential
impact.

5DWHUDQNIRRGFRVWDQGIRRG
$VUHTXHVWHGIRRGVHFXULW\ZDV
VHFXULW\VHSDUDWHO\ DGGQHZURZ added as a separate potential
IRUWKLVSRWHQWLDOLPSDFW
impact.

5RZRIVXEVLVWHQFHDFFHVVTXDOLW\TXDQWLW\ 5HYLVHURZZLWKLQFUHDVHG
Magnitude is EHWWHUUHSUHVHQWHGDVDRU PDJQLWXGHRISRWHQWLDOLPSDFW
LQVWHDGRI7KURXJKRXWWKH(,6WKHUHLV
UHIHUHQFHWRLPSDFWVVXFKDVGHFUHDVHG
access to subsistence resources, impacts
WRVXEVLVWHQFHEHFDXVHRIQRLVHHWF7KHVH

,QDQHZURZIRUFKDQJHLQIRRGVHFXULW\
this potential impact is +/- and should be
rated appropriately

Actual/perceived decrease in salmon
quantity in Bristol Bay , impacts to
FRPPHUFLDOILVKHULHVDQGUHODWHGLPSDFWV
to human health should be addressed in
this HEC and also in SDH (as many people
in the broader PACs are also impacted by
this)

$GGGLVFXVVLRQRI
actual/perceived decrease in
salmon quantity in Bristol Bay,
DVZell as impacts to commercial
ILVKHULHV$OVRDGGWR6'+

.



Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

QHHGVWREHFODULILHGDQGH[SDQGHGXSRQ

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

Comment
No.

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5438 of 5993

7KH&KURQLF'LVHDVH,PSDFWVIURP
Exposure to Hazardous Chemicals section
does not discuss the hazards posed by
exposure to metals through subsistence
IRRGV DIWHU
ELRDFFXPXODWLRQELRPDJQLILFDWLRQ &KURQLF
exposure to heavy metals is linked to a
QXPEHURIQHXURGHJHQHUDWLYHGLVRUGHUVLQ
adults, and neurobehavioral disorders in

Recommend discussing
potential impacts on the
incidencHRIQHXURGHJHQHUDWLYH
disorders in adults (e.g.,
Parkinson's Disease,
Alzheimer's, ALS) and
neurobehavioral disorders in
GHYHORSLQJIHWXVHVDQGFKLOGUHQ
to this section.

.



ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

5RZRIVXEVLVWHQFHDFFHVVTXDOLW\TXDQWLW\ 5HYLVHURZZLWKLQFUHDVHG
*HRJUDSKLFH[WHQWIRUFRQVWUXFWLRQDQG
JHRJUDSKLFH[WHQWIRU
RSHUDWLRQVPD\EHEHWWHUUHSUHVHQWHGDV
construction and operations
(community-level) rather than 1 (limited to
KRXVHKROGV JLYHQWKHKLJKOHYHOVRI
VKDULQJKDUYHVWVZLWKRWKHUKRXVHKROGV
and also given the detailed potential
LPSDFWVLQ6HFWLRQ6XEVLVWHQFHIRUHDFK
RIWKH3$&VLQFORVHVWSUR[LPLW\

.

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Response

PAGE | 15

A table listing the potential health
HIIHFWVIRUPHWDO&23&VZDV
added to the AnticipDWHG3URMHFW
Sources and COPCs header in
Section .The table is
comprehensive but concise in
listing the key health concerns
related to all COPCs considered in
WKH+HDOWK6HFWLRQ7KHSXUSRVHRI

As requested, the geographic
H[WHQWZDVUHYLVHGWRDIRU
construction and operations
phases.

5HYLVHURZZLWKLQFUHDVHGKHDOWK +HDOWKHIIHFWUDWLQJVZHUHUHYLVHG
HIIHFWUDWLQJIRUWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ
mine construction and operations
corridor
SKDVHVZHUHLQFUHDVHGWRD
ZKLOHWUDQVSLUDWLRQSLSHOLQHDQG
SRUWZHUHLQFUHDVHGWRDIRU
construction and operations
phases.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

45

DUHIDFWRUVZKLFKFRXOGUHVXOWLQLPSDFWV
that individualsKRXVHKROGVZLOOQHHGWR
adapt to in order to ensure they have
DGHTXDWHVXEVLVWHQFHUHVRXUFHVIRU
IRRGFXOWXUDODFWLYLWLHVHWF7KLVZLOOEH
SDUWLFXODUO\HYLGHQWLQKRXVHKROGVZKLFKZLOO
QRWEHQHILWIURPHPSOR\PHQWDQGFDQQRWDV
easily supplement smaller subsistence
KDUYHVWVZLWKVWRUH-ERXJKWIRRGV

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

5RZRIVXEVLVWHQFHDFFHVVTXDOLW\TXDntity:
+HDOWKHIIHFWIRUWUDQVSRUWDWLRQFRUULGRU 7 
VKRXOGEHLQVWHDGRI7KURXJKRXWWKH
(,6WKHUHLVUHIHUHQFHWRLPSDFWVVXFKDV
decreased access to subsistence
UHVRXUFHVZKLFKFRXOGLPSDFWFRPPXQLWLHV
ZLWKWUDGLWLRQDOXVHRIODQGZLWKLQWKH
transSRUWDWLRQFRUULGRUVIRUVXEVLVWHQFH
activities

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

44

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5439 of 5993

Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#
EDELHVDQGFKLOGUHQ6XEWOHHIIHFts on
FRJQLWLRQDQGEHKDYLRUFDQRFFXUDWORZHU
developmental exposure concentrations
than previously thought, so it's important to
provide these subsistence communities
ZLWKDOODYDLODEOHLQIRUPDWLRQ

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

$GGLWLRQDOO\WRIXUWKHUDGGUHVV
stakeholder concerns,
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQVIRUPRUH
quantitative monitoring have been
included, in addition to the existing
qualitative/semi-quantitative health

'HWDLOHGGLVFXVVLRQRISRWHQWLDO
LPSDFWVRQFKURQLFGLVHDVHIURP
neurodegenerative/neurobehaviora
OGLVRUGHUVZDVQRWDGGHGto this
VHFWLRQIRUUHDVRQV LWZRuld
EHGLIILFXOWWRWLHLQDQ\FKDQJHVWR
these disorders given the minimal
baseline data (i.e., Dillingham
Census Area and Bristol Bay
Region Alzheimer's/dementia
baseline data) and the estimated
QHJOLJLEOHLQFUHDVHVRIPHWDOVIURP
WKHSURMHFW 7KHFXUrent Health
Section does not include a more
detailed or quantitative doseresponse assessment or risk
DVVHVVPHQWIRUWKH&23&VGXHWR
WKHPLQLPDOQDWXUHRIWKHH[SHFWHG
changes in environmental media
IURPEDVHOLQHFRQFHQWUDWLRQV
+RZHYHUDVXPPDU\GLVFXVVLRQRI
multi-media exposures to mercury
ZDVDGGHGVLQFHWKLVLVD&23&RI
high concern to stakeholders.

WKLVWDEOHLVWRSURYLGHDQRYHUYLHZ
RISRVVLEOHKHDOWKFRQFHUQVIRUOD\
readers", as discussed during the
FRPPHQWVGLVFXVVLRQFDOOZLWK
ADHSS.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5440 of 5993

3/3ZRXOGOLNHO\FRQGXFWZRUNHUFRGHRI
conduct training, and implement a closed
ZRUNFDPSDQGZRUNIRUFHKHDOWKHGXFDWLRQ
SURJUDPVWKDWZRXOGSURPRWHDZDUHQHVVRI
LQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVHVDQGSUHYHQWLYH
PHDVXUHV7KHSURMHFWZRXOGOLNHO\SURYLGH
DSODFHZKHUHZRUNHUVZKRKDYHLQIHFWLRXV
GLVHDVHV RIDQ\NLQG FRXOGEH diagnosed
DQGWUHDWHGDQGPHDVXUHVZRXOGEHWDNHQ
WRDYRLGWUDQVPLWWDORIGLVHDVHVWRRWKHUV
7KLVZRXOGLQGHHGKHOSSUHYHQW
WUDQVPLVVLRQRILQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVH
Consider adding this as a mitigation or
highlighting in EIS as a best practice
0HQWLRQVRPHZKHUHLQWKLVVHFWLRQZKHWKHU
WKHZRUNHUFDPSVDUHH[SHFWHGWREH
FORVHGFDPSVRUQRWZKRLVDOORZHGDFFHVV
RQURDGVHWF7KLVKDVLPSOLFDWLRQVIRU
SRWHQWLDOLQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVHLPSDFWV

.

.



48

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

Comment
No.

Agency

$GGDGGLWLRQDOZRUNIRUFH
LQIRUPDWLRQ

Add as a mitigation

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

$GGLWLRQDOWH[WZDs added to the
HQGRIWKLVSDUDJUDSK'XULQJ
SURMHFWFRQVWUXFWLRQRSHUDWLRQV
and closure, public access to or
WKURXJKWKHPLQHVLWHZRXOGEH
UHVWULFWHGIRUVDIHW\ZKLFKZRXOG
LQFOXGHWKHPLQHVLWHZRUNHUFDPS
IXUWKHUUHGXFLQJWKHSRWHQWLDOIRU
transmisVLRQRILQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVH
LQWRRURXWRIWKHZRUNHUFDPSV
7KLVZRXOGDOVREHWUXHRIWKH

In the 6XPPDU\IRU+(&
development and implementation
RIKHDOWKHGXFDWLRQDQGWUDLQLQJ
programs to avoid and minimize
WKHVSUHDGRILQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVHVLV
recommended as a best practice.

evaluation. ,QWKH+(&VXPPDU\
WH[WZDVDGGHG&RQVLGHUDWLRQRI
PRQLWRULQJRINH\PHWULFVUHODWHGWR
IRRGDYDLODELOLW\DQGDIIRUGDELOLW\LV
recommended to avoid negative
impacts on chronic disease and
long-term health status. Monitoring
RIH[SRVXUHWRSURMHFW-related
hazardous chemicals in dietary
media may be considered to
address uncertainties in exposure
and use assumptions."

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5441 of 5993

Figure
K4.10-

Table K4.1014

50

51



ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

ADHSS/
DPH/SO

Figure
K4.10-1

49

.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Agency

Comment
No.

Recommend adding neurological diseases
to Alternative 1 and variants column (and

Suggest evaluating adults and
HPEU\RVLQIDQWVFKLOGUHQVHSDUDWHO\XQGHU
human receptorVGXHWRGLIIHUHQWLDO
toxicity/sensitivities. There are also
DGGLWLRQDOVLJQLILFDQWURXWHVRIH[SRVXUHIRU
these populations; most notably, maternal
WUDQVIHU7KLVVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQ
H[SRVXUHURXWHIRUEDELHV\RXQJFKLOGUHQLQ
WKLVILJXUHDQGRWKHUVZKHUHDSSURSULDWH

Suggest evaluating adults and
HPEU\RVLQIDQWVFKLOGUHQVHSDUDWHO\XQGHU
huPDQUHFHSWRUVGXHWRGLIIHUHQWLDO
toxicity/sensitivities. There are also
DGGLWLRQDOVLJQLILFDQWURXWHVRIH[SRVXUHIRU
these populations; most notably, maternal
WUDQVIHU7KLVVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGDVDQ
H[SRVXUHURXWHIRUEDELHV\RXQJFKLOGUHQLQ
WKLVILJXUHDQGRWKHUVZKHUHDSSURSULDWH

5RZRILQFUHDVHLQLQIHFWLRXVGLVHDVH
geographic extent column: Change the
ZRUGSDUWQHUVWRKRXVHKROG)DPLOLHVFRXOG
also be impacted

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

7KH&60ILJXUHVZHUHPRGLILHGWR
FODULI\WKDWERWKDGXOWDQGFKLOG
UHFHSWRUVZHre evaluated, but they
are not listed as separate receptors
LQWKH&60&ODULILFDWLRQWH[WZDV
DGGHGWR+(&VHFWLRQUHJDUGLQJ
GLIIHUHQFHVLQKXPDQUHFHSWRUV
(adult and child) and
ELRDFFXPXDOWLYHELRPDJQLILFDWLRQ
metal impacts to adults and
sensitive sub-groups such as
childrenLQIDQWVQXUVLQJPRWKHUV
etc.

6XJJHVWPRGLI\LQJILJXUHWR
include adults, and
HPEU\RVLQIDQWVFKLOGUHQDV
separate human receptor
categories. Add maternal
WUDQVIHUDVDQH[SRVXUHURXWH

PAGE | 18

Potential impacts on chronic
GLVHDVHIURP

7KH&60ILJXUHVZHUHPRGLILHGWR
FODULI\WKDWERWKDGXOWDQGFKLOG
UHFHSWRUVZHUHHYDOXDWHGEXWWKH\
are not listed as separate receptors
LQWKH&60&ODULILFDWLRQWH[WZDV
DGGHGWR+(&VHFWLRQUHJDUGLQJ
GLIIHUHQFHVLQKXPDQUHFHSWRUV
(adult and child) and
ELRDFFXPXDOWLYHELRPDJQLILFDWLRQ
metal impacts to adults and
sensitive sub-groups such as
children, LQIDQWVQXUVLQJPRWKHUV
etc.

6XJJHVWPRGLI\LQJILJXUHWR
include adults, and
HPEU\RVLQIDQWVFKLOGUHQDV
separate human receptor
categories. Add maternal
WUDQVIHUDVDQH[SRVXUHURXWH

Recommend adding neurological
diseases to Alternative 1 and

7KHVXJJHVWHGHGLWZDVPDGH

ZRUNHUFDPSVSODQQHGIRUWKH
transportation, pipeline, and port
IDFLOLWLHV
(GLWJHRJUDSKLFH[WHQWZRUGLQJ
RIWKLVURZ

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5442 of 5993

,WLVQRWFOHDUZK\WKH3HEEOHSURMHFW VGUXJ
DQGDOFRKROZRUNSODFHSROLF\LVEHLQJ
discussed here. Prior discussions have

.



ADEC

Comments on impacts to routine healthcare
FRXOGEHVXSSRUWHGZLWKH[DPSOHVVXFKDV
ZLWKGDWDIURP5HG'RJ

.

55

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

Increase in cancer…hazardous chemicals
URZ(GLWOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJIRUPLQH-currently has missing numbers

RWKHUVLPLODUILJXUHV 6XJJHVWLQFOXGLQJ
ODQJXDJHDGGUHVVLQJGLIIHUHQWLDOULVN LIany)
IRUVHQVLWLYHSRSXODWLRQV

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Recommend adding neurological diseases
to potential impacts URZ6XJJHVWLQFOXGLQJ
ODQJXDJHDGGUHVVLQJGLIIHUHQWLDOULVN LIDQ\ 
IRUVHQVLWLYHSRSXODWLRQV

54

ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

Table K4.1011



ADHSS/
DPH/SO
E

E

Agency

Comment
No.

Please explain.

Consider adding additional detail

Recommend adding neurological
diseases to potential impacts
URZ6XJJHVWLQFOXGLQJODQJXDJH
DGGUHVVLQJGLIIHUHQWLDOULVN LI
DQ\ IRUVHQVLWLYHSRSXODWLRQV

5HYLVHOLNHOLKRRGUDWLQJ IL[HUURU

variants column. Suggest
including language addressing
GLIIHUHQWLDOULVN LIDQ\ IRU
sensitive populations.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 19

&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWKDWZRUNHU
training ZRXOGOLNHO\SURPRWHWKH
VDIHW\FXOWXUHRXWVLGHRIVWDQGDUG

&RPPHQWQRWHG2WKHUSURMHFWVDV
H[DPSOHVZHUHQRWDGGHGEHFDXVH
WKH\DUHQRWQHFHVVDU\WRLQIRUP
WKHSURFHVVRUPDNHSURMHFW
decisions.

Potential impacts on chronic
GLVHDVHIURP
neurodegenerative/neurobehaviora
OGLVRUGHUVZDVQRWDGGHGWRWKH
table. See responses above
regarding
neurodegenerative/neurobehaviora
l disorders.

7KLVW\SRZDVFRUUHFWHG

neurodegenerative/neurobehaviora
OGLVRUGHUVZHUHQRWDGGHGWRWKH
table (see prior response on this
WRSLF +RZHYHULQWKH+(&
VXPPDU\WH[WZDVDGGHG
&RQVLGHUDWLRQRIPRQLWRULQJRINH\
PHWULFVUHODWHGWRIRRGDYDLODELOLW\
DQGDIIRUGDELOLW\LVUHFRPPHQGHG
to avoid negative impacts on
chronic disease and long-term
KHDOWKVWDWXV0RQLWRULQJRI
H[SRVXUHWRSURMHFW-related
hazardous chemicals in dietary
media may be considered to
address uncertainties in exposure
and use assumptions."

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5443 of 5993

Paragraph one on this pages notes that
:LWKLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKHPLWLJDWLRQ
PHDVXUHVIRr idling and dust suppression,
GXVW30ZRXOGQRWEHH[SHFWHGWRH[FHHG
WKHDQQXDO30WKUHVKROGVDQGIXUWKHU
UHGXFHWKHUDWLRRIHVWLPDWHGQHDU-ILHOG
FRQFHQWUDWLRQVIRUDOOSURMHFWFRPSRQHQWVWR
EHORZ$$46:LWKRXWDVSHFLILFFLWDWLRQWR
the mitigation meaVXUHIRULGOLQJDQGGXVW
VXSSUHVVLRQKRZDUHZHWRNQRZZKHWKHU
WKH\ZLOOEHDEOHWRUHGXFHWKHGXVW30"

Bullet one on this page notes that "PLP
3OHDVHH[SODLQZK\D-IRRW
H[SHFWVD-IRRWZLGHEXIIHU]RQHRQHLWKHU EXIIHULVEHLQJXVHG
VLGHRIWKHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQFRUULGRUWREH
LPSDFWHGE\VQRZSORZVSUD\JUDYHOVSUD\
and road dust." It is not clear ZKHUHWKLVIRRWEXIIHUZDVDUULYHGDW$QXPEHURI
recent EISs on the North Slope have noted
WKDWWKHSDVVDJHRIYHKLFOHWUDIILFRYHU
JUDYHOSDGVURDGVDQGDLUVWULSZRXOGUHVXOW
LQDJUDYHOVSUD\GXVWVKDGRZZLWK
measureable impacts on soil, vegetation
DQGSHUPDIURVWH[WHQGLQJRXWWRIHHW
IURPWKHHGJHRIWKHJUDYHOIHDWXUH7KH

.

.

58

59

ADEC

ADEC

Please list the mitigation
PHDVXUHVRUFLWHWRZKHUHWKH\
FDQEHIRXQG

Please explain.

%XOOHWWKUHHRQWKLVQRWHVWKDW7KHIDU-ILHOG
impact assessment concluded that AQRVs
ZRXOGQRWOLNHO\EHDIIHFWHGDWDQ\RIWKH
36'&ODVVRUIHGHUDO36'&ODVV,,
DUHDV,WLVQRWFOHDUZK\IHGHUDO&ODVV,,
DUHDVZHUHLQFOXGHGLQWKLVVHQWHQFHVLQFH
UHJXODWRU\SURWHFWLRQVIRU$LU4XDOLW\
5HODWHG9DOXHV $459V RQO\H[LVWIRU
Class I areas, such as national parks.

.



ADEC

IRFXVHGRQKHDOWKLPSDFWVRXWVLGHWKH
IHQFHEXWWKLVRQHDSSHDUVWRDGGUHVV
LVVXHVLQVLGHWKHIHQFH

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Agency

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

Comment
No.

PAGE | 

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
7KLVWH[WZDVGHOHWHG+RZHYHU
FODULILFDWLRQDQGIXUWKHUGLVFXVVLRQ
RQWKHDUHDRILPSDFWDGMDFHQWWR
URDGVZDVDGGHGLQWKH+(&
VXEVLVWHQFHSDWKZD\GLVFXVVLRQ

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
Citation to mitigation measures
ZDV added.

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
This is no longer stated.

ZRUNRSHUDWLRQVDVZHOO LH
³RXWVLGHWKHIHQFH´ 

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
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Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

.

.

Comment
No.







Agency

ADEC

ADEC

ADEC

3DUDJUDSKWZRRQWKLVSDJHQRWHVWKDW
:LWKHIIHFWLYHGXVWPLWLJDWLRQPHDVXUHV
WKHSRWHQWLDODLUH[SRVXUHSDWKZD\VIRUWKH
SURMHFWZRXOGEHLQVLJQLILFDQW,WLVQRWFOHDU
KRZWKLVFRQFOXVLRQZDVUHDFKHG7KH
GHSDUWPHQW VH[SHULHQFHZLWKWKH5HG'RJ
Mine ZDVWKDWH[WHQVLYHPHDVXUHKDYH
EHHQUHTXLUHGWROLPLWWKHLPSDFWVRIIXJLWLYH

Bullet three on this page notes that "A
IXJLWLYHGXVWFRQWUROSODQ )'&3 ZRXOGEH
GHYHORSHGE\3/3IRUPLWLJDWLRQDQGFRQWURO
RISURMHFWDFWLYLW\UHODWHGIXJLWLYHGXVWDQG
ZLQGHURVLRQ6LQFHWKLVIXJLWLYHGXVW
FRQWUROSODQKDVQRWEHHQZULWWHQDQGWKHUH
LVQRGLVFXVVLRQRIZKLFKDJHQF\ZRXOGEH
UHVSRQVLEOHIRUFRPSOLDnce and
HQIRUFHPHQWLWLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLVFDQEH
used as a mitigation measure so that dust
30ZRXOGQRWH[FHHGWKHDQQXDO30
thresholds.

%XOOHWWZRRQWKLVSDJHQRWHVWKDW3/3
ZRXOGIROORZDQLGOLQJSROLF\VXFKDVQRW
DOORZLQJKDXOWUXFNVWRLGOHIRUPRUHWKDQD
VHWDPRXQWRIWLPHLIWKHYHKLFOHRU
HTXLSPHQWLVQRWLQPRWLRQZKLFK ZRXOG
UHGXFHIXHOFRQVXPSWLRQDQGUHGXFH
vehicle exhaust emissions, including PM." It
LVQRWFOHDUKRZQRQ-HQIRUFHDEOH%03VFDQ
be used as mitigation measures so that
GXVW30ZRXOGQRWH[FHHGWKHDQQXDO30
thresholds.

GLVFXVVLRQRIIXJLWLYHGXVWLPSDFWRQ
ZHWODQGVRQSDJH-19 notes that a
SRWHQWLDOLQGLUHFWLPSDFWVDUHDZDV
FDOFXODWHGXVLQJD-IRRWEXIIHURQDOO
SHUPDQHQWURDGIootprints.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please explain.

Please explain.

Please explain.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
emissions are not expected to
exceed AAQS or permit thresholds.
7KLVVHQWHQFHZDVPRGLILHGWR
VWDWHWKDWZLWKLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI
dust mitigation measures, the
SRWHQWLDOIXJLWLYHGXVWLPSDFWVIURP

7KH$LU4XDOLW\SDWKZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
annual PM is not expected to
exceed AAQS or permit thresholds.
7KH)'&3LVH[SHFWHGWRIXUWKHU
UHGXFHIXJLWLYHHPLVVLRQV

The Air Quality pathZD\VVHFWLRQV
XQGHUZHQWVXEVWDQWLDOUHYLVLRQV
annual PM is not expected to
exceed AAQS or permit thresholds.
7KHUHIHUHQFHGEXOOHWLVQRORQJHU
listed in this section.

Response
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Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

.

.

Comment
No.







Agency

ADEC

ADEC

ADEC

Paragraph one on this page notes that
:LWKRXWYHJHWDWHGFRYHUDQGIRRG
resources, birds are not likely to be
attracted to the TSF. The open pit lake

Paragraph three on this page appears to
conclude that post-FORVXUHPRQLWRULQJZLOO
LQGLFDWHWKDWZDWHUTXDOLW\PHHWVWKH
DSSURYHGFULWHULDIRUGLVFKDUJHZLWKRXW
treatment at approximately 50 years post
FORVXUH,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLVFRnclusion
FDQEHUHDFKHGZLWKRXWDGHWDLOHG
GLVFXVVLRQRIZDWHUWUHDWPHQW

Paragraph six on this page notes that
"three metals (arsenic, chromium, and
copper) have baseline concentrations
above the selected human health
comparative action levels (CALs)…." but
ZRXOGUHVXOWLQQHJOLJLEOHLQFUHDVHGFDQFHU
ULVNRUKD]DUG«,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLV
FRQFOXVLRQZDVUHDFKHGZLWKRXWSURYLGLQJ
WKHUHDGHUZLWKWKHEDVHOLQHFRQFHQWUDWLRQV
and the selected human health comparative
DFWLRQOHYHOV7LPHIUDPHLVDOVRUHOHYDQWWR
WKHGLVFXVVLRQDVLWLVQRWFOHDUIURPWKH
WH[WLIWKHPRGHOSUHGLFWLRQLVEDVHGRIIHQG
RIOLIHor a yearly increase. Please also note
that DEC has released a technical
memorandum regarding evaluating metals
DWFRQWDPLQDWHGVLWHVLQ$XJXVWRIWKLV\HDU
WKDWPD\LQIRUPWKLVGLVFXVVLRQ7KLV
JXLGDQFHFDQEHIRXQGDW
https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/guidanceIRUPVDQGWKHQHQWHUPHWDOVLQWKH
search box.

dust on the surrounding vegetation and
subsistence resources.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please provide additional details
WKDWZRXOGVXEVWDQWLDWHWKH
document's conclusion.

Please provide additional details.

Please provide the baseline
metals concentrations outside
WKHIHQFHDUHDDQGWKHSUHGLFWHG
increase in concentrations
expected. The percent increase
SURYLGHGIURPDPRGHOLV
dependent on the starting value.
3OHDVHSURYLGHWKHWLPHIUDPH
used in the model calculations. It
also should be noted in this
GLVFXVVLRQWKDWWKHGHIDXOW
SDUWLFXODWHHPLVVLRQIDFWRUWKDWLV
incorporated in the ADEC soil
PHWKRGLQKDODWLRQSDWKZD\
does not capture the increase in
dust generation or incorporate
DQ\VXEVLVWHQFHSDWKZD\7KLV
GLVFXVVLRQDOVRQHHGWRDQVZHU
WZRTXHVWLRQV  :LOOPLQLQJ
activities cause arsenic to
PLJUDWH"DQG  :LOOPLQLQJ
DFWLYLWLHVFRQFHQWUDWHDUVHQLF"

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

7KLVWH[WZDVXSGDWHGEDVHGRQ
WKHXSGDWHGLQIRUPDWLRQVRXUFHG
IURP:LOGOLIH9DOXHV6HFWLRQ
Overall, bioaccumulation potential

Comment noted. As noted in this
SDUDJUDSKWKHVHILQGLQJVDUHIURP
Water and Sediment Quality,
Section 4.18. In order to maintain
document-ZLGHFRQVLVWHQF\WKH
(,6PLQLPL]HVUHSHWLWLRQRIGHWDLOHG
LQIRUPDWLRQVRXUFHGIURPRWKHU(,6
sections.

&ODULILFDWLRQZDVDGGHGWR6HFWLRQ
.WKDWWKHIXWXUHVRLO
concentrations are representative
RIHQGRIPLQHRSHUDWLRQV EDVHOLQH
\UVGXVWGHSRVLWLRQ 

Comment noted. In order to
maintain document-ZLGH
consistency, this HIA does not
UHSHDWGHWDLOHGLQIRUPDWLRQ
presented in other EIS sections.
Please see the Table 4.14-1 in
6RLOV6HFWLRQZKLFKSUHVHQWV
the soil baseline mean, incremental
LQFUHDVHIURPPLQHRSHUDWLRQV 
\UV HQGRIPLQHOLIHVRLO
FRQFHQWUDWLRQ EDVHOLQH\U
dust deposition), and screening
against CALs.

WKHSURMHFWZRXOGEHIXUWKHU
reduced.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5446 of 5993

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#

.

Figure
K4.10-1

Figure
K4.10-

Comment
No.







Agency

ADEC

ADEC

ADEC

)RRWQRWHVL[RQWKLVILJXUHQRWHVWKDW6LQFH
DLUHPLVVLRQVZRXOGEHH[SHFWHGWRPHHW
permit requirements and/or air quality
VWDQGDUGVDQGGXVWGHSRVLWLRQZRXOGQRWEH
expected to increase metals concentrations
DERYHEDVHOLQHLPSDFWVWRZLOGIRRGV

)RRWQRWHILYHRQWKLVILJXUHQRWHVWKDW0LQH
site dust deposition modeling and estimated
media impacts indicate that increases
ZRXOGEHQHJOLJLEOHZLWKLQFUHDVHVRI
IRUDQWLPRQ\DQGIRUDOORWKHU
PHWDOV,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLVFRQFOXVLRQ
ZDVUHDFKHG7KHGHSDUWPHQW VH[SHULHQFH
ZLWKWKH5HG'RJ0LQHZDVWKDWH[WHQVLYH
measures have been required to limit the
LPSDFWVRIIXJLtive dust on the surrounding
vegetation and subsistence resources.

3DUDJUDSKIRXURQWKLVSDJHFLWHVWR
$$$7KLVFLWDWLRQLVLQFRUUHFWDVWKH
Alaska Administrative Code is abbreviated
at AAC

ZRXOGEHGHHSFRQWDLQQRVKDOORZZDWHU
KDELWDWVDQGODFNIUHVKZDWHUYHJHWDWLRQ
EXWVRPHZDWHUIRZOPD\XVHLWGXULQJRSHQ
ZDWHUPRQWKV%DVHGRQWKLVPLJUDWRU\
ZDWHUIRZOZRXOGQRWEHH[SHFWHGWRKDYH
subVWDQWLYHH[SRVXUHWRWKHPLQHVLWHZDWHU
VWRUDJHIHDWXUHV,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLV
FRQFOXVLRQZDVUHDFKHGZKHQWKHUHKDYH
EHHQUHSHDWHGLQFLGHQWVRIZDWHUIRZO
GHDWKVDWWKH%HUNHOH\3LWDIRUPHURSHQ
pit copper mine in Butte, Montana

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Please explain.

Please explain.

Please correct this citation.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

7KHIROORZLQJFLWDWLRQZDVDGGHGWR
WKHIRRWQRWH6HHWKHDLUVRLO
ZDWHUDQGVXEVLVWHQFHH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\GLVFXVVLRQVin Section
.$OVRVHHAir Quality,
6HFWLRQ6RLOV6HFWLRQ

7KHIROORZLQJFLWDWLRQZDVDGGHGWR
WKHIRRWQRWH6HHWKHVRLOH[SRVXUH
SDWKZD\GLVFXVVLRQVLQ6HFWLRQ
.DVZHOODV6RLOV6HFWLRQ
4.14.

7KHW\SRZDVFRUUHFWHG

LVH[SHFWHGWREHORZIRUPLJUDWRU\
ZDWHUIRZOEHFDXVHWKH\ZRXOGQRW
EHH[SHFWHGWRKDYHVXIILFLHQW
H[SRVXUHWRWKHPLQHVLWHZDWHU
VWRUDJHIHDWXUHVLQFOXGLQJWKHSLW
ODNH,PSDFWVWRZLOGOLIHIURPDOO
DVSHFWVRIWKHSURMHFWLQFOXGLQJ
DURXQGWKHSLWODNHZRXOGEH
minimized or mitigated through
PLP’s development and
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRID:LOGOLIH
Management Plan (WMP). See the
updated discussion under
ZDWHUELUGVLQ6HFWLRQ.IRU
IXUWKHUGHWDLOV
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph
, and Page
#
above bDVHOLQHZRXOGQRWEHH[SHFWHG LH
LQVLJQLILFDQW ,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZWKLV
FRQFOXVLRQZDVUHDFKHG7KHGHSDUWPHQW V
H[SHULHQFHZLWKWKH5HG'RJ0LQHZDVWKDW
extensive measures have been required to
OLPLWWKHLPSDFWVRIIXJLWLYHGXVWRQWKH
surrounding vegetation and subsistence
resources.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 

Water and Sediment Quality,
Section 4.18; and Subsistence,
Section 4.9.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix K4.10 - Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5448 of 5993

ADF&G
Wildlife
Refuges

Agency

1

Comment
No.

Section K4.11

Section, Paragraph,
and Page #
While the Viewshed Analysis
figures are helpful in visualizing
aesthetic impact areas; the
analysis needs to contain more
than just figures. Summaries on
the acreages of impacted areas,
and textual explanation of the
findings in each figure should be
provided. Additionally, the
southern road corridor and
materials sites should be
included as KOP's and included
in the viewshed analysis. Rough
calculations show that the road,
port and material sites will all be
visible in northern portions of the
McNeil River State Game
Refuge.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Update aesthetic and viewshed analysis to
include the southern road corridor and
materials sites as KOP's and included. Provide
summaries on the acreages of impacted areas,
and textual explanation of the findings in each
figure of the analysis.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

This information is
not necessary to
disclose the
reasonably
foreseeable
significant impacts
of the proposed
project. Additionally,
the requested
information would
not be essential to
make a reasoned
choice among
alternatives. It has
not been included in
the DEIS.
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Excel line
28

Excel line
29

Excel line
30

ADEC

ADEC

Comment
No.

ADEC

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section K4.18.2.4,
Page K4.18-27

K4.18 - General

Section K4.18.1.2,
Page K4.18-11

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

The final paragraph on this page notes
that "However, based on the
independent review conducted of the
water treatment approach (AECOM
2018i), there is some concern that
waste products high in selenium and
salt placed in the pyritic TSF may, over
time, lead to increased TDS
concentrations in the main WMP." It is
not clear how waste products in the
pyritic TSF would lead to increase TDS
concentrations.

Many discussions in this section
mention that solids or rejects from
certain operations would be
transferred to the TSF or the pyritic
TSF. It is not clear from these
discussions whether the TSF will be
reclaimed after closure and how these
discharges would impact the
reclamation efforts.

Paragraph one on this page note that
"The average annual surplus from the
open pit is about 3cfs." It is not clear
how this can be considered an annual
surplus measurement since water flow
is measured in units of volume per unit
of time. Flow can be measured at
cubic feet per second (cfs), gallons per
minute (gpm), acre feet per day or
other measurement units.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Please provide details or a citation
to discussions elsewhere in the
document.

Please provide details or a citation
to discussions elsewhere in the
document.

If the document is going to express
the water flow surplus on an annual
basis, please convert the number to
one that make sense in terms of the
unit of time.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

AECOM (2018i) is an
independent analysis of the
proposed water treatment
approach. Additional details
from this document have
been added to this discussion
(now in K4.18.2.2).

Bullets in Section K4.18.1.2
give timeline for reclamation
of various project
components including bulk
and pyritic TSF. Section 4.18
describes water treatment
processes and resultant
sediment quality in the pyritic
TSF. Statement was added
to Appendix K4.18 providing
a citation to Knight Piesold
(2018d) for further
information on reclamation.

Addressed. Text updated.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

2.2.2.4, pg 43

2.2.2.4, pg 43

2.2.2.4, pg 44

2.2.2.4, pg 44

2.2.3.4, pg 74

2.2.2.4, pg 74

Comment
No.

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

Agency

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

ADF&G

There is no detailed figure on the proposed
pipeline infrastructure on the Kenai Peninsula.

Section does not describe how the proposed
pipeline will cross streams.

From Diamond Point port, the pipeline would
be buried in a trench that follows the general
Alternative 3 north access road alignment with
minor.

The project description says that the pipeline
transitions and burial through Illiamna Lake will
be similar to the Cook Inlet Crossing but only
describes the transition on the east side of
Cook Inlet.

For river crossings, the pipeline would either
use HDD or be attached to the bridge
structures. Does not mention open-cut for
pipeline stream crossings yet Figure 2-35
references an open-cut typical.

The project description says that the pipeline
will use HDD to enter Cook Inlet but does not
indicate how it will leave Cook Inlet.

"The pipeline will be buried in a trench adjacent
to the road prism"

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

EIS should include a figure on the
proposed pipeline and associated
infrastructure on the Kenai
Peninsula.

EIS should include language in this
section on how the proposed
pipeline will cross streams.

Unclear what "with minor" refers
to. EIS should finish the sentence.

EIS project description should
describe how the pipeline will leave
the West Side of Cook Inlet as well
as specifically describe the
transition and burial through Lake
Illiamna.

If project intends to use open-cut
to cross stream, they should
indicate it in the EIS.

EIS project description should
describe how the pipeline will leave
the West Side of Cook Inlet.

EIS should describe how the
pipeline will be buried, particularly
if blasting will be necessary as well
as associated mitigation.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

A figure has been added to Chapter 2
showing the pipeline on the Kenai
Peninsula.

A description of pipeline stream
crossings has been added to Chapter
2.

Text edited to complete the sentence.

HDD or trenching would be used. This
has been clarified in Chapter 2.

This has been clarified in Chapter 2.

HDD or trenching would be used. This
has been clarified in Chapter 2.

The requirement for blasting along the
transportation corridor and a
description of how the pipeline would
be buried has been added to Chapter
2.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 2 – Alternatives

PEBBLE PROJECT
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Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Figure 2-16

Figure 2-27,
Alt 1 Amak
Port

Comment
No.

60

4

Agency

ADF&G

DNR

there is a typo in the document name "Alterantive"

There is no attached pipeline on the bridge
typical.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

suggest fixing typo

There should be a bridge typical
drawing that includes the natural
gas pipeline.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Typo fixed.

PAGE | 2

The typical section on this figure (Draft
EIS Figure 2-17) shows the pipe rack
with the bridge. PLP’s Pebble Project
Department of the Army Application
for Permit POA-2017-271 (dated
January 2019; available for download
on the project website) includes plan,
profile, and typical sections for each
proposed bridge crossing.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

ADEC

ADEC

Table 5-2

Section
5.2.1.2, Pg
5-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The second listing on this table
discusses a Fugitive Dust Control Plan
(FDCP). It is not clear from this
discussion of what agency would be
responsible for compliance and
enforcement of the fugitive dust
control plans.

Bullet one on this page notes that
"Use of BMPs, such as revegetation
planning, watering and use of dust
suppressants to control fugitive dust."
It is not clear how this matches up with
the CEQ language that the EIS should
indicate the likelihood that such
measures will be adopted or enforced
by the responsible agencies. Nowhere
in this document has there been any
discussion of what agency would be
responsible for compliance and
enforcement of the fugitive dust
control plans.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Please explain.

Please explain.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Table 5-2 represents the Applicant's
proposed mitigation, as provided to
USACE. PLP is committing to develop a
FDCP and implement BMPs for fugitive
dust management as part of their project to
minimize impacts. It is possible that the
conditions of a FDCP for the site may be
enforced as part of the PSD Air Quality
Control Construction Permit, but that will be
determined during the air permitting
process.

The bullet mentioned is a standard BMP
that is considered part of the proposed
action to avoid/minimize impacts. Per CEQ
2011, an example of mitigation measures
that are typically included as part of the
proposed action are agency standardized
best management practices, such as those
developed to prevent storm water runoff or
fugitive dust. PLP has further committed to
prepare a FDCP, which is listed in Table 52. The FDCP would specify BMPs that
would be used for controlling fugitive dust
from site activities and wind erosion.
Section 5.2.3 summarizes additional
mitigation measures identified or
recommended during the NEPA process
that will be considered by the USACE and
cooperating agencies as part of their permit
decisions to further minimize project
impacts. These measures are compiled in
Appendix M and are assessed for their
likelihood of implementation. One factor of
the overall assessment is potential agency
jurisdiction and enforcement of the
measure.
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Comment
No.

3

Agency

ADEC

Table 5-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The second listing on this table notes
that "The project would use BACT for
all air emissions sources." It is not
clear if this statement is true for all air
emissions sources. The 1977 Clean
Air Act amendments pertaining to the
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD) require that the determination of
best available control technology
(BACT) be performed on a case-bycase basis considering energy,
environmental, and economic impacts
and other costs. It should be noted
that BACT requirements are an
achievable emissions limitation
determined by the permitting authority
on a case-by-case basis.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
It is premature in the DEIS
phase to be discussing
BACT, The State of Alaska
has authority over BACT,
which is not implemented until
the permitting phase when
the State has the opportunity
to determine what is BACT for
a certain emission unit. There
is also nothing to stop the
Pebble Project from
volunteering to put BACT
controls on all of their
emission units even if it’s not
required. If they volunteer to
put BACT on it doesn’t mean
that ADEC could necessarily
require BACT in the permit.
Please clarify if they are
volunteering to put BACT
controls on for given
pollutants even if its not
required. If Pebble has made
emission estimates and they
know that all the pollutants
will trigger a BACT analysis
that should be discussed.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

PLP has edited their proposed mitigation
measure to reflect ADEC’s
recommendation. It has been clarified that
a BACT analysis would be completed as
part of the air permitting program and
BACT would be implemented for air
emissions as required by the BACT.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

DNR

Chapter 8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Please include DNR – Office of Project
Management and Permitting in list of
State Government (Section 8.3)
agencies that receive the Statement.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Edited.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Edited as proposed.

Response

PAGE | 1

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 8 – List of Agencies, Organizations, and Persons to Whom
Copies of the Statement Have Been Sent

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5455 of 5993

ADF&G/
Subsiste
nce

Agency

1

Comment
No.

Chapter 9,
page 9-43

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Incorrect citation year

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Wolfe et al 2005 should have a date
of 2010, not 2005.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Citation edited.

Response

PAGE | 1

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 9 – References

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

ADF&G

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This is confusing and does not give
the reader any good idea of the
importance of resources or the
impacts involved in any particular
section or alternative. The affected
resources and impacts for each
alternative, variant and project site
should explain in detail within the
section that is being discussed.

Throughout the documents a common
theme is to refer the reader to
previous or other chapters or sections
for information on the subject that is
currently being read. For example, it
is common to say Impacts or
resources for one alternative are the
same or similar as another alternative
or site. Or to say as described in
Alternative X, when discussing
another alternative or variant.

In general, this document is
incomplete, missing sections,
references etc.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Explain the affected resources and
impacts for each alternative, variant
and project site in detail within the
section that is being discussed and
avoid constantly referring to other
sections for the information.

Further information may be needed
to assess the ability to sustain fish
and wildlife production when
provided with more project details,
specifically regarding the
transportation corridors.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 1

The framework for analysis is
presented in Section 4.1, Introduction
to Environmental Consequences.
Where appropriate to the resources
mentioned, the reader is referred to
other sections. The document is being
developed under recommendations to
improve the NEPA process, which
involves streamlining content.
Analysis that is presented in other
places in the document is not
repeated.

Comment noted. Revisions have
been made throughout the Draft EIS.

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, General Comments

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5457 of 5993

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

Agency

3

Comment
No.

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Particularly problematic along south
road corridor and Amakdedori site as
brown bears using these areas utilize
McNeil River State Game Sanctuary
and McNeil River State Game Refuge.
And food conditioning of these bears
can cause substantial problems for the
State and public safety.

Garbage, other industrial attractants
and food conditioning of bears or other
wildlife caused by operations at
facilities and increased access along
roadways will cause conflicts and
management issues. Project
infrastructure, the WMP and any
mitigation measures need to assess
potential sources of food, garbage, or
other wildlife attractants at each facility
and along transportation corridors.
Incorporate wildlife movement
corridors, accessibility, mortality
threats, and risks of food conditioning
to public safety.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Incorporate requested analysis and
information into revised sections of
EIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged. These
potential impacts have been
recognized and included in the DEIS.
The implementation of a Wildlife
Management Plan would address
concerns to the extent feasible,
including adaptive management
measures should human-wildlife
interactions become a problem. The
Wildlife Management Plan would be
developed by PLP, as indicated in
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values, and
mentioned in Chapter 5, Mitigation.
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values, includes
this text: “There would be a potential
for bear mortality due to defense of
life and property. Bears that become
habituated and frequent the mine site,
ferry terminals, Amakdedori port, or
other project locations, may become a
safety risk. Some of these bears may
experience hazing and other negative
human interactions, and then travel to
areas such as Katmai National Park
and Preserve and McNeil River State
Game Refuge and Sanctuary. Bears
that are negatively habituated to the
project, or have become food
conditioned, may become a danger to
the public at bear viewing areas.
Implementation of a WMP would be
anticipated to minimize the potential
for conflict between wildlife and
humans.”

State of Alaska – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, General Comments

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5458 of 5993

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1

2

3

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

ADF&G/Habitat/
SPCS

Comment
No.

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Agency

Appendix K;
Section
K3.1.1;
p. K3.1-1

3.1.3.1;
p. 3.1-2

Appendix K;
Section 3.1,
p. K3.1-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Scoping comments refer to "underwater"
streams in the headwaters that are
important to small fish fry and fingerlings.

This section on traditional ecological
knowledge references the EPA
Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts
on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay
Alaska. It is not clear how the EPA study
is applicable unless there is a
comparison of the size of the mine
assumed in the EPA assessment and the
size of the mine that is currently being
proposed.

This section references the EPA
Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts
on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay
Alaska. It is not clear how the EPA study
is applicable unless there is a
comparison of the size of the mine
assumed in the EPA assessment and the
size of the mine that is currently being
proposed.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Further clarification would be
helpful on what is meant by
underwater streams.

Please provide a
comparison of the size of the
mine in the EPA assessment
and the mine currently being
proposed.

Please provide a
comparison of the size of the
mine in the EPA assessment
and the mine currently being
proposed.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

This text is from a scoping
comment from the public; no
further clarification is available.

See above response.

Comment acknowledged;
however, as the process
describes an initial assessment
of TEK for the project area,
comparison of mine size is
irrelevant. Various sources were
consulted to inform the USACE
on TEK to develop the framework
for TEK analysis in the
document.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.1 – Introduction to Affected Environment
and Appendix K3.1

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5459 of 5993

DNR/DM
LW/
RADS

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1

Comment
No.

3.2.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Nushagak and Mulchatna Rivers
Recreation Plan. The plan states that
the Nushagak and Mulchatna Rivers
Recreation Plan is superseded by the
management intent of the 2013 Bristol
Bay Area Plan revision (BBAP).
However, on page 4-17 of the revised
BBAP it states: "The Nushagak &
Mulchatna Rivers Recreation Plan
(RRMP) was developed by DNR and
other entities to provide the basis for
the management of recreation uses and
structures on state land within the
Nushagak and Mulchatna drainage
basin...This plan revision continues
the use of the RRMP as an element
of the BBAP within the navigable
waters of the Nushagak-Mulchatna
drainage basin and those adjacent
uplands designated as General Use
(Gu), Public Recreation and Tourism
dispersed (Rd), Public Recreation and
Tourism Use Site (Rp), or (with these
designations) co-designated Habitat for
specific types of recreation activities
and facilities.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Please correct the language in
Section 3.2.2.2 with the lanaguage
provided in the revised BBAP (Page
4-17), that states the RRMP's use is
continued as an element of the
BBAP. The RRMP has not been
superseded.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Text was corrected to state that
“This plan is continued as an
element of the Bristol Bay Area
Plan 2013 revision within the
navigable waters of the NushagakMulchatna drainage basin.”

Response
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2

3

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuge

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.2.2.1

Sec 3.2.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Narrative under the NOAA section
incorrectly states that the Kachemak
Bay National Estuarine Research
Reserve (NERR) is a state/federal
partnership between NOAA and
ADF&G. That was originally the case,
but no longer. The State partner is now
the University of Alaska (not ADF&G).

"The proposed natural gas pipeline and
Amakdedori port would be within 2
miles of the boundary of (but would not
occupy) the McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary, which is
managed by the ADF&G in accordance
with the McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary Management
Plan (ADF&G 2008).""
The proposed port site and gas pipeline
landfall are about 2 miles from the
MRSG Refuge border. However, the
road corridor and collocated pipeline
also run adjacent to the northern edge
of the MRSG Refuge border. In this
area the road and pipeline are within 1
mile and skirts the Refuge boundary at
less than a 1,500 feet in a number of
locations and only about 250 feet at its
closest point.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise paragraph for accuracy.
More information can be found at
http://accs.uaa.alaska.edu/kbnerr/

Accurately depict the project feature
locations in relation to the McNeil
River State Game Refuge and
McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Text updated to reflect partnership
with the University of Alaska; the
reference was also changed.

Text edited to note the proximity of
the port access road to the McNeil
River State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary.

Response
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ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4

Comment
No.

3.2.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Kenai Peninsula Borough (KPB) section
states that the KPB regulates floodplain
development near certain anadromous
streams, including Amakdedori Creek,
adjacent to the port site.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
KPB Comprehensive Plan should be
reviewed to see how the referenced
regulations addressing development
near anadromous streams would
affect constructing large fuel storage
tanks adjacent to Amakdedori
Creek.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

The KPB municipal code (21.18
Anadromous Waters Habitat
Protection) states that “that fuel
storage and significant removal of
vegetation within the 100-year
floodplain along the anadromous
waters require regulation to protect
the salmon habitat.”
No text was added to the
document.
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1

2

3

4

5

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

ADF&G/
Habitat

ADF&G/
Habitat

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

Agency

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-6

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-6

pp. 14

pp. 13

pp. 13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Sport Hunting and
Trapping subsection states that
hunting is allowed in the

The sub-section, Sport Fishing,
states that sport fishing is
managed by the ADF&G
through a permit system. This is
incorrect. Sport fish guides are
required to have a permit, but in
general sport fishing is
regulated by regulations and
the board process.

"...though given the presence of
ledges and communities around
northern Iliamna Lake."

Section only attempts to
describe recreational use on the
Kenai Peninsula and Cook Inlet
with respect to the natural gas
pipeline but ignores the
recreational use on the west
side of Cook Inlet and Illiamna
Lake.

Existing recreational use along
the pipeline alignment in Cook
Inlet and on the Kenai
Peninsula consists of boating
on Cook Inlet and recreational
use at the state park sites on
the Kenai Peninsula. Sentence
implies that recreational use
along the pipeline on the Cook
Inlet and Kenai Peninsula are
limited to boating and state park
use.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Correct the text in the DEIS to state
that MRSGR is open to hunting,
except it is closed to brown bear

Rewrite section for accuracy.

Change "ledges" to "lodges"

Include a description of recreational
use for the rest of the natural gas
pipeline.

EIS should include the multitude of
other recreational uses around the
pipeline corridor on the Kenai
Peninsula such as hunting and stream
fishing.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Text was edited to clarify where hunting
is allowed and not allowed for various
species.

Sentence edited with the information
given.

Edit made.

Inserted text to clarify that recreation is
the same as described for the port and
transportation corridor.

Added text specifically narrowing the
Kenai Peninsula portion down to the
pipeline and compressor station.
Mentioned potential fishing and hunting.

Response
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ADF&G/
Habitat

ADF&G/
Habitat

Agency

3.5-13

3.5-13

7

8

Sec 3.5.2.6,
pp 3.5-13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

6

Comment
No.

Section only attempts to
describe recreational use on the
Kenai Peninsula and Cook Inlet
with respect to the natural gas
pipeline but ignores the
recreational use on the west
side of Cook Inlet and Illiamna
Lake.

Existing recreational use along
the pipeline alignment in Cook
Inlet and on the Kenai
Peninsula consists of boating
on Cook Inlet and recreational
use at the state park sites on
the Kenai Peninsula. Sentence
implies that recreational use
along the pipeline on the Cook
Inlet and Kenai Peninsula are
limited to boating and state park
use.

This section states that, "There
are no visible ATV trails along
the access road corridor
nearing the mine site or along
the access road nearing
Amakdedori Port." This
statement is incorrect as there
are ATV trails near the mouth of
and along UTC, as well as ATV
trails in the immediate vicinity of
the corridor south of Kokhanok.

MRSGR. It should be noted that
brown bear hunting is not
allowed in order to protect
McNeil River bears.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include a description of recreational
use for the rest of the natural gas
pipeline including the west side of
Cook Inlet.

EIS should include the multitude of
other recreational uses around the
pipeline corridor on the Kenai
Peninsula such as hunting and stream
fishing, clamming etc. in the vicinity of
the pipeline.

Update/correct section to include ATV
trails near the project.

hunting in order to provide additional
protections to bears using the McNeil
River Sanctuary and the State of
Alaska's public bear viewing program
there.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The text notes that there is fishing,
hunting, clamming, and beach combing
near the compressor station on the Kenai
Peninsula and discusses recreational use
at the state park sites there.

The text notes that there is fishing,
hunting, clamming, and beach combing
near the compressor station on the Kenai
Peninsula and discusses recreational use
at the state park sites there.

Added ATV trails in the Upper and Lower
Talarik Creek areas.

Response
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9

10

11

12

13

ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Habitat

Agency

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-4

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-4

3.5-1

Sec 3.5.2.1,
pp 3.5-6

3.5-14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Under Alaska Statute (AS)
16.20.162, access permits are
required for entry into the
McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary. Permits are required
for bear viewing, special access
to the sanctuary (e.g., for
scientific, educational and
media purposes), transporters,
and activities in the sanctuary

As noted above the proposed
road corridor skirts the Refuge
boundary at less than a 1,500
feet in a number of locations
and only about 250 feet at its
closest point.

"The boundary of the refuge
portion would be within 1 mile of
the transportation corridor."

“Sport and trophy hunting”

Sport fishing is not managed
through a permit system.

"...though given the presence of
ledges and communities around
northern Iliamna Lake.."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

"Under Alaska Statute (AS) 16.20.162,
ADF&G Sanctuary Access permits are
required for entry into the McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary. Access
permits are required for any access to
the sanctuary including bear viewing,
special access to the sanctuary (e.g.,
for scientific, educational and media

Revise to include underlined text:

Accurately describe and depict the
project feature locations in relation to
Parks and Sanctuaries. In particular
the McNeil River State Game Refuge
and McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary.

Change to “sport hunting”. Trophy
hunting is a type of sport hunting.

Sport fishing is managed using
numerous tools (effort, catch, and
harvest information <Statewide
Harvest Survey, logbooks>;
abundance; size composition etc.)
which are mentioned but there is no
permit system used to manage the
sport fishery.

Change "ledges" to "lodges"

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

This paragraph has been deleted.

Correction made to the distance of
MRSGR and MRSGS in relation to the
project components.

Edit made.

Text edited to reflect this comment.

Edit made.

Response
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14

15

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-4

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section on McNeil River State
Game Refuge and Sanctuary
needs revision and corrections.
Inaccurate and incomplete
information is contained in this
section regarding McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary
(MRSGS) and Refuge
(MRSGR) and references aren't
provided to cross check the
information. Permit
requirements are listed for the
MRSGS but not the MRSGR
which is actually closer to the
project.

The discussion also mentions
the project occurring in KAP
Region 7, but gives no details.

Text under Kenai Area Plan
misidentifies the KAP units the
project occurs in. The
Amakdedori Port and portions
of the pipeline occurs in Unit 19
Bruin Bay Uplands, not Unit
592. Unit 592, are eelgrass
tidelands from Bruin Bay
northward.

other than viewing bears (nonviewing permits) (ADFG
2018e)."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

SUGGESTED REWRITE:
The McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary (MRSGS) and Refuge
(MRSGR) lay immediately south of the
Amakdedori Port site and south
transportation route / gas line. They
extend north and east from Katmai
National Park and Preserve to the
shores of Kamishak Bay. The refuge
portion is located north of the
sanctuary. Both areas were
established by the Alaska State
Legislature (AS 16.20.041 and AS
16.20.162) for the permanent
protection of brown bear, and other
fish and wildlife populations and their
habitats, for scientific, aesthetic and

Revise and correct section as noted.

purposes), transporters, and activities
in the sanctuary other than viewing
bears (non-viewing permits) (ADFG
2018e)." An ADF&G Special Area
Permit may also be required for
activities within the Sanctuary or
Refuge, under AS 16.05.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Section was edited for accuracy and
some suggested additions were made,
although some suggested additions were
not included.

This section has been heavily edited for
accuracy, and detail was added.

Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
educational purposes. The Legislature
provided additional direction for
ADF&G to manage human use and
activities in a way that is compatible
with the primary purpose and
maintains and enhances bear-viewing
opportunities. The McNeil River State
Game Sanctuary was created over 50
years ago in recognition of the unique
and exceptional brown bear feeding
congregation area and viewing
opportunities at McNeil Falls. The
McNeil River State Game Refuge was
created adjacent to the MRSGS in the
early 1990s to provide additional
protection to the McNeil brown bears.
The MRSGS hosts visitor facilities (i.e.,
campground, visitor support buildings,
trails) and a world class brown bear
viewing program which primarily
occurs at McNeil River, Mikfik Creek,
and along the coast. The MRSGR
does not contain yet have any visitor
facilities and is located north of the
MRSGS. The MRSGR includes most
of the Paint River drainage and the
Chenik Creek drainage. ; most bearviewing activities within the refuge
occur near Chenik Creek. Smaller
numbers of brown bear congregate at
Chenik Creek within Chenik Lagoon
during late June - late July depending
on timing of the sockeye run there.
Guided bear viewing and private visitor
bear viewing occurs during the month
of July. The boundary of the refuge
portion would be within 1 mile of the
transportation corridor and as close as

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 5
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Under Alaska Statute (AS) 16.20.162,
access permits are required for entry
into the McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary. Permits are required for
bear viewing, special access to the
sanctuary (e.g., for scientific,
educational and media purposes),
transporters, and activities in the
sanctuary other than viewing bears
(non-viewing permits). Other public
uses are managed by ADF&G Special
Area Permits (5 ACC 95.400 and
.700—990) and in accordance with the
5 AAC 95.542 and 5 AAC 95.540,
which adopts the 2008 McNeil River
State Game Refuge and State Game
Sanctuary Management Plan into
regulation. The 2008 Management
Plan for the McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary includes goals
and policies for the sanctuary and
refuge management. These policies
provide guidance on access and
recreational, commercial, and

The MRSGS is closed to all hunting
and trapping under statute, while the
MRSGR is closed to brown bear
hunting, but open to other hunting and
trapping under Board of Game
regulations. Fishing is allowed in
portions of the refuge and sanctuary,
consistent with current Board of
Fisheries regulations.

several hundred feet in some
locations. And it is within 2 miles of
the Amakdedori port site.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)
Response

PAGE | 6
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16

17

18

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Table 3.5-1,
pp 3.5-7

3.5-6

Sec 3.5.1.2,
pp 3.5-6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“brown/grizzly bear” change to
brown bear.

“brown/grizzly bear” change to
brown bear.

Sportfishing section does not
include information on
Kamishak River, Little
Kamishak River and Strike
Creek fisheries. Nor other
sportfishing opportunities on the
West side of Cook Inlet in the
project area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Revise and correct section to include
Sportfishing opportunities on West
Side Cook Inlet and Kamishak Bay.

development activities (ADFG 2008a).
Through these permit systems,
ADF&G has maintained a worldrenowned bear viewing opportunity
based on carefully managing human
activities to control bear habituation.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Edit made.

Edit made.

PAGE | 7

Additional information on recreational
opportunities (included sportfishing) was
added to the descriptions under the
Natural Gas Pipeline and the Amakdedori
and Diamond Points.

Response
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1

2

3

4

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec 3.6.3

3.6.3.1

3.6.1.1

Table K3.6-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The EIS incorrectly estimates and
reports on the sportfishing use and
importance of streams on the west
side of lower Cook Inlet; significantly
underestimating the use and
importance of sport fisheries in the
project area. The SWHS data is
based on user responses which may
under report actual use. For instance
they note the Kamishak River has only
276 average annual use days and only
1 mention in 20 years of SWHS data

No mention of the Cook Inlet
communities that benefit from sport
fisheries, particularly as it relates to
charter vessel businesses and
tourism, as well as sport harvests that
are important food source of Alaskan
residents that put up fish for freezing
and canning in these communities as
well as Anchorage.

The DEIS presents data on the price
of Bristol Bay sockeye compared to
other fisheries. While the reasons
given are mostly factual they only
reflect the past and current market
pressures and the trends in how the
fish are processed.

Source noted at bottom of Table not
included in References Chapter 9.

"Sources: Sigurdsson and Powers
2012; Sigurdsson and Powers 2013;
Sigurdsson and Powers 2014; Powers
and Sigurdsson, 2016."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Consider all data sources
and accurately report on
sportfishing use and
importance in all project
areas.

Include information on
economic benefit to
livelihood of residents and
visitors to the Kenai
Peninsula who fish in Cook
Inlet.

Historic average prices
should be adjusted to reflect
present day values.

Provide citation/references.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Changed text and table, and added
Kamishak.

PAGE | 1

Added new saltwater recreational section.
New Cook Inlet information added
throughout.

Prices per pound have been shown in real
terms where appropriate. Bristol Bay
processing has shifted in product form over
the last decade from primarily canned to a
fishery which balances market demand for
frozen H&G and canned products. These
changes in product form are reflected in
prices shown in the document.

References have been added to Chapter 9,
References and are available on the project
website.
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ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

5

Comment
No.

Sec 3.6.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The sport fisheries at the eastern
terminus of the pipeline and along the
pipeline corridor in Cook Inlet salt
waters are not accurately represented
and there should be a complete
discussion for these fisheries.

ADF&G McNeil River Sanctuary data
reporting and Alaska Guide Logbook
Program reporting clearly show that
this system is used annually
(particularly for guided fishing) and
from 2006 - 2016 sport fish guides
made about 111 trips (mean 93.6
MRSGS data, 128.6 SF Guide data)
per year (about a 3 month season) to
these Kamishak streams. Spending
an average of 340 angler days (334
and 346 respectively). Angling an
annual average of 4,358 fish of four
species, with a harvest average of 489
fish, primarily Coho salmon. Even the
EIS Appendix K3.6 notes that the
Kamishak River has an average of 8
companies, 133 trips per annum, and
356 user or client days. As such
Table 3.6-17 should reflect the
Kamishak River, as well as, others in
Area N that may have sport fishing
value.

(Table 3.6-16); and no streams of
importance in area N (Table 3.6-17).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The Lower Cook Inlet Sport
Fish Management Area
supports roughly 10% of the
total sport fishing effort in
AK. Most of that effort is
focused on salt water
opportunities including
halibut, nearshore Chinook
salmon, and intertidal razor
clams. All three of these
fisheries may be impacted

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 2

Added additional recreation data in new
saltwater recreational section.
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6

7

8

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.6

3.6.2

3.6.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Two paragraphs referencing
groundfish and halibut are poorly
organized and include inaccuracies,

The following statement " Federal
management areas are much larger
than state management areas; thus,
fishermen have greater flexibility to
avoid fixed assets such as buried
pipelines and undersea cables. For
example, the statement, "halibut
fishermen holding halibut quota for
International Pacific Halibut
Commission 3.6-23Area 3A, which
includes Cook Inlet, can fish anywhere
in the 3A managed area." implies that
a takings is ok. Many halibut IFQ
holders are small boat fishermen that
salmon fish in the summer. To
assume a small boat fishermen can go
anywhere in 3A in the fall and winter
months is not realistic. The loss of
fishing opportunity is also cumulative,
as this would not represent the first
displacement of the fishing industry in
the area.

No mention of recreational marine
fisheries including Pacific halibut,
multiple groundfish species, and
Tanner crab, along with the potential
for additional shellfish species if
populations were to recover.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise text to include the
following information: The
Pacific cod fishery is the

The EIS should not
determine what the value of
one resource is over
another. The EIS should
instead state what the
possible losses would be to
existing activities should the
development go forward.
Delete quoted text and
referenced map and replace
with a statement that there
would be a loss of fishing
opportunity if these activities
proceeded. Provide a
surveyed map of the pipeline
installation and state what if
any buffer would be required
for on bottom fishing gear
and vessel anchoring to
avoid conflict with the
pipeline.

Include information on sport
fisheries for halibut,
groundfish, and Tanner crab,
which are an important
resource for the
communities of Cook Inlet.

with the proposed activities.
Halibut fisherman routinely
anchor and fish on the
bottom along the pipeline
corridor.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 3

Much of the suggested text was added.

Map was not replaced.

Statement added to note that flexibility is not
without cost; greater travel distance from
home ports increases operating costs and
increases uncertainty if commercial
harvesters are forced to harvest from less
familiar or less productive areas.

Added data suggested.
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Homer

Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
such as "Limited fishing occurs near
the pipeline's western terminus" (not
true for halibut fishery), inaccurate
summarization of management of the
commercial halibut fishery, and
minimizing the amount of harvest that
occurs in the area of the proposed
pipeline. Scoping comments provided
by ADF&G previously summarized
these fisheries.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
largest commercial
groundfish fishery in the
Cook Inlet Area with about
half of the total harvest
occurring in the Cook Inlet
District (waters of Cook Inlet
north of a line from Cape
Douglas to Point Adam). For
combined federal and state
waters of the Cook Inlet
District over the recent 20
years, annual Pacific cod
harvest has averaged ~2.7
million lb with a high of ~4.4
million lb, about 40% of
which typically occurs in the
federal waters between
Kamishak and Kachemak
Bays. The exvessel value of
the fishery in the Cook Inlet
District in 2017 was just
under $1 million with 37
vessels harvesting Pacific
cod. The federally managed
commercial Pacific halibut
fishery in the Cook Inlet
District had an average
annual harvest of ~437,000
lb of halibut over the recent
10 years, with 66% of that
harvest occurring in the
federal waters between
Kamishak and Kachemak
Bays. In 2017, 42 vessels
participated in the halibut
fishery. Other commercially
important species harvested
in the Cook Inlet District

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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9

10

11

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec. 3.6.2

3.6.2

3.6.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section only addresses current
salmon, herring and ground fisheries
near the proposed pipeline but does
not describe current scallop and
historic crab fisheries that are
temporarily closed due to low
abundance.

There is no mention of Tanner crab,
red king crab, or weathervane scallop
fisheries. Though crab fisheries are
currently closed due to low stock
abundance (due to funding cuts, no
surveys are conducted in Kamishak
Bay so the population status is
currently unknown) these used to be
very valuable fisheries. There is a
commercial weathervane scallop
fishery within the pipeline corridor.
Development could result is a direct
loss of fishing opportunity since the
dredge gear is hard on bottom. These
suggestions were previously included
in ADF&G's scoping comments.

Description of LCI groundfish species
targeted in commercial fisheries in
state waters should include lingcod
and non-targeted commercial harvest
should include octopus. Also, the
paragraph focusing on groundfish
fisheries uses generic "Rockfish" as
opposed to listing the various species
of rockfish harvested.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Include current scallop and
historic crab fisheries near
the proposed pipeline that
are temporarily closed due
to low abundance.

Revise section to include
additional fisheries and
provide historical harvest
levels and the potential to
impact stocks that are
currently closed to fishing,
but could be opened in the
future.

Add lingcod and octopus to
the list of species
commercially harvested in
state marine waters of Lower
Cook Inlet. Also, list rockfish
by species rather than
lumping them under
"rockfish".

include lingcod, rockfish,
sablefish, walleye pollock,
spiny dogfish, and skate
species.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 5

Added Lower Cook Inlet shellfish data.

Revised information on weathervane
scallops including a discussion on harvest
amounts, the difference between the beds,
and historic harvest effort.

Added information on lingcod, octopus, and
rockfish including noting which rockfish
species within the rockfish complex are
taken by harvesters.
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12

13

14

ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec 3.6.3

Sec 3.6.3

Table 3.6-17

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted above the SWHS does not
accurately depict all sportfishing in the
project area. There are significant

Descriptions are incorrect and in
conflict with one another. The
Kamishak River is well south of
Tuxedni Bay, and only 18 miles south
of the Amakdedori site. Tuxedni Bay
is approximately 80 miles northeast of
the Amakdedori site and about 96
miles north of the Kamishak River.

"Angler effort is concentrated north of
the project area for all the named
sites, with the exception of the
Kamishak River located north of
Tuxedni Bay. The Kamishak River,
which appears once as a named site
in 20 years’ worth of data, is located
south of the project area near the
McNeil River State Game Sanctuary
and roughly 25 to 30 air miles from the
potential Amakdedori port site (see
Table 3.6-16)."

Guided angler-days for the Newhalen
do not appear to be correct. The
2012-2016 average should be 288 not
"fewer than 200".

Source noted at bottom of Table not
included in References Chapter 9.

"Sources: Sigurdsson and Powers
2012; Sigurdsson and Powers 2013;
Sigurdsson and Powers 2014; Powers
and Sigurdsson, 2016."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Correct geographical errors
in descriptions and
accurately report on
sportfishing use and
importance in all project
areas.

Review and update the data
and text for this section.

Provide citation/references

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Sentence corrected.

PAGE | 6

We were not given access to the 2015 and
2016 logbook data and were referred to
published reports which only went through
2014. The average for 2011-2014 is 174.

References have been incorporated into
Chapter 9, References, and are available on
the project website.
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15

16

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec 3.6.3

Sec 3.6.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted above the SWHS does not
accurately depict all sportfishing in the
project area. There are significant
resources in the vicinity of the
Amakdedori port site that are not
being identified and represented in the

Descriptions are incorrect and in
conflict with one another. The
Kamishak River is well south of
Tuxedni Bay, and only 18 miles south
of the Amakdedori site. Tuxedni Bay
is approximately 80 miles northeast of
the Amakdedori site and about 96
miles north of the Kamishak River.

"Angler effort is concentrated north of
the project area for all the named
sites, with the exception of the
Kamishak River located north of
Tuxedni Bay. The Kamishak River,
which appears once as a named site
in 20 years’ worth of data, is located
south of the project area near the
McNeil River State Game Sanctuary
and roughly 25 to 30 air miles from the
potential Amakdedori port site (see
Table 3.6-16)."

Guided angler-days for the Newhalen
do not appear to be correct. The
2012-2016 average should be 288 not
"fewer than 200".

resources in the vicinity of the
Amakdedori port site that are not
being identified and represented in the
EIS

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Correct geographical errors
in descriptions and
accurately report on
sportfishing use and
importance in all project
areas.

Review and update the data
and text for this section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Sentence corrected.

PAGE | 7

We were not given access to the 2015 and
2016 logbook data and were referred to
published reports which only went through
2014. The average for 2011-2014 is 174.
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17

18

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/Hom
er

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/Hom
er

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.6.2

3.6.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Commercial shellfish fisheries are
completely omitted from this chapter.
Extensive comments on shellfish
fisheries in Cook Inlet that could be
impacted by the proposed pipeline
were provided in scoping comments.
In particular, the weathervane scallop
fishery and the scallop resource (bed)
would be impacted, and there exists
the potential for gear conflicts from
scallop dredge interaction with the
pipeline.

Statement that "halibut
fishermen…can fish anywhere in the
3A managed area" is an opinion that
does not take into account travel time,
weather, location of halibut resource,
home port of fishermen, vessel size
limiting ability to fish offshore, fuel
costs being cost prohibitive to long
trips for some fishermen, etc. Also,
stating that "fishermen have...flexibility
to avoid... pipelines and... cables" is
minimizing the potential impact and
gear impacts as well as making
assumptions about fisheries and
resources without providing facts to
back up these statements.

EIS

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise text to include the
following information:
Weathervane scallops are
found throughout the
Kamishak Bay District and
commercial harvest of this
resource began in 1983.
The fished component of the
population is aggregated in
two areas, or scallop beds,
located east (North bed) and
southeast (South bed) of
Augustine Island in depths
ranging from 30 to 90 m.
Population biomass of whole
scallops estimated from
ADF&G dredge surveys
conducted since 1996 has
averaged ~5.7 million lbs. in
the North bed and ~2.5

The DEIS should refrain
from irresponsible opinions
implying that it doesn't
matter if the resource is
adversely affected in that
area or if the project might
displace fishermen. The
document should maintain
professional integrity and
provide information on
current fishing practices and
potential impacts from the
project.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 8

Additional information on these resources
was added.

Comment acknowledged. The impacts in this
paragraph have been moved to Section 4.6
(Environmental Consequences) and were
not changed.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
million lbs. in the South bed
peaking at ~12.9 million lbs.
in the North bed and ~6.8
million in the South bed.
This biomass has supported
a commercial fishery of up to
5 vessels harvesting
~28,000 lbs. of shucked
scallop meats. Commercial
harvest of Tanner crab in
Kamishak Bay began in the
mid-1960s but has been
closed since 1991 due to low
stock abundance. Harvest
over this period for the
Kamishak Bay and Barren
Islands districts averaged
~1.6 million lb to over 4.6
million lb. Although the
commercial fishery is
currently closed, the
noncommercial fishery was
reopened to harvest in 2017
after being closed since
2012 due to low stock
abundance. A commercial
red king crab fishery
occurred in the Kamishak
Bay and Barren Islands
districts from 1960 until 1984
when it was closed due to
low stock abundance.
Harvest over this period
averaged ~2 million lb of
king crab and peaked at
~5.5 million lb. The current
population status of king
crab in Kamishak Bay is

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
unknown due to lack of
assessment data, although it
is considered a depressed
stock. An active
commercial razor clam
fishery occurs around Polly
Creek in Upper Cook Inlet,
where the average annual
harvest over the past 10
years was 314,000 lbs (in
the shell). Other
commercially important crab
and shellfish species occur
in Kamishak Bay including
Dungeness crab, red sea
cucumber, octopus, and
many species of Pandalid
shrimp.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
Response
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1

2

ADF&G/
Habitat

Comment
No.

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.7-2

n/a

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Data Gap Summary states
that some cultural resource
assessments have not yet
been completed but will
occur in 2019 with the
information included in the
Final EIS.

Cultural resources cover a
wider range of resources
than historic properties and
additional consideration for
those resources may be
necessary outside of the
Section 106 process.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Suggest treating fish survey
information for the road corridor in
the same fashion. Additional
surveys should be conducted in
2019 with the results included in
the Final EIS.

The Section 106 PA addresses
historic properties and very rarely
treats resources that are not
eligible to the National Register of
Historic Places. Recommend
adding language and
consideration of cultural resources
that will not be historic properties
under Section 106.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment acknowledged. The USACE and PLP
are in the process of planning the 2019 field work
for inclusion in the Final EIS.

Discussion on Historic Properties has been moved
to Section 3.8. Place names and interviewidentified cultural resources have been added.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Comment
No.

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.8.3

3.8.2

3.8

3.8.1

3.8.1

3.8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

These sections are only looking at
the project footprint. The APE will at a
minimum need to include an area
outside of the project footprint to
accommodate construction,
maintenance, travel, staging, and
accidental use (buffer).

Compliance under Section 106 will
use Area of Potential Effect (APE) as
USCG and BSEE need to use 36
CFR 800. Any reference to Permit
Area will be for internal USACE use.

Compliance under Section 106 will
use Area of Potential Effect (APE) as
USCG and BSEE need to use 36
CFR 800. Any reference to Permit
Area will be for internal USACE use.

Section 106 consultation has
produced new information about
potential historic properties.

No 2018 information - HDR and
SRB&A conducted fieldwork in 2018.

Use of Appendix C: 36 CFR 800 are
the implementing regulations for the
National Historic Preservation Act. As
a result of consultation for Section
106, it was determined that 36 CFR
800 are the appropriate regulations to
follow for Section 106 compliance for
the Pebble Project as USACE will be
fullfilling collective responsibilities as
lead federal agency.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Analysis of how many
historic properties or
potential historic properties
may be impacted by each
alternative will need to be
revised once the APE has
been determined and, if
possible, once identification

Revise this section to
define APE.

Use APE instead of Permit
Area throughout section
when talking about Section
106 compliance.

Include information
gathered as a result of
Section 106 consultation.

Information from 2018
studies should be included
in this section.

Amend 3.8 to indicate that
36 CFR 800 will be
followed for Section 106
compliance and revise this
section to reflect 36 CFR
800 definitions and
process.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

Once the APE is defined, this will be the case.
In the meantime, AHRS sites in the defined EIS
analysis area are used for this section and
Section 3.7.

Section edited to include and define the APE.

Section edited to include both.

At this juncture, it is premature to add this
ormation. Some information gathered to date has
en added to Section 3.7.

The description of all previous research,
including 2018, is in Section 3.7. Date amended
per this comment.

Section has been edited to note that 36 CFR
800 will be used in the Section 106 process in
conjunction with Appendix C.
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7

8

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Comment
No.

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.8.3.4

3.8.3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section mentions the absence of
information concerning marine
archaeology, but does not mention
the absence of information
concerning on-land resources.

References the 2018 HDR work,
which was not included in the
previous summary.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Clarify that only a small
amount of the on-land
natural gas pipeline
corridor and transportation
corridor has been
surveyed.

Include HDR's 2018 work
in 3.8.1.

efforts and determinations
of eligibility have been
completed on potentially
impacted historic
properties.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 2

This section has been shortened to focus on
historic properties only. Section 3.7 discusses
marine archaeology data and gaps.

Work by HDR was added.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Agency

Sec 3.9.3,
page 18

Sec 3.9.3,
page 15

Sec 3.9.3,
page 12

Sec 3.9.3,
page 9

Sec 3.9.3,
page 7

Sec 3.9.3,
page 5

3.9.3, page 4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

More recent salmon and nonsalmon harvest data is available

More recent non-salmon harvest
data is available

More recent salmon and nonsalmon harvest data is available

More recent salmon and nonsalmon harvest data is available

Would be helpful to have the
communities in the immediate
vicinity delineated in this table

Incorrect statement that data
available through the ADF&G
Community Subsistence
Information System are not as
recent as the technical paper
database.

Effects are minimized.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

Non-salmon harvest data 20122013, ADF&G TP 411

Salmon harvest data for 2007-2008
(Tech Paper No 352) non-salmon
harvest data from 2013 (TP #411).

Salmon harvest data for 2007-2008
(Tech Paper No 352) non-salmon
harvest data from 2013 (TP #411).

Highlight those communities, move
Port Alsworth since it is not
discussed with the other nearby
communities.

Either give a different explanation
for relying on the technical papers
or delete what comes after
"reviewed and incorporated into
this analysis…" Data in the CSIS is
the most current source of data.

Document states small effects on
resources in the watershed as a
whole; impacts would be localized
to the vicinity of the project area.
Adverse impacts on salmon
populations would be felt by all
communities in the watershed.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.

Port Alsworth was moved further
down the table. A note was added to
say that the first six listed are
closest to the project area.

Agree, text revised.

Effects language deleted, and
impacts to wildlife and other
subsistence resources are
discussed more in Section 4.9.
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8

9

10

11

12

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Agency

Sec 3.9.3.5,
page 21

Sec 3.9.3.4,
page 18

Sec 3.9.3,
page 15

Sec 3.9.3,
page 12

Sec 3.9.3,
page 21

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Why are only marine mammals
singled out as a species group "a
smaller proportion of households
harvest"? All other resource
categories are used and/or
harvested by equal or greater

Why are only marine mammals
singled out as a species group "a
smaller proportion of households
harvest"? Non-salmon fish and
large land mammals, small land
mammals, as well as vegetation are
all used and/or harvested by
greater percentages of households.

Why are only marine mammals
singled out as a species group "a
smaller proportion of households
harvest"? Non-salmon fish and
large land mammals, bird eggs, as
well as vegetation are all used
and/or harvested by greater
percentages of households.

Why are only marine mammals
singled out as a species group "a
smaller proportion of households
harvest"? Non-salmon fish and
large land mammals, migratory
birds and bird eggs, as well as
vegetation are all used and/or
harvested by greater percentages
of households.

More recent non-salmon harvest
data is available

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Specify why marine mammals are
singled out or include other
resource categories.

Specify why marine mammals are
singled out or include other
resource categories.

Specify why marine mammals are
singled out or include other
resource categories.

Specify why marine mammals are
singled out or include other
resource categories.

Non-salmon harvest data 20122013, ADF&G TP 411

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Agree, revised text

Agree, revised text

Agree, revised text

Agree, revised text

PAGE | 2

For consistency in analysis, we
determined that data for all
resources would come from the
same year for each community.
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13

14

15

16

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Comm. Fish/
Homer

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Agency

Sec 3.9.3.6,
page 24

Sec 3.9.3.5,
page 22

Sec 3.9.3.5,
page 22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Although Cook Inlet communities of
Ninilchik and Seldovia are
referenced, the native villages of
Nanwalek and Port Graham and
their residents' use of subsistence
resources is omitted.

It isn't stated to what Kokhanok's
economy is being compared to.
Explain that is has "comparatively
little industrial or tourist based
economic development."

This is the only community for
which reasons given, or not, for
changes in households' harvests
and uses was given.

Singling out two reasons that were
not given for changes in harvest
and use is of limited value. These
were open-ended questions, so lots
of reasons were not given, not just
these two.

percentages of households.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include specific information on use
of subsistence resources by Cook
Inlet communities, and include
sections by community, particularly
for Nanwalek and Port Graham
(similar to information provided for
Bristol Bay native communities).

Explain what it is being compared
to - other communities in the
region, in the state?

Provide similar data for the other
communities.

Provide reasons that were given or
provide more context about
reasons for changes in harvests
and uses.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

According to the most recent
comprehensive surveys for Port
Graham and Nanwalek, the search
and harvest areas for these
communities are not near the
project area and impacts to
subsistence are not expected to
occur.

Deleted “comparatively” because
the source document did not explain
this.

Most communities had some
explanations for changes in
harvests; text improved in the
paragraphs for Nondalton and
Kokhanok

Agree, revised text
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response

1

2

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Table 3.10-1

Section 3.101

Inclusion of population size with age
ranges is important, as children are
more susceptible to many types of
environmental fluctuations. Also, due
to the importance of the subsistence
lifestyle in these communities, the
relevance of the proposed project to
the quality and abundance of fishery
resources, and the relationship
between the shift toward a western
diet and rates of chronic diseases of
poor nutrition, it would be useful to
include community level data on the
number of residents that rely on
subsistence practices in the table.

Edit needed: Health data are not
always available at the community
level for these potentially affected
communities, due to privacy concerns
and very small community sizes, and
are not considered to be severe
limitations for the purposes of the
project.

Include a column for population size
and % subsistence users for each
community in the table

Suggested edit: Health data are not
always available at the community
level for these potentially affected
communities, due to privacy
concerns and very small community
sizes. To address these limitations,
regional data sources within and
near the EIS analysis area, including
the Lake and Peninsula Borough,
Bristol Bay Borough, Dillingham
Census Area, Kenai Peninsula
Borough, and city of Anchorage,
were included in the evaluation.

PAGE | 1

Clearer references were added to
Section 3.10 to refer the reader to
Socioeconomics, Section 3.3, for
further demographic details including
age ranges and to Subsistence,
Section 3.9, for details on levels of
subsistence use in subsistence
PACs. This was done in order to
maintain document-wide consistency
in not repeating detailed information

Population sizes were added to text
in Section 3.10.1.1, under the
heading Identifying Potentially
Affected Communities, for the eleven
potentially affected communities
(PACs) closest to the Pebble
Project, within the Bristol Bay
drainages (i.e., within the
Socioeconomic EIS Analysis Area).

The suggested edit was made.

Note: Section 3.10 was re-organized, and so original section numbers/page numbers are no longer relevant. HEC tables and some of the summary text that was
originally in Section 3.10 have been relocated to Appendix K3.10.

Agency
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3

4

5

6

7

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.1

3.10.4.1

3.10.4.1

Table 3.10-1

Table 3.10-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

More information needed: "While the
Kenai Peninsula region typically has
SDH similar to Anchorage, the Bristol

Clarification needed on: "While the
Kenai Peninsula region typically has
SDH similar to Anchorage, the Bristol
Bay region tends to have higher rates
of inadequate prenatal care and teen
pregnancy, but higher rates of adult
dental care and lower rates of adult
tooth loss, poor mental health, and
adult binge drinking."

Though discussed in Section 3.3, SES
indicators have implications for human
health. Key findings should be
discussed in this section.

Data sources should not be presented
as a bulk footnote. In-text citations that
enable the reader to locate sources
and full datasets relatively easily, and
to make choices about quality of data,
etc. are needed.

The indicators on this table have
implications for human health. This
should be discussed in section
3.10.4.1

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add discrepancy of suicide mortality

Clarify which regions are being
compared in the last part of this
sentence

Include a discussion of key SES
factors in this section

Include full, in-text citations for each
piece of data. At minimum, include a
separate footnote for each source at
the end of the table.

Include a discussion of SES factors
(presented in this table) in 3.10.4.1

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

A brief discussion of relative suicide
rates among the regions relative to
the state-wide rate was added to

Clarification was added.

As noted above, a discussion was
added to the HEC 1 text to clarify
what SDH are, why they are relevant
to the EIS health evaluation, and
summarizing the key baseline data
findings.

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for citations. In-text citations were
included, when relevant.

Please note: the HEC 1 table was
moved to Appendix K3.10.

A discussion was added to the HEC
1 text to clarify what social
determinants of health (SDH) are,
why they are relevant to the EIS
health evaluation, and summarizing
the key baseline data findings.

sourced from other EIS sections.
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8

9

10

11

12

13

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.2

3.10.4.2

3.10.4.1

Table 3.10-2

Table 3.10-2

Table 3.10-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

More current information needed in
second paragraph of section. Data

Discuss if unintentional injuries are a
leading cause of mortality in the PAC
regions

To provide better context, the first
paragraph on page (last paragraph of
section) should be moved before
specific details of regions/communities
are discussed.

Clarify which communities are
included in the 3rd and 4th columns

Many indicators have more recent
data available, which would be useful
to update, and data for many of the
blank cells are available

Data sources should not be presented
as a bulk footnote. Correct citations
needed for each piece of data so that
the reader can find the full information,
make choices about quality of data,
etc.

Bay region tends to have higher rates
of inadequate prenatal care and teen
pregnancy, but higher rates of adult
dental care and lower rates of adult
tooth loss, poor mental health, and
adult binge drinking."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Update data

Add leading cause of death info for
PAC regions

Move paragraph to earlier in section

Add clarification as a footnote

Add most recent available
information, especially where cells
are blank

Include full citations for each piece of
data. At minimum, include a
separate footnote for each source at
the end of the table.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Please note, updated data from
McDowell 2018b was used and

Text was added to indicate that
unintentional injuries are a leading
cause of mortality among the Iliamna
Lake/Lake Clark Communities,
Dillingham Census Area, and Bristol
Bay Borough (McDowell 2018b).

As requested, this text was
incorporated earlier in the section.

The requested clarification footnotes
were added to the HEC 1, HEC 2,
and HEC 7 tables in Appendix
K3.10.

ADHSS has indicated they will
provide AECOM with
references/direction to the sources
and/or updated data they would like
considered in the final EIS.

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for table citations.

HEC 2. (Please note: discussion and
baseline data for suicide mortality
information was moved from HEC 1
to HEC 2 to be consistent with
Section 4.10).
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16

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

3.10.4.2

For the last paragraph, "table 3.10-3
presents the baseline accident and
injury rates for the affected
communities..": While this data are
presented in a table, some type of
summary discussion is needed to
contextualize this information for the
PACs in order to help highlight existing
issues that could be worsened by the
project and identify opportunities to
improve an adverse outcome and
maintain strengths

Additional context needed for "The
role of alcohol in accidents and injuries
is well-known, and various Alaska
Native villages have enacted policies
that designate a community as dry
(i.e., no sale or consumption of
alcohol), damp (i.e., no sale, but
possession allowed), and wet (i.e.,
sale, importation, and possession
allowed). "

15

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

3.10.4.2

Citations needed for data sources

3.10.4.2

14

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
presented are over 13 years old

Comment
No.

SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Add summary discussion of data
presented in table 3.10-3

Add contextual details, such as
which PACs are dry/damp/wet

Add citations for original source of
regional hospitalization discharges,
leading causes of non-fatal injuries
requiring hospitalization, and
baseline accident and injury rates

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

A summary discussion of the data
was added to the HEC 2 text.

This text was deleted after
evaluation for the Health PACs,
which indicates low relevance for
these 20 PACs (i.e., most were wet,
few were damp, and only one
subsistence-only PAC was dry).

Citations were added to the HEC 2
text.

ADHSS has indicated they will
provide AECOM with
references/direction to the sources
and/or updated data they would like
considered for incorporation in the
Final EIS.

superseded older data from
McDowell 2011a.
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17

18

19

20

21

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.3

3.10.4.3

3.10.4.3

3.10.4.2

3.10.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A summary discussion is needed to
contextualize the information in
section 3.10.4.3 for the PACs in order
to help highlight existing issues that
could be worsened by the project and
identify opportunities to improve an
adverse outcome and maintain

Additional information is needed for
discussion of contaminated sites. Are
there sites in close proximity to PAC
residents? The project footprint?

Additional information is needed for
sentence "baseline surface
water…occasionally exceeded their
maximum criteria". Summarize which
trace elements/metals had
exceedances and where this was in
relation to key PACs

The last three rows are of minimal
utility, since data points are presented
at statewide level only

Citations needed for data sources

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add summary discussion of data
presented in section 3.10.4.3

Add additional information

Add additional information

Remove last three rows or add
regional information (which is
available from sources such as the
Alaska Trauma Registry)

Add citations for original source of
regional hospitalization discharges,
leading causes of non-fatal injuries
requiring hospitalization, and
baseline accident and injury rates

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

A summary sentence was added to
the first paragraph under HEC 3 to
add context.

Comment noted. Open contaminated
sites are under regulatory oversight
and control or prevention of
exposure is expected under
regulatory directives. Additional
proximity information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project nor is it
essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives. Therefore, it has
not been included in the Draft EIS.

Additional detail was added, noting
which mean concentrations were
above criteria. Clearer references to
Water and Sediment Quality, Section
3.8 for further details was added.

The last three rows were removed.
Please note: this table was moved to
Appendix K3.10.

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for table citations.
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22

23

24

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Geologic materials that are enriched in
metals (like gold and copper) will also
contain higher concentrations of
volatile heavy metals (e.g. mercury,
and to a lesser extent, cadmium) than
standard background materials, which
were used in the model. Weathering of
ore, and on site ore processing may
result in substantial atmospheric
deposition of heavy metals,
particularly Hg, into nearby bodies of
water. Some of these metals exert
additive toxicity, and run
off/discharge/deposition of other nonmetal mining byproducts can increase

This section refers the reader to the
paragraph addressing HEC7, which
also does not cover nutrition related
disease rates in sufficient detail. The
relationship between the loss of
subsistence practices due to concerns
(whether real or perceived) about
contamination and adverse health
effects has been established. It is
important to consider the potential for
this to occur in these communities,
and include a discussion of the
implications.

Entire section could be better
organized for readability (i.e., a
separate paragraph for food cost,
physical activity, subsistence). It is
also unclear what the intended
meaning of "enough physical activity"
is.

strengths

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Consider including a discussion of
the potential for increased
atmospheric deposition of heavy
metals (from volatilization, dust, and
leaching combined) and mobilization
into aquatic food webs (in the
context of subsistence activities)
from mining activities, and potential
effects on human health. This should
include effects of increased heavy
metal exposure through fish
consumption, and maternal transfer
of dietary metals (particularly MeHg).

Recommend discussing how
concerns about contamination
(whether real or perceived) from
regional extractive industry
development can lead to a shift
away from subsistence practices,
and the implications for health in
these communities.

Reorganize section

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Additional text was added to the end
of HEC 3 to add more clarity in
hazardous materials exposure (e.g.,
direct includes inhalation),
bioaccumulation (e.g., maternal
transfer, bioaccumulation and
biomagnification in subsistence
resources).

A brief discussion on this topic was
added to the text in HEC 4.

As requested, cost of living,
subsistence and nutrition/lifestyle
were separated; and clarity was
added.
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25

26

27

28

29

30

31

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

3.10.4.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

A discussion of the contribution of

Discussion and data on food security
are needed

For mentions of "these communities
report.." change report to self-report (if
that is true)

For mentions of 'these communities'
throughout section, clarify which
communities are included, otherwise
just refer to regions

Include year/time periods for original
sources of data referenced throughout
entire section

Include citations for original sources of
data referenced throughout entire
section

Though discussed in Sections 3.3 and
3.9, data from these sections have
implications for human health. Key
findings should be discussed in this
section.

heavy metal bioavailability (e.g. Hg
methylation rates increase in response
to increased sulfate and organic
carbon). Although referenced as being
addressed in section 3.24, the
potential impacts of increased
mobilization of heavy metals into the
food web on subsistence fisheries
should be mentioned in sections
concerning human health.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add additional information

Add information on food security in
the region/PACs

Add clarification of how communities
reported info (i.e., self-report?)

Add clarification

Add years/time periods for original
sources of data

Add citations for original sources of
data

Include a discussion of key
subsistence, food cost, and food
security factors in this section

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Comment noted. Detailed

PAGE | 7

A paragraph on food security was
added.

Text was revised to specify when
information is from self-reporting.

"These communities" was revised to
Lake and Peninsula Borough,
Dillingham Census Area, and Bristol
Bay Borough.

The nutrition data time frame (20112015) from McDowell Group 2018b
was added to the section.

Citations to the data sources or other
EIS Sections with details and
citations was clarified.

Additional text was added to the text
of HEC 4, incorporating additional
key points on cost of living/food and
subsistence from Sections 3.3 and
3.9. In addition, a paragraph on food
security was added.
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34

35

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

3.10.4.5

3.10.4.5

Data sources should not be presented
as a bulk footnote. Correct citations
needed for each piece of data so that
the reader can find the full
information, make choices about
quality of data, etc.

Edit sentence: Immunizations play an
important role in decreasing the rates
of infectious diseases.

For "noteworthy are the conditions that
promise the spread of infectious
disease, such as unsafe water, poor
personal hygiene, and unsanitary
conditions" additional context is
needed, otherwise it seems to imply
that PACs are unsanitary.

33

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

3.10.4.5

Leading cause of death in PAC
needed

3.10.4.5

32

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
subsistence resources to daily food
intake is needed. Data from section
3.9 Subsistence should be
summarized (for example, percent of
households harvesting XX amount of
salmon, top harvested resources in
the PACs

Comment
No.

DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Include full citations for each piece of
data. At minimum, include a
separate footnote for each source at
the end of the table.

Suggested edit: Immunizations play
an important role in decreasing the
rates of some infectious diseases.

Rewrite sentence: expand on the
point and add data

Add how infectious disease deaths
rated in leading causes of death in
PACs, or add that data were not
available (if that's the case)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for citations.

The suggested edit was made.
Please note: this discussion was
moved to Appendix K3.10.

The sentence was revised and
additional context relating to the
PACs was added. Please note: this
discussion was moved to Appendix
K3.10.

A sentence was added in the last
paragraph of this section in
Appendix K3.10 that deaths from
infectious disease were not rated
among the top leading causes of
deaths reported for the PAC regions
(ADHSS 2017a; McDowell 2018b).
[Note: The leading causes of death
among the PAC regions are chronic
disease and unintentional injury,
which are discussed under HEC 2
and HEC 7].

summaries on subsistence
resources and daily food intakes are
not repeated in this section;
however, a clearer citation was
added in the text directing the reader
to Section 3.9 for those details.
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36

37

38

39

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.6

3.10.4.6

3.10.4.5

3.10.4.5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Suggest also including water/sewer
service data from the US census

Mentions of invasive pneumococcal
disease and unserved Alaska
communities should be tied to PACs
or these sentences should be
removed to avoid confusion. It is also
unclear whether the paragraph is
including the statistics on Southwest
Alaska because it encompasses some
of the PACs, or if the YK is mentioned
to discount this statistic (in which case,
remove this part of the sentence)

A summary discussion is needed to
contextualize the information in
Section 3.10.4.5 for the PACs in order
to help highlight existing issues that
could be worsened by the project and
identify opportunities to improve an
adverse outcome and maintain
strengths

Row of laboratory confirmed influenza
is of limited utility, given that only
counts are available. Suggest
removing this row

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add additional water/sewer
information

Clarify what points are being made
in the first paragraph of this section

Add summary discussion of data
presented in section 3.10.4.5

Remove this row or add rate
information (if available)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Given the high rates of water/sewer
service in these PAC regions
(ANTHC 2017n), additional
information may be available but has
not been included in the Draft EIS.
However, AECOM added additional
detail in Appendix K3.10 regarding
the complexities with maintaining
water and sanitation in rural
communities and will consider
additional data for incorporation in
the Final EIS.

The requested clarification was
added in Appendix K3.10. The two
sentences ("Residents of Southwest
Alaska… Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta
that are not near the project area")
were deleted. The preceding
sentence was modified to state that
"Lack of in-home water and sewer
service may cause severe skin
infections and respiratory illnesses".

Additional summary discussion text
was added to the text in HEC 5.

As suggested, the row of laboratory
confirmed influenza was deleted.
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40

41

42

43

44

45

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Discussion of cancer incidence may
be better achieved with the addition of
a table. As is, some important pieces
of information are likely missing, such
as reliability of the data (small

Discussion of cancer mortality may be
better achieved with the addition of a
table. As is, it is confusing to read

Discussion of leading causes of death
may be better achieved with the
addition of a table. As is, some
important pieces of information are
likely missing, such as how data
compare to other regions/the state/etc.

Discussion of leading causes of death
may be better achieved with the
addition of a table. As is, some
important pieces of information are
likely missing, such as reliability of the
data (small numbers) and years/time
period of data

Discussion of leading causes of death
may be better achieved with the
addition of a table. As is, it is
confusing to read

For "The three recent leading causes
of death due to non-communicable
and chronic diseases were cancer,
heart disease, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease..", clarify which
PACs/regions are being discussed

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add table for cancer incidence in
Lake and Peninsula Borough and
Dillingham Census area and
appropriate footnotes

Add table for cancer mortality in
Lake and Peninsula Borough and
Dillingham Census area

Add table with leading causes of
death and include tables for regions
of comparison to better contextualize
the information

Add table with leading causes of
death in Lake and Peninsula
Borough and Dillingham Census
area and appropriate footnotes

Add table with leading causes of
death in Lake and Peninsula
Borough and Dillingham Census
area

Add clarification

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

As requested, clarification was
added.
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46

47

48

49

50

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.10.4.8

3.10.4.8

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

3.10.4.7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The figure does not add much value to
this section, consider removing

Update data for: "The top three
leading hospital discharges in the
Lake and Peninsula Borough, Bristol
Bay Borough, and Dillingham Census
Area by diagnosis (2001 to 2005)
were…" These data are over 13 years
old and a comparison to the next
sentence with 2015 data should not be
made.

While there is a lot of data presented
in Table 3.10-5, some type of
summary discussion is needed to
contextualize this information for the
PACs in order to help highlight existing
issues that could be worsened by the
project and identify opportunities to
improve an adverse outcome and
maintain strengths

Data sources should not be presented
as a bulk footnote. Correct citations
needed for each piece of data so that
the reader can find the full
information, make choices about
quality of data, etc.

Discussion of cancer incidence may
be better achieved with the addition of
a table. As is, some important pieces
of information are likely missing, such
as how data compare to other
regions/the state/etc.

numbers) and years/time period of
data

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Remove figure unless it can be tied
to PAC data

Update data

Add summary discussion of data
presented in table 3.10-5

Include full citations for each piece of
data. At minimum, include a
separate footnote for each source at
the end of the table.

Add table for cancer incidence and
include tables for regions of
comparison to better contextualize
the information

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

As suggested, Figure 3.10-1 was
deleted.

The first sentence summarizing the
2001 to 2005 data was deleted. The
last sentence in the paragraph, and
subsequent bullets, summarize more
recent hospitalization data from 2016
and 2017. See Appendix K3.10.

A summary discussion of the data
was added to the HEC 7 text.

Comment noted. The suggested edit
was not completed in order to
maintain document-wide convention
for table citations.

Comment noted. An additional table,
summarizing the information
presented in the text, was not added
to the Draft EIS but may be
considered for the Final EIS.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.10 – Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5496 of 5993

51

52

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Table 3.10-5

3.10.4.8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There exists some potential for
anthropogenic heavy metal release in
any operation that exposes metalcontaining ores to weathering
processes (particularly mercury, due
to its high volatility). Because many
metals are known to be neurotoxic, it
would be good to include baseline
data on the prevalence of
neurodegenerative disorders (e.g.
Parkinson's Disease, Alzheimer's
Disease) among adults, and
neurobehavioral/cognitive disorders in
children for these populations.

This figure appears to be repeated
due to a formatting error

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Add current incidence of
neurodegenerative disorders for
adults and neurobehavioral
disorders in children in these
communities to table.

Fix formatting issue

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

ADHSS has indicated they will
provide AECOM with
references/direction to the sources
and/or updated data they would like
considered for incorporation in the
Final EIS.

The percentage of Medicare
recipients with Alzheimer’s
disease/dementia (McDowell 2018b)
was added to the HEC 7 table in
Appendix K3.10.

As suggested, Figure 3.10-1 was
deleted.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.10 – Health and Safety

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5497 of 5993

1

2

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11 and
4.11

3.11-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The southern road and pipeline
corridor would be visible in the
immediate foreground of the
landscape along much of the northern
refuge and from elevated locations
within the refuge. Material sites MSA06, MS-A07, MS-A08, are 19- 22
acres sites on southern aspects facing
the McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary. They are in the immediate
foreground (0.5 to 3 miles) of the
Refuge border and would be visible
along much of the northern refuge and
from many elevated locations within

"Soundscape was evaluated using a
noise receptor analysis from 10 miles
around the mine site infrastructure,
and from 0.5 miles around the pipeline
work area at Happy Valley, the
transportation corridor (proposed new
access roads), the north and south
ferry terminals, and Amakdedori port
infrastructure (See Section 3.19,
Noise)."
It is unclear of the distance that
soundscape was evaluated around the
transportation corridor and
Amakdedori Port infrastructure. If 0.5
miles this is not enough. Noise from
the port as well as vessels coming and
going will travel farther across the
water, especially under some
atmospheric conditions such as warm,
still days. These noises will impact
users to the south and west in McNeil
River State Game Refuge and McNeil
River State Game Sanctuary.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Analyze and characterize visibility,
noise and aesthetic issues of the
material sites, southern road and
pipeline corridor and Amakdedori
Port site on McNeil River State
Game Refuge and include in
Aesthetics and Noise sections of
Chap. 3 Affected Environment and
Chap. 4 Environmental
Consequences.

Revise section to incorporate noted
issues.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

More details on the McNeil River
State Game Refuge have been
added to both Sections 3.11 and
4.11.

Section has been revised to clarify
methodology, and a citation provided
(AECOM 2018c).

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.11 – Aesthetics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

3

Comment
No.

Sec 3.11.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Text incorrectly characterizes
resources within refuge and sanctuary
and has several errors. McNeil hosts
one of largest congregations of brown
bear, not population. The population
ranges across the Alaska Peninsula
and bears using McNeil River have
been noted as far away as Iliamna
Lake, Hallo Bay, north of Amakdedori
Creek, and west towards Kukaklek
and Nonvianuk Lakes. Additionally,
the statement regarding the falls
slowing salmon movement is out of
place. And the dates noted for brown
bear viewing is wrong. Also this

"As described in Section 3.5,
Recreation, the McNeil State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary is a premier
destination for bear viewing and is
home to one of the largest bear
populations in Alaska. McNeil River
Falls, which is located about a mile
from the mouth of the McNeil River,
slows the movement of salmon. Large
numbers of brown bears can be seen
at McNeil State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary in early July through midAugust (ADF&G 2018b)."

the refuge. Blasting would be
occurring at these sites as well. And
the Amakdedori Port site would be
highly visible in the foreground of the
landscape along much of the
northeastern refuge, elevated
locations within the refuge and from
the Chenik Lagoon area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

"As described in Section 3.5,
Recreation, the McNeil State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary is a premier
destination for bear viewing and is
home to one of the largest
congregations of brown bears in
Alaska. Large numbers of brown
bears come to McNeil River to feed
on sockeye, chum, and Coho
salmon. Brown bears are present in
the McNeil State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary throughout the year, and
congregate at McNeil River late May
through the end of August. ADF&G
operates a visitor bear viewing
program at McNeil River early June
through late August. Smaller
numbers of brown bear congregate
at Chenik Creek within Chenik
Lagoon during late June - late July
depending on timing of the sockeye
run there. Guided bear viewing and
private visitor bear viewing occurs
during the month of July.'

Suggested revised text.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

The text has been revised to include
the provided information.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.11 – Aesthetics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5499 of 5993

4

5

6

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11.4.2

Sec 3.11.4.2

Sec 3.11.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"...Single day tours are almost
exclusively accessed via aircraft.
Visitors are flown into the park over
the proposed project area to access
bear viewing locations along the
coastline, in the estuaries and up the
stream corridors and over the glaciers
of Four Peaks Mountain. Multi-day
commercial tours either stage outside

As placed within the Amakdedori Port
section it is unclear that this is correct
or that it presents a complete scope of
the visitor use occurring in the area.
Single day adventure tours, bear
viewing tours etc. are offered from
many communities in the project area
that may be closer than Dillingham.
Including: Homer, Kenai, King Salmon,
Dillingham, Illiamna, as well as from a
number of remote lodges in the project
area.

"Single day adventure tours are
offered from as far away as
Anchorage, and as close as
Dillingham."

TYPO: "Viewer positons take into
account…."

section (as well as others) needs to
incorporate visitor use and bear
viewing occurring at Chenik Lagoon
within the McNeil River State Game
Refuge, as that occurs in the
immediate foreground of the
Amakdedori Port. Revise section.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise text to fully depict visitor use
and recreation sites in affected
environment.

See Response.

Correct to positions.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Text edited to be more inclusive of
other areas.

Added clarifications to the
Amakdedori port section, and added
similar information to the mine site
section.

Sentence has been updated and this
comment no longer applies.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.11 – Aesthetics

PEBBLE PROJECT
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7

8

9

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11.4.2

Sec 3.11.4.2

Sec 3.11.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Statement is in error. The Alagnak
River is located over 60 miles south
and somewhat west of the mine site.
Since this is under the Transportation

"The Alagnak River is located about
30 miles west of the proposed mine
site and 10 miles from Iliamna Lake."

Unit not described with other regional
landscape characterization units.

The pipeline would interface with the
entire physiographic unit system tying
the Cook InletíSusitna Lowlands to
the NushagakíBig River Hills.

This section should include text
explaining the importance and
significance of the Talarik Creek, and
Koktuli Rivers to sport fishers, guides,
and others; similar to the detail given
to the Alagnak River under the
Transportation Corridor section.

As written this appears to only apply to
activities occurring within Katmai NP.
These activities in fact occur up and
down the east coast of the Alaska
Peninsula on State of AK lands, as
well as Katmai NP, Lake Clark NPP
and private lands. There are
numerous recreation, bear viewing,
hunting and fishing destinations
between Tuxedni Bay and Cape
Douglas.

the park on large boats in Kamishak
Bay, or at lodges in the park."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Correct section text regarding
location of Alagnak in relation to
project features.

Include unit descriptions in regional
landscape characterizations page
3.11-3.

Revise section to reflect importance
and significance of the Talarik
Creek, and Koktuli Rivers to sport
fishers, guides, and others;

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Statement has been corrected, and
made consistent with other sections
in the EIS.

This paragraph has been heavily
revised and this text is no longer
present.

This information can be found in
Section 3.5, Recreation, and 3.6,
Commercial and Recreational
Fisheries.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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10

11

12

13

14

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11.7

Sec 3.11.5

Sec 3.11.5

Sec 3.11.5

Sec 3.11.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Text only notes receptors in vicinity of
mine site. Discussion needs to
include affected soundscape
environment for other project
components: Transportation corridor,

Transportation Routes.

Section does not discuss McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary or McNeil
River State Game Refuge in
recreation areas.

"Recreation Areas. Recreation
extends…"

Section does not discuss the
numerous bear viewing operations
along the west side of Cook Inlet.

This section contains no discussion of
the McNeil River State Game Refuge,
nor its affected resources. The
transportation corridor skirts along the
northern border of the McNeil River
State Game Refuge and aesthetic and
noise impacts from the corridor and
material sites will be in the foreground
from many places within the northern
portion of the refuge.

Corridor section this may be a typo
and Transportation Corridor needs to
be substituted here. The Alagnak is
much closer and more westerly to the
transportation corridor.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Include a figure with existing air, land
and sea transportation routes and
reference here.

Include a figure with existing air, land
and sea transportation routes and
reference here.

Include McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary or McNeil River State
Game Refuge in discussion.

Update text to include discussion of
the numerous bear viewing
operations and locations along west
side Cook Inlet from Tuxedni Bay
south to Cape Douglas

Update section to include affected
environment as it relates to McNeil
River State Game Sanctuary and
resources there.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Text was revised to include all
project components. See Section
3.19, Noise, for detailed information.

Reference added to Section 3.12,
Transportation.

McNeil River State Game Sanctuary
and Refuge were added.

Bear viewing opportunities were
added to the transportation corridor
discussion.

The McNeil River State Game
Refuge has been added to the
transportation corridor discussion.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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15

16

ADF&G/
Habitat

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11
Figure 3.11-1

Table 3.11.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This figures shows KOP #2 (Base
Camp) as located in MRSGR, but it is
actually located in MRSGS.

Table contains KOP location for
MRSG Refuge base camp. This
should be McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary as the base camp is located
within the sanctuary. But does not
include a KOP for Chenik lagoon
within and MRSG Refuge. Chenik
lagoon is a bear viewing / guiding area
used by private citizens and a few
commercial operators. Commercial
filming outfits also film in this area.

both port sites, ferry terminals, and
variants.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Correct Base Camp reference as
located in MRSGS.

Correct "refuge" to Sanctuary. Add
additional KOP of Chenik lagoon to
Table and assess, Amakdedori Port
would be in the foreground-middle
ground of Chenik lagoon (3-5 mi)
Include these analysis in the textual
portions of the chapter.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Name of KOP has been corrected in
the table, Figure 3.11-1, and all
figures in Appendix K4.11.

Suggested KOP was not added.

Name of KOP has been corrected in
the table, Figure 3.11-1, and all
figures in Appendix K4.11.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.11 – Aesthetics

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5503 of 5993

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

Comment
No.

1

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.12.3.3, pp
3.12-5 through
3.12-6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Lacking data on wind speed. Lacking
data on the exact location of
navigational hazards between the port
and lightering sites.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Include information on wind speed
and navigation hazards

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Added information on navigation
hazards near Diamond Point. More
detailed information on navigation
and wind speeds is not available.

Response

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.12 – Transportation and Navigation

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5504 of 5993

ADF&G
(comm
fish)

Agency

Excel line
38

Comment
No.

3.13 and All

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The section
appears to be
written from the
perspective of what
contributed to the
formation of the
Pebble deposit and
what contributed to
the formation of
other resources in
the area that could
be developed.
There is no
mention of the
geology and its
contribution to the
fish population.

Cooperating
Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of
Comment)
This section should be rewritten. The DEIS geology
section should present the geological setting for the
region, without sole focus being on the deposit. Though
faults and volcanos are addressed in section 3.15 they
should be acknowledged here as well.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

The geology section is focused on
bedrock and surficial deposits that
would be disturbed by the project.
Discussion of geohazards
(including faults and volcanoes) is
provided in Sections 3.15 and
4.15 to facilitate a complete
discussion in one location of the
EIS. A partial discussion of “faults
and volcanoes” in Section 3.13
could be misunderstood as
incomplete or inconsistent.

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.13 - Geology

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5505 of 5993

ADF&G
(comm
fish/homer)

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Excel line
39

Comment
No.
3.15.5 and
3.15-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The tsunamis inundation model cited
(Crawford 1978) is out of date. The
DEIS states that “Tsunami wave height
predictions for 100- to 500-year return
period events (combined with high tide)
in lower Cook Inlet are estimated to be
12 to 23 feet above mean sea level
(AMSL) in the Amakdedori area of
Kamishak Bay” This same report
reported similar estimates for Homer
(Gage # 246) of 13.5 – 21.3 ft. New
inundation maps were just completed
for Homer and Seldovia and report a
maximum predicted wave height of 33
– 40 ft. above MHHW for Homer
(Suleimani et al 2018). Likewise, the
DEIS cites recent tsunami modeling
that predicts a higher elevation (28.5 ft.
run-up elevation above MHW). I don’t
see this in the ASCE 2017 report they
cite, however. Having the actual study
report would be needed to confirm this
estimate. Based on the updated
inundation map for Homer, this
estimate seems low.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
The report citing the recent tsunami
modeling needs to be provided.
These data are not contained within
the cited report.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The Suleimani et al. (2018) results
are site-specific to Homer and
Seldovia coastal configurations,
and are not necessarily applicable

Section 3.15.5 has been edited to
provide primary emphasis on the
larger tsunami events and more
recent references. While more
dated than ASCE (2017a), the
Crawford (1987) report provides
useful information in that it gives
estimates of more frequent,
smaller tsunamis that are not
included in ASCE (2017a), which
are estimates for larger less
frequent (2,500-yr return period)
tsunamis. Likewise, the Suleimani
et al. (2018) elevations for Homer
predictions are for these larger
worst-case scenario events, and
do not preclude the potential for
the more frequent smaller events
cited in Crawford (1987).

Pertinent excerpts from the ASCE
(2017) are available on the Pebble
EIS website under “Project
Library.” The 28.5-ft estimate for
Amakdedori is shown on the last
page of this reference. The
associated ASCE Tsunami Design
Geodatabase used to derive the
Amakdedori estimate is available
online at
http://asce7tsunami.online.

Response

State of Alaska, ADF&G Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.15 - Geohazards

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5506 of 5993

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

to the Kamishak Bay area. The
maximum Suleimani wave height
predictions noted in the comment
are from 1 of 7 tectonic scenarios
based on M9.2-9.3 earthquakes in
the Kodiak-Kenai Peninsula
region. Maximum wave heights
from the other 6 scenarios are
generally in the range of ASCE
(2017a) model predictions for
Homer and Seldovia. Detailed
site-specific probabilistic
assessment of tsunami sources
and numerical modeling of sitespecific maximum runup at the
Amakdedori port site would be
conducted prior to final port design
based on the 2,500-yr event in
accordance with ASCE (2017a)
standards (PLP 2018-RFI 112).

Response

State of Alaska, ADF&G Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.15 - Geohazards

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5507 of 5993

Excel line 9

Excel line
10

Excel line
11

Excel line
12

Excel line
13

Excel line
14

Excel line
15

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

Comment
No.

ADF&G
(sport fish)

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.16.1.1

Fig. 3.163

Fig. 3.164

Fig. 3.163

Fig. 3.162

Fig. 3.165

Fig. 3.164

Section
or
Figure

Meteorological Inputsreferences Knight Piesold
2018a and 2018d. These
references are not included in
references sections and
document could not be located.

Figure 3.16-3 is incorrectly
referenced in last paragraph.

Figure 3.16-4 is incorrectly
referenced under heading North
Fork Koktuli River. Figure does
NOT show stream gaging
stations. Map lacks basic
elements such as scale and
north arrow.

Figure 3.16-3 lacks basic
standard map information such
as north arrow and scale. Very
poor resolution, difficult to read
labels.

Figure 3.16-2 does NOT "depict
all gaging station locations in
the three watersheds" as stated
in text.

Figure 3.16-5- resolution of
figure is too poor to read some
labels.

Figure 3.16-4 does not show
Stream Gaging Stations as
cited in the text, it only depicts
Meteorological Stations. Map
lacks basic elements such as
scale and north arrow.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Provide required reference
documentation for all Knight
Piesold 2018 documents

Reference Figure 3.16-2

Replace with correct map with
standard map elements

Provide high resolution map with
standard map elements

Replace with Figure 3.16-3

Provide map with higher
resolution

Replace with correct map with
standard map elements

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

All referenced documents are available on the
public project website.

See above response.

Figure call-outs have been corrected or added as
needed. Other map elements added as required.

Figures modified with current GIS data to improve
clarity. Added other map elements as required.

Figures added to section. Figure 3.16-4 and Figure
3.16-5 comprehensively depict gaging station
locations.

Figure 3.16-5 added at larger scale than Figure
3.16-4 to more clearly depict gaging stations in
vicinity of mine site.

Gaging stations have been added to Figure 3.16-4
and Figure 3.16-5. Other map elements added as
required. Meteorological stations added to Figure
3.16-4.

Response

State of Alaska Comment – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 3.16 – Surface Water Hydrology

PEBBLE PROJECT
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Excel line
16

Excel line
17

Excel line
18

Excel line
19

Excel line
20

Agency

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

3.16.1.2

3.16.1.2

3.16.1.2

3.16.1.2

3.16.1.2

Section
or
Figure

ADF&G holds Certificates for
Reservations of Water on Lower
Talarik Creek, Newhalen River,
and Kvichak River. A

ADF&G requires sufficient
seasonal instream flows be
maintained in all waterbodies
supporting fish and wildlife
resources.

Many surface water extraction
sites along road routes are
likely very small streams. But
no information is provided about
hydrology along south access
road corridor. Hydrology data
will be needed to size culverts
along this corridor and assess
impacts to fish habitat.

Lack of data or surface water
investigations for southern
segment of mine access road.

Lack of data or surface water
investigations for southern
segment of mine access road
from ferry terminal to
Amakdedori.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Surface water extraction will not
be permitted if extraction may
have impacts to senior water
right/water reservations

Provide information on how
water extraction from small
streams may impact fish habitat.

Provide information on how
water extraction from small
streams may impact fish habitat.

Conduct detailed surface water
investigations to assess impacts
for this alternative. Ideally, a
minimum of 5 years of
continuous flow records are
desired; however, shorter
periods can be agreed upon and
used when field data are
combined with synthetic data and
mutually agreed-upon analyses.

Conduct detailed surface water
investigations to assess impacts
from this alternative

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Noted.

PAGE | 2

Comment refers to impacts to fish habitat. Please
refer to Section 4.24, Fish Values.

Comment refers to impacts to fish habitat. Please
refer to Section 4.24, Fish Values.

See response above.

Where sufficient streamflow data are not available,
it is standard practice in Alaska to design the
drainage structures using regional regression
equations to predict the design. Regional
regression equations that might be used for this
project are the USGS regression equations
published in 2016 (Curran et al. 2016).
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section
or
Figure
Reservation of Water is on file
for the Iliamna River.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Response
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1

2

DNR/DM
LW/WAT
ERAlaska
Hydrologi
c Survey

Comment
No.

DNR/DM
LW/WAT
ERAlaska
Hydrologi
c Survey

Agency

Sec 3.17 and
K3.17

Sec 3.17 and
4.17

In section 3.17.1.4, it is stated that
"Bedrock hydraulic conductivity
generally decreases with depth" and
Figs 3.17-13 and 3.17-14 are cited as
results to support this statement.
However, Figs 3.17-13 and 3.17-14
show a similar range of hydraulic
conductivity with depth. Packer testing
of the bedrock (Fig 3.17-13) shows a
range of K from 1 x 10-7 to 1 x 10-5, a
similar range that is observed in the
shallow aquifer systems.

The groundwater MODFLOW model
referred to in in Appendix 8.1J describes
the model structure (layers in
overburden, aquitards, and deep
aquifers), the domain, and the
calibration process (simulated vs
observed GW levels from 2004-2007)
but the GW model is not validated with a
new dataset (e.g. data that is not used
in the calibration step). Additionally, a
sensitivity analysis must be performed
to understand how model parameters
affect model output. These results will
be particularly important

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Provide evidence to support the
claim that hydraulic conductivity
(K) decreases with depth. This
decreasing K with depth concept
is also a rationale for the
dominance of local groundwater
systems and a lack of regional
groundwater system. Provide
further evidence that regional
groundwater systems do not
exist.

Conduct a validation analysis for
the groundwater model by
comparing modelled and
observed piezometer levels for
data collected post 2007 (outside
the calibration period). Conduct a
sensitivity analysis to understand
the sensitivity of model results to
model parameters. These
additional modelling steps will
provide greater understanding of
the mining impacts on the
groundwater systems, including
pit dewatering as well as the
impacts to groundwater-surface
water interactions and flows.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Section 3.17 and K.3.17 - Groundwater Hydrology

State of Alaska Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS
Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PAGE | 1

Additional information has been
added to the DEIS on the topic of
the characterization of hydraulic
conductivity with depth. Text has
been revised to note that regional
groundwater flow systems are
expected to exist.

PLP is currently evaluating data
collected since 2007 to determine
if it constitutes a new hydrologic
data set. If the data do not
represent anything new (e.g., they
are repetitive examples of
seasonal highs and lows without
changes in annual averages),
then it would not represent a
"new" data set suitable for a
validation exercise. This topic is
undergoing further analysis. The
Monte Carlo analysis that was
performed is a type of sensitivity
analysis, and an evaluation of it
has been included in the DEIS.
The model sensitivity analysis is
undergoing further analysis (PLP
2019-RFI 109).
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ADEC
Commiss
ioner's
Office

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

32

Comment
No.

Section 3.19,
General
Comment

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
A wide variety of
discussions in this
section note that
"baseline noise
levels were not
measured at the
XXX site." NEPA
case law requires
the discussion of
missing
information,
whether it is
important to the
decision making
process, whether
the information
could be available
and what the cost
would be to collect
the information if it
was available.

Cooperating
Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of
Comment)
Please clarify where appropriate.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The absence of baseline
noise data would not be
considered a data gap in the
EIS per NEPA CEQ
guidance and screening
(See Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment). Adequate
information is available in
the EIS analysis area to
conduct impact analyses.
Section 3.19 has been
expanded to better describe
the methodology of
determining baseline
conditions throughout the
EIS analysis area.
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ADF&G
Wildlife

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

N/A

Comment
No.

Sections
3.19 and
4.19
GENERAL

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Noise sections
need to consider
public uses (KOP's)
at Chenik Lagoon
within McNeil River
SGR and vessel
noise over the
water of shipping
traffic past both
McNeil River SGR
and the bear
viewing camp at
McNeil River SGS.

Cooperating
Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of
Comment)
Update and revise section to consider noise impacts to McNeil
River SGR and McNeil River SGS users.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Noise impacts addressing
McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Katmai National
Park and Preserve are
addressed in Section 4.5,
Recreation.
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1

2

ADF&GHabitat

Commen
t No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-5

3.23-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Last paragraph highlights and
details areas with the largest
numbers of birds including
Nikabuna and Long Lakes.
However, Figure 3.23-3 shows
the highest concentration of
birds as overlapping and
adjacent to a mine stockpile and
the main water management
pond. Stating in the text that the
largest numbers of water birds
are found 20 km north of the
mine site while the figures show
the largest fall concentration
directly over mine facilities
creates confusion for reviewers.
The general condition of this
section does not lend
confidence in regard to accuracy

Second paragraph in water birds
sub-section states that
thousands of ducks stage
around Nikabuna and Long
Lakes in the fall. This contradicts
what is depicted on Figure 3.233 which shows 25-100 birds at
Long Lake and 251-500 birds
near Nikabuna Lakes. Only data
for 2005 is depicted in figures.
Tundra swan surveys were
conducted in 2006 but no results
are reported. The
inconsistencies, discrepancies,
and possible errors make it
difficult to determine what the
affected environment is for water
birds.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Reconcile discrepancies in
this section so that
assessment of the affected
environment can be
completed. Historical data
would improve this section
and give greater confidence
for bird resources potentially
affected.

Reconcile discrepancy
between text and figure for
accuracy. Include 2004 and
2006 data in figures. Include
tundra swan survey data from
2006 or explain why it is
excluded. Make section
consistent across subsections.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

This was a mapping error and has now been
edited. The text is correct, and Figure 3.23-3
has been updated to accurately reflect the text.

The text and figures have been reconciled so
that the figures now show the highest densities
of birds recorded (which were during Spring
2005 and Fall 2005 surveys). The 2005 data is
shown instead of the 2004 data since the 2005
data encompassed a large survey area. Swan
nesting locations from 2004 and 2005 are now
shown on Figure 3.23-4. Swan data from 2006
are excluded because surveys were conducted
to look for broods and only 1 brood was
detected in the study area during the September
2006 survey (and no location way provided).
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3

4

5

6

ADF&GHabitat

ADFGHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Commen
t No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-19

3.23-19

3.23-16

3.23-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section only describes bird and
wildlife species on the west side
of Cook Inlet and ignores
species on the east side where
a compressor station as well as
some natural gas pipeline will be
located.

The Raptors sub-section states
that raptor data for the
transportation corridor was
collected in 2004 and 2005, but
also references raptor surveys in
2018. Figure 3.23-8 is
referenced, but was not
provided for review. This subsection is confusing and it is
unclear what data was collected
and when it was collected.

Figure 3.23-7 is referenced in
the text on p. 3.23-13 but was
not provided for review.

Caribou sub-section references
Figure 3.23-5 for historical
caribou trails to illustrate caribou
activity as primarily west of the
mine site. The referenced figure
provided for DEIS review does
not depict caribou trails, nor
does any other figure provided.

and ability to assess the affected
environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include a description of bird
and wildlife species on the
east side of Cook Inlet around
proposed infrastructure, if
determined necessary.

Revise text to make clear
what data was collected and
over what years, provide the
referenced figure.

Include referenced figures in
DEIS.

Figures should depict
information for which they are
referenced in DEIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Impacts to wildlife species on the Kenai
Peninsula would be temporary during trenching
of the gas pipeline in an area that already has
known human disturbance. Therefore a detailed
discussion on the affected environment for
wildlife on the Kenai Peninsula was considered
unnecessary. Additional text has been added to
the document to highlight some of the wildlife
species in the area since the compressor station
would result in noise impacts.

This figure has now been created and provided
in the DEIS. The text has been updated to
provide additional clarity on when and raptor
surveys were conducted.

This figure has now been created and provided
in the DEIS.

This figure has now been updated to show
historic caribou trails. The current figure number
is Figure 3.23-6.
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7

8

9

ADF&GConservati
on

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-7
4.23-

Sec 3.23

3.23-25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"The Mulchatna caribou herd
currently does not typically
range in the area of the
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors. Caribou move
between calving grounds (May
to June), insect relief areas
(June to July), and seasonal
foraging areas (fall and winter
months); however, none of
these movements are through
the transportation and natural

"Therefore, while the project
transportation corridor is
primarily east of the main use
area of the Mulchatna caribou
herd, ..."

In a number of locations there
are NOTES TO REVIEWERS
that specify missing data or
information that will be
generated.

Only bald eagles are discussed
for the port in Raptors subsection.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Update and revise Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 sections to
include caribou herd use
along north and south road
corridors. Information on
these herds should be
presented and habitat
evaluated. Additional surveys
through all seasons should be
conducted and integrated into
analysis.

The missing information and
data is needed in order to
provide comments on this
section as well as other
sections.

Other raptors utilize the port
area and should be included
for a comprehensive
description of the affected
environment.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

Aerial transect surveys for caribou were
conducted in 2018 by ABR around the port
access road. Those data are included in a figure
in the DEIS (Figure 3.23-11), however, very few
caribou were detected during surveys.
Additional text on ADF&G’s incidental sightings
of caribou at the described lakes has been
included.

Comment acknowledged. This information was
provided in a technical memorandum to USACE
and distributed to the cooperating agencies in
January 2019.

While other raptor species likely utilize the area
around Amakdedori Port, field surveys in 2018
support the conclusion that bald eagles are the
most common raptor in the area. One golden
eagle was detected and the closest golden
eagle nest is several miles west of Amakdedori
Port and is discussed under the section on the
port access road. Additionally a northern harrier
was detected at the port. This data has now
been included in this section. Additionally,
according to the most recent survey data by
ABR in 2018, only bald eagles nest around the
port.
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

10

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Historical surveys by the
ADF&G of the various GMUs
around the mine site have
yielded varying population

There is no reference to a
smaller portion of caribou, likely
associated with the Mulchatna
herd, that is known to spend
most of the year in the area
south from Kokhanok in the
higher country around Kukaklek
and Nonvianuk Lakes east to
Paint River. Not much is known
about them, but they are a
permanent resident of this area.
These smaller localized herds
that do inhabit parts of the
transportation corridor and port
site, such as the herd in the area
south and east of Kokhanok, in
the higher country around
Kukaklek and Nonvianuk Lakes,
and east to the coast. In 2018,
ADF&G observed caribou at
Chenik Lake, about 5.5 miles
from the proposed port site; and
historically caribou have
occasionally been observed
within the McNeil River State
Game Sanctuary south of there.

gas pipeline corridors.
Therefore, no behavioral
disturbance impacts on the
population (such as shifting
migration routes or patterns) are
expected to occur. "

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Compile all existing bear
population and survey data
from various agencies, for all
project areas. Complete

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

This information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to make a
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11

12

13

ADF&GConservati
on

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-17

3.23-16
through
3.23-35

3.23-16

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"The ADF&G actively removes
wolves in a large portion of GMU
17B/C in the range of the

Figures 3.23-7 through 3.23-11
were not provided for review,
which makes review of the
textual sections these figures
refer to incomplete.

Figure 3.23-7 is noted in multiple
places throughout Chapters 3 &
4

Either remove the language or
rephrase as indicated.

Provide figures for review

Provide figures for review

additional multi-season
surveys to determine use
patterns at project
components. This information
is necessary in order to
accurately characterize
affected brown bear
resources, determine impacts
and develop avoidance,
minimization and mitigation
measures.

estimates, but the focus of these
surveys has been in areas not
specifically related to the mine
site. Therefore, those data are
not included." "...Overall, brown
bears were not common in the
mine site footprint itself, but
were distributed throughout the
mine analysis area, primarily
along streams and waterways."
While historical surveys may not
focus on the mine site, they do
represent data that can be used
to characterize the importance
of the brown bear resources in
the region or area and should be
included. One time or one
season surveys of the mine site
or other project components for
brown bear resources is not
sufficient to correctly
characterize the affected
resource, nor complete accurate
analysis of impacts.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 5

This language has been removed to avoid
further confusion.

These figures have now been created and
provided in the DEIS.

This figure has now been created and provided
in the DEIS.

reasoned choice among alternatives. It has not
been included in the DEIS.
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

14

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Wording is misleading
suggesting data is more
accurate and more specific in

"Population information for these
species is limited, and is
provided by trapper
questionnaires (Parr 2018).
Table 3.23-1 lists species with
their relative abundance, if
known, based on trapper
questionnaires for GMU 17B,
where the mine site facilities are
located, and for GMU 9, where
the transportation and natural
gas pipeline corridors exist (west
of Cook Inlet)(Parr 2018)."

This is not correct. The ADF&G
is not actively "removing
wolves". The IM program
authorizes permitted hunters
who are private pilots to take
wolves by additional means
within the IM area in order to
increase caribou calf survival
and meet Mulchatna caribou IM
objectives for abundance and
harvest. It is also unclear if it is
the IM management area or the
Mulchatna caribou herd that
does not overlap with the mine
site. Explain how this addition is
relevant.

Mulchatna Caribou Herd, west
of Iliamna Lake, which does not
overlap with the mine site."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Project specific species
abundance data and
information on the effected
small game and furbearer
resources should be provided
by the applicant; revise
wording to reflect broad
regional classification of
information, entailing all of
GMU's 17 & 9, Bristol Bay;
include map of area with
GMU's to show full extent of
GMU's; look into additional
data sources from sealing
records for nearby
communities of Iliamna,
Igiugig, Nondalton, etc. For

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 6

The text has been reworded to more accurately
reflect the purpose of the trapper questionnaires
and limitations of that data.
Additional information on sealing records for
nearby communities is not necessary to disclose
the reasonably foreseeable significant impacts
of the proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among alternatives. It
has not been included in the Draft EIS.
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15

16

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-20,
3.23-23,
3.23-26

3.23-18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"No project-specific waterbird
surveys have been conducted to
date for areas south of Iliamna
Lake." And at the end of the

Incorporate 2018 South
Access Road and Amakdedori
Port site survey data, as well
as other available survey data,

Provide complete list of
furbearers and other effected
species in Table or
appendices. Correct tundra
hare to Alaska hare.

species that requiring sealing
these might provide more
specific information ion about
area specific furbearer
harvest.

geographical context than it
really is. Population information
for furbearer and small mammal
species for the project area is
not available. The relative
abundance information provided
by the Alaska Trapper Surveys
is only an index of relative
abundance throughout the entire
region, based on the
perceptions and responses of
relatively few trappers (n=8 for
the data noted) for all of GMU
17 (most of Bristol Bay), not the
smaller unit 17B. And is not
specific to the mine site.
"There are additional mammal
species that are not considered
“furbearers,” and are known to
occur in the mine analysis area.
These include hoary marmot
(Marmota caligata), arctic
ground
squirrel (Spermophilus parryii),
snowshoe hare (Lepus
americanus), tundra hare (Lepus
othus), collared pika (Ochotona
collaris), and various species of
mice, lemmings, shrews, and
voles. These species are
generally common to abundant,
depending on their population
cycles."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 7

These data have now been incorporated into the
DEIS for the port access road and Amakdedori
port.

This information is included in the
Environmental Baseline Data and has been
referenced as such.
Tundra hare has been changed to Alaska hare.
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17

18

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-24

3.23-23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

EIS presents information and
concludes that disturbance to
brown bears from road
construction and operation is
probable. DFG concurs,
however, the applicant needs to
supply data and information on
movement patterns and habitat
use areas within the project

The term "conservation species"
is vague. Also common names
of birds need to be capitalized.

Provide long term data and
information on brown bear
movement patterns and
habitat use areas in order to
avoid, minimize or mitigate
adverse impacts to brown
bear and the McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary and

Please replace "conservation
species" with "species of
greatest conservation need
(SGCN) in Alaska" throughout
this section, and the
waterbirds section. A list of
these species can be found
here:
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/st
atic/species/wildlife_action_pl
an/2015_alaska_wildlife_actio
n_plan.pdf. Please also
capitalize common names of
birds as is customary
(American Ornithological
Society
http://www.bioone.org/doi/full/
10.1642/AUK-18-62.1)

to fully identify affected
resources and impacts and so
that comments can be
provided.

Waterbirds subsection there is a
place holder note from USACE "Note: 2018 field data for the
south access road will be
incorporated into the analysis of
the Draft EIS."
The results of the 2018 bird
surveys have not been
incorporated into the report.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 8

This information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to make a
reasoned choice among alternatives. It has not
been included in the DEIS.

Text has been updated to replace “conservation
species” with “species of greatest conservation
need in Alaska”.
Common names of birds in text are not
capitalized for consistency with other wildlife
species common names in the DEIS.
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19

20

ADF&GConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-24

3.23-24

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Surveys conducted in May 2018
documented a concentration of
brown bear dens on both sides
of the south access road and
around Amakdedori port (Figure
3.23-7). Surveys documented
bear dens throughout the length
of the south access road, with
the majority observed near Cook
Inlet north of Amakdedori Creek.
Additional Dens were located
around the outflow to Gibraltar
Lake near the south shore of
Iliamna Lake. Several of the
dens were close to the south
access road, with the closest
one around 300 feet north of the
road. Additional surveys for

The stream surveys for bears
were conducted mid-July, midAugust and early September
2018 according to the ABR
field summary report. The
surveys likely significantly
underestimates the number of
bears using these areas.
Bear use of streams is highly
dependent upon species of
fish, run size, fish run timing,
bear gender, bear age, and
access to fish. Three surveys

Text references studies that
are not documented or cited.
Provide citations and data
details.

Should be moose per square
mile, not kilometer. Cited
literature (Lill 2017) does not
appear in References.

Refuge.

area. Brown bear densities
along the southern road corridor
and in the vicinity of Amakdedori
port are high and this species is
of high value in this area.
Information on movement
patterns and use areas is critical
to being able to avoid, minimize
or mitigate impacts to brown
bear and the McNeil River State
Game Refuge and McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary.
"Per ADF&G area management
biologist Dave Crowley, for
GMUs 9 and 10, there are
approximately 0.19 moose per
square kilometer or less for most
of the Alaska Peninsula due to
limited habitat (Lill 2017)."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 9

The studies described are now referenced in the
DEIS.
In response to the text that references “This
area is also likely a travel corridor for bears
along the coast and heading inland.” please
provide this data if available.

For consistency, all units in this section are
provided in English units.
Lill 2017 is included in list of references.
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

21

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-24

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Amakdedori port would be north
of the McNeil River State Game
Refuge and Sanctuary, which is
a world-famous brown bear
viewing location. During bear
surveys in May 2009 for the
mine site, black bears were
more commonly documented
east of Iliamna Lake and in
some areas near the Cook Inlet.
Brown bears were also common
on the southern side of Iliamna
Lake near Gibraltar Lake.
Surveys for bears around
salmon-spawning streams in
summer 2018 documented
a few brown bears fishing
upstream in Amakdedori Creek,
approximately 1 to 1.5 miles
west of the port (Figure 3.23-7)."

throughout one summer are
not likely to capture accurate
bear and habitat use patterns.

bears around salmon streams
were conducted in mid-August
2018. Bears were primarily
located near the south shore of
Iliamna Lake, at the east end of
Gibraltar Lake, and fishing in the
river flowing into Bruin Bay, with
a few individuals upstream in
Amakdedori Creek.

Collect and present data on
brown bear use at
Amakdedori site and along
southern transportation /
pipeline corridor during
entirety of season at
appropriate timing. This
section should highlight the
high densities of brown bears
along the Kamishak Coast,
not just bears observed in
Amakdedori Creek during one
survey. For example, the
coast is used in general as a
migration corridor, the
mudflats are used for feeding,
the beach is used for early
season foraging, streams are
used for feeding, breeding
occurs in the area, etc.

There were bears noted in
Amakdedori Creek at the port
site that should be noted here
also. Amakdedori Creek
supports chum Coho, pink
and sockeye salmon. And
likely has higher bear use
throughout the season, than
the two bears noted. This
area is also likely a travel
corridor for bears along the
coast and heading inland.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

PAGE | 10

This figure mentioned has been included in the
DEIS and, and the figure number is Figure
3.23-12.

Comment noted, however, this information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested information
would not be essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives. It has not been
included in the DEIS.
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Agency

Commen
t No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Figure 3.23-7 is referenced in
this and other sections for
brown bear den locations yet it
was not provided for review.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
The text substantially
underrepresents the brown bear
resources in the area of the
Amakdedori Port site and road /
gas line corridor. Brown bear
are very common in the area
and have seasonally high
concentrations at area salmon
streams. Stream surveys are
highly dependent upon fish run
size, bear gender, bear age, and
access to fish. The single survey
noted in late August 2018 is not
adequate to characterize bear
resources in the proposed
Amakdedori Port and south
road / gas line corridor. The
survey was not repeated
regularly nor timed correctly to
captured congregations on
Amakdedori Creek, or other
coastal streams in the area. Nor
along the road / gas line
corridor. Regular brown bear
surveys at McNeil River, and
incidental surveys at other
streams in the area such as
Chenik Creek and Iniskin Bay
place high numbers of bears on
these streams during the peak
of salmon runs and lower
numbers throughout the season.
This very likely holds true for
Amakdedori Creek as well. And
as fish runs dwindle at the coast
bears move inland to higher
berry resources or streams at
the upper reaches of Bristol Bay

Response
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

22

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Statement is incorrect and
misleading. In addition to large
backwatered portions of
Amakdedori Creek, there are
over 45 small wetland pothole
type waterbodies in the
immediate vicinity of the
Amakdedori Port site, ranging in
size from .01 to ~4 acres.

"The terrestrial habitat around
the Amakdedori port generally
lacks large waterbodies where
waterbirds may breed and
stage. Habitat is composed
primarily of upland vegetation
communities that drain east
toward Cook Inlet and do not
form extensive wetland areas."

Also noted survey data and
assertions not cited.

streams. In addition to the
seasonal timing, the daily timing
will make a difference to. Bears
are more likely to be fishing the
intertidal reaches of Amakdedori
Creek adjacent the port site
during low tide periods as fish
move up through the shallows.
And then move upstream above
the tidal zone as the tide rises.
Generally, stream surveys for
bears are not a good way to
gauge resource use unless they
can be repeated regularly and
over time.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Update characterization of
Amakdedori Port site to
accurately portray waterbird
habitats present, and update
Chapter 4 environmental
consequences accordingly.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 12

Text regarding wetlands around Amakdedori
Port has been updated.
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23

24

25

ADF&GConservati
on

ADF&GConservati

Commen
t No.

ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-27

3.23-26

3.23-26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The section on "Large
Mammals" for the Amakdedori

If no surveys have been
conducted at the port itself, how
is it possible to discern whether
it has large numbers of breeding
waterbirds or not?

"Therefore, although the
Amakdedori port footprint may
not support large numbers of
breeding waterbirds, it is flanked
by two nearby IBAs, and is
situated in a global IBA (Smith et
al. 2017). "

This information is needed in
order to accurately characterize
the affected environments and
analyze impacts.

For the subsection, Waterbirds,
in 3.23.1.3 Amakdedori Port,
there is a place-holder note
regarding important baseline
data: "Note: 2018 field data for
the Amakdedori port is being
synthesized and will be provided
in a later EIS draft."

Typically these waterbodies
would provide excellent nesting,
rearing and staging habitat for a
number of waterbirds and
shorebirds. Additionally, there
are a number of larger
waterbodies to the west within 5
miles of the port site.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Provide long term data and
information on brown bear

Please replace this sentence
with "The Amakdedori port is
flanked by two nearby IBAs
and is situated in a global IBA
(Smith et al. 2017). Provide
breeding bird data specific to
the port site on the numbers of
waterbirds using the area
throughout the year (both
winter and summer bird
surveys are recommended).

Incorporate 2018 South
Access Road and Amakdedori
Port site survey data, as well
as other available survey data,
to fully identify affected
resources and impacts and so
that comments can be
provided.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 13

McNeil River State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary are outside of the EIS analysis area.

The sentence has been updated as
recommended. Bird data has been included
based on surveys in 2018.

This data is now included in the DEIS.
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on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Commen
t No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Port site lacks significant
explanation of the Amakdedori
Port Affected Environment with
respect to the brown bears
utilizing McNeil River SGS and
severely under represents the
significance of the brown bear
resources in this area and brown
bear resources in the McNeil
River State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary. Information
regarding bear numbers utilizing
the area, movement patterns,
and habitat use areas around
the proposed port site and
transportation corridor cannot be
ascertained from the survey
presented. Brown bear
densities along the southern
road corridor and in the vicinity
of Amakdedori port are high and
this species is of high value in
this area. The applicant needs
to supply baseline data and
information on brown bear
movement patterns and habitat
use areas within the project
area. Information on movement
patterns and use areas is critical
to being able to avoid, minimize
or mitigate impacts to brown
bear and the McNeil River State
Game Refuge and McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary is
required to understand how the
port infrastructure would affect
the high concentration of brown
bears in the area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
movement patterns and
habitat use areas in order to
avoid, minimize or mitigate
adverse impacts to brown
bear and the McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary and
Refuge. Revise and expand
text to fully account for
affected environment in
relation to the proximity of the
proposed Amakdedori port to
McNeil River SGR and SGS,
the large number of bears in
the area and the movement of
these bears along the coast
and their use of the MRSGS
and MRSGR.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 14

This information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to make a
reasoned choice among alternatives. It has not
been included in the Draft EIS.
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ADF&GConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

26

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.23-31

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
"The peak date of births in
Iliamna Lake was based on the
peak percentage of pups found
in aerial surveys of the lake
during May through August of
2010 to 2013 (excluding 2012),
compared to those in Navak
Bay."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Correction: Nanvak Bay

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 15

Name has been updated to Nanvak Bay.
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1

2

3

4

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Sec 3.24.1.1,
3.24-11

Sec
3.24.1.13.245,

Sec 3.24.1.1
Figures 3.242 to 3.24-4,
3.24-8 to
3.24-10

Sec 3.24.1.1,
3.24-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Transportation Corridor subsection contains errors or omissions

This section refers to a reach of SFK
as "going dry during summer," or "dry
reach" and "dry channel." The way the
section is written implies the reach is
dry on an annual basis. Some years it
contains water at the surface during all
seasons and 4 years of surveys may
not be representative of frequency
trends.

These figures contain inaccurate or
misleading information. Segments of
stream that were never sampled are
listed as "no fish present." See
especially Fig. 3.24-3 (near mine site
and Trib. 1.19).

NFK sub-section states that 15 miles
of mainstem channel are upstream of
the mine site footprint. It is unclear
what is meant by upstream of the mine
and how the 15 miles were calculated.
Mainstem habitat upstream of
Tributary 1.19 appears closer to 9
miles of anadromous stream length
and there are mine components
upstream of this tributary (e.g., water
management pond, water well field).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The DEIS should properly state that
the number of fish streams crossed

It would be more accurate to
describe this reach as intermittently
going subsurface. It should also be
noted that fry and eggs may still find
suitable habitat beneath the gravels
when the stream appears dry, unless
this was researched and found not to
be occurring.

Only streams with comprehensive
surveys resulting in no fish
observed, or where habitat is
unsuitable, should be identified as
"no fish present." Lakes should be
included in these figures for fish
distribution.

Define what is upstream of the mine
and identify what the 15 miles refers
to or how it was calculated. Where is
the break point of what is considered
upstream of the mine. This is
referred to throughout this section
and it is important to understand how
it was derived. For example,
'preferred coho spawning habitat
appears to be in the 10 miles of
mainstem immediately downstream
of the mine site.'

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Road crossing numbers and
associated fish status have been

Text was added detailing the
periodicity and extent of dry or
intermittent flows in the SFK.

Channels outlined in red were
sampled during the environmental
baseline assessments (R2 et al.
2011) but no fish were observed or
captured. Text was added to
describe baseline conditions. Lakes
are portrayed on each figure and
discussed in text but are not
referenced by miles of channel and
therefore were not added to Table
3.24-2.

Text added to define “upstream of
the Mine Site”, and stream length
corrected to 8.3 mi.
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5

6

7

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Sec 3.24.1.1,
3.24-12

Sec 3.24.1.1
Table 3.2412, 3.24-11

Sec 3.24.1.1
Figure 3.245, 3.24-16

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Sub-section states that 32
waterbodies will be crossed by the
north access road. This contradicts
information submitted to the USACE in
Pebble's 404 application which lists 55
waterbodies crossed by the northern
portion of the access road.

The last paragraph on the page states
that a total of 7 anadromous streams
would be crossed by the transportation
corridor. This is inaccurate and
misleading to report results for
something that is not yet fully
investigated. There are 10
anadromous fish streams crossed by
the southern portion alone and
surveys are not yet completed.

The DEIS should be updated to
accurately report the number of
waterbodies crossed and correct
number of fish bearing streams.
Preliminary data show that at least
11 fish bearing streams are crossed
by the north portion of the access
road and future surveys may

Accurately report the number of
anadromous fish streams affected by
the project and note where surveys
are incomplete.

Figure should be updated to
accurately depict the affected
environment and streams that have
not been surveyed should be
identified.

by the transportation corridor is
currently unknown or data could be
identified as incomplete

and appears incomplete for review.
Fish surveys along the transpiration
corridor are not yet completed.

Figure 3.24-5 only depicts 2
anadromous fish streams crossed by
the corridor south of Iliamna Lake.
Preliminary results from sampling
conducted in 2018 report at least 10
anadromous fish streams and not all
of the streams have been surveyed.
Three streams with documented
sockeye salmon spawning in Section
11 (T 9 S/R 33 W) near Kokhanok are
not depicted.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 2

See response to Comment #4.

See response to Comment #4.

See response to Comment #4.

revised based on data collected in
2017 and 2018. Figures have been
revised. Currently unsurveyed
aquatic habitats are clearly identified
in the Draft EIS.
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8

9

10

11

12

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-21

Sec 3.24.1.2
Table 3.24-5,
3.24-19

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-15

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-14

Sec 3.24.1.1,
3.24-13

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The first sentence of the last
paragraph says that DV, SS, and AG
are the only resident fishes
documented in the headwater reaches
near the mine site. The next sentence

Section states that stream mileage for
species is given in Table 3.24-5, but
the table does not contain that
information.

Last paragraph states that other
resident fish are distributed in low
abundance in the lower reaches of the
NFK….
This sentence is misleading and
should be revised. Many of the
resident fish species are found
throughout the drainage, including
headwaters.

Stream mileage captured or blocked
by mine facilities is not listed like in
SFK subsection.

Sub-section states that 65 water
bodies would be crossed by the south
access road, of which 2 are
anadromous. Preliminary results
indicate that there are at least 10
anadromous fish streams crossed by
the south access road. The applicant's
404 application lists 173 waterbodies
crossed by the south access road.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The two sentences contradict one
another and should be corrected for
consistency and accuracy.

Update table or correct reference for
accuracy.

Include information on headwater
distribution of fish species.

Include paragraph like that in SFK
sub-section that states the stream
mileage captured or blocked by mine
facilities for the sake of consistency
and to completely depict the affected
environment.

The DEIS should be correct to
accurately depict the number and
type of stream crossings.

increase this number.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Revision made in Section 3.24.

Clarification and text corrected refer
to Table 3.24-2.

Sentence removed, prior text
additions described distribution of
resident fish portrayed in associated
figures.

Text added to enumerate mileage of
lost channels, with reference made
to Section 4.24 for detailed stream
lengths.

See response to Comment #4.
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13

14

15

16

17

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GSport
Fish

ADF&GSport
Fish

ADF&GSport
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Table 3.24-5,
3.24-17

3.24.1.2,
3.24-14
through -19

3.24, 3.24-13

Sec 3.24.1.3,
3.24-25

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cook Inlet salt waters commercial and
sport fisheries are not included in this
section. There is potential for this
project to affect both fisheries.

The Nushagak River Chinook salmon
run is one of the largest and most
consistent Chinook salmon runs in the
state and supports one of the largest
sport fisheries in Southwest Alaska.

The description of the Cook Inlet area
most likely to be affected is not
accurate.

Figure 3.24-6 is referenced for
macroinvertebrate sampling sites, but
the figure does not contain any
depiction of such locations.
Additionally, data from Y Valley Creek
and an unnamed creek are referenced
here but those sites are located more
than 40 miles away and were sampled
when the transportation corridor was
proposed further north.

The Iliamna Lake sub-section begins
by stating that 11 fish species have
been reported from Iliamna Lake and
then lists 14 species as documented
using the lake. This is another
contradiction and inconsistency in this
section which is difficult to review
overall because of how it is written.

states that juvenile rainbow trout were
observed in the headwater reaches
near the mine site

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Create separate periodicity table for
all salmon species and steelhead
trout in Cook Inlet salt waters.

Provide some description of the size,
utilization, and value of the
Nushagak River Chinook salmon
run.

Include Upper Cook Inlet for the
pipeline corridor and eastern
terminus

Sampling results should be listed
from creeks along the transportation
corridor or at the port to properly
depict the affected environment.

Include all species that have been
reported in Iliamna Lake, such as
pond smelt, least cisco, 3-spine
stickleback, AK blackfish, round
whitefish, burbot, lamprey sp.….. (26
species in total by my quick
research).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Refer to Section 3.6 and Section 4.6,
Commercial and Recreational
Fishing The periodicity of salmon
runs is described for the EIS
analysis area.

This is discussed in Section 4.6,
Commercial and Recreational
Fishing.

Additional text on Cook Inlet habitat
and fisheries was added to this
section.

Macroinvertebrate baseline data is
unavailable for the Action Alternative
1 transportation corridor. Text was
updated based on regional
information.

Text and species list was revised.
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18

19

20

21

22

23

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GSport
Fish

Agency

3.24-22

3.24-14
through 3.2419

3.24-14

3.24.1.1,
3.24-13

3.24.1.1

Sec 3.24.1.2,
3.24-20

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The discussion on abundance of
spawning sockeye in the eastern part
of Iliamna lake should be expanded.
Aerial surveys indicate highly variable
escapements to these habitats, with
aerial survey estimates ranging from
tens of thousands to over 2 million
spawning sockeye salmon (Morstad

The Nushagak River Chinook salmon
run is one of the largest Chinook
salmon runs in the state.

There is no mention of kelp in the
description of Amakdedori Port.

The gas pipeline has the potential to
affect more than what has been
stated. The substrates are much more
complex in Kamishak Bay than stated
and there is no mention of the hard
substrate communities. Additionally,
no mention of substrate composition
on the east side beaches that support
clams.

3 First paragraph describes the Kvichak
River as 50 miles long. It is 70 miles
long.

It should be mentioned during
discussion of pink salmon abundance
that they are on a 2-year cycle. It is
also unclear which year is being
referenced when 2 years are listed as
a range (i.e. "zero in 2004-2005 and
2008-2009").

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Expand the discussion/context of the
sockeye spawning in Iliamna Lake.

Provide a description of the size and
value of the Nushagak River
Chinook salmon run.

Describe the kelp species and extent
there and the fact that this is
spawning substrate for Pacific
herring.

Revise section to include
recommended information. If
baseline studies exist, include them
and if not the studies should be
completed prior to finalizing the
DEIS.

Change 50 miles to 70 miles.

Expand discussion of pink salmon
life cycle and specify which year of
data is being referenced.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Text revised as appropriate.

PAGE | 5

This is discussed in Section 4.6,
Commercial and Recreational
Fishing. #4.

Text updated to describe baseline
conditions in Kamishak Bay with
2018 field data incorporated into
baseline descriptions.

Text updated to describe baseline
conditions in Kamishak Bay. 2018
field data incorporated into baseline
descriptions.

Text revised accordingly.

Text was updated to recognize the
2-yr life cycle and years when pink
salmon were observed.
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24

25

26

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

3.24-23

3.24-22 &
3.24-23

3.24-22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The information provided on fisheries
in the immediate area of the
Amakdedori River is incomplete.
There is no reference to the Kirschner
Lake sockeye remote release site,
(established 1985) that is 10 miles
away, or the Paint River salmon ladder
that is 8 miles to the south of the
proposed Amakdedori port complex. In
addition, Chenik Lake is only 4 miles
south of the Amakdedori site and
information is limited. All of these are
major salmon producers that are
fished commercially in the summer.
Commercial harvest also occurs in
Iniskin and Iliamna Bay. Both of these
bays are associated with the Diamond
Point alternate site. Further to the
south is the McNeil River which is in
the McNeil River Wildlife sanctuary.
Further south is Kamishak Bay where
significant numbers of chum, coho,
and pink salmon are regularly
harvested by commercial permit

Note that information included here on
species occurrence for groundfish and
shellfish species is actually complete
and further confounds the exclusion of
these species in the earlier sections
mentioned.

Section describing species found in
the Cook Inlet Portion of the Natural
Gas Pipeline Corridor does not include
the following important forage fish:
sand lance, eulachon

2003).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Include more information on, and
evaluation of potential impacts to,
commercial salmon fisheries in the
area of the proposed Amakdedori
and Diamond Point port locations.

Utilize information provided in the
section to expand fishery resources
information in 3.6. Ensure DEIS is
consistent.

Add sand lance and eulachon to the
list of species found Cook Inlet along
the pipeline corridor.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

The description of fish resources is
limited to the EIS analysis area,
where impacts from the project are
likely to occur. Additional information
is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant
impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives and has not been
included in the Draft EIS.
Please refer to Sections 3.6 and 4.6
Commercial and Recreational
Fisheries, for a description of
baseline conditions and potential
impacts.

Species description has been
updated. Previous section described
habitat.

Species list updated.
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27

28

29

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

3.24-23

3.24-23

3.24-23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS states that the proposed
port site will be near Amakdedori
Creek which the DEIS identifies as
having an abundant sockeye salmon
population. The proposed port is
actually located at the mouth
of Amakdedori Creek in the historic
floodplain of this river and in
neighboring wetlands. Commercial

Description of salmon and herring
resources in Kamishak Bay marine
and freshwaters should be updated.
The recent 10-yr average escapement
of pink salmon to Amakdedori Creek
was 7.5 thousand (Hollowell et al.
2017). McNeil River and Ursus Cove
should be added as major chum
salmon producers. The Kamishak Bay
sac roe herring fishery has been
closed to commercial fishing since
2000 (Hollowell et al. 2017)

Description of hardshell clam
abundance in Lower Cook Inlet should
be updated. Hardshell clams are no
longer "prolific" in Kachemak Bay.
Likewise, Red and Golden king crab
are likely no longer found in Cook
Inlet.

holders. Purse seine gear is operated
seasonally in the immediate area of
the mouth of the Amakdedori River.
Information about alternate sites
should be included also (egg. Iliamna
and Cottonwood bays are fished
commercially for pink and chum
salmon.)

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The DEIS should properly state that
the proposed port is at the mouth of
Amakdedori Creek. Additional
waterbodies mentioned above [in
this comment] should be included in
the description and analysis of the
DEIS.

Update this section with more
accurate narrative.

Update this section with more
accurate narrative on LCI shellfish
populations.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Text revised to add detail to
relationship of port site to
Amakdedori Creek. Additional
salmon waters proximal to
Amakdedori Port added to
discussion in this section.

Text revised to add updated
escapement data from Hollowell
2017. Herring closure information
added.

Text edited to reflect current
baseline conditions for shellfish in
the EIS analysis area.
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30

31

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

3.24-30 &
3.24-31

3.24-29

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section is lacking descriptions of
the diversity of sockeye salmon habitat
in the Kvichak drainage.

Anadromous stream crossings have
an "n/a" in the feature column. This
table appears to have incorrect
streams or is incomplete depending on
what it is intended to show. Alternative
2 text states that 23 anadromous fish
streams would be crossed, but only 9
streams are listed in the table. The
Iliamna River is east of Eagle Bay and
is not on the road corridor for this
alternative.

fishing which normally occurs offshore
of the river mouth will be impossible
for the life of this project. There is no
mention of Kirschner Lake which is a
sockeye enhancement project that has
operated since 1985 and is only 10
miles from the port. In addition, while
the report mentions three chum
salmon systems by name, (Big
Kamishak River, Little Kamishak
River, and Cottonwood Creek) there
are four other chum salmon index
systems in close proximity to the
proposed Amakdedori Port. These are
the McNeil River, Bruin River, Ursus
Cove, and the Iniskin River. Note that
the Iniskin River is approximately 5
miles east of the Diamond Point
quarry and salmon runs to the Iniskin
River (and Cottonwood Creek) could
be potentially impacted if development
occurs there.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Revise section: There are 22
genetically distinct populations of
sockeye salmon in the Kvichak
drainage that make up four sub-

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Text added to describe genetic
diversity of Kvichak drainage
sockeye populations.

Footnotes were added to table to
distinguish locations and alternatives
related to crossings.
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32

33

34

ADF&GComm.
Fish

ADF&GComm.

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

3.24-26

3.24-26

3.24-24

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Amakdedori Port section simply
states "Available information is

Description of macroinvertebrates
commercially harvested in Lower Cook
Inlet (in the Cook Inlet Portion of the
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor section)
needs to be updated. Crabs, butter
and little neck clams, and shrimp are
no longer commercially harvested.
However, scallops are targeted in a
commercial fishery in LCI but they are
not included in the DEIS list.

In the Transportation and Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridors section it describes
two macroinvertebrate sampling sites,
one in Y Valley Creek and another at
an "unnamed creek site" and then
references Figure 3.24-6, presumably
so we can see the locations of those
sites (especially the unnamed one
since no lat/longs are provided).
However, in the materials we were
provided, Figure 3.24-6 depicts
"Iliamna Lake Alternatives", not Cook
Inlet Aquatic invertebrate sampling
sites. So we have no idea where this
"unnamed creek" site is and how
relevant it may be towards
characterizing macroinvertebrate and
periphyton communities near the
proposed port site at Amakdedori
Creek.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

include more data to establish a
baseline

Update this section with more
accurate narrative.

Provide lat/longs for study sites and
label their locations on Figure 3.24-6
or provide a new figure with that
information.

stocks of the greater Kvichak River
stock (T. Dann, Fisheries Geneticist,
ADF&G, Anchorage, personal
communication).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Text added incorporating 2018
sampling data

Text edited.

Figure revised as suggested.
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37

ADF&GComm.

3.24-28

This section on Fish Tissue Trace
Element Analysis only includes

Figure 3.24-6: Cook Inlet Aquatic
Invertebrates Sampling Sites. The
actual figure does not show any CI
sampling sites.

36

ADF&GComm.
Fish

3.24-27

Aquatic invertebrates for CI portion of
gas pipeline corridor is incomplete.

3.24-26

35

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
included in the Cook Inlet Portion of
the NG Pipeline section". However,
the referenced section contains no
information whatsoever on aquatic
resources (marine or freshwater) in
the immediate vicinity of Amakdedori
Creek. Question: How can an EIS
effectively review potential impacts
from proposed activities when it
doesn't include baseline studies
focused in the immediate vicinity of a
proposed major port/fuel storage
facility?

Comment
No.

Fish

Agency

The missing baseline data (tissue
samples from resident and

Update figure and provide data
sources.

Should include sessile invertebrates
such as coral, sponges, sea whips,
and sea pens. These are all known
to be import habitat for groundfish
and crab and shrimp species. All of
these occur in Kamishak Bay. There
are extensive sea whip and sea
pens colonies in the corridor and
these are known to increase survival
of early settled weathervane scallops
and Tanner crab. Pacific halibut and
Pacific cod, two of the most
important groundfish species in LCI
consume a diverse diet of marine
invertebrates many of which are not
commercially fished. These should
be included.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

Refer to Section 4.27, Spills
Analysis, for a description of

Figure revised.

Text added as per proposed
resolution

Response
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40

ADF&GComm.
Fish

3.24-34

Very limited site visits are used to
describe fish resources in these
watershed groups. There are
significant populations of sockeye

Access Corridor section does not
sufficiently address fish resources.

39

ADF&GComm.
Fish

3.24-31

The Illiamna Lake section describes
the route and references previous
sections, but does not address fish
resources.

3.24-31

38

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

ADF&GComm.
Fish

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
samples from the mine site and none
from Amakdedori Creek, the
applicant's preferred location for the
port site (Alternative 1). The applicant
proposes to store 5 million gallons of
fuel, store concentrate (potential
source of dust drift), and operate
equipment next to Amakdedori Creek
(an anadromous stream with
significant sockeye and pink salmon
runs), but chose not to include it as a
sample site for fish tissues. This
baseline data is needed to assess
potential impacts in the future.

Comment
No.

Fish

Agency

Include adequate fish surveys in
these drainages and expand on the
description of fish resources.

Suggest adding: "Illiamna River and
Chinkleyes Creek are important
habitat spawning habitat for sockeye
salmon. Aerial survey estimates
indicate that hundreds of thousands
of spawning sockeye salmon use the
system in some years (Morstad
2003).

Suggest adding: "This route is
immediately adjacent to sockeye
salmon spawning beaches on the
south side of Pile Bay (Southeast
Beaches and Finger Beaches) and
the along the islands important to
spawning sockeye salmon
(Porcupine Island, Flat Island, Ross
Island, Triangle Island, and Eagle
Island; Morstad 2003)."

anadromous species in Amakdedori
Creek to characterize baseline
metals concentrations) should be
collected to accurately establish a
preproject baseline.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

Table 3.24-6 lists the anadromous
streams crossed by the road/pipeline
corridor with the anadromous

Suggested text was added.

Suggested text was added.

potential impacts.
Text added to include 2018 fish
tissue data from Amakdedori Port

Response
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ADF&GComm.
Fish

Agency

41

Comment
No.

3.24-35

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Infauna section references Figure
3.24-6 to identify intertidal sites
sampled between 2004-08. However
that figure depicts Iliamna Lake
alternatives and has no details on
intertidal sampling sites or habitats.

salmon that spawn in these
watersheds.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Create a new figure that provides the
intended information on sampling
sites and habitats. Note that this
same figure has been incorrectly
referenced multiple times to illustrate
various Cook Inlet coastal sampling
sites (e.g.,
marcroinvertebrate/periphyton,
epibiota, and infauna).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Figure 3.24-6 revised.

PAGE | 12

species/lifestages present, and text
also lists the presence of
anadromous and resident fish in
each watershed group. The
description of fish resources is
limited to the EIS analysis area as
this is the area where impacts from
the project are likely to occur.
Additional information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally,
the requested information would not
be essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives and has
not been included in the Draft EIS.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ADF&GConservation

Agency

1

Comment
No.
3.25-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Paragraph 2- 2004-2006 satellite tagged eiders
should be cited Rosenberg et al. 2016 right away
instead of several sentences later.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
Revise citation location as
appropriate.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Citation has been moved
to earlier in the sentence
as suggested.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1

2

3

DNR/
DOG/ SPC

DNR/
DOG/ SPC

Comment
No.

DNR/
DGGS/
Energy
Resources

Agency

4.1;
Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-12

4.1;
Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-11

4.1;
Table 4.1-1;
p. 4.1-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

re: "Drift River Oil Pipeline Transportation
Project"

re: Donlin Gold description: "The
proposed mine would have a total
footprint of approximately 16,300 acres.
Includes a 312-mile long pipeline to carry
natural gas from Cook Inlet to the mine
site."

The cell containing the description of
Cook Inlet Oil and Gas Lease Sales
includes inaccurate and/or misleading
information. The text does not distinguish
between state managed and federally
managed areas. By mentioning BOEM,
the text could suggest that the federally
managed OCS area south of Kalgin Island
is included in the volume estimates. This
is not the case. AOGA's estimates come
from the U.S. Geological Survey. In 2011
the U.S. Geological Survey assessed the
undiscovered, but technically recoverable
oil and gas resources in the Cook Inlet
basin, including state waters. Their
assessment did not include the federally
managed OCS. If the OCS were included,
the estimated volumes of undiscovered
resources would likely be at least slightly
larger. The numbers cited are mean
volumes of oil and gas.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

This project has been
approved/constructed and oil is now
flowing through the previously-gas
CIGGS-A pipeline; gas is now flowing
through the related, new 7-mile Tyonek
pipeline. Drift River facilities still exist but
the new supply routes are operating;
recommend updating this row of the table.

The proposed pipeline is estimated to be
approximately 315 miles long. Suggest
updating the description.

Cite the correct source for the estimated
volumes of undiscovered, but technically
recoverable oil and gas in Cook Basin and
state that the estimated mean volumes do
not include the federally managed OCS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Update has been made
as indicated.

Revision has been made
as indicated.

Revisions have been
made in this cell of the
table.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ADF&G/
Habitat/
SPCS

Agency

4

Comment
No.
4.1.3.2; p.
4.1-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Section lists several activities that were
considered for cumulative effects
analyses but does not include the
proposed natural gas pipeline.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
EIS should include a thorough cumulative
effects analysis for the natural gas
pipeline.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged.
The cumulative effects
section has been revised.
Evaluation criteria for
identifying RFFAs are
explained. Inclusion of
the natural gas pipeline in
the Pebble expansion
scenario is found in Table
4.1-2.
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1

2

ADNR/
Mining,
Land &
Water/
Mining

Comment
No.

ADNR/
Mining,
Land &
Water/
Mining

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.2.2.2

4.2.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The land encumbered by State of Alaska
Mining Claims by Pebble is managed under the
Alaska Land Act (AS 38.05), would be guided
by the Bristol Bay Area Plan and further
managed by the Alaska Reclamation Act (AS
27.19), the Mine Operation Act (AS 27.20), and

Regarding the sentence that reads:
“No land in the project footprint would be
conveyed or sold, although an Uplands Mining
Lease and associated permits would be
required for mining activities and facilities on
State lands, and temporary use permits,
easements, and ROWs for the transportation
corridors and natural gas pipeline would be
required on State and ANCSA corporation
lands to construct and operate the project if
approved (see Appendix E, laws, permits,
approvals, and consultations required).”
This is incorrect. The State does not have
express authority to require a claimant to
convert to an upland mining lease. Because
mining claims established under AS 38.05.195
are self-initiated mineral rights and are subject
to annual abandonment for failure to maintain,
large operations and producing mines often opt
for Upland Mining Leases (AS 38.05.205) to
secure mineral tenure through an express
written agreement (lease) with the State. While
this method is certainly preferred by the State,
the State cannot force a mineral claimant to
convert to an upland mining lease.
Further, if the applicant did not choose to
convert mining claims to an upland mining
lease, there would be no change in land status
and encumbrance from a mineral right
perspective only.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Consider revision.

Consider the revision: “No land
in the project footprint would
be conveyed or sold, though
an Upland Mining Lease may
be acquired, and associated
authorizations would be
required for mining activities
and facilities on State lands;
temporary use permits,
easements, and ROWs for the
transportation corridors and
natural gas pipeline would be
required on State and ANCSA
corporation lands to construct
and operate the project if
approved (see Appendix E,
laws, permits, approvals, and
consultations required).”

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Text revised using provided
information.

Revision made as suggested.
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3

4

5

6

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADNR/
Mining,
Land &
Water/
Mining

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Sec 4.2.5
Table 4.2-1

Sec 4.2.2.2

Sec 4.2.2.2

4.2.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

No mention of key management issues for
MRSGS and MRSGR in Chapter.

Section contains no discussion of extremely
close proximity of the Amakdedori Port site and
Transportation corridor to McNeil River SGS or
SGR with regard to management intents for the
refuge and sanctuary, as well as the general
DNR habitat lands the project is sited on.

text is misleading, Revise text to more
accurately depict that management changes
and impacts would be needed as a result of
project.

"Active management for fish and wildlife
protection would necessarily be modified in the
immediate area through the life of the mine and
into post-closure as a result of the project."

It may be worth mentioning that end land use
and designation (post mining and reclamation)
is determined by the State.

the Alaska Administrative Code on Mining
Reclamation (11 AAC 97), subject to the
mineral right provisions established by AS
38.05.195 and/or AS 38.05.205. The Bristol Bay
Area Plan is not the sole guiding instrument for
management of State lands encumbered by
Pebble's mineral right assertion.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Update information in key
issues summaries to include
information on McNeil River
SGS/ McNeil River SGR
management issues as noted
throughout comments.

Revise section to include
proximity of McNeil River SGS
and SGR and management
intents that may be affected by
proposed project components
on nearby lands.

SUGGESTED REWRITE:
"Modification of active
management for fish and
wildlife protection would be
necessary as a result of the
project, in the immediate area
through the life of the mine and
into post-closure."

Consider mention.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Text was edited to state
“Modification of active
management for fish and wildlife
protection would be necessary in
the immediate area and nearby
McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary and Reserve.”

Section 3.2.2.1 was edited to
include this information.

Revisions made as suggested.

Text added as suggested.
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7

8

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
DWC/
Refuges

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.2.2.2

Section 4.2.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Mine Site section states that "The habitat
resources of the North and South Fork Koktuli
stream corridors that traverse this unit are
managed for protection" The mine site is within
units R06-23 and R06-24 of the Bristol Bay
Area Plan. This statement refers to unit R06-24
but is incomplete in it's interpretation.

Cumulative Effects section of Chapter 4,
Section 2 is brief and incomplete. While the
section identifies a number of reasonablyforeseeable future actions it does not present
any information on the actual cumulative effects
of the proposed action in relation to these
RFFA's.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The full definition of the
defined "Management Intent"
for unit R06-23 as defined in
the BBAP (2013) is: "The
habitat resources of the two
stream corridors that traverse
this unit (R06-24) are to be
protected. (See management
intent for R06-24.)" And is
defined for unit R06-24 as:
"Mineral development within
R06-24 should be performed in
such a manner as to ensure
that impacts to the
anadromous and high value
resident fish streams are
avoided or reduced to levels
deemed appropriate in the
state/federal permitting
processes related to mineral
deposit development.
Specifically, such development
is to ensure the protection of
the streams affected by MCO
393 and their associated
riverine habitats, which
includes the area within 100’ of
OHW. Mineral entry and
location within the two streams
is not allowed pursuant to

Revise cumulative effects
sections to include analysis of
cumulative nature of project
impacts.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

No figures developed at this time.

Section 3.2.2.1 was edited to
include some information on
MCO 393.

Cumulative Effects section has
been expanded to include more
specific impacts and broader
implications.
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9

10

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
CF/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.2.3.3

4.2.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is currently no active resource extraction
at Diamond Point.

The above statement in the Mine Site section of
the EIS goes on to say that ".....in addition, the
area is managed for moose wintering habitat.
Active management for fish and wildlife
protection would be modified as necessary in
the immediate area as a result of the project.
There would not be a conflict with management
plans but may require permit conditions to
accommodate additional plan direction related
to fish and wildlife management".

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Correct said statement.

Active management and
Affected area need to be
defined/described better.

MCO 393." This needs to be in
the DEIS along with a map of
the DNR Region/units overlaid
on the mine site and all related
infrastructure.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Statement corrected.

PAGE | 4

Management and the affected
environment are provided in
Section 3.2.2.1.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1

2

3

DNR/
DOG/
SPCS

DNR/
DOG/
SPCS

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/R
efuges

Agency

4.3.6
Cumulative
Impacts

4.3-7

Section
4.3.3.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

inclusion of Alaska Stand Alone
Pipeline, Drift River Oil Pipeline, and
Alaska LNG

text reads, "However, since the
pipeline would follow the
transportation corridor from
Amakdedori port to the mine site, it is
not likely that a separate ROW
arrangement would be needed."

Document states: "Note to Reviewers:
Land owners for ROW acquisition will
be inserted here for the Draft EIS."
Incomplete section, material required
for adequate review.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

It is unclear why these projects are
listed in this section. Text says, "The
potential impacts for each major
category are explained below" but
no connection is clear in the text that
follows the bulleted list. Elaborate
on how these pipeline projects are
pertinent to this discussion, or
generalize more, as in Sec 4.12

A pipeline ROW lease is a separate
authorization from a road easement.
The pipeline ROW lease will have an
annual rental cost separate from any
road authorization costs.
Recommend striking this sentence.

provide needed text and data.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Cumulative Effects section has been
expanded and heavily revised,
including response to this comment.

Sentence has been deleted.

Text has been revised with new
data, and Cooperating Agencies
were delivered this text in a
memorandum.
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1

2

3

4

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.4.1.3

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Due to uncertainty associated with
emissions estimates, complex
interactions between multiple
contaminants, biomagnification, and the
presence of additional environmental
stressors, recommend erring on the
side of caution and using the phrase
"real or perceived effects" or "potential
effects" rather than "perceived effects"
in the last sentence of the health and
safety paragraph.

"Impacts on access to and quantity of
subsistence resources could be both
adverse and positive to health and
safety, and many of these effects would
be most noticeable to minority and lowincome communities in close proximity
to the mine site and transportation
corridor.": This supports the comment
submitted by ADHSS to increase the
geographic extent of potential impacts
to subsistence

"...there may be additional stress over
perceived impacts to fish and the quality
of the fish resource, associated with
construction and operation of the
project. ": this point needs to be
addressed in detail in HEC1 SDH

It may be useful to add examples from
other mines, such as Red Dog, to the
discussion of impacts to implement,
incomes, educational attainment, etc.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Consider revising
phrasing to "potential
impacts on salmon" or
something similar.
Consider including other
wildlife used for
subsistence purposes.

Revise row in Table
K4.10-8 with increased
geographic extent for
construction and
operations

Add potential increased
stress from
real/perceived impacts to
fish quality/quantity to
Health and Safety
sections, especially
social determinants of
health

Add existing relevant
examples from other
projects, if possible

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Changed to “real or perceived” or “actual
or perceived” impacts throughout.

The geographic extent was edited, as per
the response to comments by ADHSS.

“perceived” impacts has been changed to
“real or perceived” or “actual or perceived”
impacts throughout.

Examples from other mines have been
added to Section 4.3, Socioeconomics,
and Section 4.10, Health and Safety.
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5

6

7

8

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

4.4.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Recommend discussing the risk of
neurobehavioral/cognitive disorders
posed by exposure to maternallytransferred contaminants in the context
of environmental justice.

spelling error "recourses" should be
"resources"

The phrase "there may be additional
stress over perceived impacts to fish
and the quality of the fish resource"
does not capture the inherent
uncertainty involved in these largescale, multi-stage, complex projects that
directly impact natural resource
deposits.

The phrase "changes in cultural
perceptions of resources (e.g., fish and
animals are seen as taintedcontaminated…", does not capture the
inherent uncertainty involved in these
large-scale, multi-stage, complex
projects that directly impact natural
resource deposits.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Recommend discussing
the risk of
neurobehavioral/cognitiv
e disorders posed by
exposure to maternallytransferred contaminants
in the context of
environmental justice.

correct spelling of
"resources"

Suggest using the
phrase "real or perceived
changes in ..."

Suggest using the
phrase "real or perceived
changes in ..."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Discussion of potential impacts on chronic
disease from
neurodegenerative/neurobehavioral
disorders was not added to this section
because of the minimal baseline data and
the estimated negligible increases of
metals from the project. The following text
was added to HEC 7: "Consideration of
monitoring of key metrics related to food
availability and affordability is
recommended to avoid negative impacts
on chronic disease and long-term health
status. Monitoring of exposure to projectrelated hazardous chemicals in dietary
media may be considered to address
uncertainties in exposure and use
assumptions."

Typo corrected.

Edit made.

Edit made.
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9

10

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Secs 4.4.2,
4.4.3, 4.4.4

4.4.6.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Mapped subsistence resource harvest
areas do not represent just one year of
use, but areas that have been used
over some period of time. Because an
area has been used in one year, does
not mean it's always used or vice versa.
Stating that the impacts of access to
subsistence harvest areas would not be
high and adverse neglects the
unpredictable nature of subsistence
resources. If large land mammals are
not present in an area that has been
hunted in years past, then the
availability of this alternate area does
not mitigate the loss of access to the
areas around the mine and
transportation corridors.

Changes in subsistence resources can
also include quality and safety

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Acknowledge in the
assessment the variable
nature of subsistence
resources in terms of
location and abundance
and qualify the statement
that impacts would not
be high and adverse.

Recommend adding a
"quality/safety of
subsistence foods for
consumption" section to
discussion.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Noted that the magnitude of impacts
would vary from year to year depending
on location of subsistence resources
during any given year.”

This section is based on the conclusions
in Section 4.9, Subsistence, which did not
determine an impact to the quality of
subsistence resources, as there would be
resources in other areas to access
(although that would increase the time and
distance).
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1

2

3

4

5

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Comment
No.

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Agency

4.5.4; p. 4.5-9

4.5.3.2; p. 4.5-7

4.5.2.4; p. 4.5-5

4.5.2.3; p. 4.5-5

4.5.2.3; p. 4.5-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Paragraph five on this page discusses
traffic on the Williamsport-Pile Bay Road
and refers to "anglers". As noted on page
4.5-7, few of these boats are recreational

Paragraph seven on this page discusses
traffic on the Williamsport-Pile Bay Road
and refers to "anglers". The final sentence
notes that few of these boats are
recreational anglers.

Paragraph four on this page note that
"The pipeline would not be visible above
ground and would not remove any
acreage from use for recreational
opportunities." It is not clear how this
statement can be true because the
presence of underwater pipelines typically
requires anchoring restrictions and
restrictions on anchoring would remove an
area from use for recreational
opportunities.

Paragraph three on this page notes that
"Overall, because recreational use of the
Amakdedori Port is likely low, projectrelated wildlife and fish displacement,
noise and activities would result in
minimal displacement of wildlife viewing
and fishing uses to other nearby shoreline
areas."

The first paragraph in the section notes
that "Boat traffic to and from the port
would be minimal: up to 27 concentrate
vessels and 33 supply barges per year
during operations. There would be a large
number of boats during construction…."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Please simplify the discussion
and just state that the traffic is
due to the transport of
commercial fishing vessels.

Please simplify the discussion
and just state that the traffic is
due to the transport of
commercial fishing vessels.

Please clarify.

It is not clear why the vessel
traffic is being segmented this
way. This document needs to
address the impacts of vessel
traffic over the life of the project.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Text has been simplified to
include just commercial
vessels and references the
transportation section.

Text has been simplified to
include just commercial
vessels and references the
transportation section.

Text on anchoring added.

No direction to revise given
in comment. No edits were
made.

The information is
separated because the
supply barges would not
use the lightering location.
The impacts apply to all
vessel traffic and are not
specific to vessel type.
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6

7

8

ADF&G/Habitat/
SPCS

ADF&G/Habitat/
SPCS

Comment
No.

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Agency

4.5; p. 4.5-6

4.5; p. 4.5-5

4.5.6; p. 4.5-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Noise and activities during project
construction and closure may also
temporarily adversely affect recreation
experiences for visitors to the Stariski
State Recreation Site" Only describes
noise impacts to users of the State
Recreation Site.

"Existing recreational use along the
pipeline alignment in Cook Inlet and on
the Kenai Peninsula consists of boating in
the inlet and recreational use on the
peninsula." Extremely vague statement
that states that recreational use on the
Kenai Peninsula consists of recreational
use.

The bullets on this page include both the
Alaska Standalone Pipeline Project and
the Alaska LNG project. Only one of these
projects will be built, so it could confuse
some readers to have both listed.

nglers.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

EIS should describe impacts
from noise and activities for the
entire pipeline corridor on the
Kenai Peninsula including
hunting and fishing outside of
the State Recreation Area.

EIS needs to give a more
thorough description of
recreational use on the Kenai
Peninsula as it relates to the
proposed natural gas pipeline
corridor.

Please clarify that although both
projects are listed only one
would be built.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Added text regarding
impacts to general
recreation activities in the
area.

Text revised to discuss
what activities occur in the
immediate vicinity.

Text has been clarified.
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1

2

3

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Bristol
Bay

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6.2.1

4.6.2.1

4.6.4.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"This section relies on Section
4.24, Fish Values, which estimates
that Alternative 1 would not reduce
returning adult salmon to the
Kvichak and Nushagak river
systems as a result of project
operations." However, Section
4.24 describes loss of anadromous
habitat; potential for direct
mortality from construction work at
stream crossings; reduced
production of spawning habitat
from increased sedimentation; and
increased metal concentrations

The statement "This section relies
on Section 4.24, Fish Values,
which estimates that Alternative 1
would not reduce returning adult
salmon to the Kvichak and
Nushagak river systems as a
result of project operations."
ignores any potential for accidents.
The same applies for cascading
impacts that would be felt in the
Fish Processing Sector and
Fishery Fiscal Contributions.

Same comment as above. Also,
under 4.6.4 intro, again states the
transportation corridor would not
be expected to affect long-term
fish populations - need data to
understand how this is concluded.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Reconcile discrepancy or provide
supporting information for the
conclusion reached for Alternative 1
(i.e., would not reduce returning adult
salmon to the Kvichak and Nushagak
river systems).

As stated before: the DEIS does not
include risk assessments with
probabilities for accidents. It instead
assumes that everything will go as
planned during all phases of the project
over decades and hundreds of years.
It is imperative that the DEIS contain
likelihoods throughout the document.
There are a multitude of points along
the way from the pit to the transfer of
material to ships where potential
accidents can occur both large and
small. These can in turn have both
large or small potential impacts on the
commercial and recreational fisheries.
They should be addressed in the DEIS.

Include data to substantiate claim that
there would be no measurable effect
from Alternative 3. See above
comments for Diamond Point Port site.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Section is consistent with Section 4.24,
Fish Values.

Accidents are addressed in Section
4.27, Spills Risk and a reference to that
section was added.

Section is consistent with Section 4.24,
Fish Values.
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4

5

6

ADF&G/
Sport
Fish

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6.5

Sec 4.6

4.6.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table 4.6.1 includes references to
impacts to commercial fisheries
that could be associated with
varoius project components. The
Pipeline route section of the table
suggests there will be no conflicts
with commercial fisheries,
regardless of the route selected,
because the salmon fishery occurs
in the top 30 feet of the water
column. That may be true for drift

Cook Inlet salt waters are not
included in the table. These waters
are an important migratory corridor
for both smolt and returning adult
salmon.

Same issue as with previous
comment. Again, it is suggested
that fishermen and all the
businesses that support them, can
just move to other areas. If the
Pebble development forces them
to move to another area, and then
the other exploration and
development projects that are
listed in the RFFAs do the same,
the options for fishing get more
and more reduced and the
"takings" becomes much larger.

due to fugitive dust deposition.
While these impacts may seem
small, they lead us to conclude
that the project could potentially
result in reduced returns of adult
salmon to the Kvichak and
Nushagak River systems.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include potential impacts to the purse
seine (salmon and herring) fisheries in
Lower Cook Inlet that may occur from
the pipeline. Recommend applicant
include baseline studies necessary to
characterize shellfish/groundfish
resources along the pipeline routes so
agencies can effectively evaluate
potential impacts to those resources or
users. Specify why LCI commercial
fisheries in the Amakdedori area, as

Include Cook Inlet commercial and
sport fisheries.

The reduction in fishing opportunities
needs to be quantified in this section.
Maps needs to be included for all
potential exploration and developments
identified in the RFFA. This analysis
should include survey data from
fishermen, lodges, and outfitters, to
obtain a realistic estimate of the river
miles of alternative fishing areas and
what percentage the loss of river miles
makes up of the total. The survey
should include the proposed Pebble
project area and all applicable RFFAs.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Information added to this table.

Cook Inlet information added to the
table.

Section is consistent with Section 4.24,
Fish Values.
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7

8

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6.4.1

4.6.5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Commercial Fishing section
here states that "The Diamond
Point port site is not located hear
substantial commercial fishery
resources". That is not accurate.
Cottonwood creek is adjacent to
Diamond Point and it is a
significant producer of chum
salmon (Esc Goal is 5,20012,200). While harvest of this

Broad statement on alternatives
not expected to result in a longterm change - seems unlikely
there would be no impact.

gillnet gear in UCI, but not seine
gear in LCI, which can contact the
bottom in depths <95'. It also
states that on-bottom groundfish
fisheries (e.g., longline, pot,
scallop dredge) can avoid conflicts
by not setting gear near the
pipeline. However, the applicant
has not conducted baseline
studies to characterize the
shellfish/groundfish resources that
are present along the proposed
gasline route(s). It is therefore
difficult to effectively judge the
potential impact to these resources
or the users who target them.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include assessment of impacts to the
sac roe herring fishery and the purse
seine fishery targeting chum salmon
returning to Cottonwood Creek. The
location of the Diamond Point quarry
was a concern for area fisherman at
the time it was permitted because
seiners targetting Cottonwood chums
fish Diamond Point at certain stages of
the tide. Operation of a major port at

DEIS needs to provide data to back up
these claims - there are a lot of
potential environmental impacts from
the project and many are detailed here
and in other staff's comments - DEIS is
ignoring the likelihood of incidents that
could include (but not limited to) fuel
spills, vessel accidents, pipeline
damage, or containment breach in
addition to interactions stated in
previous comments here.

well as Illiamna and Iniskin bays will not
be impacted if this project is developed.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

The information requested has been
added.

See Section 4.27, Spill Risk. This
section focuses on operations.
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9

10

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6.3 & 4.6.4

Table 4.6-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Alternatives 2 and 3 and summary
table (Table 4.6-1) do not reflect
needed comments made above.

Table does not fully address
potential impacts to commercial
and recreational fisheries from the
port site and pipeline route.

stock does not occur every year, it
is significant in some years (e.g.,
over 160,000 chum salmon were
harvested from this subdistrict in
2004; see Hammarstrom and Ford
2008, Appendix A22). Also, when
the Kamishak sac roe herring
fishery was active, harvests did
occur in this area and may again
when the stock recovers and the
fishery reopens.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Alternatives 2 and 3 and the summary
table need to be updated with regard to

Similar comments as previously
mentioned to address potential impacts
from these two aspects of the project,
particularly the scallop resource for the
pipeline route in alternative 1 and the
fact that the row is combined is not
differentiating this effect. Groundfish
fishermen needing to adjust their gear
and having flexibility again minimizes
impact. All Cook Inlet shellfish fisheries
are again omitted - in addition to
scallops, should include razor clam
fishery, and impact to recovery of
Tanner crab resource as potential
impacts. Discussion in text should be
consistent throughout document in
regards to potential impacts. It is a
broad statement to say "Cook Inlet and
Anchor River fishing opportunities
should be unaffected" under Alternative
3 Pipeline Route for recreational
fisheries. Need data to substantiate
claims.

this location would at least disrupt if not
preclude seining activity in this general
area, and especially at Diamond Point.
This comment/action also applies to
Table 4.6.1 where it references effects
to commercial fisheries for the
Diamond Point port site alternatives.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

The table was updated to incorporate
this information.

Addressed by adding text and deleting
text.
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13

ADF&G/

4.6.2.1

Statements in this section

It is presumptive to state there will
be no effects on health or value of
BB salmon fishery - need
information to back up this
conclusion. Again, Cook Inlet
fisheries are omitted. Similar
comments for Diamond Point Port
as Amakdedori Port site - there are
potential impacts with commercial
fisheries - those impacts are not
detailed in the DEIS.

12

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

4.6.3.1

This statement is inaccurate: "The
Diamond Point port site is not
located near substantial
commercial fishery resources. "
Additionally, there is no mention of
Amakdedori harvests (see
comment below). At right are the
annual pink and chum harvest
numbers from 1986-2017. These
numbers are substantial and
significant to Alaskan commercial
fishermen.

4.6.3.1

11

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Nor do they address risk,
likelihood, and probabilities of
impacts from accidents

Commen
t No.

Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Address potential impacts to Cook Inlet

Include data to substantiate claim that
there would be no measurable effect
from Alternative 2. From previous
recommendations listed here, there are
similar concerns as with the
Amakdedori port site - the Diamond
Point site would have similar effects
with vessel traffic and the pipeline route
could still impact fisheries, although
direct impact on scallop beds would
likely be reduced with further north
route (might be able to avoid northern
scallop bed).

Include numbers of chum and pink
salmon commercially harvested from
Illiamna and Iniskin Bays by year.
year chum pink
1986 8,830 159
1987 9,695 246
1988 39,240 1,335
1991 1,031
1992 208
8
2002 17,036 146
2003 29,679
2004 161,887 6,446
2005 74,109 4,733
2006 36,174 13,055
2008 7,341 125
2009 1,540
2010 17,919
2011 285
2017 4,034 9,582

comments above.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Amended text as suggested.

PAGE | 5

Expanded section on consumer WTP
value of salmon. Added materials on
Cook Inlet fisheries. Added difference
between northern route and southern
route with respect to scallop fisheries.

The data provided have been added.
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15

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

4.6.2.1

The comparison with the
Kennecott Copper Mine is
questionable, as it was a much
different type of mine than the
proposed Pebble mine. For
example, it was an
underground mine as opposed
to an open pit, the Kennecott
mine produced ~ 1 million tons
of waste rock where as the
Pebble mine at the 78+ year
stage would produce > 15
billion tons.
Amakdedori Port is located
where Pacific herring fisheries
occur.

4.6.2.1

14

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
regarding sport fishing is
concerning because it seems to
acknowledge potential impacts
and displacement of users,
although with little concern.
Similar to other sections, Cook
Inlet Area fisheries are not
addressed - the Amakdedori port
site is located near recreational
Pacific halibut fisheries,
particularly utilized by charter
vessels, salmon resources, as well
as razor clam beaches on the west
side of Cook Inlet so the statement
that "there would be no direct or
indirect impacts expected" is
untrue.

Commen
t No.

Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

This fishery is currently closed due
to low stock abundance but will
open again once commercial
thresholds are attained. The
likelihood this will occur is great

The DEIS should look for more
similar projects for comparison
purposes and if none exist clearly
state the limitations of the
comparison.

sport fisheries as noted in column to
the left under Alternative 1.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Added information to Section 3.6.
Added sentence to relevant area in
Section 4.6

Kept the Kennecott mine as an
example, and added text to state
the limitations.
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ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

16

Commen
t No.

4.6.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
There is no mention of
commercial Tanner crab or
weathervane scallop fisheries.
The scallop fishery would be
directly impacted since the
pipeline would traverse directly
through one of two scallop
beds in Kamishak Bay. This
fishery drags 1000+ lb steel
dredges that could severely
damage or rupture the gas
pipeline or could result in the
loss of gear. The scallops
beds in this area are relatively
small, so the potential loss of
opportunity could be
significant. There will
potentially be some level of
direct mortality to weathervane
scallops, Tanner crab, and
other commercial and noncommercial fauna from the
burial of the gas pipeline. As
stated in comments for section
3.6.2, the DEIS implies that a
takings is ok when saying the
fisherman can just move to
avoided the gas pipeline.
Though Tanner crab fisheries
are currently closed due to low
stock abundance, the likelihood
this will reopen is great given

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
given the proposed longevity of the
project.
Address commercial shellfish and
groundfish fisheries along the gas
pipeline corridor. This should
include quantifying the potential
loss of resources to direct impacts
of pipeline installation and the loss
of fishing opportunity due to
necessary avoidance of the
pipeline.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

The information requested has
been added.
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17

18

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6.2.1

4.6.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the 2nd paragraph on this page,
it states that the Amakdedori port
site would not be located near
substantial commercial fishery
resources and would therefore not
affect fishing effort. This statement
ignores the reasonable possibility
that the Kamishak sac roe herring
fishery, while currently closed due
to low abundance, will reopen
once the population recovers and
thresholds in the management
plan are reached. Effort and
harvest during that fishery
historically occured in southern
Kamishak Bay from the Douglas
Reef complex north to Bruin Bay,
including the proposed
Amakdedori port site. Purse seine
gear interacts with the bottom in

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
the proposed longevity of the
project.
As with the commercial fishing
section above, the DEIS
implies that a "takings" is ok
with regard to recreational
fishing opportunities. The
authors suggest that fishermen
and businesses just move to
another location. Further the
"takings" is very likely going to
be greater than implied, as
fishermen looking for a
wilderness experience are not
going to want to fish near an
industrial site.
Recommend that this EIS consider
potential impacts to the Kamishak Bay
sac roe herring fishery. Since the
marine habitat in this area is currently
pristine, it is reasonable to assume that
the Kamishak herring stock will recover
to levels allowing a commercial fishery
within USACE's 78-year time span of
consideration for the Pebble project.
This comment/action also applies to
Table 4.6.1 where it references effects
to commercial fisheries for the
Amakdedori port site alternative.

This analysis should include survey
data from fishermen, lodges, and
outfitters, to obtain a realistic
estimate of the river miles of
alternative fishing areas and what
percentage the loss of river miles
makes up of the total. Additionally,
competition is high in this
recreational fishery and potentially
reduced opportunity will increase
that competition. This should be
addressed.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Amended text as suggested.

PAGE | 8

Section notes that anglers and
business incur a cost in adjusting
and that substitutes may not be
perfect or even available. Simply
noting the availability of substitutes
or the ability to substitute does not
make any implication about
"takings".
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ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

19

Commen
t No.

4.6.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

States that Amakdedori port site
would not be located near
substantial commercial fishery
resources and makes assertion
that increased vessel traffic should
not affect fishing effort. This
conclusion should be explained
and supported. It seems that
increased vessel traffic could
directly affect fishing activity in the
area, especially if large vessels
are moving through the area to
and from the proposed port site in
the transportation corridor. Cook
Inlet commercial shellfish (scallop
and razor clam) and Pacific halibut
fisheries are omitted from this
discussion, and need to be
included in the paragraph
discussing interactions with the
natural gas pipeline. The pipeline
is slated to be located directly
through one of two scallop beds in
Kamishak Bay, therefore an
impact to the resource would be
expected as well as potential
conflict with commercial scallop
fishery vessels and dredge gear
employed, which could come in
contact with pipeline and cause
damage. Statement that
commercial fishermen may need
to adjust gear placement assumes
"they would have flexibility to do

waters shallower than ~95' and
may create a conflict with the NG
pipeline and with port activities.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include Cook Inlet commercial
groundfish, halibut, and shellfish
fisheries in discussion, particularly the
potential scallop fishery interactions as
described. Groundfish and Pacific
halibut longline gear could also interact
with the pipeline and this gear type can
be quite long and cover a lot of ground,
therefore interaction is very possible.
Opinions without fact should be omitted
from this document - it appears that
research into these potential
interactions and impacts has not been
completed and broad assumptions are
being made that seem to dismiss the
importance of these fishery resources
to fishermen in this area.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Added necessary shellfish and
groundfish discussions. Had previously
noted the potential impact of large
vessel traffic.
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20

21

22

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6.2.1

4.6.1.2

4.6.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There is no mention of
Amakdedori commercial landings
(sockeye, coho, pink and chum).
These numbers are substantial
and significant to Alaskan
commercial fishermen.

No mention of recreational fishing
in Cook Inlet marine waters.

The Board of Fish (BOF) may
adjust an OEG. The last sentence
regarding OEG adjustment is not
how ADF&G develops and
modifies SEGs, BEGs and, inriver
goals.

so" - how is this concluded?
Similarly, concluding that there
would be no impact to permit
holder revenues and associated
metrics seems opinion based and
inaccurate - if fishery resources
declined, it would be expected that
revenues would also decrease.
Also, Processing Sector and
Fishery Fiscal Contributions under
Alternative 1 again does not
include Cook Inlet fisheries.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include number of salmon harvested
from Amakdedori and Chenik
Subdistrict (249-55):
year sockeye coho pink chum
1985 46,833
1986 387,997 210 757
1987 380,990 102 533 1,739
1988 749,825 73 1,303 7,426
1989 154,015 4 54 8
1990 283,988 34 639 1,649
1991 248,244 6 1,768 501
1992 55,296 62 220

Include Cook Inlet marine sport
fisheries in discussion.

Clarify that BOF sets and modifies
OEGs. Modify paragraph to include
how BOF and ADF&G develop
escapment goals. A meauseable
reduction in productivy could result in
lower goals and reduced oppportunity
for subsistence, sport and commerical
users.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

The data provided have been added to
Section 3.6

The information requested has been
added.

Modified by changing to general
"escapement" so as to avoid
unneccessary complexity.
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23

24

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6.1.1

4.6.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Under the Commercial Fishing
section, only the Bristol Bay
salmon fishery is discussed as
being potentially impacted by the
project. No mention is made of
salmon/groundfish/shellfish
commercial fisheries in Cook Inlet,
where major project components
(port and NG pipeline) occur and
which therefore may potentially be

Document refers to Optimal
Escapement Goals (OEGs).
ADF&G may restrict or liberalize
run is projected to exceed or not
meet the escapement goal
whether it is an OEG, Sustainable
Escapement Goal (SEG),
Biological Escapement Goal
(BEG), or inriver goal. OEGs are
not typically based on carrying
capacity.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include potentially impacted
commercial and sport fisheries in Cook
Inlet in this section and subsequent
related sections (e.g., permit holders
and crew, processors, Recreation and
Tourism based Fishing, etc.), which
also only discuss impacts to Bristol
Bay.

Update to reflect all types of
escapement goals.

1993 106,611 4 110 68
2004 127,921
2005 183,964
2006 38,809 3,216 21
2007 593,172 19 1,633 6
2008 750,037 46 65
2009 289,079 1,571
2010 24,626
2011 294,307 648
2012 258,465
2013 157,625 314 1,673
2014 25,453 50
2016 32,060 34 217
2017 386,932 189 7
2018 110,643 69 184

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

The information requested has been
added. Note that processors are
unlikely to be affected in Cook Inlet.

Converted text to say "escapement
goals" to avoid miring the text in the
different types of escapement goals.
The section explains that ADF&G will
adjust harvest to preserve the
productivity integrity of the resource.
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25

26

27

28

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6.6.1

4.6

4.6.1.1

4.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There are no data on the number
of commercial fishing related jobs.
With regard to Cumulative Effects,
as defined in Section 4.1.3 of this
DEIS, "Proximity is based on
natural geographic boundaries of
potentially affected resources and
the period of time that the projects
impacts would persist." There
appears to be no analysis in the
associated mining claims that
meet the "proximity" definition.

Recreational Fisheries impacts are
incomplete.

Only Bristol Bay salmon fishery is
mentioned under Commercial
Fishing section and associated
subheadings here - same issue as
previous that there is no mention
of Cook Inlet groundfish, shellfish,
Pacific halibut, and salmon
fisheries. No mention of
commercial fish buyers/processors
in Homer and Kenai, where
majority of fish harvested in Cook
Inlet is delivered.

Similar to above issue, the
"Recreational Fisheries"
discussion on this page fails to
include Cook Inlet groundfish,
shellfish, Pacific halibut, and
salmon sport fisheries.

impacted.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Reevalute which RFFAs meet the
"proximity" definition and consider
cumulative impacts.

The second bullet should read "if the
project reduces fish populations or the
quality of opportunities".

Include Cook Inlet groundfish, shellfish,
Pacific halibut, and salmon fisheries,
and associated infrastructure and
economy where appropriate, in all
discussions of commercial fisheries as
affected by the proposed project.

Include Cook Inlet groundfish, shellfish,
Pacific halibut, and salmon sport
fisheries in this discussion of potential
effects on these recreational fisheries
by both private anglers and charter
vessels (economy affected).

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

Added data on the number of
commercial fishing related jobs to
Section 3.6.
Cumulative impacts have been
extensively revised.

Text has been edited.

The information requested has been
added in Section 4.6, but note that
affects to Cook Inlet processors are
expected to be de minimis.

The information requested has been
added in Section 3.6 and Section 4.6
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29

30

31

32

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Region II

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6

4.6

4.6.6

4.6.6.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The list of management areas that
comprise the study area is
incomplete.

List of management areas
incomplete - at least it references
only salmon area, and if using
letter designations document
should also include the names of
the management areas,
specifically Bristol Bay Area (Area
T) and COOK INLET AREA, which
is not specifically discussed except
to list Area H.

The first paragraph of this section
references Section 4.1 and then
lists Pebble South and Shotgun as
two reasonably forseeable future
developments during the 78-year
RFFA timespan. However,
Section 4.1 (Table 4.1.1) indicates
that development of Pebble South
is NOT considered an RFFA (only
continued exploration was
considered an RFFA).

Example of a decline in 1,000,000
fish is overly simplistic and does
not address lost future returns
resulting from lost production.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

For those managed by ADF&G, it
should include; Commercial shellfish
Area H (Southern District and
Kamishak Bay District) and the
commercial groundfish Cook Inlet
Management Area (Cook Inlet District).

Instead of "Commercial Salmon Fishery
Area", reference the Bristol Bay Area
and associated salmon fisheries, the
Cook Inlet Area and associated
salmon, groundfish, and shellfish
fisheries (Pacific halibut is not
managed as a groundfish under state
regulations), federal Central Gulf of
Alaska Regulatory Area (CGOA; Area
630) and associated Pacific cod
fisheries, and the International Pacific
Halibut Commission 3-A Reglatory
Area and associated commercial and
charter Pacific halibut fisheries.

Resolve the discrepancy between
sections, preferably by acknowledging
that Pebble South is an RFFA and then
considering potential cumulative
impacts from that development in this
EIS (as was recommended in an earlier
comment).

Update text to reflect future loss in
production.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

Addressed with text change.

Added additional areas.

PAGE | 13

The cumulative effects section has
been expanded and heavily revised.

The metric provide is simplistic and is
not designed to reflect the "net present
value" of a group of lost adult returners.
It's designed to give people/readers a
metric for valuing losses.
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33

34

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6

4.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Making the statement that Bristol
Bay salmon is a "price-taker" is
formal fallacy. This statement has
nothing to do with the actual
dollars that could be lost to
fishermen; comparison to the
Copper River fishery seems
included specifically to attempt to
diminish the value of the existing

There are many more potential
impacts then the 4 in the list.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

This line of reasoning is not relevant or
valid and should be removed.

Change "Long-term" to "short or longterm". Short-term losses could occur
with catastrophic events such as dam
failures. Other short-term (and longterm) losses could occur though the
release of contaminates. Cook Inlet
salmon fisheries were closed in 1989
due to the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill,
though the spill did not affect some of
the salmon streams the returning adults
swam though contaminated waters.
Should consider the potential loss of a
unique lifestyle as a commercial
salmon fisherman. Along with a
potential reduction in recreational
fishing effect, there could be a potential
reduction in revenue to businesses and
of loss of business that rely on that:
lodge owners, flight operators, guides,
outfitters, etc. The potential loss of
fishing opportunity due to infrastructure
installations or the privatization
(temporary or permanent) of properties
(see additions below).

The reporting areas for IPHC area 3A
should be included as well as area 630
for the NMFS.

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 14

Left text alone as it goes to position in
the market. Nearly all salmon fisheries
are "price takers" with prices
determined by the global market.
Copper River is an exception setting
the price for the season as the first
fishery and having a recognized brand
name. Being a price taker does not
diminish Bristol Bay, but the language
recognizes that Bristol Bay does not

Addressed with text change. Issue of
contaminant related losses also
addressed in additional text added to
this section.
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35

36

37

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Commen
t No.

ADF&G/
Comm.
Fish/
Homer

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.6

4.6

4.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Similar to above issue, the
"Commercial Fisheries" discussion
on this page fails to include Cook
Inlet groundfish, shellfish, Pacific
halibut, and salmon fisheries.

Description of ADF&G Commercial
fishery boundaries within the study
area reference salmon (Area T
and H) and SF SWHS areas S, T,
N, and P, but there is no reference
to the applicable Commercial
Groundfish Fishery Area (H for
Cook Inlet)

There is no discussion of potential
impacts to Cook Inlet groundfish,
shellfish, or Pacific halibut fisheries
in the bulleted list and does not
include specific mention of Cook
Inlet salmon fisheries.

fishery.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Include Cook Inlet groundfish, shellfish,
Pacific halibut, and salmon fisheries in
this discussion of potential effects on
these sectors of commercial fisheries.

Add reference to Commercial
Groundfish Fishery Area H (Cook Inlet)
to this section.

Include the Cook Inlet fisheries
mentioned in the column to the left and
potential impacts - "Long-term changes
in groundfish, shellfish, and Pacific
halibut marine populations that reduce
the number of animals available for
harvest by commercial permit holders
and thus reduce"... (list same as that
provided for salmon). Include same
populations in bullet number two
(reduction of consumer purchase due
to perceived loss...)

Proposed Resolution (Additions
or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 15

Added text and revised as suggested.

Added this information.

Added bullet.

currently have a definitive and
established commercial brand name.
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DNR/
DOG/
SPCS

Agency

Comment
No.

1

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.7.7
Cumulative
Effects

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
list includes Donlin Gold, Alaska LNG,
Drift River Oil Pipeline

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
The impacts of these other projects
on cultural resources is not
apparently connected with Pebble
impacts on cultural resources. If
including, suggest a wrap-up similar
to Section 4.13, which addresses the
RFFA's near this proposed project.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The Cumulative Effects section has
been expanded and revised.
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1

2

3

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Comment
No.

DNR/
DPOR/
OHA

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cultural resources cover a wider range
of resources than historic properties
and additional consideration for those
resources may be necessary outside
of the Section 106 process.

Compliance under Section 106 will
use Area of Potential Effect (APE) as
USCG and BSEE need to use 36 CFR
800. Any reference to Permit Area will
be for internal USACE use.

Use of Appendix C: 36 CFR 800 are
the implementing regulations for the
National Historic Preservation Act. As
a result of consultation for Section
106, it was determined that 36 CFR
800 are the appropriate regulations to
follow for Section 106 compliance for
the Pebble Project as USACE will be
fulfilling collective responsibilities as
lead federal agency.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

The Section 106 PA addresses
historic properties and very rarely
treats resources that are not eligible
to the National Register of Historic
Places. Recommend adding
language and consideration of
cultural resources that will not be
historic properties under Section
106.

Revise this section to use APE
instead of Permit Area.

Amend 3.8 to indicate that 36 CFR
800 will be followed for Section 106
compliance and revise this section to
reflect 36 CFR 800 definitions and
process.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

A wide variety of cultural resources
that may or may not be eligible are
discussed in Sections 3.7 and 4.7.

Section revised to use both the APE
and the Permit Area.

Section has been edited to include
36 CFR 800 regulations in
conjunction with Appendix C. The
USACE looks forward to resolving
these issues with SHPO and the
ACHP during the Section 106
process.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

ADF&G/
Subsistence

Comment
No.

ADHSS/
DPH/ SOE

Agency

Sec 4.9.2.4

Sec 4.9.2.3

Sec 4.9.2.2

Sec 4.9.2.2

4.9.2.4

4.9.2.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

If there are adverse impacts on salmon runs,
the communities affected would not be limited
to those closest to the project's infrastructure
and transportation activities. Downriver

"visit for recreational trips" could include sport
hunting or fishing.

End of 2nd paragraph, crossing at designated
points may add travel time and expense for
subsistence users, not just travel time.

Use area maps depict all the places that
people use for harvesting wild resources in
any given year, but not all areas are equally
productive any given year. Although
communities may have access to other areas
for resource harvest outside of proposed
areas with likely disrupted access, those
areas may not be an equal substitute.

The discussion on out-migration due to
employment at Red Dog appears to
contradict the "stemming of out-migration"
discussed in K4.10.2.4 (page K4.10-28).
Potential increase of out-migration and
subsequent potential impacts on health
should also be discussed in K4.10.2.4

The predicted number of employees from
surrounding communities presented in the
first paragraph of this section would be useful
to include in 4.10 and K4.10 as they add
context, especially to SDH

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Change the second to
last paragraph to
recognize the movement
of resources, such as of

Recreation trips to
nearby destinations,
including for the
purposes of sport hunting
or fishing.

Add in that expense may
increase with the use of
designated crossing
points.

Include some discussion
to this effect, similar to
what was included in
Chapter 3.

Add potential increase of
out-migration and related
health impacts to Health
and Safety sections

Add predicted number of
employees from
surrounding communities
to relevant parts of
Health and Safety
sections

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The information presented in
Section 4.24, Fish Values, does not
back up this assertion.

Text added as suggested.

Text edited as suggested.

Statement added to the first
paragraph.

Appendix K4.10 draws on Section
4.3, Socioeconomics, for
conclusions without repeating all
relevant information. No changes
made.

This information has been added to
Appendix K4.10
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ADF&G
Wildlife/ Reg
IV

Agency

7

Comment
No.

Sec 4.9.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The statement..."Once constructed, the
transportation corridor roads and the natural
gas pipeline corridor ROW could have a
positive effect on access to subsistence
resources (depending on the level of access
agreed to between the State, PLP, and the
Lake and Peninsula Borough [LPB]) because
these cleared routes could facilitate some
overland travel by ATVs and snow
machines."
Positive effect on access to subsistence
resources cannot be supported without
further detail and analysis. There is just as
likely to be a net negative effect depending
on how access to the road and surrounding
land is managed, and management of the
subsistence resources. Increased access,
while opening other areas, is likely to also
increase harvests by both subsistence and
non-subsistence users and may have a
negative effect on subsistence opportunity.

communities would be impacted by reduced
salmon runs and would not just have
"perceived concerns"

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Analyze and present the
potential negative effects
to subsistence resources
of increased access, as
well as benefits.

salmon runs, and the
potential impact that
could have on
subsistence practices of
downstream
communities.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

This is addressed in the subsections
for “Changes in Competition for
Resources”.
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1

2

3

4

5

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

ADHSS/
DPH/
SOE

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4.9.2.4

4.10.2

4.10.2

4.10.2

4.10.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The predicted number of
employees from surrounding
communities presented in the first
paragraph of this section would be
useful to include in 4.10 and K4.10
as they add context, especially to
SDH

Revise narrative based on
comments received in Appendix
K4.10 (for example, food cost and
food security should be rated
separately and have +/-,
subsistence impacts are 2)

Edit sentence: Overall, the
economic and health benefits of
improvements in economic status
would be considered substantial
for the residents of the affected
communities.

Revise/update table based on
comments received for the
individual HEC impact rating
tables in Appendix K.4.10

List all PACs to provide better
context to discussion of potential
impacts/ratings. Also add why they
are a PAC (proximity,
employment, subsistence, etc.)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Add predicted number of
employees from
surrounding communities to
relevant parts of Health and
Safety sections

Revise 1st and 2nd
paragraphs of page

Suggested edit: Overall, the
economic and health
benefits of improvements in
economic status would is
expected to be considered
substantial for the residents
of the affected communities.

Revise/update table for
consistency with Appendix
K.4.10 tables

Add a table or figure
identifying all PACs and
why included as a PAC

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

Predicted number of employees from
surrounding communities was added to
Appendix K4.10.

The text was revised/updated to be
consistent with the changes made to
Appendix K4.10, including separation of food
security.

The suggested edit was made.

This table was revised/updated to be
consistent with the changes made to
Appendix K4.10.

A table of Potentially Affected Communities
was added to Section 3.10 (see Table 3.10-1)
and details for their inclusion are provided in
Section 3.10. Text was added to Section 4.10
summarizing these communities and the
reasons for their inclusion, with a reference to
Section 3.10.
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1

2

3

4

5

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 4.11.3.3

Sec 4.11.3.3

Sec 4.11.3.2

Sec 4.11.3.2

Sec 4.11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"The port would not be visible from the mouth of
McNeil River at the edge of McNeil State Game
Refuge; however, vessel traffic including
lightering at the southern location, would be
evident and could be a dominant part of the
viewers’ experience."

Visual impacts section and subsequent sections
on soundscapes and all components do not
adequately address impacts to the McNeil River
State Game Refuge and bear viewing and visitor
aesthetic impacts at Chenik Lagoon. The
proposed Amakdedori Port would be in the
immediate foreground of operations and
visitation at Chenik Lagoon and needs to be
addressed throughout the document.

"Season-specific impacts….at the ferry
terminals. "
First six lines of this section belong in previous
sections on Alternative one. This discusses
impacts associated with the Illiamna lake ferry
crossing; not the summer only variant.

This logic is used in a few places. While this
may be the case below tree line, this is not the
case in tundra areas above tree line, such as
those along the south road corridor.

"Impacts of the transportation corridor perceived
from residents, recreationists, or subsistence
users in the EIS analysis area would be of low to
medium magnitude and localized geographic
extent due to screening of the road corridor by
vegetation…'

TYPO: "Aesthetic impacts include in those that
could..."

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Revise section as noted

Revise section and remainder of EIS
document to accurately portray
resources and impacts to Chenik
Lagoon public uses within the
McNeil River State Game Refuge.

Revise section as noted

Revise analysis and text throughout
alternatives to account for areas of
low vegetation not screening
visibility and noises.

Delete extra word "in"

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Added Chenik Lagoon to
the places that could be
impacted.

Added information on
where the McNeil River
State Game Refuge would
be impacted, and added
Chenik Lagoon to the
places that could be
impacted.

Text revised as
suggested.

The analysis takes into
account vegetation
screening, as per the
viewshed models.

Typo corrected.
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6

7

8

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 4.11.3.3

Sec 4.11.3.3

Sec 4.11.3.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The anticipated noise impacts would last as long
as the port operates. If noise levels during
concentrate loading are significantly different
from the industrial port loading that would occur
after the port transfers to the landowner then
those distinctions should be made.

"The anticipated noise effects within the two
latter above-stated distance buffers would last as
long as the port operates during concentrate
loading."

"The duration of direct impacts would be long
term, as an agreement with the landowner would
leave the port facilities in place for use as an
industrial port."

Visual impacts would impact McNeil River State
Game Refuge users.

"Visual impacts could impact viewers located in
areas identified by special designations,
including the McNeil River State Game
Refuge…"

The mouth of the McNeil River is at the edge of
the McNeil River State Game Sanctuary, which
is south of the refuge. Additionally, as noted
elsewhere, Chenik Lagoon within the McNeil
River State Game Refuge is an important bear
viewing and visitor use area. The proposed
Amakdedori Port would be in the immediate
foreground of operations and visitation at Chenik
Lagoon, and needs to be addressed in this
section as well as throughout the document.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Document long term anticipated
noise levels for port operations
beyond life of project.

It seems that this agreement should
be contingent on the review of the
project and that if the intent is to
leave the port in place in perpetuity
then the EIS and analysis should be
updated to include that, as well as,
those proposed long term activities.

Revise language to "would".

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Text edited to clarify that
the noise would occur
during port operations.

This text has been
deleted.

Respectfully disagree with
the commenter’s
assessment.
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9

10

11

DNR/
DOG/
SPCS

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Comment
No.

ADF&G/
Wildlife/
Refuges

Agency

Sec 3.11 and
4.11

4.11.7
Cumulative
Effects

Sec 4.11.7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The southern road and pipeline corridor would
be visible in the immediate foreground of the
landscape along much of the northern refuge
and from elevated locations within the refuge.
Material sites MS-A06, MS-A07, MS-A08, are
19- 22 acres sites on southern aspects facing
the McNeil River State Game Sanctuary. They
are in the immediate foreground (0.5 to 3 miles)
of the Refuge border and would be visible along
much of the northern refuge and from many
elevated locations within the refuge. Blasting
would be occurring at these sites as well. And
the Amakdedori Port site would be highly visible
in the foreground of the landscape along much of
the northeastern refuge, elevated locations
within the refuge and from the Chenik Lagoon
area.

list includes Donlin Gold, Alaska LNG, Drift River
Oil Pipeline

TYPO: "mining clams"

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Analyze and characterize visibility,
noise and aesthetic issues of the
material sites, southern road and
pipeline corridor and Amakdedori
Port site on McNeil River State
Game Refuge and include in
Aesthetics and Noise sections of
Chap. 3 Affected Environment and
Chap. 4 Environmental
Consequences.

It is unclear why these projects are
listed in this section. Aesthetics
from those pipelines seem unlikely
to coincide with impacts from the
Pebble project. Recommend
including only those RFFA's
pertinent to this component of the
EIS section.

Change to claims

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Added information on
where the McNeil River
State Game Refuge and
Sanctuary would be
impacted.

List of RFFAs has been
revised.

Typo corrected.
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1

2

DNR/
DOG/
SPCS

Comment
No.

DNR/
DOG/
SPCS

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.12.2.1
Natural Gas
Pipeline
Corridor

4.12.2.1, pp
4.12-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Text reads, "Heavy equipment traffic
turning off the highway would exist,
but would be less than the usual
construction traffic experienced on
Sterling Highway for road
maintenance during the summer
months (PLP 2018-RFI 037). Because
construction of the pipeline would
parallel the main transportation
corridor, there would be limited
disruption of community roads
systems associated with pipeline
installation."

Text reads, "During operations and
closure, the pipeline would have no
effect on overland traffic."

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

This traffic may be less than
construction traffic, but would be
cumulative with road maintenance
traffic, so the impact should not be
disregarded.

Traffic during operations would be
minimal but would exist for
maintenance and inspection.
Suggest changing "no effect" to
"minimal effect"

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Text was added to include the
cumulative addition to existing
maintenance vehicles.

Text has been edited.
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Comment
No.

Excel line
71

Excel line
72

Agency

ADF&G
(habitat)

ADF&G
(habitat)

4.13.2.4

4.13.2.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section only indicates that the pipeline
will be buried nearshore to lake
Iliamna but does not indicate how.

Section indicates that the pipeline will
use HDD to enter Cook Inlet but does
not indicate how it will leave Cook
Inlet.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Section should describe in detail
how the pipeline will be buried under
the nearshore areas of Iliamna Lake.

Section should describe in detail
how the pipeline will leave the West
Side of Cook Inlet.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

The design of this section of the pipe
would be similar to the Cook Inlet
crossing, and the shore transitions
would use trenching or HDD.

Chapter 2, Alternatives, describes
possible methods for the onshore
transition of the pipeline on the west
side of Cook Inlet (using trenching or
HDD methods). The specific method
has not been determined at this
time.
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Excel line
112

Excel line
113

ADF&G
(comm
fish/
Homer)

ADF&G
(comm
fish/
Homer)

Agency

Comment
No.

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.15.2.3

4.15

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Given the uncertainty in the
predicted run-up elevation estimate
of 34.8 MHW (see comment for
section 3.) it is difficult to conclude
if the 28 ft. MHW design height of
the terminal patio is adequate.
Even if the run up elevation
estimate were accurate, it would
still be ~ 7 ft. above the terminal
patio. Given the amount of
infrastructure, volume of fuel
storage, size of concentrate
storage, etc. the proposed port
facility should have an additional
safety factor built into the design to

In various locations throughout this
Geohazards chapter, it refers the
reader to the "Spill Risk" section,
which is sometimes referenced as
being Section 4.21 and sometimes
Section 4.27. Section 4.21 is a 2page "Food and Fiber" section with
no mention of spill risk and Section
4.27 was not provided for agencies
to review. Access to this section is
needed to review how the DEIS
assesses the risk of spills
associated with various project
components and proposed
mitigation measures.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Designing for
maximum inundation
elevations should be
done and include
additional elevation as
a safety factor given
the level of risk.

Provide Section 4.27
and allow sufficient
time for Cooperating
Agencies to review.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Return period “time horizons” represent different
size tsunamis with different likelihoods of
occurrence. The 2,500-yr return period event is the
“maximum considered tsunami” in the latest industry
standards, ASCE 7-16, within which certain risk
category structures should be designed such that
they are able to provide essential functions
immediately following the event (ASCE 2017a). Text
has been added to clarify this.
Text also added (based on PLP 2018-RFI 112)
describing detailed tsunami analysis that would be
conducted prior to final port design in accordance
with ASCE (2017a) standards, including a
probabilistic assessment of tsunami sources and
numerical modeling to provide site-specific

The review draft version of Section 4.27, Spill Risk,
was delivered on schedule to USACE on December
21, 2018. This section had a later review due date
than other review draft sections, because the
information critical to this section was determined
during the FMEA workshop held in late October
2018, and there was a period of required modeling
and analysis involved after the workshop
completion. While the review draft version of
Section 4.27, Spills, was distributed to cooperating
agencies on December 23, 2018, and comments
were requested back by January 7, 2018. Note that
ADF&G was not identified as an agency having
special expertise in that section by the USACE (for
the State of Alaska, Alaska DEC was identified).
Comments received from non-identified agencies
would be considered during the DEIS scoping
period.
Text now accurately cross references Section 4.27,
Spill Risk.
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ADF&G
(comm
fish/
homer)

Agency

Excel line
114

Comment
No.

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.15.2.3
(with
references to
Section
3.15.5)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the Tsunami section, it
discusses the runup elevations that
would be expected under various
size earthquake events and
indicates that the elevation of shore
facilities associated with the port
(including diesel storage tanks)
would be sufficient (28' above
mean sea level [amsl]) to withstand
a medium-large earthquakes (~1523' amsl) but not a very large
earthquake (35' amsl). The
potential for damage to
infrastructure (including fuel tanks)
stemming from tsunami events
greater than 28' amsl is
acknowledged, but the risk is rated
very low over the life of this project
(which they did not specify as 20 or
78 years) and Section 4.27 (the
Spill Risk section) was not
available for review. Also, in
Section 3.15.5 (Tsunamis, Seiches,
and Coastal Hazards) of the
previous chapter, it indicated that
the 1883 eruption of Augustine
Volcano produced a wave that
affected areas up to 55' above high
tide. Given that the port pad will be
only 28' amsl, a similar event would
very likely destroy the fuel tanks at
the port, releasing up to 5 million

accommodate for tsunami events.
The selection of 100 - 500 vs 2,500
time horizons is arbitrary.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Provide Section 4.27
and allow sufficient
time for Cooperating
Agencies to review.
Also, recommend
design change to
increase the elevation
of the port pad to 55'
above high tide so
there's a better chance
of the fuel tanks
withstanding a tsunami
wave generated by a
major landslide on
Augustine volcano.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

See response above for “Excel line 112” regarding
Section 4.27, Spill Risk.
Text has been added to include analysis of
landslide-generated tsunamis from Augustine, as
well as detailed tsunami analysis that would be
conducted prior to final port design (PLP 2018-RFI
112). In accordance with ASCE (2017a) standards,
probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment and
numerical modeling would consider both
earthquake- and landslide-generated events to
provide site-specific maximum runup that would be
incorporated into final design. The final terminal
elevation would be revisited in final design based on
these analyses. The port diesel fuel facility would
be designed to withstand the 2,500-year event, and
the concrete containment barrier wall around the
fuel tank farm would be designed to protect against
tsunami runup.

maximum runup and inundation that would be
incorporated into final design. The final terminal
elevation would be revisited in final design based on
these analyses.
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ADF&G
(comm
fish/
homer)

Agency

Excel line
115

Comment
No.

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.15.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Augustine volcano is said the be
the most historically active volcano
in the Cook Inlet region (Miller et al
1998) and it’s estimated that as
many as 12-14 debris avalanches
have reached the sea in the last
2000 years (Waythomas et al
2006). Known flow paths of
historical debris avalanches extend
in all directions around Augustine
volcano including toward
Amakdedori Port and the 2
proposed lightering locations (Waitt
et al 1996). One of the avalanches
that occurred 300 – 500 year ago
on the western side, generated a
wave with maximum amplitude of
up to 49.2 ft. that struck the
mainland shore. This same wave
generated a secondary wave with
maximum amplitude of 62 ft. This
happens to be at proposed
lightering location 1. The DEIS
dismisses these risks as unlikely to
occur in the project's life given that
the estimated historical occurrence
has been every 150 to 200 years
on average.

gallons of fuel into the
environment.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Given the 78-year
projection (RFFAs) , a
thorough analysis
should be undertaken
of this assessment due
to the amount of
infrastructure, volume
of fuel storage, size of
concentrate storage,
etc. the proposed port
facility. Amakdedori
Port should be
engineered to an
elevation above the
historical estimates of
maximum wave
heights from debris
avalanches at
Augustine volcano and
include an additional
elevation safety factor
given the level of risk.
Specifics on how
lightering and cargo
ship operations would
be engineered to
withstand these effects
should be included.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

The cited references regarding past Augustine
activity, debris avalanches, and estimated tsunami
waves have been analyzed and added to Section
3.15, Geohazards (Chapter 3, Affected
Environment).
Text has been added to Section 4.15, Geohazards
(Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences) to
describe detailed tsunami analysis that would be
conducted prior to final port design (PLP 2018-RFI
112). In accordance with ASCE (2017a) standards,
probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment and
numerical modeling would consider both
earthquake- and debris avalanche (landslide)generated events to provide site-specific maximum
runup that would be incorporated into final design.
The final terminal elevation would be revisited in
final design based on these analyses (PLP 2018RFI 112). Text also added to 4.15, Geohazards
(Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences), to
describe effects on lightering operations.
Text has been added to the cumulative effects
subsection of Section 4.15, Geohazards (Chapter 4,
Environmental Consequences, to describe the
probability of occurrence over the life of the project,
and the increase in probability for the 78-year
expanded mine scenario.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Excel line
75

Excel line
26

Excel line
27

Excel line
28

Agency

ADF&G
(habitat)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

4.16.2.1

4.16.2.1

4.16.2.1

4.16.2.5

Section
or
Figure

Water Management- "Water
not diverted before becoming
contact water would be … or
treated and released to
environment." Management of
surplus water…

References Knight Piésold
2018a. This reference is not
included in references
sections and cannot locate
document.

Streamflow Effectsseasonality/seasonal flow
distributions must be
maintained. How will excess
water from dewatering
operations be seasonally
managed? Concern regarding
water releases during typical
low flow periods in headwater
streams.

Section only states impacts
would be similar to
transportation corridor but
does not describe actual
impacts or consequences

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Instream flow shifts and
variations can affect riparian
habitat. ADF&G recommends
streamflow regimes similar to
the magnitude and timing of the
natural streamflows to maintain
seasonal use of fish habitat.
Provide magnitude and timing of
flow augmentation anticipated

Provide required reference
documentation for all Knight
Piésold 2018 documents

Include Water Management
Plan.

Further explain
timing/seasonality (not only net
water balances) in text.

Section should describe sources
of erosion/scour and
consequences from all aspects
of pipeline installation at stream
crossings including direct
pipeline trenching, HDD,
inadequate bank protection,
ditch maintenance, blasting,
erosion and channelization from
surface water intercepting the
pipeline ditch, etc.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Section 4.24, Fish Values, addresses treated water
releases to maintain habitat flow needs for priority
species and life stages for the NFK and SFK rivers,
and UTC.

All referenced Knight Piésold documents are
available the Pebble project public website in the
document references section.

Section 4.24, Fish Values, addresses treated water
releases to maintain habitat flow needs for priority
species and life stages for the NFK and SFK rivers,
and UTC.
The Operations Water Management Plan (Knight
Piésold 2018a) and Closure Water Management
Plan (Knight Piésold 2018d) are referenced in this
section, and are available on the Pebble project
public website in the document references section.

Text has been expanded to address typical potential
impacts at stream crossings by bridge, culvert, and
pipeline methods.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Excel line
29

Excel line
30

Excel line
31

Excel line
116

Agency

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(sport fish)

ADF&G
(comm
fish/
homer)

4.16.2.1

4.16.2.1

4.16.2.1

4.16.2.1

Section
or
Figure

Water management
plan…based on historic
temperature and precipitation
data. Climate changes,
specifically significantly
warmer winters resulting in
precipitation no longer being
stored as ice and snow at
historic levels. How will this
impact mine operation and
safeguards?

"Before the extraction of water
from anadromous streams
along the road and pipeline
corridors, sufficient streamflow
would need to be
demonstrated to permit
summer/winter extraction."

Bridge Crossings- "Instream
channel work, including
installation of bridge footings
and embankments, would
occur year-round during the
first 2 years of construction."

"Flows from the fresh water
diversions and reclaimed
facilities are expected to vary
according to natural flow
patterns, which are also linked
to seasonal climate variability.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Address climate change in water
management plan.

Demonstration of sufficient
streamflow/monitoring will be the
onus of the applicant

Instream work will be limited to
dates specified in Fish Habitat
Permits

Provide appropriate
documentation where
hydrographs which are
"expected to vary according to
natural flow patterns" can be
reviewed

from release of surplus water

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Results of analysis and discussion of long-term
climate change is provided in Section 3.16, Surface
Water Hydrology (Chapter 3, Affected Environment),
Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology (Chapter 4,
Environmental Consequences), and Technical
Appendix K3.16 of the DEIS. Framework for climate
change discussion is provided in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment.

Comment noted.

Comment noted and understood. Text has been
revised to read: "Instream channel work, including
installation of bridge footings and embankments,
would occur year-round during the first 2 years of
construction as permitted."

Text in the comment was deleted in revisions for the
DEIS. Discussion of water management during
closure and post-closure has been expanded.
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Sec 3.17 and
4.17

Sec 4.17

2

DNR/
DMLW/
WATERAlaska
Hydrologic
Survey

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

1

Comment
No.

DNR/
DMLW/
WATERAlaska
Hydrologic
Survey

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

In section 4.17.2.1, it is stated that
"the cone of depression would
extend approx. 2,000 to 10,000 feet
from the crest of the open pit
depending on the hydraulic
character of the affected aquifers".
This is a large range in the
hydrologic impact from mining the
pit. However, I can not see where
the larger value (10,000 ft) is
presented in the Piteau 2018a
report.

The groundwater MODFLOW model
referred to in in Appendix 8.1J
describes the model structure
(layers in overburden, aquitards,
and deep aquifers), the domain, and
the calibration process (simulated vs
observed GW levels from 20042007) but the GW model is not
validated with a new dataset (e.g.
data that is not used in the
calibration step). Additionally, a
sensitivity analysis must be
performed to understand how model
parameters affect model output.
These results will be particularly
important

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Please clarify the basis for the 2,000
to 10,000 ft range in the cone of
depression. What model parameters
have the greatest influence on the
cone of depression calculation? Has
the range in the cone of depression
been incorporated into the
streamflow reduction calculations?

Conduct a validation analysis for the
groundwater model by comparing
modelled and observed piezometer
levels for data collected post 2007
(outside the calibration period).
Conduct a sensitivity analysis to
understand the sensitivity of model
results to model parameters. These
additional modelling steps will
provide greater understanding of the
mining impacts on the groundwater
systems, including pit dewatering as
well as the impacts to groundwatersurface water interactions and flows.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Maps and text have been added to
Section 4.17, Groundwater
Hydrology, that provide further
description of the range (from Piteau
Associates 2018a). The boundary
conditions that have the greatest
influence on the cone of depression
calculation are undergoing further
analysis (PLP 2019-RFI 109). The
range in cone of depression has
been incorporated into streamflow
reduction for UTC (Piteau
Associates 2018a: Fig.6) and the
text updated.

PLP is currently evaluating data
collected since 2007 to determine if
it constitutes a new hydrologic data
set. If the data do not represent
anything new – (e.g., they are
repetitive examples of seasonal
highs and lows without changes in
annual averages), then it would not
represent a "new" data set suitable
for a validation exercise. This topic is
undergoing further analysis. The
Monte Carlo analysis that was
performed is a type of sensitivity
analysis, and a discussion of an
evaluation of it has been included in
the DEIS. The model sensitivity
analysis is undergoing further
analysis (PLP 2019-RFI 109).
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Comment
No.

Excel line
76

Excel line
77

Excel line
78

Excel line
79

Excel line
80

Agency

ADF&G
(habitat)

ADF&G
(habitat)

ADF&G
(habitat)

ADF&G
(habitat)

ADF&G
(habitat)

Section
4.18.2.4,
Page 4.1818

Section
4.18.2.4,
Page 4.1818

Section
4.18.2.4,
Page 4.1818

Section
4.18.2.4,
Page 4.1818

Section
4.18.2.3,
Page 4.1816

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Impacts on surface water quality
within the natural gas pipeline corridor
would be associated with installation
of the pipeline at water crossings and
the use of local water sources for
hydrostatic testing. Impacts at material
sites and stream crossings would be
the same as those described above
for the transportation corridor." Section
only describes two sources of impacts
to surface water from the proposed
pipeline.

Chapter does not address erosion and
subsequent stream sedimentation
from overland flows intercepting the
pipeline ditch.

Chapter does not address likely
erosion and resultant stream
sedimentation from trenching through
thaw unstable ice-rich slopes.

Surface water quality at pipeline
stream crossings is expected to be
within water quality standards for
turbidity during construction.

Section only addresses impacts on
surface water from the Amakdedori
Port and not the ports on Iliamna
Lake.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

In addition to stream crossings and
hydrostatic testing, EIS should describe
impacts and consequences from overland
flows intercepting the pipeline ditch
causing erosion, sedimentation and
channelization especially on thaw
unstable slopes. EIS should also describe
the impacts and consequences of HDD
and inadequate bank
protection/restoration.

Chapter should address erosion from
surface waters intercepting the pipeline
ditch and describe how the ditch will be
stabilized and monitored for erosion.

Project should identify all areas of
permafrost along the proposed natural gas
pipeline in the EIS particularly any thaw
unstable slopes that will need to be
trenched. This is necessary due to
likelihood of erosion and subsequent
stream sedimentation once permafrost is
trenched. Mitigation measures should
also be identified to monitor and stabilize
these post-construction.

EIS should describe how they will
maintain within water quality standards for
turbidity during pipeline trenching
operations through streams as well as
monitoring and mitigation plans.

EIS should describe impacts on surface
water quality from the Iliamna Lake ports.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Text clarified to address
potential impacts from erosion
during and after construction
(during operations) based on
PLP (2018-RFI 011).

Text clarified to address
potential impacts from erosion
after construction (during
operations).

As described in Section 3.14
and 3.15, permafrost has not
been identified anywhere
within the footprint of any
proposed project alternative.
Although the area is mapped
as intermittent permafrost, no
permafrost areas have been
reported during baseline
studies.

Text clarified on potential
stream impacts. Mitigation is
addressed in Chapter 5.

Surface water quality impacts
from ferry and terminal
operations are discussed in
Section 4.18.2.2.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
4.18.2.1,
Page 4.18-6

Excel line
31

ADEC

Section
4.18.2.4,
Page 4.1818

Section
4.18.2.4,
Page 4.1819

Excel line
81

ADF&G
(habitat)

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

ADF&G
(habitat)

Comment
No.

Agency

The first paragraph on this page
discusses details of ADEC regulation
of wastewater from hard-rock mining
through various permits. It is not clear
from this general discussion whether
all point source discharge locations
have been described. It will be
important for the draft EIS to evaluate
the potential impacts from those
discharges over appropriate spatial
and temporal scales. Please provide
details on all point source discharge
locations or cite to where the
information can be found.

"Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD)
operations would be required only for
the natural gas pipeline at the Kenai
shore approach near Anchor Point."

Chapter does not address impacts
from turbid water from within the
pipeline ditch migrating to streams and
streambank and streambed
restoration.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Please also add the following text
regarding the department's regulatory
authority: The DEC administers the Alaska
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(APDES) Program, in compliance with the
Clean Water Act (CWA), 33 U.S.C §1251
et seq., as amended by the Water Quality
Act of 1987, P.L. 100-4, Alaska Statute
(AS) 46.03, and the Alaska Administrative
Code (AAC), as amended, and other
applicable state laws and regulation, to
authorize and set conditions on
discharges of pollutants from facility to
waters of the United States. To ensure
protection of water quality and human
health, APDES permits place limits on the
types and amounts of pollutants that can
be discharged from a facility and outlines
best management practices to which a
facility must adhere.

Pipeline HDD may be a requirement of
Title 16 Fish Habitat Permits for high value
fish lakes and streams. Chapter should
describe potential impacts of HDD on
areas other than just the east side of Cook
Inlet. Section 4.24.2.1 indicates that HDD
will be used in Iliamna Lake as well.

Chapter should address how waters within
the pipeline ditch will be handled as well
as plans for streambed and streambank
restoration.

Proposed Resolution (Additions or
Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Text has been added to better
define ADEC authorities over
the APDES program.

Noted; text clarified to allow for
application of HDD at other
locations as permits require.
Text expanded to address
potential surface water quality
impacts.

Text clarified to address
potential impacts from erosion
after construction (during
operations).
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1

2

ADF&G (habitat)

Comment
No.

ADEC
Commissioner's
Office

Agency

4.19

General
Comment
on 4.19

Section
or Figure

4.19-3

n/a

Page No.
(in review
draft)

"Noise impacts associated
with the mainline would
occur mainly during
construction. Constructionrelated noise sources
would be generated by
helicopter traffic, dieselpowered mobile equipment,
pipe installation equipment,
equipment operating at
material sites, and blasting
(in the event it would be
necessary)." Statement
does not include any noise
associated with Horizontal
Directional Drilling (HDD)

A number of discussions in
this section note that "The
anticipated noise impacts in
XXXX would be temporary
enduring only for as long as
the project phase occurs."
It is not clear how this
statement can be true. The
operations phase would
last twenty years and that
cannot be considered
"temporary" to most
readers.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

The EIS section on noise
impacts from construction
of a natural gas pipeline
should also list noise
associated with HDD.

Please clarify where
appropriate.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

The section for natural gas pipeline
construction accounts for HDD
activity, as reported in Tables 4.195 and 4.19-6, both of which
included impact distance for “River
Crossing and HDD.” A reference to
HDD in supporting text in the same
section has been added.

The analysis factor of duration has
been defined in the narrative as
follows:
Duration – Impact duration may be:
short-term, intermittent, or last only
through the construction phase;
may last several years through the
operations phase; intermittent and
persisting through closure; or longterm and last beyond closure and
post-closure (monitoring and
maintenance).
Text has been revised to state
which phase(s) the impact would
occur.
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1

2

3

ADFGHabitat

ADFGHabitat

Commen
t No.

ADFGHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-2 and
4.23-5

4.23-2 and
4.23-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
4.23-2

Chapter does not address
the potential behavioral or
physical disturbance to birds
and wildlife due to human
interaction such as feeding
and defense of life and
property.

Chapter does not address
the behavioral or physical
disturbance to birds and
wildlife associated with waste
both (putrescible and non)
generated during
construction and operations.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Chapter does not address
the unique behavioral
disturbance to birds and
wildlife due to the presence
of remote field camps.

Chapter should address
the potential effects of
improper disposal of waste
on birds and wildlife. A
Comprehensive Waste
Management Plan should
be developed and reviewed
by the appropriate
agencies.
Chapter should address
the potential effects on
birds and wildlife from
human wildlife interaction.
A Wildlife Avoidance and
Human/Interaction Plan
should be developed and
reviewed by appropriate
agencies as well.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Chapter should address
the potential effects of
remote field camps on
birds and wildlife. A plan
addressing specifics on
temporary and permanent
camps should be
developed and reviewed by
appropriate agencies.

PAGE | 1

A Waste Management Plan and Wildlife
Management Plan developed as part of a
later permitting process.

Text has been added to recognize this
potential impact. A Waste Management
Plan developed as part of a later permitting
process.

The use of remote field camps would be
addressed in a Waste Management Plan
and a Wildlife Management Plan developed
by the applicant as part of a later permitting
process prior to commencement of
construction, and the project would use
BMPs for wildlife management. These
plans would describe the equipment,
methodology, training, and assessment
techniques that would be used to minimize
the potential for wildlife interaction with
project activities and to minimize impacts to
wildlife in the project area.
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4

5

6

ADFGHabitat

ADFGHabitat

Commen
t No.

ADFGHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-6

4.23-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
4.23-2 and
4.23-5

"The Amakdedori port would
also be a source of long-term
disturbance due to vessel
traffic, loading and unloading
activities, and the presence
of workers and vehicles. The
disturbance zone around the
port site would likely be much
smaller than the area around
the mine site due to a lack of
explosives, smaller vehicles,
and less frequent human
presence. " Chapter does not
list the Lake Iliamna ports as

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Chapter does not address
the behavioral or physical
disturbance to birds and
wildlife associated with waste
both (putrescible and non)
generated during
construction and operations.
Chapter does not address
the potential behavioral or
physical disturbance to
wildlife due to pipeline
stringing.
"Chapter should address
the potential effects on
wildlife movements as a
result of pipeline stringing
both for prolonged periods
of time and length. EIS
should also describe
applicant’s plan to minimize
animal entrapment in open
ditches as well as barriers
to animal movement
created by pipe stringing
operations.
Chapter should also
address the Lake Illiamna
ports as a source of longterm disturbance.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Chapter should address
potential impacts to wildlife
from wastes generated
during construction and
operations.

PAGE | 2

The long-term disturbance from the Iliamna
Lake Ferry Terminals has been added as a
potential impact.

This would be addressed in a Wildlife
Management Plan developed as part of a
later permitting process.

Text has been added to recognize this
potential impact. A Waste Management
Plan and Wildlife Management Plan
developed as part of a later permitting
process.
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7

8

ADFGConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-1

4.23-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
a source of long-term
disturbance.
"Draft EIS refers to the
development of a Wildlife
Management Plan to mitigate
impacts to wildlife: ""Specific
mitigation measures to
minimize impacts are
currently being developed.
Impacts to wildlife species
would be minimized or
mitigated by development of
a Wildlife Management Plan
(WMP), which would detail
management measures to
minimize impacts to wildlife
species."
"Specific mitigation measures
to minimize impacts are
currently being developed.
Impacts to wildlife species
would be minimized or
mitigated by development of
a Wildlife Management Plan
(WMP), which would detail
management measures to
minimize impacts to wildlife
species. The WMP would
describe the equipment,
methodology, training, and
assessment techniques that
would be used to minimize
the potential for wildlife
interaction and minimize
The project proponent
needs to collect species
use and movement data
and work with agencies to
incorporate features into
the DEIS project design
that will avoid or minimize
wildlife impacts. More data
is required with respect to
brown bears movements
up and down the coast and
through the transportation
corridors and the proposed
port site, especially with
respect to McNeil River
SGR and SGS. WMP's
and BMP's will mitigate for

Develop Wildlife
Management Plan for
inclusion in Draft EIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

Comment noted. This information is not
necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS. A Wildlife
Management Plan would be developed as
part of a later permitting process.

A Wildlife Management Plan would be
developed as part of a later permitting
process.
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Agency

Commen
t No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Impacts to wildlife resources
cannot be simply dealt with
using an as yet to be
developed Wildlife
Management Plan. The
project proponent needs to
collect species use and
movement data and work
with agencies to incorporate
features into the project
design that will avoid or
minimize wildlife impacts.
Specific features that may be
needed are special waste
management systems,
wildlife underpasses or
overpasses, relocating road
sections or other facilities to
avoid important habitats or
use areas, or other changes
to infrastructure. Data needs
to be provided on species
use and movements and
important habitat areas and
these data combined with
project plans to develop
infrastructure that avoids or
reduces impacts to wildlife
species. Thus far these
data, analysis and
infrastructure changes have

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
impacts to species from all
aspects of the project."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
other impacts that cannot
be addressed through
project design.
Response
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9

10

11

ADFGConservati
on

ADFGConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-3

4.23-2

4.23-14.23-2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This statement is

The paragraph starting with
"Some birds may habituate to
noise from continuous
sources." contains no
references to support
statements regarding bird
habituation to noise. There is
abundant research on birds,
noise, and habituation and it
should be cited here (see
above suggestions for
references).
"Pipeline installation is
anticipated to occur during
summer months, when
breeding birds are nesting.
There are no nearby seabird
colonies that could be
disturbed (e.g., by being
flushed off the nest or
avoiding foraging areas)
during pipeline installation."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
not been done.
It is difficult for the reader to
gauge the impact of vessel
traffic and the level of
habituation without
information on current and
future vessel traffic in the
area.

Correct section to present
impacts to seabird nesting
and molting.

Please provide information
on the approximate number
of vessels per day that use
the port site at present
versus how many vessels
will be expected during the
construction phase
operation phase and postcloseout.
Please provide evidence
for each statement
pertaining to bird
habituation to noise. Also,
please provide information
on anticipated vessel
activity levels at the
Diamond Point port for
Alternative 2.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 5

The text has been revised. Additional text
and reference to a seabird colony figure in
Section 3.23 have been added to address
this impact.

Additional text has been included to
address impacts to birds from noise as well
as anticipated vessel activity levels at
Diamond Point port for Alternative 2.

Additional text has been added regarding
the current level of vessel traffic and
projected increase in vessel traffic.
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ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

12

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
unsupported and incorrect.
There are a number of
seabird colonies in lower
Kamishak Bay in the vicinity
of the Amakdedori Port site
and pipeline installation;
including at Nordyke Island,
Amakdedulia Islands,
Amakdedulia Cove, McNeil
Head and Islet, Contact
Point, Chenik Head, and
Kamishak Islands. In
addition, to the potential
disturbance at these nest
colonies; adults will be
feeding in offshore waters
supporting nesting mates
and chicks. Information on
colonies and IBA's in
3.23.1.3 clearly shows that
there are seabird colonies in
the area and during sensitive
nesting and molting life
stages.
Paragraph 3: "Additionally,
there is a high level of
summer vessel traffic in
Cook Inlet, and additional
boats associated with
pipeline installation are not
anticipated to contribute in a
measurable manner to avian
disturbance due to increased
vessel traffic."
Please delete this sentence
and provide more
quantitative information on
current and anticipated
numbers of vessels
associated with activities
(see comment above).
Distinguish between
differences on east side
Cook Inlet where there are

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 6

This text has been modified to remove
speculative text and additional information
on vessel activity in Cook Inlet has been
included.
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13

14

ADFGConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-4

4.23-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Wildlife management around
the pit lake will be addressed
in the WMP. Note: Analysis
of risk to wildlife from pit lake
water is pending."

This statement is highly
speculative, given that
nearshore and offshore
activity associated with the
construction of the pipeline
will be different from existing
vessel patterns (mostly
shipping traffic) in Cook Inlet
and may increase vessel
traffic to levels that will result
in cumulative negative
impacts to birds.
Additionally, vessel traffic on
the west side of Cook Inlet is
much less than it is off shore
of the Kenai Peninsula
There is a large body of
research on bird responses
to noise that has not been
referenced in this section.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Please provide more detail
on known bird responses to
industrial noise. Good
places to start are 1)
Shannon et al. 2015,
Biological Reviews 91:
982-1005 and 2) a
compilation of papers on
noise published in
Ornithological Monographs,
Volume 74, 2012.
Complete analysis of risk to
wildlife from pit lake water
and Wildlife Management
Plan; revise and complete
section; then submit for
agency review.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
fewer seabird colonies and
higher vessel traffic and
West Cook Inlet where
there are more seabird
colonies and less traffic.
Also, surveys during the
breeding and non-breeding
seasons should be
conducted so that they
hypothesis of no impact of
vessel traffic can be tested
using a BACI (before-aftercontrol-impact) design.

PAGE | 7

A preliminary assessment of the impacts on
birds from the pit lake has been included.

Text on noise impacts to birds has been
added.
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15

16

17

ADFGConservati
on

ADFGConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-5 and
4.23-10

4.23-5

4.23-5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Analysis of risk to wildlife
from pit lake water and
Wildlife Management Plan
are needed in order to review
and comment on this section.
Not sure if this is the best
spot to mention this, but if
salt will be used on the roads
in winter, it could be an
attractant to moose, caribou,
porcupines, hares, etc. which
could be problematic.
Page 4.23-19. "Wildlife
would be anticipated to avoid
the transportation and natural
gas pipeline corridors as a
result of vehicular traffic in an
area that currently has no
established roads ….."
Bear-human conflict resulting
from the Amakdedori Port
and Transport Corridor is a
big concern especially due to
the proximity of McNeil River
SGR and McNeil River SGS.
While the Behavioral and
Bear sections generally
recognize disturbance
mechanisms and conclude
the project will impact bears;
the section does not
adequately address the
connection with McNeil River
SGR / SGS, and Katmai NPP
This statement and
conclusion would be
applicable under the
discussion for the south
transportation corridor and
pipeline ROW 4.23.2.2,
Behavioral Disturbance.
Assess and include
Environmental
Consequences specific to
the brown bears utilizing
McNeil River SGR / SGS,
and Katmai NPP.

Address issue of salt use
related to wildlife attractant
and potential for road kills.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 8

Additional text has been added to address
this concern.

This text has been added to the section on
the port access road for Alternative 1.

Comment Acknowledged. This would be
addressed in a Wildlife Management Plan
developed as part of a later permitting
process. This has been added as a
potential impact.
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ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

18

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

ADF&G caribou survey and
inventory surveys were not
designed to evaluate caribou
use of and movements
through the proposed mine
site and transportation
corridors. Caribou radio
collaring efforts often target
the core of the herd and thus
track the core of the
herd…..so, the lack of

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
and the ramifications to
resources in these parklands
due to behavioral and other
disturbances occurring within
the project footprint.
“…29 years of telemetry data
that were analyzed found
rare instances of caribou in
the area covered by the
transportation and natural
gas pipeline corridors.
Therefore, they are not
anticipated to occur in large
numbers in this area of the
project, and may only be
encountered on rare
occasions. Therefore, no
behavioral disturbance
impacts on the population
(such as shifting migration
routes or patterns) are
expected to occur.”
Revise section to qualify
statements as suggested in
comments, include some of
the discussion regarding
possible movement of the
herd to habitats in the mine
vicinity in this section as
well.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 9

This text has been revised to recognize
additional potential impacts to caribou and
to remove subjective text.
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ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

19

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-7
through 13.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
telemetry locations near the
mine site or in the
transportation corridor may
not be representative of use
(or future use) at these sites.
It may be more related to
data collection methods than
a complete lack of caribou
presence as this seems to
imply. Caribou use in these
areas does occur and
caribou habitat exists in
these areas; and more
extensive use by caribou
may have occurred in the
past or occur in the future.
The conclusion that “no
behavioral disturbance
impacts on the population
(such as shifting migration
routes or patterns) are
expected to occur” is
unsupported. Information in
the EIS and literature clearly
show that disturbance will
occur at the mine site,
transportation corridor and
other project features should
caribou try to use the area.
"Bear" subsections within the
behavioral disturbance, injury
and mortality, and habitat
change sections
misrepresents the habitat
Provide long term data and
information on brown bear
movement patterns,
important habitat use areas
and movement corridors

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 10

Comment noted. McNeil SGR/SGS and
Katmai NPP are outside of the EIS analysis
area. This information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Commen
t No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
use of bears in the areas of
the transport corridor and
proposed Amakdedori port
site. These project
components are in an area of
high bear densities along the
borders of McNeil River SGR
/ SGS and Katmai NPP
which are required to protect
bear populations and
habitats and have public bear
viewing programs in close
proximity of the project
infrastructure. Brown bears
in this area and using the
McNeil River SGS/SGR are
known to travel over 60
miles. Environmental
consequent analysis needs
to consider a number of
factors including identifying
important habitats, acreages
and movement corridors;
behavioral, mortality and
public safety impacts of
neutrally and negatively
habituated and food
conditioned bears; impacts to
bears, populations, and
programs within the adjacent
parklands as a result of
behavioral, mortality and
habitat changes within the
project area. These analysis

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
along the transportation
corridors and port sites; in
order to address impacts to
brown bear habitats,
behaviors, mortality, and
bear viewing and
recreation programs.
Revise analysis given
comments. This analysis
should also consider
functional loss of habitats
due to behavior changes
and avoidance, as well as
the public safety and
program quality and
revenue losses within the
McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary and Refuge as a
result of avoidance
behaviors, altered
behaviors and
fragmentation due to
infrastructure. Revise and
expand text to fully account
for bear and land
management impacts in
relation to the proposed
Amakdedori port and
transportation corridors
proximity to McNeil River
SGR/SGS and Katmai
NPP, the large number of
bears in the area and the
movement of these bears

PAGE | 11

significant impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested information
would not be essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

BBNC Comments on Pebble 404 Permit Application and Draft EIS (POA-2017-271)
Appendix F, Page 5598 of 5993

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

20

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
impacts on these parklands
and programs should also be
considered in the Recreation
sections. Focused research,
pre- and post-project
construction, is needed to
determine brown bear use
areas, movements, fidelity to
MRSGS/SGR complex and
mine project areas and to
determine effect of project on
landscape use by bears.
Determine landscape use
patterns and degree of
relatedness among bears in
area. Particularly for brown
bear within and surrounding
McNeil River SGS/SGR,
Amakdedori beach site,
Chenik Head area.
Information on the timing and
spacing of vehicles on the
road being as frequent as
every 5 minutes or every 12
minutes depending on
whether it was just a summer
activity or year around is
appropriately presented in
the bear section on page
4.23-8. This is very
important information and it
seems this should also be
noted at the beginning of this
section under "Behavioral
Consider adding language
re: vehicle activity to the
beginning of the section
under "Behavioral
Disturbance".

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
along the coast and their
use of the MRSGS and
MRSGR.
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This text has been added to the beginning
of the behavioral disturbance section.
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PEBBLE PROJECT
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ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

21

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-8

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

“Incidental” surveys for
wolves (and wolf sign) is an
inadequate method for
evaluating wolf occurrence,
density, and use of an area.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Disturbance" to give the
reader a better sense of just
how much traffic is going to
occur and the potential
impact of this activity on the
other species. Having this
under each species is fine
too, but it should be stated
right up front as well.
"...As detailed in Chapter
3.23, Wildlife Values, low
numbers of wolves were
incidentally detected, and no
wolf dens were detected in
the mine site. Wolf behavior
in the transportation corridor
may be affected; either by
avoiding the roadways or
using them for travel
(especially during the winter
when roads are
plowed/maintained). Overall,
impacts to gray wolves would
be anticipated to be low, due
to overall low numbers of
wolves in the area and their
general avoidance of
humans."
Revise section to quality
statements as suggested in
comments.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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Text has been revised as suggested.
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ADFGConservati
on

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

22

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

General

4.23-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Text of sections needs to be
updated to describe impacts
of the earthen access
causeway constructed in the
nearshore waters of
Kamishak Bay poses
significant impacts to the
shoreline processes along
Amakdedori Beach as well

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Especially if these surveys
were conducted when there
was not adequate snow
cover. Wolf dens are also
often difficult or impossible to
observe from aircraft, so lack
of detected dens is a poor
predictor of den occurrence.
Further, the noted general
avoidance of humans would
be a "disturbance' impact in
relation to mine activities and
operations.
"While the WMP will outline
ways to reduce the potential
for wildlife mortality along the
road, varying weather and
seasonal conditions would
likely cause periods of
increased mortality for some
species (such as increased
moose mortality during winter
months, and reduced bear
mortality during hibernation)."
As noted above, project
applicant and EIS should
collect species use and
movement data,
information on travel
corridors and work with
agencies to incorporate
features into the project
design that will avoid or
minimize wildlife impacts
along the transportation
corridor.
Update and complete these
sections to fully address
the impacts of the solid fill
causeway, sheet pile
armoring, and any
"...project design features
and mitigation measures..."
incorporated to avoid or
reduce erosion and

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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This comment is less related to wildlife
impacts as it is related to fish and the
marine environment. This impact has been
included in Section, 4.24, Fish Values.
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ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

23

4.23-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"Bears are at risk of vehicular
collisions during construction
and operations; and to a
lesser extent after closure,
because the transportation

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
as fish and wildlife habitats at
Amakdedori Creek / beach.
This solid fill causeway would
be expected to interrupt
longshore movement of
shoreline sediments that feed
Amakdedori beach, erosion
and sedimentation patterns
in the area, as well as the
fish and wildlife habitats and
movements along
Amakdedori Beach, the
shallow waters offshore of
Amakdedori Beach and at
Amakdedori Creek.
Depending on circulation and
sediment transport
mechanisms and wildlife use
patterns these impacts may
extend southward into the
McNeil River State Game
Sanctuary. Data collection,
analysis and documentation
need to be made on the
impacts as a result of the
causeway alternatives along
Amakdedori beach and the
mouth of Amakdedori Creek.
Revise conclusion to
accurately reflect potential
for vehicular collision
beyond project life.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
sedimentation; on
longshore movement of
sediments, erosion
processes and coastal
habitats. It also needs to
consider disruptions to
movement and migratory
patterns of fish and wildlife
the tidelands and beach
area.

This text edit has been made.

Response
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Appendix F, Page 5602 of 5993

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

24

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Not enough information is
provided in the DEIS to
support the traffic level being
reduced. Various parts of
the DEIS note the road
corridor and port remaining in
place as an industrial port
and open for access.
Depending on the level of
those industrial uses and
access the traffic levels may
less or may be greater.
"The south mine access road
is located in an area with
high brown bear densities
and occurs between Katmai
National Park and Preserve
and Lake Clark National Park
and Preserve. Brown bears
are common in the area,
especially along coastal
plains in the early summer,
and then along salmonspawning streams later in the
summer and fall. Thus, bears
are moving around in relation
to available food resources.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
corridor would remain open,
but the traffic level would be
reduced. The south mine
access road would remain in
place for Kokhanok residents
to travel to Amakdedori port."

Revise section per
comments.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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The text has been modified to define the
different road sections. The mine access
road is the road from the mine site to the
north ferry terminal. The port access road
stretches from the south ferry terminal to
Amakdedori port.
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ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

25

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-10

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section needs to be revised
and clarified. Unsure of area
and road segments being
discussed. South "mine"
access road or south
transportation corridor. The
south transportation corridor,
north transportation corridor
and Amakdedori port are in
an area of high brown bear
densities and involve coastal
plains, etc. The mine access
roads however, may be in
areas of lower bear numbers
on the north side of Illiamna
and don't fit the description.
Bears along the south
transportation corridor would
experience increased traffic
under all scenarios as there
currently is little to none.
"There is a potential for bear
mortality due to defense of
life and property. Bears that
become habituated and
frequent the mine site, ferry

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Bears would likely cross the
south mine access road as
part of their regular
movement patterns, and
would experience increased
traffic with the summer-only
ferry variant.”

Fully document potential
behavioral, mortality and
public safety impacts of
project design and
operations as it relates to

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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This impact has been recognized in the EIS
and would be addressed in a Wildlife
Management Plan developed as part of a
later permitting process.
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ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

26

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Wildlife Management

This section needs to be
expanded upon and related
to the numerous public bear
viewing areas and potential
for bears that are neutrally
habituated to human
presence being placed in
danger at project locations;
as well as; bears that are
negatively habituated by the
PLP project and WMP
actions, or food conditioned
by poor food and waste
management, becoming a
danger to the public at bear
viewing areas.
"Implementation of a WMP is
anticipated to minimize the
potential for conflict between
wildlife and humans."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
terminal vicinity, Amakdedori
port, or other project
locations, may become a
safety risk. Implementation of
a WMP is anticipated to
minimize the potential for
conflict between wildlife and
humans. Additionally, the
project will have a no hunting
policy for non-local
employees."

This Wildlife Management
Plan and other baseline
data on bear habitat use
areas and movement
patterns is required before
we can accurately assess

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
nearby public bear viewing
venues, and bear
resources in neighboring
parks, sanctuaries and
preserves.
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A WMP will not be included as part of the
Draft EIS. A Wildlife Management Plan
would be developed as part of a later
permitting process.
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ADFGConservati
on

Agency

Commen
t No.

27

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
Plan needs to be included,
as well as, plans for other
project infrastructure (such
as waste management
systems) in order to
adequately address ADF&G
concerns regarding bearhuman conflicts in the area of
the transportation corridor
and the proposed
Amakdedori port site.
Habitat Changes, "Bear"
subsection, misrepresents
the habitat use of bears in
the areas of the transport
corridor and proposed
Amakdedori port site.
Reporting a net loss of
vegetation or habitat acreage
without taking into account
the relative importance of
these habitats and knowing
travel corridors is insufficient.
Provide long term data and
information on brown bear
movement patterns,
important habitat use areas
and movement corridors in
order to address impacts to
brown bear habitats along
the transportation corridors
and port sites. This
analysis should also
consider functional loss of
habitats within the McNeil
River State Game
Sanctuary and Refuge as a
result of avoidance
behaviors, altered
behaviors and
fragmentation due to
infrastructure. Revise and
expand text to fully account
for habitat impacts in
relation to the proximity of
the proposed Amakdedori

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
impacts to brown bear
resources, public safety
and management issues at
McNeil River SGR and
SGS.
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Additional text has been added to expand
on this issue.
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28

29

ADFGConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-12

4.23-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

As noted in other sections
there would be loss of habitat
from behavioral changes and
avoidance, in addition to the
direct habitat losses.
Avoidance acreages should
be calculated for bears
similar to caribou estimates;
and figures depicting these
losses provided.
Impacts to gray wolves is
minimized or under
represented. Discussion
centers on use in the mine
area and does not discuss

"Given the brown bear
density estimate and the
acreage of habitat that would
be removed by the project,
habitat would be lost for a
few brown bears. This
estimate is based entirely on
direct habitat removal, and
additional brown bears would
likely avoid areas around the
project."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)

Revise text to incorporate
noted comments.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
port to McNeil River SGR
and SGS, the large number
of bears in the area and the
movement of these bears
along the coast and their
use of the MRSGS and
MRSGR.
Revise section to include
loss of habitat from
behavioral changes and
avoidance, in addition to
the direct habitat losses.
Avoidance acreages
should be calculated for
bears similar to caribou
estimates; and figures
depicting these losses
provided.
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Additional text has been added to highlight
this potential impact.

Additional text has been added to the Draft
EIS. Acreage of habitat “lost” by avoidance
of the port access road has been included
for Alternative 1.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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30

31

32

ADFGConservati
on

ADFGConservati
on

Commen
t No.

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.23-18

General

4.23-12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Injury and Mortality sections
within chapter need to
document and evaluate the
impacts to increase mortality
due to increased access and
harvest pressure. Sections
that specifically evade this
include gray wolf, bear,
caribou, moose.
"Since vessel speeds would
be low in the bays, birds
would likely avoid
approaching vessels and the
impact would be anticipated
to be low." Again, this
statement is speculative and
overly optimistic. The impact

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
losses to wolf habitat
throughout the project
components. Should also
include discussion of loss
from avoidance and
acreages.
"Brown bears are not evenly
distributed throughout the
landscape and are
concentrated around
resources
such as high quality
vegetation sources (sedges,
grasses, berry sources) and
salmon-spawning streams."

Delete this sentence and
cite research by
Schwemmer et al (2011),
Agness et al. (2008) and
others on the known effects
of vessel traffic on
waterbirds. Here are the
citations:

More Accurate to say:
"Brown bears are not
evenly distributed
throughout the landscape
and are seasonally
concentrated around
resources such as high
quality vegetation sources
(sedges, grasses, berry
sources) and salmonspawning streams."
Revise and update
sections to include
discussion of increased
mortality due to increased
access and harvest
pressure.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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Literature has been added and included.

The section has been updated to include
increased access and harvest pressure.

Suggested text changes have been made.
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33

34

ADFGConservati

Commen
t No.

ADFGConservati
on

Agency

4.23-21

4.23-19

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Error in sentence structure or
typo. As this is under the
section for Action Alternative
2; this may mean impacts
under Alternative 2 are same
as Alternative 1 at the mine
site. But that is not clear
from the current wording.
Column heading "Impact
Causing Project Component"

"Impacts to terrestrial wildlife
from the mine site under
Action Alternative 1 would be
similar and
not repeated here."

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
of vessel traffic, even at low
speeds, on seabirds can be
substantial (Agness et al.
2008, Schwemmer et al.
2011).

Rephrase column heading.
"Impact from Project

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Agness, A.M., Piaatt, J.F.,
Ha, J.C., and VanBlaricom,
G.R. 2008. Effects of
vessel activity on the nearshore ecology of Kittlitz's
Murrelets in Glacier Bay,
Alaska. The Auk 123: 346353.
Schwemmer, P., Mendel,
B. Sonntag, N., Dierchke,
V. and Garthe, S. 2011.
Effects of ship traffic on
seabirds in offshore waters:
implications for marine
conservation and spatial
planning. Ecological
Applications 21: 18511860.
Correct sentence.

Text edited.

Text edited.

Response
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PEBBLE PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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ADFGConservati
on

on

Agency

Commen
t No.

35

4.23-23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The Cumulative Effects
section is incomplete and
cursory and requires
additional analysis and detail
regarding the cumulative
effects of the other RFFA's in
relation to the proposed
project.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose of
Comment)
makes no sense.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
Component" may be
appropriate.
Revise and update section
to completely describe the
reasonably foreseeable
cumulative effects.
This section has been revised.

Response
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1

2

3

ADF&GHabitat

ADF&GHabitat

Comment
No.

ADF&GHabitat

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-4

4.24-3

4.24-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section only lists two
potential sources of fish
displacement, injury, and

Section only describes the
fish habitat loss from the
proposed pipeline in the
waters of Cook Inlet.

Chapter does not list any
indirect effects on fish
from the proposed project.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

This section should
describe the sources of and
all impacts from stream

Section should describe all
potential sources of fish
habitat loss from the
installation of the pipeline
including placement in
Lake Iliamna as well as
inadequate bank
restoration/protection.

Chapter should describe
indirect effects on fish such
as increased fishing
pressure due to increased
access.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

This section revised to assess the potential sources
of fish displacement, injury, and mortality from the
proposed pipeline-stranding from water diversions

This section has been updated to assess the
magnitude and extent of impacts associated with
habitat loss from the installation and operations of the
pipeline crossing Iliamna Lake.
Text revised as:
The magnitude and extent of impacts are such that
the two terminals would remove 0.8 acres and 923 ft
(0.2 miles) of approximately 300 miles of existing
littoral zone. Rip-rap placed around the landing ramp
will be similar in size and character to the boulder
habitats currently present in both locations and will
not represent a novel habitat feature. Rip-rap would
be colonized in the short-term and subsequently used
by fish and their prey organisms. Habitat abutting fill
locations may be disturbed or degraded during
construction, but the duration of the impact would be
short term as habitat is expected to recover after
construction activities are completed
There would be temporary impacts to near-shore
benthic habitats during construction, and permanent
impacts to benthic habitat beneath the footprint of the
pipeline in deeper waters. These deeper affected
areas do not constitute quality benthic habitat due to
the water depth, lack of light, and oligotrophic status
of Iliamna Lake. To the extent these benthic habitats
are impacted, the lake habitat under the pipe would
be permanently lost, but the pipeline itself will provide
areas for colonization of lake organisms.

Direct and indirect effects are described throughout
Section 4.24, Fish Values.
Impacts associated with recreational fishing are
discussed in Section 4.6, Commercial and Recreation
Fisheries.
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ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Comment
No.

4

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-17

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Impacts from temperature
changes in the streams
should be weighed against
other measures and not
just the ADEC guidance. A
nearly 3 degree rise in
winter stream temperatures
will have some effect on
incubating eggs even if
below the ADEC threshold.

sedimentation on all life
stages of fish.
Sedimentation sources
include trenching, improper
use of BMPs, inadequate
bank restoration and
stabilization, channelization
of backfilled trench, and
HDD frac-out. Additional
examples of impacts
include direct mortality to
eggs (both directly from
trenching, blasting and
piledriving as well as
blocking the O2 intake from
filling in interstitial spaces
in stream gravel from
sedimentation) and
displacement and mortality
of adults and juveniles from
blasting, piledriving, and
sedimentation.

mortality from the
proposed pipelinestranding from water
diversions and
impingement from water
pumping.

NFK sub-section states
that a 2.8 C rise in
temperature during winter
months will alter
incubation times of
salmon eggs.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
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This section revised to assess potential impacts from
increased stream temperatures on fish at different life
stages.
Text revised as:
Winter water temperature changes could impact eggs
and alevins within spawning gravels primarily through
increased metabolism, growth, and changes in time of
emergence. However, current winter temperatures in
NFK River and UT Creek, and likely SFK River, are
below the optimum egg incubation ranges found for
Pacific salmon species in the analysis area. WeberScannell (1991) reports the following ranges of
optimum egg incubation temperatures from the
literature: Chinook, 39.2 to 53.6°F (4.0°C to 12.0°C);
coho, 41°F to 51.8°F (5.0°C to 11.0°C); sockeye,
39.9°F to 55.0°F (4.4°C to 12.8°C); chum, 39.9°F to

Potential direct impacts from HDD activities include
loss of fluid through subsurface fractures (frac-out)
and unconsolidated gravel or coarse sand. Drilling
mud (fluid) used in HDD is non-toxic and poses a low
risk to waterbodies. However, fluid loss may result in
a temporary increase in turbidity or siltation that can
negatively impact aquatic life by covering spawning
and feeding areas and clogging fish gills. Monitoring
would be conducted throughout the HDD process to
determine whether a subsurface fluid loss occurs.
Details regarding prevention, detection, and response
to a potential frac-out or drilling fluid release would be
addressed in the HDD and SWPP plans.

Text revised as:

and impingement from water pumping.
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ADF&GHabitat

Agency

Comment
No.

5

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-17

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

This section states that
any water chemistry
impacts to fish would not
be measurable, but this
assumes that operations
are conducted exactly as

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Expand the scope of
potential impacts to more
accurately include the
range of potential
operational issues that may
occur over the life of the

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
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The EIS analysis area is the area where potential
impacts are likely to occur under standard operating
conditions.
An assessment of impacts associated with upset
conditions is provided in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.
Refer to Section 4.18, Water Quality for additional

55.9°F (4.4°C to 13.3°C); and pink salmon, 41.0°F to
57.2°F (5.0°C to 14.0°C). The predicted increased
winter discharge water temperatures would not raise
river temperatures to the lower limits of optimum egg
survival for any species and would therefore be
unlikely to negatively affect egg survival, rather there
may potential for increased survival of eggs in NFK
River. Increases in water temperatures during alevin
development can substantially increase development
rates and associated yolk conversion rates potentially
leading to faster yolk depletion and early emergence
from the gravel at overall smaller sizes. Fry could
emerge too early at suboptimal periods of the year
and experience poor feeding, growth, and survival.
Studies reviewed by Weber-Scannell (1991) were
conducted at water temperature ranges substantially
higher than post-mining temperatures predicted in
NFK, SFK or UT Creek. Coho and sockeye salmon
length at emergence decreased between 35.6°F and
41.0°F (2.0°C and 5.0°C), while chum and Chinook
salmon length at emergence increased between
41.0°F and 46.4°F (5.0°C and 8.0°C), then decreased
with higher temperatures (Weber-Scannell 1991).
NFK River habitats could warm to near the optimum
alevin development temperatures for coho salmon or
could be slightly higher. It is unlikely that increases in
winter water temperatures will warm adequately to
enhance or adversely affect developing alevins in
SFK River or UT Creek, and within NFK River, postmining water temperatures may increase to within the
optimal ranges for alevin development of slightly
warmer (EFH, Owl Ridge, 2018).
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6

7

ADF&GSportFish

Comment
No.

ADF&GSportFish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-16

4.24-7

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

In the Natural Gas
Pipeline section there is
no mention to disrupting
important fish stocks such

A thorough review of
important fish stocks
migration through Cook
Inlet salt waters should be

Provide further analysis of
these impacts, since a
detailed water
management plan is
proposed, the information
should be available to
assess the estimated
magnitude and extent of
impacts

project.

planned with no
operational issues.
Potential impacts due to
pump breakdowns, frozen
pipes, operator error, or
other disruptions to the
water distribution system
could have impacts on fish
and should be included in
the assessment. In
general, unplanned events
should also be considered
for impacts (e.g.,
breakdown of water
management system,
AMD - testing and
predictions are not 100%,
large rain events, road
washouts, unplanned fuel
releases...).
"The magnitude and
extent of impact would
vary among the three
principal tributaries,
according to the degree of
surface water and
groundwater capture, the
location of impacts in the
basin, the proximity and
size of downstream
tributaries, and the
magnitude of flow
augmentation at the water
release facilities."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 4

Section 3.24, Fish Values was updated to describe
baseline conditions in the Cook Inlet analysis area.
Potential impacts associated with the installation and
operations of the natural gas pipeline are addressed

Text has been updated to assess the magnitude and
extent of potential impacts associated with changes in
baseline flows.

information on the proposed water treatment system
to allow for operational upsets.
Text revised as:
Water would be treated prior to discharge into NFK,
SKF, and UTC in compliance with applicable water
quality standards established to protect aquatic life,
as described in Section 4.18, Water and Sediment
Quality. Treated water would be discharged to buried
infiltration chambers designed to provide energy
dissipation, erosion control, and freeze protection.
Compliance monitoring during construction,
operations, and closure would assure water quality
standards are maintained to protect fisheries
resources. Because the discharged water would be
required to comply with APDES permit limits
established to be protective of aquatic life, no impacts
to fish and other aquatic life would be expected
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8

9

ADF&GComm. Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-2

4.24-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

"In the context of the
entire Bristol Bay
drainage, with its
9,816 miles of currently
documented anadromous
waters, the loss of
Tributary 1.19 represents
a 0.002 percent reduction
in miles of anadromous
stream habitat, or a 0.03
percent decrease in
accessible drainage area."
Not all anadromous

Provide context for the
statements about
percentage reduction in
anadromous fish habitat,
preferably by identifying
specific percentages for
spawning and noting that
spawning habitat is often
the limiting factor in Bristol
Bay.

Additional impacts such as
changes to estuarine and
marine water quality such
as turbidity, dissolved
oxygen, metal,
hydrocarbon, or other
chemical contaminants,
potential spills. The 6th
bullet should include lakes
and other fish bearing
water bodies, not just
streams (instream water
quality).

reviewed. The nearshore
waters near the
compression station
location is an important
staging area for Kenai
Peninsula salmon stocks
as they return to spawn.

as Pacific halibut and
salmon.

List of potential impacts is
incomplete.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 5

This section was updated to provide context for fish
habitat reduction estimates.
Text has been revised to address the magnitude and
extent of impacts to spawning habitat.
Text revised as:
Adult coho salmon have been documented in 4.3
miles of tributary 1.190 though only during one aerial
survey and in low numbers (27 fish) compared to
other NFK (1,746 fish) tributaries (Owl Ridge, 2018).
Spawning has not been documented in 1.190 for any
other salmon species. The majority of adult fish and
spawning observations for all adult salmon occurred

This section has been updated to address potential
impacts to fish from changes in water quality.
Impacts associated with upset conditions are
addressed in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.

in Sections 4.24 and 4.6, Commercial and Recreation
Fisheries. .
Text revised as:
ADFG permit conditions (if issued) would likely
stipulate timing windows for construction to avoid
impacting migrating anadromous fish in Cook Inlet.
As described in Section 4.6 Commercial and
Recreational Fisheries, the salmon fishery occurs
within the top 30 feet of the water column and once in
place, the pipeline would not be expected to directly
interact with commercial fisheries.
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ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

Comment
No.

10

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Road/Pipeline does not
include impact to scallop

habitat is equal. Some
anadromous waters are
designated so because
they are used for
migration, however they
may have limited or poor
spawning habitat. Other
anadromous waters are
designated so because
they are spawning habitat;
spawning habitat is often
limiting in Bristol Bay. To
say a loss of x miles of
spawning habitat
represents x percent loss
of anadromous habitat is
misleading.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Address potential impact to
scallop bed by loss of

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 6

This section was updated to address potential
impacts to scallop habitat from the construction and

downstream of waters that would be directly affected
by proposed mine facilities. Within the NFK River, the
majority of salmon adults and spawners were
observed in the lower portions of the rivers (PLP
2011) suggesting the presence of higher quality
habitat or simply adequate quantities of suitable
habitat are readily available to accommodate the
numbers of salmon entering the streams without the
need to distribute further upstream.
Rearing coho salmon have been documented
throughout the drainage though in lower densities
(1.24 fish/100m2) than in the mainstem NFK (25.33
fish/100m2), indicating overall lower habitat quality or
adequate quantity and quality habitat in other areas of
the drainage. Rearing Chinook salmon have been
documented in 2.9 miles of 1.190 in low densities
(0.11 fish/100m2) compared to the mainstem NFK
(4.88 fish/1002). Rearing has not been documented
in 1.190 for any other salmon species.
The 8.2 miles of anadromous habitat permanently
removed within tributaries 1.190 and 1.20 represents
11 percent of the total documented 72.7 mi of
anadromous habitat in NFK River. When compared to
the total mileage of documented anadromous waters
in the three tributaries associated with the mine site
(i.e., the NFK, S SFK, and the UTC), the loss of
Tributary 1.19 habitat represents 4 percent and
3 percent of spawning and rearing habitat for coho
salmon, respectively; and 3 percent of Chinook
salmon rearing habitat. The entire Bristol Bay
drainage has 9,816 miles of documented anadromous
waters. Thus, the loss of Tributary 1.19 represents a
0.08 percent reduction of documented anadromous
stream habitat.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)
habitat. Also include
additional impacts on
survival and recruitment of
shellfish from building
Amakdedori port.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
bed caused from crossing
directly through it. Impacts
from building Amakdedori
port is incomplete. In Ch
5 that there will be
lightering in lieu of
dredging a deep water
channel. To say that
"There would be a
permanent, direct loss of
benthic habitat beneath
the pipeline footprint on
the bottom of Cook Inlet."
and then state "Habitat
alteration would be limited
over time, and would not
have quantifiable effects
to populations of fish and
shellfish." seems to
understatement what may
be a significant impact to
the scallop bed.

PAGE | 7

Text revised as:
The construction phase would include installation of a
104-mile-long, 12-inch diameter gas pipeline on the
floor of Cook Inlet from between the Kenai Peninsula
and Amakdedori port. HDD would be used to install
the pipeline segments from the shoreline into waters
deep enough to avoid navigational hazards. These
activities may involve displacement of some substrate
material along with the associated organisms.
Generally, the submarine portions of the pipeline
would be constructed using heavy wall steel pipe
placed on the seafloor. This would introduce a solid
material and represents a change from the natural,

operations of the natural gas pipeline. The extent of
impacts are defined by the EIS analysis area.
Text revised as :
The magnitude and extent of impacts would be that
construction would remove and/or fill 11.3 ac of
nearshore habitat including 2.5 acres of beach
complex and 8.8 acres of subtidal mixed gravel
habitat. The duration of impact would be such that
discharge of fill material to construct the Amakdedori
Port would permanently remove benthic habitat;
however fish surveys indicate the beach complex and
subtidal mixed gravel habitat is less productive than
other areas sampled in Kamishak Bay (GeoEngineers
2018a,b). In terms of magnitude and extent, the
beach complex and subtidal mixed gravel would
represent a reduction of 0.05 percent and 0.06
percent, respectively of locally mapped habitat
(GeoEngineers 2018a and 2018b). These impacts
would be certain to occur if the project is permitted
and the Amakdedori port is built. Rip-rap placed on
the causeway slopes would be similar in size and
character to the boulder habitats currently present in
both locations and would not represent a novel
habitat feature. Rip-rap would be colonized in the
short-term and subsequently used by prey organisms.
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ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

Comment
No.

11

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The habitat loss section
pertaining to the Natural
Gas pipeline states that:
"Habitat alteration would
be limited over time, and
would not have
quantifiable effects to
populations of fish or

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Baseline studies to
characterize habitats and
marine fauna along the
proposed or alternate
Natural Gas pipeline
corridors should be
completed and provided for
review before conclusions

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 8

Baseline surveys have not been completed for the
entire proposed natural gas pipeline corridor crossing
Cook Inlet. Considering the data available, additional
information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to make a
reasoned choice among alternatives.

softer substrate to the artificial substrate of the
pipeline itself, for a combined area of approximately
11.5 acres. It is expected that the pipeline would be
colonized by marine life in the short term. In soft
substrate areas the colonized pipeline would provide
a new habitat type, while hard substrate habitat would
be similar….
Habitat losses resulting from pipeline installation
would range from temporary to short-term. Habitat
may be disturbed or displaced, but would likely return
to prior state after the activity ceases.
There would be permanent, direct mortality of benthic
organisms beneath the pipeline footprint on the
bottom of Cook Inlet during pipeline installation. In
terms of magnitude, extent, and duration,
approximately 6.8 acre of weathervane scallop beds
would be permanently impacted by placement of the
pipeline. Unlike most adult fish that are mobile and
able to actively avoid direct impacts from pipe laying
activities, weathervane scallops may not be able to
avoid the area, which could potentially result in
weathervane scallop mortality. The area of
weathervane scallop beds permanently affected (6.8
acres) is only 0.014 percent of the weathervane
scallop range in Cook Inlet (approximately 49,000
acres). The impacts on weathervane scallop beds
would be certain to occur if he project is permitted
and the natural gas pipeline is constructed.
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12

13

ADF&GComm. Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-3-6

4.24-4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The sections pertaining to
the gas pipeline across
Cook Inlet (and Iliamna
Lake) do not consider the
potential gas leaks that
could occur over the life of
this project and how they
will displace, injure, or kill
fish. The EIS should
provide an ecotoxilogical
assessment of the impact

additional baseline
environmental studies
associated with the gas
pipeline portion of this
project should be
conducted or included.

The mouth of Upper Talarik
Creek is less than a mile
from the North Ferry
Terminal. Adult sockeye
salmon likely use the
shoreline near the ferry
terminal for staging before
entering streams nearby.
Ferry operations could
potentially delay fish
migration into spawning
streams. This should be
described in the DEIS.

about potential impacts can
be made.

shellfish." There is no
baseline data for the
Natural Gas pipeline route
so it is unclear what data
or analysis supports this
conclusion.
"Sockeye salmon are
known to use shoreline
habitat for spawning, and
therefore could be
potentially affected;
however, documented
spawning areas are more
than 0.5 mile from the
ferry terminals and
primary entry points of the
pipeline into the lake
(EPA 2014)."

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

PAGE | 9

Spill scenarios associated with accidents or upset
conditions are discussed in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.

Sockeye salmon are known to use shoreline habitat
for spawning, and therefore could be potentially
affected; however, documented spawning areas are
more than 0.5 mile from the ferry terminals and
primary entry points of the pipeline into the lake
(EPA 2014). Investigations by PLP have documented
that nearshore lake habitat at the ferry terminal is
lightly used by juvenile salmonids and is not used for
adult spawning. (Hart Crowser 2018a, Hart Crowser
2018b, Paradox NR 2018a). Nearshore trenching at
Iliamna Lake has the potential to temporarily disturb
and displace sockeye salmon fry and adults during
construction, but fish use is expected to return to
previously existing conditions after the activity ceases

Text revised as:

This section has been updated to reflect the potential
impacts on migrating salmon from ferry terminal and
operations.

Section 3.24 has been updated with the 2018 Cook
Inlet field study results.
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ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

Comment
No.

14

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There may be direct and
indirect mortality to razor
clams, weathervane
scallops or other marine
life during gas pipeline
installation in Cook Inlet
due to burial and
displacement.

gas leaks may have on
various life stages of
freshwater (Iliamna Lake)
and marine (Cook Inlet)
organisms commonly
found along the pipeline
corridor.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Baseline studies to
characterize habitats and
marine fauna along the
proposed or alternate
Natural Gas pipeline
corridors should be
completed and provided for
review before conclusions
about potential impacts can
be made.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 10

Baseline studies have not been completed for the
entire natural gas pipeline corridor crossing Cook
Inlet. Considering the data available, additional
information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to make a
reasoned choice among alternatives.
Sections 3.24 and 4.24 have been updated with the
2018 Cook Inlet nearshore field study results.
Text revised as:
There would be permanent, direct mortality of benthic
organisms beneath the pipeline footprint on the
bottom of Cook Inlet during pipeline installation. In
terms of magnitude, extent, and duration,
approximately 6.8 acre of weathervane scallop beds
would be permanently impacted by placement of the
pipeline. Unlike most adult fish that are mobile and
able to actively avoid direct impacts from pipe laying
activities, weathervane scallops may not be able to
avoid the area, which could potentially result in
weathervane scallop mortality. The area of
weathervane scallop beds permanently affected (6.8
acres) is only 0.014 percent of the weathervane
scallop range in Cook Inlet (approximately 49,000
acres). The impacts on weathervane scallop beds
would be certain to occur if he project is permitted
and the natural gas pipeline is constructed.
Potential impacts from the placement of anchors for
the pipe lay barge include benthic fauna mortality.
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ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

Comment
No.

15

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Amakdedori Port subsection, should include
text about the potential for
injury and mortality to
shellfish, in addition to fish
species, from construction
(direct and indirect
impacts); similar to
comment above, natural
gas pipeline discussion
should include potential
mortality and injury to
scallops and other
shellfish, which could
impact the resource,
particularly with presence
of equipment required for
ditching and to place the
pipeline which will
increase the overall
footprint of the impact and
associated water quality
issues. Scallop beds are
in a finite area in

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Revise section to more
accurately present potential
impacts.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

See comment response above.

PAGE | 11

Impact sources include anchor scarring each time an
anchor is set, and the scraping or sweeping of the
seafloor from the movement of the anchor cables
across the seafloor (cable sweep). Assuming an
2
average anchor scar of 360 ft with up to a 12-anchor
array, and resetting the anchors twice per mile, for the
104.5 miles length of the submarine pipeline, the
magnitude and extent of anchor scarring would be to
temporarily impact approximately 21 acres of benthic
habitat. The weight of the anchor and potential depth
of the scar could potentially result in mortality of
benthic fauna, including weathervane scallops. The
benthic fauna would be expected to recover and thus
the duration of the impacts would be short term.
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16

17

ADF&GComm. Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-13

4.24-9

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Statement that
Amakdedori port would
impact 14 acres of benthic
habitat but "there would
be no anticipated impacts
to the overall benthic
productivity in Cook Inlet"
is not acknowledging
potential impacts to
localized scallop beds and
crab populations.

Table does not include
units for available habitat
and some species are
missing.

Kamishak Bay and are not
widespread and do not
adapt and move to
different areas, therefore,
the impact could be
significant and longlasting, resulting in a
direct decrease in the
commercial fishery
resource.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Account for potential
impacts to benthic
productivity in relation to
shellfish populations,
specifically scallop, Tanner
crab, and Dungeness crab
in Kamishak Bay.

Include units in table.
Expand to include all fish
species in the mine site
area.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 12

No shellfish have been documented at Amakdedori
Port.
Sections 3.24 and 4.24 have been updated with the
2018 Cook Inlet nearshore field study results.
Text revised as:
The magnitude and extent of impacts would be that
construction would remove and/or fill 11.3 ac of
nearshore habitat including 2.5 acres of beach
complex and 8.8 acres of subtidal mixed gravel
habitat. The duration of impact would be such that
discharge of fill material to construct the Amakdedori
Port would permanently remove benthic habitat;
however fish surveys indicate the beach complex and
subtidal mixed gravel habitat is less productive than
other areas sampled in Kamishak Bay (GeoEngineers
2018a,b). In terms of magnitude and extent, the
beach complex and subtidal mixed gravel would
represent a reduction of 0.05 percent and 0.06
percent, respectively of locally mapped habitat
(GeoEngineers 2018a and 2018b). These impacts
would be certain to occur if the project is permitted
and the Amakdedori port is built. Rip-rap placed on
the causeway slopes would be similar in size and

Units of “acres” are included in first row of table
beneath the header. Treated water would be
released to optimize habit for priority species and life
stages.
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18

19

ADF&GComm. Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-16

4.24-15

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

To state that there are no
anticipated impacts to fish
migration from the port is
presumptuous, since the
physical barriers from the
dock as well as increased
sound from equipment
and vessel traffic
associated with the port
could affect fish migration
due to disruption and
displacement; there could
also be water quality
effects. The port jetty will
extend some distance feet
offshore with no breach at
it's connection to the coast

For Amakdedori port,
turbidity could also affect
shellfish.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Address potential impacts
to fish migration from
construction of Amakdedori
port. Assess fish and
shellfish migration corridors
as part of the DEIS. If
USACE goes with
alternative 1 port design
(solid jetty), recommend
that the project consider
adding a raised piling
section.

Include effects on shellfish
from turbidity during
construction of Amakdedori
port - see comments
above.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 13

This section has been updated to assess potential
impacts associated with the construction and
operations of Amakdedori Port.
Text revised as:
In terms of magnitude and extent, the proposed
Amakdedori port causeway and jetty would extend
1,900 feet into Cook Inlet and would alter local
currents and water circulation. The proposed
causeway and jetty would be an obstacle that fish
migrating along the beach would encounter.
Obstacles are common along the Alaska coast,
primarily in the form of reefs, rocky points, and
peninsulas many of which have similar structure as
the proposed rock-armored causeway. Prevention or
delay of fish migration is not anticipated from the port
structure.

No shellfish have been documented at Amakdedori
Port.
Text revised as:
The existing marine substrate at the port site consists
of subtidal gravels (GeoEngineers 2018a). While
project-related activity would contribute to suspended
sediment levels in marine water around the proposed
port site, sediment in the area is coarse grained and
the incremental increase in suspended sediment and
redeposition due to project-related disturbance of this
coarse grained material would be limited in magnitude
and extent (Section 3.18, Water and Sediment
Quality). The duration impacts from port construction
are expected to be short term, lasting only during
construction, but would be certain to occur if the
project is permitted and constructed.

character to the boulder habitats currently present in
both locations and would not represent a novel
habitat feature. Rip-rap would be colonized in the
short-term and subsequently used by prey organisms
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20

21

22

ADF&GComm. Fish

ADF&GComm. Fish

Comment
No.

ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-19

4.24-18

4.24-18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

For Diamond Point Port
impacts from Alternative
2, specific organisms
impacted is not detailed.

"Potential impacts
associated with the ferry
terminal location on
Iliamna Lake would be
similar to those described
under Alternative 1." This
statement is a leap since
resources at this site are
not fully described or are
unknown (no project
surveys in this area).

EFH (Essential Fish
Habitat) section is not
complete.

to facilitate ease of
movement by organisms
traveling along the shore.
Also, assumptions that,
while the pipeline has the
potential to hinder
migrations of crab, the
impacts are expected to
be minimal, is
presumptuous.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

For Diamond Point Port
impacts from Alternative 2,
provide specific information
on marine invertebrates

There are several
productive sockeye salmon
spawning streams in this
area and adult sockeye
salmon are frequently
observed staging in the
near shore areas of this
portion of the lake. Site
specific studies should be
conducted for this area so
the extent of resources and
potential impacts can be
described.

Provide a complete EFH
section to Cooperating
Agencies for review prior to
finalizing DEIS.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 14

See comment responses 7, 8 and 10 above. .

Section 3.24 has been updated with the 2018 field
study results to better describe baseline conditions in
Iliamna Lake.

The EFH Assessment has been included as Appendix
I in the DEIS.

The magnitude of impact of the gas pipeline on
migration of macroinvertebrates (e.g., crabs) would
be that the diameter and height of the pipe would be
in the natural range of seafloor topography and would
not be expected hinder marine macroinvertebrate
migration patterns. HDD would be used to install the
pipeline at the terrestrial-marine interface with Cook
Inlet to a depth that would prevent navigational
hazards. ADFG permit conditions (if issued) would
likely stipulate timing windows for construction to
avoid impacting migrating anadromous fish in Cook
Inlet. As described in Section 4.6 Commercial and
Recreational Fisheries, the salmon fishery occurs
within the top 30 feet of the water column and once in
place, the pipeline would not be expected to directly
interact with commercial fisheries.
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ADF&GComm. Fish

Agency

Comment
No.

22

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

4.24-25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Page 4.6-8 of Chapter 4.6
lists Pebble South as a
RFFA for development.
Here is says it's only an
RFFA for continued
exploration.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Reconcile the discrepancy
between sections,
preferably by
acknowledging that Pebble
South is a RFFA for
development during the 78year RFFA timespan of the
EIS.

impacted (e.g. shellfish crab).

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 15

This was a format error that has been edited. The
revised Section 4.1 indicates that Pebble South is
reasonably foreseeable only for exploration activities
and not development.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

1

2

ADF&Gconservation

Comment
No.

ADF&Gconservation

Agency

4.25-1 and
4.25-2

4.25-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The document refers to mitigation
measures for Threatened and Endangered
Species that are under development. Prior
to developing and implementing mitigation
measures, the project applicant needs to
provide information on avoidance and
minimization actions in terms of project
design by identifying infrastructure conflicts
with T&E species and then modifying
project design in order to avoid or minimize
those impacts. This information is needed
in order to adequately review
environmental consequences of the
proposed actions.

"Note: data from 2018 baseline field
surveys will be included in the DEIS."
Need this in order to review sections.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

Provide avoidance and
minimization design actions
as well as mitigation
measures. Then revise
section on environmental
consequences.

Provide completed section
including pertinent baseline
data.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Avoidance and minimization
design actions, as well as
mitigation measures are provided
in the two Biological Assessments
for the USFWS and NFMS.
Additional information is included
in Chapter 5, Mitigation, but many
of the measures are still being
discussed and will be finalized in
the Final EIS. The lightering
locations for Alternative 1 were
chosen partially to avoid impacts
to Cook Inlet beluga whale and
northern sea otter critical habitat.

The summer 2018 field survey
data has now been included in
Section 4.25.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

USFWS

Appendix E

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The Service recommends this
appendix address laws and
regulations related to the control and
spread of noxious weeds, including
the following:
Executive Order 11987 (1977):
Requires Federal agencies, to the
extent permitted by law, to:
• Restrict the introduction of exotic
species into the natural ecosystems
on lands
and waters owned or leased by the
U.S.;
• Encourage States, local
governments, and private citizens to
prevent the introduction of exotic
species into natural ecosystems of the
U.S.; and
• Restrict the importation and
introduction of exotic species into any
natural U.S. ecosystems as a result of
activities they undertake, fund, or
authorize; and restrict the use of
Federal funds, programs, or
authorities to export native species for
introduction into ecosystems outside
the U.S., where they do not occur
naturally.
Executive Order 13112 (1999):
Intended to prevent the introduction of
invasive species and provide for their
control and to minimize the economic,
ecological, and human health impacts
that invasive species cause.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Executive Order 13112 is described
in Appendix E.
NISA and EO 11987 are not
applicable to the construction or
operations phases of the proposed
project.

Response

US Fish and Wildlife Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix E – Permits, Approvals, and
Consultations Required
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Comment
No.

2

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend adding clarification on
the depth of the Service involvement
under the Clean Water Act. Also,
consider adding a summary of this
information in Table E-1 as provided
below:
• Clean Water Act (CWA, 33 U.S.C
1344): Section 1344(m) authorizes fish
and wildlife comments from the
Department of Interior to be made
through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has extensive involvement
with the Environmental Protection
Agency under provisions of the CWA,
section 404, which deals with
discharge of dredge and fill. Section
404 of the CWA requires a permit to
be obtained before dredged or fill
material may be discharged into
waters of the U.S. The basic premise
is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
will provide recommendations on
potential methods to avoid and
minimize impacts to fish and wildlife,
as well as provide recommendations
for compensation that will be

National Invasive Species Act (NISA):
Intended to prevent invasive species
from entering waters of the U.S.
(marine and freshwater) through
ballast water carried by ships. The
NISA reauthorized and amended a
previous measure, the Non-indigenous
Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and
Control Act of 1990.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Text clarified

Response

PAGE | 2

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

US Fish and Wildlife Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Appendix E – Permits, Approvals, and
Consultations Required
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends clarifying
the summary statement in Table E-1,
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act.
The Service works with permitting
agencies and project proponents to
develop mitigation measures to avoid
and reduce impacts to eagles, and
assists in developing methods for
compensatory mitigation for impacts
that are unavoidable. The Service may
provide limited take permits of eagles
or nests where avoidance and
minimization measures have been
incorporated into project design.

We recommend reflecting the dual
involvement of both the Service and
the NMFS under the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act (FWCA). The FWCA
requires consultation with the Service,
the State wildlife resources agency,
and, if applicable, the NMFS. State
involvement may result in a separate
report.

necessary for any remaining
unavoidable impacts.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

Text edited as suggested.

PAGE | 3

This is addressed under Section
E1.14 Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act (1980). Additionally, a new row
has been added to Table E-1 for the
FWCA.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section 5.1.2
Definitions
and
Processes

Section 5.1
Introduction

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends the definition of
the term “mitigation” be moved from
Section 5.1.3 to this section on definitions.
This would help clarify that this DEIS will
be using the terms and processes defined
in the NEPA Regulations (40 CFR
1508.20).
“Mitigation” includes the following:
• Avoiding the impact altogether by not
taking a certain action or parts of an
action;
• Minimizing impacts by limiting the
degree or magnitude of the action and its

The Service recommends this section
incorporate information found in Section
5.1.3.
Because this Federal document analyzes
the environmental impacts of a Federal
action, it is important to lay the foundation
of how the NEPA and its guiding
regulations drive the analysis of mitigation
as well as environmental impacts.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
The Service recommends
adding the following text
to the introduction section:
“The primary purpose of
an environmental impact
statement is to insure the
goals defined in the
National Environmental
Policy Act are
incorporated in the actions
of the federal government,
to provide full and fair
discussion of significant
environmental impacts,
and to inform decision
makers and the public of
the reasonable
alternatives, which would
avoid or minimize adverse
impacts and enhance the
quality of the human
environment (40 CFR
1502.01).”

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 1

The 40 CFR 1508.20 definition of mitigation
has been added to Table 5-1 as suggested
and information in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2
were consolidated into one overview
section.

Comment noted. Chapter 5 provides a
brief overview of NEPA and CWA guidance
as it pertains to mitigation. Chapter 1
describes the purpose of the EIS and
Appendix B documents the process for
determining a reasonable range of
alternatives for detailed analysis in the EIS.

Response

US Fish and Wildlife Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Chapter 5 – Mitigation
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Table 5-1

Table 5-1

Table 5-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends using the NEPA
Regulations (40 CFR 1508.14) to define

The Service recommends revising the
language used to describe Agency
Considered Mitigation. Currently the focus
of the definition is related to permit
conditions. Since this is an environmental
impact analysis required under the NEPA,
and not a permitting document, we
recommend that the text disclose the
responsibility of Federal agencies to
consider and include appropriate
mitigation measures not already included
in the proposed action or alternatives to
prevent or eliminate damage to the
“human environment” (defined below; 40
CFR 1508.20, 40 CFR 1502.14, and CEQ
2011).

The Service recommends Table 5.1 either
describe the common mitigation terms as
listed above and in 40 CFR 1508.20, or
the title of the Table should be changed to
“Terms Used in the EIS” as is currently
labeled in the first column.

implementation;
• Rectifying the impact by repairing,
rehabilitating, or restoring the affected
environment;
• Reducing or eliminating the impact over
time by preservation and maintenance
operations during the life of the action;
and
• Compensating for the impact by
replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 2

A footnote has been added to Table 5-1 to

The definition of Agency Considered
mitigation has been revised.

The title of Table 5-1 has been changed
and the 40 CFR 1508.20 definition of
mitigation has been added to the table.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Table 5-2

Section 5.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends relocating and
providing a reference to the information in
Table 5-2. Given that all of the actions
listed in Table 5-2 are design features of
the proposed action, and many are
standard operating procedures that will be
analyzed under the proposed alternative,

The Service suggests moving the
discussion about the Department of
Natural Resources’ Permitting for Large
Mine Projects in Alaska from under the
NEPA title. Although the information
presented is good, it describes a State
process, not one required by the NEPA.
Another solution would be to remove the
term “NEPA” from the heading of Section
5.2.1.

“human environment,” which
comprehensively includes, “the natural
and physical environment and the
relationship of people with that
environment.” It is particularly important to
define “human environment” for this
project due the relationship of Native
Alaskans with subsistence, cultural, and
socio-economic resources in this area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 3

Comment noted. Table 5-2 represents the
Applicant’s proposed mitigation, as
provided to USACE. Per CEQ 2011, an
example of mitigation measures that are
typically included as part of the proposed
action are agency standardized best
management practices, such as those

Comment noted. Section 5.2 describes
avoidance and minimization measures that
would be incorporated as an integral
component of the proposed project
(Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.2) and
additional measures identified or
recommended during the NEPA process
that have been compiled and will be
considered by the USACE and cooperating
agencies as part of their permit decisions to
further minimize project impacts (Section
5.2.3). The summary of state permitting for
large mine projects in Alaska (Section
5.2.1.1) demonstrates permitting processes
and regulatory requirements that are
established to ensure that projects are
designed, operated, and reclaimed in a
manner consistent with applicable laws and
regulations. It also describes coordination
between the state and federal processes.
This is appropriate for Section 5.2.

define human environment.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

9

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section 5.2.3

Section 5.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend this section include all
reasonable mitigation measures.
According to the Council for
Environmental Quality (CEQ), “All
relevant, reasonable mitigation measures
that could improve the project are to be
identified, even if they are outside the
jurisdiction of the lead agency or the
cooperating agencies, and thus would not
be committed as part of the RODs of
these agencies (1981).” The CEQ (1981)
further explains, “This will serve to alert
agencies or officials who can implement
these extra measures, and will encourage
them to do so…” In conclusion, the CEQ

The Service recommends the USACE
collaborate with the cooperating agencies
to develop appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid and minimize impacts
to the human environment. The Service is
available to provide this technical
assistance.

this could be moved with just a reference
to where it can be found, to reduce
redundancy. Mitigation actions listed in
Table 5.2 that are beyond those required
by law could be added to the additional
analysis of mitigation measures that were
not included in the proposed action (as
suggested below in our comments on
Chapter 5.2.3 Additional Mitigation).
Footnotes could be used to indicate it is
mitigation included in the proposed action.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 4

Comment noted. The Draft EIS presents
the mitigation measures that were
suggested during scoping and by
cooperating agencies when developing the
Draft EIS. Reasonable mitigation measures
suggested during the public comment
period on the Draft EIS will also be
considered in the Final EIS. USACE will
collaborate with the cooperating agencies
to assess the suggested mitigation
measures.

Comment noted. The Draft EIS presents
the mitigation measures that were
suggested during scoping and by
cooperating agencies when developing the
Draft EIS. Reasonable mitigation measures
suggested during the public comment
period on the Draft EIS will also be
considered in the Final EIS. USACE will
collaborate with the cooperating agencies
to assess the suggested mitigation
measures.

developed to prevent storm water runoff or
fugitive dust.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Table 5-3

Table 5-3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend removal of the term
“Likely to be Implemented” from the Table
5-3 title and making the likelihood that
mitigation and monitoring will be
implemented a column instead, so the full
spectrum of appropriate mitigation may be
considered in the EIS (CEQ 1981).

The Service recommends replacing Table
5-3 with additional mitigation measures
that have not already been included in the
proposed action or alternatives. This will
allow the environmental impacts of the
proposed action and the alternatives to be
analyzed in comparative form, to more
sharply define the issues and provide a
clear basis for choice among options by
the decision maker and the public (40
CFR 1502.14).

(1981) points out, this is “because the EIS
is the most comprehensive environmental
document, it is an ideal vehicle in which to
lay out not only the full range of
environmental impacts but also the full
spectrum of appropriate mitigation.”

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion
of Text)

PAGE | 5

As noted above, Table 5-3 was deleted
from Chapter 5. However, the likelihood of
implementation is a column in Table M-1 of
Appendix M, which includes a list of all
mitigation measures identified to date
during the EIS process.

Comment noted. Appendix M includes a
preliminary assessment of mitigation
measures identified during the EIS process
that were not already included in the
proposed action. Table 5-3 was deleted
from Chapter 5 because it contained only a
partial list of additional measures (the ones
that were assessed as likely to be
implemented), which was confusing to
reviewers. All suggested mitigation
measures listed in Appendix M were
assessed with the goal of determining the
likelihood of adoption by the applicant or
implementation as a condition in a state,
federal, or local permit, if issued for the
project. This list will be updated after public
review of the Draft EIS for a comprehensive
list of all measures identified during the
NEPA process.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

General

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends structuring each of
the sections of Chapter 4 of the DEIS to
thoroughly analyze the environmental
consequences of the proposed project for each
of the four main project components, as
described in Chapter 2, Alternatives: the Mine
Site, the Transportation
Corridor, the Amakdedori Port and Lightering
Locations, and the Natural Gas Pipeline.
Structuring the analysis and discussion in this
way will ensure full disclosure of the proposed
project’s environmental consequences in the
DEIS. We recommend each of the sections of
Chapter 4 adequately address the full scope of
the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative
environmental impacts from the proposed
action or action alternatives; contain sufficient
nformation to adequately assess the
magnitude or intensity of the impacts; and
evaluate the overall significance of these
impacts to resources in the project area and
surrounding region.

The Service submitted comments on
preliminary draft chapters of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers’ (USACE) Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on July
13, 2018, and August 31, 2018. There were no
subsequent responses from the USACE
indicating how or if our comments were
addressed. Consequently, the Service is unable
to discern which of our previous comments
were incorporated into the current draft. Our
review highlights instances where our previous
comments were not adequately addressed, or
the analyses remain unclear.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment acknowledged.
Analysis in Chapter 4,
Environmental
Consequences, follows the
analysis framework discussed
in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental
Consequences, for the scope
of analysis presented in
Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment.
Analysis is provided for the
four components for all
alternatives by resource.
The general outline is similar
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
sections; some resources
vary for organizational
purposes.

Comments were received and
incorporated in the DEIS as
appropriate. For all comments
received on sections in which
the USFWS was identified as
having authority or special
expertise by the USACE, a
response to comments matrix
has been prepared.

Response
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Comment
No.

3

Agency

USFWS

General

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
The Service has management authority for the
conservation of a variety of trust resources
including migratory birds, inter-jurisdictional
fish, threatened and endangered species, and
their habitats. Invasive species have the
potential to negatively impact these resources.
Therefore, we recommend initial site
evaluations be conducted to determine what
appropriate control and management actions
should be taken to avoid and minimize adverse
impacts associated with invasive species and
encourage the development of an invasive
species control plan for all phases of the
proposed project.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged.
Chapter 5, Mitigation,
includes information on
invasive species mitigation.
Table 5-2, Applicant’s
Proposed Mitigation
Incorporated into the Project,
states: ”The project would
utilize BMPs for prevention,
control, and management of
invasive species. An invasive
species management strategy
would describe the
equipment, methodology,
training, and assessment
techniques that would be
utilized to avoid the
importation of invasive
species into the project area
due to project activities during
construction, operations, and
closure.” In addition, the table
states: “Water used for
hydrostatic testing of the
pipeline would be obtained
from and discharged back to
sources local to the section of
pipeline being tested, thereby
minimizing the potential for
mobilization of invasive
species.”

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

GeneralAnalysis
area

GeneralAnalysis
area

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Both the Nushagak and Kvichak Bays
are recognized by Audubon as areas
of global importance. Up to 89 percent
of the king eiders and black scoters
recorded during spring migration
surveys along the coast of
southwestern Alaska were
documented in Kvichak Bay (Larned
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005), making it
among the most important sites in the

Many important avian resources
outside the mine site could be
impacted by the proposed
development, including those along
the Koktuli, Nushagak, and Mulchatna
Rivers.
Nushagak Bay supports an estimated
60,000 shorebirds within the
Nushagak Bay Western Hemisphere
Shorebird Reserve Network
(https://www.whsrn.org/nushagakbay).
Bird communities along the mine
access road, on Iliamna Lake, and the
Upper Talarik Creek drainage could be
affected by the proposed action.
Impacts could occur to bird
populations as far away as Kvichak
Bay, including tens of thousands of
long-tailed ducks and black scoters,
over 100,000 king eiders (Larned
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005), and more
than 20,000 shorebirds in the Kvichak
Bay Western Hemisphere Shorebird
Reserve
Network site
(https://www.whsrn.org/kvichack-bay).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Comment noted. The analysis area
around the mine site, port, and
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors was determined to
exclude Nushagak Bay because the
only project impacts that might
extend that far away are related to
various spill scenarios. The analysis
area for various spill scenarios has
been included in Section 4.27, Spill

Comment noted. The analysis area
around the mine site, port, and
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors was determined to
exclude Nushagak Bay because the
only project impacts that might
extend that far away are related to
various spill scenarios. The analysis
area for various spill scenarios has
been included in Section 4.27, Spill
Risk, and has been extended down
to Nushagak Bay. Additionally, none
of the spill scenarios occur within
waters that would empty into the
Kvichak Bay and therefore are not
included in the analysis area under
the spill scenarios.

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

3

4

5

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Species of
concern

GeneralAnalysis
area

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water quality is important to wildlife,
including birds and fish. The
withdrawal, capture, storage, and
release of treated and untreated water
could impact raptors, shorebirds, and
waterbird species inhabiting
downstream locations, and should be
discussed in this section of the DEIS.

The Service recommends the addition
of the Kittlitz’s murrelet, marbled
murrelet, Aleutian tern, and pigeon
guillemot to the Species of Concern
list.

The DEIS should incorporate updated
information from the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game on
sensitive breeding populations of
Aleutian terns in both the Nushagak
and Kvichak Bays. Contact Kelly
Nesvacil (kelly.nesvacil@alaska.gov)
for additional information.

region for those species.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged and
considered. Water that is released
back into the environment would be
within water quality standards
(Section 4.18 Water Quality). Based
on the steam flow modeling for the
North and South Fork Koktuli which
are detailed in Section 4.24.2.3,
impacts to stream flows would not be
recognizable beyond the confluence

While these are species of concern,
there were no confirmed sightings of
Kittlitz’s murrelet during any of the
ABR surveys in western lower Cook
Inlet. Aleutian terns were not
observed. Marbled murrelet and
pigeon guillemots were both
observed and are mentioned in
Section 3.23.

Comment noted. As detailed in the
responses above, the project is not
anticipated to impact Aleutian terns
that breed within Kvichak Bay since
no spill scenarios would impact that
drainage. Additionally, under the
proposed spill scenarios, the
released material would be diluted to
within water quality standards by the
time it reaches Nushagak Bay.

Risk, and has been extended down
to Nushagak Bay. Additionally, none
of the spill scenarios occur within
waters that would empty into the
Kvichak Bay and therefore are not
included in the analysis area under
the spill scenarios.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The proposed project has a direct
footprint in marine areas and could
potentially impact the Lower Cook Inlet
(and possibly Shelikof Strait), yet the
DEIS does not address these habitats
nor the potential impacts of spills,
accidents, and disturbance in marine
waters. The same is true for the

We were unable to evaluate wildlife
resources for the North Access Road
in Alternative 3, because no road is
present in Alternatives 1 and 2 where
wildlife resources are predominantly
discussed, and no discussion of this
proposed road is presented in this
chapter. We recommend including a
more detailed analysis of the North
Access Road in Alternative 3 so
potential impacts to wildlife resources
can be evaluated across the
Alternatives.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Comment noted. The analysis area
around the mine site, port, and
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors was determined to
exclude Bristol Bay because the only
project impacts that might extend
that far away are related to various
spill scenarios. The analysis area for

Wildlife information under the
Transportation and Natural Gas
Pipeline Corridor for Alt 2 would be
the same as the North Access Road
for Alternative 3. Even though a
portion of the north access road
would not be constructed under
Alternative 2, there would still be a
natural gas pipeline corridor.
Therefore, the wildlife resources that
would be impacted by a natural gas
pipeline (Alternative 2) or a road
(Alternative 3) would be the same,
but the impacts would vary. Impacts
to wildlife from increased roadkill
potential, etc. for the north access
road under Alternative 3 are
discussed in Section 4.23.

of the North and South Fork Koktuli,
which occurs approximately 11 radial
miles from the mine site. The EIS
analysis area (a 10-mile radius
buffer) encompasses most of the
potential impacts from impacts to
water.
Additionally, this comment is more
centered on impacts, which are
discussed in Section 4.23.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

8

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Summaries of species present within
the proposed site focus only on the
most common species. Therefore, it is
unknown if less common species,
including species of high conservation
concern, are present. The
conservation status of species
detected within the proposed site is
not included in the chapter section,
and the chapter references the Alaska
Biological Resources (ABR) reports,
which were not available for our
review. The information provided does
not contain sufficient detail to evaluate
the potential environmental impacts of
the proposed action, or its alternatives.
Information for this review was
summarized, and no references were
provided, so it was difficult to evaluate
the scope and intensity of potential
environmental impacts. We
recommend providing additional
details on wildlife species that occur
for each of the four main project
components: the Mine Site, the

marine waters of Bristol Bay. We
recommend the DEIS include a
discussion of the marine areas
potentially affected by the proposed
project, as well as the potential
impacts of spill, accidents, or
disturbance in marine waters.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Comment noted. While several
species of conservation
need/concern were detected, no
large aggregations, major breeding
or staging locations or other
population-level impacts were
identified. Additional descriptive
information on ADF&G species of
greatest conservation need,
including number and habitat type
for landbirds and shorebirds has
been incorporated. ABR reports are
located on the project website
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/docume
nts/library.

various spill scenarios has been
included in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.
The analysis area for wildlife
resources is different for spill
impacts since the spill scenarios are
hypothetical scenarios based on
potential impacts.
The analysis area in the spills
section includes Lower Cook Inlet
and Shelikof Strait, since a large
diesel spill could spread that far
based on results of modeling.
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Comment
No.

9

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

On the Bristol Bay side, the outer
regions of this bay have been
identified as molting and
foraging areas for marbled murrelets

Data on the marine distribution of
seabirds, or seabird population
estimates, are largely
lacking in the DEIS. The document
references seabird colony sites in the
region and
provides an estimated number of birds
at “many colonies,” but it is unclear
how many
colonies are included in this estimate,
and what methodology was used to
collect colony
data. We recommend expanding the
seabird colony information to better
quantify the number of birds and
species at each colony site, and
providing a map showing all colony
locations in the region. The seabird
colony database is available online via
http://axiom.seabirds.net/portal.php.
We note, however, that some of the
colony data
contained therein is decades old, and
should be updated to accurately reflect
current
seabird populations at risk.

Transportation Corridor, the
Amakdedori Port and Lightering
Locations, and the Natural Gas
Pipeline.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

This is considered to be outside of
the EIS analysis area (especially for
the diesel spill scenario), including
beyond the Section 4.27, Spill Risk,

Information on birds (including
seabirds) counted from 2004 to 2008
for the marine waters around Iliamna
and Iniskin Bays (Alternatives 2 and
3) is referenced in Section 3.23 and
additional information included in the
DEIS.
A figure (Figure 3.23-10) has been
created to show the extent of seabird
colonies from western lower Cook
Inlet in Kamishak Bay along the
natural gas pipeline east to eastern
Cook Inlet.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

10

11

12

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Wording about survey methodology is
unclear. “The second survey for each
year was
timed to coincide with peak nesting of

Classification of habitat use for each
species into value classes (i.e., high,
moderate, low,
or negligible) appears to be very
subjective. More information on this
classification
method should be incorporated into
this chapter.

The DEIS should incorporate updated
information from the U.S. Geological
Survey
investigators from their Cook Inlet
marine bird and forage fish surveys for
2016-2018.
Lead investigators are Dr. John Piatt
(Jpiatt@usgs.gov) and Mr. Dan
Ruthrauff
(druthrauff@usgs.gov); reports may be
available to update seabird colony
data for
selected study sites and offshore
distribution of non-colonial species
such as murrelets.

and other species during fall migration
from coastal
breeding sites. Murrelets may be
flightless for periods in the fall, and
would be
susceptible to oil spills or disturbance.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Contact these researchers for
additional data.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Additional text has been added to
Section 3.23 to further elaborate on
the methodology used to determine
“peak nesting”.

The detailed methods for how ABR
classified various habitats for wildlife
species are detailed in their
Environmental Baseline Document
Chapter 16 (ABR 2011a). This
document is located on the project
website
https://pebbleprojecteis.com/docume
nts/library.

Due to partial government shutdown
these staff were unavailable to
request information from in time for
DEIS production. Information will be
requested for the Final EIS and
incorporated as appropriate .

analysis area.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

13

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some raptor species (e.g., Northern
harrier, ground-nesting species
including short-eared
owl) are not well surveyed by the
aerial methods used; thus negative
nest survey results
at the mine site may be misleading.
Additional ground surveys for these
species would
clarify their presence or absence at
the mine site. We recommend clearly
disclosing the
limitations of the survey methods used
to evaluate wildlife presence and
impacts in the

cliff-nesting raptors...” What is “peak
nesting”?
The species listed as examples (e.g.,
golden eagle, gyrfalcon, rough-legged
hawk) have
slightly different nesting phenologies,
so there might be different timing
among the
species. Determining nesting success
and productivity for multiple species is
difficult
with a single survey due to differences
in phenology. For example, most
gyrfalcons will
have fledged before golden eagles
can be surveyed for nest success.
Please clarify the
survey methodology used to assess
peak nesting.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Text has been added to recognize
this survey limitation.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

14

15

16

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Eagle surveys identified golden eagle
and bald eagle nests within 0.8 and 4
miles of the
project footprint, respectively. Please
note that eagle nests are dynamic and
locations
frequently change from year to year
(due to blow-down, new construction,
etc.).
Additionally, raptor breeding
productivity may undergo large interannual fluctuations
related to changing densities of prey
availability. A nest that is unoccupied
during a
period of low prey density may be
occupied when prey levels increase.

Both active and inactive bald and
golden eagle nests are protected
under the Bald and
Golden Eagle Act.

It is unclear if raptor studies were
conducted in the same or different
areas during the
2004 and 2005 periods. For example,
was the entire site and buffer area
surveyed both
years, or were forested areas
surveyed in 2004 and cliff habitats in
2005? Please clarify
the timing and locality of the raptor
surveys.

project area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Comment noted and the applicant is
aware of the need for such a permit.

Comment noted.

Text clarified and the survey areas
are shown on Figure 3.23-1.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

17

18

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service highly recommends that
any potential eagle or eagle nest
permit applications

One golden eagle nest was identified
0.2 miles north of the south access
road. The nest is
sufficiently close to warrant
consultation with the Service regarding
potential disturbance
and the need for an eagle take
(including disturbance) permit.
Although the nest was
identified as inactive in 2018, the nest
could be active in subsequent years,
triggering the
need for an eagle take permit to
conduct activities within 0.5 mile of the
nest.

Therefore, a
subsequent eagle nest survey is
recommended in the year prior to
construction to locate
previously unidentified nests or
unoccupied nests. If bald or golden
eagle nests occur
within 0.5 mile of project activities, the
Service recommends project
proponents consult
with the Service’s Migratory Bird
Management permit office regarding
potential
disturbance/take and the subsequent
need for an eagle or eagle nest take
permit.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Comment noted and the applicant is
aware of the need for such a permit.

Comment noted and the applicant is
aware of the need for such a permit.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

19

20

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Analyses should incorporate all

It is unclear why shorebirds are
included in the definition of waterbirds,
but then included
independently in their own section.
Many of the methods used to survey
waterbirds (e.g.,
aerial surveys) are not appropriate for
shorebirds. Supporting documentation
of shorebird use of Amakdedulia Cove
and Kamishak Bay does not include
shorebird use of these areas during
autumn migration. In addition,
supporting documentation is 20 to 40
years old and thus likely outdated. We
recommend shorebirds and waterbirds
be analyzed as two different
categories. Additionally, we
recommend using the most current
data available or collecting new
information where possible.

be submitted as far in advance of the
project start date as practicable. Once
issued, the
permit may be updated with the most
recent survey data (gathered within 1
year of the
start of construction activities). This
will help avoid any delays to the
project that may be
associated with eagles and their take,
and help ensure legal coverage of any
previously
unidentified eagle nest or eagles
potentially taken by project activities.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Cooperating agencies and the public

The text has been updated to clarify
that shorebirds are not lumped with
waterbirds.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

21

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS contained a comparison
between the North Fork Koktuli and
Upper Talarik
Creek drainages, both of which
support a large number of waterbirds.
Only information
on scaup and “broods” are presented.
Please describe what other migratory
bird species
occur in these drainages. The
document fails to describe the
resources that are at risk. For
example, what are the anticipated
impacts to black scoters in the Pebble
Mine study
area, including the mine site and

available data, not just the most recent
surveys. Ground
based surveys do not necessarily
indicate higher-quality data, especially
if they were
poorly timed, utilized inappropriate
methodology, or were based on a nonstatistical
sampling design, etc. It is not clear
what data were included in this
assessment. No
figures were available and few
references were provided, and of
those that were, no
documents or reports were made
available (e.g., reference ABR 2011a,
NDM 2004,
2005).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 11

Waterbird species present in the
mine survey area are broadly
described in Section 3.23 with
reference to the specific details
which are provided in the
Environmental Baseline Document
(ABR 2011a). Specific life-history
traits for each waterbird species are
not included. Black scoters are an
uncommon breeder in the mine
survey area (4 broods were
detected) and were not documented
breeding in the transportation
corridor. Please provide the Stehn
2009 and 2010 references if they
apply to the analysis area.
Information on impacts is provided in

are provided access to documents
cited in the DEIS which are available
on the project website. Figures will
be provided in the DEIS.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

22

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service provides the following
comments for survey methods used to
evaluate bird resources in the project
area:
• A variable circular-plot point count
method was used to survey breeding
landbirds
and shorebirds; this method is not
appropriate to survey many breeding
shorebirds.
• Information describing the locations
and numbers of breeding landbird and
shorebird survey points is insufficient.
This information is needed to evaluate
whether sampling effort is adequate to
make inferences of species densities
and
distributions across larger spatial
scales.
• Point-count surveys were conducted
between 4:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Breeding
landbird surveys should begin 30
minutes after sunrise (sunrise in
Anchorage,
Alaska on June 15 is approximately
4:30 a.m.) and end no later than 5
hours after
sunrise, to account for declining song
rate and detectability (ALMS 2004

transportation corridor where they
occur in relatively
high abundance (Stehn 2009, 2010)?

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 12

Direct and indirect impacts of
alternatives are discussed in Section
4.23.

Comment noted. Avian surveys were
conducted and the methodology
followed has been briefly described
within the DEIS. Surveys were
conducted by biologists and were
geared towards determining
presence/absence versus obtaining
a precise density estimate.

Section 4.23.
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
available online at:
https://ecos.fws.gov/ServCat/Downloa
dFile/111623?Reference=70866).
• Survey timing often does not include
migration or staging periods, a time
period
that is important for shorebirds in this
region.
• Survey timing may not be
appropriate for all species, as timing of
nesting is
variable among species. Timing of
nesting is also impacted by annual
weather
conditions. More information is needed
to determine if surveys were indeed
conducted during what the DEIS refers
to as “peak” breeding periods.
• Landbird and shorebird survey
information is only provided for the
Iliamna Spur
Road. Fifteen point-count surveys
were conducted in 2005 in proximity to
the
Newhalen River. Instead of conducting
surveys for the majority of the
proposed
transportation corridor, the authors
make comparisons to montane
surveys
conducted in Katmai National Park
and Preserve and Lake Clark National
Park
and Preserve (Ruthrauff et al. 2007).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Such comparisons are potentially
inappropriate based on differing
survey methods used or real
differences in
species assemblages in the two areas.
• Survey data presented in the
document appears to be based on
aerial surveys
(fixed-winged aircraft and helicopter).
Aerial surveys are not an ideal method
to
census seabird species, because
smaller birds (e.g., murrelets) can be
missed or
not identified to species, or their
numbers underestimated. In addition,
the report
documents that the majority of the
ABR surveys were only conducted
over land
or at the mouth of bays. The survey
data do not account for the offshore
component of the seabird population
in the region of Kamishak Bay and the
Lower Cook Inlet.
• No surveys were performed (aside
from aerial raptor nesting platform
surveys)
pertaining to the natural gas pipeline
corridor from Ursus Cove to Diamond
Point,
and Diamond Port is not discussed
separately. It is difficult to assess
impact

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

23

24

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

If bird densities were calculated from
point-count data collected by ABR,
then how many
birds are estimated to be directly
impacted due to loss of habitat at the
mine site? How
many are estimated to be directly
impacted due to the construction of 75
miles of new

This chapter section uses minimizing
language, such as, “No shorebirds
were considered
common breeders.” It is not clear how
“common breeder” is defined.
Additionally, the
DEIS states, “In summary, the majority
of the mine site supports landbird
species that are
common in similar vegetation
communities across Alaska. Shorebird
species are not
particularly numerous as breeding
residents in the mine site.” The DEIS
does not
include data describing how these
conclusions were reached.

without information for the entire
impacted area. This chapter does not
adequately assess the potential direct
and indirect impacts of either action
alternative in this area because no
wildlife studies were conducted or no
substantive information for the area is
available for review.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 15

Information related to project
impacts by alternative is included in
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values
(Chapter 4). The text was refined to
state that the average occurrence of
birds for specific habitat types was
calculated, but densities were not.
Specific numbers of individual
birds/territories were not calculated,
but total acreage loss is provided.

The text is from the Environmental
Baseline Document (ABR 2011a)
based on their field observations, but
has been modified to make it less
subjective in the DEIS. Subjective
text has been removed.
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Comment
No.

25

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The construction of the proposed road
corridor would destroy approximately
110 hectares
of waterbird breeding habitat. Because
no waterbird, shorebird, or landbird
surveys were
completed in this area, the magnitude
and scope of the potential impacts to
migratory
birds in this area are unknown. Survey
data are lacking within the majority of
the
transportation and natural gas pipeline
corridors. As the transportation and
natural gas
pipeline corridors traverses a variety of
habitats, the avian community is likely
different
throughout the region. Without data
throughout the entire region, the
relative impact on
the bird community cannot be
assessed. Because “waterbird data
were only collected
north of Iliamna Lake,” additional data
should be collected outside of the

road? How many birds would be
indirectly impacted due to the loss of
home range or
territory in adjacent areas? How long
are these impacts anticipated to last?
This
information should be included in the
DEIS.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Additional data from field surveys
during the spring, summer, and fall
2018 have been included in the
DEIS.
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Comment
No.

26

27

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The proposed port, lightering facilities,
and gas pipeline from Anchor Point to
Kamishak
Bay would pass through an area of
high-quality habitat supporting high
bird densities.
Kamishak Bay is known to support
thousands of waterbirds, seabirds, and
shorebirds
(Pebble Project Environmental
Baseline Studies, 2004-2008,
Technical Summary),
comprising some of the highest

Because “no project-specific waterbird
surveys have been conducted to date
for areas
south of Iliamna Lake,” insufficient
information is available to adequately
evaluate the
environmental consequences of the
proposed action to migratory birds or
understand
potential differences in the affected
environment among the various
alternatives.

mine site,
including the proposed road corridors,
power-generating station, wastewater
treatment
plant, administrative offices, housing
and support services, port facilities,
gas pipeline
corridor, as well as other associated
infrastructure.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Additional information on seabird
colonies has been included along
with a new figure that shows the
locations of these colonies in relation
to project components. Data specific
to the natural gas pipeline corridor
which crosses Cook Inlet is only
briefly mentioned because the only
impacts would be during summer
installation of the natural gas
pipeline. This would avoid the period
when most of the mentioned
seaducks are present. Seabird
colonies in the vicinity of the natural

Additional data from field surveys
during the spring, summer, and fall
2018 have been included in the
DEIS.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

28

29

30

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

3.23
3.23-23

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Pebble Partnership contracted
ABR to conduct boat- , airplane- , and
helicopter based
surveys for birds and mammals in

On Page 3.23-23, the last paragraph
addresses seabirds and should be
moved to the
waterbird section to remain consistent
in the document.

The DEIS should evaluate the impacts
of benthic disturbance due to pipeline
construction
on seabirds and waterbirds that use
the area. In addition, it should evaluate
behavioral
disturbance to shorebirds (e.g.,
phalaropes), seabirds, and waterbirds
due to increased
shipping activity and potential impacts
from accidents and spills.

marine-oriented waterbird densities in
Cook Inlet. The
marine waters in the vicinity of Anchor
Point provide important habitat to
multiple
waterbird species, including thousands
of Steller’s eiders, common eiders,
king eiders,
black scoters, and long-tailed ducks
(Larned 2004, 2005, 2006a, 2006b,
2006c). We
recommend these data be considered
and included in the analysis.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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This data is included in Section 3.23,
Wildlife Values, since the source
document and not the Technical
Summary was referenced. The full
Environmental Baseline Document

This section of text has been moved
to the waterbird section.

Impacts are discussed in Section
4.23, Wildlife Values (Chapter 4) and
information on vessel disturbance is
included.

gas pipeline corridor are shown on
the new figure (Figure 3.23-10).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

31

32

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Kamishak Bay supports thousands of

Waterfowl and seabirds comprised the
majority of observations recorded by
ABR;
however, in May tens of thousands of
shorebirds also occupied the
extensive mudflats in the region. Bird
densities were greatest in the nearshore zone (Pebble Project
Environmental Baseline Studies,
2004-2008, Technical Summary),
which would be most
affected by the proposed gas pipeline,
port terminal, lightering barge
activities, mooring
sites, and handisize bulk carriers
weighing up to 60,000 tons. Bird
densities were generally greatest in
the fall, winter, and spring; however,
more than 4,100 birds of 8 species
were estimated to be breeding in the
study area. Please revise the analyses
using
all available data.

Cook Inlet near Kamishak Bay in 2004
and
2005, recording 69 species of marineassociated birds. The document fails
to incorporate
survey data as summarized in Pebble
Project Environmental Baseline
Studies, 20042008, Technical Summary into this
assessment.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Data on Steller’s eider abundance in

Review of the Technical Summary
confirmed that this data is already
included. Note it is split into different
sections depending upon the project
component and alternative. Some of
the waterbird data is under the
transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridor section and other
data is under the Amakdedori Port
section. The data is primarily
discussed under Alternative 2, as
that is where the ABR surveys were
conducted. Data that was recorded
in the 1970’s is mentioned, but more
recent data from ABR waterbird
surveys is presented.

for marine wildlife in Cook Inlet is
referenced (ABR 2011d).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

33

34

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Lightering cargo, fuel, and supplies
between the port facility and the
offshore mooring
sites would require cargo to be off-

If Steller’s eiders were impacted in
Kamishak Bay, the effects could be
seen in
surrounding areas such as Kodiak
Island, due to the movement of birds
between
Kamishak Bay and Chiniak Bay
(Rosenberg 2007). The proposed port
facility, lightering
locations, and pipeline corridor could
impact waterbirds throughout the
surrounding area.

sea ducks, including common eider,
king eider,
long-tailed duck, scoter species,
harlequin duck, and the federallythreatened Steller’s
eider. Large numbers of Steller’s
eiders were recorded in Kamishak Bay
during the
months of January, February, March,
April, September, and December, with
a high count
of 4,284 birds (Larned 2004, 2005,
2006a, 2006b, 2006c). Kamishak Bay
had an average
monthly count of 1,713 Steller’s
eiders, while Anchor Point supported
an average
monthly count of 134 Steller’s eiders.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Impacts to wildlife species from
seven spill scenarios are addressed
in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.

Comment acknowledged and text
has been revisited for Section 4.25
as Section 3.23 does not include
threatened and endangered species.
Impacts from spills are discussed in
Section 4.27 Spill Risk.

lower Cook Inlet is provided in
Section 3.25, Threatened and
Endangered Species. Section 3.23,
Wildlife Values, has been updated.
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Comment
No.

35

36

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS should include a description
of seabird colony census methods
used to estimate
seabird population declines (e.g.,
1,264 and 1,585 breeding birds in
2004 and 2006
respectively, compared to 4,172
breeding birds in 1976 and 1978).
There do appear to be
population declines of seabirds from
the Lower Cook Inlet area (e.g., tufted
puffin).
However, documenting numbers of
breeding birds for nocturnal burrowing

The DEIS should include a description
of the nesting seabird colonies at
Amakdedulia
Cove, Nordyke Islands, Paint River,
McNeil Cove, McNeil Islet, and McNeil
Head in the
vicinity where proposed and
alternative lightering activities are
planned (southwest and
west of Augustine Island,
respectively), along with potential
avian impacts at these sites
(http://axiom.seabirds.net/maps/js/sea
birds.php?app=north_pacific#z=10&ll=
59.16355,154.10553).

loaded and transferred multiple times,
likely
increasing the chance of an accident
or spill.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Comment noted. ABR conducted
seabird colony counts from boat. No
additional seabird surveys are
currently planned and available data
was determined to be adequate for
the analysis.

A new figure that shows the seabird
colonies (Figure 3.23-10) in lower
Cook Inlet from Kamishak Bay to the
eastern side of Cook Inlet along the
natural gas pipeline corridor has
been added to the DEIS. Several of
the referenced seabird colonies are
outside of the EIS analysis area and
therefore not mentioned by name in
the text.
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Comment
No.

37

38

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS should evaluate the impact
the Amakdedori Port facility would
have on bears.
This facility would be located between
Bruin Bay and McNeil Cove (near the
McNeil
River State Game Sanctuary and
Refuge), where bears congregate
each spring,
sometimes by the hundreds, attracted
by the high-quality emergent green
vegetation
found in the coastal meadows near the

In Section 3.23.4 Climate Change and
Wildlife, it is incorrect to say waterbird
and
shorebird species may experience an
increase in habitat due to increased
thawing. The
habitat will simply become available
sooner; no additional habitat will be
created.

species will
require on-site re-census of the
colonies within the affected area. The
Service
USFWS recommends cooperation and
collaboration with the Alaska Maritime
National Wildlife
Refuge to conduct land-based counts
using their accepted methodologies at
these colony
sites.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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Comment noted and impacts to
brown bears are discussed in
Section 4.23, Wildlife Values. If there
are data that support the statement
“where bears congregate each
spring, sometimes by the hundreds,
attracted by the high-quality
emergent green vegetation found in
the coastal meadows near the site”
please provide such data.

Acknowledged and text added. An
increase in permafrost thaw would
increase the amount of wetland
habitat available. However, storm
surges would erode and eliminate
waterbird and shorebird habitat.
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
site.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

According to Table 3.24-1, beaver
ponds are referenced as occurring
within the upper reaches of area rivers
and are also included in the definition
of “other off-channel” habitats. The
text indicates off-channel habitats
include “side channels, percolation
channels, alcoves, isolated pools,
riverine wetlands, and beaver
ponds…” Please clarify the distinction
between beaver ponds occurring in
upper reaches versus beaver ponds
occurring in off-channel habitats.
Descriptions of the upper river
mainstem (in areas above the mine
site) suggest a greater quantity of
sand and silt substrate particles. Are
these substrates from beaver ponds in
the upper reaches, rather than from
riffle, run, glide, and pool habitats?
There are several instances of
information in tables and figures
without supporting information in the

2

3

4

USFWS

The chapter does not clearly describe
how mainstem reaches are defined.
Points on maps provided in the text
are labeled A, B, C, D, etc. Does “A”
begin at the point “A” on the map and
extend upstream to point “B”? If so, to
where does the uppermost
designation, that is the upstream
terminus for Reach “D”, extend on the
stream and map in the figure? The
Service suggests clarifying the
definition of mainstream reaches
throughout this chapter.

1

USFWS

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Comment
No.

Agency

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Revisions made to several tables
and figures.

Text revised in several areas to
clarify description of the
geomorphology of affected
waterbodies.

Footnotes have been added to Table
3.24-1 for clarification. Other offchannel habitats include beaver
pond outlets, alcoves, isolated
ponds, side channels, and
percolation channels

Figures revised. Stream reaches are
identified.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
text. Examples include:
Table 3.24-2 titled “Estimated Mileage
of Habitat for Pacific Salmon and
Rainbow Trout in Tributaries Draining
the Mining Site” would be
strengthened if we knew what percent
of total stream length each of the
values represented. That is, of the
total area, what portion of it
“represents” spawning or rearing
habitat? The text makes frequent
references to this table in support of
“distribution” of a given species within
a river.
• Table 3.24-2 suggests that habitat of
a given quantity (square miles) for a
particular fish species is present but
does not provide a spatial relationship
or scale to suggest distribution of the
habitat or the fish within a given
stream. Distribution is relative to scale
and needs to be better quantified by
watershed, stream, reach, etc. For
example, Pink Salmon are widely
distributed in Alaska, but they do not
occur within every river or waterbody
that supports Pacific Salmon.
Similarly, a tributary river may be 75
miles in length yet has only 5 miles of
suitable spawning or rearing habitat.
• Table 3.24-2 does not have spatial
relational information. It lists only a
total number of miles of a given habitat
type by fish species, by sub-basin.
• Figure 3.24-3 only reports Reach A-E
and does not indicate habitat use type

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)
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The total distances of anadromous
waters in each subbasin was
included in the text and in the table
footnote and each species/lifestage
mileage was related to its percent of
the total anadromous habitat. Note
the mileages listed in Table 3.24-2
are based on the definition of the
Mine Site Analysis Area (which is
also displayed/ highlighted on Figure
3.24-1).
This was addressed by adding the %
of total anadromous habitat
represented by each species in
Table 3.24-2 (see above) and is
further addressee by adding the
percent composition of anadromous
species to the pie charts in Figures
3.24-2,3,4.
See above
The life-stage information is included
in Table 3.24-2. For specific
locations of species/life-stage
distributions per reach see available
data in the AWC database, Chapter
15 of the EBD (R2 et al. 2011), or
the EFH assessment.
A definition of the transportation
corridor analysis area is provided.
See response above regarding the
percent of total mileages, also text
was added to identify specific
reaches which are clearly identified
on revised figures.
Estimated rainbow trout mileages
based on highest observed.
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
(spawning or rearing). Figure 3.24-3 is
titled “Fish Distribution and Relative
Abundance.” Please double-check
figure and table numbers in the text to
the corresponding figure and table
number for consistency of use and
meaning.
• Figure 3.24-5 “Transportation and
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridors” does
not define the analyses area of
impacts from road and pipeline
construction and operations. No
defined area or boundary is outlined in
the referenced figure.
• “Chum spawning habitat is limited to
the lower 20 miles of the river,
downstream of the seasonally dry
channel (Table 3.24-2).” There is no
spatial reference within the table to
indicate if these miles occur within the
upper, middle, or lower river
segments. Without citations to lend
support to ground verified occurrences
of spawning, this assertion is
misleading.
• Table 3.24-3 titled “Estimated
Mileage of Habitat for Pacific Salmon
and Rainbow Trout within Streams
Crossed by the Transportation and
Natural Gas Pipeline Corridor” does
not include any information on
Rainbow Trout. Please include
Rainbow Trout information or remove
the species from the title.
• Figure 3.24-3 “South Fork Koktuli
Fish Distribution and Relative
Abundance” does not show stream

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 3

Rainbow trout was added to Table
4.24-3.
Figure reference was corrected.
The referenced table was removed.
Details regarding specific tributaries
or reaches are included in the text
and anadromous waters are
identified within reaches and
tributaries in Figures 3.24-2, 3, and
4.
Table reference corrected to Table
3.24-2.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

In-text citations are not consistent with
citations within the works cited list. As
examples:
• In text citation, R2 et al. (2011) does
not appear in the works cited list.
However, R2 et al. 2011a and R2 et
al. 2011b may be found.
• The full citation for NMFS (1977), as

6

crossings for the South Access Road,
as referenced in the text on Page
3.24-13 under South Access Road.
Similarly, the South Access Road as
referenced in the text does not appear
labeled as such within Figure 3.24-5
“Transportation Corridor Fish Stream
Crossings.”
• As referenced within the text, there
are no unique streams identified within
Table3.24-3.
• Table 3.24-5 as referenced on Page
3.24-14 does not provide stream miles
for life stage of fish species found
within the North Fork Koktuli as stated
in the text.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

There are insufficient literature
citations to support assertions made
within Chapter 3.24 Fish Values. For
example, Page 3.24-5 Paragraph 4,
Lines 6-8 states, “The low-gradient
and gravel-dominated substrate of the
mainstem South Fork Koktuli below
the mine site provides spawning and
rearing habitat for resident and
anadromous salmonids.” What
literature or study supports this claim?

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

5

Comment
No.

See Response.

Add supporting references.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 4

Citations have been corrected.

References to the EBD data (R2 et
al 2011) were added where
necessary to support baseline
descriptions.
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Agency

Comment
No.

7

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

There does not appear to be a
discussion of geospatial scale most
relevant to fish populations. The
USACE does indicate within this latest
draft the proportion of the affected
watershed(s) (e.g., the South Fork
Koktuli River) as related to the total
watershed area that contributes to
Bristol Bay. However, there is no
discussion of this in either Affected
Environment or Environmental
Consequences. Please see Service
comment submitted by letter dated
July 13, 2018: “Include discussion and
later analyses of identified resources
at scales relevant to fish populations,
impacted sub-watersheds (i.e., North
Fork Koktuli, South Fork Kotktuli, and
Upper Talarik Creek) and within the
context of the entire Bristol Bay
watershed.”

first appears in Section 3.24 on Page
3.24- 13, does not appear in the
provided works cited list.
• ADFG 2018. Chinook Salmon
Research Initiative citation within the
works cited list contains a link to a
webpage that is only a summary of the
project and not specific findings to
support the assertion within the text.
• ADFG 2018i does not appear in the
Works Cited list; however, ADFG
2018h and ADFG 2018j are present.
• SEBD (2018) does not appear within
the works cited list.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 5

Comment acknowledged. The
description of baseline conditions is
limited to the EIS analysis area
where potential impacts from the
project are likely to occur. Resources
outside this analysis area are not
discussed in detail. This information
is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant
impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Much of the chapter uses old data and
sampling analyses. Environmental
Baseline Data (2008) used for analysis
at the Mine Site and the North Fork
Koktuli River is outdated. Given a
changing climate and warming
temperatures occurring at higher
latitudes, organism response appears
to be causing some flowers to bloom
earlier than usual and seems to be
altering some wildlife migration and
hibernation patterns. Changes in fish
distribution may also occur as
individuals and populations seek out
thermal conditions most suitable for
completion of their life stages.
Understanding how fish species are
responding to these changes is critical
for analyses of effects to populations
occurring in the affected project area.
Examples include:
• Periphyton samples collection
occurred in 2005 and 2007, more than
10 years ago. Current information is
needed for further evaluation.
• Beach seining results were published
in 2005; these results are more than
13 years old.

9

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Sections within the Affected
Environment chapter remain missing,
which makes it difficult review to
review the Environmental
Consequences. For example, fish
distribution data is pending review of
2018 field data, and will be included in
the DEIS.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

8

Comment
No.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 6

Comment acknowledged. Sampling
data from the EBD studies occurred
several years ago, and sampling
was intensive and conducted over a
multi-year period and it is sufficient
to represent pre-mine conditions,
and to assess the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of
the proposed project. Additionally,
the requested information would not
be essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives.

The DEIS contains updated baseline
information currently available
including the 2018 field data.
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Agency

Comment
No.

10

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
We recommend more clearly defining
how available habitat is quantified for
fish. The DEIS refers to miles of
spawning or rearing habitat; however it
is unclear how habitat miles were
determined or calculated. Text
frequently refers to the Anadromous
Waters Catalog (AWC) in reference to
available habitat; however, using miles
of habitat reported in the AWC as a
metric of total suitable habitat will likely
result in inaccurate estimates of
available habitat for critical stages of
salmon life history. The AWC
calculates miles of habitat by
identifying the upper most point within
a stream segment based on the extent
of fish surveys or known anadromous
fish use in a particular waterbody,
rather than the actual limit of
anadromous fish occurrence or habitat
use. The resultant “miles of habitat” is
not reflective of the extent of suitable
spawning or rearing habitat that exists
throughout the waterbody below the
uppermost point documented in the
AWC. Discrete habitat units used by
fish for completion of their life history
are typically distributed in a
fragmented and patchy manner within
a river system. Furthermore, reporting
“Stream miles” is an inadequate
measure to quantify fish habitat in a
biological meaningful manner. We
recommend that fish habitat be
quantified as a measure of area (e.g.,
meters square, square miles). For an
example elsewhere in Alaska, the 17-

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 7

Comment acknowledged. The use of
stream mileages, as used in the
AWC database, is sufficient to
assess the existing conditions and
potential impacts associated with
this project. Similarities in sub-basin
area, stream lengths, flow
characteristics, and habitat
conditions among the three principal
tributaries also allows for reasonable
comparisons among the tributaries.
Consequently, we feel that additional
information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable
significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Chapter sections are missing,
precluding our ability to evaluate all of
the information.
Examples include:
• Page 3.24-22 and Page 3.24-28:
Kokhanok East Ferry Terminal
• Page 3.24-30 Transportation
Corridor and Natural Gas Pipeline
Corridor
• Page 3.24-36 Table 3.24-8 Fish
Stream Summary Table

12

mile stretch of the Kenai River
between Kenai Lake and Skilak Lake
has more substrate area, and thus
more available spawning and rearing
habitat, than the lowest 17 miles of
Eagle River. To accurately assess the
habitat available in the project area
and then assess the potential impacts
of the project, the analyses should be
based on a more robust unit of
measure of habitat than simply miles
of river.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

We request adding a discussion of
baseline surface flow pathways.
Please provide citations for the
hydrographic components when
referencing specific data in the context
of temperature and water chemistry
effects. Water quality parameters
discussed would be easier to
understand within table format in
addition to where it is written within the
text.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

11

Comment
No.

“See Response”

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 8

Data Gaps are acknowledged in
Section 3.1 A description of baseline
conditions is provided based on
regional information. The 2018 field
data has been incorporated in this
section

Surface flows are discussed in detail
in Section 3.16, Surface Water.
Water quality is addressed in
Section 3.18, Water Quality. Text
revised in some areas of Section
3.24 to clarify information and
discussion.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

The DEIS should include a table that
summarizes information for all
anadromous streams crossed or
affected by the proposed action for
each alternative. The current format
does not allow review of at-a-glance
information. Rather, the reader must
skip through to various sections and
subsections of the chapter to gather
this information.
The DEIS should describe how fish
values (e.g., spawning, rearing) are
assigned to a proposed stream
crossing. Many figures indicate fish
information comes from the AWC, but
it is unclear how fish values are
assigned at a particular proposed road
crossing.
Please provide clarification.
The DEIS should describe how the
USACE has addressed the following
comments, submitted in our letter
dated July 13, 2018:
• “Include a separate discussion of
baseline functions and values of

14

15

16

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
The DEIS should include a discussion
on the physical properties of Iliamna
Lake, including vertical profile analysis
of temperature and dissolved oxygen
by season, and lake turnover rates
(timeline) and stratification. These are
important factors affecting diel vertical
migrations by juvenile salmonids (e.g.,
Sockeye Salmon) rearing in Iliamna
Lake.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

13

Comment
No.

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 9

Wetlands functions and values are
discussed in Section 3.22 and
Section 4.22
Surface water hydrology is
discussed in Sections 3.16 and 4.26,
Surface Water. Water quality is

Text revision made in this section
and inserted table footnotes to
describe how life stages are
assigned (either via AWC or
sampling from 2018 field data at
crossing locations).

Summary Table 3.24-6 lists
comparative number of crossing by
fish status (present vs. absent,
resident vs. anadromous).

Comment acknowledged. This
information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable
significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
wetlands that may be impacted by the
project. For example, quantified
baseline wetland habitat functions and
values relevant to fish habitat (e.g.,
rearing, overwintering, refugia) should
be presented to streamline future
analysis of losses from project
impacts.”
• “Include a discussion of water quality
(including temperature and chemistry)
that can be analyzed with respect to
mine discharge receiving waters.
Include a discussion of watershed
hydrography, including the seasonal
hydrograph, for later use to determine
potential project impacts to water
quantity and availability for fishery
resources. Include a discussion of
surface flow pathways.”
• Please analyze “relative contributions
of marine-derived nutrient input and
transport from anadromous fish
carcasses brought into the freshwater
environment from the marine
environment; this should include
timing, extent, distribution, delivery,
and location.”

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 10

discussed in Sections 3.18 and 4.18,
Water Quality. Potential impacts
associated with changes in surface
flow and water quality are discussed
in 4.24, Fish Values.
Potential impacts from changes in
marine-derived nutrients are
discussed in Section 4.24., Fish
Values.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

We recommend citing the Service or
the NMFS listing of species and critical
habitat using the associated Federal
Register notice published in support of
listing. As an example of citing the
Federal Register notice to discuss
listed species, “The Service listed the
Southwest Alaska Distinct Population
Segment of the Northern sea otter as
threatened under the Endangered
Species Act on August 9, 2005 (70 FR
46366), with critical habitat designated
on October 8, 2009 (74 FR 51988).”

Currently, this chapter uses a mixture
of Federal Register notices (i.e.,
humpback whale, fin whale), and
Service and NMFS documents cited
as “USFWS (Year)” or “NMFS (Year)”
(i.e., Cook Inlet beluga, Steller sea
lion, Northern sea otter, Steller’s eider)
to discuss listing of species under the
Endangered Species Act. Some of the
references seem incongruous. For
example, discussion of the Northern
sea otter uses a NMFS reference
(NMFS 2005) for a Service managed
species, and discussion of the Steller’s
eider uses a 2011 document (USFWS
2011) to reference a species listed by
the Service in 1997. Please review the
literature cited in this chapter to
ensure reference of original source
material whenever possible rather
than secondary references, such as
reports or biological opinions.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

Documents published in the Federal
Register are cited as such and the
text has been updated.

The literature cited section has been
reviewed and original documents are
now cited instead of secondary
sources.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The pre-draft chapters previously reviewed for this
section had placeholders for discussion on the
economic contribution of lodges by drainages. No
new information on the economic contribution from
lodges by drainages is included in the most recent
chapter of the DEIS. We recommend future
versions include this information.

Several Service comments provided on the pre-draft
chapter by letter dated August 31, 2018, were not
addressed by the USACE in this version. We
continue to recommend incorporation of the
following information into the DEIS:
• An assessment of King Salmon productivity in the
Mulchatna River system.
• The extent of the project area located within each
of the watersheds described within this section.
Even if detailed in another section of the DEIS, this
information would allow the reader to more clearly
understand the affected environment in this section.

Please specify which section or sections this
statement refers to: “Section 4.24, Fish Values
indicate Alternative 1 would not reduce the returning
adult salmon to the Kvichak and Nushagak river
systems as a result of the project operations.” It is
unclear where the numbers of returning adult King
Salmon under different conditions are discussed in
Section 4.24 Fish Values. Rather, Section 4.24
provides information describing changes to the
quantity of King Salmon spawning and rearing
habitat occurring within the project area. Please
provide a citation or documentation that correlates
the quantity and quality of existing, and future, King
Salmon habitat within the project area to numbers of
returning King Salmon adults.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

Text edited to add counts of
businesses reporting
logbook book data by river
system.

ADF&G treats the Susitna
and Mulchatna as one
system for the purposes of
management. The
information requested is
neither available nor
essential to make a
reasoned choice among
alternatives. It has not been
included in the Draft EIS.

The language was clarified;
the information from
Section 4.24 is consistent
with this statement.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Please specify which section or sections this
statement refers to: “Section 4.24, Fish Values
indicate Alternative 1 would not reduce the returning
adult salmon to the Kvichak and Nushagak river
systems as a result of the project operations.” It is
unclear where the numbers of returning adult King
Salmon under different conditions are discussed in
Section 4.24 Fish Values. Rather, Section 4.24
provides information describing changes to the
quantity of King Salmon spawning and rearing
habitat occurring within the project area. Please
provide a citation or documentation that correlates
the quantity and quality of existing, and future, King
Salmon habitat within the project area to numbers of
returning King Salmon adults.

Cooperating Agency Comment (and
Purpose of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

The language was clarified;
the information from
Section 4.24 is consistent
with this statement.
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Comment
No.

1

2

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Discuss and provide more detail on
how construction and operation of a
large commercial enterprise, an open
pit copper and gold mine, in a
relatively remote part of Alaska could
permanently impact the environment,
fish, wildlife, habitats, and the
subsequent effects on indigenous
people and their culture, including
subsistence use.

Include more detail on the potential
cumulative impacts for all alternatives,
and the magnitude of such impacts.
Specifically, provide detailed
information on the cumulative and
additive impacts each action
alternative would have on the water,
subsistence, and cultural resources
which the people living in the area
depend on for survival. In particular,
this chapter should describe how
anticipated impacts to the river
system, water quality, fish habitat, and
wildlife habitat would affect
subsistence users that rely on these
resources. If some of this information
is available in one or more other
chapters of the DEIS, please also refer
to those chapters here.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of Text)

PAGE | 1

This section draws conclusions from
Sections 4.23, Wildlife, and 4.24,
Fish Values and references those
sections. Some reorganization of this
section was done to help clarify
where the impacts would be.

The Cumulative Impacts section has
been expanded and revised.
Additional references to other
sections added.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

2

3

4

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The mine is expected to emit air-borne
pollutants including particulates and
heavy metals (e.g., mercury) as a result of
burning large amounts of natural gas and
diesel fuel. What are the potential effects
of pollutants on water and air quality?
What are the associated adverse effects
on wildlife and human health? The DEIS
should evaluate and disclose the potential

The Service was unable to evaluate the
direct effects of wildlife contact with
contaminants (including acid generating
tailings and dissolved heavy metals),
because “analysis of risk to wildlife from
pit lake water is pending” (Page 4-23-4).
The DEIS should evaluate and disclose
these potential impacts.

The Wildlife Management Plan referenced
on Page 4-23-1 has not been completed;
therefore, the Service is unable to
evaluate the proposed impact avoidance
and mitigation measures.

This DEIS focuses on the direct impacts
within the footprint of the proposed mine
site, with little consideration given to
potential direct and indirect impacts from
the gas pipeline, transportation corridor,
power plant, ports, and other facilities.
Wildlife resources within Cook Inlet are
generally not included in the description of
the environmental consequences. The
scope should be broadened to adequately
capture the direct and indirect impacts of
the proposed project, as is required by the
NEPA.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

According to models,
contamination will not be a long
term impact with the project.
Refer reader to appropriate
sections in the DEIS.

See Response.

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

A reference to indirect impacts of
altered air quality is provided in
Section 4.20, Air Quality.

Text has been added that addresses
the pit lake water.

A Wildlife Management Plan (WMP)
plan is not included in the DEIS as it
would be developed at a later point
in the permitting process.

Additional text regarding potential
indirect impacts to project
components including those in Cook
Inlet are included.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

5

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The environmental impacts associated
with constructing and operating the
proposed 270-megawatt power plant
should be discussed. A comparable plant,
the 248-megawatt gas-fired River Road
Generating Plant in Vancouver,
Washington, was among the biggest
greenhouse gas emitters in the Pacific

The DEIS should include a discussion of
any transmission lines that would be built
along roadways. Electrical transmission
lines are known to cause bird strikes and
electrocution of raptors. Transmission
lines and poles are also known to provide
artificial perch sites for avian predators,
which may lead to increased mortality of
prey species, including birds. Facility
lighting can also significantly affect avian
migration behaviors, as well as inland
flights of nocturnal seabirds during the
breeding season. Lighting can result in
disorientation or injury and death of
nesting seabirds. The Service can provide
specific recommendations on both the
type and location of lighting to reduce
these effects.

The DEIS should include a discussion
about the potential of new infrastructure
and human waste (garbage, landfills) to
attract avian predators (Powell and
Backensto 2018).
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
237228506_Common_ravens_Corvus_co
rax_nesting_on_Alaska's_North_Slope_Oi
l_Fields.

impacts from air-borne pollutants.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

Check project description.

Indirect impact to add to list.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Section 4.20, Air Quality has been
referenced. A WMP would be
developed at a later point in the
permitting process.

According to the project description
in Chapter 2, no transmission or
electrical lines are planned along the
port or mine access roads. There is
the potential for distribution lines
within the mine site, and this has
been included.
Potential impacts from lighting at
night have been added to the text.

This potential indirect impact on
wildlife has been included in the
DEIS.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

9

10

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Potential disturbance of seabird colony
sites is not included in the DEIS. Seabirds
could be disturbed at breeding colonies by
the noise generated by port construction,
and by 12 helicopter overflights in the
region. Disturbance could also impact
non-colonial birds such as marbled
murrelet and Kittlitz’s murrelet, both of
which nest inland and are relatively

Analyses of potential spill impacts to
migratory birds, listed species, and other
wildlife and their habitats outside the
immediate mine site and within
transportation corridors are not included in
the DEIS. The DEIS should address the
potential for vessel groundings and oil
spills in the region given the varied and
complex bathymetry of Kamishak Bay.
The potential for spills and accidents that
might result from lightering at two offshore
locations (Figure 1-5) should also be
evaluated. Kamishak Bay and the waters
around Augustine are known to be
frequented by both marbled and Kittlitz’s
murrelets and listed Northern sea otters.

Northwest, producing greater than
100,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent (CO2e) per year from 2012 to
2016
(https://ecology.wa.gov/DOE/files/2d/2d41
cf1e-8947-4a80-9a66e412a051e45b.pdf).
What are the anticipated impacts of the
proposed power plant on wildlife? What
measures would be in place to reduce
and mitigate these emissions?

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

This data has been added to
3.23.

This has been addressed in
spills.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

The information on marbled and
Kittlitz’s murrelets has been added to
Section 3.23 and information on
seabird colonies has been
incorporated.

Refer to Section 4.27, Spill Risk.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Chapter 4.23.6 Cumulative Effects is
inadequate. The document talks about
Reasonable and Foreseeable Alternatives
identified in Section 4.1 being carried
forward for analysis; however, the
analysis presented is one paragraph that
provides general statements of effects.
More details should be included based on
impacts documented at other
development sites (e.g., the Prudhoe Bay
oil field, Red Dog Mine).

No effort is made to quantify the number
of animals of any species that might be
affected by the individual project
components, and/or different project
alternatives. Impacts to wildlife are
unlikely to be the same across the
different alternatives; simply saying “same
as alternative 1” is not sufficient.

abundant in the Lower Cook Inlet. The
most recent at-sea surveys indicate that in
the Lower Cook Inlet, the more abundant
marbled murrelet has an estimated
population of approximately 30,000 birds,
which is approximately 7 percent of
Alaska’s total population (Piatt et al.
2007), whereas the Kittlitz’s murrelet has
a minimum estimated population of
approximately 3,000 birds, which could be
9 percent of the world population (Kuletz
et al. 2011). Additionally, the
southwestern, outer portion of Kachemak
Bay is known to be a “nursery” area for
newly fledged murrelet juveniles (Kuletz
and Piatt 1999).

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

This section has been revised and
with respect to RFFA’s, including the
Pebble Expanded Mine Scenario.

Comment acknowledged. The text
recognizes that individual mortalities
may result from the individual project
components.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

1

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Within the document, stream
miles are reported as
“spawning” or “rearing” values
based on the AWC
observations of spawning or
rearing fish. These stream
miles are then designated as
“number of miles” of spawning
or rearing habitat. However,
using a single linear value (i.e.,
stream miles) does not take
into account the relative value
or importance of unique areas
of the affected streams that
support spawning or rearing.
Spawning or rearing activities
may be limited to portions of a
stream and typically do not
occur throughout the stream’s
longitudinal distance. It is well
documented that fish will
occupy and use areas of a
stream disproportionately for
rearing and spawning (Tilman
1982; Frissell et al. 1986;
Dunning et al. 1992; Foley
2018). A more useful metric of
spawning or rearing habitat is
a unit of measure associated
with area (e.g., average
stream reach width x length of
stream reach), and not a linear
distance (see previous
comment on this subject). It is
worth discussing this point

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)
See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 1

The use of stream mileages, as used in the AWC database, is
sufficient to assess the existing conditions and potential impacts
associated with this project. Similarities in sub-basin area,
stream lengths, flow characteristics, and habitat conditions
among the three principal tributaries also allows for reasonable
comparisons among the tributaries. Consequently, additional
information is not necessary to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among alternatives.
Where applicable, language has been added to recognize the
distinction between spawning and rearing habitat in affected
waterbodies.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

2

3

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The document includes use of
vague language (e.g., [Best
Management Practices] BMPs
may be considered...) when
discussing BMPs in the
context of describing
“temporary” or “minimal”
effects. Including a discussion
on BMPs or including a

The DEIS should include a
discussion on the productivity
of Tributary 1.19 contributing
to aquatic and terrestrial
invertebrate food inputs to
fishes downstream. Aquatic
and terrestrial food inputs to
the system should be
discussed within this chapter
in terms of the annual food
resource budget available to
fish. Fish presence and
density may be directly related
to food sources within a
stream network, and a
discussion of environmental
consequences is not complete
without a discussion of annual
food inputs within a system
and the affected area.

within the context of describing
habitat types. We recommend
quantifying using a measure of
area, not simplifying as
“stream miles”.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 2

Best Management Practices (BMPs) and mitigation measures
are discussed in detail in Chapter 5, Mitigation and Permitting.
Specific BMPs will be developed in conjunction with the
appropriate regulatory agencies as part of project permitting.
Text revised as:
The magnitude and extent of stream sedimentation that could
result from such disturbance would depend on the effectiveness
of required state-of-the-process BMPs under stormwater
pollution prevention regulations implemented, monitored, and

Stream productivity is discussed in Section 3.24. Impacts to
stream productivity are assessed in Section 4.24.
Text revised as:
The loss of connection between Tributary 1.19 and the
mainstem NFK due to embankments and pond dams could
result in permanent, direct effects on the quantity and quality of
invertebrate productivity transported downstream into the
mainstem NFK. In terms of magnitude and extent, the loss of
connection could also directly impact available habitat for
benthic macroinvertebrate (BMI) production, which is critical for
fish growth and survival. Macroinvertebrate studies conducted
as part of the environmental baseline effort concluded that a
range of macroinvertebrates and periphyton exist in Tributary
1.19 that would contribute via drift to the food web into
downstream reaches. Two other sizeable tributaries (NFK
Tributaries 1.17 and 1.12) meet the mainstem NFK within 5
miles below the mine site, so the extent of effects of reduced
macroinvertebrate productivity to downstream resources would
likely be limited to the area directly downstream of the mine site.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Tracking between Chapter
3.24 and 4.24 is difficult due to
inconsistencies with headings
of major and minor chapter
section and sub-sections. We
suggest revising chapter
formatting to ensure sections
in each chapter (Chapter 3,

Greater detail is needed to
quantify the effects of
displacement of fish captured
out of the mine site and into
relocation areas. Resident
non-anadromous species
displaced from the project area
will have an effect upon fish
resources in locations up- and
downstream of the release
site, where they may displace
(through competition or
predation) anadromous fish.

complete list of BMPs
which may be considered is
necessary to allow for an
assessment of potential
environmental consequences.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 3

Due to the nature of the material being presented, a direct
match between 3.24 and 4.24 is not feasible. Language has
been clarified throughout Section 4.24 in the DEIS to present
the potential impacts in an organized manner.

Detail was added to Section 4.24 about fish displacement and
potential impacts on anadromous fish.
Text revised as:
Fish capture and relocation would be implemented according to
ADF&G Aquatic Resource Permit (ARP) requirements to reduce
impacts to resident fish. Stipulations contained in the ARP
would determine timing, capture methods, and relocation
protocols. Surveys documented low densities and wide
distributions of resident and anadromous fish throughout
adjacent reaches in the NFK. Species diversity and abundance
data indicate there is sufficient available habitat for relocation
without impacts to existing populations (EBD Chapter 15).

maintained during all phases of the project. BMPs are designed
to mitigate the intensity of surface runoff, erosion, and sediment
loads in stream channels. A range of BMPs, including silt
fences, bale check dams, sediment retention basins, cross bars
and ditches, runoff interception and diversions, gabions and
sediment traps, mulching of disturbed surfaces and stockpiles,
and other measures, would be implemented and monitored
along the mine site road corridors and at all bridge and culvert
crossings to ensure minimization of potential impacts from
erosion and sedimentation. BMPs would also be employed to
minimize impacts of surface runoff and erosion at materials
sites. Detailed BMP’s are described in 4.16 (Knight Piesold
2018a).
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The document contains vague
or undefined language, and
does not always quantify

When applicable, please
include references to other
chapters as needed. For
example, within Chapter
4.24.2.2 Fish Displacement,
Injury, and Mortality, the
Transportation Corridor
section discusses bridges and
culverts, but does not refer to
the loss of habitat due to
potential sedimentation
associated with these
activities, as discussed in
Chapter 4.24.6 Cumulative
Effects. Reference to the
impacts of sedimentation in
this section would help
alleviate reader confusion. See
earlier comment on difficulty
following chapter sections and
subsections. As an example,
reference the Surface and
Groundwater section within the
Mine Site subsection of
4.24.2.3 Stream Flow.

Affected Environment and
Chapter 4, Environmental
Consequences) match. For
example, 4.24.2.3 Streamflow
is difficult to follow because of
organizational structure.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 4

Impacts have been quantified and put in context where
applicable throughout Section 4.24. Temporal scales have been
defined as:

Language has been clarified throughout Section 4.24 in the
DEIS. Appropriate references have been added where
applicable.
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Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
impacts resulting from the
action within the
Environmental Consequences
chapter. For example, Page
4.24-3 Ferry Terminal/Iliamna
Lake Pipeline does not
quantify the area of substrate,
or types of “impacts” that may
be permanently or temporarily
caused by horizontal
directional drilling. However,
the document does detail
specific impacts as part of Fish
Displacement, Injury, and
Mortality that may occur as
part of the Amakdedori Port,
Page 4-24-6. Impacts are
often described as both shortand long-term, without a clear
definition of the temporal
scales associated with shortand long-term.
Examples include:
• Consequences are not
adequately quantified, and
vague language descriptors
are used to characterize
conditions (e.g., Page 4.24-7
Paragraph 4, sentence 1 “in
general, a larger
percentage...”).
• Quantify the area that is
decreased in the downstream
direction (as in spawning
habitat decreased because of

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 5

Temporary – Recovery days to weeks
Short-term – Recovery less than 3 years
Long-term – Recovery less than 3 years to less than 20 years
Permanent – Recovery greater than 20 years
Detailed habitat modeling by stream reach is not available.
Additional information is not necessary to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice among alternatives.
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Comment
No.

8

9

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS should provide an
analysis of how flow is

The source of the increase in
habitat identified within Table
4.24-3, “Average precipitation
year, spawning habitat for all
streams and species in the
mine site area premine, during
operations, and post closure,”
is unclear. This information is
not included in the discussion,
and is important information
for understanding the full
scope of Environmental
Consequences. Please
provide discussion on the
additional available habitat
post closure.

decreased flows). As written it
is vague and lacking the
necessary detail, for example:
“The percentage reductions in
habitat would generally
decrease in a downstream
direction until reaching the
confluence of the NFK and
SFK (with a few exceptions).”
• Specify the directionality of
change, e.g., from Page 4.249 Paragraph 2 Sentence 4
“Habitat changes are less than
1%...” It is unclear if this
change is an increase
or decrease of habitat.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 6

Impacts associated with climate change are addressed in

Habitat modeling is based on surface water modeling discussed
in Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology.
Appropriate citations have been added (R2 Consultants 2018).
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Comment
No.

10

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Juvenile habitat subsection
within Section 4.24.2.3 Stream
Flow indicates, “Sockeye
juvenile habitat increases
would generally be associated
with the SFK-C reach, where
habitat would be increased by
0.76 acres (44 percent) during
mining operations...”
Please provide citations for
these data or further
clarification in the text. An
increase of 0.76 acre resulting
in a 44 percent increase in
Sockeye Salmon juvenile
habitat suggests 1.73 acres of
juvenile habitat within the
South Fork Koktuli-C reach.
The table presented (Table
4.24-4) in the text does not
include the quantity of juvenile
habitat per stream, but rather
presents data in aggregate for
all streams. As such, the table

expected to change with future
climate change projections for
wet and dry rainfall years.
There is currently no
discussion of the future
impacts of the project under
different environmental
adaption scenarios, and future
climate conditions are not
discussed within subsection
4.24.2.7 Water Temperature.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Tables 4.24-2 and 4.24-3 have been updated to include units of
measure (acres).

Appropriate citations have been added (R2 Consultants 2018).

Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology.
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Comment
No.

11

12

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The DEIS should analyze and
discuss the effects of
increased water temperatures
on growth and development of
juvenile salmon eggs.

The DEIS should discuss and
specify the types and
magnitude of impacts to
fishery resources from
increased sediment input from
the mine site (and its
associated facilities). The
consequences of increased
sediment loads and inputs are
well documented in the
literature. Please discuss the
potential impacts in the context
of all species and life stages
occurring in the project area.
There is discussion on specific
impacts within the
Transportation Corridor
subsection that could be
expanded to include all
subsections within Section
4.24.2.5 Stream
Sedimentation and Turbidity.

indicates a value of 41.85
acres of available habitat for
juvenile Sockeye Salmon
during operations. Please
assign units of measure
associated with the values in
Table 4.24-4 (and others).

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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The impacts from increased water temperature on different life
stages of fish have been addressed in Section 4.24.2.7- Water
Temperature and Quality.
Text revised as:
Winter water temperature changes could impact eggs and

The magnitude, extent, duration and likelihood of sedimentation
impacts from the construction and operations of the mine site
have been addressed. Impacts from sedimentation are similar
for different project components.
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Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Increased water temperatures
correlates with an increase of
development rates and earlier
emergence (degree days) of
juveniles. There is no
discussion on the effects of
early emergence and
population level effects.

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)

PAGE | 9

alevins within spawning gravels primarily through increased
metabolism, growth, and changes in time of emergence.
However, current winter temperatures in NFK River and UT
Creek, and likely SFK River, are below the optimum egg
incubation ranges found for Pacific salmon species in the
analysis area. Weber-Scannell (1991) reports the following
ranges of optimum egg incubation temperatures from the
literature: Chinook, 39.2 to 53.6°F (4.0°C to 12.0°C); coho, 41°F
to 51.8°F (5.0°C to 11.0°C); sockeye, 39.9°F to 55.0°F (4.4°C to
12.8°C); chum, 39.9°F to 55.9°F (4.4°C to 13.3°C); and pink
salmon, 41.0°F to 57.2°F (5.0°C to 14.0°C). The predicted
increased winter discharge water temperatures would not raise
river temperatures to the lower limits of optimum egg survival for
any species and would therefore be unlikely to negatively affect
egg survival, rather there may potential for increased survival of
eggs in NFK River. Increases in water temperatures during
alevin development can substantially increase development
rates and associated yolk conversion rates potentially leading to
faster yolk depletion and early emergence from the gravel at
overall smaller sizes. Fry could emerge too early at suboptimal
periods of the year and experience poor feeding, growth, and
survival. Studies reviewed by Weber-Scannell (1991) were
conducted at water temperature ranges substantially higher
than post-mining temperatures predicted in NFK, SFK or UT
Creek. Coho and sockeye salmon length at emergence
decreased between 35.6°F and 41.0°F (2.0°C and 5.0°C), while
chum and Chinook salmon length at emergence increased
between 41.0°F and 46.4°F (5.0°C and 8.0°C), then decreased
with higher temperatures (Weber-Scannell 1991). NFK River
habitats could warm to near the optimum alevin development
temperatures for coho salmon or could be slightly higher. It is
unlikely that increases in winter water temperatures will warm
adequately to enhance or adversely affect developing alevins in
SFK River or UT Creek, and within NFK River, post-mining
water temperatures may increase to within the optimal ranges
for alevin development of slightly warmer (EFH, Owl Ridge,
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Comment
No.

13

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Please identify how the
USACE has addressed the
following comments, submitted
in our letter dated August 31,
2018: “Please present
environmental consequences
to individual fish species. For
example, the Bristol Bay
region provides 51 percent of
the commercial catch of the
world’s Sockeye Salmon. We
recommend a detailed
analysis of the potential shortand long-term environmental
consequences of the project to
this internationally important
resource. The chapter should
analyze the potential for
environmental
consequences to destabilize
the existing Bristol Bay
salmon portfolio
represented by numerous
individual stocks. It should
identify the potential for
additional fishing closures due
to losses to fisheries and fish
habitat. Different species are
targeted in commercial, sport,
and subsistence fisheries
supported by the region. We
recommend analyzing the
impacts to individual
species, distribution,

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

See Response.

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
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Potential impacts to fishery resources are assessed for the EIS
analysis area. This is the area where potential impacts are likely
to occur from project construction and operations.
Consequently, additional information is not necessary to
disclose the reasonably foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the requested information would
not be essential to make a reasoned choice among alternatives.
Direct impacts of habitat removal would be permanent.
Considering the low quality and low use of coho and Chinook
rearing habitat, the lack of spawning in SFK-E reaches
impacted, and the low level of coho spawning in the NFK 1.190
tributary, measurable impacts to salmon populations would be
unlikely. Modeling indicates that indirect impacts associated
with mine operations would occur at the individual level and be
attenuated upstream of the confluence of the NFK and SFK with
no measurable impacts to salmon populations
Non-point discharges of process water to surface water are not
planned. Permitted point discharges of process water to surface
water would occur at three locations: 1) NFK Tributary 1.19
immediately upstream of the NFK confluence; 2) the SFK at its
confluence with Frying Pan Lake; and 3) a tributary to the Upper
Talarik Creek approximately 2 miles below its headwaters
(Figure 4.24-1, Section 3.18 and 4.18, Water Quality). Such
permitted discharges would be in compliance with APDES
permit, i.e., discharge process water would been treated to
achieve the WQCs that are protective of aquatic life. Hence,
release of metals to surface water via point discharges of
process water are not expected to cause metals toxicity (lethal
and sub-lethal) on fish and aquatic invertebrates. Refer to
Section 4.27, Spill Risk, for an analysis of impacts associated
with upset conditions.

2018).
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
abundance, and availability
to the different fishery user
groups that rely on these
resources.”• “The geographic
scope of the analyses for
project impacts to fishery and
fish habitat resources should
include the immediate projectsite (i.e., north and south fork
Koktuli River and upper Talarik
Creek), local watersheds (i.e.,
Newhalen River, Gibraltar
Lake, Lake Iliamna), and
regional scale (i.e., Bristol Bay,
Cook Inlet), and should include
analysis related to the global
importance of the Bristol Bay
fishery.”
• “Certain metals that are
essential to fish health at low
concentrations may become
toxic with relatively small
increases in concentration;
such metals include copper
(Cu), zinc (Zn), selenium (Se),
and molybdenum (Mo).
Copper is specifically toxic to
anadromous salmon. These
same metals have a narrow
window of non-toxicity before
becoming toxic. Non-essential
metals are more likely to be
toxic even at low
concentrations (e.g., gold (Au),
lead (Pb), arsenic (As) and

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response
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Agency

Comment
No.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
mercury (Hg)). Please analyze
the environmental
consequences from point and
non-point process discharges,
for different species and at
different scales.”

Cooperating Agency
Comment (and Purpose
of Comment)

Proposed
Resolution
(Additions or
Deletion of
Text)
Response
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Comment
No.

1

Agency

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Rework and expand the action area,
as described in the second paragraph,
fourth and fifth sentences, to include
discussion of the entire project. As
currently written, these sentences
state: “The action area encompasses
all marine components (all proposed
port locations, lightering locations, and
natural gas pipeline routes), plus a
surrounding 5-mile buffer in the marine
environment. No terrestrial
components of the project (e.g., the
mine site, ferry terminals, terrestrial
portion of the transportation and
natural gas pipeline corridors, and
compressor station on the Kenai
Peninsula) are included in the action
area, because TES do not occur in the
area; only marine components of the
project are included in the action
area.” We recommend the action area
in each of the sections of Chapter 4 be
described the same way, and include
the four main project components, as
described in Chapter 2, Alternatives:
the Mine Site, the Transportation
Corridor, the Amakdedori Port and
Lightering Locations, and the Natural
Gas Pipeline. Standardizing the
action area, and evaluating each of
the four main project components for
potential impacts to resources of
concern, would ensure impacts of the
proposed project are fully analyzed
and disclosed in the final
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
and documented in the record of

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)
Action area as defined should
match the action area provided in
the Biological Assessment.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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The EIS analysis area has been
defined as the extent of direct and
indirect impacts. The source of indirect
impacts that are anticipated to extend
the greatest distance is underwater
noise from construction at the port. The
analysis area has been defined as the
greatest extent where harm or
harassment may occur to marine
mammals from noise. For consistency
the EIS analysis area has been aligned
to match the action area of the
Biological Assessment.
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Comment
No.

2

3

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Some of the language in this section
appears to minimize the environmental
consequences the project may have
on listed species. Chapter 3.25
Threatened and Endangered Species
notes that 2018 environmental field
survey results will be incorporated into
the DEIS, when available. Until a full
analysis of the project’s impacts and
effects on listed species is complete
and included in the environmental
consequences chapter, reference to
effects as minimal, localized, limited,
negligible, etc. are premature. The
Service recommends review of the
entire section, and removal of
minimizing language.

Include analysis of potential water
quality impacts at the mine site, along
the transportation corridor, and at the
Amakdedori Port for discussion in this
section, with a focus on impacts to
listed species and protected marine
mammals. This should include the
potential for water quality alteration or
degradation to originate at the mine
site, then move downstream to Lake
Iliamna and Cook Inlet, and impact or
affect listed species and protected
marine mammals. Please note this
recommended water quality analysis
differs from analysis referenced in
Chapter 4.27 Spill Risk.

decision.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Read/refer to the WQ section.

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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Additional data from surveys in 2018
have been added to Section 3.25 and
are discussed where appropriate in
Section 4.25. Minimizing language has
been removed.

Impacts from potential changes to
water quality are discussed in Section
4.18 Water Quality. Water discharged
from the project would comply with
permit conditions and including water
quality standards.
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Comment
No.

4

5

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Discussion of the environmental
consequences on Northern sea otter
critical habitat, as found in Section
4.25.2.5 Northern Sea Otter, Critical
Habitat, is lacking specificity. This
section states, “all sea otter critical

Include a rigorous analysis of the
impacts and effects of the proposed
port facility, the proposed pipeline, the
proposed lightering of concentrate
using barges to transport concentrate
to bulk carriers moored in deeper
water, including the risks of fuel and
hazardous materials spills, on sea
otters and sea otter critical habitat
through all phases if the project. For
example, currently no analysis of fuel
or hazardous materials spills is
included in this section. In addition,
there is no meaningful analysis or
quantification of anticipated impacts to
sea otters or sea otter critical habitat
for the construction and operation of
the two port facilities under
consideration. Additional details on the
anticipated impacts of each alternative
during construction and operation of
the proposed port facility, the
proposed pipeline, the proposed
lightering of concentrate using barges
to transport concentrate to bulk
carriers moored in deeper water, is
essential to compare the effects and
impacts of each alternative. Simply
saying, “All impacts are anticipated to
be the same for the two alternatives…”
is not sufficient.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)
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Additional text has been added to
provide more specificity. The Biological
Assessment provides the greatest level
of detail and has been included as an
appendix to the Draft EIS.
Impacts from spills are discussed in

Additional text has been added to
provide more specificity. The Biological
Assessment provides the greatest level
of detail and has been included as an
appendix to the Draft EIS.
Impacts from spills are discussed in
Section 4.27, Spill Risk and are not
included in the individual resourcespecific sections.
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Comment
No.

6

7

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service recommends the
following sentence in Section 4.25.4.1
Summary of Key Impacts be removed
or rephrased: “For all TES, it is not
possible to quantify the exact number
of individuals that may be impacted by
vessel collisions or strikes; therefore,
the number is considered less than
significant.” Please note being unable
to quantify an impact in terms of
numbers of individuals is not the same
as the impact being “less than
Significant”. It would be more correct
to state the impact of vessel collisions
or strikes is “unquantifiable” or
“unknown.”

The Steller’s eider section is a good
example of analyzing and disclosing
potential environmental consequences
of the project on listed species. The
information and discussion in this
section is thorough, based upon the
biology of the species, and does not
use minimizing or qualifying language.
Similar rigorous analysis and
discussion should be conducted for all
listed species in this chapter.

habitat primary constituent
elements…would be directly affected,”
but does not detail how. This section
does not fully analyze the proposed
project’s impacts and effects on each
primary constituent element, and does
not analyze the impacts and effects of
fuel or hazardous materials spills on
sea otter critical habitat.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Text modified as suggested to
“unknown”.
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Comment noted and text added to the
other sections for other listed species.

Section 4.27, Spill Risk and are not
included in the individual resourcespecific sections.
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Comment
No.

8

9

Agency

USFWS

USFWS

Appendix
K4.25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

The Service has no comment at this
time on Appendix K 3.25 Threatened
and Endangered Species. Please
continue to coordinate any required
Marine Mammal Protection Act
Incidental Harassment Authorization
or Incidental Take Regulations with
the Service’s Marine Mammals
Management program.

The Service has no comment at this
time on Figure 4.25-1: Federally Listed
Marine Mammal Critical Habitat and
Location within the Action Area, or
Figure 4.25-2: Steller’s Eider Molting
and Wintering Locations within the
Action Area.

Cooperating Agency Comment
(and Purpose of Comment)

Proposed Resolution
(Additions or Deletion of
Text)

Comment noted.

Comment noted.
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Comment
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Table 3.6-13,
Pages 3.6-19 and
3.6-20

3.6.1.2, Page 3.619

Figure 3.6-11,
Page 3.6-18

Table 3.6-11,
Page 3.6-17

Section 3.6.1.2,
Page 3.16-16

Table 3.6-9, Page
3.6-14

Section 3.6.1.1,
Page 3.6-13

Table 3.6-8, Page
3.6-12

Table 3.6-1,
Page, 3.6-2

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

“In 2016 and 2017, the exvessel of the fishery was $156
and $216 million respectively
(see Table 3.6-13).

“Collective watershed resident
wages averaged $1 million per
year…”

“Theories as to why permits
have left Bristol Bay include…”

Relevant Text/Subject

This has been clarified throughout the
text.

We recommend that the document clarify
if “resident” refers to watershed resident
or Alaska resident.
We recommend adding overall population
decline in the region as a possible
explanation.
We recommend including the sample size
for each group/year combination and
clarifying the number of vessels that
values are based on in each category.

In the table, the 6th row is labelled “lower
bound estimate of fishers’ tax obligation,”
but the text (p 3.6-19) refers to the $6.83
million value as a processors tax amount
paid. We recommend including whichever
reference is the correct one.

Please clarify what “H&G” means in the
legend.
Table 3.6-13 does not contain 2016 or
2017 data; we recommend correcting the
reference.

We recommend clarifying if per worker
wages decreased over the period (if have
fewer workers, may not see per worker
decrease).
We recommend including the number of
workers for each category (not just the
percentage) and wages per worker for
each category, not just total amounts.

Percentages were used as a relevant
comparison tool. No changes made.

We recommend presenting actual values,
rather than a percentage, in this table.

Text has been corrected.

PAGE | 1

Reference has been corrected.

The baseline information that is
requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project.
Clarification added to text.

The baseline information that is
requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project.
The text has been clarified.

Population decline was added.
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Comment
Number

10

11

12

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 3.6/4.6

Section 3.6/4.6

Section 3.6/4.6

Table 3.6-14, 3.615, Page 3.6-25

Section 3.6.2

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

General Comment

General Comment

General Comment

Relevant Text/Subject

We recommend that the DEIS
acknowledge that the total economic
value of the resource in a cost-benefit
framework is not being considered in this
assessment. This assessment is more
narrowly focused on a few of the many
sources of value and places a value of
zero on passive use, existence, and
bequest values. In addition, for the
recreational fishery, expenditures
represent the cost of accessing the
resource, and do not reflect the consumer

We recommend including precise
definitions of the economic terms used, as
well as a discussion of any data gaps or
limitations of the available data and any
assumptions used in the calculations.
We also recommend that the document
include some discussion on the screening
process used to identify the impacts
presented in the analysis.
We recommend that the DEIS include a
discussion of how the affected sectors link
to other parts of the wider economy.

We recommend that Section 3.6.2 Cook
Inlet Commercial Fisheries include
additional detail, considering that there is
a significant groundfish fishery there and
that it crosses a wide variety of “complex
fisheries.”
We recommend presenting data on total
number of surveys returned.

Comment
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The analysis included revenue
created by ancillary and indirect
employment from the fishing industry.
No changes made.
Comment acknowledged. The
information presented is included in
the EIS in order to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable impacts of
the proposed project. No changes
made.

Section 4.6 explains the process that
was used for determining the
parameters of analysis.

The baseline information that is
requested is more detail than is
necessary to include in the EIS in
order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project. The information presented
was chosen for relevancy and
comparison.
Some definitions have been added,
and more can be found in the project
glossary.

More information has been added
about Cook Inlet fisheries, including
groundfish.
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Agency

Comment
Number

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #
Relevant Text/Subject
surplus or willingness-to-pay for a day of
recreational or sport fishing. This is an
important source of economic value.

Comment

Response
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Comment
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

“The corridor, including access
roads, would cross a total of
which 44 rivers and streams
documented to support fish.”

Last paragraph: “Table 3.24-3
summarizes…”

Table 3.24-3

Table 3.24-3
First sentence in South Access
Road section

Section 3.24.1.1,
Page 3.24-11

Section 3.24.1.1,
Page 3.24-11

Section 3.24.1.1,
Page 3.24-12

Section 3.24.1.1,
Page 3.24-12

Section 3.24.1.1,
Page 3.24-13

Section 3.24.1.2,
Page 3.24-19

Section 3.24.1.2,
Page 3.24-14

Relevant Text/Subject

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

If 1+ age sockeye salmon were observed
in SFK, we recommend clarifying where
they overwinter. For example, are some
sockeye juveniles stream-rearing type, or

Throughout, we recommend providing
absolute abundance for fish, not just
relative distribution and abundance.

It appears the table referenced in footnote
1 should be 3.24-4. We recommend
making this correction.
It appears the cited figure should be 3.245. We recommend making this correction.
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Absolute abundance was not
assessed; instead index counts using
aerial surveys, one-pass
electrofishing, snorkel counts,
minnow traps were utilized to assess
relative distribution and abundance.
Environmental baseline lengthfrequency distributions indicated that
0+ and 1+ sockeyes resided in the
SFK (R2 et al. 2011). Most

Figure reference has been corrected.

As noted in Section 3.24, Fish
Values, streams not crossed by but
within 0.25 mi of the road/pipeline
corridor were defined as within the
EIS Analysis Area and such streams
were identified in the text.
All known anadromous streams
identified in the Anadromous Water
Catalog (AWC) were sampled for fish
presence except 2 rivers well known
to contain salmon (Newhalen and Pile
rivers), and 2 small tributaries to Cook
Inlet (Browns Peak Creek and trib to
Cottonwood Bay). Fish sampling was
also conducted at over 140 other
stream crossings to determine fish
presence or absence and species
composition.
Table footnote #2 specifies that
mileages represent distance from the
crossing downstream to mouth or
confluence with a tributary.
This table has been revised and no
longer references another table.

We recommend adding information to the
DEIS about miles of stream in proximity to
roads, as well as those streams being
crossed by roads (e.g., the mine access
road to the North Ferry Terminal runs
along a stream).
We recommend specifying how much
sampling has been conducted in this
region. Please clarify whether streams
have been sampled and found not to have
anadromous fishes, or if few streams
have been sampled along the
transportation corridor.

We recommend specifying how mileage
was calculated (e.g., total mileage
upstream of crossing).
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Comment
Number

8

9

10

11

12

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

“Clams are abundant along
many Cook Inlet beaches.”

Section 3.24.1.2,
Page 3.24-23

“…were calculated from
macroinvertebrate data
collected using the ASCI
method and the Surber
method.”
“The overall results for both
the Surber method…”

“CTI reflects aquatic habitat
quality…”

Section 3.24.1.3,
Page 3.24-24

Section 3.24.1.3,
Page 3.24-24

Section 3.24.1.3,
Page 3.24-24

Section 3.24.1.3,
Page 3.24-23

Relevant Text/Subject

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

We recommend that this section be
moved into 3.24.1.3 “Aquatic
Invertebrates”.
We recommend renaming this section to
reflect that both invertebrate and algae
data are presented.
We recommend that the DEIS clarify
whether this means “sampled using a
Surber sampler”. As worded, this is
confusing because ASCI is an index,
Surber is a type of sampler, neither is a
method per se.
We recommend presenting actual
abundance data.
We recommend specifying the possible
range of values and what they mean (e.g.,
is high good quality?).

are they using Frying Pan Lake?

Comment

PAGE | 2

Revised language in Section 3.24,
Fish Values, to read: “CTI reflects
aquatic habitat quality, and is based
on the relative tolerance of
macroinvertebrate taxa to stressful
conditions. CTI scores in 2004, 2005,
and 2007 ranged from 3.9 through
6.1, 4.9 through 6.0, and 4.5 through
6.6, respectively (possible range of
values zero through ten).”

Comment noted.

ASCI sampling methods use kick nets
as derived from EPA Environmental
Monitoring and Assessment for
Surface Waters.

Comment noted.

overwintering of 1+ juveniles was
thought to occur in the lower 2
reaches of the SFK. Four juvenile
sockeye were observed in Frying Pan
Lake during EBD studies (R2 et al.
2011), 3 sampled in July 2004 were
fry <50mm in length (AWC data); the
th
length of the 4 was not identified.
Similar text will be added to the
section.
Text was moved to appropriate
section.
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Comment
Number

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Relevant Text/Subject

“The sampling results for the
mine site indicate low-percent
EPT, high-percent
Chironomidae…”

“Of the Diptera taxa, the
Orihocladiinae…”

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Section 3.24.1.3,
Page 3.24-25

Section 3.24.1.3,
Page 3.24-25

It appears this should be changed to
Orthocladiinae.

Text revised in Section 3.24, Fish
Values, to read: “The overall results
for both the Surber method and the
ASCI method indicate that Diptera,
including the Chironomidae family, is
the dominant taxon in the mine site
project area; and Ephemeroptera is
the majority taxa of EPT.
Macroinvertebrate populations with a
high proportion of Chironomidae
family members in the population can
indicate a more stressful aquatic
habitat in general (Barbour et al.
1999). The aquatic conditions at the
mine site include high numbers of
Chironomidae family, which is
considered typical for this area
(Oswood et al. 1995).

We recommend presenting the data so
the validity of this statement can be
assessed; this likely reflects other
limitations rather than poor stream health
(e.g., need for short generation times),
and this statement contradicts a later
statement “the presence of these
sensitive species is indicative of the
comparatively optimal conditions at the
site…”

PAGE | 3

These observations are consistent
with aquatic-habitat surveys, which
indicate that the analysis locations in
the mine site area are composed
mainly of riffle/cobble stream habitats
with few to no human-caused effects.
Measurements of habitat parameters
at each location were found to be
within ranges considered good to
optimal for aquatic habitat (Major et
al. 2001). Analysis of water quality
results indicated good to optimal
parameter levels for diverse
macroinvertebrate communities, as is
generally the case.
Text revised to address comment.
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Comment
Number

15

16

17

18

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

We recommend specifying how sampling
was conducted in each case, in order to
support this statement. (It appears more
likely that drift samples were not collected
at relevant times).

“Taxa richness was greater in
ASCI samples (15 to 16 taxa)
than compared with Surber
and drift samples (five and
seven taxa, respectively). The
difference in taxa richness
indicates that most of the
macroinvertebrate taxa
diversity is to be found in
habitats other than riffle/cobble
habitat. “
Figure 3.24-6

3.24.3.5 Climate Change

Last paragraph: “populations
of Pacific salmon species…)

Section 3.24.1.3,
Page 3.24-25

Section 3.24.2.1,
Page 3.24-29

Section 3.24.3.5,
Pages 3.24-36-37

Section 3.24.3.5,
Page 3.24-37

We do not recommend citing the EPA on
these maps; instead, the document
should cite the raw data that the EPA
used to generate their maps.
Other sections do not have similar
subsections on climate change. This
information also has implications beyond
fish populations and habitat, therefore we
recommend that climate change
considerations also be addressed in other
sections of the DEIS (e.g., water
management on site).
This paragraph touches on genetic
diversity of Bristol Bay salmon
populations, and we recommend that this
needs to be considered in much more
depth. For example, we recommend
addressing how potential loss of genetic
diversity will affect populations, and the
ability to adapt to changing conditions.

Comment

Relevant Text/Subject

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

PAGE | 4

Additional discussion of sockeye
population and genetic structure in
Iliamna Lake region added to Section
3.24, Fish Values.

The climate change section has been
updated and moved to Section 3.18,
Water and sediment Quality.

Reference source changed from EPA
to Morstad 2003.

Comment understood. Further
discussion of sampling methods will
be included in the FEIS and edited for
clarity.
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Comment
Number

19

Agency

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section 3.24

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

General comment

Relevant Text/Subject

Groundwater analysis (Sections 3.17
and 4.17, Groundwater Hydrology)
has indicated that little groundwater
transfer occurs between the 3
subbasins, with the exception of the
transfer from SFK to the UTC via
UTC Trib 1.19. Effects of this transfer
on surface flows and water quality are
addressed in the groundwater and
surface flow chapters.

It will be important to discuss the
potential for hydrologic connectivity via
groundwater within and among the
subbasins, and the implications for
transfer of impact. We recommend that
this discussion be added to the DEIS. The
hydrologic connectivity between SFK and
UTC is mentioned at 3.24-7. The potential
for this type of connectivity elsewhere
within the study area should be
discussed, along with a consideration of
what this may mean for transfer of
hydrologic, water chemistry/quality, or
other impacts across and within subbasins via groundwater.

PAGE | 5

The presence of losing and emerging
groundwater in relation to surface
flows, juvenile rearing, and spawning
habitat is described for the SFK below
the intermittent reach and in the NFK
below the mine site.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
Number

1

2

3

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 3.6/4.6

Section 3.6/4.6

Section 3.6/4.6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

General Comment

General Comment

General Comment

Relevant Text/Subject

We recommend that the DEIS acknowledge
that the total economic value of the resource
in a cost-benefit framework is not being
considered in this assessment. This
assessment is more narrowly focused on a
few of the many sources of value and places
a value of zero on passive use, existence,
and bequest values. In addition, for the
recreational fishery, expenditures represent
the cost of accessing the resource, and do
not reflect the consumer surplus or
willingness-to-pay for a day of recreational
or sport fishing. This is an important source
of economic value.

We recommend including precise definitions
of the economic terms used, as well as a
discussion of any data gaps or limitations of
the available data and any assumptions
used in the calculations. We also
recommend that the document include some
discussion on the screening process used to
identify the impacts presented in the
analysis.
We recommend that the DEIS include a
discussion of how the affected sectors link to
other parts of the wider economy.

Comment

PAGE | 1

Section 4.6, Commercial and
Recreational Fisheries, explains the
process that was used for
determining the parameters of
analysis.
The analysis in the Draft EIS includes
revenue created by ancillary and
indirect employment from the fishing
industry. No changes made.
Comment acknowledged. The
information presented is included in
the EIS in order to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable impacts of
the proposed project. No changes
made.

Some definitions have been added
and are also found in the project
glossary.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
Number

4

5

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 4.6

Section 4.6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

General Comment

General Comment

Relevant Text/Subject

The analysis in the Draft EIS includes
revenue created by ancillary and
indirect employment from the fishing
industry.

The economic impacts presented are limited
to the direct impacts on commercial permit
holders, the processing sector, and include
some information on fiscal contributions to
state and local governments. The impacts
presented here do not include the
downstream impacts that would typically be
part of an economic impact analysis. (See
Knapp, G., Guetttabi, M. and Goldsmith, S.,
2013. The Economic Importance of the
Bristol Bay Salmon Industry. Institute of
Social and Economic Research. University
of Alaska for a more comprehensive
assessment.) These omissions could have
large effects on the analysis; therefore, we
recommend that the DEIS explain the basis
for the analysis area and the impact
indicators.
There is little discussion of how changes in
the fishery could affect local households.
The section on recreational fisheries is
limited to information on the number of trips
and days spent fishing. The expenditure
estimates come from a single study
conducted in 2007 [see Duffield et al.
(2007)]. We recommend including
discussion on how those numbers are
derived, whether they are still applicable,
and any limitations of the data.

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged. The
information presented is included in
the EIS in order to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable impacts of
the proposed project. The additional
information requested would not be
needed to make a comparison of
alternatives. No changes made.

The document referenced has been
reviewed and information
incorporated as appropriate.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
Number

6

7

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 4.6

Section 4.6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

…change in consumer
willingness to pay…

General Comment

Relevant Text/Subject

[D] Potential impacts on the recreational
fishery from increased shipping across
Iliamna Lake. In addition to increased road
traffic, increased boat traffic on Lake Iliamna
during the summer and winter could affect
local boat traffic, subsistence harvests,
recreational fishing and other local activities.
Use of the term consumer willingness to pay
may be misused in this case. Consumer
demand (as a function of brand
identification) or brand premium/discount is
probably more appropriate here and we
recommend that this adjustment be
considered in the DEIS

[C] The magnitude of the increased traffic as
a function of the mine size. This could have
significant effects on recreational activity;
and

[B] How many temporary workers will be
required to live and work in the area, and the
impacts this temporary boost in population
would have on the area and subsequent
effects on commercial fishing and
recreation;

PAGE | 3

[D] This section uses the analysis in
Section 4.24, Fish Values, to
determine the impact on fisheries
based on the impacts to fish. No
changes made. Impacts of boat traffic
to transportation, recreation, and
subsistence are discussed in those
sections in the EIS.
We respectfully disagree. The
terminology used is correct for the
point that is being made.

[C] Traffic increases and the impacts
to the existing transportation systems
are discussed in Section 4.12,
Transportation and Navigation. An
increase of traffic as it would impact
recreation activities is discussed in
Section 4.5, Recreation.

[B] This information is presented in
Section 4.3, Needs and Welfare of
the People—Socioeconomics.
Reference to that section has been
added.

[A] This section uses the analysis in
Section 4.24, Fish Values, to
determine the impact on fisheries
based on the impacts to fish. No
changes made.

We recommend that the analysis in Section
4.6 address the following additional potential
impacts of the proposed project:
[A] Potential impacts of long-term tailing
storage on fisheries and subsequent
impacts on commercial and recreational
activities;

Response
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
Number

8

9

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 4.6.1.2,
Page 4.6-6

Section 4.6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

It is mentioned that one of the impacts to the
recreational fishery will be a change in
fishing ‘experience’ and the surrounding
‘environment’, although this type of value is
not captured with the expenditures data.
This value is part of the consumer surplus or
WTP for a day of recreational fishing in the
area. Expenditures data are separate,
representing the cost of accessing these
sites. We recommend that this difference be

We recommend that the DEIS explain how
the four potential effects on recreational
fisheries were identified.

Recreational Fisheries. With
recreational fisheries, the
potential effects of the
proposed project are:
• Direct loss of angling days
on portions of the North and
South Fork of the Koktuli
River and Upper Talarik
Creek, which are located in
the project area.
• A reduction in angling days
downstream of the project
area if the project reduces
fish populations in
downstream waters.
• Reduction in angling days
caused by the quality of
opportunities on
waterbodies affected by the
selected transportation
routes.
• An increase in angling
days caused by an increase
in the number of
opportunities through
expansion of the local road
network or an increase in
regional population.

Comment

Relevant Text/Subject

PAGE | 4

This section uses the analysis
presented in Section 4.5, Recreation,
where recreational setting and
experience is discussed.

Information added for clarity on how
the potential effects were identified.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
Number

10

11

Agency

EPA

EPA

Section 4.6.6.1,
Page 4.6-11

Section 4.6.2.2,
Page 4.6-6

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

This study does not estimate
fish population changes
associated with cumulative
effects of the RFFAs….
Cumulatively, the more
development, the greater
likelihood of declining
number of fish.

Relevant Text/Subject

Under scenario 1, it is hypothesized that
there are plenty of substitute sites for the
Gibraltar River. It would be helpful to include
a description and a discussion of its
equivalence to the hypothesized impacted
river in more detail.
The cumulative effects discussion is
inadequate because it does not analyze the
cumulative effects of the Pebble Project
Buildout RFFA. We recommend that the
DEIS include this analysis so that the full
extent and magnitude of cumulative effects
are disclosed.

discussed and analyzed in the DEIS.

Comment

PAGE | 5

The cumulative effects section has
been heavily edited, and expanded to
include a more detailed description of
the Pebble Buildout RFFA.

More information has been added
about the Gibraltar River, and where
other opportunities are available.
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Comment
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

General comment

Table 4.24-1

“The mine site area is one of
the few areas in the Bristol
Bay drainage where numerous
small channels and tributaries
have been surveyed for
salmon.”

“…approximately 2.3 miles of
Tributary 1.19 mainstem and
sub-tributary stream channels
would remain free-flowing.”
“…changes in riparian
wetlands would likely not be
detectable downstream for the
mine site.”

Section 4.24.2.1,
Page 4.24-2

Section 4.24.2.1,
Page 4.24-2

Section 4.24.2.1,
Page 4.24-2

Section 4.24.2.1,
Page 4.24-2

General comment

Relevant Text/Subject

Section 4.24

Section 4.24

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

It is not clear how this is possible, if
tributary is blocked downstream. We
recommend that the DEIS clarify this point
for agency decision makers and the public
by showing this reach on a map.
We recommend that the DEIS provide
evidence that supports this statement.

Monitoring of Best Management
Practices are discussed in Chapter
5, Mitigation.

At various points, statements are made to
the effect that controls and best
management practices would be in place
to limit adverse impacts from various
activities. We recommend that the DEIS
discuss the certainty that BMPs and
controls will be effective over the lifespan
of the project.
We recommend that the DEIS include a
summary of data gaps (if any),
assumptions, and uncertainties, which is
helpful for communicating relative
confidence in any analysis and is relevant
here.
We recommend that the DEIS present
data on total stream miles affected (this is
impossible to calculate from the table,
given overlap between categories).
We recommend that the DEIS state what
% has been sampled and explain what
this means for estimates of streams
affected along the transportation corridor
(most likely a significant underestimate).

Comment acknowledged.

Language added to clarify.

PAGE | 1

Streams along the Alternative 1
transportation corridor were
sampled in 2018 and data was
included in DEIS.
No available data for un-sampled
streams in the Bristol Bay
watershed. See comment response
matrix EPA Section 3.24, Fish
Values.

Table was removed and stream
miles affected described in text by
drainage.

Data gaps have been identified in
the DEIS, in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected
Environment, and in appropriate
places in the text of the document.
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Comment
Number

7

8

9

10

11

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

South Fork Koktuli section

“Sockeye salmon are known to
use shoreline habitat…”

Section 4.24.2.1,
Page 4.24-2

Section 4.24.2.2,
Page 4.24-4

“Treated water releases from
mine site facilities would be
optimized to benefit priority
species and life stages for
each month and stream.”

“Throughout the mine site area
in average precipitation years,
Chinook and coho spawning
habitat would be reduced,
which chum, sockeye,
rainbow…”

Section 4.24,
Page 4.24-7

Section 4.24,
Page 4.24-8

Section 4.24.2.3,
Page 4.24-6

Relevant Text/Subject

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

We recommend that the DEIS provide
evidence/data that supports this
statement.

We recommend that the DEIS specifically
explain how this would be done, for each
species and for each stream. Without
details, it is not possible to evaluate the
effectiveness of the strategic treated
water discharge system and, therefore,
the extent to which it would reduce
impacts.

We recommend that the DEIS clarify
whether Figure 2.24-1 includes all the
streams in the SFK footprint.
We do not recommending citing the EPA
report to support the statement that
spawning areas are >0.5 miles from ferry
terminals; sampling was not done to test
this statement.
We recommend that the DEIS clarify why
a net reduction in streamflow is predicted.
The text explains how water may be
captured and stored and released at
different times, but it does not explain why
water is lost. (e.g., is some water being
exported from basins via some other
process?)

Comment

PAGE | 2

Addressed in Section 4.16, Surface
Water Hydrology: “Water available
for discharge to the environment
after treatment would be less than
the baseline flows because of water
lost in tailings voids, evaporation,
and other minor uses; possibly on
the order of 22 to 28 cubic feet per
second (cfs) annually (Knight
Piésold 2018r).”
The strategy to optimize flows for
priority species and life stages
(Table 4.24-1) was performed by
examining the discharge-Weighted
Useable Area (WUA) relationships
for priority species per month in
relation to the mine site waterbalance. Flows per watershed were
then augmented or reduced in each
stream to meet water demand and
surplus flow quantities and
maximize priority fish species
habitat WUA values.
WUA habitat models are based on
the suitability of depth, velocity,
substrate, and other habitat metrics
for a given species and life stage.
When discharges change, these
parameters change which results in
changes in WUA. Since each
species has its own range of

Statement and citation removed

Text revised for clarity in DEIS.
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Comment
Number

12

13

14

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 4.24.2.4,
Page 4.24-11

Section 4.24,
Table 4.24-3,
Page 4.24-9

Section 4.24,
Table 4.24-3,
Page 4.24-8

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

“The extent or scope of the
loss of riparian productivity
would likely be limited to
waters in the vicinity of the
mine site footprint, and may
not be measurable or
detectible downstream from
the affected stream channel.”

Relevant Text/Subject

We recommend that the DEIS provide
information on how values were
calculated. We also note that habitat area
is discussed as proportions or stream
miles in Chapter 3, but here switches to
areal estimates, which is confusing. We
recommend presenting the information in
a consistent manner across Chapters 3
and 4.
We recommend clarifying whether
changes in available habitat for different
species (e.g. Table 4.24-3) are being
calculated downstream of the footprint
only, or whether the calculations also
incorporate losses due to the project
footprint. We recommend clarification of
this point in tables and text, as the reader
may interpret these as net changes to
habitat, with all sources considered, and it
is not clear if that is the case.
This sentence lacks the necessary
supporting data or information. We
recommend also clarifying more
specifically what this sentence conveys
(e.g., “extent,” “scope,” “limited to waters
in the vicinity of the mine site footprint,”
and “downstream from the affected
stream channel”.) so that decision makers
and the public can better understand the
impacts of the project.

Comment

PAGE | 3

Section reworded to: “In terms of
magnitude, extent, and duration,
approximately 276 acres of riparian
wetland would be directly and
permanently impacted by the mine
site footprint; predominately in the
NFK watershed. These impacts
would be certain to occur if the
project is permitted and constructed,
and include reduced surface water
infiltration, retention, and
groundwater flow; increased surface
water runoff; and reduced water
quality functions. Changes in

Comment acknowledged.
Language will be added to this
section for clarity in the EIS.

suitable parameter values (and
timing of life stage needs), a change
in discharge may result in increases
in WUA for one species and a
decrease for another.
Miles was used for direct habitat
loss, acres was used for indirect
modeling areal estimates.
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Comment
Number

15

16

17

18

Agency

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

Section 4.24.6,
Page 4.24-25

Section 4.24.6,
Page 4.24-26

Section 4.26.6,
Page 4.24-25

Section 4.24.2.4,
Page 4.24-16

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

Water temperature

Relevant Text/Subject

We that the DEIS discuss the methods for
the analysis of expected water
temperature changes in Section 4.24.2.7
or provide information on where those
methods can be found.
We recommend that the DEIS clarify how
cumulative stream miles blocked or
captured by the proposed activities was
calculated.
We recommend that this section include
actual estimates for additional stream
miles and wetland acres affected by the
buildout, as well as how this may affect
fish habitat and population. This
information will help to support existing,
more general, text.
The cumulative effects section contains
many relative and imprecise terms
regarding potential effects. We
recommend providing additional detail to
clarify statements of increases or
decreases. As discussed above,
statements without indication of
geographic extent, magnitude, or
significance, make it very difficult for the
reader to evaluate the differences among
and importance of the various potential
impacts from this project.

Comment

PAGE | 4

Analysis included in the DEIS was
expanded with additional
quantification of potential effects.

Analysis included in the DEIS was
expanded with additional
quantification of potential effects.

Section 4.18, Water and Sediment
Quality, describes temperature
analysis (also RFI 047 - response
from R2 Consultants, as referenced
in Section 4.18).
Analysis included in the DEIS was
expanded with additional
quantification of potential effects.

riparian wetlands would likely not be
detectable downstream from the
mine site.”
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Comment
Number

19

Agency

EPA

Section,
Paragraph, and
Page #

4.24.6

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Relevant Text/Subject

The cumulative impacts section has
been updated in the DEIS.

The cumulative effects analysis does not
fully discuss induced development; that is
the likely enhanced potential for multiple
human uses and expansion into the study
region and associated impacts. The
induced development impacts from the
project may include, but not be limited to,
increased potential for spills and the
introduction of invasive species. We
recommend including additional analysis
of what development of this region would
mean for fish values into the future.

PAGE | 5

Invasive species are discussed in
Section 4.26, Vegetation and
Chapter 5, Mitigation.
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Comment
Number

1

2

3

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.24.1.1,
pg:
1

3.24.1.1,
pg:
1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
3.24.1.1,
pg:
1

Beaver ponds and other offchannel habitats are widely
distributed throughout most of
the NFK (Table 3.24-1). Offchannel habitats, which include
side channels, percolation
channels, alcoves, isolated
ponds, riverine wetlands, and
beaver ponds, are hydrologically
connected to the NFK via
surface flows or groundwater
upwelling
Instream cover for fish rearing is
relatively scarce in the mainstem
NFK due to the absence of large
riparian trees and associated
woody debris; but cobble
substrates, undercut banks, and
overhanging vegetation provide
some refugia

Throughout most of its length,
the mainstem NFK is a lowgradient (mostly 0.1 to
0.8 percent), unconfined,
meandering, single-thread
channel bordered by shrub and
dwarf shrub riparian species
dominated by willows (R2 et al.
2011).

Relevant Text/Subject

Fish, particularly age 1 and 2 Chinook
Salmon, rear throughout the mainstem NFK
as well as in the abundant off channel ponds
and tributaries that were not studied.

This supports the fact that the the NFK is not
a single channel.

NPS staff with significant field time in this
region respond to this description with the
following: “the North Fork Koktuli is not a
single-thread channel, rather it is a highly
diverse system containing braided sections,
wetlands, floodplains, beaver complexes,
and during spring and fall, when it floods, this
system joins with the Upper Talarik system
headwaters.”

Comment

PAGE | 1

Comment acknowledged. Mainstem
and off-channel rearing is discussed in
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values.
Significant effort over multiple years
was allocated to sampling off-channel
habitat in “intensive study areas” in
each of the 3 subbasins. Sampling
included fish utilization. Results from
intensive study areas were then
extrapolated to remaining off-channel
habitat along each mainstem reach (R2
et al. 2011, R2 et al. 2018).

Comment addressed. See previous
response.

Comment addressed. Text revised to
more accurately describe the NFK
baseline conditions.
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Comment
Number

4

5

Agency

NPS

NPS

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.24.1.1,
pg:
2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
3.24.1.1,
pg:
2

Preferred coho spawning habitat
appears to be in the 10 miles of
mainstem immediately
downstream of the mine site
based on field observations
(R2 et al. 2011).

Chinook salmon spawning
habitat occurs throughout the
lower 20 miles of the NFK below
the mine site, and extends into
the upper NFK adjacent to Big
Wiggly Lake. The majority of
spawning habitat occurs in the
first 10 miles of the NFK
approximately 20 miles
downstream from the mine site
………

Relevant Text/Subject

No defensible quantitative habitat
"preference" studies were conducted to
support such a statement. Studies were
conducted on portions of the 3 mainstem
rivers well away from the mine impact zone;
smaller tributaries that occur throughout the
watersheds and extend into the proposed
mine site and support Coho, Sockeye,
Chum, and Chinook spawning and Coho,
Sockeye, and Chinook rearing as well as
resident species were not studied.

The study conducted by R2 was not
sufficiently rigorous or quantitative to
determine where the majority of location by
species. Their studies only focused on the
mainstem away from the mine site, excluded
all tributaries and off channel habitats, used
varying methodology, does not provide a
clear picture of salmon and therefore
subsistence species use of the habitats in
that area. Their biological models were
based on very few observations.

Comment

PAGE | 2

Spawning surveys were conducted via
aerial overflights over 6 years (20042009) with multiple surveys (at 1-3
week intervals) during spawning
seasons for 4 species of salmon.
Spawning surveys included mainstem
reaches of all 3 subbasins as well as
several primary tributaries (R2 et al.
2011, R2 et al. 2018). There were 235
surveys conducted in mainstem
reaches and 156 surveys covered
tributary reaches. Surveys followed
accepted protocols for index counts and
are considered sufficient in scope and
effort to assess relative distribution and
abundance throughout the majority of
the study area.
Comment acknowledged. Spawning
surveys in the NFK and UTC did extend
to reaches proximal or upstream of the
mine site and also included principal
tributaries to each of the 3 mainstem
reaches. Surveys in the NFK extended
above the mine site including Big
Wiggly Lake for sockeye and extended
into headwater reaches for coho. UTC
surveys for sockeye in 2009 extended
to headwater reaches above the mine
site. Spawning surveys in the SFK did
not extend upstream of Frying Pan
Lake due to the rarity of juvenile salmon
observed in that area.
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Comment
Number

6

7

8

9

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.24.1.1,
pg:
5

3.24.1.1,
pg:
4

3.24.1.1,
pg:
4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
3.24.1.1,
pg:
2

Loss of surface flow in this reach
is due to thick, permeable glacial
deposits and an average
transfer of 22 cfs from the SFK
basin into the UTC basin via
groundwater exchange.
Groundwater remaining in the
SFK basin re-emerges at the
downstream end of the dry
reach 20 miles above the NFK
confluence (Knight Piésold et al.
2011).

Source: R2 et al. 2011

Other off-channel habitats
include beaver pond outlets,
alcoves, isolated ponds, side
channels,
and
percolation
channels.

2

Table 3.24-1

Groundwater studies indicate
that surface waters percolating
into the NFK groundwater
remain in the NFK subbasin,
and do not transfer to either the
SFK or UTC subbasins.
Emerging groundwater

Relevant Text/Subject

However, fish move among available
habitats during spring and fall especially,
when floods occur and connect all three
basins.

Please provide source, unavailable to verify.

How was this estimated and where can the
data be found? NPS was unable to locate the
reference.

Groundwater transfers from SFK to UTC;
This should be mentioned. See EBD.

During flood events in spring and fall the
NFK, SFK and UTC can all be joined at the
headwaters and the wetland complex unites
into one very large wetland. This indicates
that there can be mixing and potential
transference among basins.

Comment

Comment acknowledged.

PAGE | 3

Data from R2 et al. 2011, as noted in
the footnote. Habitat proportions were
based on mesohabitat mapping surveys
conducted in mainstem reaches, and in
off-channel study sites.
Data from R2 et al. 2011, as noted in
the footnote.

Comment acknowledged. Connection
between the SFK and UTC via
groundwater transfer is discussed
under “Upper Talarik Creek”.
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Comment
Number

10

11

12

13

14

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.24.1.1,
pg:
13

3.24.1.1,
pg:
13

3.24.1.1,
pg:
12

3.24.1.1,
pg:
6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
3.24.1.1,
pg:
6

South Access Road

Juveniles and adults of all five
salmon species use the lake
habitat as a migration corridor
between Bristol Bay and Iliamna
Lake, via the Kvichak River.

Arctic char are also known to
inhabit the Newhalen River
between Sixmile Lake and
Iliamna Lake.

Chinook salmon spawning
habitat has been documented
from the SFK/NFK confluence
upstream to Frying Pan Lake
(Table 3.24-2), although more
recent sampling indicated
preferred spawning habitat
occurs in the lower 20 miles of
the SFK (R2 et al. 2011).
Chinook habitat does not extend
into the upper SFK basin above
Frying Pan Lake or in the
footprint of the mine site.
However, rearing habitat occurs
throughout the mainstem below
Frying Pan Lake, and in the
lower 4 miles of SFK Tributary
1.19, which drains the southern
side of Kaskanak Mountain.

Relevant Text/Subject

It is highly probable that more streams are
anadromous along this proposed road
corridor. Should this alternative be selected
further identification of anadromous bodies of
water would need to occur.

Should Lake Clark be included here? A
significant proportion of the Kvichak run
returns to Lake Clark National Park and also
uses Iliamna Lake as a migration corridor
(and may even rear there).

Arctic Grayling, Lake Trout, Northern Pike,
Humpback Whitefish and many other species
used for subsistence also occur in this
region.

Chinook Salmon are documented in the mine
footprint, see the AWC.

If more rigorous spawning preference studies
have been conducted for this region please
share with cooperating agencies.

Comment

PAGE | 4

Intensive fish sampling was conducted
along the Port (South) Access Road in
2018, including 72 sites between
Kokhanok and the Amakdedori port
site. Results from these surveys, which
did identify additional anadromous
waters, have been added to the DEIS.

Comment acknowledged. Definitions of
the mine site and transportation corridor
analysis areas were inserted into the
introduction to Section 3.24. Lake Clark
is outside of the EIS analysis area.

Comment acknowledged.

Text will be revised to specify the
“footprint within the SFK drainage”,
where only coho have been observed at
a single location in 2008, at the south
edge of the mine pit (AWC).

See response to comment No. 5.
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Comment
Number

15

16

17

18

19

Agency

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

NPS

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

3.24.1.1,

3.24.1.1,
pg:
17

3.24.1.1,
pg:
14

3.24.1.1,
pg:
14

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
3.24.1.1,
pg:
14

Juvenile sockeye salmon were

Table 3.24-5: Estimated Life
Stage Periodicities of Select
Fish Species within NFK, SFK
and UTC Waterbodies

Pink salmon (Oncorhynchus
gorbuscha) are documented in
the mainstem Koktuli River and
the UTC, but do not occur in the
NFK.
Adult sockeye have been
documented entering the NFK
as early as July 5, with peak
documented spawner counts
occurring in a 1-week window
between July 27 and August 4.

North Fork Koktuli River

Mine Site

Relevant Text/Subject

This statement does not make sense, if they

Because the original pebble EBD is so
limited e.g. to primarily mainstem sections of
3 tributaries away from the proposed mine
impact zones, this data chart should be
proofed against ADFG databases for
accuracy.

Run timing into Bristol Bay as well as
mainstem rivers and tributaries has changed
over the years since the EBD studies were
conducted almost a decade ago. These run
timing studies should be repeated to verify
what the new range of run timing is relative
to both changing salmon densities and
thermal regimes as it combined with mining
can impact subsistece users.

Recommend changing to "are not
documented" since observations are too
limited to say Pink Salmon actually don't
occur.

Relative to the Mine Site itself, there is
abundant fish survey data (ADFG
Anadromous Waters Catalog and Fresh
Water Fish Information Database) indicating
subsistence species that occur in the
potential mine impact zone. This information
can be downloaded from ADFG and
published in this document to better inform
the public of subsistence fishery trade-offs.
For example, Chinook, Coho, Sockeye and
Chum Salmon all occur in the proposed mine
impact area, both spawning and rearing. A
GIS map showing the known distribution of
these species would assist subsistence
users in understanding potential trade-offs.

Comment

PAGE | 5

Comment acknowledged. Text will be

Comment acknowledged. Table 3.24-5
has been updated in the DEIS.

Comment acknowledged. The timing of
fish runs is variable and dependent on
several variables. Run times are
considered approximate. The requested
information would not be essential to
make a reasoned choice among
alternatives.

Comment acknowledged. Text will be
revised.

The AWC was extensively queried and
utilized in all fish-related sections of this
EIS (as noted in the beginning of
Section 3.24.1.1), including the
mileages listed in Table 3.24-2 and in
the various species lists by subbasin or
transportation corridor site. Figures
3.24-2, -3, and -4 show the relative
composition of anadromous and
resident fish species in the 3 subbasins.
Additional details on resident species
distributions can be found in the EBD
(R2 et al. 2011).
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Agency

Comment
Number

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
pg:
20
Comment
are migrating downstream after emergence,
then you would not have two age classes.
Also, river populations of Sockeye Salmon
will rear in sloughs and off channels.

Relevant Text/Subject
observed in April, July, and
August; and based on length
frequency, distributions indicate
two age classes: young-of-the
year, and 1+ age fish. Juvenile
densities were low throughout
the UT, suggesting typical
downstream migration to lakerearing habitat soon after
emergence.

PAGE | 6

modified to clarify that, although some
older juveniles rear in the UTC, most 0+
juveniles emigrate downstream to
Iliamna Lake soon after emergence.
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
Table 4.24-1 referenced in comment
NPS requests that this section include
was replaced with descriptive text for
citations to peer-reviewed information
clarity.
support these statements and the data in
Table 4.24-1:
this table. Over the life of the project what
Miles of Stream
will be the loss in salmon and resident fish The duration of direct impacts of the
Channel Impacted
removal of anadromous habitat would
production to potential subsistence users
Due to Fill,
be permanent. However, considering
downstream?
Section
Excavation,
the low use of habitat to be removed
1
4.24.2.1
Inundation, or
(based on densities of juvenile
Blockage to
Chinook and coho captured within
Upstream Migrant
these habitats), and the few numbers
Fishes and
of coho spawning in these reaches,
Resident Fishes
measurable impacts to populations of
salmon from these direct habitat
losses would be unlikely.
Table 4.24-1 referenced in comment
Please provide a reference or proof to
Section
Table 4.24-1,
was replaced with descriptive text for
2
support the claim that these reaches are
4.24.2.1
Fishless
clarity.
fishless.
All stream lengths are GIS
When compared
Does this include the mainstem plus
to the total
tributaries that feed into each mainstem or calculations based on the linear
features provided in the 2018 ADF&G
mileage of
just the mainstem? Please provide your
Section
anadromous waters catalog.
currently
methodology or exactly where the
3
4.24.2.1
documented
scientific reference is located.
anadromous
waters in the three
tributaries
Please provide the citation to support this
All stream lengths are GIS
...the loss of
statement.
calculations based on the linear
Tributary 1.19
features provided in the 2018 ADF&G
habitat represents
Section
anadromous waters catalog.
4 percent and
4
4.24.2.1
3 percent of
spawning and
rearing habitat for
coho salmon,
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
respectively; and 3
percent of
Chinook salmon
rearing habitat.
All stream lengths are GIS
Using a linear measure to compare the
loss of Trib 1.19 (and potentially the NFK, calculations based on the linear
Mulchatna, Nushagak... should there be a features provided in the 2018 ADF&G
anadromous waters catalog.
failure), is not defensible since
productivity among all the different
Text revised in DEIS Section 4.24:
salmon habitat types of Bristol Bay varies
drastically. This section should identify
Adult coho salmon have been
...with its
volume of the spawning area, or at least
documented in 4.3 miles of Tributary
9,816 miles of
area, and the fact that different species
1.190, although only during one aerial
currently
have specific habitat preferences. Since
survey, and in low numbers (27 fish)
documented
80% of the region is actually headwaters,
compared to other NFK tributaries
anadromous
and coho use much of that to spawn in
(1,746 fish) (Owl Ridge et al. 2019).
waters, the loss of but these are generally not as large an
Spawning has not been documented
Tributary 1.19
area or as productive as rivers such as
Section
represents a 0.002 North Fork, South Fork and Upper Talarik. in Tributary 1.190 for any other
5
salmon species. The majority of adult
4.24.2.1
percent reduction
This linear measure is deceptive and
fish and spawning observations for all
in miles of
misleading relative to what is really
adult salmon occurred downstream of
anadromous
important salmon habitat.
waters that would be directly affected
stream habitat, or
by mine facilities. Within the NFK
a 0.03 percent
River, the majority of salmon adults
decrease in
and spawners were observed in the
accessible
lower portions of the rivers (R2 et al.
drainage area.
2011), suggesting the presence of
higher-quality habitat, or simply
adequate quantities of suitable habitat
are readily available to accommodate
the numbers of salmon entering the
streams without the need to distribute
further upstream.
6
Section
Approximately 2.3 It is difficult to determine, based on Fig.
Text in Section 4.24 in the DEIS was
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
revised for clarity:
4.24.01, what all the acronyms mean and
4.24.2.1
miles of Tributary
which species are going to be impacted
1.19 mainstem
Approximately 2.3 miles of Tributary
where. Please define acronyms on the
and sub-tributary
figure and which species will be impacted 1.190 mainstem and sub tributary
stream channels
stream channels would remain freewould remain free- where.
flowing between the TSF and the
flowing. This
water seepage pond. This habitat
habitat would not
would not be accessible to
be accessible to
anadromous fish due to blockage by
anadromous fish
the downstream seepage collection
due to blockage
pond dam, but may continue to
by downstream
provide spawning and rearing habitat
dams, but may
for resident species. In addition to the
continue to
remaining free-flowing channels,
provide spawning
approximately 1.4 miles of stream
and rearing habitat
channel would be converted to
for resident
reservoir habitat (seepage collection
species. In
pond).
addition to the
remaining freeflowing channels,
approximately 1.4
miles of stream
channel would be
converted to
reservoir habitat .
References and citations for review
Again, during spring and fall floods, the
Surface water
and analysis will be considered in the
NFK and UTC can join together into one
BMPs would be
EIS if provided.
big wetland and mixing will occur.
implemented
during
Section
construction,
7
4.24.2.1
operations, and
closure; and
changes in
riparian wetlands
would likely not be
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
detectable
downstream from
the mine site.
Text in Section 4.24 in the DEIS was
The State Anadromous Waters Catalog
revised for clarity:
seems to indicate that the Mine Site
Layout in Fig. 2-3 will impact subsistence
In terms of magnitude, extent, and
salmon habitat documented in the Upper
duration, the open pit and related
SF Koktuli. It also indicates that a waste
mine facilities are expected to directly
tailings pond pipe will be discharging into
and permanently impact
a documented anadromous salmon
approximately 2.0 miles of fish habitat
stream that feeds into Upper Talarik
in the upper mainstem SFK and a
The affected
Creek. NPS recommends that the
tributary of SFK 1.190. …The other
stream channels
preferred alternative be changed to
affected stream channels are not
are not classified
prevent discharge into Upper Talarik
Section
classified as anadromous, but provide
8
as anadromous,
Creek. Mine impacts should be retained
4.24.2.1
habitat for populations of resident fish,
but provide habitat as much as possible in a single
including sculpin, Arctic grayling, and
for populations of
watershed. This section should analyze
stickleback.
resident fish,
the exact discharge and analyze whether
it will pose a threat to subsistence users
There are no “waste tailings pond
of fish and or water. Please provide
pipes” in the proposed action. Water
citation or page reference.
collection, treatment and discharge
are described in Sections 4.16,
Surface Water Hydrology, and 4.18,
Water and Sediment Quality, of the
DEIS.
This reference and citation mentioned
Recommend referencing the State
has been deleted in the DEIS.
Anadromous Waters Catalog and their
Freshwater Fish Inventory Database
Section
which is much more contemporary than
9
(Buell 1991).
4.24.21
this citation. Dolly Varden and other
species have been documented in this
region recently, please check ADFG and
update information.
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
Text revised throughout the DEIS for
Roads and other infrastructure can have
significant impacts on aquatic biodiversity clarity: Excerpts from Section 4.24:
and productivity (see Maitland et al. 2016;
The road would be constructed
Trombulak and Frissell. 2001; and
through existing bedrock and glacial
Review of ecological effects of roads on
fluvial surface geology using locally
terrestrial and aquatic communities.
processed materials with low erosion
Conservation Biology. Vol. 14. 1:18-30).
potential. Therefore, the indirect
The proposal includes an industrial road,
effects of erosion and sedimentation
with culverts, a buried pipeline and other
are expected to be limited to bridge or
road crossings along Upper Talarik
culvert crossings. The duration of
Creek, which supports salmon and other
construction-related sedimentation
subsistence species. Surveys of roads
would be temporary and short term,
throughout Alaska that were supposed to
due mitigation and control measures,
support fish passage were unsuccessful
permit stipulations, and timing
No aquatic habitat (see
would be directly
https://www.fws.gov/alaska/fisheries/resto windows. Additional monitoring,
BMPs, and maintenance standards
lost in the UTC
ration/pdf/fish_passage_program.pdf
Section
may be required by ROW lease
10
due to mine
https://www.arlis.org/docs/vol1/F/FishPas
4.24.21
stipulations from state and local
construction,
sage/index.html) Please revise the
governments.
operations, or
conclusion of "no impact" or provide
closure.
supporting documentation of why these
Bridge and culvert design, stream
actions will not impact species in Upper
flows, and habitat loss would be
Talarik Creek.
reviewed and verified by Alaska
Department of Fish and Game
(ADF&G) during the permitting
process… Permit stipulations may
include seasonal restrictions on
instream activities to avoid impacts to
habitat during species critical life
stages (e.g., spawning and egg
development). Free passage of
resident and anadromous fish may be
temporarily interrupted, but would
continue unimpeded after construction
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Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
is complete. Habitat at the immediate
location of culverts would be altered,
but fish would continue to use the
streams.
Text revised for clarity in DEIS:
Ferry terminals can impact migrations of
both adult and juvenile salmonids. The
Habitat Loss; “Docking facilities for
ferry port will be in the migration corridor
the ice-breaking ferry at the north and
of subsistence species migrating to
spawning grounds throughout Iliamna and south ferry terminals are expected to
include rock and gravel ramps
Lake Clark and smolt emigrating from
freshwater to the sea. This section should extending approximately 40 feet into
Iliamna Lake. The magnitude and
address the following questions:
How might this affect their migration? Will extent of impacts are such that the
two terminals would remove 0.8 acre
the ferry be treated with antifouling paints
and 923 feet (0.2 mile) of
(typically containing copper, zine etc,
approximately 300 miles of existing
which are toxic to fish) Will any treated
littoral zone. Rip-rap placed around
pilings be used in construction? Will the
the landing ramp would be similar in
terminal be lighted? Please see provided
size and character to the boulder
Ferry
report of how ferry terminals and ferries
Section
habitats currently present in both
11
Terminal/Iliamna
can impact fish. Please revise or provide
4.24.21
locations, and would not represent a
Lake Pipeline
references for conclusion of “no impact”.
novel habitat feature. Rip-rap would
See additional studies of ferry terminal
be colonized in the short term, and
impacts on salmon showing impacts to
subsequently used by fish and their
behavior of juvenile salmon here:
http://depts.washington.edu/trac/bulkdisk/ prey organisms. Habitat abutting fill
locations may be disturbed or
pdf/472.1.pdf,
degraded during construction, but the
https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Research/Rep
duration of the impact would be short
orts/600/648.1.htm
term, because habitat is expected to
and
http://depts.washington.edu/trac/bulkdisk/ recover after construction activities
are completed.”
pdf/272.1.pdf
What are anticipated effects of potential
Fish Migration: “As stated above,
spills of ore or an accident? How
docking facilities for the ice-breaking
frequently are those anticipated to
ferry at the north and south ferry
happen?
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Section
4.24.2.2

Section
4.24.2.2

Timing (May 15 to
July 15) of
construction in
anadromous fish
streams according
to the ADF&G
Fish Habitat
Permit would
minimize impacts
to out-migrating
juveniles and
avoid the
presence of
spawning adults.
The extent or
scope of these
impacts would
likely be limited to
waters in the

NPS staff with experience working with
impacts to fish at mine development sites
suggest otherwise. There may be
downstream changes in water quality and
flow such as increased turbidity and

This construction season would not avoid
spawning adults. Spawning adult
Chinook, Sockeye, and Coho Salmon all
occur after July 15 in both systems.
Spawning salmon were observed by
Northern Dynasty consultants well into
October. See NDM Progress Report.
Chapter 4. 2004.

PAGE | 7

Comment acknowledged. Changes in
water flow regimes are discussed in
more detail in Section 3.16/4.16Surface Water Hydrology.

No pilings are proposed for any of the
ferry terminal facilities. Further
discussion can be found in Chapter 2,
Alternatives, of the DEIS.
Comment acknowledged. Exact
construction timing will be determined
at time of project permitting.

Spill Risk is discussed in Section
4.27.

National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
terminals are expected to include rock
and gravel ramps extending
approximately 40 feet into Iliamna
Lake. There are no anticipated
impacts to fish migration associated
with these structures due to existing
migratory habitat available in Iliamna
Lake.”
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State of Alaska regulations require
that the condition of these permits
ensure compliance with the state
water quality standards that are based
on the use classification for the water
body receiving discharge, and the
state’s anti-degradation policy. Some
water bodies may also have site-

National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
vicinity of the mine changes in water flow regimes. Please
consider the extent of potential impacts to
site footprint, and
aquatic resources and subsistence fish
may not be
resources.
measurable or
detectable
downstream from
the affected
stream channel.
There are no “waste tailpipe”
Again please address WTP Discharge
discharges in the proposed action.
East?(See Fig. 2-3 and ADFG AWC
Text revised in the DEIS: The ADEC
maps) in this section. What will be
regulates wastewater discharges from
discharged into upper Talarik from the
hard-rock mining facilities through
waste tailpipe? What about fugitive dust
from the tailings or waste rock? What will various permits, including:
be the impacts of blasting at the mine site
• APDES Individual Permit for point
on the local area fish streams near the
source discharge into wetlands and
pit? Many of the streams in that region
other waters
are groundwater fed during winter and
No fish
• Integrated Waste Management
provide important overwintering fish and
displacement or
Permit for solid waste disposal and
incubation habitat. Will groundwater
mortality would be
wastewater discharge not into
feeding into area streams be affected by
Section
expected in the
wetlands and other waters
14
potentially contaminated water from the
4.24.2.2
UTC due to mine
• APDES Multi-Sector General Permit
mine site and pit?
construction,
for stormwater discharge
operations, or
• Domestic Wastewater Discharge
closure.
Permit
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The estimated pressure and vibration
forces generated by a blast would be
included in the project’s blasting plan.
The blasting plan would be developed
in consultation with ADF&G, and in
compliance with guidelines and BMPs
outlined in the ADF&G publication
“Technical Report No. 13-03 – Alaska

Blasting would be necessary to
construct the mine site, and would be
ongoing during operations as the
mine pit is developed. Blasting would
occur near fish-bearing waters in the
headwaters of the SFK and tributaries
to the NFK. Blasting can cause inwater overpressures and particle
velocities lethal to fish (Kolden and
Aimones-Martin 2013).

As described in Section 4.18, Water
and Sediment Quality, fugitive dust
would contribute metals to surface
water, but would not exceed the water
quality standards.

National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
specific water quality criterion. For
constituents that exceed criteria in
background surface water and
groundwater (see Section 3.18.1 and
Appendix K3.18), there are currently
no plans to incorporate site-specific
background levels of constituents into
discharge limits (ADEC 2018-RFI
064a).
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Ferry Terminals

Propeller
Entrainment or
Injury

Section
4.24.2.2

Section
4.24.2.2

Adult Sockeye Salmon returning to
spawn in Iliamna Lake generally follow
the shoreline. How will the terminals affect
their migration which can number in the

Will there be any blasting associated with
the construction of the ferry terminals? If
so, please address impacts.

PAGE | 10

Docking facilities for the ice-breaking
ferry at the north and south ferry

Docking facilities for the ice-breaking
ferry at the north and south ferry
terminals are expected to include rock
and gravel ramps extending
approximately 40 feet into Iliamna
Lake.
Text revised in the DEIS:

See section 3.17, Groundwater
Hydrology, for further discussions of
groundwater.
Ferry terminals would be gravel and
rock ramps. Text revised in the DEIS:

National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
Blasting Standard for the Proper
Protection of Fish.” The magnitude of
impacts from blasting on fish and fish
habitat would depend on the proximity
of the blast to fish habitat and the life
stage of fish present in the affected
area. The duration and extent of
impacts would be temporary, and
limited to the affected area. In
general, fish would be temporarily
disturbed, and could avoid the area
for a period of time, but are expected
to return with the cessation of blasting
activities. Low levels of mortality are
expected. These impacts would be
expected to occur if the project is
permitted and blasting is enacted, as
planned for the mine site.
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
terminals are expected to include rock
hundreds of thousands, as well as on
and gravel ramps extending
emigrating smolt.
approximately 40 feet into Iliamna
Lake. There are no anticipated
impacts to fish migration associated
with these structures due to existing
migratory habitat available in Iliamna
Lake.
See above response. Text revised in
There is potential for adult salmon
As discussed
the DEIS:
below under wake migrations to be impacted since the
stranding, the ferry salmon follow the shoreline in large
groups and will likely end up in the path of Sockeye salmon are known to use
terminals are on
shoreline habitat for spawning, and
the ferry if the dock is built out in a solid
exposed, hightherefore could be potentially affected;
wall versus piers that salmon could just
energy beaches
however, documented spawning
swim under.
with no
areas are more than 0.5 mile from the
Section
documented
17
ferry terminals and primary entry
4.24.2.2
Do you mean "impacting spawning
beach spawning
points of the pipeline into the lake
Sockeye Salmon is unlikely?"
habitat in the
(EPA 2014). Investigations by PLP
immediate vicinity;
have documented that nearshore lake
therefore, ferry
habitat at the ferry terminal is lightly
operations
used by juvenile salmonids, and is not
impacting adult
used for adult spawning (Paradox NR
sockeye salmons
2018a)
is unlikely.
See Sections 3.23 and 4.23 - Wildlife
The EIS should consider the impacts of
Consequently, any the actions in this section on harbor seals. Values, for a description of wildlife in
the analysis area and potential
impacts on
impacts.
What about the harbor seals?, which are
juvenile and adult
an important subsistence resource and
fish due to boat
Section
18
live year round in the lake on islands and
wake would be
4.24.2.2
along pressure cracks in the ice. Will they
extremely limited
favor the ferry route the icebreaker
in scale—both
makes? Will that increase potential for
spatially and
impacts? NPS recognizes that this topic
temporally.
may already be addressed in another
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
section.
See Sections 4.16 - Surface Water
What is the anticipated net flow reduction
. Streamflow
Hydrology, and 4.17 - Groundwater
into each system based on seasonal
reductions would
Hydrology, for a detailed description
cycles?
begin during
of flow regimes and potential impacts.
Section
project
19
4.24.2.3
construction, and
would continue
through operations
and post-closure.
How will water be treated and what will
Text revised in DEIS:
be the anticipated water quality and
The ADEC regulates wastewater
quantity upon release? Are any negative
discharges from hard-rock mining
impacts to aquatic subsistence species
facilities through various permits,
anticipated? Because salmon imprint on
including:
Runoff and
stream natural water chemistry, how
seepage water
might the water chemistry change?
• APDES Individual Permit for point
would be routed
source discharge into wetlands and
into the mill for ore
other waters
processing and
• Integrated Waste Management
reuse, or routed to
Permit for solid waste disposal and
one of two water
wastewater discharge not into
Section
treatment plants
20
wetlands and other waters
4.24.2.3
for use in dust
• APDES Multi-Sector General Permit
control or power
for stormwater discharge
plant cooling.
• Domestic Wastewater Discharge
Water would also
Permit
be treated and
released into
State of Alaska regulations require
stream channels
that the condition of these permits
at three locations:
ensure compliance with the state
water quality standards that are based
on the use classification for the water
body receiving discharge, and the
state’s anti-degradation policy.
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Treated water
would be
discharged to
groundwater via
buried infiltration
chambers
designed to
provide energy
dissipation,
erosion control,
and freeze
protection.

Reduction in
streamflows could
directly impact the
quantity and

Section
4.24.2.3

Section
4.24.2.3

Is there a quantitative estimate of
reductions in streamflows for each river?
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Please refer to 4.16 - Surface Water
Hydrology, and 4.17 – Groundwater
Hydrology, for this information.

The ADEC regulates wastewater
discharges from hard-rock mining
facilities through various permits,
including:
• APDES Individual Permit for point
source discharge into wetlands and
other waters
• Integrated Waste Management
Permit for solid waste disposal and
wastewater discharge not into
wetlands and other waters
• APDES Multi-Sector General Permit
for stormwater discharge
• Domestic Wastewater Discharge
Permit
State of Alaska regulations require
that the condition of these permits
ensure compliance with the state
water quality standards that are based
on the use classification for the water
body receiving discharge, and the
state’s anti-degradation policy.

National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
Why is treated water being discharged to Treated water would be discharged to
groundwater via buried infiltration
groundwater? How will it be monitored?
chambers designed to provide
Since groundwater from the mine region
energy dissipation, erosion control,
likely feeds subsistence salmon streams
and freeze protection.
in the area what if any potential impacts
might that have?
Text revised in DEIS:
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
quality of instream
habitat for
upstream
migration of adult
salmonids,
spawning, and
egg incubation,
and rearing habitat
for
Cited references are included in
Please provide a copy of this report for
Chapter 9 of the DEIS.
review. NPS is unfamiliar with the
(R2 Consultants
measure "weighted usable area" and with
2018 ). Treated
the supporting quantitative studies. This is
water releases
not part of Pebble's EBD or readily
from mine site
available in any scientific reference
facilities would be
Section
23
search or on R2s or Pebble's website.
optimized to
4.24.2.3
benefit priority
Please clarify. NPS is unfamiliar with
species and life
mine sites releasing treated water to
stages for each
optimize "priority" species and life stages.
month and
Any citations to supporting documents
stream.
would be useful.
Provide citations to supporting
In general, most
documents or make the data and analysis Cited references are included in
species would
Chapter 9 of the DEIS.
available for review.
have largerpercentage
Rearing habitat for these species will also A time series assessment of the
reductions in
flow:habitat relationships, as predicted
be affected.
usable spawning
Section
via the PHABSIM analysis and
24
habitat in reaches
4.24.2.3
associated habitat suitability criteria
What and where will these percent
just below the
(HSC), was utilized to assess the
reductions be? How do these translate to
mine site than
potential effects of mine-related
loss of subsistence fish production for
further
changes in flow by stream reach on
people over the life of the mine? Provide
downstream
the quantity and quality of available
citations to supporting documents and
during project
habitat for various species and lifemake the data and analysis available for
operations and
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
review.
stages under 3 water-year types. The
post-closure. The
instream flow study (IFS) was initially
percentage
implemented by HDR, then supported
reductions in
in following years by R2.
habitat would
generally
The large breadth and scope of the
decrease in a
IFS prevents a detailed description of
downstream
the methods and results in the main
direction until
EIS document, but specific details on
reaching the
the IFS methodologies can be found
confluence of the
in R2 et al.. Summarized results are
NFK and the SFK
presented in Table 4.24-2 of this
(with a few
Chapter for spawning and Table 4.24exceptions). Rain
3 for rearing juveniles.
bow trout, chum,
sockeye, Dolly
The effects of flow changes on
Varden, and Arctic
subsistence fish production would be
grayling would
as analyzed and presented in the EIS
have habitat
because 1) expected changes in
decreases only in
habitat quantity and quality due to
the headwater
mine development are generally
tributaries.
minor (or else show improvement),
Chinook and coho
and 2) the relative productivity of
spawning
target species in the NFK, SFK, or
habitat would
UTC represents a small fraction of the
decrease
production in areas targeted by
throughout the
subsistence users (e.g., the NFK
NFK and SFK
represents a minor fraction of Chinook
drainages. Once
salmon spawning habitat compared to
the mainstem
the entire Nushagak River Basin).
Koktuli is reached,
flow changes
would not be
detectable.
Therefore, the
downstream
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
extent of habitat
impacts
associated with
flow reductions
would be
downstream of the
confluence of the
NFK and the SFK,
and upstream of
the mainstem
Koktuli River
confluence with
the Swan River
(the end of the
model domain).
How were these predicted changes in
Throughout the
As noted in the preceding response,
various species spawning habitats
mine site area in
the habitat assessment used
determined? What areas are included in
average
quantitative modeling tools that
these calculations? It is not clear whether
precipitation
accounted for differences in reach
there are quantitative models that
years, Chinook
characteristics, water year type, and
examined habitat selection and
and coho
species/life-stage selectivity for
preference by these species for
spawning habitat
habitat attributes. See references
would be reduced; potentially affected reaches. Please
listed above. Further discussion of
provide citation.
while chum,
Section
modeling will be included in the EIS.
sockeye, rainbow,
25
4.24.2.3
Dolly Varden, and
Arctic grayling
spawning habitat
generally would be
increased (Table
4.24.3). In wet
years, the
decreases in
habitat would be
lower, and the
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
increases greater;
in dry years, the
habitat decreases
would be greater
and the increases
would be lower.
Post-closure, flow
reductions would
be lower than
during mining,
resulting in smaller
reductions and
increases in
habitat.
Please provide the scientific analysis that Please refer to 4.16 - Surface Water
supports this table or citations to sources. Hydrology, and 4.17 – Groundwater
Hydrology.
How does this translate to changes in
number of fish produced for subsistence
Analysis and discussion of the climate
users in the region over the life of the
variability and effects of long-term
mine?
climate change have been expanded
Table 4.24Section
and/or revised in the DEIS including
What is an average precipitation year?
26
3 Average
4.24.2.3
portions of Section 3.16, Surface
How does this compare to predicted
precipitation year
Water Hydrology (Chapter 3, Affected
changes relative to climate changes
Environment), Section 4.16, Surface
forecast for the region over the life of the
Water Hydrology (Chapter 4,
mine? Please provide citation.
Environmental Consequences), and
Technical Appendices K3.16 and
K4.18. Further discussion of modeling
will be included in the EIS.
Further discussion of modeling will be
Provide the models and data to support
The trends in
included in the EIS.
these predicted changes, and describe
habitat change
Section
27
how this applies to the tens of thousands
modeled in the
4.24.2.3
of fish that spawn in these rivers and
entire mine area
Text 4.24 from DEIS:
support subsistence? Please provide
are shown in the
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
citation.
changes in NFK
The duration of direct impacts of the
spawning habitat.
removal of anadromous habitat would
In average
be permanent. However, considering
precipitation years
the low use of habitat to be removed
during mine
(based on densities of juvenile
operations,
Chinook and coho captured within
salmonid habitat
these habitats), and the few numbers
availability would
of coho spawning in these reaches,
decrease by 2.01
measurable impacts to populations of
acres (8.1
salmon from these direct habitat
percent) for
losses would be unlikely.
spawning
Chinook, and 1.86
acres (5.5
percent) for coho,
while it would
increase by 2.12
acres (5.8
percent) for
spawning rainbow
trout, 1.42 acres
(4.4 percent) for
sockeye, and 1.95
acres (5.5
percent) for Arctic
grayling. Postclosure, habitat
changes are
predicted to be
reduced to a 2.7
percent loss in
Chinook, and 2.1
percent loss for
coho. Habitat
gains for the other
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modeled

Due to lowmagnitude flow
changes in the
UTC basin,
spawning habitat
changes for all
species would be
less than 1

Section
4.24.2.3

Section
4.24.2.3

Construction and use of an industrial
road and the other road crossings will
potentially have an impact on salmon
spawning habitat. Increased fine
sediments, chemicals from truck brake
pads, etc.
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We recognize that no biologicallybased flow model is perfect, however
PHABSIM remains the most widely
used and agency-accepted instream
flow model within the U.S. (IFC 2009).
Many of the criticisms noted by
Parasiewicz do not account for the
vast geographic scope, multi-year
nature, and extreme environmental
conditions associated with this
project. We believe the methodologies
employed in this study and the
associated results represent the best
available science for assessing
potential impacts to aquatic species
related to the proposed mine. Further
discussion of modeling will be
included in the EIS.
Comment acknowledged.

National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
species follow the
same trend.
Are these trends predicated on the
The predicted changes in habitat
PHABSIM models submitted in the EBD?
availability due to mine-related effects
Or have new models and studies been
are based on the IFS described
conducted to correct the deficiencies in
above. The methodologies are
those models? Please see provided
presented in R2 et al. 2011.
citation by Parasiewicz 2012.
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
percent during
both mining
operations, and
post-closure.
Further discussion of modeling with
How does this translate into fish
Juvenile salmonid
be included in the EIS including
production?
habitat would be
supporting rational for the increase in
affected by the
Supporting data is lacking regarding these juvenile sockeye habitat.
reduced flows
claims. Please provide quantitative
associated with
studies for review.
both mining and
post-closure
operations. In
general, Chinook
and rainbow trout
juvenile habitat
would be reduced,
while sockeye
juveniles (and the
other salmonid
Section
30
species, to a
4.24.2.3
lesser extent)
would generally
benefit from
reduced flows
associated with
the mining
operations.
Sockeye juvenile
habitat increases
would generally be
associated with
the SFK-C reach,
where habitat
would be
increased by 0.76
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
acre (44 percent)
during mining
operations; while
rainbow habitat
losses would be
greatest in SFK190, where habitat
would decrease by
0.15 acre
(13.3 percent)
during
operations .
Please provide citations and scientifically Further discussion of modeling will be
Table 4.24-4
included in the EIS. Table 4.24-4 has
defensible quantitative data and analysis
Average
been revised in the DEIS.
to back up the claim that there will be
precipitation year
juvenile habitat for more Coho, Chinook, and Dolly Varden
Section
juvenile habitat during mining than prior to
all streams and
31
4.24.2.3
mining. The PHABSIM data do not
species in the
mine site area pre- support this claim (see Parasawicz 2012).
The sockeye salmon in these systems do
mine, during
not rear in the river so it is not pertinent to
operations, and
include them in this table. Delete.
post-closure
Clarify the measure average precipitation Further discussion of modeling will be
In average
included in the EIS.
year. How does this compare with the
precipitation
predicted increases in precipitation for
years, juvenile
The climate change section has been
SW AK in the coming decades? And how
salmonid habitat
updated in the DEIS and is discussed
does this translate to subsistence fish
availability would
in Sections 3.16 and 4.16 - Surface
production?
increase for all
Section
32
Water Hydrology.
species by
4.24.2.3
between 0.03
acre, or 0.2
percent (sockeye)
and 0.96 acre or
2.9 percent (Arctic
grayling), except
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
for a decrease in
rainbow trout
habitat of 0.02
acre (0.2 percent).
Post-closure,
habitat changes
would be reduced
to less than 1
percent for all
species. As
mentioned above,
the habitat
changes would
vary based on
reach-specific
conditions, with
the largest
percentage of
changes occurring
in small tributary
NFK-190.
However, in a
downstream
direction, reaches
would alternate
between habitat
gains and losses
for several
species.
Juvenile sockeye salmon do not rear inComment acknowledged. Juvenile
river.
sockeye salmon( age 0/+1) were
sockeye juvenile
Section
documented in low numbers in the
habitat of 0.73
33
4.24.2.3
NFK, SFK and UTC mainstems
acre (7.1
indicating instream rearing—Pebble
percent).
EBD Chapter 15.
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Paragraph,
Comment
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Text/Subject
and Page #
The impact of an industrialized road will
Upper Talarik
impact quality and quantity of subsistence
Creek
fish habitat.
Due to lowComment acknowledged. Please refer
magnitude flow
to Sections 4.16 - Surface Water
Will groundwater have to be pumped out
changes in the
Hydrology, and 4.17 - Groundwater
of the pit constantly during operations? If
UTC basin,
Section
Hydrology, for a description of water
so, does that groundwater also feed
juvenile habitat
34
4.24.2.3
resources.
Upper Talarik Creek? Because
changes for all
groundwater is so critical for overwintering
species would be
fish and incubating embryos, it seems that
less than 1
would be an important consideration.
percent during
both mining
operations and
post-closure.
Comment acknowledged.
In accordance with Based on NDM studies, spawning
rainbow trout begin at breakup and adult
ADF&G criteria,
salmon spawn throughout the entire
bridge and culvert
summer through October. Impacts will be
construction
difficult to avoid and thus should be
activities in
Section
35
quantified and acknowledged.
anadromous
4.24.2.3
waters would
occur from May 15
to June 15, to
avoid impacts to
migrating salmon.
Please provide citation.
The EBD Water Quality citation will be
Baseline
added to EIS.
concentrations of
dissolved organic
carbon in the
Section
surface waters in
36
4.24.2.4
the project area
ranged from 1
milligram per liter
(mg/L) to 2 mg/L;
concentrations of
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Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
nitrate+nitrite
ranged from 0.1 to
0.3 mg/L; and
mean
concentrations of
total phosphorous
ranged from 0.02
to 0.04 mg/L,
indicative of
oligotrophic
nutrient status in
the aquatic
ecosystem.
The proposed action would be subject
This amount of soil disturbance will
to state and federal water quality
significantly change run-off patterns and
standards including installation and
has potential to increase occurrence of
disturb 8,130
Section
37
monitoring of BMP’s as required by
flashy flows such as urban areas
acres of surface
4.24.2.5
regulation to comply with the Clean
experience.
soil
Water Act. Further discussion is
provided in Chapter 5 - Mitigation.
Please see Sections 4.16 - Surface
Some of the surface runoff would be
Water Hydrology, and Chapter 5 captured but, in high rainfall years and
Mitigation for detailed discussion of
during spring breakup and fall floods, it
water management and mitigation
will be extremely difficult to capture and
measures.
control runoff. In addition, previously
unexposed sulfide materials can generate
surface runoff
acid runoff and introduce heavy metals
Section
38
would be
toxic to aquatic life (copper, zinc, lead,
4.24.2.5
captured
etc.) into the environment affecting the
entire aquatic food chain (see USEPA
1995, Maret and Macoy 2002, Maret et al.
2003, Daniel et al. 2015). This can impact
fish species important to subsistence
including anadromous salmon by
impacting their ability to smell which is
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Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
how they identify predators, prey, kin and
mates impacting survival (Baldwin, et al.
2003, McIntyre et al. 2006, Sandahl et al.
2006, McIntyre et al. 2012, Morin et al.
2012).
The proposed action would be subject
Best Management Practices are not
to state and federal water quality
required and permit conditions, or
standards including installation and
applicable regulations, are generally just
required state-ofSection
39
monitoring of BMP’s as required by
minimum requirements. BMPs are often
the-process
4.24.2.5
regulation to comply with the Clean
not followed and therefore cannot be
BMPs
Water Act. Further discussion is
assumed to be applicable in the case of
provided in Chapter 5-Mitigation.
Pebble Project.
Wherever dirt/gravel roads cross streams Text revised throughout the DEIS for
clarity:
and particularly where heavy truck traffic
occurs there will be increased
Excerpts from Section 4.24:
sedimentation into streams at crossings,
particularly during rain events. See earlier
The road would be constructed
provided sedimentation references. If
through existing bedrock and glacial
salmon or fish spawning and rearing
fluvial surface geology using locally
habitat is present at crossings,
processed materials with low erosion
subsistence fish production can be
Potential impacts
potential. Therefore, the indirect
impacted depending on the amount of
on stream turbidity
effects of erosion and sedimentation
habitat lost or degraded. See provided
Section
are not expected
are expected to be limited to bridge or
40
references.
4.24.2.5
to occur at bridge
culvert crossings. The duration of
or culvert
construction-related sedimentation
crossings
would be temporary and short term,
due mitigation and control measures,
permit stipulations, and timing
windows. Additional monitoring,
BMPs, and maintenance standards
may be required by ROW lease
stipulations from state and local
governments.
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Sockeye salmon are known to use
shoreline habitat for spawning, and

National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
Bridge and culvert design, stream
flows, and habitat loss would be
reviewed and verified by Alaska
Department of Fish and Game
(ADF&G) during the permitting
process… Permit stipulations may
include seasonal restrictions on
instream activities to avoid impacts to
habitat during species critical life
stages (e.g., spawning and egg
development). Free passage of
resident and anadromous fish may be
temporarily interrupted, but would
continue unimpeded after construction
is complete. Habitat at the immediate
location of culverts would be altered,
but fish would continue to use the
streams.
Text revised in the DEIS:
Again, because Sockeye Salmon tend to
aggregate and follow shorelines there
As stated above, docking facilities for
may be impacts on adult and/or smolt
the ice-breaking ferry at the north and
migrations depending on design and
There are no
materials used in construction of the ferry south ferry terminals are expected to
anticipated
include rock and gravel ramps
terminal.
impacts to fish
extending approximately 40 feet into
migration
Iliamna Lake. There are no
Section
associated with
anticipated impacts to fish migration
41
4.24.2.6
these structures
associated with these structures due
due to existing
to existing migratory habitat available
migratory habitat
in Iliamna Lake.
available in
Iliamna Lake.
Text revised in DEIS:
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National Park Service Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS, Section 4.24 – Fish Values
Section,
Comment
Relevant
Paragraph,
Comment
Response
Number
Text/Subject
and Page #
therefore could be potentially affected;
however, documented spawning
areas are more than 0.5 mile from the
ferry terminals and primary entry
points of the pipeline into the lake
(EPA 2014). Investigations by PLP
have documented that nearshore lake
habitat at the ferry terminal is lightly
used by juvenile salmonids, and is not
used for adult spawning (Paradox NR
2018a).
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Comment
Number

1

2

3

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
2.23.1.2

Section
2.23.1.2

Section
2.23.1.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

A table is recommended to show the
species of conservation concern and their
abundance and status for each of the three
areas.

Transporation
Corridor and
Natural Gas
Pipeline
Corridor.
Birds.
Landbirds and
Shorebirds.
The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and Vegetation
sections provide an incomplete, inadequate,
and narrow discussion for a project of this
size that spans a large landscape
encompassing several watersheds and will
have impacts to multiple aquatic and
terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and Cook
Inlet. Additionally, the use of “Values” in the
titles is odd. It would be more appropriate
to just use “Terrestrial Resources” to include
a discussion of habitat and wildlife and
instead of “Fish Values,” it would be more
appropriate to use “Aquatic Resources” to
include a discussion of habitat and fish and
other aquatic species.
The proposed project will require intact
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and ponds to
be removed, altered, discharged into,
dredged, and filled in a mostly pristine, wild,
and functioning watershed for over 25
years, resulting in removal of an
interconnected ecosystem and loss of the
biodiversity and functional habitat and
services provided to the watersheds that
aquatic and terrestrial resource rely on.
Mitigation or restoration on this scale has
never been attempted. Re-creating a
functioning watershed is virtually impossible.
Humans cannot improve intact ecosystems.
Removing streams, tributaries, wetlands,

Comment

Relevant
Text/Subject
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Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

As Chapter 2, Alternatives, is an alternatives chapter,
this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3, Affected Environment, and
Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences. Information on
birds appropriate to the EIS analysis area is discussed in
Section 3.23, Wildlife, in the Affected Environment
chapter (Chapter 3).
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In addition, constructing and operating a
mine of this size with its associated
infrastructure, combined with altering,
filling, dredging, disposal of wastewater, and
discharging into streams, tributaries,
wetlands, and ponds in watersheds for over
25 years will impact, irrevocably damage,
and will probably eradicate distinct
anadromous and resident fish populations
found in the smaller tributaries. These
smaller and unique stocks are important to
the overall health of fisheries because they
provide genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed. The
proposed project would cover and otherwise
adversely impact large areas of the upper
watersheds, resulting in severe
fragmentation of habitat that’s vitally
important to aquatic and terrestrial species
(salmon in particular) and other anadromous
and resident fish.

and ponds from a watershed for over 25
years will result in loss of natural process
and function and will adversely impact
inputs to downstream areas, such as
sediment transport, loss of interstitial spaces
due to lack of sediment transport,
compaction of substrates, detritus, nutrients,
water chemistry, macroinvertebrates, prey,
high and low flow regimes, groundwater
upwelling, aquifer recharge, hyporheic
function, hydrological and
geomorphological processes and function,
temperature regimes, physical and
biological processes, riparian and terrestrial
habitat, soil ecology, etc.

Comment

Response
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4
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Council
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Section,
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and Page
#

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will
require ferry terminals and a port with
associated offices, storage facilities, power
plants, and extensive road causeways built
over and into the marine environment. A
187-mile gas pipeline with associated fiber
optics going overland and under Cook Inlet
and Iliamna Lake. The project will require
extraction of major quantities of water from

The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to all aquatic and
terrestrial species. The EIS must also
evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts to the prey resources that fish rely
on during all life history phases. A robust
evaluation of this type needs to be based on
statistically sound scientific baseline data
and existing conditions information as well
as the Traditional Ecological Knowledge and
Wisdom (TEKW) of Alaska Native
communities.
Without figures and maps it is impossible to
do an in-depth and specific review of these
sections. Suffice it to say, aside from the
proposed mine itself having a massive
footprint across several watersheds, the
infrastructure required to support the mine
will stamp a large destructive footprint
across a large mostly pristine and wild
geographic areas including close to 70 miles
of roads and additional spur roads with 97
river and stream crossings, 11 bridges, and
88 culverts. The roads will cross through
and over several watersheds and large fish
bearing rivers, streams, tributaries and
through a mosaic of wetlands, lakes, ponds,
bogs, marshes, riparian and upland areas.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. Detailed maps are included in
Chapter 2 of the DEIS.
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5
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council
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2.23.1.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

The EIS Analysis Area must include not just
the areas of actual ground disturbance but
all adjacent and connected areas. The EIS
Analysis Area must include all areas of the
four major projects (mine, roads, gas
pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals) and
their components in the Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as those
areas bordering these watersheds including
nearby national parks and refuges
(particularly Katmai bears and McNeil River
bears) that will be impacted by impaired
migratory routes, reduced populations of
fish and wildlife, etc. The EIS Analysis Area
must be expanded to include aquatic and
terrestrial migratory corridors for all aquatic
and terrestrial species in fresh, estuarine,
and marine waters.
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably
impacted by the proposed project including
Chinook salmon, coho salmon, chum
salmon, pink salmon, sockeye salmon, and
steelhead trout (Chambers et al., 2012;
USEPA, 2014a). Other important fish
species that are used by local people
include rainbow trout, arctic char, Dolly
Varden, grayling, and whitefish. Important
non-salmonid species, like pike and
suckers, are also used by local people.
These fisheries are an integral part of the
aquatic food web and provide an abundant
biomass and prey resource for several
aquatic and terrestrial species in the
freshwater and marine areas of Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet watersheds as well as in the

rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Information on fish
and aquatic resources appropriate to the EIS analysis
area is discussed in Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values.
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Comment
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6

7

8

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
2.23.1.2

Section
2.23.1.2

Section
2.23.1.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
other waters including the Pacific Ocean.
The EIS must quantify and evaluate the
impacts related to the loss of this large prey
resource that sustains aquatic and terrestrial
species within the project area and across
all areas of their adult migratory routes.
The baseline information in these sections is
inadequate and at times contradicts itself
(as in the case of caribou populations). The
documents state that caribou are not in the
area so won’t be impacted, but then it goes
on to say that ADF&G culls wolves to
protect the caribou herds and that the tribes
are concerned with caribou populations and
have seen a reduction in numbers.
The EIS must provide sufficient baseline
data and existing conditions information.
Relying on the insufficient baseline data
collected by the project proponent and
presented in the 2004-2008 environmental
baseline report and the 2009-2013
supplemental baseline data reports does not
provide sufficient information for the aquatic
and terrestrial species that rely on this large
landscape. These reports alone do not
provide adequate information to establish
baseline conditions for the area to evaluate
direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to
natural resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this project
in 2004-2008, including the methods used to
collect and analyze data for fish use and
presence more than likely differ greatly from
the methods that are being used now in
2018. The EIS must use up-to-date
methods to adequately evaluate aquatic and
terrestrial resources. Extensive habitat
models exist to evaluate the presence and

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
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General
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Additionally, extensive habitat models exist
using resource selection functions to
evaluate the effect of development on brown
bears on the Kenai Peninsula. The EIS
must use these methods to further evaluate
the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to wildlife and
terrestrial resources.
The climate change discussion in these
sections is far too general for a project of
this size and timeframe. The discussion

habitat use of aquatic resources. These
methods must be used to further evaluate
the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to aquatic resources
and fish and fish productivity in the
watersheds. Additionally, it is unclear what
fish tissue criteria were used. This
information should be provided so that the
reviewer can determine if the appropriate
criteria were used.
These watersheds and geographic regions
and their aquatic and terrestrial species
have been and continue to be studied by
local, private, and nonprofit entities, and
resource agencies at the state and federal
level including tribes. The EIS must
incorporate information from these other
sources and studies, new data collected as
part of the EIS evaluations and from models
that evaluate species, habitat, biological and
physical watershed processes. The EIS
must also incorporate Traditional Ecological
Knowledge and Wisdom (TEKW) in all
evaluations and when developing the
information for baseline and existing
conditions.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. See Section 3.1 for

Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is provided for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. See Appendix
K3.1 for information on TEK, and Section 3.9,
Subsistence. See Section 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values,
for information on brown bears.
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General
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should be far more specific and include
information from the new Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report that
was recently issued. Information on the
impacts of sea level rise should be included.
Catastrophic events such as landslide,
flood, avalanche, major weather should be
discussed. Loss of carbon sequestration
due to major removal of vegetation and how
this impacts greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions should be included. Loss of
habitats and shifting migration patterns
should be discussed for both aquatic and
terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects analyses for
both aquatic and terrestrial species and
habitats is aimed at trivializing the impacts
a project of this size will have. Most
information is reduced to a paragraph or
two. It is misleading to say this is a 20-year
project when the buildout will occur over 78
years. And several other mining projects
would use the proposed Pebble Project
infrastructure. Based on probable ultimate
size of the proposed project and other
projects that intend to use the Pebble
infrastructure, this project will be there
forever. It is unclear how the EIS can claim
that a project of this size will result in an
increase of rearing habitat for juvenile
salmonids.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. As Chapter 2 is an alternatives
chapter, this level of detail is providd for the appropriate
resource in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Information on
birds appropriate to the EIS analysis area is discussed in
Section 3.23, Wildlife, in the Affected Environment
chapter (Chapter 3).

a discussion of how climate change is discussed in the
document.
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General

General

General
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Comment acknowledged. The
EIS addresses the project as
described in the project
application, per USACE
authority. The cumulative
effects section addressed the
scenario of a 78-year project
expansion.
Comment acknowledged. The
EIS addresses the project as
described in the project
application, per USACE
authority. The cumulative
effects section addressed the
scenario of a 78-year project
expansion.

Bristol Bay Watershed and Cook Inlet support several important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably impacted by the proposed
mine including Chinook salmon, coho salmon, chum salmon, pink
salmon, and sockeye salmon. All these salmon species, particularly
sockeye salmon, form and support world-renowned commercial
fisheries and an economic engine for the region. The region also
supports a robust crab and groundfish commercial fishery, robust
recreational fishery, subsistence fishery, and cultural fishery.
All three of the Commercial and Recreational Fisheries sections (3.6
and 4.6 and K3.6) provide an incomplete and narrow discussion that is
not appropriate for a proposed project of this size that spans several
watersheds and would adversely impact multiple fishery resources,
including State of Alaska Special Status Species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet, long after construction and operation of the mine and
associated facilities. It is misleading to say this is a 20-year project
when buildout and expansion will occur over 78 years, and multiple
other mining projects would use the infrastructure that’s part of the
proposed Pebble Project. Based on the projects that intend to use the
Pebble infrastructure, this project would continue impacting commercial
and recreational fisheries forever.
The environmental impact statement (EIS) for the proposed Pebble
Project must recognize and evaluate the potential for the project to
devastate the subsistence, commercial, sport, and cultural resources
that the tribes and many others rely on in the Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
Watersheds, including the economic engine provided by the worldclass commercial, sport, and subsistence salmon fisheries. The EIS
must identify and evaluate potential impacts to other professions in
addition to those it currently mentions. Many other people will be
adversely impacted by reduced fisheries in the region, such as boat
mechanics, net and gear manufacturers, medical facilities, etc.

PAGE | 1

The analysis in the DEIS
includes revenue created by
ancillary and indirect
employment from the fishing
industry. No changes made.
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As stated in Section 3.6 and emphasized in the statements above,
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support robust commercial and recreational
fisheries. Because of this, the EIS must recognize, quantify, and
evaluate the potential to irrevocably damage one of the largest salmon
fisheries in the world and the repercussions this would have on Bristol
Bay and Cook Inlet including economic losses and the pressure that
would be put on other salmon fisheries in the immediate area and
beyond.

PAGE | 2

Comment acknowledged. This
section uses the analysis in
Section 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values, to determine the
impact on fisheries. No
changes made.

This section uses Section 3.24,
Fish Values to determine the
extent of impacts and the EIS
analysis area. Streams that are
hydrologically connected to the
project would be where the
impacts would occur.

All figures should show the entire area potentially affected by the
proposed project including: the mine area and associated
infrastructure, roads, ports, ferry terminals, and entire lengths of
pipelines. The proposed project is massive and would cross and impact
both Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet. Reducing the scope of the discussion
to just areas “hydrologically connected to the project” is gravely
inadequate. The area potentially affected by the proposed project and
the resources within this area that support viable worldwide commercial
and recreational fishery economies are all connected. The proposed
project, if it is permitted, would impact estuary and nearshore rearing
and foraging habitat for salmonids and prey resources. Forage fish,
such as Pacific herring, are important prey resources and support an
important commercial fishery. Salmon stocks depleted by mine impacts
would in turn result in other stocks having to fill the gaps for
commercial, subsistence, cultural, and sport fisheries. If the proposed
project is permitted and constructed, escapement numbers decrease
across all affected watersheds.
The following statements are taken from Section 3.6:
x
The fiscal contributions of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery
depend on the long-term health of the fishery.
x
The processing sector in Bristol Bay ranges from small family
owned operations to business units of multi-national
corporations with operations across Alaska, the United States,
and the rest of the world.
x
The ADF&G also manages a commercial herring fishery in the
LCI Management Area, but since 2000 the spawning biomass
has been too small to allow the opening of this fishery.
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Comment
Number

6

7

8

9

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

App K3.6

App K3.6

App K3.6

App K3.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

Given the importance of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet salmon stocks to
sport, commercial, and
subsistence fishery groups in the region and beyond, and the severe
impacts to both watersheds that a mine of this scale would pose, the
EIS must take a hard look at these impacts to these
valuable resources and evaluate direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
to the Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet fisheries as well as additional fisheries
that would be affected.
These fisheries also provide an abundant prey resource for several
aquatic and terrestrial species in both the freshwater and marine
ecosystems of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as in the
other waters including the Pacific Ocean. The EIS must recognize,
quantify, and evaluate the impacts related to the loss of this large prey
resource that sustains aquatic and terrestrial species within the affected
area of the proposed project and across the full range of their adult
migratory routes.

Comment acknowledged. This
section uses the analysis in
Section 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values, to determine the
impact on fisheries. No
changes made.

Salmon stocks and forage fish (see statement above) are already
depleted in some areas. For instance, according to Alaska Department
of Fish and Game (ADF&G), the Chuitna River Chinook salmon stock
in West Cook Inlet Management Area (WCIMA) is in decline, and in
2010, ADF&G recommended to the Alaska Board of Fisheries (BOF)
that Chuitna River Chinook salmon be PDEIS Review Comment Form
App K 3.6_Comments_wjf edits 12.17.18 (mc) Page 3 given a “stock of
management concern” status; and this stock was recognized as such in
subsequent years (ADF&G, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013).
Other Stocks of Concern in Cook Inlet include: McNeil River chum;
Susitna (Yentna) River sockeye; Theodore River Chinook; Lewis River
Chinook; Alexander Creek Chinook; Willow Creek Chinook; Goose
Creek Chinook; and Sheep Creek Chinook (ADFG, 2018: ADFG
Special Status Species webpage:
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=specialstatus.akfishstocks).
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Comment acknowledged. This
section uses the analysis in
Section 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values, to determine the
impact on fisheries. No
changes made.

Comment acknowledged. This
section uses the analysis in
Section 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values, to determine the
impact on fisheries. No
changes made.

Comment acknowledged. This
section uses the analysis in
Section 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values, to determine the
impact on fisheries. No
changes made.
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Comment
Number

10

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

App K3.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

Comment acknowledged. More
information on additional
species, such as Pacific
herring, was added between
the Preliminary Review Draft
and the public release of the
DEIS.

Related to commercial and recreational fisheries are the prey resources
on which these fisheries rely. The EIS must include a robust discussion
on how the project will impact prey resources across Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. The EIS must evaluate the direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts of the proposed project to prey resources in both Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet. This includes evaluating impacts to forage fish that
serve as a prey resource, and in the case of Pacific herring, the EIS
must evaluate the impacts to a commercial fishery.
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1

2

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

App K 3.18

App K 3.18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table K3.18-1.
Criteria Used for
Comparison to
Water and
Sediment Quality
Data

Section K3.18.1
Criteria.
K3.18.1.1
Surface Water
Quality Criteria.

Relevant
Text/Subject
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The unit of measure ppb is equivalent to
ȝJNJWH[WKDVEHHQXSGDWHGWRUHIOHFW
comment and for consistency. Table K3.18-1
footnote also has been edited to address
comment.

Baseline water and sediment quality data is
compared to the most stringent applicable
regulatory criteria as a conservative
assessment of current conditions. Use of the
most stringent water quality criteria implies
that if the most stringent water quality criteria
are not exceeded, less stringent water quality
criteria will likewise not be exceeded.
Comparison of existing conditions to water
and sediment quality standards is not
intended to assess protectivity of various
potential receptors, but simply to put context
on current site conditions. Additional text has
been added to Appendix K3.18 to outline the
intent of this comparison.

The point of this section and Section 3.18 in the
preliminary draft environmental impact statement
(PDEIS) is not to determine whether water
quality and sediment quality exceed the most
stringent regulatory threshold, but to characterize
current conditions and the water body uses that
are supported. A simple numerical comparison to
the lowest water or sediment quality criterion
does not provide this information. Water quality
criteria should be presented for a variety of
different uses (e.g., protection of fish, protection
of human ingestion of seafood, etc.) and when
there are exceedances of any water quality
criteria, describe which ones are exceeded and
therefore which uses may be affected under
natural conditions. Groundwater quality data
should be addressed in the same manner.
This discussion of water body uses in Alaska
should be moved to Section 3.18 so that the
reader knows what these standards are
designed to protect. Section 3.18 should also
make it clear that the only sediment standards
being considered are for protection of benthic
organisms and that these values are not
necessarily protective of bioaccumulative
impacts to higher trophic levels, such as fish,
birds, land mammals, marine mammals, or
humans eating fish.
Sediment quality guidelines for metals are
normally listed in mg/kg. Mass units such as
PJNJRUȝJNJ IRURUJDQLFFKHPLFDOV VKRXOGEH
used, rather than ppm or ppb, which are
outdated and inaccurate units. The primary
source of the TELs and PELs should be stated,
and all acronyms should be defined in the table
footnotes.
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3

4

5

6

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

App K 3.18

App K 3.18

App K 3.18

App K 3.18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section
K3.18.2.1 Waste
Rock
Geochemical
Characteristics

Section K3.18.2
Geochemistry

Section
K3.18.1.3
Sediment Quality
Criteria

Section
K3.18.1.2
Groundwater
Quality Criteria

Relevant
Text/Subject

As noted for Section 3.18, much of this entire
section appears to be aimed at predicting
geochemical weathering of tailings and other
rock once the proposed mine is in operation.
This is very important information, but it belongs
in Section K4.18 pertaining to impacts of the
alternatives on the existing environment. Please
separate information pertinent to current
conditions to place in this appendix from
information pertinent to the alternatives to place
in Section K4.18.
Much of the text in this section appears to be the
same as that in Section 3.18. Please revisit and
revise the text in the section and Section 3.18 to
reduce redundancy.
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Text in both Section 3.18 and Appendix K3.18
have been updated in the DEIS. Appendix
K3.18 is intended to be a supplement and
support Section 3.18.

The geochemical information provided in
Appendix K3.18.2 is intended to characterize
existing conditions. Additional discussion of
geochemical processes related to proposed
mine activities and potential environmental
effects are discussed in Appendix K4.18.

Noted. Text corrected.

Groundwater use is addressed in Section
3.17, Groundwater Hydrology. See response
to above comment regarding use of most
stringent water quality criteria.

Temperature and pH values used for the
estimates have been added as a footnote to
Table K3.18-1.

If the water quality standard for ammonia
depends on temperature and pH, what
temperature and pH were assumed to obtain the
values in Table K3.18-1?
The discussion of groundwater uses in Alaska
should be moved to Section 3.18 so that the
reader knows what uses these standards are
designed to protect. Table K3.18-1 should
separate
out surface water and groundwater standards for
various uses, or have different tables, with the
most stringent values highlighted. That way, if
one of the values is exceeded, or projected to be
exceeded for certain project alternatives, the
reader can determine which uses will be
protected and which will not.
The NOAA quick screening tables are out of date
and originally contained errors. Primary
references for the TELs and PELs should be
used.
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7

8

9

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

App K 3.18

App K 3.18

App K 3.18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section
K3.18.3.3 Cook
Inlet:
Iliamna/Iniskin
Estuary

Section
K3.18.3.2 Trend
Analysis at Mine
Site

Section 3.18.3
Surface Water
Quality.
K3.18.3.1 Data
Tables

Relevant
Text/Subject
The last paragraph of this section states that the
mean and standard deviation of detected
parameter distributions is included in the tables;
however, only the mean and range are provided.
The standard deviation or some other indicator of
distribution should be added to the tables. For
any tables, such as these that summarize larger
data sets, a footnote should be provided
indicating where the reader can obtain the entire
dataset or access the database. The USACE
should make these databases available along
with the Draft EIS for public review.
Graphics are generally a better way to portray
statistical trends than tables. Please consider
greater use of graphics throughout this section
(e.g., box plots for data distributions and scatter
plots with regressions for trends) so that the data
are more accessible to the reader.
This information should be moved to the main
text, since discussion of Alternative 2 and
Alternative 3 should be given the same
consideration and emphasis as discussion of
Alternative 1.

Comment
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The organization of impacts discussion
between Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 is based on
collaboration between USACE and
cooperating agencies.

Commented noted. Additional figures have
been added to Appendix K3.18.

The standard deviation for this data can be
found in original sources indicated in the
footnotes. Text has been updated to for
clarity.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

10

Comment
Number

App K 3.18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Table K3.18-17:
Groundwater
Data Summary –
Mine Site. Table
K3.18-18:
Sediment Data
Summary – Mine
Site. Table
K3.18-19:
Sediment Data
Summary –
Iliamna Lake,
Transportation
Corridor

Relevant
Text/Subject
Please see comments above regarding surface
water data tables and make the necessary
additions and revisions to these tables.

Comment
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Noted. Revisions made as applicable.
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Nondalton
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

App K 4.18

App K 4.18

App K 4.18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Water treatment
during
operations

Section
K4.18.1.3 Pit
Lake

Section K4.18.1
Water Quality
Modeling.
K4.18.1.1
Operations

Relevant
Text/Subject

Tables or graphs showing water quality data
should include the water quality criterion that
applies (as a number in the table or a threshold
on the graph), so that the reader does not have
to refer to a different section to determine the
degree to which the criterion is exceeded.
Would water quality in influent or effluence be
more problematic during dry or wet conditions?
How will that be addressed to prevent impacts?

Discussion of impacts to surface water quality
from treated water discharge is provided in
Section 4.18, Water and Sediment Quality.

Please refer to Page K4.18-6, second paragraph:
As in the main section, this paragraph describes
discharge of flows from the WTPs into the NFK,
SFK, and UTC watersheds, but is less definitive
about the safety of these discharges, stating “at
flows protective of the environment to the extent
possible given the capacities of the WTPs and
need for process water use onsite.” (emphasis
added). This appendix and Section 4.18 should
clearly discuss, based on the modeling, to what
extent it may not be possible to discharge the
water in a manner that is protective of the
environment, and in what specific sense the
discharges would not be protective of the
environment (e.g., low or high flows, metals
concentrations, conventional parameters, etc.).
The tables cited in the second paragraph of this
section only provide information for the four
closure phases, and not for subsequent decades
during which pit lake water will need to be
pumped and treated in perpetuity. Graphs of
water quality parameters that exceed discharge
limits in the pit lake water should be provided to
show how water quality will change in the pit lake
and in the treated water discharged to
surrounding watersheds over the long term.
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Additional discussion of the water balance
model has been added to Appendix K4.18.
Additional information regarding the water
balance model under a range of climate
conditions is also provided.

Appendix K4.18 has been modified and
expanded in the DEIS and includes additional
tables and figures that address the comment.

Discussion of water quality effects in post
closure to the point that water is expected to
meet discharge criteria is included in Section
4.18, Water and Sediment Quality.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

App K 4.18

App K 4.18

App K 4.18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section
K4.18.2.4 Water
Quality of WTP
Discharge

Section
K4.18.2.3
Closure Water
Treatment Plant

Water treatment
during closure

Relevant
Text/Subject

Specific operational procedures for closure
and post closure WTP operation have not
been developed; however, operational
procedures would be expected to be sufficient
to maintain and operate systems as needed
to meet treatment goals.

It is unclear from this discussion whether
personnel would operate the WTPs full-time, or
whether the plants would be mainly automated. If
an upset occurs (for example, as described in
each of the steps for the main WTP below), what
is the worst-case failure mode? How long would
it be before personnel could effectively and
adequately respond? What capacity is there for
water containment while issues at a treatment
plant are addressed? While it is helpful to have
details of operational plans for normal
circumstances, it is failures and emergencies
that have the greatest chance of impacting the
environment; therefore, potential failures and
emergencies need to be emphasized and
discussed in all sections.
This section states that “current preliminary
design information . . . does not identify changes
in treatment processes.” However, the treatment
process for this WTP proposed for during
operations relies on disposal of metal sulfides
and selenium in the pyritic TSF, which will not be
available after Phase 3 of closure. How will the
treatment process change at that point, or how
will these wastes be otherwise handled and
disposed of?
Concerns identified during the independent
review should be squarely addressed in the
environmental impact statement (EIS) along with
changes to the treatment processes needed to
address these concerns. These concerns and
necessary changes in treatment processes
should not be waved away as part of a
theoretical adaptive management process to be
developed later.
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Discussions of water treatment processes are
included in Section 4.18, Water and Sediment
Quality. Adaptive management in cases
where modifications to treatment processes
may be necessary to meet operational goals
is an important and necessary part of the
discussion.

The DEIS text in Appendix K4.18.3 includes
WTP and treatment processes during closure
phases.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
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Nondalton
Tribal
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

App K 4.18

App K 4.18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section
K4.18.3.2
Surface Water

Table K.4.18-10:
Predicted Water
Quality of WTP
Discharge in
Closure

Relevant
Text/Subject

This analysis is highly insufficient and focuses on
what is likely one of the smaller potential source
of metals to water bodies. Larger pieces of rock,
particles, ore, wastes, and other mining debris
are highly likely to become deposited on
roadways and soils in the main mining area and
will make their way into adjacent water bodies.
The analysis should also add in the metals
concentrations discharged in treated water to the
water bodies to complete a full analysis of the
multiple pathways by which metals could enter
surface water and sediments.

Based on the data in this table, it does not
appear that all discharge criteria are predicted to
be met post-closure.

Comment
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Processes described in the operational
planning documents prepared by PLP,
including use of sealed ore-concentrate
containers, truck washing, and containment at
the mine site would be expected to mitigate
direct impacts to surface water bodies within
the area, including along the transportation
corridor. The discussion of effects in
Sections 4.18, Water and Sediment Quality,
and Appendix K4.18 address likely impacts.
Mitigation measures are described in Chapter
5, Mitigation.

Discussion of anticipated WTP discharge
during closure phases has been updated in
the DEIS and in Appendix K4.18.
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Tribal
Council

Comment
Number
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section 3.4.1

Section 3.4

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Definitions of
Minority and
Low-Income
Populations

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
The text in this section should be modified to be
more sensitive to the unique aspects of Alaska
Native communities. While the terms “minority and
low-income populations” may have been used in the
original Executive Order, in this context, one could
just as easily say “Alaska Native and subsistence
populations” and be both more accurate and more
respectful. Subsistence populations are, by
definition, low income; however, they are not
necessarily lacking in resources. Alaska Natives are
certainly not a minority in the areas affected by the
proposed project, and they have occupied these
areas for millennia prior to colonization by
immigrants and others who moved to the region
from other parts of the world. Therefore, once the
initial explanation of the terms used in national
directives and policy are provided, additional
terminology should be introduced, and the
discussion should shift to respectfully and accurately
reflect the people, communities, and lifeways that
currently exist in the areas affected by the proposed
project.
In the first sentence, please cite Executive Order
12898 directly. Executive Order 12898 (1994)
requires that “each Federal agency shall make
achieving environmental justice part of its mission
by identifying and addressing, as appropriate,
disproportionately high and adverse human health
or environmental effects of its programs, policies,
and activities on minority populations and lowincome populations in the United States and its
territories.”

Comment
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Added quote to the beginning of the
paragraph.

Added sentence to Section 3.4 to note that
subsistence populations are not necessarily
lacking in resources.
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Comment
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Section 3.4.2

Section 3.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Minority and
Low-Income
Populations

Minority and
Low-Income
Populations

Relevant
Text/Subject
Referring to Page 3.4-4, it is difficult to interpret or
check the information provided without having read
a previous discussion of subsistence activities and
its contribution to these communities. If Section 3.3
is retained in the EIS, Section 3.9 should be
integrated into it, to present a balanced picture of
the economies and welfare of subsistence
communities. If Section 3.3 is not retained, the
Subsistence section should come before the
Environmental Justice section. Similarly, Section
3.4.3 references a number of later sections in
Sections 3 and 4. To the extent possible, sections
describing impacts potentially associated with
environmental justice should be grouped together.
Section 3.4 and Section 4.4 should be moved near
the end of their respective chapters, after all the
environmental impacts of the project have been
presented and adjacent to the discussion of
cumulative impacts. It is difficult to ascertain
whether impacts of a project may disproportionately
affect an environmental justice community without
yet knowing what the overall impacts are.

Comment
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Comment noted. No changes to document
organization were made.

Comment noted. No changes to document
organization were made.
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Tribal
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5

Comment
Number

Section 3.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Minority and
Low-Income
Populations

Relevant
Text/Subject

The Bristol Bay, Dillingham, and Kenai boroughs in
Table 3.4-1 and the following tables in Section 3.4.1
need to be expanded to show the individual
communities: King Salmon, Naknek, Aleknagik,
Clarks Point, Manokotak, Dillingham, South Naknek,
Ninilchik, and Seldovia like the tables do for the
Lake and Peninsula Borough. All but Nikiski are
included in Section 3.9 Subsistence, and this is an
error because components of the proposed project
would potentially impact the people of Nikiski’s
subsistence use areas.

“In order to assist in identifying the need for
ensuring protection of populations with differential
patterns of subsistence consumption of fish and
wildlife, Federal agencies, whenever practicable and
appropriate, shall collect, maintain, and analyze
information on the consumption patterns of
populations who principally rely on fish and/or
wildlife for subsistence. Federal agencies shall
communicate to the public the risks of those
consumption patterns.”

The list of “potentially affected communities” is
incomplete. Table 3.4-1 and the following tables in
Section 3.4.1 are missing several low-income and/or
minority communities evaluated for impacts in
Section 3.9 Subsistence. Executive Order 12898
states in Section 4–4, Subsistence Consumption of
Fish and Wildlife, sub-section 4–401:

Comment
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Dillingham has been added to the table, as
well as in Section 3.3, Needs and Welfare of
the People-Socioeconomics and Section
3.10, Health and Safety.

The communities listed are consistent with
the communities in Section 3.3, Needs and
Welfare of the People-Socioeconomics. The
six lake communities highlighted in Section
3.9, Subsistence, are included.
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6

Comment
Number

Figure 3.4-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Minority and
Low-Income
Communities
in the EIS
Analysis Area

Relevant
Text/Subject

Figure 3.4-1 does not show all the minority and lowincome communities that should be included in the
areas potentially affected by the proposed project
(EIS Analysis Area). The figure needs to include
King Salmon, Naknek, Aleknagik, Clarks Point,
Manokotak, Dillingham, South Naknek, Nikiski,
Ninilchik, and Seldovia as minority and low-income
communities.

This figure would be easier to interpret if it used
variously colored or shaped symbols that
distinguished among Alaska Native, other minorities,
low-income, and subsistence-based communities.

Comment
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Dillingham has been added to the figure.

The communities shown in orange are
consistent with the table, which is consistent
with the communities in Section 3.3, Needs
and Welfare of the People-Socioeconomics.
The six lake communities highlighted in
Section 3.9, Subsistence, are included.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section 3.6

Section 3.6

Section 3.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

All figures should show the entire area potentially affected by the
proposed project including: the mine area and associated
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This section uses Section 3.24,
Fish Values, to determine the

The analysis in the DEIS
includes revenue created by
ancillary and indirect
employment from the fishing
industry. No changes made.

Comment acknowledged. The
EIS addresses the project as
described in the project
application, per USACE
authority. The cumulative effects
section addressed the scenario
of a 78-year project expansion.

Bristol Bay Watershed and Cook Inlet support several important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably impacted by the
proposed mine including Chinook salmon, coho salmon, chum
salmon, pink salmon, and sockeye salmon. All these salmon
species, particularly sockeye salmon, form and support worldrenowned commercial fisheries and an economic engine for the
region. The region also supports a robust crab and groundfish
commercial fishery, robust recreational fishery, subsistence
fishery, and cultural fishery.
All three of the Commercial and Recreational Fisheries sections
(3.6 and 4.6 and K3.6) provide an incomplete and narrow
discussion that is not appropriate for a proposed project of this
size that spans several watersheds and would adversely impact
multiple fishery resources, including State of Alaska Special
Status Species in Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet, long after
construction and operation of the mine and associated facilities.
It is misleading to say this is a 20-year project when buildout and
expansion will occur over 78 years, and multiple other mining
projects would use the infrastructure that’s part of the proposed
Pebble Project. Based on the projects that intend to use the
Pebble infrastructure, this project would continue impacting
commercial and recreational fisheries forever.
The environmental impact statement (EIS) for the proposed
Pebble Project must recognize and evaluate the potential for the
project to devastate the subsistence, commercial, sport, and
cultural resources that the tribes and many others rely on in the
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet Watersheds, including the economic
engine provided by the world-class commercial, sport, and
subsistence salmon fisheries. The EIS must identify and
evaluate potential impacts to other professions in addition to
those it currently mentions. Many other people will be adversely
impacted by reduced fisheries in the region, such as boat
mechanics, net and gear manufacturers, medical facilities, etc.
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As stated in Section 3.6 and emphasized in the statements
above, Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support robust commercial
and recreational fisheries. Because of this, the EIS must
recognize, quantify, and evaluate the potential to irrevocably
damage one of the largest salmon fisheries in the world and the
repercussions this would have on Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
including economic losses and the pressure that would be put on
other salmon fisheries in the immediate area and beyond.

The processing sector in Bristol Bay ranges from small family
owned operations to business units of multi-national corporations
with operations across Alaska, the United States, and the rest of
the world. The ADF&G also manages a commercial herring
fishery in the LCI Management Area, but since 2000 the
spawning biomass has been too small to allow the opening of
this fishery.

The fiscal contributions of the Bristol Bay salmon fishery depend
on the long-term health of the fishery.

infrastructure, roads, ports, ferry terminals, and entire lengths of
pipelines. The proposed project is massive and would cross and
impact both Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet. Reducing the scope of
the discussion to just areas “hydrologically connected to the
project” is gravely inadequate. The area potentially affected by
the proposed project and the resources within this area that
support viable worldwide commercial and recreational fishery
economies are all connected. The proposed project, if it is
permitted, would impact estuary and nearshore rearing and
foraging habitat for salmonids and prey resources. Forage fish,
such as Pacific herring, are important prey resources and
support an important commercial fishery. Salmon stocks
depleted by mine impacts would in turn result in other stocks
having to fill the gaps for commercial, subsistence, cultural, and
sport fisheries. If the proposed project is permitted and
constructed, escapement numbers decrease across all affected
watersheds.
The following statements are taken from Section 3.6:

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. This
section uses the analysis in
Section 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values, to determine the impact
on fisheries. No changes made.

extent of impacts and the EIS
analysis area. Streams that are
hydrologically connected to the
project would be where the
impacts would occur.
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These fisheries also provide an abundant prey resource for
several aquatic and terrestrial species in both the freshwater and
marine ecosystems of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet Watersheds as
well as in the other waters including the Pacific Ocean. The EIS
must recognize, quantify, and evaluate the impacts related to the
loss of this large prey resource that sustains aquatic and
terrestrial species within the affected area of the proposed
project and across the full range of their adult migratory routes.

Other Stocks of Concern in Cook Inlet include McNeil River
chum; Susitna (Yentna) River sockeye; Theodore River Chinook;
Lewis River Chinook; Alexander Creek Chinook; Willow Creek
Chinook; Goose Creek Chinook; and Sheep Creek Chinook
(ADF&G, 2018: ADFG Special Status Species webpage:
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=specialstatus.akfish
stocks).
Given the importance of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet salmon
stocks to sport, commercial, and subsistence fishery groups in
the region and beyond, and the severe impacts to both
watersheds that a mine of this scale would pose, the EIS must
take a hard look at these impacts to these valuable resources
and evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to the
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet fisheries as well as additional fisheries
that would be affected.

Salmon stocks and forage fish (see statement above) are
already depleted in some areas. For instance, according to
Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G), the Chuitna
River Chinook salmon stock in West Cook Inlet Management
Area (WCIMA) is in decline, and in 2010, ADF&G recommended
to the Alaska Board of Fisheries (BOF) that Chuitna River
Chinook salmon be given a “stock of management concern”
status; and this stock was recognized as such in subsequent
years (ADF&G, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013).

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. This
section uses the analysis in
Section 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values, to determine the impact
on fisheries. No changes made.
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Comment acknowledged. More
information on additional
species, such as Pacific herring,
was added between the
Preliminary Review Draft and
the public release of the Draft
EIS.

Related to commercial and recreational fisheries are the prey
resources on which these fisheries rely. The EIS must include a
robust discussion on how the project will impact prey resources
across Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet. The EIS must evaluate the
direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the proposed project
to prey resources in both Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet. This
includes evaluating impacts to forage fish that serve as a prey
resource, and in the case of Pacific herring, the EIS must
evaluate the impacts to a commercial fishery.
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The Newhalen River and Talarik Creek have been added
to the descriptions in the Landscape Character section.
The Newhalen River is also included as a Key
Observation Point.

In Section 3.11.4, please include the
Newhalen River and Talarik Creek as
primary rivers. The Newhalen River a crucial
part of the Kvichak watershed. As this
section notes, Lower Talarik Creek is a
Special Use Area, and both Upper and
Lower Talarik Creek “provide habitat for
salmon, but also provide important travel
routes to remote areas for subsistence use
in the summer and winter.”
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- General
Comment
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The section clearly suggests that Cook Inlet, Amakdedori Port,
and Diamond Port all pose difficulties for vessels due to both
regional and site-specific conditions. To the extent that a history
exists regarding transportation accidents and impacts to Cook
Inlet, this information should be provided, summarized, and cited
in this section. Furthermore, the present frequency of accidents
and impacts should be compared and evaluated with respect to
future increases in vessel traffic, and the frequency of future
accidents and impacts should be projected and evaluated in
Section 4.12.
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This section is focused on the
baseline information of the
existing transportation systems
in the region, with Chapter 4
discussing impacts to those
systems. The analysis on
impacts to how the project
infrastructure would impact
culture and way of life are
discussed in Section 4.7,
Cultural Resources, and
Section 4.9, Subsistence. No
changes made.
The baseline information that
is requested is more detail
than is necessary to include in
the EIS in order to disclose the
reasonably foreseeable
impacts of the proposed
project and determine
differences in alternatives. No
changes made.
Readily available data includes
incidents for Cook Inlet as a
whole, and does not specify
incidents at Amakdedori or
Diamond Point. The readily
available data would not
determine the differences
between alternatives. No
changes made.

This section does not adequately emphasize the relatively
undeveloped nature of the existing transportation system and
how the proposed transportations systems would juxtapose
against the existing system and the culture and way of life it has
fostered. The creation of the proposed transportation systems
could in fact have a profound impact on the culture and way of
life in the region; therefore, the description of the existing
conditions should do more to recognize their present
undeveloped nature.

This section should provide more information on the existing
roads such as whether they are unpaved or paved, what kind of
surface exists, are there stormwater controls, who is responsible
for maintenance, etc. The data for surface transportation should
also be compiled in a table.
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The term “felsenmeer” is included in the project glossary,
available on the public website as follows:

Colluvium is to some extent self-defined and
a common geologic term. The geologic term
Felsenmeer, coming from German and
meaning “sea of rock,” is used to describe
exposed rock surfaces that have been
quickly broken up by frost action so that
much rock is buried under a cover of
angular shattered boulders. While common
to arctic conditions, the term is not common
to most geologists and others familiar with
mining projects and therefore should be
described further.
This subsection describes the construction
materials as “suitable for use as rockfill” but
does not describe what properties make
them suitable. The section should be more
descriptive and address what the physical
and chemical characteristics of the rockfill
materials are in terms of “suitability.” In
numerous instances construction materials
used in mining projects, because they were
not adequately characterized (such as for
acid drainage or even nitrogen from blasting
in some cases) have led to significant
adverse impacts that required additional
mitigation to meet regulatory requirements
and prevent environmental degradation.
This same comment is pertinent to other
descriptions of construction materials
throughout Section 3.13.
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In addition, the material sites that would support
construction outside of the mine site are not in
mineralized areas and it is not anticipated that leachable

The discussion referenced pertains specifically to
excavated rock (from quarries A, B, and C) that would be
used in embankment construction. The text notes the
quarry rock is typically a strong and chemically resistant
rock (i.e., resistant to chemical weathering). Granodiorite
is defined in the project glossary (available on the public
website) as: “an intermediate composition, coarsegrained igneous rock.” The “intermediate” composition
(mineral content) of granodiorite is defined as greater
than 20% quartz and 65% to 90% of the feldspar mineral
group as plagioclase (sodium and calcium feldspars).
Other similar igneous rocks may have greater potassium
feldspar (orthoclase) content, such as granite. Because
of the resistance to physical weathering and the
chemical content of the mineralogy of granodiorite, this
rock type does not tend to break apart into small pieces
and chemical weathering does not produce adverse
effects such as acid rock drainage. Section 4.18, Water
and Sediment Quality, clarifies where monitoring would
occur to assess explosives residue potentially leaching
from this material. Explosives residue was considered in
evaluating changes to water quality (SRK 2018a).

Felsenmeer – an assemblage of angular and subangular
rock fragments that have been broken up largely through
freeze and thaw cycles in high mountainous regions;
these often mantle the surface above timberline where
slopes are not too steep to retain the loose debris.
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metals would be a significant concern. However,
mitigation including testing of material sites for leachable
metals and PAG rock is included in the project and
described in Chapter 5, Mitigation.
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According to the Preliminary Draft EIS, “All
trace elements (mostly metals) evaluated
were detected in some of the surface
samples.” While the Preliminary Draft EIS
goes on to describe some of the elements
evaluated, all the trace elements evaluated
should be identified. This information helps
reviewers determine whether elements of
interest or concern were included in the
analysis.

According to the preliminary draft
environmental impact statement (EIS),
“Possible consequences of erosion include
sediment loading in surface water runoff,
and alteration of soil profile characteristics
and ecological communities.” Additional
consequences of erosion that should be
identified include damage to or compromise
of reclamation cover systems with respect to
intended performance characteristics and
stormwater conveyances. These
consequences should be recognized during
operations but potentially pose greater
consequences post-reclamation if
monitoring and maintenance are not
performed effectively.

Comment
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A list of naturally occurring trace elements and cations
evaluated as part of the baseline surface soil studies is
presented in tables in DEIS Appendix K3.14. Source of data
presented in the Appendix K3.14 tables is SLR et al. 2011a,
which is available on the public project website.

Impact analysis assumes activities from construction
through post-reclamation would be performed in
accordance with prepared water management and
sediment control plans, and necessary Alaska Department
of Environmental Conservation permits (if issued) and
stormwater pollution prevention plans. This includes typical
or standard activities and BMPs.

Monitoring and maintenance requirements after operations
(e.g., post-closure) would be addressed prior to
commencing construction within the State-approved
Reclamation and Closure Plan prepared in accordance with
State of Alaska regulatory requirements.

Environmental consequences are described in Section
4.14, Soils.
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Section
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Section
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The Preliminary Draft EIS states “Because
arsenic, copper, and lead are considered
key trace elements associated with the
deposit, additional . . .” The section should
address whether other elements are
considered “key trace elements” and if so,
why weren’t they also subjected to
statistical tests? Also address why mercury
and bismuth aren’t considered key trace
elements given their presence and potential
toxicity?

According to the Preliminary Draft EIS,
“Notable deviations include those
associated with bismuth and mercury. The
mean concentration of bismuth and mercury
in surface soil is 13 and two times greater,
respectively, than shallow subsurface soil
(SLR et al. 2011a).” This finding is
significant and indicates a specific property
associated with the Pebble deposit that
could lead to adverse impacts associated
with surface soil disturbance resulting in
these toxic elements entering surface water.
It is also indicative of bioconcentration that
is associated with these two elements. The
EIS should identify and evaluate the
potential impacts that could occur in this
instance.

Comment
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SLR et al. 2011a notes concentrations of individual trace
elements varies greatly across sampling locations, and
concentrations among different trace elements varies
greatly between individual locations. Despite these
variations among locations, results of comparison of relative
and mean concentrations of most trace elements are
generally similar at both depth intervals –This is inclusive of
sampled areas well outside the general deposit location.
The comparison of analytical results of mercury and
bismuth between surface and shallow subsurface (18
inches below ground surface) samples is intended to point
out (as example), that disparities do exist between baseline
concentrations of a few trace elements in surface soils and
subsurface samples. This is a summary statement
characterizing the natural background trace element
concentrations in soil and does not indicate properties that
could directly “lead to adverse impacts associated with soil
disturbance.” SLR et al. (2011a) also concludes that the
concentrations of trace elements at the mine site are
consistent with results of the USGS evaluation of element
concentrations in soils collected across the US.
Trace elements considered “key” in this statement for
additional depth and temporal statistical evaluation means
trace elements that are present in the Pebble deposit;
present in vegetation; and have the potential for uptake and
toxicity. Although a similar evaluation of bismuth may result
in a different depth for soil based on the disparities
described above, the frequency of detections and mean
concentration for this element in surface and shallow soils
and vegetation is one of the lowest of the evaluated metals
suite. Similarly, the mean concentration of mercury in soils
and vegetation is one of the lowest of the evaluated metals
suite, and exhibits similar shallow soil and subsurface soil
baseline trends as selenium, silver, thallium, and tin.

The concentrations of bismuth and mercury represent
baseline (background) concentrations reported at specific
surface sample locations.
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Furthermore, trace element loading of baseline conditions
from fugitive dust in surface soils is not considered of
sufficient magnitude to have an adverse impact based on
the information provided in Table 4-14.1. Because sources
of uncontrolled release (e.g., fugitive dust) would not
adversely impact baseline surface soil chemistry, additional
statistical testing for other trace elements is considered
unwarranted. Lastly, mercury and bismuth naturally occur in
soil at levels consistent with results from surface soil
samples collected across the US (SLR et al. 2011a).
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Table 4.1: Target Levels for Earthquake Hazards,
Standards-Based Assessments, for Construction,
Operation, and Transition Phases (For Initial
Consideration and Consultation Between Owner
and Regulator) (From CDA 2014)

Table 4.1 (below) from CDA’s 2014 Application of
CDA Dam Safety Guidelines to Mining Dams
provides suggested target levels that can generally
be applied to the Construction, Operation, and
Transition Phases of a tailings storage facility (TSF).
CDA suggests that these are intended for
consideration and consultation between the owner
and regulator, and that the owner may adopt, or
regulations may require, more stringent criteria. The
CDA also notes that for TSFs, crest deformations
could be much larger compared to conventional
dams and result in release
of contents. They recommend that “criteria should
be established for suitable deformations of a mining
dam and the appropriate analyses undertaken to
demonstrate the effect of an earthquake on the dam
and determine if the deformation criteria are met.”

Reference to CDA guidelines and design
earthquakes up to the MCE or 1/10,000-yr
event has been added to this section.
Consideration of design earthquakes up to
the MCE is consistent with ADSP guidelines
(ADNR 2017), and is currently included in
Section 4.15, Geohazards of the DEIS.

In the first paragraph, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) states, “Larger, more infrequent
seismic events, such as those with a 2,500-year
return period (a 2 percent probability of exceedance
in 50 years) are typically used for design of critical
structures such as dams (ADNR 2017).” While this
may be Alaska Department of Natural Resources
(ADNR) guidance, the current industry recognized
guidance and most widely accepted description of
best practices is available in recently updated
guidance from the Canadian Dam Association
(CDA) specific to mining dams such as those
constructed for tailings storage facilities (TSFs).
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An analysis of the MCE has been completed
(Knight Piésold 2013), and text summarizing
the findings has been added to Section 4.15,
Geohazards of the DEIS. The hazard class
of the TSF embankments is also included in
Section 4.15, Geohazards.
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The environmental impact statement (EIS) should
consider industry guidance concerning BMPs that
may exceed regulatory requirements, which may not
reflect more current or conservative approaches to
BMPs. If it has not already been performed, an
analysis of the maximum credible earthquake (MCE)
should be completed, and the Preliminary Draft EIS
text should be revised to include not only the 500and 2,500-year earthquakes, but also for the
10,000-year or MCE, whichever is greater. The
Preliminary Draft EIS also should have identified the
hazard class of the TSF in this section relative to
what is being proposed. In doing so CDA guidance
also needs to be considered relative to ADNR

Notes:
1. Mean values of the estimated range in AEP levels
for earthquakes should be used. The
earthquake(s) with the AEP as defined above is(are)
then input as the contributory earthquake(s) to
develop the Earthquake Design Ground Motion
(EDGM) parameters as described in Section 6.5 of
the Dam Safety Guidelines (CDA 2013).
2. This level has been selected for consistency with
seismic design levels given in the National Building
Code of Canada.
3. MCE has no associated AEP.
Acronyms: MCE – Maximum Credible Earthquake;
AEP – annual exceedance probability

Dam Classification Annual Exceedance Probability –
Earthquakes (Note 1)
Low 1/100 AEP
Significant Between 1/100 and 1/1,000
High 1/2,475 (Note 2)
Very High 1/2 Between 1/2,475 (Note 2) and
1/10,000 or MCE (Note 3)
Extreme 1/10,000 or MCE (Note 3)
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Unstable
Slopes

Geotechnical
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Relevant
Text/Subject
requirements.
Mine Site. This section appears to be missing
identification of lacustrine soils in the descriptions.
Otherwise, it fails to state that these soils were not
observed. This is particularly important with respect
to the location of TSFs. While they are not
necessarily highly relative to earthquakes, lacustrine
soil layers are otherwise important and should be
included in all descriptions of geotechnical
conditions.
The Preliminary Draft EIS describes colluvium and
solifluction deposits and describes both deposits as
subject to freeze-thaw activity. However, the
Preliminary Draft EIS does not identify the potential
environmental impacts that could results to TSFs
and other facilities related to the occurrence of these
material types. Examples of freeze-thaw
compromising TSF and pond liners, as well as other
mine features, are common; therefore, it is important
to identify these potential threats, evaluate them in
the EIS, and propose mitigation measures for
construction.

Comment
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Text is included in Section 4.15,
Geohazards, and Appendix K4.15 of the EIS
describing that these types of deposits
would be excavated from beneath the TSF
embankments and thus would not pose a
threat to embankment stability. Text has
been added to the EIS Appendix K4.15 (and
summarized in Section 4.15, Geohazards)
regarding the potential impacts of these
deposits on the pyritic TSF liner and
measures that are expected to minimize
liner deformation.

Lacustrine deposits at the mine site are
described in this section under
“Liquefaction.” However, we concur that
these deposits are important to determining
TSF embankment stability, and additional
description has been added to the EIS under
“Geotechnical Conditions.”
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Transportation
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General
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Limited surface water hydrology data for the not
a data gap (see Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment). Where sufficient
streamflow data are not available, it is standard
practice in Alaska to design the drainage
structures using regional regression equations to
predict the design. Regional regression
equations that might be used for this project are
the USGS regression equations published in
2016 (Curran et al. 2016).

Environmental consequences (impacts) are
described in Chapter 4 of the DEIS. Chapter 3
describes only the affected environment.
Regulations and criteria specific to surface water
quality are provided in Appendix K3.18, and are
incorporated into the discussion of impacts in
Section 4.18, Water and Sediment Quality, as
necessary.
Limited surface water hydrology data for the
transportation corridors is not a data gap (see
Section 3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment). Where sufficient streamflow data
are not available, it is standard practice in Alaska
to design the drainage structures using regional
regression equations to predict the design.
Regional regression equations that might be
used for this project are the USGS regression
equations published in 2016 (Curran et al. 2016).

Neither Section 3.16 Surface Water
Hydrology nor Section 3.17 Hydrology
appear to identify potential impacts to surface
water from the proposed project or regulations
applicable to surface water quality.

Essentially no hydrologic data are provided for
these areas; therefore, it is unclear how key
project features, such as large bridges and
culverts, would be designed or what the
potential hazards and impacts would be. There
is no discussion regarding how these data
gaps will be filled. Without this information, it is
unclear how the impacts of the project
elements and alternatives can adequately be
assessed and evaluated. As with many other
areas of this environmental impact statement
(EIS), the potential impacts to the environment
from the transportation corridor will require
more detailed studies, like those available for
the mine site, before proceeding with the EIS.
Essentially no hydrologic data are provided for
this area; therefore, it is unclear how key
project features of the port facility would be
designed or what the potential hazards and
impacts would be. There is no discussion
regarding how these data gaps will be filled.
Without this information, it is unclear how the
impacts of the project elements and
alternatives can adequately be assessed and
evaluated. As with many other areas of the
PDEIS, the potential impacts to the
environment from the Amakdedori Port
facilities will require more detailed studies, like
those available for the mine site, before
proceeding with the EIS.
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Section
3.16.1.3

Section
3.16.1.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Marine Water –
Western Marine
Landfall of
Natural Gas
Pipeline.
Regional Wave
Climate

Flood Hazards

Relevant
Text/Subject

The potential for tsunami-generated waves in
this very active earthquake area should be
discussed in this subsection and table. While
this may also be addressed under geologic
hazards, it is appropriate to provide the
information here.

This subsection includes a bold but entirely
unsupported statement; “The Port would be
developed above the floodplain above
Amakdedori Creek; therefore, there are no
flood hazards.” This claim is made, despite the
complete absence of hydrologic data for
Amakdedori Creek. There are no data from
streamflow monitoring, seasonal hydrology, or
floodplain mapping.

Comment
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All geohazards, including potential tsunamis, are
addressed in in the DEIS Sections 3.15 and 4.15,
Geohazards. We respectfully disagree about
duplicating information regarding tsunamis in the
Surface Water Hydrology sections. Information
on tsunamis is provided exclusively under the
Geohazards discussion to facilitate a complete
discussion in one location of the EIS. A partial
discussion of tsunamis in another section could
be misunderstood as incomplete or inconsistent.

Text has been revised in the DEIS to remove the
definitive statement. The original statement was
meant to be a general observation that the port
would likely be developed above the floodplain
and based on observations of geomorphology
and other observable characteristics.
Subsequent internal technical review of the
PDEIS agrees with the commenter’s statement
and has resulted in revision of the statement in
the DEIS. The port would be developed based on
a design flood event for Amakdedori Creek.
Where sufficient streamflow data are not
available, it is standard practice in Alaska to
design drainage structures using regional
regression equations to predict the design. An
example of regional regression equations that
might be used for this project is the USGS
regression equations published in 2016 (Curran
et al. 2016).
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Section
3.16.1.3

Section
3.16.1.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Iliamna Lake

Local Wave
Climate

Relevant
Text/Subject

The additional wave height that might occur
should wind strengths be greater than those
modeled should also be calculated. Actual
wind strength data should be collected prior to
attempting to evaluate the feasibility of a ferry
crossing Iliamna Lake, particularly in winter.

A quote from Chester Passic, Commander,
U.S. Coast Guard, is provided on Pages 3.1628 and 3.16-29. This quote from a
knowledgeable vessel captain with direct daily
experience of the area is an example of the
type of local knowledge that should be taken
very seriously. Any issues with navigation in
the port area could increase the potential for
grounding, spills, and other incidents that
could have significant adverse effects on this
resource-rich and currently undeveloped
environment.
The third paragraph on Page 3.16-31 includes
the following text: “for a fetch length of 35
miles from the proposed ferry crossing to the
northeastern end of Iliamna Lake, a significant
wave height of 10 feet meters and dominant
wave period of 6.5 seconds were calculated”
(emphasis added). The underlined text should
be reviewed to determine whether the
modeled wave height is in feet or meters,
since this would make quite a difference to an
attempted ferry crossing.

Comment

PAGE | 3

Wind “strength” data are available for the vicinity
of Iliamna Lake that would include ferry
operations, as measured at Iliamna Airport
(described in the DEIS). These data indicate
maximum wind speed of 47 mph has been
recorded at the airport. Data from the National
Climatic Data Center were also evaluated for
Iliamna and Igiugig (west end of the lake), which
showed maximum wind speed of 40 mph is
common (also described in the DEIS). The
model-calculated wave height in the DEIS is
based on higher wind velocity used in the model
than the recorded data. The DEIS incorporates
results of wave forecasting (USACE 2002) using
wind speed of 60 mph (substantially greater than
the maximum recorded velocity of 47 mph at the
airport). This wind speed was chosen as a
conservative estimate of maximum conditions on
the lake. The anecdotal statement in the DEIS
mentions “probably 100 mph,” but this is not an
instrument-reported velocity and a perception of
the observer.

Text has been reviewed and revised to “10
feet” and the word “meters” removed (in the
DEIS).

Comment noted.
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8

Comment
Number

Section
3.16.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Mine Site Water
Use

Relevant
Text/Subject

PLP has applied for surface water rights for some
of the main drainages within the mine site area,
including the SFK river, the NFK river
(designated in baseline studies as tributary NK
1.190), and UTC. All water rights applications
filed by PLP are on the ADNR website at:

The first paragraph on Page 3.16-45 is a fairly
cryptic paragraph that must be significantly
expanded. What are these water rights for?
When do they expire? What percentage of the
streamflow do they represent? Are there water
rights that would be needed in any other areas
of the proposed project or for other
alternatives?

PAGE | 4

http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/mining/largemine/pebbl
e/water-right-apps/ (ADNR 2018c). Text was
added to the DEIS to provide this reference.
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1

Comment
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Section 3.16,
Section 3.17

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Impacts to surface water and surface water quality
are provided in Sections 4.16-Surface Water Quality
and 4.18-Water and Sediment Quality, respectively.
Regulations and criteria specific to surface water
quality are provided in Appendix K3.18, and are
incorporated into the discussion of impacts in
Section 4.18 as necessary.

In general, these sections do not
identify potential impacts to surface
water from the proposed project or
regulations applicable to surface water
quality.

Surface Water
Hydrology and
Groundwater
Hydrology

PAGE | 1
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Comment
Number

1
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
3.18

Section
3.18

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

Seeps

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

Comparison of seep samples to surface
water criteria may not be fully relevant,
since seeps are more indicative of
groundwater conditions, and seep water
will be quickly diluted in surface water
bodies. Seep water quality may however
be an indicator of the differential impacts
of natural mineralized deposits on
various rivers and lakes.

Baseline water and sediment quality data is compared
to the most stringent applicable regulatory criteria as a
conservative assessment of current conditions. Use of
the most stringent water quality criteria means that if
the most stringent water quality criteria are not
exceeded, less stringent water quality criteria would
likewise not be exceeded. Additional text has been
added to Section K3.18.1 to outline the intent of this
comparison.

Throughout this section, whenever a
percentage of the data for an analyte is
described as exceeding the most
stringent Alaska Department of
Environmental Quality (ADEC) criterion,
please indicate the nature of the criterion
as well as whether other less stringent
criteria are exceeded. This will help the
reader determine whether the criterion
being exceeded is relevant to the
resources present. For example, a
drinking water criterion in a river that is
not used for drinking water is less
relevant than a criterion meant to protect
fish or individuals eating fish.

PAGE | 1

It is noted that seep water characteristics may be
indicative of source groundwater conditions. At the
location seep water was sampled in baseline studies, it
is considered to be surface water.

Table K3.18-1 indicates the basis for water quality
criteria used.
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Comment
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3
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Section
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3.18.1.1
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and Page
#

Surface Water
Quality. Ph

Mine Site Area,
Geochemistry.
Geochemical
Characterization

Relevant
Text/Subject
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Section 3.18 describes baseline conditions of as
characterized by environmental baseline studies.
Many variables can contribute to local conditions of
baseline water and substrate/sediment chemistry, such
as geologic conditions (e.g., petrology of the
mineralization). Exceedances of ADEC water quality
criteria in natural environments are not unusual and are
commonly related to mineralization of rock within
source watersheds.

Comment is noted. Section 3.18 focuses on the
baseline geochemical characteristics including potential
for acid generation or metals leaching under current
conditions. Impact analysis of the project on baseline
conditions (including potential impacts related to
concentrate handling) is addressed in Chapter 4.

This subsection seems to go back and
forth between current conditions and
testing designed to predict conditions
once the proposed mine is operating and
mineral deposits are exposed and
processed. The latter is not
representative of current conditions and
would seem to belong more
appropriately in Chapter 4.
To what extent could the lack of
characterization of concentrate hinder
evaluation of potential impacts on water
quality, sediment quality, and soil quality
(in areas where concentrate may be
loaded or unloaded)? Since this is likely
the material with the most concentrated
metals, this is an important data gap to
fill prior to releasing a Public Review
Draft EIS.
In this and other sections where water
quality parameters fall outside ADEC
water quality criteria in natural,
undeveloped environments please
provide some insight or explanation as to
why this would be. This would help the
reader understand any unusual natural
conditions that might either mitigate or
exacerbate impacts from the proposed
project.
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3.18.1.2

Comment
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Substrate/Sediment
Quality. Chemical
Quality

Groundwater
Quality. Mine
Access and South
Access Roads.
North Road.

Surface Water
Quality.
Temperature

Relevant
Text/Subject

The reference to documented historic temperature
increases in Section 3.18 is not intended to imply or
discount any specific causal factors, but simply to
present information that describes the current baseline
conditions. Text has been revised.

Please refer to the following sentence in
the third paragraph of this subsection:
“Mean annual temperature trends in the
region indicate that air temperatures
have increased approximately 3°C over
the past 50 to 60 years related to largescale climate oscillation (Knight Piésold
2012, 2018a), trends that are predicted
to continue into the next century (SNAP
2018).” Is USACE seriously contending
that climate change plays no part in this
current or future predicted trend? To the
extent that air and water warming may
cumulatively exacerbate chemical or
other impacts to water, fish, or other
resources, the latest climate science
should be incorporated and used in the
EIS.
It is unclear from these discussions
whether there are groundwater data for
these areas, or if this discussion is
based on conjecture based on the
lithology of the area. As with so many
aspects of this PDEIS, only the proposed
mine site appears to have been sampled
or studied in any detail.
Discussion of stream and pond sediment
quality in this section is quite vague
(e.g., “no known existing
contamination.”) Please describe the
data in more detail and compare it to
ADEC sediment quality standards, as is
done in other sections.

PAGE | 3

Text has been revised in the DEIS to provide source of
information for statement.

Groundwater quality along the transportation corridor
was characterized based on trend analysis, available
data from drinking water wells, and interpretation of a
range of available information including geologic
conditions.

Climate change is considered in the EIS analysis, and
is discussed in Section 3.16, Surface Water Hydrology
(Chapter 3, Affected Environment), Section 4.16,
Surface Water Hydrology (Chapter 4, Environmental
Consequences), and Technical Appendix K3.16 of the
DEIS. Framework for climate change discussion is
provided in Section 3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment.
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Section
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3.18.3.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

Marine Ports.
Surface Water
Quality

Relevant
Text/Subject
Each of the proposed alternatives should
be presented and evaluated equally in
the EIS. Putting information on
Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 in an
appendix makes it seem that these
alternatives are not being seriously
considered.

Comment
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Section 3.18 addresses all alternatives being
considered. Appendix K3.18 provides additional
technical content to supplement discussion in the
primary chapter.
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Section
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Paragraph,
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Waterbody
Functions and
Values.

Wetland/Special
Aquatic Site and
Waterbody
Terms.

Relevant
Text/Subject

This section needs to include a
discussion about the cultural
importance of wetlands. As this section

. . . [and] any attempts to develop
predictive or valuative models of
wetland uses in rural Alaska must take
into account the existence and
functioning of subsistence- based
economies in a holistic, systemic
context. (Page 339)

. . . wetlands provide the foundation for
many Alaska Native subsistence-based
economies. Social, cultural, economic,
and valuative components of Alaska
Native societies are integrated within
hunting, gathering, fishing, and trapping
activities, providing for a dynamic
adaptive system focused on the use of
local resources in wetlands. (Page 329)

Traditional ecological knowledge is incorporated in
Section 3.9/K3.9/4.9 - Subsistence. See also
Appendix K3.1 for a summary of TEK discussion in
the document.

In this section, USACE must
incorporate and explain Alutiiq,
Dena’ina, and Yup’ik words for
wetlands and special aquatic sites
where applicable. These Indigenous
perspectives provide a different
knowledge framework for analysis that
must be used in this EIS to address
impacts to the human environment.
In this section USACE fails to include
Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Yup’ik values for
these wetlands. The following
statements are from Linda Ellanna and
Polly Wheeler in their 1989 article
Wetlands and Subsistence-Based
Economies in Alaska, U.S.A.:

PAGE | 1

Comment acknowledged. Note that wetlands
analysis follows CEQ NEPA guidance and USACE
and EPA guidance under the Clean Water Act
Section 404(b)(1). See also above response.
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Comment
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Section 3.22

Section 3.22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
is now, it is simply a catalog of the
Western science-based types of
wetlands present in the proposed
Pebble Project area. This approach is
limited and inadequate.
The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and
Vegetation sections provide an
incomplete, inadequate, and narrow
discussion for a project of this size that
spans a large landscape encompassing
several watersheds and will have
impacts to multiple aquatic and
terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. Additionally, the use of
“Values” in the titles is odd. It would
be more appropriate to just use
“Terrestrial Resources” to include a
discussion of habitat and wildlife and
instead of “Fish Values,” it would be
more appropriate to use “Aquatic
Resources” to include a discussion of
habitat and fish and other aquatic
species.
The proposed project will require intact
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and
ponds to be removed, altered,
discharged into, dredged, and filled in a
mostly pristine, wild, and functioning
watershed for over 25 years, resulting
in removal of an interconnected
ecosystem and loss of the biodiversity
and functional habitat and services
provided to the watersheds that aquatic
and terrestrial resource rely on.
Mitigation or restoration on this scale
has never been attempted. Recreating a functioning watershed is
virtually impossible. Humans cannot

Comment

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values
Sections 3.26 and 4.26, Vegetation
Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
Sections 3.17 and 4.17 Groundwater Hydrology

Comment noted. Please refer to the following
sections in the DEIS for information on the concerns
raised:

Comment noted; the term “Values” was direction
received from USACE per their public interest
review factor terminology. See Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment, for a complete
list of PIR topic location in the DEIS.

The description of baseline conditions is limited to
the EIS analysis area where potential impacts from
the project are likely to occur. Resources outside
this analysis area are not discussed in detail.
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Paragraph,
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Relevant
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In addition, constructing and operating
a mine of this size with its associated
infrastructure, combined with altering,
filling, dredging, disposal of
wastewater, and discharging into
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and
ponds in watersheds for over 25 years
will impact, irrevocably damage, and
will probably eradicate distinct
anadromous and resident fish
populations found in the smaller
tributaries. These smaller and unique
stocks are important to the overall
health of fisheries because they provide
genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed.
The proposed project would cover and
otherwise adversely impact large areas
of the upper watersheds, resulting in

improve intact ecosystems. Removing
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and
ponds from a watershed for over 25
years will result in loss of natural
process and function and will adversely
impact inputs to downstream areas,
such as sediment transport, loss of
interstitial spaces due to lack of
sediment transport, compaction of
substrates, detritus, nutrients, water
chemistry, macroinvertebrates, prey,
high and low flow regimes, groundwater
upwelling, aquifer recharge, hyporheic
function, hydrological and
geomorphological processes and
function, temperature regimes, physical
and biological processes, riparian and
terrestrial habitat, soil ecology, etc.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

5

Comment
Number

Section 3.22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts to all aquatic
and terrestrial species. The EIS must
also evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to the prey
resources that fish rely on during all life
history phases. A robust evaluation of
this type needs to be based on
statistically sound scientific baseline
data and existing conditions information
as well as the Traditional Ecological
Knowledge and Wisdom (TEKW) of
Alaska Native communities.
Without figures and maps it is not
possible to do an in-depth and specific
review of these sections. Suffice it to
say, aside from the proposed mine
itself having a massive footprint across
several watersheds, the infrastructure
required to support the mine will stamp
a large destructive footprint across a
large mostly pristine and wild
geographic areas including close to 70
miles of roads and additional spur
roads with 97 river and stream
crossings, 11 bridges, and 88 culverts.
The roads will cross through and over
several watersheds and large fish
bearing rivers, streams, tributaries and
through a mosaic of wetlands, lakes,
ponds, bogs, marshes, riparian and
upland areas.

severe fragmentation of habitat that’s
vitally important to aquatic and
terrestrial species (salmon in particular)
and other anadromous and resident
fish.

Comment
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Figures and maps have been included in the DEIS.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
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Section 3.22

Section 3.22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

The EIS Analysis Area must include not
just the areas of actual ground
disturbance but all adjacent and
connected areas. The EIS Analysis
Area must include all areas of the four
major projects (mine, roads, gas
pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals)
and their components in the Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as
those areas bordering these
watersheds including nearby national
parks and refuges (particularly Katmai
bears and McNeil River bears) that will
be impacted by impaired migratory
routes, reduced populations of fish and
wildlife, etc. The EIS Analysis Area
must be expanded to include aquatic
and terrestrial migratory corridors for all
aquatic and terrestrial species in fresh,
estuarine and marine waters.
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support
important salmonid species that will be
irrevocably impacted by the proposed
project including Chinook salmon, coho
salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon,

The EIS analysis area for wetlands is where
potential impacts from the project are likely to occur.
Resources outside this analysis area are not
discussed in detail.

An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will
require ferry terminals and a port with
associated offices, storage facilities,
power plants, and extensive road
causeways built over and into the
marine environment. A 187-mile gas
pipeline with associated fiber optics
going overland and under Cook Inlet
and Iliamna Lake. The project will
require extraction of major quantities of
water from rivers, streams, lakes, and
ponds.
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Please refer to Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values,
for a description of the aquatic resources affected
environment and impacts analysis.

In regards to the EIS analysis area for wildlife,
please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife
Values.
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Tribal
Council

Agency

8

Comment
Number

Section 3.22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

The EIS must provide sufficient
baseline data and existing conditions
information. Relying on the insufficient
baseline data collected by the project

sockeye salmon, and steelhead trout
(Chambers et al., 2012; USEPA,
2014a). Other important fish species
that are used by local people include
rainbow trout, arctic char, Dolly Varden,
grayling, and whitefish. Important nonsalmonid species, like pike and
suckers, are also used by local people.
These fisheries are an integral part of
the aquatic food web and provide an
abundant biomass and prey resource
for several aquatic and terrestrial
species in the freshwater and marine
areas of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
watersheds as well as in the other
waters including the Pacific Ocean. The
EIS must quantify and evaluate the
impacts related to the loss of this large
prey resource that sustains aquatic and
terrestrial species within the project
area and across all areas of their adult
migratory routes.
The baseline information in these
sections is inadequate and at times
contradicts itself (as in the case of
caribou populations). The documents
state that caribou are not in the area so
won’t be impacted, but then it goes on
to say that ADF&G culls wolves to
protect the caribou herds and that the
tribes are concerned with caribou
populations and have seen a reduction
in numbers.

Comment

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment acknowledged. Sampling data from the
EBD studies occurred several years ago, and
sampling was intensive and conducted over a multiyear period and it is sufficient to represent pre-mine
conditions, and to assess the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested information
would not be essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives.
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General

General
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proponent and presented in the 20042008 environmental baseline report
and the 2009-2013 supplemental
baseline data reports does not provide
sufficient information for the aquatic
and terrestrial species that rely on this
large landscape. These reports alone
do not provide adequate information to
establish baseline conditions for the
area to evaluate direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts to natural
resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this
project in 2004-2008, including the
methods used to collect and analyze
data for fish use and presence more
than likely differ greatly from the
methods that are being used now in
2018. The EIS must use up-to-date
methods to adequately evaluate
aquatic and terrestrial resources.
Extensive habitat models exist to
evaluate the presence and habitat use
of aquatic resources. These methods
must be used to further evaluate the
direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to aquatic
resources and fish and fish productivity
in the watersheds. Additionally, it is
unclear what fish tissue criteria were
used. This information should be
provided so that the reviewer can
determine if the appropriate criteria
were used.
These watersheds and geographic
regions and their aquatic and terrestrial
species have been and continue to be
studied by local, private, and nonprofit

Comment

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Habitat modeling was incorporated and applied to
the impacts analysis for fish and wildlife. Please
refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values and
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values, for a

Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Fish Values
for information on fish sampling methodology.

Field sampling methods applied to gather
environmental baseline data are considered
scientifically valid.
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Additionally, extensive habitat models
exist using resource selection functions
to evaluate the effect of development
on brown bears on the Kenai
Peninsula. The EIS must use these
methods to further evaluate the direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts of the
proposed project to wildlife and
terrestrial resources.
The climate change discussion in these
sections is far too general for a project
of this size and timeframe. The
discussion should be far more specific
and include information from the new
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) report that was recently
issued. Information on the impacts of
sea level rise should be included.
Catastrophic events such as landslide,
flood, avalanche, and major weather
should be discussed. Loss of carbon
sequestration due to major removal of
vegetation and how this impacts
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

entities, and resource agencies at the
state and federal level including tribes.
The EIS must incorporate information
from these other sources and studies,
new data collected as part of the EIS
evaluations and from models that
evaluate species, habitat, biological
and physical watershed processes.
The EIS must also incorporate
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and
Wisdom (TEKW) in all evaluations and
when developing the information for
baseline and existing conditions.

Comment

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Climate change analysis framework for the
document is given in Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment. A summary of where climate
change is discussed in the document by resource
topic is given in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.

description of baseline conditions and impacts
analysis.
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should be included. Loss of habitats
and shifting migration patterns should
be discussed for both aquatic and
terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects
analyses for both aquatic and terrestrial
species and habitats is aimed at
trivializing the impacts a project of this
size will have. Most information is
reduced to a paragraph or two. It is
misleading to say this is a 20-year
project when the buildout will occur
over 78 years. And several other
mining projects would use the proposed
Pebble Project infrastructure. Based
on probable ultimate size of the
proposed project and other projects
that intend to use the Pebble
infrastructure, this project will be there
forever. It is unclear how the
EIS can claim that a project of this size
will result in an increase of rearing
habitat for juvenile salmonids.

Comment

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Please refer to Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values
for a description of fish resources and impacts
analysis.

The cumulative impacts sections have been revised
for the DEIS in all Chapter 4 resource sections.

The DEIS is a scientific analysis based on the best
available information.
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Wildlife Values
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It is unclear why this section is titled “Wildlife
Values” and why Section 3.24 is titled “Fish
Values.” These titles indicate that some kind of
numerical value is being placed on the wildlife and
fish—monetary values, Natural Resources Damage
Assessment (NRDA) thresholds, or some other
valuation of the resource. Yet, these uses and
human values are described in other sections.
Simply titling these sections “Wildlife” and “Fish”
might be more appropriate.
It is odd to have fish disconnected from the other
aquatic life discussed in this section, such as
marine mammals. Terrestrial invertebrates and
aquatic invertebrates (benthic and epibenthic
species) seem to be missing from the discussion,
even though these organisms form the foundation
of the food chain and will certainly be impacted by
the proposed project.
This section is solely based on Western science
and fails to consider Indigenous knowledge.
USACE will need to change this section heading
because the only time “values” appears in this
chapter is in the title. Nowhere in this section does
USACE define and address “values.”

Comment

PAGE | 1

Comment noted. Traditional ecological
knowledge is incorporated in the
Subsistence Sections 3.9/K3.9/4.9 Subsistence, and in Section 4.23, Wildlife
Values, in regards to information on caribou
changes. See also Appendix K3.1 for a
summary of TEK discussion in the
document. See response to comment 1 on
the term “values” as applied by USACE.

Fish are addressed separately to keep the
discussion more streamlined. Discussions
on invertebrates that have an aquatic life
stage are discussed in the Sections 3.24
and 4.24, Fish Values.

Comment noted; the term “Values” was
direction received from USACE per their
public interest review factor terminology.
See Section 3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment, for a complete list of PIR
topic location in the DEIS.
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Reflecting these underlying beliefs and values,

. . . animals are traditionally understood to be
sentient, and to possess a spirit or something
closely analogous to that concept. So too, it must
be understood that game species are also
traditionally seen as being provided as a gift by the
Creator
or, at least, creative spiritual forces that reward
good behavior and punish bad behavior. While
Russian Orthodoxy eclipsed some of these beliefs
and values, many aspects of this traditional belief
system remain remarkably durable; in some
respects, they have been woven seamlessly into
Orthodox practice.

Dr. Duer, Karen Evanoff, and Jamie Herbert
address Inland Dena’ina wildlife values, respect,
and spirituality in their 2018 report “Respect the
Land – It’s Like Part of Us” A Traditional Use Study
of Inland Dena’ina Ties to the Chulitna River and
Sixmile Lake Basins, Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve:

PAGE | 2

While some of the locations mentioned in
this comment are outside of the EIS
analysis area, the values and concepts are
addressed under the Sections 3.9/K3.9/4.9,
Subsistence and Sections 3.7 and 4.7,
Cultural Resources, since those sections
discuss values that wildlife have to Alaska
Native communities. Additionally, Appendix
K3.1 includes comments and input from
local communities in regards to impacts on
wildlife species.

Priscilla Russell, in her 1995 paper Some Large
Game Animal Traditions of the Inland Dena’ina,
describes some of the Inland Dena’ina’s wildlife
values and spiritual connections to this wildlife this
way:
The Inland Dena’ina have a strong spiritual
connection to the natural world of which they
believe themselves to be a part. They believe that
large game animals and other non-human entities
have spirits as do human beings. Because all
beings have spirits, they are sacred and should be
respectfully treated. (page 14)
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These quotes are specific to Inland Dena’ina
wildlife values. USACE will also need to address
Alutiiq and Yup’ik wildlife values. It is unfortunate
USACE chose not to include Indigenous values in
this section. USACE will need to correct this error
of omission.
After addressing “values,” USACE needs to include
Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Yup’ik names for the wildlife
discussed in this chapter. Indigenous names for
wildlife are just as valid as Latin and common
names.

some modern tribal members report that people
with special training and abilities can spiritually
“connect with animals.” They can monitor them
remotely through spiritual means. They have
dreams of animals that can reveal the animal’s
movements and motivations— guiding hunting
activities, but also sometimes causing hunters to
pause such activities in defense of certain animals.
They also can engage with animals to the point that
they can “ride along with them” in spiritual form,
traveling with walking moose or flying birds, for
example. It is suggested that such skills were
formerly more common, aiding in shamanic efforts
but also in hunting as people became more
intimately familiar with animals, their habits, the
motivations, and their identities. A small number of
individuals report participating in such practices
today. (Pages 93-94)

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. While wildlife
species have different names in different
languages (and sometimes multiple names
in the same language), the English and
Latin names are the most commonly used
names in the scientific literature and
included as identifiers for each species.
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Habitat value maps and lists are good examples of
the types of information that should be brought
forward into the EIS. More comprehensive versions
of studies and reports should be provided in a
technical appendix and informative maps in the
main section of the EIS.
Beginning in this subsection, maps are referred to
that would be very helpful to review; however, none
of these maps have been provided for review.

A single set of surveys conducted to support the
proposed Pebble Project should not be considered
a comprehensive compendium of information.
Historical surveys should be reviewed to determine
whether they add to the body of knowledge
regarding distribution, use, and status of birds in
the area.

PAGE | 4

These maps are now available for review in
the version of the DEIS released to the
public.

This section has been revised to include all
bird species within a 10-mile radius around
the mine site (mine analysis area) to
include the vast majority of birds that occur
in the area. Species lists will vary overtime,
however the majority of species were likely
detected during the baseline surveys.
Historical survey data was included where
appropriate, however the majority of
historical data do not provide the level of
detail that is provided by the more recent
ABR survey data (from 2004 to 2012). To
prevent repetition of publically available
survey data, a reference has been provided
in the text for the key species lists and
maps that give an overview of the
presence, distribution, and conservation
status of birds and other species.

The terminology in this subsection should be
revised to refer not to birds “within the mine site”
but to birds in the area affected by the proposed
project. The proposed mine site does not yet exist,
and the potential effects of the proposed project on
birds will range well beyond the proposed mine
site.
The Public Review Draft EIS should be selfsufficient and should not rely on documents to
which the reader may not have access. At a
minimum, key lists and maps from the reports
referenced should be included in the section to give
an overview of the presence, distribution, and
conservation status of birds and other species.
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There is generally an overreliance throughout the
EIS on specific baseline studies conducted for the
proposed Pebble Project that do not include longterm monitoring and often do not represent current
conditions within the area affected by the proposed
project.
Lists of species (including common names) should
be included in the main text or in an appendix.
Such lists would allow individuals living in nearby
communities to check the lists based on their
personal knowledge of the area and evaluate the
accuracy and comprehensiveness of this
information.
In the same way as for birds, maps of habitats and
habitat suitability for mammal species should be
included in the EIS.

PAGE | 5

These are provided in the Environmental
Baseline Documents on the Pebble website
(https://pebbleresearch.com/download/),
which is publically available.

These are all listed in the Environmental
Baseline Documents on the Pebble website
(https://pebbleresearch.com/download/),
which is publically available.

While long-term data is always valuable,
the traditional USFWS aerial transects
(located in Survey Strata 8) do not
specifically cover the area within the mine
site. They are more focused on regions
outside of the EIS analysis area (in the
Bristol Bay lowlands).They cover areas
closer to the west end of Iliamna Lake and
towards Bristol Bay. Therefore, their data
are more regional and less specific to the
Pebble Mine Site. USFWS distribution
maps are publically available
(https://www.fws.gov/alaska/mbsp/mbm/wat
erfowl/surveys/ebpsare.htm) and have
been reviewed however they do not provide
meaningful data since they are older than
the baseline survey data.

It is difficult to imagine how baseline surveys
conducted for only a couple of years that are now
more than 12 years out of date could be a better
resource than USFWS surveys conducted twice
annually. Comprehensive and long-running data
sets are generally better to evaluate long-term
averages and trends and identify important outliers.
Surveys such as those conducted by the USFWS
should be reviewed to identify the additional
information these surveys could provide,
particularly on recent trends in bird populations and
birds use of the area. The USFWS distribution
maps would be useful and should be included in an
appendix.
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Comment acknowledged. This information
is included where possible. Comments from
local community members are included in
Appendix K3.1. Additional information is
located in Sections 3.9/K3.9/4.9,
Subsistence.

It is good to see some observations in this section
from elders and community members living in the
region to round out survey observations. Often
those living closest to the wildlife have insights into
distribution, behavior, and trends that cannot be
determined from limited surveys. Other discussions
in this section could benefit from more input based
on local traditional knowledge—particularly when
surveys don’t yield sufficient information for species
such as for black bear and small terrestrial
vertebrates.

PAGE | 6
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Text/Subject

The salmon harvest draws on intimate knowledge of
fish migrations and spawning behavior. Dena’ina
fishers possess detailed traditional ecological
knowledge of salmon spawning behavior, in which
they can determine the movement of the fish based
on water quality, temperature, and visibility. They

PAGE | 1

Traditional ecological knowledge is
incorporated in Section 3.9/K3.9/4.9,
Subsistence. See also Appendix K3.1 for
a summary of TEK discussion in the
document.

Comment noted; Traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK) is incorporated in
Section 3.9/K3.9/4.9, Subsistence. See
also Appendix K3.1 for a summary of
TEK discussion in the document.

Consistent with other sections, affected
environment descriptions and impacts
analysis are organized by alternatives.

Comment noted; the term “Values” was
direction received from USACE per their
public interest review factor terminology.
See Section 3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment, for a complete list of PIR
topic location in the DEIS.

It is not clear why this section is titled “Fish Values”
instead of just “Fish” or “Aquatic Life” (since there is
also some discussion of invertebrates). The
meaning of the term Fish Values is unclear, but
regardless, it is the fish themselves that are the
affected element of the environment being
discussed here.
The discussion in this section is organized by
alternative, whereas most of the other sections in
Chapter 3 are organized by affected area. A
consistent organization should be used throughout
Section 3, preferably by area rather than alternative.
Currently, the organization of this section is poor
and confusing, and the text needs substantial
editing.
Just like Section 3.23 Wildlife Values, this section is
solely based on Western science and fails to
consider Indigenous knowledge, values, and
spirituality. USACE will need to change this section
heading if they do not want to define and address
“values.” This affected environment section is
woefully incomplete without consideration of Alutiiq,
Dena’ina, and Yup’ik knowledge of the fisheries.
USACE needs to address this data gap.
Dr. Duer, Karen Evanoff, and Jamie Herbert explain
Nondalton residents’ detailed knowledge of the
regional watersheds in their 2018 report “Respect
the Land – It’s Like Part of Us” A Traditional Use
Study of Inland Dena’ina Ties to the Chulitna River
and Sixmile Lake Basins, Lake Clark National Park
and Preserve:
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As with Section 3.23, USACE needs to include
Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Yup’ik names for the fish

. . . all interviewees that commented on it believe
that salmon have a spirit or soul and that soul is a
creation of God. Further, all interviewees who
responded report offering a prayer of thanks when
they catch salmon, particularly the first salmon as
noted in the “Voices of the People” at the beginning
of this section. That prayer
may be a humble “in one’s mind” statement or it
may be spoken thanking God for the salmon. (page
131)

It's unfortunate USACE has chosen not to use this
detailed, Indigenous knowledge to enhance their
fisheries analyses.
Besides including Indigenous knowledge, USACE
needs to include Indigenous values and spirituality
of the fisheries. In the USEPA’s 2013 Bristol Bay
Watershed Assessment appendix Traditional
Ecological Knowledge and Characterization of the
Indigenous Cultures of the Nushagak and Kvichak
Watersheds, Alaska, Dr. Boraas and Dr. Knott quote
an Indigenous elder who speaks to the values and
spirituality of streams and all living things this way,
“Yes, they do [streams have a spirit], like everything
else, all living things. Before Russian Orthodox
came here, that is what we worshipped. We
worshipped all the living things.” Dr. Boraas and Dr.
Knott go on to note that:

must be familiar with dynamic bathymetry and
topography of the shoreline where fishers will have
to set and maneuver nets for the final harvest . . .
This intricate knowledge of salmon and their
localized habitats reflects a long and enduring
relationship between inland Dena’ina harvesters
and the salmon runs on which they depend.

Comment
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The EIS analysis area for fish has been
clearly defined in the DEIS.

Cultural resources are discussed in
Section 3.7, Cultural Resources.

Comment noted; Traditional ecological
knowledge is incorporated in Section
3.9/K3.9/4.9 - Subsistence. See also
Appendix K3.1 for a summary of TEK
discussion in the document.
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Section 3.24

Section 3.24

Section 3.24

Section 3.24

Section,
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Figure 3.24-6.

Transportation
and Natural
Gas Pipeline
Corridors.
Kokhanok East
Ferry Terminal
Variant. Cook
Inlet Portion of
Natural Gas
Pipeline
Corridor.

Figures 3.24-2,
3.24-3, and
3.24-4. Tables
3.24-2 and
3.24-3.

Relevant
Text/Subject

The title of the figure in the Word file does not match
the actual Figure 3.24-6 provided, which shows
sockeye salmon spawning locations in Lake Iliamna.

The species identified in the third paragraph, other
than octopus, belong in the invertebrate section.

USACE has not clearly defined its EIS Analysis
Area for fish. Please do so.
Non-salmonids are mentioned in the text for the
NFK and are shown as part of the pie charts in
Figures 3.24-2 through 3.24-4; however, these
species are not discussed in the text for the SFK or
UTC or shown in either of these tables. Please
provide information on the non-salmonid resident
fish present in these watersheds, particularly if they
are fished for recreational or subsistence use.
The two paragraphs on Page 3.24-11 need to be
edited, to correct missing words and incomplete
phrases.

This section also fails to incorporate the cultural
values of these fisheries by the commercial and
recreational fishers. As Sarah Braund notes in her
2017 dissertation Set the Net: The Heritage
Significance of Fish Camp and Wild Salmon in
Bristol Bay, Alaska, “Fishers comprise a tightly
woven heritage community replete with unique
knowledge and skill set (page 17).” It’s unfortunate
USACE has chosen to ignore the knowledge of the
fishing community.

discussed in this section. Indigenous names for fish
are just as valid as Latin and common names.

Comment
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All maps and figures have been updated
in the DEIS.

This section has been updated in the
DEIS.

Comment addressed.

Non-resident fish species are discussed
for the affected watersheds in the DEIS.
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General

General

Climate Change
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Invertebrates.
Epibiota.

Fish Tissue
Trace Element
Analysis.
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Comment noted. The fish tissues metals
analysis was updated for the DEIS. The
EBD reports are the most complete
source of information available to
describe this study.

On what basis are the concentrations of the
analytes in fish tissue considered “low” or
“elevated”? To what criteria or benchmarks are the
concentrations being compared? Please provide a
summary table of the concentrations measured and
associated benchmarks rather than referring the
reader to a separate report.
Why is this the only area and alternative for which
epibiota are discussed? Figure 3.24-6 is again
referenced incorrectly in this section, as well as in
the subsection Infauna below.
This discussion of climate change is far too vague to
be of any use. Please use current climate science to
make baseline projections and predictions of
changes in water temperature, dissolved oxygen
(DO), etc. that could affect fish and other aquatic
species. These projections and predictions should
be provided for different scenarios including: (1) the
proposed project is not permitted and (2) the
proposed project is permitted, constructed, and
operated.
The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and Vegetation
sections provide an incomplete, inadequate, and
narrow discussion for a project of this size that
spans a large landscape encompassing several
watersheds and will have impacts to multiple
aquatic and terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. Additionally, the use of “Values” in the
titles is odd. It would be more appropriate to just
use “Terrestrial Resources” to include a discussion
of habitat and wildlife and instead of “Fish Values”,
it would be more appropriate to use “Aquatic
Resources” to include a discussion of habitat and
fish and other aquatic species.
The proposed project will require intact streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds to be removed,
altered, discharged into, dredged, and filled in a
mostly pristine, wild, and functioning watershed for
over 25 years, resulting in removal of an
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Sections 3.22 and 4.22, Wetlands and

Comment noted. Please refer to the
following Sections in the DEIS for
information on the concerns raised:

The term “Values” was direction received
from USACE per their public interest
review factor terminology. See Section
3.1, Introduction to Affected Environment,
for a complete list of PIR topic location in
the DEIS.

The affected environment described for
fish is limited to the EIS analysis area
where potential impacts from the project
are likely to occur.

The climate change section has been
updated for the DEIS.

The aquatic invertebrates section has
been updated in the DEIS.
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In addition, constructing and operating a mine of this
size with its associated infrastructure, combined
with altering, filling, dredging, disposal of
wastewater, and discharging into streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds in watersheds for
over 25 years will impact, irrevocably damage, and
will probably eradicate distinct anadromous and
resident fish populations found in the smaller
tributaries. These smaller and unique stocks are
important to the overall health of fisheries because
they provide genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed. The proposed
project would cover and otherwise adversely impact
large areas of the upper watersheds, resulting in
severe fragmentation of habitat that’s vitally
important to aquatic and terrestrial species (salmon

PAGE | 5

Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites,
Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values,
Sections 3.26 and 4.26, Vegetation,
Sections,
3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
and Sections 3.17 and 4.17,
Groundwater-Hydrology.

interconnected ecosystem and loss of the
biodiversity and functional habitat and services
provided to the watersheds that aquatic and
terrestrial resource rely on. Mitigation or restoration
on this scale has never been attempted.
Re-creating a functioning watershed is virtually
impossible. Humans cannot improve intact
ecosystems. Removing streams, tributaries,
wetlands, and ponds from a watershed for over 25
years will result in loss of natural process and
function and will adversely impact inputs to
downstream areas, such as sediment transport, loss
of interstitial spaces due to lack sediment transport,
compaction of substrates, detritus, nutrients, water
chemistry, macroinvertebrates, prey, high and low
flow regimes, groundwater upwelling, aquifer
recharge, hyporheic function, hydrological and
geomorphological processes and function,
temperature regimes, physical and biological
processes, riparian and terrestrial habitat, soil
ecology, etc.
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The EIS Analysis Area must include not just the
areas of actual ground disturbance but all adjacent

The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to all aquatic and terrestrial
species. The EIS must also evaluate direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts to the prey resources that
fish rely on during all life history phases. A robust
evaluation of this type needs to be based on
statistically sound scientific baseline data and
existing conditions information as well as the
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom
(TEKW) of Alaska Native communities.
Without figures and maps it is not possible to do an
in-depth and specific review of these sections.
Suffice it to say, aside from the proposed mine itself
having a massive footprint across several
watersheds, the infrastructure required to support
the mine will stamp a large destructive footprint
across a large mostly pristine and wild geographic
areas including close to 70 miles of roads and
additional spur roads with 97 river and stream
crossings, 11 bridges, and 88 culverts. The roads
will cross through and over several watersheds and
large fish bearing rivers, streams, tributaries and
through a mosaic of wetlands, lakes, ponds, bogs,
marshes, riparian and upland areas.
An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will require ferry
terminals and a port with associated offices, storage
facilities, power plants and extensive road
causeways built over and into the marine
environment. A 187-mile gas pipeline with
associated fiber optics going overland and under
Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake. The project will
require extraction of major quantities of water from
rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.

in particular) and other anadromous and resident
fish.

Comment
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In regards to the EIS analysis area refer
to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife
Values.

The EIS analysis area for wetlands is
where potential impacts from the project
are likely to occur. Resources outside
this analysis area are not discussed in
detail.

Please refer to the following sections for
impacts analysis discussion of waterbody
crossings: Sections 3.16 and 4.16,
Surface Water Hydrology, Sections 3.18
and 4.18, Water and Sediment Quality,
and Sections 3.22 and 4.22, Wetlands
and Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites.

Figures and maps have been included in
the DEIS.
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and connected areas. The EIS Analysis Area must
include all areas of the four major projects (mine,
roads, gas pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals) and
their components in the Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
Watersheds as well as those areas bordering these
watersheds including nearby national parks and
refuges (particularly Katmai bears and McNeil River
bears) that will be impacted by impaired migratory
routes, reduced populations of fish and wildlife, etc.
The EIS Analysis Area must be expanded to include
aquatic and terrestrial migratory corridors for all
aquatic and terrestrial species in fresh, estuarine
and marine waters.
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably impacted
by the proposed project including Chinook salmon,
coho salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon, sockeye
salmon, and steelhead trout (Chambers et al., 2012;
USEPA, 2014a). Other important fish species that
are used by local people include rainbow trout,
arctic char, Dolly Varden, grayling, and whitefish.
Important non-salmonid species, like pike and
suckers, are also used by local people. These
fisheries are an integral part of the aquatic food web
and provide an abundant biomass and prey
resource for several aquatic and terrestrial species
in the freshwater and marine areas of Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet watersheds as well as in the other
waters including the Pacific Ocean. The EIS must
quantify and evaluate the impacts related to the loss
of this large prey resource that sustains aquatic and
terrestrial species within the project area and across
all areas of their adult migratory routes.
The baseline information in these sections is
inadequate and at times contradicts itself (as in the
case of caribou populations). The documents state
that caribou are not in the area so won’t be
impacted, but then it goes on to say that ADFG culls
wolves to protect the caribou herds and that the

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. Sampling data

Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23,
Wildlife Values, for a description of
wildlife resources potentially impacted by
the project.

Impacts to resident and non-resident fish
are addressed in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.
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These watersheds and geographic regions and their
aquatic and terrestrial species have been and
continue to be studied by local, private, and
nonprofit entities, and resource agencies at the
state and federal level including tribes. The EIS
must incorporate information from these other
sources and studies, new data collected as part of

The EIS must provide sufficient baseline data and
existing conditions information. Relying on the
insufficient baseline data collected by the project
proponent and presented in the 2004-2008
environmental baseline report and the 2009-2013
supplemental baseline data reports does not
provide sufficient information for the aquatic and
terrestrial species that rely on this large landscape.
These reports alone do not provide adequate
information to establish baseline conditions for the
area to evaluate direct, indirect and cumulative
impacts to natural resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this project in 20042008, including the methods used to collect and
analyze data for fish use and presence more than
likely differ greatly from the methods that are being
used now in 2018. The EIS must use up-to-date
methods to adequately evaluate aquatic and
terrestrial resources. Extensive habitat models exist
to evaluate the presence and habitat use of aquatic
resources. These methods must be used to further
evaluate the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to aquatic resources and
fish and fish productivity in the watersheds.
Additionally, it is unclear what fish tissue criteria
were used. This information should be provided so
that the reviewer can determine if the appropriate
criteria were used.

tribes are concerned with caribou populations and
have seen a reduction in numbers.

Comment
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Habitat modeling was incorporated and
applied to the impacts analysis for fish
and wildlife in the DEIS.

Traditional ecological knowledge is
incorporated in Section 3.9/K3.9/4.9,
Subsistence. See also Appendix K3.1 for
a summary of TEK discussion in the
document.

Field sampling methods applied to gather
environmental baseline data are
considered scientifically valid. The DEIS
fish tissue metals analysis has been
updated.

from the EBD studies occurred several
years ago, and sampling was intensive
and conducted over a multi-year period
and it is sufficient to represent pre-mine
conditions, and to assess the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives.
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Additionally, extensive habitat models exist from the
Kenai Peninsula using resource selection functions
to evaluate the effect of development on brown
bears. The EIS must use these methods to further
evaluate the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to wildlife and terrestrial
resources.
The climate change discussion in these sections is
far too general for a project of this size and
timeframe. The discussion should be far more
specific and include information from the new
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
report that was recently issued. Information on the
impacts of sea level rise should be included.
Catastrophic events such as landslide, flood,
avalanche, major weather should be discussed.
Loss of carbon sequestration due to major removal
of vegetation and how this impacts greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions should be included. Loss of
habitats and shifting migration patterns should be
discussed for both aquatic and terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects analyses for both
aquatic and terrestrial species and habitats is
aimed at trivializing the impacts a project of this size
will have. Most information is reduced to a
paragraph or two. It is misleading to say this is a 20year project when the buildout will occur over 78
years. And several other mining projects would use
the proposed Pebble Project infrastructure. Based
on probable ultimate size of the proposed project
and other projects that intend to use the Pebble
infrastructure, this project will be there forever. It is

the EIS evaluations and from models that evaluate
species, habitat, biological and physical watershed
processes. The EIS must also incorporate
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom
(TEKW) in all evaluations and when developing the
information for baseline and existing conditions.

Comment
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A more detailed description of changes to
fish habitat will be provided in the EIS.

The cumulative impacts sections have
been revised in the DEIS.

The EIS is a scientific analysis based on
the best available information.

The climate change section for all
biological resources has been revised in
the DEIS.
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unclear how the EIS can claim that a project of this
size will result in an increase of rearing habitat for
juvenile salmonids.
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Comment acknowledged. The DEIS
evaluates the direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts to TES. Impacts to aquatic
resources are detailed in Section 4.24 - Fish
Values. TEK is incorporated into Sections
3.9/K3.9/4.9, Subsistence. See also
Appendix K3.1 for a summary of TEK
discussion in the document.

The Threatened and Endangered Species (TES)
section of this environmental impact statement (EIS)
provides an incomplete and narrow discussion for a
proposed project of this size that spans several
watersheds and will impact a multitude of aquatic
and terrestrial species on which TES and State of
Alaska Special Status Species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet rely for survival.
Constructing and operating a mine of this size with
its associated infrastructure, combined with altering,
filling, dredging, disposing of wastewater, and
discharging into streams, tributaries, wetlands, and
ponds within watersheds for over 25 years, and
most likely much longer, will adversely impact,
irrevocably damage, and most likely eradicate
distinct anadromous and resident fish populations
found in the smaller tributaries. These smaller and
unique stocks are important to the overall health of
the fisheries because these stocks provide genetic
diversity that improves resiliency throughout the
watershed. The proposed project would cover and
otherwise adversely impact large areas of the upper
watersheds, resulting in severe fragmentation of
habitat that is vitally important to salmon and other
anadromous and resident fish. The EIS must
evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to
all aquatic species. The EIS must also evaluate
direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to the prey
resources that fish rely on during all life history
phases. A robust evaluation of this type needs to be
based on statistically sound scientific baseline data
and existing conditions information as well as the
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom
(TEKW) of Alaska Native communities.
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Impacts on TES from climate change trends
are included in the DEIS. All Impacts to
aquatic resources are detailed in Section
4.24, Fish Values, as well as Section 4.16,
Surface Water Hydrology, and Section 4.17,
Groundwater Hydrology. No population-level
impacts to salmonid species are anticipated.

Related to TES are the prey resources that TES
species rely on. The EIS must include a robust
habitat assessment to assess existing conditions,
including conditions related to climate change and
sea level rise. Extensive aquatic habitat modeling
tools exist to conduct watershed assessments.
These methods must be used to evaluate the direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts of the proposed
project. The EIS must use up-to-date methods to
adequately evaluate aquatic and terrestrial
resources. These methods must be used to further
evaluate the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to aquatic resources and
fish and fish productivity in the watersheds. Of
particular concern is how wildlife species will be
impacted as a result of project-induced changes to
fish numbers (especially salmon) and fish habitat.
At a minimum, the EIS must include and present all
the waters documented in the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game (ADF&G) Anadromous Waters
Catalog (AWC); however, it should be recognized
that the AWC under represents waters that support
anadromous fish by 20 to 40 percent. Information
must be provided discussing when, where, and how
additional locations will be chosen to conduct
additional fish surveys in the area to provide more
robust data on areas not in the AWC. To further
evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to
habitat, fish, and fish productivity, the EIS must
provide information on whether instream flow
reservations or other water rights exist in these
watersheds. Impacts to the entire watershed of
Bristol Bay as well as Cook Inlet and outside waters
that provide critical and migratory habitat for aquatic
and terrestrial species must be assessed in the EIS.
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All fish-related impacts are discussed in
Section 4.24 - Fish Values. Impacts to
waters are discussed in several sections
including Section 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology; Section 4.17, Groundwater
Hydrology, and Section 4.18, Water and
Sediment Quality.

Climate change analysis framework for the
document is given in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment. A
summary of where climate change is
discussed in the document by resource topic
is given in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).
2014. An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts
on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska. Final
Report. EPA 910-R-14-001A-C, ES.
January.
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All fish-related impacts are discussed in
Section 4.24, Fish Values. Thank you for
providing these references; they were
reviewing and incorporated where applicable
in the DEIS.

Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably impacted
by the proposed project including Chinook salmon,
coho salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon, sockeye
salmon, and steelhead trout (Chambers et al., 2012;
USEPA, 2014). Other important fish species that are
used by people in the region include rainbow trout,
arctic char, Dolly Varden, grayling, and whitefish.
Important non-salmonid species, like pike and
suckers, are also used by local people. These
fisheries are an integral part of the aquatic food web
and provide an abundant biomass and prey
resource for several aquatic and terrestrial species
in the freshwater and marine areas of Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet watersheds as well as in the other
waters including the Pacific Ocean. The EIS must
quantify and evaluate the impacts related to the loss
of this large prey resource that sustains aquatic and
terrestrial species within the project area and across
all areas of their adult migratory routes.
References:
Chambers, Dave, Robert Moran, and Lance Trasky
(Chambers et al.). 2012. Bristol Bay’s Wild Salmon
Ecosystems and the Pebble Mine, Key
Considerations for a Large-Scale Mine Proposal. In
partnership with Wild Salmon Center and Trout
Unlimited, Stone Grossard, and The Tiffany & Co.
Foundation. Edited by Mark Trenholm. January.
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References:
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All impacts not directly related to TES are
addressed in other sections. Blue and right
whales are not considered to occur in the
EIS analysis area. Only the federally-listed
stock of humpback whales and other listed
species that may occur in the EIS analysis
area are discussed. The EFH has been
included in the DEIS as Appendix I and
includes several maps.

Under Alaska State law, the Commissioners of the
ADF&G and the Department Natural Resources
must take measures to preserve the natural habitat
of fish and wildlife species that are recognized as
threatened with extinction (ADF&G, 2018). State of
Alaska Special Status Species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet include the following species listed as
endangered by ADF&G: blue whale, humpback
whale, and right whale (ADF&G, 2018). The Alaska
Special Status Species also includes Fish Stocks of
Concern.
Along with the discussion of critical habitat, it is
unclear why Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for
freshwater, estuarine, and marine species, which
are important prey resources for several of the listed
species is not discussed in this section. The
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act of 1996 as amended in 2007,
mandates the identification of EFH for federally
managed species and the consideration of
recommendations to conserve and enhance the
habitat necessary for these species to carry out their
life cycles. According to National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries, EFH
includes those waters and substrates necessary to
fish for spawning, breeding, feeding or growing to
maturity. “Waters” include aquatic areas and their
associated physical, chemical, and biological
properties. “Substrate” includes sediment underlying
the waters. “Necessary” means the habitat required
to support a sustainable fishery and the
contributions of “managed species” to a healthy
ecosystem. “Spawning, breeding, feeding, or
growing to maturity” includes all habitat types
utilized by a species throughout its lifecycle (NOAA
Fisheries, 2018).
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According to NOAA Fisheries, a consultation with
NOAA Fisheries is required whenever a federal
agency, including the military, works in an area that
will affect EFH. A consultation is also triggered when
a federal agency, or its designee, determines that
an action to be authorized, funded, or undertaken by
the agency may adversely affect EFH. According to
NOAA Fisheries, an “adverse effect” is any impact
that reduces the quality and/or quantity of EFH.
Adverse effects may include direct or indirect
physical, chemical, or biological alterations of the
waters or substrate and loss of, or injury to, benthic
organisms, prey species and their habitat, and other
ecosystem components, if such modifications
reduce the quality and/or quantity of EFH. Adverse
effects to EFH may result from actions occurring

National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration
Fisheries (NOAA Fisheries). 2018. “NOAA Fisheries
Essential Fish Habitat”. Accessed on November 27,
2018. Available at:
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/habitatconservation/essential-fish-habitat

Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G).
2018. “State of Alaska Special Status Species: Fish
Stocks of Concern”. Accessed on May 16, 2018.
Available at:
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=specials
tatus.akfishstocks
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The EFH has been included in the DEIS as
Appendix I and includes several maps.
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References:
National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration
Fisheries (NOAA Fisheries). 2018. “NOAA Fisheries
Essential Fish Habitat”. Accessed on November 27,
2018. Available at:
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/habitatconservation/essential-fish-habitat
Although bald eagle is no longer listed under the
Endangered Species Act, and Alaska’s populations
are healthy, continued stewardship and
conservation of nesting and foraging habitat around
salmon spawning streams and estuarine and marine
waters near their nest sites are necessary to protect
them from potential harm caused by human
disturbances and human development. Because of
this, a discussion of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act
should be included in the TES section of the EIS.
State of Alaska Special Status Species including
Fish Stocks of Concern should be discussed.

The EIS must include an EFH assessment and
consultation for both the Bristol Bay Watershed and
Cook Inlet for freshwater salmonid habitat and
estuarine and marine habitat for salmonids,
groundfish, forage fish, and other resident and
migratory fish species as well as scallops and crabs.
Habitat Areas of Particular Concern, which are
subsets of EFH, must also be identified.

within or outside of EFH and may include sitespecific or habitat-wide impacts, including individual,
cumulative, or synergistic consequences of actions.
Through the consultation process, the agency and
NOAA determine how best to conduct coastal
development while supporting fish habitat and
minimizing or avoiding environmental damage.
(NOAA Fisheries, 2018).
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This does not apply to TES. All impacts to
fish resources are discussed in Section 4.24,

Since bald eagles are not federally listed,
they are not considered a TES. They are
discussed in Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife
Values. The MBTA is also discussed in
those sections. Only current TES are
included in Section 3.25, Threatened and
Endangered Species.
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Section 3.25

Section 3.25

Section 3.25

Section 3.25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

General

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

Primary constituent elements (PCEs) are only
discussed for northern sea otters. If available, PCEs
should be presented and discussed for listed
species.

The TES states the analyses is based on a “few”
Steller sea lion surveys. Most of the surveys of
Steller sea lion and other listed species appear to be
based on incidental sightings observed during
beluga whale aerial surveys. The beluga surveys
are conducted in a very short span of time—June
and August. Specific surveys of all listed species
should be conducted throughout all seasons.

Because of the extensive amount of information that
is needed to assess the impacts of this project,
Biological Assessments, geared solely towards
permitting are not adequate. Specialist reports for
aquatic and terrestrial species and their habitats
must be included in the EIS.
Salmon is a prey resource for Steller sea lion and
should be included in the discussion for Steller sea
lion. The mine will result in reduced production of
several salmon runs. As a result, there will be less
salmon available for Steller sea lion.

State and federal parks and refuges should be
discussed as they provide habitat for listed and
Special Status Species.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. According to
Section 4.24, Fish Values, there would be no
population-level impacts on salmonid
species. Impacts to prey species for Steller
sea lion from several hypothetical spill
scenarios may impact prey species and are
discussed in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.
Comment acknowledged. Various surveys
have been conducted for decades in lower
Cook Inlet for a variety of species which
have recorded information on locations of
Steller sea lions. Significant haul-outs of
Steller sea lion were not identified in
Kamishak Bay when critical habitat was
designated. Therefore, existing information
on locations of Steller sea lions is
considered adequate to make an informed
decision between the various alternatives.
PCEs are discussed for species that have
critical habitat designations which overlap
with the EIS analysis area. This is the case
only for northern sea otter and Cook Inlet
beluga whale.

These are generally outside of the EIS
analysis area and not discussed in detail.
They are mentioned in the DEIS where
applicable.
Documentation required for NEPA permitting
is included in the DEIS. Specialist reports
are referenced where applicable.

Fish Values.
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Figure 3.25-1

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

• EFH should be included on the figure.
• The footprints of port terminals and ferry terminals
should be shown on the figure to show the
relationship of these facilities to critical habitat and
EFH.
• AWC should be included on the figure.
• Areas supporting State of Alaska Special Status
Species including Fish Stocks of Concern should be
shown on the figure.
• State and federal parks and refuges should be
shown on the figure as they provide habitat for listed
and Special Status Species.
• Flyways for Steller’s eider should be shown on the
figure.

The text is correct. No Steller’s eiders have
been documented flying through the mine
site and hence the species is considered
absent. They may fly over portions of the
transportation and natural gas pipeline
corridors; however no information on specific
flight paths could be located. One study of
GPS transmittered Steller’s eiders from
Kodiak Island did not show birds using or
flying through the EIS analysis area. The
precise flight routes for Steller’s eider from
the north slope to lower Cook Inlet is
unknown, however tower and power line
strikes have yielded some anecdotal
evidence that Steller’s eiders may fly
overland around the southern portion of
Iliamna Lake. It is not known if these are
birds from the Alaska breeding population or
the Russia breeding population.

The discussion for the presence of Steller’s eider in
the mine site is inadequate and appears to
contradict itself. Information on the location and
timing of the surveys should be included. Based on
the little amount of information provided, Steller’s
eider should be assumed to be in the area if they
are known to fly through and impacts should be
assessed. In the TES discussion for Steller’s eider,
the migration section includes the following: Steller’s
eiders may occasionally fly through the mine site
and terrestrial portions of the transportation corridor
and natural gas pipeline corridor while moving
between Cook Inlet, the Alaska Peninsula, and the
western coast of Alaska. No Steller’s eiders were
documented during any biological surveys in the
mine site, therefore the species is considered
absent from the mine site. However, Steller’s eiders’
bird strikes on towers and power lines at Togiak,
Naknek, and King Salmon (including inland sites)
indicate that there may be some overland pathway
that includes Iliamna.
This figure should be revised as follows:

PAGE | 8

All fish-related impacts on shown on figures
in Section 4.24, Fish Values. The EFH has
been included in the DEIS as Appendix I and
includes several maps. State and federal
parks are shown on figures in the DEIS. No
flyways for Steller’s eiders have been
mapped or delineated (little is known about
their migration within lower Cook Inlet) and
hence cannot be included on a figure.
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Certainly, the reverence and treatment of plants by

Plants should also be treated respectfully. A person
should avoid wasting plants. Parts that he cannot
use he should gather in one place so that they will
not be stepped on or abused in any other way . . .
Treating plants with respect is especially necessary
in the mountains where the most powerful plants
grow. (page 19)

The Dena’ina emphasize the importance of
addressing a plant in a respectful way. This means
a person should say the correct words to a plant,
particularly when he wishes to use it. If he does not
know the appropriate words, it is acceptable for him
to talk sincerely to the plant, but if he is
disrespectful, the non-human elements of the plant’s
environment may cause him trouble. Some people
say that only a shaman knows the correct words for
addressing plants.

In her 1991 book Dena’ina Plantlore, Priscilla
Russell Kari describes Dena’ina beliefs and their
relationship with plants this way:

Traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) is
incorporated in Sections 3.9, K3.9, and
4.9, Subsistence. See also Appendix
K3.1 for a summary of TEK discussion in
the document.

Just like Sections 3.23, 4.23, 3.24, and 4.24 for
Wildlife Values and Fish Values, this section is
solely based on Western science and fails to
consider Indigenous knowledge, values, and
spirituality. This is unfortunate and the USACE must
correct this biased, one-sided analysis.
The implementing regulations for NEPA (40 CFR
1508.14) address the “human environment,” which
the regulations define as the “natural and physical
environment and the relationship of people with that
environment.”
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The values and concepts are addressed
under Sections 3.9 and 4.9, Subsistence
and Sections 3.7 and 4.7, Cultural
Resources as those sections more
accurately reflect the values that
vegetation has to native indigenous
communities. See also Appendix K3.1 for
a summary of TEK discussion in the
document.
Comment noted. Traditional ecological
knowledge is incorporated in Sections
3.9, K3.9, and 4.9, Subsistence. See also
Appendix K3.1 for a summary of TEK
discussion in the document.
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The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and Vegetation
sections provide an incomplete, inadequate, and
narrow discussion for a project of this size that
spans a large landscape encompassing several
watersheds and will have impacts to multiple
aquatic and terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. Additionally, the use of “Values” in the
titles is odd. It would be more appropriate to just
use “Terrestrial Resources” to include a discussion
of habitat and wildlife and instead of “Fish Values”,
it would be more appropriate to use “Aquatic
Resources” to include a discussion of habitat and
fish and other aquatic species.
The proposed project will require intact streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds to be removed,
altered, discharged into, dredged, and filled in a
mostly pristine, wild, and functioning watershed for
over 25 years, resulting in removal of an
interconnected ecosystem and loss of the
biodiversity and functional habitat and services
provided to the watersheds that aquatic and
terrestrial resource rely on. Mitigation or restoration
on this scale has never been attempted. Recreating a functioning watershed is virtually
impossible. Humans cannot improve intact
ecosystems. Removing streams, tributaries,
wetlands, and ponds from a watershed for over 25
years will result in loss of natural process and

the Dena’ina qualify as relationships with the natural
and physical environment. USACE must address
these relationships in this EIS.
Another data gap in this section for characterizing
the human environment is USACE’s failure to
include Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Yup’ik names and
uses for the plants in the EIS Analysis Area.
USACE needs to correct this omission.

Comment

Response

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX
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Comment noted. Please refer to the
following sections in the DEIS for
information on the concerns raised:
Sections 3.22 and 4.22, Wetlands and
Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites,
Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values,
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values,
Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology and Sections 3.17 and 4.17,
Groundwater Hydrology.

Comment noted; the term “Values” was
direction received from USACE per their
public interest review factor terminology.
See Section 3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment, for a complete list of PIR
topic location in the DEIS.

Comment noted. While vegetation
species have different names in different
languages (and sometimes multiple
names in the same language), the
English and Latin names are the most
commonly used names in the scientific
literature and included as identifiers for
each species.
The description of baseline conditions is
limited to the EIS analysis area where
potential impacts from the project are
likely to occur. Resources outside this
analysis area are not discussed in detail.
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In addition, constructing and operating a mine of this
size with its associated infrastructure, combined
with altering, filling, dredging, disposal of
wastewater, and discharging into streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds in watersheds for
over 25 years will impact, irrevocably damage, and
will probably eradicate distinct anadromous and
resident fish populations found in the smaller
tributaries. These smaller and unique stocks are
important to the overall health of fisheries because
they provide genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed. The proposed
project would cover and otherwise adversely impact
large areas of the upper watersheds, resulting in
severe fragmentation of habitat that’s vitally
important to aquatic and terrestrial species (salmon
in particular) and other anadromous and resident
fish.
The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to all aquatic and terrestrial
species. The EIS must also evaluate direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts to the prey resources that
fish rely on during all life history phases. A robust
evaluation of this type needs to be based on
statistically sound scientific baseline data and
existing conditions information as well as the
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom

function and will adversely impact inputs to
downstream areas, such as sediment transport, loss
of interstitial spaces due to lack sediment transport,
compaction of substrates, detritus, nutrients, water
chemistry, macroinvertebrates, prey, high and low
flow regimes, groundwater upwelling, aquifer
recharge, hyporheic function, hydrological and
geomorphological processes and function,
temperature regimes, physical and biological
processes, riparian and terrestrial habitat, soil
ecology, etc.
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General

General
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(TEKW) of Alaska Native communities.
Without figures and maps it is not possible to do an
in-depth and specific review of these sections.
Suffice it to say, aside from the proposed mine itself
having a massive footprint across several
watersheds, the infrastructure required to support
the mine will stamp a large destructive footprint
across a large mostly pristine and wild geographic
areas including close to 70 miles of roads and
additional spur roads with 97 river and stream
crossings, 11 bridges, and 88 culverts. The roads
will cross through and over several watersheds and
large fish bearing rivers, streams, tributaries and
through a mosaic of wetlands, lakes, ponds, bogs,
marshes, riparian and upland areas.
An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will require ferry
terminals and a port with associated offices, storage
facilities, power plants and extensive road
causeways built over and into the marine
environment. A 187-mile gas pipeline with
associated fiber optics going overland and under
Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake. The project will
require extraction of major quantities of water from
rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.
The EIS Analysis Area must include not just the
areas of actual ground disturbance but all adjacent
and connected areas. The EIS Analysis Area must
include all areas of the four major projects (mine,
roads, gas pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals) and
their components in the Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
Watersheds as well as those areas bordering these
watersheds including nearby national parks and
refuges (particularly Katmai bears and McNeil River
bears) that will be impacted by impaired migratory
routes, reduced populations of fish and wildlife, etc.
The EIS Analysis Area must be expanded to include
aquatic and terrestrial migratory corridors for all
aquatic and terrestrial species in fresh, estuarine
and marine waters.

Comment
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Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23,
Wildlife Values for a discussion of
potential impacts to wildlife in the
analysis area.

The EIS analysis area for vegetation is
where potential impacts from the project
are likely to occur. Resources outside
this analysis area are not discussed in
detail.

Comment acknowledged.

Figures and maps have been included in
the DEIS.
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Comment acknowledged. Please refer to
Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Fish Values, for
a description of the aquatic resources
affected environment and impacts
analysis.

Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably impacted
by the proposed project including Chinook salmon,
coho salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon, sockeye
salmon, and steelhead trout (Chambers et al., 2012;
USEPA, 2014a). Other important fish species that
are used by local people include rainbow trout,
arctic char, Dolly Varden, grayling, and whitefish.
Important non-salmonid species, like pike and
suckers, are also used by local people. These
fisheries are an integral part of the aquatic food web
and provide an abundant biomass and prey
resource for several aquatic and terrestrial species
in the freshwater and marine areas of Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet watersheds as well as in the other
waters including the Pacific Ocean. The EIS must
quantify and evaluate the impacts related to the loss
of this large prey resource that sustains aquatic and
terrestrial species within the project area and across
all areas of their adult migratory routes.
The baseline information in these sections is
inadequate and at times contradicts itself (as in the
case of caribou populations). The documents state
that caribou are not in the area so won’t be
impacted, but then it goes on to say that ADFG culls
wolves to protect the caribou herds and that the
tribes are concerned with caribou populations and
have seen a reduction in numbers.
The EIS must provide sufficient baseline data and
existing conditions information. Relying on the
insufficient baseline data collected by the project
proponent and presented in the 2004-2008
environmental baseline report and the 2009-2013
supplemental baseline data reports does not
provide sufficient information for the aquatic and
terrestrial species that rely on this large landscape.
These reports alone do not provide adequate
information to establish baseline conditions for the
area to evaluate direct, indirect and cumulative

PAGE | 5

Comment acknowledged. Sampling data
from the EBD studies occurred several
years ago, and sampling was intensive
and conducted over a multi-year period
and it is sufficient to represent pre-mine
conditions, and to assess the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the
proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be
essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives.

Comment noted. Please refer to Sections
3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values, for a
description of wildlife resources
potentially impacted by the project.
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Additionally, extensive habitat models exist from the
Kenai Peninsula using resource selection functions
to evaluate the effect of development on brown
bears. The EIS must use these methods to further
evaluate the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to wildlife and terrestrial
resources.
The climate change discussion in these sections is

impacts to natural resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this project in 20042008, including the methods used to collect and
analyze data for fish use and presence more than
likely differ greatly from the methods that are being
used now in 2018. The EIS must use up-to-date
methods to adequately evaluate aquatic and
terrestrial resources. Extensive habitat models exist
to evaluate the presence and habitat use of aquatic
resources. These methods must be used to further
evaluate the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to aquatic resources and
fish and fish productivity in the watersheds.
Additionally, it is unclear what fish tissue criteria
were used. This information should be provided so
that the reviewer can determine if the appropriate
criteria were used.
These watersheds and geographic regions and their
aquatic and terrestrial species have been and
continue to be studied by local, private, and
nonprofit entities, and resource agencies at the
state and federal level including tribes. The EIS
must incorporate information from these other
sources and studies, new data collected as part of
the EIS evaluations and from models that evaluate
species, habitat, biological and physical watershed
processes. The EIS must also incorporate
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom
(TEKW) in all evaluations and when developing the
information for baseline and existing conditions.

Comment
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Comment noted. The climate change

Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23,
Wildlife Values and Sections 3.24 and
4.24, Fish Values, for a description of
baseline conditions and impacts analysis.

Comment noted. Habitat modeling was
applied to the impacts analysis for fish
and wildlife in the DEIS.

Please refer to Sections 3.24 and 4.24,
Fish Values for information on fish
sampling methodology.

Field sampling methods applied to gather
environmental baseline data are
considered scientifically valid.
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section has been revised in the DEIS for
biological resources.

far too general for a project of this size and
timeframe. The discussion should be far more
specific and include information from the new
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
report that was recently issued. Information on the
impacts of sea level rise should be included.
Catastrophic events such as landslide, flood,
avalanche, major weather should be discussed.
Loss of carbon sequestration due to major removal
of vegetation and how this impacts greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions should be included. Loss of
habitats and shifting migration patterns should be
discussed for both aquatic and terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects analyses for both
aquatic and terrestrial species and habitats is
aimed at trivializing the impacts a project of this size
will have. Most information is reduced to a
paragraph or two. It is misleading to say this is a 20year project when the buildout will occur over 78
years. And several other mining projects would use
the proposed Pebble Project infrastructure. Based
on probable ultimate size of the proposed project
and other projects that intend to use the Pebble
infrastructure, this project will be there forever.
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Comment noted. The DEIS is a scientific
analysis based on the best available
information.
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Sentence has been edited.
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Alaska Native communities added to bullet
point.

Dillingham has been added to the analysis,
as well as in Section 3.3, Needs & Welfare
of the People-Socioeconomics and Section
3.10, Health and Safety.

The communities analyzed are consistent
with the communities in Section 3.3, Needs
& Welfare of the People-Socioeconomics.
The six lake communities highlighted in
Section 3.9, Subsistence are included.

Comment acknowledged. No changes
made per USACE direction on discussion
of applicable regulations in the document.

In the opening paragraph of Section 4.4, please cite
Executive Order 12898 (1994) Section 4–4
Subsistence Consumption of Fish and Wildlife, subsection 4–401 directly instead of summarizing it.
Citing the regulation directly will avoid confusion.
Section 4–4. Subsistence Consumption of Fish and
Wildlife, sub-section 4–401 states:
In order to assist in identifying the need for ensuring
protection of populations with differential patterns of
subsistence consumption of fish and wildlife,
Federal agencies, whenever practicable and
appropriate, shall collect, maintain, and analyze
information on the consumption patterns of
populations who principally rely on fish and/or
wildlife for subsistence. Federal agencies shall
communicate to the public the risks of those
consumption patterns.
In the sixth paragraph of Section 4.4, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) continues to use a
truncated environmental impact statement (EIS)
Analysis Area for Environmental Justice with respect
to subsistence described in Section 3.4. The EIS
Analysis Area must be expanded to include the
communities of King Salmon, Naknek, Aleknagik,
Clarks Point, Manokotak, Dillingham, South Naknek,
Ninilchik, and Seldovia. The proposed project
components would potentially impact their
subsistence and traditional use areas.
On Page 4.4-1, second bullet, please include Alaska
Native communities in this bullet, as described in the
first paragraph.
Referring to Page 4.4-1, fourth paragraph,
“Generally accepted norms” is a term that has little
meaning if the norms of one culture are imposed on
those of another culture. In particular, Western
economic or cultural norms should not be assumed
valid when assessing impacts to Alaska Native
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Alaska Native and Native American communities
may also prefer traditional food resources because
they are healthier than the typical Western diet,
which Alaska Native physiology is not well-adapted
for. Contamination or loss of traditional food
resources may result in increased rates of obesity,
diabetes, and heart disease due to a lower-quality
diet, especially given the high cost of purchased
food in these areas.
Referring to Page 4.4-2, second paragraph, it is
inappropriate to rely only on the sections listed for
an environmental justice analysis. Any elements of
the environment for which significant impacts are
identified should be reviewed to determine whether
such impacts would disproportionately affect the
protected communities. As just one example,
contamination of surface water or groundwater could
affect available water resources for surrounding
communities and their exposures to contaminants.
This type of analysis is central to the purpose of
environmental justice assessment and is not

Referring to Page 4.4-1, fifth bullet, unique exposure
pathways related to subsistence fishing, hunting, or
gathering should be protected regardless of whether
they are present in minority or low-income
communities, as defined by Western economic
standards. Subsistence fishing, hunting, and
gathering are more than just ways of obtaining food;
they also represent cultural and spiritual practices
important to the psychological and spiritual wellbeing of the community.

communities.

Comment
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The sections used to determine
Environmental Justice are adequate.
Impacts to the environment (such as
surface or groundwater) that could
introduce exposure to contaminants are
analyzed in Section 4.10, Health and
Safety, which was used to determine
impacts in this section.

Bullet point has been edited.
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Refer to Page 4.4-2, fourth paragraph. Throughout
this section, please separate Western jobs and
income from impacts on subsistence resources. As
noted above, subsistence hunting and fishing are
one component of traditional ways of life that
provide cultural and spiritual sustenance to Alaska
Native communities, as well as food resources. Loss
of these resources would have sociological impacts
far beyond the economic need to replace them by
buying other food. There is nothing “similar” about
these two topics.
For the No Action Alternative, USACE states
“Resource availability would not change from the
conditions present during exploration activity and
environmental studies at the mine site” and “that
existing trends in subsistence resources and uses
would continue, and that these communities would
continue to harvest subsistence resources.” This is
unknown. Most of the subsistence studies for this
project occurred a decade ago. USACE does not
know the present resource availability nor the
“existing trends in subsistence resources and uses”
let alone if these trends would continue.

comprehensively addressed by the few sections
listed.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. NEPA requires
the use of best available data.
We acknowledge that the data used are
old. These data are the most recently
available comprehensive surveys.

The sociocultural dimension of subsistence
is discussed in Section 4.9, Subsistence,
and analyzed for Environmental Justice in
the Subsistence sections.
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Section 4.4.2

9

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section
4.4.1.3

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Action
Alternative 1 Applicant's
Proposed
Alternative

Health and
Safety

Relevant
Text/Subject

Therefore, this section should appear at the end of
Chapter 4 after all of the significant impacts
associated with each Action Alternative have been
identified. For each significant impact, the
environmental justice evaluation should be carried

Paragraph has been edited, and “high and
adverse” is no longer stated.

This section is confusing. This is the no action
alternative, which represents conditions unchanged
from the present. As described in Section 4.1.1.1,
there would be no loss of jobs or change in
employment status from current conditions, as
existing exploration activities would be expected to
continue. Almost by definition, since the no action
alternative represents the baseline condition, the
impacts of it cannot be “high and adverse.” The only
way this could be the case is if the USACE were
assuming that Alternative 1—the applicant’s
preferred alternative—was the baseline, and that no
action would result in a comparative loss of the
hypothetical jobs assumed to be associated with
that alternative. Such an assumption is highly
inappropriate and transparently biased towards the
applicant’s preferred outcome. This section should
be revised to assume conditions unchanged from
current conditions and to indicate neither a benefit
nor an adverse impact in comparison to current
conditions.
This section and those that follow demonstrate a
fundamental misunderstanding of the purpose of an
environmental justice evaluation. It is not
appropriate or necessary to “balance” that analysis
by presenting both adverse impacts and beneficial
effects. An environmental justice evaluation is
intended to determine whether, of the identified
significant environmental impacts associated with an
alternative, any of them will have a disproportionate
impact on low-income, minority, tribal, or
subsistence-based communities.

PAGE | 4

Comment noted. No changes to document
organization were made.
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11

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
4.4.2.1

Section 4.4.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Needs and
Welfare of the
People

Action
Alternative 1 Applicant's
Proposed
Alternative

Relevant
Text/Subject

Each section should end with a clear statement of
whether the impacts identified disproportionately
affect the protected communities and ways of life,
with a summary of these disproportionate impacts at
the end of the section.
As noted in the comment above, this entire section
should be removed for all the alternatives, because
as written, it does not discuss an adverse impact
and whether such an adverse impact would fall
disproportionately on a protected population. It also
repeats verbatim information previously presented
without providing any new analysis.

All elements of the environment for which significant
adverse impacts are identified should be included in
Section 4.4, ideally organized by element of the
environment rather than by alternative. Since the
alternatives do not present any real or meaningful
differences from one another, this would make it
easier to identify those significant impacts that
disproportionately impact the protected communities
and any mitigation of these inequities provided by
Action Alternatives 2 and 3.

out to assess whether that impact falls
disproportionately on the protected communities.

Comment

PAGE | 5

Comment acknowledged. No changes
made.

Comment noted. No changes to document
organization were made.
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12

13

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
4.4.2.2

Section
4.4.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Subsistence

Subsistence

Relevant
Text/Subject

USACE needs to specify which communities instead
of the vague “number of communities.” This
vagueness prevents verification of this statement

“During the construction period, access to the area
around project components would be inhibited or
restricted. This would impact a number of
communities located near project infrastructure that
use this land for subsistence fishing, hunting,
gathering, education of youth on subsistence
traditions, and other cultural and customary
practices.”

USACE states “As discussed in Section 4.9,
Subsistence, communities closest to project
infrastructure would be the most affected by
changes in resource availability.” “Closest to” is not
an EIS Analysis Area. In Section 3.1, USACE
defines EIS Analysis Area as “the entire area of
resource analysis, which is specific to each of the
resource sections and may differ by resource.”
Sections 3.9, 4.9, and Appendix K3.9 do not have
EIS Analysis Areas defined. The phrase “analysis
area” appears only once in these sections and it is in
Paragraph 5 of Section 4.9.2.2. The analysis area
for subsistence in this section should match the EIS
Analysis Area for Section 3.9. Section 4.9 and
Appendix K3.9 because they are all addressing the
topic of subsistence. Please establish EIS Analysis
Areas for Section 3.9. Section 4.9, and Appendix
K3.9; explain the rationale for this area; and use this
EIS Analysis Area for subsistence in the
Environmental Justice sections.
In the third paragraph of section 4.4.2.2, USACE
states:

Comment

Sentence has been edited.

PAGE | 6

EIS analysis area has been defined for
Sections 3.9 and 4.9, Subsistence, and
used for this analysis.
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14

15

16

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
4.4.2.3

Section
4.4.2.2

Section
4.4.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Subsistence

Subsistence

Subsistence

Relevant
Text/Subject

USACE needs to cite sources, data, and examples
behind this statement that communities will just pick
some new places to carry out their traditional ways
of life with little to no impacts. USACE provides no
evidence to support the veracity of this statement.
In the sixth paragraph of section 4.4.2.2, USACE
states, “When cash incomes increase, subsistence
production often increases as a result.” USACE,
again, provides no citation for this statement. It is
not possible to assess it without knowing the
sources and data behind it.
In the second paragraph of section 4.4.2.3, USACE
states, “The Pebble Project would increase
household incomes, employment rates, and
education attainment, and those economic benefits
would likely result in an improvement to the overall
health and well-being of residents living in the
communities from which the workforce for the
project would be employed.” The following
paragraphs in this section do not explain how this
balances out against threats to their subsistence
foods security. If there are impacts to salmon, this
will reduce the cultural health of the communities no
matter how many of their residents have jobs. In this
same paragraph, USACE states, “Economic benefits
to these communities would also likely result in
increased diet options and lower regional food costs,
and therefore food security.” Food replacement is

“The effects would be localized in geographic extent;
as there is availability of alternate areas in traditional
and currently used subsistence areas for activities
for these communities and mitigation for access to
areas near or around project components is planned
(PLP 2018-RFI 078).”

In the fifth paragraph of section 4.4.2.2, USACE
states:

Comment

PAGE | 7

This topic is discussed extensively in
Section 4.10, Human Health, and Appendix
K4.10. The information here is presented
as a summary for Environmental Justice
determinations.

Citation has been added.

A reference was added to Section 4.9,
Subsistence, which discusses how this
information was determined using overlap
areas. A more detailed analysis is found in
Section 4.9, Subsistence.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

17

Comment
Number

Section
4.4.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Subsistence

Relevant
Text/Subject

All these topics are relevant to subsistence impacts
and need to be incorporated into the discussion.
Maps and descriptions are needed to identify
specific areas to which access would be restricted or
eliminated, barriers to access, and areas where
resources currently relied upon would be

• Disturbance, filling, linear barriers and other
changes to the environment that may result in
declines in populations of species relied upon for
subsistence, particularly as there is evidence that
this is already occurring from the relatively minimal
exploration activities;
• The potential for contamination of currently pristine
resources that may be used as food and resulting
human health exposures to contaminants;
• Whether areas offered as mitigation for
displacement from current use areas are equivalent
in terms of size, accessibility, distance, and food
resources relied upon for subsistence; and
• Whether subsistence hunting, fishing, or gathering
areas remaining near the proposed project could be
adversely affected by structural failures due to
catastrophic events such as major earthquakes (i.e.,
what are the low-probability, high-stakes events that
could eliminate such resources over substantial
areas or watersheds).

Section 4.4.2.2 is overly focused on human access
to subsistence resources where they are currently
located, and does not specifically discuss any of the
following:

not food security. Replacing impacted traditional
foods with store-bought food comes with a cost to
physical and cultural health.

Comment

PAGE | 8

Subsistence resource availability is
discussed extensively in Section 4.9,
Subsistence. The information here is
presented as a summary for Environmental
Justice determinations.
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19

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
4.4.2.2

Section
4.4.2.2

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Subsistence

Subsistence

Relevant
Text/Subject

Refer to Page 4.4-5, second paragraph - This
paragraph makes assumptions not in evidence
about the willingness of PLP to provide access to
their transportation corridors for community use for
subsistence or other purposes. The permit
application provides no such assurances and refers
to these roads and other corridors as private. In
addition, as noted above, only significant impacts
should be discussed in this section, with an
emphasis on whether they would particularly affect
protected communities.

The last sentence of this section is a weak attempt
at offering a solution to only part of the problem,
which Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) has not
even offered. Throughout this document, the
USACE seems determined to show the project in a
better light than it has actually been proposed. All
speculative statements about what PLP might or
could do to mitigate impacts should be removed until
such mitigation has been expressly made part of the
project proposal.

themselves adversely impacts and either reduced,
eliminated, or would move to another area. The
subsistence resources likely to be impacted by
mining construction (both in upland and aquatic
areas) should be specifically identified.

Comment

PAGE | 9

PLP has made a commitment to working
with local communities for some access of
the transportation corridor (PLP 2018-RFI
027).

Comment acknowledged.
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21

Nondalton
Tribal
Council
Section
4.4.2.2

Section
4.4.2.2

20

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section
4.4.2.2

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Subsistence

Subsistence

Subsistence

Relevant
Text/Subject
Refer to Page 4.4-5, fourth paragraph - Please
remove this paragraph. The individuals that may
benefit from mine-related jobs may be living in work
camps and/or most likely would not be the same
individuals conducting subsistence harvesting
activities. It cannot be assumed that additional
wages from mining jobs will provide direct resources
(such as money for gas or supplies) to individuals
conducting subsistence activities. The last two
sentences of this paragraph require citations.
Refer to Page 4.4-5, fifth paragraph - Nearly every
sentence in this paragraph speaks of highly
significant cultural and social impacts, each of which
deserves more thorough treatment than is given
here. It is exactly these kinds of impacts that have
had long-term generational impacts on tribal
communities both in Alaska and in the Lower 48,
and which environmental justice assessments were
designed to acknowledge and address. The
paragraph is filled with hypothetical and vague
statements and does not appear to include specifics
or substantial input from local communities. This
section should conclude with a finding of “high and
adverse” impact that disproportionately affects
protected communities and traditional ways of life.
The sentence, “Changes in harvest participation are
a leading indicator of cultural changes,” is so very
true, particularly for tribal communities. In this case,
cultural change is proposed to be forced upon local
communities by an international corporation
extracting resources for its own profit. It is difficult to
imagine a clearer example of environmental injustice
than that.

Comment

Comment acknowledged.
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These topics discussed extensively in
Section 4.9, Subsistence. The information
here is presented as a summary for
Environmental Justice determinations. No
edits made.

Citation added.
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Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

22

Comment
Number

Section
4.4.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Health and
Safety

Relevant
Text/Subject

These topics discussed extensively in
Section 4.9, Subsistence. The information
here is presented as a summary for
Environmental Justice determinations. No
edits made.

In the fourth paragraph of Section 4.4.2.3, USACE
states, “Subsistence users would likely adjust the
seasonal round, resource use areas, and species
composition of harvest resources to target resources
that would be less affected by project activities.”
Please cite the sources, data, and examples of
where this has occurred compared to places where
communities did not or could not adjust their
seasonal round, resource use areas, and species
composition of harvest. Both alternatives are equally
plausible. In this same paragraph, USACE also
states, “positive benefits may also occur since
increased incomes and employment can positively
affect subsistence harvest levels and participation
including making procurement of hunting and fishing
equipment more affordable.” Please cite sources
and data for increased employment resulting in
great subsistence participation.

PAGE | 11
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

23

Comment
Number

Section
4.4.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Health and
Safety

Relevant
Text/Subject

PAGE | 12

Impact table was reviewed against the text
and modified when necessary.

In Table 4.4-1: Summary of Key Issues for
Environmental Justice under Subsistence Impacts,
USACE states for Alternative 1 and its Variants that
“Impacts to access of subsistence resource harvest
areas for minority and low-income communities
would not be high or adverse.” This contradicts
sentences in Section 4.4.2.2 like the following:
• “In general, the impacts of subsistence resource
availability on minority and low-income communities
would potentially be adverse.”
• “Construction of linear features, such as the roads,
pipeline, and ice-breaking ferry corridor, could
interrupt travel to resources or communities on the
other side of the linear features, and create some
unease with hunting in the vicinity of these
construction activities and facilities, resulting in
adverse effects on those minority and low-income
communities.”
• “The Iliamna Lake ice-breaking ferry could disrupt
winter travel over the frozen lake by potentially
adding to travel time and increasing fuel
expenditures. This could potentially result in adverse
effects on minority and low-income communities that
rely on winter travel over the lake. In addition, the
open water in the ferry’s wake would present a
safety hazard for subsistence users.”
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24

25

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
4.4.2.3

Section
4.4.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Health and
Safety

Health and
Safety

Relevant
Text/Subject

The table notes that there would be both
beneficial and adverse effects. The text
above and Section 4.10, Health and Safety
and Appendix K4.10 go into more detail
that was used for this analysis.

In Table 4.4-1: Summary of Key Issues for
Environmental Justice under Health and Safety
Impacts for Alternative 1 and its Variants, it is not
clear how adverse impacts “from psychosocial and
family stress, injuries”; “access to and quantity of
subsistence resources”; and “perceived impacts
could cause additional stress for local residents
harvesting salmon for subsistence, commercial
fishing, and recreational fishing purposes” results in
“benefits and improvements to the overall health and
well-being of residents, especially those in the Lake
and Peninsula Borough.” USACE’s summary
findings are incongruous with its statements. Please
correct the findings.
Refer to Pages 4.4-6 through 4.4-7 - This section
should be similarly revised for all alternatives as
discussed above. Perceived positive benefits need
not be described, as they are already overly focused
on in other sections and are not part of the
environmental justice evaluation. More emphasis
should be given to the identified significant adverse
impacts of the alternatives on Health and Safety and
whether each of these impacts disproportionately
affects protected communities.

PAGE | 13

Comment noted. This topic is discussed
extensively in Section 4.10, Human Health,
and Appendix K4.10. The information here
is presented as a summary for
Environmental Justice determinations.
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27

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section 4.4.3
and 4.4.4

Section
4.4.2.3

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

4.4.3
Alternative 2
and 4.4.4
Alternative 3

Health and
Safety

Relevant
Text/Subject

Comment noted. This topic is discussed
extensively in Section 4.10, Human Health,
and Appendix K4.10. The information here
is presented as a summary for
Environmental Justice determinations.
Impacts from potential spills are discussed
in Section 4.27, Spill Risk, and not in
individual resource sections.

Refer to Page 4.4-7, first paragraph – Exposure of
environmental justice populations to chemicals in
the workplace, home, or environment should be
discussed here, rather than referencing another
section. This was the original point of environmental
justice analyses and needs to be given full and
complete treatment in this section. The assessment
should not rely on assurances from PLP that all will
go well and there will be no releases from the
proposed project. Instead, inadvertent and
catastrophic releases and spills should be assumed
to have at least the potential to occur due to human
error or seismic or other natural events. The
potential impacts under these circumstances are a
large component of what causes stress and concern
among nearby communities and should be straightforwardly addressed. In this environmental justice
section, it is important to address whether, if such
releases were to occur, protected communities
would be disproportionately impacted.
The comments provided above also apply to the
very similar discussions of Alternative 2 and
Alternative 3 and of Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative
impacts should be discussed in its own chapter,
rather than being buried in each section. Cumulative
impacts address not just the identified RFFAs on
individual elements of the environment, but ways in
which impacts to multiple elements of the
environment magnify these impacts. This is
particularly the case for subsistence use of natural
resources and sociological impacts on Alaska Native
communities, where impacts to multiple elements of
the natural and human environment contribute to
severe and generational effects on community
resources, values, cohesiveness, and cultural
identity.
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Comment acknowledged. No changes to
document organization were made.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

28

Comment
Number

Table 4.4-1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Table 4.4-1

Relevant
Text/Subject
Please refocus this table to only the significant
impacts associated with each alternative, including
all elements of the environment for which the
proposed project would have significant impacts.
The table should allow the reader to quickly identify
which significant impacts would have a
disproportionate impact on low-income, minority,
subsistence, or tribal communities, and ideally,
which ones. The table should also allow evaluation
of whether Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 mitigate
any of these significant impacts or their
disproportionate effects.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. No changes
made.
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Comment
Number

1

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section 4.5

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#
General

Relevant
Text/Subject
Please provide a separate figure that clearly
shows the extent of the area evaluated for
the purposes of this section.

Comment
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A figure was added that shows the regional recreation
areas (Figure 3.5-1). The EIS analysis area can be
inferred from description provided.
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1

2

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Section 4.6

Section 4.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

The environmental impact statement (EIS) for the
proposed Pebble Project must recognize and
evaluate the potential for the project to devastate
the subsistence, commercial, sport, and cultural
resources that the tribes and many others rely on in
the Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet Watersheds,
including the economic engine provided by the
world-class commercial, sport, and subsistence
salmon fisheries. The EIS must identify and

PAGE | 1

The analysis in the DEIS includes revenue
created by ancillary and indirect employment
from the fishing industry. No changes made.

Comment acknowledged. The EIS addresses
the project as described in the project
application, per USACE authority. The
cumulative effects section addressed the
scenario of a 78-year project expansion.

Bristol Bay Watershed and Cook Inlet support
several important salmonid species that will be
irrevocably impacted by the proposed mine
including Chinook salmon, coho salmon, chum
salmon, pink salmon, and sockeye salmon. All
these salmon species, particularly sockeye salmon,
form and support world-renowned commercial
fisheries and an economic engine for the region.
The region also supports a robust crab and
groundfish commercial fishery, robust recreational
fishery, subsistence fishery, and cultural fishery.
All three of the Commercial and Recreational
Fisheries sections (Sections 3.6, 4.6, and K3.6)
provide an incomplete and narrow discussion that is
not appropriate for a proposed project of this size
that spans several watersheds and would adversely
impact multiple fishery resources, including State of
Alaska Special Status Species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet, long after construction and operation of
the mine and associated facilities. It is misleading to
say this is a 20-year project when buildout and
expansion will occur over 78 years, and multiple
other mining projects would use the infrastructure
that’s part of the proposed Pebble Project. Based
on the projects that intend to use the Pebble
infrastructure, this project would continue impacting
commercial and recreational fisheries forever.
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3

4

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Section 4.6

Section 4.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
evaluate potential impacts to other professions in
addition to those it currently mentions. Many other
people will be adversely impacted by reduced
fisheries in the region, such as boat mechanics, net
and gear manufacturers, medical facilities, etc.
All figures should show the entire area potentially
affected by the proposed project including: the
mine area and associated infrastructure, roads,
ports, ferry terminals, and entire lengths of
pipelines. The proposed project is massive and
would cross and impact both Bristol Bay and Cook
Inlet. Reducing the scope of the discussion to just
areas “hydrologically connected to the project” is
gravely inadequate. The area potentially affected by
the proposed project and the resources within this
area that support viable worldwide commercial and
recreational fishery economies are all connected.
The proposed project, if it is permitted, would impact
estuary and nearshore rearing and foraging habitat
for salmonids and prey resources. Forage fish, such
as Pacific herring, are important prey resources and
support an important commercial fishery. Salmon
stocks depleted by mine impacts would in turn result
in other stocks having to fill the gaps for
commercial, subsistence, cultural, and sport
fisheries. If the proposed project is permitted and
constructed, escapement numbers decrease across
all affected watersheds.
Given the importance of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
salmon stocks to sport, commercial, and
subsistence fishery groups in the region and
beyond, and the severe impacts to both watersheds
that a mine of this scale would pose, the EIS must
take a hard look at these impacts to these valuable
resources and evaluate direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts to the Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
fisheries as well as additional fisheries that would
be affected.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. This section uses
the analysis in Section 3.24 and 4.24, Fish
Values, to determine the impact on fisheries.
No changes made.

This section uses Section 4.24, Fish Values
to determine the extent of impacts and the
EIS analysis area. Streams that are
hydrologically connected to the project would
be where the impacts would occur.
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Council

Agency

5

Comment
Number

Section 4.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

These fisheries also provide an abundant prey
resource for several aquatic and terrestrial species
in both the freshwater and marine ecosystems of
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as in
the other waters including the Pacific Ocean. The
EIS must recognize, quantify, and evaluate the
impacts related to the loss of this large prey
resource that sustains aquatic and terrestrial
species within the affected area of the proposed
project and across the full range of their adult
migratory routes.
Related to commercial and recreational fisheries are
the prey resources on which these fisheries rely.
The EIS must include a robust discussion on how
the project will impact prey resources across Bristol
Bay and Cook Inlet. The EIS must evaluate the
direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the
proposed project to prey resources in both Bristol
Bay and Cook Inlet. This includes evaluating
impacts to forage fish that serve as a prey resource,
and in the case of Pacific herring, the EIS must
evaluate the impacts to a commercial fishery.

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. More information
on additional species, such as Pacific herring,
was added between the Preliminary DEIS
and the public release of the DEIS.
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Section 4.11

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

Another issue with this aesthetics analysis is that is
limited to a Western science approach and does not
include an analysis of impacts from Indigenous
perspectives. In the Native Village of Nondalton
Integrated Resources Management Plan (2014), the
community voices their concerns regarding visual impacts
from the proposed Pebble Project to burials and sacred
places, yet this environmental impact statement (EIS)
analysis makes no attempt to address such impacts from
an Indigenous perspective. Please correct this omission,
because aesthetics is not just a Western concept based
on Western values and perspectives. Groundhog
Mountain and Frying Pan Lake are locations near the
Mine Site with viewsheds that are important to the
residents and subsistence users of Nondalton, yet this
important viewsheds are not included as Key Observation
Points. This viewsheds should be identified and described
in the EIS, and the potential impacts should be
recognized and evaluated.

An olfactory analysis has been added,
and included in the DEIS.

Based on the regulatory definition of Aesthetics in the
Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404(b)(1), Part 230.53,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) needs to
include an olfactory analysis. This project will have a
smell that is different than the existing environment. If the
USACE chose not to include an assessment of olfactory
impacts, please explain the rationale behind this decision.
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The discussion of visual impacts to
burials and sacred places is discussed
in Section 4.7, Cultural Resources.
Groundhog Mountain has been added
as Key Observation Point. Frying Pan
Lake was not added as a Key
Observation Point because it would be
within the area that would be closed to
the public.
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Section
4.12.2.1

Section
4.12.2.1

Section
4.12.2.1

Section 4.12

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Surface
Transportation.
Mine Site

Surface
Transportation.
Mine Site

Action
Alternative 1 Applicant's
Proposed
Alternative

Transportation
and Navigation

Relevant
Text/Subject
The introduction identifies potential impacts
associated with transportation and traffic. The
section should also identify the potential for spills of
chemicals, concentrates, and other releases as a
result of transportation and navigation activities or
otherwise identify the section of the environmental
impact statement EIS in which this information can
be found.
According to Section 3.12.1, “There were no fatal
motor vehicle accidents reported for 2016 and 2017
on any existing internal community roads that would
be connected to the mine site or transportation
corridor (AHSO 2018).” Section 4.12.2 should
acknowledge an increase in the likelihood of fatal
motor vehicle accidents as a potential consequence
of the proposed action.
This subsection describes public access to or
through the mine site being restricted for safety. The
subsection should specifically identify where the
restrictions would occur, such as at the property
boundaries, permit area boundaries, or otherwise.
How access would be controlled should also be
described, such as using fencing and signage. The
subsection should address how long the closure
restrictions would be maintained and over what
areas.
According to the subsection, “. . . subsistence
overland travel that occurs in the area of the mine
site that may require adjustments to traditional
routes.” The subsection must identify which
traditional routes would require adjustments and
indicate how the new routes would compare in terms
of distance and elevation gains and losses and
whether they provide comparable access to
subsistence resources.

Comment
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Section 4.9, Subsistence, discusses the
overland routes used for subsistence, and
the impacts to them.

The exact location would be determined
after the NEPA process, but it would likely
be at the permit boundary. That text was
added.

Motor vehicle accidents are discussed in
Section 4.10, Health and Safety and
Appendix K4.10, Health and Safety. No
changes made.

Impacts from spills are found in Section
4.27, Spill Risk. A reference to that
section was added.
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Section
4.12.2.1

Section
4.12.2.1

Section
4.12.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Surface
Transportation.
Transportation
Corridor

Surface
Transportation.
Transportation
Corridor

Surface
Transportation.
Mine Site

Relevant
Text/Subject

The subsection should identify the current
maintenance requirements and responsibilities for
the existing roads and identify each party that would
be responsible during each phase of the mine lifecycle for maintenance once the roads are
constructed. This should be recognized and
identified as a Key Issue, together with the Potential
for Spills and Other Releases.
According to the subsection, “Impacts on surface
transportation would last through the life of the mine,
and through post-closure, until the roads are no
longer deemed necessary for post- closure
monitoring activities.” The following should be added
to this statement and similar statements throughout
the EIS concerning post-closure activities: Postclosure activities are assumed to be necessary into
perpetuity; therefore, the impacts to some extent will
likewise last forever.

The magnitude, as discussed in this
statement, refers to the intensity of the
impact, which would decrease as truck
traffic decreases after closure. The impact
would not be eliminated, however, as
there would be some traffic needed to
maintain the facilities.

The subsection contains a sentence that confuses
the decrease in impacts that would occur at closure
with the need to maintain some level of access after
mine closure for water treatment and monitoring. The
sentence, including a suggested change, is provided
here: “The magnitude of impact would decrease after
mine closure, but not be eliminated, because the
road system would be retained as long as required
for the transport of bulk supplies needed for longterm post-closure water treatment and monitoring.”
This subsection should in all places indicate the
miles and type of roads that would be constructed.
The subsection should contain a table summarizing
and comparing the existing roads and new roads and
their current and proposed conditions.
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We respectfully disagree. The
infrastructure could be deemed no longer
necessary. No changes made.

The information that is requested is more
detail than is necessary to include in the
EIS in order to disclose the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the proposed
project and determine differences in
alternatives. No changes made.
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8

Comment
Number

Section
4.12.6

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Cumulative
Effects

Relevant
Text/Subject

The cumulative effects section has been
expanded and heavily edited. NEPA does
not require a determination on likelihood.

This section identifies Reasonably Foreseeable
Future Actions but does not adequately analyze the
potential impacts in terms of additional roads and
other transportation requirements including
maintenance and the potential for spills and other
releases. The section fails to describe the cumulative
impacts in comparison to the existing conditions in
particular and how many of the potential future
actions are more likely or likely at all, as a result of
the proposed action.
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Mine Site.
Removal/Relocation
of Geologic
Materials. Open Pit

Relevant
Text/Subject

These same comment is pertinent to other
descriptions of construction materials
throughout Section 4.13.

Construction Materials. This subsection
describes the construction materials as
“suitable for use as rockfill” but does not
describe what properties make them suitable.
The section should be more descriptive and
address what the physical and chemical
characteristics of the rockfill materials are in
terms of “suitability.” In numerous instances
construction materials used in mining projects,
because they were not adequately
characterized (such as for acid drainage or
even nitrogen from blasting in some cases)
have led to significant adverse impacts that
required additional mitigation to meet
regulatory requirements and prevent
environmental degradation. This same
comment is pertinent to other descriptions of
construction materials throughout Section
3.13.

According to the environmental impact
statement (EIS), “Suitable [underline added]
rocky overburden materials would be used for
embankment fill, regrading purposes, and
other rockfill for the project”. Please refer to
our comments on Section 3.13 GEOLOGY.
3.13.4.1 Mine Site. Construction Materials,
which is copied below:

Comment
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In addition, the material sites that would support
construction outside of the mine site are not in
mineralized areas and it is not anticipated that
leachable metals would be a significant
concern. However, mitigation including testing
of material sites for leachable metals and PAG
rock is included in the project and described in
Chapter 5, Mitigation.

The discussion referenced pertains specifically
to excavated rock (from quarries A, B, and C)
that would be used in embankment
construction. The text notes the quarry rock is
typically a strong and chemically resistant rock
(i.e., resistant to chemical weathering).
Granodiorite is defined in the project glossary
(available on the public website) as: “an
intermediate composition, coarse-grained
igneous rock.” The “intermediate” composition
(mineral content) of granodiorite is defined as
greater than 20% quartz and 65% to 90% of the
feldspar mineral group as plagioclase (sodium
and calcium feldspars). Other similar igneous
rocks may have greater potassium feldspar
(orthoclase) content, such as granite. Because
of the resistance to physical weathering and the
chemical content of the mineralogy of
granodiorite, this rock type does not tend to
break apart into small pieces and chemical
weathering does not produce adverse effects
such as acid rock drainage. Section 4.18, Water
and Sediment Quality, clarifies where
monitoring would occur to assess explosives
residue potentially leaching from this material.
Explosives residue was considered in
evaluating changes to water quality (SRK
2018a).
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Section
4.13.5

Section
4.13.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Key Issues/Impacts
Summary Table.
Mine Site Closure

Mine Site.
Removal/Relocation
of Geologic
Materials. Open Pit

Relevant
Text/Subject

Section 4.17, Groundwater Hydrology
addresses changes in pit lake water level after
operations and maintenance of lake levels.
Section 4.18, Water and Sediment Quality
addresses characteristics of pit lake water.

Section 4.13 also describes partial pit
backfilling with pyritic tailings and potentially
acid generating waste rock resulting in a
permanent “void” in the landscape. The
PDEIS should describe this void and whether
it will be filled with water resulting in a pit lake.
If so, what section is addressed in? This
section otherwise provides an impression that
the pit will not result in a pit lake.
According to the EIS, there would be longterm direct impacts from placing the pyritic
TSF material in the open pit, from the partially
backfilled open pit, and from the reclaimed
bulk TSF. Based on this outcome the
alternatives analysis should be revisited and
consideration given to an alternative approach
that could result in a further reduction in longterm direct impacts to the geological
resources. A primary alternative for
consideration to address these impacts is
complete pit backfill with bulk tailings and
ultimately tailings embankment materials on
top, graded to near original contours, which
would both reduce and nearly eliminate the
open pit impacts to geology (and as a
geohazard) and reduce the size of the
remaining bulk TSF. This is an example of an
alternative that can’t be foreseen without
consideration of the potential impacts through
an analysis.
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The option suggested in the comment will be
added to Appendix B in the PFEIS and will be
evaluated as per the same factors considered
for other alternatives.

The option of filling the pit with additional bulk
tails and embankment materials at closure
would not provide an environmental benefit
compared to the proposed project. It is
acknowledged that the complete filling of the pit
by pyritic tailings, bulk tailings, and embankment
materials at closure could reduce the impacts to
topography. However, groundwater level and
groundwater quality would still need to be
managed post-closure. Filling the pit with tails
would make sustaining the necessary
groundwater sink more difficult – such as
possibly requiring a large well field to extract
water to depress the groundwater surface.

Screening criteria for a full range of alternatives
is explained in Appendix B, Alternatives
Development Process.

Impacts to geological resources addressed in
Section 4.13, Geology apply only to removal
and placement of materials. Impacts to water
and sediment quality are addressed in Section
4.18, Water and Sediment Quality.

The pit will result in a pit lake with water levels
maintained at a prescribed elevation.
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Paragraph,
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Cumulative Effects

Relevant
Text/Subject

The discussion of cumulative impacts has been
revised and expanded in the DEIS.

According to the EIS “The Pebble Project
buildout would require additional earthworks,
such as underground mining, additional TSFs,
and additional water management facilities.
However, because the project would likely use
much of the existing infrastructure under the
proposed project, the net affected area may
be less than developing mines at new
greenfield sites. The magnitude of impact
would thus likely be smaller.” We do not
understand how describing the buildout as
“smaller” than development of mines at new
greenfield sites constitutes an analysis of the
cumulative effects to geology. The buildout
and its impacts should be described in similar
detail as that of the other information provided
in this section for the proposed action and
alternatives.
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Nondalton Tribal Council Comments – Pebble Project Preliminary Draft EIS Section 4.14 - Soils
Section,
Paragraph,
Relevant
Comment
Response
and Page
Text/Subject
#
According to the environmental impact
Chapter 5, Mitigation, describes the applicant’s proposed
statement (EIS), “The bulk TSF would have
mitigation that is incorporated into the project and
tailings beaches, which would be
industry-standard BMPs such as watering and using dust
susceptible to wind erosion and fugitive dust suppressants to control fugitive dust. Chapter 5 states
emissions throughout operations. The bulk
that a Fugitive Dust Control Plan would be developed for
TSF would eventually be reclaimed through
the project and BMPs would be implemented for the
contouring of surfaces and application of
fugitive dust management.
growth media for revegetation and surface
Text has been added to inform the reader of where
stabilization, eliminating the beaches as a
mitigation methods are described.
dust source following closure activities.”
The EIS should identify and describe best
Reclamation and bonding is the regulatory authority of
management practices (BMPs) to control
bulk tailing storage facility (TSF) fugitive
the State of Alaska. The DEIS Chapter 2 describes the
Section
Mine Site.
dust during operations and continuing
requirements for financial assurance.
4.14.2.1
Dust Control
through the active and passive TSF closure
phase until the described reclamation can
be completed. Mines frequently employ
BMPs to address fugitive dust during these
periods. BMPs can include the use of water
sprays, waste rock covers, chemical
controls, and other means to effectively
reduce dust from TSFs. These BMPs need
to be recognized as necessary during mine
reclamation and closure and when a mine
temporarily ceases operations, and BMPs
should be included as part of a contingency
in financial assurance provisions.
Water management structures (e.g., berms, Section 4.14, Soils, subheading of Erosion, does not
channels, collection ditches) would be
describe water management structures. This comment
designed to accommodate a 100-year, 24may have been intended for Section 4.16, Surface Water
hour rainfall event. Sediment control ponds
Hydrology. A response is provided below.
would be designed to treat a 10-year, 24Comment noted. Table 4.16-1, has been revised in the
Section
Mine Site.
hour rain event and safely accommodate a
DEIS to include design criteria for the operations water
4.14.2.1
Erosion
200-year, 24-hour rainfall event.
management structures. The revised table incorporates
design precipitation events provided in PLP 2018-RFI
To address climate change as well as
028a, Knight Piésold 2018f (response to PLP 2018-RFI
ensure that BMPs are conservatively
019a), and PLP 2018d (project description).
applied, we recommend that a 200-year
return interval be used for sizing of all water
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Paragraph,
Relevant
Comment
Response
and Page
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#
Discussions regarding long-term climate change as
management structures. This is a common
relates to the project are in the DEIS: Section 3.16, and
regulatory practice in Canada including in
Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology and Appendix
British Columbia and the Yukon, and it is
K3.16. Climate change analysis framework for the
recommended by most engineering firms to
document is given in Section 3.1, Introduction to Affected
their clients as a cost-effective means to
Environment. A summary of where climate change is
ensure against the risk of damage to
discussed in the document by resource topic is given in
stormwater systems.
Section 4.1, Introduction to Environmental
Consequences.
For any permanent and post-operation
structures, we recommend using a design
Impact analysis assumes BMPs are applied as
return interval of 500 years to similarly
ensure against the risk over the long term of appropriate.
damage to these critical structures.
Monitoring and maintenance requirements for water
The need for monitoring and maintenance
management structures after operations would be
of these structures, as well as the financial
addressed prior to commencing construction within the
assurance to do so in perpetuity should also State-approved Reclamation and Closure Plan prepared
be recognized in this section.
in accordance with State of Alaska regulatory
requirements.
According to the EIS, “Although reclaimed
infrastructure would be designed to
The estimated financial assurance amount will be
withstand anomalous storm events (e.g.,
developed in support of State permitting and the
100-year, 24-hour rain event), monitoring
Reclamation Plan Approval and Closure Cost Estimate
would be necessary immediately after any
and bonding. Chapter 2, Alternatives (in the DEIS) also
occurrence.” As noted in our previous
addresses Financial Assurance.
comments, a 100-year storm event is not
“anomalous” but represents instead the
The quoted statement is from PDEIS Section 4.14 under
minimum design standard. In our
subheading “Erosion.”
experience a 100-year storm event could be
expected to be exceeded every 20 years or
Comment noted and the word “anomalous” has been
more frequently based on the currently
removed in edits.
recognized inadequacies of NOAA data to
predict future storm events.
Table 4.14-6 indicates “Erosion” duration
The comment pertains to the summary of key issues for
pre-activity levels within 100 years,
soil resources under “Mine Site” component.
Key
“Potential: Inherent” means the potential for impact is
Section
Issues/Impacts Potential: Inherent. Does this infer that the
EIS is predicting that the site erosion
certain (if project is permitted) – a fundamental result of
4.14.5
Summary.
characteristics will return to pre-activity
the project.
Mine Site
levels within 100 years? Is this with or
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Tribal
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Section
4.14.6

Cumulative
Effects (Soil)
The additional acreage of disturbance to
wetlands at the mine site would in the
combined Koktuli
and Upper Talarik Creek watersheds. The
buildout would correspond to an increase in
magnitude and local extent of disturbance
impacts” (underline added). The buildout
and its impacts should be described in
detail similar to the way other information
was provided in this section for the
proposed action and alternatives.
Describing the impacts as “increased” does
not provide a substantive or meaningful
analysis of the impacts.
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Section,
Paragraph,
Relevant
Comment
Response
and Page
Text/Subject
#
without continued maintenance? Explain
“Potential: Inherent.”
According to the EIS, “Project buildout
Section 4.14, Soils of the DEIS text has been revised
would result in additional soil disturbance
and expanded and provides an estimated increase in
acreages not included under Alternative 1:
project footprint (in acres) based on the Pebble mine
expanded development scenario used for determining
• Increased pit footprint
cumulative impacts.
• Increased TSF and waste rock storage
capacity
• Additional processing infrastructure.
• Construction of a new port site with diesel
fuel and concentrate pipeline(s) extending
to the
mine site
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Section
4.15

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

Relevant
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Substantive and meaningful review and
comment on this section requires a highlevel of expertise and diligence, and with all
information available, it would require a
minimum of 40 hours of dedicated time.
This review is a critical component of the
EIS analysis; therefore, prior to the
production of the public draft EIS, an
allowance of time should be given to
cooperating agencies to obtain and review
all referenced information and conduct an
independent analysis.

We concur that there are a number of documents
provided during the data gaps and RFI processes that
provided the information necessary to complete the
impact analysis. These are available for review on the
Pebble EIS website (www.pebbleprojecteis.com).
Appendix K4.15 tables and figures were included in the
PDEIS submitted to the USACE, and are currently
available in the DEIS.

To conduct a substantive and meaningful
review of this section, the review of
Appendix K Section K4.15 is required.
Appendix K4.15 in turn references several
additional documents which need to be
reviewed. For example, PLP 2018d, PLP
2018-RFI 006, 006a, PLP 2018-RFI 010,
Knight Piésold 2018a, and PLP 2018-RFI
008f is a partial list of documents
referenced. The list that the reviewer would
actually need to construct to represent the
document needs for this entire section is
much longer. In addition, none of the tables
or figures for Appendix K4.15 were included
in the preliminary draft environmental impact
statement (EIS) for review.
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We concur that technical knowledge is helpful in
understanding this subject matter in Section 4.15,
Geohazards. The overall intent of Appendix K4.15 is to
present more technical material in the appendix, with an
understandable summary in the Chapter 4 section.
Section 4.15, Geohazards of the DEIS will be reviewed
for opportunities to improve understanding for the
general public. The USACE extended the review time for
cooperating agencies reviewing individual PDEIS
sections to December 21, 2018 (for those sections
assigned to cooperating agencies with special expertise
in that topic).
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Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

Missing from the bullet items appears to be
a discussion of damage to the underwater
natural gas pipeline due to movement of
boulders on the seafloor. This has occurred
with existing oil and gas infrastructure in
Cook Inlet.

In keeping with the current state-of-practice regarding
NEPA analysis, mine project EISs generally assess the
safety and stability of project facilities by disclosing
regulatory requirements, design criteria, and safety
factors. Section 4.15 is intended to serve this function by
describing potential impacts of geohazards on project
components that could affect the environment, with a
review of proposed design and engineering practices
that would mitigate such effects. Where appropriate,
cross-references to other resource sections have been
added that describe more fully the resulting
environmental impacts.

This section appears to have an
inappropriate focus on damage to project
facilities, which are only of importance to the
extent that this may impact elements of the
environment. Any impacts to elements of
the environment related to geohazards as a
result of damage to project infrastructure
should be discussed in this section and not
spread around among other sections so that
a reader has to move back and forth
between sections to read about all the
impacts from a large earthquake or other
geohazard of concern. For example, it is not
appropriate to discuss the environmental
impacts of embankment failure due to an
earthquake in the Spill Risk section. Spills
are caused by human error, while
embankment failure not caused by design
flaws would be due to geohazards and
should be discussed here.
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The outline of the EIS was developed based on scoping
comments with USACE input. The USACE further
directed that the EIS be streamlined and that sections
not be unnecessarily duplicative. The intent of Section
4.27, Spill Risk is to present the resulting effects of
unintended spill incidents that are not part of the
applicant’s proposed plan. The EIS-phase Failure
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) (AECOM 2018l)
considered the probability of embankment failures due to
both geohazards and design flaws, and is discussed in
both Sections 4.15, Geohazards and 4.27, Spill Risk.
A discussion of impacts and design elements that
minimize the potential for damage to the pipeline from
boulders on the seafloor is included in Section 4.15.2.4
under “Coastal Hazards.” The bullet items on the first
page of Section 4.15 are intended to be a general list of
effects addressed in the section, not a complete
discussion. Parenthetical reference to boulders as an
th
example will be added to the 4 bullet describing coastal
hazards to pipeline landfalls.
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Mitigation measures described in Section 4.15 include
applicant-proposed measures described in the permit
application (project description), RFIs, or EIS-Phase
FMEA documents; and typical state-of-industry
engineering practices or BMPs that are assumed in the
analysis. Some general geohazard-related measures are
included in Chapter 5, Mitigation, Table 5-2: “Applicant’s
Proposed Mitigation Incorporated into the Project.” The
table was intended to present PLP’s most substantive
measures (from RFI 071a), and was not intended to
contain excessive design detail that would not be
informative to the public nor useful to the decision maker.
Where appropriate, additional details regarding these
types of mitigation measures are included in DEIS
Section 4.15 in order to adequately describe safeguards
against potential geohazard-induced risks to the
environment. These will be revisited after the public
comment period and added to Chapter 5 as appropriate.
Also, additional measures suggested by cooperating
agencies and the public will be added to Appendix M
after the DEIS comment period, as appropriate.

Any discussion of mitigation, particularly that
which is not already described in the permit
application as being part of the project
design, should be offered by the project
applicant in Appendix M, Mitigation, rather
than being discussed in this section, where
it would be purely hypothetical.
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Operations
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Results of analysis and discussion of long-term
climate change is provided in the DEIS: Section 3.16,
Surface Water Hydrology (Chapter 3, Affected
Environment), Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
(Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences), and
Technical Appendix K3.16 of the DEIS. Framework for

The magnitude of the impact on average monthly flow in
the NFK, SFK, and UTC has not been estimated for the
construction period. However, estimates of the impact
during operations and post-closure are discussed and it
is anticipated that the magnitude of the impact during
construction would be no greater than the magnitude of
the impact during operations. The greatest impacts to
surface water flows would occur during operations. More
details regarding water management during the
construction phase would be further developed in a
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan required for mine
permitting.

The narrative about impacts to surface water hydrology
has been expanded and more detail provided in the
DEIS, particularly regarding impacts to baseline
streamflow. This information is supported by additional
reference documents developed since the date of the
PDEIS (e.g., AECOM 2019b, Knight Piésold 2018k).
Information regarding water management plans
(including stormwater) is a key component to the
understanding of the cause of impacts to surface water
hydrology and should be included in the narrative.
Respectfully decline removing discussion of water
management.

Much of the information in this section is not
related to the element of the environment
that this section is supposed to address,
and other sections do not contain enough
information on surface water hydrology.
Management of stormwater runoff is already
discussed in the surface water quality
section and other sections and does not
need to be described here. The focus of this
section should be on impacts and changes
to baseline surface water hydrology.
This subsection provides a very limited
discussion of surface water hydrology
impacts during construction. Given the time
construction may take, a more quantitative
estimate should be provided. For example,
how much of the surface water flows will be
diverted, and from where to where? How
much will groundwater drawdown affect
surface water flows? To what extent will this
cause flows in specific reaches of surface
water bodies to fall below those required to
support fish and other aquatic life? It is not
enough to say that there will be an impact—
the what, how much, where, when, and how
substantial these impacts will be should be
stated in this section.
Past climate variability has been
incorporated, but projected climate change
has not. Please include a discussion of
climate change in any section or appendix
dealing with surface water and aquatic life,
separately and as part of cumulative

Figures have been revised in the DEIS.

Response

The text in these figures is difficult to read
and should be larger and clearer. Please
revise these figures as necessary.
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Streamflow,
Table 4.16-2
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Please provide more detail on the way
water will be discharged to optimize
downstream fish and aquatic habitat,
particularly since the periods when the
mine will need the water, and the periods
when the fish will need the water may be
the same (i.e., low-rainfall periods).
This table is a start in providing information
needed; however, it appears to provide
annual averages and skips all operational
years but the last one. Seasonal stream
flows are most important to aquatic life and
are not addressed here. An annual average
may mask greater changes in surface water
flows that occur during seasons in which
critical spawning or life stages occur.

impacts. Because the operational lifetime of
the mine is expected to be more than 20
years, and the closure phase would be more
than 50 years, climate change is relevant to
water balance models. A model realization
should be selected that incorporates climate
conditions expected to occur at that time
under current projections.
This section should again be more
quantitative about which reaches will be
affected at what times of year and how that
will affect aquatic life. If the mine structures
will include excess capacity for high-rainfall
years or periods, then this will further
decrease average flows in the streams by
sequestering higher flows that would
normally flow into the streams. Please
discuss this added impact in the same
quantitative terms.

Comment
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Effects on aquatic life are addressed in other sections of

The DEIS expands the discussion of streamflow impacts
and provides changes in monthly streamflow by reach.
AECOM 2019b, referenced in the DEIS, presents the
results of evaluation of streamflow changes likely to
occur during operations and post-closure. The
“Operations” last year represents end of mining in the pit
when the maximum impacts on streamflow would be
expected to occur.

Section 4.24, Fish Values, of the DEIS addresses water
treatment plant discharge and optimization of
downstream habitat.

Expanded and more detailed discussion regarding
affects to specific stream reaches has been added in the
DEIS and in referenced recent documents including the
Technical Memo (AECOM 2019b) and Knight Piésold
2018k. References are available on the public project
website. Effects on aquatic life are addressed in other
sections of the DEIS (e.g., Section 4.24, Fish Values;
Section 4.22, Wetlands and Other Waters/Special
Aquatic Sites).

climate change discussion is provided in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment. This revised and
additional narrative in the DEIS addresses various
“realizations.”
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Table 4.16-4

Table 4.16-3
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Culverts will be designed to handle specific

Bridge footings, embankments, and
supports would certainly have an impact on
stream hydrology. Please describe these
impacts in more detail.

It has been stated in other sections that
access to the flood plain may be cut off for
some streams. Please describe these
impacts in more detail.

Surely culverts and placement of roads
across streams will have some impact on
stream hydrology.

Any assumptions being made regarding
probability of occurrence, engineering
design, and/or planned mitigation need to
be clearly stated.

Commentary on seasonal variations in
stream flow and the effect on aquatic life
should be included as part of the discussion
of impacts.

Monthly estimates like those that appear in
this table should be provided for the
operational period.

See comments on Table 4.16-2, above.
Combined with seasonal effects and climate
change, these reductions could be much
lower than those shown in Table 4.16-3 at
critical times of year.

Comment
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Regarding cut off to floodplains, this comment refers to
the PDEIS Section 4.24, Fish Values, under
“Transportation Corridor.” The DEIS describes impacts
that could occur if connectivity is not maintained; but
impact evaluation considers proper application of BMPs
and design and construction as per ADOT&PF and
ADF&G requirements and permits. (See DEIS Section
4.22, Fish Values).

Impacts that may be a result of constructed stream
crossings (e.g., culverts, bridges, pipeline crossings) are
described in Section 4.16 of the DEIS in greater detail
than in the PDEIS. The evaluation of impacts from
construction of roads, bridges, culverts, and pipelines on
surface water hydrology is based on an understanding of
planned mitigation in the form of engineering design, and
the planned maintenance that can significantly reduce
impacts.

Seasonal variations on streamflow are described in the
DEIS. Effects on aquatic life are addressed in other
sections of the DEIS (e.g., Section 4.24, Fish Values;
Section 4.22, Wetlands and Other Waters/Special
Aquatic Sites).
Comment noted. Please also see Chapter 5, Mitigation.

the DEIS (e.g., Section 4.24, Fish Values; Section 4.22,
Wetlands and Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites).
AECOM 2019b addresses seasonal effects and results
of analysis of long-term climate change is now provided
in Section 3.16, Surface Water Hydrology (Chapter 3,
Affected Environment), Section 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology (Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences),
and Technical Appendix K3.16 of the DEIS.
Section 4.24, Fish Values, of the DEIS addresses water
treatment plant discharge and optimization of
downstream habitat during operations.
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In addition, it is stated in other sections that
dust suppression may be required in
perpetuity along the roads to prevent
sedimentation and chemical impacts to
streams at crossings. The amount and
origin of the dust suppression water is not
described and should be discussed here
and factored into any stream flows that it
may affect.
Is the design of the ferry known? Many
ferries have powerful propellers that are
directed toward the shoreline during arrival

This is a large amount of water to be
extracted from a limited number of streams.
It is insufficient to state that extraction of
water would be conducted in accordance
with a permit, as it is unclear to the reader
that this amount of water can be extracted
in a manner that would be protective of instream flows, fish and other aquatic life,
and therefore in accordance with any
permit. Please be more specific about
where water is expected to be extracted
from, what percentage of the streamflow
that represents (considering the season),
and what impacts this may have on aquatic
life.

flow volumes but could certainly restrict
stream flows during flood events. Please be
more specific regarding the level of flooding
that the culverts will be designed for and
how events exceeding that size may be
affected by the culverts.

Comment
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Information currently available regarding the Iliamna
Lake ferry design is provided in PLP 2018-RFI 013, PLP
2018-RFI 029, and PLP 2018- RFI 052. The reference to

The specific water uses (e.g., dust suppression) are not
“linked” to specific water withdrawal sources. Records of
withdrawal are maintained for each permitted source
throughout the permit period and would be monitored to
avoid exceeding permitted withdrawals and impact to
streamflow.

Specific culvert design details would vary depending on
stream size, hydrologic properties, fish presence, and
permit requirements. The DEIS provides more detail
about types of impacts to the stream that could occur if
culverts are not property sized and installed (under
“Transportation Corridor).
The permitted volume and frequency of maximum water
withdrawals at specific locations would be determined by
State permitting agencies to protect in-stream flows, fish,
and other aquatic life. As part of permit stipulations,
regular reporting to the State of water withdrawal
volumes would be required. It is the State’s responsibility
to review water withdrawal requests. Permit stipulations
would address the seasonality of water withdrawal and
frequency to protect flows at certain locations, if
necessary.
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Effects
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(for braking) and departure (for
accelerating). An ice-breaking ferry would
be expected to have relatively powerful
engines and propellers capable of disturbing
the lake bottom in the vicinity of the
terminals.
Particularly for surface water hydrology, this
subsection, as well as the entire section,
needs to consider the cumulative effects of
climate change with respect to the proposed
project and other reasonably foreseeable
future actions. The discussion in this section
is not nearly quantitative enough to
conclude that adverse effects on surface
water bodies would be prevented outside
the expanded mining area. In addition, there
would certainly be adverse effects within the
mining footprint under a larger build-out
scenario. The discussions of cumulative
impacts provided in this section are so
vague as to be relatively useless. Enough
information exists from the previous project
proposal to do a better job with this
preliminary draft environmental impact
statement.

Comment
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Results of analysis and discussion of long-term
climate change is provided in the DEIS: Section 3.16,
Surface Water Hydrology (Chapter 3, Affected
Environment), Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
(Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences), and
Technical Appendix K3.16 of the DEIS. Framework for
climate change discussion is provided in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment.

The cumulative impacts narrative in Section 4.16,
Surface Water Hydrology, has been expanded for the
DEIS and specifically addresses the Pebble project
buildout as based on the possible scenario described in
PLP 2018-RFI 062. There is no defined project for the
mine buildout; therefore, no quantitative impacts analysis
was conducted.

The PDEIS includes discussions about impacts to the
lakebed from ferry propwash and impacts to the seabed
from tug propwash.

these RFI responses has been added to the PDEIS.
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As described in DEIS Chapter 2 (Alternatives), closure of
the project would be conducted in accordance with the
Alaska Reclamation Act (Alaska Statute 27.19) under the
jurisdiction of ADNR and ADEC. A detailed closure cost
model required by the State would be developed
following ADNR guidance as part of Reclamation and
Closure Plan to address all costs required for funding of
post-closure monitoring and water treatment. The
estimate would include the costs of capital and
sustaining capital; operating costs for water treatment,
monitoring, and other ongoing activities over the longterm post-closure period; identification of the design life
of the water treatment plant facilities and provisions for
their periodic replacement; indirect costs and
contingencies; and bonding requirements. Reclamation
and Closure Plan approval and associated financial
assurance mechanisms would be in place prior to
commencing project construction; and the plan, cost
model, and financial obligations would be updated on a
5-year cycle in accordance with State regulatory
requirements to address any changes in post-closure
requirements and costs. Long-term pumping and water
treatment is a common closure design established for
other open pit mines in Alaska and worldwide; would
effectively prevent contaminated pit lake water from
flowing away from the site; and would be paid for through
State-required financial instruments established in the
Reclamation and Closure Plan.
Text has been added to this section of the DEIS
describing that no effects are expected on community
water supplies.

Based on this description, a water treatment
plant would be required in perpetuity to
prevent contaminated pit lake water from
entering the surrounding groundwater and
surface water. How realistic is this? Is this
provided for in post-closure plans and
financial assurances? What is the design life
of the extraction wells and water treatment
plant, and what will be the consequences if
and when the extraction wells and water
treatment plant are no longer functional?
This does not appear to be a stable postclosure approach to protecting surrounding
groundwater and surface water quality over
the long term.

Rather than focusing entirely on mine site
potable water needs, please describe
whether the cone of depression and
additional groundwater extraction by the
mine will impact groundwater or surface
water available to surrounding communities
to meet their potable water needs and other
existing water rights and uses.
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Text has been added to this section of the DEIS
describing the cumulative effects of RFFAs, including an
expanded Pebble mine buildout and other neighboring
mine projects.

Unlike other cumulative effects sections in
this preliminary draft environmental impact
statement, this section does not discuss the
cumulative impacts of the proposed project
in conjunction with other reasonably
foreseeable future actions. This section only
discusses cumulative effects related to other
existing uses of groundwater. Please
discuss the potential cumulative impacts on
groundwater should the additional mining
projects come to pass.
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Water and
Sediment
Quality General
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Initial review of Section 4.18 found that it
relies heavily on Appendix K4.18, and that
Appendix K4.18 relies heavily on Knight
Piésold 2018a and other references. It is
also notable that the section identifies other
key information such as geochemistry
contained in Section 3.18 and the basis for
the estimated water flows in Section 4.16.
This results in the presentation of
information in Section 4.18 that is very
difficult to follow and ultimately to
comprehend. Consideration should be
given to using an approach that
incorporates a Conceptual Site Model
(CSM) into the discussion as well as a

Given the critical nature of this section in
terms of evaluating the potential impacts of
the proposed Pebble Project, we have
attempted to evaluate this section in the
same manner that we would expect to
review the draft environmental impact
statement (EIS), starting with the review of
the associated Appendix. Where necessary
to obtain information not contained in the
Appendix or main body of the EIS, we
would rely on the information referenced in
either the EIS or Appendix. However, in
this case, the first document referenced in
Appendix K4.18 Water and Sediment
Quality is Knight Piésold (2018a), which is
not listed in the references provided in
Section 9 of the EIS and could not be
located on the USACE project website. As
a result, the ability of the cooperating
agencies to provide a substantive and
meaningful review of this section is highly
compromised.

Comment
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It is acknowledged that there is a large amount of
detailed information relevant to the characterization of
affected environment and evaluation of potential
environmental consequences for water and sediment
quality. The main body (chapters) of the EIS provide
focused discussions while the technical appendices (and
cross-references to other EIS sections and references)
provide additional discussion and more highly technical
information to support the focused discussions within the
main chapters. The technical appendices and crossreferences to other EIS sections provide additional
information used to develop the main narratives in each
chapter. Organization of the EIS is in accordance with
direction provided by USACE and cooperating agencies.
A CSM would typically be used as an overall summary
view of interactions between various environmental and
project elements to assist in identifying connectivity and
potential effects, but is not typically part of an EIS.

Knight Piésold 2018a (Operations Water Management
Plan) has been added to the EIS references and is
uploaded on the public website.
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1. What were the historic climate conditions
that were used as input to the model (i.e.,
location, duration, periodicity, data quality)?
2. How are the data treated? Were the data
averaged or maintained as individual daily
data values in the model?
3. What is the basis for the 76-year
synthetic time series? How does it account
for future

The Appendix and EIS need to address the
following questions:

summary of the results that is more
comprehensible and focused on the
outcome of the analysis in terms of impacts
and proposed mitigation. If a CSM
is not provided, it will be necessary to
develop a CSM or something similar to
support a substantive and meaningful
review of this section and provide
comments on the results.
According to the EIS, “The mine plan
module estimates the amount of water to be
managed at the mine site during the
operations phase of the mine under a full
range of historic climate conditions. Climate
variability is incorporated in the model using
a 76-year synthetic time series of monthly
temperature and precipitation values to
simulate the cyclical nature of the climate
record. The model generated 76 unique
sets of monthly water flow and storage
results for each year. Three of these model
runs were selected to represent dry,
average, and wet climate conditions and
illustrate the range of potential flows for the
mine site under these varying conditions.”

Comment
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Analysis and discussion of the climate variability and
effects of long-term climate change have been expanded
and/or revised in the DEIS including portions of Section
3.16, Surface Water Hydrology (Chapter 3, Affected
Environment), Section 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
(Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences), and
Technical Appendices K3.16 and K4.18. These
discussions address the questions noted in the
comment.
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Water and
Sediment
Quality General

Operations

Relevant
Text/Subject
climate variability? What do the dry,
average, and wet climate conditions
represent (e.g. 20-year expected high and
low)? Does the model address back-toback wet years and
or back-to-back dry years?
4. What if future conditions do not mimic
past conditions? What evidence is there
that past climate cycles over the past 100 or
more years will not be severely impacted by
climate change such that they no longer are
useful for predicting future climate?
5. In the same paragraph the term
“relatively” is used to describe dry, average,
and wet climate conditions. Are the
“relative” conditions the same as those
named, but not described, previously in the
same paragraph?
According to the EIS, “Table K4.18-2
provides the predicted water quality from
various geochemical sources at the mine
site that were used as inputs to the water
quality model.” No discussion is provided
identifying the source of the data used. For
example, were the data collected from
geochemical characterization tests such as
Humidity Cell Tests? How were values
(such as peak values and average values)
selected from tests? The table notes
suggest 95th percentile terms, but no
discussion is provided on the results.
While the potential impacts listed at the
beginning of this section are important
mechanisms to consider, much greater
risks to surface water and sediment would
occur due to spills or catastrophic failures of
dams or tailings impoundments due to
geohazards. The potential effects of these

Comment
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References have been updated to include Knight Piésold
2018a. See response to prior comment regarding
analysis of affected environment and environmental
effects, including relevance of a CSM.

The effects of large spills are described in Section 4.27,
Spill Risk, of the DEIS.

Discussion of the source term inputs for the water quality
model that generated the predicted values presented in
Table K4.18-2 are included in Appendix K4.18, Section
4.18.1 of the DEIS.
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Initial review of Section 4.18 found that it
relies heavily on Appendix K4.18, and that
Appendix K4.18 relies heavily on Knight
Piésold 2018a and other references. It is
also notable that the section identifies other
key information such as geochemistry
contained in Section 3.18 and the basis for
the estimated water flows in Section 4.16.
This results in the presentation of
information in Section 4.18 that is very
difficult to follow and comprehend.
Consideration

Given the critical nature of this section in
terms of evaluating the potential impacts of
the proposed Pebble Project, we have
attempted to evaluate this section in the
same manner that we would expect to
review the Draft EIS, starting with the
review of the associated Appendix. Where
necessary to obtain information not
contained in the Appendix or main body of
the EIS, we would rely on the information
referenced in either the EIS or Appendix.
However, in this case, the first document
referenced in Appendix K4.18 WATER AND
SEDIMENT QUALITY is Knight Piésold
(2018a), which is not listed in the
references provided in Section 9 of the
PDEIS and could not be located on the
USACE project website. As a result, the
ability of the cooperating agencies to
provide a substantive and meaningful
review of this section is highly
compromised.

events on surface water bodies should be
described in this section.

Comment
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Comment
Number

5

6

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.18.2.1

Section
4.18.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

Effects of
Waste
Rock/Tailings
Storage and
Water

Mine Site.
Surface Water
Quality. Effects
of Dewatering
Water
Discharge in
Construction

Relevant
Text/Subject
should be given to using an approach that
incorporates a Conceptual Site Model
(CSM) into the discussion as well as a
summary of the results that is more
comprehensible and focused on the
outcome of the analysis in terms of impacts
and proposed mitigation. If a CSM is not
provided, it will be necessary to develop a
CSM or similar tool to support a substantive
and meaningful review of this section and
provide comments on the results.
In all cases where water is treated and
discharged into surface water, discuss the
resulting water quality compared to the
current water quality. This analysis should
include metals, sediments, dissolved
oxygen, temperature, and other important
water quality features. Simply meeting
APDES stormwater permit limits does not
ensure that there is no degradation from
current baseline conditions. This section is
very general and contains many
unsupported assumptions. For example, it
is assumed that a modular water treatment
system will successfully meet permit
requirements. What would the backup plan
be if the modular treatment plant fails or if
there are performance issues resulting in
effluent from the water treatment system
that does not meet permit requirements?
How frequently will monitoring be
conducted during construction and
operation phases?
All discussions that affect a given element
of the environment should be included in
one section, so that the reader does not
have to page through several different
sections to get a complete picture of the

Comment

PAGE | 5

The organization of environmental effects discussions is
intended to efficiently and logically address potential
impacts by resource, and follows USACE direction and
cooperating agency input.

In the event that discharged water quality does not meet
permit conditions and is detected prior to discharge, the
water would be recycled back through the water
treatment plant for treatment to meet permit standards.
In the event that discharged water quality does not meet
the permit standards and is detected after discharge,
PLP would be subject to corrective action in accordance
with the permit conditions. The permit would specify the
frequency of monitoring.

Section 4.18.3 of the DEIS includes a more detailed
discussion (as compared to the PDEIS) of the water
treatment and discharge effects, relative to baseline
conditions, during construction, operations, and closure
phases. The reference to APDES Mine Site General
Permit for Stormwater only relates to non-contact runoff.
All contact water would be captured and treated prior to
discharge under an APDES Individual Permit for point
source discharge.
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Comment
Number

7

8

9

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton

More specific estimates for these
parameters should be provided similar to
those for temperature above. Otherwise, it
is not possible to determine or verify that
the effect on nutrient levels “would be

Effects of
Treated Water
Discharge on
Spatial Trends

Section
4.18.2.1

Section
4.18.2.1

Please provide more specificity on how
wastewater would be “strategically
discharged” to benefit downstream habitat.

USACE needs to define “non-contact”
runoff water. Roads, buildings, and other
structures and surfaces at the mine site are
likely to accumulate fall- out dust, and roads
would collect particulate matter tracked onto
the roads by vehicles. The dust and
particulate matter are likely to contain
greater concentrations of metals than would
otherwise be found in soils. Any stormwater
from the mine site or roads should be
routinely tested for metals and pH, at a
minimum, and stormwater should be treated
if necessary prior to discharge.

What environmental impacts could result
from discharge of excess water to streams,
particularly if the water chemistry or
conventional qualities are different from the
naturally occurring conditions?

possible environmental impacts that may
occur.

Comment

The first bullet item indicates that the
summer average temperature does not fall
within the range stated. Would any of these
temperature changes cause a departure
from optimal temperatures in the streams
for fish or other wildlife?

Water
Treatment
during
Construction.

Management
Ponds.

Relevant
Text/Subject

Effects of
Discharge
Water
Temperature.

Section
4.18.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

PAGE | 6

Potential effects of temperature change on fish are
discussed in Section 4.24, Fish Values.
The analysis of effects of treated water discharge on
spatial trends is limited by the available detail on specific
predicted parameters. Water quality of treated discharge
water, including nutrient levels, would meet the ADEC
water quality criteria for discharge and the most stringent

Treated water would be discharged to optimize
downstream habitat. The approach and methodology for
determining discharge and timing of discharge (e.g.,
seasonality) is addressed in Section 4.24 (Fish Values).
Predicted temperature effects described in Section 4.18
have been corrected. The predicted average
temperature effect shown now falls within the predicted
range of temperature effects shown.

Section 4.18 text has been revised to define non-contact
water. Text has been revised to include analysis of
impacts due to fugitive dust emissions on soils, as well
as water and sediment quality. Assessment of
Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) concentrations in dust is
described in Section 4.14 and Technical Appendix K4.14
(Soils); Section 4.18 and Technical Appendix K4.18
(Water and Sediment Quality). Mitigation measures for
dust emissions at the mine site and the transportation
corridor are described in Chapter 5. A Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) would be developed
and approved by the State of Alaska as part of
permitting.

Effects of permitted discharge on surface water quality,
relative to baseline conditions, are discussed in Section
4.18.
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Comment
Number

10

11

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.18.2.1

Section
4.18.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

Groundwater
Quality. Effects
from TSF
Seepage.

Effects during
Closure/PostClosure

Relevant
Text/Subject

Any proposed project alternative that relies
on pit lake pumping and treatment in
perpetuity should be rejected, since this is a
recipe for eventual disaster.
The second paragraph of this subsection
describes another project element that
apparently requires pumping and treating of
mine impacted water in perpetuity to avoid
adverse surface water quality impacts. The
history of mining sites in the North America

While it may be far in the future, it is likely
that Alaska Natives will still be living in this
area and maintaining their traditional ways
of life, as they have for millennia; therefore,
it’s important to identify and evaluate
impacts that could occur decades into the
future.

expected to be minimal.” A naturally
nutrient-rich stream might not benefit from
having additional nutrients added to its
waters.
Maintaining water quality in surrounding
streams depends on drawing down and
treating water from the pit lake in perpetuity
to maintain a hydraulic sink for
groundwater. This does not seem remotely
realistic. At some point the lake will
overflow, or the WTP will fail, financial
assurances will run out, or no one will be
available to continue the post-closure
monitoring and maintenance work. A
projection and prediction of the effect on
surrounding surface waters in that
eventuality should be included in the EIS to
quantify and evaluate the magnitude of this
potential impact.

Comment

PAGE | 7

As described in DEIS Chapter 2 (Alternatives), closure of
the project would be conducted in accordance with the
Alaska Reclamation Act (Alaska Statute 27.19) under the
jurisdiction of ADNR and ADEC. A detailed closure cost
model required by the State would be developed
following ADNR guidance as part of Reclamation and
Closure Plan to address all costs required for funding of
post-closure monitoring and water treatment. The
estimate would include the costs of capital and
sustaining capital; operating costs for water treatment,
monitoring, and other ongoing activities over the longterm post-closure period; identification of the design life
of the water treatment plant facilities and provisions for
their periodic replacement; indirect costs and
contingencies; and bonding requirements. Reclamation
and Closure Plan approval and associated financial
assurance mechanisms would be in place prior to
commencing project construction; and the plan, cost
model, and financial obligations would be updated on a
5-year cycle in accordance with State regulatory
requirements to address any changes in post-closure
requirements and costs. Long-term pumping and water
treatment is a common closure design established for
other open pit mines in Alaska and worldwide; would
effectively prevent contaminated pit lake water from
flowing away from the site; and would be paid for through
State-required financial instruments established in the
Reclamation and Closure Plan.
Noted and see response to previous comment.

water quality criteria (Table K3.18-1).
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Comment
Number

12

13

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.18.2.1

Section
4.18.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

If there would be impacts to groundwater
quality beneath the NFK west and east
drainages, wouldn’t impacts to surface
water quality in those drainage areas be
expected? Address these potential impacts.

Effects on
Seeps

Summary of
Effects on
Mine Site
Groundwater
Quality

does not suggest that such an outcome is
likely, particularly with multi-national
backers. Rather, the mine will probably be
abandoned at some point, and the State of
Alaska will inherit the risk and the
responsibility for continuing damage to the
once- productive salmon-bearing streams.
The surrounding communities and
downstream communities will experience
these ongoing adverse impacts for many
generations in the future.

Comment

Figure 3.18-1 shows several seeps to the
southeast of the proposed mine site
footprint that discharge to surface waters.
How might the water quality in these seeps
be affected by impacts to groundwater at
the proposed mine site?

Relevant
Text/Subject

PAGE | 8

While there are acknowledged uncertainties in the
groundwater model, it is unlikely that affected
groundwater beneath project facilities in the NFK
tributaries would reach downgradient surface water
based on SCP containment, downgradient pumpback
wells, and additional capture systems that would be
installed downstream if necessary as determined by
monitored water quality. Text has been added to this

Text has been added to the DEIS to address potential
effects on seeps in greater detail. Most overburden with
seeps overlying the open pit would be removed, and
seeps present in the footprints of the TSFs and mine
facilities would be covered. Although seeps could impact
groundwater, any impacted groundwater would be
captured by the seepage collection systems or contained
within the open pit cone of depression, and would not be
expected to surface as seeps within the mine site.
However, should seeps occur downgradient of mine
facilities, surface water runoff controls would be used to
capture and route it to the appropriate collection ponds
for treatment and subsequent discharge. Monitoring
would also be conducted to recognize new seeps that
may form, measure their water quality, and ensure that
the seepage is captured and routed to the appropriate
seepage control pond; or if water quality is satisfactory,
discharged to the environment.
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Comment
Number

14

15

16

17

18

19

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton

Section

Section
4.18.2.1

Section
4.18.2.1

Section
4.18.2.1

Section
4.18.2.1

Section
4.18.2.1

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

Impacts

Sediment
Contamination.

Placement of
Fill Material.

Ferry
Construction
and
Operations.

Effects on
Sediment
Quality during
Closure.

Effects of
Erosion on
Physical
Substrate.

Relevant
Text/Subject

. Will vehicles be washed prior to leaving
the mining site to prevent contaminants
from being distributed onto the roadway, as
is proposed for the Port site?
The main flaw in this PDEIS is the failure to

Identify the stream and river crossings that
have the greatest potential for impacts
during construction or from vehicle traffic,
identify those impacts, and describe what
mitigation measures will be taken to avoid
these impacts.
These streams are currently largely pristine.
Please estimate the increases in PAHs and
metals concentrations in water and
sediment that may occur at stream
crossings due to decades of vehicle traffic,
as was done for the mine site

What would the stormwater treatment
systems at the ferry terminals consist of?

If high precipitation and runoff could
overwhelm BMPs, how often would this be
expected to occur and what magnitude of
runoff could result? Not only would
particles escape, potentially increasing
turbidity, but the particles would contain
metals contamination affecting sediment
quality.
If areas of sediment contamination remain
after closure that could contribute
contaminants downstream for decades.
Additional testing is not significant enough
mitigation unless it would lead to excavation
and cleanup of these areas.

Comment

Comment noted. NEPA requires evaluation of a

PAGE | 9

Washing vehicles prior to leaving the mine site as a
mitigation measure would be considered and included in
Appendix M, as appropriate.

A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
would be developed and approved by the State of Alaska
as part of permitting and would define the treatment
systems, as necessary
Potential impacts (e.g. erosion) from stream crossings
(e.g., culverts, bridges) are addressed in Section 4.16,
Surface Water Hydrology. The areas and lengths of
streams affected are quantified in Section 4.22,
Wetlands and Other Waters/Special Aquatic Sites
Mitigation measures are described in Chapter 5.
Potential impacts related to sediment contamination
would be reduced by following BMPs and fuel handling
requirements, and would extend throughout the life of the
mine and into post-closure. Section 4.27, Spill Risk,
addresses impacts from potential major spills along the
transportation corridor.

Text has been added to Section 4.18 to clarify that any
impacted material exceeding applicable regulatory
cleanup criteria would be removed and either treated or
placed in the open pit, depending on the circumstance.

Analysis of potential precipitation and the probably of
high precipitation events is discussed in Section 4.16,
Surface Water Hydrology. BMPs would be designed to
manage anticipated maximum precipitation events. Text
has been modified to provide explanation.

section of the DEIS to further describe these protections.
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Comment
Number

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#
4.18.5,
Table 4.181
Summary
Table. Table
4.18-1

Relevant
Text/Subject
provide any alternatives that meaningfully
avoid the major impacts of the proposed
mining project. Here, the main impacts are
related to surface water and groundwater
contamination at and surrounding the
mining site, and the need to pump and treat
the pit lake and other affected areas in
perpetuity to prevent more substantial
impacts decades in the future. This just isn’t
realistic, and no alternative that would avoid
these impacts has been developed and
proposed. An alternative that allows clean
closure without the need for substantial
long-term monitoring and maintenance and
decades of adverse impacts to surrounding
water quality should be included. Since all
the alternatives in the table describe
potential impacts that are generally similar
to the potential impacts of Alternative 1,
there are no meaningful alternatives being
presented in this PDEIS.

Comment
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reasonable range of reasonable alternatives. Appendix B
details the process used to develop and screen a
reasonable range of action alternatives for analysis in the
EIS. See Appendix B for a detailed explanation of the
screening criteria applied, and an explanation of why
each of the many project options that were evaluated
were either included as a component of one of the action
alternatives evaluated in detail in the DEIS, or eliminated
from detailed analysis.
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1

2

3

Nondalton

Nondalton

Comment
Number

Nondalton

Agency

Section 4.22

Section 4.22

Section 4.22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and
Vegetation sections provide an
incomplete, inadequate, and narrow
discussion for a project of this size that
spans a large landscape encompassing
several watersheds and will have
impacts to multiple aquatic and
terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. Additionally, the use of
“Values” in the titles is odd. It would
be more appropriate to just use
“Terrestrial Resources” to include a
discussion of habitat and wildlife and
instead of “Fish Values”, it would be
more appropriate to use “Aquatic
Resources” to include a discussion of
habitat and fish and other aquatic
species.
The proposed project will require intact
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and
ponds to be removed, altered,
discharged into, dredged, and filled in a
mostly pristine, wild, and functioning
watershed for over 25 years, resulting
in removal of an interconnected
ecosystem and loss of the biodiversity
and functional habitat and services
provided to the watersheds that aquatic
and terrestrial resource rely on.
Mitigation or restoration on this scale
has never been attempted.
Re-creating a functioning watershed is
virtually impossible. Humans cannot
improve intact ecosystems. Removing
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and
ponds from a watershed for over 25
years will result in loss of natural

Comment

Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values

PAGE | 1

Comment noted. Please refer to the following
sections in the DEIS for information on the potential
impacts identified:

Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values
Sections 3.26 and 4.26, Vegetation
Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
Sections 3.17 and 4.17 Groundwater Hydrology

Comment noted. Please refer to the following
sections in the DEIS for information on the concerns
raised:

Comment noted; the term “Values” was direction
received from USACE per their public interest
review factor terminology. See Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment, for a complete
list of PIR topic location in the DEIS.

The description of baseline conditions is limited to
the EIS analysis area where potential impacts from
the project are likely to occur. Resources outside
this analysis area are not discussed in detail.
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Agency

Comment
Number

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #
Relevant
Text/Subject

In addition, constructing and operating
a mine of this size with its associated
infrastructure, combined with altering,
filling, dredging, disposal of
wastewater, and discharging into
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and
ponds in watersheds for over 25 years
will impact, irrevocably damage, and
will probably eradicate distinct
anadromous and resident fish
populations found in the smaller
tributaries. These smaller and unique
stocks are important to the overall
health of fisheries because they provide
genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed.
The proposed project would cover and
otherwise adversely impact large areas
of the upper watersheds, resulting in
severe fragmentation of habitat that’s
vitally important to aquatic and
terrestrial species (salmon in particular)

process and function and will adversely
impact inputs to downstream areas,
such as sediment transport, loss of
interstitial spaces due to lack sediment
transport, compaction of substrates,
detritus, nutrients, water chemistry,
macroinvertebrates, prey, high and low
flow regimes, groundwater upwelling,
aquifer recharge, hyporheic function,
hydrological and geomorphological
processes and function, temperature
regimes, physical and biological
processes, riparian and terrestrial
habitat, soil ecology, etc.

Comment
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Sections 3.26 and 4.26, Vegetation
Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
Sections 3.17 and 4.17 Groundwater Hydrology
Sections 3.9 and 4.9, Subsistence
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4

5

6

Nondalton

Nondalton

Comment
Number

Nondalton

Agency

Section 4.22

Section 4.22

Section 4.22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
and other anadromous and resident
fish.
The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts to all aquatic
and terrestrial species. The EIS must
also evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to the prey
resources that fish rely on during all life
history phases. A robust evaluation of
this type needs to be based on
statistically sound scientific baseline
data and existing conditions information
as well as the Traditional Ecological
Knowledge and Wisdom (TEKW) of
Alaska Native communities.
Without figures and maps it is not
possible to do an in-depth and specific
review of these sections. Suffice it to
say, aside from the proposed mine
itself having a massive footprint across
several watersheds, the infrastructure
required to support the mine will stamp
a large destructive footprint across a
large mostly pristine and wild
geographic areas including close to 70
miles of roads and additional spur
roads with 97 river and stream
crossings, 11 bridges, and 88 culverts.
The roads will cross through and over
several watersheds and large fish
bearing rivers, streams, tributaries and
through a mosaic of wetlands, lakes,
ponds, bogs, marshes, riparian and
upland areas.
An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will
require ferry terminals and a port with
associated offices, storage facilities,

Comment
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The EIS analysis area for wetlands is where
potential impacts from the project are likely to occur.
Resources outside this analysis area are not

Figures and maps have been included in the DEIS.

Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values
Sections 3.9 and 4.9, Subsistence

Comment noted. Please refer to the following
sections in the DEIS for information on the potential
impacts identified:
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7

8

Nondalton

Comment
Number

Nondalton

Agency

Section 4.22

Section 4.22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
power plants and extensive road
causeways built over and into the
marine environment. A 187-mile gas
pipeline with associated fiber optics
going overland and under Cook Inlet
and Iliamna Lake. The project will
require extraction of major quantities of
water from rivers, streams, lakes, and
ponds.
The EIS Analysis Area must include not
just the areas of actual ground
disturbance but all adjacent and
connected areas. The EIS Analysis
Area must include all areas of the four
major projects (mine, roads, gas
pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals)
and their components in the Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as
those areas bordering these
watersheds including nearby national
parks and refuges (particularly Katmai
bears and McNeil River bears) that will
be impacted by impaired migratory
routes, reduced populations of fish and
wildlife, etc. The EIS Analysis Area
must be expanded to include aquatic
and terrestrial migratory corridors for all
aquatic and terrestrial species in fresh,
estuarine and marine waters.
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support
important salmonid species that will be
irrevocably impacted by the proposed
project including Chinook salmon, coho
salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon,
sockeye salmon, and steelhead trout
(Chambers et al., 2012; USEPA,
2014a). Other important fish species

Comment
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Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Fish
Values, for a description of the aquatic resources
affected environment and impacts analysis.

In regards to the EIS analysis area for wildlife,
please refer to Sections 3.23 and4.23, Wildlife
Values.

The EIS analysis area for wetlands is where
potential impacts from the project are likely to occur.
Resources outside this analysis area are not
discussed in detail.

discussed in detail.
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9

10

Nondalton

Comment
Number

Nondalton

Agency

Section 4.22

Section 4.22

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
that are used by local people include
rainbow trout, arctic char, Dolly Varden,
grayling, and whitefish. Important nonsalmonid species, like pike and
suckers, are also used by local people.
These fisheries are an integral part of
the aquatic food web and provide an
abundant biomass and prey resource
for several aquatic and terrestrial
species in the freshwater and marine
areas of Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet
watersheds as well as in the other
waters including the Pacific Ocean. The
EIS must quantify and evaluate the
impacts related to the loss of this large
prey resource that sustains aquatic and
terrestrial species within the project
area and across all areas of their adult
migratory routes.
The baseline information in these
sections is inadequate and at times
contradicts itself (as in the case of
caribou populations). The documents
state that caribou are not in the area so
won’t be impacted, but then it goes on
to say that ADFG culls wolves to
protect the caribou herds and that the
tribes are concerned with caribou
populations and have seen a reduction
in numbers.
The EIS must provide sufficient
baseline data and existing conditions
information. Relying on the insufficient
baseline data collected by the project
proponent and presented in the 20042008 environmental baseline report
and the 2009-2013 supplemental

Comment
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Comment acknowledged. Sampling data from the
EBD studies occurred several years ago, and
sampling was intensive and conducted over a multiyear period and it is sufficient to represent pre-mine
conditions, and to assess the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested information

Comment acknowledged. Sampling data from the
EBD studies occurred several years ago, and
sampling was intensive and conducted over a
multi-year period and it is sufficient to represent premine conditions, and to assess the reasonably
foreseeable significant impacts of the proposed
project. Additionally, the requested information
would not be essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives.
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General

General
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baseline data reports does not provide
sufficient information for the aquatic
and terrestrial species that rely on this
large landscape. These reports alone
do not provide adequate information to
establish baseline conditions for the
area to evaluate direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts to natural
resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this
project in 2004-2008, including the
methods used to collect and analyze
data for fish use and presence more
than likely differ greatly from the
methods that are being used now in
2018. The EIS must use up-to-date
methods to adequately evaluate
aquatic and terrestrial resources.
Extensive habitat models exist to
evaluate the presence and habitat use
of aquatic resources. These methods
must be used to further evaluate the
direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to aquatic
resources and fish and fish productivity
in the watersheds. Additionally, it is
unclear what fish tissue criteria were
used. This information should be
provided so that the reviewer can
determine if the appropriate criteria
were used.
These watersheds and geographic
regions and their aquatic and terrestrial
species have been and continue to be
studied by local, private, and nonprofit
entities, and resource agencies at the
state and federal level including tribes.

Comment

PAGE | 6

Habitat modeling was incorporated and applied to
the impacts analysis for fish and wildlife. Please
refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values and
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values, for a
description of baseline conditions and impacts
analysis.

Please refer to Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values,
for information on fish sampling methodology.

Field sampling methods applied to gather
environmental baseline data are considered
scientifically valid.

would not be essential to make a reasoned choice
among alternatives.
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Additionally, extensive habitat models
exist from the Kenai Peninsula using
resource selection functions to evaluate
the effect of development on brown
bears. The EIS must use these
methods to further evaluate the direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts of the
proposed project to wildlife and
terrestrial resources.
The climate change discussion in these
sections is far too general for a project
of this size and timeframe. The
discussion should be far more specific
and include information from the new
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) report that was recently
issued. Information on the impacts of
sea level rise should be included.
Catastrophic events such as landslide,
flood, avalanche, major weather should
be discussed. Loss of carbon
sequestration due to major removal of
vegetation and how this impacts
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
should be included. Loss of habitats

The EIS must incorporate information
from these other sources and studies,
new data collected as part of the EIS
evaluations and from models that
evaluate species, habitat, biological
and physical watershed processes.
The EIS must also incorporate
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and
Wisdom (TEKW) in all evaluations and
when developing the information for
baseline and existing conditions.

Comment

PAGE | 7

Climate change analysis framework for the
document is given in Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment. A summary of where climate
change is discussed in the document by resource
topic is given in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
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and shifting migration patterns should
be discussed for both aquatic and
terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects
analyses for both aquatic and terrestrial
species and habitats is aimed at
trivializing the impacts a project of this
size will have. Most information is
reduced to a paragraph or two. It is
misleading to say this is a 20-year
project when the buildout will occur
over 78 years. And several other
mining projects would use the proposed
Pebble Project infrastructure. Based
on probable ultimate size of the
proposed project and other projects
that intend to use the Pebble
infrastructure, this project will be there
forever. It is unclear how the
EIS can claim that a project of this size
will result in an increase of rearing
habitat for juvenile salmonids.

Comment

PAGE | 8

Please refer to Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values,
for a description of fish resources and impacts
analysis.

The cumulative impacts sections have been revised
for the DEIS.

The EIS is a scientific analysis based on the best
available information.
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General

General

General

General
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Whenever an impact is discussed in detail in another
section, please provide a brief summary of the impact in
this section, so that a reader may obtain a complete
overview of the impacts on wildlife without paging back and
forth between sections and appendices.
The list provided in this section is actually a list of stressors
rather than the impacts that wildlife may experience due to
those stressors. For example, fragmentation of habitat is a
change to the environment that may result in inability to
access a food resource or greater energy expenditure to do
so. Noise or disturbance may result in abandonment of
nests by birds, reducing breeding success and overall
population levels. Each stressor should be linked to impacts
on or changes in behavior by individuals, which in turn
should be linked to impacts to or changes in populations.

As with Section 3.23, USACE needs to include Alutiiq,
Dena’ina, and Yup’ik names for the wildlife discussed in this
section. Indigenous names for wildlife are just as valid as
Latin and common names.

Comment noted; the term “Values”
was direction received from USACE
per their public interest review factor
terminology. See Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment,
for a complete list of PIR topic
location in the DEIS.

Just like Section 3.23 Wildlife Values, this section is solely
based on Western science and fails to consider Indigenous
knowledge. USACE will need to change this section
heading because the only time “values” appears in this
section is in reference to Section 3.23. Nowhere in this
section does USACE define and address “values.” This
impacts analysis is woefully incomplete without the
consideration of Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Yup’ik knowledge on
potential impacts to wildlife. USACE needs to address and
correct this data gap.

PAGE | 1

Impacts to individual wildlife are
generally not discussed, but impacts
on localized populations are included.
Both stressors and their associated
impacts are discussed. A quantitative
estimate for the number of wildlife
that would be lost, displaced, etc.,
would be highly speculative and
hence the amount of habitat lost or
altered is provided instead.

Additionally the “values” that wildlife
are addressed under technical
Appendix K3.1 and under Sections
3.9/K3.9/4.9 – Subsistence, since
those sections more accurately reflect
the values that wildlife have to Alaska
Native communities.
Comment noted. While wildlife
species have different names in
different languages (and sometimes
multiple names in the same
language), the English and Latin
names are the most commonly used
names in the scientific literature and
included as identifiers for each
species.
This was done where appropriate
without making the document overly
redundant and long.
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Terrestrial
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Behavioral
Disturbance

Relevant
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What impacts would be expected from the sole presence of
the road after operations at the mine ceased? For example,
are there species that will avoid crossing a road regardless
of whether there is traffic on it? Is there a possibility that the
roads would be opened to local traffic once the mine
discontinues operations?

We assume the Wildlife Management Plan and associated
mitigation measures will be presented in the Draft EIS,
since this is one of the required elements of an EIS.

The cumulative effects section takes
into account previous projects that
have had impacts on wildlife species.
This section has been expanded for
the DEIS.

These impacts should be estimated quantitatively using the
scientific literature for a project of this magnitude, but at a
minimum, qualitatively. Traditional and local knowledge of
impacts that are already occurring or have occurred due to
other infrastructure projects should be integrated into the
assessment. Anticipated cumulative impacts related to
climate change should also be addressed.

PAGE | 2

The Wildlife Management Plan is not
included in the DEIS as it is not
necessary to make a reasonably
informed decision between the
various alternatives. The Wildlife
Management Plan would be drafted
at a later phase in the permitting
process in coordination with the
appropriate resource agencies.
The fate of the roads post-closure has
not been fully determined. While there
are species that generally prefer to
avoid roads with and without traffic on
them (caribou, etc.) the roads are not
anticipated to preclude wildlife
movement by any species. While PLP
has committed to allowing some
public use of the project roads it has
not been determined to what extent
they will be open for use after project
closure.
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Moose

Caribou

Relevant
Text/Subject

Add the following phrase to the last sentence of the third
paragraph: “. . . within the transportation corridor.” This is
necessary since it is apparent that impacts would occur
within the mining site. Conclusions, when given, appear to
only be for cases where there are no impacts. More specific
conclusions also need to be provided whenever impacts
are expected, detailing the nature of the impacts, the
species impacted, and a quantification of the anticipated
impact, since that is the main purpose of this EIS.
Again, the impacts to moose are partially quantified by
detailing the distance surrounding roads in which avoidance
may occur, but this needs to be further developed to
indicate the total area that may be affected and the impact
on local moose populations due to the unsuitability of that
habitat.

PAGE | 3

However it is difficult to determine the

The DEIS states “The magnitude of
impacts would be 9,317 acres of
habitat loss that has a low density of
moose.”

Comment noted. The text has been
revised to address many of these
issues and include as much
information in regards to impacts and
areas of avoidance by wildlife.
Acreages of habitat to be removed
and avoided are included where
applicable, although areas of
avoidance (indirect impacts) are not
known for all species. More specific
conclusions are included, provided
they are not speculative.

The specific information provided here on how caribou are
impacted by various infrastructure components is helpful in
providing a sense of how substantial the impacts may be.
Such information would be even more useful to the reader if
it could then be placed in context to the project proposal.
For example, if caribou experience reduced road-crossing
success at somewhere between 6 and 15 vehicles per
hour, how does that compare to the traffic expected on the
mine access roads? Overall, there is a lot of very general
information throughout this section on the types of impacts
that can occur to various species, but a lack of detail such
as this that would help the reader understand what the
magnitude and likelihood of impacts will be for this specific
project. Each section discussing impacts to various species
should include as much of this specific detail as possible
and then relate it to the specifics of the project proposal.
Otherwise it is a just a general catalog of possible impacts
without any sense of scale or degree.
As another example of the above, if caribou are likely to
avoid a 6.8- to 8.7-mile radius around the mine site, how
many acres is that and what percentage is that acreage of
the suitable home range for caribou during various
seasons?
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Based on the preceding discussion, it is difficult to imagine
that there will be any way to mitigate the impacts of busy
roads on bears. However, what measures are anticipated
should be detailed in the EIS so that their potential efficacy
can be evaluated.
The estimated acreage of impact is helpful, but please add
context that would help determine the impact on the caribou
population. For example, what portion is this of their current
home range? Is there other suitable habitat they can easily
shift to without conflict with other established territories?

Comment

PAGE | 4

This amount of acreage used by the
Mulchatna Caribou Herd is difficult to
define, since it has changed
drastically over the past few decades
and will continue to change over the
years as resource abundance
changes. However, based on 29
years of radio collared data (19812010) for a portion of the Mulchatna
Caribou Herd (since radio collared
data only represents a portion of the
entire herd) across all seasons, there
would be less than 1.5 percent of
their total range that would be lost or
avoided due to behavioral avoidance
around the mine site. This percentage
changes depending upon the season,
but is highest during the summer
months, when the herd’s range is the
most restricted. Habitat suitability has
changed over the years and will
continue to do so regardless of the
mine. Additionally, the mine is located
primarily on the periphery of the
herd’s main use areas based on radio
collared data. Acreages on the
percentage of habitat lost/avoided
during the different seasons are

Current mitigation measures
proposed by PLP are included in
Chapter 5, Mitigation.

impact on local moose populations
since not all the habitat is quality
moose habitat, moose may habituate
to the mine and transportation
corridor, and the area has a low
density of moose.
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Physical
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Relevant
Text/Subject

The impacts of noise pollution would not be limited to the
project area but would extend throughout the area in which
vessels may be transiting to and from the port. The
increase in vessel traffic should be considered cumulatively
with existing vessel traffic, particularly as the Port is
planned for a relatively unused area that may currently
provide a refuge from large vessel traffic. Evidence
indicates that increased noise pollution impacts the ability
to forage, causes additional energy expenditure to avoid
noisy areas, and impacts communication among family and
social groups.
Again, this statement of no impact requires more
quantitative support. Impacts of vessel traffic (whether
noise or presence) are cumulative. The increase in vessel

More evidence should be provided for the statement that
noise from vessel operations at the Amakdedori Port will
have minimal effects on marine mammals. The effects of
underwater noise pollution have been more widely studied
recently, and in the Salish Sea, has resulted in changes to
vessel design, speed limits, and routes to minimize the
cumulative effects of all the vessels transiting the area on
resident marine mammals, especially whales.

Another obvious sound impact would be due to vessels
using the Amakdedori Port after construction.

If you add the acreage directly removed to the acreage
avoided due to the transportation corridors, how does this
magnitude of impact change? Do the transportation
corridors more directly affect the brown bear’s access to
streams? A graphic that shows the areas of impact with
respect to landscape and project components would be
helpful to illustrate this and other impacts.

Comment

PAGE | 5

Additional information was included in
the DEIS which addresses these
concerns.

expected to be included in the EIS.
The total acreage of habitat loss
(mine site plus transportation corridor)
is not expected to have an impact on
the local brown bear population.
While some brown bears may avoid
salmon streams crossed by the
transportation corridor, none of the
stream crossings are documented to
have concentrations of brown bears.
Figures showing locations of brown
bear sightings are included in the
DEIS.
Comment noted. Additional text was
added to the DEIS to elaborate on
impacts from noise at the port on
marine mammals. However, since
vessels will be transiting the port
slowly, impacts would be reduced and
noise levels lower during operations.
The cumulative impacts discussion
includes impacts from increased
levels of noise on marine mammals.
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Please describe the evidence that existing high levels of
vessel traffic have not had detrimental effect on marine
mammals in the area. Overall, these conclusions need
better support and a more quantitative estimate of the
increase in vessel traffic expected due to the currently
proposed project as well as the cumulative increase with
the RFFAs.
The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and Vegetation sections
provide an incomplete, inadequate, and narrow discussion
for a project of this size that spans a large landscape
encompassing several watersheds and will have impacts to
multiple aquatic and terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. Additionally, the use of “Values” in the titles is
odd. It would be more appropriate to just use “Terrestrial
Resources” to include a discussion of habitat and wildlife
and instead of “Fish Values”, it would be more appropriate
to use “Aquatic Resources” to include a discussion of
habitat and fish and other aquatic species.
The proposed project will require intact streams, tributaries,
wetlands, and ponds to be removed, altered, discharged
into, dredged, and filled in a mostly pristine, wild, and
functioning watershed for over 25 years, resulting in
removal of an interconnected ecosystem and loss of the
biodiversity and functional habitat and services provided to
the watersheds that aquatic and terrestrial resource rely
on. Mitigation or restoration on this scale has never been
attempted. Re-creating a functioning watershed is virtually
impossible. Humans cannot improve intact ecosystems.
Removing streams, tributaries, wetlands, and ponds from a
watershed for over 25 years will result in loss of natural
process and function and will adversely impact inputs to
downstream areas, such as sediment transport, loss of

traffic expected to occur due to this project should be
quantified and the effects of developing a currently
undeveloped area and subjecting it to vessel traffic should
be determined. If there is substantial vessel traffic and
disturbance in other areas, this area currently may be a
refuge from such activities that would be eliminated due to
construction and operation of the Port.

Comment

PAGE | 6

The term “Values” was direction
received from USACE per their public
interest review factor terminology.
See Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment, for a complete
list of PIR topic location in the DEIS.
Comment noted. Information to
address this comment is located in
several sections including Surface
Water Hydrology (3.16 and 4.16),
Groundwater Hydrology (3.17 and
4.17), Wetlands (3.22 and 4.22), and
Fish Values (3.24 and 4.24). The best
publically available information for the
mine site has been reviewed and
incorporated where applicable.

Comment noted. The DEIS includes
more detailed information with as
much quantitative information as
possible without being speculative.
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General
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The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts to all aquatic and terrestrial species. The EIS must
also evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to the
prey resources that fish rely on during all life history
phases. A robust evaluation of this type needs to be based
on statistically sound scientific baseline data and existing
conditions information as well as the Traditional Ecological
Knowledge and Wisdom (TEKW) of Alaska Native
communities.
Without figures and maps it is not possible to do an indepth and specific review of these sections. Suffice it to
say, aside from the proposed mine itself having a massive
footprint across several watersheds, the infrastructure
required to support the mine will stamp a large destructive

In addition, constructing and operating a mine of this size
with its associated infrastructure, combined with altering,
filling, dredging, disposal of wastewater, and discharging
into streams, tributaries, wetlands, and ponds in
watersheds for over 25 years will impact, irrevocably
damage, and will probably eradicate distinct anadromous
and resident fish populations found in the smaller
tributaries. These smaller and unique stocks are important
to the overall health of fisheries because they provide
genetic diversity that improves resiliency throughout the
watershed. The proposed project would cover and
otherwise adversely impact large areas of the upper
watersheds, resulting in severe fragmentation of habitat
that’s vitally important to aquatic and terrestrial species
(salmon in particular) and other anadromous and resident
fish.

interstitial spaces due to lack sediment transport,
compaction of substrates, detritus, nutrients, water
chemistry, macroinvertebrates, prey, high and low flow
regimes, groundwater upwelling, aquifer recharge,
hyporheic function, hydrological and geomorphological
processes and function, temperature regimes, physical and
biological processes, riparian and terrestrial habitat, soil
ecology, etc.

Comment

PAGE | 7

Figures have now been provided in
the DEIS.
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Section,
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General

General
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The EIS Analysis Area must include not just the areas of
actual ground disturbance but all adjacent and connected
areas. The EIS Analysis Area must include all areas of the
four major projects (mine, roads, gas pipeline/utilities,
port/ferry terminals) and their components in the Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as those areas
bordering these watersheds including nearby national parks
and refuges (particularly Katmai bears and McNeil River
bears) that will be impacted by impaired migratory routes,
reduced populations of fish and wildlife, etc. The EIS
Analysis Area must be expanded to include aquatic and
terrestrial migratory corridors for all aquatic and terrestrial
species in fresh, estuarine and marine waters.
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important salmonid
species that will be irrevocably impacted by the proposed
project including Chinook salmon, coho salmon, chum
salmon, pink salmon, sockeye salmon, and steelhead trout
(Chambers et al., 2012; USEPA, 2014a). Other important
fish species that are used by local people include rainbow
trout, arctic char, Dolly Varden, grayling, and whitefish.
Important non-salmonid species, like pike and suckers, are
also used by local people. These fisheries are an integral
part of the aquatic food web and provide an abundant
biomass and prey resource for several aquatic and

footprint across a large mostly pristine and wild geographic
areas including close to 70 miles of roads and additional
spur roads with 97 river and stream crossings, 11 bridges,
and 88 culverts. The roads will cross through and over
several watersheds and large fish bearing rivers, streams,
tributaries and through a mosaic of wetlands, lakes, ponds,
bogs, marshes, riparian and upland areas.
An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will require ferry
terminals and a port with associated offices, storage
facilities, power plants and extensive road causeways built
over and into the marine environment. A 187-mile gas
pipeline with associated fiber optics going overland and
under Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake. The project will require
extraction of major quantities of water from rivers, streams,
lakes, and ponds.

Comment
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This information is provided in the
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values.

The EIS analysis area has been
defined more clearly in the DEIS to
encompass both potential direct and
indirect impacts including the items
mentioned in this comment.
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terrestrial species in the freshwater and marine areas of
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet watersheds as well as in the
other waters including the Pacific Ocean. The EIS must
quantify and evaluate the impacts related to the loss of this
large prey resource that sustains aquatic and terrestrial
species within the project area and across all areas of their
adult migratory routes.
The baseline information in these sections is inadequate
and at times contradicts itself (as in the case of caribou
populations). The documents state that caribou are not in
the area so won’t be impacted, but then it goes on to say
that ADFG culls wolves to protect the caribou herds and
that the tribes are concerned with caribou populations and
have seen a reduction in numbers.
The EIS must provide sufficient baseline data and existing
conditions information. Relying on the insufficient baseline
data collected by the project proponent and presented in
the 2004-2008 environmental baseline report and the
2009-2013 supplemental baseline data reports does not
provide sufficient information for the aquatic and terrestrial
species that rely on this large landscape. These reports
alone do not provide adequate information to establish
baseline conditions for the area to evaluate direct, indirect
and cumulative impacts to natural resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this project in 2004-2008,
including the methods used to collect and analyze data for
fish use and presence more than likely differ greatly from
the methods that are being used now in 2018. The EIS
must use up-to-date methods to adequately evaluate
aquatic and terrestrial resources. Extensive habitat models
exist to evaluate the presence and habitat use of aquatic
resources. These methods must be used to further
evaluate the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of the
proposed project to aquatic resources and fish and fish
productivity in the watersheds. Additionally, it is unclear
what fish tissue criteria were used. This information should
be provided so that the reviewer can determine if the
appropriate criteria were used.
These watersheds and geographic regions and their

Comment
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The most scientifically applicable data

This information is provided in the
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values.

The DEIS text has been clarified to
better portray ADF&G’s intensive
management area, which does not
including culling of wolves. The text
clearly and accurately states current
management in the area to increase
caribou numbers.
These reports provide a snapshot of
the most common species that would
be impacted by the project. These
baseline data are adequate to make a
reasonable determination of the
potential impacts from the different
alternatives.
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Additionally, extensive habitat models exist from the Kenai
Peninsula using resource selection functions to evaluate
the effect of development on brown bears. The EIS must
use these methods to further evaluate the direct, indirect
and cumulative impacts of the proposed project to wildlife
and terrestrial resources.
The climate change discussion in these sections is far too
general for a project of this size and timeframe. The
discussion should be far more specific and include
information from the new Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) report that was recently issued.
Information on the impacts of sea level rise should be
included. Catastrophic events such as landslide, flood,
avalanche, major weather should be discussed. Loss of
carbon sequestration due to major removal of vegetation
and how this impacts greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
should be included. Loss of habitats and shifting migration
patterns should be discussed for both aquatic and
terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects analyses for both aquatic
and terrestrial species and habitats is aimed at trivializing
the impacts a project of this size will have. Most
information is reduced to a paragraph or two. It is
misleading to say this is a 20-year project when the buildout
will occur over 78 years. And several other mining projects
would use the proposed Pebble Project infrastructure.
Based on probable ultimate size of the proposed project
and other projects that intend to use the Pebble

aquatic and terrestrial species have been and continue to
be studied by local, private, and nonprofit entities, and
resource agencies at the state and federal level including
tribes. The EIS must incorporate information from these
other sources and studies, new data collected as part of the
EIS evaluations and from models that evaluate species,
habitat, biological and physical watershed processes. The
EIS must also incorporate Traditional Ecological Knowledge
and Wisdom (TEKW) in all evaluations and when
developing the information for baseline and existing
conditions.

Comment
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Climate change analysis framework
for the document is given in Section
3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment. A summary of where
climate change is discussed in the
document by resource topic is given
in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.
This information is provided in the
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values.
This text has been refined and more
clearly stated in the DEIS.

Climate change trends are discussed
in this EIS in terms of how current
impacts from climate change may
impact terrestrial wildlife resources.

Additional sources of information,
particularly from non-government and
tribal sources, would be reviewed if
received/suggested.

is included in the DEIS. The EPA
Bristol Bay watershed assessment
information was reviewed to
determine its applicability; information
been incorporated where appropriate
from this reference.
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infrastructure, this project will be there forever. It is unclear
how the EIS can claim that a project of this size will result in
an increase of rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids.

Comment
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TEK is incorporated in Section 3.9/K3.9/4.9 Subsistence. See also Appendix K3.1 for a
summary of TEK discussion in the
document.

The failure to include values in these analyses is
problematic because USACE does not include
cultural impacts to fisheries in Commercial and
Recreational Fisheries (Sections 3.6 and 4.6),
Cultural Resources (Sections 3.7 and 4.7), Historic
Properties (Sections 3.8 and 4.8), or Subsistence
(Sections 3.9 and 4.9). The implementing
regulations for NEPA (40 CFR 1508.14) address
the “human environment” and define the “natural
and physical environment and the relationship of
people with that environment.” Certainly, the values
and spirituality of fisheries in the eyes of
Indigenous, commercial, and recreational fishers
qualify as relationships with the natural and
physical environment. USACE must address these
relationships in this EIS.

The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and Vegetation
sections provide an incomplete, inadequate, and
narrow discussion for a project of this size that
spans a large landscape encompassing several
watersheds and will have impacts to multiple
aquatic and terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet. Additionally, the use of “Values” in the
titles is odd. It would be more appropriate to just
use “Terrestrial Resources” to include a discussion
of habitat and wildlife and instead of “Fish Values”,

PAGE | 1

Comment noted; the term “Values” was
direction received from USACE per their
public interest review factor terminology.
See section 3.1, Introduction to Affected

The description of baseline conditions is
limited to the EIS analysis area where
potential impacts from the project are likely
to occur. Resources outside this analysis
area are not discussed in detail.

Comment noted; the term “Values” was
direction received from USACE per their
public interest review factor terminology.
See section 3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment, for a complete list of PIR topic
location in the DEIS.

Just like Sections 3.23, 4.23, and 3.34 for Wildlife
and Fish Values, this section is solely based on
Western science and fails to consider Indigenous
knowledge, values, and spirituality. USACE will
need to change this section heading if they do not
want to define and address “values.”

As with Section 3.24, USACE needs to include
Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Yup’ik names for the fish
discussed in this section. Indigenous names for fish
are just as valid as Latin and common names.
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In addition, constructing and operating a mine of
this size with its associated infrastructure,
combined with altering, filling, dredging, disposal of
wastewater, and discharging into streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds in watersheds for
over 25 years will impact, irrevocably damage, and
will likely eradicate distinct anadromous and
resident fish populations found in the smaller

Comment noted. Please refer to the
following sections in the DEIS for information
on the potential impacts identified:

The proposed project will require intact streams,
tributaries, wetlands, and ponds to be removed,
altered, discharged into, dredged, and filled in a
mostly pristine, wild, and functioning watershed for
over 25 years, resulting in removal of an
interconnected ecosystem and loss of the
biodiversity and functional habitat and services
provided to the watersheds that aquatic and
terrestrial resource rely on. Mitigation or
restoration on this scale has never been attempted.
Re-creating a functioning watershed is virtually
impossible. Humans cannot improve intact
ecosystems. Removing streams, tributaries,
wetlands, and ponds from a watershed for over 25
years will result in loss of natural process and
function and will adversely impact inputs to
downstream areas, such as sediment transport,
loss of interstitial spaces due to lack sediment
transport, compaction of substrates, detritus,
nutrients, water chemistry, macroinvertebrates,
prey, high and low flow regimes, groundwater
upwelling, aquifer recharge, hyporheic function,
hydrological and geomorphological processes and
function, temperature regimes, physical and
biological processes, riparian and terrestrial
habitat, soil ecology, etc.

PAGE | 2

The DEIS evaluates potential impacts to
aquatic and terrestrial organisms from the
construction, operations and closure of the
project.

Sections 3.22 and 4.22, Wetlands and Other
Waters/Special Aquatic Sites
Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.26 and 4.26, Vegetation
Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology
Sections 3.17 and 4.17 Groundwater
Hydrology

Environment, for a complete list of PIR topic
location in the DEIS.

Response

it would be more appropriate to use “Aquatic
Resources” to include a discussion of habitat and
fish and other aquatic species.
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An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will require ferry
terminals and a port with associated offices,

Without figures and maps it is not possible to do an
in-depth and specific review of these sections.
Suffice it to say, aside from the proposed mine
itself having a massive footprint across several
watersheds, the infrastructure required to support
the mine will stamp a large destructive footprint
across a large mostly pristine and wild geographic
areas including close to 70 miles of roads and
additional spur roads with 97 river and stream
crossings, 11 bridges, and 88 culverts. The roads
will cross through and over several watersheds and
large fish bearing rivers, streams, tributaries and
through a mosaic of wetlands, lakes, ponds, bogs,
marshes, riparian and upland areas.

The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to all aquatic and terrestrial
species. The EIS must also evaluate direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts to the prey
resources that fish rely on during all life history
phases. A robust evaluation of this type needs to
be based on statistically sound scientific baseline
data and existing conditions information as well as
the Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom
(TEKW) of Alaska Native communities.

tributaries. These smaller and unique stocks are
important to the overall health of fisheries because
they provide genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed. The proposed
project would cover and otherwise adversely
impact large areas of the upper watersheds,
resulting in severe fragmentation of habitat that’s
vitally important to aquatic and terrestrial species
(salmon in particular) and other anadromous and
resident fish.

Comment
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The EIS analysis area for aquatic resources
is where potential impacts from the project

Figures and maps have been included in the
DEIS.
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Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably impacted
by the proposed project including Chinook salmon,
coho salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon, sockeye
salmon, and steelhead trout (Chambers et al.,
2012; USEPA, 2014a). Other important fish
species that are used by local people include
rainbow trout, arctic char, Dolly Varden, grayling,
and whitefish. Important non-salmonid species, like
pike and suckers, are also used by local people.
These fisheries are an integral part of the aquatic
food web and provide an abundant biomass and
prey resource for several aquatic and terrestrial
species in the freshwater and marine areas of
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet watersheds as well as in

The EIS Analysis Area must include not just the
areas of actual ground disturbance but all adjacent
and connected areas. The EIS Analysis Area must
include all areas of the four major projects (mine,
roads, gas pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals)
and their components in the Bristol Bay and Cook
Inlet Watersheds as well as those areas bordering
these watersheds including nearby national parks
and refuges (particularly Katmai bears and McNeil
River bears) that will be impacted by impaired
migratory routes, reduced populations of fish and
wildlife, etc. The EIS Analysis Area must be
expanded to include aquatic and terrestrial
migratory corridors for all aquatic and terrestrial
species in fresh, estuarine and marine waters.

storage facilities, power plants and extensive road
causeways built over and into the marine
environment. A 187-mile gas pipeline with
associated fiber optics going overland and under
Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake. The project will
require extraction of major quantities of water from
rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.

Comment
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Please refer to Sections 3.9/K3.9/4.9,
Subsistence, for a description of subsistence
resources and potential impacts.

The DEIS evaluates potential impacts to
resident and non-resident fish species in the
EIS analysis area.

For the EIS analysis area for wildlife, please
refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife
Values.

are likely to occur. Resources outside this
analysis area are not discussed in detail.
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Baseline studies conducted for this project in 20042008, including the methods used to collect and
analyze data for fish use and presence differ
greatly from the methods that are being used now
in 2018. The EIS must use up-to-date methods to
adequately evaluate aquatic and terrestrial
resources. Extensive habitat models exist to
evaluate the presence and habitat use of aquatic
resources. These methods must be used to further
evaluate the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts

The EIS must provide sufficient baseline data and
existing conditions information. Relying on the
insufficient baseline data collected by the project
proponent and presented in the 2004-2008
environmental baseline report and the 2009-2013
supplemental baseline data reports does not
provide sufficient information for the aquatic and
terrestrial species that rely on this large landscape.
These reports alone do not provide adequate
information to establish baseline conditions for the
area to evaluate direct, indirect and cumulative
impacts to natural resources.

The baseline information in these sections is
inadequate and at times contradicts itself (as in the
case of caribou populations). The documents state
that caribou are not in the area so won’t be
impacted, but then it goes on to say that ADFG
culls wolves to protect the caribou herds and that
the tribes are concerned with caribou populations
and have seen a reduction in numbers.

the other waters including the Pacific Ocean. The
EIS must quantify and evaluate the impacts related
to the loss of this large prey resource that sustains
aquatic and terrestrial species within the project
area and across all areas of their adult migratory
routes.

Comment
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Text has been revised in the DEIS to better
describe the fish tissue analysis.

Comment acknowledged. Field sampling
methods applied to gather environmental
baseline data are considered scientifically
valid.

Comment acknowledged. Sampling data
from the EBD studies occurred several years
ago, and sampling was intensive and
conducted over a multi-year period and it is
sufficient to represent pre-mine conditions,
and to assess the reasonably foreseeable
significant impacts of the proposed project.
Additionally, the requested information
would not be essential to make a reasoned
choice among alternatives.

Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23,
Wildlife Values, for a description of wildlife
resources potentially impacted by the
project.
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The climate change discussion in these sections is
far too general for a project of this size and
timeframe. The discussion should be far more
specific and include information from the new
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) report that was recently issued. Information
on the impacts of sea level rise should be included.
Catastrophic events such as landslide, flood,
avalanche, major weather should be discussed.
Loss of carbon sequestration due to major removal

Additionally, extensive habitat models exist from
the Kenai Peninsula using resource selection
functions to evaluate the effect of development on
brown bears. The EIS must use these methods to
further evaluate the direct, indirect and cumulative
impacts of the proposed project to wildlife and
terrestrial resources.

These watersheds and geographic regions and
their aquatic and terrestrial species have been and
continue to be studied by local, private, and
nonprofit entities, and resource agencies at the
state and federal level including tribes. The EIS
must incorporate information from these other
sources and studies, new data collected as part of
the EIS evaluations and from models that evaluate
species, habitat, biological and physical watershed
processes. The EIS must also incorporate
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom
(TEKW) in all evaluations and when developing the
information for baseline and existing conditions.

of the proposed project to aquatic resources and
fish and fish productivity in the watersheds.
Additionally, it is unclear what fish tissue criteria
were used. This information should be provided so
that the reviewer can determine if the appropriate
criteria were used.

Comment
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Climate change analysis framework for the
document is given in Section 3.1,
Introduction to Affected Environment. A
summary of where climate change is
discussed in the document by resource topic
is given in Section 4.1, Introduction to
Environmental Consequences.

Habitat modeling was incorporated and
applied to the impacts analysis for fish and
wildlife in the DEIS. Please refer to Sections
3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values and for a
description of baseline conditions and
potential impacts to wildlife.
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It seems that the whole affects analyses for both
aquatic and terrestrial species and habitats is
aimed at trivializing the impacts a project of this
size will have. Most information is reduced to a
paragraph or two. It is misleading to say this is a
20-year project when the buildout will occur over 78
years. And several other mining projects would use
the proposed Pebble Project infrastructure. Based
on probable ultimate size of the proposed project
and other projects that intend to use the Pebble
infrastructure, this project will be there forever. It is
unclear how the EIS can claim that a project of this
size will result in an increase of rearing habitat for
juvenile salmonids.

of vegetation and how this impacts greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions should be included. Loss of
habitats and shifting migration patterns should be
discussed for both aquatic and terrestrial species.

Comment
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The EIS will be revised to better describe
how habitat changes will impact resident and
non-resident fish species.

The cumulative impacts sections have been
revised in the DEIS.

The EIS is a scientific analysis based on the
best available information.
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The Threatened and Endangered Species
(TES) section of this environmental impact
statement (EIS) provides an incomplete and
narrow discussion for a project of this size
that spans several watersheds and will have
impacts to multiple aquatic and terrestrial
species on which TES and State of Alaska
Special Status Species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet rely for survival.
Constructing and operating a mine of this
size with its associated infrastructure,
combined with altering, filling, dredging,
disposing of wastewater, and discharging into
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and ponds in
watersheds for over 25 years, and most likely
longer, will adversely impact, irrevocably
damage, and will most likely eradicate distinct
anadromous and resident fish populations
found in the smaller tributaries. These smaller
and unique stocks are important to the overall
health of fisheries because these stocks
provide genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed. The
proposed project would cover and otherwise
adversely impact large areas of the upper
watersheds, resulting in severe fragmentation
of habitat that is vitally important to salmon
and other anadromous and resident fish. The
EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to all aquatic species.
The EIS must also evaluate direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts to the prey resources
that fish rely on during all life history phases.
A robust evaluation of this type needs to be
based on statistically sound scientific
baseline data and existing conditions
information as well as the Traditional
Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom (TEKW)

Comment
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Comment noted. The DEIS evaluates the direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts to TES. Impacts to
aquatic resources are detailed in Section 4.24, Fish
Values. Traditional ecological knowledge is
incorporated in Section 3.9/K3.9/4.9, Subsistence.
See also Appendix K3.1 for a summary of TEK
discussion in the document.

Comment noted. The DEIS evaluates the direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts to TES.
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of Alaska Native communities.
Related to TES are the prey resources that
TES species rely on. The EIS must include a
robust habitat assessment to assess existing
conditions, including conditions related to
climate change and sea level rise. Extensive
aquatic habitat modeling tools exist to
conduct watershed assessments. These
methods must be used to evaluate the direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts of the
proposed project. The EIS must use up-todate methods to adequately evaluate aquatic
and terrestrial resources. These methods
must be used to further evaluate the direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts of the
proposed project to aquatic resources and
fish and fish productivity in the watersheds.
Of particular concern is how wildlife species
will be impacted as a result of project-induced
changes to fish numbers (especially salmon)
and fish habitat.
At a minimum, the EIS must include and
present all the waters documented in the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(ADF&G) Anadromous Waters Catalog
(AWC); however, it should be recognized that
the AWC under represents waters that
support anadromous fish by 20 to 40 percent.
Information must be provided discussing
when, where, and how additional locations
will be chosen to conduct additional fish
surveys in the areas to provide more robust
data on areas not in the AWC. To further
evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts to habitat, fish, and fish productivity,
the EIS must provide information on whether
instream flow reservations or other water
rights exist in these watersheds. Impacts to

Comment
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All fish-related impacts are discussed in Section
4.24, Fish Values. Impacts to waters are discussed
in several sections including 4.16, Surface Water
Hydrology, 4.17, Groundwater Hydrology, and 4.18,
Water and Sediment Quality.

Impacts on TES from current climate change trends
are included in the DEIS. All Impacts to aquatic
resources are detailed in Section 4.24, Fish Values,
as well as Sections 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology,
and 4.17, Groundwater Hydrology. No populationlevel impacts to salmonid species are anticipated.
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References:
Chambers, Dave, Robert Moran, and Lance
Trasky (Chambers et al.). 2012. Bristol Bay’s
Wild Salmon Ecosystems and the Pebble
Mine, Key Considerations for a Large-Scale
Mine Proposal. In partnership with Wild
Salmon Center and Trout Unlimited, Stone
Grossard, and The Tiffany & Co. Foundation.

the entire watershed of Bristol Bay as well as
Cook Inlet and outside waters that provide
critical and migratory habitat for aquatic and
terrestrial species must be assessed in the
EIS.
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support worldclass salmonid species that will be
irrevocably impacted by the proposed project
including: Chinook salmon, coho salmon,
chum salmon, pink salmon, sockeye salmon,
and steelhead trout (Chambers et al., 2012;
USEPA, 2014). Other important fish species
that are used by people in the region include:
rainbow trout, arctic char, Dolly Varden,
grayling, and whitefish. Important nonsalmonid species, like pike and suckers, are
also used by local people. These fisheries
are an integral part of the aquatic food web
and provide an abundant biomass and prey
resource for several aquatic and terrestrial
species in the freshwater and marine areas of
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet watersheds as well
as in the other waters including the Pacific
Ocean. The EIS must quantify and evaluate
the impacts related to the loss of this large
prey resource that sustains aquatic and
terrestrial species within the project area and
across all areas of their adult migratory
routes.

Comment
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All fish-related impacts are discussed in Section
4.24, Fish Values. Thank you for providing these
references, they were reviewing and incorporated
where applicable in the DEIS.
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References:
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(AD&FG). 2018. “State of Alaska Special
Status Species: Fish Stocks of Concern”.
Accessed on May 16, 2018. Available at:
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=s
pecialstatus.akfishstocks
Along with the discussion of critical habitat, it
is unclear why Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)
for freshwater, estuarine, and marine
species, which are important prey resources
for several of the listed species, is not
discussed in this section. The MagnusonStevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act of 1996, as amended in
2007, mandates the identification of EFH for
federally managed species and the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA). 2014. An Assessment of Potential
Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of
Bristol Bay, Alaska. Final Report. EPA 910-R14-001A-C, ES.
January.
Under Alaska State law, the Commissioners
of the ADF&G and the Department of Natural
Resources must take measures to preserve
the natural habitat of fish and wildlife species
that are recognized as threatened with
extinction (ADF&G, 2018). State of Alaska
Special Status Species in Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet include the following species listed
as endangered by ADF&G: blue whale,
humpback whale and right whale (ADF&G,
2018). The Alaska Special Status Species
also includes Fish Stocks of Concern.

Edited by Mark Trenholm. January.

Comment
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The EFH has been included in the DEIS as
Appendix I and includes several maps.

All impacts not directly related to TES are
addressed in other sections. Blue and right whales
are not considered to occur in the EIS analysis
area. Only the federally-listed stock of humpback
whales and other listed species that may occur in
the EIS analysis area are discussed in Section
4.25, TES.
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Section 4.25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration
Fisheries (NOAA Fisheries). 2018. “NOAA
Fisheries Essential Fish Habitat”. Accessed
on November 27, 2018. Available at:
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/habit
at-conservation/essential-fish-habitat
According to NOAA Fisheries, a consultation
with NOAA Fisheries is required whenever a
federal agency, including the military, works
in an area that will affect EFH. A consultation
is also triggered when a federal agency, or its
designee, determines that an action to be
authorized, funded, or undertaken by the
agency may adversely affect EFH. According
to NOAA Fisheries, an “adverse effect” is any
impact that reduces the quality and/or
quantity of EFH. Adverse effects may include
direct or indirect physical, chemical, or
biological alterations of the waters or

consideration of recommendations to
conserve and enhance the habitat necessary
for these species to carry out their life cycles.
According to National Oceanic Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Fisheries, EFH
includes those waters and substrates
necessary to fish for spawning, breeding,
feeding or growing to maturity. “Waters”
include aquatic areas and their associated
physical, chemical, and biological properties.
“Substrate” includes sediment underlying the
waters. “Necessary” means the habitat
required to support a sustainable fishery and
the contributions of “managed species” to a
healthy ecosystem. “Spawning, breeding,
feeding, or growing to maturity” includes all
habitat types utilized by a species throughout
its lifecycle (NOAA Fisheries, 2018).

Comment
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The EFH has been included in the DEIS as
Appendix I and includes several maps.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

9

Comment
Number

Section 4.25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

The EIS must include an EFH assessment
and consultation for both the Bristol Bay
Watershed and Cook Inlet for freshwater
salmonid habitat and estuarine and marine
habitat for salmonids, groundfish, forage fish,
and other resident and migratory fish species
as well as scallops and crabs. Habitat Areas
of Particular Concern, which are subsets of
EFH, must also be identified.
Although bald eagle is no longer listed under
the Endangered Species Act, and Alaska’s
populations are healthy, continued
stewardship and conservation of nesting and
foraging habitat around salmon spawning
streams and estuarine and marine waters
near their nest sites are necessary to protect
them from potential harm caused by human
disturbances and human development.
Because of this, a discussion of the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act and the Bald and Golden
Eagle Protection Act should be included in
the TES section.

substrate and loss of, or injury to, benthic
organisms, prey species and their habitat,
and other ecosystem components, if such
modifications reduce the quality and/or
quantity of EFH. Adverse effects to EFH may
result from actions occurring within or outside
of EFH and may include site- specific or
habitat-wide impacts, including individual,
cumulative, or synergistic consequences of
actions. Through the consultation process,
the agency and NOAA determine how best to
conduct coastal development while
supporting fish habitat and minimizing or
avoiding environmental damage. (NOAA
Fisheries, 2018).

Comment
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Since bald eagles are not federally listed, they are
not considered a TES. They are discussed in
Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values. The MBTA
is also discussed in those sections. Only current
TES are included in Section 4.25.
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section 4.25

14

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

13

15

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

12

11

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council
Nondalton
Tribal
Council
Nondalton
Tribal
Council

10

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Aquatic and
Terrestrial
Species

EFH

State and
Federal Parks
and refugees

Fish Stocks

Beluga
Whales

Beluga
Whales

Relevant
Text/Subject

Because of the extensive amount of
information that is needed to assess the
impacts of this project, Biological
Assessments, geared solely towards

Comment noted. The continual decline of the Cook
Inlet Beluga Whale stock is not fully understood,
however potential impacts to their prey species are
discussed for several hypothetical spill scenarios in
Section 4.27, Spill Risk.

For beluga whale, the TES section includes
the following statement which seems to
trivialize the impacts from the proposed
project: Moore et al. (2000) concluded that
beluga whales appear to have become
habituated to offshore oil and gas activities in
central Cook Inlet. Yet beluga whale is still
listed under the ESA. At some point there
may be a threshold of no return for them to
recover, particularly if their prey is heavily
impacted.
For beluga whale, the TES section includes
the following statement: There are no records
of lethal vessel strikes involving Cook Inlet
beluga whales; therefore, impacts to the
Cook Inlet beluga whale as a result of injury
or mortality from vessel collisions would not
be expected. The extent and duration for
which injury or mortality would occur is
therefore not included in this analysis.
Because there will be an increase in
shipping/vessel traffic injury and mortality of
vessel strikes must not be written off. This
potential impact must be recognized and
evaluated in the EIS.
State of Alaska Special Status Species
including Fish Stocks of Concern should be
discussed.
State and federal parks and refuges should
be discussed, since these areas provide
habitat for listed and Special Status Species.
EFH should be discussed and included on
the maps.

PAGE | 7

Documentation required for NEPA permitting is
included in the DEIS. Specialist reports are
referenced where applicable.

This does not apply to TES. All impacts to fish
resources are discussed in Section 4.24, Fish
Values.
These are generally outside of the EIS analysis
area and not discussed in detail. They are
mentioned in the DEIS where applicable.
The EFH has been included in the DEIS as
Appendix I and includes several maps.

This text in the DEIS has been updated to be less
speculative and address the potential.
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16

17

18

19

20

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Steller's Eider

PCEs

Steller Sea
Lion

Foraging

Salmon

Relevant
Text/Subject

Comment noted. According to Section 4.24, Fish
Values, there would be no population-level impacts
on salmonid species. Impacts to prey species for
Steller sea lion from several hypothetical spill
scenarios may impact prey species and are
discussed in Section 4.27, Spill Risk.
Comment noted. According to Section 4.24, Fish
Values, there would be no population-level impacts
on salmonid species. Impacts to prey species for
TES from several hypothetical spill scenarios may
impact prey species and are discussed in Section
4.27, Spill Risk.
Comment noted. Various surveys have been
conducted for decades in lower Cook Inlet for a
variety of species which have recorded information
on locations of Steller sea lions. Significant haulouts of Steller sea lion were not identified in
Kamishak Bay when critical habitat was
designated. Therefore, existing information on
locations of Steller sea lions is considered
adequate to make an informed decision between
the various alternatives.
PCEs are discussed for species that have critical
habitat designations which overlap with the EIS
analysis area. This is the case only for northern sea
otter and Cook Inlet beluga whale.
The text is correct. No Steller’s eiders have been
documented flying through the mine site and hence
the species is considered absent. They may fly
over portions of the transportation and natural gas
pipeline corridors; however no information on
specific flight paths could be located. One study of
GPS transmitted Steller’s eiders from Kodiak Island
did not show birds using or flying through the EIS
analysis area. The precise flight routes for Steller’s

permitting are not adequate. Specialist
reports for aquatic and terrestrial species and
their habitats must be included in the EIS.
Salmon is a prey resource for Steller sea lion
and should be included in the discussion for
Steller sea lion. If permitted, the proposed
project would result in reduced production of
several salmon runs. As a result, there will
be less salmon available for Steller sea lion.
Not just loss of foraging habitat, but also loss
of the prey resources must be quantified and
evaluated. Reduced prey production due to
habitat loss could be an issue for all prey
resources. These impacts must be
recognized and analyzed in the EIS.
The TES states the analyses is based on a
“few” Steller sea lion surveys. Most of the
surveys of Steller sea lion and other listed
species appear to be based on incidental
sightings observed during beluga whale
aerial surveys. The beluga surveys are
conducted in a very short span of time – June
and August. Specific surveys of all listed
species should be conducted throughout all
seasons.
Primary constituent elements (PCEs) are only
discussed for northern sea otters. Available
PCEs should be presented and discussed for
all listed species.
The discussion for the presence of Steller’s
eider in the mine site is inadequate and
appears to contradict itself. Information on
the location and timing of the surveys should
be included. Based on the small amount of
information provided, Steller’s eider should
be assumed to be in the area if they are
known to fly through, and potential impacts
should be assessed. In the TES discussion

PAGE | 8
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21

22

23

24

25

26

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal

Comment
Number

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Agency

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section 4.25

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Figure 4.25-2

Figure 4.25-1

Figure 4.25-1

Figure 4.25-1

Figure 4.25-1

Figure 4.25-1

Relevant
Text/Subject

Flyways for Steller’s eider should be shown
on the figure.

AWC should be included on the figure.

State and federal parks and refuges should
be shown on figure, since these areas
provide habitat for listed and Special Status
Species.
The footprint of port/ferry terminals should be
shown on the figure to show the relation of
these facilities to critical habitat and EFH.

Areas supporting State of Alaska Special
Status Species including Fish Stocks of
Concern should be shown on figure.

eider from the north slope to lower Cook Inlet is
unknown, however tower and power line strikes
have yielded some anecdotal evidence that
Steller’s eiders may fly overland around the
southern portion of Iliamna Lake. It is not known if
these are birds from the Alaska breeding
population or the Russia breeding population.

for Steller’s eider, the migration section
includes the following statements: Steller’s
eiders may occasionally fly through the mine
site and terrestrial portions of the
transportation corridor and natural gas
pipeline corridor while moving between Cook
Inlet, the Alaska Peninsula, and the western
coast of Alaska. No Steller’s eiders were
documented during any biological surveys in
the mine site, therefore the species is
considered absent from the mine site.
However, Steller’s eiders’ bird strikes on
towers and power lines at Togiak, Naknek,
and King Salmon (including inland sites)
indicate that there may be some overland
pathway that includes Iliamna Lake.
EFH should be included on the figure.
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The current DEIS Section 4.25 does not include
any figures; they are included in Section 3.25, TES.
The EFH is included in Appendix I along with
figures.
The current DEIS Section 4.25 does not include
any figures; they are included in Section 3.25, TES.
All fish-related impacts on shown on figures in
Section 4.24, Fish Values.
The current DEIS Section 4.25 does not include
any figures; they are included in Section 3.25, TES.

The current DEIS Section 4.25 does not include
any figures; they are included in Section 3.25, TES.
The EFH is included in Appendix I along with
figures.
The current DEIS Section 4.25 does not include
any figures; they are included in Section 3.25, TES.
All fish-related impacts on shown on figures in
Section 4.24, Fish Values.
The current DEIS Section 4.25 does not include
any figures; they are included in Section 3.25, TES.
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No flyways for Steller’s eiders have been mapped
or delineated (little is known about their migration
within lower Cook Inlet) and hence cannot be
included on a figure.
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Comment
Number

1

2

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.26.2

Section
4.26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

Common to All
Action
Alternatives.
Vegetation
Removal.

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
In second paragraph of Section 4.26,
USACE states, “To contextualize project
impacts, the analysis for vegetation makes
use of publicly available environmental data
for the environmental impact statement
(EIS) analysis area.” This is not true.
USACE relies solely on Western scientific
data and does not make use of publicly
available Alutiiq, Dena’ina, Yup’ik
ethnobotany data. Failure to include these
Indigenous data results in a significant data
gap for this section. USACE must address
and correct this deficiency.
In this subsection, USACE’s reliance on
Western scientific data ignores impacts
based on Indigenous knowledge of the
Dena’ina. In her 1991 book Dena’ina
Plantlore, Priscilla Russell Kari states,
“Plants should also be treated respectfully.
A person should avoid wasting plants (page
19).” If the proposed Pebble Project is
permitted and built, it will result in the
removal of hundreds of acres of plants that
require proper treatment. USACE must
explain and evaluate impacts in accordance
with Alutiiq, Dena’ina, and Yup’ik world
views.

Comment
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The values and concepts are addressed under Sections
3.9/K3.9/4.9, Subsistence and Sections 3.7 and 4.7,
Cultural Resources, since those sections accurately
reflect the values that vegetation have to native
indigenous communities. Additionally, technical
Appendix K3.1 includes comments and input from local
communities in regards to impacts on biological
resources.

Comment noted; TEK is incorporated in Section
3.9/K3.9/4.9, Subsistence. See also Appendix K3.1 for a
summary of TEK discussion in the document.
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Comment
Number

3

4

5

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.26

Section
4.26

Section
4.26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
The Wetlands, Wildlife, Fish, and Vegetation
sections provide an incomplete, inadequate,
and narrow discussion for a project of this
size that spans a large landscape
encompassing several watersheds and will
have impacts to multiple aquatic and
terrestrial species in Bristol Bay and Cook
Inlet. Additionally, the use of “Values” in the
titles is odd. It would be more appropriate to
just use “Terrestrial Resources” to include a
discussion of habitat and wildlife and
instead of “Fish Values”, it would be more
appropriate to use “Aquatic Resources” to
include a discussion of habitat and fish and
other aquatic species.
The proposed project will require intact
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and ponds to
be removed, altered, discharged into,
dredged, and filled in a mostly pristine, wild,
and functioning watershed for over 25
years, resulting in removal of an
interconnected ecosystem and loss of the
biodiversity and functional habitat and
services provided to the watersheds that
aquatic and terrestrial resource rely on.
Mitigation or restoration on this scale has
never been attempted.
Re-creating a functioning watershed is
virtually impossible. Humans cannot
improve intact ecosystems. Removing
streams, tributaries, wetlands, and ponds
from a watershed for over 25 years will
result in loss of natural process and function
and will adversely impact inputs to
downstream areas, such as sediment
transport, loss of interstitial spaces due to
lack sediment transport, compaction of
substrates, detritus, nutrients, water

Comment
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Sections 3.22 and 4.22, Wetlands and Other
Waters/Special Aquatic Sites
Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values
Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
Sections 3.17 and 4.17 Groundwater Hydrology

Comment noted. Please refer to the following sections in
the DEIS for information on the concerns raised:

Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values
Sections 3.26 and 4.26, Vegetation
Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
Sections 3.17 and 4.17 Groundwater Hydrology

Comment noted. Please refer to the following sections in
the DEIS for information on the concerns raised:

Comment noted; the term “Values” was direction
received from USACE per their public interest review
factor terminology. See Section 3.1, Introduction to
Affected Environment, for a complete list of PIR topic
location in the DEIS.
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and Page
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In addition, constructing and operating a
mine of this size with its associated
infrastructure, combined with altering,
filling, dredging, disposal of wastewater, and
discharging into streams, tributaries,
wetlands, and ponds in watersheds for over
25 years will impact, irrevocably damage,
and will probably eradicate distinct
anadromous and resident fish populations
found in the smaller tributaries. These
smaller and unique stocks are important to
the overall health of fisheries because they
provide genetic diversity that improves
resiliency throughout the watershed. The
proposed project would cover and otherwise
adversely impact large areas of the upper
watersheds, resulting in severe
fragmentation of habitat that’s vitally
important to aquatic and terrestrial species
(salmon in particular) and other anadromous
and resident fish.

chemistry, macroinvertebrates, prey, high
and low flow regimes, groundwater
upwelling, aquifer recharge, hyporheic
function, hydrological and
geomorphological processes and function,
temperature regimes, physical and
biological processes, riparian and terrestrial
habitat, soil ecology, etc.

Comment
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Comment
Number

6

7

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.26

Section
4.26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

Frustratingly, without figures and maps it is
not possible to do an in-depth and specific
review of these sections. Suffice it to say,
aside from the proposed mine itself having a
massive footprint across several
watersheds, the infrastructure required to
support the mine will stamp a large
destructive footprint across a large mostly
pristine and wild geographic areas including
close to 70 miles of roads and additional
spur roads with 97 river and stream
crossings, 11 bridges, and 88 culverts. The
roads will cross through and over several
watersheds and large fish bearing rivers,
streams, tributaries and through a mosaic of
wetlands, lakes, ponds, bogs, marshes,
riparian and upland areas.

The EIS must evaluate direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to all aquatic and
terrestrial species. The EIS must also
evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts to the prey resources that fish rely
on during all life history phases. A robust
evaluation of this type needs to be based on
statistically sound scientific baseline data
and existing conditions information as well
as the Traditional Ecological Knowledge and
Wisdom (TEKW) of Alaska Native
communities.

Comment
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Sections 3.22 and 4.22, Wetlands and Other
Waters/Special Aquatic Sites
Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values
Sections 3.25 and 4.25, Threatened and Endangered
Species

Comment noted. Impacts to biological resources from
the construction and operations of the transportation
corridor are addressed in several sections of the DEIS
including:

Figures and maps have been included in the DEIS.

TEK is incorporated in Section 3.9/K3.9/4.9,
Subsistence. See also Appendix K3.1 for a summary of
TEK discussion in the document.

Sections 3.22 and 4.22, Wetlands and Other
Waters/Special Aquatic Sites
Sections 3.23 and 3.24, Wildlife Values
Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values
Sections 3.26 and 4.26, Vegetation
Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Surface Water Hydrology
Sections 3.17 and 4.17 Groundwater Hydrology

Comment noted. Please refer to the following sections in
the DEIS for information on the concerns raised:
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Comment
Number

8
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Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

The EIS Analysis Area must include not just
the areas of actual ground disturbance but
all adjacent and connected areas. The EIS
Analysis Area must include all areas of the
four major projects (mine, roads, gas
pipeline/utilities, port/ferry terminals) and
their components in the Bristol Bay and
Cook Inlet Watersheds as well as those
areas bordering these watersheds including
nearby national parks and refuges
(particularly Katmai bears and McNeil River
bears) that will be impacted by impaired
migratory routes, reduced populations of
fish and wildlife, etc. The EIS Analysis Area
must be expanded to include aquatic and
terrestrial migratory corridors for all aquatic
and terrestrial species in fresh, estuarine
and marine waters.

An 18-mile ice breaking ferry route will
require ferry terminals and a port with
associated offices, storage facilities, power
plants and extensive road causeways built
over and into the marine environment. A
187-mile gas pipeline with associated fiber
optics going overland and under Cook Inlet
and Iliamna Lake. The project will require
extraction of major quantities of water from
rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.

Comment
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Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values
for a discussion of potential impacts to wildlife in the
analysis area.

The EIS analysis area for vegetation is where potential
impacts from the project are likely to occur. Resources
outside this analysis area are not discussed in detail.

Comment acknowledged.
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Comment
Number

9

10

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.26

Section
4.26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet support important
salmonid species that will be irrevocably
impacted by the proposed project including
Chinook salmon, coho salmon, chum
salmon, pink salmon, sockeye salmon, and
steelhead trout (Chambers et al., 2012;
USEPA, 2014a). Other important fish
species that are used by local people
include rainbow trout, arctic char, Dolly
Varden, grayling, and whitefish. Important
non-salmonid species, like pike and
suckers, are also used by local people.
These fisheries are an integral part of the
aquatic food web and provide an abundant
biomass and prey resource for several
aquatic and terrestrial species in the
freshwater and marine areas of Bristol Bay
and Cook Inlet watersheds as well as in the
other waters including the Pacific Ocean.
The EIS must quantify and evaluate the
impacts related to the loss of this large prey
resource that sustains aquatic and terrestrial
species within the project area and across
all areas of their adult migratory routes.
The baseline information in these sections is
inadequate and at times contradicts itself
(as in the case of caribou populations). The
documents state that caribou are not in the
area so won’t be impacted, but then it goes
on to say that ADF&G culls wolves to
protect the caribou herds and that the tribes
are concerned with caribou populations and
have seen a reduction in numbers.

Comment
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Comment noted. Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23,
Wildlife Values, for a description of wildlife resources
potentially impacted by the project.

Comment acknowledged. Please refer to Sections 3.24
and 4.24, Fish Values, for a description of the aquatic
resources affected environment and impacts analysis.
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Comment
Number

11

12

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.26

Section
4.26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
The EIS must provide sufficient baseline
data and existing conditions information.
Relying on the insufficient baseline data
collected by the project proponent and
presented in the 2004-2008 environmental
baseline report and the 2009-2013
supplemental baseline data reports does not
provide sufficient information for the aquatic
and terrestrial species that rely on this large
landscape. These reports alone do not
provide adequate information to establish
baseline conditions for the area to evaluate
direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to
natural resources.
Baseline studies conducted for this project
in 2004-2008, including the methods used to
collect and analyze data for fish use and
presence will differ greatly from the methods
that are being used now in 2018. The EIS
must use up-to-date methods to adequately
evaluate aquatic and terrestrial resources.
Extensive habitat models exist to evaluate
the presence and habitat use of aquatic
resources. These methods must be used to
further evaluate the direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts of the proposed project
to aquatic resources and fish and fish
productivity in the watersheds. Additionally,
there is no indication as to what fish tissue
criteria were used. This information should
be provided so that the reviewer can
determine if the appropriate criteria were
used.

Comment

PAGE | 7

Please refer to Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values, for
information on fish sampling methodology.

Field sampling methods applied to gather environmental
baseline data are considered scientifically valid.

Comment acknowledged. Sampling data from the EBD
studies occurred several years ago, and sampling
was intensive and conducted over a multi-year period
and it is sufficient to represent pre-mine conditions,
and to assess the reasonably foreseeable significant
impacts of the proposed project. Additionally, the
requested information would not be essential to make a
reasoned choice among alternatives.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
Number

13

14

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.26

Section
4.26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

General

Relevant
Text/Subject

Additionally, extensive habitat models exist
from the Kenai Peninsula using resource
selection functions to evaluate the effect of
development on brown bears. The EIS
must use these methods to further evaluate
the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed project to wildlife and
terrestrial resources.
The climate change discussion in these
sections is far too general for a project of
this size and timeframe. The discussion
should be far more specific and include
information from the new Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report that
was recently issued. Information on the
impacts of sea level rise should be included.
Catastrophic events such as landslide,
flood, avalanche, major weather should be
discussed. Loss of carbon sequestration
due to major removal of vegetation and how
this impacts greenhouse gas (GHG)

These watersheds and geographic regions
and their aquatic and terrestrial species
have been and continue to be studied by
local, private, and nonprofit entities, and
resource agencies at the state and federal
level including tribes. The EIS must
incorporate information from these other
sources and studies, new data collected as
part of the EIS evaluations and from models
that evaluate species, habitat, biological and
physical watershed processes. The EIS
must also incorporate Traditional Ecological
Knowledge and Wisdom (TEKW) in all
evaluations and when developing the
information for baseline and existing
conditions.

Comment

PAGE | 8

Climate change analysis framework for the document is
given in Section 3.1, Introduction to Affected
Environment. A summary of where climate change is
discussed in the document by resource topic is given in
Section 4.1, Introduction to Environmental
Consequences.

Please refer to Sections 3.23 and 4.23, Wildlife Values
and Sections 3.24 and 4.24, Fish Values, for a
description of baseline conditions and impacts analysis.

Comment noted. Habitat modeling was applied to the
impacts analysis for fish and wildlife in the DEIS.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

Comment
Number

14

Agency

Nondalton
Tribal
Council

Section
4.26

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page
#

General

Relevant
Text/Subject
emissions should be included. Loss of
habitats and shifting migration patterns
should be discussed for both aquatic and
terrestrial species.
It seems that the whole affects analyses for
both aquatic and terrestrial species and
habitats is aimed at trivializing the impacts
a project of this size will have. Most
information is reduced to a paragraph or
two. It is misleading to say this is a 20-year
project when the buildout will occur over 78
years. And several other mining projects
would use the proposed Pebble Project
infrastructure. Based on probable ultimate
size of the proposed project and other
projects that intend to use the Pebble
infrastructure, this project will be there
forever. It is unclear how the EIS can claim
that a project of this size will result in an
increase of rearing habitat for juvenile
salmonids.

Comment

PAGE | 9

Comment noted. The DEIS is a scientific analysis based
on the best available information.
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ADF&G
(habitat)

Agency

1

Comment
No.

K3.14-3

Section

"Isolated permafrost varies from 0 to
10 percent of the landscape subsurface."

Relevant Text/Subject
Project should identify all areas of
permafrost along the proposed natural
gas pipeline in the EIS particularly any
thaw unstable slopes that will need to
be trenched. This is necessary due to
likelihood of erosion and subsequent
stream sedimentation once permafrost
is trenched. Mitigation measures
should also be identified to monitor and
stabilize these post-construction.

Comment

PAGE | 1

Permafrost is no more prevalent than in
Anchorage and the Kenai Peninsula,
and is unlikely to be encountered.
Therefore environmental
consequences related to the presence
of permafrost are not relevant.
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1

2

ADF&G
(habitat)

Comment
No.

ADF&G
(habitat)

Agency

4.14.2.5

4.14.2.4

Section

Chapter should address environmental
consequences of erosion from surface waters
intercepting the pipeline ditch and describe
how the ditch will be stabilized and monitored
for erosion.

Chapter does not address
environmental
consequences of erosion
and resultant stream
sedimentation from
trenching through thaw
unstable ice-rich slopes.

Chapter does not address
environmental
consequences from erosion
and subsequent stream
sedimentation from overland
flows intercepting the
pipeline ditch.

Comment

Project should identify all areas of permafrost
along the proposed natural gas pipeline in the
EIS particularly any thaw unstable slopes that
will need to be trenched. This is necessary
due to likelihood of erosion and subsequent
stream sedimentation once permafrost is
trenched. Environmental consequences
should be described, and mitigation
measures should also be identified to monitor
and stabilize these post-construction.

Relevant Text/Subject

PAGE | 1

Respectfully disagree with this comment, and
no changes have been made. The pipeline
ditch is a short-term feature that exists only
during pipeline construction, and for only short
lengths of time. Standard engineering
practices will be employed during construction.
Such practices do not need to be described in
detail, and would be expected to be detailed at
a later permitting phase to avoid, minimize, or
reduce impacts.

Standard engineering practices would be used
to deal with permafrost, should it be
encountered at all. Isolated masses of
permafrost are unlikely to result in impacts;
practices would be expected to be detailed at a
later permitting phase to avoid, minimize, or
reduce impacts.

Most of the road alignment is on bedrock and
high ground, and would be unlikely to
encounter permafrost. There is no evidence of
widespread permafrost on the route.

Respectfully disagree with this comment, and
no changes have been made. Information is
provided in provided in Section 3.14, Soils,
Chapter 3, Affected Environment; and in
Technical Appendix K3.14. Isolated permafrost
patches do not need to be identified.
Permafrost in this area is uncommon, similar to
distribution in Anchorage or on the Kenai
Peninsula.
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COMMENT RESPONSE MATRIX

ADEC

Agency

1

Comment
No.
Relevant Text/Subject
Paragraph two on this page
discusses the impact of
fugitive dust on wetlands. It
notes that "The greatest
effect on wetlands functions
is expected to occur within
33 feet of the roads." It is
not clear why a 35-foot
buffer is used in Section
4.10 and a 33-foot buffer is
used in Section 4.22.

Section,
Paragraph,
and Page #

Section
4.22.4.2, Page
4.22-25
Please explain.

Comment

PAGE | 1

In the DEIS, the EIS analysis area, including
the analysis area for fugitive dust in Section
4.22, Wetlands and Other Waters/Special
Aquatic Sites, has been updated.
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James,
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January31,2019

PebbleProjectDraftCompensatoryMitigationPlan,PebbleLimitedPartnership,November2018

EPAComments

TheEPAappreciatestheopportunity,basedonourNEPAcooperatingagencyspecialexpertiseandourrolein
CWA404review,toprovideyouwiththesecommentsonthePebbleProjectDraftCompensatoryMitigation
Plan(November2018)preparedbythePebbleLimitedPartnership.Ourcommentsareprovidedintableformat
below.Theseinteragencycommentsorportionsthereofmaybeprotectedbythedeliberativeprocessprivilege.

Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

Generalcommentonlackof
TheDraftCMPcontainslittleinformationregarding
mitigationprojects
thesubstanceofpotentialcompensationmeasures.
Nospecificmitigationprojectsareproposed.As
drafted,readerswillnotbeabletoprovidemeaningful
commentonproposedcompensationmeasuresfor
thepurposesofeitherNEPAorCWA404.Toensurea
meaningfulopportunityforpublicandcooperating
agencycommentforpurposesofNEPAand404,we
recommendthattheCMPincludedintheDEISbe
revisedtoincludeactualproposedcompensation
measures(ratherthanaplaceholderthatsaysTBDor
pending)atareasonablelevelofdetail.

“PLPissubmittingthisDraft
NEPAalsorequiresevaluationofappropriate
CompensatoryMitigationPlan
mitigationmeasures,andcompensationisincludedin
(CMP)totheUSACEtofulfillthe theCEQregulationsasoneoffivecategoriesof
compensatorymitigation
mitigationtobeconsidered.Werecommendthatthe
requirementsestablishedbythe analysisofmitigationunderNEPAbeprovidedinthe
CompensatoryMitigationfor
DraftEIS,toallowtheopportunityforpubliccomment
LossesofAquaticResources
onpotentialmeasures.
(MitigationRule;USACEand

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency WerecommendthattheCMPclarifywhetherthe
[EPA],2008)guidelinesthatwere proposedmitigationisalsodesignedtosatisfyNEPA
analysisrequirements.Ifnot,thenwerecommend
issuedonApril10,2008.”
thattheCMPstatethisclearlyandreferthereaderto
theDEISorotherplanswhereanalysisofmitigation,
includingcompensatorymitigationunderNEPA,can
befound.

Foraccuracy,wealsorecommendthatthehighlighted
word“guidelines”bechangedto“regulations.”

“PriortotheRule,EPA,USACE,
ThesetwosentencesrefertoArmy/EPAguidance
UnitedStatesFishandWildlife
documentsthatwereattachedtotheendofthe1994
Service(USFWS)andNational





1

1

1

1

1
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

1

1

2

2

3

3

MarineFisheriesService(NMFS)
issuedtheAlaskaWetland
Initiative(AWI)(EPAetal.1994).
Thisinitiativeclarifiedthat“no
netlossofwetlands”wasnot
realisticorpracticableinAlaska
andtherewasminimal
justificationforcomprehensively
implementingmitigationin
Alaskawithaprogramdesigned
forthecontiguousUnitedStates.
TheRulerecognizesthe
provisionsoftheAWIasvalidand
stillapplicableformitigation
planninginAlaska.”
“ThisCMPfollowstheMitigation
Ruleguidance,andtherecently
releasedJune15,2018
MemorandumofUnderstanding
(2018MOU)betweenUSACEand
EPAregardingMitigation
SequenceforWetlandsinAlaska
underSection404oftheCWA.”
“Thefullydevelopedminesite
willinclude…lowͲgradeore
stockpile…”
“ConstructionoftheProjectwill
requirethedischargeoffill
materialinto4,084acresof
WOUS.Thisincludes3,576acres
ofpermanentimpactsand508
acresoftemporaryimpactsin
WOUS(Table3Ͳ1).Permanent
impactsincludecutandfill
activitiesatfacilitylocations
wherethefillcannotbe
practicablyremovedfrom
WOUS.”

Recommendation

AWI.Theseguidancedocumentsweresupersededby
theJune2018Army/EPAAKMitigationMOA.

Asaresult,werecommenddeletingthesesentences
becausetheyrefertosupersededguidance.TheCMP
shouldrefertoapplicableregulations(e.g.,2008
MitigationRule)andcurrentguidance(e.g.,June2018
Army/EPAAKMitigationMOA).

Recommenddeletingtheword“guidance”here
becausethe2008Ruleisaregulationnotaguidance.

ItisourunderstandingthatthelowͲgradeore
stockpileisnolongerpartoftheproject.Asaresult,
werecommendrevisingtheminesitedescription.

Thisdescriptionissilentregardingthe
indirect/secondaryandcumulativeimpactsofthe
dischargeoffill.Examplesofindirect/secondary
impactsinclude:
x Wetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesupstreamoftheminefootprintthat
areblockedorcutͲofffromdownstream
connection;
x Wetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesthataredewatered;
x Wetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesdownstreamoftheminefootprint
thataredegradedasaresultoflosing
substantialportionsoftheirheadwater
wetlandsandstreams(whichcurrentlysupply
water,invertebrates,organicmatter,and
otherresourcestothedownstreamwaters);
and

2
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

4,22,
25

3,6

Table3Ͳ2
Table6Ͳ1
Table6Ͳ2
ImpactDescription

5,22

3,6

AquaticResourceFunctions

Recommendation

x Wetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesthatareimpactedduetodust
deposition.

TheCMPshouldspecifytheextentandmagnitudeof
alldirect,indirect/secondary,andcumulativeimpacts
andeitherincludetheseimpactsaspartofthe
permanentimpactsthatrequirecompensationor
explainwhytheyarenotconsideredpermanent
and/ordonotrequirecompensation.

Thesetablesappeartoquantifyimpactstostreams
usingacres(seeRiverineChannel).However,the
preambletothe2008mitigationrulerecognizesthat
useoflinearfeetmaybemoreappropriatefor
determiningcompensatorymitigationamountsfor
aquaticresourcesthataremorelinearinnature,such
asstreams(73FR19633).Useoflinearfeetis
standardpracticeforcharacterizingimpactsto
streamsacrossthecountryandisparticularlyrelevant
inthiscasegiventhefunctionsprovidedbythese
streams(e.g.,habitatforresidentandanadromous
fish).

Werecommendthatinadditiontoarea,impactsto
streamsbedescribedinlinearfeet.

WealsorecommendthattheCMPclearlyand
separatelyidentifythelengthofimpacted(directand
indirect)streamthatisprovidinghabitatforresident
fish(seeAlaskaFreshwaterFishInventory)and
anadromousfish(seeAnadromousWatersCatalog).

Forexample,section5.3oftheCMPidentifieshow
manystreammilesintheheadwatersoftheKoktuli
RiverareanadromousfishhabitatbuttheCMPdoes
notidentifyhowmanyofthesestreammileswillbe
directlyorindirectlyimpactedbytheproposed
dischargeofdredgedorfillmaterial.

Whileweunderstandthatafunctionalassessment
wasnotconducted,compensatorymitigationis
designedtooffsetlostaquaticresourcefunctions.
Thus,informationregardingthetypeandmagnitude
ofaquaticresourcefunctionsthatareexpectedtobe
lostordegradedisnecessarytoinformany
compensatorymitigationplan.Accordingly,Sections3
3
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

and6shouldbesupplementedwithatleastthe
followinginformation:
x adescriptionofthefunctionsprovidedby
eachofthecategoriesofresourcesdescribed
inTables3Ͳ2,6Ͳ1,and6Ͳ2;
x adescriptionofthelevelatwhichthese
functionsarebeingperformedpreͲproject
impact(i.e.,baselineconditionsatimpact
site).Inthiscase,eachcategoryofresources
appearstobeperformingitssetoffunctions
atoptimumlevelsbecausetheseresources
havenotexperiencedmanͲmadealterations;
and,
x aspartofSection6,adescriptionofthelevel
atwhichthesefunctionsareexpectedtobe
performedaftertheprojectdischargesof
dredgedorfillmaterialoccur.Forexample,
permanentdirectimpactswouldeliminate
thesefunctionsandpermanent
indirect/secondaryimpactswoulddegrade
existingfunctions.

TheHGMclassificationframeworkutilizedinthese
tablescouldfacilitatethestepsdescribedabovefor
thewetlandresourcesbecausetheHGMclassification
systemisthebasisformanywetlandfunctional
assessmentmethodsincludinganumberdeveloped
forotherregionsofAlaska(Slope/Flatwetlandsin
CookInletBasinEcoregion,RiverineandSlopeRiver
Proximalwetlandsincoastalsoutheastand
southcentralAlaska).

Attachedtothistable,pleasefindanextensivelistof
citationsforpeerͲreviewedscientificliteratureand
governmentreportsthatprovideinformation
regardingthefunctionsprovidedbythesetypesof
wetlands,streams,andotheraquaticresources.

TheCMPshouldbesupplementedwithinformationto
“PLPisnotproposing
compensatorymitigationfor508 supporttheassertionthattheseimpactswillbe
temporary.Forexample,werecommendthatthe
acresoftemporaryfill,asthose
CMPprovidethelengthoftimeoverwhichthe
wetlandsandfunctionsare
expectedtorecoverintheshort impactswilloccur,therecoverytime,actionsthatwill
betakentoensurethatimpactsaretemporary,and
term”
howsuccesswillbemeasured.Wefurther
recommendthattheCMPjustifyandprovidethebasis
foreachactionandtimeframe.

4

6

4
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

WatershedApproach
Oneofthefirststepsintakingawatershedapproach
tocompensatorymitigationistodeterminewhether
thereareexistingwatershedplansthatare
appropriateforinformingdecisionsregarding
compensatorymitigationsiteͲselectionandplanning
(see40CFR230.93(c)).TheCMPshouldclarify
whetherwatershedplansexistandifso,whethera
reviewhasbeenconductedtodetermineifany
appropriateplansexisttoinformcompensatory
mitigationdecisionͲmakinginanyofthepotentially
affectedwatersheds.Ifappropriateplansare
available,theCMPshoulddiscusshowtheplanswere
usedtoinformcompensationdecisionͲmakingandif
theywerenotused,theCMPshouldincludean
explanationforwhyitwasnotpracticabletouse
them.

GeneralcommentonWater
ThissectionoftheCMPshouldclarifywhetheritis
Qualitysection5.6
suggestingthatcontaminatedsitesthatarethelegal
responsibilityofaknownentityshouldbeaddressed
viacompensatorymitigation.

Section6andTable6Ͳ1
WerecommendthattheCMPexplaintheintentand
rationaleforidentifyingtherespectiveHGMclasses
withintheKoktuliwatershedandtheresultingimpacts
andeffectonthepercentageofeachclasswithinthe
watershed.WerecommendthattheCMPidentifythe
rationaleandsupportingdocumentationand
regulatoryreferencesforusingtherelativeabundance
orthresholdapproachforidentifyingthestandardfor
abundancerelativetotheamountofimpacts.Without
suchsupportinginformationandanalysis,thereader
mayinterprettheseimpactsasinsignificanteven
thoughthereisnoactualanalysissupportingthis
determination.

“SlopeHGMpalustrinescrubͲ
ThisstatementappearstosuggestthatSlopeand
shrubandemergentwetlandsare emergentwetlandsdonotprovideanyhabitat
themostwidelydistributed
supportfunctionsforsalmon.TheCMPshouldclarify
wetlandinthewatershedwith
whetherandtowhatextentthesewetlandsprovide
20,769acresand8,911acres
habitatsupportfunctionsforsalmonandotherfish.
respectively.Thesewetlandsare
broadlyusedbyungulatessuch
asmooseandcaribou.Riverine
andriverinechannelwetlands
impactedbytheProjectprovide
supporttoPacificsalmon.”

9

5

17

5.6

22Ͳ24

6

22

6

5
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

Recommendation

Thisstatementisvagueandunsupported,andasa
“2)Dischargesoffillfromthe
result,itisunhelpfultotheanalysis.Forexample,this
Projectwillimpactasmall
percentageofaquaticresources,” statementdoesnotexplainwhat“small”meansand
whatscalethe“percentage”refersto.Informationis
notprovidedintheDraftCMPtoexplainifthe“small”
impactswouldorwouldnothavesignificantimpacts.
Further,asnotedintheJune2018Army/EPAAK
Mitigationmemo,“insomecircumstancesevensmall
ortemporaryfillsresultinsubstantialimpacts.”Asa
result,werecommenddeletingthissentenceunlessit
isclarifiedandadequatelysupported.

“4)Theprimarythreatstothese Inthissentence,thephrase“theseresources”appears
torefertowetlands,streams,andotheraquatic
resourcesarisesfromimpacts
resources,includingfishͲrelatedresources,andthe
associatedwithcontaminated
followingcommentisbasedonthatassumption.Asan
sitesandcommunitysanitary
systems.”
initialmatter,werecommendthattheCMPclarifythe
intentofthephrase“theseresources.”

InformationisnotprovidedintheDraftCMPto
supportthestatementthatthe“primarythreats”to
wetlands,streams,andotheraquaticresourcesare
impactsresultingfromcontaminatedsitesand
communitysanitarysystems.Rather,theseimpacts
arediscussedinDraftCMPSection5.6aspotential
sourcesofcontamination.BasedontheDraftCMP,
thepreliminarydraftEIS,andotherpubliclyavailable
information,itappearsthattheprimarythreatto
theseresourcesistheproposedproject.

Werecommendthatthissentenceberevisedtoread:
“Theprimarythreatstotheseresourcesarisesfrom
impactsassociatedwiththeproposedproject.”

“Compensatorymitigationmay
TheCMPdefinestheAnalysisAreaasseven
beperformedusingmethodsof
HydrologicUnitCode(HUC)10watersheds.

restoration,enhancement,
TheCMPshouldclarifywhyitselectedtheHUCͲ10
establishment,andincertain
watershedscaleandhowitdeterminedthatno
circumstances,preservationof
wetlandsandaquaticresources. compensationoptionsexistforwetlands,streamsor
otheraquaticresourcesacrossthesesevenHUCͲ10
However,suchoptionsare
effectivelynonͲexistentinthe
watersheds.

AnalysisArea.”
IftherearenosuitableoptionswithintheseHUCͲ10
watersheds,theCMPshouldclarifywhyitwasnot
appropriatetoexplorepotentialcompensation
optionsatlargerwatershedscales(e.g.,HUCͲ8or
HUCͲ6).Whendiscussingtheappropriatewatershed
6

26

7

26

7

26

7
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)

26

7

“Wetlandsrestoration
opportunitiesintheAnalysisArea
areessentiallyunavailableas
developmentintheAnalysisArea
islimited,andallexisting
developmentsareinuseor
needed.Enhancement
opportunitiesaresimilarly
unavailablebecausethelimited
developmenthascaused
negligibledegradationto
wetlandsandotheraquatic
habitats.Establishmentof
wetlandsisnothighlydesirable
aswetlandsarealreadyabundant
intheAnalysisArea.Lastly,
preservationopportunitiesare
limitedduetothelandstatusand
unjustifiableduetothelackof
foreseeabledevelopmentthreat
toexistingwetlandsandaquatic
resourcesintheAnalysisArea.
Thus,thewatershedapproach,
andonͲsiteandinͲkind
compensatorymitigationarenot
practicaltomeettheProject’s
compensatorymitigationneeds.
Therefore,offͲsiteand/oroutͲofͲ
kindmitigationopportunities
mustbeconsidered.”

26

7

“Therearealsoopportunitiesfor
fishhabitatrestorationin
neighboringwatersheds…

Recommendation

scaleforuseinthewatershedapproach,theJune
2018Army/EPAAKMitigationMOAstatesthat
“[c]ertainenvironmentalfactorsinAlaskasuggestthat
largerwatershedscalesthanarecommonlyusedin
thelower48statesmaybeappropriate.”Themost
commonlyusedwatershedscaleinthelower48isthe
HUCͲ8(whichislargerthantheHUCͲ10).Thus,ata
minimum,potentialinͲkindoptionsinthelargerHUCͲ
8andHUCͲ6watershedsshouldbeevaluatedbefore
movingtooutͲofͲkindoptions.

Inlightoftheestimatedimpactstostreams,this
paragraphshouldclarifyifpotentialstreammitigation
opportunitieswerealsoevaluatedintherelevant
watershedsandifnot,explainwhy.

Thesentenceregardingpreservationinthisparagraph
shouldalsobeclarifiedforatleastthefollowing
reasons:
x AsisrecognizedintheJune2018Army/EPA
AKMitigationMOA,compensatorymitigation
opportunitiesmayexistonpubliclands.Public
ownershipdoesnotalwaysguaranteethat
aquaticresourceslocatedwithinpubliclands
areadequatelyprotected.Asaresult,the
potentialviabilityofpreservationonpublic
landsshouldnotbedismissedwithoutmore
carefulevaluation.
x Further,potentialexpansionofthemineover
timepresentsademonstrablethreatof
destructionoradversemodificationsforthe
aquaticresourcesaroundtheminefootprint.
Thus,preservationofaquaticresources
aroundthemine’svariousfootprintsshould
beevaluatedasapotentialpreservation
componentofaCMP.

Contrarytothisparagraph,theCMPhasnot
demonstratedthatinͲkindcompensationoptionsare
notpracticable.Amorethoroughreviewofpossible
wetland,streamandotheraquaticresource
compensationoptionsshould,ataminimum,be
documentedintherelevant,HUCͲ10,8,and6
watersheds.

Iftheculvertrehabilitationandfishpassageconcepts
aredevelopedfurtherinfuturedraftsoftheCMP,
pleasedescribehowthescopeandscaleofthe
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Page

Section Existingtext(ifapplicable)
throughculvertrehabilitation
andotherfishpassage
improvements…”



26Ͳ27

7

“Thefollowingfactorswillbe
usedtoevaluatecompensatory
mitigationoptions:…”





GeneralCommentonmitigation
ratios

28

8

Generalcommentonlackof
proposedmitigation

Recommendation

proposedimpactstotheaquaticresourcesinthe
Koktuliwatershedwillbeoffsetbyculvert
rehabilitationandfishpassageimprovementsinthese
otherwatersheds.
TheCMPshouldclarifyhowthesefactors(watershed
healthimpacts,environmentalsignificance,threatof
development,andpracticability)relatetooffsetting
theimpactsassociatedwiththeproposedproject.
Sinceafunctionorconditionassessmentwasnot
used,theCMPshouldclarifyhowitwillcomplywith
theMitigationRule’srequirementsregardingthe
amountofcompensation,whichstatethat“[i]fa
functionalorconditionassessmentorothersuitable
metricisnotused,aminimumoneͲtoͲoneacreageor
linearfootcompensationratiomustbeused”and
“[t]hedistrictengineermustrequireamitigationratio
greaterthanoneͲtoͲonewherenecessarytoaccount
forthemethodofcompensatorymitigation(e.g.,
preservation),thelikelihoodofsuccess,differences
betweenthefunctionslostattheimpactsiteandthe
functionsexpectedtobeproducedbythe
compensatorymitigationproject,temporallossesof
aquaticresourcefunctions,thedifficultyofrestoringor
establishingthedesiredaquaticresourcetypeand
functions,and/orthedistancebetweentheaffected
aquaticresourceandthecompensationsite.The
rationalefortherequiredreplacementratiomustbe
documentedintheadministrativerecordforthe
permitaction.”(33CFR332.3(f)/40CFR230.93(f)).

Forexample,theCMPshouldclarifyifaminimumoneͲ
toͲoneacreageratio(orhigherbasedonthefactorsin
33CFR332.3(f)(2)/40CFR230.93(f)(2))isbeing
proposedforimpactstowetlands,lakes,andponds
andifaminimumoneͲtoͲonelinearfootratio(or
higherbasedonthefactorsin33CFR332.3(f)(2)/40
CFR230.93(f)(2))isbeingproposedforimpactsto
streams.TheCMPshouldincludethesupporting
rationalefortheapproachused.

Tofacilitatemeaningfulreviewforthepurposesof
NEPAand404,section8andAttachment2oftheCMP
shouldberevisedfortheDEIStoincludeactual
proposedcompensationprojects.Ascurrentlydrafted,
theCMPlacksanyactualproposedcompensation
measures/projects.Therefore,itisnotpossibleto
commentontheeffectivenessoradequacyof
proposedmitigation.
8
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AttachmenttoEPACommentsonthePebbleProjectDraftCompensatoryMitigationPlan

Belowarecitationsthatspeaktothequantity,quality,anddiversityofaquatichabitatsintheBristolBay
watershed,includingthosepotentially impactedby the proposedproject, and their relationshipto the
watershed’s fishery resources. These also include relevant citations regarding salmon and marineǦ
derivednutrientsandtheportfolioeffect.

 ǡǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵ǤǦ  ǣ 
ǫEcologyLettersǣ͵͵ͷȂ͵ͶʹǤ
   ǤʹͲͲͷǤ ǡ
ʹͲͲʹȂʹͲͲͶǤEpidemiologyBulletinsͳȂͺǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡ Ǥ ǡǤǤʹͲͲǤ
ǤJournaloftheAmericanWaterResourcesAssociationͶ͵ǣͶͳȂͷͻǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤ
ʹͲͲͺǤǣ 
 ǤEvolutionaryApplicationsͳǣʹͺȂʹͻͻǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͻǤǦ    
Ǧ ǤBiologyLettersͷȋͷȌǣʹͳȂʹͶǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͳ͵Ǥ ǣ 
  ǤEcosystemsͳȋͺȌǣͳͶʹͻΫͳͶͶͳǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ
   ǤEcologyͻͳǣͳͶͶͷȂͳͶͷͶǤ
ǡǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤǤͳͻͺͲǤ ǡSalvelinusmalmaǤͻͻȂͳͶͲǤǤ
ȋǤȌǡCharrs:SalmonidFishesoftheGenusǤǤ
ǡǤʹͲͲͷǤAtlasofPacificSalmon:TheFirstMapǦBasedStatusAssessmentofSalmonintheNorthPacificǤ
ǡǤ
 ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻͲǤǡǡ
   ǣ ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳͳͻǣͻʹȂ
ͻͶͷǤ
 ǡǤ ǤǡǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͶǤ  
ǡ ǤNorthAmericanJournalofFisheries
ManagementͳͶǣͻȂͺͳͳǤ
ǡǤǡǤǦǡ ǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͲǤ  
ǯ ǣ Ǥ
InternationalJournalofCircumpolarHealthǣʹȂͲǤ
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ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤͳͻͻǤ    
 ǣ ǤCanadianJournalofFisheries
andAquaticSciencesͷ͵ǣͳͶȂͳ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤͳͻͻͺǤ ȋOncorhynchus
kisutchȌȋOncorhynchusmykissȌ  
ǡǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͷǣͳͻͲͻȂͳͻͳͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻͳǤ Ǥͺ͵Ȃͳ͵ͺǤǤ
ȋǤȌǡInfluencesofForestandRangelandManagementonSalmonidFishesandtheirHabitatsǤ
ǡǣ   Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻ͵Ǥ   
  ǡǡǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheries
SocietyͳʹʹȋͶȌǣͷͷͲΫͷͷͻǤ
ǡǤͳͻͺǤ  ǤCanadianSpecialPublicationof
FisheriesandAquaticSciencesͻǣͳʹͲȂͳʹͶǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤȋǤȌǤʹͲͳ͵ǤWildlifeResourcesoftheNushagakandKvichakRiverWatersheds,
AlaskaǤ Ǥ ǡǣǤǤ  ǡ    Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͳͳǤǡ ǡǣ
  ǦǤFisheries͵ǣͺȂʹǤ
ǡǤ Ǥǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǤͳͻͺͺǤ
  ǡǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheries
SocietyͳͳǣͷͶȂͷͷͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͶǤǣ ǡ  ǡ
ǦǡǤTransactionsofthe
AmericanFisheriesSocietyͳ͵͵ǣͳͷʹͻȂͳͷ͵ͺǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤ  ǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǤͳͻͺͺǤ 
ǦǦǦ ǡ  ǡǦǣ 
ǤNorthPacificAnadromousFishCommissionBulletinͳǣʹͶͲȂʹͷͲǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͲʹǤ      
 ǤEnvironmentalManagement͵ͲȋͶȌǣͶͻʹȂͷͲǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤͳͻͺǤARadioTaggingStudyofNaknekDrainageRainbowTroutǤ ǡ
ǣǤǤ ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻǤ   
 ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳʹȋȌǣͻʹȂ
ͻ͵ͺǤ
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ǡǤǤͳͻͻͳǤ ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǤͳȂͳͳͺǤ Ǥ
ȋǤȌǡPacificSalmonLifeHistoriesǤ ǡǣǤ
ǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǡǤ ǦǡǤǤʹͲͲǤ
Ǧ      ǤEcological
ApplicationsͳȋͳȌǣȂͺͲǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͻǤ    ǣ 
  ǤFisheriesʹͶǣȂͳͷǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥǡ ǤǡǤǤʹͲͲǤ  ǡ
ǣ ǤInternationalJournalofCircumpolarHealthͷǣͶͳȂͶ͵ͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤǡǡ  
  ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences͵ǣͳʹ͵ͲȂͳʹͶͳǤ
ǡǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͳǤ ȋCastorǤȌǡ 
 ǡ ȄǤReviewsinFish
BiologyandFisheriesͳͲǣͶ͵ͻȂͶͳǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǡ ǤǤʹͲͲ͵ǤDevelopmentand
ApplicationofMicrosatellitestoPopulationStructureandMixedǦStockAnalysesofDollyVardenfromthe
TogiakRiverDrainage,FinalReport.ǤͲͲǦͲͳͳǤ ǡǣǤǤ  ǡ
  Ǥ
ǡǤǤͳͻͻǤ  Ǧ Ǥ
CanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷ͵ȋͳȌǣʹȂʹͺʹǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤ ǡ ǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͳʹǤReconstructionofBristolBaySockeyeSalmonReturns
UsingAgeandGeneticCompositionofCatchǤ ǦǦͳʹͲʹǤǡǣǡ 
    Ǥ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤ  ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͳ͵Ǥ  
ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences
ͲȋͷȌǣͺͷȂͻ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ 
ǤCanadianJournalofZoologyͺͳǣ͵ͶͻȂ͵ͷ͵Ǥ
 ǡǤǤͳͻͻʹǤǦ ǤArctic
ͶͷȋʹȌǣͳʹͲȂͳʹ͵Ǥ
 ǡǤǤͳͻͻǤǤAmerican
FisheriesSymposiumͳͻǣͳͷȂͳͺ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͻǤǡǡ
 ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳ͵ͺȋȌǣͳʹͲȂͳʹͳͻǤ
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ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻ͵ǤSurficialDepositsoftheIliamnaQuadrangle,Alaska.  
ͳ͵ͺǦǤǤǤ  Ǥǣ
ǣȀȀǤǤǤȀȀȀȀȀͳ͵ͺǤǤ ǣ ͳǡʹͲͳʹǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲʹǤ  Ǧ͵
  ǤTheAmericanJournalofClinicalNutritionǣͺͷȂ
ͻʹǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͳǤǦ͵  
   ǤTheAmericanJournalofClinicalNutrition
ͶǣͶͶȂͶ͵Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͶǤ͵   Ȅ
ǤBritishMedicalJournal͵ʹͺǣ͵ͲȂ͵ͷǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻǤ   ǣ   ǤJournalof
ExperimentalBiologyͳͻͻǣͺ͵ȂͻͳǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͻǤReporttotheAlaskaBoardofFisheriesfortheRecreationalFisheriesofBristol
Bay,2007,2008,and2009Ǥ  ǤͲͻǦͳͶǤ  ǡ
 ǡ    Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͳʹǤReporttotheAlaskaBoardofFisheriesfortheRecreationalFisheriesofBristol
Bay,2010–2012Ǥ  ǤͳʹǦͳǤ  ǡ ǡ
    Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǡǤǤ  ǤʹͲͲǤReporttotheAlaskaBoardofFisheriesfortheRecreational
FisheriesofBristolBay,2004,2005,and2006Ǥ  ǤͲǦʹͻǤ 
ǡ   Ǥ
ǡǤǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤ     ǣ
ǤJournaloftheCardiometabolicSyndromeʹȋͶȌǣʹͶͶȂʹͶͻǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ  ǡǤ Ǥ
ʹͲͳͳǤ   ǤScience͵͵ʹǣͳͲͻȂͳͳʹǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ Ǥͳͻͺ͵ǤFishUtilizationofSeveralKenaiRiverTributaries:1982FieldReportǤ ǡ
ǣǤǤ  ǡ Ǥ
ȋǤǤ  ȌǤʹͲͳͶǤAnAssessmentofPotentialMiningImpactsonSalmon
EcosystemsofBristolBay,Alaska. ǤͻͳͲǦǦͳͶǦͲͲͳǦǤǡǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͳʹǤReviewofSalmonEscapementGoalsinBristol
Bay,Alaska,2012Ǥ  ǤͳʹǦͲǤ ǡǣ  Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͲǤSubsistenceHarvestsandUsesofWildResourcesin
Iliamna,Newhalen,Nondalton,PedroBay,andPortAlsworth,Alaska2004Ǥ  Ǥ͵ͲʹǤ ǡ
ǣ  ǡ Ǥ
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ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͻǤOverviewoftheSubsistenceFisheryoftheBristolBayManagementAreaǤ
  Ǥ ʹͲͲͻǦͲǤ ǡǣ  ǡ
 Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ  ǡǤǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͺǤPatternsofWildResourceUseinDillingham:
HuntingandFishinginanAlaskanRegionalCenterǤ  Ǥͳ͵ͷǤ ǡǣ
  Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ  ǤʹͲͲǤ     
   ǤJournaloftheAmericanWaterResourcesAssociation
Ͷ͵ȋͳȌǣͷΫͳͶǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤͳͻͺͲǤ  Ǥ
HydrobiologiaͻǣȂʹǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲʹǤ   
 ǤBioScienceͷʹȋͳͲȌǣͻͳȂͻʹͺǤ
 ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ  ǤʹͲͲǤ  ȋOncorhynchuskisutchȌ
 ǦǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesand
AquaticSciencesͶǣ͵ʹͶȂ͵͵ͷǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͺǤEconomicAssessmentofBristolBayArea
NationalWildlifeRefuges:AlaskaPeninsula,Becherof,Izembek,TogiakǤǤǤ  Ǥ
ǡǤǡ Ǥ  ǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͲǤ  
    ǣ  
  ǤFisheriesʹͷȋͳȌǣͳͷȂʹͳǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲǤ  
 ǣǤConservationBiologyʹͳǣͳͲͲͻȂͳͲʹͲǤ
ǡǤǤͳͻͺͷǤNaknekDrainageRainbowTroutStudyintheKatmaiNationalParkandPreserveǤ
ǡǣ  ǡ ǡǤǤ ǡ
 Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻʹǤ  
ǤJournaloftheFisheriesResearchBoardofCanadaʹͻǣͻͻΫͳͷǤ
ǡǤǤͳͻͻͳǤȋOncorhynchusgorbuschaȌǤͳͳͻȂʹ͵ͲǤ Ǥ
ȋǤȌǡPacificSalmonLifeHistoriesǤ ǡǣǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲͶǤǣ
       ǤTransactionsof
theAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳ͵͵ǣͷͷͻȂͷǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͲǤ ǣǤ
EcosystemsͻǣͳȂͳͺͲǤ
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ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǤͳͻͻͺǤ  ǡǡ
  ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǤCanadianJournalof
FisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͷǣͳ͵ͺȂͳ͵ͻͶǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲǤ 
  ǤNorthAmericanJournalofFisheries
Managementʹǣ͵Ȃ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͲͲǤ  
 ǡǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳʹͻȋʹȌǣ͵͵͵Ȃ͵ͷͲǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ ǤProceedingsof
theNationalAcademyofSciencesoftheUnitedStatesofAmericaͳͲͲǣͷͶȂͷͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǤͳͻͻʹǤ   ǡ
ǡǤNorthAmericanJournalofFisheriesManagementͳʹǣͷͻͺȂͲ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲʹǤ ǣ
ǤCanadianJournalofZoologyͺͲǣͷͶʹȂͷͷͷǤ
ǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͳͲǤSubsistenceHarvestsandUsesofWildResourcesinLimeVillage,Alaska,2007Ǥ
  Ǥ͵ͷͷǤ ǡǣ  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǡǤǤǡǤǤʹͲͳͳǤSubsistenceHarvestsandUsesofWildResourcesinKingSalmon,
Naknek,andSouthNaknek,Alaska,2007Ǥ  Ǥ͵ͲǤ ǡǣ 
 ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǡ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤʹͲͳʹǤSubsistenceHarvestandUsesofWildResourcesin
Aleknagik,Clark’sPoint,andManokotak,Alaska,2008Ǥ  Ǥ͵ͺǤ ǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ¡ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤ
ǤʹͲͲǤ ǣ ǤRiverResearchandApplications
ʹ͵ǣͶͻȂͶͻͳǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡ ǤǡǤǤ
ʹͲͲͻǤPacificSalmonStatusandAbundanceTrendsǤ ͳͳͻͻǡǤͳǤ   
Ǥ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͲͻǤ    ǣ
ǤOecologiaͳͷͻȋ͵Ȍǣͷͺ͵ȂͷͻͷǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͳǤEstimatesofParticipation,Catch,andHarvestinAlaskaSport
Fisheriesduring2010. ǤͳͳǦͲǤ ǡǣ  Ǥ
ǡ ǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͳʹǤCatalogofWatersImportantforSpawning,Rearing,orMigrationofAnadromous
Fishes—SouthwesternRegion,EffectiveJune1,2012Ǥ  ǤͳʹǦͲͺǤ ǡǣ
  Ǥ
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ǡ ǤǤǡǤǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͲͻǤ
 ǣ   .International
JournalofCircumpolarHealthͺǣͳͲͻȂͳʹʹǤ
ǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤ ǤͳͻͻͶǤ 
Ǧǡǡ  ǤNorthwestScienceͺȋͶȌǣ͵ͳͻȂ͵ʹͷǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲǤ Ǥ͵ͻͻȂͶͳͲǤ Ǥ ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ
ǯǡ ǤǤǡǤǡǤǤǯǡǤǤȋǤȌǡSalmonidFieldProtocolsHandbook:
TechniquesforAssessingStatusandTrendsinSalmonandTroutPopulationsǤǡǣ 
 Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͳʹǤ 
   
 ǤFreshwaterScience͵ͳȋʹȌǣ͵ͶͳȂ͵ͶǤ
ǤǤǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ Ǥͳͻͻ͵Ǥ  
  ǤʹǤɁͳͷɁͳ͵  ǡ
ǡǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͲȋͳͳȌǣʹ͵ͷͲȂʹ͵ͷǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤǦǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͷǤFreshwaterFishHarvest
andUseinCommunitiesoftheKvichakwatershed,2003Ǥ  ǤʹͻǤ ǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǤʹͲͲǤSharing,Bartering,andCashTradeof
SubsistenceResourcesintheBristolBayArea,SouthwestAlaskaǤ  Ǥ͵ʹǤ ǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲͻǤubsistenceHarvestsandUsesofWildResourcesinIgiugig,
Kokhanok,Koliganek,Levelock,andNewStuyahok,Alaska2005Ǥ  Ǥ͵ʹʹǤǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǡǤ ǤǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͻͻǤGeneticDifferentiationofRainbowTrout
(  )intheTogiakNationalWildlifeRefuge,AlaskaǤ   Ǥ
ͷͷǤ ǡǣǤǤ  ǡ   Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ Ǥ Ǥǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤ Ǧ 
ȋOncorhynchuskisutchȌ  
ǡǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences͵ǣͻͳȂͻ͵ͲǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻǤ  Ǧ
 ǤFisheriesʹʹǣͳȂʹͶǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤ  Ǧ 
  ǤOikosͳͳ͵ǣ͵͵ͶȂ͵Ͷ͵Ǥ
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ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǤʹͲͲͳǤ ǣ
  ǤProceedingsoftheRoyalSocietyofLondon.SeriesB:
BiologicalSciencesʹͺȋͳͶʹȌǣͳͳͷ͵ȂͳͳͷͺǤ
ǡǤͳͻͻǤ   ǤBioScienceͶǣͷȂͲͲǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ
 ǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǡǤ Ǥ ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǡǤǤ
 ǡǤǡǤǦǡ ǤǤ ǡ ǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǤǡǤ Ǥ
ǤʹͲͲͻǤWhatCausedtheSacramentoRiverFallChinookStockCollapse?ǦǦ Ǧ Ǧ
ͶͶǤ   ǡ  ǡ
  Ǥ
 ǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͻǤSeasonalDistributionandBiologicalCharacteristicsofDollyVardenintheGoodnewsRiver,
TogiakNationalWildlifeRefuge,Alaska,2005–2006Ǥ   ǤͳͲ͵Ǥǡ
ǣǤǤ  ǡǤ
 ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͲǤMigratoryBehaviorandSeasonalDistributionofDollyVarden
intheTogiakRiverWatershed,TogiakNationalWildlifeRefugeǤǡǣǤǤ  Ǥ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͳ͵Ǥ  
ǡǡǤGeomorphologyͳͺͷǣͺȂͺǤ
 ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡ Ǥ  ǡǤ ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡ Ǥǡ Ǥ
ǤʹͲͳͲǤ    
 ǤEarthSurfaceProcessesandLandforms͵ͷǣͳ͵͵ͲȂͳ͵Ͷ͵Ǥ
 ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤ Ǥǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͻǤ
 ǣ ǤReviewsinFisheriesScience
ͳȋͳȌǣͻͲȂͳͳͷǤ


ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ  ǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͳͳǤ
   
ǡǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳͶͲǣ͵ȂͺʹǤ

ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ
ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheries
Societyͳ͵ʹǣͳȂ͵ʹǤ
ǡǤǡǤǤǡǤ Ǥ  ǡ ǤǤ ǡ ǤǤʹͲͲʹǤ
 ǣ Ǥ
CanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͻǣͳͺͺȂͳͻͲͲǤ
ǡ ǤͳͻǤIliamnaLakeWatershedFreshwaterCommercialFisheriesInvestigationof1964Ǥ 
ͻͷǤǡǣ  ǡ  Ǥ
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ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤ 
ǤJournaloftheAmericanWaterResourcesAssociation
Ͷ͵ȋͳȌǣͺΫͳͲ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǡǤ ǤͳͻͻʹǤEstimationofAbundance,SeasonalDistribution,and
SizeandAgeCompositionofRainbowTroutintheKvichakRiver,Alaska,1986–1991Ǥ Ǥ
ͻʹǦͷͳǤ ǡǣ  ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǡǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ
ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͷǤ  ǣ Ǥ
Fisheries͵ͲȋȌǣͳͳȂʹ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤͳͻͻǤǦ ǤBulletin
oftheGeologicalSocietyofAmericaͳͲͻȋͷȌǣͷͻȂͳͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͻͻǤ
 ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷȋ͵Ȍǣ͵Ȃ͵ͺǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͶǤ  
ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͳǣͳͷͺʹȂͳͷͺͻǤ
ǡǤʹͲͲ͵ǤKvichakRiverSockeyeSalmonSpawningGroundSurveys,1955–2002Ǥ 
ʹͲʹǦ͵ʹǤ ǡǣ  Ǥ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͷǤ 
   ǤJournaloftheAmericanDieteticAssociationͻͷǣȂ
ͺʹǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǤʹͲͲǤ
    ǤAdvancesin
MarineBiologyͷ͵ǣͳȂͳͻͶǤ
ǡǤǡ Ǥǡ Ǥ  ǤͳͻͻͳǤ   Ȅ 
ǡǡ ǡǤFisheriesͳǣͶȂʹͳǤ
 ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͻʹǤ 
ȋOncorhynchuskisutchȌ ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquatic
SciencesͶͻǣͺ͵ȂͺͻǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤǤǤǡǤǡ Ǥ ǡǤǡǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͷǤ
 ǡʹͲͲͲȂʹͲͲ͵ǤTheJournalofNutritionͳ͵ͷǣͺͷȂͺʹǤ
ȋ  ȌǤͳͻͻǤUpstream:SalmonandSocietyinthePacificNorthwestǤǡǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵ǤǦǦ 
 ǣ  ǤConservationGeneticsͶȋͷȌǣͷͷΫͷͻǤ
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ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͲͻǤ 
 ǡ ǡ
ǤTransactionsoftheAmericanFisheriesSocietyͳ͵ͺȋͳȌǣͳȂͳͶǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ  ǣ   Ǥ
BioScienceͷ͵ǣʹʹȂʹ͵Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲʹǤ 
  ǡǡ ȋOncorhynchuskisutchȌ ǡǡǤǡ
ǤǤǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͻǣͳ͵Ȃʹ͵Ǥ
ǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲͳǤ 
ȋOncorhynchustshawytschaȌǤCanadianJournalofFisheries
andAquaticSciencesͷͺǣͳͳͻȂͳʹͲǤ
 ǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲʹǤȋAlnusrubraȌ
 
ǫCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͻǣͷͲ͵Ȃͷͳ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲͻǤǦ   
   ǤConservationBiologyʹ͵ǣͺͲȂͻͳǤ
ȋȌǤʹͲͳͳǤPebbleProjectEnvironmentalBaselineDocument2004through2008Ǥ
 ǡǤǣǣȀȀǤǤȀ ȀʹȀȀʹͲͲͶǦʹͲͲͺ ǤǤ
 ǡǤǤǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ    
 ǤTheEcologyandManagementofWoodinWorldRivers͵ǣʹͳ͵Ȃʹ͵͵Ǥ
 ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲͶǤ   
ǡǡǤNorthAmericanJournalofFisheriesManagementʹͶǣͶͻȂ
ͲǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤ
Ǥ  ǡǤ ǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǡǤǤʹͲͲͶǤ Ǧ
ǤBioScienceͷͶǣͳͷͷȂͳͳǤ
ǡ ǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǤͳͻͻͻǤ Ȅ  Ǥ
HydrologicalProcessesͳ͵ǣͶͲͳȂͶʹʹǤ
ǡǤǤʹͲͲͷǤTheBehaviorandEcologyofPacificSalmonandTroutǤǡǣ
Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͳǤ   ǣ
 ǡ Ǥ
EvolutionaryEcologyResearch͵ȋͺȌǣͻͳΫͻ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤͳͻͻͷǤ Ǧ 
 ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǤOikosͶȋ͵ȌǣͶʹͷΫͶ͵ͺǤ
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ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ Ǥ ǡǤ ǡǤ  ǡ Ǥ ǤʹͲͳʹǤ  
 ǣ  ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌ ǡ
ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticScienceͻǣʹͻȂ͵ͲǤ
ǡ Ǥǡ Ǥ  ǡǤ ǡǤǤͳͻͻͺǤ ǣ 
ʹͳ ǤFisheriesʹ͵ǣȂ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤʹͲͳͳǤ   Ǧǡ ǡǤ
Wetlands͵ͳǣ͵Ȃ͵ͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ    
ǤEvolutionaryEcologyʹͶȋʹȌǣ͵ͻͳȂͶͳͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥ ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡǤǤǡ
Ǥ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳʹǤ   
     
  ǤEnvironmentalBiologyofFishesͻͶǣ͵Ͷ͵Ȃ͵ͷͺǤ
ȋ  ȌǤʹͲͳͳǤTheRiverscapeAnalysisProjectǤǣǣȀȀǤǤǤǤ
 ǣ ʹͲͳͳǤ
ǡ ǤǤʹͲͲͲǤLifeHistoryAnalysisofTogiakRiverCharthroughOtolithMicrochemistryǤ ǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
 ǡ ǤǤǡǤ Ǥǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͷǤ    
ǣǡ ǡǤJournaloftheAmericanWater
ResourcesAssociationͶͳȋͶȌǣͻ͵ͷΫͻͶǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͺǤ   
ǤOikosͳͳǣͳͷͺȂͳͷͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͳͳǤ      
ǤGlobalChangeBiologyͳǣʹͷͶȂʹͷͷͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤǤ

ǡǤǤ

ǡ ǤǤǤʹͲͳͳǤǦ  
 ǤEcologyͻʹǣʹͲ͵ȂʹͲͺͶǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ  
ǡ ǡ    ǤMarineandCoastalFisheries:
Dynamics,Management,andEcosystemScienceʹǣ͵ͲȂ͵ʹͺǤ
ǡǤͳͻǤRainbowTroutLifeHistoryStudiesinLowerTalarikCreekȄKvichakDrainageǤ ǡǣ
  Ǥ
ǡǤͳͻͺͲǤAFisheriesInventoryofWatersintheLakeClarkNationalMonumentAreaǤǡǣ
  ǡ Ǥ
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ǡǤǤͳͻͻͳǤ ȋOncorhynchusketaȌǤʹ͵ͳȂ͵ͳͲǤ Ǥ
ȋǤȌǡPacificSalmonLifeHistoriesǤ ǣǤ
ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǡ Ǥ ǡ ǤǡǤǤʹͲͳͳǤBristolBayArea
ManagementReportǤ ǡǤ
 ǡǤʹͲͲͲǤTheEcologyofArcticCharandtheDollyVardenintheBecharofLakeDrainage,AlaskaǤ
ǡǣǤ
 ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͷǤ 
 Ǧ   ȋOncorhynchusǤȌǤ
CanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesʹǣͻͳȂͻͶǤ
 ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ Ǥ ǤʹͲͲǤ  
   ǤFreshwaterBiology
ͷʹǣͳͻͶͶȂͳͻͷǤ
  ǡ ǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͳǤContemporaryUseofFishandWildlifeinEkwok,Koliganek,andNew
Stuyahok,AlaskaǤ  ǤͳͺͷǤ ǡǣ  Ǥ
 ǡǤǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ
  ǤNatureͶͷǣͲͻȂͳʹǤ
 ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǤʹͲͲͷǤǦǡ
 ǡ ǤEcologyͺǣ͵ʹʹͷȂ͵ʹ͵ͳǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ Ǥǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͳ͵Ǥ  
 ǤEcologyofFreshwaterFishʹʹȋʹȌǣʹͺΫʹͻǤ
 ǡǤǡǤǡǤǡǤ ǡǤǤʹͲͳͳǤ Ǧ 
ȋOncorhynchustshawytschaȌǤRiverResearch
andApplicationsʹͻȋ͵ȌǣʹͻȂ͵ͳʹǤ
ǡǤǡǤ ǡǤ ǡ ǤǤʹͲͲͲǤ  
  ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences
ͷǣͻͲȂͻͳͶǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͲͳǤ 
ǣ  ǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquatic
Sciencesͷͺǣ͵ʹͷȂ͵͵͵Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǤʹͲͲͷǤ  ǤInternational
AssociationofTheoreticalandAppliedLimnology—Proceedingsʹͻǣͳʹ͵Ȃͳ͵Ǥ
ǡ Ǥ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ Ǧ  
 ǡOncorhynchusnerkaǤEnvironmentalBiologyofFishesȋͳȌǣȂͺͷǤ
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ǡǤ ǡǤ Ǥ  ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲǤStockStatusandRecommendedEscapement
GoalforAnchorRiverChinookSalmonǤ  ǤͲǦͲͷǤ  ǡ
   Ǥ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤ ǤǦǡǤǤ ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ 
  ǤJournaloftheNorthAmericanBenthologicalSociety
ʹͻǣͳͳͺȂͳͶǤ
 ȋǤǤ  ȌǤNationalWetlandsInventoryǤǣ
ǣȀȀǤǤȀȀǦǤǤ
 ȋǤǤ  ȌǤNationalHydrographyDataset. ǡ.ǣ
ǣȀȀǤǤȀȀȀȀ  Ȁ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤͳͻͺͲǤ   Ǥ
CanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciences͵ǣͳ͵ͲȂͳ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤ ǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤͳͻͻͶǤ
  ȋOncorhynchusnerkaȌǡ
ǡ ǡǤCanadianJournalofFisheriesandAquaticSciencesͷͳȋͳȌǣͳͶȂ
ͳͷǤ
ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǤʹͲͲǤ     
 Ecclisomyiaconspersaȋ ǣȌǤFreshwaterBiologyͷͳǣͳʹͳͳȂͳʹͳͺǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͻͺǤ ǣ Ǧ
 ǤBioscienceͶͺǣͶͷͷȂͶʹǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͳͲǤ ǡǡ ǣ
ǤFisheries͵ͷȋͺȌǣ͵͵Ȃ͵ͺǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ  ǤʹͲͲʹǤ
ǣ  ǤFreshwaterBiologyͶǣͻͷȂͻͻǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤʹͲͲͶǤȋAlnusrubraȌ 
ǤHydrobiologiaͷʹͲǣͳͷ͵Ȃͳ͵Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡ ǤǤǡǤǤǤʹͲͲ͵Ǥ ǣ
   ǦǤTransactionsoftheAmerican
FisheriesSocietyͳ͵ʹǣ͵ͳȂ͵ͺͳǤ
ǡǤǤǡ ǤǤ ǡǤ ǤǤʹͲͲǤ  
 ǣ ǡǡ ǤJournalofthe
AmericanWaterResourcesAssociationͶ͵ǣʹȂͺͷǤ
ǡǤ ǤǡǤ ǤǤͳͻͺǤ  ǣ ǡǡ
 ǤArcticAnthropologyʹͶȋʹȌǣͷȂͺͳǤ
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ǡǤǤǡǤ ǤʹͲͳͳǤGroundwaterasEssentialSalmonHabitatinNushagakandKvichakRiver
Headwaters:IssuesRelativetoMiningǤǤǣ
ǣȀȀǤͶǤ ȀȀ ̴̴ ʹͳͳǤǤ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ̵ǤʹͲͳͲǤFishSurveysinHeadwaterStreamsoftheNushagakandKvichakRiver
Drainages,BristolBay,Alaska,2008–2010Ǥ ǡǣ  Ǥ
ǡǤͳͻǤTikchikLakeSystemCommercialFreshwaterFisheryǤ ǡǣ 
 ǡ Ǥ
ǡǤǤǡǤǤ ǡǤǤ ǡ Ǥ ǤǤʹͲͲǤ 
 ǤConservationBiologyʹͲǣͳͻͲȂʹͲͲǤ
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POA Special Projects
James Fueg; Tim Havey
Craig, Bill; POA Special Projects
USACE comments on CMP (UNCLASSIFIED)
Monday, December 17, 2018 3:31:11 PM
PLP CMP_USACE comments.pdf

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
James,
Please find attached a copy of the CMP with our comments. We have asked EPA to also provide comments.
When combined with the information in RFI 071, and with the addition of some detail on the amount of
compensatory mitigation proposed (see the comment regarding 33 CR 332.3(f)), the document provided would
satisfy the requirements of a compensatory mitigation statement needed for a complete application (per 33 CFR
332.4(b)). Please address the comments in the attached document by January 11, or indicate when you would
complete the revisions, if more time is required.
A compensatory mitigation plan with specific details on sites and site specific plans that includes all the elements of
33 CFR 332.4(c) must be approved in advance of USACE making a permit decision.
Please contact me with any questions,
Katie McCafferty
Project Manager
Direct: 907-753-2692
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District
Regulatory Division
P.O. Box 6898
JBER, AK 99506
main office line: 907-753-2712
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Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP) submitted a Department of the Army (DA) application, pursuant to
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) on December 22nd, 2017 for the Pebble Project (Project) (POA-2017271). The DA application proposed the development of a copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry deposit as a
surface mine in Southwest Alaska. A list of relevant PLP DA application submittals and supporting
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Proposed Project
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The Pebble Project comprises four primary elements: The mine site at the Pebble deposit location; one port
site in Kamishak Bay in Cook Inlet and two ferry terminals in Iliamna lake; a road corridor connecting the
mine site, ferry terminals and port; and a natural gas pipeline connecting to existing infrastructure on the
Kenai Peninsula.
Mine Site. The proposed mine site is in the Iliamna region of Southwest Alaska, approximately 200
miles southwest of Anchorage and 60 miles west of Cook Inlet. The closest communities are the
villages of Iliamna, Newhalen, and Nondalton, each approximately 17 miles from the mine site in a
general easterly direction. The fully developed mine site will include the open pit, tailings storage
facility, low-grade ore stockpile, overburden stockpiles, material sites, water management ponds,
milling and processing facilities, and supporting infrastructure such
uch as
a the power plant, water
treatment plants, camp facilities, and storage facilities.

x

Transportation Corridor. The proposed transportation corridor will connect
the
con
th mine site to the
proposed Amakdedori Port on Cook Inlet, and it includes
cludes three main components:
compon
comp
1) A private,
double-lane road extending 30 miles south from the mine site to a ferry ter
terminal on the north shore
of Iliamna Lake; 2) Two ferry terminals and an ice-breaking
transport materials, equipment,
breaking ferry to tr
ake from a ferry terminal
t
and concentrate 18 miles across Iliamna Lake
on the north shore of Iliamna
outhwest of Newhalen)
Newhalen to a ferry terminal on the south
Lake (located approximately 10.5 miless southwest
shore of the lake approximately 3.3 miles west of the village o
of Kokhanok; and 3) A private, doubleutheast from the south
so
fer
lane road extending 35 miles southeast
ferry terminal to the Amakdedori Port on
Kamishak Bay. Separate spurr roads will connect tthe tr
transportation corridor to the villages of Iliamna,
k.
Newhalen, and Kokhanok.

x

Port and Lighteringg Locations.
Locations The p
port site will be located north of the Amakdedori Creek outflow
into Kamishak Bay on the western shor
shore of Cook Inlet, approximately 190 miles southwest of
d approximately 95 miles
mile southwest of Homer. The port site will include shore-based
Anchorage and
and marine facilities
transfer,
shipment, and temporary storage of concentrate, freight, and
es for the transfe
rans
fuel for the Project. The marine component includes an earthen access causeway extending out to a
marine jetty located in 155 fe
feet of natural water depth. Copper-gold concentrate containers will be
loaded onto lightering barges at the Amakdedori Port and then transported to one of two lightering
locations for transfer to bulk carriers. The primary lightering location is approximately 12 miles
offshore due east of the proposed Amakdedori Port, the alternative lightering location is
approximately 18 miles east-northeast of the proposed Amakdedori Port between Augustine Island
and the mainland. The lightering locations will consist of permanently anchored buoys for mooring
the bulk carriers.

x

Natural Gas Pipeline. Natural gas will be the primary energy source for the Pebble Project. The
natural gas pipeline alignment will connect to an existing natural gas pipeline, and new compressor
station located north of Anchor River on the Kenai Peninsula. From there, the pipeline heads
southwest across Cook Inlet before turning west to a landfall at the Amakdedori Port. The pipeline
then follows the road corridor from the port to the mine site, including crossing Iliamna Lake on the
lake bed.
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do not ignore non-wetlands waters of the US. Streams and open waters and tidal
waters Also list the linear feet of perennial intermittent stream that would be
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Construction of the P
Project
j will
ill require
i the
h di
discharge
h
off fill material
i l iinto 44,084
084 acres off WOUS
WOUS. Thi
This iincludes
3,576 acres of permanent impacts and 508 acres of temporary impacts in WOUS (Table 3-1). Permanent
impacts include cut and fill activities at facility locations where the fill cannot be practicably removed from
WOUS. Temporary impacts occur where fill is placed into wetlands or WOUS for a limited period during
construction to facilitate construction activities, then removed concurrent with construction activities or as
soon as construction is complete. This fill may be in place for a matter of days or up to one year. A summary
of permanent and temporary WOUS impacts grouped by Hydrogeomorphic (HGM) and Cowardin
classifications for each project element is provided in Table 3-2. Ninety seven percent of permanent WOUS
impacts (3,478 acres) are associated with construction of the mine site; two percent (85 acres) with the
transportation corridor; and less than one percent (13 acres) with the Amakdedori Port and Iliamna Lake
perm
ferry terminals. Construction of the natural gas pipeline would result in no pe
permanent impacts to WOUS as
portation cor
portat
the overland portions of the pipeline are constructed within the transportation
corridor footprint and
seabed and lake bed are considered
construction impacts associated with the placement of the pipelinee on the seab
temporary. Most permanent discharges of fill for the mine site and transportation corrid
corridor will impact slope
palustrine shrub-scrub, and slope-emergent WOUS.
M
Note
pacts would only be considered
anent
ent and Temporary W
WOUS
WOUS
S Impacts
I
(Acres)
(A
Acres)
Table 3-1 Summary of Permanent
temporary
upon the removal of fill
and when
when
hen the functio
functions would
Facility
Permanent
ane
Tem
Temporary
mporary
m
oay
Totall
T
return...
return
Mine Site
Transportation Corridor
dor
rminals
minal
Port and Ferry Terminals
ipeline
Natural Gas Pipeline
Total

3,4788
85
13
-3,5
3,576

-55
6
447
508

3,478
140
19
447
4,084

Table 3-2 Summary
mary of Permane
Permanent
rman and Temporary WOUS Impacts (Acres) by Project Element

HGM and Cowardin
Classification

MARINE
Marine Intertidal
Unconsolidated
Shore
Marine Subtidal
Unconsolidated
Bottom

NOVEMBER 2018

ent Impacts
ent
Permanent

Mine
Site

Port and
Ferry
Terminals

Transportation
Corridor

--

11.0

--

--

0.7

--

--

10.3

--

Temporary Impacts

Permanent
Total
11.0
0.7
10.3

Port and Natural
TransFerry
Gas
portation
Terminals Pipeline Corridor

Temporary
Total

Grand Total

3.5

378.5

--

382.0

393.0

0.7

0.2

--

0.9

1.7

2.8

378.3

--

381.1

391.3
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HGM and Cowardin
Classification

Permanent Impacts
Port and
Ferry
Terminals

Transportation
Corridor

1.3

0.3

1.6

1.6

68.0

0.3

69.9

71.5

--

0.9

<0.1

0.9

1.1

67.9

0.2

69.1

70.0

--

--

0.2

0.2

--

--

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.06

1.2

0.6

--

--

0.6

--

--

--

--

0.6

0.3

--

--

0.3

--

--

--

--

0.3

0.3

--

--

0.3

--

--

--

--

0.3

236.3
59.9
--

----

6.1
1.1
<0.1

242.4
61.0
<0.1

----

----

2.2
0.22
<0.1

2.2
0.2
<0.1

244.6
61.2
0.1

171.7

--

4.9

176.77

--

--

1.9

1.9

178.6

4.6

--

<0.1

4.7

--

--

--

--

4.7

--

--

<0.1

<0.11

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

--

--

<
0.1
0.
<0.1

<
0.11
0.
<0.1

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

47.1

--

2.
2.3

49
49.4

--

<0.1

2.2

2.2

51.5

<0.1

--

--

<0.1

--

--

--

--

<0.1

0.1

--

--

0.1

--

--

--

--

0.1

3.4

--

0.3

3.7

--

--

0.2

0.2

3.9

--

--

0.1

0.1

--

--

0.1

0.1

0.2

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

42.0

--

1.9

43.9

--

<0.1

1.8

1.8

45.7

1.6

--

0.1

1.6

--

--

<0.1

<0.1

1.7

Mine
Site
0.1

Permanent
Total

Port and Natural
TransFerry
Gas
portation
Terminals Pipeline Corridor
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LACUSTRINE
Lacustrine Limnetic
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral
Unconsolidated
Shore
LACUSTRINE
FRINGE
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine ShrubScrub
RIVERINE
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested
Palustrine ShrubScrub
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Riverine Intermittent
Streambed
Riverine Upper
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Shore
RIVERINE
CHANNEL
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Riverine Intermittent
Streambed
Riverine Lower
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Riverine Lower
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Shore
Riverine Upper
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Riverine Upper
Perennial
Unconsolidated
Shore

Temporary Impacts
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HGM and Cowardin
Classification

Permanent Impacts
Port and
Ferry
Terminals

Transportation
Corridor

84.1
5.5

---

7.2
1.6

91.3
7.1

---

---

4.5
1.0

4.5
1.0

95.8
8.1

78.6

--

5.6

84.2

--

--

3.5

3.5

87.7

3,066.0

0.7

68.1

3,134.8

0.5

0.8

44.6

45.9

3,180.7

<0.1

--

0.1

0.1

--

--

0.1

0.1

0.3

624.3

0.5

15.5

640.4

0.4

0.4

9.6

10.4

650.8

2,429.5

0.2

47.1

2,476.8

0.1

0.4

30.8

31.3

2,508.1

11.4

--

5.2

16.6

--

---

4.0

4.0

20.6

0.7

--

0.2

0.9

--

--

0.1
0.

0.1

1.0

---

0.8
0.1

44.8
4.0

---

---

1.00
0.2

1.0
0.2

45.8
4.2

--

0.4

10.00

---

--

0.2

0.2

10.2

--

0.3

24.6

--

--

0.4

0.4

25.0

--

0.11

6.2

--

--

0.2

0.2

6.4

13.0

885.0
5.0

3,57
3,576
3,576.0
6.0

6.0

447.0

55.0

508.0

4,084.0

44.0
3.9
9.7
24.3
6.1
3,478.0

Permanent
Total

Port and Natural
TransFerry
Gas
portation
Terminals Pipeline Corridor
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Mine
Site
FLAT
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine ShrubScrub
SLOPE
Palustrine Aquatic
Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine ShrubScrub
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Shore
DEPRESSIONAL
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine ShrubScrub
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Bottom
Palustrine
Unconsolidated
Shore
Total

Temporary Impacts
Temporary
Total

Grand Total

'

Note: Minor discrepancies in totals are the
he result of rounding numbers.
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Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

FLAT

Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Lower Perennial
Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Lower Perennial
Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Upper Perennial
Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial
Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent Streambed

RIVERINE_CHANNEL

Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial
Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent Streambed

RIVERINE

Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

LACUSTRINE_FRINGE

LACUSTRINE
Lacustrine Limnetic Unconsolidated
Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated
Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated
Shore

MARINE
Marine Subtidal Unconsolidated
Bottom
Marine Intertidal Unconsolidated Shore

HGM and Cowardin Classification



0.7
0
0.5
-0.11
--

---

--

--

0.3

---

--41.9
1.6
3.4
84.1
5.5
78.6

0.1

----

--

----

----

--

<0.1

--

0.2

<0.1

0.1

---

0.3

---

---

<0.1

--

<0.1
<0

----

<0.1

0.6

--

--

---

0.7

0.3

47.0

<0.1
<
0.
0.1

<0.1

---

----

------

<0.1

--

236.0
59.8
-171.6
4.6

0.4

--

<0.1
<
0.1

<0.1

---

Gibraltar Lake

7.2
1.6
5.6

<0.1

0.1

0.4

--

--

---

0.5

---

5.7
0.6
-5.0
0.1

----

--

--

--

--

---

Upper Talarik
Creek

7
)
$
5
'
--

0.1

--

----

--

--

0.9

1.3

---

Iliamna Lake

----

--

--

0.6
0.3
0.3

--

---

Newhalen River

0.1

---

Headwaters
Koktuli River

Table 4-1 Summary of Permanent WOUS Impacts (Acres) by HUC 10 Watershed

----

91.3
7.1
84.2

1.6
3.7

<0.1
0.2

43.9

<0.1

0.1

0.1

<0.1

49.4

<0.1
<0.1

176.7
4.7

<0.1

242.4
61.0

0.6
0.3
0.3

0.5

0.2

0.9

1.6

10.3
0.7

11.0

Total

0.4

--

--

---

0.6

--

<0.1

-----

<0.1

----

0.1

0.2

<0.1

0.3

10.3
0.7

11.0

Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay
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43.9
3.9
9.7
24.2
6.1
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1.4

0.3
-0.3
---

-0.1
0.7
---

622.0
2,424.3
11.4
0.7

0.8

<0.1

Newhalen River

3,058.5

Headwaters
Koktuli River

Note: Minor discrepancies in totals are the result of rounding numbers.

TOTAL

Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore

DEPRESSIONAL

Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore

SLOPE

HGM and Cowardin Classification



20.4
.4

<0.1

0.3
-0.1
0.2

0.1
5.6
10.5
1.1
0.1

17.5

9.3

------

<0.1
.1

-3.1
5.1
0.8

9.0

Gibraltar Lake

47.6

0.4
0.1
-0.1
0.2

-4.0
29.7
0.1
--

33.8

Upper Talarik
Creek

7
)
$

Iliamna Lake

27.1

--

<0.1

---

<0.1

5.5
6.5
3.1
0.1

15.2

Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay

3,576.0

44.8
4.0
10.0
24.6
6.2

0.1
640.4
2,476.8
16.6
0.9

3,134.8

Total
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ϱ͘

Affected Watersheds Analysis

A watershed approach is needed to establish compensatory mitigation requirements to the extent appropriate
and practicable (33 CFR 332.2). The watershed approach is an analytical process for making compensatory
mitigation decisions that support the sustainability or improvement of aquatic resources in a watershed. It
considers watershed needs, and how locations and types of compensatory mitigation projects address those
needs. A landscape perspective is used to identify the types and locations of compensatory mitigation projects
that will benefit the watershed and offset losses of aquatic resource functions and services caused by activities
authorized by DA permits. This section provides a summary of available data and the analytical process
followed to determine the watershed conditions.

'
5
$)

7

The geographic area of the watershed analysis (Analysis Area) extends over three HUC 6 basins (Nushagak
n Hyd
Hy
River, Kvichak-Port Heiden, and Western Cook Inlet) and includes seven
Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) 10
watersheds encompassing approximately 1,944,130 acres (Table 5-1, Figure 1 [Figu
[Figures are included in
nai Penins
Peninsula, in tthe Stariski Creek-Frontal
Attachment 1]). The Project footprint includes facilities on the Kenai
Peninsula,
OUS andd this
hi watershed
wate
iis excluded from the
Cook Inlet HUC 10 watershed, but there are no impacts to WOUS
Analysis Area as WOUS
WOU impacts will be
Analysis Area. Cook Inlet waters are also excluded from the Ana
or temporary impacts. Th
temporary and no compensatory mitigation is proposed for
The Paint River HUC 10 was
he Project
ect does not propo
included in the Analysis Area because, even though the
propose discharges of fill into
des
es continuity
con
across basin
acros
WOUS within this watershed, its inclusion provides
basins within the Project footprint.
atures
res,, ecological proces
process
Each watershed includes important physical features,
processes, and resource types for the
sustainability of aquatic resource functions.
Watersh
ds included in the geogr
Table 5-1 HUC 10 Watershed
Watersheds
geographic area of the watershed analysis

HUC 10

Watershed

Nushagak River (HUC 6)
1903030211
Headwaters Koktuli
oktuli River
R
Kvichak-Port Heiden (HUC
C 6)
1903020514
Newhalen Riverr
1903020609
Iliamna Lake
1903020606
Gibraltar Lake
1903020607
Upper Talarik Creek

Western Cook Inlet (HUC 6)
1902060208
Paint River
1902060212
Amakdedori Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay
Total

Project
Pro
Element

Mine site

Transportation
corridor
Transport
ansp
Trans
Transp
Transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic cable
Tra
Transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic cable
Mine site; transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic
cable

Transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic cable
Transportation corridor; natural gas pipeline and fiber optic cable;
Amakdedori Port

Watershed Acres

170,633
119,708
1,201,854
81,581
87,539

128,354
154,461
1,944,130

Source: USGS Watershed Boundary Dataset, 2018

5.1

Land Cover

The National Land Cover Database (NLCD) (Jim, et al. 2011) provides a rapid estimate of land cover types
for watersheds including percent of developed areas, and percent of vegetated cover.
The most abundant land cover in the Analysis Area is open water at approximately 36.48 percent,
approximately 91.41 percent of which are Iliamna Lake. Shrub/scrub and dwarf shrub are the most widely
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distributed vegetation types at 36.48 percent and 18.78 percent respectively. Barren lands are unvegetated
areas that generally occur at hill tops and shorelines and account for approximately 3.95 percent of cover type
in the Analysis Area. Mixed forest, evergreen forest, and deciduous forest account for approximately 3.83
percent, 3.24 percent, and 3.12 percent of cover type respectively. Less than one percent is identified by the
NLCD as emergent herbaceous wetlands, woody wetlands, perennial ice/snow, sedge/herbaceous and moss
areas. Wetlands mapped in the NLCD are generally undercounted as the data analysis process is not
optimized for this purpose. Wetlands are discussed in section 5.2. Developed areas cover less than 0.05
percent of the Analysis Area (See Table 5-2).
Table 5-2 National Land Cover Classification for the Watershed Analysis Area
Land Cover Class

Nushagak
River
Headwaters
Koktuli
River

Kvichak-Port Heiden

Western Cook Inlet

Total

Newhalen
River

Iliamna
Lake

Gibralta
r Lake

Upper
Talarik
Creek
k

Paint
River
R
Ri

Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay

%

Acres

0.37%

15
15.98%

9.17%

3.95%

76,775
60,538

1.66%

3.18%

2.63%

4.41%

Deciduous Forest

0.81%

5.25%

3.49%

4.05%

1.82%

0.60%

3.44%

3.12%

<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

01%
<0.01%

<0.0
01%
<0.01%

%
<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

29

<0.01%

0.27%

0.04%

<0.01%
%

<0.01%
<
0 1%
0.0

<0.01%
<0

<0.01%

0.04%

753

<0.01%

<0.01%

0.01%
01%
%

<0.01%
<
0 1%
0.0

<0.01%
<
0.01%
0.0

<0.01%

<0.01%

0.01%

158

<0.01%

0.05%

<0.01%
%

<0.01%
<0.0
.01%
1%

<0.01%
<
0
0.0

<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

75

Dwarf Shrub

42.34%

13.21%
%

12.19%
12

37.60%
37

47.23%

30.35%

12.66%

18.78%

364,945

Emergent Herbaceous
Wetlands

0.68%

0.70%

0.50%
0.5

0.10%
0.1

0.15%

<0.01%

0.02%

0.42%

8,256

Evergreen Forest

1.77%

10.59%

3.73%

00.59%

2.16%

0.02%

0.13%

3.24%

63,058

Mixed Forest

0.20%

11.23%

4.87%

1.02%

0.95%

<0.01%

0.32%

3.83%

74,469

<0.01%
0.01%
0.0
1%

0.01%

<0.01%
<
0.01

<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

<0.01%

0.01%

36

1.64%

8.66%
6%

56.79%

5.98%

1.59%

1.67%

3.25%

36.48%

708,879

<0.01%
01%

<0.01%
<0.001%

0.02%

0.44%

<0.01%

0.99%

0.09%

0.10%

1,959

Developed, High
Intensity
Developed, Low
Intensity
Developed, Medium
Intensity
Developed, Open
Space

Moss
Open Water
Perennial Ice/Snow

7

Barren Land

Sedge/Herbaceous

0.02%

0.04%

0.10%

<0.01%

0.06%

<0.01%

0.04%

0.07%

1,397

Shrub/Scrub

50.61%

45.62%
4

15.53%

45.79%

45.63%

50.39%

70.81%

29.77%

578,642

Woody Wetlands

0.27%

1.20%

0.12%

0.02%

0.04%

<0.01%

0.07%

0.18%

3,452

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Total

1,943,423

Source: National Land Cover Database (Jim, et al. 2011). Differences in the acreage between the above and those shown in Table 5-1 are a result of the
differences in data resolution, and data types (vector versus raster data).

5.2

Wetlands and Other Waters of the U.S.

Using a consistent dataset for the calculation of wetlands is desired for equitable assessment of habitat types
on a broad level. There is one dataset available that covers the entire area with a uniform method of analysis
and scale, it is the Alaska Wetlands Map (AWM) (Whitcomb, et al. 2009) derived from L-band radar imagery
acquired by Japanese Earth Resources Satellite (JERS-1) synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and is available with a
resolution of 100-meter pixels. Another broadly available dataset is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) National Wetland Inventory (NWI). The NWI data cover approximately 60 percent of the Analysis
Area and would need to be supplemented by the AWM dataset. The Headwater Koktuli River is the only
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watershed covered 100 percent by the NWI data. A third dataset available is the PLP wetlands mapping for
the immediate vicinity of the Project footprint and includes 89 percent of the surface area in the Headwaters
Koktuli River watershed. The PLP wetlands data outside the Headwaters Koktuli River watershed are
generally limited to the transportation corridor and are of limited use in the evaluation of the Analysis Area.
Most of the proposed Project wetland impacts are in the Headwaters Koktuli River watershed. It is
appropriate to provide and use the most accurate data for that portion of the Analysis Area. The PLPgenerated data for the Headwaters Koktuli River is provided in Table 5-3. Since the PLP wetlands mapping
only includes 89 percent of the surface area in the Headwater Koktuli River watershed, NWI data were used
to supplement the remaining 11 percent of the watershed (Table 5-4). The AWM dataset is the only
consistent dataset for the entire Analysis Area and was used for the remainder of the watersheds and is
provided in Table 5-5. The AWM provides only wetlands; therefore, other waters were calculated from the
18)..
18)
National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) 1:63,360 scale mapping (USGS 2018).

'
5
$)

7

9,581 ac
acres of w
The Headwaters Koktuli River watershed includes approximately 59,581
wetlands including 48,693
ope palustrine sscrub
-sh
acres mapped by PLP and 10,888 acres mapped by the NWI. Slope
scrub-shrub
(42.65%), slope
rub (12.01%
((12.01%)
1
) and
d emergen
eme
palustrine emergent (18.3%) and riverine palustrine scrub-shrub
emergent (4.44%) are the most
ar not grouped
groupe
upe by HGM, but the most
abundant wetlands mapped by PLP in the watershed. The NWI data are
74%) and palustrine
p
eemergent (23.93%).
widely distributed wetlands are palustrine scrub-shrub (71.74%)
percentag of wetlan
wetlands an
For the remaining Analysis Area watersheds, the percentage
and other waters ranges from 19
ercentt in the Iliamna Lake watershed (Table 5-5). The most
percent in the Paintt Riv
River watershed, to 79 percent
pe are p
ub-shrub and emergent. T
abundant wetlands ttypes
palustrine scrub-shrub
The Newhalen River, Iliamna Lake,
J4RDSSMM
alarik
Creek
ekk H
HUC 10 watershe
watersh
ds co
d
Gibraltar Lake, and Upperr Talarik
watersheds
contains many rivers and streams that drain
Stimi,k 7777Nmi
q.
m long,
lo up to 22 mi w
into Iliamna Lake. At 1,0122 sq.
wide, and up to 984 ft. deep, Iliamna Lake is the
the
he An
A
Ana
nalysis
naly
lyysis
sis
iis Ar
A
Area.. The
Area
Th Kvichak
K
Kvich
i hakk R
largest freshwater body in th
Analysis
River drains from Iliamna Lake southwest into
wh
by
Bristol Bay.
K
Wat
Wate
ters Mapped by PLP in the Headwaters Koktuli River
Table 5-33 Wetlands and Other Water
Waters
HGM and Cowardin Classification
Classi
Cla

LACUSTRINE
RINE
Lacustrine Limnetic
mnetic Unconsolidated Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Aquatic Bed
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
LACUSTRINE FRINGE
Lacustrine Littoral Emergent
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Moss-Lichen
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
RIVERINE

NOVEMBER 2018

Acres

975.0
844.4
10.1
33.0
33.8
1.1
51.0
2.7
126.7
0.3
9.4
50.7
0.2
64.8
0.5
0.9
8,345.6

%
2.00%
1.73%
0.02%
0.07%
0.07%
<0.01%
0.10%
0.01%
0.26%
0.00%
0.02%
0.10%
<0.01%
0.13%
<0.01%
<0.01%
17.14%
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Acres
1.8
2,163.4
38.5
2.9
5,847.3
160.6
67.6
0.1
41.5
19.1
<0.01
2.2
0.5
1,070.0
0.0
1.0
0.3
38.11
6.0
64.1
19.1
0.3
166.6
9.1
0.1
635.7
129.6
6,599.8
<0.1
1,623.7
0.2
33.7
4,917.6
4.1
20.3

%
<0.01%
4.44%
0.08%
0.01%
12.01%
0.33%
0.14%
<0.01%
0.09%
0.04%
<0.01%
<0.01%
<0.01%
2.20%
<0.01%
<0.01%
<0.0
0.08%

'

5
$)
7

HGM and Cowardin Classification
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested
Palustrine Moss-Lichen
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent Streambed
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Upper Perennial Aquatic Bed
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Shore
RIVERINE CHANNEL
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent Streambed
Riverine Lower Perennial Aquatic Bed
Riverine Lower Perennial Emergent
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated
idated Bottom
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated
nsolidated
idated Shore
Riverine Upper Perennial Emergent
mergent
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Botto
Riverine Upper Perennial
nnial Unconsolidated Shore
Sh
FLAT
Palustrine Aquatic
uaticc Bed
Palustrine Emergent
g
Palustrine
ne Forested
Palustrine
strine Moss-Lichen
chen
Palustrine
ustrin Scrub-Shrub
ustrine
b
Palustrine
rine Unconsolidated B
Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidate
Unconsolidat
Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Intermittent
rmittent
SLOPE
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested
Palustrine Moss-Lichen
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Shore
DEPRESSIONAL
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Moss-Lichen

NOVEMBER 2018

0.01%
00.13%
0.04%

<0.01%
0.34%
0.02%

<0.01%
1.31%
0.27%

13.55%

<0.01%
3.33%

<0.01%
0.07%

10.10%
0.01%
0.04%

<0.1

<0.01%

29,813.9
6.1
8,911.2
2.2
27.5
20,768.5
69.3
28.3
0.3
0.5
1,561.2

61.23%

<0.1

4.8
155.3
0.5

0.01%
18.3%
<0.01%
0.06%
42.65%
0.14%
0.06%
<0.01%
<0.01%
3.21%
<0.01%
0.01%
0.32%
<0.01%
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HGM and Cowardin Classification
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
N/A
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Grand Total

Acres
172.7
913.1
314.8
201.3
2.6
197.9
0.9
48,693.5

%
0.35%
1.88%
0.65%
0.41%
0.01%
0.41%
<0.01%
100%

Source: PLP mapped wetlands. Minor discrepancies in totals are the result of rounding numbers.

Table 5-4 NWI Wetlands and Other Waters in the Headwaters Koktuli River Outside PLP Mapped
Wetlands Analysis Area
Acres
res

%

Palustrine Emergent

2,605
2,605.4

223.93%

Palustrine Scrub Shrub

7,811.1
11.1

71.74
71.74%

'
5
$)
7

Cowardin Classification

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom

248.4

2.28%

Riverine Unknown Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Botto

222.8

22.05%

10,887.7

100%

Grand Total

Source: UFWS NWI mapped wetlands.

Table 5-5 Wetlands and Other Waters on the Newhalen
Newhal River
River,
ver,
r, Ilia
Iliamna La
Lake, Gibraltar Lake, Upper Talarik Creek, Paint
dedori CreekCreek
-Frontal
al Ka
Kamisha
River, and Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay HUC 10 Watersheds
Kvichak Port Heiden
Heide
Kvichak-Port

Newhalen
River

Wetlands

Iliamna
Iliam
Lake

Gibraltar
Lake

Western Cook Inlet

Upper
Talarik
Creek

Paint
River

Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak
Bay

Total

Estuarine (ac.)
Emergent (ac.)
Forested (ac.)
Lacustrine (ac.)
Emergent (ac.)
Palustrine (ac.)
Emergent (ac.)
Forested (ac.)
Shrub-Scrub (ac.)
Other Waters (ac.)

---116
116
56,577
30,908
59
25,610

15
15
-42
42
270,572
133,446
682
136,444

-----21,558
7,594
-13,964

-----35,355
13,200
44
22,111

-----21,965
6,291
-15,674

1,525
1,525
-35
35
25,968
5,666
62
20,240

1,540
1,540
-193
193
431,995
197,105
847
234,043

Ice (Glacier) (ac.)
Lakes (ac.)
Streams (mi.)

-8,075
250

-681,658
881

38
5,331
91

-1,680
250

61
2,159
557

-3,960
684

99
702,863
2713

1,201,854
270,629
23%

81,581
21,557
26%

87,539
35,356
40%

128,354
21,965
17%

154,461
27,527
18%

1,773,497
433,727

Summary of Wetlands and other Waters
Watershed Size (ac.)
Wetlands (ac.)
Wetlands (%)

NOVEMBER 2018

119,708
56,693
47%
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Kvichak-Port Heiden

Other Waters (ac.)
Other Waters (%)
Wetlands and Other
Waters (ac.)
Wetlands and Other
Waters (%)
Streams (mi.)

Western Cook Inlet

Newhalen
River

Iliamna
Lake

Gibraltar
Lake

Upper
Talarik
Creek

Paint
River

8,075
7%

681,658
57%

5,369
7%

1,680
2%

2,220
2%

Amakdedori
Creek-Frontal
Kamishak
Bay
3,960
3%

64,768

952,287

26,926

37,036

24,185

31,487

1,136,689

54%

79%

33%

42%

19%

20%

64%

250

881

91

250

557

684

2,713

Total
702,962

Source: Wetlands – Alaska Wetlands Map; Other Waters – National Hydrographic Dataset

5.3

Fish and Wildlife

7

The wetlands and other waters of the U.S. in the watersheds provide habita
habitat for m
mammals, fish, and bird
ystem they inh
ystems
iinhabit
abit and to the local
animal species, many of which are of high importance to the ecosystems
th Ana
economies and subsistence lifestyles. Representative indicator animal species in the
Analysis Area include:
referred as the M
Caribou. Caribou (Rangifer tarandus granti) in this area are referre
Mulchatna Caribou Herd.
Caribou prefer tundra habitats. Their distribution
ution in
n the wat
watersheds in
include the Headwaters Koktuli
iver,
ver, and the wester
western shor
River, Upper Talarik Creek, Newhalen River,
shores of Iliamna Lake. In the midbout 200,000 animals
1990s, the caribou population peaked at about
animals, and then the herd began
rs and expanding
xpanding its rang
range north and west. This current decade the
simultaneously declining in numbers
pproximately 18,000 caribo
population reached a low of approximately
caribou; although in 2015 it had shown an
uring the late 1990s, report
rep
increase to over 30,000. During
reported annual harvests peaked at over 5,000 caribou
but during the 2010s, thee reported harvest has not exceeded 466 caribou per year (Van Lanen 2018).

x

hab to a population of freshwater seals, which are believed to
Lake Seals. Iliamnaa Lake provides habitat
be harbor sealss (Phoca
(Phoca vitulina),
vitulinaa), although tthe exact species identification remains uncertain. These seals
are unique in that
populations are very rare in the northern hemisphere. Over the 28
hat freshwater seal pop
years of aerial surveys,
eys, counts have
hav ranged from zero to more than 300 seals, with the largest
numbers occurring during
August. The seals spend most of their time in and around the island
ring Aug
systems of the northeast po
portion of the lake and during salmon season feed near the mouths of the
lake’s tributary rivers and streams. Approximately 3-5 seals are harvested per community per year
(Van Lanen, Iliamna Lake Seals Local and Scientific Understanding 2018).

x

Fish. The Bristol Bay watershed, of which these watersheds are a part, support important commercial
and sport fisheries for Pacific salmon and other fishes. The watersheds provide spawning and rearing
habitat for all species of anadromous Pacific salmon (Figure 2): sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka), coho (O.
kisutch), Chinook (O. tshawytscha), chum (O. keta), and pink (O. gorbuscha). The most abundant species
in the watersheds is sockeye salmon. Waters in the watersheds provide habitat for other fish species,
including rainbow trout (O. mykiss), Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma), Arctic char (S. alpinus), lake trout
(S. namaycush), Arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus), northern pike (Esox lucius), and humpback whitefish
(Coregonus pidschian). These fishes occupy a variety of habitats in the watershed, from headwater
streams to wetlands to large rivers and lake. The Analysis Area includes approximately 571 miles and

'

5

$)

x
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684,6166 acres
acr of anadromous streams and waterbodies. Nearly 16 percent of the streams and 97
nt off the lakes in the Analysis Area provide habitat to Pacific salmon (Table 5-6).
percent
J4RDSSMM
Sticky
ky Note

Table 5-6 Pacific salmon habitat in the Watershed Analysis Area (Acres)

linear calculation
as well

Nushagak
River

Kvichak-Port Heiden

Western Cook Inlet

Total

Headwaters
Koktuli
River

Newhalen
River

Iliamna
Lake

Gibraltar
Lake

Upper
Talarik
Creek

Paint
River

Amakdedori
CreekFrontal
Kamishak
Bay

% of
Waters
in the
Analysis
Area

Anadromous
Waters

Anadromous
Streams (miles)

143

53

213

43

76

--

41

16%

571

Anadromous
Lakes (acres)

406

5,750

674,782

3,211

34

--

433

97%

684,616

Source: ADF&G Anadromous Waters Catalog (ADF&G 2018).

'
5
$)
7

The Headwaters Koktuli River watershed includes 143 stream
ream
eam miles
iles aand 406 llake acres of
um, coho,
c
and socke
sockeye sal
anadromous fish habitat for Arctic char, Chinook, chum,
salmon (ADF&G 2018).
bution of any anadromous fish in the Headwaters
Sockeye and coho salmon have the greatest distribution
wning
ing has been documente
Koktuli River watershed. Sockeye salmon spawning
documented in 164 lake acres, and 59
nd 54 stream
ream m
miles. Coho salmon spawning has been
stream miles, and rearing in 152 lake acres and
ring
ng in 187 lake acres and 125 stream miles. Chinook
documented in 79 stream miles, and rearing
am miles and rearing in 82 stream miles. Chum spawning
spawning has been documented in 644 stream
ring
ing 82 stream miles
miles. Arcti
includes 64 stream miles and rearing
Arctic char is present in 41 stream miles.
Table 5-7 Anadromous
Koktuli Watershed
dromo fish
dromous
sh habitat in the
th Headwaters
H
Fish Species
cies

P
Present
rese

Rearing

Spawning

41

--

--

Arctic
ic char

Stre (miles)
Stream
les)

Chinook salmon
Ch
Lake (acres)

164

--

--

Stream
ream (miles)

11

82

64

4

7

50

almon
Chum salmon

Stream (miles)

Coho salmon
Lake (acres)

219

187

Stream (miles)

20

125

79

Lake (acres)

52

152

164

Stream (miles)

16

54

59

Sockeye salmon

Source: ADF&G Anadromous Waters Catalog (ADF&G 2018).

x

Protected Species. Protected species in the watershed include southcentral stock northern Sea Otters,
(Enhydra lutris kenyoni) which make use of the marine shorelines Amakdedori Creek-Frontal Kamishak
Bay.
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x

Other. The watersheds’ wetlands and aquatic resources provide habitat for large carnivores such as
brown bears (Ursus arctos), bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), gray wolves (Canis lupus); ungulates
such as moose (Alces alces gigas); and numerous waterfowl and small mammal species. Brown bears are
abundant in the Nushagak River and Kvichak River watersheds. Moose are abundant, particularly in
the Nushagak River watershed where felt-leaf willow, a preferred forage species, is plentiful.

5.4

Land Ownership

Generalized land status data to the section level (generally 1 square mile) including federal, state of Alaska,
and native lands is produced by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR 2018).

5
$)
7

The Analysis Area comprises approximately 1,270,262 acres (72%) of public lands, including State of Alaska
(40%) and Federally owned (32%) lands. Overall, the State of Alaska is the largest surface land owner (Table
5-8). Private lands total 487,471 acres (28%) of the watershed and includess Al
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (ANCSA) lands (26%) and private or municipal lands (1%). Approximately
oxima
oximately
554,303 acres (~4%) are
grouped in administrative management areas including Katmai National
Preserve, Lake Clark
tional Park and Pre
National Park and Preserve, and the McNeil River State Game Refug
3).
Refuge and Sanctuary
Sanct y ((Figure
F
Table 5-8 Land Ownership for the Watershed Analy
(Acres)
Analysis Area (Acr
Acr

Nushagak
River
Land Ownership
Headwater
Types
Koktuli
River
ANCSA

--

Private or
Municipal

--

State

170,632

Federal

Newhalen
River

Iliamnaa
Lake
ke

Western Cook Inlet

Gibraltar
ralta
Lake
ke

Upper
Talarik
Creek

Paint
River

Grand Total

Amakdedori
Creek –
Frontal
Kamishak
Bay

Acres

Percent
of
Analysis
Area

53,583

3
356,724

31,866

19
19,037

207

--

461,417

26%

4,344
344

21,710

--

--

--

--

26,054

1%

40,630

283,807
83,807

41,864
41,8

64,664

127,932

148,642

707,539

40%

5,516

8,1177

--

--

--

--

13,633

1%

'

State and
ANCSA

Kvichak-Port Heiden
en

--

115,635

531,496
531,49
53

7,850

3,837

214

3,691

562,723

32%

170,632

119,708

1,201,854
1,2
1,20

81,581

87,539

128,354

152,332

1,771,368

100%

Katmai
National Park
& Preserve

--

--

336

1,067

--

174

25,620

27,198

2%

Lake Clark
National Park
& Preserve

--

25,192

1,913

--

--

--

--

27,105

2%

McNeil River
State Game
Refuge

--

--

1,124

1,962

--

111,335

11,789

126,210

7%

McNeil River
State Game
Sanctuary

--

--

--

--

--

13,820

18,628

32,447

2%

--

25,192

3,373

3,029

--

125,328

56,037

212,960

12%

Total
Legislative
Boundary

Total

Source: Alaska Department of Natural Resources General Land Status, 2018, section level data (ADNR 2018). In some cases, the land ownership was
split between State of Alaska, and ANCSA owned land. In those cases, the data were not segregated and counted as “State and ANCSA”.
Discrepancies in the total acreage for the watershed in this table and those shown in Table 5-1 are a result of the differences in data boundaries
between the Generalized Land Status and the HUC; in coastal areas, the Generalized Land Status data, and HUC 10 boundary limits do not match.
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5.5

Land Use

7

The watersheds are largely undeveloped, except for seven rural communities including Nondalton, Iliamna,
Newhalen, Pedro Bay, Pile Bay, Igiugig, and Kokhanok. The region is remote with no road access to the
State’s highway system and limited roads between Iliamna, Newhalen, and Nondalton, as well as a 15-mile
road connecting Williamsport to Pile Bay. Most communities have gravel and earth surfaced streets. Surface
access between most communities is by boat along the lake in the summer and by snow machine along winter
trails in the winter. A few small air carriers provide regular year-round, air charter, and cargo flights from
regional hubs to the smaller communities (BBNA 2018). The communities rely primarily on diesel electric
generators for power, but some communities have implemented alternative energy sources as a means to
lower fuel cost (BBNA 2018), and to alleviate spill risk concerns associated with fuel transport (HDR 1998):
Iliamna, Newhalen, and Nondalton have implemented hydroelectric options at Tazimina Falls about 9 miles
upstream of the confluence of the Tazimina River and the Newhalen River ((HDR 1998); Igiugig is
nities ope
ooperate as both subsistence and
experimenting with a river power system (Caldwell 2014). The communities
evelopment projects,
evelopm
pro
cash economies. Most cash opportunities result from government development
commercial fishing,
fis
, pr
sport fishing, and sport hunting ventures. Iliamna Lake is noted for its sport fishing
fishing,
primarily rainbow trout,
Pacific salmon, and Arctic grayling.

'

5

$)

f multiple use and are open to
Almost all State of Alaska lands within the Analysis Areaa are managed for
tion, bu
but to date nno mines have been developed.
mining. The watersheds include a history of mineral exploration,
oximity to the Analy
Analysis Ar
The most significant placer mining districts in proximity
Area are the Nyac (gold) 175 miles
ay (platinum)
latinum) 235 miles we
w
northwest of the mine site, and Goodnews Bay
west of the mine site. The Alaska
cal Survey provid
Resource Data File maintained by the U.S. Geological
provides a record of mines, prospects and
mineral occurrences (USGS 2018). Thee watersheds within Nusha
Nushagak River, Kvichak-Port Heiden, and
Western Cook Inlet basins include six mineral occurrences an
and 26 prospects for gold, copper, iron, silver, and
streamss to mineral entry in the Nushagak-Mulchatna
hatna
na
River
molybdenum. The State of Alaskaa closed many stream
J4RDSSMM
ound
und Iliam
mna L
Lake (Miner
med
m
dSticky
at
drainage as well as streams around
Iliamna
(Mineral Closing Order 393). This closure is aimed
Note
v , andd
protecting Pacific salmon streams, including the No
North Fork Koktuli River, South Forkk Ko
Koktuli River,
checkhas
this
A
Area has larg
lls. There
Upper Talarik Creek. The Analysis
large quantities of sand, gravel, and quarryy ma
materials.
n communities that require them for airport and road
add
been little use for these materials except near
construction or upgrades.

5.6

Water Quality

Wetlands, rivers, and streams that are free of contaminants are important for sustaining a healthy aquatic
ecosystem. Potential sources of contaminants in the Analysis Area include: spills of chemicals or petroleum
lubricants and fuels, stormwater runoff and erosion, community sanitation facilities including landfills and
sewage management systems, and similar sources. PLP has reviewed available databases to locate potential
sources of contamination in the Analysis Area:
x

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) contaminated sites. The ADEC
maintains a database of contaminated sites in Alaska. The database includes 12 contaminated sites in
the Analysis Area where cleanup actions have been complete, and six sites where cleanup actions are
undergoing. Contaminants at these sites included oil and lubricants. There are no identified sites in
the Analysis Area where clean up actions are not in progress.
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x

x

ADEC Solid Waste Sites. The ADEC maintains a database of solid waste sites in Alaska. The
database includes 11 solid waste sites in the Analysis Area located in the proximity of each village. Six
solid waste sites are active, one inactive, and four retired.
ADEC Waste Erosion Assessment Review (WEAR). The ADEC conducted the WEAR program to
inventory sites that have the potential to release hazardous substances and garbage from Alaska’s
landfills, contaminated sites, tank farms, and other sites of environmental concern into state’s waters,
jeopardizing water quality, fish and wildlife (ADEC 2018). Highlights from this program are included
in Table 5-9.
Table 5-9 Selected Sites of Concern from Waste Erosion Assessment Review (WEAR) 2012-2014
Description

Igiugig
Tank Farm, 59.327258/-155.897948
(Active)
Community Landfill, 59.325198/155.905045 (Retired)
Iliamna
Landfill, 59.783836/-154.901292
(Active)
Airport Crowley Tank Farm,
59.754428/-154.906141 (Active)

This permitted landfill is a self-haul facility that burns
urns most
m of its waste
wast in a Summit burn unit. It has been in
operation since at least 1986. Thee Iliamna
landfill operator but would benefit from improved
mna Landfill em
employs a landfi
management of burning and special wastes.
is located
es. The landfill
la
locate approximately 3.3 miles from Iliamna Lake.
This Crowley tank farm, which is located across the street from
fro the Iliamna Airport, is an active Contaminated Site
(File ID 2560.38.012). A spill
pill of 1,507 gallons of aviation
aviati gas occurred at the site in late 2009. 65 cubic yards of
contaminated soil were
the soil beginning in 2011. After remediation, the soil
ere excavated
avated and landfarmed to remediate
re
was transported to
o and disposed
osed of at the Newhalen
Newhale Landfill in June 2013. This site is still being monitoring by the
Contaminated Sites Program as not all contamina
contaminated
soil was excavated. The tank farm is about 0.15 acres in size and
t i
holds six tanks,
of 258,000 gallons in a fenced and locked area.
nks, which have a total capacity
ca
This sitee is part of an active Contaminated
Site (File ID 2560.38.001). The landfarm is remediating contaminated soil
Contamin
linked
to exist in the area. The landfarm is within Iliamna Airport Tract II, near
d to above ground fuel tanks that used
u
thee Old
d FAA Landfill,
Landfill, and covers an area of approximately 0.08 acres. The site is 170 feet south of Lake Superior.
The former
Office was located on Iliaska Drive at this site. In November of 1999, it was reported
er Iliamna US Post Offi
that drums of used oil were shot
sh and subsequently leaked. This caused the site to become an active Contaminated Site
(File ID 2560.38.007). Duri
During inspection, the area appeared to be well vegetated aside from a cut in the bushes to
provide access to the
he lake
lak from the road. The site is no longer owned by USPS and is located right on the shoreline of
Roadhousee Bay.
Bay
These tanks,
with unknown size and contents, reside in the Iliaska Subdivision in front of Lots 30 and 31. The tanks
s, w
were completely
completel
complete surrounded by dense vegetation and are 245 feet from Iliamna Lake.

5

FAA Living Quarters Landfarm,
59.761161/-154.828806 (Active)

The site was constructed in 2004 for the Native Village off Igiugig
Igiug and contains nine tanks with a total capacity of
111,000 gallons. The nearest source of erosion, the Kvichak
ichak River,
R
is only 20 feet away. Erosion symptoms such as
root exposure, undercutting, and slides were observed
bank of the river.
ed on the closest ba
This is the location of a historical military landfilll that was started
starte in the 19
1950s. After the military left, the community
used it as their landfill until 2001 when the new
w landfill was constructed.
constructed
constru
. The field is 500 feet from the closest source
of erosion, the Kvichak River.

$)
7

Site Name and Location

'

Former US Post Office, 59.751424/154.815653 (Active)

Abandoned Fuel Tanks, 59.749782/82/-82/
154.812959 (Abandoned)
Newhalen
Landfill, 59.731888/-154.892355
(Active)
Crowley Contaminated Soil,
59.719562/-154.891769 (Active)

Nondalton
Drum Cache, 59.970533/154.851000 (Abandoned)

NOVEMBER 2018

This
landfill has been operating since its construction in 1983. Necessary equipment for the removal of
is unpermitted
un
CFCs from white goods was unavailable, and batteries and used oil were poorly stored. The 5.5-acre landfill is located
half a mile north of Newhalen and 2,000 feet east of erosion reported along the banks of the Newhalen River.
This site is an active landfarm to remediate contaminated soil under the Contaminated Sites Program. The site consists
of two listings Crowley Jet A Fuel Tank 471 Newhalen Tank Farm (File ID 2619.38.002) and Newhalen Bulk Fuel
Storage (File ID 2619.38.001). The site is associated with numerous historic spills and a former tank farm. The site
dates back to a 1983 spill reported in relation to Newhalen’s old utility tank farm. There are several data gaps in the
history of this site that don’t allow for identification of all spills; however, additional free product was discovered near
the 1983 spill during sewer cleaning operations in August 1999. Later, on October 30, 2008, there was a jet fuel spill
totaling approximately 13,630 gallons from Crowley Jet A Fuel Tank 471. The majority of the spill was recovered from
secondary containment, but 2,777 gallons were suspected to have breached the containment. The tank farm has since
been decommissioned with the site consisting mostly of the 2.9-acre landfarm at the time of inspection. Soil staining,
55-gallon drums, piles of dirty rags, and metal debris were identified along the perimeter of the landfarm. The site is
located adjacent to the current Newhalen Tank Farm, on its lakeward side, and is 1,000 feet from Iliamna Lake.

This site is associated with the construction of generators and a new tank for the water plant. The site is about 0.02
acres in size and is located in the middle of town. It consists of a slightly depressed region, covered in black textiles
with heavy staining on top of the textile. Vegetation surrounding the perimeter of the site was noted as distressed
during the inspection. Several 55-gallon drums were strewn about the site with contents unknown. The site is believed
to have originated around 2005 and is 250 feet from Sixmile Lake.
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Site Name and Location
Airport Tanks, 59.978880/154.836069 (Abandoned)

Description
These empty tanks are located at the airport. There are 10 tanks in total with the labeling “Out of Service, Do Not Fill,
10-1-02” and a total capacity of 80,500 gallons. The tanks were constructed by the City of Nondalton sometime in the
early 1990s with the intent that they become storage for heating fuel and gasoline to be sold to local residences and
businesses. However, the project was never completed. The site is unfenced and eight of the vertical tanks rest on a
geotextile liner; two of the tanks are located outside of the containment. Roughly two inches of water were seen
pooling within the containment at the time of inspection. Stacked alongside one of the tanks were several 55-gallon
drums and miscellaneous buckets with contents unknown. The site is 0.15 acres in size and is located 1,230 feet from
Sixmile Lake.

Kokhanok
Landfill, 59.433225/-154.750637
(Active)

Old Tank Farm, 59.441288/154.751535 (Abandoned)

5
$)
7

Slop Bucket Lake Dump,
59.441696/-154.759466
(Abandoned)
Pedro Bay
Landfill, 59.791717/-154.102628
(Active)

This unpermitted landfill is found a half mile due south of the school on a hill. It was constructed in 1992 by the U.S.
Public Health Service. The landfill operates as a trench and fill with a working Tok burn unit. Metals, drums and white
goods (household appliances) are separated at the site. The inactive areas of the landfill have been covered and are
revegetated. It lies 1,600 feet from Piva Lake.
This tank farm is no longer in use since the 2003 construction of the new tank farm. It is located approximately 540
feet northwest of the school. There were 2 vertical tanks and 5 horizontal tanks, which could hold a total of 52,500
gallons of diesel. The horizontal tanks were within a lined, earthen berm, and the vertical tanks were on wooden
platforms with no visible berm or liner. There was evidence of staining on the ground, and ponded water around the
tanks had a visible sheen. It is located approximately 400 feet from
fro Iliamna Lake.
This lake can be found 1,000 feet east of Big Lake. It was reportedly
rep
uused as a dump site for many years by the
community with sporadic dumping still occurring. There was visible trash
tras on the shores and lake bottom, which
ranged from bags of trash to rusted barrels and tires.
Lake.
ires. It is 350 feet
fee from Iliamna
Ilia
This unpermitted landfill is located on thee northeast side of town only 11,000 feet from the Village Council building.
This one-acre site has been in operation
on since around 1985. An incinerator
incinerat is on site, but it has never been used due to
operational costs. A baler is also available,
waste is burned in a small pit and then
ailable,
ilable, but it has not
no been used. Municipal
M
mixed with dirt into a large pile that will
ill eventually be
b pushed back into a trench. Batteries and other recyclables are
separated out. There is a separate
and other metals. There is a fence around part of the landfill, but
arate area forr hide
hid
hide goods
go
it is falling down in places. The landfill lies 2,100 feet
Lake.
fe from Iliamna
Ili

Source: ADEC Waste Erosion Assessment Review (WEAR)

x
x

x

Environmental Protection Agency
gency (EPA)
(EPA Brownfields
own
Sites. The EPA maintains a list of brownfield
sites. There are three brownfield
wnfield sites located in Ne
Newhalen
N
that resulted from large historic fuel spills
on land, all near waters.. Cleanup
anup has been completed
comp
at one spill site abutting Iliamna Lake. The two
remaining sites are near (~ 0.3 miles) the New
Newhalen River and cleanup actions are underway.
the sites
es resulted from
fro a ~13,630-gallon Jet-A spill, and a ~35,000-gallon diesel
Contamination at these
spill.
ites.. The EPA m
ites
EPA Superfund Sites.
maintains a database of superfund clean-up sites. There are no
listed superfund cleanup
nup sites in the Analysis Area.
Rural Sanitation. Most villages
llag and private houses are equipped with septic tanks or a centralized
sewage system. Community sanitation systems are in constant need of improvement in the Analysis
Area. The Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium is working on building a sludge disposal site for
the sludge that is pumped from the individual septic tanks at Iliamna, but funding to complete the
project is insufficient. Kokhanok, Nondalton, and Newhalen recently received approval for their
water and wastewater feasibility study (ADEC 2018).
Barge landings. Barge and boat landings can be a source of shoreline erosion and sedimentation in
Iliamna Lake. In 2009-2010 the Denali Commission funded the design of barge and boat landings for
Iliamna, Kokhanok, Pedro Bay, Pile Bay, and Igiugig. Construction of these projects is pending
(Denali Commision 2018).

'

x
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5.7

Invasive Species

7

Invasive species pose a threat to ecosystems, including wetlands and other waters of the U.S., by altering the
functional compositions of communities and from the loss of locally abundant species (Diaz, et al. 2006).
While most invasive plants have been recorded along the Alaska’s road network, remote communities off the
road system may be increasingly and disproportionately vulnerable to harm from exposure to invasive species.
Bristol Bay residents have expressed concern about the potential impacts of invasive plants on local natural
resources, including subsistence foods (Spellman and Swenson 2012). Survey data from Bristol Bay indicated
relatively small populations of several high-risk invasive species, including reed canarygrass (Phalaris
arundinacea), yellow toadflax (Linaria vulgaris Mill.), white sweetclover (Melilotus officinalis (L.) Lam), bird vetch
(Vicia cracca L.), orange hawkweed (Hieracium aurantiacum L.) and oxeye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare Lam.)
(Spellman and Swenson 2012). Fall dandelion (Leontodon autumnalis L.), oxeye daisy (Leucanthemun vulgare Lam.),
pineapple weed (Matricaria discoidea DC.), Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L. ssp. irrigata), creeping buttercup
mmon ch
(Ranunculus repens L.), common sheep sorrel (Rumex acetosella L.) and common
chickweed (Stellaria media) were
rveys ha
have been conducted in most of the
found in Igiugig in 2010 (AKEPIC 2018). It does not appear that surveys
communities in the Analysis Area.

5

$)

potential for impacti
mpac
Reed canarygrass, which grows very well in wetlands, has a high poten
impacting
important subsistence
am
m channels, accelerating
a
foods resources. Reed canarygrass can invade active stream
siltation of gravel and sand
uvial dynamics
ynamics (Galatowit
bars, reducing the active-channel area, and altering fluvial
(Galatowitsch, Anderson and Ascher
nt Working Group (WRCGMWG)
((WRCG
1999) (Wisconsin Reed Canary Grass Management
2009) that could affect
esults
ts of a reed canarygras
canarygra
Pacific salmon, and other fishes habitat. The results
canarygrass vulnerability model for the Bristol
rs of salmon stre
str
Bay region completed in 2012 projected 39 kilometers
stream could be vulnerable in the next 30
ount of salmon streams
stre
vu
years. Between 2039 and 2069, the amount
vulnerable would nearly double to 442.5
at by 2099, the length of
o salmon
sa
kilometers. The model projected that
streams vulnerable to potential adverse
uldd total 1,074.5
1,,074.5 kilometer
effects from reed canarygrass could
kilometers. The Iliamna area had the second greatest
2
(Spellm and Swenson 2012).
number of vulnerable streamss by 2069 and 2099
(Spellman

'

roads in the
th Kenai Peninsula were surveyed for reed canarygrass. The
In 2006 most primary and secondary road
populated sites, 51sites in wetlands, with 14 of those adjacent to Coho
survey located 260 reed canarygrass popul
man 2018).
20
2018). Authorities
Auth
salmon habitats (B. Spellman
have determined that reed canarygrass on the Kenai
n efforts, as early detection and eradication efforts were missed, and decided to
Peninsula is beyond eradication
nt efforts in sensitive areas. During 2007-2009 reed canarygrass was
focus reed canarygrass management
surveyed at six streams; the following four had extensive reed canarygrass infestations: Kenai River, Bishop
Creek, North Fork Anchor River, and Beaver Creek. In an approximately 20 mile-reach of the North Fork
Anchor River reed canary grass was found in 256 sites, including sites directly along the active channel.
Eradication efforts have had mixed result due in part to the extensive distribution of the reed canarygrass (B.
Spellman 2018). While prevention of invasive species is the best management practice, early detection and
eradication are crucial to fighting invasive species once established in an ecosystem.

5.8

Summary of Watershed Conditions

This watershed assessment has characterized conditions within the Analysis Area. The following is a summary
of those conditions and provides general watershed improvement opportunities that could benefit aquatic
functions in the watersheds.
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Nearly all the Analysis Area is undeveloped and wetlands and aquatic resources have little to no degradation.
The principal sources of land development in the Analysis Area are those associated with residential housing,
fishing and hunting cabins and lodges, sanitation systems, community energy, and the limited transportation
infrastructure associated with the villages of Nondalton, Iliamna, Newhalen, Pedro Bay, Pile Bay, Igiugig and
Kokhanok. Development accounts for less than 0.05 percent of the Analysis Area.
Wetland and other waters are widely distributed in the Analysis Area. The Headwaters Koktuli River
watershed includes more than 33,787.8 acres, and the other watersheds a combined total of 1,136,689 acres of
wetlands and other waters. Dominant wetlands include palustrine shrub-scrub and emergent, while estuarine
and lacustrine emergent wetlands are rare.

7

Generalized land ownership in the Analysis Area is split between the State of Alaska (40%), federal
government (32%), native owned lands (26%), and private and municipal lands
an (1%). Roughly 4 percent of
the Analysis Area is permanently protected from development in the Katmai and Lake Clark national parks.
While State of Alaska lands are open to multiple uses, including mining,
Department of Natural
ning, the Alaska D
Resources has closed many streams to mineral entry in the Nushagak-Mulchatna
hagak-Mulchatna
hagak
lchatn River drainage, as well as
streams around Iliamna Lake to protect Pacific salmon fish habitat.
abitat. Regardless of lland ownership and the
occurrence of minerals in the watershed, the threat of development,
velopment, other than the proposed Project, is low.

'

5

$)

Aquatic habitats, though plentiful, do face potential threats from no
non-point
source pollution associated with
non-point so
community growth, or invasive species. Most of the
documented contamination from fuel
he communities have
hav doc
and lubricant spills, and substandard village sanitary
landfills, that could be improved.
anitaryy systems,
systems, such as lan
la
Invasive species are a threat to aquatic resources
ources in the Analysis Area,
Are but much of the area remains unsurveyed.
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Project Effects on Aquatic Resources

The discharge of fill proposed by the project will permanently impact 3,576 acres of wetlands and other
aquatic resources. Most of these impacts (3,470 acres) would be confined to the Headwaters Koktuli River
watershed (Table 6-1). The remaining impacts to wetlands and other aquatic resources (106 acres) are divided
among the Newhalen River, Iliamna Lake, Gibraltar River, Upper Talarik, and Amakdedori Creek-Frontal
Kamishak Bay watersheds (Table 6-2).

'
5
$)

7

Approximately 5.8 percent of the currently existing wetlands and aquatic resources in the Headwaters Koktuli
River would be lost due to the proposed discharges of fill. The greatest impact would be to slope HGM
wetlands which would be reduced by 10.26 percent. Slope palustrine unconsolidated bottom would be
reduced by 16.5%, slope palustrine scrub-shrub would be reduced by 11.67 percent, and slope palustrine
nn HGM wetlands will experience
emergent be reduced by 6.89 percent. Riverine wetlands, and riverine channel
iverine ch
iverin
a 2.83 percent and 4.39 percent loss respectively. Most impacts to the riverine
channel include upper
dated sho
shore) with a 7.81% reduction.
perennial streams (emergent, unconsolidated bottom and unconsolidated
experience a 5.
Riverine channel intermittent streambed and palustrine emergentt would experie
5.29 percent and 5.48
percent reductions. Slope HGM palustrine scrub-shrub and emergent wetlands are the most widely
d 8,911
8,91 acres
res respectively
ely These wetlands are
distributed wetland in the watershed with 20,769 acres and
respectively.
erine and ri
riverine chan
broadly used by ungulates such as moose and caribou. Riverine
channel wetlands impacted by
the Project provide support to Pacific salmon.
mpacts (Acres) in the HUC 10 Headwaters Koktuli River
Table 6-1 Summary of WOUS Impacts
Baseline
Baseli

HGM and Cowardin Classification

Acres

LACUSTRINE

Lacustrine Limnetic Unconsolidated Bottom
Lacustrine Littoral Aquatic Bed

1

%

Impacts
Acres

Reduction
%

975.0
97
97

1.64%

0.1

0.01%

844.4

1.42%

--

<0.01%

10.1

0.02%

--

<0.01%

1
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated
ated Bottom
B

33.0

0.06%

--

<0.01%

Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore 1

32.8

0.06%

0.1

0.18%

1.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Emergent

1

1

51.0

0.09%

--

<0.01%

2.7

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

126.7

0.21%

0.6

0.47%

Lacustrine Littoral Emergent 1

0.3

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore 1

9.4

0.02%

--

<0.01%

0.3

0.54%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1
LACUSTRINE FRINGE

50.7

0.09%

1

0.2

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Scrub-Shrub 1

64.8

0.11%

0.3

0.50%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 1

0.5

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore

0.9

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

8,345.6

14.01%

236.0

2.83%

1.8

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Emergent

1

Palustrine Moss-Lichen

RIVERINE
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
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Baseline

Impacts

HGM and Cowardin Classification

Acres

Palustrine Emergent

2,163.4

3.63%

59.8

2.77%

38.5

0.06%

--

<0.01%

2.9

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

5,847.3

9.81%

171.6

2.93%

160.6

0.27%

4.6

2.88%

67.6

0.11%

--

<0.01%

0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

41.5

0.07%

--

<0.01%

1

Palustrine Forested 1
Palustrine Moss-Lichen 1
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1
Riverine Intermittent Streambed 1
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom

1

%

Acres

Reduction
%

19.1

0.03%

--

<0.01%

<0.1

<0.01%
%

--

<0.01%

Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom 1

2.2

<
<0.01%
0.01%
0.0
1%

--

<0.01%

Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Shore

0.5

<
<0.01%
0.01%
%

--

<0.01%

4
47.0

4.39%

Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Shore

1

Riverine Upper Perennial Aquatic Bed 1

Palustrine Aquatic Bed

1

Palustrine Emergent 1
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 1
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore

1

Riverine Intermittent Streambed

1

Riverine Lower Perennial Aquatic Bed 1
Riverine Lower Perennial Emergent 1

$)
7

RIVERINE CHANNEL

1

1.80%

1.00

<
<0.01%
0 1%
0.0

--

<0.01%

0.33

<0.01%

<0.1

5.48%

38.1

0.06%

0.1

0.18%

6.0

0.01
0.01%

--

<0.01%

64.1
.1

0.11%

3.4

5.29%

19.1
19.

0.03%

--

<0.01%

0.3
0

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

166.6
166.
66.

0.28%

--

<0.01%

9.1

0.02%

--

<0.01%

0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

consolidated Bottom 1
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated

635.7

1.07%

41.9

6.60%

'

5

ottom
ttom
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom

1

1,070.0

129.6

0.22%

1.6

1.22%

6,599.8

11.08%

84.1

1.27%

<0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

1,623.7

2.73%

5.5

0.34%

0.2

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

33.7

0.06%

--

<0.01%

4,917.6

8.25%

78.6

1.60%

ed Shore
Riverine Lower Perennial Unconsolidated

1

nt 1
Riverine Upper Perennial Emergent

Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated
solidated
solidat Shore
FLAT

Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Palustrine Emergent

1

1

Palustrine Forested 1
Palustrine Moss-Lichen 1
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

1

1

4.1

0.01%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1

20.3

0.03%

--

<0.01%

Riverine Intermittent Streambed 1

<0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

29,813.9

50.04%

3,058.5

10.26%

6.1

0.01%

<0.1

0.10%

8,911.2

14.96%

622.0

6.98%

2.2

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

27.5

0.05%

--

<0.01%

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom

SLOPE
Palustrine Aquatic Bed 1
Palustrine Emergent
Palustrine Forested

1

1

Palustrine Moss-Lichen 1
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Baseline
HGM and Cowardin Classification
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 1
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Riverine Upper Perennial Unconsolidated Shore

1

1

DEPRESSIONAL
Lacustrine Littoral Unconsolidated Shore 1
Palustrine Aquatic Bed 1
Palustrine Emergent

1

Palustrine Moss-Lichen

1

Palustrine Scrub-Shrub 1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
N/A
Palustrine Emergent

1, 2

Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

1, 2

1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore 1

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 2

Riverine Unknown Perennial Unconsolidated Bottom
Grand Total

2

Reduction

Acres

%

Acres

20,768.5

34.86%

2,424.3

11.67%

69.3

0.12%

11.4

16.50%

28.3

0.05%

0.7

2.65%

0.3

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

%

0.5

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

1,561.2

2.62%

43.8

2.81%

<0.1

<0.01%

--

<0.01%

4.8

0.01%

--

<0.01%

155.3

0.26%

3.9

2.50%

0.5

<0.01%
1%

--

<0.01%

172.7

0.29%

9.7

5.60%

913.1

1.53%
%

24.2

2.65%

5
$)
7

Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom 1

Impacts

314.8

0.53%

6.1

1.93%

.0
11,089.0

18
18.61%

--

<0.01%

2,608.00

4.38%

--

<0.01%

8,009.0

13.44%

--

<0.01%

0.9

<
<0.01%
0
0.0

--

<0.01%

248.4
8.4

0.42%

--

<0.01%

222.8
222

0.37%

--

<0.01%

59,581
,581.2
59,581.2

100%

3,470.1

5.8%

Source: (1) PLP mapped wetlands, (2) NWII mapped
ed wetlands.

'

Project impacts from fill discharges
scharges to waters and aqu
aquatic resources in the Newhalen River, Iliamna Lake,
Gibraltar Lake, Upper Talarik Creek, and Amakd
Amakdedori Creek-Frontal Kamishak Bay Watersheds would be
Amakde
small relative to the abundance
undance of wetland
wetlands in each watershed and the footprint size of wetland impacts
duction in wetlan
wetla
(Table 6-2). The largest reduction
wetlands would take place in the Upper Talarik Creek watershed with
0.129 percent. Wetlands and aquatic res
resources most impacted include palustrine and marine subtidal
dan in the watershed. Fills will impact riverine wetlands that provide habitat
wetlands, both of which are abundant
to Pacific salmon and other fishes in the watersheds, but this will be minimized through project design by
including bridges and culverts designed to allow for fish passage.
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Table 6-2 Summary of Wetland Impacts (Acres) in the HUC 10 Newhalen River, Iliamna Lake, Gibraltar Lake, Upper
Talarik Creek, and Amakdedori Creek-Frontal Kamishak Bay Watersheds
Kvichak-Port Heiden
Newhalen
River

Iliamna
Lake

Gibraltar
Lake

Upper
Talarik
Creek

15
42
270,572
-681,658
881

-<0.01
21,558
38
5,331
91

-<0.01
35,355
-1,680
250

-<0.01
21,965
61
2,159
557

1,525
35
25,968
-3,960
684

1,540
193
431,995
99
70,2863
2,713

952,287

26,926

36
37,036

24,18
24,185

31,487

1,222,728

1.16
18.44
-0.62
0.04
---20.26
0.00
0.002

<0.01
9.02
08
0.08
0.188
0.03
--9.31
0.0
0.035

<0.01
47.43
-0.4
0.46
0.03
--447.92
47
0.129

--------

0.30
14.87
-0.42
0.20
10.25
0.73
26.76
0.085

1.46
90.90
0.08
1.98
0.30
10.25
0.73
106
0.009

5
$)
7

Baseline Wetlands and Other Waters
Estuarine (ac.)
-Lacustrine (ac.)
116
Palustrine (ac.)
56,577
Ice (Glacier) (ac.)
-Lakes (ac.)
8,075
Streams (mi.)
250
Total Wetlands and Other
64,768
Waters (ac.)
Impacts to WOUS
Lacustrine (ac.)
<0.01
Palustrine (ac.)
1.13
Riverine Lower Perennial
-Riverine Upper Perennial
0.30
Riverine Intermittent
0.01
Marine Subtidal
-Marine Intertidal
-Total to WOUS (ac.)
1.44
Reduction of WOUS (%)
0.002

Western Cook Inlet
Amakdedori
Paint
Creek-Frontal
River
Kamishak
Bay

'


<0.01

Total
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Evaluation of Compensatory Mitigation Options

When the results of each of the watershed analysis sections are considered and synthesized it becomes
apparent that: 1) Wetlands and aquatic resources in the area are abundant and in a natural state, 2) Discharges
of fill from the Project will impact a small percentage of aquatic resources, 3) Pacific salmon and other fish
are an important component of the Analysis Area aquatic ecosystems and of local economies, and 4) The
primary threats to these resources arises from impacts associated with contaminated sites and community
sanitary systems. These are important factors that need to be considered in the planning of compensatory
mitigation options for the Project.
Compensatory mitigation may be performed using methods of restoration, enhancement, establishment, and
in certain circumstances, preservation of wetlands and aquatic resources. However, such options are
effectively non-existent in the Analysis Area.

5
$)
7

ly unav
unavailable aas development in the
Wetlands restoration opportunities in the Analysis Area are essentially
Enhancem
Analysis Area is limited, and all existing developments are in use or needed. En
Enhancement opportunities are
sed negligible degrad
degradation to wetlands and other
similarly unavailable because the limited development has caused
J4RDSKAM
esirable as wetlands aree alr
already
already
abundant
abundan in the
aquatic habitats. Establishment of wetlands is not highly desirable
Stiunjustifiable
k N
t due to the
mited
ed due to the land statu
nd
unju
tifiabl
Analysis Area. Lastly, preservation opportunities are limited
statuss and
aquatic resour
i in-kind
the
h An
Analysis
Analysis
Anal
l
sis
i
Area
A
Area.
Areea T
Th
Thus,
h s
lack of foreseeable development threat to existing wetlands and aqu
resourcess in
mitigation is still
mitiga
g
racticaletto
o me
meet
et the location
the watershed approach, and on-site and in-kind compensatory mitigation
are nott practical
at
an off-site
and ion
should
bertunities
considered.
reforee, off
offf site and/or
d/or ou
mitigation
tigat
opportunities
op
po
Project’s compensatory mitigation needs. Therefore,
off-site
out-of-kind m
must be considered.

'

evaluation o
Off-site wetlands mitigation would necessitate the evaluati
of mitigation opportunities beyond the HUC 10
Project.. Given the lim
watersheds directly impacted by thee Project
limited amount of development and land status in the
Nusha
haagak, Kvichak, Tuxedni/
xedni
ni/Kamish
/Kamishak
/K
/
i h kB
Bay HUC 8s) watersheds it is furthe
larger directly impacted (Nushagak,
Tuxedni/Kamishak
further likely
RDSKAM
imiteed
d to
oSticky
w
wetlands
wetlan
nds
preservation
pre
in the surrounding HUC 8
that mitigation would be predominantly limite
limited
Note
ther afield.
a
watersheds or even further
recommend stating how off-site watersheds would be

prioritized
Would watersheds
of ed
thew
ial out-ofout
f kind m
ggation
ion
o oppor
opport
opportunities
op
o
pportunities
unities
within
wi
thin the downstream
directly
d
irectly affec
affe
aff
affected
ect
watersh
he and
There are however, potential
out-of-kind
mitigation
watersheds
HUCs that contain the proposed project have any
habitat
bitat
by minimizing
m
minim
izing eenvironmental
nvironmental
nvi
iim
impacts
mpactss and futuree threats
surrounding areas, to further enhance aaquatic h
priority?
yironmentall impact
h d ? identification and eradication, and simila
nt projects, invasive
nvasive
asive specie
species
through water quality improvement
similar
hh
bi restoration
i iin neighboring
i hb i watersheds
h d (U
activities. There are also opportunities for fish
habitat
(Upper and
Lower Kenai Peninsula, Lower Susitna River, Matanuska) through culvert rehabilitation and other fish
passage improvements that have the potential to benefit the greater Cook Inlet watershed area.

Consequently, PLPs approach to compensate for the permanent loss of wetlands and aquatic habitat in the
Analysis Area resulting from the Project will primarily focus on opportunities that benefit water quality and
enhance or restore fish habitat through out-of-kind mitigation. Although the preference is to seek such
opportunities within the Analysis Area, PLP will also search for opportunities outside the directly impacted
watersheds.
The following factors will be used to evaluate compensatory mitigation options:
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Watershed Health Impacts. Sites within watersheds that are experiencing or may experience water
quality, or other, impacts due to development and human activity. Water quality improvements and
the duration of those improvements resulting from projects will be quantified. Future threats that are
mitigated by projects would also be quantified.

x

Environmental Significance. Selected sites will be ranked according to the aquatic resources that are
impacted or threatened and can be returned to health or protected by mitigation projects. Sites with
wetlands, streams and other waters that provide regionally significant support to fish will be given
higher priority consistent with the results of the watershed analysis.

x

Threat of Development. Aquatic resources that appear likely to experience destruction,
fragmentation, and adverse modification are considered highly desirable for compensatory
nent of a watershed approach,
mitigation. Consideration of development trends is a key component
areas wh
because areas where development is most likely to occur are also ar
where compensatory
wer found in the watershed (HUC
mitigation will be most beneficial. While no preservation options were
P
10), preservation options could be available outside of the watershed. Preservat
Preservation is the least
preferred form of compensatory mitigation.

x

pensation th
that is capab
Practicability. The sites selected must enable compensation
capable of being completed after
taking into consideration: cost, existing technology,
chnology, and log
logistics in llight of overall project purposes.
le for the implementatio
implementation of mitigation projects.
Furthermore, the sites must be available

5
$)

7

x

J4RDSKAM
Sticky Note

J4RDSKAM
Sticky Note

'

recommend acknowledging the
requirements that must be met fo
proposed preservation sites (33 CFR
332.3(h).
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Summary of Mitigation Program

PLP is currently evaluating potential compensatory mitigation opportunities. Future revisions of this CMP
will include a list of the mitigation options evaluated. It is possible that given the scale of the proposed
Project’s potential WOUS impacts, more than one compensatory mitigation proposal may be required.
Detailed information about each compensatory mitigation opportunity proposed will be included in
Attachment 2. Each proposal will have a plan that will include the following information as required by 33
CFR 332.4 (c)(2-14):
Objectives. A description of the resource type(s) and amount(s) that will be provided, the
method of compensation (i.e., restoration, establishment, enhancement, and/or
preservation), and the manner in which the resource functions of the compensatory
coreg
mitigation project will address the needs of the watershed, ecoregio
ecoregion,
physiographic
province, or other geographic area of interest.

x

ed during the si
site select
Site selection. A description of the factors considered
selection process.
This should include consideration of watershed needs
needs, on
on-site
-site alternatives
terna
where
hing ecologic
ecologically self
f-sust
applicable, and the practicability of accomplishing
self-sustaining
aquatic
ncement,
ment, and/or preservat
resource restoration, establishment, enhancement,
preservation at the
compensatory mitigation project site.

x

ription
tion of the legal arrange
arran
Site protection instrument. A description
arrangements and instrument,
including site ownership, that will be used
sed to ensure the llong-term protection of the
roject site.
sit
compensatory mitigation project

x

Baseline information. A description of the ecolog
ecological characteristics of the proposed
eco
compensatory mitigation
gation
ion project site and, in the
t case of an application for a DA permit,
includ descripti
the impact site. This may include
descriptions of historic and existing plant communities,
soi conditions,
con
historic and existing hydrology, soil
a map showing the locations of the impact
ation
tion site(s) or the geograp
and mitigation
geographic coordinates for those site(s), and other site
cs appropriate to the type of resource proposed as compensation. The baseline
characteristics
ould also include
inclu
incl
information should
a delineation of waters of the United States on the
satory mitigation
m
proposed compensatory
project site. A prospective permittee planning to
secure credits from an approved mitigation bank or in-lieu fee program only needs to
provide baseline information about the impact site, not the mitigation bank or in-lieu fee
project site.

x

Determination of credits. A description of the number of credits to be provided, including
a brief explanation of the rationale for this determination.

x

Mitigation work plan. Detailed written specifications and work descriptions for the
compensatory mitigation project, including, but not limited to, the geographic boundaries
of the project; construction methods, timing, and sequence; source(s) of water, including
connections to existing waters and uplands; methods for establishing the desired plant
community; plans to control invasive plant species; the proposed grading plan, including
elevations and slopes of the substrate; soil management; and erosion control measures.
For stream compensatory mitigation projects, the mitigation work plan may also include

'

5

$)

7

x
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other relevant information, such as planform geometry, channel form (e.g., typical channel
cross-sections), watershed size, design discharge, and riparian area plantings.
Maintenance plan. A description and schedule of maintenance requirements to ensure the
continued viability of the resource once initial construction is completed.

x

Performance standards. Ecologically-based standards that will be used to determine
whether the compensatory mitigation project is achieving its objectives.

x

Monitoring requirements. A description of parameters to be monitored in order to
determine if the compensatory mitigation project is on track to meet performance
standards and if adaptive management is needed. A schedule for monitoring and reporting
of monitoring results to the district engineer must be included.

x

en
Long-term management plan. A description of how the compensatory
mitigation project
will be managed after performance standards have been achieved
hieved to ensure the long-term
sustainability of the resource, including long-term financing
mechanisms and the party
cing me
mechanism
responsible for long-term management.

x

ategy to address unfores
unforesee
Adaptive management plan. A management strategy
unforeseen changes in site
conditions or other components of the compensatory
pensatory mitigation proje
project, including the
party or parties responsible for implementing
management measures. The
nting adaptive m
managemen
revis compensatory
com
adaptive management plan will guide decisions for revising
mitigation plans
dress
ss both foreseeable an
and unforeseen circumstances
and implementing measures to address
tory mitigation
tigation success.
that adversely affect compensatory

x

scription of financial
financi assur
Financial assurances. A description
assurances that will be provided and how
they are sufficient to ensure
nsure a high level of confid
con
confidence that the compensatory mitigation
essfully
fully completed, in acco
project will be successfully
accordance with its performance standards.

x

Other information.
on.. The district
on
strict engineer may require additional information as necessary
to determinee the appropriateness, feas
fe
feasibility, and practicability of the compensatory
proje
mitigation project.

'
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Conclusion

'

5

$)

7

PLP is proposing compensatory mitigation to offset environmental losses resulting from unavoidable impacts
to 3,576 acres of WOUS. PLPs compensatory mitigation approach will focus on opportunities that benefit
water quality and fish and their habitat through in-kind or out-of-kind mitigation. While the intent is to seek
such opportunities within the watershed, if opportunities are not available PLP will reach for similar
opportunities outside the watershed. This CMP will be amended in the future to include proposed mitigation
plans.
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